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PREFACE.
-—<•>»

—

The extensive cultivation of Sanscrit, during late years in Europe, has occasioned a

demand for the Dictionary ofthat language, published in 1819, greater than was anticipated,

and greater than it perhaps deserved. Copies of it are in consequence procurable with

difficulty.

It was my intention to have delayed the publication of a second edition, until I was

prepared to offer to those engaged in the study, comprehending men of mature intellect,

and eminent amongst the most distinguished scholars of the age, a work constructed on

an entirely different model, and one better adapted than a mere alphabetical compilation

to learned and philosophical research. Other duties and occupations have prevented the

accomplishment of this object, beyond the accumulation of materials. In the mean while,

years are passing away, and the vain hope of putting forth a perfect performance may

prevent the completion of a useful though more humble task. From the frequent appli-

cations, also, that have been made to me for copies of the original Dictionary, I am encou-

raged to conclude, that a more prompt, though less efficient, compilation than that which

I yet hope to accomplish, will not be unacceptable.

Notwithstanding these considerations, however, I might still have hesitated to engage

in a reprint of the Dictionary upon the original plan, had it not been thougbt desirable,

by the Committee of Public Instruction in Bengal, to provide with as little delay as possi-

ble, the assistance it was calculated to afford to the conjoint acquirement of Sanscrit and

English in the Native colleges under their superintendance:—sucli a combination being in

their opinion of the first importance in those seminaries where Hindu youths are reared,

not only for the diffusion of the English language, but for the communication of an ele-

mentary knowlege of Sanscrit to numbers now precluded from an attainment, w hich is

essentially necessary to the Natives themselves, for a critical knowledge of the languages

which they speak, and for the correct application of them to written composition. This

latter circumstance determined me to publish at once a second edition of the Sanscrit and

English Dictionary, with no other alterations than such as were requisite to render it more

comprehensive and less bulky, and better suited to general use.

The chief object of the original compilation was to embody, in one digest, the whole

mass of indigenous Lexicography. Reference to Native Dictionaries was llte most obvious

course of proceeding, iu collecting for the first time, the vocables of the language, and the

disadvantages of the plan were not fully developed until it was too late to apply a rente
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The great advantage of having in one compilation, the contents of the many Vocabu-

laries and Comments upon them, which are cited in the dot edition of the Dictionary, it

cannot be requisite to specify. This department of Sanscrit literature, offers no longer any

object to excite the curiosity or distract the attention of the student. Whatever the in-

dustry of the native Lexicographers lists assembled, is within his reach, in a more commodi-

ous and accessible form ;
with exception of the contents of a few works sometimes quoted,

but rarely met with, which it is believed do little more than repeat the labours of their

predecessors, such as the Vaijayanti, Utpalini, Sasvat, Kesava , and Siva Kashas.

It will also be admitted, that the words extracted from original Vocabularies, ex-

plained by various synonymes, and illustrated by appropriate commentaries, rest upon

competent authority. It will not be suspected, that they have been inserted on insufficient

grounds, or interpreted according to an arbitrary and possibly erroneous apprehension of

the purport of the passages in which they occur. In many cases also, the words given in

original compilations, are of comparatively unfrequent recurrence, and when met with, it

might not be easy to discover their import satisfactorily by the sense of the context. The

author of the Hdravali , a Vocabulary of but small extent, has especially devoted it to

terms of this class, and declares his compilation to be the result of twelve years’ reading.

As a counterpoise to these recommendations, it is not to be denied, that exclusive de-

pendance upon original Sanscrit Vocabularies is attended with proportionate disadvanta-

ges. They omit almost always words of constant and familiar use, and are exceedingly

deficient in adjectives, whether simple or compounded. They abound also in denominative

terms, especially those belonging to the Hagiography and Mythology of the Hindus.

In the first edition of the Dictionary, an attempt was made to correct the former class

of these deficiencies, but not on a sufficiently extensive scale. In the present it has received

greater attention
;
and it is hoped, that the student who consults its pages, will seldom be

disap[H>inted with respect to the most ordinary and useful words.

In connexion with the arrangements in progress, for the compilation of an Etymolo-

gical Dictionary, I had verbal indices prepared of the following printed liooks : the Mdgha ,

Kirdtdrjunh/a, Hilopadesa, Menu, Bhagavat Gita, Gita Govinda, Durgd Pdtha , Amru

Sataka ,
Siddhdnta Kaumudi, part of Bhatli, and part of the Mitdkshard. The pundits

employed have not perhaps been quite as careful as could have been w ished, in making their

extracts; but the lists, it is believed, comprise most of the words which the works specified

contain, and which when not inserted in the Dictionary were transferred by me to iLs pages.

Besides the additions made from these sources, 1 had theaidofmy friend Babu Kvohakant

Deh’s Sanscrit Dictionary, as far as the word trntfavT, and 1 thence obtained several valu-

able accessions. I derived some aid also from Dr. Carey’s Bengalee Dictionary, which is full

of Sanscrit vocables. The Pundits of the Sanscrit College of Calcutta furnished me with

jnnal lists of technical terms relating to the branches of literature which they teach ;

.
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and I was indebted to Mr. John Tytlbr for some, and to the Rev. Mr. Yates for many

words met with by them in their course of reading. The Dictionary has by these means

received very considerable additions, and the number of words, between fifty and sixty

thousand, is nearly double the amount of those contained in the first edition. It would

not have been difficult to hare made the increase still more extensive, but I did not think

it necessary to multiply compound terms, the analysis of which was obvious, and whose

component members had a place in the columns of the Dictionary.

Iu order not to swell the publication to an inconvenient size, I have thought it advisa-

ble to omit the particular references made in the first edition to the Vocabularies, whence

the words were extracted. It appeared to me probable, that my authority might now be

suffered to stand in the room of that on which my labours were originally based, and the

space appropriated to mere citation might be more beneficially occupied. Besides the saving

of space, however, their exclusion gave me iheopportunity ofimproving the arrangement of

the interpretation in those cases where the word admitted of a variety of significations. In

the former publication, the meanings followed the order of the Vocabularies, beginning with

the one most in repute, as t lie Amera Kosha forexample, and supplying additional senses from

other works, according to their relative estimation. To have pursued a different plan, would

have involved an inconvenient rejietition of references to the same authority. Its adoption

was sometimes productive of a very unmethodical juxtaposition of interpretations. In

the present edition, this lias been in part at least corrected, and the sense that seems most na-

turally to result from the etymology of the word takes in general precedence of the rest

;

the others follow according to their more or less direct relation to the original purport, as

for as this can he traced, and according to my judgment, which may have sometimes mis-

led me. It is not likely, that where the relation by analogy, comparison, metaphor or

convention is faint and fanciful, any classification can be devises!, that will admit of no dis-

pute. It is also difficult, if not impossible, to provide in one language an equivalent for

every shade of meaning which the terms of another may be made to convey, especially

in a language like Sanscrit, in which compound verbs and their derivatives are often used

in a vague and arbitrary manner, or even where they may be thought to offer some con-

nexion w ith their original import, do so in a remote and indeterminate degree. It would be

easy to multiply instances of this nature, but the following will be sufficient at present.

The verb fa ‘ to serve,’ when combined with the prefix HlTff, mostcommonly means * to

have recourse to for asylum or support.’ This idea, although it tnay be considered as the

basis of the various applications made of the derivatives of the verb, is not always very evi-

dent in such phrases as these : ajfYlgYtttmfaqs confiding in the strength of his own arm ;

YWCYlfaWl standing at a window ; wi'tt’Wrftw seated on a seat
; TJTY by

Skanda riding on the back of a peacock; q^Hgifatg displaying valour; YUJtflifaYt

affected by desire ; YTPt high-spirited speech
;

speaking Sanscrit
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TOTVTTO 1 sna^rraSt gt fsr&V : a prohibition regarding either a crude noun, or an affix, &c.

Now, here, neither sitting, nor standing, nor riding, nor speaking can in any way be regard-

ed as the proper interpretationsof and its derivatives,and it might convey an errone-

ous idea of their real purport so to render them in a Dictionary, although they may be

legitimately expressed in translation by simitar equivalents.

The root to to embrace, or cling to, has V prefixed to it in an intensitive sense, to

signify, to be closely connected with. The derivative mTJf has been rendered by

Sir Mm. Jones, in his translation of Mend, by six different equivalents: xft^ptmrt

UjFJ vj ‘ By the attachment of the organs to sensual pleasure WThnVTO TOTO ‘ He must

not gain wealth by any art that pleases the sense;’ ntrsarst

‘ Tltough permitted to take presents, let him avoid a habit of taking them

tTJJT faitTO 1 ‘ Women must above all be restrained from the smallest illicit

gratification ifaftnwmraiFI ‘By indulging the sensual appetites;’ rrwy.'fsfajwi ‘To

restrain him from o repetition of the offence
'

To these might be added other passages, where different words must be used to express

the precise puqjort of VETO1
,
although in all of them, the notion of connexion of some kind

or other, may be more or less distinctly traced. Whoever looks for all such modifications of

meaning in a Dictionary will probably be disappointed ; and even if it were possible, it

would not be advisable to insert them, unless they were exemplified by the passages in

which they occur. It does not follow, therefore, that because they are not found, they

have been in all cases unadvisedly or ignorantly omitted ; and the omission can never cause

serious embarrassment to the student, as the context in comparison with the etymological

sense sufficiently illustrates the manner in which the latter has been applied.

Being on the eve of quitting India, I cannot now enter at any length into the vindi-

cation of the merits or extenuation of the defects of the present work. I am not unaware

of the existence;of the latter ; but I confidently trust, that such as it is, the Dictionary will

contribute to the furtherance of the study of Sanscrit, both in this country and in Eu-

rope ; and in the situation to which it has pleased the University of Oxford to elect me, it

will be my wish, as it will be my duty, to offer to the cultivators of the language, other

and belter assistance.
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w
W The first letter of the alphabet, and inherent short Towel.

Xf inch
1 No, not- * A privative, prohibitive, and diminutive

particle. * An inteijection ofpity. It also implies degrees of

difference, and similarity. As a negative prefix to word*

beginning with a tom cl, ^ is changed to as ^ aud xgM

form

^ m. (^:) A name of Vianrfb.

X^f*X.mfn. (-^T-fWi-f*) Free from debt or obligation
;
also

HVfw^ e ^ neg- vfww a debtor.

^flT r. lOtli cl. (aisivfn) To separate or diride. See vfa.

whf m. (.**.) ' A share or portion. ' A part- • A shoulder, the

shoulder blade. • (In arithmetic) a fraction. ' The nume-

rator of a fraction. * A degree of latitude or longitude, &c.

Sec *fW. E. ring to diride, affix.
,

xbu'* m. (-7P-) A kinsman, a relation, a coheir, n. (-*’) A day.

e. x$j[ to separate or divide, and wif affix.

xin«raj nifn. (*nw) An heir, a coheir, one who lias a share or

portion, k. "sin and WT3T who possesse*.

n. ( if) Dividing, sharing, e. wii* and vr^nff.

mfn. (-^-rn-ii) To be divided, divisible, k. and

affl

mfn. (-on-WT-if) Dividing, sharing, e. vjft and stnr%£ alf.

wjinnr mfn. ( xni-trwl ^rw) Dividing, sharing, e. x** and

affix.

WrarfaTTO mfn. (-W--^T-^d) Divisible, to be divided, e- and

alf.

mfn. (-urc-’fl**) Dividing, sharing, e. wi* and w* a£
HfTFf mfn. (-^i-wr-li) Strong, stout, lusty. Sec ^|rw.

mfn . jQ.^-xf) A sharer, a divider, a coheir, c. ^r*r

and TY who takes.

mfn. (-tt-fr^t-fxr) A sharer, a coheir, k. and

TTfcW who takes.

WrwTH m. (-W) Part of a portion or shore, e. win repeated.

ind. Share by share, a. xiir repented and X aff.

xfipt mfn. (-VT-XMl) Divided, portioned, shared, a. xrr and

Waff.

%r«i^mfn. (-xT-fxxt-fx) A jharer, a coheir. *. six and xN
poss. tdT.

Sf

rafn. (-H:-*n-'^l) Divisible, to be shared or divided.

e. Tr and nw aff.

m. (-w:)
1 A ray of light, a sun-beam, * Light, splendor,

effulgence.
1 Dress, decoration. * A small filament or end

of thread. ’ The sun. * A minute particle or atom. a. whl

to divide, 7 uff.

whtnsr n. (-wf)
1 Fine cloth, muslin. * A mantle, a wrapper, a

robe, a linen garment worn rouiid the upper port of the body.

* Cloth in general. 4 White cloth. * A leaf. k. wii* and

fWadded.

^?rjTT*r n. (.ai)
1 A collection or blase of light.

1 A parcel or

pencil of rays. e. wjv and 9TTwr a net.

XBinrr m. (-T!) The aun. &. wivr and wr who holds.

WfEfc m. (-^T) The sun. E. ^ir and w* lord.

x^ijrw rafn (-vnwr-irtft-in^)
1 Radiant, luminous. •Acumi-

nated, pointed, in. (-Wi^)
1 The sun. * A prince of the solar

race, son of Abamanjas, grandson of Sa'caju. (-ift) (A plant,

(Hedysurum Gangeticum.) e. x^r and rpnt poss. a(T.

wivKft'JtVii f. (-ITT) The plantain, (Musa poradisiaca.) e. wripnr

and ism fruit.

wisrmtirT f. (-WT) A garland of light, a halo. k. wiir and STTWT a

garland.

Ujipnfvru.m. ( *#t) The sun. wjinnwn and Tf*r off.

mfn. (-wr-ur-w) Radiant, splendid, e. wv and wr^aflt

wrrjWT* m. (-f:) The sun. e. wjw and WTW an arrow.

wriTTSI m. (-1*0 The sun. e. xtfij and xpjj the hand.

‘’fS r. I Oth cl. To separate or divide; also written Wftf.

wNr m. (-WT’)
1 A shoulder, a scapula. * A part, a portion.

K. vfa to divide, ftff*. it is also written wfit.

wi*nr^ m. (-7 ) A bull s hump, the protuberance between the

shoulders of the Indian ox. k. the shoulder, and ^7 a peak,

wrewr mfb. (-W--WT-^) Strong, stout, lusty, e.w the shoulder,

and *TM aff. also written ’•ilfX-

-fvrftf f. (-fx:)
1 A gift, a donation. * Sickness, disease. * Leav-

ing. abandoning. * A gift. a. xfx to go, fifx afti* or gjf for

XX to kill, and xfx Unadi aff.

XTHl f. (-tH) A gift or donation, e. See vixfw, X being made

long.

B
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^rrin. (-V) Sin. Sec e. xw to go, and the Un&di affix,

.n*
^tfVrflT f. (-fir:) A gift or donation, e. See wfafxr, XK befog

inserted.

(-fif) ' A foot. * The root of > tree, k ,^f% to go,

and ftw Unidi affix : also

m. (-T) A tree. e. the root. And •*? from TT to

drink.

*tif*w*t m. (-nr) The heel. e. xtfxj the foot, and war the

shoulder.

r. 1st cl. (Xvfk) To wind or move tortuously. With an in-

dicatoryx- wfar (VT*) 1 To mark or bespot. 'Togo. See^lr

m. (-W:)
1 Moving tortuously. One who goes crookedly.

Pain, affliction. * Sin. e. xj priv. and ar happiness, orw
to move crookedly, alf. x*^:

m. Name of K/tc, the dragon's tail, or descending

node. mfn. (-^ Bald, destitute of hair. it. x priv. and^ hair : this applies to Ke'to, as the symbol of the asterism

is a headless trunk.

mfn. (-tF:-^T*^) Free from thorns, literally or metapho-

rically. e. ^ priv. w*CW a thorn.

mfn. (-^:-xqr-xtf) Not to be mentioned or spoken of; also

similar forms as manal** &c. *. X| neg. ant to speak, with

the participial affixes ant &c.

Wwb m. (-*:) A deified saint according to the Bauddhas.

mfn. (-*:•*!-^) Elder, superior. s. ^ priv. and grfwF
youngest.

m. (-Jft) A deified saint according to the Bsuddhas.

e. b superior and snt to go
j

affix T.

^rarffow m. (-XT) The name of a Jain tt saint, one of the pupils

of the last Tirthakara. mfn. (-TT-WT-Tf) Firm, unshaken, not
agitated or trembling. *. * priv. wfg to tremble

;
the par

ticipial affix *, and ^inserted.

^FPCtnfh. (-XTs-TT-^-x!) 1 Maimed, bandless. * Privileged, exempt
from tax or duty. * One who does not act e. ^ priv. and XX
the hand, lax, duty. f. (-^r) Erablic myrobalan, (Phyllanthus

emblica.) e . w priv. and WX to injure, affix.

m# (-tV.) Failure, disappointment, (it is used only as

an imprecation,) as may he fad. e. ^ priv.

ffW to do, and affix.

mfn. (-*:-XTT-d) Not to be done, improper or imprac-

ticable. e. ^ neg. urrwlc to be done.

mfa. Unfeeling, void of compassion or tender-

ness. e. x^ neg. wwwi tenderness.

mfn. (-1T-ICI-W) Soft, not hard. k. X[ priv. and Ww
hard.

xf^w mfo. (-W:-WT-xJ) Deaf. e. ^ priv. and ml the ear.

XRrvnr mfn. (-W^xn-xf) A dwarf.

mfn. (-^-arr-af) Not to be done, improper, impracti-

cable. k. ^ neg. anfce to be done.

XWOX mfn. (-xi:-arr-xj) Not to be done, improper, e. ai neg.

arww act, xrw air.

mfo* (*^T- W-tp) 1

Idle, unoccupied, without work.
* Degraded, no longer performing essential rites, n. (-*&)

1 Absence of occupation. * Loss or neglect of essential ob-

servances. * Improper act, crime, offence, b. ai neg. otrx| act,

mfn. (-FF) Free from action, necessary as vital, or

essential as religious, a. ^ neg. era} act, fpr who does.

xxm mfn. (-Hft-eeT-lxi)
1

Clear, clean. * Pure, sinless. * Free

from sediment, f. (-WT) Moonlight, e. ^ priv. and ar«ar dirt.

mfn. (-Wi*WT*xf) Humble, not proud, (this word u some-
times written e. aj priv. ere* pride, and xr or er afll

araifxo n mfn. (-Wt-WT-W) Natural, not artificial, not mode. a. ^
neg. efwjw made.

mfn. (-*:-er-xi) Faultless, sinless, r. ^ priv. atxire sin.

wnrw mfn. (-IT -WT-aC) 8ick, diseased, t. x| priv. efWJ well.

*T*^rw mfn. Unlucky, inauspicious, b. neg.

er-sre prosperous.

WTWjnd. 1 Immediately, instantly, presently. * Without a

cause, without a wherefore, e. ^ neg. Wily from what,

arvn* mfn. (-9:-XBT-aj) Sudden, unexpected, e. ^ neg. errxj a

stem.

mfn. (•TTi-TTT-w) Suddenly born or produced, e.

ai#iM and wrrxr born.

mfn. (-Tf:*7n-xr) Perishing suddenly after birth,

dying as soon as born. e. ^FTTXB, and TTW perishing,am born,

weirw n. (-xr) Absence or non-existence of a cause. (Used

adverbially,) Causelessly. *. x* neg. FT7TW cause.

’WrrwpqTr mfn. (-i:-TT i) Born or produced without a cause.

(L WXnTW and born,

mfn. (-uj:-nh-u|) Improper not to be done. n. (W) An
improper act. e, ^ neg. wnruj to be done,

xgarm m. (*ar) Irregular or unusual, as time or season, e. wr

nog. w\X time.

in. (-xfc) A flower budding out of season, e. xpanv

and fwi a flower.

Wixra mfn. (-ar:-WT-ar) Unaeawnable, produced out of time

or season; also and similar compounds.

B. Fl^xiyi with wt or wmT &c. born or produced.

nrenrWffFJxC* m. (-^:)
1 A fog, or mist.* Unseasonable gather-

ing of clouds, k. ^ priv. and fttw time, npir^ & cloud, and

Tagrj rising.

m. (-^:)
1 Unseasonable cloudiness. * A fog or

mist. f. FRnwr with xfo a cloud, and rising.

mfn. (-XT-VT-T) Impatient, premature, not waiting

for the proper season, e. ^ neg. xftuhjt time-enduring.

nifn. (-^t-WT-Xf) Poor, indigenL e. ^ priv. and f%^fxr

any thing, something.

aif<*w«ioi f. (-ifT) Voluntary poverty, one of the duties of a

Jaina ascetic, e. nnd xn affix.

mfn. (-xr.-XTT-xi) Faultless, free from sin. r. xf priv.

faftax fault.

wixHTtI f. (-f^:) Infamy, disgrace, e ^ reverse, fame.

mfn. (-XT>WT*lf) Unreproached, respectable, f. W neg,

ff%xr bad.

n. (-tfl) Gold or silver, e. neg. and XHQ base metal,

xgajar mfu. (-ar.-WT-ar) Low, mean, of low family, e. m neg.

family.
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mfn. Low, mean, of low origin or rare.

k. neg* of family.

^acwVf mfn. (-v:-in-w)
1 Unlucky, inauspicious. • Clumsy, not

clever, a. ^ neg. xprar lucky, clever.

^r^mc m. (-TT:)
' The sea or ocean. * A tortoise. 1 The king

of turtles, the tortoise supposed to uphold the world. 4 A
stone or rock. b. ^ neg. \the earth, and * to cherish, or ^
neg. ^ for ffkTW contentprible, vile, and itt bank, boun-

dary : there are other etymologies, and M being substituted

for 1. the word is sometimes written ^fTTTT'.

m. (-^:) A deified saint, according to the Bauddhas. mfh.

Void of guile, s. vf pri. and fraud,

wrerw mfh. (-ip-WT-lf) Undone, neglected, incomplete, n. (-if)

Any act unperformed, e. ^ neg. in done.

^mni mfa. Ungrateful, b. ^ neg. WKH grate-

ful.

wmnpn f. (*in) Ingratitude, e. 7TT added to 'TOffY.

n. (if) Ingratitude, i- H added to urarny.

mfh. (-tpr-WT-Jp) Not identified or made one with one-

self, especially in a spiritual sense, not one with spirit, or

God. *c. urem unmade, WTOW self.

n. (-BI) Awkwardness, clumsiness, unfitness. ». ^nfHn
and w aff.

^wftP^mfa. (-tft-fdtfl-fw) Awkward, stupid, incapable of or

unfit for doing any thing, k. ^ neg. « to do, alf. *ud w
augment.

wwfhrsr mfn. (-ir-WT-*f) Natural, inartificial, not made. i.

neg. wfww artificial.

UfiPT mfn. (-H-IMi) Unmerciful, unkind, b. ^ neg. HT mercy.

vsn« mfn, (-V-WT-uf) Liberal, not miserly. E.^neg. 1T1V
miserly.

,nm mfn. (-sr.-WT H) 1

Full, entire. 4 Strong, fierce, a. ^ neg.

fTW little.

^ir*OTTO.m£n. (-in-EHT-ag) Innocent, b. ^ neg. and irwranim

guilty.

mfn. ( W'-WT-W) Bald, hairless, b. ^ neg. ir* hair.

m. (-*;) The betel-nut tree. (Arcca faufel or catechu.)

B. vi neg. and IT* to be crooked, because it grows with a

straight stem.

mfn. (-^:-^T*K) Stupid, ignorant, h. v* neg. cle-

ver.

^TT f. (-*T) A mother, e. W* pain, 5 to sound,

vtn mfn. (-Ht-Hr-IR*) ' Joined, combined. * Gone. * Spread
abroad. 4 Anointed, t. to go, and % affix.

f-
( ^) Night, (on the authority of the V<!daa.) e. vmtogo,

and affix.

m. (-w:) Want of order or arrangement, confusion, irre-

gularity. e. er priv. and 1OT order.

^7W! mfn. (-WTi-wn-wi)
^

1 Unpasaed, unsurpassed. * Uncon-
quered. f. (-WT:) The egg-plant (Solanum melongena.) s. *
neg. and gnwi passed.

m. (.*:) Dispassionateness, restraint of anger, one of the
* ten duties of an ascetic, mfn. <-*;-*T-vi; Dispassionate, * w

neg. and dfrV anger.

mfa. (-h--^T-vf)
1

Inactive, dull, torpid. 4 Abstaining

from religious rites.fi (-^T) Inactivity, neglect of what ought
to be done. e. ^ neg. f*nn act.

n. (-W) Inactivity, torpor# n added to the preceding,

also vffhrtrwT.

mfa. (-rj-Tf-X) Gentle, not crueL m. (-ETJ) The paternal

uncle and friend of Kmshxa. k. ^ neg. cruel.

®fa. (*Ej:-in V) Incapable of distress or pain- 4
Unfit to

be pained or distressed, e. ^ neg. to be pained.

m. (-w:) Absence of weariness or fatigue, e. vi priv. and

WW fatigue.

^rwrm mfn. (-WT:-WTT-wi)Unwearied. e. ^ neg. and ITP! wearied,

mfn. (T'-VT-l)
1 Unvexed, not distressed or annoyed*

4 Unwearied, indefatigable, a. ^ neg. fatre wearied.

WB m. (-If:) Absence of weariness or vexation, a. ^ neg. ihf
distress.

^ftRTT f. (-W!) Tlie indigo plant. (Indigofera tinctoria.)^ r. 1st and 3d cl. (vrqfir smwifw) 1 To reach or obtain.
4 To pervade. 4 To accumulate.

'Iw m. (-W-)
1 A die, cubic or oblong, for playing with. * Part

of a car. • A wheel. 4 A car. * A snake. 4 Law suit, legal

proceedings. T Sacred knowledge. 4 The aouL • A seed

ofwhich Rosaries arc made, in which sense it occurs mostly

in composition, as, Rudrdktha, ImdrdJttJm. 14 A Kartha or

weight of sixteen mash as.
1

1

A tree bearing a medicinal fruit.

(Tcrminalia belcrica.) 14 A proper name, the son of Ra'vaka.
14 A name of Gakuka. 14 A person born blind.

14
Terrestrial

latitude, n. (-TT)
1 An organ of sense.

4 Sea salt.
4 Blue

vitriol, e. vnj to pervade, Unfidi affix et.

wrfptf m. (-W:) A tree. (Dalbergia Oujunicnsi*, Rox.) e. vgtf

Beleric myrobalan. and WT affix : from its resembling that

plant} or the termination being a pleonastic affix, the word

may have all the senses of the preceding : also read

wH n. (-^:)
1 The hypolhenuse, especially of the triangle

formed with the gnomon of a dial and its shadow. 1
(In

astronomy.) Argument of the latitude.

Wtjrf h. (-li) ' Fried grain, (in this sense it is also used in the

mas. plu. -in:). * A eunuch. * Whole grain, f. (-TTT) A plant,

named also KankarmSringL mfa. (-vr-UT-TT)
1 Uninjured, un-

hurt. 1 WTiole, unbroken, k. neg. and WW torn, broken, &c.

fi (*fw:) A virgin. E. WTEPT and vbf*T pudendum.

m. (•*:) A Judge, b. a law suit, who sees
;

from TIT to see.

(-^:) A gambler, a dicer, e. dice and B£who plays,

arwyw tn. (-ir:) A gambler, a dicer, n. (-Tf:) Gambling, k

and P^y or plays : als°

n. (-if) Dispute at play. e. and ** aifi

’innri^ m. (-Tiy A judge. R. a law suit, and who seea.

(•‘'it) A gamester. E.ltfi dice, and player,

mtin. (-TO A plant, (Trophis aspera.) See mfa.

One who holds dice See. m. WU and WT what

holds.

m. (-VT) A gamester, a gambler, i.^ dice, and ipt

a rogue.
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m. (*»:) A boll, an ox. e. a cart, vr its fore-

part, or wv^ a load, and fair affix.

rn. ( 7') An arena, a boxing or wrestling ground} also

read xfSPlTI.

m. (-W ) A judge. ».. ¥T¥ law suit, and xnz to ar-

range, affix *»¥.

m. (•*:) A judge, e- as before with Z* all

ni. (-^ ) Adollower of the Nyaya system of philosophy.

b. irw contest, and xtt^ who goes ; the Nyfiya is the logical

school ; al*o ^ffrunrn;.

m. (-¥ ) A degree of latitude, e. ¥rw and xror & part

mfn. (-¥;-WT-li) ' Impatient, intolerant * Unable, in-

competent, impotent, f. (-¥T) ' Impatience, intolerance.

* Envy, impatience of another's success. 4 Inability, incapa

city. k. ¥1 ncg. ¥¥r patience.

f- (-WI) Impatience, Ac. Sec the last

^¥¥ *t m. (-n" ) Impatience, Ac. See ¥TUTRr.

¥rt9TRTWT f. ( «tt)
1 A rosary, a string of beads, especially of the

seeds of the Eleocarpus. * The name of Aeukd oati, wife

of Vas'isoT'eA, (from her wearing a rosary.) e. a kind

of seed or bead, and ¥l¥j a necklace.

¥f¥¥ mfn (-¥:-¥T-^) Durable, permanent, imperishable, f. (-¥T)

The seventh day of a lunar month, which happens on a

Sunday or Monday, and the fourth, which falls on a Wednes-

day. b. ^ neg. and ^ to waste or decay, off. ¥*!.

f. (ITT) Durability, imperishableness. t. wt added to

the preceding.

f. (¥l) The third day of the lunar half of the

month VattAk’ha. (April-May.) e. wm durable, and CwfaT

the third day : the consequences of meritorious actions

performed on this day being permanent as it is the first day

of the Sntya Yuga or the anniversary of creation,

u. (-EI) Imperishableness. e. W added to “¥¥¥.

xgifspyrsir m. (-if) Heaven, the imperishable world or region.

e. and diiSF w orld.

m. (-X’.)
1 A name of Siva. * A name of Visiikc. n. (-t)

Braum, the supreme being, (in this sense it is sometimes mas.)
9 Eternal beatitude, or exemption from further transmigra-

tion. * Religious austerity.
4 Moral merit * The sky or

atmosphere. 9 A letter of the alphabet. 1 A plant. (Achy-

r&nthes aspera.) • Water (in the dialect of the Vedas.)

mfn. (-Ti-Tt-Y)
1 Unalterable. * Un perishable, indccayablc.

e. WTTT to pervade, and ¥*T Unadi affix.

m. ( V) A scribe, a writer, e. ¥T¥* letter, and ^
affix.

¥(¥T^W m. (-V.) A scribe, e. xr¥T a letter, and ’¥¥ affix.

ra. (-¥:) A scribe, e. See the last word.

'iw’. (-W : ) A scribe, a writer. See 'MH'UW
f. (-¥t) A pen. e. a letter, and unfat a mo-

ther.

^fwnrtnr m. (-¥'.) A scribe. It V9¥T a letter, and urfaur

who lives, i. e. who gets a livelihood by letters
; also

Ufa* and Ul¥T*tfa .̂

f-(-WT)A pen. e. a letter, and ffiy r a brush.

]

S¥rfas?r¥ m. (-¥:)
1 Scripture, a writing. * The alphabet,

k. WfjJT a Utter, and fa*9i¥ assemblage.

{-¥:) A scholar, a student. *. ¥T¥T a letter, and *U|

commencement.
'
I¥¥*>

,

tsr¥ n. (*»i) Scripture, a writing, k. ¥T¥T a letter, and

Vtgnr placing, collecting.

UUT^mfa. ( TT^ Vlft'Tir) Having a die, Ac. f. < -1ft) Gaming,

playing with dice. k. ¥T¥ a die, and ¥*¥ possessive affix.

^¥973 in. (-¥;) An amphitheatre for wrestling, the arena of &

gymnasium, t. ¥T<9 contest, and ¥T¥ an enclosure, an area.

mfn. (-faw) Versed in law, or in play. x. ¥f U law or

dice, and f?gr ,vbo knows.

'Ufs^xi n. (fa) A rosary, a string of eleocarpus seeds so used, a
and a thread.

¥P¥i'¥ m. (-W) A degree of latitude, b. Ufa and x*¥ a part.

»»- (fa)
1 The fore part of a car. * The axle or bar to which

the wheels are attached i- ¥9 and *¥y fore part,

vrfrjrtwqr m. (W-

)

The pin of the axle of a carriage, the linch-

pin, also one at the extremity of the pole. e. a cart, ^¥¥

fore part, and urfanr a pin or bolt

¥T¥Tfai f- (-fat)
1 Impatience, intolerance. *Envy, impatience of

anotlier's superiority or succbjs. k. ¥| ncg. and srfal suffer-

ance.

¥UKVTew n. (-V) Such food as may be eaten during a season

of mourning, religious observance, Ac. as cow’s milk, ghee,

rice, kidney- beans barley, sesamum, and sea or river salt. a.

neg. ¥TT alkali, urwur .talt.

n. (-f%) The eye. b. to pervade, and fa affix,

m. (-W) A tree, (Dalbergia Oujciniensis.) See also

n (-¥:) llic eye-ball. k. the eye, aud a

globe, or ball.

¥rfairrwrm.(-ur:) The ball or globe of the eye. E.-vfl"* and *T*Tball

wfwinT mfn. (-If:-WT-Tf) Hateful, bated, disliked, k. ^fa the

eye, and anf gone.

vff’ijrTfn f. (-TT) The pupil of the eve. e. and WTCT a star.

^firrw* n. (-tji) The eye lash. e. ^fa and xj^sf lash.

urfaxt^ir n. (-m) A coat of the eye. b. ^|fx| and a coat.

m. ( St ) A tree, (Pale Lod’h.) Sec ¥TVT¥. n. (-¥) Any

medicament or collyrium for the eye. k. ¥rfa the eye, and

a remedy.

m. ( ¥0 A plant (Morunga.) n. (-W) Sea- Balt. See 9f¥t*r.

n. (-n’) A glance or side look
;
one with the eye

lids partly closed. «. ^fa the eye, and wfkpT from to

contract, wilh fa prefixed.

m. (•¥-) A plant. (Guilandina or Hyperanthera morun-

ga.) n. (-¥) Sea-salt E. ¥T¥ to pervade, off: it is also writ-

ten and "Wnffa. mfn- (-W-Tt-'a) Sober, not intoxicated.

e. neg. and ¥fa ntoxiemted.

mfn. (•¥:•¥!-¥) ' Unpared, uncut, not comminuted.

1
Inexpert. * Unconquered, e. ^ neg. ent*

f. (-WT)
1 Entireness, fulness.

1 Want of practice or

conversancy* k. xf ncg. xjwiTT spareness.

mfn. (-au -auT-ai) Unshaken, undisturbed, unagitated, e.

¥f neg. va>i shaken.



'fWT® m. (-*:) * A tree, (described m • PUm, growing in the

Kill. 1 See Tlt^. * A walnut • A tree bearing an oily nut,

(Aleurites triloba) Also written agiwril. a ww to pervade,

and vsr* aiT.

'qrWfr m. (-vl See the preceding word, also *. Vfl to

pervade. and ^li€ ait

WV m. (-*: ) See ^WTT. *- and W\ aff.

WWW m. {-*:)
1 Firmness, absence of agitation. * The post to

which an elephant is tied. mfn. (-W.-WT-**) Unshaken, un-

agitated. s. priv. ,VI¥ shaking.

mfn. (-m-WT-li) Unshaken, unagitated. firm. a. WT neg.

wrf*nr shaken.

f. f-wt) A complete army, consisting of 1,09,350 foot,

65,610 horse, 21,870 chariots, and 21,870 elephants, a.

a carriage!, assemblage.

Wqr n. (•#) Time. a. to eat, and Un'Adi aff.

m. (-fF) Childish fancy, whim, caprice. a. ^ neg. and

WT to desire, undesirable by the wise.

WWVf mfn. (•«*^|>#) AH, entire, a. ^ neg. and ** a part,

^anr n. (-W) '.Time. * Leaving entire.
1 Admitting, non-

refutation. a. ^ neg. to break, and lgT.aff.

mfn. (.m-ip-lf) * Unbroken, undivided. * Undisturbed,

uninterrupted, continuous. * Unrefoted. t. neg. wfwW

divided.

mfn. Fruitful, bearing fruit in due season,

a. ^ neg. vrfnrw broken, and wh season.

inn. ( -wi-if )
1 A natural pond or lake. * A pool before a

‘

temple. Sometimes written ^TWTW. a. ^ neg. and WTH dug.

mfn. (-qf:-q|T-^) Improper to be eaten, a. ^ neg.

to be eaten.

^WTfgTT mfn. (-m-m-if) Uneaten, a. ^ neg. wif^T eaten.

ifhV mfn. ('V:-WT*ri) Unwearied, indefatigable, a. if neg.

wearied. «.

nfmw mfn. (-w.-wr-ir) All, entire, a. sq neg. and faw sepa-

rated.

^i l

v

t rafa. (-m-WT-lt) Unknown, obscure, not famous or noto-

rious. a. WJ neg. qqnf famed.

^irrfiT f. (-fir.) Disrepute, want of fame. a. W| neg. Wlf*

fame.

’W* r. 1st cl. (ajafk) To wind or move tortuously. Sec WV. fPtth

a* indicatory (ajlfir) To go, move or approach.

Ha m. (-**.) * A tree. * The sun. * A mountain. * A snake.

* Moving crookedly, twining, twisting, a. Uf neg. and V who

goes, from art to go, or wpi to go tortuously, aff.

Wf#WF m. (-^:) A tree. a. if neg. and from qqr to go.

urraR mfo. (-ac-arr-ur)
1 Mountainous, produced on a mountain.

* Vegetable, produced from a tree. a. UK and n born,

vqqqaftv mfn. (-W^-WT-T) Not to be numbered or reckoned, also

wrvjj, urafwww, &c. a. a| neg. awwta to be numbered,

wrqfwir mfn. (-w:-in-!r) Not reckoned, uncounted, a. a| neg.

afar* counted.

^a^m.(-^)A medicament, a medicine, a drug. mfn. (-^*TT*T)
1 Well, healthy, free from disease. 1 Wholesome, salubrious,

a. ^ neg. and disease.

waaTlT m. (-IT’) A physician, a. sq*T well, healthy, and WIT

who makes.

Wa**W mfn. (-W:-WT-^) Not to be visited or approached, also

WJTTWtu, Ac. a. w neg. annw to be gone,

aprw m. (-W:)
1 A tree. * A mountain, a. W priv. and *W who

goes.

waw mfn. (-jqt'jqTiq) 1 Not to be vUited or approached. ’Dif-

ficult of acquirement, unattainable. * Unequalled, unsur-

passable. k w neg. Jwq to be gone to.

WJfHTvnT mfa. (-W^WT-W) Of superior and unequalled form or

nature, a. araiq and WT form.

annft f. (-<t) A kind of grass, vulg. Deotar. See WTWTW. *. W
neg. and qvr poison: an antidote.

WET mn. (-Ti-T) Agallochum, (Aquilaria agallocba, Rox.) See

war.

waa mfn. ( w: ^re; Modest, hnmble, void of pride. K. ^ neg.

iri pride.

vtfam. (-fir)
1 The name of a saint, celebrated in Hindu

mythology, more usually entitled Agastya, the son of

both Mitra and Varcna, by Urvasi; he is represented

of short stature, and is said by some to have been born

in a water Jar : he is famed for having swallowed the

ocean, when it had given him offence
;

at his command

also, the Vindhya range of mountains prostrated itself, and

so remains
j
hence his present appellation : he is also con-

sidered as the regent of the star Canopus. * The name of

a tree, (Sesbana grandiflora.) a. apt a mountain, and

fw, with an adventitious meaning, to fix, or in the se-

cond instance, to be fixed
;

also ^1* as before, and f% LVidi

aft

arafat; m. ( J:)
A tree, (Sesbana grandiflora.) See

a. aplfaj, and T a tree.

wraiw m. (•qFT) ‘The name of a saint. * A tree. “The star

Canopus. Sefe v|*fV

afiroWWT f. (-HT) A name of Pa’bvat!', the daughter of the moun-

tahi or Himdlaya. a.
a 'mountain, and qjrw^n daugh-

ter.

n. A hole, a chasm, rofa. ( f!-ll*t() Very deep,

bottomless, a. ^ neg. qnf fixed place.

WRrnfenw m. (.«:) A lake. s. Wirn? deep, 1TW water,

wm f. ( wr) Depth, a. and in aft

Spmm n. (-ai) Depth, b. Vtrq and ^ aff.

n. (-T) A house. See V|t*TT. a. a mountain, and

W to go
;
rising like a hilt

wfkvr m. (-W.) The sun. a. to go, T»r aft

arfttk m. (-to)
1 The sun. * Fire. * A demon, a. vqq to go,

and TT aft

*3* m. (-V) A defect, a fault, mfn. (-*: Sfr-ur)
1 Void of

good qualities, bad. * Void of attributes, e. w neg. apq

qualities.

^aw«rr (-ITT) Absence of all good qualities
;
also a. ^

neg. aw withm or n alt

WJWTil^l mfn. ( Censorious, pointing out defect!

s. and tflft^l declaring-

:>^^^b^Google



mil. (-¥*•-¥) 1 A fragrant wood, aloe wood, or agallochum,

(Aquilaria agallocha, Rox.) * Another tree which produces

Bdellium, (AmyrU agallocha.)
1 A timber tree, commonly

Sisu, (Dalbergia sisu, Rox.) mfn. or-^f Light,

not heavy, b. W priv. and heavy.

WJTT mfn. ( Iri-HI-li)
1 Unhidden, unconcealed. * One who can-

not keep a secret, b. W neg. apt concealed.

Vfffwinn f. (-¥!) A timber tree, (Dalbergia sisu.) The best

authorities consider this as formed of two distinct words. Sec

Wy* and fwiTH.

info. (-¥; WT-ti)
1 JUnhidden, unconcealed, manifest, evi-

dent. * One who is not secret, e. w neg. sr¥ hidden.

Wwvjt-H n. (-ai) Asafcetida. r. Mr$¥ and an* smell.

mfn. (-¥t*¥T-¥) Open, honest, candid; one whose pur-

pose or inclinations are evident, k, wh* and WT¥ nature.

MpTTWC mfn. (-^:-TT-T) Covert, unseen, unwitnessed, n. (-sc)

' Absence, unconsciousness
;
not being witnessed or known.

* Any act or event not the object of the senses. * The imper-

ceptible, Braum a, or the invisible Supreme, i. w neg. l^MPC

object of sense.

i ^ m. (-Wt‘-)
1 A bird.

J A lion.
1 The Saraiha, a fabulous

animal with eight legs. t. MRT a tree or mountain, MirWM a

house.

f- (*^) 1 A goddess, the wife of Agxi, the deity of fire,

and presiding over prayers accompanied with burnt offerings.

* The Trtta or second age of the Hindus, e. wflB fire, and

fern. aff. wfa. with WTW substituted for % inserted.

wflT m. (-fir)
1

Fire, always associated with the idea of the deity

presiding over it, and who is worshipped by the Hindus.

Aosn is also regent of the south-east quarter. * A consecrated

fire. ' The fire of the stomach, the digestive faculty, appetite.
4

Bile. *Gold. * A plant of which the fruit has escharotic

properties, (Scmecarpus anacardium.) * Another plant, (Plum-

bago zeylanica.) k. ¥T to mark, and fk Unidi aff. w being

dropped.

m. (-Wi) An insect of a scarlet color, the lady-bird. It. wrfr

fire, and ¥ aff. resembling fire.

Vjfiprw rn. (-¥:) A spark, e. wrfy fire, and ww a small particle.

wfjrwrfrcWT f. (-WT) Maintaining a sacrificial fire, &c. t. sufy

fire, and WlfVwi making, from V to do.

wfy*if<«i rafu. (-Tr-TTT-it) Caused by fire. e. wftf and yifcM
caused.

n. (4) Maintaining a sacred fire. k. ^tfffand wralact.

¥flT*T¥ n. (*tf) Agallochum. k. wfu fire,and anT wood.

¥lfu £«¥ m. (-¥:) A firebrand, a lighted wisp of straw, s. wfiy
fire, and a wisp of lighted straw.

^fftTSTT mfn. (-Tr.Trr-TT) Done with or made by fire, offered

with fire, dnd tTrT done.

TO- (-*.') The MSI. i. *TT ami ,'[« corner.

'•rtrftTT f. (.*t) Illuminations, fireworks, be. r.. and win
play

^flr»s m. (-»:) ’ The sun-stone, crystal, or a fabulous gem
; sup-

posed to contain and impart solar heat. * A plant, f. (.in) The
»ame of another plant. I. ^fjj and art die womb.

wftrftpr m. (-f*PT ) A householder who has placed and conse-

crated a sacrificial fire. k. wfir fire, and who collect*,

wftrfwwr f. <-T«n) Maintaining a sacred fire. e. wliT and fri*T

collecting.

vyfy» m. (-w: ) A plant used in medicine, of stimulant properties,

mfn. ( -W:-WT-W )
‘ Produced by or producing fire, also wfVWrifl

* Digestive. f- wfa fire, and w who or what is born, from *rw

Miftrwc m. (-’C) A medicinal plant. See wfir*.

wifumw m. (-W) A medicinal plant. See wfyw.

wfufwwi f- (-IT)
1 A medicinal plant. Sec BITTfWMft. * A flame

of fire. b- wftr, and f»T¥T the tongue, growing like a flame of

fire.

wftTHTWT f. (-Hi) ' A flame of fire. * A plant bearing red blos-

soms used by dyers, (Grislca tomentosa, Rox.) * Another

plant, commonly JoiapippaK. b. Hfy and HTHT flame, from

the fiery colour of its blossoms.

HfsHrWT f, (-TTT) The aggregate of the three fires maintained by

the Brahman householder, the Gdrhapatya or domestic,

Ahnvan(ya or consecrated, and Dakth'ma or southern, s. wfw
and MITT triad.

mfn. (-^:*afT'^E) ' Setting on fire, incendiary. * Supplying

with fire,
1 Stomachic, tonic, digestive, e. wffr and ¥ what

gives.

wfirwinrtf. (-^) A medicinal plant, of narcotic properties, (So-

larium jacquini.) See WHWTftTWT. b. wfw bile, and ^«afl what

tames.

m. f-vwO A Ptiri or progenitor to whom oblations are

made. mfn. Burnt, r. and tpv burnt.

mfn. (-gi-in-li)
1 Blaring, on lire. ' Digestive, f. (-gT)

The name of a plant, r. Hftr and inflamed.

ra. (-Mt) ‘ Aoni, the god of fire.
1 A worshipper of fire,

f. (-M7) A name of the third lunar mansion, identified with the

Pleiades : Aoni being the ruling deity of the constellation.

Also Hfll^BlU. *

n. ( «5) The supremacy or divinity of fire. e. nfv and

divinity. %

m. (-¥*.) The name of a plant, also MrfyatlT. b. HflT

and f*ra}re decoction or extract.

mfn. (-H
,

-HT*'ii) Cooked or dressed with fire. *- HflT

and MW mature.

n. ( w) Tbe implements and apparatus used in

oblations to fire. e. wflT and accompaniments.

wfTTMTtWT f. ( -wr) The fiery ordeal, by a heated iron or boiling

oil, or passing through fire. e. wftr and MflWT trial.

wftnrHT m. (-ICO Fire-stone, flint, or any stone producing fire.

b. wflj and MMTT a stone.

vjftrv m. { -W- ) Gold. s. wftr and w for stt lustre, brilliant

us fire.

wflP^m. (-i£) A name of Skanpa, the Hindu deity of war. See

Wlfwata and Wl*^. e. wrfy and being
;
being, or born, from

fire. Siva having cast his seed into flame, for the purpose of

generating a warrior, able to subdue IVaAiiA, a demon, Scanda

was produced, n. (-w) Water, which is generated, in the Hindu

cosmogony, from fire.
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m. (-fy:) A proper name. One of the pupils of the last

Jtuna saint, a. yrfy and tjfa superhuman power : equal to

Aoni.

wrfbyfx m. (-1%:) The sun-stone. a. Xlfy and xfy a Jewel or

gem, brilliant as fire.

yffiprn mfu. (-ym-yift-xy) 'Having a consecrated fire. 'Having

fire in general. a. yf»r and wgM pos*. aff.

yiftjuy m. (-5W.) A small tree, (Prcmna spinosa.) b. yrfy and

churning, because fire is produced by friction of two

pieces of its wood.

'xftpnxfx m. (-fwo A name of the saint, Auajtya. k. wrftT

fire, t. e. the fire of the stomach, the digestive faculty, and

XTXfx a name of Hanuman; because the saint could digest

as well as the monkey s the epithet alludes to a story of his

devouring and digesting Wta’pi, a demon, who had assumed

the form of a sheep.

m. f -x:)
1 A deity. ' A Brahman. a- xrfy and *JX the >

mouth ; oblations to the gods passing through fire as their

mouths. 1 A plant, (Plumbago aeylanica.) * Marking nut,

(Semecarpus anneardium.) (In this sense it is also fem. -yt.

)

t. as before, from its marking like fire.

r eps n. (-sij Mainteoanee of a sacred fire; preserving a fire

in a family for perpetuity, which supplies that lighted on oc-

carious of worship, e. yrfy and texx preserving.

'yfinfxx mfn. (-y:*yi-if) Maintaining a sacred fire, jk, ^ffT

ami t,fyir preserved.

wrflJTfr* mfn. (.yvyr-y) 1 Being without fire, especially a sa-

cred fire. * Devoid of Appetite, i. and xTsfl lost.

wrfjTTsnj m. (-WfT:) An insect of a scarlet color, r. and

yarn dust or farina.

WffiTyTT f. (yi) 'I*he name of a plant.

mftppi mfn. ( -y-.-WT-w) Hot, scalding, scorching, k. xffy and

,yw quality
;
of the property of fire.

mfn. (-yt-yr-xil-X)
1 Tonic, stomachic. * Feeding

or exciting fire. k. yrTT and what augments,

yfyfl *». ( y) ‘ Exciting fire. * Improving the appetite, m.

(-y ) A stomachic or any thing improving the appetite, b. 'Xfy

and XiW increasing.

yjfa v m. <-y:) Resin, pitch, k. Wgftj" and yyw a friend, from

its exciting or befriending fire.

yfyyTW m. (-y:) A fiery arrow, a rocket.

Wrfy siy m. (-X:) Smoke, e. yrfy and yry what bears.

yrfy SI® m. (-IT) Smoke. I. ^fy and Try the arm. i

^fyfr»r$ m. ( X:) Pain from a boil. B. y|fy and a boil.

n. (-nr) Gold. s. yrfy and xYst seed.

y^trxlxS n. (.yj) Gold. *. yfy and ytai power,

yrfyffi fi (-fy:)
1 Improved digestion, appetite. * Increase of

lire'. R. yrfy and xff increase.

yrfsrfyy m. (-V) 1 A lamp. * An arrow. * A fiery arrow, a

rocket. • The Safflower plant, (Carthamus tinctorius.) mn.

(-*:-#) Saffron, the plant and die. f. (-yi) ' Flame. * A plant.

(Glorioaa superba.) * A medicinal plant, (MenUpermum cor-

d- folium.) k. yrfy and fin at i a crest or flame or splendor,

wfyyy^ m. (-y:) Saffron, s. yrfy and yx* a crest.

] WTOTO

An expiatory sacrifice, k. yfy and ^ to sacri-

fice, afT. with added. *

yfu tiX m. (-y:) A sacrifice, or gather a series of offerings to

fire for five days, to be celebrated in the spring, e. yfy and

^TR oblation, burnt-offcringl

yrfyy n. (-T) An iron frying-pan. mfn. (-y:-XT-y) Placed in

or on fire. *. yfy and y what stays or remains, from XflT

to stand.

yfyyrw m. pi. (-m;) Demigods or manes to whom funeral

oblations are presented. They are said to be the sons of Ma-

xi chi, and progenitors especially of the gods, c. xfy, y own,

. and XTX taken, who receive what is offered them by fire as

their own.

XfyXXnT m. (-y.) Any ceremony performed with the conse-

crated fire. a. xfy, XRUT purification,

yrfyxx m. (-X:) The wind. k. xfy and yfx friend,

yfu *jxr¥ m. (-y:) Wild safflower, mfn. (-y.-yT-y’) Originating

from fire, b. xfy aud yxrf bom. *

wfyyyry m. (-y:) ' A pigeon. * The wind. e. xf% and yyiy

a friend.

yffyyiT n. (-y) A medicinal application to the eyes, a collyrium

from the calx of brass, e, xfy and yry strength, essence.

xfyyTX n. (-x)
1 Maintenance of a perpetual or sacred fire. m.

(-y:)
1

Fire. * Ghee. e. xfy and ylx oblation with fire, burnt

offerings.

Xfyyrfww m. (-^t) One who maintains a perpetual and sacred

fire; this is sometimes real ^ftrXT*. nom. (-yi) k. xfyyTX,

and fyfar, or V to sacrifice, yy aff.

ynfty rn. A priest who attends the fire. k. yfy, to

excite, flPt aff.

yjlfly m. (-y:) An officiating priest, whose duty is to attend the

fire. f. ( XT) Exciting the sacrificial fire. s. yrfy and \ a*, to

light or kihdle; and the aff.
;

the y of x3* being drop-

ped.

yryt^nr n. ( y) Exciting a sacrificial fire. x. yfy and yynr

kindling, exciting.

ypynny m. (-y:) ' Loss or extinction of the sacred fire. * Loss

of appetite, e. yFu, w«TX non-existence.

n. ( yi) Fire-arms; in poetry, it is usually applied to a

superhuman power over the element of fire, but occasionally

indicates, apparently, a rocket, e. ^fy, wm a weapon.

tn. (-y:) A fire-temple; a chamber or building where

the sacred fire is kept. k. yfa, bouse.

ypeyryrw n. (-y) Maintenance of a perpetual and sacred fire,

i. yffX and WTXTy preserving.

xg-ngixy d. (-y) Consecration of a perpetual fire. b. yfsr, yrryy

placing.

yr«5iyy m. (-y:)
1 A place in which consecrated fire is kept. A

hole, with compartments of prescribed dimensions and shape,

for the several sacred fires, b. yrfy and yTWy an asylum,

yxmfyy m, (-y:) A householder who maintains a perpetual

fire
;

also yifynifu. b. yiflr, yrrfyy preserved ; by whom.

m. (-y:) A fiery meteor, a falling star, a comet, a. yfy

and portent.
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WO mfo. (-0-OT-*) * Chief, principal. 'Prior, first, • Excessive,

more, much. * Excellent, beat, n, (-O)
1 Front, fore part.

* Top, summit, upper part. * End, point. 4 Goal, resting

place.
5 Assemblage, multitude. *A weight equal to one Pmlu.

f Limited alms (four mouthfuls.) • (In ostronomy) the sun's

amplitude. B. wfo to go, and the Unfidi aff. VW the nasal of

the derivative is dropped.

WOWT m. (-^:)
1 The tip of the extended hand. ' The right or

better hand. * The extremity of a ray of light
; the focal point.

k* WO, WT hand or ray.

WOOW mfo. (-W'-WTWl) To be reckoned or considered as first

or best. a. WO and ww to be counted.

WO* l fff »
{
mfn. (-wVfipfVfw) Preceding; going before, a. WO,

arrfwar who goes.

WT m. (-*:)
1 An elder brother

;
the first-born. 'A Brahman,

mfn. (-w*-oiT-wf) First-born or produced, a. wo first, at who

is born.

WOWf l f. ( ’1*1) f°re P*** the thigh, e. WO the first part,

and orfi‘1 thigh.

WOWWTm. (-WI)
1 A priest or Brahman; a man of the sa-

cerdotal tribe. * An elder brother or first-born. ' Brahma',

the first-born of the gods. a. WO first or best, and WWW
birth.

WOWTOW m. (-BP) A Brahman
;
a man of the first class, a. WO,

and WTH4 who is born.

WOWlfw m. (*fw:) A Brahman; a man of the first class, a. WO
and arffc race, class.

WOWT f. (-WT) (In astronomy) Sine of the amplitude.

WOWt mfn. (.wt:-wt:-fw) First, principal, a. WO and from

WtW to lead, all. fifO.

WOW;OT mfn. (-Ot-OT-ft-O) Going before, preceding, m. (-0:) A
leader, a. W0fl«, and Wf, who goes, from w with WW or ¥
aff. to go. »

WOWO ind.
1 Before, in front. * Before in rank. tec. a. WO and

Waff.

WO^lfWBro. (-ift) A degraded Brahruan; one who receives the

presents of Sadras, or things first offered to the deceased, a. WO,

gTO gift, TfW poss. art*.

WOfwwow n. (-ar) Determining beforehand, prophecy, predes-

tination. a. WO. foovw declaring.

(. (-*f) A plant, Cowhage, (Carpopogon pruriens.)

a. WO. O^ leaf.

wo mfo m. <-f*) 'The tip of the hand. "The right hand,

a. WO, OTfw the hand.

WOVTO m. (-0:)
1 Part of the top or end. * Fore or top part.

* (In astronomy) Degree of amplitude, also WOfw. B- WO,

WTO part.

WOWfo mf. ( fw ) A goal, an object, the place or thing to be at-

tained. a. WO before, earth.

WOWiW n. (-o) The heart, a. WO principal, and w’fW, flesh.

W *< 0 tw n. (-W) Advancing before an army, for the purpose of

defiance
;
military ardor or daring, s. WO and OTW going.

wrooVw rn. (-w) A viviparous plant, as the Gomphrtcna glo-

besa, 6u*. k. WO in front, and otw seed.
i

a

WOOWTO^ f. (-wt) The register of human actions, kept by Yams,

the Judge of the dead. e. WO first, and o, preposition, with

OT to take,- recording all actions from the original birth.

WOOO mfo. (-0:-n-^t-T) l*recediiig, going btforc, a leader.

b. WO and OO who goes.

WOT m. (-w:) An anchorite, a man who has retired from the

world, a. W neg. and OT a house, being no longer a house-

holder.

WOVOtO mfn. (-W -OT 0) Not to be taken, accepted or acquired-

k. w neg. OTWto to be taken.

WOTOt m. (-W) * The tip of the extended hand. 1 The tip of an

elephant's trunk. * The right or better band. *. WO, WW
hand, &c.

WOTTOT m. (-W) The name of a month; the eighth of the lunar

year of the Hindus, when the moon is full near the head of

Orion, or about November-December. k. wo and WTOO,

year
;
according to the ancient system, the first month of the

Hindu year : also WTOWTOO.

WO oh. m. (-T-)
1 An endowment of lands or villages conferred

upon Brahmans. 1 A field of corn. K. WO chief (tribe), ^ to

take, WW afT.

WOfO m. (-W-) Sec WOWJ4.

WOhj m.
(-1J:)

The extreme ray or point of a ray of light,

the focal point, e. WO, WW a ray.

WOTTI mfo. (WT'WTT-Wi)
1 Not fit or proper to be accepted. ' Not

to be attained. * Not to be trusted or consented to. a. w neg.

ottj to be taken.

wfow mfo. (-W-WT-lt)
1 Chief, principal, beat * Elder, elder

born. f. (-WT) The name of a fruit, (Annona reticulata.) See

k. WO and ftnrw aff.

wfoo ro. (-W:) An elder brother, mfo. (-W:-Wf-W) Chief, princi-

pal. k. WO and TO or aff. whence also WOtW. *

WO f. (-lj:) A finger, e. WO to go, and O aff.

WO*T m. (-JTT:) A leader, a precede/, t. WO in front, OT who goes.

WOJJ m. (-*; ) A leader, k. WO, W from WW to go, and w Un'adi

aff.

WOfgfvs m. (-oj) A man of either of the three first classes,

whose wife has been before married, and has borne him chil-

dren. k. WO principal, and the husband of a twice

married woman, f. (-0-) A younger sister married before her

elder; also

WVOW n. (-if) The skirt* of a wood. s. WO the fore-part, and

1W a wood.

WOVT m. (-T) A leader, mfo. (-T-OT-^-^) Preceding, going

before, r. WO in front, and OT who goes.

WOOfVw m. (-W*) A leader. ic. WO in front, and wft.w who goes.

WW mfn. (-W-WT-W ) Chief, principal, m. (-W-) An elder bro-

ther. k. WO. and WW aC

WO r. 1st cl. fVxth a* indicatory wfa (WOfw.)
1 To go. ' To

go swiftly. ' To begin moving. 4 To begin. 4 To blame or

censure, r. 10th d. (woofw) To sin, to commit sin.

WO n. (-tf) ' Sin. ' Pain. ' Passion, m. (-0-) Name of a demon

;

the general of Kan**, k. WO to go, and WW affix, removed

by charity, tec.
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^g fliry mfn. (-*r:-WT-*f) Purifying, freeing from sin. x.

and wntw what destroys.

^wrncw mfa. (-sr:-sft-^) Purifying, freeing from sin. ra (-V.)

'A name ofViSBvV. 1 An cxpiaior. 8. xf3 and *TJSt*8 destroyer.

nifn. (*-xrt-xi) Sinful, identical with or fruitful in sin.

b. Ufa and aiT.

mfn. (-^:-WT-*) An expiatory' prayer: reciting mentally

a particular passage from the V4daa, while a little water, in

the palm of the right hand, is held to the nose
;
this forms a

part of the daily ceremonies of the Brahmans, m. (-V) The

author of the passage recited upon the above occasion, ir. x^

rin, and to bear with, or to sprinkle, Vf aft.

x*w4 mfn. (-4>4r-4) Cool, not warm. e. nt neg. ^4 hot.

^4^Tsnr m. (*sn) The moon, as the source of coolness,

a. xnr4 cool, Vinr vesture.

^WTJT mfn. (-3TO-Tlft-T3) Wicked, vicious, sinful, x. wn sin,

srg^aff.

n. (-V) Time or day of impurity, consequent on the death

of a relative, Ac. k. VI and day.

xrfW mfn. ( w>^r-w) Unkind, cruel, s. ^ neg. T*f compassion,

^fiir mfn. (-t^-KT-T) Formidable, ternble. m. (-^:)
1 A name

of Siva. * A worshipper of Snr.i and Devi' in their terrific

forms, f. (*TT) The fourteenth day of the dark half of the

month Bhadra, upon which Siva is worshipped, e. ^ imply-

ing resemblance, and iry formidable.

^riicufas^in. (-*ajT) A worshipper of the terrific forms of Siva

and Dvrga'. k. ^*ttt and a road.

mfn. (-W^'WT-xi) ‘ Without noise. 'Without cowherd, (a

country.) K. neg. ih"E noise, &c.

^-ipl ind. A vocative particle : the final W is usually dropped

in composition, as ^inrw, ho, pay worship, k. ^ neg. xr^T

to kill, and 4re atT.

m. (-|p) A name of Brahma', f. (-WT) A cow. f.

(W : -1fT-’W)
' Inviolable, not to be slain, b, ^ neg. T*f to

kill, and Un'idi afT.

x^? (W.W)r. I Oth cl.(^r*fr) 1 To number or count. * To mark.

^Tl* n. (-^)
1 A ojark or spot. * The flank or part above the

hips. * A species of dramatic entertainment. * The act of a

play, Ac. * Fault, offence. * A line, a stroke.
1 Mimic war or

conflict. * Ornament, decoration. • Place, abode. *• Proxi-

mity, proximate. 11 A chapter or section. 14 The body.
11 A cypher, an arithmetical sign. *c. Vf to go, and the

Un'&di affix W] or to stain or spot, ap^aft

'wiTh ra. (-On)
1 A Brahman who maintains a sacred fire.

1 A name of Braiima'. * Fire. * Air, wind. r.. xpf to go, and

the Un'adi aff. xjfjr
; ^ being changed to w.

xfjp*T n. (-if)
1

Cyphering, writing or making cyphers. * Stamp-

ing, impressing, making marks, r. to mark, atrar afF.

“fo* 1 To be marked, * To be numbered.

WT to mark,

n. (-i|) Turning on the ride. g. and

turning.

I f- (-WT) An embrace, embracing, a. the flank,

aud titiVarr or xfret* nourishing.

aiWiift f (-a?t)
1 An embrace, embracing. * A nurse. * A

plant, ( Pirhtg or Medicago esculenta.) e. See

mfn. (-WTW) Resting or placed upon the side or hip.

e. WiY and possessing.

mfn. (-^:-nrr * To be marked. 1 To be numbered.

e. to mark, ir^r utf.

xs^fx^i f. (-XJT) Arithmetic, e. w$ and frxn science.

mfn. (-W.-HT-tf)
1 Marked, spotted. “ Counted, num-

bered. e. to mark, and participial afT. ff.

f. (-*> A small oblong drum. e. xry the hip or flank,

being carried upon that part.

ra. (-z:) A key. k. 10 g". 'sfi .IT.

m, (-C-)
1 A shoot or sprout. * The hair of the

budy. 1 Blood. * Water. «. WfT to stain, and Un'&fi

aff. tyc^.

•enrir »m. (-*:) A nest, left's shoot, ami ere afT.

ereftw mfn. (-Tr.-TT-Tf) Budded, sprouted, germinated, s. 7TT

and V aff.

, mIi. (-nr:.*) The hook used to drive an elephant, a.

to go, and ^arwUu'idi aff. with ^st inserted.

ra. (-T) An elephant-driver, a. —,and V’a who

takes.

t^ar^it m. ( y:) A restive elephant, a. Tf IT. and bad,

difficult, srsr who holds : who is ill restrained by the goad.

^^arl f. (-aft ) One of the twenty-four female deiliea peculiar

to the Jainas, supposed to preside more immediately over

human beings, a. WTTW. and *17 fern. aff. having or holding

a hook.

m. (-Tt) A sprout, a germin. a. See *^r- * being made

long.

mn. (-a--a) The hook or goail for driving an elephant,

a. See ar^af. * being made long.

sarrr m. (•*:) A plant : also anfl*. a. to mark or stain,

affz aff.

*Tra m. (•?:) A plant, (Alangium hexapctalum,) e. See

3 being uivoil for 3.

m. (-ET-) A plant. Sec xiii -

t
alar*

m. (*K ;

) A kind of poison, probably prepared from the

plant^f fy, or ^i#T3. k. and WTT essence.

^Il
' lfiei f. (-WT) Embracing, an embrace, x. the side,

xgnr pre. and w, from mtt, to take.

mfn. (*"13 :'UT-ia )
1 To be counted. * To be marked, m.

( T3-) A small oblong drum. See k. to mark, aflf

;
or hip, and ^ aff.

WT r. I Oth cl. (x^njfvr)
1 To mark. * To count. See

n. (-f) ' A limb or member. * A division of Hindu

learning, comprehending such science as is considered de-

pendant upon the Vedas, hence also called f’iddng-a

;

works

on six subjects come under this description, vis. pronuncia-

tion, grammar, prosody, explanation of obscure terms, de-

scription of religious rites, and astronomy. • The body. 4 An

expedient, a means of success.
1 Mind, understanding. 6 A

term in grammar, the inflective root, with the affix subjoined.

* (Sing, only,) Chief, principal. 1 Inferior, secondary. * All
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the dramatis ptrtoiur of a ploy, except the hero and heroine,

the body of the characters. 10 (Tn rhetoric.) An incidental

passion or figure, illustrative of, but subordinate to the main

object of the description.
11 A scriptural work in the Jain

religion; there are twelve works so named, m. (TO A country,

Bengal proper, including Bhigalpitr. mfu. (-Y:-TT-T) ' Cor-

poreal, embodied. * Near, proximate. Jnd. ' A vocative par-

ticle. * Again, further, the rather. ' A particle of assent used

in composition, with ^ substituted for the vowel termination,

as in ttIyttw, &c.

TTY n. (-T)
1 The body, &c. See the preceding, f. (TffYU

A bodice or jacket, mfn. (-Yf'.*Yf or-Yl-Y) Relating to the

body, &c. a. TTf, TY added.

TP*< Y m. (-Y: ) Bodily pain. e. TT. and YY what seizes.

TTT (»«r:) mfn. (-T.-TT-W).
1 Produced or born of the body.

n. (-W)
1 Blood.

1 Love, desire. * The hair of the head.

* Sickness, disease. * A son. f. (-ITT) A daughter, e. TT the

body, and Y| wbat is born
;
also similar compounds, as vrstlrf,

&C.

TTY n. (-*) A court, or yard. See TT*T.

Trf* m. (-fir:) ' A name of Brahma'. * A name of Krishna.

* Fire.
4 A Brahman, who has preserved a sacred fire. k. Tfir

to go, and Tfir afT.

TTY m. (-T-)
1 The name of a celebrated monkey, one of the

heroes of the Rdmayanu, the son of Ba'i.i. n. (-Y) A bracelet

worn upon the upper arm. f. (~YT) The female elephant of

the south, k. TT the body, aud ^ to nourish, or Y to

cleanse, afT. T.

TTY n. (-Y)
1 A court or yard. * Going, moving, f. (-nr)

* A woman, a female. * The sign llrgo. * The female ele-

phant of the north. s Tfir to go, and tnj aff.

» <-*) A number of women, e. TTYT and yw

troop.

YI'«H*1Y m. (-T:) A female, a female person, s. TTYT and yty

a being.

TTYrftJY m. (-TO A plant, (Jonesia asoka.) See TYPY. r.. TTYT
a woman, and fifY, beloved ; worship being performed by

women to this plant.

Tf*Ti% m. (-TO Touching various parts of the body, as a reli-

gious ceremony, ts. TT» and TTY arrangement.

wru ifw m. ( fbro Embracing, an embrace. e. TT, and YTW

to nourish, TY alT.

TTYtYfYY n. (-Y.) Expiation for bodily impurity, especially

the oblation o fiered by the heir at the first funeral obsequies,

to remove the impurity contracted during the period of

mourning. «. TT body and YTYfYY expiation.

qfW m. (-TO A servant, whose business it is to rub and knead

the body. b. TT, TT to rub, and TY Also Tf and

wmiaV-

Yftl n, (-H*) A plant, vulg. Sunda rdchani. See mi f. n. TT,
and m red, giving a red dye.

TTrfYYl f- (-Yt)
1 Armour, coat of mail, thick quilting, or an

iron netting worn upon the body. * A garment, e, yt, and

•rfrft what preserves.

TITTY m. (-IT:) Perfuming the body after cleansing
;
smearing

it with unguents of sandal, &c. e. TT. and TJY colouring.

TTTTW m. (-YTT ) A name of Kaeha, king of Anga, the son

of Kunti by Sckya. See W*. a. TP the country so named,

and rrr.a ki»^ ; also tttttt and y ft.it.

TTYY n. (-if) Hair of the body, wool, fleece, down. k. TP. and

Vf what rises on.

TTYfY n». (-T-) Ginger, (Amomum xinziber.) See fwYHY
e. YT. and ii, to be mad, atf. YT, exciting or stimulating

the body.

TTWY n>. (ur) A subdlvidon of a branch of science or philo-

sophy. e. TT a part of science, and xywi division.

m. (-Y:) A dried or withered fruit. K. TT and Y, from

^ to dry or wither.

TPfirwfir m. (-fir.) Syncope, apoplexy, k. TT, and far fir

change of condition.

TTtYYY m. (-Y:) Gesture, gesticulation. *. TT. and fYYY

throwing, moving.

TTYflT n. (-71) Sign, token, hint. e. TT, and YfTY change of

form, &c.

TF^K m. (-Yt) Embellishment of person, dressing, cleansing

or perfuming it. k. TP, and YTCTY makiug perfect

TFMYfir £. (-fir) Bodily strength, or symmetry. *. TP. and

ifTfr compactness.

TTYT m. (-T:) Bodily union or contact, coition. *. TP, and

TP union.

TTTTT m, (-Y) Gesture, gesticulation. B. TP. and YTT taking,

moving; also TTYifr

TTTrfr m. (-ft:) See TFYTY-

TFYtT mfn. (-Y:-YT-Y) Mutilated, maimed, defective, b, TP a

limb, yIT deprived of.

TTlfp ind. Body and body, implying contact or co-operation.

k. TT repeated with T afT.

TTlffHia m- (-Y:) Personal relation or co-operation, b, TPTfp,

and TTY nature.

TTrfYY m. (-Y:) A name of Karka, king of Anga. See YP?.

e. TT the country, TfYY a ruler.

TTK ran. (-Y:-Y) Charcoal, whether burning or not, bnt more

usually the latter, in. (-1?) A name of the planet Mars; from

bis fiery' colour, e. TfY to go, and TRY *ff.

TTITT m. (-T:)
1 The planet Mars. 1 Charcoal, burning or

extinguished. * Yellow or white amaranth. See

• Another plant, (Eclipta or Vcrbcsina prostrata.) SeeTPTTW.

n, (-T) A medicated oil, prepared by boiling turmeric and

various vegetable substances in common oil. b. TTTT and

«B affix
;
resembling a burning brand.

TTTTTYiY m, (-frO Coral, b. TPRT, and srlr a gem.

TP F <-Y i r**YI f. (-YT) A small portable fire-place or fire-pan.

k. T PTC . and Yl ftTY l what holds, from YT root, with the afis.

Yff, YTY and YTY.

YTtTYYftnffP n- (-Y) Roasted food. i. TPK, and YftYTftnv

cooked.

YTPITYY m. (-T:) A name of Cbitbaratba, chief of the Gan*

dharbat.
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in. (-V) A plant, vulg. Jmjrtta. See TTft. The seeds I

re used for rosaries, &c. k. HIT, and a flower
;
the

flowers supposed to resemble cools.

l (-#) A tree, or shrub, (Ccsalpinia bondueella.) I

e. WffTT, and TOt a pedicle, compared to a coal.

srrrcawtt f. l-^)
4 a species of Karanja, (Galedupa arborca.)

* Another plant, (Oviedo vcrticallata, Hux.) t. WWK andwWCl

a compound pedicle.

WTTrnt f. (-#1) See ^ruairO.

^rrivur^ f- ( it) A small portable fire-pan. k. unTK and I

a little cart.

^Tlft f. ( ft:) A small portable fire-pan. a. WTTK and T^aflT.

^TlftWT f. (-!) 1 The stalk of the Sugarcane. 1 The bud of

the K'uuuka, (Butea frondosa.) k. ^TfK, and ant and ZP7

aff*.

amftit f. (-Wt) * A .‘mall portable fire-place. * Tbc quarter I

from which the sun has departed, e. ^TtPC, and ftrfW poss.

off. and fern.

^TTlftTf n. (-if)
r
rhe early blossom of the Kintuka, (Butea

frondosa.) mfn. (-TT-WF*)
1

Burnt. * Charred, b. hk,
and ytrff aflT.

'iffWr f (-VT) A kind of bodice or jacket. k. the body, and

T^faC
wfrw mfh. (-#! frift-ftr)

1

Corporeal, bodily.
1 Limbed, having

limbs or members- * Chief, principul. e. WT and ffh aff.

WfV’C^ m (*TT:) The name of a Ulthi or saint, bom of Biuuma',

one of the seven principal sages
;

in one legend identified

with fire, and apparently an astronomical personification,

having for his sons Utat’uva and VhiuaspatV, and for

daughters SmicaJi, Kuhu, Hdka
,
and Anumaii. e. to go,

and Un'&di aJf. with tTl inserted.

WTtVTW n. (*i) Promising, agreeing, assenting, e - WW a parti-

cle of assent, doing sit inserted.

^ITtVir in. (-C?) An agreement, a promise, r. a particle

of asseveration, and VTK making, from w. to do. in-

serted.

VftlHT n. (-W: -TfT-lf) Agreed, promised, e. ^ft as before, and

V* participle of V-

^Tfft f- (*ft:)
1 A finger. * A toe, also written W^rt- See *r*ftr.

k. to count, and ,^ct Un&di aff.

ran. (*^:-^i) A finger-ring. See vyailn*. k. wwrt a fin- I

ger, and q aff.

mn. (-*P-*) A finger-ring. See r. affixed

to the preceding.

WT«rm.(-w:) 1 The thumb. “ A finger. * A measure of eight bar-

ley corns. • The name of a saint. See TTOTOW. * A digit, or one-

twelfth part of any dimension, k. tff to count, and tysr aflT.

W^fw f. (-ftr:) ‘ A finger. * The tip of an elephant's trunk. * A
toe; also ^TWt. k, WT to count, and I'riadi aff.

n. (-if) Three semicircular lines drawn across the

forehead, with joju/o/, &c. a sectarial mark, especially of the

followers of Sakli. a finger, and TTfT'f the oma-
j

mented arch of a gateway, to which the mark made by the

fingers upon the forehead may be compared.

j w
n. (-V) A guard for the finger, applied to the bowstring

used by archers, e. wtfm, and 1 what protects.

n. (•#) See the last. k. andWTH what protects.

Wfftww n. (*nf) The tip of the finger, k. sirfa, and end.

^Tfasipn f- (-’Wl) A seal ring. e. UTFfw, and ijyT a seal; also

n. (-H) Cracking, or snapping the finger joints.

K. and ih'<rw rubbing, from wz aff. WT^-

m. (-*:)
1 Snapping the finger joints.

1 Making

signs, talking with the fingers. R. iTTftr.and vp^ir information.

n. (-if) Snapping the fingers, k. ^fw, and WT*
bursting.

f.
1 A finger.

1 The tip of an elephant's trunk. See

^rftr.

mn. (•f.-V’) A finger ring. £. ^fTVt, and aff.

^TTwrK^lf u. (-*) The five fingers collectively, e. WT'tft, and

a five.

WTwlTO n. (‘W) A finger ring. e. see

n1, A finger nail e. ^rwt, and bom,

produced.

m. (-f:) The thumb, s. here said to be the hand, and

W, from UTT to stay.

m. (-*:)
1 An ichneumon. 1 An arrow. *. to go, and

wi: Un udi aff.

n. (-W-) Sin. K. to go, and wft aff.

Mr m. (-(T : )
‘ A foot. ' The root of a tree. e. tw to kill,

and fint LTn’idi aff. the formative is irregular. See ’irfir.

iff| m. (-W-) I'he root of a tree, being named from a foot}

every synonyme of a foot, being also thatof the root of a tree.

K. *ifT, and WTW name.

(-H)The root of a tree. *- wfir a foot or root,

and irrei a name. See the last.

m. (-^:) A tree. See e- a root, and from

TT to drink.

f- ( '*f) A plant. See ’tlfyTffwirr. k. and vjw a

leaf, aff. #t\. the leaves rising from the root.

aifl-.fi 1* ' f- (-in) A plant, (Hcdysarum lagopodioides, Rox.)

*. siff . and ifin a pedicle.

^ r. 1st cl. 0«) or (W-T) (^ft) ^^) 1 To go, to

go to or towards. * To worship. * To speak indistinctly. See

n. (-^) A bad or contracted eye. mfh. Eye-

le»A, sightless, e. ^ priv. or dim, and the eye.

mfh. f. (-^:-^rT-^ i») Gentle, not passionate. (-^)
1 A tractable cow. ' A mild and gentle woman, k. ^
neg. and ’era passionate.

yyuw mfh. (-ar:-lTT-W) Steady, not fickle, e. ^ neg. un-

steady.

mfn. (-ar:-arT-fi) Fixed, immoveable, m .(-Wt)
1 A moun-

tain. * A pin or bolt. f. (-*T) The earth, b. not, and

who goes, from and »ff-

f. (-W1) The earth, e. a mountain, a bolt,

m. (pw») The Koil or Indian cuckoo, s. moun-

tain, and light.
#
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^TWlOrir m. (¥:) The king of mountains the personified H\-

md/aya, also analogous compounds, as w H , ¥TM¥r :
. &c.

e. to* and ¥fTO king.

S| iyTOl¥ m. (-iff) The name of a Jaina saint, one of the eleven

pupils of the last pontiff, k. and WT¥ brother.

tottoi n. (•*}) Firmness, steadiness consistency : also

&c. k. ¥ neg. VTPTTT in constancy.

^fTO mfn.
(

Insensible, inanimate. e. ¥ ncg. fTOT

reflexion. «

^fVKVI £ (-»fT) Insensibility, want of sense or intellect, a. WT

added to the la*t-

f. (-WfT) Disregard, absence of thought or consideration,

a. ¥ neg fTMT thought.

¥frfro mfn. ( T-W.-if)
‘ Unthought of, unexpected. 'Dis-

regarded. b. ¥ neg. considered.

mfn. (-mr Inconceivable, unimaginable, incom-

prehensible. e. "| neg. fTOT conceivable.

Tfro mfn. (-K'- -TT-y) Brief, momentary, not long, f rit) A proper

name. Urn mother of Sa.vti, the siiteenth Jaina saint, a. W ncg.

fVc long.

f. (-fir:) Lightning. K. ^ neg. fat long, ami ’Of*

light.

^farrwr /. ( nr) Lightning, r.. ^rfgr as before, and SOT light.

’O foy tl fo* f. (-fw.) Lightning, a. orfor as before, and AlOrif

light.

f. (•«:> Lightning, a. strf*r and yi a ny.

aifan n ind. Directly, without delay. «. W ncg. and fgrrn from

lengih of time.

f. (-HT) Lightning, e. ^rfvRT as above, and *TT light,

withW prefixed.

TO'

fi 4 mfn. (-W:-¥T-ii) Insensible, unconscious, devoid of rea-

son or feeling, b. ¥ neg. ^ ii^l consciousness.

TOT#5* n. (aj) 1 Unconsciousness insensibility. * The material

universe, as opposed to spiritual being or God. 1 Ignorance,

especially spiritual, e. ¥ neg. intellect.

m. (-If:)
1 A name of Visnscu ;

also of Krishna, as a form

of Vishnu. * A shrub (Morinda linctoria.) mfn. (-TT-tn-Ti)

Fixed, permanent, i. * neg, and 'tpr participle ofwp to go.

m. (•¥:) The religious fig tree, (Ficus religiosa.) E.

TOpt Vishnu, TTT abode.

i mw m. (bt)
1 A name of Bilaba'ma, the elder brother of

Kbishn'a.
B A name of IndrA. e. TOpT KlUBI A as Visitt’u,

and TOT* elder born.

TO* mfn. Clear, transparent, in. (-W-)
1 A bear.

* Crystal, md. Fronting, before, in presence of. k. ¥ neg. or

comparative, and "ffT to cut, aff. ¥.

m< (.*.) A bear. This is sometimes considered as two

words. See andm a TOT in front of, and TO to kill.

^TO mfn. (-*f:-i*T-<) Not to be cut, incapable of injury or

comminution. a. ¥ neg. ¥¥ to be cut.

TO r. 1 si cl (TOrfiT)
1 To go. * To blame, or censure s the

root is irregular, *wt being substituted for it before many of

the inflections, as frvrn, VtTTTT, file, uU& an indicatory

r. 10th cl (<««*!*) To shine.

TOT m. (-*f:)
1 A name of Brahma*. * Also ofVisiN'v. * A name

of Siva. * Also of Kama or Conn, 1 A proper name, the son

of Raghu, and father of Da'sabatna. • A he- goat. T A sheep.

1 A mineral subftanp*. See f. (-NTT)
1 A she-goat.

* Illusion, the unreality of the universe, personified as SaAti.

mfn, (-W-HT-W) Unborn, e. ¥T neg. and at born, unborn; or

TOT to go, aff.

TO*" in. (-W :

)

* The car of a goat. * A tree, (Terminalia alata

tomentosa, Rox.) See k. TOT a goat, wJ an car; the

leaf being compared to the ear of a goat.

TOrarvrar m. (-¥:) A tree, vulg. Sit/, (Sborea robusta, Rox.) See

WTW. e. w affixed to the preceding, denoting resemblance.

TOrarw m. (-*:) The bow of Siva. See TOTOnr TOnrw, &r.

b. TOT Visnx'u, and ar Brahma', with ¥ aff. Brahma' being plac-

ed in the centre, and Vishn'c on the upper part.

TOTfrnr m. (-¥*-) See TOTTOT. b. as before, ¥ being made arr.

TOPPIT f. (-air) A plant, (Ocymum gratiasimum.) e, TOT a goat,

and an* small ; smelling like a goat.

TOPlfTOT f. (-TT) A plant, (Ocymum gratissimum.) See TOPPfl.

TOnrfrol f. (-Wt) A plant. See TOTTJTt. e. See TOTB>fT.

TOffTPT: m. (-^J) The Bdr, or Boa, a large serpent. (Boa constric-

tor.) k. tot a goat, and air who swallows, from 3Z with ^^aff.

TOPTR n. (-^) Ihe bow of Siva. See TOTTO, Ac.

TOPTPT n. (•!) Sec TOPPT, Ac.

TOT^Ifro
-

m. (-W-) A goatherd, k. tot, and wtfww who lives or

gets a livelihood by goats.

TOT7T f. (-ZT) Tlie name of a plant, (Flarourtia ealaphracta.)

Also written TOWnr and TOWIT. k. ^1 neg. and wrs a fibrous

root
;
or "f and mj foolish, brightening the intellects.

TO«Vf f. (-WI) A plant, (Yellow jasmin ) i. TOT, and aff of

propriety or fitness.

TOrsr^r mfn. (-V*-*TT-¥) One not a parent or producer, unpro-

ductive, ungenerative. a. sg neg. MPT* generator.

<TOi|fq m. (-^T) Privation of birth, used as an imprecation.

Sec TOTTfw, ditc. Ex. TOT^filTP! tpji may he cease to exist.

B. priv. and birth.

TO m. (-wit) (In grammar) A noun ending in a vowel k. TO(

the syllable including all the vowels, and "TTT end.

TOTTO mfii. (.^r-^r-^) Unborn, e ^ neg. WTO birth.

TOT^tl n. (-sffi A portent, an omen
;
any natural phenomenon, a»

an earthquake, &c. so considered, mfn. Not to

be born or produced, k. ^ ncg. and TOt birth.

TOPI m. (-”*:)
1 A reader of works considered heterodox. * A

goatherd, f. (-iff)
1 A particular mantra or mystical formula

employed by the Thntrikas, the essence of which is in the

letters H and S, whence it is termed tbe Hanaa mantra. ' Siva

and Sakti combined, to which form, the mantra is particularly

addressed, mfb. (-V-^T-tf)
1 Who or what docs not perform

the Jape. 1 Cherishing or feeding goals, e. Vf not, and

silent prayer; or ’war a goat, and tr who protects.

TOnrttf m. (-¥:) A name of YcnnisBTniaA; the friend of Aja,

l e. b. TOt Viins'u or Krishna, and XT to seek, to love,

with tbe participial H, the termination of the accusative is

retained.
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Worai^T r. (-^T) ' Common euroway, (Carum carat.) * A kind of

lovage, (Ligusticum ajwaen, Km.) * A sort of parsley, (Apium

involueratumj) ibis latter application in the one used

in the dialects, c. a goat, and iirg what pleases,

from

worw m. (-%p) A frog.

wwa m. (-W:) Defeat, min. (-W-WMI) Unsurpassed, unsubdued,

over whom or which no triumph is obtained, f. (-'UT) Hemp,

a. W neg. ora victory.

mfn. (-aji-un-a/'l Invincible, not to be subdued or sur-

passed. a. w neg. arw conquerable.

Woi ai n. (-taj) * Friendship. * Iraperishableness, exemption from

infirmity or decay, mfn. (-^:*olT-af) Imperishable, unde-

caying. a. W neg. and anij from aj to decay.

WOTT mfn. (-^:-TI*T) Imperishable, undecaying, f. (-TT) Aloes,

a. w neg. STCI decay.

Woiwww n. (-w) Antimony.

WWWTWF m. (>SIT) Cowach, (Carpopogon pruriens.) a. WX,

and WIKW the hair of the body, hair, wool.

WOTV ft f. (•#!) A plant; described as a milky and thorny

plant, with a fruit of a crooked figure, like a ram's horn, and

used as a medicine for the eyes -

f
vulg, Mtlra 8ringi, and

Kankara Srmgf. See a. WW a ram, and l?Tt a

horn.

WWW n. Adverbial. (-W) Eternally, coniiuuaQy. a. W neg. WW
to let loose, and T aft

WOU«mw i f. (-wi) A figure of speech, metonymy, one name being

put for another, as * the spears enter' for the spearmen, a. W
neg. arm leaving. WIW sense.

W W’gfoT m. (-TO In grammar, a noun that does not vary its

gender, even when it is used attributively. s. WWTW not

leaving, forT gender.

Worn mfn. (-W:*WT-W) Not relinquishing, not leaving, f, f -WTT

)

Cowach, (Carpopogon pruriens.) t ww and W» from WT to

abandon.

WWTOT mfn. (-T^-TT-l!) Not wakeful, not awake, m. (-T-) A

plant, (Eclipta, or verbesina prostrata.) a. w neg. and onJIT

wakeful.

WW iai l f. (-ait) Cumin seed. c. ww, a goat, and ww to go,

affix #*rir-

Wmiafti m. (-or ) A goatherd
;

also wrorraftfkrw wsimnw:, &e.

c. WTWT a she goat, and sflW who lives.

WWT7T mfn. (-Wt-FT-lf) Unborn, unprodaced. a. W neg. ornr

born.

wamncr m. (-w:) A name of VuDHisnraia. a wornr unborn,

and apj an enemy, who never made an enemy.

warrmfc m. (frO Sec warnnrr

WornrwT f. (-Wt) A small species of prickly nightshade, k. war

a goat, and WTW eating.

WOTTWW m. (-w) Ahorse of a good breed. Sec WTOTTWW. mfn.

(-aj:-oiT-wt) Fearless, undaunted, e. See wiorraw the initial

being made short.

Worrwrt f. (-oat) A potherb, (Convolvulus argeuteus.) See

female, FffWTWTt. a. war, and W5* an cntrail.

WWWTWW m. (-WO A goatherd, k. wwt a she goat.WTW to nou-

rish, and ww aff.

wforw mfn. (-w:-WT-W)
1 Unconquered. ‘.'Unexcelled, unsurpass-

ed. in. (-it:)
1 The second of the twenty-four principal Jaina

Tirthakaras or deified sages. * A name of Visnx'ir.
1 A name

of Buddha. * A name of Siva. a. w neg. and for if, participle

of for to conquer.

wforw n. (-W) A hide used as a scat, bed, Ktc. by the religious

student
;
generally the hide of an antelope, e. W>T to go, and

the Unfit! i aff. TOW.

wfor*«iai f. (-OT-^ft) A bat a. wforw a hide, and ww a wing,

wfiiwiilfw m. (-fir) A deer, or antelope, e. wfoTW a hide, and

wrfw place of origin.

WfoTT n. (-T)
1 A court or yard. * Air, wind. ‘The body. * An

object of sense. 1 A frog. x. WOT to go, and fWTW aff.

wlorv mfn. ( TR '^TT-'tf) Straight, not crooked, literally or me-

taphorically; upright sincere, honest direct m. (-^:) A
frog. b. W neg. and f»TO crooked,

wform m. (•*:) An arrow, mfn. (-Wt-WT-af) Going or moving

in a straight line. x. wf*^8 straight, direct, and * what

goes.

wtww mfn. (ir-VT-lf) Tongndess, having no tongue, m, (-W*)

A frog. t. W neg. and fww from fir FT a tongue,

wofarw ra- (-if.) A Rishi, the father of Saaiticpkaa.

WWtw n. * Flatulency, indigestion. * Vigour, absence of old

age or decay, mfn. (•af:- 1ir-4)
1 Undigested. * Undecayed,

unimpaired, e. w neg. and art*® old, digested,

wartw m. (-or.) ‘ Death./ Non-existence, rafn. (-w^-WT-'Jf)
1 Life-

less, dead. b. w neg. and ofYw life.

^sftofar f. (-fw:) Non-existence ; used m an imprecation. See

WWCfW, worTrfwwwi J£WP{. k. W neg. WtW and wfw aff.

WOTWW mfn. (-W *Wr-aJ) Invincible, not to be conquered or over-

come. B. w neg. WWW conquerable.

WWW mfn. (w>WT-^) Invincible, insuperable, not to be over-

come or surpassed, e. w neg. WW to be conquered.

W9J4HIA m. (-%:) One of tlie eleven Rudras or deities so

named, forms of Siva. Sometimes read WW TOPTn^;. e. ww
Siva, TW one, and wr^ a quarter, a part.

Ws^WT f. (*WT) A courtexan, (in tlieatrical language.) r.wor to

go, or here, to gain, and ’OWW affix
;
sometimes read w^WT,

from ww to earn, to gain.

Wowtt f. (-7T) A plant, (Flacourtia cataphracta.) b. w\ parti-

cle of surprise, and HT7 to be entangled.

WOMTW n. (-W‘) A shield, b. WW to join, and ww^atf.

WW mfn. (-W:-t!TMr) Ignorant, unwise, foiilish. k. w priv. andw
who knows.

W1PTT f. (-FT) Ignorance
;
also WW^X- h. ITT added to WW-

WWF n. (-W) Ignorance, r. WW and w aff.

wwnr mfn. (-ir.-mw)
1 Unknown. * Unknowing, x. w neg.

lfTTf known.

WTHW n. (*F)
1

Ignorance. * Spiritual ignorance, worldly illu-

sion or belief in external appearances, mfn. (-W^FT-iO Igno-

rant, unwise, it. W neg. and WTW knowledge.

Wlffvnn f. (-WT) Ignorance, also W^T*fa(.
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wrfar* *nfii. (-wt-f^ft-f*) Ignorant, unwise. R. W ncg. xpf«^

knowing.

mfu.(-xr-xjr-d)Incoinprehensiblc. E*neg. if*to be known.

^9 r. 1st cL (*r.) (*r*f?f)
1 To adore, to worship, to treat with

respect, (at,*) (W*fff-*) * To go, to approach. * To ask or

beg.
4 To apeak- indistinctly. With to move in an eastern

direction; with to go westerly; with**,to go northerly;

with *T7, to move southerly; with *TT. to turn aside or away.

r. 1st and 10th cl. (*r*f?r ***fiT) To discriminate, to indivi-

dualize, to possess especially. See *T*-

m. (-f?p) Air, w ind. r.. ** to go, and ujf* Un'Adi aff.

ra. (-W-) The end or border of a doth, veil, shawl, Ac.

s. to go, and **r* aff.

wfv* mfn. (-ir-WT Ti)
1 Worshipped, revered. * Admired.

1 Gone. s. the participial derivative of *N| to worship, Ac.

*f*nW f. (-xg:) A woman having beautiful eye brows, t. wf**,

and ^the brow.

*PB r. 7th cl. (*, f*r.) (**fi|) ' To make clear. * To anoint

•To be beautiful. 4 To go : with anoint : with fir,to make

manifest, to call into being, to create, to mark or designate.

n. (-*)
1 Anointing. * Going. * Making clear, distinct.

4 A collyrium or application to the eye lashes, to darken and

improve them; a universal article of the eastern toilet. * Par-

ticular applications, as lamp black, antimony, and another

kind. See 1^3r*W. 4 Night. T Ink. • A term in rhetoric
;

the

use of a word of several meanings in one specific sense, which

is determined by the context, m. (-*:) * The elephant of

the west. * A species of lizard, f. (-HT)
1 The mother of

IIaxcmaV. • A green lizard. (-sit) * A woman perfumed

with sandal, Ac.
4 A medicinal plant. See vr*i. e. *9 to

beautify or cnoint, and wj or *7 aff.

*7*1* f. (-Wt ) A vegetable perfume. See TJ fr^nfrrwt. b. *9*
collyrium, hair, and fem, affix; the fibres being like

the crystals, perhaps, of antimony.

*TSl* fro f. (-17,) A kind of lizard, r. *rar*, and *fv*T much,

excessive.

*9*1*1* n. (-*:) Eye-water, liquid collyrium. R. *9* colly-

rium, and *r*J* water.

wqptl'nTTt f- (-tft) The female elephant of the north-east, e, WS*,

and TSf^ poss. aff.

*r*f?r*T f. (-VT)
1 A species of lizard, (Lacerta aujancya.) * A

smell mouse, ff. *9*. and T** aiTix, with the fem. termi-

nation : also read *nef1!n*T-

*S(f* m. ( f*‘) ' The cavity formed by putting the hands

together, and hollowing the palms: being in this form carried

to the forehead, it forms the appropriate salutation from in-

feriors of respectability to their superiors. * A measure, a

Kn<fova. See *T*. E. *T9 to go, and f«tr^[ L'n adi aff.

mrf«*n f. (-in) Sec *T3f**r.

f. ( -*l)
1 A kind of sensitive plant, (Mimosa na-

tans.) or according to some, a different plant, (Lycopodium

jmbricatum.) t. and *nfofT making : from the shape

or closing of the petals, like the hollowed palms of the hand.

* A doll, n puppet, t. as before.

WUfa’irvsr n, (-v) Making salutations, civility, respect,

R. fa, and 9** art.

*Hf*r*^t* n. (*i|j Making a salutation with the bauds joined

and applied to the forehead, e. *ufa, and **** binding.

*TW mfn. Straight, even, upright, (in morals.) k.

to make clear, *PT* »ff.

ind. * Soon, instantly.
9 Truly, justly, a. *1 as before,

* to destroy, and fa* aff.

*fa m. (-fa:) A superior, a commander, a sender, k. to go,

and fir aff.

iffev m. (•*:) The sun. a. *9 to make manifest, and XT*
Un'Adi aff.

n. { <) Tlie fig tree, also its fruit. In Bengal, the word

derived from this implies the Guava; the term has, possibly,

been borrowed from the PersianjVtj
. * *TR to make clear,

and fn aff.

*7 r. 1 st cl. (xrTf*) To move, to go or approach : with itT

prefixed, to go round about, to roam, to rove, to ramble, to

wander about, especially as a religions mendicant I Oth cL

(**7*rf*) To slight.

*7 mf. (-7:-Tl)
1 Going. * Roaming, wandering, t. *7, and

** aff.

*7* n. (-*')
1 Going. * Roaming about, leading a vagrant life.

E. *7, and WJ7 aff.

*7fa f. (-fa: or *t) The notched extremity of a bow. r. *7 to

go. affix, also with fem. termination.

1^ m. ( l') A tree, (Jnsticia adhatoda.) e. *|7 here, disease,

from *7 to go, and *1 to destroy; destroying disease.

*T7W* m. (-*.) See the last word.

f. (-fa:) A forest, or wood. e. *T7 to go, and *rfa affix, or

#fa being added ut infra; birds, Ac. resting there.

W^f^ir ra. (-*:) A wood-man, a forester, e. *7f* a wood,

TIT aff.

*7*r mfn. (-*n-*T-*D Immoveable, unchangeable.

*77t f. (-*fj A forest, or grove. See WTfa.

*T77ar f. ( «ff) Roaming about as a devotee or religious mendi-

cant. r, *7 to go, frequentative form, aff*. and XT*

** r. 1st cl. (*.) (*rf*j
1 To surpass or excel, to transgress

or exceed. • To kill or hurt. J Oth cl. (*prfa) 1 To slight.

* To be small.

WF m. (•$:) * A room on the top of the house; but it is also ap-

plicable to other structures, as the back of an edifice, a fortified

place in front of a building, a room on the top of a tempo-

rary hall, or a particular kind of building. * Much, excessive,

n. (-fj Food, boiled rice especially, mfn. (-f:.fT-I)Dry, dried-

V. WTT to go, surpass, or transcend, and U* aff.

^7T ind. Very lofty.

*jT* n. (-if) A circular weapon, a kind of discus, e. to kill

or hurt, wry aff.

*7*1^ ni. (-9:) Violent luughtcr, a horse-laugh, f. WT exces-

aivc, and XfT* a Uragh.

*nrrr** m. (-*) A plant, (Jasminum rnuliiflorum.) e.

and *r*; resembling a laugh or smile on beauty's counte-

nance
;
the comparison is common to the poets.
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WI TTfax mfn. (-tftf*nft-fa) Laughing, loudly and violently.
|

in. (-ift) A name of Siva. f. WTTTF, and fafw poss. afT.

WpW m. (-W-) An upper mom or pavilion, on the flat roof of an

Indian house, a. Wf much, and WWT to adorn.

W iiww ro. f w) A room on the top of the house. *- ^Tf much,

WW to adorn, and WW afF.

WFfwwr f. (-WT) A palace, an upperroomed house, r. as before,

fem. form.

W*lfw*l*IT m. (-T-) A bricklayer, a mason, a builder -

t
born of

a Sudra mother and painter father. x. WTlfwWT, and WIT who

enables.

WII f. (-wr) Wandering as a beggar or devotee, a. TI to go.

See W*T.

WW r. 1st cl, (W*fW) fV'nh a redundant X- wfff (WW) To go,

to go to or towards.

WT r. 1st cl. (wwfw) To strive or endeavour. 5th cl. (’•irfio

To occupy or possess, (peculiar to tbe Vedas.)

W’J r. 1st cl. (wjfwj
1 To connect. * To solve, or demonstrate.

4 To strive, to endeavour. The radical penultimate is X, and

tlie root is also written by Vctadk va, WT-

WW r. 1st cl. (Wwfw) To sound, (f. )4th cl. (Ttw) To breathe,

to live
j
with T, to exist, to live. See T*T.

WWW mfn. (*W‘-WT-^) Inferior, low. t. WW to sound, WT^ affix j

and ww affix of depreciation ; also written WWW. and WTWW.

WWW n. (-W) A field bearing panic, e. T* panic, and Wf^aff.

Srf% til. (-fit:) * A pin or bolt, at the extremity of the pole of a

carriage, the pin of the axle.
* 'Hie edge or point of a

sharp weapon. ‘ A limit, a boundary
j
also wfat- e. WW to

sound, and TTf aff.

W faint m. (-WT)
1 Subtility, infinite minuteness, motcculism.

* The same considered as a superhuman faculty, to be ac-

quired by austere devotion and the performance of magical

rites, or as possessed by a deity, x. WW an atom, and

Twfa^aff.

WWtWW mfc. (-WTW-WWt-W!) Very small, i. ww small, and TW^W.
superlative afT.

WW m. (-”*:) 1 An atom, a minute and elementary particle of

matter. 1 A sort of grain, (Panicum miliaceum, Hox.) m. or

rofu. (*w :-Wt-w )
1 Atomic, small, minute, e. WW to sound, and

W Unadi aff.

W^W mfn. (-W-WT-W) ’
Skilful, clever. * Small, minute. i.'t»

small, and WW afT.

W’JW n. (-w) The state or being of an atom, also WWWT.

wr*WT f. (-WT) Lightning. E. Wfw minute, and WT light.

WT«tw f. (-w:) Small particles of dust, a dust of atoms, a. WW,
and tw dust.

WJTWWIW n * (-wl) llie moats in a sunbeam, a. and wrrw

assemblage.

WP[TWKl f. (*ift) A tree, (Croton polyandmro.)

W*J11ff m. (-fx) Small grain.

W«i n. (-w)
1 An egg. * A testicle or the scrotum. • ' emcn geni-

talc. * The musk bag. regarded as the scrotum of the deer.

k. WW to go, and W Un adi aflf.

WWW m. (-w :
) The scrotum, a. WW scrotum, and WW.®^

WWWTwroarr f.(-WT) A plant, (perhaps Convolvulus argent-eua.)-

See WWWft.

W"<W i n m. (-V) See the next.

WWTWTW m. (-T)
1 The scrotum. • Tlie testicle. * A boundary.

4 The rind of a fruit. • Fruit, e. ww a testicle, and WTW or

WTT a sheathe.

WVignnr m. (-W-) The scrotum, x. WW added to the last

Wwmmfn. ( wr:-«rr-wr) Oviparous, m. (-If:)
1 A serpent. * A fish.

* A bird.
4 A lizard, f. (-WT) Musk, s WW an egg, Ac. and

W what is bom, from ww.

WW1W TT mfn. (-T-TT-*
1

) Egg-shaped, oval, elliptical. m. (-x) An

oval, an ellipsis
;
also WWTWfw, Ac.

WWrnj m. (-Wj:) A fish. a. WW, and WP^. afT.

WWlT in. (-TJ)
1 A man- * Strong, powerful, s. ww, and XT afT.

'

WWt f. (-aft) A finger, (from the Vlfdaa.)

WW r. 1st cl. (wwfw) To go, to move or approach progressive,

ly and continually. /Pid an indicatory X- wfw(wwfw) To bind.

WWTT ind. Even, thus, or hence, so, from this cause, Ac.

WWW m. (-ZJ) A precipice, x. W neg. and WW a bank.

WWW mfn. (-W-WT-Wi) Untrue, false,unreal, e. w neg. ttw true.

WWTJ mfn. (-W- ^ "ft W)Large, great, not small or slight, x. w
neg. minute.

WWW? mfn. (-W -W5T-Wi' :
) Awake, active, alert x. W neg. WWfT

sloth.

WflfW'W mfn. (-W- WT-if) Smart, active, energetical, x. W neg. •

rffxw slothful.

WWW mfn. (-W5-WT-T#)
1 CooL # Unanxious. * Unemployed. 4 Un-

ostentatious. k. W neg. WW ardor.

WWW mfn. (tP-JTT-rf) Cool, not heated, x. W neg. wy heated.

WWW m. (-^) Absence of reasoning, want of consideration,

x. w neg. WW consideration.

wwfarw mfn. (-W:*WT-W)
1 Cnconsidcred. * Unexpected, unwetgh-

cd. adv. n. (-W) Unexpectedly, suddenly, k. w neg. wfarw

considered.

WWW&mfn. (-WBi-wJr-wSj Unsearchable, incomprehensible, inscru-

table. x. W neg. WWI to be investigated.

WWWWtW mfn. ( Wi-WT-^) Insatiable, x. w neg. WX^tW to be sa-

tisfied.

WWfXW rafn. (-Wi-WT-W) Unsatisfied. *. w neg. wfxw satisfied.

WiTW n. (*Wi) A particular hell or division of the infernal re-

gions, tlie portion immediately below the earth, k. W neg.

and ?rw bottom.

mfn. Very deep, bottomless, e. w neg. WW
bottom, and the touch.

WHi igw mfn. (WfW) See the preceding.

W«PJ ind. ‘ Hence, therefore, from this cause. * An interjection

of command, x. TWX this, and TTVI athx irregular formation.

WWW m. (*W :)
1 Wind, air. * The self, the soul. * Cloth made

from bark.
4 A weapon, f, (-W^)

1 Common flax, (Linum usi-

tutissimum )
* Sana, Bengal sun, a kind of flax, (Crotolaria

juncea.) x. WW to go, and the Un'adi affix WWW, when fem.

with added.

wfw ind. Over, beyond, exceeding, much, very much, Ac. it im-

plies general excpsa, or prtemiuence. s. WW to go,and X^l a^*
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^fwxy mfn. (-y.-XT^) 1 Incredible, unworthy of belief or

trust. * Erring, deviating from the duties of a profession or

cast. f. (-XT) Idle or unmeaning speech. b. ^fx excess or

exceeding, and nrr speech : some works substitute for this

word, Tim q. v.

xfflXH* m. (y:) A tree. See afirfXH.

xrfhyiX mfn. (y;-XT*X) Gigantic, b. yfx, ami xtx body,

xfxirxf n. (yf •;
1 A kind of penance, eating a handful of food a

day for six days^ and fasting three. ' Extreme pain or suffer-

ing. b. xrfx, and 1TO penance.

Xfaxffl f. (-fin) A kind of metre, a stanza of four lines, with

twenty-five syllables to each line i. xrfff, and itfx another

metre.

mfn. (ytyr-^y) Very thin, emaciated, k. ^5r,

and try thin.

^f*niX m. (y:)
1 Going over or beyond, lit. or fig. * Surpass-

ing, excelling. * Transgressing. 4 Contrariety, opposition.

• Neglect, aversion, disregard. • Privation. T A groundless de-

mand. 1 A gallant attack, advance of an army in front of an

enemy. See WJ[*«*<. a. xrfw over, beyond, and xx to go -

t

going beyond duty or daring.

xfflStfaA mfn. 1 Transgressing. * Exceeding, sur-

passing. E, XrfintX, and yfx aiT.

•XfJTXW ind. Having gone over or beyond, t. e. Exceeded, trans-

gressed, surpassed, overcome, &c. b. before, XX to go,

XX aff

mfn. (y: XTyVtf) Thin emaciated, e, yfx, and *x
spare ; V changed to T.

XfdXIM mfn. (-X|i -XTT-xi)
1 Transgressed, exceeded, passed the

proper bounds. * Excelled, surpassed. * Passed in time. 4 At-

tacked, assaulted. 4 Excessive, unlimited. 9 Prolix, diffuse.

* Disregarded, disliked, r. xf*r, and XX to go, aff.

XtfVymx mfn. (y.yT-*) Exceeding, one who oversteps due

bounds, k. xrfx and xw to go, aff.

xrfuil'«in.(yt)Thc sixth of the twenty-seven astrological yoga*

yfyxx m. ( -nr.)
1 A fragrant grass, lemon-grass, (Andropogon

schoenanthus.) * Champac, (Michelia champaca.) ' A kind of

bean, (Phaseolus mungo.) 4 Sulphur, mfn. (-a|:-arT-af) Of

strong or exceeding odour. R. xfx. and ana* smelL

yfhxarrw m. (-^t) A creeper, b. yfir, and a plant,

xrfxxfax mfn. (-x:yi-X) Arrogant, proud, a. xrffc very, Tf
pride, and aff.

mfn. (y.-WT-x) Despicable, vile. b. before, xfxx
reproached.

xfxJTJT mfn. (-H’.-HT-lt) Very secret, closely hidden or concealed.

b. xfx, and rg hidden.

yfy»XT f, (yr) A plant, (Hemionitcs cordifolia, Rox.) See "sty-

Wf. «. surpassing, and TXT a hole
j rising above the

ground,

xfiTXr mfn. (X:yT*xt-X) Going over or beyond, lit. or fig. f.

(•’G) A plant, (Hibiscus mutabilia.) See WXlftxT. *• wfxXT
to gq beyond, yq and XTX affs.

XjfwXTT m. (-K 1)
1 Going quickly. * Going over or beyond.

* Surpassing, excelling. 4 The passage ofa planet from one zo-

diacal sign to another, in a shorter than common period,

a. wf* before XT to go, xy aff.

xrf?PXX m. (-x:) A mushroom, f. (-XT)
1 Anise, (Anethum pim-

pinella.) * Barleria longi folia, B. xrfx, and XT* an umbrella.

xfflXXX m. (-W-) A mushroom, a. xx added to the last.

xOfXB ifl f. (-iff) A form of metre, a stanza of four lines, with

thirteen syllables in each line. *. xfx, and XXwt another

metre.

XfflXB mfn. (-y:-XT-X’} Marching fast or fleet, b. XffiT, and STX

quick.

Xf-TXNK mfn. (-T^-TT-lf) V
r
ery wakeful, restless, m. (-*:) The

black curlew, a. xrfx, and anAT wakeful.

xfxxity mfn. (-^:-^t-4) Very old. b. yfx, and aftxf old.

xfxxTx n. (-if) Very lofty, or very rapid flight of birds,

a. Xfd, and trtx flying.

XlfxxTTX ind. Much, excessively, exceedingly, b. xfx, and

XTTXaff „

mfh. (-H'.-iT-d) Very sharp or pungent, f. (-ITT) Doob

grass. B. Xffx, and xYx sharp.

xfW mfn. (yr-Xn Very pungent, sharp, hot or acrid.

k. xflT, and xtXT sharp.

xfxfaraf.(-fy:yT)A guest,a person entitled to the rites of hos-

pitality. ro. (far) 1 A proper name, the son of Kcs'a, and

grandson of Ra ma. * Wrath, a. XX to go, and {fa a Un idi aff.

XfafxOlXl f. (-XT) Hospitality considered as a religious duty.

B, xfhrfx, and fiiXT act.

Xf*rfxia« m. (y) Inhospitality, e xfxfx, and fw dislike.

xrfxfy’|XX‘ n. (-X) Hospitality considered as one of the prin-

cipal sacraments of the Hindus, b. xfxfx a guest, and

tj-stx worshipping.

xffrfxxwiTT m. (y.) The rite of hospitality, hospitality.

R.XfMX, and xxif pious rite.

xfafxVBT f. (-XT) Service of a guest, hospitality. *. xfafx.

andW service.

xfw<T* m. (-7TT) A liberal man. e. xfx, and y* who gives.

n. (-if)Munificence, giving largely, b. wfw, and ^nr gift.

^rfjfkTT m. (*) 1 Great heat. * Violent inflammation, e. ^fir,

and burning.

mfn. (-f:-¥T-li) Substituted, supplementary, b. arfw

over, and Ixi enjoined.

mfn. (-X:-TT-X) Intolerable, unbearable, not to be

borne or endured, e. wfw, and painful.

m^n * (^•WT-TI) In great difficulty or distress, b. xf»T,

and badly off

Xfh Tt]fn - Very arduous, very difficulu k

and difficult.

n. (-X) A great distance, afar off. e. xfw, and^ afar.

Wrf?TXX tn. (-W ;
)

Substitution, supplement, e. arfw, and X*(

direction.

^fTTXTl m. (-It) A great fault.

wftT vT?T £ (*^T ; ) A kind of metre, a stanza of four lines, with

nineteen syllables in cuch line. e. xBt, and yfir another metre.

mfn. (-nn-WT-^) Landed from a boat, s, xfff over,

beyond, and XT a boat.
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n. (si) Exceeding, going beyond bounds. e. wf?T be-

yontl, and w?T to go, •VzafT.

^f*nrf*PT m. (wr) A good rood. e. ^fif, and^ » road, a

very road.

m. (-^:) * A great enemy. # One who has conquered bie

enemy. B. mfn, and xr< a foe.

wfanmr m. (-it:)
1 Neglect of duty. * Transgression, deviation

from laws or customs. ' Contrariety, opposition. * Going be-

yond bounds, r. beyond, and ^nr, from V¥T to go.

^rnfurwfi n. ( w) Heinous sin, the worst of the great sins,

i. *fn, and UIH4 crime.

mfn. (-qft-flnft-fc) A great sinner, flagrantly

criminal, a. aifV^TTrar and art,

mfn. (-*r:-VT-*f) Very capable, of great abilities,

a. mfn, and UTT^r who traverse*.

^fTPTlPir mfu.(-*r-*n-^)Very dexterous or clever, e. wf?T, and

•inr^r clever.

^flTWT m. (-V) Frequent repetition, uuinterrupted conti-

nuance. R. Wlfif, and U»TF connexion.

vgfjTiiW mfn. (-W: WT-ai) Strong, powerful, m. (-W:) An active

soldier, f. (-W) A plant, (Sida cordifolia, and rhombifolia.)

See WT^«rt. k. wf*T, and HUT strong.

qfinnT m. (-*:) A great or excessive- burden, e. wrfrr, and wrx;

a load.

^Of«K'n m. (-1!) A mule. k. sgfiTWr, and * who goes with,

^(fwvt m. (-wt:) Lightning, the flash accompanying thunder.

E. WfW, and tft dread.

XffHtjfil f. (-fir)
1 Something more than was expected or aimed

at.
1 Extensive land or limits. * Improper conduct, exceed-

ing proper bounds, r. wrf?r, and tgfr? land.

wrftPTfT mfn. (-if: -WT-W) Carefully cherished or protected, k. ^frr,

and »ffTT cherished.

^ififRinsi mfn. (-5R -WT Very auspicious, m. (-W) A fruit,

(.Egle, or Cratceva raarmelos.) See a. wrfw, and tttw

auspicious

mfn. or adverb m. (-^) Much, excessive,

unlimited, unbounded, b. and rriflt^r a limit

mfu.(-^: -air--^8) Superhuman, divine. *. wftT, and FWtr

mortal.

WfVtwra mfn. (-li-V-w) or adverb n. (-si) Much, excessive.

«. ^iffT, and xnWT a minute quantity.

mfn. (-W:-^f-^)
1 Superhuman, more than mortal.

* Immortal, divine, s. wrfcr. and tttijb human.

^rftnrr^ mfn. (-v-lTT-sf)
1 Free from illusion, * Entirely liber-

ated or freed e. ^f?r, and FTXTT delusion.

\MH n mfn. (•ttmu-WJ * Dry, not wet. * Over measured, ex-

ceeding. *. neg. frrfaw moist, or wf* and fair meted.

^fnM* mfn. (-W -m -n )
1
Seedless, barren. * Entirely liberated

or freed, m. (*Jp) * A creeping plant, (Gocrtncra racemosa.)

See * A tree, (Dalbergia oujeiniensis.) t. xgfir, and

*JTI liberated.

m. (-V) 1 A tree, (Dalbergia oujeiniensis.) * Moun-
tain ebony. Sec * A creeper. (Gcertnera racemosa, &c.)

i. See wrfTTWj*.

wrfTHRT^T f. (-^i) A tree, (Jasmimum arboreum.) k. arfh, and

WT*^ delight

wf?TC*T m. (-^:) A warrior of a particular order fighting in a car.

a. wftf, and a chariot

^rfVrf*T*T m, (-^t) A warrior of a particular class, fighting in a

car. k. wfa before rw a car, and xfn aff. also

lwfi|n.»ji f. (-TTT) A creeper, b. ^f?T, and flavour.

wrfVrirH mfn. ( n:-1fT H ) Excessive, exceeding, a. ^fsr, and

to flow, with the participial affix J|.

^fwfdfTTT f. (-ITT) Increase of bulk or quantity, expansion, en-

largement, elevation, Ac. e. ITT added to the preceding.

wfhTW mfn. (-w:-WT4|) Much, excessive, e. wfw, and frw to

flow, affix W.
mfn. (-^t-ftrwt-fir) More, superior, e. wfirt* and

xfn afr.

wfhvi'4 m. <-if:) Consumption, (Phthisis pulraonalis.) e. ^fw,

and XT* disease.

^fwrnriT m. ( -n:) A wild goat, or according to some, a large

monkey, min. (-K-1TT**) Very hairy, e. ^fir.and xrroir hairy.

arfiTW^f mfn. (-nTr-nr-W) Very covetous, a. and wa|

covetous.

WtHtwitth mfn. (•^i-^r-'w) Very hairy, e. wrfS and «HT1{ hairy.

wfn«Hn n. (-sfy An accident, a circumstance not capable of

being prevented or guarded against, k. wjfrr, and being.

wrfinnjsT m. ( -W- ) A kind of grain, e. ’wflT, and WVTW round.

^ffTTHT m. (-IT:) A storm, a hurricane, k. ^frr, and STT?T wind.

sgf?TTT\ in. (-TfO Opprobrious or unfriendly speech. Sec

TT^. b. wTh overcoming, "WX to speak, and TH afl*.

m. (-w) An infant, mfn. (-qr-qrr-Er; Childish.

E- and wtvet a child.

ra. (-Ti) A vicious elephant, rafn. ( Very

fierce, very formidable, a. wrflT, and fTET* large or formidable.

'Wfflfev mfn. (-^•IT-’O Antidote, exceeding or subduing

poison, f. (-WT) A tree used in medicine, the bark is also em-

ployed in dyeings it is of three kinds; white, red, and

black. (Alis or Betula.) e. wrflT overcoming, and f*rq poison.

^fTTlfir f. ( f¥0 Heavy rain. b. wfw. and ¥% rain.

mfn. <-Wf: -^T-^) or adverb n. (-si) Much, excessive,

unlimited, e. wf?T. and •iwT a limit.

m. (-V) Extravagance, great expenditure, e. and

expenditure.

^frr^ftrw. mfn. (^t-fv^-f5|) Extravagant, spendthrift, e. ^fir-

wx, and Tf*r a

C

•^f^rarwr f. (-wr) Excessive pain, agony. «. ^fir, and vtt pain.

t < -fhO
1 Extreme pervasion or extension. * Going

beyond the mark, drawing an inference unwarranted by the

premises, e. wfiC End WrfiT spreading.

HWO f. (-^t) A kind of metre
; of four lines, with fifteen

syllables to the line. k. wfw beyond, JTWCt another metre.

’TfffWn mfn. (-HP-W-1^) Very powerful, b. sffrr, and

powerful. r

^frnrfil f. (-filO Great power, e. arfrr, and Erfii power.

wfffufTHri t (-WT) Heroick valor, prowess, e. wfw, power,

and *T aff-

r
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^pnrflurst m. (-*) A mtn of gigantic power, a. wfwrfa. and

who possesses.

aifan tt If «» atIj. mm. only. (-*:) If an adverb n. (-n) Much,

«xc***ive. to sleep
;

wfer being prefixed, to excel

;

aiT. anr-

adv. n. (-af)See atfinm. a. added to the preceding.

^fjnrfVar mfn. ' Superior, exceeding. ’ Increased,

improved, &c, a. afe r C, and Yfw atT.

f. (-fir)

'

Hyperbole. •Verbosity, prolixity, a.

excess, and -sfll speech.

^fnni VM »dv. n. (-si) adj. rofn. (-W.-WT-W) Much, excessive.

a '^finru, and w* the ante-pen. lengthened.

x^f^Tn^fewmfn.(-'1T:-TTT-lf)
, Exceeded, surpassed, excelled. •In-

creased. a. before aFW, and If art’,

mfn. (-m-WT-vr)
1 Excellent. * Chief, principal.

• Beautiful, splendid, k. iffw, and Wff to shine, C7 uff.

WjfflViiro m. (-Bp ) A hoard, a great accumulation, s. ^fw, and

BTf* heap.

ffftjpnr mfn. ( JTt-HT 'rr)
1 Cheated, deceived, imposed upon.

• Explained, declared, k. ’Wfrr, before sjfipT combined,

^tfjr^arivr n. (-in Falsehood, deceit, fraud, cheating, overreach-

mg. F. before vsbtst combining.

n. f-ij) ' Liberality, giving. * Appointing, engaging.

• A gift, a donation. * Slaughter, killing, k. ^fw, and to

create, aff.

^finTTWHUT n. (-if) Severe penance or expiation, especially for

the guilt of eating unclean animals ; taking as food nothing

but cow's urine, cowdung, curds, milk, and ghee, each two

day* in succession, a. and wTwrrsr penance.

^frrWTtur f. (-W) Liquorice plant.

m. (-T‘.) Diarrhoea or dysentery, a. ^rfw, and UTT what

goes
i
from ^ to go, with trn affix

;
also w»ftwTT,

^frlH lT fint mfn. ( ff ) Dysenteric, afflicted with dy-

sentery. e. nfitfK, and the affixes xfw and fffr.

mfn. (-Tt-fkwt-fi') ' Afflicted with dysentery. * Ca-

thartic. a. ffnurr, and aff.

^fMfUTC mfn. (-T-KS-0 Very tremulous, a. ^fir, and fkqp-

trembling.

^fjrrfklT n. ( -vi) Violent laughter. B. Bffir, and *fa#i laughing.

^fwTTW m. ( Wt) A horse-laugh, violent laughter. b. ^fw, and

xyre laughter.

mfn. (-v-^r-xr) Imperceptible, unattainable by the

senses. K. wrfTT beyond, and an organ of sense.

mfn. (

-

1J5: *x?JS>T Blunt, not sharp, dull, obtuse, e. xj

neg. Wtxjssr sharp.

f. (-TTT) Bluntness. So d. (-if) e. ITT or if

added to the preceding.

m&\*1 mfn. (-V'fT-f) Very desirous, eager, ardent, k. ^rfw,

and wish.

mfn. (TT-WT-W) * Passed, gone. * Passed away, deceased,

dead. * Liberated from worldly restraint. 4 Surpassed, gone

over or beyond, e. ^fw, and gone.

•^nln^i*! m. (-ff:) In gram, the preterite tense. *. and

fTrif time.

ind. Much, very much, much indeed. 1 . Wffyf, and TT
as, so.

mfn. Blunt, dull, insipid, k. ^ neg. wtw sharp.

wnflwrT m. (-*:) Diarrhoea or dysentery. See

mfn. (-T:-TfT-T)
1 Short of stature, a dwarf. * Low\ k. 'W

neg. ^pr tall or high.

mfn. Lank, thin. t. ^ neg. TJ"? fHt.

mfn. (-W:-fTMf) Unequalled, m. (~W.) A plant that has an

oily seed, (Sesamum oriental?.) e. ^ neg. TJW to be like, w aJf.

wl«j mfn. (-Xft-^fT-W) Incomparable, a. xg neg. TpmftW

comparable.

xggr^r mfn. (-H:-igT-ic) Unequalled, unparalleled, e. ^ neg.

to be equalled.

•tgfxrwrfw m. (-fuff:) The sun. whose rays are not cold, i. e.

hot : also analogous compounds, as ^yffUglE, XQJjf%4 <gfa.

mfn. (-g.-HT*F) Unsatisfied, e. ^ neg. satisfied.

xgrf^j f. (-fr ) Insatiablcness, voraciousness, a ^ neg. «f*

satisfaction.

(-«n:-arr-«r) Dark, dim, dull. n. (-fn) 1 Shade,

shadow. * Insignificance, feebleness, imbecility, a- xf neg.

ifSff light or spirit.

'uneifaf mfn. (*w?t funft-ffr) Void of splendour or energy, e.

xg neg. splendid.

Ivi mfn. (-BT-xn-w) Implacable, not to be appeased. «.

xf neg. 7Traw\v to be pleased.

m. (-1^:) A limb, a member of the body. mfn. ( -isf:

A traveller, e. fW to go, and ant Un adi aff.

^nfT f. (-in)
1 A mother. * An elder sister. * A mothers elder

sister, e. to go, ^X|, and zra’aff.

^fn f. (-fit : ) U theatrical language, an elder sister, r. ’apt to

go, uff.

^fWarr f. (-arr) In theatrical language, an elder sister, e. a

mother, and ant affix, who is, as it were, a mother
;

it is also

written xffwrari and xffaarT.

xfxt mfn. (•HT-’iat-^) A feeder, one who eats. r. to eat, the alf.

ra. ((tj ) The sun. e- WH to go, V Un'4di aff.

^Rt m. (-7f:) A horse, from the V<dos. b. to go constantly,

ant aff-

fjTqsnflay mfn. (-W.-WT-1^) Not to be abandoned, b. ’fr neg.

umftw to be abandoned.

mftt. or adv. n. (-^T-W-^t) Much, excessive, b. ^fit be-

yond, and end, or boundary,

xgn^tafnnr mfn. (-W:-W?-if) Very passionate, b. at and

fjnnr passionate.

aictl^a ifira mfn. (-ifi fiml fir) Wh*t goes much or quickly.

e. ararwr, and arrfw *t who goes.

m. (-C) A species of grain, (Panicum Italicum.)

r. xf^pn, and *jjWK very soft.

^Tf-riiwnr m. (-i:) (In logic) absolute negation or non-existence.

e. much, a**r* not being.

arwfww m. (•,:) One who rambles much, a great rover, m/o.

Much, exceeding, k. with aff.

MHi atTir m. (-W-) One who goes quickly or actively, b. xtpffTfr

much, and for who goes.
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’VSJ* mfn. (*V-"VTa*s) Very sour. m. (-V) A tree, (Spondia*

mangifcra.) f. (-XgT) Another plant and fruit ; a species of

citron. See ITTTpnFt. e. ^f?r. and wxj wur.

f. (-^f ) A creeper and medicinal plant, k. ^f»r ex-

cessive, wnj sour ; and xps a leaf, with the fern. aff.

ra. (’W)
1 Death. * Distress. * Transgression, 4 Vice,

fault, guilt.
1 Punishment. • Going over or beyond. * Ab-

sence.
4 Lo*s, destruction, e. ^fir beyond, away, Xfw to go,

and xgy aff.

wwfxnr mfn. (-TT-tn-ff) ' Exceeded, surpassed. 1 Outraged, e.

Wftr before fxf to go, n alT,

n. adv. or mfn. adj. (-l5:-WF-^J Much, excessive, e. wrftr,

and substance.

EjTtpwi mfn. (.fg: . «rr-Ed ) Very small, very little, k. ^[f?r very,

and v?g small.

^STTfl f* (-*t) A kind of metre, a stan/a of four lines, with

seventeen syllables to the lino. a. beyond, another

metre.

mfn. (-Jp-WT-li) Very rough, uneven, craggy, e. xrfw,

and ET9iv unequaL

^iVI4K ra. (-X0 Censure, blame, contempt, e. ^fVr and WTV
prefixed to if to do. aff

xf7gpgTXm.(-X‘.)Deviating from prescribed observances, contemn-

ing religions and moral laws. e. and wrTOX observance.

mfn. (-xt-fx^t-fv) 'fransgressing. k. Wxix, and

aff-

mfh. Not to be abandoned, e. ^neg. WTO
to be abandoned-

V|7tjT*tT f. (-V) Unreasonable hope or desire, e. agffc, and

hope.

WXI'IH TO. (-X) Excessive food. E. 'wfk. and WTTTX food.

v|<XrXTfOfi mfn. (-Tt-frtft-fx) Eating excessively, a glutton, a

gormandizer, k. WjTUrXTT, and a ft.

Wm -fxiT n. ( •if)
' Great dread. * Desperate or during action.

with vfT to have
;

prefixed, and the participial H;

fa is substituted for xn
;
what engrosses the mind.

<-fi«:)
1 Idle or excessive talk.

1 Expatiating, enlarging.

1 A figure of rhetoric, description of any thing surprising or

extraordinary, hyperbole, e. ^fa, and ’sfi| speech.

f. (-XTXT) A kind of metre, a stanza of four lines, with

two syllables to the line. k. ^fa, and another kind ! it

is also read

XTAJ 1** mfn. (-¥:-¥T-T) Extreme, exceeding great, k. wrfw , and

much.

mfn. %) 1 Most excellent, best. * Moat valua-

ble, precious, k. and excellent.

m. (-T:
) A gallj nulc. f. ( -XT) A plant, (Jasminum viUosum,

Kox. or in Bengal, Nyctanihes tmtis.) See afaifaxrr. k. ,xfw,
and to reason.

ind. In this place, here, herein, e. ^ being substituted for

the termination of the seventh case of XX*? this.

Xfxg mfn. (-Xf;-xn-^) Shameless, immodest, s. neg. wgr
shame.

mfn. (-xn^-Xfft'Tff) Respectable, venerable, (especi-

] vs

ally in theatrical language.) i. ^ here, xj to be, and the

participial affix xr« ; being present or principal,

mfn. (-W-XU-XI) Fearless, k. ^ neg. wm fear.

^ffh m.(-fa:)
r
rhe name of one of the seven Hiihit trt saints, bom

from the eye of BaxiiMA, married to A\asuva, daughter of

Kerdama Muni, and the father of Datta or Dattatrey'i,

Dvbvas.yu and Cbanuha. e. WX to eat and fax Un’idi aff.

The correct reading is ^far, but the word is always written

with one W.

wrfxwPT ra. (-ip)
1 The moon. 1 A man of the three first classes.

k. ^ neg. fa three, and ornf born, not thrice born ;
born ttcire.

The moon, from the eye of Atei, and from the ocean. The

Brahman &c. from the womb and investiture.

Wjfa«ESf m. (-Of:) A name of Chandha or the moon. e. wrfw a

saint, T*T the eye, and M born, produced. Born from the

eye of Atei, “ a flash of light from the eye of Am, was re-

ceived by space, a goddess, the via lactea personified, who

bore Soma," The following and other similar names refer

to this legend.

fiy tn. (-^t) A muni. Sec XTHT. *• *0 eat, Unadi aff.

fa* ;
also *|fap|.

wfawTfr m. ( W:) See wfnxxrw.

xifaifaw* ra. (-IT.) See wrfar*’*.

(-T£) See flniE.

wfanmfawr m. (-xn) The marriage union of Atei and Bua-

kadwajI. b. ’itw, and UTTf lafl i affix xrw?, implying in this

and similar compounds, union.

^TjX mfn. (-X'-XT-T) Deliberate, not in haste, e. ^ neg. ]yx

for «BXT haste. i

wfw ra. A sage. See wf^T.

wfwiw m . (-alt) A sage. See wrfw.

ind. An auspicious and inceptive particle; it serves to intro-

duce a remark, a question, an affirmation, See. and corre-

sponds to,
1 After.

1 And. 1 Now, (inceptive or premising.)

4 What, (interrogatively.) ’All, (comprehensively.) •There-

fore, thus, further, moreover, flic. It also implies doubt or

command, and is frequently redundant, e.^ to ask, t affix,

and T is dropped, also

^vjfgrw ind. A particle of assent, how else, what else, assuredly,

ind. Also.

^ir5w m. (-x|:) A name of Siva. k. xgirg the name of a Vdda,

and w aff.

m. (-wr)
1 A Brahman. a A name of Vasisiit'iia. n. (-4)

The name of the fourth V&la. £. Wfx? an auspicious particle,

Of to go, and aff.

WfETlIw m. (-{%:) ' A Brahman versed in the At’herva Vdda.

* A family priest, k. wnri the Veda, and fx| aff.

V«rXT ind. Or. b. and xrr sometimes,

ind. The same as wr*T, q. .
( ^i) r. 2d cl. (^^T) To eat. The root is imperfect

,

being substituted for it in several inflections; as W&TW. See.

Implying injury, it is not conjugated in the middle voice, al-

though the action be reciprocal : as they bite, r dc-

tout each other. ff
r
Uh an indicatory (x^fir) To bind.
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YYY min. (-Y J -YT-Y') Awkward, unskilful, a. Y neg. TY clever.

YtIyy mfn. (Y:-YT-Y)
1 Not clever, unskilful * Not compre-

hending the fee given to the Brahmans, a sacrifice, Ste. k, y
»«& clever, or ^f%wr a fee.

YT7* mfn. (y-TIT-Y) Unscorched, not burnt, a. Y ncg. X7*

burnt.

mfn. (-vr-YT*vi) Unpunished, n. (-Y) Impunity, a. Y
neg. r*J punishment.

YXYJ mfn. (-Ttr-YTT-YO) Unpunishable, unworthy of or exempt

from punishment, a. Y neg. TYQ to be punished.

YTY»f)T mfn. (-T:'YT-Y) Unpunishable, unfit to be punished,

exempt from punishment, a. Y neg. to be punished.

WTtpl min. (-iP-YMt) Not given, f. (-YI) An unmarried girl. a.

Y not, gri given.

YgY n. (-i|)
1 Food. * Eating, a. YX to eat, and aff.

YX’fiT mfn, (-xr.-YT-Y) To be eaten, what may be eaten. 8. YT
to eat; ytYyt; aft’.

YTY mfn. (-WTJ-mr-wi) Toothless. 8o YX*** (Y:-YT-Y) a. Y
neg. a tooth.

YX*1? mfn. (-JtJ : -Y7*s|) Uncontroulable, un tameable, a. Y neg.

XY to be tamed.

YXY mfn. (-Y:-YT-Y) Much, many. a. Y neg. gY little, fetr.

YX1! mfn. (-Y-YT-sj) Unfeeling, unmerciful, destitute of pity,

a. Y neg. XYT clemency.

(-Y) Disappearance, not being visible or present. a.

Y neg. K** aight.

YY** m. (-Y:) A plant, (Eugenia acutangula.) Sec frYwr. f.

(-WT) Socotorine aloe, (Aloes perfoliata.) See Y* JYlOl- mfn.

(-YTt-YI-Yi) Leafless, a. Y ncg. and XY a leaf.

YY*? m^- (yYTY|St YTY :
)

1

This. • That.

YXY*ftY mfn. (ymti Incombustible; so yytyyYy. a. y neg.

YIYyYt or XT4tV to be burnt

YTYT* m. (*WT) A niggard, a miser, a. Y neg. YT» who gives.

YY?* n. (-Y) Not giving, withholding, a. Y neg. YTW gift.

YTYTY mfn. (-W|:-Wtr-W!) Untamed, unsubdued, undaunted, a. Y
neg. ^TWT daunted.

YYrfaYT mfn. (-YT
1 Unclaimed, as inheritance, lapsed.

* Not relating to inheritance, a. Y neg. YrY heritage, 29 aff.

YTTlimfn. Inconsumable by fire, incombustible,

a. Y neg. YTO to be burnt.

qftfnf- (•fir;)
1 The daughter of DaKsna, wife of Kasvara, and

mother of the gods. * The earth. * Being entire, a. y neg.

YT to give, and fcfff affix, not giving pain ; or Y, and YT to

cut or break, fY^aff.

Yfxfa«fYY m. (-Y) A deity, a divinity, a. Yftfr, and TYY, a

son of Aom.

WT,* mfn. (-Y-¥T-¥)
1

Unspoiled, unvitiated. * Good, virtuous,

a. Y neg. bad.

mfn. (-W: -ITT-If)
1 Undcfiled, unvitiated. * Virtuous,

good. a. Y ncg. l£ftw corrupted.

fTA m. (-YY ) Blind, a, y priv. and Tf. the eye.

mfn. (-Y -fn-ui) 1
Invisible, not to be seen. * Improper

to be beheld, a. Y neg. TV to be seen.

YYY n. ( X)
1 Casual and unseen danger, (as from conflagra-

tion, inundation, See.) * Fortune, destiny, fate. * (In logic)

Virtue or vice, as the eventual cause of pleasure or pain,

fnfn. (c:*YT-Y)
1 Unseen, unforeseen. * Unknown, unfelt,

not experienced, a. Y neg. and TV seen.

YTTYYYY m. (-T:) A form of treaty, in which the parties treat

direct, without any mediator or surety, also YYfYX and simi-

lar compounds, a. TCI unseen, and YYY, &c. man.

TTTT^T mfn. (-T : ’TT*3) Unseen previously, unseen till now.

a. TTTV, and before.

THH mfn. (-VTY-YYt-YY) ‘ Enjoying or undergoing good or

haul fortune, more usually the former, fortunate, a. YTY, and

W M aff.

TTcfT f. (‘ft:) A look of displeasure, evil eye. i. Tf bad, and vft

look.

Tf % ft * 1 f. (-YT) An angry or displeased look, evil eye. «. TITft,

and WW a If.

YY* mfn. (-Tr-TT-ti) Improper or unfit to be given. *. Y neg.

YY to be given.

YgYYlY n. (-si) Giving what ought not to be given, what is not

one’s own, &c. k. YYY. aud fTW giving.

TTY m. (-fO Oiled butter. K. YY to eat, and gw Un&di aff.

TTTT ind. Truly, verily, b. YY going constantly, ft to have, and

YlT* n * (-if)
1 Surprise, astonishment, mfn. (-Wi-TT-ff) Wonder-

ful, surprising, b. vr?r a particle of surprise, ^ to be, and ttyty

Un adi aff.

YTYWYTY m. (-it) A name of Siva. b. Y|JY astonishing, and YY
who sounds. N

YYft m. (-fir) Fire. a. YY to cat, Un'&di affix Yft, and Y in-

serted.

Yin: mfn. (T-YT-Y) Gluttonous, e. YT to eat, and THTY aff.

YY ind. To-day. k. TY*» this
;
an irregular formation.

YYTY m. (-Y‘>) The period of a current day, from midnight to

midnight in the usual acceptation, but sometimes considered

to begin and end with sun-set. mfn. (-Y-yY-T) Of or belong-

ing to the current day, of to-day. e. YY, and YY aff.

YYflTtgY m. (-Y!) In grammar, the aorist past. mfn. (-Y:*TTT-Y)

Past or gone to-day,i. c. any time previous to to-day. K. YYTT
of to-day, been.

YYift ind. Even now, still, e. yY, and yTt certainly.

YYTTfr n. (-1V) Beginning or ending with the current day, from

or till to-day. e. YY, and Yrfr limit.

YYYtT mfu. (-T’.-TT-T) Near to any event, at the point of death

&c. f. (-TT) A woman or any female animal near the time of

delivery, e. YY, and Y to-morrow, affix Y, what will happen

to-day or to-morrow.

YTY n. (-Y) A worthless or good for nothing object, b. Y neg.

TY thing.

Yfff m. (-ft:)
1 A tree. * A mountain. 1 The sun. * A measure.

k. YX to eat, and ftx Unadi aff.

yItyYyi f. (-YT) The earth, k. Yft a mountain, and YtY a pin

or bolt.

Yftrv mfn. (-Y-YT-vr) Produced or found in the hills, n. <-*)

Red chalk.^f. (-YT) A name of Paavaif or Dvaoa, the daughter
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of Him (la, ruler of the Himalaya mountain, and hence this her

appellation, mountain-born. a. ,YrX, and Xf, from xrxr trtbe horn.

wfnnr^T f. (<fr) A name of P/aYATf, the daughter of the moun-

tain Himalaya, r. x»fir. and lrwwi daughter,

f- <-Yt) PXrvatL See the last.

wfrtrfTT m. (-fw:) Hima, lord of mountains: also similar com-

pounds, as WSt9*, 'wfVmr. Ac.

m. (-fani) A name of Ixdra. r. ^ff, and fry who

breaks; the splitter of mountains, (with his thunderbolt.)

^fiT^mfn. (-^-^-T) Mountaineer, mountain* bom. m. (-IT ) A
plant, (Sulvinea cucullata.) and horn.

^iffTTW m. (TTY) The king of mountains, the Himalaya moun-

tains ; the snowy range on the north of Hindustan, confound-

ed with the mythological ruler of them, and the father of

PaevatI. B. ^f*. and rnr a king, the king of mountains, de-

servedly so called, being the loftiest in the world*

m. (-frf ) Fire on a mountain, a volcano, a. *f>, and

afif fire.

ra. (-fO A peak, the horn or summit of a mountain.

r. "wfl, and Jr* a horn.

m. (•<!) Iron. a. and ytt: essence.

xr#t*t m. (-Us) ' A name of Siva. * Also of Himalaya, as king

of mountains, a. wf*, and xv ft master.

m. (-fO Mildness, moderation, the absence of tyranny or

oppression, e. t neg. Tit tyranny.

tr?lft*l mfn. (-tt-1ttt -ft) Innocuous, mild, a, t neg. TTft>(.

violcnL

'at v m. C'tO A Bauddha. a. t neg. tt two.

to- (-^t)
1 A Bauddha. • A Unitarian, e. t neg. ft

two, and Tlf^Y who speaks, one who acknowledge* but one

principle.

mfn. (-t-tT-t) Only, sole, without a second, e. t neg.

tTYtY second.

mfn. (-W:-tT-T) Harmless, not malicious, k. t neg. tt
malice.

ttfVt mfn. (-e-fwt-ft) Harmless, inoffensive. «. tf neg.

tftt who hates.

tt»T n. (.yj) Unity, not duality, a. t neg. t* duality.

Aarfgtm. (-Til) A Unitarian, one who mahitains the exis-

tence of but ouc principle in the universe, a. WfW unity, and

who speaks.

tttTT n». (-tO The lower part of the body, the lower extre-

mities. s. tW, and Tnt body.

tV ; iPT mfn. (-f.-tr-lij Thrown or put down. k. ttW. and fpi
made. -

ttftH rafn. (-JT-flTH) Precipitated,thrown down. e. MpW down,
and f*JH participle past of fitpi to throw.

mfn. (-If:-ITT-Tf) Fallen down. x. YYW, and Tftni fallen,

m. (-T*-) A seat or bed, made of grass, b. YTYY, and gfrr
a couch.

f. (-*t;A plant, (Hleracium.) e YlYY downwards, and
jaj a flower.

mfn. (-TH : -WT-Ui)
1

Below. 1
Inferior, c. nod ig

what stays.

YYY mfn. (-tri-YT-ii)
1
Inferior, low. 9

Vile, despicable. x.

to preserve, YY Unadi affix, ami w changed to H.

gWTH mfn. (-W^YT-XT) 1 A porter, a bearer of burdens.

* Low, servile, e.w low, and »r»TY a servant.

WWirf mfn. (-sr:-^T-4) A debtor, r. xrXY low, and Ti debt.

TfYYfwxr ra. (-W>) A debtor, a. YYY, and x?Y debt, with arxr

added.

XlTUf&Y m. ( -drf) A debtor, e. XTYY, and YTY debt, with xfir

added.

WYWrr n. (-TI A foot, r- WHW low, and WT a limb.

apfC mfn. (-g’.-TT-T) ' Low. inferior, below. ' Low, vile.
9
Si-

lenced, refuted, overcome in abuse or controversy, f. (tt) The

lower region, tn. (-’C:) The lower lip. (duaL -YF) 'Flic lips,

mn. (-T: or -Yl Pudendum muliebre. a. ^ neg. fg to hav« or

hold, and YY off.

xpfrYY ind. Underneath, k. wprr, and n^raff.

YxrYY n. (-Y) The moisture of the lips. a. xniy the lower lip,

and mj honey.

sprmnr ind. Below, behind. X. nr?(_ added to WXT.

xrxcvnf ind. Below, underneath, k. the form of the ablative,

ind. Underneath, h. Trxr, with the termination xm^.

YYrnm n. (-ir) The moisture, honey or nectar of the lips,

a. XpfY, and WWW nectar.

m. (-*:) Biting the lip. E. YXy, and WW before

to cut, affix T*f.

^f<=
txni mfu. (-IT-HT-Ti) Contradicted, invalidated. e. and

9 ft made with ^ inserted.

*xnrftw mfn. (-^'.-WT-wj Reproached, censured, a. and

m aff.

mfn. (-iT:'TrT'll) Contradicted, invalidated, a. and

tjTT become, with ^ inserted. .

ind. Underneath, b. 'XTir, and the affix vn.

ind. A future day, the day after the morrow, x. XTTT,

and *^T irregular aff.

m. Unrighteousness, injustice, all behaviour con-

trary to the Srv/i and Smriti, or religious and legal institutes.

k. xr priv. and virtue, &c.

mfn. ( Unrighteous, wicked. £. WY1!!,

and YffCM who follows.

'YM rfYT f. (-inj Unrighteousness
;
alsosgTf^st n. (-**) x.TTT orxi

added to

mfn. (-Wr-WT-W) Wicked, unrighteous, x. and

spirit.

mfn. (TSf Wicked, sinful, unrighteous, e. ^y*&.

and Tfxr aff.

mfn. (-Y-VI'T) Very wicked, r.. and TTY aff.

WWWX mfn. <-y:-yi-yt-<) Uoing. m. {-V) A thief, a. loir,

vile, and 'Yt who goes down or below.

m. f-y;) A house-breaker, k. yyy bdow, and WiX a thief.

YTY*J ind.
1 Down, downwards, below. * The lower or infernal

regions. * Pudendum muliebre. a. WYC with xjfa aJfix, and

r dropped.

TYTY mfn. (-ir.-Yt-W) Below, underneath, x. xniY, and

aff.
^ *»

G
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ind.
1 Down, downwards, underneath,

1 Behind.
|

1 Pudendum muliebre. k. or ^PJ, and IfTIf aff.

m. (-*:) A plant, (Achyranthes aspenu) e. ^*xt vile,

xrot a road, and * from *7 to gain or possess.

rofn. (-*r:-lft-l[> Unjust, unrighteous, wicked, s. vg neg.

and xnfHPW virtuous, &c. from V*fi, affix ¥»[.

m. (-fix:) Anxiety, mcnttl p»in; more usually xrrfv:. x.

before, vr to hive, 1% xffix ; U mide abort.

ind. Over, above, upon, &c. a preposition and prefix to

verba implying superiority in place, quality, or quantity
;

as

^fa gTg to stand in or on, to rule over, to

exceed- also used in the figurative sense of the same, as

to go to or attain to do over again, to repeat or

recall
; wvYtf to go over or through, as a book

j
to

reside in or on, to continue in or on, to persevere: forming

•Iso indeclinable* with nouns, as *rfi|<lfa in the night
j wfa

in or over the house : and compounds with nouns, as

&c. q. V. E. ^ neg. WT to have, far aff.

sqfxw mfh. (-•r’-irr-lf) Exceeding, more, over, more than, in

addition to. n. (•*) A figure in rhetoric, (Hyperbole.) a. ^fa

and W, from 5 to sound,

mfn. (-^-XT-T) More, comparatively more. e. *rfifer

and TTP-f aff.

mfn. (-xr:-WT-xf) Moat, superlatively more. e. *fbw,

and WVrq aff.

*tfainn f. («vn) Excess, addition
;

also *rfaqn*. *. m or n
added to wfav.

ind. Moreover. «. sgfinr, and TJ but.

^fairrw n. (-w) 1 Superiority, supremacy. 1
Title, right. “ In

the MivutnM philosophy, a case or topic, comprehending five

members, the subject, the doubt, the first side or priraa facie

argument, the answer or conclusion, the application. * (In

the Vedanta.) A case or question. 1
(In grammar) Location,

the sense of the seventh or locative case, defined to imply

four kinds. ' Proximity, as, * a village on the Ganges.' * In-

clusion, as,
* the gods m heaven.' * End or object, as, * versed

in the j and
* integral existence, as, ' the spirit is in all.'

a. ^*fa over, ir to do ; and aff.

*twf* Prosperous, every way happy, k. *|fa*

excessive, aod *rf% prosperity,

n. (•<$) Superintendence, supervision. k. xffa, and

business,

m. (-ift)
1 Clerk or prefect of the market or fair.

• An overseer, a superintendent, e. over, *r*J business,

andH aff.

*l(wrr mfn. (•I't-Tr-’l’ ) Having more members than natural

or common, n. {-#) The girdle over the coat of mail, worn

as a kind of scarf, e. *rf*qr exceeding, and WT the body.

^fU4 rT m. (-C)
1 Authority. * Supremacy. 1 Rule, governs

ment. * Right, title.
% Property, ownership. • Privilege.

f Duty, office. * A chapter, a section. • The use of royal in-

signia *" (In grammar) Government, the dependence of a

form on a previous one. x. over, and *nr what makes,

from «r with affix ; what gives or exercises preeminence.

^fawrrfrm f. (-tit)
1 Ownership, lordship. 1

Right, title. b.

irrfn^with wt affix.

wrfaatft* n. (-?!) ’ Ownership. * Rights title, a. see the last,

affix xq.

m. (-ft)
1 A superintendent, a ruler, a director. * A

master, an owner. 9 A sage, one who is perfect in the princi-

ple* and practice of the VedAnta. mf. (-ft-foft) (In law)

The possessor of a right or title, as, wwrfaqrrft heir to pro-

perty; «fa*TTrfa*Tft one who ba* a right to the essential cere-

monies of the Hindu religion, e. arfa*TT, and XTf* aff.

^falTrT mfn. (XT-WT-Tf)
‘ Snparin tended, guided. * Claimed or

held as a right. * Set over, superintendent, m. (-m)
1 A super*

intendent in generaL * Inspector of receipts and disbursements,

an auditor of public accompts. e. wfa over, and «TT made.

wfuirH m. (-if:) Invasion, assailing, b. *rfa over, and vw to go.

^ffavrvr n. (-X#) Invading, assailing, overrunning. *. xgfa, and

JTRW going.

f. (-fir:) A possession, a right, e. and wf* doing,

mfn. (-g:-gt-j)
1 Censured, reviled, detracted from.

9
Sent, dispatched. * Placed, fixed, k. ^fa, and fa* participle

of to $end or throw.

m. (-*:)
1 Detraction, censure. * Sending, despatching,

n. and w* throwing.

^rfv»nf mfn. (-Ift-UMf) ‘ Obtained. * Gone through or over, lit.

or fig. as read, studied, k. urfa, and xnr gone.

m. (-*:)
1 Obtaining, attaining, acquiring. • Going

through or over, lit. or fig. * Overpassing, overflowing: also

^fajrxr* rt. (-xi) &c. i. wfa, andm or jn?*r going.

^fxnw mfn. ( Hr-njT-sj) Unattainable, not to be reached or

acquired. So mfn. (-* -xir-xj) and mfn.

^r-x^) k. ^jfuEXt with tqxr. xgxirtxrc or xnf participial affs.

^fafanr m. 0w:
) A tumor on the tongue, r. and fatVT the

tongue.

n. (-xf) The luminous parts of the creation, x. ^fa

supreme, wrf?r^ light.

f. (-VT) Land on the upper part of a mountain, b.

over, above, and At** alT.

•sfagwi m. (-wr) A tooth growing over another, e. wfV, and

a tooth.

^fxr^xf ni. (-*:)
1 A supreme or superior deity. * A tutelary

deity. «. ^fat, and fT a deity.

'vfVg'TOT m. (-7TT) A tutelary or presiding divinity, e. *rfc, and

a deity.

n. (-xf) * The ruling deity, the active principle in crea-

tion : also * The collective body of gods, and super-

human beings, e. ^fa, and gr* divine being.

m, (-*:)
1 An owner, a lord or master. 9 A king. *. wfa,

and * who preserves, from *T.

m. (-flT: ) A master, an owner, a ruler. * A king. a. *rfa.

and a master,

*rfaw n. (-#) Continuation of the world by procreation,

c. *tfa, and sht progeny.

m. (*x^) A master, a ruler, k. xgfa, and tj^who is from ^
to be, affix fa^;.
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vff^rr n. (-if) An essential element of matter, perishable mat-

ter, that of which the presence involves eventual dissolution.

K.^f* over, and an element.

HfTOH m. (-as:) Acute pains in the balls of the eyes, with pain

and swelling of one side of the head. e. wtfx over, wwi what

agitates.

safVfff*? m. (-W:) Fleshy excrescences on the eye, cancer of the

eye. e. Hf*. and wjvj flesh.

Hfrorfaw m. (*W*<) Inflammation of the tonsils. t. wfV, and

srfa flesh, TO added.

HfwTO n. (-vi) A knowledge of the properties of the letters

forming the word for the Hindu triad a. Hfw. and

the whole.

sifVnTVf m. (-fi) An intercalary month, formed of the aggre-

gate days omitted in reckoning the lunar year. r. nrfv. and

HIH a month.

HfwTO m. (-H:) A charioteer, a. and TO a car.

m. A supreme king, an omperor. So artvtTaf

m. (-UI:) E. Hrfw, and vrar rww a king.

Hfarpff n. (-Hi) Empire, supreme sway. i. HfV, and TTO king-

dom.

m. (-H) An emperor, a paramount sovereign.

b. HrfvvTHi, and snat who possesses.

HfvTO mfn. (-¥:-VT-¥) Elevated, exalted, surmounting. i.HrBf,

and vi mounted.

wfTOlfan mfn. (-IT: -ITT-if) Placed over, liL or fig. a. Hfa, and

raised.

hFto.iv ra. (-X0 Surraountipg, overtopping, elevation, a. nfa,

and TTT mounting.

HfurTTWt f. (-Ht) A ladder, a pair of steps, a. nfw, and ty to

mount, with WZ affix, and fern.

Hrfrof^irmfh. (-^fl-fWMH) Who rises on or above, f. (-VO A
ladder, a staircase, a. HrfTrTf, and Tf* aff.

Hrfwairar m. (-ft) The universe, the material world, a. sjfn,

and uttht world.

v»fvsTO n. (-W) A name, an appellation, a. HfH, and TOW speech.

hF'TOW m. (-W-) * A house, an abode. * Place, situation. * Con-

tinuance, perseverance. * Perfuming the person, &c. 8 A neigh-

bour. * Neighbourhood, a. nfa, and TO to dwell, with tot

affix; or are to fumigate, with ^T*[.

HfTOTTO n. (-H)
1 Perfuming or scenting the person, &c.

' Abiding, staying. 1 A religious ceremony; touching a vessel

containing perfumes, flowers, and other things previously pre-

sented to an idol, or offering perfumes, &c. to idols, as a pre-

liminary ceremony, k. Hfa, and WTW to fumigate, fJH off.

HfTOTfTOT f. (-HT) Residence, staying or abiding in one place,

a. Hf’TO i»i, with ht affix, and TO augment; also with V, Hf*-

wrfro.

HfwfTOT f. (-^11) The collective means and end of acquiring

knowledge, a. Hlfl, and fTOT knowledge.

wfafs ai f. (-WT) A wife whose husband has subsequently mar-

ried others; a superseded wife. a. Hf*. and fro obtained.

HrfTOvj m. ( Hi) A man marrying other than his first wife.

e. wrfvf before fro to obtain, *W aiL

HfTOTO *»• (-W) Marrying again, whilst a former wife is living.

e. nfw before fro 10 obtain, affix WT.

HfTOTOtWT f. (-HT) A wife deserving or proper to be superseded,

a. Hfw before fro to obtain, HfftTO. aff.

HfTOU m. (-*:) A place, a receptacle, a. Hfa before fw to serve,

TO aff.

HfTOTOt f. (-*) A furnace or fire-place, k. Hf*, and fro to

cook, affix, and fem. termination.

WfafTO mfn. (-TT-TTMi) Placed, deposited, received, included.

a. Wffv, before fw to serve, n aff.

Hftnrin n. (-if)
1 Abiding, resting. * Site, situation. * Prescribed

rule, fixed practice.
8 A town. • A wheeL 4 Dignity, a.

WT to stand, and WI aff.

HfTOni mfu. (WT-dt-*) (Governing, directing, fixing, ra. (-m) A
ruler, a governor, a director, a. Hfit before vht to stay,

mi aff.

hNFto mfn. (-1T:-TTT-1T)
1 Fixed, determined, established; liter-

ally or figuratively, ms a bouse or a, practice. * Supervised,

overlooked. * Guarded, surrounded. 4 Appointed, a. nfw, and

fyffT stationed.

TOtHTT m. (-*:) Superintendence, authorky, flee. Sec HfTOTC.

H^Ttt mfn. ( TT:-Trr-W) Read, read through, a. the participial

dcriv. from Hwt to read over, or study.

HUtflWg m. (-^:) A Brahman, who has reati the Vedas
;
a student

who has finished his course of study, k. HVTtt, and TO the

V&la.

TOlf* f. ( fVO Study, perusal, k. writ to read, and fan aff.

TOtfro mfn. (-ift-fTOft-fw) A scholar, one who has finished his

studies, b. TOtw. and Tfw aff.

TOtw mfn. (-w:-WT-^)
1 Docile. 8 Dependant, a. nfw, and TO

a master.

HtftTOT f. (-WT) Subjection, dependance, slavery : so TOTTO (w)
b. 7TT or H added to the last.

HWlTJIW ra. (-W.) A student, one going over or reading the

V6daa, &c. a. wrfil before ^ to go, ymy affi

HVtX mfn- (-<:-TT-^>
1 Confused, perplexed. * Unsteady, (lit. or

met.) f. (-TT)
1 Lightning. * An offended, cross or capricious

mistress or wife. a. H neg. and HtT: firm, steady.

TOtTOT f. (-HT) Fickleness, unsteadiness ;
also HxVrsf. a. ttt or

at added to the last. *

ra. (-IT) A master, a lord. k. Hfv, and ^ir master.

TOlTO m. (-1?) An emperor, a king paramount over all the

neighbouring princes, a. wrfxt superior, and fyr a lord.

’TOWT ind. Now, at present, e. to*( thia, irregularly formed.

HUE t a a mfn. (-wt-H^-W) Of or belonging to the presenu

a. HTOT, and TO aft

HTO mfn. ( ?T--TTT'7f) Unheld, undetained, m. (-*:) A name

of VttHM'tr. a. ^ n^. TO held.

TOfH f- (*fwt)
1 Laxity, want of firm hold.

8 Want of steadiness

or firmness, a. H neg. yffw holding.

TOT mfn; Ashamed, modest, humble, a. H neg. TW
proud.

HTITOT f. (-ITT) Modesty, diffidence : also TOT4 n. (-W) a. IT

or HI added to the last.
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^nru mfn. ( w.-«T-»0 Proud, vain. f. (-W) The name of a river.

e. neg. and ME to be proud; than urban) nought ii prouder.

UfUTf mfn. i -tj -tT-d 1 Not to be bold or taken- R ut neg. ET to

have, trr off.

rafn. ( -cr-x*fr-$1 Unsteady. feeble, irresolute, n. (-7) In-

stability, want of firmness. k. 7 not, 7iy firmness,

TpfrriJT: n. (-7) A lower garment, k. 777 beneath, and

clothes.

7777 in. ( if:) A name of Vishnu. e. 777, 77 an organ of

sense, and 7 who is produced , being produced by, or pro-

duced to, such as have subdued or cast down their passions.

7*nnT mfn. (-ir-frr-7) Descended, gone down. b. vw down,

*W gone.

77T*rffT f. (-ftr) Going downwards, lit. or fig. descent, degrada-

tion. Also 77nnt and 77i*«*i. t.W and arfir, &c.

going.

7^r*rfTOn.(-^-firirt-fiT) Descending, going downwards. E.77*t

and arrfirn who goes.

77IWI f. (-**:) A plant, (Achcranthes aspera.) Sec 77T7T*.

k. 777. and to hurt, with 77 aff.

7*<T n. (•*)
1 The anus. * Pudendum muliebre. k. 777 and

7T member.

77rf7fT7T f. (-7T) The uvula or soft palate- e. 777 below,

and frfT the tongue.

TTnrfc mfn. (-fr*ffc>%) Downcast, one who look* down.

e. 777, and Tic sight.

TTHTT" u. (-7) * The anus. * Pudendum muliebre.

77r777 n. (sf> An under girth or strap, e. 777 ,
and twtw

binding.

7*177 n. (‘I'-Wt-if) Placed below, inferior, e. 777 and tv
produced.

TTTTf* m. (-*:) The bottom, the lowest part. k. 777 ,
and WT*

pan.

77I7T*7T n. (-*) Purging, e. 7T7T7T7 the lower part (of the

body,) 7C what affects.

77 ixjar7 n. (-if) The regions below the earth, e. 777 beneath,

and WT7 a world
j
the world below.

771777 n. (-7) The anus. e. 777. and 777 a member.

mfn. (-7:-7T-7l-7)
1 Down looked, looking downwards.

* Inverted, turned upsido down. ' Headlong, f. (-71) A plant,

(Premna eaculenta.) e. 77*t and it* the face.

77T77 n, ( sir) A still, or the lower of two ve«*els luted together

for distilling, sublimation, Ac. f.. 777 , and 77 a vessel.

77T7*7 m (-H:) \ perpendicular, e. 777^ below, 77 a straight

line.

77I7T7 m. (-7=) The regions below the earth, e. 777, and «il7

world.

7Vt7T7 n. (-ir-WT-7) Down-looked : see 7$i77-

7Vf7W ra. (-7 )
1 Bottom of a thing. * Pudendum muliebre.

a. 777, and 77 dcpendancc.

77T7TT m. (-^.) The vital air that passes downwards, b. W),
and air.

77i7fV7 n. (-vf) Discharge of blood from the anus, urethra, &c.

a. ttt. 77f77 plethora.

777 mfn. (-7-7T-7) 1 Perceptible, present to the sensei.

•Superintending, presiding over. m. (-7*) 1 A superintendent

in general, one of receipts and disbursements. * A plant, (a

species of Mimusops.) See TtfTTT- a. 7f7, and 77 to per-

vade, with 77 aff.

7777T f (-7T) Superintendence : also WW. n. (-7) e. WT

or tv added to the last.

777*“ n. 0O The mysterious word Om. e. 7fl, and 777 let-

ter : above all others in importance or in place
; being often

put at the head of various writings.

TVjffT ind. Gifts made to a woman at the time of her marriage.

E. 7f* near, over, Ac. and lire, being presented at the

time, that burnt offerings arc made.

TTTT f- (-7T) Cowach, (Carpopogon pruriens.) e. 7f7, 77
to be diseased, and 7 affix; superior to disease. See 7771 .

wq m- ( 70 A lecture, a chapter or section, k. '717 before

77 to go, 77 aff.

7777 n. (-if) Study, reading, especially of the sacred books

;

one of the six duties of a Brahman, e. 7ft|, 77 to go, and

wr»(T.

77*717 m. (-70 Effort, exertion, determined application. e.7?7,

and 77 before 7T to destroy, with the affixes 77 aud 77-

77*7lf77 mfn. (-7:-7T-Tf) Undertaken, attempted, as a

difficult task, k- 7f7. and 7* before 71. affix 7 .

7*777 f<17 mfn. (-7t-f77l-t7) Resolute, determined. E.7WW7T7,

and 7f7 aff.

7W77 n. (-if) Eating too often, taking food before that previ-

ously eaten is digested, r. 7f7. and 777 eating.

779 mfn. (-TP-TT-Tf)
1

Substituted. * Placed over. e. 7f7,

and 77 thrown.

T7i7J n- (-faff) Bony exfoliation or deposit. «. 7f*, and 7(70

a bone.

7UJI77 m. (-71)
1 The soul, individuated spirit, or that which

belongs to and presides over the body. 1 The supreme spirit.

E. 7f7. and 71777 self or souk

7wrrf>®7 mfn. (-7-7T-7) Spiritual, relating to the supreme

spirit, e. 7V7T77 and 77 aff.

Twrmr m. ( xx ] A holy sage, one who knows the nature of

inherent spirit. E. 77MIT7. and T7 who sees.

TTnncfw m. (-fir.) An anchuritc, one who diligently meditates

on the supreme spirit, e 77.7^. and ^f7 pleasure.

77177 ra. (-7:) A teacher, one who instructs in the sacred

books. B. 7f7» and 7 ? to go, in the causal form, and 7i| afll

7WT77 n. (-7) Instructing, teaching the sacred books; one of

the six duties of a Brahman- e. 7fv. 77 to go, in the causal

form, and aff.

Trvnfinr mfi>. (-W.-TTT-Tf) Taught e. 7>ft7 and 7 aff.

7VTT7 m. (-V)
1 The acction, or division of a book. * A chap-

ter or lecture of the Vr
edas. e. Trfv, 77 to go, and 77 aff-

proper to be gone through or read.

77F77 mfn. (7:-¥t-7) 1 Mounted on, riding upon. 1 Exceed-

ing, very much. n. 7f7. and 7T7 before 77 to become ma-

nifest affix 7.

7WT7T7 m. {-7:) See the next
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TVTTrTT n. (-T)
1 Fixing in or upon. * Transferring. * Attach-

ing erroneously the predicates of one object to another, as of

eternity to matter. See. e. Tfa before TT to grow, causal

form affix. also with llW affix TVTTTT:.

tyxiyn m. (-TO Mounting or ascending. a. Tfa, and TpT be-

fore XT to rise, affix ww.

TTK i TT n. (-x») Attending, mounting on or upon. b. Tfa and

TTY before XT to rise, W7 nff.

’TWTXTTfTT n. (T) A womans marriage portion, a dowry of

such property as has descended to her lineally, a. Tfa and

xmr before XT to convey, wjz affix, and XT added.

TVrr n, (-T) ' Inhabiting aa chief, residing in, presiding over

or ruling. * Sitting on or upon. •Transferring. ‘Attributing

erroneously the nature of one thing to another, M of eternity

to matter, Ac. p. Tfa before, TIT sit, affix TTT.

xrwnfTT mfn. (-iTt-fn if) ' Seated in or on. * Presiding over.

• Inhabited. «. Tfa before, ttt to sit, m alt

TVPftT mfn. (-T'-TT-xf)
1 Seated in or on, 1 Placed or presid-

ing over. e* Tfa before. TrrtT seated.

XPcrTTT n. (*vi)
1 Supplying an ellipsis. * Reasoning, discus-

sing. b. Tfa, XT prefixed to T^T to convey, with XffZ s»ff.

TVH XK m. (-T:)
1 Adding a word or words to complete a

sentence, supplying an ellipsis. * Reasoning, argument, e. See

TVTYTW. TV being the aff.

TTVlTTn^mfn. (-i&-TIT-t!) ' Invostigablc. 1 Requiring an ellipsis

to be supplied, k. Tfa. and TTY before T to take, TTT tiff.

TWIT"* mfn. (-TT-WTT) * Supplied as an ellipsis. Argued,

discussed, s- Tfa and TTY before T to take, H aff.

XHjfXTY mfn. (-Yi-TT-T) Inhabited, settled a. Tfa before XT
to dwell, affix ft.

xfWf m. (-y: ) A litter drawn or carried by a camel, e. Tfa, and

Tf a camel.

T^T mfn. (-FS-TT--&)' Very prosperous, thriving.
1 Much. m.

(•V.) A name of Siva. f. (-wt) A superseded wife, one whose

husband has married others, e. Tfa, and vy borne, from tt
to bear, affix xi.

XPflT mfn. (-WT-xt-T) A student, reading, studying, u. Tfa be-

fore TTto go, FT aff.

TVXVT f. (-TT)
1 Request, solicitation. •Asking, begging, k. xifa,

XT to wish, and XX aff.
i

TXT mfn. (-T'-TT-Xf) Unstable, unfixed, uncertain, transient,

perishable, b. XT neg. XX fixed.

XX* mf. (-X:-Xl) A traveller, m. (-Tt) 1 A camel. * The sun,

f. (-XT) A name of the river Ganges, e. xxxa road, and x
who goes, from XX, with x aff.

TVXTT n. (.*) Journeying, travelling, b. tVT, and xrrx

going.

TVj*;fHe mfn. (-T^-fart-fa) Travelling, a traveller, a. YWT
and xrfin^ who goes.

TVXTTOi m. (-3X-) A tree, (Spondias m&ngifera.) a. XfWX a tra-

veller, and xtjx to be enjoyed by.

XWX rn. (-VT) 1 A road. * Fixing, placing. ’ Time. * Assault.

• Correcting viscidity, dilution of the ph!egm and marrow.

* TT to go constantly, uf-fq, affix
; X substituted for Y,

Twrfa mf. f-W-TT) A traveller, e. and t aff.

TVV mf. ( V-VT) A traveller. I. XMT. and TXT nff.

TVT m. (-K : )
' A sacrifice.

1 A Fsw, or a kind of demigod.

• Intent, attentive, careful, s. T neg. to bend or make

crooked, and XX affix ; or TV a road, and X from XT to give
;

leading to heaven.

TVTV ro. (-TO A travelling carriage or cart, b, TVT a road,

and XT a carriage.

XX^ m. (*ij0 A Brahman versed in the Yafvrofda. E.W
a sacrifice, XXY and Y affix, T being dropped.

TWYT m. (-TP) A tree, (Achyranthes aspera.) See xrxxix.

e. XfVT, and XX a stake.

WTX n. (*xt ) Gloom, twilight, e. t ncg. VTV darkness.

TWTXfxriTT m. (-T:) A plant, (Cassia fistula.) See TTfV.

e. T neg. VTTT darkness, WXT inimical; blossoming in the

shade.

TT (T) r. 2d cl. (Tfafa) Also of 4th cl. (w) (TTT) To breathe,

to live. See xx.

Xfxx mfn. (-Yt-xrT-Y) Portionless, not entitled to a share or

portion, r. TT neg. XX a part.

TTTTYYXrr f. (-XTT) A plantain, (Musa sapientnm.) See Tv-
ttytt.

TTY mfn. (-Y>YT-T) Inferior, low. Sec TTXT.

TXT mfn. (-v* TT-V) Blind, eyeleas. r. TT ncg- Tfa the eye,

the final dropped.

XR«ff n. (-x)
1 Blamablc discourse, what is unfit to be uttered.

* Abuse, k. XX ncg. ami TT*! a letter.

TTfa mfn. (-fr:*fT*-fT) Having bad eyes. e. TT neg. and Tfa
the eye.

TTTTT m. (-X-) A saint, an anchorite, e. xx neg. and TTTT a

house
;
living in woods.

XPlfa m. (-fa:) A Brahman who has not maintained his house-

hold fire, ft, xpr neg. Tfa fire.

TXT mfn. (-X‘-XT-^)
1

Clean, clear.
# Pure, sinless. * Handsome,

pleasing, e. xtt ncg. and XX fault, faultless.

TXT nifn. (-T:-TT*^) Bodiless, incorporeal, m. ( Xf) A name of

Kama, the Hindu deity of love. n. (-jf)
1 Heaven, sether or

the atmosphere. • The mind or faculty of reasoning. E. TT
ncg. and TT body

;
as applicable to K^ma, it alludes to his

having been reduced to ahes, by the eye of Siva, for having

disturbed his devotions, and rendered liiiu enamoured of

ParvatI.

XfTTT n. (-Xf) The mind or faculty of reasoning, r. TXT,

and TT off.

m- ( TT or -T*l) A name of Siva. e. TTT Kama, T
neg. and TTT a fr*cnd, the foe of Kama.

TTTf mfn. Turbid, muddy, e. TT ncg. and TTT

clear.

TTTT n. (*sl) The sky, atmosphere, tether, e. TW to go, xvith

the neg. prefix XTX, and affix T7.

TTTT m. (-TTT) A bull or ox. f. (-T^t or -TTTt) A cow.

E. TTT a cart, TT to bear, and far affix, witli v inserted :

after TTT, T is changed to T in Ac mas., optionally in

the fern.
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sgspr m. (-W:) Small grain, r.. neg. an atom,

vnr mfn. (-TT-WT-lf)
1 Erect, not bowed down. * Proud,

haughty, b. ^ neg. ^TT bowed,

sfspnn f. (-1T7)
1 Erectneas, stiffness. * Pride, also fnnffl n.

(-w‘) b. ttt or n added to the last.

wf»nnT m. (.»:) • Moderation, mediocrity, equality, not over-

stepping certain limits, not surpassing certain qualities, Ac.

• Propriety, decorum, e. ncg. exceeding.

fJWfHfTKf ind. Not having transgressed, Ac. mfu. (-ar-*gT-*i) In-

capable of being transgressed or exceeded, k. neg.

m having surpassed, Ac.

fUrffl W l *! nfh. (-wt:-wtt-wt)
1 Unsurpassed, tmexceeded. * Un-

transgreased, &c, e. fin neg. wfufSTwr surpassed, Ac.

Wffffil* mfn. (-*:-WT-Ht) Equal, not exceeded in quantity or

quality, e. W* neg. more.

^ifgxnv m. (-f:) Absence of right, claim, interest or concern,

a. neg- ^rfw*HT tight.

^ffiffTTr^vr f. (-^T) Officiousness, meddling with other people's

business, a- '(sifintTC, and f|^T investigation.

m. (-^) A non- heir, one who has no right or claim,

a. neg. an heir.

Ngsrfirair mfn. (-V.-ITT-lf)
1 Uninhcritcd, unclaimed. 1 Not set

over, or appointed, x. neg. ^rfiTBH claimed, Ac.

flf fiuiif mfn. ( -1T.-VM0 1 Not acquired. * Not learnt or stu-

died. e. frif neg. ^jfaJTrT gone over.

Wvfrrro m. (-v:)
1 Non-acquirement. a Non- perusal, t. ur*r

ncg. vrfvnnr obtaining, Ac.

WWfifWJ mfn. ( ar-arr if)
1 Unattainable. * Incapable of being

known. k. w»[ ncg. urfvsnq to be attained.

UT*rfvf®TT mfn. (-ir:-irr*li) ' Absent, not present. * Not placed

over, not appointed. * Not ordered or enjoined, s. neg.

UjfufrK placed over.

frfftw mfn. (-w.-wi-ff) Independent, e. neg. de-

pendant.

UT»p®^ mfn. (-V-WT-W) 1 Imperceptible,unperceived, absent. See

WfTfW. * Having no superintendent, k. qn neg. and fn*TW

perceptible, Ac.

uprwru m. (-*:) Intermission of study, s. fpT neg. WWTU
reading.

fM'WTlffasy m. (-*:) A day on which it is improper to study.

k. WWfTTf , and faffir ft day.

^prWTTnr mb. (-ir:-lfT-lf)Denied, refused, not assented to. k.

neg. Ufijlfl'd assented to.

^•TW! mfn. (-Wr-WIT-Wi)
1

Eternal, endless.
1 Unbounded, illimit-

able. * Infinite, innumerable, m. (-wr) 1 A name of Vishn u

or Krishna. * Bauid6va, the brother of KrIshna. * The chief

of the Xtga* or serpent race, that inhabit the infernal re-

gions: the couch and constant attendant of Visiinu. * The

king of serpents, confounded with Vasuki. 8ce WTVjfar. 6 The

fourteenth of the Jaina Tirthak&ra* or deified Saints : also call-

ed f|aw»fuiw. f. (-wit)
1 A name of ParvatI, the wife of Siva.

* The earth.
1 A synontme of several plants, (as Hedysarum

alhagi.) * A kind of potherb. See fnrar. 4 Bent grass,

(Agroatis linearis.) • Another plant, (Echites frutcaeca?, Rox.)

See UTTitT- Or according to others, (Asdopias pseudosarsa,

Box.) See lofcfr. T Yellow myrobalan, (Terminalia citrina.)

1 Embltc myrobalan, (Phyllanthus emblico.) * Another plant,

(Mcnispermum glabrum.) See Long pepper. See

fTWT. n. (-Wt) Sky or atmosphere, .ether, k. neg. and

end.

sgnwng mfn. (-*:-WTff) Endless, cternaL b. gr*r added to the

precediug.

ift f. (-lft) The fourteenth lunation of the light half of

Bhadra

,

when Ananta in worshipped. B. and

the fourteenth.

Nfspwfartr m. {-fknr ) The fourteenth of the twenty-four Jaina

deified Saints : uI«o called k. endless, and finr

who conquers, who gains eternity.

f. (-ITT) Eternity : also fTffng n. (-if) k. wt or m added

to UM4|.

sR«fAJuTl^i« m. ( inf) The fourteenth Jaina Saint, also warn.

Ac. p. 'SRar endless, ifrf pilgrimage or virtue, and BIT who

has made.

Nfirai^i m. (-*:) A plant, (Periploca Indies.) b. and nu
root.

fTOfTT mfn. (-T:-TT-fi)
1 Next, immediately following. * Next

of kin or in succession. * Close, compact, n. (-T) Extreme

propinquity. B- neg. and between ; having nothing

intermediate.

vprww mfn. (-It:-HT-If) Born of the next in order j as of a

Kthetriya woman, by a Brahman ; of a I 'aUtfa woman, by a

Kthctriya. i. fpPRf, and SR born.

f. (-fir.) In arithmetic ; infinite quantity, x. XXX
endless, Tlfir quantity.

mfn. (-in-fT-tf) Multiform, k. and frq form,

m. (-If*) Rigidity or paralysis of the muscles of the

face and neck. x. ^srx!, and fPT wind.

Sfwwrffum ra. (-ur:> The shell of Yodhishthiba. e. ^h*h, and

fsranr victory.

U|q*isliiS n. (-1^ :) Tlic twenty third Jaina Tirthakara of a future

age. e. ^xwr endless, and power.

xnnmr?T n. (-if) A ceremony performed in honour of Visnrru,

on the day of the full mooa in Bhddra. r.. vg-nF, and fir a

religious observance.

WW^TWt^f f- (-^T) Tlie wife of Vascki, the king of serpents.

k. many, und irff a head
;
many headed.

mfn. Infinite, unbounded, eternal, n. (-1$

* Immortality. * Eternity. * Infinity, b. frx neg. final.

mfn- (-5®:-sfT
1 One, sole, without any olhar. * Some,

identical, k. neg. f(=g other.

^nr^irfir mfn.{-fir:-fir:-fiuHaving but one refuge, f. (-fir) One

only refuge or asylum, e. and ffir motion.

mfn. ( ^:*frr-xx; Having one refuge or hope alone,

s. qpf added to the lust.

ni. (-fT) A name of Kama or love, r. fPV ncg.

other, and ff born
;
produced only in the heart.

xgipVf! f. (-fT)
J Singleness- * Identity, x. and ITT or if

affix j also ^iR«f.
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mfn. (-V-^T-4) Intact, virgin, never in the prior

possession of another, f. (-^T) A virgin, a girl not previously

wedded, k. neg. wpq another, prior j
also with

added WlffErajV.

WH-EWE mfn. (*r:-WMf) Produced or effected by one particular

person or thing, t. WW^, and *rv born,

mfn. (-WP-WT-W:) See the next,

rnfn. (-qr-H7-nt) Intent, attentive, having the mind

fixed on one subject, not absent, a. WTW neg. WFVtWU or

thinking of some thing else.

^ipqiflT mfn. Closely attentive, having the mind

fixed on one object, e. wnqneg. other, profession.

EH-qf E mfn. (‘HMT-W) Not stolen or taken, safe. s. wpqneg.

another,yw taken.

mfn. ( - Incapable of being taken or stolen,

a. ncg. wnq another, *nl to be taken.

mfn. (-Tr-lfT-ff) Unconnected with. irrelevant. ‘Devoid

of, not possessing, a. W*T neg. vjf*in possessed of.

sgvmrw n. (-vr) * Non- requital, not retaliating. * Non- resump- 1

tion. * Not doing ill a, WT*I before evil doing.

n. (-»i)
1
Non-retaliation. * Non-resumption, (of a

thing given or paid, &c.) • Abstaining from evil. a. ^3^ before

^va^i
j
also nvwi, &c.

VntlTT m. (-C) Harmlessness, freedom from hatred and malice,

a. neg. evil doing.

if1,*! mfn. (-tt- fdt-fr) Innocuous, e. VT»fUSMV.and Tf*T aff.

f. (*vn) * Non-requital, lion-retaliation. * Non-acquit-

tance (as of debt, &c.) * Non-resumption. * Abstaining from

offence or evil. p. ww before ^TrfiRir offence, &c*

aiarqf^w mfn. (-Tf-HT-ff) Dishonoured, disregarded, e. Tqifucg.

WTTfvpt honoured.

vg3T^il| mfn. (-7l| -TJrr-Tq) Childless, having no progeny : so

mfn. (.qp-«T-*) il qiwneg. qpnq offspring.

VfvnTC m. (-K>) Name of Bkahma. a. wriT neg. another.

rn. (-*.) Innocence, mfn. (-T*:-E|Mf) Innocent, sinless,

a. wrq neg. TErmni offence.

vgsnrrrf*f3f mfn. (-^T-fwnft-fa) Innocent, sinless, e. neg.

vrrrfVn offending.

mfn. (-^:-^ -vf) Undiminished, unceasing, m. (-^:) Per-

manence, absence of loss or diminution, a. sqvr neg. wrerw

loss.

^r*ntrftn^ mfn. (- Firm, constant, durable, impe-

rishable. * Increasing, a. permanence, T^f*T aff.

mfn. (-xf:-vr-vj) Disregarding, unheeding, f. ( an) Care-

lessness, indifference, disregard, a. ncg. WfvhiT regard,

^•rqfsnr mfn. (-Tj:-7fi-W) Unheeded, disregarded, a. wpf neg.

regarded.

mfn. (-TT-TrT'Tf)
1 Present, not passed or gone. * Possess-

ed of, not devoid of. a. wnr neg. gone away,

anrfwra mfn. (-vn-TTr-w) Disagreeable, unpleasant, disastrous,

unlucky, a. ^ifneg. ^fwvnt liked.

mfn. (-*:-WT-*) Unwise, stupid, e. qpT neg. vrf»nj wise,

qpafwy* ®* (-Wt) Freedom from obstruction or defeat, e. qpf
ncg* defeat.

mfn. (•V-lfl-Tf)
1 Unsubdued, unsurpassed. 1 Unob-

structed. a. neg. subdued.

m. (•?,) Indifference, absence of desire, a. neg.

desire.

^fWwifhvj mfn. (.^.fWt-ft) Indifferent a. WfffaWTW, and

Tfw aff.

wwfvww mfn. ( W.-WT'lk) Indistinct, dim. a.^ ncg. q(kq||

clear.

EgqfliH • m. (*1f5) Detachment, disconnection, freedom from

affection or attachment, a. ^rqneg. qftiqr connection,

qqtf mfn. (*1T) A Brahman, one who does not salute a Brahman,

making obeisance to the gods only, and returning salutations

with his blessing, a. wf neg. and vnt who salutes,

vpnrw mfn. (-EPT-W-W) Unworthy of being saluted, a. neg.

tew »« to be saluted.

wntw m. (-*:)
1 Fate. * Ill-luck, bad-fortune. Calamity, dis-

tress. * Vice, transgression. B. vgqr neg. and wr*7 good fortune.

WiqqiM nifn. (-W: -in-vf) Fallen into misfortune, a. and

inr gone.

qnaqi mfn- (-fr.-qn-qf) Self-willed, unrestrained, t:. wrw neg.

and a bolt or bar.

unrdi mfn. (-tfe-T^T-ai) Invaluable, priceless, not to be bought,

a, neg. vnfr price.

n. (-at) Absence of price or cost, invaluableaees j also

Wvn&tTT. b. w or HT added to the last,

wrvrf’fr* mfn. (-Tf:-TTT-*T) Unworshipped, unreverenced, disre-

spected. b. Vff neg. wrftfar worshipped.

mfn. (-Th:-^T-vf) Unmeaning, fruitless, nonsensical, k.

neg. wni use.

mfn. (-qn-qrT-qf) Unmeaning, idle, fruitless, n. (-qf) Un-

meaning or nonsensical discourse, a. apt ncg. w^l meaning,

and IE aff.

mfn. Unfit, unworthy, unsuitable, a. neg.

m. (*%:)
1 A name of Aoni or fire. * One of the eight

(ranti or demigods so called. * Bile.
4 A plant, (Plumbago

zeylanica and rosea.) a. to be, and wq aff.

qprniftnp f. (-v) 'rhe wife of Aom. a. WffW, and fWr beloved,

wnrvrv; ind. Insufficient, unequal, unable, not enough, a. njw

neg. enough.

wwfw m. (-fw:) A plant, (/Eschynomenc grandiflora.) See

vr«rcftT7T mfn. (-ifi-Tn-Tf) Excellent, good, uncensured, e. qpq

neg. ^aalTf disparaged.

mfn. (-•q:-TT-^; Resistless, not to be obstructed or im-

peded. a. ^vr neg. obstruction.

mfn. (-qj.-EfT-qi)
1 Blameless, irreproachable. * Unobjec-

tionable, allowable, a. We ncg. censurable,

wvrwwnr rafn. (-w:-WT*vt) Careless, inattentive, n. (*vf) Inadver-

tence, inattention, carelessness, r WT*| neg. VrWTW care.

unrTU inVT f. ( irr) Inadvertence, inattention, a. 7TT affix, sub-

joined to the preceding^ or with at, qmmf*
mfn. (-^t-tCT-T) Equal or superior, not younger nor

inferior, b. ^neg. VTt: inferior.
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VUC* odj. rafti. or adv. n. (-TT-WT-Tf) Eternal, eternally, con- i

tlnuaQy. *- VI neg. *r*T* stopped, ceased.

^**< 1 1 rafn. Chief, principal. B. VI neg. VTCtI

inferior.

*TWB mfn. (-v-W*i) Without support or dependance.

e. VI neg. V^ri* support,

mfn. * Occupied, busy, having no leisure.

* Unseasonable, inopportune, m- (-K})
1 Want of leisure or

opportunity. * Unseasonableuess, iuopportuneness. e. VT
neg. vr*K leisure.

1 IM1< mfn. Clean, e. VT priv. andVW dirt.

mfn. (JC- «n-«tf) Unstable, unsteady. ’Incontinent.

f. ( igj)
1 Instability, absence of fixed state or condition.

Uncertainty, doubt. * Incontinence, dissoluteness. * (Jn

logic,) the abstract nature of a thing, independent of its exis-

tence. ». V^ neg. VHWT condition.

VHtff l * “fa. (-V-WT-*) Unsteady, mutable, variable, not sta-

tionary. n. (-si) ' Instability. * Wrong situation or direction.

• Misconduct, m, (-V) Wind. e. *p| neg. Vtai!* fixture.

mfn. (
* Unfixed, unsteady, unstable, incon-

stant. * Loose, abandoned, violating moral and legal restraint,

a. neg. vrftJPT steady.

VPrftsf* f* (*fw*)
1 Unsteadiness, instability. * Dissoluteness,

profligacy, e. neg. and **f^jf* stability.

Wll mfn. ( r-UT-TI) Unobtained, r. VT neg. wmi obtained.

VTVT mfn. (-V-*T-*I) One who fasts, n. {-if) A fast, fasting.

». *r* neg. and vr* eating.

VPiT mfn. Eternal, imperishable. *. ^ neg. and

BfC transient-

VT* n. (-1i) * A cart. * Boiled rice. * A mother. * Birth. 'Life,

breath. &. VI to live, and vr* afT-

V** mfn. (V-*Mfy Not envious. f. (-WT) ' The wife of the

sage Aral. * Exemption from envy. e. wr^neg. *rg*T envy.

mfn. (-V-VMF) Unenvious. e. Vf. neg. *i*«fl, and

VT a<r.

VT** mfn. (-^:-V*iJ) Free from enty. r. VTneg. VJ* to envy,

VnrWK m. (*:)
1 Absence of pride, humility. * The absence

of the pride of individuality: one of the elements of crea-

tion, according to the Vedanta system, b. vt neg.

pride.

mfn. (-ft- ’rdft-ft) Philosophic.-*], humble, not proud,

not selfish, k. VI neg. VfVf'T,l proud.

Vl*^f* f* (-fir) Content, satisfaction, the absence of care or

vanity, e. v^ neg. and vUfffl pride.

VTBTt mfn. (-^:-TT-K) Shapeless, without form. e. WfT neg.

WT form.

^IWIl n. (-*i) Scarcity, famine, e. VI neg. VT before *n*r

time.

,**TWr* m. (-1T-) A slave, one wbo has given himself to

slavery, in a season of scarcity, for support, e. wr*TV*r, and

snr nourished.

vn$*i mfn. (-v-V**i) Unpcrplcxcd, collected, composed.

e. V^ncg. and VflW perplexed, confujed.

*1 mfn. (•*p-*lT-*t‘) Unsurpassed, unsubdued. f. (-*11) A
sort of prickly nightshade, (Solanum jacquini. Wild.) See

WVFirt- a. vr neg. *rn*r*l surpassed.

Vimf’C* mfn. (-Wt-WT**) Not calumniated, free from reproach

or censure, b. VT neg. ^rvfr* censured.

VTfl* mfn. (-1ri-WT-W)
1 Not come, not arrived

:
(of a person,

absent;) future, (of time.) * Unknown, undistinguished.

1 Not acquired, learned or obtained, e. wist neg. ^mr
come, &c,

vrmn**T f. (*T) a young girl, one not arrived at puberty.

*. VT neg.w arrived, and ^PT* from Wig" the menstrual

flux, who has not menstruated.

vrrot m. (-*:)
1 Non-arrival of person or time. * Non-acqui-

sition. mfn. (-H:-in-*f)
1 Not arrived, not present. * Not

having or obtaining. * Not scriptural. 4 Not having vouchers

or deeds, b. Vf neg. V** arrival, &c.

WIVTOI mfn. (-]Q.-lgT*iti)
1 Unapproachable, inaccessible. ’Un-

obtainable. e. as* neg. to be approached.

vnv* n. (-*t) Improper or immoral conduct, k. V[ neg.

W~* moral rule or practice.

*I*l WK mfn. (-V -V-*C) Immoral, ill bebuVcd, indecent, m, (-T:)

Impropriety, violation of moral or civil rule or institute.

e. Vf neg. *|| wn, moral rule.

vrnift* mfn. (-ft-ft*t‘fa:) Immoral, indecorous, indecent.

k. V[ neg. agrarrfni decent.

VT*1 mfo. (-WP-V-^f) Poor, without wealth, *. V[ neg.

rich.

VTitt* m. (-*:)
1 Shade, shadow. * Coolness, k. vt neg. and

Vd* heat, moral or physical.

VngC mfn. (-y:-yT*T) Well, vigorous, free from sickness or

pain. e. *i neg . v?3T diseased.

VTTVTt* mfn. (-v-*T-*f) Disinterested, liberal, not regarding

self alone, e. VI nog. wft* selfish.

VIT* mfn. (-VV-*) Without a master or protector, without

a husband, &c. k. a| neg. WT* master.

vnra: m. (-^.) Disrespect, e. *r* neg. and w: respect.

VITfT mfn. («fv-f^:-f*) Eternal, without any beginning, un-

born, uncrente. b vin^g- *rtf^; beginning.

Vnf^iB n. (-at) Eternity, exemption from commencement or

birth. Also e. 1T7 or n added u» the last.

vnfinr mfn. (*^:-¥T-^)
1 Denied, refused, dissented. * Not di-

rected, advised or commanded, i. neg. *nfvr directed.

*T*nO** mfn. (-*:-’*!-*') Pure, faultless, a. neg. *TT^tvr

faulty.

VITT* mfn. (-‘IT-7TT-7T) Disrespected, despised, e. VI neg.

and VT* respected.

vn** mfn. (•*:•*!'*) Inadmis&able, unacceptable, not to be

taken or received, e. vi neg. V** to be taken.

SPTTY* mfn. (-W-t£) Unconquerable, indomitable, a. VI
neg. to be tamed.

VII VI mfn. (-¥: v-fl) Uoobtained, unattained, b. V|ncg.

VT5 obtained.

vrrR mfn. (-ni-m-li) ' Unskilful, unapt. * Uneffectcd, unob-

tuiued. s. *rg neg. *TT^ fit.
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^8T88 rofn. (-8: -81-8) Namclefts, noteless, m. (-8:) The in-

tercalary month, n. (-8) Pile* or haemorrhoids, f. 8 bad,

8T88 from 8188. a name, with 88 aff.

8T8T88. m. (-8T) The ring finger. See 88Tf88T.

8I8T88 n. (-8) Health, a. 8T8. neg. and 8T88 sickness.

88rf88T f. (*8T) The ring finger, a. 8 neg. and 8rf88T dcriv.

of 8788 a name, having no other name.

88788 mfn. (-7T-8T-8)
1 Unchecked, unrestrained. * Close,

continuous, unseparated. * Unextcnded, having no length,

a. WW neg. 8T88 restrained.

88T88 mfn. Independent, uncontrolled* E. 8T8 neg.

8f88 dependant.

8|8r88?f^T87 f. (-TIT) Independence, self subsistence, a. 88T88,

and ffw or 8f88T business.

88T8r8m. (-^:)Exemption from pain or difficult}*, facility, ease.

* Absence of exertion, idleness, neglect, a. neg. 8r8f8

effort.

8»nqi*}ff>rf rnfu. (-8:-8T-8)
1 Done readily or easily. * In me-

dicine, prepared extemporaneously, simply decocted, (medi-

cine or drugs.) a. 88. neg. 8T8r8 effort, pains, and 1PT

made, made without trouble.

n. (."f)
1 Crookedness, moral or physical. * Disease.

8- V* neg. 8^88 straightness.

88TC8 adj. mfn. (-Tp-WT-Tf) adv. n. (-if) Eternal, eternally,

a. 8*1 neg. and 8r prefixed to T8 to be pleased, n affixed;

having no rest.

88TT8 m. (-8T) ' Defect of commencement, being without a

beginning. * Non-commencement, not attempting or under-

taking. k. 8^ neg. 8T1T8I beginning.

88iVi*8 n. (-8) Sickness, a. 88. neg. 8T^n8 health.

88TTi8raPC info. (.r:-<n-ft-vj) Unwholesome, unhealthy, causing

sickness, a. 887^88. and 88 what makes.

8»ll*£ mfn. (-W:-8}r-l$) Unworthy, inferior, bad, vile. 8. 88
neg. 8Tt$I respectable.

88T8T8 n. (-8'j Agallochum or aloe wood, (Aquila agallocha,

Rox.) See the next.

8Hiui8 mfn. (ar-arr-or) Of vile or unworthy origin, n. (-8f)

Agallochum or aloe wood, (Aquila agallocha.) Sec 8>[8-

a. 88 priv. 8TQJ respectable, and «f produced ;
the perfume

being brought from the country of MlecKcha* or barbarians.

88n$8T f. (-vrr) Vileness, unwortbiness, baseness; also 88>OT8.

r. 8T or 8 added to

8HOl f<i8 m. (-if) A medicinal plant, a kind of gentian, (Gen-

tians cberayta, Rox.) 8. 88T8I inferior, and firm bitter.

8*fl8«l mfn. (-*r.-nfT-8i) Unsupported, without stay or support-

8. 88 gen. 8T88 support.

88T8T8 mfn. (-8**8T-7f) Silent, taciturn, m. (-tp) Taciturnity.

k. 88. neg. 8T8T8 conversing.

88T8Tf88 mfn. (*TT.-vrf-if;
1 Unseen, unbefaeld. * Unweighed,

unconsidcred, rash, imprudent, e. 88 neg. 8T8rf88 seen.

88rfs8T mfn. (-8:-8T-^; Clear, clean, pure. z. 88 neg. and

turbid.

^8788 mfu. (-7P-8T-8)
1 Uncovered, undressed. * Open, unin-

closed. 8. 8*1 neg. 8T?8 covered.

8WI88 mfn. (-8i:-vr*^l) * Not stirred or turned round. • Not

retreating. *. 88, and 8T88 whirled.

88ief« f (*fff:
) Drought. 8. 88 neg. 8T before ifjr rain.

^8T8I mfo. (-81 -Ur-ijf) Indestructible, r. 8 neg. 8T8I to be

destroyed.

88T88 m. ( vr) Detachment, absence of attachment or depen-

doncc. k. 88 neg. 8P58 asylum.

wwrf7?r mfo. (*8:-m-8) Detached, disengaged, unconcerned

in or unconnected with. k. 88 neg. 8Tfonr dependant.

88T87Tmfn. (-8T8 Fasting, not eating. 8. neg.

8T88 eating.

8«n8lf<8 mfn. (-W: «TT-vf) Not occurred, not having happened,

non-existent, k. 8i( neg. 8T8Tfk7T effected.

88lf88 mfo. (-8: -81-8) Noseless. 8. 8 neg. and 8lf88l the

nose.

88«75n f- (-W) 1 Disrespect. • Want of fixity or condition.

b. 88 neg. 8i8H station.

881T8 mfo. ( -TP-87-8)
1 Unhurt, unbeaten, unwounded, in-

tact. * New and unbleached, (as cloth.) m. (-IT*-) The fourth

of the mystical Chakra* or circles of the body. k. 88. neg.

and 818 beaten.

88T8TC n. (-<t) 1 Abstinence, starvation. * Non-production*

1 Non-seizure. 8. 88 neg. 8*878 food, &c.

88T8Tf<"8 mfn. (-ft-fcwMr) 1 Not seizing. ‘Fasting, i. "8P^,

and 8l 8lfc8 who takes food.

88T8n« mfn. (-tfr-t^t-ij)
1 Not to be seized or taken, not pro-

ducible. * Not to be eaten. 8. 88 neg. 8T8T8I to be taken, &c.

88TY8 mfn. (-TF-TTT-8) Uncalled, unbidden : also 88198-

k. 88 neg. 8HPT called.

sgfcf m. (-80 A sort of long grass or reed, (Saccharum spon-

taneum.) a. 8*^ neg. and XJ sugar-cane
;
not it, but it’a

like.

mfn. (-^:-^T'^) Unattered, unsaid. 8. ^ neg. f88^
uttered.

8rfxT88 mfn. (-T--TT-^) Unrestrained, unconfined, s. 81 neg,

fVrtnf restraint.

nifo. Undesirous, uverse, indifferent: so

wrfir^rir. *. and T8TT »i*h.

f. ( wr) Indifference, absence of wish or desire, a *8^,

neg. desire.

8ff8^ info. (-WJ-Ws-W) 1 Disliking, not wishing. ‘ Indifferent.

B. 8T8 neg. who wishes : also 8ff8^8.

8^878 mfo. (-m :

1 Transient, not everlasting. * Occa-

sional, incidental. • Irregular, unusual, a ^ neg. (881 con-

stant.

8|l88lf8PTr f. (-8T) An occasional act of worship, sacrifice for a

special purpose, b. occasional, not constant, and f8r8T

rite, also 8rf«tfb88i. &c.

8lf8788T f. (*8T) Transient or limited existence : also 8^88.

k. 81 or «8 »dded to the last.

^f87887T m. (-V) Arguing by illustration, not by logical rule.

b. 8rf8«8 unusual, and 88 same.

8ff^fi8 mfn. ( 8T-8T-8) Causeless, groundless, e. 81 neg. (8TT8.

<irf«r4 mfn. Awake, sleepless, b. 8| neg. sleep-
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T mfn. (-TT-WT-Tf) Pious, virtuous, free, unreproachable.

k. at neg. anti rf reproached.

rafn. (-KF*HfT*^r) Faultless. b. ^ neg. fsn^T blamable.

^fartni mfn. (-a :-arj-ri) Unskilled, unlearned, not conversant.

e. w neg. faraa clever.

arfxTET mfn. (*l~lf-l) ' Unprodueed, unseized.
1 Unasked.

E. W neg. fcXTf attached.

mfn. (-ip-UMf) ' Unsteady (as the mind), agitated.

* Tremulous, moving, a. ai neg. f*t«id held firmly,

a|fxrf*ra m, (-a:)
1 A god. * A fish. * A person whoso eyes are

fixed, (as in disease, &c.) t. xf neg. and fafaa whattwinkles

;

the eyes being always fixed.

rn. (ofc) A name of VmnssrATi. E. arfafaa a deity,

and ^rarxil a teacher ;
the preceptor of the gods,

affwita m. (-a:)
1 A deity. • A fish. * \ demon. 4 A spirit or

ghost. * A person whose eyes are fixed. See

arfcaa mfn. ('TT.-WT*ltf)
1 Transitory, perishable. * Unrestrained.

• Undefined, unprescribed. s. ^ neg. faaxr restrained.

^ftra* m. (-xr)
1 Uncertainty, doubt. ’ Absence of moral or

religious obligation.
a Indecorous or improper conduct, mfn.

(-a?*aT-xf) Undetermined, undefined, unprovided for, by any

rule or law. k. at neg. faxta fixed observance.

mfn. (-Tfi-HMt) Unchecked, unobstructed. *. ^ neg.

f*ixmn opposed.

^f4Tl mfn. (-a
1 A spy, a secret emissary. * Self willed,

ungovernable, headstrong. 1 Unobstructed, unrestrained, ra.

(-a.) The son of PaaDYUMMs, a form of Kama, and husband of

Usha. n. f-t) The rope for fastening cattle, e. ’a neg. faritl

restrained.

^faataa n. (a) 1 The atmosphere, ®ther. * An unobstructed

path. k. ^faprt unobstructed, and afxra * road.

xgfaaa*rifVat f. (-^1) A proper name. See aar. k. arfaaa, and

xnftrat a wife^ the wife of Anibuddoa.

m. (-a) Uncertainty, e. at neg. f*«u certainty,

mfn. ('IT-KT-IT) Unascertained, undetermined, e. ar

neg. fWfa ascertained.

mfn. (-a^-xrr-WjUndccidable, incapable of being decided.

^ e. neg. fa^fxt decidable.

afafac mfn (-¥:•*! 1) Unexplained, undefined, a ^ neg.

fVfaa explained.

ro. (-IT) Absence of demonstration or direction, e. a
neg. fxraa instruction.

arfa4rfOT rafn. (-at-WT-xf) Unascertained, undetermined, unde*

fined, e. ^ neg. firilfni defined.

afa*k mfn, (-T:^T-x:) Little, slight, light, e. a neg. ftwr bulky,

afaaw mfn. (-W.-lTMf) Dirty, foul, ^ e. neg. faaNr clean,

atfawnw t f. f-WT) A plant, (Medicago esculent*, Rox.) See aan.

b. ai not, fanout from, and araf from snarr a necklace
j not

used in garlands.

afoiaa l̂a mfn. (-a.-xjT xf) Not to be mentioned or described,

indescribable. a ai neg. describable.

atfaita m. (••) ' Incoherence, want of connexion or consist*

eney. * Want of means of subsistence. * Incompleteness.

*. '«l neg. IVfcr connexion,
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tfarfSw mfn. («a**-af-a)
1 Disgusted. * Poor, needy. *. at neg.

fnrfi* satisfied.

^fafea mfn. (-farO Free from pain or trouble, e.^ neg. fafaa
what annoys.

afaya mfn. (-a :-1!Mf)
1

Discontented. * Unquiet discomposed.

* Unaccomplished, unfulfilled, b. at neg. effected.

af*i4fii f. ( fir) ' Poverty. * Discontent. " Incompleteness.

e. * neg. fsrif* completion.

^faar m. (*f:)
J Air or wind, considered also as a deity. * A

subordinate deity, forty-nine of whom form a class, Am las or

winds. 1 One of another class of demigods or l
r
a$u$. 4 Wind,

as one of the humors of the body. 4 Rheumatism, paralysis,

or any affection referred to disorder of the wind. *, ara to

breathe, yxre off. f. (-art) The fifteenth Xtik.ihatra or lunar

mansion. Sec wf*T. a. aifaa and the fern, termination . the

wind being the ruling deity of the constellation.

^fxrvrirxp m. A large tree, (Terminalia be lerica.) e. afaar, if

what removes, ara added.

afawauta m. (*V) Pain and swelling of the eyelids and outer

parts of the eye. e. afaar, and xnipj pervasion,

afafiaa ra. (-a:) A name of fire. e. afa 1*, and afa a friend,

the friend of the wind.

afaanata m. (-W-

)

The son of the wind, Hanumex or BbIma.

k. arfaw, and WTtint son.

afawTaa m. (Xf:-)
' Flatulence. * Morbid affection of the wind,

rheumatism, &c. e. aifaar, and atraa sickness.

^fHvrifn-^mfn. (-at faat-fa) Fasting, lit. feeding on the wind.

e. afaa, and ^finr who eats.

XffirwtfxnT mfn. (*ir:-xn xr) Unconsidered, inconsiderate, impru-

dent, e. neg. fsniifsjrf regarded,

xqfxpyifjnr mfn. (-if: -in if) Uuconsidered, ill judged, undiscrimi-

nated. e. neg. fwiif*?! revolved.

mfn. (-if: -WT-lf) Unchecked, unimpeded, unopposed,

unforbidden. *. ’Ef neg. funf^XT checked.

^f*nr n, (-if:) Eternally, eternal, (not employed tts an adjective.)

k. ^ neg. and fxrvf from fwxfT night
; having no night or end.

wfafxPT mfn. (-IT-XfT-Tt) Unascertained, not certain, e. ^ neg.

fxrfrff ascertained.

mfn. Unwished, undesirable, bad, unlucky.

f. ( IT) A plant, (Sida alba.) k. neg. X* wished,

wrfxm f. ( TT) Unsteadfastness, unsteadiness, e. at neg. fircr

fixedness.

^fsrwiTTT mfn. (Tr-Tir-li) Unskilful, ignorant, e. xg neg. fxr^lTT

clever.

^fspuw mfi». (-'®:-Wr-'^) Imperfect, incomplete. E. ai neg.

completed.

mfn. (-T}-V-^ Unprohibited, unforbidden, s. at neg.

fatfaw prohibited. •
*

aifanA mfn. (*4:-4r-^) Unnaturally elated or depressed, e. "W

neg. natural condition.

aftnalai mfn. (-^i-ab-W) ' Unanswered, unrefuted. * Not set

aside or got over. k. at neg. fa ait4 replied to.

nm. (-ar-lf)
1 An army, forces. • War, combat, e.

to live, and ‘4^. Un
r

4di aff
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m. (grr) ' An armed or royal guard, * centinel.

warrior, a combatant.
1 ‘Hie trainer of an elephant, an ele-

phant driver. * A mark, a sign, a signal. * A military drum.

*. apftar battle, and at what stays.

^wtfhrwl £ ( «fl) ' An army, a host, forces. * A certain force

;

one-tenth of an Aktki,ukati, containing two thousand, one

hundred and eighty-seven elephanu, and as many cars, sis

thousand, five hundred and sixty-seven horse, and ten thou-

sand, nine hundred and thirty-five foot.
1 A lotus, a. WHftkr

an army, Tf*T aflf.

mfn. Decent, respectable. *. W neg. Vf* low.

^srt^srrt>l.mfn. (-vff-rtsrt-fvt) Not keeping low or improper

company, m. (•*f> A faithful lover or husband, a. v, neg.

stH low, ^spfBsr following.

in. (-iff) A Bauddha saint, a. W neg. wrt low,

*trSs? who sees.

f. { -far
: j

1 Impropriety, immorality. * Impolicy, ill con-

duct. a. m neg. srlftT good conduct.

mfu. ( st' Stl vt/ Unlike, dissimilar, a. Wl neg. i UK like,

mfn. (H'.-Ht-si) One who has not a lord or superior, m.

(-If) Visum.. a. via neg. it lord.

mfn. (O<r-0 1 Without a superior. * Unchecked, un-

controlled. Without power, powerless, unable. * Atheist,

a. aa neg. fat a supreme.

qqlq^x i f. Absence of a supreme ruler. «. in or * added

to the last : also q»TTqrif.

qq tqCWlf^t m. (Xt) An atheist, one who denies a supreme

ruler of the universe, a. qxlqc, and nf<q who asserts,

afsrtx mfn. (-V-TT-T) Careless, indifferent. ^.q^neg.^qT wish.
I

qqtqT f. (-qr) Indifference, apathy, disinclination, k. qq neg.

qqr wish.

qqtfqq mfn. ( Tf.-HT-ir) Disagreeable, displeasing, unwished,

n. (•if) Displeasure. E. qq, and ’ifqq desired.

ind. A preposition and prefix, implying 1
After. * Like, in

same manner. 9 Under, inferior to. * Along, lengthwise.

• With, together with. * In part ot * Severally, each, by

each. • Near to.
9 In regurd to. 19 To, out to, (calling )

11 Orderly, methodical As q^XT* to act like
,
X|}X*j to fol-

low; X|*jxffc*f to proceed in order ; qnjqfq#to repent, &c.;

also, qjjqq according to the form
;

according to

Visbnu; Tf"a upon or along the Ganges. See also the fol-

lowing words. *. q*r to live, and w aff.

X| a SI mfn. (-xn-XTT-q) Lustful, libidinous, e. qw, and V from

X"X to desire.

n. (-q) Discourse, conversation, k. qq, and qrqq

speaking.

qxxni f. (-wn) Tenderness, compassion, a. qrxj before qfq to

tremble, and affix qq,«ml ETq.

q ^;»
-«3 mfn. (-qjr-xqr-wfy' Swift, expeditious.

9
Pitiable, wor-

thy of tenderness or compassion, e. q*J before XPT to trem-

ble, X aff.

q«VXrw n. (-v#) ' Imitation, making or doing any thing like or

in imitation of another, following an example. 9 Resem-

blance, similarity, e. qfw, and qrtq making.

*5

qqq qfrq n. (-qi)
1 Imitation. * A subsequent rite or ceremony,

a. qij, and xrqirq act.

XPJXX m. f-q:) * The bottom of a carriage.
9 Invoking, sum-

moning by incantation.
9 Attraction, drawing, k. qq before

BX to drag or furrow, and q«r aff.

q^qyx n. (•¥)
1 Invoking, summoning by incantations.

9 At-

tracting, attraction.
9 Including a subsequent in a preceding

rule. b. qq. and BX to draw, XgT aff.

xxXXX in. (-ir) The bottom of a carriage. See q^qr$.

ro. (-Xg:)
1 An alternative, a substitute.

9 A secondary,

subsidiary or succedancous injunction; as, inatead ofKid

a

grata use Durba. e. q^ after, and qnw a principal precept.

X^eiffB ind. According to wish or inclination, s. qpj, w*d xnR

desire.

q ^x i n^q m. (-W :
)

1 One who goes as he lists.
9 Ono who acts

as he pleases, e. q*JXiq and ^q, for aiftt^who goes.

m. (-qt) 1 Imitation. * Resemblance, t.qsj like, and B^
to do, with qf aff.

q^X lfcq mfn. (-tf-.rfl-ft) Imitating an imitator. *.

and Tf*r aff

W^xr mfn. (-XT:-qrr-q) Friendly, well disposed to, favourable

or conformable to, m. ( -W) A faithful husband, f. (-BT) Cro-

ton polyandrum. n. (-XT) Favour, kindness, b xnj, and^
race, family.

f. (-ITT) Concord, good will, consent. f„ and

in affix ;
also with n,

qpjtrq mfn. (-iT-TTr-Tf) Copied, imitated, made like or done in

like manner. *. qj, and BIT made.

q^XXq mfn. (-q--qr-M) Serrated, dentated. a- XHJ like, BXTX

a saw.

^sjXVT m. (-*:) Order, method, e. q^ methodically, and «q to

go, with qq aff.

qqqwq n. (-q) ’ Proceeding methodically or in order.
9 Fol-

lowing. b. ’•rx' and xrqq going.

q^xwfx xi f. ( qn) A table or chapter of contents, a. qr^fem.

form added to the last.

qf^inwr mfn. (-*|:-qn-qi) Done methodirally, passed over, read,

Ac, in due order, s. and Bixt gone,

q^fxqr f. (-qi) ' Imitation, doing any thing subsequently or in

like manner. 9 A subsequent rite or ceremony, e. qpj. and

fknrr act.

qwifTq m. (-W-) Tenderness, compassion, k* qq to bewail,

qq a IT.

qqqq n. adv. (-if) Momentarily, perpetually, a. qj, and xpf

a moment.

^1 mfn. (-JC-JTT-Jl)
1 Following.

1 A follower, » ncrvint. m. (-»;)

A husbtnd, « master, a. WTV after, and * who goea.

Vf^trw mfn. (-vr:-vn-vi) ' Followed/Utcrally or figuratively, as by

a dependant, 8tc. * Following, a follower or a dependant. ' Ac-

quired, obtained.
1 Determined, defined. *. andm gone.

m. (*:)
1 FpUowing, going after in life or death. * Imitat-

ing, approaching, a. and sm going,

upjnirir n. (-4) ‘ Going after, following. * Dying after, u of a

widow. See a wrw. and TOW going.
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rafn. Worthy of being followed or imitated.

*• yry, and yztj to be gone.

^prflTT m. (-*:) A cowherd, s. ny, and ilriT belonging to tine.

m. (-$t) ' A companion, a follower. • One who goes

behind or after, a. after or with, and who goes.

Wwww mfn. (-V-WT*) According or suitable to, according to

merit or properly, b. xyy, and quality.

mfn. (-TfMTT-TT) Favoured, obliged, s. anr, and
taken.

tnfn. (-It-TTT*^) Calm, gentle, not violent, e. ^r*f, ncg. nm
fierce.

w. ( V) Favour; conferring benefit*, promoting good, and
preventing ill. b. ypj afterwards, in to take, and aff.

mfn. (-ntTi'iVfn) Gracious, favourable, k. ny, and

hlfiin. who take?,

in. (-^i) ' A companion, a follower. * A servant, f. (-ft)

A female companion, e. nn with or after, and nT to go, n a(T.

i mfn. (-ft fOft-fr) Following, attending, k. ny before

who goes.

mfh. (-ir.-TTT-Tf) Improper, wrong, e. neg. nfnff
proper.

f. (-wn) Thinking of, meditating upon, recalling, recol-

lecting. E. ny subsequent, fy*TT thought.

mfn. f-ip-nr-n) Recollected, recalled, thought of.

E. and f^P?nT thought.

mfn. (-y.-nr-^) Low, not high, humble, b. nn neg. nn high,

rafn. Op-vr-'ti) Pure, purified by austerity aud devotion.

B. nn neg. and tyfasn rejected.

mfn. (-HMfl-af) Born after, late/, younger, m. (-if:) A
younger brother, f, (-wr) A younger Bister, b. after,* born,

mfn. (-^TT-yfT-yt) Younger, junior, e. ^5 after, and
birth.

mfn. (-TT-nMI) After-born, later, younger, m. (*W0 A
j

younger brother, f. (-in) A younger sister, b. ny after, arm
bom.

mfn. (ir-nr-tf) Undiminished, unimpaired, not left

or lost. it. neg. ?r left.

mfn. ' Servant, dependant. * A compa-
nion, » follower, i. after or with, and rtfrw who lire,.

f. (-ni ' An order or command. 1
A&tent. a. qf. accord,

ing to, T? to know, and fqpr »ff.

mfn. (-n:-1Tf.if)
1 Ordered, directed, instructed. * As-

•ented to, permitted, allowed. • Accepted. • Acltnowlcged.

tveofenued. e. erj, and unr known.

m. l-x: ) One who commands or enjoins, e. er, and
vnrdT who makes known.

^Fjrru mfn. (
1 Heated. * Filled with regret or repen-

tance. a. way. and irg heated.

myiTT n. (X) Fare, freight, e. qflj, and irq- what crosses.

ra. (1) 1

Thirst. * Wish, desire. 1 A drinking vessel,
one used to drink spirituous liquors from, Seew^rrv *. wn
and ire, from mx to thint, and ait aff.

m. (-*) ' A vessel from which spirituous liquor is drunk.
* Distributing liquor, r. ertj before Bq to be thirsty, and Xfs aff.

Wynrq m. (-V )
' Repentance. * Heat. a. afterwards, ansi

Ttnj heat, pain.

wspnf^w mfn. (-xft-fxnrt fer) Penitent, regretting. *.

and if* alf.

^Rp^mfn. Free from regret, possessed of self com-
placency. *. ^ neg. nm sorry.

m - (*,: ) Inferiority, *. w* neg. xy^$ superiority,

rafn. (-if: -in -if) * Chief, principal, best. 4 Worse, in-

ferior, not best. a. neg. and ’yvm best.

tnfn. (-IJ-ij-i) ' Chief, principal. * Best, excellent • Un*
able to answer, silent 4

Fixed, firm. ‘Low, inferior. • South,
southern, n, (-tf) A reply which is incoherent or evasive, and
is therefore held to be no answer, p. ni neg. and nvw: sub-
sequent, See.

mfn. (-n'-yT-y) Lying with the face to the ground.
b. neg. sleeping, supine.

f.
1

Failure. * Non-production, b. neg, nnftl
production.

mfn. (Wt-lT-'l)
1
Uneffected, unaccomplished. " Unborn,

unproduced, r. nry ncg. nun produced.

mfn. (-WMrMf) ' Very lofty.
1 Not lofty, low. b. ny,

ncg. mpy lofty,

rafn. (-It-ITf-l!) Thin, lank. g. neg. nyr belly,

mfn. (-H:-vr-^) Unaccented, m. (-yj:) One of the three

accents to be observed in reading the V&ias, the grave accent.

e. ETE ne'. ^ high, and pronounced, from to give,

withW prefixed, to speak, and * affixed
;
pronouncing the

vowels in a low and full tone. «

rafn * (*T!-KT-^)
1

Liberal, munificent. * Niggardly, mean.
* Adhered to or followed by a wife. b. vb neg. ty^n: liberal,

or and wife.

mfh. (-irf-HT-lf)
1

Unrisen. 4 Unsaid, unuttered, s.

neg. risen or said,

adv. n. (-if) Daily, e. and ftfir day.

mfh. (-n:.-?rT-
,

tf)
J

Unsurpassed, unequalled. ‘Unopposed.
8 Humble, b. neg. proud, &c.

m. (-*)
1 Non-reraovaL 4 Not offering. 4 Not establish-

ing or proving, e. neg. tyfrir taking away.

(-r:)
1 Non-partition, not taking a share. 4

Non-re-
moval. b. ^^neg. partition.

m^n * (-Wi-Wf-Tt) 1 Non removed, not taken away. 4 Un-
injured, undestroyed. 4

Unoffcrcd. 4
Undivided, unparti-

tioned. * Unestablished, unproved, k. neg. xyy* removed.
mfn. (-ir.-Trr-IT) Inactive, idle, destitute of perseverance.

b. yrn neg. xy^TT active.

m. (-y:) Absence of exertion or effort, laziness, x. yR
neg. lyyfm efforL

yfij-y'lan mfh. Lazy, indifferent, k. Brygiy. and

TTW aff.

mfn. (-TTJ-Tn-Tf) Followed, pursued, n. (-if) A measure of

time in music, half a Dmta, or one-fourth of a 3/dtra or time

taken to articulate a short vowel, t. after, and in gone,

escaped.
*

m. (-*:) Celibacy, t.^ neg. niTl runrriage.
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mfh. (-TT-lTT-lh Easy, free - from apprehension or per-

plexity. a. qq neg. qfrtT anxious.

mfn. (-q:-:»T-») Free from anxiety, m. (-at:) Freedom

from anxiety. >. qq neg. ’Tfff anxiety,

tqiixiiaq n. (-if) ' Chasing, pursuit, running after. * Pursuit of

any object, as of a mistress, flic. a. WJ. and qnrq running.

^vrfWTT mfn. (*TT:-qT-q) Pursued, run after, literally or figura-

tively' a. TO- and qrfTO run.

qtjTO m. (-q:) ' Salutation, courtesy, civility, shewing respect

or adoration to a guest or a deity. * Regulation of conduct,

discipline, tuition, r. qq and TO, from to guide or lead,

and qq aff.

mfh. (-ift-fqift-fq) Courteous, humble. a. ^TO, and

Yfw aff.

qwinq m. (-qt) Sound, consequent sound, vibration, echo,

x. qj. and WTq noise.

^TOrfro mfh. (-q:qT-q) Nasal, uttered through the nose,

a. qw and Wtfqqi the nose.

qq^Vfl mfn. (qi-WT-q) 1 Trained, disciplined.
4 Obtained,

acquired. 4 Taught. * Respected. * Pleased, pacified, ap-

peased. a. qij. and wtq brought.

TOunt mfh. (-q:-lir-q) Sane, aober, not wild, not mad: so q^TH!.
e. saw neg. Wfl mad. %

qqq mfn. (-q:-qr-q) Watery, marshy
;
more usually q^q,

qq TOlft * mfh. (-ft-ftaft-fc) Not assisting, neglecting, ungrate-

ful. a. qq neg. qwrfrq assisting.

qqqiFW mfn. (.Tr.qr-lf) Unassisted, a. qqnep. TOUW assisted.

^ipjTO n. (-q) ’ Falling on or upon. * Following, a. qij- and

TTO falling, flic.

qsptfniv mfn. (-q: WT-q) Fallen, descended. ’Followed, a. qq
and <tfhMT fallen,

mfh. (-qt-qT^) Untaught, uninstructed, a. 'TO neg.

qyfqq advised.

q* WTO ind.
1 Following. * Step by step. * Upon the foot. n.

(-q) A burthen, a word or passage* repeated, a. qq« and

TO * foot.

A aearcher, an inquirer, one who follows or

seeks for. e. following, and qfq aff.

^TO^WT f. (*WT) A boot, a buskin, a. qxrro upon the foot,

and q aff.

mfh. (-qn-qrT-l!) Undetermined, not established, a. qq
neg. qrqqqr fi*ed. ,

qTOqiq m. (-q:) Failure of proof or determination, uncertain-

ty, doubt B, qqneg. ascertainment.

f. (-fq:)
1 Not supporting an assertion by good argu-

ment, inconclusive argumentation. * Non-completion, not

effecting or accomplishing, failure, a. TO neg. qqqfq de-

monstration.

mfn. ( qt-qT-’i) ' Not done, unaccomplished, uneffected.

Unproved, undemonstrated, a. TO neg. ’3HTTO effected.

qqTOW mfn. (I'-fT*'!) Following, conforming to. t. qw, and

VTO done.

TOTOW “*“• (-W:*WMI) Unenjoyed, unpossessed, a. TO ncg-

qroq enjoyed.

WTOq mfh. (-qsqr-if) Excellent, best. f. («qr) The female

elephant of the south-east, or of the north-east. a. qq neg.

and 'aVKI resemblance
;
above comparison.

TO^ mfn* (-q'-W-q) Incomparable: so qqufspt nifn.

(-q:-qT-q.) a. qq neg. qqf«q compared, or TOTO compar-

able.

TO^T> mfh. (-q-qT-q) Useless, unnecessary, unserviceable*

a. qq neg. ^TO*
qwqqra m. (-*:) Unserviceablencss, uselessness, e. qq neg.

qvqq utility.

qtjqqfqil mfn. (-qt-qr-q^ Unmarked, undiscriminated, a. qq
neg. qqaifqn marked.

qvpiqat rafn.^-qfi-nn nfy
1

Unperceired, unascertained. Utu

obtained, a. qq ne8
,3qq*l obtained.

q^TTO m. (-q:) Any aggravating thing or circumstance, (in

medicine) what increases the disease, e. qqneg. q^TTO »

palliative.

TO'twq m^1 * (*W:-irr-lf)
1 Undressed, unprepared. 'Unfinished,

unpolished. 1 Unrequited, a. TO nc£- finished.

’TO^tHlh n. (-q) Absence, z. qqneg. vicinity.

qvprqjlTO n. (-q) Not producing, not offering, not placing, not

having ready or at band. a. qq neg. qq near, qffTTO placing.

TOJxunrfqq mfn. (-q’*qT-q) Not ready, not at hand, not offered

or produced, a. qqneg. placed near.

qq^qsifqq mfn. (-qt-fqq’l fq) Absent, distaut. a. TO n«g*

TOWtTO near.

qnqiqrfw f. (-tvt) Absence, a. qqneg. qqfqjflT vicinity.

mW ra. (-q:)
J Falling subsequently upon, alighting or de-

scending upon in succession. * Going, proceeding. * Follow-

ing.
4 A degree of latitude opposite to one given, the ant<rd.

4 Proportion,(in arithmetic.) 4 Arithmetical progression, a. ta,

and qTq falling, flic.

qTOTTO n. (-q) A heinous crime, a*, falsehood, fraud, theft,

adultery, flic. a. to “d VM4 crime.

qtjqjq n. (-q) A fluid vehicle in medicine
;
drink taken with or

after medicine, a. qw after or with, and qnr a drink.

TO^ ®ft»- (*q--qT-q) Lateral, k. TO or uPon * the side.

qqwq mfn. (-1T.*1TT-^) Obtained, attained, arrived at. a. qxj, and

TOf obtained.

arroat m. (-^:) A kin'd of reed, (Saccharum sara.) a, q^before

TOT to put forth flowers, and TOaff.

TOT* m n̂ * Regular, orderly, successively, from the

preceding, e. qpj after, ^q prior.

ind. In regular order or succession, from the first, from

above downwards, a. qfh aff.

TOP*
Unsown, (as seed.) a. qpr neg. qn sown.

qytqqi mfn. (.qr-W-qi) FaDow, meadow, (ground, flic.) e. to.

neg. qq sown, 1P3J grain.

TO^^* mfn. Latitudinal, k. qwneg. according to,

TOI extending.

qnpTq m. (-q:) Alliteration, repetition of similar letters, sylla-

bles And words, a. TO *n(il * befor« TO. be, affix WW.

m. ( q:) A companion or follower, a. qw, ¥ to go, and

K
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*3*1 tnfn. (-V*-fM) Bound to, connected with. k. and

W bound.

VMV** m. (-af:) 1 The inseparable adjunct or sign of any thing,

the indication of guilt, symptom of disease, &c. * An element

of language, root, affix, &c. 'An indicatory letter not

sounded or dropped in composition, but marking some pecu-

liarity in inflecting the word to which it is attached
;

for

instance, on indicatory X, denotes that verbs require the inser-

tion of a nasal before their final consonant. * A child or

pupil, who imitates an example set by the parent or precep-

tor. * A child or infant in general. 6 Commencement, begin-

ning.
1 Binding, confining. 1 Any thing small or little, a part,

a small part. * The connexion between thq^ agent and the

cause or motive. *' Circumstance, case.
11 The junction of

fractions.
1 ' A secondary or symptomatic affection, one super-

vening on the principal disease, f. (-ail)
1 Hickup. * Thirst

x. wr^T after, and war to bind or coniine, with v*T affix
; and

in the fern. vtv
mfn. ( aft-fbfwt far) Connected with, attached, a.

V*t and Tfa aft

VHJwaw mfn. (-sujMUTT-xufj Principal,primary, what may receive

an adjunct, as a root, a disease, &c. c. apr, and v*m to be at-

tached to or by.

m. (•*:) ' Reviving the scent of a faded perfume. * Re-

placing perfumes removed by bathing, $tc. * An afterthought,

x. and tjv understand, withW affi

(-ir-MT-it) Informed or convinced by reflection,

x. VfV, and '^rfvw made known.

VWWVm. (-v:) ' Conclusive judgment, understanding, impres-

sion, the exercise of the intellect, independent of memory;

also 3 Result, consequence, x. MTV, ^ to be, and

V'V aff.

vrvvia m. (-V) * Indication of passion, by look or gesture.

* Dignity, authority, consequence. * Firm opinion, belief,

knowledge. 4
Certainty, ascertainment, x. VHJ. and WTW the

essence or being; according to the internal feelings.

,V»JWfwn ra ^n - fv) 1 Judging, knowing, understand-

ing. ' Indicative of passion or feeling, s. and WTffV per-

ceiving, or and Tfr ®ff-

mfn. (-
,

i|f'*<TT-«f) * Understood, judged, apprehended-

* Resulted, followed os a consequence. * Perceiving, under-

standing. l and been.

Vl^sjffl f- (-fir)
1 Judgment; knowledge, from four sources, per-

ception, inference, comparison and vcrbul information
;
or

any source except memory. * Dignity, consequence, x. VTsj,

and wDr being.

nifn. (-V:-TTMk)
1 Accepted, assented to. * Agreeable,

pleasant. * Loved, beloved. 4 Concurred with, being of one
opinion* x. amt V* minded.

f. ( -f?f.)
1 Order or command. * Assent, permission. ' A

fifteenth day of the moon's age, on which she rises one digit

less than full. x. with, before w to respect, and %3
j

ufhxj hi the last acceptation, because offerings made to the

manes on this day arc especially accepted.

mfo. (-wn-Wft-wr) Consenting to, concurring in, permit-

ting. x. V
5

. and W to mind, Pill.

n. (-W) Dying with or following in death; the term

usually denotes the cremation of a Hindu widow, whose hus-

band's corpse is not on the spot, and with part of whose dreas

she, therefore, ascends the pile : this is prohibited to Brahman

women. It is also synonimoua with Ml<KV burning with the

body. e. with or after, and dying: dying with her

husband.

VMM! f. (-V7) Inference (in logic,) drawing a conclusion from

given premises, s. after or according to, and m from vnr

to measure, affix i¥ and VTV.

VJMIW n. (-4) See e. and VT to measure, affix ^v.
f. Reasoning, logic, a. ^Vvrw, and say-

ing; speaking from inference.

^jf«V mfn. (W:-lfT-li) Inferred, e. vpj, and fvv measured.

VVivfw f. (Dr-) Inference, conclusion from given premises-

k. arv, and frrfw measuring.

VWVfll f. (WT) The woman who bum* with a part of her hus-

band's dress, x. and V<TT deceased.

mfn. (-V:*VT-V) Inferuble. a and MV to be mea-

sured.

n. (*v)
1 Pleasing. • Assent, acceptance. 4 Sympathe-

tic joy. x. vr»Ji with vr^V rejoicing.

mfn. (•WJ-vr-ll) ‘ Pleased, delighted. * Agreeable,

acceptable. S. Vf^. and pleased.

W^vnr mfio, ( ir-vr if)
1 Followed, pursued. 'Practised, a. vr^

after. VHT gone.

VTVirflv n. (-if)
1 Succession. • Subsequence, x. v^nfiq.

and xr added.

VT^lTfvv mfn. (-vT-fvvt-fv)
1 Following, consequent upon.

' A follower, a dependant or attendant, x. and vrfv*

who goes.

irvvn mfn. (-Vn-W-T») ' Asked, inquired. 4 Reprehended,

censured, x. WV, and joined.

v^rvni m. (1VT) A hired teacher, e. VM. and VHJ who joins.

KMMix m. (•*:)
1 A question. ' Asking, solicitation. • Cen-

sure, reproof.
4 Religious meditation, spiritual union, x. vv

with, and vrv union.

m. (VTW) An A'charya or spiritual teacher, b.

VW, and ITV who mukes.

MfMqiftv mfn. (^t-fovY-f*)
1 Reproving; or a reprover. 'What

combines or unites.
1 Connected or combined with, situated

in or on. £. vrvvr*, •md tDt afT.

^•jXFVTK n. (-si) A question, x. See ^VViV; the affix being ^pr.

qipV rain. (-vj:-viT vij Bad, censurable, x. ^v, and to

be joined.

W^HVt mfn. (*fF-1BT-9R) ' Fond of, attached to, liking, esteeming,

loving. * Pleased, x. and t:n affected.

^rfii f. {-%) Affection, love, x ^v, and d* affeclipn.

mfn. (-V:-VT-V) Gratifying, pleasing, e. and nn
what pleases.

VVC1V n. (*M)
1 Loving, being attached to. * Pleasing, giving

delight to. e. Vrij, and vygv delighting.
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Bfyrffcir mfn. (-Tf'-WT-Tf)
4 Plntft), delighted. * Inspired with

affection, r. wy. and X?WW pleased.

BTyrw mfn. (-V-WT-lf)
1 Fond of, attached to. * Beloved,

a. wry and BT*T attached.

^rrfit f. (-fin) Love, regard, esteem, attachment, a. wy with,

bwt to play, and figy aff.

wyrw m. (-W:)
1

(In poetry) a subordinate feeling or passion.

* (In medicine) a secondary flavour, as a little sweetness in a

sour fruit, tcc. e. sty and BWT flavour.

^y<TJf m. (4H) Attachment, love. s. wy with, and r® to

stain or colour, ww aff.

mfn. (-WTW-'WTft-Ty) Loving, affectionate, in love with.

k. WytTB, and spnr aff.

BlWtlftwl f. (-Wt) One of the personification s of musical notes.

k. viy subsequent, rtfawl a musical mode.

wrynflry mfn. (-wt-faryt-ffcr) Passion, impassioned, loving, in

love. b. ^irnr. and Tfa aff.

WfyxPTT f. ( WT) The seventeenth Nakthatra or lunar mansion,

designated by a row of oblations; (stars in Libra.) r. wry, and

XTO to accomplish, xgy affix, and *TW for the fem; an auspi-

cious sign for any thing to be undertaken in.

wryTf mfn. (-y:-*T-X) * Soothed, pacified. * Checked, opposed,

a. wy, and Tf opposed.

^yww mfn. (-V-WT-W)
1 like, resembling. • Fit, suitable.

* According to. n. (-xf) • Conformity. ‘Assistance. • Media-

tion, friendly interposition. * Hindrance, check, e. wry like,

and WW form.

mfn. (-V-TT-1) Endeavouring to act becomingly,

t. WBWB, and vrr effort.

WyTTW m. (-H0 The accomplishing of a desired object for ano-

ther person, obligingness, service, k. vy, andW to con-

fine,, affix xr*f-

’Vy^rwwr mfn. (*WT:-wrT-WF) Complying with, complaisant, k. ^y
before, VI with, IB aff.

wrytJiWW mfn. (-wt-?xnrt-fw) 1 Compliant, complaisant. * Ad-

verse. *. wyrrw obliging, xf* off

VJWTB m. (-V) Tautology, repetition, r. wy, and BTtr to speak,

affix WW.

^ryfaj? mfn. (.ft-VT-rf) Smeared, anointed. *. wy, and fur*

smeared.

^JWH m. (-V) Unction, anointing, b. wry, and WPT anointing.

WTyviwwi mfn. (-f;-ff*t) Anointing, who or what anoints,

s. BV, and wjttbt who anoints.

wrywiww n. (-^)
* Anointing the body with unguents. • Un-

guent so used. 4 Oily or emollient application, e. vy and

WWW anointing.

mfn. (-wt-fwxft-fV) Anointing the body with un-

guenu. a wyiTW, and Tiff aff.

mfn. (-BP-WMf) Regular, successive, with the hair or

grain, a ^y . and urmw hair of the body.

mfn. (-BT'-Bit-Bi) Produced or bom in due gradation

;

applied especially to tbe mixed tribes; as the offspring of a /?roA-

snoa roan and K$hetr!ya woman, a Ktietriya man and f'auya

woman, and so on. See xfTpSnrwr. a xffjWtBPr, and *l born.

]

W(*jWin«i n. (-w) (In medicine) Following the natural course or

direction, a used as a nominal verb, and aff.

wyrww n. (-Xf)
1 Concordance, conformity to or concurrence

with a previous text or authority. * Subsidiary' or similar

doctrine, a Wy, and WWW speech.

wrywwrr m. f-tp) A year. b. wry, and WWPC a year.

'Wy^W n. ( -si) * Obliging or serving another. * Consequence,

result, b. WTW, and B^*r profession.

WTyWTW m. (*qrt)
1 A chapter of the V£da% a subdivision or

section. * A compilation from the Rich, or Yajur V6daa.

e. unj, VW to speak, affix WW.

wiyBiwn f. (-W) A prayer or formula from the V&las. e. Wfw,

and UTWT a formula.

wyBiq. m. (-y:)
1 Abuse, reviling. • Tautology, repetition.

• Conformity to what has been previously said or explained,

a wy low, or after, and WTy from wy to speak, with WW aff.

wrywTyw mfn. (-tff:-XTT-W>
1 Consenting to, replying. * Conform-

able to, concurrent, corroborative, k. wy, and WTywr what says.

WyWTyw n. (-si) Consent, conformity, concurrence, a w or WT

added to wywryw; also WywiyWT.

W«Jvi(xw mfn. (-yt-fywt-ty) Consenting to, concurring with,

conformable to. VJWTy and Tfw aff.

WyWTBJ mfn. (-V-WTT-W0 To be conformable or correspondent to.

n. (Bj) The subject of a predicate, a wy before wy to speak,

Wy *$

wrtjBrX ind. Repeatedly. B Wy. and WT< time.

Wywrw m. (-V) ’ Scenting, perfuming. 1 An oily enema. a. wy,

and WTW to perfume, affix xro^.

wyBIWW n. (-si) ' Affection, attachment. * Perfuming the clothes,

especially dipping the ends of the cloth in perfumes. * Per-

fuming. scenting in general. * An oily enema. 1 Administer-

ing oily enemata. b. WW after, BIW to fumigate, and wx aff.

BnrBTfvr rafii. (-W: -WT-lf)
1

Scented, perfumed. * Fumigated.

* Prepared or administered as an enema k. wry before, BTX

to fumigate, Tf aff.

wryTfBff mfn. (-^J
1 To be scented or fumigated. * Re-

quiring an enema, e. wy before, BIB and w aff.

wnjfxx mfn. (-f: |I-t)
1 V

r
ariegatcd, ornamented. * Obstructed,

checked. * Full of, abounding in.
4 Set (os a jewel.) b. wy,

and fn penetrated.

WyfBWlfxry mfn. (-wl-ftrwt-fw) Conformable, compliant, obedi-

ent, attentive to. k. ’Xy, and fvnfVw observing rules.

afyiiVi f. (-fhlt)
1 Complaisance, obliging or serving another.

See wryvni. * A subsequent or supplementary rule, complet-

ing what a preceding one has left to be explained. * lrnitat.

ing, doing or acting in like manner, b. wry before, Tff to

serve, and flf^ aff

WBBfl'B n. (-IT) Bandaging, securing with bandages, &c. (in

surgery.)

wyvrw n. (-w) ComplimenUry attendance on a departing guest,

following him to a given distance
;
also WTyBWTT. *- Wy after,

BWTBT or WWT going.

m. (-WO ‘ Repentance, regret. * Ancient enmky. 4 Ha-

tred, resentment.
4 Attachment to or pursuance of any object.
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£ (-at)
1 A disease of the feet, a boil or abscess on the upper

part. * A pimple on the head. a. a^, at** to sleep, and

a’a aiT.

aywfnna mfn. (W-aT-^) To be repented or regretted, k. aiy

before afa and aa affix ;
also a^ strata, &c.

a»J Ji f<T*H mfn. (-at-faat-fa) * Devotedly attached to. faithful,

adoring.
1
Repentant, penitent, sorry for. a- a^ja?. and

Tfr aflf.

araav: m. (-**•) A Bdhhc*n, a sort of demon, a. a^ repeatedly,

to injure, and aa aff.

a^vra n. (-W.) A supplementary or subsidiary weapon or in-

strument. s. aw, and aW a weapon.

ajaiaa mfn. (-a:-ar-^) Ruling or one who governs or directs,

a. and aTaa what governs.

ayaraa n. ( If) Command, order, precept, law. a. aa, and

ai*PT ruling.

aamfMa mfn. (-a: -TTT*Tr) Directed, governed. a. aa, and

aifaa governed.

a^aT'aa mfn. (-aT-at-W) Ruling, governing, commanding, di-

recting, a ruler, &c. *. aa, ami aifaa who rules.

^isu iftfl f. (-fa ) Order, command, precept, e. a^, and arlfa

order.

m, (-WT) A governor, director, teacher, e. aj, and wrw
who directs.

a^afaa n. (-If) Repeated and devoted service. E. ag accord-

ing to, iftaa behaving.

wjftr* mfn. (-a:-lT 1 Taught, revealed. * Done conforma-

bly to law, &c. * Nearly completed, jt. a^ according to,

frr taught.

aycfact f. (*Wl) Any ceremony enjoined by the Vedas.

aaara m. ( W') S orrow, repentance, regret, e. aa after, ara
sorrow.

aaaTaa mfn. (•W-ai-a) Grieving, one who repents, a. aa,

and araa who sorrows.

aaaraa n. (-a) Sorrow, repentance, b. aa before, Tja to grieve,

and aiT.

aaaifafl mfn. (-WJ-Wf-nT) Regretted, repented of. e. aj before,

va to sorrow, n aff.

m. {-T'O
1 Tenderness, compassion. * Conjunction, coali-

tion, connexion of word with word, or effects with causes.

4 Necessary consequence, the connexion of a subsequent with

a previous act. k. 'any. and aa to embrace, with aa aff*.

aaafra mfn. (-a:-at-a) 1 Consequent, following as a neces-'

$arv result. ' Connected with, adhering to, inherent, con-

comitant. e. aa^T, and aa aff.

a ^?fia.
mfn. (-Tpt-ffat-ft)

1 Addicted or attached to. * Em-
bracing. * Connected with. 4 Common, prevailing, e.

and xfw aff

a^rua m. (-if) Connection with wbat follows, concord, e. ar^

before, aa to embrace, tyr «ff.

®fn. (*W : WT-Hij Re-watered or sprinkled, x. a^J, and

faa sprinkled.

n. (a) Watering or sprinkling over again, s. a^, and

fra to sprinkle, ar* off.

f. (-^a) * A measure of verse, the stanxa consisting

four lines of eight syllables each, or three Hues of eight, twelve.

% and twelve, making, in either case, thirty-two. * A name of

Saxaswati. k. 'apy. ami to stop, fir? aff.

a*JW mfn. ( a»:- Wr Wy 1 Laxy, sluggish.
1 Cold, chilly, k. ara

neg. and aw warm, alert.

araairra mfh. (-a-aT-a) To be done or accomplished, a. aif

according to, 1ST to stay or be, aa aff.

a^jai* m. (-ITT-) The undertaker of any work. b. aiy before, 1ST

to stay, *a aff

lyriT n. (-a) ' Commencement or couMteof proceeding. * Fix-

ing, establishing, proof. * Propriety, fitness.
4 Doing or en-

gaging in any thing, k. apt according to, 1ST to stay, WE aff.

ar^fipT mfn. (-W:-ST-Tf) ' Effected, accomplished. * Done, prac-

tised. * Followed, observed. 4 Appointed. *s. a^J before IBT

to stay. H aff

mfn. (-1:-W-Ti) 1 To be proved or established, demon-

strable. * To be effected or accomplished. l\ a; jj before 151

to stay, a *ff

anpPtrw n. ( a) Inquiry, investigation, searching, k. ay, and

WTT before WT to have, affix WT,

mfn. fa) Investigating, searching; so

’fWWafTfaw. 1. ay^aia and Tfa affix, or a^ and aa before

HT, and fafa aff

aa*n*a mfn. (-a:-ai-a’) Inve*ligable, worthy of inquiry or

scrutiny, e. aw and aa before Wf to have, a aff.

apyava n. (-a) ' Custom, habit, usage. * Conformity to, conse-

quence of.
4 Following, going after, x.aa before a to go,WE aff.

m. (-*:)
1 Custom, usage. * Nature, natural >uue or con-

dition of any thing. * Prevalence, currency, 4 Received or

established authority, especially of codes of law. * Confor-

mity to usage, &c. * Consequence, result, x. aa according

to, a to go, aa aff.

fyilftq mfn. (-^-frat-fr) 1 Following. * According with or

to. k. and Tt^r aff.

Wyavii mfh. (-W-WT-ir) Indicative of, pointing out. e, wa
before ya to point out, aff

f. ( fa:) Cherished recollection, recalling some idea to

the exclusion of all others, b. before ayfit memory. Also

aTwr ro. (-^t) The nasal letter (
* ) or dot above the line. x. ara

before, at; to sound, aw aff-

a »j?K m. (-V:) ' Imitation. * Resemblance, e. a^lilc, to

convey, and aff.

wryarui m. Monthly obsequies. E. wry before a to take, W*f aff.

anja m. (-W) A former state of existence, n. (-w) ' Race, fa-

mily, ' Disposition, temperament, b. wj, aa to associate,

and a aff.

avraramfn. (-m-wr-a) Well-behaved, m. (-a:) A learned Brah-

man; one versed in the Vidas and Vddangax. e. any. and aa
to speak : the form is irregular.

aya mfn. (a:-ai Short, low. k. aa neg. and «a tall, high,

aypr mfn. (-WJ-ar-a) Unmarried, x. aa neg. ata married.

qpyfTCff *nfn- Unuttered. x. a^ before wfaa uid.
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X£X mfn. (-X:-^T-Xf)
1 Not to be addressed or spoken to. * To

be spoken to afterwards or in reply to. m. (-X0 A spiritual

teacher, &c. b. X before XX;, to speak, WIT affix form irregu-

lar, it is improper to address a Guru, &c. by name.

XXX mfn. (-xt-XT-X) ' Whole, entire. * Not leas, not inferior.

k. XX neg. tnr to diminish, and XX aff.

X*[XX mfn. (-x:-XT-*) See the preceding, b.XX affixed to XXX.

X^X mfn. (-xr-XT-X) Watery, wet. m. (-xt) A buffalo. *. x^
near or with, and xrq; water ; x is substituted for XT, and

XX is added.

XXXX n. ( -wt) Ginger, e. X^X, and nr born.

XSJX mfn. (-xt-X-X) Thighleaa. m. (-X0 The charioteer of the

sun, the dawn. e. XX priv. and «X a thigh; being repre-

sented without legs.

X%wTx m. ( -fny-) The sun. e. x^x, and XT*fx a charioteer,

. whose coachman is Anush.

XXX mfn. (-np-VJ -«f)
Wicked, perverse, crooked, not straight,

physically or morally, b. XX neg. and xsy straight.

XXX mfn. (-x:-XT*x) Free from debt. b. XX neg. XX debt.

Xxfxif mfn. Unindebted, free from debt b. XX
neg. xfxx a debtor.

XXX n. (-X)
1 Falsehood. ' Agriculture, b. XX neg, and XX

truth.

XXXXtfxxmfh. (-^t-fxxVfx) Speaking falsely, lying, a liar.

b, xxx, and XTfx^l w*‘0 *P«*k*-

XXX mfn. (-X'-XT-X) Many, much, not one. b. XX neg. XX one.

XXXXTX adv. n. (-X) A long time. k. XXX, and XIX time.

XXXX m. (-er> A bird, born more than once; or in the shell,

and upon being hatched, b. XXx more than one, and X what

is born.

XXXXT f. (-XT) Muchness, manifold condition; also XXXX-

b. XXX, and XT or X aff.

XXXTXT* mfn. (-XT-XT-X) Multiform, b. X^x and XTXTX form.

XXXX mf. (-X5-XT) Aq elephant b. XXX various, from XX neg.

XX one, and X from XT who drinks, who drinks with his

trunk, and with his mouth.

XXXXX mfn. (-X.-XT-X)
1 Multiform. * Of various kinds or

sorts.
1
Fickle, of variable mind. e. XXX, and XX form.

XXXflX mfn. (-x:-XT-t#) Various, of many kinds, in different

ways. b. XXX, and fxx sort.

XXXX ind. By large numbers or quantities, b. xxx. and xfx aff.

XXXXT ind. In various ways. «t. XXX and XTX aff.

XXX^X mfh. (-X-XT-X) 1 Deaf and dumb. ' Wicked, fraudu-

lent. b. XX here implying similarity, XV deaf, and i[X dumb.

See XXiJX.

XXXV mfn. (-XT: -XT:-X :
) Blameless, sinless. s.xqneg. *x^ fault

XXX ind. Otherwise, or. e. x*f neg. XX so.

XXXX m. (-XT:) Time. B, XX neg. XX to kill pr hurt, XXX sub-

stitute, and xfx UnAdi aft

XXXT n. (-xi)
1
Plurality, tire existence of many. * Want of

union, anarchy, b. XXX, and XX aff.

XXXTX mfn. (-xp-XTT-xt) 1 Variable, unsteady. *(ln logic) Oc-

casional, as a cause not invariably attended by the same

effects, b. XXX, XX end, and XX aft

XXXTfxx mfn. (-X:-i#t*X) Unsteady, variable, having many
objects or purposes, k. XXX, XX end, and XX aff.

XXT ind. No, not ; also XT.

XXTXX m. (-x*) A tree. k. XXX a cart, XX going, and X what

injures
; from XX with V aff.

XXTfxx mfn. (-x:-XT-lf) Unquestioned, unaddressed, not spoken

to. b. XX neg. xrfvx spoken to.

XX:XTX n. (-^) The internal and spiritual part of man, the seat

of thought and feeling, the mind, the heart, the conscience, -

the soul. g. XXT within, and XTX an organ.

XfX'^r n. (-x)
1 The female apartments. * A queen. * A palace.

b. XXT inner, end X* a house.

XXiXirfx f. (*fir) The heart, the soul, the internal nature or

constitution of man. a. XTXT. and XBfx nature.

XX xx mfn. (-X:-XT-lf) Acquainted with the heart, knowing

one’s self. e. XXT> and XXT knowledge.

XX:XTtT n. (•*) The internal and spiritual part of mao, the

conscience, the soul. k. XXT within, xXt* the body.

XX XX mfn. ( X:-XT1E) Having some extraneous body, (a

wound, &c.) b. XXX, and XX a thorn, &c.

XXXXT f. (-XT) Internal consciousness, k. XXT, and XXT sense.

XX:XXTT f. (-XT) J A pregnant woman. * Marking nut, (Seme-

carpus an Heard iuni.) r. XXT^ inner, and XXT having life or

being.

XX:BME m. (-X :
) An plephant. r. XXT inner, and XX

warmth.

XX mn. (-X:-X) 1 Bud, term. * Final, ultimate, (continuing- M,
N. even urith a fern, noun,) mfn. (-X:-XT-X) 1 Near. * Hand-

some. m. (-X0 * Death. * A boundary; a limit. * Certainty,

ascertainment. ‘ A limb, a member, n. (-x) Nature, disposi-

tion. b. XX to go, and XV Un Adi aff.

XXX m. {-xO A name of Yama. k. xx death, and X affix of

agency. Yama is the king or angel of death.

XXX* mfn. (-*:-*T-X) Causing death, mortal, destructive, e. xx,
and X* what makes.

XXXTX m. (-X:) Time of death, death, b. XX end, and XTX
time.

XXX mfn. (-X.-XT-X)
1 Dead, departed. * Traversing, crossing, .

going to the end. b. XX, and X who goes.

XXXX ind.
1 From the end, from the term. * Similarly, like.

I In part. * Lastly, finally, e. XX, and XX aff.

XXT^ind. ‘ Within, between, amongst. * To thcNmd. * Cer-

tainly, very well, a particle of assent, b. xx end, tt to

receive, and fxt^ aff.

XX* (noun and adverb) n. (-X)
* Interval, intermediate space.

Period, term. * Clothing. * Covering. ' Difference. *Sake,

behalf. * A hole or rent. * Own, the self. * Without, except.

»• Without, outside. 11 Opportune time. ** Midst, the midst.

II The supreme soul.
u Like, similar. 11 Other. 14

(In arith-

metic) Remainder, difference. R. XX end, and * from *? to

obtain, and X aff. In consulting the meanings of this word, it

is to be recollected, that vocables which are adverb* in Eng-

lish, are often noun* of the neuter gender in Sanscrit
}

this

word is also a pronoun, in the 3d and 10th acceptations.

L
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when the latter means, without, or out of, any thing but a

house or town : the whole of the interpretations may be

referred to the ideas of, within and without.

^pwrr mfn. 1 Own, belonging to. * Internal, interior.

• Of kin. e. Wfwrr, and a what goes.

mfn. (-IT-IT-TO) 1 Immediate, intimate, internal. * Like,

analogous, m. (-1:) A congenial letter, one of the same

class, k. TOT* inner, and TTO aff.

gsrm mfn. (-V-V-W) Prudent, provident, foreseeing, a. TOTV

knidst, and H who knows.

TO**** mfn. (-U-WT-'IJ Of mixed origin or caste, s. TOTT

different, v*TW birth.

TOilg mfn. (-HT-XHT-Br)
1 Internal, inward. * Separate, apart.

k. TOtt, and IV what stays.

ind. ' Without, except. • In the middle, among, amidst.

• Near at hand.

m. (-HT)
1 The soul, the inherent spirit. * The inter-

nal fccKngs, the heart or mind. r.. ypur, and TOTO soul.

V*1Amv<ll f. (-Tip) A pregnant woman, k. and wmV*I off-

spring.

TO^Tl m. (-*:) Obstacle, impediment, f. TOir between, yw
to go, and HT aff.

TOlt.i** mn. (-W:-yr) Included space : also *. w*i<i in

the midst, WT to obtain, and yr aff.

TOlfil n. (-sj) The sky or atmosphere, e. TOT* within, and

yrv a star ; in which are thp stars : or ^V to see ;
seen by

the world
;
the word is properly written with the long vowel,

as but the short is substituted in poetry.

TOtffrl mfn. (-Ws-HT-li)
1 Dead, departed, concealed, lost

* Separated, detached, n. (-if) Remainder, (in arithmetic.)

k. to*T. and y N *T aff.

n. (-xt) ' Sky, heaven. * Talc. e. see ^wrft v.

TOt^M mn. (-xft-xf) An island, e. in the midst of, and

VP? water
j VT changed to

TORtl n. (-x?) A lower garment, e. wy inner, g aff.

ind. Amidst, among, between, i. TOry with fl to go,
|

and fy^ alt • t

TOK^I ind.
1 Except, without * Amidst, between, k. TOH,

yyr to go, and 1 aff.

TOT&jmfn. Unprofitable, vain, idle. *. TOt amidst,

1T| to drop or distil, and V affix : what runs to waste.

TOTTO mfn. (-V.-UMO ‘ Forgotten. * Intermediate, interposed.

* Inner, internal, within, b. TOTy within, and n* gone, part,

past of hi.

TOPJXT n. (-xf) An inner apartment, e. TOy within, and

a house.

TOTOC n. (-T) The stomach, b. TO?y, and any the belly.

VV^wy n. ( if) Internal heat, inflammation. *. tor*. and

TO®T burning.

TOT^n mfn, (-Tr.-lTT-lf) Inborn, inbred, innate. *, TOty, and

arm born.

WwryxpT n. (-if) The distillation of spirituous liquor.

TOVtfrxr m. (-y:) Internal heat, or fever, e. vvy, and yTX
burning.

wrwr^y mfn. (-VMT-W) Internally bad, wicked, vile. e. wy.
and yi bad.

Wk O. (-y) A private door within the house, e. TO?y inner,

and yiT a door.

TOT1T f- (-yr) Disappearance, concealment, covering, a. ypwy
within, VI to have or hold, * and *ru alls.

ywr4rw n. (-ii) Concealment, disappearance. k. as before* with

m aff.

TOifc L ( fyt) See the preceding, a. as before, with % aff

TOTWRT n. ( if) Profound inward meditation, b. TO?y. and WTW
meditation.

TOTO mfn. (-Wt-WT-l ) Inward, internal, generated internally.

e. TOty, and try being.

TOwry m. (-y:) Internal or inherent nature or disposition.

I. TOy , and wry disposition.

TOF&TTOT f. (-ITT) Inward meditation or anxiety, e. ywry, and

tiiyyj meditation.

TOnJif mfn. ( vr-TIT-ll) Internal, inner, being within, k. top",

ami ^ir been.

mfo. (-TO-WT-V) Sad, perplexed, e. TOy, and wro
the mind.

TOldro n. (-if) Inward restraint, mental controul. it. TOy and

VH«f restraining.

mfn. (-tft-firit-fi?)
1 Checking or regulating the inter-

nal feelings. * Heart-searching or pervading, m. (-dt)
1 The

soul. ' Providence, the Supreme Spirit, as regulating and

guiding mankind. 4 Conscience, x. TOty within, and yrfyy

who stops or refrains.

yfWttiai rn. (-ay*) An acute angular triangle, a. TOT within, and

TO the perpendicular.

TOrifflnxr m. (-in) Superintendent of the women's apartments.

K. VVy within, in race, and iyr aff.

TOPhiT f* (-dt) A pregnant woman, e. TOTT within, xrgv

possessive affix, with an irregular formation of the fem. In

the Vddaa yryfiift occurs.

yrytify m. ( fir.) Flatulence, indigestion, b. xy^y inner, and

vfy vomiting.

"y^T^f^y mfn. Internal, included, b. ^wry, and

yfvty what abides.

mfn. (-fyh-fw--fv) Skilled in sacred sciences, s. ^wry

inner, and yrTft| speech : containing the essence of all know-

ledge.

wrwrynrw n. (-v) An inner garment, k. yfwry, »nd ymv clothe*.

ypyfyxTTW n. (-W) Entrance, entering, e. xywry within, and

fir before, JTry to agitate, affix wpt.

Wpirif# m. (-is) 1

Internal uneasiness or anxiety. * Inward fever.

k. WMy, and 'll agitation.

yjwnfyt f- (-dt) The name of a country, k. ^y between, and

yyt level earth. The Doab or district beween the Gnnt^u

and Yamuna rivers/

wiwrifl^n n. (-VI) The inner apartments, the interior of a build-

ing. k. ^wty, and house.

xywr^TO mfn. (’W>ynr-d) Laughing inwardly, ra. (-V:) Self-Satis-

faction, conceit, b. yjwry inner, and yn laughter.
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mmfim mfn. (-Wt-TIMf) Concealed, covered, hidden, disep.

peared. ft. within, and iff to hold with TV affix ; fif sub-

stituted for WT.

anmf mfn. { Finite, having a term or end. a.V*
and aft

m, (-^T) A pupil See Vpftwifaw.

f (-HT)
1 Death. * A bed or mat on the ground. 1 The

place for buria* or burning, i. VW end, and Kun a sleeping

place.

m. (-^t)
1 A barber. ' A man of a low tribe or

cast, the offspring of a N'uKddi woman by a Chanddia, whose

business is to attend in places where dead bodies are burned.

• The name of a saint, k. the end, WX and XT to cut, who

pares the nails, Ac. or ^ to decay, fwf*r aft

Xffxr f. Cfar*) An elder sister, (in theatrical language.) ind.

Near.

wfwt* mfn. {-W.-WT’*) Near, proximate, f. (-WT)
1 An elder

sister, (i* theatrical language) See ^ffvrn T.
* A fire-place. See

Utfwxn. * A plant, (Echites scholaris.) See sntWT. n. (*Xl)

Vicinity, a. xrxt the end, and affix, ^ inserted.

Wff'nvnr*? mfn. Very near. K. xrfwrw, and wttw super-

lative aft

nif^ei'WT f. (-HT) Nearness, vicinity, contiguity: also wfxHM.
k. wtww with, in or H aft

xrfwtxrrx* m. (-q:) Contiguous support, fas that given hy a

tree to a creeper, Ac.) a. ^fiwvr, and WTWtj support.

mfn. (-sr-«T-ri) 1 Final, ultimate, last. * Very near,

a. mm, and frwvj aft

WXiaififw m. )
1 A pupil. * A Chanddia, or man of a low

cast. mfn. Final, ultimate, a. xrxr in the

locative case, near or final ; VQ to abide, and fvrfw affix : who
dwells near his teacher, Ac. See WXPnffrx.

mfn. (-^ •FQT-mTj ' Last, ultimate. * Inferior, low.

m. (*mr:)
1 A man of low caste. * A fragrant grass, (Cyperus

rotundus.) See WUfT. n. (-xu‘) A measure of number, two

Sdgaras, a very large number, k. *|wi, and WW aft

»• (-4) Funeral rites, a. VW< and WWWac* - abo

wwffnrr, Ac.

^xtrxr mfn. (*ur*etT-wf) Younger, latest born. m. (~W-) ' A
Sur/ra or man of the fourth tribe. * A man of one of seven

Inferior tribes
; a washerman, currier, mimic, Par tita, fisher-

man, Meda or attendant on women, and mountaineer or

forester, a xrxtf inferior, and at who is bora : born from the

feet of BrajimX; also xrwWTX.

VPVIIVV mf. (-*vrr) A man or woman of the Sddra or fourth

tribe, Ac., see the last, a wx*r and mwtw birth.

WWWnrlu mfn. Sprung from the last or lowest class.

*. ^Xty last, xrrfx class, affix V.

n. (-W)
1 The sign Pisces. • The astcrism Revaii. • The

last star or constellation, s. mmj last, and W a constellation.

mf. (-^-sh)A man or woman of the fourth tribe, a. vwr,

and TW a tribe.

mf. { -^t-fwrit) A man or woman of low caste,

especially one of seven classes : a Chanddla, a Stcapacha or

vr*

executioner, a Kshatid or insect hunter, a charioteer, a bard,

and a VairU.ha or attendant on womeu. * A man or a woman
of a particular caste living by the chase. See xrxtrxwTffcpj.

f. (-fir) A funeral sacrifice, e. spg, and sacrifice.

V*rf«:f*WI f. (-VTT) Obsequies, a. W^s fu. and fgWT rite,

n. (-*#) An entrail. k. xtw to be sick, and f Un'adi aiT.

m. (•*!) Grumbling of the bowels, borborygmi. a. W*W,

and fjXT murmuring : also XinSffxrx,

mmtf* f. (-fitO Inguinal beraia, rupture, i. arm, and «fi|

increase.

rnmr^. m. A worm, ascarides, Ac. a. mm, and what

eats.

xrfwwi f. (-^n) A fire-place.

Seem\
m^m. (4T.) * A ring or chain worn on the ancle. ' The

chain for an elephant's feet. e. xrfa( to bind, m affix, and Ww
|» final.

’** {- (-*> • An ornament worn round the ancles^. * The
chain for an elephants feet. ' A chain, a fetter, a bond or

tic. a. to bind, and ^ Un&li aff. or with affix

m*%m m. (-i*:) The chain for an elephant's feet. See the last.

WPWTW (w) r. 10th cl. (xf^iuvfw) To agitate, to swing.

(?r) r. 10th cl. fuafifit) To be or become blind,

mfn. (-aft-air-wf) Blind, n. (-ai)
1 Darkness. * Water,

a. UP4 to be blind, and X|X( aff.

mmm mfn. (-XT.-WT**) Blind, m. (-*:) * The name of a coun-

try, apparently Behar. * The name of a king. 1 Of a Muni.

* Of an sfturn. k. up* to be blind, and mm aff.

^wfXrfc^ m. (-^J)
1 A name of Siva, the enemy of the demon

Akdbaka. e. WXW a demon so named, and an enemy.

ysSTC mn. (-K--X) Darkness, e. m*f blind, and 1TTC what

makes.

^pnri^^ m. (-^) A name of Siva. a. and

enemy- See ^wfirficv.

m, (-xr ) A blind wclL a. xraf, and fxr a well : one of

which the month is hidden.

ursnrww n. l*m* -^-ea» *U « » wraf to make blind, aad

mh* darkness : also written ’l being tunoc loug.

fi(-tfT) Blindnwa. Also n vfafar. e. HT or *f added tosgaf.

n. (-er)
J A division of Tartarus, the second of the

twenty-one hells. * The doctrine of annihilation After death,

a. apt blind, great, and Wife’s darkness.

f. (-^T) A small covered crucible, with a bole in the side.

k, Ufa*, and HXT a crucible.

f- (-ifT) The name of a grass. See < w*l«-

n. (-a^) Boiled rice. a. to eat, WV inserted, and

Un itli affix, ^ changed to m-

f. A blind boil, one that does not suppurate,

^aerfsr mf. (fv-^-) A kind of fish, vulg. hdachiyd} a species of

eel ( b. VW blind, and wfit a snake : from its form and the

smallness of its eyes.

f- (-urr)
1 Night. * Gambling. ' A small kind of mus-

tard. See
4 A woman. ‘ A disease of the eye. v. mm

dark or blind, and affix in the fem. form.
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44)41 mfn. (-lp*9Mf) Made or become blind, e. 44, and I iqfW^Hi f. (-Tin) Hunger, craving, b. 49, and fwnn desire.

®ir made, ^t augment. IflBlfaimi n. (-IT) The msophagus. B. 19, and ITfl what

conveys, *trai[canal.

llfairr: ni. (-*:) The seminal secretion. e. 49, and fwiK
change of form.

substituted for 9 . 4999 m. (-90 Leavings, offal, a. 49. and 99 remainder.

9pm m. (-4:) A tree, (Mimosa siris'a, Rox.) mfn. (

n

*? -4) * Feeding, eating. • The partaker or eater

4*9 m. (-eg:) A hunter, one who lives by killing game ;
a man of another's food. m. ( K:) Visnmr. *. an. and 44 who cats,

of low caste, the offspring of a f'aideha father and /faro- IJiflimfn. ( -it-fi^t-fl) Hungry; desiring food. a. 19 iu>-

rara mother; not allowed to reside within a village or town. roinal verb to want food, fVfst aff.

* A country, modem Tei'mgana ; also 4P9. lllirfrimfu, (-^t-frlt-fr) Eating, feeding, a. 19, and llllftl

49 mfn. (-W :-'5T*’#) Eaten, n. (-if)
1 Boiled rice. * Food in ge- who cats.

nermL * Com. e. 19 to eat, and 4 affix of the part, past, w 9T4 mfn. (-4:-4T*49) 1 Other, different. * Unlike, e. 49 to

becoming 9. live, and 99 aff.

4fHI m. (-9P)Meal time, proper hour for eating. *. 19, and Hiyind. Otherwise, e. See the last.

IT! time. - ^sgjrrfsr* mfn. (-it-fisft-fl) 'Adulterous. * Going to another

119T7T m. (-v) A cupboard, a granary, c 49, and 9T9 or (place, Ac.) k. 14 another (husband or wife), llfint who

receptacle. goes to.

'414194 m. (in) 1 VisnNU. * The sun. m. (-*:) A granary, 441 ind.
1 Again, moreover, 1 On the contrary, e. 449, and

a cupboard. E. 49 food, 41 44 a repository. ‘ 1 and.

19if4 m. (-fit) Dysentery, diarrheea. e. 49 food, 99 smell. 4414 mfn. (-4-97-4 ) Bora of another (family, Ac.) of a dif-

494 mfn. Mt-wnf) Springing from or occasioned by food. ferent origin, b. and 4 born.

s. 99, and 9 bom. 44441 n. (-it) Another birth, being bom again, the metempsy-

4999 n. (-if) Support, subsistence, n. 44, and st« water. chosis. a. 44- and 444 birth.

meat and drink. 9491 mfn. (-it-imi) ’ Either, any, any one of many. * Dif-

9*9 mfn. (-i:-ir-^) One who gives food. f. (-47)
A goddess, a ferent, distinct from many. k. 44, and imf aff.

form of Dcrua. e 49 ,
and 9 who gives. 949^ mfn. (-^t-gr-<i)

1 Other, different. * Either of two. •

41474 m. (-7TF) One who gives food, a charitable man. b. 49, . 44 other, and 9<rt; affix; applied to words that refer to

and 4T9 donor. but two things.

411.14 n. (-4) The giving of rice or food, the maintenance of 44 *Ky9 ind. Either of two days. k. 1*3 ffC, and affix, de-

ft person, s. 19, and 4T4 giving* rived from a day.

4191 m. (-9*.) Want of appetite, dislike of food. e. 49, and 4491 ind. Elsewhere, B. 44, and wfl aff.

91 dislike. 449 ind.
1 Elsewhere, in another place.- * Except, unless, with-

499ft4 ,
»i m. (-^;) Change of diet. e.49,

and revolution. out. k. 44 , and 94 aff.

41^1 f. (*4l) A goddess, a form of Dnaai. e. 49, and 4491 ind.
1 Otherwise, in a different manner. f

Inaccurately,

who fills with. %vr untruly.
B Badlv- b. 44 , and 174 affix, referring to manner.

499$T f- (-4T) A god. ,* fi.. 11
- u < . n. 49 , a*rf prior 99141% f.-*::. ^'eous conception of spirit, k. 4491

»• f‘4l A religious ceremony, in which after presenting
,

Utchwingl 4
oblations to fire, a little rioe is, for the first time, put into the 44m n. (-w) An opposite or different state of the case. •

child's mouth; it should take place between the fifth and e. I4ir and 9 aff.

eighth month, e, 49, and 9T99 feeding. 449lf»jfl f. (-fa) Disproving a cause or argument, by giving

4914 n. (-4) The deification of food, considering it in the it a different effect or application, coming to a different eon-

light of Baaiin a, os the perrader and supporter of existence. elusion from the same premises, e. 449r otherwise, and

E. 49# and 94 the Supreme. f^f9 proving, establishing.

49ifi f. (-f*) A large collection of food. e. 49 , and a 149? ind. Another time. b. 9T4. and 91 affix, referring to time. •

** e»P- 14^9 nu (*¥*-) The Aotl or Indian cuckoo, supposed to be

9T9U9 mfn. (•9 ,.-1#t*sf) Composed of food, containing food. reared by the crow. e. 44 . and 99 nourished,
* Derived or made from food. m. (-9 :) The body. a. 49 and 44^9T f. (-A) A girl previously promised or betrothed to one

ami married to another. &• 44> and ^9 prior.

4999<t9 m. (-9:) The gross material body, that which is sus- m. (-9) A crow. e. 14 another, and *07 who notirishea

:

tained by food. t. 9999, and 9 T9 sheath, (of the spirit.) the crow is supposed to sit upon the eggs of the koiiU .* from ,

4911 n. (-4) Spirituous liquor, the excrement or ferment of 9 root, and f*9 aff.

rice, Ac. g. 19 , and 94 fcecula. 1499 m. (-ip) 'The kokiia or Indian cuckoo, n. 44,
and 99

49T9 m. (-9:) Chyle. «. 49, and 99 juice. nourished, from 9 with part, affix Hi this bird, like the

44rig9 mfn. (-1P-WT-9) Become blind, b. 44, and IJ9 become,

it augment.

44 m. (-9:) A welL e. 49 to go, and 1J4 Un'fidi affix
; 1 is
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English cuckoo, being supposed to leave its eggs in the nests

of other birds.

nifn. (.ftTJ-Bn-ft?)
1 Fickle minded. * Absent, E- BB.

and WBB the mind.

BBWEBI mfh. (-ftOW*BK) 1 Absent, thinking of something

else. * Fickle, versatile, k. BB, end JH"l minded.

BBBlflfl mftk (ftt-ifM) Fickle-minded, otherwise minded,

a. BB, ami BTWB mental.

mfn. (-BJ-BT-B) Brought up by a stranger, fostered,

x. BB, and wfiw part, past of BB to grow.

BBBlfftB mfn. Speaking inconsistently ;
(in law)

prevaricating or a prevaricator. *. BB otberwise, ami

who speaks.

BBBIB m. (-ft:) An apostate. k. ftft another, ftTBT a branch

or sect, or with sib affix Bftftiftft-.

BWnEW^ nifn. (-YB) Of another kind, like another. E. ftft, TW
to see, and fftB aif.

ftft I t mfn. (-ft'-ftt-lO See the preceding, i. as before, with

w^alT.

Bftl Btw nifn. (-b:-bmO Subject to others, dependant, a. ftft,

and ft*?tw dependant.

BftTB m. (-B**)
1 Impropriety, indecorum. * Irregularity, disor-

der. b. ft neg. ftTB propriety.

ftftlfaimfn. (-BtfBBtffl) ‘ Unjust, unreasonable. * Indecorous.

* Illogical. K. ft neg. ftrfBB

BftrBm mfh. (-vr-Wi-B) Following evil courses, a. im-

proper, CW practising.

ft-truj mfn. (-ft: ftT-ftj Improper, indecorous, unbecoming,

unfit, a. ft neg. ftTft right.

ftftiVft mfn. (-ft.-ftT-ft) Absent, intent on something else.

k. ftft, and btbb intent on.

ft*g«T mfn. (-fti-BT-ft) Complete, entire, e. ft neg. and *jft de-

fective.

BBftjB ind, Another day. e. ftft, and *ftw affix, from a day.

BftBjwi mfn. (-BI'-BtT-Bi) Daily, diurnal, occurring every other

day. m. (-BIJ) A quotidian fever, x. ft-qXJH nnd ftft added.

ftftJftft rafn. (-ft:-BT-Tl) Begotten by another, the progeny of

another than the reputed parent or husband, x. URT .
and

born.

BftiB^nn. (-«b) A stepmother's son. b. ftft, and belly,

ftft off.

ftftft mfn. (-ftt-ftT-ft) Mutual, e. ftft repeated

ro. (-ft:) Mutual quarrel a. BBT ft, and BWft strife.

ftftiftftnr m. (-fts) Mutual conflict, striking, wounding or kill-

ing one another, x. and ftTB striking.

BftTftWft m. (*fp) Mutual aversion or enmity, e. ftfttft, and

Wft difference.

BftrftRTB mfn. (-ftt-ftf-ii) Taken or secreted from one ano-

ther, taken severally, x. ftftTft, and ftftft »f removed.

BRnftfWTft m (-ft: ) Mutual negation, relative difference, k ftftrft,

and ftwift non-existence.

ftftfrftTftft m. (ft:) Mutual or reciprocal connexion or depen-

dence. B. ftftfft, and BTftft support.

ftftft mfn. (-ft:-ftT-ft) Following, x. ftrj after, and ftfft the eye.

] «r*
•

ftftft mfn. (-ftft-^ftl-ftft) Following, x. ftj after, ftft to go,

and ffttft affi

ftftftm. (-ft:) ' Race, lineage, succession. * Connexion, acquaint-

ance, intercourse. 1 The natural order or connexion of words

in a sentence or stanza. ' The logical connexion of cause and

effect, or proposition and conclusion, e. fttj after, ftft to go,

and ft^aff.

ftftftft m. (-ft:) A genealogist, x. ftftw, and ft who knows.

mfn. (-Bt-fBBl-fB) ' Following, agreeing with. * Be-

longing to race or family, r. ftwft and Tf*r aff.

ftftWTB m. (-ft:) Race, lineage, b. ftft after, ft* prefixed to

to go, and ftft aff.

ftftfftl f. (-BTT) A Srdddka or funeral ceremony performed on

the ninth day of the months Pautka, Mdgka, Phdlgum, or

A sirwo. It is the maternal Srddttha for those who preserve

the sacred fire. i. BE after, and ftftftr the eighth day.

ftftftB ind. Every day, daily, a. ft* .
and ftftft a day.

ftftfft* mfn. (-ft:-ftr-B) Connecting, uniting, e. ftft, and ftTft

before fft to collect, ftft

ftftrfft f. (-fft:)
1 A bsil or deposit to be delivered to a third

person. * Repentance, x. BB according to, and BrfB a pledge.

ftftVft n. (-ft) Property presented after marriage to the wife

by her husband's family, b. ftj subsequently, and ftiftft to

be taken or received.

BBTBWB mfn. (-ft:-ftT-ft) Latitudinal, e. BJ,and ftrftftft breadth.

ftftTTTftft n« (-^) Mounting the funeral pile after or with th«

body of the husband, s. BB, and BTTTBB ascending.

"ftftTftft n. (-ij)
1 An unctuons or cooling enema. • Service.

* Regret, affliction. ‘ A place where work is done, a manufac-

tory, a house of industry, k. BJ before, BIB to sit, and ^ar aff.

BBTTna m. (-B*)
1 The monthly Srdddha, or funeral repast in

honour of the manes, held on the day of tiew moon
;
it should

be, according to Menu, of meat eaten after the presentation of

a pin da or ball of rice. * The monthly obsequies performed

during the first year after the death of a parent, e. B^f after,

and BIBTB to be taken or eaten
j
from B with BTB prefixed,

and BTB aff.

BBTWTBJW n. (-B) Sec the preceding.

BBlfBB mfn. Daily, diurnal. «. BRTB daily, BB aff.

BB lfBfl mfn. (-TT-WTB) Deposited with a person to be deli-

vered ultimately to another, x. BTy. and BlflB placed.

BfBir mfn. (-B*-WMf) ' Joined, connected with. ' Having as

an essential or inherent part, possessed of, poosessing. * Con-

nected as in grammar, or construction, k. b^ with, and XTB

gone, part, of TB also BBtw.

B^B mfn. (-B'.-BT-B) Sought, x. B^ after, and ^ desire/

with the part, affix ft.

BBtw mfn. (-TT -Br-B) Joined, connected with. Sec BpBB.
r. BB with, and t^B front to go.

BBEB fn. (-BT:^> ’ Research, investigation of duty by reason-

ing. * Research, enquiry in general, i. B^, to desire,

and B[ aff. and in the fem. wnr.

BwllBB mfn. (-B:-BT-B) Sought, e. the pari, past of •<£*,

Bj prefixed, and X inserted before ft.

L
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Xwffxxmfh. ( wt-Wt-f%) Seeking, inquiring after, r. x>J before,

XT to wish, fxfir aff.

mfn. (-¥T-vjt An enquirer, a searcher, a. before

TX, and «x 8lffix *gency.

XU :mx n. (-Xl’) The offering or performance of sacrifice.

XX f- pi. only, (XTX) Water, e. xrx to obtain, and fxr^ Un'Adi

affix; the vowel of the radical becomes short.

XX ind. A particle and preposition implying 1
Inferiority, (below,

worse.) * Privation, (from.)
a Separation, (away from.) • Con-

trariety, (against, opposite to.) * Difference, (from.) • Dis-

honesty. * Exultation : as to revile, XXV* to take

away, XHX'tf to do wrong, XXXXj to contradict, in-

famy, icc. b. X neg. and X from XT to preserve.

X^xcx n. (-X) * Acting improperly, doing wrong. * 111 treating,

offending, injuring, a. XX before, X to do, ¥?¥ aff.

XVX^ mfn. (-'ftr-’ff-^) Injurious, offensive, hostile, inimical, an

enemy, a. xrx before ¥ to do, XX aff.

XXXXX n. (-Xf)
1 Evil doing, wickedness. * Oppression, vio-

lence. * Laziness, incompetence. 4 Any impure or degrading

act or rite. n. XX before, XXE act.

XXXX Tg m. (*W : ) An indelible disgrace, a. XTX before, XX¥
a stain.

xrxri m. (-^0
1 Pulling down, bringing low, lowering, depress-

ing. * Inferiority, infamy, degradation. So XXXTX n. (xL)

x. xrx before, XT to attract, xx. or off.

XTXTT m. (-TO * Injury, offence, wrong, mischief. ’Wickedness.

* Tyranny, oppression.
4 Hatred, enmity, s. xrx ill, and arm

what does.

X XXH.X mfn. (-¥:-XT-X) Injuring, pernicious, a. XTX before, ft

to do, Xf aff.

XXXlMft'̂ f. (*XtO Reproach and menace, i. XXXTT haired,

and atx speech.

XXXlfrXmfn. (-ftfNft-ft)
1 Offensive, oppressive. 1 Wicked,

doing ill. * Mischievous, malicious.
4 Inimical, a. XXXTTT,

and xlx aff

Xl WXrrif mfn. (-^f-ffat-f^) Malicious, malevolent, e. XX-

XTT and xfi$-t who aims at.

XXeftfX f. (-fifr) Infamy, disgrace, h. xrx before, xtfft fame.

XXVX mfn. (-iri-TTT-X)
1 Done wrong, maliciously, offensively,

or wickedly committed. * Who does wrong. * 111 treated.

4 Observed or practised as a degrading or impure act, as ser-

vile duties, funereal rites, &c. u. XTX before, V to do, X aff.

XX iifn f. (-fr-) ' Oppression, wrong, injury. * Enmity, opposi-

tion.
4 Any degrading or impure act or rite. e. xrx before, fr

to do, f¥¥ aff. *

xrxvfT mfn. (-¥:-¥! tf)
' Low, vile, inferior. * Perplexed, dis-

tressed. * Depressed, lowered, brought down. s. part, past

of ex, with XX prefixed.

XXXXXT f. (-XT) Inferiority, vileness. So XXXXW u. (-xf .) a. XX
or x addad to the last.

xrxlil f. (-fir) ' Immaturity. * Indigestion. E* ¥ neg. xfil ripeness.

XTX mfn. (-m-W'ti) Unr»pe» immature, k. ¥ neg. XW ripe.

wxfift i f. (-XT) Immaturity, e. XTX, and XX affix : also with

X, xrxxx.

XXXX m. (-wO
1
Flight, retreat.

4 Passing off or away. t. XX
from, and XT to go, with XX aff.

XXXHW n. ( -X) Retiriug, passing off or away. b. XX before,

XX to go, art aff.

XXfaXT f. (-XT)
1 Oppression, offence. * Evil doing, wickedness.

1 Any impure act or rite. k. xix, and fifXT action.

XVXIX m. (-x :
) Reviling, abusing, k. XX against, xrx to call

out, and XX aff.

XXX mfn. (-vr-XT-x) Adverse, opposed to, not of the same side

or party- k. X neg. XX « party.

XXXXT f. (-XT) Opposition, hostility. B. XXX, and XX affix : or

with x affix XXXX.
XXXX mfn. (-X:-XT*X) 1 Dead, deceased. * Gone, departed, re-

mote, gone off. b. xrx away, and xx gone.

XXXW m. (-W-) Departure, separation, death, e. XX, and xx

to go, affix XX.

XXXT f. (-XT) A river, t. XX down, below, or xr^ water, and

thence the sea
; and XT what goes downward or into the

sea ; also XTXXT- *

XXXX m. (-x :
) A limb or member, b. XX, and XX from XX to

kill or hurt.

XXXIX m. (-xO Striking or cutting off killing, x. XX, and VTX

striking.

XXXrfxx mfn. (-xVfxx^-fx) Murderous, killing, a. XXXTX,

and xfx aff.

XXXX m. (-¥**)
1 Loss, privation. * Respect, obeisance, e. XX

opposite to, and XX from fx to collect, with XTX aff.

xxxtfxx mfn. (-X:-XT*X) Saluted, reverenced, e. XX here im-

plying much or highly; and XtfXX part, past of XTX to re-

verence.

XXXTT ra. (-T'-)
J Impropriety, defect, wickedness. * Observing

unwholesome or improper regimen, s. XTX before, XT to go,

XX aff.

XXXTfbf mfn. (-ftfTXt-fr) Wicked, bad, one who acts wickedly.

a. XXXTT, and Tfa aff.

xxfxx mfn. (-X:*XT-1T) * Saluted, honoured. * Diminished, ex-

pended, wasted, e. XX before, XTX to reverence, or to

collect, % aff.

xxfxfx f. (-fin) * Loss. * Expense. * Annihilation. 4 Worship,

reverence, b XX before, xtx or fx, and fif¥ aff.

XXVft f. (-xt) ' Enlargement of the glands of the neck, &c.

* Any indolent tumor, R. X neg. XX to ripen, XX and XtXaff.

XXXtXXTX mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Wasting, perishing, departing.

b. XX before, fa to collect, XTXX aff.

XXXX m. (-XT) A spendthrift. R. XX, fa to collect, X^aff.

XXXTX mfn. (-T tn-tj)
1 Shadowless, having no shadow, as a

deity or celestial being. * Having a bad or unlucky shadow,

f. (-XT) An unlucky shadow, a phantom, e. XT priv. xtxt

shadow.

XXXtffX n. (x) Simple elementary substance, not compounded

of the five gross elements- a. neg. xx five, frx made, xt

augment.

XXXTwn: mfn. (-T*-TT-^) Adjoining, contiguous, s. X neg. xx
a screen, and xtit between.
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VT^f f. (-tft) A screen or wall of cloth, especially the kmdi

or screen surrounding a tent. r. Z priv. and TZ to go, with

fern, termination preventing admission.

ZTiiTT m. (-T'.) Precipitate entrance on the stage, indicating

hurry and agitation : also read b. aiv^ curtain,

and TT tossing.

ZTZ mfn. (-ZtZt-tft-Z)
1 Sick, diseased.

1 Awkward, not cle-

ver, uncouth. ' Ineloquent. b. z neg. v* clever.

Z*MTCT n. (-^) A defect in any of the senses, a. ZTZ, and

TTT doing.

ZMffrfT mfn. (-ir-TT-TI) Unlearned, ignorant s. Z neg. vfwrt

learned.

ZVHifT m. (zrt) Spasmodic contraction of the body, ewpros*

thotonos. e. *BT away, TZ will, fW a(f.

TMH n. (-Tl) Fasting, (in sickness.) e. ZT bad, and TT$T

satisfaction.

Z«rsmi m. I -nr:) Spasmodic contraction: see the last e. ZT
down, TRT to spread, aff.

ZTZ n. (- rd) Offspring, male or female, b z neg. TIT to fall,

and TT affix
:
the family being upheld by them.

ZTZTT f. (-TT) A midwife, b. ZTZ offspring, and TTT fem -

deriv. who gives.

TqXIWT m. (-Z) The vulva, b. ZTZ, and TZ the road.

K

m

aifu * m. (•’St) A father who receives a gratuity from his

son-in-law, a seller of his offspring. s. vvflf, and fhzfT*f

who sells.

m. (-^:) A crab. e. ZTZ offspring, and ZW an enemy.

The crab being said to perish on producing young.

ZMTT mfn. (-T’-TT-tf) * Bashful, modest * Immodest /. (-TT)

1 Bashfulness. * Want of shame, immodesty, b. ZT, and TTT

shame.

ZTTfTZ mfn. (*Z:-ZT-^) Bashful b. ZT before, TT to be

ashamed, and TW^alf.

ZTZ n. (-^) The absence of a road. e. Z priv. and TZ for TfTT
a road.

ZTFTT m. (-wr) See the preceding.

ZTZ| mfn. (z Unsuitable, inconsistent. # (In medi-

cine) Contra-indicated, unfit as food or drink in particular

complaints, e. Z neg. TZ suitable.

ZTZ mfn - or ,CT _T)
1

Footless, having no feet.
1 Hav-

ing no place, no station, adv. n. (-z) Unseasonably, inoppor-

tunely. m. (-Z*) A reptile, e. z neg. TZ a foot.

ZTZrz n. (-si)
1 Approved occupation. * Work well or com-

pletely done. r. ZT before, ZT to give, and aff.

n. (-T) See the above, b. zz added.

ZMqj^*- mfn. (-Z’*-ZT-<) Adjoining, contiguous, n. (-<) Pro-

ximity, dose, contiguity, b. z neg. TZ a foot, and zzz be-

tween.

ZTZT^ m- (-^:) Nonentity, b. Z neg. TZTZ a thing.

Zvf<w n. or ind. ( Intermediate space, half a poiat of the

compass, k. ZT, and fzz to shew, Z aff.

ZTfzZ *"rf. ‘ Dispersing, going or having gone to various quar-

ters. * Having shewn or stated, b. ZT before, fzz to show,

T aff.

ZT^TTTf. (-ITT) An evil spirit, a goblin, a. ZT.andZTTTadeity.

ZTZZ m- (*Z :) ' Evasion, prevarication. * Disguise by dress, Ac.

* Place, quarter. * A butt or mark. 1 Cause. • Fame, repu-

talion. * A contrivance, a pretence, a pretext, b. ZT ill,

badly, Ac. and fzz to shew, with ZZ aff

ZTTZ n. (-Z) ' An impurity, any bad thing. * Alloy, adulter-

ation. e. ZT, and IT thing.

ZTZZ m. (-Z’) Degradation, disgrace, b. ZT, and adz loss.

ZTZTZ m. ( Z-) A man of a mixed or impure cast. s. ztzt
and W born.

ZTZZ mfn, (-Z--ZT-Z)
1 Cursed, reviled. 1 Abandoned.

* Pounded, k. ZT implying contempt, Ac. pert, past ofzz
to go, also ZTUTfl-

ZTZTZ n. (-z) Evil thoughts, wickedness, b. ZT, and ZTZ me-

ditation.

ZTZTZ n. (-Z)
1 Taking away, withdrawing, removing. • De-

stroying. * Dying. * Acquittance of a debt or obligation.

B. ZT from, Tt to take, T0Z aff.

ZTZl T mfn. (-1T-TT-T)
1 Taken away, removed. • Paid, dis-

charged. b. ZT from, zt to take, Z aff.

ZnftT ind. ' Having taken away. * Having discharged, b. ZT
before, Tt to take, V aff.

ZT^fa f. f-f>T) Removing, taking or sending away. s. ZT, ajz

to send, fifT aft

ZTZTZ m. (-Z*) Removing, taking away. b. ZT, and ^z t0

send, affix

ZTZTZZ n. ( z)
1 Removing, destroying. * Expiating, k. ZT

before, sjT to "end, zz aff.

ZTTTT mfn. (-T:*TT-T) Of low caste, using separate vessels,

n. (-sf) A separate vessel, one from which no one else will eat.

8. ZT apart, TIT a vesscL

ZMMlfhn m. (-TTt) A person who has lost caste, one with whom

his kindred will not eat or drink, from a common pdtra or

vessel, b. ZTTfT, and TTZ aft

ZTTt mfn. (-Tl^'-fr) Fearless, undaunted, s. ZT away,

sft fear.

ZTTZ m. (-Z: ) Ungrammatical language, k. ZT from, tit to

fall, and ZT[ affix
,
also ZT«fT-

ZTT m. (-Z:) Declination, (in astronomy.) a. ZT, WT to measure,

zaff.

ZMTTT n. (-i|) Disrespect, disgrace, b. ZT reverse, and TT to

respect, affix wz.

ZMW lfTd mfn. (-Z-TT-IT) Disrespect, disgraced, b. ZTTTT dis-

grace, TTZ aff.

ZVTRf
mfn. (-z: ZT-Z) Disreputable, dishonounfoic. b. ZT

before, TT to mind, ZT aff.

ZTf«TT mfn. (.z:-ZT-Tf)
J Neglected in dress or person, un-

adorned.
1 Disrespected, disgraced, b. ZT before, TT to

measure, TV aff. 1

ZTfrZT n. (-Z) Debt. e. ZT from, fir to throw, and ZZT
aff.

ZTZi^ m.
(-1J)

Sudden death, dying olsome casualty, not of

sickness or decay, e. ZT, Zi^ death.

ZTTTT n. (-Z) Disgrace, infamy. &. ZT before, TT^fwn^

[ « 1
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mfn. (-r.-rr-t) Disgraceful, occasioning infamy.
|

e. VHRire, and qiT what makes.

iqqq iW n. (-^) Retreat, flight, u. from, and qTW going.

vrv; mfn. (-T! *CT*lf)
1 Other.

1 Opposite, contrary.
1 Posterior,

(in place or time.) * Similar, same. 1 Friendly, not adverse,

n. (-^) The hind quarter of an elephant, f. (-^T)
1 The womb.

Suppressed menstruation in pregnancy.
1 The west. e. vr

neg. and tlT from q to nourish or fill, and affix* or ^ neg.

and q* other.

sg q CSI
in dm Again, moreover, a. vq the particle added to the last,

n. (-w) * Opposition, contrariety. * Posteriorly, (in place

or time;) aLm WTT f. (-W.) a. M or nqr added to

m. (-fir:) Stopping, ceasing, x. VR from, to please,

and fifWaff.

Vq ct. i’t in. ( -q: ) The end of the night, the last watch, k. vr*

the end, HV from qtfq a night.

qRtvnqr n. (M) Another world, paradise. *. W, and ’WTC

world,

vprcq’ m. (-T-) * Contest, dispute. ' Discord, a. VR, and tT

sound.

n. ( -n' ) A kind of metre of four lines, having every

two lines the same.

^q^aifaf* mfn. (-tt-WT-Tt) Undisturbed, undisputed, a. ^q*

qq, and ^sfsnr free from.

qHHqjtl adj. mfn. (-q:-qr-T) or aHv. n. (-^)
1 Continued, unin-

terrupted.
a Continually, (applied to action.) a. qf neg.

and vt-W mutual.

mfn. (-qr-^t-vi) Not having the head downwards or

reverted.
a Presenting a firm front in battle or danger, a. vr

neg. qrRvjqi reverted.

VIMii !** mfn. (-v.-nr-lf) Unconquered, unsurpassed, m. (-w:)

1 A name of Siva.
a Also of Vishnu. * A sage. f. (-HT)

1 A
name applied to several plants.

a (Clitoris tematea,) see

fkf<
% jEschynomenc scsban, sec HRT- and, a Another

plant, see WHWUtff. 1 A name of the goddess Duboa. • A
species of the lRPft metre of four lines, with fourteen sylla-

bles in each line. * The north-east quarter. a. 'VVt. another,

^ neg. and fknr conquered, excelled, &c.

mfn. (iy:-VfTR) Unconquerable, invincible, i. Win:, and

WWW unconquerable.

fWI mfn. (-W:-1T-W) ' Criminal, guilty. * Erring, a. WW be-

fore, fjq to accomplish, n aff.

W M<Jt« qw m. (-Hi:) An archer or arrow always missing the

butt. *. HRTR erring, and qvw an arrow.

WWTT^ mfn. (-WT- 1^-^) Offending an offender, a. qR before,

qrq, with *W aff.

qvtil m. (-W-) Offence, transgression, fault, a. wq badly,

and KTW to accomplish, WW aff.

qRnfvw mfn. (-m-WMf) Criminated, condemned, a. w*KR
and tv aff.

WvMfvcn f. (-m) Criminality, guilt. So qRnfwai n. (-w\) a. WW
or if added to WVTIW.

Wv<rfvsr mfn. (-wt-faftfw) Offending, culpable, criminal.

* WW**, and XX aff-

^iKiuR mfQ. (-W’*WTW’) Independent, a. w neg. qmftw tie-

pendant.

HRCif m. (-W :
) Afternoon, the last watch of the day. a. WW^

last, and WV for WWW a day.

qRTTWWW rafn. (-W-tft-V) Belonging to or produced in the

close of the day, also qtlt'jiin. a. qycif the end of a

day, with qj, or qpt aff.

qprf^RrfWTT mfn. (w:*WT-Tf)
1 Unknown. 1 Unseen, a. w neg.

qfrarfww seen.

Wqf<.f»« mfn. (-Wt-WT-'^) Dry, not moist, not liquid, a. w neg.

wftfkn moist.

wqfia* mfn. (-ir-WT-W) Unknown, unoblained. a. w neg.

^fhnt obtained.

wqfrww m. (-WJ) Non-acceptance, e. w neg. qfi vq taking.

qRfnrnp mfn. (-wp*wt-V) Unfit or improper to be accepted,

not to be taken, a. w neg. qftinw to be taken.

WvRwfqq mfn. (-wl-fqwt-fw)
1 Without acquaintance- 1 Mis-

anthropic. a. vi neg. wftwfww acquainted.

WVft-fWfl mfn. (-ir-WT-lf) Unacquainted with, unknown to.

a. W neg. qftfqiT known.

qrefTWW mfn. (q:-qT^) Unsociable, a. W neg. wfcfrw to be

combined.

WMfcWW n. (-W) Absence of clothing, nudity, a.W neg.

covering.

W^ftwi mfn. -W’-WT-'tf ) Uncovered, unclothed, Jti wuf» Wlfq*-

mfn. (-m-WT-Tf.) a. W neg. qft^t or ufr^lfqw clothed.

W 4 ft.fa I mfn. (-W.-WT-W) Continuous, connected without inter-

val. a. VI neg. qfVfww intersected.

wqfiwtw m. (-q:) * Want of arrangement or order.
a Want

of distinction or division, a. w neg. qfrfaq section.

VRfrfafwW mfn. (-Tt-lfT-W) Unarranged, not distinguish ed or

divided, a. w neg. intersected.

qrvffawv n, (-if) Celibacy, a. w neg. qfrwqq marrying.

WVft Vt«l f. (-in) An unmarried woman, a. VI neg. qftvftw

married.

VRf<TR5 mfn. (•V^-VT-'VO Not quite mature, a ^ neg. qfHrw
ripe.

wrqfnrf* f. (-far: -it) Want of order, disarrangement a. ^ neg.

ufcnf* order.

VlfrjW mfn. (-WJ-ITT-li) Unripe, immature, imperfect a. W neg

perfect.

mfn. (-W-qT-Vi) Without measure, immense, immeasu-

rable. a. vi neg. qftRrvi measured.

Vf H mfn. ( m-TIMT)
1 Unmeasured. a

Unlimited, un-

bounded. x. vr neg. qfyfsnt measured.

Vivfcwq mfn. (-q:-vn-lf) Unbounded, illimitable, a. vr neg.

ufcwv measurable.

vnfnrm mfn. (*w:-wi-w) Pure, dean. e. ^ neg. ilftwTW dirty.

VRfcrrvi mfn. (-V1 VTT-^) Not to be reprimanded, a. ^ neg.

qfrvivi to be reproved.

vqqfCVTT mfn. Uninclosed, unsurrounded, e. neg.

qftnr surrounded.

wvfcHfn; m. (•<:) Coarseness, rudeness, want of polish or

finish, moral or physical, a. q| neg. wfcsqiR polish.
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WifiJWn mfn. (-w-w-n'l CJ*. rule. unprKshed, unwanted,

morally or physically, ai neg- dOy*$H finished.

VlfNt mfn. (-C-tT-V) D>nt, not contiguous, h W neg.

lf<H near. /

tpjftytTrlti mfn. ( -STT Tin 1

1

t to he abandoned of lost. a. ^
neg. Tiffg to leave. Wtfn. aff. ,

g q ft * I ui mfn. (ifr.i&T-S' Not to be avoidW. inevitable

* Not to be abandoned. Not to be degraded.*'-. Si neg.

to leave, mn aff. I

mfn. (-W^WT-tifutried, unproved, e. ^ neg. MClfsin

tried.

mfn. (.•tr tn-^.tflbgly, deformeil. Il-loolting, ill-made,

monstrous, n, (-tf) htnstrosity, deforaity. a. ssrq bad, WV

form. I /

srmd mfn. leafiess. f. (•* A name of PsavsTt.

*. w not, and -yd a lift the gndd> not having even leaves

for food, during her ^-rfortnance V religious austerities.

^qt4m mfn. (-tr-gr-tu ‘ Unlimiuv unbounded. * Incompe-

tent, unable, iiuuflicifnt. • Incod'lctc, not enough, s. g neg.

tt*i(a extended.

t*tn&nt m. <•*:) Want of ordi/or method, a. g neg. WW
order.

qqw n. (-qf) A pin or bolt *•^ below, and qrr to take,

V aff.

qqwrq m. (-q:)
1 Denial a concealment of knowledge, eva-

sion. * Affection, regard * Concealing, hiding, r. qq away

or kindly, and "nr to stA q*T affix; also qqwyn n. (-q.)

qyqilMq mfn. {-qt-fxpfq) ^nc who denies or evades.

e- qywjq and qfq 0/

qqwrfVqT f. (-in) Thi*- *• WW to desire, qq aff.

qqqq mfh. {-qr-qr.wW’itb 0111 air, sheltered from wind. n. (-si)

A garden, a grove K - qq, and qq a wood, or q neg. qqq
wind.

qqqvqr m. (-qr:) in inner apartment, the lying-in chamber.

b. qq before pf t° bide or choose, qq and qnj affs.

qqqvq n. (-qf) Covering, screening. * A garment, a mantle.

b. qq before* to screen, W7 aff.

qqqq m. (*$:’ 1 Final beatitude, the delivery of the soul from

the body, and exemption from farther transmigration.

4 Abandoning, quitting. * The fruit or consequences of any

completd act.
4 The completion of any act. *Any act

brougb to a conclusion. • End, completion, e. qq from, qq
to fojake, war affix, and 9 substituted for q.

qrrqB- mfn. (-q:-f7-^) Conferring final beatitude, e. qqq$,

ttff who gives.

qqqqq n. (-q)
1 Gift or donation. * Final emancipation or

latitude.
1
Abandoning, abandonment, k. qq before 79} to

t)r*ake, and wx aff. See qqqq.

mfn. (-W*-WT*lf) Abandoned, quitted, got rid of, given

or cast away. k. qq before, qq to forsake, q aff.

m. 1 Taking away. * A common measure in algebra.

*. qq away, iq being.

qqqqinr n. (-q)
1 Agitating, shaking. * Taking away, removal,

resumption. • Transferring, removing from one place to

H

another. 4 Abbreviation, abridging. * Division by a common
measure, reduction of a fraction to its lowest term*, e. qq
away, qq to be, *trq aff.

*4 -

qppnq; m. (-q:)
1 Censure, blame. * An order, a command.

* Difference, distinction, exception. 4
Contradiction, opposi-

tion, denial, r. qq implying aversion, and qTq speech, from

with qq ;
also qyqjq.

qqii^q mfn. (-qn-qT-q) ‘ Censuring, accusing. * Opposing,

objecting to.
4 Excepting, excluding, a. qq before qq to

speak, W?i aff.

qqqifqq mfn. (-q:-qT-ltf) * Accused, censured. * Opposed, ob-

jected to. a. qq before qq to speak, causal form, q aff.

qqqrfqq mfn. (-qt-fqqt-fq) 1 Accusing, defaming. * Opposing,

objecting to. b. qyqiq and qfq aff.

qqxrcq n. (-1) Disappearance, concealment, covering, e] qq
before vvqto hide, in the causal form, and q^qaff.

qqqrfkff mfn. (-W'.-HT-li) Covered, concealed, disappeared.

k. qy before qa^ to hide, 7| affix, and the vowel is made

long.

qqquii wd. 1

(In theatrical language,) Apart, aside. * Having

concealed, e. qq before rq to hide, qrq aff.

qqqrq m. (-Vj An inference or deduction, e. qpt before qq
to bear, aff.

qqfqq mfn. (-q;-qr-d) Impure, unclean, e. q neg. qfkq pure,

^qfqqqr f. Impurity, uncleanness. So qqfqqai n. e. qq or «q

added to the last.

qqfki mfn.(-q:*qr-q) ‘ Rejected, dismissed, removed. * Thrown,

sent.
1 Broken to pieces, e. qq before irq to strike, H the

part, affix, and the semivowel changed to its corresponding

vowel q.

qrqfqqtjq m. (*q.) A son rejected by his natural parents, and

adopted by a stranger ;
one of the twelve object* of filiation

in Hindu law. E. a* before, and *jq a son.

qrqfrqT f. (-WI) A species of grass, (Kyllingia monocephala.)

t vqq, amt fqq poison.

qqirq mfn. (-q:-qr-li)
1

Reversed, inverted, overturned. 4 De-

prived of. * Uncovered, e. ^q, and qq established,

q-qqq m. (-q:) Piercing any thing in the wrong direction. K. qpf,

and qq perforating.

q y qij ra. (-q:) Prodigality, e. qq, and wq expense.

qyqqqm mfn. (-q:-qT-s|)
1 Squandering. * Denying a debt.

e. qq away, qq expenditure, used as a verb, xrjsrq aff.

qqq f«*t mfn. (-qt-f^qt fq) Squandering, wasting, prodigal.

E. qqqq and qfq aff.

qyyy mfn. (-q: Tiqf) Fearless, having no fear or hesitation.

adv. n. (-V) Fearlessly, e. qq, and qq fear,

qqq^ ra. (-1^:) A low man. See qqqq.

qqqxq m. (-q-)
1 Ungrammatical language. 4 Common or

vulgar speech, any form of language not Sangerit. b. qq
bad, and q^q sound.

qqij
-q m. (-qjq) The souL e. qq, and Ijq sorrow,

qqqrq m. ( q:) A tree, (Jonesia msoca.) e. qq, and qrq sorrow,

qrq* n. (-1) Tile end or point of the hook for driving an ele-

phant. x. qq before * to surround, and q aff.
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qqgq m. (-q:) 'I’he point of the hook by which elephants arc

driven.

qqq in. (*^ ) Time. mfn. ' Contrary, opposite.

* Left, (not right.) ind. 1 Well, properly. * Handsomely.

• Contrary, perversely, b. qq badly, xq what stays, with *£

Un'&di affix
; x?i becomes q.

qqqPC mfn. (-*:-«CMC) Opposite, contrary, k. TIT contrary,

and < from TT to obtain, affix q.

mfn. (-q:-qr-q ) Opposite, contrary, e. as before, IT

substituted for

qqq n. (-q:) Sacrificing, b. qPT to obtain, q^jq Un&Ii nff. j

the radical vowel made short.

IWf m. (-q:) A low man. an outcasts ; it especially applies

to the children of six degrading connexions, or of a Brdbnnn

with the women of the three lower classes
; of a Kxkctriya

with women of two, the Pkuya and Sddra ; and of a / 'aixga

with one of a lower class or a Sudrd. b. qq low, qq; to abide,

and qq aff.

flVHt. m. (-T) The removal of any thing from one place to

another. £. qq before q to go, qqaff.

qprffirff n. (-v|)
1 A gift or donation. * Killing.

8 Final eman-

cipation. * Abandonment, s. qq before qq to leave, ami

*pafT.

n. (-vii) Going out, egress, e. qq before myi going.

qqn$ m. (-q:) A secret emissary or agent, a spy. So q^nq*
m. (-q:) v

.

qq bad, Ac. qq who goes; from qq with

qqaff.

qqqqfk ind. The space between the thumb and the forefinger.

qq*/q mfn. (-q:-q<-q)
1 Opposite, contrary. 1 Right, (not left.)

n. (-^) Tlie space between the thumb and the forefinger.

E. TI, and *?q left.

qifqqq mfn. (-q-qr-q) Sec the above, e. qq added,

qqqiv; rn. (-T*-)
1 Egress, passage for going forth. * Going out

or away. e. qq before, TK a going,

qqqtfvq mfn. (-qt-TTT-q) Gone out, got out, escaped, fled,

a. qq before, qrfnr gone.

qqqK' m. (•*:)
1 Any purt of a carriage.

s The anus. * Faces.

e. qq, and qr from ITT to furrow, or V to do; q is inserted

for the sake of euphony.

qqqnw mfn. (-TP-TH-Tf)
1 Bathed or bathing after mourning,

or upon the death of a connexion. M Bathed after death, (the

corpse,) preparatory to other ceremonies, k. inf, and Tgnr

bathed, from *STT, and q aff.

qqqpq n. (-q)
1

Funereal bathing, upon the death of a con-

nexion, after mourning. Ac. * Impure bathing, or bathing in

water with which a person has previously washed, k. qq,

and qpq bathing.

uprwjsr mfn. (-vr-qr-q) 1 Being without spies or emissaries.

* Wanting the introduction or explanation, (grammar.) s. qq
with TV? a spy', or q and HHJq the first section of the Bkdshya.

qqqnT m. (-T) Epilepsy, falling sickness, e. qq privation, w
to remember, and qq affix t loss of memory or sense,

qqrjnfirq mfn. Epileptic, convulsed, e. T^q added

to the last.

mfn. (-qt-qr-q) Destroy. K . qr*. and qq killed,

qrqrrn n. (-vi) ' 1 aking away, crying off, stealing, Ac. * Tak-
ing bir*, resuming, k. qq bbre q to take, fcq aff.

mfu. (-q:-qr-q) ' To I taken away, carried off, sto-

len, Ac. * To be taken back oreaumed. r, up? before q to

take, WqHt: affix; also qqvnU.md qqqrttf
nprrw n* (*^ ' Taking away otoff. * Stealing, plundering.

k. qq, and the hand.

qprqftJPT mfu. (qr-qr-lf) Lost.^ parted with or deprived

of. E. qq. qq>thc hand, Tqrqnf
TTqTfq * ( f*r) 1

Exception, exchion. * Quitting, leaving.

Leaving off, *U>iping. k. qq, an qjfq abandoning,

wqqrq ind. Having left or abandon!. ‘Except, excepting.

K. qq before qr to bandon, q aff.

qprqrt: rn, (-T) ' Loss. * Taking away * Theft, stealing. * 8e-
creting. * Spending Mother person’.‘property. E. qq before

if to take, qq aff.

qpmyqr mfn. (q:-qT-q)One who ta.es away, seizing, taking

a thief, u. qqq to tak*awily ^ lff.

qpTTlf^q mfn. (-tCt>f<ql-fr)One who akes away, who seizes,

steal*, Ac. a plunderer, a tjef. e.^ to afl*.

qqqrq m. (-q:) Silly or cauM..as laughter, k. qq before, qrq
laughter.

qq’fTT mfn. ( q -TTT n) 1 Take away, carried off, stolen, Ac.
1 Taken back, resumed, k. q before qq taken,

qq^ in, (-q )
' Denial or conce^nt of knowledge. * Affec-

tion. t. qq before, qrq to conc^^ an <|^ an;

qpTqnr mfn. {-TT.-7n*7r) Concealed, niie<J, u. before, qi and

q aff.

qqqtfq f. (-1q:)
1

Denial, or conceah..nt 0f knowledge. * A
figure of rhetoric, applying a detention or simile to other

than iu obvious application, k. qqq*, f^ aff.

qqqriq mfn. (*Tf7-,q^*qJ One who concvj s or denies, k. qpr-

?T and «q aff.

qq q mfn. (-q.-qr-qj Immature, raw, uiiressed or unripe.
#
Undigested, m. (-q:)

1 Immaturity. * odigeation. e. q
neg. qrq ripeness.

qqiqrvr n. (-vf) 1 Payment, liquidation. * Kemoftl, abstraction.

b. qq and qjq before q to make, qiz aff.

qqrqqiq n. (*q) Ginger, e. qqiq indigestion, ad herb.

qqiBPT mfu. (-HVfTT-TI) Taken away, removed, de*-oved, void
of. * Paid. e. qq and qfT before 1PT marie. t

qqmfw f. (
1 Removal, taking away. * Change tfform or

condition, k. qq and qT before qfq doing, or yq with

qn»fw form.

qqrq mfn. (-qt-qi-q) Present, perceptible, b. qq before and
qq an organ of sense, or qfq the eye.

qqqf- mfn. (~j£: •^T*^f’)
1 Not in a line or row. * Not in the

same degree or class, unworthy, inadmissible into society, t*.

eluded, e. q neg. x*fq a line, qw affix
; also similar dcriva

lives as qqiqj. Ac.

qqr|;q mfn. (-q:-ql-q) ' Not in a I!ne or row'. * Nor in tlie

snme degree or order of society, k. q neg. qf^- a line, qq
aff. see qqi ^.
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mfn. (-W-WT-lf) Defiled or contaminated by the pre-

sence of impure or improper persona, a. qqr|jj excluded,

qqqq affected by.

qqTT n. (-#)
1 The outer comer of the eye. * A sectorial mark

or circlet on the forehead, mfn. (-T'-Tt-T) Maimed, crip-

pled. B. qq before qfq to go, and qq affix, or qr u limb

qu iT* mfn. (q:-qi-q.| Maimed, mutilated, m. (-q:) ' A plant,

(Acbyranthes aspera.) * The outer angle of the eye. k. qq
before qq the body, and q aft’.

qqrtqqq n. (-q) A side glance, a leer, a wink. a. f<nt the

corner of the eve, and qqq looking,

qqr^or qyq mfn. (qqTq qqrqt qqTq) South, southern.

e. Sec w^.
qqrq mfn. (-q:-qr-q) ' Southern, southerly. * Not to be ri-

pened or digested. K. qqrq, and qq «ffi* or q neg. qrq to

be ripened

qyrqtq mfn. (-q:-qT-q) ' South, southern. * Opposite, e. qqrq
and q aff.

qqtqq n. (-W) 1 Sickness, disease. * Awkwardness, inelegance. '

E. q priv. and qrz* strength, cleverness, ffcc. see qz.

qmfww^q n. («q) Celibacy, k. q neg. qTfqtnrq taking the

bind, as in marrying.

qq»q n. (-4)
1 A worthless or common utensil. 1 An inferior

or worthless person, e, q ueg. yn a vessel.

qqryTqviw n. (-dj 1 Acting unbecomingly, doing degrading

offices, os for a Brahman to receive wealth improperly ac-

quired } to trade, to serve a Sudra, and to utter an untruth.

* Excommunication, disqualification k. q neg. qpi a vessel, i

WT'd making, augment
; disqualifying a person from eating

out of the same vessel as another.

yRT<iw n. (-*)
1 Removal, ablation, the sense of the fifth or

ablative caw. * Taking away. ft. qq from, qTqrq taking.

wyiT n. (n)
1
'Hie anus. * A fart, one of the five vital airs.

E. qq below, qq to breathe, qq off.

r
qqtqrq ra. (-q:) The ocean, e. qqr« of water, qrrq lord.

m. (-fir.) The ocean, k. qqf of water, fqfq receptacle

qqPT mfn. (-qt-qHf) Sinless, virtuous, pure. So qqifqq mfn.

(-qt-fqql-fq.) e. q neg. and qrq sin or qrfaw sinner.

qqrqTa in. (-$:) A plant, (Achvranthes aspera.) e. qq, qq to

clean, with qtT prefixed, and q^ affix
j
the ashes are uwd in

washing linen.

qqpnfq m. (-fw:)
1 The ocean. A name of Vabon'a. See qqfq,

k. qqjq genitive case ofqq water, and qfq master.

^xrrfmvt n. (vl) Fire. k. qqr*C of water, and fqq bile ; drying

it up.

qpTrq m. (-q:)
1

Destruction, annihilation. * Separation, dis-

union. * Loss, injury. * Departure, going away. J Retreat,

flight, e. qq away, qq going*

^nrfqaj min. (*qt-fqql-fq) 1 Going away, departing, perishing.

b. qqrq ami xfw aff.

n. (-<) The opposite bank of a river, mfn. (Xt-Tf-T) Un-
bounded, boundless, interminable, e. q neg. qtq shore,

vm* uifn. (-q;qr-afi) Incompetent, impotent. e. q neg. qrrq
who gets through or over.

qqM mfn. (-q:-^r-4) 1 Useless, unprofitable. * Unmeaning.

e. qq without, qq object, also with qq added qMft|*.

qqr^qtq n. (-qr) a false plea in a law suit. e. qqr^, and qrrq

making.

qqfqqq n. (-at)
1 Turning away or from. * Retreat, repulse.

• Returning, e. qq and qrf before qir to be, qaff
qqriq mfn. (-W>WT-lf) 1

Self-willed, unrestrained. * Covered,

concealed. * Surrounded, inclosed.
4 Opened. 5 Driven away.

adr, (-X) Immoderately, unreservedly, e. qq priv. qq to

hide, with qrrq prefixed, and q| aff

qrqrtfq f. (-fq:)
1 Enclosing, surrounding. * Covering, screen-

ing. k. qq and qrq before l to bide. fqq aff.

qqr«fq f.
1 Retreat, repulse. * Returning, e. qq and qn»

before rw to be. fqqaff.

qqTTfl mfn. (-qp-<HMl)
1 Rolling on the ground, (as a horse.)

* Uncovered. 1 Driven back or to the rear, repelled, e. qq
before €7f to stand, and q aff.

qqiqq m. (-q:) An awning spread over a court or yard. mfti.

(-qt-THd) Helpless, destitute: r.. qq, and qrr^q pro'cction.

qqr*TF m, (-TO A quiver; also qqrqT*

qqrqq n. (-ai)
1 Quitting, foregoing, discarding. * Killing,

slaughter, e. qq. qy to be, and Wjq aff.

^q iqcw n. (-T) Departing, departure, removal, r.. qy and TTT.

before ^ to go, WZ aff.

qqTfwq mfn. (-q:-lfT*q) Thrown or cut down. injured,destroyed.

e. xqq with qt9 to throw, q affix and TT augment,

qqiqq mfn. (-w:-yn-if) Gone, departed, gone away. b. qq,

and qTT before H to go. q aff.

qfqrq mfn. (-q>qrf-qi)
1 Thrown off, set aside. • Driven away,

expelled. * Discarded, abandoned. * Disregarded, contemned,

b. qq and qq t<» throw, q aff.

qqyq ind,
1 Having quitted or left. * Having thrown away.

1 Disregarding, e. qq, and qq to throw, q aff.

qfq ind. A preposition and particle corresponding to even,

though, yet, assuredly, &c. and implying 1 Interrogation.

1 Earnest interrogation or enquiry. * Doubt. * Possibility.

* Reproof ; and, • Conjunction. 1
It is often an expletive, i. q

neg, and fq to go, with (qq aff.

qfqffpfr »fn. ( ^r-.-qf-q) Praised. E. qfq before, part, past,

irregularly fonned from q to sound,

j

qfqT ind. Moreover, ulso.

qfyqar mfn. (-q:-qr-fl) Clear, free from sediment or soiL

k. q neg. fqqq muddy.

qfqg- ind. If, if indeed, yet, but yet. e. qfq, and 7f but, and, &c.

qfqeq mb. ( q>qr-q) See the next. k. q neg. fq« a father,

qq added.

qfqq mfn. (-q:-qr-q*) Uninhcrited, acquired, not ancestral or

paternal, k q neg. fqq a father, qnr aff.

qfqqrq n. (-q) Covering, concealment, disappearance, e. qfq

before qr to have or hold, and WE aff. See BntlW.

qfqqq min. (-q -XT-q) C lothed, accoutred, e. qfq, and srq

part, past of qq to bind.

qfqijq mfn. (.q-.-qr-it) Upright, honest, b. q neg. fqjjq di*-

honest.
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n. (-if) Gentleness, kindness, giving pain to nothing.

k. ^ neg. trT*W pftining.

aj ulspr m. (-*:) Dryness of the nose, want of the pituitary se-

cretion and loss of smell, cold. b. ^ neg. at**! the mucus

of the nose.

rafn. (-ap bt w) Very handsome,

araa* mfn. (-**•.-^rr-^f) Tailless, f. ( -^T) A tree, (Dalbergia

sisu.) See fljlpfT. *. * neg. a tail.

^craj mfn. (-araP-'W) Wicked, bad, *. and virtuous.

So aivviftB.

trygif mfn. (-7^) Acting wickedly, wicked, bad. e. B^who
does, with anrar. bo apjaRir

^\ja m. (-si) A man who has no son. e. a neg. ^a a son, also

with anr added,

f. (-fa) Final exemption from life. e. 'B neg. ^a<l-

renewed practice.

m. (-*:) Final beatitude, exemption of the soul from

further transmigration, e. a( neg. again, and WV being,

^nperor mfn. (-*:-*r-af) Modern, new. So apTCnnr. e. ar neg.

old.

apf*a mfn. (-W^-WT-Tf) Unmanly, e. B neg. Tjaa a man.

apjS mfn. (-¥:-TT Lean. e. b neg. nourished.

^y*q rafn. (-Bi-BT-B) Not flowering, k. ai neg. ^B a flower. So

B^*rar and

a^B-iwg. m. ( -^:) Any tree which bears fruit without flower-

ing, as the jack tree. k. afu«j, aw fruit, and ^ what gives.

B -

^** mfn. (-B’.-BT-aU Irreligious, irreverent, b. b neg. vw*

a worshipper.

f. (*WT) Irreverence, disrespect, e. b neg. ijbt worship.

B^fxnr m^n - (-Tri-iTT-TT) Contemned, disregarded, not reverenced

or worshipped, e. at neg. ^rfanr worshipped.

B*w rafn. (-lfi-lTTlf)
1 Impure. * Not having received the invo-

catory rite. e. b neg. Bw pure.

af^a m. (-*’.)
1 Cake of flour, meal, &c. * Wheat, e. aB lo split

with at neg. prefixed
;
U affixed, and a dropped.

sgTJTjj in. (-Up ) Flour, meal. e. aT^B a cake, and *!T aff.

f- (-art) The silk cotton tree, (Bombax heptaphyllum.)

mfn. Incomplete, not full or enure, m. (-at:) A

fraction. * An incomplete number, r. at neg. tjw full.

ar^foriB mfn. (-an-urr-ai) Premature. n». C-w:) Incomplete

time. x. bu*. and arrar time.

ar^waiaai mfn. (Bi-art-at) Abortive, bom before the proper

time. B. afijw, and BTB time, and at born,

sr'phrr f. (-WT) Incompleteness, e. B*[a* tuid itb affix; also

with a,

n» mfn. (-T'-ar-a)
1 Wonderful, extraordinary. Unprece-

dented, unpreceded. 1 Excellent, not exceeded. 4 Not easterly,

n. (-3) The remote or unforeseen consequence of an act, us

heaven of religious rites, a consequence not immediately pre-

ceded by its cause, k. a neg. ijf prior.

apja**r **d- Singularly, unlike any thing else. s. and

afw off.

B7B mfn. (-W-nr-li) Unmixed, uncorabined. m. (-g:) (In gram-

mar) an affix of a single letter, i. at neg. m* combined.

arfaaftW. With, together with, collectively, b. ’a not, t*B
severally.

anrt mfn. (-V-BT-B) Unasked, unaddressed, not spoken to. e. ar

neg. TV asked.

bbbb mfn. (-up-BT-b) Expecting, e. ant before to see,

wm air.3 -

B VaalU mfn. (-a: UT-*f)
1 To be regarded or considered. • De-

sirable. E. BV before to see, BaftiPQ aff.

anhjT f. (-wr)
1 Expectation, hope. * Regard, reference, consi-

deration. Connexion of cause and eflect. * Absolute con-

nexion, as of an individual with its species. * Necessity, need,

occasion, e. BU.^B to see, ar* and aiq. affs.

a^llft f. (-f% : ) Clearness of understanding, the faculty of ar-

ranging and methodising a variety of considerations, b. ar^BT,

and intellect.

aRfcrw mfn. (-w -tn-Tf) * Regarded, considered, referred to.

* Wished, hoped. 1 Connected, b. BB, to see, ai iff.

BBfofB mfn. (-B:-B7-*) 1 To be regarded or considered.

* Desirable, estimable, b. ant and TB to see, it* aff.

arufBB mfn. (-Bt-fBBf*fB)
1 Expecting, hoping, an expectant.

* Looking to. s. B^BI ami ^fa aft’.

BVBI mfn. (-BT-BTT-BP)
1 To be regarded or considered. To

be wished or desired, imi. Having considered, having, or with,

regard or reference to. i. BU, VB to see, XTff nr a aff.

anbf mfn. (-TfS-wr-li)
1 Gone, departed. * Lost. * Open, apart,

e wra, and XU gone.

apHtar mfn. ( ar.-*T-at) Inexpert, e. ^ neg. vvm clever,

annja n. (-a) Integrity, honesty, uprightness, e. b neg. a^T*T

roguery.

a|Mm«« mfn. (-ai:-ar-ar)
1 Deformed, having a limb too many

or too few, &c. * Flaccid. * A child or infant. * Timid, fear-

ful. s. apt before anr to go, affix V, deriv. irr.

aRT9f mfn. (-V:-VT-#)
1 Removed, carried off. * 1a>sI, deprived

of, taken away. * Discussed, established by argument, e. apt,

and wv borne.

aRif<ai[ f. (-BT) A potherb, (Basella, rubra or lucida.)

aianr m. (-TO
1 The removal of doubt by the exercise of the

reasoning faculty. * Reasoning, arguing, b. apt reverse, arf

to reason, and war affix ;
opposed to doubt or deliberation,

ajar** n. (-^ Reasoning, exercise of reason, n, and ara to

reason, W& aff.
_ <# *

rafn.(-w:-'in-'ir)
1 Removed, taken away. * Lost, depriv-

ed of.
1 Established by reason, s apt, and WT to bear, % aff.

apfraa n. (-a) Unznanlineas, cowardice, e. a neg. aiai man-

hood.

apft? n. (-g:) Sacrificing, offering oblations, i. WPT to obtain,

affix, and if inserted.

^5 m. (-£:)
1 The body. * A limb or member, b. arra to obtain,

and 7pr IJn adi aff.

n. (-if*.) Water, (in the language of the Vldia.) x. an to

obtain, affix, and wst inserted.

^[tqfw ro.*(-ffcr:) A name of Vaxcn a. b. water, and af?T lord j

regent of the water, also apfivflf.

aifiqTT m, (*if:) Fine, x, aR water, f*ni bile; see ararfant.
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WTOJW ind. Also, indeed, e. wfy, and ’TW or.

WW* mfn. (-ft-IT-i) Uumanifested, unapparent. I. w neg.

^17 evident.

WTOTW mfn. (-*qJ -WT-wi)
1 Unshaken, literally or figuratively,

firm, steady. ' Unanswered, unrefuted. a. W neg. trem-

bling.

WTOTWm n. (-TTT)
1 Firmness, stability. * Unanswerableness.

*. WW added to the preceding, also with w, WWW at.

WWrffo mfn. (-Tn-tn-fi)
1 Not exceeded, not more than. * Un-

surpassed. i. w neg. wNtt bettered, exceeded.

WWIW mfn. (-W-Wl-W) Hidden, private, not public or display-

ed, not manifest or evident, it. W neg. Wm light.

WW tfw'ff mfn. (-TT-TH-W) Not manifested, undivulged, unre-

vcaled, not evident or public. B. W neg. Wlfn* mani-

fested.

H<nnr mfn, (-ir.-lTT-W) * Unusual, uncommon, occasional or

incidental to. e. W neg. * before int made.

WTOrfif f. (-fir)
1 Accidental property or nature, not the inhe-

rent or inseparable property. * Spiritual being, e. w neg.

wfit nature or matter.

WTOTff mfn. (-¥*-¥!-*) Low, vile. m. (-v) A crow. e. w neg.

Tire excellent.

yyir mfn. (-X’-'XT-X) ' Dull, obtuse. * Bland, mild. t. w neg.

WT sharp.

WTO*t mfn. (wr-wrr-w& Modest, unassuming, e. w neg. TOW
arrogant.

WTO* mfn. (-W-WT-*) Confounded, perplexed. E. W neg. TO*

direct.

WT^X mfn. (-X!*TMO Little, few. r. w neg. TOjr much.

WT%tf<TT mfn. 1
Undcsired, not bidden or command-

ed, * Undeclared, not said. * Not promised. * Unasked, de-

clared. f. w neg. TOnfV* directed.

W^TWIT mfn. (-7T-WT-W) Observing, following, not fallen or de-

viating from. e. W neg. wnr fallen.

WTW mfn. (*T wfT-wf)
1 Childless, without progeny. 1 Unpeo-

pled, destitute of subjects, e. W neg. TOTT offspring.

mr mfn. (-m-Wl-W) Childless, f. (-7JT) A barren woman.

e. W neg. TOtTW generated.

WwTir mfn. (-Wt-lfM!) Unconsecrated, profane, common, e. w
neg. V#tw sacred.

WWPW mfn. Not to be turned away. . w neg.

srwrtj to be dismissed.

WW*fe mfn- (-Wh-WT-W) Not to be discussed, incomprehensible

by reason, a. w neg. TOTWf to be investigated.

WMfll^ m. (-**•) ' Meanness, want of dignity. * Dulness, want

of brilliancy, e. W neg. vrirnr splendor.

WVfil*X mfn. (VT- -KT-xf)
1 Trusted, confidential. * One who docs

not requite or retaliate, b. W neg. *fir again, *T who doe*.

*ntfimT ra. (-XJ
)

1

Non-requital, non-acquittal. * Non-retalia-

tion. * Not remedying, mfn. (-x:-XT-y
1 Helpless, defence-

less. * Irremediable, b. W neg. ttfannx rendering again or

the like.

qnfinJTWI mfh. (XPWPli) Not to be taken, unacceptable, k. W
neg- ^firrrw to be taken.

WTfif* mfn. (-Wt-'^T-q ) Favourable, friendly. E. W neg. ^fviW

adverse-

W^finiWI mfn. (Wr-WT-Bd) Not to be bartered or exchanged.

i. w not, ttfir again, qw to be sold,

wvfir^fn f. (-fif:) * Non-ascertainment. * Non-performance,

failure. * Neglecting, disregard, k. w neg. Tfirxf* effecting.

wqfffTOf mfn. (-W--WT -'ll)
1 Unascertained. * Unaccomplished.

* Neglected, i. W neg. ttfirw effected.

WTlfrl* mfn. 1 Modest, bashful 'Confounded, per-

plexed. * Unrcflectcd, (as an image.) a. W neg. qfitiTT light,

reflexion.

VTlfinf min. (-W:-WT-i?) Unequalled, incomparable, e. W neg.

^firttT similitude.

WvfinW m. (-*’) Natural or spontaneous state or condition.

r. *f neg. qfffW fabrication.

mfn. (-i:-*T *) Natural, not made or artificial e. *
neg. srfrrqw fabrication.

vnrfiTE*r mfn. (-Ef:-WT-s*) * Unobstructed, undisputed. * Abso-

lute, direct, (as inheritance,) not collateral or presumptive.

e. w neg. 'SrfirTOf obstacle.

WtfireV n. (-^)
1 A march or procession. * The Sdma Vtda.

* Auspicious, well, right, m. (WO A warrior, b. W neg. wf^r

against, XW a car.

wqfirww mfn. (w=-qr Unequalled, incomparable, r. W
neg. against, ant kind, furm.

WwfirwW*TT f (-Wf) Unanswerable or incomparable discourse.

k. and wwt speech.

*ntfinnfi7T mfn. (-Wi-WT-tf) Unimpeded, unobstructed. B. W
neg. sififWifxff hindered.

WSfufirviW tnfn. (-xr:-WT-aj) Natural, unartificial e. W neg.

qfwfintTW fabrication.

mfn- ¥)
e Infamous, disreputable. 1 Thrown

away, unprofitable.
1 Undecided, fluctuating, e. * neg. vfffffT

credit, fitc.

w vfflfww mfn. (-TP-WT-TT)
1 Unconsecrated. * Obscure, uncele-

brated. * Unsettled, unfixed, e. *r neg. xrfirfT?r celebrated, Ac.

mfn. (-¥-**T-y Unprohibited, unforbidden, e. W neg.

sfitfw forbidden.

qmfflVW mfn. (-TT-WTTf) * Unaffected, uninjured, unimpaired.

* Not disappointed. * Unobstructed, uninterrupted, k. W neg.

sftnnt hurt.

WV iftETK' mfn. (-T:-ty-tf)
1 Unresisting, defenceless. ' Irremedi-

able. m. (X?)
1 Non-retaliation. * Want of remedy or relief.

e. *f neg. VTpfWTX counteracting.

f. ( ftt-) Mistrust, want of confidence. E. W neg. T^tfir

faith.

wtty* m. (-it:) Necessity, want, e, W neg. sttjw sufficiency.

WS7X* mfn. (-w:-*T-y Invisible, imperceptible, not present.

e. W neg. S7XW present.

WTOI* m. (-W:) Doubt, distrust, disbelief, e. W neg. Trtfx trust.

W^Tf9fir»f mfn. (-vjt fw*^-fil) Doubtful, mistrusting, sceptical

.

R. WVrtjq and xf* aff.

WTOQTW'ff mfn. (-W’.-WT-if) Assented to, nneontradicted, unre-

futod. e. w neg. ^rtliwin denied.
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mfn. (-V’WI X) Not to be contradicted, undeniable.

e. xi neg. V*Jixiu deniable.

XVfxw mfn. 1 Unpublished. * Unnoted, unknown.

k. x neg. srfxw celebrated.

sfspfrx n. (-X) Subordinate, secondary. a. X| neg. xxrx princi-

pal : (always neuter.)

XNXT*Ml f. (-in) Inferiority, subordination. k. XX, added to the

last, also with H, XXXTXiR.

XXRW mfn. (-V-WT-X) Weak, inefficacious, a. X neg. XXXT

potent*

mfn. (-x:-WMf)
1 Dull, obscure. ' Mean. f. XI neg. WT

radiance.

xttvtt mfn. (-tr-m-lf) Insufficient, inadequate, a. if neg. X be-

fore wx been.

XfURTX mfn. Careful, attentive, vigilant, a. X| neg.

XHX careless.

m. (-X-) Care, vigilance, a. ’X neg. q«fix carelessness,

mfn. (-^t-f^fl-f^) Careful, cautious, steady, u. XXXIX

and xf* aff.

xxfxx mfn. (-x:-XT-x) Unbounded, unmeasured, a. XI neg.

vfatf measured.

mfn. (*x:-XT-X) Unbounded, immeasurable, a. 'X neg.

vin? measurable.

xwu« m (-n*) Indifference, laziness, mfn. (-RD-Xl-li) Indifferent,

apathetic, making no effort, s. X neg. XXX energy.

mfn. ( H;-igr-i^) Quick, expeditious, a. X neg.

alow.

XTXRXX mfn. (-XT:-Xrc-qf)
1

Abstaining from action, inert. * Not

exciting to action, a. x neg. xxxx what excites.

XVX^X n. (-if)
1 Refraining from, not engaging in. * Not ex-

citing to. a. W neg. X before nr to be, W? aff.

X|T#tX mfn. (-x:-XT-xf) Unskilful, e. X neg. XXlX skilful.

f. (-fx) 1 Abstaining from action, inertion. 1 Non*

excitement * (In Medicine) Suppression of the natural eva-

cuations, constipation, ischury, isc. a. X neg. X*fx active

exertion.

X’lxX mfn. (*n:-HT li) Moderate, temperate, a. X neg. XWX
intent or fond of.

•wswfti f. (.fir) Moderation, mfn. Moderate,

temperate, e. X neg. XXiX addiction to anjr thing.

XHTXi mfn. (X-Xf-X*) Bad, worthless, a. X neg. Xxx excel-

lent.

X7X* mfn. (-Xi-XT-'d)
1 Turbid, muddy. * Displeased, dis-

satisfied, unfavourable, a. XT neg. Wj pleased.

XXXIX m. (*X :
) Disfavour, disapprobation, r, x neg. XXTX

favour.

xxxrxj mfn. (-X--XT-X3) ‘ Not to be propitiated. * Unappeasa-

ble, implacable. I* X neg. X before to go, XX aff.

XbifW* mfn. (-X*TT*^)

'

Unusual, uncommon. * Uncelebrated,

a. Xf neg. sfwf famous.

mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Not having offspring, barren, childlese.

a. X tug. bearing.

X^JXTT mfn, (-TU-WT-li)
1 Uncommeneed, not begun. •Uncon-

nected with, unattached to. * Uncommon, unusual. 4 Un-

praised, not celebrated. 1 Confounded, not prompt, a. x
neg. X before ^ to praise, X aff.

X^ITX mfn. (-X:-XT-lf)
1 Unhurt, intact. * Untilled, waste,

fallow, a. x neg. sxx broken.

XTTTWX mfr. (-x:-XT-X) ' Special, particular, not common or

generic. * Not vulgar, (especially as dialect or speech.)

a. X neg. 'JiXff common, vulgar.

XM IX mfn. (X'-XT-X’) Secondary, subordinate, e. XT neg.

UTX principal.

X^PftX mfn. (-w.'WT-^) Modem, recent, a. X neg. *r#tx old.

X*nj mfn. (-X: -XT-X) * Unlearned, ignorant. * Unconscious,

unwitting, a. X neg. *TX who knows,

XUTVffT f. (-TIT)
1 Unconsciousness. * Ignorance, a. XX added

to the la&t, also with w, xirrrx.

X’TTX mfn. (-X"- wt-w) Lifeless, inanimate, m. (-X*) Death,

a. XI neg. *TX life.

ViTfwx mfn. (-xffx^T-fx) Lifeless, inanimate, a. and

Xfx aff

X*nr mfn. (-I’.-lT-ll)
1 UnobtaSned. * Unarrived, a. X neg.

7TH acquired.

XU 1 HXTX mfn. (-XT.-XT-X)
1 Inopportune, out of season, * Un-

der age. a. XPfTO, and XTX time.

XTnTXTXTT m. (-TO A minor, mfn. (-TJ-TT-lf) Under age, not

of years to engage in law or public business, a. x neg. am
attained, xprxTT legal affairs.

ararfa f. (-fa:) Non-attainment, non-acquisition, a. ai neg.

Xtfa acquisition.

X*TX mfn. (-X -aiT-af) Unobtainable, unattainable, tad. Not

having obtained, s. X neg. ?rX future or past part.

XlTWTfax mfn. (-xn-art-^f) Uuauthentic, unmuthoritative. R. X
neg. TWlfaX of authority.

X^TXTX n. (-XT) Absence, or insufficiency of proof or authority.

r. x neg. ttxtixj proof.

XITTX mfn. (-ir-XT-TT) Uncovered, unclothed, r. X neg. ST1X

covered.

Xfax mfn. (*X ; -XT-^) 1 Disliked, disagreeable. 1 Unkind, un-

friendly. m. (-X ) A foe, an enemy, f. (-XT) A sort of skeat

fish, (Silurus pungrntissimus.) r. XT neg. fix beloved.

XlflXXT mfn. (;T:-,Cl* ,Tt*T) ' Unfriendly, ill-di«poeed. * Disa-

greeable. E. xflX. and XT wbat makes.

xrftxnrx mfn. wb° *I*eaks harshly or unkindly.

k. XJ neg. kind spoken.

xtfnrxrfxx mfn. Speaking unkindly, e. xfiTX,

and xrfxx who speaks ;
also xfnwrfivr, &«.

f- (-fHt>
1
Dislike, aversion. * Unfriendliness, enmity.

r. x neg. Tftfrr love.

xrltfirXT mfn. (X5-^T*ftA:)
1 Unkind, adverse, * Disagreeable,

offensive, s. X^tfH and RTT what makes.

XTI^nn. (-X) Dislike, aversion, e. xf neg. affection.

mfn. ( x:-xr-¥)
1 Timid, gentle. * Immature, f. (-XT) An

unmarried girl, or one very recently married, and not come

to womanhood, r. x neg. XTX arrogant.

XXTif f. plur. always (-ClO The nymphs of Stcerg-a, attendants

on Inoka. 8. XX water, X to go, and XtX Lu udi affix : or
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in the waters, and flavour : from their fondness for

bathing, or from their being produced at the churning of the

ocean.

EEm f. (-O) An Aptard or heavenly nymph, a. Eff and tf as

before, with EE aff.

EEE mfin. ' Unfruitful, barren. * Vain, unproduc-

tive. f. ‘(-ET) ' The aloe plant, (Aloes perfoliata.) * Another

plant, (Flacoarlia cataphracta.) e. e neg. EE fruit.

EEWwT f- (-ET) Barrenness, unprofitableness, k. EEE with «tE

affix ; also EEEE-

EEEIElfJ !_ mfn. (-^t-fyEt-fff7
) Disinterested, indifferent, not

looking to beneficial consequences, R. E neg. EE fruit, ami

ElElfff4

^. who desires.

EEW >nfn. (-wj.-vir-Wi Productive, profitable, k. e neg. eet

worthless.

mfn. (-E-ET-E) Unblown, n. e neg. EE flowered.

E%ff n. (-E) Opium, mfn. (-Yt-lff-E) Frothless, without scum

or foam. e. e dim. and t|w froth
j the word in the first sense

is, no doubt, of modern date and foreign introduction.

E* r. 1st cl. with an indicatory x, Efff (E*E) To sound.

gtf mfn. f-V-H-4) ' Unmeaning or nonsensical discourse.

* Unbound, at liberty, b. e neg. and Ef bound, connected.

gffg mfn- (-E^-ET-E) See the preceding, e. as before, EE
being added, which leaves E

.

E*TWE mfn. (•I’.-ff-d) Foubnouthed, scurrilous, s. EF* un-

bound, and Ff the mouth.

E*E m. (-E:) Not killing, f. (ET) The aegment of the base of a

triangle, e. e neg. EE what kill*.

EEE mfn. (-Ep-WME) 4 Unmeaning or nonsensical, (as dis-

course.) * Sacred, not to be put to death, k. e neg. EE to I

bind, or EE to kill, and EE nff.

EAVTOTE m. (-E) Immunity, sacredness of character, as that of

an embassador, b. EEE, and ETE quality.

EAEC mfn. (-C.-’O-tC) Unlovely, displeasing, e. e neg. eee
handsome. •

EAEi mfn. (-EP-Ejr-Ef) Fruitful, productive, not barren. *. e
neg. and bound, barren.

EAE mfn. (-E:-ET-E) Weak, feeble, infirm, m. (EH) A plant,

(Tapia cratteva.) see EEE. f. (-ET) A woman, e. e neg. and

EE strong.

^ ATE mfn. 4 Unobstructed, unrestrained. * Free from

pain. f. (-ET) 4 Segment of the base of a triangle. * Indis-

tinctness, perplexity, r. e neg. and ete to oppose, EE aff.

EATEE mfn. (-e:-ete) Not obstructing or opposing, k. e neg.

IHIf what opposes.

^Truj mfn. (-E:-WT-Ef) Improper to be pained or opposed, e. e
neg. ETE to oppose, EE part, affix, also with EaIE^ and EE.
EETEAtE and EErfEEE.

m ^a* (-Et-Et-E) Having no relation or kindred, lone,

unacknowledged, unowned, k. e neg. EE kindred, Efw aff.

^3^* *• Ignorance, mfn* Ignorant, stupid.

*• E neg. ijff understanding.

nifn. (*WfE-E?ri*nty Unwise, ignorant, foolish. I. E
ne8' wise.

EAE mfn. (-E'-ETE) Stupid, foolish, a fool. e. e neg. EE wise.

EiPf m. (-E:) Ignorance, stupidity, mfn. (-Et-ET-E) 1 Ignorant,

stupid. * Puzzled, perplexed, e. E neg. ifrE knowledge.

EATEAE mfn. (-jg:-sgT-El) Incomprehensible, b. E neg. ETE

knowledge, *jq to be attained by.

E E iEEtE rafh. (-E:*ET-E)
1

Unintelligible. * Not to be awaken-

ed or aroused, r. e neg. n rvEl q to be understood, Ac. also

EATiEEE and E*IVI.

EE m. (*E:
)

1 The moun. * A kind of tree, (Barringtonia acu-

tangula.) * The physician of the gods. See EEEft. ran.

( m-E) A conch, n. (-li)
4 A lotus. • A Urge number, a

million of millions. E EA^ for EE water, and E who is born j

from the situation of the things named, or their production

at the churning of the ocexn.

EEE m. (*E:) A name of Brahma, b EE a lotus, and E bornj

BrahmX, being said to have sprung at the creation from the

lotus, which arose from the navel of Visiin'u.

EEAEE mfo. (-E:-Wr-E) Having fine eyes. k. EE, and EEE
the eye.

EEAA rafn. (-E-ET-E) Having fine qyes. k. ERT and iiE eye,

EEEE. m^n ' (*EE ) Lotus-eyed, having large fine eyes. e. EE,
and T^eye.

EEwnr ra. (-E:) The root of a lotua. r. EE, and in* enjoyment. »

EH xfifA ra. (f*T:) A name of BraumI. r. EE, and Erf*r the

vulva ;
sec EEE.

EEETTE m. (-W:) A name of Siva. b. EE the moon, and ETTE
a vehicle : carrying or wearing the moon on his forehead.

EEEE m. (-E ) The sun. f. e® a lotus, and EE a hand :

Sc kya is represented holding this flower in one hand.

EfEEt f (-EU A multitude of lotus flowers, r. EE and TfE aff.

EfEERfE m- (fir:) 'Hie sun. r. eFeeI. and tifw a lord.

E^ m. (-XE')
1 A cloud. * A year. ' A fragrant grans, (Cyperns

rotundas.) 4 The name of a mountain, e. EE water, E
changed to E, and what gives ; or ete to preserve, &c. and

Unadi affix; hence the word is also written ET^E-

E^EE n. (-"tf) A century, b. e^ and EE a hundred.

E«C*TEE n. (-tfl) A thousand years, x. E^, EEE a thousand,

n. (-J) A half year. n. and aii half,

mfn. Annual, yearly. B. and nr aff.

W»fin,(4| A fortress surrounded by a moat or lake. k. ER
water, and fortv *

Efai m. (*^|:) The ocean. R. E\*ubsiituted for EE water
; fE

from ET to have, and f% aff.

^fam m. (-w) Cuttle fish bone. b. EfE, and EE phl^m ; be-

ing considered as the froth of the sea.

EfhfE m. du. (-ET) The two sons of Sc'avA, and physicians of

Surer#*, f. ( -ET) Wine. k. EfE. and E born : the former are

more usually termed the sons of As’wini, see ElfEEE.

Ef^rptET f. (-ET)
r

Fhe earth, e. Efa, and ftE in the fem. form}

an island surrounded by the ocean.

EfEEffft f. (-<t) A name of Dxdrakd, the capital of KeFshn a,

see 1TCETT. r. EfA», and EECt a city ; the ocean-city.

EfEEEEUTE in. ( E:) The moon. k. Efat, EEEtE fre»h batter

»

and E affix
;
produced by churning the ocean.
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f. A pearl oyster. K. *fai the oce»n, and *rn«t

a female frog.

tffhlEEE m. (*fi) A nhme of Vi^hn'c. b. Hffai, and w«IE sleep*

ing
;

sleeping on the ocean at the periods of the destruction

and renovation of the world, having the serpent Ana»ta for

his couch.

m. (-ftp) Submarine fire. s. Elfbl, and fire, sec EnEE-

m. (-*:) A snake. E. ^EE for ETE water, and EE to eat

:

living upon water.

m. (-StfO The ocean, see EE
n.(-lEF) ' A baling vessel. * An iron hoe.

9 A stick Upped

or shod with iron, see Efa.

’W iry n. (-x5)
1 Incontinence. * Coition, e. E neg. and

WETEOJ the duty of the religious student, i. e. chastity j also

with fg sdded E^ITOV n. (-E.)

EWE/El n. (*Ef) Sacred, not to be killed, (iu theatrical language.)

e. E not, mBE proper for a firahntan, i. e. death; also EHTEW*

EE r. 1st cl. with an indicatory X, E'fH (W<?) To sound, (not

generally admitted.)

EH* mfh. (-E* ET-EJ Not believing, not attached to. e. e ncg.

EE attached.

EEEE 4* m.w Want of appetite, k. e neg. EE food, EE in-

clination.

EEEEf f. (*EE[) Want of appeUte. b. E neg. EE food, in-

clination.

EEfE f. (*ftf:) Incredulity, unbelief, want of devotion to. e. e
ncg. vfm faith.

EEiERE mfn. (-wn^-inft-inf) Unbelieving, undevoted to. n. E
neg. EfEH7{ believing.

^BTf n. (-si) 1 Abstaining from, not eating any thing. * Fast-

ing. R. * neg. eating.

EEEI mfn. (Ei:-Eir-Ety Not to be eaten, k. E neg. EEI to be

eaten.

E* SB *t n. (-si) Unfitness as food. e. eevb and E affix; also

EEEfffTT.

EETT mfn. (-TT:-in*Tf) Entire, unbroken. * Uninterrupted, b. E
neg. »nr broken.

EE7< mfn. * Unbroken, entire. * Undisturbed, un-

interrupted, e. S| neg. E“1£C what breaks.

EEE n. (-V)
1 Absence or removal of fear. * The root of a fra-

grant grass, (Andropogon muricatum.) f. (-ET) Yellow myro-

balan, (Terminalia citrina.) mfn. (-E^EMj) Fearless, un-

daunted. e. E neg. and EE fear; the plant removing the dread

of disease.

EEEf*fEE m. (-E ) A war-drum. EEE, and flfsBR a drum

:

inspiring courage.

EEE^ ro. ( X:
) A protector, a defender, mfn. Remov-

ing fear or danger, e. Wl fearlessness, ^ who gives
;

also

with E prefix

EEBntfEET f. (El) Promise or present of protection from danger

e. EEQ, and a gift to a Brahman , which, in this case

be may receive from even a Sudra.

EEEETB n. <•*) Assurance of safety or protection, e. EEB
and xj* gift.

EETH^ mfn. One who grants safety, e. EEE fear*

lessneas, 7^ who gives.

n. (-fj) Assurance of safety, protection, k. EEE, and

^[TW giving.

EEEErE f. (~TTE) Assurance of safety, encouragement, s. EEE,

and ETE speech.

EEE m. (it) ‘ End of the world, liberation from the world.

•Non-existence, mfn. (-E’-E?*^) Non-existent, e. e neg. EE
being.

EEfViTE mfh. (*E‘-ET'E) What is not to be, what will not be.

8. E neg. Ef> he to be.

EEfBVTEET C (-ET) Fate, predestined non* occurrence, b. E neg.

EfV?TE what is to bj, HE affix; also EEfVEE^.

EEE mfn. (-Et-Ef-Bi) ' Not to be, not predestined. * Improper,

whut ought not to be. s. E neg. EE what is to be, also

eeteVb, &c,

EErat mfn. (*3t:-VT-*i) Not sharing or dividing, t. E neg. etb

a share.

EETWi mfn. (-E’-ET-flj) Unfortunate, wretched, e. e neg. iTTO

fortunate. So EMims'W (-“Bril-T^t-TJT.)

EWTH m. (-E:) * Non-cxistcnce, annihilation. * Death. 1
(In lo-

gic) Negation of two kinds, Xftimrw universal negation, and

EEt^TEiT relative or mutual negation. 4
(In rhetoric) Ab-

sence of the essential parts of poetical description of charac-

ter, want of the properties or temperaments, r. E priv. ETE

being.

EErBET f. (-ET) ' Absence of judgment or right perception.

9 Absence of religious meditation or contemplation, t. e
neg. WEE 1 "pcrcciv ing.

t

E*0 « *iTq mfn. (*B: Ef-B) Not to be contemplated or inferred,

uninferrible. inconceivable, unintelligible, k. et neg.

to be perceived.

EPrfrE mfn. (-Tl-fEEt*ff)
1 What in not to be, what will not

be.
9 Void of temperament or natural disposition, k. "w neg.

MlOn^ future, or having deposition.

n. (-^) Silence, e. ^ neg. and WTBE speaking.

Elfw ind. A preposition and particle implying, ' Superiority in

place, rank, or power, (over, upon, against, above :)
9
Proxi-

mity, (near :)
9 Separation, (severally:) • Wish, desire : ‘Con-

junction, particularizing, (to. with respect to.) Thus Eifnifag’

to overpower; to approach
; ’EfVwrj to speak toj

EfawE disgrace ; ElfwartB desire
;

on the fire, Ikc. i.

neg. SIT to shine, and fnr aff.
*

ETfW» mfn. (-Er -ET*#) Lustful, libidinous, e. Elfhf, and ET from

to desire.

qfiwrfr £ (*^l) Wish, desire, b. EfftT, and Er7^pT desire.

EjfTOTfjfE’ mfn. (-E'-ET-lf) Wished, desired, e. wfW and inf^Tv.

ErfwETf^mfu. (
Wishing, desirous, e. ErfE, and

ETtf^pEL who wishes.

m. (-H;) Assault, attack, invasion. 9 Mounting, ascending.

e. Effrt before or beyond, EW to go, and EE^ affix
,
see vffhEW .

wrfvr^T f. (-EffT)
‘ A name or appellation. 9 Calling, addressing.

9 Beauty. 4 Fame, glory, e. Erfv?, e?T to apeak, affix, and

Er\ fem. aff.
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»»f»nnr mfn. Approached, a. near to. mr gone.

wfVnnr m. (-JT-) Approach, proximity, a. to, art going,

^fmrtra n. (-oij Approaching, going near to. a. ^fw, and anna

going.

arfm tftto mfn. (-»tfWt-fis) Approaching, a. wfw, and Jiifwn

who goes.

arfvTTO nifn. Overcome, subdued. E. wfw, end TO
Mixed.

wfwTO m. {-v) 1 Attack, onset. * Challenge, going to fight

4 Plundering, robbing. 4
Celebrity, t. aifw before, in presence

of, TO to take, and aff.

^fwTOW n. (* ar ) Robbing, seizing any thing in presence of the

owner, k. aifw before TO to take, and aff.

^firjTO n. (-at)
1 Rubbing, friction.

§ Possession by an evil

spirit a. wfW before TO to pound, war aff.

^fronr m. (>ir.]
1 Striking, wounding, beating. * Touching,

contact. ' Pain, infliction, torture.
4 Remedy, removal, n.

(-tt) The combination of the fourth letter of any class with

any of the other three preceding it s. wfv before Vf to

strike, affix TOT.

^fTOTfro m. (-ift) An enemy, mfn. ' Hostile,

an assailant * Inflicting Injury.
1 Remedial, a. wrfar before

TO to strike or kill, and fwfar aff.

in. (-<:) Ghee or clarified butter. «. Y to scatter,

TOaff^

in. (.^:) A sen- ant. c. atfiff after, and W*C who goes.

'SlfTOTT m. (-*:) Magic for a malevolent purpose, the spells and

diagrams of the Athan'a I'eda and some of the TaMrmt, sup-

posed to produce mental aberration, love, hatred, loss of feel-

ing or paralysis, and death. *. wfa beforeV to go, and TO aff.

wfroi f'H *m m. (-WT) A formula or prayer for working a charm,

an incantation, c. sgfW^rr, and TOT a formula.

^rfrorfrir m. Magical, magician, relating to spells

or magic, r ^frort: and to aff.

mfn. (-it-ht-iv) Inchanted, charmed, s. uif^WH and

W aff.

HfW’ffifTO mfn. (
1 Magical, done by magic, * Magi-

cian or one employing spells, a conjuror, a witch, &c.

*. ^frorr, and Tfff aff.

wfwTOI m. (*V) A name of Sisopaul k. wfw over, arai the

people of CMdi.

aifTOar m. (-w.)
1 Family, race. * Native country. 1

'Hie head

or ornament of a family. 4 Fame, notoriety, b. wrfw before

wnr who is born, from unr to be born, affix, the vowel

remaining short.

^ftnrr?T mfn. (-ap-arr-Tf) ' Noble, well bom. * Wise, learned.

* Fit, proper. 4 Handsome. * Respectable, k. wfit before amt
produced.

WfWr«in f. (-fan^)
1 One of the Xaiuhatraa or lunar axterisms.

* The eighth muhurlta or hour. 4 An expiatory sacrifice.

*• Wfw. and fanr what conquers.

mfn. ( -^:*WT •’tf)
1

Skilful, clever. * One who knows or
'

understands, s. ^fat, and ai who knows, from an to know, v
affix leaving ^ ; ^|T is dropped.

v^frornr mfn. (-Tr-WT-vr) 1 Known, understood. * Detected, dis-

covered. s. and amr known.

affvTWTW n. (-w)
1 A mark, a spot or stain. * A sign, a token.

• Ascertaining, knowledge, e. a(fw before an to know, and

aff.

mfn. (-i:-lT-K) ' Scorched, burnt. * Afflicted, k. ^fv,

and mr burnt.

ind.
1 Quickly. 4 Entirely. 4 Before, in presence of.

4 On
both sides. * Near. e. wfw and Ttfro aff.

^froni m. (-tf:)
1 Extreme heat.

4
Agitation, affliction, emotion,

t. wrfv, and VTTU heat.

^fwiTO m. 1 Oppression, cruelty. 4 Abuse, e. wfW, and

irw violence.

^fwarr f. (-vfT) ' A name, an appellation. 4 (In logic,) the power

or souse of a word. 4 The chief or common acceptation of a

word. i- before WT to have, ar affix and TT* fern. , what

any thing is obtained by.

wftw* n. (-w)
1 A name, an appellation. * Speaking, speech.

4 A vocabulary, a dictionary, e. as before, wr aff.

^ftntTfro mfn. (-fr:-*T-af) Denominative, relating to. e. ttfn-

HtfTO with fray added.

wrfrorfro mfn. (-41-frot-fvi)Denominative, appellative, k. wrfvr

before wi to have, fwfw aff.

wfavnnr n. (-at) Pursuit, chase. * ww, and wttw running.

agfirfUfR fi ( -ifT) Direction, injunction. 4 Desire, wish. u.

before an to hare, desiderative form, w and affn.

wfwvu n. (-at)
1 A name or appellation. 4 A significant word,

mfn. (-ar-V-lf) To be named or mentioned, e. before

arr, and TO aff.

^rfvxtrrfant mfn. (-an-HT-af) Unmeaning, nonsensical, having

no sense nor meaning, e. wrf*TTO. and vfif fl void of.

vfrorr f. (-WT) * Coveting another's property. 4 Desire, longing

for in general, r. ^far. Ul to think, and TO aff.

n. (atf)
J Coveting, desiring, longing for.

4
Meditation,

profound thought, t. wfv before an to think of, wi? affix, or

WTW contemplation.

mfn. Bound, tied round, fastened on or upon.

over, TO tied.

^fifTO gy m. (-ay:) The fourth Jaina 71>t’kakdra or deified saint,

n. {-*0 Delighting, rejoicing, a, agfw before wf^ to please,

•TO aff.

f. (-^T) Wish, expectation, e. 'wfwr and wftf to please,

affix vto and wnr.

wfmrf»TO mfn. (-Wi-WT-if) Delighted, made happy, r. ^nfvr. and

wfTO pleased.

nrfroar m. (*w:)
1

Indication of a passion or purpose by look,

gesture, <kc.
4 Acting, dramatic personification.

4 Ornament,

decoration. 4
Civility, kindness, e. ayfw, to guide, and

TO aff-

mfn. (-wt-^T-af)
1 New. 4 Young. *. ajfw before TO new.

m. (-^or -?() A germin, a new bud. k. atfvTO

new, and produced.

^fwfrohl m. (-if:) One asleep at sun-set. mfn { •W- -HT-ll) Left,

quitted, k. wfw always, faT"Blf released.

P
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n. (-ff) Invasion, inarch of an assailant, or inarch in

general, e. wfw, and fxr^ prefixed to to go, and w* *ff.

^fwfwifw (-f»|:) Accession of disease, n. ^rfw, and in-

action.

wfWfVfrg mfn. ' Conversant or familiar with, studied

in. * Attentive, engrossed, a. ^f*T. and fafaf entered.

m. (-IT)
1
Intentness, application, perseverance, de-

termination to effect a purpose, or attain an object. * Tena-

city. * Study. * Ignorant fear causing death. *. ^ifW and f*T

before few to enter, aff,

^fufiTi^rw n. (*sf) Going forth or out, issuing, exit, k- wfw and

fsn; before IfW to go, aff.

Wffwfw^T^ mfn. (-wi: -wir-wr) Gone out or forth, k. sffkr, and

fw^TWt gone out.

W%fV»Ur|*T n. (-it) Sallying, issuing, going forth, h. 'Sffif before

ftEwrnw going out.

f. ( far) End, termination, a. wfw, and f*T«lfw discon-

tinuance.

wfvfsiant mfn. (-fiJ-WT-W) Finished, compleated. e. wjfir, and

f*T«?V done.

^fitfirwrar m. (-IT:)
1 The soft aspirate. * A letter of the alpha-

bet S. •'tflT and before WT to stay or stand, affix htz

wrfw«(t*l mfn. {it:-itt*iO ‘ Fit, proper. * Friendly, kind. * Highly

finished, or ornamented. 4 Patient. 4 Impatient • Passionate.

K- n}f>? and .ftst to guide or obtain, J| aff.

wfwwtfiT f (-fir.)
1

Friendship, civility, kindness. * Gesture,

expressive gesticulation, e. aff)?, and wtftr conduct.

sfTfrvrW mfn. (-W:-WMt) To be represented dramatically. a. wfw

before Wt to guide, vn? aff.

mf. (ITT-at-) An actor, an actress. *. ^wfi? before ift to

guide, sr^uffi

wfi?* mfn. (V-’WT-'d)
1 Same, identical. * One, undivided.

* Unchanged, unaltered. 4 Uncut, unbroken, m. ( -TT ) An

integer, a whole number, e. w neg. fittf other.

f. (-W1) Identity, wholeness, i. irai added to the last,

or with n, arfVnM.

wfwTfl mfn. (•fi-WMl) 1 Guilty. 1 Unfortunate, calamitous.

4 Subdued. 4 Flown, fugitive. * Seeking refuge. a. nfif be-

fore to go, in the part, past

^ifM TEU m. (-*:)
1 Propitiation. * Affection, favour, a- wfi? and

* before WT, affix WW.

fvftnivtir mfn. (w-WT-ir)
1 Invoked, propitiated. * Consecrated.

* Drought, attracted, e. wfw and S before wf to conduct,

n aff.

asftmru m. (-an)
1 Meaning, intention, wish, purpose. 4 Mean-

ing, a sentence, sense. 4 The main purport of a book. b. arfw,

and fsta? to satisfy, WW aff.

^f)T$7T mfn * (-^T-WT-TT)
1 Meant, intended. * Wished. 4 Wish-

ing, desirous, ambitious of, pretending to. B. wrfi?, and * be-

fore TW to go. TV aff.

^ffVr^Tfl ind. Intending, meaning, e. affu and V before TW to

go, UCV aff.

n. (-fi) Sprinkling, affusion, a. wifi? and srn*W sprink-

ling.

mfn. (-TT-WT-lf) * Overflowed, overrun , filled with. 4 At-

tacked or affected by, labouring under, t. ^f«? before ^ to

go, fit aff.

fdfff m. (-W:)
1 Defeat, subjugation. 4 Humiliation, disgrace.

e. wfV implying inferiority, and WW being
;
from « to be, and

WW aff.

n. (-ri) * Overpowering, overcoming. 4 Being over-

powered. e. affi?. ij^to be, WZ_ aff.

mfn. (-TT-WT-li)
1 Humbled, surpassed, defeated, sub-

dued. 4 Ignorant. 4 Overcome with feelings or wants, with

passion, with hunger, fisc.
4 Injured, aggrieved, k. wfw, and

>JTT been, being
;
part. past.

wrftnjffl f. (-fir) Disrespect, disgrace, humiliation, e. arf«r be-

fore i^to be, and fivw^ fem. aff.

’WfwiT mfn (-Tr.-WT-Tf) ‘ Wished, desired. 4 Agreed, accepted.
4 Admitted, assented to. *• wfi? over, FIT thought.

aifwnriTT f (-W1)
1 Desire, love.

4
Agreeableness, desirableness.

e. ww added to the preceding; also with if, ^rfinrirsa

nrfwTPfTW n. (-ff) * Calling to, addressing, inviting. * Counsel-

ling.
4 Consecrating any thing by a special formula, b. fffif

in presence, Wnl to speak, and WT3P aff.

mfn. (•Ifs-ltT-W) Charmed, consecrated, had a cer-

tain formula pronounced over it a. sffir, «rt to charm,

affix i«.

^rfwrs* m. (-wtr)
1 A counsellor, a monitor. * Conscience, mfn.

(-^TT-’rit-
-

**) Who or what admonishes or advises, a. Wlfil, and

«nr to mind, «rw aff.

wfaw** m. (-^) Ophthalmia, disease of the eyes. a. wfiff, and

to agiute, w*r affix
;

also read Wffinw.

^rtwnj m. j The son of Arjcxa by SuaiunaA. k. fffii, and

*nr wrath.

m. (-^j) * Killing, slaughter.
4 War, combat 4 Binding,

con finement 4 Treachery, danger from one's own party or

friends, a. ^(if before »ir from w to die, and aff.

wfinnf m. (*^:
)

1 Rubbing, friction. 4 Devastation of a coun-

try, &c. by an enemy. 4 War, battle, e. *rfw, and to

tread down, aff.

wfirKiTfr n. (-si) Touching, rubbing, e. ^f»r before ifir to rub,

with aff.

n. (-W) • Sprinkling upon or over. 4 Licking the lips

as an indication of guilt or prevurication. a arfw. and to

sprinkle, aff.

m. (-fwO An enemy, a. ^[fw against, and mf to mea-

sure, ffil^aff.

*tf«nnr m. (-w:
)

4
Pride, haughtiness. 4 Knowledge. 4

Affection.

4
Injury, hurting, killing.

4 Requesting, e. wrf«T, and fW to

know, with affix, or ift to injure, and

^f»HTTW7n f. (-fTT) Pride, arrogance, e. mr added to the last

;

also sjfin?rar«f.

^ffnntrTH mfn. (-wnr-E^t-WfT) Proud, arrogant, f. (-7ft) Pride.

E- •Tfjf posa affix
;
added to

*firaif*n n. (-7i) Copulation, b. and ww to know, in the

causal form, and TV aff. f. (-7n) Pride, arrogance. x. ^fil-

snfV^, and n^a£
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mfn. Proud, arrogant, e. siftnrw and

Tf* aff.

^fmrm mfn. (-¥:-¥T-^) ' Subdued, reduced, broken or worn

down. * Stupid, ignorant. k. before wrej ignorance, illu-

sion.

mfn. (-W-WT-Wt-#) Present. * Near to, in front of. n. adv.

(-*) In front or presence of. a. urfit before, and *n the face,

nrftnwn f. (-ITT) Presence, proximity, a. and if* affix

or with nr, *fw*J*4.

*fwmt mfn. (*¥;*¥T-¥) Touched, rubbed, brought or passed

dose. a. *fif, and art rubbed.

*faifrfiT m. (-fh ;

) An enemy, a. *fiv against, xrr to go, with

affix, see *fwfinf.

m. (-ift) An enemy, a- *f»t against, ¥* to strive,

and fwfjf affix, see *5nrrfwa[.

wfinj* mfn. (-W-lir-Ti) Attacked by an enemy, assaulted, as-

•ailed. * Diligent, intent-
1 Said, spoken. 4 Blamed, rebuked.

• (In law) Charged, prosecuted, defendant, a. *fir, and

joined.

*fV^lflJT f. (-HI)
1 Diligence, application. * Accusation, pro-

secution. a. and if* affix } also with *, *fw^lf*.

mfn. (-*;-*T-¥) ’ Blamable, to be reproved or re-

buked. * To be prevented or prohibited. * To be prosecuted,

indictable.
4 To be pursued diligently, a. before usr to

join, ** affi

^Sv¥Tl| m. (-nr) A plaintiff, an accuser, mfn. One
who assails another in any way. a. before rjsi to join,

rr aff.

ra. (or.)
1 Attack, assault. * Challenging to fight. * War,

battle.
4 Energetic effort, exertion, perseverance. * Repri-

mand, reproof. 1 Prohibition, prevention. * Contact, con-

junction. * (In law) A plaint, a charge, an accusation, a. *fsr,

Y" to joint, and v*l affix, at being changed to a.

ra. (-»t) A plaintiff, a prosecutor, mfn. (-ift-finft-fa)

One who assails another in any way. a. *fsri|Til imd Tf*J aff.

¥rfwrWT f. (*ajT) Universal protection, wide benevolence, a. *fif,

and r*T preserving.

*f«Tf*if mfn. (-TT--1TM!) Guarded, preserved, kept. a. *fir,

aud fi*lf preserved.

m. (-ITT)
1 A guardian. * A controller, rafn. (-¥T*at-*)

Who or what keeps or preserves, a. *fr,rl¥« who preserves,

mfn. (-Tf:-WT-lt)
1

Pleased or contented with, satisfied.

* Performing, practising, engaged in, attentive to. e. Hfityn
to sport, w aff.

#

*fVcfw f. (-fir:)
1 Pleasure, delight. * Practice, occupation.

I. and ?fir pleasure.

^firrni mfn. (•¥ ; -TT-¥J Propitiated, (hy penance, &c.) x. *fif,

and KX* accomplished.

mfn- (-*:-in-ii) Beautiful. *. *fa before r*r to sport,

and aff.

^fwmrrfT f. (-Hr) Beauty, Splendour, a. if* added to the last

:

also

f. (-f*:)
1 Ambition, desire of fame. * Desire in general.

* Taste, relish.
4
Splendour. r„ *fr, and light.
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*f*n*¥ m. (•*:)
1 A learned BraAman, a Pandit. * A name of

Kama. * Of the moon. 4 Of Siva. 4 Also of Vishnu, mfn.

1 Learned. * Pleasing.
1 Handsome, e.

before fV to have form, affix *.

*fwarewli| mfh.{-W>¥T-¥) Desirable, x. *fh before *1 to wish,

W^t¥^aff.

mfn. (-TT-HT-'ii) Desired, wished, n. (-if) Desire.

k. *fw before *¥ with * part. aff.

*fiT*rtr m. (-tf : )
1 Speech, speaking. * Declaration of the ob-

ject of a vow or religious obligation, r. *f*r before *¥ to

speak, aff.

*fa*rx m. (-*:) ’ Reaping. * Cutting, a. *fir, and to

cut, aff. **.

*fil*H m. (-*:) Wish, desire, a. *fif
,
and an to like, w*r aff

j

also

*fa*Tfw* mfn. (-¥t-ft*l-fh) Wishing, desiring, a. *fw*TW and

Tf*T aff.

*ftl*T^ir mfn. (-¥V*T-dft-*)
1 Covetous, greedy. * Desir-

ous, wishing, a. arfwwu to desire, *¥¥ affix, and the ante-

pen. lengthened.

*fa*TC m. (-*:) Wish, desire, a. See *fw*|* -

t the root being

ire, or am.

*faf*f*l? mfn. (-TT-WT-lf) Inserted in writing, a. *%, and

Wilt written.

wrfimrw* n. (-si) Writing or inscribing, x. *fa,and %** writing.

*fwr*<rw n. ( -si) Saluting respectfully, a. *fv before to

praise, affix TV-
*f»rxi¥ m. (-¥ :

)
1 Reverential salutation. * Opprobrious, or

unfriendly speech, abuse, e. *flr against, or adverse, and

1WC speech.

*fwTT¥* mfn. (-¥’--*T-*)
1
Civil, polite. * Uncivil, abusive,

x. *fW to, or against, ¥r¥* who speaks.

*fir¥TT¥ ». (-ii) Respectful salutation, a bow or prostration

;

including sometimes the name or title of the person so ad-

dressed, and followed by the declaration of the person’s own

name. Salutation of a superior or elder, by a junior or infe-

rior, and especially of the teacher by his disciple. In general

it is merely lifting the joined hands to the forehead, and say-

ing. **«(¥*!<$ I salute, x. *fV? in presence of, and *p**r

speaking.

*fa*i¥ mfn. To be saluted, x. *5f, and Tr* to

be addressed.

¥rfVm¥I n* (-¥1)
1 Presentation, offering. * Conveyance, trans-

mission. E. wfv to, to be borne.

Ulfwfujftw mfn. ( Tri-WT-Tt) Pious, pure, devout, e. end

fuu'lE well-behaved.

mfn. (-ir-WT-l**) ‘ Plain, distinct, evident, manifest.

* Declared, rei’ealed. e. and plain.

wfvwTflt f. (-f*5) Co-extending, pervading, omnipresence.

b. 'wtv ever}' where, and mrfft spreading.

ra. (-^i) An articulate and significant word or phrase.

B. wrf*T, and Wrrn: speech.

mfn. (-«r:-WT-W) Frightened, alarmed, x. ¥ffw, and

|

JCfj¥f alarmed.

*
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a. (-i|) False accuaalioo, calumny. See

^fwira mfn. ( *:-HI-lt)
1 Falsely accused, calumniated. * Cursed,

accursed, *. ^fw before «rt with n aff.

^fwtiwr n. ( if)
1 Calumny, abuse, calumniating, abusing.

a. ^f« reverse, ir» to praise, .(fix ; tic* aff.

wfuw mfh. (-«-Wt-tii)
1 Calumniated, falsely accused. * De-

famed, infamous. * Sinful, wicked. ‘ Asked, wanted. I. ^fw-

implying opposition, Hff to praise, and affix of the part, past

n j the nasal being dropped.

«fH mfn. Calumniating, a calumniator, i. wfu

srul, and If to make, affix Xf^or Z

mFu aVTT m. {'W') A brand, a mark of infamy on a criminal,

e. wfurtW infamous, WC mark.

wfur’V f. {-ftsO
1 Calumny, scandal, defamation. 'Asking,

begging, a. wfw before ifw to praise or ask, and alf.

mfn. (-H:-TH-ff) Declared, announced, a tilfif, and

sounded.

IBs (-V)
1 False accusation, calumny. * Charge, accu-

sation. * Suffering from anger or passion.
4 Curse, impreca-

tion, k. wfw, and 1P7 to curse or swear, affix or with

wr affix

n. (-zj) Pronouncing a curse or malediction, k Z|fw

with IT? causal form, affix

m. f-lTO
1 Curse or imprecation. * An oath.

4 Defeat.

4 False accusation, calumny. * Association, company, con-

nexion. 4 Embracing. 1 Possession by evil spirits. * Acces-

sion of passion, b. against, along with,&c. T* to em-

brace, to unite, and ¥WT aff.

m. (•'*;)
1 Religious bathing, ablution preparatory to

religious rites.
4 Sacrifice. * Bathing in general 4 Drinking

the juice of the acid tsclepias. * Ferment, yeaat, any sub-

stance producing vinous fermentation, n. (•*) Sour gruel.

See Wififc^rr. k. and U to mix, to stir, VT affix; and q is

changed to w.

n. (-w) 1 Bathing, ablution. * Sacrificing, &c. See

qjfw*4. e. as before, aff.

iW. Insolently, violently, by force. ». mfif, VT to bear,

UT^aff.

ZjfnfaTI mfn. ,(-n:.|R-») * Sprinkled.
f Anointed, installed,

inaugurated, enthroned- e. xgfxr before fazf to sprinkle, jf aff.

xffyxpr n. ( if)
1 Sour gruel. See «lfu+l. •The juice of the

acid Asdeplas. e. Sf before to mix, affix *.

m. {-er ) Bathing, sprinkling, k. wfw before f»rw to

sprinkle, and war affix ; the word is often used for initiation,

royal unction, Ike. sprinkling with the water of the Ganges,

or water in which various articles have been immersed, being

an essential part of the rites : aim) for a religious ceremony,

including the presentation of a variety of articles, fruits,

gems, kc- along with water or fluid substances, for the bath-

ing of the deity to whom worship is offered.

^ftriiVKTOT f. (-*n) The hall of coronation. *. ^fkril^, and

VTWT a lull.

wjfwkviw n. (-if)
1 Initiation, inauguration. * Sprinkling, e.

before to sprinkle, affix VJB.

arfiruwir n. (aft March to repel an enemy. a. ^rfw against, ijin

an army, used as a verb, and aff.

*fwiw mfh. (-w^WT-lf) PraUed. a. before w to praise,

and H aff.

m. (-**:) * Great increase or enlargement. 4 Oozing

or flowing. * Weakness of, or running at the eyes. k. arfw

before to ooze or drop as a liquid, affix V*?.

^firujfVsf mfn. • Oozing, trickling. * Having

weak eyes * Causing defluxions or serous effusion, k. ^finv*E

and ^fic aff.

n. (-w) A suburb, a smaller city appended to a

larger.

mfn. (-TT'-HT-Vf) Attached to, interested, following

any object eagerly. * Agreed, contracted. a. ^rfit, and^
before VT to have, H aff.

’wfwwwrnr in. (-17:) War, battle, k. wgfkf much, and sfwtr pain,

heat, Ike,

^fvrvatrzr n. (-if) * Cheating, deceiving. * Attachment or interest

in any object. * Special agreement. 4 Making peace or alli-

ance. K. wfa, and xnt before XfT to have, affix WZ.

W*v*lfhi f. (-fa*:)
1 Cheating, deceit. * Purpose, object. ’Spe-

cial agreement. 4 Making peace or alliance. * Joint junc-

tion. k. and ^fat agreement, &c.

m. (-TT)
1 War, battle. * Curse, imprecation. R. xff*r

before going or falling; from xtr to fall, with d prefix,

w^aff.

m. (-^:) A companion, a follower. 1 . after or near,

and XPC who goes
;
from ^ to go, and nff.

n>. (-af:)
1 Relation, connexion. * Sexual connexion.

4 Contact, conjunction, e. ^rfxr intensive, xrsraf connexion.

n. f-zi)
1
Gift, donation. * Killing. See

i»d. About evening, at sunset, a. ^fir towards, xtt*

evening.

m. (-C)
1 Strength. * War, battle.

4 A companion, a

follower.
4 The instrument or agent. 4 An assignation, an

appointment, e. xgfv before w to go, affix ww.

^fw*nrw n. (*^)
1 Coming to or near, visiting, attending, fol-

lowing. 4 Importuning, haunting, g. ^fir, and vmpi* going.

^rfH*Tifi«T f. ( -¥7) A woman who makes or keeps an assigna-

tion. b. wfw before x? to go, xnr affix which leaves V, and

fem. do. also ^rfwwif* sij.

mfn. (-^1 fc^t-fc) ' Going to or near to, visiting, at-

tending.
4 Going to an appointment or assignation, b. ^jfh,

and who goes.

mfh.(-fT:-WT-xi)
1 Humbled, subdued, broken down. 4

Kil-

led. E. ^5? and XTfT part, past of vr*T to kill or hurt

ro. (-1?) * Robbing, seizing any thing in the owner'*

presence. 4 A brisk attack. 4 Arming, taking up arms. k.

before to uke, and W* aff.

mfn. (-iTt-TTr-Tf) .Spoken, said, declared, e. wftr before

xfT to have, the part, affix n, and f% substituted for. the

root. *

n. (-w) Text, authority, declaration, e. wfvpfTT saidj

m aff.
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XtftT m. (-XT'.) * A poet.
4 A husband, mfn. (-V>VTXf) ' Lust-

ful, libidinous. * Anxious, desirous. * Cruel.
4
Fearless, b. xffw

before X, frotu XX to desire : the T being made long irregu-

larly.

X^ftTXrafn. (-T»:-TfT-W0 1 Repeated, frequent. * Constant,

perpetual, tad. (fTXj
1 Repeatedly, again and again. * Per-

petually, constantly. . xfx before TfT to whet, XX[affix, and

the T Xfx made long.

X^ftw mfn. (-V-XM#) Fearless, undaunted, a. x neg. xYx afraid.

XXtfx f. (-fw:) Fearlessness, a. X neg. Xtfx fear.

XXtfiffX mfn. (-T-’-XT-X) Wished, desired, a. xfx, XTX to ob-

tain, in the desiderative form, and if affix, yi inserted.

rafn. Wishing, d<airou«. *. wfw before

wishing.

^wtw mfn. ( V-WT-Ti) Causing no fear or terror, unterrific. So

^flTW and —wtn and WWT*. «. W neg. wfw fearful, kc.

n. (-«i) Pride. «. See wfwrrrw, the if being made long.

WWTT m. (-*:) A cowherd, a. —fw, and to send, affix
;

also urSft .

Wwla mfn. .-W.-W:-W) Fearless, undaunted, m. f-V) A name of

Baaiaara. f. (-\'-) A plant, (Asparagus racemosus.) See WW-

T*»-
* X neg. x^x timid : as applied to the plant, not fear-

ful of breaking, from the number of its roots.

XTiftXXXt f. (•’it) A plant. See the preceding.

XXtx mfn. (-^:-fj:-x) Fearless. *. XXtX, K being changed to

x. Also xtftxx-

XxVc m. (-If.)
1 A ray of light. * A rein. f. (*W : ) A finger.

k. xfx before to pervade, x affix, derivative irregular.

Sec xtflj.

X^IT m. (-lfj) Curse, imprecation. See xlxXT- a. as before,

the X being here long.

XXt^ m. (-y)
1 A ray of light.

1 A rein. * Love, lust.
4 Pas-

sion. *. xfx before T* to desire, and x affix or V* to per-

vade, Ac. whence, xfxTJ.

XXtwni mfn. (-XTX XXt-XX) 1 Splendid, brilliant.
1 Enamoured,

amorous, a. x«ftw and tnjy U’-

X*tX mfn. (TP-VT-ff) Wished, desired, f. (-vr) A perfume.

See ^XTT. a. xfx repeatedly, and XC wished.

mfn. (-XP-XT-X)
1 Uneaten. * Unenjoyed

,
unused, unex-

pended. 4 One who has not eaten. 4 One who has not

enjoyed or possessed. a. XI neg. tjyf eaten.

Xyff mfn. (-TT'-XMf)
1
Straight, not bent. 4 Well, free from

disease, u. X neg. xff broken.

XXX mfn. (-x:-XTxf) Armless, maimed, s. X neg. yir the arm.

X’JX mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Non-existent, absent, what is not or has

not been. a. x neg. yx been.

Xtjfx f. (-fin) Want of place of refuge or support, destitution,

privation, a. x neg. yftr site.

xqfx» mfn. (-V:-TT-V) Few, scanty, k. "X neg. igfxx many.

xpgfs: mfn. (-fti-fc-ft) Few, some, several. a. x neg. igft many.

XqNx mfn. (-ir-XT-X) Unadorned, i. x neg. xfVx adorned,

xrxirx rad. A little, a few. a. X neg. much.^ na. (-XJ) Identity, absence of difference or distinction,

mfn. (*X:‘XT-X) Alike, identical, a. x neg. WX distinctipu.

<1

xfrv n. (-^) A diamond, mfn. (-X^-XT-X) * Hard, solid, not

to be broken or divided. 4 Not to be pierced, indivisible.

4 Impenetrable, a, X neg. and to be broken.

XVXXI f. (-XT)
1
Indivisibility. 4 Impenetrability. 1 Insepara-

bility. e. xx added to the last, also with W, XXX w.

XXTOX mfn. (*X--XT-*f) 1 Not to be used or enjoyed. 4 Not to

be eaten, a. x neg. wv to cat, Ac. wx aff.

XXTJ| m. (-Tgr; An abstemious person, mfn. (-m-lit-lf) Not

enjoying, not using, a. X neg. xrrj who enjoys.

X*frx m. (-Xt) Non-enjoyment, not making use of. a. X nog.

Sr* enjoyment.

XXTX mfn. ( ix-XT-X) Not to be used or enjoyed, a. X neg.

ihm to be used.

x»hxx n. (-X) Abstinence, fasting. a. X neg. frmx food.

xwixxtx mfn. (-vr-XT-si) * Not to be eaten. * Not to be used,

a. x neg. ^rxxfx to be eaten, Ac.

XWTfflXmfn. (-«ft-fxnft-fw) Fasting, a. X neg. frrfx^ who eats.

XXTX mfn. (-X-xiT-xi) Impure, prohibited as food, not to be

eaten, a. X neg. XTX to be eaten, Ac.

XWX mfn. (-W-XT-X) Oiled, anointed. *• Xfw, and XV to

anoint, affix x*

XMTT rn. ( TO 1 Robbing the body with unctuous substances

;

smearing the body with oih inunction. 4 Unguent, liniment,

oily application. 4 Applying collyrium to the eyes.
4
Sedi-

ment of oil, oil cake. a. xrfw, and XV to anoint, XX aff.

XXVX n. (-x)
1 Oil.

4 Smearing the body with oil, inunction;

see the preceding. 4 Applying collyrium to the eyelashes,

decorating the hair, Ac. or any personal embellishment,

a. xfv, XV to anoint, and fg? aff.

XXfxx mfn. (-V5-XT-V) Exceeding, surpassing (in number,

power, or kind, Ac.) a. xfw, and xfxx more.

XX^tX mfn. (-V-XT-X) Dependant, a. xfW, and xxtx depen-

dant.

XX^ Vt f. (-VT)
1 Order, command. 4 Assent, permission. Also

xrxxvnr. k. xfx, and xyvr order.

xnxx^ n. (-<; * Included space. * Inner part, middle, a. xfx

and XXT within.

XXWTTTXIX m. (-X:) Curvature of the spine by spasm
;
empros-

thonos. a. XXXC middle, and XTXIT length.

XWXVTX mfn. (-TT-XT-Tf)
1 Ordered. 4 Permitted, a. xfx

and x*J before XT to know, X aff.

XXfhx mfn. (-Vi-ffl-ff) Sick, diseased, b. xfx, XX to be sick,

part, affix X- <

XXfxalx m. (-wt) A soldier who faces the enemy valiantly,

a. xfx before, or against, xfxx an enemy, and x affix
* the

affix being V or the word is also written xrwfMfrx or

XXTXX-

XWXX n. (-sfy Worship, reverence, a. xfx before X"4 to wor-

ship, affix WX.

XXXT f. (-^T) Respect, worship, b. xfx, and XX reverence.

XTX^ mfn. (-X:-1^T-x) Near, proximate, a. xrfx near, and x^
irr. part, past, of x^ to go.

xnx^xr t (-XT) Petition, request, a. xfx beforo XX to ask,

^Xaff.

C « 1
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WWf'i’l mfn. (-ir-m-TT) Asked, inriled. I. ^fw, and wwn f. (-7TT) Constant practice, use, habit, e enqr? acdsn
naked. affix, also with a. a «'*]"-

niwfajf mfn. (-n:-ni-W) Fit, proper, becoming, s. -tf~w, and aiwrearw m. (-*:) The practice of frequent and repeated con-

nin' proper. I temptation on any deity or abstract spirit, repeated recollcc-

^WTX*W n. (-X) Extraction, drawing out. *. ’xfx, and xrx tion, JScc- k. wwrw, and XTB religious exer. i*e.

prefixed to nx to draw furrows, affix ^WWTXBT n. ( if)
1 Striking so as to disable an enemy. * Facing

X| *<«**•« m. (-»$:) ' Striking so as to disable an enemy. * Fac- an enemy, s. and VT; before XX to go, in tic causal

ing an enemy. a xrfW and Wf before XP* to go, affix XWJ form, and WiafT.

also with affix, Xf*pr***xx.

^WTX<W ru (-X) Eating, t. Wffn and X“W before ^ to take,

xrar air.

WWXY7T m. (-f:) Eating, it. *xfx and ^x before ^ to convey,

XT*? aff.

XTWXX* mfn. (*Tf:-WT*7f) Eaten, k. xfx and XTX before X to

convey, and the part, affix fg.

^TWXX n. (*x) Frequent repetition, use, exercise# especially of

the memory, learning by rote. b. XffVr frequently, xw to

throw or send, wz aff.

WW*tX mfn. (-f-fr-tl) Angry, vexed, f. (-W) Detraction.

Also xraxr. *. wf*T before W*SXT envy.

mfn. (-XP-XT-XO Detracting, a detractor, a calumnia-

tor. i. xfx before XWTX to envy or detract, XX aff.

WWW mfn. (-w; -WT-Wj To be studied. Also WWX*fof. b. wfx
before XPJ to throw, affix if or W «f1xc .

IWf mfn. (-^--X!T-xf)
1 Exercised, practised. ’ Learnt by heart.

* Repeated as the radical syllable of a verb. 2. wfW fre-

quently, W*J to throw or send, aflf.

WWF^ if^f o n. (-if) A groundless complaint, a false accusation.

*. xfv. and WTWTfgrif desired.

XTUTTOW n. (-if) A false accusation. e. xrfx, and xfTWX saying.

XlWnw m. (>ir) A guest, a visitor, mfn. (-TT-lTT-if) Arrived,

s. wfw, and wnrir come.

xnarim m. (*HT:)
1 War, battle. ’Striking, killing. * Enmity,

* Vicinity. • Rising, getting up. • Coming, arrival, visit

*. wfa near# or before, Ac, Jiff to go, with WT prefixed, and

WW affixed.

WWnwx n. ( x) Arrival, visitation. B. wfw, and urrswx coming.

WW*if<*' mfn. (*Y'--VI~X) Diligent in supporting a family.

B. wfv before WTHTn a house, aff.

XWWrx m. (-IF) Assault, attack, s. wfn, and WTTril assailing.

WWliSCTW n. (-si) * Beginning, commencement. • First beginning.

*• wtv. and WTXW taking.

^Wwr mfn. (-wn-WTT-Wf) Sick, diseased, b. xfx before V*? to be

sick, and the affix xr.

XWTXTX m. (-if:) Calamity, misfortune, b. wfV and XTX be-

fore XX to go, trif aff.

WWrif^ m. (x=) War, battle, e. xfx and wr before v?x to

tread down, vjaff.

WWim mfn. (-*:-xt*X) Near, proximate, m. (-*:) Constant
repetition. See WWW.

m. (-V) 1

Practice, exercise. * Learning by rote.
* Practising archery. * (In arithmetic,) Multiplication. * (In
grammar,) rhe reduplicate syllable of a verb. mfn. (w’--XT-x)
Near, proximate. *. wifw before# xw to go, &c. x5^ al£

XWTf*W rofn. (-xt-fax^-fx) Practising# exercising, repeating,

B. WWW and xfx aff.

XWTXTC ra. (-X:) ‘ Robbery. Sec xifxXK. Eating, b. ^vfag

and XW before x to take, XX aff.

WWrxra5 m. (-!%'-) An eatable, mfn. (-i§:-^T-i£) Eatable, to b»

eaten, x. and Bfixn) to be eaten.

XWX* n. (-V) Sprinkling, welting. a. ^fx and ’xx to moisten,

WXfXT vuL Having sprinkled, b. xfx, and mi to moisten, Xrx afiL

WW*IW O. (-if)
1 Fame# reputation. * Rising from off a seat, &c.

Rise. * Elevation. * Sun- rise. *. and before ur

stay, WX aff.

mfn. (-7T:-irr-«i) * Risen, arisen. * Elevated# exalted*

b. ^fv# and lifted up.

m. (-V )
1 Prosperity, increase. * Accident, occurrence.

* A festival# any religious celebration, e. wfn, and rise,

prosperity.

n * (*y) An example or illustration of a thing by it*

reverse, a. and '3^iT<w example.

in. (-Wt-WT-if)
1 Asleep at sun-rise. • Celebrated as a

festival.
1
Risen, (as tbe sun.) 4 Elevated, exalted. ‘ Arisen,

happened, e. ^f*f, up, and gone
i p«rt- past, of

to go.

^fWXlfar mfn. (-ir.-TTT-Tf) Thrown over or upon. z. ^rf>T and

before gone.

WWj^PT mfn. (•tri-'tTT-lf) Brought or given unsolicited, b. ^fxi

towards, ^tpT exerted.

mfn. (-ip-TTMf) Taken u^, delivered, b. ^fW, and

taken.

mfn. (-Tp-TIT-Tf) ’ Promised, agreed, assented. * Cone
near to, approached, arrived at.

1
Inferred, probable. 4 Simi-

lar, analogous, b. over, xw gone.

^^UJW in. (-sr:)
1 A promise, an agreement, a contract. * Ap-

proaching, going near to. ’ Probable ascertainment. 4 Ana-

la£y* affinity, b, and implying association or vicxni-

ty, and jw going.

m. -xt) A slave for a fixed term. mfn. (-Tfr-TlT-lf)

Obtained by assent or free will. e. and xw^aff-

f. (*^l;
)

1 Favour, affection. * Defence, protection.

* Agreement, assent. 4 impregnation of a woman, as of a
brother's widow# as on act of duty. s. and nJX before xw
to go, affix fwx

WWXXX mfn. (-T-IT-X) Agreeing to. e. xf*T and before

XX I® go, affix Xi-

XTJ^XiX m. (-X:) ' An agreement, a promise, tin engagement. *A
means, an expedient, c. ^fx and UX before XW to go# ^XfafE
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WigwiWW n. (-W^A bribe, an inducement- k. wffc and oefore

TW to go, causal form, ^y aff.

W^TW mfo. (-TT-WT-Vr) ' Contracted, promised, agreed. * Ap-

proached. a. wfa and before to go, w aff.

WWVcUnj^Wr f. (-WT) A head or title of law, disputes between

master and servant, b. having engaged, *9 neg. tjwvt

service.

WVJV m. (-T)
1 Grain, &c. half dressed, slightly scorched, or

parched so as to be eaten from the hand. * Bread. a. wfa

before, ww to burn, w affix, the vowel may be made also long,

which gives wwp, or may be changed to WT» and form wwirv;

some consider the root to be ww, to be aick,

ajwfVy mfn. (•TT-m-lf) Dwelling with. k. wfa before T*? to

dwell, if aff.

W»pr ro. (-y:)
1 Discussion, reasoning. * Supplying an ellipsis,

a. wf*T. and 'yy to reason, w aff.

WWJ9I ind.
' Having concluded or inferred, having reasoned-

* Having supplied as an ellipsis, a. wrfw, ^ to reason,

WPf aff.

m. ( yr) See W'-gv.

WWrv m. (*y;) See ^wr.

WW r. J st cL (WWfiT) To go.

WWfwy m, (-y:) Wind. mfn. (-y:-yr-w) Cloud-touching, cloud-

sweeping. B. Wp* a cloud, fary to lick, wy aff.

WW n. (-V) ' The sky or atmosphere. * A cloud. * Gold. 4 Tale.

e. to go, or WW water, and w to have, w aff.W *»• (-#) The mineral substance called talc. e. sm the same,

and vy aff.

m. (-V) Air, wind. e. WW the sky, BT to plough, and

nnj aff.

WWfHmw m. (-W*) A name of R/nu, the descending node per-

sonified. b. WW the sky, and fxnrrw a goblin
; from the mis-

chief he does to the moon, as the cause of its eclipse.

wwfsmw* !*• (*W :
) See the preceding, b. ww added to the

former.

WWVW m. (-W) A kind of tree or cane. See w?pr. *. WW a

cloud and yw a flower
;

flowering in the cloudy or rainy

season, n. (-vt) Water, a. as before
;
put forth as a flower

from the clouds.

9W m. (-IT) Steadiness, composure, mfn. ( tr-wr-s?; Steady,

clear, not blundering, k. w neg. %nr confusion.

WWWTTTT m. (-TO Ixdra'b elephant, k. W*t a cloud, and ypiT
an elephaut. The cloud -elephant, or that of the cloud-com-

pelling king.

WWWTWT f. (-ht) A line or succession of clonds. k. ww, and vrnfrr

a garland.

9P f. The female elephant of the cast. b. w neg. wt? to

wander, and sj aff.

m. (-ys) The male elephant of the east, also Imora’s

elephant, e. WW«. and fay beloved.

m. (-V) Sec the preceding, b. WW'?, and yww be-

loved.

n. {-%) The lapis UunUi. «. *p» a cloud, XT* what

mounts.

WUTUar mf. (-V-WI) Rrotherleti. «. ^ neg. <rm a brother, Wif a£
WWrm mfn. (-ur-wr-yi) Clear, composed, unperplexed, not mis-

taken or in error, e. w neg. wrw misled.

WWTfVr f. (-f%) Absence of perplexity or error, a. W neg.

vrfw error.

WWHWiW m. (-wO Fall of rain. b. wpi cloud, W(W!lt occasion.

WfWfWWTfkw mfo. (yr-wt*W) Exposed to the rain- r. WWIWWr*
and yw^ aff.

Wfw f- ( 5(0 A wooden scraper or shovel for cleaning a boat.

B. yy to go, and TW affix, also WWt.

w!Vy mfn. (-tj: -WT-W) Belonging to or produced from clouds.

b. sy a cloud, and ’pi affix, or technically W-

W^W m. (-y:) Fitness, propriety, b. W neg. and impropriety.

W*frw n. (-W) Inora'b thunder-bolt. B. WW a cloud, before

ygTf to stand, to rise up. V aff.

W* r. 1st cl. (WWf«T)
1 To go, to go to or towards. * To serve

or honour. "To sound. 10th cl. (wrwwfw) To afflict with

sickness or pain from disease,

Wit md, (-w*)
1

Quickly. • Little, mfn. (-¥:-Wt -if) Unripe,

(as fruit, &c.) m. (-W;) Sickness, s. ww to go or to be sick*

WW aff.

WHTW mfn. (-yt-WT-Vr) Inauspicious, unlucky, evil. n, (wf)

Inauspiciousness, ill lack. m. (-W) The castor oil plant.

b. W neg. and WTW auspicious : the wood has no sap, and is

useless.

WflTW mfn. (-W- 9Tr-%) Inauspicious, unlucky, productive of

evil. e. w neg. (fl auspicious.

WKW m. (-W:) The castor oil tree, (Ricinus communis.) b. W
neg. irfh to adorn, and w^aff,

wvrfqnr mfo. (-ir-m-li) Unadorned, b. W neg. nfvry adorned,

m. (-TTJ
1 Sickness, disease. * Death. * Time. a. WW

to be sick, and vnrwUn'fidi aff.

Wfffy m. (-fn-) ’ Time. * The moon. • A cheat, a rogue,

f. (-fir) Unconsciousness, ignorance, absence of knowledge

or intention, a. w* U) go, and w5f Uu'idi affix, or W neg.

wfy understanding.

vnrfw^} mfo. (-v:-yr-f) Unconsciotis, unintentional, r. WHfh
ignorance, ^ before.

Win! mfo. (-vit-vir-iT)
1 Sober, not inebriated. * Sane, not mad.

B w neg. mi craay.

Wff* n. ( a) A vessel, a utensil. R. WH to go, wy^ Un'Adi aff

Wir-flt: mfn. (-^:-n*^) Unenvious, charitable, b. w neg. FWX
envious.

W*fr f. A road. b. WU to go, wfw Un'Adi aff

mfn. (-w-WT*^i) Not to be regarded, inadmissible, un-

knowable. Also WTOWt* mfn. (W-WT-^.) *• ^ neg. WWW or

to be regarded.

WffiJW mfo (-W:*WT'W) Unmanly, b. W neg. inyw a man.

WW^wirr f. ( -WT) Unmaulincss. k. ttw added to the last: al*o

with w, WWwwti.

mfo. (-m-WT'lf) Untbought of, unknown, e. w neg.

W'W'inr thought of.

W^rST uifh. Disagreeable, disliked, x, W neg-

wSrrSf agreeable.
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OTfrl*ftW mfh. (-Wr-WT-tf)
1 Disapproved. * Reprobate, a. ^

neg. WWW the mind, ^Ptw led.

OTWT^ IW m. (*»:) Inattention. *. «f neg. WwT^rw attention.

WfwMlfkw mfh. (-wt-f*wt-fr) inattentive, a. W| neg. wWTWTfw^

attentive.

OT>H1 mfn. (-C-TT-T) Disagreeable, displeasing, unattractive,

s. w neg. WWTWT pleasant. So WWWTTTtf mfh. (-Jg:-^T-wj) and

WrW^TWTfTWmfn,

wrwwr mfn. (-WB: •wri-A*) Unentitled to, or unaccompanied by

holy texts, as a Surfnt, a female, certain ceremonies. &c.

a. wr neg. wrn a text of the fW«.
OTWIV mfn. (-w:-WT*wi) Uncn tilled to, or unaccompanied by

holy texts. «. «f neg. wwr a text, wr^ added.

WW*5 rn. (-«w-) A tree. (a. wrw sickness, and qr from WT to cut, or

destroy.) mfn. (-*:-*&-<) 1
Fierce, violent. * Active, a. w

neg. w^ tardy or dnlL

VfWH m. (-W:) One of the Jaina saints of a future age. mfn.

(-W.-WT-W) Devoid of all selfish or worldly attachment or de-

sire. a. W neg. and WW mine.

OTWWI f. (-ITT) Disinterestedness, indifference. «. and

Ttlaff.

vfWWff n. (-nf) Disinterestedness, philosophy, stoicism, a. WWW
and at aff.

WWt; ra. (Hp) * A deity, an immortal. * A plant, (Heliolropiura

indicum.) See wfWTWWrc. * Also, (Euphorbia lirucalli, &c.)

* Quicksilver, f. (-XTT)
1 The residence of Ixdea. * A house

post. * The womb. 4 The umbilical cord. 4 A plant, (Me-

nispermum gtabrnm.) 80.5^. • Bent grass, (Agrostis

linearis.) mfn. (-C-TM!) Immortal, a. w neg. and sre what

dies, from w and aff.

WTWCWtW mfn. (-W:-WT-W) What cannot die, immortal, a. w neg.

WTWtW perishable.

WWl <flW*U f. (-in) Immortality, k

.

ipf added to the last
;
also

^wrwtwai.

OTTWT f. (-W!) Immortality, a. w: and T|W aff.

OTCW n. (-If) Immortality, a. WW? and w aff.

OTi.W »W m. (-W**) Name of a tree. (Pinus longifolius ) a. WWT,

and WTW a tree.

WW^fl* m. (-W0 A Brahman who lives by attending a temple

or idol. a. wrw* a god, and fipw a Brahman.

WWCUfw m. (-fir) India. a. OTT. and wfff lord; also similar

compounds, as w*KlfVvffl :
,
WfW^W 1

,
&c.

WWCU«q m. (*aj:) A kind of grass, (Saccharum spontaneum.)

h. WWT, and a flower; also with WW added, WWCWmW:.

f. (-WT) A kind of anise, (Anethum sowa.) t. vre

perpetual, and wf*7WTT having flowers.

OTTwi m. (-^f) Ikdma. a. mm, and w£ lord.

WTWTWTWf n. (-^) Heaven, the abode of the gods. a. WWT, and

WTWT world.

WVC*ryw» f. (-WT) Heaven, k. W^added to OTv^TW.

f. (-^ft) An dptard, or nymph of heaven, b. vnre, and

Wft a female.

W*KifWl f. (-WT ) A nymph of Ikdba'b heaven, s. W|WT, and WTW I

a female.

ururrfk ro. (-fif:) Mount Sumfrw or ifirm. a. WWT a deity, and

a mountain ; being the residence of the gods.

VRnVT f. (-WT) The heavenly Ganges. a. WW«“, and WWWT river.

WHtwfi f. (-WT)
rrhe capital of Ixdba. a. WW* a deity, and

straff.

WWWW mfn. (-TT'-irr-vf) Calm, without wind. s. W| neg. WWW
wind. m

WW^W m. (-it) Imoka the king of the gods. b. mm* and

lord.

^Wt'wt, m. (-*:) Ixdra. b. wrwr, and chief!

WW5^ m. (-ffr) A deity, mfh. Immortal, divine. a.^

neg. WT to die, WWW aff.

WWJ^tJBW n. (-W) The heaven of Ikdea, or Swtrga, a kind of

Mohammedan paradise, k a deity, and WTW a world.

mfn. (-wi-WT-lf) Unthresbed, unsubdued, not trodden

down. e. wr neg. wfifw trampled on.

^wwnWT £. (-^T) * Impropriety of conduct. • Disrespect, a. ^
neg. *n£r^T limit.

^nnt m. (-Wt) 1 Anger, passion. * Impatience, impetuosity.

neg. vrv to bear with, aff.

^1T$W mfh. ) Pmaionate, wrathful, k. as before, aff.

W*T^nt mfn. (-WTVt TWl-Tff )
1 Hasty, impetuous, impatient.

* Wrathful, passionate, t. WfirJ and sprw aff

^srfwir mfh. (-tff-fW-fu) ' Passionate, wrathful. * Impetuous,

x. and Tf* »ff!

n. (-^) Talc. f. (-WT)
1 The goddess Laksrmi. • Emblic

myrobalan, (Phyllanthus emblica.) 1 The umbilical cord. mfn.

. (-W: «r-^) 1

Clean, pure. 8 White, b. wr neg. and war dirt.

mf. (-^t-fhwt) The wild goose, b. white or

grey, and xptfhif a bird.

wrwthrw mfn. (.^-WT*^) Clean, pure. b. ^ neg. wfVw dirty.

WWW m. (-f.) ' Time. 8 Stupidity. * Disease, a. vgw to go, ot

be sick, and Un'adi aff.

Vrvw mfn. (-W*-WI-w)
4 Harsh, hard. 8 Violent, intense, a. wr

neg. Wtrw soft.

vrwwrcr mfn. (-W:-H7-«) Headless, b. ^ neg. wot the head.

OTTW mfn. ( -W*-WT-tj) Feeble, thin. a. ^ neg. and wfw flesh.

Also WHi'HW.

OTt »d. 1 With, together with. 8
Near. f. (-WT) Day of conjunc-

tion or new moon. a. ^ neg. Wiw to measure, flPI. and

fem. do.

WWiWWi mfn. (-V-¥T-Wf) Motherlesa a. ^ neg. WTW a mother,

added.

WUf'AJ m. (-?fl:) A minister, a counsellor, a. OTT near, WJ aff.

OTTW mfn. (-W:-WT-^)
4 Not whole or entire. 8 Not elementary,

a. ^ neg. WIW whole, &c.

OTtwwai n. (-^f) ' Spirit, spiritual essence. 8
Deficiency, defect,

a. wi neg. WTWW7! like elementary, w added.

KHMB n. (-w) Disrespect, a. w neg. ww to mind, in the causal

form, and aff

OTTWW mfn. (-W: vn-W) * Not human, animal. 8 Superhuman,

a. w neg. wrww mortal.

VTTV1 n. (-^s0 Pain, See ^TWWW. a. H neg. WWW the mind,

and Bgft aff.
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xpnfkpn t (-in) Modesty, humility. *. W*t added to ^Wffww,

also with I, ^Wtfsrnr.

fulfilq mfn. (dft-fwift'fw) Humble, modest, e. ^ neg. WT»T

pride, Tfw affix. Also nn?TW mfn. (-ap-WT-ii.)

xprnjl rafc. (-W!-Wt-X) Not human, animal, superhuman. «. W
neg. WPJ^ human.

mfn. (-*5-«it-ai) Superhuman. «. w neg. mwxi human.

^TTR| mfn. To be disrespected. e. ^ neg. *TPW to

be respected. Also ^unalx and

f. (*^t) The day of new moon. a. VfWf with, mf to

measure, affix, and fcm. do or with W affix;

f« f-Wt) Day of new moon. a. vrr with, and are to

abide, WTW affix } being with, or in the some quarter as the

•an
;
alio ^prnrreV

'WWXItfl mfn. (-9 -W-W) Produced in the day of new moon.

a. VTT1T1T and m tiff.

^wiaiwa mfn. (-xn-xri-n’ ) Produced on the day of new moon.

e. 'Em xittfi and 'jsi aff.

f. (*W) Day of conjunction or new moon. e. ^xtt with,

(the sun and moon,) iff to abide, affix : or with the pe-

nult. rowel short, wafli ; also ^tn *w1 , &c.

info. (-W-WT-^f)
1 True, wise. * Sincere, guileless, free from

error or deceit, f. (-WT )
1 Absence of delusion, knowledge of

the truth. * Sincerity, honesty, t. x* neg. inwr deceit, delu-

sion.

mfn. (-nr: -w\-m) True, real, honest, void of trick or guile.

b. ^ neg. w.fxrv deceptive.

WUTfan mfo. ( -Wl-fxntt*^) Acting without illusion or deceit.

*- ^ neg. irrfn^ deceitful.

npTW m. (-$:) Want of a road. mfo. (-&>£?-$) Without a road,

x. nr neg. mi a road.

mnifSSiv mfo. (-VMTMr) Unsought, not hunted after, x. nr neg.

nrfirr sought.

IWIwl mfn.
( n:-m-li)

1 Undeansed. * Unadorned, e. m neg.

•fifaiff cleaned.

nf*UI mfn. (-1T:-WT-1T) * Unmeasured, boundless, infinite. Neg-

lected, unpolished, unclean, s. neg. fair measured.

mfo. (-•rT^WT'-w:) Mighty, all-powerful, almighty,

x. *f»nr boundless, strength.

m. (-W) An enemy, an adversary, mfn. ( wt-WT-W) Un-

friendly, hostile, e. to go, and Unadi affix, or sg neg.

and fin a friend.

^fsr^mfo. (-Wt-fir^-fi?) Sick, diseased. *. sickness, xfsr aff.

mfo. Unmixed, unmixing, a. ^ neg. fww mix-

ture.

mfo. ('W--W-1) immiscible, k. ^ neg. to be

mixed.

^wifwn mfn. (-TT-PT-TT) Unmixed. 1. W neg. fkrfhnw mixed.

n. (-xf) ' Luxury. Honesty, simplicity, x. WPff to be sick,

TWw Un’adi aff.

f* (-W) Absence of reasoning or investigation. £. wr

neg. investigation by reason,

n, (-xf; 1 Sin. * Pain.

TO

xpf mfn. (-1T:*WT-W) A certain person or thing, any thing or

person referred to without a name. x. ^3 for this, and

wet added.

WRHR mfo. ( H'.-ht-jJ)
1 Not loosed, not let go. * Not liberated

from birth and death, n. ( V) A weapon that is always grasp-

ed to be used, as a knife, &c. See ipvTffiv, W’WPJW. Ac. e. Wf

neg. and wjf released.

W^ncTtB mfo. (-V-WMI) Sparing, frugal, prudent, x, w«m not

loosed, T9 the hand.

f. (41*) Confinement, want of freedom or liberty, k. ^
neg. liberation.

^rn mfn. (-qr-VT-%t) Inferior, ordinary, x. * neg. wx*

principal.

'WFipj iatf. Hence, from this. e. xnj for and wf^Pl aff.

WVE W. In the next life. t. UfW from W|gW this or that, and

xpB aff.

WUXAJ mfo. (-7W:-iWT'«d) Belonging to a future state, being of the

next world, x. and WJ aff.

mf, * Of a good family, of known origin. * The

son or daughter of such a one. x. the irr. gen. of

this, and a son, &c.

mf. (-X|:*WT)
1 Of respectable birth, of known origin.

* The offspring of such a one, of a certain person, &c. x.

aa in the last, and qw affix, also ^iwkjhixl

mfo. (-XTXT ) Of such form or kind. e. xgw for this,

and f%W affix ; also V. and S|.

'XPJTW mfn. (-ni-WT-l() Of such a form or kind. x. see the last.

uroxw rafn. (-XT-V-WJ Such, like, of such form or kind. e. see

w«xw.

mfn. (•*A:-^T-^) Formless, shapeless, unembodied. x. ^
neg. form

;
the final changed.

wgf* t (•fli :

)

Shapelessness, absence of shape or form. e. ^
neg. 'orm.

mfn. (-W« WT-^) Having no root. Also t (-WT) A
plant. See ’wffffwwr. x. sg neg. and a root.

mfo. (-ix:-wr9X6) Invaluable, not to be purchased, x. xf

neg. price.

n. (*lt) The root of a fragrant grass, used in India for

latte

t

or screens against the hot winds, commonly called Kat

bat, (Andropogoa muricatura.) x. n like, as it were, and

vnrrw a fibrous root ; also wwtwr.

snTTr n. (-if)
1 The food of the gods. Ambrosia or Nectar.

* Water. * Butter, rice, Ike. the residue of a sacrifice.
4 Oiled

butter or fbee. * Unsolicited alms. • Boiled rice.
f Food.

* Wealth, property. • Gold. ,w Buttermilk.
11 Any thing

sweet, a sweetmeat. " Milk. 11 Poison. 14 A drug or medica-

ment. 1 * (Quicksilver.
11 Final emancipation, ra. (-IT?) * A

god, an immortal. 1 Doaxwantari, the physician of the gods,

f. (-TTT)
1 Emblic myrobalan, (Phyllanthus emblica) * The

yellow sort, (Tcnninalia citrina)
1 Another plant, (Mania*

perroum glabrum.) 4 Long pepper. * Holy basil, (Ocymum

sanctum.) 4 Spirituous liquor. It also occurs amongst the

synoniincs of several plants besides those enumerated, mfn.

(•UJ-ITT-II)
1 Beloved, desired. * Beautiful. 1 immortal, un-

[ 6* ]
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perishable. e. W neg. WW to die, and * affix; what is immor>

tal, or what makes so
;
what support* life, &c.

m. (-w) A vessel of nectar, s. H and f a hole.

WWirm f. (-WT) Immortality, e. and wyr affix ; also with

W, WWTTW.

WWflmXF*! f. (-Wt) Moonlight a. WWW, and vrrfrwt a sea.

W WH^IfvfTT m. (-fwO The moon. a. w«r« ambrosia, and

a ray.

WHATT mfn. (-w:-WT-yf) Shedding ambrosia, a. WW*, and yir

dropping.

WW*yK mfn. (-y.-yT-T) Shedding or distilling ambrosia.

. k. WW*
F
and M7TT a drop.

WW*y mfn. (-Wt-WT-W) Drinking ambrosia, m. (-V) A deity.

e. WW*, and y who drinks.

WWfftW m. (-W:
)
Nectar, ambrosia, e. WW*, and XW joice.

yflf^ m. (-^:) A fall of ambrosia from heaven, e. WW*, and

rain.

ww*mrtf.(-*t) A species of moonseed, (Menispermum gla-

brum.) Sec *• WW*. and wyft a pedicle ; the plant

flourishing for a long time.

WWWUHW rn. (-W: ) Raw sugar, molasses, x. WW* ambrosia,

WIT essence, and W produced.

m* (-WP) The moon, as the producer of ambrosia, f.

(.yg:) A Mdtri or a divine mother, e. WW* the ambrosia, and

y who brings forth
;
from yew to bear, and flfT* aff.

WW*^* mfn. (-TJij) Shedding ambrosia, e. WW*, 'J
to distil,

fwy aff.

WW*3 i y< m. (~K'<) A horse, a. y¥X, and ’sryT brother: born

with nectar at the churning of the ocean.

m. (-W!*.) A deity. B. WWW, and WWW food; whose

food is ambrosia.

W 1*l*lW m. (-*:) The fruit of the Trichosanthes. *. WW*7,

and <fW fruit

WWWrir* m. (-W-) A deity, x. as before, WWW eating.

WW*>*T n. (.y:) A collyrium, extracted from the Amomum

authorize. See wifi-

W*M ty tW m. (-yr:) A name of Gabod'a, the bird of Vishn'u.

*. WWW. T lo convey, with WrW prefixed, and WX affix

;

Gakc'da having upon one occasion stolen the simrito.

W«in<V ffT f. ( IT) A fly. *. WWW, and WWW born,

wwijr^w m. (-W*.) A kind of collyrium. See WW*TWT- k. WWW,

and WfcW born.

wwfw f* (*f^fO A drinking vesBeL

WWS
3

f. (**5 : ) Immortality. 1? W neg. WWJ death.

WWW mfn. (-W--WI-W) Cloudless, e. w neg. ww a cloud.

whww m. ( WTO A fool, an idiot «. W neg. WW to understand,

and WXJW. aff.

WWW mfn. (-wr-WT w) Impure, foul., n. (*w0 Feecca, excrement.

e. w neg. and WW pure.

n. (~wf) Foulness, filthiness, e. «e added to wfiw, also I

* with ww, wwunrr.

WTWBWW mfn. Filth;, foul, h, witw. ami joined.

wHwfani mfn. (-ip-U-lt) Smeared with ordure, foul, defiled.

«. and fan smeared.

] vf»t

witurim m. {-xf:> Smearing with ordure, a. tsrSto. and «htr plus-

tering.

W^WTO mfn. MT-IIMi) Soiled by ordure, e. WWW, and WW
smeared.

WWW mfn. (-W-WT-W) Immense, immeasurable, e. w neg. WW
to be measured.

WWWTWW mfn. (-WT-WT-W) Magnanimous, possessing extraordi-

nary powers of mind. k. WWW, and WTWW self.

WWTW m. (-yp)
J Bondage, confinement. * Confinement to life,

mfn. (-w ; -WT'W) Unliberated, unloosed, e. w neg. frrw libera-

tion. 1

WWrw mfn. (-w:*wr-w) Productive, fruitful, not vain or barren,

ro. (-W:) The name of a river, f. (-WT) * Trumpet flower,

(Bignonia suave-olen«) * A plant of which the seed is used

as a vermifuge, (Erycibe paniculata, Rox.) See fwwr. * Yel-

low myrobalan. See wOw^l. k. w not, WTW vain, barren.

WWTWW n. (-w) Non-liberation, not loosing or letting go. r W
neg. WIWW loosing.

W^Tf^W mfn. (-W:-WT-W) Confined, not liberated, e. w neg.

shfww loosed.

WW r. 1st cl. (*yf*) To move, to go.

WWW n„ (-yr)
1 The eye. * Copper, b. WW to go, and w^aff.

WWT n. (-y)
1 The sky or atmosphere. * Clothes, apparel. * A

perfume, (Ambergris.) 4 Cotton. 4 Talc. e. WW to go, and

WTW aff.

WWCWB n. (-ff) The two principal female garments, or upper

and lower cloths or mantles, s. wwr, and ww a pair.

WWT7W m. (-W:) * The horixon. 1 The end of a garment, e. WWT.
ami WW end.

WWfri mn. (-y:y) A frying pan. See the next.

WW<tw mn. (-*:-*)
1 A frying pan. * War, battle, ro. (-y:)

1 A
name of 8iva. * Also of VrsnN'u. 1 A young animal, a colt,

a boy.
4 The name of a king of the solar race, celebrated as a

worshipper of Visuxu. 4 A division of hell.
4 The sun. T Re-

pentance. * A tree, (Spondies mangifera.) b. wf* to sound,

and Un hdi affix, but irregularly formed.

WWW m. (-v) The name of a country, stated to be in the

eastern division of India, and supposed by Mr. Wilpobd, to

be the abode of the Ambasm of Arriam, * The offspring of a

man of the Brahman, and a woman of the f
r
a!*ya tribe, a man

of the medical cast. f. (-WI) * A sort of jasmin, (Jasminum

auriculatum.) * A plant, (Cissampelos hexandra.) See wwfff-

fiiwr. • Woodsorrel, (Oxalis corniculata, Rox.) e. wwf a.mo-

ther, WIT to stand, and w affix, what cherishes like a mother.

wwvtf f.(-yft) A creeper,(Cissampclos hexandra.) AlsoWWTT
and wwhrwT.

WWI f- (-WT)

1 A mother. * The same, (in theatrical language.)

1 A name of Dcega. See wfwyri. e. wf« to sound, wy and

yf^affs.

WWTfwWT f. (-yn)
1 A mother. * The mother of Pa.v'du.

WfWWT f. (WT) * A mother. * A name of PakvatC 4 The mofher

of D ualrAEASHTRA. * One of the female domestic deities of

the Jainas. 4 A medicinal plant. See wipit ..WI a mother,

and yr^ affix
,

like a mother.
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^fxqqq m. (.q;)
1 GxiTfiiu, or K.xtixVt*, both torn of Pa.vatI.

* A name of D'aairiuuaBTiu. *. Blf^an as abort
j
and <rq

alfia, implying family decent.

qfwqqq m. (-W-)
1 GiK'tea. * lynlftUUXOTU. t. u the pre-

ceding, era being added,

en n. (JJ) Water, t. tvfh to sound, and ’a aff.

aair^ f. (-art) A drop of water, a.
q*J.

and qq a particle;

q«iq„q: m, (-q:) The ahort-nosed alligator, a. q*j water, and

qwq a thorn.

VjfqTT* m. (-if.) An alligator. x. qw, and fhrrTW a eavage.

qsrqtq m. (»:) A porpoise, especially of the kind common in

the Ganges, (Delphinus gangeticus, Rox.) a, and qlTr,

the water-monkey.

m. (-A-) A porpoise, especially the gangetic. a. an,

and jWt a tortoise.

spjnpc mb. (-K'-KI-tt-X) Aquatics], a. nt^, and qt what

moves in.

qyiHt n. (-0 An aquatic plant, (Vallisneria.) Sec WWW.

a. qw, and Sitr the Indian chowrie ; the watcr-chowrie.

WSJWTiCn min. 1-ti fcWl-f^) Aquatics!, as a fish, &c. s.qw, Wt

to go, fqfq alt

W>JW in. (-«'•) A plant, (Eugenia acutangula.) Sec frsaw.

ii (-if)
1 A lotus, (Nymph®. nclumbo.) # The thunderbolt

of Isdua. mfn. Aquatic, water-bom. a. an.

and at what is produced ;
water-bom.

wsjspst n. (-W) A lotus, a. W". and we birth.

W^IITW m. (-«•) Vallisneria. Sec wmuiut-

m. (-q:) A cloud, mfn. (q:-qiq) Shedding or giving

water, a. Wsu. and q what gives,

wsjrw ro. (.fit:) The ocean, a. qxj. and fq what possesses ;

from qm with fq aifised.

wajfwfu m. (-fq:J The ocean, a Wsj. and fwfk a treasure.

w*tw rn. (-W!) A plant, (Cassia torn, or alata.) mb. (-wi tn-tj)

Drinking or imbibing water. x. SU, and q what drinka.

q^qqr f. (-Wf) A fragrant grass, (perhaps a Cyperus.) See

wW*I. x. WSJ, and srs a leaf.

qijqqfq f. (-fir) Current, stream, flow of water, x. qw. and

qqftr distinction.

Ulijqq i qn m. (-sr:) The clearing nut tree, (Strychnos potato-

rum.) x. qmj water, sqq to cleanse, w«f affix. The nuts of

this plant are generally used in India, for purifying water :

they are rubbed upon the inner surface of the vessel, and

occasion the precipitation of the impurities of the fluid,

'wsyrw in. (-«nfl
* A cloud. 1 The ocean. * A grass, (Cype-

rus pertenuis.) x. WSJ ,
and «rq what nourishes, from m»

with fxr; *ffi

m. (-WIT) The side of a river, or a bank, a shore, mfn.

(-wnf^nrt-inT ) Watery, haring or containing water, e. XX
and *f 3 V aflT. .

xsyr iwx m. (-•».) A bivalve shell, k. X^ water, in* all, every

kind, and it produced.

m. {-wm) A cloud, r. X*}, and^ what lets go.

m. (*x*) The lower limb of a door frame, the threshold.

, TPJ, and TTX to shine, affix .

X^lfcc m. (*fx*.) The ocean. a. uj, and Trfw a heap.

imt m. (-XT:)
1 Any aquatic plant. 1 A lotua. k. 11 ,

and

T^ what grows on or in.

T^^ifTT1

! f. (-TV) A lotus, a. XX, and KTfTW what grows, or

rises on or in.

^sjqrqf f. (-xt.i Four days in Aihdrha
, the ]Oth to the 13th of

the dark fortnight, when the earth is supposed to be unclean,

and agriculture is prohibited, a. x»J, and wr^ speech, with

ft* added.

Vjqi^f. (-^t) See the preceding.

X^TTfxwt f* (-‘ft) Trumpet flower, (Bignonia suave-olens.)

K. x*J before XX to abide, fxfx and sftx off.

XX a IT m. (-T-)
1 A cloud. 1 The eypems. • A water carrier,

a. x*J water, and ITT what bears.

Tpjnfx^. mfn. (-^t-fx^t-fx) Carrying or conveying water,

f. (-4t) A wooden baling vessel, a. XI, and flf^wbst bears.

X^XXT m. (-X0 A kind of cane or reed growing in water.

See ‘tXT.

X^wfVTl f. ( Xt) A leech, e. XX| before XT to go, fxfx affix
j

and fem. do.

XTTT Tn. (-T) The nut of the Strychnos. See X^Wiq.1.

nyruft f. (-^t) A vessel used for baling water out of a boat.

* ww.firx to sprinkle, ftfx aflT.

xn^lPf mfn. (-x:*XT-if) Sputtered, (speech, discourse.) *. x*J
water, and VTX made.

XTT m.
( xT : ) Sourness, c. XR to go, and xr Unadi aif.

xxix n. (**:) Water, b. XT water, before XXX Un ddi affix
j

is inserted, and X becomes X.

XXTB mfn. (-XH ^n*^XT) 1
Vl'hat holds or contains water.

* Abiding in water, a. XW and XI what abides or where it

abides.

Xi^ m. (-tw) Smoke, cloudiness, k. XXX v'Ttter, and X what

produces.

XXrX n. f-x) A lotus, m. (*x:) 1 The moon. “The Sdrtu or

Indian crane, mfn, (-X -XT-xf) Aquatic, water-born. a. XX^,
and X produced.

XXTXXfsr m. ( fsr) Braoma, being born secondarily from a

lotus, e. XXTX, and xfw birth.

V'iiTXXTfx m. (-fw) A name of Brahma, k. XXTX, and xrf*T

womb.

xxnfWt f. (Vt) An assemblage of lotus flowers, or a place

where they abound. *. X^-X a lotus, fxfx and xtx affs.

XXX m. A cloud, s. XXX, and ^ what gives.

XXlir m. (-X^) A cloud, b. XXX water, and x^T what lias.

Xlirfl m. ( fxO Ihc ocean, b. XXX, and fx what possesses,

from XT with the affix far.

xxrfxfv m. (-fx:) The ocean, t. XXX, and fxfx a treasure.

xxnnfx m. (-fxO The ocean, e. XXX. and TTfk a heap.

xrxrxx n. (-XS) A lotus, a. XXX. and XX *hat rises or

grows, from XX with X^f affix -

f
also with fXT_ affix. XTXTXX

nom. (XX.)

XXX mfn. (-X:-Xt-X) Watery, formed from, or consisting of

water, (as froth, &c.) ». XT water, and TXT affix > X «

changed to T, and the fem. takes x\x.
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The mango tree, (Mangifera Indica.) n. (-vi) A

mango, e. w*T to cat, and ^ aff.

^mr m. (-¥•) A Hpecies of spondias or bog plum, (Spondias

mangifera.) a. RR the mango, and to go, affix
j

resembling that fruit, also RRTW.
rrhr m. (-W) A tree, see the preceding, a. as before,

being added.

V® min. (-V*!?*#) Sour, acid. ra. (-^:) Sourness, acidity,

f. <-«*> Wood sorrel, (OxalU monadelpha.) n. (-XB) Sour

curds, e. VR to be sick, V Unadi affix, and for the

fem.

^PTT f. Sourness, s. and^ affix, also with w aff. WRT«

n. (-if.)

^TRnr m. (~T-) A plant, (Artocarpus lacucha.) See irgR.

b. <ff sourness, and Rf affix ; having a sour taste,

SMRUT m. (-XT'.) The citron, e. xrt, and a filament.

r^^br m. (-V) A tree, (Artocarpus lacucha.)

^RTTr'vi m. (-Rl:) Acidity of stomach, e. and fxpi bile.

RIRTR m. (-8T:) The tamarind tree. n. (-Rf) The fruit, a. Rpy,

and XRT fruit.

mfn. (-TT-RT^) Sour, having a sour taste, m. (-m) Sour*

ness, acidity, k. rj^T and flavour.

RIRPS lfa gl f. (-RTT) Wood sorrel, (Oxalis corniculata,) al»o Xftf

W7W} and RWWTfvfT.

aTRpaisft f. (*¥t) See the preceding.

f. <-RH) See TO&ifw.
m. (-$:) A class of plants with acid leaves or fruit, as

the lime, orange, pomegranate, tamarind, wood apple, sorrel.

LaJtucha , Spondiaa and others, i. xra, and a class,

m. (-¥:) See ^wnf above.

RWHURf m. (-IT.) Hog plum, (Spondias mangifera.)

m. (-¥:) A kind of dock or sorrel. (Kuroex vesica*

riua.) a. rprf sour, and ^V1T9 a kind of reed
;
sour; grass.

RI¥ RT^Bf n. (•*) A kind of sorrel. 1

m. (-V) The tamarind tree. e. and TW a tree.

V|Wi 4[ n. (•*) A sort of sorrel, (Rumcx vcsicarius,) commonly

used as. a potherb, e. RfW- and wn a potherb.

n. (-^:) Kice water after fermentation, no. (*c)
1 The

lime. * A sort of sorrel, e. xxr|, and WTT essence.

WH!I mfn. ( W-'TfT Tf) Acidulated, k. and mixed.

mfn.
1 Clean, clear. * Bright, unclouded, m.

(-ip ) Globe amaranth, (Gomphrena globosa.) r. Rr neg. and

r dirty.

Rj^ ifw mfn. (-fsr-flT-fr)
1 Vigorous. • Unfading, f. (-fw:)

1 Vigour. * Freshness, verdure, e. ^ neg. RTtfir soil.

»nfn. Clean, clear, f. (-lit) An assem-

blage of lotus flowers, e. w neg- Rnfvnr soiled.

^RFRfT f. (-¥T) ‘ The tamarind tree.
1 Wood sorrel, (Oxalis

corniculata.) * A sour taste in the mouth, acidity of stomach.

x. sour, and STff affixes ; X being substituted for ^ ;

also toIrtt and ^rRPn.

^lt« l f. (*«T) See the preceding.

Wvfiyn: m. (-¥*•) Sour erucUlion. «. and RTgrx bring-

ing up.

vr r. 1 st cL To go, to go to or towards. With to

believe, to rely on. A preposition containing * substitutes

W before this root, as g and RPC make 1TWW, WTffir to fly, to

run away.

WR m. (-*:) Good luck, favourable fortune, e. "Rf to go, and

affix ;
happiness proceeding by it

mfn. <-V*RTMf) Not offering sacrifice. R. RT neg.

sacrifice.

RPHRT mfn. (-ST-^Mf) Unfit for sacrifice. b. ^ neg. WTRf

sacrificial.

xgxjftru mfn. (-Rn-RfMi) Not sacrificial, common, profane, e. RT

neg. xjfRTR sacrificial.

^RlfifU mfn. (-ift-fin^t-fH) Incontinent, of unsubdued appetite.

e. ^ neg. irFnsf self-restraining.

W*rn m. (•*:) Absence of effort or exertion. B. sf neg. VK

effort.

mfa. (-^t-fx^-ft) Idle, indifferent, making no exer-

tion. r. W neg. rir effort, and RTTfTTt who makes.

^¥KVW mfn. (-Trt-WT-Tf) Spontaneous, readily or easily pro-

duced. *. and IT* done. So ( V-W-W.)

WXWTtT mfn. (-Tm-TTfl-TW) Idle, inactive, indifferent, x.

neg. ^srei^ active.

^irr nwf. Unsuitably, unfitly, inconsistently, incongruously,

s. 'Rf neg. and VRTr as. (it should be.)

mfdf(-tf:-R|t-Rf. 1 Unprofitable, useless, vain. * Unfit,

unsuitable, incompatible. r». Rr neg- WWT as, ?rWT so.

RRjurHRtl n. (-nj) Unprofitableness, un suitableness, incompati-

bility. x. RiVEfnTRl and R3T*T aff.

^RT«Tr^ mfn. (
1 Not according to the sense or object,

incongruous, nonsensical, unmeaning. * Improper, unfitting.

* False, untrue, b. ^ neg. RRTf as, sense.

md. Inaccurately, erroneously, a. neg. WETT as, and

wfrr aff.

^t|VT!RRr« ixd. Unsuitably, imperfectly. 8. and TW
strength.

mfn. (-^-frwt-f^O Irrebgious. e. ri neg, t^in

according to, imil acripture, and frfbl who acts.

mfn. (-ff:-Tr-¥)
1
Insufficient, not enough. * Disliked,

disapproved of. s. ^ neg. ¥¥¥ wished.

n. (-¥)
1 A road, a path. * The half year, that u, the

sun’s road north and south of the equator. See 'svrt trrt, &c.

a The equinoctial and solstitial points. * A Sdstra or mspired

writing, e. TV to go, and w* aff

RIR^fyfRf m. (-RT:) The interval between the equinoxes, s. W¥¥,
and RTTRT time.

ETRVRfTX m. (-g:) See RRr*ri*fC. e. RRJW, and Erm a part.

W^iriir tn. (-¥0 The arc between the vernal equinoctial point,

and the beginning of the fixed zodiac or first point in Aries.

e. WWW, and a part.

mfn. (-lU-VTT-Tf) Unrestrained, self-willed, e. rt neg.

vrfssni restrained.

^RpnT mfn. (-WT¥-T*ft*¥1f) Lucky, fortunate, e. and trjjxf aff.

RRVT^ mfn. (-^n-KTMr) Infamous, n. (-!(:) Infamy, it. ^ neg.

fame.
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VTUt «fn. Disgraceful, degrading, a. XBBB
and VK what makes.

XBBTQ mfa. Infamous. So XBwfxrw mfn.

B. XBWB and B or faf* aff.

XBB n. (-B:) Iron. ra. (-XP) A name of Vauwr or fire. *- TX
to go, and XtJW LTn’idi off.

XBBHBi m. (-XB) A precious stone, the loadstone, e. XBB and

BPA beautiful, implying a gem, after this word and others,

u *tc.

wwr m. (-fO * The upper part of the thigh. * A blacksmith.

b. XBH, and XTT an agent.

XBWB1 m. (-BP) An iron pot or boiler, e. X«|B and XPW a jar*

XBTXX mfn. (-X.-XT-X) One who docs not ask or solicit, e. x
neg. btxbt who solicits.

XBrfX ff mfn. (-B^BT-B) Unasked, unsolicited, m. (•%:) The

name of a Muni or saint, also wmv- b. X neg. and BlfB*!

asked, solicited.

XBTX mfn. (-xp-Bfr-xj) Outcaste, degraded, not competent to

offer sacrifice, s. X neg. BfX to be sacrificed
;
by whom.

XBnTJB mfn. (-^-bt-4) Following, subsequent to, succeeding.

*. ^ neg. preceding.

X tT Blfqx mfn. (-x:-xt-x) ' Improper, unjust. 1 Absurd, incon-

gruous. b. vrWB!^ and «r«f aff.

XBrwr^T n. (-^)
1 Impropriety, unfitness.

1 Absurdity, non*

sense, a. XBBTXI and HTB a ff.

XBIB n. (-B)
1 Natural disposition or temperament. 1 Halt,

stop. k. X neg. and wr to go, affix
;
what never departs.

XBfWB m. (-ft) A country.

BBTBBTw rafn. (-b.-BT-B) Produced in, or brought from Aijdn-

aya. b. XBBB and V aff.

XBUB nifn. (-BP-BIT*#) Unstained with lac-dye, naturally red.

b. x neg. Bnrur of lac.

Xfx tad. A particle of encouragement, and asking
;

also a

vocative particle. i.T to go, and X*. affix, by which one

goes } what leads or calls.

Bbxxx m * (*#0 A plant, (Ecbites scholars.) See

r. unjsr separate, and BT a leaf.

mfn. (BP-XM|)
1

Separate, disjoined. * Improper, r. x
neg. BX joined.

wrfn f. <•%:> 1 Disunion, separation. ‘Unreasonableness, want

of conformity to correct principles or to analogy. “ Impro-

priety, unfitness, e. x neg. vfn union.

mfa. (-1 : xt-bJ ' Single, separate. * Odd. c. x neg. a

pair.

X^tfBW md. Gradually, seriatim, not at once, s, x neg. wjnrw

at once.

mfn. (-*3 -XT-#) Single, b. X neg. a pair.

UPJBJf^X m. (*rt ) Fire. r. XBJI uneven, (seven) xf#v my.

mfn. ( -XT-BP-XT) 1 Separate, divided, single. Odd, un-

even. b. X not, Bjqj a pair.

BT^BTXX m- ( ) A plant, (Echites scholaris.) e. X neg. xjBT

double, and * leaf.

mfn. <*^«) ‘ Separate, single. * Odd, uneven, s. X aeg.

bu^ what joins.

] arc

VI" mfn. f-Bt-BT-#) Disjoined, detached. n. (-#) Ten thou-

sand. e. X neg. and BIT joined. Counted.

^SWa (-B) Peace, absence of war. f. X neg. BT war.

BB md. Oh! ah! &c. an inteijectv n of j
‘ RecuUcrtion. ‘ Fa-

tigue; 'Fear; ‘Pasrion; and 'Calling, e. X to go, T# aff.

X^TW m. (-X?) ' Separation, disjunction. * A widower, an ab-

sent lover or husband. ‘ Unfitness, unsuitableness. * Medi-

cal treatment, counter to the symptoms. * Consistent treat-

ment, non-mixture of opposite qualities. 6 Dislike, aversion

to any thing. f Vigorous effort, exertion. ' An iron hammer.

b. X neg. and BIB union
;
oriw iron, and « what, goes, or is.

X^IXB mf. (-W^-BT-Bt) The offspring of a Sudra man, and / ~ai»ya

woman, f. XB>B disjoined, and b from BT to go ; being one

of the lowest castes or tribes.

Brifrxw m. (-¥:)
1 A chalybeate pill, one made of some prepara-

tion of iron. * An iron ball. s. XB^, and a ball

BTBTWf mfa. ( nr-WT-JB) 1 Unfit, unsuitable. * Useless, r. X neg.

XTTO fit.

XBfWBT f. ( WT) 1 Unfitness, unsuitableness, incongruity, impro-

priety. XBTTO and WX affix
;
also X$TTO#.

XBTB n. (-tf) * A pestle for cleaning grain. ‘ A mace or club

tipped with iron.
1 A hammer, a forge hammer. B. BBB, and

XB the end.

Xbtbb m. (-art) A hammer, a forge hammer, e. BTBB, and WB
what strikes, from XB to kill or strike.

BBTUTW nf. (-B-BT) Disunion, separation, distinctness, h. ^ not,

BTBB uniting.

) Iron-toothed, b. BBB, and XB far

X*T a tooth.

mfa. (-Hft-WT-Bi) ' Not to be warred against, f. (-WT) The

capital of Hsma, Ayddhy a
,
the modern Oude. b. b neg. bjb

to make war, and EBB aff.

BB'fBB mfn. (.Ufi-ari-if) Generated equivocally, not born from

the womb. b. B neg. BTfB the womb, and BT bom.

B^.BB mfn. (-B -Bt-B) Made of iron, e BTBB and WBB aff.

B^fBB n. (-B) Rust of iron. B BBff, and BB dirt.

BBf^B mfn (-B*--B:-Bl) Tipped or pointed with iron. m. (-^)

A kind of goblin with an iron face. k. BB'T, and wx a mouth.

XBIXXB mfa. (-B -BT ^f) Stem, unrelenting, iron-hearted.

E. BBB, and heart.

XT mfn. Swift, speedy, n, (-^()
1 The spoke or radius

of a wheel. ‘ adv. Swiftly, m. (-KT)
1 A Jama division of time,

the sixth of an Avatarphd or UUarpmt See XBwf^#t, 4kc.

‘ The eighteenth Jaina T’irtkakdra, or deified saint, b. be to

go, BIX aff-

XVB m. (-xrs) An aquatic plant, (Vallisneria.) See BBTX. b. XT
what goes, and JB aff.

BTT^PT mfn, (-B'-BT-B) 1 Not preserved, not kept. ' Unpro-

tected, undefended, b. X neg. rfanr kept.

XTBB m. (B:) A tree, (Cassia fistula.) See XTT*IW.

XtBf ra. (-ft)
1 A machine for raising water from a well. * A

deep well. k. XT quickly, and BT to move, affix XX-

XMUX m. (-X:)
1 A wheel for drawing water with, * A deep or

large well. b. BB added to tbe preceding.
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aTTt m. (-t**) Fictitious op made up poison, *. ata quick, and

JIT poison.

arstw mfn. (WT:-*T:-a:) 1 Free from the quality of passion.

* Free from desire, &c. f. ( -art:) A young girl r. a neg. taw
the menstrua] flux, or passion, Ike.

at$ m. (-^) A plant, (Bignonia Indica.) See at*. «. ar to

go, and ar^ aff.

atf* mf. (-f^:-^l) Wood used for kindling a fire, exciting it by

attrition, m. (-fa) ' The plant of which especially the wood

is used for this purpose,(Premna spinoss, &c.) See flfanifrm.
* A flint. ' The sun. e. a to go, and afir Un'Adi affi

ata nf. (-a:-tit) A forest, m. ( a:) Kuyapkal, . a drug so

named. See a^nia. R. a to go, and aa Un'&di aff.

atatixa) f* The wood or wild plantain, e. ata, and

*aaf the plantain.

ata*l«inft f. (-^t> The wild cotton, a. ata, and

cotton.

arara^a m. (-nr') A wood sparrow, b. qti, and a^a a

sparrow.

ataw mfn. (-•r-nrr-W) Produced or born in a forest, a. ara,
and a born also similar compounds, as ataaifi,

ata^aa, &c.

atawriar f. (-ai) Wild ginger, e. ajrxBJT, and anfar ginger.

a<a*ia n. ( a) Wild rice. k. ata, and ara grain.

atawfaaT f. (-aT) The gad fly. b. ata, and wfaaT a fly.

atataa m. (-ar:) Keeper of a forest, superintendent of a

forest district, a. ata, and rai who protects,

atarraa m. (-a:) A raven. K. ata, and aiaa a crow.

atarwTa m. -(-a:) A hermitage, i. ata a wood, and ara
abode.

a^avifaa m. (-^t) A hermit, an anchorite, e. ata, and arfaa
who resides.

a<a*tfw m. ( far:) Wild rice. s. ata, and infa rice.

v *n. (-Xi) The wild hog. e. ata, and nat a hog.

ataaa m. (-aT) A wolf. e. ata, and aE( a dog, the forest

dog.

ararwa ra. (-a:) Keeper or ranger of the forests, a headman
or superintendent of a forest district, an officer in the old

Hindu government, b. ata, and aaa superintendant.

atar^fT f. (-tft) A large forest, k. ata, aTja and #T^aff.

atff mfn. (-m-WT-ir) ' Dull languid, apathetic. ' Disgusted,

discontented, k. a neg. *7T interested,

araaa m. (-a=) A dog. g. a neg. X* copulation, and
ashamed.

a^r mfn. (-firs-fir-fif)
1

Dull, languid. * Discontented, un-

happy. m. (-fir:) Anger, passion, f. (.fir:)
1
Dissatisfaction,

discontent. * Dulnesn, languor. * Absence of pleasure, pain.
* Anxiety, distress, a. a neg. and tfw pleasure, or a to go,

, and afir Un'Adi aff.

atfw m. (-fr)
1 A cubit of the middle length, from the elbow

to the tip of the little finger. “ The elbow, s. a to go, and
afw Un'idi aif.

am mfn. ( *r:.HT-*f) Low, inferior. See aiW.
nifh. Disagreeable, k. a neg. mj pleasing.

att mfn. * A door. • A covering, a sheathe. 1 The
sheathe of the shoot of a bamboo, e. at from a to go, and

ata Unadi aflix, vix in the fern,

arfr mn. (-fes-ffc) A door. e. a to go, and afta aff.

ata m. (-a:) An enemy, k. a to go, at Unadi aff.

att* ind. A vocative particle, expressing haste,

ata m. (-a:) A plant, (Bignonia Indica.) Sea artTa. a. a to

go, at affix, and t is changed to a, also at*.

ar*r mfn. (-tt-tT-t) Silent. r. a neg. aw sound.

n. (-a) * A lotus, (Nymphaa nelumbo.) • Copper.

e. ar quickly, and fwa to obtain, a affix; with reference

to the lotus, as of quick growth,

arfrawifw m. (-flit) Vishnu, e. arfka, and mf* the navel,

from which sprung the lotus that bore Brahma at the creation,

atftfatl f. (-^) An assemblage of lotus flowers, r. a <fiq ,

xfx and #tw aflfr.

att mfn. (-a^-vnrr) 1
Insipid, tasteless. * Dull, flat, (as a com-

position.) E. a neg. ra flavour,

atfta mfn, (-a^-tft-a) 1 Unfeeling, dull devoid of taste. * Fla-

vourless, insipid, liter, or fig. k. a neg. cfwa flavoured,

atfta mfn. (-ir-lTT t) Having, possessed of. k, a neg. tfiPT
left.

atT* mfn. (-*?-9T-jf) Cool, unirapassioned. e. a neg. rrrw pas-

sion.

anfhw mfo. (-fit-fkat-fw) Cool, unimpassioned. k. a meg. wrOra
impassioned.

arrwra mfn. (-a ; -WT-^J Anarchical, having no king or governor.

k. a neg. rraw a king, aa aff.

aofw m. (-fir) An enemy, s. a neg. and to give, with fif

affix
; who docs not give pleasure.

avifn^r ra. ( fO Defeat or destruction of a foe. x. aTTfw, and
Wlf breaking.

a^ia mfn. (-a:-ar-a) Crooked, m. (-a:)
1
Resin. * An elephant

in rut. * A bent or crooked arm^ C-(-ar) * A modest woman.
* A disloyal or unchaste one. k. aw what goes, ar before aT
to take or give, and a aff.

vf* m- (-ft:) An enemy. * A wheel ' A .peciej of Kktuiir*
or Mimosa, e. a to go, aa affix, and w substituted for a.

afirfa n. (-^) Family of an enemy, a. afr, and aa family.

afirwtWJW mfn. (-Mia) Not entitled to a share of the property,

a non-heir. k. a neg. frwwra a co-heir.

afTWT C (-WT) Enmity, hostility, k. afi; and wa^ affix, also with

*i, a<V«-

afia n. (-a) A rudder, b. a tr> go, and xai| aff.

afmaa mfn. (-a:-WT-a) Gratifying an enemy, affording triumph

to an enemy, k. aft:, and waa what delights,

aftaa mfn. (-a^aT-W) Conquering, victorious, k. afr, and

XJf to tame, affix aa
afr^t; n. (-^) An enemy’s town or country, e. afr, and TpC

a city,

afefria m. (-a:) An ally or friend of an enemy, b. aft, andfa*
a friend.

m. (-K0 A fetid MimoM, (M. FttroesUiu.) t.^
enemy, and a^ what injures.
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WflTVfl n. (*^-) An enemy’s country. b. wfir, and JTg a country,

m. (-BF:) A hostile tribe or an enemy's country, i. wlT,

and «hw a country.

wfcw m. (-W*)
1 Disease arising from meat and drink. * A stream

of water from the clouds.

wftx m. (-Y-)
‘ The soap-berry plant, (Sapindus saponaria, Ac.)

• Garlick. * The Nimb tree, (Mclia azadaracta.) * A crow.

‘ A heron. a The name of an A$nr or infernal spirit, n. (•!)

1 A woman** apartment, the lying-in chamber. * Good for-

tune, happiness. • Bad or ill luck, misfortune. * Buttermilk.

• Vinous spirit, • Sign or symptom of approaching death. T A
portent, some natural phenomenon considered as indicating

calamity, k. W neg. and fr* bad or good fortune.

wftcw m. (-W0 The soap-berry plant, (Sapindua saponaria, Ac.)

e . w nog. and fr? affliction, nr affix
;
relieving sickness, Ac.

See the preceding, of which it may have all the meanings.

wfl«*!(fw mfn. (-fwt-fwt-fw) Auspicious, making fortunate or

happy, a. wfaw, ww to spread, and Ylfn affi

mfn. AppreL< naive of death, alarmed

at its approach, a. wf*T sign of death, disturbed, and

understanding, mind
;
tchote is so.

nrftrnfsr m. (-fw:) The twenty-second of the twenty-four Jain*

Ttrihakdrtu or saints. Also wfw.

Wf^W^W m. (-W:) A name of Keikhsa or Viitratr, a. wftw
the A*wr so named, and Wp(W v?ho destroys

$
having killed

the demon AaistfTA. *

wfarK*r to. (-w; Consternation, defeat- *. wf and ^rrwW
being iu place.

m. (-w*.) An avenger, b. wft, and faww who injures.

WWW mfu. (-TT-WMi) Healthy, well. a. W ueg. TW sick.

WPCfa f. < *f%)
1 Avision, dislike. * Want of appetite, disre-

\
lisb, disgust, k. W neg. wfw light

W«xlV mtn. (-B3-WM?) Disagreeable, disgusting, b. w neg.

ifwiT agreeable.

WWW mfn. (-W:-WT-wi) Disagreeable, b. w neg. WW to be

liked.

^WW mfn. (-Blor *WW) Sound, healthy, free from disease,

a. W neg. ww^ sick.

WWB[ m. (-W-)
1 A name of the sun. 1 Also of his charioteer, or

the dawn personified as the son of Kastafa by Viwat/. • The
colour of the dawn, dark red, or the mixture of red and black.

• Tawny, (the colour.) * The redness of sun-set. • A kind

of leprosy, with red spots and insensibility of the akin. ’ A
dumb man. f. (-W7)

1 A plant, (Betula.) See wfwfwBl. * Mad-
der, (Rubia manjit h.l Another plant, commonly 7%ra See

fw*7T.
4 A black kind of the same. * Colocynth or bitter

apple. • The plant that yields the red and black berry from

which the jewellers weight, the Retri, U derived. Seo *WT*

mfn. (-W-WT-W) Tawny, dark red, Ac. e. Be to go, and WWW
Un idi alf.

WWWWWW n. (-if) The red lotus. E. WWW, and WWW a lotus.

Brwwairww m. (-W5) A pigeon, e. WWW, and wfrww the eye.

wwwwrcfw m. (-fw:) The sun. k. WWW, and WITfw a chario-

teer
i whose charioteer is Aictn a.

]

WWWTWWT m. (-W:) Garuju, the bird of Vismi c. e. WWW, and

WWW first born ; having Aura a as his elder brother.

WBWmiW m. (-W:) A name of Jat'atc, a fabulous bird : said by

some to be the son of Arcn'a, but more generally of Garod'a.

e. www, and wtww the son.

WWWTBTWT m. (-W) A name of Garud'a. e. WWW, WWW after,

and W born
j
the younger brother of Aruk’a.

WWfrw mfn. (-ir:*WT*Tf)
1 Reddened. * Dyed red, unpurpled.

B. WWW and TWW aff.

WWtwwwnB. (-WI) Redness, e. WWW and TWfww affi

WWWtWTW mfn. (-Wi-WT-lf) Reddened, turning or become red.

k. WWW. and VTW made, wt augment.

WWBlTWW m. (;W:) Break of day, dawn, the period preceding sun-

set. e. www dawn, WWW rise.

WW^fWW m. (-BT) A ruby. i. WTWW dark red, and WWW a stone.

WWfww mfn. (-W-ITT-Tl) ' Unwept, unlamented. • Not weep-

ing. a W neg. wfipf wept.

WWW mfn. (-BP-IMT) Free, unobstructed, b. w neg. WT ob-

structed.

BTBWJW mfn. (-W : *^T-W) * Sharp, corrosive. * Acrimonious,

sharp, sour, (as disposition.) a WWW a sore, and TJW what

torments, from 7JW and WW affix
;

the final ofWWW is drop-

ped, and apt inserted.

WWWfffW n. (-id;
1
Infliction of pain. * Acrimoniousness, causti-

city. je. W added to the last. Also WWWJW.BI.

WW»rft f. (-ift) The daughter of Kkbodama and wife of Va-

»isnr"uA, one of the seven Rithi* ,- she is also one of the

Pleiades, e, w neg. WW to confine, ww and affixes
j
who

does not confine or hinder good works. AavNDBATf is consi-

dered as a pattern of conjugal excellence, and is invoked at

the marriage ceremony by the bridegroom.

WW*<ftw if«i m. (*fw:) VAs'isnr’oA, one of the seven Ruhi* or

saints, and stars in the great bear. b. WWWWt and unfw from

irrwT a wife; whose wife is AauxoBAxf.

WB«mb1 biw m. (-W ) A name of VAa'isaT”uA, as above. K.wwwnft

and wrw a lord or husband.

WWW m/n. (-W:-Wf-W) Smooth, liter, or fig. *. w neg. WW
rough. '

WWWJ m. (-Wf•)
The marking-nut plant, see the next word,

s. WBW a sore, and BF what makes.

WWWTC mfn. (-Ti-’ft-iT) Comwive, caustic, acrid, m. (-^) The

marking-nut plant, (Semecarpius anacardiura.) n. (-W) The

nut. b. WWW a sore, IT to make, 7 affi

WWW mfn. (-r •¥!•€) Calm, not angry, b. W neg. WW angry.

WWW. mn. (-W:) A sore or wound, m. (-Ws) The sun. i*d. A joint,

t w to go, and wfw Un'idi aff.

wwfwwrr f. (WT) Eruptions oti the scalp, with acute pain. e. BTWW.

a sore, wm added.

WWW mfn. (-w-WT^t-W) 1 Formless, shapeless. ' Ugly, ill form-

ed, mishapen. * Dissimilar, unlike *- W neg. WW beauty.

WWWW mfn. (-W'-wr-Bf) Literal, without figure or metaphor.

e. w neg. WWBT figurative.

WWWffT f- (-WT) * Ugliness. * Shapelessness. • Dissimilarity.

e. ww added to WWW, also WWW«.
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>r*'nrif mfn. (-^•’r*-T)r) Ugly, *h»p*l*»- * undinnr

air.

XX* m. (-T) ‘ A kind of snake. * The *un. a. x to go, xwx.

Un’ddi alt

iW. Interjection of calling to inferior*.

i*d.
1 Inteijection of calling to inferior*. • Al*o of calling

angrily.

^r'Tar mfn. Obscured, dimmed, darkened, a. ’rtrto

be light, T*y*fl>v; ^ ncg. prefir.

<«¥r4r*pi rain. ( afirtrSl 1 Haring black or discoloured teeth.

a. *fgr*r, and grr for sgnt a tooth, also

eKiagTI mfn. ( mi-wtr-et) Having bod tooth j »et the last.

^14 mb. (-»:-*Mt) Well, healthy, free from disease, m. (-*:)

Health, a. a, neg. TT4 sickness.
t

^rtkwi f. (-HI) Health, a. well, rtt* affix, or with at

wwflni.

>t¥tfir*l mb. (-St-tf Well, in health, a. <4 neg. ^rf)Pf

rick.

XMX* f. (>fj) Indigestion, loss of appetite, s. X neg. ^IXX

digestion.

*arrfh[^ mfn. (^:-wr-aij) 1 Disagreeable. ‘Dark. ‘Ugly, a.'*

neg. .splendid, &c.

n. (-if) Not weeping, k. X neg. weeping.

XiTX mfn. (-x:-XT-¥l) Unobstructed, uuobatructable. s. x neg.

KTVJ to be hindered.

X tllMX n. (-^) Not planting or fixing. b. X neg. ^TRX setting up.

XKl1! na. (-W) Calmness, gentleness. *. X neg. KTf wrath.

XCHf mfn. (-Xt-^ft-^) Not formidable or fierce, a. X neg. XTg

formidable.

X* r. 10th cl. (XX*f*) ' To praise.
9 To heat or warm.

Xlt m. (-i)
1 The sun. * Crystal • Swallow wort, (Calotropis

gigantca.) * Copper. * A name of Imdra. 4 A Pandit or

learned man. 1 An elder brother.
9 Sunday, e. to wor-

ship or respect, X Un'&di affix, and the ^ is dropped j what is

worshipped or respected :'or X* to heat, affix XX.

xxx du. m. (-Jr) The two sons of Sc'avA and As'winI, and

physicians of Swerga. s, xi the sun, and nr who is born.

XX)«fWX m. (-W:) The son of Su'rya or the sun, applicable to

Yajia, to Sani, to the Afunit Vaivaxwata and Sa'vbrmI, to

Rkvanta, and to Kbbva. f. (-in) The daughter of the sun,

applied to the river goddesses Yamuna and TapatI. k. X* ,

and *nrx a son.

wr^rf.-srw f. (-fxx)
1 A ray of light. * The light of the sun.

E- XX, and fan radiance.

X^f*X n. (•ri) A solar day. b, X*J, and a day : also

&c.

XXX xx m. ( it) Yama, &c. sec xJf*TXX. a. ns before, and

XXX a son.

X^HX m. (-*:) Swallow wort, (Calotropis gigantca.) ff (-XT) A

kind of birth wort, (Aristolochia Indica.) k. XX the swal-

low wort, and XX a leaf ; the leaves of the two plants being

similar.

XXXX m. (-it:) Swallow wort, (Asclepias gigantca, or Calotro- I

• pis.) a. x4 the sun, and XX a leaf.

XXTXmTT m. (-if:) The Nimh tree, (Nimba or Metia azadaracta*)

B. XX, and qi^X a tree.

XX^faXi f. (-XT) A plant, vulgarly Arhahuti, (Cleome penta-

pbylla.) Also xx^xt.

m. (-aj*.) A name of Bcdd’iia, the founder of the Bauo-

o' ii

a

sect of Hindus, k. XX the sun, and fir a kinsman, being

of the Sdrpa Vans, or line of the sun.

XXXTXTX m. (-X3) See the preceding, b. as before, XP*X a

kinsman.

fwW n. (-qi) The disc of the sun. b. XX, and xxpx a circle.

'•‘i
’?' f- (-ITT) Birthwort. See XWIT.

X^CXTX m. (-x :

) Rkvaxta the son of Subya. a. XX, the

semen, and X| born.

X^rx m. (-*:) A solar year. b. xir, and XX a year; also

xJUix*, &c.

1i»n n. (-if)
1 Levying taxes, subjecting the people to heavy

imposts, drawing their wealth as the sun evaporixes water.
1 Periodical worship of the sun. m, x^ the sun, and mT ob-

servance.

m. (-^:) Yama, regent of the dead. b. wqf, and a

son : the son of Su'rya. See ^Rlwint.

m- (*^0 The elephant of Indra. e. kins-

man, from W with, and womb ; from their being alike

engaged in maintaining the universe.

m. (-w :
) A digit or twelfth of the sun's disc. b. and

ifir a part.

m- (-WT) * A crystal lens. See • A ruby.

b. and a stone.

^<«nr m. (•*.) Swallow wort. *. ^*r, and ^nr appellation

:

bearing all the synonimes of the sun. *

m. (*w») The instant of conjunction of the sun and

moon. b. qpJ the sun, X*5 the moon, and trlfif union.

m. (-ir:) ' The sun-stone. * A ruby. • A crystal lens.

b. WW. and \5V* a stone.

’IflW nf.
( w:-wi or -rit) A wooden boh or pin for fastening a

door. mfn. (-qr.-WT-ri) A surge or billow, b. to gain,

affix, 09 becomes 5, and the fern, takes both Trq and

umfkrct f.(-wr) A small door pin, a bolt. a. as before, mr affix,

znr for the fern, and X substituted for 'fg.

r. 1st cL (^4ftf) To hurt or injure, r. 10th cl. To
cost, to be worth.

m. (4 3)
1 Price, cost. * Xfode of worship or reverence.

1 An oblation of various ingredients to a god or Brahman .

b. uJ to cost, or ir* to worship, x being changed to X, affix

n. (- «q) Presentation of a respectful offering, b. x4,

and giving.

xJqXTRW n. (-«r) Rate of price, proper price, b. xJ. and qx
strength, XRX weakness.

xJ^W^X n. (-x) Fixing the price of commodities, appraising,

assize, x. x^l. and ^Xir^X fixing vogethcr with : it is the act

of the king or ruler, in concert with the traders, and ihould

be done once a week or once a fortnight.
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mfn. (-^-WT-W) Worthy of or requiring a respectful of-

fering, a superior. 8. wf, and w^ worthy.

m. (-IT) A name of Sira. e. wi oblation, and lord

:

the lord of offerings.

W^f mfn. {-wwf-4>) Venerable, deserving worship, n* (-4)

A respectful oblation to gods or venerable men, of rice,

durva grass, flowers, &c. with water, and of water only in a

small boat-shaped vessel, n. (-^) Wild honey, e. w&, and w
or 8^ aff.

WW r. 1st cl. (W^firf) Also 1 st and 10th cla. (W^W-^ WWwfir-*)

To worship, to honour or treat with respect: with WW prefixed,

to worship. This root and its derivatives are also read W^,

fee. doubling the consonant after

www mfn. (-w-wi-lf) A worshipper, one who worships, 8, Vf
and «IT.

W^ mfn. (-wvwt-w) An article of worship, nf. (-w-wt) Wor-

ship, the homage paid to deities and to superiors, e. ww to

worship, tJW and TfW affs.

mfn. Venerable* respectable, r. and

affis, also and

f.
* Worship, see w^WT. * An image, e. WWTto wor-

ship. affix, and WTW fem. do.

wfw f. (ffc) Flame, a. WW to worship, TW aff.

Wf*w mfn. (-Wi-WT-lf) Worshipped, respected, saluted, e. WTW

in the pan. past.

wf^WH mfn. (-W*WPft-WW) Brilliant, resplendent, m. (-WTW)
1
Fire. * The sun. k. wf^W flame, and WJW poss. aff.

BE (-ft) ' Flame. * A ray of light. * Light, lustre, e. WW
to worship, and xfw Un'idi aff.

W^ mfn. (-^-wjr-W) Reverend, respectable, worshipful, e. w^
to worship, and tjTf aff.

W^ r. 1st cl. (W«Hw) To earn, to gain or acquire, (commonly

used with WW prefixed.) 10th cl. (WWWfW) 1 The same, and

:

* To work or manufacture. 1 To make or prepare. This root

and its derivatives are also read W^, &c. doubling the con-

sonant after K-

Bnfiw mfn. (-W*-¥T-ll) An acquirer, one who gains or acquires,

m. (-wO Basil, the white sort,(Ocymum villosum.) e. w*^ to

gain, and "JW aft

WW* n. (-W) Gain, acquisition of wealth, &c. *. and fjar

affix, also written V*rw.

wfihf mfn. (-ir-WT-lf) Gained, acquired, e. WW to gain, W affix,

also written wf^nT-

m. (-W )
' The third of the Pandavtu, the son of IniJba

and friend of Krishn a.
1 The name of a king with a thou-

sand arms. Sec wrfafalT.
* A tree, (Pentaptera aijuna.)

* A peacock. * The only son of his mother. * White, (the

colour.) nf. (-af-ift)
1 Grass. * Slight inflammation of the con-

junctiva or white of the eye. f. (-w\) ‘ A cow. * Usha, the

wife of Anibudd’na. * The Karatoya river in the north of

Bengal. 4 A procuress, a bawd. rafn. (-W-Tft-W) White. 8,W^
to gain, Un'fidi affix, fcm. also read W3&W.

W*jprw mfn. Belonging to Arjcna. e. WWW and

l^aff.

wrsfiPTW ind. On the side or party of Aajuna. r-'arfrT and

wfw aff.

^rfarwf* mfn. (-fir.-fin-fw) White, of a white colour. s *4*
white, and Bfir light.

m. (*B!) 'Ike monkey Hanvman. e. and ija

a banner, being Abjuxa’s symbol.

W^Wiqcr m. (-W:) The teak tree, (Tectona grandis.) k. wshv

a tree, &c. www like.

wn& m. (-
1i:) ' The teak tree. • A letter.

WWW m. (-w:) The ocean. 8. W^h water, w affix, and w is

dropped : the W in this and similar words is optionally dou-

bled, as WWW. &c.

wwwwr mfn. (-w:-WT-wf) Sea-born, marine, mn. (-W :*W) Cuttle

fish. b. W^W, and wi born.

W^wwf*wr m. (*W:) Varuna, regent of the water, k. w^W the

ocean, and wfaT a house; whose dwelling is the deep.

W^W^rw m. (-If:) A boat or ship. b. WWW, and WTW a boat,

W*Kwtw n. (-si) A boat or ship. h. w^w, and WTW vehicle,

W^W n. (-^:) Water. E. wr to go, W4JW Un'Adi affix, and ww
inserted.

m. (-W) A cloud. 8. WWW. and W what gives,

wnfrww m. (-T-) A shell. 8. WWW, and ww being.

WWJIW m. (-W:) Blue barleria, (B. cwrulea.) b. WTW exhausted,

and WW to drop, the WT is made short, also WTWEW.

W’ftw n. (-w) Censure, reproach, abuse, e. wfw to blame, a

sautr

a

root, and W7 aff.

( (-ps:)
1 Pain. * The end of a bow. b. WK to hurt, and

fwwaff.

wf^W mfti. (-W'.-WT-Wf) Disea-sed, pained, m. (-WT: ) A kind of

cake. r. wf^ pain, and wr^ added.

wfwWT f. (-WT) An elder sister, (in theatrical language.) See

WfwWT-

WW r. 10th cl. (w^n? sometimes -fir) To ask or beg.

w4 mfh. (-W:-WT-^)
1 Rich. * Learned, m. (-1:) ' Wealth, pro-

perty, substance. * Meaning, signification. * Thing. * Fruit,

consequence. 5 Prohibition. * A material substance or object

of 9ense.
f Cause, origin.

1 Request, asking, begging. * Kind,

sort, manner. 14 Well, well being. " (In law) A suit, an action.

b. wr to go. and Ww Un'adi aff.

W mfn. (-tCi-rr-^-T) Producing or yielding wealth, wbat

enriches. »- WW. and WTC what makes, also similar compounds,

as WtSwttw mfn. (-W*-WT-W,) W^WTfrw mfn. (-Wt*fi^-fr)

and W^WWWT mfn. (-W:-WT-WJ &c.

w^wrm rn. (-ST) Avarice, desire of wealth, k. w^I. and wmr desire.

W^*0W3 mfn. (-wnr W^t-WO Significant, meaning, a. w^ with

3JW heavy, superlative aff.

WWW mfn. (-1: wt-X) Wasteful, extravagant 8. WW, and w
who or what destroys.

W^W mfn. (-W -WT W) Wise, discriminating, understanding the

various significations of a word, &c. 8. w4 meaning, and w
who knows.

WW»TB ««d. According to the sense. R. 7rf% added to W^-

WWTTW n. (wi) Truth, the real object, nature or cause of any

thing, s. w^, and ffW truth.

•#

T
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mfn. 1 Liberal, munificent. * Compliant, favour-

able. a. W*5 wealth or object, and ^ who or what give*. Also

similar compounds, aa ^4^r*T€, and w*t 4.TK, &c.

^W^xrxr n. (-w) Waste, prodigality, extravagance, a. V*I, and

q^WXf spoiling.

^wt f. (-an) Begging, asking, a. xr^ to ask, and xiwaff.

in. (-fif:)
1 KuvfiaA, the Hindu Plutus. * A king. a.^

wealth, and xrfif lord.

mfn. (-T:-TT-^) ' Intent on gaining wealth. * Parsimo-

nious, niggardly, a. xj^l, and ^ intent.

m. (-*:)
1 Application of wealth, as to trade, usury, &c.

* Tbc profession of usury. R- qpis and application.

f. (-fir)
1 Acquisition of wealth. ’Attainment of an

object, it. and Slfa gaining,

qpfcnr mfn. (-Ifi-XTMf) A servant who has high wages, e. ^xj,

and *r*f maintained.

m. (-^ :
)

Distinction, difference of meaning, a.

meaning, and dividing.

m. (-v:) Acquisition of wealth, e. qrq, and xnxf ac-

quiring.

mfn. (-a*: -«*T-a() Greedy of wealth, covetous, niggardly.

e. and if»| desirous.

m. (-WJ) A little wealth, a. and war a little.

ro. (-if:) Avarice, desire of wealth, a. wxi, and

desire.

mfn. (XTTX(;TjftxrTr) 1 Wealthy, rich. • Significant, hav-

ing sense or meaning. ' Designed, intentional, having an

object, e. and wgq poss. af£

m. (•^•) * Praise, eulogium. * Declaration of purpose

or object, speech or expression having a certain object, as

XJjq^TfT^: speech implying praise, f«r^P$xrrX : speech imply-

ing censure. ' Amplification. *. urxl substance, thing, and

T!X speaking.

n. (-xf ) One of the six exercises of the understanding,

the comprehension of meanings, e. w tj meaning, import,

and fwu«r knowledge.

mfn. <-f*n or -fV\) Sagacious, sensible, wise. r. wxi,

and fV^ who knows.

f. (-f*:) Accumulation of wealth, k. ^xj, and iff in-

crease.

n. (-fd) Prevarication, evasion, deviation from truth,

perversion or disguise of fact. r.. wr$ object, wanw alteration.

m. (*f!) Expenditure. k. qr^i, and xjq expenditure,

qiform mfn. (f-VT-tf) Liberal in giving and using, e. arf

wealth, WST expense, and ^ who knows,

aeqitim n. (qi) The science of polity or moral and political

government, k.^ possession, property, and wnp institutes

of a science.

n. (-^)
1 Honesty. * Acquisition of wealth, e.

purpose or wealth, nrq purity.

^q*fXTl m. (*ap) * Accumulation of wealth. * A treasure.

e. and qxrq a collection.

n. (-si)
J Accumulation of wealth. * A treasury.

e. aud WtJTT'T assemblage.

m. (-q:) Accumulation of wealth- e. and qqfq

heap.

m. (•*(:) Connexion of the sense with the word or

sentence. B. WW, and wxqa* connexion.

mfn. (-f:-lT-^)
1

Effected by wealth. * Successful, one

whose aim is accomplished, t qjq. and far* accomplished,

f. (-fa) Success. E. and fafa accomplishmenL

^xrqx; mfa. (-^-'CT-xJ) Inheriting or taking wealth, k. and

XTC who takes. So ^Trfr^ mfn. (-it fait-fa)

w*! al^
1 mfn. (-xr-qT if)

1 Poor. * Failing, disappointed. * Un-

meaning, nonsensical, r. , and qfa wanting. So q
mfn. (-qi-qT-xj.) a. q^, and jjnf empty.

q«u*« m. (-Hi) * Receipt or collection of property. * Acqui-

sition of wealth, e. wealth, and qT*W coming.

m. (-q: ) Stewardship, treasurership, charge of money

or property, a. qTfi, and qfvqrTT; superintendence.

WWlfVwifCW m. (-^) A treasurer, a paymaster, e. qif, and

qffaqifaf superintendent.

qqrqc n. (-tg ' Difference of meaning or purport. * Another

or second sense. * Opposite or antithetical meaning, k. q«i,

and qq»c difference.

m. (-XT) Antithesis, k. q4rqr, and position.

qx|Tfq?f mfn. (-if: TTT-Tf)
1
Rich. * Significant, a. qx| wealth,

and qfqq possessed of.

q&qlq f. (-fa)
1 A figure of speech, a quibble, the use of one

word in a double sense.
1 An inference from circumstances.

e. qpfl, and qn^fq gaming.

WW.fwR mfn. (-qrf-fqqj-f^)
1 One who solicits wealth. ’One

endeavouring to gain any object. b. qq, and qftq who
seeks or solicits.

qjfa* m. (-m) 1 A crier, a watchman, a minstrel, a servant

whose duty it is to announce by song or music, fixed periods of

the day, or those of getting up and of repose, flee. * A beggar,

a solicitor, b. qfq a rich man, and qr from 3 to call or sound,

qrf^w mfn. (- (T.-7TI-H; Asked, begged, sought s. wi to ask,

Waff.

wftJm f. ( HI) Asking, begging. Also n. (-ui) i TTO or n lulded

lo *f4sr-

mfn. ‘ One who asks or begs for any thing*
a One who seeks to effect or gain a purpose or object, m.

( xff ;i
' A servant. * A follower, a companion or partiaan.

* A plaintiff, a prosecutor. * A beggar, a petitioner, a. ^xi

asking, &c. xfw
-

af£

n. (-ri) Acquiring wealth, e. and vnxaNf ac-

quiring.

wxmr^ n. (-^y) Wealth, the condition of being wealthy, b.

and warmth. So, anglice
, a warm man.

mfn. (-^|: -ttr-sc)
1
Intelligent, wise. ' Weellhy. • Right,

proper. * Fit to be asked or sought, n. \-V;} Red chalk,

a. as and V* aff.

wr. 1st cl.
1 To ask or beg. * To go. 1st and 10th

els. ^srftr-'S) To kill or to hurt.

sr^^T f. < ' STTj
' Begging, asking. 1 Grting pain. • Killing.

* Going, t, to ask, tcc. and *1^ sffs.
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ra. (-fir-)
1

Fire. * Asking, begging. * Sickness, disense.

E. to pain, »lT.

rafn. (-Ht-HT-W) 1 Asked, requeued, begged. * Killed,

injured. ' Pained, afflicted.
4 Gone. n. (*1T) A disease,

Hemiplegia, paralysis of the muscles on one side of the face

and neck. t.^ to go, to ask, Ac. affix, H and T* inserted.

Rfi mfn. (-^:-TT*'¥) Half, halved, ni. (-4) A part. n. <-*) A half.

b. Vf to increase, and oaf aff.

arfinr mfn. (-V-WT-XT) Halved, divided equally, k. and

WIT made.

nf. A measure, half a khdr(. b, and a

measure so called.

W4«TI f. (-TT) The Kdvcri river, in the peninsula, k wi half,

and am the Gangta ,* being a sacred stream, having half the

virtues of the great Gangft.

m. (-^:) A necklace of twenty-four strings, k. w*d
|

ar^r a bundle.

WTVPS m. (.»%:)
1 A crescent or half moon. * The hand bent

into a semicircle or the shape of a claw, as for the purpose

of aeixing or clutching any thing. * The semicircular mark*

on a peacock’s tail. * An arrow, with a head like a crescent.

‘ The semicircular scratch of the finger nail. f. (-^fT) A plant,

vulgarly 7Vor», the black kind. r. hal£ and moon,

or with added

mfn. (-K--^T^) Of the shape of the half moon,

m. ( ^:) A meniscus, k. and Wl VI K. form.

mfn. (-f*: -fa*, fir) Half mooned, of a crescent

-

shape, convex and concave, t (-fa:) A meniscus, e.

and WTirflt shape.

m. (-f!) A short bodice, a. w4 and %rww a bodice.

WMHWR1 £ (-<1) The A'derri river. See xim, awr*! being

the Gunget.

wrrwT*; n. (xf) A knife or lancet with a single edge, the blade

two inches long, the heft six. K. Wf . and wm an edge.

WTTTlw m. (-XT) A name of MAinfoivA. a woman,
j

and master -

t
one of the forms of Siva, to which this name

applies, being half male and half female,

qillt in. ('WO A boat’s half. K. w4 and WTW, from wT a boat,

and aff.

wifawi f. (-WT) Midnight, b. wi, and fsnr night.

n. (-xf) Half a Pami. i. wl, and inf a measure of four

Kdkinia.

^iwKHJT m. (w) 1 A pigeon, (with a spotted or painted

throat.) “ The francoline partridge, k. and VKTTtt a

pigeon.

W^JWTfxnr n. (-it) A half gallop, a canter, c. Wf, and

a gallop.

in. ('K') Half a watch, a period of an hour and a half.

k. WiL anil a watch.

qivTX m. (-*:) A half. e. wi and unt part,

wiwnr mf. (WPff) Taking or sharing half. b. W1 half, and war
who possesses.

mfn. (-w:-et-V) liking or »k»hng h»lf. s.

» half, 3. aK

] *Ttf

wriwrfarn mfn. (-wT Sharing or taking half, r
and Tf*T nff.

m. ( W) A necklace of twelve strings Also wilTxrxfT.

e. wi, and mvi one of twenty-four strings.

WXTWTW m- (-w:) Half a watch, an hour and a half, k and

xrrw a watch, also

m. (*f:) A warrior, who fights on a car with another,

a. Vf ,
and TW a car, having half a car.

Wf < m. (-^:) ' Midnight. ‘The period from two and a half to

three and a half watches of the night, k. WT. and rpx night.

mn. Half a verse of the s. w4 and Til a

verso of a fW*
wivTWW n. (-’<) A side look, a glance, a leer. r. w4 and iftnxr

looking.

TT<iri| mfn. (•IT-WT-lf)
1
Fifty. * One hundred and fifty, b. Wf ,

and xpr a hundred, in the second sense it is more usually

W5T. Ac. So wthrwnrr. 8cc.

wfxrw n. (-si) Half a meal. e. w4 and W1T*V eating, also

wjxrgr m. (-**•) A small fish, (Cyprinus aophore, Ham :) e. w|, -

and TOC another fish, to which it is compared.

m. (-^) A cultivator, a ploughman who takes half the

crop for his labour. R. *4, and a plough, Tfa aff.

WfTTT m. (-7^0 A necklace of sixty- four strings, e.w4 and

a necklace.

wft* m. (-*:) A half. b. w4 and WH a share.

wiififfW mfn. (-lft-fwwt-fk) Sharing a halt b. wftXT and aff

WITT a. (-w) Half the body. i. aud xnr the body.

WVT mfn. Sharing equally, m. (-4) A quarter.

e. reiieated.

m. f-qr-) Pain of half the head, hemicrania. n.

Dividing in equal parts, b. and cutting off.

n. (^) Half a meal. Also ^fww.

n. (-w)
1 Exemption from censure. * Greeting kindly or

with respect, placing on the same seat. e.W ,
and to

remain, affix

RTffRT mfn. (-or>VT-Ri)
1 Measuring a half. * Relating to a half.

m. and ftxR aff.

mfn. Entitled to or sharing a half. r.

and aff

ra. (-WP) 1 A half moon or crescent. * The impression

of a finger nail. * The hand expanded in a semicircular form

like a claw.
4 An arrow with a crescent-shaped head. b. npf,

and X
'

1

^ the moon.

mfn. (-W -Tfi-ni) Half uttered, said imperfectly or indis-

tinctly. R. Wlf, and said.

^nhfw f. <-fi« ) Speaking indistinctly or incompletely, broken

or interrupted speech, b. and Tfil speech.

mfn. (-w:-xn-lT)
1 Half risen. * Half uttered, b.

and ^fq.H risen.

n- (-if) A short petticoat b. RfJ, mid w* the thigh,

RTW aff

nf.
1 Delivering, entrusting. • Placing in or upon.

b. m to go, in the causal form, ^aff
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mfn. (-E-WT-E) To be delivered, deliverable, e. W to go, i

causal form, EEfaT aff.

tufii.
' Delivered, consigned*

1 Placed in or

upon. s.f to go, in the causal form, w aflf.

EfaflET mfn. 1 Extending or giving the band. ' Mar-

ried. a. Effa, and ET the hand.

eNe m. (-*:) The heart. *. E to go, in the causal form E^,

and Un'Adi aJf.

E1^ mfn. f-tk-ET-E > 7*o be delivered, consignable. e. V to go,

causal form, tf aff.

EE r. 1st cL
1 To go, to go to or towards. * To kill or I

hurt. See Ef

.

mn. (-ES'E)
1 Ophthalmia. * A hundred millions, m. (-^:)

1 The name of a mountain in the west of India, commonly

Abu, a place of pilgrimage, especially to the Joint. * An in-

dolent swelling, e. e4 to injure, affix
;

the root and

derivative are also written with the dental letter.

Epf mfn. Destitute of splendour, m. (-E:)
1 A child,

a pupil. * Dew. • Herbs, b. e to go, and Un'fidi aff.

V* m. (-W-) * A child, the young of any animal* 1 A fool, an

idiot* * Small, minute. * Emaciated. ft Like, similar, x. EE
to grow, fE Un'Adi affix, and V substituted for E.

EE mn. (-*$:-£) A disease of the eyes. e. m to go, and EE

LV,idi affix, also read EEE:

EE* m. (-E0 A measure of one Drona.

EEE n. (-^) A disease of the eyes. b. E to go, wfEE aff.

EQJ mfn. (4& WT‘4 Excellent, m* (-tj:)
1 A master. * A man

of the third tribe, the Vaitya. t (•«&!) * A woman of the third

tribe. * The wife of a I'aisya. b. EE to go, E7^ affix, and ElE

or for the fern,
; #tE i» affixed, when the word is fcm.

with reference to the male.

m. (-ET) ’ The sun. * A class of the Manes or deified

progenitors. * The aselepias plant, t. El to go, EfE^ IJnadi

affix, and E7E inserted.

'mMrt r. (-*> A multitude of women of the I 'aitya tribe.

f. (-El) A woman of the I’axsya tribe, b. Ee5, tftx affix,

and ETEE inserted. See EE.
t. 1st cl (ErtfE) To kill or hurt, also written E$.

n. (-tf) Ashes, b. El or EE to injure, hence the word

may be also written epie.

EVE mfn. (•^T-’EEt-Eif) Low, inferior, vile. m. (-VT) * A horse.

* A name of Ixdra. * A short span. f. (EEt) 1 A marc. * A

bawd, a procuress, s. El to go, and Efrrv LVidi affix; it is

sometimes derived from EV to go, and is then written EVE.

Errr^mfn. (-ETE ETEt-ETE ) Following, suf*equent. bid, (ETEJ

or ETE) * After, in time. * Behind, in place. * Near. %. eev:

behind, EE to go, and flPT affix
;

the formation is irregular.

E f lEl«f mfn. (-E-ET-E)
1 Reverse, contrary. * Recent, modern.

E. EiiEanci e aff.

etJt^Tee n. (-E) State of reverse, e. e added to the last; also

with EE, EVpftEET.

ETE *»• (*if) Haemorrhoids, piles. Also EEE.

EEE n. (-M :
) Haemorrhoids, piles, E. E to go, E^l Un fidi

affix, and TJE inserted.

EEE mfn. (-E :-ET-E) Afflicted with hemorrhoids, b. EEE and

EE aff

EEETE m. (-E:) Fire. k. e to go, ETEE affix, and XTE inserted.

EfEE^mfn. (-^f-fEEt-fE) Afflicted with hemorrhoids, k. EE,
and xfE atT,

EET¥ mfn. (-W : -WT W) Destroying the hcemorrhoids. m. (*W:
)

An esculent root, (Arum campanulatum.) f. (-tft) A plant,

(Curculigo orchioidcs.) e. Elfar. and E what destroys, from

EE to kill

EETTtV m. (-*:) The piles or hoemorrhoids. k. e^e, and ^TE

disease.

ElflTTETJE mfn. (-E:-ET-lf) Afflicted with hcemorrhoids.

b. Eiifnr, and xpr affected by.

Trofim mfn. Having harraorrhoids* I. E^FTTE

and xfkr aff.

SrfTw m. (-E:
) The marking-nut plant, (Semecarpu* an near-

dium.) r. EEE, and fVE proper.

E^E m. (-E :) Hoemorrhoids. Sec ETEE.

EE r. 1st cl. (EEfE)
1 To worship or honour. ' To be fit or

worthy: in the first sense it is also r. I Oth cl. (EEEflT.)

EE mfn. (-E:-ET-E)
1 Proper, fit, becoming. * Deserving, en-

titled to, worthy, m. (.tf:) Indra. f. (-^) Worship, e. EE
to worship, to be fit, EE aff.

EEE nf. {-if ET) Worship, adoration, respect, courtesy, treating

with veneration or respect, r. Epf to worship, and vp| aff.

EEE mfn. (-E-*Rt-T{)
1 Venerable, respectable. * Praised, cele-

brated. m. (-E)
1 A Jina or Jaina saint and teacher. * A Jain

or follower of the doctrines of Jina. * A religious mendicant

of that sect. k. EE to worship, &c. and w* affix, of the pre-

sent participle.

EEVTW mfn. (-w:-lTT*»f) Best, most worthy, r. respectable,

EEE aff.

E^Et. mfn. (-T:-n-,C) More worthy, better, e. EEW and EE*;

aff.

EEE m. (-E:) * A Saugatit or follower of the doctrines of

Buddha. * A religious mendicant of the same sect. A
name of Siva. e. EE to worship, Ac. and EE irregular aff.

EfEE mfn. (-Tp-WT-E) Saluted, honoured, worshipped, e. EE to

worship, Ac. and ?n aff.

E mfn. (-Ef-W Venerable, respectable, right, fit. e. ee
and EW affix : also with EEWr affix, EE*lE.

EE r. 1st cL also read EE (EEfw-E) 1 To adorn. * To be com-

petent or able, * To prevent.

EE n. (-if)
1 The sting in the tail of the scorpion. * Yellow

orpiment. e EE to adorn, Ac, and EE aff.

EEE mn. (-E : -E) A curl. m. (-E:
) A mad dog. See EEE.

f. (-ET)
1 A

l

aha, the capital of Kuvera. * A young girl from

eight to ten years of age. b. EE to adorn, Ac. ew affix,

and fcm. ETE.

EEEEET f. (-ET)
1 A young girl from eight to ten years oldL

* A river, the Alakanandd, a stream that runs from the Himd~

laya mountains, and falls into the Ganges near Srinagar. It

is also a name of the terrestrial Ganges, e. EEET, and EET
who delights, the final of the first dropped.
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vf*r*T3VT f* (-WT) The capital of Kuv£ra. e, WTW1TT and TOt what

shines.

in. (•*:) A plant, (Pentaptera tomentosa.)

f. ( fir:) Rows of curls, a. and ri*fif collec-

tion. So wvrwrnwrt.
t

Va^rrfVTT m. (-w:) A name of KcvIba. e. w|vi#i the city, and

Wffrif a ruler,

W^wrfvvfrT m. (-fw:) KcvSba. a. and ^frivrfn ruler.

*p«rsrTW! m. (-W|:) A ringlet, the end of a curl. k, ^WWT. and

*T*! end.^ m. (.H :
) Lac, the red animal dye so called, a. *| neg. TW

red, r being changed to V
;
than what nothing is redder.

n, (-ri) Lac, the dye ;
see the preceding, h. as before,

being added.

m. (-V) Liquefied lac dye. a. and ^ juice,

nifn. (-BP-WT-ri) ' Unfortunate, ill fated, having no good

marks on the person. ’ Undefined, n. (-a*) 1 The absence of

auspicious marks. 1 Misfortune. 1 The want of any predicate

or definition, e. nr priv. and a mark.

VifVTT mfn. ('TT-WT-H) ‘ Unmarked, having no particular mark.

* Unobserved, unseen. * Undefined, s. neg. and wfriw

marked.

^r*irift f. (-rift. ) Misfortune, poverty, a. wr priv. and itrift fortune,

mfn. (-WR: ^jt

U

ndistinguishable, undefinable. So

m. (-^:)
1 The black variety of the Cobra dc Capello,

(Coluber nag*.) * A large black leech, k, ^ neg. *ni to be

with or near, and affix
j again.^ to go, and

affix j not trailing its whole length upon the ground : also

VWX*.

WW nifn. (-IT-TT u‘) Not joined or connected, k, ^ neg. «nr

attached to.

mfn (*^ •’J -^)
1 Heavy, weighty. ' Serious, solemn.

* Violent, intense. ». w neg. w* light.

mfn. (-V-V-ri) Solemnly pledged or promised.

e. *t«*i*. and afmji agreement.

m. (-*:) A rock. e. and a stone,

m. (-WU Intense heat. k. WWW, and ^faf beat.

D* (•*•) Ornament, decoration, k. WWW ornament,

and a< a what makes.

'*f,5Vfcwj mfn. 1 Ornamented. 1 Fond of orna-

ment. a. ornament,^ from w, and T^[ h(T.

mfn.
( Ornamented, ornamenting, e. as

before, and fr« who makes.

mfn. (-*K-WT-*t) Competent to an act, skilful, clever.

k< vjvn^able, fit for, act, business,* aff.

Hlw g-i m. (-^:)
1 Ornament (of dress), trinkets, jewel*, &c.

* (Of language,) A figure or rhetorical expression. 1 The art

of composition, e. *rww ornament, what makes.

mfn. (-*:-*!-*) Unadonied. e. and rit*

void of.

vi f. (-VT) Adorning, ornamenting, a. and fri^T acu

mfn. (-lf:-lfT-ir) Ornamented, adorned, lit. or fig. e.

as before, 1T?T made.

] *ra

VHTf^r n. (-ri) ' Not transgressing. * Not passing over or be-

yond. e. * neg. *fir crossing.

*1*1 f'riftvi mfn. (-*:-wr-ri) Impassable, not to be crossed. * Ve-

nerable, inviolable, not to be transgressed, b. * neg.

to be passed, also wrar^p.

f. (-tit)
1 The state of not being passable. * Inviola-

bility, respectability, a. vr* added to the last, also Wtari*

mfn. ('U :

'1CP ^Q") * Inviolable. * Impassable, n. *
neg. vnjjj to be crossed.

*wr^£pTT f. (-WI) * Impassibility, inaccessibility. * Superiority.

* Authoritative or absolute rule. k. not to be crossed

or transgressed, W* a® x * a*9°

**rm| mfn. ( H:-nBH-«ri) Shameless. *. * neg. WWTT shame.

So

wvrvft f. (*rit) Inflammation of the eye, at the edge of the cor-

nea.

*W*r m. {-K') An earthen water jar. B. able, and W to

decay, also wfrilfT.

** ftc m. (*fri:) A kind of song. k. *WW ornament, and *fit

Un fidi alT.

*wwtn?t mcf. Quite enough, amply sufficient, b. *ri and nvin

aff.

mfn. ( Bf: -afT-«() Unobtained, a. *r and wai attained.

m. (-H:) A great smoke, e. ^*fW much, and i|»t smoke,

tufn. (>19:-lVt'Mr) Unattainable, unobtainable, k. *r neg.

wn to be got.

sgiffXf ind.
1 Ornament. * Enough, abundance. * Able, adequate

or equal to. * Prohibition, no, not.
* Unnecessary, no need of.

It is chiefly used in composition, as *wri
J

lfxnr : having enough

for subsistence ;
*TW**HT refusing to give

j Tf*** enough j

ornament, &c. e. ^*r to adorn, &c. and aff

*imwiwr1*i mfn. -ri) Fit for a man, becoming a man.

e. *r*T5T, uvtyl a man, and tl aff

m f-T-)
1 The palm of the hand with the fingers extend-

ed. * Vomiting, sickness. ' The name of a Rdktkn* or goblin.

f. (-*r)
1 One of the sfptnraia* or nymphs of Snergo. * Mad-

der, (Rubia raanjit'h.) ’ A sort of sensitive plant. * A barrier,

a line or any thing not to be crossed, k. and tjvj to in-

jure, affix *T.

vjvni mfn. (-*:-Vf*ri) Houseless, homeless, s. ^ neg. and mV

place of refuge.

xin?r^ m. (-ri:) ‘ White swallow wort, (Calotropis gigantea alba.)

* A mad dog or one rendered furious. * A fabulous animal,

like a hog with eight legs. * An Atura changed to such an

animal. Also *r*tW. ®. to adorn, Hue. frif* affix, and

to injlamc or heat.

ind. A word of no import, occurring in the dialect or

gibberish of P'udduu, a class of imps or goblins, when they

are introduced in plays, Ac.

^wai«E n. (-ri) A basin for water at the root of a tree. b. ^
neg. ^to cut, and affix ; also ^TOTTW.

n. (-ri) See the preceding, b. as before, TW added,

mfn. (-V-VT-V) Lwy, idle, indolent, m- (-^‘)
1 Swelling

of the feet in elephantiasis, ' Chaps between the toes. * Nanus

u
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of a tree. f. (-WT) A creeping plant, (Cissus pcdata.) k. W neg.

and ire to work, affix WW-

WWWW mfn. (-W^WMf) Indolent, ra. (-W:) Flatulence, Tympa-

nitis, intumescence of the abdomen, with constipation and

wind. e. w* added to the last,

wwxnrr t (-in) Idleness. «. wj and ww aft

WWWW n. (-w) Idleness. t. Wire and m aff.

WWWWWT f. (-WI) A woman with languishing looks, e. Wire

idle, and iw*i looking.

wwm n. <-W) A fire brand, whether burning or extinguished.

a. W neg. W7 to take, and w aff.

Wirnt f. (-W:) A long gourd. See ihe next word.

f. (-*> The bottle gourd, (Cucurbita la»enaris.) r. w
neg. ww to sink, w Un’adi affix; w is dropped, and the pre-

ceding vowel lengthened: what does not sink in water;

floats, kc. are made of this gourd, especially when hollowed :

also wirnr and wrwr^.

WWryw n. (-3) The down of the gourd, a. WWT^and

Wirre m. (-W:)
1 Non- acquirement, not getting. * Loss. t. w

neg. im gain.

WTWTT m. (-*:) A door. t. wir able, and w to gn, ww affix ; by

which one may go.

wwre m. (-W-) Inflammation and abscess at the root of the

tongue, a. w neg. WTW saliva.

wfw m. (-fir.)
1 A large black bee. * A scorpion. * The sign

Scorpio. * A crow. 4 The Kokila or Indian cuckoo. • Spiri-

tuous liquor, r. WW to he able, &c. and yv Un'idi aff.

wfww n. ( w) The forehead, r. WW to adorn, kc. and TWW
affix

;
also WWtW-

wfwyw n. (-if) A flight or a number of bees. k. wfw, and •jrw

a number.

wfw*4 m. A snake, the black Cobra, e. wfw. and irf to

sound, affix w^; hissing like the scorpion.

WfaftW mfn. (#» flrw»-ff ) An impostor, a pretended ascetic

or student, one wearing the usual marks, as the frontal marks,

akin, staff, &c. without belonging in reality to a religious

order, a. w neg- fwT sectorial mark, Tfw a(T.

wfw felW T f. (-WT) The uvula or soft palate. Also wfwfwfwWT*

Wfargr m. (-’O) An earthen water jar. e. wfw»i strength, ace.

of wfw and
1J

to waste, WWaff

Wfww m. (-W^)
1 A large black bee. * A scorpion, a. WW a

sting, and Tfw *ff-

wfww m. (-Wp) A terrace before a house, k. WW to adorn, kc.

and fwWW affix; also WTfw^.

wfW MW m. (WJ) 1 A large black bee. * A scorpion. * A dog.

Also read wfwww and wfwrewr-

wfwfww mfn (-W’-WT-^) Ignorant of reading and w riting, f. W
neg. fwfa writing, w who knows,

wfwfro n. (-W) The red lotus, (Nymphcra rubra.) f. (-WT) The

trumpet flower, (Bignonia suave-olens.) *. wfw a bee, and

fhl beloved, the object of the bees affections : the lotus espe-

cially is ao described by the poets,

wfwyfi f. (-ijt) Freedom from desire or cupidity, i.w neg- and

fwqp wish.

wfwwqr m, (-fi) ' A frog. * The Kokila or Indian cuckoo. 1 A
large black bee.

4 The filaments of the lotus. * A tree, <Bas-

sia latifolia.) e. wfw from WW to adorn, WWsj affix
;

also

wfwrew.

wfwWTWT f. (-IT) A flight of bees. t. wfw. and WTWT a necklace.

wfwww m. (-w) J A bcc. * The Kokila. * A dog. 4 The

filaments of the lotus, k. w neg. fwfa to smear, "Jw affix :

also read wffcww: and wfwsgW :.

wfwfrcnr in. (-wt) The hum of bees. r.. wfw, and f*rm sound.

wfwfaww n. (-W) The song or hum of the bee. a. wfw. ai d

fwww sound.

W^IW mfn. («W:-WT*qf)
1 False.

1 Unpleasing. 4 Small, little, n.

(*W)
1 Falsehood, untruth. * Any thing displeasing. * Heaven.

4 The forehead, e. ww to adorn, &c. and wtww Un'adi aff.

WWtWTTT f. (-WT) Falsehood, vanity : also WWTWW. e. 7TW or w
added to the last

WWIwktrj m. (lWf) A cake of betas fried with Sesatmun oiL

e. WwtW unreal. *itm fish.

WW f. ( w:) A small water pot. e. W to go, and WW affix, r_

becomes W ;
Also WTW.

WWW mfn. (-wp-afT-lQ Moderate, content, not covetous, s. w,
and wa| covetous.

Wwvf mfn. (-W*-*WT-ll> Uncut, unshorn, e. W neg. ^W cut.

WW tnd. An unmeaning word in the dialect of the demons or

Pitdckat, when they are introduced in plays, kc. also WWW.
WWW rad. See the preceding word.

W^IT mfn. (-w--WT*W) Much, large, ado. a. (-if) Not at all. e. W
neg. ww amall.

WWWW mfn. (-ir-WT-W) Firm, steady, e. WWW not at all, fw
what shakes.

wwrww n. (-w) Disappearance, invisibility, e. w neg. airww

seeing.

Wwrw^tw mfn. (-ws WT-W) Invisible, imperceptible, t w neg.

WnrwtU visible.

WWififW mfn. (-WMVT-lf) Unseen, b. W neg. seen.

Wwre m. (-*:} Moderation, content, abseuce of cupidity, k w.

and WTW desire.

WWifal mfn. (-Wt-f«nft-fW) Not waning or desiring any thing,

free from desire, a. W. and Wffw»( desirous.

WWTW mfn. (-W-WT-W) Firm, steady, tranquil, unagitated, e. w
neg. wrw moving.

Wehw mfn. (“W!-w:-w) Indifferent to sensual objects. *.w neg.

WTW to desire, affix W.

Wwrww mfn. (-q:ht-W) Free from desire, k. W neg. wfnw-«r libi-

dinous.

W^TWW n. (-if) Indifference to sensual object*, e. WWTW and m
affix : also wwiwcf i.

WWifxivf n, (-if) The red lotus.

WWifrw mfn. (-wn-W^-W) * Supernatural, not relating to this

world. 1 Not common, not current in the world.
4
Indiffer-

ent to the world, unworldly, e. W neg. wifww mundane.

WW1T m. (-W) 1 A tree. * A member of the body.

WWT mfn. ( w?:-WTT-wi) ' Little, small. * Inferior, low. s. WW tor

be able, &c. w affia or with added WWW.
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**nr mfn. (-W:-WT-V) Small, minute, e. WW and WW added.

Wwwift f. (-lft) The root of sweet flag. k. WWf .small, and

WWl haring filaments, &e.

WwnrW u. (af) 'Die red lotus, e wwj, and ww smell.

WWW mfn. (-W : -WT-'tf) Ignorant, shallow, superficial, k. ww
and Jt who knows.

WWA^ mfn. (*Y’Y*^) ®maM» *d|ort
.
thin, pigmy, haring a lit-

tle body. a. WW. and the body.

1TWHT f. (-WT),
1 Smallness, minuteness. * Inferiority, insignifi-

cance. e. WW and WW affix, or with W, WWW.
WW^fw* mfn. (-w:-wt-¥) Defective in presents, (any ceremony,

&C.) b. WW, and ^fwWT gift to Brahma**.

WWWW mfn. (-w:-WT-W) Of little wealth, not affluent, k. Ww,
and WW wealth.

WWW! rafn. (-ifr fw) Ignorant, foolish, of little sense.

e. ww, and wt understanding.

WWVW m. (-W:) A species of the Talari. e. WW, and WW a

leaf.'

WWMV n. (W) The red lotus, a. ww small, and ww lotus.

WWWW1W rnfu. (-W-WT-W) Insignificant, of little weight or con-

sequence. b. ww, and 7WTW authority.

WWWTW rofn. (-W:-¥T*W)
1 Of little authority. * Of little weight

or measure, x WW and 7WTW authority, &c.

WWWWTWW mfn. (-w ; -WT-W,|
1 Credulous, resting on little evi-

dence. * Of little weight or authority. * Of short measure, j

m. (-W.) Common cucumber, (Cucumis sativus.) l. ww,und
9WTW authority, &c- WW added.

WWBW mfn. (-w>wt-W) Feeble, of little strength. «. WW, and

WW strength.

WWWTW m. (-w:-WT-W) Causing little annoyance or inconveni-

ence. X WW, and WTWT pain.

Wwnff mfn. fl) Ignorant, silly, unwise, b. Ww, wff

understanding.

WWWTW n. (-W) * A little, a little only. * A short time, a few

moments, e. WW, and WTW only.

WWWifrw m. (-wt) A kind of amarauth, (Amaranthus polygam us.)

b. ww. WW to hurt, and aff.

WW*flf mfn. Small, diminutive, f. (-f^Rt) A small

figure or object, e. WW, and ^fi? form.

WWWWW mfn, (-WT-WT--W:) Ignorant, silly, of little understand-

ing. E, WW, and apprehension.

WWWWW mfn. (-WH-WT-WS) Young, of few years, b. ww, and

WWW life.

WWWrfacwnafn. (-^Lficwtf^) Taciturn: also WWWTfwW- B. WW
and vrfww or wrfwi^ who speaks.

wwfwww mfn. (-W:-WT W) Meaning or directing a little, x WW.
and faww object.

Wwfww mfn- (-w:-WT-^i) 111 taught, uneducated, ignorant,

x. ww and fwwi knowledge.

WWwf* mfn. ( fw : *fi|:-fj|) Weak, feeble, x Ww, and wfw
power.

WWBCW iad. 1 A little. * To a few. k. WW and wfw aff.

WWWTW n. (-TO A basin, a small pond, one which is shallow or

dry in the hot *«u»on. x WW, and WT^ a pooh

«PT

WWrwrf^TW mfn. (-wt:-ffjwt*fW) Contented, satisfied with little.

e. WW, and WlWnf| ;

W. who desires.

WWr^w mfn. (*w: W:-W0 1 Shortlived. 1 Young, of few years.

m. f-W:) A goat. x ww, and WTWW life.

WWTW mfn. ( w: WT w; 1 Very little, minute. 'Gradual, little

at a time. K. WW repeated.

WWrWTT mfn. (-T7-TT-T) Moderate, abstemious, m. (-T :
) Mo-

deration, abstinence, e. WW, and WTTTT food.

WWiwif* w mfn. (-fYfrwt-fr) Abstemious, moderate. *. Ww,
and wrrrfOf who feeds.

9

Wffcut mfn. (-W:-WT-T) Least, smallest, very' small e. WW, and

affix of the superlative.

WWfiWW mfn. (W:-W7-W) Reduced, comminuted, made little or

few. e. ww and KIT with fw inserted.

WWfWW mfn. (-W :-WT-W) Reduced, diminished, become little or

few. e. WW, and tjw become, fw inserted.

WWlwW info. (-Wrw-WWt WO Very -.mall, e WW and affix.

Also wfww.
WWTW mfn. (-w :-WT*if) Defective, not quite finished, not wholly

entire, k. WW a little, ww less.

WWI f. (-WT) A mother, in dramatic language.

WW r. 1st cl (wwfw) 1 To keep, protect or defend * To
please. (The following meanings, although found in list^of

roots, are rarely used :)
* To move. 4 To excite affection or

be lovely. * To satisfy.
4 To know or apprehend. ' To enter.

* To be near. • To own, to have a right. " To obey. "To
act. "To desire. " To shine or be splendid. 14 To obtain.

"To embrace. 14 To kill or hurt. "To take. " To be. "To
grow. In place of 9, 17, and 18 as above, some read

;

9 To

be able. " To burn, and " To divide or share.

WW iad. A preposition and prefix to words, corresponding to

off, from, down from, out, away, &c. and implying; * Diminu-

tion. 'Depreciation. 'Diffusion.
4 Support, resting. 'Com-

manding. 9 Purifying, correcting.
1 Knowledge- * Disrespect.

• Nourishing. As WTJW To go away; WTWrw To disre-

spect; WW fffrw To come down, to descend; wwwrnj To

remain in or on ; WWWW To take off or away
;

also WWW: a

low man
; WWJWf reverse, behind ; wwwirfww: a ioi/ with a

bad voice, &c.

Wwww mfn. (-W:-WT-W)
1 Opposite, contrary. ' Backwards.

• Downwards, n. (-*f) Opposition, contrariety, reverse, X WW
down, and WWW aff.

wwwfww m. A BudcTha. x WW, and wfww shaken.

WWWW m. (-<:) Dust or sweepings, x WW spreading, and WT
what makes.

wwwrww a. (-W) Excision, cutting off b. Ww and w^W catting.

WWWWW n. (-4)
* Taking or pulling out, extraction, expulsion.

* Pulling, dragging, a. WW, and WWW pulling.

w wwfwfl mfn. (-m-WT-lf) Seen. b. ww and wfww part, past

of ww to sound, &c.

WWWTW m. (-wO
1 Leisure, opportunity. * Interval, space. 9 An

open or wide space. .* A receptacle, a repository, a place In

which any thing is kept. ' A place, a spot, a situation, x WW

.

between, &c WTW to shine, W^ aff.
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XTEftw mfn. (•4:-WT-T) 1 Coarsely pounded. * Scattered. * Dis-

regarded, violated, b. XT implying separation, ^ to scatter

in the irregular part. past.

XT^fTW mfn. (rff-fifoft-far) Violating a vow or engagement

to be chustc, abstemious, &c. m. (- The religious student

who has committed an act of inconlinency. e. XT before,

^ to scatter x the part, past, and xfr »ff

X’TTlfvUw n. (-if) Penance for an act of incontincncy.

e. XTsftfax and TW religious obligation.

apr^XT n. (-t; Bending, curving, flexure, contraction, b. XT
and yvT curving.

XTf^TT mfn. (-^-TT-T) ' Opposite, contrary. * Backwards.

' Downwards, n. (-T) Reverse, contrariety. XT and if®TV

air.

XTjfrrmfti. (-TT-TT-T) ' Vexed. * Inflamed. * Cut off. k. XT,

and fT to heat, &x. X aff.

XTJTXT n. (-X)
1 Investing, surrounding. 1 Attracting, e. XT,

before to surround, W.Z aff.

X E^fXfl mfn. (-If.-WT-li) ‘ Affected. * Surrounded, attracted.

B. XT before to surround, x aff.

XTXT mfn. (-X’-Tl'i)
1 Expelled, turned out. * Removed, sent

away, drawn aside. * Extracted. * Pulled. 1
Inferior, low.

* Degraded, ontcaste. m. (•?::) A servant who performs the

lowest office, a sweeper, a waterman, &c. e. XT out of, and

XT drawn.

XTXT «*</• ' Having drawn out or extracted. ' Having drawn

together or contracted, c. XT, and XT to draw, zpf aff.

XTTfTW mfn. (-Xt-fTEft-fx) Barren, e. ^r«r privutive, XX pro-

perly hair, in this instance fruit, and vfr aff.

XTXT mfn. (-W:*Xr-X) * Not to be said, improper. * Indescrib-

able. e. x* ncg. TXT to be said.

X"5T mfn. ' Straight. ' Upright, honest, e. x ncg.

TT crooked liter, aud metaph.

XT**TT n. (-T) Weeping aloud, e. XT, and XXT crying.

XTXT m. (-T‘) Price, b. XT, and xt to buy, XT aff-

wra^ lfwi f. (*pn:)
1 Descent, descending. * Approaching, going

near to. B. XT, and xrfx passing.

X Ef*T l f. (-xt) Neglect, omission, non-performancc of prescrib-

ed acts. b. XT priv. fro act.

mfn. (*T:-TT‘¥) Hounded ill or badly. ' Reviled, abused.

e. XT, and XT sounded.

XTXTX m. (-n:)
1 A disagreeable noise.

1 A curse, an impreca-

tion. * Abuse. E. XT and XX t° sound, TX aff

XT#T m. ( \ )

1
Ichor, malignant or fetid discharge. 'Trickling,

descent of moisture, b. X-

*. and xfT what wets.

XBXVT n. (-X) Trickling, falling as dew or moisture, e. XT
and XT* wetting.

m. (-T:) A discord, a false note. b. xt, and xt a sound.

XTinT m. (T :

) Imperfect digestion or decoction, k. XT and

WTWi a decoction.

XplH m. (-T:) Loss, waste, destruction, k. XT, and XT
waste.

TafTa mfn. (-H: Said sarcastically, imputed, insinuated.

1U thrown. ' Thrown down, i. XT, and fxT thrown.

X«^w mfn. (-T--WT-T) Emaciated, wasted. e. XT, and

wasted.

XTiJT mfn. ( ir-TT-T) Sneezed upon. b. xt, and xw sneezed.

XTXT m. (-TO
1 Sarcasm, irony.

1 Throwing wrong or impro-

perly. Throwing down. b. XT, and XT throwing.

XT*fxw mfn. (-Wt-XT-T) Disregarded, despUed- e. XT, »x to

count or reckon in the past. part.

Xnrx m. (-X:) A boil or pimple upon the face. e. XT. irfx

to affect the cheek, XX aft

XTHE? njfn. (-T-wr-T) 1 Known, understood. 1 Gone, gone off

or away. * Assented, promised, e. XT implying knowledge,

and in? part, past of to go.

XTTfT f* (*fir)
1 Knowledge in general. * Departure, removal.

B. XT, an? to go, and fax. aff-

XTXT mfn. (-X‘**TT-T) Bathing or bathed early in the morning.

u. XT, X from XT to go, and XT aflT.

XTEf^ff mfn. (-ir-TT'T) Unsaid, unuttered, b. XT reverse,

xfTT said.

XTJTXT mfn. (-X--XT
1 Meant, intended to be known or un-

derstood. * To be quitted. So TTTHJ. b. XT and xxx to

be gone.

XniH m. (-T:)
1 Knowledge, certainty. * Removal, departure.

E. XT, and in? going.

XTXT® mfn. (-T:-Xr-^) • Immersed, plunged, bathed. * Deep.

b. xnrnr and x a ff-

XEa iTTT mfn. (-TTW-T?ft-TT) Bathing, plunging, diving.

b. XTTTT and TJJT aff.

XTfll^ m. (XO A small wooden bason for baling water out of

a boat. b. XT for XT water, sr from XT to go, and X»TT aff.

XTXTT m. {-x :
)

1 Bathing. * Bathing place, bath. b. XT be-

fore, xtt to agitate : also txtt-

XTXTTT n. (-w) Bathing, b. XTXTT and TjT aff.

X EE ifTT mfn. (TT:-'?n-T) Bathed, immersed, e. XTTTT, and X
affix, with xraugment-

XTEtT mfn. (xi-TT-T)
1 Reproached, abused, censured. Wick-

ed, vile. * Suug depreciatingly, satirised in song. 4 Sung

badly, n. (-If)
‘ Reproach, blame. * Satire in song. * Bad

singing, b. XT bad, 8tc. EtT sounded, sung.

XTEXT n. (-*)
1 A veil. * Sweeping. * Hiding, vefling. e. irf®

to enclose, with XT prefixed, and EJT aff.

XBBfxT; f. (-Xf) See the preceding, b. as before, with fx and

TIT aff.

XT»{wr?r mfn. (-X>XT-?f) Concealed, covered, veiled, screened.

b. xttt to enclose, X aff

XT®fXT mfn. ( T:-TT-T?) Pounded, ground, pulverulent, e. XT
prefixed to Tfa»T pounded. %

X^kttT n. (-Ef) Assailing with weapons, assaulting with intent

to kill. k. XT, T^or tJE^to assault, T? aff.

X*u 1 m. (-T:)
1 Taking, acceptance. * Taking off or away,

seizure. * Disrespect.
4 Drought. * Obstacle, impediment.

• An elephant’s forehead. T A herd of elephants. * Nature,

original temperament. * A sort of knowledge, a false idea.

10 An imprecation or term of abuse, k, XT before, XT to

take or seize, XE, affix : also XTTTT-
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n. (-vf) 1 Obstacle, impediment. 4 Disrespect, a. ¥¥,

¥¥ to take, andW aff.
•j '

ra. ( *:)
1 An imprecation or term of abuse, as ^TVTT#

IP, may disappointmen i befall yon. 1 Drought. • Disgrace,

discomfiture : see pit. e. as before, and WtR aff.

upHTXI n. (•¥&) An inflection, an inflective termination, b.¥
before iTf to take, tP iff.

m, (-ft) A hole in the ground, a cave, a cavern, e. WX
down, low, Wf to move, x¥¥ aff.

n. (-¥) Rubbing, scrabbing. e. npr, and v$¥ rub-

bing.

mfn. (-ir:-TTT-ir) Rubbed, scrubbed, k. ¥¥> and nfnr

rubbed. .

¥TWT¥ m. ( if:)
1 Threshing corn, by bruising it with a wooden

pestle in a mortar of the same materia). * Sodden or violent

death. ' Striking, killing.
4 A violent or fatal blow. r.. w*.

and WTTf struck.

¥Tnrf»nr mfn. (-¥t-fWt-fk) Striking, killing, a. vrw before

¥¥ to strike, fVfw aff.

¥T*¥ mfn. (-¥t-¥T*¥) Proclaimed, denounced, k. npr, and 1?
cried.

m. (-4:) 'A whirling round. * A whirlpool, k. be-

foreW to roll round, aff.

n. (-¥) Rolling or whirling round, a. ¥¥, and

rolling.

mfn. (-TT-HT-Tf) Whirled round, e. wi, and uffor

whirled.

n. (-¥; Crying, proclaiming, denouncing, r. Wf, and

wr*¥ proclamation.

mi n. (-¥) Silence, not speaking. t. vj neg. TWf
word.

hie mfn. (-¥>WT-^) Not to be spoken, improper, u Wf

neg. ¥¥!¥ to be said.

¥¥¥Wt¥m f. (-WT) Impropriety of speech, a. and ¥¥
affix

;
also

m. (-¥'•) Gathering, especially flowers, fruits, he. k. Wf.
and ¥¥ collecting -

t also m*¥l¥.
mfn. (-^s-TT-ft-T) Silent, not speaking, b. xg neg.

speech, mx who makes.

^¥¥hA mfn. 1 To be cast down. 4 To be given.
4 To be put on or applied, b. w*, xrc to go, causal form,

xrH aff.

m. (-¥:) The crest or ornamented top of a standard,

hanging downwards, b. urn, ^»t a crest
;

also and

nnr^w.

***** n. (•¥) 1 Pounding, grinding, reducing to powder.
* Sprinkling absorbent powders on sores. *. W*. ^ to

pound, W* aff.

n,fa* (-V-TIMt) Coarsely pounded. I. vrw. ^4 to

pound, in the part. past.

^ * l1 m - (*¥:) 1 The ornamented bead of a standard, when
the ornaments, streamers, peacocks* tails, &c. hang down-
ward. 4 A cio*ri. m. W1 inferior, and ^¥T crest, ¥ changed

to ¥.

Ui cxiw u n. (-m() A chotrri or brush formed of a cow's ta3,

peacock's feathers, he. for fanning off flies, a. ¥¥ affixed to

the preceding.

mfn. ( w:-¥T-
,

W)
1 Emaciated by abstinence. * Reaped.

4 Cut off. k. ¥¥ before to destroy, % aff.

¥pr1w¥ mfn. (•¥ -¥l-¥i
1 Cut off. * Divided, separated, detach*

ed.
4
In logic, predicated, i. e, separated from every thing

else by the properties especially predicated of any thing.

4 Bounded, k. affix, fW¥ cut.

n. (-if) A horse laugh, e. ¥¥, IpC to cut or split, and

the affix of the part, past : what splits, (ones side*.)

nia^frrfv n. (-¥) A horse laugh, e. see the preceding word,

ant being added.

m. (*¥ : )
1 A predicate, the property of a thing by which

it is distinguished from every other.
4 A part, a portion. 4 A

boundary, a barrier.
4 Amputation, excision, e. off, #¥

cutting.

mfii. f-¥‘-¥T-¥) ' Peculiar, distinguishing, that which

separates. 4 Bounding, separating one thing from another,

m. l-w) ' A predicate, a property. * A barrier, a boundary.

K. am added to the last.

atatXt n. (-si)
1 Cutting off.

4 Separating, dividing. 4 Discri-

minating, distinguishing. K. and ¥<* cutting.

^Tx*<nrx§g m. (*¥’*) Generalising, removing distinctions,

a distinction, and cutting off.

mfn. (-TT-WT-lf) Born. e. Wf, and wfknr born.

¥wam m. (*¥ ) Overcoming, victory, e. ¥¥, and «Pg conquer,

arqfwn mfn. (-TT:-WT-¥) ' Conquered.
4 Contemned, disregard-

ed. f . Wf, and fsnr conquered.

f. ( ¥T) Disrespect, b. ¥T to know, W9 affix, and ¥T*

for the fem.
;
also araiPTT.

aum mfn. (-W:-¥T-l#) Disrespected, k. ¥W, arm part, past, of

¥T to know.

gvyia n. (-¥) Disrepect. t ¥¥ before ¥T¥ knowledge.

ara~ffn mfn. (•¥:*¥!¥) Contemptible, disreputable, to be treated

with disrespect : so ¥*¥!¥¥. t- and art to know, ¥¥. aff.

xyaa^TfTT mfn. (-IT-HT-lf) Degraded, humiliated, e. and

^q¥?f wounded.

m. (-¥•) * A hole, a vacuity. 4 A hole in the ground, a

chasm, a pit.
4 Any depressed part of the body, a cavity, a

fosse, a sinus.
4 A well.

4 A juggler, r. ^nr to preserve,¥«¥alf.

m* (*^ :
) A mftrt > *k°

m. (-ft:)
1 A hole in the ground. 4 In anatomy, a sinus,

a hollow, a cavity, k. as before, ¥tf«t^ aff.

mfn. (-¥:-¥T-^> Flat- nosed, e. impljing lowness,

flatness, and *l*^( aff.

xfBqr f. (-v) 4 TTie back of the neck. * A hole in the ground.

4 A well.
4 The name of a tree. e. down, and <t¥ to go.

Irregular affix ¥; or ¥ neg. TT to surround, and ¥ aff.

¥T<5¥r m. (-uf:) A hind curl, the hair on the back of the head,

b. ’arwt*. and or born.

¥¥¥l¥ n. (-if) The flight of a bird, or a particular act ofinch

flight
j
flying down. g. Wf down, &c. and qft¥ flying : sec

u*)*, ¥ft¥, &c.

X
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WXTO mn. (-YMj) * An car-ring. * A crest, i. TO, wfa a

Sauira root to adorn, aff.

TO7rfV?T mfn. (or-WT-Tr) * Having an ear-ring. ’ Created,

x. WT7P? and aff.

YTOffl f. (-fir.) Stretching, extending. 8. TOT, and "TO to spread,

fifW.affi

TOTOW n. (-xl) Slight darkness, obscurity, r. TO implying de-

ficiency, and TTWH darkness, WW aff.

TO**X| n. (-a#) * Descending, alighting. ’Crossing. 1 Translat-

ing.
4
(Quoting, citing. 8. TO down, 1

J
to cross, aff.

^1 ^ «f I at m. (-*:) Stretching, extension, x. TO before TO to

stretch, affix W.

TOfl I V n. (‘X)
1 Descent, especially of a deity from heaven

;

the appearance of any deity upon earth, but more particu-

larly the incarnations of VisuVu in ten principal forms which

are well known, viz. ' The fish. * The tortoise.
1 The boar.

* The man-lion, * The dwarf. * ,nd * The two Kamas. * Kaisa-

wa. • Bcdd'oa. and Karri. A pious or distinguished per-

•on, in the language of respect or flattery, is also called on

sivattr, a descent or incarnation of the deity. * A Tirtka or

sacred place. ’ Translation, translating. * Descent. 4 Cross-

ing. x. TO before, 1
J

to cross, affix TO.

TOWTTO n (-xr) * Possession by an evil spirit.
4 The ends or

border of a garment. * Worship, adoration. 4 Taking out.

k. TOf, tj to pass, in the causal form, and WZ aff.

TOWTlTW mfn. (-in-WT-ir)
1 Taken off or out, laid down or

aside. ’ Descended, x. TO and TJ causal form, iv aff.

wrxrfltil mfn. (-^t-xh'W) 1 Descended, alighted. * Crossed, pass-

ed over. * Translated, x. TO and TJ with n aff.

TOihWT f. (-WJ) A cow miscarrying from accident, x. TOT,

implying censure, and Trnr offspring.

TO^H m. (-XT) A relish, or what excites thirst x. TO, TO to

bite, to be pungent, xto aff.

TOTO mfn- (-lP-W-tl) ' Given away. ’ Finished, accomplished,

x. TO before to give, If aff.

TOfTW mfii. (-xn-wr-w) ‘ White. • Yellow. 1 Clean, clear.

• 4 Beautiful, m. (-it) White, (the colour.) x. xrw, ^ to cleanse,

JR affix of the part. past.

TO<l<f4 mfn. (-V:-wrr-Y) As above, m. (-*:) White. x. xn?

added to the last.

^TOT*T n. (-S|)
1 Approved occupation. * An act accomplished.

* Achievement a great or glorious act.
4 Breaking, dividing.

root of a fragrant grass* see TO^TY- * An oblation,

x. to. g to cleanse, to purify, or to give, and wz aff.

TOKTY^ n. (-xi) 1 A spade or hoe. * Tearing, dividing, c- YW
down, ^ to tear or rend, ^zaff.

TO^ ifTO mfn. (-V-TIT-TT) Turn, rent. k. to before ^ to tear,

n aff. *

TOA'M n. (-Xf) Tlie root of a fragrant grass, (Andropogon mu-

ricatum.) x. WX reverse, and ^tt heat, burning, heat-pre-

venting, from its being used in Tdt'u or screens, placed be-

fore doors, Ac. and kept constantly wet : the air passing

through these, blows into a room cool and refreshing.

TOflTO n. (*ff) bee the preceding.

TOXJXfXITO n. (-XT) See TOfTW. See also TTOTTO.

TO^Iw mfn. (-4:-xfi-^f) ‘ Melted, fused, liquefied. * Torn, rent,

suudered. n. TO1

, ^ to separate, irregular part. past.

TO^mfiM-iri-in-i!) Regretted. 8. TO, "5 to be sorry, affix %.

TO*r* m. (-XT-) Milk. z. XT*, to milk, TO. aff-

TOI mfn. (*XJ:-X|T-^) ‘ Low, inferior. * Disagreeable, disliked,

n. (-xi) bin, vice. 8. ^ neg. TO to speak, and TO affix of the

part, future
*
not to be spoken.

TO?V m. (-JP-) A market or fair.

TOvrro mfn. (-TOTOxi) To be attended to, deserving atten-

tion and care. So TOT^YX and WTXX. x. TO before XT

to have, TO. TOtTO or TO aff.

TOWrw n. (-w)
1 Attention, attentiveness, intentness. • Care,

carefulness, k. wrx. XT to have or hold, XCTaff.

TOXTTOT f* (*'fft) Attentiveness, b.toxtw attention, ttw added,

also with W, TOXTTO n. (-IX.)

'TOWTTO n. (-Xf)
1 Determining, certainty, ascertainment. * Em-

phasis. x. XTW before Y to hold, W* aff,

TOXH.^X mfh. (-xt-wr*^) To be ascertained, x. TO before Y
to hold, causal form, toIto aff.

TOxrrfro mfn. (-W:-WT-TT) Certain, known, ascertained, x. TO’

before Y to hold, causal form, if aff.

TOtmij mfn. To be ascertained or known, x. WTX

before Y to hold, causal form, TO aff.

TOXTTO n. (-xi)
1 Running after, pursuing. ’Taking, seizure.

* Cleaning, e. to, Vrx to run, affix IT.

TOrxrmftxi mfn. (-toxt-xt)
1 To be run after. ' To be seized.

x. TO after, WTXT to run, TOYTO aff.

TOJifro mfn. (-Xf^TTr-Tf)
1 Chased, pursued. ’Cleaned, e. to

before WTX to run, affix m.

"TOfw in. (-fw:)
1 Limit, division. * Period, time. * A hole, a

pit.
4 Agreement, engagement. 1 Conclusion, termination.

• Attention, application. T Care. e. to, WT to have, f* aff.

TOfTOT f. (-WT) Limit, limitation, x. TOfw with TO affix * also

with IX. TOfaflf.

^xwtx.; r. 10th cl. (xpnftTOtif) To disregard, to disrespect.

TO*H« n. (-XF) Treating with disrespect, x. xrnftr: and TO
aff.

TO^lfriff mfn. (-TP-WT-lf) Disrespected, disregarded, a TO til t.

and H aff.

wttwtt mfn. (.W.-YT-xf)
1 Compelled. ’ Discarded. ' bhaken,

removed, tossed.
4 Trodden upon. 1 Separated from worldly

feeling and obligation, x. XX, and xpr shaken.

TOwro n - (-!)
1 Shaking, causing to shake. ’ Expelling. 1 Be-

ing in agitation, trembling. 4 Trampling on, treading oil.

e. TO before WTO shaking.

TOTO m, (-xn)
1 Censure, blame. ’ Abandoning, quitting.

* Pounding, grinding, x. TO-

before xtfw to go, to aff.

TOW mfh. (-XT-WT-XS)
1 Pounded coarsely. ’ Abandoned.

• Censured, x. to1 separate, Ac. xro to go, part, affix if.

TOW n. ('if)
1 Satisfaction, (given or received.) ’ Preserving,

protecting. * Kindness. 4 Speed. 4 Going. • Obtaining.
T Asking. ’Seizing. ’Killing. *’ Strength, power. M Increase.

‘ ’ Existence, being. '
' Doing. 1

4

Desire. * ’ Beautifying, adorn-
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ing. '• Embracing. •* Bearing. Entrance, x. UHtogo, to

preserve, Ac. aff.

v^THH mfo. (-H>WT-lf) Bending, stooping, bowed, x. HW down,

HH to bow, H aff

HWHfH f. (-fir) ' Bowing, stooping. * Setting, r. HH, and nf*

bowing.

tnfn. (-T-UMO Bound cm, tied, fastened, n. (-ff:) A

drum : see HTHf. *• HH, and HH bound.

ra. ( W) Causing to descend, throwing down. a. HH

down, HU for HTH causing to get : see HHHTH.

HUHTZ mfu. (U*-UT-Ef) Flat-nosed. *. HH flatness, Hi<V affix,

in this sense.

HHHTH m. (-IT) Causing to bend, bending, bowing, e. HH before

HH to bow, HH aff.

HHHTHHT mfn. (-W:-UT-U) What depresses ot causes to bow or

bend. k. hh and HH in the causal, fW aff.

HHHrfHH mfn. (-Hl-fHHt-fa) Bending or bowing down, E. HH,

and srrfsnt what bends.

HUUTU m. (-U:) Causing to desceud, throwing down, precipitat-

ing. x. Hpr down, WtU to obtain, in the causal form, HH aff.

WfanrUH mfn. (-H.-UT-H) Causing to descend, e. HE before Hi

to obtain, causal form, ^aff.

H EH1H m, (-U0 Binding, girding, putting on. *. HH before HU
to bind, HH aff.

Hafn f. (-fir.) The earth, e. HH to preserve, Hfw Un'Adi affix

;

it is also written HHHT.

H*fHUfH m. (-f)|:) ‘A king. “Vianwtr. •Yudhibiithcba. e. HHfH,

and nfff lord.

H afifUlU m. (-Ut) A king. x. HHfH, and HTH who protects.

HHfHHH m (HU) A tree. k. HHfH, and what mounts.

HEfHtftHH n. (-H) Spitting upon. a. HU, and fHHtHH spitting.

HUHf f. (-Hi) The earth : see Hvfw.

HHHtufH m. (-fir) A king, a sovereign, e. HT«ft the earth, and

qfn a master.

HHHlU m. ( W) A king. k. HHHt and lord.

HHHfHH m. (-Ht) A king, an emperor, k. HHUt, and "tur

lord.

W4H9IH n. (-H) Washing, x. HH, and ^HH ablution.

HHfH m. (*fui) ' The name of a city, the modern Oujeim. 1 The

name of a river, b. H? to preserve, Un ad; affix fi*U; the de-

rivative is irregular. Avunti, is one of the seven sacred cities

of the Hind**, to die at which secures eternal happiness : the

word is also written WE*wl and HHfHTHT.

HHf*l%TH n. (*H) Sour gruel, prepared from the fermentation of

rice water, x. Hiaf'rt the city, ^ to produce, hh aff.

UHHit f. (-Hfl) A city: see HHf»n.

HUUHH n. (-^) Alighting, descending, e. HH down, HHH
falling.

HUUH mfn. (-U'-VT-H)
4 Alighted, descended. * Fallen on or

into. * Thrown down. x. HTH, and UWgone.

HTUUTW ni, (-TT-)
1 A hole or pit for catching game in. * De-

scent, descending, e. HH below, uu to go or fall, ua^aff.

UEMlfiH u. (-if) Felling, knocking or cutting down. a. HH down,

uruH causing to fall.

HEMlfun mfn. (-Tf:*HT-H) Neglected, not protected, s. HU#

before VifHH protected.

HHUtu m. (-H*) A sternutatory, any drug producing sneexing.

e. HTH, HtU to pain, affix w.

HHUHT f. (-HT) Segment of the base of a triangle, a. HH, and

HH what kills.

HHiirH m. (-H: )
1 Judgment, discrimination, knowledge. “Wak-

ing, being awake. * Teaching, k. hh. and HIH knowledge.

HHuruu m. (-HT)
1 A teacher. An awakener. e. HH before

vjH to be wise, causal form, fu aff.

HHUTUHiW n-(-H) Instruction, guidance,explanation. x. HEEIHH
who teaches, and at aff.

HHHTH m. (-H:)
1 Light.

1 Manifestation. «. HH, and hth light.

HUHifHU tnfn. (*w:-HT-H) ' Illumined, lighted, radiant. “Evi-

dent, manifest, a- HTH, and HTfuff splendid.

HHHrfuw mfn. (-HVfUHt-fH) Shining, bright, t (-nt) The outer

skin or cuticle, x. HTW, and HtfwH what shines.

HufHW mfn. Broken, pierced, divided, s. hh affix,

fHH cut or broken.

Huspr mfn. (-m-TTMf) Contracted, bent. x. HH, and hit bent.

HHHH m. (-H0
1 A supplementary sacrifice made to atone for

any defects in a principal and preceding one. * Bathing after

a sacrifice, e. HU V to screen, HE Una'di aff.

HHHHEflTH n. (-H) Bathing after any sacrifice or ceremony.

e. he *4

h

as before, and utth bathing.

HHUU mfn. Flat-nosed, x. HJH and HUH aff

HHH mfn. ( H:-Hr-H) Low, vile, inferior, base, flu ( si) A lunar

day, exactly coinciding with a solar one. *». H? to preserve,

he. HH Unadi aff.

HHHH mfn.(-Ht-Hl-H) Despised, disregarded, contemned, e. HH
implying contempt, and HH known, minded.

HHHHT^U m. (-wt) A restive elephant, or one in rut. b. HHHH
disrcgvded, and H f

C»r the goad,

HHHfH m. (-fn:) A master, an owner, f. (-fir*)
1

Aversion, dis-

like. “ Disregard, contempt. B. HH, HH to heed, and fifH aff.

HHHHH mfn. (-ar-HT-lf) To be contemned, to be treated with

disrespect, x. HH before HH and HH aflix. So HHHH.
HHHH mfn. (-Wtr-Hff-H) Proud, contemptuous, disrespectful,

x. HH before HH, with *H &ff

HHHH m. (-^)
1 Devastation, inflicting pain or punishment on

an enemy, by laying his country waste, Ac. 1 Giving pain

x. HH, HH to tread down, WH aff

HHH$U n. (-H) 1 Intolerance, impatience. * Effacing, oblitera-

ting.
1 Banishing from rocollcctiou. x. HH away, Ac. HH to

endure, aff.

HHHTH n. (-H) Disrespect, contempt, r, hh before HTSf respect.

HHHTHHT f. (-HT)
1 Dishonourableness. 1 Contempt, x. HH ad-

ded to the last; also with H, HHHTH H.

HHHTHHT f. (-HI) Disrespect, x. HH before HH to mind, HH
affix and HTH fern. do.

mfn. ( Ht-HT-^) To be disrespected, to be con-

emtned. x. HH before HH, with HHtU\ aff.

HE^iThh rafn. (-H-HT H) Disrespected, despised, e. HT before

the part, past of HH to respect.
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f. (-W) Disrespectfulncss. *. HV added to TffWTfww j

also with w. ^rTffrfw if.

^qmfun mfn. Behaving disrespectfully, con-

temning, despising. k. wwt and Tjfw iff-

WWFSR mfn. (-sgi-ajr-sq) To be treated with disrespect, a. ww
before *nf with w* aff-

^SjjVTH mfh. {-WH TwrfvjTi) Urining upon, fc on,^
nominal r. to make water, XT* aff.

^ar^iranr mfn, (-w.-wi-f ) Prostrate, a. wit down, the fore-

head, xrf who sleeps.

WWIW* n. (-^) Letting forth, emitting. • Setting at liberty.

*. vfT before WW to set free, aff.

VflTf m. (-“ft)
1 A limb, a member. * A part, a portion. * Divi-

sion of a logical argument or syllogism, a. Tpf, T to join,

^aff.

TTffnr mfh. ( ft'fWl-fw) Limbed, having limbs. 1 Having

portions or subdivisions, m. < -art) A syllogism, a logical argu-

ment. a. vtttt and Tfw aff.

WTT mfn. (-T’.-TT-O
1 Posterior, hinder, laat. •Younger. • In-

ferior. n. (-T) The hind thigh of an elephant. f. ( -TT) A name

of Dcaaa. a. ^ neg. and TT preferable
, not the best, or

than which nothing is better.

WTTTf mfn. ( wr--Wh*t) 1 Younger, junior. * Inferior, of low

birth, m. (-W-) A younger brother, a. XRTV; after, and m
born.

IVtTt mfn. (-TT-WT-U) 8topp«d, ceased, desisted from. a. W1,

TW to sport, affix Jf.

ind. Hinder, posterior, e. 'fft and wttt* aff.

^Wlfirl f. (ftr) Stopping, ceasing, cessation, end. a. bad,

Ac. t* to play, and ftpt aff.

^T<.W mf. (-vit-wi or A Sudra, a man or woman of the

fourth tribo. a. xpr last, and vi a tribe.

VTT'frr mf. See the preceding, a. fT* added to

also viTTT^nr.

^JWTWU ro. (-u:) The sun. a. ^ neg. IT best, than what nought

is better, and ww worship : whose worship is of the first im-

portance.

TTTTWiy inti. Hinder, posterior, a. TfTr and Trent aff.

^TVj4 n. (-$) The laat half. e. srtt and Tli half.

TfltLIfi mfn. (-IT-Tp-IJ) Belonging to the last half. b. t*
affix to the last.

mfn. (-ft-WT-Tf) Censured, blamed. K. Vfr, to flow,

the irregular part past

'tvUW mfn. (-Tfp-lRIT-sqj) Broketr, torn. * Diseased, a. tTT,

before Tut to be sick, affix JR.

tJ't mfn. (•t’-'WT-X)
1 Checked, stopped, hindered. * Shut up

or in, inclosed. * Secluded, as in a haram. a. upr, and Tf
hindered.

WVWt mfh. (-tr.-¥T-¥) Descended, alighted, a. WT down, Tj
to go, jr aff.

Wf'flt m. (-H:)
1 The seraglio of a palace, the queen's apart-

ment 1 A queen. • A palace. * A covering. * Hindrance,

obstruction. 4 A fence, a pen, an inclosure, confinement.

• Restraint, a. trar, Tt to inclose or shat up, fs aff.

mfn. (-tn-sn-vf) What impedes or obstruct*, m. (-ttt)

A guard, f. (-fum) A female of the barani. n. (-tij A barrier,

a fence, e. tv before T*tV what opposes.

TTTT'rvrvt n. (-it) The inner or women’s apartments in a royal

palace. * Hindering, obstructing.
4 Obstacle, impediment.

e. vfw, TV to enclose, WX aff.

snTTWnrir n * (-*’) A seraglio. *. TTTVTT hindrance, and ^Vpf

going.

^TTlffTT mfh. (-fr-hft-ff) Obatructive, impeding, m. (-W:) A
guard of the queen's apartments, x. TTVTnt with tnr affi

TTTlffV[ mfn. (-Tf fr^t-fr) Obstructing. a. urVTTW and

Tfwaff.

TT^rTf n. (-vf) ' Taking away, depriving, diminishing. * De-

scending. * Setting, (as of the son.) k. TtT affix, and

placing.

mfh. (-ir-TT-Tf) Deprived o£ curtailed, diminished,

lost. I. TV aff. rrfrw placed.

vfTTTT m. (-T'*)
1 Mounting, ascending. * Descent, passing

from or over. * The growth of a creeping plant or vine. * A
pendant branch, one that strikes fresh root into the earth, as

those of the India* fig tree. * Heaven or JSwerga. x. WT up

or down, &c. tt to mount, tw aff.

^^TfW n. (-Tfj ' Alighting, descending. * Mounting, x. T~T

before TT to mount, aff.

TIT^ iffu mfn. (•T-fTWt f%) ' What dencends. • What ascends,

m. (-^t) The Indian fig tree. x. ^T^TT a branch, &c. and

pots. aff.

wrrf mfh. (-T’*-4r-vff-4)
1 Colourless. * Bad, low, destitute of

good qualities, m. (-f :) Censure, blame, x. T neg. and

praise, colour, Ac.

vttvWtt mfn. (-W-'Wf-d) * Non-existent. * Not present, s. ^
neg. w^srrrr existing.

TITinrw mfh. (-ar:-wr-vi) Not increasing, not growing, x. V| neg.

tIhit increasing.

Tprsrf m. (-1R!) or attributwrly, mfh. (-^:-WT‘Vt) White : see TUTf.

x. WV and ff to mark, affix TW.

WafTT mn. The waist, mfn. (-1T--in*Ti) Placed conti-

guously, impressed, attached, &c. el TpV and part, past

of fnr to be near or with.

TITfrar m. (*ffr) ' Asylum, dependancc, support. * Depending,

bunging on or from. A prop, a stay. 4 A suspender. • A
perpendicular, x. ttt befbre frff lo go, Ac. TTT[ affix ; also

^TTTBnf.

'fTf n. (-^)
’ Depending upon, dependancc. • Hanging cm

or from. * A prop. r.. ffT before frf% and JCT aff.

TITwfxfTT mfh. (-ir.-iri-Jf) 'Quick, expeditious. * Alighting,

descending. 4
Protected, cherished. 4 Hanging on or upon,

suspended from, clinging to. * Depending upon, trusting to,

supported by. x. frr, and the part, past of urfr to go, to

fall, Ac.

^Twfsfsj mfn. (-xft-fxr^.fhr) Depending on. x. WTWXf and

T ftr aff.

^Tfurp mfh. (-fr-fT-li) * Anointed, plastered, smeared, * Proud,

arrogant, x. TfT before fun? smeared.
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Bsft lPfr (-BT) ‘ Pride, arrogance. * Unction, t. BBftr*

plastered, smeared, and BB affix ;
also with B,

B BBVb mfn. (-Bt-BT-B) ‘ Licked. * Devoured, destroyed, a. BB,

and artV licked.

Bk*lB l f. (-BT) Sport, play. e. bb, and BfBT sport.

B ebb* n. (-*) Tearing, tearing or cutting off. a. BB, wb to

separate, affix ^s.

BEBBB n. (-B) Rolling on the ground, e. BB, and roll-

ing.

BTwfB* mfn. (-W.-WT-tf) Rolled on the ground, b. BB, and

BfBTT rolling.

BBX* mfn. (iin-Wr-Bf) Cut off. u. BB, and war cut.

B SBM m. (-BJ) ' Pride. * Smearing, anointing. * Ornament.
4 Union, association, b. BB, ftB to smear, Ac. BB aft

ww*nr «l (-w) ' Daring, proud or arrogant purpose. * Anoint-

ing. k. BB, fVw and SB*.

Btat m. (-’f*.) An extract, an electuary, confection, a. bb, and

BlB licking, what is to be licked with the tongue, nut mas-

ticated or drank,

BBBEB «• l-B) Licking with the tongue, a. BB, and BBB lick-

ing*

mfn. {-f'.-V-V Thick, viscid, e. BB, and to be

licked with the tongue.

BB^rB m. ( w:) Sight, seeing, e. BB, and Br* to aee. BBaff

BBBTBB n. (-B) Sight, seeing, k. bb, btw to see, BB aff

BBBifBB rafn. (-W:-Bf-Ti) Seen. m. (-W:) A Banddka. B. BB,

and the part, past, of BTB to see.

BBWb m. (-a|:) A plant, (Serratula anthelraintica :) see Bm-
BtBt- b. ^ neg. tw handsome, and at produced.

Bkk!^ m. (-%•)
1 A command, an order. * Censure, reproach.

4 Trust, confidence, k. bb implying disrespect, and Tn^

speech.

BB*t mfn. (-b:-WT*B)
1 Independent, unsubjected, unrestrain-

ed.
1 Necessary, certain, b. Bl neg. BB subjection.

BBirfwJBr f. (-BT) A cloth tied round the legs and knees of a

person sitting on his hams : sec BBHfBBi.

Baft* mfn. (-Y:-YT*Y) Left, rest, remainder, e. bb, and ftc
left.

Bawft m. (-W:) A scorpion, e. bb before in to go, n aff.

B mfn, (-ir-wiv) 1 Unrestrained, independent. * Un-

influenced by magic, b. bbb and been, with ft inserted.

BjB wB ra. (-v) ‘ Leavings, remainder. * End, close, termina-

tion. b. BB, and B* remainder.

B sB mfn. LTntameable, ungovernable, ind. (-B'.)

Certainly, necessarily, b. bt. is to go, TH affix
;

irregularly

formed : it occurs in composition with or without the nasal,

as WBWrf} who does what is necessary, BBBfBIB: to be

necessarily cooked, Ac. e. B neg.BB to subdue, affix ipr.

VBUTBT mfn. Necessary, inevitable, indispensable.

B- BTBXJI and BBaff.

BBWBBT f. (-HT) 1 Necessity, obligation. * Certainty, b. TTW

added to BBWB i also BBBBW with w aff.

BTBT f. (-WT) A fog or mist. a. BB, w to go, b affix and fern.

BIX-

BprwrB m. C-BO
1 Frost. * Pride. «. BB, w to go, and £

BWI«t f. (-*) A cow that bears a calf after along interval: .

sec bHbbI.

BB*b mfn. (-ar-WT-Bi
1 Near. * Protected, supported. * Sur-

pa»ed, overcome. 4 Bound, tied. ‘ Opposed. " Wrapped up,

enfolded.
1 Hanging from or upon. 1 Stopped, stayed. • Para-

lysed. r. BB, Bifw to stop, to stand, in the part. past.

Bttm md. 1 Leaning upon, holding. * Stopping, arresting,

a. BIB before wfa to stop, BPt aff.

BTBBBTB n. (-if)
1 Supporting, protecting. ' A pillar, a post.

* Stopping, staying. 4 Paralysing, b. btb before to stay,

WBaff.

BVtm m. (-BlO
1 Gold.

1 Commencement, beginning. * A post

or pillar.
4 Excellence. 1 Impediment. • Support, stay.

T Para-

lysis. b. bb, Bfw to stay or stop, BB aff

BBBTW n. (-B) Eating, k. BB, WW to sound, BB aff.

BTB wd. (-BB) Without, on the outside, m. (*B0
1 A king.

* The sun. n. (-B) Preserving, protecting, (in the language of

the y^dst.) e. BB to preserve, Ac. BBX UnB'di aff.

^BBW mfn. (*H:-TfT-li) * Attached to or by, in contact with.

* Engaged or eager* * ound round, begirt.
4 Placed or

thrown upon. E. BTB, and BB joined,

BisBftBH f. (-BTT) A wrapper, a girth or band. k. BB about, BB

joined, Bi[ affix, and the fern. form.

BBBftBBT £ (-BT)
1 A wrapper, a mantle. * A cloth drawn

round the knees and legs of a person sitting on his bams,

a. bb round, Bftl the thigh, BB aff.

BB’^UBB n. (-B) Embracing, clinging, k. btb before to

embrace, BB aff

BBm m. (-B)
1 A village. * A college, a school, n.(-si) A house.

*. Bf neg. BB to dtfell, and BTBB affix j
than which there is

no other or better abode.

BBBBj m. (-B:) A college, a school, b. see the preceding.

BBBf tnfn.
1 Melancholy, dispirited, unhappy. * End-

ed, terminated. ' Languid, enervated.
4 Separated. 1 Bowed,

bent. * Non-suited, e. BB before SB to faint, b aff.

BBWBf f. (‘BT) Low spirits, affliction. * Termination, comple-

tion. b. BB added to BTBBBj also with B affix BBBBB.

m. (.<:) * Occasion, opportunity. * Rain, raining.

4 Consultation in private.
4 A year, * A moment, e. BB,

B to go, BB aff.

B|

a

t m. (-i:) Following one’s own inclinations, b. BB, BB
to create, affix » m becomes*.

B BBB m. (-^:) A spy, a secret emissary: sec BBB^. e, BB
BB to go, BTB aff.

B*qfMBt f. (-^l) A .Aiwa division of time; ten Crcret of

Croret of Sdgarat or oceans of years, b. BB, BB to go,

ftft and aff

BBBB mfn. (-B--BT-B) Right, (not left.) E, BB reverse, BB
left

;
also BBBB-

‘ Lassitude, want of energy or spirit, especially

as proceeding from doubtful or unsuccessful love. * Exhaus-

tion, fatigue. * In law, badness of a cause.
4 End, termina-

tion. i. bb, BX to go, to sink, B

Y
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TOW!*! n>to* (-TO TO-!) 1 Exhausting, Wearisome. •‘Ending,

finishing. *. TO before Wl to go, Ac. causal form, Tfl aff.

TO^H* n. (-si)
1 Finishing. * An escharotic. * Removing proud

flesh by escharotic applications. K.’tnr before to go,awraff.

TOnnf^TT mfn. (-W’.-ITMT) Languid, exhausted, faint, n.TOT,^

to go, % aff.

TO1T* n. (-1)

1 Conclusion, termination, cessation.
4 Death.

• Boundary, limit. * In grammar, disjunction of letters,

x. *TO» to finish, affix ; TO is changed to TO-

9fT*jT! m. (-!••) 1 End, conclusion. * Termination, completion.

• Certainty, ascertainment, x. TO, TO to finish, affix % and

!! inserted.
^ »

VreTTX n. (-xf ) Removing, cansing to move. x. TO before !
to go, causal form, wr aff.

mfh. (-W'-lTT-TT)
1 Ended, terminated. * Finished, com-

pleted. * Known, understood. 4 Stored, (as grain, Ac.) x. TO,

TO to finish, and j| part. aff.

!!$! m. (-XT.) Sprinkling, x. to, fTOf to sprinkle, TO aff.

WTVfxnt m. (-TO) A kind of cake, pulse ground and fried with

oil or butter, x. TO, 3® to sprinkle, affix
j
what is

sprinkled with oil, &c.

!T!TO n. (-sr) * Sprinkling. * Bleeding, x. TO before fro to

sprinkle, affix

TOtTOt mfn. (-TO-1T-TO To be destroyed, destructible, b. to*

before TO to destroy, affix iw.

TO9***< m. (-TO)
1 A camp. * Assault, attack, storm. * Bath-

ing.
4 Going down, descending. $. to against, Ac. mro to

go, TOTO aff.

n. (-i)
1 Attacking, assaulting, storm. * Bathing.

• Descending. * to before !I*TO going.

TO mfn. (TTi-XT-lf) 1

Attacked. * Bathed, bathing. 4 Gone
down. x. TO, uro to go, n aff.

TO11H m - (<"•)
1 A privity, a part to be concealed. * Ordure,

faces. 4
Dirt.

4 Sweepings x. TO down, away, Ac. w to

throw, TO* affix, ! prefixed to to.

TOTTOrTO m. (-TO:)
1 A sweeper. * A brush, broom, Ac. x. fnr

and aff.

TOW! intf- * Posterior, latter. • Finally, x. to and Wff aff.

TOW* m. (TOO A screen or wall of cloth surrounding a tent,

Ac. x. TO round, if to spread, iro aff.

TO**J n. (-TO) Insubsuntiolity, the unreality of matter. *. to

priv. vu thing.

TOTTOBT f. (-TIT) InsubstanriaHty, unreality. x. WTO added to the

last
j

also with to, TOW*.
TO*t?n f. (-TOTT) State, condition, situation, circumstance of age

or position, x. TO. WT to stand or stay. TO! and ar»T aff*.

TOaHtrurjal n. (-1) The periods of human life, viz. childhood,

youth, manhood, and old age. x. TOXWT, and TO^TO! four-fold.

*j n. (-xj) Two states of life, viz. happiness or misery,

x. TO«WJT, and f* two.

TOMWTTO n. (-IT) Situation, station, abode, place or period of

abiding or staying. *. to before toTT to stay, affix xyr.

TOWTTO n. (-xi) Fixing, settling, x. TO*, WT to stay, causal

form, WX aff
<* %

TOqi lf*! rnfh. (-TC-TOT-TO) Fixed, x. see the last, TO aff,

nx*BlfU4 mfn. (-^t-fllt-fW) Staying, residing in. x. TOW be-

fore TOTT to stay, fsrfw aff.

TOlfTOlW mfn. (-Tr-TTMT)
1 Occupying place or period, abid-

ing, residing, remaining firm or fixed, Ac. * Finn of purpose,

steady. 4 Engaged in, prosecuting, following, x. TO* before

x?H to stay, affix to-

f. (-far)
1 Abiding. “A residence. 4 Following,

practising, x. X|X, and fkpfff staying.

fm mfn. (-TT-TOT-if)
1 Bruised, beaten. * Threshed, win-

nowed. x. TOW. and TJf struck.

1XX<X n. (-wr) ' Redeeming, taking back. * Fining, mulcting.

• Taking away, stealing, plundering, x. TOW, and in taking.

TOWTTO m. (-in) Hie back of the hand. b. an reverse, Ac. and

TO the hand.

TOW1T* ra. (-**0 * A shark. 4 A water elephant. 4 A thief.

4 Truce, suspension or cessation of gambling, fighting, Ac.
4 Summoning, inviting. 4 Any approxi (notable object, fit or

able to be brought near. T Apostacy, abandoning a sect or

cast. 4 Re-delivery, x. TO*. TO to take or convey, WTO or 1 aff.

IWTf mfn. -wn-WTT-TO) One who stops fighting, Ac. m. (-IT:)

A shark, a marine monster, x. TOWWTW, TO, aff.

TOTOTtft mfn. ( 4&-2$r-t3r.i ' Recoverable, redeemable. 4 Fin

able, punishable, x. wv, and !*} to be taken.

TO X W lfbll f. (-ITT) A wall, a bound hedge.

TOwfanr mfn. (ir-WT-TO)
1 Known, celebrated. * Done with

care.
4 Careful. 4 Attentive, x. TOW, TOf to have or hold,

part, affix H; l becomes to snd b inserted.

TOfTO nf- (-4-W) Dissimulation, t. ^ neg. ifix; outer,

igjT stand; an irregular form: what does not shew out-

wardly.

TOTO n>fa. (-Tp Tr-Ti)
1 Taken off, back, or away, seized, stolen.

4 Fined, x. TO off, Tpr taken.

nf. (-*fl-WT) Disrespect, x. TO, ^1 to despbe, TO affix ;

1 becomes W.

TOTTO n. (-1) Disrespect, x. as TOTO, affix Xjnr. ,

^TOfro mfn. (-I'.-TIT-l) Disrespected, n. (-if) Disrespect, x.

TOTO and XTO aff.

HlfHt f. <-mJt) A plant, (Pimpinella Anisum.) x. TOT1T

downwards, and ttoT having flowers.

TO ilflTi mfn. (-KT:-TT:*T3) Having the head downwards. *.

TOTXf down, and fuTU Use head.

^TTf mfn. Who protects or defends, a guardian,

a keeper, x. TO under, and arfl the eye, if final.

TOT! mfn. (-!:*!T-ii) Stooping, bending, bowed, x. TO re-

verse, and WV front.

TO 1^*9 mfn. (-W:-!t-9i) Downlooked, headlong, t. TOTO and

ni the face.

TOrfmfn. (-UTir ) Dumb, e, ^ priv. 'XT!' speech.

TOT^ or mfn. (-XTT-vrxl ’XTl)
1 Downlooked, head-

long. 4 South, hut. ( inr).
1 South, southern.

4 Down-

wards. f. (-writ) 1 The south quarter. * The lower regions,

r. TO down, downwards, TO| logo, affix
; the south being

considered as below.
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mfo- (-W-WT-^)
1 South, southern. ' Downlooked,

headlong. * Descended, gone down. k. fTf and w aflf.

VTTWj mfn. Vile, bad. 1 Improper to be uttered.

• Southern, southerly. *. ft neg. and fre to be spoken, or

V*tw and fTT added.

iwnn f. (-ITT) ' Reproach, calumny. * Impropriety, a. TfW

added to the preceding; also with at, ’ffTff.

VEtf m. (-W:) The vulva, e. V*Pf uot to be named,

a place.

fHHSHf n. (-f) Disrespect, e. w«iH, and VTf knowledge,

vjfrff *1 mfn. w^° does no1 8Pett^» who does

not dispute, who does not bring an action, peaceable, e. f|

neg. who speaks, &c.

^Tfm mfn. (•w:-WI-4) Dried, dry, (fruit.) »• ^ neg. and fnt

dry : than which nothing is drier.

mfn. ) Included, involved. b. Wf ,
and ^WTC

inner.

^rWTftnr mfn. (-Wi-Tn-f') Unsown, (as grain,) planted, *.^,and

wrfff sown.

VfTJf mfn. (-tt-XMl) Received, got, obuined. k. Vf before

VTf to obtain, H alT.

fTfrHfW mfn. (-ffvpfTrt-WTT)
1 Receiving, obtaining, taking.

* Entertaining, (as a belief. ) e. fTfTf to get, dT*

vwrfj? f. (-fit) Obtaining, getting, receiving, a. ff, and VTf

to attain. ffPT aff.

V* i «4 mfn. (-m.-an-ts) Unattainable, unobtainable. inti. Having

obtained, e. fl neg. fTUJ procurable, or Vf before wrf

to obtain, aff.

VTnC n. (-<) The near bank of a river. e. Vf down, m to go,

f aff.

fM fffPC m. (-ft) The ocean, k. VTK the ncaf and UK the

opposite bank
;
embanked.

fUKfTCtf mfn. (-f:-WT-^) Crossing a river, a. ^fTCfTC both

• banks, and f aff.

fMlftfi f. (-VT) Coriander seed ; also Wfftfri.

mfn. (-Tfi-iTT-W) ' Unimpeded, unobstructed. * Innu-

merable. a. W, and lift* hindered,

WfTfnrf mfn. (-*:-WT-W) Not to be impeded, a ft, and fiff-

if* to be hindered ;
also frffTWtf and fffnu.

Wflftf mfn. (f:-WT*w) Crossing a river, a. fTfTT and *n aff.

VfTni mfn. (-i&-J$I-l4) U arestrainable, irresistible, a. V neg.

wnit to be hindered.

w e iff m. (-7:) The son of a woman by any other man than

her first husband.

V<lX«t m. ( WT) A thief, k. to take away, fftf aff.

mfn. (-fl;-fT:-f:) Naked, b. V priv. flff clothes,

mfn. (-V.-'fVf )
* Unsubstantial, unreal. * Unfounded,

irrational, (as an argument.) e. v, and wrfTf substance.

*MlV>fOT mfn. (-ft:-<W) 1 Insubstantial, unreal. “ Unfound-

ed, (as an argument.) x. V, TrfffafT substantial.

^ff m. (-ff!)
1 The sun. * A mountain. * A sheep. * A master.

* A blanket. * A rat.
1 A wall or enclosure. Air, wind. • The

shawl goat. f. (-ff:) A woman in her courses; also Vft-

a. to go, to preserve, &c- ‘^
k
ul£

^ifrar rw (-fi) A diamond, e. vff the sun, &c. *fr aff.

wMrf mfn. (-f:-WT-^) Closed, shut. e. ^ neg. ffETf open,

^prfrfww mfn. (-1T:-1fT-lty Unblown, u. v neg. fffrffW blown.

VfVarst m. (•?;) A flock of sheep, e. fjff a sheep,

mfn. (-fp-fri-f ) Not boasting, not talking vainly or

idly. E. V, and ffWMI boasting.

^fffTWW mfn. (-w:-fT-w) One who does not boast, n. (-*) Not

boasting. *. fl neg. f«ni|n talking idly,

vfffrvr mfn. (-fT-fn li)
1

Entire, perfect, unimpaired. * Regu-

lar, orderly, consistent, e. sf, and fu*f| defective,

fffffrw m. (-SB:) Positive act or precept, absence of doubt or

alternative, e. V neg. ffTW alternative.

mfn. (-fT’.-TT-TJ luunutable, permanent, e. V neg.fffTTT

change.

flfffnf mfn. (-fr-mru*) Immutable, unchangeable, e. ff neg.

fffPV liable to change of form,

frffirw mfn. (-T|:-llK?r) Unchanged, permanent e. ^ neg. fkww
changed.

fffea* mfn. (-in-HT-li) Powerless, feeble, m. (-1?:) Cowardice.

k. V neg. fitgTR prowess.

fllfflf m. (-fj:) Want of sale. e. ^ neg. fffif sale.

*ffffrPf mfn. (-ffc-ftr-fl)
1 Unsurpassed. * Feeble, powerless.

E. V neg. ff before fpr to go, if aff.

wfvBfTw rafn. (-ir-WT-Tf) Unsold, k. neg. ffsStff sold.

mfn. (-fP-Wf-fi) Unsaleable, not to be sold. k. n| neg.

Mm to be sold.

Wf'TWH ro. (-W ) Vigour, freshness, absence of fatigue, a. ^
neg. f<t*« fatigue.

mfn. (-W:-Wr W) Calm, composed, firm, e, WT neg. f>TW*

confounded.

1wff*rv mfn. (-wr-wtr-wr) Unwearied, t. V neg. faw*H wea-

ried.

VfwWff mfn. (•fft-WT-W)
1 Entire, undiminished. * Unhurt.

b. v neg- faw<T wounded.

mfn. (-w:-in-li)
1 Attentive, composed. * Retained,

a. v neg. fwfan? tossed, agitated.

^fvw»*T m- ("W ; ) Quiet, quiescence, b. vf neg. fkwTW agitation.

mfn. (-W:*1VT-T)) Tranquil, undisturbed, k. W neg.

fv<rfW7T agitated.

^f«T«nrT mfn. (-1T : -WT-Tf) Retained, present, unseparated, b. sf neg.

f^anr gone away.

mfn. (-w:-Wf-w) Unseparated, unremoved, m. (-IP) Pre-

sence, inherence, association, non-separation, e. w neg.

separation.

wfVrrfv?T mfn. (-TT-WT-H) Unrcproachcd. e. V neg. Fkflfiff re-

proached.

Vfwdtw mfn, (-TP-HT-vf) Unreproached, e. and fqjfttf cen-

sure.

vfuaw mfn. (-W : -WT-WJ
1 Compatible, consistent with, not con-

trary to. * Worthy, good. s. neg. ff without, ajtf property,

m. (-Hr) A fruit tree, commonly Cwnndu, (Curissa Caron-

das.) e. neg. fsrar to fear, part, past, irr.

vfwUT mfn. (-X*-Tl-^) Bodiless, incorporeal, e. ^ neg. ff tnr

body.
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^ftw mfn. Unimpeded, uninterrupted. 5. 'T neg.

ft* obstacle.

mfn, (*^r:-WT-^r) Unlearned, ignorant, e. ^ neg. ftTH
learned.

^rf*nrrc; rafri. (*K*-rr-^)
1 Undiscriminaiing. ill-judging, unwise.

‘Prompt, unhesitating. m.(-^:) * Want of Judgment or dis-

crimination, error, folly.
1 Promptitude, e.^ neg. ft 1« dis-

cussion.

*ft*Tf«nr mfn. (-ir-TT-TT) Ill-judged or investigated, unconsi-

dered. * Determined, certain, clear, not requiring delibera-

tion. e. ^ neg. ftr^ifrir discussed,

mfn. (-iTi-HT-lf)
1 Victorious, triumphant. * Un-

moved, b. ^ neg. fcirftw shaken, resisted,

sjfasqrr mfn. (-tf:-Wl'W) ' Undcviated from, observed, followed.

* Eternal, permanent, b, neg. ft fallen.

^ftftl mfn. (-*’.-*T-li) Unscparated, undivided, a. ^ neg.

ftfi* cut off.

mfn. (-^t-^r-qf) * Entire, whole, undivided. ' Uninter-

rupted. m. (4(:) ' Entireness. * Connexion, continuity, a. ^
neg. fww*. separation.

^ftsrrJfi^ mfn. (-*>*Mj) Of the same species. *. ^ neg.

of a different kind.

mfn. (-W:-TJT-^)
1 Clumsy, stupid. * Ignorant, un-

taught. e. W neg. ft* wise.

t (*HT) Ignorance, folly, a and ?r* affix
;
also

*ft**.

*ft*nT mfn. (-TT-1T**) * Unknown. * Undistinguished, x. i

ar,

and ft*nr known.

mfn. Undiscernible, not to be recognised or

known, k. * neg. ftlft to be known.

n. (-*) A direct flight, b. * neg. fiTt* flying deviously,

^ftw mfn. (-Wt-IT-lf) Preserved, protected. a era to pre-

serve, n affix of part. past.

^fsnnsr mfn. (-*>WT-*) True. n. (-*) Truth, x. * neg. and

ft** untrue.

^rft* mfn. (-au-WT-lf)
1 Unknown. * Poor. x. * neg. ftvt

known, or wealth.

wftiq* mfn. (-xr-arr-xf) Quicksilver.

^ifavq mfn. Fit for or suited to a sheep, x. xrfir

and vzjtt aff.

mfn. 1 Unlearned. * Stupid, e. ^ neg.

ft<*x clever.

XjftXtft* mfn. (-^t-ft*t-ft) Imperfectly digested, producing

heartburn, x. * neg. fx free from, <TfTM what burns.

*ftf<W mfn, (-ir-lT-TI) Unknown, a * neg. ftf** known.

mfn. (•V-KI4E) Near, contiguous, a * neg. fa^c dis-

tant.

inti. Near, not far off. x. *ft^c and wfa aff.

n. (-ai) The milk of a ewe. e. wfa and apj aff.

*fai*^T f. A plant, (CUsampclos bexundra.) a.*

neg. fu broken, divided, and w4 the ear; the leaf being

compared to the ear; also wftiWf and ftflrff.

viNq mfn. (-a7:-*T-ai)
1 Foolish, unwise. ‘Not relating to

knowledge, f, ( VU 1 Ignorance. * Spiritual ignorance. ' Illu-

sion.
4 Personified illusion or Afdyd. t. ar priv. and fVajr

knowledge.

*ftapni mfn. (-w:-wr-xi)
1 Non-existent. • Not present, ab-

sent. *. *, and ft <1*nr bring.

*ftf* mfn. Unwise, unlearned, x. * neg.

learned.

wftvmr n. (-af) Irregularity, deviation from or absence of fixed

rule. x. and ftVTW rule.

^ftvWvns *«</. Irregularly, a. ^frWTW and irft aff.

wfafa mfn. (-ft:-ft:-ft) Irregular, void of or contrary to rule.

f. (-ft.) Irregularity, x. *, and ftft rule.

*ftl m. (-wr: ) A sacrificcr, one who mokes a sacrifice or causes

it to be made. a. *1 to preserve, T*TW Un'adi aff,

mfn. (-*:-*T-^) Indecorous, ilibehaved. m. (•*:)
1 Inde-

corum, impropriety, fault. ‘ Incivility, disrespect. • Offence,

crime, x. and fa** modest behaviour.

mfn. (-*:-ft-*) Indestructible : so *ft*TH. x.*neg.

destructible.

*fa*T*ra ru. (-*;) Inherent and essential character, x. *, and

ft*rr without, vrx property.

*ftftnr* m. (-*:) An illogical conclusion, r. * neg. ftftx*

accurate deduction.

^ftftw.^H mfn. Holding on, advancing, one

who does not turn back. x. * neg. ftfta ft •{ who retreats.

xrfaftWnx mfn. (.f:-fT-q) Without an exception, a. * neg.

faftwIXT exception.

afftaT* mfn. (-Tr:-n-a) Misbehaving, acting ill or improperly,

wicked, vile. f. (-ITT) An unchaste or disloyal woman, x. *
neg. fVwrt virtuous.

mfn. (-*;-*T-*) Unopposed, having no adversary, x, ^
neg. fc^^r an adversary.

m. (-Tv) Woollen cloth, x. wft a sheep, and trT^aff.

^rftv^ f. (-Tff ) Prosperity, ease. n. ^ neg. f*R^ misfortune.

^iftTfl mfn. (-Ti-TT-T) ' Uninjured, unhurt. * Not soiled or

contaminated, pure, clean, x. w neg. ftxrff destroyed,

wftqftr^ mfn. (-ftr^) Unwise, ignorant, x. sf neg.

learned.

^nrrsir m. (-W-)
1 Immaturity. • Not suffering the consequence

of actions in a former life. * Indigestion, k. av neg. ftxrrrr

ripening.

mfn. (-WJ-^n-^i) Small, insignificant, slender. . ^ neg.

ft-ww large.

^ft«ITT mfn. (-T:-¥T-^) Near, not remote, x. vg neg. ftviff

remote.

mfn. (-W’.-TT-W)
1 Undeviating, following or observing

steadily. * Observed, uuviolatod. x. ^ neg. fxsir trans-

gressed.

wfmn mfn. (41: -VT-^) Fruitful, productive, x. ^ neg. fttnr

unfruitfuL

wft'Ji mfn. (-V-TT-TJ Unblown, x. ^ neg. ftn blown.

wftMifc mfn. (-l|:-W-1V)
1 Undivided, unpartitioned. * Joint,

unscparated, (as coparceners.) s. ar neg. divided,

vfftww mfn. (-Ii-IT-Jf) Unportioned, unpartitioned. m, (-11)

Undivided inheritance, x, ^ neg. ftvnt division.
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mfn. (-fft-finft-fir) ' One who does not share. • Not

sharing, not dividing, r. X| neg. fain first who divides.

mfn. (-wr-W-*f) Not to be divided, not to be parti-

tioned. a. *1 ncg. f*wn* partible.

n. (-nr) Indivisibility, unfitness for partition,

i. and w affix
;

also with ip*, ^firwmpn.

wfa srrwst nf. (-W-WT) Disappearance, impcrccptibility. *. neg.

f>wi**T perception.

^rfirwraart* mfn. (-xp-WT-^) Imperceptible, undistingnuhable.

a. ^ neg. fkw.wwt*.

n. (-XJ) The milk of a ewe. e. and ttF\w^ aff.

wrfinrcr mfn. (-tf-HT-*i) Foul, turbid, a. ^ neg.finmr clear.

mfn. (-JIP-TlT-li) Unloosed, not quitted, m. (-up) A name

of Benarct. k. w? neg. and fawn loosed ’ the last is never

to be lost view of by those seeking salvation.

affaw^iarr m. (-K-) A celebrated Siva Linga, at Benares, a.

wrfa^H. and t*T\lord. „

arfaam mfn. (-HP-HT-1*)
1 Undivided, conjoined. * Not separated

or absent, a. ^ neg. fitXTH disjoined.

^firifTn in. (-*’•)
1 Conjunction, association. ' Presence, not be-

ing parted or absent, a. x* neg. f**T* disunion.

wrfarwr mfn. (-^-wnr-W) interested in, attached to. a. ^ neg.

fkrw unattached.

wrfaxTIflrf/. mfn. (-W’-WT-Tf) 1 Eternal, continual, uninterrupted.

* Abandoned, or adv. n. (-it) Eternal, continual, a. xa ncg.

fqmr stopping.

%f%x.w mfn. (**r;-*TT-lf)
1 Coarse, gross, substantial. * Close,

contiguous * Uninterrupted, a. ^ neg. and firt1* fine.

wrfvrrw mfn. (-m-WT-lf) Continuous, uninterrupted, ra. (-W)Con*

tinuance, uninterrupted succession, n. adr. (-»}) Uninter-

ruptedly. a. ^ neg. firrrw rest.

wrfkrw mfn. ( -^1-^)
* Unimpeded, unobstructed. Allowed,

permitted, proper. • Compatible, consistent with, a, *| neg.

fin hindered.

WlfWrww n. (-w) Constipating, stopping dejection, a. xf neg,

fxTWW purging.

mfn. (-wj:*wn-wt) Improper to be purged, a. xj ncg.

to be purged.

m. (-tf:)
1 Absence of impediment. * Assent, concur-

rence, non-opposition. * Consistency, compatibility, a. X|

neg. fVrjxf hindrance.

sffxrTTfxnT mfn. (-w.-TTMf) Unimpeded, unobstructed, a. ^ neg.

fimfirw hindered.

xffaw.-f w n. (-wj Not exceeding, not trespassing, a. ^ neg.

fa«i f *f trespassing.

^ifsVi j mfn. (-*:**T-xl) Prescribed, fixed, not to be trans-

gressed or exceeded, a. w neg. to be passed over

or beyond.

wrf*r*'*s mfn. (-i^:-wrT-wr) Prompt, quick, without delay. *. XI

neg. fiww delay.

mfn. (-w:-WT *f) Quick, expeditious: also ^fsmrftanr.

“fit* adj. (-wt-Tn'TI) Quick, expeditious, n. adv. (-ifj

Quickly, expeditiously, a. ^ neg. and slow, tedi-

ous.

Wifnwfm JTXW m. (-W:) Going quickly, a swift pace. a.

and motion.

^fkxsT f. (-<WTj A sheep, a ewe. a. X| neg. fina to break, wpf

and XT* affixes ; not able to wound, &c. having no horns.

wfawrH mfn. (-W.*wr xf) Faithful, constant, a. *r neg. fmrre

sport, caprice.

wrfirafw^T mfn. (-ip-in-n') Unasserted, undeclared, a. i ncg.

fifvfijH said.

wrfwwnr m. (.^r) Concurrence, consent, non- disagreement, a. ^
neg. firxt* dispute.

wrf*eTf*srmfn.(-^t-ficwt-f* Quiet, peaceable. 6. *r neg. fiprrfi^

contentious.

wrfirwTfxnr mfn. (-w-HT-Tf) Unmarried, a. wr and fkwrffW.

mfn. 1 Interdicted as to marriage.

' Not relating to marriage. * Single, not marrying, a. w ncg.

f**rfijST marrying.

mfn. (-flN-'ffiT-ld)
' Uninvest

i
gated, undiscriminated.

* Indiscriminate, confounded. * Common, public, a. X| neg.

discriminated.

^firwiT m. (-W?) Ignorance, absence of discrimination or judg-

ment. a. ncg. and firwxr discrimination.

f. (-WT) Inconsiderateness, imprudence, want of judg-

ment. a. Xfr«ra«tr and WW added r also xvfirvxrflf.

mfn. (-arr-fiprt-fr) Ignorant, undUcriminating, de-

fective in judgment, superficial, short sighted, a. '*f**qr as

above, and aff. #

^iffwxnr mfn. (•»: >*T »j Ignorant, undiscriminaiing. a.*|
r and

who judges.

xifr^WT f. (-WT) Want ofjudgment, a. ^ neg. firixnr discri-

minating.

wf^iryT f. (-1*0 Unapprehensiveness, confidence, certainty, a. W|

neg. fwtr^pt fear.

Wfvwf'C'T mfn. (-7f:-7fT-7f) Confiding, trusting, unapprehensive.

»• w ncg. ftwfirir alarmed.

mfn. ' Pure, clear, free from fault or defect.

* Valid, perfect, unimpeached, a. x* ncg. faulty.

mfn. (-tr-tfMI ) Uniform, alike, without aoy dilferencc.

n. (-W) Equ.ility, uniformity, e. tf neg. finer* variation.

Wlftmu mfa. (-V-WT-tT) Indiscrimmating, not perceiving the

dilterence in thiugs. a. neg. firv*. and Jl who knows.

xtfiv-irwr mfn. (-wi:-»prr-wt Unwearied. a. xj neg. far*nn

tired.

xtfircfijj mfn. Suspected, doubted, not trusted, a.

and trusted.

x»fjr*r* mfn. Mistrusted, m. Suspicion, mis-

trust. r. *i neg. trust.

f. (-WT) A cow calving after long intervals, a. *r neg.

trust.

mfn. Mistrustful, unbelieving, a. ^
neg. fr*rf*xrwbo trusts.

mfn. (-Wt-WT-xi) Anti-venomoos, antidote, not poisonous,

a. *r neg. and poison, m. (-*;) The ocean, sky. f. (-*t)

' A river. • The earth. * Heaven. *. ^ tp go, fani*

Un'a'di aff.
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mfn. (>ii'-WT*fV) Unchecked, unopposed, unimpeded,

e. W neg. frn restrained.

mfn. (-U:-¥Mi) 1 Unpcrceived, invisible. * Insensible,

disregarding objects of sense, m. (ip) * Disappearance, ab-

sence.
1 Disregard of objects of sense, e. W neg. fayu an ob-

ject of sense.

m. (*fV ) An extender or enlarger.

mfn. (tff-fSwt-ftr) Adhering to, retaining, not quitting,

m. (-0) A continued fever, a. ^ neg. frwf$i| quitting.

n. (-tf) Eure’s milk. e. and aff.

^ffUiT mfn. (-IT-WMl) Compact, compressed, close, e. W| neg.

f*Pjnr spread.

mfn. (-¥:-¥TV) Obscure, not clear or plain, n. (-¥)

Indistinct speech, a. ^ neg. f*r<BT¥ plain.

wNftRAW n. (-V) Remembering, not forgetting, k. W neg.

forgetting.

f- (-fir*) Remembering, recollection, e. m neg. faruffTT

forgetfulness.

mfn. (-Tf: -WT-lf)
1 Undone, uneifected. * Unprescribed,

not directed or ruled. *. ^ neg. f«rfT»T established.

mfn. (-IT:*¥!•¥) Calm, composed, unagitated, k. ^ neg.

f*mir agitated.

f- (-"al) A woman in her courses : see

W*ft^o¥ u. (-at) Not regarding, not looking at. e. W neg- ’aVsa?

seeing.

W^tf'Urf ntfn . (-tt-ttt-W) Unseen, unbcheld. t. ^ neg.

seen.

m. (-faj;) A hell. mfn. (-f’fc-ftr-f*) Wavdesa. e. ^ neg.

a wave.

m. (•¥) A hell, the place of punishment for liars.

*. without waves, VW7 off.

mfn. ( »| -WT*W) Seedless, n. ( if) Bad seed. * Absence

of seed. e. 1 neg. ill seed.

mfn. (-«:-!TT-«) Seedless, a. and added,

mfn. (*?T:-¥ML) Weak, impotent, helpless, f. (-an) A wo-

man who has neither husband nor son. e. wr neg. strong.

mfn. (-if: -iff-n)
1

Unselected. * Uncovered. * Unprotected.

e. ^ neg. r* chosen, &c.

f. (-fin) Inadequate support, absence of subsistence or

allowance, e. ^ neg. ifvi maintenance.

ind. Successfully, profitably, k. ^ not, FSTT vainly.

^Ifirns mfn. (-^i-i^r-^) Succeeding, gaining one’s object.

*. WITH not in vain, object.

WWffW mfn. (-*:-¥t-#)
1 Not bearing interest. * Not augmenta-

tive. B. 'I neg. iff increase. Hr afT.

n. (ar) 1 Seeing. 1 Attention, observation, k. and

tww seeing.

mfu. (-vt-urr-if) Inspecting, examining, k. T¥
to see, aff.

£. (-HT)
1
Attention, observation. * Seeing, looking at-

1 Agreement, engagement. £. Wf"? upon or to, to sec, ^
affix, and feminine.

wrtfxr* mfn. (-n:-WMr) Seen, regarded, e. ^1 before and

« aff i I

mfn. (W.-U-l) Not enquiring or ascertaining, e. ag

neg. to know, fp^-

^ aff.

m. i A Hrahmnu who has not studied the / V&u.

a. ^ neg. and who knows.

mfn. (-IT-WT-Tf) Unscriptural, not enjoined in the

PM** *. ^ neg. and fafll declared.

VEU mfn. » Uuaacertainable, secret, not to be

known. * Not to be pained or hurt. m. (-If:) A calf. e. ^
neg. wyf to be hurt or known.

ra. (-yr) Denial or concealment of knowledge, f. (-WT)

Chewed betel, e. and yaiT speech.

mfn. {-¥:-*) vs) Irregular, heterodox, contrary or not con-

furrnablc to rule. b. ^ neg. fyfv rule, ajar aff.

yrar^ mfn. Wet, moist- e. wry ill, <3^ to moisten,

and it aff.

xfor tn. (-a^r) * A cloud. * A year. k. to preserve,

Un'a’di affix, see a|«T.

mfn. (-J|:-WT-Ti)
1 Indistinct, unapparent, invisible, im-

perceptible. * In algebra, unknown as quantity or number.

m. (l) 1 Vishnu. * SfvA. * Kandarpa or Curin. 4 A fooL

n. (-*)
J The Supreme Being or universal spirit. * Any

invisible principle according to the Sdnk'hya philosophy.

' The soul.
4
Nature, temperament, e. ^ neg. ejh evident,

distinct.

f. (-¥T) Algebraic calculation. * Any act of an in-

distinct character or aim. e. and faarr act.

m. (-*:) Dark-red, the colour of the dawn. a. arany

indistinct, and TTV colour.

f. (-fir:) An unknown number or indistinct quantity,

(in algebra.) r. and nf*t quantity.

n. ( »i) Equation of unknown quantities, e. WWH
and equality.

mfn. (-¥:-¥!•¥)
1 Steady, cool, deliberate. * Indifferent,

undisturbed, e, w neg. asrtj hurried.

mfn. (-T-TT-#) 1 Plain, not figurative. * Perfect, notmuti-

lated. f. (-Tr) Cowach, (Csrpopogon pruriens, Kox.) s. ^
neg. priv. and WW the body, or figure of speech.

^^TTT mfn.
)
Well made, symmetrical, perfect, en-

tire. e. vut not defective, wnF u limb.

mfn. ( s:-Sl-¥)
1

Indistinct. * Plain, not figurative, m.

(-¥'•) An animal without horns, though of an age to have

them. ^ neg. a mark or figure.

WRim f. (-air) A plant. (Carpopogon pruriens.)

mfn. (-^i-wr-w) Distinct, specific, separate, unmixed.

«. % neg. confounded, mixed.

mfn. (•nr:-vrr-aj)
1 Free from pain. * Merciful, not inflicting

pain. in. (-¥•) A snake, f. (-VTT)
1 Yellow myrobalan. * Ano-

ther plant, (Hibiscus mntabilis.) See e. ^ neg.

WHIT pain.

w<arfir m. (-fw:) A horse, (in the dialect of the f 'rdat.) k. ^ncg.

EHI to pain, and XX at^x
>
w^° not tire in war, &c.

m. (-tft:) * The earth.
1
Night.

^Rrfar^mfn. (^t -fw^-fw) Free from pain. * Not inflicting

pain. e. ^ neg. WUT pain, aff.
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WMfhl m. (*v) 1 The ocean. * The sun. f. (-Wl)
1 The earth.

• Midnight, a. w neg. WW to luffer pain, and froM[ Un'4di

aff.

WWW rafn. (-w:-WT-W) 1 Free from pain. * Not paining, not

giving pain. t. W neg. WW to feel paio, and VTT affix irr.

wwfwwi^ m. (-X‘) Steadiness, consistency, constancy', a. W
neg. wfvwn: irregularity.

Wwfhrwifrw mfn. (-^-flcwt-fir) 1 Constant. * Virtuous, moral.

• Steady, permanent, faithful, a. W neg. wfwwrlr^ variable.

WWW mfn. (-W-WT-d) 1 Economical, parsimonious. ' Unexpend-

ed, unwasted. * Imperishable, immutable, eternal, m. (-w)

A name of Vishmu. mn. An indeclinable word, a par-

ticle. a. W neg. and WW expenditure.

WWTWWT^; mfh. (-WT-mr-m) Eternal, imperishable, m. ( wr) Soul,

spirit, a. WWW undecayed, wiw*T. self.

WWWtWTW m. (*w.)
1 Im perishablcncss. * An indeclinable com-

pound. a. arajtf and WTW disposition, with fw inserted.

WWW mfn. * Profitable, fruitful. * Effectual, efficaci-

ous. B. W neg. WW useless.

WW^tw mfn. (-W-WT-W) True, veracious, a. w neg. ww^*
false.

WWTOTW mfn- (-w***WT-w)
1

Close, contiguous. * Careless, a. w
neg. WWWTW any thing interposed, or carefulness.

^TOrwvn f* (-ITT) * Contiguity. * Carelessness, a. nar added

to with the last j also with W, WWTOTWW.
WTOMIW ra. (-W:) Negligence, inactivity. n. W neg. WTWTW em-

ployment.

WWTOTTO7T mfn. (-vr^- nft-wif) Negligent, remiss in practice.

«. W neg. WTOIW practice, profession, vnyw post. aff.

WWTOifro mfn. (-vft-fasrafY-fw) Negligent, inactive, remiss. k. w
neg. WTO1W business, xfw aff.

WWiun f. (-MDIJ
1
Irregularity, deviation from established rule.

* Incorrect legal opinion, e. W neg. apnjn law.

WWWfsm mfh, (-IT- -WT-Vf )
1 Not conformable to law or prac-

tice. * Unacquainted with the law or custom. 1
III regulated.

* Displaced, disordered k. w neg. and wwftcn ordained.

WWTOTWimfh. (-ur.-tyT-mi Unactionable, not to be discussed in

law. a. W neg. WWWTWf actionable.

WWlffW mfn. (-Wt-WT-Tf) Adjoining, contiguous, b. w neg. and

W*1ww divided.

Ww v'f ^ mfn. (•tp’WT-if)
1 Not determined or investigated by

law. Not spoken, a. w neg. ^rqpi tried.

WWMW mfn. (-W:-WT-W) Moral, correct, free from vice. a. w neg.

evil practices.

WwMfw ^ mfn. Free from evil practices, steady,

correct, b. w neg. WWW evil practices, Tfw aff

WWW mfh. (-W :-WJT'W)
1 Simple, undecomposed. * Undispersed,

collected, e. w neg. wm scattered.

WWTyw mfh. (-w:*WT-W) Calm, firm, composed, b. w neg.

WTJ5W flurried.

Wwlftn mfn. (*W*-WT-T!) Undecomposed, simple, n. (-if) Ele-

mentary substance from which all things were created, con-

sidered as one with the substance of Beau m a. k. w neg. wiWff
separated, decomposed.

WWTWOT C (-W) Obscurity, want of clearness or explanation.

E- W neg. WTWT explanation.

wwneun mfh. (-in-WT if) Unexplained, obscure, b. w neg.

•V i n explained.

WWTWJW n. (*w) Absence of explicitness, want of explanation.

b. w neg. W7WTW explanation.

WWtWlW mfn. (-VT-WT-if)
1
Unintelligible, inexplicable. * Easy,

not requiring to be explained, e. w neg. WTVRW to be explained.

WWTW m. (-w:) Absence of fraud, simplicity, honesty, s. w, and

WTW disguise.

Wwm* mfn (-W-WT*W) Special, individual, peculiar, a. w neg.

WPTW generick.

WWIHM* n. (-W) Speciality, individuality, non-comprehensive-

ness or generalization, e, WWTWW special, and w affix; also

WWTTOTWT.

WWIMIC mfn. (-I>MT-T) Inexpert, inexperienced, m. (-tp) Bu-

siness not practised or understood. w not, WTWTT business.

WWTfhw n. (-W) Speciality, non-gcncralixation. e. W neg. Wlfhvf

what pervades, m affix
;
also wwrfTOT.

WWTfro mfn. (-wt-frot-fa)
1 Special, individual. * Limited, par-

tial, not comprehensive, e. W neg. Wlfl*l pervading.

WWTW mfn. ( Peculiar, individual, limited, a. w neg.

WTJl diffused.

WWTW mfn. (-ur-WMii) Peculiar, not to be extended generally.

B. W neg. WTW to be extended.

mfn. (-ftl:) In logic, A category of individual appli-

s cation, and influenced by place and time, as pain, pleasure,

love, hatred, virtue, vice, Ac. c. w neg. anu| diffusive, gene-

ral, and ifvt being.

WWTMIM ni. (-If:) Absence of lassitude or fatigue, i. W neg. wnnif

exertion.

wwrrtor n. (-if) Not returning, not coming back, not circulat-

ing. B. W neg. Hfi eMM returning, revolving.

WWlTTf mfh. (-TT-m-Tf) 1

Unresisted, unimpeded. * Not disap-

pointed. b. w neg. baffled.

mfn. (-n:-irT'fi) Undisputed, b, w neg. WTfTM dis-

puted.

mfn. (-W :’*rMO Sound, unhurt, unscarred, n. w neg. ’aw

a wound.

W1H mfh. (-ifi-irT'lf) Not observing religious rites or obliga-

tions, uninitiated, a. W neg. TO a vow, &c.

MI t. fith cl. («.) WTj; (WTO) 1 To pervade or occupy. 1 To

heap or crowd, r. 9lh cl. (WWlfhf) To eat, to eat hungrily.

With M prefixed, to begin to eat.

Wxn* mfn. (-m-WMli) Unable, incompetent, e. w neg uwable,

strong.

WWTOT f- (-nr) Weakness, inability, s. added to the last;

also with W, WTOTW.

Wwfn f. <-fk-

)

Inability, incapability, weakness, impotence, k. w
neg. wfn power.

?I«( mfn. (-m-mi-wt) 1 Impossible, impracticable. 1 Not to

be mule. K. ^ neg. rw possible.

WJtT mfn. (-W:-vV)
1

Fearless, undaunted. * Secure, certain.'

n. ^ neg. »nc fear.
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xrxf*W mfn. (-X'-XT-W) Certain, undoubted. * Fearless. X
neg. xff X alarmed.

Xx« mfn. (-3:-3T-3j Virtuous, good. e. X neg. XX wicked.

mfn. f-W:-^:-w) Friendly, m. (4[:) A name of the moon.

b. X neg. and XT an enemy
;
who has

XXX m. (-W:) A plant, (Pentaptera tomentnsa, Roy.) n. (-x)
J Food. 1 Eating r also XXX. e. xx to cat, xp off.

XXXTT#f f. (-xf) A plant : also XXXT*Pf

.

XXX 1X 1 f. (-XT) Hunger, e. vnt food. XTX affix, X and

added, and the penultimate made long : wishing for food.

XXXTfax mfn. (•WMff-lf) Hungry, R. as before YXX added.

Xxfa mf. <-f»r:-firO Iwwu’a thunderbolt, k. XU to eat, xfa
Uti'adi affix

j what eats or consumes rocks, Ac. t

XXTfa mfn. (-T>TT-T) Bodiless, incorporeal, m. (-TO A name

of KXma or love. k. X neg. xctT body.

XW^xnafn. (-^-faxl-fa) Incorporeal, k. x neg. xrtfTX em-

bodied.

XXXX n. (*«4) P*in. affliction, mfn. (-xf-^r-X) Unhappy,

afflicted, k fSR happiness, Ac. with the priv. prefix.

XYTT^t mfn. (-^T-Xr-afi} Restless, anxious, unresigned, a. X
neg. XTX tranquil.

UXtfx £ (-far:) Anxiety, restlessness, E. X neg. xrfx tranquil-

lity. So xxrxxT f. (-xt).

XXTXT mfn. (-ap-J*|T-xj) Unappeasable, not to be pacified, i. X
neg. xx to appease, aff.

XWICtfCX mfn. (-X:-Xf-¥) Not relating to or endowed with

body. b. x neg. xrtfftx bodily.

XXTXX mfn. (-Xi-XT-Tf) Perishable, transient, temporary, s. x
neg. XTXX eternal.

X*rnx n. (-X) Want of government, anarchy, disorder, e. x
ncg. XTXX governing.

XXTXXtx mfn. (-¥>WMT) Ungovernable: ;to XXTX- s. X neg.

wrxx'tx or xtx to be ruled, Ike.

XXTfax mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Ungoverned, undisciplined, k. X neg.

Vffax governed.

XXTX mfn. (-W-XT-xi) Not conform able to sacred authority,

heterodox, unscriptural. k. X neg. xrx scripture.

XXTXTtX mfn. (-X :-XI-X) Not conformable to sacred authority.

Heterodox, immoral, irreligious, e. X neg. XPPYX scriptural.

xfxfax mfn. (-Xi-XT-X) Uutaught, ignorant, b. X neg. fxfxx
taught.

Xfa* mfn. (*X*--XT-X)
1 Eaten. • Satisfied, b. XX to eat, x

aff.

xfxnrrtx mfn. (-X'-XT-vf) Formerly grazed by cattle, (a

field. Ac.) k. xfxx eaten, and XXt¥ relating to cattle ; also

XTfxx#*rtM.

XlXX to* (X:) A thief. *. XU to pervade, XX Un’Adi aff.

xfxfxx mfn. ( x;-XT-X) Firm, tight, hard. x. X neg. fxfxx
loose.

xfxr m. (-T:
)

1 A name of the sun. 1
Fire. * A goblin or de-

mon. f. (-XT) The wife of a goblin, n. (-xf> A diamond, e. XX
to cat, and affix

;
what eats sacrifices, Ac.

xfxrx mfn. (-TT;-¥t*-T0 Headless, a, x neg. fxTX. the

bead.

xfX^'UT* n. ( X) Bathing the body with exception of the

head. h. x neg. fkrrx the head; XTTX bathing.

xfxx mfn (-XJ-XT-X) Unlucky, unfortunate, e. x neg. fxx
propitious.

xfx^ f. (-‘ft) A female demon or goblin.

XfxfxXT f. (-XT) See the following, a. XX added to xfWf.
XTXXT f. (*Xt) A childless woman, *. x prir. finj a child, and

vTXfem. affix; x becomes x.

XfxX mfn. (-T -¥T-¥ ) 111 regulated, ill behaved, rode, barbarous,

profligate, e. X neg. fx¥ regulated.

xfmnrr f. (XT) Rudeness, Ac. b. XX added to the last
;

also

with x, xfknrx.

xfxxTXIT m. (-TO Rudeness, profligacy. I. xlxf
,
and XTXTT

practice.

XXtX mfn. (-XS-XT-X) Warm, hot. e. x not, iftx cold.

XXtfTXT m. (-TO The sun. e. X ncg. iflx cold, and XT a ray,

and similar compounds, as XXfa^tfafa. XXtwxrtfX, Ac.

XXlfa f. ting, altcat/r (.fir) Eighty, dm. ( iff;) Two eighties, pi.

(-XX-) Many eighties.

xxtfxx mfn. (-X--¥T-Tf) Octmgenarian, of eighty years of age,

Ac. k. xxtfx and XX added.

Xxt^ mfn. -^) Uwfecayed, unimpaired, r. X neg. xt$
decayed.

XXIX mfn. (-x :-XT*%) *
111 behaved, vulgar, offensive. * Indif-

ferent. k. x neg. xtx polite.

XT!*f mfn. (-«f>vfr-«i) Green, fresh, moist, k. x neg.

dry.

XTjfx f. (*fxO
1 Imparity. * Disgrace, degradation. mft».

(-fx-fx-fal) Foul, impure, k. X neg. Tjf^ parity.

XTjfx«rn. f-x) Impurity, r. w added to xdfa ;
also XTjfxXT.

XT5¥ mfn. (-X-TT-X) 1 Impure. * Inaccurate. * Unknown,

unascertained. E. X ncg. ijy pure.

XTJTTTXX m. (-X0 A vagrant, a suspicions character. *. XTJX
unknown, XTX abode,XX added.

Xtif-ff f. (-fa-) Impurity, mfn. (-fa'-fa:-fa) Impure, e. X oeg.

Ufa purity. ,

XTTX n. (-W)
1
Sin. * Misfortune, mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Unlucky.

B. X priv. XIX g(K>d.

XTI^XT f. (-XT) Inattention, neglect of service or respect, e. X
neg. U'JXT service.

XUX mfn. ( Xi-XT-X) TJnripe. k. X neg. and ripe.

XXX mfn. (-X:-XT-X*> ' Entire, alf, the whole. * Infinite, end-

less. b. X neg. and ^x remainder.

XXv«»f iW. Entirely, wholly, e. xirx whole, xfx aff.

XXTX m. (-X-XT-X) Cheerful, not sorrowful, m. (-X:) A
tree, commonly strika, (Jonesia As/*ca.)n. (-x) Quicksilver.

f.(-XT) A medicinal plant, see X7Xt. f One of the female

domestic deities of the Jabuts, k x neg. and XTX sorrow.

XXTXTlfXXt f. (>Xt) A medicinal plant, sec X?*t K XXTX>

and <Tfaw) the same.

XXIxrrfc m. -fa:) A tree, (Nauclea Cadamba:) see XTIX*

*. XXTX, and xfa an enemy: choking the Asoca.

XXTX m. (-X:) Content, tranquillity, the absence of care or

vanity, b. X priv. XTX sorrow.
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mfn. -*h) Not to be sorrowed for. e. ^ neg. i?T^7

to be regretted
;

also wwraata and awiftMa.

araraw n. (a) ' Uncleannew. * Inaccuracy, b. a neg. ^TWW

cleaning, fkc.
m

WWrfaw mfn, (-Tr-WT-W) ' Unclean, unclcansed. * Inaccurate,

unre vised. uncorrected. r ^ neg. purified.

•WJTTai mfti. (-tgi-W-ti) Not to be dried up. a. ^ neg. Jfiai to

be dried up
;
so airra^a &c.

a/rra n. (-a)
1 Foulness, impurity. * Legal impurity, contami-

nation, dcfilemeul contracted by the death of a relation, the

commission of prohibited acta, &c. R. ai neg. ara purifica-

tion.

wwraw n. (-a) 1 Impure or abandoned nature or disposition.

* Defilement, contamination, e. at added to asua.

n. (-4) Want of heroism, cowardice, e. ^ neg. Wnfi

valour.

ann m. (-UT) ' A mountain, a rock. * A cloud, (in the lan-

guage of the Vida* : ) see WwM.

wpur^r? m. (-fs-ll-i) Who or what breaks with a stone. * Bruised

or broken by stones, e. apJT and fTf what bruises or breaks.

aHjTjTW mfn. (-W:-WT-*) Breaking or bruising any tiling with

a stone, e. any/ and who breaks,

anjnw m. (-w*-) An emerald, e. aiJTW a stone, and ml the

womb j the primary stone.

Wijjrrajw n. (-ar) An emerald. *. anjr and as*} before m pro-

duced.

arjfa n. (-ar) * Red chalk. * Iron. e. a stone, &c. and af

produced.

n. (-ai) Bitumen, b. ami anyar lac.

m. An axe or crow for breaking stones, &c. n. (-^)

Splitting stones or rocks, k . arww a stone, &c. a; to split,

apj*w m. ( -^pr) A stone or rock. e. to spread, &c. wf*rw

Unadi aff.

anjr^ mfn. (*aT:*WTT-aI)
1 Unbounded, unlimited.

1
Inauspicious,

unlucky, n. (-at)
1 A fire-place. * Death. 1 A field, a plain.

e. aim a a stone, &e. and ^ar the end
; it is also written WVat

and

aiHM* n. (-a?)
1 A fire-place.

1 A shade for a lamp. • A species

of oxalis. e. anr added to the preceding,

arajnra n. (-ai) Benzoin, (Slyrax benzoin.) k. a stone,

and aaj a flower : supposed to exude from rucks.

m. (-at:) A mortar of stone or iron, e, aixga a stone,

and wrar the skull.

m - (-\) The name of a plant, ( Plectranthus scutella-

roides. Rot.) k. anqpr a stone, and fan^; what breaks.

WPFWT m - (-*C
:

) See the preceding, e. as before, arsjTW&nd ira

Wtjjttc mfn. (a:-at-^) Made or consisting of stone, stony.

n. (-^) A mineral e. and waa aff.

aimvrfa m. (fa-) An emerald. k. see arcjprw-

arifTf mfn. (-T>TT*T) Stony, rocky, appertaining to stone or

rock. b. ^ra and i: aff

f. ( f\)
‘ Strangury. * Stone or gravel, (the disease.)

k. aijrc atony, and #ta fern, aff

m. (-^:) A tree, (Tapia cratmva.) b. warft gravel, and

what destroys ; a lithonthriptic.

Wljrftav: m. (-to A tree, (Pentaptera aijuna.) e. see the last

Word,TC from X to carry away,

alignK ran. (-T’.-T) Iron. e. wa a stone, and UTT essence,

Ac. the hardest stone, &c.

^Vl l »wa m. ( art) A plant, from the fibres of which the girdle of

a Brahman may be made ; also aP9T*T¥-

aiffK mn. (-T:-T) Stone or gravel, (the disease.) e. allies

stone, aff

ara n. (-a*)
1 A tear, Blood, k. ara to spread, he. and a affix

:

ace a^ and aa.

arar mfn. ( at-TT-T) Unbelieving, f. (-H) Unbelief. R. ar neg.

an faith.

araavm mfn. ( w: WT-af) Unbelieving, incredulous, having no

faith, b. ai neg aTara believing,

aiaca mfn. (-a>ar-a) Incredible, not to be believed, k. ^ and

ara worthy of faith.

vpra m. (-a:) A fiend, a cannibal, e. ^a blood, and a who

drinks.

sgaaar n. (-#) Deafness, loss of hearing, e. ^ neg. aaar hearing,

araa m. (-a:)
J Freshness, freedom from fatigue. * Laziness,

want of exertion. E. at neg. an fatigue-

araTT mfn. (-Ts-TT-T)
1 Not performing exequial rites, not enti-

tled to them, not belonging or relating to them. m. (-T:) Non-

performance of exequial rites, z. at neg. aTT funereal cere-

mony.

ararai adv. n. (-WT) adj. mfn. (-aTj-aTT-ar)
1 Eternal, contimiaL

* Unwearied, e. neg- and TTwr wearied, part, past of aw.

f. (-fw) * The edge of a sword * A corner, the angle of a

room or house. E faw to serve, arTV prefixed, WT becomes

ar ;
also and wfw.

'W’ftar mfn. (-¥^-arT-l() Unlucky, unpropitious. k. ^ neg. ^
fortune, and ara aff.

m^n, Inglorious, unfortunate, e. aincg.

^ftww fortunate.

mfn. (-W.-Wl-ai) Unlucky, unprosperous. k. a neg. ^Pt

prosperity, an to have, affix ar.

n. (-^) A tear. e. a neg. fa to serve, ¥T Un'idi affix
j it is

also written aa.

ai^ff mfn. (-Ws-WT-W)
1 Unheard. * Not directed by or contrary

to the f^vdas. k. af and aw heard, See.

avnrt f. (-^t) Fistula lachryraalis. k. T* and WTat a channeL

V^anr ro. ( wt) A flow of tears, k. and anr fall.

W^TW mfh. (-Wnr-awt-a*) 1 Worthless, useless, unprofitable,

bait * Inferior, worse, e. a neg. aaw excellent,

avf mfn. (-a^-aT-T)
1

Inferior, worse. * Bad, vile. e. vg neg.

aa best.

^ifta m. ( aO A Brahman who bus not read the Vfdnx. e. ai

neg. ari^a a learned Brahman.

wramB mfn. (-sa^an-w) Worthless, undeserving of honour or

praise, a. T neg. to be praised.

aUfjqrfta mfa. (-a:-ar-a) Undeserving of honour or praise

base, mean, worthless, e, a neg. ^TTaata to be praised.
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W&W mfn. (-Wt-WT-W) Unlucky, unpropitioos. a. as wffa, the

T being changed to m.

mfn. 1 Coarse, vulgar. * Abusive, blackguard,

n. (-qj)
1 Rustic language. * Untruth. 1 Low abuse, fi. ^ neg.

^tur elegant.

f. (-qr) * The ninth Nahthatra or lunar mansion, con-

taining five stars. * Disunion, disjunction. x. q| neg. and ifq

union.

qjqflUM rn, (-w:) A name of Kfiru or the dragon’s head : see

any. a. WTfqT the aitcrism, and xnr born, born under the algu

Atlrtka , or THEfTT disjunction, and wq produced
;

as Kfiru

was formed of the lower extremities which had been sundered

by Vishnu from R-uiu.

m, (-^) A name of Kirn:. a. as the preceding, t^to be

born, with fqrff aff.

^ m. (-qf:)
1 A horse. 1 A set or cast of men horse-like in

strength. (-WT) A horse and a mare. f. (-WT) A mare, a. ww
to pervade, qr*T Un'adi a/fix, and fem. aff.

qTWW mfn. (-qp.qri-qf) Horse-like, acting like a horse, &c. m.

(•:) 1 A bad horse, a hack. ' A stray horse, one whose owner

is not known. 1 Any hone. x. and qrw added in different

senses.

qpqwfrw f. (-VT) A plant, (Physalis flexuosa.)

^'qqrw m. (-tJh) A timber tree, commonly SdJtu'a or SiU, (Sho-

rea robusta.) e. a horse, and WT an ear, the leaves be-

ing compared to the can of a hone.

SIIUM' m. (-*:) The 5n7-trce, (Shore* robusta.) ft added

to WWW*.
f. (-^T) The first Nakshatra or lunar mansion, a.

a horse, Tfff and affixes : see TrfqrWT-

qiqsH, m. (-r:) ' A horse s hoof. * A perfume, apparently a

dried shell-fish : see WWt f- A plant, (Clitoria ter-

rmtea.) X. and SJT his hoof : which the perfume and

leaves of the plant are supposed to resemble.

VjqaVT f. (-*<T) A plant, (Physalis flexuosa.) x. WW, and sraf

smell ;
having the smell of a horse.

xqqirrqX n. (-*’) A pair of horses. X. vq and jfitjjrtf affix im-

plying a pair, a brace, &c.

qq^ni n. (-V) A stable, x. inr, and Sir* abode, place.

WqtJtq rn. (-XT:) The name of a demon, more commonly named

f/ayogriva. x. wq and xftWT a neck ; horse-necked.

q~qq m. Oleander, (Xerium odorum.) s. qq and |f what

kills or hurts, from qrw; hone-destroying,

qqfqfqqrq m - (-¥*) A farrier, x. qq and fqfqrqjq who heals,

qqfqfqqr f- (-tJT) Farriery. *. qq and fqfanflT medical treat-

ment.

srrifr mfn, (-Ti-TT-t:) Swift, speedy, mf. (-Ki-i.t) A mule. m.

(-T:)
1 One of the chiefs of the Ndgat or serpent race, inha-

biting the regions under the earth. * A Ganttharba or celes-

tial quirister. * A male calf, v, qq and wy from M to pass,

to go, affix qq ;
or diminutive aft

qqq m. (-*:)
1 The holy fig tree, (Ficus rcligiosa.) * The fruit

of the tree. * The time at which it bean. £ (-qr) Day of full-

moon. x. q neg. q a future period, and q from tjff to

remain
;
of less duration than the f'ota or Indian fig

;
there

are several other etymologies.

qqqq- mfn. (-qt-qT-qi) To be given, to be done, &c when the

Atwattha tree bears, n. (*li) ’Hie petals of the Arabian jas-

mine. x. qqq and J^aff.

qqqrwsf m. (-ITT) The name of a saint and warrior, the son of

DaoVa. x. qtr, qqr to stand or stay, and wfarq; affix
;
the

story is that at his birth he made a noise like a horse; also

with a final vowel qqqrw.

qqqgT f. (-yT) A plant, (Tribulus lanuginotux.)

’T*-! n. (->*} * Death. * Termination, limit. ' A fire-place.

4 A field. * Unlucky, inauspicious, x. qrj vital air, qq end

;

also qqgq.

qqqiq m. (*qt) A groom, x. qq, and qrq who takes care of.

qq qrqf m. (-qr:) A kind of reed, (Saccharum spontaneum.)

* Horse hair. x. qq and wiq a tail.

qqvr f. (-HT) Lightning.

qqqfqftqr f. (-ITT) The natural enmity of a horse and a buf-

falo. X. qq, wfrw a buffalo, XX affix of enmity.

qqwiX m. (-TO Oleander, (Xerium odorum.) x. qq and WIT

what kills; the plant is conceived to be deleterious to the horse.

qqwrrq m. (-*:) See the preceding.

qqwTW m. (-qr:) A kind of serpent.

qqijq m. (-Ml) A Kinnara or celestial quirister. x. WT and XI
a face

;
this kind of demigod being represented with a horse’s

head.

WWWT m. (-*:) The actual or emblematic sacrifice of a horse,

x. WTW and wtf sacrifice
;

this sacrifice is one of the highest

order, and performed a hundred times, entitles the sacrificer

to the dominion of Swerga or paradise : it appears to have

been originally typical
;

the horse, and other animals being

simply bound during the performance of certain ceremonies
j

the actual sacrifice is sn introduction of a later period. Sen

At. R. VoL viii. p. 442, Colbbbooxk on the FMxt,

m. (-W1) A horse fit for the sacrifice called Aitenmtdha.

e. wniwv as above, irw added, and y inserted.

rn. (-Wt) A horse fit for an AtaamMha. u. and

« aff,

WTTW f. (-^W) The first lunar mansion : see wfwwt m.

(
^for -^W:) The month Anrin, (Sept-Oct.) see wrwww.

a. ww to join, affix fjRT ;
also mth added in the last

sense.

WWTW m. (-W.) The keeper or rider of a horse, x. WT and rq
who preserves.

Wtiwm m. (-W:) A kind of snake, e WTW and arTW spittle,

whose foam is like that of a horse.

WWWTtfiq m. (-wr) 1 A kind of snake. * Horse hair. x. erq and

ximr hair.

qtltl m. (-T|t) A chorister ofStr&rg-a, a Kinnara or Ganttkar-

6a. x. and face, horse-faced: these demigods being

so represented.

TRIT n. (-w) A stud of horses and mares, m. da. or p/a. only.

(’WT-WH)
1 A horse and a mare. 1 Homs and mares, x.

and TCTT a mare.
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m. (-¥:) A horseman, k. W7 and 7R what bears ;
whom

a horse carries.

m. («tt) A horseman, a. WTST and ¥*? to nourish, WTW aff.

m. (-¥:) 'Hie Gayal, a sort of ox, (Bos gavmus.) a.

* to skreen or hide, in the causal form, l|l a#T.

ra. (-fsr?l )
1 A name of Nala, a king and hero of several

poems. 1 A jockey, b. W* and who knows.

m. (-BJ:) A farrier, a horse doctor, a. WR and RBT phy-

sician.

^VSTTWT f. (-Wl) • A stable. * A riding house, l wrw and WTWT

a hall.

m. (-;) A foal, a colt. B. and wnr young,

^nyjnfwail f. (-WI) The natural enmity between a horse and

a jackali. a. ¥¥ and a jackall, affix^ implying hos-

tility. *,

BUNT* n. (-BT) A set of six horses, k. WTWT and BTT^ a set

of six.

m. (-^t) A horseman, a rider, a horse-soldier, x.

and xnfsrn who goes.

n. (-Wg) Management of horses and cars, coachman-

ship, charioteership. R. and a driver, 7^ aff.

flt«r m. (-¥:) A proper name, a king.

m. (-¥:) A king and saint; also Sanatkcmaba.

b. a proper name, BR a king, and u son : the son

of the king AswasIxa.

WBTWR mfn. (-xr-.-tfMr) Of to-day, not of or for to-morrow,

a. W| neg. IB to-morrow, BJ aff.

wniiifww mfn. Not of or for to-morrow, b. BTOB
and vm aff.

RBRKBT m. (-¥:) A horse stealer, a. wrw and RTTBf who takes

away.

n. (-¥) Horsemanship, a- xr* and heart, affection.

WPfrfT m. (-fCO A buffalo, a. WTW and wrfk; an enemy.

mfn. <-W:-¥T-¥) Mounted, set on horseback, a. WfR and

wrrspB mounted.

WWI^TT mfiu (-R:-TT-R) Riding or carried on a horse, m. (-¥:)

A horseman, f. (-Bn) A plant
*

also Atwagandha, (Phyaalis

flexuosa.) b. SR and 'RTTTR what mounts.

R1H\lBr¥ m. (-BT:) A plant, (Physalis flexuosa.) e. ^BT, wr
on, Ac. TTTBT what grows

;
growing to the length of a horse

.

Bmi<rfB* mfn. (-^1-^PBt-tR) Mounted or riding on horseback.

k. wnr and WTTTfrxf what mounts.

mfn. (-w:-¥t-w) Dawn by horses, carried by horses, kc.

a. bb and aff.

Wffww “• da. (-WT) The twin sons of Aswixf by Su'bya, and

physicians of Swerg*. B, and affix, the fem. ter-

miuatiou is dropped.

^fmPI t (-ift)
1 The first of the twenty-eight Nakahatra* or

constellations in the moon’s path, henoe considered its man-

sions.
1 In mythology, a nymph, the asterism personified.

• The wife of Su'bya, who concealed herself in the form of a

mare. k. wrw a horse, ITT and affix
; the symbol of the

Nahthatra is a horse s head, figured by three stars in the bead
of Aaise.

] TO

m. dm. (-^r) The twin sons of Su'bya the sun, by'

his wife Sakjm^ transformed to a mare
; they are endowed with

perpetual youth and beauty, and are the physicians of the

gods. b. wrf%wt the wife of Bvbya, and tfWTT a youth.

wfw m. dm. (-ah) Tlie Atic'mt : sec the last. a. WlfBMBt and

tr a son.

wrf¥¥tlPf m. dm. (-ht) The twin sons of Aswiki by Si/bya.

k. wfw*ft and BT»I a son.

wfwwairBB n. ( bb) The heaven or station of the Attains, to

which the giver of a horse is raised, k. wrfVaf and viWfRU

interview.

RRtw rafia. (-*:-*?-*) Distant a day’s journey for a horse,

more usually BlTWflw.

mfn. (-sn-Yf-B) Belonging or relating to a horse, n. (-¥)

A number of horses, e. wrv and * aff.

Bf^TT* mfn, (-Bl:-BFt-¥) Broad chested, a. BTB and the

breast, 7^ aff.

WB r. 1st cL (WRfff*^)
1 To go or move. * To take or receive*

* To shine : see Bn?.

BTWTBTw m. (-tf:) A secret, b. Rf neg. W7 six, an eye, and

M affix
,
what is not seen by six eyes, that is, known or deter-

mined by two persons to the exclusion of a third.

mfn. (-BT-VT-V) Produced or occurring in the month

A ah irha. in. (-¥:)
1 The month A shddha, commencing will*

the sun’s entrance into Gemini, (June-July.) * A student’s

staff, f. (-¥?) A name common to the twentieth and twenty-

first lunar mansion : see TJRrSTTT and ¥WTTBT¥T. B. see

the initial being made short.

RBf7¥ m. (-sf:) The month sf*kudha ; also wrrwnnr.

mfn. (-¥:-Brr-¥) 1 Bight. 'Eighth, n. ( -M ) The eight sec-

tions of PAN'ixi'a Grammar, m. (*W:) ‘The formule of the

Rig yida as collected into right portions, thence called Atk-

taka*. * One acquainted with Pakim's rules or the formula

of the Vr
tda. b. BRT added to 1¥1'.

BTCBT^ m. (-^:) A name of Bbahma'. b. eight, and an

ear
;

eight-cared, bring four-headed.

BICTT f. (•¥!)
1 Worship of the manes or progenitors performed

on certain days. * The eighth day of three months on which

the progenitors are worshipped, k. WW to eat, and 7TBTW affix

;

vegetables, flesh, and cake, being severally offered upon these

occasions, and the Brahmin* feasted ; in this sense it is also

wrft*r.

wit* l* m. (-:) A kind of board or cloth for playing with

dice on. a. wear right, and 7T body, having eight divisions.

WE7TW m. (-¥:) An octagon, b. WRT and angle.

m. (-^ or -w) ‘ A fabulous animal supposed to have eight

legs : see WVK. 9 A spider.

n. (-R) A flock of eight cows. b. Wff and kinc.

WRffBT mfn. (.^-BIT-n) Eigl»t fold. b. WR eight, »w nnmber.

m. pin. (-¥T?) The regents of the cardinal points, as

Ixdra of the East Vabsi of the S. E.; Yama of the South
f

Naismt of the S. W,
;
Vabdna of the West

; Mabvt of the

N. W.} Kuvh»a of the North
;
and Isa of the N. E. K.*nf**.

tie eight points, and >Trw who protects.
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The eight cardinal points of the compass col- I

lcctivdy. b. EE eight, and fip^ quarter.

EEET iad. Eight fold, eight times, e EE eight, ET aff.

ETVEiVj 11 . (-U
-

) The eight metals collectively. a*, gold, silver,

copper, tin, lead, brass, iron und steel, e. WE and irn’f a mi-

neral.

EVE mfn. pin. only (EV or EVT) Eight, r. EH to pervade.

Ef*TE Un’&di affix, and inserted.

EVETE m. (-ETE or -EPJ)
‘ A spider. * A fabulous animal with

eight legs: see HTE- {-^0 A kind of spider with a small

body and long legs. e. ev eight, and TT< a foot.

f- (-ft) A metre consisting of four lines, and having sixteen

syllables in each; there are nine species of it, e. ese eight,

vft^fem. aff.

qp mfh. (-E:-Et-E) Eighth, f. (-tft)
1 The eighth dny of ihc

fortnight. * A medicinal plant: see ^trHIETEt, the last of a

class of eight medicinal plants : see EVEJt. B. eve with ??
affix and EE augment.

ffWff m. (-H:) A horse with a white face, tail, mane, breast,

and hoofs, n. (-E) A collection of eight lucky things to be

assembled on certain occasions, as at a coronation, fkc. as a

lion, a bull, an elephant, a water jar, a fan, a flag, a trumpet,

and a lamp ; or a Brahman, a cow, fire, gold, ghee, the sun,

water, and a king. K. WE eight, and trfE auspicious.

E1WIE n>. (-ft) An eighth, e. EVE and EE a part.

EVETE n. (-if) A measure, one Aurora. *. EC eight, and ete

measure.

^«fn4f f. ( in) A weight of four tolm. k. EVE eighth, he added

fern. form.

EV^f1* m. (-flfc) A name of Siva. e. EV eight, and form :

evident in the earth, water, &c.

E'IePvH’C m. (-Vs) A name of Siva. k. an assemblage

of eight forms, and EC who has, being identical with the five

elements and with the mind, individuality and crude matter.

HrtrTH n. (-H) A cla»* of eight metals
:
gold, silver, copper,

tin. lead, and iron of three sorts, including steel, e. WE eight,

hith metal.

EEE* m. (-5:) A class of eight principal medicaments, they are

mostly the roots of plants from the hills, which have not been

determined, and are named : Ruhahha, Jtrain
, Hh'da, Mahd-

me(in, Riddhi, friddki, Kdkolt and Kthtrahdkoii. s. et eight,

and EE a class.

ETfVE mfn. (-Ei-HTE) Eight fold, of eight kinds, e. EV eight,
j

and fr* sort.

Et q

f

g m. (-ET:) A name of Brahma'. e. we and eve an ear;
j

eight- eared.

WElWH Vm mfn. (-E:-aft-*f) Prepared in eieht pans. m. (-H:) 1 A

sacrifice in which ghee is offered in eight vessels. *. WE and

H mat the convexity of a jar.

WENT* n. (-E) A car or wain, one drawn by eight oxen. e. EV
and 5It a cow, Ei aff.

EIIV n- (-T)
1 Eight part* of the body, the hands, breast, fore-

head, eyes, throat and middle of the back
;
or four first, with

the knees and feet
,
or these six, with the words and mind.

] VTT

• Any whole consisting of eight parts or members. 1 The eight

parts of a court, or the law, the judge, assessors, scribe and

astrologer, gold, fire and water. * A die, dice. k. EV eight,

and ET a limb.

WETTED m. ( W) Sec the above, w. ETTT and EE taking.

EETTETE m. (-If:) Prostration as in reverence, k. EVTT eight

members, and HTH falling, touching the gound witli the bauds,

knees, and feet, forehead and breast.

EVTV3ETE m. (-if:) Profound reverence, prostration with the

hands, feet, thighs, breast, eyes, headwords mid mind. r. evtv
and 9WTE bowing.

EVTtM m. (-wo An offering of eight articles, water, milk, Kuta

grass, curds, ghee, rice, barley and mustard : or honey, red

oleander flowers, and sandal, are substituted for the three last.

k. ee eight, et member, E^ offering.

EETEEE mfn. p/a. only (-VH) Eighteen, e. EE eight, and

TEH sen.

EETEE mn - (-E :-E)
1 A kind of chequered cloth or board for

drafts, dice, &c. * Cold. m. (-E0
1 A spider. * A fabulous

animal with eight legs, the Sarah'ha. 1 The mountain KaiUUa

or abode of KcvIba. 4 A worm. 1 A pin or bolt. f. (-Et) A
wild sort of jasmin, e. EE eight, and EE a quarter, place,

foot, Ac. E being made long.

EEfVgM-S n. (-E) Gold leaf, a sheet of gold. r.. EVTEH and EE
a leaf.

EE! VIE mfn. (-^s-VT-E ) Quartered by eight, having eight for the

root. f. EVE and H"E * quarter.

EVTTEHEE m. (-ETE ) A Jaina saint and ruler, k. EE. EV a

period, and EHVE a ruler ; such for eight sirat.

EETE a. (-E) An octagon. K. EE and EE angle.

EEiEE mfn. (-H: HT-H) Octangular.

Efv f* (-fvO A kernel, a stone. R. E neg. w to remain, TE aff.

E^lWT fi. (-ET)
1 A round pebble or stone. * A globular swelling

below the navel, produced by wind. 9
Contusion, k. Erfgr

a bone, ET to bring, (to resemble,) ET aff.

EEtETT mn. ( -E7E-HE) The knee. b. Efw a bone, and E^E
poss. aff.

EEtfEET f. (-ET) A pebble, R. EH abided to the last, fem. form.

EEHE m (-E:) Absence of check or restraint, especially of the

senses, u. e neg. HEE restrainL

EEETH m. (-*:) Abeence of union or connection, b. e neg.

E%x connection.

EEEE mfn. (-TTt-ET-E) Disjoined, detached, separate, k. e neg.

EE with EE connected.

EEf«ETW mfn. (*E:*ET E) * Ignorant, unwise. * Not promising

or contracting. £. E neg. W before to know, wnrq aff

EEEW mfn. (-h-ET-Ttj Uncovered, exposed, h. e neg. eve co-

vered. i

EEEE mfn. ( E: ET-E) Free from doubt, certain, n. ado. (-E)

Certainly, verily, r. E neg, *tvw doubt.

EEEE mfn. (-e-.-ET-E)) Out of hearing, e. e neg. E with EE
hearing.

EEEE mfn. Indifferent to, not attached to. a. E
neg. EE with EH attached.
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**** mfn. (-*:-FT-F)
1 Unmixed with. ' Separate, not Tiring

in common, a. * neg. w? united.

**tB fi mfn. (if.-fn-XT)
1 Not perfect, unpolished, rude, com-

mon. * Uninitiated, not having gone through the proper rites

of caste, state, sex or age. a. * neg- *TW?f perfect.

wpjani mfn. (-IT: -ITT-if)
1 Unknown, unacquainted, not known

as acquaintances. * Not friends, k. * neg, sfini known.

n. (-si)
1 Want, destitution.

a Disorder, confusion, a. *[

neg. * X5TW station.

mfn. (-H J-lfT-Tr) * Disordered, irregular, not arranged

or arrayed. 1 Not collected or assembled.
1 Destitute, a. *

neg. wfiHTT placed together.

**fqrf?T f. ( fw:) See *dtun. a. as before, fwfw stay.

mfn. (-ITi-m-TT) Scattered, loose, straggling, uncompress-

ed. ro. (-*:) A form of array, loose or open order of troops,

a. V neg. compact.

*v*FTt« mfn. Irresistible, insuperable, a. *| neg.

to be repelled.

(if) r. 1st cL (w*fir-iv) ' To go or move. * To take or re-

ceive. • To shine. (*) r. 2d cl. (*rf*|) To be. (*, *.Tr) *• 4th

cl. (**ffn-Tr) To throw or direct. With **[ prefixed, to sit

down : with **, to quit or abandon : with fw, to deposit

:

with f*T. to expel : with *fy and **, to sit around : with *,

to throw away, to reject, to confute : with f*, to divide : with

faand *TF, to class, to arrange: with ** and fw, to abandon

the world : with **, to collect, to combine or compound.

qirfiv mfn. (-at: -WT- w) Part, not all, unentire. a.^neg. wnrar all.

h m<i. Repeatedly, again and again, a. *r neg. and tJlTW

once.

***fi*« lH m. (-*t) Repeated birth, e. qww repeatedly, ml

Ae womb, TT* abode.

apni mfn. * Detached, disunited. a Not interested

in, indifferent to, unattached to.
a Detached from worldly

feelings and passions, a. *r neg. **| united.

mfn. (-mi: wr-w) Without thighs, a. *| neg. a thigh,

^*t affix ;
also without the affix,

WufWT m. (-*TT) An enemy, an adversary, a. *| neg. *fwar u

friend. *

^W*y* mfn. (-*:-*!-*) Of a different family, a. * neg. * with

5ft* family.

mn.(-W.-ni) 1 Sincerity. 'Absence of predetermination,
j

a. * neg. will, vow.

mfn. (-WMJMf) Not purposed, not resolved or deter-

mined on. a. *1 neg. uqpfafU purposed.

mfa * (-W.-WT-W) Firm, steady, a. *r neg. UFH* mu-

table.

mfn. (-vI:-xJt-4) Unoompounded, uncollected, unmixed,

a. * neg. collected.

vgqywr mfn- (-W-WT-* ) Clear, open, broad, m. (-*•) A broad

road. R. * neg. and qqrw crowded.

<VHirH mfn. (-TT'.-WT-Tf) Not appointed, not agreed upon. a. *
neg. an agreement.

FHfJ mfn. (-fJ:-l*rU) Innumerable, exceedingly numerous,

a. * neg. and Fgj to be numbered.

03 ] *re

*1*41 Hi f. (-WT) Inoumerability, immensity, infinity, a. **i add-

ed to the preceding
;
or with w, **^J«*.

mfn.
( ir.-*T-lf) Uncounted, a. *1 neg. num-

bered.

W*4J* mfn. (-*•.-*!-*) Innumerable, a. * neg. *gj* to be

counted.

**r mfn. (-W'-WW) Solitary, unaasociatcd. a. * neg. VF
with.

*T*TW mfn. (-m-HT-li) ' Uneven, unequaL a Unattached. 1 Un-

preferred, discsteemed. * Improbable, inconsistent. * Unac-

companied, unassociated with. a. * neg. vnrw connected.

*iw rfW f- (-fV|:)
* Improbability, incongruity. 1 Not associating

with. a. * neg. *rf* congruity.

vif*( m. (-*:)
1 Separation, disunion. a Inequality. * Incon-

gruity.
4 Not associating with. a. * neg. union.

n, ( *i) Heretical or heterodox doctrine, a. wpni un-

true, nt*l a scripture.

***** m. (-*:) A wicked or contemptible person, a. *wn
v
bad,

•T* a person-

*I*W mfn. (-*: -*n -*f) Insensible, a. * neg. sign of life.

*** mfn- (-F^-Flft-*^) * Non-existent, not being. * Untrue,

unreal. * Bad, vile. a. * neg. and *xr being, &c.

***r*T f. ( *t> Wickedness, e- **rq bui, vt* affix, and

inserted.

*TWt f. (-*t) A disloyal or unchaste woman, a. * neg. and

Wlft virtuous, flic.

m. {-*:) A bastard, a. and ^fw a son.

mfa.
( S&r 4r-4) Wicked, n. (.*i) Wickedness, r. WWW

and *r*fe act ; also wniwrosi, **friprr, flee.

W7I mfn. xi) III done, done from improper motives,

or in an unbecoming manner, a. * neg. Fi^good, iff? done.

***r f. (-ttr) ' Non-existence. * Untruth. a Wickedness, k.

and xr* added
; also with », *nr*r.

m. (-* )
1 A bad road. * Evil practice or doctrine, s. WT

neg. ** good, und a road.

***tfcu* m. (•*:) Receiving unfit presents, or from improper

persons, a. **7f and *fnr* acceptance.

**nu* m. (-*:)
1 A childless man. a A wicked or disreputable

son. f. WRTtf and ij* a son.

*«<* rafn.
1
False, untrue. a Lying, a liar. n. (-7^)

Untruth, a. * neg. true.

*vn**rftug mfn. A liar, speaking falsely, giving

false evidence, a, *r*n* and wrftf* who speaks.

t**3* mfn. (-aft-nrr-ai) Treacherous, base, wicked, r. **7*

untrue, *fi* combination, *r*aff.

xnrar*f*H mfn- (-m-xrr-tt) Improbable, unlikely. and

*ftTH like.

^r*J*** m. (-^:) Evil company, e. wicked, and *** as-

sociation.

m. (-7J or -if) A name of Iwdra.

vnigxitF m. (-WT) A heterodox student, a. untrue, bad,

*f* before re: to go. to re«d or Utlr. and V'tf.tf

mfa. (-xr-Kf-K) Wicked, following eril practice,.

BL (-Xf) Evil practice, s. WIT end ^rWTTT obserwynce.
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mfn. Wicked, vile, one who follows

bad or heterodox practices, £. and xfa aff.

mfn. Unlike, dissimilar, e, ^ neg. ifor

like.

ra. (-^:) Caprice, idle or childish desire. e. neg.

good, wise, Ac. and in* what is taken.

WTTfit a m. (-•*:)
1 An eril temperameut or disposition. * Non-

existence. e. ,ar»r?T and vrt nature,

vrrfn f. (fa:) • Low or degrading occupation or profession.

1 Wickedness, k. wicked, yfa practice.

^XT^prVTC: mfn. (-*:-TT-i:) Following evil practices, m. (-*;:)

Evil practices, u. and WWTTT practice.

mfn. Following evil courses, e.

and Tfa aff.

m. (-w:) A tree, (Pentaptera tomentoaa.) n. (-si} Throw-

ing, sending, t.^ to expel (disease), to send, to throw,

^ af
L (-^Y) The name of a plant, (Nfarsilea quadrifolia.)

a. and vrf a leaf
;
having leaves like the Atana.

mfn. (-fa: -far -fa) Childless, f. (-fa:) Want of posterity.

e. ^ neg. Vrrfa descendants.

mfn. (-w:-WT-ri) Childless, having no posterity. m.(-vr:)

Want of posterity, a. ^ neg. fjwiTO progeny.

mfn, (-T:-YHt) Displeased, a. ^ neg. pleased,

m. (-1:) Displeasure, e. wi neg. »rwtiM pleasure,

mfn. (-7^:.x^r-rv)
1 Undoubted, unsuspected. •Certain,

confident. 8. x* neg. Xffam doubted.

mfn. (-*: Tr-tf)
1 Unapprised. * Uncommunicated.

k. ^ neg. informed.

n. (-vri ' Want of an aim or object. * Disjunction.

b. ’gf neg. narT^r holding together.

Wijfa £ (-fa: ) Want of union or connection, k. ^ neg, wfa
junction.

'fHfarf mfn. (-7r:-lTT-'«T) Untied, unbound, at liberty, loose, b. ^
neg. ^fani tied.

mfn. ‘ Born, produced. • Affecting know-

ledge, conceited as a Pandit or teacher. * Proud. 4 Unarmed,

a ^ neg. wit with, &c. w* the part, past, of Wf to bind.

m.(-q:) • Non-perception of objects, not bringing them

to the mind. * Remoteness, a. ^ neg. sjfaar^ attraction.

^rfftTC mfn. (-T-YT-Tl)
1
Unperceived, undistinguished. 1

Re-

mote, not near. t. at neg. tiffflF? drawn near to.

•woftifa f. (-fa*-)
1 Absence, distance.

4
Confidence, absence of

doubt, b. x?ncg. xjfafa proximity.

mfn. (-WMTM#) Far, not near. b. ^ neg. ^fafarf

placed near.

11 . ( xf)
1 Disrespect. * Impropriety, e. ^ neg. ^rrsr

respect.

mfn. (-v-^r-ai) Unconnected by obsequial offering*.

e. ^ neg. xjfax* offering a common cake,

xginv mfn. ( Tfl-.-wr-m‘)
1

Unfit for an assembly. * Vulgar, low.

r. ^ neg. WH belonging to a company.

rnfn. (-TT:-TTT*Tf)
1 Unequalled, individual without a fellow

pr equal. * Uneven, unequal cither in surface or number. I

m. (•*:) A name of Buddha or a Buddha, r. ^ neg. and vni

like, same.

mfn. (-^:-WT-T|) Absent, not present or visible, e. ^ neg.

Pi before the eyes.

W^nn? mfn. (-xr-in-^) Part, partial, incomplete,unentirc. e if

neg. all.

jtjxr min. (-^:-^T-sj) Unequal, unlike, n. (-if) Unconfor-

mity, disparity, difference, e. neg. equal.

m. (ft) 1 Unseasonableness. 'Unfit or unfavourable

time. e. ^1 neg, w* season.

n. (-^r) (In logic,) Incidental cause, as the sim-

ple conjunction of two different objects. «. ^Mra ifa and

fTTf cause.

^WWTfxnr mfn. (-^l-fairt-fa) Accidental, not inherent and in-

separable. k. ^ neg. PITT intimate union, *fa aff.

mfn. (-^I’^T-Hj 1 Unable, incompetent. * Feeble, weak.

e. ^ neg. w* able.

n. (.1 ) Non-delivery, not committing or intrusting

any thing to another, k. ^ neg. delivering.

w**fq*r mfn. (-TT:-7n-vf) Un consigned, un in trusted, undeliver-

ed. e. ^ neg. «jh delivered.

mfn. (-x*:-wr

'

Separate, several, uncollected, uncom-
pounded. 4 Incomplete, imperfect, b. ^ neg. assembled.

TOTnT mfn. (.in-*T-iT)
1

Different. * Unlike. • Unequal, a. ^
neg. same.

o mfn. (-W:-Tri-Tf) Unfinished, unaccomplished, b. ^
neg. WlfTtr completed, simple.

WHSTTg mfn. (-jr-fll-li) Unfinished, incomplete, e. neg.

finished.

( (-ft:) InrompIcU'Des.,. r.. neg. s wfij completion

m. (•»:) A religiou. student, whose studies are not
completed, a. n neg. ttrw si« who compleata his course.

UiWurTtT ni. (-ST:) ' Nun-recoicrv of any thing. ' Disjunction,

disconnection, s. ^ neg. WH and before ^ to take, affix

XU.

gsmTTrcu mfn. (.t« -t8r «S) ' Irrecoverable. Not to be combin-
ed or united, a. neg. sra and sgr* before f to take, vn
aff.

'"rf- Not haring considered, a. n neg. baring
seen.

mfn. (-^t-fl^l-fa) Acting inconsiderately, e.

1) and Clfks^ who acts.

^PTi?fafa mfn.(-w:-vn*W) Improper, incorrect, e. neg. IpffaT^
proper, riglu.

mfn. ( ftt-fr-fin Unfortunate, f. (.ft:) Non increase,

x. ^ neg. rtnrft increase.

^nttfn f. f-fst:)
1

111 luck, non-increase. ! Non-accomplishment,
failure, x. w neg. prosperity.

Vjitni mfn. (-':-Tt-'*) Unefl'ectcd, unaccomplished, x. m neg.
irma effected.

mfn. (.*:-^T-i) Destitute of connexion or relation, x. ^
neg. Sftma connexion.

mfn. (-U:-sfT-si) Unconnected with, not belonging to.
»• ^ neg. umCfv related to.
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^8^ mfn. (-tl:-dfr-4) Incomplete, not entire, r. X| neg. TOJ’fr

complete.

W«J*T4 mfn. (*1:*1T-^) * Unconnected, unmeaning, incoherent,

(discourse, &c.)
1 Improper, wrong, a. ^ neg. TO with, and

TO to bind, affix of the part. past.

jtoi mfn, f-aft-arr-af) Unconnected, not relating or belong-

ing to. r. ^ neg. WH«X connexion.

TOUT* mfn. ( xr*. WT-W) Open, accessible, f. (-WI) A specie* of

the Scrkari metre, t. ^ neg. WiXTW contracted.

TOTO mfn. (-W-XT-^) * Improbable, unlikely, inconsistent.

* Non-existent, nf. (-'W-XT)
1 Any extraordinary event. ' Non-

existence. a. neg. *TTO production.

TOXJTTOT f. (-Wl) Difficulty or impossibility of conceiting or

comprehending, a. Xf neg. WX*rX"*rT conception.

^nrrxxftw mfn. (*Xf:-WT-W) Inconceivable, incomprehensible.

b. ’St neg. TOTTOYw conceivable.

mfn. (-XT-HT-lf) Unproduced, t. ^ neg. TOTO born,

m. (-V) Non-enjoyment, not using or enjoying, a. xr neg.

TOTTB enjoyment.

^xrRT* mfn. (-IT-WT-lf) Cool, composed, m. (-W.) Calmness,

steadiness, a. ’'I neg. flurry.

^ MUI^ mfn. (-IT-WT-lf) * Dissentient, differing from. ' Averse,

contrary, a. w neg. M with, TO minded.

TO^f* f. (-m 1 Dissent, difference of opinion. ' Dislike,

aversion, a. ^ neg. tj« with, afif mind. 4

’XTOTO t». (*ir) Disrespect, disgrace, s. ^ neg. TO with, imr

respect.

mfn. (-WT-XTMf) Clear-seeing, judging well, cool, calm.

k. xt neg. TOIW beguiled.

WTOHT m. (-xr) Steadiness, calmness, composure, a. ^ neg.

Xj«iiT*y fascination.

unm ifeq mfn.
1 Inexpert, incompetent. * IU con-

ducted, profligate, a. ^ neg. properly, ^nfro who does

any thing.

mfn. (-TO
)

' Improper, incorrect. * Imperfect,

incomplete, a. X| neg. TOW right.

^TO ra. (-W-) The name of a medicinal plant, vulg. Kvkurton-

ga. (Con j aa lacera.) a. TO to reject or be rejected, TO affix
j

thrown away from its bad smell.

TOW n. (-W)
1 Iron. * Arms. ' A mantra, a. to to be, TO

aff.

TOW mfn. (-w:-^T-w) 1 Of a different caste. * Of a different

colour, a. XI neg. TO^ of one caste, &c.

WTO mfn. (-T'-’WT-^f) Impatient, intolerant, not enduring, a. w
neg. who bears.

TOTO mfh. (-xt.-HMt) Unable to endure, m. (-W:) An enemy,

n. ( -si) Intolerance, impatience, a. W neg. to to bear wp
aff.

WTOxftW mfn. (-W>WT-d) Unbearable, insufferable, a. w neg.
|

vrx"»¥lW to he borne •,
also xprfcTO and TOU-

WHTOUf mfn. (-W:-WT-*i) Impatient, not bearing, not enduring,

a. w neg. TOW nr bearing.

W TO<<( mfn. (-W-WT-^j Lonely, solitary, friendless. s. w neg.

TOTW an associate.

S5 ] TOI

WTOTTOT f. {'ITT)
1 Loneliness, solitude, the life of a hermit.

• Friendlessness, being without a friend or patron, a. TOX I X

and TO affix
;

also WTOTTO-

W¥fV»T mfn. (-Wt-WT-W) Unassociated, unaccompanied, e, w
neg. wfT*r accompanied. %

^xfxWj mfn. Impatient, unenduring. a. xj and

wfwwr bearing.

TOTH mfn. (-W-VMB) Intolerable, unbearable, a. x* neg. TOI

to be borne.

TOTTWnr iW. 1
Invisible, imperceptible. * Not present, a. w

neg. WTWnf before one's eyes.

TOrfro mfn. (-*:•-nft-wf) Unattestcd, unwitnessed, b. w neg.

Wtfxx a witness, TOT aff.

TOTfTO mfn. ( Incompetent as evidence, a. w neg.

WTfTO a witness.

WWmsr n. (-WB) Want of evidence, sufficient evidence, a. w neg.

wrap testimony.

TOT7W mfn. ( JW:-JHrr-!W) Unwholesome, disagreeing with, (as

food, &c.) a. w neg. wttwt suitable.

TOTTO mfn. (-Wi-arT-xi) Without means, n. ( w)
1 Non-accom-

plishment. 'Not proving or establishing, a. xg neg. and WTTO
! implement or means.

TOTV^Ix mfn. (-W--WT-X#) Unaccomplisbable, not to be effected

or completed, a. W neg. to be effected
; also TOTW-

WVWTTW mfn. (*xr:-WT-Xf) Special, specific, not common, n. (-xl)

* Speciality, species. ' Special property, a. W neg. UTWTTO

common.

TOrfTO mfn. (-1ft) Unaccomplished, b, xf neg. xnfViT accom-

plished.

TOTW mfn. VVjcked, bad. f. (igt) An unchaste

wife. a. w neg. WT^J virtuous.

TOTtpr f. (-1H) Wickedness, s. TOTW and to. affix
;
or with m,

TOTwai.

f. (-ITT) An unchaste woman, a. impurity, and

TO professed or practised.

TOTtfl mfh. (-t^.vn-WT) 1 Not to be effected, not proper or able

to be accomplished. * Incurable, irremediable. * Not suacep-

tible of proof, s. ^ neg. wtwt to be done.

TOT*K mfh. Fine, delicate but with interstices.

a. l priv. and TO coarse. i

TOrwfro mfh. (-w-xft-xr) Unseasonable, a. ^ neg. TOW time,

TO*ff-

j

wrwTinaw mfn. (-s|f:-*WT-sW) Peculiar, not common, n. (-«*) Pe-

culiar or special property, a. X| neg. WHTO common.

TOI^TTO »»</. Unfitly, improperly, inopportunely, a. ^ priv.

and TOTO fitly. &c.

HWTiZI n. (-flj)
1 Difference, dissimiUrity. 1

IJn.suitableness, (in

medicine or diet,) unwkolesonteuess. * Disagreeableuess.

b. m neg. xrrHf sameness.

Wt mfn. <-i::-TT-0 1 Sapless, pithless. ' Vain, unprofitable.

.
* Weak, feeble, n. (-K) The castor oil tree. a. ^ priv. and

XHT juice, sap, &c.

TOtXVtW mfn. (-w:-WT-w) Careless, inadvertent, a. wr neg.

WTTOnr careful.
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yTTTWnnrr f, (-TTT) Carelessness, s. Ty added to the lost, or with

w, yarrow*.
yyiTT n. (-^) Gentleness, absence of violence, e. y neg. wry»T

violence.

yyiTfa* mftj, (-y:-yt-¥) Gentle, peaceable, not violent, e. w
neg. yiTfutl violent.

TPJrTTTJ n. (•«») Want of assistance or co-operation, a. y neg.

WiTlJZ] alliance, friendship.

yfa m. (-fh:) A sword, a scymitar. k. tit to cast, and TT
Un udi aff.

yfay n. (wj The part of the face between the under lip and

the chin. a. yy to throw, to ahine, toe. and T*ft a atf.

yfaflTET f. (-yr) A woman servant: see Ttfairt.

f. (*ft)
1 A girl attending upon the inner or womens

apartments. * A river, k. y neg. and fir* white, because her

hair is not whitened by age : is substituted for y, and the

affix is vtr.

yfary m. (-y:) A small pillow.

Trfy H mfn. ( TT'.-TfT-ir) Black or dark blue. m. (-«T:)
1 Black, (the

colour.) * A name of the planet Saturn. * The dark fortnight

of a lunar month, f. (-ifT)
1 The indigo plant, u. y neg. and

f»PT white.

yftjWTVTWt: m. (-TO A Jaina or Budd'ha saint. *. yfWTT black,

yy a cloud, and WVC a crest : cloud-crested.

n* (-TT) The blue lotus, t yfsrr black or dark blue,

and tt*ttt o lotus.

m. (-fto A name of Vauxi or fire. e. wfv h dark,

smoky, yfwr a ray of light.

yftfntyrw n. (-yf) ' The lapis lazuli. * Any black or dark blue

atone. £. yfovr black, and yyrw a stone.

yfTTryw n. (-Ti) The blue lotus, e. yftTJT and T3ITW lotus,

wrfufimw n. (-TT) The lapis lazuli, i. yfvrw blue, stone.

yfTTSf m. (*y.) A marine monster, the Makara, considered as

the emblem of KjuiAofirA. e. yfw and yy a tooth : sword-

toothed.

yftRLfy m. (-W‘) See the preceding, e. as before TT added,

yflj^y m. (-Tt:) A crocodile : see

yf»WV| f. (-TT) The edge of a sword, e. yfy and tttt edge.

WrfVl mfn. (-fi:-TT-Tl
1 Unripe. 1 Imperfect, incomplete. 1 Un-

accomplished, unefTectcd. * Unproven, k. y neg. and for

perfect.

yfaffc f. (-fit)
1
Failure, imperfect or incomplete accomplish-

meat. a
(In logic,) Want of proof, conclusion not warranted

by the premises, e. y neg. fvfl completion.

yfWTT m. (-is) An armourer, a furbisher, a sword or tool

cleaner, k. yfa and VTT who polishes in to clean, yy aff.
'

yfhurn m, (-fs) Sec the preceding, a. Try added to the

above.

yftfVW f. (-it) A knife, e. yfvj and wy a bow j the sword-

like bow.

yfartfyyr f. (-H) See the preceding, k. as before.

m. (•!:)
1 The sugar cane. 1 A hell pared with swords. I

n. (-uf) * A sheathe, a scabbard. * The blade of a sword. E, yfy
and n a leaf -

}
sharp as a sword, or enclosing it.

if^V ra. (-TT:) The sugar cane. e. as the preceding.

yfwTTwy n. (-i) A hell where the trees have leaves as sharp as

swords. * nil and tt a leaf, nr a wood.

itVtJUTT m. (-9:) Tlte gangetic porpoise, (Delphinua gange-

ticus, Rox.) K. IfT, T^ a tail, and H affix
,
sword tailed,

nfryfrurr f. (-IT) Aknife. a. yfy and wfril a daughter, an

infant sword
;
from its smallness,

yfyr’ft f. (-klj A knife, a. see the preceding.

Tjfriy m. ( y:) A fetid Mimosa : see frarfyT. e. Tffr and ify

marrow, esaence j the plant being described with many

thorns, and a decoction of it being emulcent.

'TfTTTfTT m.
( ffp.) A swordsman or soldier armed with a

sword, k. yfa and yfy a weapon.

Try m. pi. always, (in:) The five vital breaths or airs of the

body. n. (-y)
1 Reflexion, thought, or the heart as the seat

of it.
1
Affliction, s. yw to be, toe. and y Un adi aflf.

TryIT mfn, (-T:-0*^) Difficult, arduous, s. tt neg. ync
easy.

Tryn n. (-*) See y«yw.
Tfyy n. (-4) Sorrow, pain, affliction, Ac a. y neg. and yy

pleasure.

yyyrwy mfn. (*yt-yr-T) Producing unhappiness, b. yyy and

yny what bears.

yyfWT mfn. (-#l-fywt‘fy; Unhappy, sorrowful, afflicted, e.yyy
and yfsr afT.

yyiK.tJ mfn. (-1 : Ti-y) Causing or ending in unhappiness.

e. yyy and yyr rising.

yyyryy mfn. (-^r>-S^f-^) Productive of or ending in unhappi-

ness. s. yyy aj>d yy£ subsequent,

yynt mfu. (-sr-WT-*i) * Difficult of attainment or accomplish-

ment, hard, unattainable. 1
Difficult to be understood, l y

neg. y easily, n going.

yy?T mfn. (-y:-yr w) Childless, e, y neg. yy a son, Ike

yyTTTT n. (-^) Life, existence, b. yy vital air, and wm
possession.

yyflTT mfn. (-yt-yr-l) Disagreeable, unpleasant, offensive,

a. y neg. yfvrry agreeable.

yyyC mfn. (-T:-TT-ft'T)
1 Pluin, ugly. * Improper, unbecom-

ing. e. y neg. y^T handsome,

yyvw mfn. (-yif) Living, alive, e. yy and »n possessing,

yysm mfn. ( iTTT-yTft-nf ) Living, breathing, m. («im ) !dfe,

the principle of vitality, the portion of spirit connected with

the attributes of existence, e. yy vital air, and fpyr posses,

aff.

yyc mf. (-T>TT) An Atur or demon : tlie Antrat are children

ofDm by Kax'vapa
; they are demons ofthe first order, and

in perpetual hostility with the gods. m. (-TO The sun. f. (-TT)

’ Night * A zodiacal sign. * A prostitute, f. (-lft) ' Black

mustard, (Sitiapis ramosa.) * The wife of an Antra. *. y
neg. and yr a deity; or yy to send, to cast, toe. and yry
Un'kdi affix, THf and T^T for the fern. ; or y neg. and yrr
spirituous liquor, personified as a damsel produced at. the

churning of the ocean, who was rejected by the demons and

received by the gods.
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7^T7 rnfru (-7’-7T-7) Perishable, volatile, transitory, e. 7
neg. easy, rTT preservation.

^jr^i mfo. (-73-7778) Difficult of retention or preservation.

». 7 neg. ^ easily, ^Tff to be kept.

7 ni. (-^:) A name of Visuxtr. b. T^J? and fC7 an enemy,

the foe of the Aeuran.

77*7! f. (-7T) A sort of basil, (Ocymum pilosum.)

^rr? n. (-7) Bell metal, e. 7*5f and 7T7I a name : named

after an Aaur

;

struck at seasons of worship, and deterring

his approach.

75*7 n. (-7 ) See 7hl77
TiJTV mfn. (-7>7T-7) Difficult of attainment. H. 7 neg.

easily got.

^nS*Pt mfn. (-77T-7) Dearly beloved, m. (-if:) * A husband.

# A lover, e life, 7*T equal to.

TtfTf mfn. (TT-WF-TT) Unwell, uncomfortable, e. 7 neg. *37:

well.

7T{7 \ m. (-71^ ) An enemy, b. 7 neg. ^$77 a friend.

VSi mfn. {-7:717) Calumnious, scandalous, detracting, de-

preciating. k. 7ii*T to calumniate, fit aff.

787* n. (-vf) Disrespect e. 7 implying modification, 77 to

disrespect, affix 77. the ^ is rejected; it is also written

73 •s1* *nd 787*.
787! mfn. (-W:7ft**A) Large, thick, gross, e. 7 neg. 87 fine.

Turk f. (-ftr.)
1 Non-production, obstruction, removal. * Bar-

renness. f_ 7 neg. tiffcr bringing forth.

7877 n. (-*’) Calumny, detraction, x. 787 to detract from,

W7 aff.

787t f. (-71) Calumny, detraction, f. (7r) The wife of the sage

Atm. k. 787 to detract from, a nominal root, and 77 afF.

741V m. (-^:) Calumny, k. 787 to calumniate,7 aff.

78?3* n. (-7) Disrespect. k. See 787* ; it is also written

78*5*njrr f. (7H) The wife of a king or a great man. k. 7
neg. tbe sun, and 77U who sees; who never secs the sun;

being shut up in the Zenana.

7*1 < m. (•*:) The Juice or essence of the body, lymph, serum,

&C. B- 777 blood, and TT what makes.

7777 mf. (7*:-**T) A Rdk%ha*a
f an imp or goblin ofmalicious

propensities, e. blood, and 7 who drinks : these de-

% mons eat flesh, human or animal.

777717 m. (-*:) Drops of blood, as from a wound, i. 7*7
and 717 falling.

777717 m. (-7 :) Bleeding, letting blood, b. 777 and 7T7

causing to flow.

7777Tf*7 mfn. (-T^-fT^-fr) Bleeding, who or what takes

away blood. E. 777 and TfpTat what causes to flow.

77HTI f. (-7T) Irregular or excessive menstruation, tucenor-

rhagia. e. 777. X to tear, affix 77-

77*70 f, (-VTI The skin. e. 777 and 70 what contains;

blood-containing; also7777TO.

77^00 f. (-TJ)
1 The skin. " A stream of blood, f. 777 and

7TTT a stream.

77771 f. (-*T) A blood vessel, e. 777 and 77 what bears.

%TW

77f77T77 n. (-7TJ Bleeding, e. 77f and fawr** letting.

777 n. (-77) Blood, e. 7 neg. 77 to create, fa* aff.

777T7 mf. (-7 :-7t) A stream of blood, e. 7 neg. 77 to go,

7T7: aff.

777 mfn. (*7:-7T-7) ' Uncreated. * Undistributed, not pre-

sented. e. 7 neg. 77 created, &c.

7H777 mfn. (-7--7T-7) Charming, lovely. *. 7 neg. 777
satisfaction.

7777 n. (-7 )
1 Disregarding, neglecting. • Avoiding, shun-

ning. * Disobedience, inattention, n. 7 neg. #77 service.

777 f f. (-7T)
1 Avoiding, not following or practising. * Disre-

gard. • Disobedience, R. 7 neg. ttt service : see the lost.

7#f** mfn. (-7J-7T-7) 1

Neglected, unattended to, disobeyed.

• Abstained from, disused, v. 7 neg. #f7lf served, used.

7#7 mfn. (-7.-7T-*!)
1 Not to be served or attended to. ’Not

to be used or practised, not to be eaten, drank, &c. t. 7 neg.

#7 to be followed.

77r=7SB n. (-7 ) Ugliness, k. 7 neg. 717*3 beauty.

77T3J mfn. ( Kjjgr-jzi) * Ugly, unlovely. * Disagreeable, dis-

pleasing. e. 7 neg. wt«j pleasing.

77 i«T77 mfn (-V5-0-7) Having a bad or croaking voice.

k. 7*iT#lI disagreeable, and 77 a note or sound.

77rr* D. (-*)
1 Ugliness, deformity. * Demerit, worthlessness.

e. 7 neg. *}|T7 beauty, 4tc.

777 mfo. (-*:-*[•*) Permanent, durable, r. 7 neg. 77 to

flow, affix 7 .

T*wrf77 mfo (-Tr-WT-TR) 'Firm, permanent, unshaken, unyield-

ing. ’ Not slipping or fallen. • Undcviating. e. 7 neg.

77,%7 slipped.
%

77 Sautra root. 10 th cl. (777f7) To obscure or eclipse.

77! mfn. (-7 -70-7!) ' Thrown, cast. ’Sent, dispatched. 1
Set,

obscured. * Removed, set aside, ra. (-7:)
1 The western

mountain, behind which the sun is supposed to set. * Sun->et.

n. (-7) Death, end. b. 77 to obscure or eclipse, 77 affix,

or 77 to throw, &c. and 7 aff.

78* m. (-7:) Beatitude, eternal felicity. 8. 777 disappear-

ance, and 77 aff.

77H7 mfo. (-7*71-7) Set, ns the nun. e. 77 and *7 gone.

TTlflfr m. (-ft:) The western mountain, v. 77 and faft

a mountain.

777 mfn. (-?f:-*IT**i) Unconfounded, e. 7 neg. 77 as-

tounded.

Tirer* n. (-7) Self-possession, not being confused or con-

founded. e. 7 added to the lost.

777 iW. Disappearance, setting, vanishing, t. 77 to send or

cast, 77 ifff.

7777t f. (-ift) A plant, (Hedysarum gangcticum
:) see

TWnrff. b. 777 the mountain, and 77 to go, 7S| and

affixes
;
abounding in the west.

77777 n. (-7) Disappearance, setting, e. 777 . 777 going.

77(77 mfn. (-7‘-71*lf) Set, (as the sun.) e. 777 and

gone.

77T7 mfo. (-7l7-7fft-77) * Obstructed, hindered, opposed,

’ Set. t. 77 thrown, &c, 7JJ7posa. aff.

I a* 1

c c
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^XTX^ mfn. (-XT ) Confined, disordered, irrelevant, e. WXI

and ^Xf scattered.

XHflHdJ mfn. (-V-VT'YI) Innumerable* xrxi gone, VJJT

number.

WOTT mfn. (-W:-WT-X) Very deep : see TOTTX.

^Xirxxr m. (-Ml) The western mountain. e. ^Xl, and ’XTXT h

mountain.

^XXJTfy m. (-fg*) The western mountain, a. xrxi and ‘xfx a

mountain.

n. (-xi) The resting of a heavenly body on the

western part of the horizon, a. vfXJ and depending.

sXXTlTXifxrx mfn. ( fxx) Setting as the sun, on the

point of setting, e. vt»l and impending.

^fxi tad. Now being, existent, present, b. xtx to be, and fxrx

affix, or the third person sing, present tense, it it, used as a

particle.

’Xfxtxnfxi iW. 1 Doubtful. * Partly true and partly not. e. xrfxi

aud wtf^ it is not.

Xfftr»nf%x n. (-*d)
1 Uncertain or doubtful existence. * Partial

existence, k. XI added to the last ; also xifxi vnftflXT-

*xfilemf rafn. ( )
Wealthy, opulent, E. ’TfX! what

is, and snyT poss. aff.

ind. Be it so, let it be, implying assent, also reluctance and

pain. e. TX to be, ]JX1 affix or the third person sing, im-

perative used as a particle.

XTXPf mfn. (-Wt-nr-li) Not praised, e. ^ neg. XpT praised.

xp?T n. ( xb Honesty, b. XT neg. X*T theft,

xrxix n. (-T) Honesty. e. xi neg. TIT theft.

XTW*f n. (-xf) lleproach, blame, e. ^ deteriorative, and ¥51 to

sound, wz aff.

n. (-xi)
1 A weapon in general. 1 A sword. ' A bow-

* A missile weapon, b. to throw, ys| UnAdi aff.

xixtxiugx m. (-w.) An arrow, e. ^xi and wv* a thorn, a

thorn-like weapon.

xrxixnrxr in. (-XT:) An armourer. r„ ^xt and TTTXT who makes:

so xrxrxnr: and xrxtxrrfot m. (f\.)

^Xtf^fT>XXr m. (-in) A surgeon, e. ^XI and fxfTfXXT healing;

who uses instruments as means of cure.

xrefrfifTW (-V) Surgery, e. xf»? a knife, a lancet, and

f^fxxji healing.

m. ( "x:) A soldier, a warrior, k, ^xi a weapon, and

xrlx who lives by.

^xixifrx m. (-tft) A soldier, k. xm and Tlfrs[ who bears
;
so

vgxivrrxr m. (xr:)

^Xtfwrrrvi n. (*xr) Guarding off a blow. e. ^Xf and farXTTT

guarding.

XPPFrssf m. (wr) An armourer, a sword or tool cleaner, b. XX
and itrsaj who cleans, from XfXT and ^ affix ;

also ^xnrrwflt

®* (-xr:>

XWT¥ m. (-x:) Fighting with weapons, b. ^xt and XT battle,

xfxtfxxn f. (-^T) The military science. e. X|W ^nd fxXTT know-

ledge.

xrxrt^ »• (-T) The science of arms and war. e, xrx a weapon,

and TT a /Ve/a or scripture.

XWWWf m* (-XT-) An iron arrow. *. XX, XT to destroy, fW
affix ;

what destroys all other weapons.

^xrftw mfn. C-ws-xn-xf) Unarmed, defenceless, e. ^Xf and

deprived of.

WWJTTT ra. (-TO An arsenal, an armoury, e. xre and xnTTT

house.

xwxrx m. (-Tj:) A wound, a cut. e. xrxi and xrTXTTT a blow.

XjXIFX A mfn. (-XP-HT-1V) Struck, wounded, killed, e. XW and

xnxx struck.

xrxrtxr mfn. (-tXVXTT-X) Having no female, e. XI neg. xft female,

XPff added.

mfn. (»xviit-x) Very deep. e. ’’X neg. T5T to stand, with

fXTX affix, and X from XFX to go ;
where there is no proceeding

to an end
;

it is also written ^viur. ^xjrrx. and ^mrr.

x*«ru mfn. (-X*-TT-X) See the preceding, e. as before, with

X, from T»T to kill or hurt, and aff.

XfXUlX mfn. (-XT: «n-Xf) Sec Xl^Jl*. n. (-W) A place where there

is no firm footing, adv. Unsuitably, unseasonably, k. xi neg.

end, ^rrw stopping.

ind. Unseasonably, inopportunely, e. XI neg. 41114 »
place.

xnwrx mfn. (.X: XI*^) See Xfxffnr; also xrerrx und XMAIX.

TOrfxx mfn. ( Perishable, transient, b. XI n^.

anti Xfftfrxf. staying.

x^yK mfn. (*^:-TT-T) Sec xgm. e. xrWT as above, and T
from rr to obtain.

xniTTXT mfn. (*T!-TT-T) 1 Moveable, moving, not fixed. * (Tn

law) Personal, (as property) money, cattle, &c. opposed to

land. e. XI neg. wixt Stable.

Xlf*?I n. ( f® ) A bone. R* XTX to tlirow, &r. and fxxx aff.

n. (-#) A bone. h. srx added to the last,

mfn. (-BTT) Marrow, e. a bone, and ipt whaE

makes.

xf«jv» m. (-XIJ) Marrow, s. ^ftjl and Xf what is produced.

Xlf«Jsj m. (•!:) Marrow, e. xrfxfl and n what knows.

f. (-fir) Want of place or condition, want of firm con-

tinuance. e. xi neg. fgrf* staying.

mf. (-E|:-vyT) A bird. e. xifi® and tjej a mouth;

whose mouth or beak is of bone.

xrftJTffTT m. (*T:) Pain in the bones, e. and ^rr tortur-

ing.

xrfwsr^ f. (-xrxs.) The periosteum, e. xrfqj and srx %kin.

xif^rxxrw m, (-^T) A name of Siva. e. a bow, and

^ aff.

XfUITIK m. (-TO A skeleton, b. Xlfi® and a cage.

xdWHX ra. (-^:) A dog. e. xrf^r and Xf who cats.

xrfisr>nr ra. (-TO
1 Fracture. * A plant of supposed efficacy

in fractures, (Cissus quudrangulitris.) k. Tru and HT a

breaking.

ra. (-XJXT ) A dog. e. xii^r a bone, wxt who eats.

xrfajKT in. (-T :
)

1 Fracturing, breaking or wounding a bone.
1 A sort of bone, a bone. e. and ifT breaking. &c.

xfytWT^ mfn. (-W : -XT-xi) A bone-breaker, who or what

breaks bones* s, xjf® and VXXT what breaks*
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XfilRX mfn. (-xrsf-xrft-xx ) Having bones, vertebratcd, &c.

* e. x1«I and *rgx POM - *ffi

xfXJHIWl f. (-XT) A necklace of bones, e. 'wfksi and XTXT a

garland.

xftWHlfw* m. (-^t) A name of Siva. i. xfxfl a bone, XTXT a

garland, xfx affix ; Siva is commonly represented with a

necklace of skulls.

xfxrc mfn. (-X^-XT-X)
1 Trembling, shaken, unsteady. * Un-

certain, unascertained. 1 Unworthy of confidence, a. X
neg. and ftjjr firm.

C ( in) Unsteadiness, fickleness, mutability, s.

and XX aft

xf*B<:D n. (-if) Unsteadiness, mutability, a. xfiHT and if aff.

XfXOTT mfn. (-XTX'X?ft*XTO Bony, osseous. *. xfxi and

xgx aft

xfxiftiTX m. (-X:) A name of Boaixci, one of Siva's atten-

dants. k. xfcfl and fewx a part, &c. who carries Siva's

decorations.

xfXTXPT m, (-1:) Dryness and decay of the bones, e. xfxr and

XTX drying up.

xfxrBXTC m. (-<:) A plant, a species of turnsol, (Heliotropium

indicum :) see xpMTJ^t- E. xfel and ^ before x to take, to

collect, seize, &c. (it is an ingredient in philtres, &C.) XX aft

xfXTXXUlX m. (-*:) The adjutant bird, e, xfaj and XXKW
who seizes.

xfxixxx m. (-X*.) Collecting the bones or their ashes after

burning a corpse, a. xfw and *JXX assemblage
j

also

xfaraxixx

xfxi*jfx f. (-fxO
1 A joint, an articulation. * Uniting of a

broken bone. e. xfd and xfx connection,

Xf*JTX»PlX n. (-'ll) Throwing the bones of a dead body Into the

Ganges, e. xfwi and X*?XW consigning.

xfXTXJT m. (-Xi) Marrow, a. xfxj bone, and xn: essence.

xfxixrx m. (-X0 The body, or that of which the bones are the

supporters, a. xfxi and XT* a post.

fflf mfn. (-Xt-XT-%) Small, delicate, a. x neg. XJX gross.

"T^o. (-*£) Instability, unsteadiness, e. x neg. XTO steadi-

ness.

XfafX mfn. (-ix:-iWT ni)
1 Harsh, hard, dry. • Harsh, unkind.

e. vi and fxx unctuous.

X^lX mfn. (-X : *XT-X)
1 Harsh, unkind. * Harsh, hard, dry. m.

(-X ;
)

1 U nkindneas, want of aftcction. • Absence of oiliness.

x. x neg. XTX affection
, &c.

XXJX mfn. (•i|:-1iT-‘IT ) What does not touch or is not touched,

m. {-*:) Not touching, non-contact, r. x neg. XT* contact.

XXTWX n. (-if) Non-contact, avoiding the contact of any thing

or person, especially of one who is impure. 8. v neg. Xijr*r

touching.

XXJXwIx mfn. (*X;-XT-lt) Impure, not to be touched, b. X neg.

xnixlx to be touched.

XX»fxX mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Untouched, a. Xneg. xrfVx touched.

XOV mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Indistinct. B. X neg. and XTC clear.

XXTOt mfn. (-Xfc-WT-Xi) Not to be touched, x. x neg. XTXT

tangible.

XXI mfn. (T: -WT-W) Untouched, x. X neg. X^X touched.

XXPfc f. (-fir) Not touching, avoiding contact x neg. XJff

touching.

XXf mfn. (-X:-TT-X) Underirous, content, indifferent, a. X
neg. wfl desire.

xxnnflx mfn. (-X‘--XT-X) Undesirable, e. X neg xrxxtx de-

sirable.

XX? n. (-X) Indistinct speech, mfn. (-X:-XT-X)
1

Indistinct,

obscure. * Invisible. • Unblown, e. x neg. and XI open,

clear.

XXJIXX** n. (-x’)
1 Indistinct result. * (In Geometry,) Gross

area of a triangle, &c. e. xxre and xx fruit.

X*Q}AS IX mfn. (-XTX) Lisping, speaking indistinctly, e. XX»x

and XTX who speaks.

XX*5 First person pronoun, (XX) I. (XTXT) We two. (XX) We.

E. XX to be, and xf<x Un adi affix : the inflexions of this

pronoun arc very irregular.

xxr^tx mfn. (-X:-XT d) Our, ours. B. I, and x affix in the

sense of tbc second case plur.

XXX n. (-xl) A furnace or fire-place : see XXT"*-

XXRX n. (-if) Forgetfulness, forgetting, e. X neg. XTCX re-

membering.

XXKxlX mfn. (-X"-XT-vf) Not to be recollected, a. x neg.

XTTXtX to be remembered.

XXT^ mfn. (X 1 Immemorial, not within memory. * Ille-

gal, not according to law. ' Not belonging to the Hindu in-

stitutes. e. X neg. XJl^ relating to law, &c. from Xjfx with

XX aff.

X1W mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Forgotten, e. x neg. vyx remembered.

Xt^fx fi ( fir) ‘ Want of memory, forgetfulness. * Not being

part of the institutes, f. X neg. Xlff! memory or code of law.

XX mfn. (-W- -XT X) Not one’s own. e. X neg. « own.

XXX mfn. ( X:-XT-Xf) Not one’s own, belonging to another.

e. x neg. XX own.

XXXtX mfn. (-x:-XT-X-) Not one's own, belonging to another.

k. X neg. XXtu own.

XXX mfn. (-X-XT Xf ) Opake. not clear. F.X neg. XX clear.

xxxx mfn. (-X.-XT X) * Docile. * Dependant. E. X priv. X
own, and XX intention -

t
not self-willed.

XX fa mfn. (-fo-fo-fr)
1 Of a diftcrcnt caste. * Of a differ-

ent species. E. X neg. X own, wrrf?T caste.

XX*TX mfti. (-xi-xr-xf) ' Docile, humble. * Dependant, sub-

ject. e. X neg. X7TX self-willed.

XXX iu. (-itf) Want of claim or right to any thing, having no

indefeasible property in it, absence of ownership, x. x neg.

X own, with X affix : also with 7TX. XXXr.

XXX mfn. (-X: XT-X) ' Ending ill, leading to or having an

unfavourable close. * Approaching the end of life. id. (-X*)

A fire-place : see XXX. b. X neg. and X good, or x^ breath,

and xx end.

XXW m. (-ffi) A deity, e. X neg. and xir sleep; who never

sleeps.

m. (.w.) Unnatural or unusual character or temperament,

mfn. (-Xt-XT*^) Of a different nature, h. x neg. XXTX nature.
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WWC mfn. Having a bad or croaking voice, e. ei neg.

and ETC a note or tbe voice.

ETETEE mfn. (-E : *ET-'d) Essentially different or unlike. b.E| neg.

WEE of one nature.

mfn. (-jfc-*B.-J$) Not leading to heaven, e. E| neg.

paradisiacal.

W«n>QI mfn. 1 Unwell, indisposed. * Unfortunate,

badly off. e. El neg. ^rcg being well or happy.

Er*r^ mfn. (-T-T-V) Tasteless, insipid. e. E| neg. EF1^

aapid.

aqwi%'l<f m. (-E) 1 A Brahman who has not made his studies,

who has not read the V4d*» previous to his investiture. * In-

terruption or interval of study, prohibited on certain days of

the moon, at eclipses, Ac. e. El neg. * own, and WWrq a

lecture.

WEIlfaEr m. ( ET -aPt-Ef) Unowned, unclaimed. *. E| nag.

a master, BET aff-

s^osrfiriT mfn. (-Bt-ffr^t-for)
1 Having no right or title to any-

thing, not being master of it. * That which has no master or

owner, b. ^ neg. fnfrw a master.

EnETfwfaWE ra - (-V) Sale without ownership, a. ^ neg. Eirfir«f

a master, Ac. fq*E sale.

n. (-uf) Absence of right or title to property, a. Ef neg.

WHAl ownership.

Erwrvj mfn. (
1 Not for one's self. * Not for a proper

object. * Having a different meaning. K. Ei neg. 9 own, Epc

end or sense.

n. Indisposition, discomfort, indigence. *?. E| neg.

Vi’S) well-being. 1

^sifarrr m. (-f:) Dissent, non-acquiescence, k. neg.

promise.

Efiftinf mfn. (-ift in-W) Dissented from, refused, not promised.

e. E| neg. promised.

m. (-E":) Suppressed perspiration, e. Ei neg. sweat.

ete m. (-E:) ' A comer, an angle. * Hair. n. (-^) ' Blood. 1 A
tear. e. "EE to cast or throw. Ac. affix fET-

EEEV in. (-^‘) An arrow, e. ew and BTEi throat.

EEEi n. ( Ei) Flesh, e. etW bloud, and m produced.

EEfw?r m. (-fbni ) A plant, commonly A'aiJtoht'niu.

EjETE mf. (-xr-ET) A Riikth<i*a or goblin, f. (-ET) A leech, e. ete

blood, and E who drinks.

ElEfEE n. (-^Plethora, htemorrhage, epistaxis. involuntary di*’

charge of blood from the mouth, nostrils, anus, Ac. k. eFB und

fm bile: both humors being supposed to be affected.

f (-ETC) Chyle, chyme, e. EiE blood, nr* the parent,

ET^ affix of similitude.

E’BfTfwt f- A plant, (Mimosa pudica.)

OQErr^Er ra. (-E ;
,l The white Tulasi.

Eft f. (-f*f :
) Ten millions.

n. (-E) A tear. e. ejE to cast or reject, and E aff.

E^E n. (-1) A granulation, (of flesh.) e. e neg. E to distil,

EPiaffi

ETE r. 5th cl. (EiEfE) To pervade or occupy. (T.) ErfV r. 1st cl.

(^T^) To go or move; also 10th cl. (EiEEfw) To shine.

ETf tnd. A particle and intetjection implying; * Commendation

:

1 Rejecting, sending :
* Deviation from custom, (improperly:)

* Certainty, ascertainment, e. E neg. E from ee to hurt,

affix M.

mfn. (-B: Ep-B) Proud, m. (-Et) A warrior, fi. ETBB I, and

EE affix : self-opinion ed.

m. (-fif:) The sun. r.. BTB » day, and Ef*r a master.

BB^E n. (-^) Evening, s EEB and ifE end.

^Tlfrr in. (‘X:
)

1 Pride. “ Individuality, sense of self. " One of

the elements of creation, consciousness, individualisation.

E. EfE* 1, and BTC what makes; thinking highly of one’s

self.

EpnfTTT?! mfn. (-EP^ET^-ETl) Proud, e. EIbTK pride, EWE
poss. aff.

^nrfnB mfn. (-ft-ff^fc) Proud, self-important, e. be^ic
and xfw poss. aff.

BT*$;B mfn. (-if : -HT-Tf) Proud, z. E|bb I, and uif made: sec

EnrBnr.

ETE^fTT f. (-flr) Pride. *. BEB and b'b action: sec BBBTC.

BEE mfn. (-ir-BT-B) Unhurt, uninjured, not struck or killed.

• Unblemished, unsoiled, n. (-if) New clothes, a. B neg.

and B*f hurt, part, past of BE.

BBB m. ( -TO A day. b. 'E neg. ET to leave, and irfknE Un adi aff.

WfPTEl'E mfn. (-^:-Q|T -^) Not to be killed, e. ^ neg.xr^EtE to

be killed.

Enf^rTSf mfn. (-^:-^T-Ef) Not to be killed, k. ^ neg. to

be killed.

f. (-ETT)
1 Military vaunting. * Assertion or conceit

of superiority, boasting, egotism, e. ’EHT« I, reiterated, ET

and 7TE affixed.

WV^fEirr f. ( Err) ' Emulative onset, the running forward of

soldiers with emulation. 1 Conceit, vaunting, k. I,

first
;
affixes as in the last

;
/ trill haforemost, Ac.

'^ETEJfw f. (-fifs)
1 Spiritual ignorance. * Conceit. * Self-love.

e. ETT*t and srfiT understanding ; self-love, or worldly minded-

ness, opposed to abstract meditation on tbc deity.

mfn. ( EJ'-lT^) Not to be taken away. e. E| neg.

to be taken.

ind. Daily, day by day. b. ^e*T repeated.

EfE-iin m. (-W:) * A month. * Any calculated term. k. WE^ a

day. and EW a number or class.

ERf-fw* «f/.Day an l night, b. Elf^ day, fJfirr night.

WEEiw ra. (-fir) The sun. e. ere and Ef?f a master
; also

ETE:,Efif.

m. (-E:) The sun. e. WEwnnd ERIE a friend.

ETT«fa ra, (-fir:) Hie sun. h. ElEE[and nfEI a gem.

^E^E n. (-^) Morning, the dawn. c. ETE^ond wet the com-

mencement.

EfE^r mfn. (-ET: EfT-ET) Unploughed, unfurrotfed. k. E| neg. TfW

a furrow, ETT affix : also with the final unchanged, WTfET.

ETEftr rafn. (-«Ei-ECT*^C) Unpfcmghed, (afield, Ac.) f. (-’SET) 'The

name of an sljuarns or heavenly courtezan.
1 The wife of

(vAtTTAM.i, a saint und philosopher, s. Ef neg. ETET to plough,

aff.
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mfn. (-wr-^rT-^) Unhappy, gloomy, sorrowful. e. W neg. TV

happiness.

mfn. (-ir-lTT-W) Unhappy, sorrowful, k. w neg. fAw
rejoiced.

npffiftn mfn. (-W:-WT-W)
1 Not to be offered, not fit or proper

to be sacrificed, a. W neg. to be offered,

in. (-*: ) The sun. r.. WWW and fT who makes.

WWWlfH m. (-fir:)
1 The sun. * Swallow wort. e. WWW and trfTT

master.

WtT ind. A particle or interjection, as ah ! aha ! &c. implying

:

1 Surprise :
' Fatigue : • Pain :

* Pleasure : * Calling, e. WW
from WWW I, and w from WT to abandon : self or pride-aban-

donment; also WWWT-

WWWT rnd. See the preceding.

WWin} mfn. Not to be stolen or token away. ra. (-x£i

)

A mountain, e. w neg. and WT4 future part, of to take or

convey.

WTlufa n. C-wf) Security, not being liable to be stolen or taken

away. b. wwnq and if affix
;
also WWTiAPTT.

wfw m. (-fa:)
1 A snake or serpent. * The sun. * A traveller.

* Lead. 1 The name of a demon : see fwrur. • A name of

Raiic, the ascending node. r. WTW prefixed to WW to hurt,

WW Un'&di affix; injuring all or every thing, the Wf of WTW is

made short.

wfiww mfn. (-w-WT-w) Harmless, innocuous, e. w neg. fw^W

mischievous
;

so WlfWW and wftww-

wfaWT f.(-WT) Harmlessness, doing injury to nothing, one of the

cardinal virtues of most Hindu sects, but particularly of the

Baud'dkas and Jahuu. e. w neg. fwwr hurl.

wfliftPT mfn. (-TT:-WT-1T) Uninjured, e. W neg. fwfww hurt.

WfftrW mfn. (W-WT-W) Innocuous, innocent, harmless, f. (-WT)

The name of a plant, commonly Kurkovdfi: sec gnfan. e. w
neg. and filWT injurious: than which there is none more so.

wfwwn f. < WT) The silk cotton tree, (Bombax heptaphylluni.)

t. w neg. and WT to go or abandon, few and affs.

WfwWTO m. (-W!:) Air, wind. k. wfr a serpent, and WTO beloved;

snakes being supposed to feed upon air.

wfwww in. (-W:)
1 The name of a country. * A milky or thorny

plant : see frnzrt. f- (-*0
1 Sugar. * A city. *. wfw a snake,

and WV a parasol.

wfwfwi^ m. (-fwi! )
* A name of KeIsrna. 1 Also of Indba.

i. wfa and fwn^ who conquers, from fw with f%W affix ; sub-

duing a demon in the form of a snake.

Wff «i mfn. (-w:-WT-ff) ' Hostile, inimical. * Hurtful, prejudi-

cial. m, (-IT:) An enemy, n. (-if-) Food, Ac. contra indicated

in a disease, b. w neg. and fww friendly, fit, proper, t

wfa rtWlfro mfn. Adverse, inimical, acting un-

kindly. b*. wfww unkind, wrfc^ acting.

sqfqdHWW mfn. (-wr:-W!:-W:) Hating, adverse, inimical, i. wfww
and vnr^mind.

Wlwwfaw in. (-Wri) A snake-catcher or exhi biter. £. wfw and

ijw face, TW'W aff.

Wfaftf* m. (*frw)
1 A name of Ixdba. * Garcd’a the bird of

VibomV. 1 A peacock. 4 An ichneumon, i. wfw and ftp* who

hates, from fi* to hate, with ffflX a^lx
> serpent- hater or

enemy.

wfTprjrfwWT f. (-WT) 'Hie natural enmity subsisting between a

snake and an ichneumon, e. wfw, WWW a mongoose, WW aff.

wfwfwwiw m. (-W*-) The slough of a snake, r- wfw and fwiuTW

the same.

^fwwfrr m.(-fif:)
1 A name of S£sba, the sovereign of the snakes;

also of Vavuki and others.
1 Any large serpent, e. wfw a

snake, and wf* lord
;

also similar compounds, as wfw qiq:,

WWt*4\ W^tw:, WTtWT:, Ac.

wfwww* m. (-W:) A kind of boat. e. wfw and a son,

resembling a snake-

wfwww n. (-W)
1 Opium. * The saliva or venom of a snake.

e. wff a snake, and UTW foam.

wfwmi m. (-1:) ' A name of Siva. * One of the demigods

called Rudbab. r. wfw and wfw to bind, WW Un'adi affix
j

having his neck bound with snakes.

wfww¥<cwr f- (-in) Hie twenty-sixth constellation, b. wfwww
and ^Erti presiding deity*

wfwww n. (*W) Mistrust or apprehension of treachery, t. wfw
and WW fear

;
fear of a lurking snake as it were.

WffwWW to; (-1JW)
' Gabud'a the bird of Visnw'c. 4 A peacock.

E. wfw and who eats, from war and f*w affix
; snake-eater.

WNwtlJ m. ( W=) The sun. n.sq neg. fww cold, and ahff a ray; also

similar compounds, as wf%WKT, wfrwafw, wfqweiw?. Ac.

m. ( fv^)
1 Gabi'ba. * 1m>ma. e. EsfSf a snake or

V’bitbXsuba, and Wtw foe.

mfn. (-W’.-WT-tq)
1 Possessed of, not deprived of. * Not out-

castc or vile. e. W neg. WlW deprived of. m. (-W:)
1 A large

snake, a serpent. * A particular sacrifice, one lasting twelve

days. E. wfa a snake, and TW superior, or a day, and

W aff.

WtCtwqilqw m. ( wt) A witness who is not unfit to give evidence,

i. w neg. a defective witness.

m. (*fq:) A kind of snake, said to be two-headed, e, wfc,

qpC to move, and wfvT aff.

BnnT mfn. (-ift-ifT-lf) Unoffered, unsacrificed. * Uncalled, un-

surnmoned- m. (-if:) Religious meditation and prayer, con«

sidered as one of the five great sacraments, k. W neg. w to

sacrifice, or W to call, jf aff.

WW A particle implying,
1 Rejection. * Separation.

qyw m. (-Hi) Absence of cause or reason, e. w neg. cause.

WTWW mfn. (-W--WT-W) Causeless, groundless, k* W neg. TJTW

having causc-

WVffnT f. (-ITT) Absence of cause or necessity, k. ito added to

WWTW n. (-11) Absence of reason or cause, e. w added to

f. (-w:) A plant, (Asparagu* racemoms :) sec witwart. e. W
neg. fw to go, and W affix

;
immoveable

;
ulluding to the num-

ber of its roots.

fWr ind. A particle and interjection of,
1 Reproach, (fie?) * Com-

passion. * Regret, (ah !' oh !)
4 Calling, (ho! hola!) ’Praise,

flattery, approbation. * Fatigue, wearinesa, T
Surprise, (ah f)
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• Doubt, deliberation, (either, or.) •Contempt, sneering. "An
expletive, e. to neg. TO to go, and TO art’.

TOTOrrfP m. (-TO) A day of twenty-four hour* or thirty ilukurttu,

from sun rise to sun-rise. n. or md. (-TO?) Day and night, con-

tinually, always, k. TOY** a day, and TTfl a night.

TOTOTOt ind. 1 A particle of calling ;
* Of compassion

;
* Of

fatigue.

TOTOT^t ind. In a variegated or wonderful manner.

TOTOTTO ind. Soon, instantly, a. TO neg. TOP from to to take away

or secrete, with WTO affix, and xj substituted for the w to which

tbc radical p is changed,

TOl^TO m. (-IT:) A Iiauda ha mendicant e. to neg. and ^TO
bashful.

s(«Ml f. (-TOT) The marking nut plant, (Scmecarpus anacardium.)

a. TO neg. $ to emulate, and to aff.

TO The second letter of the alphabet, corresponding to .<4 long,

as in far, and written in the Roman character A.

TOT md. ' A particle of reminiscence, (ah! oh!) *A conjunction

disjunctive, {but) ' A particle of compassion, (ah ! alas!)

4
A' conjunction copulative, (and.) This particle remains un-

altered in orthography even before vowels.

TOT or TO1P A particle, and prefix to words, implying; 1 Diminu-

tion, (a little.) • Limit, inceptive, (from, from thence, or

that time.) * Limit conclusive, (until, unto, as far as.) * Pre-

fixed to verbs it extends or reverses their meaning, as ww to

rise, TOTWW to ascend, to mouut. and tnt to go, TOr«P to come.

• In composition with nouns it forms indcclinablcs, either

crude, as TOTror* to the knee, or with the terminations of the

objective or ablative case, as TOTTOj? or TOTTOTETW as far as to

the ocean. • A particle of menace or of pain, (ah ! alas!) this

in more correctly written TOfTO. E. TOTW to pervade, to obtain,

and prp affix, W is dropped.

TOT m. (wit) A name of MaiiaV&va.

TO ind. A particle of assent, yea, verily, e. TOW to go. f%W affix,

TO becomes TO.

TOJ»«JiT n. (-p) Shaking, trembling, e. TOTTO before irfa to trem-

ble, wry aff.

TOTPfTOP mfn. (-TT-WT-W) Shaken, trembling, k. totp prefixed,

pfw to shake, and if participial aff,

TOTOTO mfn. <-l9;-TOM5T) Trembling, shaking, agitated, s. totto

before prfw to shake, XTO aff.

TOTOT m. (-V)
‘ A mine. J A multitude. • Best, excellent,

s. TOTTO prefixed, if to make, Ac. TOT aff-

TOTOfrr mfn. (-^t-fxTOt-fr) Mineral, produced in a mine, Ac.

E. TOTTOT and TfP aff

TOTPrJp TO. *.p) Hearing, r. TOTTO before TO to hear, TOP aff.

TOrpfwp mfn. (-P:-pi-p) Heard, e. TOTP. TOt to hear, affix if.

TOTPP m. (-40
1

Pulling, bawling. * Pulling to or towards, drag-

ging, attracting. * Attraction, fascination. 4 Magnetic attrac-

tion, * A magnet, a loadstone. 4 A dice or die.
f Playing

with dice. * A board for such a game. * Drawing the bow.

" An organ of sense.
11 Spasfti. e. TO1TO- TO to draw or make

furrows, WP nffi

TO1TOWTO mfn. (-TO:-TOt-TO) Attractive, what draws or attracts,

m. (-to:) A magnet or loadstone, e. WWW attraction, and

TOT'TO'Tw n. (-W) Pulling, drawing, attracting, f. (-xft)
1 A crooked

stick, for pulling down fruit, Ac. * Any instrument for pul-

ling. t. TOTTO before TO to pull, TOP uff.

TOTTOfWTO mfn. (TO-TOt-TO) Magnetic, attractive. *. TOTTO$ and

TO aff.

TOTTOfJP mfn. (-p:-PT-P) Drawn, attracted, I. TOTTO before TO
to draw, If aff.

TOTTOfwp mfn. (.*f -fitft-fll) Attractive, f. (-4f) A rod with a

hook at the end to pull douta the boughs of trees, for the

purpose of gathering the fruit, a. Xfnr before TO to draw,

fwfw aff.

TOTTOTOP n. (-*f)
1 Wish, desire. * Counting, reckoning. ‘Con-

finement, binding. 4 Laying hold of. e. TOTP. TOTO to count,

sound, Ac. and TOP aff.

TOTTOfTOp mfn. (-TT-PT-P)
1 Counted, reckoned. 1

Seized, held,

bound, e. TOTT before TOP to count, At*, if aff.

TOTTOTO m. (-TO:>
1 Ornament, decoration. 1 Endearing, adding

to, improving. * Sickness, disease. E- TOTTO before to to be

able, to be weak, Ac. iw aJT.

xeitoto m. (-TOO
1 Remembering with regret, missing. 'Faint-

ing, loss of sense or perception. 4 Darkness. 4 A knot or

joint. F.. TOTTO, TOPI from to to be able, to be weak, Ac. and

TO[aff.

WHTOW m. (-W:) A touchstone, t. totto, TO to injure, and TOP aff.

TOTTOWTO mfn. (-TO: TO?-¥) Touching, assaying, a. ipr added to

the last.

TOTTOfwTO mfn. (-TOs-pVto) Touching, testing, e. xyrro and to aff.

TOTTOfroro mfn. (-TO:-TOt-TO) Sudden, unexpected, causeless. E.TOTO

totp and ya^aff.

XHtfl H mfii. (-VH-l^t-^TT) 1 Wishing, expecting. 'Look-

ing at. to, or towards, k. TOP before TOrfij
1 to desire, pp aff.

TOTTOT|rPTP mfn. (*p:-PT-P) Desirable, to be desired or expected.

k. totto before TOrfro to desire, TOPtPT affix
;

also TOrrorfjFPPi

(-P1-PTT -Pi) and TOTTOTU (-'Jl -ffp-lj) with PPJ or pp.aff».

"WITOffT f. (-^*1)
1 Wish, desire. * Purpose, intention. ' Looking

at, to, or towards. 4 Enquiry, asking. 4 The presence of a

word in a sentence indispensable to the sense. * The signi-

ficancy of a word. k. prefixed to flff to desire, sro

and ynt aff.

WMVifffiT mfn. (-TTJ-in-Tf)
1 Wished, desired. ‘Asked, enquired.

' Regarded, looked at.
4 Wanted, necessary*, e. TOP before

PTfjf to desire, if aff.

ntfn. (*fft-fiFlt-f]f)
1 Wishing, wishful. 'Asking, en-

qyiring, expectant, e. TOTPTff7! and aff.

TOTOP m. (-to)
1 A funeral pile. ' Abode, residence, e. top

before to collect, paf affix, ^ changed to TO.

TOTOTK m. (‘K’)
1 Hint, sign, token. * Form. ‘ The letter TO—

x. TOP, if to make, affix pro.
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ft f. (-tf:) Dissimulation. t. fWfC and »ft conceal-

ment, suppressing all sign or indication of the feelings,

n, (-t* Sec the preceding.

Himrw nf. (-bi-ht) Calling, a call or summons, a. BTTT, WS to

make or do in the causal form, and ^ affix, fern, affix * 1^*

sometimes written aim t **-

mfn. ( *-*TO Tift *[ ) Symmetrical, handsome, well

formed. e. BfrBrpC form, and sny^aff.

HI* l few rafn. (-TTj-*n ii) ’ Called, summoned. Stipulated,

agreed.
1 Demanded, exacted. B. before« to make, causal

form, n aff

HW l f*'*’ mfn.
1 Momentary, instantaneous. * Un-

seasonable, improper with respect to time. f. (-ft) Lightning.

*. H neg. *TBI time, ** affix. fem. t#f*.

d. ( -si )
Unseasonablcncss, suddenness, x. at added

to the last.

HT*T* mn. (-1T--W)
1 Tlie fifth element, oether, the sky or atmos-

phere. * Brahm as identical with atther. • Space, vacuity,

x. WITT and *rcv to shine, W*T affix
;
every where shining

;

Aktti is the subtle and ethereal fluid, supposed to fill and

pervade the universe, and to be the peculiar vehicle of life

and sound.

HTBrrwBTHr f. (-HT) The horizon, e. wnirrw und BTHT girdle.

HrTI w*r mfn. (-*r.-*VT-«r) Produced in the sky. b. flf)| and

m born.

wn^nrsTwfww m. (-ft) A loop-hole, a casement, an embrasure.

k. h v*T ». and Hwft* what generates, giving air and light.

nrBmrttar m. (-tp) 1 A lamp or torch lighted in honour of

Laxsumi or VisffNf, and elevated on a pole in the open air at

the fJetraii festival, in the month fiartii. * A beacon, alanthorn

on a pole. e. TTBnw and bH n lamp ; also ni*i*9tl'i:.

HT*T*>nftB n. (-if) ' Speaking outside or oflT the stage, or a

suppositious speech, which is replied to a* if it had been

spoken, (in dramatic language.) * A voice or sound in the air.

a. HJ*TT[ and «rrf«nT spoken.

HTTTOnPBBJ n. (-%) The celestial sphere. E. HTWT* and «BTBT

a circle.

Hl*IWWift f. (-ft) A plant, small Jatdmfaw, (Valeriana Jata-

man*!.)

sinmnurl f. <-BCt) An aquatic plant, (Pistia stratiotee.) r.

HTWTir and xjft having roots; having its root iu air.

n. (>wr) A heavenly car, one moving through the air.

k. wrrwror aud BFTir vehicle.

HTirruxif* m. (-*) A warder, a watchman on the outer bat-

tlements. E. %(WTW and rlwsi a guard.

Hl* l» «y* n. (-B7) The atmosphere, the firmament, the air.

C, ni*'l* and vin a road.

Hr*rarBft f- (-ft) A sort of creeper, a parasite, (Cassyia fili-

fonnia.j a. Win anil Tit pedicle.

aTTTTTlit f. (-it) A voice from heaven, t. HfWTir and WTft

speech.

Hi*mqf*w n. (-f) Rain. k. Ti*rnr and xjfBn* water.

HTBmrw mfn. (-HT-W*!) Abiding in the sky. e. and

HI what stays.

WUnifty mfn. (-*: -*r f )
Atmospherical Abo HT*nf*H m n̂ '

(-ftfffVffc).

WTBTn? md. In the air, a stage direction, implying something

said by or to a person out of sight, e. 7th case of BT*rnc.

HTHTWir m. f-^l 1 I*oo4, as ruler of the firmament. ’ (In law)

A helpless person, as a child, a woman, a pauper or invalid,

k. Hr*IIT and lord.

Tiff** n. (-f ) Poverty, n. Hfartr* poor, HW aff.

mfn. 1
Filled, overspread. * Crowded. * Im-

pervious. 4 Spread. 4 Scattered, s. HTT, * td scatter, part,

affix H.

Bflftahrr f. (-TIT) ' Fulness. * Crowd, multitude. b. Hlft* fil-

led, hh affix ;
also HTBft’wsr.

H f*H* n. (-if)
1 Compression, contraction, shrinking. * Col-

lecting, heaping. * Curving, flexure.
4
Contortion, e. htt

before sfc to contract, W* ait

mfn. 1 Bent, contracted. * Twisted, con-

torted. k. htbf before to contract, affix w-

mfn. (-If:-TT! -If) Confounded, abashed, k. HT* before

TffafB abashed.

Hi JBf mfn. (-Ht-BTT-f

)

1 Confounded, confused, flurried. * Con-

fused (in order), disordered, * incoherent, contradictory.

B. HTV, to accumulate, and *T affix
;
not self-possessed.

HrjBni n. (*f) Confusion, perplexity, bewilderment, e. nrf*r

and H affix
;

also with tni affix vgrywifT.

Hlf i
f~W mfn. (-w:-TTT-f ) Bewildered, flurried, agitated. * Dis-

tressed. e. HTW before ywr, h aff

Hryftww mfn. (-U:-rn-f) Bewildered, perplexed, b. TTfTr and

tHlf made with fr aff

Tryn mfn. (-V:-Tf-#) Expelled, extracted, s. TTJTW to extract,

n aff

TTJFW n. (-if)
1 Meaning, intention. 1 Wish, desire. *. TTT,

WW to cry, affix f|-

vfnrfif f- ( -flri)
1 Form, figure. * The body. * Tribe, species.

4 A
metre: a stanza of four lines, with twenty-two syllables to

each line. fc. HTW before Wi to make or do, frri&
TI lifH ^WT f. (TI) A plant, (Auhv ran thes aspera.)

mfn. (-T:-ffT-¥) ' Pulled, drawm. 4 Attracted, e. HIT be-

fore IPT to drag, yt aff

wnrajwrw mfn. (-H:-TT-T) Drawing, attracting, b. wm to

draw, UTWW aff.

TTlHf^nr mfn. 1 Pulling, dragging, pulling up

or out. * Pulling to, attracting.
4 Clmsmiug, fascinating.

e. HT1TC and H?JT aff.

f* (-ft)
1 Pulling, dragging. ’Drawing, attraction.

b. TiW before WB to drag, affix ftW-

WiliX m. (-T:) Hie constellation Capricornus.

n. (-Bi) Inexpertnesa, want of skill or practice.

B. ffW unskilful, affix TB» and the initial optionally

long.

WTBW mfn. (-W(:-^r-*C) Who checks or rratraina. m. (-^:) 1 Cry-

ing, crying out. * Calling. * Weeping, sobbing. 4 Sound.
4 Violence. • Furious or violent combat. T A friend. • A
brother. * A king, a lord.

19 A usurper. 11 A king who
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prevents an ally from aiding another. B. *T¥, ** to cry, to

sound, &c. ** aff.

WTXlfaqr mfn. (¥:-qft-q) Going where sounds of distress are

heard, e. and <T*T aff.

WTO* n». (-*:) ' Going over or beyond. 1 Surpassing.
1 Spread-

ing over or upon. * Overloading. * Attaining, overcoming,

obtaining. * Invading, attacking, falling upon. T Might,

valour. £. Wf before q* to go, to mount, ascend ,
surpass,

&c. affix

*.qh«! n. (-*)
1 Going over or beyond. * Overpowering, sub-

duing.
1 Spreading or extending over or upon. * Attacking,

marching against, invading, k. wr? before to go, «7 aff.

*iqwq]tl mfn. (-q:-qT-q) 1 To be attacked- * To be surpassed or

overcome. * To be seized, k. *! before qn? to go, aff.

*iqHM mfn. (-wi;-*TT m) 1 Surpassed, surmounted. * Overcome,

overrun. * Pained, distressed. * Accompanied, attended.

* Overspread. • Obtained, possessed. 1 Agitated or overcome

by, as a feeling, b. ¥T¥¥ to mount, surpass, &c. and part,

affix is.

f. (-fa;)
1 Going over or beyond. * Overpowering.

Might, valour, b. qr* before qm to go, affix fa*• : see miH.
¥Tqr*T¥ mfn. (.q:-¥t-qf) ' Invading, assailing * Overrunning.

b, *r¥ before nw to go, ajw aff.

¥rqft¥ ro. (•¥:)
1 A royal garden. * Sport, pleasure, k. xqrq.qifa

to play, ¥*r aff.

qnilqq n. (•¥) Sporting, taking pleasure, b. *r<tT to sport,

affix qpr.

mfn. (-¥t-f¥¥l-f¥) Sporting, playing, b. qiqfar to

play, faq* aff.

¥fr¥T¥ mfn. (-¥*-¥r-tf)
1 Cursed. * Accused, calumniated.

• Abused. * Vociferated, e. *rr before iq to call, affix q.

*n§T¥ ro. (-ir: )
1 Abuse, censuring, a curse or oath. * Vocifer-

ousness, calling aloud, b. *r*, to call, q* atf.

¥T¥nT¥ mfn. (-q^-qft-qf) * Abusing, abusive. " Vociferous.

b. to call, fir aff.

^T#nr¥ n. (-¥) Curse, imprecation, n. *T¥, w* to call,

ip aff.

*far*pflT| rofn. (-q:-¥r-¥) To be accursed, censurable, reprov-

able. b. *1* before ¥* to cry, qvrtqr; affix
;
also and

^Tqrrfqrqir.

¥ i Xj o

¥

mfn. ('?r-*‘Wt %¥) Effected or completed by gambling.

*. Ki’tjyo and ¥*[ aff.

n. (-Bi) Fasting, or purification by fasting, k. wttt before

¥* to endure, aff.

*iwMif<sq~ m. (-qr:) A judge, e. *q a law suit, ** to go, cau-

sa] form, xyqr affix; also qrqviftq

.

m. (-¥0 A logician, e. qpq dispute, a division,**
affix

j also

*r*rr m. «:) Accusation, calumny, b. *rr before qt to go,

affix

*i*rr;* nf. (-qf-¥r> 1 Calumnious accusation. * Abuse, reviling.

e. *rqj, to go, with q* aff.

*iqrf^TT mfn. (•w--q{.
,

if)
1

Calumniated, falsely ace used. * Ac-
cused of udullcry or fonuc.lioo. * Falsely .cciucd, of nicb

crimes in particular. * Guilty, crimiual. * Reviled, abused.

b. * r¥, to go, part, affix * -

* I fa-! mfn. (-qr:-q?t-q)
1 Relating or belonging to a die, to

gambling, Ac. 1 Won at dice. m. (-qr-) A tree, (Morinda tinc-

toriu.) n. (-¥) A gambling debt, money lost at play, b* W¥ a

die, &c. and vm aff.

¥Tfaq*w m. (-*;) A stake, a wager, a bet. b. *rfa* and ¥*
a wager.

qifaqq mfn. (-Tp-xnft-qTI )
* Excelling, so as to reproach or put

to shame others. 1 Reviling, abusing. " Tossing. 4 Sending.

b. mrw_ before fa* to throw, affix w*.

*rfaq mfn. (-jr-FT-ll) ' Cast, thrown, tossed. * Thrown down

or away. ".Borne, carried.
4 Reviled, abused, blamed, ridicul-

ed.
1 Equal or equivalent to. b. *|¥ before fa* to throw,

* off.

*faT* m. (-¥:) A plant, (Murung* guilondina and hyperan-

thera :) see

*faq m.(-¥l)
1 Throw, toss. * Abuse, reviling. * Censure, blame,

reproach.
4 Attraction. * A figure in rhetoric, (irony.) b. qif,

fa* to throw or send, ¥* all.

m. (-*:) ' Sickness, disease. * Convulsion, spasm. * A
detractor, a calumniator or accuser. 4 A thrower, b.

before fa* to toss, aff.

qr*** n. (•*) Spiritual ignorance, b. * neg. wise, and mm
affix, the initial optionally long.

m. (-¥:) A tree, (see *t*,) growing in mountains: in Hindi,

the corresponding name implies the walnut : snd

¥T*T¥.

*T%r m. (•¥:) A kind of Pilu, a tree so named, (Careya

arborea:) see *¥T¥, and

*T¥T¥ m. (-*:) A Brahman of the Rihshoda mountain, k.

and *w aff.

*T¥Tq;¥ n. (-¥) Hunting.

*T¥ m. (-*:) A spade, a hoc. b. *iw. ¥¥ to dig, ¥ aff.

qimm* m. (-¥:) A name of Indra. e. *T¥ and qnq to break,

*ur¥ affix; mountain- breaking, foe-destroying.

*i¥¥ m. (-¥:)
1 A spade. * A digger, n. *t¥, *q to dig, q aff.

*l ¥f*l¥ m. (-¥:) * A thief. * A rat. * A hog.
4 A spade. 4 A

digger, a ditcher, a miner, k. *[¥,*¥ to dig, and fqrf

ITn'&di aff.

*l¥fqq m, {-¥:)
1 A spade. 1 A digger. F. ¥!, before ¥¥

to dig, Tffat aft

*r¥^C m. (-^i) ' A spade. * A digger, e. *t¥, ¥¥ to dig,

¥T aff.

qn*T¥ mn. (-¥:-¥) A natural pond : see *¥IH.

*1*1* n». (-¥:)
1 A spade. * A digger, a. *TT, qpf to dig, ¥* aff.

m. (-tj:)
1 A rat, a mouse. 1 A hog. 3 A thief.

4 A sort of

tree : see ¥*¥!¥. k. *jif. qpr to dig, and Un adi aft

t (-*f) The name of a plant, (Salvinia cucullata.)

b. a mouse, and qr* an car
;
the leaves are compared U>

the cars of a mouse.

*r^q m. (-¥:) * A name of Gaxh’i. * A name of K^tmxYi.

k. a rat, and q who goes
;
Gaa Es a is represented riding

on a rat.
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UTOWIW m. f-V:) A Sudrn or man of low ca«t and profession, Siva and Sakti. * A grammatical augment, a syllable or letter

lit. a rat-catcher. it. WTO and WTW n blow. inserted in any part of the radical word. * Record, title deed,

Wrffal f. (-ITT) A plant : see HTTTWtff. a. HRS' and trw a leaf. legal title, a voucher or' written testimony, &c. k, WTO before

HTHP^f f. ( ) See the preceding. m? to go, to come, HH aff.

'•nytrntrw m, (-H:) A kind of mineral, a loadstone, k. HRJ ami Wr*wsf n. (*W) Arriving, coming, a. HTO before JP? to go,^y aff.

'qrarrar a stone. ^nref^Hiei mfn. (-W:-WT-W) Independent of a written voucher

HT^pra? m. (-tJH ) A cat. a, ht?j and sjar who eats. or title. R. Htap? and f*rr*h»T disregard.

Hug* 3 m. (-W:) A name of Gan'£»'a. k. HRJ and nt a car- HT*TO »W. [laving explored or discovered, k. HTO before IT?

riage; whose vehicle is a rat. to go. causal form, Wf* aff

Hryfcafft f. (-*T) A kind of gras*: (Andropogon serratum.) nrTJnrr^fff mfn. (-IT-TIT-Ti) ‘ Devoid of a written title or

a. wn^. fVl venom, and wt what destroys
;
considered as a voucher. * Without a S'dAtra. r_ HT?n? and efrw devoid of.

remedy for the bite of a rat. HnrwWi^W mfn. (HP-WMi) With or supported by legal voucher*.

HRJH m. (-JC) The rising up or coming of rat*, a swarm of k. hnw and WI^W regard to.

rats. a. HTO and WH from WW and ?JJT with H aff. Hr*«nmfq^ rafn. (wt*fwwtf*l) Transient, of short duration.

wr€?r m. (-*:)
1 Chase, hunting. * Terror, fright, a. HTO. fw* e Ht?m and WXJfvW separating, going at the lime of arrival,

to alarm, aff. Hnrfww mfn. (-W:-WT-W) Read over, perused, studied, a. HTH
mfn. (-H:-an-H) ' Hunting, a hunter. * Frightening, prefixed to »w in the causal form; participial affix n-

frightful, n. (-W) Hunting, a. Hlil* and in? pleonastic affix
;

WT»«I mfn. (-ar-iff-fii)
1 To be approached, accessible. * To be

or Hi
|
with firZ and HH aff. acquired, e. HTO before *W with W*( aff.

HTO*wt^rn. (w) A cavern, a mine. r.. Hrwz terrifying, and HUP? n. (-*:) ' Sin. * Transgression, offence, fault. c.WT* sub-

let* the head or principal, IT affix : very gloomy and terrify- l stituted for X* to go, Un adi aff

ing. Hm mfn. ( -iff: -iffT-Td ) Very deep: see H*TO.

*n#f*nr rafn. ‘ Who or what bunts. * Terrible, fright-
I

mfn. A guest: see HTawr.

ful. m. («f!)
1 A hound, * A hunter. a. WTW* chase, and Hurfaif mfn. (-Wt-finrt-fif)

1 Arriving, coming. 1

Future, a. HTO

SIT aff. before l*? to go, firfif aff

sprint m. (*:) The walnut tree. a. see wrilT*, &c. HTWri: n. (-X) A house, a dwelling: see H*TT.

fMl f. (-HR) A name or appellation, a. HTT to say, HTO pre- wnurgTH m. (-H:) Arson, setting a house on fire. t. HPIT* and

fixed, WH and «P? fern, aff HTO burning.

^rwnr mfn. (-Wi-WT-W) ' Said, spoken. * Called, declared. HnTTTHff*5
!
m. (-Ht) An incendiary, a. Hr*TT^TT arson, and

' Made known. * Inflected, declined, conjugated, a. part. Tfw aff.

past of HUill to sav, to speak, &c. HrjT f. (>|t) An agreement : see HTW.

HTOTO n. (-H) ' A tale, a legend. * Saying, declaring, a. hi* HPJt:* mfn. (-i:-^-i) ‘Consisting of or containing Agallochum.

before HR to tell, affix WZ. 1

1

Very heavy, i:. and H* aff

HTHfi*H m. (-W:) A messenger, a teller, an announcer or rela- HPf f. (-*:) An agreement, a. Hnn? to come, ?£ affix, or HR*,

ter. f. (-finrr) A talc, a true or probable story, k. HPHT to prefixed to ^to come and f«H affix; also HT^r.

say, mu affix, H inserted. HTlTiW n. (-1 ) The place where a sacrificial fire i* kindled.

HTHW mfn. (-H--WT Fit or proper to be said. a. HTO before a. Hfsf fire, and H5* to kindle
; seeHVtV

Hf? to say, affix nr ;
also HTHfnfHT HlU* mfn. (-H:-Wt-H) Belonging or relating to fire or its deity.

Hm mfn. (-TT.-ffT-T?)
1 Arrived, come. * Received, obtained. n. (•*)

1 The name of a city, (Dcrikottn
,
on the Coromandel

• Living or residing in. a. Hf before an? to go, H aff Coast.) 1 Blood. * Ghee or boiled butter, m. (-??:) A name of

HI*W i*d. Having arrived, a. HT* before JT*T to go, HT? aff the saint Auasti. f. (-wt) * The ivife of Acvni. * 'Hie aouth-

mfn. (-H0*. -«ETf-a€S.) What will come, what is likely to cast quurtcr, of which Agni is the regent, u. HTTT tire or its

arrive, a. HT* and arr to go, Traj aff. deity, V<V affix which leaves tna.

mfn. (-Ty-^y-*f) ‘Coming, arriving. ‘ Incidental, adven- H'V* m, (-T)
1 Favour, patronage. ' Seizing, taking. * Sur-

titioua. no. ‘ A guest. * A stranger, a new comer. * An passing, surmounting. * Power, ability, a. HT* , Vh tr> take,

accident, any accidental hurt or wound. B- WTO before in? to W* aff.

go, to come, ij affix; *? becomes W; also WTJTT^l and wt*T^T<«. WTWT1WW m. (-Wi) A month so called, the first of the Hinth year

Wrw^JH mfn. (-W:-WT-Wl-W) * Incidental, adventitious, (as pica- according to some systems, (Novcmber-Deccmbcr.) r. w*
sure, pain, ornament, &c.) Stray, m. (-V:)

1 A stranger, a beginning, and T1W* a year; also WT-fTt?*, the W being un-

new comer. * A guest, e. WT?TW and arw affix, what comes changed,

and goes ;
what is not inseparably inherent.

WTOR in. (-W:)
1 Arrival, coming, approach. * A SiUtra or work

on sacred science in general, supposed to be of divine origin.

A Tantra or any work inculcating the mystical worship of
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WUrtnrfV* m. (-W-) "Hie month Agrah&yma. s. ^nr»r*r" and

ww »ff.

f- (•*) 1 The name of a constellation consisting of

three stars, one of which is X Orionis, figured by an ante-
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lope’s held, hence also BnfwTVT ' The day of full tnoon in

the month A'grnhdyana. k. ^xrriYW and *&

Yivmw n. (-si) A sacrifice offered when the new rice or wheat

ripens, e. Yif chief, nrxrff coining, ,np» aff.

f.(-f¥:) A particular ceremony : see the last. e. WIV*
and xfx a sacrifice.

m. (•*:)
1 A tree, (the red sort of Achyranthes.) * A

robber, what effects friction, r. vr before XX and ijsr aff-

n. (-4)
1 Friction, rubbing, contact. 1 Shaking, s. s^n*

before WT to move, aff.

YTWfr* mfn. (-y:-WT-4) ' Touched, rubbed. 'Shaken, e.

before W¥ to move, affix jf-

YT¥W m. (-$:) Rubbing, friction, k. n|T¥ before Y* to rub, affix

W*L-

YTYWY n. (*sf) Rubbing, friction, f. (-4t) A brush, a rubber.

k. ytv before y* to mb, affix *C¥.

Wtwf«5n mfn. (-TC-YMi) Rubbed, k. YIY before Y*. If aff-

YF9T* m. (-¥:)
1 A limit, a boundary. ' A tree, (Achyranthes a»-

pera.) b. fff, ¥3 to endeavour, aff.

YTWnt m. (-Yt)
J

Killing, striking. * A blow, a wound. * A slaugh-

ter-house, a place for killing animals or victims, e. YTV,¥
to kill or injure, in the participial form; w is substituted

for *.

YTWTTpr n. (4)
1 Striking, killing. * A slaughter-house. >. HTTSf,

fTaff.
•4 "

YTfTT m. (-¥:) * Ghee or boiled butter. * Sprinkling. ' Sprinkl-

ing ghee at certain sacrifices. i. YT¥» y to sprinkle,

aff.

m. (-4) * Rolling, tossing. ' Whirling, b. ¥TT¥ before

to roll, affix war.

. #T mfn (-TT-Yiof) * Rolled, rolling. ' Whirled round.

B. YTY before ¥r to roll, affix %.

¥Tr?V¥¥ n. (-ft) A crying or proclaiming, b. YTY before ¥Y to

sound, affix mz.

^nprmfn. ( tpr-luTnO Striking, beating, k. fif before v*
to kill, affix y«.

YTTSTW m. (-¥:) ’ Smelling. ' Satisfaction, satiety, e YTC.

to smell, aff.

YTHnf mfn. (-lt: ifT-H*)
1 Smelled, scented. * Surmounted, sur-

passed. * Satisfied, satiated, k. Y participial affix after WTWr

to smell, Ac.

Yl'Jpl f- (-^t) A musical instmment, a tabor.

YTT mfn. (*T:*TtT) ' Rodily, corporeal. 'Having limbs or

parts, or relating to them. * Relating to the inferior persons

of a drama, to a portion of the /"'t'dae, Ac. : see YIP- m. (-¥:)

A soft delicate form or body. e. YT a body, aff.

YTTK n. (4) A multitude of firebrands. £. YTTT a torch,

Yw aff.

^HTY m. (-W") ' The ruler of the country Anga. * An inhabi-

tant of the same. b. WT and 1ff*f aff.

Y mfn. 1

Bodily, corporeal. ' Gesticulated, ex-

pressed by bodily action, (dramatic sentiment, passion, Ac.

exhibited by attitude, gesture, Ac.) m. (-»:) A player on a

tabor or drum. *, yt the body, and ar*^ aff.

Blillmi m. (-¥:) A name of ValttssrATi, preceptor of the gods.

k. Yf*rxj a saint so named, patronymic affix Y* >
Ancisas

being the father ofVhIbasfati.

YTTfw* mfn. (-Y:-4Vy) Like a finger, a. YT^t and ¥Y aff.

YI ¥Y»nw mfn. (.w:.yt-¥) Saying, declaring, b. YTY before YY
to speak, ytyY aff.

YTYWY m. (-^:) A learned man, a Pandit. B.sjTW,YY to speak,

Yf«t Un'ttdi aff.

YTY?fi4 n. (up Clumsiness, stupidity. B. YYTJT and YY aff.

YTYY m. (•¥:). Rincing the mouth : see the next.

YTYYw n. (-ail
1 Rincing the mouth, sipping water before reli-

gious ceremonies, meals, Ac. from the palm of the hand, and

spitting it oat again ; the ceremony also includes touching

the body in various parts. * Gargling the throat, Ac. e. YTY
before Y** to eat, aff.

Yi Y*f4Y m. (•¥:) A spitting pot. b. ytyyy, Y»r aff.

YIYWYtY n. (-4)
1 Water for rincing the mouth. 1 A gargle.

R. YTY before YW to eat, affix Y^frifr.

YT¥<5I led. Having rinced the mouth, having sipped and eject-

ed a little water, e. ytw before YW to oat, aff.

YTY*Y n. (-IT) 1 Following, observing, usage, practice. * An
instituted rite or rule of conduct, b. YTY before Y^ to go,

WBaff.

mfn. (-y:-¥T-4) Right, proper, wbat is to be followed

or observed, a, YTY before Y*! to go, YYlY^ aff.

YTYTff mfn. (-rsf-xr*Bt-T^) Following, practising, observing,

a. YTW before Yt: to go, ire aff.

(-H -WT-Tf) ' Observed, practised, either as a rite

or usage. * Usual, customary. • Enjoined, fixed by rule. *. anv
before YC to go, affix Y*

mfn. (-ii>tfir-in) To be gone to or approached, a. nnw
before Yr to go, xrff aff.

mfh. (-wrt-WIT-wi) ' Sipped and ejected, (as water,) • One

who has rinced his mouth, Ac. t. YTV before Y* to eat,

affix n.

YTWTW in. (¥:) Sipping water, rincing the mouth, a. YTW. YW
to eat, affix trnr.

YTYraj n. (-Hi)
1 Rincing the mouth, Ac. * Water so used. • A

gargle, k. ytw beforeW to eat, nr aff.

YTYTt: m. (-¥••) ' An cetablinhed rule of conduct, an ordinance,

an institute, a precept, * Custom, practice, usage, b.

to go, in aff.

mfn, (-m-TTT-W) Irregular, out of rule. Out-

casie. b. WTYrT an institute, and wf®nr abandoned.

mfn. (-W:-STT-ar) Outcaste, void of decent or esta-

blished practices, e. WTHITC and sft¥ deprived of.

YTSfiR'V mfn. (-Y:-4Pt-4)
1 Conformable to rule or practice.

* Prescriptive, authorised, e. B|rwr and WW aff.

YTYifr^nifn. (-^t-fewt-fr) Following established rites or prac-

tice. k. WTYTT and Yf4 aff.

m. 1 A spiritual guide or teacher; he who invests

the student with the sacrificial thread, and instructs him in

the f 'edas, the law of sacrifice, and religious mysteries. * A
nanvc of Dsoiis, the teacher of the PAndes, f. (-jjr) A spin-
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tuml preceptiM*. f. (-rfnft) The wife of »n AMrja or

holy teacher, a. HIV. to go, w* affix, in the fem. ttt or

Htr with inserted.

n. (*H) Tbe',\yffioe or proficiency of a holy teacher,

a. HrrHna and h affix
*

also with nf, nrnnvvT.

HTHntffwH mfn. (-T'.-TT-zJ) Venerable, honourable.

HTHrijTmr,T n* (-T) Waiting upon or serving the spiritual pre-

ceptor. R. HTHT^ and TTITTT worship.

HffT* tnfn. (Tt-ITT-Tr)
1 Heaped, accumulated. 1 Covered.

• Spread, diffused, mn. (-Ifi-W) * A measure of ten ffharas.

• A cart load. a. HIV and the past participle of Nn to col-

lect*

HTfHfwT tnfn* Holding an A 'ckii*. a. HTfrrw and

TH aff.

HrfTfftT mfn. (-w^-STT-ai) Holding or equal to an Adata.

a. HlfTW and H aC

qiyi n. < -wt
)

1 Suction. * Application of cupping glasses or

horns to the skin, &c. f. h.v. to suck, irtr oft

HTHl r. 1st cl. (X ) HifH (WT^fs) To lengthen or stretch.'

HPHT mfn. (-T*-TT-T) ‘ Covered, * Clothed, a. HIV before

to cover, affix %.

nTHTH m. {-an ) A tree, (Morinda tinctoria.)

HIHIT m. (4p) Cloth, clothes, e. hit, to cover, WH aff.

HHHTT* n. (*w) ‘ Cloth, clothe*. * Covering, disappearance.

* A covering, a sheath, mantle, cloak, fitc. a. see the last,

affix Wl.
i -

HiH l fcw mfn. (-wi-TT-if) 'Covered. * Clothed. a.^TV be-

fore to cover, affix %.

H1HIH mfn. (-H^VMtfj To be covered or clothed. i*d. Hav-

ing clothed or put on. e. HTH before srt^ to cover, causal

form, apr or ht affix
;
also HiHrTWIT and HTHifTTO-

HtOhS mfn. (-T:-TT-T) Cut, cut off a. H1H before fr* lo

cut, iff aff.

HlH'fiH n. (-If)
1 A horse laugh. * Making a noise with the

finger nails by rubbing them on one another, a. HIT. Tr to

cut, Jff affix
;
also HHT

HlHjfruH n. (-H) See the preceding.

H:hIt m. (-TO Cutting, cutting off, excision, a. arc before

fwK to cat, TH aff.

HTHT* iu (*w) Excision, k. HTT, f*T to cut, syraffi

H1H»T* n. (-si) Hunting, the chase, k. hit, to eommand,

with fjar affix, H becomes *.

HTH n. (-»i) Oiled buttCT. r. HTT, HH to go, HHaff.

HTHH n. (-H) A flock of goats, e. afar a goat, and THJ aff.

HTaTTIT m, (-^;) Siva’s bull. a. HTH from HH to go, and T7V

what makes.

Htwto n. (-T) The bow of Siva. k. see http*.

HrvriTT m. (-Ut) A horse of a good breed, k. HT to go, w*r

affix, htst going; Hf-NT to be taken : who carries the rider

through ull opposition, fttc.

Hifr f. (-fH**i
1 >V ar, battle. • Lercl ground. 1 An instant.

* Abnac. reviling. 'Going, t. etat to go, TW Un'iwli affix, end

-n» prefixed or erw with T* aff

^ihwi f. (-V) Fighting, making war. a ^ifai and fw act.

mfn. Ambitious, desirous to excel or over-

come. a. HTW before fm to conquer, in the dasiderative form,

affix TT.

HTfurvr mfn. (-v ^T-*) What takes or seizes, a. HTT before

TT to take, if aff.

HTTftw m. (-Tt) Livelihood, subsistence, a. HIT, mtw to live,

aff.

HTHTHW n. (-*') Livelihood, e. HTT before dffw to live, war aff.

Hilaries!ro n. (-4) Means of livelihood or subsistence, business,

profession, k. Hfi »ft <r*f and HfEJ means.

HThTh mfn. (-H-HT-Hl) 1 Habitable, fertile.
B To be practised

as a means of living, a. TIT before wrtH to be lived, in or by.

HTTWT f. ( a^:) Working without wages, a. ^ti*, hjt to become

old, affix
;
also ^T-

Hn^f.(*V) See the preceding, k. Hmr.efto be quick. fffi^ affix,

and the final lengthened
;
or to be born, and | aff.

vinrf mfn. (-B : -ffT-B) Ordered, commanded, a. ’HIH7 before TH
causal of Wf and H affix

;
also ^nrf«r?T.

f. (-ffr) Order, command, e. ^THF before TTT to know,

with ffffsf aff.

HTTTT f. (-BH) An order, a command, a. Hni5
. tt to know, and

HT¥ aff.

mfn. ( Obeying, obedient, performing an or-

der. ra. (-T :
) A servant, e. HITT and HPC who makes.

nrinwrw n< (* ,d) Obedience, execution of orders. B.HnTT and

HHCH doing.

HlTiHifrsf mfn. (-rt-fNPt-ft) Obedient, ministrant, one who

obeys or executes orders, a. HITT and Hlf^H who acts.

nrVTHPV n. (-^) A mystical circle or diagram, one of six de-

scribed by the ToHirnt. x. HTTf and HH a circle.

Hrwrsr mfn. (-TJ-TT-Tf) Ordered, commanded, i. H:T before HT

to know', affix H-

HmwxnfHW^ mfn. (-Ht-ftpft-fH) Obeying or executing orders,

obedient. K. HrHT, H^J according to, HTfHH who goes.

HTTr»p*fTH mfn. Obeying or executing orders,

a. HTTT. H^J according to, and w ho abides.

HrTTtJTTfrH mfn. Obedient, obeying or executing

orders, k. HiTT.^ according to, TTfrH who goes.

Himv mfn. (-H--HT-H) Giving orders, a commander, com-

manding. a. HTH before HI to know, causal form, ‘JH aff.

HHPVH n. (-#) An edict, a written order, e.Hm and xfH a page.

HTTTHW n. ( sf) Ordering, commanding, a. HTH before TT to

know, causal form, Tz aff.

HTTntfwHnr m. (-W:) Disobedience, re' ellion. E.HTTT and nflf

WTW rebelling.

HTTTVT m. ( TO Disobedience, insubordination, disloyalty,

a. HITT and WT breaking.

HlTTHTmfn.(-T:-TT T) Obedient, subject, ministranL a. HTTT

and TT "ffio bears.

HTTIWifTT mfn. Obedient, submissive, a. HTTT

and THJfT*T who execuies.

Hnqr m. (-T) A Pitri or progenitor of a class of Piirit who

are the sons of Pulastya, and the ancestors of the / a/iya

order, a. hth ghte, and t who drinks.
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7'7 'wi7 m. (-W) Offering ghee at certain ceremonies, a. 7T7
and 717 what shines.

7777 n. (-7) Partial extraction of thorns or arrows and the like

from the body. 717 before 77 to go, Waff.

7TV77 m. (-7:) A name of the monkey Hanumav. e. 777f

the mother of Hancman, and 77 patronymic affix which

leaves 77-

7ify» n m ( -70 An insect, a kind of lizard, b. 7¥7 antimony.

77 affix, and '^inserted
,
from the blue tint of the animal's

back.

7T7fl7 m* (*7:) A wood-man. b. 77*t a wood, and 77 aff.

7T27Bm. (-7=) A tree, (Juaticia adhenalodu, &C.) u. see 7*77,

the 7 being made long.

TTfr m. j The S'ardli, a bird so called, (Turdus ginginianus.)

k. 7>7 before 77 to go, T^f aff.

7lil7«r n. (-7) The leaping motion of a calf. b. tt7 prefixed

to 7t7 to go, ^7 affix ; also written 7r7t7T and 7i7t77.

7l*l7<L n. (-70 A bull. k. 7T717 leaping, and s; who gels or

uses.

7T7T7 m. (-70 1
Pride. * Flatulence, borborygmi. b. 7T7 be-

fore 77 a Saulr

a

root, to be proud, and 77 aff.

7TT7T m. (-7 s
)

1 Charge sounded by musical instruments.

* The roaring of elephants. 1 A drum used in battle. 4 Com-

mencement. 4 The eyelid. * Pride, arrogance. T Anger, pas-

sion.
1 Happiness, pleasure, n. (-7) Rubbing and moulding

the body. b. TP*, 77 to tame or subdue, W77 affix} 7 is

changed to 7.

7TT7fr*r mfo. (-^t-fTTVfr) Proud, arrogant, k. 7TT77 and

Tf* aff.

7lf7 f. (-fr :) A bird, the S'ar&Tt, (Turdus ginginianus.) *. 7175
.

77 to go. 77 affix ;
also 7T 7. 7lf77T and 7T7l.

TT^rc. A raft, a float, e. 7 neg. 7» to sound, 7 and «
Unddi affixes.

7T77 mfn. (•7:-7t-7T-7) A measure of grain equal to fuur

J,
rasi has, or containing nearly 7lbs. 1 loz. avoirdupois : in

Bengal an A'raka is equal to two man* or 16-llbs. avds.

f. (-Tt,i ' A kind of pulse, (Cytisus cajan.) * A fragrant earth:

see 137ft. k. 7T7, 7T7 to go, irregularly 77, fern. #t7, or

717 with T7 inserted.

7TVf«f mfn. * Sown with an Adhaca of seed, (a

field, &c.)
1 Holding or containing the same. 8. TT77 the

measure, and 77 aff.

7T77t7 mfn. (-7:-77-7) See the preceding, b. 7177, 7 aff.

7T7 mfn. (-7 -7T-7) ' Opulent, wealthy, rich.
* Abounding

in, productive. * Having, being possessed of. e. 717, uj to

consider, to meditate, 7 irregular aff.

TiTTrw n. (-7) Enriching, or the means of enriching, wealth,

prosperity. B. 7T7 and 7J7 aff

7T77T mfu. (-7>ft-T ) Formerly opulent, b. 7T7 and 772 affi

7177fVw mfn. (.7:-v:-7J) Becoming rich or eminent.

K. 717 and i£to be. f77T7 aff.

mfn. (-7:-7t-7; Becoming rich or eminent, e. 7f7
and tj^to be, with 1377

.
aff

7777 mfu. (-7:-7T-7) Low, inferior : sec 777.

7T7wt7 mfn.(-7:-7T-7) Bearing or fit to bear panic, b.7* panic,

and 77 aff.

7TI7 mf. (-f7:)
' 'Hie edge of a sword. * The pin of the axle

of a cart. * A limit, a boundary. 40VW to sound, 77 affix,

the pen. long } also 7fw.

717 n. (-7) A multitude of eggs, ke. e. 77 and 7^ aff.

717*17 mfn. (-7:-7T-7) Having many eggs, &c. e. 7T7 and

7777 m. (-f:)
* Fear, apprehension. * Disease, sickness.

1
Affliction, pain.

4 Fever. 4 The sound of a drum or tabor.

B.7T7. 7f7 to live in distress, Y7 aff.

7I77*T n. (-7)
1 Calcining, adding a powder or flux to metals

in fusion. * The flux so used. 1 Casting any thing into

another to effect some change, as butter-milk into fresh milk

to turn it.
4
Casting away, destroying. * Danger, calamity,

as a pestilence or epidemic. * Speed, velocity. f
Gratifying,

satisfying, b. 7T7 7^ to go, and 72 aff.

7177 rafn. (-7:-7T Tl) Spread, exteuded. e. 7T7 before 7* to

spread, 7 aff.

7l*f fcifatff f. (-Tfl) Stealing, persecuting, murdering, destroying.

k. 7l7lfTf77 and 77 affix
;

also with 7 affix, 7T77Tf77.

7T77Tf7«^mfn. (

-

7 1-fa71 -fa) A felon, a thief, a murderer, incen-

diary, ravishex, &c. e. 7rfPT extended, every where, 7 to go,

and fafsr aff

7T77 n. (-7)
1 Sight, view. 1 Spreading, expanding, e. 7T7

before 77 to spread, 77 aff.

7T77 m. (-7=) Siiiishinc. e. 7 ,lr
. 77 to heat, to shiuc, 77 aff.

7T77^ n (-7) A large umbrella of silk or leaves, used in the

east as a parasol x. 7.77 sun-shine. 7 what preserves..

7T7777 n. (-7) A small umbrella, a mat or basket carried on

the head as one. k. 7F777 a parasol, and 77 aff.

7r#f77PC7 n. (-7) A Ch haltah or Indian parasol, k. 7T77
sun-shine, and 7TT7 preventing.

7T77XTBI mfn. ( 17P TTf-TiJ Dried in the sun, evaporated by

the solar heat. b. 7177 snd dry.

7T77r»n7 m. (-7:) Shade, b. 7PT7 and 7717 non-existence.

7177 m. (-70 Fare, freight, a. 7t7, W to cross or pass over,

77 aff

717^7 n. (-7)
1

Satisfying, satisfaction. * Whitening the wall

or floor or seat on festival occasions, b. 717. 77 to satisfy

or to be satisfied, *3Z aff.

7T7Tf77 m. (-71) A kite. b. see the next.

7T7Tf77 m. (-71) A kite. t. 717 before 7T7 to spread, fafa

affix > it is also read 7r7rf77. from 77 to be warm.

7T1Tf7 m. (-^) Fare, freight, b. 717, « to cross, affix 77.

7rf7 m. ( f70
1 A bird. * Going, k. 77 to go, X7 affix : or

Un'&di affix 77.

7Tf777 mfn. (7:-7t-7)
1 Proper for a gujst. * Hospitable,

Attentive to a guest, b. 7f-tf7 u guest, and 27 aff.

7Tf77 mfn. (-7 :-7TT-7)
1 Proper for a guest. * Hospitable,

attentive to a guest, n. (-*$) Hospitality, m. (-7.) A guest,

t. TfTfkr and aff

7Tfw^7 n. (-7^) Excess, superfluity. k. 7f»K7 exceeding,

W^aff.
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^rr^nrtff n. {-uo Excess, quantity, b. ^firsni much, and

aff.

WPJ nuC-Jp) A raft, a float. b. WTV, 9 to cross, and ^aff.

*igT mfn. (-C.-TT-T) Diseased, x. before to hasten,

V afT.

xg'Xtq mfn. (-H: QTT-uj) Satisfiable, to be satisfied, m. (-aj:) The

custard apple tree, <Annona reticulata.) n. ( nr) The fruit.

a. nrnr before to satisfy, wn aff.

^rirng n. (-it) A musical instrument, x. B|7BP> to torment,

aff.

sjni mfn. (-B|:-w*Bf) 1 Taken, accepted. * Assumed. • At-

tracted. B. before to give, n aff.

wnrinu mfn. (-af:-xrr-xi) 'Mumbled, degraded. ‘Perfumed.

e. arm taken, and JPf pride; whose pride is taken down.

snmxn mfn. (-$:-4t- 4) Humbled, &c. see the preceding, b. as

before,W pride.

n. (-^) One's own act. b. nrnrsfsnd mi act.

TlfW mfn. (-W:-irr-li) Self- executed, done of one’s self.

B. mrn?5» and frn done.

^TWJTTTT f. (-HT) A plant, Cowacb, (Carpopogon pruriens.)

b. self, X* hidden
;
self-preserved.

mTnnfrn mfn (-nl- Selfish, greedy, taking care of

one's self, appropriating, taking for ones self. k. nnna and

snfr*l who seizes.

mPITOTW m. (-7T5)
1 Suicide. ‘ Heresy, schism, b. xfninf and wnr

killing.

ajn*rfTftm rafn. (-wt-f«w1-fw) 1 A suicide. * A heretic, a schis-

matic, one who disregards the moral or religious institutions

of the code. b. and W(fd«t who kills.mm m. (-w:)
1 A crow. * A cock. e. xttww. to sound,

and aff.

mw m. (-H:) A son. f. (-WT)
1 A daughter. ‘ The under-

standing. b. the body or soul, and or bora, produced.

WTWaram m. (-WT) A son. b. wnsrn and birth.

m. (-V) A sage, one who knows his own nature and

that of spirit. mnn*t and TT who knows.

^Tnrwm n. (.Sf) Spiritual knowledge, true wisdom. £.

and yr* knowledge.

WmnrrT «w/. (-if) Apart, to one’s self, (in theatrical language.)

e. wmrsf and XTl gone.

^TPin*«B n. (-«) 'I'he nature of spirit, b. ^rcjprand irw truth.

WJBnr<TO m. (-^:) A sage, especially one versed in the fctlunta

doctrines, s. ^srninrcB and 9 who knows.

WI*MI f. (-7TT)
1 Identity with self. * Spirituality, s. ^ratxjand

TTO affix • also with si affix artm*.

^PScXrfxsr m. (-lit)
1 A suicide. * A heretic, an unbeliever.

B. t^nmand ftrrf^nT who deserts.

in. (-^:) A mirror, x. and sight, seeing,

n. (-W) Knowledge of man’s real nature, spiritual

knowledge, b. ^T^mand Sflfo seeing.

^TW?Tf^imfn.(*sft fr#t-ff) Self-tormenting, fretful, miserable.

e. ^rmwaud irif^who torments.

m. (-WT)
1 The soul. * The natural temperament or dispo-

sition.
1 BoAiuf, the supreme deity aud soul of the universe,

r 9

]

or more usually in this sense irornXT. * Life, spirit, the vivi-

fying soul in opposition to the sentient ; commonly also

uitBTWT. ‘ Body. ‘ Care, effort, pains. T Firmness. 1 The un-

derstanding, the intellect.
9 The mind or faculty of reason.

*° The sun- " Fire.
11 Wind, air.

11 A son. *• The self, the

abstract individuaL B. sfTV. to go, xiflfW Un'adi aff.

amuartW mfn. (-sp-xiT-W)
1 Existent, sentient. * Appropriate,

good for, fit for.
9 Suitable, (as diet, &c.) m. f-w^)

1 A son.

9 A wife’s brother. ‘ A jester, a. ^rnjrar and 9 off.

n. (-^) The middle voice, the proper form of the verb.

8. WTBrifr to one's self,^ inflected word.

m. (-aj:) One's own kinsman, a first cousin or father’s

sister’s son, mother's brother's son, mother’s sister's son.

b. own, and =* relative.

f. (*ffr:> * Self-knowledge. * One’s own knowledge.

b. and knowledge.

^TTltiru m. (-*:) Spiritual instruction, b. ^rmnf and ^ caus-

ing to know.

wrWHTB rn. (-ttO Proper or peculiar nature, k. ^rmw own, and

STTW disposition.

WTBnj mfn. (-*£-^W) Self-born, self-existent, m. (4|s) ‘ A name

of Bbah ua. * Of Ksxsnsvs. 9 Of Vibm.Vu. 9 And of Siva.

b. srnr^ self, and ^ being.

mfn. (-Wi-WT-Tf)
1 Self-produced. 9 Own, peculiar, be-

longing to. ‘ Attached to. faithful, e. Bftxni and tjw become.

mfn. (~Wt-f*r*ft*fBT) Respecting one's self, decorous,

respectable, b. and snfan respecting.

^TTfPjaft f. (-wt) A plant, (Hcdysarum alhagi :) see ^TTBTHT.

k. ^i«sr and ww a root.

WTUAtfC mfn. (-ffc-fb-ft) Selfish, greedy, b. self, and

who nourishes, from *c to nourish, with far a AT.

(-Bit) A wise or learned man, one who studies his

own nature and that of the souL e. 'Cr«?r and xnfvrsj who

worships.

^IlMr m. (*fa:)
1 A name of Brahm/. * Of Siva. • OfVishnu,

and :

9 Of Kamaij£va. b. sfr*TS[. self, and ^Tf*T the place of

birth : see

n. (-9)
1 The beard. ‘ The hair of the body, e, WP1TW

and BhBTH hair.

BTHH wd. Like one’s self. b. anwn and wf>r aff.

^TWTtT mfn. (-flir-Hfl'm) 1 Prudent, considerate. 9
Self-

possessed, composed, calm. X. WITTW and aff.

'VmnntT f. (-W) 1 Self-resemblance. * Proportion, analogy.

* Prudence, self-regard, jc. added to the preceding.

ra. (-H:) Subjection of the mind, self-controul, self-

government. k. ^TTSm and tw subjection.

WnFi'-H m. (-fw^) 1 A sensible man, one who knows himself.

* A wise man, a sage, one who knows the nature of the soul or

spirit e. WTWW and who knows.

xmvfV^r f. (-XTT) Spiritual knowledge, k. ^lxrsfand fV^rr science.

f. (-f%:) Self-advantage. E. WTW^and f^|f| encrea^e.

^TWBtT mfn. (-tc:-<T-<)
1 Existent, sentient ‘Appropriate, good

for one’s aelf. * Suitable, (as diet, &c.) m. (-'C)
1 A wife’s

brother. • A jester. *. and heroic, strong.
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Hl7g|H f. (-fll:) Practising one's duties or occupation, i. HT77

and lf*l profession.

HTTWfil f. Inherent or own power, k. umnt self, and ltfil

power.

Ijfl f. (-fg:) Self-purification, r. HiTC* and uff purity*

HTW7r7T f. (-7T) Boasting, e. HT77 self, and T?TWT praise,

m. (-IT) Self-restraint, stoicism. *. HT77 self, and

restraint.

7177*^7 m. (-7 ) Internal doubt. . 7174 and 7-^7 doubt.

7177717 m. (-7:) A Min. E. atHUH and 77* birth.

HHUTTH ind. One’s own. a. 7177 and 7T7 aff.

THUTTTnr mfn. (-7'.-7T-7) Appropriated, made one's own.

E. 717717 and 77 made.

TPufwfa f. Self-advantage. K. 7T77 and faff accomp-

lishment.

Trurmt f.(--arr) SuicidejSelf-destruction.E.Trur^andTiTT killing.

717177 ui. (-7T) 1 A suicide, a self-murderer. • A heretic, an

unbeliever. * A priest in a temple, a servant or attendant

upon an idol, e. 7HU*f and 77 who kills or destroys, self-

destroying
;
the priest subsisting by appropriating to himself

offerings to deities, for which future punishment is assigned.

7HW777 n. (-si) Suicide, e. 7T7T7 and 777 killing.

7 1 rWfafl mfn. Beneficial to one's self. e. 7177 and

f%7 good for.

7HUlf<7 mfn. (-7:-71-7 ) Self-counselled. m. (-75 ) A treaty dic-

tated by the party wishing it himself, e. 7r?77 and 7rf7Y

directed.

7HET717 mfn. (-7-71-7) Sentient, existent, ra. (-7:)
1 A wife's

brother. * A censorious man. * A son. e. H-W^und 7Vt7

dependant.

. HHUmi l CT' m. (-7P) An impostor, one who pretends to be-

long to a higher class than his own. e. 7IW7 aud 777HC7 a

plunderer : who steals himself.

71717 mfn. (-v.-^»-7) For one's own sake, for the sake of one's

self. e. 7HU7 and 77 objeet.

TPWTfin? ro. (-Tt) A fish. e. 71*7, 77 to eat, fwfir afDx ; sup.

posed to eat its young.

717177 m. (-7:) * Self-dependance. * Innate idea, abstract

knowledge, independant of the thing to be known, s. 7I5T7

self, and 7T77 asylum.

HI mfn. (-7:-77-7) ‘Cognate, related, of kin. "Own.

e. 7T*7
v
and *7 aff.

71*177 m. (-70 Self- advantage or elevation, z. 71*7 and

777 rising.

HnUruiT mfn. (-H**WT-H) Like one's self. *. 7T7T7 and 777
resemblance.

mfn. ' A public performer, actor,

singer, dancer, &c. * A day labourer, e. 7177 self,

who subsists : who lives by his own exertions.

7TWTS7 mfn. (-W’-'RT-'* ) Born or produced from one's self. ro.

(-7:) A son. f. (-71)
1 A daughter. • A plant, (Glycine debilis.)

e. 7 WW and TsTgTr born.

TTHfror mfn. (-w-Tfl-Ti) ' Supreme. • Excessive, abundant.

• Infinite, e. 7*37 exceeding, 77 aff.

7T7f77 mfn. (-7:-lft-7)
1 Ill-omened, unpropitious. • De-

structive. • Disastrous. - 4
Distressing, painful, x. 777 de-

struction, >sv aff.

7f<^7 m. (-7:) A gallinule : see

71*7 m. (-7‘)
1 The name of a Muni or ftaint, the son of Atbi,

applicable to Datta, Dubvasas, and Soma. * An essential

humor or juice of the body. f. (-f771 or -tft) A woman dur-

ing her courses, f. (-Hi) ‘ The name of a rirer in the north

of Bengal. 4 The wife of Atb!. n Any woman of the Brak-

rnanitai order. *.7f7 a saint so called, Y7
s
patronymic aff.

7177 * m. (-70 * A family priest. * A Brahman versed in the

Aihurvau lr4da. n. (*uij ‘ A collection of prayers, &c. deli-

vered by ArHABVAH. a sage. * A private apartment in which,

after a sacrifice, the sacrificcr receives absolution from the

officiating Brahman, e. 7777 a J'tda, and ^Wslf

7T7lfT7 m. (-7:) A Brahman who has studied the jdt'harvm

J7da. z. 7777 and ¥7 aff.

7177 mfn. (-7>7T-7) Taken, received, a. 7T7 before

7 aff.

7r7^77 mfn. (-7* -7T-7) Taking, accepting, e. ttt before

to give, affix 7177.

mfn. ( h:-71-7) Having, possessing, e. 7TV before HI

to have, WT77{ aff

717X m. (-t:)
1 Bespect, reverence. * Commencement, begin*

ning. e. 7TI7. T to buve, T^cfT.

717<7*.7 mfn. (-7 ; 7T-7)
1 Venerable, respectable. • To be

attended to. x 777 before 7 to have, THtT^aff.

7T<r*'7 mfn. (-7:-7T-7f) To be respected or regarded, e. 77^
f and 77 aff.

mfn. (-zi* -tur ttd Venerable, respectable, x. HTV before

T to have, HrT aff.

m. (-H0 * A mirror. * A commentary. • The original

manuscript from which a copy is taken, k. hth, YiW to sec,

WH aff.

n. (-si) ' Showing, making apparent or seen. * A mirror.

e. HTT before TIT to see, causal form, TO aff.

nifn. (-If. -HI-IT) Shewn, made apparent, b. HTH before

TW to sec. causal form, yf aff.

HntJW n. (-H) 1 Taking, receipt, acceptance. * A horse’s trap*

pings. * A symptom, f. (-wt) A plant: see TfanirUT e. HT*
reversing the sense, and to give, ^7 affix, fem. vrir.

ht^th hut. Having taken, e. HTF before 77 to give. w*7 aff.

HTTTtnfT mfn. VVho goes away after taking any thing.

E. HT7TH, to go, 7 aff.

HTf^ tn. only, 1
First, prior. 'First, pre-eminent, ind. (In

composition,) Other, et-cetera, as the affix ^ et- cetera,

r. ht» before to give, and far aff.

m. (-7*) Beabma, the creator, e. HT^ and 77 who

makes.

m. (-HT) Brahma, as the creator. E.H:f^ and who

makes.

HT?77fl m. * A name of Brahma. * A name of VaYmIei,

the first mortal poet. b. Htf^ the first, and nrf7 a poet.

71^7177 (*'•) A primary cause, b. 7lf7 *T77 a cause.
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WT fgiT8* i»(L From the first, from the beginning, g. xqif\ and

aff.

XlfkyiX m. (-V- ) A deity, a divinity, it. Tfcf* the mother of

the gods, and TV derivative afT.

^ifg Tq m. ( **:)
1 A deity in general. ' A deity of a particular

class; the A’dityas are twelve in number, they are forms of

Su'rya or the sun, and appear to represent him as distinct

in each month of the year. * The son. e. the mother

of the gods, and TV derivative afT.

Tn^C«T ctfi«nrt f. (-T7.I Ked swallow wort. k. Tiff <T the sun, and

xifaggrr having a flower, the flower of the sun, from its red

colour: see

Vtfktptov n. (•*) The disc or orb of the sun. e. wnfXfif and

srnw a circle.

m. (
' A name of SoorIva, a monkey king; # of

YaMa
i

s of Sani or Satvrsi. r. WTfr.HR the sun, and TTW a son.

W t T*> n. (•«') Priority, precedence, r. WT»\ and w added; also

with HI afT.

f. (-it) Wish to seise. x. WTT before Tf to give, dc-

siderative form, If afT.

Wtf< i
j
mfn. (-Tir-V-Tp Wishing to take or have. e. WTW before

TT to give, desiderative form, if aflT.

WTfrrw m ( T*) Name of Vishnu or Naha'yana. k. WTfT the

first, and ^ 1 a grid, the first god, the creator.

Wifr^r m - (’*) The first male, usually applied to Visu.vV.

k. wifT the first, and a man.

vrfcunT mfn. (-ift-lfT-lf J First bom or existent, m. (-W-) Braoma.

B. VTfi; and 1JW been.

Wlfc* mfn. (-W-WT-li) First, pricr. e. VTfr and fwwwaff.

m. ( «n> The name of a king
;
also y*j. k. WTfr and

DW a king, the first king; he W'as a form of Vishnu, and

husband of Prit'kivi or the earth.

VT^TCTT m. (-W:) A name of VisiinT*. e. WTfW and VY1W a boar

;

the first boar, alluding to VisuxVa arafdra, or incarnation in

that form; al*o similarcompounds, as VTf^1JCirr: fVTVTTir:,<tc.

WrfifY mfn. (-Y:-YT-Y)
1 Commanded, directed. ‘Appointed.

•Advised, enjoined. * Said. n. (T) Fragments dr leavings

of a meal. x. VTT. to point or shew, if aft

VTf^ftTT ra. (-1^)
1 A student, a Brahman in the first order.

* A penitent, one engaged in any expiatory rite. x. wif^E

what is instructed, and Tfv afT.

•f in. (-1:)
1 Distress, pain, uneasiness. * Fault, trans-

gression. • An inflictor of distress. e. vtT, to decay,

deriv. irr.

W r<lrv n. ( vr)
1 Whitening the wall, floor, or scat, &c. upon

festival occasions. * Embellishing. 1 Inflaming, exciting,

x. WTW, to beautify, aff.

mfn. (-H:-WT-Tiij illuminated. *. wrv before to

inflame, H aif.

yrn mfn. (-tt:-wt-?*) 1 Respectful * Respected, honoured,

worshipped. • Zealous, diligent, e. WTT before TV to have,

and TV atf.

WTT<T mfn. (-W -«T7-Rl) Venerable, respectable, x. VTT before

X to have, If ; jJV augment.

VTfT mfn. (w:-WT-Hi) Receivable, leviable, what may be taken

or received. «t. in before tt to give, ww afT.

WTT** mfn. (*Vi-vt-ff) One who sports or plays, e. wtV.fifW

to sport, afT.

m. (-TO
1 An order, a command. * Advice, instruction.

8 (In grammar,) A substitute; * (In astrology.) Event, result,

consequence of stellar conjunctions, &c. x. WlV. to point

or shew, TV affi

VTTfVT m. (ift) * A commander, a director. An astrologer,

a fortune teller. x. f|T, tx* to point or ihcw, ud
P'S* air.

m. (-TT)
1 An adviser, a director, a commander. * An

employer of priests, e. WTT, f^ir to shew, irwnff.

WTW mfn. (-W^-VT-rf)
1 First, initial. * Edible, what is to be or

may be eaten, n. (-fj)
1 Crain. • Food. f. (-VT) A name of

Deans, x VTfr and affix, fem. TTT*

TTfffr m. (-ff:) A name of VALMfxi, author of the Rdmdt/ana.

x. vtv first, and Trff a poet, being the first who wrote Bnns-

trrii verse.

vr^TW! mfn. (-WT:-wrr-V) From the beginning to the end. n.(-wl)

Beginning and end, first and last. E. vrfg; first, and fa last.

mfn. (-TTV-flft-Tir) Finite, having beginning and end.

K. VTfl( beginning, Tfl end, and vyf aff.

WTVvnnr m. (-TT:) A M4*ha, a weight equal to five Gunja or

Betti seeds, about I7| grains troy. x. wrv and WiTT a Ma-
th*, the primary A/tuh*

;

also Vrf and vnr.

VTVHlV n. (-T|) A primary cause, x. VTV and ^[TT seed, cause.

VTXJW mfn. (-V * Shamelessly voracious. 1 Without the

beginning, x. to play or enjoy in the part, past, or

VI f< first, and wv minus.

WTVi'^T'n adv. (-WT) From first to last. x. VTV and ’TT near,

ff end.

frWH n. (-V) A pledge.

VPtf«far mfn. ( Unjust, unrighteous. *. V neg. Vf}

virtue, &c. TV aff.

VTvW n. (-v)
1 Conviction, (of crime or of error.) • Sentence,

refutation.
1 Injuring, annoying, e. VTT before YT to be bold,

HgTaff.

VTTffW rafh. (-Tt*TT-Tf)
1 Convicted, sentenced. • Refuted, dis-

proved. ‘ Injured, aggrieved, x. vrT before YT to be bold,

affix *.

fWH n. (-T)
1 Taking, having. ‘Receiving recovering. • A

ceremony performed with consecrated fire. * A pledge, a

deposit. • A surety. • A ccremcny performed previous to

conception : sec TTrifTT. x. V.TP, Vr to have, affix

VmfsrTT n. (*w) A ceremony performed uftcr cohabitation to

procure or favour conception, z. YT.VPT and TT affix : sea

the preceding.

THTTT ind. Having deposited or placed, x. VTT before vr to

have, fBT affi

VTTTf m. (-T:) 1 Support, prop, atny. * Receptacle. * Compre-

hension, location, the sense of the ablative in or os. * A
dike, a canal.

1 A o jain round the fo«t of a tree. s. TJTT and

Y to hold or coiiUui, *fV aJ’.
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YlYKldYWH m. (-Yt) The influence or action of the support

or recipient upon the thing received or supported, b. YTYTT

support, Ac. YTVY what i* to be held, and YTT quality.

Ytf* ro. (-faJ) * Mental agony, anxiety. * Expectation. • Defi-

nition.
4 A pledge, a pawn, a mortgage. * Location, fixing,

scite, &c. * Engagement, e. ytt, Yt to reflect, and ftr aff.

YTfYYff n. (-YX) Excess, t. YfYY more, YY aff.

YnfvY mfn, (-Y:-WT-«f) Produced by pain, Ac. b. anfV pain,

and V produced.

YTfYY mfn. (-Y ; -*T-^) * Crooked. * Pained, distressed,

x. YTfY pain, Ac. and Y who knows.

YifYYTTTY n. (-Yb
1

Possession. * Location. b. YrfYYPCY, and

Waff.

YTfYYrrfCY mfn. (-Y: -Yt-Y)
1 Supreme, superior, relating or

belonging to any thing or person of importance or sway.

cial, relating to any office or duty. k. YfYYTY and VY aff.

YTfYY n. (-ii) Nature or circumstance of a pledge. 8. YTfw and

Y aff.

stTfYYTYTfY m. (-fVO The object or purpose with which a pledge

is given, the conditions or terms of a mortgage, s. '•Ilfs 3*

and YUifa condition.

YtfYYf*Y mfn. (-Y:-*ft-Y) Relating to, a tutelary or presiding

deity, b. YfaY* and YY aff.

YlfYY?Y a. (-TY) Power, supremacy, sovereignty, x. YfYYfY a

lord or master, Ac. YY aff.

YTfYHIY m. (-*:) Usufruct, enjoyment or use of a deposit, use

of a horse, cow, Ac. pledged, b. Yrfq: a pledge, and ihY

enjoyment

YTfYYrfYY mfn. (-Y:-*ft-Y) Elementary, derived or produced

from the primitive elements. a material cause,

YY aff.

Y lfYV*CY m. (-Y: ) Feverish heat or burning, x. ^rfvf and ww
n

distress, YY. aff.

YTf*rcTY n. (-Y) Supreme sway, royalty, royal government,

x. YfYYTil and yy aff.

mfn. (-Y:-Yf-Y) Property, Ac. given to a first wife

upon marrying a second, x. before to know, and

*j¥ affix, yy aff.

YTYlYTW n. (-Y) 1 Pledging, mortgaging. * A pledge, x. YTfY

and YTY making, Ac. witli fY inserted.

YPftWY mfn. (-Y:-YT-Y) Pledged, pawned, mortgaged, x. YTfY

and IHT made, with augment.

YrYTHlY twf. Having pledged, x. YrfY with inq having done,

fY augment

YT^Y tnfn. (-TT-WT-if? Shaken, trembling, x. YTV before xj or

^ to tremble, affix H; it is also long, YPJY.

YtxjfYY mfn. (-Y:-^?t-Y) New, recent, of the present moment.

k. YTVYT now, and YY. aff.

YrnjY mfn. (-y;-YT*Y) Shaken, agitated, trembling, t. YTY
before xjy shaken.

YTVi§ n. ( t£j Weakness, infirmity, x. y neg. Yti to be borne,

Y* aff-

YTYY mfn. (-TTi-in*li) Contained, supported, x. yijY before Y
to have, ff aff.

qrvv mfn. (-y:-YI-Y)
1 Placed, deposited or to he deposited.

• To be received or supported. * To be pledged or mortgaged.

e. WTW, YT to have or hold, and YTt^ aff.

Y l^l CY m. (-Y 5
) 'Hie rider or driver of an elephant, x. YTY

YTT to move well, WY aff.

YTYITY mfn. (-ip-WM#) 1 Sounded, sounding. * Inflated. • Burnt

m, (-if:) * Flatulence, borborygmi, swelling of the abdomen

with noise. * War, battle, t. YTY before YTT to blow,

affix w.

YTYPY n. (-si)
1 Blowing, inflation. * A bellows. * Intumes-

cence, swelling of the belly, dropsy, x. YTY before YJT to

blow, and WT aff.

YTYT f. (*YrT) Recollection, remembering especially with

regret x. YTY before ui to reflect, YT^ affix, and XPJ fern.

YTYTflTY mfn. (-YP-Yft-Y) Relating to the supreme spirit,

spiritual, holy, b- wmu the soul, and YY aff.

YTYTTY n. (-if) Remembering, pensive or sorrowful recollec-

tion, dwelling or meditating upon, Ike. x. YT<\ vj to consi-

der, and YTY aff

YIY1YY m. (-Y : ) A teacher, a scriptural preceptor, b. YTY,

prefixed to the causal of YYf to peruse, affix pf.

YlvjM W i * m. (-1:) Usufruct of a pledge, x. YlfY and YYYTY

enjoyment

YTVWY mfn. (-Y**-^t-Y') Belonging to the officiating priest.

X. YTV*5 and YTY aff

YTY m. (-Y-) Breath inspired, b. 'W^lo be, ^yt affix; existing

by it

YTYY m. (-Y:)
1 A large military drum, beaten at one end. a A

double drum. 1 A small drum or tabor.
4 A thunder-cloud,

or a cloud to which the noise of the thunder is ascribed,

t. YTY, YY to sound, and "5Y aff

YTYYn£"jfY m. (-fir.) A name of VasuDfiva the father of Raisa*

n’a. k. y *1Y the parent of Vasunfiva, TfY aff

YrYYTX^fY mf. A large drum beaten at one end, a

large cfAd/, a kettle drum. r. YIYY what sounds, and

a drum.

YTYW m. (’XPT) Name of a Muni or sage : see YrrfhlYj.

YTYTT mfn. (-ST-WT-vf)
1 Bending, stooping, bowed. * Pacified,

conciliated.
1 Humbled. 4 Submissive, obedient, b. YTW be-

fore yy to bow or bend, affix %.

YTTYfTT f. (*lY-) Bending, bowing, stooping, x. YirY before YY
to bow, fYY aff.

YTYY mfn. 1 Bound, tied.
1 Costive, n. (-^)

1 A drum

in general : also YYYY. 1 Dressing, putting on clothes or

ornaments, k. YTY, YY to bind, and w aff.

YTYY n. (-Y) The mouth, (and by syncope) the face. *. YrY

before YY to live or breathe, YJY aff.

YTYYTUI n.
( 4) Proximity, absence of interval. * Immediate

consequence or succession, x. yywit; and YY aff.

YTYWY n. (-Yij)
1

Infinity. * Immortality, future happiness,

x. YTYY1 endless, YY aff

YTY"^ m. (-Y )
' Happiness, joy. * Diuriua according to the

/am system of many KkTsiinas and many BaLaaauas. n. (*wf)

God, Supreme Spirit, according to the Feddnta, f. (*Yt) A
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plnnt, vulgarly Aianpdta. i, wnv> wfw to be or make happy

WW aff.

^ppra mfn. (•Y-Y-'J) Happy, joyful. m. Happiness,

Joy. e. WTW. wfw, to be happy, anti WHjj^ off.

mfn. (-W:,1C-*} Exhilarating, delighting : so WTW**WT.

WIU-'H'W m. (-W:) Mcmbrum virile.

n. (-si)
1 Civility, courtesy, the treatment of a friend or

guest at meeting and parting. * Delighting, making happy.

* What gives or occasions delight, tc. wrw before «»f* to

make happy, and ww;aff.

^rw**w* “ (**> Bridal clothes, k. WfST*^ making hAppy, and

WW cloth.

airw"*WW in. (-W:) The seminal fluid, k. wrrw^ pleasure, and

Wxrr what is manifest.

WflM-AWW mfru (-W^-ift-W) Blissful, made up or consisting of hap-

piness, n. (-W) The Supreme Spirit, e. wtw^ and WWW aff.

WFW^'WWWTW m. (*f: j
The innermost case of the body, or causal

frame enshrining the soul. e. wrrw^ww and wrnr sheath,

m. (-W:) A king.

sfprfe m. (-fa:) Happiness, pleasure; also f. (-"ft-)

k. ^TW\ W^ to be happy, and fw aff.

^iwfww mfn. ( fn-WT-tf) Happy, rejoiced, delighted. «. wrrw

before wfa, affix H.

^iwf^mfn. Happy, joyful. B.Wffire andxf* aff.

^Twfww mfn. Bent, bowed down. a. before ww
with 1 ufT.

sWTWW mfn. (-v-WT-sf) Bowing, stooping, bent, bowed down.

s. before WW to bow, vwt afT.

WTWW m. (-W0
1 Bringing. ' Investiture with the sacred thread,

a. wrr*\ to obtain, WTW'aff.

ru (si)
1 Bringing. * Investiture with the sacred thread.

k.w before wt to get, affix u*.
^rr»T^ m. (-W:) 1 A country on the north of the Malabar Cotut.

* A stage, a theatre. • War. * Water. • An inhabitant of

Anarta. 8. ^TW* before am to dance, aff. w*T

wH *)WJ n. (-wi) * Unfitness, impropriety. * Uselessness, unpro-

fitableness. 8. WRTW unprofitable, mw aff.

^TWTW m. (-V) A net. e. wriW before wt»| to obtain, war aff.

^TWTWI mfh. {-tQ.'-an’-Qj} To be brought, m. (-WP) Consecrated

fire, taken from the household fire, and placed on the south

side. k. WTTW before wt to obtain, WPI affix : dcriv. irregular.

WTWtW m. (-W ; )
1 Epistasi8, suppression of urine, or constipation.

* Length, especially of cloth. 8. WTW. ww to bind, affix w*T.

wrfwu m. (-W:) Name of Hanuman and Bhima. k. wrfwwr and

patronymic affix
} see the next*

wnfwf% m. (-fw:) * A name of the monkey Hanumax. ‘BhCma.

e. wfww the wind, patronymic affix VW; Hancmax and Bofva

being the sons of Anila or the wind. f. (.aft) A name ofSwfn,
the fifteenth A akthaira or lunar mansion, k. wfwar and S|w

affix fcm. #1W; Amu being the ruling deity of the asterism.

^THTlW mfn. (-ip-WT-W) 1 Taken. * Brought. * Obtained. »c.wrrr

before wt and ft aff.

arwtw tnd. ' Having taken. * Having brought, e. ^wrw before

WT and wrw aff.

ftTW^r mfn. (-Wt • WT-li) Darkish, m. (-W:) A black horse. 8. WT^
diminutive, and black or dark blue.

•WTWWWI n. ( w5) Favour, kindness, b. WWWW favourable, WTW aff.

WTW*wj n. (-Ttf) Acquaintance, familiarity, k. wsprw followed,

WTWWTfwWT mfn. (-W- aPt-W) About or belonging to the village,

rustic, rural, &c. k. WWWTW and WW aff.

mfn. (-wr: wft'W) Following, pursuing, tracking. I.

WPJWW and ww aff.

WTxprf nf. 1 Order, series, succession. *(In law) Direct

order of the castes. (In logic) A conclusion, regularly or

yllogistically deduced, k. WSJ subsequent, W1 first, spr affix j

also and

WTJjWlfifW mfn. (-W.-xft-W) Inferrable, inferred, subject to in-

ference, derived from inference, &c. «. w^wrw inference, and

WWsff.

Wlijifft f- (*fwJ) Passion, affection, b. W«jvfj| the same, the

first vowel made long.

n. <-*) Direct order, regular series or succession,

m. wyiiiw direct, and an* aff.

Wiyi l fHW mfn. I Regular, oxdcrly, in due course or

series. 8. WPJ^TW and WW^aff.

W l wOfqWI f. (-WT) Ingratitude, k. vgw and fk before WT, to have,

desidcrativc form, affixes WT »r>d WTW.

’Wi wjlfrai mfn. (-WTi-irt*^)
1 Proportionate, like, analogous, re-

lative. * Necessary, (as result, consequence.) * Connected,

concomitant with, adherent, inherent. ‘ (In grammar) Ellip-

tical, including or agreeing with words not comprised in tho

sentence- k. WTWET relation or connexion, 3Waff.

'wrjjw m. (.WO Any animal frequenting marshy places, as a buf-

falo, &.C. f~ marshy ground, and WT^ aff.

Wrnprw)W m. (-wo Flesh or meat of animals frequenting marshes,

&c. Km WT^W and FJW flesh.

Wl WWi n. ( -Oi) Acquittance of debt or obligation, f. WV"1 out

of debt, Wl^ aff.

WTWWWJ n. (-wi)
1

Mildness. * Cruelty. 8. WWW’W mild, and WW
affix, or WTV intensitive, and WWWf cruelly.

^ranrw mfn. (-W:-WT-^f) To be brought or taken, c. WTTW before

wt to lake, WW aff.

WTWW mfu. (-w:-Wf-#) To be taken or brought, k. wrw before

Wt to take, WPT aff.

^Tvr^w n. (-vf) Clumsiness, stupidity, e. wfwww not dexterous,

affix
;
and the initial optionally long.

WTWWnJ n. (-<) Absence of power or supremacy, e. WKVu}
the same, and the initial optionally long.

wttwt mfn. (-wt:-wn-wi) Cone. e. wrw to go, wr aff.

wrTW mfu.(.wp-W?l-wl} Final, terminal, relating to the end. b. wwi

and wvi »lf.

Wl'wafwwr raf.(-WT:-#t-lf) Included, comprehended, (in a class or

troop.) 8. and *W a class, WW aff.

WT^tfTw mfn. (-W^-^t-^) Heavenly, celestial, produced in the

sky. n. (-W) ITte firmament, a wr^TTtW the same, and ww aff.

Wtwiwfijiw mfn. (-m-lft-W) Produced or occurring within a

house, b. *nd VW aff.

g a
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Wflfvwi f. (-qrr) An cider sister : see ^frorr.

WfTpTO mfn. (-V:-qft-if) Visceral, relating to the bowels, s. TOT

an entrail, and to aff.

r. 10th cL (if) (Wfr^TOf*) To swing,

m. (*xj:) Swinging, k. and TO aff.

WIT'STOW n. (-W)
1 Swinging. * A swing. • Trembling, oscilla-

tion. a. Xjr^TTO to swing, a(f.

^TOTfanr mfn. (-Ifi-lfT-W) Swung, shaken, e. participle past of

1 WTOTO.

’WTwn? m. (-V) The scum of boiled rice. b. wpro and wpw aff.

^TWffTO m. (-qr) A cook. a. boiled rice, and to aff.W mfn. (-Wi-Wt-^) 1 Fed, having food. * Relating to food,

derived from it, &c. k. gf and wr* aff.

m. (-me.) A native of Telcngana. a. wr*H country, WTO aff.

WTOfro rafu. (-W:-qft-^) Of a good family, well born. * Orderly,

according to order or arrangement, e. race, TO aff.

WTOffrot f. (-Wt) Logical philosophy, metaphysics. *. ^xj ac-

cording to, 9 to see, TO_ aff.

WPJ r. 1st, Mb k 1 0th els. (q&) (wntf*, ^TyTfy or -ip*

and wnrof*) 1 To pervade or occupy. * To obtain, to gain.

In the first sense it is usually employed with fq prefixed, and

in the second with WTW or q ; also with and fq prefixed,

to spread from one place to another; with wfc and fir or *f

and fw, to obtain completely; with fj and q, to meet with, light

upon or fall into ; with TO, q and q, to arrive at, to enter.

m. (-q:) One of the eight demigods called Paw. a. wrrq

to obtain, fi'faff.

*qTxnrc mfn. (-trs-wt-T) Offensive, mischiuvous, unfriendly.

e. TOTO offence, TO aff.

^rq* nafa. (-IS; ^T-#) 1 Half baked, crude, raw. * Nearly ripe,

not quite ripe. * Undressed, what is eaten without further

preparation, (as bread, &c.) e.
,utv diminutive, qqr dressed,

cooked.

W|l VJil f. (-yr) A river, a stream, e. ^rq a quantity of water,

the ocean, and arr fern, derivative from am to go.

*1TTO m. (-q:)
1 A market. * A shop. k. wrrwand qw to trade,

affix TO
wntlfwyr mfn. (-qp-qt-qi) Mercantile, relating to traffic, to a

market, Ac. m. (-qr:)
1 A merchant, a dealer, a shop-keeper.

* Tax on markets or shops • Assize, market rate. b.

vfq to ncgociatc, Tqrw Un’ddi affix ; or wrnrw and to, aff.

qPTWW n. ( if) * Coming, approaching. ‘Descending, alighting.

* Happening, b. flif before qq to go, affix

qmfTO mfn. (-q:-qt-q) Accidental, unforeseen, sent from

heaven, m. (-q:) A hawk, a falcon, b. qmr, TO to go, to

fall, TTO Un adi aff.

qi qfitiy mfn. (-H:-WT-W)
1 Happened, befallen. * Alighted, de-

scended. r, qro before TO to go, affix qj.

q!M<*TO ro. (-qr.) Season of distress, k. qTqq and qrrqr time.

qrqqrfwqr mfn. (-qi-q^-qi-qf) Occurring in a time of calamity,

belonging to it. a. and to or fbm aff.

qrqfw f. (-fi|:)
1 Misfortune, calamity. * Obtaining, procuring.

* Fault, transgression. ‘Remonstrance, expostulation, k. qrw,

TO to go, fw*[ aff.

qrqeqTq mfn. (-qt-qr-tf) Unfortunate, unhappy, afflicted. « qiqqf
misfortune, and qrq obtained.

qiM*[ f.( qx£-qqr) Misfortune, calamity, K.qtq. TO to go.fqrqaff.

mfn. (-qp-qrr-qr) Unfortunate, unhappy, in misfortune.

b. qrq*£ and qq seized.

qrqqq n. (-q) Practice or profession other than that proper to

caste, but allowable in time of distress, a. qiqq ano xti virtue.

WTVgT fn. (qT-^) Misfortune, calamity, e. qrtP, to to go, qq
and TT\i also wnv^.

qrqq n. (-if) 1 Obtaining. * Pepper. F.qtq to obtain, iry aff.

qnrfTO m. (-qr:) * An emerald. ‘ A barbarian, e. qro, TO to

praise, and TOT* Un’irii aff.

qiqq mfn. (-1:-¥T-tf)
1 Unfortunate, afflicted. • Gained, ob-

tained, acquired, b. wm\ TO to go, H participial aff.

qiUTOrf mfn. (-qt-WT-ai) Impregnated, pregnant, f. (-wr) A
pregnant woman. ». qiqq obtained, TO thing, substance,

WTXT aff.

wrrefroiy n. (-xf) Property, Ac. obtained by barter, e. qqfinq

having changed, qqrq aff.

qm<ifro mfn. (-q:-qt-qr) Occurring in the afternoon, Ac.

a. qqrTO and TO aff.

qiMi m. (-y:) A name of Vasisutoa.

^ni\n. (*xi
4

.)
1 Water. * Sin. b. to obtain, y^t&IT,

xtrrTOlTT n. ( X) The root or extremity of the trunk or body.

e. ’Vjqwrr filth, f« aff.

in. (-W) The name of a sage and legislator,

m. (-yr:)
J A potter's kilu. * A baking oven. b.

to bake, ysr aff.

WTxn^T: mfn. (-^:-^-’0 Slightly pale, palish, b. dimin.

pale.

wnxnTT m. (-if:)
1 Throwing down, causing to descend. * Fall-

ing, descending. * The instant, the current moment. e.witw

xnf to go, to fall, TOt aff.

Hrxnril fTR i*d Immediately, instantly, k. wfy added to the last.

Wiwn in. (-Tf;) A tavern, a liquor shop, a place for drinking in

society. B. ^TV, xrr to drink, aff.

WHTTfw m, ( far:) A louse. *. irf, TO to go, TW*ffix;the

penultimate irregularly lung.

f. (-xrt) The twentieth Nakthatra or lunar mansion,

m. (-yt) 1 Squeezing, compressing. * Giving pain, hurt-

ing. * A chaplet tied on the crown of the head. b. ^ jy= before

to pain, yxf aff.

^rqnrw n. (-w>
J Squeezing, compressing, tying or drawing

tightly. ‘Embracing, clasping. ‘Giving pain, hurting, b. xgrv

before xfty to pain, affix soy.

WfiMlfro mfn. (-ir-TTT-'W) ' Squeezed, compressed. • Bound
tightly. ‘Embraced. ‘Hurt. b. before xftfrnr pressed.

Wiztn mfn. (-y:-WT-
,

?i)
1 Drank up. * Very yellow, n. (-if) A

pyritic mineral, b. WTW before xftiT drank or yellow.

^TirtW mfo. (-W:-WT-W) Stout, fat m. (-^:) A well. n. (-xj) An
udder, b. wrnj and qTO fat, large.

mfn. ' A baker. • A confectioner. 1 One who
eats cakes, one for whom they arc good, Ac. n. (-qf) A mul-

titude of cakes, m. a cake, TO or TO aff.
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*u. (-flh) Flour, meal. r. a cake, iir aff.

^juffl f, (-ft:)
1 Killing. 1 Satisfaction, fulness. e.^tv before

Tjfrf fulness.

^TT^W n. (•¥) Tin.

f. (-Hff) Conversation, speaking to or with. a. xjrc,

to ask, and »TT affs.

^TCT mfn. (-JP-KT-i)
1 Trusted, confidential. * Gained, obtained.

• True. * Apt, fit. * A friend. • Appointed. * Authentic.

• Accused, prosecuted, f. (-JTT ) A twisted band or lock of

hair. n. (•$)
1 Quotient. * Equation of a degree, e. ffn? to

obtain, n aff.

tn. (-rt) A trusty agent, a confidential servant, e. xfTH

trusted, and Wife* who acta.

mfn. (>l:-lT-4) Proud, arrogant, a. imf and *f pride,

f. (-4t) A pregnant woman, e. ^fTH and embryo.

WFHTH n. (-*t) A received text, an authority. a. IfTH and

text.

^lft f. (-ft:)
1 Gain, acquisition. * Binding, joining. * Con-

nexion, relation. * Fitness, aptitude, a. wrnt to obtain,

ftr* aff.

f. (-ftp)
1 An augment or affix, (in grammar.) • A word

of received acceptation, and establiahcd by usage only. k. 'irst

received, ^f* speech.

efna m. (-HI0 The sign Aquarius.

^TTtq mfn. (-tf-ur-ai)
1 Watery, consisting of water, as froth, &c.

* Obtainable, to be obtained, n. l-ui) A plant, a kind of co*tu*.

a. water, affix
;
or ^if to get, nr aff

WTWW mfn. ( -xr:-xrr-xi) ' Stout, robust. * Fat. a. before

OT1 to grow, H aff.

WTXtjrxrw n. (-if)
1 Pleasing, satisfying. * Satiety, satisfaction.

* Advancing. * Corpulency, growing or being fat or stout,

a. WTT^r before HTTO to increase, W* aff.

ffTHTfllT mfn. (-ir-HT-ir) ' Pleased. 1
Satisfied. * Increased,

unproved. * Stoat, fat. t. ffriP before <pi to increase, ys aff.

n. (-W) Civility upon receiving or parting with a viai*

tor, welcome, adieu, &c. a. wr to ask, irr aff

n. (-1) A dress reaching to the feet. a. and 7 be-

foreH a foot.

^T 5r*n(ft mfn. (-w:-*T-W) A dress reaching from the shoulders

to the feet. e. and 7 prefixed to 77. » foot, « aff

WPPTltWfr n. (ff) See the preceding, a. ana added.

xfTia m. (-T:)
1 Bathing. 1 Sprinkling with water, a. 'WTT, 3

to

swim, WPT aff.

n. ( w;
1 Sprinkling with water. * Bathing, ^rv before

V to swim, affix Wf.
tn. An initiated householder, one who has pass-

ed through the first order, that of the Drakmachdri, and is

admitted into the second, r. WTV before *T bathing, fft

performer of a tpf
,
or religious obligation -

f
bathing being part

of the prescribed ceremony.

atrara m. ( a:) * Bathing. * Sprinkling, wetting. * A submer-

ging. 4 A flood, an inundation, a. la to swim, aff.

^riTfaa mlh. (-Tfi-irT-if) Inundated, overflowed, e. artv before

a to bathe, causal form, affix %.

mr

^r¥ia md. Having wetted or sprinkled, a. before J to

swim, aff

WT¥W mfn. (-TfMTT’if) * Bathed. * Wetted, sprinkled, m. (-if:)

An initiated householder: see n. (-if) Bathing,

a. wrif, to bathe, affix of the participle past.

^i^riaft*! m. (-lit) See mwifmt. a. bathed, Ac. as

before.

ind. Having bathed, t. before ^ to bathe, ffi aff.

Wrrvra m. (-¥T) Air, wind. a. WTU to obtain, fir Un'kdi aff.

^F¥« mfn. Tied, bound, m. (-1?)
1 A binding. * A

yoke. * Ornament. 4 Affection, a. WfTC before to bind,

affix W.

¥TPim mfn. (-nr-an-af) Bound or tied firmly, m. (-?*:)
1 The

tic of a yoke, that which fastens the ox to the yoke, or the

• latter to the plough. * Affection. * Ornament, decoration.

4 A tie or bond. c. sri C, T¥ a binding.

TOTVr f- ( -V) Segment of the base of a triangle.

¥ll«jxi m. (-H-) A sister's husband, (in theatrical language.)

e. to obtain, ftp(, and nw to stretch. l affix, ¥ is

changed to 1 ; according to another etymology the word is

ffn.

^TfTOW n. (-if)
1 Knowledge, understanding. * Instructing, in-

forming. e. ^TC, f¥ to know, causal form, aff,

n. (-ff)
1 Ornament, decoration, as jewels, &c. • Nourish-

ing. a. ffl V, if*T to fill or nourish, aff.

WTHT f. (-ITT)
1 Light * Splendour. 4 Beauty, a. before ht

to shine, and TTf afTs.

^nrft f. (*ftt) ‘ Shade. * Light, a. before WT to shine,

affix ftf.

m. (-¥:) Introduction, preface, a. *¥TV before xrrw to

speak, affix

n. (-*) Addressing, speaking to. a. WTT-, Wl to speak,

l^xaff.

WIUTO m. (-wO
1

Light. 4 Reflexion. • Intention, purpose. 4
(In

logic) Fallacy, semblance of a reason, an argument that is

erroneous though plausible : it is classed as of various kinds.

. before HP? shining.

^nilVC m. (*t5) A demigod, of a class consisting of sixty-four.

B. wrrv, HTH to shine, HTf aff.

^Tftwir n. (-^) Loftiness of birth, b. ^fWmr family, if aff.

WrfHUljl n. ( W) ' Birth, family, rank. * Learning, e. ^ftsrft

family, &c. aff

filftll f (-IT) Sound, e. ^fHTT a compound root, to name, ¥TW

and ZTf affixes, and xflV prefix.

wrrftronrw n. (-^) See the preceding, b. as before, * and fr^ aff.

frftvftftfr mfn. (-’ff:-vt*ff) Relating or belonging to a name

or word. n. (-^) The property of a name, &c, g. ^fmirirft

and aff

n. (-fg) Presence, being in front of or face to face.

e. ^fH*j! and «J*? aff

wnfHTtftv mfn. (»fr:-^-ff) Taken by force or fraud, k. ^ftiTT

seizure, 3PR aff.

adj. mfn. (-W:-lTT-ir) or adv. n. ( ff) * Much, exceed-

ing. 1 Eternal, eternally, s. ^thIh frequent, and fn( aff
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Tnftr m. (-Ti) A cowherd, sprung from a Brahman and female

of the medical tribe or the Ambaskiha. L (-Tt) A cowherd's

wife, or a woman of that tribe, a. 7fw and -^r to send,

affix 77 and fern. or without the first prefix TWfa.

W^hsfi f. (-fin) A station of herdsmen, a village inhabited by

them only, an abode of cowherds. Ac. b. 7TWt< a cowherd,

and xjfw a house, a village, &c. also with the final long tpft-

TTwtrwTt f. (-7t) See the preceding, e. as above.

TriftT mfn, (-7:-7T7f) 1 Formidable, fearful. * Suffering pain,

n. (-7) Bodily pain. e. 7f«? before *7* to sleep, W affix
j 7 is

made long.

TTWTt f- (-Tt) One of the Rdginu or modes of music, femininely

personified, e. 717. wrt a drum.

7T>tPT m. (-7; )
' Completion, fulness. * Enjoyment. • Effort,

pains.
4 The expanded hood of the Cobra capella, used by

VaacNA as his umbrella, k. TT?. war to eat, 77 aff.

TTWjrfwT mfn. (-Wt-TTt-W) Resulting from practice, practising,

repeating, a. TWTW and 79 uff.

71 < fair mfn. (-Tn-Tt-ui) ' Relating to prosperity, Ac.
1 High,

exalted. * Important, ti. (-7) A Srdddha or offering to ances-

tors on occasions of rejoicing, a. 7W[^7 elevation, prosperity,

77 aff.

7TW mfn. (-WT-WT-lf) * Raw, undressed, unripe. • Unbaked, un-

annealcd. m. (-70
1

Sickness, disease. • Constipation, passing

hard and unhealthy excretions. * Grain freed from the chaff.

e. 7W to be sick, 77 tiff.

TTWtjrj m. (-Tfi) A water jar of unbaked clay. a. 717 and yn*
ajar.

TTWWfaf n. (-faf) A bad and cadaverous smell, like that of raw

meat or a burning corpse, e. TTW raw, Ac. and wfa» smell.

7TW7 m. (-V) The castor oil plant. a. ttT dim. wf¥ to adorn,

7^ aff.

717771 n. (•«) Pain. a. 7 priv. 777 the mind, 7^ affix and

the first vowel made long.

7IW7T7 nf. (-VT-7J) 1 Calling or calling to. * Courtesy, wel-

come, adieu, Ac. * Inviting, invitation. * Interrogation. 4 The
vocative case. k. TTW, wfw to consult, affix 77.

TTWTfww mfn. (-7T-U1 7) Asking, inviting, calling, m. (-7T)

An inviter, an entertainer, especially of Brahman*, a. 7TT
before wfrr to counsel, causal form, 77 aff.

7iwfwf7 mfn (-7!-7T-lt) Invited, summoned, called, e, ttc*,

wfa to consult, 7 aff.

TTW^tWW n. (-d) Running at the nose, defluxion, e. ttw and

7tW7 pituitary excretion.

777717 m. (-7*.) Raw flesh, b. ttw and wfw flesh.

7 l77 i7 lf77 rn.(-Wi) A cannibal h.TTWWTW and TTfrW who eats.

7T77 m. (-70 Sickness, disease, n. (-7 ) A grass, (Costua.)

a. 77 to be sick, 77 affix j 7T7. and 7,
from 7T to obtain.

WTWTTfww mfn. (-
1 Sick, diseased. * Affected with

indigestion, dyspeptic. a. 7TW7. 77 to go, and fwfw aff.

TTTTTfuw n. (-7) Dyspepsia, indigestion, r.. TiflUif*

*

and 7 aff.

TTW^T m. (-JT-) Dysentery. e. TTW and XT blood.

TTWgTTfWW mfn. (-7 -dt-7) Lasting for life, continuing till

death, a. 7T7 before WT7 dying, and tut end, 77 off.

TTWTW m. (-7:) Imperfect chyme, k. ttw and T7 juice.

TTW7 m. (-1?:) Advice, counsel- a. 717- before 77 to advise,

affix 77.

7TWU m. (-^*.)
1 Wrath or rage. * Impatience, a. 7 before 77

to bear, affix 77, the prefix made long : also 7W^.

7T7T7 n. (-w) ‘ Rubbing, wiping. * Anger, e. TTW before 77
to rub, Ac. 137 aff.

71777 mfn. (-T^-Tt-TT) Emblic myrobalan, (PhjUantbus cm-

Mica.) m. (-7:) Another plant, (Justiciu ndheuatoda, Ac.)

n. (-7) The fruit of the myrobalan, E. 7T7 and W7 to hold,

Y7 affix, fern. wt7 having all medicinal virtues.

TTWTTTf m. (-7 ) Constipation or torpor of the bowels, with

flatulence and intumescence, k, TTW and TTW wind, the wind

being supposed to be chiefly affected.

7TWU7 m. (-7:) The cholic, pain arising from indigestion.

TTWifrfWIT m. (-^:) Dysentery, the excretion being mixed with

hard and foetid matter, k. TTW and TfwWTT dysentery.

TTWiT m. (-7:)
1 A minister, a counseller, an adviser. * A ge-

neral. e. see 7W;7U.

T.WT^ mfn, (-77) Eating raw food. a. TTW, 77 to eat, fare aff.

7TWT77I n. (-TR) Pain. r.. see 7177 71. the anlepen. being made

long.

7TWT7 n. (-7) Undressed rice. a. TTWand TTW boiled rice.

71WI77 ran. (-7:—uf) I«and near a mountain.

TTWmTI mfn. (-7l:-7n 7R) Occurring on the day of conjunc-

tion, Ac. a. 7W17TWJ and 77 aff.

TTWnrT m. (-7 :) The stomach, e. TTW hardness of the feces,

Ac. and 7T77 a station.

TrfWTT f. (»7t) Curd of two milk whey. e. ttt?, fw7 to sprin-

kle, W7 affix j also TlWlWT.

Tlfwn mfn. (-7T-7n-71) Made of curds. Ac. a. wrfa wi and

77 affix
} also with 7, TTfwtftT-

Trfwr mn. (-75-7)
1 Flesh. 'Enjoyment. 1 An object of enjoy-

ment, a pleasing or beautiful object, Ac. 4 A bribe. 4 Covet-

ing, longing for. • Fonn. * Lust, desire. 4 Food. a. ttw to be

sick, to go, ffcwrUn kdi aflR* end the antepen. lengthened.

TrfwrfVw mfn. (-7«'7T7) Carnivorous, fond of flesh meat. m.

(-7:) A heron, a. TrfwT flesh, and fg7 fond of.

7Tfw7*pr mfn.
(-1J7.)

Carnivorous. e. 7|Tfw7 and W7 what

eats.

TTfwrrfww mfn. (-Tt-fw^-fw) Carnivorous, eating flesh and fish.

B. TTTfwr flesh, 77 to eat, and fwfif aff.

TiWjf mfn. (-7--7TT*li)
1 Loosed, let go. • Discharged, cost,

shot. * Put on as clothes or armour. 4
Dressed, accoutred.

r. TTW. WTto release, unbind, Ac. y§ aff

TTwfr f. (-fil:) * Liberation, being let loose. *
Final liberation.

ind. (-fii) To the end of existence, k. tttT and w% libera,

tion.

-wrww n. (-7)
1 Prelude, prologue- * Commencement, ind. To

the face. a. 7T7 before W7 face or beginning.

7177 m. (-70 A thorny kind of bambu, (Bambuaa spinosa,

Rox.)

tlinim^v mfn. (-7>^t-w) Of an illustrious family, well born,

well descended, a. 7W7 the genitive of T^W this, and 77 aff
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adv. n. (•*) To the root, by the root, entirety, radically,

s. particle, and root.

mfn. (-*:-TT-tf) Wiped, rubbed. *. ^TT_ before tm to

wipe, * aff.

wrfTOT n. (-at)
1 Loosing, liberating. * Emitting, shedding, let-

ting forth or out. e. ^rr before to liberate, qjpr wffi

^TUie m. ' A fragrancy, a diffusive perfume. * Strong

smell. * Pleasure, e. ’arv. to be pleated, w«T aff.

n. (*W) Delighting, rejoicing. r. WTV before to

please, causal form, tra aff

mfn. (-TT-an-Tf) ' Pleased, delighted. * Fragrant, a. wrPF

before with * aff.

aiiitiff4 mfn. 1 Fragrant. * Happy, delighted,

m. ( gl) A perfume for the mouth, made up in the form of a

pill or bulus of camphor, &c. e. and f*ff*T aff.

amrrfasf mfn. (-at-fwaft fw) A thief, who or what steals, b. wrv

before to steal, favjw aff.

m. (-It:) ‘ A AVrfa, or the f 7dat in the aggregate. * Re-

ceived doctrine, traditional and right.
1 Traditional usage,

family or national customs. 4 Advice, instruction in past and

present usage. * A Tantru. * An dement of being, a properly of

substance, e. wt*. *IT to learn, to remember,TO and xpf aff».

atr^ i qyrfi H mfn. Pious, observing the AWat and

national customs, e. and *iTftn who got*.

atifH*V m. (-at:) ' A name of Dualt'AfuaaraA.
1 Also of Kab-

tikbya. b. urf-BT^rr the mother of DubIfabaviitiu or a name

of Dvbga, and MW aff.

wg i aifa* mfn. ( ^:-#\-ar) Aquatic, m. (-V.) A fi*h. ,k. ^WT
water, je aff.

ann m. (-w.) The mango tree, (Mangifera Indica.) e. ant to

be sick, tt* Un adi affix, and ** made art.

f. (-*t) A piece of dried mango, k. ^ra and awt a

piece of flesh, &c.

anant* mfn. (-*: aft-ai) Made of mangoes, (sauce, &c.) *. wre

and Sta* aff.

aiia i >f m. (-if:) The hog-plum, (Spondias mangifera.) i. arra

the mango, and w* to go, the affix ara
;
the fruit resembling

the mango : also ^ixlilf.

Uliarna' m. (-ar ) See the preceding, a. as before, ira added,

^taiaa m. (-a:) Inspissated mango juice, a. aia and araa

stirring.

,araaa n. (-•$)
Tautology, reiteration of words or sounds, k. a|TV

before WW to be mad, ^far aff.

^lufaa mfn. (-W-WMI) Reiterated, repeated, n. (-if) Repeti-

tion of a sound or word. k. ariv, a^ to be mad, ff aff,

ariai mfn. (-ai l-fift- The tamarind tree. n. ( -ai) Sourness,

acidity, b. sour, with airv prefixed, or WW sour and

aff.

m. (-a:) A plant, (Rumex vesicatorius.) g. ar«8 sour-

ness, and aifa a cunc.

aifnat f. (-arr)
1 The tamarind tree. * Sourness in the mouth,

acidity of the stomach : see x. atT^ sour, and in[aff.

^I fglar f (-an) The tamarind tree. b. aar and 9a affix, the

pen. made long: otherwise afaar, as before.

ata m. (-a:)
1 Income, revenue. * Gain, profit. * The guard of

the women's apartments, s. anaj before aT to obtain, a aff.

aranefaar mfn. (-a’.-^-a) Active, diligent, indefatigable.

b. araa iron, sjat a sharp weapon, affix WW.

amnf mfn. ( aa-a^t-aw) Coming, approaching, k. ara before

Ta to go, aa aff.

ai va mfn. (-1T-1IT-1I)
1 Long. • Diffuse, prolix, m. (-a*.) An

oblong figure, (in geometry.) a. ata before aa to cease,

affix *.

t (-XT) The plantain tree, (Musa sapientum.)

a. aiaa long, and aX a lcaf. long-leaved,

anaa^ m. (-^s) A panegyrist, t. araa diffuse, ^to praise,

and fax aff.

sgHjdt

f

m. (-a*.) (In geometry,) half an oblong, b. a«a«i and

Wfi half.

, n. (-1()
1 Abode, house. ' An altar, mlso it shed for

sacrifices. • A ground plot, the »Ue of * house. Re. ‘The cause

of disease. *. firm nominal rool, to lengthen, affix *pr j

extending from the house.

wmnO f. ( *1 ) A woman with large eyes or long eyelids.

r. .ns and wf<3 the eye, fem. affix Wt't

wrxnnnfw f. (-fw-) I-ong continuance, remote futurity, a. grtt

and rerefir future time.

*r*fir f. (-ftr:)
1 Future time. * Majesty, dignity. Restraint of

mind. ‘ length. * Meeting, junction. ‘Obtaining. *. X|t*.

tm to cease, affix fnr*

sgTxrfVrsnt mfn. (-Wtsr-snrt-WW) ' Long, extended. ‘Stately, dig-

nified. ‘Self-restrained, x. erxtfsr and Hyfi atf.

mfn. Long-eyed, having large eyes, t errgnr

and tW* sigh'-

sgrtm mfn. (-H:-VIT-li) Docile, tractable, dependant, e. fir*,

spR to restrain, and * aff.

fitTtrwm f. (-SIT)
1 Docility, tractablcness, humility, b. filTxm and

TTfil affix of the abstract ;
also with at. *fi|tifitg.

fiirfifil f. (-ftp) ’ A day. * Affection. ' Subjection, subjecting.

• A boundary, a limit. * Power, strength. • Continuance in

the right way, steadiness of conduct. ' Sleeping. ’ Length.

• Majesty, dignity. “ Future time. e. *T*. fifw to endeavour,

and ffint afC

Wlfifi' Hm n. (-^t) Unfitness, unsuitable!!ess, incompatibility.

a. finuMfi and fifisJ.

^Tfitd i«rf. Having restrained or suppressed, e. *T* before fi«

to restrain, fitfi aff.

fipxrwfi in. (.*:) Receipt and disbursement, income and expen-

diture. a. *1* and Wfi expense,

first** n. (-*) Missing, regretting.

,nxt* mfn. (-*:-*t-si)
1 Of iron, iron. ’ Armed with an iron wea-

pon. • Zealous, n. (-*)
1 Iron.

1 A weapon, f. (-^t) Armour

for the body, a breast-plate, a coat of maiL E. fire* iron, **

and *lx| affs.

*T*« mfn. (-*: S8T-*)
1 Sharpened, whetted. * Thrown, cast,

sent. • Pained, distressed. * Vexed, angry. * Hurt, killed.

• Managed or effected with difficulty. ' Labouring, toiling,

making effort or exertion. E. *1*, spa to endeavour, H aff.

B a
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WHTffVTT mfn. (-W: -TIT-71) Obtained by sacrifice, e. wtw before

VTW sacrifice, Wlf become.

WIWTfwif mfn. (-Wt-WT-TT) Urgently requested or desired. e. WTW
before 1JTW to ask, % aff.

WT*r?T mfn. (-Wl-WT-W) Come. e. wry before *TW gone.

WMJFff n. (w) 1 The natural temperament or disposition. * Com-

ing, arrival, e. WTW, ui to obtain, affix «7.

WTWTW m. (-sp) ' Length, either in space or time. * Breadth, (in

mensuration.) • Restraint, restraining, x. WTW before xf*r to

cease, *w aff.

wn«nf««\mfo. (it-firftfir) 1 Long in space or time. “One

who restrains, k. WTWT* and xfw affix or WTW before W*T and

fu^waff.

WTO* m. (-W-) ' Fatigue, weariness. “Effort, exertion. * Trou-

ble, labour, x. WIW before rp? to endeavour, to make exer-

tion, and afT.

WTOftJWmfn. 1 Making exertion, active, laborious.

* Exhausted by labour, wearied, e. WTW, WW to endeavour,

faijw a(T.

WTOW* m. (-*:) End of life, death, r. and w* end.

WT^ mn. (Wt-^) Age, duration of life. t. w* to go, Un'fldi affix w.

WT^W m. (.**•) a minister, an agent or deputy, e. WTW. to

join, and % afT.

WT^W m. (-W) A weapon in generaL b. WTW. V* to fight, W aff.

WT^W»lf4wt f* (-*t) A plant, ((Eschynotnene sesban): aeevrawt.

x. WTO* a weapon, and wfwit possessing virtue : having the

virtues of a weapon against disease, Ac.

WlWirTC n. (-^) Au arsenal, an armoury. 8. WTO* and WTJTTT:

a bouse.

W:*f*W mfn. (-W:-Wt-#) Relating to arms. m. (-W*) A soldier,

a warrior, s. WH}* a weapon, and ww aff.

WPpft* mfn. (TO:-*!-*) Relating to or connected with weapons,

m. (TO) A warrior, x. WTO* and *w aff.

n. (-*f) A medicament, e. WTO* life, and 'gw thing,

m. (*^:) * The science of mediciue. 1 The collective wri-

tings of authority ou medicine, or medical Satira. 8. WTOir

life, and a Fdfa.

WTxpf<*TO mfn. (TO -it-*) Acquainted with medical science.

K. WT*pf^ and STtf7 aff.

mfn. (^-Mt-fw) Belonging to medicine, of the me-

dical profession, medical, medicinal, Ac. m. (-^t) A practiser

of physic, a physician or surgeon, e. WTOW^ and Tfw aff.

WTO*P^ mfn. ( WTO *nit-WW )
1
Alive, living. “Long lived,

m. (-WTO) One of the twenty-seven YogaM or divisions of the

ecliptic. K. WTO* age, and njyq possessive aff.

WUJ'tTO m. (TO) A sacrifice to obtain longevity, a. WTO* and

tiw a sacrifice.

WTTW mfn. (TO-WMli) Vital, preservative of life, for the sake of

life, relating or belonging to it. k. WT^j* and mi aff.

WT*{* m. Age, duration of life. e. T to go, wf* Un'fidi affix,

the pen. lengthened.

mfn. (-T:-TT-^VT) Promoting longevity, supporting life,

a. WT1J9 and Xt what makes.

TO* wd. An interjection of calling, expressive of affection.

WT^TO m (TO) ' Presenting or offering flowers, perfumes, Ac.

* Action, the performance of an act. ' A shore or bank.

e, Wiw. to join, vw aff.

WTOTOT m. (to) A man of a mixed tribe sprung from a Sudra

man and Taisya woman; his business is carpentry, Ac. f.(-it)

A woman of the tribe.

WTOWW n. f-w) Effort, exertion. * Taking, seizing. ' Collecting.

e. WTW before ^w to join, aff.

WTO iforo mfn. (-if.-WT-'li) Collected together, b. WTW before

XJW to join, iv aff.

WTO l*W n. (si) ' War, battle, slaughter, x. WIW, w* to make

war, affix wr.

WIT m. (*T0 ‘ The planet Maks. * The planet Satobn. n. (V)

' An angle, a corner. 1 End, extremity. * Brass. * Oxide of

iron. f. (-TT) * A shoe-maker's awl or knife. * A probe, x. W
to go, affix WW

WTTW* mn. ( TO-i) Brass, x. WTT what goes, and xrxr a heap

;

composed of various materials.

WIT* mfn. (-*:-WT-W)
1 Preserved, defended. * Proper or wor-

thy to be preserved, Ac. m. (-W3
)

1 Protection, guard, preser-

vation. * The junctiou of the frontal sinuses of an elephant.

E. WTW, TW to preserve, Ac. WW aff.

WK*W mfn. (-W:-Wt-W’) Who or what guards or protects, m.

(TO) 1 A watchman, a patrole. * A village or police magis-

trate- e. WTW
w
before tw to preserve, *JTf aff.

WTTWW rn. (-W) A plant, (Cassia fistula.) e. WTV, TW sickness,

Ttf what destroys.

m. (-»:) The name of a country, north-west of India.

Wrrfxt m. (-W:) A horse from the A'rait'a country. *. WTTT

and V| born.

WlTfv ro. (-fw:) An eddy.

WTTW mfn, (-XB -^ft-W) Forest, wild, forest-born, Ac. b. WTW •

wood, XF affix of derivation.

W F iWy mfn, (-W:-WT-W) Forest, wild, forest-born or produced,

m. (-W0 A forester, au inhabitant of the woods, e. WTTW and

** added.

WKW M iJ in. (-TlO A wild or forest animal, as a buffalo, a mon-

key, Ac. a. wrrw forest, and vne an animal.

wnwrof* m. ( fko
r

rhe sign Leo. a. WTTW a forest beast, and

Tlf* a sign.

f. (-fir)
1 Stopping, ceasing. * Waving lights before an

image, b. WfW, TW to play, fwsf sff.

WTTtfTW n. (-xi) Sour gruel made from the fermentation of

boiled rice. e. WTT what goes, from W to go, and JTi*i smell.

vnr n. (-W) See the preceding, k. as before, added.

WIT3* mfn. (-w-WT-ai) Begun, commenced, e. WIW before =cfVt

to commence, affix IV.

WIT** mf. Boldness, confidence, f. (-it) A branch of

the dramatic art, the machinery of the drama, the represen-

tation of magical incantations, Ac. x. WTT quickly, to

nourish, W^aud VFri^aff.

WTT**! 1* mfn. {-WWI-W) Beginning, beginning resolutely with

a determination to finish, x. WT^ before Tf* to commence,

WtWW aff.
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'TTTTJ m. (*Ti:)
1 A beginning, a thing begun. • Haute, speed.

• Effort, exertion. * Pride. * Killing, slaughter. * An intro-

duction, a prologue, &e. a. wtt, rfw to commence, wxt »(T.

T|K «Q ind. Having begun, beginning from. k. TTTXP before tftf

to commence, TIT aff.

vsiTT m. (-T:) Sound. x. T to sound, aff.

TIH tju n. (-TI) Insipidity, want of flavour or spirit, x, x?rxj and

aff.

^rmr n. (-T) The edge of a semicircular arrow head. a. xjtx!

what goes, and X|T edge, &c.

fTTTfl ind.
1 Near. * Distant, far from. c. T[TT before TT to

get, ^r?f aff

^Tvrrffl m. (-fir:) An enemy, a. ^TT- before TT to take or re-

ceive, "Tlfw aff.

^ITOftT mfh.(-T:-X|f-T)
1 Near, proximate. * Remote, u. TTITRf

and v aff.

TPlfTT n. (-XI) Waving lamps at night before an image, a. ii?
before Tifx night, ttt added.

^mw mfn. (•V:-fT*l) Who or what worships, a worship-

per. s. urTT before OT and tpr aff.

Tn7TTT n. (-*r)
1 Accomplishment. 1 Acquirement, attainment.

• Gratifying, propitiating. * Worshipping. 'Cooking, f. (-TT)

Service. (-Hi) Worship, adoration, propitiation of the deities,

a. XB?V, TIT to finish, XgT aff.

^TTTW^TT mfn. (-Ti-TT-T) To be worshipped or adored, e. xitt

before VJT to finish, ^artT\ affix , also with vruj and T,

WCTfTTT and Tff<H9.

'ffTTTftlW mfn. (-ws-TT-if)
1 Worshipped, honoured, reverenced.

• Propitiated, pleased. 1 Accomplished, effected, k. Trrv be-

fore TTT to finish, jf aff.

WTCrwwiT mfn. (-w-TT-xi) ' Being worshipped, receiving wor-

ship, tkc. * Being in course of fulfilment. x. before

and WTT^ aff

wnrm m. (-T:) A garden, a grove, a. xfTXT. TT to please, TX| aff.

^Klf^XT mf. (-T
-

:*^) A cook. a. TpcrW crooked, T* affix
j al-

ways bending over the dishes, flic.

WrXTX m. (-TO Sound, a. T^XP. T to sound, affix T«l; also TTTTX.

WTT m. (-T:)
1 The name of a tree, (Lagerstroemia regina.) 1 A

crab. * A hog.
4 A pitcher, a. XT to go, affix, the pen.

made long.

^TTXF n. (-4) A drug brought from the hills, of cooling pro-

perties.

TTT^r mfn. (-xp-^i-ij) Desirous to rise or ascend, to advance,

&c. f.. wnTF before TT to rise, desidermtive form, 'T aff.

XIX mfn. -T) Of a tawny colour, m. (-xp) Tawny, (the

colour.) x. xi to go, m aff.

XQTTT mfn. (-T-TT-Tj ' Mounted, ascended, risen.
1 Raised up,

elevated on high. x. Trnr before TT to grow, yf aff.

xixmr mfn. (-TTT-xnft*TT^) Mounting, rising, k. sfiXP before

TT to mount, aff-

TfTTTif m. (-W0 A plant, (Cassia fistula.) x. before XT,

TrrxT trust, vr*( to stretch, T affix
; inspiring confidence dur-

ing sickness.

TTTXUT n. (-»*) Health. K. reverse, TXf to be sick, XT^aff.

mfn. (-TT-Tt-^) Who or what mounts or rides, fltc.

s. xrri» before TT to mount, affix it.

^TXTT m. (-Tt)
1 Placing in or on. ' Assigning or attributing

to, a. TTIT- before TXT to mount, causal form, WWaff.

THTHTT n, (-Vi)
1 Trusting, delivering. * Placing or fixing in or

on, * Elevating. * Planting. ‘The bending of a bow. x. ^ttt*

before TT to ascend, causal form, xyr aff.

XH<ifv*( mfn. (-Ti-lfT-Tt)
1

Deposited, intrusted. 1
Placed, fixed.

• Made. 4 Raised, elevated. * Consecrated. • Accidental, ad-

ventitious. x. TT to ascend, causal form, part. past.

TTTTT m. (-T'.)
1 Length. * A woman's waist. 1

Ascent, rising,

creeping up.
4 Mounting, riding. * The rider of a horse or

elephant. 8 Weight. r A measure. 4 'Hie buttocks. • A mine,

a. TTTXF, TT to rise, to mount, affix TT?.

WKTTTT info. (-Xr:*XTT-Xt) Lifting or raising up. x. tiit* before

TT, affix ^T:

TriTlTT n. (-xf)
1 Rising, ascending, * The rising or growing

of new shoots. * A ladder, a staircase.
4 Riding on. e. tjiXF,

TT, to ascend, affix WIT.

TrrrrfTT mfn. One who mounts or rides, x. ttit*

before TXT to mount, fxrfr off

^rtrt ni. (fa:) A son of the sun, as Sam and the rest. x. xpg

the sun, and aff.

TT^mfii. Stellar, regulated by the stars or constel-

lations. x. Tiar and TTXT aff.

^r4rr m. ( •$:) A stellar year, or revolution of a constellation,

fc. Wi'T and wx a year.

TTT^ur mf. (-xi:-xn) A bolt or bar : see yywm.

m. (-T:) A plant, (Cassia fistula.) k. w to go, and TT to

destroy or prevent, deriv. irr ; see wir*XT.

Trrrr f. (-$t) A sort of yellow bee.

Tjni n. (-i4) Wild honey, b. TTTTT and xxiC
X|i4 mfn. (•4-^-4) • Devout, worshipping. * Relating to the

Hick or Rik l
T
ida. e. X(^t worship, and w affix or XTT and wxr.

Wrfixr mfn. (-^J-^t-TS) Relating to the Rig V(da, &c. x. xr^
and TXT aff.

^T^T n. ( xf) ' Straightness. * Rectitude, propriety of act or

observance. • Sincerity, x. xr*t straight, xgxr aff.

TTT mfn. (-x|:.vfT. ,

tf)
1 Pained, sffidicted.

1
Disturbed, confounded.

R. xnv lo hale, to move, participial affix H-

m, (*xr:) A plant, blue Barleria, (Barleria cosrulea.)

t. pained, Jtxt to eat, aff.

m. (-![:> A cry of pain. a. tttVi and TT^ sound. So

WTin: m. (-TJ.)

xirrx mfn. ( TJ-TT or-Tt-T) 1 Menstrual, relating to or produced

by this discharge. 4 Seasonable, produced in season, n. (>t)
1 The menstrual discharge. 1 A flower, f. (-^t) A mare,

the menses or a season, Tfxr aff.

WlfH f. (-(xit)
1 Pain. * Sickness. 4 The end of a bow. a. ^tt*

before XTT to move, affix ;
also

Trfwwj n. (-x»rj The office of a sacrificing priest, a. xrfarsr a

priest, and TT aff.

TrrxwTTrr n. (-xi) Consoling or relieving distress, pain, &c.

x. Trrr^ and TTTKT taking away.
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^rfinr mfo. 1 Wi»e. * Rich. ' Significant, a. arS and

irw »ff.

mfh. (-4:-4t-X) 'Wet, moist, damp. * Fresh, not dry. * Loose, I

flaccid. * Tender, soft. f. (4t) The sixth Nakthatra or lunar

mansion, a. vr togo.yv Un'Adi affix, and the pen. lengthened.

Vr4*r n. { V) Ginger in the undried state. b. vr* moist, and

vnrviflr n. (•#) Green wood, timber not dry. b. vtt and VTff

wood.

vnniT f.(-TTT)
J Moisture, wetness. * Tenderness, softness. •Fresh-

ness, greenness, k. vtt and T|fv affix
j
also VTTaf.

Vinvjff mfn. (-Vt-WT-V) Weeping, suffused with tears, e. Vr*

and *vnr the eye.

VM$*TW f. (-*?) A leguminous shrub, (Glycine debilis.) e. VT?

moist, and tni a sort of bean,

vriwrv n. (•¥) Ginger. «. VT* and viv a potherb.

^njfv-jqv The dragon's tail or descending node. e. vnt

r

the lunar mansion, and VW who desires.

VT^TrlvV mfn. Bought with half a Drona, contain-

ing it, &c. k. v4» TI* a measure, ar»[ aff.

VlA^T* mfn. Belonging to a part of a verb, (the

inflexions of six tenses.) a. v4 and vny a root, irv aff.

VTTsfaB1* mfn. (-V:-#t-V) Bought, \e. with half a Prtutha.

a. V&TO a measure, and aff.

Vlfmfa* mfn. (-vt-^ft-V) 1 Lasting, fee. for half a month.

* Observing or practising (continence, &c.) for a fortnight.
;

b. VI4*W and aff.

VTffV mfn. (-Iri-^iT-V)
1 Sharing half, an equal partner. * Re-

lating to half. m. (-4T:) One who ploughs the ground for half

the crop. a. Vf half, 3V aff.

vn4 mfh. Mlh-t5T*oi) ' Of a good family. * Respectable, vene-

rable. 1 Apposite, proper. * To be sought or obtained, m.

(-eg:)
1 A master, an owner. 1 A name of Bco'oha. * A friend,

f. (-WT) 1 A name of PahvatL • A kind of metre, measured

by feet, each foot being equal to four short syllables, or two

long and two short
}

there are seven and a half feet in each

verse of the couplet, equal to thirty and to twenty-seven

syllabic instants : the regular form consists of alternate long

and short verses, but it admits of eighty principal variations.

e, W to go, Wlf affix also VQJ.

Vruip* m. (-V.)
1 A grandfather. * Any respectable man. n.

(-V) The vessel, &c. used in sacrifices made to the manes, f.

(Viujvi or VTf«B*T) A respectable woman, i. vr*4 respect-

able, &*. and aff.

VTOTOV mfh. (-m-UT-tl) Decorous, respectable, right, b. VHU
and to be accepted by.

VtaPT* m. (-^t)
1 A husband, (in theatrical language.) * The

son of a spiritual preceptor, e. VTHfl a respectable person

and y* a son.

Vnfaftt mfn. (-Vt-kTMl) Abounding with respectable persons.

k. VTO1 and *13 quantity.

mfn. (-v:-3T-3) Distinguished, respectable, m. (-V:)

A gcntlcmau, a man of consequence, x. VNB and fcv mixed,

joined.

vrarw* mfh. (-Vs-VT-3) A hypocrite, an impostor. ». VTO and

semblance.

mfn. (-Tt-fTBft-fT) A hypocrite, an impostor
j
a

budra, wearing the dress of a Brahman, &c. K. VKQ and fvifTC

who bears insignia.

Vn>J?VT mfn. (-V:-VT-vi) Good, pious, virtuous, e. VTO and en

practised.

VT*Hv mfn. (-w-'W-'W) Well clothed, fine. k. vr«5 and

vesture.

ViUp atfff f. (-fir:) A variety of the A'ryd metre, containing eight

equal feet or thirty-two syllabic instants in each verse of the

couplet, e. ^h3t and jftfw another metre.

VnfirffV m. (-w:) The holy land, the country extending from

the eastern to the western sea, and bounded on the north

and south, by the Ilimdla and Vtmlhya mountains, e. VTV
venerable, vr*4 abode.

VTlTt* i*d.
1

After, afterwurds. * Behind, e. and qi ple-

onastic aff.

VT* mfn. (-4: 4f-4) Rcluting or belonging to or derived from a

Right. m. (-4:) A form of marriage, the father of the bride

receiving one or two pair of kine from the bridegroom, n. (-4)

The V4da*. f. (-4t) One of the orders of the metres of the

/ ’rdan. e. vrf* and V1* aff,

Vr4f*t m. (-fift) A name of Bhabata, emperor of India. *. WW
excellent, and aft

Vt4w m. (*»:) A steer fit to be let loose, e. VWW an ox, w? aff.

VftN mfn. (-v:-vt 3 )
1
Relating or belonging to or derived

from a Ru hi. * Venerable, respectable, b. wf* a sage, 3V
affix j

also VT3 and VP&
vffrxi f. (-3T) A wife married according to the Anha form.

R. Vl4 and v? married.

vr4^ m. (-Tf:) A Jainn, a follower of the doctrines of a Jina or

Athat. «^ a Jina. V* aff

WT*<3 n. (•Si-Wft) The quality or practice of an Athat or Jain

saint, k. v43 3T*T affix fem. with the nasal inserted.

VP* mfn. (-f: fT-^) Lai^e, extensive, n. (-^) Yellow orpi-

ment. e. vvr to adorn, in the causal form, xtfaff.

Vr*r*4 in. (*v) A species of Cobra, r. see Wanf-

VTvm usd. Having received or obtained, t. VT’* before vf* to

gain, W*T aff.

Vntv m. (-V-)
1 Slaughter, killing. * Embracing, i. VPP. wfi?

to kill, affix w*l.

mfn. ( >* 1 Pit or proper to be killed. • Ob-

tainable, to be obtained, e. VTC before wfa with V* aff

VTW* m. (-^*) 1 A receptacle, a prop, an asylum or support.

* Depending on or from. * A perpendicular, k. vrv before

qrfv to go, affix 3V.

VP**5P* n. (-li)
1 Depending on or resting npon, hanging

from. • The natural and necessary connexion of feeling with

the cause by which it is excited. • Supporting, sustaining,

i:. VI and vfw to go, BBXaff

VTVpVTT mfn. (-tr.-lTMl) Pendant, suspended, hanging from or

on. * Supported, upheld. * Protected, k. vrV before vfv to

go, affix ff.
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HTwfHXmfn. (-Mt-f*rx^ f^) * Depending on or from, hanging

from, &c. ' Supporting, maintaining, *. htwh support, and ,

Tfw aff.

HTHH m. (-H0 A boose, a dwelling, a receptacle, an asylum,
j

e. ht*. HtH to enfold, xw aff

HIHXH ru (-Hi)
1

Ugliness. 1
Insipidity, a. H neg. HTXXf hand-

some, affix XH.

XTTXrxiH n. (-H) A basin for water round the root of a tree.

&. fiv before to cut or dig, and HTHH aff. r

HTHX mfti. (-H><Vx) Idle, slothful, laxy. a. vrw idle, Hxr

affix : see H^X- ,

HTHH mfn. (- J?p Xt-Xi) Idle, slothful, apathetic, n. (*w) Idle-

ness, sloth, e. hwx idle, und xH aflf.

HTwnr n. (-if) A firebrand, a coal burning or extinguished.

k. hhtx and hh aff.

HTH IX n. (-X) ' The post to which an elephant is tied. ' The

rope that ties him. * A fetter, a tie.
4 Tying, binding. 1 A

rope or string, e. HTH before in to take, HlXT to tie or fas-

ten, affix wz.

ni. (-X:)
1 Speaking to, addressing, conversation. * Enu-

meration of the questions in an arithmetical or algebraic

sum. a ht*. ui to speak, affix XH.

XrxnTX n. (-si) Speaking to, conversing with. a. HTX1

^
before IP?

to speak, aflf.

UWIiphil mfn. (-X:-XT-itfj ' To be said or spoken. * To be

spoken to or addressed, g. HT* before xrx to speak, H *ftXX
affix , also hthth-

HfXTfXX mfn. (-^Vfx^t-fx) Who speaks or converses, a HTH
before in to speak, fxfx aff

HTWJX f. (-y) A pumpkiu gourd: also HTXry HHrj and

q. v.

HTHTHX n. (-s$) A fan made of cloth, a. hth orpiment, and

HTTH abode : stained or painted with some such substance.

HftH ra. (
• V.) A crocodile. . HTH wide, large, and HI *

mouth.

HTfxr mfn. tub. (-fx:-fH: or xrt-fw)
1 Pure, honest, sincere.

* Useless, idle, unmeaning, f. (-fx:-wt)
4 A woman's female

friend. * A row or range, a continuous line. * A ridge or

mound of earth, crossing ditches, dividing fields, Ac.
4 A line,

a race or family, m. (-fx:)
1 A scorpion. 1 A bee: see xfx-

an to adorn, to be able, 6tc. affix TX and the pen. made

long
;
also Hint, affix #tx.

Xrf«rrx n. (-x) Embracing, an embrace, k. HTH before fxfx

to approach, ail.

llfirff <1 mfn. (-X'.-XT-X) Embraced. K. HTH before fxfx to ap-

proach, x aff.

XifxfTX mfn. (-Vt-fWl-fir) Embracing, m. (-#t) A small drum

shaped like a barleycorn, and carried upon the breast. K-Hlfaf

an embrace, and x?X affix
i
also XTfxTf fem. HfX affi

HTfViJ mfn. (iCT-IEr-IO) To be embraced, to. <-j[j;) A small

drum . see the preceding, k. xifwff and ifl aff.

HlfniK m. (*Xi) A large clay water Jar. a. liftVC a jar,

X* aff.

XTfxril m. (4ft) A scorpion, a. see Xllx, affix ^fx.

I I

HTfxx m. (-Ms) 1 A terrace before a house. * A raised place or

terrace for sleeping upon. x. xfH*< the same, and affix

:

see Xfw««^ also HI fx if.

HTfxx mftu ( H:-1TT-fi) Smeared, plastered, anointed, a. HTH
before fmr to smear, H aff.

HTfxwnr m. (-H:) Whitening or painting the floor, wall, &c. on

festival occasions. HTH, fxfx to plaster, and H7 aff.

wiwt f. (St) 1 A female friend.
1 A row or range. 1 A field,

boundary or mound : see HTtx.

HPftx mfn. (-¥:-XT-X )
* Eaten. * Licked, n, (-#) An attitude

in shooting, the right knee advanced, the left leg retracted,

g. HTH.fwr to lick, X aff

HlHtCH n. ) The frolicking of a calf. Sometimes written

Xiftxx.

Xixlx mfn. (-x:*HT-X) Melted, fused, x HTH before tft to

melt, si aff

HTXtffX n . (-H) Tin. r. hTx\X and affix fX.

HTH f. (-X:) A pitcher, a small water jar. mn. (-y-H) 1 An
esculent root, (Arum campanulatum :) in the modern dialects

this name is applied to the yam, potatoc, &c. 1 A raft, a

float, m. (-H:) An owl. x 1 to go, and nn affix, HTH what

goes, (in the earth, water, fee.) the initial is lengthened, and

X is changed to W.

HTHH m. (-H:)
1 A name of the chief of the Ndgat or serpent

race : see Iff. * An esculent root : see HTH. a. XX added to

the preceding.

HTWX mfn. (-X:-XT-sf) Cut, cut off. g. HTH before yx cut.

HTXHX a. (*^)
1 Writing. 4 Painting, f. (-Ht) A brush, a pencil,

x. HTH before fxx to write, affix «R.

HIHHf mfn. (-HI:- >«T-#)
1 To be written. * To be delineated

or painted, n. (*xi) * A painting. * A writing, a. HI* before

fHH to write. HX aff.

HTHHIHW mfn. f-X:-XT-^) Dead, deceased. X. HTXX1 painting,

writing, and ww final.

HTHV m. (-X:) ' Smearing, plastering, anointing. ’ LinimenL

g. HTH before fHfir to anoint, xh aff

Hixlvx n. (-w) ‘ Smearing, plastering. * Liniment, x. HTV,

before fxnt to smear, WZ aff.

HTHTH m. (-H:)
1 Sight, seeing, looking. * Light. * Flattery,

complimentary language, panegyric, x. HT* before HTH to

sec. xh aff.

HI HIXX n. (-W) Sight, seeing, looking, it. HTH, xfrH to sec,

?!*.**

HlxrrfHX mfn. (-Tr.-HT-if) Seen, beheld, g. HT* before ^rxr to

see, H aff.

HIHIHH n. (-HT) The faculty of vision or the cause of sight,

x. HHP before and J'X aff.

xrTHTXX nf. (-X-XT) Sight,seeing, x. HT* before HTX to see.’HX aff

HPXTfxX nif. (-x:-in-li)
1 Seen, beheld. * Considered, e. Hr*

before hth to see, JV affix.

HTHTH mfn. (-H:-HT-^) To be seen thought of or considered}

also HIHI XXlX. R. HTH, HTH to Me, XX aff

HIHKff o. -si)
1 Mixing, blending. * Stirring, shaking, agita-

ting. k. HTH and HX to stir, affix
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^TWTfrw rafn. (-HI-TIT-lf) ' Mixed, blended. 1 Shaken, agitated.

e. urrv before ww to stir, affix %.

mfn. (-VT- Shaken, agitated, m. (•*:) Trembling,

agitation, a. before to shake, affix m*f, m changed to ur.

^Tmifww info. (-it-WT-ti ) Shaken, agitatod. a. before urn

to shake, affix nr.

’mrmmm ra. (-W:) The planet Mass. e. urmmt the earth, TO patro-

nymic ufT.

mi iuq m. (*HT-)
1 The offspring of a degraded Brahman. * An

inhabitant, &c. of stvanti or Ougc'm. z. and mrw aff.

mrrtnr n. (-n*) ' Any vessel. * Weaving. ' Sowing seed, a mTm

mm to sow, Wfz aff.

mraim mfn. (-UT:-*T-lf) A cover, a veil, what covers or con-

ceals. e. mrc before 3 with aff.

mmm n. (-W) 1 Covering. * A covering, a garment. 1 A shield.

* An outer bar or a fence, a wall. * An obstruction. a Men-

tal blindneas. k. mm?. I to skreen, W3 aff.

f. (-fwO The power of illusion, that which veil’s the

real nature of things, k. mi'WTU and mfj| power,

mrr^ m. (-W:) ' Revolving, turning round. • A whirlpool » A

lock of hair that curls backwards, especially on a horse.

* Deliberation, revolving. * A mineral substance, pyrites,

marcasite. e. mTV. rm to choose, WW aff.

wvn* f- (-WT) ' A revolution, a whirl * A whirlpool 9 A curl

of hair, especially on a horse.
4 Revolution of the mind from

the influence of the senses.
9 The depression above the fron-

tal ridge or over the eyebrows, f. (mft) The name of a creep-

ing plant, k. mm added to the last,

mumm n. (-si)
1 Turning, turning round. * Churning. * Stirring

any thing in fusion.
4 Melting metals together, alligation. JThe

time when shadows are cast in an opposite direction. • Repeat-

ing. doing over again. T Study, practising, f. (Wt) A crucible.

K. wrm^, V7 affix
;
and mtm for the fern.

^rw^ranrfm m. A gem of a secondary order, commonly

Rdjdvatta. r. mw^ the same, and mfm a jewel,

mnm^mlm mfn.
1 To be whirled or turned round. 'To

be reversed. * To be repeated, e. mTm before TO to be,

m^twr uffi

mnwgrw mfo.(-W: WT-w) * Advancing, proceeding. 1 Revolving,

going round, k. mrm before TO1 to be, wnrm aff.

^imfftm mfh. What whirls or turns upon itself.

A horse having curls of hair on various parts of his

body: it is considered as a lucky mark. f. (-iff) A whirlpool

e. WTT^ and mf* aff.

mufsl A mfn. (-w:**n-7f) Eradicated, plucked up by the roots,

a. mrm. m$ to hurt, affix W-

mirnlm f. (-fmr:)
1 A row, a range, a continuous line. * A series,

dynasty, a lineage, b. mF*, mm to move. Tiff affix ; also

mraml, taking #t*T

mrmmr n. (-mil) Weakness. *. mrnrn weak, mu? aff.

vnrw n. ( mi) Necessity, inevitable act or conclusion, k mmmr

and m*.

muMW n. (-m) Necessity, inevitable act or conclusion, a. vn*
certain, affixes UTW and W%

mrmrmm n. (-m) Necessity, inevitability, b. w added to WTWW,
also with wur, mrawm #n.

mrrwm rnn. (-m:*^)
1 A house. * A fire temple or place where

sacrificial fire is preserved, m. (-UT:)
1 A treatise on the poetical

metre called A,rya. (UVTi^tfTU:) see mraiT. * A particular reli-

gious observance, a. mrm before mm to dwell, wrm Un 4di aff.

mTmmfmm rafn. Inhabiting a house, household, domes-

tic. b. mrmmm and to aff.

mrmmm n. (-Uf) A house. *. mtmmm and wj added,

mimfmm mfn. (-W:-WT-W)
1 Stored, (as grain.) * Winnowed.

1 Ripe, full grown, a. mTV and mm reverse, and to destroy,

participial affix m ;
also mwfvm.

mrrvm wfn. (-T-mT-m) What bears or conveys, m. (-tfO One of

the seven winds, a. mrr before mm to bear, mm aff.

mrwrm mfn. (-TS(-Tmt-Tm) Obtaining, receiving, a. mrm before

mm to hear, affixm

.

mimmuim mfn. (-m:-mr-m) Followed, succeeded, come in suc-

cession. b urrmp before mm to bear, wrwm aff.

mnrfmm mfa. (-wi-TTT-m) Rooted up, extirpated, a, UfTW before

mm to bear, m aff.

mTmnr mfn. (-mrm-mrmt-mTm) Blowing. *. mrm before mr to

blow, affix mm.

mrmrVT f. (*mf) ' Pain. * Distress.
1 Segment of the base of a

triangle, g. mrm before mrmT the same.

mTmrm m. (-rnt)
1 A basin for water round the root of tree. • A

bracelet. * Hostile purpose, intention of going to war, (as a

king.) 4 Throwing, casting, directing. 4 Sowing seed. •Throw-

ing additional ingredients into any compound, ^ in pharmacy,

Ac.) in course of preparation. T Mixing, inserting. * Uneven

ground. • A vessel 14 Principal sacrifice with fire. a. UTO,

mm to sow, mm aff.

mrmimm ni. ( mO A bracelet of gold. Sic. e. mm added the lost.

mTmrrnm n. (*rn)
1 A loom, an implement for weaving. • A reel

or frame for winding thread, k. mrm, mm to weave, fjm aff.

mrmrft m. (-ft:) A shop, a stall k. mrm before C to nourish,

in the causal form, m aff.

rnirnnu ta<f. Covering, hiding, concealing, a. mrm» before 1 to

screen, wm aff.

mrmim n. (-UT) A basin for water round the foot of a tree. a. Ufrw

before mm to move, wm affix
;
also murmur,

mrmrmi n. (-^) Age or time ending with infancy, k. [unto,

mTW childhood.

mrmrm m. (-m*0 A house, a dwelling, e. mrm, mm to dweU, affix wm.

miEimm n. (-m) * Calling. 1
Inviting. * Offering oblations with

fire. f. (-mt) A particular position of the hands or the palms

put together, and the thumbs put at the root of the ring finger.

k. wry before mm to bear, causal form,m aff.

wrmrirm mfn. (-ir:-m*if) Invoked, invited, z. mrv before mm to

bear, causal form, sff aff.

mrrfmmr mfn. (-^r:-mt-mf) Woollen, fee. or any thing relating to

or derived from a sheep, m. (w-) A blanket, woollen cloth,

a. wfm a sheep, aff.

mrrfmmimrftm mfo. (-^r.-kPl-^) Made of woollen thread, b. unfair

and a thread, 3m aft
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yifyy m. (-TT) A small fruit tree, vulgarly Cartnda, (Carissa

carond&s.) also yifuu.

yifyc mfn. *t<> 1 Pierced, wounded. * Crooked. 1 Cast,

thrown, sent 4 Disappointed. 4 Stupid, foolish, b. yr* be-

fore WW to hurt, % aff.

f.(-wf) a plant (Aknidhi:) also mfyywfAm f.(-trr.)

mfyy ra. (-yt) An awl, a drill, a kind of gimblet worked by a

string, e. 'Wr*', *»* to pierce, WUf or *T aff.

ail PyArW m. (-y:) Manifestation, presence, becoming visible.

a. wrfry manifestly, and rrnr condition.

yfk^iT mfn. (-Tri-Wf-lf) Appeared, manifest, become visible.

b. WTfkw and tpt become.

^TlVwr mfn. (-«:-VT-V) Foul, turbid, e. fyyr to break,

and yi aff.

^rrfy®iTW n. (-W) Manifestation, making visible, b. yfyy and

making.

yrfyyVTT m. (-T*:) Becoming or making visible, e. yfrfVw and

mr making.

yfsrwpr mfn. (-w: -HT-lf) Made or become visible, evident, ma

nifest. b. yftW apparent, and fry made,

yfyy mfn. (-*:-m-^)
1 Entered. * Possessed, (by a demon,

&c.) * Possessed, engrossed, (by any sentiment or feeling.)

b. yrfyyt to enter, affix m
yfyy md. Manifest, evident B. Wfry, r3'W to sound, aff.

yfTyt f. (-wl) Pain of child-birth.

’WreYy mfn. (-w.-wmt) 1 Passed, gone. * Placed, hung. m.

(•y:) The sacrificial cord worn in any particular manner.

b. yry before ytir gone.

yjrytfyw m. (-ift) A Brahman who wears the cord in any par-

ticular manner, s. y^ffT added to the last : see ynfanwtfww.

wryy m. (-»:) A father, (in theatrical language.) a. yy to

preserve, «cy affix, and the initial lengthened.

yT*y; f. (-try ) Order, method, b. yr» before m to choose,

affix fyy.

yiw mfn, (-ir-WT-TT) ' Enclosed, surrounded, (by a ditch, wall,

he.) * Covered,' screened. J
Invested, inclosed, involved.

4 Spread, overspread,, overcast. * Filled with, abounding with,

m. (-IT:) A man of mixed origin, the son of a Brahman, by a

woman of the Ugra caste, e, yrw. y to nourish, affix ft-

wrnrw mfn. (-lr-irr-yi) 1 Whirled, stirred, turned round. * Re-

verted, averted. * Retreated, fled, a yrBF before ry to be,

Tf aft

ynfn f. (-fat) ' Reversion, turning beck or from. Flight,

retreat * Revolving, going round. 4 Worldly existence, the

revolution of births. ‘ Use, employment application, a yrv
before try, fw^ aff*

wy* m. (-*:)
1 Hurry, haste. * Flurry, agitation, f. (-Bt) A

potherb, (Convolvulus argenteus.) e. wriP before fyyi to be

alarmed, W*f and y*ry aff.

yiuyy mfn. (-yr>yrT-y) One who makes known, m. (-yn) * An

appellant, a suitor. * An informer, b. yrv before fyy; to

know, causal form, ^aff.

n. (-si) Kepn.sc tiling, addressing or apprising respect-

fully. a yrw and y yw informing.

^ryfyw mfn. (-TTi-Tfr-Tr) Made known, communicated, repre-

sented. b. yrtr befure fy^ to know, causal form, nr off.

yriyi mfn. (-yr-UT-^) To be represented or made known. Ind.

Having made known, k. yiw before fyr\ to know, causal

form, spf or BS|Xf aff.

yr^yjWTW mfn. (-y-.-arr-or) Slating, representing, h. yiy be-

fore fw to know, causal form, WTBW aff.

syryy m. (-y:)
1 Entrance, entering. * Pride, arrogance. * In-

distinctness of idea, apoplectic or epileptic giddiness.
4 Ab-

sorption of the faculties in one wish or idea, devotedness to

an object. 1 Demoniac fren*y, possession, &c. a. yrw before

fry to enter, ww aff.

wryyw n. (*y)
1 Entrance, entering. * A house in which work

is carried on, a workshop, a manufactory, fee. * Possession

by devils, &c. * Passion, fury. * The disk of the sun. r. uny
fyy to enter, yjTB aff.

yr yfy yr mfn. (-y;-sft-y?)
1 A guest, n visiter. * Entering into.

* Own, peculiar, unparticipated.
4 Inherent. *. yrw, fky to

enter, ry aff.

yreCBT m. (.yr:) A wall, a fence, an enclosure. b. yiW, WT to

surround, V’lolE

WRycy n. (-w)
1 Wrapping round, binding, tying. “ A wrapper,

an envelope, a bandage. • An inclosure, a. yrtv before mr
to surround, T^aff.

yrifinf mfn. (-m-iTMT) Surrounded, enveloped, inclosed, bound

or tied. a. yiy before to inclose, y aff.

yrwmr n. (*y)
1 Expecting, wishing. * Declaring, asserting.

e. yiW before ufo to wish, &c. wrar aff.

ynfyT f. (-yr)
1 Wish, desire. * Speech, declaration, e. ynF.nfw

to desire, yr and aff.

W l iify y mfn. (-m-ffT-TT) Wished, expected. * Declared, said.

k. yrrv before to desire, % aff.

yriifaB mfn. 1 Wishing, desiring. * Asserting, a. yrw,

yfa to wish, aff.

yirriq mfn. Wishing, desiring, b. yrw, irfw to wish,

and ^ aff.

Win mfn. Mr-WT-lf ) Able, powerful, b. and mi able,

ymrfk f- (-fw) power, ability, might, k. yjf before wfil

power.

yrvTifty m^n -
1 To be doubted, questionable. * To

be apprehended. «. yrry before irfyr to doubt, ypftm; aff.

^TirTr f* (*WT) ’ Fear, apprehension. * Doubt, uncertainty,

h. yry, irfyr to doubt, ypy^and yry affs.

yiryTTf1"ry mfn. (-m-TB-li)
1 Afraid. * Doubting, uncertain.

b. yiTfl and vhfl having.

yimri*y mfn. (•yi-lTT-Tf) ' Feared, dreaded. "Doubted. E.yTT

before wfv to doubt, H aff.

ynrw m. (-W.) A tree, (Pentaptera tomentosa.) see yyy and

yTww.

^triry m. (-*:)
1 Meaning, intention. Free will or pleasure.

* An asylum, an abode or retreat.
4 A receptacle, a recipient.

1 Any recipient or containing vessel or viscusof the body, as

CBIliry the heart,tpip the stomach, &c. * The stomach in

particular, * The mind. • Property, possessions. * A miser, a
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niggard. '• Virtue and tic©.
11 Fate, fortune. 11 The Jack, a

kind of bread-fruit tree. x. VT«f. to rest, VV aff.

VTOTTOt m. (**t) A name of fire : see VT’liJT*?.

vnwfiFS mfn. (-irr-vt-«)
1

Feeding, a feeder, one who gives food.

• Protecting, a protector. * Recipient, a receiver, k. wrw to

eat, causal form, affix KM or VT* before ftf to rest, with the

same aff.

VTITC n. (-^:) ' Fire. • An imp, a goblin, x. VT¥ before u to

injure, affix
j
also WTfrr.

VT*W m. (-«:) A tree : see arTwv.

vm n. (-K) A spirit distilled from molasses: see wnn-
VTWT f. (-1CT)

1 Hope, desire. * Length. • A quarter, a region,

x. vrv before VSX to expand, vrv and alls.

VTTTTV m. (-¥:)
1 The month Aaddka, (June-July.) * A staff

of Pattoia wood carried by ascetics, f. (-vr) The name of two

of the lunar mansions : see ^fTWTVT and ^vu i mki.

¥ltTTfVw mfn. (-Vt-Wl-V) Having hope. a. VTO and vfvw
possessed of.

Vnrnnfl mfn. Successful, possessing the object hoped

for. x. ^ii u.i and 3TO obtained.

m. ( af.) ' Confidence, trust, expectation. * A spiders

web. x. wr*rr hope, &c. and wv a binding.

VIVWT m. (-Y-) Disappointment, b. VTin and WT break-

ing.

VlVTCW mfn. (-ttw-'CkVtw) Hoping, having hope. *. VTirT

and Sflfg poss. aff.

Vnrnftw mfn. (-w:-VMr) Desponding, despairing, e. vntT and

destitute of.

Vrfkfww mfn. (-V'-VT-IT) Tinkling, applied to the ornaments

worn on the hands and feet. e- viv before to tinkle,

* aff.

Vlfw?f mfn. (-TT- WT-ll) Eaten, e. vt* before VV to eat, affix

IK ;
aho KfkM.

VTfinrritw mfn. (-¥:*¥!-¥) Formerly grazed by cattle, e. VlflTW

eaten, irregular derivative of it » cow, and wi^ affix
$

also vfVnrrTTv.

VTfiPPW* n. (-v) Food, victuals, m. (•¥:) Satisfaction, satiety,

x. wnfint and *n produced by, from W and ur* aff.

VTfk* mfn. (-Wl-O-*) Voracious, gluttonous, eating excessive-

ly. e. WH to eat, and affix, V inserted.

WTfkT m. (-*:)
1
Fire. * A goblin or imp. x. VTV before V*

to eat, Un’adi aff

Wrf>T¥ £ (-Vt)
1

Blessing, benediction, bestowing or wishing a

bleating upon others. * A serpent s fang. x. WT** before VT¥

to rule, affix, and VT i* changed to V*

Wnft f. (-ifr)
1 Wishing or bestowing a blessing. 1 A serpent s

fang. * A kind of venom, the venom of a snake, a. WHP be-

fore WW to cat, WW and affixes : see the preceding.

WTVT^WW n, (-a*J A blessing, a benediction, e. viflTV and

speech.

WTwWn m. ( ^:) A blessing, a benediction, s. vtfinJ and wjm

speech.

Vnftfwv m. (•I ! ) A snake, e. Wnrt a fang, and fii poison; in

whose fang is venom.

WTKJ mfn. (-TJj-H'.-TI) Going quickly, fleet, fast. mn. (-XJ:-VI)

Rice ripening in the rainy season, n. adv. (-u) Quick, quick-

ly. e. VKJ to pervade. V* aff.

Wl liWlfiW mfn. (-ct-fW-ft) ’ Doing any thing quickly, smart,

active. * (In medicine) Operating speedily, e. VHQ and Viftw

what acta.

WTTJW mfn. (-a:-*!-*) Going or moving quickly, swift, fleet,

m. (-*:)
1 The wind. * An arrow, x. VTTJ quick, and V who

goes.

wnrrft f. ( *t) A tree which yields frankincense, (Boswellia

serrata. ) see

vng^lfl m. ( fwO Rice ripening in the rainy season, t. WTTj

quick, and ftfw rice
;

that is, of rapid growth
;

also wttj.

so vnjVT*^ n. (-sv) and other compounds.

tnUUff^ m. (-fw:)
1
Fire. * Wf

ind, air. k. VTTJ before TT* to

dry in the reiterative form, and vfv Un Adi aff.

¥1 w ra. (-<t) A mountain.

WTWT5 n. (-WT) Impurity, x. VTjfw impure, VV aff.

VTVZtfmfa. (-EQ:-WT ui ) Astonishing, wonderful, m. (-I&) Sur-

prise, astonishment, e. VIV before VC to go, deriv. irregular.

Vrwha n. (-V) ’ AVonderfulnesa. * W’onder, astonishment.

k. vrro and k , or with in, vrwn^WT.

Vliinw n. (-it)
1 Aspersion, sprinkling. * Applying fhet, fkc.

to the eyelids, x. VTV before Ijw to sprinkle, affix VI.

mfn. (-Ijft'Vff-W) Stony, made of stone, &c. x. WPK
stone, and affix : with the final rejected.

wrnjrw mfn. (-*r Made of stone, stony, stone, s. WPT
andW aff- m. (-¥:) A name of Aevna, the charioteer of

the sun. b. stone, affix : immoveable as a stone,

having no legs.

vrfijrv mfn. (-v Made of stone, consisting of stone, he.

b. WTW and WK.

Wl<T mfn. (-w: WT-w) Dried partially, consolidated, coagulated.

B. VTV dimin. VTTW dry.

ni. (-¥:)
1 A religious order, of which there are four kinds

referable to the different periods of life, 1st, that of the stu~

dent or Braiunachdri

;

2d .that of the householder or Grihatfha

;

3d, that of the anchorite or / 'dnaparast ha ; and -4th, that of

the beggar or Bhihthu : see &c.
1 A college, a school.

1 A hermitage, the abode of retired saints or sages. * A wood

or thicket, e. vtv before WW to perform religious austerities,

affix IW.

WTWI m. (-¥:) The head of a religious order, a preceptor, a

principal. *- VPwr a convent, and ipi senior.

m. (-^:) The special duty or duties of each order of

life. x. vrxtlT and duty.

vrrwfwv mfn. (-V: V^-V) Belonging to one of the four orders,

see Wt’SH. x. srrww as above, and aff

VI sjfws^rafn. (-vt- fstwl-ftr)
1

Belonging to one of the four orders.

* Belonging to a hermitage, a hermit, an anchoriic,&c. e.VITW

and Tffsf aff.

VTW m. (-¥:) Being inclined or addicted to, following, practis-

ing.
* A recipient, the person or thing in which any quality

or article is inherent, retained or received. 1 An a*)luin, a
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place of refuge. 4 A patron, a protector. * Having recourse

to a protector or asylum. • A dwelling .
1 Contiguity, vicinity.

• Source, origin. * A plea, an excuse. *" Appropriate act, one

consistent with the character of the agent, a. sm*__ before

dft to serve, *T«r off.

sgmvr n. (-vf) Refuge, asylum, means of protection or security.

fTV before ft to serve, fl aff.

mfn. (-V-WMf) 1 To be had recourse to. * To be

practised or followed, a. snf before fa to serve, affix

mfn. (-TT’-^TT-Tf) Protecting, supporting, one who is the

refuge of any other, a. and become.

mfn. ( tf-WT-V) A fbrfcitcr of an asylum, one who by

misconduct, he. loses patronage or protection, m. (-*:) A

name of fire. a. a house, fcc. *r*t to eat or consume,

and wrw affix : similar compounds occur frequently, as

qnyMfffl. WI &C.

qjTxni mfn. (-T»‘1T^) Compliant, obedient, m. (•*:) 1 A pro-

mise, an engagement. ' Distress, fatigue. 9 Fault, transgres-

sion. a. W*. ’J
to hear, aff.

^rfa f. (-fa:) The edge of a sword : see sqfa.

qjrfa?T mfn. (-it

-

lit li) ' Inhabiting, dwelling in, resorting to

as a retreat or usylum. * Following, practising, observing.

* Using, employing, having recourse to.
4 Receiving any

thing, as an inherent or integral part.
4 Taking ones station

at or on, as at a window or a seat, flic. • A dependant, a.

before fa to serve, % aff.

^rf 7Q but.
1 Having sought or obtained an asylum. 9 Having

recourse to, employing, practising, a. sqnF before fa to serve,

qjq affix, TpT augment.

VfTTTf mfo. (-TT-WT-lf)
1 Promised, agreed. * Heard, e. be-

fore * to hear, w aff.
4

^rfarc mfn. (-^i-ffr^tf) ' Embraced. 1 Embracing, who or what

embraces. * Connected, interwoven, blended. 4 Attaching to,

joining, who or what adheres to. * Invested, spread. • Con-

nected as a consequence, deduced, concluded, s. wrv7 before

fape to fold, H aff.

ro. (-*:)
1 Embracing, an embrace. • Site of any act.

9 Intimate connexion, a. *rr», fa* to fold, w*T aff.

aTa mfn. ( -^) Relating to a horse, drawn by horses,

equestrian, fltc. n. (-a)
1 A number of horses. • A chariot

drawn by horses. R. *TW a horse, and a* aff.

wra* m.(-H:) The fruit of the holy fig tree. a. and xqw a ff.

^T^fasPC mfn. (•*' Relating to or produced by the

Aawattka tree. * Flowering of the AatcaUha (the time when.)

*. aa* and aff.

’ailijw mfn. (-*r -^t:»f) Belonging to or occurring in the same

month of A'awin. ro. (-W:) The month Attcin, (September-

October.) f. (-aft) The day of full moon in A't’win. e. qf af^ ir

the first lunar mansion, affix and fem. wfa.

an^ira rafn. Belonging to a chariot, i. and

^pRaff.

qrniwaifa* m. (-*:) A farrier, a groom, s. vnr, a mark,

** aff.

UMfrwiqq ra. (-if) The name of a sage and legislator, he,

k. wsjwiq* and aw patronymic aff.

W?i mfn. (-w*t WX) 1 Breathing, alive. * Recovering,

reviving, a. <HV before W*f to breathe, KW aff.

mfn. (-H.-WT H) Encouraged, cheered, consoled. K-ara

before a1* to breathe, a aff.

aTW*a m. (-a) * Completion, cessation. * A chapter or section,

the division of a book. * A probable story.
4 Breathing. B- *!TC,

a*l to breathe, to live, aaaff.

atama ra. (-W:) Clothing, mfn. (-a-faar-^) Consoling, com-

forting. k. ara before aw to breathe, causal form, yx aff.

araTWW n. (-a) Consoling, encouraging, reviving, e. aia be-

fore aw to breathe, causal form, yyx aff.

araTfaa mfn. ( TT-WT-TT-) Encouraged, comforted, a. be-

fore aw to breathe, causal form, a aff.

wnrTfU ind. Having recovered or revived, a. an* before aw
to breathe, causal form, W* aff.

aifa* mfn. (a:*at-#) Equestrian, cavalier, relating to a horse,

drawn by horses, he. e. aa and ra aff

aTfaw m. (-m) The month A'gtcin, (Septernber-October.)

b. afawl the constellation, dcriv. affix : when the moon

is in /fa'ieinf.

arifa mfo. (-W: -WT-Rf) A day s journey for a horse, a. aa a

horse, and a*f aff.

aifaw* m. du. (-WT) The two twin sons of As'wixf, by Sc'avA,

and physicians of Surerga j one of them is named Nabatya,

the other Dasha : or the patronymic may be used in the sin-

gular to designate either one of them. e. afa*f! and aa aff

arafa n. (-a.i A number of horses, a. aa a horse, and w aff

ai v t r m. (-¥:
)

1 The name of a month, (June-July.) * A staff

of the wood of the Pal(a a, carried by an ascetic in the month

A'ahn»Chn. 9 The Malaya mountain. «- afTVTRT the constella-

tion, and aw affix, f. (-r*ti The day of full moon in the month

A'akdeTha. f. (-VT) The twenty-first and twenty-second lunar

mansion
;
it is most commonly compounded with and

see ^«r*nrr and awTTwrrT. k. a neg. Wa to bear, wrw and

7PT aff.

qrr*T¥ir m. (-V.) The month A*ahdtfha ; see the preceding,

also xfBTW.

^T*T*r»T* rain. (-V-WT-Vf) Prodnced in the month A'aHJtfka.

m. (-^t) Ihc planet Maas. k. ^TETtf the month, and nr pro-

duced, from ^ and aff.

m. (-1^:) See the preceding, e. vgr*T»T the sign, and

produced, from ij^to be, affix far*.

Wry n. (•"%) iEther, the sky or atmosphere, e. to throw, to

send, Un’Adi aff.

r. 2d cl. (*rpi or j

1 To sit.
9 To be present. • To be

or exist. With ’qfa prefixed, 1 To inhabit, to dwell in. • To

sit over or upon. • To mistake or err by taking one thing for

another from similarity of appearance. With wfa, to sit or

apply to, to study, to learn. With 1 To leave, to aban-

don.
# To shake, agitate, &c. (as wind.) With to wor-

ship, to do homage. With fac, to expel. With sr and far, to

reject, to refute, to invalidate.

K K
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VTV mi. (TIT.) An interjection, ah ! oh ! Ac. implying, 1 Recol-

lection. ’Anger. 'Menace. 'Fain. 'Affliction.

T|IT rn. (-V:) A bow. e. TIT to iend or throw, affix T*t.

VltfW mfn. (-W-WT-^i) ' Zealously following or pursuing, intent

or attached strongly to. ’ Trusting to, confiding in. ' Eternal.

mdo. n. (-11) Eternally, c. WTT, TB to embrace, to move, par-

ticipial affix if.

Ttmifrni mfn. (.TT-VT-Ti) Of a fixed mind, intent on, devoted

to, absorbed in. e, wren and fTT mind.

TMVUVTV mfn. (Hr.-lTTi-lTi) Haring the mind fixed or intent

on any object. ft. wmr and "VW. the understanding.

TrmpnfV. mfn. (-wp-WT^-TTs) Haring the mind fixed upon any

object, k. ^VTOi and ir»P? the mind.

^T^fTI f. (•%) Attachment to one object or pursuit, diligence,

application, e. tit before TV to embrace, fWT aff-

Tn*JT m. (-T-)
1 Attachment to any object ' Association, con-

nexion. Proximity, contact, ado. n. (*T) Eternally, adj. mfn.

(-T>TMF) Eternal, a. TTTT always, TV to move, VT alT.

TTTTiV n. (-fUj Detachment, disunion, a. TI neg. vrrfjf union,

TpRaff.

TTT*il f. (-^l) A whirlwind, a. WTVT eternal, vfv and

affs.

TT^narr n. (-W) Putting on dress, armour, ornaments, Ac. a. VTT
before Ttst to dress, tbt aff.

VnTVTTi ind. Haring put on, a. VfT before V^T to dreaa, affix «W.
WTVfn f. (*fT!:)

1 Intimate union, meeting, junction. * Gain,

profit, acquirement. ' In logic, connexion or relation between

two or more proximate terms and the sense they convey,

a. VHP, TV to go, affix fur.

VHJW n. ( xi) ' A stool, a seat, ' Maintaining a post against an

enemy. • The withers of an elephant, the part where the

driver sits.
4 Hailing, stopping. 1 Sitting in some peculiar

posture, as is the custom of devotees, Ac. eighty-four kinds

are enumerated : see TTTmr, Ac. m. (-V:) A tree, (Pcntapheca

tomentosa.) also wr*W f. (-WT-ifl) Stay, abiding, sitting. ( TH)

1 A shop, a stall. ' A small seat, a stool, ft. TTP9 to abide,

and TT or WJ aff.

TTW^ m. A name of Vliis'u. mfn. A small

couch or oblong chair, having the scat made of basket work.

k. VTTV silting, and V what gives.

vm mfn. (-Vl-VT-V) Near, proximate, m. (-Vs) A setting sun.

ft. VtT, TV 1° g°» •*><* * aff*

RfmPftTwr m. (-*t:) Hour of death, t. TTWV and VPPT time.

VTW n. (-V)
1 Rum, spirit distilled from sugar or molasses.

' Spirituous liquor in general, k. TUT, to be generated,

and agr aff.

T|TVTT in. <-T:) The palmyra tree. ft. TTVT spirit, and V a

tree
;

the juice of the palmyra upon fermenting affording a

spirituous liquor.

TrrwrvT n. (-ar)
1 Obtaining, attaining. * Accomplishing. * Going

to or toward, k. VTT before TV to go, causal form, VjT aff.

VmfvH mfn. (-TT:-TfT-lf)
1 Obtained. * Reached, gone to.

• Spread, extended, overspread. * Effected, completed, ft. TfrT

before TV to go, the causal form, affix ?f.

TfTVTV ind. ' Having attained or reached. ' Haring obtained.

b. VTT before TV to go, causal form, TPt aff.

TTTTTS n. (-T) Accomplishment, attainment, ft. TTr before

TTV to succeed, VJT aff.

Trmv m. (-V 1)
' A hard shower. ' Surrounding an enemy. • The

army of an ally, or of a king whose dominions are separated

by other intervening states. VTT, % to go, aff.

TrPRTTf mfn. (-TT-WT-Tf) To be born. ft. ^ to bear, affix vw.

^TfVT m. (-TP) A swordsman, a. Tfa a sword, and 7f aC
wjffrfwr mfn. (-VP-TTT-vfi One who sits. E. ^ITT to sit, van aff.

Tfan mfn. (-jp-W-IR) Sprinkled, ft. TTTT before frg to sprinkle,

n aff.

Tnfrw mfn. (-TP-TIMT) * Sat down. * Who sits or is seated,

n. (-if) ' Place of abode, a city. ' A seat, ft WPT to sit, v aff.

vrfcrf mfn. (-T:-VT-^)
1 Accomplished, effected. * Put under

restraint : see TTTTT. ft- TITW before frv to go, Ac. affix n.

TH^tw mfn. (-V.-WT V) Silling, seated, ft. TV to sit, VTW
affix, form irr*

mfn. (-TT:-T1T-Tf) Nodding, rocking as seated,

falling asleep, ft. TfTVtw and TWTfvff »et in motion.

Tuf* m. (-fl|i) Distilling, distillation, k. TTT, yv to produce,

affix fifTT.

WftVV m * (** :
)

' A aacrificcr at the full and change of the

moon. * A distiller, r. Tvfw and Trrr aff.

T(TVV mfn. (-V>Vt-V) Infernal, demoniac, belonging or relating

to the Asiuras. m. (-v*) ‘ An dsur or demon. ' A form of mar-

riage, in which the bridegroom gives to the bride, her father

and paternal kinsmen, as much as he can afford, n. (-vj Black

salt. f. (-Vt)
1 A division of medicine, surgery, curing by cut-

ting with instruments, applying the actual cautery* Ac. 1 Mus-

tard. ft. a demon, T« and in the fern. vtv.

xbtTT m. (-V:) Sprinkling, ft. tit before fwv to sprinkle,

affix TV.

tSw n. (.ai) Sprinkling, mfn. (-W:-Tt-T) Beloved, desired,

ft. TTTT
, firv to sprinkle, SET affix

;
also VITTTT.

VTTfTTT mfn. (•TT.-TTf-Tf) See the preceding, ft, ^tt, to

sprinkle, war and VW aff- *1*« VWTTTTT.

TirV^ m. (-vr) One who confines or arrests another, it. VTT
before fw to go, and TT aff.

TTTM m. (-Tf:) Arreat, legal restraint of four kinds; THTTIKT:

limit of time. XHITTWT: confinement to a place, MXTTIVT: pro-

hibition against removal or departure, TT^MTTT: restriction

from employment, ft. 'VTT before frr to go, IT aff.

TrrrrtT mfn. f-w.-Wf-W) To be interrupted, prohibited or re-

strained. k. WTT before frr to go,W aff.

TiKTk^T m. (-T)
1 Going, going to, approaching. * Effacing, de-

atroying. ' Reproach, abuse.
4 War, battle. * Drying, k. "wrw

before to go, TBTaff.

n, (-W) The walk of a horse, s. TTTT, to go,

K aff.

VTTtf»v?rT n. (-Ti) See the preceding.

TTTOV m. (-V:)
‘ A covering, a coverlet, a blanket thrown over

the back of a hor*e or elephant. 1 Spreading clothes, Ac,

' A carpet, a bed. ft. VTT, Tin to spread, and TT^ affi
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' A bod. m. (-few) A name of Sceba, regent iW I V1TW n. (-w) * A carpet, a rug, a quilt, bed clothe*.

• A layer of sacred grass spread out at a sacrifice. * An ele-

phant's housings, a painted cloth or blanket worn on his

back. a. as the preceding, affix Wr.

m. ( ar:) The name of a Muni or saint, b. who is,

and •fUT affix
;
from an expression of his father, (he is in the

womb,) pronouncing his conception to have taken place be-

fore there were any external indications of it. mfn.

A believer, pious, faithful, a. HtWI as before, saying that there

it aOoo, &c. in opposition to the wife* an atheist, and ww aff.

HT and f. C-’HT) Belief in God. r. and ww affix
; also

with m affix HIfew HI.

Wife* I m. ( W : ) A name of a king, also called Javamkjaya

e. wife* the Muni, a request, and ^ who give* or grants

;

having at his request spared the Ndga, Taksbajla, from the

destruction to which he had devoted the race.

m. (-VO The name of a Muni or saint, the son of Js-

aatkaso, also a Muni • see Wlfev b. wfe and ry&f,

f. (-wt) The wife of Jarate/rl', a saint, k. wirtfnr

as above, and apnft a mother, the mother of that saint.

WfelWf n. ( w) Belief in Providence and a future world, x.wifew

a believer, and aff.

WTZft^i mfn. (-4'.-a$T-4) Spread, strewed, scattered, m. wtw* be-

fore ^ to spread, jf afT.

mfn. (-fr:-TTT-ii)
1 Spread. * Covered, x. ^rr* before wi

to spread, affix 7R.

WTTWJT f. (-^Epr)
1 Prop, stay, place or means of abiding. * An

assembly. " Effort, pains, care.
4 Consideration, regard. t-WTV

before UTT to stay, to stand. WTY and wrq affs.

^n*rrw nf. (-w-w\) An assembly, n. ( if)
1 Place, site. * Buying,

abiding. 1 Pains, care. e. mrz
, tCT to stay or stand, ws

and affs.

WTftWVW n. (-W)
1 Placing, fixing, causing to stay or remain.

* An enema of oil, ghte, &c. x. XgiW before XJTT to suy, causal

form, aff
Mt »

wrrfem mfn. (-Wt-WT-IT)
1 Stayed, dwelt, abiding, abode. * Ap-

plied to, having recourse to. • Occupied, engrossed by, en-

gaged in.
4 Spread, overspread. 'Obtained. • Observing, ad-

hering to, following, practiaing. x. WTV before WT and jf aff.

n.{-^) 1 Business, affair.
1
Office, rank, station. • Dignity.

4 Authority. • Place, site. e. wtw; before to go, deriv. irr.

wfiwtw n. (-if) Trembling, throbbing, e. wtw before wfq; to

shake, xgxr aff.

^IWTiT f. (-^f) Emulation, rivalry, b. WPF before Wlf to vie

with, WTW and 3CPT affs.

xpnuflW mfn. Emulous, x. ^rWlfT and aff.

TOIPV rn. (-^:)
1 Striking, rubbing, causing to move gently.

* Flapping, clapping. * The flapping motion of an elephant’s

ear. e. WTH5

, WIWT to move, causal form, W*T aff

^rwrxnr n. (-if)
1

Pride, arrogance. • Kubbing, stirring, mov-

ing gently, x. before WW to move, causal form, affix wrxr.

wrrwufew mfn. (-W:-WT-W)
1

Struck gently, rubbed, touched,

stirred. ' Flapped, clapped, struck together. *. before

mw to move, causal form, n aff.

Vemits, and teacher of the Atari.

XiisHiis m. (-W:)
1 A plant, (Swallow wort.) * The sound of

striking on the arms, as made by combatants, wrestlers,

&c. f. (-WT) A wild variety of jasmin, a wPF, ttr to ex-

pand, and XfH affix
;
also wnftrw and vimr.

m. (-qn) A tree, (Careya arborea.) x. XfTV, UJR to

blow, &c. and aff.

Uttnst n. (-W) * Blowing, expanding. * Contracting, closing.

* Slapping the arms, or the noise made by it. f. (-art) A gim-

let or auger, e. qrf, to blow or expand, and wp- aff.

an#r»T m. (-W0
1 Swallow wort, (Asclcpias gigantea) * Moun-

tain ebony, (Bauhinia variegata, &c.) 1 A kind of echites or

savanna flower, (E. dichotoma, Rox.) f. (-WT)
1 A wild variety

of jasmin. * Clitoris ternatea. a wr*. WJR to blow or expand,

wrq affix and Z changed to if; or w to encrease, with n
affix, and WTT converted to % ;

also sometimes xqrnil* and

WTvarrzT.

WTWJ n. (-qg)
1 The face. ' The mouth, mfn. (-WT-qqr-qfi) Be-

longing or relating to the mouth or face. e. vj to throw or

direct, and WW affix, or WTW before wrc to go, and w affix;

to which food goes or is directed, f. (-hit) Stay, abiding,

resting, a. to sit, and w«T aff.

WTWPTW n. (-W) A lotus, e. ^rwi a face, and XTR a leaf; this

flower is commonly compared to a beautiful face.

WHflWI'FW m- (*1:) A hog, a boar. e. wrnjl and WTTW a plough;

whose face is as it were a plough.

Hiwiwrww a. (-W) 'Hie beard, e. ^rwi and wnww^hair ; the hair

of the face.

m. (-W-) Spittle, saliva, k. WTHI the mouth,

liquor.

m. (-H:) The nineteenth lunar mansion, e. wthh a

linkthata or goblin, and ^xr aff. one of this race being the

deity of the asterism.

HTTHF m. (-H0 * Distress, pain, affliction. * Flow, running,

discharge, r. ‘WlV, H to go, and aff.

HTWTF m. (-H:) * Pain, affliction. * Flow, issue, running, dis-

charge. x. wrH1

, ^ to ooxe, xr aff.

^TurfipT rafn. (-TT^-TTT-Tf) Sounded, x. HTTT, war to sound, n
affix, with Tz augment.

sfT^lwr mfn. (-Ht:-wn-Hi) Sounded, k. hhw before qnr to sound,

* aff.

strung m. (-^:)
1 Tasting, eating. 9 Enjoying. • Flavour, e. xqrr

before^ to taste, affix WH.

n. (-Hf>
1 Tasting, eating. * Enjoying, e. before

and WZ aff.
\i *

^rwt^TT mfn. (-JTt-'m-Tf) * Tasted. 1 Enjoyed, possessed.

• Eaten. K.vqrV before to taste, affix yf.

urnr ind. An inteijection, aha! ah! implying, 1 Casting, send-

ing. • Severity, reproof. * Commanding.

arrsjH m. (-W.) A disease of the nose, inflammation of the

Schneiderian membrane.

H(TW mfo. (-irt-HT-W)
1 Struck, beaten. * Injured, killed. • Mul-

tiplied.
4 Known, understood. 6 Uttered falsely, n. (-if)

1 Old
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cloth or raiment. * New cloth or clothes. • Assertion of an

impossibility, ra. (-if:) A drum. ft. PTP, pp to hurt or injure,

affix p.

PTTP*»iPP mfn. (-P:-PT-Tf) Noted for good qualities. «. PTTP

known, and ppsr a mark.

PTPT m. (-T!)
1 Breath inspired, inspiration. * Taking, seizing.

k. PTP before p to take, PP a AT.

PTprvi n. (-P) * Taking, seizing. ' Causing, inducing. * Ex-

tracting, removing, ft. ’ITT before p to take, affix ^ipr.

tlpfj mfn. )One who tukes or seizes, m. («^r) (In

law,) A copy-holder, ft. PTP before p to take, pp aff.

pnpr m.(-p:) 1 War, battle. * Sacrificing, k- PTP before 9 to

sacrifice or pp to call, and ppq aff.

pi ppp n. (-*i) Sacrifice, offering sacrifice, ft. PTP before 9 to

sacrifice, IPS aff.

PHTpfa mfn. (-p:-PT-t|) To be offered as an oblation, m. (-p:l

A consecrated fire taken from the householder’s perpetual

fire, and prepared for receiving oblations, e. PTP, 9 to offer

oblations, and aff.

qnpnUff mfn. (-p:*PT*#) Fit for a burnt offering, m. (p:) A

consecrated fire. a. Pp added to the last.

PTOT m. (-p:)
1 Food. ' Taking, conveying, k. ptp , p to con-

vey, PP aff.

n>. (-p:) The juice of the body, chyle, lymph, serum,

fitc. k. piprv; food, and ppp what is produced.

mfn. Begging or seeking for food.

k. ’pith: and who asks.

ppjraj mfn. (-«5;-nir-4i) ' Adventitious, accessary, incidental.

* To be taken or seized. • To be eaten, m. (-tip) The orna-

mentative part of the drama, the dress, decorations, ficc. a.

9\9 before pp to convey, pw aff.

PHH&PTPT £ (-PT) Adventitious beauty, beauty not natural but

the effect of paint, ornaments, ike. "ft. PTYTil} incidental, and

PTPT splendor.

PTPiP m. (-P**)
1 A trough near a well for watering cattle.

• War, battle. 'Calling, ft. PTP[before £ to call, pp affix,

dcriv. irr.

m. (-pt) ‘ A name of the inspired grammarian Piwf.vu

* The descending node. ft. pfp a snake, or the constellation

Attethd*, and W9 aff.

plfpfpp m. (-P:) A man of mixed origin, the son of nNishada

father and Voided mother, emplo)ed as a watchman on

the outside of jails, &c.

mfn. (-p: PT-P) 1 Placed, deposited. • Entertained, felt.

• Comprising, containing-
4 Made, done. k. PiP, PT to have

or hold, part, affix p, form irr.

piftMPPP mfn. (-P:-PT-Tf) Noted for good qualities, m. see

plfpflUP »nfn. (-P:-PT-P) Pained, grieved, ft. PTfVff felt, ppr

pain.

p i foflWP mfn. (-p:-pr-p) Noisy, uttering or making sound.

*. prfpp made, PP a sound.

prfgprp mfn. (•?-|T'f) Marked, spotted, stained, k. PT?PP

made, pp a *p«t-

Plfvmfn ra. ( firs) A Brahman who has preserved a sacred fir*

kept alive perpetually in a family, &c. ft. prfpp placed, and

Pfp a fire; by whom.

PTfpTjfipp m. (-p:) A juggler, a snake-catcher, a. pfg a

snake, a mouth, and ww affix
;
playing with the mouth

of a snake : the poisonous fangs being extracted, the snakes

are suffered to bite their exhibitors.

ITTW n. (-P) The nourishment of all created beings, considered

as one of the five sacraments or principal sacrifices of the

IfmduM. s. PIP, 9 to offer oblations, and p aff

prpfp f. (-fp) ' Offering oblations with fire to the deities.

'Any solemn rite accompanied with oblations, ft. as the pre-

ceding, affix fpp.

PTPPf d ( Iff) A leguminous shrub.

pip* mfn. (-ps-PT-P) Called, summoned, invoked, invited,

ft. PTP before $ to call, 9 aff.

PTPPW»ufpp m. (-^t) A defendant or witness absconding, or

not appearing when summoned, e, pipp and tmrrfpp who

runs away.

Pipfrf f. (-fir) Calling. ft. PTP, p to call, affix fpp; T is drop-

ped, and P is changed to its analogous vowel 9.

PTpp mfn. (-p:-pr-p) Brought, taken, collected. e.PTP before

p to take, p aff.

prpp iarf. Having taken or received, having brought, e. ptp
before p to take, WP aff

PTpp mfn. (-P’-Pt-P) Belonging or relating to a snake. «. pfp
a snake, and par aff.

PTPT ind.
1 An interjection of doubt; • Of asking.

PTTTPPfpPT f. (-PT) Boasting, military vaunting, k. PTTT, PPP
a man, and affix pp ;

doubting another’s manhood, fitc.

PI fail md. A particle implying doubt. a. PTPT and fpp aff.

PTP n. (-9) Many days. b. pp^ a day, and pn aff.

PTfpp mfn. (-Pi-Pt-P) Daily, diurnal, of or belonging to a

day. n. (-p) ' Constant occupation, daily work. * The divi-

sion or section of a book. ' Food. k. ppar a day, and pp aff.

PTfPPTPTT m. (•<:) Daily observance, the prayers and practices

necessary for bodily mid mental purification, a. prfpp and

PIPIT observance.

prpnp m. (-pO Joy, delight, k. ptp before 9K to be pleased,

affix pp.

PTjrrfpP mfn. (-pt-PT-lf) Delighted, rejoiced, s. PTP, pp to

be delighted, p aff

PTP m. (-9’.) A crier, who or what calls, f. (-PT) 1 A name, an

appellation. * A call, a summons b. ptp, p to call, p aff.

prpp m. (-P*) ' A name or appellation. * A lawsuit arising

from a dispute about games with animals, as cockfighting, Ac.

E. PTP. PP to call, ppaff-

p iPTP n. (-vf) ’ Calling, a call or summons. ' Legal summons.
* A name, an appellation. 4 Invocation, invitation, i. pip,

pp to call, ipp aff.

prpTPppp n. (-P) Day of trial, ft. PTPTP summons, and ppp
seeing, investigating.

PTPTP m. (P»)
1 A name. * A summons, b. PTP, ^ to call, faff.

PTPTPP m.(-v) A messenger, a courier, ft. ptp, 9 to call.pp sff
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T The third vowel of the alphabet, corresponding to I short,

and pronounced as that letter in kill, See. ,

T m. MO) A name of Ka'maob'va. Ind. An interjection 1 Of

anger. * Of calling. 1 Of sorrow or distress.
4 Of compassion.

e. T to go, ftsV aff.

T r. 1st cL (TfvfTf) To go, to go to or towards . with VV pre-

fixed, to rise or ascend, as the son, &c. with vfw andw the

same, or to rise in the world, to prosper. (V) TV and vfa

alxcayx prefixed VVlV r. 2nd cl. (V Vt *0 To study, to learn,

to read over or through. (V) TV and vfv prefixed r. 2nd

cl (vvift) To remember, to think of. (V) TV r. 2nd cl.

(vf*») To go. This root takes many prefixes, implying with

VfrT ,

1 to surpass, to surmount. “To pass to spend time or to

elapse as time. With V 1 Togo after, to follow. * To go like,

to imitate in going. * To succeed. With vfa, 1 To obtain, to

get. • To proceed, to go on. * To go.
4 To approach. * To serve

or worship. With w 1 To go away, to depart. * To perish.

With vfw and w, To arrive. With W, 1 To receive. * To aid

or assist. * To approach or go near to. With ftn^, to go forth

or out from. With tffv,
1 To trust, to confide. * To follow,

to be added or subjoined to. * (In the passive verb,) To be-

come evident or manifest. With ft, To expend, to waste, to

depart. WithW and W, To obtain, &c.

TV* ra. (-¥:) A kind of reed : see T"f¥.

Xft m. (•¥:) The sugar cane.

T«J m. (-fp) The sugar cane. i. TV to desire, and v$ affix or

TV to see, affix and T made short.

TVVTVl m. (-V:)
1 A species of sugar canc, (Saccharum tnunja,

Rox.) see
1 A sort of grass, (K<ut) (Saccharum sponta-

neum.) * The stem or cane of the Saccharum officinale, the

sugar canc. k. tv and VTO a stem.

T^v^fT f. (-VT)
1 A kind of reed, (Saccharum spontaneom.)

1 Barleria longifolia, (this and its synonimes are also appli-

ed to Capparis spinosa and Tribulus lanuginosus : see

Vlfvvrv and ^Tt|TV.) * Convolvulus paniculatus : xjfayvrV.

e. T«[ and w smell ;
having the odor of the sugar cane.

TVflfrw f- ( -VT )
Convolvulus paniculatus. e. sec the preceding.

T^JWT f- (-WT) A species of grass or reed. e. and 7JVIT like,

like sugar cane.

(y^xi n. (-V) The stem or cane of the Saccharum officinale,

the sugar cane. k. T*J and TV a staff.

T*JvAt t (-At) A kind of grass also ¥*rvv, &c.

TVWV(-V) A kind of tree. r. and *N an eye.

T^W m. (-V0 A species of grain, Jowar, (Panicum spicatom.)

k. TV and TV a leaf.

T*JV m* (-V) A sort of grass, (Saccharum sara.)

T^VTfwrrr f. (WT) * A kind of reed : see TWftnrr. * Saccharum

vpontancum. e. and Tlftm an infant -

f
a young sugar

cane, from its smaller size.

T^vfifVT f. (-VT) A meal of sugar or molasses, k. TV, TV to

eat, vvaffi

T^pnrl f. ( Vt) The name of a river in Bengal. x. TV and

in this sense.

TV»v n. (-v)
1 A sort of tree ; also T^jAv. * The root of sugar

cane. e. TV and tv a root.

TVjAv m. (-v :
) Diabetes, or D. mellitus. a. T*| and TV urine.

T^ftvmfn.(-vf-ftvt ft) Diabetic, b. TVWT and xfv aff.

n. (-VI) A sugar mill. k. TV and 1FV a machine.

T^jAlft m. (-ft:) The common sugar cane. B-T^and^ift

origin.

m, (-TO
1 Sugar cane. * Barleria longifolia or Tribulus

lanuginosus. * Saccharum spontaneum. E. sugar, and

T what gives, from TT and ¥ aff.

T^TVT m. (-vO
1 Saccharum spontaneum. * Barleria longifolia:

sue the preceding, W being added.

T«jr¥ m. (-¥’•)
1 The juice of the sugar cane. * Molasses, unre-

fined sugar. 3 A sort of grass, (Saccharum spontaneum.)

e. T^and TV juice.

T^TVinV m. (-V0 Raw or unrefined sugar, molasses, e. T^CV
and vtv a decoction, the boiled or inspissated juice.

T^TVTT m. (-¥’•) The sea of syrup, e. T^TV and VT water.

T«vrfzv7 f. (-VT) A kind of sugar cane, the common ycil •«*

cane ; also TVVT^t ; see r*
m. (-¥:) * Sugar, molasses. * Any sweetmeat, b. T5

and fvVTT change of form.

T*pt¥*r m. (-V0 A sort of grass, (Saccharum munja.) e.

and T¥V surrounding.

TJVIV* n. (-T) A field of sugar canc. E. T$ and VTW a

field.

Tvvrfw n. (-V) A field of sugar cane. «. TV and infvvafield

in this compound.

T^VK m. (-¥!) Molasses, raw or unrefined sugar, k. TVJ and

vrr essence, the essence of the sugar cane.

tUt fi m. (-y) The son of the Menu Vaitaswata, the son of

Sc'rya or the sun, and first prince of the solar dynasty : he

reigned at .-4yodhya in the commencement of the second Y*g*

or age. f. (-7:) A bitter gourd, b. tv| and V¥ to obtain, and

T or vw aff.

TVrrftrvr m. (*V:) A kind of reed, (Saccharum spontaneum.)

f. (-VT) Another sort, (Saccharum fuscum ;) the native pen*

are made from its stem. e. T^- and VffalVl for Vltvt a line
j

it grows like the sugar cane.

TV r. 1st cl (TVfw) and (T) Tfv (T'vfw) To go.

TV r. 1st cl (T) Tft (tlft)
1 To go, to go to or towards. * To

move or agitate.

TT mfn. (-T:*T1-T)
1 Moveable, locomotive. * Surprising,

wonderful, m. (-T:)
1 A hint or sign, an indication of senti-

ment by gesture, Sec. * Knowledge. E. Tft to go, affix V.

Tfrr n. (-if)
1 Hint, sign, gesture. 3 Going, motion. • inten-

tion, purpose r.. Tft to go, affix if.

TfTW mfn. (-Vi-VT-V) Understanding signs, e. TfFT and v
who knows.

T1JT mfi (-T ; -Tt) The name of a plant, commonly iNguit. t.THJ

going, and T what gives ;
the pen. V is changed to vj. and

the fem. affix is

TTV mf. See the preceding, b. as before, T being

changed to V-

L L
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X*T* mfn. (-V-XT-Vf) Wishing, desirous, m. (-Wt) ' Citron, (Cit-

rus racdica.) * (In arithmetic,) Demand, the sum sought,

s. TVfT wish, and fW aff.

X^jv n. (-«) Desire, wishfulness. e. TWr and w affix j also with

H*r, T*rm.

XT^TVnifn. C-'W^T • Wishing, wishful, desirous, e. T*

to wish, a(T.

X^VT f. (-^T) Wish, desire, b. T* to desire, affixes V and »iV-

X^ tfvfa f. (-fff:) Suppression of desire, k. iV|l and faefa

cessation.

X^if»viT mfn. (-TT-WT-TT) Having desire, wishing, wishful.

tTfl and wf*f^T possessed of.

mfn. (-VT^-Vlft-VTT) Wishing, wishful, desirous, f. (-ift).

A woman desirous of any thing, c. T*fL H. P011, a®*» a°d

TtV fem.

m. (-^:) A name of KuvfisA. b. T*fT a«d wealth.

^1 mfn. (-Vj:-vj;-xsj) Wishing, desiring, k. T* to wish, and

^ affix, deriv. irr.m mfn, (-*t-*Tfaft**) Wishing, desirous, added to

the last, or and ’aVTV aff.

xsrsr m. (-at:) A small tree growing in wet and saline soil, or

on low grounds near the sea, (Barringtonia acutangula.) see

fa-Biar. *• TV to go, fanT affix, and vr* water.

X*r mfn. (-W|:-WH-vtf) A teacher, m. (-wn) VkIiiaspati, the

teacher or Cara of the gods. f. ( vgT) * A gift, a donation.

• Sacrificing, making offerings to the gods or manes. * Wor-

ship, reverence.
4 Meeting, union. * A cow. * A bawd or

procuress. 9. Wf to sacrifice, Ike. WV aff.

T*JTiflvr m. (*»:) A frequent sacrificcr. e. t*T sacrifice, and

SCP* to he frequent, VTV aff.

Xxpvr m. (-VT:) A shrimp or prawn, k. X love, VPV to satisfy,

and T*aff.

T* r. 1st cl. (?sfa) To go, to go to or towards.

XJET m. (-T*) A bull or steer allowed to go at liberty, f. TV to

wish, flTV affix, and *C who goes, going at will
j

also TT^
T¥tC (-TT) * The wife of Budd ha, daughter of Ikshwa'ku.

' The earth. • A cow. • Speed. * A tubular vessel, one

of the principal channels of the vital spirit, that which is on

the right side of the body. • Heaven. * The goddess of

speech, e. T* to direct or send, ur affix, and TTV, fen*. vr

and w arc interchangeable : sec t*T.

TTTfven t (-*» A wasp. e. T*T earth, to go, and

fttsff.

yr f. (VST) The earth, e. to direct, and yw affix
j
m

becomes T.

xfvw m. (-W0 a wild goat. k. xfa« an imitative sound, and W
who utters, from X. affix ¥.

T1V m. («t*) A bull fit to be let at liberty, e. TV to wish, affix

fwv. and V to choose, affix : •€*

T^st* m. (-») A knife.

TVft1^ m. (-^) A tree, (Trochis aspera.)

TV-TV* wwf. Here here, come here. e. TV^T repeated.

XT! hi A grammatical term, implying a letter in the inflec*

tive particles that is to be rejected.

TV mfn. ( W>WT-Tt)
1 Gone. * Remembered. 1 Obtained, e. T*

to go, affix %.

TW mfn. (-TS-TT-^f)
1 Other, different. * Low, vile. b. X

desire, « to pa*s over, and xpT aff.

TVTVt ind. In another manner, otherwise, differently, k. XT

added to TVT
TVTVT mfn. (-Tt-TM?) ' Mutual, one with another. Respec-

tive, several, e. TVT repeated.

TVT*rrVT*9T f- (-SIT) Respective or several fancies or inclina-

tions. k. TVTW and WTOf to be desired.

X<is <m.i mfn. (-V:-Vr-^#) Affecting or concerning mutually.

e. TVTVT and object or receptacle.

TVVVp? raff. Another or different day. B. TVT and VXI^ aff.

TWV 'W. Hence, from hcncc. e. irr. deriv. from XT* this, with

vfa* aff.

Tmw.Mi Here and there, hither and thither, b. xvw hence,

IHT* thence.

*11*11* nuf. Hither and thither. E. XTT* repeated, with V| and,

inserted.

Tfv ind. A particle implying, 1 Cause, (thus, therefore.) * Ma-

nifestation, (lo! behold !) * Something additional, (etcetera.)

•The meanings of XV, (so, thus, even, in this manner ) ‘Con-

clusion, enough, (finis.) * Reference, (so says, this is, &c.) It

also implies,
1 Order, arrangement, specific or distinctive, and

* Identity (of this or similar form.) * A grammatical copula-

tive, indicating a preceding sound or sense, to be again intend-

ed. e. T to go, far* aff.

Tfwrv rafh. (-vi-Err-vi) * Unworthy of trust, not fit to be

credited. ' Wicked, lost. f. (-VT) Unmeaning or nonsensical

discourse, e. xfa this, so, and xrtn a saying.

Xfavrx?* mfn. (-w.-*T-vr) What is proper or necessary to be

done. e. xf* so, *rww to be done.

Tfwvt^vrm f. (-VT) Proper and right measures, b.

with TTVr added, or with W, TfwnWiE.

Tfrrv Traditional inMirtiction, advice, &c. mutually impart-

ed. e. Tfv so, thus, and T tidings.

TfHVTW m. (*^:) History, traditional accounts of former events,

heroic history, as the Mahahhdrat and Rdrruiyana. e. t,fVfV

traditional instruction, to be, and vat aff.

T7Vi» mf. (-T’.-TT) A kind of reed or grass
j

also v^rww. e. xv
and to go, ^ is changed to T*

Tftwn f. (*VTT) A perfume: see Trwsrr. e. TW obtained, and

far* to play.

TW ind. Thus. e. TV* this, deriv. irr. with WV off.

T*vnT mfn. (-Tfr-irr-Tf) Become thus or in such manner, e. Xfljw

and become.

TTtT mfn. (-W: TijT flj) To be gone to or towards, f. (-HR) a litter,

a palankeen, e. TV to go, WV aff.

TSTlfa rnd. Et cetera, and so forth.

Tar*: mfn. 1 Low, vile. ' Cruel, harsh. * A traveller.

• Poor, indigent. * Going, moving, what goes. f. (-Tt) A dis-

loyal or unchaste woman, e. TV and *fTV aff.

TX r* l*1 cl. (T) Tfa (T*fa) To have supreme power and su-

perhuman faculties.
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1^7 pro*, mfn. (wv XX X^) This, t T*^ to hare power, qrfw^

Un'adi affix, and the radical at rejected.

XXirrah £ (-*£l) A plant, (Hedynarum alhagi?) B. TXWthis,

and qrrat business
, applied to this and that use.

mfn. f-sj; Present, momentary, of the present

moment, a. and ^ aff.

y^T«rrir »ad.
1 Now, at present. * An expletive, affecting how-

ever slightly the sense, a. irr. deriv. from this, with

aff.

X^TWTf^C tn. (-<:) A year.oneof the five sorts of years in which

gifts of clothes and food arc productive of great rewards.

XI mfn. ( -\--XlX}
1 Lighted, alight. * Shining, glowing, blazing.

* Clean, clear, bright.
4 Wonderful. 4 Obeyed, unresisted,

n. (*) 1 Sunshine, light, heat. k. XX to shine, affix t*.

TTT n. (-'•f) Fuel. a. to kindle, to burn, tnr Un'adi aff.

TWtnnjW m.(-W) A hatchet, an axe. e. and TOWW what cuLs.

X*f m. (-*;)
1 The sun. * A master, a lord. • A king. 4 'Hie

asterism I/aita s Tf to go, SRI Un'adi aff.

n. (-W) A royal court or assembly, a. T* and ^ht as-

sembly.

n. (X) The blue lotus, (Nymphwa cceruleft ) c. X** from

Xf< to possess great power, and tx what chooses, preemi-

nent above other flower*: see

m. (^t) A large bee. b, to possess great power,

deriv. irr.

Tfxxi f. (-n) A name of LakshmI, the wife of Vuin'u. b. x\
as above, and VT who gives.

n. (-^) Tlie lotus, (Xymptuea lotus.) b. Tf^TT Lak-

somI, and ^rwnei an abode
j

this goddess issued at the crea-

tion from the petals of the flower.

Tf'WlT n. (x) The blue lotus, r. \VxKJ the goddess, and tx
what is best

;
a flower beloved by Lakshmi.

n. {-X) The blue lotus, (Nymphsea ccerulea.) b. xT4* for

Xf*BXT q. v. the rest as in the preceding
;

also and

n. (’’f) See the preceding, f. (-xt) A plant, (Asparagus

raccraojus.) e. as before.

X'^rirTX n. (X) See

V* m. (**^ :

)
' The moon. 1 Camphor, k. to wet or moisten

;

<3 Un'idi affix, and the initial changed to X*

T^arwspr n. (*’•) The white lotus, k. x* the moon, and qrsns

the lotus.

ITC«Wf f. (-WT) A digit of the moon. b. x^ and irwr a digit

X-^wfBrXT f. (-XT) The Ketaki flower, b. X^J and ^tfor^rr a

bud.

X^t'i^ m. (-Wf:) The lunar gem, the moon-stone. £ (-WfT) Night.

B. and <1 1 a master or husband.

X-tW«tar m. (!:) The ocean, e. Xs* and ar*n^ a parent; the

moon was produced amongst other things at the churning

of the ocean.

X*OT f. (-BTT) Tlie Narmadd or commonly Nrrbvdda river in

the Dvh'hm. e. T-e and BTT born
;
the (laughter of the moon.

X s* ra. ( qr:) A portion of the moon, a digit, a crescent, &c.

e. X * and a leaf.

m. (-*:) A name of Buff ha, regent of the planet Mbb-

cuhv. a. and qq the son : the son of Chandra or the

moon.

X^nrm. (-tfTf) A name of Siva. b. X^ ^nd «1T who nou-

rishes ; Siva wears a half moon on his forehead.

Y'etfH’fl u. (-qi) The orb or disc of the moon. k. X** and

w,ww sphere.

f. (-Wt)
1 Day of full moou. • Name of a princess

married to Aja the son of Raghu. b. vwr and WTjq poss.

affix, fem. wiX-

X^T m. {X') A rat. a.^ to moisten, affix, tlie initial is

changed to x•

X’^'CW n. (-) A pearl, e. X*$ and XW a gem.

T*5^IT f. (-WT) A digit of the moon. e. X*5 and TWT a line.

f. (-qq) * A digit of the moon. * A plant, (Menisper-

mum glabrum.) • The moon plant, (Asclepias acida.)
4 A

kind of lovage, (Ligusticum ajwaen :) see qqrfqqrr. b. x*J
and WWT a line.

X^IIB' n. (-#) Silver, i. and wnB iron, added.

£ (-flft) The moon plant, (Asclepias acida.) k. X^ a«d

lib a creeper.

n. (-if) A religious observance depending on the age of

the moon
;
diminishing the quantity of food by a certain

portion daily, for a fortnight or a month, &c. e. and bt?

a religious obligation.

m (-^f:)
* The deity presiding over Stcerga or the //iarfa

paradise, and the secondary divinities ; he is also regent of

the east quarter, aud is more particularly the deity of the

atmosphere, corresponding in many respects with the (ireciaa

Jove. * The Supreme Being, (according to the fWdata,) or

the deity Indra in that capacity. * Supremacy, supreme power

or authority. 4 An si'ditya, one of the twelve demigods so

called. * One of the Y4go$, or divisions of a circle on the

plane of the ecliptic. •The human or animal soul, the por-

tion of spirit residing in the body. * Night. * A plant,

(Wrightea antidysenterica, &c.) see * An organ of

sense. (In composition) Beat, excellent- "The Nth

lunation of the month Jyttkthc. 11 One of the nine divisions

of Jamb* Dvipa, or the known continent, f. (**fr) ' The

name of a plant, (Marjoram ?) see nfnHASfT.
1 The wife of

Indra. e. X’tx to possess supreme power, and r**f Un idi aff.

n. (-qi) An assembly-room, a hall. £. tri excellent, and

W what sounds, from ^ and T aff.

m. (-nr:) TTie mountain Matu/ara, a fabulous mountain

with which the ocean was churned, e. and a pin

or bolt.

I ** f m. (Xi) Ikdha’b elephant, b. x*> aod ynX an ele-

phant.

HI m. (-B:)
1 A platform, a scaffold. * A projection of the

roof of a house, forming a kind of balcony or terrace. * A

pin or bracket projecting from the wall. s. best, and

#rw a place.

m - (-*=) An insect, (Coccinella of various kinds.) k. T*
best, *T light, and q from q? who nourishes or possesses-
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n. (-^:) A necklace of a thousand strings. a. XXI best,

and x^y a necklace, Ac.

X^xrx n. (-^)
1 Conjuring, juggling. * Deception, cheating.

a Trick or stratagem in war. a. T^t an organ of sense, and

urn* a net.

X*ftXlfwiX mfh. (-W-Xt-X) * A juggler, a conjuror. * Decep-

tive, unreal, e. X’^fXTX illusion, and 515 aff.

YXifsiflr tn. (fxTf) The son of Ravaka. e. VI and fknT who

conquers : the conqueror of Indra.

X^lfxffxfx*! m. ( it) Lakriimana, the brother of Ra'ma. b. X’Xf

fanrand ffurfxw a victor, the conqueror of Indrajit.

XXT** n- ('*) A flock of cotton, a flocculent seed, &c. blown I

about in the air. e. X*% and ^jxr cotton ; Indra'* cotton.

TXITEXTX n. (-X) See the preceding, e. as before, x^f added.

m. (-X:) A tree, (Pinus devadaru.) e. and XTX tree,

n. (-¥ :) A tree, (Pentaptera arjuna, Rox.) k. x^I and X a

tree
;
a staff of which is fit to carry the banner of Indra.

XXItix m. (-5:) See the preceding, r. as before.

X XI
^ftx m. (-W.) A sapphire, k. p5 best, and xtx blue,

m. (-X:) An emerald, a. see the preceding,

f. (-XT) A medicinal plant
;
also xfy fxxi. k. t?? and i

YXT a flower : also X •% wf«IXT.

X^rqrifyTrr f. (-XT) The asterism Pushya. a. VH und TJXlfxxi

priest, Indra presiding over it.

X^*v<X7 m. (-V.) Ancient Drhii. k. T*% the deity, and ^7137

who presides.

CW a. (>X) In ora’s thunderbolt, e. p; and XXXX n

weapon.

X~*l *i*x d. (-W) Dried ginger, e. XX best, and WWW medica-

ment.

m. (-X:) A dog. e. yx, XT a sacrifice, and Tiwx

desirous.

^Xirsi n. (-if) A flock of cotton : see

XXSTT mn. (-x:-X) The seed of the Wrightea antidysenterica.

e. TX the plant, and XT seed : it is used mediciually in cases

of diarrhoea, dysentery, &c.

Xqvs nrn. (-JT:-li) Morbid baldness, falling of the hair of the

head : according to some authorities, loss of beard, s. XX
best, as lost.

XXIXTTX m. (-XT’) See the preceding, e. as before, "^praff.

XXfXTX m. (x:
) Sicerga or paradise, the heaven of Indra.

k. XX5 and XTlX world.

XHIXITX m. (-W:)
1 Indra. * A guest, hospitality to whom

secures paradise, e. X'TIXTX and Xv lord.

XXlTTTfxXT f. (-XT) Colocynth, a wild bitter gourd, (Cucumis

colocynthis.) e. XX added to X?TTTT'ft.

XTITTTXt f. (-^t) See the preceding, k. XXI and XXX the two

deities so called, affixes 11 and xt*T ;
the favourite plant of

Indra and Vabitxa.

TXfl m. (-*:) A kind of fir : see TTA.IT. e. XX for any god,

XX a tree.

n. (-5) One of the duties of a king, to distribute grati-

fication, as Indra pours down rain. e. XX and tnt obser-

vance.

Tftr

IXilir f. (-XT) A sore, an ulcer.

T^irfil f. (-fjf:) IvoranI, the wife or personified energy of ln-

dra. e. XX and xfil power.

XXpmfw m. (-fx:) The last of the fourteen Menus, e. X7f and

wnH the son of the sun,

XXIXX ra. (*Xt) The monkey king Bam. e. yx? and XT * *on i

the son of Indra : the epithet is also applied to Arjuna and

Jayanta.

X*XX*X m. (-T:) A shrub, the leaves of %vhich are used in dis-

cutient applications, (Vitex negundo;) also fWJTrT. k. XXI

best, x good, and rx juice; whose juice is excellent.

XTNjfrw m. (-TO Sec the preceding. *. as before, the pen.

being changed to X-

T7XXX ni. (-^:) The son of Indra : see ix^N.

XTXlTfxpjw m. (-*:) Frost.

XXirfwirr f. (-XT) Vitex negundo: see xXTffrx. e. X^ added ^
to the next word.

t (-ml ) ' The wife of Indra. • A plant, (Vitex negun-

do:) see the preceding, b. X'XS. ^ affix, and XT^X

augment.

ITTHy m. (-W) A name of Vishnu, e. x*f and xrx younger

born : the younger brother of Indra.

T*friX m. (-X:) The rainbow, f. (-XT) A kind of leech of vari-

ous tints on the back. k. XXI and TTXX a weapon
;

Indra *

weapon.

XTftfx n». (-fkO An Asur or demon, s. and Xlfc an enemy.

tX imi m. (-«!*.) Vismn'd. e. X^X and xr*XX after-born: the

younger brother of Indra.

XXIi

X

I m. (X‘) 1 Hemp, dried and chewed. “The shrub which

bears the seed used os a jeweller's weight, (Abrus precatori-

ua.) e. TXI and XXX food : the food of Indra.

XXITXX n. (-X)
1 Ihc throne of Indra. * Any throne, k. XXf

and xrxx a seat.

XfxtX n. (-X)
1 An organ of sense divided into three classes,

Jyanendriyos, Karmendriyas, and Antarindriyas, or organs of

perception and action, and the internal organs
;

the first are

the eye, ear, nose, tongue, and skin; the second, the organ of

speech or larynx, hand, foot, anus, and parts of generation

;

the last are, Manas the mind or organ of thought; Buddhi the

organ of apprehension
;
Ahnnkdra the or^an of selfishness

;

and Chitta the heart or organ of feeling. * Semen virile, mfn.

(-X:*XT-X) Done, seen, given, &c. by Indra. e, the soul or

self, and X*TX[ deriv. irr. what is with difficulty restrained

by the soul, or X'Xf the deity, and X aff.

XfxixSrXX mfn. (-X5*rr-l!) Perceptible, capable of being ascer-

tained by die senses. E. xf*XX and irrxnr perceptible.

xfHxxrx m. (-X:) 'Hie senses or organn of sense collectively.

e. xfxiX and XHT here, assemblage.

XfsX!TXTX n. (-X) The faculty of perception, sense, conscious-

ness. E. vNr« and WX knowledge.

Xfxrxfxxx m. (-X=) Restraining the organs of sense. E. TfxiX

and finrx restraint.

xfxix-^fx f- ( f%:) Perception, the exercise of any wnue, the

faculty of any organ, e. and 'Ijfs kuo.vledgu.
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TfafVarw n (-si) Any excitement of sense, an object of per-

ception, a stimulus, he. k. TfVfV and «fW waking.

m. (-4 :) The organs of sense collectively, a. Tf*W and

*4 a class.

TfvuftvOmf* f. (-fil:) Erroneous or vicious perception.

B. Tfvpi and ffawffTqfv perversion.

^fajqiUlTT m. (-V:)
1 Unconsciousness, insensibility.

1 The end

of the world, a. and atnr sleep.

Tf^tTlVlW mfu. (-T^-VT-T) Imperceptible, a. Tf*VV and

imperceptible.

Tfafvrvw n. (-11) The body. a. TfVfW andimx a mansion :

the residence of the seuses.

Tfvviv m. (-4:) An object of sense, as sound, smell, &c.

e. TfVTV and an object.

TflVlVT m. (-Ti) Stoicism, philoaophy, detachment from sen-

sual objects, a. (f^n and vvf detachment.

TVTV ) The name ofVainasp iti, the preceptor of the gods.

r. and TV to be worshipped; venerable to the deities,

T* r. 7th cl. (X and fbl) furr3^ (T*> ‘ To *hine *
* To kindle.

TW n. (-V) Fuel
;
wood, grass, he. used for that purpose.

e.TV tu kindle, and ^7 aff.

VWT f. pin. (-ZJT:) Stars in the head of Orion, r. to please,

^V affix : see TVTVT and T’VVf-

T«t r. 1 Oth cl. (T) T^V (TVW&) To collect or accumulate.

TV m. (-W:)
1 An elephant. * Best (in composition.) e. TV to

go. V* Unidi aff.

TVWT f. (-WT) A plant with an aromatio seed, (Pothos offici-

nalis ) ' s. TV an elephant, and ffl pepper; being consi-

dered by Hindu writers, as a large species of pepper ; see

*sifq»i«a5V

TVTVf.' f. (-VT) A plant : sec VT*TVl- *• TV and TV a tooth :

this and similar names are given, from its supposed resem-

blance to an elephant's tooth.

T«firStiV«T f. (-VI) Smartness, shrewdness, wittiness. a. TV
and fa Ht fatVI winking

;
winking knowingly like an elephant.

TWff m (-vO The driver or keeper of an elephant, a. TV,

TrW a hourisher.

TV«?rZT f. (-ZT) A young elephant, a cub. b. TV and ^TZT any

young animal.

TVVTVV m. (-**:) A lion. e. TV an elephant, in the second

case, VT and 11 who attacks.

Tvxpfa f. ( fa:) An elephant's cub. e. TV and vvftr young.

TVrvi m. A plant, (Mesua ferrea:) see wnrvVT. E. TV
and VTVIT an appellation

;
named from the elephant.

TVTWT f. (-VT) A kind of aromatic plant: see ys«yi. r. Tv
and ^SIT pepper.

TW mfn. (-w-n,-1*) Wealthy, opulent, f. (-WT)
1 A female

deplmnt. * Theolibanum tree, (Boswcllia thurifera.) e.TV

an elephant
,
here also implying excellence, and W affix of

appropriation or fitness.

TVW mfn. (-vrv-vpft-xp^) So much, thus much. k. TX1* this,

«u cl tpJ“V aflT.

TWt f. (-sir) Fixed measure or quantity, so much. b. TVW
and irvaflix

;
also with *, XXm.

TTVmfn.l’-Vi-WT-V) 'Desert. 1 Salt or barren
,

(soil ) R.*eeT»*V-

TnWT m. {% )
1 A flash of lightning, or the fire attend ng the

fall of a thunderbolt. * Submarine fire. r. T^T water, here

also watery clouds, and STT what plays or shines.

TH f. (TT)
1 The earth. * Water. * Speech. ‘The goddess of

speech. Ac. * Ardent spirits, e. TV to go, and T 1 Un Adi affix,

fem. affix ZTT.

TXTV* m. (-T*-) Hail. mfn. (-T-TT-^I-T) * Earth-born, terres-

trial. * Aquatic. *. T^l water, he. and VT what goes.

TTTZr m. (*«T:) A name of Kani>aui»a, the Hindu Cicid. jl TTT

water, and IT born.

TTTW m. (-VTV )
1 The ocean. * A cloud. ' A king. mfn.

(-WTV-TVt-VW) Watery, having or yielding water, he. e. TTI

and snjVafT.

TTl'i'fwVT f. (-VT) Pimples or pustules on the head.

TfTV n. (-V) 1 A desert, an inhospitable region. * Salt or bar-

ren soil. b. V to go, TVV Unadi affix, and the initial

changed to T-

TfH*T m. (-T: ) A fetid mimosa: see fazwfTT. k. see vfcvT ,

V being changed to T-

TV m (-V:) Seed.

TTV m. (-if:)
1 A name of Vmni’v. * A king, a sovereign.

* VAtOKA. b. TTT Saraswati, &C. and ’f* lord.

TVTV mf. (-V:-V:)
1 A cucumber, (Cumumis utilatissimus, Rox.)

' Another kind, (Cucumis colocynthis.) e. TV a seed, and

vr* what goes to or gets, from m and Vv affix, or vrv, T
becoming V; also written t4tv. T*rv, &c.

T^rrcftlVT f. (-WT) A kind of melon; ei»mm<mly Sph*ii or

Sphut, (Cucumis momordica.) k. TVTV and nn ojster-

shaped cucumber.

t4t*J ra. (-v:) See TVTV.

XVT r. 6th cl. (Tvfv) 1 To sleep. • To go. *To throw, «end

or direct : in this last sense, it is also r. JOlhcL (TVVftf J

Tvrfwn f. (-ttr) The mother of Kuveba.

TVT f. (-ITT)
1 The wife of Bodd'iia, and daughter of Iksuw(ku.

* The earth. * A cow. * Speech, e. TV to send, vr and

ZTT affixes; alsoTVT*

TVTirvr n. ( vr) The earth, the globe, f. T^T and btui a sphere.

Tvtitv n. ( V) 1 The fourth place in the circle of the zodiac.

* The surface of the earth, e. TVT and 7p«T below.

TVTTV n. (-11) One of the nine fourtha* or divisions of the

known world, comprehending the highest and most centri-

cal part of the old continent, k. TVT the earth, and vrnnf

chosen: the fairest part of the globe.

Tfvzr f. (-VT) The earth, s. TV to go,W and ZTT affixes.

TVt f. (-Wt) A cudgel, a stick shaped like a sword or a short

sword : see ^Vt.

TVTt m. (-n ) A fish, commonly the HiUa or Sable, (Clupea

alosa.) R. TV to go, (in the water,) and TJf chief, prin.

eipal. The fish being one of high flavour, and very abundant

at certain seasons, it is generally eaten both by the natives

of Bengal, and by Europeans residing there.

TW ra. (-V:) A bird. k. tv to go, and V*r who is able.

Vfam m. (-*:) The Hi/sa fish: sec TVtlT; aLo TvtlT*

M M
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XVXWT f. plu. (*TT) Stare in Orion's head : see TW»-

IfU m. (-w;) See the next.

XTTW m. (-W:) * The name of a demon. Of a fish. f. plu.

(-W7:) Stare in Orion’s head. e. XT to send or go, and XTT Un‘-

adi affix
;
the last is also written X^XWT ut sup.

XT r. 1st cl. <T)Tf* (fxfr) 1 To pervade. '(According to

some,) to please.
1 To be satisfied.

XT ind. So, evep, as, like, in the same manner.

XlftWT f- (-WT) An elephant's eye -ball : see TTlTT.

XT r. 4th cl (XWfw) To go. r. 6th cl (TTfw) 1 To wish, to

desire. * To accept, to receive. With wfx. to desire : with

xfx, to engage, to promise, r. £?th cl To repeat an

act, to do any thing again and again. With WT prefixed, to

search after, to investigate or enquire.

XX m.'4-x:) The month (September-October.) b. XT

to go, XT affix; also ^X.

xftxi f. (-WT)
1 An elephant's eye-ball. * A painter’s brush, &c.

also xxtXTT.

Xfhx m. (X*) Fire. b. XX to go, fifCT aff.

XflxT f- ( ITT) ’ An elephant’s eye-ball # A painter's brush, &c.

also xfxXT- 1 A kind of reed, (Saccharum apontaneum.) b. XX

to go, x*W Un’&di aff.

XJ mf. ( -^:)
* An arrow. * A versed sine. e. XT to go, and t

Un'kdi aff.

XyXT m. (-X:) An archer. «. X} and XX who bears.

XXfX mf. (-fw:) A quiver. B. TJ and fx what holds, from XT

root, and fx aff.

XT mfn. (-¥:-TT*T)
1 Wished, desired. 'Cherished, beloved.

’ " Worshipped, reverenced, respected, m. ( Tt) J A lover, a

husband. ' The Castor-oil tree. n. (-tf )

1 An act of sacrifice,

an oblation, Ac. 1 An essential ceremony, as ablution, in-

vestiture, &e. Ind. (-TX) Voluntarily, b. XX to desire, or

XX substituted for ww to sacrifice, and XI aff.

T' gT^w n. (In arithmetic,) Rule of supposition, operation

with an assumed number, e. XX wished, and XW act,

XTXTT f. (-XTT) A brick
;

also xfTXT. b. XX to wish, XTT
Un’fidi aff.

Xgy r*xix m. (-X:) Laying the foundation of a house, a. TTTT

and xnx order.

TTTT ITT n. (-X) The root of a fragrant grass, (Andropogon

muricatum.) E. XT wished, and XTTXX a bad road, growing

in or preferring unfrequented places : this word is sometimes

divided, WTTW being one name, and XT added to TTxrx,

another name : sec T»XiTT and XTXTT.

ITXH. lfx f. ( fx-) a pile of bricks, b. XTXT and XTfx a

heap

XTxaf mfn. (-at : -arT-af J Fragrant, any fragrant substance, n.

(-*f) Sand. k. XT and XT a smell; of a desirable odor.

XTTW mfn. (-W:-WT-ri) Beloved, best beloved, dearest, most

desired, a. XT and TXX aff.

XTXX mfn. (-T**XT-^) Dearer, more dear, more desired, a. XT
and XXX. aff.

XTX n. (x) ' Desirableness. * Reverence, &c. also XTXT. b. wxr

or m added to XT-

XT^X m (-X:) A tutelary deity, one particularly worshipped.

e. XT and XT a deity.

XTXXXnr t (-XT) A person’s chosen or tutelary divinity, b. XT
and XTXT divinity.

TTT^n . (-W) Any religious duty, as oblation, sacrifice, penance,

holy study, digging a well, planting a tree, flee. b. XT a

sacrifice, and liberal act, religiously considered ; WfW
prefixed to the latter.

XTrtfrTpf mfn. ( Hs-HT-li) Zealously active, diligent for a desired

object. B. XT wished, WW intention, and TTjf diligent.

Xfit f. (-ffi)
1 Wish, desire. ' A sacrifice, any sacrificial rite.

• A compendious verse easily committed to memory, a. XT
to wish, or X* substituted for XX, to sacrifice

;
affix fur.

xfTTT f. (-TTT) A brick, b. more usually XTTT.

XfTT mfn. (-TT-fTXt fT) Who wishes or desires, desirous,

wishing, e. XT and xfx aff.

XfTTT m. (*X!) A demon, e. xfT a sacrifice or oblation, and

XT who digests stealing oblations to the deities, and eating

them.

if**** m - (- A demon, b. xfT an oblation, and wx who

steals; from RX root, and fxrx aff.

XT| f* i-\) Desire, wish. b. XT to wish, aff.

XTr *"</.
1 Having sacrificed or worshipped. ' Having wished.

B. XX with Jfr aff.

XT m. (*XT0 * Love or the deity Kama. * Spring, b. XT to de-

sire, and XT Un'fidi aff.

XT rn. (-T:) The spring season. E. XX to wish, and WTT aff.

XT m. (-T:) A spiritual preceptor, b. XT to wish, Tx Un'4di sffi

XM1X mfn. (-T:-XT-X) A thrower of arrows, m. (-T:)
1 A bow.

1 An archer, a warrior, e. XT an arrow, and WIT who throws.

XX ind. (-xO An inteijection of anger, pain, or sorrow.

XT ind. * Here, in this place. * Now, at this time*

XXXTTW m. ( w:) This life. B. XT and WTW time.

XTXrrxr m. (-W:) This life, this world, e. XT and WTTT world.

XTTijT ind. Here and there, in this world and in the next. k. XT
here, TXX there or in that.

^ The fourth letter of the alphabet, corresponding to / long,

having the sound of re in feci, and distinguished by an accent

from the former, as f.

m. (xO A name of Kakdarpa. £. (x=) A name of LaksomL

Ind. An inteijection of,
1

Pain. * Anger. * Consciousness

or perception. 4 Consideration. 4 Compassion.

"( r. 2nd cl. (xfw) ‘ To go. * To pervade. 1 To conceive or be-

come pregnant. 4 To desire.
4 To throw or direct. • To eat.

This root is not generally admitted, though it occurs in com-

position, as with tt^ (TXtW) To appear, r. 4th cl (W) XT
(<xv?) To go.

T^T r. 1st cl (XTT) To see. It most usually occurs compounded

with one or other of the prepositions, as with TX, to expect *

with Tfx, to gaze at; with TX, to inspect
;
with TT or TX*

to expect or await ; with TX, to abandon
;
with fry, to see j
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with wft, to try, to test, to assay
;
with f, to see, to resemble,

or look like; with fh, to inspect} with 1

to look for, to

expect, 'to venerate; with WT, to compare, to contrast, to

select
;
with ff* and TT!T. to look up at.

TW* n. (-¥) ' Sight, seeing. * An eye. k. tW to see, wz aff.

T¥f*¥TT f. (-¥T) A female fortune’ teller. seeing, TWL aff.

TWWTT mfn. (-TJ-WT-W) Looking at, surveying, x. TW to ace,

WTW^aff.

mfh. (-W:-WT-W) Seen, beheld. «. and ff alf.

fmr. 1st cl. To go
;
also (X) xtw

x* r. Ut cL (W) > K
1 To go. • To blame or censure

;
also

<X»> I’fwft-'i.)

r. 2od cL (^£i also luth cL (Xxxfar) To praise.

IIS n. (-4) Praising, a. -ft anil «jz »ff.

XXT f- (-XT) Praise, a. XT lo praise. * and xrx affs.

xfxx mfn. (.x:-XT-4) Praised, commended, a. to praise,

Waff.

• ^X mfn. (-v-XT X) To be praised, to be glorified, a. ^x to

praise, aff.

fw mfh. {-¥:-¥?¥) Sought.

XX r. 1st cL (X) Xfff (Xfffx) To bind.

XW mfn. (-xi-xr-x) Gone. a. ^ to go, w aff.

"if*r t (-far:)
' Calamity of. season, as drought, excessive rain,

rata, foreign invasion, &c. ' Travelling in foreign countries,

sojourning. * An affray, b. XV to go, affix fgrw-

TTW mfn.(-W:-¥T-¥) Such, x.^ for this,T¥ to see, fl|pff aff.

mfn. (-TW) Such, »o like. b. ^ for^ this, TW with

flTW aff-

mfn. (-¥**) Such, so like. e. as the last, with urar aff.

T’fl* n. (-4) Desiring, wishing to obtain, a. xrr to obtain, de-

siderative form, W¥ aff.

^fipy mfh. Wished, desired, e. to obtain, deai*

deralivc form, if aff.
%

TH mfh. Desirous, wishing to get or obtain, x.

to obtain, dcsidcrative form, aff.

^T r. 2nd cl.
1 To go. * To shake, r. 1st and 10th els.

(T<fh, imfn) • To go. * To throw or direct, to drive or

force on ; with ¥W prefixed, to say or speak
; with 7, to send,

to make to go
;
with ¥¥, to go like the wind.

mfn. (-WTW-WWt-TWr )
1 Gone, having gone. * Having

obtained, e- TW to go, iHg aff. form irr.

"tfni rofn. (*¥:-¥!-¥)
J

Desert. • Saline and barren (soil.)

x. W to go, and aff.

Xfrn mfn. (-wr-WT-lf) * Sent, dispatched. * Said, uttered.

• Gone. 4 Made. b. ^T to send, affix if.

iftnvfff n. (-TT) Declared purpose or intention, x. iJfTW and

purpoae.

iWi i i «t a. (x^fw) To envy, to feel impatient at another's

prosperity.

"(m n. (-4) A sore or wound, t. to send, and »T¥ aff.

T*4t f. (-sib) Wandering about as a religious mendicant, e. tfr

to go, affix in.

Twtw m. (-V) A cucumber, (Cucumis utilaussimu*;) also

TWT^ and TWTW, &c.

I^WT f. (*BT) Impatience, envy of another's success
;
more pro*

perly read T^ff-

TBTBi mfn. Impatient of another's success, envious.

B. and affix : see x<4™.

^f4w mfn. (-ITt-WT-lf) Envied, n. (-W) Envy. i. ^4t and TW^
affix, or^ with if aff.

cl. (^wfw) To envy.

TW mfn. (-W'.-ill-Bi) Envious, envying, f. (-ajr)
1 Envy or iropa-

tience of another's success. ' Spite, malice, e. to envy,

and ¥T¥ affixes; also, but according to the best wri-

ters, inaccurately written TWT.

Xvw mfn. (-¥*• WTT-Wf) Envious, envying, b.H and TW aff.

Twwrr mfn. (-w:-¥T-¥) Envying, envious. e.T'b and lrnTTaff-

ViHT¥ mfn. (-¥:-¥:-¥) Envious, b. and affix: also
-» ,

4 D «l ># '

written \1TW.

<^rwic mfn. (-W- TT-W) Being overcome with envy. C.TWT
and tw subjection.

^r%Ut mfn. Envious, spiteful, k. T*iT and Tfw
affix. So TITBIT (-WTT WWl-TW ) and X<«IWW (-Tt-Wt-af.)

ffwr f. (-fwr:) See

'(fhnr mfn. (*¥:-¥T-lf) Praised, b. T“¥ to praise, affix if, and

¥ changed to ar.

x«t f. (-V1 ) A weapon, sometimes considered as a cudgel, and

sometimes as a short sword, or a slick shaped like a sword.

b. to go, &c. W and affixes, and T < hanged to ¥

;

see TWft ;
also Tfwr, kc.

f W. r. 2nd cL (W) (Tt) To possess power, property, or

authority.

m. (-*:)
1 A name of Sita. ' Also of the same deity as

regent of the north-east quarter. a A ruler, a master, f. (-xrr)

The shaft of a plough, b. to rule, W aff.

tJiTfffa ra. ( ¥f) A name of KtrvfiaA. b. TW Siva, and vfk a

friend.

XWJK** m * (-WI:) • An elephant with large tusks.
1 The tusk of

an elephant, k- ^xrr and a tooth; whose tooth is of the

size of a plough -shaft, or the tooth which is so.

T«TTW m. (-¥:)
1 A name of Siva. * Also of the same as regent

of the north-east quarter. ' One of the 4 The sun as

a form of Siva. mf. (.ar:-wt) The silk cotton tree, (fiombax

heptaphyllum.) n. (-¥) Light, splendor, f. (-sft) A name of

Dokga. a. a master, &c. and ¥TW^W affix, and fern.

XfXXT I. (-WT) Superiority, supremacy, one of the eight attri-

butes of divinity. b. TW a master, and WW abstract affix;

also

if«r« m. (-WT)
1 A master, an owner or proprietor. ' A king,

x. to rule, and CT aff.

^fiTW n. (-¥) See

T¥T m. (-T:)
1 The supreme ruler of the universe. Go®

;
it is

therefore applied to all the different divinitiea, but mostly

designates Siva, in mythological and popular acceptation.

According to the AdhA/iyas, Iswara is the liberated spirit; finite,

according to Kapila ; infinite, according to Patakjaai. In the

Ayaya system, hwara is also a finite spirit endowed with at-

tributes. In the t’cddnia, Itvara is infinite and universal *pi-
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rit, the cause and substance of creation. * A name of Siva.

especially iu a compound, when the form of the deity impli-

ed is a Linga, as, Fuiteucara, Som/twara, liamestcara, Ike.

• KamadIva. mfn. (-sir:-*T-ft-T)
1 An owner, a proprietor, a

chief or head. * Able, competent, f. (-^T or -^t)
1 A name

of Durca. * Of LsksonI, or of any other of the SaAtis or

female energies of the deities, k. to rule, and or

ar^l affix, consequently vfa or Tre for the feminine.

m. (-W:) Royal or imperial nature. b.t^tC a sovereign,

and Ft* disposition.

^ FntF n. (-W) A royal court or assembly, a. X’iT and FFT an

assembly.

^FrnftFmfn. (-if:-FT-F) Subject to a king, dependant on a mas-
ter or on God, &c. over, V aff.

f.(-in) Dependance upon Goo, subjection to a ruler,

a. YFClFt*! and vre added also with H,

TWr. IstcL (V) x*T ‘To go or move. * To kill

or hurt. * To see. * To give. (^.) fj (<qf*) To glean,

m, (-F:) The month slttcin . see TY.

'f***1* n. (-*8) Shallow water, a little water, e. x*tt and are
water.

ind. A little, e. logo, aff.

mfn. 1 Diminutive, delicate. 1 Doing little-

W hat little is done to or made of. e. a little, and qrn

what makes.

XfhVlw mfn. (-W:*WT-F) is little drank or drank little of.

*• ir* and ftw drink.

mfn. (-Ft:-Fi;-F0 What is little gained of. k.x^T and
profit.

^5^ tn^n - Tepid, slightly warm. e. and
^5^ warm.

mfn. (•*; wj m) Of little merit, r. yth and quality.

m - (•*•') A pale or light brown colour, a. a

little, and qm pale.

m. (-*:) A mean man. e. \WW and rit a man.
mfn. (*V:<YT’ii) Not quite complete or entire, k. TXW

and It**.

n. ( sr) A glance at, a slight inspection, e. and
seeing. I

<OCTW m. (.*:) A smile. t. a little, and \TF laughter.

mfn. M*:-nr yi) Of a pale red (colour.) r. and ntfred.

mfn. (-8TFT*F) Exchanged for a little, k. ^fn and

f*TWU barter.

T*T¥»T mfn (-F:-FT-F) VVhat little is or can be gained of. e. Tth
and wV what gels.

<WI f. (- ,ri) The pole or shaft of a plough, e. to go, affixes

wr and TTF; also t£wt.

m.<-X»;) The handle ofa plough, e. the staff, and

, ^ a **ick.

(-W1:) An elephant with a large tusk or tooth,

a. and a tooth : see tflTripW.

T^nn f. (-Vr)
1 An elephant's eye-ball: see T^fari.

1 A pain-

ter', bru.h, he. see T»lTt. • A weapon, a dart or arrow.
*- i* to hurt, fgpfwaffi

T?»t: m. (-r.) Fire. «. fx to injure, and fxrxrxfair.

^ t'Tr)
1 A painters brush, a fibrous stick used as one.

’ An ingot mould. * A dipping. rod. or something cast into a
crucible to examine if the metal it coutains is in fusion: see
Tfwwi. a. A to go, <arst Un adi aff.

V* m, (-W:) ’ Kanin rvs. ‘Spring: see \fi,

TX r. 1st cl. (-W) t{f tcffH) To endeavour, to aim or attempt.
With w* pretired, to wish, to desire.

^A*tm mfn. (-w-WTxi) Performing, undertaking, a. fr to
make effort, xrrrrw aff.

b f“WT)
1 H lih, desire. 1

Effort, exertion, a. ^x to desire,

strand IT? affs.

Wnw i«rf. Diligently, energetically, by or with labour or exer-
tion. £. fifVj substituted for the regular case.

’i'TTffX m. (-a:) 1 A wolf. 1 A division of the drama, a. ^Sfr
wish, and *TX a deer.

^Tifxtw mfn. ( -xff-fxtwT-fik )
* Aiming at any object. * Seeking

9

wealth, a. ^t to seek, XX wealth, xfw aff.

TTtnr m. {-*:) A wolf. a. and fa a wolf.

^fnr mfn. (-Xt: rn-ff) 1 Sought, attempted, made effort for.
* Wished, desired, a. XT to wish, T% aff.

ts TTie third short vowel of the Se..*„V alphabet, correspond-
ing to the letter V, and pronounced as that is in the wordfit!
'• Utcl

- W 'ST (^l To sound, to make a particular
sound or noise.'

n mi. An interjection, of assent; calling; ofcompawion
,

Rnger
j
end * of comraund. #An expletive, m. * A

name of Siva. • Of Beauma.

Wjttt m.
( X:) A horse of a red and yellow, or red and black

colour, a bay or chesnut horae.

ni* (*f!) A bug. also tov,
TT« n. (-» A sentence, nf. (-xi-wx) A stania of four lines with

one syllabic instant, one long or two short syllables in each,
mfn. (-W-WT-W) Spoken, said. a. tr? to speak, affix If and
XT changed to V

'JXITTX mfn. (-xiJt-TTTt-Tlf) Said, was saying, a. to speak
WTT affix of the past part.

TWxrn mfn. <-«: «! «> One who hs, borne testimony or
given an opinion, n. A dictum, a decree, s. ,„d
TIE dictum.

Tlw MR*-) Speech, speaking, r. xxt to speak, aDdfimaff.
m. (.ft) Any brief or compendious phrase or de-

smpuon. x. ^xf what is said, tixrtrrr compendiousncia.
’**r "lJ- H»ving spoken or said. a. txi to speak, Krwaff,
'IXS n. (-mi) The second or tidma Vida. f. ( .xmi A kind of

metre, a stanra of four lines of one syllable each, the sylla-
hie may be one long or two short in quantity. *. ,0
speak, and xte Un'kdi aff.

tJT r. 1st cL (tbltfti) ‘ To sprinkle or wet. ’To clean.
tj* mfn. (-Wi-vr xf)

1

Cleansed, washed. * Wet, moist, *. tj,
to wet, affix WO.
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yyiyy m. (-*:) A large bull or ox. e. '^nr an ox, and vnetr aff,

WW m. ( WT) An ox or bull. e. to sprinkle, and ^rfa-T

UuVdi aff

mm mfn. (-W.-WT-'rf)
1

Swift. * Excellent. * Terrible. * High.

• Much. m. A monkey.

vfm mfn. (-ir-WT-Tf)
1 Sprinkled. * Cleansed/perfumed, e.

to wet, and w aff-

fsm r. 1st cL (T) "sfa (
T3wfir) 1 To go. to move or ap-

proach. * To dry, to wither. * To adorn. The first retains

the diphthong with a prchx ending in as n and

make

m. (-ar) A kind of grass, a sort of Andropogon.

m. (-w.) A kind of grass, a sort of Andropogon.

f. (-*rr) A pot or saucepan, &c. e. to go, MS alii*, and

Tm, alsoW.
mfn. (-W>VT-*fy Boiled, dressed in a pot, (flesh, Stc.) e. mi

a pot, and WR aif.

m mfn. ( -if: HT-li)
1 Angry, wrathful, * Hot, sharp, pun-

gent, acrid. * Formidable, terrible.
4 Cruel, fierce, savage,

m. (-H:)
1 A name of Siva. • A name of a mixed tribe, from

a Kthetriya father and Sudra mother: the employment of

this caste, according to Moo, is the killing or catching of

animals that live in holes, as a snake-catcher, &c.
;
according

to the Tantrat, theUgra is an encomiast or bard. * A tree,

(Morungu hyperanthera, fee.)
4 A class of asterisms, Afaghd,

Dkarani, Purvaphalguni, Pdrcdaharhd, Punabhadrapadn. * A
name of Malabar. f. (-ITT)

1

Orris root. * A medicinal plant.

• An (Jgra woman, n. (-\i) Wrath, anger, e. mr to accumu-

late, rw UnVdi affix, ^ is changed to *.

mfn. (-HT-qfif-JUj Fierce, violent, cruel, e. and

w4m act.

m. (-ir.) A sort of gourd, (Momordica charantia.)

s. V3V and HTTtl a stem.

nifu. (-Hf:-RfT-ai) Strong smelling, m. (-Of:)
1 A plant,

(Michelia champaca.) ‘Garlic, n. Asafcetida. f. (-OfT)

1 Common carraway, (Carura carui, fee.) sec * Orris

root. * A medicinal plant, r, tarn violent, &c. and jri scent.

vnr>lN»I mfn. (-ift-farft-faf) Strong smelling, x. and

tTHyil m. (-^:) Desire, e. ’STtf fierce, a heap.

n. f-oi )
1 Violence, passionateness. • Pungency, acrimony,

a. angry, and * ;
also with iff affix. ^XfTTT f. (-ITT.)

mfn. (-^i:-afT-ai) Relentless, remorseless, x. ^9 and V*
punishment.

ssnre^n^m. (-HT) A name of India, e. fierce, and tp«ri! a

bowyer. ,

mfn. (-ITt-VT-ai) Large-nosed, r. ^ formidable, and

vrTf^TT a nose.

mfn. (-H: urr-ld) ’ Frightful, hideous, fierce looking.

' ‘ Malignant, wicked, e. fierce, looking.

WMV. f-(-TT) A name ofGang a. e. tytf Siva, and rfa?7 a crest.

m. (-*:) ‘ The name of a prince, the father of Dkvak(

and Kam’sa, and king of AfatkurA. The name of another

prince, the son of Pas ia*

n

it. b. fierce, and VWI an army.

^yu»?*rn m. (-H:) A name of Kan ba, the uncle and enemy of

Krishna. e. ivv-t and El born; also ^anribnnni:, OTVWTO,

rytnhnjIT:, &C.

’JVW m. (-W:) A bug : see EWi. k. ^ fear, and yxr a sound,

r. 4th cl. (’J^fil) To be conglomerate, to be gathered or

assembled together, to unite or associate with.

Tsf^?T mfn. (-<|:-vn-*T)
1 Proper, suitable, convenient • Re-

ceivable, fit or right to be taken. ‘Known, understood. 4
In-

trusted, deposited. * Measured, adjusted, accurate, a. tte

to speak, and fanr*! Un'idi aff.

^ mfn. ( High, tall. tn. (.*:) The apex of the orbit

of a planet, k. ’OTI upwards fa to gather, and * aff.

TjETih? ind. Excessively lofty, tall, loud, &c. B. high, aff.

n. {-*!) Laughter in the mind not expressed in the coun-

tenance.

f. (-*T)
1 Pride, arrogance. * Habit, usage. * A kind of

garlic.
4 A species of grass, (a cyperns.) 1 A shrub, (Abrus

precatorius.) 4 A sort of sorrel. E. and to injure,

and ZT*T affs.

VTTO mfn. {-EM: -*XT-W) 1 Quick, expeditious. ‘ Passionate, vio-

lent. e. <yir implying excess, to be angry, and aff.

mfn. IT-lt) Highest, k. nod WOT afT.

OTOT mfn. (-^:-VT-T) Higher, more lofty, e. and

m. (-^:)
1 The cocoanut tree. ‘ Any lofty tree. k.

and vn a tree.

f. (-HT) Height
;

also n. (-ai). E. 1TW or ig added to

n. (-%") Music and dancing at feasts, drinking parties,

fee. £. XJW high sounding, and Ttmr tunc.

m. (-W.) A name of Krishn a, e. rsi high, above, and

a deity.

'SV^TTT f. (-ITT) Time personified, Chronos. k. ’SW high, and

|nn divinity.

m. ( *%:) The end of the night, the last watch of the

night. £. ,?nr priv. and the moon
;
moonset.

n. (-W) Speaking loud. k. and HTtTW speaking,

mfn. To be said. x. to speak, pass. v.

xn^*ff
m. (-W0

1 The knot of the string or of the cloth which fas-

tens the lower garments round the loins lied in front. * The

opposite leg of a triangle, e.xjtt up, above, fa to gather,wy alf.

n. (-*f) ‘ Uttering, articulating. ‘Going up or out. e. ^IT

before to go, Wl nff

vj vrft~7T mfn. (-Ifl-TIT-Tr) * Uttered, articulated. * Gone up or out.

e. before to go, H aif.

•gvtfr n. (-xj) The mind, the understanding, x. above, and

what goes.

7arv?r*T n. (-si/ Going off or out. b. ^TJT before to go, WT aff.

f. (-»T) A woman with a high or projecting forehead.

r. high, aud WWirf a forehead ;
also

mfn. (-Wi-HT-Ti)
1 Gone up or out. ‘ Winnowed, t.

before to go, n aff

<y*rciT n. (-it)
1 Eradicating as a plant. ‘ Ruining, (as an indi-

vidual.) * Causing a person's ruin by magical incantation*.

s. up, and going.

N N
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VWTTT m. (-*:)
1

Face*, excrement. * Pronunciation, utterance.

e. 77 , WfT to go, and 77 nff

V*TT7 n. (-7) Articulating, enunciation, b. 77 before 7^ to

go, causal form, aff.

^fprwif m (-T:) A lingui-t, one skilled in langu&gcsor sounds.

B.77TTW and 7 who knows.

77 i< f»nr n, (-7) The part of the throat, &e, whence certain

sounds, as nasals, gutturals, and the like proceed. B. 77TTW
and WT7 place.

77TT7T7 mfn.(*^:-^r-4) Necessary for pronunciation, a super-

fluous letter, &c. 77rrvr and 7i5 object.

TTTfnr mfn. f-7t-7Mf) Pronounced, uttered, articulated, a. 77
before 7TC to go, causal form, 7 aff

7fT*& ind. Having spoken or uttered, mfn. To be

spoken, to be pronounced, a. 7^ before 7< to go, causal

form, affix 7P( or 77.

77TUjwm mfn. ( w.-wr-an Being uttered or pronounced, x. TTt,
causal form, 7177 aff.

77PT7 mfn. (-7: -7T 1 Various, multiform. * Uneven, irre-

gular, undulating. ' High and low. i, upper, and xiwif

lower, great and small, flic.
;
the compound is irregular.

'oftnftfr f. <-$T) Desire or wish to collect, b. 7^ before fif to

collect, desiderative form, 7 and 7m tiff*.

7fw f* m. (*7:)
' A sort of cricket. ' A passionate man. r.. 77

like, and fa?* a shrimp.

777 m. (-7 :) The flag or pennon of a banner, e. 77 above,

and *J7
to be high; * is substituted for 7,

7&7T7 a. (4fi:) The horse of Indba. B. 777 high, and 777
an car, long-eared

;
it is sometimes written with a final voweL

nom. (-7:.)

m. (-*:) A loud sound or voice, k. 777 and BR: sound.

77a7 n. (-7 ) Making a loud noise, clamour, e. 777 high,

loud, and 7W sound.

ind. High, loud, great, much, &c. k. 77 much, fw to col-

lect, 77 Un'a’di aff.

7777 mfn. (-7--7T-7) ‘Very high, tall or lofty. * Very loud,

t. 7^7 and 777 aff.

777T7T7 ind. ' Loudly, aloud. * On high, high, x, wrnj added

to the last.

777TT mfn (-T:-TT-^) ' Loftier.
0
Ixrnder. X.777 and 7T7 aff.

7^ r. 1 st and 6th els. (T ) (7«rfw>
1 To glean. * To gather

little by little. (< ) <S^t (T^flT) or usually with fw prefixed,

1 To end or terminate, to leave off. * To finish or

conclude. * To pass or quit. * To bind. With 7, to wipe off.

7W mfn. (-7:-7T-7) Destroyed, m. (-7 :) Peace obtained by

ceding valuable lands, e. 77 before 7^; to go, affix7 .

7^77.

mfn. (-77-7^1-77) Going or moving on or against.

X. 77 , 77 to go, 77 aff.

7^77 n. (-7)

1 Going upon. * Having over, or above, or against.

X. 77 before 77, TTXaffi

7^1

7

7 n. (-7J Cleaning with perfume*, x. 77. to cover,

in the causal form, and 717 aff.
*#

77 if77 mfn. (-7 :-7T 7) ' Waved, waved above. * Gone, went

» Shaken, x. 7^ and 77 to go, causal form, 7 aff

7WT7tTf77 mfn. ( Transgressine. deviating from

the ritual, a. 7^ before 7T7 scripuin , 7f>i*r who abides.

7f7T7 mfn. (-7:-TT-^)
1 Flaming, blazing up. a Kadiant. * High

crested, x. 7^ up. f77T a flame.

7f7H77 n. ( 7) Breathing through the nostrils, snuffing, snor-

ing- k. 77 and fwfa to smell, *5*

7fsW7 ind. Having cut off, destroyed, killed, &c. x. 77 before

(77 to cut, 717 aff.

Tf^w mfn. (-7:-1T7-7)
1 Cut, cut off or cut. * Destroyed, killed.

b. 77 and frff cut.

7f«77t»M D. (-17) A mushroom, k. 77,and f*T7*tT7.

TfrY mfn. (*f :-7T-w) ' Left, rejected as food; (i. e. spit out

of the mouth, or orts, crumbs, fragments, &c.) * Left, aban-

doned. b. 77 up, fw7 to leave as a residue, and 7 aff.

7f7P.*tTW7 m. (-7:) * One who cats another's leavings. *The

attendant upon an idol, whu*e food is the leavings of the dei-

ties. 1 . TfTTtT orts, and itrxnr food.

7f7TMTfw7 mfn.(-»ft-fi77l-f7j "ho eats the remains of amcal.

a. 7f%¥ and TTfWw w ho eats.

7fi7T7.^7 n. (*7l Wax. E Tf'TW and 7,77 pleasing.

7^7 117 n. (•'d) Leavings, offal, b. 7,71 and food.

77TP7 n. (-7j A pillow, e 77 upon, and 7f$7 the head ; on

which rest* the head.

7*^7 mfn. (-7'.-«7t-7K) Dry, dried up, withered, x. T5

^
before 137 dried.

777T f. (*¥T) The head of a banner or part above the flag

with erect ornaments, e. 77. up, 74TT crest.

77W mfn. (-7:-7T-7) 1 Swollen, turgid. 1 Lofty, high. 1
Fat,

bulky. X. 77 up, fw to increase, 7 affix, deriv. irr.

7^f7 mfn. (-7t-7T-7) 1
Unrestrained, perverse, self willed.

1
Irregular, desultory, unmethodical, x. 77 priv. and V47T

a chain.

77W m. (-7:)
1 Cutting off or out. * Destroying, destruction.

‘ Cutting short, putting an end to. * Excision. E.77 and fw7

cutting.

77xrvt n. (*dj * Rest, remainder. * Leavings, x. 77 and 777
remaining.

77TM7 mfn. What dries up or withers, n. (-7*)

Drying up, parching, x. 7^ and ^IV7 drying.

7717 m. (-7:) * Height, elevation of a tree, mountain, icc.

* Rising of a planet, &c. 1 Upright aide of a triangle, s. 77
up.fTO to serve, 77 aff.

77FI7 m. (-7:) Height, elevation, x. 77^ before to serve,

77 aff.

7'7flf77 mfn. (-Tt-fTTt-ft) lofty, k. tthw and

Tf*T aff

7f7f7 mfn. (-7t *7T-7)
1 Born, produced. * High, tall. Lifted

up. raised.
1 Prosperous, advancing, increasing, rising.

1 Left, abandoned. 0 Increased in size or bulk, grown, x. 77 ,

fVa to serve, 7 »ff

f ( fn:) ’ Height, elevation. 0 The upright side of a

triangle, e. 77 before fw to serve,

mfn. High, lofty. *. Vs before ft to sens.

«TW effui.
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n. (-w) ' Breathing. * Sighing, e. YTV before YTY to

breathe, affix wz.

f*in mfn. (-TT-lfT-V*) ' Blown, expanded. Breathed, in-

spired. • Sighing, e. vy much, &c, YfYY breathed, blown.

YTYfrw m. (-W:)
1 Breath, breathing, inspiration. 4 A sigh. • Con-

solation, encouragement. 4
Division of a book. a VV up, and

YY to breathe, YY affi

VarYY’l f. (-sfl) Uyajftmi or Oujein, a city so called in Malara,

formerly the capital of Vikramaditya. It is one of the seven

sacred cities of the Hindu*, and the first meridian of their

geographers : the modern Oujein is about a mile south of

the ancient city. e.W much, wvyI victorious or place of

victory ; from the military character of its people; also

and wjfYYt, ,

m. (-YT:) The name of a mountain, part of the chain in

the west of India, part of the findhyan range: see <YY.

a. Vi^ priv. and sntfwi a banner, or the son of Ixdra.

v^srfYYT f. (-tft) The city Oujein. a see VAanYl.

VsirYY n. (-YJ Killing, slaughter, k. VY. ypj to kill, and

fCZaff.

vfwiYlYT f. ($1.) Wishing to take or seixe. *. VY before ^ to

take, desid. form, YfV and tWaffc.

mfn. (-YJ:-YIT-Yfo * Blown, expanded. * Open, apart,

e. VY up, and vf* to gape, Y"Y aff.

VSYfVw mfa.(-*:-YT-lf)
1 Blown, expanded. * Opened, stretched,

n. f-li) Effort, exertion, e. YTY. ^fit to yawn, if iiff.

mfn. (-wi-WT-li) 1 Luminous, splendid, light. * Lovely,

beautiful. 4 Clean, clear.
4 Blown, expanded. 1 Burning,

blazing. m.(fr:) Love, pussion. n, (-Y») Gold. «. YTYmuch,
to shine,W aff.

W*H| f. (-YT) * Splendour, radiance. * Beauty, e. yyi added

to the lust; also with Y, vyyym".

m. (-Y) Burning or shining, e. yy before *f^r to

shine, affa. WZ.

WfVis mfn. (-Y:-YT-Tf) Lighted, shining, flaming, kc. e.W
before mw to shine, affix n.

n. (-*#) Gathering grains, e. vfw to glean, and YY aff.

Y*YY a. (-V) Gathering grains of corn in market places, 8tc.

gleaning, e. vfw to glean, wz aff.

V»YcfY mfn. (-fvr.-fYi-fv) A gleaner, one who lives by gleaning.

b. and iflT practice.

Yvfnui n. (-Yi) Gleaning com or grains, a. VYf gathering

grain, and fsrw gleaning corn.

v^irtYI mfn. (-V.-WT-Yi) One who lives by gleaning, kc. x.V*Y
and YtYT who practises.

VY* r. 6th cl. (VY*fY) To quit or abandon. This is some,

times read YP^YT. With Y, to escape or avoid.

van m. Abandoning, leaving, s, V*Wi and YT aff.

vfwr mfn. (-Y:-YT-V) 1
!>eft, abandoned. * Left off, disconti-

nued. t. '3 *t* to leave, affix if.

mfn. (-YT-Y1-Y) Who or what leaves, e. vm and srw aff.

3R m. (•!:> Leaves, grass, &c. used in making huu, thatches, kc.

Year m. (-W-) * A hut made of leaves, the residence of hermits

or sainu. * A house in general, a. vz thatch, kc. andn made.

VZ r. 1st cl. (VTzfY) To strike or knock down ; also ytz.

VY fn. A lunar mansion or constellation in the moon s

path. n. (•¥) Water, l. Vy above, -ffw to go or fly, ^ aff.

vyq mn. (-TT-xf) A raft or float, m. (-Y’) The moon. e. TJ as

above, and Y from xjt to preserve, affix Y.

m. (-fn:) The moon. a. VY and xrfjf lord.

V7PTY m. (-YM) The firmament, e. a constellation, and YY
a path.

VYSfT m. (-<:)
1 Glomcrous fig tree, (Ficus glome rata, Rox.)

* The threshold of a house. * A eunuch. 4 A species of le-

prosy with coppery spots.
1 A kind of worm, supposed to be

generated in the blood, and to produce leprosy, n. (-YT)
1 Cop-

per. * A Kartha, a measure of two Tola*, k. vg a constella-

tion in the second case, f to screen, and 'YY!. affix
; it is also

written i*YMC and V^TSfT.

Vi«KYxPf f. (*tff) The name of a plant: see YTTYY

and YY a leaf : whose leaves are of the color of copper.

VTY mn. (-Y:-xf) A raft, a float, m. (-Y:) The moon : see V^Y.

VfYY n. ( y> Flying, soaring, e. VY before Yt to fly, affix Viz.

VfTY< mfn. (-^i-YT-XT) Excellent, respectable, of rank or con-

sequence.

VjtY rafh. (*W:-YT*Y1 Flown up, flying up. n. (-sf)
1 Flying as

a bird. * Flying up, soaring, e. up, and to fly,

If air.

^JIYYTY mfn. (-Yt'YT-Y) Flying, soaring, who flies or soars.

e. V7T up, Yt to fly, zrrYV aff.

vftsr m. (-Yt )
1 A work so called, containing ebarms and incan-

tations. * A name of Siva. k. flf up, and YTt to fly, Uo'adi

affix Y-

m (-Y:) A ball of flour, a roll, a loaf.

TjxjV/f Vy t. (Yf ) A string of rolls, balls of meal or flour upon

a string, e. aud ff a chaplet.

Yf m. (-ft) * Water. * The China rose.

V7jind. An interjection of,
1 asking, (how, what ?)

• of delibera-

tion, (either, or;) • of extreme doubt, (hey ! what!) 4 Up, above,

on, upon ; see

W mfn. (-YJ-YT-Y) Sewn, woven, k. -*Y to sew, affix jf. Ind.

A particle of,
1 doubt, (what!) 4 of intcrogation, (what, how?)

* of connection, (also, and;) 4 of deliberation, (either, or.)

1
It is also an expletive, k. y» V to sound, Hf aff.

WYJ m. ( -uj:) 'rhe name of a Muni, son of Angiras.

in. (-Y:) A name of ValHAsrATi, regent of the planet

Jupiter, e. YrwYF and younger born ; the younger bro-

ther of Utat’hta.

VffYmjYrYTY ra. (-YJT) ValnASEATi : see the preceding.

VYTYT ind. A particle implying, ‘ deliberation, (either, or;)

* asking, (how, what ?) e. Yf and YffYT meaning as before.

VYTYTfWff ind. A particle of doubt or deliberation.

YY mfn. (-1Y:-?YM^) ’ Regretting, sad, sorrowful. ’ Absent,

thinking of something else. * Wishing for, desirous of. m.

(-Y:) Opportunity, occasiou. a. up, away, and YY affi

VWfZ mfn. (-Y:-ZT-Z)
1 Much, excessive. 4 Drunk, mad, furious.

* Proud, haughty. 4 Uneven. 4 Difficult- 4 Superior, high,

ro. (•¥:)
1 intoxication, pride.

4 An elephant in rut. 4 Sara
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gras*, (Saccharum sara.) n. (-^)
1 Woody cassia or its bark.

• Sarsaparilla, e.^ high, great, and aff.

n. (-w) Sitting on the hams, squatting,

f. ( -xjt I Regretting, missing any thing or person. .

’TIT much, to be sad, W* and affs.

mfn. (-n:-TT-*) Regretting, wishing or sorrowing for.

distressed, sorrowful, f. (-T|T) A woman whose husband or

lover is absent. *. 'S* much, wfs to be sad, affix Tf.

f. (-ml ‘ A plant with nromatic s«sd«, (Pothos offici-

nalis, Koi.) ice imfVxwt ’ Rtgretling, aorrowing for.

i. regretting, nnd m* nhatraet nff.

iW. Bending back the neck. a. y ^ up, varr* the neck.

aji^C mfn.
1 What lifts or ni.es. * "’hat piles or

heaps, what makes up. m, (-TJ) A heap, e pile, a .tack, fcc.

a. 'Ttf up, and ire what makes, from «r and * or alf.

ntwfcWI f. (-WT) A sort of sweetmeat made with milk, treacle,

nnd ghre. t wt and WW added.

Sfnrl>» mfn. (-Tg:-nr-'d) Relating or belonging to u heap, &c.

a. and V aff.

wnsnf n. (-sr)
1 Cutting over or on. * Catting t* pieoes.

• Cutting off. r. ww to cut, iy* off.

mfn.(-^: 'Superior, eminent. 'Much, excessive.

• Attractive, drawing, ra. (-^:)
1 Excellence, eminence. 'Ex-

cess. * Increase.
4 Pulling, pulling up or to. e. much,

dB to mark, aff.

^11 mfn. (-ur.-BTT-*) A porter, one who travels with a burden

or load. m. (-«:) ‘ A country in the south of India, part of

Oriufi. • A fowler, a bird-catcher, e. ^TrT and 1W to go.UTW affi

Vidfordr f. <-Wl) * Regretting, musing any thing or person.

• A bud, an unblown flower. • A wave.
4 Wanton sportful-

ness, dalliance, a. wd to go,
«Jd and affs.

Widfentmfn. (-irt-WT W) * Regretting, grieving for. * Prosper-

ous, rising, increasing, 1. ^up, and TO to go or count}

part, affix *.

TOndT f. ( CT) A cow calving every year. k. regretting,

and to to go, VT and affs.

TOSTT m, (-K :)
1 Winnowiug corn. * Piling it up. s. WW up,

and d to scatter, TO alT.

dJdfffcdr f. (-dTl) A poultice, e. to before V to make, causal

form, IWafT-

W*GPJW n. (*w) Hemming, clearing the throat of mucus, a. TO

up, and diwd coughing.

d<dfdd l f. (’WT) Kalonji, (Nigella Indira, Rox.) 8. ^ up,^
to go crookedly, % affix, or with TO affix ’tfJdfTOTT,

n. ( sr)
1 Praising, celebrating. * Crying, proclaiming,

a. '18 before dY* to praise, aff.

mfn. (-Wt-WI-Tf) ‘ Praised, renowned. * Proclaimed,

promulgated, b. TO[ aloud, dT^ to praise, % nff,

BPd? n. (-<f) Sleeping with the head ereat. e. Tj^neg. and y*
to be crooked, d aft

TOjd m. (*d:) A bug. b. ’30^ high, loud, and Jtd to call, d
affix; also

». (-»:) An umbrella or parasol, f. TW prir. to heat,

W aflf.

mfn. (-WJ-WT-W) Brought to the bank or shore, b. dif,

a bank, nominative verb, affix W-

TOBfVr f* (-far:)
1 Cutting up. • A form of metre, a stanza of

four lines of twenty-six syllables each. a. dd and dfw
another metre.

dTfTrQ ind. Having cut out, off. or up. a. before WW to cut,

drHWflW mfn. (-W.-WT-W) Being cut to pieces, a. W* before

dir to cut, irnnj aff.

drf5£ mfn. (-d:-IT-d) Excellent, eminent. 4 Superior, best,

1 Much, most, excessive. 4 Drawn, attracted, a. diT before

ITU to drag, If aff.

TOmn f. (-wt) Excellence, superiority, eminence, a. ddr*

with Wd added; also with W, djfTKd.

TOTffvp m. (-W!) A good soil. e. difnr excellent, and wftf

earth, TO* aff.

TOTS*TO n. ( -wf) The best or most respectable form of mar-

riage. e. dr?f and WTO marrying.

d*ird mf. (-d'.-dT) A bribe, k. to be crooked, dr aff.

drdldd m. (-g!)
1 The receiver of a bribe.

4 A bribe, a. d^,

to be crooked, yd affix or dd added to the last.

d?d*f m. (-m) 1 Going up or out. 4 Progressive increase.

* Going astray, acting improperly, deviation, transgression.

8. TOT before dW to go, aff.

TOiWd n. (-W) 1 Going up or out. 4 Surpassing, exceeding.

8. before to go, Wjpr aft

^SSi^i mfn. (-WT:-WTT-Wi) ' Passed, surpassed, gone over or

beyond. 4 Gone forth or out.
1
Trespassing, exceeding, b.ttw

before WW to go, affix Tf*

tjTWrfwrw mfn. (-wrt-faraft*f%) Passing, passing away, gone,

departed. 8. ^rfttirat and xtw aff.

xj^ariT m. (-1?:)
1 Opposition, contrariety. ‘Going, going above,

surpassing. * Going from or out.
4 Deviating from propriety,

transgressing, a. tJW out, to go, aft

’IflrrirfT mfn. (-*rw-w*tt-*nr )
1 Going over or above, surpass-

ing.
4 Going out. k. before HW to go, VW aff.

^3KT mfn. ( Crying, speaking out or aloud, (who or

what does so.) n. (-V)
1 Crying out. colling, exclaiming. 4 Con-

versation. b. wx( to cry, * aff.

v3rdTK tn. (-^:) ' An osprey. 4 Clamour, proclamation, e. dTff

loud, fExc to cry, affix wur.

(*T) Nausea, sickness. 8. xyif and WT moisture.

m. (*fi) Nausea, sickness, e. T8 before fkd distress,

mfn. 1 Thrown upwards, tossed.
4 Thrown

out, ejected. * Vomited. 4 Rejected, dismissed, m. (-g:) Thorn

apple, (Datura melul and fastoosa.) e. tt»t up, and ftnt

thrown
;

in the last sense it alludes to the intoxicating

qualities of the plant.

dfFwfKWT f. (-wr> An ornament in the shape of a crescent worn

in the upper part of the car. k.
TTrT up, fkm to send, affix

fynr, to which YWand ZTU are then added.

n. (-tfi) 1 'Hirowing or tossing up. 4 Throwing away.

1 Sending, dispatching.
4
Bringing up, vomiting, e. w

before fdfff to throw, aff.
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mfh. (-V-WT-W) 1 Throwing, a thrower, what or who

elevates or raises, * Who send? or order*, in. (-W:) A stealer

of clothes, Ac. k. HTf before fax? to throw, aff.

n. (-w) 4 A fan. * A kind of basket or bowl used for

cleaning coni. * Throwing upwards, tossing. * Sending,

sending away. • Vomiting. • 'faking up. f A measure of

sixteen Panat. k. rTH up, fax? to throw or send, aff.

VtRRtr f. (-W) A kind of perfume: see a. T7T, «*§ to ga-

ther, and ¥PT affs.

VFWT* mfn. (-W:-WT-Tr) ' Eradicated, pulled up by the roots.
|

* Destroyed, annihilated, k. TTif up, qn? to dig, and n alT.

mfn. Wet, moistened, b. ^T*«; to wet, affix %.

mn. (•!:) ' An earring. * A crest. K. ^Hf much, and wfa a

SaMtra root, to ornament, affix ’^“¥-

mfn. (-gt-HT-ff)
1 Burnt, seared. * Bathed, washed. * Anxi-

ous, excited, n. (*tf) Dried flesh, s. "T?? much, or in the last

sense priv. and ITU heated.

WW mfn, (-w:-irr*tt) ' Chief, principal, first, best. 'Greatest,

highest, m. (-IT) 1 The third Menu, son of Priyavrata. * The

best kind of lover or hero. f. (-an) ' An excellent woman:

one who is handsome, healthy, and affectionate. * A plant.

(Asclepias rosea.) if. much, fn? to desire, affix Tl.

m. {-¥:) * The first person, (in grammar.) 1 An ex-

cellent man. a. xsvut and man.

f. (-Wt) A plant, (Asclepia* rosea, Rox.) see ^fhr*7.

a. best, fruit, xfa affix, and ^fa fem. do.

mfn. f-^:-wr*ai) A creditor, a. ’'SvrH chief, and a

debt.

Vmfvf m. (•»:) A creditor, a. a debt, end ar*r aff.

m. (*wf) A creditor, a. ’jytw, aaw a debt, ^fa afT.

^vrvmrra m. (-IT) Great profit, a double return, a. and

wm gain.

vmrvnrf m. (•:) Intriguing with another man’s wife, address-

ing her privately, casting amorous looks, Ac.

IflUiT^H n, (-v?)
1 The highest of the three fixed mulcts or

fines
;
a fine of 1,000 or of 80,000 Paunt. * Capital punish-

ment, branding, banishment, confiscation, mutilation and

death, k. ^VPT the best or greatest, vjrvrxj infliction.

'S’nMjf n. (-T) The head. a.
,

¥YT*r chief, and WT member.

n. (-*}) The best half. a. Ttm. half, and spr afT.

^VTrrnr m. (-^:) A fine day, a lucky day. e. vm? best, ’'IT*

a day, ¥ aff.

lyvwiqijf mfh. Best, good e. ’31TW and 'SWq. se-

condary term, to whom or wluU the best term is applicable

¥t|H|SIW m. (-an:) A proper name, one of the warriors of the

MaAd6horat. «. and ilrapj strength.

Wimnr n. (-li)
1 Upholding, supporting, staying. * Stopping,

arresting. a- before ffa to stop, «B¥ aff.

mfn. (-1ft TTT-W)
’ Upheld, supported. * Stopped, arrest-

ed.
a Erect, (as the hair of the head,) standing on end, g.

137T

before vftf to stop, affix

mfn. (*:-<n-*) ' Superior, high, lofty. • Northern. * Best,

excellent. * (In composition) Pit, appertaining to. * Subse-

quent, posterior, n. (-<)
1 Au answer, a reply. * (tn law) A

defence, a rejoinder. 1 A consequence, a result.
4 Remainder,

difference, (in arithmetic.) m. (-T:
)

1 The son of Virata.

£ (-TT) * The wife of Aahimakyu, the son of Arjuna. 1 The

north, a. T7T above, and 7TC from W to pass, affix qn.

^nrrarTW tn. (-W:) Future time. * Time reckoned from full moon

to full moon. e.W subsequent, arrw time.

VKft mn. Uttarakuru, the country about the north

pole. k. OTTt; northern, and the northern part of the

globe.

T3nn;arrowy f. (-*TT) The city MyodhyA, the modern Oude. b. ’avft.

north, ¥nywr a district so called.

’TWcfaur f. (•¥!) Obsequial ceremonies, s. ^nw; last
, fifitT rite.

^wnr mfh. (-T:-TT-TJ ' Flooded, inundated, washed over by

waves, n. (-T) A wooden arch surmounting the door frame.

k. above, 1 what goes, affix MVj or ’TIT and ifTf a wave.

TJvfrm mfn. (-^.-arr-ar) Born subsequently or afterwards, pos-

terity. a. TYtr and ai born.

f. (-*tt) The verged sine of an arc. e. ,?nriy and wn
an arc.

n. (-af) * Crossing, rivers, Ac. • Coming forth or out of,

(especially water,) landing, e. ^snr over, passing.

arfirw mfu. (-^f-o^t-rn)
1 Crossing, going over. * Coming

out of (water.) a. ’Ttf before M to cross, ar« aff.

’SHfnre ind. 1 Northward. 'Afterwards. 'Behind- K.^snrtT and

aj7f^xj aff.

iW, 1 After, subsequent. * Northward, s. and

VI aff.

vlvicfixyar mfn. (-ar:-arr-¥) Replying, answering, t. Titt and

a giver.

f- (-fc«o The north quarter, e. ^rvrr and fx;n region.

^vint mfn. (-xp-Wr*^) To be done subsequently, a. <yvrt: after-

wards, fa to have, aff.

m. (-W0
1 A demonstrated truth, a direct conclusion.

* Course of argument, according t6 established truths. * Se-

cond part of an argument, reply, refutation. 4
'Hie minor

proposition in a syllogism, b. ^TitT subsequent, andw sub-

ject of an inference; also adding w.

TVKxraren f. (-WT)
1 Conclusion, demonstration. * Replication,

reply, a. in added to the preceding; also with w,

^TT^IC n. (•<) The last member of a compound word. b. 'QVK

and word.

mfn. (-¥ Belonging or relating to the last

word or term. e. TT’tt and Zf affix; also with (| added

mfn.

Ttt^xfr^ m. |-^r) A division of legal practice, that part which

relates to the reply or defence, k. a reply, and xrr^ a

quarter; four divisions being admitted in every suit.

IUHTTW m. (-¥:) (In grammar,) The third person, b. ^vn^last,

and man.

m. (-^:) A coverlid, a quilt, i.^ and what

covers.

TfTrxyTWWt f. (-^t) The twelfth lunar mansion containing two

stars, figured by a bed. e. CTtt subsequent, and wvffirl or

H^t»fl an astensm ; hence it also occurs TtK.nv«art.
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W»K*fi * f. (-^) The twenty-seventh lunar mansion, figured

by a couch, and comprehending two stars, of which one is a

Andromeda, n. 1®{ subsequent, and WTT’PSC properly the

constellation
;
also with a final vowel,

n. (-®) Any reply, some reply, x. HIT and WT® only.

HirTfa® mfn. (-ir-WT-if) Unable to reply, haring no answer,

a, Tft and Tfa® devoid of.

HIT®®® n. (-w‘) Tile indication of an actual reply, e. w:
and w®w mark.

HTT®f® f. (-fir:) A small syringe, a urethra injection pipe,

a. Ttft best, if® syringe.

®*Kufjp^rD. (-®t) A defendant, a replicant, HIT a reply,

and yifipr who speaks.

HtrxifaiT mfn. (-Hi-ifT-ii) Designated in the reply, (a witness,

&c.) x. HIT and ifaii named.

HKHif®® m. (-®t) Witness for the defence, e. hhc reply,

and xrrf®® a witness.

mfn. (-H-TT-#) 1 Befriending, assisting, a help, a

friend. * Who or what establishes a reply, s, liiT and ®mr
what accomplishes.

®®<r i*d. North, northerly, northward, e. hit and ®r®nff.

HTTT® ind. Northward. E. HT and ®t{tt aff.

HRi mfn. (-T-TT-T) Superior and inferior, higher and lower.

e. HIT upper, lit: ljwer.

®*TTfa®iTT m. (*T :
) Right to property, &c. in succession to ano-

ther person, heirship, inheritance. and ®fa®riT right.

HfTrfa*7
rT® mfn. (-Tt-fTWl-fr) An heir, a claimant, subse-

quent to the death, &c. of the original owner, e. H1Tffa®rr

and ®f® uff.

®®t,ifa®ffTllT f. (-IT) Bight of succession, e. TTir added to

ItrtTfwrfri
;
also with W, UnfadlTl.

Hiry®® m. ( ®:) The north, a northern road or direction.

8. HIT and ifn a road, the final of HIT lengthened.

1T'U«TH m. (-1 ) A false, indirect, or prevaricating reply, (in

law ) e. HT a defence, and 1THTO what resembles : appa-

rently a defence, but not so in fact.

lunMTW f. (*1T) Inadequacy of a reply, the semblance without

the reality, a. if® added to the last -

f
also with ®, HTTOI11.

HTrr®W u.(-®) The period of the sun’s progress to the north of

the equator, the summer solstice, s. *mr the north, and ®®W
going, progress.

HrriTT f. (-IT) The north, k. Hit: and inn region.

HTTTWT¥T f. (-¥T) One of the lunar mansions, see Htrnnrr.

HTcnnfl m. (-fa:) A name of Kuvb’ma. e. nr, ®T8CT a

quarter, and ®fa a master
;
regent of the north.

HTTTxm f. (*®T) The twenty-first of the lunar mansions, figur-

ed by an elephant’s tooth or a bed, and containing two stars,

one of which is p in Sagittarius, k. HT subsequent, and

U1TTT the constellation
j

to distinguish it from astern*

m

twentieth : see v®r®r®T and ®fT®T®r.

iwiUT m. (-ft) An upper and outer garment, k. 11 upper,

in prefixed to 1® to surround, andH art".

HU
i fa ind. Northerly, front the north, implying distance.

k. HIT and nfal aff.

Hrfa n. (-1) An upper or outer garment s. HIT upper, and

m aff.

HIT® ind. Northward, posterior, subsequent. *,H with

HI aff.

HTry® md. A subsequent day, a day following to-morrow.

e. HT subsequent, and THf aff.

mfn. (-ts-TT-T) More and more, further and further,

&c. n. ('•1)
4 A rejoinder, a reply to on answer. * Excess,

exceeding quantity or degree. * Succession, gradation, de-

scending. e.W repeated.

®®l® mfn. (-®:.®T*ib
1 Shallow. • Sleeping supinely or with the

face upwards. • Upright. ‘ Concave, c. Hi upwards, in to

stretch, and ®® aff.

m. (-IT:) A species of grass, (a cyperus :) see IfTT.

k. HI much,H to spread, "JW aff.

va Hi ^T MK. m. ( 1) 1 A prince,' son of Swayambiiu the Menu.

* One of the stars of the little hear, (|5 Ursi minoris.)

Itiunin m. (®r) A name of Durova. b. ® bornt

the son of Utta-vapada.

mfn. (®:-®T-®) One who sleeps with the face upwards,

mf. (-®:-®T) An infant. «. Hr® andm who sleeps.

HInr ra. (-1:)
4 Great beat. * Affliction, distress. • Anxiety, ex-

citement. * Effort, energy, r.Hr beforem to be hot, fl aff.

Hl ifaff mfn. (-ir:-WT-lf)
4 Heated, made hot. * Pained, dis-

tressed. * Roused, excited, e. beforem to be hot, causal

form, ®r aff.

Hire mfn. (-T’.-TT-T) Excellent, pre-eminent, m. (-TO
4 Vomi-

ting. * Passing away, instability. Ejecting, getting rid of.

x.H abort, and ITT who passes, from * and ®® aff.

HTTfr® mfn. (-Tt-ff®t-fr)
1 Unsteady, changing, shaking. * Sick.

8. HI. w to go, fwfa affix
;
or HITT and Tfa aff.

mfn. (-t^.-tyr-dr) To be ejected, to be thrown up by

vomiting, k. Hr , « to pass, ®nr aff.

H1H mfn, (-W.-1T-®)
1 Best, excellent. 1 Arduous, difficult.

* Formidable. * Swift, speedy. ‘Lofty, tall. m. (-®f:) An ape.

k. Hf beforeH to fix, affix ®®.

ifaffim mfn. MMi-®) 1 Getting up, rising. * Increasing,

augmenting, 8. HT before ®TT to stay in® aff.

11tT® md. On the bank, ashore, e. HT and iftT a bank.

mfn. (-^:-wt-w) 1 Crossed, traversed. “ Loosed, liberated.

* Thrown off k. HI over, irtA crossed.

HIT mfn. (-T-TT T) High, lofty, tall. e. H( very, and 7J®

high.

Tjnn f. (-ITT) Height, elevation, a. ®® added to the last,

or with <8, HJfltf.

xjwfan n. (-if) The head of a thorn, &c. which has entered the

skin. e. HT before Tjf* to hurt, ® aff.

Hrw m. (-®:) Fried grain, k. ®T Pr*v * an <i U® husk.

®®H nf. (-®*iit) • Sending, dispatching. 1 Urging, driving.

" Whetting, sharpening, polishing. * Exciting, animating. *An

inspiring or exciting speech, e. H| and ®nr giving light or

energy,

®®fan mfn. (-TIMTF-T#)
1 Sent, dispatched. * Animated, excited.

* Whetted, sharpened, polished, m. (-®0 Moving in the longe.
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sidling, one of a horse's five paces, k. vrrr, fwur to sharpen,

and m aff

wwf-oi n. (-W) A horse's walk, one of his fire paces in Hindu

jockeyship. a. ^JT, V to pass, yf, irr. atT.

WWTOV n. (-sf) Lifting up, raising, elevating, k. W and WTOV
weighing.

WW|f«*?r mfn. (-vm-lf) Raised, lifted up. b. xyv before vpa

to be equal, causal form, atT.

trwjv mfti.
1 Abandoned, left. * Thrown, tossed,

i (rree from passion or affection, k. ^?T and abandoned.

srwjrit m. (-«•) ’ Abandonment, quitting. * Throwing, throwing

up. • Secession from worldly feelings, a. Vv and <UT*

leaving.

WafTO m. (TO:) Fear, terror, b. TOW much, and WTO fear.

TO* mfn. (-*:-*[-*) Standing or being up. x. TO* and xjit to

stay, TO aff

^JWTW n. {-IT)
1 Effort, exertion. * Manhood, manly exertion.

An army. * War, battle. 1 A book. * Joy, pleasure. 1 Ris

ing, getting up. * A court yard. • A shed where sacrifices

are made. *• A term, a limit.
11 Evacuating by stool, Ac.

** Business of a family or realm, as the care of subjects or

dependants. “Reflexion. 14 Proximate cause of disease. «. TOV

above, to stand, and affix, * is dropped.

TOTORTOlVVT f- (*Vt) The eleventh lunation of the light half

of tirirlik or sdgrahhyttn, when Vishnu rises from his sleep

b. TOTOTTO rising, WWrT^lft eleventh.

TOTTVTO mfa. (*V: fT-^)
1
Lifting, causing to get up, who or what

raises, Ac, * Exciting, animating, e. TO* beforeW to stay,

causal form, 'g'W aff.

TOTHTO »>. (TO)
1 Raising, elevating. • Causing to rise or get up.

• Exciting, instigating.
4
(In arithmetic) Substitution of a

value. E. TOW and BJIT causal form, affix ^ps.

wwrfqrT mfn. (to:totto)
1 Raised, lifted up, elevated. * Made

to get up, aroused from a seat, a bed, Ac. 4
Instigated.

e. TOW and 7£TT causal form, If aff.

TOVTTO ind,
1 Having raised or caused to rise. * Having roused i

or instigated, b. TOW before to stay, causal form, *PT

aff.

TO*iu ind.
1 Having risen (from a seat, Ac.) * Having risen (in

rank, Ac.) k. TOW before tSJf to stand, affix •EW

TOf*W mfn. (TO:-WTTO)
1 Born, produced. * Endeavouring, striv-

ing. * Happened, occurring. 4 Increasing, advancing, rising.

• High, risen or rising as from a seat, Ac. k. TOW up, TOJT to

stay, and n aff-

TOfiwwnrfTO m. (-fur:) The palm of the hand with the fingers ex-

tended. k, TOfarw increased, and TOTfro a finger.

TOf*fw f (-fa:) Elevation, rising up. b. TOW before TOTT to stay, I

fipraff.

to*jW m. (TO:)
1 A bird. • Going upwards, or up. e. TOW up,

and TOW who goes, from TOW to go, and TOTO aff.

WTfqTTO n. (TO) ' Birth, production. a Going up, rising, ascending.

e. W^ TOW to go, and WZ aff.
-

TOTOfaw mfn. (-wr-TOt-W) Jumping up, rising, going upwards.

b, TOTOW to rise, and aff.

TOiqfwv mfn. (to:TOTTO) Risen, ascended, k. TOW up, TOW to go,

to aff

TOTOfw"l7 mfn. (-TO'-TOM-TOT) Rising, jumping up. B. TO*rw and

T^aff
TOrofw f. (-fwr)

1 Birth, production. * Producing as an effect or

result, giving rise to or generating as a consequence. • Pro-

duction in general, e. TOW up, TOW to go, and fgnj aff.

TOTOfifTOTOTW tit* (-JT)
1 Purport, meaning. * Production by the

joint operation of cause and effect, s. TOTOfw and TOTOPT act.

TOTOfTOroroTO m. (-IT:) A type of birth, (a* investiture.) b.

and wrifwr figurative indication.

TOTOTO m. (-*:) Error, bad way, evil. e. WW from, TOTO for TOfroij

a path.

TOTOTOW ind. Astray, on the wrong road. b. TOW from, Ttfaw a

path, TO aff.

TOTOW mfn. ' Bom, produced. • Known, ascertained.

* Risen, gone up. 4 Acquired, gained. 4
Effected, accomplish-

ed. 4 Occurred, happened, e. TOW, WW to go, n alf.

TOTOTOWTO mfn. (-Wv TO=-TO) Having progeny, e. TO«nr and

line
}
descendants. •

’W-TOTO mfn. (-ur:-wn-wr) Thin. n. (-wf) * A blue lotus, (Xymphaa

cxrulca.) * A plant, (a Costus:) see tjw. 1 A water lily in

general. 4 A flower in general, f. (-ait) A kind of cake made

with unwinnowed corn. e. TO?^ up, TOUT to go or grow, TOTO

affix, and fern. totto or #tw.

TO'<t»u!f*tTO n. (TO) A species of sandal of the colour of brass,

and very fragrant, b. TOTOTO the lotus, WTO a smell, tow affix

of similitude.

WWWW^mfb. (-TO.-^-TO:) Lotus-eyed, fine-eyed. b. TOTOW and

tototo the eye.

TOTOurq* n. (-d)
1 The leaf of the lotus. * The impression of a

female nail. * The Tiiakn or mark on the forehead, made

with sandal, Ac. by the Hindu*. 4 A broad bladed knife or

lancet, e. a lotus, and TOW a leaf; similarly shaped, Ac.

also TOW added WTOWTOVTO-

TOTOTOWtFCTOf f. (-TOT) A plant, (Echites frutesccns.) r. TOTOW a

flower, wif<wr irregular deriv. of s? to harm : whose flower

injures or destroys, (disease )

TOTOTOTW mfn. ( W:-VT-W) Lotus-like, resembling a lotus, x. ’Jiqw

and wirT before wr to shine, T aff.

^Siwiww
3

! f (-wt) An assemblage of lotus flowers, e. a

lotus, affix, and WtU fern. do.

n. (-af)
1 Straining liquids before using for domestic

or religious purposes. * Sprinkling ghee or other fluids on

the sacrificial fire, with two blades of Hut* grass, the ends of

which are held in either hand, and the centre dipped into the

liquid, which is then dropped upon the fire. c. ’SrT above, Ac.

tit to purify, affix ^pr.

mfn. (-Ul:-iirr-«a) Looking up or upwards, k. ^nr
;

up, and

VIS looking, irr. formative, from TV to sec.

m. (-*:)
1 Pulling up by the root*. * Destroying, s. WTT

up, V7 to go. causal form,W aff.

Taj i g sr n. (-V)
1 Eradicating, pulling up by tlie roots. * De-

stroying. e. xsnr beforeW to go, causal form, ^»£
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ftftlfrw mfn. (-TT wt-V) Eradicated, palled up by the root*.

8.W up, or out, ft* to go, in die causal form, and ft aft*.

ftftTftft mfn. ( *t faftt f*) Eradicating, extirpating, i. Wiz
and T*fft aff.

ftftTW iu. (-ft:)
1 A portent, some natural prodigy or phoeno-

mcnon. 1 Any public calamity, at an eclipse, a meteor, an

earthquake, &c. a.ftft accidentally, ftft to happen, and vat aft.

ftftTftftT«T m. (-ft:) A whirlwind, a hurricane, a. ftftTft a portent

,

and VTW wind.

mfn. («ft:-ft7-*0 ' A producer, a generator. ' What

gives origin or production to, causative, m. (-ft:) A fabulous

animal with eight legs: written also TfWftft:. n. (-ft) Origin,
|

cause, f. (-fftftrr)
' A white ant, (termes.) • A potherb, (Hilan

cha repens.) * Also, Basella, (rubra or lucid*,) b. fttf much,

ft^ a foot, or ftft to go, in the causal, and «[tT aff.

ftafTftft n. (-if) Producing, generating, begetting, e. ftft before

ftft to go, causal form, ftj* afF.

ftftTftirftft mfu ( ft:) The Francoline partridge, g. ftft upon,

ftTft a foot, ipiw sleeping.

ftftifftft ra n̂ * (*ft;-ftT*ft)
1 Pruduced, effected. * Generated, be-

gotten. e. ftft before ft^ to go, causal form ft aff.

iW. 1 ljuving begotten. * Having produced, having in-

spired. E, 'aw before ft^ to go, causal form, ^qft aff.

ftftTftt f. (-W)) Health, e. ftft before, ftft to preserve, ft*T and

ftlft aff*. .

ftftTft m. (-ft:) Purifying ghee, &.c, see ftftftft. e. ftft before"^

to niuke pure, ftft aff.

ftfftftt! mfn. (-T:-tCT*T) Uncaged, unconfiued. e. ftft out of,

fftftC a cage; also ftfftftft, ft being substituted for *.

vf'H mfn. ( ft:*ftT*ft) * Confounded, confused. 1 Uncaged,

p. see the last.

nf«<3 mfn. (

*

1^*. -tg: -Vfi Desirous of going, going, proceeding.

e. before ftft to go, desiderative form, ft aff,

ftfftft mfn. (ft:-ftT-ft) Ground, rubbed, n. (-ft) A disease, a

grating of the bones of the joints upon each other, t. ftrT and

fVc ground.

ftftTr m. (-:) Froth, e. ftft on. ftto to go, ft aff.

ft?tJtftft n. (-sf)
1 Ridicule, derision. * Hurling, throwing afar.

E. ftft aud ft before ftft to throw, affix ft?*

ftTTtftT f. (*ftT)
1 Indifference, carelessness. * Ironical compa-

rison. * Comparison in general, poetical or rhetorical, e. ftft

and ft prefixed to {ft to see, ftft and ftift affs.

n. ( if) Taking up oil or ghee when it has been defiled

in any way, by dipping a blade of A'asa gras* into it, and

dropping it from them upon the fire. * Jumping, springing

upon. k. ftft over, SJTft jumping, &e..

ft?¥ftT f. (-VT) A boat. E. ftft ovet*, * to go, ftft and *Tft aff.

ftcftft mfn. (-ft:-7TT-ft) Jumped upon, approached suddenly.

k. ftft before g to go, sc aff.

OTipq i«rf. Huving sprung or jumped upon, e. ftft before « to

go, ftlft aff.

ftTftft n. ( -^) Excellent fruit, e. ftft and ftft fruiu

ftTftTft m. <-V) A jump, a leap. ,e. Wand *»ft to move, affix

ftft the vowel and final changed.

ftjqjft mfn. (-ft:-ftT-ft)
1 Blown a* a flower. * Swollen, encresE-

ed in bulk. * Sleeping supinely, r. tv and ftft blown.

m. (-ft) A fountain, a spring, s. ftft to wet, and ft

Un'idi aff.

ft ftft ra. (-T:) 'The haunch or part above the hip. “The

acclivity or slope of a hill. Association, union. * Embrace.
4 The bottom or deep part of an ulcer. B. ftft, ftft to em-

brace, affix ftft.

ftftftft mfn. (-ftr-fti-Tt) Associated, combined, Joined, a. ftft

ftf before to be joined with, ft ail*.

ftftfrsr mfn. (--rt-fvvt-f?) Associating or combining with, an

associate, a partner, m. (-)) An ulcer, a deep sore. f. (-fWY)

Pimple* on the inner edge of the eyelids, e. ft/Qft and ftf* aff.

ftftfl mfn. (ft:-ftT*Ti)
1 Destroyed, overturned. < Decayed, in

ruins, * Risen. increa*ed. b. ftft before ft^ to go, affix ftr>

m. (-4 :)
1 Abandoning, quitting. * Resigning, retiring

from. * Giving, donation. * Any precept or rule. * Pre-

sentation of any thing promised to a god or flrahman, with

suitable ceremonies. 6 A particular ceremony preparatory to

a course of the f 'tda*.
1 Dejection, excretion, voiding by

stool, fkc. R. W before qif to quit, to leave, WV aff.

n. (-ft) * Gift, donation. 1 Abandoning, leaving, &c.

b.W before ftv to leave, and ftrv affix : see the preceding.

VTjf^Wt f, (*ftt) A Jaina division of time, a long perind de-

scribed as 10 crort* of croret of oceans of years; this period

alternates with one of similar duration : sec K.W
much, ftft tu go, fwtft and ?Ptft affs.

TftTw in.
1 Going or gliding upwards. * Swelling, heaving.

b.W before W to go,W aff.

n. (-^)
1 Gliding upward. * Swelling, heaving. £. TV

beforeW to go gently, aff.

Vgnift mfn, (-ft-Tn-ft)
1 Heaving, heaved, undulating. * Glid-

ing or going upwards, b. Vft before ftqr to go, w aff.

Vftftift mfn. (-itff-fftEft-flS)
1 What glides upwards. • Rising

gently, heaving, R. ond Tfft aff.

Vipitf f. (-ftb) A cow fit to take the bull, e. Vft, ft to ga^, and

aff.

TftV m.(-ft:) ‘ A festival, ajubilee. 'Height, elevation. • Impa-

tience. * Wish. * Passion, wrath, e. ftft, V to bear, to bring

forth, affix ftft ;
happiness, &c. is produced by it.

ftft>Vft (•’t)
1 Going up, ascending, rising. * Raising, eleva-

ting. • Destroying, overturning. • Cleaning the persop with

perfumes. 1 Rubbing or chafing the limb*. e Ploughing a

field twice or thoroughly. * Healing a sore, causing it to fill

up, e. ftif much, to destroy, in the causal form, affix W9.

Vr»pv«f1ft mfn. (-ft:-ftT’^)
1 To be gone up or ascended. * To be

effected-
1 To be destroyed, n. (-ft) Any application to a sore

producing granulations, e. ftlf before ftft to go, causal form,

affix also Vftlfg ffft and VTqTft.

mfn. (-ft:-ftM<)
1 Risen, ascended. Raised, elevated.

* Destroyed. 4 Cleansed, purified with oil, perfumes, &c. k. as

above, affix ftf.

m. (-ftJ)
1 A doorkeeper, a porter, • A guard, a guardian,

t. ftiT, ft to go, in the causal, and Tfft aff.
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1*nrro* n. (-vr) 1 Removing, keeping at a distance, * Moving,

causing to move. a. ’Tff, % to go, causal form, wy aff.

wqjrq m. (-q:)
1 Effort, perseverance, strenuous and continued

exertion. 1 A thread. * Happiness. 4 Firmness, fortitude,

a. vir much, it* to bear, to be able, affix ww.

’qq^mr mfn. (-xrnf-Tfft-^) Active, energetic, persevering,

a. wqjiq and Tjjif aff.

wq^PCTlh* n. (-w) Heroism, a. 'qqjTT exertion, and "wfa in-

creasing, from rtf and W7 aff.

mfn. Active, persevering, e. ^rTT and

effected.

*qjifqq mf. (*<t-tV»ft-fq) Active, persevering, a. ^iqTq and

Tfr »ff-

mfn. (*Tf:-HT-li)
1 Haughty, proud, rude. 1 Elevated,

raised. 1 Enlarged, increased. 4 Sprinkled. * Disordered,

disturbed (in mind, See.) m. (-n:) A king's wrestler, a. qrar,

faq to sprinkle, and Jf aff.

mfn.(-iT WT xr) * Augmenting, growing. 'Sprinkling,

a. W, faq to sprinkle, WTW^ aff.

mfn. (•qr-qrT-qi) ' Zealously active, making exertions for

a gratifying object. * Regretting, missing, sorrowing for.

' Fond of, attached to. a. CTf much, to produce, f*q and

w aff*.

qqyqnrr f. C-ttf)
1 Sorrow, regTet. • Attachment, affection, a.

qqjqr and war affix
;

also with w, affix Vjvd.
qqjq mfn. (-at-WT-a) 1 Loose, detached, unstrung. • Irregular,

out of rule. a. any before ^a a thread, Ac.

m.(-r:) Evening, twilight. a.qwpriv.qnr the sun ;
sunset.

Wiyq md. Having quitted. W before qur to leave, Wff aff.

Vtijl mfn. i-¥:-¥T-l)
1
Left, abandoned. • Given, presented.

' Cast into or upon. a. W and gw to leave, affix n, deriv. irr.

m. (-%[’) A bull set at liberty upon particular occa-

sions, as a marriage, Ac. and allowed to go about at will,

a. *9lit loosed, and TIJ an sniroaL

qqf* m. (w.) ' Increase, enlargement. ' Pride, haughtiness.

' Casting water, Ac. on any thing, sprinkling. 4 Flying out

or up, foaming or spouting over, showering, a. qnr on, fcq

to sprinkle, WW aff.

Wiqqq n. (-q)
1 Showering or spouting upwards. * Boiling

or foaming over. a. TPT and WWW sprinkling.

tn. (-q:)
1 Height, elevation. ' The body. * Fatness, obe-

sity.
4 Intumescence. * Thickness, n. (-V) Killing, slaughter,

a. qq up, faq to go, affix q*r.

wrjto m. (-wv) A smile, a. qq and qr«I a smile,

q^; or ind. A particle and prefix to words implying, ' Su-

periority in degree; (over, above.) * In place, (over, above,

on, upon.) ' Pride :
4 Publicity :

4 Power :
• Separation,

disjunction, (off, from, out oft) * Emancipation :
* Binding.

• Helplessness, weakness.

qq; n. (-q) Water, a. q^ to wet, deriv. in. : see qqqr.

qqqr ind. Northern, upper, subsequent : sec qqq.

qqq n. (-q) Water, a. qq to wet, deriv. in. ; this is some-

times considered as two words, qq and q, each having the

same meaning.

qqqfqqr f. (-WT) Presentation of water to ancestors as far as

the fourteenth degree, a. qqq «nd fwWT rite; so qqq Ac.

qqqq mfn. (*q:-qr-^) A giver of water, yielding water, offer-

ing water to the manes, Ac. m. (q:) An heir, a near kins-

man. a. qqq and q who gives; also qqqqiv and

qq*qtfqq
qqqqiq n. (-w) Gift of water, especially to the manes, as a

religious or obsequial rite. a. qqq and qr«r giving.

qq*qifVq rafn. ( Wt fxnft-fw) Giving water, m, (-qt) An heir

or kinsman, one who presents libations of water, a. qqq and

qifaqwho gives.

qqqq^qit tad. Pouring water on the hand as preparatory to or

confirmatory of a gift or promise, a. qqq and qtjq prior,

qqqiliftqiir mftu (-q:-qt-q) Watery, fluid like water, a. qqq
and Ttftqrq what resembles.

qqqqq m. (-*:) A variety of Diabetes, passing watery urine,

r. qqq and ww urining.

qqqqrq n. (-qf) Any aquatic herb. a. qqq *»d qTq a potherb.

qqqqu{ mfn. (-1?:)
1 Touching different pans of the body

with water. * Touching water in confirmation of a promise,

Ac. k. qqq and qnJ: touch.

qqqiqH m. (•K'-) A reservoir, a cistern, a well, Ac. a. qqq
and qnm; receptacle.

qqqTft&q mfn.(-^f-h§^-fi$ ) Thirsty, desirous of water. a.qqq
and qfqq who seeks.

^Fqqtqf m. (-iq:) A plant, (Galedupa arborea, Ac.) see qqqq.
a. qq water, and q to scatter, qq aff

qqyq m. (-Ht) A water Jar. a. qq and ajar
;
also qqqyq .

qqq rqqw m. (-WS) A waterjar. a. qqq and qqqq what goes up.

qq^Tqx: n. (-q) Dropsy, a. qqq and qq* the belly,

qqq mfn. ( q -qT-q) Gone up, risen, ascended, a. qq before

qq to go, q aff.

qqqn f. (-WT) A woman in her courses, a. qqq water, and

ipT affix of fitness : requiring water for purification,

qqafa m. (-fq:) The Himalaya mountains on the north of

Hindu*tan. a. 'T^qr north, and a mountain.

n. (-^) l*he suns progress north of the equator : see

'Sinjqa. a. qqi north, and ^xrw going.

m. (-in) Good soil. I. north, ijfi? earth, xfw aff.

m. (fa:) Fertile soil : see the preceding,

wqq mfn. (-WJ-FTT-li)
1 High, tall. ' Large, vast. • Projecting,

4 Pointing upwards, ' Fierce, intense, a. '37T up, and qv
end, point.

wqxrqw mfn. (XK'Kto'**.) Large toothed, m. (-qvr) An ele-

phant with a large tusk. a. 'aqq large, and qw for q^T a tooth,

mfn. (-qh-qn-q^-li) Facing the north, s. wq^ and wm
face.

Tfq^q or mfe. (wqw wqqr )
1 North, northern.

* Upper, upwards. * Subsequent, posterior. £ (*CNt) Th®

north, a. up, to go, affix fapr ; the neuter is used as

a particle : sec *qqr
;
the noun is irregular.

'qqui mfn. (-m-HT-W) Aquatic, watery, produced in or by water,

m, (-*:) Driving cattle, a.^ water, and ir born, or qrq up>

and qq to go, affix

P P
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XXX* n. (- 11 )
' A lid or cover. a Directing or throwing up-

ward*. • Rising, ascending, a. XX above, XX to go, and a(T-

xxfx* mfn (-w:-XT-Tf)
1 Thrown up, tossed. * Worshipped.

k. X^ up, XX to go or worship, affix %.

XXXXTX m. (-mi)
1 A kind of fish. * A sort of snake, a. X^

much, er t? an egg, and xrx what nourishes
j
laying many

eggs at once.

''Hf* m. (-fxt)
1 The ocean, * A water jar. • A cloud, a. X^

water, and fx having, from XT, with fir aft.

XxfxXX m. (-Iff:) A voyager, a mariner, a. Xxf*. WX to go,

firr aff.

xxf**^ m. (-W) Cuttle fish bone. a. Xxfa and XX soil.

XxfxHXWT f. (-XT) The earth, a. xxf* "»d Xxxt a girdle.

XXfx^TU f. (-XT) ‘ LaeomL ‘ I)icdrak*, the capital of Ksishna.

a. xxf* the ocean, and yjXT daughter.

XX** m. (Xh) 1 A pure and virtuous man. a Tidings, intelli-

gence. * One who gets a livelihood by a trade, Ac. k. xt£ dis-

junctive, and XX! end, term.

m. (-X :

) News, tidings, intelligence, a. xx added to the

preceding.

xgfxTXT f. (-XT) Satisfaction, satiety, a. X^complete, XX end,

XX aff.

XXXT f. (-XT) Thirst, a. XXX water, XTX affix, the final x is

changed to X-

x^xt^ m. (-xr^) The ocean, a. x^ water, and xgx posses-

sive aff

XXXTX n. (-i) A water cup, a ewer. a. x^* and »ttx a vessel.

XXXTX mu. (-x:-X) A well. a. X^* water, XT to drink, and

affix ; the place where water is drunk.

xxxx n. ( -a) A paste, any thing ground with water, a. xx and

XX grinding.

XXXTT m. (-<:)
1 A cloud. • A water carrier, a. xx and xk a

load.

xxxx m.(-Xi) Barley water, a. xx and XX scum
;
also, xxxxx.

XXXX m. (-X:) A watery cloud, a. XX and #x a cloud.

XX* m. (-X:)
1 The rising of the sun and planets in general.

1 The eastern mountain, behind which the sun is supposed to

rise. * Rising, ascending. 4 Light, splendor. * Prosperity,

good fortune. • Creation, the rising of the world. f
(In law)

Income, a. XX up,‘ TX to go, and XX afT.

X^XX ru (-#) Rising, ascending, m. (-xO
1 A name ofAgabtya :

sccxpnw. * The name of a sovereign, king of Kam*&mbi,

and hero of the PtitatfttdaUd, a dramatic poem* also, of part

of the (rr*hnt Kat'ha. a. above, yi to go, and XIX aff.

XXXX^X m. (-Xt) The eastern mountain behind which the sun

rises, a. XX* and X^W a mountain
; also similar com-

pounds, as XX*f*ft XX* XX:. XXXTXX:, xxxrfk:. Ac.

xxfxx mfn. 1 Rising, ascending. * Prosperous,

flourishing, k. x<x and XiX aff.

X<1 n. (*X)
* The belly. * War. • Any morbid abdominal affec-

tion, as liver, spleen, Ac, f. (.^) Enlargement of the abdo.

men from dropsy or flatulency, a. x*f up, Xi to go, XX
affix

i
what goes up or swells with food, slaughter, Ac. or

^prefixed to T to burst, and XX or XX Un'idi aff.

XX’CX mfn. (-x:-xn-x) 1 Rubbing the belly, Ac. 1 Abdominal.

a. XX^ and XX aff.

xxjxfx m. (-fx:) The spleen, (the disease
;
a chronic affection

of this organ not uncommon in India,) z. XXX abdomen, and

xfx a knot.

XXrxm a. (-x) * A cuirass, armour covering the front. • A
girth, a belly band. a. XXX the belly, and XIX what pre-

serves : see XXXTXItX.

X<<Tn m. (-fxo
1 The ocean. * The sun. a. XX freely, X

to go, and xfxx Un’adi aff.

xxdxxrx mfn. (*X;-XT-X) A glutton, voracious, one who

devours every thing, flesh, fish, Ac. t. XXt and fxXTX a

demon, who is a devil for his belly,

xxrxift mfn. {-ft: ftt-Ix) Selfishly voracious, gluttonous.

b. XX*C, X to nourish, x* affix, and ^X.is inserted.

XXTvrX mfn. (-Xt-XI-X) Sleeping on the face or belly, a. XXX
and xx who sleeps.

XXVTXX m. (-X0 Dysentery, diarrhea, a. XXX the belly, and

XfTXX sickness.

m. (-^:) The n»rel. e. and wr»-A whirl.

X^cri'T m. (-*:) Tape worm. «. 'JPT: and '»ri* what «ur-

rounds. .

mfn. (-ft-fedft-fx)
1 Fat, corpulent. • Abdominal, f. (-x?t)

A pregnant woman, u. XXX the belly, xfx possessive aff.

Xxf<X mfn. (-X -XT-ai) Fat, corpulent, e. XXX the belly, and

XXX aff.

*X* m. (-X*)
1 Future or remote consequence. * Future time.

a A plant, (Vangueria spmosa:) see «x*T. * much, VX
to praise, affix XX.

mfn. {-f4:-f^:-fx> Luminous and ascending, m. (-f%

)

* A name of Vahki or fire.
a Siva. * Kandabpa. k. XX

upwards, and xPfa

xx^ m. ( -^:) Erysipelas, a. X^ up, X^ to go, XX aff.

xxi m. (-x:) Scarlet fever, a. X^aiul XX to increase, XX aff.

xxxrxf^x mfix. (-X-Xl-X) Salted, prepared with brine. B.XX

water, xrxx salt, and arx aff

XXXX m. ( x) A thunderbolt of water, a water spout, a. XX
and xx a thunderbolt

XXTfxx n. (-X) A house, a. xx water, and xfxx covered,

defended, deriv. irr.

XX7HX n. (-x)
1 A house in the margin of a stream or pond.

a A marine grotto, Ac. a. XX. and xrx a bode.

XXXTXXT m. (-X!)
1 A cloud. * Any water vessel, b. x^and

XIXX vehicle.

xxfrx m. (-^) A drop of water. «. xx and fx^ a drop.

X^fkPT n. (-fxX) Buttermilk, with an equal proportion of

water, a. xx water, fx to increase, affixes fxPT and TJX.

XXX mfn. (-X:-XTT X) 1 Cast, thrown. a Expelled, cast out.

• Cast up.
4 Humbled, shamed. ‘ Scattered. • Removed,

a. X\ before XX to throw, X aff

XXWl<#t f. (-<t) A caldron, a kettle, a. Xx and XTNft a pot.

XXXV «»«/.
1 Having taken pains, made an effort, Ac. * Having

thrown, having cast up or tossed. * Having scattered.

4 Having expelled, a. XX before XX to be or throw, nx aff
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XXTIT m. (-Xj) • A water carrier. * A cloud, a. XX and TTT

who takes.

x*m m. (to:) Commanding, directing bodies of men. a. xx
before TO to go, to aff.

X*T* mfn.(-*:-*T-^i) * Generous, gentle and bountiful. * Giving,

a donor. • Great, illustrious.
4 Dear, beloved. • Accented,

m. (-*:)
1 The acute accent, a high or sharp tone. Gift,

donation. 1 A musical instrument, a large drum. 4 An orna-

ment, (in rhetoric.) a. X* high, «p» *nd XT* pronounced,

sounded
;
or from *T, to give or have, with XIX prefixed, affix

H : ««
^Tsr m. ( ST) ‘ One of the five vital airs, that which rises up

the throat and passes into the head. * The navel. • A snake.

4 An eye-lash. a. *X above, prefixed to TO to breathe,

to be, affix XW

.

^ ix: mfn. (-XT-XI-ft-^) ' Generous, liberal, munifieent. * Great.

• Unperplexed.
4 Gentle. * Upright, honest, sincere. 4 Elo-

quent. ’ Proper, right. well, prefixed to TO to

go, and TO*
_

affixed.

mfn. (-XT:-XT:-* :
) High-minded, magnanimous, a.

X*TT: and %TO the mind.

XXTTOt mfn. (-"ft -afr-fif) Wise, sagacious, noble-minded,

a. X*7T: and understanding.

TO ’ TO< m. (-Xt) A year, one of the five sorts of years astrolo-

gically considered, a. XX*nd TOTTO before TOK a year.

X<T*M m. (->}•) A disease of the bowels, iliac passion, f. (-ITT)

Difficult menstruation, a. XX upper, TOTvfi abode.

XXT* ,n - (-* :
)

’ Throwing or directing upwards. • Elevation,

being above or over. • A stoic, a philosopher. 4 Stoicism,

mfn. (-*:-**-*) Indifferent, unconcerned, apathetic, a. TO
and TOT who casts.

TOjfa«J mfn. ( -TT-^t-*) Indifferent, disregarding, void of con-

cern or affection. E.'mj before TOT* to cast, tot aff.

TOlfTO mfu. f*) Indifferent, disregarding, m. (-ift) A
stoic, a philosopher, one who has no passion nor affection

for any thing: in popular acceptation, a religions mendicant

in general, or one of a particular order, a. x^t* and

xf* aff.

TO*r*l* mfn. (.TO.-WT*)
1
Indifferent, free from affection. (In

law) One not involved in the dispute, m. (.*:) A stranger, a

neutral, a common acquaintance, a person neither a friend

nor a foe. i.TP5 above, TOPft* seated.

TOlfSHT m. (-in) ‘ A spy, an emissary. • A doorkeeper. • A
superintendent. mfn. (-W:-XT-W) Set over. e. XX over, TOTTO

before to stay, ntfix *.

TOTTTB n. {-1) ' An example or illustration, an apposite argu-

ment, one of five modes of logical reasoning. 4
Declaring,

sayiog. a. XX over, TOP before X to convey, and W* affix,

or with XTO affix XXTXTT-

‘xxrfIT m. (-Xt) See the preceding.

TOXIX* mfn. (-*:-*T-w) 'Called, named, entitled. * Said.

• Illustrated, a. TO ®n<*^ beforeX to take, affix %.

xfx* mfn. (.*:-wr-ir) * Said, spoken. Bound, tied. • Risen,

ascended. 4 Grown, augmented. * Bom, produced, • Incurred,

experienced. r High, tall, lofty, a. TO t0 speak, and* affix j

or XX up, and X* gone, past part, of TO to go.

xf**TfX* mfa. (-Us-XT-lT) Well acquainted with the Seutra«.

a. xfx* said, (by law and religion,) and xfx* risen, fltc.
,

eminent.

TO^TO n. (-to)
1 Seeing, beholding.

1 Looking up. a. ^T^and

f TO to see, m* aff.

TOlWI W. Having seen. a. XX and XTO to see, KTOaff

X*1fTO f*(-TOt) The north: see X**.

X^Trot* mfn. (-TO:-TOT-*) Northern, a. X<TO north, TO: aff.

TOTO m. (TO:) The country to the north and west of the river »

Saraxtrati, the northern region, n. (TO) A perfume: see TOiTOT.

a. X^^T the north, and TOT aff.

TOfr* n - (-^) Speaking, saying, a. XX up, out, to go,

and TOOT aff

X^fryr mfn.(-W: -*T*lf) Said, uttered, a.xx and to go, affix*.

Generons, great, excellent. * Intense,

a. TTO above, * to go, affix *, deriv. irr.

TOTTOJl mfn. (-*:-wt-4) Impetuous (as a torrent), violent,

a. TOtw and w* speed

x^Vlf mfn. To be spoken, a. XX before xr to go,

TO* aff.

x4fctr*ni mfn. (-to:-tot-^)
1 Speaking. • Spoken. E.XX before

XX to go, *T*TO aff.

*'5TO m- (*X:)
1 The glomcrous fig tree, (Ficus glomerata.)

1 A kind of leprosy. • A threshold. 4 A eunuch, n. (-1$

Copper ; see X^^TC, it is also written v^ro:.

X \TO<M*f f* (**f) A Plant

:

*ee xfTOTOT ;
also xyTOXX^f and

vjwrvvf.

TO** "• (•*) A gum-resin. Bdellium, mn. (-TO:-lf) 'A wooden

mortar used for freeing rice from the husk, by pounding it

with a pestle. * Any mortar a. TO ôr *T UP» **
what goes, affix TOTO; also X^TOTO and Ilf 1!!.

mfn. (-TO: -TOT-TO) * Married. ’Coarse, gross, heavy. • Ma-

terial, substantial.
4 Much, exceeding, z. XX UP* to bear,

and * affix, deriv. irr.

mfn. (-Wi-XT-X) Shaking, making tremble, e. 'TO. before

TO to tremble, X aff.

^TX r- 6th cl. To cast off or quit.

TO* mfn. (-TT--*r-it)
1

Risen, ascended. * Vomited, cast up.

* Departed, gone. 4 Proceeded forth or from, a XX up, and

TO gone.

TO*T f. (-XT) A stanza of four lines, with ten syllables in the

three first, and thirteen in the last.

TO*T^ mfn. (XV‘f) Deceased, dead. a. TO* gone,**

breath.

TOf* f- (-fffO
1 Going up, rising, ascending. ' Bringing up,

vomiting. *. XX and aifx going.

XX* m. (-F:)
1 Going up, rising, ascending. 1 Bringing up, vo-

miting ;
also XX**- r~ XX up. ** or TO* going.

TO*^t* mfn. (-*:-*!•*) To be gone up, or ascended, n. ) A
pair of bleached clothes, a. xx‘»p, TO to go, and xiftxr alT.

TOT* n. odc.(-i) or a/fj. mfn. (-¥; *T-¥) Much, excessive, a.

XX excess, and *r* much.
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Ttt* m. (-HT) A reciter of the prayers, Ac. of the Santa fVrfs.

k. 7^ up, and who sings, (the prayers being chaunted,)

from s) to sing, and 77 aff.

77T7T f. (-7T) A variety of the Arya measure, the same as the

Giti, a stanza of four lines containing alternately 12 and 18

instants.
,

71TT m. (*f:)
1 Vomiting. * Ejecting any thing from the mouth.

a Sound.

4 Speaking in the throat, a. Tt[ up, » to vomit, Ac.

77 aff.

7fiT7 n. (xf) 1 Vomiting. ' Ejecting any thing, as saliva, Ac.

from the mouth. £. 7^ before JJ to vomit, ^7 affix
;

also

¥nT7.
7'$s

rf7 f. (-fin) A variety of the Arya metre, a verse of four

lines containing 12, 15— 12, and 14 feet.

7tft7 m. (-7:)
1 A portion of the Sdma f'tda. * Designation of

the triliteral name of God. a Chaunting the Santa Wda*

a. up, aloud, 7 to sing, and 77 Unadi aff.

71^ mfn. (-4 :-^T-7)

1

Raised, lifted, held up. ‘Erected. a Ex-

cited. c. 72£ up, 71 to make effort, irr- participle past.

777 m. (¥:) * Taking up. * An object that may be accom-

plished by religious or other acts. a. 77
^

before 77 to take,

77 aff.

7|¥7 n. (-xf) Taking up, lifting up. e. 7^ and 777 taking.

77TT m. (-7 :)
1 Taking up. * Replying in argument, a. 77

^

up,

77 to take, and 77 aff.

7gifq H mfn. (-Xtr-TT-T)
1 Excellent, exalted. a Bound, tied.

* Seized. 4 Deposited, delivered. * Taken or lifted up. 1 Re-

called, remembered, a. 7X£ up, and Uifxvf taken.

rr^ m. (-f;) Excellence, happiness, b. 7^ much, 77 to shine,

affix 7 or before 77 to strike, ’ftTafli and the final rejected.

777 m. (-wO A carpenter's work-bench, a plank on which he

works, e. 7^ above, T7 to injure, 77 affix, 7 changed to 7..

7fT7 n. (-si) Opening, opening up as a lid. a. 77 up, and

V|7 fastening.

TgffW mfh. (-It-WT-W) Opened, unlocked, b. 77 up, and wfyTT

fastened.

n. (-w) 1 Rubbing, robbing up.
1 Rubbing the skin with

hard substances, as vitrified brick, Ac. n. 77 and 7^7
friction.

7f7 n. (-7) Flesh. 1. 77 , 77 substituted for 77 to eat, affix

77 \
what is eaten.

77T7 m. (*»:) A watch or guard house. e. 77 up, 7* to

endeavour, Ac. S7 affi

7gT77 mn. (-7:*7)
1 A key. a A bucket, Ac. see the next. • An

opener, the instrument or agent of opening any thing.

7g|£7 n. (•!!)
1 The rope and bucket of a well, a leather

bucket used for drawing water. * Opening, unlocking. 'An
opener, the instrument or means of opening, a key, Ac.
4 Hoisting, raising, lifting up. e. 77 up, 77 to strive, affix

also with tpy affix 7£U1. *

Vglf&fl mfn. (TT:-T|T*lf)
1 Done with effort, exerted. a Opened.

a Raised, hoisted or lifted up. e. 77much, 77 to exert, affix 71.

7 fllf*fl7 mfh. (-v-TT-T) Wue, intelligent, 7 77 much, 77
to endeavour, affix 7, and 7 who knows.

7|if<c<rrt mfn. (-Ti-TT-7) ' Intelligent. * Naked a. 7 glft 7
and 7T the body.

7fit! m. (-7:) * A beginning, a thing begun. a A weapon.

* A club, a mallet. 4 Striking, wounding, inflicting a hurt.

4 A wound, a blow. * The division of a book, a chapter, a

section. * Breathing through the nostrils as a religious ex-

ercise. a Slipping, tripping. * High, tall. b. 77 before 77 to

kill or destroy, and 7« affix, 7 is substituted for 7
777 r. 6th cl. (TTTfivj To be straight ; see 7*7

7^7 r. 6th cl. See 77*.

7f7 fijfh. (-¥:*¥T-¥) Sounded out. b. 77 before 57 to sound,

affix 7.

7T7 m. (-7:) A bug. b. 77 much, and ^7 who bites, from

7^7 and 77 affi

7^7 mfn. (-7 :-7T'4) Raised on a staff or pole. z. 77 and 77
a stick.

717717 m. (-7:) ' A sort of snake. a A kind of fish.
# A pu-

nisher, whether king or magistrate, x. 77 above, 17TT7 a

punisher.

717T1 mfti. (-i:-lT*xf)
1 High, tall.

a
Terrific, formidable.

* Large toothed, b. 77 high, long, and 7x7; large toothed.

7117 n. (-71) ' Binding, confinement. a Taming, subduing. a A
fire place.

4 Submarine fire.
a The middle, the waist. • The

entrance of the aun into a sign of the zodiac. *. 77 reverse,

and ¥T to give, affix 7?.

TITO mfn- (-wp.-W-wr) 1 Energetic. a Humble. ' Elevated.

4 Vomited by an elephant, e, 77 and ttwi tamed.

71T7 mfn. (-7:-7T-7) ‘ Set free, unbound. a Unconstrained,

self-willed. * Large, great.
4 Proud, haughty, m. (-7:) A

name of Vaeum'a. s. 77 priv. 77 to tame, and 77 aff.

71T7T in. (-70 1 A plant, (Cordia myxa or Utifolia.) * A
kind of grain, (Paspalum frumentaccum.) k 77 high, Urge,

77 to pierce, affix 77 ;
also 71177, 7 being added.

7fi7 mfn. (-7! -7f-7) Bound, tied. z. 77 up, to cut, and

7 affix
;
also 7f77.

7fl¥ n. (-7) ' Mid-day. a Every day. z. 77 and (77 day.

7f¥*I ind. 1 Having shewn or explained. a Stipulating for,

demanding, b. 77 , fl7 to show, 7 aff.

7fl¥ mf/(-Vs-VT-¥)
1 Mentioned, particuUrised, described.

* Promised, b. 77 before f77 to show, affix 7.

7fl7 n. (-7) A gummy and resinous substance. Bdellium, m. (7:)

1 Inflaming, lighting. * An infiamcr. Animating, or who

or what animates, e. 77 , tftl to shine, ¥ »ff.

7ftl7 mfn. (-7:-7T-7) ‘Exciting, inflaming, rendering more

intense. a Lighting, setting alight, *. 77 and ^77 what

lights.

7flq*i n. (-7)
1 Exciting, inflaming as passion. * Illuminating.

' Burning of a body, Ac. 4 Any aggravating thing or circum-

stance, calculated to give poignancy to feeling or passion.

E.7^ much, o* to inflame, tape afl
1

.

'Sft'TOTW mfn. (-w:-ht-X) Lighting up, brightening, becoming

light, a.^ before and wnr^ aff.

mfn. (-r-JtT-li)
1 Lighted, set on fire or alight. * Inflamed,

aggravated, u passion, a, and Cfl lighted.
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V n. (-Y) Bdellium. t. before to shine,, YW aif.

i. (-*:)
1 Illustration, explanation, exemplification.

* Search, enquiry. 1 Stipulation, bargain.
4 An object, a

motive, mfu. (-ic:*W-it) Relative to. e. and

showing.

mf. (-wt-VT-w) What explains or shows, illustrative, ex-

planatory. m. (-qr:) ' An illustration, an example. 1 An illus-

trator. A guide, r. before for to show, ^ar aff.

mfn. (-Vt-WT-^1) To be illustrated or explained, e. ^r%.

to show, WY aff.

^fqYTC f. (qrr) The white ant, termes
;
also «wif^¥r.

<ji <t m. (*W:) Light, lustre, a. xjtr to shine, ait

m. (-yj) ' Flight, retreat. ‘ Going upwards, c. up, f
to run, and YY aff.

xtrgw mfn. (-1f>WT*W)
1

Fled, retreated, run away. * Ascended,

gone up or upwards, a. and qriT gone.

Wfit mfn. (-Y:-WT-Y) ' Rude, ill behaved. 1 Haughty, vain, puffed

up. * Raised, elevated. * Excited, intense, m. (-ir) A kings

wrestler, x. above, to hurt or injure, affix n , y be-

comes W.

Y«Yinn* mfn. (-!*:•WT-V) Haughty, proud, high minded.

e. raised, itywk minded.

VfVTOOT* n. (•*’) Pride, arrogance, b. Y*tt, WYYI having

a mind, and w abstract aff.

f. (-fif:)
1 Pride, haughtiness. * Elevation. B. before

YY to strike, affix fww.

mfn. (-lT:-in-l!) Who or what blows, m. (IT:)
1 Breathing

hard, panting. 1 Blowing, sounding, x. before qn to blow,

affix

YYY mfn. (-W:-WT*W) Who or what drinks, x. before ^ to

drink, y aff.

yrti mfn. (- )
‘ Who raises or lifts up. * A sharer, a

coheir. * Who recovers property, x. before. Tf to lake,

«Y aff.

n. (-W) ' Raising or lifting any thing. 1 Eradicating a tree,

Ac. * Exterminating, destroying. 4 Taking a part or share.

1 Vomiting, bringing up. 4 Final emancipation, b. up, qf

to take, and Wl aff.

mfn. (-VYT-Y) ' To be raised up. * To be given up.

x. before YTYtY to be taken.

m. (-^:)
1 A festival, especially religious.

1 Great joy.

much, happiness.

YWYW n.(-W) Erection of the hair of the body. e. much, \Y
to be happy, and «7 affix

;
occasioned by great pleasure.

YfY m. (-Y:)
1 A festival, a holiday. * Sacrificial fire. *

r

l*he

name of a person, the friend and councillor of Krishna.

x. reverse, ^ to feel pain, YY uff.

yity mfn. (-w>YT-Y) ' Gone up, ascended. ‘Vomited, n. (-W)

A furnace or fire place, x. Yt to have or hold, YJY aff.

YqTY mfn. (-Yt-YIT-Yt) Vomited, m. (-YI:) An elephant out of

rut. x. up, and qrr to breathe or blow, affix %.

YITT m. (-^:) Raising, elevating, lifting up. * Debt, especially

x a debt not bearing interest. • A portion, a share. 4 A deduc-

tion, a part to be set aside.
4 Recovering property. * Extract-

Q Q

ing, quoting, n. (-Y) A fire place, f. (-YT) A plant, (Menisper-

raum glabnun) : see ?v*- « ’xq" up, >f to have, Yiq aff.

yctxy rafu. (-qr-qrr-Y) Who or what raises or lifts, e. be-

fore ^ to take, aff.

^YTTY n. (-Y) ' Raising, elevating. * Sharing, dividing, x.

before V to have, causal form, W* aff.

Yirrffwnr m. (-V) Partition, division of shares, x. YfK and

fxwri dividing.

»nfn-
1 Heavy. * Thick, gross.

1 Firm. x.

and YY a burden.

Y^Y mfn. (-TT-in-lf)
1 Shaken off, fallen from or off. ‘ Tossed

up, scattered above, x. and trembling.

n. (-Y) Horripilation, x. up, to shine, fipr aff.

’STtY mfn. ( Y’-YT-Y)
1 Raised, drawn up, as water from a well,

Ac. * Pulled up or out, eradicated or broken off 9 Lifted

up.
4 Raised, elevated. * Thrown up or upwards. 4 Vomited,

* Separated, set apart. 4 Divided, partitioned. 4 Recovered.

14 Uncovered. 11 Dispersed, scattered. “Extracted, selected,

taken from or out o£ 1 * Holding, containing, x. yy up, Y
to take, and %. aff.

YtvfTflT mfn. ' One who has received his share.

1 That from which a share has been deducted, e. Yry*f and

YYTY a share.

in m. (-U:) A river, x. to go, YffY affix, deriv. irr.

Y1JTW n. (-ij) A furnace or fire place, x. qn to blow, and

TO aff.

YYYY n. (-Y) Tying up, hanging, e. and YYY tying.

YTTY mfn. (-V:*qfV9j ' Having the arms lifted up. 4 Having

the trunk upraised (as an elephant.

)

x. qr\ and YTY the arm.

YTY mfn. (*li:'YT’l)
1 Blown, budded. 1 Reminded, made to

think of or recalled. 1 Awaked, e forth, up, and

known.

Nffftqtirc m. (-Y0 Association of ideas recalling any thing to

remembrance, x. and #q*rt; faculty.

^|Tq ra. (-Y:)
1 Incipient knowledge. 4 Awaking. ‘Reminding.

x.^5 and qrq knowledge.

WWT mfn. (-qr:'WT‘^)
1 Discovering, exhibiting. ‘ \S'hat re-

minds, or calls to remembrance, e. and ^mqr making

known.

n. (-W) * Recalling, reminding. * Awaking, arousing.

k. before YY to know, causal form, TJr aC
mfn. ( ¥:-YT-Y)

1 Excellent. ‘ Exalted, magnanimous.
1 A tortoise. ‘ The sun, K.Yf^ lofty, Y* to desire, and

vfY affix j
high-minded.

ra. (-Y:) Birth, production, x. forth, ^ to be or be-

come, aff.

’T^Yqrr mfn. Productive, k. and qnc what

makes.

m. (-Y:)
1 Production, generation. ‘Magnanimity, e.t^

VTY causing to be, Ac.

n. (-if) ’ Inattention, neglect, disregard. * Saying, speak-

ing. r. away or np, wnrw observing.

ifhTT mfn. (-ir.-HT-W)
1 Neglected, disregarded. ‘ Said, de-

clared. s. and mfiTT made known.
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’GTjm ra. (-^:) Radiance, splendor, e. and shining.

TOTTOH,
rafn. (-to-^tfl-TO) Lighting up. irradiating. a.

before VTO to shine, TO aff*

WTpfxnr mfn. (-W-gl-V) ' Lighted up, illuminuted, ,plendid.

• Ornamented, ({raced, beautified, a. before WTW to ahine,

W »ff-

Trf*rw mfn. (-*r-sn-»T) See the next.

wfipni mfn. (-W xgr-«i) Sprouting, germinating, (as a vege-

table.) a. 'Srfigg; a vegetable, and m produced; also

one nr being dropped ;
also 'Vfpg.

mfn. (
or figrr) Sprouting, germinating, a. 'TV'P.

fVn to break or bursi, affix f«xr, or with g affix gfffg

n. ( g) Culinary salt. a. forth, fxfg to break,

and g affix
;
breaking from the soil,

n. ( g) Sprouting, Stc. see the last.

«f*g mft>. ( g'-gr-g)
1 Opened, burst. * Budded, a up,

and fwg broken.

mfn. Hr-gT-lT)
1 Born, produced. 'Lofty, literally or

figuratively.
1 Visible, perceptible, present, a. before g

to be, affix W-

^ n. (-if) Visible shape or form. b. ^
form.

n. (-4) * Regret. * Whirling, flourishing, b. much,

TO to wander, TO aff.

•gjrm mfn. (WI:-g|T-*) ' Agitated, bewildered, ditlresred.

• Whirled, flourished, waved (as a aword). a. and grig

revolved.

gn m. (-V) A river, a. g'k water, and g what goes, from gr

to go, and f aft.

TOPT mfn (-m-WT-Tl)
1 Raised, held up. * Active, persevering,

labouring diligently and incessantly. » Trained, exercised, dis-

ciplined. m. (-gi) A section, a chapter, the diviaion of a

book. a. VT£ before gw to cease, affix%
wvw m. (-W:) ' Strenuous and continued effort, exertion, per-

severance. 'Taking or lifting up. i:. XT* reverse, gg to

cease, affix W*t-

ggfka mfn. (-fFt-firefl fV) Perseveriog, active, making effort.

B. TOP? and aff.

ggsi mfn. (dg-. W-l* Requiring exertion, iad. Having lifted

or taken np. ' Having made exertion. ». before xtw to

cease, xrw and gfg affa-

ir, n. (-it)
1 A garden. ' A royal garden, a park. ' Going

forth, exit. * Purpose, motive. *. op, g! to go, affix gr

m. (•«!) A gardener. ’The master or owner of a

garden, e. ggfTg and <W who takes care of.

^grg m. (*:) Mixing, joining, tu before ^ to mix, affix trg._ mfn (.g[:-gri-ii) Zealously active, labouring for some

desired end. R. TOT *«> J«»* * >
a,»°

m. (-if*-) Exertion, perseverance, strenuous and continued

endeavour, k. ** to join, TO aff.

^riTOmfn. Active, laborious, persevering, one

who makes effort, b. and *ff*

(4t) An otter. «. TOl to wet, and TO Un hdi aff.

m. (•*•) An imaginary city, one floating in the air. e.

3IT

above, and TT & town, one * rejected; also read TOW* M

m. (-*:)
1 Tlie pin of the axle of a carriage. • A cook.

b.^ up, and TO a carriage.

m. (-W:) A loud noise, b. before * to cry, affix TO*,

mfn. (*ws-WT-li)
1 Diitinct, evident.

8 Increased, aug-

mented. b. ,f^. fTOT to flow, affix n.

^**1 mfn. (-«T.-iTT-»f) Destroying, breaking down. i. on,

TO to injure, * aff.

m. (-*:)
1 Commencement. * Increase. * Excess. *. ^

to flow, TOT aff.

m. (•*:) A year. b. WT a year.

n. (-4) Vomiting, bringing up. k. and sna vo-

miting.

mfn. (-4:*4t-4)
1 Abundant, plentiful. * Left over. m. (-4:)

A remainder, a surplus, a, much, In to be, n aff.

<3X4* mfn. (.*:cTT-4) 1 Rubbing and cleaning the body, (who

or what docs so.) * Causing increase, m, ' *•) (In algebra,)

An assumed quantity, b. over, ¥11 to be, aff.

n.(-sf)
1 Going up, rising, ascending. * Grinding, pound-

ing. * Rubbing or kneading the body. * Rubbing and clean-

ing it with fragrant unguents. * Unguents used for that pur-

pose, or to relieve pains in the limbs, &c. * Rising, (figura-

tively) prosperity, elevation. * Misbehaving. 8 Springing up

of plants or grain, &c. * Drawing out metal, laminating^

wire drawing, &c. a. up, and abiding, &c.

mfn. (
1 Perfumed, scented. * Risen, elevated.

* Sprung up. * Drawn out. a. 'O ff before ITT to be, ¥ ^
n. (-if) A sly or suppressed laugh, u. priv. Cl to

increase, ami WZ aff.

mfn. (-ifs^VMt) ' Raised, drawn or lifted up. * Eradi-

cated. «. up, and lf4iT injured ;
also from in

to endeavour.

mf. (-is-H) A son or a daughter, m, (-10 1 The vital air

that conveys nourishment, &c. upwards. * A chief, a leader,

the head of a family or force, mfn. (•f.-'fi-i)
1 Who or whst

lakes up or awav. * Best, most eminent, i. v % further, H
what bears

;
carrying on one's name, &c.

TOlif mfn. (-T* T^t Tlf)
J Upholding, supporting, bearing,

containing. * Having, possessing, assuming, e. before

TO to bear, XT* aff.

TTlTl mfn. (-W:-lT-ir) Vomited, b. up, TO to vomit, w
affix : seeTOTU and TCiri.

mfn. (-H: -Iff-41) Vomited, m. ( It:) An elephant out of

rut. b. TO to vomit, affix n, deriv. irr. see

TOrit m. (-T) (In logic,) non-existence of a subsequent conse-

quent on the absence of an antecedent, b. before TO to

sow, affix

TOTi m. (-1:)
1 Abandoning, letting loose or free. * Exile.

» Killing, b. away, TO to abide, causal form, TO aff.

TOTTO n. (-W)
1 Quitting, abandoning. * Expelling, banishing.

• Killing, slaughter, b. forth, out, TO to abide, in the

causal form, and Critf. *

TOTl m. (-V) Marriage, s. TO up, TO to bear, TO aff. .
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Tvrqvr^ng n. (-T) The marriage ceremony, e, Tftt and ttt*

act.

TITTiT n. (-«j) ' Marriage. ' Ploughing afield twice. 1 Anxiety,

anxious regret, f. (-Wt) The small shell used os a coin, a

Comri. k. TFT up, WTf to endeavour, Vf affix, and Tt* fern. do.

" TVrfrir mfn. (-*T;-TT-T) Relating to marriage, matrimonial,

s. TV TT marriage, and *T aff

werfrw mfn. (.if-.-HT-it) * Raised, lifted or pulled up. &c.

* Eradicated, a. TFT before TT to bear, causal form, affix W
TTrfrTmfn- (-Tt-frTt fr) * What raises or draws up. * Who

or what marries, relating to marriage, f, (-aft) A rope. a_T1T.

THT to endeavour, farfaj and Ttw affixes, or TTTT and xf*f aff.

Tf* w mfn. (-VS-Tr-V) Sorrowful, anxious, grieving for an absent

lover, Itc. k. ’TFT. fwwr to shake, TV aff.

Tfv UWT*i mfn. (-WR WT-f:) Sorrowful, depressed in spirits,

anxious, distressed, a. Tfnf and WWT the mind.

Tflww n. (-T)
1 Looking up or upwards. * Seeing, looking at.

a. T\ and fw before TW to sec. affix vy*.

TfT mfn. (-HfTT-T) ' Raised, elevated. * Exalted, prosperous.

* Unrestrained, ill behaved. 4 Vomited. 1 Left, as a remain-

der. a. TIT above, and IT placed.

mfn. (-*:-tt-ft)
1 One going swiftly, a runner, a courier,

I

&c. * Steady, composed, tranquil, m. (-JT) ' Regret. * Fear.

* Anxiety, agitation.
4 Distress occasioned by separation from

a beloved object. * Admiration, astonishment. 6 Ascending,

mounting, going up or upwards. 9 An ascetic whose arms,

by long habit, continue always raised above his head. n. (-4)

The fruit of the Areca Catechu, the betel nut. a.TIT op. f»W
to fear, to shake, &c. ITT aff.

Tffkw mfn. (-jft-finft-fk) Suffering distress, anxious, unhappy.

K. TT* and Tf*T aff.

Tfwrvr mfn. (-*P-*TT**F) Distressing, annoying, what causes pain

or sorrow, a. TFT before far to fear, causal form, aff

TqsMT n. (-T)
1 Anxiety, distress, regret, sorrowing for one

absent. • Corporal infliction, mutilation, torture, k. TFT be-

fore fwsr to shake, affix IT.

TTTTTT rafn.(-^:-TT‘<t*t) 1

Inflicting pain, punishing, tortur-

ing. 1 Painful. a. TiTrw and arc: what makes.

Tf’fai * mfn. (-Tt-iTT-li) Grieved, pained, afflicted, a. TFT before

fww to fear, causal, ff aff.

Ttf mfn. (-ff: ¥T-tf) What surrounds, &c. m. (-f:)
1 Invest-

ing a town, besieging or surrounding it. * Capturing, tak-

ing. 1 Surounding, enclosing, a. ta before to surround,

V aff

wi"tw n. (-i| )
1 Surrounding. * An enclosure. * Pain in the

buttocks. I. T^ before TT to surround, W* aff.

TtffTW mfn. (-IT: -ITT-it) Surrounded, invested, enclosed, e. TT
before WV to surround, ff aff

TTT n. (-T) An udder : see wtt
TVJ m. (-T:) Name of a river.

THW r. 9th cl. (TUTnfw) r. 1 (Kh cl. (TVlTwfrt) 1 To glean or

gather by little at a time. * To throw or cast upwards. The

initial T is considered by some as an indicatory letter, the

• root being then WW j q. .

T^ r. 7th cl. (if,) t*^T (TriTfar)
1 To wet or moisten. 1 To be

or become wet.

TTT m. (-^:) A rat.

T^t: m. (-T:) A rat : see the next*

sat m. (-Ti) A rat. g. TTt to wet, and TT affix
j it is also

written TTT. TTT, as above, ami «wpC, Ac.

TT mfn. (-Ti-TT-T) * Wr

et, moist. * Kind, humane, a. TT to

be moist, if aff

TUT mfn, (-TT-WT-TT)
1 High, tall. * Raised, held or lifted up.

• Plump, full.
4
Great, eminent, a. tit high, ini bent.

TffiTWlfw rafn. (-f%f:-fav:-fs¥ ) Corpulent. I. TTTT high, and Wlf*

the navel.

TTTfwrT mfn (-TT:-TTt-tO Holding up the head, carrying the

head high. a. TTT and fwTVT the head.

Tirmr mfn. (-iTi-WT-lt) Uneven, undulating, wavy. a. TTW
high, and TTTT low.

TwfiT t (-fnt)
1 Increase, advancement, prosperity. # Rising,

ascending. a The wife of Gabud'a. k. TIT up, TT to bend,

%T «dT. •

TTpftlT m. (-TO A name of Gabud'a. a. TBfw and husband :

the husband of Unnati.

TT1 mfn (-*:-TT-T)
1 Swelled, increased. * Tied upon or over.

• Unbound, a. T^ before TT to bind, iv »ff

TTWT n. (-li) Raising, lifting up. a. tit before TT to bow,

^»aff.

Tlfinr mfn. ( T:-iTr-#)
1 Raised, elevated, lifted or pulled up.

• Heightened, increased, a. TIT before TT to bow, jv affi*j

with TT augment.

Tffww i*d. Having raised, a. TFT before TT to bow, aff.

TWIT mfn. (-Ti-wt-t) Lofty, high, elevated, a. tit before TT
to bow. XT aff

TTT m. (-TO
1 Raising, elevating, hoisting. ’Analogy, resem-

blance. a. TFT up. Tt to obtain, and TT aff

Tivw n. (-t) ' Deliberation, discussion, logic, reasoning.

• Inference. * Raising, elevating, Lifting up. a. TW up, ift to

obtain, affix aft.
>j *

Tiff mfn. (-ts-tt-^) Having a prominent nose. a. T^ up,

for TTfwTT the nose.

TTTT m. (-TJ) Raising, lifting up. a. T^ and TIT to bow,^T off

TVTTT m. (-T:) Raising, a. see T1U, affix WT.

TWTTT mfn. (-Tt-TT-^) ' What raises. ’ What leads to an in-

ference or conclusion, k. Ti[ before to get, causal form,

pair.

tttt n. (-T) Sour gruel made from the fermentation of rice.

a. T"*£ and WT to bind, affix WT.

Tfrymfn. (-l;-TT‘T)
1 Awake. * Blown, expanded as a flower,

a. T\ priv. and fsrWT sleep.

TTHT mfn. (-T-TT-M) 1 Insane, frantic, mad. • Drank, intoxi-

cated. m. ( w.)
1

r

Phe thorn apple, (Datura metel and fastuosa.)

9 A plant, (Pterospermum aceri/oliura.) a. tft much, mi
drunk or mad : applied to the plants, it alludes to their dele-

terious properties.

TTHTm f. ( Wl) Insanity, intoxication. S.1TT added to the last*

also Tmf.
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^1^ mfn. ( ^:-77-7i)
1 Mad, furious, extravagant, intoxicated,

in. (%) Insanity, either morbid or aa the effect of temporary

excitement, intoxication, extacy. b. <JTT very, »n^ to be mad,

^[ftff.

TjfaaiJ mfn. (-«g:-7ijr-*T[)
1 Mad, insane, erased.

1 Intoxicated.

• In rut, (as an elephant.) e. to be mad, X*£7r attribu-

tive aft,

tnPT^ mfn. (-WT:-WT:*W') Regretting, missing, sorrowing for a

lost or departed friend. See. x. TIT up, upset, disturbed, and

4777 the mind.

m. (-**:)

'

Killing, slaughter. * Agitation, e. before,

fa to kill, affix 7»r

rafn. (-Th-WT-Tf)
1 What moves or stirs.

4 Throbbing,

beating, m. (-:) Inflammation of the outer ear. e. <y^ be-

fore *rf* to hurt, X^aiT.

n. (-if)
1 Shaking, agitating. * Hurting, killing. * Prob-

ing, stirring a weapon, &c. lodged in the body. e. before

4?fa to hurt,^7 aff

mfn. (-w:-7Tr-lT) Moved, agitated, distressed, u .

and nfapT agitated.

wrnira.f-^:) * A snare or trap. ‘Killing, slaughter. * A killer, a

slaughterer.
4 Pride, disdain, k.^77 , <nr to agitate, and 7^ aff

7TT7 mfn. ( K- Mad, insane, extravagant, m. (-^:)

* Madness, extravagance. * (In medicine,) Mania. B.

much, wx to be mad, affix W*L

m. (-W.) ' Maddening, exciting, intoxicating. * One of

five arrows borne by Kamju>£va, the //wife Conn. e. <3"^ be*

fore irx to be mad or intoxicated, causal form, W7aff.

air mfn. (*vm-ttTi xnr ) Mad, insane, wild, extravagant.

e. madness, &c. and IITJ^r po*s. aff.

TTTfaw *»fh. (-^t-fatft fa) Mad, intoxicated. 8. and

77T7 m. (-:) A measure of sixe or quantity, e. and «Tt

to measure, 197 aff.

m. (-£:)
1 A wrong road. 1 Improper conduct, an evil

course, error, e. and snii way.

7TT777 mfn. (*ir-1TT*lh Erred, erring, going wrong, e. 9UI
and hit gone.

TJlSaua n. ( si) ' Going a wrong road. * Following evil

courses, k. and 777 going.

WlSSlfr7 mfn. (-ift-fwft-fa) ' Going wrong, erring, following

evil courses.
1 Taking a wrong road. k. and Hifan

who goes.

far* mfn. (-7:-m*iT) Meted, measured, k. <3T^ before 477 to

measure, aff.

fan W mfn. (-77-7^-77) Opening the eye, drawing up the

eyelid, looking at. seeing, k.<5"^ before fau to scatter, aff.

falfa * mfn. (-1TJ-1TT-TT)
1 Opened, (as the eye.) * Blown as a

flower, b. U P* fa* scatter, affix n.

fanr n. (-7)
1 Winking, twinkling of the eye. • Blowing,

expanding, s. rT^ and TTtt to twinkle, affix ^7.

7ftf77 mfn. (*7:-7T-lf) ' Opened, (as the eyes.) * Blown as a

flower, b. to wink, affix u.

7J7 mfn. (-ir:-wr-7) Looking upwards, e, 7"^ uP» the face.

<5777 mfn. (f:-'9T-¥)
1 Blown a* a flower.

4 Unsealed, opened.

b,X UP* open, and 4777 a seal.

mfn. (-if: TT.-Tr) Eradicated, pulled up by the roota.

b. <7^ up, nominal verb, to take root, JV aff.

7J7 mfn. (-ff: 7T ¥) Worn off, blotted out. b. out,¥
rubbed.

7P77T f. (*X0 Corpulency, fatness, b. much, fax to anoint.

X and 7T7 affs.

•77 m. (-7:) ’ Winking, twinkling of the eyelids, the upward

motion. * Opening the eye, looking at. x. 7T^ up, far7 to

scatter, affix 7*7.

7 A particle and prefix to verbs and other words implying.

' Excess, (over, above, &c. ;)
* Vicinity or assemblage, (near,

by the side of, with, together with-,)
4
Inferiority, (lesser, se-

condary, &c. ;)
4 Likeness, resemblance

;

1 Disease, extinction ;

Ornament ;
T Command

;

4 Reproof ;

# Astonishing
;

14 Giv-

ing; 11 Killing ;

,a Diffusion
j

11 Wish, desire; 14
Effort, exer-

tion, 8cc. as Wij. to assist
; W777T to approach

;
7777’ to

advise; to revile; to worship ; also

an inferior or minor Purdna, 77^71 near the water pot,

^77* upon the Ganges, 'J77T77 near or with a lover, viflT

in the vicinity of fire.

TTPBi mfn. (-^:-’7FT-^) Near, proximate, n. (-71) • Space near

a village or its boundary. 1 One of a horse's paces, his walk,

md. (-^) Upon the neck, near the throat, a. <97 near,

the neck.

77TT7 n. (-) 1 Apparatus, paraphernalia, as the vessels and

offerings at a sacrifice. * Implements, machines. * The insignia

of royalty.
4 Sauces, condiments. 4 Helping, assisting. * Ob-

ject of art or science, fabricating, composing, See.
v Means of

subsistence, any thing supporting life. a. ^7 implying com-

mand or help, V to make, aff.

77T^W and. Close to the ear, into the ear, (whispered, &c.)

x. T7 near, the ear.

ttV mfn. *) Assisting, befriending, one whohelpa or

befriends, e. 7T7 before W to do, affix *w.

77S07 n.(-ii) * Preparing articles of food, medicine, Ate, • Fa-

bricating, making. * Substituting, e. <17 and BWT making.

77fw7 mfn. (-if:-WT-if)
1 Prepared, made. 4 Secondary, sub-

stituted. x. V7 and irfaTH prepared.

77 t^ m. (-7:)
1 Favour, protection, help, assistance. 4 Usa,

advantage. 4 A flower, Ate. full blown. 4 Garlands suspended,

at gateways, as an embellishment on festivals, x. <T7 near or

over, IT to make, aff.

HfMTri rTf mfn. (-»:-W7-7D A friend, a protector, one who be-

friends. R. 7T and 1T to do, 77 aff.

VTUVmn n. (-7t)
1 Protection, assistance, r. TTHTW and IT aff.

TTTP -TX: mfn. (-73-7T-7) Beneficent, diligent in doing good.

b. TWt: and 7< diligent.

TTnfcwT f. ( -ITT)
1 A protectress, a governess.

4 A palace, a

caravansera. • A kind of cake. k. <777TTf^ as below, See. WW
affix, and the fern, form, or the fern, of viaKT.

77rrfi iTT f. (-in) Aid, succour, protection, b. HI added to ^7-

qnfa^ ,
also with H, TWlfcW.
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qqqnrfoimfn. (-^-frqt-f*) J Helping, assisting, a benefactor.

' Subsidiary, subaerrient. a. qqqnr andx^ir aff.

qqq iffr f. (-^) A palace, a caravaasera. e. aid, asylum,

affixes qq and #Vq.

qqsri tfl mfp. (-i&:-xSt-iu) Deserving assistance or favour. f.(-tir)

1 A king's bouse, a palace, a caravansera. * A tent. a.

aid, He. and qnt aff.

q qyfq fi (-fq:) A plant, (Nigella Indica.) a. qq very, to

be small, and fq affi

qu fifq » r f. (-WI )
1 Small cardamoms : see qWT. * A sort of fen-

nel flower, (Nigella Indica, Rox.) a. JH affixed to the last,

qq^ni mfn. (-qr.-qff-qi) * Near, proximate. 9 Solitary, lonely,

retired, n. or ind, ( q() Near the water Jar. k. qq and yq
a jar.

qq ^sq i f, (.qr)
1 A canal, a trench, a ditch. 9 Long pepper,

(Piper longum.) s. qq near, fW to accumulate, and qrq affix,

fem. TfJ.

qqyq m. (-q:) Own-boil. *. qq before qq to enclose, q aft

q qjqarqrnrq m. (-q:) A trough near a well for watering cat-

tle. e. qq near, $q a well, and orwnrq a place for water.

qqqiT mfn. (-TT-Tn-qj 1 Benefited, assisted.
1 Done kindly or

beneficently, rendered as assistance, n. (-IT) A favour, a

benefit, b. qq before v to do, j| off.

qqqfq f. (-fit:) Aid, assistance, kindness. *. qq and V to do,

fwwaff.

qqq*« mfn. (-qrr-qft-qr) Beginning, one who begins. k. qq
before qq to go, qq aff.

tmn m, (-IT:)
1 Deliberate commencement or undertaking;

providing means, and anticipating consequences. 1 A begin-

ning; in general. • A particular ceremony preparatory to read-

ing the J'Jdajt.
4 A stratagem. * A means, an expedient. • Try-

ing the fidelity, fie. of a counsellor or friend. * Valor. 4 Prac-

tice of medicine, physicking. 9
Plight, retreat.

19 Approach,

a. qq over, H.c. qra to go, affix w^.

qqqnwlq mfn. (-q:*qT-^) * Necessary, to be commenced or un-

dertaken. 9 To be gone to or near. e. qq before qq to go,

qqlqr: affi

qqqfqg mfn. One who begins, /fee. see qqqq. a.qq

before qq to go, qq affix, with x* augment
;
also qqqq.

qtTViq m. (-q?) Censure, reproach, x. qq reproach, inferiority,

qnr to cry, to sound, affix qq.
* ' -

qqqi^ ro.(-qr) 1 An ass.
9 A reviler, a reprover, a. qq imply- i

ing censure, qq to cry, «q aff.

qtlWH mfn. (-q:-HT*q) Consecrated, dedicated, prepared or set

apart far use. k. qq and made.

qqqq m. (-q:) The sound of a lute. a. qq well, qq to sound,

affix qq or with f*? affix qijqiw.

qqqq m. (-q:) Lon. e. qq before ft* to lose, affix qq.

qq%q ra.(-q:) Poetical or figurative style or composition, a.qq

• and fqq to throw, affix qq.

qqxw m. (-«;) A small number, less than a troop or number,

a. qq and *w a troop.

qqmT mfn. (-qt-qT-q)
1 Promised, agreed. 9 Near, approached, ,

gone to.
9 Feeling, suffering, entertaining, 4 Becoming, being,

|

become 1 Having, obtained, a. qq with, qq gone, part, past

of qq to go.

qqqqqq mfn. (-qTq-qqt-qq) 1 Going to, gone to.
9 Feeling,

suffering, (as sorrow, $cc.)
9 Promising. 4 Possessing, a. qq

before Jtq to go, qqg alf.

qqqq ra. (-q:) Perfume. «. qq and qq smell,

qqqq m. (•¥:)
1 Agreement, promise. 9 Approach, approxima-

tion. * Suffering, feeling. 4 Acquaintance, society, intercourse.

9 Getting, having, obtaining, a. qq near, qq to go, and

srq»ff.

qqfkfc ted. Near a mountain
;
also with Thudded qqfqoi

qqatq mfn. (-q:-qT-lt) Celebrated, proclaimed, sung, (by bards,

&c.) x. qq and sung.

qqtftfq f- (-far.) A variety of the Arya metre, a stanza of four

lines, containing 12—15 and 12— 15 syllabic instants.

qqfPtq nifn. (-q:-qr-xi) To be song. ind. Having sung. k. qq
before q to sing, qq" or qgq aff.

qqqq mfn. (-¥:-qrr-q) 1 Hidden, concealed. 9 Lulled, suppress-

ed. E- qq before *q to hide, affix v.

qqqqq n.(-q) 1 An embrace, embracing. 9 Astonishment, sur-

prise. k. qq near, qq to hide, affix qx.

qqqq m. («q:)
1 A prisoner, a man or animal in confinement,

9 Favour, encouragement. 9 Assistance. 4 Peace purchased

by the cession of every thing.
4 Seizure. • The presiding

spirit or cause directing a planets motion. T A minor planet

or any heavenly body of a secondary kind, as a comet, a me-

teor, a falling star, &c. * A heap of kusa grass, b. qq near,

qq to lake, qq affix or qq a planet, He.

qqqqq n. (-¥) * Taking, seizing.
9 Holy study, reading the

AVi/cM after initiation, e. qq much, qq to take, affix

qqqrqj m. (-q|:) A present, an offering to a king or great man,

a Niter, e. qq much, He. qq to take, affix qr#r.

qqqnr m. (*q:)
1 Disease, sickness. 9 Touch, contact, especi-

ally with an intent to injure.
9 Personal violence, assault.

k. qq much, qq to injure, qqaff.

qqq in. (-q:)
1 Contiguous support. 9 Support, stay, protection,

* What rests upon or is supported by, k. qq near, qq to de-

stroy, and qq aff.

qqqq m. (-»:) A variety of the ruddy goose, e. qq minor, and

qq the Chaktca.

qqqg< ra. plu. (*rrt) Almost four. k. qq and qg^c four,

qqqq m. (-¥;)
1 Quantity, heap. 9 Elevation. 9

Prosperity.

4 Excess. * The third, sixth, tenth, and eleventh degrees from

the first of a zodiacal sign. b. qq above, fq to collect, qq aff.

qqqfyq infn. (-¥: -TIT-q) Served, adored, x. qq near or with, qt:

to go, affix if.

qqqtq mfn, (-iqMqT-dS) To be served or waited on. f. (-1J1)

1 Service, attendance. 9 Practice of medicine, physicking.

E. qq implying help, qr to go, q:q and qpf affs.

qqqiq? m. (-W-) A place for holding sacrificial fire, a hearth, an

altar, b. qq, fqq to collect, qg affix, deriv. irr.

qqqn: m. (-^)
1 Service, attendance. 9 Physicking, the prac-

tice of medicine. 9 Practice, profession, usage. 4 A present,

a bribe. 'Presenting delicacies or necessaries, water, betel.

K K
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fiic.
4 Tending the siefc, nursing.. ’ Solicitation, request

• Incomplete act, one in progress. * A form of speech, a phrase

that leaves something to be inferred, ellipsis, &c. a. qq well,

much, fiic. qq to go, qq aff.

n. (-W) Offering presents, especially of perfumes,

flowers, fiic. attention, service, e. qqqic andm making
\

also qwqn.q«wq qqqrrfqqT, fiic.

qqqTTqr mfn. (-ts-tt k) Waiting upon, serving diligently.

E. qqqTT service, and q^ diligent.

qqqnil m. (-ifc) Practice of medicine, s. qq, qT in the causal

form, and VT affix, dcriv. irr.

qqfqwmfn.(-q:-qT-Ttf) ' Collected, assembled. • Heaped. •Thriv-

ing, increasing. ‘ Burnt •Plaistered, smeared, b. qq much,

and fqq collected, from fqq to gather, affix if.

f. (-WT) A plant (Salvinia cucullata, Rox.) see wft*

a. iq much, fm variegated.

qq ^q if n. (-w) Heating, burning, e. qq much, to burn,

affix wz, K changed to W.

qqqq mfn. (q;*qr I) To be collected or heaped up. a. qq
before fq to gather, qq aff.

qqqi mfn. (•ft-WT-'i) Secret, concealed, a. qq and to co-

ver, n aff.

qqqnr mfn. (-TTMfT-if) Produced, engendered, aroused, a. qq
and afTlf born.

wqstlfff f. (*fq:) A metre or stanza of four lines, with eleven syl-

lables in each.

VW1 m. (-q:)
1 Disunion, separation. * Treason, treachery,

a. qq separation, an to meditate, q aff.

qq wiqq mfn. (-q:-q>T-qj
1 A mischief-maker, one who foments

quarrels. * A traitor, treacherous, e. qq before an to medi-

tate, ww aff.
« *

qqfsiq i f. (-qn)
1 A kind of insect ‘ The uvula or soft palate.

• Enlargement of the tongue, a. qq privation or similitude,

and farqrr the tongue.

q ufafqqn f. (•¥!) ' A species of insect. * The soft palate: sec

the preceding.

qu ail** n. (-*)
1

Act, object. * Means of subsistence, a qq
before eft* to live, ywaff.

qqqlfon f. (-*T) Subsistence, livelihood, a. qq and ^\fq qi

the same,

q udflM n. (-*') Subsistence, means of living, t. qq and eftqq

living.

q usftfqq mfn. Dependant, Kving by or on. i.Tq

and sftfqq who lives.

qqaftq mfn. (-V.-WT-qf) Affording a livelihood, n. (-*) Cause.

e. qq before mt* to live, q aff.

qqsi iqq ind. An expression indicative of joy. a. qq much, wq
to be kind, and affix i also qqqiqir.

qvqT f- (-ITT) Untaught knowledge, x. qq near, with qr know-

ledge, from W to know, q|W and ¥Tq affs.

q MllWT n. (-W) A respectful offering or present, a Nczcr. a. qq
ami liqrq seeking.

qqqq mftl -

1 Heated, parched, * Distressed, pained,

a qq and vrf heated.

qnrj m. (-qT) ' Morbid heat. • Any cause of heat, burning or

inflammation b. qq excess, ifq to beat, aff.

qVftlU m (-q:)
1 Disease. * Haste, hurry. * Heat, hcatedness.

4 Pain. * Misfortune, e. qq much, qq to heat, qq aff.

qq-irrfqq mfn. ( -qt-fxrift-fq) ' Inflaming, exciting. * Heating.

• Suffering heat or pain. * Sick. a. qqqrq and qfq affix, or

qq before qq with fvrfq aff.

qqiqqT f.
( WT) Land near the foot of a hill or mountain, b. qq

near, qjqw aff.

qqqq n. (-q:)
1 A relish, or something to promote drinking.

• The venerea] disease, chancre. * Biting, stinging.
4 A tree,

the scraped root of which is used for horse-radish, (Morunga

hyperanthera.) e. qq much, fiic. qq biting.

qqqqq m. (-*:) * A doorkeeper. * A guide, a. qq aud qqq
who abewa.

qqqfqwmfn. (w:-ttt-W) Perceived, distinguished, e. qq be-

fore qfqir seen.

qqqr f. (-qT) A present, an offering to a king or great man,

fiic. a iVmr. b. qq, qt a gift, from qT to give, qq and

wrq affs.

qqqrqq n. (-tf) A prevent, fiic. see the preceding, a. qq im-

plying help, fiic. qrq a gift, and q affix : a gift which is for

the purpose of procuring favour or protection,

qqfqqr ind. Having advised or instructed, e. qq before f<q

to shew, qjq aff.

qqfl^q mfn. (-¥: ¥T-¥)
1 Instructed, advised. • Initiated. • Spe-

cified, particularised.
4 Assigned as a plea or reason, n. ( %)

Council, advice, b. qq before fqqc to shew, q aff.

vtnP f. (-C) A parasitic plant.

qqqqqT f. (-*TT) A minor divinity, as a Yaktha, Gandharba, Ap-

•aro , fiic. E, qq and qqvn a divinity,

qq^q m. {-*:) Advice, information, instruction. • Plea, pretext.

4
Specification. * Initiation, communication of the initiatory

Mantra or formula. * (In grammar,) An elementary terra.

e. qq before fiqq to shew, affix q^.

qqqqq mfn. (-q:-qi-q) Giving instruction, instructing, instruc-

tive. m. (-*:) An instructor, a guide, specially a spiritual

guide, e. qq before fqq to shew, qi aff.

qqqqqu.(-q) Advising, instructing, a. qq before fKW to

shew, affix wq.

qqqfqq mfn. {-qt-fqqt-fq) Advising, an adviser, e. qqqq
advice, and qfq aff.

qqqqq mfn. (-q’.-qr-q) To be advised, (fit, proper, fiic.) E.qq

before to shew, qq affix ; also qqqm, qqqqqtq.

qq< q mfn. One who points out, who orders or ad-

vices. m. (-IT) A Guru, a spiritual guide, e. qq prefixed to

fqq to shew, affix «q.

qqqq m. (-¥:)
1 Liniment, ointment. • A minor or secondary

body. a. qq and fqq plaster, or qq the body.

mv<fqqi f. (-WT) A kind of insect, a. qq with, fiic. ^q tho

body, affixes qq and ; <ds° qqifqqr.

qqjq m. (-q:) ‘ Tyranny, oppre»aion. * National distress, whe-

ther the act of the seasons or the king, famine, exaction, fiic.

• National commotion, rebellion.
4
Violence. *A supervenient
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disease, one brought on whilst a person labours under ano-

ther. E. FF, T to go, FF aff.

FFfifeH infn. (-Ft*f%Ft-fV)
1 Tyrannical * Violent, factious,

ra. (-ift)
1 A tyrant, an oppressor. * A rebel a. and

Tfw aff.

rnfia. (-FT*^*^) Supervisor, inspector, overseeing, over-

looking. s. FF before TW to see, FF affix, the vowel changed

to*.

Ftfwf mfn. (-w:-FT-lf) Tyrannized over, oppressed, visited by

calamities, Ac. t- FF before T to go, Ft aff

FVFFI m. (-^b)
1 A heretic, a schismatic. * A minor or inferior

duty. a. FF and f4 duty.

qnntf f. (-Ft)
1 A false pretence. • Trial or test of honesty, Ac.

of four kinds, of loyalty, disinterestedness, continence, and

courage. * A penultimate letter, a, FF, FT having, from FT,

to have, with FF and ftf aft.

FFFTTj m. (-Tp) 1 An inferior mineral, a semi-metal : seven are

speciiied
;
pyrites, sulphate of copper, talc, antimony, red or-

piment, yellow orpiment, and calx of brass. * Secondary se-

cretion, as the milk, menses, adeps, sweat, teeth, hair, and

lymph- a. FF minor, and FT^f mineral, Ac-

FFFTF n. (-F) 'A pillow. a Kindness, affection.
1 Poison.

4 Religious observance or obligation. 1 Excellence, excellent

quality. * Resting or placing upon. a. FF, FT to have or bold,

HR aff.
•# -

FFFTF’tF n. (-Ff) A pillow, a. FFFTF a pillow, and F »ff-

FF^TF tad Having placed or rested upon. a. FF before FT to

hold, WF aff.

FFFI l^fF mfn. (•fc-ffi-fa) Approved, tried, of approved loy-

alty, Ac. a. FFFT and IjfF pure.

FFfa m. ( fF:)
1 Fraud, circumvention. * The wheel of a car-

riage. • Fear, terror, e. Fq, FT to have, and fif aff.

FqfFF m. (-FT:)
1 A cheat, a knave, especially one who extorts

money by threats. * Fraud, a. ffPf and m to make, ¥ aff.

or qnf pleonasm.

FFFfFF mfn- (-F:-WT-lf)
1 Being at the point of death. • Suf-

fering extreme pain. a. FF near or much, xjfrnr pained.

FFFfF 1 (-fnO A ray of light, a. FF much, v to have, %¥
affix.

FFFF mfn. (-F:-FT-F) Approached, approximate, near, (either

in time or place.) a. FF near, FF to bow, affix

FFFF m- (*¥:) The initiation of the three first classes
j
inves-

titure with* a peculiar thread or cord worn over the left

shoulder, and under the right t the cord of the Brahman is

of cotton, Alunja, or ffxil grass ; of the Kiiefriya, of Sana

or flax
)
and of the I'sitys, of wool : the youths should be

invested, respectively, from eight to sixteen, from eleven to

twenty-two, and from twelve to twenty-four years of age.

n. (-f)
1 Attaining, gaining. 4 Bringing to. i.qq over, Ft*r to

obtain, FTF affix; also with F®» affix FFFTF, and with ^3
affix FFFFF.

FTFFFF n. (¥) See the preceding, b. as before affix MT-, also

with FF,added FFFTFF.

FFFTF m. (-F:) See FFFF.

FFF1F m. (-F:) * A plaster, an unguent applied to a wound or

sore. * The tie of a lute, the lower part of the tail piece

where the wires are fixed. * Inflammation of the ciliary

glands, stye. a. FF, FF to bind, FF aff.

FFFTFF n, (-F) Unction, anointing, plastering, a. FF before

FF to tie, WZ aff.

Fvfkrftv m. (-Ft) A deposit, sealed or in a cover, so that the

contents are unknown, a. FF and fa'FF the same.

FFfFFTF n. (-s|j A deposit : see the next. a. FF and fw before

FT to have, aff.

FF^qfF m. T-fF:) A deposit, a pledge, property put into the care

of a creditor, friend, Ac. x. FF and fF before FT to have, fif

affix ; in law this word ordinarily implies more especially a

sealed or enclosed deposit, but according to some, it is any

article entrusted to a friend which he may use whilst in his

keeping.

FFiFF^ f. (-T^ or-FF) 1 A portion of the religious writings of

the Hindus; the theological part, aud the t'fddnla or argu-

mentative part of the either detached from or compris-

ed in the principal work. a Virtue, moral merit. 1 Truth as

the principle of divine being. * A neighbouring mansion.

* A lonely place, e. FF and fif prefixed to F* to go, affix

fqPT; in which abide the essential parts of religion, Ac.

FFf<BFC n. (-vj)
1 A street. * A principal or royal road. e. FF

and fw before IT to make, affix ft. and F inserted.

FFf«n$FF n. (-F) ‘ A main or royal road. * An instituted ob-

servance or Stuuidra, taking a child in the fourth month of

its age into the open air. ' Going forth, a. FF and fF be-

fore FF to go, affix ^¥, and F inserted.

FqfwfFF mfn.(-F:-FT-F)
J Deposited with, entrusted to. • Placed

near to. • Offered, presented, x- FF aad fif before FT to have,

F aff.

ff^Tf mfn. (TT-FT-tf)
1 Brought near to, approximated. * Ob-

tained, attained. 1 Citing, adducing. 4 Presented. 4 Known,

m. (-F:) The youth invested with the characteristic string;

see FFFF- h. FF before Ft to obtain, affix F-

FF*ftF ind.
* Having brought. * Having invested, a. FF before

to bring, FTF aff
t

vjqwpr mfn. (-Fs-FT-F)
1 Sent or dispatched. * Wafted, driven,

(by the wind.) a. FF before vjF to send, f aff.

FFFF mfn. (-F!:*FTT-Fi)
1 Pledged, deposited. ' Given, commu-

nicated.
a Brought forward, (as an example, Ac.) adduced.

4 Placed near to, or in, or upon. t. FF aad fF before FF to

throw, affix FT-

ffftiF m. (-F:) * A pledge, a pawn, a hostage. a An exordium

or introduction. 4 A precept, a law. 4 Giving, imparting. 4Jux-

taposition.
4 A suggestion, a hint. a. FF and fw prefixed to

FF, to throw or send, affix FF-

FF5FTFI mfn. (-Ffc-FnFT) To be pleaded, x. FF and FfTFI to be

adduced.

FFFf* m. (-fir) A paramour, a gallant, a. ff in place of, Ffff

a husband.

FqFfvr f. (-If*) ' Birth, production. • Association, connexion.

4 Fitness, propriety. * Cessation, end. * Possessing, having.
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* Ascertained or demonstrated conclusion.
8 Cause, reason,

' Effecting, doing. * Religious abstraction. 18 (in arithmetic

or geometry,) Proof, demonstration, a. TO before qq to go,

fmraff.

quqfnqq mfn. ' Right, fit, reasonable, proper.

* United, associated, r- and q?JT£ poss. aff.

TO'iiq n, (-q»
1 Small, diminutive. * The subsidiary term in a

compound word. * The first member of a compound word.

* An aptote, a word sometimes used as an adverb and some-

times as an inflected noun. 1 A secondary noun in a sentence

in conjunction or apposition, a. qq before qq a foot, or an

inflected word. .

qqqq mfn. (-q;-qT-q) * Manifested. * Fit, suited to the occa-

sion, adequate. 8 Done, shewn, proved, effected.
8 Endowed

with, possessed of. * Produced from or by. • Physicked, cur-

ed. k. TO before qq to go, n aff. '

TOVfwq n. (-q) A great crime, as killing a cow, selling a

• daughter, atheism. &c j it is considered as criminality in the

second or third degree, and is of various kinds : see qqrqnrq.

. qq much, and qrrof a crime,

qqqrqfqrq m. (-VT) A sinner in any but the first degree.

e. qwwf and qfq aff.

TOVTqq n. (-q)
1

Effecting, doing. 1 Giving, delivering, present-

ing. * Proving or establishing by argument, c. qq before qq
to go, causal form, Wq aff.

WmATI mfn. (-Wt-in-TT) 1 Done, effected. * Given, delivered,

presented. • Proved, accomplished, a. TO before qq to go,

causal form, JV aff.

qrqqr^rq infn. (-q;-qft-qi) Shod. m. (-qr:)
1 A superhuman being,

a god, a demon, &C. * Hell. a. qq before qq to go, qqW aff.

TOUi q m.(-q:) A heinous crime, as killing a cow, be. a. qq ex-

cess, and qrq sin.

TOVffTO mfn. (-If.-irr-W) Protected, nurtured, a. TO and Vifw H

protected.

qqqtqq n. (-q)
1 Pain, agony, torture. 8 Inflicting pain. • De-

vastating, laying waste, e, TO before ifc* to give pain, TO
aff.

^qqlfcn mfn. (-qt-lfT-lf)
1 Tortured, pained, distressed. 8 De-

vastated. k. qq before fiftq to give pain, % aff.

qqqq n. (-q) A suburb, k. qq near, qq a city.

qqxjTTq n. (-#) A Purdn a, one not included in the eighteen

principal ; a similar number is reckoned, or * *4dL * Nrumka.
8 Pdym. 8 Sivuelhcrmma. * Dnrvata. * Narnia. 1 Snndiktt-

tcara, 8
l ’tanas.

0 Knpila.
18 f'arumt. 11 Samba. “ Kcilika.

18 Makewara. 18 Paritma, ** Dtro. ,B Panuara. IT Mancha.
18 Bfuitkara. a. qq minor, TOT* a Parana.

qqqfkjUl f, (-WT) Yawning, gaping, b. qq much, qq to flower,

to open as a flower. "qq aff.

TOTjqrq n. (-q) A bribu. a, qq for assistance, xiqr to give,

affix ^1.
qq«q m. (-q:) 1 lidh w, the ascending node. 8 A portent or

natural phenomenon so considered. * An affray or assault, a

conflict without weapons. 8
Eclipse. 8 Misfortune, *. TO over

be . « to go, to aff.

TO** mfn. (-q:.qr-Tf) * Distressed, pained.
8 Harassed (by

Paha, be.) eclipsed. 8 Assailed, beset-
8 Marked by prodigies-

* Wet, moistened, f. (-HT) Morbid sensibility of the uterus,

e qrq before 3 to go, w aff.

TOWW mfn. C -W' ’TOW) Used, enjoyed, possessed, a. qrq before

war to enjoy, w aff.

"Tqwqfrq mfn. (-q:-qf-q) Using, enjoying, a. qq before var to

enjoy, qiq^aff.

qrqqq; f. (-»nr) A cup of a round shape, made of the wood of

the banian tree, and used in sacrifices, a. qq, if to fill, fiPf

and Tjqs affs.

qqvNT m. («*:)
1 Pleasure, satisfaction.

8 Enjoyment, use. ‘Co-

habitation. 8 Use, usufruct, s. qq excess, to eat, be.

affix WW.

qqwrw mfn. (-JV-HT-W) To be used, to be enjoyed, a. qrq before

spy to enjoy, q utfixj also qqitrar^q and qqqrwq.

qqq^ m. (-^:)
1 Reproach, abuse. 8 Refuting a charge, a. TO,

TOr to tread down, qq aff.

qq«q« in. (-qr:j 'Hie refuting of a charge, a. qrq added to the

last.

TOq mfn. (-q;-qT-ll) Like, (but used only in composition.)

f. (-qi)
1 Resemblance, a resemblance as a picture, an image,

be. 8 A simile, a. TO like, qr to measure, affixes, qq and

qiq ;
also with war affix, qrqqrq.

'3MHT« mfn. (-qr-^t-q) An image maker, a portrait painter,

a. qq before qr to measure, trq affix, f. ( qt) ' A wet nurse.

8 A near female relative, a. "¥q like, qrq a mother,

qqinq n. (-q) See qqwT.

TOfaq mfn. (-q^.-WT-TT) Compared, a. qqandUT to measure, if.

qqfqfq f. (-fq*.)
1 Resemblance, comparison, a likeness, a picture,

image, be. 8 Analogy. 8 Knowledge of things derived from

analogy or resemblances, a. qq like, in to measure, f*q

aff.

qqqq mfn. (-W--TO1T) Compared with. no. (-q:) The S*Ut a

timber tree, (Shores robusla.) a. TO like, gone : high

as a mountain, be.

qqqq mfn. (-q:-qr-^) To be oompared with or to. n. (-q) The

subject of a comparison, as the face is of the moon. a. qq
before qt to measure, q aff.

qqqqrqqT f. (-qT) The resemblance of any object to that com-

pared with it, as of the moon to a beautiful face. a. TOqq
and qqqT likeness.

qqqq m. (-WT) A husband, a master, a. TO. qq to cease,

qqaff.

qqqsq n. (-qf)
1 A small instrument or implement. 8 An ap-

plication of a similar nature, as actual cautery, escharotics,

fitc. l. TO and tjq instrument.

TOTO m, f-q.) Marriage, f. qq and qq to stop, affix TO.

qqqvqq mfn. (-q:.in-q) A present solicitor, one who asks

or beg*, a. TO before qrw to beg. ’Jq aff.

qqqrfqq mfn. (-q:-qT-q) * Requested, solicited. 8 Offered, es-

pecially to the deities to render them propitious, a. qq
much, qrq to ask or beg, affix q, or with qrq added q^qifq ^q .

qqqrq m. (-q:) Marriage. *. TO, qq to refrain, affix qq.
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qqqq mfn. (•%' -WT*1f) * Proper, right ‘ Adapted to, suitable,

appropriate, useful. • Touched by. * Taken. • Eaten, a. qq
before qai to Join, affix nr.

qqvpffTW mfn. Taking, appropriating, attaching.

t qq before ijfai to join. qi*rv( aff.

qq%q m. (-q:)
1 Good conduct, observing established practices.

Any act tending to effect a desired object • Fitness, suita-

bleness.
4 Service, utility. * Use, application. 6 Contact,

proximity. T Administration of medicines. * Preparation of

them. a. qq before to join, qq off.

^MV rflH f f. (-ITT)
1 Fitness, suitableness, • Usefulness. * Occa-

sion, need.
4 Favour, propitiousness. a. qq^Tfqq and qq

affix, or with q,

qq<hf«q mfn. 1 Appropriate, suitable. ‘Condu-

cive or contributing to, serviceable, useful. a Favourable, pro-

pitious.
4 Touching, in contact with. e. quqrar and qfq aff.

qqqrvq ind. A word expressing great pleasure : sec vntWTVW.

qqtq mfn. (-qp-qT-li) Afflicted with pain or calamity, m. (-*:) i

1 Eclipsed, (the sun or moon.) * Rahu, (the ascending node.)

B. qq implying distress, n to colour, and n aff

qqrqq n. (-qf) A guard, an outpost, e. qq, rw to defend or

protect, affix qffz.

qqqfqq mfa. (-q:-qT-q) Made, prepared, a. qq and *f*pr

made.

qqvq mfn. (-TT:-HT*lf)
1 Stopped, ceased. * Dead. a. qq before

vq to please, aff

qqTTOq mfn. (-V.-qT-*) Void of desire, e. HKT and WT
desire.

qq^fq f. (-flT.)
1 Stopping, ceasing. * Refraining from sensual

enjoyment. * Abstaining from prescribed acta.
4 Great or

exquisite pleasure. * Death, e. qq reverse or excess, KW to

please, fqq affix
; also with T*f affix qqnt or quciq.

qqm m. (-it:) See the preceding.

qqrqq n. (-w) Abstaining from ceremonial acts or from the

pleasures of sense, &c. ' Ceasing, discontinuance, s. qq before

qq to please, affix qpr,

qROJ m. (q*.)
1 A secondary mineral, as red chalk, bitumen,

itc. * A secondary passion. * A subordinate flavour, x. qq
minor, tqj flavour. See.

qqnq m. (-W:)
1 An eclipse of the sun or moon. * Rdhu or the

ascending node. * Calamity, affliction.
4 Misbehariour, ill

conduct. ‘ Reproach, abuse, e. qq Tig to colour, q*f aff.

WVCKJ* m. (-q:) Stopping, ceasing: see qqrfq. b. qq, to

please, aff.

qqftT ind. On, upon, above, a. qq and fc aff.

wvfC** mfn. (-m-lU'ti) Gone up, ascended, e. qqfc and arw

gone.

mfn. (-q:-qT-q) Piled over or above, a. qqfr and

fq* collected.

qqfVvt mfn. (-«r;-*n-q) High, elevated, produced above, a. qqfr
and m born.

WKti it ind. Up, above, k. qq and fmOf* aff.

umM mfn. (-q:-tT-^)
1 Obstructed, impeded. * Covered,

spread. * Favoured, protected, a. qq and qT checked.

s s

qv<*Il ra. (-q?) 1 Impediment, opposition, check, refusal. ‘ Fa-

vour, protection. • Surrounding, blockading. 4 Binding, tying.

‘ Taking hold of. a. qq before qq to hinder, affix qq.

qqTTVq n. (-if) An inner room, a private apartment, x. qq
near, qq to enclose, 'jar aff.

ind, 1 Over, upon, above, what is above. * Near, neigh-

bouring. i. qqfr repeated.

qqqr m. (-qr:) A rock or stone, aprecious stone or jewel. C(-qTT)

Refined or candied sugar, k. qq near, qr to give or take j

affix?.

qq*TO mfn. (Wi-WT-t*) Inferable, m. (-qj:)
1 A prop, a stay,

a support, an asylum. * An Inference, b. qq near, qrqr to be

marked or sought.

qqqqq n. (-W) * Designating or implying any analogous

object where only one is specified, using a term in a generic

sense. * Metaphorical or elliptical expression, k. qq com-

prehensive, qqq a mark or designation,

qqqfq q mfn. (-qt-qT-lT) Comprehended, included, implied,

understood, e. qq before, qq to designate, q aff.

qMqjg mfu. (-a?:-atr-«<) ' Obtained, received. * Understood,

known. ‘ Perceived, e. qq before ww to get, n aff.

vsqqfJH rqr f. (-^T.) A tale, a true or probable story. *. qqqq?
understood, qrf meaning.

qqwfaf.frfar.) * Mind, understanding. 1 Knowledge, especially

religious.
1 Gain, acquisition.

4
Perceptibility, appearance.

*. qq, inf to obtain, finraff.

rjqwqi m. (-qr) Apprehension, conception, comprehension

otherwise than from memory, e. qq near, qfq to obtain,

qq aff.

qqqiy mfn. (-W-WT-W) 1 To be obtained. ‘ To be understood.

ind. Having observed, x. qq before VTW to get, qq or f?q aff.

qqqrey rnfn. (-twp-xwt swi) Commendable, praiseworthy, re-

spectable. e. qq before 1TH to get, qq affix, and q augment

q uunfqqi f. (-qfT)
1 Thirst * Oppression.

qqjfl1 m. (-T:) A portent, a natural phenomenon considered

as announcing evil. s. qq over, fqfa to go, affix qq.

qqfqq mfn. Smeared, plastered, s. qq and

smeared.

syqtwffW mfn. (-ir:-TrT q) Wishing to take or seize. *. ^rq be-

fore erq to gain, desider. form, n aff.

^qqjq m. (-q:) Plastering, smearing, anointing, i. ^q, fbrq to

smear, affix fj.

vjxiaa q
-q n. (-vi) Smearing, plastering with cow dung, &c. «. qrq,

fqtq to smear, W3T aff

’qqqq n. (-q) A garden, a grove. K. ^yq like, anti qq a wood.

Tjqq^sf n. (•?!) Minute description, e. 'yq and qd? describing.

Tjq>n&*f n. (-df) ‘ A country inhabited or not. * An uninhabit-

ed country. " A division, a district or Pergam. 4 A kingdom.

k. qrq, qq to abide, w? aff.

Tqqq m. (-q:) The name of a saint.

qrqqq m. (-^:) A pillow, e. trq over, q^ to excel, Ac. qa^ aff.

viqsqq ra. (-qt) A village, b. qq, qq to abide, qq Un Adi aff.

qqqq n. (-^) A fast, fasting, k. qq, qq to abide, « affix; or

with q*i affix qqqr*.

C 3
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xyq “«r nT n. (-W)
1 A fast, fasting: when observed as a religions

act, it comprises abstinence from all sensnal gratification,

from perfumes, flowers, unguents, ornaments, betel, music and

dancing, &c .
3 A fire altar, k.^ before to abide, xrs| aff.

OTfffc* mfn. (-€t-fawt-fa) Fasting, one who observe* a fast.

«. and T^ir aff.

VtpnTV n. (*vi) Carrying, bringing back. k. and

bearing.

T«TWHB m. (-^:)
1 A king's elephant. * Any royal vehicle. 8

Above, to bear. *s#r aff-

vqfaqfr f. (• VT) Profane science, inferior sort of knowledge.

8. ryq and favn knowledge.

^rqfaq n.
( w)

1 Factitious poison. * A narcotic, any deleterious

drug, as opium, Datura , &c. b. 'jq like, faq poison. f.(-WT)

A plant .-1th. k. tj? reverie, end fvv poison : an antidote.

mfn. (-*: Yf-"!)
1 Seated, sitting. * Arrived, entered.

b. ^q upon, fwr placed, entered.

Wain n. (-if) The thread or cord worn by the three first

classes of IFindut

,

over the left shoulder and under the right.

e. ^yq much, to shine, affix n; see

^qqtfVq m. The Brahman who wear* the string in the

usual manner, or on the left shoulder and under the right

arm. e. ^xpftTT and xfa ®ft

WMn mfn. (-ir:-TTT-W) Collected from, possessed of. e. ^q

and ifaq collected.

m. (*^s) A minor f’Ala, of which four are reckoned, treat-

ing of the military art, medicine, music, and mechanics.

*. qrq and q* a Vida.

xrqqq m. (•*:)
1 Sitting, resting. • A seat Voiding by stool.

k. ,®q before faq to enter, affix qa^.

Vjra iw*T n. ( if)
1

Sitting, resting. • V
r
oiding by stool, k. 'Yq

before f*Y to enter, active or causal form, W* aff.

^xrir'iff tad. Having seated or caused to sit. k. ’^q before fnr

to enter, causal form, HPT aff.

W4IY m. (-*:) The hunting leopard, e. ’yq and am* a tiger.

Hqwq m. (-IT:)
1 Tranquillity, calmness, patience. Intermis-

sion, cessation, relaxation, e. much, srW to be tranquil,

aff.

mfn. (.xr-qf-q) Productive of happiness or rest. m. (-11:)

1 Ascertainment of disease or diagnosis by the effect of cer-

tain articles of food or medicine. a Allaying disease by diet,

regimen, Ac, e. nq before qt to sleep, qr*T aff.

qrqqqr n. (-ft) A space near a village, b. ^yq near, ant ro go,

WIT aff.

lyiif mfn. (-WTt-fTT-M)
1 Calm, tranquil. * Appeased, paci-

fied. Diminished, intermitted, k. Hq before in? to be tran-

quil, nr aff.

WTOrrf*! f. (-fa:)
1 Tranquillity, calm. * Appeasing, allaying.

a Cessation, intermission, remission, r. before in? to be

quiet, fWf aff. „

vsVnlfarsr mfn. (-’nT-faqt-fa) Tranquil, calm, appeased, tame.

(-^t) A tame elephant, k. T3-vmrf*R and xf*T aff.

WVniW m. (-W:) Watching and sleeping alternately, e. qrq

alternately, to sleep, qa? aff.

WWnTfwffl (• (*Wl)
1 Tranquillizing, calming. 1 Secondary meana-

of cure, as diet, &c. B. ’S’? qrfqq and wit affix
,

also with w,

^jqqTfqq.

Hqinfqq mfn. (-qt-fq^Vfa)
1 Allaying, tranquillizing, what

calms, Ac. * (In medicine,) Composing, narcotic, e. before

wft to sleep, causal form, fafa aff.

^SWWrfww mfn. (W:*WT*vf) Adorned. B.WWand ’irfww beautified.

T5qj*T mfn. (-W‘-WT-1T) Promised, agreed, e. WW with v to

hear, affix TV

j

Hq^fq f. (-fat)
1 Promise, assent. * Judicial astrology, aspect

of the stars, fortune-telling, k. ’Tq above, ^ to hear, f?§q off.

qrqtfqq m. (-qt) An abstract or compendium, e. qq and qqq
abridgement.

n. (-q) (In grammar,) A substitute in form or sense, a

consignificant term or affix, s. W<7 near, xfafr to number,

hr: aff.
•4 "

qqxjqq m. (-W0 Obeisance, civil address, respectful salutation

of a person by name. 1 Taking, holding, s. Ty near, qq

with, xrq to take, affix qa». or with WW. affix WMHVf w.

Wfsfvifj mfn. 1 Respectable, venerable. 3 To be

saluted reverentially. k. *jq and q before qq to take,

qnraff.

'3 V

H

UH in(t- Having taken, holding, s. ww and qq before qq
to take, HPT aff.

WWWWTW n. ( W) A lower garment, b. qq and before qat to

cover, affix
;
what covers the body.

frpjgTf n. (-q) 1 Refusing, withholding. a Excluding. 'Taking

away. * Attacking, invading, e. and WW before qyq
taking. •

WVWWTff mfn. (-TW TWft-^W)
1 Taking away. a Refusing, ex-

cepting. * Going against, invading, e. qq and ^ before ^ to

take, WW aff.

’TtpiwTTT m. (4p)
1 Withholding, refusing. * Taking away.

a Excepting, excluding. 4 Destruction, death, end. a Collec-

tion, assemblage. * A compendium. f Brevity, conciseness.

* Attacking, invasion. " (lu logic,) Refutation, e. xfw and ww
before ^ to take, WW aff.

mfn. (-w :-WT-W) 1 Withheld, denied, refused. a Excepted.

• Compressed, comprehended, excluded, k. andw before

Tf to take, TV aff.

f. (-fw:)
1 A compound expressive of various meanings.

3 Comprehension. 1 JSeizing, taking, k. W*T and W before

to luke, frvw aff.

Wqwfw f. (-fa:)
1 Meeting, union. ’Service. ’Gift, donation.

E. WW with, to go, he. faw aff.

WVWg; mfn, (.^-^T-B^) Who goes near to. m. (-^:)
1 Gift, dona-

tion. * Approach, e. and w< to go, affix

’WWW^W n. (-li) A neighbouring abode, a neighbourhood, b. tnr

near, and a dwelling.

Js*i*2i*i ind. Near evening, k. rswnear, W^WTT evening.

mfn. ( w: WT-W) Approached, approximate, b. xjwover,

XTV[ to go, affix wr-

^isfli f. (-WT) Proximity, approach, k. andw affix ;

also WWflW with ig aff.
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qqURiqnr n. (-if) Placing, putting in or on. B.qrq and qvr

with ^If before qr to have,

qqvqq mfn. (‘Vi'IT'V) ' Pressed, cooked. • Immolated, sa-

crificed. (as a vict'm, &c.) * Dead, deceased. * Gained, ob-

tained. 8 Enough, sufficient. * Perfected, finished, a. qq and

qq prefixed to qq[ to go, affix q.

wqqrT mfn. (^T'.-’CT-^t-T)
1 The first pregnancy or impregnation

of a cow, &c. * Who or what approaches, a. qq, q to go, and

qq aff.

qvriT m. {-$:)
1 A portent, a natural phanoraenon supposed to

announco future evil, an eclipse, &c. * A particle prefixed to

roots, &c. a preposition. * A disease, possession by an evil

•pirit. • Change occasioned by any disease. * A disease

brought on whilst a person labours under another. * Indica-

tion or symptom of death, E.qq near or with, qvi to go,qq uff.

qqqwq n. (-q)
1 A representative, a substitute, any person or

thing subordinate or subsidiary.
1 Portent, eclipse. * Ap-

proaching. b. ^yq inferior, qq to go, w* affix. In the first

sense, though used as an attributive, it is always neuter,

qqqqq ii. (*qf) Approach ng, advancing to. e. ~3U near, tqq to

go, aff.

Vf^jf f. (-x$r) A cow, (fit for the bull.) b. qq, 9 to go, qff

affix, derir. irr.

mfn. (-lip-iffT-tit) To be approached or gone to. k. qq,

V to go, aff.

qnrsq n». The name of a demon. E.qnr, and another

demon.

Sfqqtqqr n. (*fl The disk of the sun or moon. e. qq near, or

the sun, qrq affix of identity.

qnnr^r ind. Having approached, r- before q to go, mq aff.

qqf? mfn. (-q:-qi-q) ' Attended by or accompouicd with, join-

ed, attached, connected to or with. * Eclipsed, (as the sun or

moon.) * Seized by, possessed by; (evil demons, &c.) n. (-q)

Coition, copulation, b. ^q, qvi to create, &c. affix if.

W'«-« n. (-q) * Service. * Addiction to. e. ^rq and qq to

serve, q? aff.

qqsHC m. (-T:)
1 A condiment, a spice or seasoning, mustard,

pepper, &c. * An article of household use, as a broom, a basket,

&c. 1 Blame, censure, k. Tq complete, and qnr what makes,

q inserted.

qq^gpT mfn. (-V-WT-IT) Blamed, censured, b.
,qq and fPf made,

q inserted.

qqqiqi m. (-qt) Support of life, as food, sleep, and government

of the passions, e. qfq ami qrfw to stop. War aff.

xjqtft f. (-ill) A concubine, e- 'qq and qrt a female, a wife,

vjqijf mfn. (-qp-qpr-q) Near, proximate, m. (-1®:)
1 The male

or female organs of generation. * The haunch or hip. • The

anus. e. TTq near, and m what is or stays, V affix after q$n\

qqqfitv m. (-q:) Indian fig tree.

^Mtnfqvq ra. (-q:) Continence, e. ^Sqm an organ of genera-

tion, and fqqq restraining.

trqqjjre rafn. (-nr-4t*V) A servant, k. ^q, Ufi to remain, cq aff.

a. (-q)
1 Proximity, nearness. * Obtaining, getting.

* An assembly, e. qrq near, un to stay, aff.

mfn. (-q:-qr-q) * To be stayed with or near. * What

ought to be near or with. c. ^q, qjjf to stay, ^vrtqi; aff.

^yqmrqq mfn. (-qt-qi-q) ' Placing or bringing near to. * Ex-

plaining. teaching, a teacher.* Causing to obtain, b. qq be-

fore tjir to be, causal form, ‘gq aff.

qrq^liq«r n. ( ii)
1 Placing near. * Attendance, service, e. ^

and qjrrqq placing.

’rqurrqfqwq mfn. (-W>WT-M) To be placed near. a. qq before

qjr to stay, causal form, qq affix ; also qqqn^flW.

q^rfqq mfn- (-Tf:-T|i-Tr)
1 Placed near to. * Attended, z. qq

before iff! to stay, causal form, H aff.

qqiffrq rad. 1 Having approached. * Having brought near to

or assembled. e. qq near, mod W to stay, qjq aff.

qfqHJTfqq mfn. (-qtfqqt-fq) Standing near, being present.

b. qq before urr to stay.fwfq affix, qqr augment.

'jqftjTTT info. (-WMTMf) 1 Approached, arrived. * Staying by

or near to. * Caused, occasioned. * Got, received.
.

8
Felt.

• Clean, cleansed. T Done.accompliahed. * Known, e. qq, qjrr

to stay, affix q-

^qfqrfq f.(-f*:)
1 Proximity. * Obtaining, getting. * Effecting,

accomplishing.
4
Arrival. 8 Knowledge, k. qq before qT to

be, affix fqq.

qqvqq m. (-W:) 1 Touching, contact. * Bathing, ablution.

* Rinciug the mouth, sippiug water and ejecting it. a. xfq

like, touch, from wq to touch, and qq affix
j or with

affix, ^jqqji^q.

'qqqrqq n. (-q) See the preceding.

qqwq mfn. (*¥:-¥T-q) 1 Touched. * Sipped, b. qrq and qjT

touched.

^qqq n. (-ii) Revenue, profit, what is derived from land or

other capital, e. vq and qiq ownership.

’Tqqn mfu. (-q:-qT-li)
1 Destroyed. * Injured, impaired, evilly

affected by. * Struck by lightning, &c. 4 Pained, hurt. 4 Im-

pure. * Infected, polluted, vitiated, e. ’qq and qq struck.

qrqrqT* mfn. (-TW ) Dazzled, blinded, a. qqqq struck, vq
the eye.

qqqwwq mfn. (-irr-qrr-qr) Agitated, affected as by passion,

&c. k. qqq* and qmrq the soul,

qqqrqr n. (*qf) ‘ Offering gifts to superiors. * Presenting vic-

tims. * Distributing or serving out food. 4 Taking, seizing.

r. qq aud qr to take, Hz aff.

qqqqq mfn. (qtJVI-V) 1 To be offered as a victim. * To be

presented, s. qq before ^ to take, qq affix
}

also qqqrqiq.

qqqif mfn. (-^r-qft-q) Offering victims, serving out food, &c.

b. qq before q to take, rq off.

vyqq q m. (-q:)
1 Calling to. * Summoning, invoking, e. ^jq be-

fore V to call, aff.

^ uqftm n. (-ii) Laughter, laughing, e. <rq up, qfqq laughing.

'sqqiT m. (-q:)
1 A complimentary gift, a present to a superi-

or, &c. * A victim, an offering to a deity. * Tribute, indem-

nification, presents as the price of peace. 4 Food distributed

to guests, &c. e. qrq, q to convey, qq aff.

wq iftq mfn. (-qt-flrqt-ft)
1 Giving, presenting. • Sacrificing

E. qrqfic and qfq aff.
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qrqqrqqr in. (-W-) The name of a country, part of tbe penin-

ula: see a. qq, qjq a king so named, affix V:, the

country over which Hala reigned,

qqqtq rn. (-qr) Ridicule, laughing at any one. a. qq and qq
to laugh, affix qqt ' **

qqqiqj mfn. (-W-iIT fi) Ridiculous, laughable. «. qq and

Tiqj to be laughed at.

qqfqq rafn (-qt-qT-lf) * Placed, deposited, placed in or upon.

• Laid aside. Joined. 4 Mixed, a. qrq before qr to quit, n aff.

rod. Haring called or addressed, a. qq near, *r to call,

OTaff.

qqY* m|fa* (-qi-m-tf) 1 Taken, collected, gathered. * Offered,

presented, • Immolated, offered as a victim. 4 Served out as

food. a.^ before to take, IV aff.

qqqT n, (.<) * Solitary, private. * Near. m. (-qj) A car, a car-

riage. a. qq, a to bend, qq aff.

qqtU m. Muttering prayers, reciting them in alow voice

so u not to be overheard, hid. ' Solitary, private. ’ Secretly,

in a whisper, a. qq, qjqj a ray.

qqrq^q n. (-*')
1 Performance of a preparatory rite before

reading the Vtdas. * Immolation, sacrifice of an animal

duly consecrated, e. *rq and wire prefixed to v to do,

affix vjq.

Vqiqrqrq n. (-qj) Preparation. 1 A ceremony performed before

reading die Vtdtu. 1 Beginning to read the I'edcu. u. see the

preceding, the affix being qfqq.

qqimr mfn. (-TT-TIT -Tl) Attended with evil omens, disastrous,

calamitous, ro. (-1T:)
1 A victim slain or to be slain. * A

portent, a phenomenon announcing calamity, c. qq and qT*
before *r*T made.

n. (-si)
1 A tale, a narrative. * Telling, narration, a. qq

and qrtvnq a tale.

qqrwq mfn. (*lf:-qT-lf)
1 Suffering, feeling. * Promised. • Ap-

proached, arrived.
4 Occurred, happened, a. qq and qrv be-

fore srq to go, affix %.

qquiq m. (-q:)
1 Promise, agreement. • Approach. 1 Occur-

rence, arrival. 4 Feeling, suffering, a. qq near, before

srq to come, qq aff.

qqrqqq ra, (-tf) Reading the Vidor after initiation, e. qq and

qrv before qq to take, war affix : see qqrqpcq.

qqr? m. (-T:)
1 The sectarial mark made with Sandal, &c. on the

forehead. * Any minor limb or member. * Secondary portion

of science, a. qq and IT the body.

qq?qq n. (-q) Plastering the ground with cow dung, kc. s. qq
and qqq anointing.

qqnt mfn. (-qt-vq-vi) Taken, received, gained, got. m. (-q:) An
elephant out of rut. e. qq near, qiq taken, seized.

qqTMqqmfn. (-qi:-qT:-q:) Quick, fleet, a. qqnt acquired,qqq
speed.

qqrvrqrqi mfn. (-qn-tqT-qi) Armed, taking up arms. *. qqpr
and mqi a weapon.

qqt<qq m. (-q:)
1 Neglect or disobedience of ordinances or

customs. • Disorder or disorderly behaviour, e. qq and qfq ,

prefixed to qq to go, qq aff.

OTI

qqrqjq n. (*ii) ‘ Taking away, abduction, taking. 4 Ab«trac-

tion, restraining the organs of sense aud perception. * Cause,

motive. 4 Immediate or proximate cause. ‘The formal or dis-

tinct form, the material cause. 4 A double meaning, an ex-

pression conveying a sense besides that
>
which appears in- -

tended. T Saying, speaking, r- qq near, qiqi to take, qp; aff.

qqrqTqqrrcw n. (-q) A proximate cause, a. qqiqiq and qirq
cause.

qqrfqqrTfi (-¥1) A potherb, (Basella lucida.)

qqrqq mfn. (-q:-qr q)
1 Acceptable, admissible, to be taken or

received. * Excellent, admirable, x. qq and qrv before qi

to give, qq aff.

qqTfq ra. (-fq:)
1 Virtuous reflection. * A discriminative or dis-

tinguishing property, an attribute. * Deception, disguise, (la

the Vedanta this is especially applied to certain natural forms

or properties, considered as disguises of the spirit.)
4 A title,

a discriminative appellation, a nickname. ‘ Careful or dili-

gent for the support of a family, (always masculine, though

with a feminine or neuter substantive.) 4 A purpose, an occa-

sion, an object. T
(In logic,) A special cause for a general

effect. * (In rhetoric,) The natural character of species, quality,

or action, e. qq and qiqF before q? to have, affix fq.

qqperq m. (-q:) A spiritual preceptor, f. (-qr) A female pre-

ceptor. (-^t or -qrqt) The wife of a teacher, k. qrq and qfq
before qq to go, wq affix, for the fem. qiq affix in the first

instance, in the second with or without qpjq inserted.

’S'Trsrq f. (-qq ) A shoe. e. qq and qrv before qq to bind,

affix fqq.

qqrq rafn. (-qfj-qr-qi) Near. m. (-wr) Tbe angle of the eye.

a. qq near, qwr end.

qqrfqq mfn. ( -qr-qt-q) Near, proximate, neighbouring. *.qqrq

and qqaff.

qqiqq m. (-qq:) The corner of the eye. n. (-qq) Vicinity, k. qq
and qwq end.

qqrq m. (-q:). * A means, an expedient, a way. 4 A means of

success against an enemy ; four are usually enumerated, as,

sowing dissension, chastisement, conciliation and gifts. * Ap-

proaching, approach, a. qq and qru- before qq to go, affix

qq.

qqrqq mfn. (-q:-qi-q) Fertile in expedients, contriving, pro-

viding for. e. qqrq and q who knows.

qqjqq n. (-q)
1 A present, a complimentary or respectful gift.

* Approaching, going near to.
1 Engaging in a religious obser-

vance. R. qu, qq to go, W

Z

aff.

qqifq^mfn. (-qt-fqqt-fq) Expert in the use of means, e. qqrq
and qfq aff.

qqrqqr* m. (-qi) Application of means, or combination of

expedients, e. qqrq and %q union.

qqrsqq n. (-4) Acquiring property, earning, t. qq and qqftq

gaining.

qqrfeqq mfn. (*q:-qT-q) Gained, acquired, earned, i. qq and

gained.

qqiVTr mfn. (-vr-WT-Tri
1 Engaged in, occupied by. * Frequent-

ing, resorting to. *. qq and qrq before qq to sport* %.
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qqrrq m. (-w.)
1 Eaga^uig in. • Going to or in, a. qq ami

before qq to sport, affix qq.

qqpSW mfn. (-Bfc-qr-lii) Reproached, reviled, b. qq and qiT
before qfq to hurt, affix jf.

qqi**HJ m. (-q:) 1 Abuse, reviling. 1 Deferring, delaying.

a. qq and gn1
, qfq to injure, qq aff.

qqrw^q n. (-if)
1 Turning round, revolving. * Censing. • Turn-

ing back, returning. 4 Approaching, a. qq and qTT before

qq to be, W* aff.

qqie* info. (-sr.-VTT-Vf)
1 Rolling on the ground. * Censed, ceas-

ing, refraining, m. (-q) A horse rolling himself on the ground,

a. qq and qrT before nr to be, affix if.

WBnm m. (-*:)
1 Asylum, support. ‘Reliance, dependence

upon. e. qq and qrW before qf to serve, affix qq
qqrfqnr mfn. (-Cr-ITT-TT)

1 Supporting, (literally or figuratively,)

bearing, holding, protecting. * Relying or depending upon,

a. qq near, and qrfqq giving support.

VtM mfh. (1T--W7 -if) * Worshipping, a worshipper. * Senring,

a servant. 4 A Sudra. K. qq before WTO to be, XX aff.

trgnnr n. ( TO A quiver, a. qq and qrc before qq to em-

brace, war aff.

qqr*q n. (-w)
1 Archery. * Service. • A scat. 4 Assembling.

* Injuring, hurting. £ (-HT) 1 Service. * Worship, adoration,

a. qq, writ to sit, or qiq before qq to throw or send, affix

*q and fem. qrq.

%^ifV»r mfn. (-Hi-TIT-lf) ‘ Served, honoured, worshipped. 1 Serv-

ing, paying worship or service, a. qq inferiority, qr* to sit

or remain, affix %.

qiflfaa m. (-WT) A worshipper, a. qq aod am* before qT* to

sit, aff.

qqrqfa mfn. (-q:-qr-q)
1 Sitting with or near to.

4 Occupying,

a. qq and qrXtw seated.

qqrfii f. (-fv) Service, especially of a deity, worship. I. qq
and qrq to ait, far* aff.

mfn.(-d;-w-qii To be wonhipped or served. md.
1 Hav-

ing aerved or worshipped. a Having associated or called

together, a. qq before qiq to sit, JHT or qq aff.

qqit#*!* mfn. (-WMTMt) Being served or worshipped, receiving

homage, b. qq before qt* to sit, qrwq aff.

qqrfqw mfn. (-Wt-m-lt) ' Joined, annexed. Deposited,

placed. 4 Put on, worn. 4 Agreed upon, made or done

mutually, (-in) A fiery portent, a meteor, a comet,

a. qq and qi C before *r to have or hold, affix if, de-

riv. irr.

qrqTT* mfn. (-Tf:-1fT*if) ’ Prepared. * Taken, seised, e. qq and

qTC before to take, n aff.

qqq*B mfn- (-q:-qi-X) 1 Disregarding, neglecting, disdaining.

* Patient, enduring, a. qq before fa to see, pr aff.

qR*W n. ( -ri) * Leaving, abandoning. * Disregarding, neglect-

ing, disdaining. B. qq and ^ qq seeing.

Tm wi f. f-qr)
1 Trick, deceit, one of the minor expedients in

war. • Abandoning, leaving. 1
Dissent. 4 Negligence, neglect.

v Endurance, patience. 4 Contempt, Hi«tain T a. qq, fa to

see, qq and BTq. affs.

qqfq* infn. (-q:*lTMf ) Disregarded, disesteemed, neglected, dis-

dained. a. qq, und ^ 3 to sec, if aff.

mfn. (-TT-HT-lf)
1 Endowed with, possessed of, having,

possessing. 4 Arrived at, come to, come near to. * Invested.

e. qq and T* gone.

q^C mfn. (-qrr-’ft-T) ' Contriving, a contriver, one who em-

ploys expedients. * Approaching, going near to. a. qq be-

fore TX to go, «q aff.

qqq m. (-q:) A name of Visbm'u or Kaisra's. a. qq after,

n I NORA : born subsequently to Indra.

qribvniT f. (-wr) A species of the Truhtubh metre.

mfh. (-q.-qt-q)
1 To be sought, to be had recourse to.

4 To be gone to or approached. 1 To be effected by any

means, a. qq before T* to go, qif aff.

qqfqqq mfn. (- )
1 Accompanied or followed by*,

associated with, united. * Obtained, got. a. qq near, tq to

go, V* aff.

qqxp? mfn. Arrived at, gone to. a. qq before CC
to go, XT* aff

qqTC mfn. (-C:«¥T-¥)
1 Near, proximate. 4 Married. * Arrayed,

arranged, a qq before, qq to bear, affix if.

qqnft C. A potherb, (Basella rubra or lucida.) a qq
much, qq water, dariv. irr.

qqiqqf f (-<t) See the preceding.

qqifqqi £. (*Wt) A potherb, (Basella rubra or lucida.) b. qq
and qq water, qq and ZTq affixes, and x substituted for the

pen. or ^ being substituted TUlffan.

qr^rqriT m. (-IT.)
1 A beginning, a thing begun. 4 An introduc-

tion, a preface. 4 An example, an apposite argument or illus-

tration.
4 Analysis, the ascertainment of the elements of

which a thing consists, b. TR before q* to iqjure, affix tpq

tjqraq n. (-^) A fast, fasting, a. Tq, qq to abide, affix ^qr-

Tqtfaw mfn. (-Tr-TfT-irj Fasted, fasting, (-li) Fast, fasting.

B. Tq before qq to abide, if aff

qq mfn. (-IMff-tf) Sown, (as seed.) a. qq to sow, affix %.

mfn. (-T:-XT-¥) Ploughed after sowing, a. Tq and VC
ploughed.

qrfa f. (.fa:) Sowing seeds, b. qq to sow, fa* aff

qfafaq m. (-fVq or*fq\) An agriculturist, b. vfa and fqq

who knows.

qfjpt mfn. (-*:-*T-q) Sown, cultivated, a. qq to sow, ftf affix,

and CW added.

’Sv r. Cth d. (qfrfa) To be straight : with f* prefixed, f^nfa)

To be crooked : this root is also written and TX1**

qq r. 6th cL (qsrfq) To fill also w.
qq pro*, m. and dual o*/y, (qq?) Both.

qqq proa. (ring, and pin. ontyj (•*:-^) Both. a. qq and *
from Cl to obtain, affix W.

qqqq* ind. Ou both sides, a. qqq both, and qfa aff.

qqq^iqq raf. ( xq-qift-qif ) Having a double row of teeth,

(man, animal, &c.) e. qqqin? and XT f°r a tooth,

qqqiyiqq mfn. (-v-vt-T) Looking either way, two-faced.

b. qqqqq and qq face.

qqq* ind. In both places, on both sides, b. qqq and qq^aff
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W«l bid. In both way*, k. TOTH and TOT aff.

TO1TO( ind. Both day*, the day pa*l and to come. a. TOT* both,

affix; or with affix, TOIWEJV.

TOTVTOEEt mfrt(-TO-VM:) 1 Applicable to two purposes* ‘Taking

two shares or part*. n.(-El) A medicine that acts in two ways, as

an emetic and a purge, a. TOV, vr* a part, and VC what takes.

TVH04 tm mfn. (4r:*WT-^; Serving two masters, being in the

pay of both. x. TOTV and vww wages.

TOTTOTO m. (-V:) A dilemma, ft. VRi both, (conclusions,)

Vara production.

mfn. (-TO-ITT-V) Agreed to or accepted mutually, or

on both sides, e. totv and VTOHT assented to.

TOTVnfa bid. For a double object, (as for prosperity in earth

and happiness in heaven.) a. toto and to an object,

am bid. An interjection, 1 Of anger. * Interrogation. 1 Promise

or assent
;
and * Of cordiality or pacification,

ant m. (•«:) 'A city, a town. * A wharf, a landing place, f. (-TO)

1 A name of the goddess P&VArf or Dcrao£ * Light, splendor.

• Fame, reputation. * Turmeric. 1 Flax, (Linum utilatissimum.)

• Quiet, tranquillity. ai particle of calling, and ITT prohi-

bition : L e. ** Practise not austerities,'' the exclamation ad-

dressed to DvmoJl by her mother : in the other senses it may

be derived from TO to measure, or TO lustre.

TOTTTO ra. (-TO) The cluster of flax. x. VTO flax, *TO aff.

TOTT»V m. ((-V:) The mountain Himdlnya. *. vn the goddess,

and «v a spiritual teacher : in mythology the personified

mountain is the father of Uma.

TOTlvf* m. (-fir:) A name of Siva. e.w and vf?T master
; the

husband of UiuC

TO<!EV n. (-si) A name of Fanapvra orDM Kota, (Devi Cote.)

b. sin and tot a grove ; the residence of Um/.

m. (-w:) A name of KaanKfivA. e.w andw a son,

the son of PiavAvf.

V*Nr m. (-SCO A title of Siva. k.w and a lord : see

vrovfv.

r. 6th dL (V) (wfir) To fill
;
also TO.

TOJ n. (-«q) A field of linseed, (Linum utilatissimum.) x. sm
flax, and TOT affix

j
also vrnrtv.

TOXT m. (-rt) The upper-timber of a door frame, e. up,

above, C to screen, TO aff.

f. (-W1) The stalks of wheat or barley fried over a fire of

wet grata, considered as a tonic.

VTrTO I*. (*lf) Injury of the lungs, breaking a blood vessel, con-

sumption. e. VTV and spt lesion.

TO'.VT* n. (-V) The breast, the bosom, x. the breast, and

XBW place. ^
VT:^fVTO f. (-VT) A pearl necklace, i. VTV the breast, to a

thread, snr aff.

V: Sautra root, (VTfw) To go.

vrr* m. (-*:) A snake, ft. ET1 the breast, and * who goes,

from mi to go, affix V j
also vtl and TOTTO

Vryjrww n. (-si) The infernal regions below the earth, c. TO
and vnv a place or country

j
the abode of the Ar

dffM
j

or serpents. * J

Vnufk- m. (-fc)
1 Gardd'a the bird of Vishn u. * A large crane.

b- TO a snake, and vfv the enemy.

VT*nvW n. (-xi)
1 A name of Gabud a the bird of Viaew'u. * The

gigantic crane, b. vt* and TOW food ; whose food is of ser-

pents.

Wivi m. (.^f:) 'Fbe king of makes, Sbsha or Vabcki. a. TOE
and TV chief.

WTf m. (-T :
) A snake, a serpent : see TOE, the affix being TO[;

also TOTW.

TOV m. (-V0
1 A ram. f A cloud, f. (-tft) A ewe. ft. VI to go,

wi affix, leaving V, and V substituted for the antepenulti-

mate.

TOV in. (-*:) Cassia, (Alata.) ft. TOV ram, TO an eye : the

flower being so compared : V being added, also TOVlVW-

TOWTVI m (-VT) Cassia: see the preceding, i. TO and VIVH
a name ; named from the nun

;
also TOVI^TO V being

added.

TOV m. (-Iff:) A ram. a. TO much, TOT to wander, V affix, and

the final of TO dropped.

TOft ind. A particle implying, 1 Assent Expansion
:
(it chiefly

occurs in composition.) t V to weave, TTtV aff

VC^fTT m. (-T*.) A promise, an agreement s. TO.O, V7T

what makes.

TOTtVE mfn. (-wt-in-lf) 1 Promised, agreed. * Spread, diffus-

ed. e. vrft and fUT made.

TOOtTOC m. (-V1
) Armour, mail ft. TOW the breast, and ft

covering.

[

TOV mfn. (TOT: TOT* VC:) Best, excellent n. (-T:) The breast,

the bosom. ft. V to go, Un'a'di affix the prn.

changed to V ,
also TO a Sautra root, to go, and answ as

before.

TOfVVr m. (-W:) The female breast, x. TOV the breast, in the

7th case, Ef produced.

TOfvTO m. (-TO) The female breast b. TO;fv on the breast, and

W*what grows.

TOfvW mfn. (-m-WT-W) Broad-chested, having a full or broad

breast e. TOVr and aff.

m. (-Z:) The sacrificial thread bung round the neck

and upon the breast, as it is sometimes worn. k. the

breast, EX to encompass, TOE aff.

TOCTO* *ftd. From the breast, e. TO and vfw aff.

TOVUV n. (-V) Mail, the breastplate or cuirass. E.VTV, V

to preserve, affix «x.

TOTUf mfn. (-Wl-V) From the breast mf, ( Vl:-vr) A legiti-

mate son or daughter, that is, one bora from a married

couple of the same tribe or cast e. tocv the breast, and

TIT. aff

rafn.(-^rw-WwVw»() BroMi-chtiUid, full-bteasted, itrong.

m. TOCV and xqffV poss. aff

VCTV m. (-TO) A horse of a pale colour, with dark legs.

vrt bid. A particle, implying, (especially in composition,)

‘ Promise, assent. * Expansion
;
also Vrft and to^.

V<^VIT m. (-vO * Promise. * Extension, i. vet, and WTT; what

makes.
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g ftgg mfu. (-ir-gMt) 1 Promised. • Expanded, spread. a.g^t

and 1HT made
j

also gf^inr and urftuiT.

gW mfn. (-g: g;-€f-g) 'Large, great • Much, excessive. 1 Long.

* Valuable, precious, a. wri to cover, gl Un Adi affix
;
g is

made short, and w dropped by special rule,

gqw rg m. (-g:) A creeper, (Cucumis colocynthis.) a. gw and

gig time, of long growth
;

also with gg added gggTgg:.

gwwrw m. (*g:) A name of Krishna. a. gtg a snake, T to go,

and gg afT.

gWWT mfn. (•K'-KT-X) Greater, larger, a. gw and wT«t aff.

gWWg mfn. (-g:-g?-g) Greatest a. gw and ggg.

gWW I M m. (•?:) Great heat gw much, gTW heat

ggg n. (*wi) Magnitude, vastneas. e. gw and g affix
;
also «am.

gXTWTjJ m. (-4:) A long road. a. gw and gT^ a road,

ggf^ md. A particle, of, 'Assent 'Expansion : see g^O.
gggWT m. (-g:) The castor-oil tree, (Palma christi or Riei-

nus communis.) e. gw great or much, (disease,) g to wither

or dry, affix gg deriv. itt. or with wrg affix gggg.

gwgwr m. (-g:) See the preceding.

gWggg m. (-gT:) A malignant sprite, on imp or goblin, a. gw
much, gg to deceive, ggg Un'hdi aif.

gwgwi mfn. (-Wp-WH-g) Magnanimous, of a lofty nature,

a. gw and gg disposition.

gWWTW m. (*g:) A valuable necklace, a. gg and gig a neck*

lace.

g<iaifgn mfn. (-tft-fggt-fg)
1 Creeping, craw ling, going on the

belly as a reptile, a. gfg and wrfinf who goes,

gfrgg m.(-g:) Pain of the chest, pleurisy. B.gfg and gg what

seizes.

gftiriT m. (-W.)
1 Striking or beating the breast • Pain in the

chest, r.. gfg and WTW a wound.

gTTg in. (-g:) The female breast a. geg the breast, and g
produced.

gWw mfn. (-g:-gT-g) Abandoned, left a. W*W to abandon, g
affix, and the vowel substituted.

g^gTg ra. (-g:) A spider, a. g^ wool, grf*T a navel, affix g.

g*T f. (-^T) ' Wool, felt the hair of camels, flee. ' A circle of

hair between the eye-brows, a. g^ to cover, g affix
j
the

word is properly wpAt, q. v.

g< r. 1st cl. (g^g) 'To measure. * To play. 'To be easy

or cheerful.

g/ m. (-/:) An otter, a. g? to play, tgiff.

g$ r. 1st cL ff ,) gff (gvrfir) To kill or hurt

ra. (-gt) A year. a. gg much, and gi to go, gf aff.

g^T f. (-XT)
1
Fertile soil, yielding every kind of crop. * Land

in general, a. gg much, gf to go, gg and ZTW affa.

gjgt t (*'#t) The name of one of the courtezans of Strerga or

Ikdba's heaven, a. gg great, Tg to tame, gg and

affixes j also glwt and gagf.

g^gtfWW m. (-g:) The name of Aila or Puru'eava, the second

king of the line of the moon. a. gftft, and fgg the gallant

or husband of the Apeara Ubvas'L

ggtftagw m. (-W:) A name of Ails : sec the preceding, a. as

before, ggg a friend, a lover, Ac.

gfrg m. (-g.) A kind of cucumber, (ucumia utilatiasimus :)jj

see Tgrg.

gft f (-ff) The earth, a. gg great, g^afT.

g’tffwT m. (-g:)
1 A mountain. * The serpent Seans, a. gff

the earth, and gw whtt holds,

gffgg m. (-g:) A tree. a. gff and gg what grows on.

gg Samira root, (ggfw) to bora.

ggg mn. (-W:-g) ' A creeping plant, a spreading creeper, ra.

(-W:) A kind of grass or reed, (Saccharum cylindricura.) a. gg
to be strong, ggg sffix; also ggg.

gfbrg ra.(-gt) The name of a country, a.gg to burn, fgggsff.

ggg mn. (-g:-if) A spreading creeper, m. (-g:) A reed, (Sac-

ebarum cylindricum.) a gg to be strong, grg affix
;
also ggg

and g^W.

in. (-$t) A porpoise, or fish resembling it. a.g for gl^ up,

gg to disturb, Ac. tgfg affix
;
also gwfwg, ggfwg, gwfwg, Ac.

ggg m. (-gi) * An owl. A name of Indra. One of the

heroes of the MahdbhJurat. n. (-wf) A kind of reed, (Saccharum

cylindricum.) a. gg to be strong, gg: affi

gggg n.(-'rf)
1 A wooden mortar used for cleaning rice. *Bdel-

lium, a gummy substance, a. g^, up g empty, and g what

takes : or g£ for g^, and gg what goes
t g is changed to

g : see g\gg.

gggfgg mfn. (-gt-^-g) Pounded in a mortar, cleansed.

a. gggg and *g aff.

g^rggg m. (-g:) A name of Bdellium, a gummy substance, or

the plant which produces it, a. gg added to the preceding,

ggg m. (-gt) A large snake, the Boa. a. g^ much, aj^to cut,

and g aff.

ggrr m. (-if:) A spreading creeper, n. (-^) A sort of grass, f.

( trt) A nymph of Paidla married to Ahjuxa. b. see ggif.

ggfgg m. (-Vt) A porpoise, or fish resembling it: sec ggfi|g.

gvasr f. (-giT) 1 A firebrand. * Fire falling from heaven, a me-

teor, Ac. * Flame. * Fire. a. gw to burn, gW[ Un'idi affix, g
substituted for W ; or the root is a Sauira root, gg to burn,

ggirp^g m. (*g:) A ghost or goblin, with a face of fire, who eata

what is vomited, and who was a negligent Brahman in his life-

time. C (-#) A fox. k. gg*T a flame, gg a mouth, #lw affix
\

the latter from the redness of his mouth,

ggg (*g:)
1 A firebrand, wood burning or burnt as charcoal.

• The name of a prince, a. gw to born, gg Un’hdi affix, g is

changed to g.

ggggg n. (-si) Horripilation, erection of the hair of the body.

a. up, gw to injure, gpr affix, and g inserted,

ggg m. (-g:)The Lagna of any particular place, a. gg over,

gg the entrance of the sun into a sign,

ggyg n. (-ai) ‘Leaping or passing over or beyond. • Exceed-

ing, transgression, a. g^ before gfg to go, gr aff.

glf^g mfn. (-gt-gl-Tf)
1 Passed over or beyond, jumped

across. * Exceeded, transgressed, s. g\ before gfw to go,

n aff.

ggyj mfn. (
JfT-^3T-^rJ)

1 To be crossed, to be passed over or

beyond. * To be disregarded or neglected, a. g\ before wrfw

to go, and gif affi
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TirfyirinTT mfn. (.9;-9T-if) Refractory, rebellious, disobe-

dient, x. Tmfyr and 9799 order*

Vff rofn. (-9T:-9T-9f) Shaking, trembling, t. T^ much, 9f9T

to tremble, 9T9 a if.

9999 mfn, (-9r9-9r9ft-99) 1 Shaking, trembling. * Moving

irregularly or convulsively. t. T*£ before 99 to tremble,

affix 99.

T9fa9 mfh. (-9:-9T-ir) Shaken, trembling, agitated, k. t^
much, irw to tremble, affix 9 .

T99 mfn- (-9:-9T-lf)
1 Bright, shining. • Sporting, merry, hap-

py. * Going out, issuing, a. T^ before ITO to shine, 9fT aff.

T999 mfn. (-99-9*91-99) ‘ Brilliant, shining. 'Sporting, wan-

toning. a. T"*£ before T9 to shine, vr* aff.

TW99T f. (-in) ' Splendor, brilliancy. • Mirth, happiness. 'Go-

ing forth, issuing, a. what shines, 99 aff.

T»f99 mfn. (-Wi-HT-lf) 1 Bright, splendid, shining. 1 Happy.

• Ejected, brought to the top or surface. * Drawn up. a.

before W9 to sbine, % aff.

T9T9 mfn. (-9;-yr-<) Recovered from sickness, convalescent

' Dextrous, clever, intelligent. * Pure. * Happy, delighted,

r*^ much, ?rt to be able, 99 aff.

TWT9 m. (-9:) Change of voice in grief, sicknesa, Ac. k. T^ im-

plying alteration, 99 to speak, 99 aff.

T9T9 m. ( -9 )
1
Joy, happiness. * Light, splendor. * Increase.

4 The division of a book, a chapter, a section, b. T^ much,

99 to shine, Ac. 99 aff.

T9lf*M mfn. (-9:-Tn-!T) Delighted, rejoicing, e. before

99 to shine, causal form, jf aff.

9rfi 9fl mfh. (-99-9*fll-99) ‘ Painting, writing. • Making

lines or streaks, above or on high. ' Scratching, scraping.

* Bearing, raising. I. T\ before far to write, 10* aff.

TfafaiT mfn. (-Tfr-WT-lf) ' Thrown up, tossed. * Pared, made

thin. 1 Scraped, scratched. 4 Painted, delineated. * Written

over or above. e. T-

^ and fafa9 written.

TfafTT mfn. (-T|:-1TT-ir) Discriminated, distinguished, known.

K. T“^, before faf* to mark, and n aff.

T999 n. (-9) * Plucking out hair. * Cutting the hair. e. t^
«P. to cut, affix

T99 m. (*»:) * Utterance, pronunciation. * Speaking, e. t^
before fan to write, 99 aff

9999 n. (-ii) ' Raising up, elevating. 'Vomiting. 'Digging.

4 Scraping, paring. J Uttering, utterance. • Writing, painting.

E. T^. fafa to write, &c. 91* aff.

TtT9 m. (*n:) An awning, a canopy, b. t\ above, 9P9 to

see, 99 aff.

9919 m. (-9*) A surge, a large wave or billow, b. up, 9T9

to be furious, 99 affix, and * becomes 9.

Vtt n. (-9^)
1 The womb. * The embryo. ' The membranes

investing the Actus.
4 A cavity, k. T9 to accumulate, 9T

Unadi affix, and 9 becomes 9.

999 mfn. (-9:-9T-*i) * Apparent, evident ' Much, exceeding,

n. (-9) An excess of either of the humors of the body, bile,

phlegm or wind. a. T^ up, 9*t to join, deriv. irr.

99 r. 6th d. (T9lfa) To be straight ; see T9.

Tnr mfn. (-m-Ylft'Vff) Inauspicious, (as discourse.) a. T9
to burn, IT* part affix

;
also WT9.

T999 m. (-WT:) A name of Suaas, regent of the planet Venus.

k. T9 to wish, 99fa Un'idi aff.

Tfav m - (-fan) * Fire. * Ghee or boiled butter, e. T9 to wish,

Un'fcdi affix yw. and T changed to T.

Tirt f. (-^t) Wish, desire. *. T9 to wish, Un'kdi aff.

Trfa*: m. (*^:) ‘The name of a country, (Candahar.) * A king,

the father of Sin, R. T9l desire, 9*; a man.

Tiftr; ran. (-*/•*!) The root of a fragrant grass, (Andropogou

muricatum.) f (-^) A sort of grass, a small sort of Saccharum.

a. TT to desire, Unadi affix
t

also with 99 added

99t*9.
T9 r. 1st cl. (9Plfa) To burn. (T,) T9 (ITlfir). To kill or

injure : with 9 prefixed, this root makes 'Sirfa, Ac.

T9 m. (-9) 1 Early morning, dawn, day-break. * A libidinous

man. * Bdellium. 4
Saline earth, f. (-TT)

1 A cow. ' Burning,

scorching.
1 A proper name, the wife of Ambl-doha. 4 Night

* A put
j
also T9T. ind. The end of night or day-break, a. T9

to burn, 9 affix and fern. do. TP^ > the affix of the particle

is9T.

T99 n. (-iff) Black pepper, t (-9T) ’ Long pepper. * CAei, (Piper

chavya.) 1 Dried ginger, k. T9 to burn, 999 aff.

TWIT mfn. (-9T-Vlft-9T) Inauspicious, (as discourse :) see^TT9-

T99 m. (-9:)
1 The sun. ' Fire. a. T9 to burn, TT aff.

T9$T in. (•«:) Firs. e. T99 dawn, 99 to know, 9 aff.

T99 n. (-9-)
1 The dawn, morning, f. (-9t) Ihe end of the day,

twilight f.. T9 to bum, 9fa Uu idi aff.

T99J mfn. (-91 -%T-95) Belonging to the dawn. e.TT9 and 9 aff.

99 >99 m. (-9T) A cock. a. T9I dawn, 99 to sound, 9T9 aff

TSPtfa m. (-fa:) A name of AxiacDo’iiA, the son of Kamau£ta.

b. T9T and 9fa a lord, a master : the husband of Usua.

T9
I C99 in- (-9:) Aniridd'iia : see the ptcccding. e. T9I and

rir9 a husband, Ac.

Tfasr mfn. (-T’-WI-if)
1 Sule. ' Burnt * Quick, expeditious.

4 Fixed, remaining in or on. ' Inhabited, dwelt e. T9 to

burn, or T9 to abide, affix 9 .

Tfs Hfr^fa mfn. (-9:-9T-^» Formerly inhabited by cattle, k. Tfny

inhabited, 9^19 appertaining to cattle, from 91 with 9^ affix:

sec •

Tfan Having resided in. k. T9 to abide, irr aff.

T^t* mn. (-TT:-9f> Ihe root of the Andropogon muricatum.

e. T9 to desire, affix, 9 becomes 9: see 91(1*:.

TV9 m. (-9:) A name of AwiaunnHA. e. TTT and X9 lord,

husband : see T9f9fa.

T9 mfn. (-9 .-9T-9) Fit to be dressed in a pot, or boiled, (meat,

&c.) E, T97 a pot, 99 affix j also T9B-

TT m. ( r) * A camel. * A cart, a vehicle of burthen.

f. (-^t or -fa9T) An earthen vessel. * A she camel, k. T9 to

burn, and 99 Una di affix, fan. affix Tfa, or 9T9 with

inserted.

Ty9

1

*11 f (-vlt) A flower of a red colour.

q g 9 ifa9 mfn- (-ift-faift-fa) Making a noise like a camel.

1. Ty and 99 cry, fafa aff
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n. (-*) A pair of camels, a. Vf and jrpjir a couple,

myrnfm m. (-*:) Hemorrhoids, b. and tftn the neck,

r f. ( -fri) A tree.

Viff^i f. (-ITT) Arabian jasmin. K- 'Jf and mim a foot

:

from the shape of its flowers.

n. (-m) A camel litter, a vehicle drawn or borne by

camels, a. and mrm a carnage.

mgfnfPK m. (‘X¥

*) Piles, hemorrhoids, bleeding piles, e. my
a camel, fxxx head, and m< what has.

mfn. (-vf:-wr-m?) 1 Hot, warm. * Pungent, acrid. 'Sharp,

active.
4 Impetuous, warm, passionate, m. (-W) ‘The hot

season, (June and July.) * Heal, warmth. 'Sunshine. 4 An
onion. ' A sigh. f. (*^f) 1 Consumption. ' Bile. a. mm to

burn, fl aff.

mwrm mfn. (-fTi'd-li)
1 Sharp, smart, active. * Suffering pain.

* Bent, inclining, stooping. 4 Warming, heating, m. {>•:)

1 The hot season, two months about June and July. ' Revolv-

ing, turning round, a. "gm added to the preceding,

mwmr f. (-in) Heat, warmth, k. mm added to
j
also with

w,

•’•Mft f. (-^) The river of hell. «. mwj hot, nO a river.

mWKfifl '«• (-fir*) The sun. b. mwj and rpjf a ray.

mwmTrm mn. (-m*.*m) An umbrella or parasol, a Chhattnh.

e. mwj beat, and f to screen, affix mnr.

ra. (-•:)
1 Hot vapour, steam. • Tears, b. mwi and mrn

vapour.

m. (-a8:) * The gangetic porpoise. 1 Any hot or pun-

gent substance, a. heat, mtxir power, strength.

m. (-**:) 'Ilie sun. a. mao and mrij rfray.
#

m. (-m:) The hot season, consisting of two months, about

June and July. i. ma? heat, and rnnrm arrival,

mwrfwtm m. (-m:) The hot season, as above, k. m»f and mfmzrm

approach.

mfn. (-^!-Vt*ll) Suffering from heat. e. mwj and

^TW aff.

Vwjnrt m. (-mO The cold season. *. mag warmth, atmm into-

lerant.

f. (-WT) Rice gruel, e. m*m warm (rice,)^ aff.

mf«am f. (T*ww) A verse of four lines, each line being of sevdb

syllables: it is used chiefly in the Vida*, a. mm prefixed to

f*H to be unctuous or bland, fgJU aff.

mn. (-g:-g)
1 A turban. * A diadem. * A distinguishing

cognate mark. 4 The curly hair with which a Buddha is

born, and which indicates his future sanctity. ir, heat,

to oppose or injure, W aff.

(-ft-f<4Vfr) Turbaned. b. and mrffm
who wears.

ma&Tgmr n. (-ff) Warm or hot water.1

a. and water.

matjiMx« m. (-W:) The hot season, summer, b. mtnrm

arrival.

m. (-U:)
1 The hot season, (June and July.) • Spring, (April

and May.) 'Heat. 4 Anger, warmth of temper. 'Ardor,

eagerness, k. mw to burn, W* affix; also with^ affix WIT,
also and mw!*

.

maim m. (mn) * The hot season. * Heat. s. mg to burn, and

Ff»r^aff.

mgpn m. (-mn) A heavenly spirit of an inferior order.

•gfmTm m. (-HI:) The sun. s. mm and mm.what shines.

mmmg m. («^s) A vapour bath. k. mm and wm sweat.

rnmr*m m. (-«?:) The hot season : see

mm m. (- Wi) 1 A bull. * A ray of light, f. (-WF)
1 A cow. * A

plant, (Anthericum tuberosum, Rox.) e. mm to dwell,

Un’Adi aff.

rnmmwm m. (-wit) Index.

mm r. 1st cl. (xx) (%tftr) or (m) mfm (mmfm) 1 To hurt

or give pain. • To kill, to destroy. With fa and pre. to

destroy, to remove.

mmim in. (-w.) The name of a country.

« The sixth vowel of the Sanscrit alphabet, corresponding to

U long, and having the sound of that letter in the word

rule.

at ind.

1 An incipient particle. * An interjection of compassion.

Of regard, m. (•:) The moon. k. w* to go, fgp( affix# m
becomes •.

mfn. (-¥:*WT-¥)
1 Married. * Carried as a load or burthen,

f, (-rnr) A bride, a wife espoused according to the rituaL

E. mm to bear, J| off.

unmnff* mfn. (-?:-¥!-¥) Armed, mailed, s. mrm borne,

armour.

•W mfn. (-IT-mT-Tf) Woven, b. to weave, affix if.

«f#T f. (-fir)
1 Preserving, protecting. * Sewing, weaving.

• Distilling.
4 Speed. 5 Sport, play. a.ma[ to weave, icc.

affix

grfmr mfn. (-ar-JfMd) Produced from the udder, milk, &c.

e. Wimm, mm affix, and W substituted for m.

grmm n, (-H:) An udder, e. mm to bear, mfm affix, deriv. irr.

n. (-mi) Milk. b. mrmm and mm aff.

r. 10th cL (m) mmm(mmmtm) 1 To deduct or lessen. "To

mete out in small quantities.
1 To measure.

mm mfn. (-w.-mT-m) Less in number, size or degree, as fewer,

smaller, inferior, &c. b. ^rm to deduct, &c. affix W>

ind. An interjection of,
1 Interrogation. * Anger. * Reproach,

abuse.
4 Arrogance, n. (-m) A city. b. mrm to preserve, &c. mm

Unadi aff.

mm r. 1st cL (<) «m1 {•mm) To sew, to weave.

wrfl ind. * A particle of assent. ' Of expansion, k. «m to sew,

&c. affix : see

avm m. (-W:) A man of the third cast or tribe, the merchant or

husbandman, the Vaisya. k. a thigh, and mm affix
j being

born from the thighs of Bbamma .

wft md. A particle of, ' Assent. * Of expansion : sec mrrt.

^tFm mfn. (-m:-mT-m) ' Promised. ' Expanded, s. •ft and

irm made : see mftirm.

mm m. (-m*.) 1*he thigh, k. nnj to cover, ^ affi

u u
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PBH lff f. Weakness of the thigh, b. pp and tfifa debi-

lity.

btpp m. (-W) A Fauya or man of the third tribe, e. pp and

m born ;
from the thigh of Bhahma.

mfn. (-*:-ft-¥) As high as the thigh, a. Brp and ppp
affix ;

also ppppp and PfPiB, with fppp and ZITPP affs.

ppp^P n. (-$) The knee. a. pp and p^p a joint.

vtf| ind. A particle of,
1 Promise. * Of expansion : see PP’ft.

m. (-Pi:)
1 Paralysis of the lower extremities. * Rheuma-

tism of the thigh, f. (-PT) The plantain tree. a. btb and p»w

a post.

ppr f. (-one ) Strength, vigour, r. to be strong, fp^ aff.

mdf r. 10th cl. (pbHjIp) ‘ To be strong. * To live.

Pi} m. (pit) ' The month Kdrtik, (Oct.-Nov.) 4 Effort, exer-

tion. • Power, strength. 4 Breath, breathing. 4 Procreative

power, n. (-W) Water, a. mi to live, IT aff.

aallN^ mfn. (-prp-pift-pp;) Strong, vigorous, i. pb* and pijp

affix, with ¥ inserted.

Vlhn rafn. (-P:-PT-Bf) Strong, powerful. R. pdfc strength,

PBrp affix, and ¥ inserted.

mfn. (pt-fppVfa) Very strong, n. (fp) Speaking of

any thing with disdain, (a figure of rhetoric.) x. mi and

fcfp affix, ¥ inserted.

Pfa$p mfn. (-P>PT-P7 ' Powerful, mighty, great, excellent.

• Exceeding, much. e. pajf to be strong, p aff.

pfk*PlPB mfn. (-¥:-¥T-¥) Spirited, magnanimous, i. pfaohr

great, wrap receptacle.

wahnar m. (•¥:) A spider, b. bhJ wool, wrfsr the navel, ¥ affix
j

also BnJptfw, the final being retained.W f. (-^T) ' Wool, felt, &c. the hair of sheep, deer, camels, &c.

• A circle of the hair between the cyc-brows, considered as a

token of greatness, k. wn4 to cover, ¥ and ZTP affs.

pfrypp mfn. (-p:.Rft-¥) Woollen, made of wool. x. PPT and

¥P* aff.

m. (•¥:)
1 A woollen blanket, * A ram. *A spider, b. p^t

wool, ij¥ aff.

snl r. 2nd cl. (p) (Bnsnfif pxtrfp or warn) To cover, hide,

conceal, &c. with p prefixed PTPtfp. %

min mfn. (-p-.-wr-P) Covered. . Brd and p aff.

m. ( p:)
1 A hero, a champion. a A Ilakshasa, a goblin or

fiend. £. ntrsr to be strong, ptp Un'Adi affix; p is dropped.

Bri mfn. *^) * Above, upper. 4 High, elevated. M Aban-

doned : see P3».

m. (•¥:) A kind of drum : see

bi^ mfn. (-Par-Btgfr-Bt^)
1 Above, superior, upper. • High.

• Abandoned. 4
After, subsequent, e. b^ substituted for

above, pr to leave, and
“ff

affix, or with ¥ only Bnf.

wiw m. (-¥•) A kind of drum. e. BTp or P<f up, and p what

sounds
;
from its making a loud noise, or being elevated in

playing
;
also mi p.

BrjPTP m. (-¥:) The upper part of the body. e. mi and pip

body.

mfn. (-p:-*t-¥) Coing up or above ; ascending, hovering. 1

*. and * what goes ;
also p^fifiip, Ac.

106 ] w*
’ ;£pp mfn. (-Wi -PT-p) Gone up, risen, ascended, e. p^, fp gone,

P^zrfp f. (*fw0 Ascent, elevation, k. and nfp going.

d. (-^) The city of HAafa’cRAMDRA, who with his sub-

jects is supposed to be suspended in the atmosphere, e. min
going above, and ijp a city : see ffTPPPJG

p^itp m. (-¥:) Upward motion of any kind. e. mi and zm go-

ing; also p^xftf.

p^pTP mfn. (-p:-pt*bI) Supine, heels upwards, e. *i and

PTPj the foot
;
also P^PTp. Ac.

Br^PTP mfii. ( -bj: ^t-g) 1 'rhick-kneed, long-shanked. 4 Sitting

on the hams. £. high, large, tnnj the kneo, and with pp
added p<§PMM.

«ip mfn. (-P%PT p) Thick-kneed : see the preceding, e. pi
and p substituted for PTP . also P^p.

rnfn. ( Se« the preceding,

n. (-p) Height, elevation, b. p added to pj ,
also with

HB, Pi^TTT.

mfn. (-f¥:-f¥:-fv) Looking up or upwards, e. P^jand

Tf¥ sight.

m. (-¥!) A name of Vuhn'u. b. p3 superior, and

a deity.

mfn. (-¥:-¥!*¥) Exalted, elevated, e. B^f upper, to

lame, and pp aff

p^prznr n. (-¥)
1 Causing to ascend. * Sublimation, t, p^ and

PTPP causing to go.

P3EPTB n. (-xj) A sacrificial vessel, e. and PTP a vessel.

P^fcprp mfn. (-p:-pT-p) Heels upwards, m. (-^:) A fabulous

animal with eight legs. e. mi superior, exceeding, and prp

a foot.

P^PBf m. (-Bf :) A perpendicular line on the forehead made

with Sandal, &c. a Fainhnava mark. x. wi above, a simi-

lar mark.

bt^PTP n. (-¥:) An ascetic, one who holds hb arms above his

head constantly till they are fixed in that position, x. mi
and prp the arm.

P^TPP m. (-PT:)
1 A name of Siva. * Of E^fsnMA. 4 A descrip-

tion of saint, one who lives in perpetual chastity, e pj up,

above, and ppp semen virile.

BT^fpT m. (-T:) A name of Siva. b. pi and fpp the genera-

tive organ.

pgphp m. (-p.) iSiprr^fo, the heaven of Indra or paradise.

e. mi, and PIP a world : the world above.

B^pn&f in. (-PT) *rhe atmosphere, heaven, r. P^l above, and

P** a path.

BT^fpiP m. ( The wind in the upper part of the body. x.

and PTJ wind.

p^EP mfn. (-¥:-¥T-¥) Put on, above or over the head. a. p^
and fp worn.

Pvt^TPB n. (-P) Vomiting, b. and ptpp purifying.

mint mfn. (-pn-pn-pi) Above, superior, placed on high
; also

p^fPTP mfn. (-p:-pi-¥.) x. P^and p what stays or is.

pjflgfw f. (-fk:)
1 A horse's back, the part where the rider sits.

* Elevation, superiority, c. Brj above, and fpjfp being,

staying.
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*n. (WO The nime of a vegeuble,(Momcrdica charan-

tia.) b. *£ above, thrown : rawed above other fruit*,

mf$ mf. (-f«fr:) or t only, (-^f)
1 A wave. * A current, the

flowing of water. * A fold or plait in a garment. * Light,

manifestation. * Speed, velocity. * Mental suffering, distress,

uneasiness. * Pain. * Missing, regretting. * Human infirmity,

as grief, illusion, hunger, thirst, decay, death. '* Association.

" Number, quantity, a. W to go, ffc Un Adi affix, m substi-

tuted for the initial letter.

f. (-WT)
1 A finger ring. * A plait or fold in a garment. I

• A wave. 4 Regret, sorrowing for any thing lost.
4 The

buzzing of a bee. a. as the preceding, *nr, &c. added.

affiAww mfu. (-stnMnfl-sni)
1 Crooked. * Wa\y, billowy, e. wfli

a wave, and WJJW poss. aiT.

fft|gHT f. (-TfT)
1 Undulation. * Crookedness, «. «f%j»nTand

Ttm added.

atfaraifaui m. The ocean. a. wf>6. «WI » necklace, and

Xfsr affix
;
whose necklace is the surge.

^ f. (.*r) Fertile soil, land bearing any and every crop : see

wdvT.

•iftTJT n. (.yt) The thigh and knee, «.« and at the

knee pan.

Wl f. (s?l) A nymph of Sreergo: tee ’Jawt Also written wait),

cq, n. (-T) A mushroom. I, arff for wff the earth, and ar
body t earth-born.

f. ( -4t) A kind of grass, (Andropogon serratum :) see

qadlfV. k. to rain, and TTf affixes, w changed to W.

wwzx m. (-*:) An owL b. ww to be strong, and affix ; ^ be-

comes «.

ra. (•$!) A porpoise : sec vafw, fcc.

wsr r. 1st cl. (vqfif) To be diseased or disordered.

in. (-*:) Salt ground, soil impregnated with saline particles,

n. (-W) Dawn, day-break, f. ^-WT) The wife of Axikud'uha.

e. rxv to be or make sick, w affix, fcm. vnr : see W^T.

nM n. (-*) Dawn, day-break, k. as before, *rt[ added.

n. ( W) Black pepper, f. ( -V) Long pepper : see VBW.

war mfn. A spot with saline soil. k. such soil,

avnf mfn. (-anr-aTfl-TiT) Consisting of saline soil, (a place,

&c.) b. anr and poss. affix inpr.

r. 1st cl. («T#) To reason, to apprehend and infer : with s

and fir, to intermit ;
with fw, to array in order of battle ; with

WIT prefixed, (^WTf»l or -TT) to assemble or be assembled.

mfo. (
1 Reasoning. * Completing a defective

sentence or verse, supplying an ellipsis, k. to deliberate,

affix, or with wz affix,

anpr n. (-if) Reasoning, inferring, concluding, b. arq and in.

arfif\ £ (-ift) A broom, z. ar to carry, and affixes
;
ar

is changed to ar.

affi^ mfn. (-yt-frft-ft) * Who or what reasons. • Who or

what assembles, t (-^1) An assemblage, a collection, a.

reasoning, xfw aff.

«U mfn. (-^:-nr-^) To be investigated, to be supplied* b. ar*

to reason. Hit aff.

wrw

W The seventh Towel of the Sarueril alphabet, and peculiar to it.

It correspond, in sound with R/, in merrily.

Tt f. (^r) A name of AniTf, the mother of the gods. iod.
1 An

expression of abuse. * An articulate sound. * An expression

of laughter, * A sound inarticulate or reiterated as in sum-

mering.

U, r. latch (angfy) 1 To go, to approach. * To gain, to acquire ;

(the radical is changed to Wf before an initial mute g.) r. 3rd

d. (Tbfw) To go ;
(some coofine this root to the Fedot.) t.

5th el (wrJrfw) To kill, to injure ; also f<C.

atav m. (-ad) ' Wealth, poasessions, property. * Gold. £. trt

to praise, *TU Un'adi aff.

ataaaaa n. (-w) Receiving or inheriting property, a. area and

trr» taking.

arwtrrx mfn. (-g: -ai T) Who inherits or takes property, m.(-at)

Inheriting or receiving property, a wwj and VV to take,

with gat affix; also with f%fw. * "tvifad mfn. ( Tl f»«Vfa.)

smaiH mfn. (-VT-in-W) Accumulated, added, (as property.)

a is) and arm produced.

aiaatna m. (-»:)
1 Division of property, inheritance, partition.

* A share. I. area and srrg division,

aiaanifka mfn. (-tfl-ftafi-ft) An heir, a coheir, inheriting or

sharing property, a arw and Wifkn who shares.

mfn. (-yt.et-y) An heir, a coheir, a. atas) and try who

taken

anwatfea mfn. (-yl-frat-fr) An heir, inheriting or sharing

property, s. anal and yrfen who takes,

araarit u. (-7t) A hundred texts, a. ana a prayer, and Wf a cen-

tuiy.

’aaafym f. (-an) The collection of the prayers and hymns of

the Rik Vide- *• ana and afaan compendium,

at* r. 5th cl (anwrfar) To kill, to hurt or seek to hurt.

mfn. (-at-WI-a) Pierced, cut, divided, mu. A star,

a constellation, m. (-a,:)
1 A mountain in the peninsula, the

temporary residence of Ran*. ' A bear. • A plant, (Uignonia

Indica.) a. ara to go, Un idi affix a, the radical final then

becomes ar, and H becomes a ;
and at and a form the com-

pound letter tf.

sraaut f. (-tar)
1 A kind of potherb, (Convolvulus argenteus.)

* Another sort, (Convolvulus paniculatus.) a. a bear,

and SPa smell, smelling like a bear.

aia*f-a art t (-art) A kind of potherb, (Convolvulus panicula-

tus, the pale aort :) see the preceding, c. as before, *vr added,

aray n, (-y) A ahower, a stream, m. (-y:) A family priest.

, *rv to go, and WT Unidi affix: see the derivation of ara.

as^fawiya n, (-si) Observing or seeing the sure. c. yrg and

fawrva noticing.

arihtm. (-X:
) The moon. a. are s .star, lord,

artf* f. (-far :
)
Offering worship to the planets and stare, s. arai

and yfy worship.

ariay m. (-g:) The Rkh or RiA VUo, the first of the four Fedat.

*. atg and ay a Feda.
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E»*<fEX m. (-frur or -flnp A Brahman familiar with the Rik

ffda. e. ETJEE! and f«r^ who knows.

ETE r. 6th cl. (ETEffw)
1 To praise. 1 To cover, to screen.

ERf f. (vf )

1 Rik or Rig / \’da, one of the four principal reli-

gious books of the Hindus. 1 A stanza of a prayer or hymn

of the Rig ftda ' A mantra, a magical invocation, a mysti-

cal prayer, e. 'IT* to praise, affix fEPT, celebrating the praises

of the gods.

El^tE n. (-1) A fry ing pan. m. (-V) A hell. E. MM to fry, <EE[

affix, E| substituted for at; also *HWtE.

E^ r. 6th cL (El^f*) 1 To go, to move. * To fail in faculties.

* To become hard or stiff, to congeal.
4 To incur.

ET^T f. (-TT) A harlot, a courtezan, a. mm, to go, VC
Un adi affix, and 7T7 for the fem.

etw r. 1st cl. (W’sHl
-

)
1 To go. * To stand or be firm. • To be

strong. 4 To acquire, to gain or earn. 1 To live. With a prefix

ending in v, the radical vowel is changed to Eirr. as in the

pass, voice, (ete^E) (T) Erfbr (Efw?{) To fry.

E^lV m. (-V) ' Inmu. # Smoke, k. Em and EffET^ Un'hdi aff.

ET^tE n. (-*)
1 A frying pan, 1 A hell. K. VE to fry,

Un'Adi affix : see ETEtE.

ETE mfn. 1 Straight. 5 Straight metaphorically, as

in morals, upright, honest, e. Enr to go, affix f.

EnjETTE m. (-E-) A name of the saint Kas xapa. k. ehj straight,

VTE body.

E^ET f- (-ITT)
1 Uprightness, sincerity. • Straightness, a. ETET

with the affix
;
also with w, SWf.

n. (-vf) Straightening, t. vej and ETEf making; the

vowel lengthened.

mfn. (-ir:-ET-ii) Made straight a. En^and *RT made;

the vowel lengthened.

EKE m. (-v) A leader, a, Em to go, EE Un'idi aff.

EKlptfTE m. (-*:) A cloud. a. Elfv to go, ftTEV Un idi aff.

r. 8th cl (*) (vhfir or or -w#> To go;

according to some it is EHf.

ETV n. (-El) 1 Debt. * A fort, a strong hold. * (In algebra,) Ne-

gative quantity, minus, a. El to go, IV affix, deriv. irr.

MMWn mfn. ( Getting into debt, indebted, b. Em
and vV who makes.

ERIEE! mfn. (-^T: -EUT-E®) Indebted, involved in debt. a. VE! and

et^j seized.

ErnEE in. (>T)
1 Borrowing. * A borrower, a. Enr and E

taking.

WirlVE mfn. (-Eft fETEt-fr) Borrowing, a borrower, a. eew

and who takes.

EIE v;iw mfn. (-et ^t*») One who pays a debt. a. Em and v*
who gives. Also Em< and ETEf^lfVE

:
(-Et fEEt-fa)

Enn^iir n. (-E) Payment of debt. a. ETE and ^tet giving.

ERrapEp* m. (-Et) A security, a bail. a. Em debt, EWE an

insect.

ETEtpi^w m. (-Et) A security, a. EfE, VE to cleanse, in the

causal, and Vf aff.

EmEfi* f- (*%•) Discharge of a debt. a, ETE and 3* emanci-

pation.

*3
EHTPrEf ra, (-wo Paying a debt. r. Em and iflE release.

Emm mfn. (-ETE-ETft-EE ) Owing, in debt. a. Em and IPJE aff*.

EKVETEE n. (E) Payment or discharge of a debt. a. VE and

ETEE purifying.

ETErTEcnr n. (-if) Recovery of a debt, receipt of money. 8tc. lent.

It is one of the eighteen titles or subjects of judicial proce-

dure. a. ETE andWE receiving.

ETEPEet m. (-V) The planet Maks. a. Em, VV end, and ET

affix of agency : being the patron of debtors.

EmTEEEE «- (-E) Discharge of a debu a. ETf and EHEEE re-
*

moving.

etept#1i<e n. (-E) Payment of a debt. a. ETE and EIME 1EE
removing.

EIEIVIET^ei n. (-E) Paying off a dcbL a. ETET and EPtlECE no-

quittance.

vf»E m. (-ET:) A debtor, a. eee debt, -JE aff.

ElfkrE mfn. (Eft-fEift-fE)
J Indebted. * Of or belonging to n

debu m. (-Et) A debtor, k. EIE and xfE aff.

YvigE* n. (-E) Recovering a debt in any way from the cre-

ditor, by friendly or legal proceedings, by stratagem, or by ar-

rest. a. ETE and EgE* taking.

Enr r. 6th cl- (Erpfw) 1 To go. * To have power. * To domi-

neer.
4 To hate.

ET7T mfn. (-Et-ET-W) 1 Clone. * Enlightened, luminous. • Wor-

shipped, respected. 4 True. n. (-if)
1 Gleaning. 'Water.

* Truth, s. ec to go, affix if.

ETHE1HE m - ("*0 A name of Vimn'v. t. ETE luminous, ETEe
abode ; whose residence is brilliant.

VEE mfu. (-E: ETT-Ej) Seasonable, in season, relating to a sea-

son. a. eeiJ and ett^ aff

Mfn f. (*fP:)
1 Prosperity, felicity. * A road, a way. 1 Abuse,

censure, reproach. * Envy, emulation. 1 Going, motion. 4
111

fortune, a. El and flfE aff.

mfn. Propitious, fortunate, a. Eifp and WT
what makes.

EliftET f.(-ET)
1 Censure, reproach, (according to some,)

1 Shame,

a. EIE «autra root, to abuse, TEE1 affix, fem. in.
El?y ra. (-7j:)

1 A season, (the Hindu year is divided into six

seasons, each consisting of two months. )
* The menstrual

evacuation. * The time favourable for procreation, or sixteen

days in each month. 4 A month. 4 A kind of collyrium,

* LighU a. El to go, jj Un'&d* aff

Erg^TEt m. (-Wj)
1 The duration of a season. * The period of

menstruation. * The period favourable for procreation, sixteen

days in each month, a. EFJ and VET time.

EPyEET m. ( EO The seasons collectively, k. ETJ and EET a

class.

EigvttiTE m, (*E0 The revolution of the seasons, a. M~rj and

EmrEf revolution.

EnjETE mfh, (-Hi-JIT-B) Fruitful, fertile, &c. productive in due

season, a. Erg-

season, and ETE attained.

Ergrnft f.(-fwt) A woman during menstruation. a.Ei^y, aff.

ET(J«f<! in. (ftf:) A year. a. EFJ a season, vf* being.

MJIKJM m. (-W:) Spring. «. ETJ and KTEJT king.
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mtfWT n. (-if)
1 A sign of the season. * A symptom of men-

struation. B. ^7 and f** it n mark.

WTTjxjfhf f. (-fa) The interval or junction between two seasons

:

the last seven days of one season and the first seven of the

next. e. and xjfa union.

arpfnw n. ( JW) Diet, See. suited to the season, a. a*?r and

sjtlW suitableness.

f. (-in) A woman who has bathed after menstruation.

b. ar?f and wnrc bathed.

n. (fa Bathing after menstruation, b. ar<y and

bathing.

ind. Besides, except, e. arif Sautrn root, to except, $ aff.

^tf* f. (fa) Speaking truth, b. ITT and ^sfa saying,

anmi m. (-m:) The close of a season. 1 The termination of

menstruation, k. •*7 and xmi term,

arfaoi m. 1 A domestic chaplain, a family priest. £. V’J

a Beasou, to worship, affix fawderiv. irr.

ar* mfn. (-Wi*1T*l) Prosperous, thriving, rising, Ac. n. (fa
1 Stored grain.

1 A demonstrated conclusion, a distinct result.

b. am to grow, &c. affix if.

arff f. <-fl :)
1 A medicinal plant

;
also faft. * Increase, growth.

• Fortune, prosperity. * A name of the goddess PahvatL

k. am to grow, &c. fal aff.

aiffim mfn. (-inir-inirt-inf) Rich, prosperous, e. arf* and

faf* aff.

am r. 4th cl. (^) aev (arefa) To increase, to grow, to flourish,

to prosper, r. 5th cl. (arilifa)
1 To increase, &c. 1 To aug-

ment or make increase. 1 To please,

arif r. 6th cl. (amfa) To injure, to kill
;

also fas.

m.
(-1J:)

' A deity, a divinity. * A divinity of a particular

order, a. the mother of the gods, i^to be, ^ affix; also

few.

HPTW m. (-xr) ' A name of Indus. * Indra's heaven or paradise.

• rrhe thunderbolt of Jnora. b. an? a deity, fa to waste, to

go, t aff.

ar^fu* m. Ini>ra. k. arwaf paradise, &c. ifa aff.

m** r. 6th cL (amifa) To injure, to kill
;

also ffal.

arm m. (•!») The painted or white footed antelope, b. am to

go, affix
;
also am and frm

ara r. 1st cL (xi^fu) To take, to receive, to choose. (X) aRt

r. 6th cL (anrfa To go, to approach,

srnt m. (-*:) 1 (In composition,) best, excellent. * A bull. * A
dried plant, one of the eight principal medicaments. 4 The

second of the seven notes of the Hindu gamut, in abbrevia-

tion, Ri. ‘The first of the tiventy-four principal or .Ariaa

saints. • The hollow of the ear. T The name of a mountain.

• A crocodile’s tail. * A boar’s tail. f. (fa)
1 A masculine

woman, a woman with a beard, &c. * A widow. • Cowacb,

(Carpopogon pruriens.) k. ara to go, WW Un'adi aff.

arm*m m.(-H*0 A name of Siva. * A Jaina saint, e. vni and

wpai a sign : he whose symbol is a bull

arfV m. (-fa) A Hit hi or sanctified personage so called : there

are seven orders of these saints, as the Srutarthi, Kandarski,

Paramerthi, Alakareki, Rajarshi, BraKmarthi and Devarthi

:

the uncompounded name is especially applied to seven

sages, of the Bahmarghi order, cotemporary with each Menu
j

those of the present Manteantara, are Marichi.Atri, Akciras,

Pulastya, Pplaua, Kratu and Vasishtiia : the names of

each series differ : those specified also form, in astronomy,

the asterisra of the greater bear : the Right of a Alantrn or

mystic prayer in the Vf'das, is the saint by whom it is sup*

posed to have been remembered or recited.
1 A Vdda, * A

ray of light.
4 A saint or sanctified sage in general f. (fa) The

wife of a Right, s. ara to go, Un fidi affix fern, affix faa

;

who goes beyond the limits of earthly life and wisdom.

«*fv$TOT f. (-WT) A river, b. aafa a saint, frwn an artificial ca-

nal ; a canal made by the saints,

fauna* m. (-an) A company or number of sages, b. a^ and «X|

a number.

afa«!l rw m. (-nr:) Soc the next.

faamnrfafa f. (fa) A potherb, (Convolvulus argenteus :) see

mroar and ail ifmar u dealer in antidotes, affix faxr.

aifV^TTfT f. (-W‘) A plant : see HTUufa . b. wvfw, in mentioned,

fauxrn n. (fa The study of Scripture, r. arfa a sage, and xra

sacrifice.

arifaa mfn. (-V-Wffa Bearing or conveying a Ruhi k. arfa

and what bears, the final made long,

arffc f. (-fa) A sword. E. WW to go, affix fat.

am m. ( w:) The painted or white footed antelope, n. (-aft A
aort of leprosy, b- asa to go, war affix : also tm and frw.

amai^X ra. f-iy:) A name of Anibuddr’a the son of Kaxdarfa.

e. am and fay a sign
;
having a deer for his symbol : some

read this and others arurany, atn *1PT, frapij, &c.

xrzjJnrT f. (-in) A plant, (Asparagus racemosus.) is,^ifw and n
before anr gone.

f. (-^J A potherb. (Convolvulus argenteus:) see r*7TTT*\

*. wfV, W priv. and VM smell.

^raifanr n. (-^f) A sort of leprosy, k. the deer and fan
the tongue; to which the blotches are compared.

wra^rwT f- (*W) ‘ Cowach, (Carpopogon pruriens.) • Asparagus

racemosus. * Sida, (eordi folia and rhombifolia.) k. see

wfwtnr.

ainwy m. (-wo A mountain in the Deh'hm, the temporary abode

of Rama with the monkey chief Sooriva. k, am a deer,

dumb.

amfXTf m. (-to 'Hie name of a holy sage celebrated in the first

book of the Rdmayana.

^ The long Towel corresponding to the short one preceding,

and having the sound of RI long.

^ r. 9th cl, (fa (^iTfa) To go or move.

f. (^)
1 The mother of the gods. * Also of the demons.

a Recollection, m. (^T)
1 A name of Bilairava. • An Anr

or demon. * Hie breast.
4 Motion, going. huL 1

Incipient

particle. ‘An intcijcction of compassion. * Of reproach.

4 Of terror.
4 A mystical letter used in the Tantnu.

X X
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%r The ninth vowel of the Ndgari Alphabet, having the power

of Lri, but more usually considered to be expressed by Li as

' in Lily.

m aptote.
1 The divine nature. ' The earth. * A mountain, hid.

A mystical letter.

Sf The long vowel corresponding to the preceding short one,

Lri or Li.

^ aptote.
‘ A divine female. * The female nature. • A mother

.

m. (-XT) A name of Siva. f. (*^:)
1 The mother of the de-

mons. * The mother of the all-bestowing cow. ind. A mys-

tical letter used once or repeatedly in many Mantras or mys-

tical formula. The letters ^ and HE are employed in the

same manner : they have apparently no signification, but are

personified and invested with marvellous properties in the

Tantrot.

*
Y The eleventh vowel of the alphabet, corresponding to the let-

ter E as pronounced in most languages except the English,

and having the sound ofA in amiable.

Xind. An interjection of, 'Remembering, (ha.) ’Censure or

contempt. * Compassion, (ah !)
* Addressing, (eh ! hey.)

• Calling, (hey, ho.) X m. (•*:) A name of Viiisn d.

TO mfn. (TO:-lTT-XRj
1 One. * Alone, solitary. ’Other, different.

* Chief, pre-eminent. *. X

x

to go, Un'&di affix Xx
TOwfWY m. (-xift) A coheir, k. to one (fatlier), heir.

XXX mfn. (-Yr:-*T-X*) Alone, solitary. E. TO one, &c. in^aff.

mfn. 1 Making one. ’ One-handed. ’ One-

rayed. x. TO and XX making, &c.

V^arny mfn. (-t$:tgT-Yi) Performing the same office, answer-

ing the same end. e. TO and act.

VXRrrw ni. (*HT:) One or the same time. x- TO and HTW time.

n. (-xr) Eating but one meal in any given time,

x. TOYriY and ifrUH food.

TOHUrfV mfn. (-xn-WT-H) Coeval, cotemporary, x. TO and

suxtllf reluting to time.

ra.(xr:)' Anameof Balaka'ma. ’An epithet of Ku-

vfixA. k, X* and jwm an ear-ring : wearing it in one ear.

TOYtT n. ( X) The milk of one (nurse, &c.) e. to arid wft

milk.

XXTWH m. (-Y:) A spiritual brother, pupil of the same preceptor,

a. to and XH a religious preceptor
j

also with to added

va* TO".

TOtJI^Y mfn. (-W.-WT-W) Of the same town or village, u. XX
one, UTiflH villager.

TOY* m. (-»:) The name of a city : see YfnZY. e. TO, TO a

circle.

TOM< mfn. (-*:-XT <V*) 1

Solitary, alone. ' Having one follower,

m. (-^*.) A rhinoceros, k. to alone, and^ who goes.

VTOnfrY mfn. (-fl-ftVt fr) Going alone or with one follower

only. m. (*^t) A follower of Bcdd'ua. e. to one, Ypc to go,

fmfw aff.

TOftPl mfn. (-xi:-xiT*xi) ' Thinking of one thing only, intent

upon, absorbed in. ’Of one mind, agreeing, concurring.

k. XX one, hrs the mind.

TO*TTO m. (-HTT)
1 A king, a sovereign. ’ A Sidra, x. TO best

or one, TOTW birth.

TOxrni mfn. ( Xri-TfT-xf) Of one parentage, bom of the same

parents, e. to and 1TW bom.

TO at i f* mfo. (-fif;-flf:-fxr)
1 Of the same caste. ’ Once bom.

m. (-fw:) A Sidra. x. XX one, and nnfl* birth or caste : not

being regenerated by investiture, Ac.

vxnvjT f. (-vyr)
1
'Flu* chord of an arc. * Sine of 30* or of the

radius, e. TO and WJT a cord.

TOTO mfn. (-xr.-UT-xi) One of many. x. to and TOTO affix of

the superlative.

TO?fT mfn. (-Kr.-TX-X)
1 Either, one of two. ’ Other, different,

x. to and affix of the comparative.

TOKY ind. On one side, on one part. e. to and TffTO aff.

TOHT f. (-*XTT) Unity, oneness, e. TO and xrxs affix, or with x aff.

XXX n. (-*,)

TOTrnr mfn. (-Y:-an-xr) Closely attentive, having the mind fix-

ed on one only object, m. (-W:) Musical unison : see the next,

x. TO. TO to stretch or spread, TO aff.

TO
'

fl l’W m. (-W:) Harmony, unison, the accurate adjustment of

song, dance, and instrumental music, (-xft) An instrument for

heating time, any instrument having but one note. e. TO one,

uniform, and wrw musical measure or lime.

TOXTtf^xf m. (-iff) A spiritual brother, an associate in religious

offices or objects, x. TO one, the same, ?rtx| place of pilgri-

mage, aff.

TOY ind

.

Together, in one, in one place, e. TO and to aff

XXXf m. (•Jf:) A name of Gan&s'a. b. XX and ^ y a tooth, single

toothed or tusked
;
the fellow being broken off in a scuffle

by KahtikIya, or according to another legend by PahasusI-

ma j also

TOTOT m* (-*!:) A name of Gan£s'a: sec the preceding, x. TO
and to a tooth.

TOX[T ind. At the same time, at once. x. TO and aff.

xxxi.xxx mfn. (-*:-*r-W) Sympathizing, having the same joys

and sorrows, k. TOT, and xptf pain, tjx| pleasure.

TOXW mfo. (-TO) One-eyed. m. (-TO )
1 A name of Mahad£va.

* A crow. k. TO and TXt an eye t Siva is termed one-eyed,

from the eye in his forehead.

TO^lt m. (-V<) A part, a portion, a division, x. TO and to;

place.

TOTO mfo. (-Y’.-YTT-Y)
1 Elegantly formed. ’ Single bodied.

m.(-Y:) The planet Mexcuay. b. to best or one, and to body.

TOY! ind. In one way. e. TO and YrY aff.

TOY^ f. (-if:) A particular burthen or conveyance, x. to and

XJT a load.

TOYY mfo. (-X'-Xl-X) Cattle for special burthen, fit for but one

kind of labour, x. see toy ft*.
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TV«JTTW mfn. (-Tp-VT-V) Seethe preceding, E.TV, VT burthen,

Endw who bean.

TVT*Tw mfn. (-v:-VT-w) Cattle of special burthen, e. TV, vra
burthen, v affix which leaves »£*, or with V affix forming

qv*«.

q*H* m. (-T) The principal actor in a drama, the manager.

e. TV chief, and *T an actor.

TWIT rafa. (-T-VT-V) Having one master. m. {-V**) Sole

master or lord. e. if ami xnt lord.

TVW mfn. (-V : -VT-V) All associate, a firm ally or partisan.

*. IV one,W part : of the same side or party.

TVVWt f- (-til)
1 A faithful wife, one devoted to her husband.

• The wife of a man who has no other wive*. r, IV one orex*

celletU, vf* a husband, W substituted for the final, and #tVaflT.

TVTfxVT f. (-VT) A plant, white basil, e. TV and W a leaf.

IVf^edt'. n. («v) Then, at that time, at once. m. (-TO A sin-

gle inflection of a verb or noun. f. (*Tt) A road, a path or

way. r, IV one. TT a foot, fem. affix TiV-

WTfr isrf. One over, a term at dice, e. IV und vfr over, against.

TVTHT mfn. (-T-WI-V) Sudden, rapid, coming suddenly or at

once. k. IV and HIT falling upon.

twtT m. (-IT) A name of Siva. r. TV best, and VTT a ray.

TVfTF rn. (-TO A name of Koviaa. e. TV one, and fvT tawny :

having a yellow mark in the place of one of his eyes.

Tvfrrv m. (-V.) See the preceding, e. as before.

Tvfq*# mfn. (-v.-VT-xi) Related, near of kin, united by the

offering of the funeral cake. e. IV and fqv a funeral cake.

qvfgvidf f. (-WT) Connexion by the funerul cake, consanguinity.

E. TVfTV and TV affix ;
also with w. TVfMMV.

TVW mfn. (*V:-vr-v) Having one or a principal result or ob-

ject. a. IV andW fruit.

TWV mfn. (-W: -1VMV)
J Attached to a common master. * Wor-

shipping one deity. ' Eating together. * Eating but one

meul, (a day.) k. tv and hv attached to, or wif food.

1VHVWW n. (-if) Ealing but once a day as a religious obliga-

tion. r. iv, vv food, w vow.

WVfv mft». (-ftp-fir. til) 'Of one faith. ’Believing in one

deity. R. tv and Tftr faith.

TVMIW mfn. (-W:-VT-V)Of a simple or single nature or tempera-

ment. r. TV and TTV disposition.

TV«JV mfn. (V-VT-V) 1 Eating but one meal, (a day, &c.)

* Eating together, e. *v and wv eaten.

ff^TER n. (-xi)
1 Eating in common, feeding together. 1 Eating

one meal a day, Ac. R. TV and TTWV food.

TVVV mfn. (-v: VT-vt-v) 1 Having one chief or head. * One

faced. E. TV and TV the mouth.
>»

TVTVT f. (-VT) 1 A plant, (Asparagus racemosa.) 1 Flax, (Li-

num.) E. TV andv root.

TWfcVT f. (-VT) A single string of flowers, pearls, Ac. *. TV
and vffcVT a necklace, Ac.

TWTfv mfn. (-ftt-fti-ft) Uterine, of the same mother, x. TV
and Tift womb.

WTV ra. (-v=) A plant, (Verbesina scandens:) see VTT7V.
e* TV excellent, and TVT farina.

TVTV mfn. (-v:»Vr-T) Of one flavour, i. TV and TV flavour.

TVTTT n. (-d) One night, a night, e. TV and Tift night.

TVCTfrv mfn. (-V:-Vt-V) For a night, of a night, e. TV end

TTfv night, with TV afT.

TVTrflT f. (’fw :
) A heap, a crowd, c. TV and Ttfk a heap.

TVTTftvT mfn. (-ir-WT-W) Heaped or collected together.

R. TVTTfw and tjv become.

TW mfn. (-V:-VT-'d) Alone, solitary ; a various reading of

fVV.

TwfwT m. (-f:)
1 A name of KuvJcra. * A place or district in

which for five Co# there is but one Pkallu*. s. TV one or

best, fWT a mark, &c.

’Jvr^nr m. (-T:) An aggregate of many, as in grammar, the

formation of a compound noun of several nouns, b. TV, TV
like, wtt property.

TvW rafn. (-tA:-VT-^)
1 Of one caste or tribe. * Of one colour.

1 Of one quality, m. (-Vi
:) Oue unknown quantity, (in algebra)

f. (*^f) Beating time, marking musical measure by clapping

the hands, or the instrument which does so, a castanet : see

TWTVT t. TV, TV a quality, a note, and #Tw alT.

TVTVTVtVTV n. ( V) Uniliteral equation, a TVTT end

TWlv<V equation,

Tvrfvvr f. (-VT) A heifer one year old. x. TV, tt a year,

avaiT.

TVrrr m. ( TO A musical instrument, a kind of drum or tabor.

e. TV principal, TIT sound : high-sounding.

TVTtT m. (-Tij A chief warrior, r. TV and dir a hero.

TVfV m. (-V:) A desert place, in which but one tree is seen for

four C6$. £. TV and TV a tree.

TVTV\ f. (-dti ' A single braid of hair. * A woman whose hair

is tied in one braid, e. TV and TVt a tress.

TVW m. (-v :
)

1 A horse. * Any animal whose hoof is not

cloven, r. TV one, uniform, and w a hoof.

TVITTV n. (-T) One only hope or refuge, especially applied to

a deity, k. TV and vcv protection.

TWttT mfn. (-Ti-TIT) ' Consanguineous, ofone body or blood.

' Of one or the same body. r. tv, WTIt body.

TW^tTTTV m. (*T0 Consanguineous descent. *. tvvOt and

VTT lineage.

T VTTTTTTVi m. ( V:) Commencement of consanguinity by the

onion of father and mother, e. TVsnrtT and Vim beginning.

TVPi^ri stt m. (-T) A descendant in a right line, a kinsman

by blood, e. TVXTTtT and VTTT a member.

TW^vttttt n. (-v) Consanguineous descent or connexion.

e. v added to the last.

TVTTV m. (-V0 A lirnhman of the same branch or school.

e. TV and 1HVI a branch, (of the AVrfa#.)

TVTTff m. (-TO ‘ A title of Visnv’p or KaisnM A. A unicorn,

a rhinoceros, Ac. k. TV and u? a tmu-k or horn.

TVTT mfn. (-$: ir-T) Closely attentive, having the mind in-

tent upon one object, k, TV one, and vv to create, ra aff.

TWT m. (-T) A small double drum, played by a string and

ball attached to the body of it: sec k. TV and

a thread.
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m. (-3.) An only son. k. fv, and ^rw a son.

TOTH mfn. ( VI s WT-Yff) Collated, assembled, conjoined, in

one site or place, a. w and what stay*.

n. (-w) One place, the same place, e.w and VTTV place,

aft.

f. (-V^) A heifer one year old. a. TV, VTVW a year,

affix vYv
Wiftw mfn.(-vt fa^-fv) Alone, solitary. f.CV and VlfvfT Vaff.

TVTV raft*. (-W:-VT-V) One-eyed. m. (-v:) A crow. e. tv and

Vfv »n eye.

^iv<. n. (-T) A monosyllable, especially the sacred monosylla-

ble Om. k. TV and VVT a letter.

TVTT mfn. (-Vt-VT-’tf) ' Intent, closely attentive, fixed on one

object. “ Undisturbed, unperplexed. • Known, celebrated.

* Single-pointed, m. (-V*) The whole of a long line which is

subdivided, e. TV and tv chief, Ac.

TVTTVT f. (-V7) Close and undisturbed attention, ir. vv added

to the preceding
;
also with V, TVtTV.

WHY mfn. (-v-wt-tI) Closely attentive : see the preceding.

X. TV,W chief, Ac.

TVTT m. (-TO The planet Meacuar. n. (-T) Sandal, e. TV best

pre-eminent, and VT body,

TV ITV mfn. (w:-xft-V) Eleven, eleventh, f. (-lit) The eleventh

day of die half month : it is especially sacred to Visafj'u, and

fasting on it is most efficacious, s. TVTYW eleven, affix V.

TVTTW plvr* mfn. (*V) Eleven, b. TV one, ten, with vrv
inserted.

TVTVVT f. (*WT) A name of PjCnVArf. z. vv a part, with the

neg. prcC and TV preeminent : chief and undivided.

TVTvfvV mfn. (-V.-TT-V) Left, as a funeral feast, one who has

recently partaken of it. e. TV one, (ancestor,) VV after,

shown.

wm mfn. (-v.-vrr-vi) * Excessive. * Solitary, lonely, retired.

* Aside, apart, adv. n. (-vi) ' Much, excessive. 1 Apart, e. TV
one, andW end.

TVTWTV mfn. (-V:-Vrxl) Very compassionate, weakly charita-

ble. 1. TVTV and VW charitable.

TVTVwv tad. ' Alone, apart, privately. * Much, exceedingly.

e. TVTV and vfVV art.

TVTVT mfu.
( Tt-TT-T) Next but one. b. TV andWT between.

TVTvfarw mfn. (-WVT-V) Staying alone or apart, e. TVTV and

fVPT staying.

TVlVti f. (-^Tf) A heifer one year old. a. TV and TV a year.

TVTVT mfn. (-v:-WT-^) Closely attentive, intent, e. TV, VT*r

going.

TVTWW mfn. (-Vt-VT-V) See the preceding, a. TVHH and

TIT being, having gone.

TVrrwft f. (-vt) A single string of beads, flowers, Ac. e. TV and

VTTVl a row.

TVTV mfn. (-Vt-^t -^)
1 Having one sense or meaning. * Hav-

ing one or the same object, b. tv and v^ meaning.

TVTfVVTV m. (-V) A simple attribute or predicate, a# form,

taste, smell, Ac. a. TV one, Vlfrir invested, xv property.

TTTnft f- (-fl) A pod or seed of cotton.

TVl (flv m. (-W:) A plant : see wtvt; the flowers are sacred to

Siva. f. (~TTt) A medicinal plant, (Cissampelos hexandra.)

r. TV best, Ttfv seed, and V what gives or takes, from VT

with V art.

TVTT n. ( vO The period of one day. E. TV and TTT a day.

tvtttt in. (-V-) A day's Journey. *. CVfV and TW going.

T^tvrT m. (-V:) Common nature or property, k. TV with fv

angment, and WTW nature.

TWtv mfn. (-V:-VT-ty) A companion, a partisan or associate.

e. TV one, and V* affix, also TVW.
TW mfn. (-V--VT-V) Singly, one by one. s. TV repeated.

TVVWW ind. One by one, severally, seriatim, e. TV repeated,

with vfv art.

TVrfTV n- (-Y) The SrAddha or funeral rite offered to one per-

son only. e. TV and vf\v addressed to.

TVlfwi f. (-VT) A plant, (Cissampelos hexandra:) see TVTTtw.

TVTVtJTT mfn. (-V.-WT-#) Heaped, crowded together, a. TV
one, vro quantity, sjw become.

TV r. 1st cl. (w) TV (TWW) To shine. (TVfv) To quake or

tremble.

wv »• (-w) Shaking, trembling, r. TV and aff.

®VVV mfn. (-VW-WtI-WV) Causing to shake or tremble, a. TV
to shake, causal form, xrC art.

vfvrt mfn. (-V:*TTT-Tt) Shaken, trembling. K.TV to shake, y§ aff.

TfJTTV mfn. (-V^VJT-V) To be shaken, e. TV and W art.

T?V3 mfn. (-WT-TT-T) Shaking, trembling, e, tv and TV art.

TT r. 1st cl. (TW) 'l*o annoy, to resist or oppose.

TV mfu. (-V.-YI-V) Deaf. e.”tv to praise, VTV prefixed, VV or

TV aff.

TW ra. (-V*) * A ram. • A wild goat. f. (-VT) A ewe. e. ^v
to go, VV affix

j
and V changed to V.

TCTV m. (-V:) A medicinal plant, used for the cure of ring-

worms, ( Cassia tora.j t. TV a sheep, TV to sound, VV art.

TTiTV mfn. (-V^-Vr-V) ' Deaf and dumb. * Wicked, perverse.

E. TV deaf, and TV dumb.

*5* n. (-*) • A building constructed of rubbish, bones Ac.

* A wall enclosing bones, a tomb, Ac. ' A building of hard

substances resembling bones k. l’Y to throw or send, dcriv.

irr.i also r$V and T«TV.

TV uif. (-V:-Vt) A kind of deer or antelope, described as being

of a black colour, with beautiful eyes, and short legs. x.W
to go, V aff.

Tvv m. (V.) A species of deer or antelope : see the preceding.

k.w added to TV-

TVfrW m. (--V:)'nic moon. e. TV an antelope, and frw the

seclarial mark •, a doer being fancifqliy visible in the moon.

TVSTrT m. ( IT) The moon, tu TV and VV who nourishes:

see the preceding.

TVtfvV n. (-si) A deer skin. e. TV and vfw the same.

TV mfn. (-v:-VT or-ift li) Of a variegated colour. (-*:-vr-#) Ar-

rived, come. ra. (-ft)
1 A deer or antelope. 'A variegated

colour, e. TV to go, VV affix ; when signifying colour, Use

fcm. affix is either YTV or and before the latter, V U
changed to v.
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YTP£ prom. mfn. (YY: YYr Yin^ or YWlf) This. b. YY derived

from to go, and 7f\ Un'Adi aff.

TTfif m. (-W:) Expiration, breathing but, discharging air from

the lungs, a. Y^YT to go, 1PPT aff.

Tuf^ md. Now, at this time. a. fir substituted for YY*t , and

frw aff.

Tint m. (-»:) A Brahman. a. tt lo go, »nd Itw: L'n adi aff.

VTpn? m. (-WT:) A Brahman or man of the first class, a. VI to

go, TTYY aff.

tHKH, mfn, (-YY[) 8uch, such like. a. Yir^ thi^, TY to see,

%Y aff.

timi mfn. Such, such like, s. YY\; this, YY to see,

Waff-

tsirs mfn. (-YrY-Ytft-YY) So many, so much, so far. hut.

(-YY) So far, thus far, so much, IStc. *. and ¥cg ^ or

Yf# aff.

•7B iad. Having gone to or approached, e. TY to go, UV aff.

YY r. 1st cl. (YY#) To grow or increase.

fif m. (-Y:) Fuel, as wood, grass, &c. a. YY to increase, YY aff.

YY1J mfn. (iT*'II : ‘ZJ) Increased, grown, ru. (-|y:)
1 Man. * Fire.

r. YY to increase, }J Un adi aft

YYYVy mfn. (-Y'.-YI-Y) To be enlarged or increased, «. YY to

grow, and YxftYT affix
;
also YfwTY and YY-

YYYT n. (-Y*-) Fuel: see YY. t^fto grow, Un’Adi affix YY*
YfYW mfn. (-Y:-YT-Y) Increased, grown. k.YY to increase, affix *.

YfYY mfn. (-YT-^ft-Y) Increasing, growing, enlarging, r. YY to

grow, and *Y aff.

YYY n. (-YY:) * Sin, fault, offence. 1 Censure, blame, a. VY to

go, Y^Y Un Adi affix, and YY inserted.

Y-rf«W mfix. (-fit-fatf-fa) Sinful, a sinner. £. YYY, qnd f#fw aff.

YYYTT f. (-YI) A sort of grass of emollient and diluent proper*

ties.

TCI m. (-t:) A kind of fish
;
also YYY-

VY m. (-Y:) The castor-oil plant, (Palma christi or Ricinus

communis.) f. (-^) Long pepper, s. TY to go, &c. YIY pre-

fixed. YYY affix, fern, affix wYf, also with YY added vtyy.

YYYYT m. (-Y:) Palma christi ; see the preceding.

YtYVjfYYi f. (-Y7) A plant, commonly Drnitl e. TTY, and YY

leaf, having similar leaves. ,

IVTill f. (-YTT) A plant : sec the preceding. B. tty, and tjsy

fruit.

Y#TY m, (-Y:) A kind of encumber, (Cucumis utilatissimus.)

R. SCC^fTY.

YYYT m.(-YT:) A ram : see YYYT- b. w and w being interchanged.

YYT m. (-*••) A sort of fish, (Cyprinus marginal us, Been.) also

YYT.

YYTY1Y n. (-Y) The name of a perfume : see the next word.

YYYTYYi n. (Yf) A granular substance apparently vegetable, of

a reddish brown colour, and used as a drug and as a per-

fume. b. f»n cardamoms, yyt to breathe, YY affix, and YY
added, or without *%

YYf*Y m. (-w:) A name of Kuv£ra : see YYrfYW.

YYT f. (-in) Cardamoms, the seed of the Kletteria cardamo-

mum, or Alpinia Cardamomurn : it applies to both the large

and small cardamom, but most commonly to the former,

c. TY to send, he. Waff-

fYllMY m. (-It) One of the chiefs of the Naga* or serpent race.

VYTwf f. (-^T) A plant, (Mimosa octandra.) E. YYT carda-

moms, and wf a leaf, #tY fern. aff.

fwTSPn f. (YTT) Small cardamoms, e. WIT, and added.

YY mfn. (-YY'-YTT-YY ) Going, moving, md. As, like, fitc.: see

YYY. r. YY to go, Un'ad* affix WY : see the next.

YYY md. A particle implying, 1 Likeness, (as, so, like.) * As-

sent, (yes, verily.) 1 Sameness of manner, (thus, in this way.)

4 Certainly, (indeed, assuredly, even so.) • Command, (so,

thus, fitc.) • An expletive. R. YY to go, YY affix
;
also YY.

YWJHT mfn. (-Y:-YT-TT) So, such, in such manner, r. YYY
,
and

YY been.

nf*YY mfn. (-Y.-YT-#) Such, in such form or manner, of such

a kind, r.jcyy, and fYY sort, way.

YY r. 1st cl. (Yl) Y^ (YY#) To go or approach.

YYY m. (-Y:) An iron arrow, f. (-^t)
1 A goldsmith's balance,

assay scales. * An iron or steel probe. R. YY to go, YgY and

#fY aff*.

^YfYYl f. (-WT) A goldsmith's balance, b. as before, with YY
and YTY added.

YYYtY mfn. (-Y:-YT-Y)
1 To be desired, desirable. * To be aimed

at. b. YY to wish, affix YYlYT .

YYT f. (-YT) Desire, k. YY to wish,W and yty affs.

YfYY mfn. (-YT-#l-Y) Wishing, desirous, r. ^Y to wish, YY[aff.

mfn. (-YT-ft-^)
1 Wishing, dexirous. e. tfY to wish, YY

aff.

Y
% The twelfth vowel of the Nagari alphabet, or more properly

a diphthong
;
corresponding in sound to Ei in kcigkth.

w md. An inteijection of,
1 Remembering, (aye, ha.) * Calling,

suramoding, (bola, bo, heigh.)

Y m. (*Y:) A name of Siva.

fYY n. (-Y|) Singleness of time or occurrence. R. YY, and

YTYY aff

fYYTY n. (-y|) Consent, concurrence, sameness of doctrine or

opinion, r. YY one, YY minded, YTY aff.

VYYY mfn. (-Y'-Yt-Y) Produced by or belonging to animals

witli single hoofs, e. YYYY, andW aff.

YYimfYY mfn. (-Y:-^Pt*Y) * A thief, a robber. 4 The possessor

of one residence, u. YY one, Y*IL a house, affix YY.

vYTYT n. (-W) Intentnete on one object, e. YYTY, and iWY aff

fY t fwfY m. (-Y*-) One who commits a single error in reading.

e. YY, and YY other, YY aff-

fYlfYY mfm (*Y:-<VY) Ephemeral, quotidian, of one day,

of the same day. e. YY, and YYY a day, YY air.

YW n. (-Yi)
1 Unity, oneness. 4 A whole of various parts, an

aggregate, a total, h. YY, and YY aff,

YYY mfn. (-Y'.-^-Y) Sugar, sugary, produced from or relating

to the sugar cane. e. 5U81U‘ cane, ’YY aff.

A carrier of rugu canes, t. fa, and arajaC
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iwwrfrw mfn. (-W: tfl-Rr) Carrying sugar csnes. a. TW, and WTe

a load, TT* aff

mfn. (-EH -Eft-#) Of the family of Ikshwaku. k.

and w* affix, the final rejected.

mfn. Of the family of IksbwAcu. a. and

aff.

Tf^ n. ( -\) The fruit of the plant called Ingvda. b. tb*

plant, affix

mfn. (-EP -Eft-*) Optional, voluntary, at will. e. VETT

wish, aff.

n. (-ES) A wall, &c. of bones and rubbish: see **<*•

(El mfn. (-Ws-Wt-ri) Belonging to a male antelope, a. EE[ an

antelope, EfET aft

EfwET mfn. (-Er:-ETt-Et) Belonging to a deer,&c. m.(-ET:) A hun-

ter, a deer-killer, e. fl, and aff.

EWE mfn. (*!: ^t-W) Appertaining to a doe or the female ante-

lope. b. Ewt a doe, affix 7*.
^HT^TEf*PT\ f. (-E

-

^ or EW) One of the Vpanishnds of the

Vtda*.

EfflElfEE mfn. (-ET:-^ft-Ef) Historical, m. (-7:) A historian,

t. ifwTTO a story, and V7 aff.

*fjru n. (-ytf ) Traditional instruction. B, |Tjte r tradition, *E aff

w*ET mfn. Lunar, n. f-vf) The asterism Mrigasirtu.

f. (-at.i A plant, (Serratula anthelmintica.) e. the moon,

WW aff.

mfn. Sacred, or relating to the god Indra. m.

(-aji) 1 A name of the monkey king Bali. * A name of

Abjvna. f (-Eft) ' The wife of Ixdra. * The goddess Dcrga.

* Misfortune, misery, (personified.) The name of a plant, a

kind of cucumber, (Cucumis madraspatanu*.) 1 The constel-
|

lation Jyhht'ha. • The east quarter, of which Indra is regent.

1. T% and 7E( aff.

mfn. (-7*.-Eft-#) Deceptive, illusory, m. (.V) A Jug-

gler. «. T"^HET deception, and 87 aff

ETfwfilEF mfn. (-7:-#t-7) Afflicted with falling of the hair or

morbid baldness, a i falling of the hair, and ww aff

in. (-ft) A ceremony, Ac. addressed to Ixdra and Anvi.

k. Tf, and ^fif. with fi aff.

mfn. (-Eh-#!-#) Relating to Indra’» bow or the rain-

bow. k. HfiEE, and xgw aff

3<jirEE| mfn. (-7:-#t-w) Sacred to Indra and Vabcna. e. tt*,

and E"E7 with W* aff.

m. 1 The patronymick of Jayanta the son of Indra.

•A name of the monkey Bali. * A name of Arjuna. 4 A crow.

e. T^f. T«l patronymick aff

tfEptET mfn. (-ET-Eft-#)
1 Perceptible, perceived, present. *0f

or belonging to the sense, k. an organ of sense, and

Twtir.

EVf EE m. (-•) Iwdra's elephant. n. the ocean,

affix of descent; ocean*born : g is changed irregularly to 7.

is 1 E m. (-1!**) * Ivoka’s elephant. • The same, considered as the

elephant of the north quarter. • An orange. 4 A fruit, (Arto-

carpus lacucha.) * A serpent, one of the chiefs of the JVdgw or

serpent race, inhabiting the infernal regions, f. (-ift)
1 Light*

]

ning. * A particular kind of it. • The female of Ino«a’« ele-

phant. * The Rim river in the Prmjik. n. (-W) Isnaa s bow

unbent, the rainbow, a. TtTTff water-having
;
that ia, the

ocean, a cloud, &c. RtW adit implying origin or descent i
born

from the ocean, (the elephant,) proceeding from watery

cloud*, (lightning, he.)

n. (-W) Fossil or rock aalt b. earthy, 7* aff

n. (#) A spirituous liquor. E.XTT wine, 87 affix : leelN#-

if7 m. (-IT) The name of a king, also Purii'bava. e. TRT the

wife of Buddha, 7*e patronymick affix ; the son of Ila.

vxmvY n. (-ET) A perfume: sec TOTJf-

fvrfsw m. (-77) A title of KovfiaA. e. TErfEETT the wife of Pu-

lastya, and the paternal grand-mother of the deity, affix TWj

also Effvw, ETfETE, EElfE7, fkc. 7 and 7 being interchanged.

*77 n. (-7) A perfume : see E7ETW7. k. E7T cardamoms, ¥1 aff

¥7 mfn. (.7t-lft*7) * Divine. * Regal, k. ^7. and 7* aff.

XTlCPft f. (-wt) 'Phe north-east quarter, a. TWtW Siva, as regent

of the north-east, xgw and affs.

vfir^r mfn. (-W-art-1*)
1 Divine, heavenly. * R^nl, royal. e.T^,

and arw aff

mfn. 1 Divine, relating to god, &c. • Royal,

supreme. t<TT, and Ei aff.

VTof n. (-*5)
1 Soper-human power, the divine faculties of

omnipresence, omnipotence, invisibility, fitc. * Supremacy,

dominion, sway, power, might, a. a master, a deity, and

HT*I aff

limr ind. The present year. s. this, aff

IHRW mfn. (-^ii-W W) Of or belonging to the present year.

a. and HI affix ;
or with ^ affix, 11W1W mfn. (-Wi-viT-li.)

yfirir mfn. Sacrificial, ceremoniaL k. xf« a sacri-

fice, r»T aff.

ffSIi^Tfwir mfn. Ceremonial and meritorious, (any

act, &c.) e. T¥TTW any pious act, aff

Y¥^Tfir^ mfn. Of this world, terrestrial, sublunary.

e. T¥ here, ^n« world, 5^1 aff.

vfixir mfn. (*: Wt-*) Worldly, local, of this world, of this place.

e. here, and aff.

% The vowei O, and the thirteenth of the Kdg-ari alphabet,

iad.
1 A vocative particle, (oh.) * An interjection of calling,

(ho. hola.) 1 Of reminiscence, ‘(ho, ah.) * Of compassion-

ating, (ah, oh.)

% m. ( WB-) Brahma.

ind. The mystical monosyllable Om : see Wi«.

%nt m. (-W-)
1 A houae. 1 An asylum, a refuge : see ^rgrei.

• A bird. a. "RW to assemble. * aff.

#tMP» nr. (-W') A bug ;
also WTWfV

n. (-») ’ An asylum, a place of refuge. * A house, a. Tw
to collect, WtiR Un'ftdi adit, W becomes V.

wrjn m. (-•!) A cake of flour.

^rwrtprt f- (-tfl) A bug.

f. (-^t) A bug.
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^rw r. ] st. cl (<) (WTWfR and with a prefix, as U, frwfV)
* To be dry or arid. * To adorn. • To be able or competent,

to suffice. * To refuse or prevent.

m. (-WO
1 A heap or quantity, flock or multitude. * A stream,

a torrent, a rapid flow of water, an inundation. * Quiek time

in music. 4
Tradition. ’ Advice, instruction, e. TO! to col-

lect, affix, and ^ is changed to W.

m. (-<!) The mysterious name of the deity : see Writ

f. (-*T) A Bauddha Sakti, or female personification of divine

energy, k. ^tw. and 8T1T affix implying a letter, the compound

letter
;
otherwise signifying assent, and qrfT who

makes
;
what complies with our wishes.

^r*r (w) r. 1st cl. (wfrwrfw)
1 To live, to have the vital facul-

ties and organs. 1 To be strong or able.

WT* m. (-WT) See the following.

^[upt n. (-WP1
1 Light, splendor. * Manifestation, appearance.

• Strength. ‘Support, slay. * Metallic lustre. * Vitality, the

principle of vital warmth and action diffused throughout the

body. 1 Virility, the generative f iculty. * A form of style,

elaborate style, abounding with compounds. * (fn astrology,)

Each alternate sign of the xodiac, first, third, fifth, &c. e. 1Wrm

to live, and TO* affix; or with TO; affix ^r*f.

^nurfwrmfa. (-ift-frot-ftl)
1 Mighty, powerful, strong. * Splen-

did, bright, b. wir*ra, and fVfw aff.

vfira m. ( -w^) A musical mode, which omits two of the notes

of the scale. Ri and Pa.

wnfrot f. (-wrr) Wild rice,

f. (-^) Wild rice.

TOf m. (•!':)
1 The China rose, (Hibiscus mutabilis.) * The

name of a country, the northern part of Orissa, r. ^3 x to

•mbrace, to affix, and is changed to ^r.

n. ( -W) The China rose, the plant or its flower. a. ^TT
China rose, and a flower.

WTTW r. I st cl. (8^irw(wrPffw) To remove, to take away or abstract

m. (-jjl) A cat. x. TO to go, fitc. and Un'Adi affix, the

radical is changed to ^fr.

mn. (-if:-wi) Boiled rice. f. {-faun aft) A plant. (Sida cor-

difolia, flee.) sec "TOr. B. to be wet, W* Un'Adi affix, and

W dropped.

m. (-fi) Wetting, moistening, r.. to be wet W* aflT.

TOT end.
1 The mystic name of the deity, prefacing all the

prayers and most of the writings of the Hindus, b. 3|a

name of Vismn'it, ^ Siva, and W of Braiima
j

it therefore im-

plies the Indian triad

,

and expresses the three in one. A par-

ticle of command or injunction, 1 Of assent, (verily, amen.)
4 Of auspiciousness. * Of removal, (away, hence.) and, * It is

an inceptive particle, t. TO to go, to preserve, fltc. xni UnVdi
affix, the radical being converted into ^T.

mfn. (-W-fTT-w) Wet, damp; also%«.H. (-*:) An esculent

root, (Arum campanulatum.) a. to or TO to destroy, (com-

plaints, especially hcemorrhoids.) TOf affix, f changed to ’WT.

r. 1st and I Oth els. (T) (^rw^fwor WtTOrtjfiT.)

To dart or throw up : some consider the initial vowel to be

indicatory, and make the root q. v.
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ra. (-V) Burning, combustion, t. to to burn, to aff.

^TTO m. (-V) Pungency, pungent taste or flavour, f. (-^) A
potherb, commonly P&rya. k. TO to burn, and W* aff.

f. (-fll:) An annual plant or herb, one that dies after be-

coming ripe. x. %w heat, and *T to have, affix ; or with

^TTO^i or with TWsfiil, TOffa.

f. (-lit) An annual plant or deciduous herb : sec the pre-

ceding.

^TTOriffTT m. (-fir) The moon. 8. ^TTOt and lord
:
presiding

over annual plants.

m. (-^:) The moon. 8. sec the preceding; mean-
ing lord.

WTTT m. (-y:) The lip, especially the upper, &c. du. m.

(’TOT or %ynfVT) The lips : see TO^. f. (-’ft) A creeper, bear-

ing a red flower, to which the lip is commonly compared,

(Bryonia grandis.) 8. to to burn, fir Un'Adi affix, fern,

affix : see fro.

^TTOTO o. (*f“) A lip or the lips. 8. TOJ and TOR a new shoot,

m. (4P) Any morbid affection of the lips. b. and

TNT disease.

fHVifwTOr f. ( *T) The creeper, (Bryonia grandis
:) see ^TTt.

b. ’ilTf a lip, TOR like, to a flower, and r affixes j

whose flower resembles a lip.

xh
Wt The diphthong An ox On, having the same sound as in Our,

and considered as the fourteenth vowel of the Ndgari alpha-

bet.

TO ind. An interjection of, 1 Calling, (ho ! hola.) * Of address-

ing, (the vocative particle oh.) • A particle of prohibition,

and * Of asseveration.

TO m. (•%:) The serpent Anamta. f. (-^r) The earth.

ind. The mystical prefix proper for Sudras: sec ^nr.

TOTO* m. (-TO) A Brahman acquainted with the Ukfha portion

of the Soma Htda. t. TOtjr, and TO aff.

TO3J mfn. (-TO-TOt-y) Relating to an ox, derived from one, fee,

k. TOW
,
andto aff-

TOTO m. (-TO) A herd of oxen. a. "TO an ox, •jar aff.

TOTO mfn. <-Wrr-*i) Boiled or dressed in a pot. x. TOR a

cauldron, a saucepan, aff.

TOfTOR nf. ( W-wT) Propriety, aptness, fitness, b. ^ftpT proper,

wra affix in the abstract sense.

wnwfTO m. (-wr:) A hero. k. TO? strength, to aff.

m. (-WT:) A passenger, one going in a raft or boat

k. and »» aff-

^ I C mfn. (-T’-ft-T)
1 Coppery, made of copper, fitc. • Made

of the wood of the Udumhara fig tree. m. (-f:) A name of

Yama the regent of death, u. { X)
1 A kind of leprosy. * Cop-

per. 8. TOTO
f
and TO affix : see TOWf, TOfTO, 8tc.

fhf m. (-f :)
An Uriya

,

an inhabitant of Urisa. e. Whf
,
and to

aff.

^rwiin. (-M) Excellence, superiority, i. tot4, and

nt, ( fit:) The third Miaa*. b. TOW, and x*l p»tron. aC
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YlWT’VfYY mfa. (-Y:*YW) Going or coming in a northerly

direction, a. VE for Yf%Y a road, iy aff.

YTYUiMifq m. (-f^:) A name of Durova, in mythology the son

of Uttanafaoa, and grandson of the first Mhnc -

t in astronomy,

the polar star, or the north pole itself, a. YYIYETY, and XY
patronymic aff.

YTYTflTY mfn. (-Y^-^ft-qf) Portentous, calamitous, a. Y*nY
(

and

qY aff.

YTYfrY mfn. (-Y:-qP|-qf) Carried or placed upon the hip or flank,

a. YYT, and YY aff.

mfn. (-Y>^Pt-qO ‘ Omitting, leaving. Tcrminativc,

complealing, relating or belonging to a final ceremony, by

which the rite is dismissed. 1 Natural, inherent. * Derivative,

produced from or of, directly and naturally, a. YYJ* aban-

doned, am! Y*l aff.

^rrqpn n. (-as) Anxiety, perturbation, regret, a. Y^Y anxious,

OTaff.

mfn. (-Y:-^t-qfy Watery, aquatic, of or belonging to

water, a. Y^Y, and 3Y aff.

^iq^EY m. (-Y :
) A cook. a. YTTY boiled rice, and YY aff.

mfn. (-Y-^-Yi) Selfishly voracious, a. YYT the belly,

and «TY aff.

rofn.(-lf:-lft-lf) Made of buttermilk, Ac. n. (-1#) Butter*

milk with an equal proportion of water, a. YqfYfl the

same, and YY affix
;
or with YY added ^rgfYY.

Yrqrui n. (-4) Magnanimity, generosity, greatness, a. Y^TT

libera), and YYaff

4nn«. (-YC Philosophy, stoicism, indifference, a. Y^TY, and

Y«[aff.

YTTI'YY n. (-Y) A bitter and acrid substance like honey, said to

be found in the nest of the white ant.

^TTY n. (-Y) Arrogance, disdain, a. Yqrr haughty, and YYaff.

YTlTfTY mfn. (-Y:-qft-Y*) Heritable, portionablc, belonging

to a share or portion, n. (-Y) A portion or inheritance,

a. YYTT a share, YY aff.

YlTrlYY n. (-4) A gift made to a woman at her marriage,

a. Yf ifYY, and YY added.

YifgY n. (-asi) Fossil salt. a. YfgY the same, and yy aff.

Ylf^Y n - (-Y) Rock or Samiker salt. a. Yfg\, and YY aff.

YTYYra&T f- (*vSt) A booth, a residence.

Y1YYYY n. (-Y) A multitude of the descendants of Upagm.

a. YTYYf the patronymic of Yq*. and ffY aggregate aff

^TYYfYY m. ( Y=) An eclipse, or the sun or moon in eclipse,

a. YYYY eclipsed, yy^ aff.

^rqqfqY m. (-Y :

)
An eclipse, or the sun or moon in eclipse.

e. YYYY an eclipse, YY aff.

^HTYT^Y mfn. (-Y:-Yt-Y) Upon or near the knees, a. YYYr^,
and YY aff

YTYYY n. ( Y) The wheel of a carriage, a. Yqfq, and YY
pleonasm.

Yiqn iYfYY mfn. (-Y**<t-Ef) Relating to the rite of investiture.

x. YYYYY, and YY aff.

YTnfqrfYY mfn. (-Y:-#t-Y*) Relating to a deposit, n. (-Yf) A depo-

sit, the thing pledged or deposited, a. Yqfqfq, and YY aff

YmfirWY *nfn. (-^: Scriptural, theological. a. Yqfttqq, and

YY aff.

viw n. (-YJ) Resemblance, similitude, a. Yqwi, and YY off

YlvfVY mfn. ( yh Yt-Y) Right, fit, proper, n. (-Y) A means, an

expedient c. YYTY an expedient, YY aff.

YTtrfkY rnfn. Being or produced above, a. YYfTY.and

YY aff.

YUKffwY mfn. (-Y :-Yt-Y)
1 Proceeding from or relating to

kindness or favour. ' Opposing, impeding, connected with or

relating to a check or hindrance, a. Yq^iY, and yy affix, m.

(-Y0 A staff of the wood of a particular tree, (die PM.)
a. YYTTY willingness to oblige, Ac. YY aff

YIVY mfn. (• Y'-sft Y) Stony, of stone, a. Yqw, and YY^ aff.

Ymqi n. (-Y) Fasting, a fast a. Yqrq», and YY aff

YTYETY mfn. (-YT YTt Y) Drawn for pleasure, (a carriage.)

a. YYYY a conveyance, YY aff

YIYY^Ty mfn. (-Y:-#t-Y)
1

Portentous. * Prepositive, connect-

ed with a preposition. * Relating to change, Ac. m. (-Y :
) Ir-

regular action of the humors of the body, producing cold

sweats, Ac. a. YYYE a portent, YY aff.

Yiv*«v n. (-f^) Cohabitation, sexual enjoyment, a. Yqm, and

quaff.

YnrrwrYY rafn. (-Y:-qft-qf) Preceptral, of or relating to a spiri-

tual teacher, a. YYTYjiY, and ifY aff

YPN Ell info. (’Y : -Yr-Y) To be tied or bound on (grass, leather,

Ac.) f. YETEY, and «E aff

YTETYE mfn. (-Y'*^-E) Devotional, holy, connected with or be-

longing to worship or service, a. YETYEl, and Y^aff.

YTY mfn.(-E:-»fl-E) Flaxen, made of flax, Ac. e. YET, and YY aff

YTYY mfn. (-Y>qft-Y) Flaxen, made of flax, Ac. a. YET, and

^
*Yaff

YTtfrw mfn. (-Y-YT-Y) Flax, (a field of, Ac.) a. YET flax, and

Y aff.

YTTY mfn. (E:-fft‘>i) Serpent, serpentine, relating or belong-

ing to a snake, n. (-a) The constellation Astfsha. a. YTY a

snake, and YY affix
, a serpent is the regent of this constella-

tion.

YTTY mfn. (-Y-^lt-Y) Belonging to, Ac. a sheep, m. (-v) A
coarse woollen blanket, n. (-Y)

1 Mutton, the flesh of sheep.

* Woollen cloth, a. YTY a sheep, YY aff.

YTTYY n. (-^) A flock of sheep, a. YtY, and aflix of multi-

tude.

^TTfYY mfn. (-qn-Yt-Y) Relating to, produced by, Ac. sheep.

m. (-Y0 A shepherd, a. YTY a sheep, and 7Y aff

YTTY mf. ( V-^t) A legitimate child, i. e. by a wife of the same

tribe, a, YTY the best, and yy affix -

t the best of the twelve

sons also YTY! and YITYh

YTTY *nf- (-Y-*Yt) See the preceding.

YT^ mfn. (-^*- ,#f-4) Woollen (cloth, Ac.) *. yyi wool, YY aff

YfYY mfn. (-Y^-Yt’Y) Made of wool, woollen, Ac. a. Y*T, and

JY aff.

mfn. (-Y'- ^ft-Y) Obsequial, funeral n. (-qf) Obse-

quies of a deceased person whatever is given or perform-

ed on a person s decease, as burning, offering cakes, giving
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•Imu, &c. * or above, <7 the body, andW affix
j

hence also

mfn. (-7:-7t-*r) A Sah'a or adherent of that doc-

trine, which give* Siva the pre-eminence in the Hindu triad.

B. a name of Siva, viz. above whom or in whose

head is the river, (-
,vrw^) (the Ganges,) and WW aff.W m. Submarine fire. k. a saint so named, from whose

thigh* sprang a being of flame, which was received by the

ocean
;

the affix is star.

m, (-*:) A name of the saint Acastya. the ce-

lestial courtezan, and 77 affix
j

hi* birth being ascribed in-

directly to this lady.

7T7T77 m. (-7 :) Submarine fire.
,
and fire,

n. (-7) A flock of owls. e. 7^7,and 7* aff

7r*!7f m. (-*B :
) A follower of the Haudshiha doctrine. B. 7^J7

uii owl, and Nr7“ffix, like an owl : this etymology, and per-

haps the word, owes its origin probably to controversial ani-

mosity.

^tvniwr mfn. (-7:-7t-7) Ground or pounded in a mortar,

a. 7»77, aff

TlrtpHf n. (-7) The code, be. of Usamas. b. 7W»T7, and B|W aff.

THfrC mn. (-^) * The cow’s tail used as a fan, the Choitri.

* A stick, or, according to some, the stick which serves as a

handle to the preceding. * A bed.
4 A seat, a chair or stool.

4 Tho root of a fragrant grass, (Andropogon ranricatum.)

z. 77K the root of the Andropogon muricalum, 77 afT.

7177 n. ( af) Pungency. *. 777 pepper, Ac. if affix
;
also 777-

frw n. (-fd) A medicament, a drug, any herb, mineral, Ac.

used in medicine, e. vfciffx an annual plant, and 77 ail'.

irvNr n. ( fV :) A deciduous plant, an annual as gross, Ac. b, see

TITfa.

7r77l7 mfn. (-7:*7T-7) Medicinal k. 7T77, and w aff.

7T7^ n. (-8:)
1

Fossile salt * Iron atone. a. 77TI desert soil,

affix ;
also with 77 added TJPTtTu

7177 mfn.(-V*4t*d) Early, matutinal, E.77fl[the dawn, ttt aff.

7Tfxi7 mfn. (-7:-7t-^) Early, morning, Ac. with the dawn.

E. 77T, and 77 aff.

l|rf mfn. Derived from or relating to a camel, n. ( f’

)

The camel genus or species, u, 77 ,
and 77 aff.

7rj7 n. (-7) A herd of camels, s. a camel and 'ffW(aff.

7177 n. (-Sflj) Heat, warmth, a. 77, warm, 77 afT.

*
7 The first consonant of the Nbgari Alphabet, and the first of

the guttural letters, corresponding to A or C in cm, desig-

nated by the latter in Sir Wm. Jones’s system, but in this

work by the former.

7 m. (7*.)
1 A name of BeahmI. • Of Vishnu. ' Of KamadIva.

* Of fire. * Air or wind. • A title of Yak a. ’ The sun. • The

soul. * A clever or dexterous man. ,# A king, a prince. " A
knot or joint. ** A peacock. '* The mind. u The body.

‘•Time. 11 Wealth, property. IT Sound. 11 Light, splendor,

n. (-7) * The head. * Water. * Pleasure, happiness. 4 Hair.

‘ A head of hair. pron. mfn. (7t 7T f%7) Wo or what t

sec fair. k. 7 to sound, or fnr to shine, Ac. affix 7.

Ttal mfn. ( Happy. *. ft happiness, 77 aff.

7£D mfn. (-aEj.-7p.x2
p
Happy, prosperous, e. if, and 7^ aff.

77 tn. (W-) A goblet: see ff. ,

*

ire m. (-1 :) A proper name; Kan'sa king of Mathura the

uncle and enemy of KbIsbn’a, by whom he was slain; as the

foe of the deity, he is considered an A*ur or demon, mn.

(•7:-^)' A goblet, a drinking vessel
;
also atf7 and 7T7I- * A

metal, tutanag or white copper ; also bell metal. * A mea-

sure. r. ar*j to desire, 7: Un'idi aff.

777 n. (-ai) A mineral substance, (a salt of iron ?) used as an

application to the eyes : see k. ill, and IT affix of

similarity
;
of similar white colour.

7?77TT m. (-*:) A worker in pewter or white brass, k. ail and

anr who makes.

aflffPT m. (-fanr) A title of KsJshna. b. 77 , and fan( who

conquer*.

7777 to. (-7T) A name of KuIkun’a or VianN P. 8. 77 from

77 ,
to kill ; the destroyer of Kan'sa.

77ITTf7 m. KalsHN A, or VisBN’uin that character, r.7
‘

7,

and wnfff an enemy, the foe of K ansa ; hence also 77Tf^

and other similar epithets : see the preceding.

77lf<; m. (f^:) See the preceding.

77lf*H »• (-faff) Tutanag, white copper, any alloy of tin and

copper, e. are white metal, and ajl^j bone.yfyf. substance.

7fa7 mfn. (-7:*7t-7) Made of bellmetal, Ac. s. 77, and 7a aff.

77t7 mfn. (-VT-WT-1) Fit for or relating to a cup. s. are, and

W aff-

af^nflT f. (-IT) A fragrant earth : see g"rf*t

77 r. 1st cl. (777J 1 To be proud. * To be unsteady. • To be

thirsty. (T) Tf* (#**) To go.

arati r. 1st ci. To laugh, to laugh, at or deride: see an*.

arar«f m. (- 1*:) Gold. k. nal to shiue, affix and the ioilial

repeated.

m. (-ait) A bird, the CKdtaka.

a n». (-Tan:) A prince, the grandson of IsnwAKtr, and an-

cestor of Rama. b. \ an emblem of royalty, and a* who

resides.

f
-W or mn. 1 The hump on the shoulders

of the Indian bull.
1 An ensign or symbol of royalty, as the

white parasol, Ac, * Chief, pre-eminent. 4 The peak or sum-

mit of a mountain, k. ar happiness, "jf to sound, affixes ffp*

and ?j~ai

W

becomes or with a final vowcl
f
taking an ad-

ditional affix

ay qpT m. (*WW) 1 A bull. • A mountain, f. (-arfft) The hip and

loina. a bulla hump, Ac. affix HffV.

1 1
3*!) A river, e. W’f'ivw a mountain, V^TT a

daughter.

infh. (-^t-far*t-ftl)
' Pealed. 1 Humped, no. (-^t) ' A

mountain. * A bull. z. Wf*., and fwftl aff.

anjP^t n. (-1?) The cavities of the loins : see jrfr=ar.

aryrw f. (-7)
1 Space, region or quarter, as east, west. Ac. * Beau-

ty,, splendor.
1 Unoruamentcd hair, or the hair hanging
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down as a tail. * A wreath of Champaka flower*. * A Rd/gni

or personified mode of mimic. • A Sastra or aacrcd treatise.

b. w wind, w*r to spread, and the n U dropped; or

nn to be proud, mt tiff.

ny* m. {-*:)
1 A tree, (Pentaptera Aijuna, Rox.) 1 A part of

a lute, the belly, a wooden vessel covered with leather

placed under its neck to render the sound deeper, or a crook*

ed piece of wood at the end of the lute. 1 One of the Ragat

or personified musical modes. f. (-HT)
1 Space, region, quar-

ter: see arjw. One of the Rdgini* or female personifica-

tions of music, it. ^Tjrw space, and affix ;
or * wind,

spread, W affix and XJ rejected, &c.

**vrr*t f. (-O) a kind of perfume : see waft.

VnfTO m. (-*:) A worm in the stomach.

WW r. 1st cl- (nyfff) To laugh.

nWTO m (-W.) A perfume, a plant bearing a bciTy, the inner

part of which is a waxy and aromatic substance, n. (-n) The

berry, possibly the fruit of the Cocculus Indicus. k, to be

proud, with affix, ywr to accumulate, affix ; also with

added WW*W (-JB-qf.)

wr«W! (tc) r. 1st cl. (nwsrf«T) To laugh, to laugh at, to deride.

mfn. Hard, solid. f.(-«t) Chalk, e. to de-

ride, ^T5r*f affix, fern, affixes *nr and ; also WTI.
tn. ( BT:) A plant of the fibres of which a kind of rope

is made, (Corchorus olitorius, Rox.) a. hard, ^ a

leaf, and nw aff.

WWi r. 1st cl. To laugh.

W m. (*W<)
1 The armpit. * A spreading creeper, a climbing

plant. • Grass.
4 Dry grass. * A wood, a forest. * A forest of

dead trees, a dry wood. * A private or inner chamber or part

of a house. * Sin. * A buffalo.
14 The side or flank. 11 (In

astronomy,) The orbit of a planet, or the circle anciently term-

ed a deferent.
J * A gate. ' The beleric myrobalan, (Termi-

nals belerica.) mf. (-*:-WT) ‘ A wall. *The end of the low

er garment, which after the cloth is carried round the body, is

brought up behind, and tucked into the waistband, f. (-nr)

1 An elephant's rope, the string round his neck, also his

girth. ' A woman's girdle or zone. 1 An enclosure, a part or

division of an edifice. * A part of a car.
1 Objection or reply

in argument. • Similarity, parity. T Emulation, rivalsbip.

The jewellers weight, the Retti. * Painful boils in the arm-

pit, side, shoulder, Ac. n. (-n) A constellation, a star: see

artpT. nnf, nrfw, &c. e, W1 to hurt or kill, n Un'edi affix,

fem. THT.

f. ( -XfT) A fragrant grass, (Cypcrus.) su qrx| an enclosure,

and what grow*.

ffini m. (-*:) A dog. k. nn an inner room, WTO who f

sleeps.

**iw n. ( if) The inner or private apartment, *. m1 and

xjwn: interior.

WRZ m. (-V) A cloth passed between the legs to cover the

privities, e. ffr a girdle, and tr* a cloth.

ro. (-1TH) Ihe name of a saint. *. nr^T a reply, and

WffV aff.

Bmrxtm m. (-W0 1 A doorkeeper. * A guard of the queen's

apartments. 1 Keeper of a royal garden. * A painter. • A

poet. • A debauchee. * Eagerness of feeling, strength of sen-

timent. r. angjj an enclosure, and son to see, yw aff.

f. (-JBT) A fragrant grass, (Cyperus.)

nm n. ( -nf) The cup or receptacle of a balance, f. (-w)
* The girth of an elephant, of rope or leather. * A woman s

girdle or zone. " The enclosure of an edifice
;
that is, either

the wall, &c. so enclosing, or the court or chamber consti-

tuting the enclosure.
4 The inner apartment of a palace,

* Similarity. • Effort, exertion. r An uppergarment. * A shrub,

yielding the black and red berry, that serves as a jeweller’s

weight; the Retti or Gmnja, (Abrus precuterius.) e. nn the

flank, &c. WIT affix ; see V*.

r. 1st cl (*) mi r.wf«r) T® l*»ugb, lauSfc at or deride ;

also and iron q. v.

mm f. ( <WT) An enclosure, a division of a large building: see

^reiTT. e. nn to deride, XHT affix, and TTT.

BTJ! r. 1st cl. (*) nil (nufjl) To perform any action : the mean-

ing of this root is not given in many lists, from its applica-

tion being indefinitely various.

ary m. (-y:) * A heron. * Yama or death. * A false or pretend-

ed Rrtihmnn. 4 A title of YuntSHTHfa, from his assuming the

disguise of a Brahman. 1 A man of the second or military

tribe. • One of the eighteen divisions of the continent.
r The

brother of Kanba.
1 A kind of mango. f.(-yr) 1 A daughter of

Ucrasena. * A sort of sandal. a. nf* to go, aff.

nyz m. (-Z:) Mail, defensive armour. K. to go, Un idi affix

^Zif, and with added nyvn.

WyxfT f (-’ft) Turmerick.

wyxr mn. (-xr:-xr) 1 A bracelet or ornament of the wrist.

* A string or ribband tied round the wrist. * An ornament or

trinket.
4 A crest, f. ( ait) A small bell or tinkling orna-

ment
j
also and arywt^rr. e. n happily, agreeably, m?

to sound, or the reiterative form of WV and xffX[ affix, fem.

affix XFfW.

tryvrfiT f. (-WI) See wywt. k. vw to sound in the reiterative

form, and Un idt aff.

mfn.(-ir-fff¥l or -T#t-7f) A comb, an instrument for clean-

ing the hair. m. (-if:) A tree. a. *fkr to go, affix, fem.

#t*r ,
or KW added in the fern. form.

^rytrrz m.(-7:) A kind offish commonly Kan'kila, (EsoxCancila,

Ham.) k. ^y a heron, and the throat
; whose long snout

resembles the beak of a heron
;
also vyiif*.

m. (-fe:) A kind of fish: sec the preceding; also

m. (•*:) An arrow, k. xry, and ty* leaf, (feather.)

^ytt[WT f. (-irr) Beating time by clapping the bands: see

«KT7TTWt

* f**jn m.
( xr) A pair of tongs, n. ( n) A sort of forceps, e. ny,

and wxi the mouth ; heron-moutlicd.

^ryr mfn. (-y:-JCt-y) Vile, bad. n. (-T) Buttermilk mixed with

water, see nyt;. b. n implying bad, or n water, nc what docs

or mokes.
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TXpfrvr m. (-*:) A small tree* (Alangium hexapctalum :) see

f*rimr ; the word in the dialects Kankorol is applied to a

species of gourd, (Momordica mixta.)

xrg'WU n. (-T) A kind of drug.

4<C«ia mu (-X;) A plant, (Hedysarum gangeticum :) see

•. arf a heron, and XFV an enemy.

xr^mU m. (-W:) A dog. a, XIT a heron, and X|TO sleeping,

sleeping like a heron, from and T*l aff.

ffT f. (*7fT) Scent of the lotus.

ffiu m. (~w) The skeleton, k. *fvr to go, xnvrraff.

*Tl«s?iftf-i m. (-xit) A title of Siva. b. xr^TXT, xrrxrT. a necklace,

and xftr affix
;
whose necklace is formed of bones,

m. (-^:)
1 The brother of Kanea. * A sort of Panic : see

wr. a- *1% to go, XI aff.

W^€ n. (-T; A medicinal earth, described as oftwo colours, one

of a silvery and one of a gold colour, or one of a light and

one of a dark yellow.

m. (-*:) A kind of crow. a. Xfff an imitative sound,

to send, to utter, aff.

m. (-ftp) The Atoka tree, (Jonesia asoca ;) al*o fffi

m. (•«:) A kind of potherb, (Cbenopodium esculentum,

Rox.) see ’VTWT.

m - (-ft ) A tree, (Jonesia asoca. Rox )

m. ( ^0 Enjoyment, fruition, a. xrtr to deride, TXT aft

WW f. (-f!) A kind of Punick seed, (Panicum Iialicuro ;) several

varieties of it are cultivated, and form articles of food for the

poor. e. W water, vrfh to go, f affix
; also with «f affix T|,

and with XPX added *r*i.

WTX) f. (-*1) A sort of Panick : see the last.

WXtTTVVt f. (-VT) A kind of grass.

XT^w m. (-HP) The hand.

xrx r. 1st cL (wif) 1 To bind. • To shine. • To sound. (X)

wfa r. I st cL (X^pfr
1 To shine, * To bind

j
also WTft|.

XT m. <-w:) * The hair. * A proper name, the son of VrIhas-

pati

.

• Binding or a binding. “ A cicatrix, a dry or healed

sore. • A cloud, f. (-TT)
1 A female elephant. * Beauty, bril-

liance. e. VX to bind, &c. TT affix, fem. ZTV.

xrwrX' n. (-si) A free market, a place of sale that pays no duty

or custom.

m, (-«f:) The ocean, t. WV a cloud, WT the body, and

vr what takes or receives.

XTJ m. (-Tt)
1 Grass. A leaf. k. X^ a cloud, and T what

drinks.

x xvx m. (-TO Much or ornamented hair. i. xnx hair, and

xni, in this combination, abundance
;
similar compounds are

made with TTW and m, HTflt, TTTXf ,
also with Ww hair,

as xrsrrw.

nwu \ n m. (-xp.) See the preceding.

nrwwiw m. ( m-
) Smoke, a ww a cloud, and xriWT a necklace,

T affixj also wwwrxr.

TTfrXTXH f. (-XTT) The Sami tree.

TTTXl m. (-*:) See xrxvx.

Wnif mfn. :-f

)

1
111 disposed, wicked. 1

Intolerable,

difficult to be borne, m. (-fn) A snake.

mfh. (-1T:-HT-Tf) Having long or dishevelled hair. a. VT#
and sxftnr not gathered.

Wxr^ m. (-*:) A gallinule.

) An esculent root, (Arum colocasia and other kinds,

many of which are cultivated for food :) see Twt.

XTWX n. (-tf) An aquatic plant.

XTIT mfn. * Dirty, foul. * Soiled, spoiled by dirt.

Vile, wicked, bad. n. (-T) Buttermilk diluted with water,

i. jriT bod, vile, XT what goes or is, from TT with TT^ affix;

xnr is substituted for jnr, and the if changed.

*ftnr tad.
1 A particle implying wish or desire, (may it be so;)

also introducing a kind enquiry, (I hope that it is so, &c.)

* A particle implying an alternative, whether, whether or not.

k. XTO for ^TT bad, and ftnr aff.

XfWf mfn. Contiguous to water, (land, &c ) m. (-^:)
1 Marshy ground, a marsh, a morass. * Ground bordering

water or watery soil, as the bank of a river, the margin of a

lake or tank, a mound or causeway. See. 9 1/evel land skirt*

mg mountains. * A tree, the timber of which is used for

making furniture, &c. commonly Tdn, (Cedrela Tbna, Rox.)

* Another tree, (Iiibiscua Populncoidca.) * A part of a boat,

mf. (^:-^rr) The hem of a garment tucked into the waist-

band : sec XT*. f. (-TI7) ‘A plant, (Lycopodium imbricatum,

Rox.) see * A cricket, e. XT water, #T to cut or break,

* affix
;
or WW to bind, T aff.

WXffrxrr f. (-XTr) The end or hem of a lower garment or cloth

gathered up behind, and tucked into the waistband
; also wneT

and WWIltVn.

m. (-W:)
1 A turtle, a tortoise. * One of Kirv6iA‘s A7<Tki*

or treasures. * An attitude in wrestling. 4 A flat kind of

still, f. (>xrt)
1 A female tortoise, also a small one. * A kind

of lute, also the lute of SAaasWATf. * A cutaneous disease,

wart or blotch, a. Xf^ a morass, and W who cherishes, who

inhabits watery places : the lute. See. are so named from be-

ing similar in shape to the tortoise.

Xf^fxxn f. (-V) 1 A pimple, a blotch or wart. * A wart accom-

panying gonorrhoea, a, a tortoise, Xf«! added, fem.

form.

f. ( -7£) Marshy ground, a swamp, a morass, e. Xt^, and ^
land.

f. (-ft) A kind of grass, JHrva or D&b, (Agrosti* li-

nearis, Lin. Panieus dactilon, Rox.) b. xiwp marshy ground,

and XT what grows.

x^rftxrr f. (-xft) See xr^fca i.

XT^rr^l m. (-tr) The border of a lake or stream, k.

term.

XTW? f. (-TJ-.) Itch, formation of watery pustules on the hands,

&c. e. Xiv to hurt, T affix
;

also xr^.

XT^it £ (-^t) A vegetable, (Trichosanthes.) a Xf^, and what

removes.

mfh. (-V:-TT-^f)
1 Scabby, itchy. * Unchaste, libidinous,

f. (-TT) * A plant, (a species of Hedysarum J) * Cowacli,

(Dolichos carpopogon.) * Another plant : see xr£t. x. xrw|

itch or scab, and T aff.
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f- (*W£) Scab or itch. e. to to injure, « Un'&di affix, and

W substituted for w.

f.(*lf|) Cowach
t (Doliehoscarpopogon.) a. itch, and

^3X •**
i Producing an itching upon application to the skin,

f. (-WT) The fastening of the lower garment : see

An esculent root, (Arum colocasia and other kinds,

several of which are cultivated for food ;) also written WJ.
W9I r. 1st cl. (TOrf*) To be disturbed or confused with joy,

pride, or sorrow.

>1*1 mfn. ( W'WT’9i) Watery, aquatic, produced in or by water,

n. (-^) A lotus, i. W water, and «t born,

WW m. (*q:) * A cloud, n. (*q) Lampblack, considered as a

collyrium, being applied upon the eyelashes or eyelids,

medicinally or ornamentatively
j

also sulphuret of lead or

antimony, when so used. f. (-sit) Sulphuret of mercury,

jEthiop’s mineral, f. (-wt or -aft) A kind of fish, (Cyprinus

atratus,) or any kind peculiar to stagnant waters, whence the

name. e. WIT for £ rt bad, and urwr water or Juice, as the

moisture of the collyrium, Ac.

n. ( qf) Lampblack, especially considered as an applica-

tion to the eyes: see the preceding, k. tot bad, and tot flame.

******* m. ( -*:) A lamp. a. TOTOT, and vw a sign
j also

I tun. The wooden stand or tripod on which

the lamp is placed, a candlestick. t. totot and xni to

shine
;

affixes W*t and Wm.

m. (-Zt) A plant : see wnrtft, (Commelina salicifolia.)

n. (-¥) Another species of the same, (Commelina Bcngalensis.)

b. * water, and TO to divide
j
alluding to the habits of the

plant.

m. (-¥:) A plant, (Commelina fiengalensis :) see the pre-

ceding.

m. (•*:) The sun. b. uf heaven, and to to go, affix to.
f» ( -WT) 1 The branch of a bamboo. • A small boiL

*»• (•*’•) 1 The skin of a snake. • Armour, moil. • A bodice i

or jacket. 4
Cloth, clothes. • A kind of drawers or short

breeches, f. (-qrt) The name of a plant, e. wfw to bind or

shine, affix TOW-
*W*Tli m. (-*:) A snake, e. a serpent’s skin, and WTTO

poss. aff.

m. (-qft)
1 An attendant on the women’s apartments.

* A libidinous roan, a debauchee. * A serpent 4 Agallochum.
• Barley. • A sort of pnlse, (Cktuna.) a. qr^r armour, Ac.

Tfwaff.

L (-WT) A bodice or jacket

V* mfn. (-TO9MR) Produced in or from water, m. (-*:)
1 A

name of Brahma. * The hair. n. (-^) * Nectar, the food of

the immortals. * A lotus, a. m happiness, water, Ac. and or

what is bom or produced.

TO* m. («*".) A kind of bird, the Magana : see TO*.
n»fm. (’W) A name of BrabmC e. TO a lotus, and born.

TO* m. (-W-)
1 The Magana or Maina, (Gracula religiosa.) * A

name of Kakdaepa, the deity of love. k. wfa to go, 3 ^affi

TOf m. (->0)
1 A name of Bbahma. * The sun. The belly. 4 An

elephant e. TO a lotus, Ac. m to hate or injure, TO or

TOT affix TOTT, the pen. made short
;

also derived by some

from *f< Sautra root, to produce or grow, and TO UnVdi

aff.

TO* m. (.*:) The Mama : see TO*"-

TOTT* m. (-<*.)
1 Muni or holy sage. * BuahhX, Ac. sec ffC.

wffjTO f. (TO) A plant, (Siphonauthus Indies:) see qmffcvr.

TO r. 1st cl. (TOf*) * To go, to move. • To live with difficulty.

(^) wfk To go. (C) TO (TOf*) 1 To rain.
1 To en-

compass, to cover or screen. (q£) Wxt To go or ap-

proach: with * prefixed, verb I Oth cl. (Twnjfw) To appear,

to become apparent or manifest

TO mfn. (-Z:-*t-tf) An agent in any action, mf. (TO-<t) * The

hip. • The hollow above the hip or the loins, also the bip

and loins, m. (-Z:) * The temples of the elephant. 4 A

mat A twist of straw or grass. * A screen of the same.

* A corpse. • A time or season. * Much, excessive.
1 Grass.

• A place where dead bodies are burnt or buried, a place of

sepulture.
,# A hearse, a bier, a bed, Ac. used for conveying

a dead body. 11 An annual plant la A thin piece of wood, a

plank, f. ( #1) Long pepper. E. TO to rain or encompass

affix, fem. also wfz.

*2X1 ran. (TO-W)
1 The side or ridge of a hill or mountain.

' Table land. * Sea salt
4 A ring placed as an ornament

upon an elephant's tusk. 1 A bracelet of gold, shell, Ac. • A

aone. * A royal metropolis. * A city or town. • A village.

*• A house or dwelling. 11 A camp. 11 An army. 11 A circle.

14 A wheel, s. TO to encompass, TO. Un adi aff.

qrzfro m. (-xft) A mountain, s. fit land on a hill, Ac. and

Tfir aff.

TOWT* m. ( IT:) A spitting vessel.

qmgl mfn. (TOTOW) An eater, one who cats voraciously,

m. (TO)
1 A glass vessel, a tumbler or bowl. * A crow. • A

JackalL * TO much, or a corpse, WT^ to eat affix fw-

EZfZ m. (to) A name of GanIs*. e. TO a mat, Ac. TO who

goes, TOJ aff.

TOC*A f. (-ft) • Turmeric- * Yellow saunders.

TOW u. (-*) Roof or thatch of a house.

TOTOW m. (-W:) A kind of goblin.

TO^m.
( ^-)

1 A name of MausofivA. * A kind of demigod, one

of the class of Vidgdtiharas. * A RaJuhata, an imp or demon.

» Gambling, playing with dice. * A worm. u.WZ much, tf to

go, affix, and the final is made long.

TOWTW m. (-W :
) The buttocks : sec Wf* 4TW-

m. (-Y0
1 Gleaning, plucking or gathering corn by the

hand. * Royal misfortune, as deposurc, defeat, Ac. e. TO,Ac.

tf« to break, w^aff.

TO«7t f. (-Wt)
1 A plant, (Heartpea, Cardiaspermum halicaca-

bum.) 4 Another creeper, (Clitoria teraata.; s. ms to encom-

pass, and wm to serve, * and Wjq affs.

f. (-Wt) Wine or any vinous Liquor.

TOH m. (-W-)
1 A kind of musical instrument. * An srrow.

k. m to go, and Un adi aff.
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wnrWTT f. (-TT) A medicinal plant : see * wz to sur-

round, WW affil
j
what invests the body, as ticknrxs ; 1 to

screen or defend, inserted, and WW and •jrr? affixes •, also

vz'wrr-

f. (-*r)
1 A plant, (Pcederia fetida.) * A medicinal plant,

see the preceding. * A sort of cucumber, (Cucumis

Madraspatanus.) 4 A female elephant. * Red arsenic. • A
plant, (Aletris hyacinthoidcs:) see War. ’ lfog-weed, E. as

before, *£ to nourish, &c.

Wz aw m. (-W:) A name of Bu(mas(xa, one of the five Pandava

brothers, e. Wz much, irw who wounds.

***-«*rr f. (*T) A plant : see *rrr€t

smqjw n. (-W)
1 The hip and loins.

1 An elephant's temples,

a. W*. and uiw place ; also &c.

WZTJi m. (-'y
)
A bird. k. WZ to go, wry Un'adi aff.

Wzrw tn. (-W0 A leer, a glance or side look. b. wz to go, and

wrfw the eye.

WilwraWW n. (-*) Casting lewd or amorous glances, ogling.

e. Wziw a leer, and wi'tiE looking.

WZlfTT m. ( ftp)
1 A fire of grass or straw. • Straw, 8tc. invest-

ing a criminal who is to be burnt and set on fire. e. WZ, and

wflT fire.

W*T«nr n. (-si) A fragrant grass, (Andropogon muricatum.)

W7TT rn. (-T:) A libidinous man, a lecher.

Wetw m. (-w3
)

1 A shallow boiler fur oil or butter. * A frying

pan. 4 A winnowing basket. 4 A turtle’s shell. 1 A young
buffalo whose horns are just_ appearing. • A Daipn or divi-

sion of the know n continent, so called. * Hell, the infernal re-

gions. • A well. e. Wz much, &c. wwr to destroy, with wiw
prefixed, and Z aft

Wfz mf. ( fwt-il)
1 The hip.

1 The buttocks. 4 An elephant's

cheek, e. WZ to go, f* affix, fem. #ft| • see WZ and wfrsiw
Wfrwz n. (-*) Tlie loins, the hip. k. wfa, and ire shore.

wfz* m. (-W:)
1 An ornament of small bells worn round the

loins. * A cloth so worn. Armour for the hip and loins.

r. wfe Ute hip, and w what preserves, from w with w aff.

rtt. (-Jp) The loins, e. wTz and place.

WfV»r mfn. 1 Matted, screened. * Loincd, having

handsome loins, &c. m. (-Tt) An elephant, k. wz an ele-

phant’s temples, &c. yfw pos. aff.

wfirstrw m. (-W:) 'Hie buttocks, n. wfr the hip or loins, and

im to be equal to
;

also written Vrfni, and seve-

rally wfe and Sr*.

wf*<TW* m. (-*:) The rider of an elephant, as distinct from

the driver, the person that sits upon the loins, x. wfw the

loins, wy to mount, and T*Uff-

m. (-*:) A species of the balsam apple, (Momordica

charantia ) e. wz to go, &c. TW affix WW added j also wfsw*.
m. (*y ) The hip and loins, or the hollow above the

hip. e. wfr, the head or superior part, War aff.

*f*V*pil f- (-WT) A girdle of small bells, e. wfa the loins, and
a chain.

n. (w) A female rone or waist-band. a. wfi the loins,

«ia«ta thread.

WTt f. (.#Y) See Wf* and ITT.

m. (-an) A crooked sword, a sabre or scymitar.

W^tK mn. 1

'I'he cavity of the loins, or the iliac regions.

m. (-T*.)
1 Mods veneris. • A cave. e. wz to go, and

Un’adi aff.

WZ\*W m. (-W) The posteriors, e. added to the preceding.

W mfn. (-3H-W: or 1 Pungent. * Envious. Fierce, im-

petuous, hot. 4 Fragrant. 4 Bad scented, ill smelling. * Dis-

pleasing, disagreeable, m. (-Z) 1 Pungency or a pungent

taste. * A flower, (Michelia champsca.) 'Camphor. 4 A sort

of gourd, (Trichosanthes.) n. (-T)
1 An improper action, an

act which ought not to have been done. * Blaming, reviling,

scandal, f. (-»:)
1 The name of a medicinal plant

;
also

and 1 A plant which bears a fragrant seed : see fatTf.

• Mustard, e. to go, &c. and w Un’&di aff.

rn. (
1 A plant, the bark and seed of which have an

acrid and bitter taste, and arc used in medicine for worms,

dysentery, &c. (IVrightea antidysenterica.) * Gigantic swal-

low wort, (Colottopis gigantea.) * A fragrant kind of grass.
4 Mustard. 1 A gourd : see TOW. f. (-WT or -«fl) A medi-

cinal plant, used as a sedative and laxative
;
also rfg^rt

n. (-W) A compound of three pungent substances, as black

pepper, long pepper, and dry ginger: see fwra. e. **
pungent, and Wg aff

mn. (-W[:-ws) * A plant, (Morungn guilandina, and

Hyper&nthera.) * Ginger, the fresh root or the pLut. 4 Garlic,

8. Zz, and a root
j having a pungent root.

m. (-y:) A bitter gourd, e. pungent and acrid,

WWTff a gourd.

*»*• (-*0 A gnat or musquito. k. wz. and *\z on insect,

m. (-W:) A gnat or musquito. b. wz fierce, and W\ZW
a worm.

WTWTW m. (-W:) A bird, jacana, (Parra goensis.) e. Wz disa-

greeable, tprW sound.

ni. (-fwp.) Ginger, the root, e. wz pungent, and

joint.

EITWr^; m. (-^:) The name of a plant ; also THT^T. e. W«r, and ww.

a leaf : paving a pungent leaf.

**««r f. (-TfT)
1 Pungency, sharpness. * Testiness, irritability,

a. Wz, and ww affix ; also with w, W7W.
f. ( wr) A bitter gourd, e. wz, and ftnt bitur, WW

lidVx with the fem. form.

f. See the preceding, e. wz pungent, here mean-

ing bitterly so, and a gourd.

Wzzw n. (-w) The aggregate of three spices, ginger, and long

and black pepper, e. Wz, and zw three.

WifstWIE m. (-w:) Grain not inundated, e. wz, and

non-inundation.

wznm m. (-W;) A medicinal plant, (Oldenlandia biflora.) c. wz
pungent, and leaf.

nzww m. (-w:) A sort of cucumber, (Trichosanthes diocca.)

k. wz, and qw fruit.

m. (-•?:) Dried ginger.

«ZW( n. (-^J Ginger either fresh or dry. e. TJ. and en; auspicious.

3 a
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¥7 n. (-tf) Buttermilk, k. ¥, and 7T to give, affix ¥.

¥77 D. (•¥:) A frog. e. ¥sr, and 77 sound.

¥*TTff1*rl f. <-¥t) A medicinal plant : see ¥*^Pt. a.¥ pungent,

and that grows.

¥77|¥i¥* f. (•¥*) A variety of sol&num. e. ¥, and 7T¥T¥* the

egg plant.

¥*«*wi f. (-7TT) Long pepper, e. ¥7
,
and ¥*¥ seed.

¥<¥¥ m. (-¥:) The mustard seed plant, (Sinapis dichotoma.)

e. ¥7, and ¥f7 oily substance
:
yielding a pungent oiL

n. (-^) Ginger, k. ¥7, and ¥¥ best, and with ¥i( added

¥¥¥.
¥7T7t f. (*7T) A shallow cup.

¥*r¥ m. (-¥:) A man of an inferior and degraded tribe, a

Chandala, a Pariah, he. ' A pungent flavour, a. ¥7 to go,

¥P*7 Unkii affix
;

also ¥7T¥¥.
¥7T¥7*7T f. (*¥T) A kind of lute played by the common peo-

ple. B. ¥7T¥ a Chandala, and TtTT a lute.

¥1K m. (-7:) A weapon, a dagger.

¥7¥W m. (-¥0 A small tree found in the north- west of ITinduttan,

the bark and seeds of which are used in medicine, and as

aromatics} the fruit also is eaten; the common name is

Kayaphal. f. (-¥T)
1 A plant , (Gmclina arborca, Rox.) * The

egg plant, he, a. ¥7 instead of ¥7 acrid, and qpp fruit,

fem. affix Tp^*

¥1T in. (-T:)
1 A plant, (Bignonia Indica.) * A name of DiafrA

a king of Ayodhya. e. ¥7 pungent, fkc. ¥T bark, body, &c.

¥77 n. (-7)
1 Sauce, condiment. * Buttermilk. • The skim or

whey of curds, e. ¥7 to rain, he. ¥7¥aff.

fir. 1st cl. (¥7fw) To live in distress. (7) ¥fk r. 1st and 10th

ds. (¥Effjf-w f¥ffff) 1 To grieve. * To recollect. With

prefixed, to regret or miss, to lament, to bewail.

¥7 m. (-7)
1 The name of a Muru or saint.

1 A note or simple

sound. • A portion of the Yajur P‘6da.
4 A Mantra or mystical

prayer. * A Brahman. • A Brahman versed in the Vddasi,

especially in the Rig Wilts.
T A student of the same. • Trou-

ble, distress. The wife of a Brahman, e.¥7 to be con-

fused, and ¥7 affi

m. (-^:) A Brahman skilled in the Katha branch of the

Vedas, k. ¥7, and 77 cunning.

¥777 m. (-^J) A name of Siva. a. ¥9 distress, 7^ who dissi-

pates.

¥77 mfn. (-7 :-^T-7) Hard. t. ¥7 trouble, and 7 from TT to

take or give, affix 7.

¥7§Tf¥¥ m. (-¥•) A Brahman who has studied the Katha por-

tion of the Vedas, b. ¥7,"and vftfcf a Brahman*.

¥71VJT7¥ m, (•¥:) A teacher of the Katha portion of the Ftda.

K. ¥7, and f7Rf a teacher.

¥7T7¥ m. (-¥0 A gallinule.

¥f*¥T f. (-¥l) ' Chalk. * The Talon.

¥f7¥7 ra. (-7;) A plant worshipped by the Hindut, commonly
Tutsi, (Ocymum sanctum, or sacred basil.) k. ¥ftrw hard,

and ¥ to destroy, affix 77, deriv. irr.

¥^77 mfn. (-7: -71-7) ‘ Hard, solid. * Unkind, severe. ‘Para-

lysed, rendered stiff or rigid. 4
Difficult, obscure. n£ (-7 -7T)

An earthen vessel f- (-71) A sweetmeat made with refined

sugar. or fTTT) Chalk, r. ¥7 to be confounded, and

777 Un’idi affix, fem. affixes 717 and tf*7.

¥f3T7T f. (-7T)
1 Firmness, hardness. * Severity. • Diffi-

culty, obscurity, b. 77 added to the last; also with 7,

¥f77¥.

¥f7777 m. (-7^) A tortoise, h. ¥f77, and 71 back ; also

¥*¥¥¥¥¥.

mfn. (-7-7r-7) Hardhearted, cruel, unkind, r. ¥f77,

and ¥77 the heart.

¥f7srr7:¥77 mfn. (-W-TT-af) Harsh, cruel, severe. E. ¥*¥, and

¥7;¥77 disposition.

7%7 ra. (-7:) A plant, (Momordica charantia:) see ¥ff7.

¥f77¥ m. ( ¥!)
1 A plaul : see the preceding. * A name of

Tultui or holy basil. * Hogweed. r- ¥7 added to the preced-

ing : see ¥p7¥ and ¥f7¥7.

¥77 m. (-7:) A needy or distressed man, a pauper, e. ¥7 to

be distressed, and 77^1 Un'Adi aff.

¥77 m. (-7:) The Indian Plutus.

¥717 mfn. («7:-TMj)
1 Hard, solid. • Severe, cruel. • Full, com.

plctc, full-grown. 4
Full, (as the moon.) a. ¥7 to be distress-

ed, &c. ¥TT7 Un'Adi affix
;

also ¥7T¥.
TTTTTfr f. (-7T) * Hardness, firmness. * Severity, rigor, e. ff,

added to the preceding ; also ¥^T77 with 7 off.

¥7r¥ mfn. (-¥'-¥!-¥) See ¥7T7-

¥7 r. 1st and Gth els. (¥7flf) To be confused or disturbed by

pleasure or pain, to be proud or mad, (the roots differ in

some of the inflections.) (7) ¥f7 r. 1 st cl. (¥¥¥) The same

as the preceding; also r. Island I Oils els. (¥wfir, ¥¥Rrfn)

' To break off a part, to tear, to separate or detach. * To
remove the chaff or husk of grain, he. * To preserve.

¥7 mfn. (-7:-7T-7) Ignorant, stupid, a. ¥7 to be perplexed,

¥¥ aff.

¥T¥ n. (-¥*) Sea salt obtained by evaporation, e. ¥7 to sepa-

rate, 77 aff.

¥Tff7 m. (-7;) Straw, the stalks of various sorts of pulse, he.

e. ¥7 mad, v to make, ¥^ affix
;
also ¥777.

¥77*7 mfn. (-¥:-7f-^) To be fed with straw, e. ¥7^7, and

¥ affix
;

also with 77, ¥77¥ ; and from ITT, ¥71*7*7.

¥TT m. (-7*-) A spirituous liquor, a kind of rum. e. ¥7 to be

intoxicated, ¥T aff.

¥TT7 m. (-T5

) Straw, chaff. B. ¥7, 7¥ affix, ¥T¥ inserted.

¥7¥ n. (-¥) A vessel, e. at7 to distil, ¥¥7 Unadi affix, and ¥
substituted for 7 ;

also ¥77-

¥¥¥ m. (-*!:) * The stalk of a potherb. * The end or point.

K. ¥7 to separate, he. ¥*¥¥ Un Adi aff.

¥7¥f* f.(-i^t) A potherb, (Convolvulus repens :) see ¥¥¥*.

¥7T7 mfn. (-7 :-^1-7) Tawny, m. (-7:) ' Tawny, (the colour.)

• A servant. B. ¥7 to be confused, ¥T7¥ aff.

¥f7^¥ m. (-¥:) A sword, ascymitar, a sacrificial knife.

¥f r. 1 st cl. (arjfw) To be rough, to be harsh or severe : the

pen. is originally 7.

¥7 (7) r. 1 st cl (¥¥f<r)
1 To sound. * To cry as in distress'.

(¥) ¥7 r. 1 st cl. (¥¥fff) To go or approach, r. 10th cL
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(444f4) To wink, to cover or close the eye with the lids or

lashes.

4T4 mf. (-4:-^) or -fwwr)
1 Small, minute. # An atom, a

minute particle, m. (-4:)
1 An eye of com. * The spark or

facet of a gem. • A spark of fire.
4 A drop of water, &c.

f. (-4T) 1 Cummin seed. Lone pepper. * A kind of fly,

( fWl^fwWT) the crocodile fly ? k. 44 to contract, 44 affix

fern, rn or 4)4.

444K n. (*4:) A white kind of cummin seed. k. 44 small, and

cummin.

<1 n. ( -4) Small cummin seed. e. minute, and 4)<4

cummin.

44444 m. (-4:) A kind of bird. a. 44 pepper, and 444 who

cats.

4441V m. (-4:) A whirlpool

44T7)«T n>. (-4:) A wagtail, b. 44 little, 44 to go, and

TtTWaff.

44T7)T m. (-TO A wagtail
}

also 441 itt.4.

WVTT n. ( TO 1 The name of a Muni, also culled Kasyapa : the

author of the Vaiaheahika philosophy. 1 A goldsmith, b. ft

a little, and 44 to eat, referring to the abstemiousness of

the saint j
or 41TT to take, alluding to the proverbial dis-

honesty of the artificer.

wfamr m. (-4:) ' A small particle, as a crystal, an eye of com,

&c. * An enemy. * Whirling round a set of lamps at sacri-

ficial ceremonies.
4 The heart of wheat, commonly Sufi, aharpa

or temouLa. f. (-4T) ‘ An atom, a small particle. * Small, mi-

nute: see 44. • A plant, (Prcmna spinosa •) see JlfwaTfc 4

1

.

4 A kind of rice. k. 44 small, ^4 affix, and T* inserted, fem.

affix

4rf47T n. (-if) A cry or sound uttered through pain. b. 44 to

sound, affix 4*

vfvw n. (-W) An ear or spike of corn. z. an small, he. affix XT.

tgxilxr mfn. (nn-m-n) Small, diminutive, a. ax. to be small,

XaxrUn'Adi affix j
it is also written asita, and a fara.

aalfa f. (-fa:) ' A creeper in flower. * A cart. • The Abrus

precatorius. z. aa to wink, ^fa Un'kdi aff.

aalaa mfo. ( ata a*-a:) * Very small. ’ Young, younger,

t. aa small, and superlative affix; ul*o a^laff.

aax: m. (-T:) A tree, (Cascade ovala, Ac.) f. (-an)
1 A courtezan.

• A she-elephant. a. aa to go, aa affix, or with aa affix aaa.

anza mn, (-*:-*)
1 A thorn. 1 A paltry foe. • A fish bone. * Hor-

ripilation, or the erection ofthehairoflhebody. ‘Any annoy-

ance nr source of vexation. * A term in the Ngdfa philoso-

phy, implying refutation of argument, detection of error, &u.

m. (-an)
1 A workshop, a manufactory. * Fault, defect. • The

point of a pin or needle. * A fish or marine monster, the

symbol of Kfxsnfiva: see xraa. ‘ A bamboo, s. aft to

divide, T* aff.

awana m. (-«:) The S&lmati or silk cotton tree. z. aaa, and

Ka a tree.

avzaaa m.(-a:) 1 The Joka or bread-fruit tree, (Artoesrpus

integrifoUa.) * Another plant : see *rjt. * The castor oil

tree. * The Datura, b. aata a spike, and aa fruit; the term

3 hitio

is applicable to any plant, the fruit of which is invested with

a hairy or thorny coat
j

also 4"®7f444 .

4*74ww m. (-V4) A camel, b. 4*z4, and V4 who eat*.

4*74VT«f mfn. (-iri-ift-4)
1 Whit treads down or extracts

thorns. * What bridle* or suppresses disturbances, annoy-

ances, kc. n. (-W) 1 Beating down thorns. 1 Suppressing dis-

turbances, kc. r,. 4*74, and v^4 trampling on.

4«44^4t f. (-^)) A porcupine, e. 4*74 . and V4) a row.

4*34nnT m. (-T:) A porcupine, e. 4*74, and vfnriT a house.

4*747fr4T f. (-4TT) A sort of prickly nightshade, (Solanum

jacquini.) e. 4^4 a thorn, 4 to go, 44̂ affix, 4*| added

with the feminine termination
j
also 4«74rfl.

4*E4rt3
) f. (-<))

1 A prickly nightshade: see the preceding.

* The silk cotton tree, (Borabax heptaphyllum.) 1 Another

plant, commonly Bumduhi, (Flacourtia sapida, Rox.) b. a*

before.

Vnrarmr m. (-4:)
1 The bread-fruit tree or Jaka : sec

* A species of the coral tree, (Erytlirina Indica.) k. 4*74
a thorn, 4T4T to take, affix 4.

4*74iw* m. (-W:) A camel, e. 4T94r, and444 food j whose food

is of thorns, thistle*, &c.j also 4*7444. &c.

4 •* in. (-4:) A kind of fish, one which has many bones.

b. 4*74, j a bone, and fcrq aff.

4*7i44 mfn. (-4:-4T-4) 1 Produced from a fish. * Borne by the

mimosa tree. r. 4*7fe<l, and Wf bom.

4*7f44 mfn,(.#)-f4^Vfa) 1 Thorny, prickly. • Vexatious, annoy-

ing. m. (-4);
1 A fish. A tree, (Mimosa catechu.) • A plant,

(Vangueria spinosa.)
4 A bamboo. * The jujube. K. 4*74 a

thorn nr small bone, and posa. aff.

44jf4'a'fl m. (-4:) The Indian bread fruit tree or Jaka, (Arto-

carpus integrifolia
: )

sec
;

also 4«44)4*r.

4«®f44 m. (-4=) A thorny kind of bambu, (Bantbusa spinosa,

Rox.)

4*74)44 m. (-4:) Sec 4*7f44W, kc.

4*74 i t<.4 n. (-4) * Weeding, extracting thorns, &c. * Remov-

ing annoyances. a Extirpating thieves, rogue*, kc. or all na-

tional or public nuisances. *c. 4*74, and 44*4 extracting.

4*344 m. (-4:) A plant, commonly Buinch'Ai, (Flacourtia

sapida, Rox.) and 44T444.

^tujrrifur m. (-W.)
1 The jack tree. * The Datura plant. • The

castor oil plant, e. 4*7 for 4*74 a thorn or spike, 44r fruits

see 4*7444.

41«*r rn. (-4 :) The Balml, a tree yielding a species of gum ara-

bic, (Acacia Arabica.) the branches are prickly, whence the

name. e. 44 for 4*74 a thorn, and 4 from 4TT to take or

have.

»• (-ft) Tbe jack tree.

4*7144 m. (-4*-) The Jaca or Jack tree : see 4*7444.

urn mfn. (-<»-. x*T or -x*)-*j) 1 Tbe throM. * Sound, specially

guttural aound. ' Near, proximate, m. (-^:) * A tree,

(Vangueria xpinosa.) * The space of an inch from the edge of

the hole in which sacrificial fire is deposited. f.|-x*l)‘ A rope

or leather round the neck of a horse. * A necklace, a collar.

*.VX| to sound, sUnfidi affix, fem. affix *T\or »|X.
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f. (-wr) The ^Ym or Indian lute. *. IV the throat,

to sound, and TOf affix; sounding like the larynx.

vmir mfn. (V-WF-li) Extending to the throat or swallow. E.TO,

and * what goes.

W^HWtOlwI f. (-Wt) The leather or rope passing round the

neck of a horse.

m. {-«:) A kite.

m. (-*:) A torch, a wlilsp of lighted straw, Ac.

TOror* m. (-*:)
1 A halter. * A rope passing round an ele-

phant's neck. a. grsj, and tllff a fetter.

TOffWr f. (-WD A collar or short necklace. *. av the throat,

and wvt an ornament.

anvrfw ra. (-fw:) A jewel worn on the throat, t. ft|, and irfw

a gem.

mfn. (•’Sn-TTC-Tl)
1 Fastened or suspended round the

throat. ' Clinging to, embracing. K. TO», and *ni attached to.

TOTOHT f. (-HT)
1 A collar. • A horse's halter, r.. IT*?, and TOT a

creeper.

atn4 «j S!T*r n. (-if) Hanging on or round the throat, a. TO|, and

TOTO equipping.

qrexg mfn. (*^J: ^fTT-^f)
1 Sticking in the throat. * Being in or

upon the throat. Guttural. * Haring by rote, ready to re-

peat. E. and U3 what stays.

q at ITO mfn. (-W:-HVlf) Come in to the throat, (breath, Ac.)

a. TOJ, and wMTO come.

tot fir m. A bird. e. and fire, and figuratircly

digestive faculty; digesting in the throat or gizzard.

*^PPT m. C'W:)
1 A boat. * A hoe, a spade. * War. 4 An esculent

root, (Arum.) * A camel, f. (-WT) A churning vessel, e. TOt

the throat, ajar to ornament, Ac. STO aft

TOfnmfl
mfn. (-ir-W-TI) Embracing, clinging to the neck,

t TO and TOTO fastened to.

f, (.*|) A necklace of one string or row. e. to* and

TO aff.

m. (•*:) ‘ A lion. * An elephant in rut. • A pigeon.

k. vnw the throat, and TO sound.

m. (-at*.) A name of Siva. in the throat, qrrar

block, black-neckcd
;

see

mfn.(-vo: -^1) Guttural, belonging to the throat, pro-

nounced from the throat, Ac. *l and to aff.

TO*r n. (-^) Threshing, separating the chairfrom grain, f. (-apt)

A wooden bowl or mortar, in which the cleaning or thresh-

ing of grain is performed, e. wf¥ to divide, uq* affix, fern,

do. #Tv.

TOETT f. (-TT) A principal vessel of the body, a large artery,

vein, Ac. F. Wf* to divide. Vicsf aff.

TO f. (-V) 1 The itch, itching. * Scratching; see TOE.

TOTT f. (-tt) Cowach : sec TOTT.

in n. (W) *«»' Smtra root, twvjwfw-w) 1 To itch. * To
scratch.

itching. “ Scratching. *. *xrer to itch,

affix fTO; also with the final short, TO.
mnwn f. (*f\) Cowach, (Carpopo^on prurien?.) k. itching,

and what makes, aff.

rr, top) Cassia, (fistula.) e. TOr# and what destroys.

TOrilT f. (-fir) ’ lUrhing, the itch. • Scratching, r. TO* and fair

affix
;
also atvv, nrv*ro, Ac.

Sp^TO mfn. (-TO-TOt^TO) Scratching, rubbing, e. TOl to itch,

TO aff.

TOTO n. (-W)
1 Itching. * Scratching

;
also TOnqrT and fn r. as

before, affixes TOi and WZ.

m. (•*’») A tickler, one who tickles or scratches.

b. TOtto and W who makes. .

TOUT f. (-ett)
1 Itching. * Scratching, k. TOJ to itch, affixes to

and

TO|C! f. (*T7) Cowach, (Carpnpogon pniriens.) e. TOT itching,

and E7 what makes, from TT to take or give, affixes V and Jr*;

alluding to the irritating property of the leaves of this plant.

^ixTur rafn. (<*P-WT-^) Itchy, having the itch. ro. (-W-) An escu-

lent root, (Arum.) s. und wt to have, w aff.

ar«iw m. (-ur:) 1 A basket, u safe, any place in which provisions

are kept. * A camel, a. wfw to divide, Unlidi affix
$

also with TO added

m. (-*:) A safe, a store room : see the preceding.

^tvrf\WT f. (-WT) A vulgar lute. e. TOT»r here implying a

CAnnd'din, and *1vrr the Vinm or Indian lute; also

and TOhwft.

TOTOt f- (-wf) See the preceding.

m. (-*:) A caterpillar, a. itching, and vttw an abode,

in. (-V) 'Hie name of a celebrated Muni or saint, n. (-*#)

Sin. e. TO to sound, VW Unidi aff.

TO m. (-If:)
1 ITic name of a Mmni or saint, * The clearing

nut plant r. W to sound, Un’Adi aff.

TO^t m. (-^:) The clearing nut plant, (Strychnos potatorum :)

one of the seeds of this plant being nibbed upon the inside

of the water jars used in Bengal, occasions a precipitation of

the earthy particles diffused through the water.

TOW mfn. (-Ef'.-Err-*?) Which, (of many.) e. fro and TOTOaff.

TO*! 1" m. (-an) A name of Acni or fire
; this word is perhaps

a comiption : see and TOTO*.

TOC mftl, (-C-KT-T) Which, (of two,) whether, t. fro and

TOT^aff.

mfn. (-f7r.-f?r-fw)
1 How many. • How much, x.fro what,

and air.

iarf.
1 In any way, in some way. * For some time.

e. *ffr how many, und f^TW aff.

wfxv mfn. (-w:-in-ii) What, how much, a wit added to wfw.

wfJIWW mfn. miny. * A certain number, so many.

nfwwt mfn. (-W. Wl-ij) What, how mueh. k. ttw added to

!»fntrtrw.

mfn. ( w-wt-ir) * Of how many sorts. * Of various

kinds, a. wfw, and faw sort.

WWW n. (-It) 1 A fragrant eras,. * A plant, commonly C/Mnliya,

(Hemionites cordifolia, Ron.) a. aw for jwr had, aw ^raas.

WWTW n. (-X) Wine or vinous spirit. E. WW for jrw bad, and WTW
water.

WW r. 1st cL (WWW) 1 To praise or celebrate. * To flatter or

coax. * To boast.
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TO r. I Oth cl. (TOqfu) To loosen, to slacken, to remove.

INTOC n. (-t) The shoulder, the shoulder blade.

TO r. 10th cl. (TOrffT) To speak, to tell.

STSl rafn. (-*:-vr-ql) ‘ A narrator, a relator, one who recites

a story, or who publicly reads and expounds the Purdmiu, fitc.

1 One who speaks or tells, raf. (-W!-*?) The speaker of a

prologue or a monologue. ' A professional story teller, e. to
to speak, to relate, "JIT aff.

TO^f** mfn. (•W‘-^tT-^r) An interrogant, one who asks or

questions, s. TOTO how, TO to speak, TO a ff.

WTOPfl***T f. (-HT) A question, asking, enquiring, c. irv affix

of the abstract added to the preceding.

annpftnt m. (-IT) An interrogant, one who questions, e. TO*T

how, ffeir said.

TOT* i*d. In some way, in any way, by any means. &. TO*
and vnr aff.

»</. In any way, by some means or other, a |p and

frw aff.

*TO mfn. (•W'-WT-W) Talkative, n. (-si) Saying, narrating, relat-

ing. a. TO to say, fitc. TOf or ^aff.

TOPTt* nifo. (-^-TMi) To be said, to be told or declared,

a. TO to tell, TOtTO affix j
also with 7TW, *fTO"W, aud with

to, TO.

TOW f. (-1ft) Enquiry, question, demand, a. TO to speak,

TO aff.

TOW md. ' A particle of interrogation, (how, what.) * Also

implying mode, (how, in what manner.) * A particle of

amazement or surprise, * Of pleasure, * Of abuse, * Of in-

terrogation, implying doubt, e. fid? what, and YR aff.

TOT f. (-*T) A feigned story, a tale or fable, e. TO to tell, fitc.

W and ¥T* affs.

TOnjXT* m. (-31:) Attention, taking pleasure in a discourse,

r. tot, and TOXT* inclination.

TOTVTO m. (a*.) A narrative, a tale, a fiction, b.TOT, and SfTOt

connexion.

TOTWF mfn. (-TUTT-T) ' Talkative, talking much and foolish-

ly. * Half-witted, foolish. * A conjuror, a dealer in antidotes,

&c. m. (-T-)
1 Talking, conversation, speaking to or with.

* Rumour, report, a. TOT a fable, and TOT who relates.

TOreiw ra. (-V)
1 An actor, the speaker of a prologue or mo-

nologue, the introducer of a drama. " A professed story teller.

K. ^TOt, and UTT life, livelihood.

TOTWHT ra. (-*:) Conversation, talk, discourse, b. TOT, and ijriT

uniting.

**TT*T m. (-*}:)
1 Narration, narrative, story telling. * Begin

ning of a story, k. TOT. and WTrqi beginning, fitc.

TOTfTT* mfn. (-H--HT-1f) Reserved, taciturn, disliking conver-

sation. s. «fi, and fxxif disliking.

TOTTOT m. (-T:
) A collection of tales or fables, b. tot, anti

Wf collection.

*f** mfn. (-fl:-^-!

)

A story teller by profession, a narrator,

a relator. E. TOT a tale, and TO off.

*f** mfn. (-1f:-in-lf) Said, told, related, r. TO to tell, * aff.

WfwiHKn. (-<) Repetition, tautology, il <fro said, a word.

3 B

TOrgnr m. (-w.) The opening of a drama, by the character

that first enters overhearing and repeating the last words of

the prelude, n. TOTT, and xjgTff beginning.

TOfTTOW rn. (-sij
1 Conversation, conference. 9 Narration.

r TOT, and TTrow speaking.

**T*1W* n. (->(} Narration, narrative, relation, telling a story.

f, TOT, and ffim telling.

WHT mfn. To be spoken or said. e. TO and to aff.

n or 1st cl. (TO* and **TO)
1 To--be confused, to

-suffer mentally, to grieve. * To confound. * To kill or hurt

$

also (TOfff)
1 To call. * To cry or shed tears.

TO m* A cloud, i. * water, and^ what gives.

TO* ra * (*0 An awning, e. to * cloud, and * what makes *

yielding a shade as a cloud
;

also fern. to* 1 and TO*t-

TO*PC n. (-T) A bad letter, a. TO for ifif and a letter.

ETTV^I m. ( iffl) A bad road. k. TO f°r bad, a

road.

TO* n. (-i)
1
Killing, destroying. • Sin.

1 War. E. TO 10 Itill

or injure, affix war.

TO* (**) Bad food. a. TO for JTITbad, TO food.

TO*T m. (-t*:) ' A plant, commonly Kadamba (Nauclea ka-

damba.) * The mustard seed plant, (Sinapis dichotoma.) 1 A
kind of grass, (Andropogon serreturn :) see ^TOTT*. 4 Tur-

meric. n. (
s^/ A multitude, an assemblage or collection,

i. TO *o confound, fitc. toto Un’fidi affix
t
also with TO^ded

TO1**-

TO1** ran. ( *:•*) See the preceding.

TOTO m (-*'•) Mustard seed plant : it seems to be a variety

of reading for TO*r*> Q* v *

TO f. (-*T) A plant, the flowers of which resemble those

of the Kadamba, commonly called A/undiri. k. and

a flower, fem. affix #t* \
also with THT,

TOTTOT^ ra, (-^:) A fragrant breeze, b. TO»^ the plant, and

WT* wind.

TO*rrfsnir m. (•«:)
1 A fragrant breeze. * Spring, b, TO 1*. **>d

wf*T¥T wind.

TOt wt-
1 A white sort of mimosa. * A corn, a callosity.

1 A saw. 4 An iron goad for an elephant, n. (-X) Coagulated

milk. a. W water, fitc. T to tear, i aff.

' Useless. • Unmcniog. I. for fir, »nd

object.

TOf^ff m ^n * (*Tn-TfT-lT)
1 Despised, disdained, rejected. * Ren-

dered useless, b. *W for y?T bad, sought.

TO*f** mfn. (-ir:-in-1f)
1 Despised, disdained. * Rendered

useless and unavailing. and trw made, with aug-

ment.

TO1*”1 *'1 - (“*&:’*tr-*S> * Avaricious, miserly. * Little, insignifi-

cant, mean. 1 Bail, disagreeable. m.(-«J:) A miser, e. To

;

bad,

vile, and to) possessor.

TO0^* n. (-W) ' Avarice. * Insignificance. * Badness, x. m
added to the last , also with VPB, TO^^TffT-

TO* raf* (-»:-*t)
1 The plaintain tree, (Musa sapientnm.)

1 Another plant, (Pistia stratiotas :) seeT^ft. f. <-WT) The silk

cotton tree
>

also (*TOf**f) ‘ A kind of deer, the hide of
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which is used as a seat, &c. 1 A flag, a banner. 1 A flag car-

ried by an elephant a. * water, air, kc. XX to pierce, to

divide, &c. affix WW, and or #tw fan. afF.

WW1** m. (-^:) The plaintain or banana tree : see the preceding,

a. ww added to wwwt-

wwwflww i f. (-WT)
1 A sort of cucumber. * A fine woman.

WWW m. («sf:) A hack, a bad horse, a. WW for ^TW, and WW a

horse.

W^T hid. When, at what time. a. fan? what, aff.

Wq,iWTT mfn. (-T :-TT-T) 111 formed, ugly. a. WW for ^W, and

wrWTT form.

WWTO n. (-W1) A plant, commonly Kurk or K*dh, (Costus spc-

ciosus.) a, WW bad, WTWIT name, ill named : having a bad

name or reputation.

WWIW4 hid. Sometime or other, ever
; WWWTWW never.

WW.IW IT mfn. (-Ts-TT-T) Wicked, abandoned, following evil prac-

tices. e. WW for jr*r, WTWTT observance.

WW lfw fl ind. Sometimes, at aomeiimc or other, ever
; WWTffww

never.

WWlfq hid. Sometimes, now and then. a. W^r when, wlw cer-

tainly.

W*5*fl mfn. (W -WT-wj) Tepid, warm. n. (-wl) Warmth, gentle

warmth, e. WW instead of ^W bad, inferior, WW beat.

WT mfn- )
Tawny, f. (-^:) The wife of Kas'yapa the

saint, and mother of the Ndgas or the serpent race, inhabit-

ing the regions below the earth, m. (-^:) Tawny, (the colour.)

a. Ww to desire, ^ affix, and T inserted ;
the final of the radi-

cal is irregularly changed to W i fern, affix wwr.

WE W* m. (-W:) A serpent, x Via son, joined to the preced-

ing
;
also other compounds of similar import, as W EQW, &c.

WT
fo H m. (-YT) A serpent: see the preceding.

mfn. 1 Speaking ill, inaccurately, indistinctly,

&c. * Vile, base, contemptible, e. WW for yw bad, and ^
who speaks.

(X f*0 fawrtft r* l*1 cl. (WPfffir) ' To shine. ' To desire or

love. * To go or approach.

WWW n. (*#) Gold. m. (-W:)
1 The name of a tree which bears

red flowers, (Butea frondosa
:)

see WE. ' Thorn apple,

(Datura metcl, 8tc.)
1 Another plant, (Mesua ferrea:) see

ifprww*'. * Mountain ebony, (Bauhinia variegata, be, ) sec

* A black sort of agallochnm. * A shrub yielding

a yellow fragrant flower, (Michelia champaca.) e. WW to

shine. WW Un'adi aff.

*-WWWTT m. (*t=) Borax, v. WWW, and WIT flux.

na. (-W-) A golden hatchet. *. WWW, and a hatchet.

WWW^eiW n. (-w) The royal parasol e. WWW gold, » staff,

and WW affix
;
golden -sticked.

WWWMCI* m. (-W:) Gold dust. k. WWW, and WTTW pollen.

WWWMW m. (-W:) A Pnht, a weight of gold an 1 silver equal to

sixteen Mdshus, or about 2bU grains troy : see ww. a. WWW, and

EH a Pain.

WWWWT m. (-Tt) A piece of gold. e. WWW, WT what is broken off.

WWWWW rafa. i,-W;-Wt-W) Golden, consisting or made of gold.

X. WWW ami WWW aff.

WWWTW m. (-wt) Yellow orpiment. e. WWW, and TW juice.

WWWWIgE m. (-**•) Resin.

WTwW®W n. (-si) A gold cord. k. WWW, and WCW string.

WWWWWt f. (-wt) A gold mine, golden soil. e. WWW, and

place.

WWWTWW m. (-W:) The mountain Sumfnt. k. WWW, and WWW
a mountain

; the golden mountain,

wwwrwrw m, (-wo The treasurer or superintendant of the gold.

s. WWW, and WWW a superintendant

WWWHJWr f. ( Wf) A golden jar or vase. a. WWW, WTW a water

jar, WW and WTW added.

WWWTW m. (-W-) A tree with golden or yellow blossoms, (Mesua

ferrea.) x. WWW, and WTWT appellation.

WWW mfn. (-W:*WT-W) One-eyed. r. WW to shine, ^w aff.

wfwW mfn. (-¥'•-Wr-T)
1 Small little. * Younger, younger born.

Young, f. (-WT) The little finger, e. WW to shine, &c. and

WWW affix, or WW small, the W being changed, or WW substi-

tuted for Wvw and WWJ.

wfwwwT f. ( -WT) The state of being younger or smaller, e. WW
added to the last} also with w, WfwYW.

WJ^t f. (-ift) A girl, a maiden, r. WW to shine. WW and #Yw affs.

WW^W mfn. (-W.-WT-W) Very small : see Wfww.

w*tfw f. (-fw:)
1 A creeping plant which bears flowers. The

Gvnja, a shrub bearing a red and black berry, (Abrus preca-

torios.) * A cart. e. wwt to shine, ‘{fw Un'adi affix; also

according to some Wiftfw.

WwtWW m. (-W: ) The caruncula lacrymalis. f. ( fWWT)
1 The

pupil of the eye. * The little finger, k. ww to shine, T^WW

affix, WW added
;

also with WtT only W>^<P|.

wrwlsft f. (-wt)
1 llie little finger. * The pupil of the eye.

WWtWW mfn. ( WTw-WWt-W:) * Very young, youngest. 1 Very

small, least. 'Younger bom, a younger brother or sister.

e. WW small, TWVl “**» the w being changed
;

or WW to

shine, &c. : or WW substituted for WWW and WW.
WWtWW n. (-W) Copper. *. WW to shine, ^WWW aff.

WWT f. (-TT) ‘ A female elephant. 1 A harlot.

WWi mfn. (-wti-wtr-wi) Happy, a. *S and w aff.

wfwi mfn. (-f*W:-Pw:-fwf) Happy, r. WW and fw aff.

waj mfn. Happy, m. (-wy:) 1 KamadIya, the deity of

love. * The heart, as the seat or faculty of perception and feel-

ing. k. WW to desire, Un'kdi affix
;
or W and possessive aff.

Wwr f. (-wrr)
1 A rag, a patched cloth or garment, a quilt of

grass. * A wall : this word in composition may be used as

neuter, if the compound imply a town ia the province of Un-

•dm, as WTfwWW^i.

WWTWTTW n. (•* J
Wearing a garment of patch-work, the prac-

tice of some Yogis. r~ wwr, and WTTW wearing.

WWTWtftw mf.(-Tt) A Yogi, a religious mendicant, s, wwr, and

WTfTW who wears.

W*T mn. (-’Wi-K) ' A bulbous or tuberous root. • One of an es-

culent sort, (Arum campanulatum.) 1 Garik, m. (-*W.)
1 A

cloud. * An affection of the feminine organ, considered as a

fleshy excrescence, but apparently prolapsus uteri, x. WtX to

wet, &c. WW affix, or WT water, and WT to give.
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n. (-it The white esculent ne'er lily.

q*ftw i». (-W) A radish, b. q-E, and mq root,

qqr rnfn. (- OCT or -<Y T)
1 An artificial or natural cave. * A

glen. a defile, a valley, m. (-K:> A hook for driving an ele-

phant with. n. (-t) Dry ginger, i. m water, or the bead, and

T to divide, to pierce, aff.

TVl m. (*^:) A mountain, k. f*?.f a cave, WTOT having,

making.

m. (-W:) A plant, (Hibiscus populneoidea.) * A species

of fig tree, (Ficus venosa:) see 4 The walnut tree,

a. *^rt a cave, and ipr affix; growing in desolate places:

also with added, W**nv!*.

^r^TT^rar m. ( ¥:) A species of fig tree: see the preceding.

m. (-T) A name of the deity Kama, the Cunu of the

Hindu mythology, t. v Bkauma, gT) to influmc, affix ,

the inflamcr even of the first of the gods
;
corresponding in

this respect with his Grecian prototype* f. (-$!) One of the

presiding female deities of the Jninas ,

ar^^jpt m. (->?:) Pudendum muliebre.

m. (-X') Passion, desire, a. and WR; fever.

Br^v^xpst m. (-It:) Membrum virile.

mfn. (-Bn-HT-BT) ' 'Hie check, or the cheek and temple.

* A portent, a natural phoenomenon supposed to announce

evil. * A new shoot or sprig.
4 A low minute tone. 4 Re-

proach, censure, m. (-tr:) ' Gold. ' War, battle, f. (*^t)
1 A

species of deer of which the hide is used. * A sort of tree, the

banana : sec 4 A flag, a. BT^ a root, &c. and m from

BTT to take, fern, affix

mfn. (*w; *TTT**f) ' Budden, blown. Put forth, emitted,

a. BT*^bt n bud, TTTW off.

jtjH n. (-*?) A mushroom.

m. (-W:) An esculent root. a. and tf«vr in-

creasing.

m. (-H ) A sort of Arum, (A. campanulatum.) a. BT^,

and the same.

*B*S*j^ n. (-^) Prolapsus uteri, see BT*B, k. bt^ a root, and xhfT

a name, affix V ; every xj^r or name for a bulbous root, being

a term for this complaint.

IP^wtt n. (-X) The garden or grove of Ivors.

m. (-W:) An esculent root, a sort of Arum.
> ' *i

'

Btfaw mfn. (-«<Vf«c*ft-f*^) Having a bulbous root. m. (-*^T)

A sort of Arum, (A. campanulatum, or any similar bulb.)

a. and xfa affi

B^ mfn.
1 A boiler, a saucepan or other cooking

utensil of iron. a An oven or vessel serving for one. e. BB*t

to go, tj Uu'idi affix, and the initial qi rejected.

^jBr ra. (*Bf:) A ball of wood or pith for playing with. n. (-^)

A germ. b. wIk w> cry, to call, Ac. XJ affix, and «w added.

mfn. (-Ur-WT-
1

#) Parched, roasted, (as grain,) fried, fitc.

dressed without water, b. BTRi, and inn dressed.

BT^T* m. (-T:) The white esculent water lily. n. (-^ The blue

lotus.

m. (-TT:) The white lotus.

BT*f m. (-sir.) A ckmd. e. * water, and X from BT to have.

mf. (-C-TT) The neck. m. (-*:) A cloud, t. w water or

the bead, and Vt having, from THI , affix

Btfas m. (-fbf:) The ocean, f. (-fV> ) The neck. a. * water or the

head, XtT to have, f* aff.

BTff n. (-1) Fainting, falling in a fit or state of insensibility : in

some copies this word is read BBT

BWBn f. (-BTT) * A girl, a maiden. 4 A daughter. • The Soco-

trinc aloe, (Aloes perfoliata.) k. Bran a girl, BfW pleonastic

affix, fern, affix, XPT : ace B&BT and BRBTBFT.

Bt^lBlBBl n. (-Bi) Beguiling a maiden, seduction, betrayal.

e. sruffT, and deceit.

BrsBBrmnr m. (-W:) The son of an unmarried woman, i. i^n,
and amr born.

BRT*T<rf?r m. (-f»p) A daughter s husband. *. VSpUT, and T?fiT

a husband.

BT^xi m. (-^:) * A younger brother, f. (•*!) The little finger:

sec *f*TB.

BUBr f. (-WT) * A girl nine years old, a virgin. • A name of

Durga. • The sign of the aodiac, A'iryo. 4 The socotrine idoe

(Aloes perfoliata.) * Large cardamoms. • A species of metro

of four lines, with four syllables in each.
T A parasite plant,

E. BTB to shine, Un'Adi affix BBS, fern. 7PT.

B^BiBri f. (-ITT) A young girl or virgin : see ar^T and WtfWl.

«T m. (-»:) Kanydkuhja or Kinnoge, an ancient city of

great note, in the north of Hindustan, known to classical

geography os Cauogysa

:

the name alM> applies to it* depen-

dencies or the surrounding district ;
also Braryw. a. BBT a

girl, and ysr round-shouldered, crooked
;

the etymology

alludes to a legend relating to the one hundred daughters of

Kos avab’ua the king of this city, who were »U rendered

crooked by y&yn, for non-compliance with his licentious

desires.

Spyam n- (*af) Taking a girl in marriage, a. and

taking.

m. (-T:) The middle of a house, the inner or private

apartments, a. SHtlT a girl, to go, and uni sff.

n. (-xr)
1 Giving a girl in marriage. * Receiving the

same. a. ar^r, and gift, or ^TT^TW acceptance.

l a m. (-TTt) A father, one who gives a girl in marriage.

k, and donor.

m. (-at:)
1 A violator or defiler of a virgin. 4 A ca-

lumniator of a girl. a. a^f, and who defiles; also

wrm-'W
n. (V)

1 Defiling a ritgin. • Calumniating a girl,

a. B^i, and V"™ Epoiling.

'v m. (-B:) A blemish in n virgin, disease, bad repute, he.

E- wur, and fault.

aaimfl m. (-fin) A daughter's husband : aec *<aiqfn.

a uj rum m. (-qr.)
1 A dealer in slave girls. * The father of a

daughter, it «^I. and V1B who cherishes.

m.(-q>) The offspring of an unmarried daughter, a. *^T,

and WW a son.

nvfruqjq n. (-if) Giving n daughter in marriage, k, q^r, and

sqnqngift.
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RR 1TTW m. (-If:) A Bauddha or Jama saint, x. RRT a girl,

to please, affix wit.

m. (*^t) A son-in-law. e. RRT, and who

knows.

Rrttqvr n. (-Rif) The purchase money of a maiden, money

given to the bride's father, e. RRT, and qjqR tax.

m. (-1:) The son of an unmarried girl. a. RRr. and

Wff born.

rrircr n. (*R) Carrying off a girl, rape, ravishment, a. rrt,

and RTR taking.

RfajRT f. (-Rr) A young girl, a virgin : see R=qRT.

W^n. (-W) The hand below the wrist,

Rq (T) Rfq r. 1st cl. (xhrify To shake, to tremble : with rw
prefixed, to feel tenderness or compassion, to pity.

Rq’Z ran. (-RUR) Fraud, deceit, cheating, circumvention. E.R.

Braiim a. rr to go, RR affix
;
what extends even to Bbahma ; or

R the head, and rr a covering, screening the head as it were,

f. ( €t) A measure equal to the capacity of the hollows of

the two hands joined.

RRRRT f. (-RT) Deceitfulness. k. war added to RRR ; also with

R, rrrr.

RRRqqR m. (-R:) Fraud, trick, fraudulent plot or contrivance,

c. Rq*. and MRR procedure.

n. (-WS) A forged document, a false or fraudulent state-

ment. e. RRR, and wag a writing.

RRRRR mfn. ( -r: -rt R) Masked, disguised, assuming a false

dress or appearance, m. (-R.) Disguise, x. RRR, and rr
costume.

RR*qfRR mfn. (-qPt-fRRVfR) Disguised, in masquerade.

K. RRRRR and TfR aff.

RRf*R mfn. (-R:-Rt-R) A rogue, a cheat, fraudulent, dishonest,

x. RRR and RR aff.

RRfRw mfn. (-Rf-fVwl-fR) Fraudulent, dishonest, a cheat, Ac.

a. rrr and xf*r aff.

RRR m. (-^:) 1 The braided hair of Siva. • A son all shell used

us a coin, a Cowri. 4 A name of Siva. b. r water, (that of

the Ganges,) R in the deriv. form, nourishing, and R from rt to

give or R happiness, Ac. which will apply to both senses

;

also with RR added RR’fR.

RRVR m. (-R:) See the preceding.

Roffw m- (*^f )
A name of Siva. b. IV ^ bis braided hair, and

Tfwaff.

RRTR nifn. (-R:-^-R) A door, the leaf or pannel of a door. k. R
the head or wind. RR to go, rr affix

;
also RRrR.

RMIRW m. (-R:) A thief, a house-breaker, n. RRTR, and R who
breaks.

RRTRRfR m. (-frm)
1 The junction of the leaves of a door. • A

mode of multiplying, (in arithmetic.) x. Rrtr, and RfV
junction.

RRTR m. (-R.-R) 1 The skull, the cranium. • Either half of a

water jar. • Any flat bone. * A beggar's bowL 1 Multitude,

assemblage, collection. • A species of leprosy. T A treaty of

peace on equal terms, b. Rfa to tremble, and RTRR Un'idi
|

affix ; or R the head, and rtr what cherishes or protects.

RqiRtlfRRT f. (-RT) A sort of pin or spindle for winding cot-

ton, thread, Ac.

RRTRRR ra. A name of Mab/d£ya. e. RRTR a skull, and

Rir who cherishes ; being represented with a necklace of

skulls.

RRTRRfas f. (-far:) Treaty of peace on equal terms, b. rrtr,

and wfar peace.

RR I'fRRT f. (-RT) ' The tartar of the teeth. * A potsherd.

e. Rrtr and RR aff

RRTfRRm. (-Rft)
1 A title of Siva. * A man of low caste, from

a Brahman mother and fisherman father, f. (-Wt) The goddess

1)i:hoa. b. RRTR a skull, xfR affix
;
and ^\R fan. do.

m. (-fq:)
1 An ape or monkey. • The monkey HancmIn.

' A title of Visbn'd or KkIshna. 4 Incense, storax or impure

benzoin. 4 Emblic myrobalan, (Phyllanthus emblica.) * A
kind of Bonduc or Bonducella. to tremble, R LVAdi

affix, the nasal rejected.

RfRR^ f. f-RJt) Cowach, (Dolichos carpopogon.) z.Rfq a man
key, and R^ itching

j
also with final vowel long RfVRR^.

RfVRRqqr f- (-RT) Cowach : sec the preceding.

RfqRRR n. (-R) The skull, the cranium, b. RfR. and RRR
a ball.

RfV^ir m. (-R:) A tree, (Spondias mangifera:) sec rhirr.
e. RfR, and RR the mango tree, the monkey's mango.

RfqR mfn. ( R RT-R) Born of a monkey, Ac. m. (.R;) In-

cense, benzoin. R- Rfa, and m born.

RfirRR m. (-R:)
1 A bird, the francoline partridge. 4 The Cha-

taha .

RfqiTR n. (-R:) Benzoin or storax. b. «iv. and RR oil.

4How m. (-R:) The elephant or wood apple, (Fcronia elephan-

turn.) e. RfR, and R from RJT to stay or abide
;
the residence

of apes.

wfViRTplf f. (.aff) A plant, commonly RfxrRT*ft, the leaves of

which are compared to those of the preceding.

Rfv<wfRt f. (-^f) A plant : see the preceding.

RfVRIwi ra. (-Rp) A kind of monkey, e. RfuR, and RTRJ a

face ;
having a roundish face, in shape like the wood apple.

Rfwsgwi m. (*R:) A name of Arjuxa. k. R^t a monkey, and RR
a sign

;
having a monkey as his symbol, his ensign or arms.

RfVRIRR ra. (-RT) Incense : see Rfq.

RfqVRl f. (-rt) Cowach : see

Rf>TOr m. (-tj:) A name of the first Rama. s. Rfu, and srw mas-

ter; genera] of the monkey force with which he invaded

Lanka or Ceylon.

RfVfvR m. (-R:) The elephant or wood apple : see RfqR. e. Rfq
and fqR beloved.

RfqTR m. (•!•) A title of Rama, x Rfy and a car; having

been carried by his monkies.

Rfqw tnfn. ( Rt-RT-R) Tawny, m. (-R:) * Kapiua, a celebrated

Mmni or saint, the founder of the SanhAya system of philo-

sophy : the son of Kskddama by Devabu'ti, and according

to some, an avatar of Visbn u. * A title of Acini the deity of

fire. * A dog. 4 Tawny, (the colour.) f. (*RT) 1 The female

elephant of the south-east. 4A kind of Suv, or timber tree so
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called : see fqqqr. • A sort of perfume : see ^qqr. * The aloe

plant. • A fabulous cow, celebrated in the Puranaa. * The

common leech, b. qq to desire, qwq Un'hdi affix, and q
substituted for q

;
or qfq a monkey, and q to take, Ac. be-

ing of such a colour.

qfawqfq ro. (*f^r) A name of Su'bya or the sun. e. qfVq, and

Xlfq light ; being of a dull red or tawny hue.

qfaw*rqT f. (-qT) The brown or Lawny grape, e. qfaq, and

*twt a grape.

m. (-q:) The name of a perfume or sweet scented wood :

see WTWt-

qfqqqi<j f. (-4T)
1 The Ganges. * A holy place, a place of pil-

grimage.

qfvwiq m. (qi) A title of the god Iffnaju b. qfaw tawny,

and Wf horse \ such being the colour of Index's steed.

qfqqTq n. (-q) Brass, b. qfu for qfaq brown, and WIT iron.

qfafqqT f. (-WT) A plant, which bears a seed resembling pepper,

(Pothos officinalis.)

qfuan m. (-j§r) A name of N^reda, a saint and philosopher,

and friend of Kabul n'a. t. qfa, ami wm a face; the saint hav-

ing a face like a monkey.

*f«nrd1 f. The elephant or wood apple : seeqftnq. a. qfa,

and qqt a pedicle ; that being invested with a downy coat,

resembling the hair of an ape.

qfvq mfn. (-qt-qi-q) Brown, of a brown colour, m. (-q:)

1 Brown, (the colour,) a compound of black and yellow. * In-

cense, styrax or coarse bensoin. f. ( -qY) A spirit, a sort of

rum. f. (-WT) The mother of the demons called Pudchat.

b. qfu an ape, and V*. affix ; of the colour of an ape.

qfaH1HW m - (-*0 A title of 8iva.

qfvqiqq m. (-q:) ' A deity. * A sort of spirit or rum. a. qfqqT,

affix ««
qfqqiqq m. f-q:) A Pitdcha, an imp or goblin, a. 4 fits | the

mother of these beings, and qpi a son.

qftfqq mfn. (-TT-WT-W) Embrowned, made brown or dusky red.

s. qfvq and qqq aff.

qflnftqT f. (-WT) Spirituous liquor. e. qftw, and ^qq affix :

see qftq.

trfxnfTq n. (-4;) The upper part or eopmg of a wall. e. qfq, and

qta the head ; a monkey's head,

qfqqt^q n. (-qf) Vermilion, the red sulphuret of mercury.

qfm»q n. (-rij A place frequented by monkiea. b. qfq, andW place.

qiYir^ f. (-^0 Cowach see

qqtqi tn. (-sq:) A plant, (a species of mimusops :) see qYftqn.

». qfq, and qq* respected, liked : a favourite plant with the

monkies , also qql^q.

qrqtarW m. (-q:)
1 A tree bearing an acid fruit, (Spondias mao-

gifera :) see * AnotheV tree, (Hibiscus populneoidcs:)

aee irfqpq. * A species of Mimosa, (Mimosa sirisha, Kox.)

4 The holy fig tree, (Ficus religiosa.) * The betel nut tree,

(Areca faufel or Catechu.) • The name of another plant, (Cra-

tsrva marmelos.) *. qfq an ape, and IP! what spreads
j
shelter-

ing or feeding monkics
t
the vowel is made long irregularly.

3 o

m. (qp)
1 A name of the celebrated monkey Hakitkan.

1 Also of SuoaiTA, Ac. b. qfq, and tq the chief,

wv'ftti f. (-qT) A patch of hair on each side of the head. b. q
the head, cherishing, qq aff.

qq’qrq n. (-qr) Hair hanging down to the ground, e. q the head,

xpq a tail, and W what resembles.

nrortT m. (-q:) ' A doTe or pigeon, especially the spotted neck-

ed pigeon. * A bird in general, b. qrw to tinge, to be of va-

rious hues, qrrtrtj Un'idi affix, q changed to q.

qyiflq n. (-q) Antimony, b. qqTq, and qq affix, implying

resemblance, (in colour.)

f. (-qr) A perfume : see qsff.

q^nmlqqr f. (-qr) A dove cot, an aviary or pigeon house,

i. qxhq a bird, Ac. xrrq to nourish, and "jq affix, fern, termi-

nation *rq ; also with the affixes qq and qfq, qtfinqiql.

q^i ffqrift f. (-qY) See the preceding.

qqTqqrr n. (-^) Antimony, k. qifnr, and qpc essence,

qqidlff* f. (-fiff:
) A perfume : see qqf. x. q%q, and qf^ a

foot
;
of a red colour, like the claw of a pigeon,

qvnvrq m. (-q-.) A pale or dirty white colour, k. quiq, and

qrw before qr to shine, affix q; of the colour of a pigeon.

qqrnifT m. (-ft:) A hawk, a falcon, a. q%q, and qft an

enemy.

qq“TfqqT f. ( qr) A dove. s.qqtq a pigeon,qq affix fem. form.

q^TW m. (*q:) A cheek, f. <-qFt) The forepart of the knee, the

knee-cap or pan. x. qfq to quiver, and q|rqqUn‘4di aff.

qqiqqis m.(-q:) The elephant's temples and cheeks. B.q^Tq,

and qrq a touchstone ;
being of the like dark colour.

qwiqTwfw m. (-fq:) ITie temples and check, the upper part of

the face. a. WUTW, and fqfq a wall.

q Biq fiq m. (-*:) Colour or flush in the cheek, i. qqrq, and yrq

colour.

qif iqqqq f. (-qt) The cheek, x. wfTW, and qqq a plank.

qqiq< m. (-qr:) Incense, s. qfq, and qtqr aff.

qq m. (-q) 1 Phlegm, one of the three humours of the body.

» Watery froth or foam in general, x. q water, and qq to

bud or flower, q aff.

qqqc mfn. (-qs-qr-tt O Producing phlegm, e. qq, and qq
what makes.

qqftfimi f. (-qT) Safiva, spittle, m. qq, and ^P^qT cream,

qqq mfn. (-qt-qt-q') Removing phlegm, antiphlegmatic, (an

epithet of many plants, Ac.) e. qq, and q what destroys,

qqfq mf. (-ftr*.-qt) The elbow, x. q pleasure, qq to go, and

affixes
j
also qqtfq.

qqw[qq mfn. (-q:-qt-q) Antiphlegmatic, jl qq, and 41*4

destroying.

qqqtq nifn. (*qt*qT*q) Exciting phlegm. «. qq, and q^q what

increases.

4qat4 mfn. (-W:-wt-q) Exciting phlegm, m. (-q:) The name

of a plant
;

also fqqfYfflTq. a. qq phlegm, qq to augment,

and qRE aff.

qqrft: m. (-ft:) Ginger, e. qT¥, and qft foe.

qfqq mfn. { -<SVfq*Vqt) Phlegmatic, m. (-qt) An elephant

|

e. qq and qfq aff
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mfn. Phlegmatic, causing or exciting phlegm.

b. WW, ^ from wt to take or give, and ^ Un'Adi affix ;
the

deriv. is irr.

WWTfw mf. (-fw:-^t) The elbow, a. * pleasure, fyc to go, Ac.

XW and wtw affixes ; the form is irregular : see wwfw.

WW (W) WT r. Jst cl. (WWW) 1 To colour, to tinge with various

hues. * To praise.

WTWW mn. (-w.ai) A headless trunk, especially retaining vitali-

ty. n. (-W) Water, ro. (-af:) 1 A name of Rahu. Also of a

demon destroyed by Rams. * The belly, a. W the head, and

WW to injure, to lop, affix WW; also w water, and ww binding,

attaching.

anrarm f- (-irr) Headlessnea*, decapitation, s. WWW and WW
affix , also with W, artafw.

wf*W m, (-w :
) The elephant or wood apple : see wfww.

wfww mfn. (-W:-WT-Bf) Tawny, (of such a hue.) m. (-W:) Tawny,

(the colour:) see wfww.

ww (a) ww r. 1st cL (WTWwfw) To desire: this root is irre-

gular.

WW hi 1 Water. * The head. • Happiness or happily. * An
expletive, e. ant to desire, fwwaffi

WWW mn. (*Wt-W) 1 A water jar, especially one made of a hollow

gourd or cocoanut, and used by ascetics, m. ( w:) * A turtle,

a tortoise. * A bamboo. * The name of a Dailya or demon.
* A porcupine, f. (-tft) A female tortoise, a small one. a. ant

to desire, Ac. ww Un’fidi affix, fern, affix #tw.

mn. (-W:-w) An earthen or wooden water pot, used by

the ascetic and religious student. * The waved. leaf fig tree

:

see ¥W *. W Brahma or water, and WWT ornament or essence,

V from WT to get or give, and w affi

WWW mfn. (-W:“WT-W) 1 Libidinous, desirous. * Beautiful, desir-

able. m. (-W:)
1 A name of BaAiiMiC. * Kama or love. 1 A tree,

(Joncsia asdea.) *. WW to desire, affix ^W or wr.

WWWWW m- (-*0 A heron, a. WWW beautiful, and

plumage.

WW^IW min. (-Wt*WT-W) Pleasing, beautiful, desirable, a. WW and

WWtW^ affix of the future participle, to be desired.

WWtftWVT l (-WT) * Loveliness, beauty. • Desirableness, a. ww
added to the last, or with w, wwftww.

WWW m. (-W-) Water, see WWW , also according to some, this

is an orthographical compound, of W and w*r, both syno-

nimes of water.

WWX mfn. (-X:-n-T) Desirous, lustful, a. WW and WXW Un 'idi aff.

WWW n. (-li)
1 A lotus, (Nelumbium speciosum or Nymphsea

nelumbo.) • Water. * Copper. 4 A medicament, a drug.

• The bladder, m. (-W:) A species of deer. f. (-WT)
1 A name

of LaksumL * An excellent woman, a. ww water, and ww
what adorns, or WW to desire, with wwrw affi

WW«^K m (**0
1 A heron : see WW. • Petal of the lotus,

a. WWW, and WW a l«ffi

WWWTWK m. (-^:) A lake Ac. where lotuses abound, a. WWW, and

WTWK! a mine.

WWWTWW m. (-W:) An epithet of Brajmu. a. WWW a lotus, and

WTWW seat or abode.

wwfw^t f. (-Wt) A number of lotus flowers, or a place abound-

ing with them. e. WWW, Tfw end wf^ affs.

ww^iwr n. ( <) Safflower, (Carthamua tinctorius.) a. WWW, and

WWX best, excellent.

WWT f. (-WT) Beauty, radiance, r. ww to desire, ww and WTW afls.

wfww mfn. (-WT-Wt-W) Lustful, desirous, cupidinous. a. WW to

desire, vw affix
; and X inserted.

WW m.(-W:) Tremour, trembling, shaking. a.wfw to shake, and

WW affix > also WWW. Ac.

WWW mfo. (-WJ-WT-W) Trembling, unsteady, shaken, n. (-w)

Trembling, quivering, m. (-w:) The dewy season. (Nov.—Dec.

a. wfu to tremble, and WWor WT* aff-

WWWTW mfn. (-W:-WTW) Trembling, k. wfw to tremble, WTWWaff.

wwwwr^ m. (-wir) Air, wind. a. ww trembling, and wwnfm&rk

or sign.

WWrW m. (-W:) Wind, air. a. WTJTW affixed to wfw.

WWlfwfl mfn.(-w:-WMt) Trembling, agitated, a. WW, and wfN*
possessed of.

wfwn mfn. (-Wi-WT-W) Shaking, shaken, trembling. (-W) Trem-

bling, a trembling, a tremor, e. wfw and w aif.

wfww m. (-w:) A plant : sco XTWWt : see wifwi j
also wfaw and

w^lw.

Wl* mfn. (-W:-WTT-*W) Trembling, shaken, it. wfV, and x*' affi

WW r. 1st cl. (-wwf«T) To go, to move.

W*K mfn. (-X:-TT*l!) Variegated, m. (-X1 ) Variegated, (the

colour.)

WWW m, (-w:)
1 A blanket. * A chief of the Ndgtu or serpents.

• A small worm. 4 A dewlap. * An upper cloth or garment.

• A sort of deer. n. (-W*) Water, a. ww to desire, WW: Un'fidi

affix, and w inserted ; or WW the head, water, flee, and WW to be

strong, affix WW.

WWwwtvw m. (-W:) Woollen doth manufacturer, a. WWW, and

WrTW who makes.

WWWxrmw n. (-W) A kind of carriage, covered with a coarse

blanket or woollen cloth, and drawn by oxen. a. WWW and

WW to bear, affixes WW and WW.

WWlWTfw^ m. (-t#t) A sort of kite.

wfw f. (-two * A ladle or spoon. * A shoot, a branch or Joint of

a bamboo, a. WW to desire, ffif affix, or with added, W»ft.

W*J mfn. (*^: -^.-W) Speckled, variegated, mn. ( W-jj) * A
conch, a sheik m. 1 A bracelet, a ring. * A bivalve shell.

• An elephant 4 The neck. 1 A vein or tubular vessel of the

body, Ac. a. w*W to go, w affix, or ww to desire
; the form

is irr.

WWW mfn. (-W:-¥T-W) A mean person, m. (-Wt) A conch, t (-WT)

A tree, (Physalis flexuosa.) e. WW added to the last.

W«jtn«rr f. (-WT) A neck marked with three lines like a shell,

and considered to be indicative of exalted fortune. 8. ww a

shell, and wtWT the neck.

WiJT mfn. (.aj-sgr-wj) A thief, a plunderer, m. (-ij:) A bracelet

a. WW to desire, w Un idi affix, and ww inserted.

WWTW m. (-W:)
1 The uamc of a country in the north of Mia,

Camboja or Cambay*. * A kind of shell. * A description of

elephant ; see fiWi W.
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VC

fwO ( (-*1) A plant, (Gmclina arborea.) a. vx? water, FTT
a burthen, affix

;
also rorft.

T^n. The root of the Andropogon muricalum. e. v water,

X£ produced.

VXI mfn. (-v-VT-xf) 1 Desirous, cupidinous. * Beautiful, desir-

able. a. vxf to desire, HI aff.

***#» f- (-VIT) A medicinal plant, commonly KaJtdfi . also

WTVmL or more accurately, perhaps, wxnUT.

VT mfn. (.^-TT-O-T) Who or what does, makes or causes, as

fwTK- a servant, who does any thing
;

frightful, what

causes fear; TPWt:: who gives aid; T1K: who does ill, Ac.

m. (TO
1 A ray of light, a aun or moonbeam. 1 Royal revenue,

toll, tax, impost, &c. The hand. * Hail. * An elephant’s

trunk, r. to do, Ac. V or v*T aff.

VCW raf. (-XF: VT) Hail. mn. (-V:-V) ' The water pot of the

student or ascetic.
1 The shell of the cocoanut hollowed to

form a vessel, m. (-in)
1
'ilic pomegranate tree. * Toll, tax.

• A particular sort of bird. * A plant, (Galedupa arborea, Ac.)

see ikk. * A tree, (Butea frondosa.) k. v*t added to the pre-

ceding, or w to injure, Ac. and aff.

Il’W m. (V:) The finger nail. VC the hand, and vtof a

thorn.

ITPf n. (-it) The hand, especially of a lover, a mistress, Ac.

R. VC, and Pf a lotus ; also similar compounds, as
,

vcifir, stMt*. Ac,

m« (-IT) The hand hollowed to receive water, a. VC,

and vine a ewer.

WWPSP? m. (-VT0 The cocoanut tree, (Cocos nucifera.) b. vcv
the shell, and the water, the nut containing a serous

fluid.

VCfngxir n. (-li) A finger, e. VC, and fryxr a bod.

VCVTT m. (-i:) The hollow of the hand. b. VC, and %TT recep-

tacle.

VTVI m. (-V)
1 Marriage. * Levying or gathering a tax. * A

tax gatherer. * Taking the hand. a. IT, and TV taking t one

part of the ceremony of marriage is the placing of the right

hand of the bride with the palm uppermost, in the right hand

of the bridegroom
;
also VCXTTV.

n. (-xf) ' Levying or gathering a tax. * Taking the

hand. • Marriage, s. VC, and vr* taking.

Vcxnfv* mfn- 1 Levying a tax. * Taking the

hand. a. v, and irfr* who lakes.

m. ( -V) The churning stick, n. (-xi) Rubbing the hands

together, s. VC the hand, and i^X| rubbing.

VC*f^W m. (-^f) The churning stick, i. VC the hand, in to

rub, fvrfar aff.

Itf m. (-ff!)
* The head. * A cocoanut hollowed so as to form

a cup or vessel. • Any bone of the body. 4 A kind of sugar

cane. e. V to send or throw, &c. aff.

VCWlfv m. (-NO A sort of sugar cane.

VCTW n.(-xi) A market or fair. i. VC tax, and *¥ collection, Ac.

VCVT m. (Vs
) The teak tree, b ITT, and^ a leaf.

Kta rafn. (-ST-WT-V) Produced in or from a hand, a ray, Ac.

n». (-lp) 1 A finger nail. * The name of a timber tree, com*

WT

monly Karanja, (Galedupa arborea, Rox.) n. (-af) A perfume,

commonly A'alt hi, resembling a nail in appearance, a. VC the

hand, and V produced
;
or pleasure, TW to colour, Ac.W

affix : sec the next.

VCWTV n. (*«i) A pencil of rays, a stream of light, i. VC, andW multitude.

VT* m. (-v) The name of a plant, commonly Karanja, (Gale-

dupa arborea, Rox.) b. V water, and CV to colour, VV affix

:

see VCV-

VTVa m. (-V)
1 Karanja : see the preceding. * Another plant,

(Vcrbeaina scandens, Rox.) see VTTTV. B. added to the

foregoing.

VC* in. (-¥»)
1 A crow. ' An elephant's cheek. * Safflower

or carthamus. 4 A man of a low or degraded profeasion.

1 The first S'raddha or ceremony performed in honour of a

deceased relation.
4 An atheist, an unbeliever, an oppugner

of the doctrines of the VdtUu. r A musical instrument, (Cas-

tanets r) f. (-TT) A cow difficult to be milked, e. v plea-

sure, Ac. C* to sound, and VV affix
;
or I to do, and

Un adi aff.

m. (-V) A crow. b. vq added to the preceding.

VCf*V m. (-»t) An elephant, b. VC* and Tfff aff.

XTi ra. (-V) The aumidian crane, a. VC for fVf bad, vxr to

go, and xr aff.

VCV n. (-i)
1 An instrument or means of action. 4 Making,

doing. Action, act. 4 Cause, motive. * Business, occupa-

tion, as trade, Ac. 4 An organ of sense. ’ The body.

• The mind or heart.
4 A field.

14 Grain. " The posture,

abstinence, Ac. of an ascetic. 14 Copulation, (scu modus coe-

undi.)
14 The usage or practice of the writer caste.

14 Act-

ing, dramatic action.
1

4

Song, singing. 14 The particu-

lar business of any tribe or cast.
ir

Plaistering, spreading

any thing with the hand. 14 A Karena, an astrological

division of time ; the Karana* are eleven : 7 moveable and 4

fixed, and two are equal to a lunar day ;
or the time during

which the moon’s motion from the sun amounts to 6*. 14 (In

grammar) The instrumental case, or noun in that case. m. (-V)

A man of a mixed class, the son of a Hiidra woman by a

Vanya

;

or, according to some, of an outcast Kthtlriya, by a

K thetriya female ;
the occupation of this class is writing,

accounts, Ac. a writer, a scribe, f. (*ft)
1 A woman of the

same caste.
4 (In arithmetic, Ac.) A surd or irrational quan-

tity. b. fr to do, to act, Ac. W* aff.

VTWTW n. (-V) The head. b. VTW an organ of sense, and WTV

preserving.

qrx> «X n. (-Bf) Instrumentality, mediate agency, b. V added to

vcv.

VC*fxt q*f m. (-V:) Suppression or restraint of the organs of

sense, a. VTV, and fvvw restraint.

VCf* f- (-fv) Doing, making, effecting, e. v to do, vfv affix;

also withW added VXTfwVT.

VxVlxr mfn. (-xp-VT-xf) To be done or made. SB to do,

v^rvraff.

f, (-VT) An adopted daughter.
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***** m. (-Y0 • A basket or covered box of bamboo wicker

work. ' A bee-hive, a honey-comb. • A sword. * A sort of

duck. • An aquatic weed, (Vallisnena.) a. y to do, YYY
TJn'ddi alT.

YTfu^ m. (-ait) A fish in general, e. YTY Valluneria, and

xfw alT.

*U »1 n. (-W) The palm of the hand. i. YT, and yw lower

part.

YTYWYY mfn. (-Y:-YT-lf) Held in the hand. a. YTYY, and

YY held.

flMY "»fn. (-YP-Yir-Yfo Held in the hand, what is in or un-

der the hand. a. YTYY, and w what is.

YTYTY nf. (-Y-Yty 1 A musical instrument, a cymbal.

* Beating time by clapping the bands. *. arc the hand, YTY
musical time, and #ta aff.

Y\«i"i«iTf. (-arr) The Karatoya river, a river in the north -cast of

Bengal, X. art: the hand, and YTY water : at the wedding of

Siva and PanvATf, the water which had been poured into

the hand of the former, constituted, upon its being thrown

on the ground, the source of this river.

YTX mfn. 1 Subject to tax* or duty. • Tributary.

• Who gives his hand, &c. a. YT, and x who gives.

mfn. (-y:-YT-Y) Handy, dexterous, ready, YT, and XY
clever.

mfn. (-TT-WT-ltf) Subjugated, made tributary, a. ar< ^ .

and 1TY made with fY augment.

YTYY mfn. (-Y*-YT-Y) Held, supported by the hand. *. YT,
and YY held.

YTfrfVY mfn. (-Yt-YT-Y) Held in the hand. a. yt, and f«rlYY

placed.

YTYW n. (-Y)
1 A saw. 'Splashing water about while bathing,

playing or gamboling in water. *. YT, and XT a leaf; being in

the hand as a leaf.

YT*PPTY n». (-YTY) The palmyra tree, (Borastus flabelliformis.)

*• a taw, and Y7JY affix, the spatha being compared

to a saw.

YTYfTYT f* (-YT) Playing with water, gamboling in it, splash-

ing it about j also YTYY, YTYTY and Y<wftl.
YT^t’i m. (»^t) A species of castor oil tree. a. YT# and yy a

leaf.

YTYYT m. (-Y:) A finger. *. YT, and YWW a shoot.

YTYIY n. (-Y)
1 The hand hoDowed so as to hold any thing,

The throwing of water in sport. *. YT, and YTY a cnp.

YTYTY (-W:) A sword, a acymitar. a. yt the hand, and yy
protecting, or with YY to be strong, YTYTW.

w*.MiPn+i f. (-YT) ‘ A cudgel, a abort club or wooden sword.
• A sword or one edged knife, a. YT the hand, YTY to nou-

rish, Y* affix, and the fern, termination.

YT^y m. (-T) Joining the palms of the hands to shew respect.

The hands joined and hollowed to receive anything, e. YT,
and YY a bag.

YTYX m (-Y) Back of the band. k. YT, and YC back.

YT*YY mfn. (~Y*-YT-*4)
1 To be held, to be taken hold of. • To

be collected by taxes, a. yt, and YYY to be accumulated.

YTYTY mfn. (-X*-fMl) Held in hand, got, secured, a. YT, and

YTF obtained.

YTYIY n. (-Yt) 1 A linger nail. • A sword, a acymitar : see

YTYTY.

YTYTfYYT f. (-YT) A small sword, &c. see YTYrfaY I.

YTH m. (-Yt) ’ The metacarpus, the hand from the wrist to the

root of the fingers. • A young camel or any young animaL
• A young elephant. 4 A perfume, commonly Aral& f. (.^)
A she camel, a. V to reject, YYY Un'fidi affix : see YYV.

YTYf^YT f. (-YT) A plant, a sort of Hedys&rum. a. YTY, and fa*
fond of j fodder for camels.

YTfVnrm. (-ift) An elephant, a. yty and xf* aff.

YTYtT m. (-*:) A lion. k. YTY a young animal, and XT who
destroys.

YTYTY n. (-^) A bracelet, an ornament worn round the wrist.

a. YT the hand, and *JYX an ornament.

YTYT m. (-ft) The betel nut tree : see VTYT.

YTYfr^ na. A prisoner, a captive.

WT*nf m. (-<:) A small tree baring an arid fruit, commonly
AarosAi or KarMa, (Carissa carondas.) a. arc the hand,
and ant to destroy, aa affix; what ia plucked by the
hand; also with aa effii, arrrft and fern, with tfta affix

atmff.

atn^t m. (-m) See the preceding.

m. (-at) Smoke, probably an error or corruption for
•war.

•WWT f. (-arr) The hand used as a rosary, the joinla of the
fdgera corresponding to the herds, a. art, and man a
rosary,

*>• (») A missile weapon, bnt thrown by the hand, •
dart, a javelin, Ac. x. at, and tv* released.

•mjrraa m. (••:) A finger, a. at and wt; to the point, tat
a shoot.

•kH mfn. (-Wi-mT-«r) 1 Mixed, intermingled. * Set, inlaid,

m. (-m :
) Flour or meal mixed with curds: see atm. a. K

to do, wrwr* Un'fidi aff.

arrfmrr mfn. (-rn m-tf) 1 Intermingled, mixed, blended, Ac.
• Pounded, reduced to grains or dust. • Set, inlaid, s. atm
and Tirauff.

atai m. (-ail) A cake, flour or meal mixed with curds, x. a
water, and rfir to- send, Ac. at affix

;
alto with aif added

araia i also with tpr to sound, Ac. arar, Ac. as above,

araa mfo. (-T:-TT-a) Stopped by the hand, held tight or fast.

*. YT. wd XX stopped.

araa m. (-%) A finger naiL a.at the hand, and ty to grow, to
rise, affix w.

atfii m. (-frit) A small musical instrument used for marking
time, (a castanet,) or clapping the hands together for that
purpose, x. at the hand, aft property,

attrfaai f. (-ai) A small club, Ac. see tteifam .

•tft f. (-af) The leaf of the Asafatida plant, Hingnpatri . see

aaQ and artaf.

atflt m. (-r-)
1 A fragrant plant, (Oleander or Ncrinm odor-

urn.) * The name of a demon. • A sword or scymitar. * A
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cemetery, a place for burning or interring the dead, f. (-rt)

Red arsenic. (-tft)
1 A name of Ani-rf, the mother of the gods

• A good cow. • A woman who has borne a son, a mother.

e. ftrx; here said to mean a root, Tff*C to become evident, and

affix; or ftrx: hand, fft prefixed to to go, Ac. affix ft
-

.

ft*. €U ft m. (-W-)
1 A sword. A poison, the poisonous root of

the Oleander. * A tree, (Pcntaptcra arjuna.) r. ftrft added to

the preceding.

ftT Ul ftl’ f. (-Wf A finger, r. ftT the hand, and inWT a branch.

m. (-T?) Water expelled by an elephant’s trunk, k. ITT

his trunk, and drizzling rain.

ra. (-*.) A finger nail. a. ITT the hand, and S£ft the

beard of corn.

ftPCftnr m. (-V) CEdematous swelling of the hands, a. WK, and

irrw swelling.

m. (-Z:) ' The fibrous root of a lotus. A tree, (Vangue-

ria spinosa.) t- ^ water, and ftft to abandon, ftTft a lotus,

what goes, or by what it goes ; or ftT*: the hand, to

illuminate or adorn, and x|ir aif.

ETCftPK % m. (-ftp) The name of a tree, (Van gueria spinosa.)

g. ft sf added to the preceding.

ftKrftrft ra. (-ft:) A thump, a blow with the hand. e. ftT, and

sfnrnr a blow.

ftf< IM i m. (-i:) A fruit tree, (Carissa carondas:) see ftTiff.

m. (-ft:) A plant, (Flacourlia catapbracta, Rox.) see

IWlf.
m. (-ftp) A fruit tree, (Carissa carondas.)

ftJTlfftn f. (-ftTT) A bird, a small kind of crane.

ftTOTTft ra. (-T) A finger ring. k. art: the hand, T* to shine,

with ftliV prefixed, affix

ftTPft mfn. (-w.-nrT-ll) ' Great, large. * High, lofty. • Formid-

able, terrible.
4 Having projecting teeth, ra. (-if:) Rosin,

pitch, or a mixture of oil and the resill of the StU tree,

n. ( fti) A dark kind of Tu !asi or Basil, f. (-ITT) A kind of swal-

low wort, commonly Ananla mul, (Hcmisdemus Indirus.)

see iTTfcftT. f. (-ftft) One of the seven tongues of Acni or fire.

B. WK the hand, &c. «lr with ftpft prefixed to take, and ft affix

;

or ftT, and ftft to be able, &c. affix ftfw, fem. do ftfft or ftFtft.

fTTW m. (-IT:) A sort of Basil, the dark kind.

ftTTWftT mfn. 1 Having a large trunk, (an elephant)
1 Having a powerful arm or hand. r. ftt.iw, and ftr a hand.

mfn. (*ft:-*ftT-wf) One who stretches out his hand to

support or pick up another, &c. i. ftT, and ftftpft what sup-

ports.

ftPtrwzftft n. (-si) Extending the hand, taking by the hand, help-

ing, sustaining, b. ftT, and ft iftTftft supporting.

ftTTftftftft mfn. (-ftJ.ftT-li) Of hh’eous aspect, ugly, frightful.

t<-JTT) A form or emanation of Dubca. k. ftrift, and

countenance
; also ftTlftTftft, ftl l ftTO ’-, &c.

*TTlVrw m. (-w:) A tree.

H i. i fa n mfn. (-m-WT-iy) * Afraid of, alarmed by or at. * Ren-
dered formidable. 1 Magnified, a. errrat and xyrf.

arf* - - .Wl f, (-*;) A specie, of pepper, (Piper charya.) K.

elephant- pepper. Tit a vine.

3d

«frjT m. (-TP) The frontal globe of an elephant, a. Tft, and

yftf the same.

ra. (-ftp) A fragrant powder prepared from the flower*

of the Nagctax, (Mesua ferrea
; )

also ftfry^ftTft.

ftfnrfwTft n. (-10 The roaring of elephants, b. ftrfcft an ele-

phant, and ftfsjft sounding, thundering,

ftfroftlft n. (-^i) An elephant’s hide. i. ftfi,«T, and ftftfftskin.

ftfTft m.(-nr) A young elephant. «t. ftfr an elephant, and ft born,

ftfr^ftl m. (-ftp)
1 An elephant’s tusk. ' Ivory, b. ftftft und

a tooth.

ftfrftiTft m. (-ft:) A lion. b. ftfx; an elephant, t to tear or rend,

,TO affix; or with ijft affix ftfx<KW.

ftfTft m. (-^) An elephant, k. ftT the proboscis of this animal,

and xf* affi

ftfctTftaftT f. (-fti) A musical instrument,

irfrfqsu^t f. (-fti) A plant bearing a* pungent fruit. (Pothos offi-

cinalis, Rox.) E.ftfr»and fftftftt long-pepper; Elephant*

pepper

;

considered by native writers as a large species oi that

condiment
;
also arftfftftftt, &c.

ftfTVift m. (-If:) A young elephant, one under ten years old.

r. ErfK, and -qnr a young animal ; also wfrwTTftr.

n». (*«|5) The post to which an elephant is lied. R. wfr,

and bjm a binding.

^rfoTTT^ m. (-if:) A lion. R.wfx:, WT splendor, and to go ;

the lion being considered as the natural enemy and destroyer

of the elephant.

m. (-«:) A title of Gan '£»'. e. srfr, a^d TO a face: this

deity being represented with an elephant's head.

*fV*r**? n. (x :

) A water elephant, a hippopotamus, b.

and xti^r any aquatic animal.

nrflc^T m. (-^:) The shoot of a bamboo : see JpCtr.

H,-frwi«j<« ra. (-wr:) A young elephant under fire year* old; ac-

cording to some, also until ten years, e. see KITO

meaning a young animal.

ftfxs mfn. -V) Doing much. b. who does,

arfcwiT mfn. ( W-ftiwit-ftiTr) Doing, (with a future sense,) about

to do. s. V to do, xne affix of the future.

«tffr»*wiw mfn. (•^:-sfT-W) About to do, going to do. b. w to do,

xrprf( affix of the future.

m. (-^:)
1 A large, or a war or state elephant. • Indba's

elephant, b. ^rfr, and Vt chief.

mfn. (-^rw -^:) Who does much. b. WK who does,

anetc mn. The shoot of a bamboo
;

also ftrfcx;- m. (-^:)

' A thorny plaut, described as growing in desarts, and fed

upon by camels, commonly Karil, (Cappans apbylla, Rox.)

* A water jar. f. (-^T or -tet)
1 'Hie root of an elephant's tusk.

* A cricket, a small grasshopper, &c. B. V to irjure, to

throw or send, &c. and off.

ft rlfrfttT f. (-ftT) The root of an elephant's tusk : see ftxtft

ftTtft mn. (-ft*.'T) Dry cowdung. a. if to throw, send, &c. and

ill Un adi aff.
*

ftrO^TT f. (-ftT) A strong wind, a gale. R. ftTtft, ftift to disturb,

ftft aff.
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m. (-ftj:) A fire of dry cowdung. e. and ^fg

fire; this substance is very generally used as fuel in Hin-

dustan.

qrqw mf ( W:-^0 Tenderness, pity, compassion, the feeling or

sentiment, ado. (-#) Pitifully, in distress, m, (*Sft) * Sorrow,

affliction, one of the eight sentiments.
1 The name of a fruit

tree, the pamplemouse, (Citrus dccumanu.) * A Jina or Jaina

saint, a. V to send or cast, 'STSTW Un'ddi aJT.

¥WW* mfn.(-qr*--qrr-¥) Compassionate, tender-hearted. E.

^TTB self, qrw added.

yqiiMfC mfn. (-^;-TT-^) Compassionate, tender, a. qqqji, and

«K excellent.

ITMT iW lft f. (*Wt) Double jasmin : see

mfn. (-^-v?t-^) Gentle, compassionate. *. qrTWT and

uff.
*

qra« l £ mfn. ( ip-$T-$) Tender-hearted, soft, sensitive, e. #qwi,

and moist.

m. Grief of separation with the uncertainty

of meeting again, fears occurring in absence, b. 3 aw( sorrow,

and fmw separation.

wlfigW f. (-TTT) Charitableness, kindliness, e. *T*TT, -ifcw

who knows, wsr afT.

qrrs m. (*V) A finger nail. b. qr<, and XZ to go, afT.

MTTWT f* ( ^T) The nutnidian crane.

WTCT mf. (•») The nutnidian crane, b. qr for yw bad, or*

water, and to sound, ^5 afT.

*TC" mf. (*w*.) A male or female elephant, m. (•»:) A plant: see

qrfw*T?:. e. ir to do, Ac. qw Uuadi affix; also with a final

long vowel, qrOJ.

qtTw^m. (-tgt) The name of a Muni or saint
;

also qiqr qnij ,

fia^ m. (4fc) A large or powerful elephant, b. qr^w, and

excellent

m. (-TT:) The name of a Muni.

lt«mf. ( w:) A mole or female elephant : see *^w.

qjTWC m. (-Tt) Benzoin or atorax.

*TTT mf. (-7:-ffc:or-ft) The bones of the head, the scull, e. qr

the head, WZ to oppose, to defend, Ac. affixes and

or

m. (•X.') * A bundle of rags. A heavy tax. a. qnc,

and plenty.

n. (-qr) Water held in, or poured into the hand. a. WK,

and 'Sf1 water.

qri mfn.
1 White. * Good, excellent, m. (-*:)

1 A
white horse. * A mirror. • A water jar.

4 A crab. % A sign of

the sodiac, (Cancer.) • Fire.
1 A long gourd. • Beauty, e. w

to do, Ac. m: Un’Adi aiT.

f. (-*1) A small cucumber, a, qr*, and fqftfq) the

same.

W^z m. (-¥:)
1 A crab. • The sign of the zodiac, (Cancer.)

* A kind of bird, the numidian crane. 4 A long gourd : see

TP*. • The fibrous root of the lotus. • The curved end of

the beam of a balance, to which the strings supporting the

scale are attached. f A compass. • The radius of a circle,

f. (-*f) A plant, commonly Kurkavdit, (Momordica mixta.)

(.?!)
1 A kind of cucumber, (Cncumis utilatissimus. Rot.)

• Tl>e fruit of the silk cotton tree. • A snake. 4 A water Jar.

s. qr^i a Sautra root, to laugh or smile, and affix, fem.

affix ZJX or

qr^arq m. (-IT?) A crab- b. qrq added to the preceding.

^%»ypir*T f. (-qn) A plant, commonly KdnAareuringi : see the

next.

wtfrmPt f. (-f1) A plant, the fruit of which is compared to the

claw or feelers of a crab, the horn of a goat, Ac. see qnnjTt.

b. Wv, jyr a horn, and qTq affixes.

WttVT f. (**rr) See the preceding, a. qrqr, and qp^T an

appellation.

*qf<£ f. ( f»0 A, sort of cucumber, (Cucurois utilatissimus
:) see

wjz-

qfqr^ m. (-*:) The numidian crane.

mf. (-a*:-aj:) A tree, the jujube : see the next,

mf. (
ajs) The jujube, (Zizyphus jujuba.) a. qr*i excel-

lent, qt to have, and ^ Un adi affix, fem. affix sm
W*r mfn. (-^Cj-rT-x!) Hard, firm. n. (-T) Stone, limestone,

especially the nodule found in Bengal under the name of

Kankar. m. (-T:) A mirror, f. (-^) A small water jar. js. qri

beauty, from qrqr to smile, XT from XT to give, fem. affix #tq.

WT1U m. (-*:) A wagtail, g. *qfc a mirror, and an eye :

bright- eyed.

qraKl f m. (-*) A gallinule. t.Wt firm, and xrr body.

qpJk'T* m. (-*:) A glance, a side look.

+ m. (-qr:) The numidian crane : sec qrqPGJ.

m. (-•) A blind well, one of which the month is

overgrown with grass, Ac. so as to be hidden.

HOI mn. (•fl-ti) A curl, a riuglet.

<-«) A water jar with a spout.

f. (*fT) A small water jar. e. ^ to scatter, in the rei-

terative form, and Un'idi aflT.

n. (•*) 'rhe hand curved as a claw or half moon, for the

purpose of grasping any thing, b . WVK hard, firm, x* to go,

to be, affix XftT-

mf. (-^) The numidian crane : see c. xr^ir hard,

Ac.n to sound, deriv. irr.

mfn. (-lt-WT'W) * Violent. * Hard. • Intangible. 4
Cruel.

* Unfeeling, unmerciful. * Harsh, unkind. f
Miserly, m. (-*9

1 A plant, commonly Sunda rochani, (Crinum ?)
* A kind of

cassia, (Cassia esculcnta.) 1 Sugar cane.
4 A sword, a scymi-

tar. f. Wild jujube; also anifwxrr. e. IT to injure,

affix, wtf. Mrith the same meaning, and highly injurious

:

orW & Sautra root, and v: aff.

m-(-V) ‘ A plrnt, (Trophis wpera.) * A kind of

gourd, (Trichosantbes diccca.) e. Ww hurd, and a leaf.

wqxrsrw m. (•«:) A gourd, (Trichosantbes diceca.)

WlTtnflf n. (-qq) Harsh or contumelious speech, a. and

wm speech.

n. (-^) Flour or meal mixed with cords, a. qrv, and gjT
essence.

qrqn^ m. (-^:) A pumpkin gourd, (Cucorbita pepo.) z. qpi

white, XI to go, or to bt; affix
; also
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^tlrur m- (•!".) A plant, (Convolvulus paniculatus.) e. STl

added to the preceding.

The sign Cancer.

nifaT m. (-1:) A kind of gem or precious stone.

m. (-H) One of the principal serpents or Njgaa of I

Pdta/a.

wisrzi m. (>f:)
1 A plant, (.‘Egle marmelos:) see Sfpar.

1 A
Ndga or serpent : sec the preceding. * A kind of gourd, (Mo-

mordica charantia:) in this sense
;

also lif rflirT. ‘Sugar

cane.

f. (-^t) A plant, a Ghosh/t with yellow flowers : sec ipr.

1T1 r. 1 st cl. (V^frT) To go, to move.

m. (-X-) A plant, (Curcuma reclinata, Rox.) n. (-T) Gold

:

«e*|r.

m. (-1:) Zedoary, (Curcuma zerumbet :) see i"^rtr.

r. I st cl. (l^f?r) To pain or make uneasy,

ri 10th cl. (qrshqfjf) To pierce or bore : with the prefix ^ITl

.

HT, (H and ^TTV) cr ’ll, to hear or listen.

V* m. (-4:)
1 The ear. • Karx a a prince, sovereign of Anga-

diVa, and elder brother, by the mother’s side, to the Pana'u

princes, being the son of Surya by Kunti, before her mar-

riage with Pax'd’u. 1 The helm or rudder of a vessel. 4 (In

prosody,) A spondee, a foot of two long syllables. *{In geome-

try.) The hypothenusc of a triangle, or the diagonal of a tetra-

gon. • A plant, (Cassia fistula.) * A kind of swallow wort,

(Colotropis gigantea.) £• infc to hear, 1*T affix
j orl do, fkc. st

Un'adi off.

meiTr* tn. (

V

)
Itching of the ear. i. T”, ami isj itching.

f- ( *1) ‘ An insect or worm with many feet, and of a

reddish colour, (Julus cornifex.)
1 A small centipede, x.

the ear, and its an insect, being supposed to attack the ear

especially.

m. (-1:) An affection of the ear, a roaring or constaut

noise in it. r. 1^. and sal a buzzing in tbe ear.

TO* mfn. (.*:-*T-*) * Hanging on the ear, next to the ear.
|

1 Extending to the ear. «. st*, and * what goes.

in^l m. (-1:) The wax of the ear. a. 11, and Ht fasces,

excrement.

mfn. (‘X--XT'X) Capable of being heard, perceptible to

the ear. x. 11, and int perceptible.

li qri m. (-i:) A helmsman, z. zrvr, and in who holds.

mfn. (-iri-ilftll) Having a helmsman, k. TO1TT,

and Wjjl aff.

TOfl* n. (-1) The outer auditory passage, x. TO, and fiff

hole.

liar* ro. (-1:) An informer, a. ir^, and who whispers; also

TOTO.

IwsFil f. (-ITT)
1 An insect, (Julus.) * A small centipede : see

\ . e. if, and «P*lT a leech.

irrunm f. (-*TT:) A worm : see the preceding
;
also lafziwnr.

TOTOT1T f. (*1T) A kind of insect, (Julus cornifex, &c.) 9 A

small centipede ; also l«frl*nTO and

TOH1 n. (-1) Thi root of the ear. e. li, and HIT affix in

this sense.

TO

Infill m.fwrr) A title of Akjuna. e. 11 , and fanr conqueror;

Karma having taken (he part of the /Tams, was killed by

Arjun'a in the gTeat battle between them and the Pdn'du*.

lim m. (-V:) The flapping of an elephant’s ears. a. in,

and IP* tune.

m.,(U) An ear-ring, an ornament of the ear. e. mi-

,

and ill a mirror.

f. (-St: ) A kind of worm : see irvS«a1il. r, h, and

a sort of drum
;
making a noise in the car like a drum.

WlTT m. (-it) A pilot, a helmsman, e. TO the helm, to

have or hold, andH off.

lili*; m. (-^t) Ringing in the ear. e. and sound,

ifrl f. (-^t) A woman’s ear-ring: see and

fWH m. ('W-) Inflammation of the outer car. z. TO, and irl

ripening.

toJitiI f. (-^1) An ornament of the ear, a garland or string of

jewels pendent from it. e. inp, and IP* to cherish,

iwil m. (-It) Tlie capital of Karx’a, the ancient name of

Hhxtgalpur . a. 1$, and 11 city; also f. (-^J)

m. (-it)
1 A tree, (Mimosa sirisha.) * The blue lotus.

• An ear-ring. * The Asoka tree. k. and ^1 to make

full, to complete.

urmcir m. (-V) The Kadamba tree, (Nauclee kadamba )

e. lltr on ear-ring, and Hr resembling, like the large round

drop or pendant of a IPtndustani ear-ring.

m. (-1:) A disease of the ear, suppression of the

excretion or wax, which is supposed to have dissolved and

pass by the nose and mouth, e. TOf and tf?nm suppression.

TOiri m. (-ft) A sort of fish, (Ophiocephalui kurrawey.) b, inf,

and an fruit.

m. (-!'.) A sort of sheat fish, (Silurus unitui.) r.
*

and a sheat fish.

m. (-W:)
frhc excretion or wax of the ear. k. TO, and

TO dirt.

yi ro. (-1:)
1 An ornament of the car. * An ear-ring.

e. iri, and vr$r a mirror ;
reflecting its beauty,

iwirrit f. (-^t) A name of D6vf or Dueoa in one of her forms

or incarnations, a. the ear, 11 to rub, l»r and ^#tl

affixes; this is sometimes written nSiifir.

^infHIT f. (-m) The lobe of the ear. z. WIT a creeping

plant,H added.

Wll m. (--^:) An elevated platform. E. and in a bamboo.

w4lW mfn. (-ITW-Uft TO) 1 Having ears. • Long eared. * Hav-

ing a helm. a. and aff.

l^hrferiT nifh.(-TT:-in-^) Earless, m. (-if:) A snake, t. vi, and

ifsfl deprived.

f. (-fi:) Ulceration of the ear. e. ni, and furfl a sore.

Will m. (-it) 1 Boring the ears : as a religions ceremony it

is performed where there are three sons, to prevent one of

them from dying. 9 Piercing the ear in general, e. at, and

11 liercing.

W^ilflirT f- (-WT) An instrument for perforating the ear. e. arw,

ftl to pierce, and affixes, with added, and the

fern, termination HI.
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vriwft l (-<») See the preceding.

n. (•*) An ear-ring : see the next.

¥WOI n. (-w) An ear-ring. b. BTBT, and TT5BT surrounding.

f- (*^Pt) The outer part of the ear, the cartilage and

depressions leading to the auditory passage. B. and

rr* the hollows of the ear.

w n. (-^') Ear-ache. e. BT$, and SfBr pain.

BPf^TB mfn. (-Bfr-ifT-xi) Audible, loud, k bt$, and hearing.

lW¥rs m. (-'*:) Discharge of pus from the ear. b. bt4, and

riWTW suppuration.

BriwrB Discharge of ichorous matter from the ear. a. bhJ,

and wrw running.

f, f-¥T) A sort of creeper, e. Bna, and BtJrr* a boil.

’Wt* ra. (**; ) A country, Kam'dt'a, whence the modern Kar-

natic

:

the name however was anciently applied to the cen-

tra] districts of the peninsula, including Mytur. f. (-Tt) 1 One
of the Hagimi or female personifications of the musical

modes, the bride of the Rug* Malaya. * A plant, a. btw the

ear, a prince, &c. and ^7 to go, affix Bnr.

m. (-BT-) A name of Yttlhisht hira, the elder brother of

the five Pdridu princes, e. and younger born j

the younger brother of Kamn'a.

Bt^hfaTB
-

mfn. (-BP-Yr-BK) Near or close to the ear. b. WW, and

BrfaflBT near.

£ <-^) • An ornament of the ear. • An ear-ring : see

the next, and

Wr^f. (-^5) An ornament of the ear, an car-ring, Ac. e. BPW,

and a chain.

BTBKf f. (-n) An instrument for perforating the ear. e. BP& the

ear, bi to go, Bf^and tp* affs.

m. (-ft:) A name of Abjlka. k. btw, and an

enemy.

m. (-X*) An ear-ring, an ornament of the ear. b.

and 'Wfjt ornament; also BrwiBiffBT, BrwTBivfff, Ac.

m. (-V) The flapping of an elephant's ear. e. wi, and

with the same import.

mfn. (-^S-BTT*Bf) 1 Having large or long ears. • Having
ears. ' Having a helm. m. (^r:-) A steersman, f. (-*T)

1 An
ear-ring or ornament of the ear. * The pericarp of a lotus.

• The middle finger.
4 The tip of an elephant's trunk. * A

fruit stalk. • A pen or small brush. T A plant, (Premna
spinusa, &c.) see Bfftr*v-xi. k. btb the car, Ac. ip* affix

; or

and 7TB aff.

m. (-BT:) The fabulous mountain Sumtnt.

the seed vessel of a lotus, and a mountain, Mem being

in the centre of the world, the divisions of which are deli-

neated as the leaves of a lotus; also other compounds, os

SfrfeWTT m. (-tc1)
1 The name of a tree, commonly Kaniyar,

(Plerospermum acerifolium.) A sort of Cassia, (Cassia fis-

tula) ’ The pericarp of a lotus, a. arfwa'I an ornament of

the ear, eg to go, gf affix
; also with added vfvlvTgtr.

grfwfirw m. (-rfl) An elephant, a. arteCT the tip of his trunk,

and a(T.
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mfn. ' Having an ear, relating to the ear,

Ac. 4 Long eared. * Barbed, (as an arrow.)
4 Having a helm,

m. (-<f>
1 The name of a mountain, one of the seven principal

ranges of the mountains, dividing the universe. 4 The side

of the neck, the part near the ear. 4 A steer-mum f. (-fknr,)

A disease of the uterus, prolapsus or polypus uteri, k. BTXfr, and

if* aff.

mfn. (-wn-BJT-Bt) Long eared, e. Brtf and T^aft
mf, A covered car, or according to some, a

litter for the conveyance of women, Ac. borne on mens
shoulders, e. wvff the part near the ear, and a carriage.

BWlfaff m. (-it:) A name of Kansa the enemy of Kjiisiin'a.

e. SBXpf the mother of this prince, and bjtt a son.

|

mfn. (-if: BT-tf) An informer, a tale bearer, e. Bnf in

the ear, and »TB to recite in a low voice, BIB aff.

f. (-*B:)
4 A semicircular ornament of the car. * An ear-

ring. k. BP*, and the moon, a crescent, Ac. see BF*!***.

r. JOth cl. (I^a) To slacken or unloose, to remove; also

»» mid w*.

Bint n. (-if)
1 Cutting, cutting off or in pieces. * Spinning cot-

ton or thread, f. (-tft) Scissors. 8. irff to cut, WT&ff.

^PC*T f. (-UTT)
1 A knife. * A small sword or cutlass. * A

hunter's knife or sword, a coutcau de ch&sse. 4 A scissors.

e. and bp*^ added.

BTWft f. (-Bt) ' A scissors or shears. * A knife. 4 A small sword

or cutlass, b. ift to cut, BpT»( affix, and #\b fern. do.

bpbb mfn, 1 To be done or made. * What ought to

be done. e. if to make, ITB aff.

f. (-HT) Necessity, obligation, propriety, fitness, r. BiBTB,

and ttbt affix ; also with «x affix

B-ffor mfij. (-IT-Bff-Tf) Cut, cut off. k. eif to cut, H affl

BTfasilTf mfn. ( -^*^-a|B?t-mrT{) Intending or wishing to cut. I. 7TT

to cut, irtt aflix of the future participle; also qffairw

(-V-WT W) with m^Waff.

llflB mfn. (-B-.-BT-B) Desirous or intending to do. x. bvtw

to do, BrtB desire, the final of the first rejected,

Bt’rf mfn. (-iSf-Cf-^*)
1 An agent, a doer, a maker, one who

makes or does. One who practises what he knows, m. (-

1 A name of Bbauma. * (In grammar,) 'Hie arrive noun, the

nominative case. e. ^ to do, and affix : it may also be

read

^ mfn. (-qr:-BTT-li) An agent, one who docs any thing, e. vw
added to the last.

Bnj Brn n. (-mi) Agency, action, b. btw" bt and «b aff.

Brvt BTT f. f-VT) A small sword. B. mr to cut, ^if aft

>1^1 w n. (-»i) Agency, the act or property of an agent, b. BHl*,

and W affix ; also with th* affix ?tt.

m. (-Wij) (In grammar,) 'The active voice, e. BtV agent,

and -Biwr to be said.

Bf^ r. 10th cl. (BfB^fir) To unloose, to remove : see

scissors, k. fpf to cut, B^and tfc* affs.

BT3f f- cl. (Wtcftf) To grumble, as the bowels; to caw as a

crow ;
or to make any such noise.

TC m. (-i-) Mud, cluy. x. to .ouud ill, vrvtfiC
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n, » (*:
)

1 The fibrous root of the lotus. ’Mud, dirt. • Any
aquatic weed, as Vattisneria, &c. a. mud, and

what goes.

Ww n. (*^0 Crumbling of the bowels, borborygmi. a. to

make such a noise, and wz atT.

m * (-* :
)

1 Mud, mire, clay. * Sin. 1 A Prajdpati, the son

of Brahma by Ch hay/, andt he father of Kapita: (this per-

sonage appears to be an innovation in Hindu mythology.)

f. (-t#t) A plant, n. (-»?) Flesh, a. to sound badly, and

Unadi alf.

m. (-W-) A receptacle for filth, a sewer, a necessary.

*• filth,^ to go, and ipiaff.

wb m. {-¥;) Old and patched or ragged garments, a. ire to

be able, and ^7lt aff.

m, ( fl) A religious mendicant, a Fakir, a beggar in

patched or ragged clothes, or sometimes with merely a cloth

to cover the privities. irte as above, V to haTe, and
aflis

;
also Hdfirw and unffrij.

m. (-w :
) See the preceding.

nr^fini m. (-ft) Sec This and the two preceding

words may also be used in three genders, meaning, beggar

in general, or any one in beggarly raiment.

m. (T*)
1 The skull, the cranium, * An iron saucepan or

frying pan. • A kind of weapon. ‘The Glomerous fig tree:

see £ (.ft) A eoUyrium extracted from the Amoraum
anthorhiza, Rox. b. trq to be able, aff.

m. (-PM) A tree, described as a Piiu growing in the hills.

e. the skull, &c. and to adorn, aff.

*nr«T* ra, 0w :) Sand, gravel, a sandy soil.

n. (-3g) A eoUyrium extracted from the Amomum
anthorhiza : see e. for and tjtu any

eoUyrium.

mn. (-P:-P) Cotton, f. ( -xft) The cotton tree
;
also

e. IT to do, &c. pro Un'fidi aff.

*15 mn (-^ 5 *) Camphor, e. ir to be able, m*: Un kdi aff.

ra. (-*:) Zedosry, (Curcuma zerumbet, Rox.) see vfajr
and UTPTP.

£ (-at) One of Durga's female attendants or con-

fidantes : see «RT. e. WVT. camphor, and fhaw the sectarial

spot on the forehead
; haring the Tilaka of camphor.

*ra,r;rn* n. (-li) Camphor liniment, k. awe, and TTa oU.

£ (-W) Rice dressed with spices, camphor and ghee,

a^vwfa m. (-faO A white mineral used medicinally, b.

and pfa a gem.

m. (-^i) A mirror.

a* r. I st cl. (a^ffi) To go, to move or approach.

a$T m. (-T?) See

*n$*rc m. (-*?)
1 Mountain ebony : see #lf«^TT. * Blue bar-

leria : see sftafHUV

mfh. (-T:-Tr X) Variegated, of a spotted or variegated

color, f. (-TT)
1 Trumpet flower, (Bignonia suave-dens.) * A

sort of basil, (Ocymum gratisaimum :) see T^TT. f. (-ft) A
name of the goddess Dubua. n. (-f)

1 Gold. * Water.
• Datura, (the fruit.) (-fs) 1 A demon, an imp or goblin.

3 E
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• A variegated colour. • A plant, (Curcuma reclinata, Rox.)

see Sin. * Rice growing amidst inundation, e. a><

to tinge or dye, ara Un'hdi affix and s; inserted, or a$ to go,

&c. and ^JTsi affix, also long,
; it is also often read with

the dental a, but perhaps erroneously.

mn. ) Gold. m. (-T:)
1 A species of curcuma, (C. re-

clinata, Rox.) * Zedoary, (Curcuma zerumbet.) A demon.

£ (-TT) A leech, n.(-f) Yellow orpimenL see aCTand avra.
m. (-a*-) Zedoary, (Curcuma zerumbet, Rox.) e. snr ad-

ded to the preceding : also a^Ta.

mfh. (-W-Wr-tr) Variegated, many coloured, e. a*K,

and TiTW aff.

a*»& mn. ( -sft*-ai) Act, action ; see w^bf,

a»uar mfh. (-^:-TT-fVf)
1 A hired laborer. * A servant of any

kind, (as a pupil, &c.) not a slave. * An agent, anyone who

does work or business, m. (-<£:) A name of Yams, regent of

the dead. f. (-^) 1 A plant, (Aletriaiiyacinthoides :) see p^t.

* Bryonia gTmndis : see fpfspar. A female servant or slave,

r. a»& work, act, and aT who does or performs; also a»&a7T.

HhNttv mfn. (-T'-ft-f )
1 A worker, one who does any business,

an artisan, a mechanic. a One who performs any act.

ra. (-f:) A blacksmith, one of the progeny of the divine artist

Vihwakkrmma, • A bulk k. an act, to perform,

affix a*-

a*&*K4 mfn. (-a:-ar-a) One who docs any work, one who

performs any act. b. a^, and aira who does.

auHnfra mfh. (-ft-ffait-ff) Working, doing any work, who

performs any act. e. a*il, and aif<P who does,

*

i

hjV ra. (-a^) A strong bow. e. inn used to action, aTPiV

a bow.

w4*4\mm m. (-W) A washerman.

anpinf mfn. (-ir)
1 Having done work. * A workman, an artisan.

f. w4t, and WIT who does,

m m. (-PTP) The director of a religious rite, the reciter

of the Mantras or formula. K. ^nw, and WTnTT^0 ‘nS*

mfn. (-sn-DT-sj) Competent to an act. e. and to

be patient, aff.

£ (-YT) Active exertion, action, e. ^nif, and effort,

f. (-WT) The object of acts, the inducement to ritual

acts, or the combination of knowledge, the thing to be known,

and the person who acquires knowledge. *. wm, and ^r^rr

impelling.

mfh. (-ir-«iT-«f) Resulting from or produced by any act,

especially religious or moraf, or unrighteous or immoral

actions, m. (-W:) The Kali-yug or fourth and present age

of the world, the age of iniquity. • The holy fig tree, (Ficus

religiose.) b. wi. and W produced.

m. (-W) A predicate or property resulting from hu-

man acta, as separation, reunion, &c. b. **VW, and ijw quality,

atvirfl mfn. (^W -Wr-W)
1 Skilled in any work. Acquainted with

religious rites. E. SHE, and ^ who knows.

wb mfh. (-tr-¥T-tf)
1 Finishing carefully. * Accomplishing any

rite. m. (-*:) The director and performer of a sacrifice,

a. to, and 3^ aff.
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m. (-^:) The passive roice, (in grammar.) i.

in the act or object, and TTO to be said,

qrero mfn. (•’V -VT-V) Proper to any act, suitable to or fit for it.

f. (qn) Wages, hire. n. (-*) Energy, activity, a. iwr and

snr aff.

qrctopr mfn. <-sv>
Working for hire, l. qnfa wages, and

to eat, affix fwr : sec HIWJC
gqfiqrq m. ( -ST:) Abandonment of worldly duties or ceremonial

rites, t. qrqi, and WT* abandonment.

*4* n. (-if)
1 Acts, action, the active discharge of the duties

and (unctions of life. • Any act. a. qrai, and H affix
;
also with

ini, irwKi.

mfn. (-Ti-TT-tf ) Following wicked or degrading prac-

tices, immoral, disreputable, a. qnw, and defiled.

m. (-H*) ' Error, blunder. * Sin, vice. * The evil con-

sequence of human acts. * Discreditable conduct or busi-

ness. a. ero, and fault.

in. (-^:) * Loss of benefits arising from religious acta.

* Destruction of any work. • Disappointment, k. hhi, and

* 191? loss.

*** ron. (-4r-4)
1 Action in general ' The object of an

action. ' The subject of action in grammar, considered

of three kinds, tnnj or arng when it is simple, a* UTH

he goes to the village ; TWfw he sees the sun
;
fa4 [4

when change of form is implied, as gold

forms the ear-ring ;
and fspr4 when some new product

is evolved, as Hi H<tfa he makes a mat; Ha she

bears a son. * The objective noun. ‘ Action specific, moral

duty, the obligation imposed by peculiarities of tribe, oc-

cupation, fitc. * Natural, active property, as maturity, of heat

;

support, of earth; dispersion, of wind, fitc. 'Religious ac-

tion, as sacrifice, ablution, fitc. especially as originating in

the hope of future recompense, and as opposed to speculative

religion or knowledge of spirit. ' (In Logic,) Substantial

action or motion of five kinds, upwards, downwards, exten-

sion. contraction, and going in general. a Action or act

involving retribution or reward, virtue, vice, fitc.
1 * Fate,

the certain consequence of previous acts. k. to do,

*tf*TW afll

VVfro m^n - (-¥:-¥!-¥) Engaged in active duties, m. (-*:) A

liraAman who performs sacrifices, fitc. a. and fsnj who

stays in.

m. (-^t) The beggar, the religious mendicant, the

member of the fourth order
;

see nil vH, &c. e. work,

to abandon, or the name of a saint, the founder

of the sect, and a(T.

HVIH n. (-si)
1 Pain, pleasure, ficc. considered as the conse-

quence or fruit of human actions. a The name of a fruit

:

see H^Kf. a. h4» and fruit.

m. (-W0 The occurrence of consequences, a. hhihw,

and rising.

qrvBW*T mfn. (iT.-HT-if) Bound by acts. n. (-H) Confinement

to repeated existence, as the consequence of acts. e. if Hi, and

HWf binding.

qp$h£ £ Tilled or cultivated ground, a. qnv, and ^ earth,

ground, fitc. it may also mean the same as the next word.

qpfrjfa f. (-flf:) Aryaiarta or the central part of India, Bharaia

ytrtha, the whole of India, or any similar place considered

as holy land. 1 . qrvn, and wfa earth ; where men perform

the ceremonies of the Hindu faith.

HHPjJH n. (-H) Kut'a or sacrificial gfass ; see Hir. a. h4 and

a root : it being used in many religious and essential Kar-

mas or sacred rites..

m. (-*:) The fourth and present age of the world, the

iron age, the Kali-yug see Hfw, and above, qrmar. k h4,
and vjq a Yuga or age.

m. (-*:)
1

Performance of worldly functions or duties.

* The same, considered as equivalent to a religious duty.

1
Active exertion, industry, a. qr*», and 3 nr union or obser-

vances.

n. (i) A plant bearing an acid fruit, (Averrhoa caram-

bola.)

f. f-^) The manna of the bamboo.

HHT*qi m. (-H:) A Sidra, a. h4, and wqi the thunderbolt.

wd( m. («*:)
1 The necessary influence of acts. * Fute, con-

sidered as the inevitable consequence of actions dune in a

former life. a. wm, and T* subjection.

HHTVrqt f. (-it) A lunar day, or the 30th division of a lunar

month. 8. HH», and XTTt a road, fitc. regulating all ceremonies

and observances, fitc.

qr*itrVjf m. (-^:) Impediment, obstruction. a. h4» and faff

hindrance.

f. (-ftf:) ' Rule of action, observance, practice. * Mode
of conducting any ceremony, a. qr4, and fa-fa precept; also

WfkYPT.

m. (-¥:) Succession of office or employment, revolv-

ing or alternating duty. * Contrariety or reverse of any act

or business, e. qpqj, and contrariety.

Ml'* m. («qrO
1 Future reward or punishment, the con

sequence of human acts in a subsequent birth. * A work on

this subject, explaining expiatory riles to be performed in

cases of disease, fitc. supposed to be the punishment of offences

in a previous existence, a. qpn, and fvnrrqr, maturity.

HHifqiw m. (-H:) Variety of act or actions, a. *4. and

difference.

qrHnr’tfr mfn. (-wi-wt-w) 1 Assiduous, laborious. a One who

perseveres in his duties without looking forward to their

reward, e. hhj. and HtH attached.

h4*TC n. (*i) Approved occupation, a. *4, and TTI pure,

correct.

*4lFC rafh.(.T:-TT-<) Assiduous, laborious, a. *4, and

dexterous, able.

TOWr* m. (*.-11 ^) Humility. mid mrity.

m- (-TO Collecti.e »cts, comprising the act, its perform-

«nct, and the performer. E. *4, and tftry assemblage.

m. (-tf.) A minister, a subordinate one employed up-

on actiTe duties, as a judge, a deputy, &c. s. «SR, and

an adviser, a friend.
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m. (-W) An ascetic, a religious person who has

withdrawn from the world, a. uni, and Wlirfaw a Sannpati

or religious mendicant.

WWJWrfw m. (-fir) Devotion, abstraction, a. WW, and qwrfl

abstraction.

WWW mfn. (-Wt-WT-V) Produced by, or the consequence of

acts. k. WWT. and WWW born.

wwnrrfww m. ( wt) The sun. g. mat. and wrtww an evidence ,

who beholds all deeds.

WWrTTWW n. (-w) 1 Implement, means. 1 Articles essential to

the performance of a religious act. b. aw, and Wnnc means

of effecting.

wwfaff f. (-fkt) Success, accomplishment. t. ini. and faff

completion.

WWT mfn. Arising from acts, caused by acts,

s. fw, and W*f cause
;
also with WW added WWW 7JW.

wwrnr m. (-TO ' Part or progress of any act. * Part of a sacri-

ficial rite. k. Wl. and WT member.

WWTVt[ mfn. (-nn-WT-W) Endowed with principles of action,

active, acting, e. m, and W!Wf self.

WWfij <PI m. (-aft) Connexion with or dependance upon acts.

b. fl, and attachment.

WWfWWfanr mfn. (-airl-fafift-fbi) Connected or confined by

works. B. WW. and what connects.

WWIWW1 mfn. (-W.-WT-W) * According to action or act * Accord-

ing to function or duty. b. WW, and W^WW according to.

WWTJWTiTW m<f. Conformably to act, function, Ac. b. wfa

added to the last

WWngVTW n. (-w) Practising one s duties, discharging peculiar

functions, s. ww, and WfBTW following.

wwnjwrx m. (-TO Consequence of or conformity to acts,

a. WWJ, and W*JWTT consequence.

WW^WrCfTW i*d. According to one's deeds. B. WW, and W^WIT
conformity, wfa aff.

WW-^^BifWw mfn. (-wt-fawt-fa) Practising duties, performing

rites, &c. B. WWf, and w^fUlfavt following.

WWITW m. (-wit)
1 Tilled or cultivated land. • The end or aban-

donment of ritual acts. ' The end of any task or act k. WW.

and ww an end or limit

WWr*K it (-T) Difference or contrariety of action, re action.

• Penance, expiation. * Suspense, interval of action, b. ww,

and WWT difference, Ac.

wwrfww mfn. (-W'-qFt-W) Final, completing, m. (-W*) A servant,

one who finishes work. k. WWTW, and WW aff.

WWrfwWTWW mfn. (-Wt-WT-^i) Enjoining, or prescribing duties or

acts. a. ww, and wfal PIW what shows ; also WWirfinfrfaw.

VWTt m. (-T:) * An artificer, a mechanic, a blacksmith, a bra-

zier, a carpenter, Ac. * A bamboo. 1 An acid fruit : see WWTT-

to go, WW aff.

wwjnnw m. (-W: ) Commencement of any act k.m, and 1K1
beginning.

W^ri mfn. (-^:-^T-4)
1 Fit for work, able to do any thing.

* Suitable to any rite, Ac. m. ( T.) A man. *.*«* «na^T
fit for.

«rfww mfn. 1 Busy, active, engaged in any work*
• Belonging or relating to any act k. ww. and Tfw aff.

wfkm mfh. (-w. ¥l-¥) Active, assiduous, diligent, e. WW, and

TTWaff.

wwffc mfn. (-T:-TT-ff) Variegated : see fwwffr.

wwfrw m. (-wt) A small tree, CTropbia aspera.)

o. An organ of action
;
five are reckoned, the hand,

the foot, the larynx or organ of the voice, the organ of gene-

ration, and that of fmculent excretion, e. ww, and wrF*gW an

organ of sense.

<*«&<[< n. (-T) Any honourable or valiant act, magnanimity,

prowess, a. ww, and w^TT lofty.

WsSlfjW mfn. (-Tf'-m-n) Actively labouring, busily engaged,

t. WW, and wqg exerting.

WWJTfjTW m. (-*:) Engaging actively in any work. x. WW, and

WWTlW effort. *

WT r. 1st cl. (v4fa) To be prond, to boast

art m. (-^:)
1 Love, desire. * A rat a. w to injure, and W

Un'idi aff.

WWW m. (-W:-W)
1 The capital of a district (of two or four hun-

dred villages,) in a pleasant site and of handsome construc-

tion, a market town, Ac. n. ( -tf) A city. b. V*J to be proud,

and WWW aff.

WIT m. (-T=)
J A demon or imp. • A tiger, f. (-Tt)

1 A name

of Dcbca. * The leaf of the asafoetida plant : see

s. W to injure, WTW UnVdi affix
;

if derived from w« to go,

Ac. this word is read wir, but such a reading is probably

inaccurate: see also it is sometimes considered as

a various reading of this last meaning, variegated.

WW mn. (-^:-4) A weight of gold or silver, a KartMa equal to six-

teen Mdtfuu; this, according to the ancient division of five

Rettii to the JUdtka, would make the Kankn equal to about

* 76 grains troy; in common use. eight Rcttia are given to the

Mdtkc, and the A'arsAa is therefore about 280 grains troy

:

see WTW and vfkrw. m. (-Wt)
1 Drawing, dragging, pulling.

* Ploughing. • Attracting. 4 Beleric myrobalan : see f<o¥\7TW.

B. «rw to plough, WW »ff.

W?w mfn. (-Wi-WT-tf)
1 A cnltivator of the soil, one who lives

by tillage. * What draws or drags. * Attractive, what attracts.

8. ft to plough, fW aff.

WWW n. (-W) 1 Ploughing, cultivating the ground. 1 Pulling,

dragging. * Attracting, t. fTW to plough, aff.

w*fa ’. (-fk :
) A dishonest woman. 8. irw and wfw aff.

wfatW mfn. (-W.-WT-W) 'To be drawn or pulled. *To be

attracted, to be conciliated or won. t. ww to plough, with

WWVwt; aff.

W^WW m. (-wt) Beleric mvrobalsn, (Terminalia bclerica.) b. ww
the same, and WW fruit.

wrtPT mfn. (-W^-WWt-WW) 1 Dragging, pulling. •Attracting.

* Harassing, annoying, e. ww to attract, causal form, ir« aff.

wfar n. (-#) A Tola, a weight of sixteen Md*h<u. b. wv, and

WTWT appellation.

Wffrr mfn. (-vr^WT if) ' Drawn. • Attracted. ' Ploughed. B.

to draw, W off.
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ffil mfh. (jff-fftft’ft) * Whit pulls or draws. * What ploughs

or furrows. Attractive, what attracts, f. T-rit) 1 A medicinal

sort of moon plant : sec * The hit of a bridle, a. TO

to plough, &c. fwrfif aff.

m. (-if:)
1 A fire of dried eowdung. # Agriculture, cultiva-

ting, cultivation. * Livelihood, f. (-It) * A river. * A canal.

• A shallow trench for receiving the sacrificial fire. «- to to

plough, &c. Un’adi affix Y.

mfi ind. When, at what time.

YfYfYY «*f. Sometimes, occasionally, ever ; STYfVfxpr never.

TOT r. 1st cl. (TOf?T) To sound. 1st and I Oth els. (TOfft,

TOTOrft) To throw or cast, to send; also 1st and I Oth els.

(TOft, TO«lfir)
1 To go. * To count or reckon : with

vgrY prefixed, 'To take. 9 To bind or tie; with Yft, To

keep in mind, to think or remember ; with ft, To maim, to

separate a part, to make defective with TO, To sum up, to

add.

TOI mfh. (-Y:-YT-»f)
r Crude, undigested, * Weak. m. (-Y0

1 A low or soft tone, as humming, buzzing, Ac. 1 'Hie Sdt

tree.
a In poetry, lime equal to four mdtras or instants,

n. (-Y)
1 Semen virile. 9 The jujube, (Zizvphus jujuba

)

L (-WT)
1 A small part of any thing. * A digit or one six-

teenth of the moon’s diameter. * A division of time,

equal to thirty Kdthhas or about eight seconds. * The

60th part of one thirtieth of a zodiacal sign, a minute of a de-

gree. * Interest on a capital. • Any practical art, mecha-

nical or fine, sixty- four such are enumerated, as carpentering,

architecture, jewellery, farriery, acting, dancing, music, me-

dicine, poetry, 6tc. * The menstrual discharge. 9 A boat.

9 Fraud, deceit, u TOT to sound, to count, &c. anr affix
;
or

Y pleasure, and ar what gives, from m to bring, 6cc.

TOY m. (-Y:)
1 A kind of fish : see nyai. * Name of a species

of prose composition, a. YYf to count, 6ce. aff.

YYY^Y m. (-^:) 1 A low murmuring tone. * The Indian

cuckoo. * A dove, a pigeon. 9 A goose, k. TOT a low tone,

and TO9 the throat
;
in whose throat it is made.

WTO! ra. (-W:)
1 A confused noise, the murmuring or buz of

a crowd.
1 Resin, pitch, the re*in of the Sul tree. e. to

to sounds as above
;
the root reiterated.

|«|fsiar f. (-ITT) A wanton, a lascivious woman, a, tot, and

jpi to coo, affix tbsj-

TOfaTa ra. (-T) The Kokilo or Indian cuckoo, a. TOT, TO to

sound, and YYaff.

TOrf ra. (-T:)
1 A spot or mark. 9 Defamation, abuse. * The

rust of iron. a. Y Brahma, water, Ac. Yft to deface, and

War aft

TOTO^ mfh- (-Tr-ft a!) ‘ Censorious, calumniating, defaming.

* Spotting, staining, a. YYy and TO what makes.

TOTWrorr f. (-an) A digit of the moon in shadow. YYy and

YYT a digit.

TOi'TO mfn. (-Y:*YVY) 1 Spotted, stained. * Calumniated,

defamed, k. yyy and TOY ait

YWY* ra. (*Y:) A lion. f.(-YT) A musical imminent : seeyrtnufl

a. TO * murmuring sound, and TOT to make a sound, affix TOT.

200 *P3T

YYftfY mfn. (-Hs-iTT-if) Spotted, soiled, stained. 9 Calumniated,

defamed, e. YYY* and TTTY aff.

TOrftpT mfn. -W»-fwWt-Vw>
1 Soiled, stained. 9 Disgraced,

reviled. 9 Rusty, a. TOry and Tft aff.

TOYT m. (-*:) An eddy, a whirlpool. *. TOFT a sound, and

to emit sound, Y affix, and the termination of the 2nd case

retained.

TOY mfn. (-fr YT-Y) An animal struck with a poisoned

weapon.

WWZ n. (-Z) The thatch of a house
;
other works read this ifre

q.r.

YTOTT f. (-YT) Melody, mnsic. a. TOT, and TO. affix
;
Also with Y,

TOY-

YTO n. (*xj)
1 The hip and loins. * A wife.

9 A royal citadel

a strong hold or fastness, b, TO to distil, 6cc. TOY affix, Y
is substituted for V, and v and Y are interchangeable : see

WTO ; or tot weak, feeble, and w, from w to preserve, affix Y.

YYYY n. (-if)
1 Gold. * Silver : see the next.

YTOHT n. (-W) 1 Gold. 9 Silver. 9 A low or pleasing tone

also TOTYW:

YY^rwfttft f. (*ft:)
1 A streak of gold. 9 Illumination of

a manuscript with gold. k. TOYTW, and ftrft writing.

YYYft m. (-ft:) ‘ The turtle dove. 9 The Kohila or Indian

cuckoo. • A peacock. * A low sweet tone. k. TO, and

Yft a sound.

TOtar n. (ft) * A spot, a stain.
2 An offence, fault, defect.

9 Murmuring, sounding. * An embr o or the first vestige of

the fetus. m. (-Y:) A sort of cane. f. (-YT)
1 Subjection, sub-

misaion. 1 Chattering, talking.
9 Shedding, emitting, k.to

to count, TBZ aff.

TOTYT m. (-tCs)A man of a mixed caste.

TOlfTOTT f. (-YT) Knowledge, intelligence, wisdom in general.

TOY m. (-Y:)
1 A young elephant: see TO. 9 The Datura

plant, b. TOT to cast, YWY Un’idi affix
j

or according to

some authorities Y to cast, ar*T^ affix, making TOY, and *
is then changed to w

TO*T ra. (-Y:)
1 Rice which is sown in May and June, and

ripens in December or January
;

a white rice growing

in deep water: see irrft. 9 A pen, a reed for writing

with. 9 A thief, a rogue, x. tob to count, 6tc. and YY:

Un adi aff.

TOT*? m. (-Y : )
1 An arrow. 9 The stalk of a potherb. 9 The

Kadamlta, (Nauclea cadaniba:) see TOY. n. (-ft) Calumba

root, (Menispermum calumba.) f. (-Pft) or m. and f. (-s*: art)

A kind of potherb, (Convolvulus repens, 6ic.) seeYYYt t. TO
to delight, YTYY affix, W substituted for Y, fem. affix Yft

;

also ifYV,
TOfiron f. (YT) * A potherb : sec the preceding, a. tot ad-

ded to TOPYt. 9 Tbc nape of the neck. k. y the head, and

YfY be, to rest, w»Y aff.

TOTY2 m. (-Y;) Fresh butter.

TO*g f. (•;:) A potherb : see YTOft the fem. affix being to.

TOTO mfn. ( TO-YYl-Yff) Computing, calculating, e. to to

count, TO aff.
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WWT* ra. (-1:)
1 A (lore, a pigeon, • The Indian cuckoo.

* A low or pleasing tone, a humming, buzzing, Ac. b. ww
a low tone, and Cf what utters.

WWW mn. (-W:-#) The womb, the uterus; according to some, the

embryo one month after conception, a. TO to reckon,

TOW aff.

WWWW m. (-W:) Resin, the extract of the Sdl tree.

WWWWTjr* ra. (-*:) The StU tree, (Shorea robust a.) a, Vila ,

and TO* birth.

WWf*¥ m- (*V:)
1 A sparrow. * A plant, (Echites antidysen-

tcrica:) see wfwWW- * A spot, a stain. * A white Chowri.

a. TO a low tone, chirping, Ac. wfw to go, Ac.^ affix, the

deriv. is irr ;
also wwfwTO*

TOW mfn. An earthen water pot ; also WTO, wwfw,

Ac. i. W water, fg to labour, w aff.

WWftt f. (*fw : )
1 A plant, (Hemionites cordifblia.) • A water

jar. e. W water, WW to labour, Ac. fw affix
;

also WWWt and

wwfo.

TOWl f. ( 1ft)
1 A plant. * A water jar : see the preceding, and

TOW-

WTO mfn. (-Wa-^-W) A water jar: see TOW. m - (-¥:)
1 A mea-

sure, a Droaa

:

see ^T¥. * A rounded pinnacle or ball on the

top of a temple, f. (-^t) A plant : see wwftt, Ac.

TOfa f. (*fWJ) See TOfW-

TOnfitTO m - (-W:
) A name of the saint Aoastya ; see gfcrfW

and W*WT-

WTOTwfw m. ( tw-) The ocean, x. TOW, and W^fw the

same.

WWWT n. (-T) A low musical sound. z. WW, and TO a note.

WTO mn. (•¥*.*¥)
1 War, battle.

1
Strife, contention, m. (•¥*)

1 The sheath of a sword, a scabbard. A road, a way. De-

ceit* falsehood.
4 Violence without murderous weapons,

abuse, beating, kicking, Ac. k. wrw a pleasing sound, and

W what destroys, from WW with v aff.

WWITO m, (-ws)
1 A drake, or according to some, a teat * A

gander. * Another bird, (Gallinula porphyria.) 4 Brahm or the

Supreme Being. * An emperor. • A species of the Atijagati

metre, a. to pleasing sound, and ww a goose.

TOWWKrofn. (-T*-Tt*T)
1 Contending with, lighting. • Quarrel-

some, turbulent, z. WWW. and WIT who makes.

TOWwnfrw "“ft1 * ( Assailing, contending or fighting

with. * Quarrelsome, fractious, turbulent, z. WWW. and WlfTW

who makes.

WWWWTWW m. (-sr.) Febrifuge nut plant.

WWwfaw mfn. (-W.-WT-W) Quarrelsome, m. (-W:) Nakeda. f. (-WI)

The Mama, a bird. z. WTO. and fa* fond of.

WWTTWTfbn f. (-WT) An appeased wife, one who has been angry

and is sorry for it. a. WWW strife, wwfc*T covered, Ac. fem.

affix wrw.

WTO I M1* mfn. (miTT-Tf) Taken by force, s. WTO, and TOT*
taken away.

TOFJW n. (-W) Poison.

WWTfTTO mfe. ( wt-wr-'d) Skilled in the elegant arts
j

singing,

dancing, Ac. a. WWT, and jjww clever.

3 F

TOTwtw mfn. (-fw:-fw:-fV) Gay, frolicsome, wanton. m.(-1%t) A
name of Kama or love. f. WWT deceit, and wfw who sports.

WWfl^T m. (*T0 * A crane. * A name of KamVu.

WWlfwWT f. (-WT) The fore arm, the arm below the elbow
; also

wwrfl.

WWTsft t (-^1) See the preceding.

WWTW ®. (^) A goldsmith ; see WWTW- k. WWT an art, and WT

to give, ¥ aff.

wwifwfw m. ( fw:) The moon. a. WWT a digit, fwfw a treaauie
j

containing many digits.

WWT^Wlfww n>. (*^t) * A bee, bnt particularly one of a very

large kind. * A sparrow. The Chdtaka, a bird so called,

x. WW a buzz, Ac. to sound, fwfw aff.

TO I
we n. (-T) Interest, profit, b. WWT a part, WTO over.

WWTW m. (-WT)
1 An ornament in general. • A zone, a string of

bells worn by women round the waist. • A peacock's tail.

* Assemblage, multitude. • A quiver. • The moon. ' A
clever and intelligent man. • The name of a grammar of the

San4cri( language, ascribed to the god Kabtik^ta. * A vil-

lage where the destroyer Kalki is to be bom. '• A poem

written in one metre, k. WWT an art, a division of time, Ac.

WTW to obtain, and qi aflf.

WWIWW *.<-¥*) A rope on an elephant's neck, o.(-lf) ' A num-

ber of verses in one metre. * A series of four stanzas on one

subject. • A loan to be repaid when the peacocks spread their

tails, b. wwtw snd WW aff.

wwrfww m. (-^t)
1 A peacock. * The Indian cuckoo. * Waved

leaf fig tree.
4 The author of the Kaldpa grammar, f. (-ift)

* The moon. • A species of cyperas. z. WWTW a peacock s

tail, Ac. wf* aff.

WWTJ$ m. (-$:) The moon. e. WWT a digit, and ^filled, com-

plete.

WWPCTT m. (-TO)
1 The moon. • An artist, a mechanic, Ac.

z. WWT a digit, Ac. and TO* who cherishea

WWTWW ra. (*¥:) A kind of rice ripening in the cold season : see

WTO.

WWlf>* f. (-f*T) Lending, a loan : see the next.

WWlfwwr f. (-WT) Lending, a loan. r. to a part, and TW to

go, T^.fr.

WWTW m. (-W) The name of various leguminous seeds, chiefly

of the order Phaseolus, particular kinds of pulse or vetches.

e. W wind, WT to bring or give, and wwv
aff.

TOiWTO m- (*W0 One who trembles and totters as he walks.

E . wwtw, and WW a wagtail.

TOiTO m. (•¥:) A tumbler, a dancer, but especially one who

dances or walks on a sharp edge, os the edge of a sword, Ac.

z. WWT a part, and WWW going.

TO ! wtw »• (-Wt) A bee, Ac. *. WW buzz, and WTWIW speech.

TOUW m. (-WP^) A name of Chandra or the moon. f. (-^) 1 A
celestial lute or I'inu. 9 The mother of Radha. * An Aprara.
4 A mystical ceremony, initiation of the Tdntriha student, in

which the goddess Dckga is supposed to be transferred from

the water jar to the body of the novice, z. WWT a digit, or

TO a sweet tone, and W]J\ aff.
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«rifwt m. (-*r=) A cock.

•mfsww ra. (-W‘) A spuiTow : see qrwfvqp

wwrq'* m. (-*:) A musical instrument ; also WT%m.

. f— m. (-(«!)
1 The fourth egc of the world, according to the

Hindus ; the iron age, or that of vice : the commencement of

the Kali-yog or age, is placed 3,101 years anterior to the

Christian *ra, so that in A. D. 1830, the Kali year is 4,931,

the number of its years is 432.000, at the aspiration of

which, the world is to be destroyed. * The age personified.

* War, battle. ‘Strife, dissension. ‘An arrow. ‘Beleric

myrobalan. f. (-fw. or -at) An unblown flower : sec nfwn

.

.

a. aw to count or reckon, TW Un'idi aS.

wfwn m. f-W') A curlew.

WTww ’ f. (-at)
1 An unblown flower. * The bottom or peg of a

lute. a. aw to count, t» arts arfat, and with #tw, aaft as

above; again, a^ pleonastic a*i», and ar^fem. do.

afaaruw n. (-1) Acts leading to future consequences, not con*

nected with those of a previous birth, a. wfawr a bud, VTi
not preceding.

m. (-Rp) 1 A plant bearing a nut, which is used as a

febrifuge, (Grey bonduc:) see •The fork-tailed

shrike. • Another bird, & small one with a yellow head,

(Loiia philippensis.) * A name ofKaaaoa. f. (-tf) A poisonous

plant : see wrr^t. a *fw strife, &c. to make, affix -

Rlso with RTSf added wfwunrrw.

afaarra m. (-a:)
1 Grey bonduc

;
also afaun a. * The name

of Naasn* a divine sage, and great mischief maker : see

afw*n.

af^T m. (-a:) ‘ The febrifuge nut plant, (Ccsalplnia bonduc-
celln.) * The fork-tailed shrike, (Unius forficatus, I-nth.)

’ The name of a country
; the name Killings is applied in the

Parana* to several place*, but it especially signifies a district

on the Coromandel const, extending from below Cuttack to

the vicinity of Madras, (in this sense, like some other names
of countries, it is ususlly confined to the plural number, (-TT:)

confounding the place with the people inhabiting it. nf.(-a-TT)

A medicinal teed, that of Echites antidyienterica. f. (-TT)
1 A

woman of a good shape. A plant, commonly Tetri, (Con-

volvulus turpethum:) see farir. r. afa strife, &c. a from

irar to go, aa »ff.

afaaa m. (-ao The seed of the Coraiya, (Echites antidysen.

terica :) see

afaa m. (-a :
; A mat, a screen of grass, a tati, Stc.

afaa mfn. (-w.-m-ti) 1 Gained, acquired. 1 Known, under*

stood. * Numbered, reckoned. * Separated, divided. ‘Made,
done. * Held, laid hold of. ' Sounded indistinctly, buzzed,

murmured. See. g. aa to count, &c. affix a.
afagn m. ( a:) Beleric myrobalan, (Terminstia beleric*,) also

afa , the tree of strife
j

being supposed to be the favorite I

haunt of imps or goblins.

m. (.^:) 1 The sun. A mountain. • Beleric myrobalan.
e. wfw strife, R(T to give, RTW aff.

f. (-WTT) The Yamund, r. the sun or a mourn
tain, W=9T daughter.

f> The Yamuna or Jumna river, s,

the name of a mountain, part of the ffimdlaya range, and

a daughter
;

the source of the river being in the

mountain Kalin Ha.

*1 f. (-17) The Krnnaisa river : see the preceding,

e. Rrfnw,nRr the mountain, and mTUT born
j

also

wifwwft, Ac.

mfn. (-W:-WT-R$) Quarrelsome, mischievous, mischief

making, m. (-**•)
1 A monkey, an ape. * NarUda. r. Rtfi* strife,

and fond of.

aifwiTCRr m. (-V:) A plant, (Bonduccella :) see R.

strife, W to destroy or remove, affixes and
;
some

copies read RffwRri «,W.

irferw* n. (•*) The Kali, the present or iron age : see jrfa. r.

and Wn an age.

qrfww mfn. (-W*-WT-Rf) ' Impervious, impenetrable. * Mixed,

blended, r. rtw to count, Ac. Un'idi aff.

W'fwtw ra. (-W.) Beleric myrobalan.

m. (-W:
)
A musical instrument; a cymbaL £ (*WT)

1 A
tavern. 1 A meteor.

RTWW mfn. (-W:-WMI) * Turbid, foul, muddy. 1 Wicked, bad. mf.

(-W*.-Wt) A buffalo, n. (-R) ' Sin. * Wrath, r. WW to go, Ac.

Un'idi aff.

^TWRIR n. (-if) ' Foulness, turbidness. • Opacity. • Agitation,

trouble, anger, r. RTWR foul, Ac. w affix • also with WW,

RTWTirfw mfn. (-fkrt»fw=-f»r) Of impure origin, i. VWl, and

wrfif womb.

RrwfTff mfn. (-w:-WT-W)
1
Defiled, contaminated. Foul, im-

pure. * Wicked, e. VRJR and X7TW aff.

RTRlfRW rafn. (ift-fRWt-fw)
1 Foul, impure. * Depraved, wicked.

• Defiled, r. rwv and »ff

Rttitt' n. (*0 The body. x. WW semen, and WT best
;
formed

from the seminal fluid
j

the termination of the ablative is

retained.

WWTWrw mfb. (-*:-WT-W) High, sharp, r. wm, and Rim loud,

high sounding.

WW mfn. (-«?*:-WT-VPS) Sinful, wicked, mn. (-m'-m) ' Sedi-

ment, the deposit of oil, gkee, Ac. * Dirt, filth. * Ordure,

faeces, * Sin. ‘ Hypocrisy. • Pride. f The beleric myrobalan.

'The wax of the ear. 9 Levigated powder, k. RI to

count, &c. IT: Un'Adi aff.

m. (-W!) The pomegranate plant.

RrfcR m. (-fwi‘) A name of Vuimn'u, in his future capacity of

destroyer of the world, the tenth and last Atatdr or descent

of the deity, in the four ages or KaJpa. z, « to count,

aff.

wfwm mfn. 1 Foul, turbid, having sediment*

• Dirty. * Wicked, m. (-^#1) llic last descent of Visbn'u:

see the preceding, r. RW and aff

RW mfn. (-Ru:*WT-W?) In composition } Like, but wrilh a degree

of inferiority, m. (*W) 1 A & astro or sacred work
;
one

of the six y*danga4t and comprehending the description of

religious rites.
9 A day and night of BiunMA, a period of
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4,320,000,000 solar-sytiercel-years or years of mortals,

measuring the duration of the world, and as many, the inter-

val of its annihilation. * A destruction of the world. 4 A
sacred precept, practice prescribed by the fTrfsi for effecting

certain consequences. 4 Propriety, fitness.
4 Optionality,

alternative, doubt. 1 Result e, purpose, any act of determi-

nation. * One of the trees of Index's paradise or Swargw.

i. wo to be able, O: affix, or is changed to WOf.

WWW m. (-*:) A barber b. it* to cut, y*r aff.

fWTt m. (-o. ) The destruction of all things, the end of the

world. . taw, and SHI destruction.

0TW1U A fabulous tree, one granting every thing desired,

a. i«r purpose, and OO a tree ; also orw^, fwm, &c.

WW»f n. (*si)
1 Cutting. * Making, manufacturing. * Making

as a poem or tale, inventing, composing, nf. (sf-sfT)
1 Infer-

ence. * Invention, fabrication. • Caparisoning or decorating

an elephant. A scissors or shears, e. oro to be able,

See. or^ affixes. and consequently wra or *r% fern. do.

WWOtO into. V) ' To be made or contrived. • To be

substituted or supplied, b. WO to be able, OTOlO\ affix ; also

0TWJ and wfw H«0-

0P*ra:U ru. ( -vj:) 'Hie wind that is to blow at the end of all

things, k. Iff, and Oii| wind.

OTWirw tn. (-W0 One of the fabulous trees of Indra's heaven
; a

tree which yields whatever may be desired, e. OTW purpose,

and rw a tree.

WWTfi( m. The beginning of a Kalpa, the renovation of

all things. B. arw, and wrto; beginning.

fWi^i m. (.wr ) 'l*he destruction of the world, the end of the

Kalpa, or four ages of its existence, e. ww the period, and

ajw the end.

Wrwrwm faff mfn. (-^t-fwot-fo) Lasting, permanent, e. 0TWTW1,

and uritWO what stays.

Wfw?T mfn. (-?»: -WT-lf)
1 Made, fabricated, artificial. ’Composed,

invented. 1 Arranged, put in order. 4 Prepared at once,

put together extempore. 4 Brought, conducted. 4
Inferred,

m. (-it:) An elephant armed or caparisoned for war. k. Wo
to be able, &c. n aff.

WfwnffO mfn. (.i}:-4t- 3) One for whom or what a respectful

offering is prepared, b. wfWn made, and an offering.

If? mfn. 1 To be made or contrived. * To be

substituted, k. oro to be able, OW aff.

WWO mfn. (*0:-Or-0) Dirty, foul. m. (-4) A kind of hell, a

division of the infernal regions, n. ( -o)
1 Sin. * The hand

below the wrist, b. w4l virtuous or pious action, %T to destroy

and % affix
;
the form is irr.

f>TT rafh. (0:-OT or Of a mixed or variegated colour,

m. (-w.)
1 A variegated colour. * A mixture of black and

white. * Black. 4 A demon or goblin, f. ( it) The spotted

cow of Jatnadagni, the giver of all desires, b. 11 to go, 6tc.

firr affix, 0T0T, WO to injure, WW affix WTO; what injures or

triumphs over other colours.

WWUvo«w m. (-W) A name of Siva. i. WWTO black, and 0TW

throat; form irr.

m. (-^:) The name of a king, also Saodasa, trans-

formed to a Raithtua by Vabisbtha. b. 0TWTO, and OTg a foot.

WOT rafn. (-W|t-W|T-Wi)
1 Ready, prepared, armed. 1 Healthy,

free from sickness. * Clever, dexterous. 4 Deaf and dumb.
1 Auspicious, (speech or discourse.) 4 Counselling, monitory.

f Sound, perfect, free from mental or bodily imperfections,

n. (-^)
1 The dawn or break of day. * Yesterday. * Tomor-

row. nf. (-wl-WIT)
1 Spirituous liquor. * Congratulation, good

wishes, annunciation of good tidings, f. (-WT) Emblic rnyro-

balan : see wftWWt- b. WW to count, &c. WW_ aff.

WWTWf»W f. (-for.) The morning meal, breakfast, b. WOT dawn,

and nrfrif eating.

fWS n. (-w)
1 Health. • Recovery, convalescence. «. WOT being

well, and IV affix of the abstract
;
also WWPTT with WWaffi »

flTTf m. (-W.) A distiller. 8. W*0 vinous liquor, and OTW

who nourishes; also with WW added, WVl«4.
WWM^ m. (-vf;) Breakfast, s. fU, and O’tf, from nr to be or

abide, affix OW.

WWTW mfn. (-W:*Wt-w) Happy, well, right, prosperous, lucky,

f. (-wt)
1 A cow. * A leguminous shrub, (Glycine debitis.)

n. (-^)
1 Good fortune, happiness, prosperity. * Gold. e. WWI,

healthy, &c. VI to be, to sound. oior aff.

WWnwwT mfn.(-?^-ft-^) Propitious, auspicious, conferring good

fortune, &c. b wwttw, and It: what makes.

WWiwwtf mfn. (*^TT)
1
Virtuous, good. * Propitious, lucky.

b. WWTW, and WW who docs.

mfn. 1 Following virtuous courses. * Lucky,

fortunate, b. OTWTOr, WT to go, WW aff.

aifiqiwa mfa. (-WH-wrT-'i) Good, virtuous, e. «*lf, wwi duty,

*f>t^

WWllW ^W^Vw m. (~W ) A fortnight which has the fifth lunation

lucky, e. OTOTIW, 0W?ft the fifth, andjow added.

qqji u gqw n. (-sf) Friendly speech, good wishes, b. WWTTW,

and WWW speech.

«W o 41w m. (-or:) A sort of pulse, (Ervum hirsutum )
r. otwpw,

and win seed.

0TWTWTWTT mfn. (-T;-WT-K) Virtuous, following good practices.

R. 00(10!. and WTOK rule.

orwnf«W< f. (-WT) Rod arsenic, b. WWlTWt and WW aff.

WWnlVwmfh. (*Wt-fonrt-fwj
1 Happy, lucky, prosperous. • Aus-

picious, propitious, b. WOffTW, and xfw off.

m. (-or.) A distiller, b. W0TT spirituous liquor, and OTW

who preserves.

WWO n. (-0) The wrist.

0TW r. 1st cl. (WWW) 1 To sound ill or indistinctly. “ To sound.

• To be mute.

Ora mfn. (-W--WT-W) Deaf. t. WW to sonnd indistinctly, affix OW.

orom n. (- 10 )

1 Indistinct articulation, hoarseness. * Deafness.

e. ora to sound indistinctly, and w affix ; also with 1TW affix

orawT.

ofor md. To-morrow.

ortrw mfn. (-H:-WT-of) An enemy, hoftile, inimical m. (-or.) 'A

surge, a billow. • Joy, happiness, pleasure, x. ora to sound,

|
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XR r. ] st cl. (XRR) 1 To describe, (as a poet) * To paint,

to picture , also xrx.

mu* m. (-R:)
* A mouthful. * A fungus, a mushroom, Ac.

E. fi to sound, rr aff.

WXR ran. (*R:-xi)
1 Armour, mail. * A drum used in battle, a

kettle drum. 1 An amulet, a charm, * A tree, (Hibiscus

popolneoides .) see mprnE. 1 The mystical syllable Hum,

forming part of a Mantra, and considered as a preservative

like armour
; it is also inscribed on a Birch leaf, Ac. and

worn as an amulet
; being carried about the person as a charm

:

see the next e. ji to sound, RR Un'fidi aff.

RTXRx n. (-d) The Birch tree, commonly Bhojpatr : see xpfxrx,

E. Swv an amulet, and XR a leaf : sec the last

XTXRRX! rufn. (-V^Mft-xJ) Wearing armour or amulets, m, (-TO

A boy, a child, B- XRR, and ^ to take, RR or R aff.

URft f. (-ft) A door : see XRTR.

RXRt f. (-ft) A kind of flat fish, commonly Kavay or Kay
;

remarkable for going by land from one spot to another, (Coius-

coboius. Ham.)

URT tub. rofn. (-^•<T*1C) A braid or fillet of hair. adj. (-x>^t-x*)

1 Mixed, intermingled, blended. * Set, inlaid, mn. (-X:-T

)

1 Salt * Sourness or acidity, f. or -^) A plant, (Mimosa

octandra.) (-ft) The leaf of the asafeetida plant, Hingapatri.

x. W the head, Ac. f to screen,RR affix, fern. do. RR or #tl

RWTxrt f. (-ft) A captive, a prisoner: see T^t.

RXTlRTT m. (-^:) A fine head of hair. a. XR*X and RTT a load

;

also wrartwr.

WxOrR mfn. (RR) Wearing a fillet of hair. a. URft, and RR
who has.

XfTW m. ( W) 1 A mouthful. 1 A kind of fish, commonly Baliya.

• An astriogent wash for cleaning the mouth, a gargle, e. XT

the head, water, Ac. and RXt to be strong, RR aff.

RRfRRT f- (-RT) A piece of cloth over a sore, a bandage.

m xfRfl mfn. (-RS-RT-R) Eaten, s. RTR nominal verb, to cat,

and R aff.

XRR m.(-XT) Armour, mail. B. to sound, and RR Un'Adi affix
j

also XXX
Xrrrx tub. mfn. (-R:-RT-R) A door, the leaf or pannel of the

door. k. R wind, air, XR to exclude, and a* affix
; also XRI4.

XR I EXR n. (-xf) A plant, commonly Kapdla ven t*.

XX It, m. (-Rt)
1 A lotus. * A bird, (Tantalus falcinellus. Been.)

x. R water, RX: to prefer, RR aff.

Rfw mfn. (-fRi-fx** or- Rt fx) Learned, wise. m. (-fx:)
1 A poet.

• The sun. • Subsa, the regent of the planet Kauu, and pre-

ceptor of the demons. * A name of VAi.MfKi, the author of

the Rdmdyana, the inventor of poesy. * A name of Bbahma.

f. (-fx:-xl) The bit of a bridle, or the reins altogether j also

vffUTT. k. ^ m sound, to celebrate, and Un Adi aff.

Rfxxr of t-xi-xrr) The bit of a bridle, or the reins altogether,

(-UTT) A sort of fish, the Kay. x xtr added to the preceding.

m. (-r) A name of VALufxi, author of the Rdmdyana.

e. xrfx a poet, and RR elder or superior.

xrfVm f. (-HT)
1 Poesy, poetical style or composition. * A poem,

a. xrfw, and ifliii
j

also with R affix, Rfxsi.

RfXRTxf^R mfn. ( Wise, learned, a genius, a ppet.

R. RfRRT poetry, Ac. ^fxRT who understands.

xrfxR mn. (-R: R) The bit of a bridle, or tbe reins, e, f to

sound, affix XT: see xrfx and xrftR.

RfxTTRTXX m. (R:) A name of V/lmIki. e. xrfx a poet, Ac.

and <ihixr the epic poem so called
j the poet of tbe

R&mayana,

xrfxxrrfirRT f. (-RT) A musical instrument, a kind of lute.

xf»CXTRrffxr m. (-ftp) The poet ValmCki.

r^Ir n. (x) Tbe bit of a bridle, or the reins, b. y to sound, R
affix

;
also Rfxx.

xr^R n. (-R) A lotus, x. XT water, fxxi to send, Ac. XR aff.

XTXRi mfn. (-R:-RTT-Rf) Slightly warm, tepid, n. (-ad) A slight

warmth, e. y indifferent, and RRj warm.

XR n. (-W) An oblation or offering of food to deceased ances-

tors. e. jf to sound or praise, XR aff.

1EVR m. (-XT:) A class of the manes or deified ancestors.

b. wm an offering to the manes, tt occasionally, and R who

receives.

EfXRRR m. (-W.) Fire. e. WR. and WTTW vehicle
j
also RXRR.

RW r. 1st cL (RirfVr-ff) To kill, to hurt.

«EI f. (-RT)
1 A whip. • Whipping, flogging, e. rh to hurt,

WHS and ?R affixes , also XR

xxnxv n. (-^) Three modes of whipping (a horse), good, bad,

and middling. *. XRT, and wxr three-fold.

WUXI mfn. (-i-<T-X) Deserving a whipping, b. URT a whip,

and to be fit or proper.

wfwij m. ( W-)
1 Food. * Clothing, du. m. (-^l Food and

clothing, b. xrw to injure, to remove, (pain, hunger, A^.)

W affix, the form is irr.

STEX mn. (-w:-W) 'The hack bone. f. (-W-) A kind of grass,

(Scirpus kysoor.) m. (-W:) One of the nine divisions of Jamba

Dtripa. f. Xf sound, 1J to harm, xi or XI Unadi affix, and

substituted for the radical vowel.

XRTO f. ( XfT) The back bone. n. (-xf) A sort of grass, (Scirpus

kysoor.) x. XR added to the preceding.

XRWXT n. (-W?) A grass, (Scirpus kysoor :) seexriN-

XR* ind. Some body, a certain person
;
the first member of

the compound is declinable, as XXX, XtHXX. Ac.

txfxR »r/. Some body, someone, a certain one : tbe first member

of the compound is declinable, as xrfxrw, Xitufw« Ac.

xnjRT mfn. (*xi:-xrr*xi) Foul, dirty, m. (-XT:)
1 Fainting, syncope.

* Sin- e. wn to go, WWW aff.

snfftT m. (-y:) The name of a country, Kashmir, k XR to go,

Xrw Un'Adi affix, and ^X[ inserted : see WlXfftT.

WXgtrmXffsj; ra. (-WT) Saffron : sea ¥ll#K«1WR.

W mfn. (-V-UTTRl) Deserving a whipping, n. (-nl)
1

Spiritu-

ous liquor.
a A horse's flank, e xng to beat, xpr aff-

XTUR m. (-xr.)
1 The name of a Muni or deified sage, the son of

Maeicxi, and father of the gods, demons, animals, fishes,

reptiles, Ac. by the seventeen daughters of Daksoa. * A kind

of deer. * A sort of fish.

TERROR ra. (Ri) A name of Gaexda the bird of VllJW'c.

c. XRR, and R^R a son, the son of Kas'kata.
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TO

r. 1st cl (Bnrfjv) I Oth cl. (***ffr)
1 To injure, to hurt, to

destroy, to kill. * To try, to test : with fw, to try metals.

VW m. (-W:) The touchstone. £(•*?) A whip; aUoqnrT’ t.

to hurt, to lest or try, Br^snd WTff affi*.

*ini mfn. Unripe, immature, n. (-*)
1 Touch or

test of gold by the touchstone. * Rubbing, marking, k.

to hurt, affix 1T^.
4 •

4WWIWI* m. (>*:) A touchstone, e. *tb and TfTBrw a stone.

wvijt m. (-^:)
1 The sun. * Fire. r. 4TV to injure,

Un’idi aff.

**T¥PI m. (-*:) A cut, a stroke with a whip. e. vbt and

wruro a blow.

sprr«r mfn. (»w:-*T**f)
1 Astringent. 4 Fragrant. 1 Red, dull

red.
4 Brown, of a colour composed of red. and yellow,

ran.
1 An astringent flavour or taste. “A decoction or

infusion. * Gum, resin, extract, exudation from u tree, Ac.

• Plastering, anointing. 4 Colouring or perfuming the person.

• Attachment to worldly objects, m. (-*:) * A plant, (Bigno-

nia Indica.) 'Passion, emotion, f, ( t)r) A plant, a small sort

of Hedysarum. a. *rw to injure, BF* aff.

jrmnnr m. (-^pr) Red L*x£A, a tree the bark of which is used

in dyeing, e. oti* red, wn what makes.

mfn. (-W^WT-W) Dyed or stained of a dull red colour,

a. enrru, and fa* painted.

mfn. (-m-WT-ii) Astringent, harsh, b. *rwr*, and

wrf^W having.

mfn. (-Wt HT-lf)
1 Prepared for dyeing or colouring.

B. <a vi u nominal verb, to astringe, and wf aflf.

mfn. 1 Yielding a resinous exudation.

• Astringent. Dyed of a red colour. 4 Worldly minded,

m. (-Wt) The Sal tree. k. 4 vIB and aff.

*rf* mfn. Injurious, mischievous, i. 4"B to hurt,

and aff.

wf'nrr f. (-*r) A bird in general, k. 44 to hurt, and

Un'adi aff.

wfvn mfn. (-Hr-Wl-W) Hurt, injured, k. BTB to hurt, ff aff.

WTTBTVt f. (-btt) 'Die back, bone, the spine ; seefrt^T.

WW mfn. (-W--¥T*¥)
1 Pained, suffering pain. • Impervious,

impenetrable, n. (-i’> Bodily pain or uneasiness, md. (*)
An exclamation of regret or sorrow, ah, alas ! e. *b to hurt,

participial affix *.

mfn. Giving pain or trouble, a. and

what makes.

4 €4 IV* mfn. ( *T:-*T-*) Causing trouble or annoyance. m.(-*S)

The world, a. Wt pain, and *r<* the maker, the cause.

WCfTW mfn. (-HMTT-TT) Suffering pain or misfortune, under-

going hardships, performing penance, s. wt and fvnt sub-

jected to.

WTWTif n. (-*) A bad or disagreeable place or scite. s. Vf,

and xgnr place, situation.

*fk f. (-ff :)
1 Test, trial.

4 Pain, trouble. K. 4TB to hurt, fwn
aff.

** r. 1st cl, To move, to go or approach : with fk pre-

fixed, to opeu or expand as a flower, to blow. *1% r. 2nd

3 G

cl. (4T4l)
1 To go. To command. • To destroy : this root

is also read by some authorities, 4TU (**1) or *fw (**•)

m. (-*:) A touchstone : see 4TB. f. (-*T) A whip ; see

and 4TBT.

awvrrarrrw m. (-*:) A plant, (Justida, Ac.) see BTO4*

m. ( ) Food, boiled rice : sec wfinr.

4BJB in. (.*-.) A sort of grass : see 4T
-

**, Ac.

w*Jv«ai f. (-*T)
1 A sort of grass. * The back bone : see WTWTWT.

n. (-T) Tin. e. to go, deriv. irr.

4T4jfv*T f. (**T) Musk
;
also 4T^frt and 4Hj[fvBU.

f. (-Bn) Tlie musk bag.

W^fvBrr f. (-*t) See

Br^frwn?* m. (-41:) Musk,

n* f-< tI)
1 Musk, the animal perfume so called, as brought

from Kashmir, Nopal, and western Aram or Butan, the latter

is said to be the best. * A plant, (Hibiscus abelmoschus.)

* Another plant, (Amaryllis zeylanica) a. *17 to go, and ijvsf

affix; its scent going or spreading; the deriv. is irr. ; also

being added, W^fr*r anil 4T*fvBTT as above.

VW n. (•*) 1 Fainting, syncope. * Sin : see arxjfar,

4WV mfn. (-^t-ft-^) Who or what goes or moves, e. 4T* to go,

*V^aff.

n. (-B;) The white esculent water lily, (Nymphea lotus.)

b. * water, a necklace or ornament, and * irregularly

inserted.

4TW m. (-TO A kind of crane, (Ardea nivea.) 1, * water, yarto

call, Ac. V aff

4rWt* n. (-1#) White copper: see the next.

4T*I mn. (-15: -*j) A goblet, a drinking vessel, n. ( *f) ’ \lTiite

copper or brass, queen’s-metal, any amalgam of zinc and

copper. * A musical instrument, a sort of gong or plate of

bcll-metal struck with a stick or rod, * A measure : see **,
Ac. jk. vffc to injure, aff

Wtef* a. (-*) Sec the preceding.

m. (-^:) A brazier, a pewterer, a worker in white or

bell-metal. e. *t*l, and *TV a workman.

*}gj*ft* m. (-lit) Blue vitriol considered as a collyrium. s.

bell-metal, and blue or black
;

also written occasionally

*TBT m. (-*:)
1 A crow. 1 A plant, (Ardisia solanacea ?)

• A
lame man, a cripple, one whose legs are wanting or useless.

4 One of the divisions of the world or Dmtpas. 4 A measure.

* Washing the head, bathing by dipping the head only into

the water. * A scctarial mark, the Tilaha i
4 Shameless, arro-

gant. n. (-*)
1 Modus cocundi. 4 A multitude or assemblage

of crows, f. (-*T) An appellation of several plants, as, 1 The

common liakapuspha : see TB ;

4 Kakjhangi, (Lcea hirta
;)

also in this sense *TBrt;
9 A medicinal plant, vulg. Ktikoii ;

4 The Rcul or Gunja, (Abrus precatorius ;)
4 Opposite leaved

fig tree : see 1I«H ;

4 A potherb, (Solatium liniicmn, Ac.)

see B. * to sound, Un'adi affix or * for -y

bad, ill, and W* to go, Ac.

*T**rf. (-f)
A kind ofpanick, (P. miliaceum.) e. and WW

another species of the same grass ; the Kcngu of the crows.
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*T»»»n f. (-WT) A plant, (Lee. hirU:) see (imfi.
«T*lftf.<-fl)A tree, said to be a large kind of Karanja, (Gale*

dupa arborea.) e. *Tf\ and ift what kills.

f. (-WT) The shrub which yields the red and black

berry, used in India as a jeweller's weight, (Abrus precatorius:

)

aee *ut. E.wnr. and fW extremity
;
the point being as

black as a crow ; also and *l*fVwt.

ITTVfwfw f. (*fv) See the preceding.

wr»f*Vt l (-St) See *rp*f^r.

WT*VK m. (-^:)
1 A wagtail. 1 Side locks of the head of hair.

E. a crow, and plumage.

Wtw'T m. (-($)
1 A wagtail. * What is ejected by a crow.

k. and iftf vomiting.

WTWWfJ t (-f^) A plant, (Leea birta, Rox. Catalogue; else-

where described as Leea squata.) b. WT1T, and 9T|CT a thigh;

compared to a crow’s leg.

f. (-*(:) A plant, commonly Bhuinjamb
,
(Ardisia

solanacea :) sec tjOnnj
j
also an

qrrew n. (-a#) A leprosy with black and red spots, considered in-

curable. e. the Gunja berry, deriv. irr. also with WW,

affix

qn* *f*W f. (-WT) The Abrus precatorius : see HlflfTi

f. ( -ifT) The state or nature of a crow. x. Wm, and nw
affix ;

also wntraf.

qnVfrrota mfo. ( -*T-*) Accidental, unexpected, opportune

k. W1W.. and TTTWt the fruit of the palm : it alludes to a story

of the fruit of the palm falling in the way of a crow.

*T«7TI |6V4Tff *nd. Suddenly, opportunely, e. WTdfflita, and

WT^like.

*rrmrTwf*npt rofn. (-^PY-fknft-f*) Contemptible, vile. x. *rr^r,

inw' palate, affix of similitude, and Tf* aff.
<* *

' r
TI»f*W f. (HI) The Gunja plant : we VI^T^wr.

m. (•»:) A kind of ebony, (Diospyro. tomentos..

Roi.) b. WTW, and fn*^T ebony.

m. (.«:) A dark sort of Agallochum ; see KIWI*.,

f. * The Gunja plant. * A sort of brass. • A tree, com-

monly Kutca d6ri. e. *rrcr, and tjt® face
;
of the colour of a

crow.

wnn 3'ftWTT f. (*¥T) The Gunja plant : sec

m. (-*:) Submarine fire, a personage in Hindu mytho-

logy ; see iri «• W\W, and WW a banner, whose symbol is a

crow.

nm«nwi f- (-WT) A plant, commonly I'akapvthpa • sec

WT*»m?T f. (*WT) A plant : see i ;
also anviciftJ^i.

WTifWTfWT f. (-?) 1 A plant, (Leea hirta.)
1 Red Tedri. k. iriw

a crow, and mfipn a nose ; the root being fancifully com-

pared to the beak of the bird ;
also and vrannfcqft.

f. (-**1) Emblick myrobalan.

fiim m. (-^:) The aide locks of the head of hair
;
three or

five on each aide left when the head is first shaved, and which

may be allowed to remain, especially in persons of the

military cast. u. wr% and Vn a feather, a wing, a crow's

wing; ihc word is also used as an epithet of a warrior, a

name of Rama, &c.

m. (-*rt) A kind of ebony : see imOlHl ;
also with

added

*rrVTT^ m. (-Wf:) The Kokila or Indian cuckoo. a. and

a tail
;
crow -tailed.

*rnnnr m. (-*:) The Kail or Kakil, as before, x. WTir, and v*
nourished ; this bird, like the Eng ink cuckoo, being said to

leave its eggs in the nests of other birds, as in that of the

crow, &c.

m. (-«:) The Nimb tree. x. *n*r, and fruit.

VTVffaGT f. (-aCR)^A woman that bears only one child.

in. (-^t) An owl. SFm, and iSY* fearful; afraid of the

crows.

m. (-^:) A water hen, a gallinule. x.^TW, and PTf ano-

ther kind of bird, a Shag-
; resembling a crow in colour.

m * (*^ ; ) The colocynth or bitter apple, x. and

destroying ; the fruit of which destroys crows ; also

^mWTfwr f. (-¥T) A plant : see the next word.

f. (*^ft) An esculent vegetable, commonly Gdrkamai,

(Solanum Indicum.) wq to respect, &c. and

affixes
; also with W*l and zrff added, fnurfw.

ari^Kr f. (-^T ) A plant, commonly Mugani, according to some,

a wild kind of bean. x. ITT* and Moong.

qnWPT m. (-^:) Barren corn, the ear of which has no grain,

x. WT* and W barley.

rnfn. (-tf 1 Naked. * Timid, fearful. • Poor, indi-

gent. m. (-V)
1 Fraud, deceit. * An owl. • A henpecked

husband.

Vl*r*TT f. (-TT) A parasite plant, (Epidcndrum t&sseloides, Ac.)

see T^r. x. TTW and Tf what mounts; on which crows rest.

n. (-W) A jewel wont upon the neck. f. (-fkf: or A

low and sweet tone, the song of a bird, &c. x. Wl instead of

ip diminutive, to sound, or #tva(r.

WT^rat m, (-*:) An ornament of the neck. a. ant added to tb<

preceding.

arr^wlSWT f. ( VT) A gTape with a very small stone.

m. (-W:) The Kokila. t. a sweet tone, and

sound.

«TTK^ m. (-x^) The cawing of a crow. e. XTTW, and ITC

sound.

amr^li m, (.*> A tree, commonly Vakaputhpa t (itvehynomcQe

grandiflora.) e. VrV, and a head,

f. (-l?t) Sec the preceding.

^rrrr f. ( TT) A plant, (Leea squata.) e. qrr^r, and term,

body, ?mr affix
;
or with VtW affix, XFTOnft.

f. (-Tt) See the preceding.

4'iWi^fl f- (-^1)
1 A plant, (Leea aequata.) * An esculent vegeta-

ble, (Solanum Indicum.) e. to go, ^^and #t»T *3**

^rr^t^ifl f. (-Wt) The Gunja plant : sec *T*fVvT. k. VHir,

food, fern, aff.

«nfiiT mfn. (-T**^-^) Scattering water. . w water, w, to scat*

ler
j
with wrr prefixed, and wi_ aff.

* r<tifV m. ( fcO An owl. e. strraF, and ^ ;
whose enemy

is the crow.
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Wr*1« m. (-W:) A raven. *. VTW. end to be able. afli«

«T<W\ f. (-#» ' A cubit, the fourth part of a Dan da or short

pole. * 'Hie quarter of a Pana, a weight or a tale of shells

equal to twenty Coteries. • A quarter of a Masha , a weight

of silver or gold.
4 A Petti or small seed used as a weight.

• A Cotcri or shell used as a coin. e. TO to be unsteady,

Wi and *Y* affixes
;

deriv. irr ;
also the dental * being sub-

stituted, qnftpft.

TOnYWT f. See the preceding.

TOlfTOTO m. (-to) The central jewel in a necklace, Ac. seeflfV.

TOTjf f. (--y:)
1 Change of voice in fear, grief, Ac. * Muttering,

murmuring. 1 The tongue, a. TO to deride, TO* affix, de-

ne. irr.

$ TO in. (-ns:) A name of Rama. 1 The name of a sove-

reign, also Paranjaga, B. f preeminent, ** affix, and

xn who stays or is.

TOTy* m. (-X :
) The palate, t. \ the head, and TO affi

TOT** tn. (-xp) A kind of reed, (Saccharum spontaneum.)

a. TOTTO, and x^J sugar cane.

TOTrowj m. (-^:) A species of ebony, (Diospyros melanoxylon.)

TO*Tf*TO m. ( nr:) A kind of fish, commonly Caouctu { also

TOT* if*. (Cyprinus cachiue, Ham.)

TOr^npTOX m. (-X) Opposite leaved fig tree, (Ficus oppositi-

folia.)

TO T TO r ETOfCTO T f. (-ITT) See the preceding, i. TOTTO, and TOTO
glomeroux fig, TOW affix, and the feminine termination

;
also

TO i TOl*^ m. (-X-) A snake, z. TOTTO going ill or tortuously,

(derived from TO for and *to to go,) and the belly.

TOTOTTO mn. (-*:-*) A poisonous substance of a black colour,

or the colour of a raven, whence its name
;
possibly the berry

of the CoccuIub Indicus. n. (-*) A division of the infernal

regions or hetl. (-TO*-)
1 A raven. • A potter. • A snake.

4 A boar. 4 A drug j
as follows, f. (-vtft) The name of a vege-

table substance used in medicine, described as sweet and

cooling, allaying fever, removing phlegm, Ac. : it is said to

be a root brought from Sepal or Morung. k. to* to be un-

steady, Ac. and TOT* affix, deriv. irr.

TOl TO I^froTO f. (-TO) The natural enmity of the owl and crow.

k. TO* a crow, tow* an owl, pr affix, implying enmity in

this and similar compounds.

TO* r. 1st cl. (X) TOTf* (*Nfd) To desire; it is most fre-

quently used with TOT prefixed, in the same sense.

TO* mfn. (-*: -TO-*) Frowning, looking scornfully or in dis-

pleasure. m. (-*:) A glance, a wink or leer. n. (-tj) A frown,

a look of displeasure, s. TO for ^ diminutive, or deprecimtive,

and *f* the eye. f. (.^t)
1 A sort of trefoil, (Cytisus cajan.)

• A perfume, a fragrant kind of earth, z. *r* a creeping

plant, TO* and *Y* affs.

TOT*Y* m. (-*:) A plant, (Morunga hyperanthera, Ac.) sec

itTWTSW- e. TO for Y diminutive, and *t* to be intoxicated:

see TOft* j
also with tox added TOT*Y*TO.

TO* m. (•*:) A crow: (in the dialects, a raven.) a. to an imita-

tive sound, and * who sings, from * with * or * aJT.

wrfn

TOTf** mfn. Wishing, desiring, hoping, e. toY*

to desire, TOE affi

sifi f. (-TOT) Wish, inclination, desire, z. TOTf* to wish, TO*
and T|* affs.

TOTf^W mfn. (-w:-*T*) Wished, desired. k. TOf* to wish, * aff.

TOTO™ m - (’*0 A heron.

TOTT f. (-TOT) Orris root. a. *r bad, crooked, and *ro body,

sliapc.

TOT* r. 1st cl (T) TOTf* (tot*?*) ‘ To shine. • To bind.

TOT* m. (-TO)
1 Alkaline ashes, any salt of potash or soda in a

glassy or crystalline state.
1
Crystal, quartz or glass, consi-

dered as a natural production, and used as a jewel or orna-

ment. A loop, a swinging shelf, a string so contrived as to

hold or support burthens, Ac. A disease of the eyes, affection

of the optic nerve or gutta sorena. n. (-*) 1 Alkaline salt,

black salt.
4 Wax. z. TO* to shine or bind, WTO all.

TOTTOTO (-TO:)
1 A stone. * Alkaline ashes, Ac. see the preceding.

e. to* added to the last.

TOl*l«ft f. (-4t) A glass bottle, e. TOT*, and bottle.

TOT*W*Y f. (-TfY) A glass ewer. k. TOT*, and W#t a small jar.

TOT*W n. (-*) An enclosure, a string or tape which ties a parcel

or bundle of papers, Ac. a. to* to tie, TOTTO affix
;

also with

TO* added to**TO m. (-TO:.)

TO** ind. Someone, any one, (applied to feminine objects,) the

first member is declinable, b. TO fem. of fro*, ** added.

TO**TO n. (-TO) A binding or rope for binding, k. TO* added to

TOT**.

TOT**fro* m. (-toY) A writing, a written paper, a. *n**TO a

binding, and xf* aff.

TOTTOTOTTOTO n. (-*) A vessel of glass or crystal, a cup, a goblet,

Ac. a. tot*, and wttow a vessel. (

TOT**f* m. (-ft:) Crystal, quartz, a. TOT*, and *f* a gem.

TO*** n. (-TO) Black salt or soda : see tot****, a. tot* glass,

and ** soil.

TOT**** n. (-TO) Black salt, a medicinal salt, prepared by calcin-

ing fossile salt and the fruit of the emblic myrobalan toge-

ther. It consists chiefly of muriate of soda, with a small quan-

tity of iron, lime and sulphur, and is a tonic aperient, e. tot*

alkaline ashes, and to** salt.

* I* STO*TOT n. (-TOT) A glass retort k. TOr*. and ***** a retort.

TO***T* n. (-*) Black salt : see the last. k. *t*, and **n pro-

duced.

TOI**!*tTO tu (-*1) Black salt : see TOT****. E. TOT*, and *T**TO

salt.

TOT*ron^ f. (-tfll) The trumpet flower, (Bignonia suave- olens.)

k. tot* glass, and TOrrTOY a goblet, See. to which its colour

is compared.

* if** m. (-Wt)
1 A legume. 4 A rat.

4 Gold.

TO if** tad. Some one, any one, (a female person or object,) the

first member is declinable, as TO if**, Scc. x. to fem. of ftnr

and f** sff.

TOf** mfn. (-*:-*!-*) Suspended by a swing or in a loop,

s. tott* a nominal root, to hang by a loop or in a swing, and

TO aif.
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«sip*« m. (-V:) A tree considered as sacred, one growing near

a temple, and an object of religious veneration or worship, &c.

VTVV mfn. Golden, of gold. n. (-if) ' Gold. * Wealth.

• A filament of the lotus, m. (.Wi) 1 Mountain ebony, (Bau*

hinia variegata, 8tc.) * A tree bearing a yellow fragrant

flower, (Micbelia champaca.) * Another plant, (Mesua fer-

rea :) see wrovifC. * Glomerous fig tree : see

6 Common thorn apple, (Datura metel) f. (-wt)
1 Turmeric.

1 A yellow pigment, e. vfa to shine, &c. affix, the

radical vowel lengthened
; this etymology gives the meaning

gold, the others refer to their colour, 8cc. in which they re-

semble the mctnl.

VJVTO m. (-W!) Mountain ebony, &c. n. (-#) Yellow orpiment.

e. 9TfW gold, &c. and affix, implying resemblance or

identity.

m. (*T0 A gold mine. b. VTTV, and a cave.

VTV'Tv' iKvl f. (-Vt) A plant, (Asparagus racctnosus:) see

VlWfafr m. (-fc) Mount Svmfru. k. VTW, and fttft: a moun-

tain
j
the golden mountain.

VTVVW m. (-V) A heap of gold. E, VTVV, and^ assemblage.

(-!£) ' Gold dust. * A golden or yellow soil. e. ¥TW4,

and tj^soil.

WTWannj mfh, (w:-tV^) Golden, e. and srrc aff.

VT^spnt m. (-tJ:) A hill or mound of gold. b. VTWVj and VH a

mound.

WTV*rvf»f f. A treaty of friendship between two parties

on equal terms, s. vrqrv. and wf=»l alliance.

VTV*TM m. (-w:) Mountain ebony, (Bauhinia variegata, &c.)

e. mi^ir gold, and ww to be able or like
j
some copies read

wtvttt.

VTVVtWT f.(-VT) A yellow pigment, commonly Gortchand. e. vrfV

to shine, aff.

wifi f. (-ftf) See VTft

WlfWV n- (*V) Sour gruel: see VlftTV-

VTft f. (-Vt)
1 A woman’s zone or girdle. • The name of an

ancient city situated in the peninsula, and one of the seven

sacred cities of the Hindus. 9 A plant, (Abrus precatorius :)

see e. wf^t to bind or shine, TV or affixes
j
whence

also Wlfr.

n. (-T) Mona veneris, the pubic region, e. qrnft the

zone, and TT place, site.

nfi (-*>VT) Sour gruel, the water of boiled rice in a state

of spontaneous fermentation, a. w water, WH to go, &c. and

affix TV; the vowel being lengthened VTtfV, or without

the final, vrft

VT* m. (-*:) A stone, a rock. *. wz to be hard, &c. MV affix;

also with W* added, *T3*.

VTW mfn. (-v:*Vt-V) According to the Katha portion of the

vedas. e. wz, and T*l

Vlf** m. (-*:) The date fruit n. (*w)
1 Hardness. * Sternness.

e. +U* and VW affi

ftfwi n. (-a( 1 Hardness. * Difficulty, obscurity, ' Sternness,

severity, e. vfaw hard, and qva£

VTV mfn. (-W:-WT'1) One-eyed, monoculous, m. (-^:) A crow.

E.W to sound, See. wrw aff.

m. (-V0 A crow. b. qrw to sound, &c. andWV Un idi aff.

VTVV mfn. (-V:-Vt-#) One-eyed. e. wrm, and VV aff.

mfh. (-T-ft-T) One-eyed. b. VTV, andw aff.

VTM ran. * A stalk or stem. • The part of the trunk

of a tree whence the branches proceed. * A cluster, a clump.
4 An arrow. • Opportunity, season. • Water. 1 A kind of

reed, (Saccharum sara.) * A multitude, a heap, a quantity.
9 A “horse.

19 A chapter, a section. 11 The part in a sacri-

fice appropriated to different objects, as the gods or manes.
'* A long bone, a bone of the extremities '• Praise, flat-

tery.
,4

Private, privacy. 1

9

Low, vile, bad. 19 Sinful, wicked.

e. v*f to shine, &c. V: Un'Adi affix, and the radical vowel

made long.

m. (-W:) A species of grass, b. VTM repeated.

VIMVK n. (-T) The betle nut, the fruit of the areca.

WTMttTVT DO. ( TO An iron arrow, e. wtw a stem or stalk, and

VTWT an object of sense : it is fired from a stock like the

arrow of the cross bow.

VIM hi f. (-Vt) A plant, commonly Rdmadtiti: see

A kind of gentian, (Gentiana cheravla, Rox.)

l the Mem, and fin* sharp, bitter, *r«t added to this and

similar compounds.

m. (-Ms) A plant with an astringent bark, commonly
Lodh. r. aru, and wtv blue.

VTOW m. (-¥:) An outer tent, a screen surrounding a tent.

b. VfM a stem, &c. and a cloth
j also with VT. »dded

Vtvbtzw 1 .

n. (-M) A small fragrant flower, commonly Ddna, (Arte-

misia.) e. VTM the stem, and VM^flower; flowering from the

stalk.

VIMv « mfru (-T:-TT-T) Of the military profession, soldier.

»n. (-T*) * The husband of a f^aisya female. * An adopted

or any other than the natural son. n. (-^) The bow of Kasu.

B. WTM an arrow, and TV the back : see VTMftnt.

Vimhu n. (-T) A fracture of cither of the extremities, e. VTM,
and srr breaking.

VTMTTT f- (-TT) A medicinal plant : seeW**) . k. VTM the stem

of a tree, and vpjT "hat ascends; hence it appears to be a

creeper.

VTMfq m (-fv) A Rishi or divine saint of a peculiar class; Jai-

mini and others who teach a particular Kdsitta or section of

y’ddas. k. WTM a section, and wfr a saint.

VTMTIT mfh. (-Vm-V*t-VTT) Armed with an arrow, an archer.

b. VTM an arrow, and *PJT Poss * aff.

VTMvfv m. (-|hf:) A knot, a Joint in the stem of a tree, fltc.

k. WTM a stem, and vfv union.

WTMVJV mfn. (-TJ-Tr-d) Of the military profession, living by
arms, a soldier, r. ttm an arrow, &c. mz to touch, and % aff.

VTMTtW n. f-v) A fragrant grass, a sort of cyperus : see

k. VfM a stem, and deprived.

VTMtr mfn. (-T:-TT-TJ Armed with an arrow, an archer, m. (-T:)
1 A creeping plant, commonly A da '(fa lid, (Momordica char-
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•ntia.) • A plant, ( Achvranthes aspera.) f. (-YT) Bengal mad-

der, (Rubia manjit'h
: J see wfwTi. a. TTO an arrow, a stem,

&c. and ixv aff.

TlTR n. ( -w: )

1 A plant, (Barleria longifolia.) * A kind of reed,

(Saccharum spontaneum :) see TTT- c. tt*V. and X1
}
sugar

cane
;
having a similar stem,

WTTTCmfh. (-T:-Tf-f)‘ Confused, perplexed, disordered. *Timid,

gentle, in. (-TO A large kind of fish, commonly Kdta/a,

(Cyprinus catla, Ham.) K.fT a little or badly, and WK what

crosses-

TRYT T f. (-TIT) Timidity, agitation. *. TO added to THTT ;
also

with t, TTWTT.

TT*TV m. (-T:) The name of a fish, commonly KdtaJa, (Cyprinus

calla. Ham.) *. see TT*rr, t changed to V.

TTHtT m. (-TO ' A name of Katyayana. A pupil of the same.

b. T iTqrrw with qp* affix and the middle syllable dropped

;

also TTITTTWtT-

TTVTTT mfn. (T:-TT-fll) Produced from apy bad triad, *. TTYP?.

and a? aff,

TTcV m, (-7V:) The name of a saint; also TTJTTTW- x- TT a pro-

per name, and T*| affix implying descent or lineage.

flTlVf m. (-TO * The name of a celebrated lawgiver and

divine sage. * An appellation of Varabuciii a poet. t. THT, and

TT pleonastic affix, f. (-Tt) ' A name of Dokga. * A middle-

aged widow, a. padded to TffitiTT ;
the daughter of the

faint Katyayawa, (Dusca,) or resembling the wife of a sage in

dress and austerity, (the widow.)

TTJTTTTlT m. (-TO A pupil of Katyayana. x. TTflliTT, and TV

aff.

Tl fTT mfn. (-T:-Tt-T) Belonging to a story, told in it, fee.

m. (-TO A narrator, k. TTf andW aff.

T IT** n- (-**) 1 A tree, (Nauclea cadamba.) • A drake, or,

according to some, a tcul- * An arrow, f. (-*VT) A plant, com-

monly Mun'dirl : see x. TT added to T«.T.

m. ( TO An arrow, x. TW added to the preceding.

TR«r< n. (-Y) The surface or skim of coagulated milk. ro. (-^:)

A spirituous liquor distilled from the flowers of the Kadamba.

f. (-r^)
1 Wine, spirituous liquor in general. a A name of

SaraswatL * The female Kotl or Indian cuckoo. * The female

of another bird, (Turdus salica, Buck.) k. TT*T the Kadamba

flower, K what gains or gets, from TT, affix T.

n. (-T) Ferment, yeast, whatever occasions fermen-

tation. S. TIT**ft and TtT seed.

m. (-ifr:) The Kadamba tree : see x. a

spirit, and TT aff.

f. (-aft) A long line of clouds, e. TR*f the Kadamba

flower, Tfr andTfY affixes, implying a multitude
;
the clouds

being compared he large white flowers of the Nauclea

cadamba.

T lA»r*TT mfn. (-*l‘-*it-?4) Produced sometimes, occasional,

• incidental, x. ayffl( sometimes, with TT added, and vw aff.

m. (*T) A Ndga or serpent of the race that is supposed

to people the lower regions, x. v? the mother of these be-

ings, and TT aff.

3 H

TTWT n. (-T) The seed of the croton.

TTWT nf. (-T-Tl)
1 A forest, a grove. * The face of Bxasm£.

* A house. x. Tfv to shine, in the causal form, and ^7
affix, or T Brahma, and YpTW a face.

Trwwrfr m. (-ft:) The Kami or Kain tree, (Mimosa albida:) see

TTt e. ttww, and Tft enemy; injurious to a wood; being

a thorny tree.

TTWtT raf. (-T:-Tt) The son or daughter of a young and unmar-

ried woman, m. (-T:) A name of Vyasa, * Also of Karna,

(being both born of mothers who were unmarried.) k. *«tjr

a virgin or young girl, changed to TTtw and TV aff,

TTV mfn. (-WT:-*f|T-T) * Pleasing, agreeable. * Lovely, beautiful.

* Dear, beloved, m. (-WT:) ’ A name of KkIsdn’a. • The moon.

* A husband. 4 Spring. * A precious stone
; in which case

it is compounded with TCQJ.TTi or WITH , as T,*4*!*l a cry stal

lens, &c. f. (-Ti)
1 A wife, a mistress, any beloved or lovely

woman. * A plant, commonly Priyangu

:

see fsrtTJ. * A grass,

(Cvperus pertenuis.) n. (-wi) * Iron. * Saffron, x. TT to desire,

affix t-

TTW f. (-TT) Loveliness, beauty, splendor, x. TTO pleasing, Ac.

TT aff.

TlwnfTT m. (-^t) A peacock, x. TT*t beautiful, TfTT a bird.

TTwrYV Mountain ebony, &c. (Bauhinia variegata.)

x. T1WT, and ’YW| flower.

TTTTT in. (-TO A tree, the wood of which something resemble*

mahogany, commonly Toon, (Cedreta tunna. Rox.) x. TT*t,

beauty, and ^ what gives, TT added, and T changed to T.

TimiffTR*. m ‘ (‘T: ) A tree, commonly At'dka, (Jonesia asoca.)

x. TI*n a woman, a foot, and TRT desire; the tree

being supposed to blossom upon coming in contact with tht

fool of a handsome female.

TT’HTTTTTTTT t (’K‘) The tree At6ka: see the preceding.

T7W1TTT n. (-T) Iron stone: see V'lWiY. x. TT*r, and TTT

iron, Y* added.

TTWTtT mn. (-T5 ^)
1 A bad or difficult road. * A wood, a forest.

* A hole, a cavity, m. (-TO
1 A red variety of the sugar cane.

* A bamboo. * Mountain ebony, n. (-T)
1 A symptom or

symptomatic disease. * A lotus, f. (-ft) A sort of sugar cane.

e. TTT for TfTT any one, here meaning no one, W to go, in the

causal form, TT affix
;
allowing none to pass; or T pleasure,

&c. TT end, and m to go, T* aff-

TPmrr m. (-T :
)
A sort of sugar cane. e. Tr*l good, excellent,

(juice,) Tl to go, to gain* a°d TX[ affixes : see the pre-

ceding.

TTwnrrr mfn. (-7:-HT-ff) Who or what goes into or in a wood.

K. TTTK, and T who goes.

Trfwi f. ( f*t:)
4 Beauty, splendor, light. * Female beauty.

Wish, desire. * A lovely or desirable woman. * Personal

decoration or embellishment, e. TT to desire or be desired,

fWTaffi

TTf^JTx: mfn. (-Y>ft-f) Beautifying, illumining, making band-

some or splendid, e. Tif*l, and T< what makes.

TTfrr mfn.(-^ TT'X) Beautifying, illuminating. n.(-<) Bile, the

bilious humour, x. TTfv light, splendor, &c. and T what gives.
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into. (-w-fatT-Wi) B«*uti<jing, »dommK. n. (-^t)

A kind of Curcuma, from the root of which a yellow die i»

pared, (C. Zantborhixa.) a. wrfwi beauty, &c. KTWf dUtribu-

tor, giver.

mfn. (-HH)
1 Handsome, beautiful .* Bright, shining,

s. and inr what has.

«TOwwr mfn. (-WTvr-inft-^) 1 Splendid. • Beautiful e.

and UJJT aff.

yrfTOT mfn. Dimming, dulling, making dull or ugly.

jt-WTfwf, and Tt what removes.

mfn. (-w:-^-w) Roasted or baked, (in an iron pan or

oven, as bread, cakes, &c.) R. TO£ and ^faaff.

m. (-V) A baker, x. toto baked bread, and to aff.

mfn. ) Flying, running away, put to flight.

E. to fear, TO and ^affixed, lfr* to go, to ooze,

W«l affix, ;
and again, affix, Ylfofrr.

m. (-W :
) A country, the modern Kanouj

,

also

YmfWT f. (-RTT) A kind of perfume, commonly Natl

iTOtfTO mfa. (-qr:-qft-^) * Wicked, bad, perverse. • Fraudulent,

dishonest, m. (*W0 ' A student, a scholar. * A flatterer, a

parasite, a. HTTO fraud, &c. ffitf.

wr^ n. (-si) Wickedness, fraud, dishonesty. s. ive, and

TO aff.

al l y a ra. (-*:) A bad road. e. for y bad, vile, and rffif

a road.

TOTTO mfn. (-ar.-^t-ai) Cranial, relating to the skull m. (-*:)

A kind of cucumber, (Cucumis utilatisaimus.) n. (-ai) A sort

of leprosy, e. ararar and arw_ aff.

an ai faia» mfn. (-qr.-4t-VJ Relating or belonging to the skull.

m. <-*:) A worshipper of Siva of the left-hand order, charac-

terised by carrying a half of the skull as a cup, drinking spi-

rituous liquors, &c. s. ararar, and TO? aff.

arrfiar mfn. <-ai:-i?t-ar) Of a tawny colour, m. (-ar:) ' A follower

of the Sa'u&htja system of philosophy, e. arfaar the founder

of the school, and an* affix. * Tawny, (the colour.) &. ^vr

pleonastic, added to arfaar, q. v.

anfqat n. (-ar) A spirituous liquor, wine, t (-’jt) A country.

x. arfaic brown, and TO%
aff.

arifamraw m. (•*:) ’ A deity. • A kind of vinous liquor.

n. (-*) Honey, f. (-tfl) A grape, k. arfan brown, or anrfqrft

a country, and aff.

anrfVwa ra. (-V) A Pis&cha, an imp or goblin, k. a'fnt, and

TOaff*

irr^Ta m. (-a:) A mean contemptible man, a coward, a wretch.

£. arr for f bad, vile, WTO a man.

TOJTOST n. (-W) Meanness, cowardliness, e. at added to the

preceding ; also with TTar, an^aartr.

arrta mfn, (-vi‘-^t-W) Belonging to or relating to a monkey.

k. arfa a monkey, and TO aff.

TOTTIT mfn. ( ir-lft-lf) Of a dirty white colour, m. (-TfO

* Natron, foasile alkali. • Antimony, considered as a colly

-

rium or application to the eyes. * A pale or dirty white

colour. n.(-ii)A flock of pigeons, a, TOT* a pigeon, &c.

TO?TWT^*r n. (-at) Antimony, especially considered as acoUy-

rium. e. TOITT a pigeon, and UTW* * collyrium.

m. (-Tt) A penitent, one who acknowledges his faults.

r, arr for bad, wrra having obtained, and arr who does;

from IT and aiaf.

m. (-*:) ' Avowal or confession of sin. * A penitent,

one who confesses a crime* k. as before, affix Wiw. ^

ariaiai m. (-w*) A bitter seed : see TOTO. R- RTT had, and to
fruit.

arm rn. (-W.)
1 Kama the Hindu Cupid or deity of love. ‘Wish,

desire. * Balarama the brother of KrIsdna. 4 The mango

tree. f. (-i*T) Love, desire, n. (-v?)
1 Semen virile.

1 An object

of desire. * Willingly, voluntarily. 4 A particle of assent or

agreement : see amm. md. (in composition,) Following one’*

own desire, as TOTOT^ speaking what one lists ; TTWa eating

whatever one likes
;

doing whatever one chuses
;
in

law, a child previous to the imposition of the characteristic

cord is all these, r. to to desire, TO aff.

armarwT f. (-an) Rrti the wife of Kama. k. arm, and tot a

part.

armarrfim mfn. (-Ft-f?mVfk?) Following the dictates of passion

or desire, e. arm, and U ifww desirous.

RfTTOTv: mfn. (-<j*tct-^) Following one’s inclinations, m. (-art)

Desire, the operation or influence of desire, e. arm, and to:
act, who acts.

viiaivsfl *»d. According to one’s desires, following one’s in-

clinations, indulging desire, e. armarrr and ?rfa aff.

m. (-a:) ' The paramour of a harlot, a cully. • Wan-
ton caresses, harlotry, r, arm desire, and ^ a peak or

summit.

TOtasfa mfn. Libidinous, wanton, m. (-far:)
1 Co-

pulation. * Amorous sport, a. TOI love, desire, play,

sport.

TOT* mfn. (.*:-*T.jg Acting as one pleases, e. wrm, and * who
goes.

TOTJnfww mfn. (• Going as one lists, r. ^rm the

wish, and RTlipj who goes.

TOTJTW m. (.^;)
1 Passion, affection. * An object of sense.

1
Completion, satiety, perfect enjoyment, r. fn? desire, and

TO a quality or property.

RrmrrfTO mfn. (-w’l-fTOt'fw) Going as one lists, b. to? at will,

and flrfvrw who goes.

TOT^ITt: mfn. Following one’s own pleasure, uncheck-

ed, unrestrained, m. (•*:) Following one’s own wishes or plea-

sure, sensuality, selfishness, k. to?, and practice.

TOT^mm iW. According to one’s own inclinations, e.

added to the last.

TOT^rfr* rafn.
1

Desirous, libidinous. * Self-willed,

m. (-^) ' A sparrow. A name ofGARi>n a the bird of Visati tr.

k. irm desire, and *Tlfrw who goes, from with affix j

also with to affix, TOT^TTO.

TOTO mfn. (-Ri:-RiT-if) Produced or caused by passion or
desire, m. (-*:) 'Hie son of Kiio. r. to?, and sr bom

j also

a kc,
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XTXX lW ra. (-X) The Kokila or Indian cuckoo, a. XTX, and XTX

what produces, from XT in the causal form, and XT affix

also read XTXXfr.
g

ttxxtt m. ( -x: ) See xtxttx.

Xtx* (-»:) A tortoise, e xxx the same, XX pleonasm.

XTTTX ind.
J Willingly, consentingly. • Passionately, a. XTX

and Ttfir affT.

XTXWTX m. (-IT*.) The Kokila, or Kail, the Indian cuckoo.

b. XTX, and tux a musical strain
j

(lie song of the Kotl being

poetically considered as an incentive to love.

XI«T mfn. ^T-X) Giving what is wished, granting ones

desires, f. (-XT) A fabulous cow, the cow of plenty, k. XTX

desire, and x what gives.

XTfl^nr f. (-XT) The cow of plenty, e. XIX, and ^X to yield

milk, affix XX.

XiW^x f. (-XXJ
1 The cow of plenty, e. XTX, and "^X to give

milk
,
fxx aff.

XTX^lft f. (-Tft)
1 Trumpet flower, (Bignonia suave-olens.) 'The

female hall. k. XTX desire, and spft a messenger also XiM^fn

and xiX^fdXl.

XTXxfTT m. ( Xt) A name of Siva. b. XTX Curio, and

an enemy. '

XTXX mfn. ( -X'.-XT X) Lustful, libidinous, desirous, f. (-XT) Wish,

desire, e. XX to desire, and yXafT-

xrxxfxx m. (-xt) A brazier. J£. XTX willingly, XTT to blow,

fxfx aff.

XTXXXt f. (-*t) A name ofRm. e. XTX Kandabea, and zntt a wife.

fimiX m. (-X:) A name of Balabama, the brother of KitfsRN'A.

k. XTX Kama, and xtx who cherishes
j
being by one legend

the paternal uncle of that deity.

XTXTTX mfn. ('X : -XT-X> Granting what is desired, k. XTX, and

XX what yields.

XTXX1 mfn. (-V-TT-X) Bound by love. n. (-X) A wood. k. XTX

and Xf tied.

XTXXX mfn. (-X*-TT*X) Eating any thing or every thing, b. XTX,

and XX who cats.

XTXXXT mfn. (-XT -XTT-Xi) Eating any tiling, e. XTX, and XXJ

to be eaten.

XTXX ind. A particle, 1 Of reluctant assent, (well, very well.)

'Of assent, (willingly, readily.) * Of agreement, (very well,

so be it.) * Of contempt or invidious remark. ' Agreeably

to desire, following the inclination : see XTX-

XTXXX m. (-X :
)
The day of full moon in the month Chaitra,

(March-April.) c XTX the deity, and XX worship
; a festival

in honour of Kama.

XTXXTfxxm. (sft) A name of Gax£»a.

XTxfxx mfn. (-WT-xt-X) Libidinous, lustful, desirous, e. xx to

desire, in the causal form, and sx aff.

XTXXX mfn. (*X:-^\-X) ' Pleasing,beautiful. ' Taking any or every

shape at wilL m. (-X:) A district lying east of Bengal, the wes-

tern portion of Atom. i. XTX desire, and xq form or figure.

XTXxfxx mfn. (-xt-fxixt-fx)
1 Pleasing, beauti/uL ' Taking any

shape at will. m.(-^\) * A Hdyddhara, a kind of subordinate

deity. * A pole cat. a. XTX desire, will, xq form, and xfx

xnxrxr f. (-XT) A harlot, a courtezan, b. XTX desire, and ^XT

a line.

xrxxr rafn. (-x:-XT-X) Libidinous, cupidinous. mf. (-X"-XT) A
complaint, jaundice, excessive secretion or obstruction of

bHe. m. (-sr) 1 Spring. ' A dry and sterile soil. b. XIX desire,

XT to bring, X aff.

XTXXXT f- (-XT) 1 Mcmbrum virile. ' A plant, (Ipomaea quamo-

clit.) B. XTX, and XTT creeper.

XTXrrx mfn. (*X:-XT-X) Overcome with dejire or passion.

e. XTX, and XTX agitated.

XTXXXX m.(-xt) 1 The mango tree. ' Spring. f.(-TT) Moonlight.

b. XIX, and XXX friend.

xrxxnc mfn. (-XJ-^T'X) Saying *ny thing at pleasure, e. XTX,

and XTX speech.

XTxfxrxB mfn. (-xrr-xft-xj) Disappointing, preventing, b. xtx,

and fxxxf who destroys.

XTX1XT mfn. (-T:-TT-T) Licentious, dissipated, debauched.

E.XTX, and XX practising.

xixvffc f. (-ff‘)
1 A shrub, commonly Kdmaja, of supposed

aphrodisial properties. * Increase of passion or desire, b. XTX,

and xff increase.

XIXfXU f.(-xir) Trumpet flower, (Bignonia suave-olens.) a. XTX,

and rxr a flower stalk.

XIXXT m. (-X0
1 The shaft of Kamad£va. • The mango, b. XTX,

and XT arrow.

XTXXXPT nv (-X) Attainment of desired objects, a. XTX, and

xxnr union.

XTXXX ra. (-X:) ’ Spring. * The mango, e. xtx and xfx a friend.

XTXXX m. (-If*) A name of Anibuddua. b. XTX, and XX a son;

also similar compounds, as XTXXX, Ac.

XTX^JX mfn. (-xn-xt-X) Of ones own accord, a. xtx,

cause, yX aff.

XTXifx m. (-Pff:) Passion, lust, violent desire, b. xrx, and

xrfx fire.

XTXiTX m.(-x^) 1 A finger nail. • Membrum virile, k. XTX, and

X^X shoot.

XTXTT m. (-:) The mango tree, (Mangifera Indica.) b.XTX, and

XT the body or form.

XTXRJT mfn. (-T: TT-T) In love, affected by love or desire.

b. XTX, and XHfT diseased.

xrxmrx mfn. (-XT-XT-X) 1 Licentious, libidinous. * Desiring,

wishing for. k. XTX, and XTXX self.

XTXTXXT f. (-XT) * Passion, lust. * Wish, desire, b. xtxtx and

XX aft:

XTXifxfiyx mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Influenced or overcome by love.

F. XTX, and xfVf«5X placed over.

XTXrfXTTT m. (-X*)
1 The influence of passion or desire. The

aspiration of the will. * The part of the Sdttra which relates

to human wishes or desires, ml. XTX, and XiXXTT superinten-

dence.

XTXTXX m. (-x:) Passion, lust, violent desire, t. XTX, and

XXX fire.

XTXTX ra. (-x:) The Kokila or Indian cuckoo. XIX, and XX
blind.
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gpHTW* n. (-^) An arrow of Kamadita. m. (-V)
1 Membrum

virile. 4 The mango tree. k. qrnr, and a weapon.

miWW m. (-ijt) Name of Gamd'a the bird of ViauTu. i. wn?,

and life
t

existing at will.

fUTiW n. (*tH) A handsome grove or wood. a. WTW desirable,

and WVWI a forest.

KTOTft m. (-ft:) A mineral substance used in medicine, a sort

of pyrites : see f^nrWTf^ir. k. *rra love, and wrft an enemy.

mfh. In love, afflicted by love or passion.

K- ItTSr, and pained.

WTHTW ra. (-»•*) A red sort of mountain ebony.

WTsrmjT^ m. (-W-) Coldness, stoicism, mortification or suppres-

sion of the passions, s. fnf, and destruction.

v^ifwni f. (-in) The power of suppressing desire, self-

denial or mortification, i. and war affix, or

with m, a iyiTqtfm n. (-si).

^rwrvtJTfwi: mfh. (-WT-ft-w) Who or what suppresses or de-

stroys passion or desire, a, mr, and destroying.

mfn. (-^-fipft-fa) Destructive of love or desire,

one who suppresses desire, Ac. b. arrwrr^TXj and xfw alT.

WTWTWJI mfn. Impassioned, in love, overcome with

desire or passion, x. WTW, and WTWm attached.

VT»(l*fw f. (-fit:) Passion, desire, m. WT*, and attach-

ment.

Wlfh m. (-fir*) A libidinous man, a lecher, f. (•fin) A name of

Rm the wife of Kama. a. *r?r to desire, ftr affix , the pen.

becomes long.

ra. (.?:) A kind of wild duck. b. *n» added to the pre-

ceding.

Wrfirnf f. (-ITT) Love, desire, r. xrfirw and itw affix
; also with

m, wrfinv.

^ i f*< »i mfn. (-lit-fi* Jt-fl?)
1 Impassioned, fond, loving, wanton.

* Cupidinous, desirous, m. (-ift)
1 The moon. • A lover,

an uxorious husband. * The ruddy goose. * A pigeon. A
sparrow, f. (-^t) * A loving or affectionate woman. • A
timid woman. • A woman in general. 4

Spirituous liquor.
1 A climbing plant. *. ww to desire, and fiffw aff.

m. (-Wi) A plant, (Morunga guilandina, Ac.) see

XltTT^W.

Vnftw m. (-^:) A kind of betel, commonly *. ^7*
desire, {eivf off.

Ni*t¥ mfh.(-W:-lT?*¥t-^f) Cupidinous, desirous, lustful, libidinous.

*». (-*0 * A plant, Atdka, (Joneaia asoca.) * A creeping

plant, (Gartner* mcctnosa.) • A sparrow. 4 A bow. f. (^rT) a
woman desirous of wealth, food, Ac. (--ft) A woman libi-

dinous or lustful, k. to desire, affix, firm. or vtv.

n. (-W) Oblation of water to deceased friends, Ac. exclu-

sive of those for whom it is directed by law. e. smr will,

and water} being given according to the inclination of

the giver.

WTwn^I f. (-^l) A Raginl, one of the female personifications of the

musical modes.

iWIWI ®fc* (-TTMTT ti) Overcome with passion or desire,

a. WTR, and struck.

auf«7W m. (-wt) A country believed to be situated in the north

of India : see ssrrfwfa, Ac. f. (-wf) The capital city of that

region.

anf*uis m. (-nr)
1 A perfume, commonly Sunda RdchanL * A

country ; see the preceding
; abo Ac.

m. (-Wr)
r Sunda Rvchani, a perfume and drug so called.

4 The name of a country said to be in the north-west of India.

a. wfij to tremble or shake, y« affix} also yi f*q»i or anwjtw,

Ac.

Vtfhrw^rr f. (-*T) See the preceding.

WTRTlW m. (-«*.) See and WTfhi* j
also

1TWTW mfh. (-%:-wt-ri) Clothed with a blanket, Ac. m. (-*:) A
car covered with a woollen cloth or blanket, a. srwvr a

blanket, aff.

CTWfhnsr ra. (-*:) Gruel, barley water, Ac.

*• i m. (*Vr) A dealer in shells, a vender of ornaments

made of them, Ac. e. a shell, vw aff.

f. (-*T) A plant, (Physalia flexuosa .) see

^marnw m. (-«|:)
1 A native of Kdmbdja, a foreign race going like

the KareiAAj, with the whole of the head shaved, one of the

tribes originally KrAetriya, but degraded by omission of the

essential rites. * A horse of the breed of Kambdya or Kamboja

.

* A white mimosa. 4 A tree, commonly Punnag, (Rottleria

tinctoria.) f. (-ait)
1 A plant, commonly Maabdni: see straWf.

* A white mimosa, as above. * The Gunja plant, b. an^TW

Kamboja or Kambdya, a country in the north of India
, V|W

and affix ; the plants, Ac. being supposed indigenous to

that district. «

arr»I mfn. (-nr-STT-Ai)
1 Agreeable, desirable, amiable. * Perfor-

med through the desire of some advantage, (a religious cere-

mony, Ac.) * Optional, supererogatory, performed for some

particular object, and opposed to the fa <4ja«C or fixed and in-

dispensable observance. 4 Relating to desire, will, Ac. 4 Done

through lust or passion. x. vrw desire, love, &c. and

inraff.

WTAjfVr f. (-art:) A pleasing sound, an agreeable speech or song,

s. qmv, and fire speech.

anAIW n. (-«i)
1 Supererogation, will, pleasure. 4 Love, desire.

E. WTWf, and W affix
}

also with 7TW , VTWffT.

ssrrRrrrw n. (-ri)
1 An acceptable or desirable gift.

4 A voluntary

gift. e. Vim, and ^T¥ a gift.

n. (-w) Voluntary death, suicide, a. W7*q. and

dying.

qm^rfinnir m. (-W:) The purpose of deriving benefit from any

act. b. *rreq, and wfHTTW intention.

mfn-(-^:-V-^) Slightly acid, acidulous, s, sndimin. WW
sour.

qrni mo. (-W:-^) The body. n.(-^)
1 Part of the hand sacred to

the creator; the root of the little finger. 4 Clarified butter or

any oblation to Basiusa. m. (-tf:)
1 One of the eight modes

of marriage, the same as TrsfPTTlf. * Assemblage, collection.

4 A butt or mark, an object to be hit or attained. 4 Natural

temperament of any thing or being. 4 A bouse, a habitation.

• Principal, capital, s. w a name of Beauua, and deriv.
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affix, X i’ added to X, and wru is substituted for the short

vowel
;
proceeding from or relating to Brahma, Ac.

aiw mfn. (-Y-WT-^) Belonging to the body. t. X\X, and **
added.

yi V#H m. (-®:) Bodily suffering, toil or pain. f. im, and Ytr

distress.

V ;®flfkniT f. (-tjr) Treatment of disease, administering medi-

cines. b. ®ru, and faffirffT remedying.

YlllUfl n. (-si) Armour, mail. *. urn? the body, and

protecting ; from Tlf to be strong, affix lipr.

WTVVT* n. (-X) A hut of grass or thatch, a. ® to sound, and

iTT^aff.

YTOUJ m. (-iff:)
1 The Supreme Being. • A caste or tribe, or

mau of that tribe
;
the Kapet'h or writer caste, proceeding

from a KtheUriya father and Sudra mother, f. (-Wr) 1 Yel-

low myrobalan : sec * Emblic myrobalan. 4 A drug,

commonly Kakoli. 4 \ woman of the Knyet'h caste, (-wt) The

wife of a Kayeth or scribe, a. YTf the body or house, and

*XJ who stays, or resides.

YTWrftj m. (-ftp) Tlie digestive faculty, r. wr®. and wflT fire.

Yfffff mfn. (-y*VT *T ti) Corporeal, relating to the body.

>. ITrtt the body, and YW or 7W aff.

YfaVTffl f. (-ft :> Interest arising from service drawn from

the body of an animal, (as a cow, Ac.) pledged
;
or according

to some, interest of which the payment does not affect the

principal, er. Yf«HTT corporal, Ac. if* interest.

YTT mfn. Who or what does any act, (but used chiefly

in composition with other words :) the agent, a maker or

doer
;
as a potter, a maker of earthen vessels.

a goldsmith, Ac. m. (-*!> ' Act, action. • Killing, slaughter.

• Certainty. 4
Effort , exertion. • Religious austerit y.

4 A
heap of snow, or a mountain covered with it. ’ Tax, toll,

royal revenue. 4 A master, a lord. f. (*xt)
1 A prison.

* Binding, confinement. * A female messenger. 4 The part

of a lute below the neck. 4 A female worker in gold,

(**rcif<«l 5
)

# Pain, affliction, r. ?,Yto make, to do, with

¥Y or affix, in the latter case the fern, affix is Vf*.

®TTY mfn. (-lY-flYT-1®) An Bgent, acting, doing, who or

what does, acts, makes, Ac. m.(-Y) A noun of action. n.(-Yi
1 Action, especially in grammar. • That part of grammar com-

prising all nouns which imply the agent, object, instrument,

Ac. or any thing except the simple and radical idea
; it also

includes the use and government of the cases or syntax.

*. *T*r to do, and YU affix of agency.

*aKwv. mfn. (-TJ-’ft-T) Working, doing work, acting as agent.
,

K. *7T, and *T who does.

IKIv 5 n. (-7p) Efficient or active cause, a. ittty what pro-

duces, cause.

HTJPftW m. (-ap) The name of a country, that of king Salwa;

or pin. (-WT:) 'Hie people of that country, a. YT a snowy

mountain, the flank, and w affix; being on the skirts of

the Himala ridge in the north-west of Hindtuian.

anrwi mfn. (-ir-nt-nr) Of or relating to the finger nail, m. (-W:;

A young elephant, a. a nail, Ac. wrw&ff.

3 i

anrar n. (-W) ’ Cause, motive, origin, principle : in logic, cause is

of three kinds; Samavdyi, inherent or direct
;
Atnmavdy'i, pro-

ximate or indirect
;
and Nimitta, instrumental or incidental.

1 Action, agency. • Killing, injuring.
4 An organ of sense.

* An instrument or means. • An element, elementary matter.

v A deity, as the remote or proximate cause of creation. 4 A
number of scribes. 4 A kind of musical instrument. 10 A sort

of song, Ac. see *TW. 11 The origin of a story (of a play or

poem.) f. (-an)
1 Pain, agony. * Casting into hell. * An astro-

nomical period, e. *TW[ to do or act, in the causal form, and

or HI affix, or lf*Y and war added.
* ' •* - -

arrrsnrtrai a. (-si)
1 A primary cause. * An elementary cause, an

atom. c. vrrar repeated.

YFTW1W m. (-Y-) An elementary or causal property, a. YnY,
and Jja( property.

aiKars«[|
l
'Ta

<

ai m. (-y) A secondary or derivative property, as

form, taste, smell, Ac. produced by combinations of elemen-

tary or causal particles, a. wiraraw, and produced

property.

YITWY n, (-it) Causality, causation, r.h added to and

affix, or with Tim. VHY AT.

qnrwnrwn f. (-YT) A series or chain of events, a. YTW, and*t;WT

a wreath.

YRW l lf<H m. ( *t) A complainant, a plaintiff, a. WTKX tha

cause, and llfg® who declares.

^M wwrtr n. (-T) The inner rudiment of the body or causal

frame, the scat of the souL t. YTT«» and nOr body.

ypcwwti m. (•*:) Absence of cause, e. fr^, and wwn
nonentity.

errvfwer mfn. (-r-ft-f) ‘ Investigating, trying, ascertaining

the cause. * Causal, causative. «. action, and **

aff.

qm vimt; n. (-1) Special plea, denial of the cause of complaint,

admission of the charge generally, but denial of the issue;

as to a demand of debt, acknowledgment that it was incur-

red, but assertion that the loan has been repaid, Ac. a. UrrtUf

the cause, and YYt: answer.

*TTT^** mf. (-xr--ft) A sort of duck. e. fru Vallisneria,

pleonastic aff.

m- (• Y-) A B*ddha or sanctified being according to the

Bauddhas. i. the same, * to go, and w aff.

m. (-urt) * A brazier, a worker in mixed or white

metal. * A mineralogist, an assaycr. E.UTTT work, and uf*Tw

who blows ;
from YT to blow, and *fir aff.

unrwr f. (-YT) a plant bearing a fragrant seed,‘'commonly

Priyangu. e. UTT for TJf bad, 'SSTCUJ beginning
;
very diminu-

tive while young.

«Kfqf%¥T f- (-WT) Camphor.

VTTtTfT mfn. Causing to do, conferring any

power or authority to do, Ac. it to do, causal form, n® aff.

^TTrmrw mfn (-W;.^T-W) Doing what is appointed, carrying into

effect what has been ordered. R. V todo, causal form, u.mr aff.

ITTTfl® mfn. Causing to act or do. a. s to do, cau-

sal form, ®®aff.
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WTT*m.(-T:) A crow. i.
-jet &n imitative sound, 74 who sounds,

f. (-<t)
1 A kind of Anise, (Anethum sowa.) * Another plant.

(Cclosia cristata.) * The asafoetida plant or its leaf, Ifnguperni.

4 A kind of fennel, (Xigolla Indica.) * A small gourd, e. 4
water, 4t4 before 4 to go, s(V and #t4 ads-

47744ra.(-4:) A kind of gourd, (.Vlomordica charantia.) *.477:

certainty, and 44 what goes; also with inf added

477 1 44 m. (-4 :
)
See the preceding.

UtlR m. (-4?)
1 A medicinal plant.

1 A tree. r. 4T7 toll,

revenue, and 44 what makes ; 4 is inserted in this sense, for

the sake of euphony,

4774l7lf341 f. (*4T) A centipede or worm resembling it,

(Julua.) e. 4T7Wr a tree, and 43 what goes.

4rT773TT n, (-^) A gaol, a place of confinement, s. 4T7I con-

finement, and wnnT a house.

4TT7T34 mfn. (-JP'JTMfo Captive, imprisoned, confined, a pri-

soner. s. 4PCT confinement, and concealed.

4Kif«miT n. (-4T) A female crane.

1TTM m. (-4?) A man of a mixed and low caste, a man born of

a Niihaita father and / aidehi mother, employed in working

in leather or hides, e. 4T7. and fft: low.

4TT74TJ74 n, (-ip) A prison, a gaol. b. 4T7T confinement, and

-W- a house.

ITfr mfn. (-ftcr-fr-fr) An artist, an artificer, f. (-fV:*) Action,

act, agency, e. 1T4 to do, and 44 Un’Adi afT.

4ifx.4i f. (-*7)
1 An actress, a dancing woman. * Action, agency.

• Comment, gloss.
4 An art, a profession. 4 Sharp pain.

• Interest at any stipulated rate. e. 44 to do, and 44 affix,

fern, termination 3T4, and X substituted for the penultimate

vowel.

47fr* mfn. (-4>TfT-4) Caused to he made or done, brought

about, effected, f. (-47) Stipulated interest
; also 4lfi.4l, and

arrfrffntf%. s. 4 to do, in the causal form, and 4 aff

4lfr#H4T rafh. (-mi

' Making, doing. * Calling, ap-

pointing. e. it to do, 437J aff.

STlff.^ mfn. ( ^-ft4t-f7) An actor, acting, doing. *. V to do,

fwfw aff.

4T7t4 n. (-xf) A great quantity of dried cow-dung. E. 4 0*1,

and

474 mfo. (-47-4:-4) 1 An artist, an artificer, an agent, a maker,

a doer m. (-4:) A name of Viswararma, the artist of the

gods. 1 “7, * science, b. 44 to do, and 44 Un'kdi aff.

4T44 m. (-40 An artisan, on artificer, b. 4T4, and 44 added.

414 477: ro. (-40 One who commits burglary.

4P34 m. (-m-)
1 A piece of mechanism, any product of manu-

facture. * An ant hill, a hillock. • A young elephant
1

4 Scsamum growing spontaneously, • A plant. (Mesua ferrea.)

• Froth, foam, T Red orpiment s. 4T4 an art or artist, and

H what is bom or produced.

41 afw4 mfn. (-4:-4t-4) Compassionate, tender, kind. b. 4 441

compassion, and 44 aff.

4T4aft f. (-f*t) A leech
;
also 4l4fM4l.

4744 n. ( 4) Compassion, tenderness, i. 4447 compassion,

Ac. 477 aff.

*nf

4144 ra. (-4:) The offspring of the degraded or outcaete Vaity*

tribe. * A country
;
ptm. m. (-4i:) Its inhabitants

; also ¥4XTr.
4T444 m. (-4:) The hand of the artisan or artificer, s. 414,

and 441 hand.

4TTTvnr m. (-4.*) Yeast, barm, froth, k. 4T7 action, and 444
first, best, chief.

4i\i4v m. (-4)
1 Barm, yeast : see the preceding. • A well.

E. as before, 4VTC beat, instead of 444.

mfn. (-4:-*ft-4i) Done by or relating to a pheasant.

R 4441, and 44 aff.

4r^7T44 mfn. («4i-tit-4) Produced or done by a cock, Ac.

e. 444Ty
r
and 44 aff.

4T4W n. (-4!)
’ Hardness, firmness, solidity. * Sternness,

inflexibility, b. 444 . and 44 aff.

47 iff* mfn. (-4: -47-4) Like a white horse- 8. 44, and ^44 aff.

474 mfn. Relating to the ear, auricular, Ac. n. (-4)

An earring, e. 44, and 44 aff.

474f*7T4 mfn. (-40 A sort of well. E. wirflK the opening of

the ear, 44 affix of similitude, 44 added.

4T44Tf44 mfn. (-4:-rft-4) Ornamented with ear-rings.

e. 4*JwtT4, and 34 affix; also read 41^4 4f44.
4T44ttU m. (-Ujr)

1 The name of a king; also called Arjona,

killed by Pakasura'ma. * The name of one of the Jama

chacravartis or emperors of the world, e. Bvpfjdatbe father

of this prince, 4^ patronymic aff.

47^47 n. (-4*) * Gold. * Thom apple. k. 4447 a kind of

mine, and 44 affix, implying production : or 44W a reader

of the Vida*, (from 44 mode, and 47 a sound ;) to whom
gold is given as a reward.

4PHif-nw m. (-4:) An astrologer, f, 4414 fortune, luck, and

44 affix
; acquainted with the fates.

4Tf44 m. (-41) ' The month KartiA
t
(October-November,) when

the moon is full near the Pleiades. * The deity KartikIya.

E. irf44T the Pleiades, 44 aff.

4ff*44 m. (-40 See the preceding, 34 affix added.

ITfflil m. (-4:) Kart ikeya, the deity of war and son of Siva,

e. iftlfr the personified Pleiades, and uffix : according to

the legend, having been fostered and brought up by the

nymphs so called.

4rf^44W f. (-4C;) A name of Durca. b. 4Tfn44, and^
the mother.

4Tfw4Tt44 m. (-41 ) The day of full moon in the month K&rtik,

a festival e. 4Tfw4 the month, and 4<^4 festival.

4i?4f n. (-74) Tlie whole, all. entire, fc. 474 ,
and 44 aff.

4TT40 n. (-t4j) The whole, all entire, a. 4T4L and 44 aff.

4'I^K mfn. (-4*-4t-4) Made of mud. filled with it, Ac. B. 4^4
and 44 affix

;
also with 34. 4l^f«4.

4IV3 m. (-3:)
1
Lac, the animal dye. * A petitioner, a suitor,

one who begs for employment, Ac.

4T$f?4 m. (-41)
1 A parasite. * A pilgrim, one who spends

his life in pilgrimage, or who subsists by carrying water from

holy rivers, e. 44 to be able, 434 affix
,
34 added.

4r541 0 . (
1 Poverty, indigence. * Poorness of spirit, weak-

ness, imbecility, s. 444 poor, 44 aff
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vrJrs mfn. l-W. Gt-n) Made of cotton, cottony, «tc. nf. (tjtft)

1 The cotton plant, (Gosstpium hinuitum.) n. (*w) ' Cotton

clotb, 8tc. * Paper, e. ^ to make, to do, WlW Un Adi affix, the

vowel of the radical being lengthened.

ypnwwifwwi f. (~W\) A spindle, e. *rP4TW,and wrfWT the nose.

WTWIWlfal n. (-fi»:) The seed of the cotton plant, a. wr4rw, and

^fHT a bone.

wr'tfaw mfn. (-W:-<t-W) Made of or from cotton, f. (-*7) The

cotton plant : see e. WT$TW, and affix
j
or ^TTU»TW

with

writ mfn. (-*-vf•*r) Laborious, industrious, occupied, e, W*n

an act, and xr* affi

irrwiw mfn. (-v-wV*) Finishing a work, doing it well or com-

pletely. n. i.-w> Magic, performing any tiling by means of

magical incantations, a. WWR work, act, W* afT,

arrows n. (-*) Magic, fascination, a. «a added to the last.

*rf4yr mfn. (-V'.-Wl-W)
1 Manufactured, made. * Worked, em-

broidered, intermixed with coloured thread, (cloth, &c.)

b. work, art, affix ¥W.

Vi«f mfn. Finishing a work, doing it well or com-

pletely. nro. (-W-W0 A bamboo, n.
( w) A bow. *. mb act,

action, and aff

WIWX7T m. (*rtr) A soldier, an archer, a VPlAf, and *cif who

has.

WT*li mfn. (-4:-x5i-^) 1 To be done. • \Yh*t ought to be done,

fit, right, n. (-ifi) ' Cause, origin. * Motive, object. Effect,

result of a cause. * Affair, business. * Lawsuit, dispute.

‘The denouement of a drama ' In grammar, an adjunct, either

as an affix, augment or substitute, a to do, and w*T aff.

xfTOfVTTW n. (-w) Cause of a special or incidental kind, origina-

ting in some act or occasion, a. asTdJ. and ViTif cause.

WTnfWTTW~»r*3 ind. Incidentally, from some special cause. nn4-
arrc», and Ttfa air.

WTUI* lW m. (-W-) Time for action, appointed time, season,

opportunity, n. Win}, and WT** lime.

Wrtflyww infn. (-w:-WT-W) Finishing a work, doing it well or

completely, a. Wi**f business, and fiirai prosperous, suc-

cessful.

mfin. (.XT.-ifT-ii) Competent, fit, able. b. WTW, and^w able,

f. (-WT) Necessity or importance of any act. a. wnS|.

and arTWT weight; also

fnrfxpdl mfn. (-W:-WT-#) Prudent, considerate, cautious.

r. arrai. and who reflects.

WimfVvtl f. (-W!t) Prudence, caution, consideration. r. wtA
and f*wri reflexion.

wrnirff^ iW. Consequently, necessarily, actually, b. WTQt act, and

?rfa aff.

n. (-ii) Inspection, supervision, a. nrnn, and

seeing.

W l ttSfw'W m. (-W0 1 Judgment, ascertainment of the fact. * Set-

tlement of an affair, a. affair, cause, and fwiv ascer-

tainment ;
also

ra. (-«:)
1 An impudent or shameless fellow. * An idler,

pne who follows unprofitable pursuits. 1 A madman
,
a crazy

or hair-brained man. a. wni object, cause, Ac. to rub,

to^destroy, w aff

WTtibwW rn. (-W:) Idleness, a. WTQa, and aversion.

TOjTWTwrw n. {-w) Any one engaged in active life, one fit for

business or conducting affair*, a. ami, and WTarar a vessel

;

also

WTaiaTT[bid. Actually, according to act or motive, a. arroj, and

afar aff.

am^aiT mfn. {-WTW-Wwt-T?() ' Engaged in business. * Having a

cause or motive. • Doing one s duty. a. wtoi and WTpr aff.

anafawT f. (-in) Act, action, a. WTWPnr and nwr affix also

arnnwwi-

am^ait m. (WO Necessary consequence, a. ariafr cause, and

Wl( subjection to.

WTWTng n. (xj) End, object, a. amir, and thing, what is to

be done.

wn^faafw f. (-f^t ) Failure, reverse, misfortune, a. WTT&, and

firwfn misfortune.

tfTTVWa m. (-aO The completion of a business or affair begun,

a. amir. and wa rest,

amSu^a m (-a.) Embarrassment, difficulty, a. Wrtfl, and WWW
doubt.

WTtSWPnc m. (-*:) Business, heavy business, weighty affairs.

E.arnft. and arav: ocean
; also similar compounds, as

&c.

WTuhriVW mfn. (-W.-WT-W) Accomplishing any object, a. *ri,

and wnmr what compleats.

wniwnnr n. (-a) Means of effecting any object, instrument,

implement, aid. a. arm, and Wiaa means.

WTurfwf* f. (fl :) Accomplishment, success, fulfilment of any

object or purpose, a. ami, and faff success.

aiuIWH mfa. (-wu-^-xa) Foiling, counteracting, opposing all

one’s aims. a. amir, and who destroys.

W i unaa mfn. (-W-WT-W) Unfit, incompetent, unable, a. arrnj,

and wwa unable.

arutil-^ n. (-ai) The end of a business. I. WTXtf, and Wfat end.

armra m. (-a:) ‘ An object or purpose. 1 Application for em-

ployment. n. or ad. (-^)
1 For the sake of any particular ob-

ject. * To perform any work or duty. a. WTOT, and arf object.

arTarr^fwfw f- ( f|: ) The accomplishment of any object or pur-

pose. a, and fyf% fulfilment,

aitiifaa min. 1 Having an object or purpose.

• Applying for employment, i. WtoM, and xfw aff.

arfurnr mfn. (*W: wl-^) Haring business, transacting business.

1 Seeking employment. Sec. Engaged in a suit at law. a. wtqj,

and 7W aff,

aiftwa mfn. (-trff-faJaVfh!)
1 Seeking for employment. • One

who transacts business, active, assiduous. » Having an ob-

ject
4 A party to a suit, either as plaintiff or defendant

‘ Requiring an affix, &c. a. *rn&, and wfaf aff.

*t£5wW n. (-^) Superintcndance of public affairs, &c. a. ^rni,

and ^WTW seeing.

wranwrc m. (-^:) Discharge of any duty, performance of any

act. a. *ni tod extrication.
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crun^JV mfn. (*7f:-HT-lfl) Engaged in any business, intent upon

any object, k. htru. and ,ysp|f active.

aiuSlAfT* ra (-*:) Active engagement in any business, a. arraj,

and exertion.

4 1 flaw mfn. Fiery, bot, glaring, relating to fire,

a. WJTHJ bre, ara aff.

WiVi m. (-x»:) The Sdl tree, {Shores robusta:
) see HiTXP. n. (-4)

Thinness, emaciation, e. WW thin, ur»t ufl‘.

4TVfl<1 f. (-’ft) A plant, commonly Gambkari: see am^lTf.

m. (•¥:) A husbandman, a. ant to draw furrows, ITvf

UuVuli affix, and the vowel made long.

qrvrtni ran. (-ar:-w) A weight or measure of different values, as

synonimous with Kartka ; it is of gold, weighing sixteen Mas*

has, or about 17G grains
; of silver, it is in value sixteen Pan a*

of hotcriet, or in talc 1 280 commonly termed a K&han

:

of cop-

per it weighs eighty Petit, or the same as of gold, about 176

grains; according to some, it is the same as a Pan of koicriet,

or in tale eighty, n. (-#) Money, gold and silver, m. (-4:) A
husbandman, f. 1P$ a Kartka of silver, custom, habit,

and the vowel of 4T$ lengthened*, also with an? added arranraar:

see and 4Tfa4.

n. (-K.1
) The Kartka of the lowest value, s. anTHTB,

and low,

arTarafV* mfn. (-ar:-<Yat) Bought, &c. with a Kartka. e.

and fk4*[aflr.

anfa f. (-ft:)
1 Ploughing, cultivation. • Drawing, attracting,

a. *ra to draw, affix, and the vowel made long.

4r?fa4 ro. (•:) 1 A weight: see the preceding. * A husband-

man. k. ara a measure, ploughing, &c. and tsv aff.

mfn- (-«d: riif up)
1 Black. * Of or belonging to the black

antelope, m. ( -ac:) The black mttclopc. e. irai, and vfar aflT.

4PH#Pra mfn. (-qt-tit-q) Made of black iron. a. ft uqmq , and

^v»ir,

anfa? ra. (f*i:) A name of Kamad&va. e. ito the deity Krishn a,

and affix
;
the son of Krishna.

4TRI m. (-«£:) The Sdl tree, (Shore* robusta.) s. ata to make

furrows, W*T aff.

arTaia’W D. (q) a forest of SaJ trees. I. 4t4, and aq a wood,

the final changed.

qiU r. 1 0th ct (qiqqfa) To count time.

4Twr mfn. ( -«:-an-ai)Bl»ek,of a dark colour, dark blue especially,

which is usually confounded with black, m. (-at:) * Time.

* A name of Vama, regent of the dead. * A black colour.

* Death. * A form of Siva. • The planet Saturn. 1 The Aar/.

* Cassia fistula, * Resin. 19 A plant, a red kind of plumbago,

n. (-q)
1 Iron. * A black, agallochum: see qiartaai. * A vege-

table poison, perhaps the fruit of the Cocculus Indicus.

f. (-ITT)
1 Indigo, (Ind gofera tinctoria.) * A black sort of

'J'tari.
1 Calonji, (Nigelia Indica.) * Madder, (Rubia manjit h.)

(-UTT or -*>A name of the goddess Dcrca the wife of Siva.

( «t)
‘ The wife of Saxtakc a king. * One of the Mdtrit or

divine mothers. * A female deity of the Bauddhas. * A row

or succession of clouds. 1 Ink or blacking. 6 A worm or

animalcule generated in the acetous fermentation of milk.

f Abuse, censure, defamation. • Night. • Trumpet flower,

(Bignonia suave-olens.) ’* One of the seven tongues or flames

of fire. e. qrar to count or reckon, &c. in the causal form, qw
affix, fera. affix 41*4 or #ta.

4T4nr mfn. (qp-qt-qf) Black, dark coloured, m. (-q:)
1 A

freckle, a mark. a A water snake, f. ( arr) The mother of

a class ofAsuras, n. (-qj The liver, x. fv to reckon, (good

or bad fortune,) fa? affix ; or arrar black, and arif aff.

qraiq^ m. (
1 A name of Siva. * A water fowl, a gallinule.

• A sparrow. * A peacock. • A wagtail. • A tree, (Pentaptera

tomcnlosa :) sec aj*ja. *. arrar black, and qa? the throat.

asi»»l4V* m.(-q:) A gallinule. r. arq added to the preceding.

41444 f. (-q:) A sort of Arum, (A. colocasia.) b. artar black,

and wj Arum.

4 i«4^q m. (-40 A water snake.

4rqqf44T f. (-4T) Misfortune, misery; also 4iarqiff.

4144414 m. (-q?) A sort of pulse, (Phaseolus max.) b, qiq
black, qqrq pulse.

4T4raryw n. (-ai) Appointing a time. e. 4f4, and ftf making.

4aiqqj mfn. (iq:-WT-qi) Like death, fatal, deadly, b. arrar, and

441 like.

q iqqqft f- (-^t) A plant, (Hibiscus abelmoschus.) B.'4iq black,

and ar^jCt musk ;
the seeds having a smell of musk when

rubbed.

4144lfVtf mfn. (-irs-TTT-W) Effected or brought about by or in

time. e. 4T4, and SiKd occasioned.

m. (-«:) A confused or mingled sound, a tumult ; also

friftfl m. (.*:)

Sfixu-yu m. (.^0 A name of Yama. e. vtvj time, and con-

fusing, distressing.

BHW m. (-V) A sort of earth from the mountains.

iffy mn. (-***-*) A kind of poison, e. arw Yama, to

destroy, affix ; destroying even the regent of death.

STFUifi A*^p< rn. (•*:) A name of Siva. e. snifJ poison, and

who takes.

arrwrwTt m. (-inr) The sun. b. arr«s time, and snr who makes

;

who marks the time
;
also arrarerw.

ariarinr mfn. (-ir-in-Ti)
1 Fixed, appointed, (as to time.) 1 Lent

or deposited by a giver. * Produced or effected by lime.

n». (-it*)
1 The sun : see the preceding. * Time. b. arrar, and

inf done.

anarira m. (*af:) Spending or passing time. i. VT1T, and

throwing away
;
also an Ultra**.

anwianpr n. (-ii) The liver, b. anar black, and ^fai to go,

t^aff.

¥Turuia? n. (-at) The liver, f. arrar black, and «aa? part.

anuiJua m. Rfi) Kind of Cobra de copella : see aR!7i<

.

arrarafar m. (-N:) A year. B. »iar time, and ufa a knot or

Joint.

arrwvtr ra. (-H:) A plant, (Cassia fistula.)

arrwNl* n. (-ai)
1 A cycle, a given revolution of time. a A period,

according to the Joinat, of twelvu Arat

:

see aiy.

41Wf tn. (-^:)
1 A name of Siva. * The name ofa rock in B**-

ditk'hand, the modern KaUmjer. * The adjacent country.
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An assembly or collection of religious mendicants ;
Kallin-

jer is one of the places at which such assemblies meet, being

enumerated in the / amongst the Tapanyaeikdnas, or

spots adapted to practices of austere devotion, f. (-XT or -^t)

An appellation of Dvkga, k. otp* in the second case, time or

death, and an: who makes old, or causes to decay
;

irregular-

ly deduced from the causal of aj to become old.

qrrani mfn. (-W'-W-T) One who knows times or seasons, m.

(.*:)
1 An astrologer. * A cock. r. and n who knows.

q m. (-ar.) The stafT of death, death, s. ¥iar,and staff.

auarN»*
l
m. (.^p.)

' Death, dying. * Influence of time, season-

ablencss, effects proper to the time or season, a. irrar time,

and vsp virtue, property.

¥rraffaarT* m. (-it:) Fate, destiny, k. 1TT«i. and faviTW will.

¥ iat fifAvi m. (-¥:) A fragrant and resinous substance. Bdelli-

um see arujar. e. ¥rw black, and faujro an extract.

¥TWvrfa m. (-fas) ' A demon, the son of HiaAKYAKAsirv. * A
Rdiuhata described in the Rdmdyana.

^rraraifaw m. (-¥t) A demon : sec* arTafafa.

m. (-^:) An epithet of KrIsuna. e. aiai^fa the

name of a demon who undertook to destroy the deity in his

youth, and fra the foe : see similar names.

aT«r*faT*r m. (-XT) KrIshna or Vishn’u : see the preceding.

t. ¥T^wfa, and spr who kills or destroys.

ariarifWfr; m. See e. as above, ajft a foe.

arranrai rafo. (-IP-ICT-*) Spontaneously ripened, b. fll, and

xrn matured.

in. (-’4 :) A tree bearing dark coloured leaves, (Taber-

n* montana coronaria,) commonly 7 agara see w**'. «. arro

black, and a leaf.

arrwafca m. (-¥=) Standing for a time, (as to get stale or fer-

mented, &c.) a ¥7W, and ttfoCTO abiding.

¥TiPtnt m. (-¥*•) The noose of Yama or death, e. arcar, and

smt a noose.

*iaiaaa m. (-*:)
1 One of Yamas attendants or ministers.

* An astrological figure of a man, with the positions of the

constellations, &c. inscribed on different parts of Ibc body

for the purpose of predicting his fortunes; also amiu , &c.

e. fl? black, and a man.

*iaiy* «.(-¥) * The bow of Kim'*. * A bow in general,

m. (-¥:
)

‘ Tbe black antelope. • A heron, a. fTU black,

and YX tbe back
;
black-backed.

^TTBWnT n. (-if) The sultry season, autumn, the two months

following the rainy season, e. fin time, and yttr»T shining.

mfn. (-¥:-¥T-¥) Over-blown, over-ripe, e, ¥T¥. and

5T*¥ blown.

flflVf m. (-¥:) Armour, mail. k. unai death, and ¥anr

strengthening, defending
;

perhaps a wrong reading for

WWWWSf
,
q. V.

¥TTfnn¥ m. (-¥:) Black Tulari
; also readm»W.

EFi^*"** ia. (•¥’-) A plant, (Bignonia Indies.)

fPWflWI f.( ¥T) J Bengal madder, (Rubia manjith,) • A black

sort of Teori, a plant so called, a species of convolvulus : see

¥l¥ifra¥T.

3 j

*T<*T

frrwwift f. (-¥t) See

furtlftfl f. (-WT) ' Bengal madder. * Black Te6ri

:

see fa¥¥T.

r. ftrvt black, fay to possess, anr and #fa affixes, undff

added
j

or without this affix, ¥Tariyat ; also being derived

from fair to sound, frrwwfinfl and

¥T*iw^T f. (-ft)
1 A plant, (Scrratula onthelmintica.) * Bengal

madder, (Rubia manjith:) see the preceding.

¥rp9¥¥*T m. (-¥:) An sfeura, an enemy of Katas

x

a, destroyed

by him by stratagem, e. arrar black, VTfW a Yavana.

ararant m. (-¥:)
1 Procrastination, putting of£ delaying. * Pass-

ing away time. t. arnt, and XT to go, causal form, V*T affix;

also with fjrz\ fnfrfTfvf; also frqt and

ffTfmff ro. (-No * A particular night, one which occurs on

the 7th day of the 7th month of every 77th year; after such

a period of life, a man is exempt from attention to the usual

ordinances. * The last night of a A a/pa. 1 A dark night.

* A form of SaAti or Dcega. k. ¥t¥ black, time, and XTfn a

night : see lffaT¥t*

¥Tatm«ta n. (-V) A factitious and purgative salt, commonly

BUlaten or Bitnoben. k, ¥T¥ black, and araai salt.

¥7¥«IT¥ n. (¥) Iron. e. anvs black, and HTX a mctaL

anara¥ (-¥:) A kind of vetch : sec arrarear. E- ¥Tar black, ¥¥

tree.

arr^Tfff f. (*fa:) Periodical interest, payable monthly, fkc.

k. ¥T¥, and ifa interest.

arrarc*a m. (-¥T:) A kind of vetch, (Dolichos biflorus.) f, (.

Trumpet flower, e. irrwr black, and stalk : see fwr*.

fnnwfTT f. (-WT) A season at which any act is improper, half a.

watch in every day. e. and time.

n. (-¥) A sort of potherb, e. ¥T¥ black, mpf a

potherb.

n. (-ll) Buttermilk. e. a jar, and ¥¥ affix
j

produced in a jar or pitcher by churning
;
also fivrvtl.

m. (-¥0 I^apsc of a long period of time. a. ¥T¥ time,

SKTV impediment.

¥!¥¥¥¥ mfn. (-H.-^fl-lt) * Opportune, seasonable. • Deathlike.

e. XV* and XXX like.

yi HB qwjfl mfn. (-¥:-¥T-'i) ' Dated, bearing a date. * Effected

by time. s. ¥Tmr, and ijwnt produced.

m. (-^r) The black and most deadly variety of the cobra,

(Coluber naga.) k. black, and a serpent.

^rntWPC m. (*K‘) 'rhe black antelope, n. (-v:) A sort of Sandal.

s. black, and essence.

¥Tan8?E n. (-¥) One of the twenty-one hells, n, im* from Tl
to count, a reckoning, and a thread, a rule ; also with WX
added ETT*n®?E¥.

n. (-¥) Buttermilk : see ¥T¥T«(¥.

m. (-ais) 1 A sort of ebony, (Diospyros melanoxylon,

Rox.) * 'Hie Tamdta, a tree bearing dark blossoms. * Another

plant : see art**-
* 'rhe glomerous fig tree. e. wtx black

and ¥Pg the trunk of a tree.

crarrvc mfn. (-*i-¥r*¥)
4 1-ed to death or destruction, drawn to

or by one s fate. * Produced or brought about by time.

b. *T¥, and XT*X attracted.
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7 17l7fr7 mfn. (-7:-sf1-7> A scholar, a pupil, k. 7T7 time,

77T a letter, and X7 tiff.

7T7r*T7 n. (-7:) A black kind of aloe wood or agallochum : see

7^7. e- 7T7 black, and 7X7 agallochum.

7l7]fg in. (-fa:) The fire that is to destroy the world, R. 7T7,

and 7fTT fire.

f. (-71) A small shrub, used as a purgative.

717H777 m. (-7:) Loss or destruction by lapse of time. k. 777,

and 7<77 destruction.

7T7T77Tf77_ m. (*7l) ‘ A large block bee. * A sparrow. * The

francoline partridge, i. 777 season, and 7^71^7 who

sings or sounds.

7T7r77K7 n. (-7T)
1 A tree, commonly Tamara. * Yellow

Sandal, e. 7T7, and 7*J7!T being like or conforming to.

TTTTTTTft m. (-fa:) * Benzoin or benjamin, a. 777 black,

77717 resembling, being, and fa affix
;

also 777fT»pm7 the

affix being 77.

7TI7l37lttS n. (-*7)
1 Gum benjamin or benzoin. • A yellow

fragrant wood from which a perfume is prepared. 1 A timber

tree, commonly Sim: see ffl 77T. * A tree, commonly 7a-

gara. k. see the preceding
;
also with77 added 7T7T77r*i7.

777177 m. (-7:
) Yaiia, death, k. 777, and 7 *17 destroyer.

777T7< n. (~t) ‘ Interval, intermediate time. * Period, process

of time. * A former or another time. s. 717, and 77rc be-

tween, &c.

7T777vfa7 m. (-7*0 A poisonous animal, venomous only when

enraged or alarmed, as a rat, &c. k. 7T7 lime, 777 after

or at. and f77 poison
; having venom only at times.

7i7i7<ie7 mfn. (-lft-TT-’ii) Midden or concealed by time,

a. 717T7C, and 7177 covered.

71717 m. (-7:) * A serpent's hood. * A demon, an imp or

goblin. 1 A student of the Kalapa grammar, b, W7T7, and

7* aff.

7T7T77 n. (-7) Iron. b. 777, and 777 iron, Z7 nflT-

TTTrxfa m. (-fa*-) A fixed or appointed time. r. 777, and

77f7 limit.

7TT7T7T7 n- (-7) Season of mourning or impurity, k. 777 ,
and

77P7 impurity.

wrfww mfn. (-7 -qf1 -7> 1 Relating to time. * Seasonable. * Of
long standing. 4 Of a dark colour, black, blackish, he. m. (-71 )

The curlew, n. (-7) A black kind of Sandal: sec TJ7tW7 . f. (-7T)

1 Cloudiness, a multitude or succession of clouds. 1 A dark

cloud threatening rain. * A fog or mist, flic.
4 The goddess

Oal*r(. * A terrific goddess, a form of CfiA.Vo'f or Dukoa. • A
female singer of Stccrga. * Blackness, a black colour. 9 A
fault or flaw in gold, Ac. 9 Spirituous liquor. 14 A plant: sec

tf77M7 11 A kind of potherb. '• The branch of a cucumber
plant.

' 1 Spikenard. 14 A line of hair extending to the navel.

A female crow. ,e Price of a commodity on credit, or a

price to be paid at a fixed period, or by instalments. ,T Perio-

dical interest paid by the month, &c. 19 An animalcule form-

ed by the fermentation of milk. 19 Ink or blacking. 49 A small

bird, commonly Sydma. 41 A medicinal plant ; see TTTifa.

B.7T7 black, &c. 77 or 77 affix.

7 1fw7XT f. (-77)Time, date, season. 1. 7Tf77, and 7|7 affix; also

with 7
, TlfTTW.

TTfarr rafn.(-T :-Tl-T) Produced in or belonging to the KaUnga

country, m. (-7:) * An elephant. 9 A snake. • A species of

cucumber, (Cucumis utilatissimus.) 4 A sort of iron. f. (-^Pt)

A gourd or cucumber, n. (-71 The water melon, r.. Tfarr a

country, and 7x1 afl".

7lfa<l7 m. (-7-) The nurac of a celebrated poet, author of

Sahuntnla, Ctkrnmorta»i,\\\t Mrgha Du fa, the ftagku fr'an't'a,

the Xaiddaya and other poems : he was one of nine poets or

gents of Vikramaditya's court, and is supposed to have flou-

rished in the century preceding the Christian era ; the name is

however applied to more persons than one, and seems, in some

measure, to have been used as an honorary title
;
the works

attributed to this author arc amongst the most elegant com-

positions in the .Sanserif language, g. 7771 the goddess Doacs',

and TT7 a slave, the final of 7tt1 being made short.

77f77T77 m. (-7:) The poet Kalidasa : see the preceding.

R.77 added to 7lf7<T7.

TrfTsft f. (-«rt) One of the lunar mansions : sec 7T$T. t. 777
time, affixes yfa and 7t7.

7lf7*<.7 n. (-7 ) The water melon.

TTfWt f. The Yamuna or Jumna river, r. 7f77 a

mountain, part of the Himdla range, and the seat of the river’s

source, 77 aflT.

m. (-7:) A name of Balara'ma. a. TTfwTl the

Yamuna, and 777 the plougher ; having diverted the stream in-

to a new and devious channel, marked out by his ploughshare.

7Tf7*«1*f77r m. (-7:) Balarama. e. TTfapfl, and to break,

affix WZ : see the preceding word.

TTfTTlT; f- (-7 :
) The wife of Surya and mother of Yamuna

the personified river. 8. 7ifw^1. and 7 who bears, from 7
to bear children, and fapT afl*.

TifaTi^T^r m. (-Tt) Yama. k. 7ifai*<1, and brother.

7Tf7in{m. (-7T) Blackness. g. 7T7 black, Twfa7aff.

77far7 mfn. (-7-7T-7) Relating to time, flic. m. (-7 :) A serpent

destroyed by Krishna, r. 777. and 7 aff.

777l7 m. (-7 :) A curlew, a sort of heron : see 7|f77.

TTTtTt f. (-71) The court of judgment of Yama, regent and

judge of the dead.

7|dflfiH*i m. (-7:) A buffalo, e. 7171 the goddess, and 777 a

son : I. e. a favourite.

TTTfa mfn. (-7 ;-7T-7) Timely, seasonable, relating to time,

c. 777, and 7 aff.

7r7t7 mfn. (-7:-7r-7) Relating to time, to blackness, Ac.

n. (-7) A dark kind of Sandal, or perhaps of Agullochum : see

717*177. R. 777 black, and 7 : aff.

777177 D. (-7)
1 A yellow frugrunt wood, perhaps a species of

aloe wood. * A dark kind of Sandal wood. m. (-7:) A spe-

cies of turmeric, (Curcuma zanthorhiza
: ) see 7mfafT.

e. 73 added to the last, of a black or blackish hue; also

TT7t7. 7777, Ac.

TT77 n. (-7) Foulness, dirtiness, turbidness, opacity, a. 7T77,

and 77 aff.

(
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*T«lir mfn. (-Wt-xft-lj)
1 Belonging to the Kali age, he. 9 Dark

coloured, n. (-W)
1 A yellow fragrant wood : see and

nrpilw. * The liver, m. (-^;) The name of a demon or imp.

z- wrm or and TO affix.

RrrfiTO m. (-*:) A sort of curcuma, (C. zanthorhiza. Box.)

see n. (-xi) A yellow fragrant wood. a. padded
to the preceding word.

RUllPRlfq;
* mfn. ( -Iri-WT-TT) Produced in due season. r. vtw,

'S^nfqN engendered.

arrwlrsf mfn
.
( -g: -KT-H) Sown in due season. e. WTO. and TSf sown.

*TW mfn. * Preceptive, ritual. * Relating to a

Kalpa or period so called, m. (-W:) Zedoary, (Curcuma

xcrumbet.) k. arvu a precept, and Nfw affix
;
the plant forms

a part of oblations offered upon certain occasions to fire

;

also with TO added *TOTO.

qrTOTO ro. (-*:) Zedoary : see the preceding ; also RTPTO-

auvnfww mfn. (-*:-!-*) * Artificial, fabricated. * Fictitious,

invented, z. TOnrc, and TO
x
aff.

WTtO mfn. (-W5-WT-16) Timely, seasonable, n. (-^) Dawn, day-

break, sec wwt- f- (‘H) * A cow fit for the butl. * Pleasant or

auspicious discourse: see TOIT* e. «hto time, and xpraff.

wrrwro m. (-qn) Zedoar)- : see irrwv.

aRWfWTO mfn. Sprung from a virtuous or fortunate

woman. z. TOffwt> and TO
^
affix, inserted.

WiTfnW mfn. Relating to armour, armorial, n. (-*)

A multitude of men in armour, z. TOM armour, and 3W aff.

M rx Tar mfn. Fearful, henpecked, m. (-w) An owL

MTNTf m. (-^:) Indistinct sound, e. rtt for f bad, speech.

wr*TT. n. <-T) An aquatic plant, (Vallisncria.) f. (-fl) An um-

brella, a Chhattah
,
especially one without a stick, and worn

like a broad brimmed hat. e. RT the head, and RUTTT what

covers or protects, from w to skreen, and wx^aff.

MTTTO m. (-MT:) * A gallinaceous fowl. * The ruddy goose. 9 A

small singing bird, (Loxia phillippensis:) see mYnstto. z. qr

water, or RC for ^ bad, WTO, before % to cover, and TO aff

^rrwx: n. (-T) Saffron, (Crocus sativus.) f. (-ft)
1 A river in the

Dekhin, the Kditri. 9 A courtezan, a harlot. • Turmeric.

*. w* to colour, vnCRT affix, and the radical vowel made long,

fcm. affix

WTO m. (-*:) A name of S uRRAcnAaTA, the preceptor of the

demons, f. (-WT) ‘Understanding, intelligence. *A female

fiend : see * A Pitri of a particular order, the son of

Kavi Or Surra. n. (TO) A poem, poetical composition, z. wfV

a poet, he. W7T derivative or pleonastic aff

WTOMK m. (-K :
) A plagiarist, a mto a poem, and MTT a thief.

TOTO (Ri) TO* r. 1st cl. (*nrw) also (TO TO) (TOTU) r- *lth cl.

(MUirf)
1 To shine. With fip^ prefixed. To expel, * To hide

or obscure; with 9, To make or become manifest.

TOTO m. (-*:) ' Cough, catarrh : see mtw. 3 Sneezing, n. (to)

1 A species of grass, (Saccharum spontaneum.) 1 Irritation

in the throat, f. (-lft) A'ffirt or Benares, the holy city so called.

or -tot) Saccharum spontaneum, as above, k. tou to

sound, in the causal form, WTO affix
, or TOTTO to shine, WTO,

and WtW fem. aff.

TOTXTTO m. (TO*) A species of long grass, (Saccharum spontaneum.)

E. RTO added to the preceding,

wronnf m. See

*lTOl«wfw f. (-fta) A kind of silk cotton tree. *. TOT bad, infe-

rior, and KTudvr the Simal tree.

inf* f. (-fin) Kas'i, a celebrated city and place of pilgrimage,

the modem Benares, k. tout to shine, to be beautiful or

renowned, and Un’kdi affix ;
also TOnft . see TOTTO and

Trfw, TlfWt*

TOTfawn f. (TOTT) Kas'i or Benares

:

see the preceding.

WFTfTOTOTitR m. ( TO) A name of D'uanwantari, as king of

Benares, z. vrfst«l the city Kaei, and fsrq a friend
;
also

wifV’iw.

«ifiw mfn. (-ift-finTt-ftf)
1 Having a cold or cough. * Shining,

brilliant, z. wmt cough, and affix, or amt to shine,

fwfw aff.

Rklfil^ist ra. (-1?) A name of D'bavwantari or Divo'dasa, a king

of Benares, and an author of medical works
;

he is often

confounded with his celestial namesake, the physician of the

goda e. WTfk the city, and TTW a king or ruler
; also

•rnrtvrw.

WTfiClt mfn. (-w:-^T-Rf) Made of kas grass, abounding with it,

fitc. *. arrif, and aff.

*rr*tWT* m. (-W:) A name of Siva. *. wmtt Kai'l or Benares

,

and WT*T lord or master.

fnrkn m, (-w:) Divo'dasa : see yTfutTil.

RrnftJt m. (-H:) ’ Siva. * Divo'dasa, or any king of Benares.

n. (-tf) Sulphate of iron. z. fnlt and lord.

WTXJ^rn: m. (-^:) The betel nut tree.

fnjfft f* (-ft) A plant, commonly Gambkdri, (Gmelina arborea,

Rox.) see e. imt to shine, and WT" affir, formative

irr. ;
also fn^ and WWW-
ran. Gambhdri, a plant : see the preceding.

b. EPT added to Rmjrrt.

n. (-tf)
1 A plant with a tuberous root, a sort of costus,

(Costus speciosua.) * A country, Kashmir, or in the pin. (-TT:)

its inhabitants, f. {-^) A tree, (Ficus elastica.) k. wigK
Kashmir, and affix

;
produced in that place.

n. (’li)
1 A costus. * Saffron : see sjftT. f. At\»

or Betula : see ^ffifRRT. e. * and m born
;
produced ill

Kashmir.

n. (-^) Saffron, z. wngtr, and wwr*r birth
;
pro-

duced in Kashmir.

*TUT u. (-^i) Spirituous liquor.

OTigq m. (-ttt)
1 The name of a saint

;
also called (Canada, the

son of Kasyafa. A name of Ahuna : sec the next. 1 A sort

of deer. 4 A tribe of Brahmans pretending to descend from

Kasyapa. k. Rrunr a saint, and xgw affix of descent, n. (.xf)

Flesh, z. VTiP spirituous liquor, and V from xtT to drink or

cherish.

STTUlfR m. 1 A name of Aaun'a. • A name of Gabod'a,

the bird of Vishnu, z. rtWR the saint, and affix of de*

scent, being both sons of Kas'tafa. t (-xft) The earth, z. as

before; alluding to a legend from the Paninas, in which
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riuiiA, after the destruction of the Kshetriya race, and

performance of an A/ttcanufdha. presented the sovereignty of

the world to his Gu'ru, Kas'vapa.

WTTOTOTO m. (-TO:) The sun. e. TOTOITO the saint, and affii of

descent, the son of Kasyapa.

TOTITOt £ (*ft) A plant : see qmQTft. .

TOUlTO mfn. (TOjTOtTO) Red, dyed of a reddish colour, s. mf,
and WTO aff.

WTTO n. f-1K> Wood. f. (-WT)
1 A quarter or region of the world,

space, tract. * Place, suite. 1 Limit, boundary. 4 A measure

of time, the thirtieth part of a Kald, or eighteen twinklings

of the eye. * Excellence, superiority. # A plant, (Curcuma

zanthorhiza, Roy.) b. WTO to shine, Unadi affix w*r , *
changed to 9, and w after W becomes 9.

WTW9 n. (-9) Aloe wood or agallochum. e. WTO added to wtto

wood.

f. Gift) The wild plantain, r, WTTO, and

plantain
, tile fruit being hard and woody.

m. (-TO:) A small insect or worm found in decayed

wood. b. WTTO wood, and qftTO a worm.

WTTOjrc m. (-ft) A bird, a sort of woodpecker, (Picus Ben-

galensis.) k. WTTO, and ft to cut, w^aff.

Wi« y m. (TO:) A kind of wooden shovel or scraper used

for baling water out of a boat, or for scraping and cleaning

its bottom, kc. e. WHT wood, and 94 rw shovel
; also with

the first vowel long jpnw, WPByt i TO .

**• (TO) A stick, a spar, a piece of wood. b. WTff, and

WTO piece.

m, (-9) A carpenter, -w. WTTO wood, and tow to cut or

pare, affix fwTO.

W F V ftww ra. (•!:) A carpenter : sec the preceding, b. as before,

SW aff.

WTCTOW m. (TO:) A small worm that is found in timber, k. nrny

wood, and TOTO what spreads, from 99 with gw aff.

VHgTf m. (-T) The Deodar tree, (Uvaria longifolia.)

W7TOTO ra. (-T:) A tree, (Butea frondosa.) e. WTTO, and J a tree.

WT«««) f- (-TOt) A funeral pile. b. WTTO wood, and toto> a pile,

an edifice.

quvwV rafn. (-W:-TOt-TO) Wooden, made of wood. b. WTTO and

Waff.
TOTB*fTO m. (-W-) A bier, a plank, kc. on which dead bodies are

carried, k. WTTO wood, and TOW a vessel.

flflW m. (TO'-) A small worm found in wood. b. WTTO, and

utww who writes or inscribes.

WUWfTOg m. (-TOt) A club, a short cudgel, especially if armed

with iron. K. WTTO, WTTO iron, and xf* aff.

WTTOTOTO mfu. (-TOrqWTft-TOTO) Having wood for fuel, Ac. ind. Like

a piece of wood. e. WTTO, and wgw or TOfro aff.

WTTOiTOTY: no. (-*:) A wooden house or enclosure, k. m, and

WUK a house.

WTTO I Wnffvri f. (*Wt) A wooden bucket or baling vessel : see

W^rfTTOt

WTfttWtttfn. (-ift frowt-fTO)
1 Of wood, wooden. * Having wood.

*• TOT*, and xf<| aff.

WltflWl m. (-WT) A large kind of Colotropi*. f. (-WT) A plan-

tain : see TWr. b. WT for f small, wftfl bone or stalk, and

WT to get or possess • 9 and WTTO affix
;
having a stem which

is good for nothing.

WTO r. 1st cl. (WDWTW (WTTOTOf)
1 To make a bad sound, or one

indicating disease ; to congh. * To shine: see WT*.

WTTO m. (TO:) * Cough, catarrh. 1 A species of reed or long

grass, (Sacch&rum spontaneum.) * Morungu, (Hyperanthera,

Ac.) see W TOTOTO- R- WTTO to cough, to make an unpleasant

sound, wg affix
j
also WTW to shine, Ac. see WTW.

WTTOgfW rufn. (-W.-W-W) Afflicted with cough, m. (to) Yams.

WTTOW mfn. (-f:-SYw) Removing or alleviating cough, pectoral.

C (*Wt) A sort of prickly nightshade : see wroWKL e. WTTO

catarrh, and f from wwto kill, removing cough.

WlTOWrflpft f. (*TOl) A thorny plant : see rV b. WTTO

catarrh, and TOlfinTt removing, remedying.

WTgwfrfwWT C (TOT) An acid drink.

*»• (*v) ‘ ^ plant, (Cassia or Senna escuicnta )
* An

acid preparation, a mixture of tamarinds and mustard, k. WTW
or WTW cough, and TO^ what destroys

; also WTWTOT-

WTTOTOTTO m. (TO:) A sort of cucumber, (Trichosantbcs direca.)

TOW m. (-tet) A buffalo, e. w water, and WTW prefixed to 9 to

go, affix TO*T; who frequents water, this animal being partial

to marshy places.

WTOTT m. (to:) A pond, a pool. e. qr water, 9 to go, 919 pre-

fix, and 99 affix, or qrro to shine, TOTrw Un'kdi aff.

**TOifv ro. (-fTO:) A plant, (Cassia csculcnta :) see qTTO*r{. a qrpf

cough, and a foe.

qrTOTO m. (TO:) An esculent root, a sort of yam.

WT9\9 n. (TO) Green vitriol, green sulphate of iron. t. 9T9 to

go, T** aff.

f. (-^:)
1 Indistinct speech. * Speech in general. • Under-

standing. 4 Devotion. 1 light, lustre.
4 A sort of spear or

lance. E- are to go, to shine, or *ito to make a bad sound, W
Un adi aff.

f. (TOl) A short spear, a javelin, b. qrTOC, and X*9
diminutive aff.

•aivai f. (TOT) A musical instrument : see VTOTOT.

CPfqr rnfn. (-ur:qrrTO) * Dry, withered. * Mischievous. 1
Large,

excessive, f. (•’tfft)
1 One of the Apwraeat or courtezan* of

Indba's heaven. 1 The sound of any tube, pipe or musical

instrument. (-HT) A young woman, mf. (TOTTOT) A horn,

either a cow horn, or an instrument of that shape, m. (to:)
1 A cock. * Sound in general. *A cat. n. (TOi) Indistinct

speech, ado. Much, excessively, b. 9 pleasure, the head, Ac.

to plough or divide, with WTO prefixed, affix

gnxwivvq m. (TOO Thorn apple, (Datura metel.)

fqt r. 3rd cl. (fwwfrr) To know : with fir^ prefixed, to attain

certainly, to ascertain positively.

f9. s<c faro.

fqtlTTO m, (-W:) * The beard of corn. * An arrow. 1 A heron.

k. filR what, or sometimes, Ijr to injure, kc. TOW Unadi aff.

fa'UTO m. (TO:) A tree bearing beautiful red blossom*, and hence

often alluded to by the poets, (Butea frondosa;) also TOTOTTO*
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a. what. something, 'car a parrot; fa red flowers being of

the colour of a parrot’s beak.

fahemar m. (-at:) A species of the Km't'uka * see the preceding.

f%f* m. (fix:) A blue jay. x. f* in imitative sound
;
the word

being repeated : or V to emit a sound, and fig affix
,
also

fimirttftfw. fWt, Ac.

fatfafgfs m. (-fa:) Tbe blue jay. x fixfxr an imitative sound,

and fa's to play , far a#x ;
also in other forms fain, fnlafga,

farftrytfa,

farttfra =• (-a:) See the preceding, x. as before, stT.

fatfl^fb m. (-f*:) See

fffrf* m.
( f* )

A monkey, an ape. f. (-f%:) A small jackal, a fox.

t. y to sound, frfw a If.

fkr* info. or -^1-^) A servant e. fa what or iome-

thing, and mi who does.

fafafa f. (-ft : or -tft)
1 A girdle of small bells, or any tinkling

ornament * An acid sort of grape, a. ft some, and fww an

imitative sound, affix tf, with T?t or fern, affix; also with

tPf added

fafTC m. (-T : )
1 Tbe Indian cuckoo, the Kali or Kokiia. * A

large black bee. * A horse. 4 KauadIvx. t (**T) Blood, n. (-T)

The frontal sinus of an elephant E.fa something, t to scat-

ter, V affi

fafatTW m. (-If:) ’ A name of Kamad&va. • A parrot • The

Koil or Mian cuckoo. 4 A tree, (Jonesia asoka.) 4 A species

of barleria : sec *. as above, and tt who goes

or is.

m - (**t) A plant, commonly BuJnchi, (Flacourtia

sapida, Rox.)

f*TO md. ‘ An inceptive or continuative particle, (moreover,

further, again.) * A particle of comprehension, a. ft what,

and.

ft’It m. (-W?) A species of the PnUum or Butea frondosa. ind.

Somewhat, something,

fltt ill f. ( -7TT) Somewhat, something.

ftftft ind. * Something, somewhat a A part, a little, a. fa

what, farrto think, affix fapT.

frfafaw m. (-an) See the following.

frycm m. (-ar.) A worm. E. fafC* a little, and ^ar to go, or

^fai to be high, affix, deriv. irr. ; it is sometimes written

ftftrat .

fart n. (-W) The filament of a lotus : see fan fn.

faroai m. (-at:) The filament of a lotus : see fanrw-

fvttt m. (-tK:) The filament of a lotus, great numbers of which

surround the pericarp, n. (-tt'i The flower of the Mesua ferrea.

*. fafaw somewhat, anr to bide or cover, ar affix, and the

form irr.

fart r. 1st cl. (antfk)
1 To go or approach. * To alarm or ter-

rify. • To dread, to fear.

f%fk m. (.ft:) A hog. a. fart to go, and fat affix
;
also ftfk.

ftftw m. (•«:) A bug. e. fffrf* b hog. «r who rexembles, from

ETT to shine, affix V.

fun n. (<f) Excrement, excretion, dirt. x. fix* to go, here im-

plying to go out of, (tbe body, Ac.) and * «ff.

• 0 K

fanfafatw n. (-if) Semen virile. r. ftr dirt, &e. xfxnr de-

prived.

fafro m. (-art) 1 A copper vessel. * Scoria, ru*t of iron, Ac.

e. fan dirt, arar to be able, W^aff*.

fasar m. (-W:) ' A wart, a mole. * A scar.
4 A corn, acalloaity.

4 An insect found in wood.

fafa f. (-far:) A tree, (Achyranthes aspera:) see sfarwM.

K. fWW a scar, and far affix
; making scars ; that is cicatriz-

ing wounds, sores, &c.

fafaat f. (-at) Achyranthes aspera. £. fafc a sore, and T
what removes, fern, affix

faro mn. (rot-aij Ferment, a drug or seed used to produce fer-

mentation, in the manufacture of spirits from sugar, bassia,

Ac. n. (-W) Sin. b. arvr to sound, Ac. ffxr Unadi affix, and

the ^ irregularly inserted * ace ana.

fxnr r. 1st cl. ( f̂ fufflfw )

'
'Fo cure, to administer remedies, to

practise physic.
4 To remove, to destroy. 4 To chastise.

4 (Usually with fw prefixed,) To doubt; this root is regular,

r. 3rd cl. (favfr)To know. r. I Oth cl. (tfwarfir)
1 To dwell.

* To desire ; some authorities make it a regular root of the

1st cl. in these senses, and others deny its admitting of any

conjugation.

fanra mfn. (W:-‘WTv‘i) 1 A gamester, a gambler. A cheat,

cheating, fraudulent. * Mad, crazy.
4 Mischievous, malicious,

m. (-*:) 1 Thorn apple, (Datura mctcL) • A kind of perfume,

commonly Rockand. «. far what, rra yours, (what is your stake

or wager ?) he who asks such a question, &c.

fqrwrw m. (•*;) An insect described as having eight legs and a

very slender body, a species of spider, x. fa? for fafaw »

little, and the body.

fa wTH lW ind. Whether, either of any. *. fa, and ifira with

added.

fawrcr* md. Whether, cither of two. *. far, »nd with

added.

faaj md.
' But. • Moreover, further. n. A compound particle

of fa and TJ disjunctive particle,

fanwif m. (-^:) One of the eleven periods called Karanai.

farfrnr m. (-arl) A horse: see fafww.

faraT m. (-T:)
1 A demigod attached to the servire of Kl vSra,

a celestial quirister or musician. * A kind of follower or at-

tendant on a J'tna or Jaina saint, f. A female Kinnara,

or chorister, a fa what, used contemptuously, (what kind

of) xni a man : the Kinnara having, with the human figure,

the head of a horse.

fcatw m. (-W0 A name of Kuvfia*. a Kinnara , and

master, lord; also other similar compounds, as faa?.aT.

far* md.
1 A particle of interrogation, (what?) * Doubt, (how,

what?) Comparison, (thus, as, like, how much lesa.) ‘Con-

junction, (again, further.) • Place, location, and ‘Agency.

k. law, and ^conjoined.

faw md. (fin? or fa) ' What, how. * EitheT, or • a particle of

doubt or interrogation. * A particle of contempt. The re/a•

the pronoun, mfn. (-^:-an-ftr) What, who, which, express-

ing,
1 Doubt * Interrogation. * Disdain. 4 Reproach, (as
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in Engfuh, Who are you, &c.) * Kind, sort. e. ^ to sound,

fafa Un'Adi afl*.

Ui.^ «»</. What for, wherefore, why. k. farF, and FF ob-

ject.

fare ind. Either, or, whether, implying doubt or discrimination :

sec farr.

faFF ind. 1 Either, or, whether, implying, * Doubt or discri-

mination. * Much, exceeding ; a particle of magnitude or

quantity. 4 An interrogative, how, what, &c, sec farF. b. farF

and the particle VW.

fawiF mfn. (*F:-FT-F) Miserly, avaricious, s. fa* what, (noth-

ing,) FF who cooks.

fa*TFTF mfn. (-F-FT-F) Miserly, niggardly, avaricious, r. fa*

what, used contemptuously, FF to cook, and f[Jnr affix, or

with ff only, fawF : see ftrFwrF, &c.

fawnF mfn. (-F>FT-F) Mother-led, infantine, childish, m. (•*:)

A cucurbitaceous plant, (Trichosanlhcs pnlmata
;
alsoCucumis

colocynthus.) fc. ff deprecialive, aud FTF what is ripe or

mature.

farmFF m. (-F:) ' A heavenly musician : see faFT- * A division

of the universe, one of the nine fChanda* or portions into

which the world is divided, and described as the country

between the Himdckala and Himakut'a mountains. * A des-

picable or low man. k. fa*r what, contemptuously, and xtff

a man ; also with the first vowel of that word lengthened,

farnFF.

fa*JF%FT m. (-X0 An epithet of Kuv(ra : sec fa fl i F-

fa^FF n. (-F) The division of the world, called by this name :

see farm aw.

fafam f. (xr) a kind of perfume, commonly Nali

:

see fftU

fa^ITT mfn. (-Fr-FT-F) or n. only, (-?f) Hotv, in what manner or

degree, like what. k. faF, and tjF become.

fa*<q. mfn. (-FTF-Fift-FF) Poor, mean, insignificant, k. fa a

little, possessive aft'.

faFXfa* f. (-fat:) Rumour, report, e. farF what, FX to say,

anil faF Un'ldi affix, or with FF and Ffa affixes farwx^Tt.

fawf ind. Or, else, moreover, a. faiF what, FT or.

faw mfn. (FTFi-FfVFF) 1 How much, how many, ind

.

(FF

)

1 A little. * How much, used chiefly in composition
; as

farFFFTF how long, for a short time
; fatjgFfa or faFFrs&F

how far, or for a little way. e. fatF and F7J"q affix, and F is

substituted for the F.

fan^fnFT f. (FT) Effort, vigorous and persevering exertions.

k. faw used contemptuously, and xfa from XX7
!
thin, affix

3F j
(how great a ta»k is this, that it shoulit not be effected,

ike-) TF here, being employed in place of xfa» the word is

written fax^fXFT.

fax^«. mfn. (-X:-KT-X) For a short distance, a little way.

e. faFF, and far.

faiFrF m. (-F 1
) A horse of a red or bay colour,

far m. (*T:) A hog. s ^ to scatter, * affix
;

also fafa.

far*"* m. (-F-) A scribe, b. f to scatter, ’^f off.

far* m. (-F*.) * A ray of light, a sun or moon beam. * The sun.

a. F to scatter, (light,) and «n Un udi nff.

farw wF mfn. (-x:-*ft- lr) Radiant, bright, refulgent. e» fax*

and FU7 atF.

far«Fifan( in. (-^t) The sun. e. faTF, FTFT a garland, and

Tfa »ff‘-

faXFmfn. ( XF-XFl-XF) * Scattering, spreading. * Lighting,

shedding light, k. f to scatter, F* atT.

faTTF m. (-F^)
1 A savage, one of the barbarous tribes who

inhabit woods and mountains and live by the chase, the Kirr-

hadte of Arrian. * Siva as a mountaineer opposed to Arjuxa,

the account of which is the subject of the poem, the A'ird/dr-

juniya. 4 A kind of gentian : sec facirtfffjv.
4 A pigmy, a

dwarf. 1 A groom, a horseman, f. (-ift)
1 The river Canoes

or its goddess. * A name of Duroa. * A bawd, a procuress.
4 The celestial Ganges or river of Stterga. e. ^ to scatter,

(speech, &e.) and FF who goes
;
also faTIFF.

faXl df#m m. (*F :
) A kind of gentian, (Gentiana chcrayla.)

e. faTTF a savage, fan pungent, bitter.

farrarfaF m. (-^) A name of Gaeuda the bird of Vishn'i/.

e- faTTF a pigmy, and FfFF who eats,

faxrfa f- (-fa:) A name of the Gances, e. f to scatter, (sound,

&c.) to make a murmuring noise, FF who goes, and XF off.

f. (-^t) Indian spikenard see FZTFPJt.

fait m. ( far) A hog. e, F to scatter, (dirt, &c.) and X
Un'adi a AT.

faftfa n. (-fa*) The fruit of the marshy date tree,

faffa mu. (-7:-F) A crest, a diudem. a. F to scatter, (pearls,

&c.) und ttfteF Un'adi aff.

faxtZFTTF ii, (.F) Wearing a tiara, assuming the crown.

R. faO«. and FTTF bearing.

fa^«Frfrsfmfn.(.^t-faFt-fT) Crowned, having a tiara, m. (-^t)

A king. b. farrfa, and FTfrF who wears.

fartfaF mfn. (-^-faFt fa) Crested, crowned, m. (-zt) ' A king.

• A name of Arjitna. e. farrfa a crest, and xfa a ff.

fa^Jf f. The Putusa tree : see FFTF- * A hall, a build-

ing, an apartment. * An image of gold. 4 A figure of iron.

h. f to make, FF and FtF affix, deriv. irr.

faFfr mfn. (.^:-TT-T) Variegated, m. (X:)
1 The orange tree.

1
Tlie name iff a Jiakskma or goblin. 1 A variegated colour.

E. f to scatter, ^TF.affi* i and FF inserted.

fFFfrtFTF m. (-fsiF) A name of Bhimas'Ina one of the Panda
princes, r. fwnSfx a demon, and faF who conquers.

farFfasnaf f. (-FF) The orange tree. e. fa^dfc variegated, aud

FF bark.

fa rfvr^ m.(-faFor •Sns)A name of BiifxA: see fav^frfFF.

fFFTT^SFF m. (-F: ) A name of BnfsiA : see the preceding.

fFF r. ClU cl. (faFfaj 1 To be or become white. * To play.

r. I Oth cL (FFFfa) To send, to throw or cast,

far** ind. An aptotc signifying,
1 News, (so said, so reported.)

* Likelihood, (probably, possibly.) * Conciliator)' expression.

4 Assertion, certainty, (indeed, verily, assuredly.) • Falsehood,

inaccuracy. E. faF to send or order, affix F-

faFfafaF n, (-F) Amorous agitation, weeping, laughing, being

angry, being pleased, &c. in the society of a lover, k. fFF

play, sport, fa what, some, and fFF collected.
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fhPlfareff f. (-ar) Sound expressing Joy, or the expression of
]

pleasure by any sound or cry. k. fare play, sport, repeated,

farens mf. (-?:-^t) Inspissated milk, curds or coagulated milk
;

it may be applied to cheese,

farerfrere m. (-af) A bamboo.

farerre ns. (-H:)
1 A blotch, a scab. * A white leprous spot. e. fare

to play, affix a ; rerre from rere to reject or throw, with a^
affix ; or are to be, with are aff.

fararrew m. (-|p) A sort of gourd, (Momordica mixta:) see

arrar^TW. B. farere a blotch, and If what remove*,

farerfrere nifn. (-^t-frereVfre) Having blotches, e. farere, and

Tfw aff.

fafaa ron. (-re:-re) A thin plank: see the next,

fhrfrere mn. (-V-II) * A thin plank of green wood. * A mat : !

nee the next
;
also read fafrere-

fafresa m. (-ar:) A mat * A screen or twist of grass or straw.

R. fan* to be white, ^ added fafre, ar what overcomes, from

far with a affix, and ipf added ;
deriv, irr.

fafrere m. (-re*.) A tree, a kind of fir or pine, (Pinus deodar.) n.

(-re) Resin, the extract of the pine. a. fare to cast, pure aff.

fbrpwa ra. A horse ; read also faf*W:
faf^V n. (*ay

1
Sin. * Fault, offence.

1 Disease, sickness, r. fare

to play or sport, farere Un'Adi affix, and ^a inserted.

1%faafwa mfti. (-al-fwxft-fa) Wicked, culpable, criminal,

x. faftra. and aff.

farere mn. (-ar-.-ai) A sprout, a shoot: see farea.

farerere mn. (-re:-re) A young shoot : see farerere-

fasreaaw m. (-ar:) A bed of young leaves, &c. *. farerere.

and rerei a couch , also farererererere, &.c.

mfn. (-g:>TT T) Young, infantine, m. (-T*.)
1 A colt * The

sun. * Benjamin, (Stvrax benzoin.) 4 A youth, a lad, one

from his birth to the end of his fifteenth year : a minor i^

law ararnrexarv: becoming, after his fifteenth year, subject t<i

suits at law or wi«f*aaf K. e. fare what, used contemptu.

ously, tjr to go, and %rre Uti'&di affix
;
alsoare added fareTTa:

ftnar r. 10th cl (fan*!fare) To kill, to injure.

farfc^J* m. (-ar.) A mountain in the south of India* in Mysore,

the residence of the monkey prince Bali. f. (-an) A cave in

the mountain
;
also fatf^raa-

f%fair*9 m. The mountain Kuhkindh>ja, situated in the

peninsula in the northern part of Mysore, near the sources

of the Pampd river, the territory of Bali the monkey, from

whom it was conquered by Kama, and transferred toSuoafvA,

smother monkey chief, f. (-tun) A cave in the mountain of

Kishkind.hya, the peculiar residence of Bali
j

also fafrePf.

faffcaFunfaa ni. (-re:) A name of Bali, a monkey king slain by

Rama. s. faf«a*«I, and refVre ruler.

mfn. (-vy-vy-w) Vile, bad, contemptible, mf. (-wy) 1 A
cubit. * A span. * The fore-arm. t. at to sound, fr*a aff.

in. (-^T)
1 Sugar cane. * A bamboo. * A reed, (Arundo

tibialis.) span or cubit, and rex rea joint,

farere mn. (-re: -re) A sprout or shoot, the extremity of a

branch bearing new leaves, a. fa diminutive, rea to go, are

affix
i also farere ati'd fw^-

farerere m. (re:-^) A sprout, a young shoot : sec the preceding.

b. as before, affix arere
;
also farerere-

artar mfn. (-a: 3t-<r)
1 Miserly, avaricious. * Poor, needy, m.

(-a:)
1 A country, (liehar ;) or m. pin, (-ap) its inhabitants.

* A horse. «. arfar to go, arra affix, deriv. irr.

affare mfn. (re: -Wire) Hard, firm. n. (re) A bone. m. (re) A
worm, an insect. derived from fare what, a deprecia-

ting particle, before are to go, affix rere.

atareiai m. (-ai:) A bird in general, s. alare a bone, and

arTO face or mouth
;
alluding to the osseous structure of

the beak.

affar m. (-fib:) A blue jay : see farfa.

ataa m. (-a )

1 A bamboo whistling or rattling in the wind.

* Any hollow bamboo. * A reed. 4 A Daitya or infernal

demon so named. ‘A particular Rdkshtsso or goblin. • A kind

of tree. * A prince, the son of Kekaya. e. retar to touch, to

sound, Un'idi affix, and the radical consonants transposed.

atrearfare m. (-fare) A name of Beuma. e. a*trea a goblin, and

fur* who conquers,

alreafarerea in. (re:) Buima : see the preceding,

atreafre^; m. (-fare) Sec the two words preceding,

aft* r. 1 1th cl (aftareflT)
1 To tinge or colour. • To bind,

afta m. (-X:) A worm, an insect, k. to colour or dye, a aff.

aftaa mfn. (reren-^) Harsh, hard, unfeeling, m. ( an)
1 A

worm, an insect. * A bard, a panegyrist, descended from a

Kuhctriya father and I'aisya mother, a. at* a worm, and

are aff-

air* m. (-*:) Sulphur, k. ^rta a worm, and * what destroys,

aftare n. (-ai) Silk. f. (-arr) l*ac, an animal dye of a red colour.

e. ata a worm, and re born.

afUM*||re m. (-a:) l*he change from the chrysalis or larva to

the butterfly, e. ata, are a 'ving, and rega evolution.

|

a’tareifcaT f. (-arr) A plant, (Cissus pedata.)

»s nr^ mfn. (-Ta) Who or what like. k. fare what, TX to see,

and fare aflixi also with arre affix
} afTrre mfn. (-re:-Wt-re.)

#->arre mfn. (-re : -^-re)
1 a labourer or cultivator of the soiL

Small, little. 1 Covetous, niggardly. 4 A slayer of cattle,

m. (-a:)
1 A name of Y'ama. * A particular monkey, k. at

for ITT or f bad. vile, rerre who destroys, the causal form of

rere to destroy, with rere aff.

atr m. (-<:)
1 A parrot. * Kashmir, m. pin. (-f7:) The people of

Kashmir, n. (-T> Flesh, e. at bad, vile, to send or order,

a aff.

ret^a m, (-a:)
1 a tree. 1 A Bnddha. • Obtaining, gaining.

b. are added to the last.

atra m. ( T:)
1 a tree, a species of mountain Piln

:

see rerera.

* The mango tree. e. a parrot, and TC wished, desired.

at1* mfn. (-re:
1 Covered, secreted, hidden. 1 Scattered,

thrown, cast. * Injured, hurt.
4 Full ls to scatter, affix

a, formation irr.

atfre f. (-fa;) Scattering, throwing. * Covering, concealing.

e. ^ to scatter, fjrn.fl’-

U. «j)
1 Saying, telling. • Repeating. ‘Celebrating, prais-

ing. f. (-ai) Fame, glory, b. are to praise or celebrate, rere aff.
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jftflinr mfn. (-xrvr-*Pht-tpri Pramng, celebrating, a. wm to

praise, »r a(T.

5)
* Fame, renown, glory. • Favour, approbation.

• Sound. 4 Light, lustre. * Mud, dirt. 4 Diffusing, expan-

sion. * One of the Matrtkds or personified divine energies of

KttisHMA. x. ITW to celebrate, if.

tflrtwr mfn. (-T:-tt-<) Conferring fame, a, and «TC

what makes.

flfaw mfn. (-lri-WF-lf)
1 Said, asserted. * Known, notorious.

• Celebrated, praised. R. to celebrate, affix W-

*lfnvr» mfn. (WTW) Celebrated, famous, m. (-UT¥) A name of

DroV/ch/bya, the military preceptor of the Pak'd'c* and

Kcatrs. i. ¥tf^ fame, and to serve or honour, affix flPT-

mfn. (-WT^-inft-WW) Praised, famous, celebrated, n.

(*¥!¥) The elder brother of Va«cdrva. i. and^ aff.

m. (-V) Death, dying. a. fame, and iiw end.

¥T«I mfn. To be praised or celebrated, a. am to

praise, nail affi

nfrwfif f. f-wflf) A house for straw
j also VTvflt.

¥fa¥T¥ mfn. (-¥>¥T-w) Covered, bestrewed, x. uj to scatter,

passive form, ¥TST¥ aff.

*fVw r. 10th ci (uftwvfw) To bind, to fasten, to stake, to pin.

^ft¥ mfi (-¥:-¥!) 1 Flame, lambent fame. * Small, minute,

m. (-¥:)
1 A stake, a pin, a bolt, a wedge, &c. • A lance, a pike.

• A gnomon. * A weapon. * A post, a pillar. •The elbow.

• A blow or punch with the elbow. • A blow, a thump j (in

the three last senses some make this also fern.) * A post in

a cow-house : tee the next. a. 4'iW to bind, and ¥ aff.

^W¥ m. (-Wt) A pillar for cows, Ac. lo rub themselves against,

or one to which they are tied. • A pin, a bolt, a wedge.

k. ¥^ added to the preceding.

m. (Wh) A plant, the fruit of which yields a turpen- I

tinous substance that has been used in India as pitch, Ac.

commonly Ga6
,• (Fmbryopteris glutinifera, Hot.) a, vfa a

bolt,W with, and W¥ touch, the fruit being invested with a

hard coat.

n.(^) 1 Water. • Blood. • siwrita, the food of the

gods. 4 Honey. x. ¥t¥ flame, and up* wbat opposes, &c.

or ufar a stake, &c. and ¥¥ what adorns
*
from WW with

¥* aff.

m. (-fkf:) The ocean, x. dewier water, and fa what

contains.

Wl¥i¥M m. (-¥:) A Rdkthata, a sort ofgoblin or imp. a. ^\¥ l¥
blood, and 17 who drinks.

^ifanr mfn. (w-lfT-li) 'Bound, tied, confined. ‘Pierced,

transfixed. • Staked, impaled. * Finned, futened by . stake,

&e. * 8et up m a .lake or pole. 1. dftw to bind, affix *.
In mfn. ( tc-m-Ti) Naked, m. (-XT) * A monkey, as ape.

* The sun. x. « air, water, Ac, t»t who has power over,

and w affi

|Tlw ,.4 mf. A tree, (Achyrmnlhra aspera :) see .PtTvnO:

WtWhWW. m. ( *:) x. t(t«t a monkey, UW a leaf.

* r. I >t cl. (») JT (wwrf) r. 2nd cl. (*) 15 (Irfil) r. 6th

r- 9d» cLW (jwrtw ywt#.; • To «.usd,

to sonnd indistinctly, to moan, to groan. ‘ To cry as .
bird, to coo, to hum as a bee, Ac.

V ' (•? ) The earth, isd, A particle of depreciation, and imply-
ing, ' Sin, guilt, * Reproach, contempt. • Diminution, little-

ness. * Prevention, hindrance, ss yvu a bad road, Ac. 1. y
to sound, f|y affix, or yXT to sound, with the affix w.

yw r, 1st cl. rmT) To take, to accept.

fW mfn. (-«:-»T-ir) Taking, accepting. *. yr* and M affi

yww n. (-si) Spirituous liquor.

yWA mfn. {-^ 1 Having a crooked or withered arm.
' Wicked, aeting wickedly, s. y bad, and WT the hand

; or
m to do, * affi

yuvBW, mfn. (-<4t w-SB) Wicked, bad. n. (-<$) Wickedncas, de*
pravity, villainy, a. y bad, win act.

yvmrfcw mfn- (vftfvql-fr) Wicked, depraved, a. ywil,
¥Tfcif who does.

ysrfw m. (-W:) A mountain. «. y earth, and <ftw a pin or
bolt.

mfn. (-^:-¥T*¥) One who give* a girl, decorated with fit

ornaments and with the prescribed ceremonies, in marriage.
*• 'J* take, and ^ who gives : see .

®* (**) or n du. (-^) Ihe cavities of the loins, x.

a hollow, a cave, from f the earth, and t to rend or tear, 9
bad, vile, prefixed

j it is also written 7
f. (-VI) One of the female personifications of music or

lidginit.

m. (-’C:)
1 A dog, * A branch of the Yadu race t see

• A pl.mt and perfumo : see A country;
»ee ^(T^. x. ypST to take, ¥C¥ Unadi affix j al*o ypyr.

m. ( w:> KajauNA. s. yjrt: a Yadu, and
chief.

ua. (-¥5) Weakness of the eves in infnnts.

*1^ a* A hole filled with stakes. Conflagration of chaff
• Armour, mail, a ^ the earth, and ypw a bank, Ac.

^nnv n. (-nj) Wickedness, evil. x. and chi act.

y¥T¥ n. The jujube : see ufrfer.

m* (*^)
1 A cock. 1 A wild cock. • The offspring of a

Sddra or man of the fourth caste, by a Chtmdal*1 woman.
4 A whisp of lighted straw, a firebrand. * A spark of fire.

t (-fk: or -Tt) Hypocrisy, interested observance of religioua

dutiea f. (-«t) * A hen. • A small house lizard. * The silk

cotton tree, (Bombax heptaphyllum.) *. ypf taking, from

with fknr affix, and yr to cut or scratch, with w affix
;

scratching up the earth, &c. or ^ bad, 97 to cut, Ate. and ¥
inserted.

flp¥ m. (-¥:)
1 A cock. • A wild cock. • A man of a mixed

caste, one sprung from a Su'dra and the female of a barbarian,

x. ¥¥ added to the preceding.

m, ( ¥'•) A place where final emancipation may bo

attained
; also wfifwwn.

f^7K¥¥ n. (-¥) A aort of pepper, (Piper chavya.) x. f¥?,

and «nQ¥ head; to what the flovrer may be compared.

n. (-if) A religious observation, (worship of Siva,) on
the seventh of the light fortnight of Bkodre, by women, cape-
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Y*
eiaHy for the sake of obtaining offspring, a. fTTO a fowl, and

TO religious rite
;
alluding to the fruitfulness of the hen.

(•W:) Safflower, (Carthamus tinctorius.) i. a

cock, and fro a crest
;
cockscomb.

^JiTJTrsf n. (-ai) A fowl’segg. a. and TO* an egg.

m. (-art) A kind of snake, compared to a fowl, in some

respects, perhaps from haring a crest or comb. a. ff« a

cock, and TOW who is or resembles, from *n to shine, prefix

TO» and affix «.

9W«rfr m. (fr") A kind of snake : see the preceding,

fltf m. (-W:) ' A wild cock, (Phasianus gallus.) • Varnish,

oiling or oily gloss
j also m. (-TO) ‘H imitative

sound, 'JT to utter sound, and TOT irr. aff.

iv m. (-XS) A dog. n. (-T) A vegetable perfume, commonly

Ganlhiaia • see Ttfrowf. A bitch, a. fro to take, TOro

Un'adi affix, and sy inserted ; also 'jrjit..

m. (TO) A sort of deer.

frw m. (*r) TT»e belly, a. -jrr to extract, and to affix; by

which the faeces sire excreted
;
also

m. (-fro) The belly, the cavity of the abdomen,

to extract, and fan affix
;
Me the preceding.

frfVwfc mfn. (-f^’f^-fc) Voracious, gluttonous, filling or

pampering the belly, k. yfr the belly, ar to nourish, affix fw.

m. A reed. and VP a bole,

firfit f. (*fw:) Evil report, infamy, a. f bad, and TOrfw fame,

inpr m. (-in) Saffron, (Crocus aativus.) to take, and

TOW aff.

mfn. (-W-WT-W) Red, coppery red. x. src*. and WTW

copper.

f. (TO) The dust or pollen of saffron, a. ftgir, and

dual.

ivvni mfo. (-W-wr-lO Dyed or stained with saffron, orange,

yellow, x. yTw . and Wy anointed.

mfa* (*W :‘VMf) Marked with saffron, dyed or stained

of an orange colour, k.
,
and yy a mark.

JTWTWW mfn. Red, ruddy, i. yvw, and wxw
purple.

fry r. lat cl. (%rwfw) 1 To aound high, to utter a loud, sen'll

cry. as a bird. * To go. To polish. • To touch. • To
furrow or mark with lines • To be crooked. ' To write.

• To oppose. * To contend. " To be restricted or confined,

to contract, r. 6th cL (fir) flTJW (yyfir} or will y prefixed,

(uiiwOi or wyyfw) 1 To straiten, to narrow or contract.

* To be straitened, to shrink, to contract. With WTT to bribe-

with fa, and yT, to expand.

yy m. (-y:) A breast, a pap. e. fl to bind or confine, at aff.

yay« nt. (-an) The female breast, e. yw, and yaj vase,

yyfvyi f. ( *t) A plant, (Aletria hyacinthoidcs :) see wfr.

•yawn n. (-T) The female breast. B. yy, andm bank,

y aniia n. (-d; A nipple, s. yam . and are tip.

yaya n. (-*i) Hed Sanders, (Pterocarpus santolinus.) • Sappan
or log wood : see WT- * Safifom. * A leguminous plant.

(Adcnanthere pavonina.) *. y bad, inferior, and area
Sandal.

3 L

Y*

fiWMn IB. (-TO) The pomegranate, k. jxt, and TO fruit of the

shape of the breast.

ffTO mfn. (*Y:-^T-ft’lf) ‘ Censorious, detracting. • Following

evil practices, low, rile, wicked, s. y rile, and TO who goes.

jrwuiT f. (-afl) Impropriety, wickedness, b. bad, TOeJl prac-

tice.

^TOV n. (-^) A nipple. a. a breast, and TO point, end.

jrTOTOt f. (-^) Wood sorrel, (Oxalis monadelpb* :) see

*fro mf. (-to -TO) A kind of fish, in shape like an eel, com-

monly AnneArya. (Unibranchapertura Cuchiya, Ham.)

ffw n inf. (-TOTOr-li) * Closed, contracted. 4 Measured, a. yvj

to contract, fa Untuli aff.

JFTO mfn. (-TO-TOTO) 111 clothed, dressed in dirty or uttered

garments, f. (-TO -#t) A plant, (Cissampclos hexandra:) see

IF bad, and TOTT a garment.

' n. (-TO) The white water lily.

^pT r. 1st cl. (W) jrar (TOTTOfw)
1 To steal or rob. (x) ffa

C^rwfw) To sound inarticulately.

m.(-TO) * The planet Mahs. A demon
}
also called A'arakn.

• A tree, t (-WT) ‘ A name of Duao£ a Of Sfra. b. ^ the

earth, and «r bom, earth-bom.

parrot mfn. (TO:TOT-*r) A housebreaker
j

also ^farfro.

yatfTO mfn.(-«^-WT-^) A thief, a housebreaker
;

also yatTO
and faiTO.

ffaHTlt m. (-V) A sort of fish.

f. ( f»:-«t) A fog or mist. k. ^ the earth, and TO to he

entangled, affix fir; also

^a*ffTOT f. (-WT) xV fog or mist : sec the preceding.

^ r. Ut cl (X) ' To go, to go to or towards. To

move crookedly. * To make crooked. 4 To he crooked. 4 To

lessen, to make small. • To be or become small, to shrink os

a subsUnce. 1 To contract or draw in, (as the thoughts )

Some read this root )ut needlessly.

yTO n* (-W) * Cunring, bending. Contracting. 1 Contraction

of the eyelids, p-^ to go crookedly, W? aff.

r. ( fw ) A measure of quantity equal to eight handfuls,

x. fy to be curved,

^fror f. (-WT)
1 A plant bearing a red and black seed, used as a

weight, (Abrua precatorius •
) see wwt.

4 The branch or

shoot of a bamboo. * A plant bearing a pungent seed, (Nigella

Indies
)
see TOTOtm. 4 A fish, commonly CumtAifrt, in

shape like an eel and eaten as one, (Unibranchapcrtura eun-

chiya.) • A key. t. fX to go crookedly, Ac.^ affix, with

the fem. termination.

mfn. (‘W:-irr-ir) Crooked, curved, bent, k to go

crookedly, affix w-

mn. (-^:-*‘) 1 A place overgrown with creeping plants, a

bower,' an arbour. * An elephant’s tusk or ivory. 4 The lower

jaw. e. JF the earth, and U produced, W inserted.

JflFfritr m. (-^:) A bower, an urbour. e. yff, and a

small house.

Tp"8T m. (-^:)
1 An elephant. 4 (In composition.) Preeminent, as

TpTBfr^T on excellent man. * Hair. 4 A country, f. (*YT or *rt)

1 A female elephant, (-tj) ' A plant, (Bignonia suave-olens.)
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vfe ,t

* A shrub, (Grille* tomentosa.) r. 9® a tusk, an arbonr,

Ac. and X what forms or possesses.

f. (-qft) A plant described as bearing a fruit which

resembles long pepper : nee *7rf¥W7t.

ynTTrrfri ». ( fir.)
1 The Sarahha, a fabulous animal. *A lion.

a. yjr an elephant, and an enemy.

99*777 n. (-^) A species of esculent root, a sort of yam.

9®ri 77 m. (-7:) The holy fig tree, (Ficus religiosa.) a.

an elephant, and fwS food.

997 m. (-’•!) Sour gruel : see 7lffc*. *. 9 bad, and 77 water,

form irr.

9f97T f. (-7T) Kalamjt, (Nigella Indica :) see 9f77T.

jrs (fw) r. 6th d. (97f7 )
* To make crooked. * To be or

become crooked. * To be dishonest, to cheat or deceive. (X)

Jffs (fr^ffw )

1 To be stopped or obstructed* to be prevented

from moving. * To confound or disorder from pain or grief:

see vfr r. 10th cl. (977$ %T77f7)
1 To cut : see WE. 'To

heat t see fl-

97 mn. (-7:-7)

1 A water pot. mf. (-7:-?ft) A house) also 9ft.

m. (-7:) 1 A fort, a strong hold. • A tree : see 97. • A ham-

mer, a mallet for breaking small stones. 4 A mountain,

f. (-^t) 1 A kind of perfume, commonly Mura, ' A bawd,

a procuress or go-between. * A nosegay, a bundle or tuft

of flowers or vegetables, a. 93 to go crookedly, Ac.7: aff

9^x m. (-9:) A roof, a thatch, a. 97 a house, in the third

case, and V what makes.

|7TI m. (-7:) * An arbour formed by creeping plants over-

running a tree. ' A roof or thatch. 1 A house, a small house,

a hut or cottage : see |*T«.

9*7 in. (-9:) Coraya : see the next.

pxa m. (-7:) A medicinal plant, commonly Coraya, (Echttes

antidysenterica, Kox.) the seeds are used as a vermifuge : see

X777 . ' A name of the saint Aosstya* * Also of Daox's

a sage snd warrior : see ^T7. k. a mountain peak, and

nr what is produced
;
the vowel of97 being made short.

9*19 n. (-7) A fragrant grass : see 77 .

|7flz m. (-¥:) A plant, (Bignonia Indica.) n. (-7) A fragrant

grass, (Cyperus rotund us.) a. 9711 being crooked, 77 to

dance or wave, and 77 aff.

977 m. (-7)
* A saint, a divine sage or Muni • A garden or

grove near a bouse. ‘ A measure of grain, Ac. see 977 .

(-7) A lotus, a. 97 a house, and 7 what nourishes.

|7r m. (-x?) A post round which the string passes that works

the churning slick : see ftnr.

977 n. (-7) A tent, a house of cloth or canvas, a. 97 to be

crooked, 77 Un Adi aff.

977WT f. (-7T) A plant, commonly TVflri, (Convolvulus turpe-

tbum.)

977 n. (-7 ) A roof, a thatch : see 979.

9771fewT f. (-77) A female slave or servant. K, 97 a water

pot, and 7if*7T who carries.

9f7 mf. (-fki-fTt or -7t) A house, m. (-f®:)
1 A tree. • The

body. 'Curvature, a curve, n. 97 to be crooked, X Un’Adi aff.

9f77* ra. (-X0 A porpoise, s. jff* a curve, 77 who goes.
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jfrw mfa. (-m-wt-li) Crooked, bent. ». y* to be curred, :

Un'ddi affix) also ffk*.

*f*w mfn. 1 Being bent. * Acting diaUonwtljr. «. at*

to be crooked, aff.

»f*an. (•X) A hut, a cottage, x. 9ft a house, XT to be like*

waff.

fftl mfh. (-75-7T-7') ' Crooked, bent. * Dishonest, fraudulent,

n. (-7 ) Tin. f. (-7T) The name of a river, the Kui i/a river,

according to some, a name of the Sahasw

*

rf. a. 97 to be

crooked, f777 Unidi aff.

9f*7WTl7n mfh. (-7t ^H7t-f*t) Tortuous, going crookedly,

t 7f®7 ,
and irrfTw what goes.

9fwwr7T f. (-7T) ' Crookedness, ' Guile, dishonesty. a. frf*7
and 77 affix ; also with 7, 7fz7W. n. (.«)

ffsfwui f. (-77)
1 A blacksmith's forge. * Crouching* coming

stealthily as a hunter on bis prey. s. and X79 *ff

9^77 m. (-7:
) One who lives at his son’s expense.

9tVtx m. (-X0 An ascetic of a particular order, one who con-

signs the care of his family to his son, and remains at home

engaged solely in devotion, x.9^ a house, and 7c who goes.

9*K m. (-X0 A small house, a hut, a hovel. house,

and X aff

”•w 1
i in arbour or bower, formed of creeping

plants. * A thatch, a roof. • A hut, a cottage. .
4 A creeper

winding round a tree. k. 97 to be crooked, 7 affix, 97 and

7W the body, with 77 added the form is irr. j also 9797.
977 r. 1 0th cL (97777) To support a family.

977 m. (-70 1 A name. ' A kinsman, a relation by descent,

' A connexion, a relation by the mother’s side by marriage,

Ac. * Offspring, progeny. 1 Family* race. e. 977 to sup-

port a family, and 77 aff

9777 mfn. (*7:*TT-7) Being of one family, n. (-^) A family*

a kindred, a. 77 added to the last.

9777777 m* (-W0 A provident and attentive father of a

family, r. 977 kindred, and 71 MU one who manages.

97f77T f. (-7T) Family connexion or union, living as one family,

and 77 affix ; also with 7,

97f77 mfn. (-*ft f7^l-f7)
‘ A peasant, a cultivator of the

soil. ' One who supports or has a family, m. ( s^t) A house-

holder, a patcr-familias. f. (-f77t) ' The wife of a householder

and mother of a family, a matron. ' A small shrub used

in medicine, a kind of moon plant: see TtfrxV a. 997
kindred, Ac. and xf7 posa. aff.

977n4 n. edj. (-4) For the support or on account of a family.

K. 977, and 7^ object.

9777^ n. (-7:) Apartments, Ac. appropriated to the accom-

modation of relations* Ac. a. 977 kindred, and %T7 a

house.

77Tm.(-XJ) xV hut, a cottage, a. 77 to be crooked, XX7 Dn'idi aff

91 r. 10th cL (9f7f7 )
1 To cut, to divide. To grind or

pound. 'To censure. 1st cL (9lf7) 10th cl (917fw)To
heat* some make this root 97.

917 mfn. (-7-TT-7)
1 What cuts. ' What pounds or grinds

m. (-71)
1 A power in arithmetic or algebra, a quantity such*
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that a given number being multiplied by it* and the product

added to a given quantity, the sum may be divisible without

remainder by a given divisor. • A kingfisher. i.ff to

pound, fx afT.

fprxxxTT m. (-*?) That branch of arithmetic which treats

of the Kuttaka

:

see the last. a. ffW, and ftpt practice j

also f txrivnx nr chapter.

n. (x) ' Pounding, grinding, cutting, dividing. * Abusing,

f. A bawd, a procuress, a go-between. «. fT to cut*

XTX and #lx_ ftffs.

^l^HT n. (-if) One of the ten graces of women, affected repulse

of a lovers caresses.

XITX mfn. (-X ;)
WhM cat. or divides, e. wi to cut,

•JJH m. (<!) A mountain, n. (-<) ' Pleasure. * A blanket

ndv. Only, merely, (#X*) This word is also written ffK
and fXTT, but perhaps inaccurately.

mfn. ( fVfipft-fx) ""hat tuts or pounds, f. (-^t) A bawd, a

procuress, a. fT cutting, Tfx *ff-

mn. (-ir-ii)
1 A jewel mine. * Ground smoothed and

plastered.
* Ground prepared for the scite of a mansion.

4 A hut, a cottage. * The pomegranate, e. f| to cut or

pierce, and aff.

ffjxrfrXT f. (-XT) A female servant, a slave : see fTTrfrXT.

m. (-X*) A mountain : sec fITT.
f

fVX mn. (-X;-Xl) An opening bud. n. (xi) One of the hells in

which sinners are punished, where they are bound with ropes,

a. fz to be curved* and XSjxrx Un'Adi affix, or XXT affix, with

Wx inserted,

fX (x,) ffx 1st cL To be idle. r. 10th cl. (fwxfw) To

surround ;
is usually prefixed.

$X m. (-X:) A tree. a. f the earth, and *pr to abide* x affix;

earth-abiding; the deriv. is irregular, and is sometimes writ-

ten yj, derived from fx to be crooked, to bend or wave*

affix XT.

fXT m. (-*:) The post round which the string of the churning

stick winds : see a. ft to surround, xrrw aff.

fXTf Jn. ( -ft) A bird
;

the woodpecker, s. fx for fx to cut,

and WTf - lln'adi aff.

§41X? »: (•¥:) An axe. a- f3 a tree, sfTXF prefixed to xfa to

bind, and w^faff.

fXTT mf. (-K.-tl)
1 An axe. • A sort of hoe or spade, m. (-*:) A

tree. a. fx a tree, and w to go, affix xxr.

fXllTXT f. ( -XTT) A small one or adze } also a similarly shaped

instrument used in surgery for scarification, a. srx added to

the preceding.

fXTX m. (-’st:)
1 A tree. • A monkey, an ape. An armourer.

I. fit a tree, m to go, affix

m. (-ft:)
1 A mountain. * A tree. a. fS tef surround, and

Un Adi aff

ffr* m. (-tf:) A kind of coatus, commonly, Cufh, (Costus spe-

ciosua.)

f¥< m. (-X:)
' A name of fire. • Tulasi or basil : see the next,

a. ft to surround* xtX^Unadi aff

ffrrtr m. (-wt) 1 Holy basil, (Ocimum sanctum :) see XWTX.

* A white sort of the same, (Ocimum gratiasimum.) a. xi[

added to the preceding.

f^VXI m. (-Wt:> A white species of basil
;

also fXvxr.

ra. (-%:) The wind of a fan or Chotcrir.

ft (ft) r. 6th cl. (ftft)
1 To play or act as a child, to trifle.

• To eat. To heap. (\,) fft r. 1st cl. (ftfw) * To confound

or disorder with grief or pain. • To form, to make. • <f^)
To burn, to heat. r. 1st and I Oth da. (f«ft faixfix) To
preserve.

ftt m. (-tO A measure : see the next.

ftt ra. (-t:) A measure of grain, wood, iron, &c. the fourth

part of a Prtu(ha, described by some as a vessel four fingers

wide, and as many deep, and containing twelve PrahrUi# or

handfuls : it is also said to contain thirteen and a half cubic

Angulat

;

or to be a finger and a half deep, and three fingers

each length and breadth. In medidne it is equal to two

Prakritu or thirty -two Tolaktu. a. fT to heap, sis affix ;

also fXX and fZX-

ff¥ m. (-ffc:) The body. a. fv to burn, x Unldi aff.

ffxxrT f. (-XT) An earthen or wooden water pot used by ascetics,

ffinr m. (-x :) A fish, commonly Kiln hi, (Cyprinus curchi us,

Ham.)

fTX m. (-X5) The clasp or fastening of a necklace or bracelet.

fBW m. (*X:) A new bud : see fXX.

fxfxrx mfn. (-ir-TTT-W) * Budded, blossomed. * Cheerful, smil-

ing, (as the countenance.) a. XXX and TWX aff »

fX n. (-X)
1 A wall. * Anointing, plastering, • Eagerness, curi-

osity. k. f to sound, and XX affix, or fx to heap, Ac. and

XV affix ; also fX-

fxx n. (-stf) A wall : see the preceding, UTSf being added.

fX^Xf^X m. f-C) A thief, a housebreaker. a. fx a wall, and

#fX*T who cuts or breaks.

|tlX |I n. (-fj) An opening, a hole in a wall, a breach, a, fx
a wall, and XU to be broken.

fXXTXS mf. (-IXf-'fftftj A house lizard, a. fx a wall* and XT’®

a fish.

fX r. 6th cl. (ffffe)
1 To sound. • To cherish* to support or aid

with gifts, Ac. 1 To be in pain. r. 10th cl. (fXlffl) ' To con-

verse with, to speak to or suldress.
1 To counsel or advise.

fXX mn. (-Xt-’tfM) Foul smelling, stinking, mn. (-X:-X)
1 A

dead body, a corpse. In. (-X<)
1 A stink, a foul smell. ' A

spear, f. (-xt) A small bird, a kind of Mama or S&lik : see

fasmka i. a. xtx to sound, grxwafB*, X b changed to ita

congener X ; sound proceeding from the corpse, &c. by the

escape of the vital air, he.

fXTX ra. (-XT*) The name of a country, a. «X to sound, XIX^
Un Adi affix, X becomes X.

ffx m. (-(%:) ' A cripple with a crookod or withered arm* or

without a hand or finger
; ffX- * The Tun tree, (Cedrela

^
tunna;) also ijfx. * A whitlow. *• fx to sound, fix aff

ffxr^ m. (-Wft) Sound, sounding, a. XTX to sound, fxr^X

fXXf mfn. Fat, corpulent, a. ffx to be crooked,

XWaff.
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f^l mfn. (-XTt-WfT-s?)
1 Indolent, lary, alow. • Stupid, foolish,

a fool e. yfq to be slothful, &c. affix vtvl

mfn. (-V.-VT-V) A fool, stupid, ignorant, x.w added

to the former.

yfxq*!' mfn. (-tt-wt-R) Grasped, held. • Encircled. * Stupid.

e. yfr and H aff,

yx* m. (-^:) A son born in adultery, the son of a woman by

another man than her husband, while the husband is alive,

n. (-x») 1 A hole in the ground for receiving and preferring

consecrated fire. * A pool, a well, a spring or basin of

water, especially consecrated to some holy purpose or per-

son. • A measure, mf. (-u*:-a*t) A pitcher, f. (-^t) A student’s

water-pot, made of a hollow cocoanut, fitc. t. yf» to pre-

serve, v aff.

m. (•?:)
1 A follower of the Cfuirvaka doctrine, or the

tenets of those sects who deny the authority of the Ftiltu.

• The son of a woman of the Brahminical tribe born in adul-

tery, particularly with a man of an inferior caste. * A keeper

of concubines, a man who has female slaves, a. yv a pool,

&c. and Vt* a worm, a reptile,

yaw^if m. (-W:) A low, vile man : see wnrr.

yvrinv m. (-V=) Sour rice gruel.

flroirwrr m. (-wn) Sour rice gruel .* see qnf®qr. k. y^ a pitcher,

ar* to preserve, wi aflix, v is changed to V-

fti? ra. (-fi) An arbour, a bower, k. |ff to preserve, VTVaff.

yxjxrnaj ra. (-m:) A sacrifice, an oblation, a. yv, and THU to

be imbibed.

yv*W n. (-«') ' An earring. • A bracelet. • A fetter, a tie, a

collar, f. (-*F» * Mountain ebony : see qrrv*r. * Gmr&chi, a

plant, (Menispermura glabrum
:)

see
1 Cowach.

e. yfir to preserve, WT aff.

yvTWCT n * (! Wearing earring*, b. yx*rr, and tttTF having.

mfn. Wearing earrings, b. y^W, and

VlfCW who has.

yejfervf mfn. Having an earring, m. (-vt)
1 A

name of Vaboh’a regent of the water. a A snake. a A peacock.

* The spotted or painted deer. f. (*dl) * A SaAtl or form of

Dunes', worshipped by the TamtriAas. * A plant, (Menis-

permurn glabrum.)* Curds boiled with Ghee and spices. i.yw
an earring, and xf*r affix ; the rings on the snake, the eyes

in the peacock's tail, &c., being compared to this ornament.

ywi lfa sr m. (-lft)
' A pander, a pimp. * One who is supported

by a bastard, b. yw,W to oat, and Tf*T aff.

f. (-VT) * A student's waterpot, the Kamandulu. * A

pitcher, ft yxs a pitcher, &c. qrar added with the fem. aff.

yferar n. (*v) A city
;

also FlderbAd, the capital of Hdcrffia

the father-in-law of Sola Jlajd, apparently the modern

CoMdavir. m.plur. (-WT:) The people of KvMtna. ra. (-W: ) The

name of a saint, b. »ft to preserve, T^TT Un 'Adi aff.

yfx*^ m. A bastard :'j*x yv. u. yx* and xfq aff.

ytffc mfm Able, powerful, m. (-*:) A man.

ywy mfn. (-W'.-Vt-y) Deformed, m. (-y.) A name of Kuvfcu.

b. y bad, vUr, and ly body, this deity being of a monstrous

appearance, having three legs and but eight teeth.

yrr mfn. (-v>TTMf) Slightly hot, mild, tepid, ran. (-T'.-xf)

' The eighth Muhurla or portion of the day, from the last

Danda of the second watch to the first of the third or about

noon •, an eligible time for the performance of sacrifices to the

manes. • A daughter's son. • A musical instrument. • A
sort of blanket made of the hair of the mountain goat.

' Sacrificial grass, (Poa cynosuroides.) m. (*v0 * The sun.

a Fire. * A twice bora man, one of the three first classes.

* A guest. ' A sister's son. * An ox. t. y the earth, and

IT? what warms, cry diminutive, and VT heat; the sun being

on the decline. &c,

yTHTOTV n. (-y) A Srdddka in which seven constituents occur,

noon, a horn platter, a Nepal blanket, silver, sacrificial grass,

seaaniura and kine. a. yjTT, and WV sevenfold.

|rm Anywhere, somewhere, t. added to ym.
yjrfVff i*d. Somewhere or other, e. fTW added to ywv.

yww rad. Implying interrogation, 1 How, what. a How, in

what way, how should it be thus, &c. implying denial or con-

cealment of knowledge. * Whence, from what place, a. y
for fan? what, and vfry aff.

yrrqfl mfn. (-VG:-W-TW) WTience come, how happened, a. 7T?

added to the last.

yrj'« n. (-V) ‘ Eagerness, vehemence. * Desire, inclination.

* Curiosity, b. yir a particular sound, $ to emit sound, v
affix

}
also vnjrr.

y?pr ra. (-•qt) A small leathern oil bottle, ran. (-V:*R) Th*

eighth hour of the day : see y?rq. b y>j as below, and

VT^Taff.

yC f. A leathern oil bottle, b. y had, and w*T to spread,

W affix, and the final lengthened,

yij^rqr m. (-*:) Weakness ofthe eyes in infants
j
also read yyw.

yi£TW mfn. (-V.-VT-V)
1 Excellent, best, praised, celebrated.

* Surprising, wonderful, n. (-11) Eagerness, vehemence, im-

petuosity. * Desire, inclination. * Curiosity, b. y bad, tjw

to send forth, w affix, and XT inserted
;
or ynj an oil bottle,

and tv to make lines or furrows
;
or y the earth, and 3^

to vex or tease
;
the etymologies however are all fanciful ; u»a

word is also written STHITW.

f mfn. 1 Curious, inquisitive. a Eager,

impatient, s. fiJTV. and aff.

yET n. (-T) An aquatic plant, water house-leek, (Pistia stra%

tiotea.) b. y bad, KT grass.

yr iW. Where, wherein, in what place, b. y substituted for

fqr what, and TV aff.

yrfr?f mA. Somewhere, e. frr added to yr.

ynfq m<L Wherever, somewhere, e. yr, aud wrfr certainly.

yv r. I Oth cl. (y^vR-fr) To despise, to abuse, to revile.

n. (-w) Abuse, contempt, reproach, reviling, b. y?q tv

revile, Vpf aff.

yiqvr f. (-Wl) The indigo plant : see Ttvt.

y<tr f- (“TiT) Reproach, contempt, censure, a to despise,

and ZTT affs.

ywnfqar mfn. Censorious, abusive, e. yn, and

Tlf^sr who speaks.
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yfigw mfn. (-wt-WT-4) Low, vile, contemptible, contemned,

reviled, Ac. n. (-if) A grass, (Cyperus ) b. ywr to reproach,

&c., and * aff.

yu r. 4 th d. (-ywrfw) To stink. r. 9th d. (yytfir) 1 To be

distressed ; see ya«. (y* yfti r. 1st. cL 1 To hurt or

kill. * To afflict, to give pain. • To be afflicted, to suffer

pain.

fS mf. (•'*:-'WT) A painted or variegated cloth or blanket, serv-

ing as an elephant's housings, m, (-sp) Sacrificial or Kusa

grass, (Pom cynosuroides.) a. ye to be connected, &c. WHT aff.

y^r r. 10th cl. (W) fl (sir^wffT) To lie, to speak falsely : seey
ygiv* m. (-W-)

1 Mountain ebony. 1 A kind of spade ; see

fTT^r-

f1* mfa. Having bad eye#. C (-fit)
1 Heterodox

doctrine, as that of the Sdnkkyat, &c. ' Weak sight. * Evil

eye. a. y bad. Tfc sight

y\vr m. (-y:) Mountain ebony.

m. ( V) Sec the nest
j
sometimes also written y^ir.

y^TW m. (-U)
1 Mountain ebony, (Bauhinia variogata, &c.) also

MVMM- * A kind of spade or hoe. a. y the earth, and TO to

divide, with yff prefixed, and yw affix, or with
^

to divide,

JTTC ;
also &c.

yi* n. (-4) An opening bud : see fTTO*

yq n. (-4) A wall : see y*T

y? r. 10th cl. (T) yf« (y**f«) To speak falsely, to lie : acme

read this root yr.

yyv m. (-T :
) A dwelling raised on a platform or scaffold. It

is sometimes written ysy. a. y the earth, and WW what

goes.

yjfTf m. (-M‘) A kind of gross, the grain of which is eaten by the

poor, (Paspalum scrobiculatumj) also ynr*. a. y the earth,

and W to be fixed, yy aff.

yn tn. (.y») A mountain, e y the earth, if to be fixed, affix y.

y*y mfn. (-y*.-yt-4) Having ugly nails, n. ( y) A disease of

the nails, a. y bad, and TO a nail * also with xfl added,

ysrfyy mfn. (-yt-fywt-fy)

yyfysi mfn. (-4t-fy4T*fy) Having bad or diseased nails.

e. yTO, aud ifw aff.

yw* m. (-1:) A sort of trumpet flower, f. (-^ft)
1 Red arsenic.

* Coriander, e. y the earth, and TO to dance, to be ; also

yif^f m. (-#\l A tree, (,£whynameno grtuiciiflor#
) E. f bad,

«T»r a stalk, and xfa aff.

m. ( fit-)
1 A whirlwind. s Kcvkaa'a aggregate treasure:

see farf*. i. ’f
the world, and Wlfw the navel.

|SI IH m. (-*:) A plant, commonly Jawata see ffTTO e f
the earth, and r es what injures,

jwlfh f. <-f* :)
' Impolicy, misgoveroment. * 111 conduct, mis-

behaviour. a. y bad. 4tfaf policy,

ywr m£. (-wn-wtt)
1 A bearded dart, a lance, m. (-y.)

1 A species

of grain, (Coil barbata, Rox.) * A small animal, an insect.

* Passionateness. £ (-f4l: or -4ft)
1 The wife of Pan d‘u, and

mother of the three elder PaVd ava princes by as many gods.

* The gum olibanum tree, (Boswcllia thurifera.) 1 Bdellium,

3m

a fragrant resin. * The wife of a Brahman, x. y bad, and

yy end, destroying ill, enemies, &c. or y the head, and

to give pain, IT substituted fory, fern, affix yi or

ywtw m. (y:) • Hair. • A drinking cup. Barley. 4 A
plough. * The name ofa country in the north-west of the pe-

ninsula. m. plu. (-fTt) The people of that country, the inhabi-

tants of Kunta/a.r- yy a dart, and mx to bring or gain,* aff.

ywiftrvn f. (-yr) A butter-knife or scoop, x. yyy a cup, &c.

and tvt*t aff.

yy r. 9th cl. (yirfw) 1 To cling to, to twine round or be con-

nected with. * To be distressed. * To suffer pain, want,

flic. : see **•

y*J m. (-^)
1 The seventeenth of the Jinnt or deified Jaina

saints. • One of the Jaina emperors of the world,

yv? mn. (-y:-y) A kind of jasmin, (J. multiflorum or pubes-

cens.) m. (-y:) ' A turner’s lathe. Olibanum, the resin of

the Boswellia thurifera : see y*ro. * One of KittIea's nine

treasures.
4 The Nerium plant, x. y to sound, TO Un'fidi

affix, and WW inserted, or y the earth, to hurt, and

affix
;
also with MM added y^r.

y^w m. (-IT;) A cat. *. y vile, (animals, as mice,) and ^it who

tames.

m. (^;) A sort of grass.

yPa*il f. (-41) An assemblage of lotus flowers, x. yn^ the

jasmin, and xf4 affix, fern, affix #Vtr ; an asaemblage like that

of Kunda flowers, from the similar whiteness of the lotus.

y*a f. (-^*.) Frankincense or olibanum : see y^X. m. (-^:) A rat,

a mouse, x. y the earth, and T to tear or divide, y aff.

y^t; ra. (-<:) Olibanum : sec y^V.
y^'1 mf. (-M:) The resin of the Boswellia thurifera, gum oliba-

num or frankincense, r. m Bkahma, to moisten, (to

bedew with incense in sacrifice.) ^ affix, ^3nr inserted. m.(-^:)

A rat i see y^.
yn;^ar mf. (-W>4T) The olibanum tree, commonly Salat or Salat,

(Boswellia thurifera.) m. (-W:) The gum. x. possessive

or pleonastic added to y*XTV
(
fcm. affix wtv.

?nr (tt) vPn: r. 4th cl. (y^jfff) To be angry, to be flushed with

wrath- With M, to be very much enraged, r. 10th cl. (fifrTfifw)

1 To shine : see y^. To speak. (^) yftr r. 1st and 1 0th ch.

(yruffT y^nifu)
1 To spread. • To remember,

ygy m. (-y) A slough, a heap of filth and mud. c. y vile,

vy mud.

ymr wd. Excellently.

yg^ n. (-4)
1 A bad road. • Immorality, profligacy. Hetero-

dox doctrine, x. y bad, and T|f4»[ a road ;
also

ynrmvTf^r"!. (-41 f44t fw) Wicked, going in a bad or wrong

road. s. yTH, and who goes
j
also y mA.yqywr, &c.

yrnq mfn. (-*q:-*TT-V)
1 Relating to a bad road, literally or figu-

ratively.
a Counter-indicated, improper, unwholesome, (as

regimen, &c.) x. y and TO proper, &c.

yqrf4 rofh. (-f%*-f4 : -f4) Crooked- banded, having a deformed

or maimed hand. x. y bad, and the hand,

yffim mfn. (-ir-in-4) Incensed, angry, offended, x. yt| to be

*ngr)'» H ff,
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m (w:) Flatulence or hypochondria. z. fifa A, and

wind.

fPomur m. (-*•:) Imminent or threatening death, f. fftnr,

anti xqwna destroyer.

jrfVfV*! m. (.^) A fisherman, e. a pet, and xfn aff.

fWt f. (-*t) A kind of net or mare, for catching small fish, I

made of bamboos br rushes, e- Jrq to cover or conceal, rf*

and Vf* affixes
; * is changed to W.

ffifq^ m. (-^:) A weaver, e. fHt or to spread out, fli^w

Un'4di affix; also

m. (-W:) A sort of ebony tree. e. tj bad, a tree, so

called.

jpm ra. (-*:)
1 A son of an inferior degree, as one adopted, &c.

* A disobedient or wicked son. b. fi ,
and ^ a son.

gpr*1! m. (-V) 1 A low or vile man. A pallroon. k. ff bad,

and VWW a man.

jrq* mfn. Inferior, low, vile. k. f bad, and^ to

divide, aff.

ijflj n. (-W) Base metal, copper, brass, &c. or any metal except

gold and silver, b. to conceal or preserve, W’ff affi*
\
* 1®

changed irregularly to w.

^njirnsf f. (-WT) A braxiery, a foundery, a place where metallic

vessels, &c. are made or sold. a. ^rq base metal, jctwtt a dwell*

ing, a shop, Ac.

jfaw mfn Low, vile, last, worst. *. reverse, and

beloved; disagreeable.

yrq m. (-W:) A weak or frail raft or float, a. and w

w

a

raft.

r. |,t ud 10th cl,. (X) (y*ffif-yJT*f*)To eo,er, to hide,

to dothe, to screen, &c.

ywX m. (*T:
)
The deity KuvAra : see ytr.

jfm mfn. (Wt-WT-li-) Humpbacked, crooked, m. (it.) * A tree,

(Achyranthes aspera : ) see WTHlI. 1 A scymitar. * A sort

of fish, (Bola cuja, Ham.) e. f the earth, or ? ill, badly, and

to be straight, affix vqr.

jrcrar mfn. (-W-*T-lf) Humpbacked, m. (-qr:) An aquatic plant,

(Trapa bispinoea :) see Wlfw »*<». *. qr water, and ’Sir to be

straight, affix WTW. and qrq added, or and qni aff.

fiW f ra. (qr:) A white mimosa, e. ^*T, and a thorn.

jnt n. (-q) ' A forest. * A bole for sacrificial fire. ’ An earring.

• A thread, * A cart. e. ffw to hide, rqr Un Adi aff.

ra. ( ^) A degraded or contemptible Brahman, one who

officiates for Sudras. b. y bad, a Brahman, iw aflix

;

also retaining the final. “jrwVw

r. 10th ct (T) <fqref>F) To cover, to clothe, to veil or

hide ; see fTA

.

jwk r. I Oth ci (fVTirtrf*) To play, especially as a child
;
also

ywrw.

m. (*v:0 ' A boy, one under five years of age. A
name of Kart{bAya. * A prince, the heir apparent, and who

is associated to the empire, (in theatrical language.) 4 A

horseman, a cavalier.
1 A parrot. • One of the attendants

on the twenty-four Jintu, and also a sanctified character

amongst the Jaina sect.
1 A tree, (Tapia emseva

:) see T*W-

] WJX

• A name of the Sindh* river or Indus, n. (-^) Pure gold. f.

(-*> * A young girl, one from ten to twelve years old, a vir-

gin; or in the Tantras any virgin to the age of sixteen, or as

long as menstruation has not commenced. • A name of

Dvbga. * The centra] part of the universe according to Hindu

geography, Jambu Dtripa or India.
4 The most southerly of

the nine portions of the known continent, or ofJamb* Dtcipa

,

the southern extremity of the peninsula, whence Cape Como-

rin or /fimarfrt.
1 The name of a river flowing from the moun*

tain Sactumsn. • A plant, (Clitoria ternatea:) see ’qqnfiM i.

1 Double jasmin. The aloe tree, (Aloes perfoliata :) see

* The Spdmd, a bird so named, a. JWTT to play

as a child, affix fern, affix tw.

fUK* m. (-qr:)
1 A boy, a lad. * A tree: see WW*. a. qnr

added to the preceding.

fHlf.mfd*| m. (-ift) The slayer of a child. TW to

kill, f*fw aff.

9*iivw i vl m. (-W:) ' A name of Rdjd Salivahana. Name of

a king of Guserat

.

k. 'jtvnT a child, and qrw a cherisher.

fftVTTTVWI f. (-7WT) Care of a pregnant or lying-in woman, mid-

wifery. R. fWK a child, and cherishing,

fvrTT^ m. (-’j:) A prince, k. vpvrrv: a prince, Wr to go or be,

and ^ Un adi aff.

yRKllfa*. m. (•’ft) A peacock, t. ffvnT K^btikAya, and w iftn

what bears
;

this god being usually represented riding on a

peacock.

f. (-V) A name of Gasca, the river goddess, b. f*TK
the god KastikAya, and IS a mother.

yrnfriTT f. (-qrr)
1 A girl from ten to twelve years old, or gene-

rally a virgin. * Double jasmin. • A division of the known

continent ‘ Large cardamoms. • An insect, (Sphex Asiatics )

see yirrf^, wru being added.

|*l!li r. 10th cl. (Jiifiwwfff) To play as a child, Ac.: see

ymv.
ywrwqr m. (-Bp) The name of a district, part of Matva • also

termed Saucira,

mfn. (-IT or-"^) * Niggardly, avaricious. • Unkind, un-

friendly. n. (-IT or -^) ' The esculent white water lily, *Tbe

red lotus, e. the earth, or bad, vile, to be pleased, and

affix
;
also

Vi< ’>•(*)
' The white esculent water lily, (Nymphata escu-

lents.) * The red lotus, (N. rubra.) " Silver, m. (-^:)
1 The

elephant of the south-west quarter. * One of the monkey
heroes of the Bdmdpana. • One of the Ndga or serpent race.
4 A Ddnava or infernal deity. 4 Camphor, f. (-^r) * An aqua-

tic plant, (Pistia strariotes.) * A tree, (Gmdina arborea:) see

irwn^. ( ^) A medicinal and aromatic shrub, commonly

Kdyap'hal, k. ^ the earth, &c. to be pleased, and V aff

jfVfWiarw m. (-ws) The moon. k. a lotus, and wnnr the

friend
; the white esculent lotus expanding its petals during

the night, and closing them in the day time
; hence other

similar appellations of the moon, as &c.

f. rift) A place abounding in water lilies, &c. see
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fwgry< m. (-r*) A number of water lilies or place abounding with

them. ‘W' and WTyv a mine ; also ffwr'aw. fPRf^Trt, &c.
|

fTwyiTTW m. (-y:) A pool abounding in lotuses, a. fW^, and

ynrry a residence

rafn. (*y:-yt-y) Abounding with water lilies, a. ffw^,

and aff.

fiijf^qn f. (yi) A small tree, the seeds of which are aromatic,

commonly Kdgopkai

:

see and

yrfysft f. (*sft) A place abounding in lotuses, &c. see

k, xfy and aff.

m. (-fn;) The moon. e. fff anci J°rd : ^
fTW^TPfTT.

jwtir m. (-*:) The moon ! Me frosrrr1^- *. •$»*, end f* a

master.

ywflT mfn. (-TTai-TWViy) A place abounding in the flowers

of the Nympbaea esculcnta. f. (-wl) ‘ The same. • A multi-

tude of lotus flowers. 4 The flexible stalk of a water lily.
4 A

sort of water lily, (Menyanthes Indica or cristata.) k. the

water lily, and W7jy poss. affix, or TflT affix of comparison,

fern. Wff.

fffrr m. (-y.) The southern hemisphere or pole, the region of the

demons and Tuans. *. f, and ins the mountain where the

gods reside.

m. (-*:) A name of Vmbn'c. «. f the earth, to

delight,

fty mfn. (-y.-wn-wf) Crooked-armed.

fRWT f. (-yT) An enclosure round a place of sacrifice, to prevent

profane intrusion. «.*f* to cover, to screen or conceal,

WVF and ¥TT affs.

m. (-wi:)
1 A small water jar. * The frontal globe on the

upper part of the forehead of an elephant ; there are two of

these projections, which swell in the rutting season. 1 A

sign of the zodiac, (Aquarius.)
4 A proper name, the nephew

of Havana considered as a RdJuhtua or demon. 4 The para-

mour of a harlot, a bully, a flash or fancy man. 4 A religi-

ous exercise, closing the nostrils and mouth, so as to suspend

breathing. ’ A measure of grain equal to twenty Drdnas, a

little more than three bushels and three gallons, or a Conti :

some make it two Drdnfa or sixty-four Seer*, n, (-W)
1 A fra-

grant resin or the plant which bears it, (Bdellium.) 3 A plant

commonly Teton: see f*dT. f.(yt) 1 A pot, an earthen cook-

ing vessel, a small jar. * Kdynp hal, a small tree, the seeds of

which are used in medicine : see yayw. 4 An aquatic plant,

(Pistia stratiotes.)
4 Trumpet flower, (Bignonia suiivc-olens.)

(yi) A harlot, a whore, a. f the earth, or base, vile, &c.

yry to fill, and yw or affix, deriv. irr.

'jnw m. (-y:) Stopping the breath by shutting the mouth and

closing both nostrils with the fingers of the right hand. a.nr
added to the last.

m. (-W:) The gigantic brother of Ravana. a. fry, and

yy the ear,

^yyrwwT f
.
(*VT) A bilious affection, a sort of jaundice.

^yyrt; m. (-^:) ‘ A potter. A kind of wild fowL t (-^f)
1 A

mineral substance, used as an application to strengthen the

vaft

eyes and beautify the eye lashes. * Red arsenic. 4 The wife

of a potter, a. yy a jar, &c, and yTT what makes, from V
to make, and war aff.

yyyrry m. (y:) A potter, f. (-ftyr)
1 Collyrium. 4 A woman

of the potter caste, a. yy added to the last.

f. A large round gourd. af«, and Tjyf a gourd,

yyyryf f. (-^) A bawd, a procuress, e. yy a bully, and

a female slave. \

yWT^I f. (-^) A woman with an enlarged leg. a. yy, and

for wry a foot, fem. affix #fy.

m. (y:) A man with an enlarged leg. a. yy, and WTy

a foot.

ywwrfw in. (-fw:)
1 A name of Agastta, a saint so called. 3 Also

of Va*isiit"iia
;
and, 4 Of Dro'n'a, the military preceptor of

the Kuru* and Rand'ue. a. yw a jsr, and Wifa a womb $

born in a water jar, &c.

yyvrr f. (-WT) A plant, the flowers of which are compared to

those of the Xauclca cadamba: see Sffwft.

yyyiwT f. (-WT) A pottery, a potters kiln, a- fry ajar, and

yryi a hall, a shop.

yywfy ra. (-far.) The hollow on the top of an elephant's head,

between the frontal globes, a. yy the frontal globe, and

yfef junction.

fiwwv m. (-•*:) The saint Agastya : see yyyp. h. yw ajar,

and WWW born.

yyivi m. (y:) A minister of the Asura , Ban's. mf. (y:yt) A
pumpkin gourd : see fwm.

yfwWT f. (-yr)
1 An aquatic plant. (Pistia stratiotes.) 1 Trum-

pet flower. * A disease of the eye*, hordeolum or stye. e. fiatf

as above, and yy affix, in the fern. form,

yfyy mfn. (-wft-fwtft-f*V)
1 Having a water jar. 'Shaped

like a water jar, &c. X. fry, and yfy affix, m. (*yft)
1 An

elephant. * A crocodile. 1 A fish.
4 A plant bearing a fragrant

resin. Bdellium, e. fry as above, and Tfw aff.

yfywVsYw n. (-if) The croton nut.

ffyyy m. (-y.) The juice that exudes from an elephant’s temples

at certain seasons, a. yfy, and sty the exudation,

yfyw m. (-WT:)
1 A thief. ' A plagiarist, a paraphrast. • A

wife’s brother. 4 A fish, the gilt-head. 4 A child begotten at

undue seasons, or of an imperfect impregnation, a. fry as

above, and Twry aff

jryfy m. (-y:)
1 A plant, the bark of which furnishes a yellow

dye, (Rottleria tinctoria :) see Tprnr. * An aquatic plant. 4 An

aflection of the ejes, hordeolum or stye : see ffyyT.

m. ( y:) Grain stored in jars sufficient, according to

some, for six days, or to others for one year's consumption,

a. yy, and yry grain, augment.

yy^y iyy m. (-y:) A householder, preserving grain in store for

six days, &c. a. yit added to the last,

yyfwq m. (-y-.) A large, and venomous snake, f. (-^t) 'rhe

mother of Lavana, a Rdkthata or fiend, a. fryt a pitcher,

and ary derived from yiyT the nose
;
having wide nostrils.

frtftTOT m. (-y:) A hell. » a pot, and Try what cooks

:

in which the wicked are baked like potters’ vessels.
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yxifti nfl. (-K..) The crocodile of the Ganges, the long nosed alli-

gator. *. yVt an elephant, and ^X what resembles
j
or yaff\

a fish, and X who seizes, from XT to take or gain : or XI from

XX, whence also yxftxr.

fxflTOfxx i f. (-XT)
1 A sort of fly or aquatic insect, k. yxfa

a crocodile, and xfyyT a fly, the crocodile fly, alluding, per-

haps, to its size.

yvflYxr m. (-xn) A crocodile: see yxitx*

n. (-W) The nut of the croton,

yx r. 6th cl. (yxfx) To sound.

yof i f. (-XTT) The olibanum tree.

yxyc m. (-X0 The Indian crane, e. yx to sound,y affix, a sound

,

and XT what makes j also

yrT m. (-’.) A deer, an antelope, a. yx to sound, XfyUn-
adi air.

yrTX m. (-XT) A deer. r. war added to the preceding.

yXfTXXT f. (-XT) A handsome woman. *. ftT> and XXXT the

eye, fawn-eyed.

yXTX rn. (-ST.) A deer, an antelope,

yxfxx m. (-yt) A crab.

y < « ru. (-*.) A currier, a leather-seller, a shoe-maker, i. y
bad, ra to speak, yy affix

j being described as a man of low

occupation.

|TWf in. (-¥:)
1 Yellow amaranth. • Yellow barleria: see

yxxnr.

|to m. (-y:) Enlargement of the testicles or rather of the

scrotum, including inguinal hernia, hydrocele, bee. a. y bad,

ill, to to play, and V aft'.

yXTTX m. (-X:) Yellow amaranth : sec

JTX f. (-W: -Tf) An osprey
j
also another species of eagle, f. (-^J

A sheep, an ewe. 1 A female osprey.

yr^Yxw m. (-W:) A flight of ospreys, b. yxxl, and xx a troop,

ytxr ni. (-y.) A cur/, a lock of hair. • An osprey, see yxxr.

yrw nifu. (•Xt-XI-X) Having a bad voice, m. (-X:) * A bad or

harsh sound.
r Red or yellow amaranth : see JTXXX. *• y

bad or ill, and XX whut sounds.

yrxxr mfn. (-yt-XTI-y) Having a Lad voice, making a disagree-

able sound. m.(-x>:)
1 A purple sort of Jhintior Barleria. * A

crimson species of amaranth, e. y bad, XX to sound, yif aff.

yTO tnfn. (-X:-XT-X) Bud-juiced, of bad essence, m. (-x:) Spiri-

tuous or vinous liquor, t (-XT) A wild creeping plant, a species

of hieracium : see tlfwwt. I. f bad, and TO juice,

yxro m. (-XT:) A light bay horse, with black legs,

y^f (-ft) A kind of grasa.

ym n.<-f) Copulation, t. w to do, ^X^ Un'4di affix,

inserted.

yx m. (-X:)
1 A*«rw or Uuara Kuru, the most northerly of the

four Mahti Dtcipas, or principal divisions of the known world;

by other systems it is considered as one of nine divisions or

Karthat of the same
;
in both cases it is the country beyond

the northern.most range of mountains, extending to the

frozen ocean. * A proper name, son of AoxfoHRA, and grand-

son of Priyavrata. * A proper name, a prince of the lunar

race, son of Samvaiaxa by Tafati
;
sovereign of the north-west

of India or the country about DM, and ancestor of both

Pam'd'u and DB&irAKABnriLA
;
the patronymic however deriv-

ed from his name is most usually applied to the sons of the

latter.
4 A holy place : see yx%x. 1 Boiled rice. * Prickly-

nightshade : see XTOXTfxXT. b.V to make, y affix, and XI

becomes y.

yWTO n. (-XT:) Horseradish, (Raphanus sativus.)

yxxx n. (-vf) The country near Dckl't, the scene of the great

battle between the Kuru* and Pandu*. t. yx the Kuru race,

and TX a field.

yxvHtxrx m. (-X;) A solar day, in the course of which three

lunar days, three astcrisms and three Yoga* occur, t. yxxx,
and %x conjunction.

fnw m. (-«:) 1 Yellow amaranth. * Yellow Barleria. f. (-xft)
1 A doll, a puppet. * The wife of a Brahman or teacher.

k. y bad, xf* to shine, affix yxr.

yr«* m. ( y:) * Yellow or white amaranth, » A yellow

species of Barleria, (B. prionitia.) a. y bad, xfx to shine, &c.

XJX affix ; also |txs.
yxxx n. (-ni) A large species of orange, f. (-xyr) Trumpet flower,

yxxro, in. (-X) A name of Duryodhama. a. yx the Kuru race

Xrxr to shine, and fxrx affix ; the Kuru chief,

yxft f. (-f\) A kind of bird with a warbling note,

yxy m. (-yi) A curl or lock of hair, especially on the fote-

hcad.

m- (-*0 ' The crimson amaranth. * A purple aperies 0f
Bwlerit * Alto a yellow kind, t.y, little, * to eound,

yx affix, and yxy substituted for x.

fAfn-A nm. (->*:->*} 1 A fragrant grass, (Cyperns rotundua.) A
kind of barley : «ee mrr. • A ruby : sec yrafsa. * Black salt,

a. yrs A'.™d.s «, f»*k to gain, and W: »!lix
, foun() in^

country.

(pAHi-aa m. (-W0 A kind of Dolicbos bifloras, a wild satiety.

tn. (-KI) A ruby; also nnd **fVs*.
yafss. m. (-W0 A ruby

; also y.f. *c .

yafass m. (-W) A Pain of gold, a weight of gold equal to
about 700 Troy grains, s. yst the country, and fn« abun-
dant

; abounding in Kurudh'a.

V** mfn - Ugly, ill made, deformed, n. (-i) Ugliness.
k. y, and XX form.

( (-m) Ugliness, a. HW added to the last
; also fw*.

,,,fn - ( ’ft-f'rtl-Pl) Ugly, ill made, frightful, deformed.
*• and xf*T aff.

yxy n. (-id) Tin. x. y base, ytq silver.

mf‘ A dog or bitch, a.^ instead of y bad, pre-
fixed to y to sound, and xy affix : see XWr.

T< r- <« d. (*^jf or ffir) To play
j also*^.

n. ( y) Play, playing, sport : see yro.
yxx in. (*X)

1 The knee. ’ The elbow; also y^X.
X+ns m. (-*:) A sort of bodice or jacket: we *4nr ; also with

added Xrima .

rofn- Doi”g. "“king, a s to make, wnnrrf
ynr mfu.(.iw-inn-Wl 1

Doing, acting, an agent, sA^
a. * to do, n* aff.
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yerapt n, (-d) Cause according to the Cianaiai. *.ftjrr. and

W nature.

fW r. 1st cl (til*f»r) ' To accumulate. * To be of kin, to act

as of kin. • To flow homogeneously. * To count. With VT
prefixed, to be attentive ;

with fa, and to be bewildered,

flurried or distressed.

f* n. (-•) 1 Family, race, tribe or caste. * A herd, a flock, Ac.

of animals of the same species. * An inhabited country.

4 A house, an abode. • The body. • The front or fore part.

v A blue stone : see f m. (-*:) An artist of celebrated

descent f. (-f*t or -ift) A prickly nightshade : see ETWrft,

Ac. (-'tff) A wife's elder sister, u. f* to accumulate, T affix,

or fTT to sound, and ar* affix, or f the earth, and w who

takes or possesses, from an with T aCf,

•jwar rafn. (.af:-arr-ar)
1 Of a good family, of eminent birth,

m. (-*:)
1 A species of ebony, (Diospyros tomentosa, Kox.)

see aJTTT- “ An artist of eminent birth. * An ant or mole

hUI.
4 A green snake, n. (-*) ' A tort of gourd, (Tricho-

santhes diaeca.)
* 'Hie connexion of several stanzas, protrac-

tion of the government of the noun or verb through several

verses, contrary to the practice of closing the sense with each

verse. *. ant added to the preceding, or fw race, and w who

sounds, declares, Ac.

f*«*l f. (-s*T) A girl ofgood family, e. far, and a maiden,

famrsfear n. (-vjj) The proper duty of a race or family, any obser-

vance customarily held by one. £. far, and araj act
;

also

fa^in and faram^.

ftVff m. (-W-) Beating time in music.

famT m. (-a:) Decay or disappearance of a family, f. (•a')

Cowacb, (Carpopogon pruriens.) k. far the body, and aa
injurious.

aarfkfr m. (-fk:) A mountain, any one of the seven principal

mountains of Bharata Varaka. k. ara, and fkft; mountain : see

aaratr.

fanft i (*#t) A thorny plant : see qnfofft

faa mfn. (-W.-urr-W)
1 Well-born, of a good family. * Ances-

tral, hereditary, e. fa, and a born
;

also faam, f*T*nr,

and similar compounds,

fara m. (-f.) See the next.

faa* m. (-a:) An aromatic plant, (Alpinia galanga ;) also far*

and xawa.

far m. (-a:) Any son except the one begotten, as one adopted,

bought, Ac. f. (-TT) An unchaste woman, a. fa race, and

ar* who goes, deriv. irr. ;
by whom the family honour is

injured.

faTTafwm. (-fir:) The husband of an unchaste woman, a cuck-

old. k. fan, and vfw husband-

fa^t f. (-<t) Red arsenic.

fafnfa mf. <-M The fourth, eighth, twelfth, or fourteenth

lunar day. a fa, and firfa a lunation, respecuble days,

fafnaa m. (-*:) The chief of a family, one who does honour

to a family, i. fa, and fVraa frontal mark,

fa* m. ( a ) A kind of pulse, (Dolichos biflorua.) f. (-m)
1 A

blue stone used in medicine, and appUed as a collyrium to

3s

the eyes
;
also as an astringent to sores, Ac. * A wild kind of

Dolicho*). a. fa a bank, and XJTT to stand or stay, affix W.

f*f**T f. (-*7)
1 A blue stone used as a collyrium, Ac. A sort

of vetch, considered as a wild sort of the Dolichos biflorus.

a. see the preceding, tt added to fa* in the fem. form.

3WWH m. <-<fc) Practice or observance peculiar to a tribe or

, family, peculiar duty of caste or race. s. fa family, and vpq

virtue.

fanra m. (-*:) A son. e. fa a race, and if to hold, in the

causal form, fa affix ; upholding a family,

faaaa n.(-4) Any propitious asterism. a. fa, and sraa

asterism.

faatfaai f. (-ai) A girl who is worshipped at the celebration

of the orgies of the left hand Sdklat. s. fa society, and

•iif*/ sit a female.

f 'wHiO f. (-ft) A woman of good family, a. fa, and TTft »

woman.

yawl* ra. (-*:) ' A camel. 1 A reprobate, an outcaste. «. fa
a family, ar* who hurts or destroys,

fatwar f. (-at) Family disgrace, a. fa, and fvfWTT reproach,

favfr m. (*f?p) Head or chief of a family. *. fa a family,

and vfw master.

aaqfW m. (-if:) A principal mountain of India, any one of seven

so considered : sec awraa. a- **. and VET a mountain : also
vi <*

similar compounds, as aafafe, faua* Ac.

farffar f. (-aT) An unchaste woman.

JlVlIf mfn. (-aa:-faaT-aa) Nourishing or providing for a

family, n. (-a) A kind of orange, e. fa a race, Ac. via to

nourish, and fir afF.

fartfa f. (’fa:) A chaste woman. *. fa race, and TTa who

nourishes, fem. affix; also fmnf%¥T and fvqitfl.

fav i faa i f. (-ax) See farif*.

faaf; f. (-*) A virtuous or respecuble woman, e. fa, and

iv a wife.

fujirar f. (-ao A midwife, a nurse, e. fa family, and »rwrr

a servant.

favrv mfn. (-V-WT-I) Expelled from a family, x. fa, and VI
fallen from.

fauifor f. (-^T) Family honour or respectability, e. fa, and

Wt(T propriety.

faf«re m. (*vf) A friend of the family, e. fa, and fae a friend,

faar m. (-T:) A thief : sec faaa.
fatrfwir f (-T) A virtuous woman, a. fa, and tlfri! a

woman.

frvn: m. (*Ti) Tuesday or Friday, e. fa, and tk a day.

fafirt m. (-g:) The family priest, X. "JiW race, and fant a Brah-

man,

yeui lfun mfn. (’ft-faVl fa) Attaching or applicable to tribe

or caste, a- and Wlfine prerailing,

yararfttn mfn. (-WtfWt-fa)
1 An artificer or artist of eminent

birth. * Well-born, of good family. * Eminent in a family,

c. jn race, and %¥ best, poas. offi < Tf5*.

f. Ranking or being reckoned as a family, fcmily

respectability, x. f't, and ijfir enumeration.
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f. (-Or:) Posterity, descendants. s. yw, and ijwiffc

continuance.

yw qfflfu f. (-fa)
1 Kindred, relations. • Presence of witnesses.

b. ^1, and proximity.

ywrwwta mfn. (-*:**T-*) Sprang from family. «. yw race,

and born, produced. .

n. (-si) A plant, commonly Marika . see SHTtSF.

ywfajjfa f. (-fa:) Antiquity or prosperity of a family. «. y*,

and farfff duration.

yafaft f. (-¥t)
1 A chaste woman. * A woman of a good family,

a respectable woman, e. y*r a family, and aft a woman.

yaravBar m. (*f.) An eddy : sec yuravi*.

ywry* mfn. (-lT:-arr-*) Of mixed origin, of a mixed charac-

ter. e, yar propitious, and any* bewildered, or yar with a

neg. prefix.

ymi frvrfnfa mf. (-fa:) The second, sixth or tenth lunar days.

*. fwrjW, and fafa a lunation,

yW 1 yui #raw n. (-x() An asterism of mixed character, as Faruni,

j4rdra. Mu/a and Abhij'tt. e. yuiiyai, and asterism.

yaHymcn m. (-T:) Wednesday, b. yaiiyor, and "sme a day.

ymyu f. (-ttt) A bitch.

m. (•*:) A mountain, one of a class of seven principal

mountains, which are supposed to exist in each Ftirtha or

division of a continent : those of Bhdraia Forth* or India

are Makendra, Malaya, Sahya, Saktimdn, Hihtha, Fmdkya,

and Pdripdtra. k. yar a race, and *** a mountain; also

yuft ,
Ac.

yarraTT m. (-*:)The proper duty or practice of a caste or family.

k. y*, and observance.

yBixmjf m. (-«&:)
1 A family priest. * A genealogist, b. yir,

and vgnmfc teacher.

yai l
~g m. (-*:) A small fish. k. yar for yar a bank, and w*

who goes
;
burrowing in the sand and mud.

m. (-*:) A son. *. see ywarc*, being here In-

serted signifying extension.

TfT^rrfV m. (-fa) A treasure.

yaufwar* n. (-ii) Pride of birth, family pride, tu yet, and

pri«le.

yanfsnnfinT mfn. Proud of birth or of family

descent, e. itt, and *fw»uf*r*T proud,

ywra m. (-*;) ' A nest. * A place, a spot in general, n. (-*)

The body. r. war family, and ara to go, WW aff.

yarrafaara m. (•*:) Sitting in a nest, brooding, k. warn?, and

faanw abiding.

ywTofwanfan mfn. (-^t-faft-fa Brooding, hatching, (as a bird.)

e. wail*, and fintTfair who abides in.

yan*faaHfalTT f. (-ITT) The act or condition of hatching, he.

c. aw added to the last.

ywm qp m. (-tUO A bird. *. wan* a nest, and x® who

abides.

yailawr f. (-WT) An aviary, k. warrw a nest, and am affix in

the fem. form.

yanai m. ( ai*) ' A potter. * A wild cock. f. (4#t) A species of

bluestoue, applied as a coUyrium to the eyes. * The wife of

a potter, e. yw to accumulate, and anar* Un'idi affix, or fm
family, WW to adorn. Ac. *w and or affs.

yarrwf»nr mfn. (-Wt-fanl-fag) Supporting or maintaining a
family, a. yw. and arrwfawvvbat upholds.

f'Wlfa+l f. (-WT) An aviary.

ywra m. (»y) A horse of a light brown colour, with black

knees.

jrwrfw m. (-a?: ) A small tree, (Conyxa terebinthina.)

yampr m. (-*:) A charnelion.

Jfm m. (-fa:) A hand. f. (fa:) A prickly nightshade: aec yar.

to accumulate, Ac. fa aff.

yfa*r mfn. ( -W:-1TT*W) Of a good family, well bora. m. (.*:)

One of the eight chiefs of the Ndgat or serpent race, describ-

ed as having a half moon on the top of his head, and being

of a monkey hue. * An artist or artificer of eminent birth.

* A thorny plant, (Ruellia longifolia) 1 The chief or head-

man of a tribe or caste, u. yar family, Ac. ar* affix, and T
substituted for 'W .

f. (-an) Certain portions of each day, on which it is

improper to begin any business. t.*T**, and-twTtun*.

yfar ro. (-ft) The fork-tailed shrike ; also wfar*,

yfarer m. (-*:) A sparrow.

yfa< m. (-*:) A crab ; also yaftr:-

yfan ran. (-*;-*) 1 The thunderbolt of Imdsa. *A kind offish.

e. yfa for yw a bank, and W what rests, from iftw to sleep,

Ac. and V aff.

yfa®VW m. (-WW) India, e. yfa®, and sr^ who has.

(-WT) A kind of female deity, s. yfar* the thun-

derbolt, and w^i? a goad.

yfanW'i m. (-*:) A name of Sdhya, a Buddha or Bauddkm

saint.

ywT»T mfn. (-w:-*r-ifj Well born, of high or eminent descent,

of a good family, m. (-IT)
1 A horse of a good breed. * A

Brahman of one of the twenty-two Bdrhiyo divisions of the

five principal tribes, as established by BaJaJ&ank ing of Bengal.
* A worshipper of Sakti, according to the left hand ritual

:

sec vfafa. 8. a family, and « aff.

ytfMW mfn. (-W:-fTT-BF) Of a good family, m. (-*•:) A kind of

wild kidney bean. k. srxf added to the preceding.

y^faiTT f. (-ITT) Birth, rank, family respectability. *. ytffa,

and THI[affix
;
also with W, y#faar.

yurfa^ n. Water.

yirtr mf. a crab. n. yw to accumulate, and affix
j

also Bjfac

yaf|»yrt f. (-ft) A plant: see WfZJTft.

ywrKr^ m. or if) A young crab. a. yifty; a crab, and

to eat, affix faxr ;
destroying its parent

; the old crab being

supposed to perish on producing young,

y^rfa mn. (-W.-W) Ixoas’s thunderbolt ; see yfa*.

yw* n. (-*) lTie fur or foulness of the tongue, s. yw to aecu-

mulate, and aff.

ywifl*! f. (-IT) A firebrand.

y*** m. (-*l) 1 A name ofS'ivA. * The chief of a family or

race. i. y* a race, ift: lord.
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mfo. (-I-.-TT-i) High-born. m. (-*:) A hone at a good

breed, x. ywr r»ce, *nd isxt* eminent.
^

ye're 4 m. (-4:) Family reepecubility. y«r, and excel-

fence.

yeirpr mfn. (-wi-WI-W) Of good family. *. yw, and ip
exalted.

ywr*r» rofn.(-*:-in-i)
1 Of a good family, well-born. * Family,

belonging to, inherited by, Jtc. *. yw, and 'S'g fi born,

ye)rye mfn. (.e-.-er-e) * WeU-born, of good family.
1 Produc-

ed in a family, a. yet, and -a o. birth,

yelrpr mfn. ( Wi-HT-li) Well-born, of family, a. yw, and 'afu

born.

yeirre m - ( e:) A chief, a leader, the head of a family, a. yer

and who upholds.

y*« mn. (-ear. mi) A disease. The ancle, also aw*.

a. aw to count, V[ Un'ddi affix, and W inserted,

yam O. (-ai) Sin. a. ye to extract, aarern Un idi affix, and a

changed to or.

yanre mn. (-W:-e) Sour gruel prepared by the spontaneous fer-

mentation of the sealer of boiled rice. n. (-a)
1 Half ripe bar-

ley.
1 Forced rioe. * A aort of Phaseolua : sec siwUiS. * A

species of Dolichos, (D. biflorus.) see die*. ‘ A disesse. m.

f-yi) A dish consisting of half boiled rice, with pulse, &c.

commonly 1Ckukri. r..fw a class or race, srw or srw to hurt

or hill, saw affix
;
hence the word is also written ysarrar.

ywmfug-r n. (-it) Sour gruel, see ywnw.

yutiw mn. (-»;-#) See ywrrw.

yty mfn. ,-dl' SOT-US; ’ Of a good family, well-born, well de-

scended.
1 Of or relating to a family or race. m. (-«*:) A

counsellor, f. (-mi) ' A river in general. * A canal, a chan-

nel for irrigation.
1 A ditch, a dyke or trench, * A drug or

medicinal plant, (Cultia orientalia :)
see tflw-St. * A ebaste or

virtuous woman, n. (-*>
1 A bone. * A measure of eight

Drenns . set* *JW. * A winnowing basket. * Flesh. 4 Friendly

inquiry after family affair* or domestic accidents, condo-

lence, congratulation, Ike. e. to accumulate, and ff
affix, &c.

jVTO n. (-*:) Fur upon the tongue,

jrv n. (-ar) A water lily, a lotus.

n. (-TO Lead. a. bad, and TO tin.

mfn. (-v|:-TT-T) Abusive, censorious, detracting. I. f bad,

in? to apeak, T aff.

n. (-*) Crystal, a atone resembling a diamond. *- ^
inferior, TO the diamond, TOT aff.

-jiTO mfn. (-^TO-^) Censorious, b. t bad, TO to apeak, T aff.

yw<
;
m. (^t) An astringent taste : see fjav.

yTO mfn. (-*:-*Y*i) ' The jujube, the tree. * The fruit,

n. (-*) ' A water lily. A pearl. *. ^ the earth, and to

to cover, affix vfTj the next.

n. (*U:)
1 Any water lily. * The bine lotus, e. the

earth, TO to cover, and TOT»( affix
;
also j|TO, and

fTO^^Pl f. (-<t) A place abounding in water lilies, x. yiTO?,

and Tfn aff.

yrom m. (-*:) A proper name df a king i also TOn^.

yrrg mfn. f-SC:-*T-y) Detecting, censorious, x. y evil, to

speak, ww. aff.

yuisw m. (-y:) A camel.

yfb^ m. (-m.) A weaver, t- yu lo spread, fywr^Un'idi affix,

and U changed to vr . also

m. (-TO A degrading or improper marriage, k. f,
and fvriT marriage.

fwfyiWTX to, (-*il ) A plant, (Cesalpinia bonduccella :)
see Ffro.

frawt f. (-^t)
1 A fish basket. s An ill braided tress of hair.

• A woman with her hair ill braided, a. bad, TO to go,

TO affix, and fem. affix
;

also with 1PT or T*[ affixed,

ywwT and jrfw.

fit mfn. (-t:-VT-^) * Deformed, monstrous. * Slow, lazy,

m. (-T) Kuvkha the son of Vis&avas by Iravira, the chief of

the Yakthna, god of wealth and regent of the north, e. fi vile,

and TO body, alluding to the deformity of the god, who is

represented as having three legs and but eight teeth. * The

7V» tree : see wfrTOT * One of the attendants of a Jams

saint. *. as above, or to cover, 8tc. and TO^ Un'idi affix j

in this case the word may be read frtT.

|^i m. (-Tt) The Tun tree, (Cedrela tunna.) b. TO added to

the preceding.

9'TOI^l f. (-Wt) The trumpet flower, (Bignonia auave-olens.)

and wrfvi the eye.

yTOTTOT in. (-*0 Mount Kaiidsa. r.. ^TTO, and TTO a

mountain
; the capital of KitvIba, being situated in Kail&ss,

which is supposed to be in the Himalaya range.

m. (-ffy) See the preceding, x. as above, Tf* being a

mountain.

n. (-ai) Any water lily. b. f the earth, TO to shake, TO
affix : see ’JTTOrT

yn n. (•!) A forest or wood.

T* (tT) Tfirt r. 4th cl (yyrfw)
1 To embrace, to enfold.

•To take out or from. 1st and 10th cl. (Thfw

fTOfjT) To shine : see

mfn. (-T-HT-lO ' Wicked, depraved. * Mad, inebriate,

mn. (-H'-a) A species of grass used in many solemn and reli-

gious observances, hence called sacrificial gross, (Poa cyno-

suroides.) m. (-*:)
1 The yoke of a plough. 4 A proper name,

one of the sons of Rama. * One of the great Dwipat or

divisions ofthe universe, surrounded by the sea of spirituous

liquor, f. (-TT)
1 A rope. 4 A plant, commonly Mabkdi’ha, n.

(-*) Water. (-let)
1 A ploughshare. * Wrought iron. mf. (-T-*t)

A bridle, a home’s head rope. *.Jf the earth, to sleep

or rest, and t affix, or f bad, and Jtf to destroy, again -y*

to embrace or to enfold, and * aff.

yromsi m. (-FT) A camel.

yif* m. (-T) A drinking vessel, a cup, a goblet. *. y* to ex-

tract, and TO? Un’kdi aff.

yrro «- ('^) A perfume, commonly Gdnt'hUia.

yip* mfn. (-TO-TT or *t-«) 1 Happy, well, right. * Expert,

skilful.
4 Clever.

4 Eloquent, n. (-*) ' Adequacy, ability.

4 Virtue, virtuous action.
4 Well-being, happiness, x. ff iho

earth, and to go, affix aod *TO.
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9***1 f. (-UT) 1 Cleverness, ability. * Eloquence. * Well-

being. e. if* added to the last j also with w, f ffvw*.

9**y* m. (-*:) Salutation, greeting, friendly inquiry respect-

ing a person's health or welfare, a. 9** well-being, and

9* asking.

9**~a Ju. m. (-*t) The two sons of Hama, or Kus'a and Lava.

fT*waf* mfh. (-fc-ff:-fl) Wise, able, intelligent. £.9**,
and ijfi| understanding.

9*f*r* mfii.
1 Auspicious, favourable. * Virtu-

ous, good. * Happy, prosperous. 4 Clever, a. 9**, and

*f* aff.

9*Ttfk n. (-pc) Water in which Ktua grass has been boiled,

and water.

9**TW m. (.*!) A bundle of Kut’a grass, e. 9*, and *pr a

cluster.

9**£"t nf. ( *-*i\) The country of Kanyakubja or Kttnouj.

f. (-*t) The residence of Kbishn'a : see * A name of

Oiyem or Aoanti during the Tr(ta Yug or second age. e.9*
sacred grass, and xjr* place

;
abounding in Kut'a grass.

ymTT m. (-T:) Fire. a. 9* the grass, Ac. *WT amine j the

sacrificial fire being made upon a tuft of this grass.

9*T* m. (*W0 A monkey, an ape.

9«PW mfn, (-W-VT-*

)

Sharp, shrewd, intelligent, m. (-it) The

sharp point of the Kuna grass, e. 9*, and ** point.

mfn. (-fo-ffc-f*) Sharp, shrewd, intelligent, f. (-f%:)

Shrewdness, subtlety, e. 9*7*, and ^^understanding, ; also

similar compounds, 9wntVl, 9XnTVwwf?T. Ac.

mfn. (-*:-*r-W) Subtile, penetrating : see the next

t. 9* the grass, ** point, and *, affix ; implying resemblance.

9*1 fil **1* mfn. Inspecting minutely, subtile,

sharp sighted, intelligent, possessing mental acumen, e. 9*
the grass, point, and srfh mind ;

also other similar

compounds, as 9*T*t**t, 9*n?t*wf9,
Ac.

9>tl n. (-*) A ring of Ku$a grass, worn at religious cere-

monies. e. 9*, and a ring; ako 9*ryfl**.

9*iwfvt m. (-f*:) A tree, (Andersonia rohituka.) a. 9. and

WT*tf* silk cotton tree.

fimf* m. (-f*:) The name of a sage celebrated for his irasci-

bility : see a. 9* the grass, and *rfh wood whose

attrition produces fire; using Kut a for this purpose.

9*l*if n. (-i|) A scat of Kuna grass. E. yir, and *T*ir a seat.

9faipn f. (•*!) A kind of Situ tree, (Dalbergia Situ.) a. 9
inferior, and f*’ir*T the Situ tree.

9I** mfn. (-ft*l-f) Squint-eyed. ra. (•*:) 1 A Muni or di-

vine sage so named, the father of Jamaoaoni. * A plough-

share.
1 The Sal tree, (Shorea robusta.)

4
Beleric myrobal&n

:

see Wtw*- * The sediment of oiL b. 9* the grass, Ac.

T** ^
9fr.fi mfn. (»*:-*Mr) Mixed, combined with water, Ac.

*.9* or 9* f ° embrace, to mix, and T**, Un'idi affix ; I

hence also 9^*.

9frr* m. (-^t) A name of Valsu'u, the author of the Ram-
dyana. a. 9* the son of Ka'ma, affix *fsr; the poem is sup-

posed to be recited by Kusa and Lava, the sons of the hero.

91ft* n. (*) ‘ The profession ofusury. * Red saunders : see 9ft*

9sft* mfn. (-w:-*T-W) 1 Ill-behaved, rude, wicked. * Evil dis-

posed, ill-tempered, e. 9, and lft* temper, conduct.

9*1*WI f. (-*r)
1 Misbehaviour, misconduct. * Bad disposition,

ill-temper, s. ** added to the preceding; also with *,

9^**-
91ft** n. (-X)

1 An actor, 9 dancer, a mime. * A bard, a herald.

A newsmonger, r 9 bad, *t* practice, and *: affix, from

*T to go, Ac. with * affix, dm. m. (-Wf) The two sons of

R/ma : see 9***.

91ft** m. (-*:) A name of ValmLci : see

97?* rn. (-*:) A granary, a cupboard, a place in which rice or

other grain is kept. * Conflagration of chaff. 1. 9* to en-

fold, 9* affix ; also 9**.
9V**r* ra. (-*:) Grain stored for three year's consumption.

*• 9*1** and *r* grain.

9HW*rsq* m. (-*:) A householder, Ac. who has three years

grain in store, k. 9Q**n*. and qnr aff.

9*** n. (-d) A lotus in general, ra. (-*,«) • A tree, commonly

Kaniydr

:

see *fi}*TT. ' The Indian crane, k. 9* water, in

the seventh case, *T* to sleep or rest, with the affix **.

9l?***T iu. (-*:) The sun.

9*rm: rofn. (-Ti-*I-0 Having, or being covered with grass,

a. ** and beyond.

9* rq* 11. (-*) Water in which Kuta grass has been infused.

e. 9*. and *** water.

9* r. 9 th cl (9^rfir) ' To expel, to force or draw out, to extract

1 To test, to assay. • To shine. With **, to prove, to display
$

with fxc, to extract.

9** mfn. (-*:-*! or Clever, expert, skilful : see 9**.

9*19 rofn. ('9'9--9) 1 Burning, scorching, inflaming. * Wick-

ed, detestable. m. (*9 :

)

1 A monkey. * The sun. ‘Fire. a. 9*
to shine, *79 Un'Adi affix

;
also **T9 -

9fk* ind. Excellently.

9f<M mfh. (-*:*T-T|) Mixed with water, Ac. see *f«P» n.(lT)

Happy, well, right, fortunate, auspicious, Ac.

9*t* mfh. (*:.*!-<) Indifferent, apathetic, inert. n.(-^) Us-

ury : see 9 vile, VX to move, Ac. ** iff.

9* n. (•*)
‘ Leprosy, of which eighteen varieties are enumerated,

seven great or severe, and eleven of minor importance. ' A
plant, a kind of costus, (Costus speciosus:) * A sort of poison.

e. 9* to extract, and w* Un'Adi affix, or 9 bad, ill, and m
being, staying.

9*ff m.(-*!) A medicinal plant, commonly Hiydvali. sccf*ATi*^.

An esculent root, (Solanum lndicum :) tee *T*irrft.

* Opposite leaved fig tree
;

also *r*T*s*fc*T. e. 9* the

leprosy, and * what destroys.

9**mr* m. (-*:) * White mustard. * A sort of yam : sec WTTnft.

E. 9* tbe leprosy, and wt** what destroys.

9**lf»r^l f- (-ift) A plant, commonly Hakucha, (Psoralia cory-

lifolia.) B. as above : see 9**1**.

9«* n. (-*) 1 A bad place or spot. * Tbe surface of the earth.

e. 9 bad, or the earth, and 19* place; * becomes *, and * m
then changed to V.
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?T*Wrw m. (-W-) The cassia tree, (C, fistula.) «. y*. and

destroying.

m. ) Catechu, (Mimosa catechu
:) see *f^r. k. jnt

leprosy, sndyvr what takes away, from * to convey, affix foxy
Tfitcrm m. (-wit) A large esculent root, described as possessed of

medicinal virtue in leprosy, and other cutaneous affections,

(Aram campanulatum :) sec wfw«t*a. a. )| leprosy, and
WW what kills or destroys.

™- (-fc-) * A fetid mimosa, (M. Farnesiana.) * Tlie
Aiayar or Ca/echi

:

(M. catechu.) A kind of Aristolochia

:

see warya. * A sort of gourd, (Trichosanthes dioeca.) ’Sulphur,
a. fX the leprosy, and wfv an enemy.

mfn.
|
- StfYdl fy) leprous, a leper, ficc. g ytr, ftrui yfir afT.

S’*
1" "• t'*) Cutting, dividing, a. jrx to extract, and wta

Ult'Adi art".

W7** mf. (-w:-wr or -aft) A pumpkin gourd, (Cucurbit* pepo.)
m. (*V) 1 One of a claw of demigods attached to SfvA. * State
of the womb in gestation, f. (-«*)) • A name of Dittos'. * A
drag. • A religious ceremony, a certain ritj performed as a
penance or expiation

; also ^twrratw.

jiatrxrw m. (.»:) A pumpkin gonrd, (Cueurbita pepo.) a. f the
earth. 'S* heat,vt to exist or be, * affix, and the vowel irre-

gularly short, added
;
also y*jrv*.

V* (Tr) »(V r. 4th cl. (jxgfir) To embrace, (-g) yfu r. 1st and
10th els. tywfn ^vtnfti) 1 To shine. * To talk.

rwfrir f. (-few) A shallow stream, a. y bad, wftTT a river.

7 11 vi ude. n. { -W) Well, happy, &e. see yxrvr.

^fsrw m (-w:) An inhabited country, i. yx) to shine, and XU
Un adi aff.

f«il nidi f. f-Ot] The wife of a money-lender : see yflgin) .

n. (-<) * Usury, the profession of usury. Any luan or
thing lent to be repaid with interest, mfn. (-g:-gi.g) * A
money-lender. • .Slothful, inert, 'a. y* to embrace, XX Un'idi
aifix

; or "y bud, and xr^ to go, affix WTO
Tfffruxi m. (-XT) Usury, usurious interest, any exceeding five

per cent. r.. Jxilg. and for xtfww road.

f. ( f*:> Interest on money, a. ywtg, and rf» increase.

f. (-Wt) 'fhe wife of a usurer, a. » usurer, y sub.
stituted for its final, and^ affix

j also $<frrflWT.

Jtftfif* mfn. (-xv:-vt-ar) One who follows the profession of
usury, a. yftff usury, and sw aff.

JT«W ». (-«) ‘ A flower in general. • Fruit. • The menstrual
discharge. * Ophthalmia, disease of the eyes. a. yu to shine,
WW Un Adi aff.

m. (.«;) Kama. a. wyxt. and a how.
mf“- (-W.-WT-TI) Heaped with fiowers. a. y»[jf and

far* gathered.

A cit* tbe Vanity of the modern Patna.
see *J*fa*^. K . a dower, and T»: a city.

n. (-W) The name of a tree, bearing a large acid fruit,

(Dilenia Indica.) g. a flower, and the centre -

f the
flower blossoming from the fruit.

mfn. ( ipt ipflt-irwj Producing flowers, causing to
flower, a. nom. verb, aff.

3 o

f^jfinnr mfn. In flower, flowering, f. (-ift)
1 A

female during menstruation. * A town • see ygnqr. «. yyf
and V atf.

m. (-W:) A collection of flowers, a garland, a nosegay.

f. and *pr* a cluster.

m. (-*:) * Spring, the vernal season. * A quantity of

flowers or place abounding with them, a parterre, a garden.

*• T**. and WTOT a mine.

*tl«i*l* n, (-if) The calx of brass, used as a collyrium. k.

a flower, and WiTO application to the eyes; resembling a flower.

n. (•*?) Saffron. i. and WT*TO self
; the essential

part of the flower.

^PtJWTfwxr m. (-*:) The Champa

,

a tree which bears a yellow

fragrant flower, (Micbelia champaca) a. yupr a flower, and

a king; royal among -

1

flowers,

rn. (-*ro) See the preceding.

^prnjj* m. (-'Ws) A name of Kamadkva. b. a flower, and

WTO* a weapon : his shafts being tipped with flowers.

*V»TW m. (-w») A thief.

fV*i*>*TO ,n - (-’tO Gathering flowers, e. fr^T, and *rq* i «| t

gathering.m n (-W) A chaplet, a crown of flowers, i. ypr ,

and XfariVar a tiara.

«. (-*) Honey, a. and WTO* spirit.

T^!*ro rofn. (*iT:-lfT-W) Flowered, budded, in flower, e.

and 1TOW aff.

f. (-*T) A species of the Dhriti metre.

|

J***3 TO - (*^: ) A name of the god Kama. n. (-j) The bow of

Kama. e. and an arrow ; whose shafts are flowers.

JW n. 1 Safflower, (Carthamus tinctorius.) * Gold,

m. (*W:) 'fhe water pot of the student and SanyatL a
to shine, and W<N: Un'&di aff.

m. ( wc:) An earthworm, a. the earth, « produced.

***** nx. (-w.) A granary, &c. see fijflf.

f. (*fw !
)

1 Wickedness, depravity. ‘Conjuring, slight*of-

hand, See. p. ji vile, W to go. aff.

jmt m. (-W:)A n.mi: of Viiitu u. e. f the earth, TM to stop,

Waff.

f- (-v)i A pungent seed used in condiments, coriander

:

see the next.

VTJXt £ (*:) Coriander, a pungent seed. k. y bad, vile,

to take, w* affix, deriv. irr.
;

also W*JWfT.
yw* m. (-*:) A bad dream, nightmare, k. and WR a vision.

yw r. 10th cl. (yqjllftr) 1 To smile improperly or blamably.
* To see mentally, to perceive, to imagine : this is considered

by some as a denominative, and to be classed improperly

amongst the roots.

fW r. 10th cl. CjTO**) 1 To surprise, to astonish, to excite

wonder. • To cheat, to impose upon.

m - (TO-) A name of Krrfcu. f. (.*r) A medicinal drug : see

ind. Where, whither, used in the Wfla* in place of yi.
k. jp vile, and «fi to leave, affix *.

^f*r mfn. (-WF-WT‘*f) A cheat, a rogue, a juggler, m. (-if:) Jug-
gling, deception, slight-of hand, &c. a. to astonish, W* afll
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fWWWK mfn. (-T’-ft-X) Juggling, conjuring, cheating. x. JTW, !

and WTK who makes
;
also and fWWWlftw;.

9WWWfwn mfn. (-Tft-ITT'W) Suspicious, cautious, wary. a.

and ^fiarnr fearful.

91#ailfrsi mfh. (-^ fVwt-fw) Living by slight-of-hand, a con-
!

juror, a cheat, Ac. a. 9TW deception, and aftfwn who lives by.

9W*lfff f. (-fa:) ' Juggling, conjuring, slight-of-hand. * Hy-

pocrisy. a. 9WW> and *fa practice.

9WWHW m. (-W:) A wild cock. a. yn deception, and mw who

sounds.

m. (-T:) A wild cock : sec the preceding.

9TW mfn. (w*-VTT-si) 4 Envious. * Hypocritical, in. (-W:)
1 A

rat. * A snake, f. (-an) Hypocrisy, assumed and false sanctity,

the interested performance of religious austerities. n.(-w) * A

small earthen vessel. * A glass vessel, a. JV to surprise,

rt ifr

f ,f*r*T t ( -«T) Hypocrisy ; sec the preceding. *. fTW, »nd

9TV n. (-T; ' A cavity, a hollow.
4 A hole, a rent, Ac. 4 The

ear. * A guttural sound. ’The throat or larynx, m. (-<:) A
kind of snake, a. 9 the earth, &c. and WC what takes, &c.

from 9 with the affix 99.

9 1 fan n. (-if)
1 'Hie song, or cry of the Kokila, the Indian

cuckoo. 4 Vox congrcaaus in coitu. * A sound in general,

a. fTWT, and aff.

m. ( fir:) A Pan, the leaf of the Piper betel, with small

pieces of the Areca nut, and Catechu and a little lime, which

are chewed and euten by the Oriental nations.

9^ f. {-*'•) See the next.

9W t (-W)
1 New moon

j
the first day of the first quarter on

which the rooon rises invisible. * The cry of the Kail or In-

dian cuckoo, a. 9T to astonish, mi affix, or with 9 affix 99.

m. (-WT?) The Indian cuckoo, a. ww added to the last.

9OTTO m. (-W) The Kokila or Indian cuckoo, a. 9V the

Kokila'

»

cry, and ir*3 the throat.

997 m. (-W) The king of turtles, the tortoise supposed to

ophold the world.

99’wai m. (-W) The Kokila * see the preceding.

9ft;t m. (.1:) The Kokila. a. 11, and ^1 sound.

inn. <-«) A pit, filled with stakes.

9Tfnrr f. (-WT) A fog, a mist, haze, haziness, a. 9 the earth,

77 to surround, 9*1 a®* # i»iTww and Will.

(-7t) See the preceding : also wiwt-

91 Twit f. (-WT) Fog, mist : see ^9f*W7 ,
W being changed to W.

9 r. 6th cl. (V) 91 (WWW) To sound, especially as if in pain, to

moan, to groan, Ac. («T) 9* r. 9th cl. (WFifa-ijtw) To sound,

Ac. as before.

9 f. ('90 A female Pitdcka or goblin, r. 9 to sound, far* afl.

999 mfn. (-9:-9T*^) On* who gives a girl in marriage with

due ceremony, and suitable decorations, a. 9V to take,

deriv. irr.

99 m. (-W) A breast, a female breast, especially that of a young

or unmarried woman : see99 f. (-’fl) A painting brush or pen-

cil. a. 9 10 S0UIl(lU Unadi affix, and the vowel made long.

9fw¥T f. (-WT) A small brush or hair pencil, a. 99 to be curved/

and 151 affix, with tbe fern, affix 7TW.

9W r. 1 st cL <9wf7T) To make any inarticulate sound, to utter

a cry as a bird, to coo as a pigeon, to caw as a crow, Ac. With

ife prefixed, to moan.

9«nT mfn. (-srer eHft-afiT) Cooing, x. 97 to coo, ww aff.

finr n. (-7) Cooing, moaning, uttering an inarticulate sound,

a. 9W and aff.

9fanr mfn. Cooed, uttered inarticulately, n. (-if) The

cry of a bird, cooing, a. 97 to sound, m aff.

91 r. 10th cl (9771?)
1 To avoid or decline giving, to not give*

* To render indistinct or unintelligible, to muddle or render

confused or foul. (9vwfit)
1 To give pain. * To bum. • To

call or invite, to counsel or advise.

9* mf. (-7:-7t) A house, a dwelling : see wz. nan. (-7:

-

7)

1 The peak or summit of a mountain. * A water-jar. * A
heap of grain, Ac. 4 Uniform and elementary substance. * A
hammer, a mallet. 4 A ploughshare.

T The body of a plough.

* A trap for catching deer. * A concealed weapon, as a dagger

in a wooden case, a sword-cane, Ac.
44

Illusion.
41 Fraud,

trick, deceit.
* 4 Untruth, falsehood, (or attributnrely,) false,

untrue. 41
Vile, low. 44 An ox whose horns are broken,

tn. (-1-) The name of a saint, also named A.c.isi ya. e. 97 to

confuse, to withhold, ^7 aff.

9** mfn. (-7T:-W*#) Unfair, fraudulent n. (-#) A plough-

share. m. (-9*)
1 A braid or tress of hair. * A perfume : see FU.

t. 97 to cut, and ijn aff.

97WTT m. (-*:)
1 A rogue. • A cheat, a false witness, a. 97, and

WTT who makes.

97ertvw m. (-9:) ‘ A false witness.
4 A rogue, a cheat a. 97,

and who makes.

97e n n.fu. (‘WW) Fraudulent, dishonest m. (-WW) 4 A name of

Siva. 4 A Kayattha or man of the writer cast. it. 97 illusion,

Ac. and WW who makes.

9?ar m. (-TV:) A medicinal plant : see 97V.
97TTT f. (-HT) Falsehood, fraud, x. TTW added to 97 ;

also with

m. < -a :) Fever occurring in an elephant from vitiation of

the three humors
,
also read 97^1

.

977177 m. (-ti*)
1 A bilious fever in an elephant 4 A potter’s

kiln. a. 97 a heap, and mar what ripens, 79 aff.

977*7 n. (-71) A trap or snare for deer, birds, Ac. s. 97 a trap,

and 771 an implement
; also simply 97.

faniwfw m (-fa:) A species of tbe tSanml silk cotton tree,

c. 97 false, ami WTWfw the Simul.

9771WW ». (-iy A forged or false grant or decree, a. 97, and

WWW a grant, Ac.

9«wifwi rn. (-**) A false witness. *. 97 falsehood, and wifwi

a witness.

97W mfn. (-W-WT-SH) Uniform, perpetually and universally

the same, as spirit, elementary matter, wther, Ac. n. (-WJ
1 Tbe

soul. * A sort of perfume, a species of dried shell fish, com-

monly Nak'hi. a. 97 fixed, and Wt what remains.

***(•« Alloyed or counterfeit gold. $x, mud er* gold.
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^gZTtt ra. (TOO Loaded or false dice. e. JP- and TOTO a die.

Y^Tarr^r n. (-T) Ad upper room, an apartment on the top of a

house, e. {< a peak, TOrarc a bouse.

f^wtTfr?rr f. ('in) A tale, a story, a fiction, a. fl false, TOTO

meaning, and WtfaTTT spoken.

jpr r. 6th cl. «f«) ' To be or become firm or solid. • To eat

* To graze.

fpr n. (-E0 A wall . see fro.

f[W r. I Oth cl. To contract or close.

If" mfn. (-fro: fro: -fro) Crooked .armed, having a curved or

withered arm : see if*.

t (-*0 1 The horn of any animal. • The peg of a lute.

e. to sound or be crooked, fY and fTV offs.

flTOW mfn. (-ut-lTT-Ti) Contracted, shut, closed, s. Y" to contract,

affix n.

i** m. (-K:) The offspring of a Brahman woman by a Ritki,

begotten during menstruation. . ^ bad, belly.

n»- (TO*) Mountain ebony : sec jtctto.

Y*r r. 10th cl (fWlfir) To contract or close.

^TO r. 10th cl. (jprwfw)
1 To be weak. 1 To weaken : see jrt.

^TO m. (-tO ' A well. * A hole, a hollow. • A mast. 4 A tree

or rock in the midst of a river, f, (-tty
1 A small well. • The

navel. ' A flask, a bottle, ft. $ to sound, (frogs croaking in a

well, &c.) and t Unadi affix: the vowel is made long; also

I**-
yit m. (TOO ' The matt of a vessel. ' A suke, he. to which

a boat is moored. * A leather oil vessel. * The hollow

below the loina 4 A funeral pile. • A well. ' A temporary

well, a hole dug for water in the dry bed of a rivulet. • A tree

or rock in the middle of a stream, e. ft added to the pre-

ceding.

ITOTOTO m. (TOO A frog in a well, applied to a person of no

enterprise, one who never leaves his home. e. and rot a

frog.

Ktnr m. (-ft) Horripilation, erection of the hairs of the body.

c.*t a well, aud TOT the body
; some copies read fMIT ,

from

TOY a mark.

fViT m. (TO) The ocean
;
also jtott, and TOfTON:, Ac.

ifTOTOT f. (-TOT) A stone or rock in the middle of a stream : see

rnr.

I*M if) A lake, a pool, a pond,

m. (-T: ) Boiled rice.

an. (-4 -4)
1 The upper pan of tie now. the part between

tie eye-brows. * Tie be ird. 1
Deceit, fraud, circumven-

tion. * Hard, solid.
1 The tip of Ibe thumb and middle

fnger brought in oontact, as to pinch, (tc. * A handful of

hiin grass or peacock'a feathers. ' A bunch, a bundle, as of

grass, &c. • A brush of the same. • The head. 11 False

praise, unmerited commendation, either of one', self or ano-

ther person, boasting. Ssttery. "Hypocrisy. "The mystic

syllable Hunt, a JC to sound, ** affii, or W to do, «4 affix

or ^gkSmtra root, to praise, affix ww.

n. (-xi) A brush for cleaning the teeth, ftc. «. added to

the last.

y^pam n. <*•) The heel.

m. ( V-) A drug, commonly Jlvaka, one of the eight prin-

cipal medicaments, b the beard, &c. and the bead

;

being bearded : or from praise, aud f*r$ chief
;
commend-

able amongst medicines ; also with TOY added

^rvijirr m. (to :
) The cocoa nut tree. t. a bunch, and #TOC

summit.

ffwwr f. (TOT) ' Inspissated milk. * A key. ' A bud, a blossom.

4 A painting brush or pencil. 1 A needle, k. f[4 to praise,

&c. yw affix, and the fem. form.

TOY r- 1st d (li^) To play : see

I n- (-TO) Playing, sport, pastime, f. (-sft) A festival in

honour of Kamad£va, held on the day of full moon, in the

month Ckaitra. z. TOY to play, TOY affix, fem.

TO^ a. (-*) The spaoe between the eye-brows, k. TO to scatter,

&c. deriv. irr. : see

TO&Y mf. (-Y:-Yl)
1

ITie elbow. * The knee. s. to sound,

with fkpr affix «T» ’H: from f to nourish, the first vowel is

made lung
;
sometimes also

^fpaCi m. (TO :
) A cuirass or quilted jacket worn os armour : see

TOTOTTOTO mn. (TOtTO) A bodice, a Jacket with short sleeves worn

next the body, by women especially, a. TO^Y the elbow, WTO
to abide, TOY affix, and X dropped, TO^TTO, see the preceding;

again, toto pleonastic affix added,

yif mf. (-^P-TOff; ' A tortoise, a turtle. * The descent of Visn-

m'o as a tortoise to support the mountain Manddr at the

churning of the ocean. * A peculiar gesticulation with the

fingers, a. ij implying reverse, infff speed, TOTO off.

TO^** n. ( 4) An astrological diagram. « v*. and TOTO circle.

|ft(V n. ( W )
‘ Globe amaranth, (Gomphrena globosa.) 'The

back or shell of a tortoise, x. a tortoise, and Y¥ the

back.

Jf<ir7OT n. (to) The cover of a dish, a lid. e. TOY added to the

preceding, implying resemblance.

fwklW m. (-TO:) The king of turtles, the tortoise supposed to

uphold the world, e. f[W tortoise, and XTTO a king, from

XTW*f with TOTO aff.

TOTO r. 1st d. To cover, to hide, to screen, to enclose:

with TOJ prefixed, to protect, to be kind to, as to a follower

or dependant

TOTO n. (TO)
1 A bank, a shore. *‘A heap, a mound. ' A pond or

pool. 4 The rear of on army. r. TO
1* to cover, TOY aff

TOTOTO m. (to:) An anthill, n. (TO)
1 A mound of earth, a heap,

a pile. ' A bank, a dyke. k. toy added to the former,

furf* m. (TO)
1 The ocean, the sea, * The stream or current

of a river, f. (TOT) A river. k. *to a bank, TOE to injure,

affix TOTO.

YTOTOK mfh. (TOTOt-T) Frequenting the banks of rivers, grazing

there, &c. k. fm, TO^ what goes.

YTOTO f. (-tj:) A bank, the land upon the bank or shore, s.

and
Y.

earth.

mfn. (•p-TOT-TO) Breaking down banks (as a river, &c.)

*• ITO, TOTO to make sick, with TOT^ pre. and TOY affi
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mfn. (•Tc-BT-B) Carrying away the banks, (a river, &c.)

a. JB.BB to bear, ww pre. WW aff.

f- (-ift) A river, k. ^ a bank, and H1JB poss. affix,

fem. #fa.

m. (»:) An eddy, e. f[B a bank, and Bf* to collect,

affix, deriv. irr.

^IV^rr f. (*bt) Base or bottom part of the Indian lute.

fff mfn. ( •BJ-’ft-T) Beautiful, agreeable, pleasing, inn.

The pole of a carriage or wood to which the yoke itf fixed,

m. (-B;
) A humpbacked man. f. (-tft) A carriage covered with

a cloth or blanket, s. f to sound, and 9K from 1 to cherish,

with ^rer aff.

tjpxfrst m. (-tft) A carriage, e. ^fwr the pole, xfa aff.

yvre mf. A pumpkin gourd. (Cucurbita pepo.)m. (-*!:)

A kind of sprite or imp, of which there exists a Gan'

a

or class,

f. {-tit) A name of Durga
j
also and g'nive*.

m. (-B ;
) A pumpkin gourd : see B. B bad,

warm, and an egg, here put for seed, inraff.

yn f f. (.in) Hypocrisy, affectation of religious zeal or auste-

rity : see yurt.

f. (-X|T) A fog, a mist. r. fn to astonish, B -

*5 and TPI aff».

B r. 5th cl. (H) BB (B^rfa inrfi) To hurt, to injure, to kill.

(^, H) TBB r. 8th cl. (Bxhrfa Ji AH I To do, to make, to per-

form any kind of action ; this root admits most of the preposi-

tions and a variety of significations; it is also active or

deponent, according to its prefix and import
;
as,

1 With Bfa.

To exceed, to do more. * With Bfa. (BfVj lif)

• To surpass or overcome. b To superintend, to govern. * To

hold of right.
d To bear patiently- * To refrain from, • With

BB (By><lfa ) To copy, to imitate, to act like or after.

* With ’’ll (^TfTTT) • To wrong, to injure. b To do evil. * With

BTC (11 jplW) * To call. " To take shape or form. • With BW
(bb^h) * To kill or hurt dangerously. b To collect, to assem-

ble.
T With and lTf (^<l JUtf) To reproach. 9 With B^

(myxil) To befriend, to serve or assist.
9 With VI, and l

inserted (Bxpwrfc, or BxnBfrfa) To alter. (Brotlfa) * To

polish, to adorn. b To assemble. e To reply. 19 With fa*B

(faTBTCTfa) To abuse, to revile. " Wither To

do evil 19 With fav: and BTB {farrjrxrff) * To make light

of, to contemn. 9 To expel. *To annihilate. 19 With iffcand

B inserted To polish, to refine, to make elegant

or perfect. ** With TC and btB (Tn^Btlfa) To act well.

19 With 1 (Vyil) *To begin. b To do any tiling quickly. * To
serve.

* To allot, to portion. * To violate. ( To chaunt, lo recite.*

*• With (ttfayBff) * To counteract. b To retaliate. c To
remedy.

11 With *fa and Btf «'if) To requite, to re-

turn a kindness ;
with fa (fa^TTH) 4 To utter, to sound. b To

seek, to strive for. (fa^ifuj * To alter, to change in form.
9 To disturb or agitate. 19 With fa and BrB(WrpBIV) 9 To
explain, to expound. 6 To make manifest or public. 19 With

W (ij^fcKlfa) * 1 o polish, to perfect. b To assemble, to bring

together. 90 With * (*B*rfa) To do well

TO m. (-B**) The throat, the larynx, a. b to make, and affix

what makes or produces sound;

WW m. (-B:) ‘ A kind of partridge, commonly Kafr, (Pcrdir

sylvatica.) * A worm. t. BB the throat, and xpr to sound,

affix BB, the deriv. irr.

BB^fa mfn. (-xr-BT-B) Belonging or relating to a partridge.

*. 1 and 9 affi

BBT ra. (-*:)
1 A name of Siva. 9 One of the five vital airs,

that which assists in digestion. 9 A kind of partridge : see

BBW. 9 A sort of pepper, (P. chavya.) * The oleander tree.

*- BB the throat, and t what gets or receives ;
or B imitative

sound, and BT what makes, from B to make or do, affix BB
B*Blir m. (-B: ) Sec the next.

BBBiB m. (-XT) A lizard, a chameleon, k. BB the throat, and

BB to play, &c. affix BB ;
also

BBVtB m. (-BT-) ‘A cock, a gallinaceous fowl. • A peacock.

1 A lizard, a chameleon. 8. IP* the throat,BB to speak, Uu'fidi

affix xjw.

BBxttbwb m. (-B:) A name of Kartik£va. e. BBBIB a pea-

cock, and m a standard or symbol ; the peacock is the

vehicle and standard of Sftanda.

BBTfaBT f. (-BT) ' The back of the neck. * The raised and

straight part of the neck. e.M the throat, B?to go, "JIT aff.

B"35BTB tn. (-B:
) A lizard, a chameleon : sec BBBTB.

BBF mfn. (BFBn^b 1 Attended with pain, painful.
9 Wick-

ed, sinful, mn. (-^£:-Bff) Bodily pain. 9 Penance, expiation,

9 Sin.
9
Difficulty, labour, trouble.

4 A kind of religious

penance, according to some, the aume as the Prhjapatya (see

according to others, as tlie Stminpana

:

(seeBTBTR)

b. VTH to cut, rat Un'Adi affix, and B substituted for the final.

mfn. (-Tr-WI-lf)
1 Embarrassed, distressed. * Pained,

suffering pain. b. 1T^, and inr gone to or in.

Ct'^fifrlSBF m. (-^f ) A kind of penance, taking no sustenance

but water for three, nine, twelve, or twenty-one days. a.

one kind of penance, and another; the substance

of both.

m. (-4-) An inferior penance lasting six days. 8.

and half.

r. 6tli cL (B:tfa)
1 To be thick or coarse, to be gross, lo be

solid. • To eat.

B» m. (-B-) A painter, e. b to do or make, IT aff.

VTH (T») BHt r. 6th cl. (BBfW) To cut, to divide, r. 7thcl.{n«flT)

To surround, to encompass.

B*T mftr. (-B: WT*W)
1 Done, made, performed. * Injured, hurt.

9
Fit, proper, n. (-W)

1 The first of the four ages of the world,

the Satga pug-.
1
Fruit, consequence, adv. ' Enough, suffici-

ent.
9 Enough, completely finished. * Enough, have done, no

more. a. B to do, to injure, &c- affix B-

BBB mfn. (-b:-BT-B)
1
Artificial, factitious, made, not pro-

duced spontaneously. * Assumed, simulated, not natural,

n. (-B) Factitious salt, produced by boiling and evaporating

from saline soils, e. bb to cut or divide, Un'Adi affix BB-

«rf*M£ mfii. Deceiving, beguiling, fraudulent. 8. BW,

and Bxrc deceit.

BBB^B mfn. (-B*.-WT-W) Having done or discharged, or being

done, (a duty.) fTH done, Bnnnr what was to be done.
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mfn. (- Skilful, clever, sbl*. *. WW made, and I

WWJwact.

mrarTia mfn. (-wr-wr-t#) See fnrww-

lUTWiW mfn. (-V-WT*^) Fixed, settled as to time. * Sent or

deposited, &c. for a certain time. R. WW. and WTW time.

Wff mfn. (-W:-W7*W) Tied up as a small bundle or brush.

E. WWf^W a bundle, and WW added.

W Wfnq mfn. (-Tf-W-W) ' Haring done or discharged any thing

to be done. a Haring accomplished or attained any object.

• Contented, satisfied, a. WW done, and WW what was to be

done } also w^rw^w, fnrwTx4, Ac-

Wt JTUmWT f. (-WT) Success, attainment, accomplishment, the full

discharge of any duty or realisation of any object, b.

and it* affix
;
also with m affix, fPTfT3?w.

WWWTfo m. (-fr:)
1 A name of the saint Kas yafa. * A name of

Uravrjmba, another divine sage. s. IPT made, 4fr1w excellence.

tPTffTW mfn. (-tr-WT-TT) Angry, indignant, a, IPT, and WHT

anger.

fPTWW m. (-W:) A purchaser, a buyer, a, WW, and WW purchase.

Wwfaq mfn. (-W-WT-ll) 1 Having finished or completed any

thing in which one was engaged. * Having attained any

end or accomplished any object. • Having fulfilled one’s duty,

a. WW done, fwWT work, duty, &C.

inny* mfn. (-WJ-WT-W) Angry, resentful a. ipr, and irWT wrath.

mfn. {-*:-WT-W,i Assaulting, attacking, one who tries

to kill. «. 1PT, Wrft a blow, effort.

vriflT mfn. (-W-lft-W)
1 Ungrateful, not acknowledging former

good offices. * Defeating or rendering vain all previous mea-

sures. a. VPT what has been done, and w killing, destroying. 1

HHTPTT f. (-WT) Ingratitude, a. WW added to the last
>
also with

,

w, w?nrw.

m. (-w:) A boy on whom the ceremony of tonsure has

been performed, a. |fiT, and vjtt a crest, a lock of hair

being left on the top of the head.

EHWWW mfn. (-WT-WT-W) ‘ Born, produced. * Generated, a. WW,

and WWPT birth.

WWxJ mfn. (-W-*WT-^)
1 Grateful, remembering former aid or

favours. • Observant of propriety, correct in conduct, m. (-W :
J

A dog. a. WW what i* done, and w who knows.

WWW fl i f. ( -TIT) Gratitude, a. WWV, and HH sffix , also w*W«f.

m. (-V)
1 A guide to holy places, Ac. one who frequents

them. * A councillor, one fertile in expedients, a. WJT, iftw

pilgrimage, Ac.

inr* n. (-w) The being done or effected, a. w, added to WW.

BflTlT m. (-T’) A married man. k. 1T7T. and WTT a wife.

mf. (-W:-Wl) A self-engaged servant, a hired servant.

e. ITT made, (spontaneously,) and WTW a slave.

•PTdt mfn. 1 Prudent, considerate. * Learned, edu-

cated. k. w*. and art understanding.

mfn. (-W:-WT-T!) * Defeated, overpowered. • Injured,

destroyed. * Recollecting past transactions, a. WW, and afW

loss.

YWVW mfn. (-ir-WT-WJ Lost after being once possessed or

acquired* x. WW made, gained, tgw destroyed.

3?

fPT«TgW mfn. (-W.-Wt-W) Ungrateful. a. WW, and WTWW who

destroys.

Bflf»pf«W m. (-W**) A penitent, one who has performed penanca

or made expiation, e. WW, and * vf cleansing.

WWfwwW infn. (-W:-WT-if) Confident, sure, certain, t. 1PT, and

finBW certainly.

IPT^ff mfn. Skilled in archery, a. WW done, made,

the feather of an arrow.

mfn. (-4:-4t-4) Done formerly or precedingly. a. WIT,

and n4 prior.

WW^iwiB* n. (-at) Ingratitude, forgetting past services, it WW-

»|4, and wrrw destroying.

W^f'* mfn. (-^f-Rrait-fl) One by whom any thing was done

in tinse past. k. 1PT done, ^4 formerly, Tfw affix of agency.

WWWTW* mfn. (-wi-WT-4) Behaving gallantly, x. inr, and TTTf

manhood.

WWtTWTW mfn* f -W.-WT-W) Saluting, making or haring made

obeisance. E. WW, and tJWlH salute.

Bwuww mfn. (-w.-nT-n) Active, industrious, persevering. *. WW,

and TXW effort.

BWWW mfn. (-W.-WTW) Successful, fruitful, n. (-fi)
1
Result,

consequence of an act * A poisonous substance : see ir$TW.

a. fit. and qrw fruit.

WWWTW mfn. (-W’-W'-W) Laying hand upon, touching, r. IpT,

and wtw the arm.

rafn.(-f|:*fi:*ft) Informed of one’s duty, having acquired

knowledge, u. WW, and ifl understanding.

WWVW mfn. (-W-WT-W) Alarmed, apprehensive. «. IPT, and WW
fear.

inprnf mfn. (-W:-WT-W) Blessed, consecrated, R. WW, and WffW
auspicious.

mfn. (-sj: Angry, offended, indignant E.WW, and

vrsj auger.

WWWfW m. (-w:) A tree. (Cassia fistula.) *. WT made, a

garland, garlands being made of its flowers
j
also WTTWV.

fPTRW mfn. (-W: WT-WJ Skilled, clever, conversant, k. wt done,

and wm chief, principal.

ftTrif mfn. (-T’-TT-T) Soundiug, singing, e. w’ff, and TT a

sound.

W7TTT mfn. (*TW ) Splendid, brilliant s. ipr, and TW lights

also inr«tfa.

1PTTW mfn. (-T:-WT-4) Angry, displeased, k. w^T, and TWT
wrath.

W<TWTW mfn. (-w:-WT-ff) Excellent, amiable, &c. noted for good

qualities. • Defined, discriminated. • Marked, stamped.
* Branded. *. WW made, WWW a mark, a sign.

IPPHT mfn. (-WTWjWlit-TW) Making, was making, made. z. ww,
and ww-ff aff.

fPfWR m. (-V) A penitent who has shaven his head and chin.

B. W*f, and TTW tonsure.

WWfTfilW mfo. Altered, changed. *. mr, and
change

j
also WTfffWK.

WWfww mfn. (-TL-WT-W) Scientific, a philosopher, b. w?T, and

fTWT knowledge.
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• JiT.-w* mfn, ( ^:-ni <i) Surf)awing, astonishing. z. grar, and

IVure wonder.

BBBBB mfn. (-B:-BT-B) Hired ax a servant or labourer. e. yp7

made, appointed, and BBB wages.

mfn. GratefuL • Knowing, observant.

*. BB, and ^f^B who knows.

Bri q vw m. (-B :
) A plant, a sort of Ghosha with white flowers

:

see BTB.

Brf* mfn. (-B: B:*^) Trembling. t. BB. and bbb trem-

bling.

BBBJ* mfn. (-B'-VT-B) Decorating, adorning, k. BB, and BB
dress.

BttWfflB mfn. (-BT-BT-Bf) Annoyed, vexed, irritated, k. BB,

and B^tB pain, &c.

BBBfB mfn. ( Putting forth one’s strength or cou-

rage. e. BB, and Bfw power.

BBifrw mfn. (-Bt-BT-sf) 1 Splendid, brilliant. * Beautiful,

beautified. * Dexterous, handy, a. BB, and ihBT splendor.

BBBTB mfn. (-B :-BT*Bj Purified, cleansed, freed from the natu-

ral dejections, released from conventional defilement, &c.

k. BB, and BTB purification.

BBB*r mfn. (-SP-BT-B) laborious, assiduous, persevering, pains-

taking, making great or continuous exertions. 1. BB made,

BB fatigue.

BBBC* mfn. f-B :'WT*B) Making an agreement or appointment,

,
*. BB, and BB* agreement.

BBBbS mfn. (-WS-BT-B) Approximate, united- a. BB, and WBB

union.

inTBWTB mfn - Initiated, having undergone ull the

purificatory ceremonies, e. BB, and WWTT rite.

BT mfn. (B : BT-B) Distinguished by appropriate marks,

devices, &c. k. BB, and *iui a signat.

Bfl Hfam* mfn. (-BfBT-B) Contracted, approximated, a. BB,

and BfBBTB proximity,

rafn. Connected, allied, k. bb, and BJBB

alliance.

f. (-BT) A woman whose husband has taken another

wife. e. BB made, B with, together with, BBT a wife, affix

BB : or derived from BiBWB, BWBTBWBT ; als4j BBBlBdft, fcc.

urrfBlfB mfn. (-fr-fm-fil) Abiding, staying, taking up un abode

in or with. b. BB, and ftSlfB sta^

BBBBUB* mfn. (-Bt-BT-B) Recommended to the protection of

gods previous to any journey or undertaking. n.WB.BBSB*T

benediction.

BBBB mfn. (-B-BT-Bl)
1 Skilled in archery. • Clever, skilful,

dexterous, a. BB exercised, BB the hand } also BBBBB.

BBTBB mfn. (’B*.-BT-B) * Done in part, not completed. ’Com-

mitted and omitted, s. BB, and Tlf?r undone.

BBTBB mfn- (-W.-BT-B) Advanced, proficient, r. bb, and btjib

coming.

BBTBB mfn. (-BTt-lTP-B!) Criminal, offending, in fault, e. BBdone,

BUB crime.

BBTfBBTTXQ m. ( Bt) A Brahman who has offered the usual obla-

tions with fire. b. BB, and BflTBnS fire-sacrifice.

BBIT mfn. (-Y’-VT-T)
1 Marked. ’Numbered. •Branded,

k. BB, and a mark.

BBTBfB mfn. (-fB-fun-fB) One who Joins the palms of the

hands, making such a sign of reverence or solicitation, rever-

ent, respectful, m. (-fw5) A shrub used in medicine, also in

magical potions, &c. e, BB made, B»fw the hand joined, &c.

fiBTBfBB* mfn. Joining the palms of the hands for

the purpose of doing obeisance, also for holding water, &c.

r. bb. and BfNrar the palms joined.

BBTBB mfn. (-WT-WT-W) Subdued, tranquil, of a self-governed

spirit, e. BB. and BTBBself.

IFBTBfB mfn. (-fw:-f?r-fw) Bending, bowed, paying homage or

respect, l. BB, and BTBfw bowing.

m n̂ * (-BP-BH-W) Kind, favouring, compliant, x. BB.
favour.

BTtrBBTB mfn. (-B; -BT-Ttf) Mixed, combined, united. e. BB. and

BBBTB mixture.

BBTBBfv; m. (-B:) Established practice, usage, custom, rate.

e. BB- and BBBUT custom.

BBTB m. (-B!:) * A name of Yama, son of Sc'eta, and regent of

the dead, or death personified. * Destiny, that is, the inevi-

table result of actions done in a past existence. * A demon-
strated conclusion, proved or established doctrine. 4

binful or

inauspicious action. * Saturday, which is considered as an

unlucky day. f. (-BT) A perfume : see (>wi. e. bb act,

(actum) done, BB end, destruction.

BBfWTB m. (-B-) bee the preceding.

BBfBBBB ra. (-BJ.) A name of the sun. E. bbtb Yama, and

BBB progenitor t being tlie father of Yama.

BBPTBK mfn. (-TT-^T*^) 1 Injured, wronged. * Discomfited,

overpowered. • Doing wrong, offending. e. bb, and

BBBTT offence.

BBTBBTB mfn. (*B: *BT B) Completing a task, effecting an

object, e. BB, and BB^TB accomplishment.

BBTBTTB mfn, (-B=-BT-B) Guilty, culpable, an offender, b. bb.
and BBfTB offence.

BBTfwBB mfn. (-B’-BT-B) 1 Sprinkled. * Inaugurated, m. (-Bt)

A prince, itc. who has been inaugurated, f. BB, and Bfw%B
sprinkling.

BBni mfn. (-Bi-BT-B) Successful, having attained an end, hav-

ing accomplished a purpose or desire, k. BBdone, bA object,

BBTBBT f. (-BT) Success, fruitfulness, accomplishment of an

object. K. BB added to the last
;
also BBTBB.

BBrtfww mfn. (-B- BI B) Rendered successful, e. Bffni, and

BB made. f% augment.

BBnffwB mfn. (-B:-BT-B) Become successful. e. BBT^, and

BB been, fw augment.

BBTBB m. (-B) A frog. s. BB made. BIBB abode.

BBTTBTB mfn. (-B-BT-B) Careful, cautious, prudent, attentive.

e. BB, and BBBTB care.

BBTBfB mfn. (-fB:-fB:-fB) * Fixed, appointed, agreed upon.

* Bounded, limited, e. BB. and B*fB term, &c.

BBTBBB mfn. (-B:*BT*B)
1 Disregarding, effacing from recollec-

tion. * Intolerant. 1 BB. and bvwv impatience.
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nnutal mfn.(-Br.-BFT-#) Seated on the hams with the knees

tied together, or the hips and knees surrounded by a cloth,

a. ini. and the cloth so uaed.

VW49J mfn.{-^j:-xjrr-*B)
1 Summoned, called. • Made present.

* Fixed, settled, a. int. and condition.

inrraTvj m. (-X|:) A lodging, a temporary accommodation, an

apartment. s. IHT, and ^TWTW abode,

irwrmi mfn. (-sp.-WT-*) Feeding upon. x. 1TW, and W1TW

eating.

mfn. (-ap-WT-if)
1

Assailing, attacking. ' Effacing from

recollection, x. mr, and going to.

ITTfTm mfn, Armed, x. 1T1T, and weapon.

V nifn. 1 Governed, ruled. * Supporting, rested

upon by any thing. 1 Residing in or on, taking one's abode.
]

x. ITfT, and place, rule.

WSTlTBf mfn. (‘f’i-wi-W) Having performed the daily ceremonies,

or devotions, x. xrfT. ^nr a day, added.

lfdi*l«T mfn. (-if:-^T-si)
1 Summoned, called. * Challenged,

x. ITT, and 'XfTVTW calling.

irfiT f. (-fir)
1 Act, action, acting, doing, 8tc.

1 Injuring, hurt^

hurting. • A sort of metre, a stanza of four lines, with twenty

syllables in each, x- w to do, to injure, ftnr aff.

wfir«T m. (•**) A name of Ra'van'a. h. injuring, w to do,

z uff.

wfw* mfn. (-ift-firift-fir)
1 Wise, learned. * Clever, skilful.

* Good, virtuous. 4 Pure, pious. * Following, obeying, doing

what is enjoined, x. if* done, performed, xf* affix j by whom

proper acts are done.

W* md. For, on account of.

wiri mfn. Envious, jealous, x. inr, and envy.

ITfl IWfc*i md. Raised on high. a. irtr, and high.

mfn. (-Br.-BfT-*) Having performed ablutions, x. WIT, and

water.

WJ^TTHT mfn. (-^:-WT*^) Performing penance by standing with

uplifted hands. ' Married, x. inr, and ,tttt marriage.

WTtnnrrT mfn. * Assisted, befriended. * Friendly,

giving aid. x. WW, and W^TWTT help.

m. (-W:) The student invested with the sacrificial

cord. e. ww. and investiture.

WWTWTir mfn. (-W:-an-ai) Used, enjoyed, b. ipt, and use.

wn n»fn. 1 Cut, divided. ' Desired, sought, wished

for. x. WIT to cut, &c. affix if.

wfw f. (-fn:> ' The hide upon which the religious student sits,

sleeps, &c. usually the skin of an antelope. * The skin. * The

bark of the B'hojpotra, used for writing upon, for making

hooka snakes, he. * One of the lunar mansions : see the next,

x. Wff to cut, fwwaff.

wf«WT f. (-*n) 1 The third of the lunar mansions, or constella-

tions in the moon’s path, consisting of six stars, and corre-

sponding to the Pleiades. * (In mythology,) a nymph
;
one of

six, the nurses of Kabtik£ya. x. ww to cut, fw»T and WW
affixes the figure of the asterism is a razor or knife.

wfiwma m. (-*:) A name of Chandra or the moon. x.wfilWT

the constellation, and ww who is bom.

wfiTWTWW m. (-wt) A name of Skanda or KartikIya. s. wfnWT,

and WW the son
;

the nymphs so named being his foster

mothers.

irfirsmr m. (-V) S'iva : see the next

wNwtww m (-WP) An appellation of MAHAoivA. x. wfn a

skin or hide, and 'TOT9 clothes
;
clothed with a tyger's skin

;

also ijfwsiy.

WH mfn. (-*:-*:-«) An artist, an artificer or mechanic, x. w to

make, fi Unadi aff.

IPIJ rnfh. (-7W : “^WT-'5W)
1 To be done or performed. 'To be ren-

dered murderous or mischievous, hired as an assassin, seduced

from allegiance or alliance, hostile through covetousness, &c.

f. (-WT)
1 Action, act. * A female deity, to whom sacrifices

are offered for destructive and magical purposes. * Magic.

* A pestilence, n. (-W) 1 Motive, cause. * The class of affixes

in grammar forming nouns corresponding to gerunds and

supines, chiefly with a passive signification, but sometimes

active, and sometimes abstract nouns, e. wh to injure, to

divide, he. WPT or VW affixed, or WW to injure, affix, and

XT inserted.

WW* m. ( w:) An injurer.

W<3W mfu. (-W:-WT W) I>carncd, wise, who knows what is to be

done. x. fPC. and W who knows.

glTq aifri
f
n. (-W) The right way, the manner in which any

object is to be effected, c. WiU, and wtflsi a road.

m f* (•Pr?) Learned, wise, who knows what is to be

done. x. WW. aud fax who knows.

f. (-fir) The way to do any thing, a rule or precept

x. w?B. and frfV rule.

15f^U mfu. (-ST- WT-si) Made, factitious, artificial, the reverse of

what is naturally or spontaneously produced, m. (-lft)

1 Incense, olibsnum. * An adopted son, used for irfan h*.

n. (-*) A kind of salt, the common Bit Noben or Bit Lava*.

x. W to make, tw Un adi affix, and ire added.

ffwp m. (-T-) A compound perfume, containing ten or eigh-

teen ingredients, x. irfire artificial, and ijq resin; also with

WB added

m. ( v:) in adopted ton; one of the twelve kinds

recognized in law, the son made. x. if fast, and a

son.

m. (-*0 An acquired friend; one on whom benefits

have been conferred, or from whom they have been received,

x. iffire made, and a friend ;
also similar compound, in

thi» or other «n*«, efawnj an acquired enemy, wfh«ifitfli

one who is indifferent to benefits or injuries, neither an

acquired frieud nor foe.

WWT hid. Having done, made, &c. R. If to do, 3Frvt aff.

BTO n. ( Iff)
' Water. * Entire, whole. *. *Tf to snrround, and

9 Un'&di aff.

*TW mfn. (•TW^-’Wt-lV) All, whole, entire, n. ( Tift Water.

* The Sank or hip. t. wit to encompasa, ill Uu'idi aft

KWri'k mfn. (-fant or -fr^) Omniscient, acquainted with all

thinga. e. lOW *11. and who knows.

wnrtOf. iad. Wholly, entirely, altogether, a. W71f. and sm aft
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Hqq m. (-q:) A granary, a cupboard, Ac. for holding com, grain,

Ac. b. 1W to contain, Un'adi affix nr.

m. (-Wft) A noun formed by the application of the affixes

termed Wffto the root. t. qpr, and ^w* a final.

u. (-q) A plough, e nr to divide or cut, qrw^ LVfidi

affix, and npR inserted.

irwrw n. (-W) Cutting, e. nfjf to cut, for aff

t (*qn)
1 A knife. * The edge of a knife, e. qrsj added

to the last.

WT («, m) 3»irw r. 1st cL (qpPTW) To be able. r. 1st and I Oth

els. (vwifk, qrqqqfff) ‘ To think or imagine. * To mix. * To

paint or colour, r. 1st cl. (ITVfiv) To have pity or mercy, r.

10th cl (qprqf*) To be weak. In the first roots qr or if is

substituted for qr

Wq m. (-q:)
1 The name of a sage, the brother-in-law of DboVa.

* A name of Was*, the compiler of the f'idtu and Puntoia*.

f. (-xrr) Tenderness, compaasionatcneM. f. (-4t) The wife of

the sage DboVa. e. qn? to be able, Ac. qp* alf.

Vqw mfn. (qr:-qrT-W)
1 Miserly, avaricious. 1 Low, vile. • Poor,

feeble, miserable, pitiable, m. («qp) A worm. k. inr to be

able, ‘•W or qp: aff.

inner rn. (-W:) A sword, a scymitar or sacrificial knife, f. (-4t)

* A knife. * A shears or scissor*.
4 A dagger, x. mrt mercy,

Wq to destroy, r aff.

gxiisiff ra. (-*:) A sword, a scymitar: see the preceding. ». qrw

added to fPT iw.

Wqifqrqrr f. (-qrr) A knife, B. qw added toinrrw, and the fern. aff.

m. ( W.) One of the Bud dAtut or deified saints of the

Bauddhas. b. inrr compassion, and ^PT not second; un-

equalled for tenderness.

fPirw mfn. (-*:-*:-«) Compassionate, tender, b. IPTT tender-

ness, qjTwqt a ff*

qprnrq mfn. f-q:-4t4)Compassionate : so q I q Jf (-WT* •Tqt-qqr)

qwf4w (-lr-nr-ii) &*•

VWrqtW mfn. (-W.-ETT-W) Unfeeling, unkind, hardhearted, e. wqr, •

Tt* devoid of.

n. (-r)
1 The belly. * Water. • A wood, a forest. * Wood,

timber, b. irq to be able, qp|eq Un’Adi aff.

g q iw m. ( IP) 1 The ocean. * A rudder or Urge oar used as

one. 1 Air, wind. b. water, vvm wliat preserves, Ac.

aff.

g ilUq if* m* (-fV) Fire. a. wqY* water, %rf«l source, place of

origin.

m . (-fws) A name of Dbon’a'charya. e. the wife of

the sage, and qfq master.

m . (.%:) Aswatthama a sage, the son of Kitin' and

Dbon'a. b. irqT, and xjq a son, or with other svnoniiues of a

son, as Ac.

r. 1st cl. or 5th cl. (q,) irfV (ITWITW)
1 To kill, to hurt or injure

in any way. To act, to do. • To go, to move. 4 To be in paiu.

1rf* ro. (•ft:) 'A worm, an insect in general. * Lac, the

red dye, which is in fact an insect * An s/*«r or demon.

4 One subject to worms, t. qpr to go, qq Un'udi affix, and

the corresponding vowel substituted for c ;
also fait*.

wf*n*^qr n. (-qf) * A plant used in medicine: see fqq-y.
• Opposite leaved fig tree. 1 A plant, (Stlvinia cocullaU:)

see wfqqrWf. x. nfw a worm, and wqj a thorn, a foe;

i
also fqtfflW^qr.

Iffaqr^ m. Worms or lice generating in the external ear.

|

e. qrfw, and qrvi the ear.

irfwarwrw mfn. (-qs-w*!) Silken, silk. b. nfw a worm, fnt
a ball, and ^<q what comes or rises from.

m. Insects generated at the ruotsof the eyelashes.

B. llfW, and qf4 a joint

irfirif mfn. Vermifuge, anthelmintic, m. (-*:) * A
shrub used in medicine, as an anthelmintic, commonly B'tr'mg,

(Krycibe paniculata, Rox.) see fa Jf • The onion. The
root of the jujube. 4 The marking uut plant f. (-^t) Tur-

meric. k. wfw a worm, qrw to kill, and ZV affix
; also fqrfsrq.

qrfmq n. (4) Agitllochum : see W^rar. f. (-an) Lac, a red dye so

called, e. irfn an insect, and ai born, produced.

vfuq<wa m. (*qr:) Toothache with decay of the teeth, e. wfa,

and qwt a tooth, qtsf added.

qr^rw mfn. (-Ert-finft -tw) Affected with worms, e. qrfw, and xfqr

aff.

ifnf<|J n. An anthelmintic plant : see qrfinr k- tlftf, and

frtf an enemy.

wfwat mfn. (*qr:-qr-qt) Having worms, wormy, f. (.^r) A fruit-

|

ful woman, one bearing many children, b. *fw a worm, and

Wt to receive, to get, affix V.

wfwir^1 m. The fish of the conch. t. -sfar a worm, and

xnr a shell.

Iff’tufif f* ( fir) An oyster, b. qrfiT an insea, and qyfif oyster-

shell.

wfainf m. (-W:) An ant or mole hill. e. irfxi a worm, and srw

a hill
;
also with qnr added, ifinjlf.

mfn. (-Ti-^Y*^) Anthelmintic, vermifuge, t. qrfv?. and qr^

what removes; so qrfaqr* (-qpq-q^-wr.)

WwYwqr rn. (-W:) A wild sort of kidney bean : see qqwn .

Iffwr. 5th cl. iwfV—1 ft i To want to hurt or kill.

wft m. (-ft:) A loom, t u to make, (cloth.) and ftnr Un'idi alt

«* r. 4th cl. (XT) wfirr iwwfn) To make thin or small.

mfn. (-Wt-lrT-r: )
' Small, thin, little, minute. “Thin, spare,

emaciated. • Weak, feeble, a nr to pare or make thin, «
affix, deriv. irr.

*r*pTT f. (-HT) Leanness, thinness, k. ww added to the last
j
also

with sq,

inrr mf. (-q:-TI)
1 A dish composed of milk, sesaroum, and

rice. * Rice and pease boiled together with a few spices, com-

monly Khtckrce • also vq<.

qnr^Tf f. ( VT) The hair of the head. a. minute, qr what

receives.

WVTf m. ( -y.)
1 Heating. • Grieving, e. wet to make small, and

WTf aff

wwrw m. (-w:) A spider. *. nr. ^ftf eye, aff

WUTT mfn. (-f:-Tt r) Spare, tliin, emaciate, f. (-Tt)
1 A woman

with a slender shape. 4 A plant, commonly i’riyangu : set

favr. a. Inc thin, qr the body, qq and wt\ ads.
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WITT* m. ( -^t)
1 A name of fire. * A plant, (Plumbago *ey-

lanica.) e. irw to make thin, sarspi Un'adi all'.

WWTTOTPf in. (-ITT) A name of S iva. e. fire, and TTO

semen virile. •

fm m. (-W**) The name of a sage.

TOrifTO n. (-wl) A dancer, an actor, a tumbler. «- w*TT*

the name of a saint, the author of directions to players, and

Tfw aJT.

Ifr. 1st cl. (WT) WtWW (W^fff) and 6th cl. (TOfw *)
1 To

draw or make furrows. * To plough. With wu. 1 To draw

down. * To debase. ' To disregard. With WW, 1 To draw out

or off.
4 To disregard or contemn. With urnr. To attract, to

draw to. With WW, ' To raise, to draw up. • To raise, to excite,

to make high, proud, loud, &c. With TO, To draw together.

With to and fv, To bring near or close to.

WTO mfn. (-ws-WMtf)
1 What or who makes furrows or ploughs.

* Attractive, attrahent. m. (-W:)
1 The ploughshare. • A hus-

bandman, a peasant, k. To to plough, &c. Un’adi affix, lpr ;

also wfro
TOTW m. (-Wt) A husbandman.

mis m. (•*)) A name of fire : see WiTO-

wfsr f. (-ft:)
1 Husbandry, agriculture. ‘ Ploughing, cultivat-

ing the soil, &c. e. TO to plough, XW Un'adi aff.

wfro m. (*w:) * The ploughshare. 4 A husbandman, a cultivator.

a. TO to plough, Un'idi affix frors?; also HT.
wfrolfTO m. (-gt) A cultivator, a farmer, a. wf*. and wtfVw

who lives by.

wtTOW n. (-’f) Agricultural produce or profit, a. wfw, and TO
fruit.

WWlTO mfn. (-W:-WT**f) One who lives by agriculture, Jkc.

ro. (-•r: l A husbandman, a. wff agriculture, xrcnf affix, and

T made

TOST m. (*T:) An appellation of S'iva.

WT mfii. (-TP-WT Ploughed or tilled, a field, &c. a. to to

plough, affix w.

WTTO mfn Sown or ripening after ploughing, (rice,

&c.) a. we ploughed, to to ripen, and WPT affix •, in some

places the grain is sown without previous ploughing, whence

it is called wwtTO-
WTOTW mfn. (-TO : -TOT-TOT.I Sown or rather ripening after plough-

ing : see WYTOJ.

wfi m. (-fC:) A teacher, a learned man or Pandit, f. ( fC:)

Ploughing, cultivating the soiL * Attracting, drawing, a. to
to plough, to trace, fw or fro uff.

fis^fTO mfn. (-TT- WT-lf) Devoted to Krithna. k. TOll second

case, fro serving
j

also wwfaif-

W^ mfn. ( Black or- dark blue. m. (-^:)
4 Black,

the colour, or dark blue, which is often confounded with it by

the Hindu*. 4 KrIshn a, the most celebrated form of Visiin'u,

or rather Vishnu himself
j he is distinct from the ten Avatar*

or incarnations, being identified with the deity. ' Vyasa, a

sage, the compiler of the Wdai .

4 A name of Abjctka. * Tlie

Kabila or Indian cuckoo. * A crow. f A fruit, Karonda or

Karinda, (Curissa carondas.) • The dark half of the lunar

3q

month from full to new moon. n. (-WJ)
1 Black pepper.

1
Iron.

1 Blue vitriol. * Black agallochum. f. i x*T) 1 A name

of DRAvrAnf wife of the PaVdava*. 1 The indigo plant.
4 Long

pepper.
4 A grape. 4 A drug, commonly Knkoli. 4 Kalottji

,

(Xigclla Indies :) see WWrattrw. T Black mustard, (the name is

applied to other vegetable substances of a dark colour.)
4 The

hrishn'a river in the Dekkin. * A black leech, considered poi-

sonous. c. to to attract, as the minds of men,&c. WW Un'Adi

affix
;

(this i* applied to KbIsiina, &c.) eLe, W* to tinge, affix

the same
;

again WWJ black, itc. and vro affix, fern, affix

to.

TOwr** n. (•«£) The red lotus, (Nymphaa rubra.) k. w*l black,

and TO5 stalk.

mfn. ( ^IT-W*^) Criminal, guilty, n. (-4r)
1 Making

black. 4 Cauterising, c. w^ black, and WTO. action.

m. (-W:) A raven, r. w** black, and wtw a crow.

ITOnrT^ n. (--tf) A black variety of agallochum. a. WWI, and

WTW wood.

m. (-fkr:) A plant, (Mirabilis jalapa.)

W^#TTO m. (,-w:) A gamester, a gambler.

WWXT^T^t f. (-vft) The fourteenth day in the dark half of a

month, e. w*I dork, fourteen ; it is the day preced-

ing new moon.

TOW mfn. Formerly or in a former existence,

Kulsn* a. k. w^. and WTO affix, implying former state of

being
;
also w*BTO.

f. (-TT) A shrub, (Poinciana pulcherrima.)

W^Wai n. (-W) Rust of iron, iron filings, i. ir«v black, and

powder, dust.

WWITOl f. (-7T) Indian spikenard: see TOTSTf^t. E. WW
black, TOT twisted huir, to which its entangled stalks are

compared.

nrx. (-W0 Kalonji, a plant having a small black

seed, which is usetl for medical and culinary purposes

(Xigclla ludica, Rox.) v. w*l bluck, and wYTO cummin

seed.

WWJTT f. (-7TT) Blackness. r.TOI added to ; with w,

ii. (-^j A kind of Sandal wood. e. W^l. and cop-

per, of a dusky copper hue.

m. (-XT-) A deer, an antelope, e. w*<! black, anti WK tlie

pupil of the eye, black-eyed.

W^farWT f. (-IT!) A plant, black Tefiri

;

sec fwiTT.

IPTOTO mfn. (-W.-WT-vi) Having bad or discoloured teeth.

K, W^- and xwyt a tooth.

mfn. ( T-*T-T) Black-bodied, m (-T-) A large black

bee. E. W^ black, and jgf the body.

VPq *T m. (-W*) A name of Vvaba, the compiler of the

l-’i-dat, and Parana*, a. a compound of two other names of

the sage : see w*lt
and

WW^r m. (rX;) A dark species of Datura or thorn apple,

(Datura faatuosa ) sec "TOT. *

W^ITO m. (-W.) Tlie dark half of a month, the fifteen days

during which the moon is in the wane. e. w^ dark, and TO

fortnight or half month.
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irapsm* in. (-^T:) A tree bearing a small fruit, which, when ripe,

is of a black colour, commonly Karinda or Karanda, (Carissa

carom)** ) r. 1TWI black, and what is ripe, from ttw to

ripen, to cook, and *ar affix
;
also w*T**r, and giwjmnnw.

m. (*1P) The Karonda : see the preceding, t. qpar

fruit, added to ITOMl*.

W^faT*iT f. (HT) A name of Dvrga. e. mi black, and fqr*r

tawny
;
being of sneb a colour.

w. (-W!) A dark kind ofMdyana, (Vangueria spino-

aa.) b. lf^ black, and 1^**1 nw the Mayan or Mayana tree.

m. (-^:) A dark kind of Mayan : see the pre-

ceding.

fPUfaTfrtft f. The black ant. k. w, and fmfpapt an ant.

WR'J m. (-mjj) A black kind of Datura, f. ( wit) Another plant:

see f**TW . a 15*1 black, and xntt a flower.

If«in5WT (-V) A fruit tree, the Karinda : see WWVTW. f. (~WTT)A

shrub, (Scrratula anthelmintica .) see iftWTrrwrt k. ito black,

and fruit.

ITWPTiwnrrw m. (-*:) A fruit : sec the preceding ; aho irwpmnvwr.

(•fit:) A country with a dark soil, one of mould, blue

clay, &c. e. ir«f black, and vfo earth
; also with a final v?,

Ifwwfww f. (-W) A species of grass, described as a nourishing

food for cattle. e. black earth, and m bora, produced.

f. (<t) A medicinal plant : ‘sec 1^, a. «* black,

hence, dirt or excrement, and v^t what breaks, or dbstpates.

hi. (TO A sort of pulse, (Fbaseolus max.) b. ipu black,

»np phascolus.

WT1 f- ('Vt) A country w ith a soil of a dark colour, a. w*U
black, and earth : see irowfi?.

«wp?fwr f. (-WT) See the preceding.

«w?WWl mfn. (-T3J -qjr-^) Formerly KrIsiix'a : see 15WTT:. e.

and vu affix, implying past state of being.

^liwnrw n. (-W) A factitious salt, either that prepared by evapo-

ration from saline soil, or the medicinal kind, called flit

Loben or flit Kobev, a muriate of soda with a proportion of

aislphur and iron. t. black, and ir«tl salt.

m. (*w:) A /letti
f a weight, the berry so used, or an ar-

tificial weight derived from it, the berry averaging about 1$

grain, the weight 2^ grain*, f. (-WT) A shrub bearing a

small black and red berry, the Rctti or Gnnja

:

see 3TST- z. *
blackness, and m what gets, from wn to obtain, affix ? and fern,

affix 7PT.

m. (-W:)A llrtti, the jeweller's weight, the fifth of a

Mdtha. e. ** added to the preceding.

n. (-T) The loadstone. » . w** what attracts, and

iron.

mfn. (-Tri-Wl-Tri Of a purple colour, e. bto black,

and red ; of which two colours purple is supposed to

consist.

m- (*T10 The black faced monkey. *, wwu black, and

WTI the face.

rnfn. BUck ord»rit bine. n. (-4) The colour

bkek. E. «>* and colour.

wwwiihi ra. (-A) 1 Fire. • Ra'ho or the personified aseending

node. • A low man, an outcaste, a profligate, a blackguard.

4 The marking nut plant *- W*f black, and a path or

way; whose way is darkness.

BWJ WWt f. (-TT) A plant, a dark kind of Babul, (Ocymura

pilosum.)

IT^rrrin: m (-T:) a black monkey. *. IT^J black, and 1IWT

an ape.

frwnrtw m. (-W:) A red variety of the Morunga ; see

K. bfwj black, and WtW the seed,

wmnnm f. (-WIT) ‘ The trumpet flower, (Bignonia suave-olens.)

• A leguminous plant, (Glycine debilia.) k. black, and in

foot -stalk.

ITWltfwiWT f- (-¥T) A tree, (Gmelinaarborea :) see JTWfftTt.

W*DirTT m. (-r:) The black antelope : sec iw*)n.

VTVinfki m. (-fir:) A sort of rice of m dark colour. R. W*Q, and

wrfir rice.

t5«&fvr*rt f. (*rt ) A sort of bean, (Dolichos virosua.) a.

nnd fn «rl a Dolichos.

r nu (*•»:) A buffalo, r. «r^ black, and SJT a horn, black

horned.

g— fsr«T mfn. (.Wt-WT-W) Worshipping or devoted to KwIshx a.

b. irvn, and f*nr attached.

frwi*r*8 m. (-W:) A friend or follower of Kk!*bna, especially

Aajuxa. e. 1P»0, and vfw a friend, 7^ affix in ibis class of

compounds.

f-
( Wt) Curamin-sced.

m. (-^:) A black snake. *. ir^l, and a snake.

m. (-H:) Black mustard, e. ir^I. and vutt mustard.

B«arnr mf. (-T:-n) A timber tree. Situ, (Dalbergia 8isu, Box.)

m. (-T:)
'
'J’hc black antelope. 1 Kkayar, (Mimosa catechu.)

* A thorny plant, (Euphorbia tirucalli, &c.) k. black, and

WTT essence.

B^TOTTT m. (-in) The black antelope, a ini black, and HTT
a deer.

m. Ahjuna. k. and nrfl charioteer;

driven by KrTshn a.

ir*U*SR* ro.(-^T) A tree which bears black blossoms, the Tam6.lt

tree. k. irre black, and w* the shoulder : see irmppw.

n. (-1) Agallochum or aloe wood, the black variety.

K- 15*?. und *1** aloe wood. *

fswn^n m. (-*!:) The mountain Raivata, part of the western

portion of the f'lntfhya chain
; it is also one of the nine

principal mountains that separate the same diviiuons or Var-

that of the known world, k. black
,
and a mountain,

insnvn^t f- (-^1) The name of a river, possibly the Kitinain

the Dekin. a. n*n. and •nO a river, the river of KrIkuka;

Iso other analogous names, as

&c. ;
also ir^r.

tswufaw n. (-^i) Iron. e. ir*l black, and flesh, substance-

ftaqmq n. (-1) Iron, crude or black iron. b. m* black, and

iron.

VfRirfl* m. (-fl:) A name of fire. *. black, and

flame.
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IPFrojF m. (-F0 A black species of basil : see WFTdTt. ft FF
black, and fff basil

FFTFIF m. (*F:) The holy fig tree, (Ficus religion*.) a. WF the

deity, and FTFTF abode.

VFnfxir mfn. (-ip-FT-F) Devoted to or the votary of KrIshna.

b. IPF. and FTf»XF attached or devoted to.

irfFTFT f. (-FT) Black mustard, r FF black, FF affix, the fem.

form.

ufianr* m. (-FT) Blackness, a. fti, and TwfFF iff.

FwTftf n. (-F) Blackening, making black, a. FF, and FTF

making, f« augment.

FFt dF mfn. (-Fr-FT-TTJ Blackened, made black, e, FF, FW
made, fx augment.

irwrtVTT mfn. (-TT-WT-lf) Being or become black, Ac. l fw, gw
become, fa augment.

1T«Sf m. (•«) A sort of sugar cane. a. FF black, and xg
sugar cane.

FPTT m. (-T!)
1 A dish consisting of sesamum and grain.

1 A mixture of rice and pea* w ith a few apices, a. at to scatter,

F^ : Un'IuH affix
}
al*o fwt.

F r- 6th cL (fFTffrj To throw, to scatter, r. 9th cl. (FFlflf) or

(far, at) fXFF (FT?fF-FFlW) To hurt, to injure, r. I Oth cL

(FTTFW) To know. 1 With FT prefixed, ' To draw furrows, to

make lines, * To disperse. * With FT*, To throw, to cast.

• With FTT, To fill up. to cover over. 4 With stflT, To hurt,

to injure. * With fa. To throw, to caste, to send, to scatter

widely. * With TW, To gather, to collect.
4 With Ff*T, in the

passive voice, to be upset, overcome or overwhelmed.

«* r. 10th cl. («lwrfw) To celebrate, to glorify, to render

renowned or notorious.

IfTT mfn. ( TP-TT*j)
1 Made, formed. * Fixed, appointed.

* Ascertained, determined. 4 Cut, pared, shorn, k. fry to be

able, Ac. affix if, and the angment yr omitted.

f. (-FT) Title deed, lease of a house, Ac. i. ffg fixed,

Ffa a bolt or pin.

Firry m. (-ar'O Frankincense, olibannm. c. WT made. gr incense.

FlfHF mfn. (-F:*FT-F) Bought, purchased.

FFT m. (-F-) A prince of the solar race. f. (-Ft) The daughter

of the preceding, and one of the wives of Dararatha: die

mother of Bn arata : sec ffxI.

FFv: mfn. (x*-t1-<) Squint-eyed. ft f in the head, ir to make,

*a affix
;
also compounded with FT an eye, as FFTTF-

FFF m. (-F:) A dancer.

FFT f. (-FT) The cry of a peacock, r. f an imitative sound,

and F what sounds, from F to sound, affixes V and FIT

RlF i FF ra. (-F:) A peacock, a. FFT his cry, and TFF aff.

Ffarw m. (-Ft) A peacock, t, FFT the cry of the bird, and

xfar aff.

FFTt f- ( Ft) One of Dasarat'ba's three wives, the mother of

Bbarata,

FFT md. Some, acme or certain persons, e. % plural of fax,

and FF aff.

FfFF »d. Some, some persons, a. see the last
; fa?T aff.

F^Fn. (-F0 An esculent root, (Arum colocasia :) see FF.

FfFFT f. (-FT) A tent. a. frr to cover (a Sautra root), wtf aff.

FF r. 10th cl. (^ffFf) 'To call or invite. # To counsel or

advise
;
some- authorities substitute F^?F for this root.

FF m. (-TT) A house, an abode, b. fFF to abide, affix FF.

FFF mf. (-F:-Ft) A fragrant plant, (Pandanus odoratissimus.)

«. fwfil to abide, FF aff.

n. (.*)
1 A flag. a banner. * Business, indispensable act.

* Invitation.
4 A spot or mark, a sign, a symbol. 4 A house,

an abode. * Place, scite, situation, Ac. r fFF to abide,

affix Fi.

FfFF mfn. (-ws-FT-Tf) ' Called, summoned. * Dwelt, inhabited.

ft FF to call, or fFF to dwell, affix if.

Fg m. (gt) Kfcru the dragon’s tail or descending node
j
in

astronomy, the ninth of the planets ; in mythology, a demon:

the body of Sajnhikeya severed from the head (Rauu), by

Visa.vc, at the churning of the ocean, but immortal, by hav-

ing tasted the sfmrii. * A banner, a flag. * A mark, a sign,

a symbol, &c. 4 Light. 1 A comet, a falling star, Ac. * Disease.

* A pigmy race inhabiting Ku*a Dtvipa, the progeny of

Jaimim. ft. FF to worship, g Unadi affix, fa substituted for

the root.

#7JFTVT f. (-n) A comet, b. Fig
-

, and FTTT a star.

Fgw m. (-Ft) A cloud, a. i*g the plant, and F what resembles

it in darkness.

FgFlF n. (-FJ One of nine great divisions of the known world,

the western portion or A’artha of Jamku Dripa,

FgTfx f. (-fa:) A flag-staff, t. <g, and Tfx a stick.

Fgns n. (-li) Lapis lazuli, s. erg. and TF a gem.

xffgFFF ra. (*Fi) A flag. b. Fg a standard, and FFF cloth,

FTT mfn. ( T:*TI-T) Squint-eyed. m. (-tp) The name of a plant.

a. f the earth or the head, x to divide, affix FF-

FXTT: m. (-Xs) 1 A field, a meadow, a plain. * A mountain. 1 A

name of Siva. 4 A particular place, the modern Kikidr, part

of the Himalaya mountains. 4 A basin for water round the

root of a tree. 4 A bed in a garden or field, b. f water,

earth, Ac. x to tear or rend, FF aff.

ifirm n. (-Ft) A small dyke or mound, earth raised to keep

out water, t- F<IT, and FI a portion.

%FTT m. (-C)
1 The bead. * The temples, the upper part of the

cheek, 1 A joint.
4 A division of hell, a hell like a potter’s

kiln. a. F the head, Ac. F to guide, FF aff.

FfFFTF m. (-IT) The helm, a rudder, a large oar used as one.

E. f water, fFFIF who goes or falls
,

also FfspnFF ra. (-F0

FF m. (-F)' A sort of ebony, (Diospyroa tomentosa, Rox.)

a. F the earth, TF to moisten, F aff.

*«TF m. (-F- ) A sort of ebony, that yields a species of tar,

(Diospyros glutinosx.) b. Fg implying resemblance, affixed

to the preceding.

n. (-Ft) 1 The centre of a circle.
4 The argument of an

equation. * The distance of a planet from the first point of its

orbit in the fourth, seventh, or tenth degree. It is variously

applied in combination, as XFFF F5 argument of the latitude
j

fTFtF^ Fj’ the distance of the higher apsis from a planet in

any point of iu orbit
j FtFFFC’ commutation, thu distance of
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the tun from a superior planet or of an inferior planet from

the aun
;
E^EEr** argument of anomaly.

XX (X) EhT r. 1st cl. (#XX) ‘ To shake or tremble. * To go. to

move or approach.

EiET n. (-T) A bracelet worn on the upper arm. e. X the

head, here implying the head of the arm, ^ to join, XX aff.

XtX m. (-XT:) The appellation of a country, Kcraladi's or the

modern Malabar, f. (-xt)
1 Astronomical science. * An astro-

nomical Sattra or treatise. * A Horn or period of lime equal

to about one hour.

xx r. 1st cl (x) x1

^ (%xfx) ' To shake. 1 To go or move.

mi. (-X:) A dancer, a tumbler, one who walks or dances

on the edge of a sword, a. fxx to sport, xx aff.

XXTX tn. (-X0 Crystal. e. x in water, xx to shine, X*f ad'.

*fx mf. (*fx: fa: or-xft) Play, sport, pastime, amusement, f.

(-flit) The earth. *. firm to sport, Unidi adit X-

xfxx mfn. (-x:-XI-X) Sportive, sporting, m. (-m)The Atoka

tree, a xfx and xrx added.

xfxxXT f. (-XT)
1 The ftna or lute of SahaswatI. * Amorous

or sportive accents or address. * Sportive skill, wantonness.

e. xfx sport, xx to sound, affixes xx and XTX.

xfarfxx m. (-X: ) One of Siva's attendant demigods. • The

confidential companion of the hero of a drama, in general a

sort of buffoon, f. (*in) A name of Rrti, the wife of Kam ad6va.

e. sport, farm who plays, from fax to sport, affix x>.

m. (-lh) A camel.

xfarjfxxT f. (-XT) A wife's younger sister, e. xfx play, jffa

to be crooked, wnjj uff.

iftrinr m. (!*.) An actor, a dancer or tumbler: see x?xxr.

xfanzx n. (-XT) A pleasure house, a private apartment, a. xfa

sport, and tie » house
;

also xfafaxhpT. &c.

XlfaxTH: m. ( -*:) A sensualist, an enjoyer of worldly pleasures.

b. xfx sport, and XTIf a libertine, &c.

xfxx*: mfn. (-*:-*T-T) Wanton, sportive. t-xfar, and l^in*

tent on.

Xifaxx m, (-X:) Pastime, sport. K. xfx play, and XX chief,

xfxrx m. {-X') A species of the Kadamba, commonly AV/i-

hadamha, (Xauclcu cordifblia.) E. xfar sport, and ix a tree
$

being abundant in the scene of Krishna's sports with the

Gopu.

xfaxxx n. (-if) A couch, a sofa. e. xfar, and xxx a bed.

xfarofa f. (-fa:) The earth.

xfxvfXE m. (-1:) Minister of the sports, master of the revels.

E. xfx play, ifn n counsellor, a minister,

r. 1st cl. (x) iff (ilif) To serve.

XT* m. (-^:) A fisherman : see XTV$.

4 ax mfn. (-x:-xt or ' One, alone, only. * All, entire,

whole, m. ( -U-) An envious or selfish man. n. adt. (-si) 1 Abso •

lulely, certainly. * Only, alone. Subti. • A species of

knowledge, that of the unity of spirit, e. XX' to sprinkle

XX aff.

%XXXTfax m. (-^t) One of the Jaina saints of the last age.

e. max unity, and XlfVE( who knows.

%EX*X u. (-W) Black pepper, k. xxx one, only, fx thing.

m. (-X:) A grammarian, a mere grammarian, one

not versed in any other science, k. xex only, and XXTXTX
a grammarian

;
also similar compounds, a> a

mere logician, &c.

#xfxx mfn. <-Elt-fXirT-fa) One, only, alone, m. (-lit) A Jaina

who has acquired holy knowledge, e. XEX one, Yfa affix \

a utiitarian.

XfaxrT f. (-XT) The name of a flower, commonly K/ber.

XX m. <-w:>
1 Hair. * A name of Vahuna. * A kind of per-

fume : see X7XI.
4 The name of a demon. 4 A name of

Visiin'u. f. (ifli
1 A lock of hair on the crown of the head.

* The indigo plant. ' Indian spikenard, e. faux to bind,

XX affix, and X rejected
;

or X the head, and tfw to rule,

affix XX; again, x water or happiness, and XX the lord or

master.

XWX mfn. (-ET-Xn-Ef) .Skilful in dressing hair, taking pains

with it, &c. k. XX. and XX aft.

XXXXTX rn. (-X0 A quantity of hair. t. XX hair, and XTETTE

in this compound implying quantity.

XXXTT-

in. (-*:) A sort of sugar cane. *. Elw, and XTt what

makes.

XXXf* m. (-X : ) A louse, k. XX. and xfa an insect.

XX**4 m. (-XT)
1 A braid of hair.

B I 'anma. a. ETC, and IV

origin.

XXir^x m. (-x:) A braid or tress of hair. e. xx hair, and

IS^X a chaplet.

XXjZaVH mfn. Pulled or seized by the hair. e-tJv.

and ZZEftiv seized.

Etmrx m. (-X) Pulling the hair. s. ETC, and EX seizing
;
also

XITEXEi.

Ek’iThf n. (-g) Morbid baldness, falling of the hair. e. xx the

hair, and X what destroys, from X*f to injure, affix trx.

m. t-Nfft or - A barber, a hair-dresser, s. ETX

the hair, fwx to cut, affix firE.

Xxx m. (*x:> * A name of Vishn u. * A goat. • A louse. * A
brother. * One of Kama's arrows. • A tree, commonly

Sonapat, (XTXX.) s. X"X hair, to go, affix dcriv.

irr.

XXVX m. (-YX ) The root of sweet flag. a. VX hair, Y to hold,

affix fxE j resembling hair.

XXEE ni. (-x :
j Much or ornamented hair. a. Elif hair, EX

quantity, in this compound.

ETXEff f.
1 A row or line of hair. * A quantity of hair,

r. XX, and xffx u line.

EIX^T^f f. A plant, (Ackyranlhes aspera;) also XXTVni.

B. ETX hair, EX a leaf.

EfrElX m. (-X0 Much or ornamented hair. f. (-xt) A lock of

hair on the top of the head. z. XX hair, XIX quantity, in this

compound.

El^m. (-tj:) The head. s. ^x, and ^ place.

XXXI aj-x m. (-X1
) A comb. a. XX hair, XX to clean, XE aft*>

also xxxr^x.

xxxrxx n. (-x)
1 A comb. • Cleaning the hair. e. see the pre-

ceding, W* aif.
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***** id. (-fip)
1 A large species of Nimb tree.

1 A handful of 1

hair. b. ir, and wfc the fist.

#JTT mn. (-TJ-X) The filament of a lotus or of any vegetable,
j

m. (-C*)
1 A plant, commonly Nagetar, (Mesua ferrea.)

1 A

tree bearing a white strong smelling flower, (Mimusops

elengi
:)

see TfTTr. * A shrub used in dying, (Rottleria tinc-

toria j) also 77 IH.
4 A lion's mane. n. (-T) Asafcetida. a. w

water, Ac. in the seventh case w, XT to go, THT affix • also

with % to go %7T.

TOTV7 m - (*7:) A plant : see TOTI^i, (Verbesina prostrata.)

a. #7 the hair, and tto what colours.

V7TT7 m. (-Wr) A species of Bhrmgarka : see the preceding.

K. hair, TT7 to shine, TO ail.

TOTT7T na. (TP) A citron tree.

m. (-^) 1 A lion. * A horse. * A plant used in dying

:

see 7TR. 4 Nagetar, (Mesua ferrea.) * The citron tree.

e.tot a mane, a filament, Stc. xf7 *ff-

mfn. (-7:-7T-7’) Having much or handsome hair. m. (-7-)

1 A name of Khishn'a or Vibhn'u. * A plant, commonly Pun-

nag : see TOnr. a. W Brahma, and T7 Siva, 7 who goes,

Ac. from WT with X affix
;
again 77 hair, X who possesses

3

fine-haired.

TO77 mfn. (-7I7-77V7T0 Having a fine head of hair. a. 77
and 7^7 »ff.

^TTOfli f- (’flT) Devotion to KrIshna. b. 777, and 7fn faith.

777T77 m. (-7:)
* The mango tree. * Any weapon of KrIshna.

k. 777 KbIhuk'a, and Tl’JV a weapon.

7xpn77 m. (-7:) The holy fig tree, (Ficus religiosa.) x. %77
KbIsun’a, and 71717 abode.

77*1717 m. (-7 :) See the preceding.

77*1717 m. (-70 See the preceding.

77*7 m. (.7:) A tress or fillet of hair. E.77 hair, and TO
ornament.

7T777 m. (-7 :) Much or ornamented hair, x.77 hair, and 77
here implying much.

77T7if7 n. (-fir) Pulling the hair mutually, hair to hair. a. Tnr

hair, repeated* affix T7.

7717! m. (-71:)
1 Cutting off Use hair finally as a religious cere-

mony, performed upon Brahnant at sixteen years of age
j

JKshetriyas at twenty -two
;
and P’aityat at twenty-four. * The

tip or end of hair. a. 77
,
and 77 end.

TUlfTO mfn. (-7.-71-7)
1 Extending to the hair. * Relating

to the ceremony of final tonsure, a. 77T7!, and to, aff.

77tft m. (-ft:) A tree, (Mesua ferrea.)

TTTTTTO n. (-*t) Pulling the hair, especially amorously, play-

ing with it, rubbing it, Ac. x. TOT the hair, 77 implying

improperly, and 777 rubbing.

7f77 mfn. (-7:-<t*7f)
1 Having fine or luxuriant hair. * Relat-

ing to the hair. x. TO hair, TO aff.

TfTT, mfn. (-tit-Mt-frO Having fine hair. m. (-7!)
1 A name

of Vishn u or Krishna. * The name of a Daitya or demon

killed by Krishna. * A lion. f. (-finft)

1 A kind of grass, (An-

dropogon aculeatum. )
* Spikenard, (Valeriana

jatamans).)

x. TO hair, xfa affi

3ft

vfWTO ra - f-V> A name of KbTsiin'a. b. $f7 a demon, TTTO
destroyer; also similar compounds, as 7fTT7, h, Ac.

TfflTW7 m. (.^T) See the preceding.

m. (-7 :) Much or handsome hair. i. 77 hair, 777
heap, abunduncc.

TOT mn. (-T:-^) A filament, m. (-*:)
1 A lion. * A horse. 4 The

mane of a horse or lion. Ac., lee ^TTT. 4 A plant, (Mimusops

elengi.) * A tree used in dy ing, (Rottleria tinctoria.) nfi(-t-T^)

Asafotiida. n. (-7)
1 Gold. * Sulphate of iron. • The flower

of the Nagetar. b. 7 on the head, 9 to go, 7 aff.

TO<«K n. (-T) Saffron, x. TOT, and TT best.

m. (-*T) A citron, x. 77T, and TOT sour.

TOf*0[ m. (-7t) ' A lion, * A horse. A plant used in dying : see

77T7. 4 Naguar, (Mesua ferrea.) • A monkey the father of

Hanumak. e. TOT a filament, a mane, xfsr aff.

7«fCTO m. (-7:) The monkey Hanuman. e. 77fT, and to son.

«r. 1st cl. (srnifiT) To sound.

77^1 f. (*7t) One of the wives of Dasarat’ha, and the mother
of Buabata. is. TTO a king, father of this lady, and to aff.

JlT& n. (-£) Service, servitude, e. f«TT a servant, and tot iff.

7TO m. (-7:) A demon slain by Vishn u. C (-vt) A name of

Duega. B. XZV a demon in whose death the goddess was
instrumental, by having at the pruyers of Brahma roused

Vishn u from his slumbers, during which two demons, Ktuta -

bha and Madhu, were about to demolish Beahm^
3 TO*rt.

Sroftnr n». (-fwir) A name of VisnN'u. r. tom the name of an

A**r killed by the deity, and fWiT who conquers
3 also simi-

lar compounds, as httoto, Ac.

TOMTft m. (-ft:) A name of Vishn u : see SiTOfw ir.

TOI5 in. (-UtT) A plant used in medicine, commonly Kayaphal.
* The Nimb tree.

1 Mayana, (Vaogueria spinosa.) *. tot
from fro to fear, and TT to cause, alarming by its pungency;

pleonastic affix HIM; also

XTXX it.K)
1 Deceit, fraud, cheating, roguery. 4 Gambling.

• The lapis lazuli, r. fxTHX a cheat, Ac. TOv
aff.

f^TlVir m. (-7:) A trick, a device, k. and tor appli-

cation.

m. (*f:) Evasion, falsehood, t. TiTO, and speech,

mfn. (-T«-<t*T*) Belonging to a field, a meadow, Ac.

m. (-^:) Rice, corn. n. (-^) A multitude of fields. h. a

field, and TO affix
;
also and S<TfT7.

TOTT7 n. (-#) A multitude of fields, e. and ya? affix
}

also with TOT affix W^TfrTT-

VXTXQmfn. (-^:-Tt-«) Belonging to a field, Ac. u. (-^) A num-

ber of fields, e, TOTT, and HRT aff.

JfC7 m. (-7:) * A rogue, a cheat. 1 An enemy, f. (-^) Moon*

light, n. (-7')
1 The white esculent water-lily. * Fraud,

trick, k. 7TT7 here said to mean, a goose, from if in water,

and 7 to sound, with 7T7 affix; again, TO affix, liked by the

geese 3 or f7T7 a cheat, flee, or *rc7 a lotus, and xw affix,

implying identity or resemblance.

HFCfrTt f. (-^t) A place abounding in lotus flowers, or an assem-

blage of lotuses, e. 7T7 a white lotus, xf* and alls,

m. c-^l> The moon. «• moonlight, nfn
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TTT7T m. (-TJ) A species of poison, one of the fixed kinds.

WK\H n. ( if) » A sort of gentian, commonly Cheraytn, (Genti-

ana cherayla, Rox.) • A Lind of Sandai. m. (-ip) A strong

man. b. fTTTO gentian, Ac. TT »fT.

«1 n. (-11) Sport, pleasure, a. Tfw, and TT pleonasm.

TTm m. (-TO The mountain Kai/nsa, the fabulous residence of

Kcvfias, and favourite haunt of S its
j

it is placed by the Hin-

dus amongst the Himalaya mountains, and the name is given

to one of the loftiest peaks lying on the north of the Mdtuua

lake. a. *Tnr crystal, and the affix an implying nature or

consistence
;

or WT pleasure, TP? to abide, affix TT; the

place where beings reside in bliss.

TWlTfTTTT ra. l-Wi)
1 Siva. * Kuvkra. a. TTTT, and

dwelling.

TTTTTTT ra. (-TT) A name of Krrfiu x. twit the mountain,

TTTtvj abode
;
whose abode is mount KaibUa.

TT^ m, (-T: ) A fisherman born of a prostitute by a Ksketriya,

or of an Ayogaca female by a Niskada father. L (*^f) The

wife of a fisherman, e. t water, in the seventh case, T and

xv who abides, TPrw a fish, tw affix, implying enmity,

m. (-T*.) See the preceding,

n. (•#) See the next.

TT^WTT n. (-T) A fragrant grass : see the next.

TafwgTT n. (-T) A fragrant kind of grass, (Cyperus rotund us.)

B. irTT as above, water-abiding, and WTT cyperus
j
also

TTtffajTT, TV^jT, Ac.

TRTI mfn. Sole, only. n. (-TB)
1 Eternal emancipa-

tion, future happiness. * Exclusiveness, individuality, c. Ttt
alone, free from all fetters, WT affix of the abstract.

Sfkr m. (-T:) Love, passion, lust. f. (-aft) One of the four

varieties of dramatic style, the graceful style, suited especially

to the passion of love. n. (-T) A quantity of hair, the head

of hair. a. TfwT having much hair, Ac. affix t**,, fem. affix

<#fa.

Brsnr n. (-tcif Youth, boyhood, from the age of ten to that of

fifteen, b. far JK a child, and TT afT.

n. ( V) A head of hair, much or ornamented hair. t. TIT

hair, TT aff.

#TT ra. (-T*)
1 A wolf. 1 The ruddy goose. * A frog. • A

lizard, a chameleon. * The wild date tree. * A name of

Visun o. a. fs* to seize or take, or t water, tt to go,

affix WT-

*TTT m. (-¥’•) An animal said to be a kind of deer, of a brown

colour, with a bushy tail, and lurking in holes, perhaps a hare.

T IWTT m. (-T*.) A pigeon.

BHB-STB; n. (-^) * The red lotus. * The red water Hly. a. THf a

goose, and to sound, affix «•

4iTH.Tfa mfn. (-fa:-fr:-fa) Red, the colour, or of that

colour, e. TTTT^; the red lotus, and wfa light, splendor.

ra. <-aj*.) The sun. s. Trr the ruddy goose, and PJ a

friend ; see TTTTT.

Tirmi m. (-TO A white horse.

jjfrfTW m. (-T:)
1 The Kokila or Koil, the black or Mian cuckoo,

(Cuculus Imlicus.) *A firebrand, a lighted coal. a. to seize,
|

(the heart,) and affix : the Kokila makes a prominent

figure in Hindu poetry, and is supposed, by his musical cry,

to inspire pleasing and tender emotions.

TiTfarotT*? m - (•!>) A plant bearing a dark black flower, (Cap-

pans spinosa;) it is slso applied to Barleria longifolia.

a. TTfTT the Koil, and TTT an eye, to which the flower

is compared ; also other similar compounds, as TrfaTTT, Ac.

Tlfa**iT m. (-T:) A shrub: see the preceding, e. TTfrT, and

TT the eye, or with TT added, fTlfflVf.

4lfawiTTT m. (-T:) The mango tree. e. ^rfaw, and TWT
abode.

TTfarfa m. (-^i) The black variety of sugar cane. *. TTfarr,

and ITT sugar cane.

m- ( T=) The mango tree. a. ilfaw, and TTl
festival.

#TT m. (-TO A man of degraded caste, the offspring of a fisher-

man by a female of the butcher tribe.

«rfT m. (-W:)The name of a country, Konkan, in the peninsula,

n. (w) A kind of weapon.

’frl'wppT rn. (-TJ) A name of PaiuauiuiiA. a. TrffTT the

mother of the hero, or the woman of Konkan, and TT * son.

afTTTTV The day of full-moon in the month Attctn, (Sep-

tember-October.) a. T: who, TTTT wakeful
;
who is awake,

the call of LAKSiixf, who, descending on this night, pro-

mised wealth to all that were awake : hence the night is

spent in festivity, and games of chance in honour of the

goddess.

TIT m. (•*:)
1 A fort, a strong hold. • A shed, a but. • Crook-

edness, curvature.

TTTT mfn. (-T**Tt-T) Who or what curves or bends, m. (-t?)

A thatcher, a builder of huts, Ac. a. ^nr to be crooked,Tf off.

WT*X mn. (-Tt-T) The hollow of a tree. f.(-<|) 1 A name of

Durca. * A naked woman : see TTTTt. R. TTT and K, from TT

to . et, to possess, with the affix T.

THPITT n. (-tt) A wood in which there are hollow trees, a. afire

the hollow of a tree, and tt a wood
}
by special rules, the final

vowel of the first word is made long, and T in the second is

changed to T-

TlTTt f. (-Tt)
1 A naked woman. *A name of Durga. a. T7T

crookedness, and TT to get or receive, T and #fa affixes •

also aiif #1, and TTTV^. ,

afrfa f. (-fa:)
1 The edge or point of a sword. a The end of a

bow. * A number, a Krora or ten millions. 4 Eminence, excel-

lence.
1 The upright side of a triangle. 4 The complement of

an arc to 904
.

1 A plant. Firm# or Atparac, (Medicago escu-

lents.) a. jr to be crooked, and TT Un Adi affix ; also Tfat.

4'lfa'T m ( TT:) An insect., coccinella of varioua kinds; this is

most usually read Tlfar.

Tifafanr ra. (-fanr) A name of the poet KaudAsa. a. Bfffa a

crore, (of competitors,) and fanr conqueror.

^Tfavqr f. (-TfT) The coaine of an angle, in a right angled trian-

gle. a. anfa, and WT a sine.

TlfaTTT m. (-T-) A rudder or large oar used as one. a. Tlfa

an edge# and TIT a plank.
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#rf*X m. (-Xt)
1 An ichneumon, (Viverra ichneumon.) *An m- ! Brahma, andmw order, method ; also similar compounds,

sect, coccinella of various kinds : see * A name of as yTXX, &c. .

Ixora. a. a rfx excellence, and X what possesses.

ehf?xx n. (-X) The name of a city, Vdmm/mri or DeviAtke, on

the Koromandrl coast, f. (-XT) A plant used as a medicinal

vegetable, (Medicago esculcnta :) see ftrftT- *. XfTf* excel-

lence, X$ what diffuses.

yifziT m. (-y:) A harrow. R. #lf* an edge, to cut or pare,

W aff.

ITTf* IT*/ imd. In multitudes, by millions. s. wife, and xf*J

aff.

yrit f. (-^1)
1 The edge or point of a sword. * A medicinal plant,

(Medicago esculcnta )
* A Krort, &c. : aec inf*.

irr*Tt m. (-X:)
1 Long entangled hair. * A crest, a diadem.

l yx to be crooked, XTX affix and the radical vowel con-

verted.

wrfriri n. (-4) A name of Pdhapura. f. (-^T) P'tr'mg. a plant

:

see yrfxxx.

yTftx m. (-X) A harrow : sec i'tf-nt.

m. (-ft-f) A fort, a castle, a strong hold. n. fl to cut or

divide, affix wi.

yTgx^ f. (--it)
1 A naked woman. • A name of Do acA. • 'Hie

mother of an atura

:

see xftxxt.

yiyxtxx n, (-i) ydintpur or Devicotta- s. XTT^t the mother of

yah a, and ^x a city.

yTfTX m. (-x*.)
1 A well. * The stairs of a pond. * A fortified

town, a strong hold. 4 A libertine, b. XTf a fort, &c. XI

to go, affix yx.

Til m. (-¥:) ‘ A species of leprosy with Urge round
(
spota. * King-

worm, impetigo. B- yx to surround, affix xx.

WTX m. (-X:) * A corner, an angle. * The quill or bow of a

lute, a fiddle stick, &c. 1 A drum stick.
4 A sort of stringed

musical instrument. 1 The sharp edge of a sword. 1 A stick,

a staff, a club. * A name of Manga/a, the planet Mars. * A

name of the planet Saturn. * An intermediate point of the

compass, e. yx to sound, &c. x « aff.

yiyyx m. (-y;) A bug. s. yy to cut, affix y, .added to yiy

the edge of a sword.

WTfy mfn. (-ftf:-ff:-fy) Having a crooked arm : see yfy.

yiy mfn. (-y:-yr-X)
1 Afflicted with pain. 1 Churned, m. (-y:)

1 Inflammation, and ulceration of the angles of the eyelids.

Gangrene. • Churning, a. yy to afflict or be afflicted,

affix yur.

iTgv mn. (-y:-x») A bow. tn. (>yp)
1 An eyebrow. * The

name of a country, s. yy to sound, yy Un Adi affix, &c.

yy inserted
;
the final radical consonant is rejected j other-

wise, yy to speak false, yyy aff.

yTXX n* (*^) A species of grain eaten by the poorer people,

(Paspalum kora) r. y wind, yx* to go, affix yy ;
sown by

the wind, or growing wild in many places.

^TX ra. (-y:)
1 Wrath, rage. • Morbid irritation or disorder

of the humours, e. yx to be angry, affix x*l

yTXXW m. (-¥:) An angry or passionate man. e. yTX rage, and

yy who goes or has. n. (•¥) The creation by Brabka. r. y

^Txwfwx mfn. (-WMIT-W) Enraged, inflamed with wrath. a.#TX,

and yfyy inflamed.

XI mfn. (-1T-HT-1») Incensed, inflamed with anger, b. yTX,

and ytf shining.

XiTXW mfn. (-y:-WT*X) Passionate, wrathful, f. (-XT) A passion-

ate woman, k, yx to be angry, XX affix, fem. affix *TX.

XiPTXX n, (*y) Appearance of anger, pretended wrath, s. XTX,

and xy place.

yiMXW mfn. (-XTW-Xlft-yif ) Passionate, angry. R. ^rX» and

wg^aff

#TXXX m. (-*:) Violence, impetuosity of passion. . XTX, and

XX speed.

yrxryy mfn. (-X:-WT-y) Furious, enraged, a. firix, and XIyy
bewildered.

yifyy mfn. (-wt-wt-lf) Angry, enraged, r. yTX, and T^xyoff

yrfxx mfn. (-xt-fx^-fx) Angry, passionate, wrathfuL m. (-xt)

A bird called the water-pigeon, k. yx to be angry, fyfx aff.

yTxy mfn. (-y:-yT-xi) ‘ Soft, bland. • Soft, low, aweet.

* Beautiful, pleasing, agreeable, f. (-XTT) A plant : see xrtfryr.

n. (-y) W'ater. r. y* to be curved, yy Un Adi affix, and

W9 inserted, formative irregular
;
or yx to desire, yyy affix,

and y inserted with conversion.

yTWWX n. (-y) The fibres of the stalk of a lotus, r. yi¥V soft,

yx added.

y t wyaftx u. (-if) A pleasing song. e. «ixy, and Atw a aong;

also with yy added, yrxyytiry:.

XIX XT X T f. (-XT) Softness, tenderness, agreeablcncas
;
also with

x, ynrxrsf.

yixrfyyT f. (-yr) A budding fruit,

yiyfc m. (-fir:) The lapwing: see the next.

Xixfl* m. (-y:) The lapwing, a. y water, yfy a line or row,

yy added, deriv. irr. ; also xixf*. These birds are found in

the vicinity of marshes, &c.

yTX m. (-Xt)
1 Union with little or no motion, as that of the fin-

gers with one another, amphiarthrosis. * A bud. e. yx
sound, XX aff.

yixy mn. (-y:-y) 1 A bud, an unblown flower. • A species of

perfume, commonly Chor. * Another perfume, a berry con-

taining a resinous and fragrant substance ; see yyrxy. 4 The

fibres of the stalk of the lotua. . yx to sound, affix yy.

yTXTt f. (-Tt) Small cardamoms : see XXTT. e. yx to sound,

yry&od yix: aff.

^ a m. (-X:) A kind of grain, (Paspalum fruraentaceum.)

r. yTX a bud, yx to change, yw affix
}
also yy being added,

yrryxy m. (-y.)

irfxx njfn. (-X:*XT-X)
1 Pounded, ground, comminuted. * Bud-

ded, sprouted. R. WTX, and Txy aff*

yTWm. (-y*)
1 A hog. * A raft, a float.

1 The haunch, the

hip or flank.
4 Embracing, an embrace. ' The planet Sani

or Saturn. • Plumbago, (Zcylanica, &c.) ' A country, Kaluga,

the modern seacoast from Cuttak to Madran. • A kind of

weapon. * An oulcaste, one of a tribe degraded by Sacara
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from the military order. n A man of a mixed caste. 11 A bar-

barian, a Kdl, people inhabiting the hill* and forests in central

India, n. (-IT)
1 The fruit of the jujube. * The weight of one

Tola. * Alack pepper, f. (-yr or -y|) 1 The jujube tree. * Long

pepper. • A kind of pepper, (Piper chavya, Rox.) a. yy to

accumulate, affix wy.

jtTWV n. (-^) ' A kind of perfume : ace yyryy. * Long pepper,

m. (-y:) A plant, (Cordia myxta.) a. to accumulate,

T* »£

n. (.^) A kind of perfume : see yyt s.ym the jujube,

<(! a leaf
;
having a similar leaf,

yiy^lfw f. {-Wl) A plant? alsorfr^-

y ry m. (-^:) A heron, k. ym a hog, yy a tail; bog-

tailed.

yiyyy n. (-^) The root of long pepper, a. yry, and ffa root.

yTWyy m. (-y:) The body of a lute, the whole of it except the

strings, e. y*f to accumulate, yyy and yy affs.

tnfl) f. (•#) A plant, with a pungent fruit resembling pep-

per : sec yyfxrwyt (Pothos officinalis.) e. afro a hog, srvt a

creeper; resembling a hogs bristle.

^TWTy m. (-y ) A name of Kalinga
,
the Coromandel coast, from

Cutlak to Madras’, according to some, it is in Gangetic Hindus-

tan, with Kanouj for the capital.

yTHiyy m. (-y:) A loud and confused sound, an uproar, a

great and indistinct noise, i. arm accumulation, from yy,
with

;
again, yy to make or plough, yiy prefixed, and

yyair.

yify f. (-fkr: or yt) The jujube tree, (Zizyphus jujube.) k, see

in.
Stf** mfn. (-y:-yr-^) Wise, learned, e. yT who sounds or

teaches, (the Sifters,) fay divine knowledge, from fay to

know, affix y.

yifwyK m. (-y:) A species of ebony, (Bauhinia variegata.) e. y
the earth,

^ to tear or divide, with fh prefixed, deriv. irr.

yTy m. ( y:) ‘ An egg. * Wrought or unwrought gold or silver

plate. Jewellery. * An ordeal, Ac. f. (-lft)
1 A shoe, a sandal.

* 'rhe beard of corn. a. yy or fS to issue, yy affix, fem.

affix Eft* ; see y PT.

yTyyp: m. (-y.) The sugar cane
;
also aiiyit.

ynryy n. ( y) A berry containing a waxy and fragrant sub*

stance : see a.ym. R. yry an egg, yy fruit; the berry

being egg-shaped.

^ryy rnf. (-W.-yT)
1 A name of the city Ayodhya (Oude), or the

neighbouring district. * The name of a prince, a. yy to

shine, yy Untuli affix
;
also ym*.

iTyyramT f. (-WT) The wife of Dasaeatiia the mother of Ran*.

a. yryy the name of a king, and yryyi a daughter,

yimnfr* mfn. (-yt-fy^t-fty Wrapped up in a sheathe or shell,

Ac. m. (*3t)
1 A shelled animal. * A chrysalis or pupa,

a. ym, and arfay what abides.

yimn mfn. (-yj: -yrr-yj) Sheathed, enveloped in a sheathe, a

shell, Ac. m. (-yr.)
1 Any shelled insect or animal, as a snail,

Ac. 1 A pupa or chrysalis. * The silk worm in its cocoon,

x. ym, and yj what abides

Sr*

yryfyy n (-y) A bribe, t. yry or yT* wealth, and y what

takes, yy affix
;

also yrwfyy.

yTUTT m. (-TO A kind of reed or grass, commonly Ikdda.

a. ym or WTS a sheathe, and yr body
;

also ymnr.

ynrnry m. (-y:) Hair. f. (-<t) Several sorts of cucurbita-

ceous plants : see yPTPTy.

yrynrfyy f. (-yt)
1 Trade, business. * A trader, a merchant.

Submarine fire.

ym mn. (-T-f) ' A bud. * A sheathe, a scabbard, Ac. ' A coat,

a surrounding cover, any investing sheathe. 4
Judicial trial

by oath or ordeal, or by fire, water, poison, the balance, heated

balls of iron, boiling oil, &c. attesting a deity, and touching or

drinking water three times in which some idol ha* been wash-

ed.
1 Gold or silver, wrought or unwrought, as plate, jewellery,

Ac. • Wealth. ’ Accumulated wealth, treasure. * A treasury,

the apartment where money or plate is kept. * A sacrificial

vessel or any drinking vessel.
14 The vulva, the womb.

11
'ITie penis. 11 A testicle or the scrotum. •• An egg. (

,4 In

composition,) A ball or globe, as y^rw a ball of thread,

ywypf the eyeball, &c. 1 * The inner part of the Jack-fruit

or its like. '• A nutmeg. ,T A dictionary or vocabulary, f.

(•ft) ' A shoe, a sandal. * The beard of corn : see *TW.

*.*ir or fTW to issue, affix yy[; hence the word is optional-

ly yrw or <nr; the meanings may be mostly resolved into,

that from which something issues or evolves.

yrm m. (-y:) ‘ An egg. * A testicle, e. y^ added to the pre-

ceding.
*

ypryiT m. (-T:) ' Sugar cane, or a variety. * The silk worm, or

the insect while in its cocoon. * A chrysalis, or (pupa.) r. yry

a sheathe, and yrr what makes; also yiym: or with yy added

alryyrry and yiyyiry.

IfVfiy n. (*y) Undergoing an ordcaL n. ynt, and Vfy tak-

ing
;

also #ryyyw.

yryyy m. (-y :) Tbe Indian crane, s. airs a sheathe, Ac. and

yy a beak.

iwny« m. (-yt) • The Indian Plutus. * A treasurer, u. a rs, and

ytyy chief.

yTyyy n. (-ai) A berry having a fragrant pulp : see y#m.
m. (-W.) A kind of creeping plant : see yrwy. f. ( yr) A sort

of (r hoska with yellow dowers, k. yry a sheathe, and yy
fruit

;
also yiyyy

yiy^y mfn.( TT-yr-tf) Treasured, stored, accumulated, b. yra,

and HIT been.

yrwwr f. (-yT) The country south of Ayddhya (Oud*), or

Ayddhya itself: see yiyUT.

yryyir mfn. (-yry-yift-yTT) Rich, wealthy. *. y\y, and

yjyaff.

yiyyfy f. (-fi :) Swelled testicle, enlargement of the scrotum,

from hernia or hydrocele, &c. e. yiy a testicle, and if*

ioCICMC.

#TTOTf«WI f. (-W1) A knife, e. a scebbard. and tfl to iJeep,

wuf.
irrnfx f- (-fk-) PuriScatiun b_r ordeal, a. arra, and ufk purilTj

also itHJjfl.
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VPnftV mfn. (-v.-WT-V) Poor, without treasure. *. VTW, and

vtw deprived of.

vraTV m. (-*:) Part of a treasure, a portion of a persons wealth,

a. VTV, and V* part.

VTVTVV m. (-V:) Hair. f. (-vt)
J A small species of cucumber,

(Trichosantbes diwca :)
* A cucurbitaccous plant, commonly

called Turai, (Luffa acutangula.) * Another kind, (L. pen tan

-

gula.) * A kind of creeper: see * A plant, (Achyranthes

aspera ;) also VVTTT^. • Night, a. VTV a sheathe, &c. VW
to go, affixes vv and

;
also VIUTTV and VTVTVVt.

vmw m. (-W-) ' A treasurer. * Kuvsas, x. vr*. and WVrv

superintendant.

VTVPTVTV n. (-w) Carrying off treasure, a, and

taking away.

Vlffw m. (-^) The mango tree. e. vr* a sheathe, and xfw aff.

*r* mfn. Own. m. (-IT)
1 A granary, a place in

which grain is kept. * A treasury. 1 An apartment. 4 Any
viscus, as the heart, lungs, stomach, bowels, Ac. a. fra to issue,

W«T Un'idi aff.

n. ( V) 1 A granary. • A treasury. • A brick trough for

watering cattle at. a. w added to the last.

Vf«Miw ra* (*W:)
1 A municipal officer, a constable. * A watch, a

guard. • A storekeeper, a treasurer, a. VTV the granary, Ac.

and VTV who protects.

WTWTarn; m. (-*:) ‘ A store. * A treasury, a. <T1, and vnm: a

house.

*1 nj. (-ff: The digestive faculty, the gastric juice, a. VTT
stomach, and wftr fire.

arrwt mfn. (-^:-u|tvO Warm, moderately warm, tepid, n. (v?)

Warmth, a. ITT diminutive, and to warm.

VTVV m. (•!:)
1 The name of a saint or Muni, the inventor or

first preceptor of the drama. * A kind of musical instrument.
1 A sort of spirituous liquor.

WTfTSP n. (vf)
1 Evil doing, wickedness. * Repentance. a.f);bad,

TOT action, affix vv.

«n«^v n>. (-V5) ' A hypocrite. 1 A kind of mendicant, one who
does not look far before him, or who proceeds with his eyes

fixed upon the ground, for fear of treading upon insects, Ac,

a. hypocrisy, or a small part, TV aff.

?fi^f*VTOl m. (-IT) A species of snake, the Boa or Bor.

V(V mfn. (-v*-^T“V) Abdominal, ventral. * the belly,

TO[aff-

VIVVV m. (-V:) A sword, a scymitar. a. jifa the belly, and

affix
;

in any other sense the affix is TO^xnaking VTV.

Vl^ m. (-^:) The country, the Konkan.

VTfifV m. (*V :
) The district of Konkan in the peninsula : see

top*-

VTV m. (-V0 The name of a mountain, part of the Hbndla
at

range : see V1V-

Viui«l*Pt f. (-^t)
1 The wife of a Brahman or any venerable per-

sonage. * A female descendant of Kunja. a. fng. and to affix,

fern, affix ; this word may be masculine, VIWMM. m. (-V:)

meaning a male descendant of Kunja also formed

from fTS by TOC affix m. ting. (-«V:
) sense

;
also plur. (-iff:)

3 s

VTT mfn. (-T:-vt-T)
1 Fraudulent, dishonest * Snared, wired.

' Domestic, homely, home.born, home-bred. 4 Independent

n. (*T) Fraud, falsehood, m, (-V) A medicinal shrub, Ac.

k. f? fraud, or a house, VW aff.

VTT%V m. (vr*) A vender of the flesh of birds or beasts, a

poacher, a butcher, Ac. ;
also vitro, a. J[V or »r* a snare,

a trap, and TV aff.

VTror m. (-V:) A medicinal shrub, (Echites antidysenterica :)

sec JuSTf. i. yx pleonastic affix to fin the same,

vmrv m. (-V0 An independent carpenter, one who works at

home on his own account, and not for the village or the

corporation, &c. R. VTT domestic, and tv a carpenter.

VTTOJ m. (-Vf:) The name of a saint
;
also called Pduydyana.

VTTOrfw m. (-vt) A false witness, a. VTT fraud. vrfvv a witness,

vrrorv® n - (-W) False evidence. a. VTV, and VTVJ testimony,

vrfro mfn. (-V**^ft-V) ' Fraudulent, dishonest * Relating to a

snare or trap. m. (-V:) One who lulls animals, and sells their

flesh for bis own subsistence, a hunter, a poacher, a moun-

taineer, &c. k. f7 a trap for catching birds, Ac. affix sv.

VTfrfvv m. (*Vi)
1 A hunter. * A blacksmith, w. yfgfvTT

derived from jsfw crooked, said to mean a forge, or the

stooping approach of a hunter on his prey, affix TOT.

VffTO n. (-W)
1 Crookedness. * Dishonesty, x. jftv. and

TOT aff.

VTrfvrV m. (-V-) The father or master of a family, r. yriv,

and TV aff.

VTvfro mfn. (-v>Vt*V) Sown with a certain measure, (a

Kud'ava) of grain; (a field, Ac.) s. 1jmr a - measure, and

TV aff

VITO m. (-V:) A Bakuhata or goblin, m. JiVW a corpse, and VV
affix

;
these beings are supposed to eat human flesh.

VIVU^1* ,n - (-^ :
)
A name of Bhisoma uncle of the Pandut.

vrfw m. (-«t0 The name of a Muni or divine sage,

vrv n. (-*i) Being maimed, being handless. s. jtfv a cripple,

TO aff.

VT7JV n. (-v)
1 Eagerness, vehemence, impatience. * Joy,

pleasure, happiness. 1 Sport, pastime.
4 A festival, festi-

vity.
4 Wish, inclination.

4 Curiosity. f Kind or friendly

greeting, civility, salutation. 4 The marriage thread or ring.

• The enjoyment of public diversions. Song, dance, shew

or spectacle. 11 Season of enjoyment, e. ^ftjV, an^ a®*

VT&TO n. (-V) 1 Eagerness, vehemence. • Curiosity. *- f^TO
and TO pleonastic affix

;
also with TO affix, VRTTOJ ». (-V8)

mfn. (-Tr.-TT-lf)
1 Eager, vehement. * Curious.

e. SnjV^* an(* vfVT having.

VTglfvv m. (-V:) A man of a mixed caste, the son of a fisher-

man by a woman of the washerman caste,

vnjfav n. (-v) Sochal salt.

VT^tw mfn. (-V:-VKV) A field, Ac. of a particular grain, (Pas-

palum fruraentacenm.) k. a species of grain, and vv aff.

vTVVi n. (-vp) Ugliness of the nails, e. yw, and TO aff.

VTTOfTfro n * (*V) Neglect of personal decoration, x. fi bad,

TVt a nail, VT^[ etcetera, VV added, and VV affix
; allowing

the nuils to grow, &c.
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rarfara m. (-W:) A spearman, a soldier armed with a spear.

e. fra a spear, affix rara.

HP** f. (-rat) A sort of perfume, commonly Rfnuka. k. ffra

here suid to mean a country, affixes nrra and
;
produced

in that district.

rarMH id. (-if:) Either of the Panda princes, e. flit, and rara

affix, son of Kumti.

rarra mfn. (-ra:-*^t*ra) Relating to the jasmine, x. fraf, and

rail n. (-vf) Water of a well. a. fl, and ra* alT.

rai n. (-i|) A small piece of cloth worn over the privities.

• A privity, a privy part. • A wrong or improper act.
*
Sin.

e. wt* a well, &c. W*? aff.

raill<dft f. (-rat) The macc of Krishna : see WTUUpPt-

WTWTX mfn. at]. (-^s-'O-yf)
1 Maiden, virgin. ’Juvenile. * Soft,

tender, f. (-<t) Oneof the seven Mdtru, the divine mother* or

personified energies of the gods* the energy or S’nkti of

Kimara or KahtikIya. n. (-X) ' Youth, childhood, from birth

to the age of five. * Maidenhood to the age of sixteen, e. f*nr

a youth, and rara off.
;
or firry the deity Kabti*£ya, ra^ and

affixes.

raPg^ m. (-^:) The month Kartik, (Ocu-Nov.) f. (-^t)
1 Moon-

light.
1 A festival. * A festival in honour of Kartikeya,

held on the full moon of the month Kartik. • Day of full

moon in the month Astria. * The same in the month Kartik.

*. f»x; a white lotus, rara and #ti affixes, moonlight,

equally white or brilliant ;
the other senses come from this.

Sl«f<4 mfn. (ra ; -rat-ra) Relating to a water lily, abounding

with them, &c. and W«T aff.

raw^trai f- (-KT) A companion and confidant of Durga.

DD. (*T:-V) Day of full moon in the month of Atwin.

. «.Sr*o a festival, and rare what proceeds

rafrasftxrfra m. (-fra:) The moon. R. raira^t moonlight, and xtfw

lord.

raPR^ltra ra. (-W0 The stick or stand of a lamp. s. raisn^l here

light in general, and era a tree.

f. (-ral) The dub or mace of KrTsun'a. t. what

gives the earth pleasure, here said to be Vismn'u or KnisiiN’A,

affixes rara and ;
also rar*^t.

Wirv m. (-1:) A Kaurara, a descendant of Kt au. e. fx. and

ra* affix ;
also with f3f affix WITTW.

rarcra m. (-ra :
) An ancestor or descendant of Kuhl*. k. fy, and

ns a if.

WPB mfn. {4r.-H?f Hi) * Relating to a tortoise. * Acting as a

tortoise. • Belonging or relating to the Avatar of Vishn u, as

a tortoise, as the Kaurmma or Kurma Purdaa. *.*4, and

HT* aff.

arro m. (-ifc) The sign Scorpio.

WTra mfn. (-ra: ral-xi) Of u good family, well-born. m. (-ra:) A
worshipper of Sakti according to the left hand ritual, n. (-ra)

'Hie doctrine and practices of the left hand Sdkta*. a. fra a

family, and aff.

HihthH mfn.
( -vr-HT-H) Of a good family, well-born. m. (-ra:)

The son of au unchaste woman, e. frara family, and rara aff-

nif. (-ra-^t) * ITh; son or daughter of a female beg

gar. * A bastard, r. frazr a female beguar, WW affix, and y

inserted also without the augmen* r*rra*H.

wrHT¥tt mf. 1 llie child , a female beggar. * A bas-

tard, the child of an unrliiule wife : see the preceding,

irrirey nif. (•Tt-TT) a bastard son or daughter of a disloyal

wife. * The child of a beggar, e. fra*T an unchaste woman,

fra aff.

9 TO* mfn. {-ra-ait-ra/ Made, prepared, consisting of a kind of

vetch, k. frail Dolichos biflorus, rara aff.

rairaratra mfn. (-wi-Ht-H) A field, Ac. of Dolicbos biflorus.

k. frail. andW affix; see the preceding.

Hra* m. (-1:) One of the astrological periods called Karana*.

Snrrrara mfn. (-ft-ral-ra} Made by a potter, u. (-ra) Earthen-

ware, porcelain, t. fram, and aff.

raifrara mfn. (-ra^-rat-^) Ancestral, heritable iti the family, be-

longing to it. &C. m. (-ra*.) ‘ A heretic, an impostor. * A wea-

ver. * A follower of the left haud Sdkta ritual, e. fra race,

affix WW.

rarratran. (-H*)
1 High birth, family descent. ’Rumor, report.

* Evil report, detraction. ’Combat of animals, of birds, snakes,

&c. 1 Cock-fighting, Ac. contention of animals as a species

of gambling. * A privity, a privy part. * An improper act.

m. (-W-) The son of a female beggar. 1 A follower of the left

haud Sdkta ritual. E. fralra of a good family, affix ran,

•tnWH mfn. (-V-Ht-H)
1 Of a good family, well-born. ’ Of the

left hand Sdkta sect. R fra family,W aff.

rairamr mfn. (-W-^-4) Of good parentage, k yi family,

Yira affix, in (-W-) A dog. e. fra a house, affix as before;

a domestic animal.

mnitl mfn. (ra:-WT-H) A field, &c. fit for or sown w ith a kind

of bean. k. jvrt q. v. and W5? affix
,

also with ran affix,

iiHtTH mfn. ( I’-lt-H).

Itrra mfn. 1 Of good family or parentage. * Of the

left hand Sdkta sect, r
.
fra family, and Hra aff.

Hnll n. (-W) 'Hie Jujube tree : see fiira.

HT1T mfn. (-Ti-rt-r)
1 Relating or referable to Kt'vfiaA. * Situ-

ated in the north, f. (-tTt)
1 The Sakti or female energy of

Kcvkas. ’The north quarter, n. (•%) A sort of costus,

(C. speciosus:) see e. flT the deity, affix rara

*Tir mfn.(-ra: llt-w) Silk, silken, n. (-W ) Kanyakubja or Kanouj.

the ancient city so called, e. rarv, and raw affix.

HTitra nf. (-li-dit)
1 Greeting, salutation, friendly inquiry. * A

respectful present, a Nezr. * Happiness, welfare, &c. £. fEra
good fortune, well-being, rara and

irrafraHT f. (-in) A present, a respectful gift or offering, x.

added to the last.

ranrara (ra:) A name of Roma. e. iiraw the wife of

Das aaat'iia, wir affix of descent,

ranrra u. (-ra)
1 Good fortune, well-being, &c. ’Cleverness,

talent. f-(-WT) The mother of Rama. k. fxrw and [affix,

or ra rwra a name of tl\c father of this princess, affix njpr-

irirraTra^ra m. (-W:) A name of Raaia. k. rarara a son, and

it (straTT Rama’s mother.
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HTHWiRfR m. (-fir:) Rama : see the preceding, e. JnpRT, and

faRTaff.

SfErn^c n. (-T) Silk cloth. f. RTHT. and HHT vesture.

r'IRTH) f. (-*ft) The name of an ancient city on the Ganges in

the lower part of the DoaA, in the vicinity of Kurrah ; also

RHVRR. E. a proper name, (the founder,) VST and

TR affs.

RTrfw* (-W:-RPt-Ri)
1 Silk, silken. * Of the family of Kaitka, Ac.

m. (-RT*.) * A name of Indra. 1 A fragrant substance, (Bdel-

lium.) 1 An owl. * A snake-catcher. ‘An ichneumon,

( Viverra ichneumon.) * A title of Viswamitra. * One skilled

in dictionaries. ' A dictionary compiler. • Love, the passion.

'• The marrow, f. (*r))
1 A river in Bahar, the Kosi or

Koosa. * A name of the goddess Duroa. n. (-rt) Silk. E- inr
a sheathe, Ac. Wi affix, andtFtR for the feminine; also 5rrf*nw,

uid SlfWt.

RtfRRfyR m. (-R:) A name of Rama. e. «ifw* the sage Viswa-

mitra, and fiJR a friend or favourite.

n. (-*) A cocoanut. the saint Viswamitra,

and rth fruit, being said to have been created by the sage in

his progress to make a human being in rivalry to Brahma', the

nut being the first rudiment of the head.

f. (-RTT) A drinking vessel, a cup or goblet, e. tpif to

surround or contain, affixes and ZTR.
2^

d — ^
VlflVllR m. (-HN) A name of Arjuka. e. Rnfkrv Indra', and

RTTHTW a son.

Srftnn^ n.(-H) The rainbow, e. irf*H Indra, and htrr
a weapon.

m. (-fVr.) A crow. r. RrfvrH an owl, and agrrf?f an

enemy j
also Ac.

RTlfirHRPt f. (-Rt) The wife of the saint Agabtva. r~ fn to

retract, (wrath.) l^TRf and affixes
j this lady being an

nti-xantippe.

HraftWH n. (-if) The profession of an actor, a dancer, Ac.

a. JilftRtB, and HIT aff.

HTRR mfn. (-r:-r)-R) Silken, of silk. n. (-ij) ' Silk. • A silk

petticoat or trowsera, a woman's lower garment of silk. R.ITf
or 11X the cocoon, and TIT affix ; also htrr.

HTfRR m. (-H.)A name of Indra, &c.: see above, RrtfRRi.

f. (-Hi) Duroa, &c. : sec irfirvt.

H1RR mfn. (-H:-Rt-vf) Silken : see H1RR.

HIRtR mfn. (-t*.-RVR) Usurious, b. and afl*.

hi4W n. (-H)
1 Sloth, indolence. • The practice of usury.

e. usury, Ac. affix Rif.

irr^pT mfn. (.R:-Ht-R) Flowering, r, and hr aff.

RtVW mfn- (-Hh-R(VRfo Dyed with safflower, orange, red. e. ^S*w
safflower, and Rvr aff.

RTHfwR mfn. (-H:-^t-RF) A juggler, a conjuror. b. Cfflf
wickedness, affix rrt.

HTHM m. (-W:) The Jewel of Krsjhn'a suspended on his breast.

k. "yiTW a name of Viibs'o or KrIshn'a, and RfR aff.

ro. (-RP.) A name of Vishnu.

itwwi^ m. (’if:) A name of Vishn'u or KmIsun'a. e. ri^TH
die jewel, and rrr the breast.

RTR r. 1st and I Oth els. (WRfff HVRfff) To hurt, to injure, to kilL

WR (H) r. 4th cl. (flraflT)
1 To be crooked, (in mind

or body.) * To shine, (X,) IffR r. 1 0th cL (WRRfR) To

shine.

W r. 9th cl. (Rj WH llWTfR -^tw) Tosound; also^J.

^ r. 9th cl f«f) (RTRlfR-Rt*) To sound.

^TR r. 1st cl. (T)
J.^RR) * To sound. * To be wet. • To

stink.

wfa* mfn. (-«n-Rt’S) "‘hat stinks, Ac. e *TR, and RR aff.

RRT r. 1st cl. (RRTfH.I To be crooked in person, to be crooked

in mind, to be fraudulent or crafty.

HR mu * A saw. * A thorny plant : see RTTtT. f.(-HT)

'Jlie Krtaki: see the next. b. If an imitative sound, rtr to

emit sound, affix

m. (

T

:

) A plant with a strong smelling flower,

(Pandanus odoratissimus.) B. RRTR a saw, and RT a leaf
$

having serrated leaves.

HRTRRT^ m. (-RT^ or -RTR) A chameleon, a lizard. »:. R1R a

saw, RT^ a foot, saw- footed, or with a final vowei, HTRrRRTT

m. (-*:)

inrRTRt f. (Tt) A small fish with numerous small spines in the

back, (Coius cobojius, Ha si.) b. RiRTR a saw, and RR the

back, sa\?-backcd.

Hirer m. (-R:) A kind of partridge, commonly Kayar , also 1TRTR

and HRT.

RTRT m. (-T*»)
1 A sort of partridge, called Kaert (Perdix sylva*

tica;) aLso rit. * A thorny plant, vulgarly Kuril

:

see RrrtT.

* A saw. * A poor man. e. rs an imitative sound, WK what

makes.

RT?y m. (-iy:)
1 Sacrifice, offering, worship. * An AsteamedAa,

the sacrifice.
1 The name of a Mua/, one of the seven prin-

cipal Rishis or saints, the offspring of Brahma, married to

Kriyu and the father of the 60,000 RAlikhilyas. * One of the

ten VtswAufcvAs. e. UR| to do, Un adi aff.

Rnj’HR; ra. (-TO
1 A Jma. * One skilled in sacrifice.

R-j iu to. (.^:-Hn*^) Equal to an Asteamedha in merit.

k. Rrrp. and gHf equal.

Hg-yR m. i-TR or -^R -TJR or *7?) An Asur, a demon, k. Rrg^

sacrifice, and RR who hates, affix fkfR.

grgfVT. ,n > ('•ff®) A Daitya or demon, a, RFf a sacrifice, and

fRR who hates.

RrgHffRR m. (-^t) A name of S iva. k. RTJ a sacrifice, wfR to

destroy, affix farfR, the destroyer of Dakshas sacrifice:

sec ^R-

H~g RU m. A horse, especially such a one as is fit for an

Astcam^dha. e. fT sacrifice, and R1J animal.

H^RRR m. ( R:) A name of Visiin u. k. RTJ. and RRR man or

male.

RrgHRf n. (-Hi) The reward of a sacrifice, the object for which it

is performed. £. Rrg\ and HRf fruit.

HTfinff m. (-RRT ) A god, a deity, e. urg’ sacrifice, and

who eats.

RrgTTRf m. (-RT-) A particular sacrifice, the Rajasuya

:

one per-

formed by a monarch who has subdued all the princes of the
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world, e. WTFf sacrifice, and vrwr a king
j
a royal or preeminent

ceremony : see

m. (-wt) A Brahman who sells to another the possi-

ble benefits of a sacrifice which he has performed, b. WW»
and fa W fa •* who sells

}
also wgfawmw:

WTjfwft f. (-ffJ) Completion of a sacrifice, attainment of the

object for which it is performed, k. wnj, and fafa completion.

W ra. (-at: ) The Rdjasuyn sacrifice : see the preceding.

*. wir. and best : the pre-eminent sacrifice.

wn r. 1st and 10th els. (wrafw-ir and wrrwwfa-ir) To kill, to

hurt or injure, r. I Oth cl. (WWWfa) To amuse, to delight

repeatedly.

tins n. (-if)
1 Slaughter, killing. * Snoring, stertor. b. WW to

kill, affix wz.
«* '

WWW n. (-wi) A white sort of Agallochum : Bee^ww.

Wfa r. 1 st cl. fafafr) or fa) *t< (WT^fa) 1 To confound, to con-

fuse.
1 To grieve, to be confused ; also (WPWfa)

1 To call, to

cry out. * To weep, to shed tears : see WPW.

WFWt mfh. (-wn-sflrt- 1*) doing, who or what goes. a. wro, and

Waff.

W r. 1st and 10th els. generally used with ^TWF prefixed,

farwfa WWTWfa) 1 To weep, to shed tears, * To call

continually.

WTW tn- (-W**) A cat. n. (-*i)
1 Weeping, lamenting, sobbing.

* Crying out, calling. * Mutual daring or defiance, challeng-

ing, braving, a. nrfa; to cry out/ to call, sob, &c. affix ^3;
also with nr affix wrfVw.

nrffan mfn. (-wt-irMT)
1 Wept. 1 Called or cried out. n. (-if.)

' Weeping. a Calling. * Mutual daring : see the preceding.

*. nr** to call, w aff.

nm r. 1 st cl. (WW) 1 To compassionate, to pity. 1 Togo or

move : aee WW.

tf r. lit cl. fa) nr*j (wrrwfa wuwfa or mwfa) To go, to walk,

to step
:

(in the following senses it is optionally deponent :)

(Unrn nr^rir) ' To proceed uninterruptedly. • To grow or

increase. To preserve. It is also active or deponent

according to various prefixes and in various senses, as, with

^fa (nrfdniinfa )
' To go over or beyond, to leap over. • To

transgress, to pass beyond the bounds of virtue. With

nr« (nrjwww) To proceed regularly or in order. With ^fa

(^frnrrofff)
1 To overcome, to surpass. * To assaiL With wv

fa M j
To go away, to depart. Withnin, fannfTr) To rise

as the sun, &c. or (wrwnwrfa) To rise, to mount, to overcome

WithW, faWKmfa) To transgress. With ’WW, faWWTTWfa) To

depart. (Wl^) To begin. With far, (fawgmfa) To go

forth. With nr and (wwwfa) To display valour, to

surpass or overcome. With w, faWHWfa) To depart, to go or

approach, (WW*ni) To begin. With wfc. (wfawiwfa) To wan-

der about, to ramble. With fa, (frnWTWfa) 1 To overcome.

* To mount or ascend. (fFlUl) To pace, to proceed by steps,

to move with the feet. With fa and {*sii w*io) To trans-

gress. With snt
,
fawrwfa) to remove.

m. (-*’•) * Going. proceeding. * A sacred precept or prac-

tice prescribed by the k'idtu. • Order, method. * Power,

strength. • Overcoming, surpassing, subduing, &c. • A foot
T Uninterrupted progress, r. tfh to go, irw aff.

"WiTW mfn. (-W.-twr-W)
1

Orderly, methodical. • Proceeding,

going, m. (•*:) A student who goes through a regulir

course of study, one who proceeds methodically. wrw to iro

affix J*.
f. (-WT) (In astronomy,) The sine of a planet s declina-

tion. e. going, and wr sine.

WWW m. (-W0 A foot, n. (-w) Going, proceeding, k. ww to go,

affix war.

w*ino ind. Gradually, successively, in order, t. WW, and

WW aff.

WWWTW mfn. (-W:-WT-Vf) Going, proceeding. K fE to go,irnmif
ni. (-3:) Successive or methodical practice, b. wh, and

WTW union.

WWirw ind. * Gradually, by degrees. * Regularly, seriatim, e. WTR.

and wfaaff.

wwnrw mfn. (-Wr-WT-Tf) * Descended to or inherited lineally,

what comes from one’s ancestors in regular succession. * Ar-

rived in due course or succession, b. and wntA come.

WWNnra n. (-»*) Hereditary succession or possession, s. « added

to the preceding.

WTWTWTW mfn. (•’Jfr-iTT-'JT)
1 Proceeding in regular order. • De-

scended lineally, (estate, &c.) k. wrw order, and WTWPT come,

obtained.

wfa m. (-fa:) A worm : see farfa.

wfa* mfn. (-WT-’^t-*) Going, who or what goes, &c. e. WW to

go, Wfa affix, with T* augment.

WTW m. (-W:) The betel nut tree, (Areca faufel or catechu;) also

WWET.

m. (-IT:)
1 The areca or betel nut, (Areca faufel or catechu.)

* A kind of tree, a red sort of L6d\ • ace ht* * A kind of

fragrant grass : see wpjwrr. * The mulberry tree, (Mona
Indies.) ' The fruit of the cotton tree. f. (-t#t) TTie areca trw.

b. we to go, ^wr aff.

WT^WWfW n. (-wf) The areca nut* k. WWT, and fruit.

wrifa m. (-WT:) A camel : see the next.

HT^wrw; m. (-*:) A camel, e. WTW to go, vwny Un'idi affix, and

added ; or WTW order, t*w to go, w affix, and WTsr added.

gfaripi m. (-art) An ox. e. a foot, wrw who goes.

WW ra. fat) Buying, purchase, k. W^ to buy, ww aff.

W^rtPfa mfn. (-ir:-WT-lf) Bought, purchasped. e. WTW, and wfa
bought.

WrW»iW n. (-EB) Deed of sale, conveyance, &c. e. WTW, and WW
writing.

wrwfawrw m. (-W:) Trade, traffic, buying and selling, i. wrw pur-

chase, fnm sale.

m. (-W) Rescission of sale, a title of civil Judica-

ture. e. wrafanrw, and WEm doubt.

wrwfawfaw m. (-*:) A trader or merchant, a dealer. k.WW
buying, faww sale, and aff.

WiWsTtw ra. (-4:) The coping of a wall.

WTWTTTT m. (-W:) A market, a fair. t. wrw purchase, and WW
to rise, wrrv prefix, and wur aff.
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farfa

»f*TC on* (-T:) ' A trader, a dealer. 9 A purchaser, a buyer,

r. trt to buy, Un'idi affix TTO-

wfTW mfn. (-*t-f**t-f*) A buyer or purchaser, a. to buy,

Tfw aE

mnj mfn. (-BT-TgT-iij) Purchasable, e. to buy, anr affix,

deriv. irr.

TT n. (-uj) ' Flesh. 9 Raw flesh, a. ipt to be able, V* affix,

and * changed to T ;
the latter becomes dental before *.

VWnnV m. (-x|:) A deer. a. TO flesh, and wito killing for

its flesh.
#

mfn. (-Wf) Carnivorous, m. (-wa ) A Rdkahata. a. if,

star who eats.
•a

WTT\ ra. or mfn. (-wr
-

^ or -TTT{) ‘ An imp or goblin, a Rdk*
\

ahnaa. 9 A flesh eater. • A beast of prey, a carnivorous

animal, e. TO flesh,^ to eat, fsp^ affix, or with TO affix,

wm*.
mfn. (-T:-*t-T) An eater of flesh or meat, carnivorous,

m. (.^:) ' A goblin, a lidkthasa. * A lion. * A hawk. * Fu-

neral fire. a. see the preceding.

TOlf** mfn. Carnivorous, m. A demon,

an anthropophagus. a. ifw, and %)fro who eats.

TT*fTO ed. (-W:) A sawyer, a. TO^N and TO aff.

WT^T mfn. (-Wt:-WTT-W) * Overcome, surpassed. * Attacking,

invading, gone to or against. * Spread, extended. 4 Going,

going over or across, m. (-W1:) ' A horse. * (In astronomy,)

Declination, n. (-wi) An astrological element, the conjunction

of any planet with the moon. b. to go, affix *.

Wtfwi f. (-fwtO ' Going, proceeding. * Overcoming, surpassing.

* The sun's course on the globe, the ecliptic. 4 Declination

of a planet, c. TO to go, affix fro.

Tlf«rt=*x* m. (-T :

) The ecliptic, k. and STT girdle.

WrfwTOT f. (-a*T) Sine of the declination, b. Ttf*!, and TIT sine.

mifwnnvt m. (-*r:) The nodes of the ecliptic, or the equinoctial

points, b. *rrfwf, and xmf going.

WTiTOlrMfiT f. Motion of the nodes of the ecliptic, pre-

cession of the equinox, k. Wlf*»W?T, and if* going.

*Tf**ni m. (-*:) Declination of a point of the ecliptic, a. wrfwi,

and WT1 division.

-VifwTWTO! n. (-*i) The ecliptic, e. wrfwt, and circle.

TtfwmT* m. (-*0 'Hie space within the tropics, s. Trfvn, and

Tim bracelet.

TO* m. (-wj:) A bird in general, r. TO to go, JW Un'Adi affix,

and the pen. made long.

Tint mfn. 1 Going, proceeding over or through,

b. to to go, war aff.

WTTO mfn. (-t:-TT-T)
1 A buyer or purchaser. * A dealer, a

trader. to buy, TO! aff.

fwfa m. (-fa:)
1 A worm, an insect. • Lac, which is the ac-

cumulation of an insect. * A worm in the intestines, a. jaw

to go# T* Un’Adi affix, and T* inserted
, *i* irfw.

f»6nw ID. (-V) A mcdkiDtl plant, commonly BWeng : see

wfamum.
mfn. (-Ji-SVli) Vermifuge, anthelmintic, m. { f) An

anthelmintic .hrul) : see wfw*. f. (-fty Btmry, (Scrratula

3 T

farm

or Conyza anthelmintic*.) a. uf*T or ffcfi a worm, and T
what kills : see vfarjT.

furfjnfr n. (-li) Aguru or aloe wood : see TO*. f. (-ITT) The red

dye called Lac. b. farfw a worm, and ur born
;
also vfttvj.

f%fwnw m. (-wt) The coral tree, (Erythrina fulgens.) e, f*rfH a

worm, and an enemy j the leaves yield, by expression, an

acrid anthelmintic juice.

fwfTOm m. (-**) A fetid mimosa, (M. farnesiana.) t. fqrflT a

worm, and TTW1 inimical
j
an anthelmintic,

fifforo m. (-V) An ant hill. «. faf* a worm, and XI a hill,

fir* m. (.«••) The sign Ariel, e. V to do. If nff.

fnrtrwrw mfn. (-^:-wr-d) Doing, making, engaged in. *. * to do,

wnrw aff.

fwm f. (-wr) ' An act, action, acting. * Means, expedient.

* Beginning, undertaking. 4 Atonement. • Study. • Wor-

ship.
T Disquisition. * Bodily action. 9 Remedying, physical

treatment or practice.
19 Instrument, implement. " A re-

ligious or initiator)’ ceremony. Obsequies, rites performed

immediately after death.
11

Purificatory rites, as ablution, &c.

19 Judicial investigation, by human means, as witnesses, docu-

ments, &c. or by superhuman or ordeals of various kinds.

1 4 In grammar, a verb of two kinds, xjw*if**i active or

TOnirfTOT intransitive.
19 A noun of action, e. WS to act, to

do, n affix, fern. do. TTT; the above meanings may be all

resolved into the first.

fTOTTO m - (-n) See the next.

fronriT mfn. One who does any act, an agent, a per-

former. m. (*^:) A student, a novice, a tyro. a. fwmT study,

and UfT or WTT, who makes.

mfn. Opposed or averse to any act,

m. (-’ft) One of the five kinds of witnesses, he whose testi-

mony is hurtful to the cause, k. ftfUT a suit, and Ifni,

injuring.

f**rfwi£xr m. (-n?) Evidence, e. f*r*r, and fwifir proof,

fanil*** mfn. Conformably to the act, according to

the action, k. fir*T, and like to.

f^UTTjy mfn. Clever, dexteroua b. fw*T, and VJT

clever.

fifxrr*^ mfn. (-v::-Tr-T) Attentive to or diligent in the perform-

ance of their duties, x. fif*fr, and engaged in.

m. (-^)
1 End of an affair.

1 Liberation from cere-

monial acts, «. fw*T, and *nprl end.

fhr*r*T* m. (-^:) The third division of a suit at law, the proof

or rejoinder of the plaintiff, e. an affair, and a

fourth part.

Om iyq T m. (-TO Course of proceeding, k. f*m. and wr pro-

cedure.

n. (-*i) Result or consequence of acts. b. f*r*T, and

TO fruit.

fTOrWT** m. (-Ht) Special compact or agreement s. ffcWT

business, and T* prefixed to 3t* to go, affix TT; going

through with any thing.

fmri* ra. (•*:) Discontinuance or loss of any of the essential

ceremonies of 0>e Hindu religion, b. and lost

[ “7 ]
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fi|¥l¥ir mfn. (-WTW-TdV*nr) 1 Engaged in business. * Under-

standing business, fit for it, possessed of worldly knowledge.

• Celebrating religious rites, a. fwWT, and aiT,

fwwivw mfn. (-W.-WT-W) Subject to the influence of acts. m. (-w :
)

Necessity, necessary influence of acts done or to be done,

a. fwWT, and WW subjection.

fffpfff mfn. (•I'-lT-'d) One who loses his cause in a lawsuit,

a. fwwr affair, WW¥l ended.

fw qiwifr* m. (.^t) A plaintiff, a. fwWT affair, and who

deduas.

fWWTfirfw f. (-fw:)
1 Conduct of affairs. Mode of performing

any rite. a. fwWT, and ftf* rule,

fwwrfwfww mfn. WT-T#)
1 Conversant with business.

• Understanding the ritual, &c. a. fwwrfalw, and W who

knows.

fjWIWfrfU; m. ('K') Repetition of any act, doing any thing

repeatedly, e. fwWT, and wwlWTTT repetition.

fwilfWiW ra. (-¥'•) An organ of action, as the hand, foot, voice,

organ of generation and that of excretion, a. fwwr acting,

and xfwW an organ; also w9fWW.

^1 (J.
V) W*tW r. 9th cl. (itflWFfw fiftwtw) To buy, to barter

or exchange
;
with fw prefixed, to sell.

^ftw r. 1st cl. (m) fiftw (Wtwfw) To play, to sport
;
with WJ.

ww, WTW, wfr, or WW prefixed, it is deponent, as W*}#T« H ,
&c.

unless wj requires the accusative case, and the compound
with WW implies inarticulate sound, as ¥T she

plays with him, wwftwfw WW the wheel creaks.

*ftw mf. (-V-TI) 1 Sport, play, pastime, pleasure, amusement,

f- (-WT)
1 Playing, as a ball, Ac, 4 Disrespect, a. lftW to play,

W affix, and fern. do. ¥TW.

*1** n. (-si) Play, sport, &c. a. to play, affix y.
dWn mfn. (-W¥-¥vfrt-nr) Playing, gamboling, sporting, a. ^tw,

and SO* aff.

*fr¥WT¥ mfn. (-W.-WT-W) Sporting, playing, a. and WTWWaff.

*> (-*!> Sportive or wanton purpose or desire, a. ^wt,
and wife* wish.

ifWiWTW m. (-W:) Assumed anger, anger in sport, a. and

WIW anger.

Wl«i*w n. (-#) Copulation, a. and VW a gem.

^WTTW m. (-W :

) A car, a carriage, e. aftVT sport, pleasure, and

TW a car.

^ftWTWW mfn. (-WT^-Wift-WW) Sporting, sportive, a. ^PtWT, and

aff.

tflfcilKW n. (-¥•) A reservoir, a basin, a. ^VT pleasure, wtW
a lake.

Wt* mfn. (-tt:-¥T-iO Bought, purchased, m. (-W:) A son, one of

the twelve kinds acknowledged by the ancient Hindu law j

he who is purchased from his natural parents, a. to boy,

affix if.

wftKW m. (-W:) A son bought from his natural parentB, and

adopted as male issue; also *Ftw and wtipTW: see the pre-

ceding.

WftWTym m. (-xp) Returning a purchase upon the seller, admis-

sible in some cases by law. a. tftw bought,wyW repentance.

W1 (W) w^ r. 1st cl (wwfit) ' To go, to approach towards or

arrive at. * To move crookedly. *To be crooked. 4 To cu rve

or make crooked. 1 To become small to shrinks 4 To mak e

small, to lessen ; also fiTf.

y mf. (yyr) A curlew, a. WW to go crookedly, affix fw*.

fern, affix WTW.

WW m. (-W :
) A name of the mountain Krouncha. f. (-WT) A kind

of Vi'na or lute. * <w to be crooked, affixes w and WTW.

Vf r. 6th cl. (wwfrr) To sink. • To be childish- • To eat. * To
>i *
be thick.

WW mfn. 1 Angry, wrathful. Fierce, cruel n. (-4T)

Anger, a. yi to be angry, % affi

«D (Sr, W) injir r. 4th cl. (wwfrr) To be wrathful, to be

flushed with anger.

1|W f. (WV( or -y£) Anger, passion, a.y to be angry, affix

fww ;
also with WW and WTW affixes, WWT.

WT) Anger : see the preceding.

WWW mfn. (-ww-W’tft-WTT) Being angry, a.y ,
and WW aff.

yr r. 9lh cl (ynfw) ‘ To be connected with, to cling or adhere

to. * To be distressed, to suffer pain,

y r. 1st cl. (-writHi)
1 To call 4 To cry, to weep. Withy

prefixed, To feel for, to sympathise with. With WTW, To revile,

to abuse or censure. With WW, To reproach. With n. To cry

aloud, to shout.

WWW ro. (-WT) A jack.aH a. WW to cry or howl, Un'adi affix

wlww
WT mfn. (-U-WT-l) 1 Wept, cried. 4 Cried aloud, bawled, n. (-*)

1 Weeping, sobbing. 4 Noise, sound, a. war to weep, affix w.

y mfn. (-Ti"<T-K)
f Cruel, pitiless. 4 Hard, harsh. ' Hard,

solid. ‘Mischievous, destructive. * Formidable, terrible. 4 Hot,

sharp.
T Disagreeable, m. (-t:) ' An odd sign of the zodiac,

as the first, third, fifth, &c. which are of malignant influence*.

4 A hawk. * A heron. 4 Red oleander, a. inr to cut, rw
Un’idi affix, and ^ substituted for WW-

wnpfa mfn. ( wi-’Ar ib) Fierce, cruel, unrelenting, a. and

WWW act.

y WTW (“W:) Torpid or costive bowels unaffected by strong

purgatives, a. igr, and WTV the alimentary canal.

yaw m. (-W0 Sulphur, a. WC, and smell

ywfr¥ mfn. (-W. ffT-lf) Cruel, ferocious, addicted to cruel

practices, a. y, and wfcw who practises,

yin f. (-WT) Cruelty, fierceness, a. TfW added to the last
;
also

with w. yw.
yyg.

mfn. (*¥W) Mischievous, villainous. * Evil-eyed,

m. <-T«) A name of the planet Sani or Saturn, a. cruel,

&c. and TW who sees, from tst to see, affix fqpf.

yxtfwn m. (-wl) A raven, a.y formidable, trfww who cries.

ywiWT m. (-IT) A name of Saturn, e. T|t; evil and WTWW

an eye ;
of an evil or inauspicious aspect,

yw m. (-W.) * A jackalL 4 Any thing b«i.

i^iBOt m. (-fir) A ume of the ruler of ImM.

e. eril, end wfir figure, form,

tjrt^rc mfn. (-^'Tr-’O Following buberoni or »T«ge pree-

ticee. E. ^C, end obterrence.
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mn. (-44) The beard : tee ^4
Wtfw m. (-fw:) Buying, purchase. l. to buy, fw Un Adi aft

TfWXf mfn. Purchasable, a. future participle of^
to buy, affix WWW.

4* m. (*wi) A purchaser, a buyer, to buy, affix arw.

WTW rnfn. (.fMT-^) Purchasable, t. to buy, affix WW; to

be bought.

WT!^ m. (-^:) A mountain : aee

WTTTWT f. (-^T) A species of metre of four lines, and twenty-fire

syllables in each.

in. (-wi) A name of Ka*ti*4ta. »- lir* or WIW a

mountain, and wiTW the render or tearer ; also WTWWTTW.

WTfW nf. (-tf-¥T)
1 The breast, the chest. * The haunch, the

flank, the hollow above the hip. m. (-¥?)
1 A name of &mni

or 8atum. * A hog. x. If to be thick,WW aff.

whrrwsif £ (-4f) A prickly nightshade : see wwiftwi.
WTWWTW m. ( WO A turtle, a tortoise. a. wrrw the breast, and

a foot.

WTTWTET m. (-W ) A tortoise.

WtTTff* m. (-%:) A turtle or tortoise, a. wtw and a foot,

wirftwrw n. (-li) Embracing. . £nr breast or side, WTW
making, and fw augment.

wnffarfw f. (fif:) Embracing, mutual embrace, s. see the pre-

ceding; irfw making.

WiW m. v-w.) Killing, slaying, c. ^w to kill or hurt, affix WW-

WTW m. (-WJ) Anger, wrath, a. WW to be angry, affix WW.

mf. (-«p-wrr-«i) Proceeding from or engendered by wrath
;

it especially applies to eight rices, hatred, envy, oppression,

violence, &c. x WTO passion, and m produced.

Wnw mfn. (-Wt-WT-W) Passionate, angry, wrathful, f. (-Wl) A
passionate woman, a vixen. a. El to be angry, affix w^.

wrnoftw mfn. (-W:-WT-W) Provocative, n. (-W) An injury, a. ^w
to be angry, (on account of,) w sftWC aft

*IW mfn. (-W:WV4) Angry, passionate. *. wrw, and WWW aff.

tWTWtjf^W mfn. (-W-WT-W) Passionate, angry, overcome with

rage. m. (-w:) A kind of perfume, commonly Ck6r. a. WITW

wrath, and wfwpT confused, overcome.

WTEWf^W mfn. (-W:-WT-W) Free from wrath, mild, calm. s. WfW ,

and iftdw devoid of.

WTWWW mfo. (-WVWT-W) Passionate, violent, a. WTW, and TW
subject to.

wrifww mfn. (-wt-fw^t-fl|) Angry, passionate, a. wfof angry,

affix Tfw.

iBTWTfwww mfn. (-W:-WT-W) Calm, composed, free from wrath,

a. TfTW, and wfmw abandoned.

WTW m. (-W:) A measure of distance, a league, a K(*\ contain-

ing 4000 cubits
;
some double this, and make the K6$ 8000

cubits, e. Itr to call, &c. affix war.

WTWW mfn. (-WW-W^-WW) Crying, calling out If to cry,

WWafT.

WTWWTW ra. (-W.) A large or double drum. a. WTW a K6» t and

WTWT a tune
; whose sound may be heard for a league.

*rwnfw m. (-fr:) A large drum. a. WTW, and w(fn sound : see

the preceding.

WTWWW n. (A) A measure of two K6t 4000 yards, or about

21 miles
;

this seems to correspond to the modern K6»\ but

the standard varies, a. wtw a K4§\ and yr a pair
;
also wwfw.

WTIJ mf. (-WT-ft) A jackall. a. IE to cry or call, and 1JW affix ;

the noun declined in many cases like nouns in W.

WTWWWfwWT f. (- WT) A plant, commonly Chaculiya, (Hemionitcs

cordifolia, Rox.) or according to some, Ramodtac, a different

plant : see WT^fwWT. a. wm§ a jackall, WW affix, and wf^WT
tail

;
the flower being compared to the tail of the animat

WlTW*?WWT f. (-WT) The plant ChdcuUya ; see the preceding-

Wl j lfWW I f. (-WT) See WTIW^^WK : also

tiT^fiWT f. (-WT) The name of a plant, either Chaculiya, (Hemi-

onites cordifolia, Rot.) or a different plant called Ramvatae.

a. wr^ a jackall, and fri known ; known by beiug compared

to the animat

wrrwf m. (-w) The white sugar canc. a. WTT, and cane.

WT# f- f*ft)
* The black, or white flhuinctt&nra, (Convolvulus

paniculatus:) see tgfwgWlVW- * Chdcnliya . see Wr^fVlT.

• A she jackall : see ifrw. a. WTW to cry, affix fW_ and fem.

^
wVe.

wrrw ««- (-V) 1 A kind of heron, (Ardea jaculator. Been.) * One

of the DwtpoMor principal divisions of the world, surrounded by

the sea of curds. ' A mountain, part of the Himdla range,

situated in the eastern part of the chain on the north of Asaro,

4 A Jain

a

emblem, the figure of the curlew, used as a symbol.

1 The name of a demon, f. ( Wf) The female of the curlew,

a. ¥f to go crookedly, affix fi.

W H i m. (*Wt) A name of KaarixfirA. a. wrrw the name

of a mountain
;

also of an A$%rt and ^ tearer or de-

stroyer.

wrrwnw* (-W^) ' Long pepper. * The fibres of the stalk of the

lotus. * An esculent root, commonly Ghencku. 4 An aquatic

plant, commonly Ckmchdta. x. wrw the heron, and WT?W

eating.

irWKlf* ra. (-fw:) A name of KaaTiafivs. WTHI the Atur, and

WTifw an enemy.

wrrWTft: m. (-ft:)
1 The deity KsanafivA. * The hero and AvatAr

Parasurama. a. ‘Win the Atur or the mountain, and lift:

a foe : Raha is said to have made with his arrows a pass or

defile through the Krauncha mountain.

WHS n. (-1$) Cruelty, fierceness, passion, a. cruel, &c. arWaff.

Wl WwfffWT m. (-WT0 One who goes a hundred K6t or leagues,

a. linr a Kdi, W7T a hundred, and 7«f aff.

m (W) r. 1st d. (WUfw) To kill or hurt.

WW r. 1st cl. (Wpi) or (\) mf* (wrf) ' To be confused, to

grieve. *To confound; also wrfit (Ef^ftT)
1 To calL *To

shed tears.

DR r. 10th cl (WTWWfn) To speak, to speak barbarously.

WW (W, W, f«|, X<) 1TJ r. 4th cl dnwrfw) To be fatigued, to be

weary or exhausted.

«nr m. (-W:) Fatigue, weariness, exhaustion, a. VR to be weary,

affix ww.

1RW ra. (-W:) Fatigue, exhaustion, a. M* to be weary, Un‘4di

affix WW.
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Tffw* n. (-*) Exhaustion, languor, fatigue, a, wf** ,
and at affix

j

also with *W, *rf**T.

*rf** rafn. (-ift-firwt fa) Weary, exhausted, b. wa, and xf* aff.

Vrr. 1st cl. (ro*J To fear, to be afraid : f* is usually prefixed

in this sense.

TO* mfn. (-wri-TO *t)
1 Wearied. * Depressed in spirits or

exhausted, x. tot to be weary, if aff.

TO**** mfn. (-*I:-*TS-*:) I-ow spirited, languid, melancholy,

x TO*, sad *** the mind.

TOf* f- (fa:) Fatigue, weariness, k. TOT to be weary, fa* aff.

TOfafTO mfn. (-Nt? or Relieving fatigue, refreshing,

invigorating, a. TOfa, and f<*^ what cuts.

TOfa** m. (-*:) Refreshing, restoring, removing fatigue.

b. TOfa, and ** cutting. •

(T> fwfk r. l»t cl. (fw^ff-fw) To bew»i), to Urnent, to

weep. (m, XT;) TX flTJ r. 4th d. (fimfiT) To be or become

wet, damp, Ac.

fa* mfn. (-f:-TT-tf) Wet, moijtened. a. fa* to be or become

wet, irr. participle.

m. (-TO) Excess of the lachrymal discharge, watering of

the eyes. a. fa*. and *jftiv the eyelid.

f«Vn mfn. (-*:-*T-*) Blear-eyed. a. far wet, and TO the eye.

fa* {*) fwJJ r. 4th cl. (front) ’ To suffer distress. • To in-

flict or cause distress
;
(V,) fWK r. 9th cl. (frorfii)

1 To

oppose. ' To afflict, to distress,

fafjpl mfn. (-*:-*T-Tf) Distrest, afflicted, wearied, a. fa* to be

dintrest, Ac. affix with XX inserted ; also without *ifTOT.

fwtVannt mfn. (-*T* TOft-**) Suffering pain or distress, a. fa*,

and TOTf aff.

fro mfn. (TO-¥T*1)
1 Distrest, afflicted, &c. * Inconsistent,

contradictory. «- fwn to be distrest, Ac. affix n, deriv. irr.

fafa f> (-fa) ' Calsmity, distress. * Service, a. fa* to afflict,

fro off-

TO** n. (-ir) Liquorice, (Glycirrhiza glabra?) a. w\x to be

weak
,
affix n, X being dropped

; ^rt* weakness, TO to remove,

and * dropped by affixing T.

VldfTO f. (TO) The indigo plant, (Indigofera Indica.) x.-tffa*

traffic, ** pleonastic, the fem. form
j X is changed to *r.

tffa (*) *ft* r. 1st cL (llfa*) ‘ To be impotent * To be timor-

ous, to be modest or unassuming,

fftx (*) afilf r. 1st cl. fafaii)
1 To be impotent. * To be timid

or modcsL

mfn. (•*:-*!-*) ' Weak, impotent * Idle, slothful, idd. I

(-*:-*)
1 The neuter gender. * A eunuch, a. Tft* to be

weak or timid, affix XT \
also read iffa.

WX (*^) ' Wetness, dampness, moisture, Ac. ' Running, dis-

charge from a sore. a. fa* 10 be wet, affix TOT.

TO* mfn.(.*:*TO-*) Wetting, moistening, making wet or moist,

m. (-*:) Phlegm in the stomach, excess of saliva, a. fa* to

be wet, causal form, TX «ff.

rn. ( ^i)The moon. *. flhX to be d»mp, 4ff«r«I Un'ndi aff.

TO**T n. ( -*)
1 Welling, moistening. * Oozing, trickling, m. (-*:)

Phlegm, the phlegmatic or watery humor, k. fiKX to be moist.

TO^
- m. (*^t) ' The moon. • Complication of disorders, a. fro

to be wet or damp, ** Un'idi aff.

TOT r. 1 st cl. To speak articulately. * To distress. To
impede or obstruct.

4 To kill, to strike.

TO* m. ( v) 1 Pain, affliction or distress. ' Pain from disease,

anguish. 1 Worldly occupation, care, trouble. 4 Wrath, anger,

x. trot to suffer or inflict pain, affix TOt.

*?** mfn. (TO-*t-*) Giving pain, annoying, afflicting, b. far*,

and fTRttff*

TOTT5TTT* n. (-*) Termination of distress, especially of worldly

cares, passions, Ac. s. TOT, and TOT* destruction.

TOTTTO mfn. (-*:-*T-*)
1 Consolatory, consoling. ' Palliative,

allaying pain. m. (*:) A son. e. TO*, and tot what removes.

*ffvpr mfn. (-ir.-WT-lf) Pained, distressed, afflicted, a. fro to

suffer pain, J| aff.

TO*fa* n. (-*) Wine, spirituous liquor, e. qfit** liquorice, TO
affix ; a fermented liquor being prepared from this root.

*1* n. (-*) ' Absence of virility, impotence. * The neuter gender.

* Unmanliness, cowardice, Ac. e. TOfa, and TO* aff.

TO** n. (-*:) 'llie bladder, t. 1* to go, *f** affix
;

also with a

final vowel
;
TOT* n. (-T)

XT ind. Where, in what place or degree.

ITT m. (-*:) A sort of Panick : see *T.

md. Somewhere.

TO r. 1st cl. (TOfx) To sound.

C? m. (•*:)
1 The sound nr tone of any musical instrument.

* Sound in general, b. to to sound, affix
,
also

Trom^n * ('TO-TOR-TO) Sounding, f. TO. and vrg aff.

TO* n. (•*) The sound of any musical instrument, m. (-wt) A
small earthen pot or boiler, b. To* to sound, affix BCT.

TfTO mfn. (•*:-*!-*) Sounded, twanged, s. t,t to sound, tt

aff.

mfn, (-*r -<*T-»i) Of or belonging to where or what place.

b. tto added to XT.

TOT l*t cl- (X.) TOt (W*f*) To decoct, to boil, to prepare by

heat, to digest.

TO* n. (-T) Boiling, decocting, i. TO to boil, TO aff.

irfro mfn. (-*: *!-*) Boiled, decocted, stewed, digested, r. to
to decoct, &c. affix w-

TTW m. (.*t) The sound of musical instruments, x. to to

sound, affix TOT : see IT*.

TT* m. (-* )
1 A decoction, any solution or infusion prepared

with a continued and gentle heat. * Pain, sorrow. 4 Calamity,

distress.
4 The mixture of the materials for a decoction.

b. TO to decoct, ** aff.

Tt* rTO n* (*’) Blue vitriol used as a oollyrium. b- TO*, and

^TO produced.

T* r. 1st cl (*) ii* (TO^T) To shake or move.

* m. (-*:)
1 A destruction of the world. 1 A demon, a goblin.

* The third incarnation of Y'isun'u, the ^AaroiwA sivatar.

4 Lightning.
4 A field,

e A peasant, a husbandman. * Loss,

disappearance. B f* or * to waste, Ac. affix *.

** (*, W) r- 1st cl. (***) 1 To go or approach. * To give.

*) r * d. (*TO)
1 Togo, • To give* r. 1st and
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10th cl*, (D qf* (qqfflr q«ufw) To lire in distress, to live

in pain or want.

(q) q*r r. 8th cL (qqfq qyi) To kill, to injure.

^ m. («q:)
1 A measure of time, equal to thirty KaUu or four

minutes. * A moment. * A festival. * Vacation from work,

- state of being unemployed. * Leisure, opportunity. • A cer-

tain day of the fortnight, as the full, change, Ac. see qiq.
1 Dependence, servitude. • The centre, the middle, a. adv.

(•W) For a moment, aqato injure, affix qq.
m. (-q:) A short delay, i. qq, and qq throwing (away),

^ppy m. (-"J:) A wound or sore. a. qq to hurt, qij aff.

m. (-qt) An astrologer, n. (-^) VVattr. f. (-qr)
1 Night.

* Turmeric, e. qq leisure, a moment, Ac. and q who
gives.

w'Kiqt: mfn. ^.qt.^-q) Nocturnal, nightwalkcr. mf. (-qt-ft)

A fiend, a goblin, a. qwqr night, and qq who or what goes.

Wqqrqj n. (*qq) Night blindness, nyctalopsia. a. qqqT, and

qr*5 blindness.

qqrq mfn. (-¥:-¥T-tf) Momentarily visible, seen for an instant.

*. qq, and T¥ seen.

qq^fq f. (*fq:) Lightning, a. qq, and ^fq light,

qqq n. (-q) Killing, slaughter, a. qq to hurt, to kill, affix qr.
qqfqqrq m. (-q:) A porpoise, the Gangelic porpoise, a. qq a

moment, and fqqi«j breath, breathing,

qqqqnr f. (•¥:) Lightning, a. qq, and tout manifest,

qww mfn. (-q:-qT-q) Gleaming, flashing, f. (-qr) Lightning,

a. qw a moment, and tot light.

qqq^q mfn. f-q:-qT-q) Transient, frail, perishable, a, qq, and

qiq breaking.

qwvq mfn. (-q:-qr q) Momentary, short-lived, i. qq, and vq
been.

qsnnq adv. n. (-q) Momentary, but for a moment, a. qq, and

qiq only.

qqrrfqq m. (-wt) A pigeon. I. qq a moment, and vq to play,

affix fwfq.

qwfrqfqq mfn. (*^t fq^-fq) Transient, frail, a. qq, and

fqajfqif what is destroyed.

qqrwrv: adv. n. (-T) A minute afterwards, the next moment,

a. qq, and qwra; interval.

qfqq mfn. (-q:-irr-<t-q) Momentary, transient, f. (qn) Light*

ning. f qq a moment, affix qqor qq.

tfqq: mfn. (-tft-fqqt-fq) Momentary, transient, f. (-yt) Night.

* qq, qfq and #fq affs.

qq mfn. (-q:-qr.q) * Hit, hurt, wounded, 8tc. * Broken, torn,

rent. • Trodden or broken down. 4
Impaired, diminished.

1 Destroyed, n.(-q) A wound, a sore, a hurt. a. qq to hurt,

affix q, dcriv. irr.

qqq m. (*W0 The name of a plant, (Conyxa lacera.) f. (-Jft)

Lac, the animal dye. a. qq a wound, and ff what destroy*

or removes
;
from qq to kill, affix ?q, fern, affix •H-

qqq n. (-W)
1

Blood. * Pus, matter, a. qq a wound, and

qj produced.

qqqqq mfn. (-qfT 5 -¥fT !*q :
) Dimmed, obscured, (as light or

power.) a. qq, and qqq splendour.

3 u

qqfqqq mfn. (-q:-qT*Tf) Mangled, wounded, a. qq, and faqq
wounded.

qqlqi^fqq m. (-^) A sort of potherb, (Convolvulus argenteus :)

aee tiqn:. a. qq a wound, Ac. qjfq to attack, with fq prefix,

and fqfq aff.

qqqfq f. (-fq:) Destitution, being without the means of sup-

port, living on what one can get. a. qq, and qfq mainte-

nance.

qqqq mfn. (-q:-qr-q) A violator of a vow or religious engage-

ment. a. qq broken, and qq a religions obligation,

qqqq n. (-^) Agallochum or aloe wood : see qqq. a. qq a

wound, and TV what removes.

qqrfv mfn. (-fqt-fq-fr) Victorious, triumphant, a. qq struck;

and qfv a foe.

qfq f. (-fq:) A wound, a. qq to hurt, fqq aff.

qwTqq mfn. (-qT:-qi*-q:> Weakened, reduced, impaired, a.qq,

and ^rqq strength.

qq mfn. (-qr-qft-q) Occupied, engaged in work. m. (-qr) 1 A
charioteer, a coachman. 1 A doorkeeper, a porter. • The

son of a 5 udra by a Ktkeirvja woman, whose employment is

catching animals that live in holes.
4 The son of a female

slave. * A name of Brahma. * The son of a Sidra man
and f'aisya woman, a. qq a Santra root, to screen or defend,

to join or mix, Un Adi affix qq.

qqf jd. (-qr.) A man of the second or military and regal class,

n. (-qf) The body. a. qq&i«<rs root, to divide or eat, Un'idi

affix q ; this word and its derivatives are commonly, for the

sake of convenience, written with one q, qr.

q-rf h*4f rn
- (*4r) The duty of a Kthetriya, bravery, military con-

duct a. qqr, and qq duty.

qqrqqrwn mfo. (-q:-qr-q) Following or observing the duty of

a soldier, a. qmri. and qqq who follows,

qqrqwf mfn. {-ujt-aj^or ‘ A mere Kskttriya, a certain

Kthetriga. * A A shetriya, one of the military tribe : see

nvraj.

qfqq m. (-qft) A man of the military class, x.qq.and

Tfq aff.

qfqq mf. (-q:-qr or -qr^t) A roan or woman of the second or

military tribe, f. (-q\) The wife of a Kthtiriya. a, qq, affix

q, fem. ¥[¥ or ^tr, in one form, with inserted,

qfqqarrfq f. (-fq:) The military tribe or caste, a. qfqq, and

urrfq caste.

qfqnrqq m. (-«&'.) The duly or occupation of the warrior tribe,

war, government, Ac. a. qfqq, and q^ duty,

qfqqqrq mfn. (-q:-qr-q) Full of or abounding with the mili-

tary tribe. *• qfqq, and snrq most,

qq Samira r. 1st cL (qqfq) 1 To eat. • To pull to pieces, to

divide.

qqq mfn. (-qq-K’tft-qq) * Eating. • Dividing, tearing. a.qq

to eat, Ac. v. qq aff.

qqq n. (-q) * Eating, * Tearing, dividing, a. qq to eat,

WX aff.
•i -

qqrq mfn. (-q-qr-q) To be endured, to be suffered or submitted

to patiently, a. qq to bear, and qq aff
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w* m/n. Patient, resigned. i.VI to bear, to be

patient, aff.

<BV r. 1 Oth ch (q qxjfff)
* To send, to throw, to cast, to direct, Ac.

* To bear patiently. fc) *fv r. J »t and I Oth els. (wwrfir

1 To bear patiently, to endure, 1 To compassionate. To

shine.

WVXf mfn. (-Xf:-wr-xi) Shameless, impudent, n. (*w) Defilement,

impurity, a. to throw away (shame), affix Wz.

ra. ( V:)
1 A Buddha. ' A Banddha mendicant. * A

Jama mendicant, a. var added to the preceding,

f. (*Wt)
1 An oar. * A net : sec %vfv.

m. (4Jt) Offence, transgression, b. to bear, aro aff.

^qxpr mfn. (-xrxf.xrtft-xn'r )

1 Bearing patiently, enduring.

1 Casting, sending, a. to send, vpK aff.

f* (-VT) Night, e. artj to send or reject, q| affix, and fR
fem. do.

m. (-^0 The moon. e. xpn night, and arc who makes.

Vffvv ra. (-if.) A dark cloud or clouds of night, a. VTT, and

W a cloud.

wai^C m. (-Ct) A fiend, a goblin, a. ^VT, and tic who goes,

WVTT m. (-7:) A Rukthata, an imp or goblin, e. a^TT night, and

VRS who goes.

^qiai'a m. (-H0 The moon, a- WVT, and wm lord.

SfsiSf m. (-W|;) Dawn, day-break, e. SRT, and end.

nam n. (-T) A day and night, r. *vt, and arr»( a day.

*fHrn mfn. (-WJ-WI-ll)
1 Submitted to, borne, endured. * Sent,

cast, directed, e. wtr, and naff.

VI (n, xr, f»?) r. 1st cl. (wrra) To bear or endure.

C&, TT. n) r. 4th cL (WTfljfw) To bear or endure.

SfW mfn. (-m-KT-w) ' Patient, resigned, enduring. Refraining

from, forbearing. • Able, adequate.
4 Benevolent, friendly.

1
Fit, appropriate, suitable, proper, f. (-s?r) * Patience. * The

earth. 'Night. * A name of Dcrga. n. (?xr) Propriety, fitness,

s. sjs? as above, affix VTW-

n*fif*nr nofn. (-TT-WF-lf)
1 Patient, enduring. * Forgiving, a. xjvt,

and nfavr possessed of.

nWT^TC mfn. (-CJ-CT-^C) Patient, forbearing, a. vjrn, VC practis-

ing.

qRlNU mfa. (-n) Patient, m. (*ir) A king, a prince, e.^wt, the

earth, Ac. and xrsr who possesses.

mfn. (-H:-7|X-xi) Patient, enduring, a. ^VT, and xjj|

joined with.

^TTIVV mfn. (-‘WTW-VTft-VTf) Patient, enduring, k. WWf, and

iT7JV[_aff.

vfvnc mfn. (-in-ft**) Patient, enduring, a. <qrv? to bear, affix

^fiT* mfn. (-tft-fxptft-fa)
1 Patient. • Capable, able. r. to

bear, PUT* aff.

m. (-W-)
1 Loss, waste, destruction, removal, Ac. • A

destruction of the universe. * Consumption, Phthisis pulmu*

nalis.
4 A house, an abode. * Sickness in gcncraL * Decay,

wasting away. ’ In algebra, negative quantity, minus, a. fvs

to waste or destroy, affix

y;aT:
mfn. (-T:-fVf) 1 Destroying, terminating. * Liberating

from existence, a. w, and VC who makes.

m. (*qp) The end of all things, the period of destruction.

e. *pj, and »ni time.

^*th ra. (-*:) A consumptive or phthisical cough. K.

and cough.

vjvxj m. (-*:) Cough, consumption, a. fw to waste, C^yaffix;

some copies read this xprvj, q. v.

qjvprrfinfl f. (-xft) A plant, (Ccltis Orientalis :)
see wWft. a. WV

consumption, and xrtfxrsfT what removes.

xjxiq^ m. (-W-) The dark fortnight, that of the moon s wane.

b. vv, and v* half month.

^xrxrxr m. (.^:) The wind that is to blow at the end of the

world, a. ^XT, and vtxj wind.

f. (-fw:) Necessity or opportunity of destroying, a.W
and fitness

;
also

m. (-*:) Consumption, a. and CT* disease.

^vrrrfjnq n. (-w) Consumption. e. vjqtjfjnj, and <q affix ; also

with ITU ^TV^rfffWT.

^xr^ifhxt mfn. (-ft-fhft-f*) Consumptive, hectic, a. ^xj, and

TTfru diseased.

f. (-W or Total loss, ruin, destruction, b. w, and

increase.

*fxm mfn. (-<t fv^-fv) * Wasting, decaying. * Consumptive.

e. and aff.

Xffriw? mfn. Wasting, decaying, perishing, z. f* to

perish, aff.

wr r. 1st cl. (*vf?r)
1 To drop or let fall. • To distil, to ooze,

to trickle. With x), To flow. With ^r, r. of the 10th cL

(qrvjKVffT) To accuse, to abuse.

m. (•*:)
1 A cloud. * Trickling, oozing, n. (-^) Water.

e. ^XT to drop, and aff.

“Wrui mfn. (-W: WT-W) Produced by distillation, Ac. a. Hr, and

wr born; also X|T®r.

War n. (-xj)
1 Trickling, running. * Distilling, dropping, a. XR,

and «z aff.

fR m&i. (-TV*yvxt-r?r) Trickling, oozing, running, k.vt to

trickle, it* aff.

vrvvT f. (-WT) The DronapusApa plant.

^rytTV mfn. (-xr:-xn-v‘) Mutable, dissoluble, e. Wt: flowing, xnv

property.

^(x^T mfn. (-Wt-HT-vf) Oozed, trickling, dropped, flowing, lique-

fied. a. *r, and w aff.

rnfiv (-ft-fx^t-fr:) Dropping, flowing, trickling, m. (-ft)

The rainy season, a. W’C water, and xfv aff.

mfn. (-«!:•WT*»i) Produced by distilling, Ac. a. in the

seventh case, and m born.

r. 1st cL (wwfxt)
1 To shake. • To move, (some consider

this as interchangeable with xfr.) r. 10th cL (wnnfiv) To

purify, to cleanse or make clean.

VPT m. ( V )
* Sneezing.

# Cough, catarrh. 1 A species of

Mustard. (Sinapis dichotomy Rox.) b. ^ to sneeze, affix VTT.

WBW mfn. (- «T) Sneezing, coughing, a.w, and who makes.

xgfvvnr f. (-qn)
1 A kind of rice. A woman.

m. (-^:)
1 Cough, catarrh. 9 Sneezing. Irritation of lh{

throat, sore throat, a. ^ to sneeze, Ar. WVV aff.
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WTW mfn. <-W:-Wl-W) Belonging or relating to the military

tribe, a. war, and ^ at aff.

Wrm mfn. (-wi:-wn-wty Patient, enduring, x. ww to bear, affix *
wrfiw f. (-fin:) Patience, forbearance, endurance, a. WW to be

patient, affix

tjt 1* mfn. Patient, enduring., a. W*T to bear, Un'&di

affix Tpfi the vowel is made long.

WTW mfn. (-Wi-WT-si) ’ Slender, .slim, emaciated. * Weak, infirm.

*. W to waste, affix if, form irr.

Wl*m f. (-irr) ' Slenderness. * Thinness, emaciation. * Debility,

a. WTO. and WW affix : also with W, WWW. «

Wt*ttTH n. ( fj) Improper regimen, diet, Ac. contra-indicated in

disease, c. WTW debilitating, and WTWf to be eaten.

WTT m. {-<:)
1

Glass. * Juice, essence. 'Molasses, treacle.

• Salt. • Asbes. • A rogue, a cheat.
1 Borax, borate of soda.

• Alkali, either soda or potash. * Caustic alkali, one species

of cautery, n. (-T) A factitious or medicinal salt, commonly

black salt : see W«*WTW. e. wt; to drop, or distil, affix f¥.

WTTW m. (-WO
1 A blossom, a new blown flower. * A cage or

basket for birds or fish.
1 A washerman. 4 Juice, essence,

s. WT to fall or drop, affix Wf.

WTTWWW n. (-sp) Applying caustic alkali (lapis infernalis) to

proud flesh, Ac. a. WTT, and act.

WTTW nf. (-W-W:) Accusing, calumniating, n. (-si)
1 Distilling.

• Converting to alkali or ashes, i. fK to drop, causal form,

Wt**
WIT^WT f* (-Vf) A potherb.

WTT^ m. (•%•,) A tree, commonly Ghanlapnrali - see fWfTWTwfw j

also wreew.

WTTWW n. ( si) A potherb, (Chenopodium album.) s. WTT juice,

and WW a leaf; also wirqww.

WTT*TW m. (-W0 A shrub, (Achvranthes asperaj) also WVUTNf.

s. WIT alkali, and srw middle
\

its alkaline ashes make it use-

ful in washing clothes.

WiTwfwWT f. (-WT) Saline soil, especially an impure sulphate of

soda. e. wtT salt, and wfwwT earth.

WTTTW ro. (-W :
) A salt or alkaline flavour. B. WTT, and TW

flavour,

WTTTW rn.(-wO Any tree yielding abundant potash, as the plan-

tain, Ac, e. WTT, and ww a tree.

WTTTf n. {•% ) Six kinds of trees distinguished by theirjuice, as

the Butea frondosa, Grislea lomentosa, Achyranthes aspera,

Cowach, Ghantiparali, Coraya. e. WTT, and Tff six.

wrrrwr n. (-W|) Sea-salt. *. WTT salt, and clear, pure.

wrfTWT f. (-WT) Hunger.

Wife* »fn. (-Tf:-ifT-lT)
1 Guilty. * Calumniated, falsely accused,

specially of adultery. 1 Accused of crime. * Distilled from

saline matter, strained through alkaline ashes, Ac. s. WT to

go or fall, in the causal form, affix w
WTWW n. (-W) Washing, sprinkling, cleaning with water, e. wtw

to wash, affix ffi.

WTWWYu mfn. (-W:-«fT*W) To be washed, to be cleaned with

water, e. ww, and WXtW^. affix; also with ww and WTT, wrfwww
and WTO-

feftr

WtWW fl mfn. (-Wn-WMt-WW) Washing, sprinkling, b. WW to wash,

V* aff.

Wrfww mfn. ( W- WT-li) Geared, cleaned, washed, k. WTW to

cleanse, affix w<

fw r. 1st cl. (Wlfw-W) 'To wane or decrease. * To diminish, to

disappear, to waste, to perish. ' To rule or possess with un-

limited power, r. 5th cl. (fwwrfff) To hurt or injure, to wound

or kilt r. 6th cl. (fwwflf) ' To dwell. * To go or approach.

(W) fwr r. 9th cl. (fwwtfw) To injure or kilL

fw f. (-two Residence, abode. * Going, moving. * Waste, loss,

destruction. E. fw to decrease, Ac. fw aff.

fi|W (*) fa* r. 8th d. (fulfil orfwjri or Wifir-wS) Tohurt,

to injure, to kill.

far* mfn. ( W'-WT-W)
1 Wasted, decayed. ' Poor, miserable.

e. fw to waste, affix also wlw.

fwf> f. (-fw t)
1 The earth. * An abode, a dwelling, a house.

' Loss, destruction, wane. * The period of the destruction of

the universe. * A perfume, commonly called fldckana. i. fw

to waste, to dwell, Ac. ftptatf.

fwfwww mf. (-w : -v) Dust. b. fwf^r the earth, and WW a

particle.

fwfaww rn. (.*:) A tree, (Mimosa khayar.) k. fwfw, and w* able.

fwOl f«H m. (-W) A king, a prince. *. fwfw, and fw to dwell,

affix ffR.

fwfwww m. (-T|:) A clod or lump of earth, k. fwfiT, and eu
earth.

fwfVrW mfn. (-W’-WT-W) Earth-born, produced of or in the earth,

m. (-UT) ' Mart. *The demon Nahaka. *An earth-worm. f. («T)

Sit/. and Vf born.

fllfilWW m. (-Wh) An earth-worm. k. fwfw. and animal,

fwfipni n. (-W)
1 The region below the earth. * The surface of

the earth. X. fwfir, and ww beneath.

fwffTWT ra * (-T*) A mountain, a. fwfw the earth, and WT what

holds.

fwfipriftw rafn. (-ft-ftwt-ft:) Carrying soil or earth. x. firfit,

and Wlftx bearing.

fwfinn* m. (-»t) An earth-worm. x. fwfir, and an* a serpent,

ftlfarar m. (-WJ) A king. x. fwfir, xnd if who protect.
;

alto

firfinnw.

farfVrwfir m, (-fir:) A king, a sorereign. x. fwfir, xnd wfw lord,

fwfinnw m. (-W:) A king, x prince, x. fwfir, xnd WTW who

protects.

fwfirtftw n. (-W) The surface of the earth, b. fwfw, and a

stooL

fwfrntfw® mfn. Dwelling on the earth, k. fwfw, and

9fww established.

fwfawiT m. (-WTT) A prince, a king. e. fwfw, and mi who

nourishea

fwf?rwvEw u. (-W) The earth, the globe, a. fwtw, and wuiw

circle.

fwfwww m. (•:) A tree. x. firfir the earth, and ww what

mounts.

fwfwwrw m.
( wO A corpse, a. fwfn the earth, and TVT what

increases.
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fafrT^W*n.(-Tf:) * A name of the demon Narjuu, also of ’Mars.

e. and Tpr a son.

fwftv m. (-•*•) A king. e. f%flT, and TW a prince.

faflUT m. (-*:) A king. b. fat*. and a king.

ffUfitfl! t. The mother of Krishna. e. fwfvr the earth,

and the mother of the gods
;

the UrrtMtrial parent of

divinity.

font n». (-IT) Air, wind. b. fk| to go, Unldi affix, wfw^, TT

inserted.

r. 1st cL (w^fTT) To utter an inarticulate sound, to moan

as in grief.

fair (<*i) ^rfa* r. 4th cl (fanfa) («r,) ^rfaPfa. r. 6th d.

(Rrrfw-i) To throw or cast, to direct or send. With

arftr prefixed, To abuse, to censure or reproach. With W*, To

throw down. With xfrw. * To attract. * To ridicule. With

am, To raise up, Ac. With fir. To place, to deposit. With

To throw far or violently. With fw. To scatter, to disperse.

With fw and far, To deliver over, to resign, to leave. With

and WTV, To remove, to send away. With VT, * To abridge,

to compress or contract. * To disappear.

Htt ns. (-*:) ’ Throwing, casting. * Reviling. * One who

throws, Ac. f. (•‘VT)
1 Sending, casting, throwing, Ac. • Night

;

tee TT. k. fwv to throw, affix qr.

fwxpf m. (-*:) A warrior, a fighter. £. fax* throwing or direct-

ing, {darts, Ac.) W Un'ddi ftff.

faqsi n. (-V) 1 Sending, dismissing, throwing, casting, Ac.

* Reviling, abusing, b. fin to throw, Ac. affix wr, the radi-

cal vowel unchanged.

faxrfa m. (.flf;) A missile weapon, f. (-f*:-^l) An oar. e. fr*

to throw or cast, Un'idi affix ^fa, and the radical vowel

unchanged.

fqqw m. (-w:) Air, wind. b. fwu to throw or send, to waft,

Un'fcdi affix urw.

firm mfn. s*) 1 Fragrant, sweet-smelling. •Diffusive,

what may be sent or scattered, m. (-Bfc) ' The body. * Spring,

the season of spring, a. flpw to send, &c. Un'Adi affix,

fcqir mfn. (-xnr-xn^.^if) • Throwing, casting. * Abusing, re-

proaching. K, fin to throw, affix we.

flflj mfn. ( Obstructive, throwing obstacles in the way
5

also fvxw. r. fin to cast, Ac. V aff.

fin mfn. (-*: -ffr-Jf)
1 Thrown, cast. * Sent, despatched. • Dismiss-

ed. t (-ITT) Night; also fw^T and b. ftn to throw, Ac.

affix it.

flnx’f mfn. (-*:-TT-*) Prostrate, lying down. b. fa*, and qx|

the body.

flgf* f. (.fir:) * Throwing. * Sending, ordering. • Solving a

riddle, explaining or understanding a hidden meaning. R-fc~7

to throw, fl|W aff.

fnnt mfn. (-ujB-xr*flt-tqw)
1 Throwing. * Sending, e. fin

4th cl. to send, me aff.

faufWTW mfn. (-*:-WT-V) 'Toesing, throwing. ’Casting aside,

throwing off.
1 Sending, directing, k. fn, and wrRHT aff.

fin mfn. (-tft-tff-*) Quickly, speedily, quick, swift, adv. n. (•!}

Quickly, b. fmr to send or despatch, Un’fidi affix nr.

F^mfjnr m. (-irt) A kind of tree, (Hibiscus populneoides :) see

BiWiai. x. fin quick, and *rfarcrwhat ripens.

f. (-ur) Loss, waste, destruction, e. fa to waste, sod

ZTT affixes, T substituted for the pennltimate.

fa* fa) far r. 4th cl. (itlfw) To eject from the mouth, to

vomit.

xft r. 1st cl. imufrr-if) To hurt or injure.

xfriB r. 1 at cl. fafafir) To sound inarticulately, to sigh or groan

as in distress,

Wfa* n. (-si) The whistling of hollow reeds or bamboos, a. wfa
to .sound inarticulately, affix qpr.

mfn. (•ws-WT-ur) ’.Thin, emaciated, feeble. * Thin, slender.

• Wasted, diminished, worn away, expended. * Destroyed,

lost.
1 Injured, broken, torn. ’Subdued, suppressed. T Poor,

miserable, k. fir to waste, affix if, deriv. irr.

^IWTTT f- (-HT) ' Slenderness, delicacy. * Thinness, emaciation.

* Diminution, decay. 8. 1TW added to the last ; also with w,

mfn. (.qt-qr-vi) Purified, having suffered the conse-

quences of sin. r.. fafa, and xrnt sin.

xjtwUBB mfn. ' Abandoned. • Having enjoyed the

fruits of virtue, and being doomed by another birth to labour

for more. t. fafa, and xiap virtue.

Wtvrsrw mfn. (.vp-vnr-w) Slender-waisted. B.^fw, and wvf middle,

mfn. (-vrnr-T^ft-^w) Wasted, decayed, e. fw to waste, and

aff-

tffaj Tfaq mfn. (-^t-fOTt-fa) Inhabiting a destructible house.

m. (fat) A dove or pigeon, e. fafa, and abiding.

xftwTu BTRl mfn. (-WTt-wrT-fa) Cowed, deprived of courage or

prowess, e. and faWTT*l valiant.

^fagfa mfn. (-fa:-fa:-fa) Out of employ, out of bread, having

no maintenance, b. vf.w lost, and ffa practice.

fafanfil mfn. (-fa: -fa: -fit) Weak, feeble, impotent. K.fafa, and

wfa vigour.

m. (<*|T) A Bauddhd.

fafat¥<4* m. (-wr) A Jina, an inspired teacher according to

the Jaineu. e. 'Wtxir, and eight natural acts,

fafa (qi) fat* r. 1st cl. (fatli?) To be intoxicated, (literally or

metaphorically.)

fafa mfn. (-*:-*t-*) Drunk, intoxicated, s. fafa to be drunk,

affix n, deriv. irr.

VTt4TfT f. (-ttt) Intoxication, e. 7T*f added to the last; also with

W, fafafa.

fatfHjw mfn. (-*:*Tfa) Perishing, wasting away. t. fa to

perish, 1TTWW aff.

WK n. (-T)
1 Water. ’ Milk, f. (-’ft) A small shrub (Asclepia

rosea j) also ’ A tree, a species of Mimosa, (M. kauki,

Rox.) also wlf<WT. * Gigantic swallow-wort. 4 Euphorbia;

several kinds, particularly, E. hirta. E. thymifolia, and

E. chamwsyce. e. to eat, Un'Adi affix
;

the fem.

nouns are derived from ‘WlTT milk, the plants yielding a milky

juice or sap, upon expression or incision.

m. (-^ ) An infant, a young child, e. TfK milk, »nd

gq throat ;
also with SP[ added
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f. (-^T) A kind of potherb, black BivincaUnra, (Convol-

vulus paniculatus.) I. ftr water, and root : having a

watery root.

^)t.ai*ifa#l f. (-ai) A drag, and one of the eight principal

medicament* of the Hindus; it i* a root from the Himalaya.

*. milk, and aiarrwt a drug, aa added
;

yielding, when

fresh, a milky juice
;
also -aHaiilft

tftmvnft f- (ft) See the preceding.

artTft* m. (-Z:) An insect or animalcule generated by the

fermentation of milk. e. "alT milk, and at* a worm.

^trwt n. ( -wj) Coagulated or curdled milk. b. vtTPC milk, and ar

produced.

mfn. ( What gives or yields milk. k, ftr, and

a what gives.

m. (-«:) Gigantic swallow- wort. e. wtT milk, and aa
leaf

;
the leaves, &c. yielding, on expression or incision, a

milky juice.

n. (-f ) Embracing, embrace, k. milk, and aK
water j

mixing like milk and wnter.

tfca mfn. (-a:-aT-f) Drinking milk, who or what drinks it.

a. atT, and a who drinks,

f. (.tif; See

n (•») Drinking milk
j
also m. pin. (-WT:) The

name of a people, the milk-drinkers. «. and anf drink
;

in the second sense, a is changed always to f.

mfn. 1 Drinking milk, sucking, &e.

• Drinking or imbibing water repeatedly, k. fK, and aifaa

who drinks.

flT’n'tffm. plu, (-fsr«:j The people called Unnartu, the milk-

drinkers. b. -ftt, aT to drink, faf* affix, * inserted, and a
final changed to a.

^ffrwraa m. (a*.) A tree, (Momnga hyperanthern.)

m (-*) A plant, a kind of JUurvtt

:

see vh-
n. (-a) A dish of liquorice and milk, g afc, and

afka made of liquorice.

aKvifl f- (-til) The dark flAui*ca&nra
t (Convolvulus panicu-

latus.) e. afa w ater, and aft pedicle : see ftnrwfT.

ft«fsefn l ( ftlt) Inspissated milk. a. vjttT milk, and fairfa

change of form.

'VlTfw^Tfv^T f. (-aT) The dark Bkuincn&nra
;
also

fKfV<T<1 f. (-ft) Tbe white or black Bkutuca&nra, (Convol-

vulus paniculatus
:) see jairaw. g.ft»: water, and fa^rft

the same plant.

vftrrv ra. (-aO Glomerous fig tree, (Ficus glomcrata;) also

s. milk, and t*a a tree, the leaves and bark

yielding a white milky juice.

XKut m. («aO Cream, the surface or skim of milk. k.

milk, and JPC what goes over or on.

aKxjai m. (-W0 An aquatic plant, (Trapa bispinosa, Rox.)

f- <-WT) The pale BhumcaOnra . see wfafarroa. E. ft* milk,

and T3W white
; white as milk, the fruit, &c,

m, (-a:) Butter, a. aK. and an: essence.

m. (-1:) A precious stone, described as a milky crys-

tal, {opal or cat's eye?) a. fft milk, and Sifza crystal

ax

atm( m. (-^:) An infant at the breast, i. fta, and aT who
feeds.

atnff ra. (-fhj:) The sea of milk, one of the seven seas sur-

rounding as many worlds, e. ft* milk, and afal the ocean.

fKifiara m. (-ap) The moon. f. (-an) A name of the goddess

LaeskmI n. (ai)
* Sea salt. * A pcarL x. f|*aff the sea of

milk, and ar bom.

ftTTffaaaT f (*ar) A name of LaesumI b. ft*Tfai the sea of

milk, and Tnmi daughter.

ftKTWT^ m. (*a :

)
An infant both fed and suckled, a. ft*» and

W~ff food, a* who eats.

ft*rf*aT f. (-arr) A sort of Asclepias : see the next.

alTTft £ (-at) A sort of Asclepias, (A. rosea, Box;) also XffiaaT.

B. ft* milk or milkyjuice, aa to contain, affixes xfw and ^a.
ft*TW ro. (-9:) The Sarml, a kind of pine. c. ft* milk, and

anr what is named
; or it may mean that the tree is also

named simply ft*, that which yields a milky juice or sap.

atftfT f. (-ar) 1 A tree bearing an edible fruit, (Mimusops

kuuki, Box.) 1 A potherb, Bhuinca&nra, (Convolvulus pani-

culatus.) e. milk, affix aar.

W\fral f. (-at)
1 A milch cow. * A tree bearing an edible fruit,

(Mimusops kauki.) * A medicinal kind of the moon plant

or acid Asclepias. E, milk, and x;fa affix, alluding to its

juice, fern, affix ata.

vftfo^mfn. (
' Milky, yielding milk. • Having milk,

m. (-ft) A sort of Mimusops: see alfwr. *, trlT milk, and

xfa nff-

f- (-ft) An oblation of milk, rice, and sugar.

-atria m- (-*t) The sea of milk. e. VtK milk, and aa water;

it also implies the sea in general.

^tTrarnrar f- ( at) A name of LakshmI k. -atrr^ the sea of

milk, and aaar daughter.

at craa^a m. (-a?) The moon. E-atri^ the ocean in general,

and a^a a s«in.

ata (a) r. 1st cl. (fttfa) * To spit or sputter, to eject

from the mouth. * To be drunk : sec fara, also aft*.

mfu. (-ai-ai-a) Drunk, intoxicated, x. ^tf, and if affix

;

Iso aria.

aftaiff f. (-arr) Drunkenness, intoxication, x. aa added to the

last
j
also with a, i also ^taaT, &C.

^ (a) aa r. 2d cl. To sneeze, to make any such sound,

as m. (-w:) The soap berry plant, (Sapindus saponaria.) B.

to bruise, aa aff.

aa mfn. (*a : -ai*a)
1 Bruised, pounded. • Exercised, practised,

skilful.
1 One versed in sacred science, but described as un-

able to explain or teach it.
4 Defeated, overcome. *. to

bruise, &C. affix n, form irr.

aiT f. (ipr) ' Sneexing; also ^a. b. a to sneeze, affix fija, |far

is added.

a* mfn. (-a:-in-Tr) Sneezed, sneezing, mf. (-ir-lTT)
1 Sneezing,

* Cough, k. w to sneeze, affix a
tnfTTT mfn. (-ara-aat-aif ) Sneezing. *. ^ to sneeze, WTJ aff

m. (-a:) Black mustard, s. Y* sneezing, and

afnaaa what produces
;
also ^aifaanra.
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X*xft f (-f^) Black mustard, h. xw sneezing, ¥Tt making.

XX^rx^fm mfn. ( w- iTT-lf) Hungry and thirsty, h. ^X with

WWJ thirst, and XUdlfflV distressed.

^frfXifxx mfh. (-nr-WT-ii’) Hungry and thirsty, i VI, and

finrrxr thirst, XtTX affi

^py«ftxil m. (-T:) Allaying hunger, eating, a. XX\ and TrftXTT

counteracting.

XX («L Tt* 5t) XT ijfXT r. 7th cL (^xfx *fx) To pound, to

bruise, to reduce to powder.

XI mfn 1 Small, little. • Mean, low. • Mean,

niggardly, avaricious. ‘Cruel. * Poor, indigent, f. (-IT)
1 A

woman maimed or crippled, wanting a limb, Ac. * A dancing

girl
1 A whore, a harlot. * A fly. * A bee or wasp. * A gnat,

Ac. T A prickly nightshade : sec XXfXITt. * The egg plant,

(Solanum melongena) * Sorrel, (Oxalis monadelpha.) a. wg
to bruise or pound, Unadi affix TX.

m. ( W ) A small shell, k. a? small, and x^ a shell,

f- (-XT) A tinkling ornament, a girdle of small bells,

Ac. k. wt small, Wl a clock or bell, affix XX > and the fetu.

form.

m. (-¥i) A kind of small bird. b. XI small, and a

crest, small crested.

Xfxx m. (-^:)
1 Any small animal. • A kind of worm, (Julua)

b. XI small, and animal.

xnrdrtr m. (-T:) Small cummin, b. XI small, and ^tT cummin

seed.

XITTT f. (-XT)
1 Smallness, minuteness. * Inferiority, inaignifi-

cance, meatiness, e. xx added to xi
;
also with w, xisr.

*Jlxf*T*T f. (-XT) A small gadfly, t. xg, and xfxXt a gadfly.

(•Xt) A small gadfly. B. ipj, and Xlft a gadfly.

X* allfxx mfn. (-x:-Xt*X) Having a little nose. k. XI, and

xifxxr the nose.

f. (-XT) Wood-sorrel, (Oxalis monadelpha.) a. XI, and xx

a leaf, small -leaved.

Xixxrx m. (-xt) A tree, (Celtis oricntalis ;) see xtTX k. ^i,

and XX fruit, XX added, bearing a small fruit.

XXXXT f. (-XT) A plant. (Ardixia anlanacca.) k.xi, and XX fruit

^ixfl mfo. (fc>fr.-fx) Simple, silly, ignorant, b. eji, and

JIX understanding.

XTTTJT m {-*:) A minor disease, one of little importance. s.ip,

and xr* disease.

XIX XT t (-XT) A plant, (Dioscorea:) see XT7TXIXI .

XIX^ (’^ : ) A small shell, b. XI, and x^f a shell

XIlfl4 m. (-x‘-) A tree, (Celosia cristala.) k. XI, and xt$ the

head, having a small head.

X5XXT f (-X1) A plant, commonly Mugaix see *T5

XtfTTtXXI f. (-XT) A prickly nightshade, (Solanum jacquini.)

a small species, e. XI small, and fXTXt the plant

XsflT*Ft f- (-^t) See the last.

XIixiHeXlXf I* m. (-*:) Small fry. e. XI small, xx an egg,

HX a fish, and XfTX a heap.

XX»XXXX m. (*Xt) A tree, (Artocarpus lacucha:) see XffX.

XliXT f. ( XT) Wood-sorrel, (Oxalis monadelpha.) *. iff, and

XX sour; a small and acid plant

w*
XX (X X*) XflTf r. 4th cl (^xrfw) To be hungry, to hanger.

*X f. (-TJ* or -X^) Hunger, b. xx to be hungry, affix fxx.

'dxr f. (-XT) Hunger. x.xx to be hungry, affixes xx and-zrv,

X«t;XT mfn. (-T:-<t-T) Causing hunger, improving the appetite

and XT what makes.

Y*™*9 m. (-¥:) Allaying hunger, r. XXT, and vx dcstroctioa.

XX.Xlfkx mfn. (-XT-XT-Tf) Hungry, starving, k. yxr, and itffTT

* pained.

xxifxxxx m. (-Xs) Black mustard, k. XXT hunger, and xfcwy
causing, promoting.

XXT^ m. (-X--XT-X/ Hungry, hungered, b. XXT, and xrx pained,

ijxrxifx f* (*fxit) Satisfaction, satiety, allaying hunger. B.XXT,

and XTfx appealing.

^fxx mfn. (-X :-WI-X) Hungered, hungry, b. XX to be hungry,

affix x.

T!* m. (-¥:) A savage, a barbarian, k. XX to be hungry,

Un'adi affix XXX-

XT m, (*X:) A small tree, one with short branches and roots,

a bush, a shrub. K. x to sound, affi x.

XX mfn, (-X:-XT-X) 1 Agitated, tossed, stirred. * Agitated men-

tally, anxious, disturbed, m. (-X-) The churning stick, x. xw
to stir, to agitate, affix X> form irr.

XX r. 1st cL (xixfx) 1 To be confused or agitated.
1 To stir

or disturb, r. 4th cl and 9th cl. (XMrfrr and xxrrfff) To shake,

to tremble, to be unsteady.

^fxx mfn, (-X: XT-X) * Frightened, alarmed, afraid. 1 Agitated,

tossed, set in motion. * Agitated mentally, disturbed, anxiou*.

* Angry, enraged, b. an to shake, to be agitated, to stir, Ac-

affix x
XXT f (-XT)

1

Linseed, (Linutn usitatissimum.) • A sort of flat.

Bengal San. • The indigo plant. * A sort of creeper. B-Xto

sound, affix XX.

XI r. 6th el. (Tjrfw) * To cut. • To scratch, to make lines or

furrows.

XT m. (-TO
1 A raxor. A plant, (Barleria longifolia.) * Abo

Tribulus lanuginosus : see itXT. 4 A horse's hoof; abo
* The hoof of a cow, &c. • The foot of a bedstead, f. (•<!) A

knife, b. XT to scratch or cut, Un’idi affix T¥ « and the fiasl

consonant rejected
; also TJT.

V* m. (-X0
1 A plant, commonly Tila. *

Barleria longifoKa

* Tribulus lanuginosus. k. XT to scratch, Ac. wx affi

XTI m. (-1*.) ‘ A kind of arrow, one with a horse shoe besd.

* A sort of hoc or weeding spade, e. XT a hoof, and SX to

go, X affix
;
also TJTI.

n. (-X) A razor case. x. xr, and XTX a vesseL

XTXflX m. (-^f) A barber, a. ^t a razor, and xx t® destroy,

affix fxfx.

xfrxt f. (-dft) A kiud of yam : see XTTTXTXTT.

xfex mf. ( -C1-fTXt) A male or female barber, x. XT a razor,

and xfx aff.
^

xx mfn. (-xt-xr-x) Little, small b. to pouiid, aflix ftn..

powder, dust, X from XT to get, to be, aHix Wj nko XI*

^XX mfn. t-x-xr-X) 1

Little, small 'Hard. 'Poor, indigent
4 Low, vile. * Wicked, malicious, abandoned. * Young,
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youngest. * Pained, distressed, m. («qp) A small shell, e.

as above, and TO added ; also igff.

WW7TTTT m. (-u:) See the next.

TOWnTHE m, (-qr:) A paternal uncle, b. to youngest, and imi

a father, qrw added.

^ a?T mfn. (-TTW-Tift TOT) Sneezing. . w, and zrjTt aff.

TO r. 10th cl. tihnrfw) To eat.

W7 m. (•V- )
' Disease in the ear. * Poison. ' Sound : see ’STB

WtTO m. (-IT:) Roar of a lion.

TO n. (-W)
1 A field. * The body. • A wife.

4 A pure or sacred

spot, a place of pilgrimage, as Benares, Ac. 1 Plane figure,

geometry. 4 A diagram, e. fw to dwell, &c. affix yw.

VETO mfn. {’T} t\-X) Making a field, cultivating it, Ao. e. qfa,

TO! who makes.

TO*r mfn. (-SB: -xn-wj) 1 Produced in a field, (as com, Ac.) * Bom
of the body, Ac. m. (-«T) A son, the offspring of the wife by

a kinsman or person duly appointed to procreate issue to the

husband, k. to wife, and U born, born of the wife onlyj this

is one of the twelve kinds of issue acknowledged by the old

Hindu law.

^TO mfn. (-TO-TO-ll)
1 Clever, dexterous, skilful. * A husband-

man, Ac. 1 The soul, the emanation of divinity resid-

ing in the body. * A libertine, a whore-monger, e. to a field,

the body, Ac. and V who knows.

TOMffl m. (-fit:) A landowner, a farmer, the master of a field.

e. and master.

TOwfa f. (-fw:) Cultivated land. x. TO, and tjli? land.

ra (-f*V
1 A sage, one who possesses spiritual know-

ledge. * A husbandman, e. vjq. and who knows.

TOtifa f. (-ftrs) Figurate quantity, e. to, and TTifac num-

ber.

TO^iTT f. (-HT) The boundaries of a meadow or field, or holy

place, e. and limit.

TOrsiit'q mfn. (.'W’.-WT-'W) A cultivator, a peasant. x. TO a field,

and aft
-* who lives, withW prefixed

,
who gets a livelihood

by tbe labours of the field.

TOtTO*1

! f. (-qft) A plant, commonly BkusniamaUki, (Flacourtia

cataphracta, Rox.)

mfn. (-qr:.^ft-qr) Having a field, relating to a field, Ac.

m. (•*•) 1 A farmer, a cultivator. * A husband, e- 'TO, and

TO aff.

mfn. (-^t-Wrt-fa) Owning or having a field, cultivating

it, Ac. m. (-€1)
1 A husband. * A cultivator, a husbandman,

x. TO a field, and xfff affi

n. (•*)
1 Meadow grass, herbage, pasturage. ' Physicking,

operating, m. (-W:)
1 An adulterer. * A medicament, what is

fit to be administered in medicine. 9 An incurable disease,

x. to a field, the body, * affi

TO m. (-^0 Sorrowing, moaning, x. to moan, affix

TOI m. (-ii:)
1 Sending, dismissing. * Throwing, casting.

• Pride, haughtiness.
4 Delay, dilatoriness.

4
Disrespect, con-

tempt. 4 Passing away time. 1 Abuse, reviling. * A clump of

flowers, &c. 4 (In arithmetic, Ac.) Additive quantity, adden-

dum. x. fro to throw, affix w*r

mfn. qr) ' Who or what throws or sends. • Abus-

ing, disrespectful, x. fro to throw, to affi.

TOW n. (-W) ’ Sending, directing. 9 Throwing, casting. * Passing

away time. 4 Abusing, k. fro to throw, affix ^7.

TOfw f. (-fw: or -wt) ' An oar, * A net, a fishing net. e. fare to

cast or throw, qv and affi*.

wfinrw m, (-<RT) Great velocity, t. fTO quick, and i;qfqq[ affix,

deriv. inr.

mfn. (-*:- IT-W) Very quick, quickest, x. fro quick, and

TTO superlative affix, T rejected.

mfn. (*vrw TOt-W’) Very quick, x. fro, and ^wro aff.

mfn. (•Ft-S^-l) Who or what throws, sends, orders, Ac.

x. fro to throw, TO aff.

TO mfn. (-Wt-WT-W) Happy, well, prosperous,right, Ac. mn.(-sr:-st)

1 Happiness, well being. 4 Preserving, protecting, keeping

what is acquired. 9 Final emancipation or eternal happiness.

4 The proper term of civil address to a Taisya, at TOirfo,

TOf TOTJ, Is it well, or may it be well, &c. f. ( -WT) A name of

Duxos. x. f% to remove, and ww Un'kdi affix
;
what removes

or destroys sorrow, Ac.

TOW m. (-qrt) A perfume, commonly Ch6r. x. WW added to

TO.

TOWT mfn. (-^t-TT-lJ) Propitious, conferring happiness or good

fortune, x. W W. and IT to make, TOT affi.

mfn. ( -Cs-qt-v:) Auspicious, propitious, conferring happi-

ness or good fortune, x. TO happiness, and v to make,

wn» aff.

TO^r mfn. q?) Propitious, Ac. : see the preceding. £(-fl)

Tbe Brahmani kite or Coromandel eagle, which is considered

as a bird of good omen, (FVdco ponticerianus.) x. and w
to make, with TOT affi.

Xinnr mfn. (-XT^-TWt-TIf ) Happy, prosperous, x. and

WTpraff.

TOTTOtr f. (-WT) Opposite leaved fig tree. x. auspicious, and

qrw fruit.

WJ9 mfn. (-JQt-flT&i) 1 Lucky, prosperous, thriving. * Healthy,

salubrious, e. wh, and to* added.

TO (W) r. 1st cL (TOfw) To spit, to eject from the mouth.

^ r. I st cl. CwrqflT) To wane, to waste or decline.

TO n. (V) a multitude of fields, Ac. x. TO a field, Ac. and

TO* aff.

TOU n. (-^) Spirituality, the nature of the soul e. TOV> and

TO aff.

TOV1 n. (-tD) Spirituality, the nature of the soul, the knowledge

of it, Ac. e. TO^q. and TOf affi

f. (-^t) Milk and rice, or any preparation of milk. b.

milk, affix TOT
v
. fetn. affix ft* }

some copies read this word

TOrvT-

WTT m. (-v) The post to which an elephant is bound.

,#tto n. (-if) Sound of the flute.

Wlfw f. (-^: or -*1) ITie earth, e. to sound, affix, fcm.

affix optionally ’TV1! }
also WifW-

m. 1 Powder, pulverized substance. 9 A piece, a small

piece or particle. 9 The Slone or slab on w hich any thing is
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ground or powdered, a mortar, Ac. • Dust. r. 74
;

to bruize or

pound, affix

7TTmi mfn. (-7:-7T-ii) Ground, pulverized, e. "754, and Km
for Tin? dust.

mfn. (-IT TTK?f) Pounded, ground, comminuted, n. (-IT)

Powder, dust, substance pulverized or ground, b. 7"< to

bruise or pound, affix TV-

7 i fgKif m. (-«IT) Minuteness, exceeding smallness or inferiority.

e. 74 small, Ac. affix T?tf*t7, deriv. irr.

TTf^W mfo. (-V-WT-TT) Finely pounded or levigated, very small

or minute. E. 7f small, TW1 affix of the superlative,?: rejected.

7^77 mfn. ( WnT-*nJt-?P> Very fine or small. K. 74, and

X^TTPl affix of the superlative.

7T7 m. (-it:) * Agitation, emotion. • Shaking, trembling, tossing.

e. "Wit to be agitated, 77 aff.

^TST am. («7Uif) A room on the top of a house : see 7r7 n. (-zij

Wove silk. k. ij to make a sound, Un adi affix 77; also 7f7.

71(7 f. (-fs|: or -7l) The earth. the earth, and 77
pleonastic, with T7 or Tfrt? fem. terminations added.

7.7t7T7Y?: m. (-TO The ocean. E.7T7t the earth, and snTtT

an enclosure.

715 n. (-4)
1 Honey. • Water, m. (-1:) A flower, (Micbelia

champaca.) E. 7[fr a fly, Ac. affix 77.

vfnfW mfn. ( TT-nt-Ti) Small, minute. *. Tf small, pleo-

nastic aff.

7T7 mfn. (-7:-7t-7)
Linen, made of linen, covered with it, Ac.

f. (-tft) Lin or flax, (Linuin usilalissimum.) mn. (-7:-7 )
1 An

airy room on the top of a house. 1 An apartment on the top

of a hall. * The back of an edifice. * A fortified place in front

of a building. * A building of a particular form. * Wove silk

:

T Linen cloth, e. 7t7 q. v. 77 added.

^177 m. (-7 *.) ChCr, a species of perfume.

^TT m. (-T !
)

* Shaving the head. * Shaving in general, (-ft) A

razor. E. Tt a razor, affix 77
vfna m. (-7 :

) A barber, e. 77 a razor, affix art.

74 r. 2nd cl. (TQFTf7 or with 77 prefixed 7777) To whet, to

sharpen. (4717) To take away, to remove.

^77 mfn. (-m-TT-T) Whetted, sharpened, b. 77 to whet,

affix 7-

«p; f. (7n) The earth. b. 77 to bear, Un'adi affix 77. and the

penultimate dropped.

m\f\m n. (-7) The surface of the earth, e. vrt, and 77 below.

7777 ra. (-7) A king. r. 77, and 77 who enjoys.

qrTCiT m. (-apT)
1 A king, a prince. * A mountain, b. qrr the

earth, and *T7 who nourishes, from 7, affix fhP*. 7J7 added.

Wll T ) 717^ r. 1 st cl. (7Wl) To shake, to make tremble.

7?fiTO mfn. (7f:-7T-7) Shaken, trembling, e. 777 , and 7 afT.

Trfxi* mfn. (>WT-Tt-K) Trembling, shaking, s.7T7 , and 77 aff.

7\7 r. 1 st cl. OfNfir) To wink or twinkle, to close as the

eye lids.

fen mfn (-7*.*7T-7 )
1 Sounded. • Soft, unctuous. to

sound, &c. nr aff.

f%5T 7T) W«17T r. 1st cl. (<74^7 ) To sound inarticulately,

r. 4th cL (fonfrtj
1 To be unctuous, to be soft or bland. * To

liberate, to free : some consider these roots as more properly

read for

TT¥ mfn. (-7:-tt-7)

1 Crooked, bent. * Wicked, depraved, m.

(*:) * Venom, poison. * Sound, noise. • Tingling or buzzing

ill the ear, from hardening of the wax, &c. 4 Ghutka, with

yellow flowers; see 717. n. (-7) * The flower of the Gho$ha

plant. * The fruit of a red kind of swallow wort. f. (-7T)
1 A

war whoop, a battle cry. * A bamboo rod or stake. E- ftfT

to sound inarticulately, to be soft or bland, Ac. affix 7, and

7 substituted for 7, or to *WWk Ac- 77 affix, and 7
changed to T.

wjfVTr n. ( if) A battle cry, a war whoop, a. 10 sound inar-

ticulately, affix TV-

#7 (41) r. 1 st cl. (^7f7) 1 To shake, to tremble. • To go, to

move.

IS

7 The second consonant of the Aomori alphabet, being the

aspirate of the preceding
;

it is written in the Roman

character JTA,

9 n. (-7)
4 Heaven. * Sky or ether.

1 An organ of sense.

4 Knowledge. # Happiness, pleasure. * Vacuity. 1 A dot, a

cypher. * A city, a field. • Action. 14 Auspiciousnesa. 41 Talc.

** The tenth constellation from any given one, or* the sun’s

entrance into it,
11 Brahmt the supreme spirit, ro. (V) A

name of the sun. e. 77 to dig, to penetrate, affix 7.

f|4IV ra. (-41:) A name of S'iva. e. 7 ether, yTtw hair.

VETO r. 1st cl. (TTTfw) To laugh, to laugh at or deride; also

77.

7771 mfn. (-T:-7T-i) Hard, solid : see ««««.

77TW m.(-74:
) The sun. b. 7 ihe sky, and a meteor, Ac.

«ar m. (-*:)
4 A bird. * An arrow. • The sun. * A planet. 1 A

deity.
4 Air, wind. * A grasshopper, e. 7 the sky, &c. and V

who goes.

4NHt1tt m. (-flf:) A name of Gabcd'a, the bird and vehicle of

ViihxV. (fits bird, and 4ff?T lord or chief.

7JT7T m. (-7:) A bird. e. 7 and JRT what goes.

m. (-TF) A tree, commonly Lakuvha, (Artocarpus lacu-

cha.) e. 74 a bird, and ‘ETK face, bird -faced.

7Jmrt f- (-1ft) The earth, e. 7* a bird, Ac. WTyr poss. aff.

7 j1h4 m. (-4 :) A plant, commonly Ckahmliya , (Hemionitis

cunlifolia, Kox ) e. V* a bird, and zr? an enemy.

7TI73T7 n. (-7) * The hollow of a tree. * A bird's nest. e. 71 a

bird, ^rr*T place.

Tir^ter m. (-7:) A hawk, a falcon, b. ti, and 7^4 de-

troyer.

71177 m. (-7:)
1 The ecstcm mountain over which the son

rises. • A name of VishjTu. e. 71 a bird or the sun, and

WT71 seat or place of abiding.

7ivf m. (-71:) A name of Garuea. e. 71, and \7f chief.

7l«s*n»T m (-7 :) Vuun'u. t. 7l7f, and 71 emblem.

4W7v n>. Gabud’a the bird of Viabm o; also 717. s. 71,

and T7T king of birds.

7i [* m. (>7<) A kind of reed, (Saccharum spontaneum.)
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w*t¥ m. (>«:)
1 The vault or circle of the heavens, the planis-

phere. The same represented artificially, the armillary

sphere, r. V, and ztw sphere.

WZTwfarwr f. (-TO) Astronomy, a. W*TW, and fV\TT knowledge.

TOTC m. (-1:) A curl, a lock of hair.

WW r. 1st cl. {wwfa) also r. 9th cl. (WWTfll) ' To be past birth.

* l*o cause prosperity. • To purify, r. 1 Oth cl. (WWZfz) To
fasten, to bind, to set.

WZW^ m. (-¥:) The moon. «. Wf the sky, NPT to eat, andTO
air.

WTO mfn. Moving in the sky, flying in the air. m. (*T:)

1 A cloud. * An aerial spirit. * Air, wind. * A demon. • The

sun. • A bird, e w the sky, and to who goes, from to to

go, affix z
;

sea also

wfaz mfn. f-TT.-HT-lT)
1 Mixed, blended, inlaid. 1 Joined, com-

bined. *. ¥W to fasten, Ac. affix lf.

TO r. 1st cl. (wwfa) To churn or agitate. (x>) *fa To

limp, to halt, to walk lame or ill.

TO m. (WT-) A ladle, a spoon, f. (-WT) 1 Churning, stirring.

• Killing, destroying. * The palm with the fingers extended,

r. to to agitate, Ac. affix WW.

TOT* m. (-W:) The churning stick, f. (-fawT) A ladle or spoon.

e. vat to churn or agitate, affix wm.

WTO m* (-Z-) Ghee or clarified butter, k. TO to stir or agitate,

Un'adi affix TO.

warM n. (wi)
1 Frost, hoar-frost. * Dew, rain. b. ¥ the sky, and

Wl water.

WZTTW mf. (-W-WT) A spoon, a ladle, m. (-w :) A brrd. b. to
to agitate, and TOW Un'adi aff.

wfaz m. (fa^) A Rudd Art, one of seven teachers or saints of

the Buddha sect. e. w heaven, and fan who subdues.

TO! fun m. (fa:) A fire-fly. a. W. and whfaw light.

TO mfn- (-¥- Lame, crippled, limping, f. (-WT) A species

of metre, a stanza of two lines, one of thirty-two, the other

of thirty feet. b. wfa to limp or go lame, affix TOW-

TO* mfn. (-W-WT-W) Lame, limping, e. wfa to limp, affix

T*;
W«v m. (-Z:) A wag-taiL r. lame, and IX who moves.

Vi m. (-TO:) A wag-taiL b. ¥g lame, and WTO who moves,

from TOT to move, affix TOT.

TOFT m. (-W:) A small bird, the wag tail, (Motacilla alba.)

f. (-WT)
1 A small kind of wag* tail. * Mustard, n. (-si) Going,

moving, e. wfa to go lamely, affix WT

TOPn~iT n. (-?i) The cohabitation of saints, a. WTO a wag tail,

and X1T cohabitation.

TOMltsfa f. (-fa) A sort of wag- tail.

TOffzwr f. (-W7) A kind of wag- tail.

Wlfl* m. (-Z:) A wag-tail. e. to lame, nr to go, ffttW affix,

deriv. irr.

TO r. 1st cl. (TOOf) To desire, to wish, to seek or inquire.

TO m. (-Z*-)
1 Grass. * Phlegm, the phlegmatic or watery hu-

mor. * A blind well. * An axe, a hatchet. ‘ A closed or

doubled fist, as for striking. * A plough. r A fragrant kind

of grass : see TOJ^f. a. TO to seek, to wish, affix TOT.

3 Y

WTO m. (-w:)
1 A go-between, a man whose business it Is to

negociate marriages : see WTO. * The doubled fist of wrestler*

or boxers, a. wz to seek, to wish, affix fW.

WZWTTO m. (-TO:) A man in the attitude of shooting.

wzrorgw m. (-fs)
1 An eater. “ A glass vessel. * A jackxL

4 An animaL * A crow.

wfkw m. (-W:) Tlie fist, the hand closed, f. (-WT) * Chalk. *Tbe

external opening of the ear. * A fragrant grass : (Andropogon

muricatua.) i- to to seek or wish, pr affix, and yr inserted.

wfzift f. (-^t) Chalk, k. to to seek, ifa affix, fern, affix #tl;

also wfzwt.

wzt f. ( -it) Chalk, e. to to seek, to and aff*.

TO r. 10th d. (TOflfa) To cover, to screen.

TOFZ mfn. (-w:*WT-W) Dwarfish, short of stature, k. to to'cover

or hide, affix WJ

TOT f. (-IT) A kind of grass, (Andropogon semtus.) b. TO to

screen, *T and ZT*T affs.

WTTW mf. (-w-^l) The civet or xebet cat, (V verra zibetlia.)

e. wit the grass, and TOC who eats
;
also toitW.

WTTW m. (-w:) The civet see the preceding.

wfl m. (*fV :
) A bier, the bed on which the corpse is carried to

the pile
;
also wit. a. TO to screen, affix fa.

wfiw mfn. (-W'-WT-W) A hunter, a fowler, one who lives by

killing and selling game. f. (-WT)
1 A small bedstead, a cat.

1 A bier or bed on which the corpse is earned, s. TO* to

screen, TWW aff.

WfTO mfn. (-Z‘*WT-z!) Dwarf, dwarfish.

WIT f. (-17)
1 A bedstead, a col , a couch. 1 A hammock, a

swing, a. TO to hide, Un'Adi affix w~Z-

WITT m. (-it A king of the solar line. n. (-’i) * Part of a b.*d.

* A club or staff with a skull at the top of it, considered as a

weapon of Siva, and carried by penitents and Yogi*. * Wood

from a funeral pile. b. WIT a cot, and body or form.

WfifWlT >n. (-WTT) A name of S'iva. WfIT one of his weapons,

iflT who maintains.

Wf ifT*T ra. (-Tt) A name of Siva. b. Win, and ifa aff.

WfTWZ mfn. (-W:-ZT-Z)
1 Low, vile, abandoned, iniquitous.

* Erring, going wrong. * Stupid, silly. * Laid or lying on a

bed. t. WTT * bed, and TOTWZ mounted.

wffWT f. (-WT) A small bedstead, a. WIT a bedstead, and WTO

affix, fern. form.

TO r. 10th cl. (WTZTOfz) also (T>) wfa r. 1st and I Oth els. (WTOfa

WTOfal and (T W) wfzz r. 1st cL (WTO) To divide, to tear,

to break off a part or piece.

WZ m. (-¥:)
1 Breaking, dividing. * Buttermilk boiled with acid

vegetables and spices. * A small grass, f. (-zt) Chalk, k. WZ

to break, Ac. affix if.

TOfan f. (*WT) A private or back door, a small or Venetian

door or window.

wfzWT f. (-11) Chalk. e. WZ to break, affix fTOfem. form.

WZ m. (-^:) A bier. «. WZ to break, affix TO.

WJ m. (-f:) A rhinoceros. * A rhinoceros horn. 9 A sword, a iry.

mitar. *A large sacrificial knife. ‘One of the Ruddkeu or Baud-

dha taints, n. (-a) Iron. E. WZ to tear or rend, Un'adi affix »4.
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wyvrw m. (-*:)
1 A creeping plant, (Scirpua maximum.) * A scab-

bard, a sheathe, a. WJ a sword, and WPT a sheathe.

«f]T«pi>xr m. (-*:> A soldier armed with a sword and shield.

b. wy. ’WXJ a shield, wy who bears.

vyz m. (-Z:) A large kind of Kat, (iSaccharum spontaneum.)

c. wy the rhinoceros, and xri who goes >
these animals being

usually found amongst high grass or reeds.

*ywr m. (-T*.) A swordsman, a, wy, and wy who holds*

f. (-W:)
1 A small knife. * A female rhinoceros, r. wj

a sword, &c. xiw a cow, used here as a diminutive.

WJfTO m. (-1 :) The name of a creeper, (Scirpus raaximus.) n.(-x)

The blade of a sword, x. wry a sword, and XW a leaf.

Wipnfa mfn. Holding a sword, e. wy, and Xlfw

the hand.

WjpTTX n. (-X) A vessel of buffalo's horn. B. tffy, and XTX a

vessel.

Wjfaxi* n. (-w) A scabbard, a sheathe, e. WJ a sword, and

hnm a sheathe
;

also with BP* added, wjfqvn*.

f. (-xrr) A knife, a small sword, e. ery ,
and *cPwwi

infant.

ajutiv m. (-v*-) A sword cut a. «*y, and trfTT a stroke,

wywfa rn. (-X*-) Buffalo- beef. a. Wf, and wiw flesh.

wy^*T f. (-WT) A row of sabres, b. ary, and ^iar a line.

Ijtl* m. (-»:)
1 A shield. 1 One who observes a peculiar reli-

gious obligation, rubbing the feet backwards and forwards on

the edge of a sword made red hot, this is a penance peculiar

to the Bauddhat. a. wj a sword, to speak, deriv. irr.

tfJTOrT m. (-Tfi) A sword cut- x wy, and

a

blow.

«TyTWTx: m. (-K0 A sheathe, a scabbard, e. tty, and wntPC what

receives.

wyTfwanf mfn. (-TT:-TfT-Tf)Cut or struck with a sword, a. wy,

and ^fsTTW struck.

wyifav n. (-X) Buffalo’s flesh. b. wy, and xnfwx flesh.

Wf** m. (>v:)
1 The cream or froth of buffalo's milk. • A ven-

der of flesh meat. a. ary a sword, &c. affix 7W.

*fyw mfh. (yVfy^Vfy) Armed with a sword, m. (--ft)
1 A

rhinoceros. * A Jina or Jaina saint, a. a horn, &c.

affix f^w.

«fywiT m. (-tO A kind of creeper : see wy^TX. b. «fy a rhi-

noceros, and irrt what destroys.

wfV* m. (•*:) A sickle, a scythe. £. wj a scymitar, and XV* ;aff.

m*3 mn. (-w»:-w»> 1 A piece, a part, a fragment, a portion.

a A chapter, a section. * A term in an equation, m. (-s®:)

A flaw in a Jewel- * Treacle or molasses partially dried or

candied, n. (,-%s)
1 A sort of sugar cane. * Black Balt, b. wfr

to break, and affix, or enr to tear, affix t, and W changed

tear.

'Ttf m. (-*:)
1 Pared or clipped finger nails. * A part, a piece,

i . Vi to tear, *wair.

in. (Jtl) Sweet potatoe.

eroener f. (-an) A tale or ttory divided into Mctiona. a. arw

a section, and 5f"*lT a story.

n. (-*) An esculent root, sweet potatoe : also WSBV IW* .

n. {•%) x. WV1 a portion, and ^twi any esculent root.

WTOVTO n. (-vjj A poem interspersed with prose, e. and

a poem.

Wxf^T m. (-H:) Treacle, molasses, e. Hf?, and WJ what is produced.

xrovTTT f. (-VT) Shears, scissors, c. vn a part, and >f to hare

or hold, in the causal form.

BUS n. (-w) ' Breaking, dividing, cutting, reducing to pieces.

' Destroying, annihilating. 1 Refuting, (in argument) 4
Re-

bellion, opposition, c. to break, wr aff.

wnmr mfn. (-m-ITT-W) Destructive, skilful in cutting or

destroying, b. inrsr, and TJi engaged in.

xroftvr mfn. (-q:-WMi) * Brittle, fragile. * Refutable. 4 De-

structible, Ac. e. wfv.und affix
;
also w^tT, and

m. (-W) A bundle of various leaves, e. v**, and yq a

leaf.

frxrrcsj m. (-UO A name of S'jva. e. VS a part, and VTTJ a

hatchet
j

cutting his foes to pieces.

wxtosS m. (-H*.
* A name of Parasueama. * A name of S'iva.

* Rahu, the personified ascending node. * A spreader of un-

guents, fragrant powders, he. * A drug, commonly Chandd-

malaki. • An elephant with a broken tusk, t era a part,

and VTC Bn axe
;
whose axe or arras cut ever)' thing to pieces.

WMTTV m. (-VT) A confectioner, a seller of sweetmeats, b. «q
molasses, and xrP*T who cherishes.

«?rc»vwrv m. (• xr) Partial destruction of the universe, the de-

struction of the division of the terrestrial world, k. to, and

TTWfT destruction.

TO«M« mfn.(-H:-WTT %) 1 Gibbous, not full or round, n. (-«)A
segment of a circle, part of a circle or an incomplete sphere.

b. w^, and sphere.

m. (-®P) Granulated sugar. *. TO. and a

sweetmeat.

WWTOf n. (d) Black salt. s. TO and 111 salt.

wvn**T ind. Piece-meal, in or by pieces, b. and aff.

wvrjy m. (-V:) Granulated sugar. k. VXf, and WX what

goes.

n. (-t#)
1 Scattered clouds. • A bite, the impression of the

teeth, k. TO a part, and a cloud, &c.

TOml f. (-til)
1 A measure for oil. * A pond. A woman whose

husband has been guilty of infidelity,

wfamr m. (-»:)
1 Pease. * The armpit, e. mfir to break, x^waff.

mfn. (-Tft.TTT-tf)
1 Cut, torn, broken in pieces. • Destroy-

ed. * Broken as allegiance, disobeyed against, rebelled.
4 Re-

futed, controverted. * Scattered, dispersed. • Disappointed.

1 Betrayed, abandoned, (as a lover.) f. (-7fT) A woman whose

husband or lover has been guilty of infidelity, e. vfx to

cut, affix Tf-

mfn. (-^.-xrr-'Bi) To be broken, what may or ought to

be broken, confuted, destroyed, Ac. e. wfk, and aff.

mfn. (-X-XI-^I) Maimed, mutilated, x. ^fxrr, and

faux body.

«fa>ffTV!X mfn. (-V-WT-^) Disappointed, foiled, frustrated.

k. eifvitf, and vrnt^T expectation.

mfn. (-Bit-fWt-fwi) 1 In pieces or parts, divided, commi-

nuted, Ac. * Consisting of pieces or parts, m. (-«»,) A wild
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kind of kidney been : we xw*nf. f. (-Wt) The earth. e. ww a

portion, and xfw aff.

*Mlx m. (-X0 A kind of kidney bean: $ec qrirsrx. *• ’’T** »

part, ^Tif aff.

WX«7 mfn. I^tj:-XUTX!G) '' hat may or ought to be broken, be.

«e WfWTTW. a. vfv, and HIT aff.

WHHl"i ra. C-an:) * Smoke. * A cloud, b. if the sky, THTTW a tree

with dark blossoms
,
the etherial Tama/a.

WX r. 1st cl. (wixffl)
1 To be steady or firm. * To hurt or kill.

* To eat. r. 1 Oth cl. (WX*fa) To cover.

wfl[WT m. ( -ITT ) Fried or parched grain.

m. (-X0 1 A tree, the resin ef whic h is used in medicine,

Kkayar, Terra japonica or catechu, (Mimosa catechu.) * A

name of Indba. 1 The moon. f. (-^ft) A sensitive plant, (Mi-

mosa pudica.) x. WX to hurt, Un'Adi affix XX W.

wfxx
'

M^l f. (-Xl) The sensitive plonk it. wfxx, *nd XX a leaf,

affix also with WW added wfxxxfxwr.

wfxOM* n. (*»i) The Babul, (Acacia Arabica.)

n. (-W) A dwarf, r. W, and t£X afar, WW aff.

f. (.aft) One of the female deities or Snktu of the

Buddhat. e . is heaven, ill, and Xtfowt who abides.

WWTir m. (.Tf:) * A fire-fly. * The sun. a. SI the sky, anti

what is luminous.

WX>M* m. (-W.) The sun. x. W heaven, and XT* to shine,

affix

wijx m. (-tli) A rocket, a fire work. a. w, and incense,

wx (w,) WX T. 1st cL (Wxfx-ifr) ' To dig or delve. * To hurt.

WXW mfn. (-Wi-4t W) ‘ Tearing, dividing. ’Digging, be. m. (-W-)

' A rat. • A housebreaker. * A miner, r. WX to dig, affix

mrm.
w *

.HIT mfn. (-lpr-W^t-irff ) Digging. WW, and v* aff.

wfff f. (-fff: or -tft) A mine, especially of precious stones
;
when

used in composition with WIXX. more commonly a mine of

the precious metals, x. WX to dig. Til, affix, and #T^ option-

ally added.

wfxw mfn. (-Tn-^t-#) Who or what digs or delves, a digger, a

ditcher, be. X. Wit to dig, XW aff.

ilfxx n. (-si) A spade or hoc. x. WX to dig. T^f aff.

xxx m. (-X0
1 The betel tree, (Areca faufel or catechu.) * A

fragrant grass, (Cyperus pertenuis.) * Garlic. 4 Flatulence,

n. (-T)
1 A water jar. * A city in the sky, the city of Haxis-

cnANDR.v. e. w the heavens, Ac. 1 to nourish, affix W.

WXrfx! m. (fxr:) A kite, x, W the sky, XX to roam, affix fipr.

wxfx m. (-fw :
) The sun. e. w the sky, and xfw a jewel,

wxtwx n. (-X) Lassitude, weariness, sleepiness, k. w the sky,

and xfarx twinkling.

w
ffl

w f. (*ffc) A celestial appearance or person, a. W. and x'w

form.

wxfwxir mfn. Having a divine or celestial per-

son or form. k. wxf^, and xgx afl‘.

W*fw f. (-fw: or -wt or -fwwr) An aquatic plant, (Pistia stra-

tiotes.) £. w ether, ai a root, affixes X1* or Wt*j also

invii
W»f r. 1st cl. (w**fx) To go or move.

WX mfn. (-Xi-XT-X)
1 Hot. • Sharp, pungent * Sharp, sharp-

edged, cutting.
4 Cruel, harsh, mn. (-r:-^) Heat. m. (-X?)

* An ass. * A Rdktkatn, the brother of Ravana. * A Dahya

or demon in general.
4 A sort of prickly nightshade. * A

crow. 4 A heron. T An osprey, f. (-XT) A kind of grass,

(Andropogon serratus.) t,l u organ of sense, and XT to

get or give, affix W-

WX^fx f. (-frs or ^t) A barber's shop, a it heat, and jtfx

a dwelling ;
also written WXjfj.

WXWTW m. (-W) The francoline partridge, x. WX heat, ^pf to

sound, affix n.
wrwm m. (-w.)

1 The francoline partridge.

wriwfxXT f- (*XT) A plant, (Hedysarum lagopodioides.)

WXJZW a. (w) An ass's stable, e «r an nss, and izw a house,

wxirx n. (-W) A stable for asses, x. WX, and XT a house,

wniw n. (*^) A stable for asses, e. WX, and XTT a bouse.

WXWTHW m. (-W:) A plant, commonly Nagt-sar, (Mesua ferrea.)

x. WX »n a*>*» and wr?|l mischievous,

wxwx m, (-^:)
1 A kind of reed or grass, (Saccbarum cylin-

dricurn.) * Also another kind, commonly Okcra. x. wXwarm,

sharp, XX a leaf.

Wxwvj mfn. (-^i:-WT:-W>) Sharp nosed, e WX sharp, wW from

vnfwi a noae ; also with a final vowel wxwij ( V-WT-^.)

mr^u n. (-W) A lotus, (Nymphsea lotus.) x. WX sharp, and

gwr stick or stem.

WX^WT f. (-WT) Opposite leaved fig tree. x. WX hot. ^w leaf.

Wx^Xf m. (-W ;
) Thorn apple, (Datura raetel.). x. WX an ass,

and hurting
;
by its narcotic properties.

WXVfWW m. (-^t) A name of Rama. k. WX an imp or goblin so

called, and the destroyer.

WCWr* m. The braying of an ass. k. WX, and noise.

WXWTf^W mfn. Braying as an ass. f. (-wt) A kind

of perfume : see XWWT. x. wcarx and xfw aff.

1PR m. (-^t) 1 A red sort of Tu/asi or basil. * The teak tree,

(Tectona grand is.) x. WX hot, and a leaf.

WX^WW m, (-W:) A plant : see f?TWW. x. WW added to WX^Tl

hot leaved.

WCdro n. (-si) An iron pot or vessel, x. WX an ass, and sttw a

vessel
;

fit for such an animal.

WXdr^TV m. (-If:) The elephant or wood apple, (Feronia ele-

phantium :) sec wfVw.

wrurw m. (-W: ) A wooden vessel, a WX, and vtw what che-

rishes.

WX^w m. (-W:) A plant, commonly Maria : sec WVRW. f. ( an

or fwWT) A kind of Tulasi, (Ocymum gratissimum ;) also Wx.
x. WX sharp, hot, ywr a flower,

wxfax m. ( -W:) A pigeon, r. WX hot, and fim fond, dear.

WXWlTt f. (-Xt) A plant, (Achyranthes aspera :) see WXTflTi.

x. WX sharp, pungent, and «vxt a pedicle,

mvwnr n. (-^) A vehicle drawn by asses, x. WX. and WTW a

carriage.

WXWTWsr m. ( WT) One of the chief* of theAVg'X or serpent race

inhabiting hell. x. WX an ass, and hair of the body ,

having the skin of an ass.
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WtsCTOT £ (¥T) A plant, commonly Goraitha Ch&kvliya, (Hcdy-

garum lagopodioules.) a. wr: hot, sharp, zfTOT a pedicle.

m. (-a*:) 1 An osprey. • The braying of an as*, e. WT.

and sound.

mfn. (-W:-*tT-*!) Born or produced in an ass’s stall,

f. (-VT) An ass's stable or stall, s. XTC, and 1TTWT a hall; in

the first sense the final is dropped.

m. (-w.) An iron vessel; also read WT^lfV.

*rng> m. (-z* :
) The sun. a. hot, and wtj a ray.

WKTKf\ f. (-<t) A kind of grass, (Andropogon serratns;) also

^TJTT¥- a. wc venom, U to take, with wrr* prefixed,

and affixes; antivenomous, an antidote.

WTPTO m. (-1?:) An iron arrow; also m, (-IT:).

wmT f. (-TT) A plant, (Celosia cristata.) *. an ass,

to be eaten, and ^ and ZT^ affs.

srfr-sr f. (-m) Musk in powder, e. »r, to added, fern form.

mfn. (-ar-Wt-af) Drinking ass's milk., a. VCt, aud to

drink, TO aff.

VI mfn. or -Vf'-l)
1 White. * Desirous of improper or

prohibited things. * A fool, foolish, identic. * Harsh, cruel,

m. (-^:)
1 A name ofS’iva. * A horse. * A tooth. * Pride. * Love

or the deity Kama. * White, the colour, k. to to dig, Ac.

Un'&di affix f, and i; substituted for the final.

«tf r. 10th cl. (Vi fzi) To go or move.

m$ r. 1st cl. (SREfTt)
1 To worship, to treat with respect or

courtesy. 1 To pain or make uneasy. ' To cleanse or make

clean.

«lfW¥T f. (•¥!) A relish, a provocative to drinking, i. ml to

pain, and affix, fern. form.

TOTC a. (-T) Silver : see

TO* f. (-«F)
1 Cutaneous eruption, itch, scab, &c. * A worm,

an insect. to give pain, Un'fidi affix V.

TOsk n. (-*)
1 Silver. • The fruit of the dale. • Yellow orpiment.

m. (-Tt)
1 The date tree, (Phoenix sylveatris.) * A scorpion,

f. (-ft) The wild date tree. e. to* to give pain, &c. Un'adi

affix V.
aa&Hry m. (.^ :) The juice or extract of the wild date, Tori,

used to leaven bread, and as an intoxicating liquor, when in

a state of spontaneous fermentation, e. TObk, and juice.

*r$ r. 1st cL (wffir) To bite, to sting, to sting venomously.

mf. A kind of collyrium or application to the

eyes : see m. (.^i) * A thief. • A rogue, a cheat. * A.

beggar's bowl or dish.
4 The half of a skull. 4 An umbrella

or parasol

mi r. 1st cL (toDt) To go, to move.

TOTri* ni. (-TO) A plant : see

n. (-W) A sort of collyrium.

*4 r. 1st cl. (TOflT) To go, to move to or towards.

TO mfn. A dwarf, short, low, of little sice or stature,

m. (-T) One of KtvJtax's nine AWA/a or treasures, n. (-v)

A large number, ten million-millions, k. TO or to to be small,

to go, to move, affix WiVf ,
also TO.

mfn. (-TO-TO-W) Small, short, dwarfish, e. to{ short,

and HTWT a branch.

n. ($) ' Virility, manliness. * Wovesilk.

TO r. 1st cl. To be proud, or haughty,

arc mfn. (i:-4r-4) A dwarf, &c. : see to.

mH ran. (-*;-¥) 1 The capital of a district of four hundred
Tillage*, a market or country town. * A village at the foot

of a mountain, a. w* being proud, and *¥ what goea or is.

WTI r. 1st cl. (WUffiT)
1 To gather, ' To more.

«r« mfn. (-«:-«r-S 1 Low, vile, base. * Low, inferior. * Cruel,

mischievous, mischief-making, * Bad, wicked, mn. (-at:-w)

‘ Earth, mould or soil. * Place, scite. ’ Sediment, deposit

of oil, &c. • A granary, a threshing floor. • A mill. m. (-»:)
1 The sun. * A tree with black blossoms : aee itstret. * Hie
Datura plant, a. wet to gather, (misfortune, flee.) aifu ww.

SWTitT f. (-art)
1 Wickedness, villainy. Filthiness, a. wvt, and

<TW affix
j
also with si affix m«rsi.

.

wmftt mfn. (.fiti-fifl: or -sft-fw) Bald, baldhcaded. a, stars to

fall, Un'idi affix aprw. T inserted, and ¥ rejected.

WWI-J mf. (-^t) A sweeper, a cleaner, MSA/er or Fnnik. c. WW
place, and ^ who cleans, from to cleanse or purely,

affix fgnr

.

WW'llT <i f. f-fwr) The friendship or favour of wicked or lovr

persons, f. mm, and affection.

m. Quicksilver, ir. tot place, and wfA form j

taking the form of the place it lies in.

WV3*TJT m. (-4:) Associating with bad company, e, war, vj'^4

associating.

>nwiwrT f. (-U) A cockroach, c. tot the aediment of oil, and
TOXTT naving.

m. (*fa:) Sediment of oil or oil-cake. b. to gather,

T^aff.

wfww mfn. ( fawt*fa) Having sediment, &c. f. (^l) ' A multi-

tude of threshing floors.
1 A plant, (Anthericum tuberosum.)

r. tnr, and xf*t aff*

xifwvr mn. (-irt-vf) The bit of a bridle : sec vtffar.

mfmm mf.
( h:-ht) A kind offish, (Trichopodus colisa, Hsu.)

also WWH.

m. (-??:)
1 Mischief, evil. * Leaving or reducing to sedi-

ment. e. mischievous, and fTT who makes ; inserted,

^flvr mn. (-W^W) The bit of a bridle, c. « the mouth, and wt*!

what is fixed
;

also the vowel being made abort «fwr*r.

VJ ind. 1 A particle of prohibition. * An expletive. * An expres-

sion of endearment or conciliation. 4 An expression indicating

inquiry. 1 An expression of asseveration or ascertainment,

(certainly, indeed.) • Only, merely, k. mm to gather, affix W.

m. (*^t) Darkness, k. * the sky, vw dropped, loat, from

vjei to efface, affix fair.

m - (-*:) A kind of wild animal
; also

wffrmi (. (-*r) A parade, a place for military exercise. *. *fir

to break, affix, m changed to m, and mm added.

1 (*^t) The post of a threshing floor, round which the

oxen pass who tread out the grain
; also

f. (-*ft) A post: see the preceding, a. mm a thresh*

ing floor in the seventh case, and wjvrt what is firm, a post,

&c. from TO to be strong, and alia
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«wir m. ( wO A kind of fi*h, (commonly Trichopodus colisn,

Ham.) ace vfknr. i. MW in dirt, and xr from wt to sleep
;

burrowing in the mud of the banka, Ac.

Mrisfil m. (-W:) The K’kal'ua fish : see the preceding, t. as be-

fore,
,

w\. and arw aff.

arwrfw f. ( fif:) Abase, low or wicked language, e. w**t. and

speech.

fWT mfn. (-fr-fur-ltf) Fit for oil cake, for a threshing floor, Ac.

f. (-WT) A multitude of threshing floors, z.m a thresh-

ing floor, affix Mgy Tff or V.

MTU m. (-v) ' A kind of cloth or clothes, leather garments. • A

canal, a cut, a creek, a trench, a deep hole. * The Chdtaka, a

kind of cuckoo. * Leather. * A leather water bag. • A mill,

a stone or vessel for grinding drugs, Ac. f. (-wl) Shooting

pain in the extremities, e. MTMT collecting, Ac. and fr what

gets ; also m. (-*:)

ItfkPfT f. ( WT) A fr) ing pan. b. ant added to the preceding,

fern. form.

frffB mfn. Bald, morbidly troubled with falling of

the hair
;

also

mfn. (-f:-XT-*) Becoming morbidly bald: sec the pre-

ceding.

mw* m. (-f:) A severe cough.

nfrrwr f. (-an) A frying pan.

arw r. 9th cL Oftwif*) * To be pan birth. To cause or procure

prosperity. • To produce purity, to purify. 4 To produce or

manifest wealth,

wrjt f. ( -itt) A parasitic plant, g. f, and frit a pedicle.

WMrfT n. (-ff) Rain water, dew, vapour, Ac. e. « heaven, and

wrfx: water.

WMTmi m. (-Ml:) Snow, hoar frost, dew. e. mi sky, and mtmj vapour

or tears.

anr m. (-*:)
1 A mountainous country to the north of India, • A

native of that country, considered as a degraded Ksketriya.

I. (-an) A kind of perfume, commonly Mura,

Wip* mfn. (-q:-WMV) Resting or dwelling in the air. s.n, and iff

to aleep, vfSf aff.

WMtIt: n. (-<) A celestial or immortal body. e. w, and

body.

m. Of a heavenly body. e. arsrtlt, and

Tft aff.

wrir£ m. ( -«r.) The fCkatua, a kind of fish : see f»nr.

WtTt m. (-1*:) Air or wind. g. Ml the atmosphere, and

breath.

trt r. 1st cl. (MNfff) To kill, to hurt or injure.

n. (-Mi)
1 Anger, passion. 1

Violence, oppression, t. wir to

hurt, to dig, "M Un'Adi affix, if changed to t.

MTO m. ( M'-)
1 Itch, scab. * A man of a country or tribe consi-

dered to be a degraded Ksketriya

:

the Khasas inhabit the

mountains surrounding Kashmir, f. (-sjt) The mother of the

imps or goblins.

m. (-ait) A plant, commonly Ks hirakanchukl

WMH m. (-if:) A Bud dha or Baud'dha deified saint, e. 9 heaven,

and vjrt equal, the same.

3 Z

WMMTM mfn. (-M:-MT-V) Produced in the sky, aerial, ethereal.

k, w. and birth.

MTff^M m. (-W:) One of the But!dha* or Buddha saints, n. (•#)

Gliding through the air. e. M heaven, and M^M v\ho goes to

or in.

MWnxrsr m. (-Mr) An imp or goblin, e. mutt the mother of these

beings, MrrtUMi a son.

f. (*^l) The earth, c. w ether, fj*r a breast, affix

m. (-f) The poppy.

VHHRw m. (-W:) Poppy juice, opium, e. and ktj juice.

WRlfiTMT m. (-:) 1 Crystal, the sun gem. *
'Hie moon gem : see

and s f heaven, and crystal,

m. (-T:) (In arithmetic ) \ fraction having a cypher for its

denominator, z. W a cypher, ft divisor.

WTfvrv m. ( fT:) Fried or parched grain, g. to go, &c.

affix fr»r.
<j *

WTM mf. (-ft-Tr) 1 A bier, a cot or bedstead on which dead bodies

are conveyed to the pile. a. ITT to screen, affix tr«t.

*Tf* f. (-ffc )
1 Caprice, whim. * A scar. • A bier. e. m? to

screen, Ac. T*( aff.

WTfMMtT f. (-MTT) A bier: see wnf; also wrz\.

W1*r* n. (-Mr j A wood, sacred to Isdra.

Wlfanr m. (-*:) A confectioner, a seller of sweetmeats, t. w*t

molasses or coarse sugar, andw atf

*nr mfn. (-Tf:*WT-lf)
1 Dug, excavated. * Torn, rent. n. (-ff)

1 A
square or oblong pond. * Any excavation, k. to dig, affix

If, and the pen. lengthened.

WTOV m. (-MP)
1 A delver, a digger. A debtor; more correctly

n. (-#) A moat, a ditch, s. fm a pond, affix Mrs?.

«tir^f. (i|:) A moat, a ditch, s. Mmr a pond, tj earth.

STM n. (-M) * A square or huge pond. * A spade, a hoe. * A wood.

4 A thread, t. ww to dig, Un'Adi aff.

WT^ (Ml) fTf r. 1 St cL (WT^fw) To eat.

urrZTf m. (-IT:) ' A borrower, a user, (in law,) literally, an eater.

* A feeder, one who eats or feed*, a. 11^ to eat, affix 'jif.

^TfTT m. (-W-) A tooth, o. (-if) * Eating. Food, victuals.

b. to cat, affix Ifff.

mfn. (-f.-MTT-f) Edible, to be eaten, b. end

uff.

inftTT mfn. (-1|t-in*W) Eaten, e- WT* to eat, affix if.

WifipTMir mfn. ( MTM-T^-TW) Eating, feeding. s. and

mfn. (-w: -WT-w) To be eaten, what rosy be or must be

eaten, Ac. b. and VTW.

mfn. (-*:-^-T)
1 Derived from the Kkayar tree. * Made

of its wood. e. aff-

m. (-K0 Catechu, the resinous extract of the Mimosa

catechu, e. *lffT, and WlX essence.

mfn. (-V-fW) Mischievous, injurious, malignant.

k. mtt^ to eat, MfW aff.

jstxj mfn. (
Edible, to be eaten, what is to be or may

be eaten, n. (-f )
hood, victuals, g. ft ^ to eat, xH aff

MnfiT mf. A mine. *. to dig, affix, fem

affix
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T:far n. (-T*) An opening or hole in a wall, a breach, e. Tff to

dig, affix S'*!.

wrfffT mfn. (-T*-TT-w’) a housebreaker. k. tt to dig, ITT
affix, deriv. irr.

;
this is sometimes read TrfffT.

TITt^t m. (-TO A cocoanut a. fTW rending, and ^5^
water.

Tlffarr f. (-an) A name of Ganga' or the Ganges, a. T heaven

and TVffi a river.

TTC mf. or -f[) A fi'hari, a measure of grain containing ,

sixteen Dronat, or about three bushel* : it is also reckoned at

three or four Dronat

;

also at five Gonit, which is considered

equal to 512 Sert. f. (-<1) A scar. e. Tff to dig. deriv. irr.

TTfa»*T mfn. (-T-Tt-T) Cooking a Kkttri, by measure (a ves-

sel, Ac.) «. as above, TT to cook, affix wv
t
.

TTctT mfn. (-T*.-¥T-#) A field, Ac. equal to or sown with a

K'hari of grain. e. Trr\ the measure, and TV* or TT aff.

smnd^Tttr mfn. (-xr-'TT-^) a field sown with a A Aon of grain, Ac.

b. V(t> and TIT sowing.

TTiTH n. ( ctj) Morbid baldness, x. TTfff, and aff.

TTfn m. (-fa) Name of a country to the east of Bengal : the

Cossy^ hills ,• also T.fn* in. (-TO*

TTTP^ f. (-Tt) A plant : see TTtJTCt.

far f. (-fT ) A fox
,

also in some copies, fafr q. .
fe l^ mf. (-T:-rr) A fox. m. (-*:)

1 One of 8’iva‘s weapons.

* A kind of perfume, commonly Hdla.

fa r. 1st cl. (T»fff)
1 To terrify, to alarm or surprise. * To

;

be terrified, to fiar or dread.

far- 4th and / th els. ifaspt and far) To be dislrest, to suffer

pain or misery. (TT, Tj Tlf«H(T r. Gth cl. (fafffir) To afflict
j

or distress.

fafa: m. (-*5) The moon. • An ascetic, a penitent. • A pauper.

I. ffa to suffer pain, fff.vj Uuadi aff.

fr^w ar mfn. (-W : -TT-T) Suffering pain or distress, i.ffa, with

TCW^ aff.

fvVJr rn. 1-V-)
1 Disease, sickness. * A pauper, a poor man. a. fat,

to be in pain, tt Un'edi aff.

far mfn. (-V^-Tf-T)
1
Diatrest, suffering pain or uneasiness. I

* Wearied, exhausted. fa* to be in pain, affix w
faff mfn. (-T:-TT-T/ 1 Waste or unploughed land. * Empty, I

vacant, m. (-T;) 1 A name of Brauma. * Visum-, mn. (-w:-T)

A compendium, a compilation, especially of hymns and

prayers, e. 9 vacuity, &c. t what gets or posse***.*, affix v,

and T substituted for the penultimate.

^ (T) T2TT r. 1st cl. OffffS) To aouud.

^»IT to. (-T
1

. ) A black horse.

tjt r. 1st cl. (T) TJTff <TTTfT) To steal or rob.

^Iffr m. (TO A kind of grass : see TTWITT.

"^T r. 6th cl. C^rfiff) To cover, r. 1st and I Oth cl. (%rf?r
TTTTfrr) al*« (TO ^fff r l« and 1 0th cl To
break in pieces, to sunder, to divide, tear, rend, Ac. (tt)
tjfal* r. 1st eh To limp, to be lame.

^T r. 6th cl. To cut, to scratch.

^ m. (-TO
1 A hoof, a horse's hoof, Ac. * A razor. The foot of

a bedstead
> also ^r. • A sort of perfume, commonly NsJt Ai,

apparently a dried shell fish, and of the shape of a hoof.

E. TffC to cut, TT Un'adi affix, the radical T is dropped.

m. (-TO A plant, commonly Tdd. 8. TT ad tied to the

preceding.

rw9 m. (-T !
) A kick, kicking, k, TT, and fa throwing.

mfn. (-ffn-TP-TO Flat-nosed, having a nose like a horse's

hoof. a. ^t a hoof, and TT deriv. of TTfaTT a nose ai*o

with a final vowel qiTTT mfn. (T’.-TT-T.)

f- C-ffl) A horse's foot marks, e. tTC and vestige,

ui. (-T) An arrow with a semicircular head : see ^rq.

f- (-Tt) Military exercise, practising archcry, &c. e. ^T
to cut, T*T ttff.

tjctt m. (-T:) An animal in general, k. tjT to cut, and

*iqr aff.

TpCiffni m. ( TO A kick. w. and thutt u blow.

m. (-TO ' A kick. * Kicking, pawing, (as ahorse.)

It- »nd Tfffffnr striking.

TJCTTT m. (-TO An iron arrow, s. tjfT a razor, and fffur what

is able, affix ffTff.

m. (-T*) ' A barbers caae. * An iron arrow. • A pil-

low. b. TSfC a razor, &c. Tiff to be equal to, affix Vf i
some

read this but to all appearance erroneously,

r- 1 81 cl. or triiri To play, to sport.

tja mfn. {-T'-WT-V) Small, little, low, mean, Ac. n. (-V) A kind

of perfume : see ^T. e. 10 divide, &c. and T from TT

to get, the radical T becomes W.

tyqrr mfn. (-T:-TT-T)
1 Low, vile. * Little, smull. * Poor, indi-

gent. * Cruel, harsh.
k Wicked, mischievous, malignant

:

see TT.

TSTrffrer in. (-TO A father's younger brother
]

also TTHTT.

xyarr m. (-T:) A road.

TJX r- l*t cl. (Tf^irj To play : ace

ffidfiTT m. (*fi) A hollow or sounding reed, or cane.

TasTT m. (-Tt) A galliuule. e. ^ in the air, and anrr going.

TTT mfn. -^) Aerial, moxnng in the air. m. (-T:) 'A
name of b'rv*. * A PldyatTkara or kind of demigod. * Quick-

silver. e. T in heaven, and TT who goes.

Tff r. 1st cl. (%fffT) To alarm, r. I Oth cl. (T*Tfr) To cat.

T£ mfn. ( T:-TT-tf)
1 Vile, bad, low. * Armed, having a weapon

or weapons, mn. (-7:-Z) Hunting, the chase
;
alaoTTTT.

ro (-TO ‘ A shield. * A village, the reridence of peasants or

farmers. A small town, half the Punt or town. 4 The club

of Bvlarama. * Phlegm, the phlegmatic or watery humour.

• The ascending node or Rahu. * A horse, n. (*qr) Grass.

e. fas to terrify, Ac. affix ?ff.

T*T m. <-w»)
1 A village, the residence of agricultural peasants.

* A shield. *Tbe club of Balabama. b. frff to terrify, Ac.TT
affix, and TW added.

TfarPff m. (-T:) A minstrel, a family bard or piper, whose

business it is to awaken the Laird, with music and ringing.

K. TIT derived from far to disturb, and TTT tunc.

Tfr*t m. ( Tt) A lecher, a libertine, e. TT sport, affix xfa.

IT r. I Oth cl. (TTTfr) To eat

TtTmT m. (-TO a minsUel; see TfrffTT.
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m - (*fs)

1 Sorrow, Affliction, distress. * Lassitude, depres-

sion • Paiu. 4
Poverty, k. to be distrest, affix zm.

n (z) See the preceding.

Zr^rfzri rafn. (-TfVm-lty Distressed, pained, a. zt. and zfmz
having.

«ifzz mfn. (Tf !-ZT-?r) * Annoyed, harassed. ' Afflicted, distressed,

pained, a. fair to give pain,m niT.

irfipFt f. (Zt) 1 A plant, (Marsi)ea quadrifolia:) see ZZWZwf

.

* A creeper, a creeping plant. *. fk* to be distrest, affixes

fwjw and #tl.

WI mfn. (W:-ZT*f) To be dug. n. ( A ditch, a moat. a. WZ
to dig, affix WX*

av (W) IT r. I st cL (zwfz) To shake, to tremble, to move.

mirz n. (-1) Play, sport, pastime, f. (*zt) A piece or man at

drafts, chess, bo. a. Z*r to shake or move, affix THE.

WWT f. (-SIT) Play, pastime, sport, a. irif to shake, ZFP and

ZTT afla.

Wfa f. (-1%;)
1 A song, a hymn. * An arrow. • The sun. 4 A

bird.
4 Any animal a. iNt to shake, fv aiT.

It (m) Mi r. I st cl. (WWW) To serve.

WIRT m. ( K') A mule, a.# in air, ZI who goes.

« r. 1st cl. (vranr.)
1 To be firm or steady. 4 To kill, to in-

jure or hurt. 4 To dig.
4 To mourn, to sorrow for.

m. (•¥:) A white and brown horse.

wr* r. 1st d. (mj ^rt (%rzfi|) To be lame or lamed, r. 10th cl.

(TTZZfz) 1 To eat * To throw or cast.

Wrf* f. (fz:) A cunning or scheming woman
;
also read wife.

ZT<fc1 f. (-fl) The gum olibanum tree.

WTT (-H.) wr* r. 1st cl. (ZTTfz) To be or become lame. r. 10th

cl. (mizifz) To throw or cast.

ZTZ mfn. (-T:-¥T-*) Lame, limping, a. #l¥ to be lame, affix

znr.

nfflv n. ( 5) The arched roof of a house, the coping of

a wall, be. also VI

WIT (W) ZTlfc r. 1st cl. (#t<frt) To be lame, to be prevented from

moving.

VTT rafn. (-I>TT-f) Lame. k. to be lame, affix mzj also

vnr, and VTV.

«n (Vt) writ r. 1st cl. (#TWfz) To be lame, to limp, to be pre-

vented from moving. VT7. WTT, &c. are conceived by some

authorities to be mere variations in the form of this root.

ViV mfn. { VJ-Vl-V) Lame. a. vnr to be lame, affix VTV, also

VTT, &c.

VTW m. (-IT;)
1 A helmet, armour for the head. 1 A pot, a sauce-

pan. 1 An ant hill.
4 The shell of the betel nut. a. vjt to

cover, affix ztz. z changed to V.

*fw f. ( fv-) A quiver*

I.V m. (-H:) 1 A meteor. * A planet, a. m, and V"VT torch.

ITIII m. (-f:) The planet Mars. x. V heaven, vyvz a hot

coal.

V1T r. 2nd cl. (VHTfTT)
1 To relate, to recount, to say or tell. • To

celebrate, to make known. With vfv prefixed. To shine or

be glorious. With VT, To be famous. With fr. To celebrate.

With To be approved. With fi, To be infamous. With

zftr and vr, To reject, to refuse. With iyz, To count, to ,

reckon. With ll and To denominate.

VTTA mfn. (-if:-ZT-Z) Famous, celebrated, notorious, e. sgrr to

relate, affix

VTnrtpJw mfn. (-Vi-VT-lf) Notoriously vile, infamous, c. VTW
famous, ZV* abuse

j
also ZITZlfri.

Zimsfi a mfn. (-iTt-VT-lf) Infamous : see the preceding.

vtifn f. (fifi) Fame, celebrity, a. VT to tell, affix fifZ.

*fli vas mfn. (-V-VT-W) 'Declaring, making known, one who

tells or declares. ' One who confesses, a. viT to say, cau-

sal form, wi aff.

Wiz n. (-if) • Declaring, divulging, * Saying, avowing. * Con-

fessing.
4
Explaining, s. vn causal form, Vjz affi

It

Z The third consonant of the Nagari alphabet, the letter G.

Z mfn. (-Z:-ZT*Z) Who or what goes, used chiefly in composi-

tion : as vzz: a traveller, who goes a road
; mzzt what goes

down, (a river, be.) m. (-Z-)
1 A name of the deity Gan'£s'a.

* A Gandkarba or celestial musician, f. (an) A song. n. (if)

Song, singing, a. zz to go or z to sing, affix Z, fem.

affix zro.

zzz n. (-Z) Sky, atmosphere, heaven. a. zz to go, Un'idi affix,

mmt, and the radical final changed to Z; the word and its

derivatives are also sometimes read ZZZ.

zarwvar m. (-W:) * A cloud.
a The sun. k. ZZZ the sky, and

W a standard or symbol.

zzziwz m. (-ZJ) * The sun. • A planet.
4 A heavenly spirit,

s. zzz the sky, ZVZ a road, and Z who goes.

zzwim m. (-ms) A flower in the sky, L e. an impossibility, a.ZZZ

and vi a flower j
also be.

zzzfTTiftz mfn. (-ft-faft-ft) Sporting in heaven, m. ( ft)

1 The sun. * A heavenly luminary. 4 A divinity or celestial

being, a. zzz, and fll'lfVz who sports.

ZZW*£ mf. (-VZ or Going in tlie air. m. (-V^) A celestial

being, x. ZZV. and to go, aff.

snnvsi mfn. (-ISs-IS’MB) Situated in the sky. e. ZZV> and qj

what stays in
j
also zzwfiirw, &c.

Eawvoz z m. ( z:) Air, wind. a. zzw, and ZJlfz who touches.

zzvrri n. (>f) The highest heavens, the summit or highest part

of heaven, a. zzz, and W end.

zzzz^r m. (-V^)
1 A planet. 4 An asterism. • A heavenly spirit

a. mtM in the sky, ZC who goes.

zzwrmz m. (-W") The planet Mars. a. ziz the sky, and ZWZ7,

a torch or coal.

m r. 1st cl izwrfz) To laugh, to laugh at or deride:

sec z*I.

ITT f. (-TT) The river Ganges, or its personification as a goddess.

e. ZZ to go, Un'idi affix zz, or zt the accusative of Zl the

earth, and Z who goes, form irr.

ZTTZT f. (-in) The river Ganges, a. zrz added to the preced-

ing; also read ZTZT.
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JTTTWT n- (-*) The river Ganges, and two K6s on either of its

hanks, s. ITT, and wa holy place; all dying within such limits

going to heaven, whatever their crimes.

*Trfrit f. The black headed gull, (Lotus ridibundus.) e. aTT

the Ganges, and a kite, considered by the Hindus as a

species of that bird
;
the Gangetic kite.

aT?w m. ( W:)
1 A name of Biifs'iWA. * A name of the deity

KXbtikIya. e.htt the river goddess, and W bom; the son of

Ganca.

jtttww n. (-W) The water of the Gangd. e. am, and ww water*

BTrSa mfn. (-W--Wt-Tf) Going in or to the Ganges, m. (-W*) A

shrimp or prawn ; also lVlffV> a. aTT the river, and a|Z to

go, affix, ITT*, and TT added.

arrnfTT: n. (-T:) The place where the Ganga enters the plains
j

also Haridwdr. k. aTT, and ITT gate,

armftc m, (-T) The bank of the Gangd. e. UTT, and wfr a bank.

wtttt: m. (-TO
1 An epithet of Siva. * The ocean, r. BTT the

Ganges, and nr who possesses or receives
; according to the

legend, the Ganges in its descent first alighted on the head of

Siva, and continued for some period entangled in his hair.

ITTTTTT n. (-^) The bank of the Ganges, s. am and BTT the

bank.

a Finn m. (-a*-) * Bhmiima. * A man of a mixed and vile caste,

employed to remove dead bodies. A Brahman who con-

ducts the ceremonies of pilgrimage at some places on the

Ganges, especially at Benares, k. ITT, and T* a son.

anmn* n. (-id) The bed or stream of the Ganges, h. TFT, and

trvf centre.

BFTW n. (-W) 1 Pure rain water, such as falls in Aswin, * Ganges

water, e. JTTT, and aria water.

BTiBTar f. (-ai) * Pilgrimage to the Gangd * Carrying a sick

person to the river side to die there, b. aTT, and TTOT going

arm* m. (-T?)
1 A name of Ka'rtik£va. • A name of the hero

Bnhnxi; see BTTW. k. TFT. and ^ja a son; the son of

Ganoa.

afm f. (-WT) The Ganges, e. am, and affix fem. form;

also JT»TT, and ItIFT.

mfn. (-ir-TT-Tl) Become as the Ganges, as sacred, &c.

*. JTTT, and iga become, fw augment.

!T^ ra. A tree. 8 aw to go, and W Un'Adi affix, what goes

or grows; also wnw?

sr^TTmfn. (-afw-arwit-^TT) Going, a aw to go, nr aff.

jrw r. 1st cl. (awfll) To be drunk, to be confused or inebriated

:

r. 1st and 10th els. (awfa awafa) also (T) *fw r. 1st cl.

(*wfa) To sound.

aw m. (-at:) * An elephant. * A measure of length, the Gaz,

a yard, a measure of two cubits. * A mound of earth slop-

ing on both sides, on which a house may be erected. * A
small hole in the ground for a fire, over which to prepare

medicines, i. aw to sound, to roar, affix WW
awww m. (-W.) A large esculent root, a sort of arum, e, bw,

and toot.

a §i HfT fxja m. (-ift) A name of Garcd'a the bird and vehicle

of Visa* v. e. aw an elephant, a tortoise, and wlTa

who eats
;
alluding to a legend of his swallowing both animals

whilst euguged in a contest with each other,

awfaua m£ (-z:-*t) a kind of cucumber, (Cucumis Madras-

patanus.)

f. (*WT) A portion of time proper for a Srdddha. c.ia,

and ftWI shadow.

jtwttt f. (-WT) A kettle drum carried on an elephant, k. aw
an elephant, and zwt a large drum,

awm f. (-WT) A multitude of elephants, e. aw an elephant,

irw aff.

awm mfn. f-Tr*“Wt-W) As high or tall as an elephant, e. aw,
and TWW aff.

aw^w m. (-at:) 1 A name of QaxIs'a. • Ivory, the elephant's

tooth. *A bracket or pin projecting from the wall. e. aw a

elephant, and a tooth ; GanL a is represented with an

elephant's bead.

aw^TT n. (-»i) The liquor exuding from an elephant's temples.

e. aw, and ^TW the same.

awiu*i mfn. (-a :*^T*Z) As high as an elephant, e. aw, and

ZWWaff.

aWMpn m (-fw:)
1 A large stale elephant 1 A king. e. aw,

and afa a master.

f. (-Wt) A plant bearing a seed which resembles pep-

per, (Potlios officinalis.) k. aw an elephant, and fqutft long

pepper
; considered to be a large species of pepper : sec simi-

lar names, as vfrfawwt, T*TW*r, &c.

aWTFF ra. (-a:) A large and excellent elephant, a. aw, and

ara implying eminence.

awrz m. (-Z:) A small hollow for a fire, over which to prepare

medical decoctions, extracts, &c. b. aw, and xja a hollow,

aejfiwi f. (*ai) The gum olibanum tree, (BoswelJia serrata.) a. aw
an elephant, and ftp? beloved

;
also awart.

awawat f. (-a\) A post to which an elephant is bound, s. aw,
and iaa a binding.

awwaa ra. (-w.) The sacred fig tree. a. aw, and BWW eater > the

young branches of thePipal being the elephant's favourite food,

awvwi f (• WT) The gum olibanum tree : see awfvpi. e. aw an

elephant, and in food
; also awwajTT.

awifw>aOT f. (-WT) A ring or circle of elephants surrounding a

car, &c. e. aw, huf a circle, ara affix fem. form.

awaiWW m* (-W:) A lion. e. aw an elephant, wr fortune, and

WW what goes
; the destroyer of the elephant,

awara mfn. (-a^’ft-a*) As tall as an elephant- r SW, and ataw affi

awgifT f. (-WT) A pearl, supposed to be found in the head of an

elephant, b. bw, and a pearl.

awaTZT m. (-a^) A lion, u aw an elephant, aa to run away,

in the causal form, affix war; or with aw to go, awa i^a as

it is sometimes read.

irwTWm.(-wOA herd of elephants, b. aw, and W* a herd,

aaiq^n ra. (-a:) A name of Ga.Ve&'a, who is represented always

with £he head of an elephant, t aw, and a face,

awaw mfn. (-W>WT*W) Who walks like an elephant, n.(-lf) ' A
troop of elephauts. 3 Thu pace of an elephant, t. aw, and

aw a number or going, who goes, fitc.
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1MIM1MM n. (-1?) A famous city, Hattinapur the capital of the

Kraus. «. MM, Mfor ww with, and MT MTM an appellation ; named

from its elephants
;

also a -MTV, &c.

MHM *t m. (-Mfcj The elephant of Indra. a. TO*, and ¥¥Ml pre-

eminent.

MWl^lM m. (-*:) An elephant kee|>er or driver, e. mmi, and

MTBtft* who lives; who gets his livelihood by elephants.

MWTM* m. (-*:) The deity Gan’£s'a. k- arm an elephant, and

•MiMM a face j see TOsr»<H\

MM fTnn.( frO 1 A lion. * A particular tree. e. MM, and *ffc a foe.

*M 1 ¥*f mfn. (-¥:-¥T-¥) Mounted or riding on an elephant.

k. arm, and fiw mounted.

JHWI MW m. (-¥:) The religious fig tree. f. (-Ml)
1 Hemp, (Cannabis

saliva.)
9 The gum olibanum tree. 'The root of a lotus,

t. mmt, and MM* foot! ; the food of elephants.

MMTMI m. (-W) Gax’£s'a : see MMT**. E, MM| an elephant, and

a face.

MMTM n. (-¥) The city Ifattinapur. t (-MT) A plant ; see

jrsrfy e. MM, and WTJTT a name s see MMMTMM.

Mwnni n. (-¥) Hast'mapnr, the ancient DM : see the preceding. !

MWMf m. (-MJ:)
1 A large and excellent elephant. ' Indra*s

elephant, s. MM, and chief.

mmtmwt f. (.wt) A sort of pepper : see MMfquuft. a. mm, and

'Mvwr pepper.

*V oifn. xu/jxI. (-^r-^T-li) A mine, a jewel mine. mti. (¥:-¥)
J A cow-house or station of cowherds. ' A treasury, a jewel

room, the place where plate, &c. is preserved. 1 A mart, a

place where grain, &c. isstored for sale. m. (•¥:) Disrespect,

contempt f) (-^Tl ’ A tavern. * A drinking vessel. • A hut,

a hovel, the abode of low people. * The Gvnja or Retti,

(Abrus precatorius
:) see m^T. «- mIm to sound, ¥¥ affix; fern,

affix mtm.

»f%¥T f. (-MT) A tavern, a. am added to the preceding

nr. 1st c). (M¥f*) To distil or drop, to run as a liquid; also,

m. (t) wfc r. 1st cl. (MWtfiT) To affect tlae cheek, to be rough

as the cheek, (obsolete.)

M* m. (-¥)
1 A kind of fish, the young of the Ophioccphalus

lata. Ham. ' Another species, (Cyprinua gttrra. Ham.) sec MM.

•An impediment, an obstacle. * A screen, a covering, a fence.

• A moat, a ditch. • A country, part of Maiwat Gerha or Gera

Mendela. a MM to drop, affix WM-

arm m. <•»> A kind of fish : see the last a anr to drop, affix Mw
WfR m. (-M|:) A cloud, e. mm to drop (water), Unidi affix mtm

and ¥¥ substituted for the penultimate.

MMWMM n. ( W) Rock or fossile salt, especially that found in

the district of S'ambhar in the province of Ajmert. e. arc a

country, and arm salt.

atf» m. (-fir)
1 A steer. * A lazy ox. b. MM to drop, TM aff.

M^ mfn. (-M:-^-^) Crooked,humpbacked,Ac. m.(-¥:) 1 A hump
on the back. 9 Goitre or Bronchocele. * A humpbacked man.

* A javelin, a spear. * An earth-worm. • A water pot. e. at

¥

to drop, Un'Adi affix ¥.

n. <-S)
> A water pot. ' A finger ring, k. added to the

last.

4 A

IT*

flfMV mfn. (-MC-aft-Mi) Having a goitre, a. mm, and *rMf the

throat.

air mfn. (*T:-TT-T) Crooked, bent, humpbacked, b. ar^ a hump,

and T substituted for Mr ; see the next.

anrw mfn. (-¥:-¥T-¥) Crooked, humpbacked, e. ary hump, and

MM affix } also M¥T.

M¥< n».(-T:
) A cloud, b. anr to drop (water), andTTM Un'idi aff.

MCIM n. (•«*) Fossile salt. e. M¥ the country, and ¥M pro-

duced.

arcHi m. (-¥:)
1 A mouthful. Raw sugar, e. MT to drop,

Un idi affix
;

also axilM.

arjfTM! f. (-¥T)
1 A sudden rush of water of which the source ia

unknown. * A single ewe preceding a flock of sheep.

MffM m. (-¥:) A golden vase. x. arc to sprinkle, Un Adi affix;

also MT^M and occasionally ar^MT.

m. (-¥*) A golden water vessel ; see the preceding.

MM r. 10th d- (MMMf*) To count, to reckon up by number, to

calculate.

m m. (-*:)
1 A flock, a multitude, a troop, a tribe or class, Ac.

1 A body of troops equal to three Gu/mas, or twenty-seven

chariots and as many elephants, eighty-one horses, and 135

foot. • Troops of inferior deities considered as S'iva’s atten-

dants, and under the especial superintendance of Gan'6s'a.

4 A name of Gan £sa.
6 A number, (in arithmetic.) * A kind

of perfume, commonly Chor. * A sect in philosophy or reli-

gion. • A conjugation, a class of radicals. • Scries of asterisms

which are classed under three heads, human, infernal, and di-

vine. k. MW to count or reckon, affix mm.

arm ra. (-¥’•) * An astrologer, a calculator of nativities, &c. • An

arithmetician, f. (-<\) The wife of an astrologer, e. m to

calculate, affix irw, fern, affix

xwmtt ra. (.^:)
1 A name of finfMAsiNA. * A classifier, one

who arranges into classes, e. MM a troop, and MIT who forms.

EMMMM n.(-M) A dinner in common by a party of virtuous men.

e. M* ft number, M* a wheel or circle, and MTM aff.

JIM MI f. (-MTT) * Classification.
1 Multitude, assemblage. 9 Follow-

ing a party or faction.
4 Arithmetic, e. MM a class, TTMT

h
affix

;

also with M, itoai.

MM^Imt f. (-MT)
1 Initiation of a particular kind in which Gan'eaa

is especially worshipped. * Initiation of a number or class.

* Performance of religious rites for a number of persons, b. MM,

and etw a religious rite.

MMT’lfoM m.(-^t)
1 A priest who officiates for various castes and

people. * One who has been initiated into the worship of

Gan gs'*, r. MM, a rile, and Tf* aff-

MWTTMT f. (-WT) A deity of a class, as an sidityo, a I'atu, a

Rudra, Ac. K. MM, and MMMT a divinity.

MvnfM n. (-Ml) * Public property, common slock. 9 A variety of

articles, e. M* ft class, and m thing.

MMWV: m. (-*:)
1 The head of a class or number, the teacher of a

school. k A title of the first disciples of the Jina AJahdrira.

e. MM a class, and ¥T who holds.

MM* nf. (-M-MT)
1 Counting, enumerating. 9 Arithmetic, k. MM

to count,
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RRinR m. (-^:) A name of Gan'£b'a. a. HR. and RTR lord.

JfWWTWV m. (-RT:) A name of Om’Ii a. f. (-fRRT) A name of

DvacA. e. sw, and ^vr^TV a leader: see Rvrr.

mfn. 1 Numerable, to be counted or reckoned.

* To be classed, e. RW to count, and aff.

JRiyfft m. (.fir.) Gan&s'a. a. RW, and yfir lord : see rwr.

RR01W m. (-if:) The fabulous mountain Kaitiua, k. rw 8'iva's

attendant demigods, and Wr a mountain ;
this mountain

being the residence of the Khmaras . Yakshas, and other sub-

ordinate deities.

RirtftRRr n. (-Ri) The breast or bosom, a. inf the aggregate, (of

qualities,) and a seut.

rxmir n. (-R) A multitude of nights, e. iTf, and TTR night,

m, (-TJ) Swallow wort, (Calotropis gigantea ;) also

a. it* a number, and form, multiform.

m. (-Rt) Swallow wort, the white sort : see the pre-

ceding.

m< (*W:) The name of tt sage and physician; also called

Dhanwantari or Kasiraja. e. RRRTft a proper name, and fpT

a son, the son of Gaw'avatI.

rrrirq m. (-^:) Ckor, a species of perfume. x. RR many, and

rirr what causes to smile, what delights.

rr ,r^ m. (-Rt:) A name of Gan'Is’a. e. RR the troops of

deities, and principal.

HXrrRRI m. (-rk) The mountain KaUdsa. i. RR, and RTRW a

mountain, the residence of the Gan'as or troops of de-

migods.

naifaa m. (-a:) * A name of Gan'Is’a. * A title of S'iva. • The

chief of a troop of soldiers, of a class of disciples, of a body of

men or animals, &c. B.iPR, and RjfRR master
;
also SRlfRMfff,

and other similar epithets : sec inra.

aranr n. ( a) A men, food prepared for a number of persons In

common, a. RR. and a tt food.

RRrwTRtc mfn. (-T'-^T-T) One of a troop or number, m. (-R:) A

member of a religious convent or association. «. ana, and

Waif included.

RfR f. (-fR:) Counting, enumerating, a. star to count, RRt *ff-

RfRRT f. (-VT)
1 A courtezan, a harlot. * A sort of jasmin,

(J. auriculatuzn.) * A tree, commonly Oaniyari, (l*rcmna

spinosa.) * A female elephant. * Counting, enumerating.

k. int to reckon, &c. rri uff.

RtaarrfraT f. (-an) The name of a small tree with a very fetid

leaf, commonly called Ganigbri, the wood of which is used in

attrition, for the purpose of producing flame, (Premna spinosa.)

a. ai[ added to Rf%Rl^.

afara i (1 f. (.^) The name of a tree : see the preceding.

wfw7T mfn. (-Ht-ITT-Tl) Numbered, counted, reckoned, calculated,

n. (-W)
1 The science of computation, comprising arithmetic,

algebra, and geometry, distinguished as qratafapit, ^tWlfRlT

and a^rafirif.
1
Calculating, numbering, i. jrar to count,

affix n-

mfn. (-ur-RTT-si)
1 To be counted or numbered. 1 To

be calculated, e, rr, and RRT alf.

RfRfMW f. (**t) A division of science peculiar to the Jamat.

irn

nartww mfn. (-WMVMV) 1 Included in any class or sroop. 'Cal-

culated. k. RR, and tjw become, with fR augment.

RRR mfn. (-R:-Rt-^) Numberable, calculable, what may be

reckoned or counted, e. arw to count, and RR affix, form irr.

sec rxr

RWR m. (-R:) A plant, (Pterospermum acerifolium, Ac.) see

tf^aK f. (-at:)
1 A harlot, a whore. • A female elephant,

x. RR a number, to go, &c. affix R.

«RRRi f. (-RTT) A bawd, a procuress, x. rtr added to the

preceding.

m. (-*%)' A name of S’iva. * Gan'&sa the son ofS iva and

PAavATf
;
he is the deity of wisdom, and remover of obsta-

cles, whence in the commencement of all undertakings, the

opening of all compositions, Ac. he receives the reverential

homage of the Hindus. He is represented as a short fat man,

with the head of an elephant
j and the present appellation,

with other similar compounds, alludes to his office as chief of

the various classes of subordinate gods, who are regarded as

S iva’s attendants, e. rw a troop or class (of deities attendant

upon S’iva), and lord or master.

RwxfJVT tn. (-*:) A shrub, Oleander with red flowers, a. rwr.
and 'yvt a flower.

RWR^ht f. (*^T) Worship of Gan'bsa. e. RWRf, and ijsiT worship.

r%rvrr n. (-^) Red lead. t. RWir, and rrr ornament.

RRIRJIR m. (-r:) A rhinoceros, e. rr a herd, and RiRrR toiL

RRI m. (-Rit)
1 A cheek, the whole side of the face including the

temple. ' An elephant's temple or cheek. ' A boil, a pimple.

‘ A mark, a spot. 1 A bubble. • A knot. ’ A rhinoceros: (see

iRf.) * Part of a horse's trappings, a stud or button fixed as

an ornament upon the harness. 9 A hero. 10 The abrupt inter-

change of question and answer, as one of the characteristics

of the dramatic composition called fithi.
11 The tenth Yoga,

or one of the twenty -seven portions of a circle on the plane

of the ecliptic : see RIR. '* An astronomical period, u. RfR

to affect the check, RTR affix, or RR to go, R Un'idi off.

imv in. (-<:) 1 A rhinoceros. * A mode of reckoning by fours.

• An obstscle or impediment. * .Separation, disjunction.

* Astrological science or a part of it. f. (-art) The name of a

river in the north of India, the GandaJki. f. (-rtt) A lump, a

balL a. RfR to affect the cheek, Ac. affix, fern, affix RtR.

RRjRTTTt f. (-fl) A sensitive plant, (Mimosa pudica.) a. in a

boil, and RTrf^ what occasions.

RxiRlx^t f. (-Ht) See the preceding, a. RRi a knot, and RTT^t

black ; black with many joints and knots.

RVftlR o. (-*i) The juice that exudes from Use elephant's tem-

ples in lime of rut. b. r*r un elephant's temples, and ft^R a

flower, from its supposed fragr.mce.

r^[R m. (-R:) The peak or summit of a mountain.

IH9RTR n. (-si) A fruit, custard apple, (Arinona squamosa.) k.rw

a boil, and RrR a body ; the inside being compared to purulent

pustules.

RMUiWR n. (-rt) The cheek, a. TO, and qsn a layer.

RMfliRM f. (-irr) Inflammation of the glands of the neck, Ac.

x. RR9 a boil, and nrvi a necklace.
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mfn. (-^t-f*pft-fR) Having the glands of the neck in-

flamed. B. TfR added to the last.

jtottvt m. (-V:)
4 A rock or rocky fragment fallen from a

height, thrown down by an earthquake, a storm, &c. * The

forehead, i. apt* a cheek, and rr a rock, the cheek, of the

mountain, or in the second instance, vice-versa, the mountain

as it were of the cheek or face.

iTR^TR nf. The cheek, e. ipti, and qi« place.

rorr m. (-T:) A rhinoceros, k- rv* a stud, and a body

:

from the studded appearance of his hide.

f- (-tft) A bent grass with white blossoms, a white sort

of Zfcnxi, (Agrostis linearis ) a. irv? a boil, RPR to be adequate

to or fit for, affixes Ri* and #tR.

m. (-fa:) * Goitre or Bronchocele. * The trunk of a tree,

i- itfa to affect the check, Ac. Un'ddi affix T»i

R*#K m (-«£:) ‘ A kind of potherb, described as growing in

watery ground, and according to some, a species of cucum-

ber.
1 A hero, a champion f. (-^) A milky plant, (Euphorbia.)

a. arfw to affect a part, Ac aff.

9H9 mf. (-**:) A pillow, f. ( W:) A knot or joint. z. RfR to

support the cheek, Uuidi affix 1 .

R*s"U q m. (-^:) An eartli-worm. f. (*^t) A small or female worm,

z. jit? a knot, and RR a foot.

rz|Rrrr m. (-Ri) Lead. k. a worm, and rr produced,

mf. (-ri-rt) 1 A mouthful. * A handful. * A handful of

water, water, Ac. held in the hollowed palm of the band for

rincing the mouth, Ac. * Filling the mouth, rincing it, &c.
1 The tip of au elephant's trunk, z, RR to, drop, Un adi

affix, Bind *R inserted.

R*il*l m. (-IT:;
1 Haw sugar. * A mouthful, k. RR to drop, or

RfR to affect the cheek, Rn«r^[ affix > also rrto. «• rr to court,

RW aff.

irxa mfn. (-RT-qsMB) To be counted or calculated. E. arm to

count, affix of the future participle rh ;
also irregularly

RR mfn. (-R:-!?T-R)
1 Gone. * Known, understood. 1 Obtain-

ed, gained. * Lost. n. (-if) Going, motion. * Any thing past

or done, an event, a, in? to go, in the participle past.

*7RTTO n. (-R) Time past. z. RR, and RT*r time.

*<ii*** mfn. (-r:-rt-R) Rested, refreshed. e. arn, and W*
fatigue.

RRRRR mfn. (-Wv*RT-r) Senseless, swooned, a. uif, and rrrt
consciousness.

mfn. (-T:-^T-lf) Well, recovered, free from fever or sice-

ness. k. in?, and fever.

R#ini<n. mfn. (-R:-R^-R) Cloudless, cleared up, fair. z. Rir, and

RTRR a cloud.

mfu. (-Wi-HT-if) Returned, come back again after

having gone away. z. HIT, and RcRrRi? come back.

n. (-1?) Yesterday, z. RW, and |X*T day
;
also RflfR

JnrvffT mfn. (-f?P-fi?*fR) Agitated, discomposed, unsteady,

z. RR, and Vf<T firmness.

RRRTf«i* mfn. (-R:-RT-R) Noseless, b. R7? gone, lost, and

RlfRRT the nose.

JS mfn. (-R>RT-R)
1 Reformed, without deceit. * Cruel

without compassion, e. in?, and RTRT deceit.

rrrwT* mfn. (-RP-RFT-Ri) Unfortunate, suffering losses
;

so

Rin?tR-

RRRR mfn. (-RTir-Rf?1-RR)
1 Going, passing. * Obtaining. * Fall-

ing into. * Feeling, entertaining, z. RR, and HZ7J aff-

RRfRR mfn. (-R|:-Rr-R) Beggared, impoverished, k. in?, and fkw

wealth.

mrfksrw mfn. (-ri-rt-R) Poor, indigent, z m?, and f*VR wealth.

RRRR mfn. (.R:-wr-*f)
1 Free from pain- * Unanxious. z. HR,

and an? pain.

R7TR1TR mfn. (-ri-rt-R) Grown up, above eight years of age.

am, and rttr infancy.

RRRRpw mfn. (-RT-WT-W) Bereft of sense, foolish, z. rw, and

RqfW purpose.

OTT9T mfn. (-T-TT-#) 1 Detached from, dissevered. * Advene

or indifferent to. z. mr, and RT union.

rrrr mfn. (-«*:-wr-ui) * Base. * Lifeless, dead, Ac. a. in?, and

RSI being.

itdRqR m. (-*:) An elephant out of rut.

rrir mfn. (-r:-rt-r) Blind, sightless, z. m? gone, and

for RfR the eye.

rrtrr n. (-1?)
' The flight of a bird backward and forward.

a Going and coming, reiterated motion in general, b. rr go-

ing, rtrr coming.

RRigaff?* mfn (*R:-qft-R) Following, imitating, imitative, doing

as others do. z. in?, and RRnfffR who goes after.

rtttRR mfn (

1 Very old, infirm, decrepid, decayed.

* Dead. z. inr, and RTRR life.

RRTRRT f. (-RT) * A woman past child bearing. 1 A barren

woman, s irir, and Ri^RT a woman menstruating.

mm$ mfn. (-•fc-RT-il)
1 Unmeaning, nonsensical. 'Poor. • Void

of an object, e. RR, and RR sense, Ac.

rrth mfn. Dead, expired, z. HIT, and r^ breath,

srfrr f. (*ftrs) ' Going, moving, motion in general. • March,

procession. • A road, a way, a path. * A period of life, as

age, youth, Ac. 1 An expedient, a means of success. 0 Know-

ledge, wisdom. 1 A sinus, a fistular sore. • Worldly vanity

or wickedness. • Course of events, fate, fortune. 10 Resource,

refuge, asylum. 11 The diurnal motion of a planet in its orbit.

11 State, mode of existence. K. RR to go, affix fifR.

uf?TR n. (-R)
1 Going, motion. * Refuge, asylum- • Course.

‘ Condition, a. rr added to the preceding.

nfiTRT f- (-RT)
1 The name of a river, the GatUd.

* Mutual sepa-

ration. r rr to go, TW Un'idi affix, and 1? substituted for

the radical final.

mfn. Coing, moving, locomotive, e. HR to go,

affix -mr\.

R19T wd. Having gone, gone to or attained, &c. z. rr to go,

tfTaff.

RrRR mfn. (-R:-RfT-ii)
1 Impassable, difficult of access. 'Desert.

» Helpless, b. RfR, and rtr defective.

r^ r. 10 cl. (R*fR) 1 To apeak articulately.
1 To be sick. r. 1 0th

cl. (RK^ffff) To thunder.
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rr m. (-R:)
1 Di*****» sickness. * Speech, speaking. * Gada

the younger bn»ther of KihfNA. f. (-fl)
1 A mace, a club.

•Trumpet flower, (Bignonia suave-ohms.) B. RR to apeak,

&c. *r*atr.

rr^r mfn. (**5 : -*5 :*^)
1 loquacious, talkative, talking much

or idly.
1 Libidinous, lustful, desirous, no. (-*•) A name of

Kan»arpa, the deity of love. r. RR to speak, Uu'adi affix

ritr, and rr inserted.

ague n. (-t^) A kind of Costus, (C. spcciosua:) see yff.

rrtrr m - («lirays dual -Rt) The two physicians of Stcerga, the

sons of Aswin i by §i;bya. a. disease in general, and

RRR health.

iTgnw m. (-W) A name of Vishnu or Krishn a, e. rr. and

RRW an cider brother.

m. (-R:) A name of Krishna, b. RRT a club, and V*

who holds
;
Kkiiim s or Vishn u is represented bolding a

mace in one of his hands.

m. (-OT) 1 A name of KrUhm'a. * A mace or club

bearer. * One who fights with a mace, e- RRT a club, and

who nourishes : see the preceding.

r^ I RC m. (-R*«) A cloud, s. RR sound, RRK the sky.

RRK lfn m. (-fit:) A drug, a medicament, fc. RR, and RRlfff

an enemy.

R^rw n. (-r)A kind of grass, (Costus speciosus:) see JR.

x. hr disease, and ’ETRT a name; named by many of

the same terms as disease : see Rlfw. &e ; also hrtrf,

hrirr, &c.

HfRH mfn. (-Wt-RT-R) Spoken, said, t HR to speak, ff aff.

HfRflHH mfn. (.RTR-HRt-HR) Saying, speaking, having spoken

b. hr, and WRiJ

nfRH m. (-Rt) * A name of Vishn u. * A macc bearer. 1 One

armed with a club. * A sick man. k hri a mace, and RfH

po&s. aff.

RgR m. (-r;:) Indistinct or convulsive utterance, as sobbing, &c.

B. HR to speak, fflpt affix, root repeated with

HjRMf* m. (-f* :
) Low inarticulate expression of joy or grief.

B RRR inarticulate utterance, and MIR sound

ji %rmr n. (-R ) Inarticulate speech. HR R, and HR a word.

JT*R?r^ f- (-H1R) Inarticulate or convulsive speech, inteirupted

by sobbing, Ate, e. ap^HR. *nd WTR speech.

hr mfn. To be spoken or uttered, n (*^j) Prose

x. RR to speak, affix HR. ,

HElTRHr n. (-R) A weight either of sixty-four or forty-eight

Bettis
;
also read RRTTRPR

HURT mfn. (-R:-RT-Rf) To be gone, to be gone to or attained.

K. RH, and TTR aff.

jpj m. ( RJ*) A traveller, a ivay-farer. b. rr to go, Un Adi

affix 7JR.

HR mfn. (-RTT-Hrt**J) Who or what goes or moTes. x. RR to go,

<«Raff.

Rnfl f. (-RTt) A cart or car drawn by oxen. b. rr to go, Jr
affix, fern, affix Wt\.

RHffCH m. (-R;) A carl. jc. HRft a carriage drawn by oxen* and

RR a vehicle.

hr r. 10th cl. (RRHR) 1 To Injure, to hurt or kill. • To move,

to go. * To ask or beg.

HR m. (-R:)
1 Smell, odour. * A perfume, a fragrance or fra-

grant substance. * A diffusive fragrance. 4 Sulphur. * Con-

nexion, relationship. 4 A neighbour. T A plant, (Morunga

hyperanlbera. Ate )
* Pride, arrogance. 4 Small, diminutive,

a little, a small quantity, Ate.
14 Pounded Sandal, f. -rt) The

bud of the Champaca flower, (Michelia Champuea.) n, (-R)

Aloe-wood c. hr to hurt, to move. Ate. affix rr.

HRR in. (-RT!)
1 Sulphur. 1 The morunga tree, (M. hyperan-

thera. Ate.) see RTRPBR. B. HR added to the preceding.

HRHlfrHT f. (-RT) A female artisan, living in the house of ano-

ther woman, k rr perfume, and RTrfTXKT who makes.

IRIlfHI f. (-RTT) The mother of Vyasa. k. RR added to

the next.

HRHTHTt f. The mother of the poet Vyasa. e. rr perfume,

RR to make, affixes R*t and h\H having a strong scent.

HRHTR n. (-R) A fragrant wood, as Sandal, aloewood. Ate. k. rr
smell, and RTR timber

RRJRt f (-Rt) A kind of perfume, commonly Mura. b. rr
smell, &c. v* abode.

RRRT n. (-R:) A fragrant grass, k. rr, and RR grass; also

with rr added rrRrr : see RRew.

RR«R m. (-R:) An elephant of the best kind. k. rr odour, Rat

an elephant.

RRRR mfn. (-r:-rt-R) Having the property of odour, b. rr
and RR quality.

RRWR n (-vf) Smelling any odour, k RR, and Riw smelling.

RRRfRRT f (-RT) Musk, t- RR fragrance, r(r clothes, affix RR

;

being used for scenting clothes.

RRRfnt n. (-R) Tlie leaf of the Laurus cassia, e. rr smell, and

rtr produced; fragrant.

RR1TT f. (-RT) The nose. k. rr scent, and rt who knows.

9VR n. (*oj) A musical instrument, one of a loud sound used

in battle: (a drum or trumpet.) e. rr pride, audita
musical instrument.

rr^r n. (-R) A fragrant grass, (Andropogon schcenanthus.)

E. RR, and rr grass.

RR^R f. (rr ) A sort of perfume, commonly Eldbdluka. e. rr
and RR skin, rind.

RRf< V m. (-R:) An elephant of the best class, supposed to emit

a particular smell at all limes, b. rr. and an elephant

R^njfa f (-fR :
) Musk, the fragrant secretion of the musk-deer.

b. rr fragrant, and vfw dust.

rrr n. ( r‘) * Continued effort, perseverance. • Injury, hurting,

killing. • Intimation, information. 4
Manifestation, r. rr to

hurt, to move, &c. affix *sz.
* -

RRRJR m. (R:) The musk-rat of Bengal, (Sores moschata.)

b. rr scented, atui *rjr an ichneumon.

RRRTJRt t- (-R1) A plant, possibly the serpent Ophioxylon :

see <iwr. k- JlR smelling, and RTJRt the same plant.

rrrtRR m. (-RT) A fragrant kind of basil, b. rr fragrance,

and R1RR a name.

RRRTRt f- (*Rt) The nose. x. rr scent, and rt^I a tubular canal.
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EEfEEUli f. (-ET) Double jasmin, (J. Zambac floribus multipli-

catis.) b. EE smell, and f*EE a house.

m. (•*:) A white sort of basil, (Ocymura gratisximum :)

set ETEEETE. f. (-’It) * A sort of zedoary. (-ET) Ajttaen, (Ligus-

ticam ujwaen )
' Another plant, (Physalis Aexuosa) E- W,

and il a leaf.

EEFETfEET f. (-in) Turmeric, b. EE small, imii a leaf.

lapjairsrr f. (-Et) Zedoary, (Curcuma zcrumbet.j b. EE, and

Urm a leaf.

EEETETE m- (-E:) Sulphur, b EE smelling, and ETETE a stone.

wafftnrrfrlTT f. (-ETT) The smell of incense, diffusive incense.

e. JPH smell, flsrrfl^T female demon ;
imp like, from its

dork colour or cloudy nature
;

or attracting demons by its

fragrance.

EEEtET f. (-WT) A species of zedoary. i. was .and Et* yellow.

E*ru«q m. (•*:) 'A kind of cane, (Calamus rotang )
* Another

plant, (Alangium hexapeialura
:)

sec EYr*> * Sebesten, (Cor-

dia myxa.) f. (-ET) 1 The indigo plant. * Ganiydri, (Premna

spinosa, Ac.) see JffwETrt. n. (-E) Flowers and Sandal pre-

sented together at seasons of worship, k. E* smell, and EE

flower ; having odoriferous flowers.

eeee m. (-E*)
1 Elephant or wood apple s see

* r
riie

Bt L (ifigte craiseva.) f. (-Er or ' A plant bearing a fra-

grant seed : aeefilE^. 'The gum olibanum tree,
r
rhe

blossom of thcChampaca: see "FEET. b. EE smell, and *PE

a fruit.

ee«e rn. (
aj:) The mango tree. a. EE a smell, and EE a

friend.

JT**5fT f. (-fr) A creeper commonly Gandhabhddali or Ghandali,

(Pcederia fetida ?) u. be smell, and snf auspicious.

EEFTEI rn (-^:) A tree, (Hibiscus populneuides :) see BiWiE.

arwt^t f. ( A kind of Indian spikenard : see EBrBfEt.

eebt* f. (-in) The earth, e. ee scent, and FTE the mother;

the property of fragrance residing in the earth or earlby

atoms.

mn. (-sr-E) The name of a particular mountain, forming

the division between Ildvritta and likadrdtwa or to the cast of

Meru. m. (-ST) ' A large black bee. 'Sulphur. 'The name

of one of the monkey chiefs, f. (-tft) Spirituous liquor
;
also

in some books read EEFlfEEt. b. EE smell, FE to inebriate

in the causal form, and 1Ca aff.

EEFTfipi mfn. (-^1-fEEt-f^) Strong scented, of intoxicating

odour, f. (-Wi) ' Lac. * A sort of perfume. Wine or spiri-

tuous liquor, b. EE, and Fff^sr what intoxicates.

BEFIETK m. (-t:) The civet-cat. a. 1* smell, and HnirT a cat.

EEElfEnft ^ kfard, a perfume so called, a. EE smell, FTEfT

a necklace, affixes Tf* and EtE.

eefe m. (-E*.) A creeper, (Hibiscus populneoides j) also

EEFTBB.

EEF*r m. (-ET:) A plant with a fragrant and tuberous root, one of

the Sciiaminea, (Alpinia galanga :)
see ifE g*. f. (-ET or -Et)

1 A species of Curcumap (C. reclinata, Rox )
* The olibanum

tree. a. ee smell, and fe a root, fern, affix EH^or #t\i also

with *e affix BEFEE.

4 B

71*1

eefee m. (-E*,) A sort of Cnrcuna ,* also EEFdft : see the pre-

ceding.

jT*wfB<* mf. (~W' Wl) The musk-rat or shrew, (Sorex moschata;)

also in the fem. eefbI.

ir^s m. <-E:) The civet-cat. e. ee smell, and mi a deer;

the name also may be applied to the musk-deer.

EEFTEF n. (-if) Sulphur, e. EE, and inf* pleasing.

EEFBF m, (-wO A bull. 8. EE smell, and FlJE copulation.

EEFTffEt f. (Ft) The Champaca flower, b. ee smcU, and

FTffFt delighting.

eeef m. (-F:) Myrrh. e.BE smell, and tF essence; also^FEE.

Earnif n. (-if)
1 Sandal. * Any sweet smelling flower, f. (-fit)

' A sort of perfume, commonly Nak hi see FFt- e. ee smell,

and ttet what excels, from ETE to shine, affix| Epf; fem.

affix Vi*-

E*^m. (-4:) ‘ A Gnnd harba or celestial musician
;
these demi-

gods inhabit Indaa'b heaven, and form the orchestra at all

the banquets of the principal deities. * A horse 1 A kind of

deer ; according to some authorities, the musk-deer. 4 The

soul after death, and previous to its being born again, corre-

sponding, in some respects, to the western qotion of ghosta.

% A singer in general. 4 The Kail or black cuckoo. 1 The sun.

4 A sage, a pious man. b. e* smell, injury, &c. *4 to go,

affix the sg final of E^f is rejected
;
the root is also some-

times written with the dental letter when the compound

will be aran* ; the best authorities however write it with the

final labial letter W as above.

EBm5fa*n f. (-*|r) Music, dancing, &c. b. and fEETf

science.

i E*^f*ETE m. f-T‘.) Marriage hy mutual consent, without any

ceremonies, allowable between persons of the second class.

e. ewwj. and fa Elf marriage.

E^E*Ff m. (’%:) The science of music considered as a branch

of the Sdma t ’eda. k. Ear*, and Ef a FU*.

E^ExaTEI rn. The castor-oil tree, (Palma chrixti or Ricinus

communis.) k. deer, and *! hand or foot
;
the leaves

being compared to the foot of the deer ;
also with VF added

e*4twtet.

EaretPEFi f. (-Xfx) A fly or gnat. a. WM smell, Ac.

unsteady.

EEnrfwET m. (-fwEr ) A perfumer, a dealer in perfumes, b. Eat,

and FfwaT a dealer. _
E*EE mfn. (-ETE-EWt-EE) Scented, emelling, odoriferous.

f. (-ill)
1 The earth.

1 The name of a city. * Wine or vinous

liquor.
4 A kind of perfume: see E?7 .

4 The mother of Vyasa.

• A wild species of Ajte&en : sec EHTEt. b. EE smell,

poss. affix fem. #tE.

EEEEBEi n. (-fi)
1 Cassia bark. * Sarsaparilla, b. EE, and

EEEEl bark.

EEEEfl f. (-ft) A plant
;

also EEfft- *•^ «•*» ***

a pedicle, or with EEt the same, EE* El.

EEEE mfn. (-E‘.*ET-E) Smelling, fragrant, &c. m. (-*:) The

wind. f. (-ET) The nose. b. EE smell, and EE what conveys,

from EE to bear, 8tc., and
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*afWTT m. (-*:)
1 The wind. A deer, the musk-deer. f. (*T)

The nose, b. ar^f smell, WT to convey, and aff.

mdfwmm m. (-W!) Wheat.

m . (_^j) The &al tree, (Shore* robusta.) *.m per-

fume, and ¥W a tree, yielding a fragrant resin.

JPWTT^ n. (-qi) A perfume, a fragrant berry : see a-

smell, and ajTj.ai disturbed.

jrarantl f. (-*t) A sort of Curcuma : see irf. a. am* smell, and

the same plant.

irymfht m. A sweet smelling kind of rice. s. araf, and

mftf rice.

»»tliftuft f. (ift) The musk-rat or shrew, a. JW, and lift*4)

a rat
;
also JDHTTlf^t-

ip^wr, m. (-*:)Musk. *. W* t and i|wc chief, a principal

perfume.

jwjtt: ra. (-^) Sandal. a. mw, and ^TT essence, the essence

of perfume. *

f. (-Wt) The musk shrew or small musk-rat. s. Jnu

smell, and to produce, affixes and
;

also some-

rimes read aas^eil. from Wat and pleasure.

n. (-si) The white esculent water lily. k. snr smell, and

the moon
,
opening its petals at night.

v«wvft*l f. (-wn) A female artisan working in another person's

house.

rnwfTj m. (.^g:) A musk -rat. k jra* smell, and wrnj a rat : sec

« Ac.

arwriurtu m. (-V) A vender of perfumes, a. »uf, and unwVr who

gets a livelihood.

racru m. (-V) The orange tree. f. (•‘UT) A plant : sea JRTTlft.

e. 3T3»f, and 'gnj wealth, rich in odonr.

jpfTW^W n. (-^j) Removing any smell, k. vsg ,
and

taking away.

»afT*flrr f. (-W) A plant, commonly Jlya/i, (Cellis orientalis.)

wanwrt f. (-grt)
14

Gandhntx or Gandbkadaltya, a plant, (Psederia

fetida.)
1 A wasp : see * an* smell, and a line,

a quantity.

Vamyw m. (-IJJT) Sulphur, k. smell, and ^ijfa a stone.

atatTS^ n. (•*) A class of eight fragrant articles used in wor-

ship, Ac. as a Sandal, a^allochum, camphor, saffron, valerian,

and some fragrant grasses e. ji m, and vre* eight collectively.

ifaW m. (-JT) Sulphur. B. JT~a* .smell, and S'* affix
;
also ar«*9.

jfafW mfn. Smelling, odoriferous. m. (-ufy * A
bug ;

also the flying bug. 1 A tree, (Xanthuphyllum virens.)

f. (-Wt) A kind of perfume : see Mura. i. at*i smelling, Tf*r

posts, aff.

3WT7I ra- ("HO The civet-cat. b. smell, and a cat ; also

awny.

snuTvwx f. (-an) Spirituous or vinous liquor, r. 3taj odour, and

excellent.

9Rwiq^ir<i«l m. (-^t) A perfumer, k. araf, and who
lives by.

Wlff f. (-ft* or-ufl) A kind ofcucumber, (C. reclinata, Rox.)

(-Wit) • A wasp. * A fragrant grass, (Cyperus rotundus.) k. an*

to smell or injure, affix, yij or VtB fern, affi

anafo mf. (-ftp) A ray of light, a sun or moon -beam. m.

The sun. f. {-ft:} A name of Swlnl the wife of Aon i. c. *

for ¥T the heavon, an? to shine, and ftr^aff.

amftan? m. (-«rr*0 The sun. n. (an?) One of the seven divisions

of Pdtdla or regions below the earth, b. ir*ft a ray of light,

and arajpef poss. aff.

JTwf^TT^ m. (-^f:) The sun. e. amft a ray, and T*! a hand;

wielding the sun-beams.

mfo. T7-T)
1 Deep. 1 Thick, impervious, (as a forest.)

* Profound, sagacious. ‘Deep in sound, hollow-toned, b. JUT

to go, W substituted for the final, tTw Unadi affix; also with

sjw inserted

awVcwfw m. (-ftr)
1 Deep sound * A low note or tone. b. artfpr,

and vft sound
;

also anvtT*:?(, Ac.

*Wtftl*7 f. (-*7)
1 A large drum. * A gong. s. lifft deep, (as

sound,) qr«( affix, and the fern. form.

;nwff«nf m. i-W') A small round pillow.

mr (^r, r. 1st cl.
1 To go, to more or ap-

proach. 1 To arrive at, to accomplitih or attain. With my pre-

fixed, To follow, to imitate. With vitof i wiS^OtJ 1 To come,

to arrive. • To go to or unto. * (WilirsniA) To wait, to delay.

With 'WfV, ' To obtain, to gain or acquire. * To go over, as a

book or set of rule*, to peruse, to learn. • To pass over, to

omit. With To go back or away, to separate. With arr,

To know, to understand. With ai(, 1 To approach, to go near

to. *To go up, to rise. With 1 To produce. *To go near.

* To consent to. With and WTHP, To approach. With

To go with difficulty. With ftr, To acquire knowledge. With

fspc. To go forth or Out With *jfr and wr, To rise as from

a seat, Ac. With trfr, 1 To surround. * To go away. With

ttf?T and WTHP, To return or arrive at. With ft». To go against

as an enemy. With VTR. (wrwnr) 1 To go with, to accom-

pany. # To meet, to encounter, To go to, (in *

transitive sense.) With xnt and xgr*6 To meet, to unite. With

and To submit to, to yield. With 1 To go easily or

well To arrive at.

an? m. (-W**)
1 Going, moving. * March, especially the march of

an assailant * A road. * A game played with dice and men,

as backgammon, &c. * Acting inconsiderately, looking at

any thing hastily and superficially. * Reading lightly, hasty

or careless persual, running over a book, Ac. jk. xb to go,

BVflftg n. (-ui) Rashness, inconsiderateness. b. JHT as above,

wfcs) who does or acts, and m abstract aff.

JWW m. (-*p)
1 A road. A traveller. s.XB to go, WW

Un tdi aff.

JfWW n. (-^)
1 Going in general. * March in general, or the

march of an assailant * Cohabitation. * Obtaining, attaining,

e. HH to go or move, affix W*.

am*Tri m. t-^-TT-T) To be sought, fit, suitable, desirable, e. |«t|,

and worthy.

rafn. (-*:-WT-^) ' What may be gone to or reached,

attainable, accessible. 1 What ought to be followed, to be

I

practised or observed. *. iw, and aff.
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mw mfn. (-ll-l*rtt-ll) Causing or making to go. a. *v»

to go, causal form, WS aff.

EFTJTn m. (-!:) Going and coming. E. 1W, and WTE1 going.

*fil mfn. ( i:*!MT) Cauaed to go, sent, brought, reduced,

driven to, &c. a. im to go, causal form, tf aff,

Efll m. (-lift) A passenger. *. El to go, ifiUn'Adi affix, other-

wise with flfa affix,

she r. laid, (Ewfi) To go or move.

JHWTft f. ( ft) The name of a tree, commonly called by the same

name Gamlkdri, (Gmelina arborea.) r*1 water, *f to nourish,

affixesH and is changed to * and into the second

case.

Elftl mfn. (-Et-H-l) ' Deep, (as water, but applied metaphori-

cally to sound, intellect,&c. as in English, )
* Dull, alow, m {*lt)

A Mantra or magical incantation written in proae in the Rig

f\'Ua. * A lotus.
1 I*he citron, f. (-*1) Hiccup, violent sin-

gultus. e. El to go, Un'fcU affix, 1 changed to 1, and ^1
inserted : see ElK-

araitnn £ (-IT)
1 Depth, (of water.) * Depth of thought, pro-

foundness. * Depth of sound, k. Elftn, and Ifl affix ;
also

JptftT*.

ElilTITl m. (-it) A deep or hollow sound, thundering, roaring,

&c. s. EUK, and ni sound
;

also similar compounds, as

jpwKwfl, nitTH ;
also with ElK, nftllll, &«•

Euftrifll m. (ft) A restive elephant, s. a at ft dull, and

to know, affix fwfw.

n. ( a) Profound sense or meaning. 8. Elftl, andl4

sense.

mg mfn. (-ar-an-ai)
1 Attainable, accessible. * To be gone,

to be gone to.
1 Perceptible. 4 Desirable, suitable, fit. E. aw

to go, h. aff.

ERjiT f. (-TIT)
1 Accessibility. * Perceptibility. * Being capable

of attainment. 8.H added to the last
;
also with w> U9«i

aaiWTa mfn. (-i:-ir-i) To be gone, to be traversed, to be gone

to, &c. k. El to go, passive v„ mE a aff.

aa m. (-a :

)

1 a species of ox, the Gayal or Rot Garmut.

• 'The name of a royal or military saint.
9 TTje name of an

4$ura. 9 One of the monkey chiefs of the Ramdyauu.

f. ( -ar) Gaya, a city in Bchdr still so called, and a place of

pilgrimage the capital of the saint of the same name it was

made holy by the benediction of Vishn u, who granted its

sanctity to the piety of Gaya the Rtyarthi -

t
or according to

another legend to Gaya the Atura, who was overwhelmed

here by the deities with rocks; sacrifices should be offered

once at least in the life of every Hindu to his progenitors at

Gaya . 8. It to ung, 11 afl.

jrr mn. (-it-f)
1 Poison. * An antidote, mA'V) Sickness,

disease, n. (-a)
1 Sprinkling, welting. * The fifth of the eleven

Karanat. f. (-1^) Swallowing. (-^) A species of grass,

(Andropogon sciratus)
;
also E^nct- e. Et: to hurt, andH

affix, or JZ to wet or sprinkle, or again IJ
to swallow, affix H.

xry mfn. (-Jp-Wt-fi)
1 Anlidotic, an antidote. * Sanative,

healthy, m. (-*:) A species of Basil, f. (-it) A fish (the young

of the Ophiocepbalus lata, Ham.) k, EK, and |f what destroys.

EH n. (-si)
1 Wetting, sprinkling. * Swallowing, t. n to let,

or to swallow, affix 17.

1*1 mfn. (-^*~^?-l)
1 A poisoner, poisoning. * Unwholesome,

occasioning sickness, n. (-f) Poison, a. arc poison, and i
who gives.

*H1 m. (-IT') A peacock, r. arWT sprinkling, (of rain,) and h
religious observance.

UTi m. ( u) The foetus or embryo : see sn}. e. jz to drop, Ac.

Hlaff.

HT1 n. (-if)
1 The venom of a snake or venom in general. • A

bundle of grass, or hay. • Measure in general, e. Et poison,

&c. and w what gets or possesses.

Jpcfhnsr mfn. (-sft- Venomous, poisonous, e. eh, and

Tfw afT.

E<nt(t f. (-ft) A kind of grass, (Andropogon serratua;) see wtj
and E<tj also lEft

ETTE71 n. (-1) The seed of the Sobkdnjan or Aforunga. e. ET
poison, and wrwnr nature.

ETTfywrr f. (-in) Lac, the animal red dye so called.

EfcH m. (-IT)
1 Weight, heaviness. * Vencrableness. e. El and

TWfllaff.

Eftl mfo. (•!*• irtf) 1 Heaviest, excessively heavy. Very

venerable, a. JJl heavy, Til superlative affix, deriv. irr.

E^ll mfn. (-7H l*Tt-T:)
1 Heaviest, very heavy. • Highly

venerable. • Worst, b. see the last, affix fupr
EH m. (it) The bird and vehicle of Vishn u ; he is generally

represented as a being something between a man and a bird,

and considered as sovereign of the feathered race
;
be is the

son of Kas'yata and Vinat’a', aud younger brother of Aeun'a.

a. EH a wing, to fly, affix i, and the i of the noun
dropped, who flies like a bird, or 7Z to moisten, and WfE
Uuadi afT.

nws m. (-EP) A name of Vishn u, b. EH, and IE a sym-

bol
;
whose symbol is Garud a.

‘

ElTll n. (-i) A species of metre having four lines to the

stanza, and sixteen syllables to each line.

EEVIVBf m. (-Eft) Aruk a, the charioteer of the sun. x. EH,
and 11ET cider born

;
the elder brother of Garud'a.

EHTflW n. (-if) An emerald, e.m Garud a, and ifipi
marked.

EEEnjn m. (-ip) An emerald. 8. Ell, and nyTE a stone : see
*

the preceding.

ElinW n« (-^) The emerald. 8. wnr, and ivfhl passed over.m m. (-11) A wing. k. 3Z to moisten, and ifi Un‘*di aff.

ElEnr m. (-ETfl)
1 The bird of Vishnu. * A bird in general.

8. E1W a wing, and fjy posa. aff.

EE^lfll m- (*^t) A quail. 8.Hi a wing, and Wlfks( who fights.

EE m. (-E) One of the ten principal Aluuia or saints, a son

of Brahma, f. (ETEf) Wife of Gakga. e. xz to sprinkle, e

Unldi aff.

*jk m. (-tCO
1 A kind of fish, (Pimelodus gagora, Ham ) f. (-ft)

1 A churn.
1 A water vessel, a guglct. e. e3 an imitative sound,

a guggling, and r what makes.

E4|« m. (•!:) A kind of fi»h, Pimelodus gagora, Ham.)
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31iff<1 mfn. (-W>MT-M) A descendant of Gakoa. k. 4$, and M aff.

4^ r. 1st cL (4WfM) To go or move.

44 r. 10th cl. (rnfaftr) To sound. r. 1st cl. (4wfM) To emit a

deep or full sound, lu sound as distant thunder, to roar as a

lion, 8tc.

4M n. (-9|) ‘ The roaring of elephants. * The grumbling of

clouds, &c. b. 4M to roar or growl, affix MM.

44m m. (-M;) A fish, commonly Gajar. a. 44 to grumble,

affix ^w.

44m n. (-W) ' Sound, noise. * Passion, wrath. * Excessive in-

dignation.
4 Reproach, menace. 4 War, battle, conflict. *The

grumbling of clouds, fcc. b. arn to grumble or roar, affix MTT.

mfn.(«M:-Ml-M) To be sounded or roared, b. «4 to sound,

*4< n. (-*) A carrot.

*f4 m. (-<*) The muttering of clouds or distant thunder. I

k. 4M to sound as thunder, fo aff.

gfanr rafn. (-Ift-TTT-Tf) Sounded, roared, bellowed, m. (-if:) An

elephant in rut. n. (-ft) The muttering of clouds or rolling of

distant thunder, e. 4M to roar, &c. affix «.

*MI mfn. (-4:-4rr-4i) To be roared or sounded, a. nu to sound,

mm aff.

*4 m. (-4'-) ' A hole in general. * The hollow of the loins. • The

name of a country j
also fxnrfi, in the north-west of India.

* A

kind of disease, b. H to drop, Un'Adi affix mr.

aiffar f. (-MTT) A weaver s workshop, b. 44 a hole, affix MM, the

weaver sits at his loom with his feet in a hollow or hole below

the level of the floor.

r. 1st and I Oth els. (MgfM 4MMfM) To sound, to roar.

atf* m. (-IP)
1 Smell, odour. * An ass. f. (-lit)

1 A shu-ass. * An

insect, a kind of beetle springing from cow dung. 4 A disease

of the skin, eruption of round, red, and painful spots ;
also

4MfMMT.
4A creeper, (Clitoria lernata.) n. (-4) The white

lotus, b. 44 to sound, Un adi affix MHM
ai^>nf*nT n. (-M) The skin or hide of an ass. e. and wf*i*

a skin.

*n£ (-M:-MT) A plant, (Ovieda vertieellaia.) b. JTpT an

ass, and UTM a vegetable.

mfwro m. (*M*-) A kind of tree, commonly Partpipal, (Hibis-

cus populneoides ) e. 4{~m smell, MM to go, and M afl*.

4^*J I4M m. {-MO
r

rhe white lotus, u. smell, and MTMM

an appellation.

4^fcnri f. (-9TI) A cutaneous disease, a blotch, am eruption.

e. srw*fein. form added to 41M.

JT¥ m. (*4‘.) ‘Eagerness, greediness. * The Pdnpipal

:

see

srlwrw. e. to desire, to be greedy, affix MM.

4*4 mfn. (w:-MTM) Covetous, greedy. a. JZM to be greedy,

affix ^m-

sift4 mfn. (-4f*f4wt*f4) Greedy, covetous, and xf4

aff.

mj r. 10th cl. (4MMfM) To desire or covet: see izn.

4M r. 1st cl. (m4iM) To move, to go or approach.

4m m. (-M) Pride, haughtiness, b. 4m to be proud, MM affix}

also read *m.

44^ ro. (*aj:) A foetus, flic. : see the next. f. (-M?T) Interval of

time, division of time or place.

44 m. (-4:)
1 A foetus or embryo. * A child. 4 The beily.

4 The

inside, the middle. 4 Joining, union. * The rough coat of

the fruit of the Jaka.
' An inner apartment, a lying-in cham-

ber. * Any inferior chamber, the adytum of a temple, &c.

• The bed of the Ganges, when the river is fullest
; that is, on

the fourteenth day of the dark half of the month Rhtidra, or

in the height of the rains; as high as the river flows at this

period, so far extends the Garbha, after which the Tir or pro-

per bank begins, and extends for 150 cubits; this space is

holy ground. ,# The calyx of the lotus. The interior or inner

part of any thing b. H to drop, or
^ to swallow, Un'kdi affix

W9[-, also read 44?.

rn. (-M:) A chaplet of flowers, &c. worn in the hair. n. (m)

A period of a day and two nights, e. m| added to the

preceding.

*W*T mfn. (-y:-^-4) Impregnating, fecundatory, procreative,

producing impregnation, m. (-4 :
) A plant, (Nagelia putranjixa.}

e. 4M. and IT what makes.

IWMTM m. (*4 :
) The uterus, b. 44, and MTM sheathe.

aiWITtr n. (-4)
1 An inner chamber. A lying-in chamber. • The

sanctuary or adytum of a temple, e. ji4, and xzr a house.

4M99M n. (-4) Conception, impregnation, e. 44, and 9MM
taking.

apitMTfMM mfn. (-4t-fM4t*f&r) Producing abortion, b. 44, and

Mlfirw what destroys.

h4mmm n, (-4) Quickening, motion of the foetus in utero. b. jt4,

and MM*r moving.

MKM* mfn. (-W’.-MT-M) ' Bearing a child. • Miseaming, b. 4&

and mm falling.

JT&Mfw f. (-fw*)
1 Birth, delivery. • Miscarriage- b. m4, and

Mfjf falling.

m4m m. (-M:) Enlargement of the navel, e. m4 the belly, and

MM an egg, the penultimate made short.

44^ mfn. Impregnating, procreative. m.(-^:) A tree,

(Xagelia putrangiva.) f. (-^T) A shrub so called, e. 4W i

foetus, and M what gives, with reference to the supposed virtue

of the plant; also 444T4 (-MT*4t-M).

4WTsr mfn. (-tv or -T4) Causing abortion, r. Jl4, and %M what

injures.

jnniTTM n. (-M) Impregnation, gestation, e. 44, and WTC*

holding.

jiwjmft f. ( Vt) The umbilical cord. e. 44, and srnrt a vessel.-

44xjfiMr9 in. (-w:) 8ecundines. k. JW, and ttfTM’f what exudes.

jniTlfsrsr m. (-ift) Rice ripening after two months.

JWMTvmr mfn. (-4r.-^t-4f) Producing abortion, m. (-Mr:) A red

kind of morunga. e. 44 the foetus, MM to fall, in the causal

form, aud "JM aff.

3t4mtmm n. (-M) Producing abortion, f. ( Ml) Any plant or drug

supposed to have that effect, a. 44, and MTWM causing to fall.

MMSltMH mfn. (-Ml-fint^-fM) Producing abortion, f. (-41) A
kind of potherb ; sec f<MVf. b. as in the last, affixes fflff

and
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artbnTO n. (-Tf) Gestation, k. to, and xttto nourishing.

an^TO mfn. ( ap-aft xr) A child, an infant, e. to an embryo,

and xTO form
;

also apTOTOX

an&TO\ f- <-«ft ) A pregnant female, s. an? a foetus, and ST7J"T

poas. aff.

*&*% m. (-^p:) A kind of vectis or instrument for extracting

the dead foetus. a. TO, and ifl| a probe.

Jfl&anzn f. (-UTT) The uterus, a. to, and imn a bed.

Jnrcgmfn. 'Situated in the womb. ’Centrical, inter-

nal, w ithin the centre of any thing, a. am. and air what abides.

Ttfora m. (-“*:) Abortion, miscarriage, a. an& the embryo, and

YTY expulsion.

TOWlfrar mfn. i Producing or occasioning abortion.

a. ant, and Wrfwat what causes to issue.

apJfrjrrr n. (-T) ' An inner and private room, the female apart-

ments, the lying-in chamber. * The sanctuary of a temple,

the chamber where the object of worship is placed, a.

the foetus, and ^rarrr an abode, hence it is also applied to the

tromb

:

see TOTWU.

TOPTrar n. (-if) A ceremony performed prior to conception, s. to

the embryo, ami TflWiaf taking, being supposed conducive to

future impregnation.

totto m. (-U:) The womb, the uterus, r. to the embryo, and

untrat asylum or abode.

JWTIPl m. (-It:) The eighth month of uterine gestation. * The

eighth year reckoning from conception. 1 . the foetus, and

^rea? eighth.

Ilfapft f- ( aft) ' A pregnant woman. • A plant, (Asclcpias rosea.)

r. embryo, and xf*t poss. affix, fen. affix

flfwiTOVt i). (-T?) Midwifery, attendance and care of pregnant

women and new boro infants. *. Jtfahft. and care,

looking to.

anSrarwTfmft f- (-ait) A cow (or female), miscarrying from going

unseasonably, c. ant the foetus, Tnr intensitive prefix, v»f to

destroy, affixes farf* and

in£fz«T f, (-^T) A species of rice.

f. (-TTO) * A kind of grass. Gold. * A reed. a. * to

swallow, &c. Un'Adi affix ^f?r, and at inserted.

TO r. 1st cl. (ar*tor) To be proud or haughty
;

also (tr) jhto

r. i Oth cl. (jnfcrit) To grow proud.

TO m. (-afe) Pride, arrogance, a. to to be proud, affix or
^

swallow, Ac. and w Un Adi affix
;

this word is sometimes

written

amx mfn. (-T:-TT-t!) Proud, haughty, arrogant, a,
^

to reject,

&c. Un’kdi affix TtTON

TOT* m. (-¥}) A watchman, a doorkeeper, a sort of village con-

stable, a headborough or beadle, r. to pride, Tf* to go, and

aff.

aif^TT mfn. ( at: -ITT -if)
1 Proud, haughty. * Conceited, a. an*

pride, and aff.

JT$ r. 1st and 10th els. (ttyflt-TT arruflT) To blame, to censure,

to despise or contemn.

TO* n. (-if) Censuring, censure, blame, reproach, c. ar% to

reprove, affix wr.

4 c

mfa.(-Tpair-af) Censurable, contemptible, vile, bad. a. air

to abuse, Htftart; aff.

7^7 f. (-4t) Abuse, censure, reproach, e. ar4 to revile, affixes

V* and TTT.

mfn. (-ar-WT-ar)
1 Blamed, censured. • Contemned, de-

spised. • Bad, vile. e. it* to blame, * aff.

anjj mfn. (-i-fr-f) Low, vile, contemptible, a. ar4 to abuse,

affix apr

TTjfTrfro mfn. Speaking ill, speaking vilely or

inaccurately, e. ana rile, and Trf^af who speaks.

TO r. 1st cl. (anrf*T)
1 To eat. • To ooze; also (T) antnr r. 10th

cl. (TOTO) To drop, to ooze or distil. With W prefixed, To
fall, to fall down or off ;

With fw,
1 To go, to approach. 1 To

bear or support.

TO 1 The throat. The resin of the Sal tree. • A reed, a
large kind of the Saccharum cylindricum. 4 A rope. 1 A musi-
cal instrument. * A kind of fish, a small kind of cyprinus, a
subgenus of that class, (Cyprinus garra, Ham.) a. to to eat,

to drop, &c. affix or JJ to swallow, with it, and T
changed to fr.

m. (-^:) A kind of fish. e. *raf added to the preceding.

TO4TSTO m. (-W:) A bull’s dewlap, a. to the neck, and *r?TO
a soft substance as a blanket, Ac.

TOTO m. (-^:) Inflammation, enlargement of the glands of the

neck. e. am the throat, and XU a swelling or boil.

TOin m. (-^:) * A sauce of fish ground up with salt, pepper,
Ghee, &c. * A day on which a course of study is commenced,
but immediately preceding a day on which study is prohi-

bited. 1 The fourth lunation of the dork fortnight, the seventh,

eighth, and ninth, the thirteenth and three days following.
* Seizing any one by the throat, throttling, choaking. r. to
the throat, and to what takes, &c.

;
also TOTOW.

mfn. ( -w>f-’TOfl-war )
1
Falling, dropping. * Oozing, trick-

ling, flowing. • Melting, a. to to flow, ipf aff.

TOiT n. (-af) Melting, fusing. ’Trickling, dropping, oozing.
1 Falling down or off.

4 leaking, b. to to drop, ^7 aff.

TOtfto mfn. (-afr-^T-at) Fusible, liquefiable, to be melted, &c.
m. to to melt, ^Wt affix

;
also ufurror and toj.

TOfwr f. (-¥T) 1 A small pitcher. * A small water jar with a

small hole in the bottom, from which the water drops upon a
L’mga or Talon plant, placed beneath, a. to to drop, affix

la, flefn
; TW in the fern, form added, and f changed to 7,

totowt f. (-TIT) A thread worn round the neck, a necklace,

a. to the throat, and $trar a girdle.

TOTO m. (-Wi) A peacock, e. TO the throat, TO holy observ-

ance; also the same as *CTO q. v. m being substituted for T.

TOTjfvnrT f. (-WTT) The uvula or soft palate, a. to the throat,

and the elephant's trunk, resembling it in being a

pendulous, roundish, and fleshy substance.

TO^ntt f. (-^t) A she goat. a. to the throat, and VW the

breast
;
some species of the tteagal goat have small fleshy

processes, resembling nipples depending from the throat;

also TOSgMt.

TOT« m. (-«:) Throttling, e. to, and T9 the hand
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a*rr^t m. (-*:) A disease of the throat, inflammation of the

fauces, and enlargement of the tonsils, a. an the throat, and

a new sprout.

m. (-1:) A prawn or shrimp : see flTie'JJ. Some books

read this amfim, and others anifa*.

afn m. (-{%:) A strong and lazy ox. e. an to eat, and 1^1 affix }

who is good for nothing but eating,

afnw mfn. (-WJ-ifT-lf)
1 Fallen, dropped. * Liquefied, melted.

* Distilled, oozing, flowing. 4 Decayed, impaired. * Lost,

deprived. * Untied, loosed, h. an to drop, to ooze, affix if.

afanryu n. (-tf) Advanced and incurable leprosy, when the

fingers and toes fall oS. a. afVy, and leprosy.

mfn. (-WR:-*fT-aty Toothless, k. afnrr, and tooth.

affapiTTwr^l mfn. (-W. *WT-Wt- 5#) Having no nails, g. afn w ,
and

TV the nail.

apnnwflw mfn. (-n : -nT-*f) Blind, k. afna. and am the eye.

anJI^I m. (-ar) A kind of bird, (the Adjutant or Ardea argala.)

z. an the throat, in the seventh case, and an a boil \ alluding

to a pendulous fleshy purse hanging from the throat,

annat f (-^t) A she goat : see aim

4

1-

an m. (-w:) A sort of gem.

jp?w r. 1st cl. (amir) To be bold or confident,

am mfn. (•np-WT-nQ 1 Proud, haughty. • Confident, bold, auda-

cious. k. am to be proud, Ac. apa affix, more commonly aaw.
awr f* (-mi)

1 A multitude of throats. * A quantity of a kind

of grass, or ropes made of it- b. an a throat, Ac. n aff.

ant m. (•*:) The cheek, e. are to eat, and n affix
j from nr to

get or receive.

aiai^iQ ^ f. (*(t) A small round pillow to put underneath the

cheek, e. an* the cheek, and nrgr a pillow,

apt^jr m. (v) * A goblet, a vessel for drinking spirituous liquor.

* Lapis lazuli, a. srar to drop, deriv. irr.

r. 1 st cl. fS*sj ft) To blame, to censure or despise : see ark.

WTH 1 A species of ox, the Cay./, erroneously classed by
Hindu writers amongst the kinds of deer. (Bos gavieus.) * A
monkey chief : the son of V*iv»avr*r*. f. (-aft) The female
Guj/al. a. at to sound, and affix, form irregular, or in a
cow, and U from an to obtain, affix T- resembling a cow.

1”. (•»:) A bull. X. Si a cow, affix e», jnr relatiug to a

cow, and cisre king, chief ; the more direct compound
makes Jmw.

ra* (•*’) A wild buffalo, n. ( -vi} Buffalo's horn. a. as to

aound, sgur^ aff.
“

arer^ m. (*W ;

)
' An air hole, a loop hole, a round window, a

bulCt eye, &c. * A monkey chief
; one of the sons of Vat-

VAtwATt. x. Sr a ray of light, to spread, affix war. or St
an ox. and e, an eye; ox-eyed, f.(-xft) a sort of cucumber,
(Cucumis madraspatanus.) * A plant, (Clitoria lernatea:) xee

wbsitaiui. *. Jr the earth, wrsi to spread, affixes WW and Stu.
ir»rc»px n. ( w) A lattice, a jealouaie, trellice work. K, jtwt^,
and arm a net.

wnfl t (-’St) A fifth, (Macrognathuft pancalus.)

n. (-si) Pasture or meadow grass, f. (-nt) * A hay rack,

* trough for holding grass out of which cattle feed. A

species of cucumber, (Cucumis madraspatanu*, or, according

to some, C. coloquintida.) * A plant, (Clitoria teroatea :) see

the preceding, e. St a cow, food, fern, affix #\V-

JUrW* m. (*f:) The Gaya/, (Bos gaveus:) see a**- a. Sr a cow,

to see, with nin prefixed, deriv. irr ; in appearance a

cow.

JTWTxrw m. (-ft) An outcast©. e, a*, and nan who eat*,

eating beef.

Haifa*! f. (-arr) Lac, the dye.

aSifyr* n. (-ar) A day's feed for a cow. e. Jt, and nfam
daily.

aratarT mfn. Owner of kine. e. 5t a cow, xat a lord

or master,

aaa m. (-^:) A cloud, f. (-»:) A kind of grain, (Coix barbata.)

k. irr u cow or the earth, m to preserve, n affix, or with na
added ai^an , also aia, Ac.

nan f. (-ns) Coix barbata: see the preceding; also with SPI

added anTjnT.

irtasr n. (-af) Red chalk, k. ar light or colour, to send,

affix ^a, and the penultimate changed to n irregularly
;
also

read annn.
aaw*T f. (-m) A plant, (Hedysarum lagopodioides.)

aaa r. 10th cl. (aaaaDr) 1 To seek, to hunt for, to search or

inquire. * To make an effort.

an a* nf. (-n-nF) Research, inquiry after any thing, ( physical

or philosophical, Ac.) a. araa to inquire, affix

affair mfn. (-ai-WT-lf) Sought, inquired for. a. ann to search

or hunt, affix ar

anrg m. (•y-) An excellent cow. i.ira cow, and nf imply-

ing excellence
;
the compound remains masculine,

an mfn. (-*:-an-aij 1 Of or belonging to a cow, as milk, curds,

Ac.) * Proper or fit for cattle, nf. (-n-nr) A bowstring. f.(-nr)

1 A multitude of cows. • A measure of two K6u .- see anfit.

n. (-n) A colouring substance, a yellow pigment or dye, a. ai

a cow, Ac. and mr aff.

a^TT nf (-a) ' A Adv, a measure of length equal to 4000 cubits.

• A measure of two K6t

:

see the next.

awfa mf. C-feT) A measure of two K6t, a league measured by

2000 Dand* or fathoms, g. ir the earth, a to join, fim affix,

deriv. irr.

a^ r. 10th cl. (ayxjfa) To be thick or impervious as a forest, Ac.

m. (-^:) ' A cave. 1 A forest, x. ay to be impervious,

ara aff.

aaa mfn. (-a:-WT-
,

a) Impervious, inaccessible, n. (-^) ' A wood,

a thicket. * A cave. • Pain, distress, g. anf to tremble, Ac.

affix and tlie radical vowel made short-; or a^ to be

thick, affix as before.

a’^a mfn. Relating to a cave or a thicket, deep, diffi-

cult of access, impervious, g. *? a thiket, a aff-

aire nf. (-a-Kt) A cave, a cavern, a grotto, a recess in a rock or

mountain, Ac. n. (-a> ‘ A thicket, a wood • Hypocrisy.
• Weeping, crying, but not violently, m. (.**) An arbour, a

bower, g. aT* to be agitated, and Un 4di affix, the

radical rowel made short.
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IT r. I tit cl. (V) ITT (9TW) To go, to go to or towards, r. 3rd cl

but restricted to ike l’Has (CTUlflT) To praise.

9T f. (>1T) A verse or metrical composition, x. 9 to sing, qr and

9T9 affix : see 9.

9TT mfn. (-T-Tt-T) Belonging or relating to the river Ganges,

m. (-'•) 1 A name of KartikAya. * A name of BufiHXi.

e. JTfT the Ga.nca, fw aff.

9TF9 m. (-V) A prawn or shrimp, it. 9TT relating to the Ganges,

and ¥9 what goes, form irr. ; also 9TTT9 or with to affix

9TTTO m. (-q:) A shrimp or prawn, r. 9TT. ¥9 to go, and vat

affix
;
also 9TTAq, and arr^n, &c.

JTTTTVfsr f. (*fV:)
1 A name of Biiisbma. * A name of KaxtikAya.

i. 9TT the personified river, (as the wife of Santaku, in the

first instance, and mother of the hero
;
and in the second, as

the receiver of KartikAya the son of S’iva, from Agni, the

god of fire,) and fTOT patronymic affi

9IT9 m. (-V:)
1 BhIhiima. * Kar hkAya : see the preceding. • The

Hilsa or Ufa* fish, (Clupanodon ilisha. Ham.) n. (-9)
1 Gold.

* A grass : see qrqq. 1 A fragrant grass, (Cyperus rolundus.)

k. ITT the Ganges, IT affix of descent, &c.

9I#to1 f. (vt) A plant, (Hedy&arum lagopodinides, but it is

variously described.) x. 9TT Ganges water, qc to go or grow,

War aff.

jifTV’t f. (-’ft) A plant, (Guilandina bonducella.)

vnriv n. (-q) The current of the Ganges, a. arrT Gangetic, and

ffra heap.

9Tfq9T9 m. (-9:) A quail.

9T9 adv. n. (-¥) adj. mfn. (-Tt-¥T-¥) 1 Excessive, much, very

much, heavy, oppressive. 8cc.
r Firm, strong. • Hard. ‘Close,

a. art to agitate, affix n, deriv. irr.

TlVrfl t (-in) ’ Firmness, hardness. * Excess, e. 9T9, and TO
affix , also with *9, 9T9«i.

irrvvfv mfn. Miserly, niggard, avaricious, close-

fisted. m. (-%;) A scymitar, a large sacrificial knife, k nr
heavy or close, and ijfq gripe.

9 IM M 9 mfn. Relating to Gan'Asa, or the leader of a

troop, &c. x. TOqfff* and 9f9 aff.

9T9 M <9 mfn. ( iq -ft 9T) Relating to Ganabati or Gan ^a. ro.fur:)

A worshipper of him. n. (-W)
1 Worship of him. * Chieftain-

ship, presidency. *- qwqfw, and ajar aff.

A lfwag n. ( m.\ An assembly of harlots, r. xfTOT a whore,

TO aff.

anfro mn, (•¥;¥) 'The bow ofAiuuxA. ‘Any bow; also

mn. (-wuvf) 1 The bow of Arjuna. * Any bow. *. 9lf«l

what affects the cheek, from im with T
-

*? affix, then V added,

and X final lengthened
;
or continuing short, eifAsa.

T IVlfTT ra. (ft) A name of Autrau. t. 9ivt* Auuna’b bow,

and xf* aff.

VTU mfn. (-lT*iriI) Angry, wrathful, m. (-Tf:)
' A GatuTharba

or celestial quirister. * The KbU or Indian cuckoo. 9 A large

black bee. * A singer, a. 9 to sing, Un'Adi affix 7J.

9T¥ mf. (-ITT-it) A male or female singer, x. 9 to sing, qq aff.

9T9 n. (*q)
1 The body. * The fore quarter of an elephant. • A

limb, a member. «. 99 to go, jut Un'Adi affix, the radical final

is rejected, and the vowel made long.

9T99TT f. (-TT) Cowach, (Carpopogon pruriens.) x. 9T9 the body,

and if! what breaks or hurts.

9T99nfft f. (-ft) A towel, x. 9T9, and 9T9Tft a wiper.

9rirerrfw m. (-vit) The pole-cat, (Viverra putorius.) x. 9T9 the

body, and ITfTfv^ttbo draws up or contracts in order to

spring upon prey.

9PrTOT9 m. (-9i) A small bird, the diver, e. 9T9 the body,

and TOT9 who plunges, from WIT entirely, JT to go, and

TO aff.

9T9njfr99t f- (-ft) Fragrant unguents, &c. smeared upon the

body, perfume for the person, b. 9T9 the body, qjv upon,

fTO to plaster or smear, andH aff.

xrr^lT*^TVr*T n. (-*1) Cleaning the person with perfumes, 8tc. b. 979,

and qqjrqq cleaning.

9T99 m. (-¥:)
1 A musician, a singer. * A chaunter of the

Purdmas or sacred poems, s 9 to sing, WTO aff.

9T9T ( (-9T)
1 A verse, a stanza. * Metre, rhythm. • A song,

a chaunt or verse to be chaunted or sung. 4 Prakrit or any

language not Sa/ucrit. ‘The same as the Arya Metre* in which

the verse contains sixty syllabic instants, variously arranged,

x. 9 to sing, TO Un'Adi aff.

9T9TVPC m. (-TO A singer, a reciter, x. 9T9T, W to make,

TO aff.

91fTO m. (-¥•) One who recites Gdthas, verses or hymns, x. 9T9T,

and TO aff.

91V (91) 9TT r. 1st cl (9TTO)
1 To stand, to stay, to remain.

* To seek, to search or inquire for. • To compile, string or

heap together.

9T9 mfn. (q:-9T-if) Not very deep. m. (-9:) ‘ Place, scite.

* Desire of gain, cupidity, covetousness. * Bottom, soundings.

b. irm to stand, &c. affix qpr.

9Tfv m. (-fv> The name of a king, sovereign of Kanyaku^ja^

father of Viswamitxa.

9lfro m. (-vn)
1 A name of the celebrated saint Viswamitra,

k. JTTfu as above, and 9T bom.

irrfv^V n. (-T) Kanyakubja the ancient Kanouj. x. JnfV a proper

name, and VT a city ; the capital of GaVhi.

9ifin| m. (-*£.) The saint Viswamitra. b. 9lfq, and ^bom, the

son of Gao'hi.

xrvq m. (-¥:) Viswa'mitba. x. 9Tfv, and TO patronymick affix

;

see the preceding.

VTir n. (-v)
1 Singing, song in general, or a song. * Sound*

e. 9 to sing, affix ^9.

9lfirift f. (-¥t) Orris root. x. vtv song, Tf*T and affixes;

supposed to be of use in clearing the voice.

jTOfa mfn* (-T: VT-si) Musical, x. 9TT and % aff.

XTWT mfn. (-,3
;-^'**^) A goer, a traveller, one who goes or

moves, x. 9* to go, Un'Adi affix
|J,

and the radical vowel

made long.

9PWt f* (-Tit) A carriage drawn by oxen. e. 99 to go, yw affix,

fern. do. and the pen. made long
; also wmi
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3TTft

ITlTOTt f. (-^) 1 The river Gauge*, or the goddess Gawoa. * The

mother of Akbcra. k. irr paradise, in the accusative case, g;

who gives, and wtB affs.

m. (-If:)
J A name of Bn fan ms, &C. * Akbu'ba.

e. aiT^TOt Gaxga, and uw a son : see UTlipf.

Jrn»ni mfn. (.wU-affm-) Relating or belonging to a Gandherba.

m. (•*$:} A heavenly quirister : see arrot. n. (-^)
1 Song, sing-

ing. • A form of marriage, that which requires only mutual

and amorous agreement, K. TOni a Gandkarba, and XfW aff.

g[BfiT m. (-T:)
1 One of the seven primary notes of music.

Minium or red lead. A country, (Kandahar, between the

north of India and Portia.) n. (-T) Gum myrrh, f. (-ft)
1 The

wife of Dukitanasiitba, mother of Duby^d'iiana. ' One of

the tutelary female deities of the Jainat. * A plant, (Hedy*

sarum alhagi.)
4 Prickly nightshade. R. *raf the aggregate of

TO! smell, &c. V to go, and B|W affix
;
the note being said to

be produced by pure and fragrant breath, &c.

jirmKBm. (-B:‘A name ofDosTdo'ltKA, tl»e son of DiiRiTARAsn-

tra. e. Bratift the name of the mother of this chief, and

TO aff.

anfTO m. (-Wr:)
1 A scribe, a clerk. * A vender of perfumes, a

perfumer. * A kind of worm, having a strong fetid smell.

It. TOf smell, and 7W aif.

rtTO mfn. (-Bf:VT or xft-B?) Going, locomotive, r. am to go,

BTTO aff.

*TBfal n. (-X&)
1 Depth, (of water, sound, Ac.) * The deep sound

of the voice of a Jaina saint, like distant thunder or the mut-

tering of clouds, e. TOTft deep, affix TO or aq.

JlfTO mfn. (-V:-Bft-«) Singing, one who sings, m. (-*:) A singer.

E. 9 to sing, TO off.

irmrafa. Singing, r. ar to sing, affix w*.

a iBfB* m. (-^t) A tree that yields the resin formerly called

Terra Japonica, (Mimosa catechu
f ) also fern. noun, as

below.

f- (-^1)
1 A measure of verse in the /Vrfiur, a stanza usu-

ally of twenty-four syllables. •• iriously arranged, but most

commonly in three lines. * A acred verse from the / '/das

to be recited only mentally , tails is usually personified and

considered as a godde-m. the wife of Basil ha
;
the metaphorical

mother of the three first classes, in their capacity of twice

bom, investiture with the sacred and distinguishing string,

Ac. being regarded as a new birth; there is but one Gdyatri

of the I'/dar, but according to the system of the 7'antrikas, a

number of mystical verses arc called (i&yatris
: each deity has

one in particu ar. * A kind of mimosa, (M. catechu :) sec the

preceding, Ac. E. JTTTO who sings, and B to preserve, affixes

Bt and tflB
;
this applies especially to the mystical verse, the

repetition of which is necessary for salvation
; the word is

also written RTTOft.

*(TO mfn. (-ar: -tft-B) Singing, a singer, m. (-*:) ' A singer.

* A chatterer, a gossip, n. {-*)
1 Singing. Professing or

practising singing as a livelihood, s. * to sing, aff. W7 .

*nfvB m. (-*:) Rice, groin, corn. k. Jl to swallow, Un'adi affix

fqvR.

itxm

*TB"¥ m. (•¥!) * Gold. * A Mantra or charm against poison.

• An emerald, s. JTTV the vehicle of Viiin'p, and TO1

affix;

of or relating to Qarud'a.

BTlfro m. (-BP) A charmer, a dealer in antidotes, t. jttbt

the mantra of Gabuo'a, or a cb:irro against venom, and TO aff.

BTBrit f. (-Tft) Hog-weed, (Bocrhavia diffusa alata.)

RTBBTfT n. (-it) The emerald, e. anmrff Garud'a, and WW affix
;

derived from or relating to Garcd’a
j
the gem is supposed to

be generated from his voided phlegm.

*1*3 mfn. (xJp-xjff xq., Descended from the age Ga«ga. r. jt*R, and

WW aff.

JITTO n. ( f i A multitude of the descendants of the saint Gabo a.

e. arri a descendant of Gahc.a, and ijpB affix of multitude
;
also

with TO. irfror-

irnffumn^rw m. (-fw:| A descendant of the son of GAaof.

E. ariirf the wife of the saint GaHoa, vx a son, and firo affix,

augment; also without the augment 4l«pf WBIBfil, or with

TO, affix, 4ixaff BfV

*Tnqr mfn. Descended from Gabca, son, daughter,

Ac. e. »xn arid mt aff.

m4rnifn.(~i:-4f-{) 1 Derived from a vulture. ‘Greedy, m. (-%:)

1 Desire, greediness, cupidity. * An arrow, k. TO greedy,

affix TO or TO with TO affix, and ^ rejected optionally.

BTirpf m* (-V) An arrow', e. rtb, and to a wiug; formed

with vulture's feithers.

4F0BB m. f-s*:) An arrow, e. as before, TO a leaf, a wing.

4H0 n. (-10)
1 Greediness. * Desire, e. to greedy, TO aff.

mfn. Derived from a vulture. e. TO. and TO;

aff.

4 1jTO m. (-W:) An arrow. E. *l^f, and TO a wing.

4l£ mfn. (-0t-xff-M.' * Uterine, fatal. • Relating to conception,

(any act or ceremony, Ac.) R. *4, and BP" aff

RlfS* mfn. (-BT: grt ») 1 Foetal, uterine. ‘ Relating to or con-

nected with gestation or the foetus in utero. e. TO. and

TO aff.

anfro n. (-^) A number of pregnant women, e. a preg-

nant woman, and BP* aff.

JlTfHBl n. (-W) An assembly of pregnant women, e. ifawl as

above, and ipR aff.

ariT^fB m. (-Up) A sacred fire perpetually maintained by a

householder, received from his father, and transmitted to

his descendants, and from which fires for sacrificial purposes

are lighted, t. a householder, (from a house, and

qfTT master,) and BI referential aff.

BTTTO n- (*W) The order or estate of a householder, e. 37W.
and TO aff

sir m. <-*:) 1 Flowing, liquefying.
1 Flowing, dropping. * A

flux. B. TO to flow, TO aff.

Riwxr n. (-B)
1 Straining fluids. * Fusing, liquefying, &c. t. to

to flow, causal form, affix w*;-

J11BTB m. (-W:
)

1 A tree, the bark of which is used in dying,

Lodh, (Svtnplocus racemosa, Rox.) “ A pale species of the

same : see BiTW. • A kind of ebony ; also (Dioapyros

glutinoea.) ‘A particular Muni or saint, a disciple of Via-
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fnft

v^mitka. p.. jttbi flux, and w what prevents
;
referring to

the astringent qualities of the Lodh.

JTTfw ra. (-fi*: ) A curse, execration or imprecation, e in the

causal form, to cause to drop, and TXaff-

arftrcv mfn. (-if.-WT-if)
1 Melted, fused. • Strained. • Distilled,

dropped, b. 300 to drop, causal form, fli afT.

jrfbri^ mfn. farift-fw) 'Fusing, liquefying. ‘Distilling.

• Abusive, abusing, f. (*Wt) A particular gesticulation or

Mu4ra. b. at1* to flow, causal form, fwfif afT.

arrant n. (-X) The seed of the lotus.

atTT («) 3TTW r. 1st cl. (aiTTn) ' To churn, to stir or agitate.

‘To penetrate. * To destroy. With or f* prefixed,

To bathe, to perform ablutions. With f*. To shake, to

agitate.

anffW mfn- (•TIi-'HT-'lf) * Shaken, trembling. * Destroyed. * Plung-

ed into, immersed, k. ifTX to agitate, Tf afT.

WTfr* mfn. <-nr-wT-a0)
' Shaking, agitating. • Destroying,

a destroyer. * One who plunges into water, bathes, dives,

he. e. arnr to agitate. CX aff.

farr f.
1 Speech, speaking, ‘ A name of Sxraswat( the

goddess of speech. ‘ Fame, celebrity, b. aj to sound, affix

fw\, ^ is changed to

filT* n. (-0) Swallowing, e.
3J

to swallow, a^*

fam f.<-rr) Speech, b. 1 to sound, W, and TTX arts,

farfr mfn. Venerable, respectable, worshipful,

ra. (-fx ;
)

1 A mountain, a hill. * A wooden ball with which

children play. • A disease of the eyes. f. (-fact)
1 Swallowing.

|

‘ A small rat, a mouse. ‘ A title given to one order of the

ItemAmi Gosains. e. X to swallow, he, X Un kdi aff.

fatfr. m. ( W-) Inoha's thunderbolt, k. faifr a mountain,

and a thorn, tearing or splitliug rocks.

faif« m. (-*T ) A species ofKadamba, (Nauclea cadamba.)

E. f*fr, and sftrac -

fufcwc m- (*Xt) A cave, a cavern, e. filfr, and a cave.

Olfrax^ f- A species of plantain growing in hilly coun-

tries. b- farft, and *xbti a plantain.

farfrvHhrr f. (-XTT) The earth, e. fkfx a mountain, and ini an

ear, affixes V* and *TXj the mountain-eared,

fjfr^r^f f. (-#f) ' A plant, commonly Jatcdsa, (Hedysarum

stlhaji.) * A different plant, (Clitoria ternatea
: ) see ’XXTlfwvrT

F..farfc a mouse, and an ear, affix #tf, the mouse-ear-

leaved.

fafcXF f- (-BFT) A small rat, a mouse, e. added to f*fx the

same.

fuff0 tqr m. (-0:) A blind or one-eyed man, one blind from a

particular disease, e. firfx as above, and vrw one-eyed.

f3rft»<r m. (-x:) A ball for playing with, e filfc, and »¥, each

meaning the same thing, a ball.

fufrnr mfn. (-u.-arr-ar) Mountain-born, mountaineer, &c. m. (-W-)

The Mahtea tree, (Bassia.) f. (-W)
1 A name of the goddess

Parvati, as the daughter of the personified Himaijl mountain.

* The Shaddock or puraplcmouae, (Citrus decumana.) 1 A

plant considered as a white species of liatnd see WT *

hill plantain. * Jasmine. * A pebble, a small stone, n. (>ai)

4 D

fcrtf

* Talc. * Benzoin or gum benjamin ; it is also confounded

with styrax, another gum resin. • Bitumen. 4
Iron. *. farfx,

and m born.

ffffrBTTvnir n. (-IT) Talc. r. fjrfxir mountain -born, and clear,

clean
;
also firfCBT. and wwir severally,

fufwx m - (-X:) The thunderbolt, e. firfx a mountain, and

what bums.

fitfnt mfn. (-TT-WT-TT) ' Eaten. ‘ Swallowed. *. ij to swallow,

affix n i
also frfknf.

fgftfi n. f-4) A hill fort or any strong hold amongst moun-

tains. b. fafx, and a place of difficult access.

fjifTTrrTJ m. (-TJ:) Red chalk, e. firfx, and xrr?f a mineral.

fafrsjw m. (-mi) A thunderbolt, k. farft, and a banner.

fitfruaiBr n. (-Bfr) Bitumen, e. fbfx, and xrai a flower
;

affix

of similitude.

fafxTX n. (-W

)

Tbc top of a hill. k. flfr, and back.

fafcfsrq mfn. ( 0:-Xt-X) Fond of or frequenting mountains.

f. (-xt) The Yak. e. firfr, and fax fond of.

fkfasffnVT f. (-XT) A plant, (Echitcs aniidysentcrica :) see

mzm. e. fair a mountain, and Tfaft a jasmin, affix of

similitude.

fafawr* m. (-W-) A large and powerful elephant. b. fafx a

mountain, and «TW measure, like a mountain in bulk,

frf m. (-fnn) A plant, (Plectranthus acuKllaroide,.) «. fafV,

and what breaks.

fafrv mfn. ( -W ) Mountaineer, mountain-iron], f.
(-1J!)

PaaVArf. m. ( Mt) A small stone, a. (aft. and H born,

fafrsm f. (-Ten
-

/

1 Red chalk. ’ Mountain-soil. g. fafr a moun-

tain, and apt flay, earth.

ftftsnrh »• (-»’) Red chalk, k. faftm ,
and »« produced,

fafrarsf m. A fatlid mimosa n. f«ft. and filth,

fjtfrtpt m. ( «:) A ball for plaj ing with. g. fhft a ball, g

pleonastic affix, and added ;
also fgfr nin the pen. being

lengthened.

ftrft^ng m. (-W.) A hall: sec the preceding.

fgft*lftr*t mfn. (.^l-ftxK-fh) Living in the mountains, being or

produced in them, m, (-^t) A large kind of Arum. a. fgft,

and aTfsTa what abides.

firfru m. 0w) A name of Sita. e. fgft a mountain, and ifW

to sleep, affix V; inhabiting mount Knihita, or frequenting th --

ffimala range.

fgftatrftrvft f- ( #1) A plant, (Clitoria ternatea.) a firft, and

nrftnft what grows in.

fgftrrr m. (-TO ’ A name of Gak'^'a. The peak of a moun-

tain. e. firft a mount, and a peak, alluding to his bulk,

or fafe the mountain KaiUita, and IJf chief.

firfcXTT m. (-^) ' The Malaya mountains, situated in the

south of Mia. * Iron. ' Tin. r. ftft a mounuin, and triT

essence.

fgft^m f. (-wr) PakvatI. g.fjft Himalaya, and tjwr daughter,

fgftn m. ( *'.) ' A name of S iva. * A name of HimiUa, the

snow, mountains on the north of Hiadiuian, or the range

personified. ' A name of ValiiAarsTi. e, fgft a mountain,

(or in the last meaning, fg^. speech,) and in lord.
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Urn mfh. («W:-VT-^) Who or what swallows, m. (-¥:) ' Tbe citron.

1 Swallowing, s. a to swallow, affix ¥, and ¥ changed to W.

farmnr ra. (-¥:) A shark, a. farm, and vrr who seizes, who

swallows.

rnfn. (-¥W-er*RT-anT) Swallowing, eating, devouring, a. at

to swallow, m* aff.

fanrw n. (-¥) Swallowing ; also fatTW. a. as before; <C changed

to m.

farfer f. (-1%:) * Swallowing. 1 Eating, e. sec farfc, T being

changed to at.

farfvff mfa. (-Tlt-TfT-lf)
1 Eaten. * Swallowed, t ¥ to swallow.

affix W, ftlfof. and ¥ changed to er.

f** m. (-^:)
1 A Brahman versed in the Sdma l

rMa, a chanter

of that Peda, which is always to be so recited. * An actor,

a professional singer, e. 9 to sing, fra? Un'adi a IT.

mfn. f-ir-WI*ltf) Sung, ebanmed, sounded, &c. f. (-TTT) A
name often applied to books, as the Siva Git4, Puma Gita, Gt'id

Govinda, Bhcigavad Gita, which last is also often called Gita

only. n. (-If) Singing, song either general or particular. R. ^
to sing, affix if.

m. <-c> A Kinnara or celestial chorister, a. irTw

•ong or singing, and inf^f who delights

iflflT f. f -frr:> ' Song, singing. * A kind of poetical metre, a

form of theArya metre, in which the stanza consists of four

lines of twelve and eighteen syllabic instants alternately, b. 9

to sing, affix fww.

m. (*f:) A name of ValHASPATf. k, 41 speech, and a

car, the conveyer of words.

*i* mfn. (-w:-wr-4f)
1 Praised. * Swallowed, a aj to swallow

or make known, affix if.

:)
1 Swallowing. * Fame, celebrity. * Praise, applause.

B. JT to swallow, &c. affix farw.

*1441 f. (-41) The goddess SabaswatJ. b. speech, and *41

a goddess, the goddess of language.

m. (-•;) A deity, a god. k. art*- speech, and wtw an arrow

or weapon in general, whose hat or word is his weapon; or 9\

with TW to desire, affix desiring hymns, prayers, Ac. it is

also written

m. (-fw:)
1 A name of VkIiiaspati, regent of Jcpitbb and

|

preceptor of the gods. * A Pandit or learned teacher. *. fhr;

speech, in the nominative case, 4t: and *ni master, f 'itarga

becomes xj and ff is here changed irregularly lo w
;
the com-

pound however is sometimes written differently, thus artrqfVr,

or ftxafii.

* (¥1. fw) r. 6th cl. (Bffw) To stool, to void excrement, (v) 9W
r. 1 st cl. (Ilf ) To sound iuarliculittely.

m (-w;) A gum resin : see the next,

arxarw m. (w:) 1 A fragTant gum resin. Bdellium or the exudation

of the Amyris agallochum. * A species of morunga, (M.

hyperant hern.) b. 9m (here said to mean) disease, and to

perfume, affixes W and ¥ changed to ¥T : also aixarwr.
r - 4 >1

m. (-^:)
1 A cluster of blossoms. • A clump of grass. * A

necklace of thirty-two strings. 4 A pearl necklace. 4 A pea-

cock's plumage or bundle of peacock's feathers. * A bundle.

f. (-^t) A species of Bonduc : see L H to sound, Jjj

affix, or to play, and affix, where bees. &c. sport,

siwpf m. (-m) 1 A cluster of blossoms. * A clump of grass. * A
kind of necklace.

4 A peacock's plumage, a bundle of pea-

cock's feathers, a. erw added to the preceding ; also *BJ*.

m. (-¥:) The palm tree. n. a cluster, and ¥¥ a leaf.

J^WT m. (-in) 1 The plainiain. *
'llie vine. a. 9*m a cluster,

and fruit.

m. (-4 :
) A necklace of thirty-four strings, e. a larg*

necklace, and mt a part ; also **^4-

m. (-¥:) A species of grass, (Andropogon schoenantbua.)

r.

.

aw, and to be fit for, aff.

T" r- 1st cl. (Jnwftf) or (fir) r. 6th cL Jrwfif) or (fj *f*l r. 1st

cl. (yffn) To sound, to sound inarticulately, to buz, to

hum, &c.

»^|41 f. (-41) One of the Rdgints, perhaps more correctly JraAft.

»¥ m. (-UM A cluster of blossoms, a nosegay, f. (-m)
1 A >rnall

shrub, (Abrus precatorius,) bearing a red and black berry,

which forms the smallest of the jeweller's weights. * The

berry which averages about 1 i** grains troy, or the artificial

weight called by this name, weighing about 2i*» grains : see

Ac. * A kettle drum. 4 A low murmuring sound. * A
tavern. 4 Reflection, meditation, k. wfcr to sound, affix ar

;

where the bees buz.

m (-if) A large black bee. b. a low tone, and

who makes.

jj’fTI mfn. Buzzing, humming, making a low

murmuring sound, k arfvr to sound, me aff.

armT n. (-li) Sounding low and deep, as buzzing, murmuring, &c.

r artii to sound, and wrar aff.
st >1 '

»f*wr f- (-*1) The Betti or Gunja seed, considered as equal to

three barley corns: see jm- *• and ww aff.

1 mfn. (-lT-7TT*li) Uttered in a low tone, murmured, Ac.

n. Gw) Sounding, murmuring, buzzing, r. aifar, and fg aff.

attziTT f. (-m) 1 A pill, a bolus1

, any .small globe or ball. * A
small pustule. 1 The cocoon of the silk worm. b. ar* to

surround, aflix Vw, w changed to w.

99 (T 1 r. I Oth cl. To surround, to envelope or

enclose : with W**, to veil, to screen.

BY ffm r. 6th cL (Barf?|) To defend, to guard or preserve. (X)

ajf» r. 1st and 10th cLs. (B^fji aruBftY) 1 To surround, to en-

close. * To pound, to grind, to reduce to powder. * (Ac-

cording to some authorities,) To preserve,

ar* mfn. (-¥:-¥MT) Round, globular, m. (-¥:)
1 A globe or baJL

* Treacle, molasses, the first thickening of the juice of the

cane by boiling. * An elephant's trappings or armour. 4 A
mouthful, f- (’¥T) 1 A plant, (Euphorbia tirucalla:) see

* Powder, pounded substance, s. arv to sound, affix ¥.

9XW m. (-¥-v A conserve, a drug prepsred with treacle, n. (-¥)

Treacle, e. Bf, and erw added.
* *

arrytt f. (-41) One of the female personifications of the musical

modes.

arc4l f. (*¥l) A plant, (Menispermum glabruro :) see arr^t-

u- (•¥) Sugar cane. 8. »¥ raw sugar, and «¥ grass.
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BYYYn. (-YY) The aromatic bark of the Latirus cassia, a. BB
*•

1 * •*

sugar, and bark, street-bark; also BBYY-

bitBY n. ( -Y)
1 Macc. * Cassia bark. e. bb sugar, street as

sugar,Y^ bark, and YYT added in this form of the compound.

BYqjY m. (-"%'•) Sugar cane. s. BY raw sugar, and ^TY wood.

YTY^ f. (-Y*) Sugar piled up for distribution at certain religi-

ons rites, a. BY, and YY a cow.

n. (-Y) A sort of sweetmeat, flour or rice and sugar,

ground and boiled together, a. BY, and f*T? ground.

»Y^«T m. (-Y:) A kind of bassia, (B. latifolia.) k. by sugar, and

byj dower
;
the flowers being full of saccharine matter.

bbyy ro. (-w:) A tree, commonly Pita, (Careya arborea, Ac. :)

see tftw. , Jfi. and YY fruit, the fruit yielding Gar or

saccharine matter.

BYfYB n. (-Y) A sort of cake or sweetmeat, flour or rice and

coarse sugar ground and boiled together, b. by, and fYB

mixed.

ITbb m. (-Y:) A kind of amaranth, (A. polygamus;) also

YYTYlfrB. k. BY, and YY root
;

haring a root as sweet

as Gut.

jttw n. (-Y) A spirituous liquor distilled from molasses, a sort

of mm. e. BY sugar, and m what requires.

byst^TT f. (-TT) Sugar, refined sugar, b. by molasses, and

arY^T sugar or sand.

BYfsrti m. A red sort of raomnga: see YwrWB. b. BY

sugar, moninga.

YYTBTT f. (-YT) Sloth.

BBfYH m. (-W0
1 A name of Siva. * A title of Akjuna. b. BYT

Euphorbia, and YB the hair; the hair forming matted locks,

resembling in shape the leaves of the Euphorbia : again,

BYTY1 sloth, and paramount; subduing indolence.

BYT BY m. (-Y-) A mountain Ptfu - see BYSY.

BfYYT f. (-Yr) A pill, a bolus, e. by to be round, ^“y aft

CT* M-^t)A plant : see the next.

B'i^t f. (-Yt) A creeper, commonly called Guricha, (Mcnisper-

muro glabmm.) b. by to preserve, (from disease,) ysyb affix j

also with the pen. vowel short apnft.

BYT m (-B:) A mouthful. 8 BY to surround, BVY Un adi ad'.

BYTY m. (-BP) A mouthful, k. BY to preserve, bty affix, and

YB added
;
also BIT-

JTVIffl f. ( YI) Sugar. K. BY, and Y^B produced.

byttb in. (-b) Boiled rice and coarse sugar, b. by, and

YTYY rice.

by r. 10th cl. (BYYfar)
1 To invite. * To advise. * To multiply.

BY m. (-Y5
)

1 A quality, attribute, or property in general. * A
property of all created things

;
three are particularized, the

Satwa, Raja, and Tama, or principles of truth or existence,

passion or foulness, and darkness or ignorance. * A means

of defence, one of six expedients in government, as, peace,

war, a march, a halt, a stratagem, and recourse to protec-

tion : see YfY, Ac. 4 Form, shape, Ac. or property of the

body. 1 Knowledge, ignorance, Ac. or quality of the mind.

* Heroism, valor, kc. f White, black, Ac. or the attributes of

color* • An organ of sense. • A string in general. A

7TT5

bow-string. *' Abandoning, leaving. " A cook. 11 A name

ofBaiMA. ' 4 Secondary, subordinate. ' 1 Excellence, merit,

freedom from fault or blemish. 14
(In arithmetic,) The given

coefficient of any number. 11 (In geometry,) The chord of an

arc.
14 (In grammar,) The substitution of <f, 6, ar and al for

*, «, ri, Iri ••
( In rhetoric.) Consistency of plan, elegance of ex-

pression, Ac. as the merits of a composition. 14
In composition

with numerals, multiplication, as ffBY twice, fsBY thrice.

f. (-YT) A plant of the fabres of which bow- strings are made :

see xnfy. 8. BY to address or advise, affix TV.

bwy m. (-Y?)
1 A numerator, a reckoner. * (In arithmetic,) The

multiplier, e. BY to count, YTY aff.

Bwtnr mfn. (-Ts-’ft-’C) Who counts, &c. m. (-T*) A name of

BiiImasena. s. by, and YTT who makes; Biiima performed

the duties of a cook at the time all the Ptuulara princes became

servants to Vihat.

jtybty n. (-Y) Panegyric, praise, b. BY, and BTB singing.

BYxrVY n. ( -Y| Acknowledging or appreciating merit, s. by,

and BY* taking.

BYqrfYY. m^n - ('Yt-fYYt-fY) WTio judges or appreciates good

qualities. 8. by, and YT^fY who seizes.

BYSTtp mfn. (-V-lP-'i) ' Suited to good qualities. * Admiring

or attached to merit, b. by. and ITU to be caught by.

BYYffjTY.. mfn. (-Yt-fYYt-fY) A detractor, a calumniator, envi-

ous, censorious, b. BY, aud YlOfY who destroys.

byy mfn. (-Y'-YT-Y) One who knows how to appreciate men

or things, knowing or judging of their merits, a. by, and Y
who knows.

BYYY ind.
1 According to property or quality. * According to

desert, k. BY, and Yffc aff. ,

BYYT f. (-WT) ' Excellence, the possession of good qualities.

* Substantiality, possession of attributes or qualities in gene-

ral. " Multiplication, e. by, and BY affix
;

also with «r,

affix BYY.

BYBY n. (-Y) The three properties of nature
; purity, passion,

and darkness, x. BY, and BY triple ; also BYfBBY.

ajYYTBBftYY «• (-Y) Test or investigation of merits and faults.

g. *jy, tTB fault, BftYY trying.

bybmA m. (-YF) The virtue incident to the possession of certain

qualities, as clemency is the virtue of royalty, &c. b. by
a property, and yyj virtue,

byy n. (-Y)
1 Describing, relating qualities. * Enumerating.

1 Multiplication, r. by to number, Y? aff.

BYfYYT f. (-YT)
1 Dance, the science or profession of dancing, *

acting, &c. * Determining the reading of a manuscript, Ac.
* A cypher.

4 The prologue or introduction to a drama.

* A necklace, e. YY added to BYYt.

BYift f. (-Yt) Examining books, studying, collating, and correct-

ing copies, Ac. b. BY to advise, affix YT«s, and

byyIY mfn. (-Y>YT-Y) ' To be advised. * To be multiplied.

* To be enumerated, m. (-Y:) Practice, practising any thing,

but especially science or study, m. (-Y) The multiplicand.

e. BY to advise, Ac. YBlY^ aff.

BYBY n. (-B) Great merit. 8. tmd a heap.
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axruATX ra. (-wt) Great merit, excellence, s. AW> and 9WA emi-

nence.

Awfaw mfn. (-xr-WT-*i) Attached to merit, fond of excellence,

a. AW, and faw fond of.

awww mfn. (-*:) The loss of all good qualities, a. aw good

property, and WW fall, loss.

gxrsrw mfn. (-xnwt-^) ‘ Endowed with or consisting of proper-

ties. * Possessed of merit, e. AW. and WAff aff.

awwaw n. (-T*n Great merit, superior qualities, a. AW, and

rrru. Brcllt -

aww* mfn. («1IMVMf) Having virtues or properties, b. aw,

and gu joined.

Axrwww n . (-W) Mark or indication of internal property, b. aw,

and WWW mark.

Awxtwf«ro f. (-wr) A tent. k. gw rope, ait to bind, wpr and

affix, with wg added also AXiwwift.

gwwat mfn. (-A*: -WT-ai) Desirous of merit, attached to excellence.

B. AW> and wa* covetous.

arwrww mfn. (-WTW/WWt-WW)
1 Possessing attributes. • Endowed

with good qualities. • Tied, bound, Ac. r. gw quality, and

wgw poss. aiT.

gwmt mfn (-W’.-WT-A) Excellent, 8. A«x7f and aff.

AWXVir mfn. Excellent, a. gWATT and TTT1 aif.

AWWWT f. (-WT) Excellence, *r. gxrww and mi[affix; also with

w, wwtw-

AWxmr n. (-at) An adjective or attributive noun. a. aw, and

WTWW a word.

gw?wu n. (.?i) Preeminence of merit or of any property. 8. gw,

and win superiority.

Axn?WT m. (-W ) A mast. k. aw a rope, and AW a tree, W?
affix of similitude

,
also aw?a ; .

gw^rWT f. (-WT) Praise, encomium. E. gw, and TTTWr praise.

f. ('TW or ^)0reat merit, k. gw, andwg wealth.

AXTWF m. (-Ti) Association with properties or qualities, e. gw.

and WF combination.

gwwj A m. (-W1 ) A collection of merits or properties, b. aw, and

WJW collection.

gill At, mfn. (-T/-WT-T) Endowed with all good qualities, m.

(-T:)
1 A name of Brauma. * A form of Bi m> iia, a Buddha,

z. gw excellence, and ir*T the ocean
;

an ocean of desert.

gwwrfTT f. (-fift) Panegyric, encomium. b. gw, and wflT

praise.

AWtftA mfn. (-W:-WT-xf) 1 Void of merit. * Free from properties.

e. AW, and w\w void of.

AWTWTt: mfn. (-*:-^I-T) Possessing all excellences, in. (-*:) A
name of Bl'do'ba the fuundcr of the Buuddha sect. e. gw
attribute, especially good, and WFW< a mine \ a mine of

merit.

gwnitw mfn. (•W:*WT-‘*) Freed from or beyond all properties,

a. gw, and W^rtw passed.

AWTATTW m. (*w :

) Conformity or suitableness to good qualities,

Ac. e. AW, and WWCTW concurrence.

gwrwiT n, (-^)
1 Species or sort of merit. • Variety of property

or quality, h. gw, and W^C diflerencei

g
wifww mfn. (-Wt-WT-W) Having auributea or qualities. • Ex-

cellent, good, endowed with virtues, b. AW» and wfV?T pos-

sessed of.

EWHS l < rn. (-W: ) Detraction, e. gw, and WWXrtg reproach.

AWfWTW m. (-W;) Semblance of qualities, s. AW, and WTW1W

appearance,

gwrww mfn. (-W--WI-WJ Virtuous, excellent, able, endowed with

good qualities, k. AW, and WilW asylum.

gfwAW m. (-XT) A number of virtuous persons. B. gfww, and

AW a troop.

gfww mfn. (-w:-WT-W)
1

Multiplied, (arithmetically.) 'Collected,

heaped together, b. AW to advise, Ac. affix W-

n. (-W: ) Equality of merit on two sides. and

fW duality.

aTww mfn. (-Wt-fwA^-fwi Endowed with good qualities, m. (wt)»

A bow. k. gw a quality, Ac. and Tfsr aff.

gxrTww mfn. (-A;*WT-W) 1 Made secondary or subordinate

* Invested with attributes, Ac. * Varied according to its

qualities. * Having a certain force or application, (a word, Ac.)

k, gw, and gw become, with fw augment.

AWWT mfn. (-W:- 1d-T) Having good qualities, &c. m. (-w:) The

name of a mountain, according to some, Chitrakuta or

Comptah in Buadelcund. s. gw qualities, and master

or possessor.

Avlpww m. (.?:) Excellence, endowment with superior qualities.

a. AW, and abundance.

gvp^WW n. (-W) Panegyric, eulogium. a. gw, and

celebrating.

Ji^nflT mfn. (-T’- lt W) Superior in merit or in good qualities.

e. AW, and W?B Z best.

g#iWW mfn. (-Wi-WT-W) Endowed with good qualities, k. AW.

and WUW possessed at’.

Awrsr n. (-A> Superior or abundant merit, k. gw, and WTW heap.

gf’W^T mfn. (-W:-WT-W) ' Pounded, ground, reduced to dust or

powder. * Covered with, surrounded, e. gf* to surround,

Ac. affix W i
also gf«VW-

A«W m. (-xf:) A fragrant grass, (Scirpus kysoor.)

g*TW m. (-W:)
1 Dual, powder. Dirty nieal. • An oil vessel.

• A low tone. b. gfw to surround, Ac. affix gw.

gfx?w mf. (-W : WT) Flour, powder, meal. r. gfw to pound, gw
affix, and X inserted.

gfxiWT f. (-WT) lire name of the place where the car of

Jagannath stays for a week at the Rath Vutrd.

Afx»w mfn. (-W^-WT-lf) * Pounded, ground. * Covered with du*.t,

8. at to grind or pound, affix W-

axb mfn. (-X|:-Wit-xw)
1 To be enumerated. * To be described

as qualities, to be praised. * To be multiplied, the multiple

< and. e. AW to count, wg aflf.

ys m- 1 A cluster of blossoms, a nosegay. * A clump of

grass. * A necklace of thirty-six strings. 4 A perfume,

commonly Gant'h'uda . see wfapjw. 4 A bundle, e. aA to

enclose or surround, Un'Adi affix W; also AATW, AWF, Ac.

AWH m« (-W{
)

1 A nosegay, a cluster of blossoms. 'A chtmn,

a cow tail. b. WW added to the preceding
*
also
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m. (-W:) A plant, (Echites scholaris:) see wirww. e.

and u«r a flower
;
bearing its flowers in clusters,

attyrj m. (\:) A necklace or garland of twenty-four strings.

a. a large garland, and a part
;
also J^li.

art* r. 1st cL (in[fir)To play.

3^ n. (-<) The anus. e.^ to play, affix xr

«^ter m. (-«:) Piles, k. the anus, a pin or bolt; also

with xpf added infwrtwrwr.

m. (-*:) Constipation, flatulence, Ac. e.^ the anus,

and trw what takes or affects.

JtgyXT in. (-*;) Prolapsus aui. e. and loss.

"»• (*T; ) Pile*. *• thc anus, and a sprout,

r. I Oth cl. (X) wf* To lie, to speak falsely.

*W r. 1st cl. (annt) To play. r. 4th cl. (anffxr) To surround, to

encompass, r. 9th cl. (imnfil) To be angry,

afire mfn. ( Tr.-WT-W) Surrounded, inclosed, c. aw to surround,

Haff.

mfn. (-XT-WT*^) A protector, a defender, e X* to invest,

Unadi aff.

a•aw m. (-V*) The sound of a small oblong drum. i. to

play, affix, and xja inserted.

m. (-W:)
1 A kind of bird, (a sort of pheasant ?)

• The

barUTetle: see k. **fr a kind of grass, and w
what lakes or eats, t rejected

;
also read a*|nr.

a^s m. (-'fl:) A kind of grass, (Saccharum sara.) t (-WR)
1 A

fragrant grass, (Cy perns pertenuis; also C. rotund us.) 1 A plant

bearing a fragrant seed ; also fstWT. a. »?[ to play, affix

and spr inserted.

awim m. (-V) A sort of bird ; see »**TW.

aw r. 1st cl. (waxgif) 1 To conceal, to hide. * To censure, to

blame or despise, (this root takes war irregularly.) (*) an

r. 1st cl. (aTWWflT) To guard or protect. (^) Jjftrc r. 4th

cl. (atqfa) 1 To be confused or disturbed. * To disturb or

perplex, r. 10th cl. (aiwwfll) 1 To shine. * To speak,

afaw m. (-W-) A king, a prince. *. Jjw to protect, Un Adi affix

jjg mfn. (-H:-jT-if)
1 Preserved, protected. 1 Hidden, concealed,

secret.
1 Joined, combined. * Invisible, withdrawn from sight,

n. ado. (-*) Privately, secretly, m. (-if:) An appellation form-

ing especially the second member of the name of a fairya or

man of the third class, f. (-vrj
1 Cowach. 1 A woman who hides

from her lover’s endearments, s. aw to defend, Ac. affix at.

m. (-fir.) A spy or secret emissary, f, (-fif:) Going pri-

vately or secretly, e. aw and afa going,

aww^ mfn. Who or what goes secretly, m. (-^:) A
name of Balarama. e. aw, and WfT who goes, or XX* aff.

af* f- (-fir)
1 Concealing, hiding, concealment. * Preserving,

protecting. • Restraint, check. • A hole in the ground,

a cavern, a sink, a cellar, &c. (a place of concealment.) 1 A
prison. • The well or lower deck of a boat. * Digging a hole

in the ground. ' Fortification, s. aw to hide, &c. affix fir*,

ax* r. 6lh cl. (a<*fa) To string as a garland, &c.

jfiaa mfn. (-Tri-WT-if)
1 Strung, tied on a string. ' Arranged

in order, z. atf to string, affix if.

4 E

awl r. 6th cl. (avufii) To string together as a garland, Ac.

Jr** m. (-iqp) 1 Tying, stringing as a garland, Ac. * A bracelet.

* A whisker, a mustachio. r. awf to tie or string, affix wrw-

afwre rafh. (-TT:-WT-W) ‘'Pied, strung. ’Arranged, placed in

order, e. snqr to tie, affix if; also aftir. and wfWw-

yc r. 1st cl (WTWfW) r. tiih cl. (\) (awa) To make an effort

or exertion.

rew n. (-xr) Effort, perseverance, great or continued exertion.

e. air to make an effort, affix WE ; also arret.

WW mfn. (-WW spf) 1 Heavy, weighty. 1 Great, (large or

eminent.) 1
Difficult, arduous. 4 Important. 4 Much, exces-

sive. 6 Best, excellent. * Venerable, respectable. • Dear,

valuable, highly prized. ’Accented long, (as a foot or vowel.)

mn. (-W:-W) The long vowel, a sound equal to two MtUraa

or simple sounds, m. (-W-)
1 A spiritual parent, from whom

the youth receives the initiatory A/antra or prayer, and who

conducts the ceremonies necessary at various seasons of

infancy and youth, up to the period of investiture w ith the

characteristic thread or string; this person may be the natu-

ral parent or the religious preceptor. * A religious teacher,

one who explains the law and religion to his pupil, instructs

him in the Sdttrat, Ac. * A name of VaiuAsrAri, who is

considered as the Cara or preceptor of the gods.
4 A father

or any venerable male relation, s. ^
to sound or apeak, Ac.

Un'idi affix y, and ^ substituted for declaring the mode

of performing the rites, &c.

arwwni (-H) n. ‘ A serious or momentous affair. • The business

or office of a spiritual teacher, b. aw as above, and WTQJ

business, &c.

awwPT in. ( W:) Violent wralh. e. MX much, and irw anger.

ji ware m. (-IT) Traditionary instruction, s. Xt a teacher, and

Wf order.

awaw mfn. (-Ip.-Wf W) Being with or belonging to a spiritual

teacher, e. w W. and WW gone to.

a WIT mfn. (-W^fft-W) Destroying a spiritual parent, m. (-1:)

While mustard, e. aw, and ^ who or what destroys,

aware m. (-Wi) 1 An elder, a venerable person. * The elders ofa

family, See. e. »w, aud snf people.

m. (-WP) A kind of bird, a sort of peacock : see

asnrwa m. (-W:) A violator of his teacher’s bed. *, »w as above,

ww a bed, and * who goes.

imtarTX n. (-?i) Penance for intercourse with the wife of aOmru.

B. 3TW, a bed, (defiling, Ac. understood.) and Wrf penance.

m. (-*ft) One who has criminal intercourse with his

teacher’s wife. e. ww, WW a bed, xf*t dt

WWWTW m. (-W.) Excessive heat. E. JW, and WTW heat.

jttw n. (-^)
1 Sacredncss, vcnerableness, respectability. * Great-

ness, magnitude. * Weight, heaviness.
4Burden, trouble, e. atw,

and affix ; also with WH, JTWWT.

arfW*TTW ra. (-^:) Happiness, delight, b. WW, and WWT<5 pleasure.

WWTIV n. (-si) A topaz, e. aw valuable, XU a gem.

m. (-if:) The eighth lunar constellation; also Vf. s. aw

aud ^WVTT deity, affix VRiuAsrAii is the ruling deity of

the constellation.
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7777 n. (-W) Tin. f. (-7T) The tamarind tree. b. 77, and 77

leaf ;
heavy or abundant in leaves.

777^71 m. (-7T.) A kind of drum or tabor, s. 77 heavy or

large, and a small drum.

7771T iud. Like a Guru, as a Guru. e. 77. and 7f?t alT.

777|f7 f. (-fa) Behaving to any one with as much respect as

to a sacred teacher. I. 7777, and ffa practice.

777^17 m. (-7 ;) The lime or citron, a. 77 much, he&t,

and 7 what removes
;
of cooling properties.

77fihr7T f. (-7!) A tree, (Dalbergia aisu :) see faiTTT.

BTTX^TT f. (-7T) Service of a Guru. e. 77, and 7J77T j
also

77’'j«nr, 7777T, &c.

777TTI f. (-<T) See fanTT.

mfn. (-*:**!•<) Very firm. b. 77, and farc steady.

7777 m. (-TT) The murderer of his Guru or spiritual parent.

E, 77, and 77 who kills, from 77 with fw7 affix this is the

most heinous of all criminals, according to Hindu notions.

m. (-7:) The name of a district, Gurjara or Guzarat.

pin. m. (-Tf:) The people of Guzarat. f. (-tt) One of the

Rag'mis or female personifications of music.

7^ r. 1 st cl. (7^7 or To play. r. 10th cl (T^Tfa) 'To

dwell or inhabit. * To invite.

W r. 1 st cl. (^) Wf (^^fa) To endeavor, to aim or strive.

ind. For or on account of a Guru. a. 77 , and 7^ object.

sraj-f9fT f. (-7T)
1 The wife of a Guru. ’Any woman entitled to

great respect, a. 77, and 7T7T a female.

Xf*ft f- (-*) A pregnant woman, e. 7*f to be proud, Un Adi

affix T*nr and #17 fem. affix, 7 substituted for the radical

7 ;
also TfwTt.

araff f. (-4f)
1 A pregnant woman. * The wife of a Guru or

spiritual teacher, a. 77 heavy, &c. and #1* ftff.

77 m, (-7*.) Raw or unrefined sugar, molasses, f. (-7T) A plant,

(Euphorbia tirucalli:) see Wf». (-*0
1 A pill, a bolus, any

small globular substance. * Small pox. s. 77 to surround,

&c. affixes * and 7t7 , or 7^7 , 7 changed to wr.

7777*^ m. (-»*:) An esculent root, commonly ywt.

7fa*r f. (-ITT) A small ball. B. 77 added to 77t.

f. (-77 )
Playing with a ball, bat and ball, golf, &c.

7 foi7 i, and 4tfT play-

777T m- (-7f:) A cluster of blossoms
j
also 77*7

77^7 m. (-7*;) A cluster of blossoms, a nosegay. B. 77 to

preserve, affix fan* , and 7 changed to 7f, and or Ti-* to

gather or glean, affix 7 ; also with 77 added

771 n». (-^:) .Hie ancle. K 77 to go, affix 7f, and 7 sub-

stituted for the penultimate.

ant m. (*«?:)
1 The division of an army, a body of troops, con-

sisting of nine platoons, or nine elephants, nine chariots,

twenty-seven horse, and forty-five foot. * The spleen.

• A shrub, a bush.
4 A clump of grass, Ac. * A fort, an

intrenchment. ‘Disciplining an army, keeping it in a pos-

ture of defence. T A wharf or stairs, a Ghat. * A disease
;

according to some, a chronic enlargement of the spleen, but

as variously situated it is any glandular enlargement in the

abdomen, as that of the mesenteric gland, Ac. so as to be per-

ceived externally, f. (-^Pt)
1 A tent. * Emblie royrobftlan

;

also 7T77nif1 * Small cardamoms : see 77T. ‘ A cluster or

clump of trees, a multitude of thickets. * A kind of plant,

commonly Kurkdvati. t *? to surround, ITT affix, 7 changed

to 7T.

arwriTf m. ( ]J:) A small sort of cane or reed. e. 77, and 77f

banner.

7777 n. (-7) Ginger, e. imr, and 77 a root.

jrfauvf mfn. (-lift -funft-fw)
1 Composed of different divisions, (a

force, &c.) a Growing, &c. in a clump or cluster. • Having

the spleen affected by it. f. (-ift) A spreading creeper or any

creeping plant, e. 7** a clump, xfa and affs.

771 m, (-W:) Sweetness, a sweet or saccharine taste, k. 77

molasses, and 777 affix; changed to 7.

77T7 m. (-7:) The betelnut tree, (Areca faufcl or catechu)

e. 7 to stool, affix 7T7, and 7 converted to 77 irregu-

larly,

77 r. I st cl. (7) 77 f^Tfw) To cover, to cover as with clothes,

to wear.

77 m. (-7*)
1 A name of Kaftnadra. 1 A name of Vishnu.

• A swift horse. 4 The name of a Nithoda, ruler of Sringacera,

the friend of R/ma. 1 A name or title proper to persons of

the writer caste, f. (-7T) ' A cave, a cavern. 1 A pit, a hole in

the ground. ‘ A plant, commonly Ch&kuliya

:

see

k. 77 to conceal, affixes 77 and 7T7.

77TO7 n. (-7) A cavern, k. 77T, and 7J7 a house.

JJ7TW7 mfn. (-7 : tif-7) Wide mouthed, open mouthed, k. TTf,

and 77 mouth,
y»

77iiT7 m. (-7:)
1 A tiger. * Any animal or man living in caverns.

1 A name of Vishnu, b. 7TT a cave, and 7T77 abode,

JtfTTT n. (-7 ) A wood, a thicket, e. 77 to hide, T77 alT.

7ff7 n. ( aj) Wealth, property, b. 77 to hide, Ac. T77aff.

77T m. (*T)t
1 An ironsmith. * A guardian, a preserver, r. 77

to cover, 7T7 Un'adi aff.

JJ7I mfn. <-7I--7r-
,

«)
1 Secret, solitary, retired. * Private, con-

cealable, to be kept hidden or secret.
1 Mysterious, mystical,

m. {-71:)
1 A tortoise.

1 Hypocrisy. • Vishnu, n. 1 A

privity, an organ of generation, Ac. 1 The anus. *. 77 to

cover, 777 affix, deriv. irr.

7717 m. (-7:) A kind of demigod attendant upon Kuvfias the

deity of wealth, and guardian of his treasures, t. 77 to pre-

serve or conceal, affix v and 7 inserted.

77T77T m. (-T:) A name of Kt-viaa the Hindu Pi.orrs. e. 7711

a demigod, (see the preceding,) and 77^ lord or master.

77JT7 m. (-7:) A name of S iva. r. 771 secret, and 77 a mas-

ter j
S'ita being considered as the teacher, especially of the

Tantra», or Hindu mystic and magical works.

T7pft77 m. (-7: ) The fire fly, e. 771 a solitary place, and 7^77

the illuminer; from ^17 to light or inflame, and 77 aff.

TTif^TI^ m. (-^:) Urine, n. 771. and fw7>7 what flows.

jiTjtllfq rf n. (-if)
1 A Mantra , a mystical prayer or incantati'in.

* A secret, r.. 77J secret, and HtfTTf spoken.

^ (7T) 7T7 r. 6th cl. (JTflT) To void by stool
;
also with a short

vowel, 7.
*
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mfn, (-W: -Wjtf) Hidden, concealed, n. (*) ' A solitary or

private place. * A private part. • A mystery, e. AT to hide,

affix if, deriv. irregular.

JJTWTT rofn. (-T:-TT-T) One who goes about privately, m. (*r*)

A secret emissary, r. J£5r, and WIT practice.

Wjmficw m. (*^t) A secret emissary, a spy. e. ¥¥, and WlfTA

who goes.

UJf m. (-W:) The son of a concealed birth; born privately

of a woman whose husband is absent. Use real father being

unknown; this is one of the twelve forms particularized in

Hindu law. e. <rw hidden, and «f born
;

also compounded

with TTrT a son,

ruitf ni. (-*•) The wagtail, k. nr secret, and wtf a nest.

OTPTO m. (-W :
)

1 Mind, intellect. ' A bye- path, a bidden way.

b. Af secret, and xrvr a road
;
whose path is unperceived.

m. (-"«£ or if) A snake, e. AT hidden, and a foot,

the final vowel rejected ; also being retained nom. (-^:)

«n. (-if:) A spy, a secret emissary, a disguised agent,

&c. e. Sf concealed, and a man.a «
n. (-IT) Secret intelligence, private communication.

b. secure, and wjflir what is said.

m. (-$:) A subterraneous passage, a defile, a bye-road,

or secret way. a. »¥ concealed, and WTfl a road,

^nhjif m. (-W:) A crow. e. JJC secret, and xjvjw copulation.

m. (*Tr.) A frog. e. ^ hidden, and light, warmth

;

perhaps an idea is implied analogous to that of cold blooded

animals : some explain it forces, whose excrement is

unknown.

m. (-dft) A concealed witness, one placed by the plain-

tiff, so as to overbear what has been said by the defendant,

a. apr, and yjfvH a witness.

CTnF m. (-Y: ) A tortoise, k. at, and WW body, hidden in bis

shell.

ATlff m. (-fr :

) A sn^c- *«d ^(T
MTTTT m. (-T ?) The son of concealed birth: see Jhfar. k.

privately, and W*TW born.

m. (-W:) Faces, ordure, w. ^ to void by stool, and Apt

Un'fidi aff.

CTWff m. A small bird, considered to be a species of the

Mayna, (Turdus salica.) e. AW ordure, and marked.

AW m. (-W5-WT-W) Voided, (as ordure.) e. ^ to stool, affix *,

deriv. irr.

arc r. 10th cL (jyww) 1 To strive, to endeavor, to make an

effort or exertion. * To eat. (^) art! r. 4th cl. <«piw) 1 To

hurt, to injure, as to wound, to kill, Ac. * To be decayed

or old.

3JJCW n. (-w) Effort, exertion, e. to strive, affix WJW ;
also ^W.

AW r. 1st cl. (^ffw) To ploy. r. JO cl (Aj^wfiT) 1 To dwell or

inhabit. * To iuvite; these roots are both written more

usually with the short vowel.

m. (-W :
) 'Hie betelnut tree : see ^WTW.

arvwT f. (-WfT) The eye in a peacock’s tail.

JJWWtw mfn. (.sr-Wf-W) Hiding, concealing. *. to hide,

m -fT aff

tnd. Having concealed, hidden, disguised, e. aw to hide,

causal form, VTT aff.

r. 1 st cl. (ATfw) To sprinkle, to moisten or wet.

r. 1st cl. (AAffw)also (^,)izf«r (tZIlfW) To sound, to roar, to

grumble, &c, also All

azipr n. (-W) Poisoned flesh, the meat of an animal destroyed

by poison, m. (-W.)
1 Garlic, or a small variety of it of a red

colour. * A turnip. The tops of hemp chewed as an inebri-

ating substance, the Gdmja. k. azfw to sound, and vz affix j

applied to the latter as causing eructation.

azun^mfn. (-WW-WAtt-WW) ’ Speaking. * Praising, flattering. £.1

to speak, w* aff.

|
IZtfN m. (-w‘.) An animal of prey, considered as a large kind of

jackal, a. A to sound, and affix ; deriv. irr.
;

also some-

times short Ufa*.

m. (-7^ ) A name of Kandarpa. e. zm to be desirous, and

W Un’Adi aff.

7m r. 4th cl. (w,) mj (mufw) To covet, to desire greedily, to

be greedy.

mj m. (-¥:)
1 The deity Kama or love. * A libidinous man.

e. 3TV to desire, f Unadi aff.

17^ m (-^.)
1 Understanding. 1 Air voided downwards. * Bad,

wicked, e. mi, and £ Un'idi aff.

ITU rafn. Covetous, cupidinous, greedy, e. 3?w to be

greedy, ^ all'.

miwr £ (-sir) Covetousness, greediness, extreme and illiberal

desire, k. £ni greedy, and Iff abstract aff.

JZM mfn. (-Wt-Wr-W) Desirous, greedy, covetous, m. (-W:) A vul-

ture. e. ml to desire, and ATA Un Adi affix
;
it may also be

written **•

jZWWWt f. (*<t)
1 The jujube, (Zizyphus jujuba.) * A wild kind of

the same, (Zizyphus nepeca.) b. mt a vulture, and WW nail,

having thorns like a vulture's claws.

JTVtrw m. (-W:) A name of Jatavu. e. JEW, and VTAI king.

mrerl f. (-^t)
1 Lumbago. * Rheumatism affecting the loins.

B. desire, WI to destroy, ¥ and affixes ;
also sometimes

written Wlffft.

JZf* m. (#) !
A cow that has had one calf. • A yam. * The

jujube, (Zizyphus Jujuba ) c Y* to grind, Md W

changed to if.

mr r. 1st el. (w,) 7Z9 (Wir) also r 10th cl. (JJl*M) To take, to

seize, to receive or accept; also VT

HI n. (-^)
1 A house, a mansion, a habitation in general. * A

tvife: (in these senses the plural is always masculine, IZ^T: )

• A name, an appellation, e. JTf to receive or take, (grain,

goods, &c.) affix W-

m. (*W:) A small flat oblong stone, used for grinding

condiments, &c. z 7m » bouse, and a tortoise.

f, (-*9T) ITie aloe* (Aloes perfoliata ;) also Tf JitfiOi

ysuft, b. 7Z% a house, and WJifT a virgin

iZflMmer m. (-«:) A pigeon, a tame or domestic pigeon.

E 7m a house, and a dove or pigeon.

n. ( w> 1 Household affairs. * House building, e. 7m,

and making.
I
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m (*fl)
1 A house builder. • A thatcher. e. 37*

,

and

fKf who makes.

*ZTf7fr*l ro. (-^) 1 A kind of wasp. • A house builder, a. jz*
a house, and who makes, building a nest or home of

clay, &c.

M%wiui n. (-15) Household affairs, a. 37*, and vn£ business

;

also 3?TOTO, Ac.

iZTanr f. (-VT) A small house lizard, e. 3Z* a house, and ifTOT

or aifvar an iguana
;
hence also ^T*Tf>rri, or* being chang-

ed to w, JzrxrfmwT.

f. (-VT) A lizard : aee the preceding.

m. (-*rt) A house sparrow, s. 3Z*, and van* a sparrow.

n. (•#) * Private or family afflictions or troubles. * A
breach in a house, e. and fa* a hole; also Jzvmr

mfn. ( ew:-WT vf) Born in the house, m. (-aj:) A slave born

in the house, a. 37*, and V born; also Jzvarnr

JZVVt f. (-^t) Rice water.

JZT^t f- (’ft) A terrace in front of a house, a threshold, b. iz*

a house, and ** a bank.

az**TV mf. ( w-’tft) A domestic slave, b- jzv, and *rw a slave.

JlTV^fa f. (*fa:) A virtuous woman, k. 3Z*. and light

*ZW< m. (-**) The door of a house, a. 3Z*. and it* a door.

m. (-*:) A plant commonly I/idkatringi

:

see f*)

e J7* a house, a tree, growing near dwellings.

JZWrvsr m. <-*:) A pigeon, e. 3Z*. and wnnr who injures

;

defacing the walls of a house by building in and about it.

JZTWtT ra. ( *:) A sparrow. 8. 3Zir, and wfa a nest, who builds

his nest in human dwellings.

^T*fa m. (-fa:)
1 A householder, a man of the second class, or

who after having finished his studies is married and settled.

* A householder of particular merit giving alms, and perform-

ing all the prescribed ceremonies, Ac. • Maintenance of a
sacred and perpetual fire.

4 Virtue, especially of a house-

holder, as hospitality, Ac. e. 3Z* a house, and rtf* lord or

master.

m. (-*’) The site of a habitation, the ground on which
it stands, and which is attached to it. a. jgj, and a young
animal, affix WV, the rudiments of the house.

CT*fa m. (-fat) Offering of the reliques of a meal, or sacrifice

to the spirits of the air, &c. b. *zv, and wfv offering.

JJV m. (-*:) A kind of crane, the f^aca.
. a. jz* a house,

*fa food offered in oblation, and fa* fond of : see the neat.

JZTWfar^T ra- (-WW )
J A sparrow. * A kind of crane, (Ardea

nivea.) A crow. a. 3Z* a house or a wife, wfar grain, Ac.

used in oblali >ns, or any edible grain, and war who eats
; that

is, who eats the food of his female, or the fragments of offer-

ings fallen in or about the house
$ also 3zqafafa*.

*Z*WT n»- (*T0 1 An exile, one who is driven from his house.
1 Family decay.

1 Breaking down or into a house, a. 3?*,

and WT breaking.

n. (-*) ‘ Breaking down or destroying a house. ' Caus-

. ing the ruin or decay of a family, a. 3Z*. and breaking.

azw^fa f. (-fa:) The site of a habitation, e. jj* u house, and
ijfa ground*

JTTwfa ra. (-fa:) A lamp. a. tFW a house, and wfa a jewel.

i f. (-WT) A bat, a. 17* a house, and wrfaBiT a fly.

7ZW* m. (-*:) A dog. a. 37* it house, and v* a deer.

flVwfaw m. (-iff) A householder, f. (-fwift) ' A housewife, the

wife of . householder. • Nftturml sense or intclligeuce. k

* home, ir* to understand, and Tfw iff.

rrrvrat m. (-up) The householder, the master of a house or fa-

mily- ft. *ry to take, wna Un'idi affix, and wr* inserted.

OTWTW mfn. Disposed to aeiae or take. e. izy to

take, inserted, and WTWW aff.

aarre n. f-m() * Private or family affairs, especially of an an-
plcasing nature. * A breach in the wall of a house. *. try
and rw, a hole

;
also Vffri-

tea sifswr t (-wi) A garden or grove near a house, ft. ire a
house, Tft to surround, affix ww, and fem. form,

tia-nuiv m. (-T:) Household affairs, domestic economy. *. ire
and miMiy practice.

irenrei m. ( mi) The pillar of a house, a. ire, and arm a post,

irem m. (-WP) A householder, the man of the second class,

or he who, after having finished his studies, and been invested

with the sarred thread, performs the duties of the master of a
bouse, and father of a family, a. ire a house, and IB who
stays or abides.

imspn& m. The practice or duty of a householder.
*• 3Z44KI. and **i duty.

irexBPre in. (-*:) The order of householder, a. srew, and
order of life.

JZTW" n. (-w) The pillar of a house, ft. ire a house, and my
a prop or pillar.

irere m. (-») A loophole, an eyelet hole, a round or oblong
window. ». ire a house, and Wat for mf* an eye.

irerew m. (-ltd A guest, a. ire, and mranr come to.

irerfre m. (.*:) TTte Crtkail'ho or householder: see iret£
ft. ire a house, and mfVu a master.

Hnfrrfww mfn. (.<#l-fm*t.fm) Watching, taking care of the
house, m. (ml) A watchman. E. ire and *tfw before sire to
protect, fwfw aff.

irera n. <-*») Sour gruel, made from the fermentation of rice
water. *. ire a house, and Wd sour, the domestic acid,

fee idfow m. (.*:) A householder. *. ire a house, fjw derive-
live affix, andw added.

irermr m. (-«:) A garden, a grove, &c. near a house. *. a* a
house, and yitjy a garden.

Irerfyrer f. f-ar) A small lisard. r. ire * house, mrfw a seor-
pion s v*T affix of similitude.

irtretr**! f. (-<») The threshold, . raised ground or a terrace
in front of the door. ):. ire a house, and yx prefixed to tr*
to take, affixes w* and ^fa.

iryryfiwit mfn. (-lt:-in.it)
1

Dwellingor living in a hou«. Ly-
ing in any place, a. ire. and vrefunt placed or situated in.

irersrei f-(-m) The betel tree, (Piper betel.) a. ire a bouse,
&c. mtxm an asylum, growing near dwellings,

irengn ra. ( ygi) A flat oblong stone, upon which condiment*
are ground together, t iry a house, and WWW a stoue.
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f. (-O) A wife. l.m> home, ami tf* and Vrt aflh.

*tf<Pr m. Cf»)A householder, e. JZf a house, and ffw aff.

aTftf mfn. (-TT-WT-TT) ' Taken, attached, seized, caught.

• Obtained. * Known, understood. 4 Promised, agreed.

1 Learnt, acquired. a. Hf to take, affix n, * charged

to wr.

info. (-^T.fJT-^) Versed in science, learned, studied,

g. JZ^f, and ffffl learning.

zZf^ffc w mfn. (• Flown, escaped, retreated, b. izftf

seized, and fgTT place.

^IWTinr mfn. ( w^-iTT-W) Paid, remunerated, a. IZftf, and

f 1PT wages.

*ZfY* mfn. Taking, disposed to seise or take. e. V*
to seize, affix an?, and X. inserted.

JZftrBT ind. Haring taken, e. ff to take, WT aff.

iZfTffVfr n. (-sf) Any domestic utensil, a. «f. and f wat u

instrument.

JZfTXrnr m. (-IT;) ‘ A domestic nuisance, as vermin, &c. • Fa-

mily misfortune. E. iZf , and ffTf calamity.

iZfffffT f. (-XTT) A small house lizard, z. v% to take, and ffi

and ff affixes : see ZZffrfiffT.

»nfn. (*W*-¥^*W*) 'Faking, seizing, accepting, &c.

E. XT’! to take, W aff.

*ZfI mfn. (*f|:*flTlj) * Dependant, subservient. A partisan

of or belonging to a side nr party. * To be taken or seized.

4 To be trusted to, to be relied on. • To be acknowledged or

admitted, to be adopted as faith or belief. * Domestic, of or

belonging to a house, m, (f|:) A tame or domesticated ani-

mal. n. (-fb
1 The name of a book, containing directions

for religious rites, a section or component treatise of the

Sana Veda, by Gobuil* and others; which contains rules for

the performance of domestic and other ceremonies : the

ritual of the Vtdai. f. (.ffr) A suburb, a village adjoining

to a city, or a small village attached to a larger. b. ff
or JZf to take, affix fgf ;

or ijf a house, rnr affix
,
also with

added Cfl*.

aZfTf mfn. (-ft-fT-f) Dependent, docile, not following one’s

own inclinations, m. (-«:) A tame or domesticated animal,

whether a bird or beast, be. c. xjf for ff to take, <rf affix,

and grw added.

*Zf[*f m. (f:) A name of Siva. *. izfi, and ff a teacher.

JZD^nt n. (-f) A precept of the Grikya or ritual of the Veda*.

e. 9711. and Of a rule.

f r. 6th cl. (farclf orfingflDTo swallow, to eat. r. 9th cl. (CTtftl)

To sound, to sound intelligibly or articulately, to speak, r.

10th cL 1 To know. • To make known, to teach :

With fw^or viT prefixed. To reject, to vomit. With fir and

TfW ,

1 To throw up. 4 To cry aloud.

iu m. (-ft*-) A ball for playing with. i. an to go, affix tfj, or

with wm added fxjfF.

m. (-1:) A ball also i^qr, the penultimate being made

kmg»

r. 1st cl. («) if (iff) 1 To shake or tremble. 4 To
move,

4 F

inf*

if mfn. (-f -fT*x|)
1 A singer. 4 A song or chaunt, what is to

be sung or ebaunted. n. (-f ) Song, singing, s. a to sing,

affix ff.

if r. 1st cL (m) if (iff) To serve, to gratify by service,

if r. 1 »t cl. (m) if (ifi) To seek, to search, to investigate.

* w) ra. (

1 A professional singer, an actor, a mime, &e.

4 A chaunter of the Sima Veda. a. f to sing, and Tf1?

Un Adi aiT.

i^ m. (-xc:) 1 A singer. * An actor.
4 A chaunter of the

Veda : see i^. e. n to sing, and T^f Un'Adi aff.

if n. (-1) A house, a dwelling, b. f a name of Gan'As'a, Tf
to desire, affix fff ; that deity being usually invoked upon

laying the foundations of a house.

ifftff m. (-ff ) A lazy or effeminate man, a cotqucan. B. if

a house, and who makes a noise : see the next.

ifTJX m. (-ft) A slothful and trifling man, one who is un6t for

concerns beyond those of the house, a cotquean, a house-

hero. e if a house, and a hero,

iff* mfn. (-ft-tfxpt-ff) Having a house, a householder, &c.

g. if, and fff aiT.

St r. 1st cl (XTfff) To sound, to sing. With f^ or f prefixed

;

(f*Tfff fXTftf ) To sing, to chaunt, to sing out or aloud,

(ftfff fitfi) To be sung or chaunted. W’ith fi (fffTfff)

To assert repeatedly.

JK mfn. Mountain, mountaineer, mountain-born.

E. fxfi:, and ff aff.

zfrsr mfn. Mountain, mountain-born or produced,

n. (-f )

1 Red chalk, or as sometimes applied, red orpiment.

* Gold. a. firfc a mountain, affix ff.

Etf mfn. (.f:-ft*4) Mountain, mountaineer, mountain-born.

n. (-xi)
1 Bitumen. 1 Hed chalk, e. fjrft a mountain, affix If.

ir m. (-5|T; )
1 Heaven, Stetrga or paradise. 4 A bull.

4 A ray of

light.
4 The thunderbolt. * The moon. 4 The sun.

4 A kind of

sacrifice, the sacrifice of a cow. 4 The moment of the sun's

entering Taurus, mn. (-3n:-^)
1 The hair of the body.

• Water : (in the last sense some confine it to the mat. p/m.

inf : and according to others, it is neuter in several other

senses.) f. (-fT:)
1 A cow. • The eye.

4 An arrow. 4 A quar-

ter, as the east, west, 8tc. * Speech ; also identified with the

goddess of speech, SaiuawATf. 4 The cartb.
f A mother, b. ff

to go, and fT Un'Adi aff.

irar«f m. (-f;)

1 The name of a plant : see irfpC.
4 The print

of a cow’s hoof or spot so marked, a. «T the earth or a cow,

be. and 4U4 a thorn.

unti m. (-xf
:)

1 A span from the tip of the thumb to that of

the little finger. A kind of deer, (the Nflgau ?)
• A mule.

4 A '•loss of demigods. 1 A kind of snake. 4 A snake in gene-

ral.
4 A place of pilgrimage on the Ma/abar coast, f. (-rff) A

plant, (Aletria hyacinthoidcs .) see f*TT «. fT a cow, and

W an ear, having ears like a cow, &c.

f iffO 'fwn f. (-ft) A bird, considered as one kind of the com-

mon Mama, (Turdus salica.) e. ft the earth, and ffT a hog,

fix who goes, with ff added in the fem. form
;

resembling

a hog, feeding on ordure, &c.
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tTfxx m. (XT:) 1 A plough. • A pestle. *. the earth, and

fxx to go, affix w ;
also irtftx.

infix m. (-V) 1 A pestle. • A plough, s. wr the earth, andqfix

a pin or bolt

irJW n. (xi) ' A herd of kine, a multitude of cattle. • A cow.

house or station. * A village or tract on the Jumna
,
the

residence of Nano* and of Katanaa during his youth, a. vt a

cow, and an assemblage.

iryfw* mfn. (-X'-HTT-X) * Squint-eyed. * One who gives help

to a cow in the mud. a. «r the eye, &c. and y1® to accumu-

late, affix SX-

«IX4 n. (-if) Cowdung. a. 5t a cow, and made.

tT^T m. (-T**) The name of a plant; also Goikura, (Ruellia

longifolin, Rox. it ia also applied in Bengal to Tribulus lanu-

ginosus.) n. (-T) A cow's hoof. a. VT a cow, and ^T a hoof,

the thorns getting between the hoofs of cattle
;

also with

urar added ifi^rx, and with TPC a hoof, iTXPC-

ifXTX m. (-X:) Sec the preceding

WTYT m. (-<t) Sec irijr ;
also ir^fT-

arrirrwst n. (-*) A pair of oxen. k. ifr, and ir^zr a pair,

trir* n. (-tf) A cattle shed, a tf, and ant a shed.

aTOfs f. (-fin) A cow that has had one calf. a. at a cow, and

q. . the same as the compound,

irxfx m. (*fx:) ' Dried cow-dung. • A station for cows, a

cowry ard or house, &c. a. ar a cow, trx to arrange, and

T^affi

arux m. ( xO Spoil, booty, capture of cattle, a, S1t, and UX
seizing.

¥TT!X m. (-X:) The cerentony of presenting grass to the cow

when making atonement, a. at, and XTX a mouthful

aTX mfa. (-Y : *tfVW) Who or what kills kine. m. (-Y :

)
A guest,

a. at a cow, and x what kills, from XX, w»th ** affix ; a cow

being killed on the arrival of the latter, or being presented

to him.

arTX n* (*X)
1 Rain. a Gbee made from cow’s milk. a. at

the earth, YX what sprinkles, from Y to sprinkle or wet,

affix X-

XIXC m. (-T7)
1 An object of sense, as sound, shape, colour, itc.

* A country, a district. * The house or mansion of a planet,

or its presence in any sign which is that of a person’s nativity.

4 Pasturage, e. *T an organ of sense, &c. and XT what goes,

from XT to go, X aflT.

iTXXrx n. (-»&)
1 A cow’s hide. * A hide of land, 300 feet long,

by 1 0 broad : it is also defined as ' that extent of land, the

crop of which will support a man for a year. b. ar, and

XXX akin.

il XITX m. (-X!) A cowherd. b. ar, XT to go. causal form,

TXaff-

^ratx m. (-X:) The palm of the hand with the fingers extended,

&c. see xxwjx.

ime n. (-X) Cow’s urine. *. it, and arx water.

aiarrafTX m. (-X:) A prickly nightshade, n. (-#) Happy, for-

tunate, auspicious, k. the earth, WTC to wake or lo be

awake, affix XX.

"Tfwrwr f.(-wr) A potherb growing wild. rElephantophus scaber.)

*- Sr a cow, and farFf a tongue : the leaves being so com.
pared

;
also with padded ilfsrwwrr.

it.
( y.) A lump of flesh on the navel, a. srw to be sound,

affix ww.

^-s mf (-W-VWTJ The water melon, f. (-1WT) A kind of cucum-
ber, (CucuiuU madrespatanus.) a. at the earth, a, fa to hurt,

affix W’C, and W changed to W.

it<t f. (-it)
1 Torn or ragged clothes. • A sack. 1 The mes-

sure of a Drona. a. aa to reckon, affixes WW and *la, the

deriv. irr.

ATO mfn. {-WT--WT-wr) A person with a prominent navel, m
. f w 1

)

A man of a low tribe, a mountaineer, especially inhabiting

the eastern portion of the A'ratMys range, between the AVr-
budda and Ansfou, giving name to the province of Gondtcms.
* A prominent navel, or a lump of flesh on the navel, &c.
a af» to enclose, Ac. WW aff.

a raw m. (-SP) The name of a sage
, also aran.

inntpaa m. (-at) A name of S aar, or Surra Moki, a Bauddba
eage. a. aran a aage, and WPWW lineage

; the descendant of
GoTAMa.

iraaw ro. (-mi) An excellent cow. a. ar a cow, wan implying
excellence.

iia n. (-a)
1 Family, race, lineage, kin. * A name, an appella-

tion. A forest. * A field. * A CA Aarts, an umbrella or par-
asol. • A road. ' Knowledge of futurity, inspiration. • A
genus, a class or species. * A caste, a tribe or subdiviakm of
it into families, as in that of the Brahman -, twenty-four Goins
are reckoned, supposed to bo sprung from and named after

celebrated teachera,as SaHDiLn,KAsrsrx,GAtiTssia.Basasn-

wua,&c. *• Increase. "Wealth, f. (-WT)
1 The earth. *A

herd of kine. m. (-1: )
' A mountain, a. a to sound, and 1

Un'fidi affix, or Si the earth, Ac. and w what presents, from

v with w affi

arm m. (-wtf A relation : in law, the term ia nearly equivalent

to the Gentile of Roman law, and ia applied to kindred of the

same general family, who are connected by offerings of food

and water, and stands opposed to the Bundka or cognate kin,

who do not partake in the offerings to the common ancestors

:

see was. a. STV as above, wr born.

irwftnf m.(-t»rg or A name of I.vnax. a. are a mountain,

and firg who splits, (with his thunderbolt.)

arwfVww n. (-WW) Patrimony, Inheritance, a. irw, and frww wealth.

Srg mfn. ( -g'--gr-g) Who or what gives a cow. m. (.g) Tha
brain, a. Si light or a cow, and W what gives.

SnfWI m. (-WI:)
1 Yellow orpiment. 1 A cow s tooth. • A foesile

substance of a white colour, apparently an earthy salt. a. Sr a
cow, and gW! a tooth, a cow s tooth, from its similar hard-

ness, Stc.

Srgt fc(-gT) The Giddeari river, a. St water, and g who gives i

»oe Srgrwrt.

SigTW n. (-Wj Gift of a cow. a. Sr, and grw gift; also irwgrw.
wigrew m. (mi) ' A plough. A spade or hoe. a. Sr the snwth,

and gl Of what cuts or tears.
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f. ( ft) The name of a river in the peninsula, the Godd-

atri. e. it water, and ^ what give*, it^ and WTT to cover or

conceal
;
affixes TT^( and #tw.

ir^T n. (-wi) Cow s milk. a. ix, and milk,

ir^i. m. (^TT ) A cowherd, a milkman, t. IT a cow, to

milk, and ffT7 affix also with W affix Jtl nom. (*T)

ilirrit f. (-il) A milk pail. a.ix a cow, and^ to milk, with

WZ and sPtr aff.

infr n. (-W) Cow's urine, x. ix, and w what runs from.

irTW n. (-w) A herd of cows, a multitude or uumber of cattle,

especially if considered as property, ro. (-W:) A large headed

arrow. E. jfT a cow, and V*r wealth.

TTT7 f (-WX)
1 A leathern fence worn by archers on the left arm,

to prevent its being injured by the bowstring. * An iguana,

either the Goiamp or the alligator, a. jtt to surround, affixes

WT and j see TlfTT".

iiWTTfq[TrT f. C-wr) Cissus pedata, a. qrrr added to the next.

ilviM^I f. (-^t) A plant, (Cissus pedata.) a. inn, and TT^ for

TjTg a foot, affix the root being compared to an alligators

foot.

ilfw m. (-fw:)
1 The forehead. * The Gangetic alligator. * An

iguana, a. ix the eye or water, and WT to possess, with% aff.

ilfm f.(-WX)
1 The Gangetic alligator.

1 The iguana, a. ww
with the fcm. form added to iiWT.

iifw^iaiw m.(-Wt) The iguana, a. irwx an alligator, and UTHEH
offspring, here used to imply diminution : ao ixfwqriTT, Ac.

irwsr m. (-n:) Wheat : see the next.

inja ro. (-1X;)
1 Wheat. * The orange. * The name of a drug.

k. snf to surround, and w*x Un adi aff.

injwww n. (-4) Wheat flour, a. ix^W, and xpl powder.

innnjTjv n. ( i )
Sour paste, a. inpr, and tttt produced,

irjftif. (-fhi:) A period of the day, in the hot season when the

sun is half risen
;
in the cold and dewy seasons, when the sun

is full but mild t and in the three other seasons, sunset, a. ix,

and dust.

f. (-^:) A milch cow. r. ix a cow, and the same.

irWT m. («T !) A guardian, a protector, a preserver,

irvp^t f. The female of the Sdras or Indian crane, a. ix

water, wfi to be happy, TTW and affs.

ir»ri m. (-\0 The Saras or Indian crane, n. (-^J A fragrant grass,

(Cyperus rotundus.) a. ix water, wi to sound, affix ^rr.

irsr^fr m. (*^:) A name of the saint Patanjali, the founder of

the Yoga philosophy, a. ix heaven, to be sounded

or celebrated.

iiWT m. (-W:)
1 A large kind of snake, by some considered to

be the same with the Boa or Bor. * A kind of gem. a. ir a

cow, and *PJ a nose, cow-noscd
* also iiWTT.

jrnxrT m. (-W:)
1 A boll. • A herdsman, a. ix, and WTW master.

srnxTO m. (-^:) A snake : see ilWTO.

iTfsmw u. (-K) Cow’s urine, a. ix, and fbn^; what ooxes.

irtx mfn. ' A helper, a friend or patron. * A preserver,

a chcrisher. Who or what hides or conceals, m. (-T:)
1 Super-

|

intendent of a district. * The head of a cowpen. a A herds* i

man, a cowherd, a milkman by caste and occupation. •A king. I

Son

*Myrrk:»einTV. f-t-Tfl or .^|) A pUat, (Rchile, frutescttis.)

f (-TX) A milkwoman, a female cowherd, f. (-^t) * A cowherd's

wife, but especially applied to those of Vrvuiduan, the com-

panions and objects of KkIsbna'b juvenile sports, and who arc

considered sometimes as holy or celestial personages. * A
protectress. * Nature, elementary nature, a. ix the earth, Ac.

and ix what preserves
;

also in some senses to bide, to

protect, Ac. affix T*T, fern, affix Tf\or vtr.

irxrw mfn. (W.-WT-W) One who guards or protects. (-V-)
1 Myrrh. a The superiutendant of a district, a. added to

the preceding.

irTOTT f. (-TTT)
1 The daughter of a cowherd. A nymph of

I 'rindavan. • A medicinal plant, e. irq, and qraXT a daughter.

irqrr*ZT f. (-^rr) A wild sort of jujube, (Zuyphus nepeca.)

a. ixr a cowherd, and TTTtt the jujube,

irrflx m. (.fir;)
1 A name of S'iva. Of Ivor a.

1 The nun. * A
king. * A bull. a. ix the earth, Ac. and Tf»T lord or master.

irufVwnx m. (.*:) The rainbow, a. irrfb Index, and WPX a

bow.

inx^n m. (W-) The areca tree. a. ixr preserving, and a

leaf.

irrw n. (*i)
1 Protecting, guarding. • Concealment, hiding.

a Reviling, abuse. 4 Flurry, hurry, alarm. • Light, lustre.

4 The leaf of the Laurus cassia, k. axr to hide, aff.

inritT mfn. (-T*.-wr-i>
J
Secret, mysterious, to be concealed or

bidden. * To be preserved or protected, a. *t to bide, Ac.

witTK aff.

8nrn f- <t>
1 The wife of a cowherd. A plant, (Ascleptas

pseudosarsa.) a. inx, and vw a wife.

f. (-it) The youthful wife of a cowherd.

irtXWf m. (-ft) The fibrous root of a waterlily. a. ir*x a cow-

herd, and Hi? lucky, auspicious.

inxw^xvr f. (-VX) The name of a tree: see ar^rrft. a. a

preserver, and MJf auspicious, and and affs.

inxv^J m. (-tj:) Gum myrrh, a. ix*T secret, and juice,

exuding in a manner or place unknown.

arq*ft f (-Wt) * A creeping plant, (Echites frutcscens:) see

UrTwanfT 1 Another plant, ( Asclepias pseudosarsa.) a. ir?

a cowherd, and Tit a pedicle, being used in medicines for

cattle.

TXTXTfww m. (-*:) A cowherd, a if, and xnzfr^ clever.
*

imiTTt f. (-it) * The wood of a thatch. a A crooked beam

which supports it.
a The bamboo frame work on .which it

rests, a, ixr preserving, affixes WHZ and tTt , TfX inserted.

iTTTTqr info. (-TT:-qst-i) A preserver, a chcrishcr, one who

guards or protects, a. JTT to preserve, VJR! aff.

jrmfnx mfn. (-XTj-XTX-if) Preserved, protected, cherished, a. jtt

to protect, affix %
ixTTW m. (-TXt)

1 A king, a sovereign. • A cowherd. 1 A
name of Krishn a, a. ix the earth, Ac. and TTTT who pre-

serves or protects.

ailTl** m. (.^:)
1 S’iva. • KkIsux’a. • A cow keeper or

protector, a. ix a cow or the earth, TTT to cherish, and

T
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trvrffcvr f- (-WT) ’ A kind of worm. * A female cowherd : see.

SmiTO-
ir* T¥fll f. (ift) The eighth lunation of the light half of Kdrtik,

on which KalstiNA became a cowherd
;
cows are to be wor-

shipped. r. irq, and the eighth.

ifrfV* mfn. (-‘’ft-fawt-fty A protector, one who preserve* or pro-

tects. f. (-lit)
1 A creeping plant, (Echites frutescens.)

1 A

cowherd’s wife, r qrr to preserve, fwf* and aff*.

qifTOT f. (-*T) A female cowherd, Stc.

:

see irTTOT.

Siffgui mfn. (»r:-WT-*J) One who preserves or protects, r. any,

and Un'Arii ail.

51 riftTOT* n. (-if) A species of white clay, said to be brought

from Dtc6rahA, and used by the worshippers of Vishno to

smear their faces with, k irtft, and qTO’ Sandal.

m. (-*:) Preserving, protecting, n. (-*> A holy place, a

place of pilgrimage, c it I* preserving, and TO Unldi affix,

deriv. irr.

m. (-^:) ' A cowtail. * A sort of neckl&re, one of four

or thirty-four strings. ' A sort of monkey, i. ir a cow, and

a tail, resembling or possessing a cow's tail,

rrirarr f. (-3TT) Large cardamom*.

qnifarur n. (-qr) A temple or edifice consecrated to S'iva's bull.

*. it a cow, and TO to enclose, affix \tto.

injT n. (-X)
1 A town gate. * A gate in general. • The orna-

mented gateway of a temple. * A kind of grass, (Cvpcrus

rotundus.) R. ** to preserve, and aff.

atpicfa n. (-^) Cowdung. r. itr, and qft* dung.

m. (-*p) A name of KrIsh'ka or Vishn'c. t. ir* a cow-

herd, and lord or chief.

tlTO rn. (-*:)
1 A name of Sakya MpXl, a Buddha. * A name

of KrTbun'a. * A chief herdsman, the keeper or owner of

kine-
4 A name of Nakda. e. jtr a cowherd, and lord.

rafn. (-qt-Tjt-fl) A preserver, a protector, one who defends

or cherishes, r. ij* to preserve, &c. affix

iruj mfn. ( ttr-tqMq) 1 To be cherished or preserved. * To be

kept secret or hidden. 1 To be kept, to be taken care of. m. (-tq:)

* A slave. * The son of a female slave, e. qq to preserve, 8cc.

SB aff.

JTTTzrf m. (-IT:) A servant or slave, a. qr* added to the pre-

ceding.

irtqrf* f. (-fq:) A pledge, tliat is not to be used, but to be care-

fully preserved, e. irnj to be preserved, and *nf* a pledge,

iisrcnv* n. (-*8) An excellent cow. e. irr a cow, and 'jqrrai ex-

cellent the compound is always neuter.

qiTOli m. (-*:) Pasturage ground, r. itT, and T*7T going,

ahror f. (-WT) A sling.

inrt m. (-1:) Killing a cow. * r. qr, and TO killing,

qrqm m. (-at:) The hair of a cow. h. qr, and wnr hair.

*TTOta tn. (-C-) a water fowl. r. qi water, qfir to sound,

affi, ifc^.

*rq r. 10th cl. (iinnifar) To smear, to anoint.

qiqfTOT f. (-qrr) A gadfly, a. qi a cow, and xrfroT a Ay : sting-

ing cattle.

itTO* n. (»xi) The earth, the globe, z. jtt, and TO*! sphere.

ifSTW mfn. (-UTH-IT^ snr) Possessing herd*, rich in cattle,

f. (-Wilt) The name of a river, the Goomti, in the province of

Oude. * A prayer or formula of the f 'edan, to be repeated

during expiation for killing a cow. a. irr a cow or water, and

sr^Rafr.

qrqqfawr f. (-*7) A tractable and good cow. k. it a cow,

snrfwr excellence.

rttostvj mfn. (-W:-WT-ifl) Slender in the waist, i. if a cow,

&£. STVJ middle : repeated.

*TTO m. (-WT.)
1 The name of a mountain. * An owner of cattle.

* A herd of cattle, b. jtt the earth, «rw to mind, «v aff.

?TTO mn. (-XP-xf)
1 Cowdung. * The property or nature of a

cow. z. jtt a cow, and affix of relation or comprehension.

qjTOq* n. (-*) A mushroom, a fungus, b. «tjt* cowdung, and

q* a Ch'hatla or parasol.

qrroqfaxrT f- (-¥1) A kind of fungus or mushroom, t. to and

the fern, form added to the preceding.

qiTOfa* n. (-¥) A sort of grass, (Andropogon schoenanthu*.)

e. qrTO cowdung, and fa* favourable to.

qra*r¥T f. f-W) A kind of beetle found in cowdung. e. arm*

cowdung, and what rises or is generated.

m. (-*:) Cassia fistula, e. arm*, and born, pro-

duced, requiring manure.

imnj m. (-XJ:)
1 A jackall. * A kind of Gandharha or celes-

tial musician. * The bile or bilious humor of the cow. g. q \

sound, &c. to measure, aud ^ir Unidi affix, * inserted, or

qi a cow, and nr* bile.

iifamsf n. (•*) A pair of cattle, e. qr, and faro a couple,

iifa* mfn. (-Ht-fqxft-fxr) Rich iu herds, &c. m. (4ft) * The

owner of cattle. • A jackalL • A worshipper. 4 An atten-

dant on a Buddha. r. qr a cow, &c. fsrf* aff.

irfro m. (-qrt) Name of a Mum.

qi^ftW m. (-**•) A sort of fish, the bull-fish z. *T, and a

fish.

ilina n. (-w)
1 A house built unevenly or cropkedly, viz. with

angles, projections, &c, 1 A kind of musical instrument,

(a sort of horn or trumpet ?)
’ Spreading unguents, plaster-

ing, smearing. 4 A hole in a wall made by thieves, &c a

breach, m. (-*:) * A shark. ’ A kind of Yakuha ; according

to the Jamar, a demigod subservient to their deified saints,

nf. (-* 4t) A cloth-bag, containing a rosary into which the

hand is thrust to count the beads, f. (-*t) The chasm in the

Himalaya mountains through which the Ganges flows, errone-

ously conceived by the Hindu* to be of the shape of a cow’s

mouth. • A river in Bengal, r. it a cow, and TO face,

having the face of a cow, &c.

tr^er infh. (-9**7T-V) Stupid as an ox. r, Sit, and to foolish.

WFg* n. (-si) Cow’s urine, a. IT, and urine,

qiwfcqrr f. (-*n) 1 A kind of grass, described as growing in corn

fields, of a reddish colour, and eaten by cattle, commonly

Tdmbada (irtro) * A verse the second half of which repeats

nearly all the syllables of the first. * A form of calculation •

z. if, ** urine, qr* affix , operating on cows as a diuretic,

img; m. (-X :) ^ yellow gem : see the next.
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ran. (-W-W) 1 A gem or precious stone brought from

the HimdUya and described as of four sorts, white,

pale ytllow, red, and dark blue, perhaps varieties of agate.

• A kind of poison: see Yrpirxr. • Smearing the body with

unguents, b. 3TI the eye, f*TY to anoint, &c. affix wxi and XTT.

YT*N(YflX? n». (-Wt) Chalcedony or opaL e. tra^, and ^frw

what resembles.

xrifrf m. (-Y:) The offering or sacrifice of a cow. s. ivr a cow,

and *rY sacrifice.

XTYnr n. (-i) ' A cart. * A carriage drawn by oxen. a. it, and

fni a vehicle.

xiyjt n. (-*) A yoke of oxen. e. XT, and YX a pair.

ilTY mfo. (-Yt-YT-Y) A cow keeper, the cherisher or preserver

of kine. m. (-Y ;
)

1 The orange. * Keeping or tending cattle.

* A name of Siva. f. (-Yt) A small shrub, e. $ 1 a cow, and

f~Y who preserves.

kTTYY m. (-IT:) A cow keeper, one who tends cattle, a. YY
added to the last.

itrvs**** f. ('**.}
1 Wheat. ' A plant, (Hedysarum lagopodioidcs ;)

also XTTTdY * The fruit of the jujube, e. irYY, and wa
a rose, apple.

itv.YW n. (-Y) Tending or taking charge of cattle, t. ir, and

YYY protecting.

XKYX^YT f. (-UT) A plant, (Hedysarum lagopodioidcs.) b. inCY
cow- preserving, and f|«B grain, used in medicines for

cattle.

in"YB n. (*YT) Tending cattle, k. ir, and to be preserved,

m.
(-V0

-

a

waterfowl. " A prisoner, a person or animal

confined. * A naked man, a mendicant, &c. wandering about

without clothes, e. ir water, sky, &c. TV a kind of doer

:

as it were, the water deer, Ac.

fitTW n. ( vt) Effort, exertion. 8. WK. to make effort, affix wx
j

also xrw.

XFCY mn. (-Y:*^)
1 Milk. * Curdled or coagulated milk. •But-

termilk. ». ir a cow, and rv juice.

SItTyxt n. (-*i) ' Buttermilk. 1 Curds. *. inCY, and XT produced.

XTYIY m. (-ar:) A bull. b. ir a cow, and rixtn a king, xyfaff.

imat f- (-at) A small bird, (Turdus salica.) b. ii speech, *a

to utter, affix Y*T, feminine affix YTX.

irair n. ( -vf) A measure of distance equal to two Crdt or Cds :

see xijfa.

irrrY n. (-w) Yellow orpiment. x. XT, and YiY a hat shines,
j

XT^rYYT f. (-at) A bright yellow pigment prepared from the
1

urine of a cow, or vomited in the shape of scibul* by the

animal ;
or according to some, found in the head ofa cow it

is employed in painting and dying, and is of especial virtue in

marking the foreheads of the H'mdu$ with the TUaka or sec-

tarial mark
;

it is also used in medicine as a sedative, tonic,

and anthelmintic remedy, &c. e. XT a cow, Yfa to shine,

- f'ls
nrx n- (*\) The brain. E. ipc to endeavor, and affix

j

also inf.

irw mn. (-Y:-xf) A circle, a ball, any thing round or globular,

m. (-Y) * A widow’s bastanL Myrrh. A tree, (Vangueria

4 G

spinoaa.) 4 A globe, celestial or terrestrial.
1 Conjunction

of planets, or the presence of several in one sign. f. (-YT) ' A
globe, a sphere, a Mandala. * A wooden ball with which

children play. 4 A woman's female friend.
4 The Goddvarl

river. 1 A large water jar. 4 Ink. T Red arsenic. 1 A

/
name of the goddess Dusoi. e. ITT heaven, water, &c. and Y
what gets or receives

;
again, xy to be round, &c. affix qwf

and changed to Y.

inter m. (-Y:)
1 A wooden ball for playing with, or any thing

globular, a sphere, a globe, &c. • A widow's bastard. * A

water jar.
4 Gum myrrh. • Pease, n. (-Y) The heaven of

Krishna, e. yy added to tbe preceding.

irxrTrxt m. (-Y:) A kind of monkey, described as of a black

colour, and having a tail like a cow. b. * l a cow, and YTTY

a tail.

X1YTWIY m. (-Y:) The division of mathematical science which

treats of the spheres, spherics, e. ini tbe globe, and YY.Y

chapter.

irWTVJ m. (-Y5
) A mushroom, a kind of fungus springing from

cowdung.

ir«YY m. (-y:) A plant, commonly GhantapdraU. s xr a cow,

and fYY to lick, affix W-, upon which kine graxe.

jlYtV m. (-T:) A plant : sec the preceding, b. XT, and fwj as

above, affix Y
iriYTY n. (-Y) The heaven of Krishna, k. ir a cow, and ttrY

world.

irYrfaxrr f. (-YT) A kind of small shrub, b. irinrx cow's hair,

YY affix, fem. form.

inirxt f- (-Yt)
1 A kind of bent grass, with white blossoms ; also

YY^wrr. * Root of sweet flag. * Orris root.
4 A whore, a

harlot.
1 A small shrub, b. it the earth, &c. and XfrXY

hair, the hair of the earth.

irxYYt f (-if!) A plant bearing a fragrant seed : see fax*

b. ir the earth, and XYYt praising.

iiYYY u».(-Y:)A celebrated hill in f7mdravan or the country

about Mathura f it was upheld by Krishn a upon one finger,

to shelter the cowherds from a storm excited by Inoba, as a

test of the former’s divinity, b. il a cow, and YfY encreas-

ing
;
pasturing cattle.

irxiinrc m. (-Yt) A name of KrIsbn a or Vikhn'o. b. XiYXY

Goverd hann, and YC who upholds : see the preceding.

ir**! f. (-WT) A barren cow. b. XT a cow, and W*I barren.

irfx<Y m. (-xj:)
1 One of the mostusual appellations of KrIshn a

or Vishn'u in that form. * A name of VrIuasrati, regent of

JnriTCa. • A cowkeeper, one who protecu, cherishes or owns

cattle- R. it language, here the language of the f'dda* espe-

cially, and fxxt who knows, from to know, witl w affix ;

alsu ir heaven, a cow, ft* to obtain, by whom heaven is ob-

tained, or who obtains felicity by protecting kine.

irfxx f. {&%) Cowdung. B. ir a cow, and fax orduroi also

i.fafT.
•

if?^ n. (-*0 1 Property in cattle, possession of flocks and

herds. • A herd, a drove of cattle, b. X( a cow, and a

heap, a multitude.
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iir^crof m. (*ar:) A capital cow. *. if a cow, and in<n affix

of pre-eminence.

*TfW m. (-H:) A bull. x. ar a cow, and TX best, pre-eminent,

wnW m. (-ar:) A station for cattle, a. nr and aw a pen, a fold.

afnciPr n. (-1PT) Cowdung. s. *T a cow, and WWH ordure.

JnCTT mfn. sub. (-an-WT-W) A cowhouse, mdj. Born in a cow-

house. *. nr a cow, and wm a hull,

nnftn n. (-$) * A kind of Sandal, described aa of the colour of

brass, and of great fragrance. * The head of a cow. x. IT

a cow, and the head.

nnft3* m. (-W:) A plant; also called Drondpushpi, I. ww ad-

ded to anrtw.

wngT m. (-T:) A tree
;
also Berbera. n. {-#) The hom of a cow.

x. nr, and xrr a horn.

r. 1st cl. (aTTW) To assemble, to collect, to heap together,

nm ran. (-T*T) 1 A cowpen, a fold for cattle, any place where

animals arc kept. * A station ofcowherds, f. (-nt)
1 An assem-

bly, a meeting. * Conversation, discourse, dialogue, dbpute.

Family connexions, but especially the dependant or junior

branches. 4 A dramatic composition in one act. a. aT a cow,

and T from ijjr to stay, with W affix
;
here meaning the place

of abiding, or 5tT to assemble, affix WW-

areaf^an f- (-TT) A mound or altar in a cowpen. a. a IT, and
'

wf<TT a mound.

WTTW mfn. (-T^TT-lf) Malignant, censorious, envious : especi-

ally applied to a person who stays at home, and slanders his

neighbours. B. ITt • cowpen, in the first case used for

abode in general, and fw to increase, affix w, who magnifies

himself in his own house, m. (-W:) A horse in a cowpen.

e, aTT> and WW a horse, the form is irregular,

areroft f. (*Ht) A particular holiday: see aiwrftft.

ariftaf* m. (-fif)
1 The chiefperson in an assembly, a president

The master of a family, a. ar^t, and wfff master.

§TWjt n. (-a)
1 A spot frequented by kine. * A measure, as much

as a cow’s footstep will hold. * The mark or impression of a

cow’s foot,
4 A cow’s foot or hoof. k. ar a cow, and for

xnx * foot.

ire m. (re:)
1 Gum myrrh. * The last watch of the night, early

morning or day-break, x. ifT water, dew, and iT to destroy,

to absorb, affix .
ire^r m. f-w) A herdsman, a cowherd, x. Jit a cow, and Wtf

prefixed to WR to count, affix w.

iror* n. (-W) The inner part of a house, an inner or sleeping
|

room, a bedchamber.

ireT m. (-TO Dawn, day-break, x. it a cow, and WT meet-

ing, junction ;
the herd assembling at that time,

arrow m. (-w) 'Hie Gayal, ( Bosgavaeus.) t. ir a cow, and

WTW like, from WT* with w aff.

ire^TT in. (•*:) One who gives a cow. e. it a cow, to give,

with yR prefixed, lit augment, affix arr.

imra mfn. (-W.-TT-T) Produced from or by a cow. i. ar and

atrf born.

irei m. (-1:) Dawn, day-break, a. ir a cow, and wi going forth,

the cattle then going forth to pasture.

im m. (-U) The sacrifice of a cow, one of the grand sacrifice*

of the Hindu* in former times, and not permitted in the pre-

sent or Kail age : see area. x. ir a cow, and Wl sacrifice,

irevw m. (-W:> Myrrh : see ire and ig.

nrefW m. (-Wt)
1 The udder of a cow. * A garland consisting of

four or of thirty-four strings, 4 A cluster of blossoms, a

nosegay, Ac. f. (-WT or Tt) A grape, x. ir a cow, and an a

breast, full or clustering like the udder of a cow.

ansrre n. (-w) A cowpen, a station for cattle, x. ir a cow, and

tare a place
;

also with WW added anjmar.

amriW n. (-W) Sec the preceding.

*TWrf»ra ni. (-^\) • The master or possessor of herds. A holy

man, a religious personage and teacher ; in common language,

a Gntain x. ir kine, or au organ of sense, and arrfinr a lord

or master.

*iTWr f. (-*fr) Killing a cow. x. ir, and mr murder.

»rTW n. (-#) Cowdung. x. ir and T1 ordure.

f. (-Tt) HUtea or Bel, (.®gle nmrmelos.)

tifflT mfn. (-Tfi-tfl’i)
1 Proper or fit for cattle. * Cherishing

or protecting kine. m. (-SP)
1 A creeping plant; also am.

1 The Bel tree. x. «T a cow, and far suitable, Ac.

iffar n. (-^) The heel. x. ijar to cover, xrw aff.

inp mfn. (-ar-!T TI)
1 To be covered or concealed. 4 To be kept

secret, x. to cover, are aif.

JTifaa m. (-TO A goldsmith, x. aw* the small weight especi-

ally used by goldsmiths, and aw afT.

arnr m. (-TO The district of Gaur the central part of Bengal,

extending from Bang to Bhuuaneewar in Orutna : the ruins

of its capital, called by the same name, are still extensive,

m. plu. (-TT:) The inhabitants of Gamr. f.(-Tt)
1 Rum or spirit

distilled from Gar or molasses. * One of the RaginU. 4 A style

of poetry, the bold and spirited style, x. air to surround, or

aa raw sugar. and W* affix, fem. affix wtl.

arflW mfn. (-T-arl-T) Of or relating to Gur or molasses, n. (-10

Rum. x. aa as above, affix of relation a*T.
i, ^

> t j

are mfn. (-w:-wt-#)
1 Having qualities or attributes. 1 Relating

to multiplication or enumeration. * Secondary, subordinate.

4 Secondary as applied to the month, reckoned from full*

moon to full moon. x. aw, and ajar aft

$TfwW mfn. (-W- wft-T) Having qualities, relating to or connected

with them. x. aw, and TW alt.
*

area m- (-*:) * The name of a saint or sage and founder of the

Nydya philosophy. * A legislator of the same name. * A

name of Sakya Muni, the original Buddka or founder of the

Baud dka sect.
4 A name of the first pupil of the last Jimi.

* Name of a tribe or family of Brahman* descended from

Gotam a.
1 A poison, one of the fixed kinds, or mineral,

vegetable, Ac. f. (-ift)
1 A name of Duao*. * A female

Hdkthua or goblin. 4 A yellow dye: see ar^tT*T. 4 The

Godavari river, x. anre a sage, and W1 patronomic affix, Ac.

aTTTT m. (-T:) An iguana, x. Wrer an alligator, and IKt affix

of descent; considered as the offspring of the alligator, on

account of its smaller sue, and similar lhapc
;

also arvT

and anft.
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m. (-*:) An iguana, a. ipIT, and ** affix : we the last,

«TVC tn. (-TO An iguana. *. *TWT, and pa affix : see SniTX.

armf^r mfn. (•v:-4)*Vj Of or belonging to a cow’s tail, bought

for a cow's tail, &c. 8. if, and xr^ a tail, affix srwt

Sr* mfn. (-T:-TT-ft-xf)
1 White. * Yellow. • Pale red : (or it

may be used as a noun substantive mas. to imply either of

these colours.) 4 Clean, cleansed, pure. m. (-<:)
1 White

mustard. * The moon. * A tree, (Grialea tomentosa
:)

sec w*.
4 A name of Cuaitanva. n. (-^) * The filament of a lotus.

* Gold. * Saffron, f. (-XT or ft) 'A name of the goddess

PahvatI. (-ft)
4 A young girl, eight years old. * Any young

girl prior to menstruation, a maid, a virgin. 4 The name of h

river.
1 The wife of the deity Vajhjna. • The earth. 1 Tur-

meric. 4 A yellow die called 6VrrfcA«fiA. • A plant : see

14 A plant bearing a fragrant seed : see fawT.
11 One of the

female energies or Kaktu of the Baudd'ka*. 14 A white kind

of Durva or bent grass, 4 * Arabian jasmin. 14 Sacred basil or

Tultui. ’ 'One of the Ragimit. r. jit to sound, and Un'idi

affix, the deriv. is irregular; also arft to endeavour, war affix,

and derivative irr.
; upon whom or what the mind exerts itself

;

again, WTT white, pure, fitc. affix #pf , that which is white or

brilliant, &c. which applies to the virgin, fitc.

m. (•'g ) A name of the saint Chajtanya.

n. {-ft
1 Reputation, respectability, venerableness or

weight. • Physical weight, heaviness, g. heavy, respect-

able, &c. and affix, implying condition of being.

*Kf«H mfn. (-Ws-HMt) Venerable, respectable, k- JTTTW, and

xwmtJH
Wtfffnf mfn. (-7T:-7TT-‘7T) Praised, famed, celebrated, a. jttte

fame, and declared.

*TCVT* m. (-*:) A species of bassia
; also vw*. 8. ijK pale

white, and VTO> a potherb.

•TCWV m. (-T:)
1 White mustard. * The white mustard seed

considered as a measure of weight, 8. Snc white, and *r*T

mustard; also WfT.

hrrw m. (-T :
) a name of Chajtanya. k. wnc pole, and VT

body.

*rmi* m. (-jf:) A kind of poison, e. *tt white, and
j

ginger.
» ... __

m. ( -*B :

)
A bl»ck monkey wilh a white (ace. t. *rr, and

Wim face.

f- (-fin) A virgin, a young girl, one eight yean old, or in

whom menstruation has not commenced, h. Jtrft aa above,

and aiT.

(«:)’ White mustard. « Iron or steel filings or dust.

* »rr pale white, and TW aff.

elflvi m. ( m.) Kaartaiya or Ganua. n. (.if) Tale, t
and it born.

*rftUT m. (-10 The horizontal plate of the L'mga, typical of
the female organ, a. »ift, and gf a layer.

tCIvQ-. m. (-fit:) A name of Sita. a. Inft, and ifw has-

band.

Jnftyw m. (-TC:) A name of the deity Kaanafira. Z_ gyft the

goddess, and yfi a son, the son of Uauaf.

Stftwfaw n. ( ft Yellow orpiment. e. Snft the goddess, or

a young girl, and loved, liked; this being used as a

dye to stain the clothes of women, &c.

*TTwfwar ro. (-*:) A violator of the bed of a Gun

u

e. TT,

WW a bed, and i?t aff.

nrvrwfw* m. (-*:) One who distinguishes the good marks of a

cow. a mirl;, if sff.

*IW n. (-gg) Spirituous liquor.

aratfirw m. (-*:) One possessing a hundred cows. a. wt, WIT a

hundred, and y*r aff.

Jrrftw n. (-ft The site of an old and abandoned cowpen. E.arrv

a cowpcn, and war uffi

m. (-W-) One who has a thousand cows. b. 5t, WTW
a thousand, 3

m

aff.

t?T r. 1st cl. (X) ft* (ipiTJ
1 To be crooked. 4 To be crooked

metaphorically, to be wicked. 4 To curve, to bend or make

crooked. * To siring together, to arrange, r. 10th cL (TOlfit)

To bind or tie.

yfaiT mfn. (-ir:-HT-ft
1 Strung, tied together or in order. •Col-

lected. 4 Arranged, classed.
4 Overcome. 4 Hurt, injured,

a. ft* to bind, affix IB.

V* r. 1st, 9th and 1 0th els. TTTrf* To atring, to

tie together, to connect or arrange in a regular series. With

prefixed. To untie, to loosen.

V* m. (-s*:j * Stringing or tying together, (literally or meta-

phorically.) 4 Wealth, property. 4 A book or composition

in prose or verse.
4 A metre or measure of thirty-two sylla-

bles. a. to dispose or arrange, affix

in. (-4r) An author, t. tj*. and W* maker,

m. (-T!) An author, e. and fK who makes,

f. (-ft) An office, a study, a library, a. ** a book, and

a house or room.

of. (-ft-'wrr) Arranging, stringing, tying or connecting toge-

ther either as a chaplet or a book. a. V* to arrange, affix y*.

m. (-*:) A voluminous work. e. ***, and f*T*T

extent.

ft* m. (-fa*:) * The joint or knot of a reed or cane, Ac. 4 A tie,

the knot of a cord, &c.
4 A joint or articulation of the body.

4 A plant, commonly Qdufhidia : see uPwW- * Crookedness,

distortion.
4 A complaint, knotting of the vessels as in

varicocele, &c. c. ipw to connect, See. Unidi affix

ft** m. ( -**.)
1 An astrologer, a fortune teller. * The youngest

of the Band*s. 4 A thorny plant : see *ftT- **• (-^) * ^
root of long pepper. 4 A kind of resin, Bdellium. 4 A per-

fume: see ufswrvf- 8. ant added to the preceding, or tjm a

book, &c. and SHE aff.

tlNw mfn. (-Wt-irc-TT) Strung, tied. a. tr* to tic, affix *.

f. (-^f ) A species of Durvd grasa. a. uf*, an«l

Panicum dactylon.

ofJtjtf mfn. (.wrt-f*ft-frr) ‘ Bookish, read, learned.
4
Relating

or belonging to a book, &c. a. U*. and THJ

tjfwnri m. (-tj:) A plant, and according to some authorities a

perfume, commonly called GwU hiala. a. U* a knot, and

TT a leaf.
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wfTOWT n. (.*j) ' Tying ft knot. * A ligament. * Tying toge-

ther the garments of the bride and bridegroom it the mar-

riage ceremony, e. wfw, and binding.

wfwiW7T in. (*wn^) A plant, (Helintropium indicum ;)
also

HfiBTOrr. h. wfwt knot, and Wiyw poss. aff.

wfwfwar n. ( gi) Garlic, e. wfiw. a knot, and wwr root.

mfn. i-wj-WT-W) Knotted, knotty, Ac. m. (-WT:)
1 A plant,

commonly Bn'inthi (Flacourtia sapida, Kox.) * Karir, a thorny

plant, (Cappuna :) sec n. ( if)
1 Green or undried gin-

ger. * Root of long pepper, b. wfw a knot, and WTO aff.

wfiwwfiw m. (-^f |
A plant : see wf-TOw. r. wfw a knot, TO

to cover, and fwfw aIf.

wf-TOT m. (-T:) A counsellor, a minister, e. wfro a knot, and

TO who remove*
j
who unties the knots of business.

'Raft* n. (-W) The root of long pepper : see wfarwr.

TO r. 1st cl. (WT) TO (TOW) ' To eat- To swallow, to devour.

r. 1 j-t and 1 Olh els. (TOfff WTTOfw) To take, to seize.

TOW n. (-w)
1 Swallowing, eating. * Taking, seizing, e.W to

take, few aff.
%» -

WTOTW mfn. (-w:*WT-W) 1 Swallowing, devouring. 4 Receiving or

listening to any thing eagerly, r. TO to eat, fsyaff.

wfw«w mfn. (-aB:-«W:-*n) Eating, taking food. w. TO to eat,

TOI mfn. (-WP-WTT-wi) ' Inarticulately pronounced, slurred, uttered

with the omission of a letter or syllable. a Eaten. * Taken,

seized.
4 Affected by. * Commenced as an eclipse, eclipsed.

s. TO to eat, affix w.

WWITWI »fn. (-WP-lfT-WS.) Commenced and ended m an eclipse,

ir. t? WJ seized, HWI set.

TO r. 1st, and 10th els. (wwfw TOWfw) r. 9th cl. (W) TO OZWf*
1 To take, to seize, to receive or accept. With TO

prefixed. To favour, to shew kindness to. With WTW, To op-

pose. With TO-

, To deposit, to trust. With TO, To provide.

• To favour. With fif,
1 To take, to arrest. * To punish. * To 1

restrain. With wfc, To lay hold of, to seize. With wfir, ' To

assent to, to receive as a precept or truth. • To embrace, to

enfold, to comprehend or contain. 1 To subdue. 4 To accept.

With fw, To quarrel, to fight. With TO, To collect, to

assemble.

TO m. (-V)
1 Taking, whether by seizure or acceptance. * An

eclipse or seizure of the sun or moon, by Rahix, Ac. * A
planet.

4 The place of a planet in the fixed zodiac. 1 A move-

able point in the heavens. 4 A name of Raiiu, or the ascend-

ing node. 1 An imp, one of a particular class, beginning with

Pu tana, supposed especially to seize upon young children,

producing convulsions.
4 Effort in battle. 4 Tenacity, per-

severance.
14 Purpose, design. " Favor, patronage, e. to

to take, Ac. affix TOT.

WTOWtw m. (-H**) A name of Rahu, the personified ascending

node. i. TO a planet, and wrwrwr an enemy.

TOTO m. (-W:) The planets taken collectively, t. TO, and TO
a number.

TOW mfn. (-wt-WT-w) A prisoner, captive, confined, n. (-wij

* Taking, seizure. * Receiving, acceptance 4 Assent, agree-

ment. 4 Respect. • The band. • An eclipse. * Comprehen-

sion, the taking or receiving of instruction, or the acquire-

ment of any science. * Sound. • An organ of sense. 14 In

grammar, Exception, e. to to take, affix Wl.

TOWTWi n.(-wi) Close of study, acquirement of science, Ac.

k. irro taking, and TOt end.

TOWTfror n. (-W) Termination of holy study, m. TOW, and

wfsiwr final.

TOfw f. (-fW*.)
1 Diarrhaa, dysentery. ‘The vessels diffusing

vital warmth. ” The small intestines, that part of the alimen-

tary canal where the bile assists digestion, k. to to seize, wifw

L’nadi affix
;

also with added wt.
VT^Pr* f. (-**) Diarrhoea, dysentery a. the seme (as

above), and TOT sickness, disease.

TOWlW mfn. (-Wt-WT-W) To be taken, to be seized, accepted, &c.

k TO, and wrwtwv aff

WVftWT n. (-T) Cloves. e. TOWt diarrhoea, and TO what

removes.

TOwrww m. (-f:)
1 The sun. • The planet Saturn, i. to a

planet, and WTTO a chief.

TOWTlT m. (-W-) A plant, (Echites scholaris.) r. to taking, and

WTW injury, producing pain in the bowels, Ac. also

TOwfw m. (-fir) The moon. e to a planet, and wfw the

circumference of a wheel, from its shape.

TOWftl m. (-fw:) The sun. e. TO a planet, and wfir chiefi

TOWtWT f. (*WT) The influence of an unpropitious planet b. to»

and <?)IT pain.

TOTO m. (-w:) The sun, e. TO, and WW to cherish, affix w,

cherishing the planets with his light.

TOTOtT f. ( WIT) Worship of the sun and the other planets, e. TO.

and worship.

TOWTW m. (-ip) Worship of or offering to the planets, b. to,

and WTO sacrifice
;

also TOWW-

TOWTW mfn, (-WTt-WP-WT) Taking, receiving, e. TO to lake,

affix, WTW inserted
;
also IZWWiw.

TOvtwt m. ( Hi) 1 The sun. * The moon. 4 The planet Jupiter

or its regent, k. to a planet, and nwr a king, a chief.

TOfTO m. (.g:) An astrologer, k.to, and fTO a Brahman .

TOTWiT m. (-wO The constellation D’hruva or the polar star.

b. to planet, and WITWIW asylum ; the star remaining fixed

amidst the planetary movements.

TOTWtw mfn. (-W:-WT-W) Subject to planetary influence, a. TO,

and HWtW dependant.

TOTWW m. (-Wi) Epilepsy, convulsions, demonise possession

which the complaint is supposed to be. e. to an imp, and

WTTO sickness.

TOlfww m. (-W!t) A plant, (Echites scholaris:) see TOWnc. e. TO
taking, and WV here meaning to hurt, affix xfW-

TOtWH mfn. <-wp wrr-wt) ’To be taken or accepted. * To be

learned or acquired, k TO to take, ww affix, and ^ inserted.

TOtw mfn. (-Wf-Wt-W) Taking, disposed to take- E.W^o take,

TOW affix, and inserted.

WTO m. (-IT*.) * A village, a hamlet, an Inhabited and unfortified

place in the midst of fields and meadow land, where men of
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the servile class mostly reside, and where agriculture thrives.

* A scale in music. ' (In composition.) A multitude e. xv

to go, affix ** and deriv. irr. or ** to eat, Un'adi affix **
and *1* substituted for the radical final.

m. (.*;) A tame or domestic cock. K. *r*> and

a cock.

*T*£«e m. (-¥:) A man of the fourth tribe, a Sudra. e. *t* a

village, and a number, the crowd or population of the

village.

*T** mfn. Who or what goes to a village, e. *t*,

and ** to go, * aff.

mfn. (-vt-fb^l-f*) Going in or to a village, m. win,

and af*w who goes.

mfn. (-*f Being or remaining outside the village.

B. *T*, ami 2Z*J to be taken out.

*TW*TW in. (-if:) Plundering a village, k. *t*. and wr* attacking.

*T*ffw* mfn. (-*t-f**1-f*) Who or what goet to a village.

a. UT* in the 2d case, irf** what goes.

*T** mfn. (-UP-WT-W) Village, rustic, village-born or produced.

b. *r*, and m born ;
also *1*911*, Ac.

VTTT^t mfn. * Best, excellent. Chief, pre-eminent,

superintendent. • One who only thinks of enjoyment m.

A barber, f. (-<\:) * A whore, a harlot. • A female

peasant or villager. ‘The indigo plant E.*r* a village,*!

to get or obtain, affix fi**.

^nrflyr m. (-*:) The son of a whore, a bastard, e. *i**1
,

and ** a son
}
also read *T*fknj*.

VT*7T* m. (-*:) The village carpenter, n.xnu a Tillage, and **
carpenter.

Vi*n* >»cf. From the village, a. *T*. and Tff* aff.

*T**I f. (-ITT) A multitude of villages, b, *t*, and 7T* affix of

multitude
; also *T*ii with m affi

Vi«*** m - (-*:) The bead of ten villages, e. tjt*, ** ten, and

T1 chief
;
also *T***Tf**flT, &c.

V!*** ra. (-Tt) The village messenger or servant a. m*, and

snr supported.

f- ('VT) 1 A kind of fish, (Silurus singio, Ham.)
• A riot * fray, a village war, (m**f.) a. tnw, and a

fish, Ac.

ra. (-9P) A market town, a fair, a market, e. *t* a

village, and it* chief.

tmrVJi m, (-31:) A dog. b. *t*, and ** a deer, the village

deer.

ra. (-*:) The village priest one who conducts the

ceremonies for any or all classes, and is consequently consi-

dered as a degraded Brahman ; it also applies to the attendant

of an idol. e. *t* a village, ana to sacrifice, in the causal

form, affix **; also with fwf* affix *TW*Tf**.

*i«w«** n. (-if) Plundering or pillaging a village, s. *T*, and
w*nr robbing.

lmm* ra. (-*:)
1 A villager. 1 Living in a village, e. *tit. and

an* abode
j also *t3*»* .

HitHifa* m. (-Vt) A villager. e. tfm, end Wlfa* who inhibit,

;

»l«o vrirwtfaw.

4 H

vrefcir* m. (-*:) Variety of the scales in music, fi. am, and

fat* difference.

UT*** n. (-7f) A hundred villages, a province, c. VT*, and ** a

hundred.

*!**** ra. (-*:) The governor of a province, b. UT*, 7HT and

chief
;

also ur*ir*Tf*uf*, *T*inn*r*, Ac.

tTTflxnpr m. (-IT :) The common sewer or drain of a village,

e. m*. and UfH-

u narrow place.

UT**|r m. (’Y0 A village corporation, a municipality, e. *r*,

and *Y an assembly.

UTingf mfn. (-*l:-*rT-*r) Being or residing in a village, belong-

ing to it, Ac. m. (-*7:) A village, e. UT*, and *1 what

stays.

UT**T** m. (•*:) A sister's husband, b. Ut* a village, and *T*

who delights, from ** to laugh, Ac. and wj* aff,

UTUT*t* n. (-*) Hunting, e. *1* a village, and *1*1 * what

supports.

UT*rfinrw m. (*7r:) The head man or chief of a village, k. Vi*,

and *f*ir* act over.

UT*rf**fw m. (-fir-) Chief or head of a village, a. *1*. and

*f**f* chief.

UT*tht* m. (.*:) Superintendent or chief of a village, e. ut*,

and *w* superior.

m*T*f n. (-*!) Space near a village, e. UT*, and *r* a boundary.

UT*T«tfl* m- (-*f) Space near a village, e. *«*, and end,

* aff.

ml** mfn. >* Village, rude, rustic. * Chromatic, m. (*:)

1 The headman of a village. a A village, e. *T*, and 3< aff.

*rf** mfn. (-*t-f**Vf*) Village, villager, m. (-*1) The head-

man of a village. £ (-f**t) The indigo plant, e. UT* a village,

Tffc and *t* affixes
;

also m*\*T,

m*Tw mfn (-*:-*r-*)
1 A villager, a rustic. * Produced in or

peculiar to a village. • Vulgar, rude. * Chromatic, m. (-*i) * A
dog. * A crow. f. (»*T) The indigo plaut. c. m*, and *T* aff.

*T*t* mfn. (-*:-*T *) Belonging to a village, produced in or

derived from it. ra. (-*:) A villager, b. *r*, and * affix
j
also

with *w added *1*1**.

*T** mfn. A villager, rustic, village-born, Ac. «. *1*,

and ** affix
;

also with ** added *1***.

*I**r* ra. (•**•)
1 A villager. • A village abode, e. VT* seventh

case, and *t* abode.

m**Tf** m. (-^t) A village, b. *t* seventh case, ml**, who

dwells.

*T^* m. (•*:) The headman of a village, b. *t*, and ** a

master.

*t**T m. (-^:) The headman or ruler over a village. . m*,

and fwt a master.

xnm mfn. ' Village-born, produced in or relating to

a village- * Vulgar, rude, rustic. * Relating to'a musical scale,

tn. (-HT) A hog, a tame or a village hog. n. (-SJ)
1 Rustic or

homely speech. *Thc Prakrit and the other dialects of India,

except the Sanscrit, b. *!*, and ** aff.

*T7**^t f, (-*1) A pumpkin gourd, e. *tt* village, and **»

gourd.
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VTJZ|«"4 m- (•*!:) A common species of Aram. *. HTUf# and

VH root.

n. (-si) A yellow dye, safflower, (Carthamus tinctorius.)

k. Bfjg, and fTST saffron, village saffron.

HTapTHf ra. (-i) Copulation. B. and V^r virtue, village

virtue.

HT*pnfff*T f. (-*7) A kind of fish, (Silurus singio. Ham.)

VTW^fV^n.

TJTHJHfa n. (-tl) Meat of tame animals, e. HTJtl rural, and HTH

fiesh.

ymPTH ra, (•*•-) A dog. s. VTHJ. and VJX a deer, the village

deer; also tjiHHfl.

VTJtKffa f. (-fa:) A name of several of the signs of the zodiac,

x. htw, and TTfa a sign.

HTWiyHT m. (•*?) A village hog, a tame hog, a pig. r. mm,
and tL a hog.

vrmi^ m. (-V) An ass. k. w, and a horse, the village

horse.

HTTW rafn. (-HT-XT-H) Hard, solid, m. (-HT)
1 A stone or rock.

* A mountain. • A cloud, b. ttx to seize, xfav aff.

WTO m. (-H:) A mouthful or a quantity equivalent to a mouth-

ful, a lump of rice, &c. of the size of a peacock's egg. e. mt
to eat, affix H*T.

n. (-H) Bare subsistence, food and clothing, b. hth,

and covering.

HTT m. (*T*) ' Taking, cither by seizure or acceptance. 1 A
shark; according to some, the Gangetic alligator, (Lacerta

Gangetica ;) according to others, the water elephant, (the hip-

popotamus ?)
" Any large fish or marine animal, b. trv to

take, affix WH or

invfHT mfn. (-iTt-aft-#) One who takes or seizes, one who

accepts or receives, m. (-ET:)
1 A hawk, a falcon.

1 A police

officer, a constable, a bailiff! e. to take, sm* aff!

HTTTH mfn. Containing or abounding with alli-

gutors. B. HTH, and H?pT affi

mfrsr mfn. (-XTt-fa'Mfa)
1 Taking, seizing, accepting, who or

what takes. * Astringent, binding, constipating, m. (-^t)
1 A sedative, a narcotic. * The elephant or wood apple ; see

fa*- f. (-^t) A small kind of Jotedea, perhaps a species of

Hcdysarum. e. xr% to lake, fafa aff.

tnH mfn. (-V-^JT-lO ' To be seized, to be taken, to be accepted.

To be accepted as a rule or law, to be acknowledged or

assented to. • To be attended to or obeyed. * To be admit-

ted in evidence, &c. * To be apprehended or arrested, b. Hvr

to take, VJPT aff.

fifaT f- (-HT)
1 The neck. * The back part of the neck, the nape,

the tendon of the Trapezium muscle, e. a to swallow, hh
Un’adi affix, inserted.

tftfaw mfn. ( H^ fawt fa) Long-necked, handsome-necked, m.

(-Ht) A camel. E. yfaT a neck, and Tfa poss. aff.

fitm mfn. ( mi ’•UT-’H) Hot, warm. m. (-*:)
1 The hot season,

comprehending two months, about June-July. * Heat, warnuli.

f. (-mt ) Jasmin, t. TO to take, &c. Un Adi affix, and the

dcriv, trr.

mfn. f-HT-WT-nf) 1 Produced by heat * Produced in the

hot season, f. (-vrr) A kind of fruit, (Annona reticulata.) e. fifar

the hot season, and hi produced.

mfn. (-vn-Hl-w) Produced by heat or in the hot season,

f. (-IT) Double jasmin : see HTFXfV e_ Ttxi the hot season,

and HE being, flourishing.

filniTl-E* 1* m - (-*:) A kind of potherb. (Chironia ccntauroides;

it is also applied to Ph&rnaceum mollugo.) b. the hot

season, and handsome, affix BTH-

hIhxIH n. ('%) The flocculent seeds, down, 8tc. blown about in

the air. b. Him the hot season, and TTH a smile, considered,

from their while colour, as the smiles of the season.

fitEiripr mfn. (-H-TT-E) Produced by heat or in the hot season.

f. ( ht) Double jasmin, e. HtTf, and produced.

V* (T* *) TT VH r. 1st cl. (Hrnfff) To steal or rob.

xfa mfn. (-H'-^-H) Belonging to the neck, &c. n. (-H)
1 A

necklace, a close necklace or collar. * A chain worn round

the neck of an elephant, &c. e.^Tet the necklace, and aff.

TOH mfn. (-V^-tj) Belonging to the neck. n. (-sf)
1 A collar, a

necklace. 1 A chain on the nock of an elephant or horse.

e. HTet, and HE affix ; also UTW.
TOTO n. (-H) A collar, an ornament for the neck. b. WfaT,

and HfiH affix ; see li and TOT.

TO mfn. (-Tf;-t|it-*j) Belonging or relating to, or produced by

heat or the hot season, f, Double jasmin, x. nfaf the

hot season, &c. affix ^w.

gfaH mfn. (-vr-TIT-Tf)

1 Distressed, pained. • Exhausted, over-

powered. a. H to be weary, causal form, H affi

TO (*) TO f. 1st cl. (UHH) To eat : sec TO.

TO mfo, (-nr HTr-Hi) Eaten, b. TO to eat, affix if.

TO (^) If* r. 1st and I Oth d. (ITffa wfa) To take, to receive

or accept : see TO-

TO m. (-V) Gaming, playing with dice. e. ijt to take, &c.

affix or it is derived irregularly from to, with aff.

*JTH mfn. (-H:-HT-af) Wearied, languid, feeble, exhausted by

fatigue, disease, &c. k. 3 to be feeble, and n aff.

5Trfa f- (-fa:) Langour, lassitude, fatigue of body or depression

of mind. b. jfT or ® to be weary, Un'Adi affix fa.

IPHTf mfn. Being exhausted, languid, faint, &c.

£. J to be weary, ipf aff

W* mf**- (-W Exhausted by disease or fatigue, wearied,

languid. E. 5 to be weak, affix

(Tt *3) XT r. Ut cl.
1 To <tol, to rob. * To

go : see H

(T*: *) TK r. 1st cl. (IT^fa) To go, to move,

jfa (*) ir? f. 1st cl. (ihrit)
1 To be poor or dependant. • To

shake, to tremble. * To move.

tfa mfn. (-vr.-HT-H) To be made weary or exhausted, exhaustible,

fatigunble. k. UT or ig to be weary, affix HH

tfa (V) tj 1st cl. (PVH) To serve, to worship, to gratify by

service or devotedne*'.

qu (HI)^ r. 1st cl. (WHH) To inquire, to search, to investigate.

§ r. 1 st cl. (lfl*fa)
1 To be languid or weary, to be exhaust-

ed, faded, &c. * To yawn : this root is sometimes consider-
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*d to be CTT, making jgi*fn •» above, and in the causal form

Frofir orennifw.

V** mfn. (-m-*!-*) Wearied, exhausted, a. # to be weary,

TO aff.

FT m. C-errs)
1 The moon. * Camphor, x. to be weary, Unkdi

aSix ¥T.

*
W The fourth consonant of the Sanskrit alphabet, being the

aspirate qf the preceding letter, and corresponding to O' A.

* m. (*•)
1 A bell. * A rattling or gurgling sound, f. (WT) ' A

tinkling ornament worn by women round the waist. 'Strik-

ing, killing. * Wetting, sprinkling, a. TO to kill, affix ¥, and

V substituted for the radical letter, or the same affix, with

Y to sprinkle, &c.

TO r. 1st cl. (TOfw) To laugh, to laugh at or deride j also TO

and TO.

TO r. J at cl. fwifw) To laugh or to laugh at : see the preceding.

W* r. 1st cL (w*#) To act, to strive or endeavour, r. 10th cL

(WTTOf*) 1 To unite or to put together. * To injure or kill.

* To shine. (T) wf», r. 10th cl. (TOlf»l) To shine.

TO m. (-*’•)
1 A large earthen water jar.

1 The sign sfyuariu*.

* A measure : see nj.
4 An elephant's frontal sinus. 4 Suspend-

ing the breath as a religious exercise. * A man who makes

effort or exertion, f. (-*?)
1 A troop of elephants assembled

for martial purposes. 1 Effort, endeavour. * An assembly,

* A number, a collection, an assemblage, f. (-^) 1 The G?har'l

or Indian clock, a plate of iron or mixed metal on which the

hours are struck, * A small water jar, a ewer. x. TO to endea-

vour, &c. affixes **or and fem. affix XT* or *t*.

TO* m.(-Y0 1 A tree tha,t produces fruit without apparent

flowers. " A match-maker, an agent who ascertains or invents

genealogies, and negotiates matrimonial alliances. ' A genea-

logist. x. Y7 to endeavour, and aff.

WTO* mfn. (-W’-WT-w) Who or what takes a water pot x. TO,

and TO to take, TO aff.

TO^T*jf f. (-*t) A bawd or procuress, x. to effort, and a

atave or servant

TO* nf. (-w-WT)
1 Effort, exertion. • Assembling, bringing

together. ' Joining, mixing. 4 Occurring, c. wz to strive, Ac.

affix to.

VTZ%Tfar m. (-f#:) The saint Acastya. to a water Jar, and WifW

place of birth ; the saint being bom from a water jar : see

TOTT*r m. (-WT) A large water jar of baked clay. e. to a jar,

and TT* king, chief.

TOQTTTO n. (-*) Placing a water pot as a type of Dcbga, an

essential part of various Tdntrika ceremonies, c. TO, and

^JTTO placing.

W*T*T* m. (-*:) A covering for a carriage or any article of fur-

niture. x. TO, and pride.

Wt** n. {-*) The posteriors. f.(-*r)
1 The ancle; also wfron.

* A Mukurtu or thirtieth part of a day aud night 4 A Dan da

or period of twenty-four minutes, m. (-*:) A waterman,
x. a clock, Ac. affixes *y and *T* for the feminine

}

otherwise to a Jar, and aff.

*f*TT mfn. (-wi-WV-lf) 1 Devised, attempted. Made of. • In
contact with, contiguous, joined, x. to to make effort.

If aff.

( ?P-WT-W) Who blows or sounds in ajar. m. (-*:)

A potter, x. w#t, and *TT to blow, tot aff.

fHe «<* mfn. (-V-WT-w) Who drinks a GhAtx, (in measure.)
a. W*t, and # to drink, ** aff.

W^tWTT m. (-*t) A potter, e. to, *nc who makes, with f* aff.

mfn. (-W'-Tf-*) Who or what takes a small jar, Ac.
x. w*t, and TO who takes.

TOtTOr n. (-*?) The rope and bucket of a well, or any machine
for raising water, x. to effort, and to? machine.

m. (-*:) The son of BnfMA by the Rdkthasi, named
HiafiixA.

Wxr*r*T*T* m. (-*:) A name of Karn'a, natural brother to the

Pdn'dtt*. b. *«nTO a proper name, and tot* destroyer.

m. (•*:) The sage Agastya. e. we ajar, and jw bom,
produced.

TO r. 1st and 1 0th els. (TO# WTWfw) To move. With *ft prefixed.

To spread or diffuse. With fw, To rub gently, to scratch.

TO m. (-f:) A Ghat, a quay or landing place, steps on the side

of a river, Ac. leading to the water's edge. f. (-^) A small or

inferior landing place, private stairs. See. x. to to go, affix

TO, end with #1* affix, implying diminution.

TOTO f. (-WT)
1 Going, moving. * Practice, business, means of

living. • Rubbing or striking together, x- TO to go, affix TO,
fem. *T*.

TO^ftfTO m. (-#t) An attendant at a landing place, who takes

care of the clothes of the bathers, Ac. x. to, and who

subsists.

TOW TO r. 8th cl. (wwfw or WTO) To shine.

TO? m. (•*?’) A sort of sauce, vegetables made into a pulp with

water, turmeric, mustard seeds and capsicums, f.(-^i) 1 A bell
$

also a plate of iron or mixed metal struck as a bell. * A
plant : see TOWTWTroflt X- TO to strike, * affix, fem. *TW,

and deriv. irr.

TOOT* m. (-*:) A plant : see TOOTWT^fV R. TO added to the

preceding ; some copies read f*tV and WT 1**!*.

TO?r*W m. (-*:) One of Siva's attendants, who is supposed to

preside over cutaneous complaints, and is worshipped for

exemption from them in the month Chaitra. x. TOOT, and *V
an car ; having ears as broad as a bell.

TOWnn* m. (-*:) A bellman, one who strikes a bell or (Than.

«. to*T, and TTTT who beats.

TOOTTTtTO n. (-*) Striking a bell. x. TOOT, and wit* beating.

TOOTWT* m. (-Y0 The sound of a bell, Ac. x. TOft, and *r^

sound.

q«2!VW m. (-*:) The chief road through a village, a highway.

e. TOOT a bell, ami *f# a road, affix * ; the brtlroad. or that

by which elephants, Ac. decorated with tinkling oruameats,

proceed.

I
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WW l Ui nft I. (-rfl) A plant commonly called by the similar

name ('Katlapdrali, a species of the trumpet flower, (Bignonia

suaTe-olens.) a. nwir a bell, &e. and the trumpet

flower.

VVI4IV n. (-Rj) The sound of a dock. e. RRjt, and wtet playing,

n. (si) The croton nuL e. tort. and •fist seed.

HUH El f. (-TF) Crotolaria of various species, r. wur, and TT
sound ; the seed rattling within the hush.

WUIST>E; m. (-«() * BellmetaL 9 The sound of a bclL a. TUT,

and sound.

ruito m. (-¥*) The sound of a bell or clock, a. tut, and

TO sound.

wfusrT f. (-EB) The uvula or soft palate. b. TUT a bell, and RTw

affix of similitude.

¥U m. (-¥j:)
* A string of bells tied on an elephant's chest, Ac.

by way of ornament. ' Heat, light, Ac. W¥ to shine, Un'idi

affix ¥.
>*

TR^TO m. (*T0 A minor deity, the son of Mars. r. TUT, and

TTT lord.

¥U m. (-U:) A bee.

TO mfn. (-¥:-¥!•¥)
1 Material, solid. * Coarse, gross. 1 Compact.

9 Hard, firm. * Full, plump. * Impenetrable. * Viscid, thick,

inspissated. * Deep, (as sound.) • Very, much. “Auspicious,

fortunate. " Permanent, eternal, m. (¥:) 1 A doud. * An

iron club. • The body. .* A fragrant grass, (Cyperua rotun-

dus )
9 A number, an assemblage or quantity. 9 Bxtension,

diffusion.
1 Hardness. * Solidity, substance, matter. * The

cube of a number, (in arithmetic.) 19 A solid, (in geometry.)

11 Phlegm. 11 Talc. n. (-¥)
1 A cymbal, a bell, a Gong, Ac.

any brazen or composite metallic instrument, which is struck

as a clock, &e. * A mode of dancing, neither quick nor slow.

• Iron.
9 Skin, rind, bark, Ac. b. TO to strike or be struck,

affix TO, and¥ changed to ¥.

TOTOf m. (-v) HaiL e. TO a doud, and TO phlegm.

TOT IRI m. (U*) The rainy season, r. TO R cloud, ami RTTU lime.

TOfrTTOr m. (4|*) An alloy of gold and silver.

TTTOrT m. (-¥:) A gathering of dark clouds, i. TO thick, close,

TOTH cumulus.

TTTO m, (-sp) A collection of clouds, cumulus, e. TO, and TO
a heap.

TOTOJT^ m. (-ST:) A quantity of mire, a slough, r.. ¥¥ much, a

heap, and anETRS mud.

TORilST n. (-W) A gathering of clouds. R. TO, and WtTT

multitude.

Tipman f. f -an) Lightning, a flash of lightning, k. TO a cloud,

and UTSTT flame.

tor tu m. (*ut) A bird : see TWritt.

TOrEfaE n. (-r) ' The darkness of clouds. 9 <3reat darkness.

k. TO, and fwfwR dark.

TOW n. (-w)
1 Firmness, compactness. • Thickness, coarseness,

solidity. a. w added to to ;
also with TO, TTTT.

TOtfrw m. (.*:) The Ckataha, (Cuculus melanoleucos.) R. TO a

cloud, and jju to be equal, affix to ;
who soars to the douds

in the rainy season, which, according to the fable, is the only

time when he gets water to drink
;
some books have tr RtW

from tto tune, or sound
;
whose music is (from) the clouds.

TOVffw mfri. (-f¥:-fir-f¥j Roaring, who or what makes such a

sound, m. (-fir)
1 A deep and loud tone, a roar. • The mut-

tering of thunder douds. ‘k. to. and ufr sound.

wrorfir m. (-fit:) Smoke, e. TW a cloud, and TTfw the navel

or centre
;
smoke being supposed to be a principal ingredi-

ent in clouds.

TRsptRTT m. (4Cl) Thick falling frost or snow. R. TO, and iftWTT

hoar frost.

TOTR/ft f. (*^) The sky. r. to a cloud, and Trot station.

TOTHTTE m. (-R:) A firm breast, b. to, and TOITE the female

breast.

TOTOE m. (•¥:) A plant, (Hyperanthcra morunga:) see ttttto*

b. TO abundance, and TOR a shoot or sprout.

TOETRU m. (-u:) A peacock, r. to a doud, and RTTO a

sectary
;

this bird is supposed to delight in doudy and rainy

weather.

TOTO n. (-si) The contents of a solid, (in Geometry ) r.to, and

qfSI fruit.

TOTO n. (-sf) Cube root, (in Arithmetic.) B. TO, and wsr root.

TOTE m. (-¥:) The roaring of clouds, thunder, e- TO, and TO
sound.

TOTO mn. (•¥:-¥) Water, m. (-¥-)
1 Camphor. 9 Extract,

decoction, Ac. • A plant, (Aletris hyacinthoides.) 9 Thick

or inspissated juice, s. TO a cloud or a heap, and to juice,

essence.

TOTOR n. (-W) The sky. k. to. and T^W path.

TORfiwrc f- ( RTT) Lightning. r. TO a doud, and EfWTT a

creeper.

TOEsft f. (-^Pt) Lightning. R. TO, and Tift a creeper.

TO El r m. (-7T) One of the regions of hell. R. TO much, and

TTT wind; the region of storm.

TTRTR m. ( -Rj:) A pumpkin gourd, a. TO a long lime, and

TIT abiding.

TOR ITO m. (-it) ' A name of S'iva. * A name of Indra.

a. tr a cloud, and ETTR a vehicle
;
who rides in the clouds.

TOftfif f. (-fif:) A line of clouds, a. TO, and Tftfil a row.

TOTT*E m. (sr:) The nobe of clouds, thunder, a. TO. and TU
sound.

TOTTrR mfn. (-w:-WT d) Black, deep black, as that of heavy

clouds, ro. (-*:)
1 Rama. 9 Krishna. p. to, and WTT black.

TOTffw f. ( fit:) Profound secrecy, a. TO impenetrable, Tlfil

secret purpose.

TO sir m. (•¥:) Low thunder, the muttering of clouds. e. TO,

and TO sound.

WWTOE m. (-¥:) The rainy season, a. to a cloud, TOR time.

TOWTT m. (-TO
1 Camphor. 9 Mercury, or some peculiar form

of it.
9 Water. 9 A kind of tree. e. to firm, Ac. and Rrc

essence.

TOTRPC m. (-TO The rainy season, b. to a cloud, and RfTTO

a mine or place of producing.

TOTTO mfn. (-t.-tt-T)
1 Mischievous, cruel.

9 Even, uniform,

without spaces or interstices, m. (-w-j
1 A name of Lndba.
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A vicious elephant, or one in rut • A rainy cloud. * Mu-

tual collision, f. (-WT) A vegetable, (Solanum Indicum
r ) also

WTWWTWt. iWu above, reiterated and the final of the first

made long.

WWTWTW m. (-w :

) The season succeeding the rains, autumn, u. WW
a cloud, and WlWW disappearance, departure.

wwrw n. (- wr) Autumn, the end of the rains, x. WW a cloud, and

wwr end.

WWJWW m. (-W:) The date tree, (Elate aylvestris.) k.WW a cloud,

and WTWW sickness, pining in the rains.

WWJWW ra. (-W*.) A kind of potherb, (Chcnopodium album :) see

’V *” much, and WWW clear, clean.

a«tr« n. (-^) Rain. x. WW. and ww water.

WWTWvt mfn. ('W :*WI-W) Deep red. a. WW, and WWW red.

WWTWI mfn. (•V-WT-W) Overcast overspread with clouds, k. WW,

and WTWW obstructed.

WWlWWf mfn. (*W :*WT.W) Overcast overspread with clouds, a. WW,

and WTWW impeded.

WWTWW m. (-it;) /Ether, the atmosphere or heaven, x. WW a

cloud, and WTWW asylum.

WW^IPT mfn. (-W^WT-W) 1 Hardened, compacted, made solid or

firm. * Congealed, thickened, x. WW, and irw made, with fa

augment

WW rwfa m. ('fa*) A division of hell. e. WW viscid, and an

ocean.

WWWW m. (.f.) Hail. x. WW a cloud, and WWW a stone.

wwrwww mfn. (-W :’1T*W) Clouded, overcast x. War, and WWWW
obstructed.

WWTW in. (-W:) A gathering of clouds, x. WW, and WtW a heap.

ww r. 1st cl. (wwwfa) To go, to move.

WWW m. (-W:) A kind of fish, (Pimelodus gagora or P. tengara,

Ham.) *. w^ an imitative sound, and WW to endeavour, affix

WW; who makes such a sound.

w.V nufn. One of the tones or notes in music, m. (-w.)

* The pass of a mountain. * A door, a gate. • An owl. * The

name of a river, the Gogra or Ghogra. ' Sound. * Laughter,

mirth. ' A fire of straw or chaff, f. (-WT or -ft) A girdle of

small bells or tinkling ornaments worn by women, f. (-WT) A
kind of lute. b. WW here said to imply an inarticulate sound,

gnrgling, &c. and VI to give or take, affix w : also with WTW

added w$rw.

WWTTTW m. (-vp) A tinkling sound, the sound of small bells,

a. win, and WW sound.

wwfrwrr f. (-WTT)
1 An ornament of small bells worn by women,

horses, itc. * The bow or stick of a viol, &c. • A sort of

musical instrument. * Fried grain. 1 The name of a river,

t. wwft as above, and WW added fem. form.

WWWT m. (-WT)
1 A sort of insect.

V* r. 1st cl. (v4fl!) To go, to move.

wwi m. (-wb)
1 Heat. * ITie hot season. * Sunshine. * Sweat,

perspiration, x. W to sprinkle, and WW Un’kdi affix; what

sprinkles the limbs.

WwrwfiwT f. (-WTT) Eruptions from suppressed perspiration.

*. luui

4 i

m. (-fa:) The sun. k. WW, and wfa splendor,

WWJWWWn. (-Wt)
1 Sweat, perspiration. * Warm water, x. w4l, and

WWW water.

W«rfaj m. (-faf:)
1 The sun. * Heat, radiance, x. wwt and vfaj

a ray.

w«6fwwfwwr f. (*WT) Cutaneous eruptions or pimples from sup-

pressed perspiration, a. WW, and fawf^WT pustular eruption.

wwrw m. (-Wls) The rainy season, x. ww, and WW! end.

wAwtwrrwwt m. C-wft) A small white bird; a kind of crane.

X. wfcrw, and WTlWwft who wishes for,

WW^ mfn. Suffering from heat. x. WW, and WT^
pained by.

w^inw n. (.xj) 1 Perspiration, sweat. ' Warm water, x. w*fl, aud

WW water.

WWTWW n. (*w)
1 Perspiration. * Warm water, k. WWJ, and wg,W

water.
,

WW m. (-^!) Rubbing, friction. x. WW to rub, WW aff.

vfs n. (-1)
1 Grinding, pounding. * Rubbing, friction, f. (-wt)

Turmeric, «. to grind, affix W*.
wwwrwr m. (-W: ) A wooden roller or pestle for grinding, 8tc*

X. WWW rubbing, and WW what is fit for.

Wp$W mfn. (-w:-WT-W)
1 Rubbed. * Ground, x. YW to rub,

affix n-

WW (T* wfw r. 1st cl. (WWW) To render handsome or brilliant.

W« (WT W.) WiWWf r. 1st cl. (WWfa) To eat : this root is in many

tenses a substitute for w^, and is itself imperfect in others.

(T,) *•, 1st cl. (tfWW) To sprinkle or drop; this root is not

generally admitted.

wfa m. (-fa^j Food, victuals. *. WW to eat, XW aff.

WWPC mfn. (-W.-ft-f) Gluttouous, voracious. k. WW to eat,

WHCvjaff.

WW mfn. (-W:-WT-^I) Mischievous, hurtful. m.(-W:) A day. n.(-^)

Saffron, x. WW to eat, and KW aff.

WTW inf. ( W:-Wt) The nape or back of the neck. x. WW to unite,

affix WW. the radical is of the 10th class of roots, whence

the penultimate is long.

WifiFWT f. (-WTT) The nape of the neck. b. WW added to the pre-

ceding.

wrfww m. (-wr:>
1 A bard, who sings in chorus, but especially in

honour of the gods, and rings a bell in presence of their images.

* Datura fastuosa. k. wwi a bell, affix WW.

WTW n. (-7T)
1

Striking, wounding, killing. * A bruise, a blow.

* An arrow. 4 Product (of a sum in multiplication.) x. WW
to kill, wv^ affix, and the radical letters changed respectively

to w and w.

WTrf'f m. (-WH) A murderer, a maimer, &c. b. WW us above, with

WW aff.

wrww m. (-W:) A murderer, a killer, n. ( W)
1 Killing, slaughter.

* Striking.
1 Immolating victims. R. WW to kill, w^ affix, and

WTW substituted for the radical.

WTWWrf mfn. ( Ww-W^t-WW ) Striking, hurting, killing, x. WW
to kill, causal form, WW aff

WTWW rafn. (-sw-WT-^J To be killed, what may be or ought to be

killed, &c. x. WW to kill, WW affix, and Wf substituted.
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wnnjmr n. (-y) ' A slaughter house. • A place of execution.

X. WITT, and xanr»r place.

Wlf* m. (-fir.)
1 Catching or killing birds, fowling. * Killing in

general. • Striking, x. yy to kill or hurt, affix XH and the

radical changed : see wnr.

WTflT*l mfci. (-ift-fir^-fy) Murderous, felonious, who or w\iat

strikes or kills. x. trw to kill, fwrfw xff.

WlfayfTO m. (-«t) A hawk or falcon, e. WfflT fowling, and

xfyy a bird.

Wnjy mfn, (-y:-^ft-y)
1 Mischievous, hurtful. * Cruel, savage,

violent, ferocious, x. yy to kill, changed to yy, and yyyaffi

*T7q mfn. (-yi-.-yrr yj) Proper or fit to be killed, e. yy, and

W* aft

WIT m. (.*:) Sprinkling, wetting, k. X to sprinkle, and yy afT.

Iriffa m. (-y.) Pulse ground and fried with clarified butter.

k. YW gk*c
,
“id yy aft

T9 m. (-IP) Meadow or pasture grass, e. yy to eat, yy affix
j

what is eaten by animals.

Wlfw m. (-fa:) Fire or its deity, x. mj to devour, and XW
Un'idi aff.

fwwr. 1st cl. (X) fwfw (fyyy) To take, to seixe or accept,

v r. 1 st cl. (yyy) To sound,

i! ro. (-1 :) Sound, x. y to sound, aff. fin;-

*y r. I st cl. (WIT#) 1 To come back, to return. 9 To barter or

exchange, r. 6th cl. (yyfy)
1 To strike again or retaliate, to

resist or oppose. * To prevent. 9 To protect or preserve,

y? m. (-X!) The ancle, e. w«s to resist, and y affix: also ufy, &c.
\i *• v*

3 ftr f. (-f*-*l) The ancle, ft. yy to resist, affix ftr, and

may be added ; also with yy added ijfyyT,

yfzx mf. (- The ancle, Ac. see vx and ljfx
;

also yvx,

r. 1st and 6th els. (iliyf* ijwfw) To roll, to whirl, to turn

round, (X) r. I st cl. (wi) To take or accept.

»w m. (-y:) * An insect that is found in timber. * The pango-

lin or armadillo, e. bw to turn round, affix y.

m. (-^:)The ancle, a. yy to resist, affix y and yy inserted
;

also with yy added yy*y, or without the augment yy &c. as

above.

yfx*X n. (-y) Cowdung found in thickets.

TO m. (-y.) A large black bee. x. yy to roll, Un Adi affix y.

yx r. 6th cl. (yxfw) 1 To be fHghtfu) or terrible. * To sound.

(^) yft r, 4th cl. (yyjy )
* To be ignorant. • To inquire.

ViK m. (-^:) A kind of worm burrowing in the skin, guinea
i

worm, Dracunculus. f. (-<“!) The mole cricket. f. (-XT) Growl-
j

ing, as of dog or cat. k. «T imitative sound, and yx; to sound, :

with y aff.

V r. I st cl. (jVfr) To render beautiful or brilliant. ;

(xr) wf*nc r. 1st cl. (iiypn) To do any act except manifest I

sentiment by sound, r. 1 Oth cL (vuyOv) 1 To manifest sen- *

timent or thought by sound, to speak, to affirm, to declare or

proclaim. ’To make various sounds. * To praise. With yjy
prefixed, To weep incessantly.

yfyy mfn. (-y:-yT-W) Manifested by sound, proclaimed. *. uu

as above, affix y, X* augment
;

also Mf.

yX mfn. (-Y?-YMl) Sounded, proclaimed, x. yy to sound, w aff.

O ] vn

wrwr,. (-W) Food given away by proclamation- x. yy, and yn
food.

Mf m. (-y:) A car, a carnage.

V" n - (-w) Saffron, x. yfy to beautify, yyyy aff.

yy: m. (-y:) An owl. k. y an imitative sound, and y who
sounds, from y with X ff.

y«Tft; m. (*fx) A crow. x. yy an owl, and yft; an enemy.

^ (T) fCl r. 4th cl. {yym) * To kill, to hurt or injure. • To
become old, to decay.

V* r. 1st sod 6th els. (yvw.n^fa) To roll, to whirl, to turn round,
nw m.

(->}.

J

1 A kind of potherb, (Chironia centauroides
:) sen

* Turning round, whirling, rolling, &c. i. wi
to roll, affix WY

n. (-wj Revolving, whirling, turning round. ,. era to whirl,

SB* aff.

e *1 lUttiw rn. (-Y-WT-W) Whirling, revolving, rolling, tossing,

a. vi, and wrww aff.

Bj- f. (-fw:) Rolling, revolving, going round or over. a. gw,
and YW aff.

*~

wf^TT mfn. (-wt-wr-w) Rolling, turning, tossing, a, ww to turn
round, affix %

mfn. (-W:-WT-ir) Agitated, set in motion, made to go
round, a. uw to revolve, pass, voice, srrwwt affix

; alsowwnrw
middle voice.

12 r. 1st, 3d and I Oth cl*. (Rvfw fwafw and wtwfw) 1 To sprinkle.

to wet or moisten. To drop or distil. • To shine.

Tf (^J Yy Sth cl. (yWify ywy) To shine. (X) Yfy r. 1st ct
curib To take or accepL

YYf (-YT)
1 Reproach, blame, censure, kc. • Compassion, ten-

dcrueso, pity. a. T- to shine, vyw and *r\ affises, or Y to
sprinkle, with WY and am affs.

Y^n^TO m. (-Y:) A pumpkin gourd.

YfY m. (-fw:)
1 A ray of the sun or moon. * The sun. Water.

a Y- to shine, affix XV); or Y to sprinkle, Un'idi fir.
-

9 o mfn. ( W:-WT Vf
)

' Abused, hated. 1
Pitied, a. YYT pity,

TRYaff

YfatR mfn. (-wl fwwl-fw) 1 Censorious, abusive. • Compas-
sionate. a. Y—T. and Yfff aff.

Yff mfn. (-W.-m-lf) ‘ Sprinkled. Illumined, n. (-W)
1 Ci«,

clarified butter, or butter which has been boiled gently, and
allowed to cool : it is then used for culinary and religious pur-

poses, and is highly esteemed by the Hindui, * Water. £ (-rr)

The name of a tree : see YWWYT. a. y to sprinkle, Un'idi

affix y.

lin^xiCl f. (-fl) The aloe, (Aloes perfoliata.) a. YS ghee, to

which the extract is compared, and fwrft a virgin, which

the plant is supposed to resemble in delicacy and elegance

;

also Y"
YWfm m. (.Y:) A jar of ghee. a. Yn, and gat a Jar.

m. (fa:) The deity of fire. a. YK ghee, and gtfafa
light

;
offerings to fire, always comprehending clarified butter.

9 "Mis m. ( UO Ghee made into or supposed to resemble an

animal to be offered at a sacrifice or eaten at a meal, for which

it is substituted, a. Yff, and tru an animaL
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YYY* m
- (*Yt) A sweetmeat composed of flour, milk, coeoanut I YrVY m. (•*:) A large kind of snake. *. YT for tr a cow, and

and ghee, Stc. r. YY ghee, and what is full of. ire a nose, see ytyy j
according to others the word is ytyy.

YYYYTV m. (-IT:) A tree, (Galedupa arborea, &c. :)
see YTTYf*

e. YY ghee, and full, ana added.

TYYTY m. (-*:) Swallowing ghee . «. YY. and TTTY eating.

fYYTirY n. (-W) Tasting or swallowing ghee. a. YY, “d ytyy

eating.

YYYY mfn. (-YJ*YT-V) Sprinkled or smeared with ghee. a. YY
and YW bathed.

Yytot f. (-afT) a tree ; also aiY3i"#V a. YY, and wv scum

j

the scum of its infusion resembling gket.

YY%drTwY mfn. (-Y:-YT-lf) Mixed with ghee, steeped in it or

wet with it, &c. k. YY. anV desirous, WY made, f% augment.

YYYY m. (-Y0 A sweetmeat, or flour, &c. baked with ghee and

sugar, a. YY, and YT what excels.

YYfvvrfVY m. (-tft) A vender ofghee. a. vw, fair* to sell, xfY aff.

IffWR mfn. (4S7f) Who or what touches ghee. a. yif, Yrv to

touch, f«Y »ff-

YYTYF mfn. (-n:-WT*li) Smeared with ghee. i. YY, and YY
smeared.

YYr#t f. One of the Aptarae or courtezans of Stcerga.

a. YY ghee, VV to worship, fin and #tY affs.

f. (-YT) Large cardamoms, a. YYTVt, vv the

womb, and WY born from.

Y^TVJYl mfn. (-ift-IVMV) Smeared or anointed with ghee.

a. y?t, and wmn anointed.

YHIV m. (’W) Turpentine, a. fir ghee, and VUpT an appel-

lation, named from ghee.

YYxft f. (-*t) A cockroach, a. YY ghee, YT to go, YVT affix,

t; changed to w, fem. affix

Y1TTY m. (*Y :
)
The sea of ghee surrounding A'wsa Dwipa. k.yy,

and VY water.

Td rgT m. (-*0 A leather vessel holding ghee. a. YY,w
up, YV to go, affix

YV (V) ’ja r. 1st cl. (rif*) To grind or pound.

YY mfn. (-f-YT-Y)
1 Ground, rubbed, pounded. a Frayed,

grazed, rubbed off*, a. vv to rub, w aff.

YfY m. (-fY*) A hog; also zzfk. f. (•fv) * A plant, commonly

Karnhacrdnti, ( Lycd^odium imbricarum, Rox.) * Grinding,

pounding. * F.mulation, contest, a. YY to grind, affix fifv.

YfYVT f. (-VT) A plant: see YfvrWf.

trfv m. (-fv*-) A hog. e. VY to rub, Un'Adi affix flfY

ivfYtYT f.
(•YTT)

An esculent root, (Arum orinense.)

Yqp m. (-Y0 Intermediate space.

YTY m. (-Z:) A horse : sec the next.

m, (*W:) A horse. f. (-finrt) A mare. a. f¥ to strike

again, (to spurn the ground,) YY and YTY affixes, or without

the latter affix Yrz.

vtyt C (-VT)
1 The nose. • The nose or nostrils of a horse,

a. YYr to roll, to turn, and YY and ZTY aff.

YlfYVm. (-^t) A hog. a. YTYT nose or snout, and Yfv aff.

YTYar f. (-y*t)
1 The jujube, (Zizyphus jujuba.) * The beteLnut

tree : see YYTY- 1 A timber tree, (Schrebera swietenoides.)

E YY to resist, affix YY- YY inserted.

from vv to roll, and YYY *ff

YIY r. 1st cl. (YTYfw) To go as a horse.

#TT mfit (•’P-tJ-’O Frightful, horrible, terrific* m. (-tp) A
name of S‘iva. f. (-TT) Night, n. (-Y) Horror, horribleness.

• Poison, k. YT to be frightful, affix VY; or yc substituted

for YY to injure or kill, and YTY Un'Adi aff.

YITY^Y mfn. (*Y:‘YT-Y) Terrific, of horrid or frightful appear-

ance. m. (*y:
) An owl, x. vrr as above, and YYY sight.

YTr^Yj n. (-v:) BeUraetal. a. ytt, and vv a flower.

YTTTTVY m. (-Y0 A jackal!, a. YTY frightful, and rTYY cry or

sound, from YTY to sound, affix Yr.

YI<AlfVYm - (vt) A jack all. a. see the last, fwfY aff.

YfTYY rafo. (•Yi-Yl-'tf) Frightful, hideous, n. (-Y) A hideous

appearance, r. YTT, and YY form.

YirvfMY mfn. (-Yt-f*pft-fY) Frightful, horrible, hideous, a.

YTYYY, and xfk aff

YTYYTTY mfn. (-TT-VT-Y) Dreadful, horrible, a. %rc, and YV^Y
like.

YTTTYfY mfh. (.fin-flT -fY) Frightful, hideous, of horrible aspect

or form. a. YTT, and VInf* form.

YTYI n. f-vf) Buttermilk. a. YT substituted for VY to strike,

(i. e. with the churn,) and YY affix, T changed to YT.

YTY m. ( y:) * A station of herdsmen. 1 A herdsman. • A
creeping plant, commonly called by the same name Ghosha,

and bearing white or yellow flowers, (Luffs pontandra and

acutangula.) * Bellmetal, tutenague, 8cc. * Low thunder or

the muttering of clouds. • Sound. f
4> proclamation. • A

gnat, a musquito. * A term proper for the name of a

Kayastha. f. (-YT) A kind of fennel, (Anethum sowa:)se«

YYfrvi. R. YfY to shine, to sound, &c. affix YY.

%TY* m. (-YT:)
1 A cryer, a proclaimcr. * Ghatha

,

described as

a creeping plant, (Luffa peutangula. Sec.) a. YTY added to

the preceding.

tTYVTirfY f- (-flfs) A plant commonly called Hattg hatha, and
perhaps a species of the preceding, k. YTYW Ghat ha, and

Yrnrfrr shape, appearance, of similar appearance.

WTYV nf. (-Y-YT) * Speaking loud, making a great noise. * Crying,

proclaiming, e. YY to sound, affixes xpj and YTY.

YTYfYY m. (-Y)
1 A Brahman. * The Kell or Indian cuckoo.

1 A captive.
4 A cryer, a herald, a. YTY sound, &c. 71^

affix, and Y inserted.

YrYYift f. (-1ft-) A lute, a Kina. a. i^Y sound, and Y^Y
poss. aff.

YTT n. (-X*) Horror, horriblenesa. k. tTT, and YV aff.

WY mfn. (-YY-Y^-IPt) Striking, beating, hurting, killing.

E- YY to strike, &c. V* aff

nfY f. (-flrO
f

rhe nose. a. YT to smell, wfw aff.

YT r. 1st cl- (fVYfY) To smell, to receive smell

YTY mfn. (-Y'-YT-^) Smelled, n. (-^) * The nose. 1
Smell, odour,

' Smelling. *. YT to smell, affix if, deriv. irr.

YTYYYY m. (-Y0 Fragrance, odour, a fragrance, a perfume,

a. YTY the smell, anil YYY what satisfies.
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KlRPftWS^T f, (*^T) Sneezing, e. Km, and paining, Strddhiihthdnarn or umbilical region, and above that the

WIT mfn. Smelled. R. KT to smell, affix w. Alanipuram or pit of the stomach or epigastrium, sinahatam

KTOT ind. Having smelled, e . kt to smell, is the root of the nose, fltuddham the hollow between the

wfn f.
1 The nose. * Smelling, e. KT, and fjp{aff. frontal sinuses, and the AjnydJtkyam the fontcnclle or union

of the coronal and sagittal sutures; various faculties and divini-

ties are supposed to be present in these hollows. *• A cycle,

a cycle of years. '* (In Astronomy,) A sphere or circle, as

nfuTO the zodiac; tlTf
.
^1 an epicycle. «

'* The horizon.

" The spiral marks of the S&l&grdm or ammonite, e. w to

do or make, with the reduplicate initial letter, affix W, or to<

to repel, Ac. with to aff.

TOT* m. (-*:) A logical form or proposition, arguing in a circle.

b. implying resemblance, added to the last.

TOTErTTO m. (-*:) A kind of perfume, apparently a dried shell-

fish : see *mt e. tot a heap, and btfto what makes.

^ TOyWT f- (-TBT) A species of fern, commonly CkdAmfyo, (Hemi-

* The twentieth letter of the alphabet, and first of the second onites cordifolia, Box )

or pulatial class of consonants, having the sound of Ck in tof*? m, ( or) A round pillow, x. vrar, andm a pillow.

church. TOTJTEf m. (-m :
) A tree, (Jonesia asoca.) e. to a wheel, and

* mfn. 1 Seedless.
1 Vile, base. m. (*:)

1 A name am* a cluster.

of S’iva. * The moon. * A thief.
4 A tortoise, bid. A particle m. (*fi) A potter, b. tot a wheel, and who

and conjunction copulative or disjunctive, corresponding to lives by
;
also wvafVfrW-

1 Aud. * Also. • Moreover. * Mutually. * Equally. • Other- TOBfy m. (-y.) A hog. E.VI, and a tusk, having a curved

wise. ’ For, on account of.
1 But, Ac. * An expletive, k. tusk.

to go, or fif to collect, Ac. aff. TOTW mfn. (-K'-KJ-'X) Haring a wheel, Ac. m. (-T:) * A village

TOf r. IstcL (amir) To repel, to resist (TOrfw-W) To be satiate or commoi* tumbler or juggler. * One who holds a wheel, a

or satisfied. * To shine. discus, Ac. • The manager or owner of many villages. 4 A
Karri? (*r) *et* r. 2nd cl. (TOtfo) To shine. name of Visdn u or Krisbn'a, who is represented as holding

TOIHEfl mfn. TO) Beautifying, illuminating. e.toiu a discus in one hand. • A snake, e. TO a wheel, Ac. and TO
to shine, causal form, EfY aff. who holds.

TOnfro mfn. (-Tfr-ITT-lT) Illuminated, shining, splendid, bcauti- KW*rnr*r m. (-EfT) A pyritic ore of iron : see inf**. R aa a

ful. r. TOTF, and * aff. wheel, Ac. and WIFE appellation.

Kfanr mfn. (IT:

-

1TT-F)
1 Timid, fearful. * Frightened at, afraid of. 'HVfK m. (-¥:) Cassia lora: see EEirfl. n. TOT a wheel,

n. (-if) Timidity, groundless alarm, f. (*1TI) A species of the TO a lotus, and TO what goes or is.

jUhti metre, r. WET to repel, affix *. TOPnff f. (-tff) A plant commonly Chdkuliym, (Hemionites cor-

WKTT m. (•*:) The bartavelle or Creek partridge, (Perdix rufa or
j

difolia, Rox.) e. to a wheel, andW a leaf, the leaves bdng

Tetrao rufus.) e. to to be satisfied, WtnfUn'Adi affix
,
also

|
nearly round.

with WF added WETTO ;
what ft satisfied icith the moonbeams. TOPTrfw m. (-fa:) A name of Vishn'u. b. TOT, and KTfw the

upon which the bird is fabulously said to subsist. hand, being always represented with a discus in one hand.

TO nr* m. (*:) The Grech partridge: see the preceding. TOFl^ m. (-*:)
1 A carriage. • An elephant. *>. TO u wheel,

TOICC* mfn. (-TET) Fine-eyed. r. 'TOIT and T* the eye. and a foot
;

also TOPTTTO'-

TO r. 10th cl. (TO*flT) To give or inflict pain. TO viw ra. (-*:)
1 Superintendent of a province. * One who

TO* m. (-*:)
1 Crookedness. 1 Dishonesty, k, ipj to be crooked, carries a discus. 1 A circle.

4 The horizon, n. tot, and ft*

TOT affix, and the root repeated. who or what protects.

TO* m. (*W=)
1 The ruddy or Brahmani goose, (Anas casarca.) TOTO* n. ( Ef) A missile weapon, a kind of discus, e. TO, and

n. (-*)
1 An anny, a host. * A realm, a region. * A multi- fruit, bearing a discus as it were for fruit,

tude, a heap. 4 A wheel. 4 A potter’s wheel • An oil mill, TOr*r=TO m. (-*:) The sun. b. tot the ruddy goose, and etto

A c.
1 A discus or sharp circular missile weapon. * A whirl- a friend; these birds being supposed to couple only in the

pool. * A province, a number of villages, a district.
14 A form day time.

of military array, a circular position. “ A diagram of van- TOPCif ro. (-*Tf) A name of Vishn'o.. e. To a discus, and TOT

out sorts for calculating nativities or foretelling events. 14 A who cherishes: aee TOPrif*, Ac.

ring, circle or depression of the body for mystical, astrolo- TOwffft f- Night, b. to the ruddy goose, and

gical or cheiromantic purposes
;

six such are enumerated, what divides, (male and female ;) these birds being condemn*

or Muladhdra the parts about the pubis, above that is the ed, according to the Hindu*, to be separated at night.

*
w The fifth consonant of the Santkrit alphabet, and the nasal of

the first class ; the sound of this letter corresponds with that

of the nasal N in Hong, Ac. or in the AVench word bon.

T ro. (*:) ' An object of sense. * Desire, wish for any sensual

object, e. fP to sound, affix W.

w (V) r. 1st cl (TOll) To sound.
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TOTOfirsf m. (-Aft) A large snake, (Boa constrictor ) f. TO a

wheel, and W*TO a circumference, implying either that the

body of the snake, or the spots on the body may be compar-

ed to a wheel.

TOTO m. (-) Cassia torn. a. to a wheel, here neaning

figuratively a large leprous spot, and TO what cleanses or

removes, from TO with^ added
;
or with 3* affix TOTO*.

TOTO* m. (-AT*) See the preceding. \
^*rro m. (-Ah) A hog. a. TO a discus, and TO face; cutting

the ground as it were with a sharp weapon.

TO¥nr n. (-A) Any wheel carriage, s. TO a wheel, and arm a

carriage.

TO* A. m. (-^:) A hog, a boar. e. to, and TO * tooth or tusk

:

aee TOTO.

TOmTO l f- (-ATT) A plant, (Mcnispermum glabrum :> see Jf

TO**T f- (-WT) A plant, (Kyllinga monocephula.) e, to a wheel,

and V what gets.

TO** rafh. (-«TO-TOt*TO) ' Circular, being in a ring or circle.

• Armed with a discus. • Wheeled, 8tc. in. (-¥PT)
1 The pro-

prietor of an oil mill, or any one in which seeds are bruised.

• VisnNu. * An emperor, a. TO awheel, &c. fTTpcposs. afl*.

TOTOi**/. In rotation, going round or revolving like a wheel.

K. TOi. and TffT aff.

^TOftta in. ( ) An emperor, a sovereign of the world, the

ruler of a Chakra or country described as extending from sea

to sea; twelve princes beginning with Hharata are especially

considered as ChahravartU. e. 'To a reign, and TO to abide,

affix Tf*r.

f. (-Aft) A fragrant plant, commonly Chakhtcnt. k. •to

a heap, and wbat abides or grows, fcm. affix #1*.

TOAT* m. (-¥’•) The ruddy goose, commonly called in India,

the Brakmany duck or goose, (Anas casaca.) s. TO an imi-

tative sound, and WTA; speech.

m. (•*:)
1 Limit, boundary. * A lamp stand. 'Engaging

in any action, e. TOT. and to to surround, affix TO.

TO^T¥ m- (•¥:) See TOTWT1T.

TOOT* m. (-*:) A whirlwind, a hurricane, e. to a circle, and

AT* wind.

sfTOTO m. (-Ah) A range of mountains supposed to encircle the

earth, and to be the limit of light and darkness, n. (-«) The

sensible horizon. e.TOS a region, TO to encompass, and

affix; girding the world; or AT* to emerge, &c. affix

what emerges (from darkness), in the shape of a wheel ¥
changed to *1

;
also "xpMnr

TOTO tn. (-¥:) The circular array of troops. b. TOF and

array.

TOH?ff f. (-fit) Compound interest. b. to a wheel, iff

increase.

f. (-<t) A plant bearing a crooked fruit : see TOTUTt-

z. vp* a wheel, and a line or row.

TOTO n. (-if) Tin. R.TO, and TOT a name.

~TOATO m. (-A s
) The name of a Baud'dha deity; also TO**.

e. TO a discus, and TORT who holds.

TOA*d m,(-AJ‘) VuiiM. b. TO, and ¥9 band : bolding a discus.

4 K

I- (-Vt) A wild poose. *.-**» number, .ml wrf« to

go. affixes ATA and #tir, flying in large flocks.

m. (-¥;)
1 A gander. ' A carriage f. (-Tt)

1 A goose.
1 A drug : sec * A potherb, (Hilanchs repens:) bee

fTOWTfror. e. TOf h wheel, &c. and xnr a limb or the body.

¥¥T¥ m. (-*:)
1 A juggler, a snake-catcher, one who exhibits

snakes and pretends to cure their bites. • A knave, a cheat,

a f'o'-ue. ' A gold coin or certain weight of gold, a Dinar.

*• TOf a number of villager, and a* who goes, t. e. a vaga-

bond, kcc.
-

TOT^rafni,(.Ah*Arr-Ar) 1 Doing. * Done. e. « to do, ATTOaff.

•*t) The orange tree, k, ¥¥ a heap, and ArfTOA
afl*.

I

Turning round, whirling or rotatory motion,

and revolving.

Agent, a maker, a doer. e. V to do, fir affix,

icate and the deriv. irr.

e knee.

* Having or holding a discus, &c.

ing a wheel. 1 Circular, m.
( irt) ' A name of

otter. The ruddy goose. • A snake. * An
tumbler, one who exhibits tricks with a

el.
T An oil grinder. ' An emperor, a Cha-

A * One who rides in a carriage. '* A
*s. " Cassia, (the tree.) b. TO a wheel, Ac.

&
)

1 An ass. * The name of a king. e. tot a

i
and deriv. irr. rolling over like a wheel,

igent, a maker, a doer, * ff to make or do,

icate initial, and $ Un'Adi aff.

female deity peculiar to the Jainat, one of

via or goddesses of wisdom, r. Af the uni-

mistress.

2nd cl. (TO) ' To speak, to tell. » To see
; (In

is usually prefixed )
* To cat. art or Air are

substitutdfur the radical letters in several tenses of this

verb. '

AAA n. (-gating a relish to promote drinking. ' Speaking,

saying. to speak, to eat, affix AH¥.

TO** m. (-¥Tt A name of VaiiiAspATi the preceptor of the

gods. * A stuttl teacher, an instructor in sacred science.

k. TO to spi affix to^-
n». (4 A snake, e. *¥^*9 an eye, and tob an ear;

whose eyes 4ar*.

¥W^t¥ n- (-«i)Vc ceremony of anointing the eyes of the

image at the V 0f consecration. *. and giving.

m. (-4 ' Presence, sight. * An object of sight,

any visible obi * Visibility, k. TOAf, and fiw¥ object

TOJATTA *nfn- ('TOAft-APT) ' Having ejes, seeing. • Having
fine eyes. b. 4 and wgftr aif.

mfu. (*ir-An> Beautiful, pleasing or well looking. • Fit

or agreeable fd c eyes. ni. ( H )

1 A flower, (Pandanus
odoratwaimus.) \ plant: see TOM*. * A collyrium or

application to tlvs, extracted from the Amomum antfio*
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n
rhiza. f. C-WJT)

1 A blue stone, or according to some, the cal*

of brass used as coll vrium. 1 A pleasing or interesting woman.

e. 1H the e) e, affix TK.

Win- (-^0 The eye. e.H to speak, and ifa atT.

l^ sjn m. (-*:) Ophthalmia, e. and TT3 disease.

H r. 5th cl. (IWtfl) To smite or alay.

IgT m, (-T:)
1 A car, a carriage. * A tree. n. (-T) Any vehicle.

k. ifl a sautra root, to wonder, and 1C1 Un‘4di aff.

lyn mfiL (-1: IT- if) Who or what goes slowly or crookedly,

n. (-^) Going, proceeding, going tortuously or slowly H
to go, 11 affix, and the root reiterated,

lyn f. (-KT) Going tortuously or slowly, a. ire to go, root

repeated, IT and 3PT aff.

H'Wnn mfn. (-WTl-lTft-'tnT) Who or what moves iluirly or

crookedly, a. hit. and w aff.

H mfn. (-T:-TT*T)
1 Handsome, beautiful. * Dexter<rt«, claver.

• Sound, healthy. b. i the moon, and 3 what goes
;
what

resembles the moon in beauty, &c.

isfrvsr f. ( ejt) A creeper, commonly Ch'ckir’d.

H (l) ’ll r. 1st cl. (Ilf*) Togo, to move.

Ill mfo. (-ITTlt-TK) 1 Going, moving. 1 Unsteady shak-

ing. «.H to go, ire aff.

HU mfn. (-W-HTKC) Trembling, moving. *. ffi he pre-

sent participle ofH as above, affixH
HO f. (-^)

1 A bee.

Wlf m. (re:) A large black bee. a. it to go, rediplicated,

aa inserted, •’fare Un'Adi aff.

1H mfn. (re.-ir-i) 1 Trembling, shaking, moving, unsteady.

* Fickle, inconsiderate, inconstant, (unsteady, metagiorically.)

m. (re: )
1 The wind. * A lecher, a libertine, a love. f. (rer)

I Lightning. * Laksiim( or the goddess of fortune * Long'

pepper, e.h to go, in the reiterative form, ^inserted.

WW n. (re) Fickleness, inconstancy, unsleadineat. b. na.
and ?r affix ; also with ire affix mm .

mfn. (re-n-xf) Capricious, fickle, fdse hearted,

a. HI, and K«| the heart.

HT f. (*1T)
1 A mat, a stool, &c, made of reeds or basket work.

* A puppet of grass or reeds, a man ofstraw, s.H to go,

II aff.

11J
f. (-^:) A beak ; also n. ro. (*^t) 1 The castor oil plant.

* A kind of potherb. • A deer. k.h to go, to eat, affix i.

1^17 f. (-IT) A beak. k. wk added to the preceding.

1111 m. (-HT) A bird. a. i^ a beak, and IT who possesses
;

also other similar compounds as lustre, Ac.

Hj«Kmf. (-wre-inft) A bird. a. H| a beak, and igi poss. aff.

11* mfn. (-T :-Tt-i*) * Expert in, conversant with. * Going to

repeatedly, r. IT to go, intensitive form,n aff.

ll^tfl m. (-fir) The tailor bird, (Sylvia sutoria.) b.h a

beak, and «fl a needle ; having a sharp-pointed beak; also

withn added, iwvfn*
1^ f. (*1 ) A beak : see 11. the affix being i.

llUiinw mfn. (-Tt-TT-if) Following evil practices, behaving 111,

addicted to wickedness, *.1T to go, intensitive form,

1T11 aff.

TO

1* r. 1st and 10th cL (13fi» llilfff) ' To break, to pierce

a To kill, to injure.

131 m. (ret) A sparrow, f, (-it) ' A hen-sparrow. • A young

hen-sparrow. • The root of long pepper : see iruflCH
and ifsif. «. 13 to break, |[T affix ; breaking com, Ike.

isnfim n. (-*:) The root of long pepper ; see iflirflTl ;

ala*) mas. HirflT (-TT:).

ifanfT £ (-IT) ' The root of long pepper. * A sparrow . see

131T, &c.

ifkltflTl mn. (-TTt-TO The root of long pepper, k iztt
a sparrow, and fw<si a head

; resembling in colour the head

of n sparrow
;

in other forms 1311, ifnT, flTl and

I31lfl<tj, &c.

mn. (-Tt-i) 'Scream, screech. * Kind or agreeable dis-

course. m. (-3:)
1 The belly. * A posture of devotion amongst

ascetics, s. 13 to break, Ike. Un'idi affix 1: also ire.
* *

131 mfn. (re:-H-^) ' Tremulous, trembling. • Shaking,

moving. * Beautiful, f. (-IT) Lightning, e. 13 to hurt, to

break, and ill Unadi aff.

1311m mfn. (-T*--lT-i) Pleased with or desirous of flattery.

a. 13, and ito desirous.

13111 mfn. (-1:-!T-1) Tremulous and beautiful, beautiful

as a soft swimming eye, &c. s. 13 beautiful, and ire
shaking, trembling.

1¥ (TO^ r. 1st and 10th els. (UK and Ilf*, !Hf«)
To be angry, to be wrathful or passionate.

Hr. 1st cL (nffl) * To give. "To sound. • To hurt or

kill.

Hi m. (re:)
1 Chick-pea, (Cicer arierinum.) * The name of a

sage. f. (-It) Linseed, e. h to be given, affix iw and ii
added ; what is given to horses, Ike.

HTTHT m. (-i:)The name of a sage; also called VstsyIyana.

b. m, and im born ;
the son of Chan aka.

Him n. (-1) Pease with salt. e. HI, and HT acid.

HT7l*TTT n. (-T) Water drops on the leaves of the Cicer.

k. inn, and ITT water.

H mfn. (im-u) 1

Fierce, violent, passionate. • Hot, warm.
1 Pungent, acrid, m. (-a»:) 1 The tamarind tree. * A messenger

of Yam a.
1 A Daitya, ademon, f. (-1T)

1 A perfume, commonly

Ch6r. 1 A kind of grass, (Andropogon aciculatum )
* The name

of a river in the east of Bengal. * A goddess peculiar to the

Jainaa. f. (-n-ajt) A name of the goddess Dl rga, applied

especially to her incarnation for the purpose of destroying

Makes dtur ; this exploit forms the subject of a section of

the Mdrkandkya Pdrdn, and is particularly celebrated in

Bengal at the Dargd Pdja^ or festival held in honour of the

goddess, towards the close of the year, (Oct.* Nov.) ' A
passionate woman. * A mischievous or furious woman. • A
species of the Atijgati verse n. (-1J ' Heat, warmth. * Pas-

sion, wrath, r- lf¥ to be wrathful, 1 Un'adi affix, and 3T

or #tT affixes of the feminine gender.

HPTT f. (-KT)
1 Warmth, pungency. Warmth of temper, pas-

sionstenesa. i.H angr}
, and T1 abstract affix

,
also with

i, ini.
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XXM ifsiX I t (XT)
1 The goddess Dtmoa. * One of the eight

iYdyifo'r. a. Vo a demon, and WlfxxT mistress.

so^fTViT f. <-«T> Knowledge of mystical nature, acquired by

worship of the NiSiki,. «- X«« and V* S iva. TV ail.

mfis. (-xnt-x*!-**) Passionate, violent, warn, f.(-vft)

• A name or form of DuerX • One of her attendants, a X*

anger, and xgT posa aff.

XX[ffm.(-Xt) A fragrant plant, (Nerium odoramj) also XT!*™-

*. -ST'S heat, and ant to go or be, affix VI*,

Xnrw ms. (-*:-*) A short petticoat, a.W an angry wo-

man. xw to go, and T* affix ,
it being described as the garb

of women of some consequence, and therefore privileged to

give themselves airs.

m . (-*:) An outcast®, a Chdn'ddh,the generic name for a

man of the lowest of the mixed tribes, born from a Sadr.

w qtT V* n. f-vi) An entire army : see the last. a vni

TO an army.

vpjTT*3* n. (-x|) An entire irmy : see vgtv- *- * IT*- V, and

XX an army.

vyyvft* mfn. ( -fTfitsfl-fir) Having four parts or members.

f. i-firtft) An srmy. *. * TAT, and Tf* all

xrjTtX mfn. (*:.<!-*) Four fingers, (long, (tc ) m. ( *:) A

kind of Cassia (Cassia fistula) a TIT. four, and X^*! a

finger
,
the leaves being four 6ngera in length.

Vfnjv* mfn. (-*: *!-*) Four cornered, quadrangular, n. (-vt) A

square, x. TVJT four, and VV a corner.

X?p7WX m. (-X'.) A name of Bam**. a TT^four, and *1**

face ]
fourfaced. ^

Xjifit m. (-fxt) A tortoise, a X3T four (feet), and xftr mo-

tionj a quadruped.
rvf .he lowc*t of the mixed tribes, born trom a tion

*
a quauru^-u.

father and Bmkman mother. XX angry, and X* able, or mfn. ( X *1-*) Four times, four fold. aXIJT.andXT

™ m be anerv. and Xf*x UnAdi affix
;
proper to execute multiplication.

, , ..

IliUlCr ****** “ -

mpa lo (,e angry, mid Xrw* UnAdi affix ;
proper to exeente

all vile or barbarous acts
;

also wiwi*.

^vr*v*vfl f. (•*?!> A common or vulgar lute, a XT* an ont-

caste, and vxxl a lute.

*a« i r**l f- 1-*1) ‘ A common lute. * A name of the goddess

Dvmc*. *A plant. a XXTX, and TXX *‘F‘* 1
orw a

demon, Ac. XT* a line or troop, and**, affix, hence also

xv*nj m. (-gp) The sun. s. XX hot, XW «y.

xfv**T f. (-*7) The goddess Deans, x. XX. added to v*Fl q. *•

also XT and XT ....
^fvr* m. (-«'.)

1 A barber. ’ A name of Siva. * A kind of

potherb i see Tt^*. f- (•*!> The name of a river, a. XfX l°

be wrathful, or to cansc wrath, and <** Unidi aft

wT f. Dimes : ace XX.

^xsyy^sr m.(.«:) Bed oleander, a Vfxft. and »VPt a Bower.

^ ro (.m) A rat. * A small monkey, (Simin erythraa.) a xf»

to be passionate, ^ aff.

(r) XV r 1 st cl (Xltfn-vrl To ask, to beg, to solicit

*rj: iarf. Four times : see X3T-
*51*1*1 nf. (**!) A square formed by four houses, b

four, xrxi a ball or house : the compound takes the neuter

gender or the feminine, svith *TV affix
i
also with *T«dded

•^ivIt f. (-fVO ' The number sixty-four. * The Rig AVrfa.

• Art or science collectively, supposed to comprise sixty, four

branches. *• XTV fo<ir>
*“d <“rt

Jr *
before A- l«!Come*

f'
ruarga.

^rmfn.p/a. only.tXWW TtXXWfOFour: in composition,

and the last member of a compound, the numeral is insert-

ed in all the numbers (
thus foXXTT. " bo has four favorites,

multiplication.^ mfn. (-*:-* or -*f-X> Fourth, t (-<f) The fourth lunation,

i. *TJT four, Vj* aff.

X^vxi* n. (-Si) The fourth season, implying especially the

evening of every second day of a person's fisting, a X?H>

and *1* time.

^5^** n. (-*) (In Astronomy,) The second inequality or equa-

tion of a planet, a. XT*. *nd ** quotient.

m, (-*:) A quarter, a fourth part. b.T5*, and XT part,

f. (-XT) A Palo, B. XX fem. form added to XT*.

X3T" mfn. ( T*-K#t TW )
Four toothed, a XTC four, T*

substituted for g* a tooth.

^J<X m. (.*!••) ltmaa'a elephant, b. XJV four, and qX

a tooth.

mfn (-r- vft-*') Fourteen, f. (-Wl) The fonrteenth lun^

Uon. a X3X*. »od IV aff.

X3TK* mfn. plur. (-TWI Fourteen. B. X1JT. and TXT ""j

XT?HH n. (-*) A royal Utter. B. X3T four, (supporters,) XIX

u swing.

iad. Four time*, four-fold. s. ^HJT, &nd HT »ff.

n _ (.J) The aggregate of four objects of human wishes,

via virtue, love, wealth, and final beautude. b. XJT four,

nd xq fortunate, auspicious : see vgvs.

XT^ix m. (-«:) Fourth pert, a XJTT, and HTfl a share.

X3«x m. (.«:) • A name of Vismn'o. * An equilateral tetra-

gon. a, X1JT four, and XX an arm.

Xljxj* m [-*:) ‘ The deity Bnanxa. * A preparation of mer-

cury. a xgx. and XX a face.

X3*» n. (-») The aggregate of the four lag* or ages of the

Wiarfw, a Mahdgug* or dJ2U,000 years, a x3T four
-
*nd

vsi an aije.
* m - a _ r ® a, W7TT Ifllir Hill IV ft

ed in all the numbers t thus WTXIIT " bo has lour lavomes, *4 an age.

umkcs maxc. and fcm. (sing.) foxxwl (do.) XTTI (plu.) XTT -xyfv* m. t-XD A name of Baau M a. a X3T "'.r, am T*

and n. (sing ) (x*X?T. (du.) xxrtl (plu.) XXtfx:, Ac. fore : see xvr^x and other synommou, compo . .

face I see X?fxx and other synonimous compounds.
and n (sine ) twrxx: (an.) xwi^upm j W"||X, “O. »<' "s'. '

. „ . .„ mfn (.e-.VT.-d) Dexterous, ingenious, clever. • Visible, m (-«••) ‘ Toe four objects ofbumsn pursuit collectively

:

perceptible, m. (X:) ‘ A round pillow, one for the cheek. «c XTVr * Any asscmblsge of four things, a XdT our,

— * M
Hiul ci^a*.A n gvlenhant fttable. a. to ask, Un'Adi affix inn «ui t<«-.

. . ,

XTVX »• (-T) * An entire army, comprising ckphanu, cars, gjse m. (-it) ‘ The four classes of Ifadm. our prmcip

horse and foot. ’ A tort of cheaa a XffT, and XV » member. colours. * Four letters, a X!JT> “d ’’ lr,be '

horse and foot. * A xwt of cheaa a XffT, andXT a member
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Xgtf'X m. (*V) A priest who has studied the four Vida*.

four, fxXT knowledge ; also xy^T.- and with B|X

added XTy^fx and xryx^-

Xyf^X mfn. (-f!-lT-^ Of four sorts or kinds, in four ways,

a. X7TT» f** kind.

Xyx mfn. (-X:-XT*X) Depositing, placing, fixing.

XyTlTTXT f- (*!) A square of four houses, or a court inclosed

by four buildings, b. XHJT, and XTXT a hall.

mfn. («B:-s*FT-m) Four. f. (-eft) * A large four-aided

pond or tank. * A bed or musquito curtain.
1 A necklace of

four strings, a. xyT four, IT* affix, and T is changed to N.

X sqjix mfn. (-X: ari-W) Square, quadrangular, m. (-x;
) A

square, a tetragon. K xy*", and XTX a corner.

XyXX mfn. (X:xft-tl)
1 Four. 1 Four-fold, n, (-1) ' A square.

* The centre of a circle. * The aggregate of four. k. xy*» and

XX* aff.

Xjxx m. (-X:) A Brahman, n. (-X) A place where four roads

meet. a. xyT four, and xfx a road, x aff.

Xym< nf. (-X-XU Verse, a metre of stanzas especially consist-

ing of four Padat or lines, m. (-X0 An animal with four

kgs, ft quadruped, k XTJT four, and XX for XTX a foot; also

read Xgxix.

XyXT^t f. (-z\) A river, s. XJX four (the four quarters), and

XT^t what goes.

f- (*t) A school for Brahmans, a. Vf g t
v
four, (the

Vidas,) XTX perusal.

Xyxtfx m. ( ft:) A name of Vishnu, t. XTX, four, and infer

a hand
;
the four-handed.

XJXy mfn. (-XIX)
1 A quadruped. * A whole of four parts or

quarters. " A judicial procedure, consisting of four processes,

plea, defence, rejoinder, and sentence, a. XT^T. and xry a

foot

X?pXX n. (-1?) An unguent of four ingredients. Sandal, ag.

allodium, saffron, and musk. B.'^y^four, and XX equal,

same.

xyfxnrwxxx m. (-*:) A Buddha, a Baud'dha saint.

k. xyfxnrx thirty- four, xrtXX species, and x who knows.

XXT n. (-T)
1 A levelled spot of ground prepared for a sacri-

fice. * A court yard. e. XX to ask, Un'adi affix TTX.

XXTX m. (-X:) * A hole in the ground, &c. prepared for oblation

with fire. • The womb. * Kusa grass e. XX to ask, xmx
affix, or with TTOX affix, XTNX.

XX t l»t cl. (T) XX tyngflT-ir) To a»k or beg, to solicit (X)

Xfx (xxfx) 1 To gladden. " To shine.

Xf*T m. (-X0
1 An elephant * The moon. 1 Camphor. • A

snake, k. XX 10 *hine, fancx Un adi aff.

XX r. 1st and I Oth cl*, (xxftf Xixxfx) To hurt, to injure in

any manner, to wound or kill, &c. * To believe, to confide.

* To make a Hound.

XX **d. A particle affixed to certain words, giving them an

indefinite signification, an XX1 when, XXTXX some when,

at sometime, w: who XX* some one ; see fxx. a. XX to

Bound, affix XX-

XXX n. (-if:) Food. a. X, XXX. Uu'ddi affix, and XT augment.

XX ni. (-X;) The moon a. xfx lo shine, affix XX: see XX-
XXX mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Pleasing, joy-inspiring- m. (-»:) 1 The

moon. * Moonlight. 1 A small silvery fish, of a genus allied

to the Zeu», (Chanda, Ham,) k. xfx tu diioe, f^ »ff.

XXnX n. ( X) Cloves, e. XXX. and XX flower.

XXX (-X:-N) Sandal, (Sirium myrtifolium ;) it implies

cither the tree, the wood, or the unctuous preparations of

the wood, held in high estimation as perfumes, n. (-X) Red

Sandal wood: sec TXTXXX. m. (-X?) A kind of ape. f. ( xft)

The name of a river, e. xfa; to gladden, to delight, affix XJ7.

XXXTXX m. (-X:) The Malaya mountain, part of the southern

range of the Ghills, where Sandal wood is procured, k. X^X
and XXX a hill, the Sandal hill; also similar names, as

XXXlff , xxxxtJx, &c.

xfXT m. (-X:) ' An elephant " The moon. *. XtX to shine, &c.

Un'Adi affix fXTX-

XX ». (-X5;
)

1 The moon considered as a planet or a deity.

1 Camphor. * Water. * Gold. * A plant. (Crinura tj see XTXX^-

• (In composition) Pre-eminent (a* XXTXXl an eminent man,

a chief, a moan of men.) v The eye in the peacock's tail. * One

of the eighteen minor Dtcipas or division* of the known con-

tinent "The mark of the soft aspirate. I# A pearl with a red

tinge.
11 Any thing giving pleasure, f. (-XT) 'An awning,

a canopy. * Small cardamoms : sec TXT. b. x\ to shine,

Un’Adi affix TX-

XXf* m. (-X:)
1 The moon. * A ring, a circle, (like the moon.)

* The eye in a peacock’s tail. * A finger naiL *A fiah, {Chanda.

Ham ) n. (-X) Black pepper, b. XX( the moon, and xq affix

of resemblance.

XX KXX m. (-XTX) A peacock, e. XXfX the mark in his tail,

X7JX aff.

XX*xr f. (-XT) 1 A digit, or one-sixteenth of the moon’s orb

;

each is personified as a female divinity, and worshipped in

some Tantriha ceremonies. * A small drum. • A fish com-

monly called Vacha or Bacha, (Pimelodus vacha, Ham.)

t. xXi the moon, and XXr a digit*

XXTXTXI m. (-’XJ) A fabulous gem, the moon-stonA, supposed

to be formed of the congelation of the rays of the moon
;
a

kind of crystal may perhaps be meant, ran. (-XTt-XT) 1 Sandal.

" The white water lily. f. (-XT) 1 Night. The wife of the

moon. e. xXf the moon, and X(X| splendid or beloved.

XXfftlX m. (-Xt) A peacock, a. XXJX the eye of the peacock’s

tail, and xfx poss. aff.

m. (-i:)
1 The registrar of Yana’s court. " SANDRoaom s

king of Palaliputra.

XXiiiX n. (-X) The orb or sphere of the moon. s. XX, and

MTX a ball.

X^»TXXI ni. (-^Ti) A deceased and deified progenitor. R. XH-
MTX, and XI who stays or abide* ; an inhabitant of the lunar

sphere.

XxilfxxT f (-XT) Moonlight- r. x^f^TX the lunar orb, and

XX affix; derived from the moon,

xxxxx mf. (-XJ-XI) A small fish, (Chanda, Ham.) b. X*T, and

XXX trembling, quivering, and glistering like the moon.
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1^ 1 1 plu m. (-TH)The twenty-seven lunar mansions,which, in

mythology, are so many nymphs, daughters of Daksha, and

wedded to Chandra, or the moon. a. and a wife.

mfn. (.if:-!T-lJj Like the moon, bright, handsome,

a. and fVw what resembles.

a

apfWT3(T f. (-sn-i?t) The name of a river, the Ckinnab, one of the

five streams of the Punjab, a. ^»fwnr the name of a moun-

tain, part of the Himdia range, where the river is said to have

its source, affix of derivation hence also it may be read

TT^THT*T-iit

m. (-W*) The eigth Jina or Jaina pontiff, f. (-WT)
1 Moon-

light. * A compound of various drugs used in jaundice, piles,

Ac. a. and in light,

nfl m. (-fl:>The Ckandrakanta or moon-gem : see

a. the moon, and srfw a gem.

l »gn v*l n. (-w) The orb or disc of the moon, the lunar sphere,

a. •^5 ,
and sntTH circle.

spim m, (-ITT:) The moon. a. camphor, WT to mete or mea-

sure, and Un'adi affix
;
rendering all objects white like

camphor.

W^fwrfir m. (-fit) A name of S'iva. i. and wifar a crest

;

this deity being represented with a half moon on his forehead.

l^Al l 1 (-WT) A digit of the moon. a. and a line,

^^fvr m. (-W:) A plagiarist, a poetical thief, drrwVT.) *. ’vp*

the moon, and YW dust.

^psr«f f. (-WTj
1 A plant, (Serrantula anthclmintica:) sec

llwrwV * A digit of the moon. u.^5 , and a line or

mark.

"Spliin n. (-4) The sphere or heaven of the moon. s. and

^rer world.

^SliTT n. (-sf) Silver, b. and in metal
;

also

n’yilf m. (-if.) The race of the moon, the second great branch

of the Kthctriya or royal dynasties, derived from the tnoon,

through Bunas his son, and Puniracut his son. B.'T'Y, and

WH race.

m. (-tfl) A member of the lunar dynasty, t, n*VlW,

and aff.

f. (*fl)
1 A kind of asdepias, (A. arida:) see imnrm.

• Rue: sec imT. e. n** the moon, and nwfl a creeper.

Upmr f. (-wr) Large cardamoms, a. camphor, and TOT
a child, a diminutive term in general

m. (-it) A kind of crane. *. the moon, (as

white,) and fun a bird.

^pnr n. (-sr) ' A regal property or virtue.* A kind of penance:

see nr^ni. «. I*! the moon, and nr religious observance.

f (-ITT)
1 Moonlight. * An upper room, an apart-

ment on the house top. b. vp* the moon, and WTOT a hall.

^fwrfwwT f, (-*t) A room on the top of a house, a. erar affix-

ed to the preceding.

m. (-1 :)
1 A name of Siva. * The name ofa mountain

;

one so called is amongst the hills oiAraam. b. n** the moon,

and WHTC a crest; whoes crest is the moon.

m. (.*:) Camphor, b. n»|, and ^WT a name : having

all the synontmes of the moon.

4 L

m. (-U) Budha, the planet Mkrcury. *. n*j, and
1TWW son.

w*iuirvr f. (-wr) Small cardamoms, x. the moon, and
Wi produced.

n. (-art;) Attainment of the lunar heaven, b. XTL
and irnarag domicile.

m. (ns) ' A scimitar. * The sword of RXvawa. f. (-arc)

Moon plant, (Meni«perraum glabrum.) n. (-^) Silver, b. n»f
the moon, and m what derides; outvicing the moon in

brightness.

mfn. (•fil^fifJ-fiT) Moon -shaped, like the moon, (in

roundness, whiteness, Ac.) k. n% and wntf?T form.

w h

n

m. ' Moonlight. * An awning. 8. the moon,
and ^rnn? shining.

n. (-4) A half moon, a crescent, s. mf, and half.

^ 1 'Til ro. (-:) A name of S'iva. k. TOf the moon, and

a chaplet ; who has the moon like a chaplet amidst

his hair.

^Snrrw m. (-1:) A false moon, an appearance like the moon.
R. and resembling.

f. (-VT) 1 Moonlight. * A small fish, commonly Chdndd,

{Chanda of var. species. Ham )
* Large cardamoms, k. 1*5

the moon, and vpspafF.

'vrf^fMTYTW m. (-*:) The moon-stone, e. yf^WT, and fn what

fuses; liquefying in moonlight.

nf'A'SivifdW ra. ( it) The Ckakora or hill partridge, b.

and who drinks.

n. (-w) The white lotus, e. and

a lotus.

m. ( w:)
1 A name of S iva. * A barber. * A potherb,

(Chenopodium album.) e.
,

vr»f the moon or weapon, Ac.

bright as the moon, and Twvjaff,

ro. (-10 * An awning, a cloth or sheet spread over the

large open courts of Hindu houses, upon festival occa-

sions. • Moon-rise. • A mercurial preparation used in medi*

cine. a. the moon, and ty^i rising, (of a planed Ac.)

m. (-W0 Moon-gem : see Hfn. e. the moon,

and a stone.

r. 1st cL (NRfl) To cares*, to coax, to soothe or console,

r. I Oth cL To grind or pound. (\) iftj r. 1st and

I Oth els. (vqfl To go, to move.

^11 m. (-1:) The palm with extended fingers : see ^^1.

mfn. (-^t-^iT -^)
1 Trembling, tremulous, shaking.

* Wavering, unsteady. * Inconsiderately criminal. * Swift,

expeditious
;

(also in this sense, or swiftly, ado. n. (-if)

* Momentary, instantaneous. * Agitated violently, overcome

with alarm, Ac. m. (-in) 1 Quicksilver. * A kind of stone.

* A fish.
4 A thief f (-Uf,i

1 The goddess LAKsawf or

fortune. • Lightning * A whore. 4 Long pepper. • The

tongue. * Spirituous liquor. * A species of the Aryd metre.

b. "*T? to go, affix imr, or sji to move, Un adi affix vwr and

the radical vowel changed.

t (-WT) * Moving, trembling * Fickleness, inconstancy.

e. nr added to the last, also with W, T7**.

C an ]
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mfn, (-V:-VT-W) Of a fickle or inconstant nature.

e vm, VTO self, and VW added.

^piz m. (-Tt) The palm of the hand with the fingers extended,

a vgq to go, affixw trembling, and T7 what goes or

U, from Xf with V affix
;

also ?irs and VVT
sgq ztfm m. ( Wt) A slap with the open hand. r. VVT, and

VTTTTT a blow.

Huf<» T f. (-WT1) A alap with the open hand. e. and aff,

VR (V) V* r. I at and 5th els. (v*rfw ^Wifrt) To eat, to drink,

to take any thing into the mouth, as food, whether solid or

liquid. With VTV. prefixed, (Vl VUlfff) To sip as water.

With fff, (fwnfff) To eat.

n. (-V)
1 Astonishing, producing wonder or surprise.

• Festival, spectacle.
4 High poetical composition, e. VVW

a sound of surprise, and VTV making
;

also und

VWSTC m. (-K')
1 Astonishment, surprise. * Show, spectacle.

* Row, riot, festive or angry turbulence. 4 Elaborate style or

high poetical composition. 4 The name of a tree : see

*. a sound of surprise, and VTT making.

mfn. (-fVfaft-fT) Uunsual, surprising, astonishing,

k. VFViTT, and xf* aff

VWHB
'

ff mfn. ( Surprised, astonished a. V*nr, and VT
made.

VWglfff f. (-fif:) Display, spectacle, Ac. : see

VTX n. (-f) * A CAoirri or long brush, most usually made of the

tail-hairs of the Yak or Bo* Cmnnirnt, and employed to

whisk off insects, flics, 8w\ * The name of a demon, f. (ft)

A compound pedicle, mf. (-T'-ft) A kind of deer, or rather

the Bo* Grunniens, erroneously classed by the Hindu writers

amongst the deer. e. v* to eat or be eaten, VX aff.

m. (-^t) A small animal with a busby tail; a squirrel

n. (-mf) A ChotarL s. and tp* tail.

Vnfr* m.(-grt) A species of ebony, (Bauhinja variegata.) R.

a Chouri, and TV affix, growing in clusters, resembling a

Chowru

VUV mf. (*V: ^t) * A vessel used at sacrifices for drinking the

juice of the arid asclepias, a kind of ladle or spoon. * A cake

made of barley, rice, or lentils ground to meal. ' A plant, com-

monly KMpdpara, (Moilugo pentaphylla.) 4 A sweetmeat, or

Hour, sesamum, &c. mixed up with sugar into a kind of cake,

Ac. b. to eat, Wff Un'adi affix, fern, affix #tw.

xgxrf (-XT'.)
1 An army- * A squadron, a division of an army con-

sisting of 129 elephants, as many cars, 2187 horse, and 3685

foot. *. Vtt to eat or destroy, (the enemy,) and v LVidi aff

m. (-T:) A soldier, a warrior. c. vtB, and VT who marches.

viufff m. (-fflt) A general of division, any general b. -to and

•qfiT master.

m. (-TO A kind of deer. a. V* to be eaten, VTT affix, and

V final added.

r. 1 st cl ( -

)

To go or move.

Tpo m. (*wj 2
) Mountain ebony, (Baubinia variegata.) f.

The capital of Kami's, the modern Bhdgalpur, or a place in

Its vicinity. *. Vfo to go, Ac.,VW and TTT aff*.

•vpcrv ra. (-W:)
1 A tree bearing a yellow fragrant flower. 'Micbe-

liu champaca.) * A division of the jack fruit, n. (-W) The
flower of the Champa. 4 A variety of the banana or plantain,

(the fruit) e. vfa to shine, Ac. affix 'ffw.

(-*:) The J6ha or Indian bread fruit tree, (Artocarpus

integrifolia.) e. as above, and VF*V poss. aff

m. (-TO The J6ka

:

see the preceding,

m. ( TO A name of Karx'a. e. TWi the city, and VfTT
ruler.

f. (-ft) The city Champa

:

sec e. v*TT, and wx a city.

T«TTW in. (-W;) The Jaka see T«TTIT. k. for T"JT ,
and

VIWV aff.

”Twrmfl f.
( ift) The district of Champd or Bhdgalpur. e, V’T

the ebony tree, and M poss. affix, abounding in such trees.

V? M-^OA work in which the same subject is continued

through alternations in the composition of prose and verse,

s. VT to eat or be eaten, w affix, and T inserted
;
what is

relished by persons of taste.

vmv m. (-TO Kabn'a tbe natural brother of the P&n'du*.

x. the city Champa, and sovereign.

T*JI unfair ro. ( -1ft) The district of Champd or Bhagalpur, or

m. pin. ( ifTO The inhabitants b.v*^ the ebony, and Vt|«frfl

designated : see WTlft
r. 1st cl. (vrvfff) To go, to move.

VT r. 1st cl (WT) To go to or towards, to go, to move.

VT m. (-TO
1 An assemblage, a multitude. 4 A heap, a collec-

tion. 4 A mound of earth, raised to form the foundation of

a building. 4 A rampart or mound of earth raised from the

ditch of a fort.
4 The gate of a fort. • Any edifice. * A seat,

a stool 4 A cover, a covering. B. fr to collect, aff

VTT n. (-T) Collecting, gathering, e. fr to collect, TT afl

VThTw mfn. (-T:*TT*T) To be collected or gathered, t. fr to

collect, VT^TTaff.

VT r. 1st cl (TTfr) ' To go.
4 To eat.

4 To behave or act, (in

this sense VTV is usually prefixed;) With TI^T, and TlV
prefixed. To transgress, to go astray. With Tlfa, * To deceive,

to betray. 4 To conjure. 4 To attend With * To follow,

to attend.
4 To imitate. With VTT», ' To practise a duty. With

WT, (VTX^) ' To transgress. 4 To expel. 4(TrTtfr) To go

up, to rise. With VT, 1 To approach. 4To worship. With TftT,

To serve. With T, ' To prevail as a custom. To declare, to

manifest. With fa and vfw. To go astray, to act wickedly.

With VT (VTT??)
1 To ride upon. 4 (wvrfr) To accompany.

W'ith T»r and VTV, ' To perform. 4 To announce, r. I Oth

d (VTCTfw) 1 To doubt. 4 To be free from doubt With

fw prefixed. To discuss, to dispute, to reason upon or re-

specting any doubtful points.

VT rafn. (-C-^Tor ft-f)
1 Moveable, locomotive. 4 Trembling,

shaking, unsteady, m. (-XT-) ' A spy, a secret emissary or

agent 4 Tbe planet Mars. 4 A game played with dice and

men, similar to backgammon. 4 A wagtail. 4 A cowri. 4 The

seventh Katana, (in Astrology.) 4 The Karanas collectively,

f. (-^) A young woman, b. vt! to go, affix or TV and

in the latter case the fern, affix is vty
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in. (-:)* The author of a treats upon medicine : applied TOTtfe n». (-ft*-) See WWlfl; also other similar coro-

also to the work, 1 A spy or secret emissary, Stc. t. to pounds.

go, Un’idi affix ^rrr^c mfn. (-X’-TJ-ft-i) * Moveable, locomotive. • Shaking,

m. (-z:) A wagtail
;
also trembling, unsteady. • Wished, desired. * Moveable and im-

mo. <-W:-vf) 1 A foot. * The root of a tree. * A race, a moveable, n. (-^) ' The world. * Sky, atmosphere. 1 Heaven,

family.
4 A portion of the Videt. 'Fixed or instituted obser- paradise. 4 The aggregate of all things, whether inanimate

vances. 4 The peculiarity of condition or conduct implied by or animate, b. to go, affix and the derivative reiter-

the English affix hood, as manhood, priesthood. He. f The ated, arw inserted ; or what goes, and what does «

fourth part of a stanza. • (In Prosody,) A dactyl, n. (-^) not go.

' Wandering, roaming, going round or about. 1 Eating, c. xgr ^fr m. (-fxr-) An animal in general, r. xyx; locomotive, and

to go, affix in, X Un'idi aff.

n. (-i) The foot of a lover, a deity, fcc. e. ^fr*T mfn. (•VT-ITT-Tf) Gone, gone to, attained, n. (*Tf) Fixed

and fintW lotus filament- institute, proper or peculiar observance : sec ’ Story,

^^ITIT mfn. (-TT.-Tn-IT) Fallen at one's feet, prostrate, b. adventures. * Practice, behaviour. * Nature. k.^x to go,

and Tlf gone. affix n.

XTTWtrf* f- (*f®P.) The ancle, b. the foot, and uf* ajoint. mfn. (-w.-WT-xf) To be followed or observed, b. *

n. (-w) Prostration, falling at the feet. e. ’JTCW, and

mm falling.

xfMrcrfiM mfn. (-Ift-HT-Tr) Prostrate, fallen at the feet. e. ^xr,

and qfinr fallen.

m. (-IT:) Tread, trampling, foot-falL a and xmr

falling.

^vwwxm.(-ai) ' Both the feet. *Two lines of a stanza. b.xjx^,

and a pair.

xf x.w$N i f. (-WT) Service, devotion, b, and mrT service,

n. (-f )
' The half of the foot. * Half of the fourth of a

stanza, r. w.vi, and half.

and aff.

mfn. (-4>X|t-*) 1 Effected, accomplished. ’Successful.

b. ^fmr, and^ object.

n. (•*)
1 Accompaniment, assistance. ’ Meritorious

conduct. B. xifcir, and *war faculty.

'ifex n. ( w) ' Instituted and peculiar observance or conduct.

* Story, adventures. • Practice, habit, behaviour. * Nature,

disposition, f. (-WT) The tamarind tree. b. 'xrx; to go,

Un'idi off.

n. (-^}) A friendly pledge, one of unequal value to the

loan. «. and a plertg,.

'jTWTWftni mfn. (-n:-TIT-1f) Trodden down, bent or bowed under mfn. 1 Moveable, locomotive. Wandering

the feet. s. ^qnrw, and xii afair bowed. , about, a. ^x to go, and ymr aff.

^rwTHTVf n. (-si) An ornament on the feet, a and STUT?^ n. (-*) Practice, conduct, behaviour : see

ornament. m - (*^) 1 An oblation of rice, barley, and pulse, boiled with

^wisrw n, (-if) The water in which the feet of a venerable butler and milk far presentation to the gods or manes. ’The

Brahman or teacher have been washed. r. and XIXHI vessel in which such an oblation is prepared, b. to eat,

nectar. ^ Un Adi affix, what the gods feed upon.

^xu xtv m, (-V) A cock. b. the foot, and a wea* m. (-V) A kind of cake. b.^ to eat, ^ affix, edible,

pon, whose foot is his weapon. and vw what is ground or pounded.

XTOvrrfP* n. (-**) The foot (of a deity, a lover, Ac.) B. n. (-xr) Sprinkling an oblation of milk and ghee.

and a lotus
;
also many similar compounds, as X|^TO, and scattering.

xtivemr, Ac. VTOIiWt f- c-wt) The vessel in which an oblation is prepared-

^xrrXi^W n. (-Sf> Trampling, treading on. i. and e. x**, and a pot.

going. ®T® r. 1st cL (^wfxi) To go or move,

n. (-xr) Water in which the feet of a venerable Brah~ r. 1st and 6th da (^fir) 1 To speak or say. • To abuse,

men or spiritual teacher have been washed, s. and to reprove, to censure or condemn. * To injure or hurt,

water. 4 To inquire, r. 10th cl. (^xfa) To read over, to peruse

mfn. (B:-*T-rf) In contact with the feet, at the feet. carefully, to study j also read xni.

i. and approached. f. (-<t) * A festival, festive sport. • A kind of song.

TT*f mfn. (r*-T*ift-TW) Going, going to. a. to go, XT* aff. • Striking the hands to beat time.
4 Curled or woolly hair.

^ mediator. 4 Musical symphony or, the recitation of scholars. * The
mfn. (-H- -*TT-*i)

1 East, ultimate, final. ’ West, western. noise made at festivals, &cu * Flattery, dishonest praise,

to go, wnf Un'Adi aff. u. vHf to speak or say, to sound, Ac. and affs.

®rOf«rinT m. ( «CW) The western mountain behind which the m. (-*:> * A form of S iva. ’ A potherb. • Decora-
sun is supposed to set. b. xfrif vrestern, and a moun-

tain also vBfon'vrvt, Ac.

m. (.^:) See the preceding.

ting or curling the hair. b. noise, Ac. and « who
utters, from er to sound, affix e some authorities substitute

for this word.
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^4r f. (-^T)
1 Reflexion, consideration, the exercise of judg-

ment or deliberation.
1 Cleaning the person with fragrant

unguents. • Inquiry, investigation. 4 A name of the god-

dess Dukga. k. to read, &c. affixes and Trit , also

&C.

^f^erT f. (-qrj)
1 The goddess Demos or Ciumun'dT. * Clean-

ing the person with perfumes. * Deliberation, inquiry, k.

to ask, affix Wf ;
also ^1 as above.

m£a. (-n:-WT-W)
1 Perfumed, anointed, smeared with

tandal, kc. * Sought, desired. • Inquired into or after,

investigated, e. smearing, kc. and aff.

^4 r. 1st and 1 Oth cl*.
1 To speak, to tell.

# To

reprove. To study : ace

qpw mfn. (-git-ail-
1 To be hurt or injured. • To be strung

or tied in order, a. >«7T to hurt, &c. and affix, form

special

m. (•«:)
1 The open palm of the hand with fingers extended.

• A plant, (Mollugo pentaphylla.) * A quantity of bubbles or

specks, (qurfrijir.) f. (-^) A thin cake or biscuit of flour,

a. vpj a Sautra root, to be low or flat, affix
j
also

and WM*.

^4 r. 1st cl (WXfV) To go, to move.

m. (-?:) A kind of cucumber, (C. utilatissimus :) see t4txt.

t (-tft) The noise of merriment or festivity : see

agreeable sound, and VZ what makes, deriv. irr.

^4 n. (-4) A shield s see ^4^.

n. (-gf) Working in skins or leather. *. ^4, and WTW
making.

^4*TT f- (-WT) A plant, commonly called by a similar name

Charmaktuhd or Charmaghtu. a. ^4 the skin, and qrq what

injures ; also

m.(-t') The shoe-maker, a currier or worker in leather,

the offspring of a Chandtla woman by a man of the fisher-

man cute, or of a Vaideha female by a Niskada. f. (-^) * The

plant Charmagkat

:

see the preceding. a The wife of a 6'ilanirfr.

a. w4 skin or leather, and qrrc who does or makes.

m. A worker in leather, r- ^4, and qriTqr making.

^4f4ifrw m. (-^) A currier, a worker in hides or leather. •^4.
and mfew who makes.

qf4qn4 n. (-m) Working in leather or skim. a. ^4. and qrT4

business,

^4#Nl n. (-^) A wart. b. ^4, and a bolt.

•*4*tt m. (-WH) A shoe-maker : see ^4sr rr

qtiwfl f. (-WT) a bat. k. ^4 leather, and a sparrow,

the leatber-winged sparrow
;

also ^HPf fa^TT, Stc.

X4^t f. (-#1) A bat. a. ^4 leather, and who hurts.

^4«r mfn. (-uit-wr-lf) Produced by or from the skin. n. (-»i)

1 Hair. • Blood, a. qr4, and m born.

f. (-ift)
1 A river that runs across Bumdelhkand into the

Ganges, the modern Ckamkal. 1 The phiintain tree, (Musa

sapientum.) *. ^4*r skin, and Wjjy posa. affix
t * is changed

to it may also be dropped, and the word be written

Tkf na. (-f.) A wrinkle, a fold ofskin, k.^4, and iffTawave.

WHIT** m. ( a*:) A whip. a. ^4a leather (thong), and a stick.

^4'J‘fw f- (-m) * Leprosy. • Cutaneous disease, b. h4,
and to vitiate, aff

q4»f n. (-4)
1 Skin, hide, bark, Ac. * A shield. a A student's

hide, usually that of an antelope, b. to go, to obstruct,

Un'adi affix «vfir*[.

>f4qifWI f. (-¥T) A whip. e. ^4 and wrfaqrT the nose or end.

xqnrffqrT f. (-qrr) A piece or strap of leather, for playing upon

with dice, a leather backgammon board. See. a. ^q4, and

qfrtT a fillet.

vt4qWT f. (-TT) A bat, the small house-bat e. ht4 leather, and

qw a wing, the fern. form implies diminutiveness.

^r4*T\*T f- (-VT) A leather shoe. b. ^4, and qn^WTT a slipper.

^4wi^qrr f. ( qrr) A shoe-maker s awl b. ^4 leather, to

pierce, with * prefixed, and ^ affixed.

^4qVqqr rof. (-qw:-fVqn) A bellows, a. q|4 leather, fqq to

sew, q prefix, and ipr affix
;
what is sewn or made of leather.

xpfrraf m. (-wr) A leather band or strap, a. ^4, and vaf band.

Sf4*f«t mfn. Leather, made of leather, a. w4, and

w* aff.

^4warT f. (-Eft) A form of the goddess Dcroa. a. qp4 a shield,

and u bald head ; whose head is round like a shield.

^r4qfc f. (-fin) A whip. e. ^4. and qfif a slick.

vpuq m. (-^t) A shoe-maker, a worker in leather,

ther, and ^ to make a noise, affix f**
f. (-WT) Cardamoms : see q^T. e. Vf4 skin, and TOW

produced.

ui. (-T‘) Lymph, serum, a. ^4, and qiT essence.

mfn. (-nt-HT-lf) Covered with skin. b. ^4, and

covered.

^4raq4*i n. (-tq) Working in leather or skins, a. ^4, and

cutting off.

^Winrf4^ m. (-
,tff)A worker in leather or skins, a man of

the lowest caste, e. v|4» and qprqrffnrwbo cuts off.

^4rTWl mfn. (-V-1T-^) ' Covered with skin. • Tied with

leather, kc. a. and xvsqq bound.

Wtff mfn. (-itmtt «f) Covered with skin or leather, a. qj4t

and wrmr covered.

w4rafq n. (-qi:) Lymph, serum, u. w4, and qRre water.

qf4rr m. (-TO A worker in leather, a. vpfr, and a* to go, with

^aff.

"riffaw^ mfn. Having a hide or skin. * Leather,

made of leather, kc. m. (-qSf)
1 A soldier armed with a shield,

a shield bearer. * A tree of which the bark is used for writ-

ing upon, &c. sec ijal, a sort of birch. • One of Snrs's door-

keepers : see «CTTt?.
4 A plantain, t. '•5PH skin, a shield, and

Tfw aff.

^4 mfn. (-4*--4t-4) To be gone, (in or by.) nf. (-4-Otf)
1 Per-

severance in religious austerities. • Due and regular obser-

vance of all rite* or customs. * Following the rules of student-

ship.
4 Going. * Eating. 4 Practice, usage. 1 Behaviour, a.

to go, and xr?( or am aff.

'qV r. 1st and lOlhcla. '*r4qf?l) To eat, to chew, to

masticate.
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T*** n (-*) Chewing, masticating. t vr*r to chew, and W* aft

^wnr m. (.sqT) Striking with the flat of the hand. s. Tq to go,

affix q^.

qfxqq mfn. (-ITMTT-Tf)
1 Eaten. • Chewed, k. to eat, and

HT aff.

qfs&nvn n. (-d) A spilling pot. R. wfMq chewed, (pd* or

tobacco,) ^TTW a vessel
;
also wf4wqtqtr

qsq mfn. To be chewed, n (-W) Solid food, re-

quiring mastication, a. to chew, ifw affix
;
also

qqfa m. (*f^:)A man.

•qqr r. 1st cl. (qfqrfq) To tremble, to shake or totter, r. 6th cL

On^fn) To sport, to play, to frolic or wanton, r. 10th cL

(^mfir) To cherish, to foster. (TTqrqfq, TWqfir) To shake,

to cause to shake. With q, 'J'o fall as from a seat.

mfn. (-T*.-WT-qi) Trembling, tremulous, unfixed or unsteady,

na. (-w.) Trembling, shaking, f. (-qrT)
1 The goddess of for-

tune, I.aksiimi. * Lightning. * Incense, e. qwr to go, affix

ww. fcm. affix ¥tn.

4 m. (-^:)The true distance of a planet from the earth

a. ^r, and ^4 hypothenuse.

m. (-^:) The Greek partridge : see T4K- a. TT tremu-

lous, and a beak.

qwfqni mfn. (-T:-Tli-ii) Fickle, inconstant, n. (-li) Fickleness,

mutability, k. and fqp* mind,

qqfqvufl f. (-WT) Fickleness, unsteadiness, inconstancy, b. wt
added to the last : also with nr, TWrfqvM.

'qqnTrafn. Going, moving, a. ^wr to go, qpg aff. i

qqiiqq n. ado. (-q;) Moving, walking. ». and qq a step,
i

•qqpqfdHT f. (-WT) A small fish, ( Chanda, Ham.) b. TWIT trem-

bling, and full moon, being of awhile glistering colour,

like that of the moon.

m. (-TO A fish, a sort of gilt-head. b. qxsW trembling,

and Tf body; also with qn* added wwqTT.

Twqw m. (-qrt) The holy fig tree. b. TT shaking, and qqr a leaf.

5 m. (-ft) The Kokila or cuckoo.

mfn. (-T:-WT-^-af)
1 Who or what goes or moves. • Trem-

bling, tremulous, shaking, m. (-W.) * A foot. * A deer, an

antelope, f.
1 A short petticoat worn by common

women. * The tye of an elephant, n. (-it)
1 Wandering,

roaming. * Trembling, shaking. * Going, s. TV to go, affix

^.ory*
TWxnr n. (-#) A short petticoat worn by women of some rank.

e. wqrq, and TW added.

^•rtVTW nifn. (-W:-WT-W) Going, moving, proceeding, b. TT to

go, HHT aff.
%

n. (-W:) W’ood sorrel: see qqr. s. TT to go, qrq*T

Un'idi affi

Tinjfat ra. (-faf:) Moveable articulation of the bones, Diar-

throsis. e. qjqr, and qfr a joint.

TWHfW mfn. 1 Tremulous, unsteady, unfixed.

* Moveable and stationary. m. (-qr:) A cow. «. to go, affix

TT, deriv. reiterated, and the first final vowel made long,

or TT, and WTTW immoveable.

4 M

VXZ

qfw ra. (fir:) A cover, a wrapper, a surtout : sec fir^lT.

qrfqnr mfh. (-W.-WT-tf) ' Shaking, trembling. * Gone, departed.

• W’ent, proceeded, e. qjqr to go, affix n.

TW m. (-T:) A handful of water, water taken up in the hollow*

ed palm of the hand for rincing the mouth, &c. e. to

go, affix T.

'WWW m. (w )
1 'Hie hand hollowed as for holding a little

water, &c. * A small pot, a gallipot, &c. n. (-T) A handful of

water: see E. arar to go, 'JWT affix : see yi.
afwif^ mfn. (-T:-TI-q) Sensitive, sensual, not having subdued

senses or passions, e. ww, and qf'qq organ of sense.

Tfw f. (-fqi-qty 'file pepper plant or a kind of it. e. apr to eat,p[

affix; also sometimes deriv. irr.
;

also and wfa an

.

arfrw mf. (-w : 'WT or A plant that yields a sort of long pepper,

(Piper ebavya.) e. Ta to eat, and TW affix. q rejected.

TW nf. (*aj-WT) A variety of pepper, (Piper chavya, Rox.) f. (-TT)

Orris root. b. tA to be eaten, THT affix, and deriv. irr.

T* r. 1st cl. Craffc) To kill or hurt, (qrqfw-^) To eat.

*qqqr mn. (-qr-qt)
1 A vessel for drinking spirits with, a wine

glass. &c. * Any drinking vessel.
# Spirituous liquor.

4 Honey, b. TT to eat, TW Un'kdi aff.

Tafw m. (-firi) Decay, infirmity. B. irw to plough, fir Un Adi

affix, and w substituted for the radical initials.

TTrw m. (-«:) * A wooden ring on the top of a sacrificial post.

• An iron ring at the base of the post. • A hive. i^Xto
eat, &c. Un'Adi aff.

TT r. 1 st and 1 Oth els. ( -nqfif TTTfff)
1 To be wicked, to commit

wickedness. * To cheat. To be proud, &c. r. I Oth cl. (TTTflT)

To grind or pound.

nifn. Circular. * Belonging to a wheel or

discus.
4 Relating to a company or circle, m. (-qr)

1 A
chorister, a bard who ebaunts in chorus the praises of kings,

heroes, gods, &c. * An oil maker. 4 A coachman, a driver*

k. a multitude, &c. and 3faff.

mfn. Visible, perceptible, seen. m. (-q:) The

sixth Menu k the eye, wrw aff

vjTT m. (-Tt) Whiteness or beauty of the teeth. . TT hand-

some, affix qw.

TTTTi f. f-tt) Wood sorrel, (Oxalis monadelpha, Rox.) E ^TT

as above, and to aedd ur cause, affixes qq and qftq.

mfn. (-fqr: fwt-fr) Moving much or repeatedly, e. Tqr

to go, intens. form, fr aff-

TTT1® n. (-q$
1 Tremulousness, unsteadiness. 4 Transitoriness.

e. TTW, and aff

m- (-?:) A cheat, a rogue, a peculator, one who makes

away with money, &c. entrusted to him. e. T? to injure,

affix qv.

ro. (-q:) A young sparrow, e. a sparrow, and

qqqr aff.

TTl mn. (-*t-w) ’ Pleasing or grateful discourse. 4 Distinct

speech. 4 Flattery, b. t* to break, (anger,) Un Adi affix

also

TUtwrT mfn. (-q:-^-q) Speaking agreeably or kindly, m. (-qt)

A flatterer, b. TT and WIK who makes.
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m. (-^:) A Jester, a buffoon, b. ^TT agreeable speech,

and iz clever: also mmz.
•# ’ j <mmm mfn. (-nt-WT-ii) Elegantly tremulous. r.. m* for m*-

beautiful, and ulnr trembling.

t||VTK m. (-Z;) A jester, e. mz wit, and 'IZ who utters : see

n. (-lf| Repeated coaxing or intreaty, e. nrz. and WZ
a hundred.

mzfi» £ (-ftr)
1 Service. * Agreeable language. * Flattery.

k. mi 1

agreeable speech, and zfj| saying,

mmftl mfn. (-m-WF-Z) Fit for or sown with the chickpea, (a

field, &c.) r. mm chickpea, and mn nff.

mnw m. (-«W:)
1 A name of the sage Vatryayana. * Name of

a Brahman, the reputed author of a work on polity, and minis-

ter of Coandbaci’Pta. n. (-19) The work of Chdaahya , detached

stanzas original or compiled, on morals and polity, e. nan*

a saint, and in affix of descent.

Pl iant
;
m. (-1:) A wrestler in the serviee of Kama.

m m. (-1:) KrIshn'a, r. and fgT destroyer,

mmn m. (>Ht) A name of an impure or degraded tribe, a

Chandula, a Pariah, ait outcasts. f. (-ntj A woman of the same

tribe. E. nfz to be angry. Un £di affix mm, and according

to some afa added ;
also nurn.

mMrfun f. (-IT) ’ A vulgar lute. • A name ofDiRCA'. * A
kind of herb : see nnrfamT.

mm m. (*n:) A bin!, a kind of cuckoo, (Cuculus melano- leu-

CU5.) k. inf to beg, affix ajar begging water from the clouds,

the supposed sole source of the fluid which this bird drinks.

milTmi m. (-m) The rainy season, k. mil, and mini
delighting.

ajTQi: mfn. (-l:-ft-i)
1 Perceptible, visible. • Speaking well or

amiably.
1 Driving, one who drives, a driver, a charioteer,

itc.
4 Clever, able, ingenious. * Relating to four. '

f.

Dexterity, ability, cleverness, m. (-m) A small round pillow

for resting the check upon. n. (-X) A carriage, a cart holding

four people, k. mjT dexterous, or if four, nm affix
;
also

withm added m^ll.
m 3T1 mfn. (-m-m-i) See the preceding.

n. (-*|) The aggregate of the four orders of student,

householder, mendicant and ascetic, e. xr$K four, ITIW
order, UR ttff.

m. (-m) A charioteer, a coachman, e. mgr a car-

riage, and Z1 alT.

m in. (-1=) A quartan ague. E. n* affix, and in
added.

mywm mfn. (-V’tfttf) Producrd in four months, e. n^pfire,

and 1EW aff.

mgiTO n. (-m) A sacrifice performed every four months.

E. n^r, and 1T1 a month, in aff.

mj^ n. (-m) Dexterity, cleverness, k. mjT, and am aff,

ifTiJI'i mfn. Suited to the four tribes, belonging

to them, &c. n. c-4) The aggregate of the four original castes,

the Brahman, Kskrtriya, Fuitya and Sadra. e. four,

and 11 a class, un aif.

•^T7jf}«a n. (-td) Four kinds collectively, e. mjrfm and K
aff.

m. (m) A priest, Ac. versed in the four Vvda*. t. n(JT

four, 11 a P'eda, and *rn affix
j

it is also derived from fim
knowledge, and is optionally as here given, or nrgfm

mg^fru mfn. (-ir-nt-i) Performed by four priests, read or

sacrificed by, &c. B. nTJT, TTI a priest, Z1 aff

m. (-m) ’ A hollow made in the ground to receive a

burnt offering. * Any hole in the ground, e. 1W to ask, (to

solicit the gods,) and um Un’4di affix ;
also mtTV, q. V.

m 4lfm mfn. (-It-I^-I) Made of or derived from .Sandal, per-

fumed with it, Ac. b. mm. and zn aff.

'XT’% mfn. ( m Ijunar, relating to the moon, regulated by

it, &c. m. (*1:)
1 The Chandrakanta or moon-gem. • A

mouth, a lunar month. * Hie light fortnight or half month,

during which the moon is on the increase, n. (-nU The

Chdndrdyanu observance: see IPIII. f- (-Hft) Moonlight.

k. m? the inoou, and n* affix of relation,

mmi n. (-1 ) Fresh ginger, e.m added the last.

MmfITZT f. (-IT) A river, the CAinab

;

see nifiTlT; also

rnnpwflb

mmi mfu. Lunar, relating or belonging to the

moon, &c. n. (-i) The constellation Mrigas ira

:

stars in

Orion, k. Hfll the moon, and affix; the moon being its

ruling deity.

1T1HW1X m (-if:) A name of Bc’dha, regent of Mercury, and

son of Chandra or the moon, e, ill? the moon, qRT affix

;

or with fm affix ^I^KVIlfif.

in. (-m) A lunar month, from new moon to new moon,

when it is called Mukhya, and from full moon to full moon,

when it is termed 0««M. r. HI lunar, in month.

1T*K:H m. (-w:) A religious or expiatory observance, regulated

by the moon’s age; diminishing the daily consumption of food

every day, by one mouthful, for the dark half of the month

beginning with fifteen at the full moon, until it is reduced to

one, at the new moon, and then increasing it in like manner

during the fortuigbt of the moon’s increase; there are other

forms of this penance, t. the moon, and art*

HlrtlVlX n. (-TT) The penance called Chtiadraydna. e. 11^5111

as before, and H observance.

unfurl n. (-1) The penance called Chdadraydsa.

e. iTT^m as before, aud furl rite.

^1T1 m (*T) * A bow. * (In Geometry,) An arc or portioQ of a

circle. *. ^1 to cast, (arrows,) affix in,

nnm m. (-z:) A tree, (Buchanania latifolia, Rox.) see f^ZTIT.

k. nn a bow, and 1Z what goes,

imr n.(-n) 1 Unsteadiness, (literally or metaphorically.) *Tran-

sitoriness. t.nm trembling, ni affix
; also with in affix

»• (*«•)

nmmi n. ( xj) Unsteadiness, transitoriness. b. ’ll in, and

uni support.

HHS n. Unsteadiness : sec mm.
m^ll t (-ZT) A small circular pillow.

mH uf, -<-ir or A Chotcri

,

the tail of the Bos gruuniens.
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Used to whisk off flies, also as an emblem or insignia of prince-

ly rank. e. fpnc the Yah or Bos grunniens, and art*.

m. (-W0 1 The bcicl-nut tree, ( Areca faufcl or catccbu.)

* A kind of grass, (Saccharum cylitidricum.) * The mango

tree.
4 A flower, (Pandunus odoraiissimus.) e a Choirri,

and u«r a flower j
whose flowers grow in clusters like the

Indian Choirri.

m. (>¥:) A kind of grass : see vrir e. w added to

the preceding.

^TvrfvTT m. (-ft) A horse. «. ’’TTWr a Choirri, and xf*T affix,

either alluding to bis bushy tail, or the custom of whisking

off flies, &c. from the animal.

n. (-f) Gold. e. V*?tVT. said to mean a kind of mine,

and vw affix implying production.

’VTW*iT f. (*W * A name of Dcrua, One of the Mdtrihai. I

e. ^ the moon, and the head; having a head like the moon

;

or for w1* the name of a demon, and nvf the skull
;
hav-

ing seized the decapitated head of the demon : in either case

the deriv. is irregular : sec &,c.

xfrfwTWT f. (-WT) A river.

Vl»iq m. f-v : )
1 The Champuca. (Michclia champaca.) * A plant,

commonly Sagetar, (Mesua ferrea.) a. v*Vl the district, and

W^aff.

^TTSI n. (-Uf) Food, Ac. k. ^*t to eat, a»7T aff.

wrru (W) ‘XpU r. 1st cL CVT«lfw-T!)
1 To worship, to revere. ' To

discern, to perceive.

^VTT m. (-T:)
1 Going, motion. * A spy, a secret agent or emis-

sary. * Binding, a binding, a fetter, Ac. • A prison, a house

of confinement,
6 A kind of tree, the Piya!,

(Buchanania

latifolin, Rox.) see * Wandering about, travelling, a. (-f ) ,

A factitious poison, k. going* Ac, affix ^it.

^TTV m. (-V :
) A groom, a horseman, a cavalier. * A binding,

a fetter. ‘An associate, a companion, s. ^ to go, in the

causal form, and "Jar aff.

n. (-ai) Asccnscional difference, (in Astronomy.) e. fmc,

and friRI part.

^iX.aiV*( n.f-V) Espionage, ra. (-W:) One (a king, Ac.) who em-

ploys spies, k. VTt, ami eve.

rnfn. (-V^-WT-W) Gruceful in guit or motion, b. anT and

aff.

a
i ^ mfn. (V:-Tff:-W) Remarkable in walking, of graceful

carriage, e. anr, und xjfpi aff.

VTr*n f. (-vn) The sine of the ascenscional difference, e. afTr

and vn a sine.

^\Xt\ f. ( ft) A plant : see a?rarrf«T§t B. aft: in the causal, what

makes go or disperses, (disease,) ar*w aff.

anTV m. (-f:) * A dancer, a mime. * Au actor of note.
1 A

reader of scripture. * A panegyrist of the gods. • A bard, a

herald, b. ’ar in the causal, to cause to go, to diffuse, (fame,

&c.) and W* aff.

f. plur. (-TT-) Female dancers, actresses, Ac. a. VITW
and ^ttt wives.

m. (-If:) A meeting of two roads, e, *BrrT a passenger,

and Trfvw a road, ^ affix, which leaves ^ final

•VTTW* m. (-V:) A hero, a chief or warrior, r. VTHC diffusion,

(of praise, Ac.) and US who desires.

vrncfoaiT r»d, 1 Having enjoined or prescribed, having caused to

observe. * Having made to go. s. x?r to go, causal form,

«n aff.

XfTrTPJ m. (-V:) Summer-air, zephyr. e. 'VTC causing to go,

and TrV air or wind.
«

i

'VTTT^lfTTT m. (-H:) A secret emissary or spy. b. ^fJT, and

wpwfrir concealed.

^TfwT f. (-VT) A cockroach.

^rfrlT mfn. ( ir.-Tn'TT)
1 Caused to go. * Distilled, b. XfT to

go, causal form, JV aff.

•^rfr^rr^ f. (-V) A plant : see fHft*Ifft.

VffC’t n. (-4) Peculiar observance or practice, peculiarity of

customs or condition : see ’VTf. £ (-TI) Hie tamarind tree.

b. ^|T to go, f»nnr Un'adi affix
j
also vfrw, Ac.

’VTfrv n. Becoming practices, moral conduct or instituted

observance, e. Wfft:*, and ujx? aff.

mfn. Beautiful, elegant m. (-V:) A name of

VnliusrATi, regent of Ji'pitrk, and preceptor of the gods.

k. TfT to go, Un Adi affix

m. (-

V

:

) The seed of the Sara canc. k. fir added to the

last.

m. (-ih) A son of KmIsiina. «. "XfTV, and asylum,

VTIVJJR m. (-HO A «>n of KrIshna. b, fTTf, and fit preserved.

Vr^CWT t (-ITT) liveliness, beauty, a added to
i

also

with f| added .

m. The son of Kk!shn* hy RckminI

XflWTTW m. (-ffT) A plant : see Wft

|

’VIWITT f. (-TT) A name of Bxcni the wife of Indra. b. '^TT

beautiful, and WTTT fame, splcudor, Ac. some authorities read

XTTWIHT, from 'fTT, and wm abode.

Xfrff"Tr f. (-BIT) A grape, e. "VIT beautiful, and tfW fruit

fivm mfn. (-WTV-»nft-*nf) Lovely, beautiful, f. The

daughter of Krishna by Rukmini. e. ^Tf, and STTp^aff.

^rwirw ni. (-v:) A ileer. f. (-VT) A woman with fine eyes.

t. xjrf beautiful, and on eye.

TfTfviilT f. (-VT) A woman. 8. ^pf, and increasing.

ni. (-?:) One of KrTiuna's sons. e. und TTU an

arm.

^IWTTT f. (-ffT) A female who observes a month of fasting.

k. Bfiv elegant, and TTT religious observance-

•nivfsTVrr f- (-Wf) A jewel, a gem. b. ’VIT, and fuvrr a stone.

'Trtlflv mfn. (-fr:-in-fi) Lovely, beautiful, e. -VIT, and vtw

|

having.

Viwifw mfn. (-ift-fw1*f9) Smiling sweetly, k. ffrf, and

Vlf<r*T laughing.

TrTTB m. (-Bf:) A statesman, a minister or king. e. xfjv: a spy,

and yff seeing.

n. f -wij Perfuming the person, smearing it with Sandal,

Ac. b. to beautify, VNV affix, andVW added ; see •BrfxhfT.Ac.

^Tifi mfn. (-VRr-*t-no‘ i Covered with leather, (a cor, Ac.) * De-

fended by a hide or skin. * Shielded, having a shield- k.

leather, and fts£
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a. (-V) A multitude of hide*, of shield!, Stc. *,

hide, Ac. and affix of aggregation.

^ifWTW mfn. (-Wt'-wt-lf )

1 Leather, made of leather. • Belonging

to the akin, &c. e. and v*T aff.

n. (-W) A number of men armed with shields. *. nirtw

a shield bearer, and aif.

^rr«Jnf1 f. (-Yt) A beauty. «. arm, and arr the body.

m. (-W.) A sophist, a philosopher; one acquainted with

the doctrines of the schools, a sceptic in many matters of

Hindu faith, and considered by the orthodox as an atheist or

materialist, e. wtw good, beautiful, and WTW discourse.

mfn. (-*:-wt-w) Destructive of beauty, k. ^tw, and

'fW to destroy, affix and WW substituted for the radicals

;

also with wn, WTwnrrw.

mt«ff t <*tf) ' A beautiful woman, a beauty. 1 The wife of

Kevin*. * Understanding, intellect * Moonlight 1 Light,

splendor, e, ^rw beautiful, fern, affix

,WTwr m. (-u:) ' ITis thatch or roof of a bouse. * Tbs blue jay.

*. T* to go, affix wf*-

wrnrwr m. (-WT:) A restive elephant a WfWI to go, saw afT.

nf. (-ai-wl) A sieve, a strainer, n. (-if)
1 Causing to move

or go. 1 Muscular action, e. xfw in the causal, to make go,

(grain, Ac. through its pores,} WE and all's.

m. (-W:)
1 The blue jay, (Coraciaa Indies.) * A kingfisher, (ac-

cording to some.) «. 'Vfwto injure, (fish, Ac.) affix vu , also ^TW.

m. (-W-)
1 The blue jay. * Sugar cane: see the preceding,

f^r (wj r. 1st, 5th and iQtb els. (vfwfw-ir Wrrfit ^irwfw

or VTWfw) To collect, to gather together, to heap, to assem-

ble, to accumulate, Ac. With To lose, to squander. With

or WW, To collect or acquire. With far. To determine.

With ft and fsr^.To determine exactly, (^r ^) r. 1st

cL (^wfw) To injure, (peculiar to the f Idas.)

mfn. Desirous to cast or throw, i. xs to I

throw, desiderative form ts aft

mfn. Desiring or intending to cut or cut off.

b. ¥W to cut, desiderative form, off.

m. (•:) A physician, a practiser in medicine, e. ftrw,

to cure, affix and the root reiterated,

fwfwiww n. (-W) Healing, practising medicine, a firtT to relieve,

reiterative form, xsw aff.

tVfw<WT f. (-BTT) The practice of medicine, healing, curing, admi-
nistering or applying remedies, k. fVff to relieve, (disease.)

in the reduplicate form, affixes w and wnr.

fits fsifl mfn. (-Tfi-HT-lf) Remedied, healed, physicked, cured,

n. (-if) Healing, remedying, b. far*, &c. : see the preceding,

affix n.

fwfww mfn. (-Wi-WT-W) Flat-nosed, k. fw preposition, T*TW affix

in this sense, and fa changed to ffaw.

fnfww m. (-«:) Mud, mire. a fww to obstruct, T^rw. affix

deriv. irr.

o mfn. (-BW

)

Wishing, purposing, meaning to do.

a V to do, desiderative form, w* aff

fx*\ar ( (-tt) Draire to do aoy thing. K. w to do, in the deti-

duralivc form, ^ aff

mfa. (-ir-WT-lf) Wished, designed, purposed, n. (-Tf)

Purpose* intention, a V to do, desiderative form, % aff.

fqwtj mfn. (-Jj-w :*W) Desirous to do any thing, a. w to dy
reiterated, and Tf aff

mfn. (-^i-^T-W) Rashly criminal, inconsiderately guilty,

punishing or injuring others without consideration, m. (-*:)

1 Hair. * A mountain. * A snake. 4 A musk rat.
1 A kind of

bird. • A kind of tree. b. ffa imitative sound, and jrc: to utter,

affix w.

fw JTCWTW m- (-W:
) Abundance of hair. e. Wnc affix in this

sense : see
;
also with other affixes and

PwfcC ra. (-X') Hair. e. see
;
the vowel made long,

fww r. 10th cl (fawwfa) To give pain.

far* mfn. ( ) Flat-nosed, m. (-W ) A musk rat f,

(*YT) A mouse, k. imitative sound, and v who utters,

from Wf with w affix j or fawr to give pain, and WT affix
;
or

in the last sense, fa preposition changed to faw, and bw
added.

ffWW mfn. (-W:*WT*V)
1 Unctuous, greasy. * Bland, emollient

• Smooth, glossy. * Slippery, m. (-W:) The betel-nut tree,

nf. (-W-WT or Wt)
1 The betel-nut A good cow. e. ffaw to

think of, Unidi affix qr*T, the final of the radical changed

to W.

fwTW fl T t (-WT) Smoothness, greasiness, oiliness, x, wwr ad-

ded to the last; also with 1 , fwWWW.

m. (-w:) Barley meal. k. fww to give pain, aff.

fw%w mfn. (-W ;*^|T‘W)
1 Unctuous, greasy. * Bland, emollient

* Glossy, shining, smooth. ft Slippery? f. ( W1) An excellent

cow : see fwWW.

fww^r f. (-WT) Wish to go or to approach, e. wrw to go, desi-

derative form, VV and WTW affs.

f^rfw^ n. (-K) Moisture, freshness, e. fWK to be wet, % affix,

root redup.

fWT* mf. (-W:-^t) A shrimp or prawn, e. fWT, handsome, and

W* what goes, the radical vowel changed
;

also fwt«

:

fwfwu m. (-v») A sort of gourd, commonly Chichinda, (Tricbo-

santltes anguime.)

mfn. (.BW-TrtTt.ww) Wishing to gather or collect e.

to collect, desiderative form, w« aff.

fwrr f- ( V) The tamarind tree, e to eat, affix f|pr, and

the radical vowel changed, fww then, WT to go, with W affix,

and the fern, form ; what becomes edible.

f-iWlCT >ofn. (-^T:) A sort of grass, commonly Ckenckra.

m. (-v) An acid potherb, (Rumex vesicatorius.) e. fwWI,

and wrwr sour.

fwil*iK m. (-wr:) A sort of potherb, (Rumex vesicatorius.)

B. fWWT. and wrr essence

fwwr. 1st and 10th els. ('wwfw ^3rwflT)
1 To be another’s mes-

senger or servant •
'l’o order as a servant

fVn d) fx#l r. 1st cL C^iffw) Nir r. 10th cl. canref*-#)

«l»o IX) fwfit r. 10th cl. (f^r^nqfw) To think or reflect on,

to be sensible or rational, to weigh, to remember, to consi-

der, Ac.
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flpr f. (fHni) Intellect, understanding. nut. A particle and affix

to words giving them an indefinite signification, as xrfVffsome

one, 4Hlfa If of some one, &.c. see^w. x. Nit to remember,

affix fiR.

Nif rofn. (-Wt-HT-lf) 1 Covered, veiled, concealed. * Collected,

accumulated. 1
Piled, heaped, f. (-ITT)

1 A funeral pile. * A
heap, an assemblage, i. far to collect, &c. affix ff ;

also Nfff

and fapft.

fsHTTflT m. (-ftp) The funeral fire. a. fVwr the pile, and ^frr fire.

n. ( -W) A mark where a funeral pile has been, a

mausoleum, a monument, Ac. x. fvprr a pile, and a

crest

Nfrr f. (fws) Collecting, gathering, (.fiT:-ift)
1 A funeral pile.

• A heap, a quantity. * A pile, a stack. 4 An oblong with

quadrangular sides, e. (V to collect, affix fgpr, and optionally

is added.

f. (-tin) A small chain worn as an ornament round the

loins, c. Ntt to think of, affix, and fem. form.

N*WT m. (~^:) A cry, a scream, x. fvpT imitative sound, and

VTT making.

m. (-^:) A cry, a scream, x. the same, and

wag sound.

fwpi n. (-vi) The mind or faculty of reasoning, the heart consi-

dered as the seat of intellect a. Nw to consider, and jv aff.

if rofn. (-Ht-lfT-li) * Anticipated, expected, calculated.

• Known, x. N*t, and *rf*nr computed.

Nvfsiwrw m. (-HTT) Love. *. fww, and atXRir birth.

fgwf*Tfffn f- (-N;) Contentment, happiness, x. Nn, and fgft ftt

repose.

fwnrgw mfn. (-irt-WT-Fj Tranquil, content x. Nw, and Wlnr

calmness.

NiiWJTffT f. (-ITT) Happiness, gaiety, joy. x. Nvt the heart,

VTJini happiness.

NpiO* mn. (-*:-*) Passion, desire. R. f*vt, and gTar passion.

NW4#f mfn. (-*m -XTTYWTf) Kind-hearted, amiable. i.fri, and

»npr aif.

NwfTWfT m. (-*:) Change of thoughts or feelings, x. Nw, and

fVwiT alteration.

mfn. (-ft*fH?t-fc) Changing a person’s character

or feeling. *. Nl, and feaifcw causing cl ange.

m. (-w*.) Madness, insanity, x. Nw tlte mind, and

affliction.

fmfwr ra. (-H:) Madness, derangement x. fww as above,

and fare* wandering.

Nuffn f. (-N:) Inward purpose, feeling, emotion, x. NnT, and

tN being.

f^nWgWT f. (*WT) Anxiety, affliction, a. Nw, and 'iJgWT pain.

fwwg mfn. (.u-wt-W) Felt, perceived, being in the thoughts,

x fvpj, and vr* being.

Nrrn[m, ( w:) Love. i. fgn, and inborn.

to. Inconsistency, contrariety of purpose or will.

B. fr*. and wg difference.

NiTtr^p mfn, Pervading the heart, penetrating,

knowing the thoughts, r. N% and what enumerates.

4 N

Nr*

NllWWfH f. (-fir:) Pride, arrogance, Kautenr, haughtiness.

g fgH the mind, elevation.

Nnrowfw f. (-No A multitude of thoughts, minds or emotions.

B. NvT, and ^*fVr assemblage.

Nvtjtt mfn. (-^pT) Winning, fascinating, k. and Y* who
takes.

fwrtxifcw mfn. (-^ Nwt-fr;) Beautiful, agreeable, fascinating.

b. Nw, and ttNw what seizes.

NnrrfrfN mfn. (-^t-fr^t-fT) Captivating, attractive, x. fern,

and *|**lfi * what takes away,

fapnmnr m. (-it:) Consciousness of pleasure or pain, the atten-

tion of the mind to its own sensations. b. Nw the mind,

and sfrwTil enjoyment.

Nvrnrr m. (-to Love, attachment, affection. *. frrri, »nd

*rrrnr devotion.

fwvistr n. (-OB) Harmony, agreement, unanimity. *. f*pi, and

identity.

N^riN f. (-No Pride, &c we NwwTfN t. Nn, «nd ttiN
elevation.

n. (-W) A monument, or any mark of the scite of a fune-

ral pile. x. fvRTT a pile, and *PT affix. £ (-79T) A funeral pile,

m. (-W:) Fire. x. ft to collect, W* affix, and deriv. irr.

frrJntft^Ttw n. (-xi) Burning with a husband’s corpse, e. ft311

and tftTTtt ascending.

fttTTnrw n. (-ft) Ascending the funeral pile. x. ftN, and

tlOitt mounting
j

also ftWTTTtw.

ftl r. 10th cl. ft^tfw) ' To paint, to delineate, to colour with

various colours, &c. * To wonder. * To cause wonder or be

wonderful. * To see a rare or wonderful sight,

ft* mfn (-t:-tT-t )
* Variegated, spotted, speckled. •Wonder-

ful, surprising, m. (-t:) A name of Yams. f. (-tT)
1 A plant :

sec *fxiWf. * A kind of cucumber : see * A plant,

commonly Danti : see ^fwrtT. * A name of Sitbradr'/, the

sister of Jaoaxnat’h. 1 A star in the virgin's spike. * A
kind of snake. ’ The name of a river. * Illusion, worldly

unreality. * The name of a nymph of Stcerga. " A form of

metre, n. (-*)
1 Wonder, surprize. • Painting, delineation,

writing, &c. a Sky, heaven. 4 A circular ornament, a sectarial

mark on the forehead. * White or spotted leprosy. • Facetious

conversation, conundrums, riddles, &c. 1 Writing or arrange-

ment of verses in mathematical or other fanciful figures,

inn. Variegated colour, x. N to accumulate, Un'adi

affix fjf , or fVff the mind, and w what preserves, from * with

XT affix, and the duplicate TT rejected.

f^WW m. (-W-.)
1 The Chita or small hunting leopard. 1 A painter.

• The castor oil plant.
4 A medicinal plant, (Plumbago xey-

lanica ) n. (-li)
1 A mark made with Sandal, &c. on the fore-

head. e- added to the preceding.

m. (-^’) A pigeon. X- fw* variegated, speckled, and

throat.

m. (-K‘) A painter. F. N* colouring, and *r who makes,

fvtxnww in. (•*(:} A painted cloth used as an elephant’s hous-

ings, &c. x. N*. and a blanket.

mfn.
1 Astonishing, surprising, working

[ 3M ]
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wonder*. * Painting. variegating. m. (-Jpr)
1 A magician. * A

painter. * A tree, (Dalbevgia ougeiniensis.) n. (-*) Paint,

ing. or a painting. • Magic. K. fa* surprising, and w*

function.

fa***if** m. (-ffa)
1 A painter. • A magician. a. fw«.

and f*^ who knows.

fa**n* m. (-*:)
1 A tiger. * A Chita, b. fa* speckled, and *n*

body.

fa**T* m. (-T?) A painter. a far*, and fit; who makes.

fa*f* m. (•**.) The pame of a mountain in Dundeikhand, the

modern Compteh , and first habitation of Kama in his exile.

*. far* wonderful, and ^5 peak
;

it is an epithet of many

hills.

fa*?.* m. (-IT*)
1 A painter. 4 A tree, (Dalberg ia ougienien.sU.)

e. far*. and IT* what makes.

fa**b*i m. (-**•) A kind of lizard, e. fa* speckled, and *T*

haunch, deriy. irr.

fa*B * mfn. (-**.-*! #)
1 Painted, delineated, represented in a

picture. * Coloured, variegated, r. fa*, and IT* gone,

fawipu u. (-ai) Yellow orpiment B, fa*, and JP* smelL

f**s* m. (.*:)
1 A name of Yana, or rather one of the fourteen

Yamas. * Yama'a registrar, who records the vices and virtues

of mankind, k. far* wonderful, and jt* preserving
,
or fa*

writing, and ** as before.

fa**T mfn. (-Af:-*!:-^) Having a brindled cow. r. fa*, and *T

a cow.

f***nw m. (-wr:)Talking incoherently, b. fa*, and *** prattle.

fa***xw mfn. tubst. (-*’. -*r-*i) A medicinal plant, said to pos-

sess anthelmintic virtues r see f**T- a fa* wonderful, and

if*rw grain.

far*** mfn. (-*v*T-*0 Painted or variegated on the surface,

(as a floor, fltc.) 1 . fa*, and ** below.

fa**
-* m. (•**) The birch or flkurj* tree, a fa*, andw* bark,

fa**** m. (-*:) Tbe cotton pitot. *. far*, and *** stem.

fa***T f. ( *r> A small bird, the M*ma of the dialects, x. fa*
variegated, and ** an eye

fa*** m. (-*:) The francoline partridge . fa* surprising, and

** awing.

f***f**T f. (-WT) The name of a plant, commonly *f**nff.

k. fa* wonderful, and ** a leaf.

fa****T* adv. ind. or n. (-si) At a good pace, *. fa*, ** a step,

and ** going.

f*** * T f. (**T) ' A creeper, (Cissns pedate) #A kind of metre.

*. fa* surprising, andw foot

faawfwarr f. (-an)
1 A plan t , commonly CKUnKga, (Hemionites

cortlifolia.) * Bengal madder, (Rubia manjit'h.) a. any added

«o fvrwrff

faymjdFf f. ((<f)
1 CUlaliya.

1 Madder; alw fVwnfwwr i

writing or painting, and tgw leaf ; the leave, being at it were

painted r ,ee the preceding.

fwemgr f. ( ^t) Tbe Mama, a email bird eo called. *. far*

speckled, and dtg foot.

fwefu^ a ro. (-«'.) A peacock. *. Nv. and tbe tail.

m. ( f } An arrow, a fap, wonderful, and nj shaft

m. (-*i) A sparrow, w. fa* speckled, and T* the back,

fa*** mf. (-*t-*|) A kind of cucumbc^, (C. utilalivdmus.) m.

(-*;) A kind of fish, (Mystu* chitala. Ham.) f. (-*Tl-*ft) ' Egg

plant. (Solanum melongena) * Prickly nightshade, (Sohinum

jacquini
)
'Gourds of various sorts.

4 A fifth, (My»lus karpi-

rat, Ham.) n. fa* surprising, and ** fruit,

fa**** m. (-*:) A s-ort of fish : see tbe last. a. fa* variegated,

and **r* a scale.

favwr* ro. (-^t) 1
Fire. * The sun. 4 A name of BmitAVA, a

form of Siva. 4 The marking-nut plant. 4 Gigantic swallow

wort. a. fa* surprising, and VT*T light,

fa*** m. (-*:) llic spotted antelope. B. fa*. and ** a deer.

fa*ir**r m. (-*:) A peacock, e. fa* spotted, and 3**r a girdle,

fa**if*A m. (-*t)
1 A name of Arjuna. ' A tree, (Pentaptera

Arjmna.) * Any hero. F.fa*. and %ifa* a warrior.

fa*r* m. (-*:)
1 The sun. 4 The chief of tbe Oan<£karba» or

choristers of India's heaven. B- fat punted, and ** a car;

lord of tbe painted car.

f*** mfn. (-*:-WT-*i) Variegated or spotted, m. (-*:) A varie-

gated colour, r. fa* painting, and * what produced.

fa***r f. (-*t)
1 A portrait, a picture. 4 An Aptarmt and friend

of Usiia. ' A form of metre.

f**f*f«* mfn. (OTMfT-Tt; Represented, delineated, (as in a

picture.) *. fa*, and fafa* drawn,

fa** 1**1 £ (-WT) 'Hie Afaina, a small bird so called, b. fa*

variegated, and *i*W an eye.

**sgl* m, (**P) A sheat fish. (Silurus pelorius ) a. fa* vari-

egated, and **t* a sheat fish, the epilbet being a pie.

onasm.

fa**f** m. (-*:) A sheat fish.

fa**fa f. (-fa:) Astonishing act or effort, b. f**, and if* prac-

tice.

faafawfVl* m. (-wt) A name of VbThaspati. b. f**f*«sft one

of the seven Ittskit, and * born
; being the son of Angioas;

also similar compounds, as fa*f* ffsiMQ rf, &c.

r**fa*fa* m. p/m. ( -fa*:) The seven sage* or Huki», but espe •

c rally as represented in the seven principal stars of the great

bear; these sages are Mamicoi, Atei, Ancibas, Pula ha,

Pulastya, Kbatu, and Vab'isbVba. k . fa* surprising, fa**
a crest, and l^fa affix; sing. noin. case, fa*f** (•*!)*

fa*fa*fa^* a. (-*:) VbIimspati. b. fa*fa*f*, and

born : see f**fa* *I* ;
there are other similar compounds.

fa**t f. (-*tO Great beauty, or the loveliness of variegated

colours. B. fa*, and *Y beauty.

fa*xnn mfn. (-*|:-*BT «) Pictured, painted, t. fa*, and

fixed.

fa*** m. (»*:) A large speckled snake. r.fa*. and ** a snaka.

fa*** m. ( *:) One of the judges or recorders of hell. b. f*l,

and an army.

fa*T*t f- (**ft) The Maino % (Turdus salica.) *. fa* variegated,

** an eye, fem. affix #t*, implying diminution.

f**rr mfn. (-T^-Trt-V) Painted, spotted, striped, (the body.)

m. (-T :

)

1 A kind of snake. ' A plant, (Plumbago seylanica.)

n. (-1) ' Yellow orpiment. * Vermilion. L Madder. • A
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wortn, (Julus ccrnifex.) 8. fxx spotted or painted, &c XT
the body.

fxx»¥T **»• i'K') ' A king, the predecessor of Dbritakasiitiu

and Pan'du, and son of Santano. * A jud^e and recorder id

hell. a. fxx, XT body, andx who *ives.

f. (~xj:) The mother of Vva^a. f. the name

of a king, uterine brother of Vvaaa, and X! mother.

Fx x i fi*
- m. (*T : )

1 The moon. * The forehead, spotted with the

b!o< d of a goat, slain in the worship of the demon GoaVta-

iabn'a. b. fx* spotted, &c. and XT to go or be, and ^CX
aff.

fxxnr n. (-^j Rice dressed with coloured condiments, a. fxx,

and XT food.

fXXT^X m. (-X) A cake. e. fxx speckled, and XT*X a cake, a

plum-cake.

fXTTTX n. (-X) Steel, a. fxx, and XXX iron.

fwf*X m. (-IT:) The month Cknitrj or Chejft, (March-April.)

r, fxx the star, and tx affix ; also XTTX.

fxfxx mfn. (-x:-XT-X)
1 Painted. * Spotted, striped. * Varie-

gated. e. fxx to paint, * alT.

fxfvx mfn. (-xt-ftxt-fx)
1 Variegated. * Wonderful, f. (-T*.)Ot*c

of the four kinds in which women are classed, a. fTV, and

Tfx »ff.

fxalXXJX mfn. (-x:-XT-x) Astonisliiog, surprising, causing

wonder or astonishment. 8. fxx with XTX, or used as a verb,

xrxxaff

fXTW m. (-x!
) The moon. e. fxx the star, and ^x lord,

fxxrfx f- (-fxs)
1 A voice from heaven, that of an invisible

speaker. * A marvellous tale. * Agreeable or eloquent dis-

course. c. fx miraculous, and xfx saying,

fxvixx n * (-X) Boiled rice coloured with turmeric, &c, 8. fxx

variegated, and xn^X boiled rice.

fq^Tunr m. (•0 The intellectual sou), spirit, a. fxx, and

XTO^ soul.

fxiiT mfn. (-T^-XI-T)
1 Amiable, good-hearted. * Wise, intelli-

gent, of liberal or expansive mind. n. {-if) The Supreme Beiug,

as identifiable with intellect or understanding. 8. fxTTiniad,

and XT form.

(X^x* mfn. (-XTXXt-XX) Reflecting, considering. 8. fxfff

to think, and Bl aif.

fxxniTx mfn. (-X* XMfy To be considered or thought • To be

comprehended. “ To be meditated on. a. fxfff to reflect,

XXtX^aff

frnilvn mfn. (-X: XT-X) To be considered, to be reflected on.

a. fxfx to think, (10th cL) XX aff.

f%xfxxl imd. Having thought or considered, fxfx to think,

(10th Cl.) lit a IT.

fXXT f. (-XT) Reflexion, consideration, recollection, a. fxfx to

reflect, affixes qf and irv

fxx,*yx mfn. (-X:-XT*X) Disturbed in thought or distracted by

any idea, a. fx^f, and XI"yx agitated,

faxim mfn. (-*>TT-<) Thoughtful, anxious. 8. fxxn, and TC
engaged in.

fXXTXtX m. (*fxO
1 A fabulous gem, supposed to yield its pos-

sessor whatever may be required.
9 A name of BatuiuC • A

Jinn or Jninn saint k. fxxr reflexion, and xfx n jewel,

fxxX’X mfn. (-Xt-X’-XJ Reflecting, considering, meditating.

r. fxfx to think, WTXX aff.

fffXTTT mfn. (epr-xXt-XX) Thinking, thoughtful, a. f^Xr, and

xgxaff.

fX’Wixijrx n. (-X0 Council house or room. a. fxxT reflexion*

and XIJTX a house.

fxfxft f. (-xl) The tamarind tree. e. irregularly changed from

fxfxxt, q. v. also fxfxftXV, XX being added,

fxfxrx mfn. (-Xi-XT-Tl)
1 Thought, considered. 1 Reflecting,

considering, n. (-if) Reflexion : see fxxr. k. fxfff to think,

affix *.

fxfxRr f. (-fin) Consideration, reflexion. . fxfff to think,

fXX.affi

fxfwtXT f. (-XT) Reflexion, consideration, thinking, s. fxfx, and

TX aff.

fxxifx f. (*fXT?) Midnight cry or alarm.

fxxx mfn. (-xx -xxt-xi)
1 To be considered. • To be appreci-

ated or conceived. a To be thought of or meditated upon.

B. fxx to think, XX aff.

fxx m. (-X0 A kind of grain, (Panicum miliaccum,) a various

reading of XtX, q. v.

fxxx mfn. (-xx-x^-xi) Gathering, collecting, k. fx to ga-

ther, (5th cl) X* aff.

fxfxr mfn. (-Tj-TT-x) Flat-nosed, e. fx preposition, fuxx affix

in this sense, and fir changed to fx- m. (•*:> Rice or gram

flattened. 8. fur to flatten, X affix, the derivative redupli-

cated, and x substituted for the radical ; also with XX^ added

fa,XTX ;
also the pen. becoming X, fxTT.

fxfTTT m. (-X:) See the preceding.

fXX* m. (-T:) See fxfxr.

fxuj n. (-Xj A whitlow.

fX^X m. (-fx.)
1 A parrot * A plant, from the fibres of which

coarse cloth and rope are made : see XT- t. fx imitative

sound, and fx to utter, affix fxx. with XX added,

m. (-X!) A parrot : see the preceding.

fx t xifrx mfn. (-ft-ftxft-ft) Dilatory, tedious, alow. b. fXT.

and XlfcX who acta

f

4

TT ix n. (-si) A long period, a. fxv: long, and XTX time.

fX<X TX M i fxx nxfa. ( x :-xt-X) Protected for a long time.

8 fxtXTX. and Xlfxx nourished,

fxrxrxfxrfxx mfn. (-w.-xr-if) Accumulated slowly or after

a lung time. 8, fXTXTX, and XTTf«SPT gained,

fxrfxx mfn. (-X:-XT X) Dilatory, tedious, slow. 8. fXT long,

and fxxi business.

fxrxx mfn. (-X-XT-X) Long absent, a long time gone. 8.

and TX gone.

fxrxfrx mfn. (-X-.-XT X) Long sought for, of rare occurrence.

8 fx**, and ’i.v* naught.

fvrwfan m (-*:) A tree : »ee *. PfC long, »nd

lived.

fetnatfVw mfn. (•fl-fnil-ft) Long-lived. n>. (-fl)
1 A name of

Vuiiu'c. • A crow. ' The Jivaia

:

eee the preceding. * An
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epithet applied especially to eight chiefs or saints, viz.

Mshkajudeya, A rwattham a, Bali, Vyaba, Maxima's, Viani-

•han’a, Khiva, and Parasu*ama. « fax for faMt long, and

^tfa* living or lived ; also fariftfa*-

farfftfa* min. (*t-fa*Vfa) Long-lived, m. (-ift) * A crow.

• Vishnu k. see the preceding.

fax*t f (-*))
1 A woman married or single, who continues to

reside after maturity in her father s house. * A young woman,

a. fa<* long or late, and *z to go, (from home,,) affix **,

and deriv. inr. ;
also fafc*zt.

farfa* m. (-W :
) A kind of gentian, (Gentianacherayta.) a. fax

long, and fa* bitter.

far* mfn. (-*:-*'T-«l) Old, ancient, what has been or lasted

long. a. far long, and si aff.

fa<fa**j ind. For a long time. a. far, and fa** a day.

faxfafas mfn. (-*:-lT-¥) Long rested, long abided, r. far,

and faf** rested.

faC^T* mfn. (wt-ift-*) Old, ancient, antiquated, long lasting.

a. fax* long, and affix, with vjx augment,

fat;*[ind. A long time. a. far to' injure, and * affix : this word,

and others evidently derived from it, are now considered as

particles, and have accordingly appropriate, though strained,

etymologies
;
the derivatives however corresponding with

the inflections of the singular number of nouns masculine

or neuter, it may have been originally an imperfect noun of

the 1st declension, thus; nom. fan!: or fax;, acc. far, 1st abl.

fafa, dat faxl*, 2nd abl fan*, gen. fax*f> 3rd abL fa\

;

see these words severally.

fwtlfw mfn. (-*t-fa*Vfa) Dwelling a long time abroad.

R. fax, and **ifa*r who is away from home,

farfa* n. (-si) An old friend, a. fax. and fa* a friend.

fax*fr* m. (-*t) An a^s. a. fax; a long time, and fa* to sprin-

kle or urine, affix farfa.

fax*** m. (-*:) A kite. e. far imitative cry, and xfa to com-

mence, affix ^z.

fa CXI* n. (-*) A period of very many nights, a longtime, a far
long, and XT* & night.

faxxrXT* ind. A long time. s. faxXT* as above, and ** to go,

affix **.

fax*®! (-a*:-an air) Obtained after a long time, (as a son in old

age. ) s. far, and w*l gained.

fatfa** m. (-**:) The name of a plant : sec*rx*. n. far a long

time, fa* to divide, and * affix
; also fafrfare*.

fVxsawl f. (-WT) A cow that has borne many calves, n. fax for

a long time, and q:<tt prolific
,
also faxttfa*!.

fax*** m. (-*:) An old servant, a. fat, and ***r who
serves.

fa<w mfn. (-*r:-*THBr) Long continuing, enduring, lasting.

e. fat, and UT what is
;
also fatVlfa*.

fax*nfa* mfn. ( ^t-fa^ft-fa) Of long continuance, r. fart for

far, and unfair what stays.

farfar* mfn. (-*:•*?-*) 1 Long enduring, lasting or remaining

for a long time. * Left behind for a long time. k. fart* *nd

far* stayed.

fans hut. A long time. e. fat a long time, ** to be, affix sqr?T

:

see fat H.

farnfzRn f. f-*TJ Hogwced, the white sort,

fatlfa* m. (-*:) A sort of gentian : see farfa*.

fatIH m. (-tnr) A name of Gabup'a. ind, A long time. i. fart

for a long time, and *P^ who eats, from with far* affix :

or fat and *Tfa aff.

fan* ind. A long time. e. fat a long time, and *r* to go,

affix *w.

faxi^* mfn. Long-lived, m. (-^:) A deity, a divinity.

k. fat long, and *T** life.

faXTTi* m. (•*:) Blockade, k. fax, and tfTXfa obstruction,

farifa* mfn. (-If: ITT-*) Long maintained or protected, k. fat,

and *nfa* supported.

faftr. 5th cl. (faffalfa) To hurt, to injure, to wound or kill,

faft m. {-f<!) A parrot, b, fa imitative cry, and XT to utter,

affix fat.

fafeuft f.(-*fl) 1 A woman staying in her father s house. ’ A
young woman, e. irregularly derived from faft to hurt

:

see fav*zt.

faftfa** m, (**:) A tree : see fatfa**. b. faft a parrot, and

fa* to break, affix w.

fa* n. (-*) The shoulder joint, e fat to hurt, affix *.

fat ind. A long time : see far*,

fax* ind. A long time : see fat*.

fatifaf* mfn. ( TT-WT-W) Long since abandoned or left e. fat,

and abandoned.

fafto f. (-ztj A kind of cucumber, (C. utilatissimua.)

fa* r. 6th cl. (fa*fa) To put on clothes.

fa**tf**T f. (-*T)
1 A necklace. * A firefly. • Lightning.

e. fat: a long time, and t changed to *, *t* to twinkle or

glister, with ** affix
;
and the fern. form,

fafwfa* m. (•*:) ' A kind of sprat, (Clupea cultrata, B. MSS ?)

* A kind of prawn, (according to some.) e. fa* to sport or

play, affix far, faff and reiterated, fafafa sport, pastime,

ZTT to mete, to find, * affix, finding sport in marshy places

amongst reeds, &c.; this word has various forms, being read

as above, and faf**l*, fafw**, fa*tfa*. fafafafa,

fawfa, &c.

fa* r. 1st cl, (-faifVr)
1 To be loose, to be slack or flaccid.

* To indicate one's meaning. * To act wantonly.

fa* mfn. (-*:-*!-*) Blear-eyed. m. (-*:
)*

'ITie Bengnl kite,(Falco

cheela. Lath.) * A bleared or sore eye. f. ( -*1) * A potherb,

said to be a small kind of Chenopodiura : see • A
cricket. B. fa* to be flaccid or loose, affix **: see *er,

or fa preposition, *r* in the second sense, and fa* substi-

tuted for fa.

fa**r f. (-*t) A cricket : see *tf**r.

fa*H*PH f. ( *30 A vegetable perfume: see *rfV*ifw*Y

b. fa* a kite, and eatable.

fawm m. (-IT) A petty thief, a shoplifter, a pick-pocket, Ac.

b. fa* a kite, and *TTW resembling, from *r to shine, with

*T* prefix and * affix, pouncing on his prize like a kite on

iu prey.
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fVfV m. (-fir:) The chin. t. to Uke, fa affix, and the
|

radical vowel shortened : see faw.

fafas m. (-»:) Flattened grain. A various reading of fafa*, q. v.

fa* ro. (’"*-) The chin : see the next.
<* ' -j

'

fa** n. (fa) The chin, a. fafa to take or cover, f, affix, and

added
;
also farj.

fa* Santra root. I Oth ck (flfVHl) To mark, to spot, to stamp,

ftp* n. (-*)
1 A mark of any kind, a spot, stain, sign, symbol

8cc. * A banner, a standard. * A symptom, e. to pound, I

affix ana, and the radical vowel changed U>X» or fax* to mark,

* w air.

faW*lf* mfn. (^t*ft4ft-ft)
1 Spotting, marking. * Hideous,

frightful. • Striking, killing, t. faw, and anf^sr who or what

makes.

fawaiftal f. (fat) A plant, (Echites frutesccns.) e. faw a mark,

and Wtffat possessing.

fafaw mfn. (-w:-irT-W) * Marked, spotted, stained, stamped.

* Designated. * Known, i. faw to mark, and aff.

fafa r. 1st and 10th els. (fahtfa fafa^fa) ‘ To be patient, to

suffer or endure. * To be impatient. 4 To touch,

fafa m.
( w:)

1 A kind of deer. 4 A sort of panic, (Panicum

miliaceum.) 4 A country, China. 4A sort of cloth. 1 A thread,

n. (-si)
1 A banner, (perhaps made of deer skin )

4 Lead- k. fa

to collect, WW affix, and the deriv. irr.

fafaer m. (-w:) A sort of panic, (P. miliaceum.) z arw added

to the preceding.

fafaBnijT m. (-*'•) Camphor, r. wfa, and the same •, the

best is from China.

fafa^t n. (-if) Steel, e. fafa, and m produced,

fafafaff m. (.f.) ' Minium or red-lead.
1 Lead. b. fafa China,

and fav cake
;
brought in lumps from the hills on the north-

west of Bengal, and between it and China.

n. (-#) Lead, or more probably tutenague. b. fafa, and

WT zinc.

fatfarew n. (fa) China cloth, silk. e. fafa, and cloth,

fafafa) fafa r. 1st cl. (fafafa) To take : see fapr.

’^Tx (M) r. 1st cl. (wfalt) To coax, to commend, to flat-

ter.
4 To appropriate praise, to boast, Ac. : some authorities

substitute wfa for this root.

fafa far) fafa r. 1st cl. (fafafafa) ‘ To take, to receive. a To

wear.

faft n. (fa)
1 Cloth, clothes. * A rag, old and torn cloth.

' Bark, rind. 4 A crest. * A kind of garland. 4 Lead. T A
line, a stroke. 4 Writing. 4 The dress of a Baud'dha priest,

f. (fat)
‘ A cricket. 4 The ends or hem of a garment, e. fa

to collect, Un'idi affix deriv. irr.

fafcWTWW mfn.(-WT:-WT-W:) Clothed in Utters, b. faft, and *HTB

vesture.

ytft: f. (-ft:) An eye cloth, a veil covering the eyes. c. fat
to hurt, and fa affix

,
the radical vowel lengthened.

ytftWT f. (-W7) A cricket, b. WW added to fafat

fatw mfn. (fajfaffa) 1 Conversant, learned. * Split, divided.

m. (-4:)
1 The Nimb .- see fai*. 4 The dote tree, (Elate

sylvestris.) b. fafa divided, and tfa a leak

4 O

fatfawT f. (-WT) A crickeL i. fatft imiutive cry, and w who

utters also fawwr and fawwr.

fafa r. 10th cl (fafaufa) To shine. 4 To speak. (•**,) fafa r. 1st

cl (fafafafa) 1 To take. * To wear.

n. (fa) Tlie Uttered dreas of a Bauddha mendicant, or

of any mendicant, s. fa to collect, &c. and WTfaUn'Adi aff

wfaftfa m. (.Pi) A Bauddha or Jaina mendicant. a. fafax: a

beggar's dress, and ifa affi

WW r. 10th cl. (WW^fa) To inflict or suffer pain.

m. (-^:) The roaring of a lion. k. WW pain, derived from

WW, with Wfa affix, «* in the causal, to occasion, affix WW.

Wir m. (-WT!) * Sorrel.
4 Sourness, n. (fa) * Acid seasoning.

* Vinegar made by the acetous fermentation of grain,

f. (-WT or fat)
1 Indian sorrel, (Rumex vesicarius.) 4 Hogplutn.

* The tamarind, e. WW to satisfy, Un'&di affix Tfa, and the

radical vowel changed to W ; also with ww, ^nr.
Wfawr f. (-WT) Indian sorrel, (Rumex vesicarius.) E. added

to the preceding.

'Wfa m. (-fa:) The female breast or bosom.

yww mn. (-V:fa) A nipple, b. to such, and w affix, deriv.

irr. or imitative sound, (such as a child makes in suck-

ing.) and W what sounds
j
also and

m. (-*£) A potherb, (Marsilea deutata, Rox.)

r- 1st d. (•wrwfa) ‘To distil, to drop. 4 To
bathe.

tn. (-W5)
1 The musk rat or shrew. 4 A mixed casta, born of

a Brabman father by a Vaideha female.

f- (-ft) A game, a kind of hazard played with tamarind

seeds in place of dice. e. WW substituted for fawf the

tamarind, and ^ from to get or give, affixes w and wfa, or

with w affix.'ST*
r. 1 st cl. (wretw) and I Oth cL farrwtw ) To wane, to become

small, low or shallow, r. 6th and I Oth els. (wrfw ^Twftr) To

cut, to pierce or divide
; fa,) ¥»r. 1st cL (^«fw) To become

low or shallow, r. 1st and 10th els. (fa^Of 'W^wfa) To cut,

Ac.
;
also sjf and

Tf r- I Oth cl. (‘'yfwfa)
1 To become small, low or shallow, as a

river, flee.
4 To collect.

(T) ^fa r. 1st cl Owufa) To become small, low or shallow,

r. 1 Oth ck (wwfa) To cut, to pierce or divide,

xyj r. 1st cl. (^fafw)
1 To hint one’s meaning. 4 To dally, to

wanton, to coquet, &c. 4 To act.

•WW r. 6th cl fajwfa) To cut, to pierce or divide.

f.(-WTT) A small well or reservoir near a well b. ^fa to

be low or shallow, affixes and VTff; also the fem.

affix being

f. (-1^t) A small well: sec the preceding.

(T^> r. 1st cl. (^nrfa) To wet, to be wet or moist.

Tfn m. (-if.) The anus. b. MTf to be moist, affix * ; also

and^ffa.

^fa f. (-fa:) The anus. b. to be wet, faw affix
;
also

r. I Oth ck (fafaT*fa)
1 To send, to direct, to throw or cast.

1 To ask or interrogate. fa*L X) r. 1st el

To sharpen.
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T*» 1 A procuress, a bawd. e. ^ to inquire, affixes
|

q and and qpt inserted.

qq r. I st ci (qrqfir) To move slowly, to creep or steal along,

qq (T.> ^Tpf r. I si cl. (vpqfir) or implying reciprocity, (qpqriri

To kiss, r I Oth cl. (qlfqf* ) To kill or hurt.

y[n.(-*) The face. k. qq to kiss, qq Un adi aff.

st «t<e m. (-q:) * A kisser, a lecher.
4 A rogue, a cheat. • The

loadstone. 4 A general scholar, one who knows parts in a

variety of kooks. * The upper part or middle of a balance,

p. ^fq to kiss, affix Tjq.

vnqnr mfn. ( WW sq^ft-W^} Kissing, e. qfq to kiss, jm aff.

qxqq n. (-q) ' Kissing. * A kiss. a. qfq to kiss, affix

^vqqqrxr n. (-q) Kissing, E. and qnr giving,

qf-xq-q mfn. (q:-TTT-7T) Kissed. B. qfq to kiss, qr aff.

wfiqn a « mfn. (-qTq-qTft-qW) Kissing, k. qjfq, and qfqij aff.

qpC r. 10th cl. (qirqflT) To steal, to rob: according to some it

is also r. 1st cl. (%qfw.) This root gives its name to the 10th

class, which is thence called q<{f^ ; {i) r. 4th cl. (^rjq)

To bum,

^rr f. (*qT) Theft, stealing, e. to steal, affix q, fern, affix

qiT.

f. (-ft) A small well. a. to be shallow, affixes q and I

sftq
;
^ changed to q.

^jq r. I Oth cl. (qiqqfq) 1 To rise, to increase. * To raise, to

elevate. 1 To dip or dive into.

^qq m. (-q:)
1 Mud, mire. • A small vessel or pot, a gallipot,

&c. * The hand hollowed to hold water, n. {-^) Water in

which pulse has been steeped, s. qn to dip into, affix iq ;

sec qqq.

qqfqq m. A porpoise, e. ,'jqq mud, aff.

T*"1 r. 1st cl. C^qrwifq) 1 To cut. * To disappear, to be lost,

m. ( qr) Fondling or nursing children, &c. f. (-hit) A she

goat. u. to cut, qq[ and qrq^ affs.

m. (-«?|) The gangetic porpoise, b. ^q*q to cut, xfw aff.

*qq r. 1st cl. (qqfq) 1 To manifest one’s meaning. * To dally,

to wanton or coquet,

«qq mfn. (-q:-qT-q) Blcar-cycd. m. (-q.) A blear eye- f. (-#1)
1 A chimney, a fire place. * A funeral pile. i. qq to indi-

cate meaning, affix qq; or fq preposition, affix implying

moisture of the eyes, and q^r substituted for fq.

^TPT m. (-qr:) The palm of the hand hollowed as if to hold

water.

^qrqt f.
1 A porpoise. * A water pot. • The opposite

bank of a river, e. to dally, (in the water,)^ affix, and
fem. affix #tq.

qfq f. ( fq:) A fire place, a chimney, e. qi to manifest mean-
ing, and x aff.

qqi n. (-qi) ' Fried meat. • Chaff, rind. k. vjq to suck, q affix,

deriv. irr.

TS* mn - A nipple, E. to guck, end deriv. irr.
j
or

’trer imitative sound, (in sucking,) and w what makes; also

ITS fcC.
J 4

qqq ra. (-q:) A well. e. to become shallow, affix and
the vowel lengthened.

q[qT f. (-XT)
1 A single lock of hair left on the crown of the head

at the ceremony of tonsure. * A peacock's crest. • Any crest,

plume, diadem, &c. * The head. *Top, summit. • An upper

house, a room on the top of a house, &c. T A kind of bracelet.

* A small well. * Tonsure
;
more commonly k. ^q

to elevate, qf and ttit affixes, q changed to q, and the

vowel lengthened. %

qqjqmr n. (-q) Shaving the head all but one lock, considered

as a religious, and purificatory rite; it should be performed in

the first or third year. e. and qrqw making.

^nqrqrq n. (-4o The rite of tonsure : sec the last. b. ^ITT, and

qqaet.

qqiqfqr ra. (-fa:)
1 A jewel worn in a crest or a diadem. • The

Gumja, (Abrus precatorius.) a. qpqr a crest, and qfq a jewel.

mfn. (-q:-qr-qi) Crested, having a lock of hair on the

crown of the head, &c. f. (-qf) A kind of grass, (Kyllinga

monocephala.) n. (-q) The head. e. qqr a crest, and q what

has, from’ qr with q aflix, or qq pons. aff.

^qiwqw n. (-qr) Tonsure, e. ^qrr, and qqq mark,

qqrqq mfn. (-qTq-q7T\-qir) Crested, having a lock of hair,

&c. on the top of the head. n. a crest, and aff.

^q r. 10 Ui cL (q[qqfq) To contract, to close or shrink.

T* m. (-q:)
1 The mango, (Manjifcra Indica.) ' The anus.

b. qq to drink, affix qs, deriv. irr., or qpr to be moist, affix

qq.

qqq ra. (-q:) * The mango. * A small or shallow well. k. qra^

added to the preceding.

f- (-ftr :) The anus : see ff*.^ (TJ 'y't r. 1st cl. To lium.

r 1st cl. * To contract, to shrink, to close as an

eye, to wink. * To throw, to send or direct. • To grind or

pound.

mn. (-q:-w) * Powder, any pulverulent or minute division

of substance. * Chalk, lime. • Aromatic powder, pounded

Sandal, &c. 4 Pounded camphor, f. (-#f)
1 A Cosrri, the shell

used as a coin. 1
Selection of an unanswerable argument

4 A river in Bengal. 4 The red powder scattered at the Hal*

festival. * Dust*, sec If* *• T* to pound, &c. affix qq.

v** m. (-q:) Grain fried and pounded, n. (-q) Expounding in

prose the purport of a foregoing verse, an order or interpreta-

tion or prose not abounding in compound words, u. qq
added to the preceding.

’2^ m. (-q:) A limeburner, a maker of lime. a. ‘yw, and

qiq who makes.

m. (-q:) A lock of hair, a curl or curling hair. k. qrq

what contracts, and $qq hair.

m - (-qi;) Pebble, gravel, hardened fragments of earth or

brick
j limestone nodule, commonly known in India by the

name of Concur, e. ^q dust, and qvs fragment.

q[vilTT f. (-ITT) Pulverulcnce, comminution, the state of dust or

powder, r.^4 with qq affix
;
also q, ijqrq.

^vnrn:q[ m. (-^:) Vermilion, u. and qntx quicksilver.

C (-fq:) A handful of perfume or powder. *. qq, and

if* handful.
*
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st
'aai

in. (-fa:) A sum of 100 Cotcrkt, the small shells used

as coin. * A selection or picking out of an unanswerable

argument. * The grammar of Patanjala, a comment on

Panini’s grammar, e. *1; to go, to pass, (current,) fir Un’fidi

affix, and « substituted for the radical vowel, or to direct,

fee. affix far.

^fazri f. ( -sit) Fried and ground rice. a. to pound, fW

affix, and the feminine form.

m. (-wir) An annotator, commentator, 8tc. e. ^jfa

selecting, picking out, (meanings or corroborative passages,)

and BW who makes.

x*faw mfn. (-ir-TTMTJ
1 Ground, pounded, reduced to dust or

powder. * Squeezed, smashed, a. to pound, ff aff.

mfn. (- Made or mixed up with any thing

powdered or pounded, a. powder, and ffar aft

mfn. (-If.-TIMT) Reduced to dust or powder, pounded,

beaten to pieces, a. *W, and inr made, fa augment,

f. (fa:) Going, a. ** to go, faw affix, deriv. irr.

f. ('WT)
1 An upper room, a room on the top of a house.

• A crest, k. ** to rise, affixes* and WTW: see ^prT.

^rfacr f.(-qrT) * The root of an elephant's ear. * The body of a

drama, the inferior personages of the drama collectively,

n. (-#) Flour cakes fried with ghee. E ** to be or make

high, affix WW.

^r. 1st cl (^ffa) To drink or suck.

f. (-WT) * Sucking. * A leathern girth. K. to drink,

affix

mfn. (-W-BMf) To be drunk or sucked, n. ( is) Any thing

that can be eaten by sucking, a. ^i to suck, ip{ aff.

.fa r. 1st ud 10th d». To light, to kindle, (i)

r. 6th cl. (-WPrfa)
1 To hurt, to wound or kill. * To tie

or connect together.

r. 1st aud 10th ds.(*4fa, *"*fafa) To light or kindle,

^fapq mfn. Who does much or often, active, indus-

trious. k. B to do, intens. form, aff.

m.(-*:) A servant, a slave, f.(-ft) A female servant. R,faz

to serve, affix also with ®rw added f. *fa*T j
also

&c.

m. (-V) ‘ A slave. * A gallant : see the last. • A servant,

a minister, one who fulfils an appointed duty. x. faz to serve,

affix, or ** with znr added.

** m. (-*:) A servant, f. (-ft) A female servant or slave.

B. fa* to serve, affix, and z changed to V; also *z, &c.

as above, and

Md. If. *. fa* to think, to consider, affix fa*,

fprw mfn. (-B*.-BVw) 4 Suggesting, causing to think. * What

thinks or feels, sentient, f. (-ft) The yellow myrobalan, (Ter-

minalia chcbula.) t. faw to consider, affix n.
*ifW mfn. (-Bp-srT-f) Alive, living, feeling, m. (-an) * Soul, self.

• A man. • A living and sentient being, f. (-WT) Understanding,

intelligence, wisdom, reflection, k. fair to reflect, affix

* A l < mfn. (*TTW*Tfft*T1T) Living, sentient. £.*?fsn, and

mfn. (-*:•*!-*) A living and sentient being, b. fair to

think, * aff.

*H«nr.W mfo.(‘*:-WT-ii) Sentient, reflecting, conscious, e. fair

to think, in** aff

mfn. (-®:-in-f) To be collected, to be gathered, e. fa to

collect, w® aff.

*nv °. (*lr) Mind, intellect, the faculty of reasoning or undejs

standing, s. faw to consider, L'nidi affix

(-^) Love. c. and ^born.

m. A lizard, a chamelion. •

tn.{-fa:) The name of a country, perhaps the modern Chan*

daii. m. plu. The inhabitants of Ckidi.

*fa*fa m. (-fa:)
1 A Vasu named Upacuara. * A name of

SisupaTa. e. and xrfa master.

®faowi m.(-w:) A name of Sis UPAijt a king killed by KrIshn'a.

a. *fa the country, and trrsr a king also *fa*fa, *fa^p*,&c.
mfn. To be gathered or collected, e, fa to

collect, *?r aff

(B) *« r. 1st cL (**fa) * To shake or tremble. * To go
or move. * *

mfn. tab. Cloth, clothes, raiment, adj. Vile,

wicked, bad. b. fa* to wear, affix
j also *** and **.

*®w®T** ra. (-*:) A washerman, e. xfa, and TOIW* who
washes.

**r* m. (-*:) A cucumber,

*faarr f. (-BT) A corset, a boddice. t. ** clothes, ** aff.

,
Xffa m. (-*:) A small kind of fish.

*Z r. 1st cl. (yifif) 4 To think. * To go: this root is not
usually admitted : see xfa.

f. (-ft) One of the HdginU or female personifications of
music.

r. 1st cl. (*4 n) To act or perform functions, duties, &c.

to strive, to eudeavour, to be busy or follow any particular

avocation.

mfn. (-W’-iTT-W) Making effort, who or what acta or at-

tempts any act. n. (-if) Effort, exertion, u. and ** or
W* aff

^ '

mfn. Active, moving. E.ff to exert, *nr* aff

^Ct f (-¥T) Effort, exertion, bodily effort, t. to act, ** and

*T* affs.

*eTfa*ir* n. (-W) Observing a person s actions, s. *¥T, and

fa*T® investigating.

*znrr*t m.
( *:)The end of the world, b, ^tt, and inn

destruction.

*fa* mfn. (-Tf:*«fl-if)
1

Exerted, done with effort. * Done,

n. (-W)
1 Going, motion. * Bodily act or function. Action,

behaviour, a. *£ to act, affix y|*

n. (-*) Soul, spirit, the deity considered as the essence of

all being.
1
Sense, consciousness m. (-^;) A modern reformer

of the Vaithnava faith, considered in Bengal as an sivaidr of

KbTsiina. b. *?rw intellect, and ®TrT aff.

m. ( »®:) A sacred tree, a religions fig tree, &c. growing iii

a village or near it, and held in veneration by the villagers,

n. (-W)
1 A place of sacrifice or religious worship, an alur, a
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shed kept for sacrifices, Ac. * A religious building peculiar

to the Jamas, a Jama temple. * A Jaina or Bauddha image,

Ac. 4 A monument, a tombstone, a column, Ac. erected in

memory of some deceased person, or on the scite of a funeral

pile. 4 A pile of stones forming a landmark or boundary.

B. ftf to collect, deriv. irr. ; or fXlt to consider, affix xpfl.

fm. and sgsr alt

^TtjT m. (-T :)
1 'Hie religious fig tree, (Ficus rcligiosa.)

4 A large

tree in a Tillage, a. ^Ttj as above, and J a tree,

m. (-¥:) A large tree in a village, s. ^<*1 as above, and

7 st a tree.
at •*

WTW m. (-W:) A student's water pot a. place of sacri-

fice, and principal.

ra. (’W-) 'The religious fig tree. * A large tree in a

village, e. ^rtj, and rw a tree : see ¥71.

¥W m« {-¥:)
1 The month Chaitra or Cheyte, (March- April,) • One

of the ranges of mountains dividing the continent into por-

tions or yaraktu : see wk. * A Bauddha or Jama religious

mendicant 4 The son of Budha by Chitra. n. (-¥:
)

' A

monument erected to the dead, a column or block of wood,

a tree, Ac. so considered. *'A small temple, k. fair the star,

or fw wonderful, Ac. affix

¥¥¥ m. (-¥:) The month Chaitra. e. added to the preced-

ing j
also ¥iW.
n. (-¥) The garden of the deity Kuvfiaa. b.N a

tiundhatha in charge of the garden, affix vsw

f- (-^) Tlie clay of full moou in Chaitra. k, ¥¥ the

month, and ¥fHtt a line, a series.

m. (-fo) The month Chaitra. E- fl¥I, and aff.

¥f!¥ m. (-¥*.) The month Chaitra. s f¥¥T the asterism, or

lunar mansion for this month, and aff.

m. (-sit) The month Chaitra

.

b. fwT, and fxfi aff.

¥*? m. ((XT) A name of S'is'lpala an adversary of KmIsun'a,

the son of Damaguo'sjia, and sovereign of Chtdi or Chandait.

m. pin. (-BIT:) The inhabitants of Chedi. the country so

called, and ** aff.

¥W mfn. (-¥:-^ft*XS) * Cloth, of cloth. * Bred in clothes, (insects

or lice, Ac.) «. wr cloth, xfir ait

¥¥rw m. (-BT*) An eater of lice, (a goblin so designated.)

e. ¥¥ an insect found in clothes, and ¥TTlf who eats.

¥T¥ mfn. (-¥‘.-¥T-¥) 1 Sung. • Pure, clean. 1 Clever, dexter-

ous.
4 Pleasing, delightful, beautiful. 1 Sharp, pungent, keen,

Ac. e.^ to suck, affix a.

^jT¥ n. (*
,

xi) 1 Bark, rind. • Skin. * Cassia bark. 4 Half eaten

fruit of the palm. 1 A banana or plaintain: ace x?r¥T. * A

cocoanut.

n. (-W) Bark, rind. e. rtw added to the preceding.

¥1it f. (-tft) A petticoat, a. ¥1 to be small, affixes ¥¥ and

¥r¥ m. (*¥:)
1 A bodice or jacket. 4 A country : see %¥.

f. (-WT)
1 A precept, a sacred ordinance or commandment

* Sending, commanding, directing, Ac. * Enjoining, ordaining.

4 Ca»ting, throwing, e. to command, Ac. affixes ¥1 and ¥TXT.

th. (-¥:) A ball for playing with. e. ¥^¥T directing

or throwing, and *7 a ball.

mfn. ( w:-iTT-W)
1

Informed, apprised. * Ordered, directed.

1 Appointed. 4 Urged, impelled. 4 Thrown, cast a. ¥^ to

direct, H aff.

¥T¥ mfn. (*¥ :-in-l& To be sent, thrown, or directed, n. (-if

)

1 Surprise, astonishment, wonderful or astonishing. * Asking,

an asking, a question, Ac. a. ¥X to send, to command, Ac.

affix W*T-

m. (»V) Moving, moving slowly. e. to move,

affix yw.

¥K m. (-X0
4 A thief, a robber. * A perfume called commonly

by the same name. f. (-XI) A plant : see ¥H.V¥t. e. ijt to

steal, affix ¥¥ ,
also with VET added 'xfrXTf.

q!<¥*£« m. (-¥:) A kind of grass, commonly Chcrhdnta,

(Andropogon aciculatum.) e. and ixrt a thorn : the

seeds clinging to the feet and clothes of those who walk

amongst it *•

¥TTi¥t (• A kind of grass, (Andropogon aeiculatum.)

a. ¥TT a thief, and ¥¥ a flower, fem. affix see the last;

also with ¥¥ added ¥Tr^f¥¥T.

¥rftxn f. (-¥t) Theft, robbery : see ¥rfcxrr.

¥I¥ mf. (-¥:-t#t) A short jacket, a bodice, m. (-¥:) or m. plu.

(-in:) A country, the modern Tanjore, the name is also sup-

posed to apply to a part of Birhhum, in Bengal, c. to be

high or to elevate, affix ¥¥> and IT being changed to V, ¥f¥
ut sup. or ¥i¥ a proper name, that of the king of the coun-

try applied to the country.

Miirv m. (-¥:) A breastplate, a cuirass, n. (-*) Bark, rind.

k. ¥^ to elevate, affix ipf-

¥T¥fl¥ m. (-¥t)
1 The shoot of the bambu. * The wrist. * The

orange.
4 A cuirassier, a soldier armed with a breastplate.

b. ¥T¥¥ armour, rind, Ac. and xfir aff.

^TXfT^txr m. (-ir:) A diadem, a fillet for the head, a turban or

tiara.

¥PX m. (-1 :)
1 Suction, sucking. 4 Burning, (of the skin,)

inflammation. * Drying up. b. ¥1 to suck, W¥ aff.

¥H¥ n. (-xj
)
Sucking, suction, e. lo suck, XB* aff-

^rxj m. (-XH*.) A horse of a particular and good breed.

mfn. (-w.-xt-X) Agreeable, pleasant, k. ,it^ the san>e,

aff.

^T¥ mfn. (-¥:-<t-^ * Crested, relating to a crest. 4 Relating

to tonsure, n. (-X) Tonsure, b. a crest, Ac. and

aff.

IIVI^X n. (-^) The rite of tonsure, e. XTf, and act.

¥IT mf. (-’C'.-’ft)
' A thief, a robber, a pilferer. 4 A plant : see

•^Trtpqt * A perfume, f. (-ft) Stealing, theft, b. ¥TT: a thie£

affix irw.

oid. From theft, k. ,¥(TJ and 7if% for the sign of the

fifth case. *

mfn. (-Tf:*WT-fr) Stolen, robbed, b. ¥TT. and X* taken.

^rruxf 1 mfn. (-ir-HT-lf) Carried off, stolen, e. and

taken away.

^rfriTT f. (-¥T) Theft, robbing, k. a thief, 1*1 affix, option-

ally 7nfr%l , or ^rft theft, ir^. added.

4rnil n, (-^) Theft, robbing, k. %K a thief, Waff.
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fTOTfipT mfn. (.f.-lTT-lf) Acquired by plunder or robbery.

b. fTtir, and ffa*!T gained.

•fif ra/n. (-fn-^t-f) RdatUg to a creel or top-knot, &c. e.

for 'Y*
t > and ff a&

ffunfrf n. (-4fl The ceremony of tonsure, cutting off all the

hair from the head of a child three years old,oxccpt one lock

on the crown, fc. ^i<«S or fif relating to the ^TT or crest,

and work, act.

WiW m. (-iff:) One of the Rdjanhu or royal saints.

'VOW n. (-11) ‘ Oozing, trickling, flowing. * Going, moving, m.

(-1 :} The name of a Rtsni. e. f to go,

V (tr) ff r. 1st cl. (fair, * To go or move. * To flow, to drop,

r. I Oth cl. (fTffff) 1 To laugh. * To bear or suffer.

Vf enr) r. el* l^nrfw) To wet thoroughly, to moist-

ten a little, to sprinkle, to drop, to exude.

Vf mfn. (-Ht-WT-lj)
1

Fallen, dropped, oozed out, &c. * Fallen,

from or off. • Deviated from, erred, strayed. * Broken, dis-

ordered.
# Lost. E. fj to go, affix %.

VITfTT mfn. (-Tt-fM?) Deviating from duty. i. Vf, and

fTfTT rite, usage.

wimfiiK mfn. (-f:-fT-7j) Dismissed, (from an office, &c.) de-

prived of, (as a right.) e. Vf lost, and flfflTlT function.

VflifTf mfn. ( T:-TTTJ Spent, exhausted, incapable of effort.

e. Vf , and f^if exertion.

vf«T f. (-ff:)
1 Dropping, dripping, oozing. * Falling, fulling from.

* Deviating from. * The vulva. * The anus. e. f to fall, &c.

affix far* ;
also with ftf, T^i again with the radical vowel

protracted wjff &c.; nod without the semivowel fff, Ac.

m. (-f :} The face. e. ^ to laugh, f Gu'ftdi aff.

wm r. l(Jth cl. (fTflfl) 1 To laugh. * To bear.
1 To loose.

* To hurt or kill.

•Sim n. (-if) Sprinkling, pouring or dropping forth, falling as

an unctuous substance, oozing, trickling, Ac. e. Vf to wet

or moisten, affix ff.

«i;TW mfn. (-SC-fit-*) ' A mover, a goer, one who moves or goes.

* Oviparous. * Abandoned, wicked, void of virtue or purity.

> . wj to go, Un‘4di uthx ww.

41 The aspirated letter corresponding to tho preceding, aud

expressed by C'h’k.

tf mfn. (f: IT W) ‘ Pure, clean. * Trembling, tremulous, un-

steady. m. (f:)
* Cutting, dividing. • A part, a fragment.

f. (-17) ' Covering, concealing. * An infant, a child, any young

animal, e. it to cut, or if to cover, Ac. affix .
• it mf. (f.-JTT) A goat. e. ft to cut, if aff.

•irw mn. (-1:-w) Dried cowdung. k. • a fragment, and Jivr

assemblage.

1 Jif m. ( ft:) A goat. f. f-fTT-^t) A she goat. 1 A kind of con-

volvulus (C. argenteus), or more probably (C. pes-rapr«:) see

fTSTEf ?. n. (-W) Blue cloth or raiment, k. ft to cut or tear,

LVidi affixes Iff and vz, or Jt substituted for ft.

WAff ni. (-V-) A goat. e. ff added to the preceding.

4 P

WJlfnqpt f. (-^t) A kind of convolvulus, (C. pea-caprs
:) see

IJTfT- b. iff a goat, and ^ifT a foot ; also IJTfmft, Ac.

Iffflt f. (-fit) A plant : see the preceding.

IffTift f. (-ffT) A kind of convolvulus: see flfTYt. *• 1*^ a

goat, and ffr a gut, an entrail
;
with iff added, i»Tf rliffT;

also llfTf^.

171 f. (-it)
1 Light, lustre, splendor. * Assemblage, quantity,

number. 1 A straight or continuous mark or line.

iTTff m. (-f :) A palmyra tree. e. ITT a line, and IV fruit.

17TOT f (-IT) Lightning, e, vzt a streak, aud «rr light.

If n. (-4) A parasol, an umbrella, the Indian ch'hdttah. f. (-17)

1 A kind of fennel, (Anethum sows.) * A pungent seed, corian-

der. • A mushroom. 4 Anise, k. if to cover, and f^lVidi

affix j hence the word and its derivatives are also written with

a double 71, IV, Ac.

Iff m. (-*•) A king-fiaber. * A mushroom. * A shrub, com-

monly Kutiya-k' htira,
4 A small vaulted temple, in honour of

a deity.
4 A beehive of a conical or umbrella form. e. ff

added to the preceding.

n. (-ti) An astrological diagram, je. if, and ff a circle.

IffTf mfn. Bearing a parasol, having or possessing

one. k. ff ,
and ff who has or holds, affix ff^; also ffif,

IffTTf. and •af iftf.

IffifW n. (-fi) 1 Carrying a chhdtta. • The carrying of one as

a type of authority, k. if, and fiff having.

fTTf it. (.4) A plant, (Hibiscus mutability > e. if, and if a

leaf, umbrella leaved ; also rxTVf.

IffT m. (-TO 1 Widowhood. * Wilfulness, independence. *Sub-

version of dominion, loss of empire, deposition, Ac. t. if a

parasol, and IT a breaking; in the first two sensesIf is used

metaphorically, for any cover or defence, as a husband, Ac.;

in the last it is used by synecdoche, a parasol being one of

the ensigns of royalty.

If If n. (-ft) A mushroom, f. (-fft) A plant, commonly Rdmd :

see yiTrfT. k
. if a parasol, and ff to go, to resemble; affixes

ff and wtf.

IfifTiff m. (-f:) A fragrant grass, described as growing In

marshy ground, e. If a mushroom, and ffflf surpassing

an umbrella, i. e. more like a eh'hattah, than even a mush-

room.

ifxnr f. (-fTT) A mushroom. B- if. fTf affix of resemblance,

fem. form.

wf-rsr mfn. (-ft ffit-fl ) Bearings parasol or umbrella, m. (-xft)

A barber, e. if, and fff aff

l^f in. (-CO
1 A house, a dwelling. A bower, an arbour.

k. if to cover, fr^Un'&di affix, and 7T substituted for f.

If r. 1st and 10th els. (iffft-TT and iflfl, or more commonly

ITffff.)
1 To cover, to clothe, to veil, to hide, or remove from

view: (fTT is usually prefixed to the root in these senses.)

• To march, tf) iff r. 1st cl. (Wfff) To lire or breathe, to b«

or make strong; also r. 1st and 10th els. (l»fff Wfffrr) To

cover, &c. ns above.

If m. (-f:)
4 A leaf. * A wing.* A plant : see ifandf. 4 A tree

bearing dark blossoms : see ffTf . s. if to cover, &c. aff. V-
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WTW n. ( ' A leaf, * A wing. 4 A covering, a sheathe, a

scabbard. 4
Cassia, e. f? to cover or hide, affix WT-

W^mw m. (-T:) A tree, (Symplocos racemosa, Rox.) sec it. w<

a cover or skin, and TV a leaf.

Wfi[W m. The thatch or roof of a house. «. WT to cover,

Tfa Un'Adi a(f.

WW fll MT m. (-w:) A religious hypocrite, a false brother. I . WT
disguise, and 7TITV an ascetic.

rtPf n (-q|) ' Trick, deceit. ’Fraud, dishonesty. * Plea, pretest.

4 Masquerade, disguise of person, &c. k. u cloak, a cover-

ing, and wfipi Un'drdi aff.

WV^ffTW m. (-wt) Being in disguise, a player. *. WT and vflO*

who wears a dress, Ac.

VTT m. (-X')
1 A tooth.

4 An arbour or bower.

\ ind. An imitative sound, expressive of sobbing, Ac.

WT mfn. (-Tt-TT-T) Solitary, secret, private. n». (-T:)
1 Mean-

ing, intention, purport, opinion. 4 Subjection. 4 Poison,

n. (-^) Wish, desire. *. WT to cover, affix WT* see

gK Mi flW m. (-W.) A hypocrite, a pretended and false ascetic.

£, wt: subjection, (of all human beings,) and Ml dW obtaining,

from T5T to go, affix WjW; also WTWMTWW.

WTT n. (-T:) * Poetical metre of every kind, but it is also

applicable particularly to the metre of the f 'tidnt.
4 Meaning,

purport, object, iutention. • Wish, desire.
4 The Ft'da* or

scripture.
4 Wilfulness, independence, uncontrolled or un-

restrained conduct *• it* to gladden, Ac. and TtlW Un’&di

affix, w is changed to w ; also in some senses with a final

vowel W"f, q. v.*

W 4* "̂* n. (-if) A holy verse, e. W**T> and irw made.

V’TVJ mfn. (-W- W-W) Made or done at will or according to

one's wish. b. inclination, and TV aff.

WTT* m. (-*:) A reciter, or chanter of the 6'dmn AVtfir. b. WTXJ

the metre of the PVt/or, and V who sings.

n. (-T) Humouring, indulgence, s. will, and

MXD conforming to.

TV mfn. (-W : -WT-W) * Private, secret.
4
Solitary.

4 Covered,

it. WT to cover, affix wr.

(T) r* ant*^ c*s * Twtrfv) To go or move.

TW (vs) WT r. 1st cl. (VVfv) To eat : see TV.

rn. (-BT) ' An orphan, a fatherless son. 1 A lad who has

no kinsmen, v. WT to eat, MTM Un'Adi affix ; also WTT.

r. I Oth cl (WTVf*) To vomit to be sick,

nf. ) Vomiting, sickness, reaching, e. WT to vomit,

affix wr ; also with the affixes T? and TT, w^T. ef^, Ac.

ut infra.

(-T) Vomiting, reaching, sickness, m. (-W:) ' The Ninth

tree: see fVr. 1 The RAkaktua, Alambisha. b. to be

or make sick, affix

t ( fitO Vomiting : see if- ». to be rick, T» Un'idi

afiixj also with #tir added and with a further addition of

vn,

9ft* m. (-*’•) The 'Aim5 tree. and JT what removes.

wf<Wl1r^ m. (-T*.) Small cardamoms, a, W^rTT vomiting, and

fx^ enemy, anti-emetic.

wfWT f. (-ftp) Vomiting, e. WT to t>c *ick, Un'adi affix

also wf< and

fX r. 1st cl. (W*Hw-T) To kill, to wound, to hurt.

*•! n. (-*)
1 Wickedness. * Fraud, circumvention, trick, strata-

gem. • Design, device, k. to cut, WTT affix, and the radi-

cal final rejected.

WT*r nf. ( -T-sn) Tricking, deceiving, e. WT nominal verb, WT aff.

TTTTXTC mfn.(-x?-xn-T) Cunning, crafty, deceitful. *. gnwi,anci

WT addicted to.

TXffTW mfn. (-WW->p*Mrw) Deceiving, cheating, a. wn nom.

verb to cheat, ww aff.

•ffcw m. A cheat E. WWI. and ffw aff

Wfa f. (-fir) Skin, bark, rind, &c. 8. WT a cover, T1 to give or

get; with affix It. < becomes W also with rfIt added wwt.

f.(-W)' Skin, bark, rind, Ac. * Offspring, posterity. * .\

spreading creeper. 4 A kind of flower, a. sec the preceding,

wfw f.(-ffc) * Beauty, splendor, brilliance. 'Light, lustre.

to divide, (darkness, &c.) TV affix, and the deriv. irr. or

Unadi affix ; also with added

VT f. (wr t A young animal. R. Ifr to cut, TT aff.

fm C (-at:) A goat f. (-*t> A she goat. b. TT to cut, Un adi

affix Jtw.

TTVT to. (*T:> A fire of dried cowdung. e. X(xr affix of relation,

added to WT*.

WTXTHTfarv m. (-wt) A wolf. e. tto, and TrfifT who eats,

*rJTTT m. (-T:) Acmi or tbe deity of fire. b. ttjt a goat, and fT
a car or any vehicle.

*nrr m. (-T:) ' A goat : see TVT; also with qr*f added fiprf.
1 A proper name, the son of Cr'iugala or Atri. b. v*T and

TT affix
;

also with t*t aft*. WTJtfT or WT udded TntTT.

WTJTWPifl f. (-M#t) A plant, (Convolvulus pes-caprw
:) see ttxitt^,

trvrfTT m. (-T*.) A name of Aoki or the deity of fire. e. TtV
a goat, and WTTT a trehicle, the goat-borne.

WTfan f. (-Tr) A she goat. b. TV added to

wm mfn. (-TT-wr-if) * Cut, divided. 4 Thin, feeble, emaciated.

e. if f to cut, affix T; also %*•

tflT in. (-TO A scholar, a pupil, a disciple, a tyro or novice.

n.(-xl) Honey. k.tt an umbrella, a screen or cover, affix XfT.

TTTT n. (-T) Hone>* in the comb or hive. e. TTT a hive, and

TT’aff.

frrrx? m. (-MR) An indifferent scholar in poetical composition
j

one citing imperfect portions only of a verse.

»• C-^i> Oiled butter prepared from milk one day old.

WIT *»• ( T) A thatch, a roof. a. WW to cover, affix WT.
WlT^f (*^) ' Covering. * A covering, a screen, Ac. • Hiding,

concealing. 4 A leaf. k. WT to cover, affix fc, and the vowel

lengthened.

wrfrw mfn. (-w.-Wl-vr) * Cut, divided. * Covered. 4 Hidden,

concealed, b. to cut, or vf to cover, affix w-

WTfoT mfn. (-T-'drt-W) Fraudulent, dishonest. m.(-T-) A rogue,

a cheat, e. WWW knavery, arr aff.

Tpew rafn. (-T :-Wt-T) Relating tn poetical metre, to the f-'tdat,

Ac. m. (-V) A priest conversant with scr^ture. b. wt^t.

and xgr aff.
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UT^TlUr n. f.nf) ' The doctrine of the Vedas. * A celebrated

Cpanishad of ihe Soma Vida. e. *n«iJ belonging lo the Vidas,

3t who goei, and m affix of habitude or practice.

f. (-TI)
1 Shade. * Shadow, reflected image. • The wife of

the sun. * Beauty, splendor, lustre. * Light ' Nourishing,

cherishing.
f A bribe. ' A straight or continuous line. * A

name of the goddess Dunes. ** Darkness, obscurity. 11 The

shadow of a Gnomon, especially as indicative of the position

of the sun. u. in to cut, (to cut off the light, &c.) and if

Unadi off.

mftt.(-g:-^-T) Shading, shadowing, m. (-T*)
1 A ch'kdita

or umbrella bearer. * A species of metre, e. WfTT shade, and

OX who makes.

trvnrww m. (-*:) A name of Said bn. e. WTWT the wife of

Su'rya, and ifTT a son j
also similar compounds, as ^rui-wui,

•row*, Stc.

fflTi n« m. (-Tt) A large tree, one that gives shade or shelter.

e. WITT, and WT a tree.

unvim rn. (*«r:) Saturn : see tfTWnpW.

WTTmt m, (*V) .Ether, the Aids’ or firmament. *. grtf light,

and tvj a road.

YTimr* >«• ) Chandra or the moon. E. *rt?r light, and

NTT! who possess.

lUiwq mfn. (-T:-Tl-T)
1

Reflected. 9 Casting a shadow, e. flit,

and «U<£ uff.

fiTlfal n. (-xj) A ch'hdttah or parasol s wttt shade, and firw

friendly.

WlTTUTVC m. (*Tv) The moon. r. TTT an image, ant a

deer, and WT who possesses $ also ETXJTVT, and .se-

verally.

«;xri*irf ro. (-TP) Saturn : see wrrnfsrT.

1l m. (-fr) Abuse, reproach, r. in to cut, far aff.

fEUVr n. (-#) Sneezing, f. (-tft) A small plant, (Artemisia aternti-

tatoria.) *• nominal verb, lo sneeze, IlfT aff.

fiflT f* (-WT) Sneezing, b. fwit imitative sound, and a what

utters, from % with V and 7T1 ails.

fw¥¥ mfh. (-914H*#)
1 Sternutatory. • Sneezing, f. f-*r) A

plant, (Artemisia sternutatoria ) v. fwfj nominal varb, to

sneeze,

fipf mfh. (-Ht-lTMf) Cut, divided, e. WT to cut, affix if* deriv. irr.

m. (*fai)
1 Cutting, division. * A plant, (Galedupa arborea *•)

sec WKM- K- fw< to cut, affix fifif.

mfn. (*y;-<^-T)
1 Roguish, fraudulent, knavish, a knave.

* Hostile, inimical, a foe.
1 Cutting or fit for cutting, (a

weapon, &c.) k. fwg; to cut, urw Un'Atli affix, and if option-

ally substituted for the radical final, otherwise firfT.

fw^TT tnd. Having cut or divided. «• fin to cut, fllr aff.

f*K (rer, XT) r. 7th cl. (%arfw f#w) To divide, to

split, to cut, &c. With the prefix WtV, To seize, to lay hold of.

With the prefix xt*r. To day or kill.

mfh. or W) Cutting, destroying, who or what cuts.

b. far to cut, affix ftpr.

n. (-*) India's thunderbolt, e. fif^ to cut or split, affix

H*; also

fw^T f. (*^r) Cutting, dividing, b. fire* as above, affixes

and TTT.

f*fT f- An axe. b. ftr to cut, T Un'idi affix, and the

radical vowel unchanged.

flf^C no. (-TO ‘ Fire. 1 A rope, a cord. “ A sword. * An axe,

a hatchet, e. fax to cut, fhrvrw Un'adi aff.

mfn. (-T-TT-T)
1 Cuttiug, dividing, what cuts or divides.

* A knave. • Hostile, a foe. k. fin? to cut, and

fire r. 10th cl (fofwfir)
1 To pierce, to bore, to perforate, tn

make openings or holes.
1 To perforate the ear for rings, &c.

flR n. (-g)
1 A hole, a vacuity, a perforation, &c. • Fault, defect,

flaw, (moral or physical.) • A weak side.
4
Infirmity, k.

to pierce, Un'idi affix TV*

fir**- mfn. Having the ears pierced, r. tiff, and

the ear.

•f*frvjvjifrv^ mfn. (-fVfrwt-ft) Looking out for faults or flaws.

e. tiff , and VTVlfcvj who pursues.

fW5T*fiT m. (-Wl: ) A reed. K. and within.

fiRT^fVzr mfn. Seeking for faults, malicious.

E HfS, and searching.

fwfsTflr mfn. (-ir-WT-W) Perforated, pierced, having holes or open-

ings. b. ftp? to pierce, affix if.

finr mfn. (-T:-TT-T) See fvwr.

finr mfn. (-Vt-WT-li) Cut, divided. L (-’ffT)
1 A whore, a harlot.

* A tree : see e. ffT u> cut > “ffi* W, deriv. irr.

fwTV mfn. (-V:-VT*V) Cut a little, incised, not cut off. k. vw
added to fwv.

fVflsvt mfn. Having the ears cut off. e. fww, and

the car.

mfn. (-w:-Wt-V) Shorn, shaven, b. ftps, and irsr the hair,

m. (-*^T) A warrior whose bow has been cut or broken

by his enemy's arrow, g. fcf ,
and wwrw a bow.

finraTfc* mfn. (-V:-VT-nf) Noseless, liaving had the nose cut

off. R. fTT. »nd «nfwT the nos«.

firm mfn. (I»: WT-W) Having the rope that passes through

the nose of a draft oi broken, k, fra. »nd the nose- rein,

fifrsrww mfn. (-re: Loosed, liberated. «. fin, and

binding.

finfint mfn. (-It-it-V) Cut up, destroyed, scattered, t fiff,

and fin broken.

f^gtrre rnfit. (-V-ret-V) Decapitated, f. (-rer) A form of Dumaa

without her head. *. fin, and m the head; also with

added finnen. frn»nm.

friw f. (nr) a tree, (Menispcrnium glabrum ) see

*. fw* cut. andW what grows
;
growing again after being

cut.

mfn. (-Tnptpft-aw) Having cut or cut off. « fin, and

tr7pt aff.

fVtriftm f. (-«T) A plant, commonly Akamikt, (Cissampelus

heiandra.) k. fin wh« i» tut, (a wound,) and frit to enter,

•jW affix, and the fern. form.

firttn mfn. (n:-W-U) Confirmed, confident, frei from doubl.

a fau, and sitro doubt.

f. (-tl) The omsk rat. or shrew.
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Ti r. 6th and JOth els. (TT*fw WXZVfk) To cut
j
also ^JT.

W9 r. Cth eh (vrfw) To cover.

Wf n. (-T)
1 Retaliating, returning, Remedying. • A niy.

TV (5l) WTWW r. 6th ch ffwfir) To touch.

Ttf m. (-Xf:) ' A small tree, a shrub, a bush. * Touch, touching.

1 Air, wind. * War, combat, a. TV to touch, affix T.

WT r. 6th ch (vrfir) To cut.

TT f. (-TT) Lime. k. WT to cut, wV and ufTs.

wfr^TT f. (-WTJ A knife, k WT to cut, Ww affix, and the fem.

form j
also with T, and WtT affixes, WTt-

ljftw mfn. (iP-WT-itf) 1 Cut. * Inlaid, set, coated, spread.

" Blended, intermingled, k. wt to cut, affix Jf.

wfc«T<»: nifn. (-T'.-ft-T)
1 Pierced, transpierced. Run through

the belly. ». wfbff, and w^T the belly,

ydf. (-<^) A knife : see

WW (

w

and WT) ^f^T r. 7th ch (fwfw $W) 1 To shine. ’To

vomit. * To play, (f) r- 1« and 10th els. (w£f?r

To light, to kindle.

1"* (T) r** r. 1st and 10th els. (w$fw wfarfir) To light, to

inflame or kindle.

WW mfh. (-W’-WTWf) 1 Tame, domesticated, as a bird or beast.

* Citizen, town-bred, rakish, buckish, smart, trained in the

acuteness and vice of towns, e WT to cut, affix i*r*,
deriv. irr.

WWTfil f. (-%:) Indirect speech, insinuation, double entendre,

hint, &c. a. #W city-bred, and wf* saying.

1PTW mfn. (-w^-WT-^) To be cut, to be cut off, &c. a. fww l®

cut, ww uff.

mfh. (•WT-'Wt-^)
1 VYho or what cuts. ’Solving, resolving,

(doubts, &C.) E. fww to cut, WW atf.

r- 10th ch (WW^f*) To cut, to cover, to divide, but especi-

ally into two parts.

WW m* (*W :
)

1 Cutting, dividing. • A part, a portion. * Solving,

dissipating, (as doubt.) * The denominator of a fraction.

• The divisor. *f*S to cut, affix war.

mfn. (>T:-VT-{VV) Cutting, m. (-*:) A wood-cutter.

e. WW* and WT who makes.

WTT n (-W)
1 Cutting, dividing. * A part, a portion, b. fwW to

cut, affix W7Z.
4 ' ,

WTTfa mfn (-W:-WT-W) To be cut or divided, e. to cot,

WWtWT aff.

wfw mfn. Cutting, dividing, a cutter, &c. e. fww to

cut, Un&di affix TW-

wfrn mfn. (-W:-WT-W) Cut, divided, b. 1w< to cut, affix jj.

wf<d*J mfn. (-w:-WT-^> To be cut or divided. B.ftRE to cut,

WW aff.

WW mfn.(-w.-Wf To be cut or divided, n (-W) Amputation,

exscisMon. e. to cut, WT aff.

*H«l rn. (-W:) A fatherless son : see w****.

WW m. (-W:) A medicinal plant, (Conyza antbelmintica.)

wf*W m. (-¥:) A ratan. a cane. b. WT cutting, WW aff.

WT r. 4th ch (wrfw,i To cut, to mow, to reap, &c.

tlfwnt(-Wl) Snapping the thumbandfore finger together, b. 1^7

to touch, ifw

tit** m. ( Wt) A fisherman, e. ^7 to cut, wfzw affix, deriv. irr.

WTTW n. (-W) Abandoning. leaving, a. WT to cut, affix

TTVTW m. (-W-) A citron, a lime.

«J r. ) th ch (wprii) To go, to move or approach : sec

sr

W The third letter of the second class of consonants, correspond-

ing to the letter J in jet.

9 mfn. (91 : WT WT)
1 Speedy, swift. * Eaten. 1 Victorious,

triumphant, conquering or a conqueror, m. (-9P) ' A name

of STva. • A name of Vishn u. • Birth, production. * A
parent, a progenitor. * Poison. * Enjoyment. * Light,

lustre. • Speed. * An imp, a goblin, r. to bear or be

bom, fwr to conquer, or other roots, and W aff.

m. (-w:)
1 The Malaya mountain. * A dog. n. (-W) The

egg plant, (Solanum melongena.)

9TW r. 1st ch (wwfw 3rd pi*. wwftf) 1 To eat. • To laugh. (W)

wfw (www) 1 To give. ’ To go.

9T9 n. ( vi) Eating, k. utw to eat, affix WRT.

wfw f. (-fwt) Eating. B- ww to eat, % aff.

wfwrw mfn. (-TTW-WTt-TlT) Eating, who eats. e. WW to eat, TQ aff.

WWr in. (-W1:) Consumption, decline : see the next.

WWW m. (-WIT) Consumption, phthisis, r. uw to worship, and

srfwW affix } W is substituted for the semivowel; also TWMI.

and with a final vowel wwi.

WJIWRJW m. ( ) The sun. r. WRil the universe, and W^JW
the eye.

wrrw mfn. (ww-urn-WW) Moveable, loco-motive, transitory, nf.

(-W-lft) The world, the universe, m. (-w) Air, wind. f. (-wt)

' The earth. * People, mankind. 4 A sort of metre, a stanza

of forty-eight syllables variously disposed so as to form

thirty varieties. * A field of Jamhu flowers, e. BW to go,

Un'4di affix wfw, 9TJ» substituted for the root, and fetn,

affix, or WW as before, and w* aff.

wnnfYwr m. (-T:
) a mountain, k. VTRTft, and WT what holds.

WJPft^fw m. (-ftp) A king, a prince, e. 9nrfi1, and -qfw lord.

WJnftWTW m. (-W-) A king, s WBift, and wtw who protects.

WJTWtTW m. (-W**) A tree. r. WRWt. and WW what grow*.

inwaf m. ( wt) A name of Brahma, e. BURT, and WW a maker,

the creator of the world.

n. (-^yThe universe, b. urarw. and ITfT whole.

WJT?WW rn. (-W-) The destruction of the world, e. winT, and

WW loss.

n. (-W) The three worlds, or heaven, earth, and hell,

k. uipf, and TW three.

WJPtrfw m. (-fvf:)
1 A king. • A deity, b. WRTfr, and ufw master,

9nrr3T« m (-W ) Air, wind. k. WH*T the universe, and srrw

breath or being.

WJTtqm? n. (-^) The universe, b. WRRf, and WWW whole,

n. (-^) The whole world, k 9JTW. and whole.

WJl^tfww n». ( wti The sun. e. armr the univer*e, and wrfVw,

witness, spectator.

w#trw« m. (-TP) The creator of the world, Biuuma. k. wnr.

and W5 creator.
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RTR^RI m. (-W!:) The end of the world, b. rtew, and end.

f. (-W1) A name of Ddrca. k. WRIT, and RJRT mother.

ar/r^Tini mfn. (-w.-WT-W) Identical with the world, x. btrit,

and wicwnr same.

m. (-WT) The supreme spirit, x. BTRR, and RTWR. the

soul.

«TE<TVrr m. ' Air, wind. * A stay or supporter of the

universe, x. WRR the world, and rtot support.

anisic ni. (-w.) An epithet of Viskn'u. t utrtt the universe,

and XR i«rd.

BIR^4Ml RR mfn. (-W^-W^-vf) Purifying or sanctifying the world,

x. UTRR. CR chief, and RTRR purifying.

ova’ll ft f. (-^) A name of MANAgADfivf, die deified wife of

the sage Jaratkaru, and sister to the Ndgas or serpent race.

e. annr the world, and »rft the goddess Gauk(

;

a terrestrial

Gstiaf
;

her relationship to the snake breed is supposed

to give her an influence over them, which is implored

frequently by the Hindus.

waqjifRR mfn. (-7rt-f?r^t-f*) Destroying the world, destructive,

hostile to mankind, e. want, and RrfffR who destroys.

HRXTRt f. (-“^) A name of DcrgjC e. smr, and WIWl a nurse.

*«• (*V) Air, wind. e. unm the universe, and WW sur-

rounding.

onr^Tfw m. (•ft.)
1 A name of S'iva. * A name of Vishn'u.

f. (-f*T) The earth, e. WRW the universe, and %tf*T womb,

or place of production.

•RRRT f. (-RT) The earth, f. birr the universe, and RR what

bears.

WTEfr^Tir m. (-Rt) The expiration of a Yuga or period of the

world's existence, e. vr.PT the world, and fV«fTR destruction.

vnr^ ni. (-w:) 1 Fire or its deity. * An animal or insect, x. rr
to go, deriv. irr.

RRRtR in- (-R:) A form of Vishn'o. e. btr*t the universe, and

WTV lord ; a peculiar and celebrated idol of this name is

worshipped on the Coromandel coast,in Orissa, and pilgrimages

are made to the shrine of Jacaxnath from all parts of India

•NraTRBTR n. (-V) The shrine of Jacanmat’u and surrounding

district, e. vrarmr, and VT holy place.

Wlfmrre m. (-R:)
1 Worldly existence. * A deity, as Vhhm'u, in

whom the world exists, b. writ, and fiprTTJ abode.

m. (-^t) 1
Fire. * An animal, e. WRIT, and Rto send, ^

affix
;

also BMW.

BTRWiTR f. (-HT) A name of Dprga'. «. wrtt, and rtr mother.

sstrww mfn. (-Rrrst-Tjfl-wnr) Who or what goes. e. arw to go,

tpj affix, root repealed.

marr m. (-T-) Armour, mail. e. bitjz to awaken, wpT affix, deriv.

irr.; also bttrt.

WRWT ra. (-Wi) 1 Vinous liquor for distilling. * Armour ; see the

preceding, k. arw to ooxe, RR aflix, and the root redupli-

cated; otherwise W interchanged with T: see BfRT.

WWT mfn. ( wt: a^r-wl) Eaten, n. ( w4) Food. b. rr to cat, affix

91, and bt»R substituted for the regular form.

Wfrit f. (frir) 1 Eating. 1 Eating together or in company.

•Food, victuals. *. ^to eat, aflix, and art*, substituted.

4 Q

mfw m. Air, wind. a. am to go, far affix, root reiterated,

and form irr.

vrfhrvtj mfn. (-RTR-*Jpft-Tir) Who or what goes. x. am to go,

wg affix, inserted.

BTRW n. (-si)
1 Mons veneris. * The hip and loins, x. ww to

kill or hurt, uter substituted for the radical, and rr Un’idi aff.

m. du. (-rt) The hollows of the loins of a handsome

woman, k. rsr the loins, and RRR a well or pit.

•msrwrT f. (-wt) 1 a woman active as in dancing. * A species

of the Aryd metre.

biuhtiOIT f. (-WT) Opposite leaved fig tree, (Ficus oppositi- folia,

Rox.) k. BTRR tlie haunch, &c. here put for the stem, and

RBT fruit
;
growing round the stem.

BTRRf mfn. (-^:.3RT.^)
1 Last, hindmost 1 Low, vile, base.

• Worst vilest, lowest, n. (-*i|) The penis, m. (-•g:) A Sudra or

man of the fourth tribe, f. vmr the loins, &c. and Rrr affi

BTRRPJTinrfvTTjj mfn. (-HT-Wf -^S) Vile, addicted to low pursuits.

b. utwrt 'ile, RR quality, tfaf practice, and xgf standing.

rirrTBT m. <-B|s)
' A Sddra. * A younger brother or younger

born. T-. btrsr last, and as born.

NTR’RW m fn. (.RPT-W*t-Wnr) Who or what kills, e. TR to kill,

affix, root repeated.

m. A sharp or offensive weapon. E. TR to kill, affix

faR, form irr.

mfn. Striking, beating, injuring, one who does

so. B. vpR to hurt or kill, fl affix, and the radical reiterated.

Biffr** mfn. (-RTR -lrtt-TR) Killing, who or what kills. B. RR
to kill, RTJ affix, root repeated, TR inserted.

RTTTRR n. (^i) Wickedness, sin.

HTTR mfn, (-fr.-RT-R) Locomotive, moveable, that which has

motion as opposed to that which is stationary, e. rr to go,

affix and the radical reduplicated.

RTTRfRt f- (-Rt) A parasol, a chhatta or umbrella, b. em?

moveable, and T# a house.

err«T mfn. (-RTr-WT-Ri) Desert, solitary, waste, jungle, wild, kc.

n. (-Rij Flesh, e. RTT for RTTR moveable, and m what brings

or takes, L e. appertaining to moveable beings, as beasts,

birds, &c.

HITT1* m. (-W-) A land mark, a limit, a boundary, a ridge of

earth running along the edge of a field for collecting water,

and forming a passage over it, e. RT locomotion, and w
what makes, WIT «• prefixed, with the sense of limitation.

nnPR n. (-li) Poison, venom, x. locomotive, (an animal,) and

rj what destroys, from w to cut, affix R.

Wf^T f. (-JT) The leg. t. RTR to be born, substituted for

the radical, and aff.

aTf-m ifcRi m. (-R-) A courier, a runner, an express, e. WJT a

leg, and RT a toll, affix RR
}
who levies a toll by his legs.

arfTRTW n. (-vi) Cuisses or greaves, e. «T|eT the leg, and RIR

what preserves.

RTJTW mfn. Quick, rapid, going quickly, m. (-W-)

1 A courier. * A deer, an antelope, e. aiyr the leg, and RW
able, stout.

«i, in cl (arafif) ako(TJ«f" To figbu
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erst m. (-art) A warrior, x. fpw to fight, andW aff.

wrurrarw n. (-w:) Prowess, valour, k. orar. and WTO power,

orwn^r mfn. (-fti-fn-V) ‘ Muttering repeatedly. * Muttering evil

prayers or charms, m. (*V) An ascetic, a devotee, one who

docs so. c. mz to mutter, reiterative form, aff.

mz r. 1st cl.(arzfrr) To clot, to be entangled, as hair.

erzT f. ( -ZT) 1 The hair matted as worn by the god S'iva, and

by ascetics
;

the long hairs occasionally clotted together,

and brought over the head so as to project like a horn from

the forehead, at other times allowed to fall carelessly over

the back and shoulders. 1 The root of a tree, a fibrous root.

• Spikenard : see
4 A plant, (Asparagus racemose.)

• Cowach. • Hedysanim, various species, e. mz to entan-

gle, affix
;

or snr to be produced, *vr Un'adi affix, and

the radical final rejected.

wrzTfJ* m. (-*:) * A quantity of clotted hair.
1 Siva's hair. e.wzt,

and arc the same.

tn. (-V) A lamp, x. urcr entangled hair, and ^TVrr

flame.

wt inz^p m. (-^0 S'iva. x. 9nrr as above, zUr to bind, affix^
UTgT^K m. Siva. b. as above, mz to go, and

affix j some copies read frcrv“K.

WZTW m.(-^.) 1 A name of Siva. * A Jina or Jaina deified saint.

• Any mendicant wearing the braid of hair. e. «tzt entangled

hair, and VC possessor
;
also with VTfcw, wznufcv (-ft)

f. (-^t) Indian spikenard, (Valeriana j&tamansi.) x.aTZT,

entangled hair or root, and vt^t .tbe same plant.

m. (-*?:)
1 A fabulous bird, the son of Aecn'a, killed by

Ravam’a. ‘Bdellium, e. wrzr accumulation, or vfjvnr life;

long-lived
;
hence also m. (-^:)

fTCTir mfn. (-Wt-wr-fi) Wearing clotted hair. m. (IT:) The

Indian fig tree. * Zedoary. • Bdellium, f. (-VT) Spikenard :

see vrcmlvt. k* ztzr as above, and affix of possession,

•rerew mfn. (-VTCVlft-fW) Having clotted hair. f. (-vrt) Spike*

nard, (Valeriana jatumansie.) E. 9RT, and W/J if aff.

wrfz f.
1 Waved-leaf fig tree, (F. venosa:) see wfinr. * As-

semblage, multitude. * Clotted hair : sec 9T7T. x. arc to col-

lect, affix T*f.

ifzw mfn. (-^T-f5rjf1-fz) Having clotted hair. m. (-^t) Waved*

leaf fig tree : sec arfz. x. urcr as above, and xfv aff.

Wfcwi mfh. (-ur:-WN-f».) Having any clotted or entangled hair,

m. (-«:) A lion, f. (-WT)
1 Indian spikenard. ‘ Long pepper.

• Orris, x. arzT, and xvrvaff.

mi\ f. (-<!) Waved-leaf fig tree : see miz. e. mz to entangle, X
Un'adi affix, and added.

wrzvs m. f-w:) A freckle, a mark. x. mz to accumulate, vvrv

affix : also mzm.*
mzr mfn. (-Cf-CT-^) ’Hard, firm. * Bound, tied. mn.

Tiie belly, e. to cat, WTC Un'fidi affix, and substi-

tuted for the radical final.

iPWll f. (*WT) Belly-ache, colic, enteritis, x. 9TCc, and

*vri!T burning.

•rarrsf^ m. (-nvr) Cassia fistula, s. mZK. the belly, and a

laxative.

^rzcwnir f. (-Wt) Pain endured by the child before birth.

b. W*t, and V ;srwr punishing) for misdeeds in a preceding birth.

erccVTTfwr f. (-WT) Pain of the child in the womb : see the pre-

ceding. e. erec, and vnr>n pain,

ararwvi f. (-WT) Colic, x. mzr, and rc pain,

arzrtjt mfn. (*f®: -TOT-TO)
1 Being in the belly. * Being in the

womb. x. mWK, and tjj what stays ; also Wrcftfr*, and

&c.

etZTmtt m. (-W:) Dropsy, water in the abdomen. *. fit the

belly, and WTW sickness.

snr mfh. (-Ti-TT-v) 1 Cold, frigid, chilly.
1 Stupid, apathetic,

idiotic. * Dumb. n. (.*)
1 Water : see ff. • Lead. f. (-VT)

Cowach. m. (-*:) ' Cold, frost, winter. * Idiocy, fatuity,

stupidity. * Dulness, apathy, sluggishness of mind or body.

R. ff to heap or accumulate, affix W. and w changed to Z.

arcffrv mfn. (-V:-VT-^) Dilatory, working slowly, x. mz apa-

thetic, and furvi business, affix fr.

fTWrf l f. (-WT)
1 Coldness, chilliness. * Apathy, stupidity.

• Stupefaction, despair, * mz as above, and wi affix of the

abstract
; also with if.

m. (-ITT)
1 Stupefaction, insensibility. ' Stupidity, dul*

ness. * Frigidity, x. arc cold, &c. Tfwfirv aff.

erclgrt mfn. (-ir-HT-W) Paralysed, rendered cold, torpid of'

insensible, confounded, k. ZT9, and fr?T made. f% augment,

arc^wv mfn. (-m-TTMl) Stupefied, paralysed, become torpid, dully

or insensible. B. arc, and tjw been, fv aug.

urcw m. ( -Vf: ) A freckle, a mark. e. arc to accumulate, 'ZZZ

affix, and fi changed to z.

urj n, (-g) Lac, a red dye or animal pigment, analogous to

cochineal, x. arc to be born, Z Un adi affix, and z changed

to IT; also with fTC added fnjV-

ai jft a. (-ft)
1 Lac : sec the lant. * Asafcetida. f. (-^TT)

1 A plant,

commonly Chakatcat

:

* A bat
;
aho sr^fT. * A fragrant

substance. R. frw added to the preceding.

STTflTiT m. (-W) A fragrant substance : see the last. R.

lac, mid fnr what makes or affords; the lac insect building

its nest in this tree,

argvt f. (-^) A bat.

ss q f m. (-Sfs) A man at chess or backgammon, &c. e. fPf

lac, and as it were, a son, being coloured with lac.

m. (-fw:) A mole, a natural mark on the body. x.

and zfm a gem.

m. (-V*.) Lac, the dye. I. fl]J, and VH juice,

f. (-ITT) * A fragrant substance. * A bat. r arc to be

bom, affix* and z changed toil; also with the pen.

short JTr]*l.

uff n. (-f )

r
l*he collar bone, the clavicle, i. fPf to be bom,

Un'adi affix V, and Z changed to IT ;
also with arc added

vnrwr u. (-»).

It* (-w) Red arsenic. B. «rg“, and ^ijr a atone, vw

affix, like a stone of lac.

ffsr r. 3rd cl. but peculiar to the Vddat (fnrfal ;) also (tJ) WVt

r. 4 tli cl. (VTVK) 1 To be born or pruduced. r. 10th cL

(mzzfH) To generate or beget
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wnf m. (-if:)

1 Man, individually or collectively, a man, mankind.
1 The universe. ' A division of the universe or Laka, the

residence of deified mortals : see vrsnunf .

4 A lour man, a

wretch, f. (-vft) A mother, &c. see wf«T f. (-WT) Birth, pro-

duction. a. vr*T to be born, affix

onrv m. (-W\) A father, a progenitor. * The name of a king,

sovereign of Mithila, and father of SIta. t WW to be born,

and war affi
•* '

eg44 41 f. (-iff} The property of generation, productiveness,

paternity, *. arwY, and 7m affix ; also with *, V4¥dr.

WR4HHT f. (-HT) A name of Sira the wife of Rama. a. *f»T4

as above, and vrWT daughter
;

also similar compounds, as

Ac.

UWT* tn. (-if:) A Chanddla, a man of a low or degraded tribe.

e. urn a mean man, aud WW to go, V* affi

unrm £ (-Tn)
1 Mankind, a number of men. # Manhood.

8 Generation, birth, a. «r*r a hian. and ktt affix
; also with

w, mwm.

«T*TTT f. (-v|T) An umbrella or parasol, k. urw the person, and

vrr saving; from sun and rain.

tanpr n. (-if)
1 Birth, production. * Family, race, lineage, f. (-ift)

1 A mother. * Tenderness, compassion. * A plant, common-

ly Chakawat ; also WYfsr and unft- 4 A bat. • Arabia*

jasmin. 8 Valerian, mf. (-W’-Wt) A parent, a progenitor.

b. urn to bear or be born, affix W3, and Blv.

%rvrf*r f. (-f«T)
1 A fragrant plant : Bee the preceding. 8 Birth,

production, b. upt to be born, affix wrf*r,

gpTTe; m. (-^:)
' Any inhabited country. 8 Man, mankind.

B. unr man, and XTY going.

bpnTTTY m. (-Y0 Rumour, report, b.upt man, and st<|TY speech,

from to speak, with T prefixed, and TV affi

mfn. (-B|*-1TT*Y)
4 Agreeable to mankind. * Philanthro-

pic. m. (-xr)
1 Coriander seed. A tree, (Murunga hyperan*

them.) k. WST. and far fond of.

m. (-W0
1 The name of a king, son and successor to

Pariksiiit. * A son of Purl*, e. anr in the second case, the

world, TV to shine, affix

wvttw mfn. (-Y^-TTVt-xpr) Begetting, engendering, producing.

b. «T4 to be born, causal form, vns affi

uprfTSr mfia. (-TIT-Tt-W) Generating, begetting, producing, who

or what does so. m. (-WT) A father, a progenitor, f. (-’Wt) A
mother, b. upt in the causal form, to give birth, to engender,

affix *V-

anTTT m. (-TO
1 Rumour, report. 8 Calumny, scandal, e. wrw,

and TT sound.

W*rwv ra. (-W*) One of the seven Lditu or divisions of the world,

the fifth, next above Maharloka, where the sons of Brahma,

and other pious men, reside, b. unf man, and war a world.

VTVsn? mfn. Kind to or fond of mankind, e. unr,

and xnw » friend.

WTH* m. (4^0 News, rumour, report, s. unf man, and TTY

speech : sec umtUTT.

WT f. (-fir.) News, tidings, intelligence, e. unr mankind,

and wf?f that which b heard.

UTTTPTsr n. (-si) The forest Dandaka, (in the Drlthm.) the

eastern part of it. e. unt a world, and WHT a place; the

resort of a world of demons.

HTTVIT m. (-TO Propriety, decorum, good conduct, e. V4
mankind, and VTVTT moral observance.

umfVir mfn. (-W:-HT if) Superior, superhuman, e. and

vfwJI going beyond.

uprrfyiTTV ra. (-*:) 1 Vishku. • A king. e. UPT, and vf^PITW

supreme lord.

unrnr m. (-vi:> A preserver or protector of mankind, k. V4,

and vr to preserve, fir* affi

«nrr*f m. (-V: ) A district, an inhabited country, e. wit man,

and vv boundary.

WWlfvV n. (-^) Secret communication, whispering, speaking

aside, Ac. b. stt man. aud *f*mr near.

WTrY* m. (-if:) A name of Visun'u. e. 9I*t mankind, and

worshipping ; whom men worship.

epnipT in. (-**) A wolf. a. enr, and VirV food.

ni. (-T:) A temporary halL e. SJiv man, and VPTV
an asylum.

vf«r f. (-fk: or -iff) * A woman in general. * A mother. 8 Birth,

production. * The wife of a sou, or brother's son, Ac. * A
fragrant plant ; see »PJVT. e. «nr to be born or to bear, Uu'tuii

affix yiT, and optionally added.

wf*t4 mfn. (-4T-VTV) Producing. f. (-VT) A woman, a wife, a

mother.

arfsnr mfn. (-7TMTT-7f)
1 Engendered, begotten. * Occasioned,

occurring, produced, e. vtt to be born, causal form, v affi.

urfVrffiTR m. (-lK*WV*lf) Sounding, making a noise, e vf«nv,

sound.

vf*w m. (-ttt) A father, f. (-vf)A mother. *. V* to be born,

(from whom,) WV affix j and T* inserted.

wf«Mixj*T mfn. (-st:-7TT-«J) Vigorous, energetic, making exertion.

b. TrfiflT, and ’’ITIIT effort.

arflrsv m. (-if:) A father, f. (-WT) A mother. «. «PT to be born,

(from whom,) and Y* Un adi affi

aifiTCPT m. (-ITT) Birth, engenderment. B. snr to be born, !,**•(

Un Adi affi.

tfT4^r mfn. (-7r:-*TT-7i) Appropriate, good for, suitable, e.

and m affi

W»T f. (-^:) Birth, k. w^T to be born, V Un'fcdi affix
j

also with

gt affix BT. f .(-V:)

urspi m (-V:) Birth, b. vit to be born, Un &di affix

arifK mfn. (
Desired or prized by mankind, f. (-IT)

Turmeric, e. ar*T. and TT wished.

VWTYTTTY n. (-4) Fame, glory, e. w* mankind, and

pre-eminence.

anrtT n. (-w) A multitude, a mob. k. wnf, and VfT a heap.

OTWt m. (-wv:) Any animal, any being endowed with animal life

;

it is more usually applied however to beings of the lowest

organization, a*, ott
-

to be born, IJ Un Adi affi.

WW13 nu (-sy.) A shell, a snail's shell, Ac. b. aud a

shell.

ir^vi £ (-*T) Lac. B. added to wm
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BTOTf of. (-^•y)}
1 A plant, and vermifuge: see fax r. * A*a-

• fa'tida. m. A citron, e. ar»u an animal, (a worm,) und

X what destroys.

arTOTTO n. (-if) Asafcctida. w. amr. and BtT'TO’ destroying.

«T*jqE**l no. (-If:) (Jloracroua fig tree, (Ficus glomerata.) a. apw

an animal, and TO a leaf ; its leaves swarm with insects.

ai^twiT f, (-W) A kind of gross, (Soccharum spontaneum.)
1

e. amr an animal or insect, and tit what gets,

ami mn. (*|:-*i) Birth : see SPIT*.

BPWfftur rn (•«:) Visiin'u. e. ami birth, and aftar the stay,

nrmx m. (X s

) A father, e. ami birth, and X who gives.

amr«r n. (~m) Birth, production, b. anr to be born, and *rfro

Un'adi affix, or with a final vowel ami-

mfJfTOl n. (a) The planet or constellation under which a per*

sou is bom. e. ami, and WTO asterism.

amiwf*? f. ( fii:) Native country, birthplace, e. ami, and vfw

land.

amiT* mfn. (mW-TIft-WlT) Mortal, living, e am, and H7JX aff.

HftlS n. (-W)
r

rhe vulva, s. am birth, and WTO path*

or way.

iwnaw n. (-XJ) Acting contrary to one’s origin, unbecom-

ing one’s birth, &c. e. am, and totoi inconsistency.

W*ITSN'H*T n. (-if) Acquitting the obligations derived from birth.

k. am. and wtto wiping away.

amPJrTOI n. (*&) Attainment of the object or end of existence.

k. am. and bjptoi fruitfulness.

am r *K. u. (-X)
1 The other world. * Regeneration, another

birth, a am. and diiTerence.

apwrR mfn. (-Br.-RT-ai) Blind from birth. e, am, and «TO

blind.

am r g«?t f. (-tfl) The eighth lunation or dark half of Bhadra,

the birth day of Killshn A. e. am, and amfirt eighth.

arf-iM m. (ml) An animal, an existent being, k. am birth, and

xf* affi

amain m. (-X s
) The name of a prince : see aumam.

am mfn. ( «n) ' To be born or produced. * Fit for or

favourable to men. m. (-«*)
1 A father. The friend, atten-

dant, or companion of a bridegroom, f. (-ap) The friend of a

mother. * The relation or companion of a bride, a brides-

maid, &c. * Pleasure, happiness. 4 Affection. * A mother,

n. ( ay)
1 War, combat. “ Rumour, report. * A market, a fair.

4 A portent, one occurring at birth, e. am to be horn, &c.

affix mf. or Un'ddi affix
- •* -

am m. (-*p)
1 An animal, an existent and sentient being. * A

name of .Brahma. *Fire or ^4gni. n. am to be born, &c.

TJn'Adt affix

aTR r. 1st cl. (antfir)
1 To speak, to say or tell. * To meditate, to

speak internally, to say to one’s self. With T<T prefixed. To

divide.

an? m. (-•*:) Muttering prayers, repeating inaudibly passages

from the scriptures, charms, names ofadeity, counting silent-

ly the beads of a rosary, &c. f. (-XT) The China rose, the

flower or plant
;

also am. k. am to repeat inaudibly, affix

the flower is a sacred object.

3RJ

arnr n. (--a) Inaudible repetition of prayers, &c. : see the last

e. am as before, affix yyyc.

snmtX mfn. (-X*.-XT-Bi) To be meditated on, to be repeated

inaudibly. E. am, and TOtBR^ affi

anmrnrw mfn. (-wi-atr-W) Devoted to religious meditation,

engaged in muttering prayers, &c. a. am as above, and

Wyi adhering or attached to.

anpfm fi (*Wl) A rosary, k. am. and KIWT a string of beads, *tc.

apmir m. (-Xs) Muttering prayers as a religious rite or sacri-

fice. e. am, and XX sacrifice.

arf^ifr ind. Having repeated inaudibly. e. am, and 9ft affix, x*
inserted,

arfirff mfn. (-7T--XMT) Repeated inaudibly. *. am to mutter

prayers, and n aff.

arwr ind. Having repeated inaudibly. s. am, and *r affix : see

atfVfBi ; the omission of X* is unusual,

aruj mfn. (-X--XM5) To be repeated inaudibly, to be said over

repeatedly, (u prayer, Ax:.) e. am. and aff.

am r. 1st cl. (TOfirm) also (Xf arf*f r. 1st cl (amifw-ir) 1 To
gape or yawn. * To copulate, r. 1 0th d. (am?«ra) To de-

stroy, to efface.

anr (x) an? r. 1st cl. (amfri) To eat ;
also xw.

am ind. A wife. It is used in composition : see amnft.

amxf^ m. (-ftp) A Muni, the father of Parasura'ma.

WTO n. (-if) ' Eating. * Food, victuals, e. am to eat, affix

A -

amnrt m. du. f-lfl) Husband and wife. b. af for arm? a wife,

and a husband : see XWTTt,

WHIM mn. {-X:-ai> 1 Mud, clay. • An aquntic plant, (Vallis-

neria,) &c. m. (-at:) A fragrant plant, (Pandanus odorati&si-

mus.) e. arw water, TO to move, affix X*> and the dcriv. irr.

arorfamt f (-^ft) A river, e. anxrw mud, xf*T and affa.

aifsyr m. (-Xs
) A lime: sec the next.

amftX m. (-Xs)
' Common lime, (Citrus acida,) the name seems

to be applied to more than one species. * A plant, called

by some a sort of basil, with small leaves
;

also amitX» and

arfixx. e. am to eat, affix, and Ba augment,

aw mn. (-ra^-ia)
1 Jainfw Dtcipa, said to be so named from the

Jambu tree abounding in it, and implying, uccordiug to the

Buninas, the central division of the world, or the known

world : according to the Banddhae, it is confined to India.

* A fabulous river, said to flow from the mountain Men.

f. (.«)) A fruit tree, the rose apple,(Eugcnia jambolana;) also

applied to every species of Eugenia, fn. (-iy-aj) The fruit.

e. am to cat, ~TO augment, and f[ or £ Unldi affix; hence

it is also written

apro rn. (-IT:)
1 A jackall.

1 The deity of water, Varuna. ' A

low man. 4 The rose apple, k am to cat, affix f and

augment, eating flesh, &C. or a
pj

as above, and TO added ;

the affix also being atar^,

ar**xtX ,n * ^ne divisions of the world, e. xtX a

continent, added to WR.

apm m. (-SfTvr) * A monkey. * A mountain, t (*inft) An

.Ipsard or heavenly nymph.
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sns f (-W) Sec irW.
•s. •

aiw* m. (-qrt) Sec wwi.
n*. (-IP) 'A fragrant plant, (Pandanus odoratissimus,)

The rose apple- n. (-qi) Jokes addressed to the bridegroom

by his female relatives and friends, b. ot^bs above, and qr

what gets or i*.

•nrqnrrfaarr f. (-an) Compliments or jokes addressed to the

bride and bridegroom. K, qpJW, and W'faqTT a string.

qrm m. (•««:)
1 A tooth. * The lime.

1 Food, victuals.
4 The

chin. 4 A quiver. * A part, a portion. T The name of a

demon, e. atfa to destroy, affix qrw.

utwr* mfn. (-*:-qrc-q) ' Who or what yawns, opens, expands,

&c. 1 VVho or what kills or destroys, m. (-gp) A lime or citron,

f. ( art) Yawning. e. «tf«t to yawn, &c. ^qiaff.

Bianff sr m ( frar) A name of Indra. 4 A demon. k. arw ademon,

and a foe; also simitar compound*.

m. (-^t) Indra. e. 3T«h as above, and wf^ destroying :

see Uie last.

«WK ni. (-vr:

) A lime or citron, e. see the next, V being chang-

ed to T-

•POTT m. (-«n) 1 A lime or citron. * A Jina or deified Jaina

saint, f. (-wt) A female Rukshdsi, the worship of whom is

supposed to procure for women procreation. e. uifn to

destroy, (sickness, sin, &c ) arw^aff.

qfwtTfr m. ( fc*.) ' Index's thunderbolt. • Fire or its deity.

In DBA. e. arai the demon, and wfr a foe.

VlfVw m. <-q?t) A lime or citron, b. «rfW to destroy, (disease,)

affix Tf«T.

npdtT m. (-*•)
1 The lime or citron, apparently of more than

one species. * A plant, considered to be a kind of basil with

small leaves. ». urfa to destroy, (sickness,) "frir affix, and vpr

augment
;

also ifarK, &c.

m. (-if:) * Conquest, victory, triumph. * A name ofVt)-

uii is ht' hi r, ' A proper name, the son of Indra. 4 One

of Vishnu’s doorkeepers. 4 The name of a king ; also

fVmnr^r. • A kind of Mung or bean, (Phaseolus mungo.)

f. (-WT) * A name of the goddess ParvatI. ‘One of her female

companions. * The 3rd, 8 th, or 13th luntir day of either half

month. 4 Yellow royrobalan, (Terrainalia chebula) 1 A plant:

see qprWt. * A tree, commonly Gaaiyari, (Prcmna spinosa.)

T Hemp, (Cannabis sativa.) * A banner, a flag. e. fa to con-

quer or excel, affixes and

m. (*qp) ' A kind of dice.
4 Shouts of victory, e. arq

victory, a noise.

W*fJP^ m. (•«$:) Pride of conquest, exultation, s. arq, and ma
pride.

WW mfa. (-^w-Sf^t-vpr) Conquering, excelling, a. fa to con-

quer, W« affi

ITIfr f. (*WT) A large kettle drum. i. urn, and a

drum.

m. (-W:) The son of Index, e. uni victor}', gfw given,

to whom victory is given by his enemies.

•maw m. (-^:) A chief in the army of Dlryoduama.

nr* n. (-ur)
1 Armour for cavalry, elephants, Ac. * Conqucr-

4 a

ing, subduing, f. (-W^) Indra’s daughter, r. fa to conquer

ori excel, affixes WT3T and

srq#rgsr roFh. (-vjqr) * Cuparisoned, (as a wrt horse-)
1
Victorious.

k. ur«nr, and YfUf having.

aiU-fl m. (-Wtt) 1 A hero and demigod, the son of Indra. 4 A
name of 8‘iva.

4 Hie moon. 4 A name of BhIua. (-vqb 1 A tree,

(.‘Eiichynomene scsban.) 4 A name of the goddess Durca.
4 The daughter of Indra. 4 A flag, a banner. 4 A particular

combination in astronomy, or the rising of the asterism

Roiiini at midnight, on the 8th of the dark half of Srdvan, or

in fact on the birth day of KrIsuna, which is then particularly

sacred. • Blades of barley planted at the commencement of

the Dtuakara, and plucked at its close, e. fa to conquer or

excel, UnAdi affix *CW, fem. affix wVw.

qrqqw n. (-4) Record of victory or triumph; in law, the sealed

and written award of the judge in favour of either party ; in

historical tradition, the label on the brow of a horse turned

loose for the Aawantdka sacrifice, c. conquest, and xpq

a leaf ;
also with WW added qpPTwar.

qrqqrqi m. (-*:) ' A name of Brahma. 4
Visiik'u.

4 A king, a

sovereign
;

(it is also the appellation of several celebrated

Hindu princes.)
4 A tree, (Croton tiglium.) a. victory, VTH

who nourishes.

nrqxgfvr m. (-fa :
)
Shoot of victory. «. UPJ, and s^fa sound,

m- (*lt) A kind of dice.

RWWf »r in. (-qn) The royal elephant, * UTW victory, and WT*

good fortune.

gfqq ^l rn. ( V) The sfturamedha or sacrifice of a horse, as a

mark of dominion. . arw, and V* sacrifice.

apjTnr mfn. (-T-WT-W) ' Conferring victory. 4 Victorious.

b. arq ,
and what bears.

f. (-Wt) The wife of Indra. e. *rq conquest, and

•ETfvpft "bo bears.

5rqw^ m. (-*q:) A shout or song of victory, or the exclamation

Jaya Jaya repeated like the Jo of the Greeks, as

Ac. E. ml, and ir^ sound.

mfn. (-W.-VT-W) Victorious, triumphant e. an?, and

aftw possessed.

atqqt f. (-Wp) Victory, glory, e. and Wt splendor,

arqmcpl ra. (-V)An impediment or hindrance to victory.

b. urq, and ^tm? obstacle.

m. (-T-) The Jo or song of victory : see SPUT**- -

and arKW sound.

mfn. (-^:-TT-W) ' Victorious.
4 Conferring victory, r. ww,

and ^nrf what gives-

nfr* mfn. Victorious. ». rictory. Tf* »ff.

mfn. Victorious, conquering, c.

firm.

spq mfn. (-W-^t-iB) Able to conquer, victorious, e. fa to

subdue, affix deriv. ii¥.

ann«TT f (-XTT) Victory, success, ability to conquer, b. anw, and

VTO affix ;
also with M, wxgai-

aira mfn. (
»:•»!*»)

1 Hard, solid. 4 Hard-hearted, harsh,

cruel. 4 Pale, yellowish-white,
4 Old, decayed, infirm.
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arc

• Bent, bowed down, drooping. m. ( -V) Decrepitude. £. ^
to become old or decayed, Uu'adi affix B|3, and thederiv. irr.

new mfn. (y-arT-Bf) Old, infirm, decayed, m. (-*:) ' Cumin-

seed. * A plant yielding a pungent seed, (Xigella Indica.)

* A sort of salt, {Rit-lobon or Bit-lavana.)
4 Old age, becalm-

ing old and infirm, n. (-it) Asafoetida. a. aj to become old,

affix VC
arr*rs mfn. (v-vfT-Bi) Old, decayed, a. ay to be old,

Unadi aff.

otttt mfn. (•rw-TTTt-’PT)
1 Old, ancient, advanced in years.

Infirm, decayed, m. (-TTB) An old man. f. (-ift) An old

woman, k m to be or become old, participial affix war

w r>Bi i B m. (-1') A celebrated 3/<r*i or sage so named, f. (*f!)

The wife of Jaratkarc, the snake godded Manasa. b. BHClf

being old, and wrrB a maker ; a praetiscr of austerities in

old age.

rTTCTCfarCT f. (-BT) The goddess Manasa, exercising a peculiar

power over serpents, as the sister of Vasuki, the N4ga.

E- orBTBTTB as above, and faBT the beloved.

pryB m. (-C:) An old ox. f. (-tft) An old cow. x. any old,

il a cow, affix TW, fem. affix #Yb.

wrwr m. (-Wi:)
1 A buffalo. * An old man. e. to be or

become old, Un'adi affix s*v

«HVTB m. (-V) A man. r aj to grow old, arvarw Un'ddi aff.

wrrr f. (-tj)
1 Decrepitude, the general relaxation and debility

consequent upon old age, or old age itself. * A tree,

(Mimusops kauki, Rox.) * A female demon or RaktAari.

a. BJ to grow old, affixes Cf and TPT.

BIT r ffx mfn. (-Tt-BT-B) Infirm, decrepid, debilitated, old. e.

infirmity, and TtriJT diseased, affected.

HK\ MflCH mfa. (-Tfi-CT-W) Stooping, bent down with age or

infirmity, k. BTBT, and »if<Wn bent.

BIVTBB ra. (*C0 A proper name : see BiVrWaf. *. Bfrr a female

Rdhrhtui, and vnt fostered; assisted at his birth by a

demon.

BKTHtc m. (-V) Love or the deity Kama. B,im decrepitude,

and t^tC formidable.

BKHUfc m. (-tv.) The sovereign Jarasa.nd’ha. b. am the

RaA$Aas(, affix of descent.

Bnrrc m. (-^:) The womb, the uterus, b. am infirmity, XW to

obtain, Un'kdi affix Bf’

j
also with a final q, BMTBB. m. (-U0

BfrrxpT mfn. (-Br.-arT-BT) Viviparous, born from the womb,

as man and other animals, k. bibib the womb, ar bom.
»

VCIVB m. (-af:) A proper name, a celebrated king and warrior,

sovereign of Magndka, father-in-law to Kan'sa, and foe to

KrIshn a
;
he was slain in single combat by BnfstA. c. am

a female demon, and connection, union
;
be was bora

in two halves, which were put together by the RuArkasi Jaba.

WBTBPBfani m. (-fww) BHfMAsfiNA, the third of the Pdndu prin-

ces. b. and fanr conqueror ; see the last.

Blftv mfn. ' Old, ancient * Infirm, decayed.
|

m. (-^) An old man. c. ay to become old, flf.ir aff.

BVB n. (-^)
1 Flesh. * Skinniness, flesh flaccid with old age.

a. bt to become old, vtf\Un 4di afl.

BTB r 6th cl- (BTvDt) 1 To say, to speak. * To reprove, to abuse

or blame. * To threaten.

arai r. 6th cl. (Bp^fB) To say, to blame : see anfr.

BB r. 1st and 6th els. (btbHtt) 1 To say. *To blame, to reprove.

* To kill or hurt

arch: mfn. (-v:-TT-^)
1 Old, infirm. * Split, broken. 1 Wounded,

hurt * Divided in parts or pieces. * Perforated, m. (-B)

1
I ndra's banner or emblem. ‘Benzoin. 'An aquatic plant,

(Utricul&ria faaciculata.) a. urn to hurt, and VB affix
;
or

BJ to grow old, affix Bry, the radical repeated, and the

deriv. irr.

arsn’T* mfn. (-WT-BF) 1 Ragged, perforated, full of holes.

* Old, decayed, k. see the last, aff.

arwrftinT mfn. (-WIV) Wounded, disabled, b. BFafv and WB
made, fq inserted.

BTH r. 6th cl. (entfiT) ' To say or speak. * To blame. • To

threaten.

apr mfn.(-^:-xfr- 1^) Old, decayed, m. (-ar:) ‘ The moon. * A tree.

b. bt to grow old, BT Un'idi affix, deriv. irr.

BffviBf m. (41:) Sesamum growing wild. i. BHT to be produced,

and fVppr sesamum, deriv. irr. j
also read Blfiv.

bt* ra. (-11:)
' 'Hie vulva. • An elephant, k. ant to be born, y

Un adi affix, and B inserted.

wfBBi ra. (-Vt) Wild sesamum : see Bffnn.

WJB r. 6ib cl. (wgfff.) * To say or speak. * To blame, to cen-

sure, to abuse.

arar r. 1st cL (WwfVl) * To be sharp. 'To be wealthy, r. 1st and

I Oth cl». (Britf* BfiWBOt) To cover

,

to hide or veil ; to cover

also as with a net, to encompass.

Btw mfn. (-wr-nn-eij Cold, stupid, apathetic, idiotic, Ate. n. (-11)

1 Water. * A kind of perfume : see ' The uterus of

a cow. 4 Frigidity, (moral, mental, or physical.) b. brt to

hide, to encompass, &c. affix V*l ; also vs being changed to

its congener V WS q. v.

Bnnr n. (-#) A conch, a shell.

BiWB'UB m. (-ir:) ' An aquatic plant, (Trapa bispinosa) ' A
crocodile, r. inn water, and btxsv a thorn.

oitfufV m. (-fl**) The gangetic porpoise, b. MBT, and an

ape, the water-ape.

Umar mfn. (-*:-Tt-^) Making or shedding water, m. (-T:)

Rent or tax derived from water, for fisheries, Ac. b. biw, and

^ tax or what makes.

arrorv (*T0 ' A cocoanut, ' A shell or conch. * A lotus.

4 A cloud. * A wave. k. Bin water, and a cup or

receptacle.

BfWBTWt m, (-BB:) Mud, mire. R. BiBf water, and btw sediment.

Brow m. (-V) 'Ihe diver, e. but, and bttw a crow; the

water-crow.

Blurry ra. (-y:) An elephant, b. biw water, and vry desirous,

from vfw with BB affix
;

also with xfr affix, ut'inf.

BfWfTfyvr mfn. (-y^-^pfl-fy) Desirous of water, fond of water,

m. (vl) An elephant, e.btw, and BTTfy^C wishing : see the last.

btbibtwttt m. (-BJ) A name of VarlVa. e. BrvtBTrBT the water*

gem, the ocean, and Bjc who goes or rules.

[
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urn fat re m, (-¥:) A shark, or according to some, a large

alligator, *. arm water, fire a hog, and wz who goes.

9twfw€\ f. (-it) The black-headed gull : see mfYWt- k. mm
water, and yYzf a fowL

WwyYa m. <-wt) A sort of aquatic bird. r. am water, and

yipH a wild fowl.

wwyam m. (-9T) An aquatic plant, (Vallisneria.) a. mm
water, and ywm hair.

m. (-¥’•) An aquatic plant, (Trapa bispinosa.) s. W,
^nr to be crooked, affix ipf

.

«a| iff f. (-T?t>
1 A whirlpool. ' A pond, a pool. * A spring,

a well. e anr water, jpi a well, affix of diminution.

in. (*sfe) The gangetic porpoise, a. in, and a tor-

toise, a water tortoise.

f. (-¥T) A funeral ceremony, presenting water to the

manes of the deceased, r. «m, and fvqr ceremony.

«fT« m. (-*:) ' A plant, (Vallisneria.) r. mm, and hair;

spreading over the water like dishevelled hair.

Witvr f. (*¥T) Sporting or gamboling in water, bathing for

pleasure or amusement. B. sm, and itVT pastime, play.

rn. (-«?;) ' A whirlpool. * A turtle, a tortoise. * A

piece of water, a lake. a. «m water, and la a lump like

the spleen, or a cluster.

wart m fn. ( -t : -TT-T) Aquatic, frequenting or going to water,

m. (-¥•) The colocynth. c. am, and g what goes.

aiVff-H m. ( -ST) A Chautf&la, an outcaste. e. am water, and

a^V w ho goes
;
who goes to fish for bis subsistence

;
also

WSTTH q. V.

Ware mfn. (*^“^-^) Aquatic, amphibious, going in or into

water, t. 19, and 9T what goes.

¥YYTfyw mfn. Aquatic, living in or frequenting

water, m. (.ft) A 6sh. e. mm water, and to go, affix

anra? mfh. (-ar:-arr-ai) Water-born, aquatic, in. (-9T:)
1 A fish.

M Any aquatic animal, n. <-«#) ' A lotus. • A shell, f. ( -an)

A plant
; said to be a sort of bassia growing in or near water,

s. wm, and m produced.

9M9 m. (-^5) A fish, or any marine, aquatic, or amphibious

animal, t. am water, and arwr animal.
»#

asstate;*] C (WT) A leech. MW. and CP£ added to the

preceding.

««« ». n. <-wr) A lotus. *. mm, and urerw birth.

wwfww m. (-*:) A crocodile t. mm cold, and fern a tongue.

wafirw m. {•**') A bivalve thclL ». urw, and few a young

animal.

mBOF m. (-¥*)
1 A wave. • A metal cup with water, so as to

produce a harmonic note like a musical glass, e. am, and

TTCF a wave.

amarf^m m. (-Yi) 1 The HiUm or sable fish, (Clupanodon llisha.

Ham.) * Another kind of fish, commonly Ca6uchki, (Cvprinus

cachius, Ham.) e. am water, snj to inflame, BY affix; also

with fafa affix aiaiHifv^. m. (-ft) The HiUa.

•mum to* (•¥*•) The llim or HiUa fish ; see the last, s* am
water, ww to abide, affix

arniT f. (-WT) An umbrella #. am rain, and vrr defending,

from a, with ¥ und am affs.

arw^ mfn.
) Giving or shedding water, m. (.^:) A

cloud. * A fragrant grass, (Cy penis rotund us.) i. am water,

and Y what gives.

** A line or succession of clouds, e. aiaq, and

a line.

Y'sq.dvfii f. (-fir) Cloudiness, gathering of clouds, k. am^*
and #trf?r assemblage.

amg.i«a m. (-¥:) The rainy season, e. avr. and mnn? arrival.

n. ( a) Giving water, e. am, and gra giving.

am^Ta mfn. (-a*.-aT-a) Dark, black, e. im* a cloud, and am
w hat resembles.

sm^Taa m. (-at) The S&l tree, (Shores robusta.) e. smy; a

cloud, and ¥aa imbibing, from YY to eat, affix ar.

atavy mfn. Holding or having water, m. (-^:) * A
cloud. * The ocean. * A grass, (Cyperus rotundus.) r.. «m
water, and ay containing, possessing, from Y with atu aff.

amayaiYT f. (-ar) ' A row of cloud*. ' A species of the Jagati

metre, x. amay, snd aiai a garland,

amfa m. (-fn)
1 The ocean. * A large number, (a hundred

lacs of creret.) a. am water, ar to have, and fa aff.

amfaar f. (-ar) A river, e. amfa the sea, ar going,

amfaatT f. (-YT) A name of the goddess LsasaMf. e. «mfil, and

arr produced, the ocean-born
; appearing at the churning of

the ocean, amongst the fourteen precious things recovered

from it

amafar m. (•¥:) An otter, e. am, and Yfm an ichneumon

;

the water- ichneumon.

amfafa m. ( fa*) The ocean, t. am water, and fafa a nest

amfaaa m. (*a:) A drain, a water-course, a pipe along a wall

or building for carrying off water, a waterfall, the descent

of a spring, &c. into a river below, e. am water, fafa transit

or passage.

umfaaa ««• ( *0 A quantity of water, b. am, and fir*Y a

quantity.

mrn^m f. <-*t) Vallisneria. e. am, and a blue dye or

indigo
;
imparting its own tinge to the stream,

mnay m. (-y‘) An Asura sprung from Siva, and adopted by

the ocean. >. am, and ay who has.

amMBY n. (-¥)
1 A quantity of water. * A cloud, t. mm, and

aza a quantity.

umaff to. (-fir)
1 Vaeun'a, the ddty presiding over the watery

element, the Hindu Neptune. * The ocean, e. am, and afa

lord or master.

sratrv* m (-') A drinking vessel. *. WW, nnd grh vessel

n. (-if) Drinking water : in Bengal, refreshment, lun-

cheon. k mm, and rnw drinking,

merfrst m. (-W:) Fire. e. mm, and fVn bile, being as adust to

water as bile is to the body.

aimftrwnrt f. (-eft) An aquatic plant, (Commelina aalicifolin. See.)

see warn. k. arw water, and fyaiWt long-pepper,

am g awi f. (-WT) An aquatic plant, (Pistia straliotes.) a W
water, TV back or surface, and m produced.
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iffSR n. (-d) A country abounding with water. *. ant, and

abundance.

mfn. (-W’-*ri*W) Fond of water, frequenting water, m. (-U

)

1 The ('hataka, (Cuculus melanoleucos.) * A fish. h. arui

water, ami fsr* fond of.

m. (.*:) An otter, e. ant water, and mr who goes or

swims.

mmgmr n. (-a) An inundation, a deluge, a. star, and irnro

overflowing.

ra. (-US) A dam, a dike, rocks or stones impeding a

current h. atwr water, and xmm confining.

UUW*f m. (-at:) A fish. t. mm water, and tai a friend.J <*
,

^
n. (*k) A bubble of water, g. amr water, and

a bubble.

A kind of potherb, (Hilancha repens.) e. nrw,

and WRt an asclepia*.

»P*TJ mfn. Aquatic, produced in or by water, m. (-^:)
1 A cloud. * An aquatic plant, (Commelina salicifolia or ben-

galensia :) see wvz. e. arw water, and sj being or born,

f. (-UI) A water insect g. sw, and wfwr a fly.

WWK m. (--5:) A kingfisher. *- and srj another bird.

m, (-fk'-) A cloud. 1. iw, and sjlj ink
; composed

as it were of ink and water, alluding to its dark colour.

ar«»ri* m. (•*:) A drain or issue frpm a pond, &c. g. wrm

water, and *OTV a road, a watercourse.

arwWTarK m. (-TS) An otter, e. aru witter, and trrssfPC a cat

m. ( -%*) A cloud, b. uru, and wu from war to set free,

affix fan . liberating.

a*"*jfn tn, (-ffc;) S iva. k. 9im, and afa form
;
of whom one

form is water
,
implying his omnipresence.

ps^ftPfT f. (-*T) Hail. a. aru, and tjrt form, with tnjadded
}

a form or condition of water.

np*ifr^ n. (-U) A fragrant grass, (Andropogon muricatum.)

a. amt, and «?TX what delights.

u. (li) ' A stream. * Cotlyrium.

u- (-ni ) A waferwork, a machine for raising water, &c.

,

any contrivance connected with that element, k. arnr, and

XT^t a machine.

n. (-d) A house or fabric erected in the midst of

water, or subterraneous apartments constructed in the bank

of a river, for retiring to in the hot season ; a summer house,

& c. *. ap*np^ a waterwork, and JFW a house
;

also similar

compounds, as arara^fkiww, apunpigwfaT. &c.

aranru m. (*U : ) A kind of crane, (Ardea nivea) e. n*r, and

miserly, greedy of water
;
feeding on small fish chiefly,

and therefore haunting swamps, Ac.

UUTU »* (-% ) A gallinulc. a. arcr, and » sort of deer
j

the* watcr-deer.

>wri ra. (•» ) The f'aia, (Arde» nivea.) arm, vfa» ta fa.

fond of, affix aw.

wfC’U m. (-*:) ' A whirlpool • A drop or a thin sprinkling

of water. * A snake. B. ap«, and ufk to tremble, to play, I

&c. affix and m become* r.

•nrq n. (-d) Salt a. aru water, and T* taste, essence.

U^Ttfir f. (-fk’) A piece of water, a quantity of water, b. ar*T,

and vnfk a heap.

si*** m > (•**) A lotus, a. mm water, Tf to mount, affix

also with m affix, si«rx^ n. (-d).

mrnmx m. (•>?:) The fish of KamadIya. k. anr, and

form.

W1W1 f. (-UT) A wave, a billow. g. mm water, and mn a

creeping plant

mm 9 * m. (-a*:) A watery pustule, a sort of watery pox.

n. (*dj An aquatic plant, (Pistia stratiotca) 1.

and bark, rind.

ra, (-*:) A bird, the diver. 8. mm, and aror a crow,

the water-crow
;

also araranar.

<iiw<a ra. (-ar;j The flntfAyn mountain, e. arar water, wrv
to dive, and wm affix

} m changed to m , alluding to the

many streams that rise in this range,

uwxrifrtntr f. (-UT) Lightning, g. are water, and Uifkrur off-

spring, engendered at the rainy season.

m. (-U5)
1 A cloud. * A water carrier, g. mm, and WT

to bear, affix n*|.

OTWiTW n. (k) Flowing of water, f, (-lit) A watercourse, an
aqueduct g. mm, and Tnm bearing,

wwfgvru m. (-U:) An otter, g mm, and farare a cat j the

water-cat.

mmfvm f. (-mi) A drop of water, g. «iw, and a drop.

m. (-^:) 1 A crab. * A tortoise. * A piece of water.

*• and frff a particular tree and fruit

SRrfrnjw n. (-af) The autumnal equinox, the moment of the

sun s entering Libra, k. mm, and fwjw equinox
; the watery

equinox, occurring near the close of the annual raina.

arcrefk* m. (-*:) A prawn or shrimp, g. mm water, ffkw a
scorpion.

m. A kind of fish, (Esox concila. Ham.) e. gnu,
and to pierce, affix wr^.

in. (-U:) 1 A water-snake. * A marine monster, g. irw,

and xgTW a snake.

m. Vishnu, e. water, and who sleeps

j

he is supposed to sleep, borne by bis serpent couch above

the ocean, during the four months of the periodical rains in

India j also during the intervals of the submersion of the

world.

m. (-*:) Vishn u, r. upb water, fk to sleep, affix m,
set the preceding.

tiwwttkw ra. {-kt> Vishn u, e. tnr, and mfkw who sleeps:

see the preceding.

WTUTjfji ra. (-fo) A bivalve shell, e mm, and ufkr an oyster.

tWTjfk mfn. ( fk-fk--fk) Bathed, washed, e. »ni, and ^jfk
cleansing.

trwri2^S in. (-U-) Vallisneria. e. tre, and jju 4he beard of

corn, &c.

WSJ'WT ra. ( Xi) A crocodile, g. tru, andpt; a hog, the

water-hog.

hpjpH^ m. (•»:) Mixture with water, dilution. 1. mm, and km
combination.
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•P'r-f'?*) f. (•'ft) A leech. ». »P® water, wn to go or creep,

affix fwfsr and #t*»

are«.fq ra. (-fx)
1 A fish, a small sort of pike, (Esox caarila.

Ham.) * The gangetic porpoise. A heron. * An aquatic-

plant, (Trapa bispinosa.) f. (-fVO A leech, e. are water,

and a needle.

urea! rafn. (-TO-VT-IB) Being or abiding in water, a. are.

and m who or what stays.

arex n. (-^) A small water (or summer) bouse, a. Wf water,

and XT to quit, affix X : sec areaajTZX, fcc.

arexre m. (-*:) Cuttle fish bone, considered as the indurated

foam of the sea j also urexrear. E. are water, and XTO

laugh, smile alluding to its white colour.

wranPC m. (xt) A piece of water, a spring, a fountain, a. are,

and arXT a mine.

arereT f. (-XT) A leech, a. snt. and are to go, XX aff.

arerxt f- (-XT) An aquatic plant, (Commelina salicifulia.) a. X X.

and XX the eye, affix #tx : see arxfxxarY

, wreTX m. (-15 :) An otter, e are, ami XitJ a cat.

ureiXX n. (-X) ' A natural water-course or channel * A plant,

(Vallisneria.) h. if. and XXX end of a garment.

WWTSfwrf (Jwt)A handful of water, or water held in the palms

of the hand, as presented in oblation, &c. a. ana, and xxfx
salutation.

are raw in. <-X:) A heron. C (-xt) A leech, a. are water, xz
to go, affixes XX and X|X.

areiX mfn. (X-XT-X) Watery, marshy, b. are, and XTX
rich, abounding.

warm* ra. A shark, or according to some a large alliga-

tor, &c. : sec XTX. a. are water, xfa to go, xs^affi

mnif ra. (-X«) Small fry. a. are water, irn an egg, and

XX a(T

XXlfiPKT f. (-XT)
1 A leech. • A well a. are, and XT XT being,

existence, XXaff.

arerxa m. {‘Ht) Water reflecting any object, a watery mirror.

xl. ore, and XIX*5 a mirror.

arerwr*; m. (-^t) A pond, a lake, a reservoir, any piece of

water, k. are. and XTXTT a receptacle.

areiCn? iff m. (-if:) A name of VamvN a. n. (*Tf) The asterism

1‘urVihhArhii, %. are water, xf* over, and X*X divmiiv
;

the possessor of diviue supremacy over the element of

water.

XXiaan; m. (-T:) Going or acting like water, a. are, and

qjJlR agreeing with.

arxrfxax m (-*:) Spi inkling with water, e. am, and xfaix
aspersion.

WXifxal f. (-XT) A well t. are, and xfxxr a mother; bear-

ing water as it were iu its womb: the word is sometimes read

arerfxxT.

areiXXT f. (*UT) A leech, e. are water, XX to go, xarx aff!

arxi^x in. (-x:> ' The rainy season. * The sea of Iresh water.

E. ere water, and x4x a sea.

•IXifix nifh. (-xf-fx^t-fx) Thirsty, desirous of water, e. are,

and xfx
«(_

desirous of.

arer^ mfn. tutut. (-^:-xr*^) Wet cloth or clothes, adj. Wet,

charged with aqueous moisture. B. are water, and XTf
damp, moist.

are re an f. (-irr) A leach, a are water, xrex affix, and xx
added ;

also areTXWT and arereiXT.

urererxr f. (-XT) A leech, k. are water, XTXrw to look or see,

affix XX.
arerxx ra. (re:) An eddy, a whirlpool t.are water, and xra4

turning round.

oreiftv mfn (rej-wrre) Stained or spotted with water, k, are,

and Xrf?X muddy.

nreTjrei f. (-xt) A leech.

aretire mfn. (re-Wf-q) Stupid, dull, cold, apathetic, m. (re:)
1 A pond, a lunk, a lake, a reservoir or any piece of water.

* Tbe ocean, n. (-a) A fragrant grass, (Andropogon muri-

catum ) r. afar water, and x>XX »n abode or receptacle, or

are for air cold, and XIXX disposition,

arern faa mfn. (-Xt-fx*itfx) Lying or sleeping in water ax a

penance, a are, and xt to sleep or lie, with XTX prefixed,

and fwfq sffi

aixro.X u. (-X; 1 A piece of water, a pond, a lake. * A water-

house. e. are, and arrow refuge, abode.

arXTftXT f (-an) A large square pond. s. are water, x*n to

abide, with wrl1 prefixed, and xva; ami Vta affixs. ararwt

and arw added.

afftrea n. (*W) A lotu<. K. are, and WTWW appellation,

arfaa T f. (-wt) a leech, r. ara water, and war affix : see are ran

are^T f. (reT) A leech, a. ai9 to set free, (blood.) at or at
Un adi affix, and q changed to hence also, at rei t (rer)

also arareT, &c.

areafr tnfn. (-^:-TT*^l-ff) Aquatic, living in or frequenting

water, m. (-*;:)
1 A fish. * Any kind of water fowl a. m ri in

water, and ^t! who goes,

are^ai f. t,rer) A plant, (Heliotropiura Indicum )

arear r?r n. (re) A lulus, e. are the seventh case, in water, and

airtf bom.

m. (-^:) * VaRun *, tbe regent of water. • A Jma or

Jama saint * Tbe ocean of fresh water, k. are water, and

X** » ruler or chief.

are^re m. (re:) Submarine fire. e. are water, and X^*l
inflaming.

ar%aiX m- (-J:) A diver, (by caste or business.) k. are, and

aix bearing.

are it* m. (-a ) A fish. r. are in the seventh case, is water,

and ira who sleeps or abides, from xT*? to sleep, affix a.

areat m (-^:)
1 A nume of the deity of water, Vasu.Va. * llie

ocean. E. are, and XaT sovereign,

arerarr f. (-an) A leech, e. are water, and ^re » house ; also

aisirrr, are.arar.

arerfifarr t (-an) See the preceding.

arei«|ia nt. (-a:) A drain or channel, made on purpose for

carrying offi an excess of water, or such a channel made
naturally by the overflow of a river, &c. e, are water, VJT

up, and am breath, breathing forth or expiration.

4 *
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n. (.<) Dropsy. a. YTX, and XXT the belly.

TYr^Y mfn. (-xi-XT-Y) Aquatic, marine, bom of or in water,

a. ytyt, and 'YE'Y produced.

f. (-ft) A leech, e. sn water, xv^t a snake, diminu-

tive affix #N.
ytytyy f. ('WT S

) a leech. a. sm, and XIYY house
;
also YrxTXY

with a final vowel.

YIYIYY mfn. *ul>. (-Y:*YT-^) A leech, a. as before : see YTYrXY.

Y»XT being added.
,

•tyiyt f. (-XT) A leech. a. see the preceding; also tnwrwT.

YlYlY m. (-Y:J A quantity of water. a. Y«. and XTY a heap.

Ypw r. 1 »t cl. (mufb) ‘ To speak articulately, to say or telL

* To prattle, to talk much or idly.

*rw m. (-YY:)
1 Dissent ion, wrangling. • Prate, babble. * (In

Logic.) Refutation of an adversary's arguments, and aasertion

of one's own. s ytyt to speak, affix Xv
ytyiy mfn (-Xi-YTT-X) A chatterer, one who talks much or idly,

a. YTYY to prate, WY aff.

ytyty n. (*x;
1 Talking, saying. * Chattering, prattling, a. vtw,

and wz aft*.

Bwrr mfn.
( X*-Yft- vr) A chatterer, talking mnch and foolishly,

or improperly, t arm to talk idly, YtYY affix
;

also wwt,
Yifwx mfn. (-Tft-YT-it) Said, told, spoken, n. ( if) Talking,

babbling, gossiping, a. ytyct to talk, affix w<

WY (X) YlfY r. 10th. cl- (W’llfif) To shine.

«rw mfn. (-Y*-YTY) Swift, quick, expeditious, m. (-Xt)
1 Speed,

velocity. * A runner, an express, f. (-YT) The China rose,

(Hibiscus rosa sinensis ;) also yrt. a. at to move quickly,

affix XY[.

•TTY mfn. (-Y^-XT-ift-Tf) Quick, fleet, m. (-w.)
1 A courser, a

fleet horse. 1 A country, Ionia or Greece

:

see Yyy. A na-

tive of that country. * A sort of deer. n. (-f) Speed, velocity.

*•(-*) * A screen surrounding a tent, a Ka/rnt. * A drug,

a, w to be quick, affix WY or YX, and fern. xTy. or TTY.

WYWlYrn.(.fr)A sort of grain, (Andropogon bicolor :) sec YYYTYT.

•rafaiYl f (-XT) ‘ A wall or screen of cloth surrounding a tent,

an outer tent, Ac. * A curtain, a screen in general, a. anr

added to YTYift.

TTY m. (-Y’) Meadow or pasture grass, a. m to grow quick,

XYX affix : see YYY.

XYTfx m. (-fx*) A perfume.

TiaifYY mfn, (-x:-YTT if) Very quick, m. (-X:) A fleet horse, a

courser, a. XY speed, and xfax exceeding.

HYtfax m. (-X) A gale, a hurricane, a. YTY fleet, xflYT wind.

ytytux m. (-at:) The China rose, the plant or its flower, a. VTYT

as above, and YX a flower.

YlfwY mfn. Quick or fleet, expeditious. m. (.ft)

1 A camel. * A horse, a. XY speed, xfa afT.

XY r. 1st cL (YfYfiPTi To kill, to wound, to hurt or injure.

•TY (T* X) TY YtY «*. 4th cl. (vnafw) To liberate, to set free,

to let loose, r. 1st and I Oth els. (YTYf* YnYYfx) 1 To kill or

injure. • To slight or disregard, to treat irreverently. * To
strike, to punish with blows. (XI xfY r. Island JUth els.

(ajYfY ®i YYiY> To preserve, to protect

TOT

arxfr *n. (-fxO Indea’s thunderbolt a. arx to kill or hurt,

Un'kdi affix xfkx-

XXX mfn. (*X !-X7-Yft Abandoning, who leaves or abandons.

m, (-X?) * Time. * A child. • The slough of a snake, a. XT to

quit, or abandon, xi( Un'idi aflT.

XTY mfn. (-YY-Y^l-YY) Leaving, quilling, foregoing, a. XT to

quit, XX aflT.

iTTYYP&r f. (-^r) The use of a word in a sense different from its

ordinary one. a. XXY. and art own meaning.

XYT f. (-XT) A plant, commonly Mon dirt

;

also xgTYYX^, Ac.

a. XT to abandon X, affixes and ZTY ; shedding its leaves

in spring.

XXIYX m. (-X:) The period of the total destruction of the

world, a. XT to abandon, XTYX affix, and XX added
;
also X

being substituted for the vowel of reduplication, (x y i yy as

it is sometimes read.

XX m. (-XT 5
)

1 The name of a king or saint, son of Kuno: see

the next * A name of Vishn u, a. XT to abandon, (the world

for devotion.) Unadi aff.

XXwXYT f- (-XT) The Ganges, a. XX. and YXYT the daughter :

the river in its course disturbed the devotions of the saint

JaHNtr, upon which he drank up its waters
; having released

them at the intercession of Bbagisatba, he is thus considered

os the parent of the stream : sec x:x*t ,
also XX^YT, Ike.

XTY*: mfn (Xt-YT-f) Waking, awake, mf. (*X:-YT) Waking, wake-

fulness. vigilance, 8tc. m. (-X0 Mail, armour, a. XTO to wake,

affix XX-

XHPCY n. («vi)
1 Waking, watchfulness. • Keeping watch, sit-

ting up at night as part of a religious ceremony, a. x*J2 to

be awake, affix xz.
4 -

arutfUE mfn. (YT-Yt-*) Wakeful, awake, vigilant, a XHZ to

wake, «X aff.

WfzrfcY mfn. (-Yt-fYXt-fY) Wakeful, awake, a. XUZ to wake,

fxfsr aff.

wnrxv mfn- (-X:*YT*Y) Wakeful, waking, watchfuL a. wttz to

wake, Ytx aff.

XIyTy f. ( f^:)
1 Waking, vigilance. * Keeping watch, a. mm

to wake, fxX aff

YflYtjl I- (-B&T) Wakefulness, waking, watching, a. wnz as

above, Yx aff

YTTYX n. (-X) Saffron.

yittz r. 2nd cl. (Yfrafn ) To wake, to be awake or watchful.

yttcFy m. (-fk:) Fire or its deity, e. mm to wake, Uu £di

* affix fXTY.

Yrrxw mfn. ( YY-YTTt-YY) WT
atching, being awake, r. yttjz to

wake, Unfidi affix y<-

WffYYt f. (-XT) Waking, watching, a. YTr*J lo wake, YW affix,

Yl changed to its congener fc.

YKTYT mfn. * RurJ, picturesque, diversified with hill,

vale, wood, and wutcr, (country.) * Wild,jangali t
barbarous,

savage. * Wild, (not tame, as an animal, Ac ) m. (-YT:) The

frnncoHue partridge, f. (-ITT) Cowach, (Cnrpopogon pruriens.)

n. (-Yi)
1

Fle.*»h. * Game, the flesh of deer, Ac. a. arTY

a wilderness, and XYr aff
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•rrrfbr m. (-ft?) A *n»ke-catcher. b,m a wHderness, and

airTW n. (*^i) Poiaon, venom- £ 1 Knowledge of poiaons,

the possession of charms or drugs, and employment of them

as antidotes. * A potherb, (Luffa acutanguls.) s. OTTO poison,

affix vr.

ainrfhi m (-fat) A snake-catcher, a dealer in antidotes. s.WW,
and T*t off*

*

wiTfa* m. (-*«) A snake- catcher, a snake doctor, one who pre-

tends, chiefly by charms, to cure the bite of makes or other

venomous animals, a dealer in antidotes, &c. a silji poison,

and aff.

m i f ift f. (xrt) The thigh, a. «TfT the leg, affixes xgw and W\\.

augment.

errff^ mfn. (-*:-lPt-*) Relating or belonging to the leg. m.

(•V:)
1 A courier, a running footman, au express. *A camel.

e. wrfH a leg, and r* aff.

orifvrsr m. (*«rt) a warrior, a combatant, r. «r*r to fight, and

fafa aff

anse^*wr*T rafn. (H:-WT-W) Shining, flaming, blazing, z. to

burn, intensitive form, aff.

arrafw mf. (-fa:-«t) A plant, (Bignouia suave olens;) a various

reading for q. .
•HU n. (-^)' ' Coldness, apathy. * Folly, stupidity, dulnexs or

coldness of intellect.
B Coldness, frigidity. e. WW cold, &c.

araraff.

wmr mfn. (-Tp-WT-W) ' Born, engendered. • A child, offspring.

• Apparent, manifest. 4 Produced, caused, occasioned. * Felt,

entertained.® Inspired with, affected by.n. (-if)
1 Kind, sort,

class, species. ' Multitude, collection. ’ Individuality, spe-

cific condition.
4 Birth, production, e, arw to be born, aff. if.

arnmr mfn. (•Wi-arr-li) Born. m. (-W') A mendicant, n. (-#)

Astrological calculation of a nativity, k. ar^ added to the

preceding.

m. (-fa:) A leech.

d l n. (-4i)
1 A ceremony performed, when the navel string

is divided, touching the infant's tongue thrice with ghee,

with appropriate prayers, &c, * Delivery, &c. of a new-born

infant. E. fPf born, and rile.

mf. (.wit-wil) A child that has got a tooth, a. mnr, and

^wt a tooth.

•mraWU mfn. (-W-WT-W) Confiding, believing, inspired with con-

fidence. e. wnf, and snaa trust.

«mn?W mfn. (-4>*1-*) Enraged, vexed, angry. *. wnr, and

Iff wrath.

«rnpr<* mfn. What is just born, or merely born

n. (-si) As soon as born, the insUnl of birth, a. anil, and

UTTff nff.

arra^TT mfn. (-qvfft xf) Embodied, assuming sin pc or form.

n. (-xf) Gold. s. w* produced, and ** form.

arr<r*V* m - Aost or fire, r. atffT born, a i'tda.

Un'idi affix ;
or arrir kind, sort, and fv^ to know, or

comprehend, affix as before : one legend makes the f 'edat to

have issued from the mouth of Agni.

vmr^iT mfn. Wearied, exhausted, b. atrff, and w*
fatigue.

avrmgf mfn. (-^s- ,JT-^) Desirous, wishing for. amr, and WTT
wish.

amtTl^ mfn. ( T: Becoming attached to or fond of.

b. emr, aud Trx affection.

ailXlW mfn. (-VP-VP-9:) Offending, sinning, committing any

fault. *. amr, and w* sin; also aframra, airw\ra. kc.

5TTirnntJT f. (-WT) a mother, a woman who has borne a child.

8. aim born, (by whore,) antra offspring.

ai iflT* mfn. (-*t-*:*xj) Weeping, shedding tears, e, airw, and

a tear.

afTfff f. (-fat) ‘ Kind, sort, species, class, tribe. * Birth, produc-

tion. * Lineage, race, family. 4 A fire place, a chimney. 'Em.

blic myrobalan, (Phyllanthus emblica.) 4 A plant: see anf«ta.

* A kind of poetical metre.
4 A rhetorical ornament. • (In

Arithmetic,) Assimilation, as fait ETnfa assimilation of the dif-

ference, iwwrfa of the remainder. 14 Proximate cause or

occurrence of disease. See. f. (-fa: or-at)
1 Great flowered Jas-

min, (J. grandiflorum.) ' Mace, nutmeg, f. (-ftp) The flower

of the jasmin, e. 9PT to be born, affix f?tr^. and occasionally

added.

wfifatH n. (-if) Nutmeg. b. <WTfa or amfl mace, and

or i§P( Scathe ,
hence also er:fu—rw, du dla Til or

wtflit*.

stlfw* n. (-si) 1 Distinction or nature of caste or tribe. ’ Spe-

cial or generic property, a. it added to mfn [
also with

ww. snfVwT.

Wlfttwir m, ( W) 1 The duty of caate, os sacred etudy of tha

Brahman, battle of the Kihrlrifa, 8tc. * Generic or specifio

properly, a. *nfw, and WWI duty,

srrfiri** n. (.*; Nutmeg. *. wxftf orwnftmace, anil %w fruit;

In atrwWw i
also wrfuwre, wrfit or wnft, and artfiryq.

wfiteist m. (*w:) Lose of caste, a. arrfw, and W It injury,

at fwt»at»<T mfn. Forbidden, improper, causing loss

of caste, n. i-K) Doing any act prohibited to a particular

caste, a. wfjriiw. and WT what makes.

^rfiritiW n. (*<)
1 Species, genus. * Caste only, not the per-

formance of its especial duties, a. agiftf, and UIW only,

eitfirw^ n. (-<*)
1 Specific or generic distinction or charac-

teristic. * Mark of tribe or caate. B. Wifit, and wwy indi*

cation. ^
n. ( t) Innate or instinctire hostility, a. wflt, and war

enmity.

Wl fit aoi e^l n. (-eii Inconsistency, incompatibility, conduct or

quality at variance with tribe or species, a. W.fa, aud w € ^V

inconsistency.

srfinWPT m. (-St:) Specific or generic character or nature.

*. arifw, and sotrit nature.

snfsrqtr mfn. (.gt-gr-T) One who recolle u his condition in a

former life. a. nttfw. and who remembers.

arfw^Dt mfn. (-w:-stl-w') Outcasle, void of caste, a. Wtftt, and

xrixr void of.

arfiTPft f. ( stl) Mace, t Wtlft, and <TS) a leaf.
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am mfn.f-u Relating to any specie*, belonging to any

tribe or order, fee. ft. irrfliT, aftd V aft*.

iroftT* n. {-*) G m myrrh, e. wuft nutmeg, and r* juice.

UTiJ ind. ' Sometimes, occasionally. * A particle of prohibition.

* Of doubt. * Of contempt or abuse, e. tn to waste or decay,

TJ^aflT.

WTr-'p* n. (-*) Asafactida. I. ar^4 the same, and W" pleonas-

tic aff.

WTPJMT* m. (-W?) A Rahthaaa, on imp or goblin, a. WFf some-

times, Mr* possessing, from MT with Wj or
;
otherwise

Mrg-vr*.

«TT?y* mfn. (-Mt-ft-V) Made, fee. of lac, any artificial form or

condition of it. e. lac, mjvt affix, and xr*T augment.

WTfffa f. (-f*i) Ri^» [terforroed at birth, a. nrr<T, and xfr

sacrifice.

VTPflfT m. (-*:) A bulloclc. r. err* born, T3T* an ox.

WTRJ mfn (-»*: TUT-Hl) ' Well born, legitimate, bom of parents

of the same caste. * Beat, excellent. • Pleasing, beautiful.

* Rectangular, k. Hlfn family, Ac. aft

nTiTtJMtT n. (-*f) Interval or difference of caste. E. inf*, and

MWi" interval.

mfn. ( afi.^HT-ai) Bom blind, e. mrr(w birth, blind.

HTWVt f. f-njrl) A name of SSta. k Hint tbc father of tiiis lady,

affixes Mfw and iftl.

UPHT mfn. (.**-*^-*7?) Knowing, understanding, a. TTT to

know, ire aiT.

nrm* mfn. (-*t-WT-^) Knowing, understanding, i. to

know’, IT* aff.

VTHPl^ m. (-*;:)
1 Man, mankind. ' An iuhabited country,

r. the same, and Mfw n ff.

m. (-*t) The knee. r. nr* to be produced, (walking, mo-

tion,) w* Uu'adl alT.

n (-*) 1 he knee pan or patella. K. nr*, and ^nrir a

layer.

«l **faf f. (-fat:) The knee joint, t. *T!*.and *fs* articulation.

or.* m. (-**•) Muttering prayers or be*ds, reciting passages of

the VCdu*, &c. inaudibly. B. or* to mutter, Ac. affix *wr,

dcriv. irr.

iriMW mfn. (-W.-MT-l) Muttering prayers, one who does so.

a. ant, and wm aff*.

atnt* n. (-*) ’ Declining, rejection, dissent. Dismissing, com-

pleting, finishing, e. *T* tu speak, causal form, aif.

anui n.fn: (-U To be muttered, Ac. n. {-tty J he mutter-

ing of prayers, Ac.

amiai m. ( *T:)
1 A goatherd. * The name of a saint, e. ^arr a

goat, and *Tff who cherishes, dertv. irr.

•naifar m. (4%0 The name of a Mjin/, one of the original

teachers of the / edas. t. ara*
f aud XU patronymic affix;

also with if, ar;«m a« before.

**»• ( A name of Pakasurami. e. ant*fTT a Mun\

so named, and pacronymick affix
; the son of tike saint

Jamadagm.

eirwr* m, (-ITT)
1 A daughter’s husband, a son-in-law. * A

husband, a lord or master. • A friend. * Tbc sunflower.

(Helianthus annuua) r. art for «r*T a wife, *T to take, wx
Un'iidi aft*.

irrf* f. (-fm or 1 A virtuous and respectable woman. * A
sister, Ac. k. tn decline or decay, affix f*; or *r* to eat,

affix
, #t* optionally added,

in** m. (•*•) A sisters son. e. «rf* a sister, ** aff

aps** n. ( *)
1 The rose apple, the fruit. * Gold. e. the

tree, aff*.

3ITWB!* n. (-IT) A cauterising needle or probe.

arr**AiT m. (it*) A fabulous bear, father-in-law to KbIshn'a.

r . arrsithe Jnmbtt tree, and *TJ* affix ; also Hl*4l*
1 zirrsw^ n. ( Gold, b a river flawing from mount

Svmdm, the Indint* Part o! us, and ww aff

ar;sa*^ir* mfn. Golden, made of gold. e. ari**w<

and 1TQ? aff

1TTMT n. (-*i) A yellow fragrant wood. a. fir to excel (all per-

fumes), and aff.

|

UTMtrr* mfn. (-W:-iTT-ir) Being bora, coming into life. «. ar*

to be born, irrww aff

|
urMT f. (-*T) A wife, one wedded according to the perfect

ritual, f. ir* to be born, affix MW ; in whom a man is again

bom, that is to say, he is re-bora in his children.

irr*rW n»- ( ¥ :
)

1 A murderer of his wife. * A mole or mark

on the body, indicative of the death of a wife. b. irr*r, and Jf

what destroys.

iTTMmtw m. (-*:) An actor, a dancer, b. *rr*r a wife, and rfl*

w ho gets a livelihood.

WrMr* n. (*w) 'Hte character or attribotes of a wife. a. irr*r,

and W aff

m. (-^11
1 An actor, a dancer, a mime, Ac. • A

kind of crane, the I'aMa (Ardea nivea.) • A needy man, a

pauper. * The husband of a harlot. B *rTWT a wife, w*
like or with, and aftf** who gels a livelihood; who is sup-

ported by his wife.

arrMnnft m. du. (-^t) Husband and wife. t. an*T a wife, and

husband.

ITT* m. (-*:) A medicine, a medicament, b. fir to subdue,

(disease,) Un'adi affix ^w.

HTTf m. (*Tt) A paramour, a gallant, f, (-ft) A drag, a medica-

ment. *. ny to grow infirm, affix of agency, fcm.
;

weakening the affection of wives to their husbands, or dimi-

nishing the force of disease.

FirriT mf. (-9P-9TT) An adulterine, the child of a woman by h^r

gallant. E. irrr as above, and m born,

wrrwrt* mf. (-tr-TTT) An adulterine, e. nriT, and *mr born

;

also with wir added, ifTTitTil*

irriMt n. (-il) 1 Calcining or oxydizing metals. • A condiment,

a digester, e. it to deesy, causal form, aff

irTOTfT f (-fT) An adulteress, k. nr, and WTT who cherishes,

atr** m. (-aiO A sacrifice, thrice worshipping the sun in his

southern declination.

iTf*f n- (-*i)
1 A net.

1 A window, a lattice, an eyelet or loop-

hole.
1 A multitude, an assemblage. * An unblown flower.

1 Pride, altog&nce. 4 Magick, conjuring, illusion, super-
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natural deception, m. (-W*) 1 The Kadambn tree. • The

young fruit of a gourd or cucumber, f. (-aft) * A small cucum-

ber, (Trichosamhes diocca, Rox.) * Any medicament or drug.

*. xx to encompass, to hide or screen, affix xx.

XTTX n. (-w)
1 A bud, a germ. An unblown flower. • A nest.

4 A net. * Pride. 4 A plantain, the fruit 1 Multitude,

assemblage. ro, (-T:) A window, a lattice, a loop or eyelet-

hole. f. (-fxwr) 1 Armour, chain armour. 4 A kind of cloth

or raiment, woollen cloth. ' A leech. 4 A window. * Iron,

a. XTX. and added, or xx to enclose, yx. aff.

X1TXKT m. (.f:)
1 A spider. • A net-maker, s. xtx a net,

cobweb, and XTTX a fabricator.

XTxfxwt f. (-Xt) A aheep, an ewe. f. xixt woollen cloth,

xf* and w\x aff*.

XTx*fxTT f (-HT) A churning vessel

XTWJI^V m. (-if:) A dull spreading pimple or boil.

XTXXT m. (-X) The name of a country situated in the north*

west of fndia, apparently part of Lahore, and perhaps the

modern JaU'uufhar. m, pin. (*^«j The inhabitants of Jdland-

hart.

XITVI^ m. (-X or A goose, a. xrx a net, and XTX *

foot
j
web- footed.

XTXTJTTT f. (-XT) Armour, iron network, or chain armour,

i. emu a net, and 7?T resembling.

XTTXT mfn- (T'-XT-T) Caught in a net, snared, b. XTX, and

XX bound.

XTfxx nifn. (-T?-4t-T)
1 A cheat, a rogue, a vagabond, a con-

juror or juggler. * One who employs nets, &c. for a liveli-

hood. m. (-XT)
1 A spider. * A fisherman. 4 A hunter using

nets. k. xrx a net, &c. affix XX.

XTfxx mfn. (xRfxtit-fx) 'Having a net. * Having a win-

dow. 1 Illusory, deceptive, m. ' A fisherman. A hunter

using nets. * A juggler, f. (-xl) A painting room, x x?X a

net, &c. Tfx aflf.

XIX mfn. (-Xh-XR-XI)
1 Cruel, h&rab, severe. * Inconsiderate,

rash, acting without thinking, m. (-Xr) A low man, one of a

degraded tribe or business. f. XX to screen or hide,

affix XT*

X7WT n. (xf) A yellow fragrant wood. k. xw to hurt, affix

tt.
a *

Hits m. (%’) ' A cat * A pole-cat. • A bed, a cot 4 A leech.

k. XT to quit, affix XX; radical initial doubled.

x:T*t f. (*xt) Gangs or the Ganges personified. k. xt a

saint, X 1" affix of descent, fern, affix Ttl, the daughter of

Jabot : see XlpTXTT.

fx r. 1st cl. XTfx) 1 To excel, to be pre-eminent, to surpass.

To conquer,to reduce or overcome. With f* or TTT prefixed,

(fsXTX TTIXvfl) To overcome, to conquer.

fx mfn. (-fir-fir-fir) Victorious, conquering, a victor, m. ( far)

A demon. «. fx to conquer, far aff,

fxJT«| m. (-*:) Breath, life. b. am to go, to depart, TWW Un'Adi

affix, and the radical repeated.

fxifxTX mfn. (-XX-X*fft-TT) Wishing or endeavouring to go.

B. XX to go, desidcrative form, WB aff.

4 T

1

] fVW

IxafinT f. (-XT) Wi*h to go or move. t. an? to go, de&tder.

form XT , and BIX aff.

mfn. (-vji-^i-T) Wishing to go. a. am to go
f
desiderative

form, x aff.

fxxfVj mfn. Wishing to take, to lay hold of, to take

away. x. IZ to seize, desidcrative form, <7 aff.

fomtXT f. (-XT) ' Emulation, wish to excel or overcome. • Emi-

nence. • Usage, profession or habit of life. *. fx to conquer,

in the desidcrative form, q? and ITT aff.

fxfiVj mfn. Striving to overcome, vieing or contend-

ing with. i. fur to conquer ; desidcrative form, affix X.

fhrx?Xff mfn- (-XX-lT^t-TX) Wishing to eat. b. XX to eat,

desidcrative form, WB aff.

fhrxxT f. (-XT) Hunger, i. XX to eat, in the desiderative form,

Xf and ITT affs.

fxx^ mfn. ( -ij-.-ig: -i^) Hungry. k. see the preceding,

affix X.

fXTTTl f. (-XT) Wish or intention to kill. a. XX to kill, desi-

dcrative form, XX and XTX aff*.

fxxril mfn. (-Xt-V-V) Mischievous, murderous, seeking to hurt

or kilL m. An enemy, a XX to kill, &c. in the desi-

derativc form, X aff.

fkn lHX mfn. (-XX-X’nf-XX) Wishing to kill, murderous, feloni-

ous. a. XX to kill, desiderative form, xx aff.

fxxtfxxx mfn. (-XTX-X^-X:) Very desirous or determined to

kill. i. fxxtx, and TX*X »ff-

fXffTd mfn. (-XX-X^t-XX) Desirous to take, greedy, avarici-

ous. k. xx to take, desiderative form, xx aff

fXTXT f. (-XT) Greediness, covetousness, wish to seize or take.

x. XX to take, desiderative form, XX and BTT affs.

fx'ffX mfn. (-^t-Xp-^|) Wishing to seize or take. k. XT to take,

desiderative form, X aff.

fxT mfn. (-X'-XT-lf) Smelling, who smells. «. XT to smell, x
affix, root reiterated.

fui XX mfn. (-XX-X^t-XX) Smelling, t. XT to smell, xx aff

fTTXX m. (-H:) A tree, (Mimosa catechu :) see fxTTXX.

fxrff f. (-ff
7
: or Bengal madder, (Rubia manjith, Rob.)

b. XX going, from T^fl to go, &c. added to fx to excel, fern,

affix excelling all other plants.

fxiftfM mfn. (-JI -It-i) ^0**^0* of life. * ^tX to live, desi-

derative form, X aff.

fxxftxx mfn. (-xX;X^t’XX) Wishing or striving to orercome,

emulous, ambitious, a warrior, k. fx to conquer, desidera-

live form, Tl aff

funnxfxj mfn. (x-y.-T) Wishing or seeking to inform, s. X:

to know, desiderative form of the causal, X aff

fX TI XXTX mfn. (-X5-XI-X) Inquiring, investigating, b. XT to

know, desiderative form, XTXX aff.

fhrXTXT f. (-XT)
1 Asking, inquiring. * Search, investigation.

b. XT to know, desider. form, XT and XIX affs.

fxxifxx mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Asked, inquired, sought, s. XT to

know, desid. form, X aff.

fxxiX mfn. (-X'- W -^) Inquiring, inquisitive. «. XT to know,

desid. form, X aff
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fanr mfn. (-fajfl ) Who or what conquers or surpasses, a. for to

conquer, affix fapr.

fanr mfn. (-iri-TfT'TI) Conquered, subdued, surpassed, overcome,

in. (*7T:) One of the attendants upon a Jinn or Jaina saint.

E. far to conquer, aff. 71

fa» n ro. 1 be fist doubled, a. fanr conquered, ^mt
to shine, Tfaf aff.

falnuifwH mfn. (-Wt-flpft-fiO Victorious, e. far* conquered,

and 4 1 fit*! who shines, from WtS?, with faf*r a(f.

fapr*rr*mfn. (-I'-n-i) Of subdued passion, not to be provoked

or made angry, a. far*, and wnt wrath.

fat«i«ifa m. (-fa:) A staff made of the wood of the religious fig

tree. k. fanr excelled, (by which,) and fafa circumference of

a wheel, (of any other wood.)

mfn. Victorious, triumphant, ro. (-*:) The
father of Ajita, the „*nd Jaina suint. a. fanr, and sr* a foe:

aee other similar compounds, as farmfiro. faroifa, &c.

fannro m. (-If:) One who is free from worldly cares, a stoick.

a. fanr, and fatigue, exertion.

fiaPTTWT mfn. (-^t-yr-T) Reading well or readily, e. far* mas-

tered, and WVT a letter

fartlw^ mfn. (-Hfl-Wr-UO Self-subdued, void of passion, a. fipr

and spirit.

fannfaw mfn. (•* *'*r-'^)Triump)»ing, victorious over an enemy,
ra. (*^:) VisumV. a. far* subdued, by whom, and
a foe.

fantTfa mfn. (-fa:-fa*-fa) Victorious, triumphant, m. (-fa:)
1 A

Ji*a or Jaina deified saint. * 'Hie father of Saman a v a, the

third of the Jaina pontiffs of this age. • A conqueror, e. far*
conquered, (by whom,) and ufa an enemy.

fhmiTE mfn. (-T-IT-'W) Victorious, triumphant, e. far* con-
quered, and WTV* war, battle.

mfn. (-*:-*r-*) Having subdued the senses, calm,

unmoved, m. (-*:) An ascetic, a sage, one who has com.
pleiely subdued bis passions, u. far* subdued, 1^*5* an
organ of sense. \ ,

n. (.«!) Continence, subjugation of the senses or
passions, a. a added to the last,

firmr mfn. (-WMU-lty Most victorions, first of the victors. m.(-*:)
The constellation, Gemini, a. far*, and *** aff.

ftffTII mfn. (- ?*: *rf-**) Conquerable, vincible, m. (-f*) A harrow.
fi(*WT) A ploughshare, R.fal to excel, affix, g*r augment.

fhraT mfn. (-Tt-’ft-y) Victorious, triumphant, f. (.^) The city
of Benarct. *. far to conquer or excel, VT* affix, in.

sorted, fern. affix ts^xt.

<*tsn aid. Having conquered or excelled, * fw to conquer
WT aft

mfn.
( JT-1TT-*) Victorious, triumphant, (.if:) < A Jina,

the generic name of the personage peculiar to the Jaina sect,

who is ranked by them hs superior lo the gods of the olber
•ecu: a saint and teacher: twenty-four Jmat are supposed
to flourish in an Atnuarpna or Jama age, and their writers
enumerate those of the ages past, present, and to come. 1 A
llufdka

, a geueric term applied to the chief saints of the

flauddha sect, in the same manner as to those of the Jamas.

* A name of Vishn'o. * A very old man. 1 A sage, one who is

omniscient, b. far to conquer or excel, iTf Un'adi aff.

farovilfa m. (-fir.) A deer. a. ^faror the skin of a deer, and

* rfa a place of production
;
the initial of the first word re-

jected
;

also *far**rf*.

far«TOV* n. (-JJ) A Jaina temple, «. fxtT*T a Jina , and abode,

far*** ra. (**^:) A Jaina or Jina saint, a. far* a Jaina teacher,

and a lord or master,

faro 0® ) faro r. 1st cl. (*«rt) To eat : ace «ro.

fatfa r. 5th cl. but restricted to the Vedas (fufaxrifk) To injure,

wound or kill.

faro (T) fatfa r. 1st -el. (fan*f*) 'To please, to delight or

ch srra. To be pleasod or charmed. 1 To loose,

famfaro m. (.?.) A pheasant : sec affairt*.

farfV r. 5th cl. (faffa*lf*) To seek to hurt or kill,

faff* m. (-fa:) * Time. * A bird. b. *r to decay, Un'idi affix fanj,

and * substituted f <r the conversion of *r

faro (*) faro T. 1st cl. (*T*fa) To sprinkle.

fal*J mfn. (-wg*.v:-ac) Victorious, triumphant, m. (-*?’•)
1 A

name of VimbxV or KhIsiimV * An epithet of Indus. * A
name of Aujuna. b. fat to conquer, aff.

fanrro mfn. (-*:-i|T-'«j)
1 Going, going to, attaining, obtaining.

* Abandoning, leaving, e. *T to go. *7** aff.

faro I *4' m. (•*:) The destruction of the world : sac wmror.

fwftir f (-At; Wish to take or seise, t. f to take, desidera-

tive form, and *ro aff.

farft^ mfn. Wishing to take, seizing, carrying off.

a. to take, desidcrutivu form, ^ aff.

fang mfn. (-V'V’^j) ' Crooked. * Dishonest. • Slow,

lazy. m. A tree, (Tabermetnontana coronaria.) a, tt to

quit, (a straight line,) ** Unidi affix, and the root redupli-

cated, deriv. irr.

farVE mfn. (- 3i:-*r.*) Going tortuously or lazily, m. (•»:) A
snake, k, as above, and M u hat goes.

f. (-ITT)
1 Crookedness, curvature. 1 Dishonesty, a

ailded to 19^1; also with a, farogA.

farororoir m. («ws) A frog c faroi slowly, and iff 1** copulation.

fa^Wl m. (-^j:) The K'hadira
, (Mimosa catechu.) x. faTOl

crooked, a dart.

fatfajjft mfu. (-ir:-HT-7!) 1 Bent, bowed, curved. • Turned away.

K. faroi, and X/T9 aff

fanr ml. (-»:•!) T he tongue, sl frf to lick, Un'adi affix *i|,

and the iuilial changed lo Wf.

farm mfn. Greedy, e. fanr the tongue, W to take,

V affix, deriv. irr.

farirro n. (.li) The tip of the tongue. B. fanPT, and end.

fwtBTfa^W*r n. (-si)
1 Scraping the tongue. • A tongue-scraper,

a. twVT, and scraping.

f^iaix m. (-*:) * A dog. 1 A cat. • A tiger. * The hunting;

leopard. * A bear. e. fairi the tongue, and if who drinks,

who laps.

farwrow n. (*Bi) The fur of the tongue.x. farwr, and ww
dirt, excretion.
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fwwm* ”•<-*) The root of the tongue, h. fairr, and s[F a

root.

faFlFFtF m. (.F:) A character substituted for the Tlierga, as

Ffr*FTF, and with a like sound. x. fa*i£F, and ^ aff.

fawTTF m. (-F0 A. bird. a. faFT, and TF a tooth
;

whose

tooth, (i. e. beak,) is like a longue.

faFlfFF^ in. (-fanr) A dog. k. faFT, and far who licks or laps,

from far with faF aff.

fa#i*m m - (-F 1
) Licking, lapping, x. fa ft the tongue, and

FTFTF eating.

faTUPT n. (-ifj A hundred tongues, e. faFT, and fw aoentury.

faFTFFF n (-i|) Scraping the tongue, f. (-Ft) A tongue- scraper,

made of a thin piece of wood of the Mimusops Kauki or

other trees, e. faFT. and ’FFPFF scraping; also in the second

sense, with FF added, faFTF^FTT.

FiF inf. (-FJ-FT-fL Old, aged. x. FT to become old, F affix,

deriv. inr.

WiFF xn.(-F :

)
4 A cloud. * A mountain. * A grass, (Andropogon

aemtua.) 4 A name of Ikdra. * A nourisher, a su.stainer.
4 A

plant : see hiff. 1 A species of tbe Dandaka metre, z. fa

to excel or surpass, Un’adi affix FF. and WJ augment, or aft

for FiF life, and *jf who urines.

4ft m. (-F**) A small hill near a mountain, z. fatFF a

mountain, and ft a house.

FftFFFnrF ra. ( F ;
)

4 Indma. * The author of a Celebrated work

on inheritance, e. FT'iF a cloud, and tttf vehicle.

^ftFFFTfFF m. (--tf) Smoke, z. fIFf a cloud, and FT to bear,

affix fafF.

Fir m. (-T:)
1 Cumin seed. * A sacrificial knife or sword,

ascvmitar. 1 A sort of panic seed: see 4*. z. sj logo,

or grow quickly, t,F Un'adi affix, and the radical vowel

changed.

iftFF m. (-F0 Cumin seed. a. FF added to the preceding.

ajt4 mfn. (-4 :-ft-F) 1 Old, ancient. * Withered, decayed.

• Digested, ro. (-Ft) 1 An old man. • Cumin seed. n. (-4)

Benjamin, s. F to become old or decayed, affix Ft-

•flZFt: m. (*4:) Fever of some continuance and diminished

intensity, z. Ft4, and Ft fever/
1

aftifli f. (*Ft)
1 Old age. Infirmity, decay, c fVF, and ff

affix
;
also with F, F.

aft^FTF ro. (-F*) A potherb, (Convolvulus argentaceus.) z. Fl4,

and ^tF wood.

m. (-4:) The Kadamba

:

sec 4 ^*44 . n. (-V) A withered

leaf. e. Fi4 old, withered, and a leaf.

Fl4FF n. (*F ) A gem, said to be a sort of diamond, s. Ft*
decayed, FF diamund.

Ft4FF mfn. (-TTF-FFt FF) Old, decayed, z. ay to grow old,

FTT7J affi

iftFTF n. (-F) Old, worn or tattered raiment e, m\v old,

and FFf cloth or clothes.

f. («!) A ruined muuion. t. art*, and E;fl*r a

house.

WlarwTF m. (-Ft) A fragrant grass, (Cyperus rotuadus.) x. Ft4
old, and FF a root, affix w9̂

]

»itf4 f- ( f*:)
1 Old age, infirmity, decay. • Digestion, z. ay

to become old, faw aff.

aflWrFTF n. (.if) A neglected garden. a aft*, and FTFirF a

garden.

m..(-T:) Repairing, renewal, repairs. z. Ft*, and

FItT lifting up.

Ft^nTF mfn. ( F’ FT-F) Repaired, renewed, e. Ft4, and FTF
lifted up.

m. ( fir)
4 An axe, * A cart. * The body. x. ay to

decay, Un'adi affix far*!.

Ftr (FT) eft* r. 1st cl. fatrfa) To live. With FTF, To use or

enjoy, to get a living. With FTF, To be dependant on for a

living. With F or F, To live agreeably.

FIT mfn. (-F:-ft-F) 1 Life, existence, mf. (F:*FT)
1 Livelihood,

profession, specific occupation. * A tree : s-se FtT^it m.

(-F:) * The sentient soul, the emanation of the deity, which

is incorporated with the animal body, and gives it life, motion,

and sensation; hence also called fftTPITF; it is opposed to

that abstract state of the soul TifllFF in which, by medi-

tating upon its own divine nature and origin, the spirit is set

•t liberty from human feelings and passions. * A name of

VkIuaspaii. 1 A name of the prince Karn'a f. (FI) ‘A

bow string. *The earth.
4 The tinkling of metallic orna-

ments. 4 Orris root. * (In Geometry,) The chord of an arc.

F. Ft* to live, affix FF or F. and fern, affix FTF.

afrxrF mfn.
( F:-FT-F) ‘ A servant, a slave, one who gets a

livelihood by service. * A snake-catcher, one whose busi-

ness is catching snakes, curing their biles, Ac. * An
usurer, or one who lives by lending money at high interest.

4 A mendicant or one who lives by begging. 4 One whose

life is prolonged by blessings, m. (-Fi)
1 A tree, (Pentaptera

tomentosa :) see FFF. 1 A medicinal plant, commonly

called by the same name Jioaca, and considered as one of the

eight .principal drugs, classed together under the name FFv*.
* An animal, any being endowed with life. z. FtF to live,

affix Fior 1JF.

FtfFIF m - (-F-) A prisoner, one taken alive, t. Ftsr, and FTF

capture.

FtFFtr m. (-xn) A kind of bird, supposed to be a sort of phea-

sant: see wVFStF*

m. ( F:)
4 A kind of bird, supposed to be a pheasant.

4 The ChaAdr or Greek partridge. A kind of tree, z, nrlF

life, and falF who lives, from FIT with ft affix, long-lived.

FtFF mfn. { -FF-FFt-T^) Living, alive. a. FiF to live,

F* aff.

oftTFiF! f (-FT) A woman whose children are living, x. F,TF
living, and FIF offspring.

wtwf* f- ( fn:) A wife whose husband is alive, c. FlFF liv-

ing, and Ffa a husband.

FtvfaFF ro. (-F:) A son whose father is alive, x. FlFF. and

fFF a father, FF added.

FVFF rafn. (-F--FI-F)
1 Virtuous, pious. * Long-lived. m.(-F*>)

Virtue, piety* * Life, existence.
4 A cloud. 4A peacock. *A

tortoise, a. FtT lu live, FF Unadi aff.
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•itnx mfn. Life-giving, who or what give* life. m.

(-^:)
1 A physician, a practitioner of medicine. * An enemy,

v. ait* life, and * in the fir*t sense, from to give, in the

second, from to destroy, affix *.

oft 4** n. (-if) Living property, live-stock, wealth in flocks and

herd*, e. art* alive, and ** wealth,

ait** m (-*:) ' A plant, commonly Jinti, (Odina wodicr.) * A

son. * A living being, an animal, f. (-*T or at) A plant, com-

monly Jiynti

:

see WtiaTt. f. Jasmin, n. (-*)
1 Life,

existence. * Livelihood, profession, 4 Water. 4 Butter of new

or one day-old milk. 4 Marrow, a, aft* to live, uffix w or
*

ill*** m. (*:) Food, especially boiled rice. b. padded to

the preceding.

aft*wf*¥*** n. (-if) Disappointment of all hopes, living in

vain. e. artTsr, and fan** frustrating.

mt***'f* m. { fr:) Communication of vitality with body,

s. ^t**, and ^if* origin.

afVa«r* J m. (-7J")
End or object of life, the cause of living.

b. art**, and cause.

^tr*TWm n. (-**) Poison, e. art** life, and *nrnr de-

stroying.

arbitral tn. Death. b. *fi**, and war end.

eftwamn* m. (-*:) Y'abux'a, regent of water, k wt*W water,

ami •*I*rnr abode.

n. (-<) Water. f. (*r) Jiytii: see wtavfY e. aft** life,

V nffix
>
being friendly or necessary to existence,

aftlwlir* m- (-*: > Livelihood, rneaus of subsistence, b. artT-T

and Ttmi means,

n. (-if) A drug to revive the dead. b. aftT* living,

ami a medicament,

WT*wf mfn. (-*l:-^t.ai) Living, existent, m. (-WT:) ' Life, ex-

istence. 4 A medicament, a drug, f. (-wil) * The name of a

tree, commonly Jiyati, (Celtis orientals )
1 A plant, (Mcni-

spermum glubrum :) see The Sami or SWm tree,
j

(Mimosa albula.)
4 A parasite pl«nt, 4 Yellow myrobalan,

(Terminnlia eliebuU, Rox ) e. W ( V to live, affix »fWj Jem.

affix
j
also with ¥i[ added ariTfafVT, &c.

^trfvrar m.(-*Tr) A fowler, a bird-olt her : see art*P**r. f. (-art)

1 A parasite plant, (EpuUndron tesseloiiles,) and other species.

9 A plant, (Menispermura glabrum )
4 A kind of potherb.

e ar* added to the preceding.

aStroi in (-*••) A man purified by knowledge of Bhahma, and

exonerated whilst living from future birth, and all ritual cere-

monies. H. and * ft freed.

f. (-fwv) Acquirement of spiritual knowledge, and con-

sequent liberation from future birth, and ritual acts. a.eftT*.

and »f?y liberation.

a in. (•*:) ' A tree, commonly lng*a. 4 A different

plant bearing seeds which are used in i otar'tet, commonly
Jiyapnta, (Xlgfit putranjiva.)

*)*** m. (-*:) Destruction of living beings, b. eft*, and *a
killing.

ft *t m. (-*;:) The body. e. tft* life, and mansion. I

afYainr mfn. (-TT-TIT-lf) Alive, endowed with life, t a?*, and

tJW become.

^t**T*f r, f-*> ' The world, the habitation of living being*
1 Mankind, k. arta, and *iar world,

aftaui** n. (*w) Rice, grain. e. aft* and *n*w means.

n. (-*g) Realisation of all one’* wishes, e. aft*, and

WTWW fruitfulness.

f. ( fg:) 'I he mothcT of living offspring, e. aft* living,

and XJ bringing forth.

arYaJUl* n. (-*) A joint, an articulation. e. aft* life, and ^jt*

place.

*ft*'^t*T*Tr m. (-*:) The material arid visible world, t. *ft*

animate, and *aft* iuimate. *twtt a support.

•fiBTTJ
- mn. ( Tp-g") 1 A drug for reanimating the dead. ’Boiled

rice, food.
1
Life, existence, e. an* life, UnAdi aS.

artWiar* m. f-tOT) The vital principle or spirit ; that spiritual

essence which renders bodies susceptible of motion or sensa-

tion. x. aft* ife. and v| nr* >oul or spirit.

*ftTTVTT! m. (-*:) The world, e. WTt an animal, and ^r*T*

support

m. (-art)
1 A fowler, a bird-catcher. * A destroyer of

life, a slayer, a murderer, a. aft* a living being, and ***
a destroyer

j
also sometimes written Wt*fwT*.

art*i * mfn. Hoping for life. f. (-WT) Hope of liv-

ing. k. and W1WT hope.

^tPrvr f- (**n) 1 Livelihood, profession or occupation by which

a subsistence is obtained. 1 A tree: see a. Hi* to

live, ^wand affixes : see ufl**.
4 ' ' #

*nfw*ritrv mf. (-*:-¥T-l) Having obtained subsistence. B.

mifiWT, and obtained.

mfn. Having obtained as a livelihood.

e. BfiftlTr, and *rjt obtained.

iflf*TT mfn. (-*:-wr-W) Living, alive, existent, u. (-#) Living,

life, existence, e. mtw, and iy affi

n. (-wi) Period or duration of life, a life. e. itlfT*

existence, and *i*r time.

Wlftnnr f. (-V) An artery, a vessal of the body. t.

and tn what knows.

BTtf*?TW mfn. To be lived, to be kept alive, k *f\*,

and W* aff.

wr;fro** m. (.* ) Casting away life. e. afYfrw, and expense.

ST.fwH'j** m. (.*t) Fear of death, a. *rlf*W, and *** doubt

«ffwir*rfo( mfn. ('rt-frtt-Kj Destroying life. a. Bflf**, and

Wlfcwvvhat takes away.

uitfVwiin f. (-wi) Love of life. e. and WT*T hope,

afifr** mfn. (•W: in-*‘) Ruling life, musier of being, (applica-

ble U> objects either of revejence or aiTection.) in.
1 A

name of Yama, regent of death. 4 The sun. • The moon.
4 A lover, a husband. 4 Lord or master of existence. 4 A
drug to revive the dead, t, wltr* life, *ud TV lord, ruler.

m. (-i:) Abandonment of life, voluntary death. E. Bit*,

and leaving.

mfn. f*; Alive, living, animate, a living being.

k. Bf\*, and To* «ff.
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W r. Istcl (apcfw)
1 To go or more. • To more quickly, to go

rapidly. (V) aru r. lit cl. (tfTff) To go or move.

m. (-7:) * The Malaya range of mountains. a A dog.

n. (-U) The egg plant, (Solanura melongena.)

«* <T> wft r- lit cl. («j*fu)
1 To except, to exclude. * To

quit or abandon.

n. ( -*? i Censure, abuse, reproach, reviling, a. arxr to

censure, affix WZ, or with UU and Ur* affixes MjwifT >
l^ie

root is always inflected in this sense, in the desidcrative form.

aur^T f. («V) Censure, &c. see the preceding.

anifapT mfn. (-W-WT-'li) Reviled, blamed, censured, abused,

a. JtU to censure, affix u.
j-

9TT mf. (*T:-TT) A potherb, (Convolvulus argenteus.) a. Off* to

quit, affix WU, removing all blemishes also with U3’added

onru m. (-u:>.

ai frw mfn. (-TT:-Wr-TT)'Outcaatc, deserted, injured, abandoned,

m. (-If:} A man of » degraded caste, a Chand&la, &c. s. «rfat

to abandon, affix %.

mheu uf. (-TU-fum)
1 The matted hair of S’iva or of ascetics.

1 Any knot or fillet of hair. a. wz to collect, affix 'gw, and V
or n inserted : see «rrr ; also ajz, 1J*U, Ac.

«nr r. 6th cl. (uufw)
1 To go, to move- * To bind. * To join,

as in making or mending, r. 10th cl. (wrrtufw) 1 To send, to

cast or throw, to direct. * To grind or pound,

srn (V) RTU r. I*1 c l- (®nw%) To shine, Ac.

or* r. 6th cl. (ajwfw) To go or move.

st f. (-W) 1 Speed, velocity. Motion in general, a. *tK to

make haste, affix fW{. and U7 substituted for 3.

ajw r. 10th cl. fittirwfw) To reduce to powder,

vpf (T) w4f r * * 8t c ^* To hurt or kill.

snt r. 1st and 10th els. fUTWfw UTv*fn) * To reason, to think r
^ ....
to conceive or imagine, to investigate or examine. 1 To in*

jure, to hurt or kill. ‘To like, (fa \) 6th cL (uww)

To please, to gratify, to give satisfaction or delight, to sene.

m. (•*:) The water of boiled pulse, pease soup, porridge,

Ac. e. *n to please or satisfy, u affix, and dcriv. irr. see

*T£ mfn. (-¥:•¥!-¥) Served, obliged, worshipped, gratified by

service, n. (-1) The crumbs or remounts of a meal or its

leavings, s. UW to please, Ac. affix if.

wrm mfn. (-U'.-UT-li) To be served or worshipped, a. Of a to

please, fTfftff.

0TV3W mfn. Sacrificing, offering oblations,

m. (-WTU) Fire. *. * lo sacrifice, UWjJ iff.

m. (-W'J
1 Fire. * A tree. * A hard hearted man.

*rsr f. (-W :

.)
A wooden vessel, of the shape of a semicircle or

crescent, used at sacrifices, s. s to sacrifice, Unfuli affix

fiT*, the root reiterated, and the final made long ; also re-

maining short spr f. (-»:.)

m. (-WTW) Fire, or the deity Agni. b. m* a sacrificial

vessel, and UTfU posseting ; being the medium of (burnt;

offerings ;
also

UUnw m. (-U0 * The moon. * Fire or its deity. * An offici-

ating priest k. to be crooked, to abandon, &c. Un fidi

affix urUU ;
the root is reiterated, and the final ^ rejected.

4 u

armr mfn. (-wz Sacrifice, offering oblations, s. u
to sacrifice, it* aff.

^ f. (-W) * .‘Ether, heaven. • A name of the goddess Saraswa-

ri. * A female demon or goblin. * Speed, expedition, velocity.

* Going, motion, r. bt to go swiftly, affix fw*. and the final

lengthened.

ajs ra. (-¥:)
1 The malted hair of S’iva. The clotted hair of

an ascetic, e to collect, affix UU, U inserted : see WZTj

also with uw added und with a short vowel

RV3U q. t j it is also used compounded with «TCT in the some

sense, a» MTTTRJ*.

RjfjT f. (-fa:) ' Speed, velocity. 1 Going, proceeding, moving.

e. w lo go swiftly, affix fu3 ,deriv. irr.

V <VV*r. 4th cl. (BjtJsT)
1 To hurt, to injure, to wound or

kill. * To be decayed, to decay or grow old.

m. (-Wt) A kind of grain, (Aodropogon sorghum :) see

9jfm f. (-fut) * Speed. * The body. • The sun. * Braiima. • Fever.

b. to be feverish, Un'idi affix far.

wfft f. Fever, feverish or morbid heat. b. mc to be

feverish, fun. aff.

(-T) opqf <u4fiT) To hurt or kill,

r. 1st cL To kill or hurt,

ajn n. (-4) The water of boded pulse, pease soup, porridge,

Ac. e. srv to satisfy, affix nr. and the radical vowel made long.

Ubw n. (-*i) A plant, (GrLslea tomentosa.) e. nm to hurt,

affix

nr r 1st cl. (urfiDTo make short or low.

f^j nmt r. 1st cl (wnn) or more commonly r, 1st cl. (T) Ufa
(«rnm) To gape, to yawn. r. lOthcl (Unmfn) To fear, to dread.

mfn. sub. Nni:-n*l-nif) ' Gaping, yawning. * Expansion,

stretching, expanding. * Swelling, a puffing or blowing up.
4 Blowing blossomiug. e. atfnio gape, affix in

smin m. (-U-) A subordinate deity. " A yawner, e. urfn, and

| T**1^
^n»n n. (-U) ‘Gaping, yawning. * Blowing, e. syfn to yawn,

affix *$7.

nrajHin mfn. (.UI-UT-^) ' Yawning, gaping. * Opening, blow-

ing. k. urfa to open, in^afl'.

MtnJTWW mfn. ( ) Yawning, gaping, k. VMrr, and

ng’* aff.

i^fwiarT f. (-Uf) Gaping, yawning, s. iff%, and Ipf affix, fem.

form.

mfn. (-IT-UT-?#)
1 Opened, expanded. 'Enlarged. 'Done,

exerted.
4 Opened, (as a flower,) blown, n. (-if)

1 Gaping,

yawning. * Swelling, expansion. 1 Bursting, opening. *VViah,

active wish or search for. k. fa to gape, affix u.

ufAlU mfn. (-Wrt fwrt-fuO 1 Who or what yawns or gapes,

* Expanding, blossoming, f. (*4\) A kind of Mimosa, (M.

octane] ra.) e. u*tf bursting, budding, and aff.

U r. 1st cl. (urfff) 4th cl. (aTBUf?!) 9th cl. (UUffw) and 1 0th cl.

(WITUfw) To grow old, to be or become old or decayed.

U7U mfn. (*U :-U1-U) To be conquered or
t
overcome, to be sur-

passed or excelled, e. fu to conquer, 7TU aff.
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vtc mfn. 1 Victorious, triumphant. * Surpassing,

excelling, ra. (-in) A victor, a conqueror, a. fr to conquer,

"waff

ufwnv m. (-*r) A dry hot bath, or heated chamber for inducing

perspiration in rheumatism, Sec.

Wtrw n. {-Xf)
1 Food, victuals. 1 Eating, e. wxj to eat, affix wi.

mfn. ( -v-VT-*) Conquerable, fit or subject to be conquered,

s. fr to conquer, affix XHT.

unr (w) dhj r. 1st cL (*»#) To go or more.

WW(M)*Yr. 1st cL (whpTj To resolve, to attempt resolutely,

to endeavour diligently or perseveringly. * To go, to move.

or r. 1st cl. (wnvfr) To wane or decline.

wm mfn. (-w;4ft-w) Victorious, triumphant, m. (-w:) A con-

queror, a victor, f. (-^t) A tree, (.Eschynomene sesban.)

e. fur to conquer or excel, yw aff.

urwrw m. (-V:) A hero, a victor, a conqueror, b. UPS victorious,

andW a car; whose chariot is triumphant.

(She m. (-*:) A Jama, a follower of the principles of a Jina or

teacher of heterodox notions, the chief of which are, the

supremacy of certain religious pontiffs over the gods of the

Hindus, a denial of the divine authority of the Vcdat

,

and a

disregard of the distinction of castes, a. frw a Jina, and

VWaffi

UTUTW m. (-WJ) A plant, (Croton tiglium :) see ur«rnw, the diph-

thong being considered as a substitute for the semivowel and

vowels of the first members of the compound
;

it is moat

probably a corruption borrowed from the dialects in which
j

such a substitution is common.

irfwfsr m. ('fa) The name of a celebrated saint and philosopher,

the pupil of Vyasa, and founder of the Uttara Mtmdnta

school.

mfn. (-VJ-WT-*?) * Long-lived. • Thin, spare, m. (-xr.)

' The moon. * A drug, a medicament. 1 Camphor. 4 A son.

a. wfr life, Un'fidi affix, and the radical vowel

changed. •

mfn. (-^:-wt-xf) Relating to a conqueror, to Aurora, Sec.

,.f^5 as above, and vxr afT.

mqy n. (-^|) Crookedness, moral or physical, e. fr^3 crooked,

umaffi

«rmt d. (-4) Aloe wood or Agallochum. to remove,

WtWI affix ;
dissipating bad smells.

VfTTZ m. (-V) Longing for, wishing earnestly or eagerly,

to abandon, (all objects save that desired,) and wrrwaff.

vnfzT ». (-1 {
)

1 A name of S'iva. * A devotee, an ascetic, who

subjects himself to the severest penances, a. war the braid-

ed hair of S'iva, a who goes, from an? to go, the form is

irregular.

uhWTTWT f. (-W?) A kind of grain : sec

«riu n. (-a) Happiness, felicity, pleasure, enjoyment, satisfac-

tion. f. (-WT) A woman : see xfrWT ;
also wrfXAT, WlfrlTT, &c.

e- stv to delight, affix wx?, fcm. affix Tnr.

i*d. 1 Silently. • In happiness, delightedly at ease, Sec.

• Well, excellently. 4 Excessively, beyond bounds, a. ijw

to please or be pleased, affix

srrfm f.(-wt) A bud, a germ. a. wv to please, affix ysr, and

fern, form ; some copies have more accurately perhaps

%ifrin.

unfair f. (-frw) a woman, a wx to delight, affix Tfr; also

*lfx ir, urfrJTT. Sec.

xrifwiTT f. (-X|T) A woman, e. ujf to please, affix U; also %frvr.

Ulfrifi, Sec.

H A compound letter, considered to be composed of or and a?

;

it is usually expressed by Ju or gn, but its peculiar nasal

sound is not well conveyed by any combination of the

Roman alphabet.

V mfn. (V VT qf) Who or what knows, m. (-v*) * A wise and

learned man ; it especially applies to one possessed of sacred

learning, and religious knowledge. • A name ofBaAHM^.

• The moon. 4 Budha, first of the line of the moon, and

regent of the planet Mkbcuby. * The planet Mars or its

regent, a. qn to know, to possess knowledge, affix w.

V*T r. 1 Otis cL (inu*f«f) 1 To know. • To cause to be known:

sec WT-
1 To whet or sharpen. 4 To beat. * To please.

ufriT mfn. (-TTt-TfT lf) Taught, expounded, made known, a. qp?

to make known, affix w- T* optionally inserted, other-

wise TTK-

V* mfn. (-qr-fT-lf) Made known : see the preceding.

Tffg f. (-fr:) Understanding, comprehension, tfie exercise of the

intellectual faculty. a. qp? to make known, affix frw,
deriv. irf.

ITT r.' 9th cl. (unwrfr wfrfxr) To know, to understand. With

prefixed, * To assent or coniform to. * To ackowledge.

With XIV, To conceal. With w*, To disrespect, to despise.

With To deny knowledge of any thing. With x?fr, To
ascertain. With q. To know well. With ufr or spr, To assent,

to admit, to agree, to promise. With qfr and wfr, To re-

cognise. With fr. To discriminate, to know. With wx?. To
recollect or possess the power of knowing. (In combina-

tion, it usually takes the deponent form, as

VUWnfV*, &c.) r. I Oth cl. (VPTWfr) To command, to direct;

winr is usually prefixed in this sense, r. 1st cl. hut occurring

m the form of the cautal, (qrqxjfr)
1 To slay. » To gratify or

please. • To exhibit. 4 To sharpen. • To praise. In these

senses the root is, in general, combined with a prefix.

TfTK mfn. (-1T-WT-W) Known, comprehended, understood fully,

s. qn to know, affix jg.

VIKW mfn. (-V:-VT V) To be known or understood, a. VTT, and

xrw afT.

xfinfraiwi m. (*W!t) A man completely versed in any science or

Seutra. a. qjrw what is known, and frrrwr completion.

VIHIWtJ m. (-V*) A name of Farddhatndna, the last Jma or Jama
pontiff, a. vnr known, and WW lineage.

VTflT m. (-fit:)
1 A father. 1 A kinsman in general. • A distant

kinsman, one who docs not participate in the oblations of

food or water offered to deceased ancestors, a. VT to know,

affix fim who is known, an acquaintance.

Vlfrw^rw n. (-4l) Duty of kindred, s. Vlfr, and w act ; also

VTfr^r/i
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Ylf*Y n. (-«r) Relationship, kin. s. Y added to Ylf*-

YTY mfn. (-Yl-^-Y) Knowing, wiae, intelligent, who or what

knows, r. ff to know, YY active aff.

YTYY n. (-Y) Relationship, affinity, k. YTfi| a kinsman, and

WW aff.

YTYT ind. Having known, k. yt to know, ifrY aff.

YTY n. (-#)
1 Knowledge in general. * Knowledge of a specific

and religious kind, that which is derived from meditation, and

the study of philosophy, which tenches man the divine na-

ture and origin of his immaterial part, with the unreality of

corporal enjoyments or worldly forms, and which, separntipg

him during life from terrestrial objects, secures hire, after

death, a final emancipation from existence, and reunion with

the universal spirit. YT to know, aff. WY.

YIY*Y rafn. ( YP-JYMY) Attainable by knowledge, R. YTY,

and JTKJ attainable.

Y IY Y*q n. (-^:) Intellect, intellectual vision, a. YTY, and

Y^JY the eye.

Y 1Y HYY n. (-Y:) Cultivation of sacred knowledge. *. Ynr>

and YYY religious austerity.

Yl M

H

Y md. By or through knowledge. *- YTY, and Jlfaw

aff.

YIYY^y m. (-Y:) One of the Jama saints. *. YTY true know-

ledge, and g^TW a mirror.

YiY^Y m. (-Y:) Knowledge, the lamp of knowledge, a. Ul*r.

a lamp.

YlYfYY mfn. (Y'-YT-Y) Cultivating spiritual knowledge,

a. fTW, and f*T¥ engaged in.

YTYYT mfn. (-^:-rr-T) Versed in spiritual wisdom, a. fTW,

and Y*: attentive to.

YTYi£«& mfn. Preceded by the acquirement of

divine wisdom, a. HIW. and prior.

YTYYY mfn. (Y:-Yt-Y) Consisting of knowledge, made up of it.

a. YTY, and YY^ aff.

may* mfn. (-ff:-TT-Y) Having the impress of wisdom, wise,

making wise. a. yty. and Yff a seal.

YTY^Y mfn. (-Y:-YT- Y) Founded on spiritual knowledge, a. YTY,

and root.

YTYYY* nf. (-Y-YT) indication, sign, means of knowing or

inferring. * (In Logic ,)
Sign or proof of knowledge, or subse-

quent derived from antecedent knowledge, a. YTY, and

YYY indication.

Yim* mfn. (YlYYrflTY) Wise, especially in spiritual things,

a. YTY, and YVJY aff.

YT*f«YTY n. (-Y) * Sacred and profane kowledge. * The /'Was

and their subordinate parts, as medicine, war, &c. a. YTY.

and faYTY miscellaneous knowledge.

YTYT^YTY m * Volly, ignorance, a. YTY, and YYYI* non-

production.

YTYTYfYPT mfn. (-Y5-YT-V) Occupied by wisdom, a. YTY, and

Y«ftfl* placed.

Yif*Y mfn. (-Yt-fY^t-fY)
1 Wise, intelligent. * Knowing, who

or what knows, m. (-aft)
1 An astrologer, a fortuneteller, a

man prescient of future events. * A sage, one possessing

religious wisdom or Gndn (YrY) as above, r. YTY knoxvledge,

affix xfw.

wi w m. (-Y) An organ of perception or consciousness, the

skin, tongue, eye, ear and intellect, a. fTf, and xfHY au

organ.

Yl mfn. (-Y:-YT-Y) Making or causing to know', m. (-yt) An
instructor. * A commander, a master, a. yt to know, cau-

sal form, "apr aff.

WVi n. (-^) Making known, apprising, informing, b. YT to

know, causal form, ws aff.

Yif* t (-fif:) Making known, informing, a. yt to know, causal

form, finfaff.

YY mfn. (-Yt-YT-Y) To be known, what may be or ought to be

known, e, YT. and YY aff

YYT f. (-an) The chord of an arc. je. wtt the same, yy
added.

wjt r. 9th cl. (farinf*) To decay, to be or become old,

YT f. (-YT)
1 A mother. * The earth. • A bowstring. 4 The

chord of an arc. s, wjr to become old, to decay, affixesyy»
and YTY.

YTYTY m. (-an) Twang of a bow. e. yt, and ytY sound.

YTfY f. (-f*l:) ' Old age, decay, infirmity. Abandoning, quit-

ting, leaving. B A river, a stream, b. yjt to decay, &c.

Un'fidi aff. ft.

mfn. (-YTY-Y^t-YT) * Very old. Very excellent, best.

• Elder, elder born. 4
In law, one independent and answerable

for his own conduct, a. wjt to be old, affix.

sj r. lat cl. (YfYY) To go or approach,

wm. ind. (w) (’Snri ;) *l» (to r. lit cl. («nrtjr

To shine . see

mfn. (-Y:-VT-#) 1 Best, most excellent, pre eminent.

• Very old, oldest. 4 Elder, elder born. f. (-YT) ' One of the

asterisms considered as lunar mansions
;
the eighteenth, com-

prising three stars, of which one is a Scorpianis, figured by a

ring or earring. • The middle finger. • Misfortune, personi-

fied as a goddess. 4 The Ganges, (- YT or Yt) A small house

lizard, m. (-Y ;

) The month Jyiihiha or Jeyte, (May-June.)

n. (-tf) Age, oldness. *.w to decay, to grow infim or old,

affix ^YY, fem. affixes. YTY and tft*.

^YWT f. (-Yf) ' Seniority. 1 Superiority, s. YTY, and HY affix
j

also YfY*f.

YlY flTY m. (-Yt) A father s elder brother, b. elder born,

and YrY a father j the usual order of compocition is here

irregularly inverted.

YTYYniri f- (*^) 1 An elder brother's wife.
* The elder or chief

wife. E. YJY, YTJ^T a wife.

m. (-^**) A Brahman, s. Yy elder born or best, and

y4 tribe.

wfYlftt f. (-fit.) The duties of age or seniority, s. YfY, and gf^l

practice.

^YTYTUI mfn. (-v -qjMff) To be obtained by virtue or seniority,

&c. k. 1Y«, and YTYTtff obtainable.

wyyy f. (-w:) A wife’s elder sister. *. W7 elder, Y^mothar-

ia-law.
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717177 n. (-7)
1 A portion of the Sdma Fid*. * A religious)

rite of which its perusal is a part.

1*777 m. (-71 )

1 The elder brother s share. * The best share.

a. 77, and 7ir a share.

afotsfarV* m. (.f:) 'Hie month Jy>'sht ha. k. TIT the constella-

tion, (as above.) IJTT root, origin, and 7 aff.

7) ST7 m. (-7:) The scum of boiled rice, or water in which

grain has been washed. R. 77, and ’iw water.

7T1I7W m. (-1?:) ‘ The order of the householder, * A house-

holder. r. aifa, and 7F^?7 order.

OlT’rfinC m. (-7t) A householder, a man of the second order,

a. at* best, 7nm order, Tf7 aff.

m. (-7:) The month Jyauhtha or JyJtkt'ha or Jeyte,[May-

June.) f. (-tft) ' The day of full moon \n Jydtktka. • A house

lizard, k. wjtt the mansion or asterism which the moon is

in this month, and apr aff.

777177 ro. (-an) A Brahman versed in that portion of the

&fma Vida called Jyfohfha Sama. e. as above,

aff. ^1.

affiant mfn. (-7: -’ft-71 Born of the cider or principal wife.

R. W7T, and 77 affix, T^TC inserted.

713 n. (-7JI Seniority, age. a. 77> and 77 aff.

7T r. 1st cl. (777)
1 To advise or instruct. * To order. * To

observe a vow or any religious obligation.

TnfV.wn* n. (-71 The aciencc of Astronomy. 8 . 7rfl7» and

7T7I a scripture.

7 l f<i(TT n. (-T) A fire fly. R. 7t(77 light, if* to go, affix 7 i

also with 77 affix, Tpfafrr* n. (-7).

s7rf?f3Tv» m. (-7:) The heavenly bodies collectively, e. 7 lf77

a planet, and 77 a class.

m. (-7) An astrologer, au arithmetician, e. 7if77*

and fr^ who knowa.

Trfwfi^r f. (
- 71 ) 'llie science of computation, from arithmetic

to astronomy and astrology, k. ttOp?, and f77i science.

TTfw^fsi n. (-7) A Arc fly. e. 7Tf77 light, and 7)7 seed.

Wrf777 n. (-7T)
1 The zodiac. * The lunar mansion, a. «i|ffr!7

planet, and 77 a sphere.

7rf?T7 mfn. (-7*71-7) Astrological, astronomical, relating to

the heavenly bodies, raf. (-H-Tt) An astrologer, n. (-xi; Ma-

thematical, astronomical, and astrological science, astrono-

my, astrology, f. (.*\) A star, a planet, an astcrism. s. 7ff?T7

light, especially of the heavenly bodies, affix 77 , fem.

7-f7f77 m. (-7:) An astrologer : see 7 f*fV7.

7117x7 m. (-«7:)
1 A planetary or heavenly body ; the generic

term for the sun, the moon, a planet, an asterism. a star :

the word in the m. pirn. (-TIT) implies all these five. * A

tree, the wood of which is used to produce fire by attrition :

sec 7f77rfT7t. f. (-7T) Ifcart-pea j see wrfffTMt *• 7rf77

light, and 7 what makes, from 7, with 7 aff.

TTfjfTTW mfn. (-7j:-7r-7j Blazing, radiant, like flame or fire,

a. 7TnV7t and 77 affix, implying resemblance.

Ttfir^nr it. (-7) A particular sacrifice at which sixteen of-

ficiating priests are required, e. 7 if«7 light, and 717 a

sacrifice.

TlfTTHT m. (-7T7) The sun. f. (-snft) Heart-pea, (Halicacabam

cardiospermum.) e. Trfyri light or splendor, and 7J7
poas. aff.

7tfn7 n. (-fif:) ’ Light. • A star •The pupil of the eye. m.

(-fh:)
1 The sun. * Aon or fire. e. 77 to shine, to be or

give light, Tf77 Un'idi affix, and 7 substituted for the

radical initial.

7tf77T7 ind. In flame or fire. 8. 77(77, and Tlfff affi

7nftr7 m. (-7J) The pole star, or in mythclogy Duhova, the

son of Uttznafada. b. 7if77 a tftar, and 77 a vehicle.

TiPfirr f. ( *771 )

1 Moonlight. * A moonlight night. • A small

cucumber: see 7H£t. b. 71(77 light, 7 affix, and the

penultimate rejected, deriv. irr. fem, affix TT7 ;
also with ftP7,

7T7#t q. .
7T^TfsT7 m. (-70 The Chakora or Greek partridge, t. TTTJTT

moonlight, and f*7 fond of; this bird is said to feed upon

the moonbeams.

7TOTf!7 m. (-7 :) The tripod or tree of a lampstand, a candle-

stick. t. 7rBT moonlight, (put for lamp-light.) and 77 a tree.

7l7?t f- (*7j?t) ' A moonlight night. 1 A small cucumber, (Tri-

chosantbes diseca;) it is also applied to Luffa acutangula, Ac.

* A kind of perfume ; see T^TTF. 8. sec 7T7STT

7l1>ffW7 m. (-7:) An astrologer, e. 7Tf77 a star, affix 715;

also the vowel being unchanged optionally, 71 (7(77.

7179 mfn. Light, especially with moonlight, Ac.

8. 7Pf?T moonlight, 77 affix ; see 7rTjTt and 71(7377 .

7lf%7T fi (*7T) A moonlight, a. 71^ and 77.

7HCTt f. {-Tf=tt) A moonlight night, or a night on which the

moon is full. * A kind of cucumber: sec TTT^rt. k. 7TT3t as

above, and 7*r pleonastic aff.

(7 r. 1st cl. lf77f7j * To conquer, to reduce . ’ To be conquer-

ed or reduced.

7t r. 1st cl. 5(771(7) r. 1st and 10th ch. (777717717) To

grow old
,
to be or become old or decayed.

7C r. i st cl. (TTftf) To be diseased, to be feverish, Ac.

7T m. {-Ki) Fever, intermitting or continued.
# 8, 7T to be

feverish, affix 77
TTSf mfn. (-ip-frilf) Anil-febrile, febrifuge, f. (*^t)

1 A plant,

(Meimpermum glabrum.) A potherb, (Chenopocium album.)

8. and 7 what destroys.

7*7TV7 mfn. (-V-7T-7) Febrifuge. B. W*., and 7T77 what

destroys.

7VT7 mfn. (-7T-7rt-7)
Febrifuge, k. 7T, and 77 what de-

slrojs ; 7CT7 (-7T).

•mfrr m. (-ffp.) Feverish heat, or the hot paroxysm of fever.

8. 7T fever, and 7flT firc.

7XT77 mfn. (-7J-7T-7) Febrifuge, m. (-70 * A kind of Nimb

from Sepal. * Cassia fistula, b. 7T, and 77 7 what removes.

7THT7 I f. (-7T-) A plant, (Mcdicagu esculcata.) *. 7T fever,

777T removing.

7fC7 mfn. (-7:-7T-7) Febrile, feverish, affected with fever.

8. to be feverish, 7 aff.

wfyd mfn. (-t1-fX7l*fT) Febrile, feverish, fevered, a. 7Kj

Tf*.
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r. 1st cl, f*tarfw,) or with a prefix, r. 10th cl. To

shine, to blaze, to flame.

mfn. (-yr.-WT-ai) Blazing, shining, m. (-W:) Flame, blaze,

light, e, wrw to blaze, affix also ^TO-

HH an f. (-*T) Flame, e. hh to blaze, affix «j*r.

want rafn. (-nr*! amit-WH) 1 Burning, blazing. 8 Shining, ra-

diant, brilliant, k, HH to burn, we aff.

"fWW n. (-W)
1 Burning, blazing. ’The fire. m. (-i|t) Agni, or fire.

b. to blaze, affix wrr.
** *

^vktiijh m. (-ljn) Tlie sun-stone, e. wsnr, and anjT^a stone.

^W*nfw mfn. (-ff:-fw:-faj) Blazing with jewels, m. (-fwO A bril-

liant gem. a. *ianr, and wfw a jewel.

WTWWW mfn. (-WW-W^I-WW) 1 Burning, blazing. * Radiant, x HH
to burn, r. 1 Oth cl. w* aff.

•tfant mfn. (-Tf:-HT-1T) ‘ Burnt. 8 Blazing, flaming, k. to

flame, affix W
mfn. (-art-wi-af) Fiery-eyed, looking angrily or

fiercely, b. ^fwTT, and the eye ;
also

^fw?r*ra, fitc.

^farsi mfn (-^-fwaft-fw) 1 Burning, flaming. ’Shining, a- «rw,

and ypT aff.

EtWmfn.( il:-wt W) Burning, blazing, mf. (-ar-an) Flame, blaze,

f. (-an) Burnt rice. a. HH to blaze, affix fem. affix TPT

or w^tt.

•fTwriftr m. (-fa:) Flame, e. ^iw, and wflT fire.

m. (-W ;) Acm, or fire. a. wiwr, and fwWT a tongue
;

whose tongue is flame.

VfTWTPWt f. (-ait) A place where subterraneous fires break forth;

an object of veneration to the Hindu* : a celebrated Jwa-

Idmukhi exists in Lahore, to which pilgrimages are made

;

the soil abounding with carburettcd hydrogen, which takes

fire upon coming in contact with the external air
;
otherwise

vents being made, a light is applied to the orifice, and flame

being kindled, is fed by the stream of gas that escapes. The

tongue of Parvati is said to have fallen at this place. B. wiror

flame, and inv chief, principal, fcm. affix #fw.

•arlam mfn. (-wVfwwt-fw) Flaming, blazing, b. ^twt, and

Tf»T aff.

** The ninth consonant of the Ndgari alphabet
; the aspirate

of the preceding letter, and corresponding in power to Jh.

•i mfn. («|: «vi iff) * Asleep, sleeping. * Lost, destroyed, m. (if:)

1 A name of VrIoaspati, preceptor of the gods. * A name of

the chief of the Daityaa or demons. * Sound, or a sort of

sound like the splashing of water, or the clashing of cymbals,

jangling, clanging, &c. 4 High wind. 8 A stray, a thing lost

or mislaid. 8 Playing a tune, beating time. f. (i|r) The de-

scent of a cascade, a water fall. s. iffff to collect, affix w*

tCffiy m. (-y: )
A low inarticulate sound, as the buzzing of bees,

fitc. b. iff, and WCT a making.

iff*unr n. (->,) An indistinct noise, like the jangling of metal

ornaments, a ringing, a rattling. &c.

4 x

*wr f. (awnr) ' Wind, wind and rain, a hurricane, a gale.
8 A

sharp clanging sound, jangling. • Raining in large drops.

* A stray, any thing lost.

mifNw m. (-W) Wind with rain, a high wind in the rainy

season, a typhoon or the sort of tempest frequent during the

south-west monsoon. *. »ff*Hf heavy rain, and wfaw wind;

also iff^iWffH, &c.

WTW m. (-w*-) Wind with rain, a storm, a squall, b. HT^T
heavy rain, and xnr wind.

iff* r. 1st cl (»i»flT) To clot, to be entangled, (as hair :) see anr.

*ff*T f. (-TT) A plant, ( Flacourtia cutaphracta.) s. to be

entangled, affix

ifff* m. (-f*:) A small tree, a shrub, a bush. e. Ht to be en-

tangled, X Un&di aff.

ind. Quickly, speedily, instantly, e. ifffe entangling,

confusing, affix fxPff; also

**a?*n: m. (.y:) The clanging of metallic ornaments, fitc. b. iffipr

imitative sound, &c. *rtT making.

*ff«? (*) iffg r. 1st cl (iffsrfjl) To eat : see anj, fitc.

•pn mf. (-wj:-wrr) Jumping, springing, plunging, b. iff imita-

tive sound, and xnr to fall, affix w.

HHTH m, (-Hi) A monkey or ape. s. am. and HH to go.

•ffWfff m. (-X:) A monkey, an ape. b. HR plunging, and af to

go, aff.

m. (-wt) A kingfisher. k. HH plunging, and *ffn to

eat, affix fwf*.

m. (-*fit) A monkey, an ape. *.w springing, yfir aff.

»ffC m. (-y:) f. (-yT or- fy:-fl) A cascade, a water-fall. f. (-y^) A

river. iH to waste or decay, affix a|y, fem. affix *T\, ysf

or #TW j
also

•S^T r. Gth cl. («pjf?|)
1 To say. 8 To blame; to abuse or menace;

also HTV, WT5T. fitc.

•r^ r. 6th cl.
1 To say.

8 To blame, to abuse or menace j

also *i4-

•ysr r. 6th cl. (tvaff??)
1 To say, to speak. 8 To censure, to blame.

MPf r. 1st and I Oth els. (*p»fjf ***Rlf7T)
1 To speak or say. J To

censure or reprove, r. 1st cl. (wrfff) To kill or hurt.

*f*PC mf. (-y:-fj) A sort of drum. m. (-y:)
1 The Kali yug, Uie

present Yug or age of the world. 8 The namo of a river.

fi(-^T) A whore. n« ( T) A sound as of splashing or dropping.

b. hh an imitative sound like that of water splashing, ike.

and y what makes, from yT with T affix, or H* to cansure,

and (Jn’itdi aff.

Mtwcar m. (-Hi) The Kali yog. a. trw added to the preceding.

m. (-*:) * The body. • A country. 9 A picture, a. HT»f

to injure or destroy, affix, and ^ inserted.

*f «»i «M*«t f. (-xrt) The flapping of an elephant's ears, of loose

breasts, fitc. the word is considered as merely imitative of the

noise made.

hwt\ f. <-ft) ' A sort of drum. * A curl. b. nnf imitative sound,

y from yr to get or make, affix H and#tg» u^° •twftand

HP*t f. (-an) * A daughter. * Sunshine, splendour, brilliant or

glistering light. * A cricket; also HTafT.

f. (-Pa:) The areca nut.
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•U bo. (*ft) A prize fighter, a cudgel player, a man of a tribe

following such a profession
j one of the degraded classes, be-

ing sprung from the outcaste Kahetriya. k. ** to surround

or embrace, w added, and Of changed to vfi.

IH n. (.f) Cymbals, a. nr* imitative sound, a clash, and V
what emits, from % to sound, affix *.

m. (*s®:) A pigeon, a. «w imitative sound, and a

throat

f. (-ft)
‘ A sort of drum. * A Curl, a lock of hair: see

Hmft. ' A ball, Ac. of perfumed substances used for clean-

ing the hair.
4 Moisture. * Purity.

for applying colour or perfumes. * Dirt brought off the body

by rubbing it with perfumes.

f. A kind of drum : see «fi*rO.

•fWTO ra. {-«:) A ball or protuberance at the lower end of a

spindle.

«Tt r. 1st cl. («fi*fiT) To kill or hurt. To take. • To put on,

to wear.

**v m. (-V-)
1 A fish. * The sign PUcca. * Heat, warmth. 4 A

forest, a thicket f. (-WT) A plant, (Hedysarum lngopodioides.)

n- (-*) Waste land. a. nr* to injure, affix

•fTO-Tt* m. (-*:) A name of Kanparf*. r. ** a fish, and *vpr

a banner, who bears a fish on his banner.

HtMiI' m. (-^) A name of Aniruddua, the son of Kama. r. art

a fish, and a mark or symbol.

tewrWTf m. (-in) The gangctic porpoise. %. stw fish, and WITW
food. /

f. (-ft) A proper name, the mother of the poet Vtasa. I

*. »1* a fish, and the belly : boRi from the belly of

a fish.

•vnnr n. (-*) A tinkling ornament worn on the toes or

the feet. k. «lt a jangling or jingling, and ini made (by

which.)

*«T* m. (-*:) ' An arbour, a bower, a place overgrown with

creepers.
1 A wood, a thicket 1 Cleaning sores or wounds,

f.
1 Jasmine. • A plant, (Flaconrtia cataphracta

: ) see

•fra n. (-¥) A wood, a thicket. E.ifZ to be entangled, affix

•frrm m. (-*:) A kind of flower : see TOTTrefii. a thicket

or bower, HT to moke, affix .
m. (-**.) The water melon.

*fiT3Pt*T ( tin) A plant, (Flacourtia cataphracta.)

•If** n. (-*) A burnt or vitrified brick, e. «i* to eat, affix ••».

being fed upon by fire,

•fT*T m. (-TO A small whetstone, used chiefly by housewives

for sharpening their spindles, needles, &c. fc. Hi* eating,

wearing aw ay, from tf* to eat, affix and T what gels,

from rr with atf.

W*ic mf. (-Tt-’Ct) A tttbor player, a drummer, e. •fivfrr a cymbal,

affix ; also with V* affix urnfr*.

•(TPlft f. (-^t) A kind of drum or tabor, t. *f*Ct the same,

wjvr pleonastic aif.

•m*r f. (.*t) See **!.
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*rfi» f. (-f* :) A sort of sour or unripe mangoes, fried with

salt, mustard, and asafoelida.

*fTf m. ( f:) A tree, (Tamara Indica;) also with anf&dded

•fir m. (-*:) and with a long final vowel «fiTj;. m. the

words are considered as irregular or foreign,

faro* m. (-*:) A sort of cucumber, (Luffis aeutangula.)

fiifrwt f. ( ifl) ’ A torch, a firebrand. A sort of cucumber,

(Luffa aeutangula.)

first f. A cricket : see fw#r.

fififu* m. (-*:) A forest on fire.

fifivzt f- ( -*ft) A shrub, (Barleria cristata.) r. fit imitative

sound, g* to utter, affix dcriv. irr.

fiffft f. (-ft) A cricket, e. fil imitative of the cricket’s chirp,

tt to make, affixes * and t#tl ;
also fiflft ;

also fWfc*7. ant

being added
;
also T pen. being made long fitrftWT, or chang-

ed to tt, firr*T , the first vod'cl also being lengthened «*tfr*T,

and •fir*!. &c.

firr*T f. (-*T) A cricket : see the last

ftfiftt f. (-fir-)
* Cymbals. * A cricket. • Membrane : see finft.

fiffkr*T f. (**T)
1 A cricket * The light of sunshine, strong light,

splendour. • Dirt taken off the body in rubbing it with per-

fumes. 4 A cloth or rag used for applying colour, unguents,

&c. ‘ A cricket’s cry, • Membrane, thin skin, parchment.

k. ftra for fan imitative sound, expressing the cricket's

chirp, and f\a being added fiftft, and ** again added fifi%*T;

also with the penultimate long fw<fit*7.

firat f. (-rft) * A cricket. * Sunshine, light, lustre. “ The wick

of a lamp. 4 A cloth or rag for applying unguents, colour,

&c. 1 A musical instrument, cymbals. 6 Membrane, a. see

the preceding.

fi«wl*** m. (-*:) A pigeon, k. fifvt a cricket, and the

throat ; chirping as it were in the throat.

««Tfr*T f. (-*7) A cricket : see ftfift.

•fitTfirr f. (-*7) A cricket : Bee fifirt.

•fir. I si cl. fww) To go or move.

Wnz m. (-V) A shrub, a bush. a. wz to be entangled, affix

vnr, w* augment, and the vowel changed to

•jfir f. * A kind of betel nut. 1 Heavenly annunciation of

misfortunes.

HtifV f* (-ft;) One of the RCginit, or modes of music personified.

*|V r. 1st cl. To hurt or kill.

»« r. 9th cl (wpnfw) (w) *rv r. 1 st cl. To grow old, to

become infirm with age, &c. to decay,

lirnr m. (•*:) The betel nut tree,

WE r Ul cl. (•filwii) To go or move.

* The nasal attached to the class of palatal letters, having

something like the sound of N in the French word Hinge,

and expressed by that letter accented JV.

* m. («r*0
1 A name of S urra, regent of f'entu. * An ox. * A

heretic, an apostate.
4 Singing. * Jingling or inarticulate

sound.
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Z The I Ith consonant of the Nagari alphabet, and first of the

3rd class or cerebrals. It corresponds in sound to the letter

7* pronounced far back in the mouth, or as in true, and is

expressed in the roman character by the accented letter T.

7 m. (y:)
1 Sound, or a particular sound, like the twang of a

bow string. * A dwarf. ' A quarter, a fourth, n. (Z) A hollow-

ed cocoanut. f. (ZT)
1 The earth. * An oath, confirming an

a*>ertion by ordeal, &c. k. zz to bind, Ac. affix z.

<T> r. 1st and 10th els. (Z^fw ZTZfVf) To bind, to

tie.

ZTTiftz m. (-Z:) A potherb, (Chenopodium album.)

wr mfn. (-T-ZM:) Squint-eyed. m. (-*:) ' Borax. • Wanton

piny or sport. ' Wandering of the mind, confusion, perplexi-

ty. * An object of sense.

ZTg mn. (•jfi-jfj
1 A kind of elephant or wood apple,

* Borax. 1 A spade or hoe. ra. (-^:)
1 A hatchet or stone cut-

ter’s chisel. * A sword, a scimitar, a sacrificial hatchet or

knife. * A scabbard, a sword-sheath. • Anger, wrath. * A weight

(of silver) equal to four md*koM. • A coin. 1 Pride, arrogance.

* A cleft, a chasm. • A peak. f. (-TT)
1 'Hie leg.

1 The ed.e or

side of a mountain, k. zfm to bind, affix or Z imitative,

* to emit sound, affix z, and augment.

z^Zi ra. (-Z:) A stamped coin, especially of silver, b add-

ed to ZHf a weight of silver.

gyap-qfff m, (-fit:) The master of a mint or superintendent of

the silver coin. s. ZVZl and zf* master.

*T»in«ii f (-*T) A mint. k. ZT*. «»d 1TTZIT a hall.

zgZ'tZ m. (-W-) A name of S'iva. b. rj an axe, and zfar

who has, from to go or get. affix WZ.

n. (-zi) * Borax. * Binding, tying, u. z% to bind, affix zrz

Z'CxjfTf m. (-fz:) The master of the mint. e. zt a weight of

silver put for a coin, and zfz master.

ZH» l "TT f. (-Z1) A mint. b. zg1 see the last, and unrr a house

or hall.

ZTIZZ m, (-fs) The mulberry, iMorua Indica.)

zj^K m. (-T:)
1 Surprise, wonder. ' Fame, notoriety. • The

twang of a bow string, k. zfz to bind, &c. affix ZTTZ; or

z twang, in the second case, B to make, affix xs*r.

ZW m. (-TO
1 A spade or hoe. * An axe. * The leg. * Borax.

* A weight of four wdthas. E- zfzr to bind, affix zrz, z

changed to *: otherwise Zf as above
,

also with wz affix,

ZTW n. (-Z)

yfzzl f- (rzft) A plant, (Cissampelos hexandra.)

zjpil f. (-ifl) A house lizard. e. zj imitative sound, and z
what makes, from affixes Z and ZtZ.

ZfCt f- (*^)
1 A joke, a jest. * A kettle drum. • Any musical

instrument, e. zj imitative sound, and T what makes, from

KJ, with Z and tftz ails.

zjx m. (-Xi) The sound of a drum. b. IJ imitative sound,

tattoo, and T what gets or has.

zw r. I st cl. i.zzrfz) To be confused, to be disturbed by fear,

anxiety, Ac

TU

zzrz n. (-#) Anxiety, perturbation, e.zi to be disturbed,

ZfZaff.

ztt^T ra. (-T?) A blackguard, a leehcr, a libertine, a. zi an

oath, and ZT who takes.

ZTT m. (-<:)
1 A horse. * A catamite.

fzzr (ZI) f*m r. 1st cl {ZZPT) To go or move.

fzfzzz m. (-ZT:) A bird : see the next.

fzfrw in. (-IT) A bird, (Parra jacana or goensis.) b. fzff imita-

tive sound, ZTZ to utter, affix Z; also with zr*T added,

fzfizz j
also fzfzzzr, fzfzvz, Ac.

fzfan m. (-w ) A kind of tree.

fzz r. 10th cl. (zzrzf*) To direct, to send, to throw or cast

:

the act of throwing being considered analogous to that of

sending or ordering.

fzwzT t (-vft) A gloss, a comment

ZTzr(Z) ^tws r. 1st cl (£t*rft) To go or move.

f. (-ZTT) A commentary, n. Z\W to go, affix WW and ZTT
;

by which the sense of the text proceeds.

* »• <-*•) ‘ Gold. * A Proteut, a changer of shapes at will

1 Kama or love.

zztZrafn. (-*:-*?•#) 1 Low, little, vile.
9 Cruel, harsh, m. (•*:)

1 A plant, (Bignonim Indica.) 9 A black species of catechu.

* A small bird, (Silvia sutoria.) f. (-ZTTJ A plant, commonly

siknidhi seczfrzt k zz» imitative sound, and W what utter*.

ZTZ u ( -T)
1 Sending. * Throwing. h. fzz to throw, Zpr affi

ZT mfn. (-73-TT-T) Squint-eyed.

ztm mfn. (-Z:-ZT-Z?) Squint-eyed.

ZPZ m. (ZI) ZT1T r. 1st cl. (ZTTTZ) To go, to move.

TZr r. 1st cl (izfVr) To be disturbed or confused : see zw.

*
Z The aspirate of the preceding letter, corresponding to 7*1

z m. ( Zt) 1 A name of S iva. 9 The disk of the sun or moon.
9 A circle, a globe. 9 A cypher. 1 An object of sense. • A
loud noise.

T An idol, a deity.

Z^T in. (-T :
) An idol, a deity, an object of reverence or wor-

ship.

zzm ind. An imitative sound.

*
Z The third letter of the cerebral class of consonants, haring

the sound of D,
pronounced far back in the head : it is often

confounded in pronnuncialion with a bard H, or L, sounded

a» in the Northumbrian bur ; it is written in the Homan cha-

racter D\

Z m. (Z-)
1 A name of S iva.

9 Fear. 9 Sound. • Submarine

fire. * A kind of drum or labor, f. (Z!)
1 A kind of female

imp or goblin. * A basket, Ac. carried by a sling : see zziz.

e. zz to collect, affix z.

ZZ<t f- A kind of gourd
;
also read ZTT^.

ZZ r. 10th cl. (ZTZZfz) IT) TfZ r. Island 10th els. (zmfz

zxzzfW) To collect, to accumulate, to heap together.

[ 359 ]
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TY r. I Oth cL (X) Tf* (TTYf*) To throw, to send, to order.

With fw prefixed, to deceive, to disgrace.

Y (T) YfY r. 1st and 10th els. (TYlfY TTYf?T-Y) To collect,

to heap together.

TIT m. (-IT:) A man of a low caste, employed to clear away

filth, &c.

TITC mf. (-Y:-YT)
1 An affray, a conflict without weapons. * Ter-

rifying an enemy by shouts and gestures. * Petty or pre-

datory warfare, war carried on by detachments or by vil-

lages, one in which kings are not engaged. * Rout, riot.

*»• (-^f) Flight, running away through fear. a. TIT imitative

sound, and what occasions, from TT to go, affix TY.

Tint m. (-V) * A musical instrument, a sort of small drum,

shaped like an hour glass, and held in one hand. * Any thing

surprising, any strange occurrence, &c. E.TY imitative sound,

Y1 to go or get, affix, and the vowel changed.

TYY n. (-Y) ' A car or litter carried upon mens' shoulders, a

Palanquin , a DuMi. * Flying in the air, the flight of a bird,

a. Tt to fly, aff. Tpr,

TYT m. (M) A sling, a basket, a dull carried on mens’ shoulders

by means of a stick and ropes like the beam and strings of

a balance; presents of fruit, siveetmeats, &c. are usually sent

in this manner j also read YYT.

TT m. (-TO A tree, (Artocarpus lacucha.) a, to burn, affix

f, and the deriv. irr. ; also with $ affix YT, m. (-*:)

TTfiMt f. (-Tt) A kind of female imp or evil being.

TTYY m. (-Y:)
1 Affray, conflict without weapons. #tc, see YYr.

• Rout, uproar, the bustle and the confusion of festivity or

strife. * Any surprising thing, sight or occurrence. 4 A name
common to six Tan/rat, as the Sivachbnara, Yogdddmara,
Durgaddmara, &c. E. YYC q. . and «ff.

YlfYY m. (-IT:) A pomegranate : see T>f*Y.

TTTT m. (-T:) The name of a country
;
also Tripura : see frn:

TTYY m. (-TO A gallin ul c. k. YY to consume, (disease.) yt*T
affix, the flesh being considered medicinal : the radical initial

is changed.

fataO f- (-ft) A young woman.

fYTT: m. (-Y:) ' Throwing, sending, A fat man. * A servant,

a slave. 4 A rogue, a cheat. * A low or depraved man
fwfTY m. (-W:) * A musical instrument, u kind of small drum

or tabor. • A plant, bearing a small fruit, (Carissa carandas
:)

sec FWUTar. r. f»fo imitative sound, a Jin, and w what
emits, from fit, with V aff,

fePwe m, (.gt) Cuttle fish bone, considered to be the foam of
the sea.

ftrfirrftnc* "• (-<*) Garlic.

frt r. -1th cl. (TT) f*fbT (fraifk) r. 6th cl (fitrfVt) and r. 10th

cl. (idUfi!) To throw, to cast, to send or order, to direct .•

aee fro. r. 10th d. (TTTfil-it) a/» (T) frftj r. 1st and 10th
els. (fltwfiri and (fesqoftt-w) To collect, to heap together,

fra r. I Oth cl. (T) ftrfar To cast, to throw.

f*w (T) f«fw r. 1st and 10th ck. (Omtfif and funfair)
To collect, to heap together.

fc« m. (-») A dramatic entertainment, dramatic exhibition

0 ] V*

of battle or siege, such as the Trxpuradaha, in which the de-

struction of the three cities of Tripura by Siva is dramatised,

a. ft"*! affray, &c. deriv. irr.

m. (-T*-)
1
Affray, assault, conflict without weapons, mu-

tual defiance, petty and predatory war, flee, see YiPC. * Sound

or noise occasioned by terror. * An egg. 4 A chrysalis. • The
bladder. 4 The spleen. T The uterus. 4 Fear, terror. • Any
young animal. 14 A globe or ball. k. Yt to fly. derive irr.

fTTnrr m. (*Y) Petty warfare, affray, skirmish, riot, &c.

E. fY^ as above, and nm war, battle
; also ft and

other similar compounds.

ftf*YTl f. (-TT) ' A bubble. * A kind of waterfly. 4 A libidinou*

woman, e, Ur* the bladder, &c. TY aff.

m. (-YI:)
1 Any young animal. * A fool, an idiot, a block-

head. f. (-TT) An infant, k. frfY to collect, affix YTf; TT
being added ; also frTT.

fYYTTT n. (-^) A diagram for telling fortunes.

Yt (T) YlY r. 1st and 4th els. (TTY ^tYT) ' To fly, to pass

through the air. *To go, to move. With YY prefixed. To fly

down, to alight With nr. To fly up, to soar. With To
fly round. With Y, To fly well or swiftly. With ty, To fly

Well or in flocks. With YY and TT. To fly up by degree*.

Y’tY n. (-Y) Flying, the flight of a bird. k. Tt to fly, affix TTY.

TTYYtYY m. (-T!) Flying reiteratedly. e. yTY flying, redupli-

cated, TT added.

YtwTY^tY n. (-if)
1 Flying up arid down. 4 Flying ill. h. <^y,

and alighting.

Yv? ra. (-«:) A kind of snake, (Ampbisb®na.)

Y^Y m. (-Y:) A kind of snake, ( Amphisbama.) h. yv, and y
from YT to shine or resemble.

T*JT m. (*t:> A small owL

m. (*T :
) A gallinule : see YTTT.

Tfr f. (-*T:)
1 A small turtle. 4 A female turtle : see a^fr.

TfTTT f. 1*TT) A bird resembling a wagtail.

YTT n. (-^) A fillet of thread or cord tied round the arm or

wrist
j it is also applied to the string tying a packet or par-

cel; also with TY added YTYT.

e

Y The aspirate of the preceding letter corresponding to £Tk:
the use of this as an initial letter is very limited, and seve-

ral of the words in which it occurs can scarely be regarded

as pure Sauteri/.

» m. (W) ' A large dram. * A dog. A dog's tail. • Sound.
4 A serpent.

YT m. ( TO 1 A city or district, Dhacca or Dacca. 4 Coveting,

disappearance, f. (-«T) A large or double drum, a Dhdk.
e. TT imitative sound, and T what utters.

YTl^t f- (-ftj The goddess TAafxi, a Tanirika form of DdsoI
TTYYr f. (-TT) A goose.

TTY n. (-T) A shield.

»lf*rw m. ( Wt; A warrior armed with a shield, a shield- bearer.

5* (XJ *f» Sanlra root, (WWfir; To search, to wek.
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n. (-^) Seeking, investigating. e. to search, w* off.

m. (-fa:) A name of Gan'£s'a. *. vftr to seek, fw aft

mfn. (-tt-wt-t#) Sought, inquired, a. vf^r to seek, n aft

m. (*w:) A Dhol or large drum.

£ro (m) £t« r. 1st cl. (SuPG To go or move.

¥T^T in. (-*:) A bribe. 8. WJW to go, m aft.

nr

W The nasal A** belonging to the third or cerebral class of con

sonants
j
in derivation and inflection this is usually changed

to W or the dental N, and hence the derivatives from the

following radicals occur under that letter.

^ m. (W;) 1 Knowledge. * Certainty, ascertainment. * A name

of Siva. * Pmdud/cn, said to be a Jaina deity.
* An orna-

ment. * A water or summer house. * Oue without good

qualities. ' A kind of sound, the sohnd of negation. * Gift, I

giving, k. to guide, &c. affix W.

VW r. 1st cl. (ar^fw, or with St prefixed Jtwf*) To go, to move,
i

to approach.

W* r. 1st cL (w«ftr) also (T) r. 1st cl. (vrwfw) To go, to

move
;
also are.

W* r I at cl. ' To dance. ' To dance as an actor. !

to gesticulate, to act
; also W9. * To hurt.

r. 1st cL To sound inarticulately, to roar as
i

a river or a wild beast, to ring as a bell, Ac, r. 10th cL

(wi^tfk) 1 To speak or tell, to shine.

WH r. 1 st cL (ww£ wrir) 4th cL (arwrfiT) and 9th cl. (wrfV)
4 To kill, to injure. • To be annihilated, to cease to be.

r. 1st cl. (W*?fft)
1 To salute with reverence or respect.

• To bow or bend, to bow down in homage or worship. • To

sound. With vr* or WTV orW prefixed. To bend down, to '

decline. With tl, To bow, to salute. With WW, To lift up, to !

raise, to make straight or erect.

W* r. 1st cL (wtnr ' To go, to move or approach. 1 To

preserve, to protect, to defend,

r. 1st cl. To sound
;
also

r. 1st cl. iwmfn) ‘ To smell. ' To bind.

war r. 4th cl. (w) ani {vpwfft) To disappear, to cease to be, to

perish, to be annihilated.

W*7 r. 1st cL(n*J<i awgit) 1 To be crooked, (literally or me-

taphorically.) * To bend, to make curved or crooked.

** r. 4th cl. (i) wr>TT (*T^f* To bind, to tie. With v*
prefixed, (wirwfwj To arm, to put on mail or military accou-

trements.

WTO (W) wrw r. 1st cl. (WTOW a^TOW) To sound in a particular

manner, to snore.

f*W r. 1st cl. (fsrwfw afwwfw) To kiss : the change of the W

aft er a preposition is optional in the derivatives of this root.

fw»i (T) f*fir T- ‘-nd cl. (f*rw ^fww)To cleanse, (wt, TO ^rfwFarr

r. 3rd cl. (WWftl WtWTV) 1 To nurture, to cherish or maintain.

* To purify, to cleanse.

w* (T) l*t ck afw^fw) also (*) fww r. 1st

cL *w<f«r) ' To abuse, to censure, to reproach, to

4 Y

reprove or revile, to despise or condemn, Sec. (The second root

means also) * To approach, to come near. The change of W
after a preposition is optional in the derivatives of the first of

these roots.

fww r. 6th cl. (fawfw) 1 To misunderstand, to comprehend ill or

imperfectly. • To be thick or impenetrable.

fw* (X) fiffr l*1 cl- (firwffT af*«rf*) To wet, to moisten, to

sprinkle.

fww r. 1st cL (wwfw swwft) To meditate profoundly,

fete r. Wt cl. (W) fw. (wwfil) To sprinkle, to shed as water,

fww (T) ftft r. 2nd ci (fVw sfw«) To kiss : the change of W

after a preposition is optional in the derivatives.

Wt (Wf) w)W r. 1st cl. (wwfw-W)
1 To conduct, to drive or guide,

to cause progressive conveyance. * To obtain, to get. The root

is inflected as the deponent verb, implying, 1 hutrmetin, as

WWW WTWi he instructs in the Sdttra

;

* fF'orthipping,

he worships Visiin u >
also with prepositions in the sense of

j

1 Paying, CHWlfH he pays the hire f
* Paying at a delft,

wrwfirsrwro be discharges the debt
;

* Catting or lifting up,

he lifts up the stick ;
* Giving, be gives

the things
;
and 9 Brahmanicaf Investiture, he in-

vests his son with the thread : it is also deponent, governing

an incorporeal object existing in the agent, as he

suppresses wrath
;
if the object is not in the agent the verb is

active, as JTtTJlinffaTOlfTr he appeases his teachers anger *

as also if the object is corporal, as he turns away

the cheek. The root occurs with many prefixes, and in a great

variety of meanings
}

* With * To ask, to entreat. * To

make like or resembling. * To favour. * With “To take

away, to remove. * To attract. With *fw, • To indicate by

signs. To be kind or civil to. * With Hf, To bring.
1 With

WTT. To raise up. • With Wi, To approach, to go near to, (see

also above.) ’ With “

5^, To act or behave wickedly. * With

far, -To get or obt»it>. “To ascertain, to determine. “With

wft, ‘To merry. “To take cognizance of. *“ With w, “ To

punish. “Tolove. “ With fw, “To take »w»y, to make remote

or diaunt. “To be humble or modest. ** With f* and WW, To

remove, to dispel, to disperse. *“ With fw and fat, To decide

by law. “ With WW, “To collect. “ To discharge. * * With W5 and

To intreat.

1 “ With ww and wr», To assemble, to collect,&c.

<ftW! r. I st el. (wtwfw awtwrfw)
1 To be blue. * To make or dye blue.

WtW r. 1st cl. iWTwfw ttwdwfw) To be large or oorpulenh

r. 3rd cL (Wiftt itwtfw) To praise. With >WTT profiled (WTJW)

To utter a cry of regret, r. 6th cL (wwfwj To praise,

wn r. 6U1 cl tWIJ wrwx t'jtfif <351#)
1 To cwt ' b> command, to

direct, to throw or send; the act of ordering being consider-

ed analogous to that of throwing. * To go or proceed. With

wv. To remove. With fwr;,
1 To throw out. • To confeas, to

acknowledge. With ft, To be happy. With w in the causal

To drive, (as horses.)

w r. 6th cl. (*fwfw) To praise ;
also w.

wg a,) six r. 1st d. (wwfw w) 1 To censure, to despise. ’ To

approach or come near : sec fsiv

ww (M) w<] r. 1st cl (WWW) To go, to move or approach.
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IT The first consonant of the fourth or dental class, corre-

sponding to the letter T, in tongue.

W m. (lit)
1 A thief. • Nectar, the food of the immortals. * An

outcaste, a barbarian or Mlt'cKchn. 4 The flank, the hip or

haunch. 4 A tail. * The womb. T A wicked tnan. * A tree.

• A jewel. 1

9

A Buddha, n. (W) 1 Passing, crossing, * Virtue,

sanctity. E. w to cross, Ac. affix a.

aa r. 1st cl. (aaftf'l * To laugh at or deride. * To bear. With

fraud afa prefixed, and implying reciprocity (afaaaaj

To retort a laugh. (Y) afa r. 1st cl. (arfa) To live in dis-

tress, to be in poverty or pain. (aaa; To go, to move.

IT* mfn. (-an-at-a) That. ft. HIT that, aa pleonasm added,

afaar mfn. (-W:-WT-a) Fraudulent, crafty, a rogue or cheat.

f. (-an) A medicament, a drug. *. aa to deride, affix Y'*'*

rPW mfn. (-aBT-asTT-aft)
1 Laughable, ridiculous. * To be borne ,

or endured, e. aa to laugh, xr*T participial afT.

aa n. (-aj Buttermilk with a fourth part water, a. aa to i

bear (sickness), Un'adi affix rat.

Tnrff^T f* (*m) Inspissuted buttermilk, a. aa, and

inspissated milk.

aa*i^ n. C-rl> Meat fried with ghee, turmeric and asafcctidu, !

Ac. eaten with buttermilk, h, aw, and rrfa flesh,

airra m. (-Y:) A churning stick, a. aa buttermilk, and W<£
j

what goes or is, (from it.)

r. 1st cL (aafff)
1 To cover. 9 To skin or peel, (a) a^ r.

1st cl. (a^rrfa) To pare, to plane, to make thin, to cut off,

to chip or slice
; used in any other sense, this root takes the

regular form only, whether simple or compound, as with an
prefixed. To censure, (aaiafa,) Ac.

TTCPS in. (-nr:) * A carpenter. * The Sutradhdra, the manager and

chief actor in the prelude of a drama. 1 One of the principal !

Ndgtu or serpents of Pdtala. 4 The divine artist,Vuwakahma.
|

‘ The name of a tree. k. ire to chip, to peel or plane, Ac.
|

affix Tph

n. (-nr) Paring, peeling, planing, Ac. f. (-aPf) A carpen-

ter's adze. k. aa to plane or pare, affix iqx and #ta.

aaa m. (-WT) A carpenter. t. aa to pare. Un'idi affix afaa.

irwffcwi f. (-an) 'J*he name of a city, the Paula of Ptolemy, in

the Punjab, b. aa paring, fmr stone, built of hewn stones,

aa (Y) aft **• l*1 cl. laafa) 1 To go or move. 9
l’o quake, to

shake or treiqble. * To trip, to stumble.

intT m. (-*:)
1 A shrub, (Tabermemontana coronaria.) A thorn

v

shrub, (Vangueria spinosa.) * Another plant, commonly Ta-

garamula.

HafYYrf^n f. (-VT) A plant
;
also TagaramtUa.

ITT m - <*W0
1 An axe, a crow, a stonecutter’s chisel : see aa

* Grief upon separation from a beloved object. 1 Fear, terror.

E. af% to be in distress, &c. affix aa.
IT*! mfn. ( ^:-3*t-mi) Immediate, instantaneous, k. wiTlhat,

(that moment,) and ei born.

in* nil r. 1st cL (»rwf>i) To go. («) r. 7th cL {nirfj,

To shrink or contract
; also aif*

aw(a)a^r. 7th cl. (aafil) To shrink or contract.

"aa r. 1st cl. (n*fn) To be elevated or high, to rise. r. 1 0th cL

(anmfa) To beat.

7T* mfn. tub. (-*:-ar-*t-a) A shore or bank. n. (-*) A field.

k. aa to rise or be high, affix , fem. aff.

rrz^J mfn. (-VP-VT-T?) 1
Indifferent, alien, neuter. 4 Situated

on the bank or shore, m. (-UT:) An indifferent person, one

neither a friend nor a foe. n. (-137) 'ITiat property which is

distinct from the nature of any thing, yet is the faculty by

which it is known : in other words, spiritual essence uncon-

nected with bodily wants or passions, a. aa a bank, a height,

and a0 who stands.

m. (-¥:) A pond deep enough for the lotus and other

aquatic flowers, tsii bank, and aia to go, affix ; also

TTTTUr } also aTarir and a*t¥.

wf*aU(-at)A river, k. aa a bank, and Yf* pots. aff.

aa r. I Oth cl. (HNfafn) * To beat, to strike. * To shine
: (Y)

afar. 1st cl. (waia) To strike or beat

ITT* m. (-0 :) A pond, a tank : sec mm.
ifnf to. (-f:) A pond or pool, one deep enough for the lotus,

&c. f. (-irr)
1 A bank, a shore. * A blow. a. aa to beat,

Un'idi aflix ara ;
also ITflf and aanr.

TfTrw m. (-0 :)
1 A pond, a pool, deep enough for the’growth of

the lotus, &c. see the preceding. * A trap for catching deer,

Ac. b. aa to beat, affix wna, deriv. irr.

ff «iai u m. (-if:) A blow from an elephant's uplifted trunk.

e. an a beating, and W|l*ra a blow,

afrrtr f. (-faff) Lightning, b. aa to strike or beat, Un'kdi affix

Yfa j
striking the earth, Ac.

afa«a mfn. (-wia-aat-aa) Lightening, emitting lightning;

flashing, m. f-ai^ l A cloud. B. afra lightning, and Wljff aff.

afWaT f. (-ar> Forked lightning, e afaa, and aTfT a creeper.

a«ra inn. (-a :*a) Complete performance or preparation. m.(.a:)
1 A wag tail. • Froth, foam. * The trunk of a tree. * The up-

right post of a house. * A compound word. * A juggler, a
cheat, b. afa to beat or kill, affix ^fa,

m. ( w;) One of S ivx s doorkeepers, and one of the original

teachers of the arts of dancing and mimicry.

a*fft* m, (-as) 1 A worm, an insect. * A fool, a blockhead.
• Hie water in which rice has been soaked or steeped, s. flun
rice, Ac. a affix, and ug changed to Y-

a^ja m. (-a:) * Grain after threshing and winnowing, especially

rice. * A vermifuge plant: see frrr * A potherb, a sort of

Amaranth, (A. polygonoides.) b. irw to beat, Un’idi affix aa,
and sja inserted.

aarwnq f. (-^:) Rice water or grueL b. a^a, and a* water.

m. (-a:) A sort of Amaranth. *. f»»r added to the
preceding

; also a^fifta.

aaata m. (-ao
1 A kind of Amaranth, (A. polygonoides.)

* y'tranga

,

a vermifuge. 1 A mineral, iron pyrites, a. a*ny
grain, (to which the seeds, Ac. are compared,) and a «ffix

;

also iroapiaa.

^ (**<) A plant of which the seeds are used as a vermi-
fuge: seefaar. ». afa to beat, affix aa.
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1p»#T m. (-T:) A sort of Amaranth : sec tow\T, &c. b, HiJW,

and TTW aff.

irweirigir n. (-*) Water in which rice ha* been boiled, rice

gruel, ii. Tfiwr, and *3g;8l water.

Wv»em m. (-wi) A prickly sort of bambn, (B&mbusa spinosa)

' A heap of grain, a. wvzw grain, kc. or (as derived from

wfr to beat, to tear,) a thorn, its a heap or quantity.

WIT ind. Therefore, thence, the consequent or correlative to

i. rrw to spread or extend, affix

unr wfrr ind. Thenceforth, a. wnTj, and wf?r the rest,

irw mfn. (-7T:-7TT-i!)
1 Spread, diffused, expanded. * Stretched,

extended, m (.it:) Air, wind. n. (-if) Any stringed musical

instrument, k. to spread, &c. IV affix, or Un 4di affix in[.

mfn. (-9:-irr-9) Distinctly marked, a. Iflf, and fanr

a mark.

Tpnrrt f. (-4ft) The plantain tree. 8. Wlf spread, and a leaf,

broad'leaved.

mnr mfn. (-st-wr-if) That one, (of many.) a. that, trvnm

affix of the superlative degree.

iriTt mfn. (-t:-TT-^) That one, (of two.) *. TT^ that, and TlTOT

affix of the comparative degree,

mre ind, 1 Therefore, thence, consequently. ' From that or then.

* Then, how, (asking.) 4 Then, further, after that, (in conti-

nuation.) * Afterwards, subsequently. • Thither, there. e,tv*£

that, affix wfc.

TTtrcnre ind. 1 Hither and thither. * Then, after that, what next

;

(asking impatiently.) e. Tpre reiterated.

mfn. (-^:-w Of or relating to that, kc. t. mp*
as above, aff.

wf* mfn. pi*. (WIPT WWT: TTTfifw) So many,

f. (-fir)
1 A line, a* row or range. 4 A number, a crowd.

8. ipr to spread, affix fgpr.

mfn. {K'-KI-t) Obeying, serving, a servant, x. IT^, and

VT who does.

-ip^rwr m. (.<V‘) Present time, time being, or the time when an,

act occurs, k. TPT that, arrar time.

TTWaiift m. (-4ft:) A man wise or intelligent for the time being,

ouc having presence of mind, &c. x. Tf^TVf time being, and

4ft understanding.

dftva mfn. (-W'-WT-tj) Working without hire or wages, b. ith

thence, farwr business.

sp*tn» n. (-W) Time present, time being, t. that, and ant mo-

ment.

its n. (-at)
1 Essential nature, the real nature of the human

soul, considered as oue and the same with the divine spirit

animating the universe : the philosophical etymology of this

word best explains its meaning, <rr that, that divine being,

and w thou, that very God art thou. * The Supreme Being, or

Brabmb. * Truth, reality, substance, opposed to what is illu-

sory or fallacious. * An element or elementary property,

differently enumerated in different systems, from the three

which arc the same with the three Gunaa, to twenty-seren,

which include the elements, organs, faculties, matter, spirit,

life, and God. 4 A first principle, an axiom. * Mind, intellect.

ITBJ

* Slow time in music. A musical instrument, r. as above,

or WT that, thence, kc. affix w ; the word is properly, there-

fore, written wm, but in books one W is commonly rejected.

TfWTTM n. (-Wj Knowledge of divine truth, x. ttwr as above,

and TTW knowledge.

irwnrw ind. Truly, accurately, fully, a. wvf, and irfxjw aff.

TTWaTTW m. (*ft) Touching different pans of the body in the

worship of VrsHNtr. E. thv, and sgTW gesticulation.

*n*f>P£ mfn. (-fTW) Knowing the truth, knowing things as they

are. e. WWI, and who knows.

WWPT^TU m. (-H:) Knowledge of spirit, k. irnr, and WTvni
ascertainment.

imnfwnni m. (-*t) A positive charge or declaration. I. mi, and

accusation.

mfn. (•T’-KT-’f)
1 Diligent, attending to any thing closely

and anxiously. * Belonging to a principal object or intent

of. m. (-g:) The thirtieth part of the time of the twinkling of

the eye. b. wtt that, TT addicted to.

vnqrTTW mfn. (-¥:-WT-w) Attached or addicted to some particu-

lar thing or person, a. 1C% that, xpcTOI attached to.

mfn. (-^-wrr-4) Prior, former, e. vnr, and before,

m. (-sp)
1 That or a certain person. * A form of com-

position, (in Grammar,) usually consisting of two nouns, the

first of which was in any case except the nominative or

vocative; sometimes the inflection of the case is retained.

8. TPT that, and tnrv man or person,

ipure mfn. (-un-aft-Wj Resulting from any particular act, &c.

m. (-w.) 1 The white water lily. ' A fragrant grass, s. 7P£,

and up* fruit.

7TW (T) wfw r. I Oth cl. (fpsTTfir)
1 To spread, to extend or ex-

pand. 1 To nourish or support a family, &c.

THt ind. Iltere, therein, the relative to x. ir^ that, WIT affix,

in lieu of the proper seventh case*

JTCRf mfn. (-W.-Wr-W) Produced there or in a certain place,

x. 7PV, and HPT aff.

AaHUTT mfn. Venerable, respectable, reverend.

I. vru therein, (in all things,) preeminent : sec wppmf.

7Tn n. (-ai) See wai.

»T8T ind. * So, like, correlative to vpll as, 8tc. * Thus, (imply-

ing certainty.) • So, so be it, (implying assent or promise.)

4 Thu*, then, therefore, (or reply.) * And, so, in (conjunction.)

. x. 7P£ that, anal affix, implying manner,

vnnitrr m. (-W*) A Jina or Buddha, e. TTWI thuj, (what really

is.) and JPT known, obtained.

»Tvn^T ind. And so, thus, even so. x. TTUTT, with ^ and.

n. (-if) Being so
;
the case or circumstances being admit-

ted to be as stated. B. TTBT, and If off.

inTTfr wd. Nevertheless, yet, even. x. VfttT, and wfu even.

TTWif^TB mfn. (-if:-w*^l) Of such a sort or kind. x. and

far sort.

WBTTTrit m. (-8T) A Jina or Bu Jtfha.

ttSt ind. So, even so, in the same manner. x.iniT, and T* thus.

WW mfn. (-w:-WT True. n. (-85) Truth, x. tfEn thus, (what

is really so,) and Wff aft

• [ 363 ]
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1T^ Relative or third personal pronoun, fa: TT TT\) He, she, it,

that man, that woman, that thing, a. ire to extend or spread,

Un'ddi affix

W* (T) r. 1st cl. (w*T^) To be content or happy,

ifafamr mfn. (H'-WT-H) Transgressing, going beyond the

bonnds.

n. adv. Next, afterwards, *. ifa that, wwmvc after,

n. adv. (-wi) To that end. Just so far. e. if^. and end.

Tfav? mfn. (-Tr-^T-^*) 1 On that account, with that object.

• Haring such a meaning, e. ir^, and sense,

ifa^w n. (-W) 1 A thing returned. * Delivering any article,

c. Ufa, anti TTW delivery.

vr^T imd. Then, at that time. e. TP£ that, affix, implying time.

Tl^Ti* n. (-*) Time being, time present* a. ifaT then, ar affix

of the abstract.

ifaiaftW imd. Then, at that time. a. ifa that, ^nftw aK

TfaTwfrr imd. Thenceforward, x. ifaT, and wfa the rest,

ifarsrw n. {-T) Commencement, beginning, a. ifaT, and WW
beginning.

Tfafa mfn. (4f.-WT*4) That, that person, that thing, a. ifif, and

V aff.

TtfT*re *md.
1

In the course of the day. 4 Day by day. n. (-if)

On a certain day. a. that, and faif a day.

WTW mfn. (-sr-WT-w) Miserly, niggardly, a.in^ thence, xnr wealth.

HT^T if»d. So, in like manner, the correlative to xnfa *•

that, Tfa afi.

WY1*! f. (-TT) A sort of arrow, a. Tpf thence, WW strong.

irffM mfn. (-W.-TT-T) In that manner, in such a manner, of

such a kind or sort. a. and f»m way.

iffnT m. (-if:) A derivative noun, as a patronymic or attribu-

tive of various kinds, See. n. (-if)The formation of such nouns,

a. ire that, (original noun,) fxpf what relates to or suits.

r - 8th cl. (IPfffairew) To expand, to spread, to

extend, to diffuse, to dilate, &c. physically or morally, r. 1st

and 10th els. (ifaffif TfTifYfa) * To confide, to believe or

have faith in.
4 To aid, to assist. • To be harmless.

4 To

sound. * To pain or afflict with disease. * (With a prepo-

sition,) To lengthen, to stretch, to expand, Ac. as in the 8th ci

iptY m. (V) 1 A son. * A male descendant f. (-YT)
1 A daugh-

ter.
4 A plant : see YYJiSir. «. mf to spread, (to extend the

family or name,) TYT Un‘4di aff.

wftTV mfn. (-YJ-YT-Y)
1 Smaller, less. * Minute, delicate, small.

K. KHJ. and YY*T aff.

ifafau mfn. (-wre-Y^tJ*l:) ‘ Smallest, least • Very small or de-

licate, Ac. a. "ffw, and eff-

1TW m£o.(‘f-f: or ret or X£-TJ)
1 Small, minute. * Delicate, fine,

but with interstices. * Thin, slender, emaciated. 4
Little,

f. (-re:-i|0
1 The body. 4 The skin. f. (W:) 1 A woman. * Point

of conjunction, or sun's entrance into a new sign. f. (-«ft)

1 A delicate or slender woman. 4 A stanza of four lines, and

twenty-four syllables in each : a variety of the Sankriti

metre, a. ire to stretch or spread, Uu'&di affix re; also

and llWtf.

irejfa ro. (fa:) A pore of the skin. a. ITT, and a WcU.

mfn. (fair) Covering (the body,) clothing, protecting,

f.
1 Armour. 4 Attire, a. ire, and WY to cover, affix ffaY-

Tf^w m. ( if:) A son. £ (-HT) A daughter, a. im body, and W
born.

mm n. (-d) Armour, mail. a. ire tbe body, and T what pre-

serves
i
also (-re.)

mfn. (*wre-TfftfalT) Armed, defended, a. Ufare, and

snyxraff.

inpTT* mfn. (-»:-»!*) Niggardly, sparing, letting little go or be

spent, m. (-*:) Quitting the body, death, a 1T^ little or the

body, TUT* parting with.

WinretT f. (-W) The nose. a. ire the body, and mm a bellows,

mfn. ) Embodied, corporeal, a. 1!^, and

Wijfa aff.

rnrwwT f. (-WT) * A woman with a slender or elegant waist.
4 A

species of the Gdi/mtri metre, a. mj, and xrer middle.

vrwm m. (fa:) Perspiration, sweat a. ini the body, and XH

juice.

ireTfa n. ( X) The hair or down of the body. a. ttw. and XT
what grows : also with the final consonant. n. (far)

mjre mfn. (-re:-reTfa) Spread, expanded, tux to spread,

rerere Un'idi aff

Hfxrfl m. (-if:) A division of hell e. ire thin, small, and

WTO wind.

WreaHC n. (-^) Armour, a. inf, f to defend, V* aft

irwrrrx^nj ra. (faO A warrior, a man in armour, a.

and sre who shines.

rfrix m. (fa:) A pimple, a pustule, a boil. a. ire slight and

ITW a sore.

1TJXT n. (-W:) The body. a. ire to stretch, Un’fcdi affix vfa.

f. A young woman, a girl*, one of ten years old.

a. *f^ the body, who makes perfect

im f. (-^) The body. a. to stretch, affix m : sec W^-

IPJWW mfn. (-Tf>ifT-lf) Pared, made delicate or thin. a. 1T^

thin, Wff made, and ^ rendered long,

iresi m. (-W1) A son. f. (-HT) A daughter, a. mj, and if born.

WTjrerfif m. (.fip) A son. 'n and rfff birth,

snre m. fa) the wind. a. ire oodv, «re defective,

ifipre »• (*^) Clarified butter or ghee. a. inj the body, and

deficiency, thinness, spareness of body, and if what

cherishes ichai fatten*

.

ippnrr\ m. (-vr^ or ^re) Fire or its deity, a ghee

,

and who cats, from^ with firfa affix, or w^the body, m
negative, and Tt to preserve, deriv. irr. destroying other bodies,

or consuming its own support or fuel, and ceasing to be.

mn. (-*:fa) * The hair of the body. 4 The wing of a bird,

ra. (-TO A son. a itsj or Tfif the body, and TT what grows

or rises, from TT with m affix
;

also W^TT.

jyyjf m. (*T :
) 'Hie anus, the rectum, a. ipj^the body, and

a deep place.

iff^w m. (-fwr:> A wearer, f. (-far) Expansion, extension, a. ffT

to stretch, affix far*.

7T*« m. (-^:) * A thread. 4 A shark. 4 Offspring, race, descend-

ants. k. <re to spread or stretch, Un adi affix 7f*r.
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Trwmr n». (-W:) Mustard seed. f. (-sf[) A vein or any tabular

vessel : see ipjw.

ww!*T« n. (-Tg) A piece of fibrous wood, or a brush used by

weavers for cleaning the threads of the wood z. Tf^ a weaver's

thread, and arnt a wood

wwprte m. (-*:) A silk worm. r. w** a thread, and a worm.

mww m. (-W:) A shark, a inr to spread, |pr aff.

HSjiTiS ro. (-it:) A shark. and in* a snake.

m. ( V) A palmyra tree. a. wwt thread, and ffirf

exudation, alluding to its stringy or adhesive nature.

TT^TU^vr n. [-A) The full moon of S'ravitna, when Krishna is

invested with the BraAmanicaJ cord. a. W*i> and a

festival.

Tratw in. (-IT) 1 Mustard need, (Sinapis dichotoma;) also some-

times *r^¥TT. * A calf, r if^ a thread, and an to shine,

affix nr.

n. (-^) Soe the next.

Tfwm n. (-W) The filaments or fibrous root of tha lotus, a. w**

a thread, and W what has also with x>

ifTwrnr m. (-¥:) ‘ A weaver. * A loom. a. ir*t a thread, tu to
< *

.

weave, affix **[.

ItwnrTO m. (-ft) ' A weaver. * A spider, a. a thread, ^ to

weave, vr affix
j

also

mnffUTT f (-TT) The banana or plantain. x.lf^Ta thread, and

a part.

vf^icmn f. (-VT) A weaver’s shop. a. irm weaving, and mwrr a

house or hall.

d. (-if) Wove cloth, a. lf¥l a thread, and frwrir col-

lected.

ipjfTC m. (-T*) The betlenut tree; also ITwr^KV. a. ip* a

thread, and HIT pith
;
having a stringy pith.

1PST mfn. Dependant, subservient, m A
weaver, f 1 Any string or rope. 4 The wire or string of

a lute. 4 Any tubular vessel of the body. * A plant, (Menis-

permum glabrum:) see ?TVt. * The name of a river. • A
young woman, n. ( -^)

1 A Tantra, a religious treatise teaching

peculiar and mystical formula and rites for the worship of

the deities, or the attainment of superhuman power: it b
mostly in the form of a dialogue between S'iva and DuhoI,

who are the peculiar gods of the Tdmtrikas : there is a great

number of these works, and their authority, in many pans of

India, seems to have, in % great measure, superseded that of

the ytdas

:

according to one account, a Tantra comprises five

subjects, the creation and destruction of the world, the

worship of the gods, the attainment of all objects, magical

rites for the acquirement of six (superhuman) faculties, and

four modes of union with spirit by meditation ; a variety of

subjects are, however, introduced into many of them, whilst

some are limited to a single topic, as the mode of breathing

in certain rites, the language of birds, beasts, Ac. 4 A branch

of the yidat, that which teaches Mantras or mystical and

magical formula. a Demonstration, clear and right conclu-

sion.
4
Raiment, vesture. 1 A medicament, a drug. * A princi-

pal medicament, or perhaps a charm, considered as produc-

,
4 z

ing medicinal effects.
4 Providing for a family. 1 A cause, a

motive. • Cause common to two or more results
j the instru-

ments or means of more than one effect.
14 Necessary or

indispensable act or provision j the right way of doing any

thing.
11

Chief, principal 11 A royal retinue, a court, a train.

14 An army. 14 A royal property
j
that of providing for the

security and prosperity of the kingdom. ** A realm, a coun-

try. ’• A thread. ,f Subservience, service, dependence. 14 Oath

or ordeal. *• Decorations, hanging with trophies, garlands,

Ac. *• Heap, multitude. •* Wealth. ** A house. " An im-

plement of weaving, a loom. 44 Happiness, felicity, a. if* to

spread or extend, affix tgsr; or wf* to spread, to support a

family, Ac. affix fT, fem. affix
;
or WtT with Un'adi aff.

IPBTf n. (-ah New and unbleached cloth a. TT^W the loom, and

frsf affix, recently from the loom.

iT-edif n. (•!) A fibrous stick for cleaning the woof, Ac. a. irar

weaving, and 0TT7 wood.

<T*nrr f. Mn) 1 Depcndance, subservience. 4 The quality or

character of a Tantra. * Comprehending several rites in one,

performance of one ceremony or penance in lieu of a num-

ber. a. mg

,

and 1TW added
;
also with H, IfSBTff

.

irwrnt m. ( tfi) A weaver, mn. (-Tf:-xf) A loom, k.ito a thread,

and to weave, affix

WnfTrv m. (-**.)
1 A weaver. • A spider, a. w*y a thread, a web,

and ¥ to spin or weave, affix ¥*[; also iparxp?, and some-

times if*f er*.

vrf^TVT f. (-¥TT) A plant, Caricha. a. mf added to TPfft.

iffanr mfn. (-’it-finrt-f’t)
1 Spun, wove, made of threads.

* Chorded, having chords or wires, (as an instrument.) 4 A
musician. 4 Having a Tantra, following one, Ac. a. irw, and

Tfa aff.

WpfTJi^rOf m. (-¥0 A name of Jayadratoa. a. wfcf (derived

from imr any array, with ffxr affix,) a general, and f f who

cherishes or aids.

TPffTf m. (-*:) A weaver : see W^rwro.

YPfr f. (-V) * Lassitude, exhaustion, weariness, syncope.

• Sleepiness, sluggishness, a. irfif a Savtra root, to be weary,

affixes ft and 7HT ; also with finr affix irfHf. f. ("Pip) and

with #tw added W*ft.

ivi mfn. Slothful, sluggish, overcome with sleep

or fatigue x. sloth, and aff.

f- (*fif{
)

1

Sleepiness. 1 Lassitude. 4 Fainting, exhaustion

:

sec iPfT. a. as above, or fflx Sautra root, to be weary, and

for* IVadi aff.

ffiffTT f. (-VT) Sloth, sleepiness, a. fir added to

f.
1 Drowsiness. * Lassitude : see W*% r.

f. (-fir) A plant : sec TfTffWT.

Wftlf u. sab. (-#) The archetype or subtile rudiment of elemen-

tary matter, ode*. Merely that. e.W^. and xrif only, or element.

wsfff m. (*Tp) * Night. 4 A musical instrument. a.inr to spread,

xjjxy Un'adi aff

Wfl’ mfu. Spreading, extending, a. irf to

spread, ¥< aff.

m 0 Tt^l r. Ut cL (Jnrfr-W) r. 4ih cJ. and r. JOlh cl
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To heat or be hot, to burn
;
(hence figuratively,)

to suffer mental or bodily pain. * To hare pre-eminent or

superhuman power : the deponent form only is used when

the root with the prefix X* or fx occurs intransitively, or

governs as its object part of the body of the agent, as

rrrfwfeiTMfli warms the hand, (XT*** farm!) shines, burns,

&c. The root takes the passive form also, when implying reli-

gions meditation, a* Jfujif XX VII X*: the devotee revolves reli-

gious thoughts. With xij prefixed, (xsprex) To repent, to

regret. With xftT or XX (xftwxfx x^xfx.) 1 To bear or

inflict pain, anguish, heat, distress, &c. # To be sorrowful, to

repent. ,

vprVfT m. (-X**) The mango fish: see HtlftHI.

**:** mfn. Emaciated by austerities, a. XX*. and

XX lean.

*X:XixXX mfn. (-X‘.-XT-T) Patient of austerities, e. XXX aus-

tere devotion, fR* fatigue, and XX bearing.

£ (-*tft) A name of BenAre*. a. x*re religious austcri-

tics, and ^rur soil, place, fern, affix .

** m. (-X:)
' The hot season, summer. * Heat, warmth. 1 The

sun. a. to heat, affix xx.

mre mfn. ' Healing or warming. Performing

penance, a. ire to heat, *« aff.

X**t f. ( xt)
1 A name of Cu'uaya, wife of the sun. * Also of

the daughter of the sun, or the personified Tapti river, married

to Samv,»ra\*a of the Kura family, a. ire heat or the sun,

and XX who accompanies, fern, atfix #tx

ire* ra. (-*•) * The sun. * A division of hell.
1 Heat, burning.

• Mental distress, pining, grieving. * The hot season. * The

marking nut plant, f. (4lft) The Goddvcri river, s. ire to

inflame, affixes XT* and

XtpnK m. (-*:) A ray, a sun- beam. a. XXX, and XX a ray.

XXXXXX m. (-X) Karna, &c. £ (XT)
1 The Yamuna river. ‘The

Tapti e. XXX, the sun, and XXX child,

xxxxfx m. (>fc) The sun-stone, b. ire*, and wfV « gem.

XX*|Tj m. (-13:) A ray of the sun, a sun-beam. 1. *x*. and

ray.

*qqreran f. (-WT) 1 The Godaceri river. * The Yamuna or

Jumna river, k. *** the sun, and xnwxn a daughter.

XXiftX mfn. (-*;-*f-li) 1 To be heated. • To be suffered or

practised as penance, n. (-%) Gold. e. XX to heat, &c.

X*m aff

XXXtX* n. (-*) Gold. e. XX^Yx, and XX added.

XXXg n. ( *) Copper, b. ire*, and liked.

XX* ni. (-XT)
1 The name of a month, Mdgka, (January.Febru-

ary.) * The cold or dewy season. * The hot season, n. (-*.)

1 Religious austerity, penance, mortification, the practice of

mental or personal self-denial, or the infliction of bodily tor-

tures. * A world, the region above the Janaloka, inhabited by

saints or devotees after death. • Virtue, moral merit. * Duty,

the special observance of certain things : thus the Tapas of a

Brahman is sacred learning; of a Kih'trhja, the protection of

subjects
;
of a Tnuga, almsgiving to /hahmaus

;
of a Sudra,

the service of the same tribe; and of a 7ii*Ai or saint, feeding

*TT

upon herbs and roots, b. XX to heat or inflame, affix ***•

ire* m. (-*:)
1 The moon. 1 A bird. b. XX to heat, xxx

Un'adi aff.

ire VI* m. (-^:) A name of Indra. e. *** Rusterity, and XX
who pares or makes thin

; emaciating himself by his

devotions.

ire*? m. ( *|:)
1 The month Phalguna, (February March.) A

name of Arjuna. f. (-**) ’ Devout austerity, religious

penance, n. (-*?) The flower of the Kunda, (Jasminum pu-

be-cens ) e. *** the cold season, ** aff.

XXfXTX mfn. fa)
1 Devout, practising austerities.

1 Poor, wretched, pitiable, m. (-^ft)
1 An ascetic, a religious

man engaged in the practice of rigorous and devout penance.

* A name of Nareoa. * A mendicant, a pauper. * The mango

fish (Polynorms risua.) f. (.fasft)
1 A female devotee, a woman

leading a religious life.
a Spikenard, (Valeriana jatamansL)

Another plant : sec flTlffft. e. XX* religious austerity,

the hot season, &e. fxf* aff

XXVXXlfa m. (-fas) The practice of penance, a. XXX, and

XXlfx obligation.

XXTXnr mfn. (-*:-*7-#) Practising austerities, k. ire, and

xrerer self.

XVXJZ m. (*:) The rainy season, r. TR the warm season, and

XXPJ destroying ; following the hot weather.

xfx* mfn. (-XMiT-lt) Heated, burnt, e. ire to heat, affix *,

with x* inserted.

XXX m. (-*) 1

Fire.
1 The sun. a. ire to beat, Un'adi affix xjf*.

XXTXX m. (-*t) A devotee, an ascetic, one who performs religi-

ous penance, f. (-XT) A plant : see a. XX* religious

austerity, and ** wealth.

XX1XW* m. (-*«) The influence of religious penance, a. XXX,

and *^wnr authority.

XXifxx mfn. (-*:-*!-*) Performing penance, practising austeri-

ties. t. *v*, and fa* engaged in.

XXTXX mfn. (-X:-Xt-X) Devout, practising austerities, a. XXX

,

and XXz aff.

mfix. (-ftf:) An ascetic, a. XXX, and xfx form.

iRTTlf* m. (-f*t) An ascetic, a. ***. and V]?* a heap.

*UTXZ m. (-*:) A country, part of central India or holy land.

k. ire* religious austerity, and *Z what surrounds.

XXTV* n. (-ifi A sacred grove, a place frequented by ascetics.

e. XX*, and z* a wood.

IT* mfn. (-*:-FT-fi)
1 Heated, inflamed, burnt. , »Soorchedby

pain or sorrow, distressed, afflicted, " Inflamed with anger,

incensed. * Undergone or perfomed as penance. * Fused,

melted. * Burnished, e ** to heat, TV aff.

7rey*t re. (-*>:) A hell. a. **, and frm a jar.

n. (-^t) A sort of penance, drinking hot water, milk,

and ghte for three days each, and inhaling hot air for three

days. a. *F heated, penance.

***** ra. (-*T!) An ascetic, a. *p, and *X* penance.

mreiXTXf^ n- (-^) A hulL a. **, XTWi* a atone, and a

well.

*lTXT*xr re. (-*t) A hell. a. **, and *TX*T sand.
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HKHRH n. (re'l Silver. «. HH, nml hHH silver.

TVlfT iW.
1 Having heated. * Having performed penance, a. 1TR,

and HI adi

HHHmmfn. ( Tgm ’Bnni'Wn-) Practising orintendingto practise

austerities, a. ire to perform penance, WM affix, fotttre part.

^atnrnac m. (-act)
1 Groping' in the dark. * Mental indistinct-

ness or aberration, a. ttntf, and Tart entrance.

trarf^m n. (-#1 A hell, one of the lowest divisions of hell,

n. rrtrw. and farm placed.

ITU (^T vj) tTW r. 4th cL (WIJHfH)
1 To desire. * To be dis-

tressed in body or mind.

WSi m. (ret) The quality of dsrkness incident to humanity

:

sec Hire mf. (-n:-wt) A tree bearing black blossoms, n. (re)

1 Darkness, gloom. * The point of the foot. f. (rerrel) Night.

*. HH to be disturbed, to be fatigued, &c. affixes rear, and ltd

or ala.

HH»re m. (reO The flat and projecting roof of a house, a sort

of balcony or terrace, a. ire to desire, an affix
;

pleasant,

desirable.

mm mfn, (-ir-mre) 1 Desirous, cupidinous, longing or hanker-

ing after. • Wished, desired, a. ire to desire, affix HWH(,

Hunt mf (-H-WI) A hell, one of the lowermost divisions of the

infernal regions, a. ire darkness, and HH what is nta-

nifest

irea n. (-a') Lead. «. ire to be disturbed, affix HTH.

irearet m. (-=) A kind of sugar.

Hire n. (re.)
1 The third of the qualities incident to the state

of humanity, the Thins gaaa, or property of darkness, whence

proceed folly, ignorance, mental blindness, worldly delusion,

lie. ’ Darkness, gloom. • Silt * Sorrow, grief, mu. (-Hi: re:)

7fa*s or the persouified ascending node : tee VI a. a. HH to

be disturbed, and HHH Un'idi affix ;
tliat property by which

the mind is troubled, the world perplexed, Ike.
j

also HHH

anil in*.

Hire n. (-Hi ' Darkness. * A city. f. (-Hi) a river, the

Tamiua or Tome. «. HR to be disturbed, (daylight, ike.) and

HUH alf.

HireiW! mfn. (-w:ren-Hi) Like darkness, black, gloomy, a. Hire,

and UWl alf.

UWHfrt f- (-fir) Great or diffusive darkness, a. HRH darkness,

and HfH » spreading.

HHfHH mfn. (re.-fUHt-fH) Dark, gloomy, f. (-ift)
1 Night.

* Turmeric, a. HUH darkness, and fvfw affix, fern, aflix *)R.

HHTHt m. (-H:)
1 The sectarial mark made with .Sics(In/, fcc.

upon the forehead. • The name of a tree bearing black

blossoms, (Xanthocymus pictorius, Rox.) * A aword, a

scymitar or large sacrificial knife.
4 A plant : see 111. 6 A

black kind of Mimosa. ' The bark of the imais, n. (re)

The leaf of the Lahrus cassia, a. HH to be dark or troubled,

Un adi affix anWW.

anfTW» n. ( *)
1 A sort of potherb, (Manilea dentata, Rox.)

• The leaf of the I-aurus cassia. n>n. (ret-R)
1 The bark of a

tomlm. * The Tiuxafa tree : see the preceding, a. HH' ple-

ouasm, or implying some resemblance, added to Hum.

S
*T*TT

mrrenr* n. (*) J The Tamdia tree : see mtrw. ' The Tilaka or

sectarial mark on the forehead. • The leaf of the Lauras

cassia, a IHTPw, and Vf a leaf : the leaf of the Tamdla,

either in fact or resemblance.

WWTf*n*T f. (-WJ) A district in Bengal, the modem Tumlook.

e. inmt a Tamdla tree, BW affix, implying possession
;
also

with an analogous affix Tf*f, irntfVwt abounding in Tamdla

trees.

iTHUSt f. A medicinal plant: sec ifTWBrt.

irf* f. (-fir.) Night. a. in? to be weary, l*w affix : see ITT? aud

irfwiT mfn. (-tft fi?Wt-f»?) Desiring, desirous, wishing, r. in?

to desire, fawn alf.

wfaw m. ( W:) 'rhe dark half of the month, from the full to the

change, f. (-W) 1 A dark night, or one during the wane of

the moon. * Great or extensive darkness. 1 The night of new
moon. 4 Any night n. (-vi) * Darkness. * Anger, wrath,

c. ?PTO darkness, x; added, and X substituted for the

penultimate.

m. (•*:) The fortnight of the moons wane. s. irfaw,

and XTW a fortnight

HTTiBw m (-W:) The quality of darkness or ignorance, s. m?^,
and wm property.

ifii in m. (-^t) 1 Fire. * The sun. * The moon. 4 The legislator

Buddha. * VishbTu. • S’iva. a. inw darkness, (physical or

moral,) and H destroyer. ,

inhsir. ire m. (-fir) A fire fly. e, inr? darkness, and wjrfa^

light.

irirw^ mfn. ( TT^O Dispensing darkness, m. orvjTT) ' Fire.

* 'Ihe sun. The muon. 4 A lamp. e. in?*? darkness. WB" to

send away or disperse, aflix fjfq ; also with W affix 1TBTHX*

iri?TW< mfn. ( the preceding.

ITWP?^ mfn. (-:?-*) Lightening, enlightening, removing

darkness physical i*r moral, ni. (-^:)
1 *Ihe sun. * The m on.

• Fire.
4 A name of Buddha , tbc founder of the Bauddha

sect e. in?s? darkness, removing, from prefixed to

to kill or destroy, aflix W; also W»?iV^ mfn (-wr.-Tfl-w)

irStfa"^ m. or fin?) A fire-fly. e. 1TITO tlarkne.-s, ai.d fox

what penetrates.

TTshiJir mfn. (-Wt-WT-TT)
1 Dark. * Ignorant B. UlTB, and tUT

become.

IT^IHI? mfn. (-vp ift-B) Consisting or composed of darkness,

derived from it e. H*?w, and tt^j air.

BKlBfa TP. (-fa:) A fire-fly. k. 1TWB darkness, wfa a gem.

if^rCwtTt f- (-1ft) The district of Tutulook in Bengal. K. inn?

darkness or sin, and farj? soiled, uffix • a country of which

the inhabitanti) are notoriously depraved.

TTWlfaBTlT m. (-^:) Disease, sickness, e. in?^, and fwnT changed,

proceeding from the Tnrna guna.

ffinvjf mfn. ( W -in-lf) Overcome with or influenced by rage,

fear, &c. or any of the e fleet* of the property of darkness.

1 Obscured, clouded, k. irw« as above, and wr??T surrounded.

jKi~Wr< mfn. tj Removing darkuess, lightening, m. (-S’:)

The moon. a. mre darkness, and TC who removes.
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TTr^nn f. (-ITT) Tremulousness, unsteadiness b. hit added to

the last; »lao with W, WWW«q.

WT

WWTT f ( WIT) A COW. b. «nr to desire, ^q affix ;
also T being

changed to q, 7r**TT.

irwr r. I at cl. (ipqfiT) To go or move.

Iran f. (-HI) A cow: see mm.
IT* r. 1st cl. (irqif) * To go or move. • To guard or preserve.

ITT mfn. (-qj.qt-q') Who or what protects, m. (-q:) Protection.

b. ITT, and qq aff.

ITT mfn. (*T:-TT*fVT) Who or what passes over or beyond, m.

(-q;)
1 Passing over, crossing. ' A float, a raft. * A road. * A

tree. f. ( ^l)
1 A boat. * A club. • A clothes basket, a Pithra.

* Smoke. * A small wooden baling vessel. * The end of a

garment, c. “W to cross, affix Tpl, fem. affix ^q ;
also with

T*T affix irft, q. v.

HTT ra. (-^:) A hyena, e.^ a road, and fH| to anoy, affix W
infesting the road; also with qrw added HTVar. m. (-q:) or

with V affix qrq. m. (-W) but not common.

1TTT m. (•:) 1 A wave. • Cloth or clothes. • The gallop of a

horse. *. W to pass over or cross, Un'adi affix

w<fr-t f. f-^t) A river. B. fft r a wave, Tfa and aff*.

fTtfinr mfn. (-m-WT lf) Wavy, billowy, tossing with waves.

B. HTT, and I,mg uff.

HTT m. (-W:) 'A raft, a float ' Steerga or paradise, n. (-q)

1 Crossing over, passing, going across.
a Removing from

an inundation, s. to cross, affix qyz.

ifrfq m. (-fq:)
1 The sun. * A ray of light * A float or raft

f. (-fq: or wt) 1 A boat. The Socotrine aloe, (A. perfoliata.)

• A plant, (Hibiscus mutabilis.) k. tj to cross, Un'adi affix

qrfq.

m. (-it:) An oval bowl or bason of wood, for baling a

boat. b. «rfq, and qzq a basket the boat's basket

merest n. (-«) A ruby.

Wtai mfn. (-sq-wiT or A boat, a vessel. ran. 1 A
raft or float, made of bambue, Ac. tied together, and some-

times floated upon jars or hollow gourds inverted. 1 The

float of a fishing line. * An oar. m. (-a*:j A country, £. if to

cross, qarq aff.

WTVViTT f. (-XT) A boat. k. qril an oar, and TTT * foot, having

oars for feet.

XflT mfn. (-TW-T^t-TlT) Crossing, passing over. n. (-TW or K%)
1 A float or raft. 1 A kind of duck. E.1J to cross, qq affix of

the active participle.

HT^V m. (-q:) Conflagration of chaff: see qqTfq.

HTWT m. (-wr:) * A fog. * A hard shower, a torrent of rain. * The

ocean, f. (-aft) A boat. E- IT to cross, *CH aff.

HTT^m n. (-W) A watermelon, (most probably borrowed from

the Persian, y
irrqn n- {-4) Fare, freight t. ITT passing (a river), and qqr

price.

irrqr mfn. (-qt:-qrt as) ’ Trembling, tremulous. • Libidinous,

lecherous, wanton. * Luminous, splendid. * Hollow. * Liquid,

liquefied, m. (-qi:)
1 The central gem of a necklace. * A neck-

lace. • Bottom, depth, lower or under part f. (-qt)
1 Rice

gruel. * Wine, vinous or spirituous liquor. * A bee. B. q to

pass, to go or move, affix qw.

irrqrwmTT f. (-srr) A woman with rolling or tremulous eyea

b.m trembling, and vIttwi an eye.

WTWlftnr mfn. (-1T:-irr-lf) Caused to tremble, agitated, undulating,

m. (-ift)
1 A Urge wave or anrf. * Fickleness, a qrw used

as a verb, qr aff.

qrfww mfn. (-Wt-WT-lf) Shaken, trembling, tremulous, m. qqqr

trembling, and Tirqiiff,

ircnfr m. (-fq:) A sword, a scymitar. a ITT passing, q to

effect, T*[ affix
;
making its pass through the enemy, Ac.

also irtnftf m. (aft)

qrq n. (-T-)
1 Speed, velocity. • Strength. • A bank. • A float,

a raft. b. if to go, to go quick, Ac. aff

7TTq n. (-^) Flesh, a ITT* strength, affix ia which there

is strength.

irnjrrn n. (-q) A landing place, a wharf or stairs, a qT passing,

ferrying, and urrq place.

irrnnr mfn. ( -wq-qflfVwiT ) * Quick, swift. • Valiant, a WTT,

and tjq aff

ITTfqnr mfn. (-nft-fqpft-%) ’ Quick, swift 1 Strong, valiant,

m. (•VI) A courier, an express, a runner. * A hero. • The

bird of Visun'u. * Air, wind, a wrq speed, Ac. fqfir aff.

TTTTai m. (-aj:) A large flat bottomed boat. t. ITT crossing,

water; perhaps a various reading of the next.

ITTPq m. (-11:) A flat bottomed boat, a ITT passing over, qi^q
affix : see the preceding.

wfc f. (-fTO * A boat • A clothes basket * The end of a doth.

b. 1
J

to pass, Un'adi affix TWj a^° with #1q affix ITTt : *ea

ITT, Ac.

qftqr n. (-4) A raft, a float m. (-qp) A ferry-man. f. {-*T ) A
boat k. irfr a boat, qrsf aff.

Tffrfqrsr m. (-qfl) A ferry -man. b. iffrir a raft, Tfw aff

Iffhr mfn. (-1f:-1f|-lf ) Curried over or across, f. (>WT) 'The

fore finger. ' Carlic, or perhaps hemp .- sec tnpt c. W to

cross, qfff ftff-

Iffrx mfn. (-’ft-frqt-fw) Who or what crosses, t (-tft) A boat

b. W to go, in the causal, affix Iff-

wfr* mfn. (•lfr-,#t-*) What crosses, passes or carries over,

f. (-q^) A boat, a raft. b. w to cross, cqr aff.

irfTTT m. (-W:) An oar, a paddle, e. wfr a boat, and IT • car.

Tpftw m. (*w:)
1 The ocean. Heaven or paradise. 1 Decorating,

ornamenting. A raft, a float * Practice, business, profession,

f. (-Wl) * The daughter of Indba. k. w to cross or cause io

cross, Uu'Adi affix in some of its senses this word «nd

irfqq seem to be confounded : sve wfqq and irtfqq.

ITT m. (-q:) A tree. e. if to proceed, Un'adi affix qr
;
what goes

or grows
; or from what flowers and fruits arise, Ac.

A sort of bird. B- ITT a tree, and jpq to con-

tract, affix fqr
,
nestling in the tree.

TTTnt mfn. (-or. WT-Vf) Borne, produced by a tree, (as a flower,

fruit, Ac.) e. ifq, and m born.

q qql qw n. (-if) The root of a tree. b. irq a tree, and aftrq

living.
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ITT" mfn. (-¥:>EPi-4) * Young, Juvenile. * New, fresh, novel,

m. (-W:) 1 A young man, one of the virile age. ‘The cantor

oil plant. • Large cumin seed. f. (-it)
1 A young woman from

16 to 30 years of age
;
generally however one about the first

age. * The aloe tree, (A. perfoliata.) a A perfume, commonly

CMra.
* A flower, the Indian white rose, (Rosa atandulifera.)

n- (-4 ) A kind of Aower, that of the Achvranthes aspera ?

(jrcrw.) E. 11 to pots away, wrxf Un'Adi aff.

ro. (-K*.) A fever that lasts a week. e. and

fever.

n. (-fu) Curds five days old. e. whw. and tfu curds.

TTEvrifal n. (-ftp) Cartilage, gristle, s.
,
and bone.

Tf^ftiTU m. <-*) A number of young women, f. if^it, and **

t

a troop.

WEElWE m. (•*?) A young woman, e. irc4t, and aw person.

THStlUt m. (-U:) The part under the branches of a tree, the

ground about its root. a. 7TE, and IT1* below.

l f. ( ¥T) The flying fox. a. ir* a tree, and ^firET

scales, suspended like a balance from the branches of a tree;

also read

WTWW m. (-W) A thorn, r.m a tree, and srw a nail.

wrufi f. (-fir) a row of trees, an avenue, a. 7TE, and xifif

a line.

1TTWET m. (.*) A parasite plant a. Tpt, and what enjoys.

WWl m. (-*:) A monkey, an ape. a. w% a tree, and V* a deer.

WETT* m. (-IT:)
1 A bud, a blossom. * A new sprout b. If* a

tree, et* delight

Ifuf'TEU m. (-U:) A branch or sprouf. e. mr, and ffZU a shoot.

TtEVIW m. (-UT!) The palmyra tree. b. 1TE, and rrar king, chief.

im^T f. (-TT) A parasite plant, a. 7TE, and TT what mounts.

XEt ifuit f. (*it) A parasite plant a. ETE, and XjfVft what

ascends.

Tf^mfUE m. (-it) A bird. a. IT* a tree, and 4t®[ to sleep,

with fwf^T aft

flEHiv m. (-E3) Camphor, a. 1TE a tree, and VTT essence.

TTEED mfn. (-HT-EPf-Eli) Staying or being in a tree. f. (-1JP) A
parasite plant a. ?TE, and what stays,

m. (.*:) The root of the lotus.

wi r. 10th cl. ' To shine. * To speak. • To reason,

to discuss. * To doubt or apprehend.

iTO m. (-4:)
1 Doubt or disputation, discussion, reasoning. * Wish,

desire.
1 Supplying un ellipsis.

4 Cause, motive. 5 The science

of reasoning, logic. • ( In Logic,) Reduction to absurdity, a

conclusion opposed to or disproving the premises. a. tt4
to Infer, to reason, fitc affix

*4* m. (-*:)
1 A supplicant, a petitioner, an asker. a A

logician, a. w4 to reason, and affix 'ffaj.

?nbn^mfn. (-Yir-*4t<*?r)
1 Expecting, anticipating. ‘Doubting,

a. wm to doubt, vtc aft*.

f. (-ETT) The science of reasoning or logic, b. THE as

above, and ffEjr knowledge.

irilUMf m. (-V) Apparent reduction to absurdity, or seeming

not real, incompatibility of the conclusion with the premises.

*• lf4, and fallacy.

5 A

W*TEl f- (-A) A tree, (zEachynomcne scsbon.) a. Tfi reasoning,

^ to go or affect, affixes EPE and

mfn. (-ITi-HT-lT)
1 Doubted, apprehended. a Discussed,

a. to doubt, if aff.

iff

4

* m. (-41) A logiciau, a disputant, a follower of the Terka

Sattra. a. irm as above, Tfir aff.

ttfiyar m. (-«:) Cassia tore.

f. A spindle, an iron pin upon which the cotton is

first drawn out ; it also serves as the distaff, the cotton being

next transferred from it to the wheel, a. IPT to cut, Un adi

affix ’S. and the radical letters transposed.

rf f>? n. (-4) Drawing out the cotton upon the distaff or upon

the wheel, f. (-41) A spindle or a distaff : see VTJ. a. IHT

to cut, &C. affix, and the radical letters transposed.

EffE*? m. (-**:) A ball of clay, &c, upon the lower end of the

spindle to assist in giving it a rotatory motion, a. irj? as

above, a lump.

f. (-41) A ball at the lower end of a spindle: sec the

preceding, e. Tff a spindle, and 4T* a stool.

rryEUEET m. (>El:) A concave shell or saucer in which the lower

end of the spindle is placed, and whirled round, e. vrji a

spindle, WE to go, EJEI. aff.

n*TW m. (-ET:) A small whetstone, for sharpening spindles, &C.

a. ETf a spindle, and ipw a whetstone,

*4 m. (-^.) A hyena, x. UW to give pain, affix jj; also

,

irW m. (-EIT) Nitre, saltpetre.

*4 r. 1st and lOthcla. (n4fH-7T ) To blame, to

censure, to reprove.

n. (-4)
1 Blaming, censuring. * Pointing at, in ridicule,

or contempt. * Putting to shame, surpassing. 4 Wrath,

anger, f. (-41) The forefinger, r, tm to abuse, to injure, affixes

W3T and #tET.

vrfwn ro. (-V) The name of a country, perhap. to the north-west

of Mia or Bukhara, &c. the country of the Tijiit

;

also

wifw
jyfisw mfn (-Ui-rn-lf) ‘ Blamed, reviled. 1 Shamed, disgraced,

K. 5,^ to blame, affix W
tr* m. (-4:) A calf. «. Vf to go, * affix

j
also tvith ur»[ added,

WWWT m. (-»:) A calf : see the preceding.

Itfn m. f-fxi:) * A raft, a float. * The sun. a.
1J

to crow,

affix ft,.

tntfftt mfn. (-ar ffiT-V) A passenger, one who passes or crosses,

n. (-«) A boat, a raft, a vessel, a. W to cross over, (resit

and deriv. irr.

r. 1st cl. (wiflf) To kill or hurt.

m. (-^o A wooden ladle, a. W to go, Un idi affix W, and

^7 augment.

1TUW n. (-si) ‘ Satisfaction given or received ,
either the act of

pleasing, or the state of being pleased. * Satiety, fulness.

• A religious rite, presenting water to the manes of the de-

ceased or to the BUrit collectively ;
also to the gods either

generally or individually. * Fuel used on sacrificial occa-
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mom. f. A plant i alsoTOXTO. e. TO to satisfy or be

satisfied, affix wz.

rofn. (-^j:-^:-^{) Desirous of satisfaction, or ofreceiv.

ing after death the presentation of water called Terpana.

m. (*^ :
) A name of Buftiixs. a. TOO as above, x^ to

wish, and <3 aff.

iTfTJT mfn. (’TT-WT-it) Pleased, satisfied, e. TO to be pleased,

yn affix, with X?.

nf}* mfn. (•4f-f4xt-f4)
1 Giving pleasure or satisfaction.

* Offering oblations to the manes, (who does so.) f. (-tff) A

plant, (Hibiscus mutabilis.) e. TO to give pleasure, xf*
and vV*T affs.

rrt r. 1st cl. (xJfx) To go or move.

TTs}* ra. (-T:) A year. b. mi to go, TOif aff.

fPW»T n. (-4)} The top or term of the sacrificial post t wto

pass up, and flfinv aff.

TO m. (-4: )
1 Thirst. 1 Wish, desire. * The ocean. * A raft

or float.
4 The sun. a. TO to thirst, affix TOT, or TT to puss

over, and V Unadi aff.

n. (-*> Thirst, thirsting: it is also used metaphorically.

e. TO to thirst, affix 19Z.

fffflT mfn. (-Wt-KMf) * Thirsting, athirst, thirsty. * Desiring,

wishing for. e. to to thirst, affix yn

Wfi M. Therefore, e. WX that, and fivaff.

TO r. 1st and 10th els. (TOfw irtTOfit) * To be full or

complete. * To fix,* to found. * To establish.

fT’r n. ( «r)
1 Essential nature, (in composition especially, as

TOtTOi the earth Use//', the very earth.) * Depth, bottom, low-

ness, inferiority of position, the place under or underneath.

9 A wood, a forest.
9 A hole, a pit, a chasm. 1 Cause, origin,

motive, the root or seed of events. 9 Sole of the foot.
1 A

slap with the hand. nf. (-^-VTT) A leathern fence worn by

archers on the left arm. m. (-VT:)
1 The palmyra tree. * The

pain with extended fingers. * The hilt or handle of a sword,

&c. 4 Pressing the strings of a lute with the left hand. k The

stand or support of any thing, that which is under or below

it.
9 The fore arm. * A span. b. TO to fix, affix xjxf.

TOVf n. (-#) A large pond. e. to a hole, a hollow, and vr>r aff.

TOTTflT m- (»T^) A slap or blow with the palm of the hand.

e. TOT the open palm, TOTX striking.

'TO *!<.'• n. (-^) A sword, e. TOT, and Tix* opposing.

TOW?f< n. (-T)
1 A martingale. 9 A vessel from which horses

are fed. e. TO below, t to go, in the causal form, yur aff.

TOXfU n (-4) The centre of the sole of the foot. i. below,

and XTO heart.

TOTO! f. ( ^t) A mat, one made of reeds or bamboos, a. to
below, TO1 to go, funi affix, fern. form.

TOliTO n. (-vi) One of the seven divisions of the infernal

regions, k. ypr below, reiterated, as dotcnadoicn .

vtfhpar f. (-m) A martingale, e. TO to fix, and faf aff.

KfTO mfn. (-ift-nr-ij) Fixed, placed, having a bottom, n. (-if)

Fried meat. e. TOT to be fixed or to satisfy, jf aff.

wfanr mfn. (-ir-WT-if) 1 Separate, having spaces or interstices.

* Clear, clean.
1
Small, little.

4
Delicate, thin, spare. ‘Below,

situated under or underneath, n. (-if ) A bed, a couch or cot.

e. WW to fix or be fixed, Un'idi affix ian[-

wfanr n. (-if)
1 Ground prepared for the site of a dwelling, Ac.

see * A bed, a couch or cot.
4 An awning. 4 A scymi-

tar, a large sacrificial sword or knife, a. TOl to fix, XTO aff.

TOW m. (-ip) 1 Air, wind. * A youth, f. (oft) A young woman.

e. W to pass, ^TO affix, and X changed to vr : see TOW.

filf m. (*f|:) A hog. k. Tot down, and ijxx looking.

TO f. (-^t) A mistress or wife.

f (*XT) A river, e. TOT steep, down, ^3X water,

n. (-^i) A wood, a forest, e. "To to fix, vr Lin Adi aff.

Uvu mn. (-W:-vf) 1 A bed. • An upper story, a room on the top

of a house, a turret, a tower or keep. * A wife. s. TO to

fix, Un’Adi affix xr.

WWll? m. (•«:) A bug. t. TO* a bed, and an insect.

TOt»r mfn. ( vr vn-vf) ‘ Born of a wife, (as a son by an ap.

pointed substitute )
* Produced in or from a bed, Ac. i. IRQ,

and V| born.

TOtw n. (-T) An elephant’s back. "The exterior muscles of tha

back. r. nw a nominal verb, to be as a bed, to be broad,

Ac. and mz aff.
« *

TO m. (-f:) A reservoir, a large pond, a tank or Talao, f (-WT)
1 A young woman. * A boat.

4 The wife of Vakuna. n. (-vfy /

A pit, a hole. e. to deep, depth, and v to be or have, from

vrr with T aff.

TO»r m, (-wt) Excellence, happiness aUo attributivtly, Excellent,

happy : used in apposition as an epithet, the gender is not

changed, as ^vrtr\TOW: an excellent maiden, k. inr that,

(that which is etery thing,) and xsar to attain, affix

f. (*VTT) A key.

TOV n. (-*f) Scent arising from the nibbing of fragrant sub-

stances.

TOW mfn. (-w:-VfT-vf) Thine, e. onr added to TO the post, case

of n\

TTTOtT n. (-T) Milk and water,

TOnvr tn. (-vr:) A sort of sugar prepared from a species of

Hcdysarum.

vfro in. (-VJ) 1 Heaven, paradise. 9 The ocean. £(-tft)
1 A river.

* The daughter of Inora. 1
Strength, (iu the dialect of the

Vfrf«s.) e. TO a Stntra root, Un'idi affix
j also inffW

and w4tw.

ra. (-v)
1 Heaven. 9 The ocean. 4 Gold. e. see the last.

TTf mfn (-ff:-YT'£) Pared, made thin. b. tot to pare, affix if.

THi ra. (-TI) * A carpenter. 4 A name of Viswakarma. 4 One of

the twelve A dilya* or suns -

t
also vrj. e. to pare, TO aff.

TO (T< T^TO r. 4th cl. (TOffff) To throw, to /on, to direct,

to send. (X) WfiJ r. 1st and I Oth cla. (vixfv "rfrofw or with TO
prefixed XTOTOffl

-

VIVTOdf*!) To adorn, to dreasor decorate.

TOx: m. (-X:) A shuttle, e. TO to atreu h, VBTO Un'idi aff.

TOST m. (-K')
1 A thief, a robber. 4 The car.

4 A kind of

potherb, (Medicago esculenta.)
4 A tree, (Vangoeriaspinosa :)

see WTO £ (*TtJ A paasionato woman, e. TOT that, used depre-

ciatingly, and to who does, substituted for the final

of inf.
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YYKYr f. (-YT)
1 Thievishne**, thieving. • Hearing, catching by

the ear. a. YY added to the last } also with Y, YY*«4

WI^V ra. (-Jft) An ornament of the ear, a large sort ofear-ring

:

*ee JriTf and YrerYY.

n. (-lYfi
1
Indifference, disregard, exemption from attach-

ment or aversion. * Proximity, c. Y*YI, and YYaff.

YTT m. (- )
' Beating, whipping, inflicting bodily chastisement.

* Sound, noise. ' A handful of grass, corn, &c. a sheaf.
4 A

mountain. % A kind of grass, { \ ndropogon seriatim.) i (-fk&r ift)

A kind of palm, (Corypha talhera, Rox.) see Yrift. *• YT to

give pain, to beat, Ac. affixYTY

TTTTO f. (-YT) A female demon, killed by Rama.

YTTYIYY n. (-af) Large cardamoms.

YTY^ m. A Wind of ear-ring : see YTYYY. a. YY to shine,

YWY a^* x
i
»l*o * being changed to *, YTS^p.

YTYY mfn. ( Y:-YT-Y) Beating with a whip or with strokes of any

kind. a. YIY, and Y who strikes.

WCH i n m. (-Y*) An artificer who beats or hammers any thing,

a, YIY, and YTY a blow.

1TTTW n. (-Y) Beating, whipping, Ac. f. (-Yt) A whip. r. yy to

beat, affix, fem. affix

YTYyIY mfn. (-Y-YT-Y) To be beaten, punishable. B-YYto

beat, WWtWt; affix j also YTY and YTYfYYY.

YTYYY n. (-Y) An ornament of the ear. e. YTY the Toll tree,

and YY a leaf, an earring resembling this : see f!iY*( Y>

YTYfYY mfn. (-YI- 1#!*) VVho or what beats or strikes, s. YY
to beat, YY aff.

YtrfYYT isd. Having beaten, e. yy to beat, irr aff.

Wlfnr mfn. (-Y:-Y7-Y) Struck, beaten. ». w* to beat, w aff.

YTYY mfn. (-tP-WMf) Beating, who or what beats or strikes.

s. TTY to give pain, Un adi aff.

YrY mfn, (-YJ-YT-^G) To be beaten or chastised, what may or

ought to be punished, punishable, b. yy to beat, WT aff.

YTYYTY mfn. (-w:-YT-Y) Being beaten or struck, ra. (-w) A
musical instrument, which is struck, as a drum, &c. a. YY
to beat or strike, HTWW affix, YY inserted.

Tiwt mn. (-Y:*Y)
1 Dancing, especially with violent gesticula-

tion, and particularly applied to tbe frantic dance of the god

S'iva, and his votaries. ' A sort of grass, (Saccharum pro-

cerum.jm. (-Y:) In prosody, a tribrach or foot of three short

syllables, k. WR the name of the AJuni, by whom the style of

dancing was first taught, affix vs«j
r
or YfY to beat, and WT aff.

Yi**«irifYi» m. (-W.) A name of Nandi, one of S'ivVs principal

attendants, e. S iva's dancing, and YlfYY accompanier

with music, from YTW tune or time, and yy aff.

YTYTbIyy ro. (-Y:) A name of Siva. k. YriYY dancing, and fere

fond of.

infs* f. (-fu»0 The science of dancing, k. hu the teacher of

this art, and^ »ff-

YTY mfn. (*Y'.-YT-Y) Venerable, reverend, respectable, m. (-if:)

1 A father. ' A term of affection addressed to any person, but

especially to a junior or inferior, as Y YTY oh! child, Ac.

e. yy to extend, (his race or fame,) n affix, and the vowel

made long.

YTYfl mfn. Paternal, relating or belonging to the

father, m. (-an) A paternal uncle, a. YTY a father, * who

goes or is, from aw to go, with Y aff.

TTTrrsrwWY f. du. always (-YT) Father and mother, parents.

b. YTY father, and anrfvrxt mother.

wnr%m m. (.V;) A paternal uncle, or tbe most respectable

of the male relations, e. YTY a father, and 7JYI like,

equal to^

YTYY m. (-Y^) A wagtaiL

YTYY m (-Y:)
1 A fatherly relative, one who may be considered

as a father. * Sickness, disease. • An iron club or spike.

4 Cooking or maturing. * Heat, physical or morbid.

YlfY ra. (-{WO A son. b. YY to spread, (the race,) fk? aff.

YHY l fYY mfn. (-ar-Yl-Y) Relating to any particular moment

of time. b. TpYTW, and yy a(T.

YTYtti n. (-55)
1 Object, purpose, intent, design. ' Meaning,

purport. • Explanation, b. wait; intent, YY aff.

YTY*M ra. (-Y-) The meaning or purpose of a sentence.

e, YTYW purpose, and meaning. %

YTY^l n. (-4)
1 Sameness or precision of meaning. * Identity of

object, b. YYY, yy aff.

n. (inf) Identity, unity, sameness, u. Y<IY same, and

YY aff.

YTTY mfn. (-TY ) Such like, like him or it, Ac. b. Y"\ that, TW
to see, affix fiw.i also writh YY affix YIYY. mfn. (-Y-wt-Y)

or with YJ affix, YTTY mfn. (-V-YT-Y.)

inY m. (-Y:) A tune. n. (-Y) ' Expanse, extension. • An object

of sense, b. YY to extend, affix yy.

YTYY n. (-Yf ) Thinness, spareness. a. Y^, and yy aff.

Yiy m. (-Y:) A whirlpool, b. YY to spread, YTC^aff.

YTY mfn. (-Y:-Y!T- Wcwied. fatigued, distressed. * Languid,

languishing. • Faded, withered, blighted, i.W to be dis-

tressed, affix U
m-ra m. (-U) Spinning, weaving, a TV^ a thread, W si aff.

tTPW mfn- (.agi-twl-sn) 1 Stringed, having wires or atringa, (aa a

musical instrument.) • Relating to the Tantrai, Ste. *. fnw,

mod 'U— aff.

infant mfn. (-*;-*-») 1 Relating to the Tilntnu, Uught by

them, following them, &c. * Relating to a thread, &c. m. (-*:)

1 A scholar, a man completely versed in any science. * A

follower of the doctrine Uught by the Taxirfu. s. ipw truth,

&c. and <54 aff. ,

*T»m m. (-a:) Wind.

itlU m. (-T-)
1 Heat, burning, (moral or physical.) ’ Pain, sor-

row. distress, a. mt to burn or inflame, affix IV f. (-'ft) A

name of the Topti or Surat river.
1 A name of the laiovod

or Jumna river. *. ffh the sun. affix of descent ff.

Ultra mfn. (-at-ar-a) Burning, inflaming heating, m. (-at)

Fever, morbid heal, a inf to burn, aa aff.

mtrm m. (-Ja) Aaioua. a mm!, and U*( affix of descent,

irtaa mfu. (-a:-al-xf) What heats or inflames, m. (-a:) 1 The

aun. * One of Ksmx's arrows, the inflemcr.
• Sun shine.

* Heating, inflaming, a im to heat, in the causal form, and

*lal •
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WUPTW mfn. (-Er:-*t-*) Golden, made of gold. e. qq*)q, and

WT*nJ mfn. (-W:-*t-*) Performing penance, a practUer of devout

austerities, a devotee, an ascetic, m. (-Wt) A kind of crane,

(Ardea nivea.) n. (-*) The leaf of the Laurus cassia. e. ?tw

penance, affix ^vr,

ITmtfl m. (-*:) A contemptible devotee, one not long engaged

in austerities, a. trmn, and trw deprecative aff.

1TRW* m. (-V) A tree, commonly Ingua or Jiyaputa, (Nagelia

putranjiva ) n. vrnre ao ascetic, and w% a tree
>

also similar

compounds, as nt rfi See.

WriRftR m. (-*:) A tree, (Chironjia sapida:) see f*WTW. f. (-WT)

A grape, e. WTxr an ascetic, fVw beloved by.

ITTWC mfn. (-^J-^ft-Ef)
1 Cooling, removing heat, * Consoling,

alleviating distress, f. (-rtj A dish, a sort of soup, of pulse and

grain, first fried with^Are and turmeric, and afterwards boiled

with salt and sugar, r. WR, and ETT what removes.

WTfaR m. (-w$:) A tree bearing dark blossoms, the Tamila :

see the next.

iTTfa^ m. (-'R:) The Tamila tree, (Xanthocymus pictorius.)

m. WTftrar a person heated, and ^ what covers or shel-

ters, w affix, deriv. irr. j also the final being dropped 1Trf«r^,

and with fhr to conquer or remove WrfiTW.

m. (-^:) The Tamila tree. n. (•'B ) Sulphuret of iron t

see the preceding.

HTfViT mfn. (-TT-WT-W) ' Inflamed. * Distressed, pained, b. HR
to inflame, affix w

WTriR. mfn. (**t Oppressed by heat, morbid, moral

or physical
;
any thing heated or glowing, m. (-*t) One of

the deified saints of the Baudihas. e.m to heat, affix

fwrfhr.

ITRi mn, (-m:-u}j A mineral substance, sulphuret of iron. k. JTRt

the river, and ww affix j said to be procured from the Tapi

river j also with am added mm*.
UR 1 An object of terror. * Fault, defect, vice. Anxiety,

distress. * Desire, e. ww to be distressed, affix wr.

WRT n. (-*)
1 Water. * Gkre or oiled butter, e. wrw desire,

and ^ from TT to get or have
j desirable for drinking, &c.

rnHTEJ n. (-*)
1 A lotus, (Nympbtca nelumbo.) ’Copper. ‘Gold.

4 A species of the Jagati metre, e. WriTC water,w to abide,

and "W affix
;
or desire, and TR here implying object.

KTHWEft f. (-*t) A plant, (Flacourtiacataphractau) see

*. ww to desire, to be as it were, or resemble, mmarqft the

A'malaki.

sn^rfhrH nf. (-tf-tft) A district in the south of Bengal, commonly

Tumloak. e. WR distress, trouble, and f*x smeared, affected.

?HWJ mfn. (-w:-*t-*) ' Affected by or appertaining to the third

quality, that of darkness or vice : belonging to it, as a Purina,

a system of philosophy, a ceremonial rite, Ac. * Dark, of

or belonging to darkness. m.(*V) ' A snake. 1 An incendiary,

a malignant and mischievous man, a villain. 'An owL ’The

fourth Menu. i. ( *t) ' A dark night. * A name of the god-
j

dess Dlbca. n. (•*) 'Hie quality of darkness, e. UlR the

quality of darkness, Ac. affix ^xr.
|

rrtwfviar mfn. (-*:-*t-EF)
1 Of or belonging to the quality of dark-

ness, derived from it, teaching lessons so characterised, &c.

* Of or belonging to physical darkness, e. HTtp? , and rw
aff.

irrfiR n. (-*)
1 Great darkness. * A bell, that of deep gloom,

m. (-*:) Indignation at being disappointed or slighted.

E. wf*R. and ww added.

ITT^R nf. ' Areca, (Areca faufel or catechu.) • Betel,

(Piper betel,) or its pungent leaf, which together with the areca

nut and catechu, and sometimes caustic lime and spices, is

eaten very generally by the natives of the east. n. (*) The
arcca nut. m. (-n-.).Van, a plant, (Crotolaria Juncea.) e. ttr

to desire, affix and fl augment, the radical vowel

made long.

iTf*£B4<¥ m - (*V) The Pan-dan or betel-box. k. ?rrwm as

above, and i.'r’jp a hollowed cocoanut, &c. which the Pan-
box usually resembles.

m. (-^t) The betel bearer
;

kings and great men being

attended by an officer of this description, e. TTTa^rwr betel,

and ^ who gives.

7ri*jURf*WT f- (-*T) A betel box. e. tttsjw, and irfesn a

casket.

WTRRTTJT m. (-*:) A kind of pulse, (Ervum lens.) e. HTWf betel,

and colour.

H iHi ni| f. (-wt) A small plant bearing a pungent leaf, which

with the areca nut, a small quantity of caustic lime (or Cku -

nam) and catechu, and occasionally cloves, cardamoms, &c.

form the Pan or betel of the Asiatic, (Piper betel.) e. Wtvjei the

same, and xr*t foot-stalk
;

also with fw added ?tT*^TflErr.

iTriJ^rarTV m. (-W*0 A betel bearer, a servant attached to men
of rank to prepare the pin, and carry the betd box. k. wrsor,

and xm who carries ; also WWTfflfifH m. (-*1).

WT^fEUT mf. (-V:-w1) A seller of betel a. TfP^WI, and 5P* aff.

HlWfaw mf. (-Eft ftraft-fr )
Relating or belonging to a Pan,

having one, giving one, &c. m. (-*t) The Pan bearer, a ser-

vant who prepares and furnishes the Pan. x. IfRNt ss above,

Tf* aff.

irrRpr mfn. (-hr[-jqift-191^) Distressing, afflicting, annoying.

B. ?nt to distress, ipf aff

1TR mfh. (-*:-*!-*) Of a coppery red colour, n. (-*) ' Copper.

* A kind of sandal, represented as of a dark red colour, and

smelling like a lotus. A dark or coppery red. m. (-h:) A

leprosy with large red spots, f. (-*1) A copper or metallic cup

of prescribed capacity, and perforated by a small hole at the

bottom, answering the purpose of an hour glass : it is put into

a vessel of water, the water gradually filling it, and the cup

sinking, marks the time that has elapsed, b. tr Ut desire,

Un’fidi affix E^r, and the vowel made long; or WR copper,

qa and affixes, implying analogy or derivation.

tfRR n. (-*) Copper. K. ETE as above, and *T5f pleonastic aff.

wnrtf f- ("if) A name of the female elephant of the west.

e. WTET coppery, and qrar ear.

TTiwy m. (-ET0 A brazier, a copper-smith, e. «TR copper, and

WTT worker.
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HThfafkr m. A »m«U worm of a red colour, r. irrw red.

and f*p» a worm.

TTT^rjr* m.(MTi) A brazier or copper smith. b, TTTM copper,

fl to cut, ^»T aff.

UTlflf ra. (-*r:) Tobacco, e. 1TTM, and a point : the word is

imitative of the foreign original.

WTWwfa m, (-ffT.) The lady-bird, (Coccinella.) *. mf red, and

irfR a worm.

n. (4) Blue vitriol or sulphate of copper, t WIW cop-

ier, and am womb or source.

m. (-t) A cock. a. WTM, and Mat a crest.

HTtnpf mfn. Having a ruddy or fair complexion, cop-

per-coloured. k. UTM. and body.

1TTMTT n. ( I) A copper plate, such as Hindu grants of land,

&c. are frequently inscribed on. a. UTM copper, and iff a

cloth.

trWf f- (-«f)
1 A large pond or lake. * The name of a river

in the peninsula, and of the district in its ricinity.

n. {-<) A plate of copper, m. (-w) A potherb : acc art®,

a. mat, and V® a leaf.

*,*<nfirn <-Vt) A tree "e *• red- *“J

ripening, the fruit being of this colour.

Hnrunr “ (•'S:) * A hind of ebony, (Bauhinia variegata) * A

plant, (Kiempferia rotunda.) f.(-«tl) Trumpet flower, (Bigno.

nia auaec-olcna.) Lythrnin fmlicoaum: eee ®te®f«l*T.

1 Trumpet flower.
a Red TVert see fc®sw. a* coppery

red, and n® a flower, bearing red blossoms,

yrretni ni. (.«t) A tree, (Alangium hcispeuduro.) «. wm copper,

and T<» fruit.

Wrutwr* n. (-ar) A copper plate. *. ttTU. and a plank

or board.

^TUW« mfo. ( w:-<ft-V) Copper-coloured, fair-complcrioned. m.

(•W:) A European, a. Win, and net face,

irru^irt f. ( art) A plant : eee ttrfgwt. a. tmt copper, and U"i

root.

inutn m. (-*'•) The red deer. a. vn®, and a deer.

in®®4 mfn. (-*-rff-w) Red, copper-coloured, f. (-^f) The

blossom of Ksamum. r, WtM, and colour.

f. (-*t) * Bengal madder, (Rubia manjith.) 1 A medicinal

plant used *s an emollient in affections of the mouth and

fauces ;
also called KUrtt, WlWt. &c. a. mu copper,

uui sr«l pedicle.

m. (-W-) A kind of vetch : see R. HTU copper, and

ffar the seed.

inur* m. (-*.) A sort of Sandal wood. u. M7M copper, and

a tree.

ITTUVU! mf. (-Ml: -Mir) A kind of vetch : see }«!• B* MTU copper,

or coppery, FH foot- stalk.

imfvfvM m. (-^1) A cock. K. MTU copper, faWT a crest, and

Tf* affix : see triU®*.

m. (-y.) A red kind of Sandal, (Plerospermum santoli-

sum.) a WT® copper, and pith.

rttUT^i m. (--j:) One of the eighteen minor divisions of the

known continent

3 B

mt

A l WIW mfn. Red-eyed. m. f-w) The Kail or Kokila,

the Indian cuckoo. B. WTB, and ®f® an eye.

MTWTV n. (-si) Red sauodera. b. mtm copper, and ^nr resem-

bling.

n. (-4) Mixed or bell metal, b. MTU copper, and xf* part

or half.

wrfuar mfn. Of copper, made of copper, &c. m. (-Wt)

A brazier, a copper smith, r. 1TPB copper, and FBI affix, f. (-an)

A copper vessel for marking time. e. spr added to IfNR, q- .
7TTU (ail HPJ r. 1st cl. (WTMW) ' To spread, to extend, to proceed

in a continuous stream or line. * To cherish or protect,

enfuar m. (•»:) A country; or plu. m. (-ant) Its inhabitants.

k. 7TTT to cherish, ta* aff.

IfjT mfn. odj. (-T:-Tf-X) * High, as a note in music. ' Radiant,

shining, radiating. * Clean, clear. * Good, excellent, well

flavoured, &c. m. (-TO * A high note or tone in music. • Ele-

gance of a pearl.
1 A clear or beautiful pearl.

4 Crossing,

passing over, &c. ‘ A wire, a chord. • The mystic monosylla-

ble 0«s. * A mystical monosyllable in the Tanlrtu. 4 The

name of a monkey chief, the son of Bau. n. (-xi?)
1 Silver. A

pearl, mfn. tubut. (-T:-TT <)
1 The pupil of the eye.

1 A star in

general, a planet, an aateriam, &c. f. (-TI) A female deity pe-

culiar to the Bauddha sect. • The wife of VaitiASFATi. 1 The

wife of the monkey king Scon tv*.
4 A name of the goddess

Duroa. k. w to pass or proceed ; also in the causal, to cause

to pass, and or aff.

wmr mfn.
1 A protector, a preserver. "One who

causes or enables to pass or go over. n. (-uf) ' The eye. • A
Mantra, a formula addressed to Hdma, as Ramuya numak.

nf. (-Mf-fiT) * llie pupil of the eye. * A star, ran. A
float or raft. m. (-fTt) A pilot, a helmsman or steersman.

4 The name of a demon or evil spirit destroyed by Kar-

tikkya. b. if to pass or cause to pats, and affix
;
or

a«lded to the preceding.

m. (-fanr) A name of KaanadYA. t. wrrtr a demon,

and f^HTconqueror : also similar names, as WTTlTfC* WrTCTT,

irrrwfTM, &c-

WTlft m. (-fa) The deity KaYtik£ya'. i. ITITM, and a

foe : see the preceding.

mrfar* mfn. Surry, b. trmr a star, xjrn aff.

^TCfur»f mfn. Starry, f. ( Wfi Night, b. im.W, and

Tf*

mfn. Who or what causes or enables to crosa.

m. (-tfs) A raft, a float, n. (-#) Carrying or conveying across.

M. TJ to cross, affix

MTTW f- (-ff :)
A boat. b. if to pass over, aifw aff.

?ttv.TTSI n- (-JU)
1 More or less, the state or condition. 1 Depend-

ant-e of larger numbers on smaller in a progressive series.

*. nr, and WU affixes of the comparative and superlative de-

grees, and *TW otf

.

iftTMTT ra - (*T !
) A loud sound or noise, b. WTT, and

sound.

KTCMT mfn. (-«:-«\-^) Libidinous, dissipated, a lecher, s. WKW

unsteady, affia MTM.
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wiTfreri f. (-wi) A sort of mineral said to be of the colour of

silver, a. WIT a star, and fe*iw pure, clean.

WirxrfVwT n. (-*:) Lead. e. WIT silver, TlflWC what refines.

WlTlfwwfw m. (-fir:) The moon. i.WTTT a star, and wfvwfw a ruler.

WTTPTW m. (-W:) The atmosphere, the firmament, heaven or

sky. i. WITT a star, and WW for wfww a path.

WTTTWtW m. (-:) The moon. a. WTT a star, and wrfrw a

chaplet. *
.

WTTTWTT f. (-WT) Night, a. WITT, and ^WT ornament.

WTTTV m. (-V:) Camphor, a. WTTT, and WW talc.

WTTTWWW m. (-w:)
1 A large splendid temple. * The region of

the stars, a. WTTT a star, and WWW a region
j
shining with

gold and jewels as with stars.

WTTTfT m. (-It:) A pyritic ore of iron : see frcwifw** a. WTTT
the pupil of the eye, and wfr hostile.

wrfrw n. (-W) Fare, freight, toll, f. (-WT) • A star ; also WTTWT.
• The juice of the palmyra tree, especially when become a

spirit by spontaneous fermentation, a. WT fare, ww affix, or

wmr fern, form, or wtw and WW added, w changed to t.

WfrW mfh. (-^t-frwt-fk’) Enabling or causing to cross or get

over, f.
1 A goddess peculiar to the Joinao or Bauddktu.

* A name of Dubc£ e. tj to cause to proceed, (life, fortune,

&c.) and wtr affi

WTTtw ro. (-W:) 1 Stcerga or paradise. * The ocean. • Gold,

f. (-^l) The daughter of Ikdra. e. w to cross,^ fern,

affix #tw : see and Hfr*.

Wt aw n. (-W) Youth, a. www young, ww aif.

WTTW m. (-W0 The son of Bam, the monkey, a. WTTT the wife

of fi&u, ai.d WW alT.

WTtsa mfn. (-w:-wt-w*) Spun, made with or belonging to a spin-

dle. a. w$, and Ww tiff.

W.flhr mfn. (-W-Wt-W) Relating or attached to the science of
reasoning or logic, m. (-w:) A philosopher, a sophist, a fol-

lower of either of the six schools of Hindu philosophy, a. ww
doubt, disputation, affix ww.

wni m. (-*$:) A name of Ki.y.pv

m^£ m. (•!>:)
1 A hone. * A name of Gucd'a, the bird and

ehii-le of Vnultp. A name of Aeok *. or the daivn petto-

nified, considered as the elder brother of Gutini. 4 A car,

a chariot. ‘ A make. • Gold. ’ A tree, the Sal, (Shorea ro-

buata.) n. (-W) A sort of collyrium. f. (-Mff) A wild creeper,

c. SE to go, E at alfit frr4 and ww added
; again, war or WIW

considered as a name of Kas aars the father of AacM ., &c.

UW orarwaft

wrairnw m. (-*) A name of Visun’o. *. wr«t Gises'i, and MW
emblem or symbol.

wmwmw m. (-«:) Gamirn'i. a. wras, and «nww leader.

WlWlnat n . (-at) A substance prepared from the calx of brass,

or from the Amomam anthorrbixa, and used as a medical ap-

plication to the eyes
;
see TWTWW. k. WTWI a collyrium, and

WW derived from fwwi a rock or stone.

WTi& mfh. (-nr-HTT-W ) To be crossed or carried across,

to be ferried over. n. ( tj
-

) Toll, Cue, freight, a w to cross,

amaff.

WT% mfh. (-wr-tjVw) Made of the palm wood. nt. (-*:) ' Beat-

ing time in music, musical time or measure. 9 A short span,

one measured by the thumb and middle finger. * flap-

ping or clapping the hands together, or against the arms, &c.

* The open hand with the fingers extended, the palm. * A
musical instrument of bell metal or brass, (a sort of cymbal,)

played with a stick. • The hilt of a sword or sacrificial knife,

ttfi,
1 The palmyra tree or fan palm, (Borassus flabelliformis.)

• A lock, a bolt f In prosody, a trochee, n. (-W*) ' The throne

of Durga. * Yellow orpiment : see wfTWTlW. 9 The fruit of the

palm tree. f. (-oft) ' A sort of key or pin. * A species of the

mountain palm, (Corypha laliera, Rox.) • A plant, (Flacourtia

cataphracla :) see WTT and WWWT. 4 A fragrant earth : sec

flwfcwt.
5 A plant, (Curculigo orchioides.) • The spirituous

juice of the palm, the commofl Toddy. «. WW to fit or WW to

spread, affix 1W ; or in the causal form, with WW affix, fem.

affix WTW, W changed to W ;
otherwise, WW to beat, to over-

come, (disease, &c.) WW and affixes, and w changed to

w ;
the adjective is derived from the substantive by adding

ww
WTWW n. (-W) * A boll, a latch, a kind of lock for fastening a

door with. * Yellow orpiment. • A fragrant earth, r. WW ad-

ded to the preceding.

WTWWTW adj. mfn. (W.-WT-W) Green, m. (-W.) Green, the colour,

a. wtww yellow orpiment, and wtw what resembles.

WTWtft f. (-€t) Toddy, or the fermented exudation of the palm

trees, k. WTW the palmyra, WW aff.

WTWWWT f. (-WTi The fibres of the palm tree under the outer bark.

k. WIW, and wwt matted hair.

wrwww «*». (*W!) A name of Balara'i^a. f. (-WT) The name of a

city. b. WIW the palm, and wn a banner.

WTWTW n. (-si)
1 A hollow cylinder of gold with or without a

ring attached to it, thrust through the lobe of the ear, and

worn as an ornament 1 'Hie palm leaf, r- WIW the palmyra,

and ww a leaf, pieces of the leaf of this tree being rolled up

and used occasionally for the purpose or as a substitute,

f. (-Wt) A plant : sec wfwwwwf. a. as above
j

the leaves

resembling those of the palm tree, or the palm of the hand.

nf. {-$ -ft

j

* A kind of vegetable perfume : see ipCT.

f. <-*f) A sort of auUe, (Anethum p&mmorium, Rox.) £. WIW

the palm, and xpj a leaf, palm-leaved.

wiwijww n. (-WS) A medicinal application to the eyea, x. WTW

the palmyra, WW a flower, and WW
h
affix

;
perhaps prepared

from the blossoms of the palmyra.

H IW TIWW n. (-wi) The fibres that grow on the cocoanut and

other palms, under the outer rind, and from which Loir, a

sort of cordage, is prepared, b. WTW, and 7WW what depends.

WTWWW m. ( WW) A name of Balmu'ma e. WTW the palm, and

WW who retains, (as bis banner or symbol •) sec WiWWW, &c.

WTWWW mn. (-W :-Wt-W) Made of the palm, Ac. *. WTW, and

WWT aff.

WTWXiwt ( Mft) A plant, (Curculigo orchioidea.) *- WTW the palm,

and ^w a root, having a similar rootj also with WW added

<!fWWfui4 l f. ( wr).
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W1W a. (-s»> 1 A lock, a lock and key. * A email pair of

pincers, x. WTW, and VWT instrument.

f TmxrfUT ra. (-fTT) A name of Balaxa'ma. e. UTW, and ^fT*r

a mark or sign : see WTW^f-

ffnmnw m. (-fit) A fan. e HtW the palm of the hand, and i*n

a root-stalk
;
expanding from the hand like a leaf from its

stem
}

also with Vf added WlwitaWT,

WT'XX’Wfr n. (-as) A fan, a Pankha see the preceding.

WTErfxpnr m. (-:) A dancer, an actor, k. WTW musical tone,

fwf to observe, Wf affix, WTEtW^W and xrw pleonasm added j

also read ftXK'ff V.

WlWiiffr f. (-HfT) A perfume: see ijrr. x. WTW, the palmyra,

and a name.

ITTWr^ ra. (*ff:)
' A name ofBALARA'MA. 1 A saw. * A book.

* A name of S'ita. 5 A man marked with every fortunate spot

or sign, &c. • A sort of vegetable, e. wtw the tree, and

mark or emblem.

WTwrcWT m. ('KO A dancer, an actor, e. WTW musical time.

to follow or perform, to affix w^.

infw f. A kind of palm, (Corypha taliera :) see wr^V

aif-1 * mf. (-fT :-WT) The open palm of the hand. m. (-W:) A tie,

a seal, a string, Ac. binding a letter or parcel of paper*,

f. (-WT) A plant : sec WTWWWt. x. UTW as above, and frw

affix.

WTfww n. (-w)
1 Any musical instrument. 9 Dyed or coloured

cloth. 9 A string, a tie. e. ^rif musical time. Ac. IWE aff.

irrfww m. (-*•) A mountain, x. WTW to be fixed, X*T Un'edi

affix, the radical vowel made long.

UTWlw n. (f ) A tree, commonly Tutiia or its leafi x. WTW the

corypha, what resembles.

imltirnr n. (-f)
1 A plant, (Flacourtia cataphrecta.) 9 A tree,

7atu a or its leaf, which is used in medicine, x. WTxfitW a*

above, and WW a leaf.

1TTW n. <-w) The palate, e, W to pass, to go, Un'&di affix, Wfr
j

by which words, &c. proceed.

WTWWT f. (-WT) The palate, r. wtw, and Erst added.

Wiwfxnr m. (-W:)
1 The uvula. 9 A crocodile, x. WTW the

* *
palate, and fwvr the tongue.

inwfujW m, (-*:) An indolent swelling of the palate.

Ifleh; m. (-Xtl A whirlpool, an eddy, e, are to be deep, w^W
affix

;
also read inwx;.

C WTWW mfn. (-W:-Wt-W) Thine. x. WWW, and WW added.

wrwwtw mfn. Thine, k. WWW for ww thine, and fTWaff.

ITm^mfn. (*Wrf-WWt-XW[) 1 So many, as many, as much. * All.

iaef. So much, so far, so many, unto, until, the correlative to

WTWW. E. mi that, then, and WTWW affix : sec WTWW.

WixF««a mfn. (-W^-WT-W) Of so much, worth so much, &c. see

the next.

Xrm mfn. (-iW-TWI-wi) Of so much, bought for so much, &c.

x. WW added to HI Elf ; also with inserted WTWfitW.

WTWifTW adv. n. («fi) For so long a period, for such a time,

x. WTWW, and fiw time.

wrw«ww mfn. (-f:-f)-f j Measuring so much. s. WTWW, and

VHu 1* a£

WTWWITW mfn. (-w-wt-f > So much. x. WTTX, and WTWW aff.

WTWT n. (-f) A bow string.

mfn m. (-V)
1 Swtrg* or paradise. 9 The ocean, f. (-ft) Tike

daughter of Indea. 9 A river.
1 The earth, x. WE a Sauua

root, Unkdi affix ftTW; also read wfn, WWtW, &c.

WTjfr m. (-fc*) The constellation Taurus,

wrxni n. (-x£f) Theft, robbery, x. WWIC* and ifWaft

fhw r.
1 st cl. (fr; fWBT (liww) To go or move. r. 5th cl. (fxfflflfl)

1 To go. 1 To assail, to assault * To seek to injure or kill:

see fmr.

fir* infn. (-H--HT li) 'Bitter. Fragrant n». (w.) ' A biller

taste, bitterness. 9 Fragrance, perfume. * A medicinal plant,

(Ecbiles antidysanterica.) * A tree, (Capparis trifoliate :) see

WTW f. (-WT) Katuki , a medicinal plant n. (*W) A medicinal

plant, (Mollugo pentaphylla.) x. fww to sharpen, (the appe*

tile,) affix W-
1

fwflPV m. (-w :
)

1 A kind of gourd, (Trichosanthes diorca, Rox.)

|

* A sort of gentian, (G. cherayta.) * A dark sort of the

|

Khat/ar or Mimosa catechu, x. WW added to frTJI a bitter ;

alluding to the taste of these substances.

fwgnnuT f. (-1XT) A plaut, (Lycopodium imbricatum, Ror.)

j

x. fwn fragrant, and mE smell, fem. affix WTW
>

also with XTW

I
added, and the fem. form, fwunrfwm.

f. ( sftj A bitter gourtl. x. fw*, and a gourd,

fwnVET f. (-wit) A medicinal kind of moon plaut: seeXlf

x. fin bitter, and "VV milk.

fmiuW m. (-Xt) A cucurbitaceous plant, (Momordica mixta.)

k. fmt bitter, and XW a leaf.

f. (•IT)
1 A potherb, (Hilancha repens.)

9 A plant,

(Menispermuon gl&brum.) * Liquorice, e. fwif bitter, and

ifl a joint.

fwuPTTXi m. (-XT:) A kind of cucumber, (Trichosanthes dimea.)

x. fw^l bitter, and auspicious, useful in medicine,

ftrarcrfffw f.(-xrr) a medicinal plant : see *•

bitter, and rifwwl Uie same plant, mw added.

fHlffwXfl f (*^t) A plant, (Aletris hyacinthoidcs.) x bitter,

Sind TWt a stalk.

fwrnmv rn. (-XT:) ' A plant, (Capparis trifoliaU:) see WW*.
9 A kind of mimosa : see *• fni bitter, and gif an,

esculent vegetable
;

also fwnwnw.
fwifWiT m. (-T5

) A sort of mimosa, (M. catechu :)
see

k. fm| bitter, and WK pith.

fhfuxrT f. (-fTT) A bitter gourd, x. fm. and WW aiT,

fww r. 5th cl. (fryifw) * To go or move. * To assail.
B To seek

to injure, to attempt to kill, fcc. also fwf

fnH rafn. (

1 Hot. 9 Pungent, acrid. • Sharp, (as a

weapon.) 4 Passionate, hasty, n. ( fl) Heat
;

also the beat of

spices, or pungency, e. fw®l to sharpen, Uu idi atlix KW

.

iwfnn f.(-m)
1 Sharpness. “Pungency. ' Heat 4 Passion, petu

lance, c. Wlf added to (Wfl ;
also with X.

fwfTVf in fin - (-Wf)
1 Bright, shining. * Hot ro. (fX[) The sun.

e. fmir, and Tf light

ra. (-"^t) The sun. x. fwfl hot, and xlw a ray ; also simi-

lar compounds, as fifff^fff.
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fan r. 5th cl. (faifTfa) To strike, to hurt or kill.

ftTTX m « (-X1 ) The name of a plant : see TJX*
ftfw r. 1st cl. (fafa77) To bear, to endure, to suffer with pati-

ence. r. 1st and I Oth cl*, (7*fa 77717) ' To whet, to sharpen.

* To shine : see vhf.

fafa7 m. (7:> * The moon. * A Rdkehasa. c. faff to shine,

and T77 Un’fldi aff.

favzf f, A plant, commonly Teori, (Convolvulus turpe-

thuro.)

fa7* ran, (-7: -7) A sieve, a cribble, a. 77 to spread or

scatter, (grain, &c ) 77 Un'&di affix, and the radical re-

iterated.

fafawr f. (-71) Patience, resignation, sufferance, endurance.

k. fair to bear, 7? and 7T7 affix, and the root repeated.

fafafaiT info. ( TP-WT-tf) Patient, resigned, a. fast to bear,

affix XW% and the root reduplicate,

fafa* mfn. Patient, resigned, k. fast to bear, redu-

plicated, and 7 aff.

fafav m. ( n:) An insect, coccinella.

fa(7Pft n. (-7 ) 'One of the seven Karantu, or astronomical

periods so called. 1 A bowl or bucket. * A sort of sweet-

meat made of sesamum, ground, und baked with sugar.

e. fa's to go, affix 7, and the radical reiterated : sec 7f77.

fir#r*T f. (-<r)
1 Wish to cross.

1 Wish to be freed from life.

r. TJ to cross, desid. form, 77 and TT7 affs.

fa lftj mfn. (-V :-V:-7 )
1 Desirous of crossing, * Desirous of

emancipation from existence. B. 7 to cross, desid. form,

affix 7.

fafax m. (*:) The francoline partridge t see the next,

fafnfc m. (-fi;:)
1 The francoline partridge. * The name of a

Muni, and one of the early teachers of the Taittiri or Black

Yajur Vdda. 1 The Yajmr I7da, named after its teacher.

X* fafa an imitative sound, *T to make, affix fa , also with V
affix faffix.

fan m. (-7 :
)

* Fire. * Kama or love. ’Time. a. fan to inflame,

Un'adi affix 77, and the radical final rejected,

fafa mf. (-fat-fa: or -nl) A lunar day, 7\yth of a whole luna-

tion. e. 77 to go, to proceed, affix ifan and the radical

initial rejected ;
also being added fant.

fafann m. (-n:) Day of new* moon. a. fafa, and 77 de-

struction.

fafmrift m. (.'H:) The moon. e. fafa a lunar day, 7 before nt

to get or obtain, affix faf7.

f«T*niT7 tt). (-70 A tree : sec the next.

fafair m. (-7=) A tree, (Dalbcrgia ougeiniensis.) r. tffa exceed-

ing, fan to meditate, affix 7 and the initial of the prefix

rejected, deriv. irr.

fafanr mf. (-7:-^t) The tamarind tree. (Tamarindus Indica)

m. ( ¥•) * The name of a demon. * Acid seasoning, sour

sauce. 1 *\n inauspicious period, the evil aspect of planets,

Ite f. (-T?!) Emblie niyrobalan. x. fan to be damp or moist,

77 affix, the root reduplicated, and 7 substituted for the

final 7.

fafarfaTT f. (-7T) The tamarind tree. s. 77 added to fafafat.

fafanrfa sufat. mfn. (-7:-7T-7l The tamarind tree. n. (-4)

1 Acid seasoning. * The fruit of the tamarind. *. fafal7 as

above, and 1^77 Un'adi aff.

fafa ^7 n. ( 7) A kind ofgame, a sort of odd or even played

with tamarind seeds, e. fafafat the tamarind, and 77 playing,

fafafat f. (-Xfl) The tamarind tree. r. see fafarr, 7 being

substituted for 7 ; also 77 being added in the usual form,

fafatfaTT, or retaining the final fafafafar.

fa*j m. A species of ebony, from the fruit of which a

kind of resin is obtained, that is used in India as pitch for

caulking vessels, &c. (Diospyros glutinosa.) c. fan to be wet

or moist, affix yj also with 77 added, faT77.

fa^7 mf. (-7-71) A sort of ebony, (Diospyros glutinosa.)

f. (-7t) The resinous fruit of this tree: seethe preceding.

Also with T substituted for the final n. (-7) A Kenka ,

the measure. R. fa7. and 77 added.
<4 "

fa77 m. (-7:) A sort of ebony : see the preceding, x. 7^
added to fa**.

fat? (7 7j 7 far r. 1st cl. (Vpfa) To sprinkle, to distil or drop,

to ooze or leak.

fair r. 4th cl. (faxgfa) To be or become wet, damp, &c.

fan m. (-7!) A fish : see the next.

fafa m. (.fat) * A whale, or a fabulous fish of an enormous size,

said to be one hundred Yojanat long. * The ocean, e. 77 to

distress, 77 affix, and T substituted for the radical vowel;

otherwise fan to be wet or watery,affix fa, or with7 affix fan.

fafairiW m. (-7) The ocean, a. fafa a fish, as above, and 7T7

receptacle : also fafa* 1 *7.

fafafa7 m. (-7:) A large fabulous fish : see fafa. r. fafa the

fish so called, and fan who swallows, (from 7 with 7 affix,

7 changed to 7) and 77 augment,

fafafmfan m. (-7 :) A fabulous fish larger than either of the

preceding : see fafa and fafafanr. e. fafaft7 the fish so

called, and fan who devours.

fafanr ran. (-7:*7T-7)
1 Wet, moist, moistened, damp. ’Steady,

fixed, unmoved, unshaken. *. fan to be wet or damp,

affix 7
fafa* o. («*)

* Darkness. * Gutta serena, total blindness from
affection of the optic nerve, e. fan to be damp, or wn to

give pain, Un'adi affix, in the latter case X7 is inserted.

fafa*fa^ m- (*7 !
) The sun. e. fafar darkness, and fan an

enemy.

fafa* n. (-7:) ' A kind of pumpkin gourd : sec nramieV • A
watermelon, r. ?f7 to desire or be desired, y*7 affix, 77
inserted.

faTTfa mfn. (-T-7T-7) Sideways, awry, irregular, x, faam an<J

7 aff.

fam tnd. ' Indirectly, underhandedly, secretly, covertly.

' Crookedly, awry. • A particle of abuse or depreciation.

b. 1
J
to go, 777 aff

fa^TsfCTt f* (*7t) ’ An outer tent, a Kandt, a wall or screen of

cloth surrounding the principal tent. A veil.
* A curtain.

b. farn secret, and 7f*7t making
;

also with the antepeo.

vowel long, farTitfaTl.
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firnTT: m. (-*:) * Disrespect, abuse, reproach. * Disappearance,

concealment, a. fvrv disrespect, and VHC making.

fifTHPT mfn. (-Tr.-WT-if)
1 Keviled, abused, reproached, censur-

ed. * Veiled, bidden. * Vanished, disappeared, s. fw^r, and

1HT made.

fircfrWT f. (-UI)
1 Disrespect, contempt, reproach. * Disappear-

ance, concealment, b. flPC^ disrespect, and f*BT action.

Byfry m. (-*0 The joint of the 9Ugar cane.

f«f<H m. (-*:) A kind of rice.

DtftV m. (-*:) A sort of rice.

frrftz n). (-*:) Pale Lodh, a kind of tree : see VIM. n. (-*) A

diadem, a tiara, a. ^ to pasj, Vizir Un’Adi ufl

fv^NiTT mfn- (-V:-vr-W) Disappeared, vanished, out of sight,

a. and IM gone.

fiiTiXliT n. (-ifJ
1 A cover or concealment, a sheath, a veil, n

cloth or cloak, any thing which withholds another from

si^bi. * Disappearance, the being hidden or the act of

hiding or vanishing, c. fire* concealing, and MTV having or

holding.

fdtiifvw mfn. (-U-irT-TTj Covered, concealed, bidden, removed

or withdrawn from sight, a. covering, VI to have,

affix H-

fTTaSv wd. Crookedly, awry . see fiTWM.

Dniw^TiPJ m. (-wr.) An animal, a beast or bird. a. f<v*£v

crookedly, and MrMM motion.

faajTBT mfn. (-mr-nr-rar) Born of an animal or insect. ».firoW,

and at born.

fnT&TOfcr mfn. (-fiT-flT-fM) Of the brute species, born as an

animal, f. (-f?r.) The brute kind. a. f-trutv, and unfv species.

f*smnr#TV* n* (*V) A barley corn. a, curved, MM barley,

MgTC the interior.

tw4vpf m. (-if:) A crab. a. frn&R: crookedly, and MTW motion,

going.

faupmfv mfn. (-fkr-fM-fv) Born of or as an animal. * flW*,

and Mlfv place of birth.

mfn. (-M :*Mr-d) Of the brute kind. m. (-m :

) The

race or kind of animals, birds, &c. f . fMQPMlfM, and MM3
race.

fm$^or fiixu^mfn. (fzpuMFfwMlft fantfM) Moving tortuously,

going crookedly or awry, (the neuter is also used adverbially :

ace fwctfM-) m. ( utV 1 An animal, a quadruped. * A bird, or

auy animal moving tortuously, f. (,-oiVU The female of an

animal, a beast or bird. a. ftpcM crookedly, MM to go,

affix fvv.

fav r. 1st cl. (MMifaj To go. r. 6th cl (firMfv) and 1 Oth cl,

(ipIMtM) * To be unctuous or greasy. • To oil or anoint,

fwv m. (-vO
1 A plant bearing an oily seed

;
the oil and seed

being both much used in Oriental cooking, (Sesamum orien-

tal*.) * A mole or spot, compared to a seed of sesamum. 1 A

small particle or portion, s. fj|M to be unctuous, affix V.

flTMM miii. (-V'-Vl V) 1 Spotted, freckled, a person having moles

or spots * Chief, principal inn. (-M:-M) A mark or marks

made with coloured earths or unguents upon the forehead,

and between the eye-brows, either as an ornament or a

5 c

] firm

scciarial distinction, m. (-V: )
1 A freckle, a natural mark

on the person. 1 A kind of tree, commonly 71/*. * A sort of

horse. * A title, especially in composition, implying pre-emi-

nence, as the Tilaka of the race of Raorit, a

name of Rams. n. (-w)
1 The bladder. 1 Black Sochal salt, a

factitious salt, containing sulphur and iron, he. * A disease,

the appearance of dark spots on the skin, unattended with

inflammation, f. (-WT) A kind of necklace, *. fins seaamum,

he. MM added, or frrw to go or be unctuous, and ipi aff.

fmrsrz m. (-Mr) The farina of sesamum. a. firM, and aff,

fflMMMl n- ( VI) Sesamum ground or bruised, k. fMW, and

wm sediment.

fHMMiMM m. (-Ms) 1 A mole, a spot on the body. * A man so

marked, s. fflV sesamum seed, and MTV black, MM aff.

fiffirw m. (-in The forehead, E. fWMW, and MTMM asylum.

f<yaifan n. (-f )Tbc sci imcnt or cake of sesamum after the oil

is expressed, B.fwM. and fVT sediment.

f*IMfMM mfn. (-M?t-fMWViMj ' Marked with the Tilaka. * Free*

klcd, spotted, b. flfWV, and.Tfv

(-M) Sesamum ground or pounded, b. f?rw, and

powder.

fflMMVMM n. (*M) An embrace, embracing, a. fww sesamum,

and M«w grain, MM affix, as agreeable as rice mixed with

sesamum.

fnwMM n. <-m’) Sesamum oil a, fWM, and aff.

fMMMM f- (-ijt) Sesamum made up in the shape of a cow, for the

purpose of being presented to Brahmans, he. a. f?TM sesamum,

and iw a cow.

fiTMMM n. (*$) ' Sandal. 1 The leaf of the Ttla tree. m. (.^i)

Turpentine, e. fvv. andW a leal

ftTBnyf^VT mfn. (-MT) Red sanders ; see the next. e. MM added

to f

f. ( df ) Red sanders, (Pterocarpus santolinus.) k. fMM
the sesamum plant, and M1^ a leaf : see

fiTVfBV* n. (-*’) A sort of sweetmeat, made chiefly of ground

sesumura.

fqvfqv m. (-V:) Barren sesamum, bearing no blossom, or its

seed yielding no oiL k. fnv sesamum, and fcvi affix, in this

sense.

finBVBT m. (-Vi) Barren sesamum : see the preceding. B. fryv

sesamum, and affix, with this sense.

favni mfn. (-V:-Vl-V) Made or composed of sesamum. a. fwar,

and HU? aff.

fumy m. (-v:) A kind of peafowl k. fwv, and vyr a pea-

cock : marked with spots resembling the seed of the &esa«

mum.

m. (-V:) Sesamum oil. r. fnv, and ^extract.

f?f«WV n. { V) Oil, especially from sesamum. k. fllBf, and WV
grease.

firannw n. (-li) Burnt offering of sesamum. x. fw, and VTV

burnt offering^

f. (-STT) A plant, bearing a small pungent seed, (Nigella

Indies.) a. fnw sesamum, and offspring as it were,

from the resemblance of the seeds.
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fnfwn m. t-iq-.) A larjrc «n*ke, arvordine lo *omt, the seme «»

the Giikhvra, to other* the Utm, (Boa constrictor.) *. frrerw

here said to imply motion, il to destroy, and W affix, destroy,

ing life or loco.motion.

f. (-*t) One of the conrteran* of Strerpi. a. fha a

mole, and 3*th excellent, beautiful

0*a i C.* n. ( af) Sesamum seeds ami water, as an oblation.

a. fine, and 'J^ur water.

fwiifw n. (•if) A dish of milk, rice, and sc^amura. k. fire

sesamum, and rerer boiled rice,

firer n. (-W) A field of sesaraura. i. fire. with W* a(T.

fire r. 1st cl (fnnfir) To go or move.

m. (reg:) A pale sort of Lodk: sec re*. a, fire to anoint,

and * affix; also with t* added firere.

fn*Tf mfn. Staying, abiding, standing, being.

r *PT to stay, $tc. W* aff.

n. (-^) Evening, sun-set, the time which a cow stands to

be milked, &c. it. *JTT to stand, *t a cow.

fire mfn. (-re-HT-tf) Auspicious, fortunate, lucky. * The

eighth Nakshatra or lunar mansion, an asterixm figured by an

arrow, and containing three stars, of which one is i Cancri.

•The month Pautha, (December-January.) 4 The /Cali Yug,

the fourth and present age. f. (ret) Emblic myrobalan,

(Phyllanthus emblica.) r. $* to please or delight, aflix W*,

and T* substituted for the penultimate,

frq* m. ( HT:) The month Pautha : see the- preceding, s. W*
added to fire. the moon being then in that asterism,

f. (-«rr) Emblic myrobalan. e. fire auspicious, and yaj

a flower.

faWire f. (-re) Emblic myrobalan : sec fire. t. fire auspicious,

and *re fruit.

fax* ro. (-X1)
1 Sickness. * Rice. * A bow. • A good disposition.

iflir (re) ?ft*r r. 1st cl (fare*) To go or move.

mfn. 'llot, warm. * Hot, pungent. * Self-

devoted, self-abandoning, committing suicide, Sec. * Zealous,

active, warm. * Keen, intelligent.
4 Devout, ascetic, a de-

votee, a zealot T Sharp, (as a sword.) n. (-Hjuf)
1 Heat, warmth.

•Poison. 1 Iron. 4 War, battle. ’Plague, pestilence, epidemic

destruction. 4 Death, dying. T Any weapon. * Haste, hurry.

4 Sea salt
14 The scrotum or testicles.

11 Any metal. 1 * Pun-

gency, the heat of pepper, &c. m. (-fR*) Nitre, f. (-tjUT)

' Orris root. * The cast skin of a snake, e. fa*! to sharpen

or be sharp, Un adt affix re*f-

Itf m. (or.) * The scrotum or the testicles. * White mustard,

a. «r»f added to the preceding.

m. (-re;) Thorn apple, (Datura meteL) e. lifaff sharp,

and *nz4T a thorn.

ifl^iqrere m. (-re) The onion, e. pungent, and rex root

mfn. (-*6t 4t-4) Active, zealous, s. ifrQQ sharp,

keen, and re*J*l conduct.

Xfanjirai m. (-*r.)
1 Morunga byperanthera. * The gum oliba-

num tree. * Small cardamoms. 4 A tree : see frnrtft l (--air)

Mustard seed. * Orris root • Pandanus odoratissimus. &

sharp, and ire smell ; also with re*. added ift^Rjjaire.

i

-?ft^*rirvreT f. (-re) Long-pepper, k. pungent, and irvre

grain.

Vfl’tgjPjfire n. (-ai) 1
Re-sin. * The milky juice of the Euphorbia.

1 Spirituous or vinous liquor, b. iffan hot, pungent, and

ire oil, unguent.

m. (y:) A tiger, e. sharp, and a tooth.

ifl^VTT mfn. (-g:-TT -^) Sharp-edged, sharp. r. and

Wm edge.

irfanr** m. (-*:) Coriander. 1 . pungent, and *-* a

leaf.

n. (-*i) Cloves, r. pungent, and flower.

dWirere m. (re:) Coriander, e. pungent, and re* fruit,

bearing pungent seeds.

m. (re-) Saltpetre, r. iff^ sharp, and rejoice.

dl qt'JMare m. (re:) Barley, e. sharp, and Ijre awn.

Tft^rrfiar m. (*fa:) Heartburn, dyspepsia, b. iffare, and rerf^DT

digestion.

iftv^nre mfn. *) Made of steel, sharp, n. (-if) SteeL

k. ifrm, and re*X iron, added,

iffa r. 1th cl. (Tftrefn* To be wet or moist : see fin?

XtT r. lOtli cl. (xfcrefa) To finish or complete, to get through

or over.

T?fa o. (-X)
1 A shore, a bank. • An arrow, m. (-T:) Tin. f. (-^)

A kind of arrow, r. iflr to get through or over, re* aff-

wlreftf m. (-fill:) Tirhut, a province in the cast of central Hin-

duttiiH, lying on the north of linear, p. jftr a bank, and

wfW here signifying a limit : being bounded on the west and

cast by the Gandaki and Kautiki rivers, on the south by the

flanges, and on the north, by the skirts of the Hundla

mountains.

iftvr* m. (re:-) Lad

k

: sec fir^r.

n. (-\) The opposite bank or shore, u. ifft:, and

beyond.

Tl^fre mfn. (-If:-ifT.-‘lf) Adjudged, settled, finished, n.(-lf)
1 Com-

pletion of any act or aflfnir. * Corrupt or improper non-

infliction of a sentence, il IftT to get through, affix n.

mfn. (-Rh-wj-w) ' Crossed, passed over. * Spread, expanded.

• Surpassed, excelled, h. tj to pass, affix ff.

iftwrntft f- (-^1) A plant : see e. spreading, and

foot or root.

TTt^re mfn. (-wr^-ret-Tif) Crossed, having crossed, r. W to

cross, affix nr*T-

lit* mo. (-^:-^‘) 1 Sacred science, or any of the branches of

knowledge esteemed holy. * A holy place, any place of

pilgrimage, as Jlenares, Kc. but especially particular spots

along the course of sacred streams, as the Canges, &c. and in

the vicinity of some piece of water or sacred springs. • Any

piece of water. 4 A Gktti or stairs of a landing place.
4 A

sacred preceptor, a Guru. 4 Sacrifice. * An Avatdr or

descent of a deity. * A school of philosophy, a Dtrittna, a

sect.
4 A counsellor, an adviser. 10 An expedient, a means

of success. *' The menses. 11 Pudendum muliebre. ** A
vessel. 14 A royal vessel 14 A Brahman. 14 Ascertainment

of disease. ” Fire. 14 A part of the hand sacred to any
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deity, m between the thumb and linger to the manes, the root

of the thumb to Bhaiima, &c. r. V to pass over,w Un'adi

affix; by which person* are extricated from sin, difficulty, &c.

Iflwrt m. (-T:) fhie of the synonimes of a Jinn or sanctified

teacher of the Jttina sect, R. pure, purity, and %T who

does or acts ; also retaining the nasal

irfowflI'm. (-IPT) A J'ma

:

see the preceding.

m. (-g*:) An epithet of contempt, a crow, as it were,

at a pilgrimage, k. >r^, and UTTg7 a crow.

tflVKieit f. (-wt) A name of Bennrea. v. rlfo) a holy place, and

Tiaft the queen : the most eminent of the Tirt'ha* or places

of pilgrimage.

m. (-RT) A curl of hair. e. iTtf. and to speak,

affix

tftipiftiv mf. 1 A pilgrim. * A sort of crane, (Ardea

nivea.) k. uud who frequents,

tffo r. 1st cl. (-tffofw) To be Urge, to be fat or corpulent.

iffor; m. (-y.)
1 The ocean. * A hunter, one who lives by killing

and selling game. 1 A fisherman, one who lives by fishing,

f. (-tft) The wife of a hunter. R. W to go, to pass or cross,

atT.

wt* mfn. (-T-1T-*) 1 Much, excessive, endless, unbounded,

unlimited. * Pungent. * Hot, warm. m. ( •*:) A name of S’iva.

* A medicinal plant, KtUvki. * Black mustard. * A

sort of tkirnd or bent grass, (jpfig’sfo )

4 The name of a river

in the east of Bengal ; also the ChnntU or Padmavati. ndv. n.

(-E)
1 Much, excessively, endless. * Violently, fierrely. xubit.

1 A shore, a bank. * Tin. * Heat. 4 Pungency, h. itfor to be

large, &c. T*r afT.

Mfo^tfoTT t (-WT) Agony, excessive pain, the pain of damnation.

a. Ttfo exceeding, and *gwr pain,

g r. 2nd cl. (HTf* or wwfk)
1 To go or move. 1 To thrive or

increase. • To injure, to hurt or kill. * To become full.

According to some authorities this is merely a Snulra root,

g ind. A particle, implying,
1 Difference, (but, or.) * Disjunc-

tion, (but, again, further, other.)
a Conncxidn, (and, more-

over.)
4 Asseveration, (indeed.) 4 An expletive.

TfomiYft f. (-ft) The manna of bambu*
;
also Tjin and

<pn f. (-4T) The manna of bambus.

garnifft f* (^t) Bambu inatinu.

vpp mfn. (-T ;’TT-T) ’ High, elevated, lofty. Chief, principal.

• Passionate, hot. m. (-T:)
1 A tree, (Rottleria tinctoria.)

• A mountain. * The planet Mercury. 4 The superior apsis

or aphelion of a planet. * Top, vertex, altitude. * The

cocoanut tree. f. (-TT)
1 A kind of basil, (Ocymum gratissi-

mum.) # Turmerick. • Night f. (-TT) Bambu manna, k- gfhr

to guard, to dwell, to hurt, &c. affix tp*.

ITT* m. (*W :
) A tree, (Rottleria tinctoria.) e. cw added to the

preceding.

sprm t (-wr) * Loftiness. * Passionateness, r. ipn added to

1JT; also with w, gr*.
gTMf ra. (-f*) A restive elephant or one in rut C (-*T) A river

in the My&ur country, the Toombhndra. i. gf lofty, tall,

&c. and auspicious.

79 ]
* nfe

lfTW*ir m (-*;:) A mountain, e. gr lofty, and crest or

summit.

gfr* min. (Tt-frft-fT) High, lofty, m. (-Tt) A planet at the

apex of its orbit, or of its position, with regard to others

considered astrologically. a. g*r, ami gfo afT.

Tffafh w- (-f* : ) The moon. v. gtft night, and xrfw master.

(-*;> * A name of Siva. * The moon. * The sun.
4 A name of KrIshn'a. e. grt night, or 7JT a mountain,

&c. and XV lord.

mfn. (.wf;-wrr w^) 1 Void, empty. • Small, little. • Aban-

doned, deserted. 4 Low, contemptible, n. (-’Ef) Chaff, k. g*r

to weigh, Unadi affix

g«r*rs*W n. ( -an Straw', e. gv*, and grain.

m, (-T :) The castor oil tree. fc. g^ empty, pithless *
a tree, having no sup.

m m. (git) Offspring, children, e. gm to guard, affix fopr.

g*t r. 1st cl. (ihwfw) To kill or hurt, (tj gfot r. 1st cL

(ghfiO To guard or protect, r. 1st and 1 0th els. (gif*
* To dwell, to abide. * To be strong or vigorous.

4 To give. * To hurt, to injure or kill. * To shine,

g^ mfn. (**:-VW) Noxious, mischievous, m. (-g:) A Duitya, a

demon, r. gfot to hurt, affix

g* r. fith cl. (gifo) x To dispute, to quarrel, to wrangle. 1 To
hurt or injure.

g«* m. (-*:) A rat e. g* to injure, affix

g* (^f) gg (*rrf*) also (T) gf* r. 1st cl. (g^*) also gr
r. fith cl. (gif*) 1 To tear, to break or cut, to pull to pieces,

to hurt or kill.

gg r. 1st cl. (ggfw) To disrespect

gi r. fith cl. (gwf*) 1 To Curve, to bend or make crooked.

* To act fraudulently.

gfw m. (.fo:) A timber tree: see **. e. gw to shrink or

warp, affix fo, and the radical vowel made short,

gx* m. (-V) 'Ihe mouth, the face. k. gfl’ to tear, (food, &c.)

affix *fo. and WX being added

gxawf^f. (-^) A cucurbitaceous plant,(Momordica monadelpha.)

r. gw the mouth, *1 to go, ami ¥fo affs.

gp^ mf. (-fk»:-^t) * The mouth, the face. * A beak. 1 The

navel ;
(also gf%) k* gf* to break or destroy, Un’idi

affix V*-

gfkiRrr f. (•**) * The navel. * A plant, commonly Tclakuch*.

k. added to gx*l.

(-^) ‘ The cotton plant. • A sort of gourd, (Momor-

dica monadelpha.) * A large boil or swelling on the palate.

E. gfxRRU the mouth or beak, Xf to go, affixes W1* and ;

also with w* added gfa*R*rr. f. (-¥T) and with

affix f. (*fc) also gaiitft and gfxGrilfl.

gfkiitiFt f. (-^l) A sort of gourd, commonly Tiiatucha

;

sec

tlie preceding.

gfnK mfn. (-irt-WT-w) Having a prominent or elevated navel.

*• gt^i the navel, * affix ; also gf*<w, &c.

gf«rw mfn. (-Wi-WT*^) * Having a prominent or elevated navcL

* Speaking harshly or severely. E, gfq the navel, and m affix

also gfcv,
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sr» r. 10th cl- (TJJTlftf)
1 To screen, to veil, to cover. * To

spread.

m. (-Jit) Fire. f. (*itfr)
1 Indigo. * Small cardamoms, n. (-si)

* A collyrium extracted from the Amomum xanthorrhiza.

* Blue vitriol, sulphate of copper, especially medicinally

considered as an fnjan
,
or application to the eyes. k.

to pain, TV Un'idi aff.

3** n. (-i) Blue vitriol b. qrs( added to 3*.

3*1 rtf BT n. (-if) Blue vitriol, considered as a medicinal applica-

tion to the eyes. a. 5* the same, and a collyrium.

UT (W) r. 6th d (3^fn*W) To pain, to wound, to vex or

harass, to tea>e, to torture or torment, (X) 3^ r. 1 st cl.

(3*qfT) To search, to seek.

n. (-wf) The belly, f, (-«*t) The navel : see 3^. b. 3* to

torment, m affix, and 577 augment.

f. The navel, r. 3"* the belly, and a pil »

well, dim. a/fix
;
also with BPT added f. (-*T.)

rn. (-lfc) A lazy man, a sloth, a sluggard : see the

next.

m. <-*n) A lazy man, a sluggard, b, 3»* the belly,

1711 to rub, with TfV: prefixed, and W affix
-

t
also with the

affix WH, g’KvfrKlur os above , passing his whole time in

stroking his sides.

1T*^*W mfn. (-tfr^

)

Corpulent, fat b. and UVB afll

also from nf*^,

3f*B n. (-£*) The belly, f. (*f^ ) The navel, m. (-fa:) One of

thj; Gaadkarbas or quiristers of Stecrga. a. 5^ to vex or

harass, affix and 511 inserted.

mfn. Having a large or prominent navel,

fat, corpulent, t (•*!) The navel, a. 3*fl the navel, tfTW affix,

or 3^ with TW aff.

3fKn: mfn. (-^t-KT-T) See the preceding.

mfn. (-ST-WT-TT) Having a large or prominent navel, b,3^
with affix ; also Ac.

5f«^*r mfn. Having a large or prominent navel

b. with ifar affix i also 3f*WT, Ac.

See 3f«r*, Ac.

See Ac.

3T mfn. (-W-WT-tf)
1 Tormented, vexed, injured. * Cut,

broken, cut down, Ac. m. (-tfi) Tpm or Tum, a tree of

which the wood bears some resemblance to mahogany, and

is used for furniture, &c. (Cedrela tunmi,j b. 3X to *ex,

affix tf|.

3WBTT m. (-T:) A taylor. b. TJT cut, (cloth, Ac.) mid to sew,

affix *P".

f. (-^t) A suture of the skull, k. ITT cut, and STBift a

suture.

3^ r. 1st, 6lh and 10 els. (iinjflT, 5^fw. TTnrefw) also (t) ijfq

r. 1st and 1 0th els. (3*lfjf 3«mf«) To injure, to hurt or kill

;

also 5x1
, jpw, 5«J, Ac.

51* r. 1st, 6th and 10th els. (WTOfw To hurt

or kill

3*(T) Ufa *• 1 « *»d 10th els. (gwfiT To kill or

hurt. r. 1 0th cl (gwfqfil) To disappear.

ipt r. 1st cl (slfir*) 4th cl 9th cl (3*nfir) To kill, to

hurt, to injure in any manner.

3*JT mn. (-S>T) Mingled combat : sec 33T.
57TBT mn. (*xr:-sv) 1 Mingled or tumultuous combat. 9 Uproar,

clangour, tumult, tumultuous sound or noise, m. (-T:) Bele-

ric myrobolan. tfja Samira root, to kill, to injure. See. wbtbt

affix
;
or with the vowel long 33W ran. (-*n-^) and w being

changed to K, flH'y as above.

5m r. I st and 6th els. (3*«rfir) * To hurt or kill * To bo

distressed,

r. Ui cl (5«lfw) To hurt or kill

IP* raf. or wt) A long gourd, Ac. see 3IW f- (-WT) A
cow disposed to be milked, b. Tjftf to destroy, (bile, Ac.)

affix

31** m. (.*:) A long gourd, n. ( 1) The gourd, a. tfrw added

to the preceding 1 see vjfn.

f. ( fwp or 31^) A long gourd, (Cncurbita lagenaris.) b. Tjftf

to destroy, (bile, sickness, Ac.) xqw affix
; fern, affix TW or

; also with added gfMBir.

TfwfUjm n. ( nj) The flower of the Cucurbita lagenaris. s.

and a flower.
•*

5«ft f. (-ft)
1 Coriander. • A bitch : see HPJB*

JWt m. (-If) 1 One of the Gandharba* or singers of heaven.

9 A celestial inhabitant and attendant upon the sanctified

Jnina teachers, n. Coriander. to hurt, Ac.

VST* affix
j
also with the pen. long

5T r, 3rd cl. (IJTnf^) To go quick, to burry, to make haste
;

this root is restricted to the Vtda*

;

see nr.

3T mfn. (-7::-*Mt) Quick, swift. 1. 7JT to make haste, w aff.

TjTtf m. (-*:)
1 A horse. 9 The mind. a. at^ speed, velocity,

and * what goes, tf changed to T. f. ( tfl) ' A plant, (Physalis

flexuosa
: ) sec w’BJrat. 9 A marc, k, TFtB added to 5TB.

5TWJT*! f. (-
,

afT) A plant : see the preceding, a. 5TJI a horse,

and traf small, smelling like a horse ; also Bl^irar
, Ac.

n. (-#) Necessary celibacy, leading a life of con-

tinence, in consequence merely of being without female

society, a. 5^ a horse, and the practice of a reli-

gious student, one of whose duties is continence.

TX^fSrar mfn. (4Ft-foft-f*> Equestrian, riding, mounted or

carried on a horse, m. (-ait) A horseman, cavalier, Ac. a. tjtji

a horse, and xf^T aff.

TTTT m. (-TO
1 A horse. 9 The mind, considered as the seat of

feeling as well as intellect, the heart, b. BTC speedily, and Jt

what goes. f. (-Tt)
1 A plant: sec ^rxt and 9 A

mare, r. ifttf added to the preceding.

5TTT n». (-T:) A plant, a kind of Gbosba, commonly TfatfPI-

b. 5v;t a horse, and TW affix of analogy) comraiag through

the body.

g l ffl f. (-Tt) A she buffalo, b. "gTT* and ff disliking,

grrftw m, (-V) Barley, u, ^rr, and fond of.

34 fN m. (-T;) A horse, b. WK speed, and are to go, with

aff.

jmrfiw mfn. (-^t-finft fq; Going on horseback, b. wrf, and

qifq^wko goes.
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m. A Ktnnara or quirister of Indna s heaven,

a horse, and ,aqg a face.

g* fa<W m, (-qp) A celestial quirister. e . gTT a horse, and

aq"W a face; these beings arc described as having the bodies

of men, and the tfeads of horses
,
also similar compounds, as

gvriww, gTTWW. g*ti«, www*;, Ac.

jJCfflft m. (-ft:)' A buiralo. * Oleander, a. TJTF, and aift foe.

Jtfw m. (-Tt)
1 A horseman, a rider. * A groom, k. TJTF,

and trfw atT.

rfTTWW subs*. mfn. (-wi-vr-at) Attachment to any object or pur-

suit. adj. Attached to any object or pursuit, m. (-•:} A

particular sacrifice. K. WT speed, haste, to go, affix ay;

speeding towards a given end or in a certain cause : see trrrtfW.

gTTWTW m. (-WTWor WTW) A name of Indus. r. 7JT for arc

haste, WW to bear, in the causal form, and fir* affix, W being

changed to q in inflexion,

gft f. (-ft:) See the next ; also gfar. N

gft f. (-tt)
1 A brush or a fibrous stick used by weavers to

clean and separate the threads of the woof. a A painter's

brush, &c. : see gaft.

gffa mfn. (-W:-WT-ai) Fourth, a fourth, ru. (-W:) A fourth part,

a quarter, n. (-W) The divine being, or universal spirit e. irr.

derived from qnjT four, with q affix
;
alsogtg and gig.

grlqrwrji m. (-gt) A fourth part or share, e. and WTq

share.

;gf\w*uar mfn. (-WTV) A sharer of a fourth. K. and WT*I

who divides.

m. (-qh) The S'udra or fourth tribe of the Hindus. «.

gOw fourth, and w^ tribe.

gTlWTW m. (-IT) a fourth part, a quarter share, b. and

a share.

Wasi m. (-Uf:) 1 Incense. * A country, or m. ptu. Its

inhabitants
;
7Wan or Turkestan, the original country of the

Turks. B. W* to haste, (into smoke, Ac.) affix qre, and arg

added.

mfn. (•HP-WT-X&) Fourth, b. irr. derived from four,

with WW afT.

iri(x)WTr. 1st cl. (TJ^ftr) To hurt, to injure, to kill,

wsaij m. (-g;:)One of the sons of Yayati, king of the south and

eastern portion of India, reigning over the Mlcchcha tribe s .

wax r. 1 st and 10th els. (Wnrfw warfw Wtanffw-tf or irr. warqfq)

To weigh or measure.

WwfwwT **d. Having weighed, having counterpoised, made

equal or like, Ac. b. WW to weigh, l?r utT.

WWWTftqft f. (-^t) A quiver.

f. ( A small shrub held in veneration by the

Hindus, Tulasi or holy basil, (Ocyinum sanctum.) E. 1JRTT

resemblance, and qr to destroy, affixes w and jffq
;
being

unparalleled : this plant is said to be a female metamor-

phosed.

f- <-«!>
1 Measure by weight. • A measure or weight of

gold and silver, 100 Palos, or about 145 ounces troy. • A

balance, especially a fine balance, goldsmith's or assay scales.

4 The sign of the zodiac, Libra. 1 Resemblance, likeness,

5 D

equality, similarity. • A vessel. * Sloping beams or timbers

in the roof of a house, a. War to weigh or to resemble,

affixes qr and m.
gqrTWTfw f.

1 An ornament of the feet or toes. * A
certain weight. 4 A hundred millions, g. a balance,

to measure, affix qq and ^ or trft ;
what is valued by

weight, Ac. or W*rr a measure, Ac. and qfffa Crore, or mil-

lion.

WITTWTW m. (.ft:) A sort of ordeal, in which the accused is tried

by being webbed repeatedly in a scale : if he is lighter the

second time he is pronounced innocent; if equipoised still,

or heavier, he is guilty, e. W«U a scale, and WT1C ordeal.

«aitq* m. (-¥:)
1 An oar, a paddle. * The scale or cup of a

balance, e. vrqrr, and W2 a scale.
*

wainre m. (-*:) The sun. b. ijatT the sign, and wx; who has or

possesses.

waiiqrc mfn. A trader, a dealer, trafficking, trading.

t
m. (-K:)

1 The sign Libra. * The string of a balance. * The

beam, t, tjarr the scales, Ac. WTWTT what or who supports.

f. (-WT) Ordeal by the balance, the weight of the

accused being first taken, certain prayers ami ceremonies are

performed, after which ho is weighod again : if lighter, he is in-

* nocent ; if heavy, or as at first, guilty, b. WWT, and tpcTwr test,

wqrruwq m. (-q:) A person weighed in a balance, or an effigy of

him used as a weight, e. g«TT. and a man.

gqiiqqq^ig n. (-11) (lift of gold or valuable® of the weight of

the donor, e. 7pnT*wq, and qyw gift.

WVItn* mi[-w:)
r
rhe string of a balance, k. gqrT, and Wf

holding
;

also gqirqtrrq.

waiTWIW n. (-W) Measure by weight, b. WITT, and WTW measure,

trqrnftqr n. (-qi) The Gunjd or berry of the Abrus precatorrus,

from which the goldsmith's or jeweller's weight in India is

taken; the berry weighs about 1-^ grain trov, the factitious

weight about 2/$. t. Tjarr weight, and qtW seed,

warr^rq n.(-q) The string of a balance, b. wwr, and thread,

qfqi f. (»f%: or -wt) ' A fibrous stick or brush used by weavers

for cleaning the threads of the woof. * A painter’s brush, or

fibrous stick used for that purpose : see B. Tfm tO

resemble, Ac. affix qr, fern, affix yq or also with W
changed to K, gft, WTt.

gftrqr f. (-in) A small bird said to resemble the wagtail.

TTfenr rafn. (-TP-WT-lf)
1 Made equal or like, equalled, compared,

* Weighed, counterpoised, k. War to weigh, u afF.

wfanqart f.(-WT) The Sitnul or silk cotton tree. e. wf% for g;f%

cotton, and tCW fruit.

wqr mfn. Like, resembling, equal or analogous to.

e. gan resemblance, and WW aff.

WWnn f. (-WT) Likeness, sameness, equality, b. wwi
x
addod to the

last ;
aLso with »a, gWW-

wqjWTW n . (-qf) Drinking together, k. wwr alike, and wtw drinking,

gwrqqr mfn. (-qi-Wf.ql) Of equal strength, b. wsqj, and ww
strength.

yMH iaw n. (-w) Combination of like series, (in calculation.)

e. WW, and WTWW computing.
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XXJVI mfn. (-x-XT-xt-X)
1 Like, similar, analogous, * Oflikc

or equal form. b. Trigg, and VI nature, Ac.

Wa^efvi mfn. FoUowing the same or similar occu-

pation. b. TT-s, Hiui rfn business,

yqn i;fi f. (-fas) Equal subtraction, transposition, (in Arith-

metic.) k. XXT, and Ijfx subtraction.

TtjvwngfH mfn. (fx-flri-fir) Alike, of the same form. b. TriX-

and xntfx form,

Vrr mfn. (-T:-ft-T)
1 Astringent. * Beardless, mn. (-Tt-T) An

astringent taste, £ (-ft)
1 A fragrant earth. * A kind of lentil.

(Cytisus cajan:) see XTXxt b. X a Sautra root, to remove,

(disease Ac.) XTX and affix #tx,; also XX being added, in the

fern, form xxfvxr, f (-XT-)

m. (-X:) A kind of cassia. the pulse so called,

and ftp* Cassia tora.

xfx f. (-fa) A long gourd : see XXt
ijq r. 4th d. (fx, xtj fxxixx (xxfx) To be satisfied or con-

tent, to be pleased or delighted*

VI mf. (-Xv-XT) ‘ The husk or chaff of rice, Ac. * Beleric

myrobalan. z. gx to please or be pleased, affix X.

m. (-X’>) sign* or fire. e. gw chaff, and xx who seizes.

wqff; m. (.^:) Agn\ or fire. r.. chaff, and XTT wbo em-

braces, from ^ to go, with XX aff.

XVTXX m. (-X:)
1 A conflagration of chaff, or of the husk of corn.

a capital punishment, burning ; twisting dry straw, Ac.

round the limbs of a criminal, and setting it on fire. t. m.
and XXX fire.

XTTT mfn. (-T3-T(-T) Cold, frigid, frosty, m. (-*:) * Frost.

* Cold. * Thin rain, mist. * Ice or snow. * The name of

a country, z. XX to please, Un'idi affix XTTX.

gXTTXX m. (-V) 1 A dew drop. * An icicle. • Hoar frost,

z. JIT’C, and xx a particle.

XXliXTX n». (-X?) Winter, the cold season, e. XXTT> and XT*

time.

xxttxtx m. (-irt) ' Thin rain, a sprinkling, a shower. 1 A full

of »now. k. XXTT, and XTX falling.

XXM'lf* m. (-fip.) The Himalaya mountain, e. XXTT, and xfi?

a, mountain
j

also similar compounds, as gxrCX*$X,

gxrrxx, Ac.

gfrx m. (-X:) A Tuthita, a kind of subordinate deity, one of a

class of thirty-six. z. XX to please, TXX aff.

xxi^x n. (-XJ Rice gruel, b. XX to satisfy, aud xxx water.

Xff mfh. (-X:-XT-X) Pleased, satisfied, z. lie to be pleased,

affix Tf.

wfic £ ( f¥:) * Pleasure, satisfaction, gratification, content. • In-

difference to every thing but that possessed or obtained. One

of the AJtUrls. a. XX to please, Ac, affix fxX-

1ifaXX mfn. (-x:-TT-t) Pleasing, satisfying. I. xfc, and VC vrhat

makes. •

xf%XXX mfn. (-x:-^t-X) Gratifying, giving or producing satis-

faction. twfe, and wxx birth,

tjfirx nifh. Pleasing, satisfying, z. xfx, and X wha
k

gives.

Xg ra. (-g:) A jewel worn in the ears. *. xx to please, w aff.

XJT witf. Having pleased or gratified, i. gx, and aff.

XX r. 1st cl. (XTXfh) To sound.

XX m. < -x**) The liusk of Corn or rice : see XX.

XX n. (-X) Dust, e. XX to sound, affix X : see

TJX (TO xfxT r. 1st cl. (xrxfx) To hurt of give pain, to kill,

xfxx n. (-X)
1 Frost. * Moon-light, moonshine. a. XX to

give pain, XXX Un'kdi aff.

vfiynm m. (-X:) The Himalaya mountains, k. xfxx, and

Kf it mountain ; also similar compounds, as xfxxx*fx, Ac.

xfxxtxj m - (*XI :

) The moon. e. xfxx cold, Xfru a ray,

ijfxxtTJXX n. (-^) Camphor, b. xfxXTXJ. aud xx oil.

gfxxifi m. (-ff) The Himalaya mountains, k. xfxx> and xrf*

a mountain ; also xfxxxxr, Ac.

TJX r. 1st cl* (Tjxrxx) To fill, to fill up. (gxtxfx) To shrink, to

contract, to close as the eye-lids or wink,

gx mf. ( X :-XT or -$t) A quiver, Ac. f. (-Xt) Indigo, z. gx| to

be filled (with arrovys, Ac.) XX and xrq affixes, or xx and #tx.

T£WX n. (-X) A measure of verse, species of the xfxxx<t metre.

Tjfxx mfti. (-^t fxxt-ft) Having a quiver, quivered, m. (-Xt)

The Tun tree. e. tjx, and \fx aff.

gxrtx m. (-XJ) A quiver, e. TJX to be filled (with arrows),

XXX aff.

3J7TX n. (-x) Blue vitriol.

gXt f. <-xt) Sharp pain ii) the perinceum and lower part of

the abdomen.

^ t (-^:) Speed, m. (-^:) A courier, e. arc to make haste,

affix, and the semivowel changed to m.

($) r- 4tk To go quick, to make haste. * To

kill, to hurt or injure.

TjT n. (-x) Any musical instrument, f. (-^t) A trumpet, k. art

to speed, affix XX
Tjyt mfn. (.

,4 :.wt-w) Quick, expeditious, n. adv. (-x) Quick,

swift, quickly, e. ait to go swiftly, affix %.

Tjf* m. (-fl:) * Speed, velocity, expedition. * Dirt, excrement.

1 A stanza.
4 The mind. e. XT to make haste, Cn'adi affix fx.

ijiy mfn. (-e&:-i£t.V) Fourth : see W. n. (.4) Any musical in-

strument, the genus of which four species are reckoned, as

wind instruments, stringed instruments, Ac. u. Xfft four,

XX deriv. irr.

m. (-H:) A musical instrument, a sort of tabor,

i I st cl. (Tjxfl!) 1 To dismiss, to send forth or turn out.

' To ascertain quantity or weight ; some make this a root of

the tenth class fgxxfa-W-)

TJX n (-X) 1 The mulberry, (Moras Indica.) ' ^Ether, the

heaven or atmosphere, mn. (-X*-X) Cotton, f. (-XIT-Xtj The

wick of a lamp, or cotton twisted into a similar form for apply-

ing unguents, Ac. (-^t)
1 Indigo. * A weavers fibrous stick or

bruxh. * A painter's brush, Ac. see XXt and xft ;
also ^fx.

e. TJX to dismiss, to send forth, affix XX, fern, affixes XIX and

X*X.

tjxx n. (-XT) Cotton, e. XX added to the preceding,

tjxxtxx n. (-X) A bow which is used for cleaning cotton,

r. gx cotton, and xr«wx a bow
j
also similar compounds,m

gxxiX,
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JJWFBTift f. (-Vft) A thick roll of cotton, from which it is drawn

out in spinning, b. tjwt cotton, WTW a tube, affixes B^» and

also with BBT added ijwrffTfBBT, f. (-WT.)

TjBifir^ m.
( ^:) Cotton, a. Tjwt cotton, and ftnj the same.

IJBTIJBVT f. (->Q) A pod or seed of the plant, any seed yielding

a similar substance, a. TJBF cotton, and BBTT sand or gravel,

^BTB'BB n. (-B) Spinning, t. cotton, fvrB to sprinkle, and

VETaff

ijfw f. (-fair:) A painters brush, or a fibrous %tick used as one,

and for other purposes, e. tjbf to send forth o» cut, affix

XB: see TJBt and TJBt.

tj^bbt f. (-BFI) ‘ A peucil, a painter's brush, or a slick with a

fibrous extremity used as one. * A matrass or quilt, a bed, a

down or cotton bed. ' An ingot mould. 4 A rod. Ac. dipped

into crucibles to try if their contents are in fusion. 4 A

wick or twist of cotton cither for a lamp or for applying

unguents, Ac. b. Tfaft as above, and vrw added.

f. (-B*) The silk cotton tree. b. tjbt cotton, xf* and

tfrwaff.

137a V m. (-K1
)

1 A bull without horns, though of an age to have

them. a A beardless man. 1 A eunuch. 4 An astringent taste,
j

f. A fragrant earth. R. H to injure, affix, and the
|

vowel optionally long, hence also tJAT and TffO ; with BW
added TjBfwT and

tjb r. 1st d. (Tjxfw)
1 To satisfy. ' To be satisfied or happy.

tjwfffiftBr mfn. (-wr :
- wrr-wf> Silent, taciturn. silent,

and jftB practising.

TJWfftV mfn. (-B:-BT-W) Silent, taciturn, b. silent, ^PTB
affix, and B dropped.

vj;*StWTW md. Silent, silently, e. TjwftB silent, and vnw aff.

tjv#Tb ind. Silent, silently, 8. BB to please or be pleased, affix

4tW> and B made long. ** I

^ mfn. (-B:-BT-Tt) Silent, b. and ini become.

^Bi n. (-Bi)
1 Dust. * Clotted hair.

1 Sin. 4 An atom, a

very thin or delicate substance, e. tjb to sound, Un'Adi affix

BB, and the radical vowel made long.

BB r. 1 st cl. (eaifw) To go, to move or approach.

bb n. (-*) Nutmeg.

bb mfn. (-B:-BT-Tf) Hurt, injured, wounded, k bb to hurt,n aff.

BB (B) BW r. 8th cL (Tpftfw irw^ or BBTfw BWW) To eat, espe-

cially gra»s, to graze.

bw n. (
-vr) Grass, any gramineous plant b. mm to hurt, Un'idi

affix vi, and b rejected >
what is consumed by cattle, Ac.

BBfTM n, (-B) A sort of perfume, k. mm grass, fVJ* saffron.

•wfty f. (-*t) a hovel, a hut of grass or straw, a. BB grass,

and a small house.

BB^pp m. (-BT) A long gourd, (Cucurbit* lagenaria.) b. bw

grass, and jpp a tortoise.

BWBT tn. (-
7J:)

A bambu. k. ifew grass, and Bff a banner. I

BTfifWT f. (-BT)
1 A kind of newt * A chameleon. 1 A worm.

b. BB grass, and BTBr a lizard.

BBUTfBwm. (-ft)' Amber, Ac. or any gem which being rubbed I

becomes electrically attractive. * Sapphire. K. »B grass, and

BTfv«l what seizes.

BWVTWt mfn. (-BK-BIT-Bl)
1 Graminivorous, one whose food m

grass. ’ Grass-toothed, having teeth of the colour of grass*

Ac. e. BB grass, and BPff food, or a tooth.

Bwanfw m. (-fir:) The vegeuble kingdom, u bb, and anfw

genus.

bbitt f. (-BT)
1 A bow. * The aggregate properties of grass or

herbage, gramineousness. t. WB affix of the abstract, added la

BB ; also BWB, n. (*vf.)

bwtb m. (-w: ) A palm tree, any of the various species, as the

palmyra, cocoanut, date, Ac. k. «w grass, and a tree

;

pre-eminent amongst gramineous plants,

bwbto m. (-=*--) Grain growing wild or without cultivation.

e. BB grass, and BTBf grain, com.

bwmb m. <-BTs) A bambu. e. BB grass, and mb a flag or

banner.

bbmmTI f. (-Bft) A mat, a seat made of reeds or basket-work.

E. BB grass, vi to gather together, affixes BW and tftw.

BBWfw in. (-fBt) A sort of gem, aparently amber, e. BB grass,

and »tfB a gem
;
attracting straws, Ac.

bb wbbw m. (-B:) A bail or surety.

bwttb m. (-W0 A palmyra tree, (Borasaus flabeUiformis.) 8. BB
grass, and VTWV a sovereign, TTB Affix, leaving a final vowel.

BwfaVTC m. (-T!) A heap of grass, b. BB, and fsBV expanse.

n. (-if) A fragrant grass, (Andropogon serratus.) k. BB
grass, and fftrr here said to imply abundance.

BBTJB mfn. $ub*t. ( *g) Arabian jasmine, adj. Free from

or devoid of grass, n. (•*#) The flower of the A'em^i. b. bb
grass. void of.

B BBfUf m. (-^:) A wasp b BB grass, and six-foot j

an insect haunting meadows, &c. having six feet.

BWB mfn. (-B'-BF-B) Grassy, made, Ac. with grass, k. «b grass,

and B afT.

B Bqm f. (-17) Tlie plantain or banana. R BB grass, and BIT

essence, pith.

bbIbb m. (-B0 An axe. 8 . bvt gruss, and Ibb a lion.

BWT^J m. (-BQ: j A hovel, a house or upper-room of grass or

straw, e. BB grass, and BBO a mansion.

BBffB m. (-ftp)
1 Conflagration of chaff. * Burning a crimi-

nal wrapped up in straw, e. BB grass, and bIb fire : see

TJBTBB.

BwttbB m. (-B:) A chameleon, a lizard, a BB grass, and Vfl
a lizard.

tkvtb m. (-VJ:) A kind of long grass, (Saccharum cylindricum.)

e. BB, and TB sugar cane.

B Wi yv m. (-B:) Rice, Ac. growing wild or without cultivation.

r. BB grass, and B$B produced.

BB lBli r f. (-BVT) A firebrand made of a wisp of straw, b. bb
grass, and a firebrand.

BBTBB n. f-B :
) A hovel, a hut, a house of straw or mats.

b. BB gra**, and BFTBB abode.

B*tvni ru (-^) A perfume, commonly Elabaluka. e. BB, and

BIBB a drug j
resembling grass in its appearance.

BBTT f. (-BIT) A heap or quantity of grass, e. BB gras*, Wl^and

BT^affs.
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\V mfh. Third, f. (-*T) The third lunation, the

third day of the fortnight, k. fa three, iffa affix, and fa

changed to the analogous Towel n.

ErTi7« m. (-C:) A tertian ague. a. added to the last.

*Tftrp*wr m. (-*:) Tertian ague. k. and fever.

BiffaTOffa f. (fll:)
1 A eunuch. * The neuter gender : see

WfffaTBPT mfn. (-W- -ITT-if) Thrice ploughed, (a field, &c.)

t.viftv third, ^mnr made, wrought.

wiffarurfa f. (-fa:) ’ A eunuch. * The neuter gender, a. vflU
the third, and nrfw nature

; neither male nor female, (whose

or which -,) the compound is more regularly «tffaWBfa-

*«7faw mfn. ( -^t-fiHt-fa) Having a third, s. efffa, and

Tfaaff-

(WT TT) ^TT«f<'< r. "th cl. fawffl WWl) ' To kill, to injure.

• To disregard. * To give.
4 To eaL

wn r. 1st cL (irffa) 4 tit cl. (fa,Ti) fsr*“i fatqfa) 5th cl. (**frfaj

6th cL (Wffa) and I Oth cl. (W^ijfa)
1 To please, to satisfy, to

content. * To be 'pleased or satisfied, to he content or sa-

tiate. * (In the 1st and I Oth els.) To light or kindle.

WTW m. (-frif) ' The moon. • A parasol. a. »xr to please,

wfa Un'idi affix, deriv. irr.

JfMBr t (-irr) A creeper or creeping plant, a. to please,

W Un'idi aif.

*¥ mfn. (-lf:-ffT-H) Contented, satisfied, a. ®tr to be pleased,

affix if.

mfh. (-tm-Wr-w) Contented, satisfied, tranquil, a. *jf.

and wraPI self.

*fa f- (-fa:) Satisfaction, content. a. WV to please, or be

pleased, affix faw.

W1 m. (-at) Ghee or oiled butter, k. wv to satisfy, Un'Adi

affix

Bw** rafn. (-B:-B:-w) Having ghee, but not liking it or not

blending with it. a. and possessive affix
;
but in

this compound implying also aversion.

Vtf r. 6th cl.
1 To content, to please. * To be pleased

or content. 1 To hurt.

whwtt f. (-wt) The three myrobalans. a. w for fa three, qp« a

fruit, fem. affix XTB ;
also fainr.

Mm. (-*:) A serpent in general, the serpent genus. n. vh to

hurt or kill, at Un adi aif.

r. 6th cl. (wwrfa) 1 To content, to please. * To be pleased

or content.

<r*i r. 6th cl. fa*ifa)
1 To content, to please. 1 To be pleased

or content.

*1 (far *T) fa*WT r. 4th cl. (Wiqfai ‘ To thirst. * To thirst

metaphorically, to desire, to long for.

*1 f. (IT) 1 Thirst. * Thirst, (metaphorical,) wish, desire, lust.

• 1 he daughter of Kana, the deity of love. e. ws to thirst,

affix fan }
also Wit, &c.

WIT f. (-nr) * Thirst. 1 Wish, desire. The daughter of K/ns

:

see the preceding. 4 A plant, (Commelina salicifolia :) see

wnrfawt. i.H to thirst, affix w and WTI
;

also ww,
wwr,&c.

I WIT»J f. (-W) The bladder. *. WIT thirst, and ^ being

;

whence thirst arises.

WITW mfn. (-'ft:
1 Affected by desire. * Thirsty, athirst,

a. WIT, and wrft pained.

witw n. (-W) Water. f. (-nr) A kind of anise: see n«fawi.

r. wi thirst, WTW before T*f to destroy or remove, affix .
wfaw mfn. (•lf:-HT*lf) Thirsty, thirsting, (physically or meta-

phorically.) n. (-if) Thirst, desire, b. WI to thirst, affix w.

i nfaiflTK I f. (-nr) A plant, (Marsilea quad rifulift :) see

|

b. wfalf thirst, and HTt answering.

W^W mfh. (-nv) Thirsty, (physically or metaphorically,) desir-

ing, longing for, cupidinous. e wi to thirst, «r added,m
and fan aff.

W*XT f. (-WT)
1 Thirst. * Desire, wish. it. WI to thirst, w

Unadi aff.

m. (-n:) Content, resignation, patience, r. w*wt greedi-

ness, thirst, and wi destruction.

*m?r mfn. (-WI-WTfVwiT) 1 Thirsting, athirst. * Desiring,

t. wi to thirst, and w« aff.

WW (w) «w r. 6th cL (wwfa) also if r. 7th cl. (wwfj ) To kill,

to hurt, to injure in any manner. fclwfa r. 1st cl. (wwfa)

To grow or increase.

if r. 1st cl. (Wlfa)
1 To pass over or across. * To pass or float

over, to navigate. * To float or swim. * To overcome, to

surpass. With wi prefixed. To descend, as from heaven.

With WrW. To cross by a boat, &c. With WW, “To pass over

or above
;

* To answer; * To land, to arrive at the opposite

shore. With To cross with difficulty. With far, To

cross safely, to obtain salvation. WiLh I, To excel or sur-

pass. With fa, * To pass from ;

b To relinquish, to give,

to give away, to give alms. With WW. To swim over.

W in<L With or by thee. k. if substituted for wwr, but not to be

confounded with the optional inflection of the 4th and 6th

cases of thou.

in r. 1st cl. (ifnrfa) To guard, to cherish, to defend or protect.

WXf m. (-W:)
1 Sharpness, pungency. * Sharpness of a weapon.

• Brilliancy.
4
Spirit, k. faw to sharpen, affix tfRj : see ifatf.

wm ST n. (-if)
1 A bambu. * Enlightening, making splendid or

polished. * Sharpening, f. ( •ft)
1 A plaut,(Aletris hyacin-

thoides.) * Heartpea. b. fan to sharpen. Sue. affix wi.

faf m. (•*:) A kind of reed, (Saccharum sara.) x nir
V *"

added to the preceding.

ifaff n. (-f) The leaf of the Lnurus cassia. R. WIT sharp, pun-

gent, and tn a leaf.

ifair m. (-n:) The francoline partridge, k. irn sharpness, n
what gets.

fan mfn. (-Tnr-uft-m )
1 Sharp, pungent. 1 Sharp as a

weapon. 1 Bright. 4
Spirited, energetic, f. (-1f\) An aromatic

plant, (Polhos officinalis :) see amftwift. x. nr sharpness,

and W7JT[ aff.

fad m. (-WT:) A name of sfgni or fire. n. (-W-)
1 Splendour,

light, lustre. • Dignity, consequence. ‘ Strength, power.

4 Ardour, spirit, energy. * Semen virile.
4 Fresh butter.

1 1m-

patience, inability to bear or put up with. * Gold. * Bile,
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the bilious humour. 14 Marrow, the brain, Ac. 11 Fame, glory.

Sharpness, (metallic.) 14 Pungencf. 14 Heal. •* B<diiy

vigour. *• Vivacity, k. fflW to sharpen or polish, affix

WWWIiT mfn. ' Illuminating, making bright * Sharpen-

ing, whetting. 1 Invigorating, tonic. E. W«W light, &c. and

OTT what makes.

WwfclW mfn. (-ijft-faft -fa)
1 Famous, celebrated. * Splendid. Ac.

see the preceding, f. (-fwwt) Hearlpea : see wjlfflOJirt. e. ifaiH

splendour, Ac. fwfw aff.

tfan mfn. (-WMIT-lf) 1 Sharpened, whcited, polished, burnish-

ed. 1 Excited, invigorated, stimulated, is. fww to sharpen,

and W afF.

*fw¥ mfn. ‘ Very bright or splendid. * Vigorous,

powerful, a. and TWW aff.

waftq* mfn. (-WTW Wxft-Wt)
1 Very bright, radiant, splendid.

Very powerful or vigorous, k. WWW, and Ivn*! “ff-

Tfwmwr m. (-Wf) A tree, (Premna spinosa : ) see *fw*lTb B.liww

fire, light, and friction
;

the friction of the wood engen-

dering flame.

rafn. (-vj.-'Wt-vf) Luminous, brilliant, consisting or made

of light. E. www, WW* made of.

n .
(-tf) 1 The supreme spirit * The nature of light, Ac.

b. Tfore light (divine), VI form.

tfinww; mfn. (-WTW.WWt-TW )
' Pungent. * Sharp. * Bright

4 Energetic, f. (-Tft)
' A plant bearing a fruit resembling pep-

per : see nwfMmwl- 1 A kind of pepper, (Piper chavya, Rox.)

b. WWW pungency, tnpt aff,

WWTWW n. (-li) Superior brilliancy or power, a. WWW, and

*W being.

irw ind. Therefore, thence, for that reason, on that account, the

correlative to WW- e. the third case of W\ that used as a

particle.

WW m. (-in) A note or cadence introductory to a song. &c.

e. w said to mean Gacbi and W S'iva
;
whose favour is secured

by this word.

WW (*) WV r. 1 st ct (ilWW) ‘ To sprinkle, to distil, to ooxe or

drop. * To shake or tremble. 4 To shine.

ifw m. ( IT) 'Vet damp, moisture, e. farw to be wet, affix WW.

VTW n. (-W)
1 'Vetting, moistening, moisture*. • A sauce or con-

diment. f. (-wft) A chimney, a fireplace, k. f*W to be or become

wet affix Wt
WW (w) Wl r. 1st cl. (WWW) 1 To play, to sport.

4 To weep or

lament

WWW n. (-W)
1 A garden, a pleasure garden or play-ground.

* Play, sport pastime, k. WW to play, affix Wfw.

>T*QJ n. (-^)
1 Sharpness. * Heat 4 Pungency. 4 Fierceness,

cruelty, e. and UW aff.

WWW mfn. (-W: -^t-W)
1 Of or relating to fire, fiery, splendid.

4 Powerful, vigorous, intense, n. (-if)
1 Ghee or oiled butter.

4 Any metal. * Intensity.
4 Vigour, energy, k. www brilliance,

affix V.
wwwrwft^n f. (-wft) A crucible, b. WWW metal, and WTWfwift

stirring.

5 £

irfhw m. (-W:) A rhinoceros, n. (-if) One of the astronomical

periods called Karan at. s. oj* added to fwfww.

wfnr m. (-^:) A francoline partridge, n. (-tC) A flock of par-

tridges. e. fwfnt:, and wrw affix of aggregation or ple-

onastic.

wfw«\w mfn. (-fsW'l) Relating to the Tittiri portion of the

Fedot, as a student, a text, teacher, section of, &c. b. fitful ft;

the Yajur Ffda so called, and w affix
;
or fnfwfx: a partridge,

affix as before
;
the texts of this / Vrfa being disgorged by

Yajnyawalkya in a tangible form, and picked up by the rest

of Vais'ampayana's disciples, who, for the purpose, assumed

the shape of partridges.

wfwtfww m. (-W) A follower of the Tutiri branch of the Fedot.

b. onf added to the preceding ; also tW being added

wfwctfww- Ac.

W95 n. (-ssj) ' Heat. 4 Sharpness. 4 Pungency, b. frW, and

WW aff.

W«r n. (-W) ‘ Oil, expressed oil, prepared from sesamum, mus-

tard, Ac. 4 Storax, gum benzoin, incense, x. frrw sesamum,

and WW aff.

WWW n. (-w) A small quantity of oil. e. war, and ww diminu-

tive affix.

WWWTC m. (-*: ) An oil manufacturer, h.wW, and WK who makes.

WWfwT m. (-T) The oil cake, a cake made of the oily seed, after

expression, b WW, and fiffT sediment.

WWT m. (-T:) The part of the peninsula south of Oritta to

Madras, the modem Carnatic

,

WWV1TWT f. (-W1) A cockroach, e. WW oil, ^ to steal, WW
affix ‘

r it is also soinetimi-s read WWnfrfCWT from Wt: to go,

with WTV prefixed, and afiff.

WWSTWt f. <-wl) A bathing tub for an oil bath. k. Sw, and fTwt

a bucket.

m. (-W:) A cockroach. e. WW, and tTW to digest,

VW aff.

WWWf’vW n. (-W) White Saadal wood. t.fiwnff Sandal wood,

affix WW-

wwxrwf f. t-^f)
1 Sandal. 4 Incense. 4 Turpentine. E. fww

sesamum, and yi a leaf, affix W'* and

WWWT f. (-W1) A cockroach a. nW oil. mu q 4 who drinks.

wvnfwwT f. (-V) A cockroach, k. w-< oil, wr to dri..k, oyw

affix, and El inserted.

wwfu^tfwv f. (-WT) I he small red ant. e. Itw, and ftrwlf«TT

an ant.

Wwwiwl f. (-yH) A w ick, the cotton of a lamp. e. WW oil, WfWf

a necklace,W aff.

WBPOiW mfn. (-W:-WT-lt) Blending with oil, Ac. f. (-WT) Oblation

to fire. e. fitW sesamum, Vf to go or alight, 1W affix, and

WW augment.

WVITVW n. (-si) A fragrant substance, (Civet.) u. ww oil, and

XCTVW menstruum.

m. (-W :
) A sort of gem, (Amber.) i. rrw oil, and

ajffww crystal

WWtil f. (*<tJ A wasp. e. WW oil, and to go, affixes

and #tw.
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TOT*** l f. (-*t) A cockroach, a. v*l oil, *fW water or drink,

to aff.

vf*i*r m. (-*:) An oilman. *. TO, and **r iff.

vfww mfn. (-*ft-f*nft-f*r) Relating or belonging to oil, oily. 8tc.

m. (-wt) An oilman, an oil grinder or preparer, f. (frot)
1 The wick or cotton of a lamp. * A kind of insect found

in oil. k. Sta oil, affix

Trf*i*rr*ii f. (-IT) An oil mill. s. irf*nr an oilman, and itpkt

a house or halL

n. (-W) A field of sesamum. ft. fro sesamum, and TO affi

TT* m. (-*:) The month Pauska, (December- January.) f. (-at)

Day of full moon in Pauska. a. fro the constellation, (in

which the moon is full in this month,) and *r*r affix ; *
is dropped.

Tlf* n. (-*) A child, a son or a daughter, male or female

offspring, s. TJ a Sautra root, to increase, affix derir. irr.

also TfTTO.

m. (-*ST:) ' Green or unripe barley. * Green, (the colour.)

n. (•*1) ' The wax of the ear. * A cloud, a. war to deride,

H affix, and an substituted for the radical vowel
;

it is also

written ftm.

n. (-*) A measure of verse, a stanza, each line contain-

ing twelve syllables.

*TT r. 1st cl. (*f) Wnr (tnrfw) To treat with disrespect.

WTW n. (-a) ' A stick or bambu, with a sharp iron head, used

for guiding an elephant. 8 A goad or pike for driving cattle,

a. -J* to vex, to goad, affix frti
;
also VTTO*

fft'**'* n. (•*) A rod or wand carried by VisuN't;. a. ifr* a

goad, and aa a stick.

in. (-*:) ' Pain, anguish, vexation, torture, uneasiness, (either

of body or mind.) a Sharp, shooting or pricking pain. a.

to teaze or torment, affix to.

WTTO n. (-a) 1 A goad : see ifr*. 8 Pain, affliction from disease,

Ac. a to give pain, affix Vtl

WIWX mfn. (-^t-fT-T) 1 An iron club or crow. 8 A lance, a. tj

Sautra root, to hurt, affix fv*f, if that which injures, if to

die, affix *T*, Slid the vowel of w changed.

WlWlfT nj. (*:) A warrior armed with a club. a. Tiling end

VT who takes.

WittTvrc m. (-f:)
1 A name of s/gui.

8 A warrior armed with a

club. a. ihiTf an iron club, and Nf having.

Th*fc*T f. (-*n) A fragrant earth: see W*f**7.

TtT* n. (-*) Water, c- V to surround, Un'Adi affix *1* or ttt*

to nourish, affix, and ail changed it regularly to

m. (-H:) A sort of cane growing in or near water,

(Calamus fasciculatus, ltox.) a. W| aj water, and desir-

ing, affecting.

WT**** m. (-wj^:) A sort of penance, drinking nothing but

water for a fixed period, k. Vl* water, andW penance.

*rr*ff*4 m. (-*!:) Hail. a.Tti* water, and fret young
; also

invf**»*r.

*n*^ min. if) Who or what gives water, m. (*^:) ' A

cloud. 8 A fragrant grass, (Cyperus rotundas.) n. (-*') Ukee

or oiled butter, a. in* water, and * yielding.

ihTO* mfn. (-*>TT-t£t-lf) Having or containing water, m. (-^:)

1 A cloud. 8 A fragrant grass : see MOV. * A potherb, (MartHia

dentata.) s. ifi* water, and wr possessing,

vrivftf ro. (-f*:i The ocean, b. fhv water, and f* having.

m. (-*:) Cloves, t. ilTvf* the sea, and fast fond of;

produced in maritime countries.

v:*r*tf* ra. (-f*:) The ocean, b. WTV water, and fvf* nest or

receptacle.

Tf!*frpTOt f. (-eh) A plant, (Jussieus repens ) k. VTW water, and

long pepper.

f. (-dff) Trumpet flower, b. in* water, and fn a flower

;

flowering near water.

ih*TOTTO n. (-ii) The clearing nut plant, (Strychnos potato-

rum.) b. in* water, and TO** clearing, cleansing ; the

nut being rubbed upon the insido of a water jar, occasions

the precipitation of the impurities of the water poured into it.

TTITOVT**** n. (-W) The clearing nut: see the preceding.

b. ih*'4tn** a# above, and **r fruit.

VITOS'! f. (-VT) The trumpet flower.

WT***1

! f. (-fH) A kind of gourd, (Momordica charantia.)

b. ifr* water, and sp*1 a creeper.

^TVIjfTOT f. (-*TT) An oyster, k. ifr*, and Tjf*VT an oyster.

#T*TO*r m. (•*:) A frog. b. TIT* water, and To* a spy.

*rr*lf**rfrr*t f. (-*1) Trumpet flower. B Trr* water, *f* upon

or near, ** to abide, fwfw and *t* affs.

TfPC* mn. (-*:-^) ' The ornamented arch of a door or gateway.

8 An outer door.
1 Decoration of the gate post. 4 A tempo-

rary and ornamental arch- * A mound or raised mark near a

bathing place. * A triangle supporting a large balance, n. (-*)

The neck, the throat u. to hasten, affix
,
by which

people pass or go.

tn mo. A To/a, a weight of gold or silver: it is

stated in books at 16 Mdthas of 5 Pettis or 63 grains each,

and weighs therefore 105 grains troy : in practice is is calcu-

lated at 12 Mutkos jeweller's weight, and weighs nearly

double, or 210 grains; but actually it is of the same weight as

the Sicca or grs. i 79 jf*
TO to weigh, affix TO, also with

to affix ifr**, mn. (-*:-*.)

WTTO n. (-si) Weighing, e. TP* to weigh, aff.

i*d- Having weighed, k. to to weigh, causal form,

ff aff.

ih* n. (-*) Pleasure, joy, happiness, b. tj* to be pleased, affix TO.

Thf*rr mfn. (-Wi-m-TT) Pleased, appeased, b. ^* to be pleased,

affix n-

vr« (w) wru r. 1st cl. (TITTO) To go or move.

vrfTO ra. (•*!:) Sagittarius, the constellation.

VTfro n. (-w) A pearl, m. (-*r:) The pearl oyster.

7TIQ? n. (-5U) The sound of musical instruments, harmony, &c.

b. an instrument, and ’Vw affi

TTTOfvv n. (-*) Symphony, union of song, dance, and instru-

mental music, e. wnii os above, three, v* affix
;
triple or

threefold melody.

VT*r n (-^) A balance, b, TJ*rT, *T* pleonasm.

vrf«*r m. (-*!) A painter, b. TjfsrCT a brush, and TO. aff-
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Trrfwfirv m (-*:) A painter, r. a brush or pencil, and

BV aff.

VTiin: n. (-^)
1 Snow. • Cold. b. TJ^TT frost, and U|w aff.

rum mfn. (-H: -TfT-lij Left, resigned, abandoned, deserted, Ac.

F.. 7ir»f to quit, affix jf.

ajfflaftfui mfn. (-H:-WT-lf) Ready to die; willing to run all

hazards, having relinquished the expectation of life as men on

the forlorn hope. a. w* left, and uftfrw life.

r*nr*n mfn. (-wnr-Wirt-TBr) Leaving, abandoning, k, ww to

quit, nil.

<XXX mfn. (-n:-BT-^) To be left, abandoned, excepted, &c.

b. ftrsr, and vrar u(T.

UfflfV m. (-ftn) A Brahman who lias lust his household fire, one

who neglect* essential ceremonies, b. <qn, and fire.

TBjfTTB mfn. (-iTMTr-ii) Wishing to leave, b. 71 for the

infin. and vnr desiring.

TtrafTT i*d. Haring left or abandoned. b/t^T, and Jtfaff

W3I r. 1st cl. (^T)7?l3rT (waffrfj To quit, to abandon, to leave or

resign, to part from, to give away.

Ttmw *»• < -vjj
1 Leaving, quitting, abandoning. a Excepting,

exclusion. • Giving, e. . and wb: aff.

«q*nftV mfn. (-V-BMf) 1 To be left or abandoned. • To be

avoided. • To be excepted, e. 7**r, and aff.

pron. for mfn. fal: BIT W That. B. 3T*T to quit,

Un'Adi affix and the final of the radical rejected.

T^T* m. (-jt-j
1

Gift, donation. * Abandoning, leaving, parting

from, separation, deserting, &c. • A sage, one who sepa-

rates himself from worldly thought*, a. TBit to abandon,

W^aff.

WNi iftxi mfn. (-qr:-lTT-^) Generous, liberal, b. TUT*, and iJW

addicted to.

<xnri?tWWT f. (-7H) Generosity, b. TBTTrtftw, and ttbt affix
;
also

with *B, 7HT«wt^W.

HtfinTT t (-Hi) Liocrality, generosity, k. and xx[affix ;

also with W affix, wrfin*.

Klfflit mfti. 'Vho or what leave., gives, except*, &e.

m. (-#0 A giver, a donor. * A hero. * Au,. abandoner, a

deserter, but chiefly applied to the religious ascetic, or him

who abandons terrestrial objects, thoughts, passions, &c.

x. Ttnn as above, Tfw aff.

WTfJTO mfn. (-w-BT-B) Left, abandoned, e, mr* leaving, T*TBaff.

Tqrxq mfn. (-afi-aqr-aJ)
1 To be left or avoided, * To be abstain-

ed from. To be given. * To be excepted, n. (-w>) Part of

an astcrism, or its duration considered as unlucky, e. to

leave, affix Bni.

XX (T) 1st cl. To go or move.

wB (X) xfx r. 1st cl. To go or move.

X* (T) "Xt* r. l»t cL (TTfR) To go or move.

Vt mf. (-T’-Tf) The city of Hariscimndra, suspended, it is

supposed, in the air. r. B to fear, affix ffpi. and II what goes

;

what imparts terror.

XK (T) r * lat cl*
1 To act, to perform functions.

• To endeavour, to strive. * To be busy.

XI (B, B) BBB r. 1st cL (q«lt) To be modest, to be ashamed.

XX mf. (T**H) Shame, modesty, bashfulness. f. (-BT) * An

unchaste woman, (a shame to her family.) • Family, race.

• Fame, celebrity, k. bb to be modest, affix ^f, fern. affix

TPT

wywiw mfn. (•Bt-WT-Bf) Being ashamed, x. BB to be ashamed,

wnr^aff.

m. (-qr •) A barbarian of a certain description, k. bb to be

modest, qifW Un’idi aff.

WBrfwTB! mfn. (-V-WT-*) Shameless, impudent. «. BBT, and

f*pr^ expelled.

WW ifHB mfn. (-TT-HT-lf) Modest, bashful, ashamed, a. BBT, and

BifBH possessed of.

xrqrvx: mfn. (-^:->CT-T) Overcome with shame. «• and XK

having.

BBrxjB mfn. (-H‘-*7|T-li) Bashful, modest, e. BBT* and BBT

attached.

BBKm f. (-^f) A whore, a harlot. e. BBT shame, wfr to

reject, affix and BIB, and X changed to B.

B^H B mfn. (-BHI-Bift-BTI) Modest, ashamed. I. XXI, and

wbb aff.

BBTBTb mfn. (-W.-BT-B) Immodest, impudent. E. BBT, and ^1B

void oC

WfBB mfn. (.TT:-TTT-B) Modest, bashful, ashamed, b. ^ to be

modest, x aff.

mfn. 1 Highly satisfied.
1 Very much ashamed.

e. IX to please, or XXT shame, and t,uB affix, deriv. irr.

mfn.
1 Highly or e»ce«»ively pleased or

content. * Very much ashamed. *.** to be pleased, or CUT

and affix of the irr. superlative.

•wxr n. (-B:) ‘ Tin. * Lead, a BB to be modest, Unidi affix X.

XXX n. (-^) Tin. k. added to the preceding.

xxx mf. {X-XX) A cucumber, n. (-X) Tin. b. XX to be asham-

ed, &c. trev? affix, fcm.

n. (-^:) Tin, or according to some, lead i see

to be ashamed, Un'Adi aflix

n . (-^1) Thin or diluted curds, t. WX to be satisfied, deriv.

irr. j
also without the final 1, n. (-^) also and HJT.

^ nf.
1 The third. (In composition) Three, as

the three properties, b. frf, HI. aff.

f. (-^t) ' The three f'rifas collectively, that is, omitting the

AtAnna*, which not being a text book for the customary

religious rites of the Hindu*, is considered very commonly

rather as an appendix to the other three, than a fourth work

of equal authority. A matron, a married woman who has

children living.
1 Intellect, understanding.

4 A plant, (Conyra

serratula.) b. fx three, or substituted for the

final, fem. affix

xx\xx m.
(-1J0

The sun. b. xft the three Vida*, and vnj

diffusion
;
celebrated through these sacred books, or because

the 8dm* f'tda, and portions of the other Mdas, arc said

to have proceeded from tbe sun.

m. Duty enjoined by tbe /Vcfas, modes of sacrifice,

&c. prescribed by them. e. the three Ptfa*, and *PS

virtue.
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qqY<na m. (-V) A Brahman, e. the Pdtiat, and the

mouth.

irerCR mfn. (-Vi-Vt-V) Thirtccnlh. f. (-Wf) The thirteenth d»y

of the lunar fortnight : see the next.

mfn. &*• (-H) Thirteen. k. TOJ for fa three, and

r* ten.

(i) r. 1st and 4th cl. (wsfa wiBfa) 1 To fear, to be

afraid. 4 To run, to go quickly. (X) ifa r. 1st and I Oth els.

(wsfa dipjfa)
1 To apeak. * To shine. Also r. 10th cL

(WTWTlfa) * To hold. 4 To seize or take. * To oppose, to

prevent or forbid.
4 To frighten.

mfn. Moveable, loco-motive, n. (-1!) A wood, a

forest, e . VJ to go, affix

m. (-*:)
1 A shuttle. * Weaving. «. WH to go, affix

xtttw mf. (-vt:) An atom or mote visible in a sunbeam, espe-

cially considered as an ideal weight, either of the lowest de-

nomination, or equal to three, or according to some, thirty

invisible atoms, f. (-»:) A wife of the sun. «. w* moveable,

and rw dust : also read w.

mfn. (-K'.-VTTt ) Timid, fearful. s.vro to fear, iSTtf aff-

ww mfn. (-W-Wt-V) 1 Timid, fearful. * Frighted, alarmed.

• Quick, a. ^9 to fear, affix H ; also

wqiwir mfn. (-n.-tll-'R) Fearful, terrified, a. Xf, and an form.

mfu. (-W: -W' W> Timid, fearful, g. aa to fear, ^ aff.

afl mfn. (-UHWHl-arn Fearing, apprehending, a. aa to

fear, V€ aff.

arr r. 2nd cl. (a fwi To preserve, kc. : sea a.

ara mfn. (-a -ai-a) 1 Preserved, saved, guarded, protected.

. n. (-af) Prewiring, protectioi. ’ A plant : ace aiawrf-

l. a to preserve, affix a and a optionally substituted for *;

also am again, a to preserve, affix aa.

ara mfn. (-w. -at-a) Preserved, guarded, protected: n. (-a)

Preserving, protection ; see the preceding,

araa mfn. (-ai-41-a) Made of tin. a. aba tit), affix aa, and

augment.

ataa mfn. (-aw-avffl-aa) Preserving, protecting, f. ( afl) ' A
plant ; see the next. * A protectress, kc, a. a to preserve,

affix a*.

aiasna mfn. (-a:-ar-'fi) A preserver, preserving, f. (-at) A

medicinal plant, a. a to preserve, affix vrtaa

ara m. (-ao
1 Fear, terror. * A flaw or defect in a jewel. I. aa

to fear, affix aa.

araurr mfn. (-T'.-aV*;) Fearful, alarming, a. aia, and UT

what makes.

aia<ifaar mfn. (-^l-finPt-fa) Terrify ing, fear-exciting, a. ara

fear, and gTfim whsl gives.

aifaa mfn. (-a-.-WI-a) Frightened, alarmed. a. ara to fear,

causal form, affix a.

fa p/s. only, m. fab:) f. (faa:) n. (aRf%) Three, mbit. m. ting.

(NO p/«. (mt:

)

Three times, a thrice, s. TJ to pass, Un'adi

affix V, and fa substituted,

fan mfn, Thirtieth. «. fair*, and aff.

fa*¥ mfn. (-v:-vr-«) Thirty collectively, a multitude of

thirty, *, faspr thirty, affix TJ*.

famr t ting. (-TT) Thirty, Ac. (-Sr) Two thirties, pin, (-W-)

Many thirties, k. fd for fa three, and vn aff.

famnm n. (-w> The white esculent water lily, e, faipy thirty,

and TTW a leaf.

fair n. (-1)
1 The lower part of the spine. 4 The aggregate of

three, a trine, a triad. * The three mystical words to be pro-

nounced in daily prayer. * A place where three roads meet.

* Three spices, three myrobal&ns, &c. collectively : sec fair?,

fall and the like. m. (-W:) A plant : see tr^C*. f. (j*t)
1 A triangular frame or bar across the mouth of a well

over which passes the rope of the bucket, or to which one

end of it is tied to guard against its slipping. * A wooden

frame at the mouth of a well, or the upper part of the well.

1 A frame at the bottom of a well, on which the masonry

rests.
4 The cover or lid of a well. k. fa three, and affi

m. (-^or-lT) A mountain with three peaks, t. fa,

three, and a peak.

mfn. ( Having three humps or peaks, c. far,

and l a hump, and aff.

fain m. (-7:) A plant, {Ruellia longifolia,) &c. see srTWTST.

fVT* m. (-1:) The aggregate of three spices, viz. black and

long pepper, and dry ginger, l fa three, or three-fold, and

17 pungent, (as a spice.)

fan^l m. (-XT.) 1 A plant, (Ruellia longifolia,) &c. fair. * A
sort of Euphorbia, a. fa three, and a thorn,

fair^l m. (-tr.) * A sort of fifth, (Silurus.) * A plant : see the

preceding, b. in added to fainz.

fan'll m. (-1:) A name of Buddha, the founder of the Baud'dha

sect. s. fa three, and WIST a body, the three-bodied,

faliinr mfn. (-V-'fMf) Omniscient, m. (-*:)
1 A divine sage.

4 A deity. * A name of Buddha, the founder of the Beuddha

sect. b. fa three, ITTH time, and * who knows, acquainted

with the past, present, and future t also similar compounds

as the next, &c.

fanmcfihr mfn. (-^t-flr|S1*fa) Omniscient, m. (*^) 1 A

Hithi or divine sage. 1 A name of Buddha, a. fa three,

WTW time, and who views : see the preceding,

famwfa^ mfn. (*fa\-falT) Omniscient m. or-faw) A
name of Buddha ; see the preceding, c. as before, fa^ who

knows.

f*np m. (-*:) Tlie name of a mountain in the peninsula; it is

also applicable to any mountain with three peaks, n.
( i) Sea

salt prepared by evaporation, e. fa three, a peak, & c.

n. (W) A sort of knife with three edges. . fa, and fwv

a bunch.

faircw n. (-*f)
1 The vulva. * A triangle. 4 Any triangular ob-

ject. k. fa three, and WTW a corner,

fafl (T) fafal r. 1st cl. (fa^fil) To go, to move or approach,

faw n. ( W) A cucumber, b. fa three, and m a cavity or space;

also read sometimes wm.

fa^T nf. (-^-^t) The aggregate of three beds. r. fa three, fT
a bed, WHf aff.

falW m. (-W-) The aggregate of three human objects, or virtue,

wealth, and desire e. fa three, and aw a class: «ee fali.
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ftxw mfn. (n-.-m-si)
1 Tripled. 1 Gone or done in three wmjrs.

n. (-it) Te expression of different senses by the seme word.

«. ft, enam gone.

ftiri m. (-^)
1 A country in the north-west division of India,

or m. pU.-'nr) Its inhabitants: apparently part of Lahore,

said, by M Wiuobd, to be the roodren Tahdra, but different-

ly describe in the K6$ka$ . see W1**IX and ar-rffa. * A

form of cahilation, (afaflTOT* . ) f. (-^1)
1 A small worm. B A

lascivious oman, a wanton. ' A woman in general. 4 A
pearl, a. f three, and a hole, Ac.

fair** m. (-*) A country, the same as Vahlika .* see XT^l*.

a. *r* adde to the preceding.

fa** mfh. (-W-fT-41-w) ' Thrice, three times, triple. * Possessing

the three Gtas or properties, n. (-*•) The aggregate of the

three quaiifes incident to human nature, a. fa three, w* a

time or projrty.

fa
fl
X im* mfn. •*:-*?**') Thrica ploughed, (a field, Ac.)

three times, ad *rirw made, wrought,

fa** n. (-*') ic dancing or acting of a man in female attire.

K. fa, and siconcealed.

fa*ff< mfn. pi*. (-xr.-TP-Tlfa) Three or four. a. fa, and *7JT

fouf , XT* addl.

faami* n. (-W) hree spices collectively, mace, cardamoms, and

cassia leaf, fa, and with* species,

favqr f. (-**) radius, a sine of three signs or ninety degrees,

a. fa, and Wfa rine.

fa* n. (-*) Gn, mrttlow gras. M. see «X|,« bring changed

toft.

fttWtrr f. ( W) ' bow. * The atate or abitnct property of

grass, a. fspfor mw gr««, »nd WWt aff.

ftw iftytT n. () A portion of the Yajur Vida. in. (-IT:) A

follower of tit branch of the YUat. It is also sometimes

read •nifti't

fwint nf. (-W ; '. An assemblage of three carpenters. E. ft

three, 1TW a coenter, affix wr«.

ftlTd mfn. Third. I ft three, SPIW aff

ft<x» h- (-xi)
1 ‘tree staves collectively. * Triple subjection

of words, ihghu, and acts j
the state of a rdigiouj

ascetic, a. fa the, *vi a staff, Ac.

fa*si*TTW n. (-^Carrying three staves tied together, (as done

by some mendimts.) a. fa*^, and WK.* holding.

fa*far* m. (-aft)A wandering devotee, one who carries three

long bambu »es in his right hand. * The religious man

who has obtaid a command over his words, thoughts, and

actions, -or mi, body, and speech, a. fa three, and *ui a

punishment, a sff, Ac. *fa aff.

fa*wt f. (-*T) A reeping plant, (Cissus pedata.) ». fa three,

and **r a leaf.

fa** m. (-ft*.) A -d, a deity, an immortal, a. fa the third,

and *trT state, Ing, (youth ;) enjoying perpetual youth ; or

fa three, and *Wate, subject as well as mortals to the three

conditions, of bh, being, and destruction.

fa*Hfc mfn. Thirteenth, f. (-ift) The thirteenth day

of the fortnight jjo **T**.

5 F

fsrt

ftyxnfffswi f. (-wr) The hctvenly G«ng«. e. fxr^y a deify,

and *tfv*T a long pool.

fa*** mfn. pin. (-ft) Thirteen, a. fa three, and *** ten.

fa*W»fat f. (-tft) The heavenly Ganges, a. fa**, and **t a river.

fa***fa m. (-fa:) Indra. a. fa**, and *f* chief.

fa*H*H f, (-^:) A nymph of Indra s heaven, a. fa**, and

wife.

fa**xf*WT f. (-WT) A nymph of Indra’s heaven, a, fa*w, and

*fa*r a wife.

fa**TW* a- (-*) The thunderbolt. a. fa** a deity, and

a goad.

fa*yrr*T<& m. (-fg:) The preceptor of the gods, ValHAsrATi.

a. fa** a deity, and *T*ni a teacher.

fa**TXW n. (-f) The thunderbolt of Indra. a. fa** a deity,

and xjt*X a weapon.

fa**rfc m. (-fa:) An jIsvt or infernal being hostile to the

gods, a Titan, a Giant, a. fa** a deity, and *fa a foe.

fa*WTO* m. (•*:) * Stcerga, In ora's heaven or paradise. * The

mountain Sumtru. a. fa** a deity, and wtto* an abode,

fawwm* m. (-*:) Stcerga, the heaven of Indra. r. fa** a

god, and xmi* abode.

faXWlX i* m. (-*:) Amrlt or ambrosia, a. fa** a deity, and

*T*i* food.

fa*Tfa*T f- (-VT) A plant, commonly Charmagkds.

faf** n. (-*) Three days collectively, r. fa, and fa* a day.

ftftwwn. m. (-*ix) Conjunction or concurrence of three luna-

tions with one solar day. E. ftftw, and *rw contact,

fafar mn. C-*T:-*f)
1 Stcerga or paradise. Sky, atmosphere,

heaven, f. (-*T) The name of a river, r. fa the three, Brahma,

Vishnu', and Siva, fa* to sport, affix W; the place where

these three gods take divine pleasure,

fafaw* m. (-*:) A god, a deity, a fafaw heaven, and **
master or lord.

WVxtwu m. (XT:) A god, a celestial, e. fafaw heaven, and

XTX* asylum.

far* mfn. (•**) Tri-ocular, three-eyed. in. (-**) A name of

S'iva. k. fa three, and *f( an eye.

ft^TA n. (-X) Disorder of the three humours of the body, vitia-

tion of the bile, blood, and phlegm, e. fa three, and *T* a

fault.

ftAtAH mfn. ((-Y : >irt'li) Correcting the vitiated state of the

three humours, a. fa*T*, and * what destroys.

fa*T*W m. (•*:) Disease, Ac. proceeding from disorder of the

three humours of the body a. fa*T*, and * produced.

faVT ind. Id three ways. a. fa, and *r* aff.

faVTff m. (*iy:) A name of GanIs'a. n. (-^) Three minerals,

Ac. a. fa three, and wnj mineral, &£.

fa*!** mfn. (-*?•*?-*) Having three residences, Ac. ro. (-*r)
1 A name of Vishn i;. * An appellation of S'iva. • sign*

or fire.
4 Death, a. fa three (worlds), and wtw* abode.

fastq* mfn. (-*:-^t-*) Three-eyed, tri-ocular, m. (-*:) A name

of S’rvA. a. fa three, and *** an eye j
this deity is represent-

ed with a third eye in his forehead
;
also similar compounds,

as fa**, fa-fa, **, &c.
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faihr mfn. (-TO-TO-^j Tri-oculsr. m. (-TO) S’iva. i. ft, and

MW eye.

faTOymfa m. (-fws) The moon. *. fa»i * S'iva, tot a

Crest and wf* a gem ;
being worn by that deity as hit I

crest.

faro n. (-w) A period of six weeks, k. fa, and TO a fort-

night.

fay^ l* m. (-to)
1 The forehead marked naturally with three

horizontal lines. • The band with three fingers erect, a. fa

, three or three-fold, and TOrTWT a banner, a symbol.

fTOw mfn. (-w-wM) Thrcc-lcaved trefoil, m. (-W:) A fruit tree,

(ASgle marmelos. ) a. fa, and TO leaf

fays* m. (-to) The Kmt'vka tree, (Bute* frondosa.) a. fa three,

and to a leaf
;
having three leaves on each stalk.

faTO n. (-W) * A place where three roads meet. • Three ways

or paths, b. far, and TO a road.

fa MWB I f. (-*T) The Ganges, a. farro three roads, and ITT who

goes, flowing through earth, heaven, and hell.

faTO mfn. 1 Three footed. * Having three lines

or divisions, (a stanza.) * (In Arithmetic,) Trinomial, n. (w)
1 A tripod, i (-wi) A verse of three lines, as the Gayatri.

*(-*) 4 A creeper, (Cissus pedata.) * The girth of an elc- 1

phant. b. fa three, and TO a foot

faw4 mfn. (-+-'tr-4) Three-leaved trefoil, t {•y9f) Wild cotton. I

b. fa three, and TO a leaf.

faWP£ m* (-WT3© * A n&me of Vishm'o. * Fever, (personified.)

e. fa three, and TOW foot or part; three-footed, alluding to

Visb.v'o's three steps which paced the universe
;
and the

demon of fever is described in the Purdnaa, with three feet,

and three heads, alluding probably to its three stages of cold,

hot, and sweating.

fafaw m. (-1:) A long-eared goat a. fa. and fro who drinks,

touching water with both ears as he laps.

fafa«M n. (-^)
1 Heaven, Stcerga or paradise. • Sky, ether.

b. fa TO a world, and fa| three, or the third
; also fafaTO.

fafasTO^ m. (-w\) A deity, b. fafaro heaven, and who

goes, from TOf with ffew affix ; also fafaRTTO^.

faj* m. (-*:)
1 Pulse, pease of three kinds. * A bank, or shore.

1 A kind of vetch, (Cicer arictinum.) A cubit • A plant,

(Ruellia longifolia.) t (-*T-#t) A plant, (Convolvulus turpe-

thum.) f. (**T) Small cardamoms. * Arabian jasmine. * A
goddess, a. fa three, and TO skin or coat of a seed, Ac.

m. (-TO) A triangle, a. TOT added to the last

fajfaw ra. (-ft) The castor oil plant a. fa three, ^* the seed

vessel, and

fTOffaW m. (-TO) The castor oil plant. as above, and

TO fruit

fauwi n. (-wt) Three curved horizontal marks, made across the

forehead with cowdung, ashes, &c«; they are worn especially

by the followers of Siva, or Saxti, and are indispensable in

proceeding to worship the former, b. fa three, triple, and

TO| a line t also with added faroiTO
faiTOTO n. (-*f) See the preceding.

fa^ nC (*<-^t) A district, the modern Ttpparak, &c, m. (-TO)

a kind of jfcs-

ender.

The name of an Asur, and king of Tripura. b. three, and

v a city, the district and dominion of that /!**•, consisting

of three strong and famous cities.

faTO^TO m. (-Ws) A name of Srva. i. faro: tie country of

Tripura, and TOW burning, consuming ; thzy4aur and his

three cities being destroyed by Mahai>£va
j
also similar

names, as fanjrfanr, faTOTOTO, Ac.

fTOTOfaWT f. (-TO) A medicinal plant, apparently a

mine. b. faro Ttpparak, and ufawi jasmine

ITOTTO m. (-TO) A name of S'iva. i. faut', ail

destroyer : see fTOJTOTO.

fajJTO n. (-d) Three generations collectively. B^fa three, UTO
a man.

fTOTOTTO mfn. (-TO-WT-W) Enjoyed or inherit^ through three

generations. and TOTO come.

fa^TTO mfn, (-TO-'Bft- 4) Relating or belonging to Ihree persons or

generations, offered to three, (the funeral calsp, Ac.) inherited

from three, (an estate, Ac.) *. Pryw, and ww aff.

fwTOI f. (-TO) Black 'fieri.

faro m. (-1:) A king, and one of the Tdtudf-vai, or descen-

dants of Vasud£va, according to the Jains.

fTOTO f. (-TO) The three myrobalans. b. fa three, TO fruit,

fem. affix also with tffa affix fare^t

fVyfW n. (-M) The anus. b. fa three, (the three humors,)

to sink, affix wfarw.

faTOlt £ (-wfa) A plant, (Convolvulus turpetham.) r. fa three,

(ailments, or bile, phlegm, and fever,) wfa to oppose, affix

TOT and #fa.

faw* n. (-f) Copulation, cohabitation, i. fa three, and

pleasurable,
<

fa*W m. (-UT) A triangle, x. fa, and war an arm.

fawro n. (-w) Three worlds, or heaven, earth, and hell. e. fa

three, and hts a world.
>* f

TOW m. (-^:)
1 A portion of the Rig PddtL * A follower or

student of the Tri-madhu section of the Rig Tdda. n. (-Wt)

Gkee, honey, and sugar, c. fa, and srw hoaey.

fawroff f. (-off) The meeting of three road* k. fa three, and

wri a road.

fairy* m. (-¥:) A mountain with three peaks, b. fa three, and

Wig* a crest.

faiJW mfn. (-TO-^ft-ai) Having three faces, m. (-to) A divine

attendant upon a Jama saint f. (-TO) A female deity of the

Jama sect a. fa three, and TO a face, three-faced, or fa

three (worlds), and W¥ principal.

m. (-fa:)
1 A Jina or Jaina saint • The united form of

Bbahma, Vishn'o, and S'iva, or the hind* triad. ' One pos-

sessing three forms or modes of being, e. fa three, and wfa

form, matter.

f*ij* mfn. (-^2-^-4) Three-headed, b. fa, and wjir the fore-

head, W affi

faro n. (-TO) A Raid or weight of threp barley-corns, b. fa,

and TO barley.

frorfa m. (-fa:) A medicinal plant, (Mollugo pcntapbylhL)

b. fa three, and wfa a line
;
haying three stales.
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|WH a. (-*') Sin. K. fit the three objects of life, mud wtmrw

impeder, from XJW. with as aff.

PWTWr f. {-«!)
1 Night. ’ The Yammi or Jumna river. * Indigo.

* filnclc 7'Hori, a plant so called, s. fa three (limes, or past,

present, and future.) Ur to go, affix wsj.

fw* no. (-TO A brown or chc&nut horse.

n. (*4) Three nights collectively, or the duration of three

nights, e. ft three, and Tift a night; compounded with a

numeral Tift substitutes T for its final, and becomes neuter,

ftf^l m. ( -wO A conch, b. ft, and TW a line this shell being

marked with three lines. ,

ftw 141 f. (-41) The aggregate of the three worlds, or heaven,

earth, and hell, collectively, e. ft three, and 4rqr a world,

and 4ft affix, with the sense of aggregation,

ftqrftn m. (-*:) The sun. s. fw’rf the three worlds or the

unives^, and \Tt lord.

ftrrTT mfn. (-sr-41-4) Tri ocular, three-eyed. m. (*t:) A
name of S'iva. f. (-Wf) A female deity of the Jamas, f. (-ift) A

name of Dcro£ e. ft three, and €nr*r an eye : see ftvr&c.

ftwTTW n. (-4) Gold, silver, and copper, k. ft, and qjrqq> racial.

fW m. (-*:)
1 Three human objects or pursuits, as love,

duty, and wealth. * Three conditions of a king or slate
;
pros-

perity, evenness, and decay
j
or loss, gab, equality, &c. • The

three qualities of nature, purity, blindness, and depravity.

• The three myrobalans. * The three spices : sec fsvi • Pro-

priety, good behaviour, s. ft three, and V9 a class
;
a class

or aggregate of three.

ftq$qi*ft mfn. (-qi-TT-4) Having passed through the three

conditions, or attained the three objects of life. e. finni, and

qr<lT gone to the opposite shore.

n. (-4) * The three myrobalans. • The three spices. • A

plant, (Ruellia longifolia
:)

see irgrqr. b. ft three, q4 a class,

and qnj added.

ftvf^WT f. (-Wl) A three years old heifer, a. fa, and w4 a year,

affix nr.

f. (-mft) Three folds of skin on the abdomen, from obesity.

e. ft, and w4Y a wrinkle.

ftftqrq m. (-IT) A name of Vison u. b. ft, and ftqpR going
;

crusting over the three worlds in three steps, to the discom-

fiture of Bali.

fqftqjl f. (-TJT) Three branches of knowledge, especially that of

the three f^tdas. x. ft, and ftTTT knowledge,

ftft-q mfn. (-q:-wr*4) In three ways, of three kinds, a. ft, and

fft sort.

ftftqq n. (-q)
1 Heaven or paradise. •The three worlds, or

heaven, earth, and hell : see ftftqq.

ftft«wq\ m. (•«*) A deity \ also ftftlW^
ftiw mfn. (-171 ) Triple, tri-form, three-fold. m. (-fill

1 A plant

of valuable purgative properties, commonly called Ticri, and

distinguished bto two species, white and black, (Convolvulus

turpethum.) * Combining any thing by three. * A triple cord,

a girdle, &c. of three strings. 4 A kind of sacrifice, a. ft

three, (three seed vessels,) i to cherish, affix faq, and gqr

qdded j also with »nr added ftiWT (-tt.)

fttiTxT a. (-qf) Corobbing earth, water, and fire, in the pro-

portion of half of one with a quarter of each of the others,

b. ftrw, and qrTT making.

ftrwqq’f f. (-4f) A potherb, (Hilancha repens.) b. ftfW Teori»

and q4 a leaf
; having similar leaves.

ftw41 f. (-41) A name of the Ganges, b. ft three, q4t a braid

of hair t the name is especially applied to the river at Alla-

habad, where it receives the Jumna, and is supposed to receive

under ground the Saraswati ; it is also that of a village in

Bengal, above HugCu

ftvft n. (-4) The three Vtdas collectively, s. ft, and a

Ftda.

ftqftaf m. (.^1) A Brahman acquainted with three V4da*.

k. fqq^, and Tft aff-

ftqfj m. (^:) ‘ The name of a king of the solar race, famous for

attempting to go to heaven in his mortal frame, by the aid of

Viswa'mitoa. * A cat. * A grasshopper. 4 A bird, the Cha~

taka, (Cuculos melanoleucos.) • A fire-fly. e. ft three, *

dart,% aff.

ftqqr* m. (-qft) A name of Hariscuandra, a prince, b. fqqft,
and nr born, descended from Trisaxeu.

m. (-41) Vimwamitra, a celebrated sage and saint

b. ftmp the king so named, and qrftrq causing to worship {

being the family priest of the monarch.

ftlTTW m. (-TO A Jma, a sanctified teacher of the Jaina sect,

b. ft three, (the three worlds,) and Jrrq protection.

ftvtWT C (-WT) The mother of Varddbamana, the last of the

Jaina pontiffs.

ftftw mfn. (-qn-TT-4) Three* crested, three-headed, n. (-4)
1 A

crest, a tiara with three points. * A trident, a thnJc-pronged

spear, m. (-W) The son of Havana, a demon with three heads.

b. ft three, and ftwr a crest.

ftftiT mfn. (-TTI-TT-T:) Three-headed, m. (-TT:) A name of

Kuvera. * Fever personified as a demon with three heads

:

see fqqiq,. * A son of Ra'van'a. e. ft three, and fuTT a

head.

ftwHqr mfn. (-wr:-TT-4) Three-headed, m. (-qp) A trident, a

tri- pointed spear, e. ft three, and 41^ a head, affix qrw.

fnzrr n* (*4) A trident, a three-pointed pike or spear, especi-

ally the weapon of S iva. e. ft three or 7Vi, and ^qr a dart.

ftuftT no. (-41) A naq»e of S iva. b. ftlJT, and qft affix,

armed with a trident.

ftVt m. (-T**X
1 A hill with three peaks. * A triangle, r. ft

three, and a horn.

ftrfrw m. (-41) A sort of fish, comonly RdU, (Cyprbus rohita.

Ham.)

ftqqq n. (-4) The three ablutions to be performed in the day,

or at dawn, noon, and sun-set. e. ft three, TTT bathing
j

also rcadftqqw.

ftq fwqcifqw m. (-4t) A man performing regularly the pre-

scribed ablutions, morning, noon, and night, e. ft three*

qqw time or period of ablution, and wftw who bathes,

ftpr f. (-«q) A form of metre, the stanza consisting of four

lines of eleven syllables each, or of five lines, one of eleven
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* U)<1 four of eight etch, forming altogether forty-four sylla-

- blea
;
there are other varieties.

fni mfn. (-q-.-WT-q) Situated in three places. b. ft, and qn

to be,w aff.

ftqwq mfn. (--=«r:-^wrr or The three periods of the day,

or dawn, noon, and ere. K. ft three, and qwtf either of the

periods.

ftqq n. (-if) An aggregate of three like or equal things, c. ft,

and qq same.

ftqr svbst. mfn. (-q:-TT*^) A dish of sesamum, rice, be. a. ft

three, three-fold, and qr what is, from q to go or get,

affix WR.

ftWTW n. (-sf) Bathing thrice : see ftqqw.

ftnfftl mfn. (-‘RT -Tirr- c?B) Thrice ploughed, (a field, be.) e. ft

thrice, and ploughed.

ftqq* m. (q:)
1 A portion of the Rig and Yajur Vidas.

• An observance enjoined by it * A Brahman following it

ftTPrfifoi m, (-q:) A Tri Supem'a Brahman : see the last

ftqrw^f. (-in*.) * The Ganges. * Another river, a. ft three,

and wnrg a river, the river of the three worlds, or one with

three channels.

ftqqj mfn. (-J|:-Wr-V) Thrice ploughed, (a field, be.) k. ft

thrice, WW ploughed.

fiRTOW mfn. (-q:-*ff-qf) Three years, (old, &c.) f. (-ft) A three-

years-old heifer, r. ft, and a year
;
also read ftf nsw.

r. 4th cl. (wqft) r. 6th cl and 10th cl (qiqqft) To

cut literally or metaphorically -

}
to cut, (wood,&c.) to cut or

solve, (difficulties, doubts, &c.)

jft f. (-ft:-*t)
1 Cuttings breaking. * Loss, destruction. • Break-

ing a promise, be. * Small cardamoms, (Alpinia cardamo-

mum.) • A short time, a moment. * Doubt, uncertainty.

• (Always feminine, though used attributively.) Little, small.

• An atom, or a visible atom composed of three subtler ele-

mentary particles, e. qq to cut or divide, affix ft and qft
optionally added.

qftq mfn. (-Ht-HT-lf)
1 Cut, broken, divided. * Hurt, wounded,

s. W9, and n aff.

qftqqq mfn. (-wrsr-qTrt-BTf) Chapped, chafed, cut. e. qq, and

nrq aff.

wftflw m. (-Hi) An esculent root : sec q^f. k. qft small,

and qftr a seed.

qq r. 1st cl. (wrqfir) To hurt, to injure or kilL

wq r. I at cl (qrqft) To hurt, to kill or injure
;
also Tjq, tjwe, &c.

apt r. 1st cl. (^*lft) To hurt or injure : see wq, ?pq, &c.

r. 1st cl. (q**fw) To kill or injure; also yq, be.

WTTT f. (-in)
1 The second l’ug or age of the Hindus, consisting

of 1,296,000 years. * The three sacred fires collectively, or

the southern, household, and sacrificial fires, e. q preserva-

tion, be. derived from q to preserve, TW obtained, got.

iwrfll m. (-ft1 ) A man who has preserved the three sacred

fires, a. am as above, and qft fire.

^TTrqB n. (-*) The second or Trstd age. *. qqr, and yr age.

^qi ind. Triple, three-fold, in three ways. s. fq three, qr affix,

and q substituted for the vowel

q(W)qw 1st cl [qiqrw) To preserve, to protect, to cherish, to

defend, be.

a*f*< mfd. (*qr:-qft-q) Giving three times, relating to thrice,

three qualities, &c. a. ftsq, and qq aff.

a ,

WEW n. (-qr)
1 The quality of three Gunas or properties collec-

tively. * A trine, a multiplication by three, e. ftqq, and

q^aff.

mfn. (*q:-qpt-q) Sacred to the gods, belonging or re-

lating to them. e. fqqvr, and q^f aff.

wtn? ind. In three ways, three-fold. e. ft three, q<Rf affix

,

also q being added, the word becomes an attributive, and may

be inflected in the three genders, qq, mfn. (-q;-qVif.)

qnq nr. (-TO Tripura or Ttpprrah

:

see ftqq. k. qw added to

ftqr.

Svrfira mf. (-q:-WT) (In Arithmetic,) The rule of three : it is of

two kinds qrwqrrftqr. Rule of three direct, qqi or fteiTq-

qrjftq Rule of three inverse, k, ft three, TTft quantity.

Riff.

wqqj n. (-qj) Three ways or forms, s. ft, qq form, qq aff.

q’inqr n. (.qj) The three worlds, or heaven, bell, and earth, e. ft

m\w, and qw aff.

f. (-qr) A sort of heftip from which an intoxicating

infusion. Sec. is prepared, x. wvlrw, and ftwrq subduing;

alluding to its inebriating properties,

aafi* mfn. (-q:-kft-q) Relating to the three objects of life*

E. fqq$, and qq aff.

qqftq mfn. (-qt-aft-q) Relating or belonging to three castes,

the first three, a. ft, cast, war aff.

qqiflRT mfn. (-q:-4f\-q) Triennial, three years old, &c. E. fqa»

three year*, qq aff.

afav m. (-q:) A scholar in the three Vedas, or one who pos-

sesses three sciences, a. (-at) A collection or assembly of

learned Brahmans, e. ft three, ftqfT knowledge, and qar aff.

qftvt n. (-q) Three ways or kinds. *, fofir*, and qq*ff.

qqftq mfn. (-qt-aft-q) Scriptural, enjoined by the fVrfor.

e. fqqq, and qq aff.

qqq mfn. (-q:-itt-q) Relating to or written in the Trishtubk

metre, k. ft^q, and qi aff.

qq?i n. (-*4) 'll>e throe accents collectively, s. ft, and qr:

vowel suund,R aff.

WEiqq n. (.q) A period or age of three years, s. ftqiqq, and

q, qq affix
j
also read qqrqq.

qiwq d. (-q)
1 Angry speech. * A minor drama, such as the

f Ikramorvasi. a. as to cut, qa aff.
s, %» -

qrwqPt f. (-qty A Rogini or one of the female personifications of

music.

qTft f. (-ft: or €\) * The beak or bill of a bird. * A bird in

general * A kind of pike, (Esox kankila.) * A medicinal plant:

see qvqrq. K.qw to cut, affix qq, and fern, affix T^or t^q.

qrftqqi m. (-q:) A bird in general, b. qrft a beak, and qq a

hand.

n. (-4)
‘ A go«J. * A weapon. to preserve, er*

Un'.ui aff.

anrw arw r. 1st cl. (amit) To go, to move.
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m. (-if) Three fourths, three shares, r. fa, and rfa parr.

XX mfn. (-X5*Xt-X) Tri-ocular, m. (-W:
) A name ofS'ivs. a. fa

three, xfa an eye, XX substituted for the final : see fare-

W; m. (-T:)
1 A genealogist, the Ghat'aka or person whose

business it is to form alliances. •A word, Ac. of three letters,

s. fa three, and XXX a letter.

XT7 ran. (-7: -7)
1 A sling or three strings like those of a

balance, suspended to either end of a pole for the purpose of

carrying burthens. * A sort of collyrium. m. (-7:) A name of

8’ita. r. fa three, XX body, and x* what goes, deriv. irr.

XXX n. (-X) Combination of three, or Kaldnjatxa, Pu»hpdnjana,

and Kardnjana colly ria. >. fa, and X*X a collyrium.

xfaxrx mfn. (-X.-XT-X) Situate in or affected by three places,

(as body, mind, speech.) a. fa, and xfaTTX site.

XWET f* (-XT) A name of the Ganges, k fa three, XW a road,

and 7 what goes
;
going through the three worlds.

X*X n. (-**0 A period of three yeara. a. fa, and x«X a year.

Xwnr m. (-X:) A name of 8‘iva b. fa three, (the three J'Vt/as,)

xfa to speak or sound, and XX added; or fa may mean the

three letters, X,X X, combined in the mystical word XTX.

XX4XX m. (-W-) KlvAha the god of wealth, t. XXX Siva,

and xfa a friend.

XXX mfn (-X:-XT-X) Haring three inferiors or followers, r. fa,

and xxx inferior.

lyfa m. (-:) A gross atom, one composed of three subtle

atoms : see

xx n. (.^) A triangle, r. fa, and XX on angle.

XX n. (*xf) Three days collectively, g. fa, and XTX a day.

XXXTX n. (-*) Meeting of three lunations in one solar day.

r. xx, and xrx contact; also XfXtv. m. (•snxrj and

xxfxx mfn. (-X'-Xl-li) Providing for three days. R. xt, and

xfaxr who makes an effort for.

xrfaxr mfn. (-XT.-Xft XT)
1 Produced or performed, Ac. in three

days. * Quartan (fever.) b. fa, and xifrx diurnal.

xxx n. (-XT) 'Hie three spices collectively, or black pepper, long

pepper, and dry ginger, b. fa three, and xxa a spice or pun-

gent substance; also with xxx the same, Xxx, n. (-x.)

X mfn. ( IT an x) Other, different, b. XX to divide or spread,

and X substituted for the final letter of the radical.

WXXnwx m. (-**) A sore or wound, k. are the skin, xr^ itching

or irritation, and x: w hat excites.

VFfdfl^T f. (-XT) The manna of the batnbiL a. are the bark of

the bambu, and milk
;
also with xfa affix, XffafaT.

ETXXX m (-XO A plant, commonly Ktktra&aachuhi. b. ire bark,

and XX a leaf.

XXifa m - ( X :
) A cat, a scratch, r. wet, and #x a cut.

XI n. (-yf ) Armour, r. itf, and X what preserves.

HfTXX n. (-X) Woody cassia, f. (-sft) A medicinal and vegetable

substance : see faTXXV *• XX bark, and XX a leaf.

eTCXfxXTX n. (-if) Desquamation, peeling of the skin. i. XX,
and XftXTX pealing.

WXrxxj n. (-X) Erection of the hairs of the body, horripilation,

nf. (-x-xt) Blotch, scab, cutaneous eruption, Ac, a. XX the

•kin, and XX a flower.

5 G

XXxfalXT f. (-XT) Scab, blotch : see the preceding, s. XX ad-

ded to xxxdft.

xnrxrr m. (-XJ) * A bambu. Woody cassia. f.(Xl) Bambu
manna, b. XTX bark, and XTX essence.

Wimpm m. (-Eft) An orange, f. (-XT) A perfume, commonly

Elabaluka. b. XX skin or rind, and x^TX fragrant.

XP$X ra.(*xO A flesh wound, a scratch, b. XX, and XX breaking.

XXJXX m. (-XT) A stabber, a scratcher, one who draws blood

from the skin. e. xx. and wxx> w ho cuts.

XX (X) X^r. 1st cl. (irefx) 1 To pare, to make thin. * To be

thin. * To peel, to skin.

xu (X) xfa r. 1st cl. (xrxfa) To go, to move.

xrxxx m. (-x :
) Erection of the hairs of the body. e. XX or in(.

skin, and XVx a sprout.

nxf^rxixxx mfn. (-x:-xT-X) Reduced to a skeleton, to mere skin

and bone. a. XX skin, xftE bone, Xtx mere, and ifa end.

XTTX^ft f- (-ft) The manna of the bambu. a. XX bark, XTX

limitative, and xfat milk, being of a milky colour.

EPXX in. {-'aft) An orange, k. XX rind, mu smelL

XXIX m. (-X*) Leprosy, s. XX, and XTX fault.

JXXTX m. (-*:)
1 Leprosy. a Any cutaneous disease, a. XX. and

XTX disease.

arc IX n. (-x) The expression, 4 thou/ r. if, and xrrx making.

X^RX mfn. (-X: Xt-X) Made of bark or skin. k. xx skin, and

XX7 aff.

r. 6th cL (xxfa) To cover, to clothe, to invest,

f. (XX) 1 Skin. • Bark, rind, peel, Ac. • Woody cassia.

b. XX to spread, to encircle or cover, Un’idi affix fxx. and

x substituted for the final letters of the radical
;
alsow

being added ire and xrXT.

ire nf. (re-MT) * Skin. * Bark, rind. • Woody cassia : see the

preceding.

xreiXX n. (-x; Woody cassia, e. xreT bark, and XX a leaf
;
also

wxxx.

ufarff mfn. (-"V-TT-W) Having abundant akin or bark. e. irx

skin, TTPT affix of the superlative
;

also ailix

iXXtXX. mfn. (-XTX.-XXt-W:.)

iffxXTX m. (-X*) A bambu. k. xrfa seventh case of ire, in the

bark, and XTX strength, pith
;

also HXTXTX.

•xfET^xacT f. (-xn) Small cardamoms, e. in the bark,

fragrance.

ire (*) TT^ r. 1st cL (xrefa) To go, or more.

ire mfn. (-ire) Other, different : see m.

wm mfn. Thine, your, a thine, and XTX added.

W^x mfn. (-X:-XT-X) 'Hiine. R. WX, from w thou, and X
added.

XX (fa XT) fawxr r. 1st d. (ETX^) To hurry, to mako haste, to go

or move with speed, to do any thing readily or precipitately,

XXX n. (*xl) Making baste, speed, velocity, b. XX to haste, and

Wl.aff.

IXXXTX mfn. (*X--WT*X) Hastening, making haste, going speedily.

b. XX to be quick, XTXX off.

XXT f. (-XT) Haste, speed, a. XX to make haste, affixes xxaad

XTX.
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yTTf*** mfn. (-1T-WT-W) Swift, quick, e. WTT haste, and yfyi!

possessed of*

unww mfn. mk. (.y:-yT-y) Adherence, attachment, k. TT

to go, with speed, and yy affix : aee 3 <jyT.

mt^W mfn. ( W-IIW Quick, eipeditiou*. ». WTT. »nd WW
haring.

f. (-ft?) Haute, speed, b. WC to make haste, affix Ty
yfyy mfn. (-W-TT-W) Quick, swift, expeditious, n. (-*)

Dispatch, haste, orfe. Quickly, swiftly, a. HC to make haste,

affix y, and TT inserted.

f. (.fir) ' Swift motion. * A species of the Panhti metre.

B. wfV.*t, *lfW going.

yfiyifry mfn. (.W:-irr-*C) Spoken fast, hurried, i. yftw

quickly, yfyy said.

wn mfn* (-V;-YT-¥) Pared, made thin. a. yy to make thin,

affix n.

nf* f. (-ffcO Carpentry, a. *y to plane, ffcy aff.

m. (-¥TJ ' A carpenter. * A name of ViswakabuX, the artist

of the gods. e. yy to pare, affix «y. • The sun. h. f?TY

to shine, Un'Adi affix yy.and y substituted for the radicalX

UTO mfn. (-y:-yt-y) * Cuticular, relating to the skin. * Conta-

gious, derived from touch, e. wy , and Ty aff.

anT^V* n. (-V) Ascertainment of objects by contact, s. W7T,

and SHUT perception. %

wry m. (-J:) The name of a demon, also called VritiuCscr.

nf. (-J x\) One of the lunar mansions, the fourteenth or

Ckxtra. f. (-ft)
* A wife of Su'bya, or the sun ;

also called

San/n’ya', the daughter of Viswababm*. 1 A small car. a. w\

the sun, or a carpenter, yvr affix of relation or descent, and

<#tyfem. aff,

fWT r. 1st d (il) TifTY (iwftT) To shine. With TY prefixed,

1 To give. * To dwell.

fit* f. (-fwz) 1 Light. * Splendour, beauty. • Speech. * Wish,

desire.
1 Custom, practice, usage, h. fig* to shine, affix fyy;

also with TPT added fWYT.

fifYl f. (-T) Light : see the preceding.

fwermfT m. (-fift) The sun. b. fwwt gen. plu. of fry light, and

yfir master.

fufg m. (-ft?) A ray of light, b. fyw to ahine, aff.

yy r. 1st cl. (yyftr)To proceed fraudulently or crookedly,

yy m. (-T:) The hilt or handle of a sword, Ac. e. yr 10 go,

Un'idi affix y.

V
^ The seventeenth consonant of the Ndgari alphabet, and

second of the dental class
;
the aspirate of the preceding letter,

and expressed by 7*

A

«l n. (t)
1 Auspiciousness. * Fear, terror. " Preserving, preserva-

tion. m. (-y:)
1 A mountain, * Eating. * A disease, c. *sr to

sUnd, affix T.

yw r. 6th cl. (vryfir) To cover, to skreen, to clothe or hide.

yiTglT m. (-yt) The sound made in spitting.

yy md. Imitative sound of spitting.

vpi r. 4th cl Ojyftr-Tl To become pure.

yr (f) y^f r. 1st cl. (yifir) To kill, to Injure or hurt.

yrry n. (-si) Covering, clothing, wrapping up. a yy and

fgyaff.

*
y The third letter of the dental class, and eighteenth consonant

in the Nagari alphabet, corresponding to the letter D.

% n. (y) A wife. nf. (g yT) 1 Gift, donation. • Dividing, cut-

ting, breaking, &c. f. (yr)
1 Purifying, cleansing. * Preserv-

ing, cherishing. * Repentance, m. (y:)
1 A donor, a giver.

• A mountain. • A gift, a thing given, a yr to give, or yt

to cat, &c. affix f.

yy r. 1st cL (yyfw) To bite, to sting.

yy m. (-y:)
1 A gadfly. * A tooth. 1 Biting, stinging. 4 Armour,

mail. * Cutting, dividing, tearing. • Fault, defect. ’ A joint,

a limb. 9 The sting of a snake. • Pungency, f (-yt) A small

gadfly, b. yy to bile or sting, affix TT» diminutive affix Tty,

yyy mfn. (-y:-yr-T) What bitea or stings, m. (-y:,) A gadfly,

a yy added to the preceding.

yyy . (*y) * Biting, stinging. * Armour, mail, a yy to bite,

Ac. WT aff.

yywtT m. (.y:) A buffalo, b. fy a gadfly, and vty afraid of

;

also with yy added, yywtTT nj. (-T:.)

yyyy m. (-w:) A plant, (Hyperanthera morunga.) s yy bit-

ing, and ww a root; the root of this plant is substituted in

Bengal for horseradish.

yfyy mfn. (-y:-m-lf)
1 Armed, mailed. • Bitten, stung, a fy

armour, and yyy affix, or yy to bite, affix y.

yyy mfn. (-y.-^r-vf) Mischievous, noxioua a <y to bite or

sting, Un'fidi affix ycr.

y^T f. (-JT) A large tooth, a tusk. t. yy to bite, affix yy, and

ary fern. aff.

Xflpn f- (-TT) The beard, b. yyr a tooth, yyy aff.

yfyy mfn. 1 Biting or wounding with the teeth,

(any animal, Ac )
1 Tusked, having tusks or sharp teeth.

• Carnivorous, m. (-^)
1 A hog. 4 A snake, x ygT a tooth,

and yfi| aff.

y'yy n. (-y) Armour, mail : see afyy.

yy n. (*^) Water, e. see Tyy, the initial vowel being dropped,

yy r. 1st cL (yyw) 1 To grow or increase. * To dispatch, to

expedite, to do quickly. ' To go, to move. 4 To hurt or kilL

yy mfn. (-V-yr-vj) Clever, able, dexterous, ro. (-y:)
1 A Brah -

mddiJka ; according to one legend, son of Brsu ms, born from

the thumb of his right hand, for the purpose of peopling the

world: according to another, he is the son of the Munis,

called Bracketatas. Dabsba had sixty daughters, of whom

twenty-seven are the nymphs who form the lunar asterisjns,

and wives of the moon >
one of his daughters also was Sati

or Dimes, the wife of S iva ; and seventeen were married to

Kas yafa, and were the mothers of all created beingx. Daksba

was on one occasion decapitated by S’iva : sec yyis^rvi^uy

;

he is sometimes regarded as an Awudr of Bhahma himself.
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* A Afuni and legislator, who flourished in the beginning of

the Trtta Yug. * A kind of tree. * The bull of S'ita. • A

cock. * A scholar, a Pandit. * A dexterous or clever man.

• S'nta. • A name ofAgm or fire.
14 A general lover, one

attached to many mistresses* t (-YT) The earth, a. Y* to

grow or increase, affix

f. (-wrr) A name of DtracuC. a. YY, and y»*T the mai

den, the daughter of Daksba, who in this case seems to be

identified with Hitadla, the snowy mountain.

YWWT f. (-an) ' The goddess Dukoa. 9 A lunar asterism. a.

YW, and hit born : see the preceding.

Y**< qfir m. (-fk:)
1 The moon. • The deity S'ita. «. YYWT

a lunar asterism or Duaol, and xrfVf husband.

g-spiT f. (*TfT) Dexterity, cleverness, a. liar added to YW; also

with W,

m. (-Y5
) The sacrifice made by Daksua. k. yY, and

HTJ sacrifice.

f- (•#!) Dtma. a. and fr«trfnk1 de-

structress.

YYYl*fw m. -fw*-) The ninth Menu.

YYlYOshTWY m. (-mr) A name of S'ita. a. YY the Brakmt-

di&a, as Daksba, YHY a sacrifice, MifSTT subdner or dis.

turber : Daksba having on one occasion made a sacrifice, to

which he invited all the gods, except his son-in lawS’ivs, and

his wife Sati, the latter went unbid, and being received coolly,

threw herself into the fire
;
an emanation of S’iva proceeded

against Daksba, and an affray ensued, in which the gods and

Bishis were maltreated and dispersed, and Daksba decapita-

ted ; he was restored to life, and the head of a ram substituted

for the one he had lost.

YYrnu m. (-H*)
1 The bird of Visbn'c, * A vulture, k.

YY to hurt, YTY Un’fidi aff.

YfWY mfn. (-m-WT-w) 1 Candid, sincere, honest, upright. * Right,

(not left.) “ South, southern. * Dependent, subject. * Clever,

able, dexterous, f. (-WT) * A present to Brahman*, upon

solemn or sacrificial occasions. * The south. * Completion

of any rite, fixing or establishing any act or place. * A form

or figure of Duao4 in which the right side is said to be ad-

vanced. * Donation to Brahmans, personified as a goddess,

said to be born from Krishna’s right ride. e. YY to prosper,

&C, Un'Adi affix YYY-

gfkwsnfw<l'T f. (-yt) A form of DuanA worshipped by the 7aa-

trikas. and wrftnrr a form of the same.

YiYYWY tad. Southward, southerly, B. ufa added to ^ferW-

YfkvrY n. <-tj) * The south. * Southern road or course,

a. YfYY, and YY for YfYY patl*.'

f. (-air) The south-east quarter, a. YfYY south, and

TP"*-
YfYY«B mfn. (-^J’-YTT-Yf) Upon the right side, to the south,

Ac, m.(-YT) A charioteer. as above, and YI who

stays or abides.

' YfYYrfy m. (-fff:) One kind of sacred fire, that which is taken

from the domestic or consecrated fire, and is placed to the

•outh. a. YfYY south, and YftT fire.

Yf^YlY mfn. (*Y*-YT-^) Pointing to the south, having the head

or top to the south. r
,
and YY end.

YfYwrYY m.(-w) The Malaya mountain, e. YfYY south, and

YYY mountain.

YfYYlYTT m. (-Y*) A worshipper of Sahti according to the purer

or right-hand ritual, a. YfYY, and YTYTY observance.

YfYYr* i*d. Southward, a. the fifth case of YfYY, used bj a

particle.

YfYYfYw m. (-Y*) A southern, or an inhabitant of the south.

k- YfYY, yMjh who goes to or beyond.

xfwwnnr ra. (-YJ) The south, the southern direction or quarter,

a. YfYYT, and YY for YfilY path.

VYYY* m. (-YJT) a southern, or the Andhahas, Guhas,

Belindas, Saveras, CKuchnkas, and A/adrapas, all outcaste

or barbarous tribes, e. YfYYTYY, and nr nr* birth.

tnfn. ( -Yr-err-Y) Declining, shelving or inclining to

the south, e. YfV*T, and YYY declivity.

YfY«lYY mfn. (•V:-#t-w)Turning the face southwards, a. YfYY
south, and 1JY the face, with YTY prefixed.

n. (-Y) The sun’s progress south of the equator, the

winter solstice. K. »fYY and YYY going.

YfYYTTYI n. (-YT) Tlic peninsula, the great southern forest.

B. and Ycvn a wood. »

YfYYTY mfn. Meriting a reward, a. YfYY a present,

and YY fit for.

YfYYTYY m. (-V) A conch shell with the valve opening to the

right. and YTVfl a turn.

f. (-^t) A line of bees. *• rfw^. and YtYYY
turning.

YfYYHT f. (-fCT) The south, a. YfY*. and ytyt quarter.

YfYYiinYfk m. (-fir) A name of Vama. south, ytyt

quarter, and ufk master or regent.

rofil. (•'W'.-Wt-'I) Meriting > reward. *. « present

or reward, affix Wf.

ind. Southward, southerly, e. the third case of

used as a particle.

m. (•*)!} A deer struck by a hunter. a. the

right side, and y*R wound, comp. irr.

ifqm n»fn. (-W'-’VT'Bd) Meriting a reward, a. a present,

and VJif aff.

Y*f mfn. (-7*:.7gT-v*) Burnt, scorched, consumed by fire. f. (-ven)

1 The quarter where the sun is observable. • An epithet of

certain lunations, on which it is unlucky to do any thing,

and religious rites are prohibited, n. (-rv) A fragrant grass,

a. to burn, affix *.

ra. (-er:) A raven, or perhaps the carrion crow. a.

burnt, (black,) and HTST crow.

mfn. (Wi-BlT-’f) To be burnt, a. Y* *o bum, WY a(C

YfWT f. (-YTf) Scorched rice. a. Y’M burnt, dcprcciative

affix, and the fem. form.

f. (-!) A burnt or vitrified brick, c. Y7* burnt, and

TO a brick.

Y^irrYC mfn- (-KS'-YMl) Hungry, starving, n. (-^) Tlie appetite,

an empty or craving stomach, a. and ^YY the belly.
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^rvn ind. Having burnt a. to burn, 9T &1T.

r. 1st cl. (^) ttfir (<wfw) 'To quit or abandon. *70

cherish or protect, r. 5th cL OOfrfw) ' To hurt or kill

* To protect: some consider this root peculiar to the ytda*.

r. lOtb cL (^Wlfw) ' To punish, especially by fine. • To

fine, to amerce.

mn. (-ej:-wi) A stick, a staff, m. (-VJ:)
1 Punishment, casti-

gation, amercement, imprisonment or putting to death. * A
name of Yana, regent of the dead. • An army. 4 A form of

array, a line or column of troops. 1 A long measure, a pole

of four cubits. * A churning stick. f A corner, an angle.

• A horse. • A companion or attendant of the sun. 14 A
stem or stick of a tree.

11 Subduing, subjecting. "Pride,

arrogance. 14 A measure of time, a Don'da, Y
'

Qth part of

the day and night, or twenty-four minutes. 14 Stunding up-

right or erect, being like a staff. "A son of Ikshwaku.

b. to tame, and w Un'Adi aff. or to punish, affix

mn. (‘W-m i A sort of metre, the stanza of which exceeds

twenty-seven syllables, and may extend to 200. f. (-BTT) The

peninsula of India, from between the Ncrmadd and Godaveri

rivers to the south, the whole of which, in the days of Rama,

was a large forest b. a staff, &c. and WW aff.

n. (-wi) The peninsula, the peninsular forest : ace the
1

last. e. and WKW a wood.

n. (-it) Becoming a mendicant or ascetic, c. the

staff carried by the mendicant, and xnpq taking.

m. (-*t) A fighter, one who commits personal violence,

a. a stick, and y who strikes.

^vzfst H mfa. (-Ws-WT-lf) Suppressed by punishment, e

and fbnr conquered.

^OTWfT f. (-ITT) A kettle drum. e. a stick, and WBTT a drum,

f. (-Wl) A perforated copper vessel, of given capacity,

placed in a vessel of water ; when filled with water, it sinks,

marking a certain portion of time. a. ^*9 twenty- four mi-

nutes, and wnft (q. v.) a copper vessel, &c.

m. (-W:) A slave, a bondsman, one who has become so

as a punishment or for debt. e. <vj, and a slave.

^•nn: mfn. (-T*- KT-T)
1 Having a stick or staff. * Having

authority to punish, m, C-^C*)
1 A name of Yama. * A king.

A potter.
4 A mendicant carrying a staff, e. punish-

ment, a stick, ike. and wv; who holds or possesses ; also

*y»WTT m. (-*:) &c,

n. (-W)
‘ Punishment. * Carrying a staff.

4 Following

the order of a mendicant, t and wttw having.

n. (-#) Punishing, inflicting punishment, e. to tame,

WX aff.

^IWTWWr m. (-V:)
1 A genera], a Commander-in-chief. * A

magistrate, a head police officer, e. a column of troops,

and WTWW a leader.

f- (-f*T) Potity, the system of civil and military admi-

nistration taught by C'iian'akva and others, e. (by) pu-

nishment or subjection, sfl to get or obtain, and figw aff.

mfn. (-W: Wl-*i) Punishable, deserving punishment,

a. to punish, aff.

yq alww n. ( -W) Demerit, desert of punishment, a. w added to

to the last; also with war.

^artffjjar m. (.*j) A porter, a warder or doorkeeper, e. tyi

a staff, WT to cherish or bear, affix w, again, for

strong, sturdy.

m. ( fwt) 1 Yama. * A staffbearer. • One of S'ivas atten-

dants worshipped at Bernard, k. and xrrfw a hand.

^WlflTW mfn. (-Wt ftwt fw) Awarding, fining, a. x*w, and

WTfirw causing to alight.

n. (-15)
‘ Assault and battery, a title of jurispru.

dcncc. 1
Infliction of cruel punishment, one of the seven

vices of kings and rulers, s. punishment, WTwm se-

verity,

m. (-*:) ' A doorkeeper, a porter. * A small kind of

fish, (Cyprinus danrica, Ham.) see WIWxrt- k. g;i? a staff, &c.

and WTW who cherishes.

gxsVfWW m. (-W:)
1 A sort of fish : see the preceding, which it

is supposed to resemble. f A doorkeeper, E- ww implying

likeness, or pleonastic added.

^xrttTfirw *n. (-*:) A hangman, an executioner, a. and wrw

a noose, WW aff.

^nsvwww n. ( M) Inflicting punishment, a and TOWW
leading.

^vvwlfw f. (»fkrt) Fear of punishment, a. and sftfw fear.

<^*£W mfn. OCW) 1 Having a staff or stick. * Inflicting punish,

ment. m. (sew

)

A potter, e. <** the stick or handle of his

wheel, and «CW who possesses or works with.

^aswrww ro. (-W‘0
1 An ascetic, one who uses a staff * A leader.

K. and W1WW a man.

mfn. (-vw-W*tf!-WW ) Punishing, amercing, chastising,

i. to punish, mt aff

f. (-WT) * Subjection or conquest of a region or quar-

ter. * A bridal procession. * Procession, moving in state or

with attendants, a. punishment, &c. and WrWT going.

t^WTW m. (-w:) ' A name of Yama. * The saint Agastya. 4 A
day. e. ^*7 punishment, &c. Ww to refrain, in the causal

form, and aff.

«^ajwr* n. (-*) Infliction of punishment, a. and ^m appli-

cation.

n. (-w) A small fine. k. and ag a little.

^tmr tnd. Prostrate, falling or lying prostrate, e. a slick,

and wfw aff.

mfn. (-WTW*W»ft-Tir) Having a slick, carrying a staff.

e. and MffV aff.

^tvwifcw m. ( *^t)
1 A doorkeeper or a warder. • One who

threatens another with punishment or castigation, a.

castigation, and to speak, to threaten, affix fwfw.

^QElwfw m. ( fw:) An elephant, e.^ a stick, and WTWifw

a tail.

qyiWTfew m. (-^t)
1 A doorkeeper, a warder, a chamberlain.

4 The magistrate or the head of a village, b. sy* a staff or

mace, or punishment, &c. gw to abide, affix fwfW.

^vzfsrww m.(-vot) Appropriate punishment or sentence, r.

and fgWW alternative.
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f. (*5f0 Criminal law, mode of punishment e.

and fafa rule.

X^fkiw m. (-*:) Kind or degree of punishment u. and

fVwn sort

rn. (-wi:) A post or ft stake, round which plays the

string that works the churning stick, a. a stick, 10

stop, w ith fir prefixed, and WW aft

m (-XP-)
' A staJT-bcarcr. * A doorkeeper, n. (-^) A tree,

(Tabernemontana coronaria.) b. and TQ the hand.

Xaufowr n. (-if) Deceit, fraud, cheating, roguery.

X'Vntf*! iW. Single stick, cudgelling, fighting with sticks

staves, r. a stick, repeated, with x*t inserted, and

added.

m. (‘X})
1 A carriage, a vehicle. * A potter s wheel. • A

bow or any instrument for casting arrows or darts. * An
elephant in rut, a furious or intoxicated elephant, e. u

slick, RS to go, nnd »ff.

aptflTff m. f W:) Buttermilk. e. X** a churning stick, ami

wrrwur struck, churned.

Xfon? m. (‘W‘) ‘ A mure- bearer, &c. one carrying a stick or staff.

A fish, (Cyprinus dankena, Ham ) b. a staff, and yx aff.

f. (-WT) 1 A kind of uccklace. * A string, k. X1** a mea-

sure, and aff.

mfn. (-7T X7*Tr) Punished, chastised, sentenced, fined.

* to punish, affix iff.

mfn. (-SBl-fnwt-faj) Having a staff or stick, m. (-aft) * A
doorkeeper, a warder, a porter, a staff or mace-bearer. * A !

name of Yama. 1 A man of site fourth order or beggar. 4 A
mendicant carrying a staff.

4 A mendicant of a particular or-

der, derived from a nkabachah ya. * A Jinu or Jain# saiut.

E- t a staff. &c. and xf* aff.

fi (*UJT) A small shrub; also ipr^WT.^ toftt. (-T3T*t63T-Tga ) Punishable, deserving punishment.

R. Sfaj punishment, and XH affix implying fitness.

<pr ro. (^M!: ^WIT 2nd case plu. A tooth : sec X/^i the

nasal is dropped after the 2nd case. e. XH to subdue, affix tit.

mfn. (-IP-nMt) 1 Given, presented, made over, assigned.

* Preserved, gnarded, protected, m. (-91:)
1 The name of a

king. 7 A saint
;
also ^wrisi. • A common surname or title of

a man of the fai*ya or third tribe, at present common to the

KayetS class, n, (-91) A gift, a donation, rr. XT to give,affix i
m. (-%“:) A son given : see the next. «. added to

the last.

m. (-^»:) A son given away by his natural parents, to

persons engaging to adopt him ; one of the twelve heirs

acknowledged by the old Hindu law. a. x^» and a son

;

also simply X'TO, and sometimes ^fWnr

^9mr mfn. (-BTW-TitVTHV Gave, was giving, e. XT to give,

aff.

f- (*^H) A bride for whom a sum of money has been

paid to her father, k. X9l, and j$m dower.

mfn. (-bjt-wt-W) Self-given, m. (*wr) A youth or

orphan, who gives himself to persons disposed to take the

place of parents. *, given, and sel£

5 u

m. f-Wt) A •njre, the son of Atri given to him by three

deities, Brahma, Vishnu, and S'iva. k. x*b and ^snixj son of

A • »i ; also

^vrr^vi mfn. (-9i:-9lT-9i; Given and received, k. and Bfrapi

taken.

mfn. (-Xc-TT-X) Treated with respect, e. x^, and

respect.

n. (-4l) Nonresumption of gifts, e. x
-* a gift,

fur W. ncg. before 9nrf*Hx resuming.

mfn. (-lT:-?rf*TT) Given and taken again, e. and

taken back.

n. (-gf) Resumption of gifts
j

one of the eighteen

titles of law. e. X^> and not giving.

<;vtrrur*T mfn. (w-XT-W) Attentive, e. x^, and WTVrw atten-

tion.

mfn. ( W:-WMf) Having a seat given, requested to sit.

e. X*T and 'Efrxjw a seat

^ffl f. (*f9l:) Gift, donation, e. X* to give, fiffw aff.

mfn. (-sr.-sn-xr) ' Given. * Produced or effected by gifts,

ro. (-1?:)
1 A slave who is given by another. * A son given by

his parents, e. XT to give, flfH aff.

tpri? m. (-xp) The deity Im>ra.

X*T i*d. Having given, b. XT to give, aff.

r. 1st cl. (^w) 1 To give. * To relinquish,

mfn. (-^91-^t-Vt1 G'v ’nS* r" t0 K've? 1C* (dP

mfn. Who gives or bestows, e.^ to give, and

U aff.

n (*^) Gift, giving, donation, k, to give, slffix

mfu. Who or what gives or bestows. E. ^7

to give, % aff.

mfn. (-xme-^wt-xr:) Giving, who or what gives, e. XT

to give, thj aff.

XT* mfn. (-T?r) Fearful, alarmed. E.^ to fear, affix, and

the radical vowel made short.

XTfipnf mfn. Seeing, looking, e. TW to see,

affix, X* inserted.

mfn. (

-

9iTW-TT^ X‘) Seeing, looking, e. TX to see

aff.

m. (*Jt) Cutaneous and herpetick eruptions; also or

with JffTiT added m. (-ar;)

m. (-T) A kind of cassia, ^C. tora.) E. herpes, and y,

destroying, remedying
;
also

mfn. Herpetick, afflicted with herpes, a.

and sr affix ; also

^XiflW mfn. (-aft-^naft-fw) Herpetick, diseased by herpes.

e. X* herpes, TTW a disease, and aff.

m. (‘^) Herpetick eruptions : soe

m. (-W*) See *TW-
mfn. (-V-XI-v) See

X*r. 1st cL (^XHT) 1 To hold, to possess or retain. • To give,

to present, to assign or make over. (X) Xfa To

nourish. ,

X1* mfn. (-*:-^T*xr) Who has or possesses, b. vi to hare/
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yyy mfn. (-yy-yipt-yy) Having, holding, possessing. a. yr to

have, y» aff.

yyry rofn. (-y.-yi-y) Having, bolding, possessing. e, ht to

have, ypr* aff.

Kf* mfn. (.fat-fa: fy) Holding, having, who or what has or pos-

sesses. n, (-fa)
1 Milk curdled or coagulated spontaneously by

heat, or by the addition of buttermilk ; it is an article of food

of general use, and in high estimation amongst the Hindu*, and

is considered, medicinally, as the remedy or preventative of

most disorders.
1
Resin, turpentine ; (all the synonimes are

common to these two senses.) * A house, an abode, e. WT to

have, far* affix, and the root reiterated.

f. (-^t) A mixture of boiled and coagulated milk,

or of water and sour curds. £. yfa as above, and *fhn
inspissated milk.

yfayTT m. (-y.) The churning stick, a. yfa curdled milk, and

yx to move, in the causal form, affix yy.

s^fvvT n. (-at) Fresh butter. £. yfa curdled milk, and y
born.

yfay m. (-*:) The wood-apple: see yfay. E. yfa, to

stand or be, affix T; the root yielding a juice compared to

curdled milk.

*fwij /. (-15
t) A quantity of curds given away at any sacrifice,

and tsw a cow.

yfavfam f- (-ITT) A flower, (Clitorea tercata.) e. yfa curdled

milk, and yy a flower, yy abided in the fem. form,

yfayy m. (-y:) Tlie elephant or wood-apple; also yfay.

curdled milk, and yy fruit, the fruit having the acid

taste of Dahi or Dadhi.

Xfawiy n. (-ai) A vessel for holding cprds, a paiL b. yfa, and

vny a vessel.

yfawy m. (-a»:) Whey. a. yfa, and yy scum.

XfaKvsiy ra. (-y.) The sea of curds, or rather of whey.

. yfayy, and^ water.

yfayiy m. (-yt) A monkey, e. yfa, and xtry crimson ; of a

colour composed of thut of curdled milk and crimson.

fNVfl in. pin, always {-HX:) Barley meal mixed with curds.

k. yfa, and yxj the meal of barley, after frying and

grinding.

yfa*!X m. <-*s) The skim of coagulated milk; also yx only.

Dahi, and yx which goes on or upon.

yfayiX m. (-yt) Fresh butter, a. yfa curdled milk, and yTX

essence.

gMN m. (•%'•) Skim of Dahi, or curdled milk whey, k. yfa

curdled milk, and yfa oily substance,

yfayy m. (*y ) Buttermilk. e. yfa as above, and

exudation.

m. (-y:) The name of a Muni or saint, famous for having

devoted himself to death, that the gods might be armed with

his bones in lieu of thunderbolts ; they being the only effec-

tive weapons against the demon Veitba
; also yyify.

yytfy m. (fy : ) A Muni or saint see the last,

yw^yfap «• (-fan) ' The diamond. ‘ The thunderbolt, e. yytfa
a saint, and yfyi a bone

> the bones of the saint were eon-

verted into thunderbolts, which are of the same substance

with the diamond, according to the Hindu*.

<\?y mfn. (-yyj Shameless, impudent, r. yy to be vain, affix

fw*. deriv. inr.

yx m. (-v) A name of Yams. s. wt to have, reiterated,

and W aiT.

yujiyf; m. (-x:
) The sea of curds, e. yfa, and yrarx a mine.

yWT^t f. (-’ft) A medicinal plant : see a. yfa curdled

milk, aft with yry prefixed, affix fapr

yyty m. (-y:) The wood-apple, a. yfa, and ym name,

yvnrx n. (-t) The skim of curdled milk, whey. e. yfa, and

yyx upper part; also with nr added, yvjyry, n. (-y.)

yyy m. (-y:) The sea of curds, e. yfa, and yy water; that

which has curds for water.

yy f. (-^:) A daughter of Daksha, wife of Kac'yapa, and

mother of the demons or Dailym, the Titans of Hindu my-

thology.

m. (-nr) An Asvr, e. yij the mother of the giant race,

and y born.

yywfay m. (-fay) A god, a deity, b. ^vsi a demon, and fay
the hater.

yyxnfx ni. (-fat) A god, a deity, k. ywar, and yfa enemy.

tn. An A*ur or infernal deity, e. yy a* above,

and yy offspring ; also similar compounds, as yyy, &c.

m. (•!;)
1 A tooth. * The peak of a mountain. • The

side or ridge of a mountain. * An arbour. 6 Ivory, elephant*

tooth. £ (-wft) A medicinal plant, commonly known by the

same name, Danii, (Croton polyandrum.) k. yy to subdue,

yy Un'adi aff.

yyy m. (-y:) 1 A crooked peak or projection in a rock or

mountain. a A bracket, a pin or shelf projecting from

a wall. * A tooth, k. yy implying resemblance, added

to yy.

yyyryy m. (-*:) The common lime, (Citrus acida.) k. yy a

tooth, and attracting, drawing,

ywrynt n. (fa) A piece of stick, or of the small branch of a tree

used as a tooth brush, a. yy, and yry wood,

yy^y m. (-y:) A lip. a. yy a tooth, and yy a cover,

ywrany mfn. (-yr-yT-vf) Toothed, having teeth, a. yy, and

wry produced.

ywryiyy n. (*y)
1 A tooth brush, or a fibrous stick used fur

cleaning the teeth. * Cleaning the teeth, m. (-y) * A tree

yielding an astringent resin, (Mimosa catechu.) * A plant,

(Mimuspps elengi :) see k. <y a tooth, and yrx to

cle^n, affix iQy.

yyuy n. (-y) An earring. f_ yy a tooth, and yy a leaf or

plate set with 9tuds, resembling teeth,

yy^yy n. (.yj A kind of Jasmine, (J. pubesccns.) e. yy a

tooth, ami yy a leaf: the petals or leaves of the flower

resembling teeth in colour and shape ;
this comparison is

frequent among the poets.

yyijyy n. (-if) A dentifrice, or any thing taken to clean tb$

teeth, a. yy, and yxy purifying.

yyytTy m. (-y:) Gum boiL
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m. (•«*:) A plant, the flower of which In compared to

a tooth, (Stxycbnos potatorum.) b. a tooth, and Tm a

flower.

m. (-*r:) A plant : sec the preceding, s. qm, and qpw

a fruit.

in- {-*:) An elephant's front or forehead. • Part of a

tooth, e. x*> the tusk, and vrnr a part.

XWTTO mn. The tartar of the teeth, e. T*l a tooth,

and *r*r dirt.

n. (-1$) The gums. e. x% and stfaf flesh.

f. (-*t) A plant: see ^r. *. JT*i, and a root,

fem. form.

X^mw n. (-xi) A lip. e. a tooth, and im a garment.

m. (-^T:) A lip. k. X** a tooth, and Xf'HS vesture.

XWTiUdf n. (-if) Fracture or decay of a tusk or tooth, e. X*b

and apf* misfortune.

Xwr^fT m. (*V) The gums. e. x'**. and what incloses.

X*Tire m. (•*:) A lime : sec the next.

m. (-*:)
1 Elephant or wood-apple : see svfTO. * Com-

mon lime, (Citrus acida.) * A plant bearing an acid fruit,

(Averhoa carambola.) 4 An orange. 1 Sourness, acidity,

f. (-WI) Woodsorrcl, (Oxalis monadelpha.) e . x^f a tooth,

and IT? noxious, bad.

f. (*TT) Tartar of the teeth, b x^t tooth, and ip$XT

sand.

^wnriw n. (*W) A dentifrice, composed chiefly of the powdered

fruit of the cbebulir. myrobalan, and green sulphate of iron.

E. x1* a tooth, and HJX a whetstone ; sharpening or polish-

ing the teeth.

X**fVcT f. (-TT) The gum. k. and f*[XT a long vein or

tubular vessel.

f- (-ft:) Cleaning the teeth, e. and Tjff cleaning.

mfn. (-X-XT-X) Entangled in or between the teeth.

e. x*t. and ffcTX united.

X WtUH mfn. (-7* :-HT-lf) Touched by the teeth
;
entangled in or

between the teeth. K. X^< and ^71 in contact.

spmri m. (-W:) Tenderness of the teeth; intolerance of any

rough, austere, or acid substances, k. and delight.

X^TT^X ro. (-W.) The lime, (Citrus acida.) b. x*f a tooth, and

for delighting, from to please, with fW aflix
; also with

affis m. (-*:)

XWrTBTTf m. (-If:) A bite. B. X^b and ^TXTW a wound.

XWTX m. (-W:) An elephant jt X^ a tooth, XHX affix, nnd

the final of X^t made long.

m. (-*:> A hog, h. x^ a tooth or tusk, and a

weapon.

X’WMT m. (-X') A disease of the teeth or gums
; gum boil,

ulceration of the gums. b. x 7*1 a tooth, and ^r*JX a swelling.

^wnfwr f. (-HT) A horse's bridle. E. a tooth, a line,

affix qrqr, and fem. form.

Xf-tflT f. (*WT) A plant, commonly Danti, (Croton polyandrum.)

E. added to x8^ ;
also read xfawr. f. (-wr.)

mfn. Toothed, tusked, m. 1 An ele-

phant. • A mountain, e. t3
** a tooth, audxf* possessive a£F.

Xf*H*lT m. (-^t) The temporal juice of the elephant k. xf%'

and s?x the effusion.

n. (-*i) A strongly purgative nut, the fruit of the

croton, e.
,
and seed.

X*|JT *®fn. (-Ts-TT-T) * Having a large or projecting tooth.

* Waving, undulatory. 1 Rising (a hair), bristling, b. X*^ a

tooth, &c. affix

T*tf%X ni. (-^:) Dentition, e x1*. and out-break.

m. (•:) One who eats grain without its having

been threshed, an anchorite, b. x*t a tooth, a mortar,

and affix ; who winnows with his teeth.

mfn. Dental, of or belonging to the teeth.

e. X^f* and ETW alf.

X^*t m. (-ft:) A tooth, e. frequentative form of XX to bite.

a.HSJaS mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Mischievous, malignant, venomous,

m. (-WO * A snake or serpent. * A Rdkshata, a demon or

goblin, e. XX to bile, affix the radical reiterated, and

XX inserted.

<*&« n. ( -if) Going slowly or tortuously, e. 5X to go, root

redup. ’erwaff.

X***® n. (-1) Going slowly or tortuously, mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Who
or what goes so. e. EX to go, root redup. uw uff.

XX r. 10th cl. also xfx (X^fa) To order, to command,

mfn. {-V:-Vn -*i) Little, small, m. (-M:) llie ocean,

r. 4th cl. (XT, ^5) * To tame or subject as an

enemy, to quiet or pacify, to tranquillize. * To be tamed o*.

tranquillized.

X*T hid. A wife. k. 5?^ to subject, affix fqr<T-

XH ra. (-H:) ‘ Punishing, chastisement, punishment. 8 Taming,

subduing. * Self-command, endurance of the most painful

austerities.
4 Self-restraint, subduing the senses, suppressing

the appetites, passions, &c. 1 Mud, mire. • (In the t 'rdna,)

The ball of sacriflqe. e. to tame or subdue, affix
-

*rer.

mfn. (-*:•*[-¥) A tamer, a subduer. k. to tame,

affix

XWJPf m. (-V) A prince of the lunar race, king of Ckedi, father

Of SlB trPALA.

ra. (-if:) A name of Sis'cpals, a king and enemy of

Krishna, e. xmuik u proper name, the father of Sis'lpala,

and :i son.

X’Ttf mn. (-if:-^)
1 Punishment, punishing, chastising. * Self-

control, endurance of rigorous austerities, n. (-^) Taming,

subduing, e. x*r to tame or subdue, Un adi affix

nra. (-^:)
1 Punishment, restraint or subjection of others.

1
Self-denial, subjection of oneself. B. X* t*me, off.

X*PT m. (-Wt) * A hero. 1 A philosopher. 1 A kind of flower,

commonly Dona, (Artemisia.) n. (-^) Taming, subduing.

b. x** w tame, WX »ff

X»TXlT mfn. (-X:-Tf T) To be umed, subjected, or subdued.

k. x*f to tame, VflTT *ff

gWW mfn. laming, restraining, chastising.

f. ' The wife of Naui. * A kind of cucumber, a. X*f to

subdue, participial affix sr«.

( (-^T) DAiiAiA.>TK e. x^,W s»»ter o£
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mfn. (-if: WTlf) Tamed, subdued, patient of every suffer-

ing, exaction or privation, e. ^rt to tame, affix if, with

T® inaerted.

mfn. (-iff fir»it-fll) A tamer, a dominator. e. qri? with

fww* aft*.

$ •

rpre. m. (-wti) 1 A name of Ag*x or fire. • A name of S'ckba,

regent ofVenus, b. ** to tame (all things), Un &di afiix
;

also Bnrfa, whence m. (-stt:.)

m. </u, (*lft) Husband and wife. e. S[xr a wife, and qfJr

a husband.

r. 5th cl. fa) r^rfir) 1 To act deceitfully, to cheat, to

impose upon, to trick or deceive. * To split or divide, r. 10th

cl. (<HJVfV) To collect, to Katber, to arrange or string.

m. (-u*.)
1 Deceit, fraud, cheating. # Hypocrisy • Sin,

wickedness. 4 Arrogance, pride, a. to deceive, &c. affix

TO
^ftwwmfn. (-*t-fWt-fa) * Hypocritical. 1 Proud. • Wicked,

m. ( vwt) A hypocrite, an impostor, k. *ur, and xfa aft

^vrf^r m. (-fa:) Indbas thunderbolt, a. to divide or split,

afiix <3fa.

mfn. (-if :-J!rT-»i) To bo subjected or tamed. * To be

punished, m, (-W:) A steer, a young bullock, a. ** to tame,

affix.

^ (fa) fa** r- cl. fan*) * To give. *To move. ' To take.
4 To protect. 4 To hurt or kill.

** mfn. (-It: -*T-*) Compassionate, tender-hearted, mf. (-*:-*r)

Tenderness, compassion, clemency, e. ^ to preserve, affix

vfv, fern, affix fp(.

mfn. (-W-WT-W) Preserving, protecting, e. and

*TTO a£
**!•*<. mfn. Kind, showing compassion, b. and

11 who makes.

m - (*^) A Buddha, a Bauddka saint, or a form of

Bui/dba, the founder of the sect. x. ^rr compassion, and

Jpt boasting.

TOTOiT mfn. (-IT) Compassionate, e. k*t, and utt doing.

<* rfa* mfn. (-Wr-m-tf) Compassionate, charitable, kind. e.

and sjfanr possessed of.

mfn. Compassionate, benevolent, e.

and
*-fa

joined.

**1*1 m. (-It:) The breaking of a bank.

mfn. (--*:-«) Tender, corapmion.te. E. com-
passion, WT«|i'^r affix ; also

n. (-li) Tenderness, compaasionatiness. e. w added to
the last , with int ^inwnrr.

mfn.
( TT^-T^-TtT) Merciful, tender. e. and

Uipr aff.

*iiT»rfa mfn. (-*T :-VTfa) Kind, compassionate, e. ^ft, and
tffa possessed of.

^ftm mfn. (uMlT-li) Beloved, dear, desired, m. (-ip) 1 A hus-
band. A lover, fc (-nr) A woman. • A wife or mutreu.
K- !T5f to regard tenderly, affix u.

Kfwrrtn mfn. (-m.vrr-vr) Hen-pecked, vubjcct to a wife.
*• flTO a wife, and subject.

gT ntn. 1 Fear, terror. • A bole in the griwmci. n. (-t)

A concb shell inJ. A little, f.
1 A natural or artificial

excavation in a mountain, a cave, a cavern, a grotto, &c.

* A valley. *. ^
to divide, to dread, See. affix wv.

m. (-fat:) An eddy, a current, a. ^ to tear (down the

banka), affix W‘at
. some books read gTVtW, and others

a*ITf*.

aaA f (-W) * Terror. * A mountain. 1 A precipice. * The heart.

* A bank or mound. # A tribe of barbarians. E. E to divide

or tear, Un'adi all

“f. (-X'.-XT) A country bordering on Katimir, the moun-
tains about hatiAmir and above Pethnirtr. m. (-g: )

1 Fear,

terror. * A tribe of barbarians. *. Writ added to the former,

Akfa^Pain mfn. (-W:-*Tr-W) Slightly or a little burst or opened.

a. ^r. and fv< r—H divided.

<fT f. (-fr:) A rave : sec gc. e. t to divide, Tw a(T.

mfn. (-wt-m tfj • Frightened, terrified. * Torn, rent,

divided, k. gr fear, T-VW affix
; or ^ to divide, affix W-

k.1< X mfo. (E’-ET-X) Poor, needy, indigent, distreaaed. *. ^fcET
to he poor, affix WTW

^fvEWT f. (-WT) Poverty, indigence, a. and its* affix ; also

w ith *, ^frgat.

?frit r. 2nd cl. (^fafifir) 3rd />/«. (gfxntfw) To be poor or

needy.

mfn. (-w*vrfa) Poor, distressed, b. ^f<TT. and affi

mfn. (-ir^-HT-W) Poor, impoverished, b, to b«
poor, affix nr.

*fcf*€ mfn. (-irr-^t-*) Poor, needy. b. and ar^
-

affix;

otlierwisc with wrw affix ^frfrifir.

f. (-^:> A cavern, a hollow, a.
, and ^a place.

^TPfiTm. (-*E7T) A mountain. e-xrt a cave, and >flf what has.

m * (*^0
1 A gamester. • A stake, n. Gambling;

wo

mfn. (-T’:-1TT’T) Cracked, flawed, slightly broken, (a vessel,

fitc.) m. (-^o) A mountain, e. ^ to tear or break, affix wn*
and the root repeated.

m. r-^:) A sort of sauce or condiment ; al.no wtwrxftvt.

TECf* mn - (’V*-^) A musical instrument, m. (-V:)
1 A cloud.

* A frog. k. ^ to tear, Un'adi affix ^ 5rar, and the radical re-

duplicate
} what is struck, Ac.

m. (-^9)
1 A frog. * A cloud. A mountain. 4 A sort of

musical instrument, a pipe or flute, n. (fa) A number of vil-

lages. t OKI) A name of Dcbga. e. ^ to tear, Un'adi affix

VT^s and the radical repeated.

y nn. The mouth or extremity of a pipe. c. and
"K9 a cup.

KJ ,n * (-^ ) Herpctlck eruption : see

A cutaneous disease, herpes; also

X* m- (•'<:) Cutaneous eruption, herpes, k. to be poor,

« Un'kdi affix, the form is irregular : by substituting the

short vowel, and omitting the first K, this word and its com-
pounds appear in a variety of forms, as %% »

"J*®

omitting the second sc, Ac. &C. q. v.
^

ra. Cassia, (tora:) also and
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H** mfn. (-H:-¥T-Xf) Diseased with herpes, herpetick; also

Acc.

^rrfjnr mfo. ( •aft-fai’tft-fsr) Heifttick, afflicted with herpes;

also 8tc.

m. (-"4:) 1 Pride, arrogance. * Musk. 1 Heat. B. TB to be

proud, to inflame, affix vr*F.

^$BT mfn. (-BT.-BTT-H) What kindles, inflame*, or excites, m. (-BT-)

A name of Kamad&va. k. YB to inflame, affix xxh.
« »

* '

m. (-W:) A mirror, n. (-W) * The eye. ' Kindling, inflam-

ing. B. XT? to excite, to shine, affix <W.

mfn. (-Wi-ht-H) Puffed up or swelling with pride, k.

and ^imT inflated.

mfn. (-Y’-TT-H) Humbling, humiliating, pride-destroying,

a. • and X w’hat removes.

^tth m, (-Hi) Incipient pride, conceit, x. pride, HTYH
commencement.

^fprufki f. (-fwr.) Conciliating or subduing arrogance, x. BT$>

and allaying.

m. (-*^:) * A Rdkthasa, an imp or goblin. * A mischievous

man or animal, &c. x.
^

to tear, Un’6di affix B.

m. (-X:) A constable, a police officer set over a village,

Ate. * A warder, a doorkeeper.

^xxftW m. (-«:)
1 Indus. 'Air, wind. * A musical instrument,

f-
1 A ladle or spoon. a The expanded hood of a

snake, k.
^

to divide, Un adi affix fh ;
also with added

;
some authorities make the Anal consonant the labial

letter Y, as
j
also ^n4f.

B^HBT m. (-Bf:) A ladle, a spoon, f. (-BTT) A potherb : see

HlfHBTT. x. BTW added to the preceding.

^ffxrr: m. A snake, x. the hood expanded, and hy
who makes.

m. (-W) 1 Am q or sacrificial grass, (Poa cynosuroidea )
* A

kind of reed, (Saccharum spontaneum.) * Another species,

(8. cvlindricum.) x. Tfw to collect, to arrange, affix BH; or

^
to tear, Unldi affix XT.

B.At£ m. (-Z") A private apartment or house, a retirement.

^rxrw m. (-B:) A kind of grass, (Saccharum spontaneum.) x.

and by a leaf.

BPB m. (-m) 1 Sight, seeing. ' Day of new moon when it rises

invisible. ' Half monthly sacrifice, performed at the change

of the moon, by persons maintaining a perpetual fire. a. ear

to see, affix Y.

BYY mfn. (-Y.-BTT ^) Who or what shows, displays, explains,

makes clear, &c. to. (-H:)
1 A doorkeeper, a warder. 1 An

exhibiter, one who points out or shows any thing. * A skilful

man, one conversant with any science or art, &e. x. YH to

see, fH aff.

YTY m. (*H:)
1 The nun. * The moon. x. TH to see, aff.

HVY m. (-if)
1 Sight, seeing, looking. * The eye. • A mirror.

* Showing. * Aspect, appearance. 4 Directing, instructing.

* A dream, a vision. ' Virtue, moral merit. • Knowledge,

especially religious. 19 Understanding, intellect " A S'astro,

one of six religious or philosophical systems, the Pdtamjata

,

Saokhya, Vduishika, Nyaya, MUncmsa, and f'cidnia. 1 * 8a-

5 I

crifice. Colour. 14 Visiting any sacred shrine, worship-

ping in the presence of any image, x. tit to see, affix nr*.

m. (-^:) A surety for appearance. b. ^HY, and

urety.

XHYYTfYYTH n. (-HT) Surety for appearance, bail. x. ^ibr, and
surety.

B*YtY mfn. (-Yt-YT-Y) * Beautiful, handsome, agreeable. 4
Visi-

ble, to be seen. x. gH looking, and y affix
; or TW to see, and

HYtYYaff

* if «fl Y«f tfaY mfn. (-^t •fwal -fa) Vain, conceited, thinking one-
self handsome. tr*r to mind, fwfw »fT. .

f. (-1ft) The night of new moon, on which it ri«e»

invisible. gw new moon, mad wrftntt night.

mfn. (-WI >it-W) Showing, displaying, who or whmt show*,

m. (-WT)
1 A warder, an usher, a doorkeeper. * A show man,

a guide, an eahibiter. a. TW to aee, in the causal form, and

WW aff.

iarf. Having shown, having made manifest, a. vw to

see, causal form, Wrw aff.

^wfhiBW mfn. (-urw-wwil-anr; Showing, explaining or proposing

to shew or esplaio. a. Tw to see, causal form, wwafEi, with

a future sense.

g'^fVTT’^ m. (-^f) The moon. *. YH day of new moon, and
frr^ trouble.

mfn. (-Tf:-HT-lf)
1 Visible, apparent • Showm, displayed.

• Explained. 4 Seen. * Understood, b. yy to see, in the

causal form, affix n-

mfn. (-WHf-'Hft-HWi * Having shown, showing, display-

ing. * Explaining, teaching, h. YH causal form, HHty affi

1st cl. (^Hrfvv) r. I Oth cL (YTYYfa) 1 To cut, to divide,

to split or pierce. 'To be cut. Ate. 'To display. 4 T«
wither.

Y®* ran. (-YTt-Bt) A leafi n. (-Bf)
1 A part, a portion, a fragment

' Dividing, tearing, cutting, splitting, &c. ' A sheath, a scab-

bard. 4 An adulteration or alloy. 4 A heap or quantity.
4 The leaf of the Tamdla. 1 A half. s. yy to divide, to cut

Ate. affix TV.

fWHMia m. (-*:) A folded petal or leaf. x. and grm*
a door.

m. (*V) A sort of jasmine, (J. pubescena.) x. gf]a leaf,

and HU a sheath.

gVW mfn. (-urH-HHt-xnf) ‘ Splitting, rending. • Being lorn or

cut. s. -gw to cut or be pierced, affix hv.

mfn. (-H--HT-H) Broken-hearted, cut to the heart. Ate.

x. gyf'W , and the heart.

Tpr* mfa. (-H:-Wt-H) Breaking to pieces, cutting, dividing, (who

or what does so.) n. (-*i) Tearing, reading, breaking, pulling

to pieces. £ HtyA clod or clump of earth or mould, x.

to divide, affix WT.

<xnfor «fiixir m. (-W.) The Bhtjpatr, a tree of which the baric is

used for hookah snakes, &c. x. a leaf, and fsrwnv shed-

ding, casting off.

m. (-T-)
1 Gold. ' A sacred or religious institute# b. t^V

to be divided, Un idi affix Htf.

[ <01
]
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fMI aff l (-<t) A fragrant plant, (Panclanus odormtiwimus.)

k. ta a leaf, and mmj a flower > the leaves surrounding the

flower.

fWRffM m. (-f^:) A thorn, a. f*r a leaf, and a needle.

fUlUT f. (-fT) The fibre or vein of a leaf, e. ff a leaf, and

ftMT a fibre.

ffIff rn. f'W:)
1 Sesamura growing wild or spontaneously.

• An aquatic plant, (Pistia stratiotes.) * A plant commonly

Nagitar, (Mesua ferrea) * A tree, (Mimosa sirsiha.)
#Hcd

. chalk. * Cuttle fish bone. 1 A moat, a ditch. • A sort of jas-

mine, (J. pubescent) • An elephant’s ear. *• The driver of

an elephant. 11 A hurricane, a high wind, n. fwr as above,

Jtw to go, with fTW prefixed, affix vrf, deriv. irr.

fMH ft m. (-MT:) Mud, but mud especially on the banks of a

river.

ffrrvnir n. (.qf) * A tree, (Vangueria spinosa:) see stMWfr. * A
plant, (Artemisia.) a fvi a leaf, and vrua clear, dean,

n. (-Bi) Sorrel, a. fvr the leaf, and sour,

mf. (-f%:-qft) A clod of clay or mould, a ff to be di-

vided, (by the harrow or plough,) Unadi affix f

.

ffaf m. {-XI:) Timber, wood. a. fW to split, affix fffT.

ffaf mfn. (-ft-fT-lf)
1 Blown, full blown, expanded. * Broken,

split. * Cut to pieces. * Torn, rent.
1
Scattered, driven

apart, divided. * Opened, unfolded, k. fwr to split, affix f

.

ffffhl m. A plant, (Echites scholaria : ) see UMM 1* *. ff
in the seventh case fi, in the leaf, and ffh* fragrance,

fff ra. (-ft
-

) ' Fraud, dishonesty. Sin. ' The name of a Muni

or saint * A wheel- a ff to divide, V Un Adi aff.

m. ( <Wi) A name of Indb*. 1 iNnaa’a thunderbolt a. ff
to break or split, Un Adi affix fw.

(T) KfV r- 1st cL (f»gflT) To go, to move,

fW m. (-nr:)
1 A wood on fire, a forest conflagration. • A wood,

a forest Fire in general. * Heat, (moral or physical.) a

to agitate, affix also fra.

fXM ra. ( -vp) 1 Anxiety, vexation, distress. * Inflammation of

the eye, fccc. a. Tg to be agitated, aff.

f mfn. (-ff-f Removing, making remote, placing at

a distance, a. for used as a verb, jfm aff.

fMTfff m. (-fiT:) A wood on fire, or the conflagration of a forest

a. fM a wood, and Mffa a fire ; also fX and fTW.

mfn. (F:*WT-ff) V
T
ery remote, very distant a. xj^far,

affix xw, and fM substituted for fX; •!«* f
ffjMM mfn- (-flf*MfUf:) Very remote or distant : see the pre-

ceding, the affix being the superlative affix

gg (f) fff ft 1 st *«d l®1** (fft* f fffff)
1 To bite or

sting. To arm, to put on armour. To see r. 10th cL

(finriTJ To shine. With 'sv, to be in trouble, to be reduced

in circumstances. With fM, to pinch, to nip, to bite,

fff mfn. (-ar:-*T-if) Ten. a. WW added to ff

,

m. (-MT) A name of Havana, a. ff ten, and ffi a

neck ;
the ten-necked ;

also similar names, as ffftf, &c.

ffMTOfsnr m. ( -farw) A name of Rama. a. fffM* Havan a,

and fanr the conqueror.

m. (-*:> Havan a : see fff**.

fffrTfMrfxnf n. (-f) The aggregste of ten vices, proceeding

from the quality of desire, via. bunting, gambling, sleeping

during the day, abusiveness, lechery, drunkenness, dancing,

singing, playing, and hypocrisy, a. ff ten, am desire, ar

born, are* calamity.

ff»f adv. n. (-ai) Ten times, ten-fold. i. ana. and fW a time.

ffMTf n. (-if) A district or collection of ten villages, a. ff,

and fm a village.

f ftJUMfil m. (.fir) A magistrate or chief of ten villages.

K. gar. and arraa a village, ftf master.

gHUlfiW m. (-ft) * The head man of ten village*- * The muni-

cipality or corporation of the same. a. fICMIM, and fff aff.

ffMY* rn. (-Mr) Havan a : see

ffff f. (-fir) a hundred,

finr »d. In tan ways. i. ff , and fTf aff.

fff mfn. p/a. (-f; Ten. a
. ff to bite, Un'Adi affix MPf. the

nasal rejected.

fff mn. (.f:-xr) A tooth, m. (-W) The peak of a mountain.

n. (-it) Armour, mail. B. ff 10 I”1*.

ff BSlfM n. (-f:) A lip. a fin* * tooth, and MTMM vesture,

ff ctfj m - (-Us) The whiteness or brightness of the teeth.

B. fwf, and a ray.

f fMIC m. (-C0 A bite, the mark of the teeth, a can*, and

fC a mark.

ff M » 1H f. (-MH) A kind of sorrel.

Xvinf'X'X mfn. (-f-¥Mf) Toothless, m. (-It) ‘ Breathing, brea-

thing out, expiration. * A lip.
1 Kissing, a kiss. a. ffM a

tooth, and expelled, ejected.

ffmv fMMlff m. (-f:) A Buddha or Bauddha saint, a fir,
•

V TtfwB f a particular work or scripture of this sect, Xt: who

has.

XXXX n. (-^) A fragrant grass, (Cyperus rotund us :) see XTWXX.
* A district, part of Maltca or Bundclk'hand. * A town or

city. 8. for fiat a fisherman, and Mf or xja: to nourish,

affix fat j
also fat ten, and Mf a city : a district of ten

cities.

fiTMf n. (-V) A fragrant grass : see the preceding ; also fTarff

,

fsrfM! m. (-W:) A Bwldka or Baud'dha teacher, a fat ten, (the

ten worlds,) war powerful.

fsprfinr ra. (-*:) Buddha, the founder of the Baud'dha sect, or

a Buddha, the generic name of the sanctified teachers of that

sect. a. fsr ten, sjfir earth, and X who goes
;
traversing the

ten worlds; also finjMTat, m. (-IT*) Lord of the same.

flCM mfn. (•* :4fVlt) Tenth, f. (-$t)
* The tenth day of the half

month. * The tenth or last stage of human life, the last ten

years of a century. 8. fWf ten, and «ry aff.

ffsjf iff fj f f. (-Mr) Duboa. k ff ten, (forms, or names,) an
great, and fwaji a name of Duboa.

ffsrrfr nf. ( Mj-«<t) A collection of ten garland* s. ff ten,

W[WTT a garland, Tf aff.

fffMff mfn. (-sft-fsrift-fii) Very old or aged. 8.fftft the tenth,

(stage of life,) and fff aff

ffsJtTf mfn. (-fj-wr-ir) Very old, above ninety, b. fflit and

xx arrived at.
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mfn. ( -tjj;
1 Impotent 1 Very old, turned of

ninety. ' Dying, on the point of death, m. <sp$t the last

stage of life, ami who is.

m. ( t>:) A name of RatAN a. a. ten, and if* a

face.

m. (-W:) A name of Rams. s. Havana, and

W*TRT destroyer.

n. (.f) A tonic mcdicamenv. prepared from the roots of

ten plants, a. «w ten, and Hff a root

m. (-W*-) A proper name, sovereign of Ayidhya or Oude,

and father of Ra'ma. a, IW ten, and TW a ear
j
whose car

bore him to the ten quarters of the universe.

WKTTxr n. (-si) A period of ten days and nights, a. and

Til for xrfw night

mfn. ( «Cif ) A name of Vishn‘u. a, V[w ten,^
forms, (Avalors,) and «TTf who assumes.

gwwsiw n. (-^) Ten marks or attribute*, a. snd ww* s

mark.

m. (-afl) Tha moon. s. XTW ten, and wifima horse,

whose car is drawn by ten horses.

qyWfl n. (-if) A thousand, a. and WfT a hundred.

n. (-^) A myriad, a. and a thousand.

£. (-HT) or m. piu, (-WT)
1 The ends of a piece of cloth, the

end of a garment ' A state, a condition, a period or lime

of life, as youth, age, manhood, &c. * The wick of a lamp.
4 The mind or faculty, of understanding. 1 Aspect or posi-

tion of the planets at birth, a. xw, to bite, to cut or divide,

or be cut or divided, aff

fWTfi m. (-^:) A lamp. a. g^fT a wick, WTTW$ what possesses.

^WTWfTW m. (-wf) A lamp. a. a wick, WTTV before, «rw

to make lines, affix Tf*t-

*WTWW m. (-W) The giant Ravaka. a. w* ten, and WTxnr a

face.

tn. (-tin) A plant commonly Danti, (Croton polyandrum.)

stTtT^w n. (-wf) Result of circumstance or of condition of life,

a. ^WT, and tn* fruit.

*WT* m. (-wx) A country, part of central Hindustan , lying on

the south-east of the HmeThya mountains, f. (-^T) A river

rising in the V"mdkya hills, the Dosarene of the ancients,

a. ten, Wf a fort.

f. (-fir:) Condition, a. ^WT. and fajfir stay.

xmi m. (.+.) • A Huddhn or Jins. • A country in the south

of India, the kingdom of Y*nu. m. plu. (WT'.j 'Hie Yddtwas or

people of Dasdrkn. a. XM teo, and WT proper, worthy.

^rraiTTT m. (*:) A name of Vishn u, a. ten, and W TWIC

descent
; the deity of whom there are ten descents from

heaven, for the purpose of protecting or punishing mankind

:

see wmrrc
m. (-w») Existing circumstances, peculiar condition,

a. ^trr, and fine* sort.

m. (-W:) A name of Chandra or the moon. a. X* ten,

and saw a horse
;

driving ten horses in his carriage.

m- ('«:) A name of Havan a, a. ten, and face,

the ten- headed.

ra. (-fkrw) Rama. a. as above, and farw the

conqueror.

tprrT n. (-W) A period of ten days. a. gw. snd a day.

m, plu, (-WT) The ten organs of sense and action, via.

the skin, eye, tongue, nose, ear, organ of speech, hand, foot,

anus, and pudendum, a. gw len > and xfa'q an organ.

mfn. Having ten of any thing, m. ( wt)

The superintendent of ten villages, a. and xfw aff.

m. (*Ws) A lamp. a. gT(7 a wick, and W3** fueLW m. (’V') A mischievous or venomous animal, a beast of

prey, &c. a «t;xr to bite, Un'idi affix xrw.

»• (-*:) A country destitute of water, a. ww added to

the preceding
j
also

X* mfn. (-W-ffT-ff)
1 Bitten. * Joining to, in contact with,

a. to bite, W aff.

(TXj r* I*1 cL ‘ To lose. • To throw or

direct, to throw up or loss. r. 10th cl. (gWWff) To see. (f

)

r. 1st and 1 0th els. (q-wflT * To bite or sting. * To
see. * To shine.

xpnr n. (.if) * Throwing, tossing. • Dismissing. • Perishing.

e. x^ to lose, affix

^ mfn (-ftt-V-ir)
1 Lost, destroyed. 1 Thrown, tossed. * Sent

away, dismissed, a. to lose, See. n aff.

m. (-W-)
1 A name of fire.

1 A sacrificer, one who employs

Brahmans in instituting a religious ceremony. a A thief.
4 A

rogue, a knave, a. to throw or send, Wf Un adi aff.

m. (-tg:) An enemy. • A thief.
1 An oppressor, a violator,

a committer of injustice, &c. 4 A barbarian, an outcaste,

or a Hindu who has become so by neglect of the essential

rite*, a. X* to 1°*® or Un'fcdi affix

m. (-w) A name of Bsuf.

m. (-W0 1 Either of the twin sons ofAs'wini, and physicians

of Swerga ;
also collectively m. dm. (xc^f> * An ass. n. (-^)

Thin rain, dew, frost, x. to destroy, (disease, &c.) tv

Unidi aff.

f- (-HT) The lunar constellation As'wini. b. a

divine physician, and n deity : he being the ruling

genius of the asterism.

f. (^f:) A name of Santnta, a wife of the son, and mother,

according to one legend, of tbt twin physicians of Indra’s

heaven, s. xW as above, and V mother.

^ (it) r. 1st cl fawfw) To burn or reduce to ashes. (T)

r. 10th cL
1 To shine. • To burn.

mfn. Scorching, burning, x. yr to burn,

w* aff.

n, (-xf) Burning, combustion, m. (.fl)
1 Fire, or the deity

Aoni. 1 A bad man, one of evil disposition*. * The marking

nut plant.
4 Lead wort, (Plumbago zeylanica, fkc.) a. to

burn, affix *!*•
.

n. (-li) Smoke, t. ex* fire. Mid enrw a banner or

*ign.

^. nfva i f. (.*T) A name of Swan., ihe wife of Aam. i. AXk

fire, and f«I the beloved.

m. l-*:j hire. a. “ni1 much.
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m. (-ftri) W»t«r. *. and '*nf»r foe.

mfn. (-b:-BT-B) To be or what may be burnt, com-

bustible. e. ^b to bum, B^Tb» aff.

^BWIBW m.(-BM) The Sun-gem, a crystal lens. e.^TB fire, and

BBRfastone; fire stone.

BBC mfn. (-Bt-Br-B) Thin, smaU, fine. m. (-B:)
1 A rat, a mouse.

* A young animal. • A younger brother. 4 A child, an infant.

e. gr to burn, affix v,
BJJNIW mfn. (-wt-RTT-vi) Burnt, being burnt, b. bB to burn,

pass. . an^T aff.

m. OfJ) ‘ A name of Acni or fire. * The conflagration of a

forest, i. to burn, BBT aff.

BT W r. 1st cl. (u^fw, or with 9V prefixed \) also

(V »r) r. 3rd cl. (BBtf*) To give, to present. With ^tb1

prefixed (BTB^l). To take, to accept or receive. With r, To
give, to give to. With fw and ^TR% To open. With and

W, To select. (R) BIB. r. 2nd cL To cut.

W m. (•*:)
1 A donor, one who makes presents, especially to

JlrakmaM . ,

* A sacrificcr, one who pays all the expenses of

the ceremony, and employs the officiating priests, a. to

give, % I'n edi aff.

RIRW n- (-B) A multitude of the descendants of Daejha. a BW>
and gBj aff.

Br»TBW mfn. (-w:-^-w) Of or relating to Daxsba, a descendant,

&c. n. <-w) Gold, or a gold ornament, as an earring, &c.

E. 99 , *nd wr aff.

mfn. (-Rt-fw^-fw) Having gold. m. (-*t) A Brahman

student, wearing gold earrings, e. and aff.

RiRifBRl f- pi*- (-fRRh) The twenty. seven lunar mansions, con-

sidered mythologically as the daughters of Daksba, and wives

of the moon. i. ting, (-tft) A name of Dlrca. • The nymph
and asterUro Kohim. • A plant, commonly Danti

,

(Croton

polyandrum.) 4 A lunar astcrism in general, s. the son

of Bkabma, so called, fBW affix of descent, and »Yr fem. aff.

BTRTfRwtR no. (-*:)
1 Chan ora. 9 S iva. i. BlRTfxpft, aud R who

protects.

RTRrfR^lvfiT ra. (-ffftj Chandra or the moon. k. RTRi fBRf an

astcrism, and Rfw husband : sec the preceding ; also similar

compounds.

m. (-R.) The moon : see the last. s. BTRTfRRt,

and TRR lover.

RTRTRJ m. (-up.) A vulture, i.^ to be quick, rtrt affix, and

again, R* affix of descent.

RTfRB*«I l (-^T) A place in the north of India, in the country

of I'ahiika or Balkh

:

see r=b.

RifRB^R mfn. (-R:-Rj-R) Produced or born, &c. in DMuhikan-

tha

;

see the last. e. RffurBr*a
(
and f affix

; also similar com-
pounds, as RifRifuftR .

RffBB mfn. (-B:*^t-R) Relating or belonging to the south, to a

gift to Brahmamt he. %. RfRBr, and Rir aff.

BiCrRT* ®fn. (-HT-TRT-lii) Southerly, southern, belonging to or

produced in the south, m. (-*:) '11»e cocoanuu e. Rifa*
southern, and Ttf* aff.

mfn. (ar.-wr-RI) Meriting a reward, n. (-b»)
1 Concord,

harmony, freemen t. * Cleverness, talent. • Appeasing or

restoring any one offended to good humour, e. rTRRT a gift,

&C. affix ERTT.

BrwtRBf m. (-Bit) The inspired grammarian Pan'ini. * B"*t

a proper name, the mother of the saint, and a son.

RTW* m. (-R:) A name of Pan iwi. e. RTRt the mother of the

Muni, and RBt affix of descent.

RTRB n. (-R3) Cleverness, dexterity, ability. b. rr> and BR aft

<ner m. (-R:) A tooth, a tusk.

RTfriT tabu. mfn. (-W:-4Hf)
1 The pomegranate tree, (or mf, the

tree, n. the fruit). * SmaU cardamoms, e. rbt to divide, \"RR

affix, the radical vowel made long, and or changed to T.

RlfRR^WiY ro. (-R1) A medicinal plant, (Andersonia robitaka.)

b. ri |"«N as above, vn a flower, and «rw affix of resemblance
;

bearing flowers like those of the pomegranate.

qlf«*ffao m. (-R:) A parrot. *. RlfBR the pomegranate, and

hw fond of.

RTfBwRB m. (-R:) A parrot, e. a pomegranate, and

RRR eating.

Rrf*M m. (.^:) The pomegranate : see gjfVxr.

RT¥T f. (-¥T)
1 A large tooth, a tusk. 1 Wish, desire. • A num-

ber. a multitude, e. B(T to cut, "9 affix, fem. affix

f. (4RT) The beard, e. gT¥T a tooth, and vv affix, im-

plying propinquity, fem. form.

XTBC rafn. f-wt-vqft-wv)
1 Relating to a stick or staff. * Relating

to punishment, kc. r. a stick, bps aff.

^rEwrrfiTW mfn. (-^T:-^-#) Churning with a straight stick or

staff, f ^emrBT a churning stick, vei aff.

mfn

.

(-BT: Fraudulent, dishonest, e.

fraud, affix BBT.

B[IVT mfn. (-ir-TTT-lT) Cut, divided, e. ^;t to cut, affix n.

mfn. (-BI. EiT.Brj To be given, what may or ought to be

given, e. 'gT to give, m* aff

R^fir f. (-fir) Cutting, destroying. E. to cut, frrB’ aff

RT* mfn. (-WT-Eft-ti) A donor, a giver, giving, bestowing, e.

to give, V’R aff.

RTWBf m. (-^:)
1 A gallinule.

9 The Ckdtaka, a sort of cuckoo.

A cloud, t. destroying, wi’f to plan or arrange, affix

sfWj also RT*tjTR-

BjTirpf mfn. (-V-Eft-Br) Of, relsLting to, or produced in the vehi-

cle of a demon, (e. rht a demon, to bear, affix w*l

added, and the first vowel changed to by especial rule.)

(*T) A gallinule. E. sec (the radical vowel being

optionally changed.) with wwa ffix.

^TB n. (-w) A sort of sickle, a large knife or a Da. e. ^r to

cut, BW Un'adi aff,

^T*B m. (-W.) A giver, a donor, r. ^r to give, iBB Un'idi aff

m. (-^) 1 A gift, a donation. * Giving, k. to give,

Wst aff.

m. (-^:) A donor, one who gives, r. r[t^, and ^ who gives,

mflu. giving. *- ^ to give, fwfB aff

tpfBBT mfn. (-BT'-Bft-^) Made of or from Dad hi, or coagulated

milk, mixed with it, sprinkled with it, fee. b. Rf*, and

aff.
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VX (X) r. 1 st cL irr. (ftxtxfx-Tf)
1 To cut 8 To straighten

or make straight. • To be straight.

X^ n. (-^)
1 Gift, giving, donation. 8 The fluid that flows from

the temples of an elephant in rut. * Nourishing, cherishing.

8
Purification. ' Cutting, dividing. 8 A present, a special gift.

’ Beating, striking.
8 Wild honey, e, XT to give, or Xf to

cut, affix Xi*.
•s »

f- (-WT) The flow of an elephant's temporal ichor.

a. XTW, and a river.

XVBWX m. (-sfc)
1 Almsgiving, charity. 8 The rules for making

donations, k. gT^T. and x«fe virtue.

m. (-fin) ' A liberal or munificent man. 8 A name of

Asanas, the kinsman of KrYsbn'a. e. x^X giving, and xrfX

eminent.

XlXtlfxwrx n. (>xl) Security for payment of a debt, &c. a. XTX,

and xrfwwrx surety.

Xrwfwx mfn. (-X'*-¥T-1!) Divided or made hostile by bribes.

b. XTX, and fax broken.

XTXXTJW mfn. (-tx-JVT-TO) Fit for or meriting a donation.

e. XTW, and ^iny fit for.

m. (-*:) A demon, a Titan or giant, b. x* the mother of

these beings, and xw affix of descent

Xi*iex m. (-X:) A f 'at$y

a

or man of the third tribe, e. gr#fj and

XX diamond.

XTWxfTX m. (-tff) ' An elephant in nit. * A liberal man. e. xm,
and xf*iE[showering.

XrXXTfc m. (-fo) A deity, e xtxx a Titan, and xrf* a foe.

XTXXK m. (-X) A liberal man. k. ^tw, and Rfa a hero.

XTXXWX m. (-X0 Gift under error, as giving to the wrong per-

son, &c. e. XTX, and XlfflX perversion.

Xtx^Ttx mfn. (-X:-Xi-X) Libera), munificent, e. X1* giving,

Hl«f addicted to.

mfn. (-vxi-vxt-vx)

L

iberal, bountiful, munificent, x. xt^

a gift, and xiXX intoxicated, attached to violently.

Xlfxx mfn. (-xl-fxxl-fx) Giving, b. and Tf* aff.

XTxlX mfn, (-X*.*XT-X) Worthy of having any thing given, or

worthy or 6t to be given, n. (-if) Gift, donation, b. XT to

give, XTXtXT affix of the future participle.

XT^ m. (.tjs

)

1 A donor, a giver. * A victor, a conqueror.

* Prosperity. 8 Air, wind. a. XT to give, Un'idi affix x.

XT^T mfn. (-Hi-WTT-^ij ' Tamed, subdued, daunted. 8 Bearing

patiently privation, austerity, &c. 8 Dental, m. (wit) 'A

donor, a giver. 8 A well situated about the peak of a moun-

tain. e. x*f to tame, to pacify, affix x, or X^ a peak, &c.

affix XX.

*Tf»l f. ( HO 1 The patient endurance of religious austerities

or privations. 8 Subjection, humiliation, e. x*T to tame, &c.

affix fifX.

XTXfxwT Jfl d. Having fined, k. XT to give, causal form, Sfff aff.

XYfxw mfn. (-W-XVit) * Condemned, adjudged, (the person.)

* Assigned, awarded, (the thing.) 8 The person to whom a

fine, Ac. is awarded or paid. 8 Given, caused to be given.

* Purified, a. XT to give, in the causal form, and jg affix
$

also xifXX

5 K

*n:

XTO mfn. (*tfl*-WT tsd) To be fined, to be made to give or pay.

c. xt to give, causal form
, XX aff.

XTW mfn. (-W-xrr-EQ) To be ordered, to be governed or ruled.

e. x*T to order, 1W aff.

flBE nf. (-X-XT) A string, a cord, a thread or rope. e. to

cut or divide, &c. affix xf^rx

XTXX mfn. (-Xt-^Vvf) Relating to the Dona or Artemisia flower,

b -<T«*r, and xx aff.

^I^ifq^ar n. (-X) The fourteenth of the light half of Ckaitra,

when the Dona flower is worshipped, b. xTXX, and xpir a

holiday.

XTXXl f. (-xl) A string, a rope, especially for tying cattle.

e. xwx as above, XT* and #tx affs.

XTXfXJX n. (-tf) A country, the modern district of Tumlooh.

b. see xrxfxrx, IT being changed to x-

XTXT f. (-XT) A rope, a string, a cord. e. see xnr*.

<PTTXX n. (-si) A foot-rope for horses, &c. t XTXT, and xrj

to go, affix vtrE; also XTXT* and xxxr end, XTXTXX, n. (-^.)

m. (-^:) ‘ A name of KrYswi'a. 8 A J'tna of the past

age. e. XTX a rope, and XX^ * belly ; YaboViia his foster

mother having in vain passed the folds of a rope round bis

body, whilst a child, to keep him in confinement.

Xlfw mfn. (-xn-xt-x) Hypocritical, m (-X0 A hypocrite.

8 A kind of crane, (Ardea nivea.) e. x8*. and *W aff.

XTX (XI) xt^ r - l*t cl. (XTOY) To give.

XTE m. (-X:
)

1 Gift, donation. * A special gift, as a nuptial

present, alms to a student at his initiation, &c. 8 Portion,

inheritance.
8 Loss, destruction. 8 Breaking, dividing.

8 A place, a site.
T Irony, e. XT to give, in the passive form,

affix «j that which is given
;
or xr to cut, Ac. that which ia

divided -, or x r* to Rtve, affix

XTXEt mfn. ( Xi-XT-X) Liberal, giving, a donor, b. XT to give,

ajx aff.

X^ERX m * ('X 1) A brother, e. xt^ portion, vw a friend.

^mTB in, (-Jt:) Partition of heiita.'e. apportiouing inheritance,

be. b. gn heritage, and XTE a part or portion.

XTXfEXnv m. (>9:) Portioning or portion of inheritance, division

of property amongst different heirs. £. x 1 ^ heritage, and

fEXTE a part or portion.

XiXTX m - (*X:)
1 A son. 8 A kinsman, near or remote. • An

heir. f. (‘XT*^) A daughter, an heiress, e. x^ a portion, XTX

prefixed to XI to take, affix X.

XTXTX’f m* (‘T) An heir, a kinsman.

XTEiXE^X n. (-X) Privation, a forfeiture of property, e.

and XTTEX taking -way.

XTfxx mfn. (-X*--Xi*Ti)
1 Condemned, sentenced. 8 Awarded,

adjudged. ' The person to whom any thing is awarded, &c.

see xtfa*-

XTC m. pin. ( XT*-) A wife. e. ^ to take, to tear, (a husband,)

affix XX j
also XTTT.

XT^X mfn. (-X:-X!-X) A breaker, a tearer. m. (*Xt) 1 A son.

8 A child, an infant or young animal. * The charioteer of

Vismt’c. 8 A village hog. C (-foffl)
1 A daughter. * A whore.

b. X to tear, affix xx.
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TK*WW n, (*4f) Marriage, a. TK a wife, and a business
j

also TPcfawr.

TT^W n. (-¥) ' The clearing nut plant, (Strychnoa potatorum.)
1 Tearing, rending, dividing. B.

^
to tear, affix W?

m. |

1 A sort of poison, one brought from the country

named Darad. 9 Quicksilver. • Vermilion. * The ocean.

» ^a country, Ac. affix vw.

m. (*:) Marriage, a. ^nc, and taking,

fin mfn, (-V:.wVw) Wooden, made of wood. 8. ^TV, and

WW aff.

TTirwfwiTJ[ m. (war) 1 The I’aka, a sort of crane. • A crow. * A

sparrow, s. ^TT a wife or female, wfw food, and wwr who

eats.

m. ( ^:) Marrying, marriage, b. ^pc, and VfT
taking.

TfTTT f. (-TT) A wife : see

41 Clift* mfn. (-w:-WT-if) Dependant upon a wife, subject to her,

Ac. a. *TT, and VTtw subject.

*Tfy f. (-fc) Cutting, tearing, dividing, a.
^

to tear, affix fTf.

n. (-*j Giving a daughter in marriage, e, *|fyT i, and

*TW gift.

*TfTTT mfn. 1 Torn, divided, a. v to tear or divide,

affix w.

Xrfnj n. (-I*) Poverty. «• and ww aif.

TTfnF n. ( it) Poverty, indigence, b. poor, wr*l aff.

KTfTW m. (-ft) ' A husband. a A polygamist, a. *rc, and

Tfw aff.

* Liberal, munificent, a giver, a donor.

* An artist. * Tearing, rending, a tearer. mn. (-*:-*) Wood,

timber, n. (-V)
1 A sort of pine, (Pinas devadara.) Brass,

a.
^ to tear or split, Un’fidi affix ujw, or *T to give, and w

Un’kli aff.

gfTW m (-m) A proper name, the charioteer of KbTsbna. a

to tear (his foes), affix *s*wt n. (-f[) a pine, (Pinus devadaru.)

f. (-in) A doll, a puppet, a. *TW wood, and Trw aff.

*TW**«“t f. (-«() A wild uneatable plantain, a. *rv, and

TTgWft » plantain.

frfuir f. (ofo) A doll, a wooden puppet, a. *tv wood, ant

place of birth.

grwr mfn. (*W: Viai) Made of wood, wooden, Ac. m. (-«r)

A kind of drum. a. tgn wood, and at produced.

mfn. (*v:-*r-wt) 1 Horrible, terrifick, frightful, fearful.

* Dreadful, shocking, mn. (-T|:*wf) Horror, horriblenesa. m.

(-art) Lead wort, (Plumbago zeylanica.) a. to tear to pieces,

Un'fcdi affix aat(.

*lvtwi|T f. (-WT) A plant, (Curcuma zanthorrhizon.) a *rw

wood, and prut turmerick.

gTVnfarwT f. (-arr) A wooden doll or puppet, b. *tv wood, and

IJ.WIVT an infant.

a^iaaa mfn. (-ir-wt-w) Made of wood, woody, wooden, e. *tt,

and waz aff.

mfn. (-V-WT-^) What bears or carries timber, b. *T*,

and aa what bears.

fi (-ift) A dolL i. *TT wood, and ait a woman.

TTTvfTTT f. ( IT) A kind of curcuma, (C. aanthorrhiaon.) e.*TT

wood, and vfvrr turmerick.

m. (-ar:) A wooden ladle, a. ttt wood, vtj hand,

and arw affix of resemblance.

m. (-*:) Marrying, taking a wife. b. *TC, and

WWJV taking.

*TtJiTWl mfn. (-a*-ft-a) Performing a long continued sacrifice,

&c. a, a particular sacrifice, aw affix of relation,

and the vowel changed to VT by special rule.

M-W) Hardness, fixedness, stability, a. TV bard, firm,

aa affix of the abstract.

mfn. (-^:-^-f) Relating to a cloud, a fog, Ac. n. (-f

)

1 A conch, the valve of which opens to the right. * Lac.

1 Water. a. *TT a mountain, Ac. Vwr aff.

n. (-v) A court or council- house, k. T[tt timber, and

at to go or be, affix aa.

*T>^w» m. (-w*:) A peacock, a. *rT wood, and ajwj an egg.

TT*m»r* m. (-¥:) The woodpecker, a *TT wood,W to injure,

with wra1 prefixed, and aw affix, a is substituted for and

% for W in place of IT
;

also with it, *TWTWlW.

*rw*rwnT n». (-ttj) llie woodpecker: see the preceding.

TTfwmT f. (-an)
1 A sort of collyrium prepared from an infusion

of the Curcuma zanthorrhizon. * A sort of potherb : see

i ifhngT. a. *jwgf below, and *rw aff.

TTf^afavr f. (-an) Gojikva, a sort of wild potherb, a. *Mf
Curcuma, xra a leaf, and TT«inr aff

TTwff f. (uff) * A sort of Curcuma, (C. zantl orrhixon.) * A
kind of pine : see * Turmerick. * Gajihwa, a potherb.

* A collyrium extracted from an infusion of the Curcuma

zanthorrhizon. a. T to tear or dissipate (disease), Wfxr affix,

fem. affix #ta : see gia.

^taa; mfn. (-ao-^t-O
1 Ground on a flat stone, (meal, Ac.)

* Stony, of stone, mineral, e. a stone or slab on which

condiments are prepared, affix TW.

n (-Tl) Wild or unprepared honey, m. (.ar^) A sort of grain,

(Paspalum frumentaceum.) f. (-an) Colocynth. a. gw a

sheath, affix a^-
grarw m. (-w) Toothache, a. aaf to tear, causal v. VT7 aff.

j^iwa m. (-T:) A sort of poiaon. a. to uar, in the causal

form, arw affix, and W added.

Trfww m. (-W:) The pomegranate : see

TTfwB m. (-fwi:) A name of Indra. k. to tear or split, (moun-

tains,) f*nt aff.

^rw m. (-T:)
1 A foresL • A forest on fire. • Fire in general.

4 Heat. a.^ to go or run, affix w w : see

^Twrftr m. (-ftr:) The conflagration of a forest, e. TJW a forest,

and wfu fire.

^TTIW m (-tf:) Fire in a forest, a. TJW, and VWTT fire : see the

preceding.

mfn. ( grt-sft-W) Belonging, relating to, or produced in

or near the river Dtvik* or l>tva. t. gfwa! the Dera,
ww affix, deriv. irr.

(^i) r. 1st cl. (^ntfiv-w) *0tlx cl. To give,

5th cl (tAiTIl^l) To hurt, to injure or kill : see
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[ <0? 3 f^Tt

^TTr m. (-*:)
1 A fuhermaQ, the son of a Nuhoda by a woman

of the Ayogava cute. * A servant, f. (-wt)
1 A female slave,

Ac. E. ^TU to give, affix re*: see re-

gl sref^rel f. (s?t) The mother of Vvu* : see rexfVwt.

^nr^T n. (-) A fragrant grass, (Cyperns rotund at :) tee <;

;

also nTHT, n. (**f)

Trer* m. (-:) A name of Rama. *. *" the father of

RjCma, and rei patronymic affix
;
also with *[ affix rerfw,

m. ( f*:.)

mfn. Produced in Dnsarkn, (the country.)

m. (-:) A name of KbYsbma. s. reinx a country or one of

KrYsonYs ancestors, re* aff.

T*X m. (-:) A servant, f. (-xt) The mother of Vyasa : tee

TX*.
ni?X m. { T:)

1 A servant. ' A camel : see!.
rv^c* m. (-•) Malica, the province.! mfn. (-ret-XT-^tf) Liberal, giving, a donor, a giver, a.!

to give, X aff.

rxx mfn. (-XX-Xift-XiT) Liberal, munificent. a. XT to give,

IT aff.

re («) r. 1st cL (reflT-ir) To give
;
also r. 5th cl.

(IXnfx) To hurt, to injure, to wound or kill : this and !".

in the last tense, are restricted by some Authorities to the

V4da*.

re m. (-:) ' A fisherman. * A servant, a slave. A Sidra

or man of the fourth tribe.
4 A Sidra affix or appellation.

* A person to whom it it proper to make gifts. • A sage, one

to whom the proper nature of the soul is known, f. (~wt) ' A
female servant or slave. * The wife of a slave, a fisherman or

Sidra. B A harlot.
4 A plant, a sort of Barleria. k. ^re

to give, affix T*T, to whom wages, &c. are given
;
also fit

;

otherwise, or to bite, Ac. Unidi affix,' xx, End the

short vowel and nasal changed to XT.

re* n. (-W) Slavery, servitude, a. ^TX, and * affix
;
also

with Wf affix, renT.

rexfx^t f. A name of SatyavatC, the mother of the

poet Vyasa. b. gre a fisherman, and xfrext daughter
;

also

imfrexl.

reysfl £. (-’tft) The female slave of a slave, e. ^re, and re
the female.

TXVPC m. (-^) A fragrant grus, (Cyperus rotund us.) f. XTX a

fisherman, and ^ what nourishes, from to nourish, affix

j
also nrjt.

Tfxxrt f. (-XT) A female servant or slave. 8. IT* added to rel
Tfxx mfn. (.ir-*Mf) 1 Thrown, lost * Lost, destroyed, s. gTj

to toss, affix X.» inserted, and the vowel made long.

retire m. ( XT:)
1 The son of a slave. 1 A bastard, a. ret

a female slave, and u son.

rtftxx n. ( x) A multitude of female slaves, s. ^ret a female

slave, and Wt an assembly.

TXX mfn. (-X:-Xt-X) Born of a slave, &c. m. (-:) 1 A servant

or slave. * A fisherman, f. (-Xt) The mother of Vya»a. e. re
as above, affix; also TUX*

riK mfn. (-i-tl T) Boru or sprung from a servant or slave,
i

m. (•:) * A servant. • A fisherman. *A camel, e. xt* as

above, and 7* affix
;
also T*r, or with XriT added rey*.

T^l m (-XT) Slavery, servitude, b. XTX a .slave, affix ire.

TT m. (-X s
)

1 Burning, combustion. " Morbid heat. • Actual or #
potential cautery, e. <gx to burn, x*[aff.

re* mfn. Burning, inflammatory. * Cauterising,

caustic, m. (-XP) A plant, (Plumbago xcylanica.) *. to

burn, rex aff.

<IXX* no. (•:) Inflammatory fever. ». re, and re* fever.

TT* n (-Xi 1 Burning, reducing to ashes. ' Cauterising, b.

to burn, Vi* aff.

re** mfn. reifT-nr) Burning, heated, on fire. k. xre.

and STTjre aff.

re** m. (-:) A place where dead bodies are burnt B. XTT,

and g lo go or be, affixT j
also with xpjff affix rexyX,

tu(Kt)

TXXTX n. (-^) The root of a fragrant grass, (Andropogon

muricatum.) k. xre heat and XT* removing
;
this root being

woven into screens, and kept wet, for the purpose of exclud-

ing or tempering the hot winds.

rn mfn. (rep-Wf -XP To be burnt, inflammable, a. to burn,

Xrxaffi

m. (-IT) A young elephant. e. fq[XF an imitative sound,

and * who utters, some books have fa*, and others frer in

place of this word.

(Ac mfn- Young, juvenile. £.(-vft) A young woman.

e. f^x inflection of fxx place, xy who makes
;
who is rest-

lessly active, changing place continually.

in. (-fwx) A regent of a quarter of the universe, as the

Sun of the cast
j
Saturn of the west; Mart of the south; Mer-

cury of the north
;
Venut of the south-east

;
Rahu of the

south-west i Ckandra of the north-west
; and Jupiter of the

north- east. * fit*. and xfif master : see the nexL

fy*UT* ra. (-•) A regent of a quarter of the universe, as

Is ora of the east; Agm of the south-east; Yama of ibe south
;

Nairbit of the south-west
;
Vabuka of the west

j Marct of

the north-west ;
Kcvkra of the north ,- Isana of the south-east.

E. fgTT. and xrer who protects : this word is applicable to

the Dikpatu, (see the last,) as that term is to these also.

n. (*lf) An inauspicious planetary conjunction, as for

the Sh

a

and f ’enut to be in the west, &c. and sjre

a spear or slake.

m. (-XP) llte horiaon. e. fx*» and *wr end.

n. (*^) Space, the atmosphere, e. f^*, and rein:

interval • ,

fkprmre n. (-’) The sky, the atmosphere, space, a. f^re*

and rewrer interval

mfn- ' Naked, unclad, unclothed. ’Dress-

ed in, or enveloped by the atmosphere, clouds, &c. m. (-r:)

1 A Bauddka mendicant, wearing coloured clothes, or going

naked. * Any mendicant not wearing clothes. * Darkness.

* A name of S'ita, (from his being naked.) 4 A Jam of one

great division, which represents the images of their saints,

either naked or plainly attired* f. (-tft) A name of Dcbca.
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*- fir* inflection of fxx space, xpx^ vestment
;
whose only

garment is the atmosphere.

fx*xx m. (-X:) An elephant of a quarter or point of the com*

pass, one of eight attached to the north, north-east, &c. sup-

porting the globe. a quarter, TO an elephant.

fX»XTX m. (-:) Preternatural redness of the horizon, as if on

fire. «• and XTT burning.

mfn. (-IX.-’VT-VX) Smeared, anointed. m.(-iq:) 1 A poison-

ed arrow, 1 A name of fire. • Oil, unguent, oily sub-

stance-
4 A tale, true or false. *-fk* to smear or anoint,

affix if.

fXXiXT mfn. (-XT:-XT-TO Naked, m, (-XT) A name of Siva.

a. ft^tf for fxir space, and XTYT vesture: sec fx«x<..

fxf**^ m, (-X:J Subjugation of an extensive country, either

in arms or controversy. •fir*. and faxTT triumph.

ffJjfsnUH m. ( w) Invasion, going forth to conquer the world.

e. and XT march.

m. (-JP) A quarter or point of the compass. *

and fxmi division.

f^fXHlfeT mfn. Famous, celebrated, known in all

quarters. * fk*. and fsTTfxx made known.

fs*JXrfax mfn. (-Tf-fTTf-fT) Spreading through all space.

and xifxT what pervades.

fXC m. (-*:) A nit.

n. (-«f) The circle of the heaven, or any point of the

compass, s. f**- and war® sphere.

mfn. (-X’.-xt-XJ Looking to, or facing any point or quar-

ter. n. (*X) Any part of the heavens. fka> and face.

f^yriT m. (-40 An elephant of the quarter: sec fx^TX.

fxx mfn. (-x:-l|T-li) Cut, torn, divided, e. x» to cut, affix W-

fxfx f. (-ftr:) * One of the wives of Kas'yapa. and mother of

the Dailyas or infernal race, opposed to the gods. * Cut*

ting, splitting, dividing, m. (-f?T:) A king, a prince, e. to

cut, affix fxx.

fffdw m. (-91:) An Amr, a sort of Titan or giant, e. f^fx as

above, and X born.

WW m. (-if:) A Titan or giant, a. fxfx as above, and %lf

a son.

fx* m (-H:) A Titan, a demon or giant, e. fxfx as above,

XT affix, anti the vowel unchanged : see X^J-

fXXT f. (-XT) Desire or purpose to give. s. \j to give, dcsid.

form, XT and XTY affs.

fX*g mfn. (-Wt-iy-iJ) Wishing to give. k. XT to give, desid.

form, aff.

fTTXTTX mfn. (.X:-XT-*ij Wishing to sec. s.Tf to see, desid.

form, TTXX aff.

fXTXT f. (-'WO Desire or wish to see. k. TX to see, desid. form,

XT and XT** aff.

fXTl[ mfn. (*^‘^*^) Desirous of seeing, k. tx to see, desid.

form, VS aff.

fXTTTTT mfn. (-XTX-XX^-TX) Wishing to see. s. fxTXT,

•TJX aff.

fx^wx mfn. ( -TTVTt-'WX) Wishing to play or sport, e. fxx
to play, desid. form, x* afT.

fxxif mfn. (-Xr) Shining, blazing, bright, k. X to shine, x*
affix, in tens. form.

mfn. (-x:-y X) Wishing to shine, x. X[ to shine, desid.

form, *9 aff.

fXTXTTX mfn. (-x:-XT-X) Wishing to burn. e. XT to burn,

desid. v. XTTT aff.

fXTTT* mfn. (XTYXrl-TT) Desiring to burn. x. XX to burn,

desid, v. XT aff.

fxfx f- (-fx) Firmness, stability, fixed state of mind or being.

e. XT to hare, affix fx, and the root reiterated.

fxfawnu m. (w) A pretended friend, an intimate, t. XT to

have, Un'idi affix XTO?, the root reduplicated, TZ and XX
augments.

fxfxw in. (-y) The second husband of a woman twice married.

f. (-x:) A virgin widow remarried, a. XT to have (sin), or

fXT to be reproached, root reduplicate, affix ^5 or X s in the

first case, TX ai*d XX augments
;

also fxfVg.

f. (-X:)
1 A virgin widow remarried: see the preceding}

also fx^ty 'An elder sister unmarried, whose junior is a

bride, m. (-y )
* The husband of a woman married a second

time : sec fxfxW- * Instability, want of firmness B-fxfr

firmness, XT to abandon, X Un'idi aff.

f^fxyvfx m. (-fw:) The husband of a woman remarried,

as above, and xfx a husband.

fXT mn. (-X'-*X) A day. t. to waste, XX affix, and the

vowel made short
j or XT to destroy, (darkness,) fxxx

Unidi aff.

fXXXT ra. (-X ) The sun. e. fxx day, aid XT who makes.

fXTXTlXXl f. (-X1) 'Ihe Yamuna or Jumna river, k. fxXXX
the sun, and xiXTI daughter.

fXTXX m. (-XT* The sun. E. fxx, and XX who makes.

fXTXXT m. (-X:) Darkness, e. fxx day, and XT* hair.

fX^'XifXX n -
/Sunshine, day -light. E. fxx day, and

Wfxx light.

fXYyffJT m. (-X:) The ruddy goose, e. fgT day, and

pained
;
regretting throughout the day, the approaching noc-

turnal separation from its female.

fXXXXt m. (*XtO The sun. b. fxx day, and xxt leading,

bringing.

fxxxx m. (-X:) A name of certain signs of the zodiac, the fifth

to the eighth
;
also the eleventh and twelfth, a. fxx, and XX

strong. 1

fiprxfx m. (*fx:) The sun. k. fxx day, and xfx jewel or gem.

f^TXXx m. (-XT) The eastern mountain, behind which the sun

is supposed to rise. e. fxx day, and yix the forehead.

fXXtX «Tt* (-X :

) A portion of the day, a watch, an hour, or the

three seasons of dawn, noon, and evening, e. fxx, and Xx
part or portion.

fxxifx m - ( fx: ) Dawn, day-break, e. fxx^ and Xlfx com'

mencemenU

fXXTWi m. (*xi:) Evening, sun-set, close of day. b. fxx day,

and XXI end.

fXXiTrx m. (xr) Darkness, e. fxx day, and xrxx ender.

fXXTXX m. (-TP) Morning e. fxw, and XTTX beginning.
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fx*TBwrw n. (-W) Evening, close of day. c. f^B day, and
If^Tf expiration,

W^*r f. (-BT) A day’s wages, hire for a day or by the day.

*. fx* a day, and zw afT.

(Y) r* 10th cl. (fxwiBfw) To order, to direct,

r. I.t and 1 0th ell. (fx^ffir £ f*wntfsr-W) To order, to

command.

r. 10th cl. (fxwjflr) * To command, to direct. * To collect,

m. (-*:) The name of a king and ancestoor of Ram.
* IV*fl aaid to be the harbaroua name of Haalin/ipur or the
modern Dchli, and B who protects or mica.

m. (-BTB) King DiLfrs t see the preceding, i.

as above, and btbt a king,

fx^c m. ( X-) A muahroom.

(T) r. -1th cl. (dint fir)
1 To play, to spurt, to play with,

to romp or gambol. * To delire, to overcome, to be ambiti-
ous of aurpassing, Ac. To deal, to traffic, to buy or Mil.
* To chine, to be iplendid or beautiful. • To praise. • To be
glad, to rejoice. ' To be road, to be wild or inflated with
pride, pasiion, Ac. 'To be aleepy or sluggish. • To love, to

delire. "To go. r, 10th cl. (£*wfff)
1 To auffer pain. * To

aak, to beseech or beg. 'To more, to go. 4
(.fh w) To

lament, to wail, to mourn audibly. (Xi f*fv r. 1st cl. (f£nfw)
1 To please ' To be pleased.

fiftf. (-dlTi-fg. r-f^T:) ' Heaven, paradise. * Air, skv. K. fgv
to play, affix f»d. where sport immortal.

; also

n.(-d) * Heaven, paradise. ' Heaven, sky, atmosphere. 'A
day. 4 A wood, a thicket *. to play, to ahine, &c. affix

W ' «ee the preceding.

f^TW m. (-dr) A day. *, ftjd to play, Un’ddi affis Wd.
fddwmn . <-«r:-V) A day. a. f^d to play, did Un'ad'i a ffi

r< <"l* ,r m - (-T:) Tire *“"• - fitdtj day, and W* who makes.
hidWKti n. (-W) Dawn, daybreak. e. fgurf day, and sra

beginning. *

ftddiwr ra. (-*:) Evening, close of day. a. f^dd, and awa
loss.

ftewldbie n. (-d) Evening, close of day. a, f^dd, and dddnr
end.

f<ddtfd m. (-fir) A name of Innas, the Min Jura. a.\d:
of day, and dfd lord, DioetpUtr.

f d“ < Hea,c” “nd earth - * fv* heaven, and
dfa*t earth, d inserted for the sake of euphony,

f^drisd. By day, the day. a. f*r to play, &c- affix *1.
m. (-*:) ' The sun. • A crow. ’ A flower, the sun-flower.

*. fdCdT the day, and ay who make*.

l\si^lrt m. (-ft:) ' A man of a low or impure caste, a
Chau data. • A barber. 4 An owl. a. f£*r by day, and Vtfd
credit, (the barber is not allowed to operate at night,) or
fddr day. disrepute

, the Ckndota and owl coming
abroad only in the dark.

(ddirw mfn. (-d:-rn-d) Done by day. a. fg-dT, and «a done.
KdTdd mfn, (-dt-tf-d) Going about by day. a f*dT, anddT
who or what goes.

m (*) A crow. a. f*dr by day, *R to go, affix w.

6 J,

yo ]

mfn. (-Bi-wt-w) Daily, diurnal, of or belonging to the

day. b. f^BT by day, a* aflf.

n. (-^> Day and night e. fxrr, and firirr night,

rofn. (-af.'.-afr-ai; Being blind by day. m. (-ar) An owl.

f^TT by day, and B'B dark or blind.

f^wn^TT m. (-W:)
1 An owl. * A thief or house-breaker. ' Ihe

white lotus,
j) perhaps any such flower, the petals of

which opeu at night, and close in the day time. *. fxBT
day, and tftw afraid.

fX^r^fx m. (-fw:) An owL k. fx*r by day, and wtfw fear : see
the preceding.

r<Brwfw m. (-fa) 'The sun. b. fxBT, and wfB a jewel.

n. (-'d) Mid-day, noon. b. and mif middle.

^BITTB n. (-w) A day and night B. fiprr, and cm for xrfB night.

f^TPCrfw f. (-fa) • Day or night * A day and night a. fxBL
and Ylfa night.

mfn. (-ft-xr-f) A sleep by day. a. fawT. and XH asleep.

W* m. (-fB:) The blue jay. e. fa^B to play, affix f%.

f^rm mfn. (-wunn-Bij Celestial, heavenly, of heavenly origin.

a. fs[?B in heaven, and at born.

fi*fBW\ m. (-\) A deity, e. in heaven, to go, affix

V*nr mfn. (•
<V4Vr*l) Celestial, heavenly, situated in heaven.

e fx*B in heaven, and 9 what stays.

l (-Bt) A sort of insect
j alao B. ftpr to play,

BT affix, fern, affix

fXBf*TB m. (-BTF:) ‘ A deity. • A kind of cuckoo, the CMaiaMa:

see fxBFTC

fX*TXT* m. (-X0 DirdmCss, a king so named, king of Beaaret,

and founder of the Indian school of medicine. * fit*: of

heaven, x1^ slave.

fx * • 6 a rafn, (-Br-BT-^f) Born or produced in heaven, f. (-XT)

Cardamoms, e. fxB heaven, BgB born.

fXBTBn? m. (-BI!)
1 A deity. * The Ckataka, (Cuculus melano-

leucos.) » A deer. 4 A bee. 4 An elephant, e. f^B heaven,

ether, a mansion
j

also with the vowel unaltered

fXXTXX-

fXX mfn. 1 Divine, celestial. * Beautiful, agreeable,

charming, m. (-X:)
1 Barley. 1 A fragrant resin, (Bdellium.)

• The divine character or property, f. (-WT) Eroblic myro-

balan. n. (*X) ' Cloves. * A sort of Sandal. • An ordeal.
4 An osth. b. ^ the sky or heaven, and BX aff,

fXBBlfxa n>. (-^) One who undergoes an ordeal, b. fxB, and

BTfXB who makes.

fXBB?f m. (-afi) Sulphur, n. (-aj) Cloves, f. (-air) Large car-

damoms. b. f^B, and Bat smell.

fXBBTBB m. (-B5) A Gandharba or singer of heaven. R. f^B
divine, and BTBB a singer.

mfn. ' Beautiful-eyed. * Blind, m. (*BT)

' A sort of perfume. * A monkey, n. (-^:) 'rhe faculty of

seeing what is invisible by the human eye. a. f^B divine,

and “B^B an eye.

fXBXTBX mft»- (*X:‘^T-^) Pit furan offering or oblation, k. fxB
divine, and XTTX wish, that which is the subject of a deity’s

desires,
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ft**f3p» mfn. Virtuona, agrecable. *. f<*. i

and Tffijpr virtuous.

fi^R^nrrr n. (-4!) A mixture of five articles, ghee, curds, milk,

butter, and sugar, a. fa* divine, HVI five, and

ambrosia.

favrria n. (-a) The fabulous gem ChmtdmanL b. favf divine,

md'QVjewd.

faurtu m. (-W0 Tlie car or vehicle ofany deity, e. fa*T divine,

erf a carriage.

fk-arrvy m. (-V) Quicksilver, r. fa*l divine, and ^ juice.

mfn, (-W-WT-*) ' Clothed or invested in celestial rai-

ment. “ Handsomely dressed, m. (-W.) A plant, commonly

SdrytudVAd, a sort of sun-flower, a. fa* divine, TO cloth

or clothes,

faarTfx^1 f. (-WT) The heroine of a poem, as Sita, &c. of mixed

origin or character, a demigoddess. e. faw divine, *ft* not

divine, partaking of both nstw-es.

f^*r* m. <•*:) A form of Si?*, worthipped by the Tmtnkat.

B. ftp*, and *r* hemp.

ftiiT-q* n. (-*) Rain water, dew, 4c. *. ft* heavenly, and

<s** water.

ftAlUU i a,* mfn. (-*r:-sft-vl) Divine, celeatial, of heavenly birth

or being. *'ft* divine, ^x to go, with tht prefixed, and
j

ft* (x}t) ftir r. 6th cl. (ftwft-w) ' To show, to exhibit, to

explain or make intelligible. * To order, to command, to di-

rect or tend. • To tay, to speak. * To give. With *q pre-

fixed, To change, to disguise. With *n*, ' To order or com-

mand. * To show. • To summons. With trg. ‘ To proclaim,

to make known or public. * To show. With mt, To point

out (literally or metaphorically), to show, to adiise. With

fatTi > Xo speak aloud. * To vpecify, to show. With *, To

appoint, to order. With *ft and w!To command, to return,

to send back. With ft and *0, To plead in excuse, to state

as a pica or pretext. With ft and ftr. To declare. With **.

' To exhibit, to show, &c. * To communicate as news or in-

formation. With ** and *T*. To approve, to permit.

With srst and *w, To point out at a distance, as with the

finger.

ft* f. (-ft*-ft*tft*:) Region, space, quarter, part. e. ft*

ni shew, affix ft* i
also with *pr added, ft*!, f. (-HT) or

with eft, ftsit.

ft** f. (.*!:) Region, quarter. «. ft*. “<1 affix : see

the preceding.

ft*l mfn. (

V

*tr-*i) Situated, bearing, lying in a particular

tract or quarter, as **tft*T eastern, bearing east. E. ft* a

quarter, enr off.

ft* mfn. (-*:-*T-*)
1 Shown, pointed out. ’ Delineated, de-

scribed. • Counselled, advised, enjoined, m. (-*=) ' l’tme.

• * A sort of Curcumat see qissRti. n. (-*) late, destiny,

fortune, good or ill luck. e. ft* to show, affix yg.

ft*iwt m. (*!:) Death, dying, e. ft* fortune, and *WI end.

ftft f. (-ft:) * Pleasure, happiness. ’ A sort of measure.

B. ft*. to point out, affix ft*.

ft*lt iW. An exclamation, indicative of joy or auspiciousness,

luckily, fortunately. B. ft* pointing oat, *b to sound,

affix f*e.

ft*! mfn. (-*ff:-w:*w) Giving, one who gives, a donor. B. *T

to give, *WJ UnAdi affix : ace **T.

ft* (*t)ft*tr. 2nd cL (fari*)
1 To increase, to augment, to

accumulate. • To smtar.

X* r. 4th cl. (% «) migyw To wa&te, to diminish, to be

reduced, to decay.

XT f- (XW Wasting, destruction, e. xT to waste, farnaff.

XtW r. lit cl. fafafa) ' To be shaved. • To perform a sacrifice.

• To initiate. * To teach religious observances. * To be self-

restrained.

Xtifaffafa f- (-fir) A particular sacrifice, that preceded by fae

Diktha ; see the next. t. xt^f M below, * affix, and xfk a

sacrifice.

XtWT f. (-WT)
1 Sacrificing, offering oblations. * Worshipping in

general. 1 Engaging in a course of austerities.
4 Certain ce-

remonies preliminary to a sacrifice.
1 Receiving the initiatory

Mantra or incantation, t. X* to IPVC> (knowledge,) and fa

to destroy, (sin ,) deriv. irr. or x^ lo initiate, &c. affix

and ipi-

Xtwiwr m. (-wr) A supplementary sacrifice, one made to atone

for any defects in a preceding one. a. fawr sacrifice, and

W|W! completion, end,

Xtfaff mfn. (-Wi-WT-li) ' Initiated. * Performed, (as the Dtksha

ceremony.) * One by whom the preparatory ccremoniea

have been observed, m. (-W:)
1 An assemblage of priesta for

peculiar ceremonies, or for any sacrifice. * The pupil of an

aacetiok. e. xi^fi to perform a sacrifice or to be initiated,

affix %.

ttfnw in. ( -itt) A spiritual father, the communicator of the

initiatory Mantra or prayer. *. Xl* sacrifice, &c. TO aff.

Xtx mfn. (•%•'-XT^DMtroymj.ntT, andx*ho or uhatgives.

Xtfafa mfiD. (-fa:,fa:-fa) Risen, ascended, nm. (-far.fa) Boiled

rice. m. (-fa:) A name of VatnairsTi. e. fa* pi»y,

Un'Adi affix fapi, tile ratlicl reduplicate, deriv. irr.

^tftft f. (-ft 0
1 A ray «f light, a sun or a moonbeam.

' Light in general, a *ftt to .bine, affix ft*.

*ftt (*) *1*1* r. -nd cl t*ftl*)
1 To ehine. • To play or

sport.

^1* mfn. (-*:.*!-*)
1 Poor, indigent, needy, distressed. * Afraid,

frightened, timid, f. (-*r) A mouse or shrew. l(tto waste

or decay, affix |* deriv. irr. or *1 as beture, UnAdi affix **.

mfn. (•*:-*!-*) Distressed, dejeeted. B. *ft, and

*** feeling.

^tireta mfn. Down-cast, of melancholy aspect, c. *ft,

and n* month.

^ririv: ra. (•*:) * A gold ornament. * A seal. • A weight of

gold, variously stated as two AorLAet, one Fata of thirty-

two HcttUp and also as the large Paia or hundred and eight

Savrrnas. * A coin, a Dinar, a. a pauper, and W to go (

what is given to the poor j or *1 to waste, UnAdi affix WI<*.

and a* augment.
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r. 4th cl d m) To shine, to blue, to be

luminous or light.

m. (-TT) A lamp. e. to shine, affix Y or TO
^tTO mfh. (-Yt-YI-Y)

1 Making luminous or beautiful. • Kind-

ling, inflaming. * Exciting, rendering intense, (a feeling, Ac.)

* 'runic, stimulant, m. (-Y:)
1 An aromatick need, (Liguslicum

ajwaen, Rox.) * Small cumin. * Celosia cristata
4 Saffron.

* A lamp. 4 A falcon.
1 A name of Kama. * One of the

Jiao at or modes of music, f. (-fqiri)
1 One of the Jldgitut,

or female personifications of the musical modes. * A title of

various books, (the illustrator, the illuminator.) * Moonlight,

n. (-Y) A figure of rhetoric, dilating upon an idea, or accumu-

lation of expressions tending to one object, a. to shine,

in the causal form, affix «f.

^qfqrf n. (-1) Lamp black, soot. a. ^Yf » lamp, and fqn sedi-

ment
The wick °f a *• YtY * lwn p, and jpr a well

^MY fTt f. (-Tt) The wick of a lamp. a. light, V* to divide,

affix to, and y changed to

^Yt«TO ran. (-w.-wi) Lamp black, the condensed smoke pr

soot of a lamp. a. qtw a lamp, and WY symboL

mfn. (-y*.-YT-Y)
1 Inflaming, light or heat-exciting. * Tonic,

stimulant n. (-*f)
1 Inflaming, lighting.

a Stimulating, excit-

ing. * A root, commonly Tagara. 4 Saffron, mfh.

An aromatick. seed, (Liguslicum ajwaen.) m. (-Y:)
1 A sort

of potherb, commonly S'al'tAcha, (Achyranthes triandra, Rox.)

* Celosia cristata. * Cassia tora. e. ^Yt to shine, in the causal

form, and YY or wz »ff.

WjYtwlY mfn. (-Y:*Yl-Y) ‘ To be lighted, to be inflamed. 1 To be

excited or stimulated, m.(-qt) * An aromatick seed, (Ligusti*

cum ujAiien, Rox.) g A stimulant drug, as pepper pf various

kinds, Ac. a. t0 *kine, YYlY* aff.

m. (-Yi) A lampstand, a candlestick. x. and

YTTO a tree.

^txrqar m. (-act:) The Champac, (Michclia champaca.) x. <tY

enkindling, (passion,) and Y«r a flower.

^nmt i. (-ITT) A row of lumps, an illumination, a. and

Y1YT a garland
;
also ^rapfft'ffevr.

^YfW mfn. (-YY’YYt-YY) Illuminating, inflaming, e. to

kindle, causal form, TO aff.

m. (-Y:) The stand or stem of a lamp, a candlestick,

a. yY* a lamp, and TO a tree
j
also

f (-m) 1 Lamp black, especially considered as appli-

cable to the eyes, tc darken the lashes, Ac. * The flame of a

lamp. k. yYi a lamp, and fwYT a crest.

f. (-YT) A row or string of lamps, a. and jwn

a chain.

YfalfTOT f. (-ITT) A festival : sec the next. a. YY*> and Yfoff

having.

YWlYV L (*ft)
1 The day of new moon in the month Auc\n or

Kdrtik, (September-October,) a festival with nocturnal illumi-

nations in honor of KxarixivA
;
the Diwali, as it is usually

termed. * A row or, range of lamps, x. ^Yq a lamp, and

a line
i also the same.

mfn. (-m-WT-if)
1 Illuminated, irradiated. • Excited,

inflamed. * Manifested, x. qtq to kindle, causal form,

naff

Y^fYY mfu. (-in*4t*V) An illuminator, an enlightener, shining,

irradiating, x. ^Yq to kindle, Ac. TO aff.

mfh. (-*:•*!-*) 1 Luminous, splendid, radiant. * Blazipg,

glowing. • Burnt, n. (-a)
1 Gold. • Asafoetida. m. (-a;)

1 A
lion.

4 A lime. f. (-aT) A plant: see YrrfwrYt. R. to

blaze, to shine, affix JV-

^YY ra. (-nr:) Gold. e. yy added to the preceding.

^taftqqi f. (-VT) A fox. x. ^ta shining, fiery, and fhnrT tongue.

q'lafaTW m. (-If:) A lion. e. ^a shining, and ftrrw tawny.

m. (-Y:) An earth-worm. s. Yfa shining, and juice,

m. (-an) A cat. i. xt* shining, and wrYW an eye.

XYtYTY m. (-*:) Bell metal. &. xY& shining, and wirY iron.

XYtfrY m. (-y:)
1 A cat. * A peacock, r. q^a glowing, and

qq the eye.

mfn. (-ftr-fir-ffr) ‘ Of good digestion. • Kindled, fed,

(as fire.) ra. (-fijt) A name of the saint Acxsryx. H-XtH ex-

cited, and Yrfff fire, or the appetite.

^taTT m. (-T:) A peacock, e. xYf, and TOT body.

Ktfa f. (-taO
1 Light, lustre, splendour. * Beauty. The swift

flight of an arrow. 4 A property of women, extreme loveli-

ness, brilliant beauty. 1 Lac. * Bell metal, a. to shine,

affix fro.

^tfaro m. (-nTH-xnft-xrW)
1 Shining, radiant. * Blazing, flam-

ing. x. ^ta, and wjj-q aff.

^tXTTO m. (-Yi) The sun-gem, a crystalline lens. a. ^ta shining,

and tow a stone.

X\Y mfn. (.tq:-u)(.qfy
1 To be kindled or inflamed. * To bo sti-

mulated. m. (-01:)
1 A plant, (Celosia cristata.) * An aroma-

tic seed, (Ligusticum ajwaen.) e. xYt, and xrw affix : sec xYf

.

also with YY added see qtuwf.

mfn. Shining, radiant, irradiating, x, to

shine, TOTOT aff

mfn, (-a:-aT-H) Light, luminous, x. to shine, affix T-

mfu. (-^i-^T-sf) Armed with shining weapons -

t
well

accoutred, b. qt? light, qjw arms, Y to hold.

mfn. (-^*wt-w) Long, applied cither to space or time. ra.

(-4 :)
* The Sal tree. * A long vowel. 1 The 6th, fitb, 7ih, or

8th sign of the zodiac, e.
^ to divide or send, affis sq-

m. (-Y ) A sort of crane, the J'aJka, (Arfica nivea.)

x. long, TO? throat, and qnw added.

m. (-X*0 A sort of crane, (Ardea uivea.) x. ^tH, and

TOIT neck.

YtTOTW n. (-xf) A long time, a long period, e. and YTW
time.

^YTY n. (-*) A spar, a beam, a long piece of timber. x.^ti

and YTY wood.

ra. (-Y:) A tree, (Alangium hexapetaluro.) x. long,

qftw a stem or stake ; also with YY , JssYtot.

mfn. (-Y>Yl-W) Long-haired, ra. (-Y:) A bear,

und yst hair.

^YifTOT f. ( YT) A cockle i also YTYt, Ac. see the next

( 1
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fliSirfbn f. (.«i) A cockle, f. ytS long, yTy or yTY a sheath

or Abell, Affix fftxr, « nit. or And with the fern

form added, yl'TyTfTrYT, -ffYTT.

ytxfffw m. (.fir:) A camel. E. and yfy going.

fVaiftY m. (-*:)
1 A camel. * A kind of curlew, k. ^Iy long,

and yVyt a neck.

X\YYTfkYr m. (-y:) A camel, a. long, WT2T the neck,

affix yy
^twYTTYI m. (-YI:) A kind of fish, commonly Bhangan. r

long, and wnm desert.

^YYTg* mfn. (*Y : T7-T) Long-thighed, m. (-^t) 1 A crane.

* A camel, e. yTY long, and a thigh.

yl^fyy m. (-yt) A snake, x. yti long, and fann a tongue,

m. (-ft) Long life. e. yV», and y“tY life
;
also

mfn. ( •aVfVaft’fa) Living or existing a long lime.

,tnd Aftfint who lives.

mfn. (-y -wi-w) Tell, long. * And mj body,

m. (-ft) The Tul or palm tree, e, yt$ long, and *ty a

tree,

yTYfafyYT f. (-yt) A kind of cucumber : see Yryzt

f. (-YIT) The musk shrew, e ytY> and Tjxjr a snout.

m. (-ut) The castor oil tree. k. yt$ long, a stick

or stem* also with fry added,

mfn. (-yf-fwtft-fy) Far-seeing, provident, wise. m.

(•It)' A wise or learned man, a seer, a prophet. * A vulture.

• A bean, b. yTY long, vy to see, affix fyfy.

ytSTfe m. ( fc:) A wise or provident man
;

also, mfn. Wise,

provident, far-seeing, e, yT$ long, and yfy sight,

m. (-ti) The palm tree. «-o* long, and ¥ a tree,

eiwwrx m. (-y:) A conch shell. «.<n. and any sound.

^tSfyfT f- (-WT) Death, x. yti long, and flrft sleep.

yTYfyyff ind. Sighing or having sighed deeply. and

fYYTO having sighed.

ytYfVYTY ra. (-ft) A long or deep drawn sigh. x. and

f*rYTY a sigh.

<0«*hw na. (y:) The fork-tailed shrike, x. and YY a wing.

yt*S*Y mfn. (-Y:-YT-',#t-Y) Long-leaved kmgifolium. m. (•
,

y-.)

Garlic, f. (-YT) ‘ A sort of Eugenia. • A kind of Chakuliya.

x. long, and yy a leaf.

f^Yyyar ra. (-ft) 1 A thorny plant : see yntfc- * A kind of

Bassia growing in marshy places. • Garlic, e. yTY long, YY
a leaf, and fry added.

mfn. (-^t-yT-'ff-y) Long-leaved longifolium. x. yTu,

and YY a leaf.

^t*YYY mfn. (-Y:-YT-‘5tft-Y) Having long shoots or tendrils,

m. (-f:) The San plant, (Crotolaria juneca.) x. yt«, and

ywy a shoot.

yTYYryY m. (.f:) * The cocoanut tree. • The betelnut tree.

, and fryf a tree.

ylYY7Y£ m. (-^ ory) A heron, x. long, and YTy for yy a

foot ;
also with a final vowel ^Tiviy m. (y:)

y!Iyyy m. (-¥:) A snake, t. ft$ long, and YY back.

n. (-y!) A plant, (Cassia fistula.) e. yty long, and fyr

fruit.

^tfaffy n>. (-yt) An elephant, x. ^Ty long, yiyy wind «r

breath.

-3 mfn. (-yt-wT Long faced, x. ^T$, and YYT the face,

mfn. (-YI t-WT-vft-ai) Having a long root. m. (-yt) A kind

of BUtra tree. n. f-ai j A sort of sensitive plant, f. (-VT) * A

creeper, (Echites frutescens:) see yrryyfn. * A plant, (Hedy-

sarum gangeticum j) also Safapfrni. f. (-fP\) A plant, (Hedy-

sarum alhagi.) a <lh long, yw a root.

yT'S’CY m. (.y:) A bog. x. j£y4 long, and xy copulation,

ytfry m. (-y:) A hog. r. long, and Ty a tooth,

ytdryy m. (.y:) A snake, e. long, and yyf i a tongue,

^tyrr* n. (f) ‘A long period. * A long night, e. ytY long,

and TTy for Elff night

mfn. (-y-^t-^) Making a long continued noise, yelling,

howling, e. and YTY cry.

ytxyrfky mfn. (-<Vfinft-far) Being long ill t. ytf, and TTfjty

sick.

yti^iyy m. (-YT) A bear. x. ytn long, Ytyy hair of the body.

ytflPClfTYY n. ( y) A fragrant sort of grass, x. ytw. andYTfyyy

another sort.

yt^Yy mfn. ( yr-HT-'li)
1 Having a long staff or stick. • Being

of an ancient family, m. (-y:) A reed. x. ytu, and Yy a

race, a bambu.

^^YHI m. ( fj:) An elephant x. y)C long, and yyf face.

<t«YfyyT f. (-yI) An alligator.

ytyrw m . ( y:) A long vowel x. yli, and yy a letter.

ytYYyy in. (-yr> A long road, a long journey. «-o*. and

YUTY a path.

y^afWT in. (-Y!:) A plant, (Bignonia Indica.) e.^ long, and

yyt stalk ; wiih fry added ytyiYTYr.

ytfffYllT f. (-yr) A plant, (Mimosa octandra.) e. long, and

ywt a stalk, yy affix, with the fern. form.

y|$YTy m. (-y.) The StU tree, (Shorea robusta.) x. ^4 long^

and yryi a branch.

ytifim mfn. (-yu:

-

lYT-ya) Long-thighed. e. long, and

yfyj a tliigh, affix YY ;
figuratively used, the compound retains

its proper final, as ytuyfYY YY a long-spoked wheel.

ytYYY n. (-<•) ' A sort of religious ceremony, one of long con-

tinuance. * A place of pilgrimage, e. y\Y long, yy sacri-

fice, Ac.

Ylfoairy n. (-xi) Long-continued observance of the chief daily

rites. I. “d Y^WT the morning, noon, and evening

oblation, y aff.

^=if^ry m. (-yt) A dog. x. long, and yTY coition.

mfn. (-ft-YT-Y) Dilatory, slow, tedious, s. long,

and QTY line or thread.

Y^Y^TYYT f. (-HT) Ddatoriness, tediousness. a and

yy added
j
also with y.

ft«wfyy mfn. (-t-fYft fy) Dilatory, r. and y;fYy having

a line or thread.

m. (-T:)
1 A long vowel • A long note, a minim or

semibreve, e. and yiy a sound.

y^7i*Ymfn.(-y:-YT*af) A letter carrier, a messenger, an express,

m. (-f:) A camel, b. ^y long, yam a road, and * who goea.
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livjw n. (-n) A long journey, a. andwr a road.

4l4ivr«T min. (-*:-TO-4) Long ilL r. ^4, and ^IIV* sickness.

41wnn* m. (-*:)
1 A spear, a javelin. • A hog. e. long,

and WTVTV weapon, or one so armed.

mfn. (*vu«: aj) Long-lived, m. (-r:) 1 The aaim Man*

kan'd£ya. * The silk, cotton tree, (Bcmbax heptaphyllum.)

* A crew. 4 A tree: see n. (-^:) Long life. «.**
long, and

<lui^wi mfn (-*:-touj) Long-lived. x. 4t4, and xjrwxi lived.

^Yfaarc f. (-WT) A large and long pond. e. long, affix anti

fern. form.

04 mfn. (-V? :-4l4j 1 Tom, rent, sundered. • Frightened,

afraid. 1. 1

|
to tear, affix w, deriv. irr.

^lf«r m. ( -ft:) The blue jej. *. see f^fe and fawtfff*, Ac.

mfn. ( en-wift-ent) Flaying, sporting. *. ficr play, *«
aff

\tTOtnr mfo. (-W- -vn-vf) * Throwing, darting, shooting. 1
Play-

ing, a. fga to play, irrsrw aff.

5 r. 1 st cl. (X*fn) To go, to more. f^iftfW) r. ith cl. (^1, »)

To be in pain, to burn morally or figuratively. I

* To cause pain, anxiety, he. 1 To burn, to heat.

10th cl. To give pain.

*•** n. (•«)
1 Pain, sorrow, affliction, distress, unhappiness. I

* The world. • Difficulty, trouble, e. ^ » to give pain, affix

;
or ^ bad, and TOT to call

;
or w*T to dig, aff.

mfn. 1 Cauaing pain. * Afflicting, occasioning

sorrow or trouble, k. and w* what makes,

vpwfaa mfn. I-IJ-IM) 1 Cut with difficulty, tough, hard.

* Afflicted, pained, distressed, a. xr-.xr, and fir* cut.

*1 rafn.(-^:-5|T-^J)
1 To be cut with difficulty, toa^h, hard.

* To be overcome with difficulty. * To be hurt or pained by,

(affliction, he.) e. and to be cut.

mfn. (-•*t-fx4t-f4) Living in pain or distress. *.

and xftfrnr living.

mfn. ( -*f:*TOr‘TO) Afflicted, pained, distressed. X.

and burnt.

^TOiiTOT f. (-TOU A cow difficult to be milked. *. trouble,

*TTO to be milked.

mfn. (-sj:-TO-4) Full of trouble or pain. k. and

JTTW abundant.

mfn. (-V:-TO-xi) Painful, distressful, abounding with

trouble, Ac. x. and much.

^;W»TTf**t mfn. (-JU finrt fn) Suffering pain, having pain as

their portion, a. and infra who shares.

re. (-*:) Occurrence or incidence of trouble, pain, he.

e. and union.

mfn. (-nr-TOT-TO) To be obtained or effected with dif-

ficulty. b. and WVJ obtainable.

mfn. (-7f:.in if) Reared with trouble and difficult}’. I

x. and raffW raised,

"^Vl^TX m. (-*:) Accession or presence of pain, distress, he.

i. ^1, and 4*1* union.

mfn. (-1w:-flT:*fTr) Wretched, poor, miserable, x.

and ^frofw condition.

5 M

J VI
nu (-*:) * Deep distress. * The world i. £:*, and

TOUT an ocean.

mfn. (-TT-VT-T) Removing pain. b. and t* who

or what destroys.

T£:wnftir mfn. (-IP.-WT-W) Freed from pain. s. and WTTtrT

passed.

TT:<rrfwr?r mfn. (-W*«1fT*4) Pained, afflicted, distressed, i. V£:W,

and having.

^;*rr4 mfn. (-
,4t-wr-wj Afflicted, pained, distressed, x.

and arm pained.

^:%ir mfn.(-WWMf) Pained, suffering pain. n. (-4) Pain, dis-

tress, trouble, k. to give pain, affix jf.

mfn. (-4t‘firal-f4)
1 Suffering pain, sorrowing, afflicted.

Difficult, painful, e. and xf* »ff-

^iWTTir mfn. (-TT.-1TT-W) Suffering distress, &c, i. TgTO, and

gone to.

mfn. (-^:-XT-4) Difficult of attainment, x. ^T, and STTO

obtaining ;
also

^".ynu mfn. {-m;-*JT-4) Difficult of attainment, e. 'jr J and VTQ1

obtainable : also vptrrq.

^••WTVr mfn. ( ar.-arT nf) Ungovernable, ill managed, intracta*

ble. a. ^r, and xrr^it an edict.

mfn. (-Xl:-xrT-ir) 111 behaved, reprobate, abandoned.

E. XfC. and behaviour.

i^nnnf ind. Improperly, unseasonably, unfitly, x. bad, ^1T

equal to; If changed to x.

m. (-flf:) A wicked son. t. llDf progeny.

^:-^a»Tsr mfn. (-*:-srT**f) Not coherent, difficult to be united or

juined. e. and uniting.

mfn. (-Ht-VT^I) Improper, unseasonable. B.
"

5\bad, ill,

^<1 same.

vf .XTT mfn. (-TJ-TT-T) Intolerable, difficult to be borne, x. XfX,

and vjf what is borne.

^ m. (-41) A porter, a warder, x. Ul, OT* to accom-

plish, affix 1wf4.

^:^ruj mfn. (-W:-ulT-'fi)
1 Difficult, arduous, not easily accom-

plished- * Incurable or difficult of cure. x. "yr ill, OTX to

accomplish, affix anf-

mfn. {-W
1 Poor, ill conditioned, badly situated.

1 Ignorant, unwise, a fool. * Suffering pain or affliction,

distressed, unhappy. * Covetous, m. (-XH:) Pain, trouble.

e. bad, ill, TOT to be or exist, affix w.

-yfTOfw f. (-f^O 1 Unsteadiness, instabiliiy. • Unhappiness,

ill fortune or condition, k. bad, Ac. froftr staying,

state.

^rwi! mfn. (-^-iIt-W) Difficult or unfit to be touched, m (-4:)

A plant, (Hedysamm aihagi.) t A prickly sort. if oigbt-

ritade. ,. bad,m to touch, affix WW, fem. affix zpf.

YWit* ni. (-»:) A tort of weapon, a. ill, TO to bear,

affix ’far.

n. (-«*) * Wove .ilk, • Very fine cloth or raiment *.

for^ ill,^ to cover, affix * ;
or -5 to beat, to keep hot,

affix, and K or ^augment, whence al» ^ew.

(.%j Wove ailk : see the preceding.
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^"nj mfn. (-»»-, -wtr-wi) ‘ Filled, full. * Milked, n. (-wil ' Milk.

* Milking, f. (-nil) A medicinal plant
j

also c. to

milk, aQix %.

^TS*fvnr f. <-«rr) A sort of cake made of ground rice, and

milk, &c. fried with ghee.

f. (-TTT) Milkiness, the nature of milk. e. mx added to

;
also with W,

vjvsiyralA n. (-A) Milk and mangoes, mango fool. • The froth

of milk, syllabub. 1 The skim of milk or cream, f.

to embrace or adhere, aJli\ w.

xpXArAW n. <-ii) A vessel for boiling milk. x. a^a milk, and

xrrww cooking.

f. A plant commonly Dugdhaptya. i.

milk, and xj^ a tail.

n. (-at) The froth or skim of milk, syllabub, cream,

f. (-aft) A small medicinal shrub, so called, e. milk, «*vr

froth, foam.

a^tvto m. (-w*) A sort of stone, (opal ?) a. a^wj milk, and ATA

a die, &c.

a- (-far) The sea of milk. b. and sea.

^ifWfTsni! f- (-AT) A name of Lucsmii. g. and wwAr

daughter.

^fngAT f, (-an) A sort of Asclepias, (A. rosea, Kox.) (the Hindi

derivative Dudhi, is also applied to Euphorbia hirta and

thymifolia. E. milk, and 7W affix, and the feminine form

;

the leaves, &c. yielding a milky sap.

mfn. (-nSt-frifwVfni) Milky, having milk. e. and

f. (-ATT) A plant described as a red sort of Apang,
(Achyranthes aspera.)

f. (-W :
) A kind of perfume : see AAT.

f. t-fv:) A small or female tortoise: see

mfn. (A:-AT-A) Fraudulent, dishonest, bad-hearted,

m. ('it:) A kind of snake, one which is described as not

venemous. e. ?« to sink, Un'hdi affix ^w, deriv. irr.

f- (‘T*l 0,r T’i) Anxiety, uneasinesa. x. ^ to give pain,

affix ffR.

AfA mfn. ( ' living pain. Wicked. x. and A
who or what gives.

mfn. (-^:.ij:-A) Wishing to play with or brandish. f^x

to play, desid. form irr., ^ afll

-3-5 *? m. (-ft:) A green onion, e. ^ bad, XX tree; onions being

prohibited food.

xpjXW mfn. (-ww in^ Trying to shake, e.a| to tremble,

de&id. form, r? aff.

yRrn m. (-if:) A sort of drum. x. bad, ill, to subdue,

affix ATX, XX augment.

m. (-^ : )
' A name of Vasoo6va, the father of KbIshn a. " A

kind of drum. r. ^ difficult, ^X to tame, affix X, and ^x
inserted.

if^tir m, (-fit'-)
1 A sort of large kettle drum. * A name of

Vaxvn'a, regent of the ocean. The name of a Dailya or de-

mon. * A pair or couple, f. (-fX'.-Xt)
1 A die or dice.

1 Twice

three spots on a dice, or a pair of dice, with three spots on

each. e. ttwt imitative sound, and XT to utter, affix far. or
* ^ *
AH heaven, XX to fill, and deriv. irr.

m. (*AT:)
1 A sort of red worm. * The smoke of a house.

* A cat : other authorities have q. v.
4 j 1

$XX mfn. (-XTX *AxV^X) Afflicting, injuring, x. to injure,

XT* tiff.

•^^md. A depreciative particle, implying,
1 Pain, trouble, (bad,

difficult, ill
)

* Inferiority, (bad, vile, contemptible.) * Prohi-

bition, (away, hold, forbear.) It corresponds in general to

the English prefixes, in, vn, &c. as in infamous, unbearable,

and the like. x. AT to cut or divide, TA affix. In composition,

the final T is changed to viserga, and this to a sibilant opti-

onally before the two first consonants of each class and the

sibilants, as ^tATA. A£XXV
;
and A^'.XAT, AfAXX ;

or to A again

before any other consonant or vowel, as ^x, ^<fnXW

&c. q. v.

rrx n (-vi) A loaded or fraudulent die ox dice. x. A^r, and

ato a die.

^rfxifX mfn. (-Xr-XT-tf)
1
Difficult to be suppressed or over-

come, insuperable, unconquerable. 1 Difficult of performance

or accomplishment. X- and xfxXiX overcoming.

^ < <XX mfn. (-Xi-att-X) Difficult to be passed or overcome, e.yc
and xxfX going over or beyond.

n. (-W ,1 Bad luck, misfortune, x. "^r, and fortune.

^vfxxx mfn. (-X'-XMt)
1

Difficult to be traversed. * Difficult

to be read through or studied. * Insurmountable, difficult to

be overcome, x- and xfxxx going over.

^TXTX mfn. (-X5-XI-X) 1 Difficult of attainment or of acquire-

ment. ‘ Difficult of perusal, x. ^r, and xvix going over.

^~rwr m. (-«|:) A bad road. e. bad, AfWW a road, sub-

stituted for the final syllable of the last member of the

compound.

^rwi rafn. (-W!:-wn-*l) Ending ill, having a bad end. x. and

AA end.

’^TAfK mfn. (-X>TT-T) Difficult to be displeased or offended,

x. AfA, and ^AArnc offence.

mfn. (-T^TT-xf) Difficult to be taken or laid hold of.

m. (-A:) A tree, (Achyranthes aspera.) f. (-VTT) Cowach. a.

and ^fsnrv taking.

^AlAT m. (-w.) A barbarian, x. T^bad, vile, WTAT Un'idi affi

^riAJiA mfn. (-sr-WT*#) 1 Difficult to be passed. * Invincible.

E. and V before WW to go, aff.

^OXTA mfn. (-A:*TT-A)
1 Wicked, depraved, following evil

practices. * Disregarding or deviating from established prac-

tices. m. (-a*) Wickedness, s. AfA b»d, ArrATT observance.

•^TAT mfn. (-AT^An-Al) Poor, not rich. * XT’ and ^TAf rich.

^mTAPC mfn. (-A:,TTVA) Who does any thing with difficulty

though rich. * What is done by one not rich. e. w
to do, WAT aff.

vjTTXTArA mfn. (-A-.-AT-A)
1 Proceeding from one not rich. Pro-

duced with difficulty by one who is rich. x. tjttat, w to be,

W* aff.

mfn. (-m7 -wr*Af) Vile, wicked, bad. m.(-Wr) A rascal,

a scoundrel, a villain.' x. ^T, and WIBPV souL
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TTTT$ mfn. Haughty, intractable, ra. (-TO White-

mustard. k. ^x. and WTW pride.

Ifa mfn (-fT.-fr.-fr) Painful, distressing. E. ^T, and Tlfa

affliction.

XXVV mfn. (-T:-tt-T) Difficult of attainment, a. ^X' TTT to

obtain, T nff.

Tjrpnr mfn. (-T:-TT*T) Of difficult ascent, m. (•’ft)
1 The palm

tree.
*

* The date tree. f. (-TO The silk cotton tree. b.

with difficulty, TTXTT to be ascended, from TT to rise, with

TTT prefixed, affixes TT and fTf.

Tnww mfn. (-T:-TT-T) * Unfit to be touched or taken, difficult

of handling. 1 Difficult of attainment, f. (-TT) A prickly

plant, commonly Jawdsa, (Hedysarum alhagi.) a. -^^bad,

hardly, ww to attain, with TTT prefixed, affix TT, fern, affix

TTT : see the next.

TTTTTT t (-TT) A plant, Jatcdsa: see the preceding, a. as

above, TT optionally inserted.

jfITrf m. (-T:) Abuse, scurrilous or abusive language, a. TX
bad, TTTTT address.

Ifntu mfn. (-T5-TT-T) Painfully bright, dazzling, not to be

looked at. m. (*T0 Great brightness or splendour, a.

and TTTTT seeing.

T^TuT mfn. (-T-TT-T) Difficult of shelter or asylum, a. T£X-

and TTTT resting place.

TXTT mfn. (-T-Tl-T) Difficult to be overcome or expelled,

a. “^x* and TTT to sit, TT aff-

mfn. (-f:*TT-f )
1 Difficult of attainment. ' Difficult of

access. ' Unequalled, unrivalled. * Intolerable, jl

with difficulty, T^F implying to or up to, TT to go, affix TT.

yfrw mfn. (-T:-TT-lf> Sinful, wicked, n. (-T) Sin. a. vjx vile,

bad, XT gone, become.

tfTT rafh. (*¥:-¥T-T) Very bad, very wicked, n. (-T) Great

crime, extreme wickedness, a. yxbad, vile, and TXT super-

lative aff.

Tflaw I f. (-TT) ‘ Curse, cursing. • An evil eye. a. Xfx bad, TXTT

seeing.

^TTT mfn. (-Xj*XT-X)

'

Impassable, difficult to be crossed. • Un-

answerable. a. XX’ Try going over.

T’TfTfX mfn. (-X'-XT-X) Difficult to be articulated or pro-

nounced. a. an^ TfTTX pronouncing.

T^TT mfn. (-V-TT-T) Burlhensome, unbearable, a. "^x, and

TXT up- bearing.

afXTTT mfn. (-T:-WT-W)
1 Difficult of access or approach. • Dif.

ficult of cure. a. T’X* TTXW approach.

XXTTt rofh. (-Xt-XT-X) ' Difficult of cure. • Unmanageable,

a. and TXTTT implement.

mfn. (-Tt-TI-T) Unapproachable, unattainable, a.'ijx,

and TxnjTTT proximity.

*ip*TTT **>• (-T‘-)
' A gamester. • A stake, n. (-X) Playing,

gaming, a. ^x bad, reprehensible,TTX contest.

if* mfn. 1 Difficult of access or approach, inaccessi-

ble, impervious, impermeable. * Difficult of attainment, un-

attainable. n. (-*)
1 A fort, a strong hold, a Droog or hill fort.

a A pass, a defile, a difficult or narrow passage over a stream or

a mountain, or through a wood, &c. ra. (-3:) The name of an

Ajtur slain by Duroa. f. (>£t)
1 The goddess Durca, the wife

of S’iva, and mother of KartikIya, and Gak £s‘a; also called

Uma, and ParvatI, Ac.: as Durca, she is a goddess of terrific

form, and irascible temper, and particularly worshipped at

the Duroa Pdjd, held in Bengal in the month of A’stein, or

about October. * The indigo plant. * A creeping shrub,

(Cliioria lernata.)
4 A singing bird, the Stjdma. a. bad,

ill, with difficulty, *w logo, affix T; the etymology of the

goddess is thus given, TT with difficulty, XT to be known
,
a

knowledge of whom is obtained only by the severest austeri-

ties ; or bad, a to sing, who is especially hymned by tha

wicked
;
or the Asur slain by the goddess.

mn, ( Enterprize, difficult undertaking, a.

and act.

-^anrrXT mfn. (-T:-TT-T) Making difficult or impassable, n. (-T)

The Bkojpatra or birch, a. an impervious thicket, and

TTTT making.

mfn. (-T^-TT-lt)
1 Poor, indigent, distressed. • Suffering

pain or affliction, a. TXdb TFT gone, become.

fi f- (-fT :
)

1 HelL * Poverty, indigence. A difficult path

or site. a. ^bad, ill, Jlfw going.

yjfw»rrfngt £ Duroa. k. hell, Tlfirxt who de-

stroys.

mfn. <-‘4t-fk?T
a
t-f%> Staying in a stronghold, a.

and frxifTW who abides.

mfn. (-T:-TT-ai) 1U -smelling, ill-scented, m. (-T)
1 Any

ill-amdling substance. * The mango tree. n. (-ai) Sochitl salt,

a. bad, vile, and TT smell.

-^TfafT mfn. (-TtfTrt-fi*) lU-smelling. a. a bad smell,

and xf*T aff.

T^XX n. (-^j A fortified city. a. XT3*- an<
^ ^ a city.

f. (-^1) A plant, commonly K&aptuhpa. a. x* with

difficulty, a flower.

X£ET mfn. (-T'.-WI-T)
1 Inaccessible, difficult of access or ap-

proach. 'Unattainable, difficult of attainment, *-‘!5\wilh

pain or difficulty, XT to go, affix TT; see
*

5*.

3-RTiir m. (-T:) A defile, a difficult pass or way. a. ^4, and

tt$ a road.

mfn. (-T'.-^ft-T)
1 Overcoming difficulties, making way

through arduous passages or affairs, &c. ra. (-t:
) A cameL

k, and TfT who traverses.

T'XTTT n. (-T) Defect in a ciudel, its being ill-guarded, &c.

e. and WTT misfortune.

m. (-X:) ' Progress or passage through an almost im-

pervious or inaccessible spot. * A bridge, Ac. or any con-

trivance for passing a river, a defile, Ac. a. a defile, &c.

TT^ going j
also with TTTX, ^TTiX ra. (-XO

f. (-T-T) Essential part of a fortress, a. and

wealth.

^i i fiiT lfXT m - (*^) Th® governor of a fort a. and

TfTTlfxWwho superintends.

^TivjT m- (-T-) ITic governor of a fortress, a. ttn^

TWT supervisor.
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xjTrnnrtft f. (-(ft) The ninth of the light half of KdrtiM

,

sacred

toDt'RGA as JarauduatrI. b. y"*T, and wTOt the ninth.

apbaYTar m. (.p:) Investing or besieging a fortress, i. tjA, and

TOYTP investing.

n. (-af) Taking refuge in a furtresa. k. ^*1, and

^nrapr seeking shelter.

mfn. (-ar-WT-W) Harsb-voiced, roaring, bellowing, m.

(-a:)
1 A bear. * A loud or disagreeable cry. a. and

ura sound.

a^Aa mfn. (*iT:-*nvw) * Bad, wicked, vile. * Malicious, mis-

chief-making. m. (-TO) A bad man. t. TfYbad, vile, nra a

man.

n. (-at) Wickedness, villainy, a. «a added to a^Aa } also

with IT1 affix ^apniT-

ipAa mfn. (-TO-WMI) Invincible, difficult to be subdued or over-

come. t. and TO victory.

apTO mfn. (-a>YT-T) Difficult of digestion, indigestible, a. yc-

and TO digesting.

afWTT mfn. (-Wt-lTT-*f) Inauspiciously bom or produced. * Im-

proper. n. (-11 )
1 Misfortune, calamity. * Disparity, uncon-

formity, impropriety, a. bad, arra born.

TjahfiT mfn. (-fro-fro-fa) ' Vile, wicked. * Low, outcaste. a.

anfa kind.

*** mfn. (.ar-TO-a) Difficult to be known or understood,

a. and A * to be known.

ajarcj m (-p:) Want of conduct, impropriety, impolicy, a.

and ITU policy.

Y-far mfn. (-m-WT-if) ' 111-bchaved, ill-governed. * Impolitic.

M-*)' Misconduct. 1 Impolicy, a. ape, and aYa conducted,

(fift) ' Impolicy. * Misconduct, B.afY» and atfa policy.

^rjiT mfn. (-TO-TO-A) Difficult to be subdued, e. ap^, and

taming.

mfn. (-V-KT’K)
1 Tearing. ’Distressing, m. (-Y0 A kind of

drug, R'uhuifha. 8 . ajT, and a^Y what tears.

mfn. (-A:-At* 1T) Dazxling, painful to the sight * Difficult

to be seen or met with. b. tjt, and yA seeing.

a^frai mfn. (-ari-aij-ai) Untameable, intractable, difficult to be

restrained or disciplined m. (-ai:j
1
Strife, tumult a A calf.

B. and daunted.

^faa n. (-if)
1 A dark or cloudy day. ’ Rain, or cloudy and

rainy weather, a. bad, vile,fi[a a day.

m. (-»:) An atheist b. ‘^Y. vile, repeated, aia to go

or be, affix TO, and ss substituted for the penultimate.

Tingg mfn. (-TO-1T-1)
1

111 seen, (literally or figuratively,) ill-

examined, imperfectly investigated. 1 Looked at with an c% il

eye. b. ^Y bad, T« seen.

n. (-‘W) Bad luck, misfortune. B.
"

5^, and ^a fate,

m. (-a.) A pupil who obeys his teacher only after judg-

ing of the propriety of obedience.

vf**1 f. (-UT ) A creeping plant

X!" -•<*> A green onion, 8 - "YY bad, and JIT a tree : see

T5*-
Yia mfn. (.^u4r4) 1

Difficult of attainment or approach.

* Haughty, distant b. to, and apY pride.

mfn. (-^-rr-f) Difficult to be sustained or borne, trou-

blesome, unbearable. ' Irresistible, difficult to be restrained,

m. (*^1 )
1 A division of hell.

a A kind of drug, commonly

Huhabfui. * The name of an Atur or Titan. 8 ip^bad, ill,

TO having, possessing
,

it is also written ^fT.

Y"arro n. (-af) Hemorrhoids, b. bad, aTTO a name, and

TOT added : see the next

*5;4nr»( mf. (-arr-aft) A cockle, n. (-a) Piles or hemorrhoids.

b. YY bad, and aTTO a name, affixm or At*? also in

the first sense, with a final vowel Y AlTO, f. (-ITT.)

mfn. (-TO-TO-TO Ungovernable, difficult of restraint.

B. YY» and faaa restraint.

^fwan: mfn. (-Y^-YT-Y)
1
Difficult to be stopped, hindered,

contradicted, &c. * Invincible, unconquerable, b- and

faarT resistance.

YfW^I rafn. ( aq:-a*rr -ap) Hard to be looked at, as the

•un, e. ^r, and fartYB to be seen.

YA r. 1st cl. (y) YAf (yAht) To hurt, to injure, to wound,

to kill, Ike.

YAai mfn.(-ar:-TO-ai) * Feeble, thin, emaciated. * Weak, im-

potent m. (-?:> One who is circumcised, or whose glans

penis is void of prepuce, e. ape implying depreciation or

diminution, and TO strong, potent

xi* mfn. (-f*:-f%:-f*) Silly, ignorant 8
. YY» and affc

understand 1ug.

YTO mfn. (-TO-TO-A) To be eaten with difficulty, g. YY> and

TO eating.

Y^*T f. (.an)
1 A wife not loved or liked by her husband.

A bad or ill tempered woman, b-YY little or ill, TO
affection.

Y**Y mfn. (-YJ-YT-Y) Burdensome, troublesome, hard to be

supported, e. tjy , and TO what bears.

affww n. (-a*) Dearth, famine, b. YY' and faro alms ; when

charity ceases.

Y^TO mfn. Unfortunate, unlucky, b. ape and

ana fortune.

Y^U mfn. (-aj:-ajT-aj)
1 To be broken with difficulty. ’ Firm,

constant, not easily disunited, b. YY» and aa to be

broken.

Y^fa mfn. (-fTO-fa? -fa) Silly, ignorant, simple, a blockhead.

b. YY* and afa mind.

YAto mfn. (-STT'.-iH'-if:) Sad, distressed, meditating or think-

ing sorrowfully, b. "yt: distross, WTO the mind.

Y^Y mfn. (-YTOT-^) Dying with difficulty, retentive of life,

f. (-YT) Bent grass : see b. YY with difficulty, af to

perish, affix araf.

^AfTOr f. (-TO) A minor drama, a comedy, a farce.

v-S* mfn. (-ar-TO-W|-ai) ' Scurrilous, foul-mouthed. 'Hideous,

ugly. m. (-TO)
1 One of the monkey chiefs. ’One of the

principal Naga* or serpents. * A horse. * An Atura. b. ape

bad, ill, TO mouth or face.
, ?

n. (-a^i Any thing of high price or value, b.^ and TOT

price.

mfn. (-VTi-Yn-af:) Of little or contemptible understand-
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ing, dull, stupid, ignorant, uninformed. «. ^bid, irxx

understanding.

^tanor ro. (-W:) The elder of the Kuru princes, and leader in

the war against his cousins, the Ptin'dvs and KhIshna.

b.
•

5T vile, ill, ^ to make war, affix XT; the author and

leader of an unjust warfare.

V3lf«r mfn. (-f*r:-far:-fuf) Of low or impure origin. 1
. ^X* and

xnfa place of birth.

mfn. 1 Difficult of attainment. * Excellent,

eminent. 1 Dear, beloved, m. (-art) A plant, (a sort of Hedy-

sarum ;) see ^TTUIVT. f. (-STT) A prickly nightshade. B. a£X

difficult, uru to gain, affix 1a, but without any nasal.

Y** mfn. (-T:-TT-^!) ' Speaking ill or improperly. * Speak*

ing in pain. * Difficult of utterance or articulation. • What

ought not to be spoken, n. (-T) ‘ Abuse, censure. * Evil or

unlucky speech. 8
. ^X, to speak, T uff.

n. (-^:) Abuse, bad language. b. tjx bad,

speech.

mfn. (-xS:-^T-^) Of a bad species or class, n. (-T) * Silver.

* A sort of perfume, commonly Elabdluka • see

b. bad, vile, and iv species j
the reduplication of the T

is optional in this and the following words.

(-T) Silver, b. TfX inferior, vnfc species, fil pleonasm

;

inferior as compared with gold.

X«4T mfn. Difficult to be borne or supported, b, TJX,

and VT bearing.

X«iiT mfn. (-TTT) An ill speaker, morally or physically, f. (-fT )

Speaking ill, either inelegantly or abusively, b. 'XX'^, TIT

speech.

X**TT n. (-^$) Any unlucky or ill omened speech. * Censure,

abuse, a. 'g’X
improperly, TTT to be spoken.

Y*<* mfn. One who speaks ill, (grammatically, Ike.)

or one who utters abusive or unbecomiug language, b. -^X

ill, bad, *TT speaking.

X*^rx mfn. Irresistible, not to be prevented or

checked, b -JX, and WK preventing.

XTiTT mfn. (-TTi-TT:-W:) 111 dressed, m. (-WT:) The name of a

Jiuki or saint, the son of Atu, and an incarnation or portion

of S iva, famous for his choleric temperament, b. and

HTTO vesture.

Y^ mfn. (.t:-TT-T)
1 Poor, pauper, indigent. • Wicked,

malevolent. * Foolish, stupid, b. ^X bad, ill, far habit,

custom.

Xf*nft*r mfn. (4fUWMf) 111 mannered, ill trained or behaved,

m. (-it:) A restive horse, a. xjt with difficulty, fedt* led,

managed.

XfsfvTTr mfn. Incomprehensible, inconceivable.

e. ^T, and f>«l* to be observed.

Vf”1* m. (-TO A bad mode or form of marriage, a.

and fxwTT marriage.

mfn. (-t:*TT*T) Difficult to be sustained or supported.

e. yt, and ff before wx to bear, affix aiv.

XfW mfn. (-Ts-TMI) Vile, wicked, leading a low or infamous

life, following disreputable habits or business, a cheat, a

5 N

juggler, a rogue, a blackguard, lie. e. Tjxbad, nr to be or

abide, affix n.

vjifa £ (-fa:)
1 Iyeading a disreputable life, following a degrad-

ing business, &c. * Juggling, fraud, a. ‘tj'x, and ifamainte-

nance.

•^vr mfn. (-WS-TT af) What is killed with difficulty, a. XY
before TW to kill, TW aff.

-

5^X mfn. (

\

or T) Inimical, illdisposed. nt (-X or * ) An

enemy, a. XY bad, TY heart

mfn. (-X:-TT-T) Evil-minded, bad-hearted. *. ^p^bad,

ill, XY* the heart.

XT r- 1 Oth cl. (TTTrfW) * To raise, to throw up. 1 To excite.

* To shake, to swing.

m. (-fa:) A Muiti or saint f. (-fan or aft) A small or female

tortoise. E. XT to throw up, (mud, &c.) affix fa, fem. affix

optionally #fa.

mfn. 1 Going with trouble or difficulty. * Act-

ing ill, behaving wickedly. 1
Unattainable, m. (-X:)

4 A
bivalve shell. * A bear. a. XX bad, TT to go, TX or

affi

X^frw mfn.
( m-WT lt) Misbehaving, abandoned, wicked, m.

(-if) Misbehaviour, ill conduct, wickedness, e. XT* and tRt
conduct

XTriT in. (-VT) A circumcised man, or one whose prepuce is

naturally or artificially wanting. 8. ”^x bad, difficult, TTX
skin.

X arffPT tnfn. (-TT-HT-TT) Misbehaving, doing or designing evil,

n. (-Tf) Evil purpose or action, misconduct, error, k.

and TftPT exerted.

XTjrsr m. (-W=) A name of Ikdra. a. XT ill, TTW the name

of a saint : Ind*a having raised his arm to hurl his thunder-

bolt at GSyarotw, had it fixed in that position by the curse

of the saint
;
other etymologies are given.

vfWfT mfn. (-T :-^T *0 Tattered, hardly covered, x. and

rx covering.

XnrrTT m. (-m) One of the Kaurova princes, e. and WP5T

government

X* (XX* Tt) r. 4th cl. (apffa) * To do or act wrong or

improperly. • To be impure. With S| and TTT prefixed, To

become manifest or apparent

rafu. (-^:-XT-^1-X)
4
Difficult to be done. * One who be-

haves ill, does wrong, &c. wicked, bad. n. (-T)
1 ./Ether,

atmosphere. * The tree of plenty. 'Doing any tiling with

pain or difficulty, a. XY bad, and TX what docs, from ®
with Wf aff.

X1HPT n. (*xi) * Wickedness, sin. “ Any difficult or painful

act b. TgX, and « *14 act

n. (-^) A low family or race. *.^ bad, fm race,

mfn. (-W.-TT-T) Of a low or degraded family, m. (-w:>

A sort ofperfume, commonly Chor. u. tjx bad, yxtx family

or species.

Xy mfn. (-W'-m-it)
1 Done wrong or wickedly. * Done with

difficulty or pain. n. (-IT) Sin, crime, guilt b.^ evil, wx

done, committed.
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Tpyrojpr mfin. Wicked, reprobate, n. (-4) Wicked-

ness. e. Yj^Y, and YY7Y act.

^wpnf^PYiY mfn. (-Y:-YT-Tf) Holy, free from sin. and

Yfr^iY excluded.

mfn. (- 1ft ftnft-fH) Wicked, an evil doer. *.

and T^r aff.

vjYpr mfn. (-Y>Yr-Y)
1
DiiTtcult of sccesa. • Going ill or labo-

riously. • 111 arranged, unmethodical, s. and YTY

going.

XWl* mfn. (-Y'-YT-Y) Dear, bought too dearly or unadvisedly.

b. bad, YtY purchased : a bad bargain. .

T" »•(-*) Pain in general : sec «a.

mfn. (-Y5-YF-tf) ' law, vile. * Weak, impotent • Wicked,

depraved. * Spoiled, injured. * Violated. * Contaminated,

degraded. 1 Worthless, f. (-YT) A harlot, a wanton, n. (-Y) A
kind of Costas, (C. speciosus :) see fZ- a. ^y to be corrupt,

Ac. affix T9-

YlfX* mfn. (-fl-fW-ft) Wicked, e. and YTlfCY

practising.

YYH mfn. (-YTtYT-YJ) 1 Malevolent * Stupid, e.

and ^YY the heart or mind.

^YYT f- (-YT)
1 Wickedness, badness. Contamination, de-

filement • Violation, e. yy added to ; also Y,

^tYTY mfn. (-Yi-YT-V) Innately bad. a. and ytt na-

ture.

on f. (-YT) Wickedness, innate depravity, e. $TYTW,
and YY aff.

•spnifiT mfn. Wicked, depraved, t. and uf*
mind.

5W m. (-Y*-) A lazy ox. a. apj aa above, and FW an ox.

m. (-Y) A dull boil or sore, a sinus, e. bad, and

YY sore.

mfn. (YT.-YT-lf) Defiled, rendered impure. B. ^y, and

possessed of.

"

5"* ind. ' III, btd. * improperly, incorrectly, mfn. (-Y:-Y :-Y)

111 behaved, unprincipled, depraved, e. ill, to be,

affix •jy.
*

YpYY m. (-V) Ch6r, a perfume, k. bad, yy a leaf.

mfn. (-•^:-yt-y) Not to be touched, unpleasant to the

touch, m. (-ij:) A plant, (Hedysarum alhaji
:) see YfYnt.

mfn. (-Y*-YT-Y) Difficult to be drank, e. and YTY
drinking.

If'Jifw mfn. (-ftri-ftn-fY) Of a bad nature or disposition.

e. and y nature.

f. (-^t) The egg plant, (Solanum melongena.) a.

with difficulty, y before YY to show, to guide, affix my , also

with fwfw affix vpvYYfYYt.

f. (-$t) A plant, (Hedysarium alhaji) * The date tree,

a. ^pq, and Y before yy to guide, affix *fr , and ziy.

mfn. (-Yi-YT-^i) Immeasurable, difficult to be measured,

a. ^T, and Y before wt to measure, Yw aft

mfn. (-Wi:-wn-wii) Difficult of attainment* e. and Y
before YY to gain, YY affix, ys£ inserted.

^ vyiU mfn. (-Ys-YT-Y) Difficult of attainment, difficult to be

got or reached. *. and YTY obtaining.

vp«Ypq mfn. (-ur-WT-Y) Remote, unattainable, difficult of ap-

proach or attainment, e. ^r. and ytu| obtainable.

m. ( wt:) A prince of the lunar line, the husband of

SakuntaiX s. Yp^, and is affix, spraug. ; also read

V*« “ ^ ) A prince : see the list. . to do wrong,

«,eff.

mfn. (-Y**-YT-^) Difficult to be crossed, a. and UT
crossing.

5YRY mfn. (-YTHYT-Yi) Difficult to be relinquished or parted

with. & •yc, *nd Tjyn abandoning.

5WE m. (-Y:)
1 A dog. • A cock.

^Y (YT) ^YT r. 2nd cl. C^rfnf) 3rd per*, plu. (yrfY) To milk.

(Y*)^fYY r. 1st cL(YTY^T)
1 To hurt, to afflict, to give

pain. 1 To kill.

TpT m. (YY) A milker, e. -yf, and f*Y aff.

•^Yl^mfn. (-YY-Y^t-Yff)
1 Relinquishing, parting with. ’Milk-

ing. b. to milk, yy aff.

vpfYTfiYfY m. (-fir:) A son-in-law, a daughters husband.

e. ^pfYY a daughter, in the possessive case, and YfY a

husband.

tfYY* (-YT) A daughter, a. vpf to milk, (the mother,) Un fidi

affix YY , and Y* inserted.

mfn. (-Y in-Y) To be milked, milkable. a. ^Y to milk,

affix «p»i also YTO-

^(YI. Y) Yl^r r. 4th cL (^Y^) ' To suffer or be consumed with

pain. ' To inflict pain or anxiety,

v^f* C^t) Pain, distress, a. and %Y aff.

mfn. (-Y:-Yl-lf) Unfortunate, distreased. b. difficult,

TY to deceive, deriv. irr.

mfn. Pained, afflicted, b.^ bad, painful, g[fY

to hurt, deriv. irr.

TY mfn. (-YT-YTT-Yf) Bad, vile. B. and 5 to mediutc,

deriv. irr.

^Yi « mfn. (-W: Yt-Y) Destroyed or annihilated with trouble or

difficulty, b. yc before, YY to destroy, deriv. irr.

>|Y mfn.(-Y:-YT-Y) Sent, despatched, m, (-Y:)
1 A messenger or

envoy, a news-carrier. • An ambassador. f. (-flfi-Yt) A
female messenger, a confidante, a procuress, a go-between,

Ac. e. “5 to go, Un'&di affix Y. and the vowel made long
;
or

^to suffer, affix Yb fem. affix or and optionally

yTy.

vjYYt f- (-^1) A plant, resembling the Kadamba : seo Y^YY Yl.

b. a messenger, g\ what destroys,

ijfn f. (-ft:) See Yjr.

f. ( Tr) A ferailc mctKiigcr, ccmfid»nte, kc. see rpt,

kc. n added to Tft ; aliu with the peuultimua vowel

mtde long,

T* »• ( «l)
* An embassy, a message. * The abstract state or

condition of a message or a messenger, b. vpY a messenger,

Sind YY aff.

^ mfn. ( y-YT*Y) Afflicting, harassing, e. and ^ what

gives or occasions.
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Spt mfh. (-art-WMt)
1 Suffering pun or fatigue. ’Going, mov-

ing- ’ Shaken, agitated, a. ^to suffer, iSt*

^TTWWmfn. (-aiw-atflaw) Bring agitated or distressed. 'Gone,

having gone. R. ^ to be agitated, HTJ aff.

5a mfh. (-3:-ST-h )
Strong.

mfn. (-S^-VT-V*) Distant, remote, n. odu. (•<) Far, far off.

* Widely, deeply, a. TJT with difficulty, TC«r to go, Un’idi

affix vat, deriv. irr.

mfn. (-m-m-d) ' Going a far or a long way. ’ Remote,

a. cr, and a what goes.

y.aifwrt mfn. Going far. m. (-#1) An arrow, Ac.

a. ^T, and infsnr what goer.

nd. Afar, far off, from a distance, from afar, a. and

afa aff.

^rjn f. (-in) Remotenear, distance, a tjv, and nr; also with

m,

ytgrr n. (-a)
1 Foresight. 1 Long-sightedness, m. (W:) A

Tultore. a. \v. and aaa seeing.

tjtgfww mfn. (-<f-fihit-fit) Long-sighted, far-seeing, (literally

or metaphorically.) m. ( iff)
1 A PmiU, a learned man, a

teacher. • A prophet, a seer. * A vulture, a. tJJ far, and

gfwa who aees, from TW to sue, with fata affix ,
also with

fata affix ^caw.

apnx m, ( tht) ‘ A learned man. * A vulture ; see the pro-

ceding.

v-vafa f. (-ft;) * Long-sightedness. * Foresight, a. and

tft sight.

^i mfV( W mfh. ( ifl-fawl'ftl) Far going. a. and viTno

who goes.

^Tvrrm mfh. (-t, or at) Distant, t. ip:, and amt what shares.

Ijrfwt mfh. (-f-tt-'#) Struck or wounded deeply, a. and

firt divided.

Vtlfrw mfa, (-^I ftaft-fh) Going far. a. and tlftW what

goes.

yxar mfn. (.f'-tT-t) Naked, undressed, a \r, and v»
clothes.

mfa. (
Residing in a foreign land, out-

landish. a. and vnfaif who or what abides.

\t fq finr mfn. Unconnected by the ties of nature, of

a different nature, a. and faf*TW separated.

mfn. Missile, projectile, (weapons, &c.)

a. t£T afar, and wfaw what pierces or wounds.

mfh. ( ^r:-HTT-^f) Remote, distant. a. ^T, and «j40

what stays.

^rd^nsr n. (-si) Being or residing at a distance, e.

site.

y ifl mfn. Remote, far off. a. and what

stays or ia; also and &c.

^TT¥T* mfn. (-*:-*T-si) Jumping far. a.^and ^T«TW a

leap.

mfn. (-ST.-WT-Tf) Standing or being afar off. a.

and ^fsfonr situated.

n. (-^) Removing, placing at a distance. E. “d
SH71 making, ff aff.

mfn. (-Wt-ITMr) Removed, placed afar off. i.^ “d

WW made, fa aff.

mfn. (-W-TfT-vf) Remote, far off *- “d
become, fa aff.

mfn. (-H: W-Wf) Far, distant, e. and rm aff

mfn. (-Wt-WT-W) Squint-eyed. *. afar,

sent, and XWV sight.

spar f. (*^I) Bent grass, commonly Did, (Panicum dactylon.)

a. spq to hurt or be hurt, affix or W*f» fern, affix

what hurts sin, or is injured by cattle,

xpjprw o. (-if) A thicket of Dub grass. K. and qvr

wood ; also with the final unchanged, V<n"r-

*lS u. {-nij Faeces, ordure a. X£T fhr, HI to go, affix V

,

s£aia rn. (-at) A bow.

V*» (-at) A tent: see \a*-

Jjrv r. 4th CL (tjaifa) ' To be or become bed. * To make

bed.

mfn. (-at-art-a) ' III. low, contemptible, infamous.

’ Spoiling, corrupting, contaminating, who or what does ao.

a. "pt to be vile, affix; a.

m. (-n: ) A Rukthata, the brother of Raven's. n. (-it)

• Blame, fault, defect, offence. * Spoiling, ruining, vitiating,

defiling. * Violating, (as a girl.) * Breaking, (as an agreement.)

*. ^v to become vile or wicked, affis eh
^WWTft m. (-ft:) Rana. a. ^tl the brother of RavaVa, and

wfr a foe.

^anr« mfn. (-w-wr-d) Vitiating, defiling, spoUing. a. ^1 to

make bad, STf . n aff.

f- (-fa-fO The rheum of the eyes. a. to make bad,

affis fat or « with Ol added j
also vfiat and

^fkwi f. (-art) ' The rheum of the eyes. * A pencil or paint-

ing brush, a. spr to make bad, (the eyes, Ac.) affis »».

fern, form ,
also tfffl. ’jfa, and \.la I .

^fait mfh. (-antl-lt)
1 Calumniated, falsely accused, especially

of adultery. ' Contaminated, corrupted, spoiled. Violated.

* Blamed, censured, f. (-WT) A girt who has been violated

or deflowered, a. ^a to become or make bad, affix 1*.

^tan f. (-WI) The secretion or rheum of the eyes. a. Vff t0

hurt, (the eyes,) Unidi affix afhhj see sffaart.

^alfha n. (-^) Poison that may be overcome by drugs or

charms, or that does not act upon the system, a. rheum,

and fa^ venom.

^ai mfn. (-ai: aiT-ta) Reprehenaible, contemptible, vile, bad.

f. (-an) An elephant's leathern girth, n. (-ai)
1 Clothes. * A

tent. ’ Pus, matter, x. ^a to be or become wicked or bad,

WW or a*a affix, fem. affix »Ta.

a r. 6th cl. usually with s*tas prefixed (wiTshS) To reverence,

to revere, to respect, r. olh cl. (TWTfh) To hurt or kill. r. 1st

and 10th els. «tf«t arvafw) To fear, to be afraid,

afaa mfn. (-ir-wt-li) Grown, increased, a. aft to increase,

% affix.

a* n. (-W) A hole. I

ina nt. (•*:) A demigod, presiding over the tbbd part of a

sign of the iodise, (iu Astrology.)
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!!• (*V:) A make. b. tv an eye, and v4 an ear ; whose

eyes are his ears ; in the opinion of ihe Hindus, the snake

has no visible external ear.

TVTV ra. (-V0 Sec

YvfJVT f. (-Vr)
1 Beauty. Splendor, b. YTJ, and fsrv grate-

ful to.

wvfv m. (.fw:) A snake, k. TV an eye, and ’sfv the ear : see

TV*
T*vm m, The sun. ». TV the sight, -WVTV ruler.

YVTTV m. (-U:) A small circle on the axis of the earth, within

the greater circle of the armillary sphere, and accompanying

each planetary circle, k. TV. and jttw circle.

Tfant m. (-V;) A serpent or other such venomous reptile, a. Tit

eye, and far poison •, whose eye is venomous.

Yfj’vw n. (-if) A small circle within the great circles of the

armillary sphere, accompanying each planetary circle or

orbit, e. tu, and vgrt sphere.

(«4 m. (-V:) A fire-place, or hole made in the ground for

cooking.

TV mfn. (*¥:-¥!•#) 1 Much, exceeding
;

(in this sense it is also

an adverb declinable in the neuter gender.) * Hard. firm.

* Able, powerful. * Bulky, massive, solid. ' Strong. * Con-

firmed. n. (-V) Iron. c.W to increase, affix if-

<« m. (-V :
) A plant, commonly DhaiidJtara. s. TV much

or many, and a thorn.

TWTO m. (-^;) A bambu. b. tv, and VT^» a stem.

VOTlfkv mfn. (-ftfK’ft-f*) Persevering, determined, x. TV,

and vrfcv who does, (any act.)

YVaifwOT f. (-VT) Granulated sugar, k. TV firm, vtv substance,

affix vrv.

YVVfaV m. (-f*V:) A brobu, e. TV, and a knot.

YWT f. (-TIT)
1 Firmness, hardness. * Steadiness. * Solidity.

* Strength, e.w added to TV j
also with w. TVaf.

TVTW nr, (-V:) A shark, x. TV hard, vwv a biter.

m. (-^T) A good archer, a. TV. and Y^V a bow.

TVVT mfn. (-vjr-vr-v) Strong, able to bear a weight or load.

k. TV, and a burthen.

YYfvvv mfn. (-V--VT -^) Certain, confirmed, corroborated, un-

doubted. E. TV, and fvw certainty.

TVW m. (-Vlt) The cocoanut. e. TV hard, andW fruit.

TWT mfn. (-V:‘VT*V) Bound or tied tightly, k. TV, and TV
bound.

VVTfarT^ f- (-sft) A creeper, (Ecbites frutescens.) e. TV firm-

ly, Twt to bind, affixes fffv, and vtT; winding closely round

a tree or stem.

TVvfif mfn. (-tlf'- -%:•%) Faithful, devoted, e. TV, and vf*

faith.

cvvfv mfn. (-fc-fvt-fv) Miserly, niggardly, close-fisted,

m. (.fr.) A sword, any weapon with a hilt or handle, b. tv
firm, and wfv a handle, a fist.

TI^T m. (-¥:) The cocoanut. t. TV hard, and root.

Tvwnrv mfn. (-VT-VT-V) Having coarse hair on the skin. m.

(-VT)
1 A wild hog. 1 Course hair, bristles, s. TV firm, stiff,

and VTW the hair of the bodv.

TVTW mfn. (-V:-VT-tf) Observing steadily a religions vow or

obligation, b. TV. and TV a vow.

VWjfat mfn. (-fnsr-fap-fai)
1 Strong knit, well fixed or com-

pact, (the person, &c.) * Close, compact, free from inter-

stices. 'Closely connected or allied, a. tv firm, and vfv union,

a joint, Ac.

TVtafTVf f. (-VI) a plant from the fibres of which bowstrings

are made : see TOT. x. tv firm, and frv a thread, a fibre,

affix v.

TVTiVV; mfn. (-V1 ^*V) Firm in friendship, constant, e. w,
and qrvV friendship.

TVTFT m. (-at:) A plant, a sort of Mimusops; see vtfrvr.

B. TV firm, and TRB stem.

TVTT mfn. (-V :-TT "tfl-T) Firm-bodied, hard, strong, n. (-V) A
diamond, t. TV, and WT body.

TTtfH f. (-fl:)
1 The end of a bow. a Great pain. x. TV, and

end ofa bow, Ac.

YVTVfw f. A faithful mistress or wife. k. TV fern, form,

and vfv attachment.

TVITT m. (-T ) A hero, one firm in battle, b. TV, and VfVY

war.

TV mfn. (-Vs-Vf-V) Respected, honoured, t (-VT) Cumin, *. t
to respect, affix if.

lfv m. (-fv:)
1 A bellows. * A fish.

1 A skin of leather, or a

leather bag for holding water. 4 Skin, hide. x.
^

to divide,

fl«W aff.

vfWTTV m. (-in) A plant, commonly Acanpdta. *. vfv a

bellows, and VTTV having ; having leaves compared to a

leather bellows.

TfVTfr m. (-fr:) A dog. t. T?V here said to mean skin in

general, and vfr who steals, from V with TV aff.

TfwYlT m. (-Tt) A carrier of skins or bags, a water carrier, Ac.

x. Tfv, and ^ to take, Tfw__ aff.

T*W m. (-VJ:)
1 The thunderbolt. * The sun. f. (-VI0 ' A snake

in general * A wheel, R. TV to fear, Un'fidi affix ff, and TV
inserted

; v being optionally changed to V before V, the

word is also read TV.

TT r. 4th cl. (f«f tS: v) tv frrj (Tvfv) * To be glad, to rejoice.

* To be arrogant, to be vain or proud, r. 6th cl. (TTfv) To

pain, to inflict pain, to torture, r. island 1 Oth els. (TVfv

VTVfw) To light, to kindle or inflame.

TV mfn. (-TT-VT-W) Proud, arrogant, e. YT to be proud, affix V-

TTp^mfn. {•mv-njTfV'VY) Being proud or arrogant, x. TT to

be proud, w aff.

TV mfn. (-T-TT-T) 1 Strong, powerful. Proud, arrogant.

K. TT to be proud, Un'Adi affix TV.

TV r. 6th d. (Tvfr) To pain, to hurt.

Y*i mfn. (•W:-VVT*vt) ' Strung, tied. Afraid, frightened.

• Pained, tortured, x. tv to pain, to string, affix if.

TO (<) Tot r. 6th cl. (Tvfv)
1 To string, to arrange. * To

give pain. r. 1st and 10th els. TYffw) To fear, to be

afraid.

Y«l r. 6tb cl. (fwjfv) To inflict pain, to torture.

IV r. 6th cl. (x*wfv) To pain, to torture.
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f. (-**•) A snake in general. ft. T*1 to give pain, affix f :

TV? f. (*VT) A snake, &c, : we VW.

XT? (il It) wxfltr r. 1st cl (xwfif; To see. With 'Sit pre-

fixed,
1 To see, to observe. * To anticipate, to foresee. * To

doubt, to think doubdngly.

X~w mfn. (-TV) ' A seer, a looker. * Wise, possessed of know-

ledge- f. (-W) 1 The eye. • Sight, seeing, e. T* to see, affix

fi*V; also TUT and vfv, &c.

f. (-fTT or WV) 1 A stone, a rock. * A flat stone for

grinding condiments upon. e.
^

to divide, Un'Adi affix "wfV.

augment VV. and v changed to w ; the crude form may also

be TVW or TT^, &lc.

X*T#t f. (-tft)
1 The name of a river which forms the

eastern boundary of the Aryaverta or holy land of the

Hindus, running on the north-east of D<lhi. * A name

of the goddess Dubga. b. a stone or rock, and VJV
po&s. nff.

Tin t (-TT) The eye. s. see XX, VTV being here added.

TVTVT $J n. (-ftl) A lotus, or rather a kind of nelumbium.

k. TV the eye, T7f!X to desire, with VTV prefix, and TV affix;

desirable as an object of comparison to the eye.

TVTV n. (-W) Light. m. (-W’)
1 The name of an Asur ; also

Vibociuna. * A holy or spiritual teacher. * A king, a ruler,

a protector or cherisher of the world. 4 A Brahman, e. tv
to see, VTTWV Un'Adi affix ; by whom or which, sight, &c. is

enjoyed.

Tfv f. (-flC 1 or ift) The eye. • A Sintra, i. TV to see, aflix

fv, #tv is optionally added.

tstlMT n. (-ifr) The white lotus, (Nelumbium speciosum.)

b. TVt the eye, WW resemblance
; what resembles the

eye.

TW mfn. (-Wff-vt) 1

Visible, to be seen. * Beautiful, pleasing,

m. (-TT’.) (In Arithmetic,) A given quantity or number, b. TV
to see, T^affi

11Bm n. (-^) Vision, sight, e. at added to the last.

VV*£ f. (*T\ orvw) 1 A stone or rock. * A flat stone or plate on

which spices, &c. are ground, t.
^

to divide, UnAdi affix

<rf^,and TV augment; also TVT'.

TT mfn. (-T--WT-T) Seen, risible, apparent, n. (-V) Obvious

danger or calamity, e. tv to see, affix m
xftl* n. (-¥) A riddle, an enigma, s. TV seen, jv trick.

TTTTT mfn. (-V:-VT-V) Found out, exposed, detected. *. TV,
and TIV fault.

TUVTV f. (-W ) A girl arrived at puberty, i VC seen, (by

whom,) and WV the menstrual discharge.

TWIT mfn. (-VTVVift'VV) Seeing, beholding, haring seen,

t. Tv to see, WJ aff.

I m. (-Vf:)
1 A science, a Sdstra. * An example, an illue-

tration. • Death, dying, k. w obvious or seen, and vvt

end.

Tfc f. (-f%?)
1 The eye. * Sight, seeing. 1 Knowledge, wisdom.

* The sight of the eye, the pupiL ‘ Aspect, (of the stars.)

*. TH to set, affix f*W.

6 o

yfastfl n. f-yrtt) A flower, (Ihbiseus mutabilia.) ITfit the

eye, V to make, here meaning resemble
;

affix fvv and tjv

added
;

also with nr affix vfwnT n. (-11).

ifvvv m. (*V:) A butt, a mark for archers, &c. e. vfr the eye,

and It* object.

xfVfr m. (-V:) A look, a look at or on. e. ttv, and fsrvpy

alighting.

TfCTTIf m. (-IT!) A look, a glsncc. b. ifl, and VTW falling.

ifcvv mfn. (-w: WI-W) Kept pure by the sight, i. e, watched,

that no impropriety is committed, or impurity contracted.

*. vfv, andW purified.

Tfriaj m. (-aj:) A fire-fly. t. vfv sight, and v*i a friend.

ifvfvAv m. (-V:) A leer, a side glance, b. vfv the eye, frvv
casting.

vfvfvv m. (-V:) A snake, a. vffc, and fvv poison, venomous in

his look.

Vp Having seen. i.w to see, *T aff.

TT r. 1st cl (TVfv) also (T) vfv r. 1st cl. (vrffc) To grow, to

increase, to prosper.

vfvv mfn. (-Wi-VT-IT) Grown, increased, thriven, b. TT to

grow, affix v with T* inserted •, also from vfl, V^CV.

^ r. 9th cl. (tlifTi) To tear, to rend, to divide or pull to pieces,

r. 1st cl (T^fr)To fear, to dread.

^ (V) l»t cL (^TT) To preserve, to cherish or protect.

mfn. (-W--TT-V) Shining repeatedly or intensely,

glowing, blazing, b. ^Tt to kindle, intens. form, vtvtt aff.

TT mfn. (-T^WT-T) To be given, fit or proper for a gift. e. TT

to give, TT affix, and the vowel changed.

TV (M) TV r* cl ($VTT) To sport or play.

TV m. (-V:)
1 A deity, a god. A king, in poetical language.

• A husband's brother : see T*-
4 A cloud. * A fool, a dolt.

* A child. T A man following any particular line or busi*

ness. * A spear-man. a lancer. * Emulation, wish to excel or

overcome. 10 Sport, play. u A term or surname applicable to

a Brahman

;

also to a man of the Kaycth class, n. (-V ) An or-

gan of sense, f. (-VT)
1 A flower, (Hibiscus rautabilis). A plant,

(Marsilca quadrifolia.) t (-At)
1 A goddess, the wife of any

deity or divine being. * A name very commonly applied to

the goddess Dubga. * A queen, one who has been consecrat-

ed as well as the king, (in theatrical language chiefly.) 4 A

respectful epithet or title applied to a woman of the first

class.
4 Worship, reverence.

4 A plant, (Trigonclla eomi-

culata :)
1 Another plant : see w*frr. *. fr^ to play, (in heaven,

&c.) affix fern, affix VPT and Ttv.

TW mfn. (-vn-VT-Ait'T)
1 Who or what sports or plays, *Divine,

celestial, like a deity, m. (-W:) A proper name, the mater-

nal grandfather of KeTsun'a. e, fr* to play, sdfix ; or

^V, and TT aff.

m. (-«:) A fragrant paste of sandal, agailochum, cam-

phor, and safflower, b. TV, and mud.

TVTTErarr f. ( *WT) The mother of KafsaN'A. e.TW as above,

and vriwrr daughter.

TVTrni n. (-W) Worship of, or oblations to the gods. a.

and TTC& business.
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^WESTU n. (*#) A kind of pine: (Piuus devadaru.) s. divine,

and XTT wood.

Xxfxft f. (-ft) One of the female personification! of the modes

of music.

T«nfl f. <-4t) D£vakL the daughter of D£yaka, wife of Vssu-

d&va, and mother of Krimiin'a. e. x*X- palronymick

affix, fcm. affix wtE ; also with the vowel chungcd by the

affix,

XeXVexx m. (-Wi) A name of KrTsun'a. b. ^exT as above,

and WWfvr a son.

X**tX mfn. (-XS-XT-X) Divine, belonging or relating to a divi-

nity. e. XX, and * aff.

XXtftxPJ m. (-XJ) The deity KbTsux'a. e. xxxl as above, and

a son
;

also similar compounds, us XEXTtw*XX> and

XXJP«1 n. (xi) A natural spring, e. xx, and ^r a well.

XTjixr n. (-X) A temple, e. a god. and a house.

XEfEfH n. (-X) Cloves, a. XX a deity, and ytjx a flower) fit

for a deity.

XXXIX mfn. (-7T)
1 A cave or hollow among mountains. • A na-

tural pond or reservoir, i. x* a deity, and EHXdug; not the

work of men.

XE^nrx rid. (-*:#) 1 A natural pond or one in front of a

temple. * A natural cavern, a grotto. E. XX a deity, WTW dug,

and qnr affix
;
dug by divine hands, or in honour of a god.

Xxwrxfxx n. (-Ei) A cavern, a chasm, e. x’TOW, and fxx

a hole.

XXXPMnffl f. One of the Itdginfs, or female personifications

of the modes of music.

XXXTXX m. ( w:) A 0'emd'harba, a celestial quirister. s. a

god, and X:XX a singer.

<xf*ft f. (-ft) One of the female personifications of music.

XXRX m. (-X:) A name of Vriuaspati. b. x
-

*. und EX teacher;

the preceptor of the gods.

n. ( T) 1 A celestial or planetary sphere, the dwelling

of the gods. * A temple, e. X*# and izx house.

XxfxfViEfEr rn. du. (-XT) The two sons of As'wini', and physicians

of heaven. god, and fxfVXEi a physician.

m. (-x^:) A garland or necklace of pearls, Ac. composed

of 100 or 103 strings, a. a deity, und xfx to cover,

affix XX.

X EEPE n. (-tx) A fragrant grass, deity, and ana eaten

.

Xxxnnir n. (-x) A fragrant grass, b. xe^ pleonastic, added to

the preceding.

XXX mfn. (-X:-XT-X) An artist, an artisan, k. fxx to sport,

XEX l, nidi aff.

«XH f. (-11) A sort of gull, (I.nrus ridibundus.)

m (-X0 The holy fig tree. * A tree of Sicerga or para-

dise, the Manddra tree. * The tree of plenty. * Any vene-

rable and ancient tree ; usually the place of assembling in a

village, t. ^ » deity, and xx u tree.

XX1TT f. (-ITT)
1 A god, a deity or divine being. * Divinity : see

XEX. e-x* divine, xx affix of the abstract: in the first case,

Xix added ,
of whom the attribute it divinity.

XEXTXTT m. (-Et) A temple. R.xxxr, and xtem: a house.

<XXTX m. (-:) ' A kind of grass, (Andropogon serratus.)

* A name of Jldhu, the personified ascending node. 1 A name
of fire.

4 A sort of creeper : see View. e. xx R deity, &c.

XX to torment, affix EE
XEXTXX m. (-Xi) A grass : see the preceding, s. XX added to

xxmx.
XEfiifxM m. (-1:) A name of Indha. b. XXXT a deity, xfxx

ruler or chief.

XXXFW^X n. (-X) Worshipping an idol. e. XXXT, And xixxx
worshipping.

XXXTXXX n. (-X) A temple, e. XXXT, and XfXXX dwelling.

<*4^ n. (-$) The part of the hand sacred to the gods, the

tips of the fingers, e. x*. and xtx a shrine.

X^E n. (-X)
1
Divinity, the abstract attribute of divine being.

* Identification with a deity, deification, a. xx a deity, and

X abstract affix , also with the, x^XT-

XXX^ mfn. (-X:-XMl) Give© by the gods, god-given, m. (-E!:)

1 The younger brother of the legislator Buddka. • The conch

of Abjcna. • One of the vital airs, that which is exhaled in

yawning, e. xx a deity, and XX given
j

the name is often

used in grammatical and other examples, in the place of

some one, a certain person, c.

X'EX^TEet m. (-w:) A name of Buddha, e. xxx1! m above,

and xjtTST elder born.

X^XT1^ f* (-^1) A sort of creeper, commonly Hdtighdska. e. x*
a deity, and xiX a gift* fcm. affix

mn. (-X5-X) A species of pine, (Pinus d^vadlru ;) in

Bengal it is usually applied to the Uvaria long i folia, and in

the Peninsula to another tree, (Erythroxylon sideruxylloidea.)

a. x^ » deity, and XTE timber.

X^X^ f 1-^1) A courtezan, especially one employed as a dancer,

&c. in a temple, i. xe a deity, and XT^t » female slave.

X^t^ m* (-X0 An eye. b. x^ au organ of sense, and a

lamp.

<TT«1 f- (-ift) ‘ A female messenger of the gods. * A sort of

plant ; also xrrfi^^t. a. X*. and » messenger,

xn^ m. (-E:)
1 A name of Bhaumx. * A name of 6 ivx. b. ^E

god, repeated
;
god of gods.

XTEfXt The procession of a deity or idol. r. x* a

deity, Tir to go, affixes and XtE.

x^*iw mfn. (-SJV-El^ttXIX) Approaching or adoring a deity.

b. x 1^ idol, to go to or to worship, affix flE, and

inserted.

X EXTX n. (-X) A sort of grain cultivated in many parts of

Hindustan, (Andropogon saccharatus.) e. xX ©deity, and

Hrxi corn.

^•E^E m. (-X:) A fragrant resin, (Bdellium,) used in the in-

cense. R. X* a deity, and incense.

X^X m - A husband s brother, b. tx^ 10 Pla> . ^EX U nidi aff.

XTX n. (-X)
1 Sport, play, pastime, &c. * Emulation, desire to

excel or overcome. * Affair, business, profession. 4 Gaming.

* Splendour, lustre, beauty. * Light. 1 Praise. 1 Motion.

* Grief, sorrow. '* A garden, a play or pleasure ground. 11 A
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•v

lotus, n. (-If:) A Hie or dice. f. (-WT) ' Service. * Sport, wan-

ton sport or pastime, b. fire to play. &c. ailit tr?, or T* 1

fern. ZTTO

^xrwfVw m. One of Ixdba’s doorkeepers. ^ a deity,

and wfaw who pleases.

m> (-t;) A kind of reed, (Arundo bcngalenaia.) s. XT-

and wro a reed also read ^ETOW.

ifTarmir m, (to:

)

A superhuman being.

^finrPt m. (TO:) A heaven, t paradise, the residence of a divi-

nity. e. and fawn abode.

W sfaHTO in. (TO:) A heretic, an unbeliever, a reviler of the gods.

k. ^v, and fa^ro a calumniator.

W«faw r f. (-TOT) Heresy, atheism, e. and faroT abuse.

WwfafWT mfn. (TO:TOT-lt) Natural, created. *. x*, and fafam

made by.

XTOrfa m. (-fa:) A name of Indra. k. a deity, and xfa

master.

XTXwt f. (-dft)
1 "Hie wile of a deity. * Sweet potatoe. t. x!x a

deity, &c. and tpit wife.

^EifXm. (to:> Heaven, the firmament, the celestial path or

way. e. X”* a deity, and xfaw a road, final affix TO-

XTXX n - (TO) Tbe royal presence, a. XTO and ux f°T TOTX a

foot }
also x^TO*

XXXT mfn. (*X:-XT-T)
1 Addicted to play.

rTuture, what will

be, (predestined, &c.) see

XXXTQ m * (-HO An animal consecrated to a deity, e. XTO and

XTJ an animal.

XTXTOl f. (TOft) A medicinal plant : see XTOr. e. x1* * deity,

and Tjwft a daughter.

ifavjX f. 'ITie capital of Indra. e. t?X a god, and y a city.

XXxfxwi f. (TOT) An idol. e. XX, and xfaxT image.

n. (wj) Astrology , consulting the stars or gods. r. XX a

deity, aod XX asking.

xxvxrw m. (to:) A tree used in dying, (Rottleria tinctoria, Rox.)

•ee XXTX e. x* a deity, and RWW a friend.

m. (-xroA name of the Muni Na'rboa. e. a deity,

1XPT Brahma ,
Brahma amongst the saints and demigods.

^vsrnpvi m. (-TO) A venerable BraAman, one esteemed by the

deities. E. XTO and W!^jw a Brahman.

n. (-TO)
1 The holy fig tree, * Paradise. 1 A temple.

e. x 1* a dciiy, and imr a dwelling.

mfn. (TOv or 31 ) Belonging to a god. a. X*, and wn
what has.

m. (•*£)
1 A deity. * Stcerga or paradise, r. x* divine,

and TO being.

XX>jfa f. (-fa:) The Gang*! of heaven, k, ^x a deity, and

TOfa being, abiding.

XXijX n. (->4)
1 Divinity, godhead. 1 Inferior deification or

identification with a deity, s. xTO a deity, and tox being,

becoming.

XXTOX^ n. (-^) The jewel of KrTshna suspended on his breast

XS*ffa m. (-fa:) * A name of Si. a. •The jewel of KrTshn a.

* A twist of hair on a horse's neck, deity, wff a

JeweL

XTTOT* f. (-ITT) A name of Anrrf. e. XTO, and totx a mother

;

the mother of goda.

g.EKFe* mfn. (TOTTOT-TOf) Watered by rain, (corn, land, Ac.)

b. xx a cloud, wn a mother, and affix cherished by the

clouds as by a parent.

XXWTOTO m. (toO The jewel worn by KrTsiin'a : aee xTTO*r.

e. ^X a deity, TOTTO respect, affix TOTO.

XXTOTX m. (TO:) The eighth month of pregnancy
;
also ^XTOTTOTO-

e. xx divine, and WTO a month.

xxxro m. (-etw) A worshipper of Use gods. i. x*> and XTO to

worship, farg aff.

XEXfro m. (-fa:) ' A worshipper of the goda * A Muni. e. X"*,

and xf» who worships.

X^XTO ra. (-to) The H6ma or burnt sacrifice, b. ^X, and XW
sacrifice

j
the sacrifice appropriated to the goda

^XXTXT f. (TOT) The procession of a deity or idol, or sacred

festival when the images are carried in procession, h. tx a

god, and XTXT going.

XXXTTO n. (-to) The car or vehicle of a god. f. (-iff) The daughter

of S'okra. b. XX a deity, and WTO going.

? afaw mfn. (TOT-^t-TO) Sporting, playing, e. XX to play, xir aff.

TO** mfn. (-^: -^:TO)
1 Pious, righteous, virtuous. * Frequent-

tag holy festivals, m. (-ijt) A deity, k. g-w a deity, WT to go#

Un'adi affix xp.

WWWTfa m. (-fa) A superhuman being, a demon or demigod.

e. w'* a deity, and WTfa place of production.

m ‘ (-^: ) A husband's brother, especially his younger bro-

ther. b. faw to play, &c. affix sgx:,

WWTTO m. (TO:) The car or vehicle of a deity, b. a deity,

and XTW a carriage.

XWTTTO na. (-to.) Indba. e. ^vs deity, VT5TO a king, and zvf aff.

^TOCTO m.
( ?n)

1 A sort of crane. • The name of a king; also

Parikthit.

mfn. (->4t-fawt-fa) Godlike, of divine form. b. and

TOT form, Tfa aff.

m. (-fa:) A Rixhi, a saint of the celestial class, as

Narp.da, Atri, MAHftirf, Biiaradwaja, Pvlastta, Pulaha,

Kratl*, Bhrigcj, Vasisbtha, Peachrtas; also Buarata,

Tcmbcru, Kanaha, and others, e. divine, and TOfa a saint:

see TOfa, and rrort.

WWW m. (- TO.)
1 An attendant upon an idol ; a Brahman of an

inferior order, who subsists upon the offerings made to the

images which he attends, and who conducts the ceremoniea

of all sorts of people for hire. * A Muni

;

according to some

authorities, a name of Nareda
;
to others, of a different saint,

who is also a legislator, the son of Asita and also named

Ashtavakka. * A husband's brother : see igWT- * A holy or

virtuous man. e. WW a deity, wr to bring, and TO aff.

WWTOTO m. (-TOO The attendant on an idol: see the preceding.

k. to*£ added to ^wro.

f. (TOT) Double jasmine, i. divine, and TOUT t

creeper.

^WTOTTO m. (TO:)
1 Heaven or paradise. • Any one of the seven

superior worlds, from earth to the highest or Satya loka

,

ia
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opposition to those below the earth. ' The particular sphere

or heaven of any divinity, b. X7** and wnr a world.

m. (-*:) Fire or its deity Acwi. «. X* * deity, and

WJK a face, here implying, mouth ; the mouth of the gods,

eating or consuming the oblations made to them,

m. (-HI) A tree : see XTT*.

X1TK ra. (-X) A superior or supreme deity, n. (-f) A divine

boon or blessing, a. X*» and IT best.

XiTlfil m. (-%:) A name of Vis'wakajuca, the divine architect,

a. T -* a deity, T^ffT a carpenter.

firx m. (-Sft)
1 A tree, (Bchites scholaris.) • A tree of heaven

or paradise. ' A plant yielding a fragrant resin, (Bdellium.)

i. a god, m a tree.

XTTir m. (-if:) * A worshipper of the gods.
1 A name of

BafsuMt. n. (-it) Any obligation or vow of a deity, tfti
deity, and vx religious obligation.

XTUT m. (-IT)
1 A god. ' A sacred treatise or branch of scrip-

ture. ' A name of Na'reda. b. X* divine, and vpT heard.

XWff f, (-ht) An assembly of the gods. deity, and

XXT assembly.

gayiq m. (*n^
1 A player, a gambler, a frequenter of clubs or

assemblies. * An attendant on a deity, b. x* sport in gene-

ral, or gambling, fTOT an assembly, and XX aff.

Xl*n mfn» (-ar.-afi-ai) Divine, relating to a deity, b. ^1,
and

X*t connected.

XTXTT f. (-?) A small shrub : see XTX 7^- t^T» deity, XT
to bear, affix TPT and

Xim md. In or on a deity, becoming as a deity, appropriate

or offered to one. *. X*- and UifW aff.

X*Tmi n. (-vq) 1 Inferior deification, tbe state or being of the

inferior gods. 'Absorption into or identification with a deity.

*. x* a god, X with XU to join or be joined, affix fxi,

XTTTir Junction with a deity, Wadded, implying the state

or condition.

XlXi r f. (-XT) Spirituous liquor. K. x*» and XX created, made

by the gods.

XITXT f. (*T7) * The daughter of Indra. • An army or host of

celestials, b. X* Index or any deity, and WfTT an army.

Wlfjmftl m. (“fir) A name of Sranda. k. as above,

and ifjf ruler ; commander of the hosts of heaven.

gig n. (*#) The property applicable to religious purposes,

endowments, &c. b. x* divine, and * wealth.

XTTITTt m. (-1?) An attendant upon an idol, a low Brahman,

subsisting by attendance upon an image, and upon the offer-

ings made to it. a. ^T a deity, and XTifY* who gets a liveli-

hood
;
also with Tfw added xiifftffx m. (-#t.)

XTixm mfn. (-Hf-V-W) 1 One with or identified with a deity.

1 Belonging to a deity, consecrated, sacred, m. (-*?r) The holy

fig tree, (Ficus religiosa.) a. xt, and sfmn( the selfor soul.

XiTWlfiTT m. (-X) ' A goat. 'An ascetic, one who relinquishes

or abandons the world. ' A fool, au ideot. a. x* in the

second case plural, and fax beloved
;
the beloved of the gods.

XTTT n. (-^) Rice or food that has been first presented to an

iduL b. XI, food.

XXTfr m. (-fV:) The son of PiurfrA, supposed to be still alive,

near the Snmeru mountain.

XTrilX mfn. (-Xt-TT-X) Sacred, dedicated to a deity, f. (-XT)

Betel, (Piper betel.) b. x*, and xrxtx wished,

fITXWX n. (-W) A temple, a. XX, and xrxmr abode.

tfTBS n. (-1) The rainbow. z. xt, and vfixx a weapon.^ n. (-X) * A division of heaven, the residence of the

gods. ' A temple, a. xt and xnrx an asOum.

K*IXi £ (’•T) One of the female personifications of music.

XX a deity, and XX adapted to, fem. affix TTX
XXTT mfn. (-T- -TT-T) Divine, worthy of the gods. b. ^1 , and

11 fit for.

TXPnx ra. (-X:)
1 A temple. ' The holy fig tree. e. xx a deity,

and lim abode.

fxrxr m. (-x) The horse of Inoba. b. xx a deity, andn a

horse.

ra n̂ * (-Xv^ft-X) Appertaining to or derived from a deity,

e. X*, and xx affix : alio qfwi, and xfxx-
<fTTT f. (-XT) The name of a river, the Sasju or Derm.

and XT affix, fem. form.

mfn. (-T:*WT-X;
1 Virtuous, pious, just. 'Appertaining

to a deity see xfIX. z. XX, andm Un fidi aff.

X^ £ (*ft) See xx.

ra. (-f:) A town, the city of Van' a, probably DfivicorrA,

on the Coromandel coast, z. x$t a name of Durga', and %rf
a house or abode.

f* m. (-H,
1 A husband's brother, but especially his younger

brother. The husband of a woman previously married,

e. fxT to play, Un fidi affix mr.

Xl^ m- (-W-) A name of VrThaspati. b. XX » deity, and yi
a teacher, the Guru or spiritual preceptor of the gods.

XT¥ mfn. (-X'TT-W) Acceptable to tbe gods, wished for by them.

b. x*» ud XI wished.

X?TUTW n. (-w) A sacred grove, one near a temple or conse-

crated to a deity, z

.

x* * deity, and ’lUTX a garden.

m. (-X0 1 A country, a region, whether inhabited or unin-

habited. ' A part, a portion. Institute, ordinance, b. f^W
to point, to show, affix var.

X1PI mfn. (X-IT-tf) Who or what shows, points out, de-

scribes, &c. m. (*:) 1 A ruler, a governor. • A guide. ' Aa
instructor, a. fxic to command, affix if.

XiTOTd f. (-ft) A mode of music, a Hdginl

fXITWflX "»£«• Knowing what is suited to time and

place, b. X*. Tfr time, and who knows,

fX^TWfnf^PT mfn. (-WMIT-tf) Regulated by time and place,

i. xw.xnr time, determined.

mfn. (-X-TT-X) Considered locally, judged as to place,

and XI seen.

m. (-U:) Local law, the law or usage of the country.

b. XX and tnft moral merit.

X*m n. (*f) Propriety, fitness, r. fx ordinance, XX form,

essence.

XK-*K1i< m. (-V) Local usage, custom of the country. *. x*L
and XfIK practice.
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n. {-X}) ' A foreign country. * Longitude or difference

of longitude, a. a^XT. end different.

^TTTU'W mfn. (-WJ-WI-V) Spying, searching out e lend. a. tgw,

end w?w who inspect..

^fwnr ra. (-W.) * A traveller, e itraugcr, e sojourner. * A Corn

or spirituel leecher. e. e country, Ac. eel e(T.

^farw mfn. (-TT-WT-lt)
1 Directed, commended. * Shown. * Ad-

vised, instructed. ». fitW to show, end T* affix, with T»

inserted.

XfitW mfn. (-ifl-ftnin-fit)
1 Of or belonging to e country.

• Showing, instructing, guiding, f. (-Wt) The indes or fore-

finger. e, fing to show, effir fefe or gut. end yfe etf.

mfn. (-W:-Wt-W) 1 Whet it proper to be proved or ordered

* Local. * Present at any transaction, on the spot. n. (-id)

The postulate, the statement or eshibition of a question or

argument. * The feet or charge to be proved or substantiated,

m. (•W) An eyewitness of any thing, one who was on the spot,

a. fgw to show or command, affix 1W; or gif, end WW air.

mfn.
1 Difficult of subjection, untemeable, in-

tractable, ungovernable. ' Liberal in giving, a donor, m. (-<^:)

A washerman, t. gT to give, Ac. Uo’idi aff.

mD. The body. a. fgT to collect together, affix vw

m. (-) 1 The akin,
1 A feather, a wing. I. au body,

and wtw a sheath or covering.

^axa m. (-at) Disease, sickness, a. yy the body, and wa a

wasting.

^quiw mfn. (-THII-d) Separated or detached from the body,

(as excrement or the spirit, Ac.) s. and atf fallen.

fym* m. (-at) • Voluntary death. * Death in general, e. aa,

and WT» leaving.

aaa m. (-at) Quickailver. a. ^a, and a what givea.

gaa it.*' n. (-W) A bone. a. gl the body, and Wtra sustainer.

m. (-fat) A wing. a. a’y the body, HT to have, and fa aff.

vr«a rn. (-W Air, wind. a. aa the body, aw to pervade,

fin aff

aaaa mfil. (-aa) ' Living, being. * Embodied, corporeal, m.

(-a) Life, vitality, a. aa the body, aw what has or aup-

porta

aauiwr f. (-nr) ‘ Death, dying. * Food, a aa the body, atat

proceeding, (to or by which.)

anar f. (-af) Spirituous liquor, a aa the body, ai to seixe,

affix a, and nrn.

f. (.fat or #|)
1 The threshold of a door, the lower part

of the wooden frame of a door, or a raised terrace in front

of it. a aa here said to imply plastering of cow-dung, &c.

ai to have or get, affix fa or a, and ttfu.

aaart m. (-at) Marrow, a ^a, and arc essence

anew mfn. ( nrn-aal-an) Corporeal, inhabiting a body, a aa,

and srjfa aff.

aatwe ifan m. (-<t) A CidmAlU, a materialist, a. tfa, and

arm the soul, aitd aifan who maintains ;
asserting that

the body and soul are one.

pataca n. (-a) * Armour. * Dress, a. aa, and arata

screening.

5 P

afear f. ( an) A sort of insect, (a (lee) a. aa the body, affix

mf , and ara.

afVa mfn. (.^1-fVtPt-fa)
1 Corporeal, embodied, having body.

' Living, n living being, m. (-at) The spirit, a. aa, and

afw^aff.

a (a) ?a r- 1st cl. (aiafir) To purify or cleanse,

aaa m. A demon, an slsur, the Tltoi or giant ofHMm
mythology, e. f^fw the mother of the giants, end TV affix

of descent.

V m. (~w) A Dmtya or demon : see the preceding. £ (-WT)

* A perfume, commonly Mura. • A drug : see * Spi-

rituous liquor. * The wife of a demon, e. fqflt, and ^ ift

ra. (-*:) A name of S'tntaa, regent of I'emu. *•

and qq a teacher , the spiritual preceptor of the Dostgat,

or Vtiant.

m. (-qt) 1 A name of Vuvn's, deity of the waters.

* Air or wind personified, a. a demon, and qq a 8°^*

qrqv^Pf3 m. (-WT:) A name of S'tmiu. a. ani^ Jtiflt

family priest : see ^
ra. (-W;) A name of S'mtaa, regent of yriuu.

and ifofq ff a family priest

f. (-nr) A name of Dm, the mother of the Titanic race

of Daitgai. a. fw, and tfl* a mother.

f. (-an) The earth, a. X^- marrow, m bom*

m. (-*:) An age of the demons, consisting of 12,000

divine years, or the sura of the four Yugt or ages of men.

k. qTtJ a demon, and as an age.

?*rrfr m. (-fh)
1 A name of Visit* o. * A deity in general,

a. ^rti, and a foe
;
the enemy of the Daitga*.

in. (-at) A day and night of the demons, being a year

of mortals, k. qTU a demon, qiT* a day, and <lfq a ni^,ht

ipr mfn. Diurnal, daily, relating to a day. n. ( X)

Poverty, wretchedness, t. qt* or fq*f, and •arw aff.

qqfVq mfn. (m-ift-it) Diurnal, quotidian, a. fqq
r
qq day

by day, sfW aff.

qqfiqsimiq m. (-q:) Destruction of the world after fifteen years

of Baxemu's age. a. q srfHjsr, and mrw destruction.

^snr mfn. Bought with a />wwr, of the value of one,

&c. R. X\*TK, and ssw aff.

mfn. Diurnal, of or relating to a day. £ (-dft)

A day's hire or wages, a. fipT a day, affix <T*.

n. (-^j)
1 Meanness, covetousness. ' Poverty, humbleness,

a pauper, &c. SW aft

mfn. Relating or belonging to a lamp. a.

and wni aff.

^ n. (-ft) Length. «. long, sw aff.

mfn. Of or relating to divinity or a deity, divine,

celestial, fitc. mn. {-X-X) Destiny, fate, fortune, n, (-if

)

1 The part of the hand sacred to the gods
; the tips of tho

fingers, (some exolude the thumbs.) * One of the forms of

marriage
;
the gift af a daughter at a sacrifice to the officiat-

ing priest. £ (-q\) A division of medicine, the medical use of

charms, prayers, &c. t <q a deity, and affix of reference

or relation.
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qqqqrq «• (-^J Burnt-offering, oblations to the gods. a. qq,

and w4l rite.

T^nfl f. (-^t) The mother of KbYebxa. k. ^Tf father of the

lady, affix of descent qjq, fem. affix see

qqvftqxq m. (-q:) KeYsbn'a. as above, a son ;

also qqqlqq*.
qsqifqq mf. <-q:-qi) A conjuror or fortune teller, i. qq for-

tune, and qifxq skilful.

qqfqwrq m. (-q:) A fatalist, a. qq, and fxqrq who thinks of.

qqfqwtT f. (-WIT) Fatalism, reliance on fate. a. qq, and fqvti

thinking
;

also qqfqqiq.

qqq mfn. (-q--qT-q.) Prophetic, foretelling, acquainted with

fate. m. (-q.) An astrologer, f, (-qT) A female fortune-teller,

a. qq, and q who knows.

qqq mfn. * Of or relating to a god. mn. (-q:-lf)
1 A

god, a deity. * An idol n. (-if) A number of gods. a. ^qqT a

deity, qq pleonastick or referential affix.

ro. (*q:)
1 The eye. # A heavenly lamp. t. qq, and qW

a lamp.

q qi^f

j

q iq m. (-W-) Hardness of fortune, unpropitiousneas of

fate. a. qq, and qfavrx unfavourableness.

qqqq mfn. (-q:-qr-q) .* Fated, wilted, predestined. * Trusting

to fate, a fatalist, a. qq fate, &c. qq after, according to.

qqirq m. (-X-) Astrology, fortune- telling, a. qq fate, Ac. sq

asking.

m. (-qs) An age of the gods or immortals : see qTqq*.

qq^r* m. (-qt) The occurrence of any unforeseen event, the

intervention of destiny, a. qx, an(^ XTW juncture.

qq*rq m. (.q:) The servant or worshipper of an evil spirit.

qa’ftqq m. (-q:) An astrologer, a fortune -teller, k. qq fate,

fqq to write, saw aff.

qa «rr*t f. (-qt) A voice from heaven, a. qq, and Tnft speech.

qqTxfc m.(-fq) * Yama. • Satuin. f. (-ft) Yamuna, e. fqqTXq

the sun, and qx patron, aff.

qwtff ntd. By chance, by accident, unavoidably, fatally, a. the

5th case of qq used as a particle,

qqr^qrfqq mfn. (qJVfWqVfq) Subject or obedient to the gods.

*. qq divine (will), qqq rfxw assenting to.

q-qrqq mfn. (-X:-XI-X) Dependant upon destiny, a. qq, and

qrqq subject to.

qq i^ n. (*q) The natural enmity between the gods and Atmrs.

t, q^q, and XV, with qrq. added in this sense.

qqtTTTTq m. (-q;) A day of the gods, the human year : see

Ksnxrci-*.

rofn. (- Of or relating to the gods, divine, deific,

Ac. a. qq a deity, and jq»£
qqiqrT f- (-XT) A woman married according to the Dana ritual,

a. qq, and X¥T married.

qqrqqq mfn. (-Wi-WT-TT) Ill-fated, unfortunate, unlucky, a. qq,

and xqxx struck by ; also with qrq. qqiqqqqr:.

qq n. (-^) Fate, fortune, a. qq a deisy, and qq affix : see

xf** mfn. (-q:-^-q) Provincial, national, belonging to a

country, produced in it, &C. a. XX# and aq aff.
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qfiq mfn. (-Xt-qrT-qr) Fated, predestined, m. (.q:) A predesti-

nsrian, a fatalist, a. fqq fate, affix qq.

qfrqrqr f. (-HJ) Fatalism, predesiiDariantsm. a. lfq added to

8.1*0 with m, Tfc*w.

qfqqr mfn. (-qpqftqt) Corporeal, bodily, a. qfxx, and qq^

added.

r. 4th cl. (qfff) To cut, to divide : qq is usually prefixed,

qpr m. (-*:) A bull.
*

qr.fqqt n. (-T) The shoulder, a. qrq, and firqr crest

qT:qqqqq m. (-qq) The name of a king, also called Kaeta-

vfavA. a. qTq an arm, qqq a thousand, and qq possessing
|

having a thousand arms.

qrnr mfn. (-vqi-rift-ni)
1 A milker, who or what milks. • What

yields milk. ro. (-xit;
1 A poet, a panegyrist, one who writes

verses for hire or reward. • A calf. “ A cowherd, f. (-Tift) A
cow. a. qq to milk, vxaffi

^rqwwrq rofn. (-qt-qr-q) Swinging or being swung repeatedly

or violently, a. ~qur to swing, intent, form, qTqq aff.

qrq m. (-X:) A calf. a. apr to milk, qq affix, deriv. irr.

qTqq n. (-q) A form of metre.

qr^qqrq mfn. (-q-.-qT-q) Shaking or trembling violently, b. ^
to shake, intens. form, qrqq aff.

qiqq mf. (-sqr: frqrr) A string for fastening the wires of a lute,

mfn. (-q:-q:*^) Crooked-armed, having a crippled or

crooked arm. «q™ an arm, and qq a cripple.

^TXX mfn. (-q:-XT-X) Strong, powerful, m. (-q:) Pain in. the

arm. a. qrq an arm, and qq who takes or usea.

qrqsi m. (-q:) The arm. a. qix, and qq a stick.

qr^«r n. (-td) The middle of the arm. a. qrq the arm, ami qq
the centre.

qrwq n. (-li) The armpit, a. qrq the arm, and qq the Toot,

^rq m, (-q:)
1 Swinging. * A festival on the 14th of PkaJgvn,

the swinging of the Juvenile KkIshn'a. mf. (-q:-qr or qft>

1 A litter, a swinging cot, a dooly. * A swing, f. (-qr) The

indigo plant, a. qq to throw np or toss, to swing, affix qr^;

fem. affix qyq or #rw.

^Tqrqqrq mfn.(-q-qr*q) 1 Swinging, being swung. * Doubting,

perplexed, vacillating, a -qq to swing, causal form, qrqqaff.

qifqqi f. (-qr) A swing, a. qq added to qTq}.

^rq m. (-W:)
1 Fault, defect, blemish. * Sin, offence, transgres-

sion. * Disorder of the humours of the body, or defect in the

functions of bile, circulation, or wind. * A calf. a. Tgw to be

defective, affix TO
qTqq ra. (-q:) A calf. a. qq added to ^tw.

qtqqwq n. (-q) Reprehending, condemning, a. ^rq, and

qqrq attributing.

qrqqTfqq mfn. (-qt-fqqt fq) Malicious, malignant, censorious.

*.qrq a fault, qq to take, affix fqfq.

qTqq mfn. (-q:-qr-q) Knowing faults, &c. m. (-q:)
1 A Pandit,

a teacher, a sage. a A physician, a. qrq fault, defect, and

q who knows.

qrqqq n. (-q)
1 Vitiation of the three humours, bile, wind, and

phlegm. * Any combination of three defects, a. qrq, and

qq triad.
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^rfWT m. (-T'} Ccnxure, condemnation, c. i.lX, and ad I

attribution.

^IXWTXr mfo. (-XTXT) Wrong, faulty, doing wrong, being defee-

live or to blame, a. *TX, and urn who or wbat shares.

ttxxx tnfn, (-wnr-mfl nr )
1 Faulty, defective. * Wicked,

a. gm. and wrf^al

^tai f. (-XT)
1 Night. * The arm. mi. (-at) ' By night, at night.

* At the beginning of the night, a. X* to tame, #IX adit, and

7FV. added.

graraT mfn. (-V-gr-t:) Defective, faulty, m. (-V) The moon,

a. XTXT night, and arg a ray ;
or *rx, and aiat a mine.

XTXTXX mfn. (-n:-xfl-X) Nocturnal, by night, a. <TXT by night,

xj aft

XTxrfifXXr m. (-X:) A lamp. a. ^TXT night, and fx-rx ea-

ceUeace.

franjl ra. (-XT) A lamp. a. ^rai night, and wntt a face.

Xlfxx mfn. (-x>xt-xi) Faulty, defective, bad. m. (*:) Sickness,

disease, a. XT- defect, war aff.

gTfra mfn. (.t?!-fa#t-fa) • Faulty, defective. * Wicked, bad.

a. X- to be defective, affix fVavr.

fiaarrn mfn. (-TX) Malevolent, censorious, discovering defects

only. a. <ta a fault, ga one, alone, and T« seeing.

^ m. (-XT-)
1 The arm. * The side of a triangle, or square,

fcc. a. *X ,0 subdue, affit #TX.

Xnx mfn. (.as-. ar-at) Worn, Ac. on the arms. *. *IX the arm,

» aff.

XTW mfn. (-W-Xfft-WJ Placed on the arm. m. (-at:)
1 Play,

aport. * A player, one who sports or plays. "Service. *A‘

servant, a. bad, an to stay, X affix •jai, aw added.

XIX m. (-at)
1 A milk-pail. • Milk. * Mrlking. * Satisfaction,

_

success, a JX to milk, Ac. affix xa.

Xtxa n. (xi) Milk. a. XTX milking, and a produced.

Xixfxat f. (-WT) The Prakrit metre, commonly Doha ; a atanxa

of four lines, containing thirteen and eleven syllabic instants

alternately.

aIX* n. ( xi)
1 Wish, desire. * The longing of a pregnant

woman, especially as a aign of impregnation, a. *TX here

said to mean satisfaction, and * what gives.

xixxaax n. (.tf) * The foetus, the embryo, sometimes con-

founded with the womb. * The period of passing from one

season of life to another, aa from childhood to youth, from

youth to manhood, a. *IX* longing, aod^l.xx a sign.

^TXXXtfl f. ( XU) A pregnant woman longing for any thing,

*• tl** as above, *Tq~U aff.

fix* 1fa XI f. (-XT) A pregnant woman longing for any thing,

a. xtTX as above, and af*XW attached or become inherent.

XIXX nf. (-xi-xft) A milk vessel, a milk pail. n. (-a) Milking,

a. -JX to milk, affix *x.

Xixa m. (-W1) ' Wish, desire. * Longing, f. (-x!t) The Atoka

tree. a. *tx satisfaction, and a what gets : see XTTX-

Xtxxmft f. ( lit) A pregnant woman longing for any thing : see

*tx*xxT.

Xtxnrxx m. (-a) Milk. a. *rx milking, ax below, X) to

bring, affix XX.

XTfxx mfn. (-'fl-fx/t-fx) Milking, a milker, a. yx to milk,

fwxw aff. •

Xr^tXX mfn. (-XTX(-X$t-X:) Yielding a great abundance of milk,

a. *TX milk,

mfo. To be milked, milk able. k.^ to milk,

WW affix alio

m. (-W:)
1 A sort of bead borough or beadle, the super-

intendent of m Tillage.
1 A doorkeeper, a warder, a porter*

x. bad, difficult, ijt* to accomplish, affix r»r.

mfn. (-li-ft-f) Covered with silk, (a car, &c.) t.

wove silk, affix xyxr.

n. (-rail An embassy or message, u. ipr a messenger, affix

UP*: see

iron* n. (-?uri Wickedness, depravity. e. ^TTtim wicked, ur*f sff

n. (-fat:) Factor, bad smell, e. ill smelling, and

n. (-15 ) Difficulty, inaccessibility. e. *«£*, and up* afT,

n. (-=5 )
Wickedness, depravity, vileness. s. and

Waff.

^nfal n. (-50) Weakness, debility, k. •spSpar, and ur*Taff.

^ivrfjiw m. (-50 The son of a woman disliked by her hus-

band. f. (-aft) The daughter of such a woman, s. 5^*1 such

a woman, affix and augment,

5TVTO n - (-**1) Ml luckp misfortune, b. bad, wrcr portion,

orwo£

XTXXXI n. (-Xi)
1 Evil disposition or thought. * Despair.

• Affliction, distress, k. and UWaff.

XPffx r. (-#)
1 The sap or juice of bent gross. • A clean leaf.

k. bent grass, and wa* aff.

n. (-%) Wish, desire, but especially the longing of preg-

nant women, a. pained, M10 heart, affix ^UT.

m. (-5 :

)
A turtle or tortoise. *• t female tortoise,

affix XX.

?rfa m. (-fix:) A name of Index.

arxifka m. (-Wi) A warder, a porter. «. bad, WTC impedi-

ment, and 7l[ aff.

n. (-«HJ) Paraphvmosis, circumcision. x. and

aff

mfn. Sprung of a bad or low family or race,

a. of a bad race, affix trar ; also

ifrwar n. (-W) Badness, wickedness, k.
"

5^. and aff.

m. (-fwt:) A name of Bbamat, the first sole monarch of

Jndia. B. Dusumanta, husband of Saouktala, and

father to Bbarat,XI affix of descent ; it is perhaps preferably

read from

m. (-u:) A daughter's son. f. ( -ut) A daughters daughter*

a daughter, affix

f. always dual, (-5 ) Heaven and earth. B. 5fT heaven,

the earth, form irr. } aUo similar compounds, as

^irvivwt BJTWTWft, &c.

tlllnOtfl f* always dual, (-5jt) Heaven and earth, b.

heaven, and TrftT^t the earth : see the preceding.

f* always dual. (-BUT) Heaven and earth, e. $T, and

trtft the earth ; see the two words preceding.
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y r. 2nd cl. (^rfw) ' To advance toward* or against, to assail.

a To advance before or in front of, to approach.

V nt. (y?) A name of Agni or fire. n. <XJ>
1 A day. • Heaven, iky,

Kther. * Heaven, paradise, k. y to go to or towards, affix fxpT-

yir in. (-xu) An owl.

^Tfx; m. (-ft:) A crow,

xp in. (•«:) A bird. a. xj. and n who goes,

yxx in. (-X:) A given term of days, as a month, Ac. x. y, and

jtw a number.

xjx r. 1st cl. (\rn^) To shine.

T" m. <T9 A ray of light, e. yx to shine, affix f**.

^fwf. (-fin) ' Light. * Beauty or splendonr. • A ray of light.

4
Stimulating, exciting, s. xjx to shine, affix fc.

^fxXTmfn. 1 Shining, bright. ' Handsome, m. («*!)

The polar star, or in mythology, the divine aage Diirvya.

e. ^fx light, and xx: who makes,

yfxx mfn. (-1f:-HT'Hb Enlightened, illuminated, Ac. s. yx to

shine, affix % ;
also with the vowel changed xpfxx.

yfxxx mfn. (-ITTW'inTf inf) Resplendent, bright. and

w^raff.

yfxxi f. (-XX) A plant, (Hemionltes cordifolia.) i. ^fx beauty,

and WT to possess, affix and TTT.

yfaxTX m. (-x=)
1 Heavenly abode, heaven. * A deity, x. tj.

ami fxxrx abiding.

ajfxnnfVw m. (-^t)
1 A deity. • A pious person. x. y, and

fxxtfcX who abides.

*fxx n. (-X) Day and night s. ^ a day, fsrXT night

yqfx m. 1 The sun. • A name of Indiu. e. Xj a day or

paradise, and xfx ruler.

XT*rfw rn. (-fx:) The sun. x. Xj a day, and arf* a gem.

t (-4t) The daughter of ViaVakaxiia, and wife of the

sun. x. y a day, and XXX affix of identity.

Xjxr n. (-Wi 1 Wealth, property, substance. • Strength, power.

c. Xj day, WT to remember or regard, affix V.

yx* m. (-XT) ' The sun. • Heaven, x. y to go, (through the

heavens,) Un deli affix xfxx.

rx m. (-T* or XX) * A god, a deity.
1 A planet. e. y

heaven, X* to go, affix fxPT ;
it is also written

yx mn. ( IT-W) Gaming, playing with dice, or any thing not

possessing life, e f^X to play, if aff.

XJXXT m. («*:) A gambler. x. yx, and ary who practises.

BXXTC m. (-*:) * The keeper of a gaming house. • A gambler,

x. V* gaming, and XTX who practises; also with XT* added,

yxirmr.

yxwx m. (-BIT) A gambler, k. yx, and «rx who practises

:

see the last.

yxxf4i4i f. (-xt) The day of full moon in the month Kartik,

(Octobcr-November,) the night of which is spent in games

of chance, tn honour of the goddess of fortune, Laean* f.

*.Vr gaming, and xfwstT day of full moon
j

also with afar

pleonastic affix added, and fem. affix ynvifd ift , f.(-EPl)

f. (-XX) The first day of the moon’s increase in Kartik,

when Asu is to be venerated, x. yx, and gfxq* the first

lunation.

yxxlw n. (-xf) A Cotrri, a small shell used as a coin in most

parts of India, x. xpr gaming, and Tl»r seed.

y*xfx rn. (.fv.) A gambler, e, yx, and ffx subsistence.

yxXHT f. (-ITT) A gaming house or assembly, e. yx, and xxt
an assembly.

ytiifxXikVx. m. f.ft) The keeper of a gaming house, a. yx,
and xfxxrfrx who superintends,

yx mfn (-an-«r-X) Playing, sportive, n. (-X) The seventh sign

of the zodiac, rekoning from that which the sun enters,

to play, Ac. affix *.

^ r. 1st d. (xynrfw) To despise, to reprove, to treat or name
with contempt.

XJ md. Fie, for shame, s. XI. and f%X aff.

VT f. (XJT)
1 Heaven, paradise. • Heaven, sky. e. to sport,

Un adi affix XT; where the gods, &c. sport.

^frx m. (-*:) Sunshine, light, lustre, heat. «. yx to shine,

WRaff.

mfn. (-W-XT-*ft-^) Bright, shining, n. (-xf>
1 Sight, seeing.

1 Making manifest 'Illumination. 4 An illumination, m. (-x
4

.)

A lamp. e. yx to shine, affix ite or

Xjrmnw mfn. (-W:-XI'X) Shilling, bright, radiant, a. yx to

shine, lnx-* afl

BTJTWrxr mfn. (.^:.irT-xf) Enlightening, irradiating, x. yjf to

shine, causal v. nffi

iQifipl mfn. (-TT’.-HT-li) ‘ Enlightened, Ac. • Shining, x. yn
to light, affix B-

BlfinriiT mfn. (-an-iTT-W) Resplendent s. v^firw, and XXT splcn-

• dor.

BiijfH m. (-fk?:) A bird. f. <f». (-Kl) Heaven and earth, x. BT

heaven, and wfw the earth.

m. (-X^-xiU A deity, a celestial, x. xh heaven, to

go, affix ftTX.

XJ.^X n. (-4)
1 Light, splendor. * Much or forked lightning.

x. ^ for to shine, Un edi affix

X3TC m. (.V:) A kettle drum.

Xg^X! n. (-XT) A measure or weight, a Tola.

XT m. (-T:) A city, a town. x. fit to go, affix ing

xfnrar m. (-irr) Firmness, hardness, heaviness, s. TW hard, firm,

TTifr^. aff.

XfdK mfn. (-T:-¥T-^) Hardest, very hard or firm, Ac. x. TV
with the superlative affix, TTW and the liquid substituted for

the vowel; al|& with {aig'4. (-TT^-xr^-T:.)

XB ran - Tliin or diluted curds, e. T^T to please, affix

W; also XB and X^ffl*

XXp n. l bin or diluted curds, a. Tu to please, affix

or it is derived from tx to be satisfied, X being changed

to*
WIT r. 1st cl. (XTTfw) To go, to move.

XX mfn. (-Xi-TT-X)
1 Dropping, oozing. • Flowing. • Fluid,

liquid.
4 Fused, liquefied, melted, m. (-xt) ' Going, motion.

* Flight, retreat.
1 Sport, amusement- 4 Juice, essence, exuda-

tion.
1 Fusion, liquefaction. * Decoction. T Dropping, dis-

tilling, trickling, x. I to go, to go out of, to drop, affix

Xxm m. (-XT;) Treacle, x. X*, and if born.
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fTO n. (*^)
1 Going. * Dropping, exuding. 1 Hear. i. ^ to go.

affix wr.

fTO mho. (.wxr-xptft-TO) 1 Trickling, oozing. * Running, flow-

ing. * Going. f. (-«) A river in general. • A medicinal

plant, (Anthericum tuberosum.) a. T to go, affix xr«-

jrvja n. (-1i)
1 Fluidity, natural or artificial. * Distillation. ' Fu-

sion. a. fW, and m affix
j

also with ifw. fTOr.

f. (-YT) Lac. a. ra, and juice.

fannT m. (-K') A small vessel, a receiver, a. fW juice, distilla-

tion, &c. and ^rtfix; what receives.

«frc m. (-¥’•) A man of an outcaste tribe, descended from a

degraded Kshetriya . f. (-#t) One of the Rdginu or female

personifications of music.

n. (-#) ' Wealth, property, thing, substance. * Gold.

• Strength, power, e. T£ to go, ^mr Un’Adi aff.

iftpfgTgW m. (-W:) A plant, (Hyperanthera morunga.) e. ffaw

strength, and xrrirxr destroying.

ffTOl<re m. (•*!:) Aow. a. *fro, and who gives.

n. (-Wj Liquefying, melting, a. fluid, YTY making,

augment.

rofn. (-YMIY-IV) Melted, liquefied, a. fW, WW made, far

augment.

fWtxnr rofn. (-WJ-ITT-lf) Fluid, liquefied, fused, e. fW, and xjff

become, f5* augment.

fain: mfn. Hard, solid, congealed, it. TO and

reverse.

TO mfn, (-wp-WT-xd) 1 Fit, proper, right, what is or ought to be.

* Derived from or relating to a tree. n. (-^)
1 W'ealth, pro-

perty. * Substance, thing, the receptacle or substratum of

properties, &c. * Elementary substance, nine kinds of which

are reckoned : viz. earth, water, fire, air, ether, time, space,

•oul, and intellect. * Brass. 1 A stake, a wager. * A drug*

a medicament, any thing used in medicine. T Anointing,

plastering. ' Lac, the animal dye. 0 Extract, gum, resin,

&c. derived from vegetables. 10 Modesty, propriety. 11 Spi-

rituous liquor, b.
J
a tree, affix TO-

m. ( m )
A carrier or laker of any thing, e. ^xr added to

the last.

n. (-xr) Use or employment of any article, a. TO»

and ETOTO purpose.

TOTO mfn. (-*: ^*xj) 1 Material. 1 Having or holding any

thing, x. TO, TOY aff.

TOTO m. (-V) Offering oblations, sacrifice, &c. a its*, and xnj

sacrifice.

TOTO mfn. (-Tixt-Ttf-ETT ) Rich, wealthy, e. To. and UTpt aff.

TOkjfi f. (*f%:) Cleansing or purification of any soiled or defiled

article, e. to, and Tjfi| purity.

m. (-t:)
1 Consecration of articles for sacrifice. * Puri-

fication or cleansing of any articles soiled or defiled, b. to,

and perfeclioning.

TOTOu m. (-xj:) Accumulation of property, e. to, and YTO
collection.

TOf^T* f. (-f%:)
1 Acquirement of wealth. * Effecting any thing

by wealth, b. TO, and foft completion.

5 <*

TOTO mfn. (-U: Holding any thing in the hand. e. TOj

and TX9 hand.

TOts&TW n. (-if) Gain, acquisition, acquiring property, e. fif# and

TOTO acquiring.

srg'sj mfn. To be seen, visible, apparent, e. nr to

see, 7TO affix, and 'XI changed to t-

gW mfn. (-TT-ft-^) W’ho or what sees, a spectator, e,m to

sec, ww aff.

gT r. 2nd cl. (WTfir) * To fly, to run away. 0 To be ashamed or

spoiled.

gT* ind. Instantly, immediately, soon, shortly, b. gr to fly,

TO aff.

srw (T) r. 1st cl. (gT^ffw)
1 To croke, to caw, &c. as a bird.

0 To desire, to wish or long for.

5TWT f. (-WT) A grape. ». fTW to desire, affixTO
gTO (^f.; XJM r • I s* ck (tTOf*) * To be dry or arid. * To adorn,

0 To be able or competent. * To prohibit, to prevent.

gTW (9f) XW r ‘ ,sl (ftTO) ' To be able or competent 0 To

stretch, to lengthen. * To tire, to be tired or fatigued.

fTfaxrxr m. (-Err) Length, e. and Txrfxn{ affix, the first

syllable changed.

glfifWTO mfn. (-Err^-TOi TO) Long, lengthy. E.krfroxr, and

EJEafT.

gTfro mfn. (-T-YT-"*) Longest, very long. t. xt* long, TTO
aflix of the superlative, and grw substituted for ^4.

ST^tTO mfn. (.WTW-TOt-xj:) Very or exceeding long. t.

and ‘rxrrpr affix, deriv. irr.

%rx (El) ^nr r. 1st cl. (wrY^) To divide, to split, to pierce, to pull

to pieces, &c.

gTO mfn. (-w:-WT W) Flown, run away, ficc. e. T to fly, affix w*

deriv. irr.

gTE m. (-W:)
1 Mud, mire. * Heaven, sky. a A fool, an idiot

* A coicri.

grfro m. (-Y:) 'Hie Muni Ciia.vakva. k. kfro a proper name,

and ^9 patronymick aff.

rTE m. (-:)
1

Flight, retreat. 0 Speed, going quickly.' Flow-

ing, running. A Fusion, liquefaction. 1 Heat r. T to go,

affix TO.

riTO m. (-Y:) 1 A kind of sto.ie, (a loadstone.) 0 A wit a

wag, a sharp or clever man. 0 A thief.
0 A libertine, a

lecher. * A pursuer, a chaser, one who causes to fly. * A
sort of Rat or quality, n. (-W) Bae's wax. k.

£
to fly, affix wm.

f t EWt n. (-T) * A kind of borax. * A flux. b. fTW fusion,

and YT what makes.

fTTO n. (-ir)
* The clearing nut. * Causing to fly or retreat.

0 Fusing.
A Distilling, e. J to go or retreat, in the causal

form, WTW aff.

rfroi f. (-ETT) Saliva, e. Y to ooze out, affix, and the fem.

form.

ftfro m. (-Y") * A country, properly the coast of Coromandel

from Madras to Cape Comorin, or the country in which Tamul

is spoken. 0 A native of Drdvir a or Drdvida. • A Brahman

of Dravira

,

or rather of the sooth, five Drdvir'ai being

|

specified, or Drdvir'a,
KcrruUa, Gnjjerdta, Maharashtra, and
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Thltmga. * A particular number. * Zedoary. *. ?fTT, and

Vf aff.

m. (-7:) Zedoary, (Curcuma zerumbet.) n. (-7) Black

salt. a. 77 added to the preceding, growing in the country

of Dr'avir'a.

rrfarr^ft^f m. (-7*) Zedoary. x. Rtf** the country, 77 being,

affix 27 : see the preceding.

grfT7 mfn. (-7--7T-7)
‘ Melted, liquefied * Softened, mollified.

• Driven, chased. e. 5 to go, causal form, 7 aff

ST7 mfn. (-7: 7T-^) 1 To be set in motion, to be put to flight,

&c. ’Fusible, liquefiable, to be made fluid. E. 7 to go,

7m air.

*T7 (W) RT7 r. 1st cL (RTT^) ’To wake. ’To deposit, to

pledge.

7 r. 1st cL (Rwfw) 1 To go, to move, to run. ' To drop. • To

distil or ooze. r. 5th cl. (TWH 77 Tfif) To hurt, to injure, to

wound or kill. With 77 prefixed. To pursue, to follow*. With

7fa. To swim, to float, to descend. With 7T7, To flee. With

To oppress, to destroy. With 7, To fly, to retreat, to run

away. With fr,
1 To smite, to kilL 1 To flee, to run away.

With 77 and 7T7, To run together. With 77 and 77, To

flee.
1 To meet.

7 m. (7:) A tree. f. (70 Going, motion, x. 7 to go (up), to

grow, affix T.

lf7f77 n, (-7 ) A tree, a sort of pine : (Pinus devadiru.) tja
tree, fof<77 the fir or pine, derived from f77 to send or cast,

to give out (resin), and f*fl 7 afT.

777 m, (-7') ’ A mace, a mallet, an iron weapon made like a

carpenter's hammer. 9 An axe, a hatchet. * A name of

Brahma. * A plant : see a.
5

a tree, 77 to injure

or demolish, affix 77. and 77 substituted for the radical -

t 7
is usually changed to 7, but the word is also written 777 .

77 r. 1st cl. (JTfff) To sink. .

*7 r. 6th cl. (77f*) ’ To hurt, to injure. 9 To go, to move,

to approach. 9 To bind, to make crooked or curved,

77 m. (-70 ' A scorpion. 9 A bee. 9 A rogue, a cheat, f. (.71)

A bow string, n. (-7) A bow. • A sword, a scimitar, x. *7
to injure, affix 7.

*

777 mfn. (-7: -71-7) Large-nosed, x. 7 a tree, and 77 for7T7
a nose.

777 m. (-7 :) A scabbard, a sword sheath, x- 77 a sword, 77
to kill or remove, affix 7 ; the word is also 75(7 -

5
p.f. 1 An oval water bason of wood or stone, &c.

shaped like a boat, and used for pouring water. 9 A bucket,

a basket, f. (-7t)
1 A centipede. * A small or female tortoise,

x. 77 to go, to hurt, affixes % and #Yr.

77 mfn. (-7:-7T-7)
' Quick or swift. * Melted, fused. 9

Liquid,

fluid. * Flown, escaped, run away. 9
Scattered, diffused, m.

(-70 A tree. n. ( -7) Quick time, (in music,) ado. n. (-7*)
Quickly, swiftly, x. 7 to go, affix 7.

7777 n. sut>*. (-7) A quick pace or step, ado . Quickly. 1 . 77
and 7^ a step.

T77 m. (-7:) A thorn. t.Ta tree, and 77 uaiL

577 m. (-70 A scabbard; see J7 f.

77 m. (-70 1 A tree in general, 9 A tree of Sieerga or paradise.

* A name of Kl>v£m. k. 7 to go, 7 afT.

7777 ro. (-70 A thorn, r. 77 a tree, and 77 a finger nail:

see 777.

TTi: m. (-TO A thorn, x. 7 7 a tree, T7 to sport, affix 7.

TTTlf* ni. (-ftfO Lac. x. 37. and 7lf7 disease.
4 - jf

*
577l7 n. ( -R ) The upper part of a building or walL e. 77 a

tree, and wrt a head, resembling the top of a tree.

7777 m. (-7-) The palm tree : see 7T7. x. 77 a tree, and

best

77177 ra. (-7:) /w*c, the animal dye. x. ^7 a tree, and 7T77

sickness.

T7rfr m. (-frO An elephant, x. yx. and Tfr a foe.

77T77 mfn. (-7:-7T-7) Sheltering or dwelling in trees, g. 77 ,

and 7177 abode.

777T m. (-T:)
1 The palm tree : see 7T7. 9 The moon. x. 77

a tree, and T7T sovereign.

77I7W m. (-7-) A plant : see Tf^TTC. x. 77 a tree, and ’Sjqigr a

lotus, to which tho flowers are compared.

777 n. (-7) Measure in general, x. » a tree, and t7 affix,

implying measure.

7777 n. (-70 A tree, (Chironjia sapida.) r.n thing or sub-

stance, 77TT the olibanum plant; a resinous plant

77 m. (ij7) An injurer. e. 77 to hate, affix fW*;

77 r. 4th cl. (TTjfir) To bear hatred, to seek to hurt or injure.

77 m. (-7:) A son. f. (-7t) A daughter, e 77 to hurt, affix 7.

777 m. ( *70 A name of Brahma ; see the next,

7f77 ra. (-7:) A name of Brahma', e. yf to injure or hurt, (the

wicked,) and 777 affix, or ^ a tree, (figuratively the universe,)

77 to destroy, 7(7 affix, destroyer of the world
; 7 changed

to 7 ; also 177.

77pf mfn.{-7i7-7pfft TFT) ‘Attackirig, assailing, defying. ’Tyran-

nising over, oppressing x. 77 to bate, WM afT.

7 r. 9th cL (7,) ^7 (TTifiT 3w|if) 1 To go, to move. ’ To hurt,

to injure, to wound or kilt.

7 m. (-7 :) Gold. x. 7 to go, fi|7 affix, and the vowel made

long.

777 m. (*7:)
' A name of Brahma. 9 An iron club. 9 A sort

of hatchet. 1.^ a tree, 77 to strike, affix 77, 7 and 7
substituted for 7 and 7. and the vowel of ^ made long; also

optionally 777, 777, and 777.

^7 m. (-7:) A scorpion ;
also 7« and T?17.

R7 t. 1st cl. (71) 7 It (R77) ‘ To sound. 9 To grow or increase.

To manifest joy or elevation by noise.

77 m. (.7 :) The regent of one-tbird of a planetary sign.

7717 ra. (-7:) The regent of one-third of a planetary sign, the

Dccghum of European astrolugy, whence the word is probably

derived.

7 r. 1 st cl. (RTTfw) To sleep
; f7 is usually prefixed.

RT7 ran. (-7t-7) ' A measure of capacity, the same as an

Adhaka

:

sec 7T77. 9 A measure of four A dkaktu. • In

common use, a measure of thirty-two Stirs, nr rather more than

sixty-four lbs. avoirdupois. 4 The sixteenth part of a Khdri,

or furty-eight gallons, m. (-7:)
1 A proper name, the military
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preceptor of the PdntTut. • A raven, or perhaps the carrion

crow. • A scorpion : see TY. 4 A large piece of water, one

four hundred poles long. * One of the principal clouds. • A

small tree bearing white flowers, f.
1 Any oval vessel

made of wood, stone, &c. in the shape of a boat, and used

for holding or pouring out water, as a bathing tab, a baling

vessel, a bucket, a watering pot, &c. • A trough or rack for

feeding cattle.
4 The name of a country. 4 The name of a

mountain, m. 'Hie name of a river, f- (-yt)
1 The indigo

plant. * The union of two mountains, the valley or chasm

between them. • A sort of boat, implying the sort of water

vessel, probably, described above. 4 A measure of capacity

eqnel to 128 Sfrs. e. y to go, y or fir Un'&di affix, and

added to either form.

wrYYTY n». (-yr:) A raven. e. fry the same, and YTY n crow.

yiYYTYYi m. (-V.) A raven, b. yiy as above, fTW here said

to mean a crow, from WT imitative sound, caic
, and yy who

utters.

YlY YlYf f (-YT) A cow that yields a Drona of milk. k. TTY the

measure so called, and milk
j
also other analogous com-

pounds, ut infra.

yWTfWT f- (-yiT) A plant : see *7117.

yTytn f. ( YT) A cow that yields a Dr6n a of milk. K- yfY the

measure, to milk, deriv. irr.

ilvtv^njT f. (-tot) A cow that yields a Drdn'a of milk. e. yry,

and ^TO milk.

^IW^yr f. (-YT) See tl c lost. b. yiy, and ^y to milk, affix yy,

ami y changed to y.

yryyvSt f. (-*bT) A plant, known commonly by the same name;

also ifTWlwyr. e. TIY the measure, and a flower.

f. (-YT) A cow yielding a Drona uf milk. e. yiY, and

YTY a measure : Bee yTYYftO.

yTYYYl m. (-*:) The capital of a district, the chief of fourhun-

dred villages.

ytyupy mfn. (-yi-'yT-'y} Liberal in entertaining, one who cooks

a Drona, e. ynr. and yy to cook, yy aff.

^TYTYraj m. (-t&) A proper name; Drona, the son of fiuAR\t>-

waja, and the Ach&rya or teacher of the Pandora princes.

e. iiw as above, and YT^fTTO a preceptor
;

al«o with 9B add-

ed

yifyyr f. {•YTT) The indigo plant, t. yrfy the same, and yy added.

ytyty^t m- (*l:) A flower, (Pandanus odorari>t.inm*.) e. yiyft

a water vessel, and YYt a leaf, the leaves being boat-shaped.

yTWliry m. (-y*-) The principal ol four hundred villages : see

yT«gy.

yTY m. (-y:)
1 Mischief, malice, trespass, injury. * Offence,

wrong. * Rebellion- k. YY to hurt or injure, affix yy.

siyfyTOY n. (4j) Injurious design, malice prepense ; the wish,

thought, or attempt to injure, b. yTy as above, and fyroy

thinking, meditating.

iTTHE tn. (-y*)
1 A hunter, a deer killer. • A sort of metre, the

D6ha or stanza of Hindi poetry. * A religious impostor, a

tnrluffe, a hypocrite. £. ysy injur)', mischief, and yy who

goes or is.

ihfyw rafn. ( yt-fy^l-fk) ’ Hurting, harming, endeavouring to

hurt, malignant, malicious. * Rebellious, c. yy to seek to

hurt, fyyy affi

yryryy m. (-y:) A name of As’watt’ha'ma, son of Dr6ma. E.yTy

as above, and yy affix
;

also with fr* affix yrytyfy, or with

T*» affix yif*.

^Tfyy mfa (.yn-y^-y) Sown with a Drona of grain, (fields, &c.)

f. (*yt) A vessel holding a Drona by measure, e. ^iy the

measure, yy or yy affix
; also with yy and #tw affix in tba

last sense yryt

yryyt f. (-^) A proper name
;

Dbaupadi, the daughter of

Dhvpada, king of Panchdla, and the common wife of the five

Pdndora princes, e. y 7y the father of this lady, and yy and

#tv affixes.

YTO m. (-TO :
) A clock or plate on which hours are struck,

n. (-*YI A pair, a couple, (male and female especially:) sea

the next.

Y*Y n. (-sy) 1 A pair, a brace. * A couple of animals, or male

and female. * Union of the sexes or coupling. 4
Strife, dis-

pute. * A secret, m. (-sy:) * A form of grammatical com-

bination uniting two or more words tn the same case, pro-

perly [separated by a conjunction, as ciwwywf Rajia and

LaksomaNA
; YlfYYTy hand und foot. * A sign of the zodiac,

(Gcwioi.) * A species of disease, a complication of two disor-

ders, or compound affection of two- humours, e. % two, re-

duplicate, deriv. irr.

ysyyc m. (-Y*.) The ruddy goose, k. y»y a couple, and yx
who goes; flying in couples.

Y^yyTfky m. (-ft) The ruddy goose. b. y*y, and *TC to go,

affix fyfy : sec the last.

yoyor nfs. (-y:-yi-y) ‘ Produced or proceeding from morbid

affection of two humours. * Proceeding front a pair, &c.

k y*y, and UV born.

Y«Y^:y n. <-y) Pain arising from alternation, as of beat or cold,

pleasure or pain, Ac. s. yry, and pain.

yvyfwy n. (-Y) Separation of the sexes. a. yvy, and tVy

broken.

yvyYY n. (-€) Single combat, e. y*y, and yy war.

Y^YiUtn mfn. (-TTt-YT-'Jr) Free from worldly affections, e. yvy

alternation, (of pain and pleasure, &c.) and yvfty passed.

yy n. ( -in-si ) A pair, a couple, two, chiefly used in composition,

as ^yyyy two men. e. fy two, yytr off.

yyiflT m. (-fy:) A plant, (Plumbago scylatiica.)

yyrfyy m. (-h:) A saint, a boly or virtuous man. n. yy u pair,

the two bad qualities, passion and ignurauce, yfy beyond,

and y who goes.

yT:ys in. (-*B ;

)
1 A warder, a porter. • Nako?, one of S iva a

doorkeepers, e. yi* a door, and 73T who stays; also yiqj.

yr:fyffy m. (-if:) A doorkee|>er, a warder, e. y]y a door, and

fanr staying; also Ylfaxy.

yr:f*IPryyyr m. (-y:) A warder, a porter, a chamberlain, e. yr*^

a door, fvtfiT staying, ami who show's, who introduces to

the prince or great man to u'hora the mansion belongs
;
abo

]
fbfWT and yyyr severally ;

also yr.fWTfyf^y, m. (iff;
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ITfoWTW fVw m. (.ft) A book or composition. b. irfviipT

thirty-two, ffT a letter, a consonant, T^f*r affix
;
formed of

thirty-two letters.

fTfffff'WnftT mfn. { -Ws-TfT-lf) Haring thirty-two auspicious

marks, illustrious great b. f iftipT thirty-two, WfW a mark,

f qil possessing, endowed with.

tpxn mfn. (-f Twelfth, f. (-ft) The twelfth day of the

half month, b. and aff.

f tmfn. (-^:-fT-ST) Consisting of twelve, amounting to

twelve, Ac. e. ^nr added to the last.

fifffT m. (-T?)
1 A name of VafuAsraTi. * A nhme of

Kaatik£ya. k. vnpc twelve, and WK a hand or ray.

f I fff mfn. plu. (-^c> Twelve, e. for two, and fini ten.

n. (-M) A particular religious observance, b. fI

and •q^r leaf or part, qrw added.

m. (-f:) The god Kaktik£ya. e. fTff twelre, and

Tlrff an eye; the twelve-eyed, or six-headed deity.

m. (-ijO.Thc deity Vriiiaspati, or planet Jupiter, over

which he presides, x, twelve, and vij a ray.

m. (*'W:)
1 The god Ka'ktik&ya. * The deity or sage

Buddha, e. fTff twelve, and Tf* an eye: tlie word is some-

times read in the second sense, in. (-qg:) the twelve-

named.

fFtfif <.04l n. (-SW) A prayer of twelve syllables, especially as

addressed to Visun’c, or Om, Bhaoavatb, V

a

st;devaya

,

Rauaya. e. flff . EET a letter, and *7^r formula.

fl<fitv m. (-*:) A measure of twelve fingers, a. fiff, and

qnrET a finger.

TTTflWf m. (-WT) The sun. e. %iff twelve, and WISH!

identity^ being represented in and identified with the

twelve A'dUyat, or the sun in each month of the year
f

also

nxEnurcr.

Il^rruwm. (*^:) A dog. e. fTfir twelve, (years,) andqn^^i life.

fTfWllfW m. (.fis) VkIbasfati, regent of Jupiter, and preceptor

of the goda. k fTflC twelve, and a ray of light.

flfUTET nf. ( Ei-wt) A parallelopipcdon, a dodccagonal figure.

e. fiff, and an angle.

m. (-TO
1 The third of the four Yugt or great periods,

comprising 864,000 years. * The age personified as a god.

Doubt, uncertainty, a. fT for two, xrc after.

T7T f. (-fr?)
1 A door, a gate.

1 A means, an expedient, a medi-

um or way by which any thing takes place or is effected,

a.f to cover or hold, in the causal form, affix fVf-

fTT n. (-f )
1 A door, a gate, or rather the door or gateway, a

passage, an entrance. * A way, a means, a medium or vehi-

cle. e. f to cover, affix TTf.

jgTrqr mf. (-f:-*T) Drcaraka the capital of KrIsbka, supposed to

have been submerged by the sea, but represented by a small

island off the north part of the Malabar coast, e. fTT a way,

(to salvation,) affix Uf; also fTfaffT, Sic.

YKqrar in. (-f?) A door, a gale, Use door itself, e. a door-

way, and srarqr a thorn.

fTCfn m. (•"*:) A name of KrIshna. e. frTWT as above, and

fH master.

THCrm m. (-w:) A warder, a doorkeeper, x. fTT a door, and

XTTO who protects
j
also with SFW added jiv qiini, or with the

radical finals dropped fTTf

ITTfhait f. (-^t) The threshold of a door. t. fir a door, and

fro a ball.

IKVW n. (-«W) A lock, a bolt t. fTT a door, and nm an

instrument

fTCUft f. (-Wt) 'Hie city Dwaraka. a. fTT a door, and «gn
poss. affix j also fTTPHTt-

f irqfwtjW m. ( wn) The Vaka, a sort of crane, (Ardea nirea.)

x. fir a door, wf% offal or fragments, and wm who cats.

imrTWT f. (-*T) The leaf of a door. e. f if a door, and snwi

a branch.

TKfSI m. (-ffj) A door-post. s. fTT, and a post.

m. (*4®:) A doorkeeper, e. fir a gate, and who
stays.

fKM*ft f. (-iff) Dwaraka see llTTElft, Ac.

ITfrqr m, (-%:) A doorkeeper, a warder, e. fit a door, and

BTf affix, f. (-fTT) Dwdrak a, KkIsiikYs capital : see fTTTir.

k. frf, and nraff.

flfrar m. (-0) A porter, a warder, a doorkeeper, e. fPG and

aff.

TTtSI m. C-TV:> A doorkeeper, a warder, x. fTT a door, who
stays, and f rejected

;
also f being changed to Pitarga, TT:4U-

Ylfal?r m. (-IT?) A doorkeeper, e. flT, and fw«T who staya;

also i-irf^pr: see the last.

TTfani<v.« m. (-if:) A doorkeeper : see &c.

fir dual only. mf.(-fT) «•(*!) Two. m.(-ff
r

:) Two, (of times, &c.)

it is only used in composition, ns ’Rrftrfr a thing more than

two, and inflected like other nouns in T : in composition

with other numerals, it is changed to ^r, as YHOt twelve,

twenty-two, TpfwiiTr thirty-two, Ac.

m. (*qr?)
1 A crow. * The ruddy goose, x. (% two, and

^ the letter qr, as in TTTqr. mfn. (-w:*TTT-*) 1 Two. Twice,

* Two- fold. b. fir two, vw pleonastick aff.

ff mu*, m. (-T1) A crow, x. two or twice, and snriT the

letter v, os in an^r.

fir»W m - (-V: > A camel, b. fir two, and a bump.

f%^rrr mfn. (-T?-TT-T) Who or what makes two of any thing.

e. f% and W to make, »r^ aff.

f%~sr m (-3T:) A form of grammatical combination, that in which

the first member of the compound is a numeral,

ffitar mfn. (-wr-wi-w) 1 Twice, two times. 'Multiplied by

two. doubled, e. fir two, and nw number.
ii *

fT*wr?r7T mfn. (-nt-Tn ^) Twice ploughed. E.fipiWT twice,

and fpT ploughed.

fyjrfenrrafn. (-W -HT-lf)
1 Doubled, multiplied by two. * Folded,

double. ' Invested, enveloped, s. ff, and xw a time, l^inT aff-

fir*wtirw mfn. (-m-HT-Tf) ‘ Doubled. 51 Increased. a. f%wf

twice, 'STf made, f^ augment,

ffxw’tww mfn. (-f:-WT-Tr) ' Doubled. • Augmented.

twice, become, ff augment.

fCW mfn. (-an-WT-fT) ‘Twice born, 'Oviparous m.(-V:)

}

1 A man of cither of the three first classes, a Brahmqn, ^
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Krhttriya or a fW,s whose investiture with the charac-

teriatick string, at year* of puberty, constitutes, religiously

and metaphorically, their second birth, * Any oviparous ani-

mal, as a bird, a snake, a fish, &c. first born in the shell, and

in the second instance produced from it 1 A tooth. * Cori-

ander seed. f. ( err) ' A sort of perfume ;
also called Rtmhii.

• A plant (Siphonanthus Indicus.) • Kundur or gum oli-

banum. i. fa two, and *1 born.

ft ai fiffilfi m. (-T|I) A tree, (Cordia myia.) a. ft* » bird,

Jfajlf reviled, disregarded.

fxutmsr mfn. (-Wn-WtT-WI)
1 Twice born, regenerate. * Ovipa-

rous m. (-wn) ' A tooth. * A Brahma*. ’ A bird. * A man

of the three first classes. * Any oviparous animal : see ftw.

i. flf twice, STUtw birth.

ftafg.ni m. (-*10 A Sddra or man of the fourth and servile tribe,

a. ft*, a man of either of the three first castes, and gig a

slave.

ftartrfn m. (-fir-) The moon. a. ft* a Brahmm, and 7ft

master.

ft uiyul f. (-71) A trough near a well for watering birds, cattle,

&c. a. ftw a bird, &c. and * prefixed to XT to drink, affix

X* and ¥IX.

falfinj mfn. (x:-XT-X) Acceptable or friendly to a man of the

three first classes, or a Brahman especially, f. (-XT) The moon-

plant, (Aaclepias acida.) k. fawi a Brahman, and fa* beloved,

the acid juice being drank at certain sacrifices.

fam tj ar m. (-m) ' The moon. * The great serpent Ajtanta.

• The bird and vehicle ofVishn’c.
4 Camphor, x. fat* a

snake or bird, and *T*T king.

fa*lfaff* m. (-#t)
1 A Kshetripa or man of the military tribe,

• An impostor, a pretended Brahman, wearing the distin-

guishing mark of that tribe without belonging to it. x. fast

twice born, and fat u mark, xfa aff.

frwnS ro. ( lit) An excellent or superior Brahman, x. faw,

and fill excellent-

fawn* m. (-*:) Gumboil, toothache, x. ft* a tooth, XX a sore.

faw x a m. (-*:) A Brahman by birth only, one not studied or

not practising the duties of his caste, e. faw a Brahman

,

and

TJX who speaks.

faw** m. (-*:) A sort of pulse ; also called Raja-mdsh-halai and

BarhtUi, (Dolicbos catjang.) k. faw a Brahman, and XX

cursed j
it is prohibited food on some occasions.

faipro f. (-w) Service of the three first classes, especially of

the Brahmans, by the fourth, e. f|W, and Ti**! service.

faxrx ».x m. (-*:) A respectable Brahman, x. faw, and ?*?

best
j

also faxrxr:, faxx**:, &c.

faxHEX m. (-*:) A S'udra oy man of the fourth and servile

class. *-ft* a man of the three first classes, and sfxx a

servant

fawifXT £. (-XT) Service of the three first classes, especially of

the Brahman by the fourth, x. faw, and XXT service.

fawn* m. (-«n) A chief or respectable Brahman. X. faw, and

XW first

ff*nft f. (-ro A medicinal plant
, also *f*iifa«ft.

$ b

faw I fa (*faO
1 A Brahman. * A man of either of the three first

classes.
1 Any oviparous animal, as a bird, a snake, &c. k. fa

two, Wlfa birth.

faeuyhiT n. (-if) The regular order or series of the three first

classes. « ft*. and Xf^XTlT with the hair.

faWTXXt t (-sft) The characteristick thread or cord which de-

signates the three first classes of the Hindus, x. faw twice-

born, <iw affix, fem. affix <#fa-

faw imi m. (-*:)
1 The hollow of a tree. * The residence of

Brfhmans. x. faw a bird, a Brahman

,

and XTXX an asylum^

fafapjr mfn. (ir-VT-jr) Double-tongued, (literaUy or figurative-

ly.) m. (*wO
1 A snake. * An informer. • A rogue, a scoun-

drel, a bad man. 4 A thief. E. fa two, fanrT the tongue.

fafxxnn f. (-TIT) Insincerity, dishonesty, x. ifW added to the last.

faii l Tin m. (-X:) * A Brahman. * A superior or excellent Brah-

man. x. faw the twice-born, (three first classes,) and XXX
best.

fawt f. (-WT) The sine or chord of an arc. x. fa, and WfT sine.

faw iwii n. (-3) A horixontal line, e. faw. and xr* road.

fay^TT f. (-XT) Treachery, k. fa* a foe, XXT service.

fa**faw n- (VO A traitor, x. fa* an enemy, and «Hxx who

serves.

fa* m. (-*•) Swdhd, the expression used with an oblation to fire,

fa** n. (-^) A couple, a pair, two. x. fa two, mr* aff.

faiffa mfn. (-X:-XT-X)
1 Second. * Two. m. (•*:) A son, a

second or successor, f. (-XT)
1 A wife, according to the ritual,

a woman wedded after the ceremony prescribed by the V(das,

a second self as it were. a The second day of the fortnight,

x. fa two, and tftX affix, fem. affix XT*; also with XT* added,

falffaX-

faifa* n. (-w) The circumstance or state of second. * faxfa,

and W affix : also with XXI , fa iftxXT.

fa dlxfawi f. (-wn) A set of three fruits, the grape, the date,

and the Gambk&ri. e. ft-rrt second, fax* three fruits.

faiffaTtnr mfn fX-XT-lt) Twice ploughed, &c. (afield.) x. faiffa

a second lime, and wrvrff made,

faiffawt f. (-WI) A scitamincous plant, (Curcuma zanthorrhiza.)

x. faxfa second, WTWT lustre.

ftiftfll mfn. (-TP-Ttr-Tf; Second, *. and ^*7 pleonasm

added.

fa* mfn. plu. always (-xn-Xi:-X|fa) Two or three, x. fa two, and

* for fa three.

fax* ntfn, (-XXr^t'X*) Two-toothed, x. fa two, ^ir for ^W
a tooth if marking age or period the compound is fax*,

fax*! mfn. (-W-Wt-W) Old enough to have two teeth, fitc. £.fa

and ^W a tooth, see the last.

fa sfw md. Single stick, quarter staff, as fa*fw XXTX fighting

with two sticks, e. fa, *W a staff,T* affix
j
also similar com-

pounds, at fa**fw, &c.

fa^ir m. plu. (-HT:) Twenty, two tens. *. fa, and ** ten.

faXT^t l (-^t) A cow tied with two ropes, a fa, and X*1** *

rope.

faX* m.(-*:) A name of Gax'fe’a. x. fa two, and XX * body;

having the head of an elephant, with the figure of a man-
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fr f CWI f. (-Ttn) The constellation Path'km. b. % two, 777 a

deity, and «T7 affix
j
Inpea and Acm jointly preaiding over

the asterism.

ffTT ind. Of two kinds, in two ways. b. fr two, WT aff.

f| BH7<. q! n. (-^) Dividing into two parts, arranging in two

ways, &c. k. frTT, and 7T7 making,

frwnifw m. (-frO A crocodile, t. frui of two sorts, *fr going
j

amphibious.

fr7T?y mfn. (-U’:-7J’
: ’lf) Having two natures, two roots, &c. m.

(^:) A name of Gan£s'a. b. fr two or double, TTVJ nature

:

see f%TT.

fr7T77 n. (-7 ) A nutmeg, k. fr7T two sorts, and 7THW being.

fiprn5i« mfn. ( 7T--VT-«) To be written in two ways. m. (-W-)

l*he marshy date tree. k. frwi, and 771 to be written or de-

scribed.

ra. (-7:) A circumcised man. one having no prepuce.

«. fr two, 77 naked, 77 added exposed either by want of

clothes or skin.

mfn, Bought, &c. with two NUkkmt. e, fr,

and frw a measure of value ; also mfn. (-7r-4t-7.)

ffrq m. (-H:)
1 An elephant. • A plant, (Mesua ferrea.) b. fr

two, and rr who drinks, the elephant imbibing fluids by his

trunk, and thence conveying them into his mouth.

fr-q7 n. (-^) A place where two roads meet. k. fr two, trfrav

a road.

fr Tpj mfn. (-7:-7T-7)
' Two-footed. ‘Having two parts. • Bino-

mial. m. (-7:) A biped, including four genera, gods, demons,

men, and birds, b. fr, and 77 for 7T7 a foot.

fr q grifu f. (fr:) Either of the signs, Gemini, Libra, Aquarius,

Virgo, and half of Sagittarius, b. {777, and rrfk a sign,

frvnr* m. (-7:) The elephant's temporal juice, a. fr7, and 77

the exudation.

frW mfn. (-4:*4f-) Two- leaved, opposite-leaved. %. fr, and

77 a leaf.

frrrm o. (-7l) The having of two feet, two parts, &c. e. frwr^*,

and 7 affix ;
also with 77 , frTTTT-

frvn^ mfn. (-7T*£ 77) Biped, two-footed. E. fr two, and

for 7T7 a foot.

frurff rain. (TT-TT-fi) Bought, &c. with two quarters, n. (-ift

A double penalty, an amercement of twice the common

amount, k. fr two, 7T7 a division, and wwsff.

fr mfru m. (-^t) An elephant, e. fr two, and mf«f7 who drinks:

see fr
"7

fr-77 m. (-7:) A proper name ;
also Vasud£va-

fryf*T7 mfn. (-7 :-4t-qb Bought, &c. with two Karsktu. b. fr,

gfr for qnqntw, and T7 added.

fr7 i7 mfn. (-7:-fft-7) Two-armed, e. fr, and 7T7 an arm.

fr^ui mfn. (-or-TT-7) 1 Tvro-armed. An angle or the lines

which form it. b. fr two, and war an arm.
•#

fr77 mfn. (-71-41-7) Made or consisting of two, (parts of any

thing.) b. fr, and 777 aff.

frwim mfn. (-ir:.«n>«f) Having two mothers, bom in two ways;

it may be said of some of the deities, thus Gan 6s a was the

«on of PastatI, but not born in the usual way, being made

of the scurf of her body : see rpflTJT- e. fr two, 7T7 a mo-

ther, and be bom.

m. (-»:) A serpent f. (-7T)
1 A small water jar. * A leech.

e. fr, and 77 mouth ; double-headed.

fr^Trfr m. (-fr:) A sort of serpent, (Amphisbcena. ) b. fr two,

77 face, Tfr a snake
j the double-headed snake.

frw*rrjr m. (-*:) A sort of snake : see the last e. fi[77 as

above, and Ttu a snake.

mfn. Two-headed, t. fr two, the fore-

head, and 77 aff.

fre m. (-70 A bee : see fr^7.

frT7 m. (-7:) An elephant k. fr two, and 77 a tooth, having

tusks and teeth.

If <.71M7 m. (-V-) A lion, r frr7, and wpEW destroyer.

fipCICW n. (-si) Eating twice a day. b. fr, and 777 eating.

frrTW m. (*w) A snake in general, k. fr two, *77T the

tongue; double or forky.tongued.

frCTW n. (-7) A period of two nights, b. fr, and 717 for Trfr

night.

frvX7 m. (-7:) An elephant b. fr^forfrtwo, 7T7 prefixed

to *qr to drink, affix V; drinking with the trunk and mouth:

see frw.

fn* mfn. (-W.-7fMV)
1 Repeated, said twice. • Said or told in

two ways. a. fr, and 77 said.

ffTfrl f. (-fill)
1 Tautology, repetition- • Variety of narration,

telling any thing in two ways. • (In Grammar,) Repetition of

a syllable, s. fr , and Tfil saying,

frWT f. (-71) A woman who has been twice married, k. fr

two, & married woman.

fr 7H mfn. (-T:-7T-7t-4)
1 Of two forms, having a different

shape. * Spelled or written in two ways. m. (-7:) A word

that may be correctly spelled in two ways. * Variety of in-

terpretation or reading. 8 . fr, and 77 form,

fr^if m. (-*:) A Urge black bee. e. fr two, fr the letter * *

having two rs, in the most common name, wrr, Bkramara.

frrfr*t*E n. (-^) A flight or swarm of bees. a. fifK*, and rw
a number.

frw^ mfn. Two year, old, &c. (-V) A cow two jetrt

old. I. fr two, wi a year.

fiprficr f. (-W1) A cow two years old. i. fr^T, and qrw added*

fr^^ mfn. (*^ : WT-W) Two years old, two years standing, &c,

b. fr two, wq a year, si affix; also with fr^Tffrr

mfn. (~W:-Vtif.) when futurity is implied, the first vowel ia

usually changed, as

< (-Wt) A swing, a swinging cot, a litter. ». ff two,

VT to bear, affix 77 ; bora usually by two men.

frfrq^ m. (-<:) The name of a monkey, slain by Rama or Vuubm’v

in that incarnation.

frfrfTfr m. (-fr:) Visnn'u. e. fffrf, as abore, wrfr the foe.

frfru mfn. (-bt:-
,

>II-7) Of two kind\ in two ways. b. fr, and

fin* sort.

frwirn f. (-^T) A kind of carriage.

fr*1* m. (-7*0 Any cloven-footed animal, s. fr, and 77 a hoof.

ff77 ind. Two by two, respectively, x. fr two, and 7^ aff.
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fW»4* rn. f-f:) A name of Acmi. k. ff two, a Lead, and

fw added.

mfn. (-w-xfff-io) Bought with two winnowing baskets of

anything, a. ff, and jjrf a basket} alio with ff ffurfwf,

mfn. (fH-^t-fi)

fcv f>* m. A sort of fish, commonly called Marmaka.

a. ff two. fTT a Lorn, and ftf aff-

ff*r. lie cl. (fulfil) alio (XT) Xtfirk ' 2nd cl. (|f*) jo/». (fVxfai

To hate, to dislike, to be hoatile or unfriendly,

fir*. mfn. (fff) Inimical, hoitile. m. (fff) An enemy, e. fff

to hate, affix f^PTi alio with X affix f#a. m. ('.j or mfn.

(-a.-WT-n.)

fifXX mfn. (-WW W»IH
1 Hating or detesting, hoitile. ’ Inimi-

cal, unfriendly, m. (-X) An enemy. K. ftPt to hate, partici-

pal aff. XV.

fvnftwru mfn, pt:-XT-xf) Vexing or haraasing an enemy.

«, fgTir, and VTtf who afflicla, with fir augment. .

fipnmr mfn. (-X>VT-ri) Punishing or annoying an enemy, re-

yenging, retaliating. E.fTk an enemy, JIX to burn, affix XX.

fir* mfn. (-*:-»! if) Hated, disliked, n. (-*) Copper: lee Of.

x. frx to hate, affix X.

ft* mfn. (-f:-ff-f) Staying in two shapes or places, &c. a. ff

two, and what is or abides.

f^tTT m. (-f:) A fortnight, a. ff twice, ftf seven, and *Tf a

day, twice seven days.

ff mfn. (-w:-WT*ii) Consisting of two equal portions, 8tc.

g. ff two, fit equal.

fimtfw^an f.(-HT) An isosceles triangle, a. ff, fn equal, ffijWT

triangle.

Pf m. ( W:) The great serpent, sovereign of the snake

race, and the couch of VisbnV. a. fffff two thousand, and

wff an eye
;
the two thousand -eyed.

ft ^\?H mfn. (-^:-79TW) Twice ploughed, a. ft twice, 4tffT a

plough, and xpiaff.

fjpirsr mfn. (-f:-^t-vi) Two-breasted, two-uddered. a. ff, and

ftf breast.

ffTwm. (-fT) An elephant, a. ff two, in two ways, with tusks

and teeth, and fw who kills.

fffw rafn. (-U Twice ploughed, a. ff two, fW a plough,

affix *PT.

ftfm mfa. ( f Two years old. f. (-fl) A cow two years

old. a. ff two, fTff a year, affix f* and #ft.

ftf ff T f. (-fT) A pregnant woman, a. ff two. fff a heart

;

having one of her own and one in the fcelus.

f’lf’fffTfl mfn. (-fp-fft-ffy Perceptible by two senses or forms,

by sight and touch, &c. a. ft, ffftf an organ of sense, fTfl

to be seized.

mf. (-f:-f)
* An island, any land inrrounded by water ; the

word is hence applied to the seven grand divisions of the

terrestrial world, each of these being separated from the

next, by a peculiar and circumambient ocean : the seven

Dwiput, reckoning from tbe central one are, Jambu, Kuna,

P/aktka, Sdlmaii, Kranncha, S'aka, and Ptukkara : the central

Vtcipa, or the known continent, is again portioned into ten

divisions, likewise termed Dtoipat * viz. Kura, Chandra,

J’aruna, Saurmja, Naga, Kumdrihd, Gab'hastiman, Tamrd

-

ptlma , Kat/ru and ladra. * A tiger’s skin. a. ft two, (on

both sides,) and fTf water, dropped, and f made long.

fftffTf m. (-W:) China camphor, e. ftf, and fir camphor,

ftfff m. (-TTW) The ocean, mf. (-TTf-fff) A river, f. (-ftft)

The earth. t. ftf an island, f?ff possessive aff.

ftfof mfn. (-^Vffft-ft) Island, islander, m. (-ft) * A tiger.

* An ounce or panther, e. ftf an island, fff affix ; haunt-

ing the small woody islands that abound in the rivers in India,

or ftf a tiger’s spotted skin, derived from ff two, f to go or

be, f affix : and fff as before.

ftffff m. (-f:) A plant, (Asparagus racemosus.) e. ^tfff a

tiger, and ipj obnoxious.

fftq mfn. {-Uj: Island, an islander, &c. m. (-H;)
1 A sort

of crow. • A name of Vyssa. *. fix, and »Tf aff

f r. 1st cl. (ffft)
1 To accept, to appoint, * To cover.

ffT >W. In two ways : see ff ft.

ff m. (-ft) Hate, enmity, e. ftf to hate, affix ff.

fff mfn. (.f:-fr*f) Inimical, hostile* m. (-fr) An enemy.

n. (-^) Hate, enmity, b. fff to hate, and wt or fvf aff.

ffff mfn. (-ft-ftft-ft) Hostile, inimical, adverse, obnoxious.

in. (-ft) An enemy, e. fff to hate, ftwf aff.

ff mfn. (-fT-l^-f ) Hating, inimical, an enemy, e. fff to hate,

ff aff.

mfn. (-f:-fr-lS) Hateful, detestable, e. fff to hate, affix

fffT f. (-ffT) Aversion, dislike, detesttbleneas. *. f and

ff aff.

ff ,%f m. (-f:) A usurer, a money lender, a ff two, ff num-

ber, affix ff; who requires cent, per cent,

f*** n. (*fp>
1 Duality. “The possession of two out of the three

qualities. * Doubling, e. ffarw , and aff

f^TPf mfn (-WMft-T#) Twice bom. a. ffBTIW, and fv aff

ff n. (-if/
1 Duplication, doubling or being doubled. * Duality,

in philosophy, the assertion of two principles, as the dis-

tinctness of life and soul, spirit and matter, god and the

universe, b. f% two, fW affix, fff double, two-fold, abstract

affix fPE.

fff lfff m. (-ft) A philosopher who asserts two principles.

B. ff, and flfff who asserts.

f ^tftff mfn. ( fr:-f1fl) Second, b. fffftf second, pleonastick

affix ff, and fVft added.

ff mfn. Two-fold, of two sorts, n. (-1)
1 A double

resource, a stratagem, a secondary arrangement or array, a

reserve. “ Contest, dispute, difference. • A two-fold form or

state. R. fff, and f added.

Tf* i»d- In two ways. b. and f aff.

fftf Cf u. (-fi) Making two, separating, disuniting, x. fw, and

ftv;f making, ff augment.

ffffTif mfn. (-f.-ff if) * Separated. 1 Made into two, sun-

dered. e. ff, and fw made, ftf augment.

f^tWTf m. (-f:)
* Sowing dissension, causing the separation of

allies. * Dividing into two. * The nature or property of being

two or distinct. . ff, and fTf property, ff aff
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f>ft77 mfb. (.ITMIT'lf) Being two. being separated or dis-

united. e. TV, and 77 become, ff augment.

g7 mfn. (-7:-^-^) ' Made of a tiger's skin. * island, islander,

m. (-V') A car covered or hung with a tiger s skin. x. a

tiger’s skin, and 77 aff.

77T77 m. (-V-) A name of VyaVa, the author or compiler of the

IVdas and Pnrdn'as. H- ff? an island, 77 affix
; the island-

born, the place of his nativity being a small island in the

Ganges.

FJJ mfn. (-tzr-tirr XB) Of or belonging to an island, a. Tfq an

island, 77 »ff.

mfn.(-^:-^-T) Having two mothers, or the natural mother

and a step-mother, m. (-T :
)

1 A name of Gan'£s a. * An epi-

thet of JabIaakd ha j see tnwat. a. fg two, 7i« a mother,

vrw affix, V substituted for the penultimate: sceffTiTir.

mfn. Born of two friends, the children, itc.

*, fr, and ftrw a friend, ywr affi

mfn. Of or belonging to two days. r. 7JT7,
and aa^aif.

IT7 m. (-7:) Single combat in chariots. E. ff^7 two cars,77 aff.

TTTfVT mfn. (-7:*tV7) Of or belonging to a period of two

nights, i. frrn, and 37 aff.

mfn. After two years, of or belonging to two

years to come. b. fif. 77 a year, 77 aff.

TfvM} n. (-7:) The state of being two-fold. x. fffll, and 77 aff.

fTlxjsf n. (-if) The age of two years, b. fffT77, and 77 aif.

TIT m. (-T) Two shares, e. fr, and 77 part,

fjwv n. (-*) A word of two syllables, x. ff, and WT a

syllable.

7j
*7 mfu. (•TH-TT-fr) Measuring two fingers, n. (-^) Two
fingers, b. ff two, a finger

j
if wood is implied, the

fem. form is TJTlft.

fJ77 mfn. (-7 *.-7l-T) Measuring, &c. two AnjaTu. n. (-fv:)Two

Anjaiu collectively, x. ff, mud 7«ff a certain measure,

nr affix j also with the final retained fj ffif .

Tjr* n - (*) The aggregation of two atoms, the first step in the

formation of substances, and when they become perceptible,

x. ff, and 7^ an atom,w added,

fjnj mfn. (-7h*7rr-«Q) Accompanied, &c. by two others, n. (-7)

Two others collectively, b. ff, and 77 another.

mfn. 1 Having two senses, meaning two things.

* Having two objects, m. (*^:) Two-fold meaning, double-

entendre. e. ff, and 7^5 sense.

TIT n. (-1) Copper, x. ff two, (metals
;
gold and silver,)77

to pervade, affix if; mixed as alloy with the fine metals; also

the 7 being interchanged with its congener flT-

fjf m. (-TO Two days. x. ff two, and 77 a day.

mfn* (-7:-7T-7) Of or belonging to two days, x. fjf,

and V afT.

TITW mfn. (-f:-7T-7) Comprising two, being two. m. (-T:) A
sign of the zodiac, Gqmini, Virgo, Sagittarius, and Pisces,

x. ff , and 7iXJf self, fT7 aff.

irmw:fV m. (-7*.) A boy who remains heir to his father though

•dopttti by another. «. f%, «nd . certain peraou.

n.(-?) Two lives. * f%, and WTWW life.

Wifa. mfa. (^uafl-w) Produced, fee. in two day*, a.

and 37 aff

^anwrf mfn. (-T:-TT-^) Having two between, two off. r~ ff,

and y#|WK an interval, V a line.

*
V The aspirated letter corresponding to the preceding, and

expressed by Dk.

7 m. (7:) * A name of Brahma. * A name of Kuvbra. * Virtue,

moral merit, n. (if) Wealth, property, x. tt to have or

possess, affix V.

7W r. iOtb cl. (TWTfff) To destroy or annihilate.

TV m. (-3:) * A balance, a pair of scales. • The sign Libra.

* Ordeal by the balance, f. (.^t)
1 Old cloth or raiment. * A

piece of cloth worn over the privities, x. ff to sound, and

7 substituted for 7, affix fy,

7^7 m. (-TT:) A weight of forty-two Bettis.

vfyift f. (-^) A cotton tie or string, fastened round the loins.

b. 73 a cloth, and ffir aff.

vxlfrv n. (-si) Giving old cloth to a woman after impregna-

tion. B. 7^, and fTT giving.

77 r. 1st cl. (Trfw) To sound.

ra. ( ft) The thorn apple: sec 77r. s.xr to drink,

7C7 affix, dcrir. irr.

73 r. 1st cl. (77f7) To sound, r. 3rd cl. To bear or

produce, (gram, &c.) : restricted to the Pc'das.

WW n. (-af)
1 Property of any description, thing, substance,

wealth. a Wealth in cattle, property in herds. ' A term of

endearment. 4
(In Algebra,) The affirmative quantity or plus,

x. nw to produce, (a crop,) affix

¥»T$fs§ ra. (-f%0 Kcrfias, the Hindu P/utus

;

also TTTfTT.
e. T7 wealth, and nifxr who sports.

Twyfxforafn. (-w:-m-lt) Purseproud. x. xnr, and arrogant,

T*T^f. (*^0 The Numidian crane, x. 77 the wealth, (of fields,)

and to destroy, affix ^ Hole ; as a synonime of

this word would seem to mean the bird stated : the name

itself is more analogous to the Ukanlaa of the dialects or the

Indian Burrrot.

TTWITT mfn. ( w: 7T-lt) Springing from wealth, x. 77, andiTTiT

born.

77T7 m. (-7:)
1 The deity of fire. • A name of Arjctka. • Oat

of the Afagxw or infernal serpents. 4 One of the five vital

airs, that which is supposed to fatten. 1 A tree, (Pentaptera

arjuna.) x. 77 wealth, for to conquer or possess, affix x*.

77771 f. (-7IT) Covctousnesa. x. 77, and ITT thirst

77T mfn. (-f:-fT-^) Beneficent, liberal, who gives away pro-

perty, &c. m. (-7 ) A name of Kuvfiaa. a. 77 wealth, fw to

drink, or 7T to give, affix 7 .

7*Tf*l m. (-o»:) Rnc, amercement, x. 77, and fTT punishment

77f4 m. (-’fr) Pride of wealth.' k. 77, and 77 pride.

777T7II m. (-7T:) Ravana. g, 777 KuvkxA, and 777 younger

brother.
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Wir<Tf*« rofn. (-tt-foft-fr) Liberal, munificent, m, (-^t) * The

deity of fire. * A benefactor, a donor, E. WB wealth, BT to

give, frfa a<f.

WB*BTT f. (*^T) One of the S’aktis, or female personifications of

divine power peculiar to the flaudd'Juu. x. Xf«r wealth,^ to

give, affix wv.

m. (.fw**) The god of riches, Ktrvfiu. b. WBT wealth,

and xifif master or lord.

f. (*t»T) Avarice, thirst of wealth, i. wealth,

a she-demon, affix

Vtfrirr^ f. (-^t) Extreme desire of riches, avarice, e. see

the preceding.

Barftn? mfn. (-*:-wt-^) Pond of wealth, f. (-in) A vegetable,

(Ardisia solanacca.) b. BB, and fcro dear to.

tnnr^ mfn. (-1£'BCT-^} Proud, inflated with the pride of wealth.

e. vb wealth, inf to be intoxicated, affix Bpf.

BBVl mfn. (-W.-WT-Bf) Proceeding from wealth, n. (*^) Princi-

pal, capital, b. and root.

BBBS»I mfn. (-BfJ-ar-aj) Miserly, avaricious, greedy of wealth,

mercenary, k. xnr, and *?»| desirous.

BBBiTW m. (-if:) Desire of wealth, greediness, avarice, r.. xw,

and win? desire.

wmnr mfn. (-BTB-BTft -B"B) Wealthy, opulent f. (--Biff) The

constellation D hanukt’ha. e. VB wealth, and inpt posses-

sive atT.

BBBB m. (-W-) Expenditure, extravagance, b. bb, and WU
expense. •

BBB«lfB f. (*f^) Accumulation of wealth, e. bb, and qwjfw
acquirement.

BBIX m. (-^:) The fork-tailed shrike.

BBBIB m. (•*:) A plant : see WfBr.

BBBT mfn. 1 Inheriting, an heir. • Stealing, a thief.

Taking wealth, &c. f. (-^) A sort of perfume, commonly

called CAtfr. b. BB wealth, to steal, affix ^B, or

^•lBfrB mfn. (-^-Rsfl-fr) A thief, a pilferer, s. see the last

wbBiIVb mfn. 1 Inheriting, an heir. * A thief.

b. VB. and BfftB who takes.

WW’BtW mfn. (-B'-BT-W) Poor, reduced to poverty, x. BB, and

BtB deprived of.

BBTBB m. (-If!) Accession of wealth, k. test, and btbb coming.

xnn^rB n. (-»•) Acceptance of money. b. BB, and bt^tb
taking.

BBrfwBTfTB mf. (-ft-fHt) An heir, an heiress, m. (-fa) A
treasurer, a collector. b. BB, and BfBBTrfCB having a

right to.

BBlfBlTB m. (-*:) A treasurer, b. bb. and BfairB placed over.

BBTfBB m. (-B*)
1 A name of Ko-fias. • A treasurer, k. bb

riches, and BfBB lord } also similar compounds, vnrfwqfrr, &c.

m. (-B:)
1 A name of Kcvkaa. * A treasurer, i. BB

wealth, B|BTB superintendent

BBi mu*, m. (-B**)
1 Fine, amercement. • Plunder, b. bb, and

BBBTT taking away.

BBifBw mfn. (-Wi-iTT-lf) Wealthy, opulent b. BB, and BlfBB
respected by.

5 8

BBTB&B n. (-if) Acquisition of property, a. BB, and w*&B
acquiring.

BBTfBB mfn. (Bf-ftbftf'$) Seeking for wealth, covetous,

miserly, k. b», and BTf*?B who wants.

BBTWT f. (-BT) Thirst of wealth, longing after riches. E. BB
wealth, BFir hope, wish.

HHI^t f. (-^ffc) One of the Rdginis.

BfBBT mfn. CBT:-BT-BT)
1 Pious, virtuous, excellent * Rich,

opulent m. (-BT:)
1 A wealthy man. * A creditor. • A hus-

band. 4 Coriander, f. ( BO
1 A virtuous or excellent woman.

• A wife. * A young womau. 4 A tree : see f>BT. e. bb
wealth, affix 8BT.

BfBB mfn. Wealthy, opulent m. (-^t)
1 A rich

man. * A creditor, a BB wealth, Tfwaff.

BfxfBT f.(-Bt) The twenty-fourth Nakahatra or lunar mansion
; it

comprises four stars, apparently a 0 y and £ Dtlpkmi, and is

figured by a drum or tabor, s. BB to produce, (as corn,)

affix BB and wg u added, BBHf again, ^pi added, and *r?p(

rejected, fern, affix BIB.

BBlBT f. (-BT) A young woman, e. bb wealth, VAT affix, and

the vowel made long.

bbTbb n. (-w) Coriander seed. x. BB to be produced, (as corn,)

affix B, and BBadded : see BBTB.

BB m. (-^!) * A bow. • The sign Sagittarius. • A tree : see

fSjBrB .

4 A measure of four cubits, e. bb here meaning to

cast as an arrow, Un'adi affix B ;
also

vnj:afTxi n. (-ai) A bow and arrow, e. V»re, and arper an

arrow.

VWww n. (-x?j A bow, the stick or horns of the bow. e.

and a part.

ifij-.xr? m. (-Z:) The Piyal tree, (Buchanunia latifolia, Rox.)

b. war*r a bow, and sr* width j
bending like a bow.

mrirrai f. (-BIT) A plant, from the leaves of which a tough

thread is extracted, of which bow strings were formerly made

:

see mfo (Sanseviera zeylanica, Rox. but called by Sir

Wm. Junes, Aletris hyacinthoidcs.) e. a bow, ifrwt a

branch.

f. (-^t) A plant : see the last. b. VJW a bow, and

a line.

ipriBr mf.(-Bf!-wr) A bow string, f. (-^T) A plant, from which

bow strings are made : see the two last. x. xfifvt a bow, and

BXf a string.

Hint* mr(-if:) A barabu. x. ^IW»f ,
and Ila tree.

ipr^C m. (-^:) An archer, a bowyer, one armed with a bow.

x. » bow, mid qx who possesses.

K^rrft^ m. (-^) An archer, a bowyer. e. and ^rfew

who has.

TSHTOlf m. (-If) An archer, x. a bow, and *flT who pos-

sesses : see the last.

tf«ngVT n. (-id) The middle part of a bow. x. vwx? a bow, cn$

the centre.

xnpirrB n, (-B) A curve line. x. an arc, and wt» a road.

L (-ut) A plant, from the leaves of which bow strings

were made : see ^4f. x. WJW a bow, and *TTBTT a garland.
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yyt£ry m. (-y:) A plant, (Hedysarum albagi.) r, yyy for yyy
a dry anil, and yiy here said to mean effort ; also yyyiy.

yy^WI f. ( ill) 'Hie moon plant.

m. ( y )
1 A plant ) alao called D'haminiya. 9 A bambu.

* A measure of four cubita. * An arc, a portion of the circum-

ference of a circle, s. yyy a bow, and TV a tree.

yyayr ra. (•*:) A bowyer, an archer, k. ywy a bow, and yt:

who makes or practises.

app*J3 ra. (-*:) A tree : Bee yy:yz. e . yyy a bow, yr breadth,

yyyrfy mfn. (- Armed with a bow. m. (-fa) An
arclier. k. ywy, and yrfa hand,

yyyrw m. (-yny) An archer, a bowyer. b. y*^ a bow, y7jy

Iff.

yyy mfn. (-iji-yt-y) Armed with a bow. ran.(.^y) 1 A bow.
a
Sagittarius, the sign. m. (-y.) The Piyal tree, (Buchanania

latifolia, Rox.) a. yy to produce, (aa grain,) to throw forth,

(darts, &c.) Un'adi affix
;

alao with y affix yy, and with

y> affix, yy.

yy m. (-HO A bow: see the last

yyyy n. (-y) Coriander: see yyrry. k. yy grain, yy affix, and

yy added.

y#y ra. (-y.) Kuv£«a. k. yy. and TI lord.

yyyT m. (-Kt) Ktnrfiaa, the Hindu PLvrtra. e. yy wealth,

<yT lord.

yyfay mfn. (-$t-faft-fa Wishing or claiming property, m. (4t)

A creditor, a. yy, and yfay who wishes.

ynnt yy m. (-y:) Accumulation of wealth, a. yy, and yyyy
assembling.

yjy mfn. (-sy:-ayr--y> ' Fortunate, well fated, lucky. * Good,

virtuous, m. (-sy:) 1 An infidel, an atheist. * A virtuous or

fortunate man. f. (-yT)
1 Emblic myrobalan. * A nurse.

• Coriander, n. (-y) Wealth, a. yy to produce, (grain, &c.)

or yy wealth, and yy affix of fitness.

yyy n. (-y ) Luck, good fortune. £. yy, and y affix
;

alao

with yy affix yyyT.

yiy ry n. (-y) A plant, bearing a small pungent seed used by the

Hindu* as a condiment, (Coriandrum sativum.) b yy to

produce, (as grain,) deriv. irr.

yy a (-«t) A bow : see yyy.

yy^y n. (-*) A desart. e. yy the same, and ^y strong, hold,

yyy mn. (-yri-y) A bow. m. (-yT) A country scantily supplied

with water, a desart, a waste, n. (-y) A firm spot, land,

ground, k yfy Sautra root, to go or move, (by oy on which,)

and yfsry Unkdi affix
j

also with yy affix yy.

yyy m. (-W;) A medicinal plant, commonly called D'hdmtniya

or Hhatnin.

Wlfrm. (-ft:)' The physician of the gods, who was produced

at the churning of the ocean. * A celebrated physician; also

yifipny being the same as the preceding in another exis-

tence. he appears to have been the founder of the Htndu

medical school. * The sun. 4 A name of S iva. 4 One of the

nine gems of the court of Viuumamtya.

yyyfruyr f. (-yr) A medicinal plant ; see e. yyyfr,

and \ eaten*

] WT

yyyriy m. (-yt) A plant, (Hedysarum alhaji.) e. yy dry soil,

w to unite, yT^y affix
; also with yy added yyyyrwy.

yysrry m. (-yt) A plant : see the last
;

also simply any. Ac.

yfyy m (-yt) ' An archer, a bow-roan. * A name of Arjuxa.

•A tree, (Pentaptera aijuna.) 4 A wag, a wit, a sharp or

shrewd man. il yy a bow, yfy aff.

yy mfn. (•v-^l-fi) One who blows a fire or a trumpet, m. (-W:)

1 A Dame of the moon. * Kmmhn'a. 1 A name of Kama.
4 Braiimr, or the Supreme Spirit- a. yn to blow, affix y.

ywy m. (-yr:) A blacksmith. *. yrT to blow, (the forge,) yy
Un'fidi aff.

yyysn md. Blowing rcitcratedly, or the sort of sound made by

blowing with a bellows or a trumpet

yyy mfn. (-yt-yr-yj 1 One who blows a bellows, a trumpet,

&c. "Cruel, m. (-y:) 'A reed, (Arundo tibialis or karka.)

• Blowing, (a wind instrument.) f. (-fa or -^) * Any tubular

vessel of the body, as a vein, a nerve, &c. * The neck.
1 Tor*

merick. * * A sort of perfume
;
also Tffayrfatft. *. yy from

WT, to blow, &c. affix yy. fem. affix or y»iw or yrr as before,

Un'adi affix yfy. aud yfa optionally added.

yyy m. (-yr.) The breast ornamented with gold or jewels : see

yfyy.

yfyy m. (-y:) Braided and ornamented hair, tied round the

head, and intermixed with flower*, pearls, &c. a. yy a Sautra

root, to breathe, affix fay, yy; fay to meet, yr^ affix, and

the two conjoined.

yyr mfn. (-y:-yT-yt-y) Who or what drinks, f. (-yT) A little girl,

female infant, a. y to drink, affix y.

yt: mfn. (-^:-TT’tt-r) Who or what has or holds, m. (-^!) * A
mountain. 1 A flock of cotton; * The tortoise Avatar. 4 One of

the demigods called Vasvs. f. (<i) 1 The earth.
1 The uterus

or womb. * Marrow. 4 A vessel of the body. * A golden

globe or heap of valuables, representing the earth, and given

to Brahman*, b. yy to have or bold, to contain or support,

&c. affix yy. or Z fern, affix ZTy or yfa.

y<y mn. (y:-¥) ’ Holding, possessing, having. • A sort of

measure, a weight of ten Palo*. * A weight of silver, six-

teen Masha*, ra. (-y:)
1 The Himitla mountain considered as

king of mountains. " The aun. 1 A world. 4 A breast, a

female breast. 4 Rice. * A ridge of land answering the

purpose of a bridge, the edge of a river, the skirt of a moun-

tain, a bridge, t (-yt)
1 The earth. 9 The silk cotton tree.

* A vessel of the body. 4 An esculent root. a. M to hold, to

uphold or support, affix w?, fern, affix yfa.

yrfa f. (-fa:) The earth, k. y to be contained, (animals, &c.)

Un'&di affix yfa ; also yxyft as above,

yrfayr m. (-^:) A name of Vishnu, a. yrfy the earth, and

y* who sustains ;
also ytyty?:.

yt:fayDf mfn. (-yr UK-ni.) Being or staying on earth, r. yrfa,

aud m what stays or is.

yryfay m. (-y:> Au esculent root or bulb. e. yfatt the earth,

yy a root. ,

y vypFtyy m. (-y:) A mountaiu. a. ytyt the earth, yrfay a

put <>r bolt.
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YiftYt, nu 1 Vishk r. * A mountain. • A tortoise: see

Y*^YYT.

m. (-T:) The ocean. a. Y*Yt the earth, ift to sur-

round completely, affix yy
m. (-*:) The ocean, i. YX^t the earth, and JR what

swims
; in which the earth floats.

YTYlY^ m. (*<s) A name of Siva. a. Y^Yt, and YYT lord)

lord of the world.

WtTWl^TfT f. (-HT) A name of Sfra, the wife of Rams. b.

the earth, and ^«tt daughter
;
the earth-born ; being turned

up from the soil by a plough, as Jaw aka was ploughing a spot

to prepare it for a sacrifice.

min. (-YD-YTT WU Like a mountain, as huge as, Ac. k. vt,

and YYff what is, or is like.

YTlYgM m. (-if:) The Kadamba tree, (Nauclea kadamba;)

ai*‘> ipoytyy.

trciusf m. (-Y0 The planet Mars or its regent. K. YTT the

earth, and ytyy son, terrse-filius
;

also similar compounds,

as TOVT. YTIYY, &c.

limit m. ( IT:)
1 A name of Vnun'u. * A mountain, a. YO

the earth, and Y£ who or what sustains.

YTIYY mfu. Sleeping on the ground, a. f ri, and yy
who sleeps.

Y*T*TT m. (-*;:) A Brahma*, a. YTT, and y*K a deity.

YffYt f. (-lit) 'l‘he earth, a. V to contain, (beings,) tTY ITu adi

affix, fem. affix YtY.

YftYY m. (-in) 1 Form, figure, semblance. * A balance, a pair

of scales, e. yr to have or hold, Un idi affix fStff ’f

.

YfTYWY rafn. (-Y:-YT*Y,J Measurable by weight a. nftY, and

iff to be measured.

YAY m. (-Y )
1 A name of Bbaiuia. * Heaven, paradise.

* Water. 4 Opinion, conception, a. V to hold or uphold,

affix YYY.

yyy mfn. (yp-YT-Y) ‘To be Upheld or supported. * To be

bad or possessed. * To be placed or fixed. 4 To be fallen or

alighted by. a f to hold, WY aff.

W mfn. (-yt-*f-V ) Who or what has or holds, a Y to

have, YYaff.

YY& n. (-Yi>
1 A house. • Sacrifice. * Virtue, moral merit, a. t

to contain, Un'fidi affix y.

YYJ mn. (*-<)
1 Virtue, moral and religious merit, according

to the Law and the f-'ido*. * Usage, practice, the customary

observances of caste, sect, &c. * Duty, especially that enjoined

by the Vtdtu. 4
Fitness, propriety. 4 Nature, character, pro-

per or natural stale or disposition. * Innocence, innoxionsness.

T Resemblance. * Any sacrifice. * An Upanuhad or theolo-

gical portion of a IVcfa.
14 Any peculiar or prescribed prac-

tice or duty
; thug, giving alms, &c. is the dkermm of a house-

holder; administering justice, the dhenna of a king; piety,

that of a Brahman ; courage, that of a Ktketritfa, &c. 11 Kind

and virtuous speech or discourse. ** Law. m. (-YI:) * A name

of Yama, ruler of the lower regions, and judge of the dead.

* A drinker of the juice of the acid osdepias, at certain sacri-

fices. 4 Virtue personified, born from the right breast of

BxaiimL 4 A bow. • Associating with the virtuous. * The
fifteenth of the twenty-four Jaina pontiff* of the present aye.
f A pious or virtuous man. *

'Hie bull of S'iva, a personifi-

cation or type of virtue, k. Y to maintain or support, &c.

Un adi affix Y*r. what supports all men.

YYIYYIY n. (-yD Acting according to some or any indispensable

act of piety or duty. 1. Y^l. and YYY act.

y^ytiY m. (-Yi) A Jina or Jama deified saint. E. HY virtue,

and ytty body; virtue personified.

YYfYnil n. (-Ttf) ' Any indispensable act of religion, &c. * Reli-

gious or virtuous conduct, e. ins piety, and Yr^ act.

TO*tY m. (-Y:) An edict, a royal order, decree, or grant s. TO
virtue, YtY proper stay

;
also with added, YYlftYY

m. (-*:)

TOfTY n. (-Tf) Any moral or religious observance. *. yy. and

THY to be done.

YYff^f m. (-Tj:) A Jaina deified saint. e. to virtue, yy
an emblem or banner.

TOYR m. (-Y:) Store or treasure of virtue, b. to, and YTY

treasury.

YYjfilSYr f ( YT) ' Righteous conduct, acting according to law.

• Any religious act. a. yy, and ffTYT act.

YYTYY n. (*^) A plain in the north-west of India near Drhli, the

scene of the great battle between the Kvrut ‘and Pan d us.

m. (-Y0 A man of piety and virtue. * Y* virtue, holiness,

and YY a field, literally or figuratively.

WWUTW D. (-W) Observance of moral or religious institutes, ac-

cepting or following the law. e. yYL and YYY taking.

mfn. (-TP*WVlT) Immoral, unlawful, contrary to law or

duty. E YY. and Y what destroys.

Y^TYYT m. (-Y:) A Jaina deified saint. e. to, and YY a

wheel, &c. ,

TOYYYY m. (-w) A Jaina deified saint, e. ini virtue, YY a

circle, and »fY possessing.

Y^YtfTY mfn, Virtuous, moral, dutiful, f. (-f*Y?t)

A virtuous woman, an honest wife. e. yy duty, Y* to follow,

affix fwfY and #1l.

TOfYYtY n. (-^f) Virtuous reflection, k. Y*i, and fY^TY

reflecting.

YYlf^VYT! f. (-Y!?) Virtuous reflection. *. y4>, and fYYTT reflection

:

see the last.

YYHitTY m. (-Y:) A Brahman who lives according to rule, ono

who practises the outward acts of the law. t. Y*&, and artvY

living.

YYTY mfn- ( Y:-YT-Y) Knowing one's duty, conversant with

virtue. B- YY1- and Y who knows.

TOYIY n. (-Y) Knowledge of moral, legal, and religious duty,

E. YYb and YTY knowledge.

Y^IY rn. (-Y:) ' A sort of tree, commonly D'kambu*. * A kind of

large snake, not poisonous, commonly D Mwana.

YYPtY ind. Rightly, justly, righteously, k. to, and wfY aflT.

YYY n. (-Y)
1 Morality, piety.

1 Inherent nature, peculiar pro-

perty, &c< E. YYt and Y aff.

TOj(Yt f. (-Tfl) The Ganges. £. YYf virtue, J to shed, affix
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vifrfrw tnfn. (-Wfn?Vf%) Wicked (-Xt) A 7?uktkatn. «. n il.

and IfTffT rebellious.

m. (-|J:)
A Jaina saint. F. xn£ virtue, *TI essence, root

kpfcwfWT m. (-9ft) A religious hypocrite or impostor, one wbn

makes a livelihood by assumed devotion, e. piety,

an emblem, xf* *ffi*
;
having every outward mark of piety,

matted hair, ragged garments, &c.

XHgpTT** m. (-at:) Piety, virtue. B. ipw, and attachment,

^wfarafanr mfn- (-Ttt-fanrtfbt) Pious, holy, engaged in or

conducive to virtue, e. vnri, favt connexion, and Tfa aff-

f- (-fvr) Duty, moral or religious observance, dis-

charge or fulfilment of duty. x. TV, and faaifti completion,

n. (-T) ' Pepper. * The name of a district or city.

, e. TV virtue, a city
j

pepper grows there, whence is

said to be its name.

tninml f (nit) A man's first wife and of the same class, k. vv
and a wife.

n. (-d) Glomerous fig tree, (Ficus glomerate.) b. mV
sacrifice, and XT leaf.

ap*TT1t: mfn. (-X«XT-X) Righteous, pious, i. tpil. and TX ad-

dicted to.

m. (-ir:) A teacher of law. b. tv, and TTTT who

teaches.

HHimi m. (-TT) 1 A name of the Pan'tTu prince. Yen'hishthira.

* One so considered. as a son for piety or duty ;
also tvmv*.

x. wv a proper name, and TVT a son, the son of Dhexma or

Yam a.

TVTT1T mfn^-lTrTt-if) Eminent in piety. E.TV. and TTHT chief.

TTraTTf m. (-HT) A teacher or expounder of the law. b TV,

and who explains,

TVinfarl f. A virtuous and amiable wife. e. t^T, and

WTfinft who shares.

vpfcnw* m. (-*r:) A lecturer, a public reader of the MaJuithd-

rat and other sacred works which are read aloud, and ex-

plained to large assemblies of Hindu* at particular seasous.

E. vpfa virtue, and TT to utter, to speak, allix vwr.

TVTT* m. (-7TT) A fellow religious student, s. TV, and TfT a

brother.

WHrfvTT m. (-W-) A mendicant Brahman, one who is so, or has

become so from meritorious motives, b. T'fa, and fwvi*r a

beggar.

^TjwT mfn. (-T’-^t-^) Moral, righteous, made up or replete

with virtue, &c. B. T^l, and STT? ofT.

q ijlKW n. (-Wj The foundation of Hindu law and religion (the

rtdai.) B- TV, and TV root.

mfn. (T-TV Virtuous, righteous, b. tv virtue, V ’o

go, affix fW*.

W'fe’jvr mfn. (
^r) Righteous, pious, just. x. TV virtue, vjV to

join, affix

TVnV m. (-W.) ' A Jitta or deified saint, according to the Jaina

sect. ' A name of Yama, regent of the dead. • A name of

YunaisHTniRA. * A 1*0 of Ajuvna, * A king in general, e.

virtue, justice, and VIW who shines, affix VV ,
or vnv from

VTlWT a king ; lord of justice.

) 1

vonPoi mfn. (-ift firfVfV) Illegal, immoral. i. ^6, and cr!V*

opposed to.

n. (-vi) An essential ingredient in ethiiis or law. (as

place, time, Ac.) e. TV. and werw mark.

TVTT mfn. ( -TnMnft-TTT) Virtuous, pious, upright. Just, b tv
as above, poss. aff.

m. (*rt) The day of full moon. x. TV virtue, and

WTTC a day
j
peculiar sacrifices being performed on this

day.

TVTTTV m. (-*:) A name of S iva. e. xri the bull of this god,

virtue typified, and flf «r a vehicle.

TvfV^ mfn. (-^[ or -W )

1 Virtuous, pious, moral. * Acquainted

with the law. r TV, and who knows.

TVfrfa f- (*fv:) Course of law, legal precepts or injunctions.

k. tfij, and fxfr manner.

VHlfsVT m. (-T :
) Immorality, wickedness, x. T«fc. and fairv

submersion.

Tvfs iVT n. (-w) Judicial investigation, x. vv, and fVwv*
deliberation.

TVVTVT f- (-Wl) A court of justice, a tribunal x. tv justice,

and vrTOT a hall.

T^liUV n. (*V)
1 The body or code of Hindu law. 'Any work

on the subject, e. TV virtue, and wiv a treatise.

Tvsftir mfn. (-m-Vf-V) Virtuous, just, pious, x. TV virtue,

irtvf attached to.

W^refTtn f. (-ITT) A code of laws, especially the work of some

saint or divine person, as Msxu, Yajv'yavalkva, Ac. B. T^l

virtue, andW[prefixed to V, to have or possess, affix if, R*m-

aflix TETtr
j

a compilation made for the purpose of teaching

and maintaining virtue.

WT m. (-TO
1 Virtue. * Hypocrisy. I. xpp, and ir* addic-

tion to, real or seeming.

vplwwTrvn®; mfn. (-^: Virtuous, producing virtuous off-

spring or actions, x. T*6. TwniT progeny, who bears.

Wrenr f. (-ITT; A tribunal, a court of justice, ft. justice, and

TUT assembly.

TTlTTTT n. (-W) Any act or virtue easential to a system of duties.

k. and TITT instrument.

WTnirBfi m. (-fv?0
r
rhc eleventh Menu.

m. (-IT:) A name of Yud'dishthira. k. uxtt Yama, and

^rf a son ;
also kf*fcw, «B, Ac.

T^TtffiT m. (»iur) A saint, a pious or virtuous person, z.

virtue, xfimi self.

U-tt) Ordeal by drawing lots or slips of black

and white paper, k. tfj, iniquity, TV^WT trial.

n. (-T) A court of justice, m. (-T:) A judge, x.

and supervision.

tfilirfxjfrrfxnT m. (.^t) A judge, a sovereign, an administrator

of the law. e. and affix TfT.

lllffTR ffl. (-^:) The olfice of a judge, x. TW, and wfTTrT

office.

MTnfiwfrr ro. (-^) A judge, x. T«HrfrinT. and xfw aff.

TWrnffT m. (-T:) A magistrate, a judge, Ac. s. justice, and

superintendent.
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n. C-^) Virtuous or moral conduct, behaviour accord-

ing to law. a. yxfi, and ^TT&rw act or condition.

RPWraWTC m. (-TO Conformity to law or virtue, course or practice

of duty. r. y4l, and ^vjtjnr following.

vwntw mfn. (-Wi-WT-ll)
1 Wicked, immoral, unrighteous, n, (-*f)

Immorality, vice. k. tra. and WPt>r deviated.

mfn. (-TTTt-^n'-^rt) Virtuous, a wfV to or in-

clined to, WTO the mind.

y»CF «W n. (-Rff) A forest into which Dharma once retired. R. v*».

and Wfxyi a wood.

n. (-i) The seat of the judge, the bench, i. sp& and

a seat.

wfi* mfn. Virtuous, pious, just. * Endowed

with a peculiar property or faculty, r. wh, and Tf*T poas. aff

*fshr mfn. Very pioua or virtuous, s. VV, sod

xrr dr.

mfn. (-WTW-W^t-W.) Very pious, moral, &c. i. ys», and

V%T^^ir m. (•!(:) Moral or religious instruction, k. yf, and

TTU<*W advice.

m- (-W.) A Gum or spiritual preceptor, r. ifiR vir-

tue, ’ytt before to show, affix , pointing out good and

evil to his scholars.

up&rxpf mfn. (H:-WT*li) HypocriticaL «. *4, and ’TTfw fraud,

vy aff.

mfn. (.w-HT-lf) Virtuous, moral, r. sfw. and ’TTff pos-

«*»sed of.

waul mfn. (*4|:*^P*,ln ' Conformable or according to justice

or morality.
a Obtainable by virtue or justice, e. w*m as

above, WW aff

tnrlf^nrr^ m. Legal marriage of five sorts, as the Brdkma,

Daw*, A'fnha, Citixdkaria, and Pra/apaiya. e. y4l, and

fxTlT marriage.

yi m. (-4:) ‘ I ’ride, arrogate. • Contumely, overbearing.

• Impatience.
4 Paralysing, rendering weak or impotent.

4 Injury, wrong. 4 Restraint. T Copulation. ' A eunuch, e. yw
to be vain, affix yny.

m. (-RT:) A dancer, an actor, a mime. e. yy to be vain or

presumptuous, affix

wwyifrwt f. (-Wt) A violated virgin, r. ir, * to act, affix fwfsr.

HMW n. (-W) 1 Disrespect, contumely, overbearingness or con-

tempt. 4 Copulation. ' Arrogance, vanity, f. An

unchaste woman, z. V? to be arrogant, &c. affix ^e.

yW m. (-^:) A eunuch superintending the women's apart-

ments. b. yw copulation, t to cherish, affix ny.

yf4y mfn. (•W‘--'HT*lt) * Proud, insolent. 1 Unbearing, impa-

tient. 1 Overpowered, smitten, n.(-lf) Copulation, cohabita-

tion. * Contumely. * Pride, f. (-ttt) An unchaste woman,

s. yg to be vain or impatient, affix jfl.

yfyy mfn. <-ff-f4yt-fw) ' Proud, arrogant. * Cohabiting, f. (-dfy

A dishonest or unchaste woman, x. if* cohabitation, Tf*
and vN ads.

vmn m. (.*r.) A small m, eommoolj called MwUiluua

;

alio

navnr.

” (T.) wf* r. 1 *t cl. (v*(fw) To go or move : this is considered

sometimes as a Stmtra root

V* m. (-:) ' A husbaud. * A man. * A rogue, a cheat. 4 A
tree, (Grislea tomentosa.) z. w to make tremble, (children,

Gcc.) affix ^y.

WW mfn. (-W-li-l) 1 White. * Handsome, beautiful, m.

(-t»t) ' White, (the eolour.) • A capital ox. • The Grislea

tomentosa. 4 Camphor. 4 An inferior lidfa or mode of

music- n. (-m) White pepper, f. (-RTT or A white cow,

&c. b. yra to be clean or pure, spry affix, and the radical

vowel made short.

m. (*^'0 1 A goose. * The fortnight of the moon’s

increase, e. ifTO, and TO a wing or fortnight.

yTOyrfvT*7 f. (-*7) Chalk, k. yyw white, wftHFi earth.

yafw* mfn. (-if. WT-W) White, whitened. s. yaw, and

TV*.

yrotinT mfn. (-itmtt-it) White, made white. r. yro, and

Wtf made, fy augment.

yTOlMW rafn. (-iTt-m-lf) Become white. e. WTO, and V
become, fy aff

n. (-W) The white esculent water lily. B. TOW white,

and ^yw a lotus.

TOiwy m. (-*:) Air, wind. r. w to agitate, (the leaves of trees,

&c.) and wrTO Un'Adi aff.

wfTO n. (-d) A Pank’kA. or fan, made of antelope’s skin, and

used especially for blowing a sacrificial fire. u. y to agitate,

TW aff

WT (T. m.) IWt r. 3rd cl. yvi) 1 To hold or support.

* To nurture, to maintain. 1 To give.
4 To have, to possess.

With wnf and prefixed. To search after. M'ith vifg. To
coter. With ^f%¥, ' To speak, to speak to or address. 1 To

promulgate. • To show. With wfa and yst. To overcome.

With 1 To be careful. 4 To attend to. With WPP, To

take, to receive. With ’'TV and *ITV, To support. With

1 To uphold.
1 To do, to perform. With f«f, ' To take %p or

held up. * To place in or upon. 4 To be born or produced.

4 To hold. With qfg, To assume, to put on, as clothes, &c.

With * and fV 1 To hold or support. 4 To elevate or exalt,

to dignify. 4 To admit. With y,
1 To be chief or first. * To

send. With yfir and fw. To do, to perform. With fw,
1 To do,

to execute, to act. *To act conformably to religions ordinances,

to execute the precepts of the f'tdtu. 4 To choose, to select,

4 To provide 4 To order or direct. 4 To promise. * To give.

With fy and To bide, to veil, to conceal. With WW,

1 To place, to place firmly, to fix.
4 To unite, to combine, to

hold together. 4 To shoot at a mark. With and 51, To

doubt, to discuss
;
(also with 51fw and ^R.) With yw and

To instruet, to teach. With and fw. To pUce or have

near at hand. In the causal with TR, To understand.

ifT m. (-ITT:)
1 A possessor, a holder, a container, &c. * A name

of Braiima. 4 Vriuaspati. b. WT to have, affix fg^T.

Mf* n». (-*:) ' An ox. * Food. 4 Boiled rice.
4 A posL . wi to

have or hold, Utiadi affix V.

f. ( it) Advancing towards or confronting an enemy.
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WTWW m. (-qn) A weight of gold, ft coin of that metal, the divi-

sion of ft Dindr. a. WT to contain, Un'kdi affix WIWW.

vtwwI f. <-wt) A tree, (Grislea tomentosa.) e. WT to hare, affix

ww tTW inserted.

WTTf m. (-Tp) 1 A principle or humour of the body, as phlegm,

wind, and bile. * Any constituent part of the body, as blood,

flesh, &c. • A primary or elementary substance, via. earth,

water, fire, air, and Akin or atmosphere. 4 The property of

a primary element, odour, flavour, colour, touch, and sound.

* An organ of sense. * A mineral, a fossil.
1 A metal. 9 A

grammatical root ; in Sanskrit this radical performs no other

office, and cannot be used as a word without undergoing

some change, a. XT to possess, to contain, (life, substance,

Ac.) JWltt

WTTJWTf^W n. (-w) Red sulphate of iron. a. wry mineral, and

WTlftw the green sulphate.

Wiyff n. (-if) Sour gruel, prepared from the fermentation of rice

water, a. wry chyle, und * destroying ; also similar com-

pounds.

WTTJWTWW n. (-if) Sour gruel : see the last. a. wry, and wrww

injuring.

WTyw rn. (-W :) The alimentary juice or chyle, t. WTy an essen-

tial constituent of the body, and W what cherishes.

H i qqffrurt f- (-^rr) A plant : see WTWqfwWT
i
also WTyW«?t

WTyww m. (-IT;
1 A mountain. * A robust roan. mfn. (-sglT*

Promoting tho animal secretions, a. wry a mineral, and W*
what contains.

WiyWTfww n. (-f ) A mineral substance, a sulphurct of iron,

a. wry mineral, and wrfww the same substance.

Wiywrf<ft £ (*ft) Borax, a. wry a metal, W to perish, in the

causal form, fafir and affixes ; the borate of soda is gene-

rally used in India as a flux.

WTynwTW m. f-u:) Semen, the seminal fluid. «-*nr animal

fluid, &c. ttw chief, WW added.

WTy^WW n. (.11) Borax, a. qrj, and WWW friend, a flux.

WTyWTfwyin. (-f\) An assayer, a miner, a mineralogist, a- wry
a mineral, ww to speak or describe, affix fwfw.

wrywfvw m. (-ft) Sulphur, a. wry a metal, and wfrw an enemy

;

tarnishing metallick lustre, &c.

WTywwv: m. Green sulphate of iron, or green vitriol,

a. VTy B mineral, and aar crest or chief.

wryww m. (-W:) Chalk, a. wry a mineral, and wuwr stone.

VIV m. (-ITT)
1 A name of Bbaiima. * A title of V»sn*U. • A

lather, a parent, f. (-aft) ' A mother. ' A foster-mother,

a nurse. * The earth.
4 Emblick mvrobalan. mfn. (•TT-ft-t)

• A chcrisher, a protector, fostering, nourishing. * Having,

containing, possessing, a possessor, &c. a. WT to have, to nou-

rish, &c. affix ww.

WTWWWT m. (-WT:) A saint, also called SaNatkcmAha. r„ WTW

Brahma, and yw the son.

WlWwiwwT f. (-WFT) A tree, (Grislea tomentosa, Rox.) a. wt*

cherishing, WW a flower, ft* added, WTVQft and WW added
;

also without the pleonasm, Wf*W«ft, f. (-ft).

^TfWl f. (-WT) Emblick royrobalaiL a. ww^ added to HIft

WTWt^wr m. (.^t) * An actor. A foster-brother, a. writ a

nurse, and wwr a son.

VTW)WW n. (-f ) The fruit of the emblick myrobalan. a. wift

Phyllunthus emblica, and ww fruit.

WTWsft f. (-ft)
1 A sort of confidante, a foster-sister so em-

ployed. * A wet-nurse, a. wr« a nurse, WWT affix, fem. affix

ftw.

WWT f. pin. (-WT:) * Fried barley or rice. sin. (-in) 1 Coriander,

(Coriaudrum sativum.) * Grain fried, and reduced to powder.

* A bud, a shoot, e ht to nourish, W UnVdi atf.

wmwr f. pi,. (.WTO Fried barley or rice. e. wrwr as above, ww
added.

VTWTwf n. (-4) The meal or flour of fried bartey, rice, fitc.

a. WTWT fried grain, yf powder, dust.

WTWt f- (-ft)
1 Coriander. • A granary, a receptacle. 9 The site

of a habitation. 4 The name of a river. 1 What haa or con-

tains, used in composition, as i.iwwi Wl a royal capital, having

the king's presence
; WWUWTWt a net, &c„ a. WT to have, affix

WW, fem. affix #tW
xl ' '

WTW*W m. (-Hf*.) A bowyer, an archer, a. WWW a bow, J*T

affix, f. ( -W|T 1 A tree, (Achyranthcsaspera.) a. wyW) on archer,

WW affix, and fem. affix TPT, or WWW a bow, wy ®ff.

WWW m. (-W) A bambu. b. WWW as above, WW alf.

WTWW n. (-W:) Coriander, (Coriandrum sativum.) a. WW grain,

&c. aff. ww; also with vw added, WTWWWT.

-ersvT f. (-swr) Small cardamoms.

Wiw n. (-f)
* Corn in general, but especially rice,(Orixa saliva.)

* Coriander. * A measure equal to four Sesamum seeds, a.wi

to nourish (mankind), Un’hdi affix WW, and WW augment.

WfJWW n. (-W) Coriander, (C. sativum.) a. ww added to WTW i

•Iso W-UIW .and WJWTTWf.

WTWWWW n. (-W1) Bran, chaff, straw, a. WTW, and dirt or

sediment.

n. (4) A granary, a basket, a cupboard or small

shed of matting, See. for keeping rice. b. wp*j rice, WTV a

granary, and WW added.

wrwpwww m. (-W:) Rice flattened by threshing after it has been

steeped, and fried in the husk. a. WTW grain, and WWW a sort

of cake.

WTWpJw f. ( W.) A heap of rice to be presented to Brahmans.

a. WPW. and fW a cow.

vr^TWTW m. (-W-) A corn-seller, &c. k. WTWI grain, WT to measure,

WW alf.

vrwrrTW m. (-wr) Barley, a. WTW. ^TWIT king.

wrsST^'Wmfn. (-wrw-wwt-ww) Abounding in corn, having abund-

ance of it. a. WfWJ, and W^W poss. afl*.

W l -tfftWW n. (-W) Lending grain at interest; receiving a usuri-

ous return for a loan of seed corn supplied to the peasants,

a. wr*W corn, wiw iucreaaing.

WTwrftW n. (-wi) Coriander, a. WTWf, and seed.

Vl^prtT: m. (-K:) A sort of pulse, (Phaaeolus max.) e. WTW, and

WK best.

wmtwImw n. (-f) ITie ear or spike of corn. a. WHW, with ftww

the top or head.
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m. (*fO A store or magazine of grain, x. YIY. and

Y^Y colleciion.

YTYYIT m. (-T:) Grain after threshing. k. VT^ corn, and WIT

essence.

Y"Y fYT n. (-Yf) Coriander, x. yw added to YYTYT.

VT«iVW1?i m. (-Y:) A pile uf grain for presentation to Brahmant.

a. Yt-Y. and YYW a mountain.

YTYJTY n. (-YT) Sour gruel made of the fermentation pi rice

water- e. YTY rice, and YY sour.

YlYlifT m. (*fr:) A rat. a. YiY, and Yft a foe.

m. (-Y) Wealth in rice or grain, k. yt*Y. and YY wealth. \

Yr^TlYfl n. (-fan ,
Grain after threshing, t y!Y, and YfiB a bone.

YF%TYY n. (-Y) Rice. k. yiY> and WWW best.

YlflYn. (-Y)
1 The body. * A house, a dwelling. Dignity,

consequence, eminence. * Spirit, pride, especially martial

pride, heroism. 1 Light, splendour, radiance. * A ray of light.

' A place, a spot, a country. ' Birth, a. yt to contain, (life,

a tenant, Ac.) and YfYY &tT.

WTWfwfe m. (-tw:) The sun. a. YTY light, firfw a nest or

receptacle.

YTWYt f. (-tit) Any tubular vessel of the body : see YYYt.

YTYYY tofn. (-YTY-Yrft-YY) * Splendid, luminous. * Eminent,

exalted, illustrious.
1 Heroic- a. YTYY* and YTfYaff.

YIYTYY n. (-T)
1 A tree, (Aeh) ranthes ixpera.) * A plant, a sort

of Gko*hat with white flowers, a. ytyy a dwelling, wnr a

road, W to go or approach, affix qr, deriv. irr.

Y«Y mfn. (*Y-YT*Y) Having, possessing, or who bas or possesses,

a. YT to have, W alT.

Y1YY mfn. (-YT:-YT:-Y) An upholder, a. yt to have, Ac. YVl
l/n'Adi affix

;
also with a final vowel added, WTO-

wnu in. (-YP) A Purokit or family priest, f. (-nyr) A prayer for

exciting fire, upon the addition of fuel. a. irregularly derived

from Yt to contain, with YPT aflf.

YTT n. (-T) Water derived from rain. m. (-T:)
1 A sort of stone.

* Debt. • Slight sprinkling rain.
4
Frost. * End, bound, a

line or limit. 4 A deep place, a depth, t (-TT) * A homes

pace, as the trot, canter, Ac. • The van of an army. • The
sharp edge of a sword or any cutting instrument. 4 The

flowing, running, oozing, or distilling, Ac. of any liquid, the

motion of a fluid, stream, current, Ac. * Offspring. • A leak,

a flaw, a hole in a pitcher, Ac. 1
Excellence. ' The wheel of

a carriage. ' A garden wall or fence, a hedge, Ac. 14 The

edge of a mountain. 11 Quantity, multitude. " A heavy

shower falling in large drops, or huiL "Fame. "Likeness.
1

1

Custom, usage. 1

6

The capital of Biioja. ,T Pouring a stream

of water upon an image to gel rid of a fever, e. y to fall, to

uphold, Ac. in the causal form, and YY and XTY all's,

YTTY mfn. (-Y:-YT-Y) Who or what holds or contains, a vessel or

receptacle of any kind. m. (-W) A water pot. x. M to have,

wwb a(T.
* *•

YTTY n. (-Y) Holding, having, keeping, maintaining, f. (-YT)

1 Continuance in rectitude, keeping in the right way. * For-

titude, firmness, steadiness, resolution. * A particular reli-

gious exercise keeping the mind collected, the breath

] wrJr

suspended, and all natural wants restrained; steady, im-

moveable abstraction. 4 Mental retention, memory. 'Under-

standing, intellect. * Believing, conviction, ' Certainty, con-

clusion. • Positive precept or injunction. 4
Debt. f. (-Yt)

1 Any tubular vessel of the body. ' A mystical verse or charm,

or collection of such verses, among the liuudd'hai. * A row

or line, i- V to hold, (purpose, intent, virtue, Ac.) affix

or ijy.

YTTYY m. (-Y:) A debtor, e. YTTY a debt, YY alt

YTTYfY mfn. (-Y>Yr-Y) To be held or retained, to be adhered

to. a. Y to hold, YYtYT off.

YTTY mfn. (-Y:-Yt*4) Who or what has or possesses, x. Y to

have, causal form, y aff.

YTTYY mfn. (-YY-Y’ffl-YY)
1 Having, possessing. • Acquainted

with, versed iu. * Holding as doctrine, believing, maintain-

ing. z Y to have, iri a if.

YTTfYYt f. (-^ft) The earth, t. Y to contain, in the causal form,

YYaff.

YRTf^Yf m. (-Y :) A sort of Kadamba tree.

YIT1WT m.(-Ti) ' Thin rain. *HaiL ' Advancing before an army

by way of defiance to an enemy, z YTTI rain, and y^T shoot

or sprout.

YTOT m. (-Yi) ' A sword, a scimitar. A place of pilgrimage,

c. YiTI the edge of a sword, Ac. and YT body.

;
YTTTY m. (-*:) * The Chdtnkat (Cueulus raelanoleucos.) * A

horse. ' A cloud.
4 A furious elephant, x. YITT rain, Ac. Y7

who goes.

YTnwfY f. (-fY*) The sound of falling rain or of the flowing of

any fluid, x. YTTT, and vfV sound.

YTTIYT m. (-V)
1 A cloud. * A sword, x. YTTI rain or an edge,

and YT what has.

YTTTYYf n. (-YT) A scent bottle, a sprinkling vase or ewer,

a sort of censer, e. YITT, and SPY an instrument.

YTTTYfY m. (-fY:) Air, wind. x. YITT thin rain, YY to sound,

affix T*

YTTTfYW m. (-Y?) A crooked sword, a scimitar, a sabre, s. YTTT,

and fYY poison ; whose edge is as fatal as venom.

YTTrs n. (-Y) A flood of tears, x. YTTT, and YY a tear.
•t * st

YlTtYYW m. (-W0 A hard shower, a heavy foil of rain. i. YTTT

rain, YY implying quantity or accumulation, and YTTT falling.

YTTTYIT m. (-Y:) A heavy fall of raiu, a large drop or shower,

x. YITT, and YIYTT sprinkling.

YTfcft f. (Yt) 1 'The earth. * The silk cotton tree, (Bombax

heptaphyllum.) fc. Y, and fk*jY afT.

YlfTY n. (-TT) A horse s trot
;
also YTtTYY : see YlfTYYT.

YtfTY mfn. (-TVfTYVft 1 Having, holding, keeping, possessing.

* Edged, m. (-^f) A sort of tree : see ^tY. x. YTTT an edge,

Ac. Tf* aff.

YTY mfn. (-Y:-Y:-Y) W’ho drinks or sucks, a drinker, a sucker,

x. Y to drink, Y affix, form special.

YIYTT£ m. (f:)
1 A sort of goose, with black legs and bill. * A

kind of snake. * Dlryodiiana or any other descendant of

DHalTAKASHTax. x. YYTry the name of a king or a bird, &c.

and yw affix of descenL
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wrfifw mfn (-,r.-<V*i) V'uiuou*. pionl, jot*. *. *rJl virtue,

affix r*r

YTxy mfn. (.iff:*i$i-YIi
1 To be born or upheld, to be contained,

&c. * To be kept or detained. * To be determined, r. Y to

hold, YJY aff.

YTXQYiw mfn. (-Y'.'WT-Y) Being held, maintained, &c. *. V to

uphold, past. v. ytyy aff.

YTOJYTYY n * (-W) Property, s. Y added to the last.

Kiil n. (-ih Boldness, confidence, arrogance, e. bold, and

mat aft'.
#

YTY (Y) YTff r. l»t ok (YrYfY*
-

?!) * To go or more. 1 To run.

9 To cicause. * To be clean or pure. With YTY ,
1 To know.

* To run after. With Yf*T prefixed. To approach, to come

before. With YTY. To alight. With Yfc, To run fast. With

fa. To shed or sprinkle. With YY and YU, To run to meet.

vnYY mfn. (-YT:-YT-Y)
1 Running, going, swift, expeditious.

* Cleaning, what cleans or cleanses, r. yt* to go, «JY aff.

YTYY mfn. (-YY-r^ YY ) Running, going quickly, a. YTY to

go, inr aff.

YTYY n. (-Y) * Going, motion. ' Cleansing, purifying, f. (-fw:)

or -xft) A sort of creeping plant, (Hedysarum lagopodioidcs.)

I. yty t° g°. to cleanse, affix ^rnr fern, affix YtY.

YTYfYYTT f. (-Y7) A prickly nightshade: see wrr<1. «. YY
added to YlYYl, implying similitude.

mfVir mfn. (-Tf.-HT-W)
1 Purified, clean, cleansed. 1 Gone, gone

or run away. * Run to, advanced to or against, a. Yr Y to

clean, affix W» with Tz augment, or without the augment tut,

Uf^ m, (-YI:) A mountain, tyno uphold, Un'kdi affix Y^Y
and at augment; tbe word is considered as peculiar to the

Vtdat,

fir r. 6th cl. To have or hold, to keep, to possess. 5th

cl. (fnwrfff)
1 To satisfy. * To go, to move.

fv* ind. An interjection of reproach or menace, (fie, shame, Ac.)

e. YW to annihilate, fYYt aff.

ftfjrrr m. (*K : ) Disrespect, reproach, censure, contempt, a. fv^r

fie, and YTT making.

fV^#r mfn. (•TT:*TfT*lij ' Cursed. 1 Reproached, reviled, censured.

condemned, e. fm» fie, und tilt made.

fYfflYr f. (-YT) Reproach, r. fVYfie, and fYTYT making.

fVttrrxta n. (-lil Excessive abuse, a. fYYG and YTYY violence,

fkf r. 1st cl. (fYY^) ' To kindle. * To be weary. • To live.

fvtqY m. (.Us) A roan of a low caste sprung from a Brahman
,

and a female of the tribe called Ayogata.

fvTTTrj m . Reprimand, censure, a. fYY, and YIY punish-

ment.

fYYJ infn. (-IT:-^:-^) Deceptive, wishing to trick or deceive,

a. to cheat, desid. v. Y aff.

fxi Himflt m. (-ftr) ' A Jina or Jaina deified saint. * The soul.

a. xft the understanding, in the seventh case, and YfY master,

far (X>) fMfw r. 1st and 5th cl. (fYYlfY)
1 To please, to satisfy.

* To be pleased or satisfied. • To go or approach : this verb

takes Y, and substitutes YT for the finul, whence its unusual

form for the first class, in the instance given.

r. 3rd cl. To emit sound.

fYYY m. (-H:)
* A name of VafoABriri. 'Any Guru or spiritual

preceptor, f. (-XT) Tbe understanding, the intellect, t. YY
to be presumptuous, Unadi affix m, and fvY substituted for

the root.

fV® Sec fVxi

fY® See the next.

fWYI n. ( wni) ' A place, a spot, a country. • A house. • A star,

an osterism. * Fire. * Power, strength- m. (-Y^:) A name of

Ao.ni, the deity of fire. ' A name of Scbba, regent of Venus,

e. yx to be proud or overbearing, deriv, irr.
;

the word is

also written fY® or fit®.

Vt (XT X) XT YfY5 r. 4th cl. <y)YY) ' To contain, to hold. # To

slight, to disregard or despise. * To accomplish. With

To dianppear, to become invisible.

^1 f- fill) Understanding, intellect, k vj to meditate, affix feitf,

the final diphthong rejected, and tbe semi-vowel changed to

its congener T. which becomes long.

ytvr mfn. (-TP-YT-Y) Drank, sucked, R. Y to drink, participial

affix %, and form irr.

ytfx f. (.f*:) Thirst, k. Y to drink, affix fifY, and the radical

vowel changed to X*

Vt® f* ( X1)
' A virgin, a maiden. • Undemanding, in-

tellect.

Vtf*STU n. (-d) An intellectual organ, as the mind, the eyu, the

ear, the nose, the tongue, and skin. k. Yt the intellect,

Tf*n an organ of sense in general.

Yrinr mfn. (-YTY-YTftYY) Sensible, wise, learned, m. (-YTY ) A
name of VbTiiaspati, the preceptor of the gods. >. Yt wis-

dom, understanding, possess, aff.

YtX mfn. (-X:-yt-®
1 Wise, sensible, learned. * Firm, steady,

consistent, determined. ' Cool, collected. * Head-strong, »*lf-

willed, uncontrollable. 1 Lazy, dull, alow. * Strong, power-

ful.
T Well behaved, decorous, decent. * Gentle, steady, (as a

breeze.) * Deep, (as a sound.) m. (-Y:) * A name of Bam. a

celebrated prince. * The ocean, mn. Saffron, f. (-YT)

1 A drug; also YfYrHt. ' A woman who, although jealous of

a husband or lover, suppresses all expression of resentment

in his presence, e. y*| understanding, XT to possess, YT affix
;

or Yt with X* to g<» to, affix YW; or to possess, YY LVAdi

aff.

YtTY n. (-Y)
1 Firmness, fortitude. • Tbe feminine property of

suppressing violent expression of Jealousy, k. Yt^ firm,

steady, affix Y ;
also with YY affix YtXTII.

yTcsittY! n- (-HT) The hero of u poem or play who unites all

good qualities, k. vt^, and calm.

YtTYfani m. (-Y:) The hero of a poem or play, who is firm

and brave, but reckless and inconsiderate, k. yK, sod YfwY

sportive.

yV^yiy m. (-Y[:) A buffalo, b. yK strong, a shoulder.

YtTiyKT f. (-TT) A mistress or xvife, who having cause for jea-

lousy, pursues a middle conduct between the suppression and

expression of resentment, k. YtTT, and YYlTT joined.

Yt^iYTY m. (-Y:) The hero of a poem or play whose characte-

ristics arc benevolence and fortitude, k. YtT, and Y®Y liberal*
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m. («ws) The hero of a poem or play who is deficient

in magnanimity, a. Y^Y, and YYY haughty.

iJtarft f. (-€l) A tlaughter.

xftYY m. (-YT)
1 A brazier.

# A fisherman, e. if to hold, Un'&di

affix wfww. and Yl changed to .

xfrYV m. (4p) A fisherman, f. (-ft)
1 A fisherman's wife. * A

sort of harpoon for catching fi 9h with. a. Yl to hold or gain,

(fish,) Un’Adi affix YTY.
An intellectual faculty or power of the under-

standing, as attention, comprehension, &c. k. lit the intel-

lect, and Yfw power,

flYY m. (-Y:) * A counsellor, an adviser, a minister. A

tutor or friend, a. tit the understanding, and xjfvi a friend.

xftYfVv m. (-‘W:)
1 A counsellor, a minister. * A friendly or

prudent adviser, e. the intellect, and ijfYY a friend.

xj(H) xjY r. 7th cl (xptlfY yyy) To shake, to agitate:

see

^ f. (tp) Shaking, trembling, e. X| to shake, flPT aif.

xjY r. I st cl. (xprft) ' To kindle. * To be weary. ' To live,

xpr mfn. (-Y:-YI-Y) Abandoned, deserted, left * Shaken, agi-

tated, (as leaves by wind, Ac.) e. y to shake, affix iff.

YiTYTY mfn. («.Y’.-YT-Y) Purified from sin. E. x*Y shaken, YTY ain.

YYY . (-si) Shaking, agitation, e. V to shake, affix W; also

xjYY, &c.

YYTY mfn. (-y-.-YT-Y) Shaking, agitating. x . xj to shake,

ytyy aff.

f. (-flr) A river
j

aee the next

f.(-^t) A river, ttj to go, affix vjy, fern, affix #tY; the

affix is sometimes considered as f»n*, leaving fw, which makes

xjfY ut sup.

VxftYTY m. (-Y0 The ocean, e. Xj^*b and YTY lord.

xj-MHK m. (-^:)
1 Tlie name of a sovereign j also named /Turn-

laydtura.
‘ An insect, (Coccinclla.) ' The smoke of a house.

4 A house lizard (?) e. XjY smoke reiterated, Yf to go, affix

Yfw, deriv. irr.

xjYY mfn. (-YY-N^-YY) Shaking, agitating, c. y to shake,

Y« aff.

xjYTY mfn. (-Y*.*Yl-Y) Shaking, agitating, e. xg to shake,

YrYY affi

YT f- (-X£) 1 The lore P*rt of a carriage, the pole or the part

where the yoke is fixed.
4 Agitation, trembling. Reflection,

recollection.
4 A spark of fire. * A burthen, a load. • A

part, a portion. * Wealth. * A name of the Ganges, e. yy
to hurt, affix fWY, and Y rejected

; also with TTY added, yxt.

mfn. (-^*.-fl-f)
' Bearing a burthen. • Bearing, (figura-

tively,) laden with good qualities, heavy duties, &c. m. (.*•)
1 A beast of burthen. * A man of business. • A tree,

(Grislea tomentosa.) b. y^ a burthen, and Y to have, affix

ww
f. (-XT) A burthen, a load. x. y*y to hurt, affixes Y and

*TY.

mfn. (-Y:-YT-y‘) Bearing, (as a burthen.) * Charged with,

abounding with, (qualities, duties, Ac.) m. (-*:) ' A beast of

burthen. * A man of business, s. a burthen, Y off

5 u

I«W mfn. (-Y:*YT*Y) * Fit for a load, suited to a burthen.

* Charged with important duties, m. (-Y:)
1 A bea^t of burthen.

* A man of business, b. yt, and « aff.

mfn. (*«& -t£m£) Fit for a burthen, adapted to it, Ac. m,

(-15:)
1 A beast of burthen. * A minister, a chargfc d'affaires.

* A horse, a. xgy a burthen, YY aff.

r. 1 st cl. To kill or hurt.

y*YY mfn. (-Y-YT-Y) Bearing a load, a burthen, m. (*ft)
1 A

beast of burthen. * A minister, a chargfc d'affaires, a. xjxj,

and YY who bears
;
also tjVTTY-

ijYYT f. (-YT) The introductory stanza to a aong, forming

afterwards the burthen of each verse, b. xj^to agitate, xw
Un'adi aff.

m. (-W.) A title of Aowi. e. x| to agitate, affix w%
^fsrY n. (-xi) A sort of fan made of deer skin, and used especi-

ally to excite a sacrificial fire. e. y^ to agitate, X"* dfix j

yytx; m. (-Y:) Thorn apple, (Datura fastuosa :) sec the next.

m. (-*:) Thom apple, (Datura fastuosa.) e. yy to make

* handsome, affix flTY, YX,
10 ** mischievous, affix Y» elegant

but deleterious : the vowels are also both made short, as YYK,

or both remain long, as in ingjc ; also written YY^.

^ (Y) xjy r. 5th cL (xjYlfff xjYY) r. 6th cL (yf*) r. 9th cL

(^Yif* xjsftY) r* l al and 10th els. (VYfY-W YTYYfW-if or

^sTYfn) To shake or agitate, to make tremble. With YY

prefixed ,
1 To abandon, to quit. * To perceive. With far,

1 To destroy. * To go or move. With fq. To make tremble

or agitate.

WX m. (4ffs)
1 The air or wind. * A rogue, a cheat. • Time.

b. to agitate, qrs^ Un’fidi affix, and the vowel made

long.

vf r. 1 st d. (^YYj • To live. * To kindle. * To be distress

WT mfn. ( w: wr-lt)
1 Shaken, agitnuaJ. * Reproached, reviled.

*
> Abandoned, deserted. • Judged, discriminated. l (-WI)A

wife. x. v to shake, 8tc. alEi »; this root also forma yt with

the same aff.

mfn. (-Y:-YT-xi) Pure, free from sin. x. yy shaken,

YTY sin.

mfn. (-sr.-WI-W) * Distressed by heat or thirst. * Shaken,

agitated, x. ^to shake, affix W> form irr.

m. (-V) Resin j
it is sometimes read xjYY.

n. (-sf) Shaking, agitating, x. ^to shake, affix TO-

^far f. (-far-) Shaking, agitating. «. tj to agitate, aft* and

Tt changed to Y.

WU r. 1st cl. (vjT?r*rf*r) To heat. r. 10th cl. <sjw*if>l) 'To apeak.

* To shine.

m. (-Ys) Incense, the aromatic vapour that proceeds from

the combustion of any fragrant gum or resin, the use of

which is authorized by scripture, e- xfY to heat, affix

m. (-Y:) ' Ream. * Incenre. x. YY to heat, aflix W.

xfYfY m. (-Y-) A species of pine, (Pinus longifolia.) x. ^Y i«-

cense or resin so nBcd, and YY a tree ; also with

xjYEYY.

YYIY m. (-YJ) Turpentine, x. xjy, xnd Wf part.
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ijwrfBW mo. (-V.-TfT-tf) * Suffering pain or fatigue. * Incensed,

perfumed with income, e. V? (to heat, Ac.) affix x, XTX in-

serted, or the passive form with the same aiT.

vfuwr f. (-XT) Mist, fog. a. igR incense, xw affix of resem-

blance, fem. form.

mfn. (-W:HT-TT) * Suffering pain or fatigue. * Scented,

perfumed, incensed, k. i|R to heat, affix j*.

ip m. (-IT:) ' Smoke. * A saint, b. igM to agitate, Uu'Ali affix

x.

^w*7TJT m. (*W0 ‘ K£tit, the personified descending node. • Fire

or its deity, a. smoke, and a symbol,

xpri ?f m. 1 A comet or falling-star. Fire. * The personi-

fied descending node. a. xp smoke, and <ij t mark or

symbol.

igW*! m. (-W*) Fire. b. ijh smoke, and agar a sign or symbol.

v*ntHT f. (-XT) A division of hell, the hell of smoke, b. ijX, and

RXT what shines.

wrnrfr^ f. (-fl) Fog, mist. b. ipr smoke, xfxRt a buffalo,

iprijrfx tn. (-fir) A cloud. . smoke, and xrfir womb;

what is engendered from smoke or vapour,

ipw mfn. (-X:-WT-X) Of a purple colour, m. (-X:) Purple, a

colour compounded of black and red. b. x*t smoke, and or

what is, being of the hue of smoke.

f* ( fir.) A cloud or quantity of smoke, b. vr, and

XTfx collection.

ijsn?t f. (-x?t) A cake of pulse steeped in water, and dried, in

the sun.

ipTXTT mfn. -^) Of the form or appearance of smoke,

i. wx, and xtxtt form.

spTV mfn. (-x:-Xf*X) Of a purple colour, m. (-X:) Purple, e. mr

smoke, and XTX resembling; of a smoky hue.

igRTRfx f. (-fxO A wreath or cloud of smoke, b. xp, and WRfx
a line.

f. (-XT) Fog, vapour, k. ip smoke, and x-

^ affix of

resemblance.

ipr$T f. (-XT) The wife of Yama. e. ip smoke, and wool;

of a smoky hue, and woolly-headed, a Ctfree Proserpine.

TpHnrflT m. (-fw: ) Yama, the ruler of the dead. e. iprwi as

» above, and xrfw husband.

ipTT f. (-WT) A quantity of smoke, a. ip with X affix, imply-

ing aggregation.

igjRTT m. (-?:) The fork-tailed shrike. igXT much smoke, and

war who goes.

XX mfn. (-X:-XT-x) Of a purple or smoky colour, m. (-X*-) Pur-

ple, the colour
;
a compound of red and black, n. (-si) Sin,

vice, wickedness, b. MR smoke, VT to get, affix x, deriv. irr.

ijXX m. (-W-) A camel, a. || smoky, xx affix ; of a smoky

or lawny hue.

pWHPT m. (-W:) A pigeon, s. ijw dark, XTXX the eye.

ijXXX mfn. (-XX) Of a purple colour, a. ip, and xx to shine,

affix flTR-

V™* mfn. Of -smoky hue. m. (-A:) Incense, f. (-At)

Flame, or one of the seven tongues of Acni or fire. a. is
smoky or purplish, and XX colour.

m. (fx:) A pearl of a bad colour, a. ip smoky, xfx
an eye.

mxtx m. (-7:) The fork-tailed shrike, a.p smoky, and x*
who goes.

pv m. (-X:) Air, mad. a. ip smoky, X’X who shines.

ifw» f. ( XT) The Situ tree. a. XX added to ip, fem. form.

XXXTX mfn. (-X:*XT-X) Agitated, shaken, a. i^u> shake, pass. v.

XTXX aff.

ip {X.) XJ^ r< 4th cl. (ip&x) 1 To kill or hurt. * To move or

approach.

m. A name of S iva. b. ip a burthen, and xfs a

collection, from WZ to collect, and XX affix; who collects or

bears the burthen of the three worlds,

mfn. (-W:-WT*ii) 1 Fraudulent, crafty, dishonest, knavish, Ac.

* Mischievous, injurious, m. (-x:) * A gamester. 1 A rogue, a

cheat. ' Thorn apple, (Datura.) n. (-X

)

1 Rust or iron filings.

Black salt. s. ijx to injure, Ifnadi affix XX, deriv. irr.

XXX m. ( W) * A jackal. • A cheat, a rogue, Ac. a. crafty,

x^ added.

ijxfxxx m. (•?:) A gamester, b. wn, and fxxx a knave.

^XlTX mfn. (-xx) Dishonest, a knave, a rogue, a cheat, m. (-X)

Thorn apple : see 1JXT. *• mischievous, and WX who acta.

XXWX m. (-Rtf) Man. t.ijn crafty, and BR an animal; the

subtlest of all animals.

iJXXf f. (-BTT) Knavery, roguery, knavishneas. a. and XX.

affix
;
also with X. ^x «.

XffrxnfX m. (-X:) A party of rogues or gamblers, c. x^T a cheat,

and iron a circle.

^XXT^RT f. (-XT) A plant : see XTXTT.

•trvr mfn. (-Xj-rt-B?)
1 Bearing a load or burthen. * Managing

affairs, no. (-X:) A beast of burthen, b. xb; a burthen, and ir
bearing.

igXX mfn. ' Bearing a load, who or what does so.

* Managing affairs, b. igT, and BX what bears.

iguff f. (-i^f ) The fore part or pole of a carriage, e. ij to in-

jure, affix and

ip* n. (-X0 Poison.

ijfir mf. ( fx-f%- or 1 Dust. * A number, e. ^to agitate,

affix fw.

wfuiXT f. (-XT) Fog or mist. k. dust, XW affix of resem-

blance
;
the dust of the atmosphere.

Vtxjfiw n. (.ti) A mound, a rampart, b. dust or earth,

and iffijiT prepared ground.

nfi!XB7^ in. (-XJ) A mound, a rampart of earth. t.*fw dust,

and X^TT a held.

vjfar^XTX m. (-X:) The red vegetable powder thrown about at

the spring festival called the Huli. t. vfa dust, and V^X
a nosegay ; also m.

MfaragX m. (-X:) Air or wind. B. dust, and i?x sign or

symbol.

m. (-wf:)
1 A species of the Kadamba tree, (Nauclea

cordifolia.) • 7!/a, a plant. A tree : see WBX (Tapia cra-

taeva.) b. xx\ dust, and Kadnmba, whose pollen per-

haps resembles that of the Kadanbu, or having a similar
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quantity of blossoms; also with yt*i added x£ftYX*W; these

words are also written with a short X, as xjfYiY^sqY.

ijftYYYI m. (-YP) A cloud of dust. a. Yxft, and YZY a heap.

wit r. 10th cl. (wir^ftr) To make splendid or elegant; also xjy,

and xjy.

YY r. 1 0th cl. (igYYfYj To make splendid or elegant; also xjy

and xjy.

xjY r. 10th cl. (xjYYfbr) To embellish, to make splendid or ele-

gant*

xjxn: mfn. (-Y:*ft-Y) Grey, of that colonr. m. (-Yi)
1 Grey, (the

colour.) • A jackass. * An oilman.
4 A camel. * A pigeon.

• Any thing of a grey tint. £ (-ft) A female Khaara or

chorister of heaven, s. xg to agitate, (the mind,) YY Un'Adi aff.

£ (-Y7) A plant commonly Swclar&tna. e. xtyx; grey,

and r%. a leaf, grey-leaved.

yx^x; m. (-Yj) Thu thorn apple, (Datura metel and f&atuosa.)

i. elegant, ar;d TJT injurious : see xjYjpC.

X (V) XT r. 1st cl. (YTY) To fall. r. 6th cL (fYY?l)
1 To conti-

nue, to remain. * To have or hold. (YOY^f- l »t cl. (YYfY*ft

To have or hold, to keep, to maintain, r. 1st cl. (sifter) To

sprinkle, r. 1 0th cL (YTYYfY) To hold- With YTY or f*TC pre-

fixed, To verify’, to make sure or certain.

YY r. 1st cl. (Y**fY) also tf) Yfar r. 1st cL (>hrfY) To go or

move.

YY mfn. (-YY )
" ho has, holds, possesses, Ac. x. Y to have,

fYYoff.

YY mfn. (-Y:YT-Y)
1

Possessed, held, contained. * Cherished,

supported. * Stood, stayed, standing. 4 Alighted, gone down.

* Placed. • Considered, weighed, e. Y to hold, and n aff.

YYYT*nkY mfu. (-y>y:-^) Armed with bow and arrow, b. yy,

YTYJY a bow, and yx an arrow..

YYYY mfn. (-Y:-YT-ft Covered or overspread with a doth, &c.

8 . YY, and v? a cloth.

YYTTY m. (-yt) A proper name
;
DihiTtaiu'sxt'xa, the father

of Du'nvdbllANA, and uncle of the Pond* princes. “ A good

king. • A Ndga or serpent of the lower regions. 4 A kind of

bird, perhaps a sort of goose : see YfTwXTff . f. (-ft) A goose,

the female bird only. b. YY possessed, cherished, (by whom,)

KJJ a region.

YYYY mfn. (-YTY-Y"ft-YY) 1 Held, was bolding. • Having taken

or conveyed, B. Y to hold, USTJ aff

YYYfY mfn. (-fW’.-fus-fY) Armed, b. YY, and ftY a weapon,

YYHfny mfn. (-nn-WT-ar) Firm, steady, calm, collected, b. YY,

and xqiYTY self.

YYTYJY mfn. (-YtT:*YR7:-YP) Full of water, a. YY, and YTYffY

water.

YlY m. (-fw:) Sacrifice, offering, religious rite or ceremony,

f. (*fVr :
)

4 Holding, having. * Steadiness, firmness. * One of

the astrological Yogat : see %IY. 4 Pleasure. 4 Satisfaction

,

content. • Happiness. T A metre ; a stanza of four lines of

eighteen syllables each. • The thirteenth Matrikd. a. y to

have, Ac. affix fWFY.

Yf?TYY mfn. ( -YtY-Yft-YY) 1 Firm, steady, calm. • Content.

B. YfY, and FJ V aff.

VfftjY. mfn. (Yft Discomposing, agitating, a. xfif firmness,

and YY what steals.

YYY m. (-YT)
1 Virtue, morality. * A Brahman. * The sea.

4 The sky. * A clever man. • A name of Visbm’c. a. y to

hold, irfYY affix, 7JY augment.

YYft f. (-ft) The earth, b. y to hold, irxTY affix, and tjy

augment.

YYT ind. Having taken or held. e. Y* and ITT aff.

YY r. 5 th cl- (fY YT) fYYYT (YYlffY) To be proud, to be confi-

dent or presumptuous, r. 1st and 1 0th ds. (Y$fn YYYfh) To
overcome, to overbear, to resist impatiently, to be impatient.

(Y) YY r. 1st cl. (YYfY) * To collect. 1 To hurt or kilL (W)

YYY r. 10th cl (y^YY) To neutralise, paralyse or make

powerless.

YJ m. (-ip) ' A clever man. * A proud one. * A heap. b. YY
to be confident, Un’idi affix 7.

YY mfn. (-Y-YT-Y)
4 Impudent, confident, bold, shameless.

1 Forward, intrusive, presumptuous. * Secured, obtained.
4 Profligate, abandoned, m. (-Y:) A faithless husband, f. (*Yf)

A disloyal or unchaste woman, a. vy to be confident,

affix y-

YYY mfti. ( YY ) Confident, impudent, shameless, e. YY to be

confident, wfurY aff

YfY m. (-fY:) A ray of light, t. YY to be arrogant, fir aff.

YY mfn. (.^:.«y:.^)
1

Confident, bold,
1 Impudent, shameless.

£(-^:) The branch of a bambu. b. YY to be arrogant,

^ r. 9th cl. (w—Tfwj To bo or grow old.

S r. lit cL (*) i* enrfit) »1»° (w) SwfWfj To driafc.

YY m. (-XT) * The ocean. * A male river. £ (-sfi) A river, e. ^
to drink, Un'&di affix y ; what is drunk.

f. (-xy:) A milch cow, one that has lately calved, b. if to

drink, Un'fidi affix w.

YYY m. (-Y:) The name of an At%r or demon, killed by

KrTshn'a. f.(-YT)
4 A $he-elephant. 1 A milch cow. arils

cow, and YY aff

YSTYY^Y m. (-Yt) A name of KrIshm'a. e. y^Y a demon, so

called, and YY* the destroyer ; also similar compounds, as

YYYYY. YVJYTft, Ac.

Y^YT^Y n. (oft
4 Cow’s milk. • A plant : see fftir*. x. xJxjYrr,

and tjy milk.

VYYTfT m. (-ft?)
1 KbIshna. 1 A small tree, NagUar. x. y^Y,

and YTfc a foe.

WYYT £ (-YT) A cow at the dairy or tied up to be milked, i.YY
a uiilch cow, x?Y affix, and yir augment.

YY mfn. (-Y-YMt) ‘ To be helcL * Denominated, called. *. Yr to

have, YY aff.

YYY n. (-Y) A herd of milch cows. x. Y^YT a milch cow, and

YY aff.

n. (-x^) Steadiness, firmness, x. ftx: firm, uiY aff

wiyYfYY mfn. (-W'.-YT*Y) Steady, calm, assuming firmness or

composure, x. Y*d, and YfYTY made.

yyy m. (-ys) The sixth note of the gamut, b. ft intellect, de«

riv. irr.
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in. (:) A sort of snake, commonly Dkor'a, a Wind of water-

snake. v . i^to make tremble, X aff.

$rv: im) tfrfk r. 1st cl (XTTfx) To move well, to be quick or

alert, or to have good paces.

XPC^ n. (-4) ' A vehicle in general, any means of conveyance,

as a horse, an elephant, a car, &c. * A horse's trot a Going

well or quickly, a. XTX to more well or quickly> affix

Dr^far f. (-fa:) Tradition, a. XTT to proceed, affix xfx.

xrfcx n. (-if) A horse's trot a. xrt to go well affix Hj also

with xx added, tlrfCXMl n. (-^) and with xx again added,

^
xTfrxfr.

5nr mfo. (--r.-m-lf)
1 Washed, cleaned, purified. • Bright and

shining. White, n. (-if) Silver, a. XTX to make clean,

*
affix *

XTXWX m. (-»:) A bag of coarse cloth, a sack. e. wnf washed,

and xx a mat

wrxXTXir n. (-^} Bleached or wild silk. a. xrx pure or washed,

XTX the cocoon, and xi born.

xnrfrrirx n. (-if) Bleached or wild silk. s. XTX pure or wash-

ed, if nr a cocoon, and 9XT aff.

xmfwx n. (-If) Crystal a. xrx pure, fnwi a stone,

xrxx m. (-V) 'Hie name of a district a. |F smoke, "jar aff.

XTfCHX n. (-X) A horse's trot: see XlftffX-

xrrq mfn. (-x:-q)-ii) Fit for burthen, capable of taking or bear-

ing it, (either a vebiclo or a beast, Ac.) m. (-9:)
1 A beast of

burthen. 1 A horse, b. ifC a burthen, W9 aff.

trfn* mfn. (-X’.-^-X) Belonging to a cheat knavish, fraudu-

lent, Ac. n. (*x) Fraud, dishonesty, a. ww a cheat, XX aff.

5n$ n. (-m)A horse's trot a. xiT to go well, affix xx.

WT r. 1st cl. (xxfx) ‘ To blow, as a wind instrument, to produce

sound by blowing. * To blow a fire, to excite fire by blowing.

• To apply fire. * To excite sparks.

XnXTT m. (.^t) A blacksmith, a. XIT blowing, from HTT to blow,

affix fare, and XTT who makes.

XITX (T) Xrifx r. 1st cl (xrixfa)
1 To desire.

1 To crow or caw :

see XTX and wra.

XPX m. (-Wi)
1 Any aquatic bird.

1 A crow, Ac. s. WW to

crow or caw, XX affix
j
more usually read q. v.

XTTW mfn. (-W.-ITT-li)
1 Inflamed, excited. * Blown into or up,

inflated. * Blown by a bellows, (a fire, &c.) a. Hfr to blow,

Ac. affix if.

XJTXX m. (-XT)
1 Measure. 1

Light. 4 Meditation, b. XT to

blow or breathe, Un'Adi affix ITW-

xmnrrx mfn. (-x:-XT-X)
1 Being melted or refined. * Being in-

flated. a. XTT to blow, XTX^ aff-

XTTX mfn. (-X'-XT-X) Thought, meditated. i.w to meditate,

affix if.

vjtttx mfn. (-ar-XT-X) To bo thought or reflected upon. a. vj

to think, war aff.

XTX n. (4) 1 Meditation, reflection, but especially, that pro-

found and abstract consideration which brings its object

fully and undisturbedly before the mind. 4 Mental represen-

tation of the personal attributes of the divinity to whom wor-

ship is addressed, a. $ to meditate, affix Wz.

w
•A

xnxihx n. (-4) The performance of religious abstraction.

k. wrar meditation, &c. XTX a religious observance.

XQI4MC mfn. (-t>XT-4) Meditating, reflecting, a. XTX, and XK

engaged in.

XIXr|*ti; mfn. {-c:-XT-^) Reflecting, e. XTX, and x*PC absorbed in.

wrrxfa mfn. (-X’-XMt) To be meditated upon. e. x to think,

and XXtXT off.

writ mfn. ( x: *n-»f) Black, n. (-x) ' A fragrant grass. * A plant,

(Artemisia.) e. X to think, x^ aff.

XTXX n. ( XJ Meditation, m. (-XT) Measure, k. X to meditate,

and xfax aff.

UJTXXrx mfn. (-x:-XT^) Having dishevelled hair,

vjmit mfn. (•X«l-XXt-XX‘) Thinking of, meditating upon. m. VJ

to think, xx aff.

WX mfn. (-Xi-XT-X)To be meditated or pondered, e. 19 to me-

ditate, XX aff.

Mi r. 1st cl. (xrrxfx) To recollect, to call to mind, to meditate,

. to think ;
with the preposition fw, to see, to look, to look

out for.

XU r. 1st cl. (xxfx) To go ; also (^) xfw r. 1st cl (xarfk) To

go or move

Mfr. 1st cl. (xxfx) To sound, as a drum or other instrument,

XX r. 10th cl. (xxxfx) To throw or toss up. (9) XXX r. 9th

cl (xWTfX) To glean : the root is by some authorities read

XXX.

XTX (T) Xrfff r. 1st cl. (xtxfa)
1 To utter the sound of birds,

or to crow, caw, Ac. • To desire : see 19TX-

XU (m) xrtf r. 1 St cl (XTXfa)
1 To be dry or arid. • To adorn.

* To suffice, to be able or competent. 4 To refuse, to prevent.

XTX (ft) XrT r. 1st cl (xrwib To be able or competent.

XTfar f. (-far:) A whirlwind, a gale. k. XX to go, T Unldi affix,

and the radical vowel made long.

XTX(*)XT* r. 1 »t cl. (xrxfx) To divide, to split, to cut or pierce.

XTfa m. (*ff:) Gathering flowers, e. XT¥ to divide, affix

fxx r. 1st cl (Rflfx) To go or move.

fxfxiw mfn. ( w:-WT fr) 1 Being held or sustained. Being

withheld, checked, suppressed, Ac. x. Y to hold, passive

v. wrXfTaff.

Mr. 1st cl (xxfff) t. 6th cl (xxfw) 1 To be firm or fixed. * To

go or move.

ijX r. 6th cl ' To stand firm. * To go or move.

XX mfn. (-xj-xt-X) 'Eternal. * Fixed, stable, firm. 'Continual,

permanent. 4
Certain, ascertained. 4 Spread, extended,

m. (-X:)
1 A name of Brahma. • S'iva, • Viihn'o. 4 The polar

star or north pole itself
;
in mythology, personified by Duauvs,

the son of Uttanapaha, and grandson of the first Mkkl-.

4 The pole of any great circle, particularly either of the

celestial poles. * (lu Astronomy.) The distance of a planet from

the beginning of the sydercal xodiac. 1 Any epoch to which a

computation of dates is referred. * One of the demigods called

Vases. • The trunk of a lopped tree.
14 The India* fig tree,

(Ficus lndica.) " One of the twenty-seven astronomical

Y6gat, or the Y6gn star of the twelfth lunar astcrism, sup-

posed to be p Lcvuis. 14 A sort of bird : Me unft. B. (-»)
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4 Ascertainment, certainty. * Logic, reasoning, discussion.

• Heaven, f. (-XT) ' A sacrificial Vase made in the shape of

the Indian fig leaf, and of the wood of the Flacourtia sapida.

• A plant, (Hedysarura gangeticum.) • A small tree from the

fibres of which bow strings ore made : see ¥>*T.
4 The

introductory stanza of a song : it is distinct from the verses

of the song, after each of which it is again repeated as a

burden or chorus. ‘ A virtuous woman, a lj to be fixed,

affix XX-
VXX m. (-X:)

1 The trunk of a lopped tree. * longitude, f. (-XT)

The introductory stanza and burden of u song : see VXT.

t. X¥ added to the preceding.

r. (Jth cl. (Tjxfx)
1 To he firm, to stand fast. • To go or

move. *

XX (X)X¥T r. 1st cl. (XXX) 1 To sound. * To grow or increase.

* To be exhilarated or elevated with joy. * To manifest ele-

vation or hilarity by noise.

¥ r. 1st cl. (Xixf*) To be satisfied or pleased.

XTX n. (-uf) Firmness, fixedness. * Duration, k. XX, and aff.

Xpj (x) aqx r. I at cl. (xhj¥) 1 To fall down. * To reduce to

powder. * To go.

m. (¥’.) Loss, destruction, f. (*^\) A mote in a nun-beam.

E. MX to fall, affix

xfax n. (-if) ' Perishing, dying. * Loss, destruction. # Going.

* Falling, e. wx to fall down, affix tnz.

vqfax mfn. (-X:-XT-X) ‘Lost, destroyed. ‘Vexed, incensed.

k. t4x to fall down, w aff.

*4fax mfn. (-^1-fxxl-fx)
1 Destructive, destroying. ‘Suffering

loss^ perishing, in. (-¥t) A Pilu tree, said to grow in moun-

tainous districts, e vjx to fall, and xfa aff.

r. 1st cl. (ssxf*) also (X) Wf*T r. 1st cl. (wxfff) To go, to

move. *

mn. (XT-xf) 1 A flag or banner. * A mark, a sign or sym-

bol. • The penis.
4 The upper part of a skull carried on a

stick, as a penance for the murder of a Brahman. ' A house

situated to the east of any object. ‘ A flag-staff.
' (In Pro-

sody,) An Iambic, m. (-X:)
‘ A distiller. • Pride. ‘ Hypo-

crisy, fraud. E. v* to go, affix

VXT* m. (-¥:) The palm tree, e, aax a banner, 1st a tree.

m. <-*=) Air or wind. e. wx n flag, and ST1TX who

seizes.

m. (-TO ‘ Impotence. • Fracture or fall of a banner.

b. i?ar, and *nr breaking.

WWT*T mfn. (-XIX-xrtt-XTT) Having a mark or sign. m. (-Hit)

1 An ensign, a standard-bearer. * A distiller, a vender of

spirituous liquors. ' A Brahman who huving slain another,

carries the skull of the murdered man with him to places of

pilgrimage by way of penance, k. as above, aff.

WX^rfarx mfn. (-xt-txnil-fxT) Bearing or displaying ensigns.

k. igir, and Xl*T to shine, ftrfx affi

WfajX m. (-X:) A flag. s. wit, and XT3X a cloth.

Vfwx mfn. (-dPt-fxxt-far) Having a flag or sign, Ac. m. (-^t)
1 A

Brahman. ‘A mountain. * A car or carriage.
4 A snake.

‘ A horse. 4 A peacock. * A distiller or vender of spirituous

< 5 x
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liquors. • A standard-bearer. ‘ An armiger, one having an

emblem or sign. f. (-^t) An army. e.m symbol, xfx »£
n. (-w) 1 Raising a standard. ‘ Taking an emblem,

Ac. * Making any thing a plea, or setting up as a claim or

right, e. wx, and xrx making, fx augment,

MWrarrw n. (-if) llie twelfth day of the light half of Bhadra, a

festival in honour of Index. a. xgX a flag, and xxt¥ elevating.

**¥ r. 1st cl. (igxfx) To sound.

r. 1st cl (igxfa) r. 10th cl. (wxxfa axrxxfa) To aound.

W¥ m. ( •¥*.) Sound, e. Wl to sound, XX affix * sec WTX.

sqxwmfn. (-xx-iTXTt-XW) Sounding, making a noise, k.m
to sound, XX aff.

UXXTfax m. (-?fl) The humble bee. *.m aound, and XTfa^.

who delights.

W«TX¥ mfn. (-xx-x^-XX) Sounding, resounding, echoing with.

r. vrx to sound, ire art.

wfa m. (-fit:)
1 Sound. Figurative or poetical style. ‘ The

sound of a drum. k. to sound, x aff.

wfvpTX rn. (-X0 1 The ear. * Hearing, b. wffa sound, XX the

recipient.

affax mfn. (-x: XT X) ‘Sounded, making a noise, as a drum,

&c. * Poetical, figurative, rhetorically expressed, e. VTX to

sound, affix X-

agfxxrxi f. (-XT) ‘ The Paul or lute. ‘ A pipe, a fife. ' A sort

of trumpet, h. aqffa sound, and xixt a hollow tube.

TX m. (-X!) Change of voice, through fear, grief, Ac.

e. Ufa sound, faxTC change.

mfn. (-Xf:-¥!T-¥i)
1 Fallen. ‘ Destroyed, perished, lost,

x. MX to fall, affix ft.

sqrx (X) Wlfa r. 1 at cL (aqixfrr)
1 To utter a cry’ peculiar to

birds, as to croke, caw, Ac. 1 To desire,

sgrjf m. (-y:) * Any aquatick bird, as a crane, a gull, Ac. feed-

ing upon fish. * A crow. " One of the A'dgas.
4 A beggar.

f. (-If?!)
' A drug: see XTXlXt- ‘ A female imp or fiend.

r. bjitf to cry, affix x^; u »tid its derivatives may also be

read xnx, Ac.

m. (-X?) The Kokila or Indian cuckoo, b igTff- a crow,

and XX fostered.

WflfTtfax mfn. (Xt-fxxVf*) Having a voice like a crow.

e. a crow, and XX sound, affix fxfx-

RTYTTrfx rn. (-fa) An owl. e. HTf* a crow, and XTlfa an

enemy.

WTI^t f. A medicinal plant : see XTXTXt.

tgTX n. (-X) Sound in general, i. igx to sound, aff.

aqrxr n. (-Xf) Darkness, e. a*x to sound, XT affix, deriv. irr.

iqpnfwX m. (-X:) The firefly, x. darkness, and fax wealth.

MI*nxtX¥ m. (-¥:)
1 A sort of Cassia, (C. fistula.) * The sun or

any luminous body. a. darkness, and xrx* averse to.

wr**mfx ra. (-fa:) The sun or any luminous body. e. agrn

darkness, and WRjfx an enemy.

aarrwTT*ix m. (-*:)
r
llie firefly. R. Mrxr darkness, and

twinkling.

w r. 1st cl. (aq^fx)
1 To bend, to make crooked. * To kill. ‘ To

describe.
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ST The twentieth consonant of the Ndgari Alphabet, corre-

sponding; with the letter :V.

W mfn. ( *r WT sf) * Thin, spare. * Vacant, empty. * Iden-

tical, same, like. * Unvexed, unwearied. * Undivided, un-

broken. m. ( V.)
1 A Bauddka, a follower of Buddka. * Bind-

ing. tying. * One who is praised. * A name of Gan'£sa.

# War. • Giving, a gift.
T Good, welfare, prosperity. * A

Jewel f. ( wt)
1 The navel. * A musical instrument. 1 Know-

ledge. ‘nd.
1 No, not, a particle of prohibition. 1 A particle

of comparison. * A particle of negation, annihilation, &c.

K. sft to obtain, or vnr to bind, Ac., ¥ aft

rafu. (-f:-fr-i) Small-nosed. e. to the nose, small

mfn. (-qn-Yt-Y) Injurious, destructive, b. tot to de-

stroy, WTO Un edi affix, and ww inserted.

TO mfn. (-YT-ft An injurer, injurious, destructive, a. wir to

destroy, affix ww, and ww inserted,

wys n. (-Y) The nose.

mfn. (wr:*WTWi) Disgraced, rejected from a family or race.

to. {-¥:)
1 The Bengal mungoose, (Vivcrra ichneumon.) * A

proper name, Nabula, the fourth of the five Pdn'd

a

princes.

• A aon. * A name of Siva. f. (-*rt)
1 Silk cotton tree.

• Indian spikenard. • A sort of perfume: sec ‘Saf-

fron. 'The letter Y as used in the Tanirat. a.«r not, yw race

or heap, fem. affix wW*

vrjr*TTr in. (-wO
1 A Bkairava, an attendant on or emanation

from Siva. The letter w as used mystically in Tantraa. a.

¥yw, and \V master.

*TJW¥r f. (-YT) A plant : see XTtWT- k. wyw an ichneumon, and

TY wished
;

the mungoose, if wounded in a conflict with

a poisonous snake, is supposed to prevent the effects of the

venom by the use of this plant ; also wjrwear.

*TV r. 10th cl. (TOPTftfj To destroy or annihilate.

TOT n. (-*) Night, b. TOT to be ashamed, TO afT.

TOTY m. (-Y: )
1 Dirty or ragged cloth.

a A rag, a wiper, a hand-

kerchief, &c. e. TO to be ashamed or modest, affix TO, and

YW added ; also TOTY-

mfn. (-ft-fTOt-fc) Going or moving about at night,

m. (-ft)
1 A cat. 'An owL A goblin. * A thief, c. to by

night, WT to go, fwfw aff.

TOWC mfn. (-T~ft-f) Going at night, m. (-X2)
• A goblin, a

demon. ' A tree, the Bdellium tree : see w- ' An owl,

* A thief, e. TO by night, and TO who goea.

TO*1TO n. (-if) Supper, k. to night, VTTO food.

TOT*T «W. By night, at night. «. TO to be ashamed, TO aft

YYWTY ra. (Y0 A tree, (Galedupa arborea, Rox.) e. TOW by

night, wrv to ornament, ¥! prefix, and affix; blos-

soming at night.

TOWWT t (-Yl) Night, x. tow by night, to to produce, affix Y-

TOPnr n. (-11 )

1 Fasting by day and eating at night.
1 Any re-

ligious rite or obligation observed at night, s. "TO, and WW vow.

TO n. (Y) llie upper timber of a door-frame, nf. (-Y-YT) The

nose. f. (-WT) A string of bees or wasps, m. (-*») A crocodile,

ft. it not, TO to go, affix ¥.

TOTtut m. (-xty) or totxhw (-an) A shark, but applied also

differently : see WHT. a. TOT a crocodile, and xjar or XTO
king.

TOW n. (-^)
1 A star in general ' An asterism in the moon’s

path or lunar mansion, of which twenty-eight, distinct in

name, figure, and number of stars, arc enumerated
j

the

Paurdnic and popular enumeration of those constellations is

twenty-seven ; Ab&ijit, the twenty-seventh, being considered

as formed of portions of the two contiguous asterisms, and

not distinct from them, A pearl k. to to go, Un'Adi affix

WWW or to $a*tra root, to injure, or to to drop, or vft to

waste or decay, with the negative prefix, and fir affix;

deriv. irr.

TO TOW n. (-w) '-A particular diagram for astrological calcula-

tions. * The lunar astcriams collectively, a. TO% and ¥*
a circle.

TOrofa ra. (-fw:) 'The moon. 'The pole-star. 'Vishnu.

f. (-fw:) The last of the astcriams, Reodti, containing thirty-

two stars, b. TOW a star, and irfw cirumference.

TOnV m. (-¥:) The moon. a. TOW, and V[ who cherishes.

WTOWIWI f. (-WT) 1 A necklace containing twenty-seven

pearls. ' The table of the asterisms in the moon's path. 1 A
kind of dance, e. tow a constellation, and srrwr a garland.

TOTO m. {-wO
1 The moon. ' Camphor, e. tow an astcrisro,

and in lord.

TO r. 1st cl (wwfw) To move.

TO ran. (-w:-wt) A finger nail. m. (-W:) A part, a portion,

nf. (-W-^1) A perfume, a dried substance, of a brown colour,

and of the shape of a nail ; apparently, a dried shell fish,

used as a perfume, f. <•*> A vegetable perfume, different

from the one above, though known by the same name, Nsit'af.

e. w privative, W sense
;
or TO to bind, w Un'Adi affix, the

radical W rejected.

WWfTl m. (-f.) A barber. E. TO a nail, and yj who cuts

;

barbers in India trim the nails, Ac.

TOWTfro m n̂ * Who or whst ests with nails or

talon*, b. YY, and wrf^W eating.

WTOKW m. (-W-) A falcon, b. TO a nail, and tearing,

TOTO n * (*K) A scratch, the mark of a finger nail. e. to, and

a mark.

TOfro mfn. (-Wt-WT-l) Tom, or torn off with a nail. b. to,

and fro divided.

TOWVf m. (-WO A bow. i- TO a nail, YW to let loose,

W aff.

TOKTW mfn. (-W-WT-W) What scalds the nail. e. ¥Y, and TO
to cook, ww aff.

YYX! m. (-^:) A finger nail. f. (-^t) A perfume : see s W
not,* TO to go, and WT affix

;
or *rw a nail, KJ to go or be,

affix Y-

TOfgW^ f. (-^t) A nail-parer. b. TO, and m'41 beautifying.

TOTt^W m. (-V)
1 A lion. ' Any beast of prey. ' A cock. e. iHK

a nail, WTTO a weapon.

TOWWT f. (wrr) A scratch, b. to, and tot a line.

TOf*TTO ra, (-Y) A scratch, b. TO, and fTOWT a mark.
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wwfwffcf* mfn. (-T5-TT-T) What tears or rends, (as a bird of

prey, <kc.) b. irf, and tVfwiPC what scatters.

I n. (-W) A scratch, e. WW, and l

m

a wound.

m. (.^:) A small shell. . in a nail, arif a shell, one

as small as a nail.

WWHJ m. (-13:) Elegance of the finger nails, b. ww, and dn
a ray.

WWJ^1 m. ' A scratch, a mark of the nail. • A sort of per-

fume. e. star a nail, and WC a mark.

WWTWW m. (-H:)
1 A tiger.

1 A lion. * A cock. 4 Any beast or

bird having talons, c WW, and WTWW a weapon.

WWifa m. (-far:) A small shell. 1. WW a nail, and Wlfa a line
;

also wwifawr-

wwrfsrw m. (-tft) An owl. 8. WW a nail, and wfaw who eats,

using its daws in feeding.

wfaw mfn. (-wt-fawt-fa. Nailed, clawed, haring nails or talons,

c. WW, and *fw aff.

W* m. (-an)
1 A mountain. * A tree. t. w not, irw to go, affix

W, immoveable ; or to burn, Un’fidi affix W, T rejected,

end w changed to W-

waif mfn. (-ar.-m-wi) Mountain, mountaineer, m. (•*(:) An ele-

phant r. WW a mountain, and m born.

wawi f. (-WT) Heart-pea, (Cardiospermum balicacabam.)

wswfa^t f. The goddess Durca. e. w* a mountain, and

wfawl a daughter, being in one of her characters the daugh-

ter of fltm&la, the snowy Jmaut personified.

wawfw m. (-fat) Himdla, the personified range of snowy moun-

tains dividing India from Tar/ary, See. e. ww mountain, and

wfa lord.

wwfw^ ni. (-^ or Tt)
1 A plant, (Plcctranthus scutellaroides.)

• An axe, a crotf. • In ora. e. ww, and fw^ what breaks.

wmj mfn. W) Mountain, mountaineer. 8. WW, and ^
born.

WWW*W m. (-wt) The crest or brow of a mountain. 8. ww, and

WfW forehead.

WWT mf. (-T-0) A town, a city. 8. ww a tree, or according to

some, a mountain, affix; having trees or houses like

mountains.

IPKWIW m. (-W:) An elephant 1. Wl* a city, and W7W who

destroys or subverts.

WJnwtW m, (*w:) Towns-folk, citizens. 8. WWT, and anr people.

warc^P mfn. (-m:-H!T-wri) City, citizen* e. WWT, and x*j who

or what stays.

f. <-*St> A species of the Anushtubh metre.

WWr^rwr m. (-*:) A crow. k. WW^I, and WW a crane, tlie town-

crane.

WW^rurwt m. (-W1) Suburb, skirts of the town. 8. WW, and

vicinity.

W*TTwfa f. (-fa*) The plantain, x WWT a city, and wiwfa a

medicament.

WWTWW m. (-W:) A monkey. Ml a mountain, ww to go,

affix W.T.

WSlfwM 111. (-Wi) Himdla : see wwwfff. 8. WW a mountain, and

Wfaw a lord
; also wwttVtJW, &c*

WWTWW mfn* (-Wt-WT-^) Living in or frequenting mountains.

8. WW, and WTWW abode.

w fr iwfftw n. (-^) The elevation of a mountain. 8. ww, and

WWCH heighth.

WWTWTW m. (-WTT0 ' A bird in general. * A lion. * A fabulous

animal : see WTW 4 A crow. i. WW a tree, a mountain, and

WTWW a house or dwelling.

wirmfn. (-1T'-¥T-Tt) Naked, m. (-ip)
1 A naked mendicant * A

Jiauddha. • A bard. f. (-WT) A naked woman, e. WW to be

ashamed, affix W-

WTTW mfn. (-W:-WT*W) Naked, k. ww added to the last

WTjfaw m. (-faw) The name of a king, fsther of one

of Krishxa’s wives, k. WTT Baud dha, and faw who con-

quers.

WTJTI n. (-si) Nudity, nakedness, e. w added to WTT ;
also with

WW, WTPTT-

wqu mn. (-W-W) Ferment, a drug used to throw the mixture

for spirituous liquor into fermentation. 8. WIT naked, and

W to call, affix fapr. what is called for by the barefaced,

shameless, &c.

WUTW m. (-w.) A naked man, but especially a kind of religious

mendicant, who wanders about without clothes. * A Bauddka.

* A Jam. c. WU naked, and WW who goes
;

also with WW
added WTTTWW.

wftTWT f. (-WT)
1 A girl before menstruation or about ten years

old. A naked woman. £. WTT naked, WW added, and the

fern, form : sec WTTW.

W tllW^W n. (-si) Stripping, undressing. 8. WTT, and WTW mak-

ing, fa augment

WtfTww mfn. (-W:-WT-W) Undressed, stripped, naked* 8. Wf, *nd

WW made, fa aff.

WW (WT ’i) WTWWft r. 6th cl. (WWTN) also (T.WT) WTWfa r. lit cl.

(STWW) To be ashamed, to be modest or bashful.

WW iad. A particle of negation, prohibition, &c* (no, not :) see

W and W.

ww r. 1st and 10th els. (wwfw wiwwfff) ' To dance, to dance as

an actor, to act * To drop or fall. • To shake, to move

slightly.
4 To injure. * To shine.

WW tn. (-w:)
1 A dancer, a mime, an actor, aiViif, &c.in modem

times ; in caste, the son of a degraded Kihttriya by a woman

of the second caste.
4 A sort of reed, (Arundo tibialis, or

' latterly called A. karka, Roxburgh’s Catalogue;) also WW and

WW. * A subordinate mode of music. I (-WT) A sort of shrub,

(Ciesalpinia bonduccella.) (-^ty
1 A medicinal plant: sec w^V

•A whore. • A Nach girl, a dancer, an setreas.
4 Red arsenick

;

see wsft.
k A Ragini. b. ww to dance, affix WW, and wnt or

#tW; otherwise, WW to destroy, Un'adi affix ww, &c*

WWW n. (-W:) The art or act of dancing, pantomime, &c. s. ww

to dance, affix wrw.

WS WK IWW m. (-W.) A Rdga or mode of music, according to some,

the sixth, or to others, a subdivision of IMpaka or of 3IIgka*

8. WW, and mmw Vishn u : the supreme with dancers, &c*

a. (-4) Skin.

**tff*T £ (-VT) The egg-plnat (Solnoum mdongtns.)
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mmOT n. (-“if) Yellow orpimcnt. E. WT an actor, and mire

adorning ; dying theatrical raiment.

Hmr m. (-C-) A chief dancer or actor, a. rere, and m beat

nm* m. (-re**)
1 Yellow orpimcnt. * An actor, a dancer, Ac.

e. ar* an actor, reifT n name, affix WW-

Wirere m. (-*:) A chief or excellent dancer or actor. z.WZ,

and rere best.

reaifrerer f. (-¥T) Shame, modesty. *. if* dancing, and re*t de-

stroying, affix mr and reTO} it i* also read mif-MUT.

rererer m. (-**.) A name of S‘iya. e. rer a dancer, and jfrer a

deity, the god of the dancers.

r. 1st cl (rerefir) To be thick or impervious, r. I Oth cl.

(snreffr) To fall off or from.

ini’ m. (-*) * A sort of reed, (Arundo tibialis, or karka;) also

1TW- * A particular tribe whose employment is making a

sort of glass bracelets, e. rere to bo thick, affix rere.

rerevtre mfn. (-W.-WMt) Abounding in reeds, (afield, Ac.) e. rere

a reed, W affix, and fV augment.

H isn re mfn. Abounding in reeds, e. rere, and renj

abundance.

HI tft#T m. (-ip) A small fish, a kind of sprat haunting reedy

places, e. i=rT a reed, and i?t*r a fish,

irmirefre f. (-filO A quantity of reeds, e, rere> and rerefir assem-

blage ; also any analogous compound,

urere mfn. (-T-TT-^i) Lovely, beautiful, desirable, e. mr here

said to be mental anxiety, derived from arc to fall off or

from, v* to destroy, affix .
rereT f. (*reT) A quantity of reeds, t. ire a reed, affix mr.

W|W mfn. Reedy, abounding in reeds, e. ire.

and aff. 0

WT* mfn. (-re:-reT-rei) Reedy, abounding in reeds, e. mr, and

T^afl-

iTfTV f. (-res) A house or hut of reeds, c. wf, and it being, with

rertre prefired.

mt mfa. (-’tf : *WT’'d) * Bent, bowed, reclining. * Crooked, curved,

n. (.if)
1 The arc or distance of any planet from the zenith.

• A plaut or its root : sec WTT and reiTrere. *. mt to bow

or bend, affix nr.

mrerfrnrr f. (-ITT) Any hour of birth, after noon or before

midnight, e. mr, and mfareTT a period of twenty-four mi-

nutes.

mfn. (re:-lTT-nf) Flat-nosed, e. mr bowed, and rerfrere

the nose.

rererera m. (-ir:) (In Astronomy,) Zenith distance. E. mr, and

*mr a part.

mre mfn. (-ij’-ijr.ij) Frowning, r. mr, and V the brow,

rererere mfn. (-re.-ifMt) Down -faced, looking down, r mr, and

Ki the face.

mnriir mfn. (-4r-rer-re) Looking down, hanging down the head.

b. mr, wire the forehead.
. * :

mil* m. ire) Zenith distance, (in Astronomy.) *. mr, and

a degree.

^nrnr mfn. (-m-Tt-T) Bent, curved, bowed, stooping, f. (-"ft)

A woman, e, mr, and reT the body. ,

refre f. (-fir)
1 Bending, bowing, stooping. • Curvature, crooked-

ness. e. ire to bow, %re alf.

retire in. (re.) A gallinule.

W*V 1 st and 10th els. (regf* wr^fw) ' To speak or emit sound.
• To shine: see V*. With fre and rere. To fill with noise or

sound; (5 r. 1 st cl. (rerefre) ' To thrive, to be pros-

perous. * (Usually with ret* prefixed,) To be happy, to be

pleased or delighted. With refre prefixed, 1 To wish for. * To
acknowledge or confess. With refw. To be thankful.

IT* m. (-5) A river, applied only to one of which the personi-

fication is male, as the Brahmaputra, Son?, Indus, fyc. f. (-^)
A river in general ; the common personification of riven

being female. 8. rere to sound, affix rere, fern, affix refa.

WTW mfn. (re^re^?tre70 Sounding, making a sound, e. wre to

sound, vt8 aff

WXW^rlTr m. (-fir:) The aea. b. rere. #»d rest, and refir lord.

mr*J m. (-W:)
1 A cloud. • A lion. b. 115 to sound, rewn

Un'adi aff.

metmre m. (-ret:)
1 The ocean. * A sort of tree, (Barringtonia

acutangula :) see \mm. * A small tree, (Vitex negundo.)

f. (-W!?) 1 A creeper. * The rose apple, (Eugenia Jamba.)
1 A shrub, (Leca hirta.) b. m^t a river, mre loved.

W^t^re n. (-re:) The bank or shore of a river, b. reret a river,

fi«r a bank.

ra. (re:) A sort of reed, (Calamus rotang.) *.

a river bank, and fsrre fond of
;
growing on the banks of

riven.

mfn. (-re -err-re) Aquatic, water-born. n. (-*1) ' Antimony.
* A lotus, m. (-re:)

1 A sort of tree, (Pentaplera aijuna.) • The
marshy date tree. * A name of Bbisdma. a river, and

«r born.

iretre mfn. (re:*rerre) One who knows the course of rivers,

&c. e. m(t, and if who knows.

iretiTrrerre n. (re) A Gh&t’, a landing place, a ferry. b. W^t
a river, WT crossing, and place

;
also m^tmrreire.

n. (-1?) The bank of a river, s. m£t, and iflT a

bank.

iretw m. (reO 1 The ocean. "The god of water, Varus'a.

*- vre a river, and mr lord.

mlwrarre mfn. (re:-reT-») Watered by rivers, (land, rice, &c.)

k. a river, wre a mother, rere aff.

m^lrre m. (-if:) llie stream or current of a river, e.

and rif going.

mCn1 m, (.5:) The bend or arm of a river. * a river,

and TC a bend. «

iretra m, (re:) The stream or current of a river. «• and

ia speed.

•fXYrwr f. (-rer) The current or stream of a river, e. W^t, and

wreT flow.

mffre mfn. (-rei:-rerT-rei) * Bathing, Ac. in a river. * One who

knows rivers, their depth, course, &c. k. river, reT to

bathe, re affix
;
and Ijf changed to ref.

irCtrere m. (-^:) A tree, (Pentaptera aijuna.) e. re^t a river,

and rere the Sat tree.
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y^xft f. (-yt) A plant, fPrcrana hcrbacea, Roi.) Z. xryt a river,

Wit affix ;
also Wiyyt

yy mfn. (-y:-yT-Y) ' Bound, tied. * Drawn up, raised, a. yy
to tyc, affix w

*t\ f. (-**) A leather cord, a thong, a. sry to bind, affi

yyty f. (-«*T) A husband's sister. e. y negative, xpy to please,

yyUnidi affix
;
also the penultimate being made lon^.rnrr3

^.

yy ind. 1 A particle of interrogation, (how, what.) • Of

affirmation, (certainly.) • Of assent.
4 A consolatory and kind

expression. 4 A vocative particle, (ho, hola,) or one implying

kindness, conciliation, (pray, good friend, Ac.) ‘ An incep-

tive particle, implying doubt or dissent, (may be, hut, on the

other hand.) T A responsive particle.
4 A particle of reproach.

k y negative, to send or command, affix ip

yyy ind. An inceptive particle, implying doubt, dissent, or con-

tradiction. b. nr as above, and y particle,

xpwy mfn. (-W: wr xtf) To be saluted, to be revered or honoured,

a. ww to salute, WW affi

yxy mf. Happiness, pleasure, felicity, m. (-»*:)
1 One

of Kl‘v&ha’s nine inestimable gems or treasure. * The cow-

herd Nan da , the foster father of KhTshna. 1 A name of

Visbn'o.
4 A prince, the son of Mauanakdi. 4 A flute, one

eleven inches long, f (-«yi) ' An earthen water jar. * 'Ihe

first, sixth, or eleventh day of the fortnight. * Prosperity, in-

crease.
4 A husband's sister, f. (*yt) Index's garden, f.

(*rt or -^) A name of Durca. r. to be prosperous or

happy, affix and WTY.

mfn. <-W: WT-y» 1 Rejoicing, making happy or delighted.

* Cherishing or rearing a family, m. ( W:j 1 Happiness,

pleasure. * The sword of KrIshna. • The foster father of

KeIsun'a, 4 A frog. k. xrfy to make happy, affix yw
xryfy f. (-fa) Long pepper, a. wfy to delight, affix fy.

yyf*W m. (ofti K ids U n a. a. W^W, and yf«f aff.

yyArfam f (-?TT) A plant: see CIWI-

xryy m. (.^:) Happiness, felicity, b. yfy to be happy, affix

yyy mfh. (-xr.-xn-xf) Delighting, rejoicing, making pleased or

happy, m, (W.)
1 A son. * A frog. * Vishnu, n. (-if) In dr a s

pleasure ground, clysium. * A species of the Dhriti metre,

f. (-sp) A daughter, s. xify to be or make happy, affix

yyyyy m. (-y:) A name of KrIshna. b. *y, and xryy a son
$

the son of Nanda.

f. (-yty A name of Duac/. a. yy the cowherd

Nanda, and xjfyift a daughter.

yy*l m. (-yi) 1 A son. * A friend. 1 A prince, b. iffy to

make happy, yy UnAdi aff.

xH'biisil f. (-mi) A chaplet or garland made by KbUuna.

e. W*<*f delightiug, wrmr a garland,

i'xvn mfn. (-yw-wyt-WW) Making happy, delighting, a. x|fy

to be happy, causal v. ira aff.

irmym mfn. (-y.-wft-wi) Making happy, rejoicing, delighting.

B. Xfty in the causal form, with my aff.

m.(-mi) A name of Vabun a. e. aim Kuvfiaa'* treasure,

and yiw who guards.

5 Y

yyy?I f. (-^t) DctOi. k. xim the cowherd Nanda, and

daughter f the goddess becoming incarnate, as the infant

daughter of Nanda.

xpeiyy m. {-y:j KrIshs'e f. (-WT) Dcrga, e. arm as above,

and mTWW offspring: see yyyyw ;
also yy^w, yy^y, Ktc-

yfa mn. (-fy:-fy)
1 Gambling, gaming. 4 Happiness, m. (-ffa)

1 One of S'iva’s principal attendants. * The speaker of the

prologue or prelude to a drama, * One who pronounces a

benediction, b xrfy to make happy, and ym UuAdi aff.

m. (-m:) Tun, a tree, the wood of which resembles ma-

hogany, and is used for furniture, &c. (Cedrela tunna.) f. (-wt)

1 Indra s garden or pleasure ground. * An earthen water

pot. " The first, sixth/or eleventh day\>f a fortnight, s. ary,

with yy or WXF aff.

yfyyyr m. (-x::) * One of S'iva’s chief attendants. * An infe-

rior Pnrdna. k. xrfyy Indra’s garden, and 'tmt master,

xrfyyry m. (-wt) * The car of Ajuuna. 4 The acclaim or pro-

clamation of a panegyrist or herald, k. yfy happy, and

irrw sound.

yfyir mfn. (-*^tfyift-fyj Happy, rejoiced, delighted, m. (-«5t)

1 The name of one of Siva's chamberlains, and chief attend-

ants.
4 The Indian fig tree. * Pdrtpiptf, (Hibiscus popul-

neoidcs.) 4 The speaker of the prelude or prologue to a drama,

f. (-fyyt)
1 A name of the goddess PahvatL "Gang/, ths

river godde&s. * A husband's sister.
4 A fabulous cow, relat-

ed to the cow of plenty, and the property of the sage

Vas isut^iia. 4 The Alakanandd river. * The mother of the

writer Vyajm. b. ary happiness, xf*T aff.

xffaxrtnwy m. (-W:) A name of Vyar 1 , author of a vocabulary.

R. wfm.x?t as above, and nxm a son
;
also similar compounds,

a &c.

wfmetm m. (-mo
1 S'iva. " The last day of either half of the

month, the full or new moon. * A son. 4 A friend. *. wfm
happiness, &C. and Ww ncreasing.

wNyw ra. (-m:) The 7mji tree. b. xrfm pleasure, and vm a

tree: also being added to wfm, mmtfy; or with yxr

added, srfmimw.

m. (-mt) A bald-headed man. b. xrfy S iva’s bald-headed

attendant, and y* who resembles, dcriv. irr.

f-mt) Sleep, drowsiness.

I

xr«^tw m. (-W:)
1 A name of Namd(, S'iva’s attendant. * A name

of S'iva.
4 A species of musical rhythm, e. Inwu a

garden, or wfy a proper name, master.

J

xi^tyr m. <-yi) A name of S'iva, «tc. : see the lasL a. yfy

S iva's chamberlain, and yyx: master.

siylYVq n. (-Ti) A lake or pond in Indra's garden, s. yyt

the garden, yty a piece of water.

m. (-^:)
1 A sort of temple.

4 A tree, (Tabern»montana

coronaria:) see WJTK. • A peculiar diagram, a. y^t happi-

ness, yrwy abode-

xniHPtiy mfn. (-y-xn-vf) Bending or bowing very low. R. yy

to bow, intens. form, yrxry off.

xnjyy mn. (-y.-V) ' A eunuch. 1 An impotent or imbecilt

man. * The neuter gender, b, y not, yw.uuie.
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TTT m. (-JT) A grandson, f. (-'jft) A granddaughter. 8. T not, TT

to fall, TT Un'idi affix
j
propping or sustaining the family.

TIT m. (•«!'.) ' The month Srtie*tn'a, * /Ether, atmosphere, f.

(-TT)
1 A spitting pot. * The city of the sun. a. TT to bind,

affix T ;
see TTT.

TTTnfwrT m. (-wrt) A lion. B. TTT a cloud, and l*ifMT who

goes
;
whose shape is seen in the clouds.

TT'STFT m. (-TO Air, wind. a. TTT atmosphere, and 9TT life

or breath.

TT.T^ ra. C-T"^) A deity, a. TTT heaven, and T^ who tra-

vels, from TT to go, with aff.

TTTfrr f. (-fiCT ) The celestial Ganges, a. TTT heaven, and

Tftw » river.

snr:^r mfn. (-*®:-TrTTT) Celestial, aerial, heavenly, etheriaL

a. TTT, and what stays ; also TTv*T-

TvfTTTmfn. (in-TT-li) Abiding in heaven or in the sky. m. (-Tft)

A division of the infernal regions, a hell. a. WITT atmo-

sphere, and fispT a staying ;
also Tnf*«i*i.

spTTr^T m. (-T:) The sun. a- ttt heaven, and TTT the eye.

TVTTT m. (-TO
1 The moon. 1 A variegated cake. 1 Con-

juring. a. TTT heaven, and ttt a sort of ladle, &c.

TTT*: mfn. (-Tr-ft-li) Going in the air or heaven, m. (•*£)
1 A

bird. * A Hdyudfuna or demigod so called. * A cloud.

4
Air, wind. a. TTT heaven, and TTC who goes.

if«TT *n. (-TI0)
1 The month Srhvaua, (July- August.) * A cloud.

* The rains, or rainy season. * Smell. * The fibres in the

root of the lotus. • A bird. * A grey-headed man. n. (-BU)

Sky. atmosphere, tttber or heaven, a. in* to injure, to be

annihilated, (at the end of the world,) Un&di affix ThgT, or

WT to bind, am) T substituted for T.

Tin? n. (-^) Heaven, sky, See. see the last. a. TT as above,

Un'fidi affix TUT.

ttttt m. (-w:) A bird. a. ttt heaven, TT to go, affix TB.

Trrrar m, (-T:) The atmosphere, a, TTT sky, and TT below.

T*TO m. (-T|:) The month Bhddra , (August-September.) a. TTT
a cloud or rain, and TT aff.

TTTT m. (-TTT) Air, wind. a. TTT, and *rgT aff.

TTTT n. (-as )
Darkness. B. TT to injure, TTT 1'n‘adi aff

TfT m. (-fir:) A wheel.

TTTRT m. (-T:) A cloud, a. TTT sky, and JTT an elephant.

TTirfr f. (*fr:) Filing, soaring, going in the air. a. TTT sky

and Tfr going.

TTnjT m. (-TO A cloud, a. TTT rain, to milk, affix %.

TTl^tT m. (-TO A cloud. 8- TTT rain, Ttq an island.

adrw m. (-T:) A cloud, a. TTT sky, and ijt smoke.

TTTT^t f. (-^l) The celestial Ganges, a. ttt heaven, and TTt

a river.

TTTtFb m. (-fkf:) The sun. a. TTT sky, «*fw a gem.

ffTTfiTT m. (-TO The Chaiaka, (Cuculus mclanoleucos.) a. TTT
sky, water, and T who drinks.

TVTTTT n- (-T) Darkness, e. TTT sky, and t*TT dust.

T’dlTT f. ( wr) Fog, mist, vapour, a. TTT sky, and thin

dust.

TTiTT m. (-TO Smoke, a. TTT sky, and TT abode.

vrfrrfTT mfn. (-fra) Lofty, towering, rising So the clouds,

a. TTT, and fVT what touches.

TTT mfn. (-W:-W-Tr) Relating to the nave of a wheel, re-

sembling it, &c. a. TV for mfr. and TT aff.

TTTnr ra. (-TTT) A cloud, a. w negative, TIT to shine, affix fipf.

TT r. 1st cl. (TTfr) To bow, to pay obeisance, r. 10th cL

(TTTfT-TTTTfr)To bend, to bow : see tt

TTT mfn. (-TT-T^T-mr) Bending, stooping, bowed, a. TT to

bow, vm aff.

TTT m. (-TO
1 A master, a lord. * An actor, a mime. • A

cloud, a. TT to bow or bend, Uti‘4di affix TTT-

WTTT mfn. (-TT-Twtt-TW) Bending, directing downward, declin-

ing. a. TT to bow. r. 1 0th cL TT aff.

TTT ind. 1
Gift, present. * Bowing, bending, salutation, obei-

sance. • An inarticulate cry.
4 The term used in connexion

with the name of a deity in the fifth case to signify venera-

tion, as *ittt TT: salutation, glory or reverence to Kama.

a. TT to bend, and affix TTT-

TTT m. (-T ;
) Agreement, concord, a. TT to bow, affix TTT.

TTfrw mfn. ( T'.-TT-T) Reverenced, respected, worshipped,

a. TTT bowing, TTT affix, and y§ added, T rejeoted : see

TTfTTT.

TTTITT m. Respectful or reverential address or salutation.

• A sort of poison, f. (-^) A sensitive plant a. ,TT^ bow-

ing, and TTT making, fem. affix #VtT.

TThfi^ l ind. Having saluted reverentially, a. TTT, and TTT
having made.

TTT! mfn. (-TT-TTT-Tft Venerable, respectable, entitled to salu-

tation or civility, f. (-TTT) Reverence, respect, worship, ado-

ration. b. TTT respect, T7 aft

THT3T mfn. ( TTT-TI^t-TnT) Saluting reverentially, bowing to,

paying adoration, a. TTT nominal verb, to bow, TT aff.

TTfTIT mfn. (-T-WT-T) Heverenced, respected, worshipped.

r. TTT respect, affix T9T, and the participial affix t \
also

Trfrr.

tTtt mfn. (-T:-TT-T)
1 Bowed, making salutation or obeisance.

* Bowed, bent down. a. TT to bend, causal form, affix %.

TTfT m. ( fr-) ' The deity of love. A demon so named, a. t
negative, TT to loose, and fr aff.

TTfr^TT m. (-T:) A name of Inora. a. nrfr the demon,

and *£TT destroyer )
also similar names, as TTfrfTT. &c.

TTT m. (-T: ) The seed of the Ela:oc&rpus. a. T not, TT the

mountain M4m. 4

TT1TT m. ( t:) A spiritual teacher, a. TTT reverence, and TT
a tcncher.

r. 1st cl. (TTrfr) To go, to move.

TT mfn. (-T'-TT*T) Crooked, curved, bent, bowed, a. TT (o

bow, affix

TTT mfn. (-T'.-TT T) Bent or bowed, stooping, a. TT added to

the lasL

TTTT mfn. (-an dTt-T) Looking dowm, having the head bent.

e. TT, and T« the face.

TWjri mfn. (-rfs-ffc-ffij Bending down, stooping, bowed,

a. TT, ftad Tf^ form.
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WWIT mfn. (-f 1 fl-T) Bent, bowed, stooping. «. WW, and

the body.

snj r. 1st cl. (wwrr) To go, to more : see ww and

ar* mfn. (-^-WT-^) ' Fit, right, proper. • Leading, conducting,

(who or what does so.) m. (-*:) ‘Guiding, directing, (literally

or figuratively, as in morals, &c.) * Polity, civil and military

government. 1 The theological part of the Vida*. 4 A sort of

dice or men for playing with. * A guide, a conductor. . «rw

to go, affix war, or <1 to guide, &c. affix wr*.

army mfn. (arw^apfit-WW) 1 leading, guiding. * Tending or

conducing to. ' Informing, certifying, giving in evidence.

* Obtaining. *. dft to obtain, apr ail',

wr n. (-if) * The eye. * Leading, guiding, (literally or figura-

tively.) • Attaining, obtaining. 4 Bringing, f. (-an) The pu-

pil of the eye. b. Wt to guide, affix 1(7.

WWWSlfl n. (-ft) leans. E. WWW. and WTft water.

WW*TWlfww mfn. (-xft-frft-fw) Sight-stealing, blinding, e. WWW,

and aiishfaw what steals.

W«lWii*H m. (•*:) ' A lamp. • Any lovely or desired object.

b. inn the eye, and <3N?W a festival.

miilVIH m. (-WC) The outer angle or canthus of the eye.

r. mn. and 'Sviwt extremity.

HfifllN m. (-1:) Green sulphate of iron, or the salt in a state of

partial decomposition by exposure to the atmosphere,

v, urn the eye, and wnww a medicament, being used as a

collyrium.

WWWt^t f* (*^f) The board or cloth on which dice or men are

played, e. WW dice, a stool.

WW^Wtw m. (-*:) Policy, political address, i. WW, and *Wtw

application.

arwfaatTT* m. (-*:) A politician, a statesman, t. in, and

skilled in.

f. (-fVo Political success, accomplishing any thing by

good management, a. in. and faff success.

*t m. (-T:)
1 Man, individually or generally. * The Eternal,

the divine imperishable spirit pervading the universe. 1 A
name of Abjuna. 4 Vishnu, ‘ A gnomon. • A man or piece

at chess, draughts, &c. f A Muni. an iucart.ation of Vishn u.

n. (-if) A fragrant grass, commonly liamkajAtr. f. (-(t)lVoman

in general : see WTvf. r.. * to lead or guide, affix an.

^t*t mn. Hell, the infernal regions, including a number
of places of torture of various descriptions, m. (-fr;) The
name of a Dnityn or demon, r. * to guide or lead, affix fw,
whither the wicked are conducted : sometimes read antfT.

Vff* n, (^wi) A well or pit in Tartarus, eighty-six such are

enumerated, b. artWT, and a pit,

WHfaft m. (-far*) A name of Visijn’u. e. am* the demon,

and fa* subduing.

f.(-irr) Misfortune, personified as a goddess, k. am ,

and sf'fwi divinity.

W* % mfn. (‘tUP'SUi-TB) Living or being in 7«tr/arws, who or

what is there, f. (-asn ) The river of hell, e, hell, an who
stays or abidi-s, fern, affix wtw.

w**T*fW u». (•*:) Vishn u. *. wt* hell, and wpw* destroyer.

WHITT* m. (-*:) The soul after death, r. wt* hell, and *1WW
sickness.

artwfa* m. (•*:) The murderer of his spiritual preceptor, z. art

mankind, and *fa a stake, affix *ar.

WT* m. (-T:) Pimples on the face. n. (-*) The penis. *. * to

guide or lead, Un'idi affix wrr.

WT*W m. (-wi) A sovereign, a king. e. WT a man, and a

deity.

WTWTTTWWm. dual. (-*i) Two sages, incarnations of Vishnu, and

bom again, as Krishna and Ajutna. r. wt, and WTTTWW, each

severally the name of a sage.

WTitfw m. (-fa:) A king, a sovereign prince, r. art man, *fa
lord.

Wtfaw mfn. (-*:-wt-^) Favourable or friendly to mankind,

s. wt, and ff* fond of.

TJ:) Bharata bertha, Mia, or the central part of the

known continent. * The birth or birthplace of men. e. wt
man, and inland also Wtwfa f. (-fa:)

Wrwifwwl f. (-*1 i A woman who has a beard, e. WT a man, ww
to regard or think, and fafa affix

;
also with WTW affix in the

feminine form, WTWtfaWT > these words are also written

aronfawt &c.

wtwnn f. (-WTT) A string or girdle of skulls, b. arc, and Wtwt a

garland.

WTWTfawl f. (-aft) A woman with a beard, r. art a “an, arTWT a

necklace, tfa a if.

WtW* m. (-*:) A human sacrifice, b. art. and a sacrifice.

wtwrvw mfn. (-w:-wt-W) Borne or carried by men. m. (.ac:) A
name of Kit£ra. e. art a man, and WppT a vehicle.

wtwifa* mfn. (-^Tfawt-fa) Carried by men, (a vehicle.) i. art,

and WTfaar what bears.

arrfVwiw m. (-*:) An imp or goblin, a. art man, and fa** who

devours.

art** mfn. (-*:-wt-**) Having the form of man. n. (-tf) The

human form. s. art, and ** form.

Wt*faw mfn. (-ift-fatft-fa) Having the human form. b. WtWM,

and *fa aff-

arefa* m. (-*:) ' Vishnu in his fourth Avatdr or descent, the

lion-headed man. * A chief, a man of eminence or power.

B,*t man, and fa* a lion.

artrft m. (-fa:) VisHN u in his fourth Avatar

:

see the last.

e, art, and *ft a lion.

wtrww m. (•*:) A low or vile man, a wretch, a. ape, and w*ar

low.

srtTWTTT f. (-tT) The earth, k. art man, ^TWTT receptacle.

WTTfa* ra. (-**,) A king. e. art, and wfaw ruler.

Wtl'WF m. (.*:) ' Death. * A H&kthasa, a son of Ravana.

b. art, and destroyer.

artnrw m. (-*:) A name ofVisnxu. b. art man, and go-

ing : see WTtTW*.

ar^WT m. (.ift) ' A king, an anointed sovereign. * A dealer in

antidotes, a juggler, e. wt u man. X** chief.

Wtar m. (-at) A king. b. wr, and ^ar master.

WtTTt m. (-*:) A king. e. WT, and ^*t a sovereign.
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n. (*^) The nose.

V^V m. (-w:)
1 An actor, a mime. * A juggler, a dancer, a

player of any description. 4 A bard, a herald.
4 An elephant.

* A reed, (Arundo harka, Rox.) 4 A peacock, f. (-ift)
* An

actress, female dancer or singing girl. * A female elephant.

• A peahen, a.W to dance or act, ^v aff.

VWV n. (v) Dancing, gesticulating, acting, a.w to dance,

&c. affix WV.

ar^sffirg m. <-v:) A peacock, k. VWW dancing, and fav fond of.

vfww mfn. Danced, dancing, a. wn to dance, W aff.

wi r. 1st cl. (Vlfv ) To sound r the radical V is not con-

vertible to w after a preposition, Ac. see v^.

n. (-V) A kind of metre, containing eight feet of r&riouB

syllabic quantities.

WT^ mfn. (-^V ^*ft-VTT) * Sounding. 4 Praising aloud, pro-

claiming, a. VY, and v« aff.

VYV n. (-V) ' Sounding, roaring, making a noise.
4
Celebrating,

praising aloud, a. v£ to scfcind, affix VV.

VTVtV mfn. (-v.-vr-v)
1 To be sounded. 4 To be celebrated or

praised aloud, a. VI sound, and VltlT aff

vfrTW mfn. (-W:-VT*lt)
4 Sounded, made as a noise. 'Celebrated,

praised aloud, n. (-itj Sound, roar, bellowing, s. wx to sound,

n »ff.

V$W rn. (-v) A stanza of four parts, having seventeen syl-

lables in each.

ana r. 1st. cl. (v^fw) To go, to move.

v^itv m. (-W-) A husband, a. v»n amusement, VW • prop

or stay.

apinr^ m. (4-) A secret lover, a. w*R, and IV source.

WWI* m. (-*:)
1 The sun. 4 A potsherd, a. VYI, and WY what

goes, dcriv. irr.

v4* m. (-V-)
1 The nipple. 4 A rake, a lecher, a libertine.

1 Sport, amusement. 4 Coition, a. VVI pleasure, *gr to abide,

V affix, deriv. irr.

spill nifh. Delighting, making happy, giving plea-

sure. m. (-^:) The associate or companion of a persona sports

or amusements, f. (-U)
1 The Nertnadd river, which rising in

the Vuulhya mountains, runs westward to the gulf of Cow-

bay. 9 A plant : see ffr. r.. vvi pleasure, and v what gives.

mfti. (-far.-ffP-fn) Happy, merry, f. (-fin) Enjoyment of

a joke or any amusement, k. mV, and ijfv lustre.

WVTV n. (-4)
1 Sport, amusement, pastime, diversion. 4

Jest,

joke. 4 VV»t, humour, a. v to guide, affix vfvv.

Illlfw m. (-V:) A companion, an associate, the promoter

and partaker of a person's amusements, especially of a prince

or man of rank. e. V^TV> and a a minister.

v*$mfvw n. (-i[) Superintendance or provision of a prince's

amusements, partaking a person's amusements, a. vivifvi,

and «*TV aff.

V m. (-«$:) Happiness or amusement ending in alarm.

a. vvr, and thundering. *

zpfoqi l * tn. (-*:) Slight or inferior amusement, a. VYb and win
opening.

W r. loth cl. (viwfv) ' To shine. * To bind or coniine.
]

*T3f

nr m. (-if:)
1 A reed, (Arundo karka, Rox.) 4 The name of a

king, son of Xisuadiia, and hero of several poetical works

famous amongst the Hindus, especially the poem called

A'aiskatfha. * Another prince, the son of Virasbna. 4 A deified

progenitor or PUrlddva. 4 The name of a monkey chief. • A
demon, f, (-aft) Red arsenick. 4 A perfume, commonly called

by the same name of NaH. n. (-if)
1 The water lily, (Xelum-

bium speciosura.) 4 Smell, odour, s. an to shine, affix 11 .

WV n. ( v) A bone of cither of the extremities, any long bone.

e. an a reed, and VI affix of resemblance.

wfvvt f. (-aft) The knee cap or pan. a. vvv as above, and

Yfv affix
; connecting ti e bones of the lower extremity.

Iwaftw m. (-ir:) The knee. a.W a reed, or reed-like bone,

and aft* a pin or bolt.

W^VY ra (-rp)The son of Kinrfiaa. a.W a reed, a car-

riage yoke.

q, a. (*v) Indian spikenard, (Valeriana jatamansi.) f. (-it)

1 The honey or nectar of a flower. 4 The root of the Andro-

pogon muricatum. a. an here said to mean, fragrance, and

Y what gives.

arirafnrr f (-VT) A sort of mat made with reeds, a coarse mat.

b. a reed, and if a cloth, VV affix of similitude.

WVtV ni. (-apj A kind of sprat, or according to some, a shrimp

or prawn, e. an a reed, and sftv a fish
j

frequenting reedy

spots.

vfwvT f. (-VT) A perfume: see ant. a. V^t. and VY added.

vfvv n. (-ai) * A lotus or water lily, (Nelumbium speciosum,

(t Nymphca nelumbo.) * Water. 4 Indigo, m. (-V:) ' The

Indian crane. 4 A small fruit, Karonda. f. (-aft)
1 An assem-

blage of lotus flowers. • A place abounding in lotuses.
4 The

flexible stalk of a water lily.
4 A pond in which the lotus

grows or may grow. 4 The Gangrs of heaven. *The ferment-

ed and intoxicating juice of the cocoaaut. b. V«t to be

bright, Un'idi affix WV-
viinftiv «>. (-1?)

1 Braum*. 4 The fibres of the lotus stalk,

«- vfvvt, and iv what grows.

vfeivii m. (-1:) A name of VisaN'u. a. vferif in a lotas, and

atV who sleeps.

V*1 m. (-11:) A furlong, a distance measured by four hundred

cubits, a, an to be as a reed in length, and v aff

trvtiutn f. (-IT) The otauge tree. a. v^ as above, vti a road,

and 1 what goes.

IV mfn. (-Vt-VT-1) New. m, (-V.) Praise, panegyrick, celebra-

tion. a. ^ to praise, &c. affix n.
vanifnr f. (-irr)

1 A bride, a woman newly married 4 A new

comment, a. VI new, and VTfTVT agent.

VWifvcT f ( VI) A young woman, either one recently married

or one in whom menstruation has lately commenced, a. W
new, VTV time, Vif added with the fern. form.

WWT m. plu. (.fis) The uiue planets, or sun, moon, five planets,

and the ascending and descending nodes, a. vv for VIV,
and vv a planet.

Will m. (-1:) A student, a novice, s. VI new, and ill »

disciple.

[ ]
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WWW m. f-w:) An elephant's painted or variegated housings,

a. apt new, WW to spread, affix T.

WWWT f. (-in) Novelty. w. mu added to WW; also with w, WWW.

wwfa f. (-fir; or -ifl) Ninety, a. WW nine, and faw aff.

t afmu t (-WT) A painting brush. a. WBfw ninety, (hairs,)

WW aff.

wwfwwT ind. Ninety-fold. k. wwfw, and wt aff.

W*fwwW ind. Ninety by ninety, a. WWflT, and WW aff.

wwww n. (-at)
1 The new leaf of a lotus. * Any young leaf,

a. mr new, and BW a leaf.

WBWtfafa m. (-fw.) Mars, the planet or its deified regent, a. ww

nine, <tfwfw a ray.

myll f. (-Jt) The nine forms of DuacA. a. WB, and the

goddess.

wv^mj f. (-wt) A litter borne by nine men. a. WB, and ^tw

a Utter.

mryTT mfn. (
mV-’KX^t) Having nine doors; an epithet appUed

to the body, which has nine inlets or outlets, as the nostrils,

ears, mouth, &c.’ a. mr, and wtx; a door.

WBWT btd. Nine-fold, in nine ways. a. WB nine, and WT aff.

B an mfn. always pfu. (-w) Nine.

wwtft f. (-^\) Fresh butter.

WB^ftw n. (-if) Fresh butter, a. ww new, and WtW procured

(from milk, &c.)

mastiffw n. (-W) Clarified butter, a. ww added to the last.

WWWlwwW f. (*W) A quantity of butter as a present to Brah-

man*. is. «ibb1w, and vv a milch cow.

H«MWW n. (-W) A new shoot or sprout, a. WB, and BWB a

shoot.

w«wfaw i f. (-WT) 1 A bride, a newly married woman. * A girl

in whom menstruation has recently begun, a. wb new, ww
fruit, and Sfa aff.

«pra^. °* A ^ridc, a newly married woman, a. WB, and

ms a wife.

WWW mfn. (*Ws-flt*W) Ninth, f. (-ift) The ninth day of a lunar

half month, a WW nine, and ww aff.

WBWfwWT f- (-WT) Double jasmine : see the next.

WWWrfaWT f. (-WT) Double jasmine, (J Zambac.) k. WW excel-

lent, praised, and mfawT or nf«<l jasmine : see the last.

WBWfWWT f. (-WT) a young woman, a. WB new, and wrww

young.

WBCWW f. (-w) A newly dyed garment, a. WW, TW red, and

ww aff.

itttt n. (w) Oift to five and acceptance by four persons of

the best Kayattha families, a. WW, and rw colour.

wwtw n. (*j
1 Nine precious gems, or a pearl, ruby, topaz, diu-

mond, emerald, lapis lazuli, coral, sapphire, and one called

Gomtda. * The niue men of letters at the court of Vikra-

mapitya, or Dbamwantani, Ksba*»ana*a, Ambbasiniia, Sanku,

VkTALAUMATTA, (jUATAHAHI’A UA , KaUDASA, VAHAQAMIQIBA,

and VABAae cm, a. WW, and tw a jewel.

WS n. (-W) The period of nine days, from the first of the light

half of Attain to the ninth
;
part of the time devoted to the

worship oi Duuoa. a, art, and r;rw tor wifa a night.

5 l

TO

WBwfawT f. (-WT) A newly married woman, a. ww new, WT a

blessing, affix wrw added, fern, affix wrw.

WBWW n. (-wlj New cloth, a. mr new, and WW cloth.

wwww ind. Nine by nine. a. mr, and ww aff.

WWW 97 n. (-97) Grain of the year’s harvest, a. mr, and vr*fl

gram.

WWmifv f. (*fat) A sacrifice performed on eating the new rice

or grain of the year. a. WWWWT. and xft sacrifice.

wwwrww m. (-W:) A name given to any of nine inferior classes,

the cowherd, gardener, oilman, weaver, confectioner, water-

carrier, potter, blacksmith, and barber.

WWWTW n. (-^) The first series of Sraddhat collectively, or fune-

ral offerings on the first, third, fifth, seventh, ninth, and

eleventh days after a person’s demise, a. mr, and WTW obse-

quial rite.

WBWtfwwrT f.(-WT)
1 A milch cow. • A woman recently delivered,

a. Bf new, and 9PT offspring, and WW affix, fern. form.

wwfw m. (-w ;
) A ninth, a ninth part. a. mr. and ww share.

WWTW n. (-tI)
1 New rice or grain. • A ceremony observed on

first eating the rice, &c. of the last harvest, a. mr, and WW
food.

WWTRT n. (-<) New and unbleached cloth, a. WW new, and

WWT cloth.

mrrf^h? m. (*f^:) The planet Mars or its deified personification,

a. WW nine, and light

WWTW m. (-*:)
1 A new day. * The first day of the fortnight,

a. mr new, and WW a day.

WTtWTW n. (-wf ) Renewing, doing or making anew. a. WW,

wrw making, fa augment.

WWtWW mfn. (-WMTMt) Renewed, revived, done or made anew,

a. ww, and mr made, fa augment.

Wafa mfn. (-w-WT-W) New. a. mr now, 9 pleonasm, and the

semivowel changed.

WWfavr mfn. (-m-WT-lt) Renewed, revived, a. War, and mr be-

come, fa augment.

sra ind. Not so perhaps, a particle implying doubt, a. w not, W
expletive.

WWirn f. (-BT) A newly married woman, a bride, a. WB new,

and btbt a wife.

n. (-W) Fresh butter, a. mr new, WTff made.

WW mfn. (-ar:-WT-m New, recent, young, &c. m. (-m) Praise,

panegyrick. a. WB new, and mr aff.

mnw m. (-m) A bird, said to be a sort of crow. e. mr to de-

stroy, affix BTTBT.

wfsr« mfn. (-WT-Bt-W) Destroying, b, mr to destroy, affix WB
with TB augment, else with a nasal augment mr.

morn mfn. (-WB wp^t-wnr) Perishing, decaying, wasting, be-

ing destroyed, a. WW to perish, and WW aff

WWr?B«fwWT f. (-WT) A female bearing a dead child, a. WWW,
BTKfwBT a mother.

wm: mfn. (-BJ-BT-t) Mischievous, destructive, a. wfa to de-

stroy, affix 1KB.

WB mfn. (-y:-lT-B) Lost, destroyed, removed, annihilated, s. WW
to perish, affix W-
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ftftTOf m. (-ft(:) 'Hie moon on the fourth lunation of either

half of Bbudra, e. anr. and "TOT the moon : it is very unlucky

to see the moon on these days.

ftllft Nft mfn. (-in-ftr-ft) Fainted, insensible. 8. HIT, and ^rftft

conscious.

mfn. (-ft:-ftT-I) Insensible, inert, b ftft, and TOT effort.

ftftTOfll f. (-ftlj Fainting, swooning, insensibility, proceeding

either from joy or sorrow, &c, 8. ftft lost, fthTftT effort.

ftC*nyfft mfn. (-ffttffc-fft) Unmindful, forgetful, t. ftft ,
and

TOlfft recollection.
4

ftftjfTT ra. (-fir:) A Brnhman or householder who has lost his

consecrated fire. 8. ftl lost, and ^if?r fire,

ftftTfTTftTft n. (-si) Booty, plunder. 8. ft* lost, ftrffl gain, and

thread or chain.

ftftift mfn. (*ft:-ftr-^) Reduced, become poor. e. ftft, and ftft

wealth.

ftiTOWT f. (in) The day of new moon when it rises invisible.

e. hi, and tajfir a digit.

ftft f. (-Wl :
) The nose. 8. TO to sound, affix fro

inn f- (-ftr) The nose : see ftTftT and ftTfftftT.

W9 m. (-HP) The nose. n. (-ftj) A sternutatory, snuff, &c.

f. (-ftTTi A hole bored in the septum of the nose. s. TO to

make crooked, affix ftf.

ftfftft m. (*7:) An ox or any other draft animal, with a string

through his nose, the sort of rein usually employed in India.

k. TOT as above, the nose, formed into a nominal verb, and ft

added, nnzzicd or no*r-led.

ftftTTft m. (-IT:) An ox led by a string through his nose : see the

last
j
also ftiftnT-

TOT mfn. (-ft): -ftJT-fti) Nasal, relating or belonging to the nose,

n. ( «il A sternutatory, snuff, f. (-ftTT) Hie nose. k. TOT the

nose, TO aff.

TOT H m. (-ft:) An ox or other animal led by a string through

the septum of the nose. B. ftftT the nose, TOT affix of relation

or fitness, and TO* woven : see ftfftrft*

TO (ftl) ilTO r. 4th cl. (ftftjfft-ft) To bind : see TO-

ftfft ind. No, not. s. TO to bind or tie, affix V*f-

ftfti m. (-ft:)
1 The name of a Sdga or serpent. • The name of

a king, one of the lunar race, son of Avos and grandson of

Pcbubavas. a. ftft to bind, Un Adi affix ftlft.

ftftlTftTft m. (-CT:) A king, also Yif^tl. b. ftTO as above,

ftFPft son.

ftT ind. No, not.

HTBr m. (-ft:) Heaven, paradise, athcr, sky, atmosphere, b. it

not, with TOT derived from ft happiness, and the privative ft

prefixed, misery ; in which there is no unhappiness.

HTTOTft m. (-ft:) A name of Indus, k. ftift paradise, and ftTft

lord
;

also with ftft added ftTftftTftft-

ftTftftTftft m. (-ft:) Indus, b. ftift, and ftrftft a chief.

Hft ft fft llT f. (-ITT) A nymph of heaven. 8. ftTft, and ftfftftT a

wife.

ftTftftftft ra. (-ft:) Indra.

ftiftft^ m. (-TO) A ftTft, and ft^ who dwells in.

ftlfftft ra. (-ftft) A deity, a god. e. ftTft heaven, and ftfft aff.

ftT7T

ftrf m. (-$:)
1 An ant or mole hill, a burrow. * A mountain*

• A name of a Muni or saint. «. ft privative, ftft to go, affix

ft, or ftft to be crooktd or bowed, Un’Adi affix ft, and ftTft

substituted for the radical letters.

!
ftTJTft mfn. ( fti) U. laiitig or belonging to an ichneu-

mon. f.
1 A plant : the ichneumon plant, a vegetable

supposed to furnish the mun^oose with an antidote, when

bitten in a conflict with asuakc, (Serpent ophioxylon?) *Tbe
root of the Simul tree, (f^ilvft.) A sort of pepper, (Piper

chavva.) u. ft^ift the ichneumon, affixes ftft and

ftiffti^u U. (-ftff) Weakness of sight. e. ftrfft, and ftr*H

blindness.

ftrfTOft m- (-ftT) A snake. 8. ftTji a mound of earth, ftftij a

dwelling.

ftTTO mfn. (-ft:-^t*ft) Relating or belonging to the lunar aste-

ri-ms. n. (-H) A month, one computed by the moons passage

through the twenty-seven mansions, or of thirty days of sixty

Ckcru each. 8. ftftft, and ftft aff.

ftfftfftft mfn. (-ftt-tft-ft) Relating or belonging to the lunar

asterisma. m. (-ft‘.j A month of twenty-seven days, each day

being the period of the moon’s passage through a lunar aste-

rism. f. (-ftl) The state or condition to which a person is sub-

jected agreeably to the asterism presiding over his nativity.

E. ftftft as above, and ftft aff.

ftTft m, (-ft:)
1 A Ndga or demigod so called, having a human

face, with the tail of a serpent, and the expanded neck of the

holuber Naffa ; the race of these beings is said to have sprung

frum Kadrv, the wife of Kssyafa, in order to people Paid/a

Or the regions below the earth. * A serpent in general, or

especially the spectacle snake, or cobra capella, (Coluber

Naga.) 1 An elephmt * A cruel or tyrannical person. * A
cloud. * (In composition.) Pre-eminent 1 A pin or nail pro-

jecting from a wall to bang any thing upon. * A small tree,

(Mesua ferua.) • A sort of gTass, (Cyperus pertenuis.) 10 A tree

used in dying, (Rottleria tinctoria.) " One of the airs of the

body, that which is expelled by belching. ** Betle or Pan.
1 * The name of a country, n. (-jf)

1 Tin. * Lead. • One of

the astronomical periods called Karanas
; it is one of those

termed invariable, and always corresponds to the last half

of yfmuvas'tfa or new moon. 4 The effects of that period

on any thing done or happening during it e. ftw a moun-

tain, and ftft affix
j

living or produced in mountainous re-

gions, flee.

ftTJtftftT m. (-ft*.) A small tree, commonly Nagtier, (Mesua

ferrea ) b. ftTft, and ftftft synonimes of the same plant com-

pounded ; the word is also written fttftftftft.

fttftftt} n. (-ft) Red lead. x. ftTft lead, and ftx& origin.

ftTftft mfn. (-ftr:-ftTT'fti) Produced by or of a Ndga, Ac. n. (-ftt)

1 Red lead. * Tin. 8. ftTft lead, &c. and ft produced.

ftTflfftftr f. (-ftT) A plant, (Asclepias pseudosarsa :) see ftrfftlT.

8. ftTft a snake, and fftftT a tongue.

ftTJifftftrftn f. (-ft!) Red arsenick. e. ftTft a snake, fftftT a

tongue, ftTft affix of comparison.

WTftfttTft m. (-ft*-) Tin. 8, ftTft lead, fttftft proceeding.
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m. (-*!:)
1 Elephant's tooth or ivory ;

also the tooth

of the elephant. • A sbc'if, a pin or bracket projecting from

a wall, and used to hang things upon. f. (-ait) ' A sort of

sun-dower, (Hcliotropium Indicum.) * A whore, a. arm an

elephant, and a1* a tooth.

m (-*:) A wooden pin or bracket, projecting from a

wall, a shelf, a. araa** an elephant's louth, and ar* affix of

resemblance.

amn^frTOT f. (-WT) A plant, commonly called Rdmaddti

;

see

fa**jT. a. anar?^ a plant, and aa affix of resemblance,

amifwmn m. (-w:) A sort of tree, commonly Paruska. a. ara

one of the plants so called, a*1 a leaf, and aroi resemblance,

ara* m. (•*:) Euphorbia, a. ara a snake, and V a tree ; be*

ing used in offerings to the snake goddess Manaaa.

araf* iff* m. (-T‘) A large pin or bracket, projecting from a

wall like a shelf, a. ana an elephant, and faura projection,

araar* m. (-*:)
1 A weapon of Varun’a, the regent of water.

* A sort of noose or knot, used in battle to entangle an

enemy, a. ana an elephant, and ar* a binding.

ara** m. ('iR:) * A tree used in dyeing, (Rottlcria tinctoria.)

* Nage» or, (Mesua ferrea.) * The Champaha, (Micheiia

champara.) a. ara an elephant, and avq flower.

ara** m. (-*:) ’’l'he holy fig tree, (Ficus rcligiosa.) a. ant an

elephant, and *a« friendly, liked,

aiaaa m. (-*:) A name of BnfMA. f. ( -wi) A creeping plant,

(Hedysarum Ugopodioidea.) a. ana an elephant, and a*
strong.

Wiafa'a m. (-fa\) A sort of snake, (Amphisbana.) a. ana an

elephant, and destroying ; the word is sometimes writ-

ten anaaa. from** cherishing,

snaaa m. (-*:) The elephant of India, a. ana an elephant,

and a* a boxer.

Wiaarv f. (-af)
1 A name of Manasa, a goddess supposed to

preside over snakes. * Red arscnick. e. ara a snake, and *tt*

a mother.

anaanr m. (-^;) A sort of potherb
;
also **Trw. e ana a snake,

and mr destroying ; considered as an antidote,

araafs f. (-f¥:) A piece of wood erected in a place dug for wa-

ter. a. ara a snake, and a/C a staff
;
looking like a snake j

also araafear.

max: mfn. 1
Clever, sharp, knowing, (as a buck, a

blood, a wag, &c.) ‘Town-bora or bred, city, citisen.

* Nameless. * Bad, vile. n. (-^)
1 Dry ginger. * A sort of

grass, (Cyperus pertenut* )
• A form of writing, the Dlvand-

gnri alphabet, m. (-*:)
1 A husband’s brother. # An orange.

1 A lecturer. * Denial of knowledge. • Fatigue. * Desire

of final beatitude, f. (-0) 1 A sort of Euphorbia. * A clever

or intriguing woman, a. aar a city, apt uff.

ara** m. (-*:)
1 The orange : see arart- ’ A thief. • An

artist, b. car, and fa aff.

arant m. (-*:) Red lead. k. ara mountain, and KM red.

arav* m. (-*•-) The orange
j

in India usually applied to the

Silket orange, (Citrus aunuatiurn). b. a* an elephant, r* to

be sick, affix *a \ on which dephauui feed till they become

WZ

ill ; or ara red lead, and TTff colour, of the colour of red

lead.

aiaraaT f. (-ar) A grass, (Cyperos

)

ararra rn. (-a:) Ananta, the chief of the Nagat. e. ara, and

TTW king.

ararta m. (-a:) A libertine, a debauchee, a rake, a blackguard.

e. atari an intriguing woman, a* to accompany, affix *a,
deriv. irr.

ara** m. (-a:) l*he orange : see ararr.

arafvr rn, (-a:) Red lead. k. ata, and oxid.

araraa rnfn. (-*:-*V*) City, citizen. e. a*C a town, and

roraaff.

Wia**T f. (-WT) The penis, b. aTa a snake, and aar a creeper,

araara ro. (-a*.) The Nitga regions below the earth. *. ara

a NJgtt, and wfra world,

araafarr f. (-aT) The betel plant : see the next,

ataaat f. (-at) The betel plant. (Piper betel.) e. ara the infer-

nal Naga, and a*t a creeper
j

the creeper of the lower re-

gions ; also with aa added aiaaffcar.

ara^tfra m. (-a:) Gamda, the bird of Vishn'it.
1 A peacock.

1 A royal elephant. * An elephant driver or keeper. *The

chief person in a court or assembly, a. ara an elephant, v

to cherish, &c. affix aa.

ara?t* tn. (-a:) A rake : see aia<ta.

araatal f. (-at) The path of Airdvata, the milky way. k. aT*

the elephant, atat a road or path.

ar*aaa n. (-a) Minium or red lead. e. ara lead, and a*]*

production.

annsaar £ (-ar) The ichneumon plant: see arjrat. b. ara a

snake, and ^aa perfume.

araiai rn. (*aiO A plant : see aia*aT. e. aTa an elephant, and

aror a name,

arara u. (-#) Hattindpur.

arar**T f. (*ar) A stick or pole driven into a square piece of

earth in the centre of a newly dug pond, a boring rod. k. ara

a snake, and afWl end of a garment ; it is also written

ararsar f. (-aT) see arrofa.

ararfro m. (-a:) The great serpent Ananta. e. ara a serpent,

and afa* a king.

araraar ra. (-a:) Oaruda, the bird and vehicle of Vison'o. k. ara

a snake, and a^ra a destroyer
;

this and similar compounds

are also applied to the Ardta Argala, the peacock, and other

birds who are natural enemies of the serpent genus,

aiaiaa rnfn. (-ar-ar-a) Mounted or riding upon an elephant.

e. ara, and araa mounted.

anrnra ra. (-a:) 6’aruda : see araiaa. E. ara a snake, and

aaw food.

arara n. (-a) Hatttndpur or ancient Delhi, k. ara an elephant,

and araT a name.

arara Q (-a) Armour for the front or the belly,

arirat n. (-a) A breast-plate, a cuirass,

arfaaff m. (-^JO A name of fire.

ara n. (-a) * Dancing, acting. * The Carnatic, e. aa to

dance, affix *a>
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WTTO m. (-W:-wTw) An actor, acting, dancing, &c. m. ( *0 A

play, a drama : the first of the ten species of dramatic com*

positions of the first order, f. (-wt) ThecourtoflNDKA. a. to

to act or perform, WW affi

WTTBnriTW m. (-W ; ) Course or arrangement of a drama, a. WT*W

and VTW extent.

WTTafiq nfo. (-W-WT-Ef) Dramatic, a. wtto, and w aft

fT7il m. (*w:) The water melon, (Cucurbita citrullus.)

WntK m. (-wO The son of an actress.

sy
i fgall f. (-ht) A short or light comedy, the first of the Vparu-

pakat or dramas of the second order. a. TO to dance,

TO aff.

sntxr tn. (-*r:) The son of an actress, e. W*t and TO aff.

WIST m. (-<:) The son of an actress or dancing girL a. W^t,

an actress, fW aff.

WT«a n. ( W) The science or art of dancing or acting, or the

union of song, dance, and instrumental mu&ick. s. w* to

dance, affix WTW or Wl.

m^ntfvv m. (-w) Rules of dramatic representation, z. wrw

acting, xph rule, and TOT alT.

Wiwfaw m. (-EJ:) A name of Siva. a. WTW dancing, and fin?

fond of.

WTWWTWT f. (-an) A theatre, a building for dramatic exhibitions

;

according to some it should be built near the gate of a palace.

E. WT*«, and WTWT a hall.

WTWTfwr f. (*fw : ) Dramatic phraseology, a. WTW, and wfil ex-

pression.

Wlfw f. (*ffc:^ft)
1 The stalk or culm of any plant. 4 Any tu-

bular organ of the body, as an artery, a vein, an intestine,

&c. 4 The hollow stalk of a lotus, Ac. 4 A fistulous sore, a

fistula, a sinus. * A sort of bent gras9. 4 A juggling trick.

1 Deception. 4 An hour of twenty-four minutes. 4 Any pipe

or tube. 14 The. pulse, either at the hand or feet, &c. s. to
to fall ofT or from, affix w^, and or optionally added.

STlf^CT f. (-WT) An Indian hour, or twenty-four minutes. I.WTfw

the same, TO pleonasm.

WlfarTO m. (-W:) The cocoanut : see WlfCTO.

WTfTWtET n. (-T) A small reed or tube rouud which the woof is

wound ; it is then used as a shuttle, e. Wff¥ a tube, and

old cloth.

Wrfirani mfn. (-W:-WT-W)
1

Terrifying, 1 Moving the intestines,

m. (-U:) A goldsmith, a. Wlffc a tube, a hollow bambu, &c.

and TO who blows, from VT, with wi( aff

WlfTOfW mfn. (-w:-WVw) Who or what drinks or sucks through

a tube. 1 . Wifr a pipe, w to drink, affix WT^.

WlfcTO *0 . (*u) An esculent root, (Arum colocasia.) a. wrfr a

tube, TO a leaf.

WTf**row n. (*w) The celestial equator, a wrfr, and to*w

a sphere.

WT^tiw m. (-W0 The cocoanut : see Wlfiriw.

WT#tW n. (-W) An esculent root, (Arum colocasia.) a.Wrifta
tube, TOC to go or grow, affix .

WTtftTOW m. (*W :
) A bird in general, e. writ » tube, TOW a

foot.

WTTfary m - (*T
:
)

' A crow. 4 The name of a holy teacher or

saint.
1 The name of a fabulous crane, a. wiwt a stalk, and

a leg or thigh.

Wr#riTTT m. (-Y') ' A sort of poison : ace WTWTW. * An astro-

loger. * A ravisher, a debaucher. e. wrwl an Indian.hour, and

TOT a wave also wrCtWTTFW.

wnrtww m. (-TO) Bnhta, one of S iva’s followers, a. wnft a

tube, and WW the body
j
as thin.

WTTtWTO n. (-d) The planet of a person's nativity, a. wi^,

and WTO an asterism.

wnrtfrow m. (-W:) A name of BkhIngi, one of S’iva’s chief

attendants. k. WiTt a pipe, aud fwTO the body) also

wnftWTO Ac.

WiitTO m. (-TO) An ulcer, a. WTWt a sinus, and iw a sore.

WTTtWTW m. (-TO) A name of Beiringi : see W-wt^T-

WTTO n. (-W) A coin, or any thing struck or stamped with an

impression.

WTTOWftWT f.
( wr) Assaying, e. WTTO, and wftWT trial.

WTTOWttfWW m. (-Wt) An aasayer. a. WTWW> and wflfwi who

tria

WTW n. (*^)
1
Praise, eulogium. 4 Surprise, wonder, m. (*W:)

S iva. * A sage. a. to to bow, yw affix, w is dropped, and

the short radical vowel made long.

WTW (w) WT^ r. 1st cL (WTWfw-W) 1 To ask or beg. • To
bless.

1 To destroy. 4 To have wealth or power. 1 To be

deceased.

WTW m. (-W*.)
1 A master, a lord.

1 A name of S'iva, especially in

the form of a Linga

;

it is usually compounded with some word

relating to the legendary history of the Linga f as Somandiha,

the Linga set up by Soma, Ac. * A name adopted by a class of

Yogu, as Go&ailbnatu, Ac. 4 A rope passed through the nose,

of a draft ox. a. wrw to ask, (from whom.) and WTO aff.

WTWWW mfn. (EIW-toTto) Dependant, subservient, subject,

a. WTW master, and W^W poss. aff

wrwwfc m. (•(<•) An animal bridled by the nose. s. WTW the

string, ^ to take, TW aff

WtWWTT n»fn. (-W:-wVwi^ 'faking or carrying a master, Ac. E. WTW,

^ to take, WW aff.

WTW ,n - (^)
1 Sound in general. A semicircle, used especially

as an abbreviation or hieroglyphick in mystical works, a. WW
to sound, affix to. *

wjfww mfn. (-wt-fwwt*fw) or what sounds. a. w< to

sound, fw»W aff.

WTTO (-W.-Wl-T) Ocean or river-born, marine, aqualick.

n.
( w)

1 Sea salt. Antimony, f. (-^t)
1 A sort of reed

growing usually near water, (Calamus fasciculatus, Rox.)

* A plant, (Premna herbacea, Rox.) * The orange. 4 A tree

:

see WTOt. * The China rose. a. WW * river or the sea, and

TO affix, fern, affix WVuj also with added, in the fern,

form WT^fWWr f. (-WT)

WTW (W) WTW r. 1st cl. (WTWW) J To ask or beg. 4 To bless.

4 To destroy. 4 To have wealth or power. 4 To be deceased,

W1WT ind.
1 Without, except 1 Many, various. 4 Double or two-

fold. a. TO[ negative, and WTW aff.
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wrwrwfw ra. (fa) A musical instrument of mote then one tone.

x. WTWT various, end s*fa sound,

WTWTTW mfn. (-W**-WT-W) Of different flavours, x. WTW7, end WW

flavour.

WTWIVW mfn. (-sr.-WT-ai) Variegated, of many colours, x. WTWF,

and TTX colour.

WTW1WW mfn. (-y^y) Multiform, various, e. WTW7 venous,

and yy form.

WTWH^ mfn. (.^i-yr-w) Variegated, many-coloured, x. WTWT,

end VI colour.

WTWlfay mfn. (-W. -wr it) ' In various ways. * Of various sorts

or kinds, x. WTWT, and fww kind.

W I W 5y mfn. (-W>WT-W) Improper, unusual, not right or custo-

mary. n. w not, WW according to, WW fromw to be, to be

fixed or determined.

W l ftkWT m. (-*.) The speaker of the prologue to a drama : see

WT^twy.

WT**1 f. (-«^t) ' Eulogium of a king, or praise of a deity, recited

in benedictory verses at the commencement of a religious

ceremony, or the opening of a drama
;
it most usually signi-

fies the kind of blessing pronounced as a prologue to a Nat'aka

or play. * Prosperity, thriving, increase x. wfy to be happy,

in the causal form, affix TW, and wfa; delighting the gods,

be. or procaring happiness for mankind.

WPytw ro. (w:) A post in a door-way, set up for good luck,

x. WT^f prosperity, IT to ritakc, affix y
Xialav m. (y:) The speaker of the prologue or prelude of a

drama, x. wi*S1 as above, wy who makes ; also with the

vowel made short, wrfHwy.

WT^faw m. (*:) The lid or cover of a well

WT^twyf m. (-W:) * The lid or cover of a well. The class of

male progenitors to whom the Ndndi-mvkA* Srdddka is ad-

dressed. f. (wt) A female ancestor sharing in the same,

n. (-if) * A species of the Serkari metre. • A Sraddha or fu-

neral obsequies performed on Joyous occasions, as initiation,

marriage, Ac. in which nine balls of meat arc offered to the

deceased father, paternal grandfather, and great grandfather

;

to the maternal grandfather, great grandfather, and great

great grandfather
;
and to the mother, paternal grandmother,

and paternal great grandmother, x. WT»ft good fortune, WW
principal.

m. <-e>* The speaker of the prologue or introduc-

tion to a drama- * A drummer, one who beats a drum at

festivals, he. x wt^I as above, and WTfaw who speaks.

Wrfa ind. Not even. x. W not, and wfa even.

unfair m. (-If.) A barber, a, w negative, 'WTW to obtain, (re-

spect,) WW Unbdi affix, and yw augment.

WlfV«WMil f. (-WT) A barber s shop. a. wrfaw, and WTWTT house

;

also with XTW added in the fcm. form, Wlfrv^lfWT f. (-WT).

Wffawt m. (I*:) The business of a barber, x. Wlfaw, and WW aff.

WTWW m. (-WP) A myrobalan, (Terminalia chebula.)

wifa f. (-fvp.-wt)
1 The nave of a wheel. * Musk. mf. (-fit: and

fit', or tft) The navel, m. (-fit:)
1 An emperor, a sovereign, a

lord paxtunount. • A king, a chief, • A Kihdriya or Hindu

6 A

of the regal and military tribe. * The son of PriyavxatA. * A

race, a family, n WW to bmd, Unadi affix Tfa, and W sub-

stituted for y.

srrfwwwzw m. (-yp) Ruptured or protruded navel, e. wrfa a

navel, and xrazw a thorn.

WlfawWWi A prominent or ruptured navel, x. WTfa, and

XTf a ball or lump.

yrfawrww m. (-w:) A prominent or ruptured navel, e. wrfit,

and jrrww a lump or ball.

Wlfa^<y n. (-4) Division of the umbilical cord. e. wrfit, and

WWW cutting.

wrfiw m. C«r:) Brahma, k. wifa navel, and m born , Brahma

appearing from the lotus which sprung from the navel of

VisBNtr.

wrfawwrw m. (-wrt) Brahma, e. WTfa the navel, and WWW
birth : see the last

Wlfawfat f.(-wf) The umbilical cord x.wrfa, and WTWt a

vessel.

WlfawTWT f. (-WT) The umbilical cord. a. WTfa the navel, and

WTWT a string, a vessel.

strfsnj m. (-tf) Brahma, i. wrfit. and W born : see Wifay.

Wlfw x 4t n, (-W)
1 Division of the umbilical cord. a

Umbilical

hernia. * Corpulency, x. WTfa, and WWW increasing.

Wiwtw n. (-W) 1 The groin of a woman. * A prominent or rup-

tured navel * Pain, • The hollow of the navel *. wrfit the

navel, ww aff.

WTW mfn. ( W-WT-W) Umbilical, of or relating to the navel

b. WTfa the navel, and ww aff.

wmrww m. (- if:) The hollow or pit of the navel x. WTfit a

navel, WTWW a round.

WTW i*d. A particle implying, 1 Certainty. * Possibility. • Anger.

• Reproach. 1 Consent, promise. • Recollection. * Surprise.

• Pretence, &c. as faWTWWT W1W wwifww: Htmditiya, evidently

the king of mountains, yy WTW 3far wfawfa SfTA will perhaps

be here, &c. x. ww to call or address, affix W, deriv. irr.

wmwyw u. (-w) Naming a child first after birth, a. WTW, and

WTW making.

WTWWW n. (-W) Addressing by name. x. WfW, and WW taking;

also wrwtww

W lwyTy ift f. (-Wt) A religious ceremony, worshipping Dcroa fiaily

under one of twelve appellations, x. WTW, and liyyt twelfth.

WTWWW n. (-W) A name or appellation. x. wm a name, and

WW affi

WTWW n. (-W) A name, an appellation, e. WT to be minded or

remembered, wfaw Un adi affix, deriv. irr.

WTWWW m. (-V-WT-W) Dead, deceased, m. (-W) Dyin^ death,

x. WIW » name, and WW end.

W IHIMUW n». (-W:) Abusing a respectable object, as a pious man,

a deity by name. k. WTW, and xpnCTW offence.

WTfww mfn. (-W:-WT-W) Bant, bent down, bowed. X. WW to

bow, causal form, n aff.

WfW m. (-WO
1 Guiding, directing, (morally or physically.)

• Policy. * Obtaining. * Means, expedient, x. ^1 to guide,

8cc. affix W or WW, also with WT^ affix WW.
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WTWW m (-W:)
1 A guide, a leader, a conductor, * A chief,

a head, pre-eminent, principal. * A general, a commander.

4 The central gem of a necklace. 4
(In Erotick poetry,)

The man, the husband or lover, f. (-fwwi)
1 A mistress, a

wife, the female in the amatory poetry of the Hindu*. 4 A

sort of goddess, an inferior form of Durgx, and attendant

upon her : there arc eight Ndyikat. e. tft to guide, ajuf aff.

WTWWTfkw m. (-W:) A king, a sovereign prince, a. WTWW a chief,

and wfww lord.

WTT mfn. (.T:*^t-T)
1 Relating to men, human, mortal, Ac.

• Spiritual, nf. (-T-TT) Water, m. (-TO A calf. n. (-T) A mul-

titude of men. *. WT> and wp» affix or w negative, W to go,

WW aff.

Wirw mfn. (-Wt-Eft-W) Infernal, hellish, m. (WT) Hell or the

• infernal regions, t. WTW hell, WW aff,

W iyfifW mfn. Hft-fw^)-fw) Infernal, being in hell, condemned

to or deserving it. «. WTTWf, and Tf*T aff.

WFCSftw m. (-W:)
1 A sort of worm. * A deceiver, one who dis-

appoints expectations excited by himself.

WTTT m. ( T;
)

' The juice of the pepper plant * An animal,

one of twins.
4 A catamite. 4 The orange tree. *. WIT

many men, and w who goes.

•ftr^ ni. (-%t) A name of Naked*, the son of Brahma, and one

of the ten divine Muni* or RUhis ,* he is a friend of KrIshn'a,

a celebrated legislator, and inventor of the l 'in a or lute.

*. WTT men, and W) to give, (instruction,) w affix ; or WTT

water, and t who gives ; offering sacrifices to the manes.

WTCTW m. (-W:
)

1 An iron arrow. (K. WIT men, WTWF before WW
to eat or consume, affix W

,
destroying hosts of men.) 4 A

bad or cloudy day. 4 A species of the Dkriti metre, (s. wry

water, WTWW to spit, affix W.) f. (-W)) A goldsmith's scales, a

fine or assay balance, e. WTTTW an iron arrow, and dimi-

nutive affix ;
also with WW added in the fem. form, WTTTfwWT

f.(-WT)

WKHW m. (-W>)
* A name of Vishn u, but especially considered

as the deity who was before all worlds. * A sage, the son of

Dherma, a manifestation of Visun'u. ' A valiant combatant,

f. <-*) 1 A name of Dusoa. 4 A name of Lak&hmI, the god-

dess of prosperity, and wife of Vishnu. Ganca. 4 A plant,

(Asparagus raccmosa.) e. WITT the primeval waters, derived

from WT the spirit of God, whence they originated, and WWW
place of coining or moving ; he who moved over the waters

before creation : the word hss Several etymologies, as WT the

spirit or soul of the universe, WW affix, WTT appertaining

to it, the actions or emotions of the soul, and WWW pervad-

ing, influencing j
again WIT multitudes, mankind, and WWW

place
:
present amongst all men, Ac.

WKTWWW* n. (-W) Four cubits on either side of the stream of

the Ganges, k. WTTTWW, and ^W shrine.

WTTTWWWW n. (-W) An oil of great reputed efficacy in many com-

plaints, expressed from a variety of plants, k. WTTTWW, and

WW oil.

MKHWflw mfn. (-W-WT-W) Attached to KrIshna or Vishhu.

m. (-W0 Siva. b. WTTTWW, and faw fond of.

WTTTWWTW n. (-it) A weapon of undefined form and mystical

nature, t. WTTTWW, and ww weapon.

wrRw mfti. (-W:-w)-w) 1 Watery, aqueous. 4
Spiritual, e. WT

or WTT, and WW aff.

WffTWT ro. (*T:) The cocoanut: see the next

wrftwfw mf. (*w:«*!) The cocoanut e. Wlfrw watery (place),

^T to go or grow, affix w> and W optionally changed to

W; also with T’1*? and w being substituted for

W, WTfWwT, Ac.

WTT) f. (-Tt) ' A woman in general, a female. 4 A species of the

Madhya metre. *. WT a man, w*T and wtw aff

WTttWTW m. (-W :
) A king of the solar line, the son of

Asmara.

WT^twW mf. (-W:-^)) The cocoanut. f, (-wt) Fermented liquor

made from the water of the cocoanut : see wTfrww, Ac.

wrrtw n. (-W) An esculent root. Arum colocaata : sec wrwtW-

WTftnTTW m. (EP) A catamite, x. WTT) a woman, WTT caprici-

ous, and ww affix of comparison.

WTftT^1 n - (“^) A vice or breach of duty in a woman, ofwhich

six cases are reckoned, drinking spirits, keeping bad com-

pany. quitting a husband, rambling abroad, and sleeping or

dwelling in a strange house, e. wry) a woman, ^WW defect

wrflwwr m. (-t:) Libertinism, lechery. a, WTT), and WWT addic-

tion.

WTT’TWTW n. (-if) A litter or other conveyance for women, t. WTT),

and WTW a carriage.

wrabr m- (-TO The orang£ tree ; also WTWTT.

WTW mfn. (-W’-WT orW)-g$) ‘ A hollow or tubular stalk, the stalk

of the water lily, Ac. 4 Any pipe or tube. n. (-W) Yellow orpd-

ment. f. (-w)) 1 A stalk or culm. * An instrument for perfor-

ating an elephant s ear.
4 A period of time, a Gkari, twenty-

four minutes. 4 Any tubular vessel of the body. 4 The pulse.

k. WW to bind, affix w. fem. affix WTW, and W)w, Ac.

WTfw f. (-fw:) Any tubular vessel of the body. e. W interchanged

with w : see wrfw.

wrfww m. (-wr:) A buffalo, n. (-w) A lotos, f. (-wr)
1 A tubular

stalk. * An instrument for piercing an elephant's ear. 4 A
plant, commonly Vharmagkdt. 4 A sort of potherb, (Hibiscus

cannabinus.) 4 Any plant growing on a hollow stem, as San,

safflower, a mushroom, Ac. e. WTW) as above, and wrw aff.

WTfwWT m. (-T:) The cocoanut. b. ww to bind, affix TW, wrfw

a leaf, Ac. w air, wind, and TT what goes; fluttering in the

wind.

Wlfwwf- m. (-^:) A raven or the carrion crow. e. wifw a tube,

and nrfT the leg.

WlfwwT f. (*WT) An eaculent root, (Arum colocasia.)

wrw)w m. (-W:)
1 An arrow. 4 A dart, a javelin, a pike. * A

lotus.
4 The fibrous stalk of the lotus, n. (-W) An assemblage

of lotus flowers, b. wtw) a fibrous stalk, affix aW.

wnfftfwaft f. (*Wt) A multitude of lotus flowers, e. WFW)W, and

Tfw »ff-

WTfStirw m. (-W:) A fistulous or sinous sore: see wr*)JW, W and

W being interchanged.

wrffHV mfu. ( Ninth. c. mi
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wrfw* rnfii. (-w.-H-m) Belonging to » read, a boat, be. m. (_*)

1 The helmsman of a vessel, the steersman, the pilot * A
sailor r. f I a boats affix 5PT.

WTW mfn. (-w:-WT-*i) ' Navigable. • Belonging to a boat. n. (-W)

Newness, novelty, a. WT a boat or vessel, and WW affix
j
or Wft

new, WW aff.

WTW m. (-w:)
1 Annihilation, loss, destruction, disappearance.

* Death. 1 Flight, retreat.
4 Abandonment, desertion. (In

Arithmetic,)
1 Elimination, ft. WW to cease to be, affix

wm
WTWW n. (-w) Destruction, perishing, ft. WW to perish, affix tgfe

WTWWW mfn. (-WW-W^I-WW ) Destroying, annihilating, ft- WW to

perish, causal form, IT* affi

WTfww mfn. (-W.-WT-W) Destroyed, ft. WW to perish, causal

form, nr aff.

Wlfww mfn.
1 Destructive, destroying, a destroyer.

* Perishing, being lost or destroyed, a. wit to cease to be, in

the causal form, affix Tfw ;
or WTW. and Tfw *ff

wrfww mfn. (-w:-wt-w) Belonging or relating to any thing lost,

m. (-W.) The owner of any thing lost ft. wW, and WW aff.

WTW?n no. du. (-WT) Tl* two sons of As’wiNf, and physicians of

Steerga. f. (-WIT) The constellation As’wiNf. k. w not,

impure.

WTWT f. (*WT)
1 The nose. * The upper timber of a door. ft. WW

to sound, to stand, WTW aff.

WTWTfinft f. (-Wt) A sort of bird
j
also wfwWT. ft. WTWT the nose,

fww cut, fern, affix WtW-

WI Wlwfw*TWW m. (-W:) Wearing the nose-ring in the right nos-

tril by women who have money and children, e. WTWT the

nose, the right, and wnr^ a turning.

WTWTWTW m. (-Ws) The upper timber of a door : see WTWT.

Wl WTWTW m. (-wO Thickening of the membrane of the nose,

stoppage of the nostrils, k. WTWT, and WTW binding.

WTWTwfl"WTW m.(-W:) Running at the nose. a. WfWT, and wftWTW

flow.

wrwTTTnf n. (-*¥) The nostril, k. WTWT, and tW a hole.

WTWTW m. (-W-.) A plant, commonly JKdyapkal : see WWWW.

ft. WTWT the nose, and ^ to cut, affix w.

wrwrww m. (-W*.) The bridge of the nose. ft. WTWT, and WW
bambu.

WtWlklwn sE m. (-^:) Wearing the nose-ring in the left nostril, a

mark of sorrow or distress, e. WTWT the nose, WTW the left

side, wrirft a turning.

WlWTWTW m. (-w*-) Dryness of the nostrils, ft. WTWT, and WTW

drying.

.

Wrfwwww mfn. (-W-WT-W) Blowing or breathing through the

nose, snoring, Ac. ft, wrfwwT the nose, WTT to blow, Ac. affix

WW.

Wifww^iw mfn, (-w-ft-W) Drinking through the nose. k. wrfwwT,

and WW to drink, affix WW.

WrfwWl f. (-WT)
1 The nose. * The upper timber, or nose as it

were, of a door. 1 A name of the nymph Aiwmi. ft. WTWT as

above, affix WW, fern. form.

5nflr*nt n. (-*) The tip of the nose. *. anil end.

Wlfwwiww n. (-W) The mucus of the nose, snot. ft. wiftwi, and

WW excrement ; it may also be WTWTWW.

Wlfww m. du. (-WWT) 'rhe two sons of Aatcini. n. (-Wft) The nose.

ft. WTfawTT, and WW affix of identity or descent,

wrfwwww n. (-W) The nose. ft. WW added to the preceding.

WTWtT n. («w) Advancing or skirmishing in front of an army,

leaving the line, and defying the enemy by shouts and ges-

tures. m. (-W-)
r

Hie van, or a champion who advances before

the line. ft. WTW to sound, affix ‘i’CW-

snfw ind. Nonexistence, not so, it is not. *. w negative, and

wfw is, third person singular present tense of WW to be.

snfww m. (-w:) An atheist, but applied by the orthodox Hindi*,

to any one who denies the divine authority of the y(da*,

or doubts the legends of the Purina*, b. wrfw there is not

(a god, Ac.) and 8W aff.

Wl fww WT f. (-WT) Atheism, denial of the deity, of a future state,

of the divinity of the Vida* ; 'fiaudtThum, heresy, Ac. r. wwr

abstract affix added to the preceding , also with w, WTfajWW,

or with WW affix ftlfwwt.

sflfaWf n. (Wft) Infidelity, atheism, ft. WTfww, and WW aff.

mfWWW m - (-W0 The mango tree.

snfwrw n. (-if) Nonexistence, ft. «ft added to wrfwi ;
also with

WW affix WTfwWT.

smn n. (*^) The rein of an ox passed through the septum of

the nostrils, k. WTWT the nose, WW *ff.

WTW m. (-W;) * Binding, confinement. • A trap, a snare for

catching deer, Ac. * Obstruction in any organ or secretion of

the body, as costivencsa, Ac. ft. WW to bind, affix ww.

inWW m. (-wn) A man of a barbarous or outcast tribe.

WTwfw m. (-fv) The name of a king
j
also Yaya'ti. ft. WWW. and

WW affix of descent.

fw:wnw mfn. (-w-WT-W) Causeless, unfounded, k. fwy: n«g.

WTTW cause.

fmWTWW n, (M) Expulsion, exile, turning out. ft. fWT, and WW

to go, causal form, WTW affix
j

also fwwnTW.

mfn. (-W-WT-16 Turned out or forth, expelled, removed,

ft. fw^ out, WW to go, in the causal form, affix yg ;
also

fw*WTfww and fwrwifwW and fwwrfww.

fw=WTlww mfn. (-w:*WI-lf) Expelled, turned out «. fw: for fw^

out, WTfwW cauaed to go, also fw^jifww.

fW:w* mfn. (-w.-WT-xf) Having none of the military tribe, (a city

Ac.) ft. fww not, WW a Ktheiriya.

f*:fw* mfn. (-TT-WT-W) ‘ Thrown or sent away. * Spent 'Passed.

a. flrw before fww to throw, Ac. affix w-

fw:fww tnd.
1 Having thrown or sent away. • Having spent, (as

time.) • Having wiped away, (as tears,) Ac. ft. fw^ before fWR

to throw, and W8W aff

ft:WW m. (-W**)
1 Throwing, sending, putting away. * Spending.

• Passing, (as time.)
4 Wiping away, (as tears.) a. fWT^ and

fWW to throw, war aff

fwisw mfn. (-w:-wr-i) Gloomy, dark, obscured, r. fw: for

privative, and win light
j

also f«PWW.

firww mfn. ( ws-wt-w; Fruitless, barren, ft. fif^neg- TW fruit,

more commonly
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fsr-.itTO mfn. (-w>-WMfr Undoubted, *. fw for fkK, WTO doubt.

fspiTW mfn. (-ffp*¥T-Y) Fearless, B.fro;, and WTT apprehension.

f^TWTOT mfa. (W-WT*^) Solitary, private, a. fir for fspc pri-

vative, and JTVTOT the mama; not even frequented by birds

;

al.Mj fsrrwwTWT.

fV-TO* mfn. ( '**[*{) Silent, voiceless, b. fart for fan;, and

XT** sound.

m. (~Wi) Rice without any awn or beard, c. fw for fro.

and 32T* beard of corn.

fir:TO info. (W‘-WT-q) Complete, entire, s. fir* for fw^ negative,

and its remainder; also farr^v.

f^T-TTMi mfn. (-ut:-wr-ai) Cleansed, cleared, purified. a. fap for

fare implying completion, and itnn pare ; also fVtr ivj.

fapTOWt l (-^1) Wooden steps, a ladder, a staircase, b. fw: for

fwq out, forth, fa to go, affix It?) also with TOT affix, and

Xfk added, fatxrfrot

favifa f. (-fai-^l)
1 A ladder or staircase, a flight of steps.

* The wild date tree. b. fit: for fa^ implying certainty, and

wwt a line j also froTOt.

fa:^TO n. (-V?:)
1 Final beatitude, the release of the soul from

the body, and its reunion with the primary and universal

spirit. * Happiness, welfare. ' Knowledge, learning. * Belief,

faith, devotedness. * Apprehension, conception, m. (-WT0 A
name of S'iva. *. fir* for fro; implying eternity or certainty,

best, TO* added ; also farow
far:VW n. (-si) * Sighing, &c. * Breathing out. *. far, and

TOW breathing.

farwfTO mfn. ( W- -WT-tf)
1 Sighed, sighing. * Breathing out.

n. (-11) * Expiration. * Sighing, e. f*nr, and TO to breathe,

«aff.

fsfranfl rad. Having sighed, b. fine* and srw to breathe, affix W?.

fa:WTW an. (-VT;)
1 Breathing out, expiration. * Sighing. B.fqrr.

and ww to breathe, wwaff.

fspsnTOTW mfn. (-W:-WT-1T) Sorrowful, sighing, e. fa;TOJ, and

TJTTf best.

farTOW md. 1 A particle of reproof, (improperly, unseasonably.)

• A term of regret, (alas!) a. fane not, TO equal to, r is

changed to VTsar#*, and W becomes w.

fsTTO mfn. (-T-.'TT-T) ‘ Separated, unconnected. Regardless,

indifferent, free from attachment or desire. *. not, TO
association.

mfn. (-W:-*TW) Senseless, insensible, x. fan; not, Hi
sign of life.

fa:TOl mfn. (-«W:-<qT-«*l) False, untrue. B. not, TOJ true.

fa:WTOT f. (-HT) Insincerity, falsehood, b. fair neg. hptt
truth.

fanTOI mfn.’(-ir:-WT-wi) 1 Weak, impotent. • Insignificant, mean,

low. * Nonexistent. * Insubstantial, a. (-it)
1 Insignificance,

absence of power or consideration. 1 Nonexistence,

neg. TO substance, &c.

farwfa mfn. (fas:-fa:-fa) Firm, well-knit, compact.

not, wfhi junction
;
the joints of which are not perceivable.

fW-TOinr m. (-*:) Midnight, b. far neg. TOJHT going, from TO
to go, with TO prefix, and gs^ affi

•

fa:WTW n. (-w) ’ Death, dying. * A means or expedient. "Exit,

a going forth or out. * Final beatitude. * The entrance into

a house or town, &c. the gate, the gate-way. a. fro forth or

out, TOW place, means or act of going,

fa:TO mfn. (*’f:-qr-t)
1
Intolerable, unbearable. * Irresistible.

• Unable to support or bear. b. fa^ neg. TO bearing,

firto* »• (*W) * Inability to bear or support. * Impatience,

unendurance, k. fa:TO. and ax affix ; also with TOT, fsr:TOWT.

fa:WTHW mfn. (-W*-Wl*sO Bold, fearless, a. far, and WTTO fear.

farWTC: mfn. (-T:“TT-*C)
1 Sapless, pithless. 1 Worthless, vain,

insubstantial, ra. (-K’)
1 A plant, (Trophis aspera.) 1 Going

forth, f. (-XT) The plantain, a. fa^ privative, TO: essence,

pith ; or far out, % to go, TOT aff.

n. (-sr)
1 Going forth or out. a The entrance of a bouse

or town, &c. the passage, the road of ingress and egress.

b. fro: forth or out, and WITO place of going : see fa;TOW.

fa:wrfrw mfn. (-TT-WT-^) Turned forth or out, expelled, dis-

missed. R far out, and Wlfall caused to go.

filTO mfo- (*W:-WT-W)
1 Disagreeable, distressing. * Unhappy.

e. fTO neg. TO pleasure.

fa-.xpT mfn. Uone forth or ouL E.fro, and % io go,

affix W*

far^fa mfn. (-T-TT-W)
1 Dry, not greasy or unctuous. • Cold,

insensible, unfeeling, i (-WT) Linseed, (Linurn utilitixaimum.)

b. fro; forth, -out, and wfa oil ; whence oil is extracted or

expressed, &c. or fwr privative, 9T oil or affection.

fhf.TO mfn. (-V-TT-T)
1 Free from desire. * Disregarding, in-

different to. b. f«w; aeg- WTT wish.

m. (-WI) The moisture or water of boiled ri$c. b. f*T

forth, and WTW wbat is oozing.

f*T;U mfn. (-«:-fn-^i) Poor, indigent, x. fro; not, nothing, H
own property.

f mfn. (--y-Y-X) Iniipu), UwUlcM. ». neg. WTX
sweet.

fif tnd.
1 In, within ;

on, upon : a particle and prefix. * A nega-

tive or prohibitive particle. * A particle implying certainty,

affirmation, proximity, continuance, doubt, intensity, ful-

ness, &c. see the following compounds,

fro* mfn. (-vt-Z(-T) 1 Near, proximate. * Kinless, solitary.

h. fit, and STTOT affix; or fw prefixed to to to go to or

towards, affix TOI

fWTO m. (-K*-)
* A flock or multitude. * A heap, a bundle.

Pith, sap, essence. • Suitable or proper gift • A treasure,

especially belonging to Kevins : see fsrfV s. fw in or upon,

w to throw, affix TO-

fTOTO m- (*^0
1 An open space or sort of play-ground in or

near a town. * A court at the entrance to a house. * A neigh-

bourhood. *. fw, with TOW ploughing i so prepared.

fWTO m. (-W-) The touch-stone, f, (-Wf) The mother of the imps

or goblins, b. far prefixed to TO to injure, affix V.

fTOTO **d.
1 Near, proximate. * In the middle, betwixt, be-

tween. a. fir prefixed to TO to hurt, Un idi affix WT.

faa ximai m. (-wit) A Rdkikata, a sort of goblin, b, fffTOt the

mother of the race, and TOTOI a sen.
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fhWW ra. (-V) A touch-stone : ace fwww.

fnnn n. adv. (-W) Voluntarily, willingly, implying certainty,

a. fW, WTW will.

fwwiW m. (-W:)
1 An assemblage of peraons performing like du-

ties, a congregation, an audience. 4 A flock, a multitude.

* A butt, a mark. 4 A bouse, a habitation. 1 The Supreme

Being. *.fw in or within, to collect, affix W^, and ¥ sub-

stituted for the radical initial.

fawnxw m. (-m:) A house, a. as above : see fwWTW, derir. irr.

faptn: m. (-T:)
1 Opposition, contradiction. * Injury, wrong,

offence. * Wickedness; malice.
4 Abuse, reproach, disrespect.

* Raising, tossing or lifting up. 4 Piling or winnowing corn,

s. fw depreciative prefix, ls to make, or ^ to throw, affix

W^or ww.

fhmjw n. (M) Killing, slaughter, a. fir prefixed to W to injure,

affix xjw.

fsrwrw m. (-W:) Rubbing, a. fw before WTW to hurt, W*T aff.

fwWTW mfn. (-W.-WT-^) Like, (in composition:) see W*twrrW.

(vp^« m. (-W0 A measure of capacity equal to £th of a

AWaro. a. fw before 'yfw to be small, affix WW.

fn yfww mfn. (-Wt-WT-W) Contracted, a. fw in, and curved,

fwyv mo. (>q|uqi) An arbour, a bower, a place overgrown

with creepers, a. fir expletive, and ‘y* an arbour,

firywt m. (-WD)
1 The son of Kirnsoak eitn'a, the brother of

Ravam'a.
4 A plant, (Croton polyandrum.) a. ^ the earth

to be, affix 1W, and fw prefixed.

fsrjtfwiWT f- (-WTT) A place where offerings with fire are made.

a, fw before JPW a jar, affi

fw^VWT n. (-«i) A flock or multitude; also fwjWWTW. *• fw

before flT to divide or cut, affix W*WW, and w substituted for

the penultimate
;

also read fwjwwi.

fwfnr mfn. (-Wt-WT-W)
1 Dishonest, wicked, perverse. * Re-

moved, set aside, dismissed. * Tricked, cheated, deceived.

* Injured, afflicted.
1 Low, base, vile. a. f% prefixed to WW to

cut, affix W.

fwwfw f. (-fir.)
* Wickedness, dishonesty. * Abuse, reproach.

4 Rejection, removal. 4 Poverty, indigence, a. fw prefixed to

nr to cut, affix fw,

fwlTW mfn. (-¥'*-¥T-¥) Outcast, despised, low, vile. K. fw prefixed

to irw to make furrows, to revile or despise, affix WT-

fwiwiw m. (-W-) Piling or collecting repeatedly, a. fw before

fw to gather, reit. v., WW aff.

fwww m. (-w:) A house, a habitation, a. fw in, fww to dwell,

affix WW; also with ¥¥ affix fwWiWW.

fwwwwr n. (-W) A house, a dwelling, k. wrw added to fwww.

fwwrww n. ( w) A house, a habitation, ra. (-w:
) An onion, a. sec

fwww-

fwWiWW m. (-*:) A tree, (AHangium hexapetalurn.) a. fw

prefixed to yw to be crooked, affix also derived from

to surround, fwwhvwr; also with w* pleonasm added,

fair**.

fills m. (-W0
1 A musical tone or sound. 4 Any sound, e. f*r

prefixed to to sound, WR affix ; also with W^ affix fWHTW
in. (-w:-)

5 B

Amt

fw* r. 1st cl (fwwfw) To kiss s see fVw.

fwww n. (*af) Kissing, a. fww to kiss, W? a/f

fwWT f. (-WT) A nit. a. fww to meditate, Un’Adi affix w.

fwfww mfn. (-i:-fT-p)
1 Rejected, abandoned, foregone, given or

thrown away. 4 Deposited, pawned, pledged. • Thrust into,

placed in.
4 Sent, sent off or away. a. fw implying absolutely

or internally, and fww thrown away, Ac.

fwfwMff mfn. (-WW-W^I-WW) Throwing or placing in or upon.

a fw before to throw, affix WW.

fw^w m. (-T) 1 A pledge, a deposit in general, or one which ii

counted or particularised in presence of the receiver, and

left without cover or seal. * Abandoning, parting with,

throwing away. 4 Sending or putting away. 4 Wiping, dry-

ing. a. fw prefixed to fww to throw or reject, affix WW.

fw^J mfn. (-WT-wl-H) Who or what places or deposited m.

(-IT) A depositor, a pawner or pledger, a. fw before f^W to

throw, W'Waff.

mfn. (-^:-saT-wf) Dwarfish, a dwarf, n. (-i5) A billion,

a. fw certainly, verily, *4 short, &c.

fwwmr mfn. (-W-WT W) 1 Dug, dug up, excavated. * Fixed in the

ground as a stake, a. fw before WW to dig, n aff.

fwfhRT mfn. (-W:-*r-¥) All, entire, complete, a. fw negative,

fww defective.

fvnrw mo. (-W--W) An iron chain for the feet, a fetter, but espe-

cially the heel chains of an elephant, a. fw not, WW to drop,

(to drop off,) affix *w.

Draft w mfn. (-Wt-WT-W) Bound, tied, chained, Ac. a. f*|WW a

chain, TWWT aff.

fwww m. (•**) The smoke of a burnt offering or sacrificial fire,

a. fif implying certainty, prefixed to WW to estimate, affix w

;

by which the presence of fire is indicated,

fwww m (*W0
1 Speech, speaking, discourse. * Audible recita-

tion of prayers or charms, a. fw affirmative prefix, w*

speech.

fwwww mfn. (-KW-w^ft-^w) Speaking,"saying, speaking to, ad-

dressing. a. fwww to apeak, WW aff.

fwwftw mfn. (-W:*WT-W) Said, spoken. a. fw before ww to speak,

n aff.

fwwfwwwir mfn. (-wrsj-WTTt’WW) Speaking, having spoken.

k. fw before WW to speak, WWTJ" aff.

fwww m. (-w:)
1 A town, a city.

4 A market, a fair.
4 Holy-wri^

the V(d*$ collectively.
4 A road, a market road. * Trade,

traffick.
4 A camp or caravan of itinerant dealers, as Ban-

jaras, Ac. ' Certainty, assurance. E.fw affirmative prefix, WW

to go, affix W ; by which people go, Ac.

fwwww n. (-vf) ' Certain or logical conclusion, the winding op

of a syllogism.
4 Going, a. fw, and WWW going,

fwww m. (*.') Eating, .wallowing, i. fw in, a to .wallow,

affix WTJ.

fwJTT— n, (-W) Eating, swallowing, m. (-W.)
1 The throat, the gul-

let.
s Smoke of a burnt offering, a. far prefixed to * to swal-

low, affix wr.

fwinx m. ( -x) Speech, diKOune. a, fw before to .peak,

affix W*l j also fif**
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ftnnT m. (-*:) Swallowing. b. fV prefixed to * to swallow, affix

WW; also fmrr.

fwanw m. (*w:) The throat or neck of a horse, e. fir before WW

to eat, affix WW.

fwWTWWI^ m. (-WIW) A horse, t. fajnu as above, and

aff.

fwtftw mfn. (-W:-WT-Wy Sung, said. e. far, and WtW sung,

fww in. (-*!) The mind, the faculty of feeling and reasoning.

a, fw affirmation, m? to go, affix ¥.

fw»¥ mfn. (-¥;-¥T-^)
1 Profound, obscure. • Hidden, concealed,

rru (*¥:) A sort of wild bean: see ipf. e. fw before *¥ to

hide or conceal, affix *.

fipjpw mfn. (.^:-wr-w) Having a hidden sense or purpose,

a. fww9, and meaning.

fw*rifc! mfn. (-¥:-¥!•¥)
1 To be hid or concealed. 1 To be pro-

tected or defended, e. fw before W% to conceal, wr^fw^aff*

mfn. (-W: -irr-Tf) * Assailed, attacked. * Harassed, spoil-
|

ed. * Seized, arrested.
4 Restrained, subdued, checked, b. fw

before ¥¥ to take, % aff.

fw«Wlf> f. (-fo) Restraint, check, ice. : see fw¥¥- 1 fw before

xnr to take, fww *ff.

fropf mfn. (-^W-'f^t-Tf'*)
1 Seizing, taking. • Suppressing,

restraining, b. far before mr to take, VV aif.

nd. ' Having taken. * Having restrained or suppressed.

* Having arrested or confined, £. f»r before VT to take,

¥TT aff.

fwww in. (-¥**) ‘ Aversion, disfavour, discouragement, dislike.

* Abusing, blaming. * Binding, confinement, capture, arrest

* A binding, a tie.
1 Restraint, subjugation. 9 Suppression,

putting down. T A boundary, a limit.
9 Administering medi-

cine.
4 Killing 19 A name of KaYsbna. e. fw before ¥¥ to

take or seize, affix
^

fwvww «.(-¥) 1 Subduing, suppression. 'Defeat. 'Capture.

£. fw before ¥¥ to take, WTW aff.

finiWWW n. (-if) Failure in logical argument. *. fw¥T, and

WCTW place.

fW¥T¥ m. (•¥:) Aversion, Ac. used as an imprecation, as

fwwnrw wwrw confusion seize you, &c. o. fir before ww to

seize, affix WW.

m. (-¥:) 'A round or circle, a ball, any thing whose height

fluid circumference arc equal. * A tree. e. fw before ¥W to

kill, affix ¥, deriv. irr.

fWW1*® m. (-^:) A vocabulary, a collection of words or names.

f>U¥ m. (-¥:) Food, victuals, e. fw before W¥ to eat, W¥ affix,

and WW substituted for the root.

fan if* f. An iron club or macc. k fir before WW to kill,

Un'kdi affix, WTW substituted for the root,

fwwtfww mfn. (-WMT-ti) Of different forms or sizes,

fw n. (-¥) Sound, noise, s. fir before ww to sound, affix %,

fw^W m - (*^0 * A hoof. * A mule. A boar.
4 A road.

b. fir before ^w to pound, UnAdi affix WW-

fir* mfn. MT-WT-W ' Docile, subservient, domestick, dependant.

* Completing a quotient, (in Arithmetic.) b. fw before WW to

injure or do mischief, ¥ off.

fwwwmfa. (-WW ir*nV«T) ' Slaving. • Destroying, overcoming.

k. fig before to kill, nw nff.

Pnrm mfn. (-W-WT-WJ Slaying, killing, i. fw before ww to kill,

wrarwaif.

fwww m. ( WO
1 Heap, assemblage, collection. * Certainty, a. fw

before f¥¥ to collect, affix ¥¥•

fwwfaw mfn. (-^rt-fwwt-f^) Having or containing a quantity,

full of, redolent with, abounding, e. fwww, and ^fw sffi

fwr*¥f f- (4ft) A capital cow: see wfw^ft.

fwf¥W mfn. (-ip-in-lt)
1

Full, filled.
9 Covered, overspread-

B. f¥ before fw to collect, affix w.

ra. (-¥:) * A plant, (Uarringtonia acutangula.) • An tip-

per and outer garment, e. fir before yr to lift up, affix ¥.

fW¥W¥ n. (-¥) A breast-plate, a cuirass, e. ¥W added to the

preceding ; also fW¥T¥¥.

fvWT*r mfn. (-*r:4ft-*) A cover, a wrapper, a veil, a surtout.

i. fir before T1 to lift up, affix ¥¥.

f*T¥TO¥ m. (-¥5) A sort of jacket, but especially a soldiers

jacket or a body dress, serving as a cuirass or breast-plats*

E. ¥¥ added to fw^TW.

fwwffit f. <-fwO A district, the modern Ttrhut. b. fir constantly,

ifw light.

fwfV*? mfn. Unimpcached, a. fir neg.Fw* flaw,

m. (fi’>) A man of one of the degraded classes, bom
from the outcast K*krtriga ; the Qccupation of this caste is

apparently public exhibition of tricks, prize-fighting, fitc.

being classed with the Jhallo* , Malta*, and others, k. fif

privative, light or credit, V substituted for the penul-

timate

fTT¥i^ m. (-¥0
1 Cutting off. * (In Arithmetic,) Leaving no com-

mon measure, a. fir. and #¥ cutting.

fWvi mfn. (-w: '«¥•¥) 'Own. 9 Perpetual, eternal. E.fw im-

plying continuance, and wf what is produced.

f¥l¥T¥¥¥ mfn. (-W¥.-W*fft-¥¥) Desirous of making to excel

s. fir before ¥¥ to take, desid. ¥¥ aff.

fiiaprB mfn. Wishing to conceal, a fw before W to

hide, desid. v., ¥ a AT.

n. (-¥) 'Ihe forehead, b. fir before ¥¥ to be marked,
(with frowns, Ac.) affix ¥¥ or *¥, whence it is also fw^ns.

r-.*¥.¥ m. (-¥•) A name of Siv*. e. fir¥¥ the forehead, and

¥¥ an eye.

f*i s’l'f n. (-if) The flight of a bird, or a peculiar mode of flymg.

b. fw affirmative prefix, and ^flw flight, flying,

f. (-¥T) A plant, commonly TeOri.

fwwi^ in. (-^:) 1 A woman's buttocks. * The buttocks or pos-

teriors in general, or as it is sometimes applied, the circum-

ference of the hip and loins. • The shoulder. 4 The side of

a mountain. * A bank or shore, h. fir prefixed to ?nw to

go, affix W¥ or WW to go, with ¥ aff.

f*wf***51 f. (*wt) A w oman with large and handsome posteriors.

E. fwffwr M •bore, Tfa and tftw aif.

fww^iw wd. * Always, continually, eternally. • Especially, par-

ticularly. k. fw alwayi, ¥WT¥ comparative affix, and ^rw
added.
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f*PTW m. (-f.) One of the seven divisions of PbUlJa or helL

*- fir not, (known,) WW depth.

f*i adj. mfn. (-Wfc-Wtr-wfj Much, excessive, or/p. n. (-^Nj

Much, excessively, *. fw prefixed to gw to desire, affix ft,

and the vowel made long;.

mfn. adj. (.TW-fUTrd) 1 Eternal, everlasting, continual,

perpetual
;

past, present, and future. * Regular, fixed, inva-

riable. n. adv. (-«5Q) Always, eternally, continually, tub. In-

dispensable rite or act. m. (•*:) The ocean, f. (-«gr) ' A name
of PahvatI, The goddess Manasa. 1 A Sakti, a form of

Dobga, or personified energy of S'iva. a. fw particle im-

plying perpetually, and wpr afT.

1*i r«i <a «i n. (*WT) Indispensable act or ceremony, as observance

of the five great sacrifices, or any daily and necessary rite,

i. f*nq, and w*U act
;
also fwTBrwWT, &C.

fwiwinw n. (-7B) Regular and necessary act or ceremony.

*. fw*W and 1HW to be done.

m. (-fir) Air or wind. r. fWr* eternal, *f* motion,

fwwr f- (-WT) Perpetuity, eternity, e. ifW added to fw?q ; also

with w, fwigsi.

fWTUWT wd. Always, constantly, and eternally, e. fwi| and

WHfafc

fWMKiW n. (-ii) Daily alms. *. fw»l, and WTW gift-

fwwsififfww n. (-W) Any act or ceremony which though occa-

sional is of regular recurrence, as Sruddkat at fixed lunar

periods. K. fw*g, and wfwfffW occasional; also fwigwfgfww

WWW.

fWAjiMig m. (-W 1
) The constant loss of living beings, a. fw?g, and

TOIW destruction.

fWS7*JW mfn. (-Hi-WTT-W) Always busy or engaged in. a. twHL

and um attached to.

fWRnjTBW mfn. (-W:-WF-Wj Ever or always young, m. (-WT) A
name of Draupadi. a. fwm always, and WfWW youth.

fwuntWwwf. Always, constantly, eternally, a. fanu, and wfa aflf.

f*t m. (-wt) An erroneous answer, one asserting perpetuity

for perishable things, k, fw?W and gw same.

fWWlWWIW m. (-W:) A period when the perusal of the t’cdat is

invariably prohibited, as the day of full moon, new moon, the

eighth and fourteenth days of the half month, k. fwwi always,

WW negative prefix, WWTS to be read.

fwwifwTQ mfn. (-«g:-wg.<g) Eternal and perishable, permanent

and temporary, kc. i. fw«g, and wftr«W transient,

fww (T) r. 1st cL (fw^fw) To reproach, to blame,

fax ra. (-^:) Poison, venom, k. fw affirmative prefix, to

destroy, affix w.

fagW mfn. (-flt.flT.fi) Given, given absolutely, a. fw, and ^if

given.

faXS m.
(-
Jt) A man. e. poison, and * tree, a living (/pas.

faWifa n. (-W) ' An example or illustration. 1 Injunction, pre-

cept. * Tcnour, purport * Authority, text. t. fa fully or

certainly, WWW showing.

faWlV m. (-w:>
1 The hot season, (May and June.) * Heat,

warmth. • Sweat, perspiration, z. always, to burn,

ww affix, and ^ substituted for w.

m. (-w*) The sun. «. fw^TW the hot season, and wr
who make*.

faTTWWTW m. (-wj) The hot season, two months previous to

the rains, about May and June. e. fwxTW, and VTW time or

*ea*4in.

fw^jwfoaj m. (-at:) A river in the hot weather, one nearly dry.

*• faW»W, and fwae a river.

fawrw n. (-if)
1 A first cause, a primary or remote cause.

1
Dis-

appearance, cessation or removal of a first cause. • Purifica-

tion, purity, correctness. 4 Asking for the recompense or

objects of austere devotion. 4 End, cessation. * A rope for

tying a calf.
T Ascertaining the causes of disease, study of

symptoms with a view to trace the remote or proximate

causes
;
hence this word is the name of a division of all works

on medicine, s. fir always or certainly,V to give, offix WIW}

by which nil effects are produced,

fvrfgtv mfn. (-Wft-iur-v^) Smeared, anointed, plastered, f. (-WT)

Small cardamoms, e. fw prefixed to f<W to smear, affix %.

fafafrirWT f. (-WT) A sort of prickly nightshade, (Solanum jac-

quini.) r. arw added to the preceding.

falWWTWW n. (-w) Deep and repeated consideration, thinking

of or recalling repeatedly, z. fw before WJ in the reiterative

form, affix IB

fwfg* mfn. M-IT-X) * Ordered, directed. * Advised, enjoined.

* Explained, pointed out. a. fw implying certainty, fww to

show, affix ff

.

fwXX m. {-wO A fish.

fwgw m. (-W-)
1 Order, command, direction, instruction.

• Speech, speaking, saying, relating, • Vicinity, proximity*

4 The word of command, b. fw verily, fi^W to show, affix WW.

fwiftrw mfn. (-wt-favft-fal Showing, directing, pointing out.

f. (.dft) A quarter of space. «. fa before fgw to show, fwfw af£

fwg^ mfn. (-¥T-^t*l) Who or what shows or points out,

explaining, advising, commanding, &c. k. fa before to

show, rw aflT.

fw*T f. (-BT) Sleep, sleepiness, sloth, i. fww to condemn or ccn-

jure, Un'idi ififli j or? lo sleep, affix f*r», and fie prefixed,

finer* mfn. (.*%WI-*) ‘ Asleep, sleepy, drowsy. * Shut up,

closed. *. fir?! as above, affix 1*.

finmr mfn. Sleeping, a. fir before fT to go,

affix are.

fintixrr mfn. (-T:-TT-T) Awaked, aroused from sleep, s. fmT,

WT breaking.

fiw«mi»l mfn. (-*:-Wt-w) Sleeping, asleep. *. fir before J to

sleep, WTWW affi

mfa. Sleeping, sleepy, drowsy, slothmL f. (-^:)

A sort of perfume, commonly rW. z. fw|I» and WT^JW affi

fmiTBW m. (-W0 Darkness- e. fwfl sleep, and rg a tree, (whoso

fruit is sleep.)

finfrvarww n. (-W) Phlegm, pblcgmatick humour, e. fw^T sleep,

and WWWW producing, occasioning,

fgww mfn. (-W:-WT-*t) Poor. ran. (-W:*W>
1 Race, family. * Loss,

disappearance, annihilation.
4 Death, dying. 4 The seventh

asterism of the lunar mansions, reckoning from that under

b
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which a person is bora. m. (-it) The head of a family, a. fir

before ww to perish, affix WW, or far neg. WW wealth.

mfn. Destroying, destructive, b. flrTO,

and making.

fwwwWT f. (-ITT) Poverty, k. fwww, and ITS added j also with w,

fawww.

ftfWTW n. (w) 1 A NUThi or divine treasure, belonging especially

to Kcrfiax, the god of wealth. 4 A receptacle, a place or vessel

in or on which any thing is collected or deposited. * Place

of cessation or rest.
4 Property, possessions, wealth, a. fw

in or on, WT to possess, Un’4di affix WIJW: see fwfV

f«

*

1 THE m. (-¥:) ' A weapon. * Burnt timber, charcoal. • The

castor oil plant.

fwwrw *»</. Having fixed or placed in or on. e. far before nr to

have, WJW affi

ed. (-fw:) ' One of Kuv£sa's Nidhi* or divine treasures,

nine of which arc enumerated : via. The Padma, Mahapadma,

S an fiha, Makar*, Kachchapa, Mukunda, Narnia, NUa, and

JCkarka .- their nature is not exactly defined, though some of

them appear to be precious gems ; according to the 7'dtUrika

system, they are personified and worshipped as demigods,

attendant either upon Kuvfifu or upon LakshmI, the goddess

of prosperity. 4 A receptacle, a place of asylum or accumu-

lation, as a treasury, a granary, a nest, fltc. ; also figuratively,

as wwfwtw: a roan who contains or is endowed with all good

qualities. 1 A treasure, any sum or quantity of wealth or

valuables. 4 A medicinal plant and perfume, commonly Jivaka.

4 The ocean, g. far in, WT to have, affix fw.

f*fTOIW m. (-W:) A name of Kcvfiaa. r. fsgrfV a divine treasure,

and WTW lord ;
also similar compounds, as fwfwro, fsnftwr,

&c.

fw¥\¥WTW mfn. (-Wt-WT-'tf) Being in the course of placing, de-

positing, &c. i. fw before WT to have, causal form,

aff.

fwwlw m, (-w.) Kt'vias. g. fwfa as above, and ^w lord,

ftaag n. (-if) * Coition, copulation. 4 Trembling, agitation.

* Pleasure, enjoyment. 4 Sport, play, pastime, e. far before

W^to shake or agitate, ^Waff.

facial mfn. (-m-wr-xJ) To be placed in or on, to be deposited,

&c. a, far before arr to have, aiw aff.

fipJffTW n. (-W) Sight, seeing, e. far before to think, affix l^r.

fwVTW m. {-W-) Sound, g. far before WW to sound, affix far.

fwwt*T f. (-WI) Desire to take or lead. g. Mff to lead, desid. form,

c affix WW and wiw.

fwwtw mfn. (-^:-aj:-n) Desirous to take or lead. k. ¥*t to lead,

desid. form, ar aff.

fw»TO mfn. (-W:-WT*W) Reproachful, abusive, scurrilous, censo-

rious. g. to abuse, was aff.

fiTOT mfn. (-wjw-w^t-WW) Abusing, blaming, g. fkpw to blame,

ww aff.

filWHW mfn. (-W:-^*W) Having a maiiued or defective hand :

it is also sometimes read fVw?TW.

fW*i n. (-i|) Reproach, censure, blame, s. fww to reprove,

affix WJW.

f»TOT

f^T f. (-^T) ' Censure, reproach, reproof, blame, abuse, revil.

ing.
4 Injury, injuring. 4 Wickedness, i. fww to abuse, Ac.

affixes WW and ¥TW.

fwwimfw f. (-fir') Irony, ironical praise, e. fwwr censure, and

wfW praise.

fww^ mfn. Wishing to kill g. far before WW to

destroy, desid. v,, w affix, form irr.

f**q m. (-w) Sound in general, g. far before WW to sound, affix

WWi also f«f* If.

fai*TU* n. (-ar) Engaging in performance. fV before wt to lead,

mz aff.
a *

f* wig m. (*^:) Sound in general s. fw before arg to sound,

affix WW; also-fwwW-

fwwifqii mfn. (-W:-WT-Tf) Sounded g. far before ww to sound,

causal v., w aff.

fwfww mfn. (-W:-WT-W) 1 Abused, reviled, reproved. 4 Low,

despicable, worthy of being reviled. 4 Prohibited, forbidden,

g. fww t0 abuse, affix W-

f*5 f- (-T) A woman bearing a dead child, g. farf^ to abuse,

affix ar.

f*TWT mfn. ( wr-WTr-^f) Bad, vile, despicable, reprehensible.

e, fwWT, and WW aff.

fww mo. (-W-W) A water jar. m. (-W) The Kadamba tree,

(Nauclea cadamba.) g. fkf continuative panicle, air to drink,

affix ar. %

f¥TO in. (-¥:) Reading, studying or lecturing g. far before to
to read, affix aEj also with aj¥, f*Md*.

OtafdW rnfo. (-TP-WT-lf) Read, studied, g. fw, TO to read, n aff,

fwwflfw f. (-fin) Reading, study, g. fw, TO to read, ffcw aff.

fwrow mfn. (-WW-W^I-WW) 1 Falling, falling down, prostrating.

4 Alighting, a. fw before WW to fall, affix WW.

fwrow n. (-xf)
1
Falling.

4 Alighting, descending, g. fw in or on,

¥W to go, W7 aff.

fauf*d mfn. (-W.-WT * Fallen, fallen down. 4 Alighted, de*

scended. b. fw in or on, TO to go, % aff.

fwq rU tad. 1 Having fallen down, prostrate.
4 Having alighted,

g. fw before TO to fall, wn» aff.

fWTOIT f. (-TWI)
1 A field of battle. 4 Any plashy or slippery

ground, g. fw in, WW to fall, affix fn.

fwwrw m. (-¥:) Cooking, maturing, ripening, g. fw before WW
to cook, affix ww.

fwmw m. (-¥:) Reading, study of the sacred books, or public

perusal of popular poems, g. fw before TO to read, affix

ww.

fW*TW m. (-W:) 1 Death, dying. 4 Falling, coming down, alight*

ing. 4 Irregularity, (in Grammar,) 4 A particle, (in ditto.) k. fw

before ww to go, affix tot.

fwwrww n. (-W) 1 Causing to descend or fall, throwing down.
4 Beating, knocking down. 4 Killing.

4
(In Grammar,) Irregu-

larity, exception, it. fw before ¥W to fall, in the causal form,

WPS aff.

fwwrfinr mfn. (-W:-WT-ff)
1 Beaten down, made to fall or de-

scend. 4 Killed. 4 Irregular, excepted, b. fw before TO to fall,

causal form, affix w-
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famr n. (-H)
1 A trough or ditch near a well for watering cattle.

* A well. • Any reservoir of water. 4 A milk pail * Drinking,

imbibing, e. fir before FT to drink, tot affix j also with VW
added, faviH* n. (-*)

fartTH n. (-F) ‘ Squeezing, pressing. * Embracing. * Hurting,

giving pain. e. fw before hIv to give pain, Wraff.

falfro mfn. (-W.-TTT-ir)
1 Squeezed, pressed. * Embraced.

* Pained, hurt. a. f* before to give pain, affix yg.

md. 1 Having pressed or squeezed, having pressed against

or upon. * Having embraced. 3 Having hurt. a. f*T before

HfF to pain, and WH aff.

fat* mfn. (-ifi-HT-W)
1 Drank, drank up. * Absorbed, imbib- !

ed, dried up. a. fsr before FT to drink, yg ait

fsftfiOFlH mfn, (Jffj-WT-W) Being drank, a. fzf before FT to

drink, pass, form, HIHH »ffi

fsrro mfn. (-^:*arT-vi) Clever, skilful, conversant, x. fsr before

Tgf? to be pure, affix w.

farTO n. (-F) Seeing, sight

fal mfn. (-fuir-T) ' Bound, confined. ' Bound, costive.

1 Fixed upon, fastened to. * Checked, restrained.
1 Restricted

to. a. fif before TO to bind, affix H-

fsTTO m. (-as-) ' Epi(Oasis, suppression of urine or constipation.

* Commentary, explanation of technical rules. a The Nimb

tree : see faf.
4 Binding, confinement. * lutentness on or

attachment to.
4 A grant of property, an assignment of

cattle or money for support, a corrody. * Fixed property,

not moveable or fluctuating, n. (-at) Bong, singing, e. far

before wf* to bind, affix TO.

n. (-si) Grant of an assignment, gift of a corrody,

x. fwTO, and to* gift.

fjfaant n. (-if)
1 Cause, motive, origin.

a Binding, confining.

* Checking, restraining. * Fastening. 1 A grant, an assign-

ment, 4 A commentary. 1 The tie or peg of a lute. x. fir

before nfF to bind, affix

fewfanr mfn. (-m-HT-lf) Bound, confined, tied. a. fsr before

TO to bind, affix hi.

fiTTO mfn, ( -an-aiff-at) Who or what ties or binds, m. (-afr)

An author, a commentator, a fn affirmative, Hat to bind,

TO aff.

far mfn. (-ir:-HT-H) Like, resembling, similar, m. (-St:)
1 Fraud,

trick, disguise. * Light, manifestation, x. fir before Etr to

shine, affix t-

faTOF n. (-F) Sight, seeing, a fir before FTF to see, affix

mfn. (-W.-FT-lf) Past, gone. e. fir affirmative, ff been.

fWf mfn. (-F~FT*F)
1 Modest, humble, unassuming. * Lone-

ly, solitary, e. fat before *f to cherish, affix yg.

fx«AHF ind. * Privately, apart. * Unobscrvedly in a corner.

* Covertly, in disguise or out of sight, x. far before as to

cherish, affix n, and arc added.

fan* m. (-at:) A pin, a stake, a. fir in, FPHto plunge or stick,

affix at ; stuck in the ground.

*n£n- (-TT-TH-lb Plunged in, immersed, x. fF in, TOE to

bathe, affix j|.

6 c -

faFTF rafm(-FEF-HTOt-FPri Bathing, plunging ia. x. fF before

«T*T to bathe, WI aff,

fFFTOJ m. (-^:) Sleep, sleeping, b. fF in, FTO to bathe,

farwawH n. (*g) ' Bathing. * Immersion, x. fir before TOE to

bathe, Wi aff.

fFH»TO n. (-w) 1 Summoning, calling. * Inviting, invitation.

a. fig affirmative, wfef advising.

fFFfHEF mfn. (-F*-FT-F) * Summoned, convoked. * Invited.

k. far before TOE to advise, affix %.

fFTO m. (-W.) Barter, exchange, s. fir before fat to measure,

to mete, affix TV.

farm mfn. (-w*-wr-^) To be exchanged or bartered, a. fit

before FT to measure, FF afT.

farfF m. (-fa?:) A son of Ixsnwaso, condemned to reside in the

twinkle of the eye.

faro n. (-Hi)
1 Cause, motive, instrumental cause. * Mark,

sign, spot, trace, token. * Omen. e. ff before far to mea-

sure, n affix
;
also with TO. added fwfanTF.

f^fVrrra n. (-#)
1 Kissing, a kiss. * Cause, &c. a. see the

last.

fak HFKH n. f-nl) The inatrumcntal cause, the material or the

agent, especially the deity considered as the agent in crea-

tion. x. fatftnt the instrumental cause, ern.H cause.

fHfaww m. (-Ft) Any given or specific time. x. fwfkn, and

ftf time.

farow n. (-ai) Causality, instrumentality, x. faint, and F
affix ;

also with FW, faifalWf.

fasrmpft tn. (-drj ' Expiation. a Any occasional or special

penance, rite, or obligation, x. fatfal, and to piety.

fit ftfviHTH n. (-w) The mere agent or instrument, c. fatfro, and

arnt alone.

filfafV^ m. (fV*£) An astrologer, x. faint a mark, (lucky or

unlucky,) and IVaf who knows.

fatfWHIfftl f. (-fa) Depcndance upon a special cause or occa-

sion. K- faanj, and FllfH revolving,

fatfara m. (-F)
1 Twinkling of the eye. a The twinkling of an

eye, considered as a measure of time. * A name of Visnif'cr.

x. fw before fata to twinkle, affix F ; also with TO affix fWFf,

or fait a proper name, HF to go, F aff.

f*faF mfn. (-TO-TOt-HF) Blinking, closing the eyelids,

t. fitfax to twinkle, F* aff.

fFfafF mfn. (-TO-TOt-TO) Twinkling, dosing, (as the eye.)

i. fir before far to disappear, TO aff.

figFfTO a. (-it) Death, dying.
a Twinkling of the eye, shutting

of the eyelids, winking, a. fc before fa* to disappear, 8tc.

affix

faftfaT f.(-HTT)
1 Fraud, trick, disguise. * Twinkling of the

eye, winking, blinking, e. fw before siltf to twinkle, affix y
and arni.

f^lilfam mfn. (-*:-WT-*) Closed, (aa the eyelid,) twinkled,

blinked, a. fsr before wfw to disappear, gf aff.

fsrwg m. (.^:) Barter, exchange. X. fw before fir to measure

affix
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m. (-W:)
1 Twinkling of the eye. ' A momentary space of

time, a twinkling of the eye considered as a measure of time

:

see fwffcrw.

m.(-W:) 1 Twinkling of the eye. * A firefly, e. added

to the last.

fWRVBR f. (WW) Lightning, b. twinkling, and WW what

makes.

fwRTTW m. (-WW) A firefly, k. fra* a twinkling, VW who

shines.

fwar mfn. (.nrt arr-ai) Deep, profound, (literally or figuratively.)

a. fw before an to mind, affix W.

fVpsrar mfn. (-Hr-BT-ai) Deep, going deep. £ (-JTT) A river, a. fWar

deep, and n what goes.

ftanrr f. (-WT) Depth, profundity, a. fw*r with ww affix j also

with ar.fwaraf.

Mil* mfn. (-ff: -"iTT-lf) High and low, up and down. e. f*TRT,

and 'VVW high.

fsnar m. (-*f:) 'Hie Nimb or Neemb tree, (Mclia azadiracta.)

a. fwfw to sprinkle, affix j
also with ar»r added, fwwjw

:

these words are written with either W or W, as fRM or fw«.

fkwm m. (-W:) The Coral tree, (Erythrina fillgens ;) it is con-

sidered as one of the trees of paradise, a. fw*T aj above, and

TTR a tree.

m. (-W:) The common lime, (Citrus acida.)

mfn. (-wt-wr-tf)
1 Self-governed, subdued, restrained.

* Attentive, fixed or intent upon. • Constant, permanent.

* Ascertained, certain, fixed. 6 Inevitable. * Positive, definite.

T Permeable, what may be spread through or over. n. adv.

(•if) Always, constantly, tubit. Elementary or crude matter,

the recipient of attributes or properties, a. fw before WR to

restrain, affix 7*.

fwsMRlRR mfa. (-^:-VTT- 1d) Of subdued mind or spirit. a.fRvnr,

and rirr the mind.

fnillini mfn. (wi-nn-w) Self-regulated, self-controlled or

restrained, e. fWRW, and WF3TR self.

OpjflUii mfn. (-H«-*U-*f) Abstemious, moderate, a. fwanr, and

wiwiv: food,

fnwfiT f. (-fif:)
1 Destiny, luck, good or bad fortune. * A reli-

gious duty or obligation. * Self-command, self-restraint.

(-Wt) A name of Duaoa. a. fw before *TR to refrain, affix

or f»rw

fanrwfHw mfn. (.R-.-RT-W) Of restrained or subdued passions,

a. fRRR controlled, TfafP an organ of sense.

fRRwtW mfn. (-u|:-WT-*f) To be restrained, checked, controlled,

&c. e. fw before RR to restrain, RR aff.

fRRWj mfn. (-wrr-Rtft-wi) Who or what restrains, governs, or

guides, m. (-wit)
1 A charioteer, a coachman. 1 A ruler, a

governor, a master. • A punisher, b. fw before RR to restrain,

affix trw-

mfn. (-Rj-RMf) Checked, restrained, governed, guided.

e. fw affirmative particle, RR to restrain or check, affix if.

fwRR m (-r:;
1 Agreement, contract, engagement, assent, pro-

mise. 1 Any religious observance voluntarily practised, as

fasting, watching, pilgrimage, praying, fisc. ; voluntary pen-

]

ancc, meritorious or supererogatory piety.
1 A religious ob-

scrvancc or obligation in general. ‘Certainty, ascertainment

* Rule, precept ‘ Usage, practice. T Common places in poe-

try, conventional expression, as notice of the Birch in describ-

ing the ffimulaya, of the Sandal tree in describing the

Malaya mountain, the whiteness of vesture, blackness of

hair, the cry of the peacock in the rains, of the Koilin spring,

&c. e, fir before RR to refrain, affix WW.

front n. (-W) 1 Precept, fixed practice or rule. * Binding.

• Restraining, checking, e.fw before RR to restrain, affix w*.

fronn: mfn. (-R:-RT-R)
1 Observing fixed rules.

1 Relating to

or corroborative of a rule. e. fRRR, and VTT attached to.

fsnrfVrw mfn. (-W.-WT-W) ‘ Regulated, prescribed. • Governed,

guided. 1 Checked, restrained. ‘ Bound, confined, e. f*r be-

fore RR to check, affix TV-

fWR«T ind. Having restrained, mfn. (-JJ: JRT JR) To be checked

or restrained. «. fw before RR to govern, or rr aff.

fRRTRR n. (-R) Causing to (all or descend : see fRMIitR.

fRRiR m. (-R:)
1 Religious act, penance, fasting, fitc. especially

if an act of supererogation. * Restraint. E. fw before RR to

restrain, affix W«T : see fRRR.

fRRIRRT mfn. (-R:-RT-R) Guiding, governing, what regulate* or

restrains, tn. (-R:)
1 A boatman, a sailor; but variously appli-

ed to one who rows, who steers, or who keeps a look-out

from the mast head. * A pilot, a helmsman. * A charioteer,

a. fw before RR to go or stop, affix

fsTRii mfn. 1 Engaged in, applying or attached to.

1 Authorized, called, appointed- ‘ Directed, enjoined, com-

manded. * Ascertained. ‘ Fastened or attached to. a. fsf

before war to join, affix Rf.

fRRRTR mfn. (-R:-Rr-R) Authorizing, appointing. E. fw before

war to join, WTWW affi

rad. ' Having joined or attached to. * Having put to or

harnessed, b. fR, ^sr to join, «(R uffi

f«TRd mn. (*RWi) 1 A million. ‘ A hundred tboasand. e. fR be-

fore R to join, affix ft.

Dl^Ji n. (-1 ) Close fight, personal struggle, a. fR before rr
fight, contest.

fRRFWR mfn. (-RURT-R) To be appointed or authorized, a. fR,

to join, affix rr.

Wti m. (-R:) * An order or command. • Authority, appoint-

ment. ‘Occupation, appointed duty. * Effort, exertion. ‘As-

certainment, certainty. * incidence, occurrence, e- fR be-

fore vjr to join, affix r*j.

fwUTmrijiRrw n. (-R) The object of any appointment, antho-

rized act or duty. a. frihw, and cause.

Orilr*fjrfw m, (*fn) The form of appointing to any act or duty.

K-fsnrrJr, and fvfw rule.

fWtliaiR m. (-^:)
r

rhc object of an authorized act or appoint-

ment. a. fvpQTW, and WfW object,

fwxjrfinr mfn. (-#l-finft*f3r)
1 Engaged in any pursuit, closely

attached to it or engrossed by it. ‘ Appointed, authorized,

entrusted with authority, ficc. m. (al) A minister, a deputy,

an agent, &c, a. fw^TW, and alf.
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mfn. (-nr-Jm-a?) Fit to be appointed or authorized, able

or fit for a duty. m. (-19:) A master, x. fr before vrcr to join.

Waff.

fWTW n. (-if)
1 Ordering, commanding, directing. * Uniting,

attaching to. Urging, impelling, je. far before vjm to join,

affix
<# »

fqilifvia mfn. (-WMlT-lf)
1 Entrusted with, appointed to.

* Directed, ordered. * Impelled, urged to, instigated. * Joined

or attached to.
6 Suited or adapted to, connected with, Ac,

t. fir beforeW to join, h affix, with T* augment.

mfn. (-ar:-arr-^) To be Attached or joined to. *. far,

Wr to join, aff.

fwrwf mfn. (-^:-wrt-wr) ' To be attached to.
a To be appointed

to or employed ia. “To be commanded, instigated, &c.

m. (-^:) A servant, a.'fir before ifif to Join, mr aff.

m. ("V) 1 A cock. A combatant, a wrestler, a boxer,

x. fif near,W to fight, nff.

md. ' A particle and prefix implying certainty, assurance.

* Negation, privation. ' Outside, out, without, forth, e. **

to guide, affix flPT

.mfn. (-*:-wt-sb)
1 Having no dice, Ac. * Having no lati-

tude. m. (-W:) (in Astronomy.) The terrestrial equator,

and a die, Ac.

fiprwacir m. (-n?)
1 A first meridian, as Lanka, a place where

the sun is always vertical, and the days and nights are

equal. * The equatorial region. ***** latitude, a

country.

fspcVU mfn. (-W.-WT-*) Unchecked, uncontrolled, self-willed.

e. fifT privative, WWW a hook for guiding an elephant.

OrcTU* n. (-W) Self-will, wilfuluess. e. W added to the fore-

going also with W, fsTTVWT-

fsncfirmfn. (-ftr-ftn-fa) Having lost or neglected the consecrated

fire. e. f*!T, stftr fire.

DhuW mfn. (-ip-Wt-^) ' Void of passion or emotion. • Un-

stained, unblackencd. n. ( w) The Supreme Being, f. (-in)

The day of fullmoon. k. fir neg. rw affection ; or fsp^ not,

WTW collyrium •, figuratively, darkness.

fat rf mfn. (-Tfi-WT-TT)
1 Engaged or interested in. * Attached

or devoted to. e. f*T, and ITT occupied.

fxyW mfn. (-Wt-WT-^) Faultless, unblamable, x. fsr^ neg.

wre fault.

fwwwrw mfn. (-*%HT-W) Hard-hearted, destitute of compas-

sion. c. fire
,
and w#rw pity.

fvKyt lWT L (-WI) Cruelty, hard-heartednesa, b.W added to

the last.

mfn. (-n:-wr-W) Unkind, unfavourable. *. fw^neg.

WWTr* favour.

mfn. (.-K-*TT-^) * Coarse, gross, without interstices.

1 Continuous. * Uninterrupted, continual. 4 Unbounded,
j

k Identical, not different. 9 Unconcealed, not hidden or va-

nished. * Not external, Ac. x. not, nwrc; interval, diifer-

encc, Ac.

f<K«reiw mfn. Narrow, contracted, b. neg.

Biwrqw intermediate space.

f*Kn<i«ire m. (-V)
1

Private study, reading to ones self the

sacred works. * Diligent and uninterrupted pursuit, exercise,

practice. B. f*IT not, n*ri<; between, ‘WWTO practice.

mfn. (-vp-WT-ii) * Childless, having no family. * Uncon*
netted with, not belonging or related to. Done in one's

absence, not done openly or visibly. 4
Unmethodical, ill ar-

ranged, e. fax neg. descent, connexion,

farcer mfn. Destitute of water, x. fw
t
and an?

water.

rtxsxs mfn. (-xn-xrr-W) 1 Shameless, impudent. • Bold, confi-

dent e, f^Tnot, shame.

fUTWT* mfh. (-WH-W) Faultless, blameless. **x neg.

WPnr%f fault

fwrxrwvl m. (-^:) * Non-returning or turning back. • (In Arith-

metic,) Leaving no common measure, e. fifT, and

returning.

mfn. (-W:-WT-vf) Free from destruction or decay, eternal.

K fvrr neg. ^TTTVT loss.

f*rr:$w mfn. (-W- -WT -^T)
1 Independant of, unconnected or un-

concerned with. • Careless, indifferent, negligent. 4 Without

purpose or hope. E.fifv: , and regard to.

mfn. (-WJ:-WTT-»tf) Cloudless, e. far^, and WWI a cloud,

fwrw m. (•WO Hell. s. fwT out, beyond,w good fortune.

mfn. (-WM-Wrf-W) Unobstructed, unrestrained, unimpeded.

«.fw^ not, a bolt or bar.

mfn. (-x:-^T f) 1 Vain, fruitless, unprofitable. “ Un-
meaning. b. fwT not, object, end, WW added,

m. (-ft) Loss of voice, k. fit neg. and w sound.

fwcwtJl mfn. (-W: *W7-W) Self-willed, headstrong, independant,

uncontrolled. B. fwt^ neg. control.

fWTWWI mfn. Unobjectionable, unexceptionable.

E. f«rr neg. WHJ not to be said. *

fWAlMW tnd. Fully, particularly, circumstantially, r. fin:

neg. WWW TflVJ a remainder.

fJTTWT^ mfn. (-W’.-WT-W) Animated, anxious, eager, e. fwc
neg. languor.

ffCfpftWT f. (-WT) A fence, a hedge, an outer wall. b. fin^

out, without, and wie^ifviBii a fence.

mfn. (-W--WT-W) Undccaying, eternal, x. fare neg. w«P».

fifTsrW a. ( w) Fasting, going without food. x. f#fr. and vfmr

eating.

f*m* mfn. (-^:-WT-W) * Dry. * Insipid, tasteless, m. (-*:) 1 Insi-

pidity, want of flavour or passion. * Dryness, want ofjuice,

b. fir neg. juice, Ac. also fWTH.

mfn. (-ir:-irT-W) What removes, expels, subdues, checks,

Ac. n. (-if)
1 Rejection, denial, contradiction, disallowance.

* Suppressing, checking. * Appeasing.
4
Expelling, ejecting.

1 Spitting, spitting out any thing with sickness or disgust.

• Killing, destroying, b. f*TT out or forth, to throw, affix

mfn. (-V-frr-^)
1 Expelled, sent forth or out. • Sent,

thrown, cast, directed. * Thrown off, ( as from a horse.)

4 Abandoned, deserted, left. * Rejected, disallowed. • Shot,

(as an arrow.) ' Uttered rapidly, hurried, 1 Destroyed.
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• Gone, absent, what is not. '* Suppressed, checked. 1

1

Torn

or taken. 11 Broken, (as an agreement) £. fa^ out or forth,

wre to throw or send, affix H-

fspr^j md. 1 Having ejected or thrown out. • Having expelled,

&c. r. far, and to throw, WT&ffi

farnpr mfn. ' Ejecting, thrown out. 'Aban-

doning, neglecting. * Expelling. * Scattering. ' Destroying,

&c. b. fat^ out, vjre to throw, it* affi

faTWTril mfn. (-IT-WT-W) * Being suppressed or checked.

' Being abandoned. • Suppressing. * Expelling. ' Scattering,

Ac. b. fa^ before ^9 to throw, either a. or p. voice, friP(afi

f«f cXIl'K rafn. (-rJ-TT-r) Humble, free from pride, c. flp^ueg.

’SfTl'R: pride.

farwrw m. (-w) ' Obstruction, opposition, contradiction,

rejection. * Refutation, reply. * Holding in no considera-

tion, making light of, contempt, discsteem. 4
Expelling,

turning out or away. * Throwing out or oft • Neglect-

ing the chief sacrificial or religious duties, e. fat^ privative

particle, and ^iw before if to do or make, affix scar,

ffrcroftw m^a*
’ Obstructive, obstructing. 1

Dis-

daining, despising, r. far, and xgjw before ir, affix 17®^.

fkrynnT mfn. (-r*-rr*r) Devoid of form or figure, m. (-rt)

1 Heaven. Visin' v. • S iva.
4 The divine spirit, God.

* Reproach, censure, a. far implying negative or deprecia-

tion, and wrrerr shape, &c.

fa< rjiSi mfn. (-er-vr-eij Calm, steady, unperplexed, unconfused.

e. far neg. agiuted.

famnrmfo. (-W:*HT-«t)
1 Removed, rejected, set aside. ’ Refuted,

replied to.
1 Made light of, contemned, despised. 4 Expelled,

turned out- 1 Thrown from or off.
* Divorced, e. fari, and

ITT done, with vjtV prefixed.

•fau®fa mfn. (-faj*fa:-fa)
1 A person who has not duly gone

through a course of study, especially applied however to the

religious student, who bas not duly read the * One

who neglects the live great religious obligations. 1
Shapeless,

formless, viewless, m. (-fa:)
1 Rejection, contradiction, oppo-

sition, disallowance. * Obstacle, impediment, a. firry imply-

ing privation or obstruction, wf»f making, causing; or

privative, and ^TSfa form.

fweni
'H mfn. llnaccused, unreviled, i.fat;. and

^ITWTK exclaiming.

fanare mfn. (-*T:-*r:-*i) Sinless, faultless, i. fa\neg. wnn? sin.

farTOT mfn. (-ri-rT-rJ Lawless, corrupt, barbarian, depraved.

b. fa^ not, ^ri^rn: moral ordinance t it is especially applied

to those people who have not the ordinances of the f^ddn* or

distinction of Ctuin, &c. and comprises all, therefore, except

Hmddi.

farmer f (-^|T) Night. E. far^ not, none, and ^npt sunshine,

fa-ifa* mfn. Given, paid, delivered. and

shown.

farri* m. (-Hi) Payment, discharge, delivery, b. fat^, and

WTT^ fail to show, affix WW.

ftriWt mfn. (-^t-wer-wf) Causing no pleasure, undelighting.

*. fa^ neg. happiness.

fJTtf

On 1 mfn, or -tt) Prosperous fortunnte. e. On; mg.
misfortune.

farTUTU mfn. (-w:-*T-ii) Frivolously or unreally vexatious, (as a

cause of complaint.) c. far^ privative, before wrMT pain,

annoyance.

fan** mfn. (-*:-*t-*) Well# hale, recovered from sickness,

m. (-1):)
1 A wild goat. * A hog, a boar. not,

sickness.

fanxfivj m. (-«*:) The wood apple : see

fanfawfa^ mfn. (-irt*fa*rt-fa) * Living without meat. ' Free

from sensual desires, e. *fTfaw flesh, who eat*,

favr* mfn. (-*:-*t-*) Having no income or profit# yielding none,

&c. b. far neg. WTW receipt,

fan** mfn. (-W.-HT-W) Contracted# compact, b. neg.

spread.

m. (-TTW ) An idler who lives by clandestine means,

has neither income nor expenditure. income, w*
expense, aff.

farm* mfn. Not giving trouble, ready, easily attain-

able. k. fire neg. exertion,

frnyi mfn. Unarmed, defenceless. E.fa^neg. *rre*

a weapon.

fan*r*r mfn. Self- supported, not relying on

another, e. far* slay.

fame mfn. (-ip-VT-w) ‘ Hopeless, despairing. * Disappointed.

e. and arm hope.

fartfa* mfn. (-fa:-fa:-fa:j Without a blessing, b. firar, and

anfinr blessing.

fan** mfn. (-xj; an-aj) Without refuge, destitute, b. far, and

*T** asylum.

farT* m. (-*:)
1 Opposing, rejecting. * Dispcnsion. ' Ejecting,

expelling.
4 Removal. * Abandonment- * out, and

*1* throwing.

fan** n. (•*)
1 Rejection, contradiction. ' Killing, destroying.

* Spitting out. b. fax before are to be, &c. with aria? pre-

fixed, and m* affix
;
also fan**.

fan*rr. mfn. (-rs-rM^ Fasting through necessity or choice.

e. far privative, *rr*rr food.

farrerg mfn. (*r--*T
1 Restless, anxious, unappeasable.

• Homeless, portionless, i. far neg. aiTOH; station.

faf<fa*t f. ( dt) A veil. b. far negative, a hint, rfa and

*t* affs.

fafff^a mfn. ( a;-ar-d) Imperfect, mutilated, maimed. E.faX^

privative, Tf^a an organ of sense.

r*fC1aa n. {-vtj 1 Looking at, regarding, seeing. * Expecting.

R. Dr^;, and seeing.

fstcVaW mfn. 1 Looking at, regarding. ' Expect-

ing, hoping, a. f*^, and seeing.

faclaWTa mfn. (-*>*!•»)
1 Looking at, regarding. ' Hoping,

expecting, k. far before ^ai to see, ura^f aff.

fsrftn f- (-Wt>
1 Looking at, regarding. * Hope, expectation.

t. far before to aud aff.

faCfatrerw mfn Being regarded or looked at. R. fa^,

and 10 *te, pass. in*T^ aff.
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ftflftr* mfn. (*TT^-HT*if) * Seen, beheld, looted at • Hoped,

expected. «. ftc, and ijftw seen,

ftftu n. (-1$) The body of a plough. *. X? or the shaft of

the plough, and ff\ forth or from, prefixed ; hence abo

ftft* n. (-*)

ftfft mfn. (-V.-TT-^) Indifferent, unanxiouiu a. ftt^ncg.

who seeks.

ftftff?TT f. (-7TT) Indifference, absence of effort ot wish to get any

thing, e. irw added to the preceding j also with W, ftfftiE.

ftnt mfn. (-Tfi-WT-lt) ' Said, described. Obscure, obsolete,

n. (~W)
1 One of the Vidingat or works considered as supple-

mentary to and connected with the Vidot, fonning part of

scriptural or sacred science s glossarial explanation of obscure

terms, especially those occurring in the Vida*. ‘Explanation

of the concord or disagreement of letters, &c. ' Separation

or analysis of a derivative or compound word. e. ftx^ negative

or affirmative prefix, tsif spoken, said.

ft*fw f.
( two

1 The Vkdanga or portion of scriptural science,

which explains obscure and obsolete terms. * Explanation

of words : see the last. *. fa^, and saying,

ft a^ trty mfn. (-*:-*mt) Being uttered or said. a, ft^. and

fliisrs being spoken.

ftawritJ mfn. Breathless. Narrow, contracted,

crowded, a. ft^, and breathing,

ftfuy mfn. (-T:-Tt-^) Nonplussed, without an answer, k. ft^,

and an answer.

ftWTT mfn. (-^S-^T-V) Indolent, indifferent. «. ftT neg.

effort.

ft^*J* mfn. (-*:-¥T-*‘) Utanxious, unregretting, b. ffT neg.

sorrowing for.

mfn. (-f:-l!-^)
1 Slopped, checked, restrained, hindered.

* Confined, imprisoned, e. ft. and VI hindered.

fsTVTTOW m. (•*:) Stricture of the urethra. s.ftn, «md WV
what pains.

ft a (9 *! eft mfn. (-ftt-ftt-ft) Wearied, tired. *. ftff, and

repose.

fjTEjTT mfn (.f.-WT-V) Immoveable, undecaying, e. ftx, and

going away,

fsrvfinr mfn. (-XT-VT-li) Sedate, free from perturbation, e. ft^,

and ^sfrff perturbed.

fnvijTV mfn. (-ft-fV*) Causeless, groundless, e. ft^ negative,

TOT* cause.

ftTOWmfn. (-OT-artft-'anr) Hindering, checking, suppressing.

b. ft beforeW to hinder, ipt aff.

mfn. (-vi*VT*^)
1 Hindering, opposing. * Preventing,

depriving of. e ft beforeW to hinder, irrVT aff.

ft*fg* mfn. (-T-VT-V) Free from any national distress or

affliction, free from tyranny, e. fare, and ^xnFV violence,

ftnr** mfn. (-V’-VT-'^) Free from trouble or alarm, b. ft\,

and TO** calamity.

ftrq* mfn. (-v:-an-ai) Unequalled, having no resemblance or

likeness, a. fane, and TOlTT similitude.

mfn. (-ar-afT-V) Honest, free from trick or fraud, s.

and trick,

6 D

ftTO mfn. (4T>VMQ * Conventional, accepted, (as the meaning

of technical words or names in opposition to their etymolo-

gical sense alone.) * Unmarried. * Inherent, m. (-*:) 1 The

force or application of words, according to their natural or

received meanings, (in Rhetoric.) * (In Logic,) The implied

description of any property in the term designing it, (as of

redness in the word red, &c.) e. fix affix, and V7 ascended}

or ft^ neg. vrv married.

ftvn* n. (•*)
1 Sight, seeing.

a Doubt, discussion, investiga-

tion. * Ascertaining, determining. 4 Searching, looking for,

e. ft implying certainty,W to have form, affix V7.

ftxRvftv mfn. (-V-VT-V) To be discussed, to be investigated.

* To be sought or looked for. k. ft before TO to have form,

’V^tVXaff.

ftVnjWmfn. ( vv-V’fft-V^
1 Searching, looking for. • Investi-

gating, considering, e. ft, TO to have form, ice aff.

ft ffnw mfn. (-HMTMf) Seen, beheld. 4 Ascertained. * Disco-

vered, found. 4 Appointed, deputed, directed to do any

thing. • Considered, weighed, e. ft before to to have form,

affix w.

fn*m mfn. (-vp-iin-^) To be seen or ascertained, wrf. Haring

seen or considered, x. ft before TO to have form, Wlf. or

VTVaff.

ftvpzpx n. (-*) Ascertaining, determining, x. 9 added to the

last
}
also with TO , ftTOlffT.

ftTO m. (-V-)
1 A complete sentence, one having no ellipsis.

* Certainty, ascertainment. “ Logick, disputation. 4 An

enema, one not of an oily kind. b. ftr privative, and 99
reasoning, &c.

ft^TV n. <-«) * Ascertaining. * Administering enemata not of

an oily kind. R. ftt: before TOT to reason, affix m*.

ft^H mfn. (-vr:-HT-ii) Silent, noiseless, k. ft neg. XTV sound-

ing.

faerm m. (.f:)
1 Loss, destruction. 4 Opposition, hindrance,

cheek, restraint, prevention.
1 Aversion, disfavour, dislike.

4 Preserving. * Confinement, e. ft before TO to oppose,

affix tot

froft mfn. (-ft-flr-ft) Free from violence, tyranny, &c.

m. (-ft:) A demigod and ruler of the south-west quarter : see

wftrftf. f. (Do) * Misfortune, calamity. * Security, pros-

perity, immunity from tyranny or violence, e. fty^ implying

reverse, flft good fortune, &c.

firahr m (-*:) The Sama Vida. ..fin;. Vf to go, Un'Adi

affix TO
ft* in. (-*:) Country, region, place or province. E. ftv^ forth,

1 ST to go, affix <f.

f*h? mfn. (-Wfm-ti) ’ Gone out or forth.
1 Expended, extinct,

departed, ft fine out, ww gone.

firifw mfn. (-ar-'-NT-Ei) Inodorous, void of fragrance or smell,

a. ftv^ neg. TO smelL

faftaOT n. (-vi) Killing, slaughter. E. ftr affirmative particle,

jvm to hurt, affix V*
finwnft f. («Jt) The Simtl or silk cotton tree. t. filiat, v«q

a flower,
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m. (-W:) 1 Going forth or out, exit. * Total low or depar-

ture. s. fanq out, and JR going; also fw£ffif and fMfir

mfn. (-w:-wr-w) * Void of all properties. * Bad, worthless,

having no good qualities, m. (-W-) The Supreme Being, or

any deity so considered, a. privative, and uw a property,

an excellence.

firi*w n. (-») The state of being free from all qualities, an

attribute^especially of the Supreme Being, and pi

affix ; also with TTW, fintxWT.
. ' «•

fifxwl f. ( -'*»
1 A shrub, (Vitex negundo.) * Another plant,

(iftirifrtrrfwwT.) " The root of the lotus, i. fM forth or out,

or JtfV to surround, m affix fem. affix #tw; hence also

M* m. (-:) The hollow of a tree. k. far m, to hide,aff.

fkM m. (-wj:) 1 A saint, a devotee, one who has withdrawn

from the world, and lives either as a beggar or a hermit. * A

religious character wandering about naked. 4 A pauper, a

beggar. 4 An ideot, a fooL * A gambler, a. fif^nat, xpw a

knot or lie, or figuratively, attachment.

fVS** mfn. (-v-iFT W) 1 Unattended, unaccompanied. ‘Aban-

doned, deserted. * Clever, expert, conversant, m. (-*:) ' A
religious mendicant. * A naked devotee. * A gambler, s. far

, not, tie or connexion, affix also read fuTTfanr.

fwi^K o. <-Wi Killing, slaughter, a. f«r^ privative, before tpi

to hurt or kill, affix W7.
t » '

M* n. (-*)
1 A great collection of people, a fair, a market,

&c. 4 A free market or wharf, one where no toll is levied. 4 A
place where is no quay or stairs, e. fwT prefixed to w® to

endeavour, affix nw.

fanse* m. (.v*:) A vocabulary, an index, a. fsr^ before if* to

endeavour, aff. YW
fsratjw n. (-^) Rubbing, friction. before Y* to rub,

WTaif.

fxririw* mfn. (-y>YT*) Rubbing, a rubber, a. YY added to

the last.

fsrunf m. (-in)
1 A gust of wind, a hurricane, a whirlwind.

* The noise of contending vapours in the heavens, t. fsn:

forth, TW to drive, affix fit, YTTT substituted for the radical.

MMU(-*t) A river.

firi« mfn. (-*'.-*T-V)
1 Cruel, unmerciful. * Shameless, immo-

dest. i. ftrtr neg. T*l mercy, Ac.

first. m. (-*:) Sound in general, x. f*y_ before XX to sound,

affix **1

firujrr mfn. (-rr -sn-si) Lonely, unpeopled, unfrequented, x. firy

neg. unt a person.

fitnfa mfn. (y'-TT-y) Immortal, imperishable, undecaying, m.

(.y;) A deity, an immortal, n. { y) Ambrosia, the food of the

gods, £, (-TI)
1 A plant : see ’ A sort of perfume,

commonly Mura. x. firy not, «yt decrepitude or decay.

finxut mfn. (-W-XII-W) Dry, desart, void of water, m. (•*:) A

desart, a waste, x. filT neg. and met water.

fitfisw mfr.(-Wi-WT-lf) ’ Conquered, subdued, overcome. 4 Won,

gained. 4 Unconquered, k. affirmative or neg. prefix

far* conquered.

fafanTfaffl mfn, (-y:-YT*Y) Of subdued passions or feelings.

*. fafanr
,
and TP** an organ of sense.

falsi flrffmnw m, ( -ft:) A Muni, a saint. x. fafwwfM. and

wrw accumulation.

mfn. (-W'-WT-W) Lifeless. K fwT, and sftl alive.

f4»rc mf. A cascade or torrent, the precipitous descent

of water from mountains, &c. f. (-^) A river, m. (-^:)
1 A

horse of the sun. 4 A fire of chafl*. b. fine before if to waste,

and afl‘.

f*r4ffY m. (-fl) A mountain, f. (-fa^ft) A river. *. Mk a

waterfall, xfar affi

Mil m. (-V) 1 Certainty, positive conclusion. 4 Doubt, dis-

cussion, investigation. 4 (In Law,) Sentence, decision. 4
(In the

MimAiua,) The application of a conclusive argument. 4 (In

Logic,) Complete ascertainment, s. far affirmative prefix, wt

to guide, affix

firwurr n. (-if) Certainty, ascertainment, positive conclusion,

i- see f*P»rsr, with w* aff.

fww nuig m. ('%}) A sentence, a verdict, (in Law.) x. firwu,

and tPY process.

fir*y m. (-X s
) One of the horses of the sun.

Mrvar mfn. (-fi-fi-f) Causing or leading to certainty,

B. far before wt to guide, causal form, mm affi

firwnrw n. (-ir) 1 Causing certainty. 4 The outer angle of the

elephant's eye. i. certainty, YY aff.

fafa* mfn. (-WMVMV) Cleaned, cleansed, k. far before fnr
to clean, affix if.

farffY mfu, (-Y:-YT-it) Ascertained, determined. 4 Sentenced,

decreed, a. far before wf to get, affix

m. (-Y:) Cleansing, washing, cleaning. B.fa^ beforeM
to wash, Y*r aff.

m. (-f:) A washerman, e. faiXT before f41 to clean,

affix irf.

fir** mfn. (-YT-Yt-Y) Certifying, verifying, leading to cer-

tainty, decisive, m. (*YT) * A judge. 4 A document, a Toucher.
4 A guide, e.M before wt to lead, YY aff.

Myy n. (-ff) Proof, verification, a. m added to the preced-

ing.

mfn. (-It-wi-i) To be ascertained, what is or ought to be

determined, k. before *o lead* aff.

Af mfn. 1

Burnt, burnt up. 4 Unburnt, r, fir^,

and burnt.

Pit* mfn. (-z:-¥T-*)
1 Unkind, unfeeling, unmerciful, devoid

of pity or charity. • Unnecessary. 4 Envious, slanderous,

abusive. * Mad, intoxicated, h. fir before to

hurt, affix irvr, dcriv. irr.

mfn. (-1: >*!'*) Unkind, unmerciful, cruel, hard-hearted.

*• fw*T before compassion, charity.

*ufn. (-Ti-TT-^)
1 Harsh spoken. * Shameless, n. (.^f)

Much, excessively, tubst. n. (-<) Pith, essence, i. firx; not,

X to respect, WW aff.

farrfr m. (-fr ) A cave. b. fin: before ^ to rend, pf aff.

Mffrarfww mfn. Inhabiting a cave. x-firffy^,
and q i fy who abides in.
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mfti. (-WM-wWfl-xnT ) Biting, consuming. e. fw^» and

YMW biting.

Uivw mfn. (-W-MT-W) Toothless, e. fM^. neg. YMM a tooth.

fMYYM mfn. (-w:-MT-M) Not burning, not caustic, n. (-if) Mark-

ing nut. a. far affir. or neg. and yYM burning.

( (-«PU A sort of creeper, from the fibres of which bow-

strings are made, (Sanaeviera zeylanica.)

frriT* m. (-tit) A reaper, a husbandman, a. fine before to

cut, MY aff.

fsHClfcM mfn. (-T|t-TTT*if)
1 Torn, rent. * Open, unclosed. * Start-

ing, starting, (the eyes.) a. fYT. and ^TftTT torn.

mfn. (-W-WT W) 1 Stout, lusty. 1 Anointed, smeared.

b. for^. before fi^T to heap, affix iff.

fmf^W fad. Having shown, explained, enjoined, &c. b. fir^

before f<Y to show, aif.

fsrfj g mfn. (Y:-YT-¥)
1 Described, depicted, pointed out, shown.

a Ascertained, determined. * Ordered, directed.
4 Assigned.

* Asserted, declared. e. before to show, affix %.

m (-*:)
1 Order, command, authoritative instruction or

direction. • Description, designation. * Depicting, pointing

out or exhibiting. ‘Certainty, ascertainment ‘Saying,

telling. * Vicinity, proximity, k. f*T\ before f^Y to show,

affi&TC.

fan{e mfn. (*TT-^-^) Who or what shows or explains, m. (-Yl)

An authority, a guide, a. fan: before f^Y to show, a^aff.

tfrifrk mfn. (-Y*. Yi-v) Faultless, without defect or blemish.

a. fMX negative, and defect

fM^*Y mfn. (-xf-sfr-xi)
1 Not double. Free from either of

two alternatives, neither glad nor sorry. See. * Not acknow-

ledging two principles, a. neg. fYF a pair,

fwr mfn. (-y-YT-M) Poor, indigent m. (yO An old ox.

a. fax priv. and YW wealth.

faw mfn. (

1 Impious, unrighteous, immoral, void of

law or religion. * Not acknowledging moral or religious

institutions, but especially those of the flmdut. a. far not,

M virtue, &c.

farin: m. {-*:) ' Certainty, ascertainment * Particularising

individuals according to their degree of merit a. before

to hold or have, affix YY

fVuTTW n. (-Y) Certainty, ascertainment x. before Y to

have, affix WY.

mfn. (.V-YT-Y) ' To be ascertained. * Acting reso-

lutely, irresistible, k. fair: affir. or neg. Y to hold, W*tY^

affix j
also and frnxnij.

fw^ffkw mfn. (-Y:-MT-M) Ascertained, determined, k. affir-

mativc, Y to have, causal form, H aff.

fMYTW mfn. (-BP-iSt-4)
1 Acting fearlessly. • Active, energe-

tick.
4 Ascertainable, to be ascertained or determined,

a. fwx; neg- or affir. w to restrain, affix MPT ; it may also be

written firing.

ftntn mfn. (-XP-m-li) ' Denoted, rejected. • Removed, departed,

• Broken, divided. * Refuted. * Thrown out. * Suffered,

* undergone. * Destroyed, m. (-K:) A limn abandoned by his

relatives or friends, i. {^before U to shake, affix *.

fsrurn mfn. (-Wi-ffT-V)
' Washed. • Bright, polished, s. fire,

and YTO cleansed.

fJlKMWn: info. (*Y:-YT-Y) Uncourteous. e. fir^neg. MYiYHK
salutation.

fMYTY mfn. (-Y-YT-af) Having no superior, master, protector,

Ac. e. far*; neg. MTY a lord.

fVMTYMT f. (-TIT)
1 Being without a master. * Widowhood.

K. neg. MTYTTT masterhood.

fwfwfxnT mfn. (-¥:-YT-af) Causeless, groundless, k. fwr neg.

fwfrm cause.

fMWW na. (-w:) 1 Intent, and pertinacious pursuit of any thing,

urgency, importunity. * Seizure, laying hold of any thing,

literally or figuratively. Caprice, fancy, whim. s. before

YW to bind or tie, affix Ypr.

fVYYY n. (-^) Killing, slaughter, e. fin^ before YYT to slay,

affix wry.9 «•

fin&m mfn. (-Y-vti-y') Weak, feeble, powerless, b. fx^ neg.

YYI strength.

Or^ff mfn. (-f%t-fc=-f%) Ignorant, unwise, s. fir^neg. and Yffc

understanding
; also fy^FY.

fMW* mfn. (-Ys-ft-qJ) Free from hatred or enmity, x. fsp^neg.

Yf hostility.

OrMY mfn. (-TT-YMt) Broken down. k. fwr. and WSf broken,

fanry mfn. (-Y:-YT-Y) Hard, firm, compact, x. f*r^ before MY to

maintain, affix yer,

fmfo mfn. (-Y:-YT-Y) Fearless, undaunted, e. fare not, WY fear,

fytfa mfn (-Tt-YT-Y) * Much, excessive. * Fearless n. *dv. (-y)

Much, excessively. *ub*t. Pith, essence, e. fant' before Y
to fill, affix YY.

n. (-Y) * Wickedness, malignity. * Abuse, blame.

• Lac. e. before y?y to abuse, affix ^y.
OnJfnUY mfn. (-Tfi-YT-^f) Abused, reviled, despised, a. fan: before

MY to abuse, affix |f.

fsiMini mfn. (jb.jyt^y) Unlucky. *. f^TT neg. mttb luck.

fYfrrY ind. Having pierced or penetrated, e. fY^ before fwg; to

break, WY aff.

fwfVY mfn. (-Y'-YT*^)
1 Undistinguished, equal, like. • Pierced,

divided, e. fart:, fMY separated or pierced.

frpjY mfn. (-Y^-Yl-Y) Straight, flat, not bent. k. faiY. and MY
curved. ,

fwaftw ind. 1 Having discriminated or particularised. * Having

ground or churned, i. before MftT to churn, WY aff.

fanirY (
_Y!'*‘YT-Y) Sober, quiet, unintoxicated, m. (-Y**) An

elephant after the frontal juice has ceased to exude, one out

of rut, b. fxrr: P”T- ant* madness,

finfcyq mfn. (-W:-«r-«i) Uninhabited, desolate, e. Iyx;, a

man.

fy«si4XY n. (•#) 1 Separating, distinguishing, discriminating.

* Churning, b. fine before MY to churn, li aff.

OnfcvMJ mfn. ( xw: ’WT-»Yi)
1 To be rubbed, to be churned, &c.

To be distinguished or discriminated, b. fane affir. M«Y} to

be rubbed.

fip&M mfn. (-M:-MT-lf) Disinterested, claiming or wishing for

nothing, e. f»rr, and MM mine.
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n. (-n*) Disregard of worldly interests or possessions.

*. and w affix
*
also fw«Cw7n .

with tnf off.

fro mfn. (-W^WT-ni) Clear, clean, free from dirt or impurities,

(literally or figuratively.) n. (!*) ' The remains of an offering

made to a deity. * Talc. r. far^ priv. and snx dirt.

froraw n. (-at) Purity, cleanness, (physical or moral.) a. V
added to the last ; also with irwt firwnn.

fsr*irw n. (w) 1 Manufacture, production, making. 1 Pith, mar*

row, essence. 4 Propriety, fitness, e. fsn^ before WT to measure,

affix W*:
fsr&^T mfn. Clear, clean, n. (-iff)

* The remains of

an offering presented to a deity. * Purity, cleanness, clear*

ness. f. (*1BT) A medicinal plant: see TWT. a. not, irt

dirt, impurity, affix trw.

mfn. (-W:-WT-if) ' Made. • Fabricated, artificial, x. fsrc

before WT to mete, affix n.

fwfwfw f. (*f*T0 Making, manufacturing, artificial production,

x. as above : sec fsrTOW* affix fait.

fjp&jj nifu. (-yfi'HT-w) Loosed, set free, liberated, disjoined,

sundered, separated, Ac. m. (-%•) A snake who has lately cast

his skin. x. ftn^ before tpl loosed.

Pniz m. (-*:)
1 A tree bearing apparent blossoms. * The sun.

• A rogue, n. (-¥) A large, and free market or fair. x.

before w* to press, Ac. affix w.

fSpttw mfn. (-m:-mT-m)
1

Baseless, unfounded. * Eradicated.

e. f«r^, and »r*r a root.

mfn. (*T:*¥MB) Rubbed out. x. fwT, and Wt rub-

bed.

Wit m. (-*:)
1 Tbe slough of a snake. * Liberating, setting

loose or free. • Armour, mail. * Sky, heaven, atmosphere,

x. far^ forth, to let loose, affix VW.

fkriw mfn. ( -ini -ipfiV^il) Going forth or out, issuing. *.fwv
and EPT going.

fsraiwTW mfn. (*^:-WT-sf) Self-willed, unrestrained, uncontrolled,

independant. n. (-vf) Independence, absence of restraint,

x. not, UWIW restraining.

fbuifarw mfn. (-TTt-WT-ir) Self-willed, uncontrolled, unrestrained,

i. fir^ neg. arfanf restrained.

Draiw n. {-^) ' Going forth or out, exit, issue. * Eternal eman-

cipation, final beatitude. ' A rope for tying cattle, a foot-

rope.
4 Tbe outer corner of an elephant's eye. x. f*r^ before

to go, affix wi.

f*rujm mfn. (4R4TT-lt) Gone out or forth, departed. »*«* and

stTW gone.

farniwit m. (-if)
1 Revenge. * Gift, donation. * Delivery of a de-

posit 4 Replacing any thing lost 4 Payment of a debt

• Killing, slaughter, x. before xpr to endeavour, in the

causa] form, affix

fHanOfT mfn. (-W-WT-IT)
1 Taken away. 1

Retaliated, requited,

x fin;, to endeavour, causal v. % aff.

fwim ro. (•*(:) A sailor, a boatman, x. before tjtr to refrain,

affix tr»t

fspiixj tad. Having gone out or departed, i. fanout, xritj hav-

ing gone.

fir^TO m. (-v)
1 Extract, decoction, infusion. • Any natural

exudation of a plant, as gum, milk, extract, &c. x. fi|T forth

or out, WW to endeavour, affix WWT; it is also read fWire.

<-fi|:)
* Disunion. ' Unfitness, inappropriateness, im-

propriety. • Want of connexion or government, (in Gram-

mar.) e. fir^ neg. union, Ac.

OluiflHl mfn. (-gp-^ft-W)
1 Detached, disunited. * Uoconnect-4 '

ed, unmeaning. * Inappropriate, improper, x. w added to

the preceding.

m. (*v) * A chaplet, a crest, an ornament for the head.

* Extracted juice, or a decoction, Ac. 1 A door, a gate. 4 A
pin or bracket projecting from a wall to hang or place any

thing upon. * Wood placed in a wall for doves to build upon.

x. out, out from, IJY to go, affix «f

.

faujiXw* mfn. (-to-vr-ii) Free from care or anxiety about pro-

perty. x. fgx; neg. ^nrwn property.

mfn, (-W:-WT-W) 1 Unmarked, unnoted, unspotted, Ac.

• Undefined, x. far priv. and VX|W a mark.

fro* mfn. Impudent, shameless, x. f«r^ neg.

Ol«II shame. ,

fWiff mfn. (-Jp-KT-g)
1 Unsmeared, unanointed. * Un defiled,

uncontaminated, (by passion, Ac.) m. (-g:)
1 A name of

KrTshns. * A sage. x. far neg. fbnt anointed,

fxnx^ mfn. (-xt:-TTT-xf)
1 Anointed or smeared. * Undefiled, (by

pasaion.) m. (-W:) A sage. x. fine on, ** plastering.

mfn. (*W-Wf-x() Silent. n. (-if)
1 Explanation, declara-

tion. * Vocabulary, Index, x. fin: affir. or neg. xnpT speaking.

mfn. (-w:-WT-xf) Bare, open, (a country.) x. f*r\ neg. T«r a

wood.

(WWW n. (-ai) 1 Gift, donation. • Presentation of funeral offer-

ings. • Extinguishing, pulling out. x. fb\ before xp? to go,

affix IT.

t (-sft) The cast slough of a snake.

M"* n. (-xf) Sight, seeing, looking at, regarding, x. fip^

before to class or colour, affix nr*,

ft n, (-XT) ' Leaving off, desisting from. • Completing,

ending. • Limiting to, measuring by. x. before Hi to

be, m* aff.

f*r*W i*d. ' Having finished, having done. 1 Having ceased,

x. far before ttt to be, wy aff.

nf. (*w-m) ' End, completion. • Supporting, carrying on,

maintaining. * The catastrophe of a drama, the conclusion

of the fable, x. out, to bear, affix ip^.

m. (-^:-n(T wi) 1 Unobjectionable, blameless, not to be

found fault with or censured. * Improper to be said,

neg. to be spoken.

mfn. (-V-WI*W) * Liberated from existence. * Dead,

deceased. • Gone out, extinguished, (as a fire.)
4
Set, as a

planet 4 Immersed, plunged. 4 Having no arrows, n. (-4)

* Eternal happiness, emancipation from matter, and re- union

with the deity : it is especially employed in this sense by the

Bauddhtu and Jauu, understanding by it perfect and per-

petual calm. 1 Setting, disappearing, departure. 4 Refrain-

ing, desisting, leaving off, cessation.
4 Union, association,
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blending, confluence. 1 Bathing or plunging of an elephant.

* Repose. ’ Vacuity, vacuum or space. * Instructing in

science. a. fire before xrrei to blow, &c. affix JR, dcriv. irr. or

fire neg. Tivr an arrow.

firarTrere m. (-*:) Liberation, a. fWTf,
and head, chief.

Uti ft nifn. (-Tf:-tTT'W)
1 Calm, still, not windy, having ceased

to blow. * Sheltered from the wind. m. (-W:) A calm. a. fire

before ttu wind. air.

fx4nr m. (-<*:)
1 Censure, blame, reproach. * Rumour, report.

* Asseveration, affirmation, deeision of a controversy. * Ab-

sence of dispute or railing. 4 Disrespect, a. fire privat. pre-

fix, and speech.

firajTxj m. (-if:) ' Putting out, as a fire or light. * Gifts in honour

of a deceased ancestor : see finfPf.

firerTre n. (-if)
1 Putting out, as a fire or light, extinguishing,

quenching. * (In medicine,) Refrigerant. * Killing, slaughter.

4 Gift, giving. * Presenting funeral oblations- t. fire before

to go, &c. in the causal form, uffix wz.

firevTfre mfn. (-ir-lfT-lf) 1 Put out, quenched, extinguished.

'Allayed, cooled. 'Killed. 'Offered in oblation, c. fire, "re

to go, causal v.» n aff.

fir*ir<U tad.
1 Having offered funeral cakes. ' Having delighted.

' Having quenched, a. fire before re to sow, affix

mfn. (-itr-tVT*Qi) ' Acting fearlessly or determinately.

* Irresistible, not to be opposed or resisted, a. fire,* to

hinder, affix ijr»T.

n. (-n‘)
1 Killing, slaughter. * Hurting, injuring.

1 Ba-

nishment, expulsion, a. fap^out, forth, re to abide, causal

form, and irz aff.

f^snfvrtr mfn. (-ir-lfT-TT) Expelled, banished, b. fire out, re to

abide, causal 1* aff.

fsrMTB? mfn. To be banished, i. fire out, re to

abide, causal form, W aff. ; also fir4rfifre-

fit«ilY m. (-jp)
1 Accomplishment, completion, end. ' Car-

rying on, supporting, maintaining. ’ Providing means. 'Suf-

ficiency, adequacy, e. fire before 're to bear, affix ret.

firsire* n. (-^r) Application or connexion of cause and effect.

e. fire before re to convey, re aff.

f>4rre Catastrophe of a drama : sec fare*.

u. (-JF) Knowledge, not depending upon or derived

from the senses. « fxr neg. fV^W alternative, added.

fxfxXIT mfu. (-xci-TT-^) Unchanged, unaltered, uniform, e. r«x

neg. fbXilT change of form or state.

fxffry mfn. (-TF-Ef-ll) Unobstructed. n, seisf. < -If) Absence

of obstruction or impediment, adc. Freely, unobstructed!)

.

>. fxx neg. few obstruction.

fxfnx mfn. (-W:-WT*W)
1 Desponding, overcome with fear or

sorrow. 1 Humble. ' Abused, degraded. * Fallen away, ema-

ciate with grief. * Decayed, impaired. • Certain, n. fin^pri-

vative.fre to know, affix W-

fxfixxrxx mfn. Humble, resigned, meek,

and mind.

fiffii^UT f. (-*IJT) The name of a river that rises in the Hndkya

mountains, i. fic^out of, fipttTT the Fmdk hills, (cm. aff.

6 £

fhrfxxr mfn. (-^:-TTre) Close, contiguous, without interval or

interstice. «. fxr neg. Ann- a space,

fiffifiw mfn. Foolish, undiscriminating. r. fire neg.

firre judgment.

firfirnif mfn. (-'f'5-jfi*^) Fearless, undaunted, confident, b.

neg. fVnr fearful.

fiffirePT mfn. ( re-ic^t-ini)
1 Entering in or into. * Engaged

in.
1 Attaining, obtaining. * Marrying, e. fir^ before finr to

enter, ir* aff.

fiffintw mfn. (re:-WT-l)
1 Undiscriminating, making no difference.

' Same, like, indisoaituinate. e. fire neg. firire difference.

ficfiffT f. (-WT or wt) A plant, (Curcuma xedoaria.) b. fir*;

opposite, fanti,) fire poison, antidote,

fijfre mfn. )
1 Attained, arrived at. ' Obtained, got.

' Engaged in, occupied by. * Staying, being. * Married.

• Earned, gained. * Taken, received, e. fire before fVir to

enter, affix If.

fireffi* mfn. (-m: -«TT-«i) 'Seedless. 'Impotent, i. fire neg.

alar seed.

firfft mfn. (-^!JgT*V) Unheroick, cowardly. (ret) A woman

whose husband and children are dead, a childless widow,

a. fire privative, and afar a hero, a champion.

mfn. * Tame, feeble, spiritless. ' Impotent.

k. fin; not, power.

fsrix mfn. {-Wt-Wf if) Ended, terminated. * Happy, content.

* Emancipated.
4 Free from occupation or interest, n. ( if)

A house, s. fire, and w to choose, Jf affix : see fir*H.

fWfir f. (-fit:)
1 Final emancipation from existence. * Death.

» Happiness. ' Rest, repose, tranquillity, ceasing or abstain*

ing from. ' Setting, departure, disappearance, * Completion,

accomplishment, conclusion, k. fire, affirmative particle, «

to choose, affix filW.

figre mfn. (.n^wr-vi) Finished, completely done, accomplished.

r. fire before nr to be, affix if.

fulfil mfn. Destitute, having no occupation, f.

(•fif:) ' Completion, termination, conclusion. ' Satisfaction.

' Final beatitude. 4 Approach, advance, e. fire neg. Wff to

be, affix ft** ,
or firi; *ml ifil business,

fifvfl mfn. Calm, (as the ocean.) aud xx

agitation.

fnif^ mfn. (-X:-Xt-X) Not having the Fnhi, infidel, unscript u-

ral. m. <-x;)
1 Humility, self-disparagement. ’ Being neglect-

ed or disregarded by others. • Indifference, disregard of

worldly objects. *. fur: deprecative particle, fax to know,

affix tru, or far neg. xx the f'tdtu.

fsnht m. (.«:)
1 Wages, hire.

1 Enjoyment. * Eating. 4 Faint-

ing, swooning, syncope. * Attaining, obtaining.
4 Engaged

or entering in, E. fxt; before fax to enter, affix X%

fipfrx n. ( X) A small reed used as a ahuule. x. fxr without,

•ire surrounding. ^
fxxy mfn. (-X:-XJ-0 Friendly, without enmity. E. fxr^neg. XC

hostility.

fir n. (-if)
1 A hole, a chasm. ' Exemption from pain. ' Pain-

ing, afflicting, b. fn^ affix or neg. prefix, and *rre fear, dread.
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mfn. (-'Wi Wl-'*) Indifferent to, di«reg»rding. *. fitT

DC)?, expectation.

mfn. (•»:-*!•*) UndUsembling, tree, a f«ft: neg.

false.

ftranw mfn. (.Ht-mr-nt) 1 Without deceit.
1 Without obstruction,

a. fart neg. «m deceit.

mfn. (-¥t-¥T-¥)
1 Abandoned, left, deserted. * Finished,

completed, k. fa^ before ^¥ arranged,

fsrr:* m. (-¥.)
1 Taking forth or out. • Removing entirely.

1 Setting apart. 4 Burning dead bodies, or carrying them

out to be burnt e. fair away, waa tasting,

faart m. (-a?)
1 Extracting, drawing out, rooting up, &c. * Put-

ting forth or out. 1 Evacuation of any of the natural excre-

ments of the fwces, urine, sweat, &c.
4 Burning, combustion.

* Giving away, selling, exchanging, &c. 4 Diffusive fragrance.

’ Accumulation of wealth, a hoard, a private purse or hoard.

k. fin* out, ¥ to take, affix u'W

faq ifVa mfn. 1 Taking forth or out. 4 Diffusively

fragrant, having a wide spreading odour. * Having wealth.

^ to take, Giaa aff or farrre affix afa.

mfn. (-IT-WT-lf) * Taken or carried forth or out * Extrac-

ted. b. far out, ^pr taken.

f*nrw tad. 1 Having taken forth or out. * Having extracted.

il fin; before T| to take, W¥ aff

mfn. (-Gr-fa:-fa) Unarmed, e. fir^. and afa a weapon.

fair* m. (-^:) Sound in general, e. fa*; before to round,

affix ¥^.

faarw m. (-¥:) A house, a habitation, e. far in, al to embrace,

affix W.

fwwwa n. (•if) Place, dwelling, t. fa before 'it to endeavour,

117 aff.

fifWlfaai f. (-WT) Dwelling, domesticality. k. faaifaa and

aff.

flraifaa mfn. (-wt-Gnft-fw) Dwelling in, inhabiting, e. fir

before * to embrace, fafa aff.

fafauj m. (-1¥:) A deity, f. (-aqi) A cow. b. fir in or on, few*

to smear, affix ant.

fafaf*V¥Tl f. (-an) A cow. e, aa.. added to the preceding.

fipsGf mfn. (-¥:-an-af) 1 Encompassed, surrounded, shut or

wrapt up, embraced. 9 Destroyed, perished entirely. * Trans-

formed, changed. 4 Fused in or into. * Full. b. fa in or on,

to embrace, affix a* deriv. irr.

faaasT n, (-af) Gifts in honour of deceased ancestors
; also faara.

faran £ (-TT) A virgin, a girl unmarried, s. fa priv. and ar

a husband.

n. (-^) 1 Returning, turning or coming back. • Bring-

ing back. 1 Reforming, repenting.
4 Desisting from. 4 Giving

back, returning. 4 Stopping, ceasing.
f A measure of land 20

rods, or 200 cubits square, k. fir before aa to be, war aff.

farvlfuaa mfn. (-H‘-¥T-*1) To be restrained, to be hindered

or diverted, e. fobeforc ta to be, causal r. aa aff.

faaaw i*d.
1 Having desisted or refrained from. • Having turn-

ed back. • Having repented. 4 Having repaid, b. faf before

iff to be, aff. WPT

Gra^a nf. (-tf-Wf) 1 Killing, destroying. * Removing, x. Gf

before to cover, war aff.

fVffaa mfn. (-W:-in-lf) Killed, destroyed. 1 Removed, taken

away, e fa before aw to cover, w aff.

faraiWTT mfn. (-aa-a»tft-aa) Dwelling in, inhabiting, x. fa before

"TO to dwell, WM aff.

faaafa f. (-fa:) A house, a habitation, e. fa in, aa to dwell,

aff. for.

faaaw m. (-¥:) A village, b. fir in, aa to dwell, aff aa.

faaaa n. (-a)
1 A house, a habitation. * Cloth, clothes, raiment.

k. fa in, aa to dwell or wear, aff ¥Ja.

faaw m. (-T-) * A multitude, a quantity. 4 One of the seven

winds, k. fif always, aw to gain, ¥ or awr aff

faara mfn. (-a:-ai-aj ’ Well armed, accoutred in strong mad.
* Secure, safe, as in an asylum. * Calm, not windy, m. (-¥’•)

An asylum, a dwelling, Ike.
1 A calm. 4 Strong armour.

k. f% neg. wra wind, &c.

Gnrraaaw m. (-a^) A demon, the grandson of HiRANVAEASirc.

E. faai*. and wan a cuirass.

frrra m. (-¥:)
1
Gifts in honour of a deceased parent or rela-

tive. * Offering of water at Srdddka*, or daily ablution to the

manes. * Gift, giving in general, k. fir before an to go, Ur

give, &c. aff. war.

fwar^ m. (>rs) Hindering, opposition, impediment, e. fa prefix,

W to screen, W«? aff.

fVaiTW n. (-af)
1 Hindering, opposing. • An impediment. 4 Con-

temning, holding light or worthless, k. far prefix, a to

screen, |p aff.

fnara^TW mfn. (-¥:-ar-¥) To be checked, hindered, &c. e. fa
before a to screen, aff. aaTwr; also fsratfraa and faw iA

Gramm, mfn. (-Wa-Wat-Wa) Opposing, hindering, b, fa before

to screen, WW aff

Graifra mfn. (-a:-aT-a) Hindered, checked, opposed, e. fa
prefix, a to screen, a aff.

fwarwara mfn. (-W*-WT-ai) To be opposed or hindered. i-Gr
before a to screen, pass. v. snaa aff.

fwa ?¥ m. (-W:) A house, a dwelling, s. fa in, aw to abide, aff aw
Grarw^jw n. (-^) Habitation or inhabiting, e. Grata, and aw

being.

fwaTfww mfn. (-wt-Gnft-fw) Dwelling, abiding in, inhabiting.

b. fwaia, and afa aff.

Grfaa mfn. (-¥;-arr-af) 1 Coarse, large, gross, bulky, without

spaces or interstices. 4 Thick, impervious, impenetrable.

• Crooked -nosed, e. fw not, fawi an interstice, ai changed to

¥ j or far particle, with foara aff.

fafa^ta mfn. (-W:-WT-a) 1 Coarse, gross. 4 Crooked-nosed.

R. see the last
;
a’ro Gr particle, aff.

fafaWJWW mfn. (-Wa-W^ft-Wa) Wishing to stop or return.

e. fa before ia to abide, desid. form, W¥ aff.

fwfairw mfn. (-W:-WT*W) Alike, not different, b. fa neg. GNiw
difference.

fafaa mfn. (-¥‘-¥T-¥)
1 Entered, gone in or into. * Seated,

sitting upon. 4 Situated or placed in or on. a. fa befort

1 fqa to enter, aff.

(
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finTpr mfn. subat. ( TT.-TfT-ir) A veil, ft mantle, a wrapper, n.(-ir)

The Brahminical thread suspended round the neck, in which

manner it ia worn on some occasions, i. fa before w to

cover, off. w
faftfa l m. (-Wt) A Brahman with the cord suspended round his

neck, r, falfa, and ffa aff.

fipjw mfn. adj. (-IT.-WT-TT) Surrounded, enclosed, encompassed.

anbst. A veil, a mantle, a wrapper. x.fa before * to surround,

afT. W
falfa f (-Ilf:) Covering, enclosing, a. fa, ff to be, far* aff.

farm mfn. (-H:-V!T-Vi)
1 Ceased, stopped. * Abstaining from

worldly acts, &c. • Abstracted from or independant of

worldly motives. • Desisting from or repenting of any im*

proper conduct. 4 Returned, turned back. 6 Gone, departed.

4 Finished, completed, a. fa prohibitory prefix, fflff to bo, afT.

TH; see firrfl.

fin. (-VWT-'*) Without further cause or motive.

m. (-T) A virtuous man, one uninfluenced by worldly desires,

a. fwivt ceased, TrtT cause.

firmer* mfn. (-»:-arr-n) Of subdued appetites or poasiona.

t. fsnrtt stopped, Tin passion.

fVrmrfn mfn. (fVlr-fwfr) Quitting any practice or occupation,

s. fstrn. and vfvt maintenance.

fsi flvt iarsr m. (-TI)
1 A sage. * VianKf. t firm stopped,

(from worldly apts, &c.) Wt> . spirit,

farsfvt f. (-fit:) * Cessation, completion, leaving off, rest, repose.

* Discontinuance of worldly acts, cessation of emotions,

separation from the world. 1 Denial, refusal.
4 Abolition,

prevention. * Returning, e. far negative prefix, ffW to be, afT.

fine : see falfa.

fsrag^T n. (-if)
1 Delivering, giving, entrusting, addressing,

(cither an article, a message, or a speech.) a. fir before faff;

to know, causal form, alT. Wiar.

fawfaff mfn. (.iff:-ifT*w)
1 Given, entrusted, addressed, delivered.

* Represented, stated, told. x. fir before fa^ to know, ail ft:

see faff**.

faffH m. (-n:)
1 Entrance, entering. * Delivering, entrusting,

depositing. * A camp, a palace, the residence of a king or

general.
4 Any dwelling. * Military array.

4 Ornament, dress,

decoration. 1 Marriage, x. fa before fa* to enter, all', w*.

faff w«T n. (-if) * Entering, entrance. * A house, a habitation.

* A town or city. u. fif before fa* to enter, aff. WE-

faff*wfamfm(-w:-*T- 1
ff>

,To be entered. ‘To be engaged in. x.fa

before fa* to enter, aff ; also faffffr?Tffr und fkrU.

faff WffW mfn. (-m-**?!-**) Sending in or into, causing to

enter. before fan to enter, causal form, ** alT.

fafffaiff mfn. ( iT-WT-li) ' Entered into. * Engaged in. ' Sent,

directed.
4 Placed in or upon. 6 Turned to or towards, fixed

upon. *. fif before fa* to enter, nr aff.

faw* n. (-*) Perseverance, resolution, x. fa, and w* arranged,

fa* f. C-fir*) Night : see fa*T.

fa*«r m. (-»:) The §on of B Alabama.

fa*** n. (**)
1 Sight, seeing. • Hearing, x, fir before **

to be quiet, aff. vr.

&VT

fawiff «id. Hearing, having heard, x. fif, *w to repose, aff*

fa*iTW mfn. (-**-*wft.*j|) Hearing, x. fif before ** to rest,

me aff.

frsr«<t4 ind. (-iff:) Having heard, x. fif before *y to repose,

Wff aff., and ffj* inserted.

fa*T f. (-ITT )

1 Night. * Turmerick, (Curcuma longa.) ‘Another

sort, (C. zanthorrhiza) r. fa always, *T to waste or reduce,

(mortals,) aff. * ; or fan to meditate, aff. ftrr and THf added.

falUff'ff m. (-*:) * The moon. • A cock. x. fa*r night, and

who makes or mfffrks.

fa*fl«J 3 m. (-Tf:) The moon. x. fa*T night, and symbol.

fa*T*W m. (-*:) A number of nights, x. fa*T a night, and

JTfff a class, a troop.

faw*< mfn. (-fft-ffT-fftlf) Nocturnal, night-walking, what goes

or moves about by night, m. (-ffi)
1 A Rak'thaaa, a fiend, an

imp or goblin. • A Shakal. * An owl. 4 A snake. * The
ruddy goose. 4 A ghost, an evil spirit.

f A thief, f. (-^t) ' A
woman who goes to an assignation, a harlot, a whore. * A
she devil, a female fiend. ' A sort of perfume t ace ffifaffft.

x. fa*T night, and who goes.

f**r*fff* n. (-iff Darkness, x. fa*T night, and skin or

hide.

fain** n. (-ffi)
1

Frost, hoar frost. * Dew. x. fawT night, and

** water.

faim m. (-u) 1 An owL * A demon, a ghost, x. fa*r night,

and *z who goes ; also with 13 aff. fa iff Ziff m. (-*:.)

faniff mfn. (-Tf:-*T-«f) Sharpened, polished, whetted, burnished.

x. fa before *T to cut or pare, aff. iff.

fa*!* m. (-*:) A man of a low caste : see faffr*.

fa*fff*r n. (-iff) The state or condition of a man of low caste.

fa*rfffin* m. (-iff) An owL x.fain night, and *f*r* who seea.

faiofa f. (-fa-) Evening, twilight, e. fa*T, and wnfa begin-

ning.

fa*P* mfn. (.WTr-fffT wt) Quiet, tranquil, patient, n. (-wi)
1 A

house, a dwelling. * The end of the night, or break of day.

e. fa before *ff iu he quiet, aff. * ;
or fa*T night, wn? to go,

aff. Tff , or fa itt as before, night, and V* end or term.

faWTffT*^ f. (-fl) A female, a housewife, x. falfTWf a house,

irft a woman.

fawrai mfn. Blind at night, x. falfT, and ^
blind.

fVnrntfa m. (-fat) ' The moon. * Camphor, x. fain night,

and ifa master.

faHT^«r n. (-*)
1 Hoar frost * Dew. • The white water lily,

x. faxrr, and y®* a flower.

faltWffT f. (-TT) A plant commonly Dugdkapfya. x. fain

night WT breaking.

falliffa m. (-fa:) llie moon. x. fair night, and irfa a gem.

fall 111 n. (-11)
1 Sight, seeing. * Looking at, beholding.

* Looking at repeatedly.
4 Hearing. * A shadow, a reflexion,

x. fa beforeH to quiet off. IfT.

fawn* m. (-1:) A Shakdl. x. faITT night and a deer,

fa If riff ind. Having put out, (os a light) * Having tranquillized,

x. fa before ifif to be quiet, causal form, HI aff.
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pr*TT¥ n. (-T) 1 Killing, slaying, slaughter. • Night combat

b. far before T? to injure or kill, aff. W* or pm night, and

r* war.

pnnTW m. (-*:) The moon. a. pTITT night, and rw jewel,

PrurET n. (-^) An air, a sort of musical composition, played

as an accompaniment to dancing.

fanjjTWi n. (-T) A number of nights. E. pf¥b and a

many.

Pi H i
e feat m. (-tfl) A cock. e. pnn night, and Tp^ST who

knows.

fWTTTTH m. (-T0 The white water lily. k. Pt«U, and T9 what

smiles ; opening its petals §t night

Primri f. (-WT) Turmerick. e. Pnri, and Tfm appellation.

prfBTTf mfn. (-IT-m -if) Sharpened, whetted. n.(-lf) Iron. e. pr

before tt to pare, affix *.

pTppTviT f. (
wtt) A flower, (Nyctanthes tristis.) e. PlPt by

night, seventh case of farm and TT flower, fern. affix 3TT ;

also with affix prfifTWt, and with TW added fufunfamrT

the night-flower,

fwwPr n, (-X )
' Midnight. * Night. E. far always, to sleep,

Un adi affix *T*

finftfaxfl f.
( aft) Night. *. f»rot«r as above, Tf* »ff.

fxnftfvr^taTXT m. ( ao The moon. t. night, and

xml lord.

finftatl f (-an) Night, r finfta midnight, and vrr art.

fxnQai m. (-an) 1 Killing, slaughter. * The name of & giant slain

by Deux. a. fa before to hurt or kill, afT. aai.

fvnoaia n. (-a) Killing, slaying, slaughter, e. see the last,

aff. wr*.

farjaxaft^t f. (-#1) A name of Dunes, k. an Atur or

demon so named, and the female destroyer.

PnjPnT ra.f-nSt) An inferior deity of the Bauddhar; alsoll&emla

and Vtyratika. e. pf not, injuring, afT. Tpf.

PrimilT m. (•¥;) Resting at night, e. fwWT, and T¥1TT¥ rest.

Pr?* m. (4f:) The faka, a crane, (Ardea nivea.) e. Prin by

night, XT* gone, to his roost.

pPBT m. (-¥:) Certainty, ascertainment, positive conclusion.

k.Pr; affirmative particle, fr to collect, afT.

pTTT mfn. Immoveable, still, fixed, f. (-TT) The

earth, e. pne privat. TT what goes or moves.

PrT^TT mfn. (-Ti-Tt-TJ Firm, immoveable, m. (*T:>
1 A kind

of crane, (Ardea nivea.) * A mountain, a rock. r.. PnjE!, and

WW body.

PmT* mfn. (-v:-WT-¥) " ho or what ascertains or determines.

*. Pn^ before Pi to collet, 9E afT,

Prrmr m. (-*:)
1 Evacuation by stool.

1 Air, wind. * Obsti-

nacy, wilfulness. e. Pn^ not, TC to go, aff. wrw.

PrPnt mfn. (-m-WT-ll)
1 Certain, ascertained, determined, con-

cluded. * Sentenced, pronounced, n. (-if) Certainty, conclu-

sion. e. pfT before f* to collect, n aff.

PlPiH? rad. Having ascertained. E. PffT alt fr to collect,

Waff.

PrPsfW! mfn. ( wr.-WIT-W!) Thoughtless, inconsiderate, void of

reflexion, k. pne neg. f*9Tr reflexion.

Pr^tWTT mfn. {-T'.-TT-Ef) Being in the coarse of ascertainment

or conclusion, being under investigation. E.prT before f* to

collect, wnTE[ aff. t inserted.

Pr^ww n. <-«) A sort of tooth-powder prepared of sulphate of

iron, &c. it destroys the tartar, but blackens the teeth, b. Pit

before TW to give pain, afl'. E9*.

pTW nifn. (-¥:-¥!-¥) 1 Powerless, helpless. • Incapable of effort.

e. Ptt ncg. t¥t effort.

f*BE¥¥ n. (-¥) Final emancipation : see Pf:***.

pTWWW mfn. (-*>TT-T) Conferring final happiness or eman*,

cipation. e. PriETT. and what makes.

pUTT* n. (-if) ' Breathing out, expiration. * Sighing, e. prr
forth, and T¥¥ breathing.

pfTTTT m- (-¥;) ' Breath expired, breathing out, expiration.

k- Prr out, and TIT breath.

Pte (T) Pit r. 1 st cl. (¥fpf) To sprinkle,

fkrrr tn. (-TO
1 A quiver. * Union, meeting, association,

b. pf before TT to embrace, aff. ¥»i a collection of ar-

rows, &c.

famrfir m. (-fr:)
1 Embracing, an embrace. * A bowman,

• A charioteer. * A car. 1 Grass. a The shoulder, k. pf be-

fore TV >u embrace, aff. ¥ and Pnf Un'adi aff added.

Prwfrw D». ( ft) An araher, a bowman, e. Ptet a quiver, and

TPr aff.

Ptet na. (*T:
) A musical note : see pfETT-

pTETT f. (-ETT)
1 A market. A small bed. b. pf before E¥ tq

go, TTE aff.

PrETK m. (-¥:) Mud, mire. f. (-<t) Night, e. pf before E* to

go, Un'adi aff. ETE.

PfW¥ m. (-¥:)
1 The name of a mountain or mountainous range,

forming one of the principal ranges of the universe, and

described as lying immediately south of IUnrata, and north

of the fJimdla range. * A country in the south-east division

of India. “The sovereign of Nukndha. * A musical note;

also pEf¥ 5 Hard, solid, r. fr before ET to go, aff tT
and ¥ irregularly changed to V.

PfET mfn. ( T:-TI-f)
' Placed in or on. * Gone to. • Rested,

reclined, b. pr before ¥¥ to go, 7* aff.

PfETT mfn. (-T--TT-T) Seating, seated, m. (-¥) A seat. e.

added to the last.

PtMflfi m. (-T) A sort of potherb, (M&rsilea dentata.)

PfElT m. (-¥*-)
1 The first of the seven musical notes, or more

properly the last or highest of the scale. * A man of a degra-

ded tribe, or an outcasts, especially the son of a Brahman by

a Sidra woman. • A fisherman, b. pr before ¥< to go, aff.

¥«?
;
pervading the mind, &e.

pfEtPfT m. (-¥t) An elephant keeper or driver, e. pr before

T¥ to go, aff. pfpf.

pfpf¥ mfn. Prohibited, forbidden, t Pr priv. fT¥
to complete, aff. et.

pffl¥T mfn, (-TT-e.^hI ^.'O
1
Sitting, sitting upon. * Standing

or resting in or on. e. fw before ¥¥ to go, jr* aff.

pfE^T n. (-¥) Killing, slaughter, e. pf before e^ to kill,

ail w*.
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m. (-qn) * The ceremony performed upon impregnation

taking place. * Sprinkling, aspersion. • Effusion.
4 Seminal

effusion, s. fir, end fTT to sprinkle, all. TT.

Ol^f^^ rnfa. (-TPr-x^l-TO) Sitting, seated on or upon. B.fw

before xrq to go, itq aff.

fsrwtf n. (-v)
1 Prohibition, negation. 1 Stop, discontinuance.

4 Contrariety to or deviation from rule, irregularity, excep-

tion. B. f* before fin to complete, aff. WT.

fareTit n. (*t) * Service. 4 Observance, practice, adherence to.

k. It before *N to serve, Tf aff.

fWTT^T mfn. (-xr-TT*^) 1 To be served, to be obeyed. * To be

observed or followed, i. fr before TT to serve, Tafaf aff.

;

also «i, and firi w.

firifxsT mfn. (-XT.-TiT-if)
1 Observed, practised. 4 Served, obeyed.

4 Frequented through respect, i. f*T before %X( to serve,

Haff.

firo r. 10th cl (fsTOTW} To measure or weigh,

fkpaf mn. (-xx^aqj
1 A weight of gold, applied however to diffe-

rent quantities : it is considered as synonimous with the

Dxndra of thirty-two small, or sixteen large Reltii , with the

Kartha or Suvern'a of sixteen M(ithat ; with the Pala of four

or five 5m>crji'a* ; and with the larger Pala or Dinara, which

is sometimes reckoned at 108, and other times at 150 Saver-

n'&t, Gold in generaL 4 Any ornament of the breast.
4 An

ornament of the neck. 4 A weight of four Mathat. 4 A weight

of silver of four Suvem'at. * A value of sixteen Kahant or

Dramyaa. a. far before qq; 10 g°« Un'idi aff. qr^
,
and the

radical final rejected.

firsqfv?qr mfn. (-T’.-TT-af)
1 Without thorns. 4 Free from trouble,

a. fire neg. qroq a thorn.

fasqiv rn. (-xq:) A plant, (Capparis trifoliata,) &c. t see xrrqrj.

mfn. (-qRT-qir-aft) Exempt from or neglecting religious

rites, worldly acts, &c. e. fwK neg. qro* act.

fq«|nx! mfn. (-T^-wt-T) Cruel, unpitying, unmerciful, a. fqt^

neg. BTT*? compassionate.

fTBl«H mfh. (-qh-qTT-xi) ‘ Waned, diminished. 4 Impotent, seed-

less, barren, m. (-T:)
1 Pudendum muliebre. 4 A name of

Brahms. * A fancied personification of Bramma. for religious

ceremonies, f. (-WI or -qft) A woman past child bearing, in

whom menstruation has ceased. gone, lost, qrr

a part, &c.

m. (-$:) Certainty, ascertainment, c. fr^, before f|T to

plough, TT aff.

f*TOTNT mfn. (-STt-xn-xt) Free from wish or desire, n. adv. (-xf)

Unwillingly, fc. frr neg. TT*T desire.

f*r^nm mfn. (-T'-TT-T ) Causeless, groundless. neg.

TTTT cause.

faWirq mfn. (Tt-qi-xi) Of a noble race, not degraded.

faWTWT ra. (-w:) A penitent, shaved and smeared with Ghee.

f^rnt m. (-*;) A portico, a veranda, b. fxix^, and qr* to go,

WT aff

mfn. (-W.-HT-T)
1 Expelled : see the next,

fanfare mfn. (-TT-TT-iT)
1 Expelled, dismissed, turned out.

4 Gone forth or out, issued. • Placed, deposited. 4 Placed

5 r

over, appointed, stationed. 4 Reviled, reproached. • Opened

out, blown, expanded, k. fWT out, qre to go, in the causal

form, aff. *, T becomes q or Pttarga

:

sec fr:TTf*nr ; also

fwTTrfrrr

fr^rrfffT mfn. (-Tt-fafft-fa) Who or what expels, (-aft) A
female slave not restrained by her master, b. f*pQ forth,

to go, causal form, fwfxr aff

fw^RB m. (-Tt) • A grove near a house. 4 A field. 4 A door.
4 The private apartments, the Zenana, (b. fire without, fTt

the house.) f. (-TT, also fk*. or kt) I-arge cardamoms, a. faix

out, ifT the shell or husk, aff. qr, with TTT fern, aff or fhr with

optionally added.

m. (-D|:) A plant, commonly Danii. b. f«r^ forth, iq
a Satilra root, to spread, aff. X|T; also fxpfTO.

mfn. (-ir-Tr-lf) Expelled, extracted, forced or drawn

out. e. neg. frx to extract, aff. tf

.

fTW m. (-V) The hollow of a tree. b. affirmative prefix,

to astonish, aff.

mfn. (-ir-TT-TT)
1 Regardless, negligent 4 Disregarded,

thought nothing of.
4 Pardoned. 4 Undone, e. fare neg. bt?t

made,

fvrajfT f. («fkt) * Pardon, absolution. 4 Expiration. 4 Escaping

from, avoiding the consequence of any thing. 4 Undoing,

doing away. * Disregarding, neglecting. * Acquittance, com-

pensation, discharge of a debt or obligation, e. neg. vfff

doing.

fr^RTWT n. (-if)
1 Taking away. 4 Extracting, extirpating, k.

before yq to expel, aff. 1R.

fVwfrfr?TT mfn. (-T:-WT-^) To be taken away. out,

to expel, TTT aff.
;
also fTHqprxrtT.

fa*** m. (-IT:)
1 Any intellectual faculty, as attention, compre-

heasion, &c. 4 Degradation, baseness, inferiority of tribe,

family, &c. * Going out, exit. b. f*f^ assuredly or forth, and

going.

fktSflTW n. (-xr)
1 Going forth or out. 4 Taking a child for the

first time out of the house, in the fourth month, considered

as an essential ceremony, and accompanied by sacrifice, &c.

e. fq\ forth, xnrr going.

ind. Going forth, e. fare, VT to go, TPT off.

m. (-T:) Hire, wages, b. fry before art to buy, aff.

mfn. Gone out, gone, departed, s.fw^oht,

an? to go, aff. n ,

frrfssgT mfn. (•T^WT-W)
1 Abstaining from ceremonial rites.

4
Idle, unoccupied, n. (-a?) Bbahma or the Supreme Spirit.

e. neg. f*TT act.

fxnirrr in. (*ap) Broth, soup. b. frx; before to decoct,

aff.

Dro m. (-11:) A roan of one of the outcast or barbarous tribes.

fWTJT mfn. (-Hs-RT-If)
1 Well done, dressed or cooked. 4 Bur-

Dished, made bright e. far*:, and «nr heated.

f?ns mfn. ( T;-RT-'d)
1 Staying, being in, who or what stays or

is in or on any thing.
4 Believing, faithful, f. (-it) * The

catastrophe of a drama, the conclusion of a fable. 4 Conclu-

sion in general, end, termination. 4 Disappearance, loss.
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destruction* * Confirmation, completion. * Asking, beg-

ging. • Ordinary and uniform practice or profession. T Good

conduct, excellence. Religious practice, derout and aus-

tere exercise. * Faith, belief. Condition, state. " Fixed

time of life, &c.
11 Trouble, distress, anxiety, '* The techni-

cal term for the past participial affixes fll and nwij. a. far com-

pletely. assuredly, x?Tf to stay or stop, and IT* aflTs.

fanrTO n. (-*) Sauce, condiment, e. far before Wi to stay, *ff*

W*.

fiffgTT mfn. (-ir: -iTT-ir) * rum, fixed. • Certain, ascertained.

1 Engaged in, attached to, devoted to. * Staying, being in

or on. e. fl before JffX to stay, W *ff- •

fMfa ni. (-**•) Spitting : see fw**.

fwftww ra. (-W) Spitting, spitting out, ejecting any thing from

the mouth. B.fW before fa* to eject, aff. W*j also

and fi*r£t*.

far** tt»fn.(-*t-*l-*) ' Harsh, contumelious, (as speech.) * Hard,

solid, e. far before ^JT to be, to be firm, aff. f**.

fbracmt f. (-HT) Harshness of speech, reviling, abuse, a. fir**,

and vp* aff
;
also with El, f*r**W.

fir^PT mfn. (-1T:-1TT-Tf)
1 Cast, thrown, sent, directed, dispatched.

* Ejected from the mouth, spit. b. fw before f%* to eject, aff.

%, dcriv. trr.

farafw f- (-fff:) Spitting, spitting out k, f*r before fff* to eject

from the mouth, aff. if.

fwi* mfn. (-T-WT-V) Spitting, spitting out, ejecting

any thing from the mouth, b. fir before f** to eject, aff.

also f«nfnr

flavor n. (-li) Spitting. «. »ce the lost i
also

fsfWI mfn. Skilful, &c. see the next.

JV^nr mfn. (-Jt:-1tl-tt) * Skilful, clever, conversant, learned.

Perfect, superior, supreme. • (In law,) AgTccd upon. ». fit

before WT to bathe, aff * ;
also with T.

fifailt mfn. (-»:•*> *l) Decocted, infused, boiled, a. (^be-

fore "nil ripe or cooked.

fipuT mfn. (XT-Vf-V) Pure, free from mud or filth, a. far

neg. try mud.

fspntpt.mfn. (-irsrmtft-tnr} Issuing, going forth or out a.

before to go, OT aff-

fjpxnr* n. <-ai) Going forth or out, issuing, b. fan;, and ***

going.

fafajfai f. (-ff:)
1 Completion, conclusion, termination, consum-

mation. • Birth, production. • Going forth or out. K. fin;

negative, ** to go, aff. fypf.

frapucf* f. Excessive bodily pain,

fipni* mfn. (-v*:.«*T-^) Motionless, b. fin; not, to shake

or move, aff. *r*T; also fa*Tl.

fafVTf mfn.
1 Done, finished, concluded, completed.

• Born, produced. * Motionless. * Gone forth or out of. a. f*r*

affirmation or negation, and tnr gone, from ** to go, aff. j|.

f^rrupl mfn. (-«B-«T-li) Weak, destitute of power, k. fi*; neg.

Tji i *r* valour.

fsnqfrrr* m. (-*•) An ascetic, one who has no family nor depen-

danu* B, far; neg. *f*ir« dependants.

fan** nf* (-ai-arO
1 Doing, effecting, accomplishing. Con-

cluding. Producing, causing, engendering. B. fin; forth, xr^

to go, causal form, aff.

farnnfaiT mfn. (-IT-’ITT-*) Done, effected, made, produced, a. fare

forth, to go, causal form, iff aff.

f**TTBJ mfn. (-*T*V-*i) To be done, to be effected or accom-

plished. b. fa^ forth, ** to go, causal form,m aff.
; also

and fami ^finrar.

f*nuixj«ig mfn. (-an-IT-*) Being done or made, in the course

of completion, l far* before xr* to go, causal form,

umaff.
fawm n. (-“*) Drinking. B. before drinking.

fspuT* mfn. (-*:-*!-af) Certain, indubitable, m. (-W:) • Winnow-

ing, cleaning corn, &c. * Wind, air. * The wind of the win-

nowing sieve or basket. * Straw, chaff. • A legume, a pod.

• A sort of pulse, (Phaseolus radiatus.) b. fax; before * to

purify, aff. WBf.

faf*J* mfn. (-Yi*¥T-Y) Ground, reduced to dust or powder,

* Beaten, oppressed, e. far*, and fqr ground,

farm*? m. (-XBr:-^r-TB) Sonlcss. *. farr, andm a son.

faxqn mfn. (-*>*!-*) Feminine, neuter, not male. m. (-*:)
1 A

eunuch or impotent man. A coward, k. farx; neg. xm
a man.

farnfamr mfn. (-art-m-af) Stupid, frigid, dull, apatbctick, igno-

rant. e. fa^ privative, xrffp* brilliance.

mfn. (-^:-TT-^) Unobstructed, unimpeded, n. adv, (-*f)

Freely, without hindrance, b. fa^neg. *75* obstacle,

favgw mfn. (-sr-STT-ai) Gloomy, dark, obscure, e. fa* priva-

tive, and *an light.

nrav^imr tufa. (-sp-WT-*f) Causeless, groundless, b. fapt; nega-

tive, *XJ!*TW motive, cause.

fa^f mfn. (-T;-TI*T) Content, not envying any person, nor

coveting any thing, f. (-YT) A plant
j
also and frwj am i .

b. fan; not, W*T envy, &c.

farxa*r* mfn. *ub$t. (-n:-w^-af) New and unbleached cloth.

e. fan; gone, TOiaft here said to mean the weaver’s brush;

also fan**rfa mfn. (-fo:-fa:-fiT) the forms are irregular,

fanurar mfn. (-ar.-VT-ai;
1

Barren, unfruitful. * Seedless, impo-

tent. f.(-WT or •*)A woman past child bearing, one in whom
menstruation has ceased: see fspager. £.far*priv. and ^C*r

fruit.

fanraqr* ra. (-Tf:) Midnight
;

also

far** m. (-*:)
1 The natural sute, nature, peculiar character or

condition. * Form. * Creation. * Relinquishment, abandon-

ing. • Transfer, barter, b. f* before V*l to create, or to

abandon, aff.

fTT**nr mfn. (-if: -1TT-V)
1 Cognate, innate. * Produced at

creation, b. f***, and if produced,

farfaai m. ( ai:) A shrub, (Vitex negundo :) it is also read farf^ar,

and with nr* added -

t the words arc considered as

barbarous : acc f*^*T*.

fTO** n. (-^) Killing, slaughter, s. fig before to kill, aff,

W* :
also

farvTT f. (-WT) A plant, commonly Trtri.
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fm mfh. (-Bt-BMf) ‘ Delivered, deposited. * Centrical, mid- I

die. b. fB before BB to go, aff. if.

fn^g iij m. (.^:) A messenger, an envoy, an ambassador : one

who decides upon his own discretion, knowing the inten-

tions of both parties, e. fBBTE deposited, meaning.

fBBisft f. (-Bt) A pill, a bolus, a sort of force meat balL b. fir

before BTW a breast, diminutive aff

fan&rvj n. (-W) 1 Going out or forth. • Crossing over or pas-

sing. • Extraction, getting rid of or free from. 4 Means of

success, an expedient, a plan. e. fB^ before ^ to cross or

pass over, aft wz-

fBBW mfn. (.ar-asT-ai) ' Paralysed, numbed. * Stopped, fixed.

. a. far before to stop, aff. n.

fBBr$w n. (-B) Killing, slaughter, b. fB\ before BB to kill or

hurt, aff.

filBTB mfh. (-ur-BTT-Bi)
1 Round, globular. 'Trembling, shaking,

moving. Down, below. K. fin; negative or affirmative, and

BBT a support or stay
;
or depth, bottom.

ftftHIT m. (-B**)
1 Getting over or across. ' Getting rid of, or away

from, extraction, escape.
1 Acquittance, requital.

4 Means,

expedient. ' Final liberation, s. fire, and B to cross, BB aff.

fBBHt.alB n. (-Bf) The cause of final liberation, faith in any

deity, Ac. a. firflT, and seed.

mfn. (-^B-Wt-BB) ‘ Desirous or anxious to cross.

* Wishing for salvation, or to traverse the world, i. fin;

before TJ to cross, desid. form, BB aff.

fwf?B mfn. (-b:-BT-^) Freed from the chaff, (corn, Ac.) i. fwx:

neg. ?JB chaff

fBBBBK m. (-*i) Wheat, z- and^ milk.

fBBJWT* n. (-B) Crystal, r. fBBB, and m a gem.

fsafari mfn. (-tT-WT-T!)
1 Left, abandoned, deserted. ' Skinned,

peeled. * Pared, made thin. e. fip^ before 'JJB husk or skin,

converted into a nominal verb, and *n participial aff.

fBBWB mfn. (-WTt-BfTt -•!*•) ' Dull, obscure.
1 Dull, spiritless,

• Powerless, impotent, e. fire neg. light, Ac.

fBBnr mfn. (-b : -BT*B) Fearless, unapprehensive, sfir^ncg.

ifk to fear, aff. wpf.

firftrw mfn. (-B'.-BT-B) Merciless, unfeeling, onpitying. m. (-if:)

A scimitar, a sacrificial knife. B. frre forth, ^TB*^ thirty, B
aff. being of thirty finger's length, Ac.

foWBllftB ra. (-ft) A soldier armed with a sword, «. Whin,
and BTftB who bears. ,

fBVMB rafn. (-BI:-BH-Bf) Destitute of the qualities, truth,

passion, and darkness, e. firx; neg. wbb three qualities.

fhwrB m. (-B:) 'I be remainder of articles, Ac. after a sale or

market.

fBBF* mfn. (-wp-B^-^) Still, steady, immoveable, m. (-^:)

Throbbing, trembling, *. fi| before BRT to go, aff. BB.

firerf mfn. (-B-BT-B) Content, unenvious. f. (-BT)
1 A plant,

(Gloriosa superba.) a Contentment, b. far neg. BJBT desire.

fBBP* m. (-*:) Trickling, oozing, issuing, *. before BPS to

ooze, aff. BB.

{bbib m. (-BJ) The scum of boiled rice. i. fB before B to ooze

or drop, afl‘. BB.

fBBB m. (-Bty
‘ Sound. • Silence, b. fir before bb to sound,

aff btb.

fBBTB m. (-in) Sound. I. fB before BB with bet aff : see the

last.

fBBB mfn. (-Wt-WT-lf) Killed, skin. *. fB aflir. TB killing.

fBB*B n. (-if) Killing, slaughter, e. fir before BBB killed.

fBBB mfn. (-W Bift-^) Murderous, who or what kills, b. fif

before BB to kill, WB aff.

mfn. (-Bn-BTMf) Killed. B. fir, TB to kill, pass. v.

1TTWB aff-

filBB m. (-B:) Calling, calling to. e. fir before # to call,

BVaff,

fit BIB i f- (-BTT) An iguana or the Gangetio alligator, s. fw

before VT to quit, Un'Adi aff. BB.

farm: m. (-*:) Frost, dew : see BtBTT.

ftlfBH B n. (-if) Killing, slaughter, b. fir before fBB to kill or

hurt, aff. /

farfr* mfn. (-bi-BT-B) * Deposited, delivered, given, entrusted*

* Applied to, bestowed upon. 4 Laid, (as dust by rain.) z. far

before BT to have, aff. if.

farftB m. (-B;) A low man, an outcast. B.fw before BtB aban-

doned.

fBBrar m. (-B=)
1 Denial or concealment of knowledge, dissimu-

lation, secrecy. * Concealment in general. * Mistrust, doubt,

suspicion.
4 Wickedness. * A secret, a. fir before to hida •

or secrete, aff. BTB-

fqywa ifBB m. (-^1) A defendant or witness who prevaricates

or tries to bide the truth, a. fWBPT, and Bi1\w who speaks.

faprBTBB n. (-i') An evasive reply or defence, z. fBB*, and

BVTC answer.

fBBB mfh. (-B :*WT*Tf)
4 Concealed, secreted. Denied, eva-

ded. a. far before B to secrete, aff. if.

fsrBfB f. (-fir)
1 Denial or concealment of knowledge, dissimu-

lation, reserve, secrecy. * Hiding, concealment, a. far before

BT to secrete, aff fmr.

fwarSTH mfn. (-B‘.-BT-B) Insinuating, using double entendre.

b. far, xf to secrete, BTB^ aff.

fauglB m. (*b0 Sound, b. fir before bb 10 *ound, aff. BW.

fBBl fB fl mfn. (-BT^-B^t-BW) Sounding, making a noise.

B. fBBTB> B^B aff.

aftB m. (-b:) 1 be name of a tree. b. Bt to gain, Un'Adi aff

STB-

BlBrT m. (-Bt) Disrespect, contempt, vilifying, degrading.

e. fir before V to make, aff. bb.

BtBTB mfa- (‘Bt-BT-^) (In composition.) Like, resembling,

m. (-B5) Certainty, ascertainment, a. far before BTB to shine,

aff. BBS, and the vowel made long.

BtB mfn. (-B’.-BT*^)
1 Low, (in stature,) short, dwarfish. * Low,

(in condition,) vile, base, mean. * Deep. E. B privative, B good

fortune, fB to obtain, aff. .
iftBB mfo. (-BT-BTT-B) Low, dwarfish, a dwarf. Vile, low.

L (-BT) An excellent cow. z. btb added to the preceding.

B^BfBB m. (-^t)
1 The head or top of any thing.

1 The owner

of a good cow.
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inserted.

iftv* mfn. (-3U*^T*Ji) Low, vile, base. n. (-at) Water, f. (-VT) A
river. a- vtv low or deep, and ir who is going.

sftTvrwj m. (-v*:) An onion, e. wtT alow man, and HTO

food.

t (-VT) A good cow ;
also and wfvvt.

iftVT tad. Little, small, low. «.fw before fw to collect, Tfa

aff. and the vowel of fir made long.

wVc mn. 1 A nest. * A place, a spot, i frr before

to go, aff.

sftTV m. (-w:) A bird in general, b. vk a nest, and «l born.

WttTF m. (-T:) A bird. e. irk a neat, and V^JT born.

afTrf mfn. (-v.-in-Ttf) * Well behaved, correct, modest * Gained,

obtained. * Led, conducted, n. (-it)
1 Wealth. • Corn, grain,

a. 'ft to get, &c. aff.

f. (-ift)
1 Guiding, directing. * Obtaining, acquirement,

acquisition. * Polity, political science, treating especially of

the administration of government, including the practice of

morality in private life, both by the sovereign and his sub-

.
Jecta e. aft to guide or gain, aff. fiiv.

sftfflpT*rr f. (-VT) Any work on polity, or good government.

e. irtfir, and SRJT a talc.

mfn. (-Vt-VT-V) Politic, conversant with government

,
and human affairs, b. wtfH, and yirw able.

VtfnvTB ra. (.f:) The car of VaYiuapati. a. wlfif guiding, and

in sound.

vftfiTO mfn. (-v-in*^) Knowing what is right, especially in

government, sagacious, politic. (-*:) A statesman, a politi-

cian. e. ^tfw, and * who knows.

•ftfimr mfn. (-wrv-invt-inL) Moral, eminent for royal duties.

L ^fir, and 1T7JV aff.

tflfwfrTJT f. (-^T) Political science. *. wtfir, and frrKT know-

ledge.

ilfwm'Wi n. (-Vt) The science of political ethics, or any work

treating of it. e. and Km a scripture.

^k mfn. (-V:-VT-V) Given, given away. e. fv before, given,

form irr.

VkT md. 1 Having taken. * Having passed or spent e. it to

take, VT ®ff-

m. (-T:) A guider, a leader, n. (-V) Water, e. it to guide,

TV* Un'fidi aff.

Wk n. (-K) ' The edge of a thatch. * A wood. 1 The circum-

ference of a wheel. * The moon. • The constellation Rfvaii

e. fnf before if to fall, &c. aff. V, and the vowel of the prefix

made long : this is considered as a various reading also of

itW, q. .
m. (-K:)

1 The Kadamba tree, (Nauclea kadamba.) a A
species of /rors, (]. bandhuca, Rox.) A sort of strict or

Nil Atoka, k. it to obtain, (pleasure,) and T Un'kdi aff.

mfn. (-v.-WT-T)
1 Being sought or obtained. * Being

led or conducted. • Being taken or taken away. a. it to

obtain, ktv^ nff TV inserted.

*k n, (-0 1 Water, • Juice, liquor. %. it to obtain, aff. |

lfr3

itKH m£n. (-W.-H7-H) Colourless, faded, having the colour taken

out. r. fie neg. Wf red or dyed,

ifcnr tnfn. (.»:-arT-W) Aquatick. n. (m:) 1 A sort of Costus, (C.

speciosus.) * A lotus in general, m. (*un) An otter, x. itT

water, and at born, or produced,

item mfn. (-WP-BFn-V) 1 Free from dust. 9 Having no pollen,

(as a flower.) f. A woman not menstruating, x.

m*. dust, ficc. and T made long before X
ipruTK mfn. (-Hi-^n-i) Free from dust. * and dust,

the X made long by the dropping of the X
vkvkTfrTT mfn. (-lfi*lfT-i) Cleansed, made free from dust.

B. ifkvy ,
and VTfcw caused, fv augment.

itTW mfn. (-wt-TT-li)
1 Indifferent, not taking pleasure in.

* Stopped, staying, e. fv neg. XT engaged in, V made long.

wUx mfn. Toothless, m. (-^s) A cloud, b. vk
water, x what gives, or fr neg, XT * tooth.

Vkfrw rafn. ( it’fxit-fx) Cloudy. K. vkr. and xf* *ff.

wkfr m. (-fw:) The ocean, e. wk water, and fii having.

Tkfwfv m. i-ff:) The ocean, b. itr water, and fvfr receptacle.

Wk*V mfn. (-«ft-»in-Tif) ‘ Coarse, thick, gross, without inter-

slices. * Entire, having no holes. * Imperforate, a, ift for

fWK native prefix, X*X a hole.

ifiXH mfn. (-K'-KT-i) Dry, withered, insipid, devoid of taste,

&c. morally or physically, m. (-V:) The pomegranate, e. wt

for negative or affirmative prefix, and rv juice, flavour,

ikrur m. (-v :
) An otter, b. wk water, and vrrr a cat: the

water-cat.

TtHW nf. (-w-VT)
1 Lustration ofarms ; a military and religious

ceremony held on the 1 9lh of Astern, and by kings or gene-

rals before taking the field i it is still observed by some

Hindu states, under the name of Desakara. * Waving lights

before an idol ;
but it may also be performed with a lotus,

clean cloth, or the leaves of various sacred plants; prostra-

tion is also considered as the fifth kind of this sort of ado-

ration. b. ftk completely, XTV to shine, aff. or vk
water, and vvw going, sprinkling the arms, horses, &c. with

water.

iftfcv* m. (*^:) A plant, (Tropbis atpera.) i. ^k water,

the moon.

XkK mfn. (*Kw) Dull, dim, faded, e. neg. light, and

X made long.

^Ptnw mfn. (-TV) Convalescent, well in health, b. fr privative,

XW disease.

mfn. (-WMOT-V) Convalescent, well n, (-w^ A tort of

Costus, (C. speciosus.) b. fw implying opposition, (tsii,) ajid

TV disease.

TtTT mfn. (-T:-TT-T) Formless, shapeless, n. (-^) Heaven,

ether, m. (-T')
1 Air, wind. God. b. ftp^neg. TT form.

mfn. (-V:-VT’¥) Blue, dark blue or black, m. (-V-)
1 Black

or dark blue, (the colour.) a The blue mountain, one of the

principal ranges of mountains, dividing the world into nine

portions, and lying immediately north of Ildvrota or the cen-

tral division. • One of the monkey chiefs.
4 One of the Niikri

or divine treasures of Kyvfiaa. ‘ A gem, (the sapphire.) • A

*tT

ind. Low, below, little, vile, &c. 8.

t 1

I low,
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name of the Buddka Manjuuhom'iu. t The blue or hill Manui,

a bird so called, n. (-vl)
1 Indigo, the dye. * A mark, a cha-

racteristick mark. * A medical plant, apparently distinct

form the Indigofera. * Blue vitriol. * Black salt. • Poison.

* Antimony. f. (-%TT)
1 A blue fly. * A Bag-ini or mode of

music, personified as the wife of the Rdga MaiIdr. t (%t)

* The indigo plant, (Indigofera tincloria.) • A complaint of

the eyes, a darkening of the pupil.
1 A bruise, a black and

blue mark on the skin. s. 41* to dye or tinge, % aff. or

sftsft indigo, vni aff, implying being coloured or stained

by it.

wtvrvr m. (-w:) * The Nil Gao or slate coloured antilope, (A.

pic la.) * A tree, (Pentapiera tomentosa.) n. (*^) * Blue steel.

* Blue vitrioL * Black salt. k. added to the preceding,

sftwqre m. (-^:)
1 A name of S iva. * A gallinulc. * A sparrow.

4 A wagtail. * A peacock. • Morunga, (Hyperanthera rao-

runga.) 1 A blue Jay. e. sftvt blue or black, and the

throat; also

w'lwnv iq n. (*^f) The Elmocarpus seed. £. 41%W S'iva, and

seed.

n. (-si) The blue lotus. i. 4^%, and snmr a lotus.

iftVJtTO? m. (-*:) Blue Barleria, (B. caruiea.) r. 41*, and

Barleria.

sftvniisi m. (-^.) A sort of curlew or heron, a. 41* blue, and

5r* a heron, Ac.

m. (-*:) A name of Mahad£va. i. 4t* blue, and 4t%T

neck ;
the neck of S’iva was stained blue by the acrimony of

the poison, which, upon its production at the churning of the

ocean, he swallowed.

*Nnr m. (.y-)
1 An insect in general. * A sort of worm. 1 A

SAakal. p_ f4 before to go, Un'&di aff. and the ^ of

f4 made long.

sffaur nifn. '-W: -VTT-ii) Produced in the blue mountain, &c.

n. (-£1) Blue steel. k. “*d n produced.

4T*fc* *rt f. ( lit) Blue Barleria. e. 41* blue, and f%p41 Bar-

leria.

4t*%rc n. (-4)
1 Darkness. * Black mud. b. 41* black, and

If clay or mire.

41*%** mfn. Very dark or black, k. 41*, and

%z* abundance.

4l%re% mfn. (.%:-%t-%) Having black or dark blue leaves, n. (-si)

The blue lotus, b. 4t* blue, and %% leaf.

41* V[% »
! n. (-si) Steeping or maceration of indigo, k. 4t*,

and %r*% cooking.

4l*%r**wm n. (-^) An indigo vat. b. 41*%m%, and

vessel.

4t*%* n. (-qj) The blue lotus, (Nymphtea cwrnlea.) t 41*. and

%* a lotus.

41*f%%r m. (-^:) A falcon, b. 41* blue, and a tail,

4l*^*i m. (-*:) A sort of Aerlesijia with blue flowers, f. (-^t)

A blue species of Baton, b. 41* blue, and t* flower.

f. (-*1) The indigo plant, b. ** added to 4t%nj4ft.

4l*TT nu (-1-) A sort of fish, commonly called R6hi, (Cyprinus

denticuluius.) b. 41* blue, TV the back.

6 Q

4t*% m. (-*:)
1 The moon. • A cloud. # A bee. b. 4t* blue

or black, vt to shine, to show, aff. *.

41*nf% m. ( f^:) A gem of a blue colour, the sapphire. *. 4t*
blue, and %f4 a jewel.

4\**T%% m. (-%:) A name of KrTshna. B. 41*, and wnm
Viajmv, being of a dark colour.

ifl ai tflfuni m. (-W.) A firefly. I. Vlw black or dark blue, «ffat

to twinkle, aff. tr*.

Wturarfnerr f. (-an)
1

Iron pyrites. • Black mould. «. iftw, and

wflw earth.

wlwwi. n. (-^) Blue steel. «. ip|w blue, and #TT iron.

mfn. Purple, of a purple colour, re. (.in)

1 A name of S'nra. * A mixture of red and blue, purple,

f. (-WT) A vegetable : ace wfbww. at aftW! blue or black, and

ahfkff red,

rfterrw mfn. (.>,:•^f-e) Blue, of a blue colour, a. aftw, and

colour,

iftwurur mfn. (-irt-art-vl) Wearing dark blue or black garments.

m. (-in) The planet a. w\w dark blue, and raa
veature.

alunw mfn. (-ati-utr-m Dressed in dark blue or black venture.

n. ( at) Dark coloured cloth, m. (-an) A name of Biutfai,

a. rfter, and am clothes.

aftwwrev mfn. (-art-art-a:) Dreaaed in dark blue clothes,

m. ( at!) A name of £oft>ra. a. rfta dark blue, Tretr

raiment,

dRantk m. (.a:) A dark coloured ball. a.dfta, and ft a bull.

sftWTW m. (»tr) A goose, a. 41*, and Tf an eye, having dark

blue eyes.

sftvrnr m. (*10
1 The Indian crane. • The blue jay. b.

blue, and body.

iftenT m. (-T:) ‘ An insect in gcncraL 9 A sort of insect.

• ASk*A(U*t. ( T:) A gad-fly. b. see the penultimate

being irregularly made long.

4*1WTHW n. (-w) Blue vitrioL f. (-TT) Lightning. B. 41 'm blue,

V|i[ collyriuro, &c.

f. (-WT) * One of the Apnrato* or courtezans ofSwerga.

• The name of a river. Lightning, a. 41% dark, wii%

quickly, affs. %r% and ¥T%.

mfn. ('K'.-tl-vf) Dressed in dark bine cloth, m. * A

name of Bai.abXma. * A demon, a goblin. 9 A name of S'am'i

or Saturn, n. (-0 Black or dark blue raiment s. 4t%. and

VWt clothing, Ac.

n. (-%|) The blue lotus, b. and VTVV4 a

lotus.

mfn. (^r.irT-4) Blue. m. (-T:) A cloud, b. 4W, and

what shines.

m* (•*:) A dark cloud, i. 4V%. and cloud.

41%T1^% m. (-un) A blue stone, a sapphire, s. wlw, and

a stone.

s^fweri f. (-%^) * A plant (Nyctanthes tristis;) a species with

blue flowers. * The indigo plant * A slight malady ;
black

and blue marks on the body from bruises, &c. £. snt added

tost^ft.
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f. * Indigo, (Indigofcra tinctorio.) * A black spe-

cies of TSori, e. after black or dark blue, poss. aff. vfar fem.

off #TF.

^IFlvr* m. (-F:) * A firm and constant friend. * Firm, unaltera-

ble attachment, (as that of Rama and S(ta.) • Dark blue.

e. indigo, and FT* colour; as permanent as the dye of

indigo.

n. (-F) Fermentation or maceration of indigo,

and FFTF fermentation.

tffaftxjAilFms* n. (-f») An indigo vat. e. FfaSfaPFTF, and FTF
vessel

ftFINF n. (-F) A blue lotus, (Nymphsa caerulea.) e. ^ftw

blue, and F?FF a lotus. ,

aft^ntrfrrar m. One of the Jama saints or teachers.

Vw n. (-ti) A blue stone, lapis lazuli. *. zfttr, and FFF u

atone.

m. (-^:)
1 Trade, traffick. * A place, &e. proper for the

site of a habitation. • A religious mendicant, n. (-<) * Water.

• Mud. a. ^1 to obtain, &c. ftF Un'adi aff.

^tFTF m. (*F‘*) Dearth, scarcity, k. fir before FF to speak, aff.

MM?
;
creating alarm and causing conversation,

sftrrr m. (-K :
) Rice growing wild or without cultivation, x. far

before t to be, aff.

tftfa f. (-fari-ffl)
1 Capital, principal, stock. ' Stake, wager. • A

cloth round a woman's waist, or the ends of the cloth passed

round tb‘e loins so as to hold the whole together
;
on being

loosed the lower members are exposed : the tie of drawers

worn by women, Ac. 4 The outer tie of a packet, in which

the offerings of a S'udra at funeral obsequies are presented.

E. far before FiF to cover, Un'adi aff. F*[ and optionally

added ; the F of far is made long, and the radical finals

rejected.

aftfTT mfn. (-¥*) Any inhabited country. x. fF always. Fir to be,

aff. fFPr, and the vowel of the prefix made long.

xftF n. (-ii) * The edge of a thatch. * The circumference of a

wheel. * A wood. 4 The moon. 1 The constellation JUvati.

*. far certainly, F to be, aff. F, deriv. irr.
; also xftif.

vftxrir m.(-F :
)

1 A warm cloth, a blanket. 'Curtains, mos-

quito curtains. ' An outer tent or screen, far before TQT to

hurt, Ac. aff. Fw, deriv. irr.

sftTTC m. (-*:)
1 Frost, hoar frost. ' Heavy dew. e. far before

F to steal or take, aff. FF.

F ind.
1 A particle, of interrelation ;

1 Of discrimination
;

* of

reflexion.
4 Of doubt

;

* Of contempt
;

• Of pretence
j

T Of

respect. * A particle implying cause or motive
:
(what, but,

how, hum, or, either, Ac. will in general express it.) x. fk; to

go, or ^ praise, Ac. aff. F.

^ m. (^:)
1 A weapon. * Time. * A boat. 4 The nasal mark

above the line in neuter nouns, Ac. f. (F**) Praise, euloghun,

panegyrick. e. F to praise, Ac. aff. fapr,

FF r. 6th cl. (F*flf) To hurt or kilL

MW mfn. (-Fi-FT-F) Praised, commended, e. f to praise, aff fj.

wfH f. (-far.)
1
Praise, eulogium, panegyrick.

f Worship, rever-

ence, e. w to praise, figw aff.

FF mfn. (-F:-FMl) Sent, ordered, despatched, m. (-F:) A plant s

see mtjtf. *- to send, aff. y§ ;
also FF.

TT? mfn. Desirous of removing, x, f^ to send,

dcsid. v. F aff.

ff mfn. (-f:-FT-1) Sent, thrown, despatched, cast, dismissed.

e. to send, aff. Ft, form irr. j also FF.

FF mfn. (-F:-FT-F)
1 New. ' Praised, eulogized, hymned,

x. f to praise, aff. Ft-

^FF mfn. (*F!-FT-F) New, recent, fresh, young, Ac. x. FT
new, ^ substituted for it, and FFF aff.

^FFF n. (-F) Newness, novelty, x. w added to the last ; also

with FF . FFFFr.

FF mfn. New. b. ij substituted for FF new, FF aff

ff ni. (-F0 The mulberry tree, (Morus Indies.) e. 10 **nd,

F aff. and the deriv. irr.

FFF tnd. ' Certainly, assuredly. * A particle of doubt or delibe-

ration. 4 A reminiscent particle.
4 An expletive, x. Fa

particle, FF to bow or bend, aff. f*TF. deriv. irr.

FFT did. (-T;-T) An ornament for the toes and feet. s. w to

praise or be praised, aff. fa|F, F an ornament, xjf to precede,

aff. F-

F r. 1st cl. (FTfaf) 5th cl. (FCFtIf) To lead, to conduot, to guide,

physically or morally.

F m. (ft)
1 Man, individually or collectively, a man, mankind.

* A piece at chess, Ac. ' A gnomon, t. F\ to guide or gun,

aff. ff .

FFFfaFf m. (-^) The NrXnnJka or man-lion jdtmtar. e. F, and

FFfarF a lion.

FF in. (-Ft) The name of a king, the son of Ixsirw/xi;.

FFF*} m. (-FT:) A demon, a RdJuha**, a goblin. B. F a man,

and FFF an eater ; from FF to eat, FFF nff

FFXF m. (-XM:) A man-enter, a cannibal, a Rdkthasa. x. (by

whom,) F man, Fnv is eaten.

en(f) **W. 4th cl. (FFtfar) To dance, to dance as an actor,

to gesticulate, to act.

Ffar f. (-far:) Dancing, the science or practice, s. ff to dance,

aff far-

F m. (-i£) 1 A dancer, a mime, an actor. ’ Earth. ' A worm.
4 Length, x. FF to dance, and £ aff.

FF n. (-F) Dancing, s. FF io dance, aff Ft

FpU n. (-FI) Dancing, acting, the actor's practice in general.

X. FF to dance, aff. WF.
FTFFmfn. (-FTF-FPFt »FF) Dancing, x. FF to dance, FF aff.

fff m- (-»:) A king. e. f. and & divinity.

FFFTF mfn. Acting as a man, doing a man's duty,

Ac. m. (-ii) A name of Kuvfiaa. n. (-F(i Manly property or

duty. b. f man, FFI virtue, FfarF aff

FF m. (-F-) A king, a sovereign, x. f man, FT to protect,

aff F.

FFFlfF f. (-far) Royal policy. E. FF, FtflT policy.

FFfF m. (-far:)
* A name of Kuvfaa. * A king, a sovereign.

k. F man, and Ffar a master.

FFtF m. (-^) A tree, (Cawia fistula ) e, ff, and FF *

tree.
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qnrfTO m. (-V.) A thorny species of bambu, (Bambusa spiuoaa.)

a. xx a king, and fax fond of.

n. (-^) A royal palace, k. XX a king, and ufarr a

residence.

xxxrx m. (-V) Sound of musick, made to gire warning to

kings when eating or feasting, s. vq, and srrw measure.

Wfil n. (-W)
1 The royal umbrella. 1 Any of the royal insig-

nia. k. ant a king, and imrw a mark or sign.

vqflTT Of) Any emblem or mark of royalty, k. XX > and

fiffT mark.

^rtfirfTn: rafn. 1 Assuming the insignia of sovereign-

ty. * Taking, (fraudulently,) the emblem or marks of the royal

or military caste. a. *vfav, and VC who has.

mfn. (-st-w-sr) A king's friend, f. (-«rr) A queen,

a. Vt, Bind vetst beloved.

m. (-v) Service of princes, a, XX. and VP5H dependance.

n. (-W) ' An assembly of princes. 1 A palace, i.v^a
king, and tJUT an assembly.

VTfn m. (-n*.) Revenue, the royal portion
;

of grain, a sixth,

eight, or twelfth
; of fruits, &c. a sixth

;
and of merchandise a

fiftieth, a, arq, and xx a part.

«rrnro mfn. (-mi-arr-ar) Of royal birth, m. (-*:) A prince.

t (-an) 1 A bitter gourd. 1 A princess, x. <rq a king, and

lim offspring.

VHHC m. (-y^) A sort of sacrifice; the Rtjasuya, held by a lord

paramount, in which all the offices are performed by tributary

princes. ». fqs king, nr***; a sacrifice.

xnmitT: n. {-x) Music played at the royal meals,

wviwn ro. (-v) Consumption, x. xx, and vfrvrq disease,

wrww n. (-if) A kind of gem. a. and nmrA what

revolves.

VTTCw n. (-W) A’ throne, a. V* a king, and VTOW a seat,

vfnfvr mfn. (-Itt-ITT-W) Kingly, princely, suited to a king/

a. V?, and vfvw proper.

^ni m. (-*:) Hospitality. x. % a man, and XU sacrifice.

WOT na. (*V) The boar incarnation of Vijhwc. b. n a man,

Etnr a boar
; being delineated with the figure of a man, and

the bead of the wild boar.

vhh mfn, (-V JUTJd) Malicious, wicked, hurtful, injurious, mis-

chievous, destructive, a. q man, vfa to hurt, aff. Vf
mfn. (-H:-w-H) Practising mischief, e. xxx, add rw

engaged in.

>rfv* m * ('^0 1 Vishnu. 1 The fourth- Avatdr or descent

of that deity, in the shape of a man, with the head and claws

of a lion. ' A chief, a noble, a great or illustrious man. k. *z

a man, and fan a Hon
;
applied in composition, also to sig-

nify pre-eminence.

XXX nf. (-V-WT) An army of men. t. x a roan, and #wr
an army.

m. (*:) An illustrious or great man, a prince or chief.

b. u mankind, and HTH the moon, hero implying superiority

or excellence.

*rfr m. (-fr:) Vishnu as the man-lion. x. *, and xfa a lion,

varw m. (-vs) A washerman, a. fro? to cleanse, aff. 3p*r.

VITW mfn. (-v-WT-V) To be taken, to be carried or conducted.

e. wt to take, ITH aff.

XX mfn. (-TTT-Ht-*) Leading, conducting, one who guides or

leads, &c. m. (-ITT) * A master, an owner. * A guide, i.

to lead, aff.

VW mfn. (-W: Vt-W) A leader, a guide, one who guides or leads,

n. (-vr)
1 The eye. * The root of a tree. * Bleached or wove

silk.
4 A car, a carriage. ' The siring of a churning rope.

• An enema pipe. mn. (-V-W) Any tubular vessel, f. (-^t)
1 A

river. * The goddess LakshmL e. to guide or gain, Un adi

aff. fX. fern. aff.

WTO n. (-m) A tear. t. vN, and W bom.

*n. (-^:) An eyelid. E. V'W the eye, to cover, aff.

ETV.

TOWTO mfn. (wi:-VT-wi) As far as to the eye, up to the eye.

m. (-wit) The outer angle of the eye. e. VE, and totei limi-

tative.

irqfMM m. (-V.) ' A cat.
a The ball of the eye. «. TO the eye,

and fqvj a ball of flesh, he.

XXXifx m. (-fir) ' Indra. * The moon. e. Vsr an eye, and

Hrfa the vulva
; being covered with marks resembling that

organ, through the curse of Gautama, whose wife he had at-

tempted to debauch
;
the sage afterwards relenting, changed

these disgraceful marks on the body of the deity to as many

eyes.

awryw n. (-vf) Collyrium. «. and delighting.

TO^TB m. (-*:) Any disease of the eye. a. TO, and vbn disease-

TOTO n. (-Ht) A veil over the eye. a. to. and TO clothes.

•TO 1TO m, (-X:) Ophthalmia, &c. b. and www sickness.

Vtnj m.
(-1J:)

A tear. x. to an eye, and EW water.

n. (-si) Any pleasing or beautiful object R. TO, and

festival.

n. (-if)
1 Green sulphate of iron considered as a collyri-

um. * Collyrium in general, f. (-^ft) A drug, commonly EflET.

B- WX the eye, and ETTVI a medicament

XXXX mfn. (-vw-*r^1-vr) Approximating, bringing near. e.

for vfrTET nom. verb, XX aff.

xfxw mfn. (-i:-VT‘^)
1 Very near. “ Clever, m. (-^:) A tree,

(Alangium hexapetalum.) k. vfwtsr near, affix of the

superlative, and the form irr.
;

also [with fitjssff.

mfn. Very near, nearest : see the last.

xm mfn. (-sg:-iET-si?) Taking or obtaining frequently, e. to

obtain, frequent v., ETW aff.

VT? m. (-V) 1 The family priest. * Water, i. f\ to guide,

Un'hdi aff. X-

n. (-V)
1 A stage, or the part behind the scenes, the

tiring room, &c. * Ornament, embellishment R. Eft to guide,

aff. and the vowel changed ; et the eye, or a chief,

proper, agreeable, grateful.

shiTBr n. (-^:) The country of N4pal. b. x a chief : see the last,

and VET cherishing.

f. (-ETT) Arsenic, a. VTTW, and aff.

XX m. (*ws) * Time, period, season. * Term, boundary, limit

1 Part, portion. * A fence, a boundary wall or hedge. * A
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hole, a chasm. ' Fraud, deceit 1 Acting, dancing. 1 Other,

different * Evening.
10 Up, above, 11 A root i. to gain,

Un'idi aff. WW.

(-ft:-Wt)
1 The circumference of a wheel. * The frame-

work for the rope of a well. m. (-fit:) ' The twenty-second

Jina or Jaina pontiff.
a A sacred place, as Mathura, mf.

A tree, (Dalbergia Oujeiniensis.) e. wt to gain or

go, Un'Adi aff. fit.

#ftWWi in. (-WP) A prince descended from PARfcsHiT, who is

said to have removed the capital of India to Katttdtnbi, after

the inundation of Haatmapmr.

wftw m. (-tft) A tree, *. wft the circumference of a wheel,

rft aff.
i
the wood being used for its manufacture,

jft m.'(-WI) One of the officiating priests at a sacrifice. I. wt

to lead or conduct the ceremonies, Uu'Adi aff. and

augment.

5J:? vre mfn. (-w:-w\-w‘) Relating to final emancipation, leading

to it, effecting it, fltc. a. fw:WWW> and wsr aff.

Wi^wftw mfn. (-W*.-<t-W) Relating to final emancipation, Ac.

a, ft-.Sww, and to aff.

n. (-^))
1 Drj ness, austerity. • Coldness, want of feeling

or affection, a. ft ;Wft, and WW[aff

Jw mfn. (-w:*WT*W) Many, various, a. w ncg. TO one.

wwfro mfn. (-W-dtl-W) Near, being near. e. ft**, and wwaff.

WWW n. (-WJ Proximity, vicinage, a. and WW aff

mfn. (-yt-yr-y) Various, multiform, manifold, a. WW,

and vy kind.

W^yy mfn. (.y;-yT-xf) Multiform, a. WW, and ww form.

W*TO m. (-Hi) A Bdkakaaa, a fiend, a goblin, a. ft<S ^ l the

mother of the race, and ww aff

ftfawr mfn. (-w-wtw) 1 Morose, harah spoken. * Wicked, bad.

a. ftirfiT, and TO aff

WTO m. (*w:)
1 An Vpanitkad or portion of the Vtdat. * A sec-

tarian, not a heretic. * A trader, a merchant. * A citizen, a

townsman. * Guiding, leading, directing. • A road, a way.

a. ftart a religious obligation, aff. ww.

n. (-tf) The head of an ox. f. A capital cow.

k. sptww low, down, WT to go, to aff. and the radical finals

rejected
;
also wtfywt, Ac.

Sat mfn. (-W:-wt-W) Own. t. ftw, and WTf aff.

wwi n. (-W) Eternity, perpetuity, k. ftrfl, and WWaffi

WTWW mfn. (-WJ-Wt-W) Always, constant, indispensable, a. ftwj,

and aff

wfiro mfn. ( at! -wVw) Invariable, constant, perpetual, indispen-

sable. K. fts3, and TO aff

Wg mfn, (-j::-it T) Sleepy, somniferous, relating or occurring in

sleep, a. ft*r, and aff.

Wwrw mfn. (-y.-wt-w) Relating to a treasure, a nest, flee, f.(-ifl)

A boundary where some articles are buried and dug up.

E. fintar a treasure, Viviff.

vnmr mfn. (-W:-wt-W) Produced in Nepal, f. ( wf) 'Double

jasmine, • Red arsenick. • SepkJficu, (Xyctanthea tristis.)

4 Indigo, e. WWTW Nepal, WW and W"{\ affs. brought from

thence.

WWTftw mfn. (-WT!-Wt-W*) Produced in or brought from Ndpal,

Ac. n. (-#) Copper, a. TOTW. and to aff.

WTO n. (-W) Dexterity, cleverness, skill. *. fVTO skilful, aff

also with WWaffi, WTOI n. (-yi.)

WTOi rt. (-wf) Dexterity, cleverness.

wftftw mfn. (-w:-tf1-W) Occasional. n.(-W) Occasional, periodi-

cal act or rite, a faftw cause, TO
v
aff

wftfwwwwrw n. (-W) An occasional ceremony, such as should

be observed on the birth of a child, Ac. b. wftftwr, and arft

act ; also wfwfwyfwryr, Ac.

wftw mfn. (-W*~wf-W) Momentary, transient, in a twinkling,

n. (-d) The name of a forest, see wftSKW *, fwftw, and

war aff

iftai^W n. (-wfy A wood celebrated as the residence of the

Ritkii, to whom Saati related the Mahtibkarat. z. ftfaq a

twinkling of an eye, in which the sage Galkamukija destroyed

a sort of Aikrat, and wrw aff and WTW forest.

WTO m. (-W-) Barter, exchange, a. ft before ft to measure,

atiff and war added.

WTO IV n. (-W) The fruit of the Indian fig, Ac. a. wpirw the

fig tree, &c. and ww aff.

woe 5 mfn. (-w:*wt-af) Made of the akin, Ac. of the deer, called

wry. e. W1S and War aff.

WWW n. (-W) Self-government or subjugation, a. ftwrr, and

wa aff.

wwftw mfn. (-wr!-Wt-W) According to rule, regular, enjoined.

e. ftww, and TOT aff

WWTfro m. (Wfs) A logician, a follower of the Nydya or logi-

cal philosophy, z. WTW the Nydya system, and war aff

WTW*$ n. (-WJ Compactness, closeness, contiguity, a. ftroiC.

and WW aff

wmB n. (-wi) Despair. E. ftrrw, and WW aff.

w4w m. (-W!)
1 A demon, a fiend. “The ruler of the south-west

quarter, f. (-wt) The south-west quarter, e. ftsift said to

be a proper name, and WW off

waw mfn. ('W:-Wt-W) ' Obsolete, uncommon, belonging to the

glossary of the V{dot. • Acquainted with the terms of the

hedaa. e. ftwfw, and war aff.

W^WT n. (-aj) Absence of qualities or properties, a. an<*

WWaff

WWW n. (-as) Cleanness, purity, k, fwww, and WWaff

WW n. (-wif) Blueness, darkness of colour, a. wtar, and ww aff

wfTOn. (-W)
1
'rhickuess, substance. 1

Closeness, compactness,

• Continued sound, jk. ftftrar thick, Ac. WW aff

WWW n. (-wi An offering of eatable articles presented to a deity,

which may afterwards be distributed to his ministers or wor-

shippers, especially when it has been presented to any form

of Visbn'u. a. ftwy presenting, offering, qw aff

wwfww n. (-W) A present to a Brahman who is a householder,

a girl so given, or ornaments with her, Ac. s. ftww a house,

aff. WW
WW mfn. (-W!^'*) Nocturnal, relating to the night

; or a per-

son, Ac. doing any thing by night, z. ftwr night, and W*
aff.

;
also with Waff, wftw mfn. (-W-wt-w)
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iiftw 0. (-id)
1 Certainty. • A filed festival

;
•» at birth, inves-

titure, marriage, &C. c. ftfxrff certain, alt

nee mfn. (-w.-Tt-lij Relating to Niaarsaa. m. (-nt) A name

of NnLA. r. feree the country ao called, aft ee,

nee* ».<•*) 1 Abstinence or exemption from acts or their

consequences. * The saltation obtained by abstraction in

opposition to that obtained by works, a. ftw<M, and

net aft

wumffT* mfn. (-ar:ft^-w) Worth a hundred KiMiu, bought

with them, Ac. a. ftwr, and ww a hundred, *w aft f also

with SfYU a thousand AW*!*ft7 mfn. (-W-tPl-W)

ufwfw mfn. (-ntl-WVd) Bought with, made of, Ac. a NuMa.

m. ( -nr :) The mint-master. I. fvp*K a weight of gold, and

smr aff.

WWjft* mfn. (-kfi-tft ai) Wicked.etil doing, malignant n. ftwft,

and aw afT.

wftw mfn. (-W:-*fVw) * Relating to state or condition. * Belong*

ing to the character or office of a perpetual student. * Firm,

fixed, m. (-*) The Brahman who continues with his spin*

tual preceptor, and always remains in the condition of the

religious student, e. faffT certainty, aff.

ifyfr n. (-W ) Severity, cruelty, a. fawr, and WW aff.

5wfiw mfn. (-¥• rj Natural, innate, a. fa*3* nature, ff aff.

*f*fa*r m. (w:) A swordsman, a soldier armed with a sword.

a. fafaiw a sword, aff. ZW.

% ind. No, not. a. to command, aff. ^T.

ainnr m. (-IT:) The name of a saint, a. ^ to praise, wfa Un'fidi

aff. and augment.

mfn. (-WTWt*«) Remote, far off. s. w negative,

near, TOI to be, aff. ff.

wr f. (WT*) A boat, a vessel in general, a.^ to send, Un'adi

aff. 5r.

WPfT f. (-¥T) A boat. a. WH[added to the preceding.

m. (-W) An oar, a paddle, a. srun a boat, and^
a stick.

WTSTW mfn. (-ifr-iirr-w) Navigable, to be gone to or traversed

in a vessel, a. iir, and WTW to he crossed.

5iwrfini mfn, A passenger, a freight, who or what

goes in a boat or vessel, a. sir, and vnfwiT who goes,

•fir ind. A particle of abuse or contempt, a. the neuter of w^
used as a particle.

Wl\* n. (-W) Treating with disrespect or contempt, a. war,

and VTW making.

WITT m. (*K5) Contempt, disrespect, a jw little, low, « to

make, aff, w»-

Wwravr f. (-VT) An insect found in ordure.

mfn. (-W^-WT* 1

#)
1 Whole, entire. * Low, inferior, m. (-W0

* A name of Paras'cMma. * A buffalo, n. (-W) 1 A hole.

* Grass, a. fa before ww a die, &c.

wrwrfa mfn. (-fa:-fa:-fa) Of mean or inferior race. e. W¥>
and unfa cast.

•fwaw m. {-w) * Contempt. • Defiling, a. w*. and irmr con-

ceiving.

6 H

Wins m. (.fs)
' The Indian fig tree, (Ficus Indies.) • A fathom

measured by the arms extended. * The S’ami

,

(Mimosa albida.)

f. (-it)
1 A plant, (Salvinia curullata. Rox.) * A medical plant,

commonly Mohdnd. a. w*F short, T* to impede, aff.

WVnrtfnrsiWT f. (-Wl) An elegant woman.

m. (-^:)
1 A deer. • The name of a saint or Muni. a. fa

always, WW to go, aff. f.
m. (-Tt) A tree, (Cassia fistula.) a. WT a deer, and

a tree.

art n. (-»; Low sbuse. «. tyw. and a what goes or is.

*t. mfn. (arw -tl VI * Short, dwsrfish. * Low, rile, oon-

leraptible, base. * Slow, laay. • Whole, entire. a. ft pm-
fixed to 77 to go, afT. ftv

«tf»H mfn. (-HMTl-tt) Thrown or cast down. a. ft before,

stftw gone.

W7 m. (-V) Loss, expense, waste, destruction, x. ft before T
to go, aff. arw.

W7 mfn. (-W-4t-4) 1 Asked, solicited. • Gone. Injured, a. ft,

s»t to ssk, i, aff.
,

ataw n. (-WJ
1 Delivering, giring up. • Depositing, a. ft before

are to throw, we aff.

ara mfn. ('W:-ar -Wt>
1 Deposited, consigned, delivered. * Plac-

ed in or upon. Applied to. a. ft before 77 to throw or

send, aff. 7
WttffW <nfn- (-TP-WT-Ti) Unarmed, defenceless, having laid

down or resigned weapons, m. (-«:) A deified progenitor,

a. arw delivered, and H» a weapon.

xgTW n. (-w; Fried rice.

Wng m. (*w s
> F-ating, feeding, a. ft before Wg to eat. 7w aff.

*ra m. (-ao 1 Propriety, fitness The -Vydya doctrine, logic,

logical philosophy. * Apposite illustration. * A complete

argument or syllogism. 1 Policy, good government, a. ft
certainly, T"XT to go, iff V

w

wwm f. (-WI) Fitness, propriety, a. W7 added to aim ; also

with aqua
wmaiftftl i.

( til) a woman acting or judging rightly, a. WHI
propriety, ¥lfcwt proceeding.

WTWTWrc m (-D A virtuous man. a, WTW, and WTWTT observance.

WT^J^IT w. (-C'
1

) An example of virtue or propriety, a. WI^»
and WPfn; what upholds.

Wifa^ mfn. (-Wt*fa4t-fa)
1 Right, fit. * Logical, a. W7*> and

Tfa »ff.

WHfl mfn. (-W:-WT-W) Right, proper, fit. a. WT*, and ZW aff.

WTW m. (*V)
1 A deposit, a pledge. * Deoertin

, ab-mdouing.

Delivering, presenting. * Mental delivering, consigning or

entrusting any thing to the mind. • Mental appropriation or

assignment of various parts of the body to tutelary divinities,

accompanied with certain prayers and gesticulations, a. fa
before to throw or cast away, aff. WW.

WTWTfr *1 m. (-^) The holder of a deposit, a mortgagee, a. WT9,

and who has.

=3f m - ( VO ‘ Six-fold repetition of the triliteral name of God.
* The Aojm AVftfa. • Pleasing, agreeable a. ft before 7ft
to go, aff a ; it ia also read v,y.
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«TO mfn (-Wt-WMI) ' Crooked-backed, hompbacked. ’Look-

ing downwards. B Bent, crooked. 4 Convex, m. (-IP) 1 Disease,

sickness, pain. * A sort of ladle made ofKum grass, n, (-liji

1 The fruit of the Kdmaranga, (Carambola averrhoa.) 4 A
vessel used at Srdddfuu. a. jjjs to be crooked, afT.

npiwy m. (-jr) A sabre, a crooked sword, a. TOT crooked, and

TO a sword.

HW mfn. (*w:-WF-if) ' Blameable, vile, wicked, despicable. • Less,

deficient, defective, a. fw before unr lesa

C (-nr) ' Deficiency. * Inferiority, a. TO added to

also T"'
mfri. Ignorant, foolish, e. and tft intel-

lect.

^TO IH^H m. (-V) An ideot. a. wit, and TOTTO fifty, WT1

property, baring but forty-nine properties of human nature.

T"* mfn. (-Ti-'tf-W) Maimed, mutilated, imperfect, x. ^r,

and WTTbody.

^mfVnr mfn. (4f;-nrr-*‘) Unequal, more or less. a. Wit, and

vfvw more.

JWlftnfTONI m.(-JP) Unequal partition, a. aadftlfTW

division.

mfn. (•V-WT-d) Imperfect, wanting some organ; as

blind, deaf, Ac. b. *|w, and an organ of sense.

ifannfan m. (-^1) A name of 8’iva. a. n man, a bone,

FTWT a necklace, and ffw post. aff.
;
ornamented with a gar-

land of human skulls.

V
V The twenty-first consonant of the Ndgari alphabet, corres-

ponding to the letter /\

^ m. (V)
1
Air, wind. * A prince, a ruler. • A leaf.

4
Drink-

ing. a. tjr to nourish, Ac. aft V.

tjTO mn. (-^:-W) The residence of low or outcast tribes, a. to
to cook, to aft and V substituted for w.

xnvw mfn. (-w-WT-^f) 'To be cooked or dressed. * To be matured.

• To be digested, a. vpf Co cook, Ac. vrw a AT,

vfh f. (*fw :)
1 Cooking, ripening. 4 Fame, respectability, a. to

to cook, a/T. fiiw.

n. (-*) Inflammation of the bowels, cholic. B. ^fn,

and cholic.

TO mfn. ( Who or what ripens or cooks, m. (-ht)

• The digestive faculty, a. TO to cook, Ac.

TOI n. (-»; The sacred fire to be maintained perpetually by the

householder, s. "TO to mature, Unadi afT. w.

mfn. (-W:*UT-si) Ripe, ripened, matured, cooked, a. rrw

to cook, Ac. afT. fu and added.

TOT «<f. Having cooked, dressed, matured, Ac. a. to to cook,

ITT afT.

TO mfn. (-V-IJMT) 1 Mature, dressed, cooked, matured by
nature or by art. * Fully matured, on the eve ofrottenness or

decay. • Perfect, come to perfection. * Able, shrewd, expe-

rienced, mature, as the understanding. 4 Grey, (the hair.)

• Digested, a, to to cook or ripen, W substituted for * afT.

TOHd mfn. (-ini') Cooking, maturing, who or what does to.

m. (-If) The AT
imb tree. fc. 'TO ripe, and 1PT what make?:

;

the leaves of the plant are applied to phlegmonoid swellings,

to induce suppuration.

TOTO rnfh. (-w:-4t-ii) Grey haired, a. TO. and *ir the hair.

TOTO Wine or vinous liquor, a. VI matured, TO juice.

TOilft n. (-ft:)
1 Rice gruel. * Boiling water. 1

Distilled

water, k. to boiled, nft water
;
also read UTOTfT-

TOU n. (-!) Dressed food. a. to, and TO food.

TOTTO m. (-^:) The abdomen, the stomach, a, TO, and WTO
receptacle.

^ItTOT f. (-*r) A burnt or baked brick, a. TO, and TO*1

brick.

TO r. 1st and 10th els. (TOfW TO^fiT) 1 To take or accept.

4 To take a part or side.

TO m. (to*.)
1 The half of a lunar month or fortnight, compris-

ing fifteen days. 4 A wing; (it is also neuter in this sense.)

4 The feather of an arrow. 4 A partisan. * A friend. • A side,

a flank. 4 An army, forces. 4 A house. * An argument, a

thesis, a position advanced, doctrine to be maintained. 14 Con-

tradiction, opposition, rejoinder, reply. " The subject of an

inference. 14 Alternative. 14 A tribe, a class.
14 The ash pit

of a fire place. 11 A royal elephant. 14 (In composition with

Words signifying hair,) Quantity, as toto much or abun-

dant hair.
14 A bird. "A bracelet. *• Purity, perfection.

44 A limb, a member. *• A tail.
44

(In Arithmetic,) Side of an

equation in a primary division, e. to to take, aff. or

TO to transact business, Un'&di afT. w, and W substituted for

the radical final.

TOir m. (-V) • A private or back door. * A side. 4 A sidesman,

an associate, a confederate or partisan, a. TOT added to the

preceding.

TO-«Jt m.(-*:) * The moon. 4 An elephant. 4 An attendant,

a constant companion, k. TO a fortnight, &c. vn; who goes.

TOW mfn. ( wr:-wn-w) Produced in a fortnight, Ac. ra. (-V.)

The moon. k. tro a fortnight, and at bom.

TOTOTw m. (-HTT) The moon. b. TO, and tot* birth : sec the

last.

TO4I f. (-WT)
1 The nature or essential character of a proposi-

tion. 4 The taking up a side or argument. 4 Maintaining

or defending a thesis, h. to, added to to ; also with *,

TOUT.

TOfw f-
1 The first day of the half month. 4 The root

or insertion of a wing. «. to a fortnight, Ac. fro aff. and

tftl optionally added.

TOTO n, (-^)
1 A month. 4 Both sides of an argument, &c.

b. to, and to two.

TO17T n. (-l!) A private entrance, an inner or back door. x. TO
a side, and fTT a door.

TO^fT mfn. (-1>^T-K) Who or what has a part or side, a wing,

Ac. m. 1 The moon. 4 A bird. 4 A partisan, b. xtb a

half month, it who has.

TOTOT m.(-n:) * Adopting a side or an argument whether right

or wrong, partisanship. 4 A partisan, an adherent, who or
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what sides with. • The moulting of birds considered to pro-

ceed from fever, k. to, and sjrrr who causes to go, or TO a

wing, and TOf falling.

TOMlfniTI f. (-WT) Adherence, friendship, fellowship, a. TOMlOm,

and ITW afl'. j also with B|, VWMifu**.

TO^rflTW m. (-fft) A partisan, a friend, an adherent, a. TOTOT,

and aff.

TOTrfar ro. (-fkh) A private or back door. a. to a side, and

VTfwr a point, Ac.

tTO^TV m. (•»:)
1 The side or flank of an elephant. * The side

in general. *. to the side, and WTW a part.

WWW n. (-vr) The root or articulation of a wing. a. TO a wing,

and to a root.

TOTOmfn. (-Tnr-Tlft-TO) ' Winged. * Having a side or party,

a. TO, and Wfpr a^*

•tTTOTY* m. (-*:) A bird. a. TO a wing, and WTT* vehicle,

m. A heron, a. to a feather, and a spot.

TOa m. (-*:) A wing. a. TO as above, arfa aff.

m. (-K:) A sort of tree, commonly L6dk. a. wr a part,

handsome.

TO I MI* m. (-w:) ' Refutation, confuting. Palsy, hemiplegia,

a. "TO. and a blow.

TOTW1 m. (-W!t) The fifteenth and last day of either half month,

new or full moon. a. a fortnight, and end.

TOnwr n. (-^) Another side or part, another view of the

argument, a. TO, and wjwrc difference.

TOTWTW tn, (4|t) ' A seeming or fallacious argument. * A false

plaint, a. TO, and varvrrw semblance.

TOTVl m. (-«:) A bird. a. TO a wing, poss. aff.

'TOTW^T m. (*T:) The last day of either half month, new or full

moon. a. VW a fortnight, and WTTOT conclusion.

*f** mf. (-ft-fkft) A bird* m. (-^) An arrow, f. (-^t) * A
night and two days. * I>ay of full moon. ' A female fiend,

also called Put'and. a. TO • wing, and poss. aff.

*fwVTdft*srTf%*T f. (-WT) A trough for watering birds, cattle,

flic. a. qfiro a bird, water, men a hall, and TO dimi-

nutive aff.

rflCiUf m. (-W:) King of the birds, usually applied to Gantra.

a. Ttfro, and tjw for towr king.

•qfro m. (-*:) A name of the saint Vatsyayama. a. to to take,

TO^aff.

•gfrorro m. (-*:) A young bird. a. qfww. and HTTO a young

animal.

qfw*T*T t (-WT) A nest, an aviary. a bird, TTtWT a hall

or house.

.rfVfa* m. (*T ;
) A name of Gam/ha, the bird and vehicle of

VtSHN'u. *. *f* for ttfro. a bird, fro pre-eminent.

wfanf** m. (*t) Gamuda. k. B|f%, and urfTO lord : aee the last.

^ryrfro mfn. Showing partiality, taking a side,

a. TO, and *flif** taking.

mfn. 'Vho or what cooks or matures, a. T* to

ripen, aff.

TO* n. (-gp)
4 An eye-lash. * The filament of a flower. • The

point of a thread. 4 A wing. a. TO to take, wf** aff.

TOO mfn. (•an:-mT-m) ' Produced or occurring in a fortnight

* Belonging to a side, Ac. a. TO, and TO aff.

TO nan. (-TTO) ' Mud, mire, clay. * Sin. e. to spread,

aff. to and * changed to %.

TO*^* *n. (-*) Soft mud, especially such as is left by the

retiring of floods, or on the banks of a river, a marsh, a quag-

mire. a. TO mud, the capital of a district

TO«ft* m. (-**) A lap- wing. a. TO mud. and tftr a parrot

TO*ft* mfn. (-:-!-¥) Wallowing, sporting in mud. m. (-:)

A pig. a. to mud, and who sports.

TO* I* m. (-*J) A small fish, (Macrognathus Psncalus, Ham.)

a. TO mud, and to* another fish.

TO flftT f* (*f*0 The Pnncal fish : see the last x. TO mud, and

*f* going.

TO*f* m. (-* :) The Makara, a marine monster. &. TO mud,

and in* a shark.

UTOt n. ( ut) A lotus, a. TO mud, at born.

MIWIHW n. (-*) A lotus, a. TO mud, and aiwnt birth ; also

TO*. Ac.

TOTPantl f. f-wft) A pool or pond where the lotus grows, or a

place abounding with that flower. * The flexible stalk of a

water-lily. a. to* a lotus, *f* Mid aiTs.

TO* m. (•*!) The residence of the lowest and most impure

tribes, a. nf* to spread, ** aff.

TO wr f (-WT) Muddiness, the nature or property of mud. a. TO
added to TO J also with w, TO*«

TOTS* m- On® °f l ^*e divisions ofhell. a. TO- ud ip smoke.

TO**? f. (-tn) A hell, the hell of mud or mire. a. to. and

TOT light.
m

TO** i* mfn. (-* or *) Sunk in the mire. a. TO. Mid trrar what

shares.

TO*rTO mfn. (-*:-*t-*‘) Muddy, laden with mud. a. TO. and

WTTO burtheoed.

TO*^* m. (-*:) A bivalve shell, a. to mire, to orna-

ment, aff. Tar.

H*** n. (-TO) A lotus, a. TO mud, to to grow, aff. f*r;
alsd with * aff TO** n. (-^.)

TO*T* m. (-*:) A crab. a. TO. and *r* abode.

TO*jf* f (*f»0 A cockle, a. to mud, u% an oyster.

TO^T* m. (-W:) The fibrous root of a lotus, a TO mud, and

atv a sort of root ; also written and TO1!**.

TOTT m. (*T:)
1 An aquatick plant, (Vallisneria.) * A bridge

or raised bank, forming a path amidst inundated fields.

* Stairs, steps.
4 An aquatick plant, (Traps bispinosa, Rox.)

a. TOT mud, Vf to go, w* aff.

*fjr* mfn. (-qr:-«T-*) Muddy, clayey, m. (-W:) A boat, a canoe.

b. TO mud, x*r* aff.

Rif* n. <
-m) A lotus, b. to in mud, ami m born

;
also TOP*.

TO** n. (-^) A lotus, m. (-*3) ll»e India* crane, a. to in

mod, and TO what grows j also *T**-
f. (-f^f

' A line, a row or range. • A sort of metre, a

stanza of four lines, each line consisting of ten syllables.

* The number ten, (in composition, ut infra.)
4 l’hc earth,

4 Fame, celebrity. • Cooking, maturing. * Associating with,
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eating or sitting with, especially with persons of the same

caste. • A company, a society, an assembly. a.lfar to spread,

to extend, to make evident, and or if to cook,

deriv. irr.

iff 1
*
1 1 m. (-ft) A name of Ravan'a. *. ten, dYn a neck

;

the ten-necked.

m. (-*:) An osprmy. a. ifi^, and IT who goes.

ff^yri m. (-w:) An improper person to associate with, an

outcast, a. ifigf, and f who spoils.

lf5fITU m. (-f:) A reipeetable or eminent person, a 1^5,

and HTW who purifies.

ifftl in. (-f :) Dab asatba, the father of Rama. a. iff- ten,

and TI a car.

If mfn. (-fi-T: Lame, crippled, halt, one who has lost hie

legs, &c. m. The planet Saturn, a. If to engage in

business, I aff., and substituted for the radical final.

*1* A burse of a glassy or silvery white colour.

ITiri m. (-f*) One of the signs of the zodiac: see WIT.

I^II f. (-1|r) Deformity, mutilation, t.H added to IT.

r. 1st «L (Ilfl) To mature by cooking or

ripening, to boil, to dress, to ripen ; (X) iff r. 1st and 10th

els. (Ilfw-lf illfw) 1 To make evident or apparenL * To
represent, to state fully. * To spread.

If mfn. <-fs-fT-i) W'bo or what cooks, matures, 4tc. m. (-f:)

Cooking, maturing, &c. s. if to cook, alT. II
Iff m. (-1;) A cook. a. if to cook, yi aff.

HI mfn. (-fi-fiiVu) Cooking, ripening, a. if to cook,

participial aff. I*.

HI m. (-Wt) ' The sun. * Fire. • A name of Imdsa. a. Tf
to cook or ripen, Un'&di aff. nr^.

xpff»mwj mfn. (-i*r-WT-tQ) or adi\ n. (-WJ) Almost cooked

or ripened, a. nf« what cooks, and m aff.
;
implying

incompleteness; also in a similar sense Iffill and

Vfftfiftl.

HIT m. (-ft) A tree, (Hibiscos phwniceu*.) a. If! here said

to mean the sun, and If to shine, aff I.

TH mfn. (-I>ir-lVi) What cooks or matures, &c. n. ( X)
* Cooking, dressing, boiling. • Maturing, m. (f:) Fire. a.h
to cook, aff. or wt.

THU mfii. (-IMT-i) Cooking, in the act of cooking or ri-

pening. a.H to cook, &c. and TTOI aff., war augment.

H^IfT f. (*f|) A species of Curcuma, (C. zanthorhizon.) a.if
to cook, reiterated, if aff and II inserted; it is also read

HHI.
HT f. (-ft) Cooking, dressing, maturing, ripening, a. If to

dress, aff. and an.

iff m. (-fr.)
1
Fire.

1 Cooking, maturing, a.h to be cooked,

(by itJ ITT Un'kdi aff.

firffW mfn. (-w:-fT-W) Ft to cook or ripen of itself, m. (-ft)

1 The sun. * Fira. a.H to dress or ripen, fffli aff. of the

reflective form, or Un'idi aff iffint

Till m. (-ft) A cook. a. If, and iff aff

If^ ind. Foot by foot, or stanza by stanza, a. iw for ITf,

and aff of several orders.

Hrm mfn. (-ft-fr-i) Being in the act of ripening, cooking

Ac. a.H to cook, pass. fTff aff.

Hi ro. (-f|:) A S'udra. a. W for Hf a foot, and f born ,

from the feet of Bkahma.

Iff mfn. (-f:-fi-f) Five or relating to five, made of fire,

bought with five, &c. m. (-f :) Any collection or aggregate

of five, a five. n. (-f) A field of battle, a. gf five, and if
aff.

Ifim rofn. (*fi-fT-f) A particular ceremony In which ghee

is offered in five cups. a. If five, fUf a concave piece of

pottery skull-shaped.

IfITR n. (-4) Five actions of the body, vomiting, evacuation

by bleeding or by stool, diseased excretion of fsecea or purging,

and blowing the nose. a. If five, fghi an act

IffIf ind. Five times, a. if, and ffff aff.

Iffff m. (-ft) A pentagon, a. if, and f if an angle.

IfIlf n. (-ft) The aggregate of five spices, via. Long pepper,

its root, Cfuti or Piper CAatryo, Plumbago, and dry ginger,

a. If five, and fif pepper.

Iffnr ro. plu. (-its ) The five sheathes supposed to invest the

aoul, or the Annatnaya hatha that aupported by food the

gross form
;

the Pranamaya hotha, the organs of action ; the

Manomay» hatha, the organs of perception, with the manat or

mind ; the f'ijndna may a, the same with the Jituldki or intel-

lect
;
and the A'nandamayn, consisting of the elements of iden-

tity and divine wisdom, a. if, and fTI a sheath.

Iffl nf. (-f-ft) A collection of five beds. c. If five, and

fflr bed.

IfIf n. (-f) A collection of five cows, e if, and if a cow.

Ifmi mfh. (-!:-IT Having five cows. a. ifH, and ff
wealth.

If flf n. (-f ) Fire articles derived from the cow
j
milk, curds

,

clarified butter, cow'a uiiue, and cow-dung. a. if five, and

If, from it a cow.

IfIf raf. (-!:-fT-f) Five times, five-fold. a. If, and If mul-

tiplying.

Iflg m. (-1:)
• A tortoise, n turtle. * The atheistical system of

the Bouddkat. a. if five, (members, Ac ) ii concealed.

IfIT mfn. (-ii:-it:-i) Bought with five cows. a. if, and IT

a cow.

IffIK n. (-0 A form of metre, in which the line contains

sixteen syllables.

II^fK m. (»t:) A Bauddka saint and legislator
;
also named

Manjcohosua, apparently the teacher of this doctrine in

Nrpal, a. if spreading, ffc rags.

If^fT f. (-!) One of the nymphs of heaven, a. if, and ^it

a top knot.

Ifff ro. (-1:)
' Man in general, a man. * The name of a de-

mon, whose bones became the Conch, Pitnchajanya, the shell

of KsYshna. f, (.fl) An assemblage of five persons, a. if
five, (elements,) and an vrbo is born.

IfURfiw ro. (-f*.)
’ An actor, a mimic, a buffoon. * The chief of

five men. a. If five, and ff a man, or Ifllf man, and

faff
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m. (Of*.) A Bud dka or Bauddha sanctified teacher,

s. to five, (organa,) and *1* knowledge.

TO*, rafn. (•**) Five. *. srf* to spread, *f* aff.

TO** nf. (*-*t) An assemblage of five carpenters, t. TO, and

<HS a carpenter.

TO** n. (•!)
J The five elements collectively. * (In the 7 <xn-

tras.J Tbe five essentials of certain rites > or wine, meat, fish,

sexual intercourse, and mystic gesticulations, E. to. and

71* an element.

TO**n* n. (-si) The five subtile rudiments of tlie five elements.

e. TO> and irwi* dement.

TO*W* m. ( iTT:) An ascetic, who, in tbe hot weather, sits amongst

four fires, and has the sun for the fifth, R, qq, and uni

penance.

TO** mfn. (-*:-*l-*)
1 Having five parts or limbs. • Five,

a. TO five, and TO* aff.

TO*l f. (**D
1 Death, dying, ». e. the separation of the five ele-

ments of whose aggregate the body consists. * The nature or

condition of five, the aggregate of five or five times. a The

five elements collectively, earth, air, fire, water, and Akd1 .

B. TO five, and TOI abstract aff.

treftff f-('ff)' Any five principal places of pilgrimage, espe-

cially Plerdnti, Sankara, Naimuka, Praydga, and Pnthkara

• Bathing on the day of the equinox, e. TO, and a

shrine.

TO at n ‘ (•*) ' Death. * The state or being of five.
1 The co

existence of the five elementa.
a An aggregate, &c. of five,

a. -to five, and * aff. : see **TTT-

TO* us* (**0 ‘ Time. * The Aw/ or Indian cuckoo.

TO** nifn. (n:-*^-*) Fifteen or fifteenth. £ (-^l) The fif-

teenth day of a half month, full or new moon. a. TO five,

*[TO tcn *
aff. TO.

W*<u* mfn. p/u. (•*) Fifteen, b. to five, and *** ten-

Marks on five parts of the body, the arms, eyes,

belly, nose, aud breast.

TO*T ind. In five ways, five-fold. 1 . TO* five, and *r aff.

TO* mfn. P1*- (’*) Five. * 10 ®Pr®ad, Un adi aff. TO
TO** m. (-*:)

1 An elephant. * A tortoise. * A tiger.
4 Any

animal having five toes or claws, f. (-*)) A lizard, a. to
five, TO nai r

.

TO** m * (•**) The Punjab, or country of five rivers, viz. the

Satadrii, Iipded, Irdvuti, (Jhandrabhtlgu and Pitaelkd. e. to.

*<t a river, * aff.

TOf*nq n. ( -sq) Five parts of the Numb tree
; the flowers, fruit,

leaves, bark, and root. e. to five, and fwaf the Nimb, (Melia

axadiracta.)

TO*1 f- (*t) A chequered cloth for playing at draughts, chess,

flic. a. to five, *t to get, aff. fiV.

TO^kTW* n. (•*) Waving four things before an idol , a lamp, a

lotus, doth, a mango or betel leaf, and then falling prostrate.

k. to. and *Kl*l* presentation.

TOTOTO m. (-*n) Five kinds of animals allowed to be killed

and eaten, tbe hare, poreupim, alligator, rhinoceros, and

tortoise, a. *f, aud TOTO a five- toed animal.

6 1
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TOWTO n, (*) The aggregate of five sprouts
;
viz. of the spon-

dius, rose-apple, Be/ or marmelos, citron, and wood-apple.

b. TO five, aud tow a new shoot.

TOWvlf f. (*wf) A small shrub.

TO*(* (-*)
1 Five plates collectively. * A Sraddka in which

offerings are made in five vessels. e.TO five, and*!* a

vessel.

TO**!* m. (•*:) A temple with four pinnacles and a steeple,

a. TO. M»d SPJt* a palace.

TO*t* m. p/u. (-*lt) Tbe five air* supposed to be in the body,

and necessary to life. e. to, and vital air.

TO** m. (-'*:) A fine equal to the fifth part of any thing lost

or stolen, e. to five, and TO binding.

TO** m (*!•)
1 A horse with five auspicious marks

;
or spotted

on the chest, back, face, aud flanks. * A sauce or condiment

of five vegetables. *. ** five, and w* fortunate.

TO** n- (-*) The five elements ;
earth, air, fire, water, Aka*.

e. TO- a°d ij* an element.

W lHfl iKH m (*4111) Man as formed of the five elements, z.

TO**. ami *THT* one with.

TO* mfn. (-Hs-nt-li)
1
Fifth. * Beautiful, pleasing. • Dexterous,

clever, m. (•*:)
1 One of the seven musical notes

;
the se-

venth, called Panchama, from being said to be formed by air

drawn from five places
;

the navel, the breast, the heart,

throat, and forehead. * One of the Hague or modes of music.

f, (-sft)
1 A name of Daai raDf, the wife of the five Pamine.

• A chequered cloth for playing at draughts, &c. a chess

board. a The fifth day of a half month, e. TO* five, and

TO aff. with TO augment.

WWW A

I

V n. (-V) The five essentials of the left hand Tantra

ritual; Madya wine, Manta flesh, Matey

n

fish, MaUkuna

copulation, Mudrd gesticulation, a. it*, and TOI* the letter

M,; all beginning with that letter.

TOW** mfn. (-*T*-*tfV**

)

Having tbe fifth of any thing.

F.. TO*. and FTpr aff.

W*W*ITO m. p/u. ( *i:) The five great sacraments of the Iftmdue,

or the worship of spirits, progenitors, gods, AVdas, and man-

kind, by offerings of perfumes and flowers, obsequial rites,

oblations with fire, the study of the Vidae, and hospitality.

e. TO five, TOI great, aud TO sacrifice.

TO*t* m * (**!
) The son of Biuofri.

TOH l fTO mfn. Of five Maehae, relating to, worth,

amounting to five Mdehae. a. TO. *TW a measure of silver,

TOaff.

TO*i*J m. (-*T) The Aoil or Indian cuckoo, s. to* the musical

note, ami *r*| mouth.

TOf** mfn. (-*t-fMVf*) Being in the fifth year of one’s age.

K. tow, and *f* aff '

TO** w. (•*•) 1 A name of Bits. a A lion. «. to five, and

TO face.

TO*** f* (-ID Five gestures to be made in the usual presen-

tation of offerings to an idol. s. TO. and snrT gesture.

TO*f^ n. (-*.; The urine of the cow, goat, sheep, buffalo, and ais.

B. TOj and ** urine.
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TO^TO n. (-*J) The assemblage of five roots, the BU, Premna

longifolia, Cassia, Gmelina arborea, and the Trumpet flower,

f. (-«*) A similar aggregate of five roots, considered as the

smaller one, viz. Hedysarum gangetienm, H. lagopodioides,

Solan uni melongena, S. jacquini, and Tribulus lanuginosus.

e. tow five, a root ; the fern. nflf. has a diminutive import.

tnpni ra. plu. (•fT:) The five rites of a ho use-keeper : see

TO** ITT- a TO. and TO a sacrifice.

TOrro n. (-li) A collection of five precious objects; or gold, a

diamond, a pearl, a ruby, an amethyst, s. vpg, and rw a gem.

VitUT f. (-WT) Emblic myrobalan. t. tow five, TO flavour, taste.

TO*** n * (-*) A Purdna or mythological poem. e. TOW five,

and ww* a mark ; a Purdna should comprehend five topics

;

the creation of worlds, their destruction and renovation, the

genealogy of gods and heroes, the reigns of the Menus, and

the actions of their descendants.

TOW*** “• (•*) Five kinds o{ “fc *• TO, and *nrw salt.

TO*l fw* n. (-w) Gift of land to the extent requiring five

ploughs, a. TO, *nr* a plough, aff.

TO*TW n. (-W) A metallic alloy containing five metals , copper,

brass, tin, lead, and iron. e. to five, and totw iron.

TOWTOT »• (*WS
)

1 S iva. • A lion. k. tow five, and TOT a free.

TO 9Z ra. (•*:) The Brahminical thread as worn across the

breast j
also towt**. f. (-*t)

1 Five trees, the Indian and holy

fig, the Bel, Grislen tomentosa, and Atoka, placed or planted

in several quarters ; or east, west, north, south and south-east.

* Part of the great southern forest where the Godavari rises,

a. TO, and ** The Indian fig.

TO** «. (-4:) A class of five persons or things. k„ to. and

TOfl a class.

TO*^* n. (**f) A collection of the bark of five trees, ihc Indi-

an and the holy fig, the opposite-leaved fig, the wavy-leaved

fig, and a sort of reed
;
other trees are sometimes taken.

B. TO five, and **«* a bark.

TO*TW m. {-*;) K»mad£va, the Indian Cupid, c. TO five, and

WTO an arrow
;
being armed with five arrows.

TO >tT m. (-X}) Kamad£va. e. to five, and WU an arrow : see

the last.

TO*TO ra. (•«:) The hand. e. to five, irrwT a branch, the five-

fingered.

TOfvTO ra. (-W-)
1 A lion. * The name of a Muni, the son of

Dhabma by HTnsa'. e. to spreading, ffTOT a crest or mane.

TOnfrro n. (-W) The bark of five trees, k. to. and

Mimosa sirisha, WWaff.

TO* rafn. plu. (-wr:-*P-*vfw) Five or six. e. to, and to six,

with ftff.

TOwn*** n. (-W) The aggregate of five aroroaiic vegetable sub-

stances t cloves, nutmeg, camphor, aloe wood, and Kaihola.

k. to five, W** fragrance, WTO added.

TOV*n m. pin. (-WT:) The five things in a house by which

animal life may be accidentally destroyed; the fire place, the

slab on which condiments are ground, tbe broom, the pestle

and mortar, and the waterpot, k. to five# and W7TT place

of slaughter.

TOTffr «• (-ftr)
1 A collection offive fires, amidst which a devotee

performs penance during the summer season
; or four fires

lighted severally to the north, south, east and west, and the

sun over head. # Five mystic fires, supposed to be present in

the body. rn. (-ftp)
1 A householder who maintains five

fires, or the domestic one, and one for warming visitors in

addition to the other threw. * One who Is acquainted with

the doctrine of the five mystic fires, k. to five, and wffT fire.

TOTT mfn. (-Ti-Tt-tf) Haring five limbs or members, five parts

or subdivisions, consisting of five things, &c. n. (-#) Any
aggregate of five parts or five things. • Five modes of devo-

tion or silent prayer, burnt offering, libations, bathing idols, and
feeding Brahmans. ' An almanac describing solar days, lunar
days, and the periods of aaterisras. Yogas and Karanas.
m. (-:) 1 A tortoise. • A horse : see to**- ' Reverence by
extending the hands, bending the knees and head, and in

speech and look. e. tow five, TOT body.

TOTFTTT m. (-t:) A tortoise, n. to five, TOT limb, and
hidden

; covering his head and legs beneath his shell

TOTTW mfn. (-W:-WTlft-W) Measuring five fingers, m. (-wj) The
castor-oil plant, k. to five, wrfw a finger, off. w^: the
leaves having five lobes compared to fingers.

TOTTfw mfn. (-fw:-fw:-fw) Having five fingers, or finger-like

divisions, e. to five, V$fw a finger.

TOTTOT f. (-Wl) Doing penance with five fires, or four fires and
the sun. b. to, and WTTOTO heat.

TO*** mfn. (-sr-TOT-vr) Very passionate, ra. (-w:)
1 A name of

S iva. “ A lion. *. to five or spreading, TOTTOT a face.

TO*** n- (-ITT ‘ A mixture of milk, cuttls, sugar, ghee, and
honey. * The aggregate of any five drugs of supposed efficacy.

f, WTO, end TOTOTO ambrosia.

TOfTOTTO m. plu. (-TOT0 Five Sdttras supposed to have proceeded

from the five mouths of Siva, constituting the basis of the

Tantra ritual. *. WW> end TOITOTTO a scripture.

TOiTO n. (-w) The aggregate of five acid plants ; the jujube,

pomegranate, sorrel, spondias, and citron, e. to five, and
TOTO sour.

TOTOTft f. (-^) A chequered cloth for playing draughts upon :

see m witoV

m. (-f*$:)Thc planet Mercury, e trro five, wf’J* a ray.

TOW m. (-TOO A country in the north of India, f. (-wt) • A
chequered cloth for playing at draughts, Ac. * A doll, a pup-
pet. • A style of singing, k. TOf* to spread, Un'Adi aft TOTTTO^;

also with toto added TOWTf**TT.

TOf** m. (-to:) The sacrificial cord, as worn crossed upon the

breast, the ends hanging over the shoulders, e. to spreading,

TOTO to surround, aft totto, wtt prefixed to the root
j

also

TOW**.

TOWrTOT ni. (-TOffO A corpse, e. to five, (elements,) TOTTBT state

or condition.

TO*** f- (-TOTO) Fifty, e. tow, with vrtr aff. and WT augment.

TOTOTTOI ra. ('WTO A lion. b. to spreading, and WTTOJ a face.

TOTOfrorTO n. <-TO) ' The five ^organs of sense ; the eye, ear, nose,

tongue, and skin
;
or those of action, as hands, feet, windpipe.
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anus, and parts of generation, e. YW five, and an

organ of sense.

TOT m. (-y) A name of KsicsofivA, the Hindu Cupid, a. VW
five, TT an arrow.^ •*

TOhWT ra. pin. (-W1TW0 The five digestive fires supposed to be

in the body. a. TW» and TWT heat.

TOT mn. (*T5-T) A skeleton, n. (-T) * A cage, an aviary, a dove-

cot.
1 The riba ra. (-T:)

1 The body. * The Kali age. b. ufw

for fatal to dwell, Ac. Un'hdi aff., WTW; also fa^T-

TOT!*** m. (-T:) A sort of basket or wicker trap in which fish

are caught, a. TOT a cage, WTWW hunting.

r.(-fiMH) The ball or whisp of cotton from which

thread is spun. * A journal, a register. * An almanack.

k. xffai for fafar to touch, Ac. afT. and affa optionally

added ; also fafi|.

ufawT f. (-WT)
1 The ball or skein of cotton, from which the

thread is spun : see the last. 9 A perpetual commentary. * A

calendar, an almanack. 4 A journal, a register. 1 The regis-

ter or journal of Yama, the record of human actions, e, WW
added to trfa ;

also fafaran.

wfalWIT T^CW m. (-W:)
1 A writer, a man of the Kaput'ha tribe.

•An almanack-maker* a. wfafWT a journal, &c. and WTTW-

who makes.

TOfaT m. (-T*)
1 The Kayest’ka or scribe. * An almanack

maker, e. t*Y a journal, Ac. wr who makes.

'TO r. 1st cl. (TOfa) To go, to move. r. 10th cl. (TOVfa) 1 To

string.
1 To surround or encompass. 9 To share, to portion,

to distribute, (TTTwfa) 'To speak. 1 To shine. With TO
prefixed, To pluck up, to eradicate, to destroy utterly. With

fa. To fly, to run away.

TO mn. (-w:*T) 1 Fine cloth. 9 Coloured cloth. * A leaf or

sheet of cloth, Ac. on which any figures may be painted, ra.

(-»:)
1 A kind of tree : see fan. * Any thing well made or

polished, f. (-Tt)
1 A particular sort of cloth, coarse thick

cloth, canvas. * A screen of cloth surrounding a tent, an outer

tent. * A coloured or chintz garment, n. (-Z) A thatch, a

roof. *. TO to surround, aff. WW fern. afT. #fa : see vrfa.

TO* m. (•*:) A camp, an encampment, a. TO to surround,

IWaff

TOWTT m. (-Tt)
1 A weaver. * A painter, i. TO doth, and jttt

maker.

TO^fa f. (-fa:) A tent. e. TO cloth, ffa a house.

TO*s: n. (-T) Old cloth, m. (-TO A thief. *. VTO imitative

sound, and TT going.

TOWWT m. (-W:) A tent. s. TO cloth, and twt a house.

TOTO mfb. Made of cloth, n. (-W) 1 A tent, a canvas

house. 1 A petticoat, k. TO cloth, TOT aff.

TOW mfn. (-W.-WT-W) A heap, a number, a quantity or multi-

tude, mf. * A book. • A tree.
1 A stalk, nf. (-W'.-WT)

A roof, a thatch, n. (-w) ' A cover, a coat, an enclosing or

surrounding skin or membrane. • A place, a spot, a circle

or district. * A mark on the forehead with Handai wood 4 A

basket * Train, retinue. * A coat of the eye. a. TO to go,

WWW aff.

towttw m. (-ttj) The edge of a thatch, e. tow a thatch, and

TTW end.

TOTTT m. (-vr) A tent e. TO cloth, and ttt what is woven.

towTT m. (-*:)
1 A tent. * A petticoat 1 Perfumed powder.

e. to cloth, WTW abode, or TTW to perfume, aff. w^-

TOTTTOT m. f-wO Perfumed powder. E. WW added to the last.

TOTiflW n. (WT) A tent k. TO, and WljrW a house.

TOT mfn. (-V-TT-T) A kettle-drum. m. (-wO
1 A war-drum, or

one used in battle. * Injury, killing, slaughter. * Tumult

a. to imitative sound, tt to quit or make, aff. .
TOTW m. (-wt) A kind of bird. f. (-WT) A flag, a banner, s. TO

to go, WTW Un'adi aff.

TTTWWT f. (-WT) A leech. B. TO to go, WTWWaff, WW added.

Tfa f. (-fa:) ' A kind of cloth. * An aquatick plant : see $fwTT.

K. TO to surround, &c. aff. XT: see TO andTOt.

TfaWT f. (-WT) Cloth, e. added to TOY-

vrfar mfn. (-¥*-TT ») Very clever. R. TO and irr. superlative.

TOfaT mfn. {-wnr-WWt-T .-) Very clever or able. a. TO clever,

aff. of the superlative.

TOYT n. ( T)
1 Sandal-vrood. * A field. 9 Bambu manna. 4 A

radish.
1 The belly.

4 A sieve. * Height. 4 Khayar. 9 Rheu-

matism. m. (-T:)
1 K andahpa. 1 A cloud, e. TO to go, Un'idi

TO mfn. (-T>z:-Tt-T) 1 Clever, dexterous, skilful. * Diligent

1 Smart, sharp. 4 Hale, healthy, 9 WT
arm, hot 9 Blown,

expanded. * Cruel, ferocious, unmerciful, unfeeling. • Harsh,

contumelious, (speech, &c.) • Fraudulent, crafty, a rogue or

cheat.
14 Loquacious, talkative, ra. (-y)

1 A small kind of

cucumber, (Trichosanthes diceca.) • The leaf of the Tricho-

santhes. n. ( T)
1 Salt * A mushroom, e. TT* r. 10th cL to

speak, Ac. Un Adi aff. T, and the radical vowel short

TO* m. (-*:) A sort of gourd, e. ww addded to the pre-

ceding.

TOWWI mfn. ( w:-wi-wi) Not so clever, a little less able, Ac.

x. to clever, and wwi aff. of incompleteness ; also in a similar

sense and TOTWtW.

TOWMffa mfn. (-W; -Tt-T) Of a clever sort, Ac. e. TO as above,

and WTWfa aff. of kind.

TOW n. (-si)
1 Cleverness. * Eloquence, e. w, added to to ;

also with TfW, TOWT.

wirtT f. K medicinal sort of moon plant e. to a sort

of gourd, and a leaf, fern. aff. wYw
;
also TOTTW (-#)

and TOufawr f- (-WT)

TOTT mfiu (-w:-WT-vf) Very clever, e. tt. and WT here imply*

ing much.

TOrzw n. (-uf) A tent i. to, and WTW a house.

TOTW m. (-W0 A kind of cucumber, commonly Folwal, (Tricho-

santbes dimes.) n. (-W) A sort of cloth, a kind of chintz,

f. (-^ft) A smalt cucumber, either the same as above,

(Trichosanlhes dime*,) or another kind, (Lufik acutangula.)

s. TO to go, in the causal form, aff WrWT ;
removing

malady.

TOTW* m. (-W:) An oyster, k. tTTW as above, and WW aff. of

resemblance, compared to the shape of the Trichosanthea.
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V^l ftrvr f. (-it) A small cucumber, (Trichosanthes dieeca :) it

is also applied to Luffa acutangula. a. IT with the fern,

form added to litft

iff m. (-ft)
1
Cloth. * Coloured doth. • Wove silk. * A turban,

&c. or cloth for that purpose. ' A coloured silk turban. • A
fillet bound round the head. f A bandage, a ligature, a

doth bound round a core, Ac. • An upper or outer garment.

• A plant, commonly called Pdt, (Corchorus olitorius,)

from the fibre* of the bark of which, called Jute, a coarse

sack, cloth and cordage are prepared. ’ • A stone for grind-

ing with a mullar. 11 A plate of metal for inscription or

engraving. 11 A royal grant or order written on copper,

stone, Ac. ** A shield. ** A place where four road* meet.

I$ A chair, a stool, n. (-f) A city, a town, a village, the

Pettnh probably of the south, f. (-IT)
1 An ornament of the

forehead. * Rod Lddh. ' A horse’s girth, a. V7 to surround,

H alT. and 7 changed to 7.

VFI m. (.7 :) Cloth, a baudage, Ac. a. 7*1 added to the pre-

ceding.

TOUT n* ( »i) A sort of cloth, probably a kind of canvas or sack-

cloth. a. vi as above, and m produced ; made from Jute.

717 nC (-^-7t) A city: see 777.

VTIV} f. (-lit) A principal queen, a. VT a fillet or tiara, 7ft a

queen.

VTW7 n. (-7 ) Crowning, binding the head with a fillet or

tiara, a. VI, and TH7 binding.

VHfvft f- (-fl) A principal queen, a. VI a fillet or tiara, and

iflfl a queen.

vrrrr n. (t) A plant used in dying, (CcesaJpinia sappan.) a. v*
cloth, and TT what colours.

Vims' n. (-^) Sappan wood. a. vi cloth, and VWW colouring
;

also withW added VKITC-
VTVTVT n. (-vr) A sort of potherb, commonly also Ndlita or

Lolita, (Corchorus capsularis.) a. vi Corchorus, and vti
potherb the leaves resembling those of the Pat.

VTI TT1T f. (-H) A principal queen, a VI, and ^rfrv what

mounts.

vflTT f. (-77) Red L6dk. a. vit the same, 77 added : again

with vmr a name j it is read also vfivrir, mf. (H-ht)
vfTV m. (-#\) Red Lddh

: also vft-

vfr*S m. (-7:) A plant, (Ccesalpinia bonduccella.)

vflWTH m. (-if:) A sort of tree, the bark of which is used as an

astringent
j

the red specie* of the L6dh, (Symploco* racc-

mosa, Roa.) a. vft the same plant, tint the Lddh ; also

with 77 added vflWTVI.

vfT7 (-7:) A sort of weapon, a kind of axe. k. v* to go, off.

ftn or fkv ;
whence it is also read vfjp?.

virfwr f. (-7T) * A title deed, a Pail*, a lease, Ac. • A written

legal opinion, a.VI a royal mandate, &. aff., 77 in the

fem. form added.

V7 r. 1st cL (Vlfw) To speak articulately, to declaim, to recite

or read.

VTt^ rofn. (-77-7^1
-77) Reading, reciting, x. v* to read, 77

port. aff.

V77 n. (-V) Reading, reciting, s. v* to read, W7 aff.

V57tV mfn. (-V:-Vt-V) Readable, to be read. x. V7 to read,

TVtVTaff

f. (-^t) A Rdgini, one of the wive* of Sr(raoa.

vfe f. (*f7*.-#l) Reading, perusal, r. v* to read, aff 7^, <f\v

optionally added.

vf77 mfn. ( TT-VT-Ti) ‘ Read, studied. • Recited, repeated.

R. V7 to read, i| aff.

vfiw mfn. (-u-IT-I) To be read, what may or ought to be

read. 8 . V7 to read, 77 aff.

vfyv mfn. (-v?-vft-«) Reading, reciting, a reader, k. V7 to read,

• waff.

VWT7 mfn. (-wi-VT-af) Being read or recited, a, jfs to read,

poss. v. RTTW aff.

V7 (x,) Vf7 r. 1st cL (V77) To go, to move. r. 1st and 10th

cl. (vifw WVf7J * To destroy, to annihilate. • To heap

together, to accumulate.

VT r. 1 st d. (vil) also 10th cl. (varvfw) To negodate, to treat

or transact business. (Wivfff) To praise.

VT m. (-V;) * Measure of account, in merit* or shells, twenty

ganda* or eighty cowrie* ; also a weight of copper of similar

value. * Wages or hire. * A stake at play, a bet, a wager.

* Gaming, playing. * Playing with dice. • Price. f Wealth,

property. • A commodity for sale. • Business. •• A distil-

ler.
11 A house, a dwelling, r. vV to do business, aff.w

VWfv m.(-fv:)A fair, a market, a. v* a commodity, vfv a knot.

Whl f. (-7T)
1 The state or condition of a pledge or stake.

* Price, value. £. 77 added to vv ; also with 7 , vwsr.

VII n. (-7)
1 Sale, selling. Belling. 8 . vi to do business,

aff. 777.
•* -

VIV mf. (-v:-vt) A sort of musical instrument
;
a small drum or

tabor, e.vw business or price, VT to sound, aff.7, it is also wrv.

VW ra. (-V:) A commodity, an article of sale or trafiick.

r. vi to do business, Un kdi aff. ivi-

wmt f. (-VT) A prostitute, a u bore. r. VT price, vrwri
woman.

vvm f. (*VT)
1 Business, affair, transaction, buying and selling,

Ac. a
Profits or receipts of trade. * A market place, a. v*

to negodate, in the causal form, iv and ?'V affs. or vv and

IV income^ it also occurs mas. (-V*)

Wlfw mfu. (-?T:-m-7r) ‘ Praised. 1 Transacted, c, VV to praise,

•IT. W
WT^V n. (•!) Agreement, engagement, contract, a.w price,

I^w delivering.

vwifvj u. (-fto) The small shell used as coin, a Cowrl 8. w
business, and vfw a bone

)
also withW added vvrf*#.

vlvi mfn. (-TTs-VT-if)
' Praised. * Transacted as business, a.W

to praise, aff. v; also virfVlT-

vffW mfn. (-1 : -ir I) 1 Vendible, fit or intended for sale.

* To be transacted, negociable. • To be praised, e. VV to

deal, aff. w.
VI mn. (-vr.-av)

1 A catamite. • A eunuch, f. (-W) 1 Wisdom,

understanding. • Science, learning, k. vfv to go, aff. VTV,

or vi to deal, Uuadi aff. I ;
also withw added vn.
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qviWW n- (-4) Non -occurrence of the results of fate or destiny

e. ww, and WWW unprecedented.

vfrirT na. (-IT)
1 A scholar, a teacher, a Panfit, a learned

Brahma*, or one read in sacred science, and teaching it to

his disciples. Incense, a. w«*T learning, TWW aff.

wfv*WW m. (-nr:) An ignorant and vain person, a pedant, one

who thinks himself a Pan'cTu or scholar, t.wfww learned, WW

to think, ant alT. ; also with fwf* iff.

qpH flH rf*W m. ( ift) An arrogant and ignorant man : see the

last.

wfa*ITOTW mfn. (-W:*WT-W) Become wise from a state of igno-

rance «. wfwnr used as a verb, irrww aff.

TOI mfn. (-Wh-Ttf-Wi) ' To be sold, saleable, vendible. * To be

praised. • To be transacted as business, f. (-'I) Heart pea :

see fwwr. «. TO to deal, WW. aff.

* n. (-11) Prosperity in trade, profit e. and WWW
fruitfulness.

TOiwwj n. (-18) The price of a commodity, a. TOI, and WWT price.

HW ftfwwT f. (-WT)
1 A stall, a shop, a place of sale. 4 A market.

k. ww vendible, and -^wt a shop, Ac. mi added.

In fill f. (-^t) ' A stall, Ac. 4 A market : see the last

VW WTWT f. ( -WT) * A market. 4 A shop, a ware-room. a. TOJ

vendible, and wr*ri a hall.

TOWt f- (-wFt) A whore. *. v1** vendible, and wft a woman.

1WTTWT f. (-WT) A prostitute, a whore, a. WW to be sold,

WTWT » woman j
also w*TTWT.

WWlWt* m. (-1:) A trader, n. (-if) A market, a fair. a. H a

vendible, and r livelihood.

HWHWVto n. (-W) A market a.WW added to the last , also

wwrfrrof.

VHt mfn. (-^J-^T-W) Saleable, vendible, a. *W, and mi
fit for.

to fw > I*" r. ut cl. (wwflT) r. mth cL (wwwfw or wrwwftr)

'To go, to move, but especially downwards
j
as, to fall, to

descend, to alight.
a To possess supreme or superhuman

power, r. 4th cl. (tit) To be rich or powerful. With wf*

prefixed. To excel or surpass. With wfw or ww, To descend.

With wt. To arrive, to come. With tt, To ascend. With

fw, To gain or get 1 To happen. With fw^, To abscond. With

Wft:, ' To go fast • To be valuable. With w and fw, To fall

prostrate, to salute, to worship. With fw and fw^, To turn,

to turn back. With mi, 1 To go with. To gain. With tt
and mm.To purify or cleanse. With TOand WW, To fly. With

mi and far. To go forth or out

TO mfn. (-W-WT-lf) Cherished, protected, m. (-If:) * Going.

* Palling, alighting, a TO to go, WW aff or a various reading

of mu-

WWW mfn. (-wk-WMQ ' Who or what falls, descends, Ac. m.

(-m) An astronomical uble. a TO to fall, to go, ffalf.

TO* m. (-*:) A bird. a. TO to go, Un'adi aff. w*W
:

TOT m. (-T**)
' A grasshopper. • A bird. • A sort of rice.

* The sun. n. (-T)
1 Quicksilver. 4 A kind of Sandal. *. to

falling, to to proceed, aff. ww ;
or to to fall, TT^Uu aiJi aff

;

also TOffM.

6 K

TOT* m. (-*:) ' A bird.
B A grasshopper, a. to, and TO what

goes : see the last

TOfrai f. (-WT) A sort of bee. i. WW implying resemblance,

with the fern, form added to TOT.

TOfror f. (-m) A bow-string.

TOlfw m. (-fki:) ' The name of a saint or Muni and teacher

of the Yoga philosophy, thence called after him Patanjola $

also the author of the hlahdhkdikga or commentary on

PaVini. 4 A name of the poet Varakucbi. k. to falling,

wwfw the bands Joined as a mark of respect
;
having fallen

firum heaven, it is said, in the shape of a small snake, into

the hands of the saint Pan'in’i as he was performing this act

of reverence.

TOW mfn. (.ipr-irfft-inr) Falling, coming down, alighting, Ac.

m. (-if*) A bird. s. to to go, to alight, participial aff

TO-

TO* n. (-*) A wing. a. to to go, WTO Un'4di aff

TOf* m. (*fw:) A bird, r TO to go, *|f*«v Un'adi aff.

TOfw* m. (-wt) A bird. e. w*W a wing, Tfw pcs®, aff.

WwfTOlW m. (-115) Vishnu’s bird, Gamda. s. wwfww, ami mu
king.

TO^W m. (-TO ' A spitting pot.
1 The reserve of an army. a.

TOW what falls, and TO what takes.

TOftW m. (-TO A hawk, a falcon, a. ** flf a bird, and tiftw

fearful.

TOW mfn. (-W:-WT*W) Who or what goes, falls, descends, Ac.

n. (-T)
1 Falling. * Alighting, descending. * Falling from

dignity, virtue, Ac. 4
Sin.

1 Going. • Subtraction. T The

latitude of a planet. B. TO to fall, WW or w* aff

TOW m. (•*:)
1 The moon. 4 A bird. 4 A grasshopper. a. to

to go, TW*( Un'Adi aff

WHT iw mfn. (-W^W5*W) Falling, liable or accustomed to fall.

a. TO to go, Ac. in the causal form, WfWW aff

WTO m. ( w)
1 A bird. * The moon. 4 A caterpillar, a. TO to

go, Un’ddi aff. WWW
TOTW7 f. (-W1)

1 A flag or banner. A flagstaff.
1 An emblem

carried as an enaign or banner, a symbol, a sign.
4 A mark.

4 An episode, or episodical incident in a drama. 4 Good

fortune, auspiciousness. a. to to go, WITW Un'Adi aff

WWlfWT. *»• * An ensign, a standard bearer.
4 A scheme

for casting a nativity. f.(-Wt) An army. a. TOTTTl a flag, and

TfW aff.

TOIWW mfn. (-Wt-WT-W) Who or what goes, Ac. much or

frequently. TO to go, T* aff repeated, and wrw aug-

ment.

wfw m. (-fw?)
1 A master, an owner. 4 A husband. 4 A root.

4 Going, motion, a. wf to nourish, Uu adi aff. wfw, or tpi to

go, with the same aff

’rf’nn f- (-ri * The murderess of her husband. 4 A line on the

hand, indicating that a woman will be faithless or treacher-

ous to her husband, a. wfw a husband, and w who kills, fern,

aff. #t*.

qf* <ftwWW n. (-W) Sign of a murderess of a husband, m.

and WWW * mark.
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yftrff mfb. (*Tf:*WT-lt)
1 Fallen, alighted, * Fallen from virtue,

wicked, abandoned. ' Fallen in war, defeated, overthrown.

* Degraded, outcaste. • Gone. s. yrf to go. aff. if.

yfn*fHlfy vft* m. (-*:) A man of the first three classes, whose

investiture has not been duly performed, a. yfivw, and iJTf'V'yt

the mystical verse, wnr added.

yfnvrfwfl rofn. {-W!-TfT*rt) Looked at by an outcaste. a. ^finT,

and seen.

yffl iiiNl mfh. (-1 Born of an outcaste. a. yflnr, and

sjanr born.

n. ('W) The conjugal state, a. yfa, and i* aff

vf*IPT ind. Having fallen or fallen down, having alighted, Ac.

a. tpf to fall, JTT aff

vf?nnWT f- (-WT) A faithful wife. a. yfVr, and UTW life,

yflisyi I f. (-TT)
1 A bride choosing her husband. * A pungent

seed, (Nigella Indies.) a. trfvr a husband, 1 to choose, aff.

yrftrnfi f. (-lit) A married woman, a wife whose husband is

living, a. Tvfn a husband, 1I7J"U aff., fem. form irr., being

inserted.

^fVpnn f. (*1I7) A good and virtuous wife, rirfa a husband, ww

a religious obligation ;
who never violates her marriage vow.

arfftqwi f. (-WT) Devotion to a husband, a. yfw, and tjWT

service.

UHtq dft f. (-vfit) A woman wishing or fit for a husband, a.yrf*,

and n»TVr added, aff. W.
mfn. Going, moving, one who goes or moves,

m. (•{:)
1 A bird. • An .drhaka, a measure so called. ' A hole.

|

a. ylf to go. **?*Un'4di aff.

HfTWlfoi[mfn. (-ft-fyvft-fy) Pedestrian, going on foot. m.(*^l) A
j

footman, a foot soldier. Ac. a. to for foot, to to injure, !

fffraff.

TOT n. (-"#) Red sanders : see TOT. of which it appears to be

a local corruption.

TOW n. (-W)
1 A town, a city. * A sort of drum. a. TO to go,

uro aff.

Tpnrvfww m. (-fro) A tradesman, a. yTO a city, TfTOT a

trader.

yfn m. (*fH:) ' A foot soldier. • A hero. f. (-flu) * Going,

moving, walking. * A company, a platoon, consisting of one

chariot, one elephant, three horse, and five foot. a. TO to

go, fif Un'Adi uff. or fro *ff- for the feminine.

f. (-fig;:) A line of infantry, a. ufn, and wf|- a line.

yfvtHTfft f-(-frl :
) A body of troops, a. yfvi, andvhffiv assemblage,

tprv m. (-*:) A plant, commonly S'aitneha. n. (-<) Red sanders.

n.(-yj) Any vehicle or means of conveyance, a. to to go,

yn_aff. »
also TO-

qjft f. (-|fi) A wife. a. vrfw a husband, yfty aff., and tot augment.

TOJT* tn (-^:) The Huram , the private or women's apartments,

a. wifi a wife, who goes, from TO, with TOt affix, and wnv
prefix.

ipt n. (.si)
1 A leaf.

1 A vehicle in general ; aa a car, a horse, a

camel, Ac. 1 The wing of a bird.
4 The feather of an arrow.

,

* The leaf of the Laurus cassia. • The leaf of a book. 1 Gold-

leaf, Ac. any thin sheet or plate of metal, nil A letter.

1PI

any written document or address, a. to to go, aff. and one

IV rejected
;
also sometimes TOT

TO* n. (-w) 1 A leaf.
a The leaf of the Lauras cassia. * Staining

the person with Sandal, Ac. by way of decoration, k. to with

TO{ added.

TOTTTOrr f. (-sit) The noise made by the flapping of wings, oc

rustling of leaves, a. to a leaf, a wing, Ac. and BTTTOI noise.

TOW1** < ^ii) A sort of penance, drinking infusion of any

leaves for a given time. a. yrw a leaf, and TO# a penance,

TOTO m. (•*:) A species of Euphorbia, commonly Tenkdnia SiJ.

k. to a leaf, and TO hidden.

TOT m. (-•) Red sanders, (Pterocarpus santalinns ,) also toit.

ro. (-TO The current of a river : other authorities

have in place of ibis word, and which last

appears to be most accurate.

TOTT f. (-WT) Trimming the feathered butt of an arrow. *. TO *

the feather of an arrow, to get, aff. ¥.

f. <-*T)
1 A woman. * A kind of barley.

TOTO m. (-¥:) The foetid Mimosa.

TOnCTTOr m. (-¥:) A saw. a. TO a leaf, Ac. and ^ to tear, aff

TOTifrorr f. (-TT) The fibre or vein of a leaf. a. TO a leaf, wrfft

a vessel, aff aprw.

TOTOTI m. (*TP) A small file used by silversmiths, Ac. K.

a sheet of metal, an axe; also with the same,

WTJ (--fiO-

m. (-W:) A large knife, f. A pair of shears or sds~

sors. b.^ a leaf, tfiwr to nourish, aff. wy.

tPWV f. ('iB!) An ornament of the forehead, a piece of gold-

leaf situate on the forehead, or a painted mark upon it

a leaf, xrw to bind, aff. VB?f

UwfunfvtVTT f. (-BTT) A sort of cap or cover for the head, mad*

of leaves, a. a leaf, fcmfMl an *n»P-

ywyvq m. f-«r.) A plant, a red sort of Tulad or Basil, (Ocymuta

piloftum.) f. (-un) Holy basil, (Ocymum sanctum.) i. via
leaf, and vy a flower.

m. (-W-) A kind of birch, from the bark of which

liukka snakes, Ac. arc made : see wagyy. l yy a leaf, and

yvq a flower, «W added,
y *

yyy wf m. (-ai:) Adorning with leaves. Sowers, Ac. decorating

with nosegays or garlands, a. yw a leaf, and wwi a binding.

tn. (-m:) An oar, especially a large one used as a rudder,

a. a leaf, WVI to be strong, aff.

VW Uff mf. (-:-#!> Decorating the person by staining it w'ith

fragrant pigmenU of sandal, musk, Ac. a. if* * leaf, HV
to break, aff. ynv-

n. (*y) A new leaf, a sprout, t. yy a leaf,

youth.

UBry m. (-) A bird. e. W8 wing, and r* a vehicle.

n. ( ii) Embellishing a page, illuminating, gilding, Ac.

k. tn, and colouring.

yyyf n. (-^) Tliin or skim milk. a. yy to go, VTW aff

f. (-9!) Decoration of the face or person, by means of

fragrant pigments, consisting of Sandal, saffron, musk, Ac.

a. iry a leaf, and «Wf a line.
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YYYdft f. {-'iX) Staining the person with Sandal, flee, by way of

ornament, t. yy a leaf, and Yift a creeper; also iniwl,

YWYYT, &C.

UYYIY m. (-Y?)
1 An arrow. • A* bird. • A postman, a letter car-

rier. x. ns a feather, and Y*Y bearing.

YYfan f. (-*T) The rein or fibre of a leaf. a. yy a leaf, and

fa*T a tubular vessel.

YYYY m. (-¥:) The Bid tree.

SSSSHT m. (-X:) The current of a river, a. YY a leaf, yyh<
making perfect : see YTOTI^*

YYqtfar m. (-fan) A thorn, i. sst leaf, and tgfa a needle.

YYfaY n. (fa) Cold, wintry weather, e. yy hero said to mean

failing, fan frost or snow.

YYTYf m. The pungent leaf of the Laurus cassia, t. yy
a leaf, and YlTYn a name

,
the leaf, by way of distinction.

WI n. (fa) ' Red sanders, (Pterocarpus sanlolinus.)
1 Red or

sappan wood, (Cae&alpinias&pp&n.) 1 Bkqjpatr, a tree so call-

ed, a kind of Birch.
4 Another plant : sec yYY- *. YY a leaf,

YT body or substance.

YYTjfal f. (-fa:) Painting the forehead, throat, neck, flic, with

coloured Sandal, saffron, or auy other fragrant substance.

e. yy a leaf, and a finger, being applied with the finger.

YYTYY n. (fa) Ink or blacking, e. YY a leaf, (of a book,) and

YWY unction.

YYTYT n. (fa) * The root of long pepper. * A kind of grass.

YYrfat f. (fat) Coloured ornamental marks on the face or per-

son. x. yy, and a row.

YYTYfa f. (-fa:)
1 Red chalk. * A row of leaves. * Decorating

the person, x. yy, and Ylrfw a line : see the nest

YYnfat f. (-fat)
1 Drawing lines along the form

; staining some

parts of the body with coloured and fragrant pigments, as

with saffron, Sandal, &c. * A mixture of young Atwatlha

leaves with barley and honey, x. yy a leaf, and YTYYfl a line

:

see YYYWT, yyyt, &c.

YfaYT f. (YTT) A leaf, a written leaf or page, a writing, a letter,

flic. 4b. YY, and YTY added, fem. form.

YfaY. mfn. (-Yt-fafat-fa) * Winged. * Feathered. 4 Having a

page or leaf. m. (-fat) * An arrow. * A bird. • A falcon. 4 A
tree. * A mountain. • A chariot. f A rider in a car or car-

riage. f. (fat) A sprout, a shoot e. YY a leaf, flee. Tfa aff.

YYYY m. (-*:) A shower of arrows, x. YY. and a heap.

YYTYYiT m. (-X:) A tree, (Cassia esculents.) x. yy a leaf,

YYYiT a condiment

YYi4 n. (-Y) Wove silk. m. (-4;) A plant, (Bignonia indies.)

x. yY a lea£ wool

Y^lYTY m. (-Y:) A bud. a. YY, and YWTY what delights.

YYY m. (-«:) A road. x. YY to go, YY Un'Adi aff., X changed

to m.

YY r. 1st cl.(YYfa) To go, to move. r. 10th cL (YrYYfa) To

throw, to cast, to despatch or send
; (X.) Yfa c. 1st and 10th

els (Y^fw YYYfit) To go, to proceed, to travel.

YY m. (-Mi) A road. x. YY to go, aff. YY
YYY mfn. (-YY-YY?t-YY) Going, travelling, m. (-YY) A road,

x. YY to go, Y* aff.

YfaY mfn. Knowing or going on a road. m. (-Yft)

1 A traveller, a way farer, • A guide, one who knows the

«.^T|an»d,J^ or YV aff.

YfYYYYffa t (-fa:) A line or range of travullerB, a cafilah, a

caravan, e. vfaw a traveller, YYffa a range
,
also with YYfa

assemblage, YfYYYYfa.

Yfa^Y m. (-Y:) A sort of K'kayar, (Mimosa alba ) x. YfYYk
road, and ty a tree.

Yfaw m (-YYT) 1 A road, a way. * Sect, doctrine, path in

morals or religion. * A division of hell. x. yy to go, ty[

Un Adi aff.
;
the noun is irregularly inflected.

YfalYY mfn. (-V-YT Y) Acquainted with roads. *. YfaY, and

YY who knows.

YfaY m. (-Y:) A traveller, a way farer. YfaY a road, tf^
Un'Adi aff

YfaYTYY ro. (-Yt)
1 A fowler, a bird-catcher. 4 A porter, a

burthen-carrier, x. YfaY a road, and ytyy who bears.

YY mfn. (-wj:*Yiffa) Proper, fit, suitable, agreeing with, but

applied chiefly medically, with respect to diet, regimen, flic,

ml (-«q;-YTi) Yellow Myrobalan, (Terminalia chebula.) n. (-fa)

Sea salt. e. YY to go, YY aff.

YYIY*Q n. (-fa) The class of things that are considered bene-

ficial or buytful in disease, a. YY, and YYY improper.

YWifwY mfn. (-fat-fafat-fll) Eating wholesome things, x. yYj
and YTfaY^ who cat*.

YX r* 4th cL (YT) Y^r (YYY) r. 10th cl. (YX*fa) To go, to move.

(Y) YY r- cL (YXfa) To stand fast. With Yfa prefixed,

* To know, to understand. 9 To see, to look. With agsj.

To follow. With YTV, 1 To happen, to befall 1 To gain.

* To suffer misfortune. 4 To multiply. * To produce. * To
conic. With YY, To be born or produced. With YY, 1 To gain.

* To be born, • To be near or connected with. With YY
and YY, To offer oblations. With Y,

1 To gain, to acquire. 4 To
commence. With q and fa, To establish, to enact. With Yfa,
1 To gain. 4 To assent, to agree or promise- 4 To restore.

With fa. To suffer misfortune or pain. With fa and Y|TY, To
injure or kill With fa and YY» To discriminate, to analyte.

With YY, 1 To thrive, to grow or increase. 1 To do, to

execute, to perform. 4 To select. With YY and YTY^ J To

arrive. * To finish.

Y"X m. (-^ or Y) A foot. a. y* to go. falY ;
also YX; or it

is considered an irregular substitute for YTX-

YX n- (*X)
‘ A foot. * A footstep, the mark of a foot. 4 A word.

4 An inflected word. 4 A crude word. 4 A connected sen*

tence. T Thing. * Preservation, defence. 4 Industry, appli-

cation. 14 Disguise. 11 Place, site.
14 Rank, station, degree.

1

4

A mark, a spot-
14 A foot or rather line of a stanza. 1

1

A
mode of writing the feda*, in which the several words are

detached from one another. 14 (In Arithmetic,) Any one of a

set of numbers the sum of which is required, or the last of

the series, m. (fa:) A ray of light, e. YX to go, aff. Yffaur YY.

YXY m- (•¥:)
1 A flrsimw knowing the verses of the Vida*.

* A NithJka

,

a weight of gold.
4 An ornament of the neck,

x, YX a verse, &c. and yt^ *ff-
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qqqTC m. (-X?) One who divides or separates compound terms.

«. XX, »nd WK who makes.

xr<W«T na. (-IT:)
1 Step, pace. • Walking, e. to* and we going.

TO* mfn. (-xn-WT-Ji) Going with the feet. m. (-*:) A footman,

a foot soldier, fitc. e. xrxj or q^ a foot, and X who goes ; hence

also xrg

.

qqs* mfn. (-Ws-TlT-fO
1 Gone on foot • Described or recorded

in a line or stanza, t. TO* and JTW gone.

TO* mfn. (-W?-W1-X) Who or what goes or moves, b. to to go,

v***-
q^sgl* m. (-58:) ' Step, pace. * Conduct, procedure. • Position

of the feet in a particular attitude. * A plant, also WTJC.

e. qx. and WTO gesticulation.

TO*1* m. (-*:) Step, pace, footfall, tread, e. x and xfTir fall.

TO*1T* n* (-w)
1 Explanation of obscure or obsolete words.

* Etymology. ' Separating the words of a line or sentence.

E. a word, TO* a breaking.

*X*fiB*T f. (-WT) A register, a journal, a calendar or almanack.

c. a mark, &c. to to divide, aff "J*.

^Xfw f. (-fq:-^t)
1 A road, a path, a way. • Station, situation,

degree, rack. ' Place, site. a. to to go, *fq aff. ; fem. aff.

optionally #t*.

q*frqq m. (-T) * Step, pace, walking 1 A hone's paces, s. to*
and fr*q throwing.

m.(-*r.) Tread, step, stamp with the foot. t. to* and

fwwm fixing.

TO*^* n. (•’d) Tlie feet and knees, a. q^ * foot, and

the knee, deriv. irr,

q m. (-1T:
) A writer, an annotator, one who collects

or classes words, e. to* and to before TO to hurt, *1* aff

also

q^iT m. (-!':) Foot-mark, vestige. B. TO* and to* a mark,

q gifar m. (-flB) A foot soldier, e. to a foot, TOT to go, TO
Un Adi Aff.

qqrn ra. (-*:) A footman, a pedestrian, e. TO foot, TO to go,

aff. flrr.

xrgrfTT m. ( Hit) A footman or foot soldier, e. to foot, TO to

go/XXUnadi aff

q qjfqqr m. (-*:) A ptm, a footman or foot Boldier. a. qr*

added to the preceding.

qgl* XT* m. (-**•)
1 A servant * An army. e. to* and to^t*

attachment.

qqiqnoi n. (-irj The foot of a mistress, or a divinity, Ac. i. to*
•nd XRlIif lotus j

also similar compounds, TOrvfarw:, Ac.

TOW »», ( X’) ' The dust of the feet. * A boat a. to & foot

<* to go, TOT Aff.

q^ufTO n. (-^) The foot of a mistress, of a divinity, &c. a.

xrg, and TOf*W a lotus.

xr^I* m. (-*:)
1 Thing, substantial or material form of being.

* A category or predicament in Logic, of which seven arc

enumerated, vis. substance, quality, action, identity, variety,

relation, and annihilation; another enumeration gives sixteen.

* The meaning of a word or sentence. I. to word, thing,

and TO! meaning.

xrgTTO n. (-sf) A footstool b. to * foot, WTTO a place of

sitting.

qfx* mfn. (-qn-qft-qi) Going on foot m. (-qn) A foot soldier.

» (-*) The point of the foot e. to * foot, aff. TO.

xrxro ind. Continually. « XX. a foot- step, seventh case, re-

peated.

TO m. (-if:) A foot soldier, b. to a foot and si vrho goes.

qff* f
1 A road. * A line, a row or range. * A ritual,

a manual, a work upon any act or ceremony, detailing the

mode of its performance, and collecting the texts connected

with it * A family name, a surname or title, e. to * foot,

TXf to strike, aff. firs!.

qf*w n. (-«!) Coldness of the feet. e. xj^ for *ng. and fq*

frost nr cold.

xnr ran. (-V-1!)
1 A lotus, (Nelumbium spcciosum ;) it is often

confounded with the water lily, (Nymphsea.) • A form of ar-

ray. • One of Kirviaa'a treasures or gems. 4 A large number,

ten billions. * Coloured marks on the face and trunk of an

elephant. * A drug, also termed PadmakfoMha. 1 Lead.

• A name given to the six Chakra* of the body, or to the

mystical faculties present in them. m. (-xO * A Nag* or ser-

pent of the lower regions. * One of the twelve Chakravartis

or paramount princes of the Jainas. 4 One of the nine per-

sons termed Sakla Bala* by the Jainat.
4 A name of Rama.

• The personified treasure of Kuvfias, as worshipped by the

Tantrikiu. f. (-XT)
1 A name of LakshmL * A plant, (Hibis-

cus mutabilis.) * A shrub, (Siphonanthus Indica.) 4 A female

serpent or Naga, the goddess MawasI, and wife to the sage

J.\R atkakv. 4 The mother of the twentieth Jina or Jaina saint.

• The flower of the Carthamus or safflower, a. to to go, (on

the water, &c ) Unidi aff. TO.

TO* n. (-qr)
1 Coloured marks or spots on the face and trunk

of an elephant. 4 A sort of drug, commonly called xniXTX.
4 A kind of leprosy. t. TO added to the preceding.

qXXT m. (-x) The sun. a. to, and *T hand, his image always

holding a lotus in one hand.

TO* I 1 n. (-X) A fragrant wood used in medicine, and described

as cooling and tonic, a. TO a lotus, and *7* wood.

qxf** m. (-tft) The Bkdjpalr or birch tree, the bark is used

for writing upon, &c. a. TO*, and aff.

TO'**T mn. (-Xt-X) The filaments of a lotus, s. to* and *1^
the same.

qqi*«s n. (-*i) A quantity of lotuses, or spot abounding with

them. R. TO a lotus, and *V a portion or district.

XTOsr* mfn. (-Efuzqr-ai) Lotus-smelling; smelling like a lotus.

e. to. nnd smell
;

also with x substituted (or the final,

TOsf*.

TO<n4 m. (-9T)
1 A name of Brahma. 4 The sun. e. TO n

lotus, and womb, born from the lotus.

TO*iftq1 f. ^*t) A small tree, (Hibiscus mutabilis.) £. TO
a lotus, to resemble, aff. fqrfw, iem. aff. WfW.

TO**[ to. (-*!*.) The fibrous stalk of the lotus, k. to, and

thread.

m, (-if?) The resin of the Pinus longifolia.
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WHIV m. (*¥:)
1 A name of Vishn'u. • One of the Jinas of a

future age. a TO a lotus, and Wlfw a navel, TO aff. ; also

TO^tIv rn. (-fir.) Vishn o is thus termed, because the lotus,

containing Bkauma, sent to create tbe world, sprang from

his navel.

TO*tm n. (-*) The stalk of a lotus, b. TO a lotus, and wro a

hollow stalk.

TOTTO n. (-d) A sort of Coslus, (C. speciosus.) r. to a lotus, and

TO a leaf ; also n. (-*) from TO a leaf.

TOPrifa m. (-fw:)
1 A name of Brauua. * The sun. 1 A Bud

dhti, a Baudaha sanctified teacher, a. TO a lotus, and tnf*

the hand, holding a lotus in one hand.

TO^O m. (-at;)
1 A shrub, (Webera eorymbosa :) see *froir.

1 A sort of bird. e. TO a lotus, and TOI a flower.

TO'j
~w ro- (-*:) 'I ke sixth Jina or Jaina pontiff, £. to » lotus,

and TO who shines.

TOfr*r f. (-*r> The wife of the Muni Jahatkarv. t. to a lotus,

and fj*T fond of.

TOTTOf m. («**s) The arrangement of the words of u verse in a

figure representing the leaves of a lotus, a. to> and tot

binding.

TOTO m. (-aj:) * A bee.
1 The sun. a. to a lotus, and TO

the friend.

TOW m. (-tr) Brahma. *. TO * lotus, and * bom.

TOw«#l f. Hit ) A sort of prickly nightshade,

TO*nf*T m. (-fir) Brahma, e. TO. and *tfir place of production.

TOr r* m. (•*:) A ruby. a. TO a lotus, andrTJI colour.

TOTOT f. (-WT1 A line of the palm, indicating the possession of

great wealth, a. TO a large number, and tot a line.

TOP*TTO* m, (-W:)
1 A king, a sovereign. 1 A name of Brahma'.

* 'Hie sun. * Kuv£ra, the god of wealth, f. (-w?)
1 A name

of Laxsiimi. * A name of SaraswatI. * A title of Tara, one

of the forms of Dcrga. a. to a lotus, a Ckhdtd or parasol

shaped like one. a fabulous gem, &c. and Vli *t a mark or

designation.

TOPT*"* u. (-«() A species of Costus, (C. speciosus.) a. TO a

lotus, a colour, aff.

TO^TWT f. (-13T) A name of Laeshm?. a. TO a lotus, and wt*

abode -, abiding at tbe creation within the petals of tbe lotus.

TOPrl* n. (•*> The seed of the lotus, a. to a lotus, and wl*

seed.

TO^WT f. («dT)
1 GaxgX. ' LsasHMf. • GaurI or Durca. i.]to

a lotus, and a daughter-in-law.

TOTarr m. (-^:) A large deep tank or pond ; one in which the

lotus does or may grow. c. TO- and a mine.

TO** m. (-*:) The seed of the lotus, c. TO a lotus, and **
au eye.

TOT* m. (-*:) A sort of Cassia, (C. ton.) s TO a lotus, and us
to resemble, aff.

TOrwrr m. (-*{) Petal of the lotus, t. to, and *wnc inside.

TO "TOf f. (-*f) A name of the goddess LaksnmI. a. to a

lotus, and *iwni an asylum.

f (-Til) ' The wife of the sage Jaeatkaru. ' The name

of a river, the main stream of the Ganges, between tbe Kanm-

6l

bazar river and the sea. e. TO * lotus, ff'gu aff, fcm. aff. vftu,

and the antepen. made long.

TOTPnftfTO m. (-*:) The Muni Jaratkarv. e. TOTOft as above,

and fa* beloved.

TOrvfW n. (-si) A po&turc in religious meditation, sitting with

the thighs crossed, one hand resting .on the left thigh, the

other held up with the thumb upon the heart; the eyes di-

rected to the tip of the nose. * A scat or throne made in the

shape of a lotus, one especially on which idols arc placed,

ra. (-*:)
1 A name of Bhaiima'. • The sun. *. to a lotus, and

*r*W sitting.

*(** m. (-tit) An elephant, f. (-*\)
1 A multitude of lotuses*

or place abounding in them. * A woman of one of the four

classes into which the sex is distinguished
;
the first and

most excellent. * A lotus, (Xclutnbium speciosum.) * A pool

or pond, especially one deep enough for the growth of the

lotus.
* The fibrous stalk of a lotus. * A female elephant.

e. TO coloured marks, Ac. or a lotus, X?* aff.

*fi5jwtar*ft m. (-*?:) The sun. «, a lotus, and *rwi beloved.

*fa*tTO* n. (-*f) A place obounoing with lotuses, or a district

in whic h they grow. and division.

m. (•*:> The sun. t, » lotus, and a friend.

TOW* ni. (-*:) A name of Visit u. e. to in or on a lotus, and

T* who sleeps.

TOIHT m. (-^;) * Safflower. * A proper name: see the next.

k. TO. and *viT better.

m.(-vi:) One of the Jaina CkukravertU or emperors*

B- TOl*T. and *|JTO son.

TOilT* m. (-*:) ’ A name of Brahma', f. (-*t) The snake god-

dess MawasA. a. to a lotus, and born.

TOI mfn. <-*• *r<j, Hurting or coming in contact with tl>e feet,

n. (**J
1 Metre, verse. * Wickedness, infamy, m. (*;) A

Sudra. f. ( *T) 1 A road. * Praise, eulogium. k. to to go,

TO aff.

TO m. (-*:)
1 A village. * The entrance into a village, k. to to

go, TO Un Adi aff.

TO Rl. (•*'•)
1 Th« abode or world of human beings. * A car.

1 A road. a. to 10 go, V* Un'Adi aff.

TO* m. (-ft) A road. r. to tM go* *f** Un'ddi aff.

11* r. 1st cL (TOl*f*) To praise : this root aud TO in the same

sense, lake Vi* before the Sdrradhatuko, and some of the

sf rUdhadkuiuka, affixes. (TOT*) To traffic, to buy and sell:

Kt VI.

TO* m. (.*;)
1 The bread fruit or Jaka tree, (Artocarpus inte-

grifolia.) * A thorn. • The name of a monkey, t (*T) A ma-

lady, pustular and phlegmonoid inflammation of the skin or

external organs. * A she monkey. 1 A female demon, a. TO
to praise or be praised, Un'idi aff. ***•

TOTOlfa*i f. {•*!) The bread-fruit or Jack.

WTO mfn. (-*: Produced in or on the road. a. nf**, and

7* aft

TO mfn. (-*:-*[-*) * Fallen, gone down or downwards. ' Gone,

m. (-*:) Downward motion, fulling, descending, a. TO £°>

aff. deriv. irr., otherwise TO 10 S°> Un'adi aff. **
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\nm m. (or:)
1 A snake. *A drug: see xxxnr f. (-ill) 'Hie

snake goddess Man ass. k. XX fallen, a who goes, or X^ afoot,

W not, a who goes •, moving without feet.

m. (-X:) A name of Garip a, the bird and vehicle of

VuesV. a. xxx a snake, and xmr food
;

the snakc-cutcr.

Vfl<T f. (-IT) A leather shoe or boot. B. a foot, XX to bind,

aff. xb deriv. irr.

TT=T^ f. A shoe, a boot. k. x^ a foot, iTT to bind, aff. yx.

deriv. irr.

xfx rafn. (.fx:-fx:*fx) Who or what drinks, m. (-ftp) The moon.

e. XT to drink, fir aff. and the root repeated,

xfxx m. (-xt:)
1 The moon. • The sun. b. XT to drink, rei-

terated by special rule, Un'idi aff. x^r

vfif* f. (-fw:) Mutual or reciprocal drinking, drinking alike or

together, r. XT to drink, in the reiterative form, aff. finr.

XX m. (xp) A fosterer, a protector, f. (-Xt) A nurse, a foster-

mother. e. XT to cherish, f aff. and the radical consonant

repeated.

XHJT f. (••tTT) The name of a river, in the south of India, a. XT to

drink, x Un'idi aff. Reinserted., and the radical vowel made

short.

XX r. 1st cl. (XXT!) To go, to move.

xxxrx m. (-R:) A piece of water, r. xxx water, XX collection.

XXX n. (-X.) ‘ H ater. * Milk. e. XX to go, XflTX Un adi aff

XXX u. f-d) ‘Water. * Milk, t- XXX the same, XTX added.

XXXt m. (-XJ:) A cat. e. XXX milk, and x who drinks.

XXXI mfn. (-Xl’-Xn-XI)
1 Made from milk, (curds, butter,

cheese, &c.) * Relating to or connected With milk or water,

f. (-XJT) ‘ A shrub, (Asclepias rosea.) • A medicinal kind of

moon plant. * A drug: see ‘ Curds of two milk

whey. * Any plant yielding a milky sap, us the Euphorbia,

the Asclepias, &c. k. XXX milk, XX aff

XXJ^nr m. (-XIM A goat. e. XXX. xwx aff

xxfwxt t (xt) * A river. * A milch'cow. 1 Night. * A she

goat. b. xXX water or milk, fffx aff.

X^rxx m. (-xt) Hail. n. (-X) An island. K. XXX water, XX a

drop,

xxrxx m. (-X-) Hail. it. XXX water. xx a lump.

XXTWxrx m. (-XIT) A cloud, e XXX water, xrxrx origin.

Xt§TX m- (-X0 A cloud, it. XXX, and X "hat gives.

XXrxr m. (-XT:)
1 A woman's breast. • A cloud. • The sugarcane.

* The cocoanut. * A sort of rush, (Scirpua kysoor.) • A fra-

grant grass. (Cyperus rotundas, &c.) {In Prosody) A scolius.

k. XXX milk or water, arid XT containing.

XX1XX m. (-XT:) ‘ The ocean. * A piece of water. * A cloud.

E. XXX water, XT to contain, Un'ddi aff xrfx.

XXlfx m. (-fxO The ocean, e. XXX. and XT to have, %aff.

XXltxX n. (-X) Cuttle fish bone. r. XXlfx, and XX aff.

XXTfxfx m. (-fkp) The ocean, e. XXX, and fxfx a treasure,

xxrxx m. ( XX) A cloud, f. XXX, and XX what lets go.

X%T m. (-T0 The LTkatjar. (Mimosa catechu.) t. XXX water,

TT to get, aff. X.

XXmfx f. ( fit:) A piece of water, b. XXX, and xrfx a quan-

tity.

2 ] W
XX1XX n. (-x) Living upon milk for a month, which with prayer

and residence in a cow house, is an expiation for receiving

an unsuitable present | offering of milk to VisnxV, and sub-

sisting upon it for twelve days
;

also for one nr for three

days as a religious act e. XXX milk, and xx religious

observance.

XXT^t f. (-«€f) A river that rises in the Undhf/a mountain.

XTT mfn. (-Tt-TT-T)
1

Distant, removal, remote. • Best, pre-

eminent * Subsequent, after, following. * Other, different.
1
Inimical, hostile, estranged, adverse. • Addicted to. attach-

ed to, engaged in. * More, exceeding, as xbxtx more tliau a

hundred, XT' XXP more than a Lac

:

these are also consider-

ed as distinct compounds, see the next in. (-T}) ' An enemy.
* I'he life of Bbahma. n. ind. (-tj

‘ Only, alone. • After,

afterwards. Auh.*t. * Final beatitude. 1
( In Logic,) One spe-

cies of common property, that which comprehends many
objects, genus ; or it is the same with existence, as the com-
mon property of all things, e X to fill, &c. aff. XX.

XT:BTX mfn. (-IT-XT-W) Moie than a hundred, many. e. XT
more, and XW a hundred : see the last.

XT:XXX mfn. ( X:-XT-Xi) More than a thousand, e Xt more,

and XXX a thousand see jfr.

XT:XW ind. (-tgs) The day after to-morrow, e xt after, xx to-

morrow.

Xtxxx n. (-d) Another's wife. e. xt, and xxrx a wife.

XT'XXXTfvxxx n. (-li) Intriguing with another man's wife,

adultery, r. xrxxx another's wife, xfxttxx approaching.

XTXtX mfn. (-X-XT-X) Another, belonging to another, f (-XT)

The mistress or wife of another, one of the three ohjeris of

love, according to the S’rln^dra or amatory doctrine, e, xt
another, X aff. yxs augment.

XTXX n. (-X) 1 Another man’s wife.
1 Another’s body. 1 Ano-

ther's field, a. XT another, xrx a field.

XTTfx m. (-fxi:) An articulation, a joint. £. XT after, xfx a

joining.

XTtfrfx f. i-fx!) Reduction or subjugation of an enemy, e XT,

and Ulfx vexing.

mfn. (-^:-»XT-xf) Dependant, subservient, subjected,

t. XT another, X’X inclination.

x^fxi n. {-^) A fault or defect in another, e xt, and fir*

flaw,

Xr»TTX mfn. (-Tf:.XT-lf) * Adopted, fostered, nourixhed by a

stranger. * Dependant, servile, subjected, b. XT anqther, and

*TTTT bom.

XrOnA mfn, ( XMTT-X) ' Nourished by a stranger. * Conquered,

subdued, k. XT another, and fxpr conquered, &c.

X^W m. (-TB0
1 An oil press. * Froth, foam. * The blade of a

swonl or a knife. * A sword or scymitar. f. (-XB) The sound

of instrument* at a festival, n. (-^) The sword of Ikpka.

e. XT in the second case, another, and f*r to conquer, aff. X;

*ome work* have x^W. and others X*T* in place of this word.

XTXX m. (-W:) A name of Vabun'a, the regent of water. b.xT

another, f«l to conquer. deriv. irr.; also XTXTX.

XTWX m. (-X*.) Varuw a : see the last. ,
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qr«1*q rafn. (•**-. -qn-qt) Subservient, obedient, dependant,

a. qr another, qqf will.

qXqw mfn. (-q :-qr-*i) Greatest, a. qx, and qqq aff. of the

superlative.

qxqr mfn. (-<:-XT*X) Greater, more. e. qx more, and ITT*?

off.

VTqq *nd. ' Afterwards. ’Behind. * Otherwise, differently, c. qr
or qxi> and qq^qatT.

qrq fl»rf. The next world, futurity, a. qx another, aff.

qrqqtX m. (-q:) A pious man, one standing in awe of futurity.

g. qrq the next world, and qjq timid,

qrq m. (*li)
1 Difference, distinction, separateness. 1

Hostility.

1
(In Logic,) Priority of place or time, proximity, juvenility.

* The nature of common or generic property, a. q added to

qr
;

also with qq, qnn.

qrqir m. (-K') Another’s wife. a. qx. and qTX a wife,

qrqrxvrq n. (-1TJ Adulter)-, adulterous intercourse or intrigue.

e. qrqtx. and qqq frequenting.

qrqTXlfqqq m- (-$:) Intriguing with another mun's wife. a.

qrqTX. and qrfqqq contact

qxq;r>q$qq n. ('IT) Intriguing with another’s wife. *. qcqiX>

and qqfjqq frequenting; also qrqjr^qqqT.

qr^q n. (-qi) 'Hie pain or sorrow of another, a. qr, and

^:q pain.

qrqq m. (--if:) A foreign country, a. qr, and qq place,

qrqfinr mfn. (-it'fill fir) Foreign, exotic, m. (-it)
1 A

foreigner.
9 One residing abroad, a. qc^q, and xfa aff.

qrqqxjfrq mfn. (.ffl-fxnff-fq) Living abroad, travelling, a tra-

veller. i. qr qiqr, and qfrq who frequents.

qrqTqqVwq n. (-q) Scandal, calumny, ceusoriouaness. a. qr,

qiq fault, wq proclaiming.

q^Xfwq mfn. (-^l .qqt fw) Hostile, inimical, adverse, a. qr

another, fir* to hate, fqwq aff.

qrn n. (-1) Another’s property, a. qx, and sq thing,

qxlrfqq mfn (-^-fqqt-fq) Tyrannising over another, a. qr:,

and qifqq injurious.

qrqq n. (-q) Another* wealth, a. qx, and qq wealth,

qrqqtqiqqrjq n. (-1) Feeding luxuriously at another's expense.

K. qTqq. qjqrqq eating, ^1 pleasure,

qrqift m. { -qr) Another's duty or business, the occupation of

another caste, a. qx, and q*« duty.

qXUnq u. ( of) Intent absorption or abstraction in the subject

of meditation, a. qx, and qxq meditating,

qrwiq mfn. (-q:-qr-q*) Vexing or annoying another, subduing

a foe. m. ( q ) A conqueror, a. qr another, qq to heat or

inflame, aff. fX
q^qq n. (-qj ' Eminence, high station. * Final felicity, a. qx

supreme, qq place

qxqfxqq m. (-q:) The family or dependants of another, e. qr,

and qfrqq dependauts.

qn, m. (-1 *.) What is dressed or cooked by another, another’s

food. a. qx, and qrq cooking.

qryiqfqqq m. (•*!“•) One who ’dresses his own food without

observing the expiatory sacrifice for the five 6’tiaa*, or

places of destruction to animal life : see qqiyqt. a. qr an-

other. qn cooking, and fqqq ceased,

qxqnrrq m. (-q:) One who observe* all the due ceremonies

preparatory to cooking, but lives upon others, a. qx another,

qn cooking, XW constant.

qrqnqfq m. (-fq:) A constant guest at others’ tables, a. qt"

another, qn cooking, and qfq shining.

qrfq*i n. (-qj Food given by another, a. qr, and fqq ball of

rice or meat.

qrfqsjTq mfn. (-q:-qT-q) Feeding at another's cost, a. qx
fqx?, and qiq who lake*.

qrqqq m. (-q:) * A nuroc of Visdn'o. * Another man. a. qx
supreme, and qqq man.

qrqf mfn. (-X -qr-tf.) * Fostered, nourished, 8cc. by a stranger,

m. (-q:) The Kokila or Indian cuckoo, f. (-IT) A harlot, a

whore. * A parasite plant, a. qr another, V® cherished,

qrqqqqpqq m. (-W:) The mango, a. qrq« the cuckoo, qqr

great, and nqq festival.

qr^qr f. (-^T) A woman, formerly married, k. qr another,

(husband,) ^ prior, fem. aff. *iq.

qr^sqiqfq in. (-fif:) The husband of a woman remarried,

a. qrq^r, and qfq a husband.

qxqfqq^ m. (-in) a great-great-grandson, i. qx subsequent

qfq after, qq a grandson.

qxsiqiq m. (-qt) A great- great -grandson* a. qx subsequent,

qqrq great-grandson.

qrium n. (-q‘) Servitude, slavery, b. qx, and qqq service,

q t nqiw n. (-qi) 'Hie Supreme Being, a. qx. and qqj the same.

qntTB m. (-It:)
1 Excellence, superior merit, supremacy. * Good

fortune, prosperity. • The lust part, residue, remainder.

R. qr beat, qr* portion.

qrwiui n. <-ni) Another’s wealth or prosperity, e. qr, and qpq

. good fortune.

qrqjf mfij. (-nn-WHi) Possessed or enjoyed by another, a. qr,

ami an enjoyed.

qr^fq f. A foreign or an eneim’s country, e. qr, and

qfq land.

qrqfirq mfn. (-q-qr-X) Liring or being in a foreign or an

enemy’s country, r. qr«fq, and m who stays,

qrqqq n- (-#) Auothers ornament, ra. (-W:) Peace purchased

by ceding the produce of lands, e. qr, and ornament,

qnrq m. (-qq) A crow. a. qx another, (the cuckoo,) and *rq

who nourishes. -

qrqq mfn. (-q: qT-lf) Cherished or nourished by a stranger,

fostered, adopted, in. (-q:> The Indian cuckoo, winch is sup-

posed to leave its eggs in the nest of the crow to be hatched.

e. qr another, and »eq nourished,

qxwqq mfn. (-q:-qT-q) Destroying or subduing a foe. k. qx,

and qqq who breaks.

q<q ind.
1 A particle of command. 9 Of dismissal or refusal.

1 Hereafter, afterwords.

qrq mfn. (-q:-qi-q)
1 Best, most excellent. * Chief, principal,

preceding. “ First, ind. t-qj*
* A terra of assent, yes, * A term

of command, e. qr best, qr to mete, oil T or qq.
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^rwafw f. (-f?T:)
1 Chief object or refuse, as a god, a protector.

1 Final felicity, a. to?, and *fw going.

m£ An excellent bull or cow. b. to?, and
Jt a cow.

n^fn. (-Wi-WT-iT) Very mysterious or profound, b. tjttj,

and JTT* thick.

^rr^Tff n. (-W) A different opinion or doctrine, e. and mr
thought.

rnnn?: n. (-^;) » Eminence, high station. * Final felicity.

k TOT. and xfj, station.

n. (-^f) The Supreme Spirit, e. vr*ir, and TTjnt the
same.

m - (’*0 A wpreme monarch. *. toi, and vn*rac a king.

tTTwfw m. A RUhi or divine sage, of a peculiar order or
division, comprising the Muni Bhbla and others, k. tot
excellent, and left a divine sage.

^niTepTf *a. One who knows another's character or dispo-

sition. e. me, and mi a vital point, and T who knows.
ss.««s(4ar m. (-mrr) A virtuous or pious man, one who attends

scrupulously to the proper duties of his tribe or station,

a- mem best, at own, \rni virtue or duty, and wfww added.

tn. (-m0 An ascetic, a religious man who has subdued
all his senses by abstract meditation, g. mrm best or first,

devotee.

f. (-fir) Translation to heaven, final beatitude. E.vfywr
best, going-

memtTWI f. (-»ri) A beautiful woman, g. mew, and WTsn a
woman.

mewiw m. f-ar) ' An atom, the invisible bese of all aggregate

bodies
; thirty of them arc supposed to form a mote in a sun-

beam
i
the loweat measure of weight

; in Logic, six of them
form the first perceptible object. * A measure of time, the

sun's passage past an atom of matter, e. mew first, and W™
an atom, ,

qtstrwmw tn. (-*:) A name of Vishnu, g. tjrwrm an atom, e>
the body, arm alT., deriv. irr. ; smaller than the smallest

; as

he is larger than the largest, ftc.

wewrmm m. (-tut) The Supreme Being, considered as the soul

of the universe, a. west first, WtiEtW spirit or soul.

VPCWHW n. (-W) Pure unilarianism. m. (-W:) ViauK'n, the only

supreme, n, yew, and without duality.

gTdTW n. (») An oblation of rice to progenitors or gods, boiled

with milk and sugar, g. mm best, ami W 9 boiled rice
; or

mrw the best, the supreme, (deitie*, fee.) ami we food.

m>wimw m. (-W:) 1 The inclination of a planet's orbit to the
ecliptic. • The sine of the sun's greatest declination, c. gcw.
and mww declination.

mewiwq m. (.g:) A particular tree : sec mmr.
vrngldd m. (-W) The longest period of life, either in men or

animals, e. gm. ,nd mtmw life.

dTSit4 m. l-i:) 1 Troth, fitness ' Spiritual knowledge, 1 Any
excellent or important aim or object. * The best sense.
* The best kind of wealth, g. tRg, and mm object.
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OTnrnfinj m. (-Hid) A sage, a philosopher, one who knows the
truth, i. genre, and fag who knows.

trmTdfirid mfn. (-sg
: .»gi->g) Who or what acquires knowledge

of truth, the best kind of wealth, ftc. g. vcwr$, and fr^ to
acquire, m aft and vnt augment,

d* dielV f. |-fu ) Utmost term or limit b. tpg, and wtfV
limit

wcmrmn m.j.tr.) a king and boly saint, apparently the same
as S'ativsnsNa. a mrw excellent. WWW a Jiaa

drvw m. ( Wt) A crow. g. me another, and death; bar-
ing many enemies,

mv-iNe m.(-gt) 1 The Supreme Being. * S iva. • Viana'n. f.(-fl)
Dcao£ E. mew beat fyr lord.

dr«* mfn. (-W YT-m) Supreme, superior, m. (%:) 1

Bosnia.
A deity, t, Uv*t, and ttt who staya or it

WTmfTWm.f tfl)
1 A name of Basims'. *A Jina or deified teacher

of the Jama sect A kind of Sa/agram atone. ‘ A Cure or
spiritual guide, e. VTW in the most exalted place, in' heaven,
^UT to be, Un'Adi aff. ftrif.

ijrwrg n. (-mi
1 Eternal felicity. • The abode of Viana o. e. me

another, degree.

,rRnr mfn - (-^:-tT-T) SuccessiTe, proceeding from one to ano-
ther, from father to son, ftc. m. (-gt) • A sort of deer. A
great-great-grandson, f. (-WT)

1 Race, progeny, lineage. ’Or-
der, method, continuous arrangement, regular series or
succession, e. my subsequent, repeated, and the n.sai
augment.

mrwrms mi Mutually, g. mysqy and irfm a(T.

momrim n. (-W) Immolating animals in sacrifice, g. mtWy
traditionary nr successive, and US going or worshipping

; or
me much, me the best, and mar going, custom,

trevmam mfn. (-W:-WT-m) 1

Hereditary, what has come by inhe-
ntance or descent. * TraditionaL e. me another, and me
again, another, w sty.

mem m. (.w:) A potherb, (Eclipta prostraU;) also m
g. me much, mm to grow, w a/T.

mewm n. <*; Heaven, paradise, g. me another, and «Srm
world.

rfEif nj. Death, dying,

and ar*? going.

b. another, world.

mrum mfn (-wrw-wmt-mm) Dependant, subject, g. me another
mgm aff.

’

mrmm mfn. (-w:-WT*) Subservient, dependant, aubjecL
’ Deceived, a. me another, and mm subjection,

rnrm.mi mfn. (-mh-mn-wi) Reprehensible, blamablo. n.(-m) Fault
defect, i. me, and mim to be named, not to be spoken, of.

memrfm m. ( fw) • A judge, a ruler. * A year. * The peacock
on which the god Kaanafiva rides, a me best, at to go
fmaff.

B ’

mem* m. (-rns) A name of DuRtTaassuTaa. a. me best, mm reli.
gioua observance.

VCH: n. (-if) A kind of getn.

TTnrw mfn. (-w: ^TT»^) Fit or proper for a hatchet, s. an
axe, *J*f uff.
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xjttt m. f-Ut) An ax e, a hatchet. k. another, MJ to injure,

Un'adi aff. ff

MTTlTMr m. (-^)
1 A soldier armed with an axe. * A name of

GanWa. * Parasurama : see the next- c. TOC an axe, ** who

holds.

ncrrrsT m. (-W*) A hero and demigod
; the first of the three

Ramas, and the sixth Avatar or descent of the deity Vum’O)
who appeared in the world as the son of the saint Jamadagni,

for the purpose of repressing the tyranny and punishing the

violence of the Ksietriyo, or military tribe; Parasc'hama ap-

pears to typify the tribe of Brahma** and their contests with

the Kthetriya*. k. mVTJ an axe, and XTM who delights in
$

also with added, ^TXJTrWf ; and with the first member,

VlfclH> q. .
MTMTM m. (-if:; An axe, a hatchet, b. xjt another, an enemy, ^

derived from fl to grow or thrive, mt* the prosperity of a

foe, xi to drink, ^ aff.
;
what drinks the blood or destroys

the life of an enemy
;
also xrrr^vi aud

fCW hid. The day after to-morrow, h. tTCT after, MP? to-morrow

;

also TO 1**!*

tftIM mfn. (-T|:-7|T-Tt)
1 Associated with another. ' Fighting

or engaged with another, b. MX, and Mm gone with.

VWW m. (-MP) The soul. b. mT best, WWT name or title,

aff. Mr*-

ra. (-ar.) Relation or connexion with another, k. xpe,

and connexion.

VriWfWilnifn. (-Wt-fMt-fai) * Related to another. * Belonging

to another, a. and xf* aff-

WVUT ind. ‘ Subsequently, afterwards. * Behind, b. to and

wwifirw »ff.

qrwr mfn. Mutual, interchanging, b. TO another,

repeated
;
from one to another.

qtVTI m. (.f.) A friend, an intimate, e. MVX8r, and Mf who

knows.

MuO? f. (-fin) Mutual concurrence or assent, b. qrVMSlT.

and agreement.

XTriTOM[i»d. Mutually, e. MTOr. and qrwrf.

MVMflVITTMrTTr ra. (*ft> * Mutual assistance. * Offensive and

defensive alliance. E. XTVMn;. and MrxrMTHC aid.

VTX«<;xrrrft:w m. (-^t)
1 An ally. * An associate, a helper.

K- Tfif added to the last.

MXWMX. n. (-M) The transitive or active verb. r. TOMT to ano-

ther, xr^ an inflected word.

n. (-Ml) Another person’s property, e. xry, and H own.

TOMW n. (-li) Another’s right, a. xp;, and wr*t own right.

n. (-W) Conferring a right upon another as by gift,

&c. a. MTMIW. and vxrPfW producing.

tomw m. (-n:) An axe : see xrrro

^TWT^rfxr*T mfn. (-MTt-fMift fa) Extortionary, extortioner, b.

TOMb and xirfrfxj R taking.

XpriliXraftfa* min. (-Mr.-MFT-Mi) Dependant, living on the pro-

perty of others, e. XTCH, and m subsisting.

xirffw mfn. (-w.-WT-W) ' Friendly, benevolent. ' Good or pro-

fitable for another, b. TO, and faw favourable.

6 M

TO

|

TOT hid. A participle and prefix implying, ' Supremacy. * Libe-

ration. * Inverted order. * Pride, contumely. * Encounter,

mutual presence. * Excess, exceeding. T Overcoming, sur-

passing. * Going. • Killing, destroying, injuring. As fOgf
superior power or valour ; xrrTMTM defeat

; TOTTO disgrace

}

M« MW turning back, Ac. see the following, r. Xf to fill, aff.

TOT and TO added.

V'CI9 ind. Crooked, crookedly. B. XPT awnt, TO^ to go, aff.

firr.

MV if ro. (-fr:>
1 A religious obligation of an expiatory kind,

fasting for twelve days and nights, and keeping the mind

attentive, and organs subdued. * A sacrificial sword or scimi-

tar. 8. XV best, fff what goes.

MVITOM n. (-Ml) Disdaining, disregarding, rejecting, r. TO? before

IT to do, aff.

mfn. Throwing off or aside, rejecting,

disdaining, e. mu, and making.

TOTMPT mfn. (-ir>WT-W) Rejected# set aside, thrown off, disdain-

ed. k. TO, and Ifif made.

MCfff m. (-W:) ‘Power, strength. 'Exertion. 'Valour#

prowess. * Going out or forth, exit or issue. 'Attacking an

enemy, a. xrCT supremacy, opposition, &c. and TOT going.

"MVTMrsni mfn. (-TO-TO-^) Knowing the power, (of the enemy.)

B. TOTMTM, and Ml who knows.

TOP? m. (-*:)
1 The pollen or farina of a flower. * Dust, ' Fra-

grant powder used after bathing. * Sandal. 1 The name of

a mountain. * Fame, celebrity. * An eclipse. ' Following

one's own inclinations, h. xpCT implying supremacy, &c.

aud M who goes.

TOTMMTJ mfn. Laden with pollen. B. TOP?, and

aff.

XHCTMiv mfn. (-tjt-HT-W)
1 Spread, expanded. 1 Budded, blown.

E- TO, and tov before an? to go, aff.

MVTfa^ mfn. (-art fa^t*fa) Laden with pollen, e. iff!!, and

Tfa aff.

TOIIA m. (-?£) A name of S iva. k. to another, (Dubca.) TOT

form, and ^ who gives
;

forming with the goddess a deity,

half male and half female; or better, TO an enemy, Kama-

eva, XT body, and ^ who gives
;
restoring the body of thftt

deity to shape, after having reduced it to a*hcs in a rage.

XPTTM »- (-TO) Ocean, b. xr< another, (river,) substance,

water, and Mr who receives.

TrVT^pa mfn. (-MT:-WV-Mij Turning away, having the face avert-

ed. E. fxiMl. and the face.

xr v i -fixnn f- (-TIT) Turning away. e. and MMI aff. ; also

with 18,

«nfn. (-Ht-iTT-Tt) Cherished or fostered by a stranger.

b. mt another, SMrffM nourished.

TirrMTM mfn. (-MT:-xfT-Mi) Turned away, having the face averted.

e or VTTf. turned away, Ml aff.

MTTfTM m. (-f:) Defeat, e. TO implying encounter, contest,

and wn victory.

xrXTMTTOW mfn. (.^:-MT-Mi) Overcoming, surpassing, defeating.

b. MK before ftil to conquer, aff.
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qci fqit mfn. (-qt-m-Tf)
1 Conquered, defeated, overcome.

• Won at dice, &c. s. qqT encounter, and fanr conquered,

qqrq or trrnrmfn. (qrrc qqrqt qTTqr) Turned away, inverted,

reversed, a. qqT away, qrq to go, aff. f^*l

qTTq m. (*w0
1 An oil milL 1 Froth or foam. * The blade of a

word or knife : see qqq.

qqnqq mfn. (-q:-qi-f) Superior to the beat. a. qq in the fifth

case, and repeated in the first,

qqrfsqq ra. (-q:) A kind of reed, (Saccharum spontaneum.)

qqrqq m. (-1:) A horse of the Pent** breed, a. qqr exceeding,

wqq food.

qrifa f. (-fa) Hunting, the chase.

qTTfqqrr m. (-qt) Another person a office or post. a. qq, and

qfqqrrq superintendence.

qqifqqiqqqT f. (-^T) Officiousness, interference with another's

concerns, a, MrrfqqiG and q4r searching.

XITHttw mfn. (-q-.-WT-q) Dependant, subject, subservient, a.

another, and q“t5tq humble, docile,

qqiiftq fl l f. (-in) Subjection, dependance. a. qv added to the

last }
also with m. qrrqtwq n. (-w.)

'trniqi f. (-qt) The practice of medicine, administering reme-

dies. a. qu? enemies, (disease,) ^T to destroy, aff. W ;

form irr.

qqrq mfn. (-q:-qT-q) Living at another's expense, n. (-**) Food

supplied by another. ’ Food dressed or touched by or belong-

ing to another, a. qr another, qm food.

mfh. (-art-faqt-fkr) Living at another's cost,

i. qm, and wifinr who eats.

qqiq mfn. (-q:-qT-tf) A place, &c. whence water has retired.

a. qq sway, qq water ; also qqq.

qqrqqq mfn. (-irq q^Vtnr) Coming back quickly, returning

hastily, a. qq, and qrrv before qq to go, mt aff.

M<jq< mfn. (-qs-qr-q) Best and worst, prior and posterior, in

front and behind. &c. n. (-V
1
) (la Logic,) Community of proper-

ty intermediate between the greatest and smallest numbers :

species, as being between genus and individual m. (-q:) A
(turn of an intermediate class, a term applied in the Tautran

to the goddess Duroa. m. qq, and qqq another,

qriqq m. (-q:)
1 Discomfiting, overcoming. * Contempt, disre-

spect, disgrace. 1 Destruction, a. qr J disgrace, w to be,

qqiit

qvrqq mfn. (-qt-qr-if) 1 Defeated, discomfited, overcome.

’Degraded, humbled, treated with contempt, c. qqr disgrace,

and 9^ been, becomes from q^wiUi sc all

qqrqii rn. (•'$:)
' Discrimination, discriminating, distinguishing,

judgment. ’(In Logic,) Drawing conclusions from analogy or

experience, a. qtT implying supremacy, &c. qq to deli-

berate, qq aff.

qqrqq m. (
^*) Forbearance, a, qqT, and VW to bear, aff. q*L

qqrwq n. (-if) Raining, a. qq best, ^qq water,

qr t ifg mfn. (-q:-qr-q) 1 Weighed, considered, judged. 1 Con-

nected with. * Touched or affected by. * Borne, endured,

c. qK and WTW before qg to deliberate, or Hi to bear, if

iff.

] TO

qnqw mfn. (-q-.-WT-W) ' Adherence to any pursuit, at-

tachment to any object. * Dependance upon, ndj.
1 Adher-

ing or attached to. ' Connected with, depending upon.

• Wished, desired, n. (-if) A religious order or division, a. qq
only, (one object,) <qqq going.

qnqq mfn. (-qi-Hi-qi) Dependant, subject a. qq another,

^iqq tame, humble.

qqrfq ind. The year before last. a. qq another, (last,) qifq aff.

in this sense.

qqrfrw mfn. (-*:-*T-q) Belonging to the year before last,

a. qnfq as above, and q aff.

qtiq m. (.qt) A kind of gourd, (Momordica charantia.) a. q to

fill or satisfy, wiq aff.

qvnqq m. <-qrs) A stone or rock. a. qqrq a gourd, *q aff. of

comparison.

qrrq mfn. (»q:-^lr-q) ’ Having another object or sense, &c.
1 Designed or purposed by another, n. (-q) For the sake or

good of another, a. qq. and qq object,

qqr&qifqqi mfn. (-qt-fqqt-fq) Officious, intermeddling, a.

qqrft, and qifqq who speaks.

qnl n. (-1)
1 A great number, a lack of lacks of crores, or a num-

ber equal to half the term of Brahma's life, or as many mor-

tal days as are equal to fifty of his years a. qq, and half.

v<i31 mfn.{-lj: qjr-qj) Excellent, chief, principal, best

An immense or infinite number : see the last. a. qqr be*t,

wi part, qm aff.

qqrqqff f. (*WT) Indignity, insult, (received.) a. qq, and

disrespect. %

qqrqq mfn. (-q:-qr-f) Before and after, prior and subsequent,

a. qq, and 'qxrq after.

qqrqq m. (-q:)
1 Retreat, turning back. * Exchange, barter.

* Reversal of a sentence.
4
Restoration, a. qqT, qq to be,

aff. qrq.

qrrqqqr mfn. (-qqt-qqT-qq) 1 To be turned back. • To be ex-

changed. * To be reversed, (as a sentence.) 4 To be given back

or restored, a. qrqT, iq to be, qq aff

qTTqqcmqqTq m. (-qt) Appeal, (in law.) a. qrqrqqq to be re-

versed, q qqrq judicial procedure.

qTTfqq rn. (-q:) A nkrae of Kuvbra. a. qq an enemy, qifqi

frightened
;
being a very cowardly deity,

qqpni mfn. (-m-UT-ii) * Fled, retreated, turned back. • Turned

round, revolved. 4 Exchanged. 4 Reversed, (as a judgment.)
4 Given back, restored, a. qqr before fq to be, % aff.

qqnrfq f. (-fa) 1 Returning, retreating, turning back. • Revolv-

ing. * Exchange, barter. 4 Reversion of a judgment. 1 Re-

storation of property, a. qqr before qq to be, fqm aff.

qqrqq m. (-q:) The father of the poet Vvasa. a. qq best, U to

complete, with qrq prefixed, and qq aff.

qqrqfqq m. (-ft) A beggar, a wandering mendicant, s. qqrqq
the rules ofParas’ara or Vya»a, the founder of the tribe, and

qfq aff. ;
also qrqrqfqq.

qqrqq mfn. (-q:-qr-q) Dependant or relying upon another,

ro. (-q:) Dependance. t (-WT) A parasite plant, a. qq another,

qnrq asylum.
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TTTfaf mfn. (-1|:-WT-lf) Subject, dependant, r TT, and wrfar

having refuge.

TirrTW n. (*si) Killing, slaughter, b. tt: an enemy, TT to throw

or cast, alf.

TCifaPui mfn. (-w.-y-T) 1 Desirous to throw or send. * Wish-

ing to overcome, e. TC before lo throw, desid. v., T aff.

TXTT mfn. Dead, expired, a. T<C away, remote, TT
vital breath.

O'JTTTI f. (-HT)
1 Death, extinction. • Drowsiness, sleepiness.

E. TTT^, and WW aff. or with «B, tympr.

TrfUfKiT ra. <-«^t) A thief, a robber, a. TT another's property.

ttt to steal, with Tiri* prefix, fwfsr aff.

Vvivfl mfn. (-T>:-Jtt-^i)
1 Thrown, tossed. Expelled, turned out.

* Defeated, a. tv, and are to throw, jr aff.

TVIT ro. (-TO The next day. e. Tf, and WT, for TTW a day.

TTTTW mfn. (-Tf:-Tn-Tr)
1 Assailed, attacked. * Struck, a. TC,

TTTW struck.

Tm* n. (-W) The afternoon, the latter part of the day. i. TT
after, (past,) TT a day.

Tfv A particle and prefix to words implying, 1 Ubiquity, (all

round, on every side.) * Part, portion. * Abandonment,

(away.) 4 End, term. * Sickness, infirmity. 4 Enforcement,

stress, (even, very, great.) * Separateness, several distribu-

tions, (each by each, Ac.) 4 Embracing, encircling, (round,

roundabout.) • Depreciation, exposure of faults.
10 Homage,

respect. 11 Rejection, turning off or away. ** Ornament.
11 Diffusion, extension. 14 Mark or sign. 11 Sorrow. 14 Ces-

sation, stop, impediment. “Truth. “ An exclamation of

pleasure or satisfaction. As trfvsnf , to adorn ; <rW*3
'

, to aban-

don i , to divide
; Tfvrfrj. to lament ; 'rfrrJM , to em-

brace
j
qfVitfaj 3 , to go about, to wander, Ac .

:

see the follow-

ing compound nouns, e. t to complete, to satisfy, aff. TWi
in combination with roots forming nouns by qxf, the ^ of

Tft is sometimes optionally lengthened, as TO.
xiftm f. (-WT) A work of fiction, a tale, a story, the history or

adventures of any fabulous person, e. xyft implying orna-

ment, and tvr a tale.

WftW m. (-wj:) ' Fear, terror. • Trembling, a. Tft very great,

irwj a trembling.

xrfvrv mfn. (-T^-^-T) Wio or what helps or assists, m. (*v;t)

‘ A bed. * Dependants, retinue, train. * Multitude, numbers.
4 A firm girth, a waist, a zone or sash. • Commencement.
4 Discrimination, judgment. 1 Covert or indirect intimation

of wish or purpose. ' Unusual meaning or expression, b. xrfv

round about, tgv making.

yfvr^rr n. (-if ) Cutting, cutting off or round, a circular incision.

I. xjfv, and to cut, WTaff
vfvrfviTT f. (-SfT) Sharp shooting pain, especially in the rectum.

R. Tfv, and to cut, aff.

xrfvTTiT n. (-«n)
1

Personal decoration, dressing, painting or

perfuming the body. 4 Perfuming the person after bathing.

• Cleansing, purifying. 4 Arithmetical computation, m. (-SHT)

A servant, a slave, k. xjfv implying ornament, and WW*[
business.

Tfvr^rCT n. (-*) The eight rules of arithmetic, i.

and W¥V eight.

^Drwfxsiw mfn. (-stff-fijta-fS) Adorning, decorating, mf.

(
A slave, a servant, e. tRtTI decoration, Tfr

aff.

xtfrTWT n. (-if)
1 Contriving, making, inventing. * Doing

what is necessary, tending, providing food, rest, Ac.
4 Divid-

ing. * Settling, agreeing upon. b. Tft, WT to he able,

W* aff.

mfn. (-W-WT-T)
1 Made, invented. 4 Divided. 'Tend-

ed, waited upon, provided with all necessaries.
4 Settled,

agreed, e. tPc before wr to be able, T aff.

vffaffTT m. (-TT) A devotee, a religious ascetic, b. ^rfv gone,

TTTfT wish, and TTT aff.
j
having no earthly desires.

mfn. (-^:-wr-tl) Spread, diffused, scattered around or

about, e. qfv about, scattered.

xjfifarar n. ('T)
1 Saying, telling. * Talking of, boasting, b. ijfll

before «trY'««| celebrating.

mfn. (-T:-WMT) ' Said, declared, promulgated,

* Vaunted or boasted of. e. ttfv, and *far famed.

xjffrya n, (-T) A barrier, a trench before the gate of a town,

forming a sort of covered way. a. tR round, a fort or

bouse.

TfCWT mfn. (-Wi-KmO Emaciate, thin, wasted, a, tPl and

«T thin.

qfcHiH m. (-IT.)
1 Wr

alking, going. * Walking round or about,

circumambulating, going about. • Roaming, going about,

a. tR about, around, WT going.

TffaTTT m. (-T:) A goat a. TfaFW going about, and TT

who bears.

ufvUT m. (-TO ' Redemption, purchasing or purchasing back.

* Giving up part of a treasure to preserve the rest a. tR,

to buy, TT aff.

Tfnrrsnr mfn. (-srw-W*tft-in() Going, going round or about,

B. irfaTR to go, round, Ac. W* aff.

tROitt £ (*WT) Enclosing, surrounding with a fence or ditch,

&c. intrenching, a. tR round about, fiirr making.

TfTfWT m. (-TO Vexation, trouble, a. tR much, fiBT to he

vexed, T aff

qr1rf«« mfn. Vexed, annoyed, b. tPc before fa*

to be wearied, jv aff.

sfcT* mfn. (-ir-TT-lf) Wounded, abraded, cut, scratched, Ac.

x. tR before Tff broken.

qfcTfh f* (-fir.) Woanding, lesion, b. tR before wfff rupture.

TftTT m. (-T:) Waste, decay, dissolutiou, destruction, a. Tfc

before f% to waste, TT aff

TtTTT m. (-TT) Mud, dirt

TfTfrnr m. (-fwir) The name of a king, the son of AaniMSNVtr,

and grand-son of Abjuna j see

TfrfTTir mfn. (-T:-TT-T) Who or what scatters, disperses, Ac.

B. xrfi: before frr to throw, f st aff.

mfn. (-lf‘.-HT-tf)
* Surrounded, encircled, intrenched.

* Scattered, thrown about diffuse!.
1
Left, abandoned. ». Tft

round about •, fTT to throw, % aff
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mfn. (-ft-WT-xi)
1 Wailed, worn away, decayed. “ Dimi-

nished, decreased. • Lost, destroyed.
4
(In Law,) Insolvent.

k. qft, and ^fa emaciate.

mfn. (-^WT-'a) Drunk, e. and drunk,

m. (-T-) Scattering, spreading, diffusion. • Surrounding.

• Abandoning, leaving, a. xrfx: about, throwing.

qfcwfqiT mfn. (-^t-fWt-fa) Who or what scatters or distributes,

&c. e. xffk about, far? to throw, finjw aft

^fffaT f- (-vr) A moat, a ditch surrounding a fort, &c. a. rfc

round, to dig, aft XT

tffajnr mfn. (-Wi-HT-Tf) Famous, celebrated, e. qfc before

x*rw said.

xrffafflfa f. (-fai) Fame, reputation, a. xjfc on every sidt^

mfn notoriety.

xrffafaff mfn. (Wt-ITT-lf) Reckoned, calculated, a. vft, and

ntxnr counted.

mfn. (-Tf.-in-lf)
1 Known, understood. “Sought, inquired

after. * Obtained, gained.
4 Forgotten. 1 Diffused, spread.

• Obstructed, detained. f Encircled, encompassed, a.

about, &c. and JtW gone, become.

xrfasm m. (*n:)
1 Surrounding. 1 Seeking for.

1 Knowing, ascer-

taining.
4 Obtaining. * Spreading, extending, a. xjfc before

jnt to go, aft ; also with W9, TtfraKW-

fffafaw mfn. (-m-WT-li) Brought, conducted, driven, a. Xffa,

and Jtsj to go, causal v., XR aft

xjf{jjfarT mfn. (-XT.-Wr-li)
1 Flowing, fluid.

1 Melted, a. *f<

before TO to ooze, aft n.

fftvftw mfn. (-ifi-lfT-V)
1 Taken, accepted. “ Assented, con-

sented to. * Obeyed. 4 Opposed, checked, e. ifftc before

TO to take, iv *Jt

?f<TOI mfn. (•
1 To be taken or accepted. * To be re-

garded. f. (-^JT) A woman. i*d. 1 Having taken.
1
Considering,

looking upon. a. ufc encircling, TO to take, aft TO" or nxy,

WftTO m. (-^t)
1 Acceptance, taking. * Assent, consent. “ De-

pendants, a family, a train or retinue.
4 A wife. * Root,

origin. “An oath. * The reserve of an army, a corps posted

with the general, four hundred yards in the rear of the line

:

see xfnw * Maintaining, observing. “Continued possession,

continuance. '* Subjugation, making subservient or subject.

** Connexion, concern, business or interference with. '* Com-
prehension. ,# The sun near the moon s node. a. ^fa inten-

sityve prefix, or round about, &c. and TO taking.

*fTOTT m. (-V:) A mound or place prepared for a burnt offer-

ing at a ceremony which requires three or four such places,

placed to the north ot east, &c. as ^roiTOfaXTO, xjsfofrxTO.

s. xjfc about, TO to take, aft TO.

*fnjm mfn. (-xr-WT-WJ Wearied out, exhausted, a. xrfa inten-

sitive, ^rw wearied.

m. (-:) 1 A bludgeon, a stick mounted with iron, or an

iron club. “ Killing, striking, destroying. * The nineteenth

of the astronomical YSgae. 4 The pin or bolt of a door. * A
glass vessel* * A pike, a spear. 1 A water Jar.

# The outer

door or gate of a palace.: see ^faw. a. round about,

TO to kill, TO, aff., w substituted for the root.

irft

^ftxrftHT mfn. (-ir:-irr-if) ' Rubbed repeatedly. 1 Much handled

or touched. a. and nfsTET rubbed,

qfon If m. (-US)
1

Kilting, striking. * A weapon, a. xjft com-

pletely, T* to kill, aff. WW, and the root changed.

uftWlTO n. (-xf) 1 Striking, hurting, killing. * A staff' or blud-

geon armed with iron. a. before Xfsr to kill, aff. IW.

xifrui? m. (-W:)
1 Sound. * Improper or blameable discourse.

• The muttering or grumbling of clouds, a. xifa intensitive

or dcprcciative prefix, and ^TW sound.

xrfxTTO *»• (-W : )
* Acquaintance, intimacy. * Accumulation.

* Meeting with a friend, a. vft about, fa to gather, aff.

mfn. (-1:-wi-V) To be known. • To be collected,

a. xift before fa to heap, aff. xnfVxpc.

vffar m. (-g;:) ' A guard, a body-guard. “ An attendant, a com-

panion, a servant. “ A commander-in-chief, e. xrfc about,

and who goes.

<rfnrw f. (tQT)
1 Service, dcpendance. * Veneration, worship.

a. xrfx: about, xjt; to go, aff. OTO
xrfr^ioj m. (*1V :

)

1 A place for preparing or holding a sacrificial

fire. * Sacrificial fire in general. * Raising the rent or re-

venue of land. T-. rft worehip, &c. fa to collect, aif. xjm,

form specifick.

xrfTWTTO ra. (•«:) A servant, an attendant. *. xrfx: before, 'TO

to go, to aff.

mfn. To be served or obeyed, to be wor-

shipped. a. before TOT to go, XVff aff.

Uftfad mfn. (-TV:-HT-TPf)
1 Known, acquainted with. “ Heaped,

accumulated, a. ^ftr before fa to collect, n aff.

fffafV mfn. (-if:-WT-^) ' To be known, fit or proper to be

known as an acquaintance. *To be collected together, a. npr,

and to be gathered.

irfTOW mfn. (-W:-Wi-^> ' To be collected all round, or from

every side. * To be known as an acquaintance, a. Xffc before

fa* to collect, aff. x*ir.

xrfcTO mfn. (-^:-wr-l!) Lost, gone, deprived or devoid of a. xift,

and ,xbvi fallen.

m.(-^:) 1 Court, train, attendants, retinue. * Family, de-

pendants. * Goods and chattels, personal property. 4
Dress,

paraphernalia. “ Covering. * Clothes, a. xj-fa round, to

cover, aff.

qfaww? m.(-»*:)Rctinue, train, e. xrfr around,^ to cover,affTO(.
,qfar« mfn. (-W : -¥T-tl)

1 Covered, clothed. “ Invested, enclosed,

• Having a retinue or paraphernalia. «. uf*. before « to

cover, xv aff.

trftfafa f- (-fa;) Partition, separation, &c. : see

vfx.fwV mfn. (-Wr-'WT-V)
1 Detached, divided, cut off. * Resisted,

remedied, a.^ before to cut, XV aff.

m. (-^i) 1 Segment, division, cutting or severing. * Dis-

crimination. * Limit, boundary. 4 Obviating, remedying.

* The division of a book, a section or chapter. “ Modera-

tion. a. successively, severally, cutting.

wfnfaxr o. (-11)
1 Dividing, division. “ Discriminating. * The

division of a book. 4
Laughter, expressive of joy. a. xrfx; be-

fore to divide, aff. wr.
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qRrorw ra. (-TOt)
1 Dependants, servants. family, followers.

* Train, retinue, a. qR about, and totto a person.

S’ftsrfwnr n. (-TO) The covert reproaches of a mistress neglect-

ed or ill used by her lover, a. qR, and srfww prattling.

qftqrTO rafn. (-TO:-TOT-it) Known, ascertained, a. qR, and totto

known.

bRtoi* mfn. (-TOT-TOt-TO) Wise, intelligent, one who has know-

ledge. a. qR before WT to know, qror aJ.

qRTOTTO n. (*q) Knowledge, ascertainment, discrimination, a. qR,
and WTO knowledge.

wfrWTO md. (laving known or ascertained, a. qR, and WTO

having known.

qftTOTOq m. (-WITT) ' The moon. • Fire. *. qR about, TOTO to

be bom, Un'Adi a IT. tow, form irr.

qRwTO m. (-TOT) ‘ IsDRi. * Fire. a. qR before,
«J

to be quick,

UnAdi alt WTO.

qRrotTOTO n. (-to) The flight of a bird in circles, a. qR round,

^tro or to’Itoto flying.

qRTOTO mfh.(-ir:-TOT-ir)
1 Ripe, mature. * Bowed, bent • Aimed

at, directed to, inclined to. ra. (-m) An elephant stooping to

strike with his tusks, n. (-it) Capital, stock, wealth accumu-

lated for the sake of profit, a. qR before TOTO to bend or bow,

afT. n.

qRTOfTO f. (-ftf:) Bending, bowing, a. qR before, TOTO to bow,

ffcwaff.

*RTOTO m. (-qr^ Marriage, a. qR .successively or individually,

Wt to take, ww »ff ; also with wro aff. qftqqq
qRTOTTO td. (-B!)

* Change of form or state. • Maturity, (ill-

ness, ripeness. • End, last stage or state, a. qR before STO

to bend, aff wro.

tlRqinqfqTO mfo. (-TOf-fro^t-fil) Who looks forward of to the

end. a. TOfCTOlil^ and qfn-TOwbo sees,

wftwrofaiTTO m. (-TO:) Human vicissitude; as birth, growth,

death, fee. a. qRqiw. and froCTTO obstruction, (offinal felicity.)

BfrTOTOTOTO mfn. (-TO
1

.- TOT* TO) Suited to a future stage or con-

dition. a. qRrora, and qw good for.

qRTOTTOTITO m. ( TOT:) Flatulence with pain or vomiting after

eating, dyspepsia, a. qRTOTTO, and WTO colic.

BfTTOTO m. (-TO*) ' Leading or taking round. * Moving a piece at

chess, draughts, fee. a. qR about, wt to take, alT. qaj.

qRTOITOTO m. (-w:) A husband, a. qR before, wt to take, WTO aff.

qRqrq m. (-to.) Width, breadth. • Circumference of a circle.

a. qR extension, TOT to bind, aff. TOTO-

qRRTOTO mfn. (-TO: -TOT*TO) Who or what eats or feeds upon.

• Who or what kisses, a. qR before, Rrfq to kiss, yro aff.

TOfrf^TOT f. (-TOr) ' Ealing. * Kissing, a. qft before fartw to kiss,

TOW and TOTO affixes.

TOftfWTOW mfn- (-TO*.-TO'*- TO) Seeking to take or lay hold of. a. qR,

TOTO to lose, W aff. desid. v.

aR^tro mfn.(-TO:-TOT-TO) Married, a. qR before #1 to take, flj aff.

wRtoto m. (-WT) A husband, a. qR before ^ to take, toto

aff

iRTOTO md. Around, every way, all round, a. qR round, and

tRtott ra. (-TO:)
1 Pain, anguish. • Sorrow. • A division of

hell.
4 Heat, warmth. * Fear. * Trembling, a. toR exceed-

ing, TOTTO burning.

toRtjw mfe. (-TO:-TOMf) Pleased, delighted, a. qR much, tjt

pleased.

toRtoto m. (-to:) Pleasure, satisfaction, delight, a. toR entirely,

toto pleasure.

TOfnrow mfn. (-WTOMI) 1 Void or deprived of, left, quitted,

abandoned. • Let go, let fly as an arrow, a. qR, and TOTjf left.

toRtTOTOTO n. (-#)
1 Distributing, dispersing. * Abandoning.

a. TOR about, TOTO to abandon, WTO aff.

toRttotoi md. Having abandoned. *. toR before tojto to leave,

TOR aff

TORTOTTO m. (-TO:)
1 Abandonment, quitting, desertion. * Loss,

I
privation, a. TOR away, WTO quitting.

qRronRrro mfn, (4St-fWft-R) Abandoning, quitting, a. tR be-

fore «TOTO to quit, fwfTO aff

toRtohtot mfn. (-WJ--WT-W) To be left or abandoned, a, qR be-

fore 7TOTOT to leave, WTO aff.

qffWW mfn. (-TO--WT ^) Afraid, a. qR much, TOW alarmed.

qRTOTTO n. (-TO)
1 Warding a blow, self-defence- * Preserving,

protecting, x. qR about, TOTTO preserving.

qRq< m. (-q:) Sponginess of the gums. a. qR, and qsr rend-

ing.

wR^TOTO n. (-if) Scorching, burning, a. qR, and qq to burn,

aff TO?,

qfrqTTO n. (-to) Barter, exchange, returning any thing or its

equivalent, a. qR reciprocally, qTTO giving.

qRqrfT TO mfn- (-qVfqrol-fTO) Hot, scorching, a. qR before qq
to burn,

eftxsrUE mfn. (
Who or whet lament, or complaint.

*. rrft before ftff to play, ajar aff.

ufi^aw nf. (-si-wi, Lamentation, complaint, bewailing. 1 Fear,

ing. a. ffft implying grief, ^ww showing, playing.

n. (-W) Lamentation, a. aft before to play, if aff.

sftxfre mfn. (ffl-faffVfw)
1 Lamenting. * Fearing, apprehen-

sive. a oft before fte to play, ftr^W aff.

rjftwm n. (-W)
1 A lower garment. • Vesture, clothe,. «. wft

about, round. Writ having.

ffftwrv rn. (-w:) * Retinue, attendants. * The posteriors. * A
piece of water, a. ffft circling, surrounding, WT to hare, eat

aff., and UW augment.

yft-fu m. (-fd:) ' The circumference of a circle. * The disk of

the sun or moon. 1 The periphery of a wheel. * A circle

surrounding the globe, a great circle. * An epicycle. * The
branch of the tree to which the victim at a sacrifice is tied.

’ A wooden frame round the hole in which a sacrificial fire is

lighted, a. ufc around, aff to have, far aff.

afTfaW m. (•«:)
1 A guard, a body-guard. * An aide-de-camp,

an officer attendant on the king or general. E. tjfcfn around,

(the king,) V who atandt.

ufrjf'nt mfn. (-Iri-WT-rf) Perfumed, a. ufr, and ^Prff perfumed,

fffrwff m. (-at)
1 Injury, deetruction. • A man of a raised caste,

m aft before arc to lose, arm afT.
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Xfkfx4vX n. (-X) Distributing, dispensing, giving. *. X;X and

before XX to give, XTX aff.

xftfxfro^l f. (-XJT) Liberality, wish to give. i. xfk: and fkr^

before XX to give, deaid, form, Wand xtx aff.

xftfxfx mfn. Desirous of giving. *, xfx and

f*X before XX give, X aff. desid. v.

mfn. ( X^-XT-X) Skilled in, acquainted with. e. xfx

and fx before Xffr to slay, 71 nff.

m. (-X:) Completing the sense of a passage, e. xfx,

and XTTX position.

xfTOXf mfn. (-XP-XU-XS)
1 Cooked, dressed. " Mature. "Shrewd,

knowing. * Digested, t. xfx before XXT ripe.

xftxXTXT f. (-XT)
1 Being dressed or cooked. * Maturity, per-

fection. " Shrewdness. * Digestion, k. XX added to the last.

xfxXX o* (-xl) Capital, principal, stock. *. Xft severally, XX
price.

xftxfxx mfn. f-X:-XT-Tf) Pledged, plighted, agreed, promised.

e. qlr, and XX to pledge, ff aff.

xfVxf<Xm. An enemy, k. xft against, TO to go, xlx aff.

xRmxx m. (-XT’.) An enemy, an antagonist. k. xft opposition,

WWW who goes.

wfkwfwx m. (-4H
1 An enemy, an antagonist. " A robber, a

highwayman, a bandit e. xfc obstacle or opposition, xfxrx

who goes the road.

xfrxiX «n. (-X:)
1 Being cooked or dressed. * Maturity, perfec-

tion. * Cleverness, shrewdness. 4
Digestion. 1 The fruit or

consequence of actions, s. xfr before XX to cook or ripen,

XX aff.

Xftxitxrx mfn. (-XTt-fWt-flV) Who or what cooks, ripens,

digests, &c. f. (-aft) A drug, (Convolvulus turpethum.) e. xfk:

completely, XX to ripen, aff. fxfx, fcm. aff. #tX.

xfrxrf* f. (-fx*.-#l)
1 Order, method, arrangement. * Arithme-

tic. s. xft several distribution, XTfk: proceeding, from TO to

go, in the cansal form, wff. XX-

xf<XTXrx n. (-sty Protecting, cherishing, r. xfx, and XlXX the

same,

xfvxifax mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Protected, cherished. 8. xft, and

Xlfxrx protected.

xfkfxxx n. (-X) Lead.

qfcuzvr n. (-si) Peeling, desquamation, i. xft before TO to

reduce, and WZ aff.

xficTOfTT f. (-XT) A sort of cucumber, (C. madraspatanus.)

XfCXXX n. (-if) Worshipping, adoring. 8, xfx before XU to

worship, ^7 aff.
;

also xf^njUl.

xfcxfxix mfn. (-Xt-XT-lf) Served, worshipped, adored. 8. xfx,

XX to worship, tv aff,

xfPJX mfn. (-x:-XT-X) 1 Pure, purified. * Winnowed, threshed,

freed from the chaff, s. xfr, and "^x pure.

mfn. (-4:-xt-4)
1 Full, entire, complete. "Satisfied, con-

tent. a. xfx quite, x4 full.

^(x^MTf f. (-XT)
1 Completion, entirencss, fulness. • Satiety or

aatisfaction. e. xft completely. xxxr fulness.

Xfxx4x n. (-xf) Completion, &c. : see the last. e. xfa and TO*
fulness.

xfroNr n. (-ni) A fragrant *rass, (Cypcrui rotundus.) E. xfx

extension, sfaf to go, aff. UX.

xfsTXXfX n. (-^) A grass : see the last. k. as above, TOI added.

xffXTOJ mfn. Desiring, seeking, a. xrfx, and X before

UTX to obtain, X aff. desid. v.

xffkXTOP n. (-X) Abandoning, leaving, sending or putting away.

k. xfk: before tx to send, aff. ^r.

Xflxfilrt mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Abandoned, left, put or sent away,

a. xfr before to send, U aff.

xjfxTO mfn. (-x>XT-X) 1 Shaking, trembling. " Unsteady,

restless, moveable, ro. (-w:)
1 Bathing, wetting with water,

immersing, inundation. * Oppression, tyranny. 8. xfx

about, va what goes, from V to go, aff. UX.

xfkxx mfn. (-Xt-XT-X) ’ Immersed, inundated. 9 Wetted,

bathed, f. (-XT) Spirituous or vinous liquor, e. xfr every

where, X to go, aff. xt

xfixx m. (-X0 1 Hetinue, train. " Insignia of royalty. "Wealth.
4 Thing, substance, s. xf»! about, or a mark, a sign, XT to

cover, XX aff-

xfnnr m. (-T ) Breaking to pieces, shattering, e. xfc» and

XT a breaking.

xforx m. (-XJ)
1

Disrespect, contempt, disgrace. • Defeat,

discomfiture. E. xfr implying depreciation, and XX being;

also xfrTTT.

xfrXTTO n * (-T) Disgrace, a disgraceful situation, e. xfrxx,

and TO degree.

xfxxxixix *• (-K) A situation of disgrace or defeat, e. xftxx,

and XTX?X situation.

xfxxfkxr mfn. (-xt-ftnf\-fx)
1 Treating with contumely or dis-

respect. * Suffering disrespect, e. xft before ^to be, fxfX

aff. d^r. irr. or xfxxx, and xfff nff-

xf<XTX ra. (“Xt) Disrespect : see xyfxxx.

xftinlVxmfn. (-xl-fx^t-fx)
1 Irreverent, disrespectful * Put-

ting to shame, surpassing, b. xfx before ^ to be, fxTOf aff.

x fxx ryv mfn. (-X:-X^ X) Who or wbat shames or humbles

another. 8. xfc before X to be, XTOX aff.

xfxxixx n. (-1#)
' Reproof, abuse, ridicule, expression of cen-

sure or contempt. * Addressing, discourse, conversing.

Agreement, engagement. 4 Rule, precept, k. xfl exposure

of faults, or mutually, &c., XTXX speaking,

xfxxiixlx mfn. (-X** -XT-X)
1 Reprehensible, liable to or deserving

reproof.
4 To be addressed or spoken to. e. xfx before XTX

to speak, XXtXX «ff-

xfxXTXT f. (-X?) * A technicality, a conventional term in any

science. * (In Grammar,) A maxim given by the ancient gram-

marians as a summary interpretation of the rules of Pahini.

* (In Medicine,) Prognosis.
4 Abuse, ridicule, k. xf< seve-

rally, and XTXT speech.

xftxrfro mfn. (-x:-XT-X) ’ Said. * Formed or used technically.

B. xfx, XTX to speak, x aff.

xfxxTf mfn. (-i|:-WT*ll) Enjoyed, possessed, e. xfc, aod VW to

enjoy, XT aff

xfxTjX mfn. ( -XS-XT-X) Treated with contempt or disrespect, dis-

regarded, despised, e. xfx exposure of fault, and xx become.
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tyfrwtj md. Disgracing, shaming, outvieing, having disgraced,

Ac. E. qfr before i^to be, WV aff

qfTHTlC tnfn. (-WT-wt-lI) ' One who uses another's property

without leave. 1 Possessing, one who possesses or enjoy*,

a. qfr, and wvr to enjoy,W alT.

qfrJil* nt. (-it:)
1 Using or living upon another persona property

without leave or improperly. • Possession, enjoyment.

F-. qfr, V*J to enjoy, aff WV.

qfrw m. (-W:)
1 Wandering, going about * Error, a. qfr

before OT to roam,W aff.
j
also with W?. qfrqqw,

qfrvi mfn. (-V--*r-V) Fallen, degraded, deprived of. x. qfr,

and VI fallen.

qfrqM qi n. (-V) A ball, a globe, a circde. x. qfr round, and

imr« a sphere or circumference.

qfrnMWTTT f. (-VT) Rotundity, circularity, x. qfrsura, and

7TW aff. }
also qfrWMVW, with W aff.

qfruxsfqHT mfn. (-Vj-WT-TT) Rounded, made round or circular,

i. qfcTOV, and VVV aff-

qfrsPT mfn. (-sgi-^i-wfj 1 Little, a little, not much. • Slow.

* Dull. a. qfr, and ?nv slow.

qfr XT'! n. (-w)
1 Rubbing, grinding. * Embracing, pressing.

• Trampling or destroying, k. qfr, and X^sf rubbing,

qfrw m. (-in) 1 An exquisite scent, especially arising from

the trituration of fragrant substances. * The trituration of

perfumes. 1 Copulation. 4 A meeting of learned men. 1
Soil,

stain, dirt. x. qfr extension, WIT to increase, aff. w.
qfrvfrnr mfn. (-Tf:-WT-TJ)

1 Soiled, despoiled of freshness or

beauty.
1 Perfumed. E. qfrw, and XVSf aff

qfrvs* m. (-v:) ' Contact, propinquity. Friction. x. qfr, »nd

w to touch, WV aff.

qfrx* m. (-1 :) Envy, dislike, a. qfr before w to bear, aff. qx».

ifitllfl m. <-$:)
1 Friction. * Touch. 1 Cleaning, wiping. x. qfr

beforeW to clean, VV aff.

qfrvrfrfrlV mfn. (-V -WT-V) To be sought after, k. qfr before

trra to search, TPl aff.

qfrwi»$ mfn. 1 To be cleaned or cleansed. • To be

rubbed, k. qfr completely, tpi to clean, qpT aff.} also

qfrwr.

qfrxtv m. (-si)
1 Measure. • Measuring. *. qfr completely,

and VR measuring.

qfrvrwfr infn. (-v-vr-d) To be measured, i. qfr, before, VT to

measure, VTVtVT aff. ; also iftnril* and qfrsfc

qfrvrafcq n. (-si) ' Cleaning, cleansing. • A di>h of honey and

oil. a. qfr completely, vw to cleanse, aff. iqv.

qfrfrnr mfn. 1 Joined. Meted, measured. • Regu-

lated. a qfr, VT to measure, % aff.

qfrfrniWI mfn. (-V) Temperate, abstemious, x. qfrfXH, and

VXI who eats or enjoys.

iWWTTTT mfn. (-T:TT-T) Ealing moderately, x. qfrfwii, and

VRTT food.

qfrW1 mfn. (-w-RT-vi) 1 To be cleaned. * To be touched,

x. qft before wn to clean, aff. qqq ; also qfrvi*W.

mfn. (-V.-WT-V)
1 Rubbed, ground. * Embraced, clasped.

I. qfr: beforew to rub, v aff

qf«VC mfn. (-1- -TT-tf)
1 Rubbed, touched. * Embraced, clasped.

1 Invested.
4 Spread, pervaded, x. qfr; before to rub,

% aff.

qfiWW mfn. (-OT-VPft-VW) 1 Envying. • Rubbing, a. qfr

before wn to bear, wm aff.

qfrvq mfn (-qj-xn-’d) Measurable, to be measured, x. qfr

before an to measure, V7T aff

qfrvrfqv m. (-^t) A thief, a robber, I. qfr every where, wq to

steal, aff. fqwv.

qftqiqv n. (-sf) Fascinating, beguiling, x. qfr, and fciw

fascinating.

Mfriiifqv mfn. (-^t-frrfVfrr) What is bewitching, fascinating,

Ac. a. qfr before Vq to be foolish, fqwxr aff.

qfTSJiV mfn. (-V:-VT-w)
1 Soiled, stained. • Waned, withered*

Diminished, impaired, n. (-if) 1 Soil. Change of counte-

nance by fear or grief, t. qfr, and qrrw dirty,

qfrtqq n. (-^) Guarding, defending, preserving, x. qfr around,

and TV* preserving.

qfrtrv n. <-wf) Crying, crying aloud, x. qfy: before & to cry,

atul aff.
V* %

.

q^xwj mfn. (
a|t-xm-a^ 1 Embraced. * Encircled, x. xfc before

XW to begin, H aff-

qftTWWIW mfn. (*XJ*XT*X) Embracing, x. qfx, and TV to begin,

vr*nr aff.

mfn. (-V**WT-V) Being embraced, x. qfr every where,

TV to go, pas*, v., VIW aft

qfTTWi m. (-V*:) Embrace, embracing, x. qfr about, tv to begin,

aff WT, und VV augment.

qfrrviv n. (-V) Embracing, x. before TV to begin, wz aff.

qfrnfiv mfn. Crying, crying aloud, screaming,

kc. e. qfr before TV to cry, ffvrq aff. .

qfrfT^gvrv mfn. (-v*.-VT-v) Wishing or trying to embrace,

x. qfrrfv to embrace, desid. v. viwaff.

mfn. (-1T:-ffT*ff) Gone, lost. x. qft: completely, VW lost,

mfn. (-^ Senseless. x.qfar», and sign

of life.

qfrwurr m. (-tj) A year. x. qfr end, ¥*rr a year.

qfTX^V n. (-v) ‘ Reviling, accusing. • Crying out, clamouring, •

screaming, x. qfr, and vq to apeak, aff. vy.

el (-V)
1
Killing, slaughter. 1 Quitting, abandonment,

x. qfr finally, nv to shun, aff 1CV.

qfrqfsqrT mfn. (-W:-VT-V) ‘ Abandoned. • Devoid of. x. qfr

before T3! to ahun, H aff

qfrvA m. (-^:)
1 Going or turning back. * Turning round, re-

volving. * Flight, retreat, desertion. 4 Exchange, barter. * Re-

quital, return. • The end of a period of four ages, or de-

struction of tho world. v A chapter, a book, a canto, &c.
1 The king of the tortoises, or the tortoise incarnation, x.

qfr severally, Ac. IV to be, aff. qq.

qfrqvv mfn. (-v:-VT‘W)
1 Who or what turns back or round.

* Who or what requites, exchanges, Ac. * Leaving off a thing

begun for some other object, x. qfr, and IV to be, vox aff.

qfrqvq n. (-si) ‘ Turning back or round, returning. * Turning

round, revolving. Barter, exchange. * Requital, return.
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4 Inverting, taking or putting any thing in a wrong direction,

x. qfF around, Ac. f^f being.

^fvwf^n mfn. (-F-FI-#) ' Turned round, revolved. * Returned,

retreated. * Taken or pnt on in a wrong direction. * Ex-

changed. x. qfr before FIT to be, n aff.

FfFFfFF mfn. ( fw) ' Revolving, going round. • Re-

turning. * Flying, retreating.
4 Exchanging. 1 Requiting,

recompensing, x. qfc and FIT to be, fat* aff.

FftFlF n. (-w) ' Growing, increasing. * Rearing, breeding,

(is of cattle.) x. qft, and tif increasing.

arftaflir mfn. (-Ft-FT-F) Increased, augmented, x. qfk; before

Ff to increase, f aff.

qfkW m. ( f : )
' Train, retinue, dependants. 4 Royal insignia,

x. Ff< Bround, to cover, FS( aff. ; also qfcF^.

qfv.S^F m. (-F :
) A village, x. qft about, FFF a village.

qffCWI* ra * (
aV) ' Abuse, reproach, reproof 1 Charge, ac-

cusation. * 'Hie bow or quill of the lute or fiddle, x. q(r cen-

sure, Ac. and fh^ speech.

qft SifF m. (-F :
)
An accuser, a plaintiff, a complainant or

calumniator. £. Ff*C implying censure, Wf to speak, "JF aff.

mfn. (-e-f’c'ft-fto
1 Who or what reproaches,

accuses, Ac. 1 Censured, abused. * Calling out, crying, scream-

ing. m. (-^t) An accuser, a reprover; (in Law,) a plaintiff,

f. (-^t) A lute or a find, with seven strings, k. Ffk'Flf as

above, ffw aff. or Fff before Tf to speak, fVwF aff.

irfvrwn? m. (-F'-) ‘ Shaving, shearing. * A pool, a pond, a piece

of water. • Train, retinue, x. Fff before, FF to shave,

aff. FF.

qfirwunr n. (-f) Shaving, shearing, x. ayfac before, ff to cut

or shave, causa) v. aff. Ft.

FfTFlfviT mfn. (-Ft-FT-lf) Shaven, shorn, x. FfTFTF shaving,

aff. fTTF-

FfCFTT m. (-*:) ‘ Dependant. • Train or retinue. 4 A scab-

bard, a sheath, x. srfc round, 1 to be, aff. FF.

ffaWWT f (-FT) Subjection, dependence. x. Tfur added to

MfiFK.

mfn. (-F'-FTTf) Surrounded, enclosed or begirt by,

x. urfur, and Frfvn impeded.

FfTFTF m. (-F) Abiding, abode, x. Ffr, and FF to dwell, FFaff.

Fft sifan mfn. (-Fi-FT-if) Respectfully attentive to superiors,

x. Ffc respect, FF to abide, aff. n, and TF inserted.

FftFTT m. (-f:)
1 An inundation, an overflowing, natural or

artificial. * A water course or a drain to carry off excess of

water, x. Ffr about, ff to bear, iff. xfj also FtfaTF.

FftFTFFF m. ( FTW) A pond or pool. x. FftFTF a drain,

and rnjF poas. aff.

FftFlffW mfn. <-ir:-FIT-Ff) Drained, x. FfvTFIF, and fTTF sff.

FfrfFF m. (-F :) An unmarried elder brother whose junior is

married, a. vft before fwt to know, n aff.

ufvf.frl m. (fit;) An unmarried eider brother, the younger be-

ing married and a householder. X. lift abandoning, and fag

to caret, aff. fw^-

m. ( ao A younger brother married or become a

householder before the elder, a. atx, to possesa, in^aff.

vft:

ilftfaK'

ir m. (-^w) An unmarried elder brother. a. aft before

far[ to know, we aff.

aftfaa mfn. (-Vt-CT-V)
1 Surrounded, enclosed. ’ Offered, pro-

tented, a. aft, and faa to enter, H aff.

wftfksw iad. Entirely or erery where Vuuu'q. a. aft round,

fare Vishnu.

FfrrfFFnB mfn. (-wx:-WT-FPf> Agitated, bewildered. *. Ff*C, »nd

fVwW agitated.

FTfFFWTTT f. ( FT) Bewilderment x. Ffcf-CFF, and FW aff.

qfrFtF mfn. (-F:-FT-lt) ' Surrounded, encompassed, invested.

* Overspread, pervaded, n. (-li) The bow of Brajmu. e. fIt,

and ft to go, H aff.

ffttFF mfn. (-F:-^?t-F) Augmenting, enlarging, what enlarges

or adds to. m. (-W-) An appendix, an additional work or sec-

tion. x. rff to increase, with qfr prefixed, and Ftaff.

Ffr^fFF mfn. (-F:-FT-F)
1

Increased, augmented. * Improved,

thriven. 1 Sounded. 4 Lightened, illuminated. * Excited,

stimulated, x. Ffr before F% to augment, aff. F-

FfCFF m. f-w:) A master, an owner, a superior, x. Ffr exceed-

ing, FF to thrive, aff.

FftFF mfn. (-F’-FT#) 1 Encompassed, surrounded. * Gained

or received entirely.
a Known, x. Ffr before f to be, aff.

FffFF mfn. (-F:-Fl-vi)
1 Gone round, revolved. 4 Turned back,

retreated, retired. * Exchanged. 4 Finished, ended, x. qfc

before ff to be, aff. *.

uftffF f. (-fvi:) * Exchange, barter. • Revolution, return.

* End, termination. 4 An unmarried elder brother: see

Ffrfafn. * Surrounding, encompassing. *. fIt mutually, ff
to be, fifF aff.

FfrT7TJ ind.
1 Having retreated or retired. * Having turned

round or revolved, x. Ffr before FF to be, WF aff.

FfTFfF m. (-ffi:) An elder brother unmarried : see FfVfafw.

FfTFfTF mfn. (-F:-FT*lt) * Increased, literally or figuratively#

grown, thriven. 4 Making effort, exerted, x. Ffr much, FF
to grow, aff. TV-

Ffraw m, ( FT) A younger brother married or become a house-

holder before hia elder, x. fIt abandoning, (the usual prac-

tice,) to know or possess, (a wife,) FF aff.

qfVw ^F u. (-sf) ' Anguish, pain, misery. * Marriage, marrying.

* Discussion.
4 Gain, acquisition, f. (-FT)

1 Shrewdness, wit.

* Foresight, prudence, x. fK before, fFq; to know, Ac. aff.

FffF.orFF.

trfrifFF mfn. 1 Shrewd, knowing. 4 Suffering

pain. £ (*Ft) The wife of a younger brother, the elder bro-

ther being unmarried, x. qft, and frq; to know, aff. fF^F.

qfCXF m. (-f :)
1 Surrounding, encompassing. 4 The circum-

ference of a circle.
a The disk of the ran or moon. a. ufr

round, fFF or fFF to encompass, aff. FF ; hence also F^CFF.

FftTfF m. (-Ft) ' Surrounding, encircling. 4 The circumference

of a circle. 4 The disk of the sun or moon. 4
Distributing

rice, Ac. to a party, serving up a meal : see the last.

qfrFFF n. (-F)
' Surrounding, enclosing. 4 Serving up dinner,

distributing food to guests, Ac. x. Fft round, FFF encom-

|

passing.
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VfC

ifftTV* n. (W) 1 Surrounding, encomptnaing. * Circumference.

«. qft before #* to surround, <pr»ff.
_

trftcefiprmfn. (-TT.-UT-Tf) ' Enclosed, surrounded, encompassed.

* Core-red, reded, i. rrft around, and 'JfitT surrounded,

rfeei y m. (.«) ' A tree, (Pterospermum acerifolia.) * A sort

of reed growing in water, (Calamus fasciculatus.) a. qft

much. WT¥ pain.

f. (-WJT) ' Ascetic devotion, religious austerity, aban-

donment of the world. * Leading the life of a mendicant.

b. about, religious wandering.

qfcgftfKW m. (-WT) Masterhood, superiority. *- ¥f<T¥> and

XHf*r^.afT., rn changed to *.

qfraiTl m. (-T or ») The man of the last religious order, the

mendicant devotee, a. fff about, SW to go, aff. f®¥, and the

Towel made long ;
also with aff. W

.

*fcwrai m. (-ar.)An ascetic : see the last.

m. (*Ws) A religious mendicant, a. fff about,m to

wander, aff.

fftvrsif n. (-^) The state or condition ofan ascetic, a. ffflTW

aa above, and ¥TT aff.

mfn. (-¥:-¥[-¥) To be doubted, to be feared or ap-

prehended. a. ¥ff completely, ¥ffto doubt, aff.

m. (-T-) Cursing, reviling, a. ¥fc before ¥¥ to curse,

aft

fftfst¥ rafn. (-¥:-¥TM& 1 Left, remaining. 1 Finished, n. (-tf) A

supplement, an appendix, a. fff, and fior left.

rofn. (-¥'~¥T-f) ' Cleaned. * Purified. 1 Discharged, paid,

a. uff before TJ¥ to be pure, n aft

mfn. (-S¥:-S¥T-*¥) Dry, dried, n. (o^| Meat fried, first

with ghee, washed well with warm water, and dressed with

•pice, Ac. a. ffc much, tj*I dried.

*ficiw m. (-¥:) ' Remainder. * Completion, a. fff, and end.

¥ff^T¥ m. (-¥:)
' Cleansing, purifying, correcting. * Discharg-

ing a debt or obligation, a. uftT, and arni purifying ; also

wfdtnnr-

m. (-¥:) Drying, evaporation, a. ffx; before fj¥ to be

dry, W*?aff.

fftww m. (-V)
1 Labour, trouble, pain. Distress, fatigue,

a. Tjfy exceeding, ¥¥ weariness.

m. (-¥:) ' An assembly, a meeting. * An asylum, a. lift,

before ’vf to serve, Ac. aft

ffxTSTO mfn. (.wr.*¥!T-¥l) Overcome with distress or fatigue, ex-

hausted, wearied, a. before to be weary, aff. n.

rrfxTnfW! f. (-f*w:)
1 Labour, trouble. * Fatigue, exhaustion.

t uft before^ to be weary, fj|¥ aff.

vfTTfT mfn. (-sn-WT-li) Heard, a. ffy, and heard.

mfn. (.¥*.-¥1*¥) Embraced, clasped, a. before fir*

to embrace, Jf aff.

fftiaa m. (-¥*.) Embracing, an embrace, a. trR, and em-

bracing.

The formation or collection or functions of an

assembly, a. at added to the next,

ffts* f. (-T^ or -fir) An assembly, a meeting, an audience or

congregation, a. around, to go, aff. f*U.

6o

qfowf (*¥5) A spectator at a play, one of an assembly or

congregation, a. as above, and aff., whence it is

more usually flfTTf-

***• (-*P) One of a party or assembly, a spectator, a

guest, a, see ufrrf, ¥H being added,

trice

f

¥ m. (-Wj)
1 An assistant in an assembly, an associate.

• A spectator, Ac. a. uffTf as above, aff.

m. (-«¥:) A foster child, one nourished by a stranger

:

sec utrw*.

TffTOU m. (-¥i) A foster child, or one nourished by a stranger

:

see mRhi.
trfrafjT m. (-ft)

1 Decoration, embellishment. * Cooking, dress-

ing. * Finishing, polishing. * Initiation, purification by essen-

tial rites. * Surrounding, a. implying ornament, and

¥!f making, ¥ inserted, and changed to ¥ ; also in the same

sense wffHFf.

mfu. (-¥*-¥T-¥) ' Adorned, decorated, embellished.

* Highly finished or polished. ' Cooked, dressed. Purified

by initatory rites. * Surrounded, encompassed, a. xrff be-

fore V to make, aff. if: see the last.

¥fTWfrwf« f. (-f¥:) An altar, or ground prepared for a sacrifice,

or for the victim and the utensils employed, a. and

tjfW ground.

¥fr**fw f. (-fir) Finishing, polishing, Ac. : see

ff<¥T¥ m. (-¥:) An elephant's coloured housings: see

nfyHW n. (•*') Surrounding place or site, a. fflr, andw
place.

m. (-TO Embracing, an embrace, a. fff before ^fai

to embrace, aff. ¥•?.

i*d. Having embraced, a. ufy, to embrace, w?
aff.

f. (-^jr)
1 Total or complete enumeration or specifica-

tion, implying exclusion of any other. * Reckoning, enumer-

ating. a. ¥ff, and a number.

ufwjJRT mfn. (-TP-HT-ir)
1 Counted, enumerated. * Reckoned

up or specified exclusively of any more. a. ff^, and

counted.

n. (-if) Exclusive enumeration or specification, a. fff

,

and TgJTW reckoning.

vfyvjwj m. (-^f:) An assistant at an assembly, a. ffc about,

a fellow guest.

n. (-¥) Finishing entirely, a. and before ¥I¥
to get, mr aff.

qff¥¥TK mfn. (-H:-KT-f) Finished, done entirely, a. fff , and

¥HIH finished.

fulfil f- (-fro Entire completion, a. uf>, and «¥ before ¥I¥

to obtain, fif^aff.

¥ff¥f m. (-f:)
* Ground on the skirts of a river or mountain,

or contiguous to a town, &c. * Death, dying. * Rule, pre-

cept, prescribed mode. * Part, place, site. 1 Width, breadth,

a. ffx: about, or end, term, Ac. ¥f going, from ^ to go, aff.

m. (-ij:) 1 Encompassing, surrounding. * Going, proceed-

ing. * Following, pursuing, a. fff around, and ¥$ going.
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iftw f. (-*&T) * Perambulation, wandering round or about.

* Near approach. • Service. *. qflc about, ^ to go, *7| aff.

n. (-xi)
1 Accomplishing, effecting. • Determining, as-

certaining. e. qfx: before qri to accomplish, aff. «7.

qfxqn: m. (-ft) Wandering about. *. qff before ^ to go, aff.

qf<^ltVn mfn. (-ft-faft-ft] Wandering. *. qfv before « to go,

fwraff.

ro. (*UT) Boundary, extreme term or limit. *. qft, and

qtfW a limit.

mfn. ( ww tpfft ^TFT) Opposing, a. xrfv: against, fVl to

effect,n aff.

qfoifVwi £ (-qT) Frequent bathing or sprinkling, a. nft; before

ffW to sprinkle, frequent. . qq, and tpj affs.

m. (-^:) A foster child, one nourished bj a stranger,

n. (-wf) Going round or about a. qrfq about, qifq to go, aff.

; also q being optionally changed, qftqi-*,

mfo. (*^*T- ,V*?l-,q?r)
1 Going round or about * Sur-

rounding, circumambulating. * Wandering, k. qfr, to

go, aff. qq.

qfVULn nt. (-JT-) A foster or an adopted child. * The Kdil or

Indian cuckoo, a. qff before to go, aff, * ; also -qfcW B .

m!<aH mfn. (-IT-WT-ir) Covered, spread over. a. qft, and qnr

strewed.

ra. (-W:) An elephant's painted or coloured cloth or

housings, a. tR around, qj to applaud, aff. *, irregular

form, qq being substituted for the proper termination
; also

qfk.ir*T when considered as a compound of qff and fir*,

qfrsursi n, (-if) ' Fixedness, solidity. • Fortitude, firmness.

a. qfr, and place
;
also qfrfqnfTT.

qftqj^ m. (-»f:) ' Beating, throbbing. * Decoration of the hair,

with flowers, &c. • Train, retinue, a. qft; around, qpq to go,

aff. w*r.

qftwq n. (-if) Beating, throbbing. «. qft before to go,

aff.

qfV*v^qrW mfn. (*qt*qT*ri)
1 Moving tremulously, being gently

agitated, shaking, trembling. • Throbbing, beating, a. qf*
before Wlff to go, *U^*q aff.

n. (-q) ' Glancing, shooting. • Budding, s. qff, and

WT to expand, aff.
_ ^ ^

mfn.
)

* Budding, expanding, • Burst-

ing forth. * Darting, glancing, moving quickly or suddenly.

* Gleaming, a. qfc and to expand, ** aff.

qftqjfV* rafh. ' Glancing, gleaming. • Opened, ex-

panded. • Shot, glanced, a. andw to expand, * aff.

m. Oozing, dropping. • Decoration of the hair :

see qfoiPW. a. qfr around, to drop, aff. qa?.

qf^^qriT n. (-li) Dropping, flowing, oozing, a. qfc and to

• drop,^ aff.

qftww I (-yr) • Vinous liqaor. * Dropping, towing. x. aft
before a to distil, aff. fora and irwr added.

'tfirww min,
( W:-WT-ti) Oozed, trickled, dropped, distilled,

f. (-nt) Vinous or distilled liqaor. f. aft before a to drop or

ooze, aff. n.

aRw.e n. (-el) 1 Seizing, taking. * Leaving, abandoning/
' Avoiding. * Disappearing. • Refuting, repelling. ». off
before f to take, sc* aff.

mfn - (-a’-OT-a)
1 To be shunned or avoided. 1 To be

taken away. • To be confuted. *. aft, ^ to take, TrPrwy affi

^ft/OT^tom f. (07)
1 Disappearance, unattainableness. * Refu-

tation. K. of< , s.a!a to be taken away, tTW ebtt. aff.

aft/UTW mfn. (.ysi-rm-rr* )
1 llluding. • Shunning, avoiding.

*. oft, ^ to take, VTV aff.

iftTOW mfn. (-v-WI-Uf) ' Leaving, quitting. * Taking, seizing.

* Confuting, sr. oft before Of to take, wrsrsf aff.

ofturnw mfn. (.qt-qr-q) 1 To be shunned or avoided. •To be
taken away. • To be confuted, x. qff before ^ to take,

wq off.

^fvan. m. (-f:) ‘ Disrespect. * Seizing, surrounding. • Bounty,

largess. • Any thing or person objectionable, a qf^ q t0
take away, aff qrq.

qftnxi mfn. f.^-uaT-all To be shunned or avoided. * To be
taken off or away. ra. A bracelet: see q fvqi u? - i. qf^
* to take, qnr aff

qfVrnr m. (-q:) Mirth, sport, pastime, i. qft much, fq 10

laugh, aff. qqf also qr^TW.

qfwiqiTqw m. (-^t) A jester, a wag, a wit. b. qfVqm
,
and

qfipT who knows.

qfrfrif mfn. (-ir:-in-if) Covered, invested, put on. x. qfx, and

fTW placed.

qfrqtw mfn. (.qr:-qrT-w) 1 Waned, faded, wasted. • Deserted by,

deprived of. a. qfy, and quitted,

qfrqq rafo. (-w*-WT-li)
4 Avoided, quittod. * Taken, i.

before ^ to take, jf

qftqqr mfn. (-qr:-^T-qr) Investigating acutely, trying, examin-

tog* (-*)
1 An experimenter, an assayer, a proven * An inves-

tigator, a Judge. E- qft; well, closely, to look or see,

qOqq n. (-^) Trial, experiment, examination, e. qft about

u to see, aff. *GZ.

tfluVlst mfn. (-at-ar-al To be tried or investigated, to be sub-

mitted to ordeal, &c. z. aft before, to zee, ^tftat; aff;

also oylfdtTW and oflOB.

iclorr f. (-or) ‘ Discrimination, inveztigation, examination, test,

trial, experiment. * Trial by ordeal of various kinds: see

fra. a. aft intensitivo prefix, before V* to see, aff.w and

wruj looking into any thing or person closely and minutely,

adfonr ra. (*fqir) The grandson of Arjunx, to whom the Bhd-
gatat was related, e. qlq before, to destroy, ffn? aff also

with a final vowel qvtfqfl* he was destroyed in his mother’s

womb, but reanimated by KrYsbtu.

ffCtfwn mfn. (-If: -1TT-'*f> Tried, examined, tested, proved. m.(-ir:)

A prince : see the last. %. qfx: before to see, n aff

vCl*»iq m. (-q:) Moving a piece at chess, draughts, 4tc. x. qft
before to take, aff. xpq, the vowel of the prefix is option-

ally mode long ; also qftqi q .

q^Vwr mfn, (ir-HT-lf) 1 Surrounded, encompassed. * Circumam-

bulated, • Addicted, affected by. *, qft; round, and T"*
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Xftxx mfn. (ipt) Every way spread or extended, e. xfx

around, xx to spread, aff fax, and the vowel of the prefix

augmented.

XXlXl md. ‘ Having passed round or circumambulated. * Having

encompassed, z. xfx before lo go, WT aff.

q<txi fxx ro. (•’ft) The forty-first year of the Indian cycle.

xQwrx m. (*X:) Disrespect, e. see qftXTX, the vowel of the

prefix being here made long.

qflqX lX mfn. (-X:-XT*xf) Being penetrated or pervaded by.

E. xfx before y? to go, pass, v., vciui wf aff.

XXtX n. (-T) Fruit E. W to satisfy, Un adi aff. ^XX-

xftXXJ m. (XT) An embrace : see vRlnJ.

m. (-^:)
1 Exchange, barter. * The royal tortoise : see

m. (-x:
)

1 Reproof, censure, abuse. 8 The bow or quill

of a lute : sec xfX*TX-

m. (*X!) The sheath of a sword. * Dependants, family,

retinue, e. qR around, f to cover, aff. XX, and the final of

xfx made long ;
also qfxxiX-

q <txix m. (-T:)
1 A drain or channel made to carry off water

from a pond that overflows. * A natural inundation or

overflow. • Royal insignia.
4 A sword sheath, a scabbard.

E. xfx before XX to bear, aff. XX, and the X of xfx is in con-

sequence optionally long
;
also qfxxiX-

Xxtffc f. (-fir)
1 Inquiry, research, especially philosophical.

* Service. * Willingness, readiness, k. xfx much, xfa wish.

qrftXTX m. (-X0
1 Going round or about, wandering, perambu-

lation.
B Near approach, e. qR about, X to go, aff. XX.

qtRflX m. (-V) * Disrespect. • An open space for the pasturage

of cattle near a village or town. * Remedying or atoning for

any improper action, e. qR disrespect, qf to convey, aff. xx.

q'O'Xix m. (-XT-) Mirth, sport, amusement, a. xR pleasure, xx
to laugh, aff. qar.

XX m. (-Xs
)

1 A knot or Joint in a reed. * Paradise. • The

ocean. 4 A mountain, e. ^ to fill, aff. x, also xxx.

XWX ind. Last year. a. XX prior, XX aff.

qxnr mfn. (-tr-XT-li) Of or belonging to last year. i. XXX last

year, M aff.

EMfTX m. (-Xt) A horse.

XXX rafn. (-X:-XT-X)
1 Harsh, abusive, (speech.) ' Rough, rug-

ged. • Severe, cruel, unkind. 4 Variegated in colour, n. (-X*)

* Harsh, and contumelious speech, abuse. * Yellow Barleria.

m. (-X0 A sort of tree, (Xylocarpus granatum.) B. X to fill or

satisfy, XXX Un'idi aff.

qxxxxx n. (-x) Harsh language, reproach, abuse. £. qxx, and

XXX speech.

qMETX*nfn.(-x) Harsh spoken. Harsh or contumelious

speech, b. XXX, and XTX speech.

XXxtfa f. (-fa*) Abusive or harsh language, e. xxx, and xfa

speech.

XXXTfax m. (-XT:) An abuser, one uttering harsh and scurrilous

language, a. xxx abuse, and xfa speech, aff. XX-

XXX n. (-xt) The knot or joint of a can© or reed, t. X to

complete, Un'idi aff. xR.

xm

XXX m. (-Xt) The Parush tree : see xxx ;
also with XX added

xxxsr.

XXX mfn. (-x:-XT-lt) Dead, defunct, m. (*m) A kind of goblin,

a ghost, a spirit, a. XX another, (world,) XX gone.

XXXX mfn. (-X-TT-X) Faithful, friendly, k. qx an enemy, XXX
other, opposed to.

XXXXTXt m. (-XTX) A name of Yama. e. XXX a ghost, and XTX
who rules.

xxxrfx ind. Next day, to-morrow, k. qx another, xxfx aff.

XXXp? (-y) Next day. k. x^ after, qjx for Rxx a day.

XXX mfn. (-Xt-XT-X) Where water is lodged or retired, wbenc©

it has, (a place, Ate.) e. XX, and XX water,

xxfx m. (-fir) Brahma. e. XX best, ffa worship.

X?XXT f. (-XT) A cow bearing many calves, e. qx beat, XX
to go, ly aff., and XX added.

xxfxX mfn. (-ir.-XT-X) Nourished by a stranger, m. (-Tft) The
KaVl or Indian cuckoo, a. XX a stranger, xfxx nourished.

XXTX mf». (-X^-XT-X)
1 Invisible, imperceptible. 8 Absent

* Past. m. ( Xt) An ascetic, a religious hermit, n. (-^)
1
Invisibility, absence, secrecy. 8 (In Grammar,) Past time or

tense, e. XX before XX to sprinkle, aff. Xj or XX away, xfa
the eye, form irr.

XXtX^TX m. (-X;; Enjoyment or possession of any thing in the

absence of the proprietor, e. XXTX, and xtx enjoyment

Xxrxxfx mfn. (-fa:-fat-fa) One who does any thing whilst

absent a. XXrx, and ifq practice.

XXTXTX n. (-$) An absent or invisible object i. XXTX, and x^
object.

xxtx4 m. (-xt) Another* superiority, e. XX, and xxr$ eminence.

xXtfifX ttfa (-X?-XT-i() Suid by an enemy, flee. n. (-if) Cla-

mour, menace E. XX, and xRx said.

XXTXXTX m. (-xO Charity, benevolence, doing good to other*

e. XX another, XXXTX assistance.

qtTXqnfxX mfn. <-ft*Rxt-R) Benevolent, charitable, good to

others, e. XXTXV1X, and xfa aff

XXIXXW mfn. (-ir-XI-IT)
1 Helped or befriended by another.

• Brought by another, r. XX, and xxvx assisted.

XXTXXIX n. (-X*) The dissension of enemies, i. XX, and xqxi f

dissension.

XXkXXX m. (-X-.) Giving advice, counselling, admonishing.

e. XX, and XXXX instruction.

xxrxxf mfn. (-q.-XT-X) Invested, besieged, blockaded, e. XX»

and XXXT surrounded.

XXIXXtX mfn. (-q:-XT-^) Having both superior and inferior,

prior and subsequent, flic. k. XX best, XXX lowest, XX. aff.

XXtXft f. A cockroach, t. XX best, TXT warmth
; it it

also written xxnfi.

XX? n. (-T) Regret, smiety. m. (-*:) A heron.

vnU f. (-ft:-Zt) The waved-leaf fig tree, (Ficus infectioaa.)

e. TX to touch, xf? aff, #Tx optionally added , also with

XX added x4Rx.
qrffxx m. (-xt) The waved-leaf fig tree : see the last

XXXt f. (-xt) A sort of Curcuma, (C. camhorrhixon.) *. q to

satisfy, aff. fax, XX to produc©, aff xf^sod #tx.

t )
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***** m. (-*?:)
1 A name of Indra. * A thunder cloud. The

muttering of clouds or distant thunder. 4 Any cloud. *. y«t

to sprinkle, (rain,) Unhdi aft qqj, and or q substituted

for q }
also qi&q .

qw r. 10th cl. To make or be green.

q4 n. (-4) * A leaf. * The Pd* or betel leaf. m. (*q:) The Palda

tree, (Butea frondosa.) f. (-qf)
1 An aquatick plant, (Pistia

atratiotes.)
1 The leaf of the asafaetida (?) a. y to please, and

Un'kdiaff W, fern. ff. #fw, orqq to be or make green, aff^q.

q^TTT m. (-^:) A render of Pan leaves, a. qq, and qpc who

makes.

q^lT^F n. Living upon leaves and water for a limited

term, as a religious obligation, b. qw, and qrqF penance.

m. (-qr:)
1 A tree without apparent blossoms. 1 A tree

in general, a. qr4 a leaf, qv* a part.

qv^iW tnfn. (-1irQ Causing the falling of leaves, k. q^s leaf,

iqq to fall, aff f*q, and gqr substituted for the final.

qqviT m. (-q») a man of leaves, an effigy stuffed with leaves,

made to represent a person deceased, whose body cannot be

found, and for whom obsequial rites are performed with this

representative, i. qw, and WT a man.

f. (
,

s?t) A tree, Priyangv.

qqwrenr m. (-W:) ' A goat. * Any animal eating leaves, a. q4
a leaf, and vr&iq food.

xpSwiTlW m. (-q:) The Ktmartmga, an acid fruit
; (Averrhoa

cararobola.) a. qq a leaf, srq to be tall, aff. qrrq^.

qqvgq m. (-qj) Any wild animal lodging in the boughs of trees,

as a monkey, a sloth, a squirrel s- U’vr, and qir deer,

q^qqi f. (-WT) The belle plant, a. qw, and anrr a creeper,

q^qtf f.(-*) A tree, (Butea frondosa.) a. qw, and Tit a pe-

dicle.

arvrm f. (-WT) A hut of leaves and grass, a hermitage, a. qvr

a leaf, and arm a halL

qiqwrr mfn. (-T:*tT-<) Sleeping on leaves, i. q4,and a bed.

Wf* m. (*fq:)
' A lotus. * A summer or water house, a. T to I

delight, Un Adi aff. qfq, and WW inserted.

V1TW m. (-qt) 1 A boat * A spade or hoe. ' Single combat,

qqrqwr ro. (q:) A cloud, n. (-q) Feeding on leaves, a. q4,

a leaf, and qqvT food.

m. (-T) A Tnlati tree with few leaves,

m- (-f% :) A sort of Bui], (Ocymum sanctum,) with .mall

lea.es i. uw a leaf, <*fir to go, (beautiful,) aff.

vffat m. (-iff)
1 A tree.

1 Tie Bute* ftondota. i- tfft « leaf,

aff. TfW-

n. (-at) A but of learet, the reaidence of holy anchorets,

• hermitage, t. tea leaf, and a hut.

^ r. 1st cl. (tA#) To fart-

m . (.^) * A quantity of hair. • A fart, a V to nonrisb, K
Un idi air., or TA to fart, aff. <«nr.

trntn. (-T) A fart, farting, a. qq to fart, aff. WT.

T$ r. 1st cl (qqfw) To go, to move.

q$ n. (-4)
' A house. * Young grass. * A wheel chair, or one on

which a cripple can move about, s. y to be pleased, Un'Adi

aff. q, or to go, aff. qq.

WT* m. (•<*:) A medicinal plant with bitter leaves, (apparently

the Oldenlandia biflora, though the Hindi name Pdpar is

also applied to the Gardenia laiifolia, Rox.)f. (-z^i A thin crisp

cake made of any pulse. • A red aluminous earth, apparently

a sort of Bol, brought from Surdi ot Surdtkira. a. T$ to

go, and qT Un'idi aff.

m. (-«:) Bdellium.

T$flqr m. (-q:) ' The sun. * Fire. • A piece of water, a. y to

nourish, ^qq; Un'idi aff, the root repeated,

qfwq mf. A cripple that moves about by the aid of a

chair or cradle, s. qw a chair, Ac. aff. qw.

qr r. 1st cl (qqfq) To go, to move.

q^f* m. (-q:) A bed. a. qft; about, qfqr to go, aff, qq; also K
being optionally changed to V, qqoV-

qqj^a^fT n. (-wf> Binding a cloth round the kneesrthighs,

and back, as seated on the haras, a. qrfo. und TTT bind-

ing-

n. (*q) Wandering about, roaming, a. qf?T about, qqq
going.

qi^ia m. (-If:) Asking, inquiring, a qfq severally, qq
according to, qr* fitness.

TUJWT m. (-wi) ' Limit, term, boundary, extent. • End, termina-

tion, close, n. (-Vflj) Far, (limitative,) as fqqiffqj or fqqqiffWT,

bow much, how far. a. qft, and qq end.

qtjwpg f. (-^:) Ground contiguous to the skirts of a river or

mountain, &c. a. qfr about, term, inearth.

mfn. Limitative, boundary, confining,

a. q iff41, and JSB what stays.

qtffWffarff mfn. (-H:*iTT-if) Bounding, confining, a. Tiffn, and

ftOTT placed.

V<4f*q€T f. (-T7) Loss of all good qualities, depravity, a. qfk

completely, end, aff.

m. (.^:)
1 A name of Lsnaa. • A thunder cloud. • Th*

muttering of clouds, a. qq to sprinkle, Un'Adi aff, q
substituted for q ; it is also read qahq.

qqfq m. (»q:)
1

Contrariety, opposition. Irregular or inverted

order. * Neglect of enjoined or customary observances,

a. qft improperly, q|q to go or be, aff.

qi£qq n. (-q) A horse’s saddle or housings, a. qft: about,

qpqq going.

qiffsTTT n. (*^) Bnd, conclusion, a. qfk, and qra^TT cud.

qzffrfffq mfn. (-q*.-WT*W) Finished, completed, concluded, a. qft,

and qrqfq«f ended.

qjqTt&T f. (-WI) Opposition, contradiction, a. qfk opposition,

qTWr staying, station.

qtffTWTq mfn. (-?n*qt-«) Opposing, obstructing, opposed to or

against, m. (-Tfl) An antagonist, an opponent, an enemy, a.

qfk against, TT before WT to stand or be, aff. qv|.

quiaiJJIW n. (-vi) Opposition, resistance, contradiction, a. qf^

against, qpnjnq being, standing.

mfn. (-V-TT-tf) Opposed to, siding with an enemy,

a. qft adverse, qrqf\u*f staying.

mfn. Filled or suffused with tears, a. qfc and

^ . a tear.
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wor-tffSH mfn. (-‘•ft-aff-ud) Surrounded, invested. a. qf?:, and

W*JT** stopped.

qtjwqxwq n. (-Wj Surrounding, investing, z. qfr, and

obstructing.

xfqpTW n. (-^)
1 Casting, sending. * Patting off or away. e. qJr,

and Wfq to throw, ^9JZ aff.

(-HPi-^Rrt-^Pf) 1 Cioing forth, issuing * Investing,

oversetting. * Scattering, z. qfr before to throw, rr* aff.

tnisi mfn. (-q| -HT-li)
1 Fallen, descended, alighted. * Thrown

down or off. • Overturned, upset.
4 Struck, killed. * Dis-

missed. laid aside. * Bound. *. qf* round, &c. wrqt thrown.

qujfoj» l f. (-RFT) A bed. a. about, to be, aff. fall, and IPI

added.

qtflryw mfn. (-«r:-wi-W) Agitated, anxious, a. xjf^, and

agitated.

ipiT*unt mfn. (-uni-vrutt qnr) Dropping, falling, a. x*fc and^TT

before JP* to fall,w aff.

mfn. (-’W-wif-wi) Sipped, (ns water, to rince the mouth

whilst eating ) r. qfc, and sipped.

^gji n. (-si > A saddle, a pack-saddle or cloth serving for one-

a. qfk about, T« to go, form irr.

qohl mfn. (•Vt-HT-li)
1 Obtained, gained. * Able, adequate

• All, complete, entire, enough, sufficient, n, adit, (-if) * Wtl

ling, readily. * Ably, powerfully. * Satisfactorily. * Unwil-

lingly. a. before WTU to acquire, aff. *.

qdltqviT* mfn. (-Ht-ilT-Jf) Possessing or enjoying a sufficiency.

B. qiflTF, and WTfl enjoyment.

xp£rfg f. (-fr) ' Willingness, readiness. * Obtaining, acquiring.

‘ Satisfaction, repletion, satiety.
4
Entirenesa, fulness, suffi-

ciency. 1 Adequacy, competency, fitness.
4 Discrimination I

or distinction of objects according to their natural properties.

’ Preserving, guarding. ' Warding off a blow. t. xyfq exceed-

ing, xqrfir obtaining. •

qqfTW m. (-W:) * Order, arrangement, regular and methodical

disposal or succession. * Manner, kind. * Opportunity,

occasion.
4 Manufacture, preparation, artificial production.

• Property of substances, as bitter, cooling, fkc.
4 Generic

or specific character. 1 Comprehensiveness, aggregation.

• The text of a vocabulary, or the order of the synonyms

for any term. a. xrfr successively, Hjtr to go or proceed,

aff. wm.

*a,’nnrxt«r n-l-vi) Alternate deeping and watching, a. xranq

order, sleeping.

qt&rqni n. ( "d) Food that should have been given to some one

eUe, as that ofa Sudra to a Brahman, Ac. a. q»frrq, and *n
food.

qtVtwirqTT n. (-^) Looking round or abont. 1 Considering,

deliberating. • Knowing, recognising, t xrfr, and before

urr* to see, aff. xqw.

qajTO m. (-W:) Inverted order or position, e, qft bafore qpi to

bo, aff. qwr.

TOPUT ra, (•*:) ' Conveying, taking. * A load. • A yoke.
4 Storing hay or grain. • An ewer, a pitcher, k. Wl^ and WTV
before to take, aff.

6 p

q^yiw mfn. (-T:-¥T Afflicted, sorrowful, regretting, b. qft",

and unhaopy.

n - M) Debt, r xjft severally, over, to go,

aff. as*.

q^Sffqi mfn. (-qr-qrr-qi) ‘ Prohibited, objected to, (as a cere-

mony.) * Excepted, excluded, e. qfc and before ^qq to

be, n aff.

qqjqtq m. (-q:) A prohibitive rule or precept, c. xjfic and

before V? to throw or be, aff. qxq
;
also qdjqTqsf.

n. (-aj)
1 Joining in or concurrence with any act of re-

verence. • Service, worship, b. xrfc, and qxjrwqr worship.

qsuqTxftq mfn. (-qt-qr-q) Seated or sitting upon. a. qfic and

,rq before qrcqlq tested.

qajg mfn. f-TT:-lTT-li > Sown. * Set as a gem in a ring. ». xrf^

before srq to sow, aff. n.

qi&fqq mfn. (-ip in-lT) Stale, not fresh, t. qft about, qq to

abide, aff. yg.

qt^Tnit I fqq m. (-uft) The eater of stale viands, who will be

regenerated as a maggot or worm. a. q<qlV?r stale, HrfsPT

who eats.

q^BWT f. (-wt) ' Kesearch, investigation of duty by reasoning.

* Search, inquiry in general, e. qfx; severally, qq to go,

with qq. ami TPt aff*.

q^ r. 1st cl. (rifw) To fill.

xiM^r n. (-^) The knee. *. xp*t for qqq a joint, aff. qr*r.

qMqjfrq m. A Brahman who performs ceremonies for

hire out of season, e. xpq. ami qrfficq who makes.

xpiJlifqq m. (-ifl) A man who associates with his wife on fes-

tival or holy days. e. qs^, and qrfqq who goes.

qiqfwqT f. (-qrc) Specks with pain on the edge of the cornea of

the eye. *. q4q, and IPT added -

t
also xr^twl wt.

xp4?t in. (-W:)
1 A mountain, a hill. * A tree,

4A sort of potherb.

4 A kind of fish, (Siluras pabda, Haw.) * One of the divine

Rlthit, a friend and rival of Narida, and mentioned in the

Mahabhdrat. e. vrk to fill, Un'fidi uff.

xp^^nrr'ir m. (-ft)A raven, r. xpwtr a mountain, and arrqr a crow,

^xsrfpsr rufn. (-«f'-WT-W) Mountain, mountain-born. f. (-aiij A

river, k. xr4it a mountain, and V| born.

xpk7TWTf°i| mfn. (-^t-f^t-P?) Living, &c. in the mountains,

f, (-aft)
1 A name of Deaa(. * The Gayatri. jc. xp^?r, and

arrf’B’W who dwells.

xpflmrnnn f. (“?!?) The earth, e. a mountain, and ^TiwiT

a receptacle or stay.

m. (-t^O A name of Indra. k. a mountain, and

enemy.

xpcsTTipt ra. (-*:) A cloud, e. xr^*T a mountain, and ^rnm
asylum.

tpiTyr,3* mfn. Mountaineer, living, &c. in mountains,

m. (-^:) A fabulous animal, the Sarabha. e. xp^W, and

abode.

XTMfftX! mfn. (-if:-Wr*^ Mountainous, mountaineer, Ac. e. xp^if

a mountain, v aff.

xfsjfw nx -N:) 'he moon. e. xpu a day of the month, and fig

who has.
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qqq n. (•«*) ' A knot, ajoint in a cane or body, flic. ’ A name

given to certain days in the lunar month, as the full and

change of the moon, and the 8 th and I -1th of each half

month. s
Particular periods of the year, as the equinox, sol-

stice, &c. 4 The moment of the sun's entering a new sign.

• A festival, a holy day. * Opportunity, occasion. T A chap-

ter, a book, the division of a work. 1 A moment, an instant.

a. ^ to fill or please, Un'ddi aff.fM.

q syyaft £ (-aft) A plant, also called Rumaduti, r, q®$ a joint,

and q«T a flower.

^4v« 1T| f. (-HT)
1 Preparations for an assembly or festival.

’ Joining, uniting.
1 Completion of a festival, s. q1^ a festi-

val, and q*qr completion.

q*5qrfq m. (-fq:) A cane or reed, the sugarcane, fltc. e. qxfr a

joint, and ^llfq place of produciion. *

qqf^w n .
(-W) A festival, &c. : see TR$q.

qx$qq m. (-qz) The pomegranate, s. qq ajoint, and qq
what grows.

m. (-fair) The full and change of the moon, the junc-

tion of the 15th and 1st of a lunar fortnight, or the precise

moment of the full and change of the moon, e. qxq a join-

ing of the month, and qfhr union.

qqTqfq m. (*fq:) A peculiar period, the end of a Parva, Ac.

t. q»f as above, and qqfq limit.

qf&$q m. (-W:) A sort of fish, (Silurus pabda, Ham.)

tnj ». (-V) An axe, a hatchet, a. tre an enemy, 'U to de-

stroy, Un Adi aff. ‘J. dcriv. irr. or wn to touch, changed to

q, and ipr Un'Adi aff. ;
also trrij.

qqjqn f. (-Iff) A rib. i. 1 to fill, to complete, TjE off. and

qq added.

qijqifw m. (-fwi:) A name of Gan'As'a. e. qij an axe, and qrfq

the hand, holding an axe in one hand,

xnfrtra m. (-«!:) The first of three Ramab, being thejsixth sfvatdr

of Ymix'u, as the son of the Muni Jamadaoni. E. 1HQ an

axe, and VT*t Kama j
also qTTJTTq.

m. (-q:) An axe, a hatchet.

qq r. I st cl (q^flf) ‘To be kind or affectionate to. ‘To be

midst.

vi-% f- (-wtj or -qq) An assembly, an audience. E. qq to please,

Un'iidi aff. also qftq^.

qxiTw m. (-q:) An assistant at an assembly, a spectator, &c»

b. qq^ as above, qqtq aff.

qq r. 1st cl. (qqfil) To go, to move.

qq n. (-qi)
1 A weight of gold or silver equal to four Karthas

or 5at>rrnas . also of four or of eight Tolas, or in common use,

of three Tolas, two Mashas, and eight Pettis. * A moment,

the sixtieth part of an Indian hour. 1 Flesh, m. (-of:) Straw

after threshing, &c. e. qq to go, to move, aff. qq.

qvrqrr m. (-*:) Blood, b. qq flesh, and qrv; what oozes.

qw*«a m. (-a*:) A bricklayer, a plasterer, e. qq flesh ormor-

tar, compared to it, and apq a mark or spot.

mi1* mfn. Timid, fearful, frightened, e. qq flesh,

q* to go, aff. qqr, whose flesh shrinks with fear,

m. Bile. x. qqr flesh, qr what makes.

qqi^* m. ( V)
1 A Rdhhasa, an imp or goblin, mf (-q*.-qr)

The Bdellium tree. f. (-qi) * A plant, (Ruellia longifolia.)

• The ichneumon plant : see nqrr. 4 The Palds tree, (Butea

frondosa.)
4 Lac, the animal dye. 4 A creeper: we^ro.

b. qq flesh, and qrq what injures, aff. qq.

qqwt £ (-W1) The mid-day shadow of a gnomon, when the sun

is in the equinoctial points.

qwq m. (.q:f A snare or basket of wicker work for catching

fish, e, qq flesh, and IT to get, aff. q.

qqq n. (-q) ‘ Flesh. ’Mud, mire, clay. * Oil-cake or sesamum

seed. m. (*q:) A Rdkshota, a goblin or imp. . qqr to go,

Un adi aff. ^?q; or qq flesh, and qtl to gel, aff. qr.

qqiqqc m. (-XT:) Bile. e. qqq flesh, mv: heat,

qqqfqq m. (-q:) A raven, e. qqq, anti fqq fond of.

qqrwrirq m. (q:) Swelled neck, bronchocele. b. qqrqr flesh,

qtqrq asylum.

qqrifq m. (-fa:) Bile, the bilious humour, e. qqi flesh, qfa

fire.

qqrf m. (t*) The G angelic porpoise, b. qqr flesh, ant to go or

get, aff. q.

qqifSE m. (-«!:) An onion, a. qqr to preserve, (from disease,)

q« aff.

qqrrq mf. (*q:-qT) A Rdhhasa, male or female. *. qq flesh,

qq w ho eats
j
also qqnqq mf. (-q:-sft )

qwjq m. (-q:)
1 A halter. 4 An elephant's temples.

qqtrqqT f. (-qi) A collyriuro : see }«qi.

qqnqq n. (-q) Flight, retreat. *. q^T from, qqq going, q

changed to q.

qqjWiq mfn. (-q:-qT-q) Running away. t. qTT before qq
to go, qiqq aff.

qqrqqqrrqw mfn. (»q:-qr-#) Fugitive, b. qirrqq, and qrrqw

addicted to.

• qqrifqw mfn. (-q:-qT-W) Defeated, flown, run away, retreated.

e. qqiiqq flying, qqq off, or qq to go, aff. q, in the causal

form.

qqrrq mn. (-q:-q‘) Straw, e. qqr to go, Un'idi aff. qnqrq.

qqTWiqrq^ m. ( q:) The mango tree. k. qqrq straw, Krqq
wishing, requiring straw for manure, or from the fruit being

sometimes ripened in straw.

qqrnr mfn. (-qt-^t-q) * Green. • Unfeeling, unmerciful, cruel,

n. (-q*) A leaf. m. (-q:) 1 A tree bearing red blossoms, (Butea

frondosa.) ’ A demon, a goblin. 4 A sort of Curcuma, (C-

reclinata, Rox )
4 Ancient Jlehdr or Magad'ka. f. (vt) 4 Lac.

* A kind of creeper, e. qq going, or flesh, qq to spread,

to cat, &c. aff. qw or qq.

qqrqqr m. (-q:)
1 Curcuma reclinata. ’The Palos' tree, s.fq

added to the preceding. '

qqtqiqf m. Asafoetida.

qqnqrqr f. (*qr) Ajwacn : sec rarqqT.

qqnfqq m. (-^|) ' A tree in general 1 A goblin. 4 A sort of

Mimusop;*, (M. kauki, Rox.) e. xi^nq a loaf, xfq »ff.

qfqtft f. (-#t) ' An old or greyheaded woman. * A cow with

calf. b. qfqq grty hair, all. ^\q, andq substituted forq;

sec qfqq.
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*fvr* m. {-*:)
1 A gloss vessel. * A water pot. * The gate way

of a building. * A wall. a. *fr completely, ** to injure, *
substituted for the radical, and V changed to * : see vfOf.

*f** mfn. (-TTz-'JTMfit'Tf) Greyhaired, old. m.(-*:) An old man.

t (-ITT) An old woman, n. (-if)
1 Greyness of the hair. * Much

or ornamented hair. ' Heat, burning. 4 Mud, mire. * Ben-

zoin. a. TO to go, (towards death,) Un'adi off. %, or TO
flesh, Ac. and *7r*aff.

TOW ni. (-W) A bedstead. *. see TOT. V being changed to*.

**]** n. (-*:) A saddle, a pack-saddle, c. *fr before ***
going, V changed to *.

Vlf r. I Oth cl. (*«TO*f*) 1 To cut. * To purify
\
also written

TO* and ***, &c.

TO* r. 1 Oth el (TOE**f*) ' To cut,
1 To purify

j
also TO*

and q-HI 1*.
3

TO r. 1st cl (TOfH) To go.

TO m. (-*:) A large basket, or matted shed used for keeping

corn, Ac. f. (-it) * A small Tillage. ' A city, or rather an affix

to words forming the name of a town
j
it is especially used

in the Dfkhm, as in Trichinopoly or Tru'tra-palU, Ac. * A small

house lizard. * A creeping plant, a. to to go, a(T. *r* - also

with T^aff. *f*

TO* mo. (-W.-Vf) ' A sprout, a shoot, the extremity of a branch

bearing new leaves. * A branch. * Spreading, expansion.

* A wood. • The red dye of lac. • Love, the sentiment or

passion. T A catamite. * A bracelet. • Unsteadiness, moral

or physical k. the foot, *^t© cut or break, ** aff,

TO TO in. (-*:)
1 The paramour of a harlot. * A kind of Ash,

(Cyprinus dendculatus.) 4 A catamite, a. TO* love, and

TO aff.

**** m. (-*:) The sitoku tree. i. TOW, and
^ a tree.

qwatx m. (-TO A deer, i- TO* a ahoot, ** 10 cmt * **•

TOPTOPC m. (-*:) A branch, a. *** a sprout, and *r*r^

receptacle.

TOpn* m. (•*:) KamadAvs. a. to* a sprout or blossom, and

qw a weapon.

TOfTO mfn. Amorous, desirous, a. **v passion,

TO aff.
.

TOf1!* mfn. (-*:-*T-*)
1 Having new sprouts. * Spread, ex-

tended. lu. (-*!) The red dye of the lac insect, a. TO* a

sprout, Ac. T** aff-

**f<** in. ( A tree. a. TO* a sprout, aff.

*1* f. ( i*0 1 A small village. • Any village. * A house. 4 A

number of houses. 4 Any place or station. 4 A house lizaxd

:

see TO and TOt.

*f*4 T f- (-'<!) A lizard, b. TOt, and ** added.

VTTO mn. (-*:-*) A small pond. a. TO to go, Un'Adi aff. V*.

TOTOPli* m. (-*;) A tortoise, a. a pond, and *T*T* abode.

** <n. (-*0
1 Winnowing corn. * A marsh. 4 Air, wind. 4 Puri-

fication, purity. n. t-^) Cow-dung. a. to purify, aff. *q.

TO* mfn. (-**;*#•**) Pure, purifying, a. x^to be pure,

WW aff.

TO* mfn. (•*n*sfT**) Pare, clean, m. (-*:)
1
Air, wind, physical

or personified, as a deity.
1 Winnowing grain. * The domes-

q-fa

f

tic fire. n. (•*)
1 A potter's kiln. • Water. * Purifying, puri-

* fication. a. ^ to be or make pure, aff. m or sj*.

TO**Tf* m. (-fo) * One of KrTshnVs friends and advisers.

* Wr
ind, os affected morbidly, or rheumatism, &c. a. to*, and

wrf* sickness.

TO*IW* m. (-W.) 1 Hanuman, the monkey hero. • Fire. a. TO*
wind, (the deity,) and *rm* son.

to*tw m. (-*:) A kind of grain, (Andropogon soccharatus.)

10*1* m. (-*:) A snake, a. to* wind, and **r who eats.

TO*r** m. (-*:) A snake, a. TO* wind, and *sr* food.

*1*1*11* m. (-*:)
1 Gamda, the bird and vehicle of Vishnu.

* A peacock, a. TO*T** a snake, and ** who eats
; feed-

ing on the serpent race.

TO*T*W mfn. (-*:-*T-*) ' Shaken by the wind. * Rheumatic.

*. TO*, and *r** struck.

to** m. (-*t
) A large kind of Nimb tree.

TO*t»JW m. {-*:) The PttnuA tree : see to* k. TO* air, *p*

water, and t* born.

q TO t * m(n.(*l.-114f) Purifying, m. (-*:)
1 Air, wind. * House-

hold fire. a. i£* to purify,*!** aff

TOWl*i«* m. (-*:) The householder's perpetual fire. a. ***T*,

and *im* son

TOTH f. (*T) A whirlwind, a. ^ to purify, *T* Un'fidi aff.

*f* m. (.fit:) The thunderbolt of In ora. e. u to purify. Un'adi

•fT.

rrfrnr mfn. (-TP m u') Purified, cleansed n. (-Tf) Black pepper.

«. 'Jto purify, w aff.

ufsr* mfn. (WT-*|W) Purifying, clean*ing. *. u to purify,

•n »fT.

afbst mfn. (-T-atT-w) ‘ Pure, clean, purified physically or mor-

rally. * Who or what cleans or purifies, fee. n. ( d) * Sacri-

ficial grass, (Poa cynosuroides.) * Copper. ’ Water. * Rain.

* Rubbing, cleansing. * The vessel in which an Argha or

libation or oblation is presented. ' The Jirahmimcal cord.

* G’Aee. * Honey. '• A couple of Kttw leaves a span long,

used at sacrifices to present offerings upon, or to sprinkle

Gkec, fte. *' A'usa gnus used to clean or purify C,kee used in

a sacrifice.
11 A ring of Kata grass worn on the fourth fin-

ger on some occasions. " A test or Maatra of the / Vdor.

•» Any divinity, as Ag*i, &c. f. (-wr)
1 Holy basil, (Ocymum

sanctum.) * The name of a river, a little to the north-west of

I/arittwdr

;

the Fabar. * The twelfth of the light fortnight

of Arden's, a festival in honour of Vishn b. k. W to purify,

aff. It
srftrwsr n. f-ti) Packthread, or a rope or net made of it. i. ufra

pure, arw aff.

ttfaviyjitw n. (-VT) ' Investiture with the BrabminicaJ cord.

* Investing the image of Kahmns with it. on the twelfth of

the light fortnight of Srdeaa o. e. vfvv> andWTTnm placing.

n. (-») The putting of the Brabmhucal cord on

imagea of Deans on the eighth of the light half of Sratm or

Athurh. a. srfrw, and ’RlVtk'l mounting,

nftfwff mfn. ( rr-ffl-ff) Clean, pure, tiiteraUyor metaphorically.)

a. tifaw purifying, ^IT^aff.
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iff !rf *! n. ( if) ' Purifict^Hl, cleansing. * The instrument

or means of purifying. £. iff!, and Iff making, fi aug^

ment.

iffilin mfn. Purified, cleansed, e. iff l, and

!PT made, fi augment.

r. |at cl. r. 10th cL(qrinf! !*!<!) ’ To l>iud,

to fetter. * To knot or tie. • To go, to move. * To hinder or

obstruct. * To touch.

TIT! mfn. (-!:-!!-!) 1

Fit or advantageous for cattle, (meadow,

pasturage, &c.) * Possessed of cauls, e. HI. and !! afT.

HI m. (-70:)
1 An animal in general, a beast. • A goat. * A

aubordinate deity, and one of Siva's followers. * Any living

being. 1 A sacrifice, an oblation. * The divine soul of the

universe. * The glomerous fig tree, iud. See, behold. *. fit

to -see, T! substituted, and Un'idi all.

HPTT f. (-ITT) Any small animal. !*J, aod V! dim in. off.

f ufllT f. (-IT) Copulation, coition, a. 1TJ an animal, and

fllT action.

!Iif lilt f. ( !f) A parody of the holy verse of the / V«f«#, whia-

pered into the car of an animal about to be sacrificed.

e. HJ, and JfTlrift the fruyfl/n.

njlTTf n. (-if) Slaughter of animals for sacrifice, kc. e. HJ>
and IT! killing.

1X!T f. (-IT) The condition or nature of an animal, bestiality,

brutality, «. !H added to Hf-

HG* n. (-ft) * Sacrifice of an animal. • Nature of an animal.

K. !U, and If aft’.

m. (-«:)
1 Action or property of animals. 9 Promiscu-

ous cohabitation. 9 The marrying of widows, e. xnj, and

HI office.

VJQlfiT m. (-fir) A name of S'iva. k. nj living creature, and

if! the master, the creator, or preserver -

} or nj S iva's

attendant, and if! master
;
or according to one legend, xnj

an animal, which every deity acknowledged himself to be

before ids lord and master Siva, when they solicited him to

destroy the .4sura Tkipcka.

HJ!!*! n. (-!) A fragrant grass, (Cyperua rotundus.)

HJ!T!r m. (-H*-) A herdsman, e. nj, and ITU who cherishes.

HJ!T!r! n. (-W) Tending or rearing cattle, a. HJ, and IT!!!

protecting.

nj’ri^r C-9*) Driving cattle, a. uj » beast, Sr* sending.

1U!T! m. (-!:) Sacrifice of animals, a nj, and if! sacrifice.

HIT!! n. (-!t) Tending cattle. *. HI. and til preserving.

HJi.fl! m. ( #t) A herdsman, a shepherd, e. HI, and

who guards.

m. (-^:) A string or tie for fastening cattle, a HI
an animal, and 3! a rope.

HJTT! m. (-W;) A lion. i. HI a beast, and TTW sovereign.

HITT!! n. (•!) The hair of an animal, a. HJ, and Cl!! hair

of the body.

HUH! mfn. (-it-iT-W) Produced by an animal, (fleah, honey,

butter, &c.) e. HL and fn product.

HlxflndT f. The hog plum. s. HI an animal, HtlHfl
myrobalan.

0 ] sfaj

!!!’*! n. (-W) Sacrifice of animals, e. nj, and hj oblation.

HT! »W. Alter, afterwards, behind, westward, k. Hr con-

sidered as a substitute for HIT, and irf! off.

HTlT! m. (-!:) Repentance. £. HTI! afterwards, im
sorrow.

HTTl mfn. (-*J:-$T-!) 'Iltc remaining half or part of any thing.

p- !! for HIT. aud Hi a part.

if!! mfn. ( !:-!T-iJj
1 West, western, 9 Behind, after, mf.

(-!:-!!) The region of Vauuw'a, the west. e. nn! behind,

and aff.
j Hindus in their prayers, usually facing the

cast, and consequently having the west behind them.

!W hid. An exclamation of wonder or admiration, (1®, be-

hold, see.) e. nr to see, deriv. inr.
j also and HI

!1! mfn. ( Ig. -ur-ur) Who or what sees. a. HE for nr to

see, ir alT.

!W! mfn. (-W! W!T W!) * Looking, seeing. 9 Remarking, con-

sidering. f. (-HI) A harlot, a courtesan, a. n? to»cc,!(iff.

of tlic present participle, and root irr.

!i!!! iud. Visibly, in sight, f. and wfa aff.

!W!nrr m. (-T:) A thief, a pilferer, but one who steals in pre-

sence of the parties, and proverbially applied to the gold-

smith, Ac. P-. TOn! in presence of, and H who takes.

HTT^T! n. <-!) Sacrifice or offering of animals, e. ni> and

HH^l! oblation.

HTHTT m. (•!?) Worship of Devi. e. Hf. And HTHTT intfitut-

cd observance.

Hr. 10th cl (!mrfw H!f!) 1 To,bind, lo tie.
9 To move.

* To oppose, to hinder. * To touch.

Hr. 1st and 10th els. (!!f!-W !THf! H!f!) J To bind, to

fetter, to tie, to string. 9 To touch. 9 To oppusc, to obstruct,

to hinder. * To go, to move. 9 To injure or kill (x) !f!
r. 1st and iOth da. (Hfir xr!!f!) To annul, to annihilate or

destroy.
* , XhHU n. (-W) A house. E. !*< to collect, H! prefixed, derir.

irr.

HT! m. (-!) The name of one of the degraded Kskelriya racej

sentenced by Sauaka to wear beard*, perhaps a Partiiiam.

!fHHT f. (•!!) A plant, (Pistia atrmtiotes.)

qiU mfn. (-!|:-1gT-li) Linear, in or by line, or row. r. vfn a
liue, ufT H!

!T!! m. (-!:) Rock or fossile salt. k. !tgr dust, and !¥ aff.

m. (-XX :
)

' Dust. 9 Manure. 9 Landed property, e. qf! to

hind, Uu'adi off. y ,
also qt$-

!TO!T f. (-!T)
1 A mensr/uoua woman. * A fragrant plant,

(Pandanus odoratissimus.)

qhBOT’tt! n. (-!) Sulphuret of iron. e. !Hi dost, and !T!fa
the same.

qrjJV#l £ (-tfl) A princip^ road. *. rrtXT du,t, ). a heap,

n. (-W) A bibnk lease, a title deed, one not made out ia

any person's uamc. k. !;^x landed property, f[! a mound,

(as it were.)

!iTnr*Tm. <-X :) Huil. e. !tu dust, level space.

T<U'!9T! m. (-!:) A name of S'lVA. r. Xfinj dust,

SanduL ,
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qfiiqim m, («qt)
1 A tent. * A bank overgrown with Durba

grass.
*
Praise. 4 A heap of dust. • A small cucumber, a. qtxi

dust, Var a cAorri.

qtnq n. (-q) Salt extracted from soil, rock or fossile salt.

*. qftj dust, q born.

mnpi n. (•*) A potherb, (Chenopodium album.) e. qrc dust,

and qq leaf.

qhQqqq m. (-sr:) A channel or basin for water, near or about

the root of a tree. e. qfaj dust, and q^q destroying. ,

qh^W m. (-q:) A cripple : see qtqqfqq.

qtTJT m. (-qt) 1 A gudfly. * A cripple carried or moving about

in a chair, e. qfao dust, and qi to get, W or q alT.

qfljur mfn. (-q: qi-qi) Dusty, covered or spotted with dust.

m. (-q»:)
1 A name of S'iva. * One of S’iya's weapons i a sort

of pole armed at the upper end with transverse pieces, repre-

senting the breastbone and ribs adjoining, and surmounted

by a skull also qqiff. * A paramour, a gallant. 4 A kind of

tree, (Ciesalpinia bonducella.) f. (-wt)
1 An unchaste woman.

* A woman during menstruation. * The earth, s. qfrj dust,

qq alT.

qlTjq q m. (-q:) A shower or fall of dust. e. qfij, andqq rain,

giro mfn. (-q:-qr-qj ’ Contemptible, vile. * Vitiating, spoil-

ing. k. qfq to destroy, qq aff.

qfqq rofn. (-q:-qr-x|)
1 Contemptible, wicked, bad, infamous.

• Vitiating, spoiling, destructive, a. qfq to destroy, aff. «E7*

qfa m. (*q:) • Dust. * Manure, e. qfq to bind, &c., aff. f

,

also qhQ.

qt r. 1st cl (frffq) To drink, r. 2nd cl. (qjfq) To cherish, to

nourish, to protect or preserve.

qimfn.( qi: qT: xf)
1 Who drinks. * Who protects or cherishes,

t. qr to drink, Ac. fqrq a£T.

qiqr m. (-qr:)
1 Maturity, natural or artificial, as the state of

being cooked or ripened. * Cooking, dressing food. 4 A ves-

sel in which any tiling is dressed, a saucepan, a boiler, &c.

4 Digestion, assimilation of food. 4 Suppuration, ripeness of

a boil. * Greyness of the hair.
1 General panick, or the sub-

version of a country. • Fear. • An owl. 14 The name of a

demon, mf. (-q:-qrr) The young of animals, e. qq to be or

become ripe, aff. qq, or qT to nourish, Un adi aff. qq.

qrwirqi m. (-H:) The Caronda tree, (Carissa carondas.) e. qnr

ripening, iq black
;
bearing a black fruit when ripe

;
also

other similar compounds, as qrfiJRaoTiwr, qqqrar, Ac.

qrqq mfn. (-q:-qi-qj Produced by cooking, maturing, Ac.

n. (•«!) ’ Black salt. * Flatulence. s. qiq, and qr born,

qiqqiq n. (-xi) A cooking utensil, a boiler, Ac. e. qrq, and

qrq a vessel.

xnqxr#t f. (*^t) A potter's kiln. a. qrqr backing, qq to heap,

aff. qr and ¥tq.

qrqqqr m. (-qi:) The Caronda. e. qTqr ripe, qrq fruit, (black,

understood :) see qrqqqqq , also q-qqpiifiqr, qqqrq, &c.

qTqxtTq n. (-qj A culinary utensil, s. qrqr, and qrq a vessel

qrwwqj m. (-HP) Fish sauce, e. qrq cooking, qqi fish,

qrqrqq in, (-q:) An oblation offered on building a house, libe-

rating a bull, Ac. or a religious rile of four kinds, oblation

6 Q

to the Viswadevas, offerings to the spirits, the permanent

obsequial riles, and hospitality, s. qrq*, and qq sacrifice
;
the

distribution of food being part of each of these ceremonies,

qrqqfsrqr m. (-q:) The performer of the ceremony called

Pdkayajnyn. t. qiqqq, aff. qq.

viqrqM n. (-q) Hie leaf of the Laurus cassia, b. qiqr cooking,

rf to colour, aff. W«r.
<* -

qiqrai mfn. (-q:-qi-q*) ' Producing maturity. 4 Suppurative,

producing suppuration in a boil. n. (-qi) A sort of Costus, (C.

speciosus.) tn. (-H*) Fever in an elephant, t (-til) A sort of

cucumber, (C. utilatissinius.) b. qrqr ripeness, qrr to get,

aff. q.

qrqfl! m. (-f%t) A sort of plant, (Bauhinia Candida.)

qrqnrrqrT f. (*qr) A kitchen, r. qiqr cooking, qrqrr a hall,

qiqrqrqsr m. (-q:) Indha. e. qrq a demon, qrqq ruling, over-

coming.

qrqqrqfxr ro. (-fxp) The son of Jndra. k. qiqqtqq Indra, xq
aff. of descent.

qrqnjWT f. ( ITT) Chalk, e. qTqr cooking, burning, TJW white,

qrqiprq n. (-q) A kitchen, t. qTqr cooking, HJiq a place,

qrfqrxt mfn. (-q:-xn-q) Cooked, dressed, ripened, naturally or

artificially, e. qrq cooking, qqfxrq aff.

qrxjq m. (-q:) a cook. e. qq to cook, Un adi aff. wqq.

qiW mfn. (-qr.-qsrr-qq) What may or is to be cooked, matured,

Ac. n. (-qi) Bitloben, a medicinal salt, impregnated with iron,

m. (-qr:) Nitre, saltpetre, e. qq to cook, aff. q?r.

qrq mfn. (-q:-qVxtf) 1 Belonging to a half month. * Relating

to a side or party, Ac. k. qq, and qw aff.

qTqrqq? mfn. (-qr-^-xi) Belonging to or occurring in a Paktha

or fortnight, Ac. e. qq half month, 6ic. and qq aff

qriqqr mfn. (-q:-xft-q) Belonging to a bird, to a fortnight, to an

argument, Ac. m. (-q:)
1 A fowler, a bird catcher. * An alter-

native. k. qq a fortnight, or qfqq a bird, all. arq

qiqx* m. (-«: ) A heretick, a heterodox Htndu, adopting the

exterior marks of the classes, but not respecting the ordi-

nances of the Vida*. a. qT for qrq what nourishes, (man-

kind, as virtue may be said to do,) and qfq to subvert or

destroy, aff. qxij also qiqq.

qifff m. {-fffO A Brahman who is or may be worthy to eat in

a respectable society at sacrifices, Ac. a. xjfq an assembly,

and qq aff.

qiqq mfn. (-q:-qr-q)
1 What produces maturity. *What cooks

or dresses. * Digestive, tonic, what effects digestion, n. (-qr)

The bile which assists in digestion, m. (-q;)
1
Fire. 4 A

cook. e. qq to ripen or concoct, qq aff.

qrqqqit f. (-¥?!) A she cook. a. qiqq cooking, q?l a woman,

qiqq mfn. (-q.-Xpt-xr)
1 What cooks or ripens, Ac. 4 Digestive.

1 Suppurative, n.(-q) 1 A medicinal preparation, an infusion,

* a decoction, Ac. of various drugs, chiefly carminatives or

gentle stimuli given to bring the vitiated humours in fever,

Ac. to maturity, a sort of diet drink. * Penance, expiation,

m. (-q:)
1

Fire. * Acidity, sourness, f. (-ift) A sort of myro-

balan, (Terminalia cbcbula.) b. qq to dress, in the causal

form, oil'.
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XTXVXr m. (XT) 1 Borax, n. (-w) A sort of diet drink : sec the

last. b. xx to mature, (metals,) in the causal form, ngz aff.,

and xrat added.

XTXX n. (-xi) Cooking, maturing, m. (XI:)
1
Fire. * Wind. *A

thing dressed or matured without the aid of fire. * Whatever

ripens, cooks, causes digestion, &c. (c. w in the causal form,

^STXaff.

XTXT f. (•’XT) Cooking, maturing, i. XX to cook, causa] v. XX
and XfX affs.

vrrf^f f (-fx) Cooking, maturing, a. XX to cook, TXaff

Xrfxxi f. (-X7) Cooking, maturing, a. XX to cook, XX aff

XTVTff n. (-«!*.) Strength, power, s. XI to nourish . XPff* Un Adi

aff-, and XTX augment.
t

XTXX*Tix mfn. (-X*~^.wf) Relating to or part of that oblation

which is offered in five cups. e. xxxmx, q. v. x* aff.

X1XXX m. (-«*:)
1 KrTsbnYb conch. * A name of fire • Any

shell.
4 A sort of fish, commonly Carat, r. XXXX a demon,

from whose bones the shell was made, XX aff.

XI¥X*gxv m. (-X:) A came of KbYsbn'a. l. XXXX the conch,

and XT who has.

mfn. Relating or belonging to or included

in the five great ceremonies, n. (-X) Either of the five great

sacraments, a. XTXX, and XX aff.

XTXVlfxx mfn. (-*:-*Pt X) Consisting or made of the five ele-

ments. a. XX*£X. and XX aft

XTxfaxr f. (*xt) A doll, a puppet: see xrxTfxxr.

xixxfxx n, ( -w) Musical instruments in general, or of five sorts.

a. ttu- sound, and xX aft

XTXlfxx m. (-X:) A follower or rotary of S'nra.

XTXTX mfn. (X:-^-*) Belonging to, dwelling in, ruling over

&c. the country of Panchdla. m. (•W) 1 The sovereign of

Panckiil*. v The company or association of five trades, the

carpenter, weaver, barber, washerman, and shoemaker,

a. XXTX the country so called, and xx aff. Ac.

XTXifXXT f- {-XT) A doll, a puppet : sec XTXTxt

xrxr1^ f. ( -«ft)
1 A name of DascpADf, the wife of the fire

7*un du princes. f A puppet, a doll. • Melodious combina-

tion of five or six words, a. xijtx the country so called, aff. of

descent or reference xx, and fem. aff. Tlx’

coming from

that region
*

also with erx added, XTXifxxi, and by making

the second vowel short xixfxXT.

XTX md. A vocative particle, a. x* to go, in the causal form,

aff. fw\.

XTX m. (-x:) Breadth, expanse, extension, f. (-XT) Regular or

successive order, series, succession, g XX to spread, aff xx.

Xtxt m. (-X:)
1 The half of a village. 9 A shore, a bank.

* Casting dice.
4 A musical instrument. * A large span.

* Expense or loss of capital or stock, k. xx to go, xx aff.

xrxx*; m. (-*:) A thief. *. xexc the same, and X* pleo-

nastick aff.

XTXT n. (-zi) Cutting, b. XX to go, causal form, W* aff.

XIXW mfn. (-X:-TT-T) Of a pink or pale red colour, m. ( v)
’ Pale red, rose colour. Rice ripening in the rains, f. (-XT)

* The Trumpet flower, (Bignonia suave* olens.) * Red LddA,

• A name of Duaos. nf (-wi-TT) The flower of the Bignonia'

suave-olens. a XTX extension, and XT to get, aff. X ; also

XTzfx.

XTzfx mf. (*f%:) Trumpet flower, m. (-fan) Rice ripening in

the rains, a XTXXT pale red, aff. XT
XTxfvr mfn. (-¥:-WT-T) Made red, tinted red, reddened, s. xtxt,

and XTX aff.

XTzfwXT n. (-si) The name of a city, supposed to be the ancient

1‘ahlothra, and the modern Patna. % TTxfx the trumpet

flower, ^ to be pure, XX aff.
;
also with XT added, xrxftl^VT

;

it is also said to be named after its founder and sovereign,

XtzIttx being a proper name.

XTZWinF* ®. (-X) A ruby. x. xtzx, and vivW a stone.

XTXT mfn. (-T:-Tt-T) Clever, sharp, dexterous, n. f-
1

^)
1 Cle-

verness, talent. * Health. * Eloquence, a. x* clever, &c.

aff.

XTxfaW mfn. (-V.-xt-x) ' Cunning, crafty, fraudulent. * Clo-

ver, dexterous, e. xx clever, XX aff.
<i *

XTzfxxT f- (xrr) A small shrub, (Abrus precatorius :)
sec x^r*

Xffxff mfn. (-W:-¥T-T) Torn, broken, divided, k. XX to divide,

in the causal form, aff. nr.

Xlfxz m. (-Xt) A sort of fish described as having many teeth.

XiZfa m. {-XT5
)

' A field.
1 A pungent root, a sort of radish.

The pith or manna of the bambu. 4 A cloud. • A sieve, a

cribble. * Tin. T Disease arising from wind. * Honda/, k. XX

to go, &c. in the causul form, TCT aff.

XTXX» mfn. (-x:*Xt-X) Going, who or what goes. a. XX to go,

XT aff and the root repeated, form irr.

XIX m (-V:)
1 Studying the /'edut or scriptures, considered as

oue of the five great sacraments of the Hindu*. • Reading,

perusal or study in general. (*¥?) A plant, commonly Akni-

dhi. e. xx to read, aff. XX.

XTXX m. (-m)
1 A lecturer, a public reader of the Purdndt or

other sacred works, or a Pon d"it who declares what is the

law or custom according to the scriptures.
1 A spiritual pre-

ceptor. • A reader, a student, k. XX to read, Xf aff, or xx,

causal v. ‘ffsr aff.

XTXX n. (-T) Lecturing, teaching, r. XX to read, causal v.

«nff.

Urxv f. (-sr) A place where the Fdda* are read or studied,

a XTX reading, (the Pdda*,) and place.

XTXWX^t f.(-ft) A small bird, commonly Sufi, (Gracularcligiosa.)

XTXWTXn f. (-HT) A college, a school a. XTX study, a hall

xrxxrfarxt f (-^l' A small bird : see yrxXXCt.

XTXTX m. (-VT) ' Bdellium. A kind of fish.

XrfXX mfn. (-X-XT-1T) Instructed, uught, lectured, a. xx to

read, causal v. XT aff.

xrfxx m. (*a1) * A plant, (Plumbago aeylanica.) A Brahman ,

especially one who has finished his sacrcJ studies, a XTX

perusal, and ^ff ; the virtues of the plant are to be

read of in medical works.

XTXlX m. t-X:
) A sort of fish, (Silurus boalis, Ham.) • A public

reader or lecturer on the Pmrdnds

,

&c. * A tree : see

s. XTXt a Brahman, and added
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trm mfn ) To be re»d or Mudied. t. T3 to reed,

off
;
nlao &c.

rrtfofl f. <-*t) An earthen pot or boiler.

WTW in. (-Wt) 1 Trade, traffic. * Praise. 1 The hand. e. to to be

of price, &c. TOT aff.

W-fa m. (*f*i) The hand. f. (-fat) A place of sale, a shop, a

market, a TO to be of price, &c. Un'idi aff. TOT-

WlfTOT f. (-TO) A sort of spoon or ladle. 8 wrfw the hand, TOT aff-

WTfWTOftlTt f. (•'flt) A bride, one wedded according to the ritual.

k. xrfw the band, and TOftw taken : see the next ; when the

compound means merely taken by the bund, the form is

vfwfcfM mfn. (4|MrM(>.

^ifuuTO n. (•#)
1 Marriage. * Laying hold of the hand. e. wifw

the hand, and TOW taking, the junction of the bauds of the

bride and bridegroom, forming part of this ceremony.

WlfWTOfTOr mfn. (-TO*tf}*TO Matrimonial, s. wrfTOTOb and

TO aff.

VlfTOlW ra (-TO) ' Laying hold of the hand. • Marriage, x. wilw.

and wrw taking.

TOtTO m. (-*:)
1 A drummer, one who plays on a tabor, &c.

with his hands. * Playing upon a hand instrument. * A work-

man, a handicraftsman, e. wrfw the hand, TO* to strike, to
aff. and w substituted for the root.

WTfVwiW m. (-TO)
1 Striking with the hands, boxing. * A boxer,

or one who strikes with his hand. a. xnfw the hand, and WTTf

blow.

WlfronTOV n. (-W0 Fidgeting with the hands, snapping the fin*

gers, Ac. a. tyifw the hand, WTO9 unsteadiness

WtfwaT m. (-W:) A finger naiL a. wifw the band, WW to be

born, aff. ¥.

WifwffW n. (-W)
1 The palm of the hand. * A measure of two

Tola.a. 8. xrrfw, and TOt below.

xrfTO m - (-TO) A name of Pan'iki j see the next

wifwfw m. (-fTO) Pan in i, a Muni and inspired grammarian.

k. Tjfww a proper name, and TO? aff. of descent

WlfrotW m. (-TO-TO-W) Connected with or derived from Pan'ihi,

the grammarian, (as a scholar, a rule, &c.) k. wtfofV the saint,

and W aff.

xrrfronf mfn. (-TO-WT-TO
1 Who blows through the hands. * Ob-

scure, dark, (as a path, where a noise is made with the hands,

to frighten away snakes, 8tc
)

a. wrfw the hand, w to blow

or breathe, aff. ts.

Wifrorw mfn. (-TO-TO-W) Who or what drinks from the hand.

*. Wtf^, and w to drink, WW aff.

wrfrorx »• (-W) The hands and feet. k. wrfw the hand, and

wr* the foot.

VlfTOlTO n. (-W) Marriage, a. Wifw the hand, WfTO paining,

taking : see VtfWTOW.

Wrfrow m. (*TO) The glomerous fig tree, (F. glomcrmta.)

a. XfTfW the hand, and xna what eats.

Wlfrow mfn. (-WiW-TOt-TO) Possessed of hands. a. wrfw and

TOpr aff.

WtfwWTi n. (-it) A missile weapon, one thrown with the hand,

os a dart, a spear, a. Wrfa the hand, and TOi loosed.

WTfWTO m. (-*) A nail. e. wrfw, and TO to grow, fttfV aff.

wrfwsro m. (-X}) A drummer, playing on a drum or tabor

with the hand b. irifw the hand, and Tr^ who sounds ; also

with TOT added wrfTOTTO*

Vifwwifli f. ( xjr) A rope, a cord. a. wrfw the hand, tot to go,

aff. WfTT-

TOfatU mfii. (-*TO*WT-Hf) Held in the hand. a. Wlfw, and

wbat stays.

infTOrw ru. (-It:) Offerings made to Brahman t where consecrated

fire is not used. a. xrrfw, and ^nt burnt offering.

TnwtTOl n. (-^) A measure of two To/at.

TOTOtoTO n. (-W) Marriage, a. WTTO with the hand, and TOW

making.

xrrTO mfn. (-W--*T*W> Pale 0T yellowish white, m, (-r;)
1 Pala

or yellowish white, (the colour.) • A plant, commonly

A/anla or Maruvaka. n. (-if)
1 Many -flowered jasmine. * Red

chalk, k. nfw to go, to Un adi aft'., and the radical Towel

made long ; also WiTO*.

m*f< vfMrr f. (-TO) A plant, commonly S'itala, (perhaps

Phrynium dichotomum .) see lttTOTr. a. ^:TO pale white,

toGT flower, aff. fw,

tjttept ra. (-W:) A Plin'd
1

ava or descendant of PaVd'u j espe-

cially applied to VuDinsirTHin and his four brothers, b. ut**

a proper name, and wjw patronymick aff.

X|T*WT*ltW m. (-TO) A name of KbTshn a. E. wniW a Pandava,

and courage, (not fear,) W who gives.

vmwTTO m. (-if:) A name of Khisun’a. a. WTTO a Pan dava,

and ro*T going, accompanying ; being the friend and ally

of the Pand

u

princes.

ra. (-TO) A descendant of Panda, a. to**, and TOinff.

TOf*»»* nf. (-<d-w1) Scholarship, learning, a. vf*JTT a teacher,

aff. m. the semivowel rejected before the feminine aff.

TO*I mfu. (.wp-mR-«) Pale or yellowish white, m. («:) 1 Pale

or yellowish white, (the colour.)
1 The name of a sovereign

of ancient Delhi, and nominal father of YuohubVhie

and the other four Pan Java princes. * The jaundice. 4 A

white elephant (?). f. (-W*) A plant, commonly Mathdni, (Gly-

cine debilis.) a. wfw to go, aff. and the penultimate vowel

made long.

TOTO m. (-W:)
1 The jaundice. * A name of Pondd. 1 A pale

or yellowish white, (the colour.) a. tot added to the preced-

ing-

WTWTOTO m. (-Wt)
1 A sort of blanket or warm upper garment.

* A kind of stone, (Limestone or marble ?)
a The housings

of a royal elephant, a. vtt*b pale, and blanket.

m (-Wt)
1 A carriage covered with a sort of blan-

ket. • The housings of a royal elephant, t. mivs^hw a blan-

ket, and wfw aff.

m. (-H:) A plant, (Roitleria tinctoria.) • A white ele-

phant. tL itt^ pale, WIE a plant or elephant.

m. (-WTO Either of the Pandava princes. £. and

xrwr son ; also similar compounds, as Ac.

mfn. (-W:-TT-^) Having no distinguishing or auspici-

ous mark on the body, Ac. k. err** pale. See., and to back.
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BT*«£R m. (-B:) A country with a light-coloured soil. r BTO
pale, and tjfw earth, aff. BfW,

f. (-BTB)
1 A country in which the soil is of a whitish

colour. * Chalk, e. BTW pale, and BTB earth.

BI*s«tfBBT f. (-B1)
1 The opal.

1 A pale soil k. BTO pale, and

earth.

BreY mfh. (-Y>TT-Y) Of a yellowish white colour, m. (.^:)
1 A

pale or yellowish white. 1 The jaundice. 4 A tree : see

n. (-B) The white leprosy, vitiligo. B. BTO pale, aud

Y added.

tnfn. (-T^-Bt-B) Having no distinguishing or auspici-

ous marks on the body, Ac. e. Brt*Y pale, and TV the buck.

BTBjripR m. (-W:) A plant, (Echites antidysentcrica.)

Bl*TYr* m. (-B:) Whiteness, pallor, a. BT*B. and YTB colour.

TT^nn f. (-RT) A plant, (Glycine debilis ) b. BTBJ pale,

tfilWB hair or fibres.

B1*ty4 mfn. (-4: 4r-w) White, m. (-4:) Whiteness. EBTH.and
BW colour.

BIB^h^TT f. (-Yf) Light-coloured gravel, (disease.) e. bt*b.

and WTiC I sugar.

Bf^BBfBrwrr f. (-BTT) A name ofDasurADf. e bib£ a Pdn'tfn

prince, WBI fortune, aff. Y«n^.

BIWrthBrB m. (-W:) The offspring of a Chan fain by a PinidBU

woman, a maker of mats, baskets, &c. a worker with barn-

bus, and reeds.

TTVr mfh. (-qh-BTT-Bi) Excellent, praise-worthy. e. var to

praise, atf. BfW.

BlBHBI rn. (Bf:) A Brahman who reads the Vtdu* upon re-

ceiving a gift at a Sradiiha. i.BtfB, and.BHBI face or mouth,

having his mouth in his hand.

BTO m. (-BTW)
1 Falling. Sin, wickedness, e. bB to fall, aff.

f«B. and the radical vowel made long. •

TUT mfn. (BTB BTBTt BTW) Who or what defends or preserves, a

guardian, a protector, Ac. 8. BT to preserve, aff. B*.

BTW mfn. (-Ift-BT-W) Preserved, protected, e. BT to preserve,

aff. B- m. (-Tfs) * Falling, alighting, descending. * A name of

Bdhu. * The node of a planet's orbit, e. BW to fall, aff. TB-

BTWWT n. (-B)
1 Sin, crime. * The cause of falling* literally or

figuratively, e. BW to fall or descend, causal form, (from

virtue,) aff. TV.

TlBBTnr m. (-at:) Incurring guilt, acting sinfully, r BFWB, and

BTB accession.

BTwfBiB mfn. (-dftfBBl-fB) Wicked, sinful, a sinner. *. BUI,
and tIb aff.

BTWfff m. ( fr:) Saturn, e. BBT the sun, YTfaff. of descent.

n. (-li) The Yoga system of philosophy, t. xptBrfwr the

sage by whom it was first taught, BJB *ff.

BTWW n. (-si) Bringing down, causing to fall. ' Lowering, hum-

bling. 4 Felling, knocking down. 4 Nodding, as in sleep.

B. BW to fall in the causal form, aff. WIT.
<i -

bibb mfn. (-W--WF-W) ‘ To be drunk. 1 To be preserved or

protected, e. BT to drink, to preserve, BB aff.

BTBTB n. (-ui) The regions under the earth, and the abode of

the Nagat or serpents. • A bole, a chasm. * Submarine fire.

4 The fourth sign from that in which the sun is present,

m. (-B0 A sort of apparatus for calcining and subliming

metals, formed of two earthen puts, the upper one inverted

over the lower, and the two joined together by their necks

with cement, and placed in a hole containing fire. 8. BW to

alight, Un'adi aff. BTBB.

m. (-B:)
1 A demon, a Dniiya. 4 A Ar

ag<i or infernal

serpent. r.. BfWTW hell, and fwuiB abode.

BTWTVIWW m. (-TTT!) An jdtur, a demon, e. BTWTW hell, WhWB a

house.

vnfrr m. (-far:) A master, a lord, a husband. b. WT to nourish,

Un'iuii aff. Bfw.

Blfww m. ( B:) The Gangctick porpoise. 8. BIB trembling,

falling, WW aff,

BTfww mfn. (-B:-BT-B) 1 Felled, struck down. * Lowered, de-

pressed, humbled, k. BB to fall, causal v. b sff.

BtfaB *»fn. (-iFl-fwwI-lw) Going, going to, alighting, falling.

8. Bff to go, fBWB aff.

Bifww^ f. (-Wl)
1 A trap or mare for catching deer. * A small

earthen vessel or pot, especially used by religious mendi-

cants.
4 A woman of a particular class, e. WIW falling, YBB

aff, fcm. aff. #tB.

BPJB mfn. (-BT:-41-B) Falling frequently or habitually, disposed

to falL m. (-BR)
1 The declivity of a mountain, a precipice.

4 An aquatick animal of a large siae; figuratively, the water

elephant, e. bb to fall, aff wt
BIB mfn. (-Bl-wt-W) Who or what protects or nourishes,

m. (-BT) A plant, (Ocymum pilosum.) e. WT to nourish,

fB aff.

B1B1 mfn. ('«B:-(BT-<B) To be fallen, to be alighted, b. BBto fall,

WTW aff.

BTB n. (-Bf) A preservative from sin, a preserver, a saviour.

8 . BIB and ^ who or what saves.

BIBUfl f. (-BI) The quality or property of a preservative from

sin. r. WTBf and BBT aff. ; also with b, BfBfB-

BVB mfn. (-B--WI B) A vessel in general, a plate, a cup, ajar,

Ac. n. (-4) ‘ A sacrificial vase or vessel, comprising various

forms of cups, plates, spoons, ladles, Ac. so used. 4 The
channel of a river, or its course between the near and oppo-

site bank. 4 A king’s counsellor or minister. 4 Propriety,

fitness. * A leaf. • 1 he persons of a drama. * An order, a

command. • The body. 4 A fit or competent person. 14 A
measure of one dr'haho or of eight Sen. 11 A receptacle of

any kind, what holds or supports. f.(-Bt) A small or portable

furnace, k. Br to preserve or retain, aff. BB.

BTBS mfn. (-W:-WT-W) Spare, emaciate, thin. m. (-?:) Ragged

garments.

BTWTtY m. (-B:)
1 An able or competent minister. 4 A vessel of

metal, as silver, brass, See. * Rust of iron.
4
Fire. 4 A heron.

• A crow. k. BiB a vessel, Ac., and TTY aff.

BFWTfT f. (-BT) Capacity, fitness. 4 Appropriate state or circum-

stance. 4 The property or capacity of a cup or vessel.

4 Dignity, honor, a. BTB capable, and BB aff. of the abstract,

quality
;
also with B aff

, BTBB.
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qf mivr m. (-W:) A large oar used as a rudder. a. qTq a Tease),

(a boat,) and qiqr what cherishes.

qTWWW mfn. (-q:-qT-q) The object of a present or of respectful

treatment, a. qrx fit, and qq become.
•s

m, (-qq) A servant, a. ^qr^f ,
and qq who takes care of.

VTW^'UTT in. (-acs)
1 ITie current of a river. • Cleaning a vessel

that has been used. a. qrq the channel, and qqnt comple-

tion.

qrfrrq mfn. (.q:-qY-q) * Measured by a vessel, or the measure

Pdtra
,
sown with it, preparing it, Ac. * Fit, adequate, appro-

priate. E. qiq, and qq aff ; also with q aff. qTfaq, and with

qq. qrqr, Ac.

-qifwq mfn. (-sPl-fq^tfq) 1 Having a vessel. • Having fit or

worthy persons, x. qrq, and qfir sff

sn^Yw mfn. (-q:*qT*q) Measured, sown, cooked, &c. by a Pdtra.

b. qtw, and q aff.

qrflq n. (-q:) A sacrificial vessel, b. qrq the same, and

W aff.

MT«rlT m. (
JC) An oblation, x. qrq a sacrificial vessel, fr to

go, q aff.

qTqqfinr m. (-1ft)
1 A parasite, a person constant at dinners,

or feasts, but good for nothing else. * A connoisseur in

eating. • A hypocrite, a. BT* in a vessel, a plate, Ac. and

qfaq collected.

qiqrqqrq n. (-q) Decorations of an inferior class, as bells,

choaru, Ac. a. qrq, and qqqrrq instrument,

qrq m. (-*•) 1 The sun. • Fire. n. (-^) Water, x. qr to drink,

and Sl ilT. ; the more usual form however is ^ftq.

qtWW n. (-q:) Water, e, qr to drink, Un'adi aft qqw, and ^q
augment.

qTfqq ra. (-fkr:)
1 The sea. * The eye. n. (-flf) A blotch, a scab.

a . qt to drink, Unldi aff. qfrj, and qq augment

qiqq n. (*) ' Provender, or provisions, Ac. for a journey. • The

sign Virgo, b. qfqqroad, aff. xq.

qnqTW n. (-ar) A lotus, a. snqq, and q produced.

VTvnq m. (-^:) A cloud, x. qrqq water, qT to give, aff. q.

vrr^rur: m. (-qt) A cloud, b. qTqq water, qq having,

qiqrfq m. (-fq:) The ocean, a. qrqq water, and qr to have,

aff f%.

qiqifqfq ra. ( fq:) The ocean, a. mqq water, and fkfq recep-

tacle.

qrq m. (-qrq or qTq) The foot a. qq to go, aff ffrq, and the

radical vowel made long.

qiq ra. (-q:)
1 A foot * A quarter. * A hill at the foot of a

mountain. * A ray of light. * The root of a tree. • The foot

or line of a stanza. T The line of a hymn or stanza of the

Pig VMa. ' The quadrant of a circle, a. qq to go,

aff TO
qrqqaq m. (-q:) An ornament for the feet or toes. a. qrq a

foot snd qraq a bracelet

q rqwqf n. (-qq) A sort of penance, eating once and fasting on

alternate nights. «. qrq a quarter, and xpqF penance,

qiqsfqtq ra. (-q:) Morbid enlargement of the legs and feet,

a. qrq the foot, a«i a swelling, qqq aff.

6h

qrqqqq n. (-ql) Respectful obeisance, touching the feet of a

Brahman or superior, a. qrq, and qqq taking.

qTqqqq m. («q:)
1 A goat * A sand bank. • The religious fig

tree, (Ficus religiose.)
4
Hail. * A slanderer, a Calumniator,

a. qrq the foot, and qqq levelled ground.

M i qqiqq? n. (-q&) Beating or shuffling with the feet a. qTq a

foot, Ac. qrqqr unsteadiness.

qTqqrq n. (-q) ' The daily position of the planets. • Going on

foot x. qiq, and qTq going.

qiqqiftq m. (-ft) A footman, a foot-soldier, a. qTq, and qq to

go, aff. fqrfq.

qrqq m. (-nr*) A Sudra, or man of the fourth and servile tribe.

a. qTq the foot (of Brahms,) and q born,

qiqqq n. (-ql) * The sole or the lower part of the foot adv.

As low as or under the feet a. qTq, and qq below,

qiqqq ind.
1 At the foot • By or with a quarter, a. qrq, and

wfq aff.

qiqwiq n. (-^) A boot, a shoe. a. qrq the foot, and qTq

preserving.

UiqqTft f. (-ft) A chap in the feet, a chilblain, a. qTq, T to

rend, qq aff.

qrqq m. (-q:) * A tree. • A foot-stool, a cushion, Ac. for th«

feet f. (*qT) A shoe, a slipper, a. qr* a foot or root, and

qr to drink or preserve, aff q.

qiqqfkqqq n. (-^) Trampling, treading upon. a. qiq, and

qfkwiq friction,

qrqqqqr f. (-qr) A creeping or a parasite plant, a. qrqq a

tree, and qq what mounts.

qrqqrq m. (-q:)
1 A foot-rope for cattle or horses. * An anklet

of small bells, Ac. f. (-qf)
1 A chain for the feet, a fetter.

1 A foot-carpet or mat. a. qrq the foot end qrq a fetter,

qiqtfta ra. (•*:) A foot-stool, a. qrq, and ftq a stooL

qiqftfirqrr f. (-qr) ‘ Any common or vulgar trade, as that of a

barber, Ac. * A white-stone, a. viqftv a foot-stool, a work

bench, depreciative aff, and qrq added,

qrqvqrqq n. (-*) Washing the feet a. qTq, and qqrqq

washing.

mqqqiq ra. (-qt) Bowing to the feet, prostration, a. qiq, and

qqnr bowing.

qiqyqiqq n. (-q) A shoe. a. qTq, and sqnq defending,

qrqqqrq m. (-q:) A kick, a. qrq the foot End qqrq striking.

qrqqqq n. (-q) Stock of cattle, a. qrq a foot, and qanr bind-

ing, alluding to the foot-ropes with which cattle are tied.

The heel. a. qrq the foot, and ^q the root

qrqqqq n. (-q) A leather boot or shoe. a. qrq the foot and

qqq protecting.

qTqiqq f. (-*(:) An elephant's heel-ropes, a. qiq. and qaq a

rope.

qrqtq mf. ( q:-Wl) A shoe, a slipper, a. qTq the foot, and qq,

a vehicle.

qiqqrqq m. (-q:) The Indian fig tree. a. qrq, and fTqq what

rises.

qiqxqq n. (•#) Respect, respectful behaviour, x. qrq, snd

aqq saluting.
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n. (-*«) Morbid cnlnrgemfnt of the leg* tnd feet,

c. yry the foot, ywjfy a hillock*

yr<fe* m. (-yt) A traveller, a way-farer. t. a road,

aff ary. t

yryfarwy f. (-5TT:) A shoe, a slipper, e. yry the foot, fy priva-

tive, *yry dust.

yTyy^ ra The sound or noise of feet. e. yiy a foot, and

sound.

m < V. »i i«d.
1 Verse by verse, stanza by stanza. * Foot by foot.

* By a fourth, r. yTy a verse, irfy aff.

f. (-wr) a toe. e. yry[ a foot, inwr a branch,

yiyyy in. (-y:) A hill near a mountain, a. yFy the foot, and

yw a hill.

yj<*<Ty m. (-y:) Swelling of the feet, gout. a. and yry a

swelling.

yrywry n. (-^) Service, duty. a. yry, and yyy waiting

upon.

*TA*t*ry in. (-y:) Kibe, chilblain, a sore or ulcer on the foot,

a. yry the foot, and airs a boil.

nifn. (-y:-yf-lfj Trodden on, kicked, touched with tbe

feet k. yry. and yw struck.

m (-y:> Tingling of the feet after pressure upon the

crural nerves, a. yiy, and yy pleasure.

yTyyiTy in. (-W:) One who takes or steals any thing with his

feet a. yry a foot, y to uke, afT. yy.

yT^Ty n. (-li) The point of the fooL a. yry, and yy point

or tip.

*fiyify n. {*y) An ornament for the feet or toes. a. yry the

foot, WTT shape, beauty, and y what gives,

yiyrrel £ (-’ft) A toe. e. yiy a foot, yTWt a finger,

yrynyy m. (-*:) The great toe. u. yiy a foot, yyy the thumb.

yrytTfwyT f. (-¥1 ) An ornament or ring worn on the great toe.

b. yiyny the great toe, afF. yy, fern. form,

yryrw m. (-yt fl) A foot-soldier, a footman, b. yry foot, yy to

go, aff. fwy.

yiyra m. (-Wt) A foot- soldier, a footman, n. (-if) Infantry.

b. yry, and yy to go, aff. yy, or yytfy a foot-aoldier, yw
collective aff.

ytyify m. (-tlT:) A foot-soldier, a raan on foot, or footman.

k. yiy with yy to go, aff. l^y ; also yyrfy ; also with yy
added, yrytfyy m. (-y :)

yiyn*JT¥ m. (-¥:) 1 reading upon, kicking, spurning, i. yiy, and
yujTW placing upon.

yryryy mfn. (-y : -yr-y) Bowed down to the feet, prostrate.

a. yry, and ¥rwy bowed.

yiyrcyr m. (-¥:) The knees or ribs of a boat, supporting the

deck on each side, (? )
e. yiy a foot, yt to go, aff. yy. .

yiyTO n ( 10 A donation to Jlrahmans, or venerable persons.

b. yTy foot, y^ a respectful offering.

yryri n. (*^)
1 An eighth. 1 Half a line of a stanza, a. yry,

and yy a half.

yiyrfyy mf. (-^:»yr or ^t) A boat.

yryrryynr n. (•¥) Washing the feet. b. yTy, and y yy yi!

washing.

yryryw in. (-^t) A machine for raising Water from a well. s. yTy

foot, and yrww revolving, worked by tbe feet,

yrytyy'yy n. (-si) Washing the feet. a. yiy. and yyyyy sprink-

ling.

yryTfywr m. (-¥:) A foot-soldier, b. yiy a foot, yy to go, &c.

aff. iy or yy.

yT^Twy n. (-yj A foot- stool, a. yry, and wrrww a seat.

yryTWliyy n. (-¥) Trampling, shuffling, or motion of the feet,

i yry, and yrwww waving.

yryryy mfn. (-yt-in-lf) Kicked, trodden, touched by the foot.

k. yTy, and yiyy struck.

mfn. (-y:-y1-r) Fourth, a fourth, k. yry u quarter, and
yy aff.

yTfyy mfn. (-^•fyy’l-fy) 1 Footed, having feet. * Having a

fourth part or share. * Having four parts, as a stanza, &c.
m. (-yt)

1 A footed aquatic animal, an amphibious animaL
* The heir of a fourth part of the estate, r. yiy. andyfy aff

yTfyw m. (-¥:) A fourth part. a. yry a quarter, y uff

,w n̂- i-y.-yT-yt-y) WTio or what goes on foot or with
feet. f. (-yr) A shoe, a slipper. s.ypy. and yyry aff.

yT^yifi]\ m. (-yj) A shoemaker, b. yrjyrr a shoe, and WTK
who makes.

n«. (-im) A shoem»ker. ». * shoe, end
who makes.

f* (~X-) A shoe. k. yy to go, Un adi aff. y.

“• (-^y) A shoemaker, b. yiy; a shoe, and *y who
makes.

yiyryy n ( y ) Water for the feet, especially that in which the

feet of a Brahmnn have been washed, a. yiy, and yyyr water.

yTy mfn, (*y:-yi-y) Water, 8tc. for cleaning the feet b. yry
tl»c foot, yy aff.

yryjyry n. (*y) A metal vessel for washing the feet. e. yry^
and yry a vessel.

yry n. (-y) * Drinking. • A drinking cup or vessel 1 Preserr-

ing, protecting, m. (-y:)
1 Breath, breathing out, expira-

tion. * A distiller, b. yr to drink, &c. aff. !»*;

yjyirfyyrT f. (-yi) A dram shop, a place where people drink

together, b. yrw drinking, ynft a station, aff yy.
rofn.f-yt-yr-y) 1 Drinking, quaffing, who or what drinks

assiduously. * Looking at amorously, a. yry, and y^
intent.

yryyiw n. (-y) A glass, a drinking vessel, b. yry drinking, yry
a vessel.

yryyfwa! m. (-fyy) A distiller, a vender of spirits, a. yry
drinking, yfwy a dealer.

yiyumy n. (-y) A drinking vessel, a glass, a goblet, b. yry,
and Wr*ry a vessel.

yryry mfn. (-y:-lfT-y) Drinking, drunken, a. yry, and en-
gaged in.

yiyyiyt m. (-m:) A hard drinker, b. yry, and yr« intoxicated,

ytyy n. (-^; A Spirituous liquor prepared from the fruit of Um
Jack tree. e. yyy the Jack, and yy aff

ymi «yy m. (-y:) Morbid aute after intoxication. *, yry, and
y?yy er.d.
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tyOrff n. (-rl) A drinking vessel. e. rrff drinking, and XH$ aff.

rrfflff mfn. (.ffh-rr-^)
1 Drinkable, to be drunk. To be che-

rished, protected or preserved, n. (-r,i Water, s. rr to drink,

q(«n*IC participial a.T.

rrfftrrjff in. (-rr:) An otter, a. rrfflr water, *rspa an ichneu-

mon.

inflffW m. (-n:) An aquatick plant, (Pialia stratiotes.)

*. nfflr water, iff surface, nr born,

rrtftrmr m. (-nr:) A plant, (Scrratul* anthelmintics
:)

see

ffTffrrtft. t- rrfftr water, ff 11 root, rrff aff.

f. (-UT) a place where water, &c. is distributed.

*. water, rm a place, aff. ffff.

rifflrimr n. (-r) A fruit, (Flacourtia cauphracta.) b. rtfftff

water, and uiHVff myrobalan.

IT1* mf. A traveller, a. fffffff a road, and aff.

m tufn. (-fft-fft-ff) ' Mischievous, destructive, malignant.

• Vile, low, abandoned, vicioua. m. (-ff:) A wicked man, a

wretch, a profligate, n. (-r) Sin, rrime, wickedness, vice.

B. rr to preserve (from it), and r LVadt aff.

rmr n. (-V) Sin. k. 9~* adde d to the last.

ri qUT mfn. (-ff>KT-*) Wicked, abandoned. *. ffTff, and UT
who dues.

mfn. (-in-rjf-ff’j Sinful, wicked, a sinner. «. rrr. and

rif who doe*.

inrffwTff mfn. (,-ffr ffJT-fft) Wicked, sinful, a. rrr. and UffTff act.

rtnrff mfn. Sinful, wicked, a sinner, e. rrr sin, V to

commit, aff. flP*.

UVAt^Kmfn. (-Tt-TT-^) Evidently involved in the consequences

of sin. b. rir. and t FTC visible object,

fflffllff m. (-ff:) Any ill omened aspect of the stars, as the con-

junction of the sun or BuHha with the moon in its lust quar-

ter, * RtiKu, 1 Saturn. 4 Mars. k. fffff, and Iff asterism.

rmf mfn. Removing sin. b, nr, and J destruc-

tive.

mfn. Who or what matures or cooks often or

much. e. m to cook, &c. frequent, v. ijir aff; also rirrrr.

rtTOl} m. (-*£'•)
1 A sinner. * A fiend, a RaAtfuua. K. rrr,

and practice, or fffrr to be gone (in or by.)

nrrffff mfn. (-TTT:-1TT:*W :
) Wicked, vile. b. rrr. and rffff un-

derstanding.

qirr*fi f. (-rft) A plant, commonly yiAnidhi, (Cissampelos

hexandra.) k. rr to ripen, reiterated rrrr. (rheumatism,)

Xt to dissipate, affs, UTff and #tr, and X changed to ffl ; also

with qrr added in the fern, form rnrrfrrrT.

rTrfff mfn. (-fff-.-fr-fff) Who or what alights, goes or falls

much or frequently, e. ffff to alight, &c. frequent, v, aff.

riffraff mfn. (-iff-flhft-fff) Malevolent, looking at faults,

a. ffTff, and who sees.

nrxfffff mfn. (-n-rr-r) Conscious of guilt, knowing an act

to be wicked, b, rrr. and iff to sec. uff.

mnrrfrff m. (-IT) A rile or bad barber, k. rrr sinful, rrfffff

a barber.

ntfff ifnff mfn. (-vt f*pft-fff) Purifying, sin-dcatroying. E.rrr,

and rrfirff destroying.

rnrfffTffT mfn. (-fff:*fff:-fff) Wicked, villainous, a wretch.

f. (-fff:) Wickedness, k. nr. and fffcfw attachment,

rrrrfff m. (-f?T 5
) A paramour, a gallant, t. nr wicked, and

rfff husband.

rrrrrr m. (-n) A personification of udl sin, or a male, whose

bend is Brahmaoicide, whose arms are theft, whose heart

is wine drinking. See. a. nr. and uni a man.

rrrrfff mfn. (-fff-fff:-fff) Evil-minded, wicked, e. nff, and

rfff intellect.

nr fffff mfn. (-fff>f»r fw) Of a corrupt mind, depraved, e. ffTT»

and rfff mind.

rnrfffff mfn. (*lff:-rrT-lil Freed from sin, liberated from all crime.

b. rrr. and ff jff set free.

rrrrrfff f. (-fff.) Birth in some inferior state, as an animal, &c.

as the punishment of sin. k. nr, and nfff womb.

rirrTff m. (-ff:) A disease, considered as the punishment of

sin in a former life. * Small pox. e. rrr sin, and xr* disease,

nrfi f- (-ft*) Hunting, chase, a. rrr **n, and wfff thriving,

rrrr mfn. (-sr.-*ffl-rl) Giving or taking sin. n. (-rr> A measure,

s. rrr, and rr; «ff

nrffffVrr m. (*r*) Restraining or punishing wickedness,

e. nr, and frfwtJT restraint.

nrffffff mfn. (-ffs-fft-ff) Palliating or removing crime, n. (-ff)

A sin-offering, k. nr. and ffffff appealing.

xjmTfffTff mfn. (-ff:-ffl-ff) Equal in sin, of like guilt, a. rrr,

and rfffTff measured.

rt M TffM m. (-iffi) A sinner, a reprobate, a wretch, k. rrr, and

^TffTff SOUl.

xrrrrffrfffff mfn. (-fft-ffT-ff) Addicted to sin. e. nr, and ^fffffff

dwelling with.

nnrrfff f. Expiation, b. rrr. and WTfff* removing,

nrrsrr mfa. <-r:-rr-ri Wicked, sinful, b, rtr. and rrirT abode,

nfrff mfn. (-tft-frift-fr) Wicked, sinful, bad, a siuner. e rrr.

and rlr aff.

rffr^ff mfn. (-ffr-ffT-
-

^) Very wicked, a. rrr. and fffffff aff.

nrTirff mfn. (-rrff-rrt-ff:) V
r
ery wicked, b. rrr> and aff

rtfftff m. (-rr) Sin, wickedness, k. n to preserve (from it),

fffapi Un'adi aff, deriv. irr.

nffff m. (--ff:) Sulphur, b. rtffff *cab, and fflff destroying,

rmw nf. (-ff-ffT) Cutaneous eruption, herpes, scab. b. r to dry,

aff

rnnr mfn- (-ff:-ffT-ff) Diseased with herpes, k. nffff.herpes,

and ff aff.

rtirr mfn. 1 Wicked, vile, low, base.
4 Stupid, an

idiot, a fool. b. riff scab, and XT to get, ff aff

riiKIfKI f (-XT) A plant: see ffTffX here said to

mean bile, before \ to take away, aff rr and ffTT.

rTffTfc m. (-ft-) Sulphur, k. riffT scab, and ’fffr an enemy.

rt*ff mfn. Belonging to the river, (PampA.) a. r*rr,

and sir aff.

nff n. (-^) Water, b. n to drink, rr aff. and ffff[ augment,

nrff mfn. Made of or from milk or water, mo.

(.ff-.-rj
1 An oblation of milk, rice, and sugar. * Turpeutine.

n. Milk- b. rrr milk, all', ^r

.
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Tixfax mfn. (-xr:-^?l-x) Fond of or relating to a mixture of

milk, &c. K. HtiJH, and XX aff.

xrfxx m. (-XT) A foot-soldier, a footman, a. XT to cherish, mm
aft, and XX and nr augments.

XIX m. (-x:) The anus. a. XT to preserre, Un'&di aff xw and

ifW inserted.

xtxi mfn. Low, vile, reprehensible, contemptible,

n. (-1B)
‘ Measure. 1 Water. • Drinking. 4 Practice, profes-

sion. e. XT to drink, XPT aff

XTT r. 10th cl. (XTTXfif) To accomplish, to finish, to get through

or over.

XTT n. (-x) The further or opposite bank of a river, mn.

The end, the extremity, the last. m. (-T 5
) Quicksilver. £ (-TT)

The name of a river, said to flow from the Pdriydtra moun-

tains, or the centrical and western portion of the PmtfAya

chain, f. (-fl)
1 A quantity of water. • A rope for tying an

elephant’s feeL ' A small water jar.
4 The pollen of a flower.

4 A drinking vessel, a glass, a cup. 4 A milk paiL a. XT an-

other, to go to or towards
;
or XTT to cross over

; or
^

to

fill, aff. XX.

XTTX mfn. (-xi-XT-rfl#)
1 What purifies, protects, cherishes,

pleases, &c. * What enables any one to cross, (a river or the

world.) a.
^

to please, XX aff.

XTTTX mfn. (-ee:-xrr-xi)
1 An enemy, hostile, inimical. * Alien,

belonging to another, n. (-if) Pious conduct, doing any thing

for the sake of future happiness, e. XTX or XTTX, and

xxaff.

XTTX mfn. (-xt-xr-x)
1 Crossing, crossing over. * Going over or

beyond the world, a. XST the opposite bank, and it who goes.

XTTXX mfn. (-Tr-WT-Tf)
1 Crossed. • Gone over the world, pure,

holy. ra. (<fi) A Jina or Jnina deified teacher, a. UK the

further bank, (of the world,) and XX attained, gone to.

qi TXifirx mfn. (-x*--xV-X) Hostile, inimical a. XT an enemy,

ITU a number. Sir aff

XKX m. {‘K*) Gold. a. ^ to satisfy, Un'Adi aff xfx.

XT fxnfxx m. (-in) An adulterer, a. XT another, XTXT wife,

xx aff

XHXtx m. (-¥:) A stone, a rock. a. ITT across, and it* aff.

XTTX *» (-X:) A <doud. nf. (-w-XT) ‘ Eating or drinking after a

fast, breaking a fast.
1 Satisfying, satisfaction, a.

^ to

satisfy* aff W.

XiTW m. (-TrO Quicksilver, a. XTT fulness, (from X to please,)

andW to spread or diffuse, aff. x, also XIT^.

nrrxxil n. (-X&) Subservience, slavery, dependence, a. Xnr*w

dependant, aff. xx.

xjirfqx mfn. (-X :-4t*^) Relating to the next world, a. XTX,

and XX aff

Xttx n»- ('K') Quicksilver, a. XTT as in XTTX, and x what gives,

from IT with X aff.

qn gMl m. (*X ; ) The name of a country, part of Orissa. a. XTT

beyond, the Dan'd aka forest.

XiTXifTX m. (-x:) An adulterer, a. XT another, wife,

affix.

XTTXTtfc n- (-*3) Adultery, a. XT another, ^TX a wife,H dT.

VTTqfvx mfn. Foreign, abroad, m. (-xt) • A travel

lcr. * A foreigner, a. xfr%m, and XX aff

XTTX XI rafn. (XT-vt-Xf) Belonging to another country, m. («xr:)

1 A traveller, one gone to a foreign country. • A foreigner,

a. XX another, xx country, XX aff.

XTTTXXmfh. (-XT-XT-X) Long-sighted, far-seeing, wise, a ITT,

and TV to sec, ufax Un'idi aff

XTTX^ m. (-^:) A particular and low cast, the Ayogava. Also,

XTTX^X.

XTTXTT n. (-if) A present, an offering, a. xx* XX prepared,

XW aff.

xmnftx mfn. (-X:-XT-#) Belonging or relating to a present,

a. XTTXX, and W aff

XTXXTfxx mfn. (-X:-^-X) Preferable, best, most desirable.

a. XTWFX chief object, and xx aff

XTXf»x mfn. Supreme, chief, best s. XTX best,

XX aft

XTXfxw mfn. (-Xi-XT-lf)
1 Crossed, traversed. * Transcendent, (as

spiritual knowledge.) a. XTTX across, and XX gone.

XTX*Xoj n. (-m)
1 Traditional instruction, tradition. * Continu-

ous order or succession, a. XTXT from one to another, aff.m
XTXWqfrxxX ra. (-V-) Traditional instruction, a. qrTXsJ , and

XXXV instruction.

XTXW mfn. (-XJ-XT-X)
1

Able, adequate, fit for. * Satisfying. «.

to satisfy, w aff.

XTTXX m/h. (-xx-x^t-xx) 1 Satisfying, filling. • Being wble or

competent to. 4 Being alive, living, a. x to satisfy, xrx aff

XiXfxxj mfn. Gratifying, pleasing, satisfying, a. ^
to please, causal v. x*V aff

XTTXrfxx mfn. (-X:-x\-X) Belonging or relating to the next

world, a. TTXTX another world, aff xx, aud both vowels

changed by special rule.

XTTXX m. (-x‘>) A pigeon. See XTXTXV.

XTXVX mfn. (-x:-Xt-X) Made or derived from an axe. m. («Xs)

1 The son of a Sudra woman by a Brahman. * A son by an-

other’s wife, an adulterine. * An iron weapon, a. xx an-

other, acx to go,W aff and X* implying descent, added
j

or XTX crossing, xx a corpse, a living corpse ; or XXXI axe,

aff VV.

XTXT^X m. (-W:) * Persia. *A native of Persia. 4 A Persian

horse; also xTxtftx.

XTTXX m. (-X0 One armed with an axe, a hatchet-man, a pio-

neer, &c. i. XXXX an axe, aff vv.

XTTXfxX ra. (-XT) A soldier, or any other man armed with an

axe. a. XJXXX an axe, XX aff.

XTTXX m. (-X-) Gold.

xrrfxx m. (-x:) Persia

;

also XTX^lX.

XTT^tf ra. (-X0 1 1’he kingdom of Persia. • A Persian, an in-

habitant of Persia. • A Persian horse.

XTTXtvtx ra. (-V) An adulterine, the son of another's wife,

a. XT another, # woman, xx aff of descent, and

augment.

XTTTXX m. (-W:) A pigeon
;
also XTTTXX.
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7PU7IT m. (-TO The' ocean, n. (-7 ) TTie two banks of a river,

a. 7T7 the further bank, and 7RT7 the near bank.

7TTT77 n. (-Ri) ' Totality, entirene?s, completeness. * Going

over, reading or doing any thing completely. * Going across.

* Reading a Purdnti, or causing it to be read. f. (-7t) 1 The

goddess SaraswatL * Action, act. • Considering, meditat-

ing. * Light, x. UTC the boundary or limit, and vW going

to, extending : when used attributively it remains always

neuter.

7TTTwfw7 m. (-7;) * A pupil, a scholar. • A lecturer, a reader

of the Purdnot. a. yrriRRi reading through, 3W aff.

7TTT77 tn. (-7:) A rock. e. 717 the further bank, m to go to,

aff 777-
7KHW m. ( ir)

1 A dove, a pigeon. * A monkey. • A sort of

ebony, (Diospyros glutinous.) * A mountain, f. (-7t)
1 The

name of a river in the peninsula. * The fruit of the Annona

reticulata. * A form of song, peculiar to the cowherds, s. XK
another, (life, &c.) 77 to go, to preserve, 77 participial atf.,

and 7Yf added.

f. (-^t) Heart pea: see TrTTTtn^.

Vr«:rR*lff-fv7 m. (-7:) A pigeon.

*n7TRWT7\ f. (-ft) Heart pea, (Cardiospermum haliacacabum.)

*• 7T7TT7 a pigeon, a foot, the root being compared

to a pigeon’s foot) also similar compounds, as vjrri ritvrY

7KIRI< m. (*V) The ocean, n. (-7) The near and opposite

banks of a stream, b. 7PC the further bank, V to surround,

with 7T7 preftr, 7W aff.

tfrxmfbf mfn. (-7>7T-r0 1 On both sides of a river, 9cc.

* One who goes to both sides, b. 7T7 the opposite side,

7TT7 this side, aff. W

RK l7n m. (-7*) A name of the poet Vyasa. n. (-^) The rules

of Paras’ara or Vyasa, for the conduct of the mendicant or-

ders. « . 77T7K, and 7* added.

VKmufwn m. (-70 A follower of Paras’ara, the inatitutor

of rules for the mendicant order, a. 7TX37 the sage, 7*q
aff., and 77 added.

trrrmft m. (-R:) Vya'sa. b. yrjUG and 77 patronymick aff.

WTTfr* m. <-^t) The religious mendicant or Brahman, who

having passed through the three stages of student, house-

holder, and ascetick, leads a vagrant life, and subsists upon

alms. b. xnrnre Vvasa, the author of the rules of this order,

and 7f* aff.

7T7T77 m. (-4s:) The poet Vyasa. a. VTnTT the father of the

poet, and 77 aff.

Ttf^rifr* m. (•f')
1 An ascetick, one who devotes his days

to devout contemplation. * The religious mendicant. B. yR
implying secession, (abandoning worldly wishes,) VTfjf7 to

desire, and fwfa aff. ; or ttR derived from 77, supreme feli-

city, and 7tf77 who desires.

V »Ran3 m. (-yti)
1 A tree of paradise. • The coral tree, (Ery-

thrina fulgens.) t- 7tR said to mean, above, and WHT pro-

duced.

V iRau3< m. (-7:) * A tree of paradise. * The coral tree,

a. 77 added to the last.

a s

Vtfrwnil mfn. (-7:-7T-7) Belonging to specifically or peculi-

arly. n. (-7 ; Property received at the time of marriage by

a woman, e. tR about, around, to get, aff. 77.

VtR^PTF n. (

-

73 ) Household furniture and utensils, b. yfrwr7

and mar aff.

VTfrjTdT f. (-7T) A trinket worn on the forehead, where the

hair is parted. «. xff^T every way (splendid), 77T there, 7«
added.

7TR7lf77 mfn. (-fr:-tft'*C| Delighting, making happy. n.(-t4) A
reward, a gratuity, b. 7R7TR satisfaction, 37 atT.

yrfr7 m. {-TO A lion : see

7TRyf-37 m. (-7:) A robber, a thief, a highwayman, a. ttR

around, yfiTR the road, aff. 37-

7TR7T7 n. (-7.) Regularity, methodicalness, successiveness.

a. yRyraft orderly course, 77 aff.

TrRyrR m. (-70 The name of a mountain, apparently the cen-

trical or western portion of the Putdkya chain, which skirts

the province of Maltra. e. yR every way, tt to cherish, ysr

aff. ; or with RT7 added, xriRtlia* j also read 7tRtT7.

m. (-70 A mountain so called : see the last.

7rRyrf'47 m. (-70
1 An actor, who serve* as a sort of chorus

to the drama, and is one of the interlocutors in the prologue.

* An attendant, b. tR about, 7r4 the side, (of the manager,

&c.) aff. 3*.

7lR3R mfn. (-Ti-TT-W) 1 Perturbed, troubled in mind. • Trem-

bling, tremulous, unsteady, i, yfrgy, and 77 added.

yftnrw tn. (-7 .) A goose, n. (-x$) 1 Perplexity, agitation. * Tre-

ntulousnes*. B. rR«7, and 77 aff,

rnfewt? m. (-3 *.)
1 The coral tree, (Erythrina fulgens.) * The

A’imd tree. * A sort of pine, (Pinui Dtoaddru.) 4 The Sara/,

also a sort of pine, (P. longifolia.) b. tR completely, W*

auspicious, aff. 77 ; also with Rry added, 7tRt?Ri.

7TfruT7 n. (-#) * Surety, security, bail. • A drug, a sort of

costus, (C. speciosus.) g, yRij a surety, or 7Rtr overcoming

(disease), aff 77-

7TR3 T77 n. (-7?) An atom, as a measure of space, a mote in a

sun beam. b. yR777 a ball, and 77 aff.

mf<7 f77 mfn. (-7T* sft-TT) Present, before or about the face.

b. xfR about, WRi the face, 73 aff.

mR^ <f< n. (-^) Presence, being before the face. « »oJ

OT aff.

riRri r m. (-W.) The name of a mountain : see trrfrrrw, also

with anr added, RnR^rw*. or witli »c aff. ttRrtRv.

m. (-7:) A travelling cert or carriage, b. tR every

way, 3T7 going, aff 33.

r»R<73 m. (-70 An ascetick or religious mendicant, b. i*rR

said to mean, future happiness, from XfR, and Y77 who

preserve*.

7tR7 m. (-70 A : see *4vT7.

mfn. (-7: *^1*7) Belonging or relating to aa assembly,

m. (-7:) A spectator, a person present at an assembly or con-

gregation. b, xfR1^ an assembly, aff. 77, or with 7 aff.

7lR37-

7iRr7 m. (-7:) A spectator ; see the la»i.
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TTfrTtfr* mfn. * Taking away, seizing. 4 Surround-

ing. m. (-*:) A maker of garlands, k. qftTT* seizure,

TTfaff.

wift*rar m, ( Uf:) A bracelet, n. (-4) Taking, seizure. *. vf^VT,
and wrataff

j also TfcnQi.

WlClfaw m. (-Tf:)
1 The name of a sovereign, to whom the Sr(~

lihagavat, or life of Krishna, is supposed to have been ad-

dressed.
1 The successor of the preceding

;
also Janam&jaya.

b. wvtfaw the king so called, and ^w pleonasm or patro-

nymic.

TtTfa mfn. 1 On the other or opposite side * Who
goes or crosses to the other side. a. trTT the other side,

aff. m.

*lfW in. ' A lion. • A large snake, (Bda.) a. ^ an-

other, (animal,) and lord, form irr.

tfnt to. (-*:) 1 The sun. * Fire. a. tjt to nourish, Unadi

aff T.

TITO n. f-aj)
1 Abuse, reproach, scurrilous, opprobrious or un-

friendly speech. * The property of harshness, &c. in speak-

ing. * The forest or grove of Indba. 4 Aloe wood or

Agallocbum. 4 Severity, violence, either in word or deed, as

WTBnTTO defamation, abuse, or violence of wotcU, and

<e#miTO personal injury, assault or violence of blows, m. (-^:)

A name of Vmiuasvati. e. tTW harsh, contumelious, Ac.

aff.

m. (-*:) A sword, a scimitar, a. ttt coUectively, foes,

from xix an enemy, to penetrate, aff. fd.
TTHT n. (-T) Ashes, e. xnr from UT another, WT to endeavour,

aff. the, and the final vowel ofTR rejected.

THS m. (*K:)
1 A king, a prince. * A name of the Pan'dm prince

Ahjuna. 4 A name of KAaTAvfaTA. 4 A tree, (Peotaptera

arjuna.) t. TWT a proper name, aff. of descent

xtr*TW n. (-W) Severalty, individuality, difference. *. YBpE

separate, 1W aff.

Tiar* n. (-sr) Greatness, immensity, a. tnj great, ^nr aff.
j also

tntTn, Tma. Ac.
^,•1 •*

mfn. (-Ti-TI or "ft-Tj
1 Earthen, made or derived from

earth. • Ruling or possessing the earth, ro. (*Ti) 1 A king, a

prince. * An earthen vesseL f.(-=f\)A name of S its. a.Tfirfft

the earth, WT5? aff

VrtTCm. (*ti) A name of Yama.

TT 5* mfn. (-*B:-«ff-%4) Relating to a Parra, a particular day of

the month, Ac. a. m4*T and aff

m. (-1 :)
1 A sort of deer. * The general funeral ceremony

to be offered to all the manes at tbe Parra , or conjunction

of the sun and moon, at which double oblations are offered;

three cakes to the father, paternal grandfather, and great

grandfather; and three to the rontcrnal grandfather, his

father, and grandfather
;
and the crumbs of each set to the

remoter ancestors in each line. a. xr£ a knot, Ac. aff ^sr.

mfn. (-H:-lil-7r) Mountain, produced in the mountains,

tc. (*W:) A tree called the large AW, {Mclia sempervirens.)

f* (-Wl)
1 A> name of Dubga, in her capacity of daughter of

Uim/i.a, the sovereign of the snowy mountains. 4 DravpadI,

the wife of the Pdnd'u princes. * A female cowherd or G6pl.
4 The olibanum tree, (Boswellia thurifera.) 4 Another tree,

(Celtis orientalis.) 4 A red clay, commonly called Samrdsktrf,

or Surat earth. 4 A name applied to several rivers, b.

a mountain, aff of descent or relation.

UTiuff'.w^'U m. (-w:) A name of KABT'iitfiYA. «. «l iA ifl the

goddess, and 1*^*1 a son.

UIHfllU rufn. Mountain, mountaineer. * tpitfrtt, and

wrw added.

mfn. Mountain or mountain-born, &c. n.(-xJ)

1 Antimony. * A plant bearing a pungent fruit, b. a

mountain, and UTTi aff.

TWlTOrwitW mfn. (.^:-BT-t|) Occurring at the end of a Parra

or a solstice, (a sacrifice, Ac.) e. T*f, and uruw solstice,

end, v aff.

TTI&'E m, ( fi) A warrior armed with an axe. b. xn& an axe,

and aff.

THI mfn. Near, proximate, by the ride o£ ms.

(-*:-^) 1 A side, the part of the body below the armpit. The
curve or circumference of a wheel. * Side of any square

figure, n. (-
<3u)

1 A multitude of ribs, the thorax. 4 A fraudu-

lent or crooked expedient m. (-^:) The twenty-third Jma
or Jaisia pontiff, k. tost to touch, XT" Un’idi aff., and T sub-

stituted for the root, or Tli a rib, all', ^w.

TTTC m. (-wi) 1 A pilferer, a swindler, any one who seeks

wealth or other objects, by dishonest or indirect means. * A
rib. e. tpw a dishonest means, a side, and aff

Tnhnr mfn. (-nt-W-if) Close to, beside b, vr4, and Blf

gone to.

i»d. By or from the side of, Ac. b. the side, and

Wf* aff.

TrBPttT rafti. (-W.-XIT*^) Belonging to the side of. B. xjnnre, and

V aff. ; the final TTO rejected.

Tpfaflcro* n. (-W) Turning upon the side, e, Tnf, and

wfrTOW turning.

TTiJwrB m. (-si:) 'I'he side, the flank, e the side, and *rm

part.

nifn. (-V**IT-^)
1 Sleeping on. * Sleeping beside the

side, a tjrw. and vt to sleep, aff.

n (•%*) Spasm of the chest, stitch, e. Tri> and

sharp pain.

mfn M®: -W’-^tr) Staying near or close to, or at the

side- m. ( XU:) 1 A sort of chorus to the Indian drama, an

actor in the prelude, and interpreter of the plot. 4 An asso-

ciate. a coo pauiun. E. THf the side, (of the manager, Ac.)

who stays.

n. (->«) Food not to be taken after one of the party

has washed his mouth, b. T and WTHTTWI sipped.

qrrtfw n. (-fa) A i ib. e. Xfr4 the side, and a bone.

mfn. ( W Lateral, belonging to the side, &c. ra.

(-^:)
1 A juggler. 4 A partisan, a sidesman, an associate or

companion, s.W the side, and W* aff.

m ’ <-V) A crab. s. the side, the belly,

and far fond of; going sidelong.
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TOn* m. (-TT) A Panrf

u

prince, f. (-iff) A name of DeauyadI

e. TOW the name of a king, wrw aff. of descent.

TO»l m. ( \i) A spectator, a person present in a congregation

or assembly, a. an assembly, to nff.
;
also with an aft,

;
or derived from Iffall-

Ufa€ mf. (-fs£:) ‘The heel. * The tear of an army. *The

back. 4 Enquiry, asking. * A kick. f. (-fw?:) ' A violent woman,

one intoxicated literally or figuratively. Ac. 1 A name of

Kunti the mother of Yud’hisht'iur. b. TO to sprinkle, Ac.

Un‘4di aff, far.

tnfnfar* m. (-1:)
1 An enemy in the rear. * A commander in

the rear of his army or reserve, a. the rear, and tni

who takes.

tnfW^ n. H) A reserve, a body of forces in the rear. e. tjt(ow

the rear, and ir to preserve, aft w.

Vrat r. 1st and 10th da (UTTOfi?) To guard, to preserve or pro*

tect,

TO! mfn. Who or what guards or preserves. m.(-l:)

‘ A nourisher, a protector. * A spitting pot. f.
1 The

sharp edge of a sword. a A woman with a beard. • A louse.

* A line, a row or range. 1 A pot, a boiler, i. WTO to nou-

rish, aff. 11 j rril added ; also with T aff. WTfa*-

TO*1 mfn. (-U-U-1 ) Who or what protects, nourishes, Ac,

in. (-it) 1 A horse-keeper, a groom. * A cherisher, a protec-

tor, a guardian, e. tot to nourish, aff. ijw.

UTOH (-<•) A name of a Muni or saint, a form of the di-

vine physician D'baswantabi.

TO*1 m. (-jp) A mushroom, s. TOt earth, derived from TO*
to nourish, and 1 destructive.

TOtl* m. (-^:)
1 The olibanum tree, (Boswellia thurifera.) 1 A

sort of beet root, (Beta bengalensis.) * A hawk. f. (

Incense, the resin of the olibanum; also e. to*
nourishing, U what goes or gives, aff. deriv. irr.

IPI^T f. (-UO Gum olibanum. e, toi the olibanum tree,

TO added.

1TTO n. (-1)
' Preserving, guarding, protecting, cherishing,

nourishing. * The milk of a cow that has recently calved.

B. uHU to nourish, aff. RJX.

Euro mfn (-TO I’fiVTO) Protecting, cherishing. *. toi to

protect, TO aff.

TOifw« mfn. ( wt-^1) Protecting, cherishing, a protector, Ac.

E. 1T1 to nourish, K1 aff.

WfiTH mfn. {-ip -^t-1 >
1 Of a green colour. • Belonging to the

Pa/A*'a tree, made of its wood, &c. m. (h:) Green, (the co-

lour) s. TOTH a leaf, or the tree, aff. %m.

TOHTOvb m. (*a> ) A country iu India, the western part of

liehcr. e.m belonging to the Paldaa tree, Ac. TO! dis-

trict: abounding in the Butea frondosa.

r. l-ffc:)
* 'Ihe sharp edge of a sword, or any cutting In-

strument. * The tip of the ear.
1 A line, a row or range. * A

mark, a spot, a slain. * A louse. • A woman with a beard.

1 A boundary, a limit. • A raised bank, a causeway, a bridge.

* A circumference. " Maintenance of a scholar during the

period of his studies, by his teacher. 11 Praise, eulogium.

mu
,a The bip or haunch. ,a A Pra»t*ha or measure so called.

b. UTW to nourish, 1 *ff , *«d in most cases, being option-

ally added, also TORt : see tot.

irfrorr f. (-Hi) * The sharp edge of a cutting instrument. 1 A
sort of ladle or knife for skimming milk, curds, Ac. 'The lobe

of the ear. t. TOfa as above, with added j see also uto.
nfww mfn. (-IT-IMf) Cherished, nourished, in. (-it) The

iota tree. k. eh to nourish, aff. %.

Hlfanr mfn. (-it-farit-fl) Who or what nourishes, or protects.

b. TOR to protect, farfi aff.

ElfTO m. (-It) A sort of jasmine, (J. pubescens.) f. (*«$t) TVflW

;

see the next. b. EH to nourish, (the bee,) aff. fam
Hlfarari f- (-"act) A plant, commonly TeOri, (Convolvulus

turpetbum,) the black sort. k. see the last, aff. frori.

TOTO mfn. (-RP-aPt-H) Who or what renders pure, a purifier,

purificatory, m. (-an) ' Fire, or its deified personification.

• Social fire, one lighted in common. a A fire lighted on

taking possession of a house.
4 A saint, a person purified by

religious abstraction. k A tree, the wood of wbiob is used to

procure fire by attrition, (Premna spinosa.) * Lead wort,

(Plumbago zevlanica.) ' Marking nut plant, (Semicarpus

anacardium.) a A vermifuge plant : see fTOT* f. (-it) Wife

of Ao.ni. e. E to purify, 11 aff.

EHE r cfl m. (-fat:) A tree, the wood of which is used to pro-

cure fire by attrition, s. ETTO fire, ivfl touch-wood.

ETEfl m. (-fit) A name of Kartikbya. e. EfTI, and TO,

indirectly this deity is the son of fire.

ETE1 mfn. (-It-IT-if) ‘ Pure, purified. ' Purifying, expurgatory,

purificatory, n. (-i)
1 Water. * Penance, expiation, purifica-

tion by acts of austerity and devotion. a Cow-dung.
.

4 The

Eleocarpus seed. • A kind of grass, (Costus.) m. (-10 1 The

inspired poet Vyasa. * Fire generally, or for various cere-

monial purposes. a Incense, f. (-It)
1 Yellow inyrobalan. * A

cow. * The Ganges, or the goddess Ganga.
4 Holy basil.

B. ^to cleanse or purify, aff.

ETTOVfl m. (-far:) A conch shell, b. ETTE, and x*far sound.

ETE111 mfn. (-it-n-i) Purificatory, purifying, f. (-1^) An ex-

piatory text b. ^to purify, wrTO aff.

El fll mfn. (-Vp-IT-W) Purified, b. ^to purify, causal v. * aff.

irfsi mfn.
( it-f^wt-fa) "T10 or wkat purifies, k. ^to purify,

fTOsrait

TOE mfn. (-i;-it-^) What is to be or must be purified, m. h

to purify, xbi aff.

tni m- (-10
1 A letter, a chain, a tye, the string for fastening

tamed animals, or the net or noose for catching birds, deer,

Ac. ' A noose as a weapon of combat a In composition with

words signifying hair, quantity, as limit much or flowing

hair.
4 In composition with

,
beauty, as TOto*: a hand-

some ear.
4 In composition with TO and other woods, depre-

ciation, us mnr: an inelegant or shabby umbrella, e. hh to

bind, aff. TO; where it is used in composition, it is in fact but

a technical all.

UTO m. (-is) A dice, particularly the long sort used in play-

ing Chattjtai. b. TO to bind, ff aff
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*ir vrf« m A name of VaatiNA, the recent of water,

e. TfrK a sort of noose, and TOTfa the band, Vabun'a being

represented as holding a cord in one band, shaped like a

sling or a noose.

TOTTOTOTO mfn. (-i:-TOT-TO) Noosed, snared, caught or bound, t. TOTTO,

and WTO bound.

TOITO1TO n. (-wi) A noose, a snare, a halier, a net, Ac. k. TOTTO.

and TOTO a binding.

*imnr in. (-tow)
1 Vabun'a. 9 A soldier, Ac. armed with a

nodse. i. TOTW, and TOW who has.

TOTTOW n. (-TO) A flock, a herd. e. TOtJ an animal, TO* aff.

TOTWTOTOrww n. (-w) Pasturage or meadow grass, a. m*TO, and

tottow supporting.

TOlfww mfn. (-Tfum-ir) Tied, fettered, bound, a. a fetter,

and \«TO aff.

TOlfirw m. (-lit)
1 One armed with a net or noose. * A deer-

catcher or fowler, using a net or noose. 9 A name of

Vabun'a. * A name of Yam a. a. TOTH a fetter, xf* aff.

TOT^twW mfn. (-l|:-WT-W) Tied, fettered, a. TOTH a fetter, inf

made, and { substituted for the final of the first word.

TOI^MW m. (-If:)
‘ A follower and worshipper of S'iva, in one

of his forms as the supreme deity of the Hindd triad. * A

tree, (.ivschynoniene grandiflora.) a. tnjwfw a name of S'ita,

TOWaff.

TOTTOJTOWTTOI n. (-TO) S'iva's trident a. TOUJTOW, and TOP* a

weapon.

tnTOITOTTO? n. (-«) The business of a grazier, rearing and keep-

ing cattle, a. Tt] an animal, TOTTO nourishing, waif.

TOTTOiWl mfn- (-Wh-WT-Wi)
1 Behind, being behind. * Subsequent.

Western, a. TOTOTW, and aff.

TO1TOTI f. (-TOO A number of nooses, a. TOTW, and TOW tiff

TO1TOTOT m (-TO:) An ornament for the feet.

TOTTOH m. (-TO‘>)
1 A herctick, an impostor, one who not con-

forming to the orthodox tenets of Hindu faith, assumes the

external characterisiicks of tribe or sect, a Jam, a BaudJha,

Ac. * Any sect not Hindu. a. TOTTO sin, Xf to give, w aff,

dcriv. irr.

TOTTOTOTO m. (-TO:) A heretick, an impostor, s. tow added to the

preceding.

TOTTOfrrw m. (-^t) A heretick, &cc.

:

see TOTTOTO*. f. TOTTOTO, and

Tfw added.

TOTTOTTO m. (-TOO A stone in general, f. (-to?V) A small stone used

as a weight k. fun; to grind, (condiments upon,) wro aff

TOTTOTO added, and the dcriv. irr.

TOTTOITOTO1TOTOT m. (-TO:) A sort of hatchet for cutting stones, a

stonecutter's chisel, a. TOTTOTTO a stone, and ^ITTO what tears

or breaks ; also wriiw^Kl, from ^ITOTO rending, tearing.

TOTTOITOTOTTOTO m. (-TO) An instrument for cutting stones
j
see the

last

^TOTWwfgTf m. (-^1) A plant, (Plectranthus acutellaroidea.)

*. TOTTOTTO a stone, and TOfqTO dividing j
growing amongst

stones and rocks.

TOTTOTTO m. (-If:) The mulberry tree, (Morus Indica.)

fa r. 1st cl (frorotw) To go, to move.

filTO m. (-TO:) The Indian cuckoo, (Cuculus lndicus.) £(-^t) The

female, a. fro imitative sound, to to utter, aff TO.

fTOTOTOTO m. (-TO:) The mango tree. a. froTO the Kokilm, and TOaj

friend ; the favourite haunt of that bird,

flaneur m. (-»:) The mango tree. a. froTO, and TTTO fondness.

fwfTO m. (-TO) The mango tree. a. fTOTO, and TTOV be-

loved.

fbTOTTO n. (-TO) A vegetable, and perfume, commonly Rochami.

a- faro the Ktkila, and TOTO an eye ;
haring red blossoms.

fTOTOTT m. (-TO:) A small bird, commonly Chdtakiya. a. fear the

Kdkiia, and TOTO body or form.

fiiTOiUTO m. (-to:) The spring season, a. fVro the K6kila
,
and

TOTTOTO delight.

farro m.
( if: ) A young elephant, a. faro imitative sound, and

% to utter, aff TO.

flT mfn. (-: TI-TO) Of a tawny colour, m. (-Y:)
1 Tawny, (the

colour.) A rat. n. (-TO) A young animal, f. (-TT) ? A yellow

dye : see iTTTTOWT. * Asafoctida. 9 A tubular vessel of the

body, which according to the Y6ga system, is the channel of

respiration and circulation for one side. * A name of DuBof.
9 Turmerick. • Bambu manna. (-Tt) A sort of Mimoaa,

(M. suma, Rox.) a. fafro to colour, aff TOTO; or fTOTO tawny,

aff. WTTO, &c.

fatarfam f. (-tot) A cockroach, x. faTO tawny, and arfrow brown.

ITOTTOTOTO m. (-^:) A crab. e. far tawny, and TO'ja the eye.

farto* m. (-TO:) S'iva. e. fat lawny, and TO?F braided hair.

laVTO mfn. (-TO:*TOT-W) Of a tawny colour, brown, yellowish,

m. (-TO:)
1 Tawny, (the colour,) a dull brown, or yellow.

* An attendant upon the sun. * The sun. * A fabulous being

in the form of a Khgo, or serpent of the lower regions, to

whom a treatise on prosody is ascribed
j
be is hence consi-

dered as a Muni, or inspired and divine personage. 9 A name
of S iva. • One of Kurina's divine treasures. * A monkey.
• Fire. * An ichneumon. '• A sort of poison. 11 A small

owl. 11 The 51st year of the Hindu cycle, n. (-to) ' Brass.

•Yellmv orpiment f. (-TOT) 'The female elephant of the

south quarter. * A pious whore, commemorated in the Bhh-

gavat. ' A particular vessel of the body, the right of three

canals which run from the oa-coccygit to the head, and which

are the chief passage* of breath and air, according to the ana-

tomy of the Y6ga school of philosophy. 4 An astrological

house or period. ' The Sim tree, (Dalbergia Sisu.) * Heart-

pea R. frrfTO to colour, Un'idi aff. TOTOTO; or froTOTO of a tawny

hue, fem. aff TOTO.

frorfroTOT f. (-TOT) a sort of crane: see TOTOITO. e. frorTO of a

tawny colour, TOTO aff

fTOTOTTO mfn. (-TO-TOt*^) Red-eyed. m. (-TO:) A name of S iva.

a. fTOTO reddish brown, and TOTO an eye

frorrw m. (-TO:)
1 A sort of fiah, (Pimelodius pangasius. Ham.)

9 The head man or proprietor of a village. n.(-TO) Virgin gold,

f- (-TOt) 'Hie indigo plant x. froi tawny, TOTTO flesh, from TOTO

to eat, aff TOTO

fTOTTTOT m. (-TOT:) A fish : see the last

(TOfTOTO m. (-TO:) A name of S »va. b. fror tawny, and ^TOTO eye.
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m. (-v.) 1 The belly. 9 The back of an nnimal. r. wfa
certainly, Bz to eat, aff. *, initial of the prefix rejected; also

fafz**.

fazfaB mfn. ( w:-un-ri) Bigbellied, corpulent m. faB** the

belly, and aff.

f. (-WT) The instep ; also fafarfwr.

faBZ m. The cotton plant, r. fV^ cotton, and w aff.

fafz*i m. (-v®t) ' The belly or abdomen. 4 The back of an

animal, g. Bfa certainly, BZ to eat, aff. Z, and B substituted

for the radical vowel.

fafzfvz mfn. (-Z:*ZT-ii) Bigbellied, corpulent, potbellied.

k. fafzz a belly, and aff.

fvw m. * Cotton. 4 The name of an staur, 9 A Karahn or

weight of two Tvftu

:

see 4 A sort of leprosy. * One

of the eight faces of Bhaiiuva. k. fa"
5* Saulra root, to rub,

L’n adi aff. Z-

m. (-*:) A plant, (Vangncria spinosa.) e. *w added to

the preceding.

n. (-^) Cotton, r. faz and tjtr both meaning the

same, cotton.

fazu*^ m. (-^:) The Nimlt tree, (Melta axadirakta.) .Pry.
sort of leprosy, and it*5 to be slow, in the causal form, to

make slow or check, aff. urz; also fg^rirg.

f<r*W m. (-*:) The Ntmb tree : see the last. E.fa-z as before,

WZ to destroy
,

aff. ZB-

fazz m. (-IT:)
1 Cotton ; also far^j. * The tamarisk, (T. Indies.)

A plant, ( Barringtonia acutangula.) * The diver or water*

crow. R. cotton, ZT to get, Ac. aff. z.

fa*r. 1st cL ifazfa) To cut, to divide.

fazzm.(-Z:) 1 Tin. * Lead. • Inflammation of the eyes, ophthal-

mia. R. fin to divide, aff. ZZ- and ?lf for *rz to go. aff. Z.

ftp* r. 6th cl. (ftzff*) ' To pain or torture. * To hinder, r.

10th cl. (fazqfa) To cut, to divide.

Nn.(.^) ' The tail of a peacock. * A crest, m. (.zp.) A tail

in general, f. (-^T) 1 The gum of the silk cotton tree. • A
line, a row or range* ' A diseased affection of a horse's feet.

4 The nut of the j4rrc»
t
betel nut. 1 A plantain. • The scum

of boiled rice. • A sort of body dress, or jacket. * The venom-

ous saliva of a snake. *The Situ tree. (Dalbergia Sum.) 11 A

sheath, a coat or cover. E. fa^ to divide, aff. *Z or ZTZ-

f. (-«l) The jujube, (Zizyphus jujuba.) e. fazz
for fafzz a tree, and *z a leaf,

fazrr* mfn. ( ) Tailed, having a tail. *. faz,

and snjZaff.

fazziz «». (m) A hawk.

fafzfffZT f. (*ZT) The 6'ire, (Dalbergia Sisu.)

fafzz mfn. tubal. (ZP-ZT-Z) ‘ Sauce mixed with rice gruel.

* Sauce, gravy, or condiments with water or (thee. * Broth,

soup.
4 Moist, and split pulse, f. (-an) 1 The silk cotton tree,

(Bombax hcplaphyltum.) * A potherb, (Bssella rubra and

lucida.) • A timber tree, (Dalbergia Sisu.)
4 The name of a

river. 4 An esculent root, (Arum Indicum.) in. (-Z:) The

tamarisk, (Tamarix lodica.) mfn. ntij. (-z:-zt-Z) Having a

tail. a. fazu rice water, scum, Ac. and aff.

6 T

fafzzi^z m. (-zz) 1 An orange. • Orange peel. z.

an id to mean an orange, and ZZ skin.

(T> fafz r. 2nd cL {faz '*

1 To tinge, to dye or colour, to

impinge. 1 To touch, • To tinkle. 4 To adore, r. 1st and

1 0th els. (fa*fa fnfcZfn) ‘ To kill or injure. * To be strong.

• To give. 4 To dwclL • To speak. 4 To shine.

fzz mfn. l-lTUT-tj) Disturbed in mind, confused, confounded.

*n. (-Z) Killing, slaughter. B. (-Z) Strength, power, f (*zt)
1 Hurting, injuring injury. Cotton. • Turmerick. 4 A sort

of palm (?)
4 A switch, e. fafz to hurt or kill, aff. zz.

fall* m. (-Z:) The concrete rheum of the eyes. g. fa fgy to

give pain, Z«Z aff

fazz n. ( -if) A bow used for cleaning cotton, g. fafar to

touch, uff wr,
-» '

.

fazr mfn. (-r:-gT-T) Yellow or tawny, reddish yellow, m.

A sort of colour, tawny brown, a reddish yellow, or a mix-

ture of red and yellow. 4 A horse, probably a bay or chesnut

horse, n. (*B) 1 Gold, 4 Yellow orpiment. 4 A cage. 4 The
ribs or the cavity formed by them, the thorax : see xpgT.

*. fafz to dye or tinge, ZTZ aff.

faflZ mfn. (*Z:-ZT-Z) Confounded, overcome with terror or

grief, m. (-Z:) An army panick-struck, or in great disorder,

n. (-si)
1 The leaf of the /fus’d grass. * Yellow orpiment.

f*( Zt> Two blsdes of Kuan grass, used as a vessel, or to take

up articles with, at sacrifices, e. fafz to hurt, Ac. aff. zz *.

faST* n. (-Z) Gold.

fafZZT f. (-ZT) A roll of cotton, from which the threads are

spun. e. fa ir cotton, fW added in the fem. form.

fajiZ n. (-Z) The wick of a lamp. a. fafz to hurt, &c. UnUdi

aff

faB*l m. (-1:) The wax of the ear. g. fafar to stain, grw aff.

fa*z ro. (-Zt) The excretion, or concrete rheum of the eyes,

fafrurr £. (-wr) The noise, or rustling of leaves,

faz r. 1st cl. (zzvffw) ' To sound. * To assemble or heap

together.

faz m. (-Z:) ' A basket for holding grain, a sort of cupboard

or granary made of bambun or canes. * A basket, a box.

n. (*z) A house, a hovel, e. faz to collect, * aff.

faz* mfn. aubet. (-Z :-ZT-Z) A boil. m. (-EP)
1 A basket, a box.

* A large basket, or receptacle of basket work, for keeping

grain, &c. a granary, g. faz to collect, aff. ; also faz

and if**.

fazwr^l f (*^) Colocynth.

fazBFZ tn. (-fp.) A species of pike, (Esox scolopax.)

fazrz ra. (-*:) The name of a saint b* faz to collect, and BTV
Un'adi aff.

far* n. (*) The tartar or excretion of the teeth, i. faz to

collect, tiff. H- »nd gg added.

faz r. 1st cl. (VZfa) 1 To hurt or kilL 9 To feel pain or af-

fliction.

faz m. (*z:) Pain, distress, e. faz, and gr aff.

fazt: mf. <-^:-r1) A pot, a pan. n. (-ij) * A churning stick. * A
fragrant grass, (Cy perus rotundus.) * A sort of building, a

but or watch box made of bambus and mats, or as it is
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sometimes explained, a kind of store room or scullery. x. fir®

pain, rr to take, aff. w.

fas (T») fafa r. 1st and I Oth els. (frofa-W fawrofa) To ac-

cumulate, to assemble, to bcap together,

fawwr mf. (-W>WT) A small boil, a pimple,

fax* mo. (-**:-*!) A lump, a heap, a cluster, a quantity or col-

lection. mf. (•*» An oblation to deceased ancestors, as

a ball or lump of meat, or rice, mixed up with milk, curds,

flowers, &c. and offered to the manes at the several Srdd-

(That, by the nearest surviving relations, m. (-a?:) 1 A ball, a

globe. 1 A mouthful, or roundish lump of food, considered

as equivalent to a mouthful. ' Presenting water or cake

to a deceased relation.
4 The body. * The side immediately

below the armpit. * A part of a house ; a sort of portico or

shed, in front of the door. * Coarse, gross, thick, solid.

• Strength, power. • Myrrh. 14 Frankincense. 11 The China

rose.
11 Food. '* Flesh, meat 14 The projection of an ele-

phant's frontal sinus. 1

1

The embryo or fetus in an early stage

of gestation. 11 A sum, (in arithmetick.) 11
(In astronomy)

The twenty-fourth part of the quadrant of a circle, or 3*-45'

n. (.*¥)
1 Livelihood, means of living. * Iron. ‘ Fresh butter,

f. (-aft)
1 A long gourd, (Cucurbita lagenaria.) * A sort of

palm, (Phoenix dactylifera.) 1 A flowering shrub, (Taberne-

montana coronaria flor. plen.) * Performance of certain ges-

ticulations, accompanying the silent repetition of prayers, &c.

in meditation on real or divine knowledge. 4 The nave of a

wheel. * A house, e. faff to heap, to gather, to collect, &c.

aff. W|x» or War, fern. aff. tffa.

farrpff m. (-WT:) ' Incense. * A goblin, a demon, s. fa** as

above, and WW added.

fa*¥W** m. (-^:> Sec fa*¥T*J-

fa***n5iT mf. A sort of dale tree. e. fa** a lump, a

duster, and w*src the date.

fa**iTW m. (-W:) Cium myrrh
j
also fa*f and Sire severally.

fwSww m. (-wr*-) Incense, olibanum.

fa**^ mfn. (-^:*S[T-^)
1 Who or what gives the funeral cake

to deceased ancestors. * One who supports or feeds another,

m. (-*:) * The nearest male relation. * A patron, a master,

k. fa**, and who or what gives.

frpfipjTW n. (-W) Presentation of the obsequial cake. e. fa^,

and gWag*

fa***T m. (-W0 A mound or bank.

fa*jfar*WW n. (-wj Presenting obsequial cakes to the manes.

e. fa**, and fawww offering funeral oblations.

fa**Wl < m. ( w;:) An elephant. k. fa** a lump of flesh, and wt*-

a foot : also fa*W*J.

fanwat n. (-«!:) ' The flower of the Asoca tree, (Joncsla Asoca.)

* The CAino rose. # A lotus. * A flower, (Tabern*montan:i

coronaria.) E- fa** a cluster, and VEJ a flower.

faQU*iW m. (-*:) A potherb, (Chcnopodium album.) e. fax*

a lump, a flower, VW added.

fa*r*wiT f. (-WT) A bitter gourd, t. fa** a lump, qrm fruit.

fa**W«*nrw1faw mfn.(-wt-fawVfa) Living, breathing, havingno

intellectual existence, f. fa**, HTW only, ^qsiYfaw subsisting.

fa**wurr f. (-W) A sort of grass, (Cyperus pertenuis.) e. fa**

a lump, and xpjf Cyperus.

favnrw n. (-ui) The carrot, (Daucus carota.) s. fa*i lump

of flesh, andv a root ; also with WW added fa^tjWW-

fa**xir m. (-W:) A bridge, a causeway, a passage over a stream or

ravine, 8cc. or a mound raised to form a path across inundat-

ed fields. E. fa** a heap, (of earth, &c.) and wrr to get, aff W.

fa*r*^ar m.(-mi) A flowering shrub, (Oleander odorum.) e. fa**,

and seed.

fa**W m. (-W:) A beggar, a mendicant living upon alms. b. fax*

a ball of rice, 8tc. *rg; to go or get, aff. w.

fa**TW m. (-in) Incense, e. fa** the same, *TW to be,-aff *pr.

fa**tw n. (-Uf) Hail. b. fa** a lump, and wjw a cloud.

fa**TWW n. (-^) Steel, a. fa**, and WUH iron.

fa**TT m. (-*;:)
1 A keeper or attendant on buffaloes. * A cow-

herd. * A beggar, a religious mendicant. 4 A tree, (Trewia

midiflora.) e. fro a heap, si to go, aff

fa**l*» m. (•»:) An esculent and medical root, described as
* ,2* ,

sweet, cooling, and diuretick. a. fa** a lump, and ^wr*t an

esculent root.

fa**TW mfn. (-w:*tM() A beggar, e faw a piece of meat, 'Win

who eats} also fq*#rww: and fa**Tf*rw (-wft)

fafx* f. (-fa:) The nave of a wheel. *. fafw to collect, (the

spokes,) aff also fifatand fafarWT.

fafaqrr f. (-WT) * The nave of a wheel. * The instep.
4 A stool

or seat of various shapes and dimensions, a. fa**t as above,

and nrw added.

fafanr mfn. (-w:-TTT-W)
1 Multiplied, added. * Counted, num-

bered. * Thick, massy, lumpish. 4 Collected, heaped toge-

ther. a. fa** a lump, a heap, and 1**1 aff

fafaw mfn. (-*ft-faift-fa) Having a Finda or ball of food, (a

ceremony, an ancestor, &c.) m. (**ft)
1 A beggar. * An offerer

of oblations, k. fa**, and Tfa aff.

fafanj m. (-Wt) ' A bridge, a mound, a causeway. * An astro-

loger, an arithmetician, a calculator of nativities, &c. f. ( -wt)

A sort of cucumber, (C. madraspatanus.) t. fa** a heap, &c.

TWW Unldi aff

fa**twvw n.(-*0 Heaping, making up into a lump or ball. a. fa**,

and wr*r making, fa augment.

mfn. (-1f:-WM#) Made into a lump or ball. E. fxpw, and

*TW made, fa augra.

j
fa*§faw m. (*V:)

1 A tree, (Vangueria tpinosa, Rox.) * A shrub,

(Tabemsemontana coronaria.) * A plant, commonly MorUa :

see it***, e. fa*#t a plant, JfW to spread, to resemble,

\
aff w and *rw added.

fiWlWWq m. (-^:) A plant, a species of tabernwraontana. e. fa**t

the same, and WW* T. coronaria.

fa*ft»jif infn. (-7t:-fTT 7T) Lumped, heaped, made up in a lump or

ball. e. fa**, and WW become, fa augra.

faxfti; mfn. (•^:-TT-xc) Sapless, juiceless, arid, dry. m. (-^:) * The

pomegranate. ’ Cuttle-fish bone. k. fa** a ball, &c. W* to go,

to resemble, aff vr. orm irr.

w (’V) A cot quean, an effeminate braggart, e. faxrft

a house, aud Xf, r a hero.
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fa*!*?* n. (•*) Participating in obsequial offerings, presenting

them to common ancestors, s. fav*, and 'TfCi sharing.

fTOtfal f. (-fa:) Orts, leavings of a meal, or fragments dropped

from the mouth, e. fafa to heap, aff. Wilful.

fa*BT f. (-*n) Heart-pea, (Cardiospermum haliacacabum.) a. *w
to praise, sim aff., and T' substituted for the radical vowel;

see TOT.

from m. (-*:)' The sediments of seeds, &c. ground for oil j

oil-cake, or the seeds after expression. * Saffron. 1
Asafoelida.

* Incense, a. fa* to pound or bruise, deriv. irr.

fgTTlTO m. (-*:) * A paternal grandfather. * A name of Beaux/,

the great father of all. f. (-*t) A paternal grandmother.

K. fa* a father, and «* aflT.

fro m. (-*T) A father, dual (-*r) Mother and father, parents.

plu. always. (-Ti)
1 Paternal ancestors. * The manes, or the

deceased and deified progenitors of mankind, inhabiting a

peculiar region or heaven, or according to some, the orbit of

the moon. r. iff to nourish, Un'&di aff. are.

fro* mfn. (-*T;-*T-*r) ' Paternal, ancestral, parental, obsequial,

relating or belonging to parents or progenitors, k. fa* a

sire, and ** aff.

faewv* n. (-wo) Paternal property, k. fa*, and *g*Q wealth.

fa*<* *fl*n. (*r) Obsequial rites, e. fa*, and **fa act.

fvesrizy n. (-uft Obsequial rites, s. fir*, and to be done.

fa**nr* n. (-^) A cemetery, a. fro an ancestor, and *rrww

a wood.

fa*f*T*T £ C*1^) Obsequial rites, s fro. and fat*T ceremony.

fa*re m. (-*:) A class of progenitors, the sons of the /foAw

or Prajapatu; the principal classes are the Ssworads descend-

ed from Virat, the yfgnuAttdliat from MsafcBi, Biirhixhadt

from Atri, Somapdt from Bhrigu, HavukmaU from Anoiras,

sf'jyapat from Plxabtta, Sukatin* from Vasisutba; there

are also the stgnidagdAas and jdnagnidagdAaa, Kmya» and

Saumt/ai. E. fro father (of mankind), re a troop.

fa**Tfa* mfa. M?Vfret*f*0 Belonging to, or pertaining to a

father, i. fas, and BTfa* what goes.

fa*JZ* n. (-*) A burying ground, a cemetery, i. fa* a deceas.

ed ancestor, and XT* a house.

fagnr re m. (-*:) A parricide. E. fa*, and *r** slayer.

fa*7T$w n. (-*)
1 The part of the hand between the middle

finger and thumb, sacred to the manes. 1 Gifts in honour of

deceased relations, distributed at the S’rdddhat or funeral

ceremonies. ' The act of throwing water out of the right

hand at seasons of ablution, by way of offering to the manes,

or deceased ancestors in general, a. fa* a father, a progeni-

tor, and ?fifa satisfying.

fare* t»d. From or by the father, b. fa*, and *fa aff.

fa*fafa m. (-fa:) Day of new moon, on which she rises invisi-

ble. a. (if* a progenitor, and fafa a lunar day, sacred to the

manes.

fa**t* n. (-*) 'Gaya, the city so called, where the performance

of funeral sacrifices is peculiarly efficacious and meritorious.

• The part between the forefinger and thumb, sacred to the

manes, a. fa* a progenitor, and a place of pilgrimage.

fa** a. (-w)
1

Paternity. * The state or condition of a Ptiri,

or deified progenitor, e. * added to fa*.

fa**T* n. (*sf) Gift in honour of deceased ancestors, s. fa* a

progenitor, and *t* giving or gift ; also with ** added,

fa**r** n. (-*)

f**q** n. (-li) The tenth lunar asteriara or AfagAa. a. fa*,

and *** divinity, presiding over the asterism.

farefa m, (-fa:) Yam a. regent of the dead. a. fa* a deceased

progenitor, and *fa lord.

fa*M* n. (-*•) The world or state of the manes, a. fa*, and

it* degree,

fa*m* n. (-*) A cup or vessel used at obsequial rites, a. fa*,

and irr* a cup.

fa*fa* m. (-in) A paternal grandfather, a. fa* a father, and

fa* the same, a father's father.

fare« f. (-^:) ' Twilight. * A father's mother. *. fa* a

deceased progenitor, and ins the parent
;

the first is the

time when the manes are abroad.

fa**T* mfa. (-JT:-KT-*J
1 Received from a father. • Inherited

patrimonially. a. fa*, and *nr obtained,

fa*** -to. (-*:) A remote or cognate kinsman by the father's

side, as the son of the paternal grandfather s sister, of the

paternal grandmother's sister, and of the father's maternal

uncle, b. fa*, and TO a kinsman.

fa**T** m. (-*:) A remote kinsman of the paternal line : see

the last. e. fa*, and *>** a kinsman,

farefai f. (-fan) Filial duty to a father, b. fa*, and xfa
devotion.

fareT*r* n. (-*)
' Food offered to the manes. * A father’s food.

* A kind of pulse : sec Aldsha, k fa*, and tlrET* food,

farer* m. (-in) A father’s brother, b. fa*, and *r* a bro-

ther.

farefarr n. (-t|f) ' The paternal mansion. *A cemetery. *. fa*j,

and wf**T a dwelling.

fa*** n. {-*) Obsequial rites, k. fa*, and re sacrifice,

fare*.™. (-*:) Obsequial rites. s. fa* a progenitor, and **
sacrifice.

farer* n. (-if) The carriage of the manes, a car to convey

holy persons after their decease to heaven, e. fa* a proge-

nitor, and *T* a vehicle.

farer r*T m. (-*:) The world or sphere of the manes : it is vari-

ously situated, but principally in the Bhvvar region or mid-

heaven. E. fa*, and *rr* world,

fare* mfn. (-*T*-W*t-*^ Having a father living, &c. «. fa*,

and snj* poss. aff.

face* n. (-*) A cemetery, a place where dead bodies are burnt

or buried. B. fa* a deceased progenitor, ** a wood.

fare si m (-*’•) ' Siva. * A goblin, b. fare* a cemetery, in

the seventh case, and who goes.

fa*w*f* f. (-fa:) A cemetery, b. fa* a deceased progenitor,

and **fa an abode.

farer* **. mfn. Obedient to parents, s. fa*, *T*

speech, *c attentive to.

fa** m. (-*:) A paternal uncle. B. fa* a father, and aff
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farfq m. (-W:) Who worships the mariM. n. (-IT) Worship of an-

cestors, obsequial rites, b. faff, and Tiff obligation.

faffwtT n, The obsequial ceremony of a father. *. faff, and

fftff the rite.

frvHtt f. (-Hi) A father's sister, n. fqq a father, and at* a sis-

ter, ij changed to W ;
the compound may also be

fapH*. fqg***-

faffwfrv mfn. (-W.-UMI) Fatherly, e. faff, and qfqH like.

fq*vjn?T»q n. Ancestors collectively, a. far, and qjqfa
'

universality.

f- (-V0 ' Twilight. * A father's mother, z. faff a ghost,

and producing : see fq*TO-

fqqtjrrq m. ( -Tffi > A guardian, a protector, n. (-*) The abode of

the mattes, e faff, and like, or in pli*ce of , a place, abode.

facmiTflT m. (-q:,i A guardian, k. fatHlTT, and * a(T.

mf. (-*:-*?) A maternal aunt's son or daughter,

ff. fq*, and sister's son, he.

faff** m. <-*T) A parricide, z. fqq, and q* who kills.

fqt| n. (-Tf) Bile, the bilious humour, e. nfq certainly, to

destroy, or to nourish, aff qr, deriv. irr., or tnt to in-

flame, aff. ffff, and the radical letters transposed.

mfn. (-S Antibilious. f. (*Wt) A plant, (Mcnispcr-

mum glabrum.) n. (-*) Ghee. b. fall bile, and * what de-

stroys.

fqwwt; m. ( -T-) Bilious fever. E- farn bile, and^ fever.

fqifgtfal mfn. (-Tl fadVf*) Removing bile, causing it to flow.

*.fan, and flfaf what disperses.

faffHH n. (-*} Plethora: see <nvfal. *• fan, and Tqj blood,

fqinn mfn. (-qr:-qrT*qi) Bilious, relating to the bilious humour,

n. (-qi) * Brass. 1’he likojpatr or Birch tree, of which the

bark is used for writing upon, fee. f. (-Hr) A plant, (Jussieu*

repens.) e. fan bile. Hi to get, to resemble, (in colour,) aff. *.

fa* mfn. (-TU-HT-qf) * Paternal, ancestral. * Obsequial, relat-
j

ing to deceased progenitors, in. (*H:) A fathers elder

brother, n. («w) The part of the huud between the forefinger

and thumb, aacred to the manes, f. (-HI) ' One of the lunar

asterisms, also Magha. 1 Day of full moon. • Ceremonies per-

formed in honour of the deceased on the day of full moon.

B faff a father, and Tiff aff., substituted for w.

faffP! mfn. (-HT J Habitually falling or coming down.

’Obtained, gained, m. (-**) A bird. e. qw to fall or alight,

*E aff., and dcsiderative form
;

the reduplicate syllable

omitted.

faqqr n. (-qi) A road, a path. See. z. tpr to go, Un'Adi aff. *qr,

form irr.

faqqq mfn. (-** T’tft-H*) Covering, veiling, hiding, e. qfq

before *T to have, mi aff- and the initial rejected.

faffr«r n. (-*) * A covering, a cover or concealment, • A lid, a

top or cover. • A sheath. 4 A wrapper, a cluak, &c. k. qfa

certainly, qT to have or hold, (from sight,) nrs aff., and the

initial rejected.

fan mfn. (-*u*t-*) Clothed, accoutred, dressed. x. Hfa, and

W% to bind, aff. *.

fan m. (-H:) Cold, catarrh : sec qtn.

fam *W. Having put on or dressed. E. nfa before,n to tie/

*Cq aff.

fanrr mn. '
r

rhe bow of S'iva. ’ A trident or three-

proneed spear. • The trident of S'iva.
4 A shower of du«t.

f. (-*t) A musical instrument, a sort of viol. B.TTto preserve,

(the world,) I’n adi aff. HTT, the radical vowel changed to X,
and wt augment,

faffifa*! nk (-W\) 6'iva. x. fvpT.qr S'iva’* bow or trident, and

Tfa aff.

faqrq n. (-H) A'ttfcctida. b. *fa before sqvj (compounded of

fa and wq to throw), to be given or placed in condiments,

aff. WH.

faqfmrw mfn. (-qif-T^t-qir) Inclined or addicted to falling re-

peatedly. ra. (-qir) A bird, a ttt to coma down, in the de*

side rati ve form, and irw participial aff.

faffOm f. (-Ti) Wish or inclination to come down, to fall, &c-

k. qw to fall, desid. form, qff and yfa aff.

faqfaq mfn. Disposed to fall or descend, m. (

A

bird, b, qq to fall, deaid. form, H aff.

faqfaq mfn. (*q :-q:-q) Wishing to purify. R.^to be pure, desid.

V, H aff.

faqm; mfn. (qqf-qqjt-ynr) Thirsty, thirsting, B. qj to drink,

desid. **aff.

fa^TOf f. ( qi) 1 hirst, x. tt to drink in the dcsiderative form,

qff and TTT affs.

fayrfar mfn. (-TT;-in-Tf> Thirsty, athirst. x. fqqnn thirst, and

TTTTaif.

fw* mfn. (-*:-*:-*) Thirsty, athirst, x. TT to drink, desid.

form, and H aff.

fqvt«q?l f. (-<1) The twelfth of the month Faisal14, when giving

away water is an act of merit x. fqrtWH the name of a

Brahman, said to huve instituted the rile, Straff,

fqqtqrqr m* (-HI) A large black ant. f. (-fqjqn) 'ihe common small

red ant. s. Tier to stop, repeated, trr aff.

fTYhnq mfn. (-i:-y-i|) W'ishing to ask. z. to ssk, desid.

v. H aff.

|

fqarxT f (-*f) A kind of sweetmeat.

fwa,TI n». (-qr:) * The holy fig tree, (Ficus religiosa.) • A birth

* The sleeve of a jacket or coat. n. (-qi) Water, f. (-qft) Long-

pepper. e. *r to preserve, aff. qqqf, and the root reiterated-

fanwqr n. (-qi) ' A nipple. ’ Sewing thread,

fq^fll f. (*fqn> Long-pepper : see fqvqw.

fqnprlTTT n- (-qi) Ihe root of long-pepper, e. fam^, and *qi

the root.

frfaqrT f. (*qtr) The tartar of the teeth, b. tn* to increase, aff.

Tf, deriv. irr.

fT* m. (•*:) A freckle, a mark. x. vqftr certainly, sq to bum
or inflame, aff. q.

3

fa?rH m. (-H0 A tree, called in Hindi also Chironji,

,

(whence it

has been named Chiroujia sapida, Rox. in the calalt^ue it is

leru-ed Buchanania latifolia, Rox.,) m Bengal, commonly.

Ptga or Piyat. e. TtT a bautra root, to regard, Uu cdi a&,

HlHq.

fai r. 10th cL (VHqffl) To throw, to cast or scud.
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m. (-*:) A tree: sec fftw. fc Am to «cnd, iff. », End

added.

AlWTtt f. (.ft) A plant : sec w4l.

fv» mfn. (.»:-ft-l!) Blear-eyed. m. (•:) A bleared eye. E. Am

considered a* a aubatilute for fw* wet, Ac.

foamr f. (*!) A female elephant, a. Am blear-eyed, aff. Wff;

the elephant's eye being asually moist,

fra (T.) ffffir r. 1st cl. (Am*) To sprinkle, to wet or moisten,

ff* mfn. (-T.-wt-f)
Who or wbat,drinka a. ft to drink,am iff-

Amr mfn. (-asi.xwrt-aw) Drinking, a. ai to drink, ** aff.

Am r. 1st cl (AnrAt)
1 To be decomposed, to be reduced to

constituent parts. • To be organised. • To enlighten, to light.

Anrv mfn. (-T-.-TT-Vt-f) Of » tawny or brown colour, m. ( TO

Tawny, (the colour.) a. Am to be a component part,WTW aff.

AmTm f. (-m) Tawniness. a. sm added to the last; also with

at, AmTS.

Amfrat mfn. (-•fl finfl-Ar) Brown, tawny, a. AmT. and tAt aff.

(rarm m. (mo A sprite, e fiend, a malevolent being something

between an infernal imp and a ghost, but always described
I

as fierce and malignant, f. (-ft) A female imp, a she de-

non. e, fir* for ffffsm fieab. and at to eat, aff. done,

irr. ;
also with added, ffUTffV, fswitfVT.

fu aiafaw m. (-<!) Ktytaa. the god of wealth, a. Alarm a

demon, '*At aff.. and ffm augment • the treasures of this

deity being guarded by Piidckat, and other malignant

beings.

Anrrsnt m (.* i) A tree, (Trophis aapera.) *. Amm a goblin,

and * a tree ;
the favourite haunt of these beings.

Atarr^m m. (-*•) The SdKktoa tree : see the last. « Amm,

and tv a tree.

fwatmrv n. (-at)
1 An assemblage of goblins or fiends. ’ The

place or hall of their assembly, pandemonium, a. Amm »

goblin, and *wr asaembly, but neuter in this compound.

Arfam n. (-f) Flesh, f. (-Wt) Spikenard, a. Am to be a com-

ponent part, part. aff. If

Alfwm am mfn. (-*:•#( f) Eating meat. m. (-W ) A demon, a

fiend, a cannibal, a. fbfarff, and Wrist food.

IrArmAni mfn. ( #-AnT(.Aa) Eating flesh or meat, carnivor-

ous. m. (-ft) A goblin, a cannibal, a. Atffw, and War to eat,

aff. fkww.

Artjw mfn. (-Wi-atT-f

)

1 Cruel, wicked. * Vile, low, contemptible.

* Stupid, a fool. n. (-f)
Saffron, m. (mi) 1 A spy, an informer.

* A name of Naaans. * A crow. * Cotton, f. (-WI) A grami-

neous plant, (Trigonella corniculata.) a. AW to be a part,

sj** Un idi aff., and the vowel unchanged.

AimmTT n- (-at) Evil speech, abuse, detraction, slander,

a. ftrjpr. i" 1* a'ew speech.

Anjvratw n. ( - VBO Evil speech, bad report, detraction, slander,

a. Alim, andm speech.

Are r. 7th cl. (AptAs) To grind, to pound, to bruise or powder,

r. 10th cl. (ffvmfff)
1 To injure. * To give. To be strong.

* To dwell, r. 1st and 10th els. (ffAt fffftl) To go or move.

Am mfn. (•*:-*!-¥)
1 Ground, pounded, bruised. * Clasped,

(as the hand*.) squeezed, rubbed together. * Kneaded, n. (-it)

6 u

• Lead. * The flour or meal of any thing that is ground.

R. fa* to pound or bruise, aff. if.

fa®* m. (-*:)
1 A cake made of the flour or meal of any grain.

* A disease of the eyes, opacity of the cornea, n. (-*) Oil-

cake. t. fa* what is pounded, hit aff,

fair* mn. A world, a division of the universe, i. fa*

to go, ** Un’idi aff., and augment
;
also far**.

fa* M** n. (*sf) A boiler, a seetber, a saucc-pan. *. fa* meal,

&c. and *** cooking.

fa**xi m. (-*j:) A type or effigy of a victim, made with flour,

s. fa®, and TJJ an animal.

fag* 1 **7! m. (-»**) A boiler. *. fa* meal, *T*T cooking, and

*r?r what makes.

fa**nr* n.(-*)A boiler, r. (hr, and what cooks.

Am^f n. (~K) Meal, made up into a sort of cake with clarified

buuer. v Am meal, and u to complete, aff. w N-

AmWT mfn. (.*;-ft-f) Made of meal or flour, Ac. k. Am that

which is ground, and lit transformative aff.

forafvi m. (-A":) A small cake, made of barley, rice or pulse

ground to meal, a ftr* meal, and *w to be, and TWaff.

fTTTKW n. (-f) Sandal, E. Am ground, and tTITW fragrant.

AmTff m. (-W:) Perfumed powder, for acentiog rooms, garments,

&c. especially the scented dust, which the /fistful sprinkle

over each other at the H6li or spring festival i. Am pound-

ed, (saffron, he.) and TP! to go or be, aff. <*f.

AffTT n. (-«f) A cake made of rice flour, f. (-TT) The meal of

pulae steeped in water, peeled and ground, a ArT ground,

¥* aff.

Am iwt) Am r. 1st el. cmfit) To go or more. r. 10th cl (ffffff)

1 To go. • To be strong. * To injure or hurt. *To give. • To

dwell. (T) Arfff r. 10th cl. (AmwAf) 1 To speak. • To shine.

• To destroy.

Atfffff mfn. (.*:-1ft-f) * Covered, hidden, concealed.
1 Filled

with. e. mAt before *1 to have, aff. W, and the initial of the

prefix rejected.

ft (*,) ft*? r. 4th cl (ftV*) To drink.

iflT n. ( T) The lower jaw, the chin.

ft* mfn. (-*:#!*)
1 A stool, a seal, a chair. * The seat of the

religions student, made properly of AVa grass. * A place

where some limb of Pa»vat( is supposed to have fallen, as

after Dahkdt sacrifice, her dead body was carried about by

S'ivs, and cut in pieces by the discus of Vishnu : there arc

fiftv-one such places. * Complement of u segment, (in

Geometry.) E.Am to feel pain, to be weary, aff. *W ;
detiv. irr.

ft3*fw m. (-f»:) A male confidant, a parasite, e. ft* a seat,

and *faf sport.

m. (-f0 A parasite, a companion, x. a »«»t, and

to rub, aff v*.

fta*fuw m. ( iff) A cripple, who moves about on a wheeled

chair, Ac. e. ft* a scat, and tAtt who moves.

tfSTWm n. (*) A place wher. some limb of Psavar . U sup.

posed to have fallen : see ft* E. ft*, and wrm place,

ft* im) ftT r. 10th cl (flTTf*) 1 To give pain. To oppose

or resist * To stir, to agitate. * To squeero or pinch.
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ti- (-zf)
1 Inflicting pain, paining, distressing. * Devasta-

tion, laying a country waste. • Squeezing, pressing, rubbing,

e. <ft¥ to give pain, aft'. W*.

^¥T f. (-TT) ' Pain, anguish, suffering. * Compassion, charily,

pity. * Devastation, laying waste. * A chaplet, a garland for

the head. * The Saral tree, (Pinus longifolia-) a. to

paiD, ^Vtnd a/Ts.

iflliy i; mfn. Giving pain, afflicting, tormenting.

E. qtTT, and fTC who makes.

ql* !'***» n. (-d) Torturing, tormenting, e. dt¥f, and imr
making.

qlfint mfn. (-IT-HMT) 1 Bound, tied. * Pained, suffering pain

or distress.
1
I*aid waste, destroyed, devastated. * Rubbed,

chafed. * Squeezed, pressed, r. <ftTT pain, aff.

qYvwrw mfn. (-«f--vrr*'>i)
1 Being pained or afflicted. * Suffer-

ing from. 3 Being squeezed or pressed. R. vj\w to pain, pass,

arrsnt aff.

dr* mfn. ( vr-TCT-Tf) * Of a yellow colour. Drank, quaffed.

m. (•*:)
1 Veliow, the colour. * Safflower. * A topaz, a yellow

gem. * A yellow pigment, prepared from the urine of kine.

n. (-ifj
1 Drinking. 1 Yellow orpiment. f. (-TIT)

1 Turmerick.

A medical plant, commonly Alain, (Betula.) k. vt to

drink, aff. if ; imbibed, literally, or figuratively, by the eye

sight, Ac.

sftinr n. (-W) 1 Yellow orpiment. * Saffron. 1 Aloe-wood.

4 Brass. * Honey, m. (-W:)
1 A sort of gentian, (G. Chcrayta.)

• The Tun tree. r. qt* yellow, aff. Wn
dtTOXfft f. (-'ll) A sort of plantain. e. yellow,

plantain.

qtrnfwr n. (-w£
)
The carrot. E. dt* yellow, and •SP* root.

dlffW ldT n. (-?ci
1 Saffron. * Brass, e. qt?f yellow, VTW* vile

shape or substance.

dYrrWTW n, (-*) Yellow sanders. R. dt* yellow, wro wood.

sftUWIWT f. (-vrr) A sort of creeper with yellow flowers, e. dt*»

and ur*r the plant
j
yellow GkfcktL

ql H n. (-11)
1 A yellow fragrant wood, considered as a

yellow species of Sandal wood. 3 Turmerick. * Saffron.

E. dlW yellow, and Sandal.

ro. (-W:) A lamp. e. dt* yellow, a flower, and

qr »T aff. of comparison
;
like the <Jitampa iu colour,

qtmrr f. {-in) Yellowness, e. and THE aff. ; also with w
dtlfd.

dt*UEl m. (-H0 The lay lor bird, (Sylvia sutoria.) e. d* yellow,

and a beak , the whole bird is of a light yellow colour.

finHO I I f. (-err) A sort of creeper, a spedes of the heart pea.

a. "dtif yellow, vrw oil.

qtWTiW u. (-q;)
4 A sort of pine, (P. Derad&ru.) * Another kind

of pine, (Pinus longi folia.) t. d* yellow, and fj* wood.

f. (-mr)
1 A cow tied up to be milked. 3 Any milch

cow. e. tftw drank, milk.

ra. (-»:) * A sort of Curcuma, (C. zanthorrhizon.) * A spe-

cies of pine, (P. longifolia.) e. d|W yellow, and ^ a tree,

d** m. (-W:)
1 The hog plum, (Spondias inangifera.) * A tree,

(Pentaptcra tumeotosa) 3 The waved leaf fig tree, n. (-if)

iftar

1 Saffron.
3 A aort of pine : see * Yellow orpiment.

b. qY?r yellow, dl to go, or be, aff. w.

f. (-df) A plant, commonly Bick'hati

;

a name applied

to the nettle, or a plant of the same class, (Tragia involu-

crala.) e. d* yellow, and *4 leaf.

qYTnmtT f. (-^T) A small bird, the Maina, (Turdus salica.) a. qtw

yellow, a foot.

m. (-OR) ‘ A species of KamihMa. 3 A sort of Taber-

naemontana. f. (-wg-wft) Yellow barleria. a. dt«T yellow, and

TO a flower ; it may be applied to any plant with yellow

flowers.

dTOW m. (-w ) A tree, (Trophis aspera.) e. dt* yellow, and

«ITW fruit

f. (-WT)
1 Turmerick. • Yellow sand. e. dt* yellow,

and tllfl sand or dust.

dt**rfd m, (-fa:) A yellow gem, a topaz. *. d>W yellow, and

wfw a gem.

dlwWfJW m. (-fTO A small bird, (Loxia philippcnsis.) *. dt*
yellow, and Ttqjar the head.

dt*TO m. (*e»0 A gallinule. k. xftw yellow, TO the head.

m. (-ft) A aort of bean, a yellow variety of the Phaseo

lus Mung. t~ dt* yellow, and Mung.

dt**dt f- (-dt) Yellow jasmine, u. glw. and *tn1 jasmine.

^firg u. (-1ft A yellow coloured gem, perhaps the topaz.

e. din yellow, and ni coloured.

dlTirm m. (-it:)
1 The fibres of the lotus. 3 A yellow colour,

e. dt?C and VT* colour.

dlflui mfn. (-W;-WT-fi) Of a yellow colour. m.(-^:) Yellow, the

colour, n. (-if) Brass r. gtlf, and aff.

n. (-W) Bra-«. k. yellow, nm added.

n. (-ft) Yellow brass, queens metal, or a mixed metal,

resembling gold. e. ftf yellow, and iron.

dim mfn. (-¥T!-TTT:-W0 Dressed in yellow, m. (-^r:) A name

of KrTsuk's. e. dlw yellow,nw vesture.

g}7r*ni§ m. (-W :
) A tree, (Pentaptcra.) k. d*iW yellow, and

the Sal tree.

dtiT^K m. (-f^) * Sandal. * A yellow gem, a topaz. 3 A tree,

(Alangium hexapetalum.) n. (-TJ A yellow sort of iSaada/svood.

e. dtif yellow, and WTVC essence.

dtTl^Tfr n. (-fc) Antimony, s. dlTT yellow, ^ essence, aff.

T*-
m.(-ir:) A tree, (Pentaptera tomentosa.) k. dYff yellow,

vine essence, aff. V, and ^ changed to W-

m. (-HO A Brahman, by whom the juice of the acid

asdepins is drank at a ceremony, k. dta. and dm the juice.

m* A hog. k. vft<f for ft* large, and a

shoulder.

'il'IUlf** m. (~w:) A precious gem, the topaz, e. yellow,

and crystal.

m. (-fff :) 'n>e Muni Agastya. *. drank, (by whom,)

and the ocean ; the saint having on one occasion swal-

lowed up the sea.

qtnrsrc mfn. Dressed in yellow clothe*, m. (*^:)

Krishn a or Visun’v in that form. 3 A dancer or actor.
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* A religious mendicant, wearing yellow garments, a. tft?r

yellow, vesture, raiment.

JlwnflW n. (-9f) A topa* or any yellow gem. e. vtff, and 99?9
*

a stone-

mi m. (*fl|s) A horse, f. (-ftp) 1 Drinking. * A dram shop.

a. xn to drink, off. fifW.

fflf99T f. (-9T)
1 Turmerick. * Yellow jasmine, a. gfar yellow,

99 alt., and fern. form.

m. (-9t) A horse, a. iff to drink, ftrar»ff, ^9 added.

'qtjT m. (*Xp)
' The fcun * * Fire. * The ^ief elephant of a herd.

b. in to drink, (or dry up water,) and faf Un’&di aif.

lftW ind. Having drank, e. tr to drink, ifnr^aff.

xf\9 m. (-9:) ' The sun. * Fire. • Time. n. (-9) Water, i. 9T

to drink, Un'adi afT. 99 ,
and the radical vowel changed,

m. (-f^T=) A horse : see

9t9 mfn. (-9:-9T*if) Fat, bulky, corpulent, large, c. iu to grow

or enlarge, aff, 9 . form irr.

9^99 m. (-9: )
' Cough, catarrh. * Cold, affecting the nose, in-

flammation of the Schneiderian membrane, k. ^t9 fat, WT to

destroy, aff w.

ifftwfww mfn. ( 9t-(99t-f9) Having a cold. e. tft'99, and ff9 afT.

f. (-91) A cow with full or large udder*, e. i?t9 large,

999 an udder, d)* aff. and 999 augment.

m. (-9 :)
1 The sun. * Time. • An owl. • A crow. a.^ a

Snutm root, to regard, Unadi aff. 9.

9t99 n. (-9) The food of the gods, ambrosia, nectar. * Milk,

inn. The milk of a cow during the first seven days

after calving, i. qt9 Satrira root, to be kind or love, 999
Un’fcdi aff.

9)99999 m. (*fr.) Tbc moon. e. 9^99 nectar, and 999 light
j

whose rays are filled with nectar.

9\999f9 m. The moon. s. 9)99 nectar, and light :

see the Inst.

9*9 r. 1st cl. (4^wrfw) 1 To stop, to ccasc to he or do. * To be-

come stupid. *

vlvi* m. (-9:) The large black ant. b. 9tBT to stop, aff. 99.

m. (-91:)
1 The name of a tree, applied in some places to

the Carcya arborca, and in others to the Salvadors peraica;

it is very commonly assigned also to all exotic, and unknown

trees. * An elephant. 1 An arrow. *A flower. *Thc blossom

of the Saccharum sara. • An atom. T An insect.
* The meta-

carpus, the central part of the hnn<L • Thu stem of the palm

tree. B. 9t*l to stop, aff. gt j also with 99 added 9t99T.

f. * A plant : see tfts*. * Bryonia grandis. * A
sort of drug. B. 9\w the tree, and qvf a leaf,

r. 1st cl. (9f9f9) To be fat or corpulent.

9)99 mfn. (-9T-9n-9) * Fat, large. 1 Strong, robust, m. (-9T) Air,

wind. b. tzj to swell or increase, Un Adi aff. tufsrs?.

mfn. Fat, large, f. A plant, (Aspara-

gus racemose*.) (-ft)
1 A young woman. * A cow. s. 91 to

increase, Un’Adi aff, 9fT9.

f.
1 A cow with large ndders. * A woman with

j

Urge breasts, b. 9l9T large, and 919 a breast,

ftffl f. (-TT) Water. *. xfl to drink, T9 Un’idi aff, form irr.

TO

g9T* m. f-ar) Association or cohabitation with men. k. g», and

9nt union.

gferr n. (-Y:)
1 The male organ. * The masculine gender, (ia

grammar.) e. 99 male, and fwT mark.

*gi?9 m, (-T-) The musk rat. e. g9 male, and 89 a bull,

599it f. ( Bit) A harlot, an unchaste woman, e. gxj a man,

and 99 to go, aff. 9T^ and #t9 .

5far n. (-gfr) The penis. £. g?i male, and f99f mark.

59 r 10th cl. (grofil) To punish, to pain.

5999 n. (-if) The first of the essential ceremonies of Hindu

initiation
j
a religious and domestic festival held on the mo-

ther s perceiving the first sign* of u living conception. ’Milk.

B. gw a male, w to bear. aff. 9JT.

giBI n. (.ni) 1 Semen virile. * Manhood, virility, b. gst

man, and if aff. of the abstract; also with 99 aff., g^r
f. (*«T.)

5W9 m. (-Bp.) A Chan'dula, an outcistet sec g9[9 .

51T9 mfn. f-9:-9t-9) Low, vile. m. (-9:) A Chau d olt, or man
of an impure and degraded tribe or occupation, boro of the

Nuhada by a Sddra female, f. (-^t)
1 Indigo. * A bud, a blos-

som. * A woman of the Pnkkata tribe, b, g for g% purity,

gi bed (understood), 99 to go, all. WT9, deriv. irr.

gijp m. (• Up :

)

The feathered part of an arrow, b. 59 man, 99 to

destroy, aff. 9 .

gT mn. (*T:-TJ A heap, a collection, a quantity. £. g man, and

ai9 to go, aff. T
gT9 m. (-9:) The soul. k.

^ man, and jpb to pervade, aff. 9T^;
also read

gT9 m. (-9:) * A bull. * A drug, commonly Miithdnl (In
composition,) Excellent, pre-eminent, b. 5 male, and a

cow, aff. 9T9-

g^9 r. 1 st cL (g^Ffw) To err, to be careless or inattentive,

g^ mn. ( )

‘ A tail, the tail, the hinder part. * A horse's

tail. * The tail of ^he peacock. * Any hairy tail. k. g^ to

be careless, 9 aff.

gwffe n. (-fe:) Snapping or cracking the fingers.

3^*1 mfn. (9^-fwf9t-f*9) Having a tail. m. (**) A cock,

c. a tail, and x;f9 aff.

g^ m. (‘90 A heap, a quantity, a collection, k. g man, 99 to

be born, aff. 9 ; also gr and f. (-fw*)

gf«9 mfn. (-9*-¥r-^) Heaped, Iccumulated. e. gf9 ,
and qp

who or what stays.

g*r. Jst cl. (9l9f9) To rub, to press, to grind or pound, r. 6th

cl- (g*f9) To embrace, to intertwine, r. 1 Olh cl. (9T79^r)
1 To be or become small, or shallow. * To shine. * To 9pcak.

* To reduce to powder, to grind, (gtqfti) To fasten, to

string, to bind together.

g* mfn. (-9:-fV«) 4 A cover, a covering. * A plate or vessel,

made of leaves. • A cloth worn to cover the privities. * An
eyelid. * A cup or concavity, made of a leaf folded or

doubled. * A concavity, a shallow cup or receptacle, as the

hollow of the hand. ra. (-9:) A horse's hoof. * A narrowing

or contracting of any thing. ' A folding or doubling of any

thing, so as to form a cup or concavity, n. (-9) Two vessels
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joined together, the upper one inverted for the sublimation

or digestion of medicaments, r.. 37 to rub or bind, aflf. 7 .

337 n. (-7 )
' A lotus. • A bag or vessel made of a leaf doubled

over in a funnel-likc shape. * Any shallow cup or concavity.

*. 37 to unite, off. W7.

37(7*1 f. An assemblage of lotus flowers, e. 3^3, and

Yf*r aflf.

m. (-7:)
* A pot, a jar, a pitcher. * A brass jug. E. 37

a contracting, from 37, and TfYT the neck
j
having a nar-

row neck.

37317 m. (-7:) Digesting, subliming, e. 37, and 3T7 cooking,

m. (-^:) ' The bend of a river. ' A city, a town. 1 A
musical instrument, k. 37 a contraction, and 77 breaking.

37377 n. (-7) A city.

3f«7T f. (-77) Cardamoms,

Sf77 rafn. (-7*-7T-7 ) 'Sewn, stitched. ‘Rubbed, ground.

* Contracted, n. (-if) Closing or shutting the hands, to hold

any thing, the hollow of the hand. c. 37 rubbing, &c. and

TTY aflf.

37TT7 u. (-7) A white umbrella or parasol, e. 37 a covering,

and 773f a house.

3J7IK7 m. (-7:) The cocoanut. a. 37 a covering, and 7T7 water.

3t r. 10th cl. (3T7f7 ) To decrease, to diminish, to be or be-

come small, low or shallow.

37 r. 6th cl. (37?7)
1 To leave, to quit. To cover. (T) 3fw

r. 1 st cl. (3*rf7) To rub, to grind or pound, ta reduce to dust

or powder.

37 r. Cth ci, (37f7) To be pure or virtuous, to do a pious or

holy act.

37 ft.7 m. (-^) A drug, commonly Pund'eriya.

3^rt\7 m. (-7 :)
' The elephant of the south-east quarter. * A

leopard A sort of snake, (Amphisbarna.) * A fragrant

kind of mango. 1 Fever affecting an elephant. • A variety of

the sugarcane. 1 A silk worm (^T^TTT ?) * A student’s water-

pot. * White, the colour. ' A sort of leprosy, n. (-#)
1 A

white lotus. * A lotus in general. 1 A white umbrella. 4 A
kind of drug. e. 3ft to rub or grind, or according to some,

to adorn, Un'Adi aff. ^7, and the form irr.

33TCt7T7 m* (-70 A name of VishnV. n. (-vj) A drug. e. 37^7
a lotus, and 7f7 an eye, aff. 77.

3^fl77 n. (*7) 'A flower, (Hibiscus mutabilis.) • A drug,

commonly Pun'deriya,

377 n. (-4j) A creeper, a medicinal plant, used as a remedy

for diseased eyes. k. 3% to dissipate, (disease.) 77? aff.

3V7 n. (-wt)
4 A red variety of the common sugarcane, (Sac-

charum officinarum.) 1 The name of a Doity

a

or infernal

being, considered as incarnate in S'is‘t:i**t,A. * A mark or line

made on the forehead with Sandal, &c. 4 A sort of creeper,

(Geertnera racemosa.) * A worm. 4 A white lotus. 1 The name

of a country, the greater part of Penpal and part of Behar.

m. plu. (-TTJt) The inhabitants of that country, s. 3f7 to rub,

afl’. T7.

3177 m. (-7:)
1 A creeper, (Geertnera racemosa.) A sort of

sugarcane : see the last. e. 77̂ added to the preceding.

3*j7f7 m. (-ft!:) An elephant. r. 3*7 sugarcane, and 7f7
pastime.

37 mfn. (-7: -77-7 )
* Virtuous, pure, righteous. * Beautiful,

pleasing. * Fragrant, n. (-7)
1 Virtue, moral or religions

merit. * A good action. 1
Purity, purification.

4 A trough

for watering cattle, f. (-7T) Holy basil, (Ocymum sanctum.)

1. 37 to be or make pure, 77 Un'Adi aff., and 77 aug-

ment.

377 n. (-7) A meritorious act or obligation of a religious

nature, as fasting, praying, &c. e. 37 virtue, 77 added.

3T3n$7 mfn. (-sfrr-iirr-Y Pious, virtuous, c. 37, and 777
act.

37737 n. (-7) The worship of Krishna for a year, with daily

presents, to be performed by a woman desirous of a son.

b. 377 ,
and 77 religious obligation.

3777 mf. (-77 ) Virtuous, pious, e. 37 virtue, and 1T7 who

acts.

3777 m. (-7:) The Ckampek, (Michelia chaxnpact.) e.37 pure,

and 77 smell

3777 m. (-7:)
1 A fiend, a goblin, a R&ktkasa. A Yakska,

a divine being attendant on Ktnrfiiu, the god of wealth.
1 A

pious or virtuous man. r. 37 virtuous, and 77 man.

377 37 1. m. (-TO Ktvfiiu, the Hindu deity of wealth, e. 3777
a Yaksfax, and master.

37f7l7 n. (-7) A holy shrine or place of pilgrimage, z. 37,

and sacred pool, &c.

37«7 n. (-7 ) White Kusa grass. «. 37, and 77 grass : it is

much used in religious ceremonies.

377*7 m. (-7 :) The blue jay. s. 37 lucky, and 777 appear-

ance.

3777 m. (-7 =) A grove, a garden, n. (-S# ) The reward or con-

sequence of good actions, a. 37 handsome or virtue, and

77 fruit.

37WT7 mfn. (-717) Virtuous, addicted to virtue, E. 57, and

• t?T7 who possesses.

377 f.
(-1J:)

The holy land of the Hindus ; the central part of

Asia, bounded on the north by the HinuUa , on the south by

the flndkya mountains, and on the east and west by theses

e. 37 virtue, and tg land.

37uf7 f. (-fir)
1 The holy land : see the last. * The mother of

a male child, e. 37 virtue, and wfir land.

37T17 m.(-7 :) A night on which any religious commemoration

or ceremony is held. k. 37, and Trfr night, 73 aff.

37^17 m. (*7:) Heaven, paradise, k. 37 virtue, and 7 f7 a

world.

5777 mfn. (-3TT7-771-77) 'Fortunate, well fated. ‘Virtu-

ous, pious, righteous. K. 37 virtue, Jkc. aff. 3 jJ
3 .

37f«t fai H mfu. (-7i-WT-lf) Merited, acquired by merit, it. 37.

and fVfTW conquered.

377l7 mfn. (-7 :-7T-7 ) Virtuous. E. 37, and 7^7 having.

37717 m. (-7 s)
‘ A name of Nala. * The epithet is also

applied to Yudiiisut'iiir, and to Vishnu. f. (-7T)
4 A name

of DRACPAnf. * Of Sita. e. 57 holy, 7jT7 verse : who is

celebrated iu sacred poems.
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5^r» m. (-*0 The influence or effect of rirtuom actions,

and itr* union.

gW^JTW n. ( if) A sacred place, holy ground, a. gw virtue, and

fit 4 a place.

gwmrw rafn. (-WT-3JT W) Holy, pious, a. gwh and WTWW spirit.

gWTW o. (-BF) A holy day. a gw holy, and WW* a day.

gwi**TW* n. (-W) Repeating at sacrifices, 8tc. ' This it a holy

day/ three time*, e. gWTT, and wrww saying.

gWT** n». (-*:) Good fortune, as the result of virtuous acta in

a former life. a. gw, and rise.

gflT n. (^W) A hell to which the childless are condemned.

gf*WT £ (-WT) A small bee. k. gw to go, fwWT Un'Adi aff

gw m. (-W'*)
' A son. * A child, in the language of the Vtdat.

* The fifth mansion from the point of conjunction of the sun,

and a zodiacal sign. f. (-wl) A daughter, du. always, (-WT)

Son and daughter, ». tjW, and wr to preserve, the hell, (from,)

aff. W j
orgwrto purify, aff. w ;

one if may be rejected in writ-

ing this word, and its derivatives, leaving g*.

gw* m. (-W?)
1 A son. * A son, as it were, used as a term of

endearment. * A fabulous animal : see w*W. * A rogue, a

cheat. 4 A particular mountain. 4 A sort of tree. ’ A grass-

hopper. f. (-EWT or f*n) A daughter, t. gw a son, WW pleo-

nasm j in the feminine form the substitution of * for the

penultimate vowel is optional.

gWWTWT f. (-WT) Wish or affection for progeny, a. gw# and

wTwrwaff.

gW*ft* m. (-"»:) A tree, from the fruit of which necklaces arc

made of supposed prolific efficacy, (Xmgelia putranjiva, Rox.)

e. gw a child, and eft* life.

gWlStBW m. (-W:) A plant : see the last. b. gw a child, and

Wt* to live, aff. and WW added,

gw* mfn. (-*'-*!-*) Who or whit confers offspring, a. gw,

and * what gives.

gw*i*l* mfn.. (-*:-WT-^) Descended from son to son. a. gw#

and WTW a grandson, IB aff.

gwwrctwWT L (-wr) Perpetual descent from son to son, &c.

a- gw*i^t*. and nw aff.

gw*f*f*f* m. (-fir) A substitute for a son, as an adopted-son,

&c. a. gw, and srfwfwf* a substitute,

gw** mfn. (-*TW-WWt-**0 Having a son or offspring, a. gw,

and ngw poss. aff.

mfn. (-Wt-WMR) Having a son or child, h. gw# and

# WWW aff.

gW**t f. (*^t) A plant, (Salrinia cocullata)

gw^ f (-«:) The mother of a son. k. gw a son, and q; a

parent,

gWTWTa} m. (-t£;) A father instructed in sacred science by his

son. E. gw# «nd WTWroi a teacher.

gwnn* m. (•*:) One who is maintained by his son. e. gw a

son, W5 food, and Wi* who takes,

gfwwr t (-WT) ' A daughter. * A doll, a puppet. • The cotton

or pappus of the tamarisk, e. g^fl u daughter, WB aff.

gfapTigw m. (-W :
)

' The son of a daughter, appointed to

raise issue for her father -

t
one of the twelve heirs acknow-

Ox

3 5*

lodged by the old Hindu law. * A grandson, b. gfwwT a

daughter, and gw a son.

gflrWTWW* m. (-^f) A daughter's husband. e. gfwWT, and wn
husband.

gfWWTWw: f. (•*:) The mother of a daughter, x. gfw*T, and

W; a mother.

gfwwiw* m. (-*:) A daughters son, a grandson, b. gfWWT,

and w* a son.

gfw* m. ( wt) The father of a son. f. (wf) ' The mother of a

son, or of children generally. 1 A parasite plant. * A plant,

(Siphonanthus Indica.) u. gw a ion or offspring, *fw aff.

gift* mfn. (-*t-WT-^) Belonging or relating to a son, or child*

e. gw# and w aff ;
also guy-

gw^wrr mfn. (-WW-Wwft-W*) Wishing for a son. a. gw. and

WW aff. or nominal v., vrw aff.

Deairing a son. b. gw, and desirous,

gwfff f- ( fTO A sacrifice performed for the purpose of obtain*

in g children, b. gw offspring, and sacrifice
j

also with

V* added in the feminine form, gwfvWT-

gwwwi n. (-xfi) Resignation of property or power by a father

to his son. k. gw# and masterhood.

gwy mfn. (-wy.-wyT-wy) Belonging to a son, Ac. s. gw# and

ww off.

gW r. 4th cl. To injure, to hurt or kill. r. 10th cl.

(grwwf?r) * To shme. • To speak. (*) gf* r. 1st cl. (gwfir)

1 To hurt. To suffer pain or uneasiness.

g*W mfn. (-Wi %WT-W) 1 Beautiful, handsome, of a handsome

form or figure. • Having form or property, m. (-W:)
1 The

body. * The soul. s. UT whet fills, and ew what decays,

deriv. irr.

gwwiw m. (-W:) Repeated boiling or cooking, b. gw*, and

qTW dressing.

g*:gw* md. Repeatedly, again and again. b. gar* again,

repeated.

gwig*T f. (-WT) The Pumpun river in Bchar. e. gw* again, re-

peated, irr.
;
perhaps from the meandering course of the river.

g*T*i*SN: m. (-*:) Repetition of any essential ceremony, as re-

investiturc with the sacrificial string of a Brahman, who has

forfeited it by unknowingly drinking spirits, &c. b. gw*
again, WWGT* ceremony.

gw* ind.
1 Again. * But, on the contrary. • Assuredly, cer-

tainly.
4 A particle indicating division or change of sub-

ject. b. ww to praise# W* aff, and the radical vowel chang.

ed to W-

gW*T*W mfn. (*Wt-1TT*lf) Come back, returned, b. g** and

WTETf come.

gw*nw* n. (-W) Returning, coming back. b. gw*, and WT**W
coming.

gWdWIW n. (-W) Renewing or replacing a consecrated fire;

B. gw* and WTW1W placing.

gWTT*^ m. (.^:)
1 Return, revolution. • Repeated birth, b. gw*,

and WT*W revolving.

gW*t*fftw mfn. (-vff-fw*t-fi|)
1 Returning. • Subject to succes

aive births, b. gwn*w, and aff
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tpr*W mfn. (-W-TfT-li) Repeated, said orcr again, n. (-T1)

Tautology, repetition, e. 3^, and ’SH said.

jamiraraR^ m. (**TT) A Brahman, w. gWT again, ^5* said, and

orrr>f birth
;
whose inrestiture is called a second birth.

3*lfrt f. (-%.) Repetition, tautology, a. 51^, and ^fif saying,

jwaibipr mfn. (•^TT-*wr-^R) Re -born, born again, n. (-m) Re-

generation. a. Tjwr, and vat birth,

xppspu^TO m. (-V) Liberation, final emancipation, freedom

from transmigration, e. 3TOW, and err victory.

m. (-*:) A finger naiL f. (-TT) Hog weed, (Boerhavia

diffusa alata.) a. gsne again, and spf new.

yW$T mfn. (-T;-WT-^’) Re-bom, born again, n. (-if) Regenera-

tion. m. A finger nail. 1.31^ again, and %rw being.

Jirwfnr m. (-^1) The sentient soul. *. gw*: again, WW being,

and xfw possessive aif.
; existing again after the dissolution

of one body in another form.

JJWV mfn. (-«t-*>sv ) Re-born, regenerated, f. (-V:) ' A virgin

widow re-married. • Re-existence, a. ]JW*: again, (a wife, Ac.)

w being.

gWT'WW n. (-W) ' Repeated text or injunction. ' Saying any

thing again, a. gw*:, and WWW speaking.

S***” (-V) The seventh of the lunur asterisms, containing

according to some authorities two, and to others, fonr stars;

(in this sense it is properly confined to the dual number

though in the Vida* it is used in the singular.)
1 A

name of Vishn'u. The name of a saint, and grammarian ;

also KjCtyAyawa. * A name of S’iva. * Commencement of

weal b. * A Lokn or division of the universe, a. "gwr again,

ww to dwell, aff. jr.

m. du. (-«?) An asterism : see the last.

3WWW n. (.4) An asterism under which males are procreated

a. H (°T and asterism.

jjWT* m. (-W5) 1 A tree, from the flowers of which a yellowish

dye is prepared. (Rottleria tinctoria.)
1 A white lotus.

'Nutmeg. * A chief, a head or pre-eminent roan. * A white

elephant, a. 5 male, wtw an elephant, or aff. of eminence,

gwwir mfn. (-WW-T^t-WW ) Wishing to cleanse or purify, a. w
to purify, deaid v., ir* off

jywt f. (-WT) Wish to cleanse or purify, a. w to purify, desid.

affs. WW and ?l^.

jujw ra. (-Wt) Flatulence, wind in the bowela b. war to blow,

form irr.

3m*T m. (-W0 The lungs, e. tst to swell, deriv. irr. it is also

written

jwwnr mfn. (•vr.-vrr-vt) Born after, like, or according to a man.

b. 5, and WWW born after.

m. {gxtTwj A man or male. a. xn to preserve, (hia own

duties.) Un Adi aff ww and added.

ind. Manlily, like a roan. a. 3, and wlw aft

3^ f- (-^) A city. k. 3^ to lead, %T aff.

STtTT mfn. One who goes first or before, m. (4p) A
leader, a preceder. adn. n. (-T) By or with, i. e. preceded by,

attended with, as with rage. 1. TTO before, who
goes.

mfn. Opening er becoming manifest

before one. a. 3TW, and WW budding.

3*: r. 6th cL (3^1w) To precede, to lead, to go before.

3*: nf. (-T-^t) A town, a city : a place containing large bnOdingt

surrounded by & ditch, and extending not less than one Kdt.

in length, is called a city, a Pura or Nagara ; if it extends not

less than half a K6t, it is called a A’’AtYa or town
;
if less than

that, a Karvai a, or small market town ; and any cluster of

houses less than that, is a Grama or village, n. (-*:)
1 A house..

• Pdtaliputra or Patna. • The body. 4 The calyx of a flower,

or any receptacle or cup formed of leaves. 'Skin. • An upper

story. * A fragrant grass, (Cypcrus.) m. (-Ti) * A sort of resin,

bdellium. * \
r
cllow barleria. £. (-TT)

1 The east. * A perfume.

e. gr to precede, m aff.

gya^rfww n. (.fan) The region or world of Aoni or fire. e. 3*:

primary, from gr to precede, with TT aff, and wrfTO light.

3TUif m. (-WJ) Life, the living principle, f. Understand-

ing. e. gr the body, and mar what produces.

3TTTT mfn- Victorious, conquering cities, m. (-ifi)

1 The proper name of a king, the third of the race of the

sun. k. 3T a city, mf to conquer, aff,

3TWT m. (-^:) The armpit.

3TT n. (-T) Gold.

grur m. (-*:) The ocean, b. to fill, Un'Adi aff

STflil f. (-Tt) A market, a village or small fair. a. 3T a city*

1TC a bank, and diminutive or deprecialLe aff,

gCffT tad. Before, in front, b. to precede, aff

gTTTUT f. (-ITT) The tutelary deity of a town. b. 3T, and ^TWT
deity.

3tTTK n. (-T) A city gate. a. 3T a city, and IK a gate.

3 eff 1 m. ( fry A name of S'ivs. e. a name of 7’ripura,

the demon, and ftpr who hates.

3TK m. (-m[:) Inprs* e. JT a city, r to deatroy, all. with

the power of w.

3^T m. (-T:)
1 A name of Ivor*. * A thief, a house-breaker,

n. (-T) A sort of pepper, (Piper chavya.) f. (-^|) A name of

the Ganges, e. 3T a city, ^ to tear or road, aff. sr^,

deriv. irr.

3rfrif f. ( fiTr.-flTt) A woman, whose husband and children are

living, k. 3T the body, y to uphold, aff. fem. aff

or the final is optionally short.

mfn. (-Tt-f84t f^) Inhabiting a city or town. 1. 3%
and Ilf*?*! inhabitanL

gr-^^ m. (-^:) A sort of graas, (Saccharum cylindricum.) mi/a.

(-I^T) The nipples.

3^ incL * Eastward. * In front, before. • Prior, first.
4 For-

merly. e. 3T to precede, off.

5*^Cir n. (-W) Making perfect, &c. : see a. 3TT, and

doing.

3TEi^*l mfn. (-^:-w:-l) To be respected, Ac. : ace 3TW1N.

mfn. (-^;-WT*W)
1 To be made complete or perfect.

• To be prepared, to be fitted out. • To be set before.
4 To

be treated with deference or respect. I. 3^ W to make, if*

aff ,
also *“4
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^ITm. (-T!)
1 Making perfect or complete, finishing, polish*

ing.
4 Preparing, getting ready. • Arranging, putting in

* array.
4 Placing before. * Honouring, respecting. • Worship-

ping. ’Sprinkling with holy water. 4 Promise. * Accusation.

•• Attacking, assailing. " Anticipating, expecting, a. g<W.

and WJK making.

gr«»TXq mfn. (-ih:-x&t-4) To be prepared, to be fitted out, &c.

:

see xjr^iiTiar.

5Tf«WT t (-*r> Making perfect, &c. : see grin*.

3<hrh mfn. (-w:-m*Tr) * Made perfect, finished, polished.

• Prepared. * Placed in front. ‘Revered, adored, worshipped, i

• Honoured, respected. • Sprinkled with holy water, initiated,

anointed. ’ Promised, agreed. ‘Accused, calumniated. • Fac-

ing, and contending with an enemy. 14 Distrest or harassed

by an enemy. 11 Anticipated. a. g* before, and 1TW

made.

gv^ypt ind. * Eastward. • In front, before. 4 Prior, first, pre-

ceding. * Formerly, a. g* to go before, aff.

gvg swf.
1 An ancient story. * Old. 4 Past 4 Long past * Near.

• Future. * Proximate future. «. g* to precede, affix V

and 7it(.

g^rww mfn. (-TTt-WMT) 1 Done formerly or of old, done long

ago. * Done or observed precedingly. * Begun, commenced,

a. gvj, and int done.

gxgw n. (-k) A Purina or sacred and poetical work, supposed

to be compiled or composed by the poet Vyasa ; and com-

prising the whole body of Hindu theology : each Purina

should treat of five topics especially ; the creation, the destruc-

tion, and renovation of worlds
;
the genealogy of gods and

heroes
;
the reigns of the Menu*, and the transactions of their

descendants : but great variety prevails iu this respect, and

few contain historical or genealogical matter. There arc
,

eighteen acknowledged Paninas. 1 Brahma. • Padma, or the

lotos.
1 Brahmin da, or the egg of Brahma. 4 A’gneya, or

Agui fire. • Vaishnava, or ofVmw'u. • Garudo. * Brahma-

MiMrbfc or transformations of Brahma, that is of KrTshna,

identified with the Supreme. 4 Saiva, or of Si'va. * Lbga.
*• Narldi'ya. " Skanpa. ** MarkandIya, so called from a

Usm of that name. ** Bhavitkt/at, or prophetic. 14 Matsya, or

the fish. “ Varfiha, or boar. 14 Katarma, or of the Kama or

tortoise. ,T fdmana, or dwarf, and 14 The Bk&gavat, or life

of KrIstina, which last is by some considered as a spurious

and modern work : the Brahmavabarta is also of very modern

origin. The Purdn'at arc reckoned to contain four hundred

thousand stanzas : there are also eighteen Upapur&nas or

similar poems of inferior sanctity, and diderent appellations j

the whole constitute the popular or poetical creed of the Hin-

dus, and some of them or particular parts of them, are very

generally read, and studied, m. (-w:) A Martha or measure of

silver equal to sixteen Panat of Coicric*. mfn. i-W-WF or *iVvf)

Old, ancient, a. grT old, and ^ off. or g*l the same, to get

or be, and aff.

jjttwm m. (-art) * A reader or reciter of the Paran a*. • Brahma,

i. gm a sacred poem, and * who goes or pervades.

(-*:) Vishn'u. e. g*TW old or primeval, and g*w

man.

gTTTTW mfn. (-w.-ift-W) Old, ancient, e. grr old, ^ aff., and vpr

augment.

gTTW* n. (-*j) The part below the seven worlds.

gvrrurw m. (-•*:) The governor or mayor of a city. a. g*, and

superintendaut.

grif* m. (-ftt) S iva. e. gv: the demon Pura, or more properly

Tripura , and vgfr; foe.

g*rifkn< m. (-*:) Part of a town, a suburb, a word, a divi-

sion. e. gr a city, wti pvrt, extending.

g<rrg m. (*^> A name of Buishma. e. g?g in former life, W5 a

Vasu or demigod, so called.

g*ffrj mfn. (- Knowing or acquainted with the past.

b. g^T, and who knows.

grg?tt n. (-vi)
1 History, traditionary or heroic. * Any old or

legendary event, a. grt old, (time, or story,) and ^rm hap-

pened.

gcifTlCtrr f. (-WT) An old story, k. grrrw, and HTWl tale; also

ymiPUPr, and similar compounds,

gvmpprm. <V*> S iva- e. gr the demon, and * friend,

with the negative prefix ; see g*Tf*, &c.

gfc f- (-ftt)
1 A town, a city. * A river, m. (-ft;) A king, a

sovereign, a.
^

to fill or to cherish, \ Uu'idi aif. * see g*,

and

g<tWE( mn. (-irtf) An entrail. a gut. e. gfk or gfk for g* body,

and WW to spread, to stretch, aff

gflkr* m. (-^:) The thorn apple, (Datura :) see * *

town, and kr* intoxicating.

gklW n. (-k) F«ces, excrement, ordure. *. ^
to nourish or fill,

(the body,) aff.

grTm m. (-W;) F*ces : see the last.

gxtEW m. (-W:) I'be black kidney bean, (Phaseolus mas or P.

radiatux) b gkt* farces, WT to mete or measure, W aff.

g*tkr?tpt m. (-4:
)
Voiding excrement, k. g^Vw, and aban-

doning.

g* mfn. (-*:-**-*) Much, many, exceeding, m. (-W:) * The

name of a king, the sixth monarch of the lunar line. • Heaven,

or the world and residence of immortals. • The farina of a

flower.
4 The name of a Daitga. f. (-W*.) The name ofa river,

said to run a little to the north-west of the Harsuti a. w to

cherish or fill, Unadi aff. g.

n. (-<) Gold, e, gst much, to give, aff. *.

g*[^W m. (-Vs) A goose, a. g^ much, who bites.

g^XlT^ m. (-WT:) A name of Inoea. b. g^ much, to de-

stroy, aff

(-ft:) Kutbra : see g^TWW.

m. (-T.)
1 A man, generally or individually, a male, man-

kind. * The soul. • God, the Supreme Being. 4 Vishn u.

* Brahma*. ‘Life, the living principle. ’ An atom. • A follower

of the SdnA'hya philosophy.
# A friend.

14 A tree : see g*r*.

ii a sort of tree, commonly Tda or Tdaka . a, (-k) The moun-

tain Miru. 1 , g* the body, Wi? to abide, aff M, and the vowel

changed ;
or g* to precede, Un'idi aff. ; also g^f.
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y«rw n. (-W) Rearing as a horse, standing like a man on two

feet, r. gww, and tr* aff.

JMIH m. (-*:) ‘ Manly act, virility. * Effort, exertion. * Any
act of man, manhood, z. and a doing.

SWim f. (-ITT)
1 Manhood, manliness. * Valour, k vntt added

to 5^^ j also gwwar.

n. (*»)
1 Manhood, virility, manly nature or property.

* Valour, prowess, e. ar added to Jtt a man

gWWWT ind. With or amongst men or mankind, worldly, &c,

K. S^nt mankind, and WI aff.

f. (*fl) A medicinal root ; see *T5J.

Jtim mfn. (-v-fit-li) Of the height, or measure ef a man.

z. ytx a man, in this sense.

ywtltwtj mfn. (-^:«$t-*) Of the height, or measure of a man.

e. gvrz a man, and I aff.

mfn. (-w\-fWt-fw) Manhating, misanthropic, f. (-^)

An ill tempered, or fractious woman, z. jpni n man, and

iffW who hates.

5WW1J m. (-KJ:) A man, a human animal, z. gTW, and WTJ

beast.

JjWiyfl m. (-V) An eminent, or excellent man. z. 3WW, and

5TW a bull.

m. (-*:)
1 An excellent of superior man. * The

seventh of the nine persons called /'Jiiudevd* or Kruhn'tu by

the Jeinas. z. gww mankind, and yjsrftw a lotus, or here used

to signify pre-eminence.

3*irrw mfn. (-n; -vft-*) Of the height, or measure of a man.

E. 5WW a man, and wrWW aff.

m. (**n) An excellent man. z. and best,

mfn. (-IP-HT-lf) Desolate, destitute of human beings,

z. 3WW, and wfjRTT void of.

xpSTOTS m. (-H.)
1 A vulture. * An eminent, or distinguished

roan. *. a man, and zrm a tiger
;

also implying pre-

eminence,

gwwiowwi m * (-« s
) An eminent man. z. gww, and a

tiger.

gWWWTTarw m. (-W:) A number of men. z. gfWW, and WWTW
assemblage.

gwwfww m. (-w :

)
1 An eminent man. • The fifth of the famkmt,

according to the Jainas, unci the son of S'lVa, z. gww man-

kind, and fww pre-eminent.

gVTTWI m- (-5?:)
1 A name of the first Jainn pontiff of the pre-

scut age, RTsnsz'nA. * A name of Vibhk'u. b. gww man-

kind, and WJ151 first,

m. (-1?:) A low man, an outcast e. e. gww a man, and

low, vile.

gwwtfWW m. (-W0 Manly office or duty. z. 3*5, and

duty

gXWT*i m. (-$:) A human object : os the gratification of desire,

acquirement of wealth, discharge of duty, and final emanci-

pation. n. adc. (-v§j For or on account of man. z. gw5, and

object.

gvnw m. (-a:) Life of nit, human existence. 6. yaa, and

array life.

yaairaa m. (-#1) A Rahiaia, a cannibal. *, yyy, and ^fr*
who eat*.

gverfqjwrfww n. (-W)) Siva. t. yaa a man, wrfiil a bone, wmr
a necklace, and yfsr poss. aff. ; wearing a necklace ofhuman
aktills.

gaarfll f. (-fig:) The name or title of a man. a. gay, and afi*
saying.

yaarfinr mfo.(-w.-gtT-ai) Destitute, having no frier,da a. yyyrfj^
and a n aff. having only the name of roan,

yaatlfy m. (-art) An excellent or superior roan, 1 Yiminv.
• A Jna, one of the generic terms for a deified chief of the
Jama sect. * The fourth of the nine / aWeeor of the Jauat,
the ion of Sbua. a. fan mankind, avre beat,

tfa* mfn. (-at-TT-tf) Much, many. a. yy many, ya to dettroy

or surpass, aff. a ;
also ya* with a aff.

ya* mfn. (-*:-*:-*) Much, many. a. see the last,

yaan m. {-*:) a name of Janus, a. yy much, yw tvorxhipped

or invoked.

S-sStd m. <-ai!)
1 The son of Buddha, and second king of the

lunar dynasty. * A demigod, of the class of f iftradetat. a, yy
much, a to sound, Un'fidi aff. atft?, form irr.

y?l* mfn. (-»:-ati-»l
1 Going before, preceding. * Chief, princi,

pal, pre-eminent, a. tjyy before, and axt who goes,

yynra mfn. (-Sli-at-iy) Preceded, gone before, a. gyy, and

** gone.

yifTsfa mfn. (-ffe-frt-fa) Preceding, gofng before, ru.
( Or:)

A dog. f. (.fir:) Precedence, going before, a. yyyr in front,

and afy going.

Straw mfn. (-W: W-xf) Going before, preceding, a. yyy before,

and ire who goes.

yrnresr n. (-ai) Going before, preceding, a. yra, and axrxr going,

gyrerfww mfn. (-af-fxr^.fxt) Going in front or before, precede

ing- « yra, and aifaa who goes,

yyif* m. (.fs:) 1 be current of a river.

HCITIW m (-at) ’ Giee or clarified butter ax offered in obla-

tions to fire, w ith cakes of ground barley meal, that have been
well steeped in it 1 The orts, or leavings of any substance,

used in an oblation to fire. ’A sort of flat ladle or spoon,

used for placing the cakes in the sacrificial fire. * The juice

of the acid asclcpias as drank at certain sacrifices. * A ,!/««-

tra, or prater recited in offering oblations to fire. a. yyy
first fy* lo shew, aff. yy, deriv. irr. j the first ceremony on
all sacred occasions.

yy.Tnfla mfn. (-y:-oi-aj Fit to be offered in oblations,

e. gvnztlt and « afl‘.

yriTiaa mfn. (-w-xm-si) Fit or proper for offering with Gire
in oblation to fire. a. yyrztw as above, xra aff.

yaiHa mfn. (-a:-ai-a) Of former or prior origin, f. (-U7) a
drug; also called Mahamctla. a. yyx) formerly, trga pro-

duced.

y?rxre m. (-yi:) The family or domestic priest, a. yty before,

at to have, yrftj L'n adi aff.

yyiaariiT mfn, (-a:-1ft-lf) Formerly had or possessed, s. yyy,
and ayahf taken.
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g^rwifk^mfn. (-^t-farwt-f*) 1 Malevolent, censorious. * Taking

the first share, b. gro first, «w to serve, ait fnjW.

g^Tfinr m. (-IT*) The PuroMl or family priest, conducting all

the ceremonials and sacrifices of a house or family, e. g^w,

first, and ffff held, revered.

gw r. 1st cl. (g^fff) To fill. r. lOtli cl. (g^Wfff) 1 To dwell or

inhabit. ' To invite.

gw r. 1st cL (wrwfw) 6th d. (gwfw) and 10th cl. (wnrwfw) To
be great or large, to be lofty or high, to be heaped up or

piled.

gw mfn. <-W:-W7W) Vast, gTeat, extensive, m. (-W:) Erection

of the hairs of the body, considered as a proof of exquisite

delight, f. (-WT) 1 One of the paces of a horse, the canter or

gallop. • The aoft palate or uvula, k gw to be great, W tiff.

5WW m. (-W:) 1 Erection of the hairs of the body, considered

as occasioned by internal pleasure or satisfaction. 1 An insect

of iiny class, affecting animals whether externally or inter

nally. ' A sort of atone.
4 Flaw or defect in a gem. 1 A ball

of bread and sweetmeats with which elephants are fed.

• Yellow orpiment. 9 A Gandkarba or heavenly quirister.

* A wine goblet or glass.
9 A sort of mustard, x. gw to be

great, WW aff.

gWWTT m. (-:) The nooae or cord of Varun'a.

gwwrww m. (-W;) KuvfiaA.

gwfwn mfn. (-TT:*TTI*1T) ‘ Having the hairs of the body erect.

1 JoyfuL c. gww, and TWW aff.

gwfvrw mfn. (-vft-fknqt-fw) Having the down of the body erect,

m. <-wrt) A sort of Kodaml/a, (Nauclea k) s. gww, and

gwwrf* *n. (-*0 Erection of the hairs of the body. s. gwwthe
same, WX* arising.

gwfw m. ( fw :
) The name of one of the seven Ruhii, and son

of Brahma, r. gw great, WW to throw or cast down, Un'idi

aff. fh ;
otherwise with Wh to collect, and W aff. gw^T

m. ( Wfi: ) A Ituhi so named : see the last,

gww m. (-W:) One of the seven divine Hages,the sons ofBrahma.

r. gw great, wt to abandon, aff. w.

gwrw mn. (*w:-^) * Shrivelled or blighted grain. * Rice water,

(according to some medical authorities.) 9 A lump of

boiled rice.
4 Brevity, com|>endium, abbreviation. * Small-

ness, a little. * Dispatch, celerity. *. gw greatness* WW to

be or go, aff. WW
gwifww m. (-^) A tree, a gwrw dry grain, xf*T aff.

gwrfww n. (-W) A borae’s gallop, b. gw to be great, fltc. aff. %.

gfww n. (>W)
1 An island of alluvial formation, or one from

which the water has recently withdrawn, or a small island or

bank left in the middle of a river, upon the failing of the

waters. 9 Any island, f. gw to be great, T*W Un'fidi aff.

gfw*5 m. A barbarian, a Mleckckha, a savage or moun-

taineer, one who uses an uncultivated and unintelligible

dialect x. gw to be large, Un'kli aff. fw^XW.

gfwftw m. (-W?) A snake.

gw fwwr f. (-WT) The wife of Indra. r. gw jww a saint so called,

and wf born.

6 Y

gwiwfwff m. (-fanr) Ihdra. x. gwrww a* below, and fww who

conquers.

g’iiwfrw m. (-(gw) India, t. gwfrw, and fgw hostile
j
and other

similar compounds.

gwnrw m. (-WT) The name of a Rlshl or saint, the father-in-law

of In ora, and destroyed by that deity.

gWTwfsnf m. (-fxnr) Indra. x. gwTff, and fax to tear or de-

stroy
j

the god having destroyed his father-in-law to prevent

bis curse, for the violation of the daughter.

jtnnft m. (-fas) The god Indxa. e. gwHT the saint Puloma,

and wfa enemy.

gw mfn. (-W:-WTW) Expanded, full blown or spread, n. (-it) A

flower, x. gw to be large, aff. m* form irr. : see WW-

gw r. 1st cL (WTwfa) 4th cl. (gwfa) and 9th cl. (g^Tpff) To

cherish or nurture, to rear, to bring up. fxO gfax r. 4th cL

(gwfa) To share or divide, r. 10th. cl (wTwrwfw) To put on, to

wear. With gfc or *PT, to cheriah much, or bring up with

care.

gRT f. (-WT) * Cherishing. 9 A plant: see wrfffwWit. - gw to

cherish, aff. w and wnr-

gfVtT mfn. (-Tfs-WT-lf) Nourished, nurtured, b. gu to nourish,

aff. w ; also without the augment gx.

gsWT n. (A) 1 The sky, heaven, atmosphere. * Water. • A lotus,

(Nelumbium apeciosum or Nymphwa nelumbo
)

4 The tip of

an elephant’s trunk. 9 The head of a drum, or place where any

musical instrument U struck. 9 A drug, (Costua spcciosus.)

* The name of a celebrated place of pilgrimage, now called

PoMur, in the province of Ajmert, about four miles from the

city of Ajmere, consisting of a small town on the bank of a

lake, whence its name. 9 The blade of a sword. 9 The sheath

of a sword. 19 One of the seven great Dmipnt or divisions of

the universe. " An arrow. '• The art or science of dancing.

'•War, battle.
14 Intoxication. '•A cage. '• A part.

,f Union,

m. (-xs)
1 A pond or lake. * A disease. * The Indian crane.

9 A sort of snake. 9 The name of a king, the brother of Nala.

9 The son of Varcn'a. v The name of a mountain, that in

Puthkar* Dicipa. 9A drum. 9 One of the principal clouds,

that which occasions dearth. 19 An inauspicious astrological

combination of a lucky lunation with an unlucky day, and

three-fourths of a lunar mansion, e. gx to nourish, Un 6di

aff. WXW.

gnfTWWW m. (-W :
) The root of the Costus speciosus. x, gs*<

at above, and F«rv root.

Stiftrt i f (-WT) The root of the lotus.

gUTWW n. dn. (-WI) The two sons of Ai'wwf, and physicians

of Sirerge or paradise, t. g»VK a lotus, and WW a necklace

or chaplet wearing such.

gaqpcrw m. (-W’) The Indian crane. R. g*WX a lotus, and WTWT

an appellation
j
wheuce also any name of the lotus is appli-

cable to the bird.

gnffrw tn. (-tt) An elephant, f. (-^t)
1 A square or large pond.

9 A piece of water, a lake. * A pool, where the lotus does

or may grow. 9 A female elephant, i. gwftc as above, xfa

possessive aff.
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mfn. (-*r:-WT-a) 1 Excellent, eminent, chief, beat. * Mach,

many. 1
Full, filled, complete. 4 Near, approached. 1 Good,

salutary. * Possessed of all good things, n. (-a) The moun-
tain Men, m. (-W*)

1 The holy place Pushkara .
* The son of

Varvn'a. * A measure of eight Kunchis or sixty-four hand-

fuls
j

in some places it means four times a double handful.
4 Alms to the extent of four mouthfuls of food. u. gw to nou-

rish, and awa Unadi aff. ; otherwise as above, and a
interchanged with y.

jtr mfn (-as WT-M) 1 Nourished, cherished. * Burnt e. gy to

- cherish, afT. a-

5TTTT mfn. (-i-t.'ft-
1

#) Fat, fattened, b. jw, and ar body,

f. (-ffc)
1 Cherishing, nourishing * Increase, advance, thriv-

ing* prosperity. * One of the Mdirikas or divine mothers,

nourishment personified, a. to nourish, afT. f*W
SfrfAH f (-VT) An oyster, a. gy, and aa added, fern. form,

sfinrr^t m. (-WT:) Gan'&Ta. a. gffc prosperity, friend.

mfn.(-^:-^Tx) Nourishing, cherishing, f (-^T) ‘ Increase,

thriving. * A plant, (Physalis flexuosa.) a. gflr, and y what

gives.

r. 4th. cl. (gafy) To flower, to blossom,

ytq n. (-a) 1 A flower in general * The menses. * Expansion,

expanding. 4 The vehicle or car of Kuvfiu. * A disease of

the eyes, specks on the eye, albugo, f. (-un) The capital of

Karna, or Bkdgalpur. a. 3*1 to flower, Ac. wraaff.

gay n. (-yj
1 Calx of brass. 1 The chariot of KuvfctA. • A dis-

ease of the eyes, albugo, specks on the eye. 4 A bracelet of

diamonds or jewels. * A cup or vessel of iron. • A small

earthen fire-place or furnace. f A sort of collyrium. ' Green

vitriol, a. wry added to the last.

n. (-#) Avamii or Oujem, or the grove In its vicinity

considered as sacred to Mahad£ya. b. ga a flower, and

yyarw a basket.

gawyfufl f. (-wt) Oujem ; see the last

gayiflu n- (*W) The green sulphate of iron. t. ga a flower,

and green vitriol.

gay)w m. (rV) 1 A large black bee. * Any insect affecting

flowers, e. 3m a flower, and at* an insect

3*WWVT n>. (-W*) The Hindu Cupid, k. 3m a flower, and why* a

symbol,

3*mnj rn. (-TyO
1 Calx of brass, * The god of love. t. 30?

flower, and aiy mark or sign.

3«rjrfkjan f. (-tit) Contrary purpose or effort of a man and woman.

3**fafr tn. (-fvT:) A fabulous mountain, the favourite resort of

Varvn a. K.ga a flower,and fwfy a mountain, the hill of flowers,

gawrwa in. (-:) A bambu. b. ga flower, and W7if* destroyer
j

the stem decaying after the plant flowers.

3**^ n. (*f)
1 A quantity of flowers. 'Gathering flowers, a. 3xq,

and aa gathering.

a m. (-xj:) KamauAva, the Hindu Cupid, a. ga a flower,

and aTW a bow
j
who arms bis bow with flowers.

m. (-y:) * A ptant, (Artemisia.) • A fragrant plant,

(Pandanus odoratissimus.) «. ga a flower, and aray a Chetcri,

having a Urge bushy flower.

gay mfn. (-y'-yr-y') Who or what gives flowers, m. (-yt) A
tree. b. ga a flower, and y what gives,

gaywi m. (-WT) 1 The elephant of the north-west quarter. ' A
chief of the Gnntfharbas or kldydetHares, attendant upon S'iva.

* One of the J'mat or Jaina teachers.
4 A Ndga or serpent of

the infernal regions, m. dual, (-wrtj The sun and moon. b. ga
flower, and ya a tooth.

gayaa m. (-aO A chief of the Gand'harba*. u. ay added to

the last.

gaiw m. (-W:) * The exudation or saccharine matter of flowers.

* An infusion of flowers, as rose water, Ac. b. gat, and gw
oosing, distilling.

gaw m. (-y:) The offspring of an outcaste Brahman.

gawaw m. (-aT) Kamad£va. b. gar, and yy a bow, yyy aff.

otherwise jwtni : see gayrw.

gmfwwy m. (-set) Throwing flowers, b. ga, and fy before a to

throw, ay aff.

gafaa m. (-W0 A bee. b. ga, and fVy who kisses,

jsqfsfwiw m. (-W*) Nectar of flowers, t gat, and finjjTW ex-

tract

gapfsi m. (-W:) A bee. e. ga a flower, si to drink, aff. ay
gannr m. (-y:) The vulva, b. gar the menses, and yfvrw a road
aw aff.

gargy n. (y) Pdfafiputra or Pali^otkra. b. ga flower, and gy
a city.

ganntw m. (-W:) ‘ Gatliering fruit or flowers, Ac. any way ex.

cept by the hand. • Stealing flowers, x. gar, and y before

fw to collect, aff. yy.

gajrara m. (•*:) Gathering flowers with the hand. b. gar, and
a before fa to collect, aa? aff.

gani^ rn. (-ar:)
1 Elephant or wood apple. • A pumpkin gourd.

R. gar a flower, and aar fruit

garsra m. (*Wt) Nectar of flowers, e. gar, and »nr being.

^arxrnRat f. (•«!) The blue lotus.

garcnw m. (-a:) Spring, k. gar flower, and *na a month or
season.

garvn mfn. ( *:-wr-*r) Dyed red with vegetable colour, as saf-

flower, Ac. m. (-v) A shrub, (Hibiscus pbttniceus.) t gw
flower, and yjf coloured, red.

garya m. ( a-) A car or carriage for travelling or pleasure, or
any purpose except war. t. gar a flower, and ya a car.

garra m. (-v) The nectar or honey of flowers, b. gw, and ya
juice.

S«|«.'1I*V n. (M) Honey. ncet»r. i. »nd nerae.

5WT* m. (»;) A topaz, t. gw a flower, and rna colour,

3-*' - m - (-*0 The doit or farina of flowera. a. and
dust *

S-Ci'dw m- (-W) A plant, (Meant ferreo.) e. jtq, and
pleasing.

gaiaTW m. (-a*.) A flower. seller, a garland-maker, f. (.ft) A
female flower-gatherer, a. jm, and wit who cuu.

jwifwai m. ) A bee. e. jni flower, fwT to lick, <g »ff.

m, (%») A large black bee. m. gm, and to lick,

fVd aff.
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garaa mfn. (-ara-aift-aa‘> Having flowers, flowery, in. always !

dual. (-WTT) The sun add moon. f. f-Wifl) A woman during

menstruation, t. S’na flower, or expansion as at rising, &c.

and ng M aff

gapra* m. dual, (-wn) The sun and moon. e. gai a flower, aa
to prevent, ara aff.

gapra m. (-4:) A rain of flower*, flowers cast from heaven upon

a hero or demigod, or on any great occasion, a. gm, and aa

raining; also 4a. g^efa, 8tc.

gxqarat f- (-£t) A flower garden, e. gxR, and anft a garden,

gaafir f. (-fin) See guraa.

f. (-at) Raining flowers, on any great occasion of re-

joicing in earth and heaven.

gangr m. (•*:) Ka'madAva, the god of love. a. ga», and wk an

arrow.

gan^nra m. (-ai) K s madeva. e. gm, and aan?a a quiver,

gaspa mfn. (-^:-s*T-5f) Not bearing flowers, flowerless.

e. ga, and jfRj void of.

gajWlfir^infn. (aPt-fumt-fil) Flowery, a. gm, and atfiia having,

garift f. Abundance, or beauty of flowers, b. gxq, and 5?!

wealth.

garwa m. (-f!) Spring, a. guj, and aaa a season.

g*WTT in. (-g: ) The nectar, or honey of flowers, a. gai, and

aTT essence.

gviitg m. (-g:) The nectar, or honey of flowers. a. g*t and

xig sweat, or exudation.

gannai f. (*aT) A woman during menstruation, a. ga. and va
who smiles.

gurfta mfn. (-w:.WT-g) Flowerless, not flowering, f. (-WT) ‘The

glomorous fig tree. * A woman whose menstruation has

ceased, a barren woman, a. g«r a flower, &c. and at* aban-

doned.

yajiafla m. (-a:) A flowerman, a maker of garlands. «. gm,

and ai^fTa livelihood.

gwiieftfaw m. (•'fft) A flowerman, a maker of garlands, a. gm,

aiioft X livelihood, Tfwaff.

gxqngsf n . (-tf) The calx of brass, k. guj a flower, and ansa

collyrium.

mf. (*fift4ft) Presenting a nosegay or flowers, held in

botli hands opened, and hollowed, a. gar, and arnfa the

hands joined, and opened
;

also similar compounds, as

JiVtUlfa, a^A*nitfw, &c.

gEJTaaa ro. (-g:) Gathering flowers, e. gsq, and araga col-

lacting.

yaraarfag mf. (-^t-fitfl) A flower-gatherer. a, gat, and

aprgrfn'gwho collects.

y«4ma n. (-a) Honey, a. gat and amm spirit.

gajTOi ®* (-W;) KAWDsar*, the Hindu Cupid. *. gaj, and am*

a weapon
; pointing his darta with flowers.

gajTTT mfn. (-gt-gmc) Who or wbat takes flowers. «. gaj, and

anaf’C who or what takes.

gfinrr f. (-an)
1 The tartar of the teeth. * The mucus of the

flans penis, or urethra, a. guj a flower, am off. of compa

rison, fern, form-

T*

gfVfT mfn. (-W. -Tn-ir) Flowered, in flower, f. ( wi) A woman
during menstruation. E. gat and aff.

gfaumn f.(-gr) A form of metre, a mixed kind and a variety of

the sfupach kaudatikn ; the lino consisting of four or six short

syllables, a pyrrhic or a dactyl, two trochees and a spondee,

gfaw mfn. (.xBFl-far^t-fcq) Flowering, bearing flowers, e. gat,

and xfk aff.

g*CTW in (*g:) Kamadeva e. g*u, and T* an arrow,

gq mf. (-gr-gr) 1 The eighth lunar auerixm, comprising three

stars, of which one is £ Cancer. a The month Paus, (Dec.-

Jan.) * The Kali, or fourth age. b. ga to nourish, aff. W7.
giTTW m. (-g:) Any sort of car or carriage, except a war chariot,

t. gat the asterism, and ag a car ; also gangt.

m. (-g:) 1 The musk deer. * A pin, a bolt, a stake. * A

naked mendicant. It is read in some places gggg.

gg r. I Oth cl. (gwwfff) ‘ To respect.
1 To disregard, to treat

with disrespect. • To bind. * To smear,

yg mfn. (-g:-gr*g) ' Filled. * Covered, n. (*gl)
1 Smearing,

anointing, painting, plastering, &c. *Any thing made of metal,

wood or clay, &c. nf. (-gr-gt) A book, a manuscript, b. yg to

bind, gg aff.

gw nf. (-a -Eft) A book, a manuscript e. gg added to the last

I n. (-g) Plaistering, painting, &c. see gg. b. gg as

above, ggg business.

gnw m. (-g:) The lungs
;
also ggg and g«yg.

S. (W) r- lst el- (<tew) (*) t. 9th cl gift#} To

purifv, to cleanse, physically or metaphorically, r. 4th cL

(g^) To grow or become pure,

gg m. (-at)
1 The betelnut tree, (Areca faufel or catechu.) * A

heap, a quantity, a multitude. • Disposition, property, na-

ture.
4 The Jack tree. n. (-1 ) The fruit of the faufel, the

betelnut a
. g; to cleanse, am Un adi aff.

garwif mfn. (-gi-m-lf) Assembled, collected, a gg, and gg
made.

g^jmm n. (-x|) A betel-box. e. and xrm a vessel,

pirate n. (-^ A spitting pot k. g;a betel, and xft* » rto°* i

chewing the pdn producing an increased excretion of saliva,

gamfamrr f, (-arr) Flowers and betel presented to the principal

guests at a marriage festival, a ga, and gaj a flower,

added.

n. (mi) The Areca nut. b. ga, and ’VXl fruit

gg^r* m. (-a*.) The marshy date tree, (Phamix or Elate paludosa.)

ga Areca, and X? to shine, to resemble, aff. WW; also with

aar added ga^Tza.

gai r. 10th cl. (garafir) To adore, to reverence, to worship.

With aa, to pay respect to.

gara mfn. (-a:-arr-#) Worshipping, a worshipper, b. ga to

worship, yif aff.

ganr mfn. (-ara waft-iraj Worshipping, reverencing, b. ga to

worship, a« aff.

gam n. (-ET) Worship, worshipping: aaegar. f. (-Wt) A spar-

row. s. gar to worship, and a? aff.

gaatq mfn. (-a:-a,'-a) To be worshipped or revered, a ga,

and aaiax: *ff.

[ ]
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gwfwir* m(n. (•W-lT-4) To be worshipped, a. to worship,

and trt aff.

fvta mfn. (-HT-4t-*) Worshipping, a worshipper, e. jm to

worship, «rq aff.

f.(-wr) Worship, culture, respect, homage of superiors

or adoration of tbe gods. a. jm to worship, aft ww and

*Tq.

mfn. (q:*qT-W) Worshipful, venerable, respectable, sacred,

a. ^wtt worship, qr^ fit, deserving.

gfarff mfn. (-Wi-lTT-vr) Worshipped, adored, reverenced, r.

to worship, if aft

mfn. (-W:-in-ui) Venerable, respectable, worshipful, &c.

m. (-%:) A deity, a. jm, and aff.

V* mfn. (-W«-WT-«q) Worshipful, venerable, fit for or deserv-

ing adoration, &c. m. (-W-) A father-in-law. g. jwt to wor-

ship, WW off.

)PWTW mtn. (-W-WT-W) Being reverenced or respected, s.

to worship, pass. all'.

^r. 10th cl. (^^qfq) To accumulate, to collect or heap

together.

yW*Kl f. (-Vt)
1 The capital of the Naga*. 9 A name of Saba-

SWATf. •

gTf mfn. (-1f:-1TT-Tt)
1 Pure, purified. • Threshed, winnowed.

• Cleaned, cleansed. * Speaking the truth, sincere, honest.

1 Foul smelling, stinking. 8 Guarded, defended, n. {-w> Truth,

speaking truth, m. (-W:)
1 A conch shell. 1 Ku$a grass, m.

du. (-H7) The buttocks. a.^to purify, aff. v.

YTnirwTVt f. (-4t) The wife of Jndra. a. Imnla, aff.
;

in place of W, qw is inserted, and then changed before \
to vrq.

n>. (ff!) A name of 1nb«». t. jn pure, and wj
sacrifice.

fins m. (-^:) A tree, (Butca frondosa.) a. and ^ a tree.

n. (-^) Sesamum. a. and grain.

^?nn f. ( vn) Yellow mjrobalan, (Terminalia chebula.) 8 The
name of a female demon killed by Kafoutr’A. * A disease,

atrophy and wasting in a child, ascribed to the malignant

operations of the female fiend Pv'taka. a. to be pure,

nominal verb, qqf aff.

yJN*nf< m. (-ft;) KrTbuka . a. ^ifWT a female fiend, and ^ft
the foe.

m. (-W0 KaTsH» a. a. and destroyer,

m. (-^t) Krishna. a. ^qsn, and Tffwbo kills: tee

the three words preceding.

mfn. (-q:-qT-q) Purified, freed from sin. p. ^ir, and

qjq sin.

mfn. (•Vir 'WT-’B) Purified from sin. a. ^rr, and qnrq
sin.

Vk*** n ‘* (**’•) The jack tree. a. fetid, qrcr fruit. •

^TTTWW m. ( -5n)
1 A saint, an ascetic, a pure or purified person.

8 A man of a cleanly person, or purified by ablution, a.

purified, qnqnr spirit or self.

jfn f- (*fW:)
1

Purity, purification. 8 A stench, a stink. • Civet.

«t to be pure, or to stink, aff. fin*.

^fqqr m. (-qrt) Grey bonduc, (Csesalpinia bonducella, Rot.)

f. (-qrr)
1 A potherb, (Basella lucida , &c.) * A civet or pole-

cat. n. (qf) Ordure, excrement. *• if* a stink, anr aff.

'jfOTPCW n. (-IF) A plant, (Ccsalpinia bonducclla.) * tf**
the same, ng to colour, aff. also with the nasal retained

^firqqrqr m. (-qn) Fetid ulceration of the ear. e. yffr, and STW

the ear, qrw added.

Kfilll^V m. (-») A bivalve shell, a. jfkwi a potherb, and siw

face, appearance.

n. (-W) A sort of pine, (P. devadaru.) a. -|flf parity,

qTTff wood; also with qnf added ^fqqrtffq.

mfn. (-af: -acr-ai) Ill-smelling n. (-as) Sulphur, a. ^fn

a stink, and jhm smell.

mfn. (-ftq: fa|t.fa|) Ill-smelling, a. ijfq stinking, JRS

smell, and T* substituted for tbe final.

Yjfimfaw mfn. (-«*.-qft-qr) lil-smelling, fetid. « tf* a stink,

JTU smell, If aff.

jfwiTWT f. (-qr) Heart-pea, (Cardiospermum halicacabum

)

B. stink, WIT oil.

ffujjffciqri f- (-*T) A variety of the common citron, (Citrus

medica.) a. jfk stinking, and g«q a flower, qrw aff.

0 . <•*) Fetid exhalation from tbe nostrils, a. jfif, and

•rtfl nostril.

f. (-qri) A plant, (Paoralea corilifolia.) a. "jffT stinking,

and qsqf fruit.

t^firqrot f. (-Vt) A medicinal plant, (Serratuhs anthelmintica.)

a. Tjfi-T stink, qpqr fruit.

n. (-4) Dead or decayed flesh. and sifq flesh,

^fliqill m- (*W0 The B4t* (^gle marmelos.) 8 Foul air. a.

a stink, and will wind.

m. (-W:) A plant, (Bignonia Indica.) a. ^rfw a foul

smell, and BW a tree.

ffWKlftblT f. (-WT) The pole or civet-cat.

ro. (-V:)
1 A plant, (Cssalpinia bonducella.) 8 *rbe pole-

cat or civet-cat. f. (-qrt) A potherb, (Basella rubra and luci-

da.) a. a stink or purity, VW added, and tbe penulti-

mate optionally long ;
also mf?rqr

-

^T^qfqqi m. (-ITt) A plant, (Cwsalpinia bonducella.) Also

jfnw, sjwqf^w, ^11^1, or jf»rqrr%.

^Tqva m, (-qr«) * The musk deer. * An insect with a fetid smell,

the winged bug. a. gf>f a stench, and the testicle or

*nj «gg.

mfn. (-w:-WT-W) Lost, destroyed, a. ^ to purify, aff V.

deriv. irr
;
also

m. (-q:) A cake. a. to purify, aff qq.

^q^f f. (-qn) A sort of sweet cake, fried with Okee or oil.

a. ^q cake, wrr to get or be, aff. qr.

^qiTiqir f. (-Ill) a baker's or confectioner's abop. n. ^q, and

wrqrr a hall.

ynart f. (-s#t) A sort of cake or biactut, made of meal or

barley, half baked or fried, t. ^q cake, qfn*. before, wr to

be or resemble, aff. qr, fem. aff. also with padded

Tjqrftiqn.
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XfxXT f. (-XTT) A sort of cake, half baked or fried in oil or

Ghee. a. a cake, xnx afT. of comparison, fern. form.

f[X (T) r. 1st cl ' To split or cleave. ' To stink.

V* “• (-W) Pus, matter, discharge from an ulcer or wound.

* to stink, atT. .

n. (-if) Pus, discharge from a wound or sore. b. jx to

stink,

%nxn n. (*jf)
1 Ichor, sanies. * Discharge of sanies from the

nostrils, e. and XU blood.

^xurfxnr n. (-if) Ichor, sanies, a. jy, and srrfxx blood.

m. (-fi?) The Nimh tree, (Melia axadirachta.) a. pus,

and xrfx inimical ; the leaves being used to produce discus*

aion, or the absorption of matter that has formed.

fXTXnj rn. (-^:) ' Suppuration at the joints, white swelling.

* Matter in the eye. B. ^X, and ^xre idle.

^ r. 4th cl.(x) (??^)
1 To satisfy. * To fill. To be

satisfied.
4 To be full. r. 10th cl. (X5*fw) To satisfy,

mfn. stt6$t. («X:-Xr-X) A sort of unleavened cake, fried with

Ghee or oil. m. (*x0 * A piece of water, a large quantity of

water, a lake. * The healing or cleansing of ulcers, adj.

(•X-.-Tl-X) Full, filled, b. to fill, XT^
1

aff.

gTXT mfn. (.Xp-XTT-B)
4 Filling, completing, or that which fills

or completes. ' Filling up. m. (-W-) ' A citron, (Citrus medico.)

* (In arithmetic,) The multiplier. 1 Closing the right nostril,

and drasving up air through the left, a religious ceremonial.

* The funeral cake or cakes that must be given to complete

the obsequial rites, k. to fill, off.

mfn. (-1f:-X7-lf) Filled, b. gx:, and IRT made,

mfn. (*X:-XfT-Xt-al) Filling, completing, n. (-X) 4 Act of

filling, completing or making up. * The final obsequial boll

or cake. * Multiplication, (in arithmetic.) 4 A fragrant grass,

(Cyperus rotundus.) 1 Rain, ruining, nf. (-xr-sft) The cross

threads in weaving a piece of cloth, m. ( art)
1 A bridge, a

causeway. • The ocean. • A medicinal oil or embrocation,

f. (-#1) 'Hie silk cotton tree, s
• JjX to fill, aff. ws or

fvfx* mfn. (.ITT-'Xt-B) Filling, k. jy to fill, nr aff.

**d- Having filled, b.^ to fill, ITHTaff.

f. (-OTT) A sort of unleavened cake, fried with Ghee or

oil. b. u above, afif. XTX.

mfn. ( JT-WT-Jr) ’ Filled, fall, complete. 1
Multiplied.

* Overspread, e. to be full, afT. *
m. (-x:) Man, male, mankind, a. ^ to be full, (the world,)

aiT.
i it is also written JJXX, Ac.

X* r. 10th cl. (X’faifr) To accumulate, to collect or heap

together.

jy mfn. (-Wt-^T-af) 4 Full, filled, complete. • All, entire.

4 Strong, powerful, able. 4 Selfish, *elf- indulgent. f. ( sjr)

1 Fifth, tenth, or fifteenth day of the half month. * Full moon.

E. to be full, aff if , form irr.

T** m. (-BT*-) A cock. f. (-fworr) A sort of bird, described as

having a double or cleft beak
;

also s. ^ full,

XTXnff.

jywr* mfn. (-*;.*T.si) Satisfied, satiated, i. ^x fulfilled, xnw
desire.

*

6 z

r,v,« m, (-XT) ‘ A water vessel, one filled with holy water,

used at the consecration of a king. 4 A full cup or jar.

B. tjw full, and ^xi a water Jar.

n. (-x)
4 A full cup or vessel. • A vessel filled with

clothes or ornaments, which are scrambled for by the guests

and relations at a festival. • A vessel full of rice, presented at

a sacrifice to the superintending and officiating priests
; the

Pum a Point is properly a measure of 256 handfuls of rice;

it may also be composed of as much as will satisfy ono great

eater. b. fall, and XTX a vessel.

XXXT f. (*WT) The day of full moon. k. full, bt the moon;
also xfri«rr, &c.

m. (-V) A monthly sacrifice, performed on the day of

full moon ; also XTXXTO. t Day of full moon. b. com-

plete, «tt9 the month.

m. (-xn) The citron, k. yji, and xtas seed.

gWTTO n. (-*)
1 A vessel full of clothes, Ac. at a feast : see

* The sound of a drum. * A moon-beam. a. jy full, ’XX to

go, or be, afT. yv; also read gXTxn*.

n. (-ft) A vessel of clothes or ornaments to be scrambled

for. b. X* full, XV to ornament, off. ypj also sometimes

written g4nvar.

(-XT) Day of full moon. b. full, (the moon,) T^I afT.

m. (-^j) The moon, the full moon. x. <^4, and the

moon.

mfn. (-^-’fo-^) * Filled, full, complete. 1 Covered, con-

cealed. n. (-’$)
1 An act of pious liberality, as digging a well,

planting a grove, building a temple, Ac. * Nourishing, che-

rishing. b~ X to cherish or fill, afif. if, and the vowel changed,

gfw f. (-f$:) Fulness, completion, b.
^

to satisfy or fill, aff. ffcp^.

mfn. (•iff-f’ft’ft-fn) Filling, completing. * Efiective. *, X
to »atisfy, fwf> afT.

1st cL To fill. 10th cl. (xwxfx) 1 To dwell. • To
invite : the root it written either or

Xs* mfn. (-
4 First, former, prior, preceding, initial.

• East, eastern. • All, entire.
4
Before, in front of. m. p/a.

(-fTt) Ancestors, forefathers, f. (-sqr) The cast. n. (-*) An
ancient tradition, n. or fill, to dwell, Ac. aff. xrt

;

hence the derivative, and its compounds may be written

either with X or sr
;
the second of the duplicate consonants

may also be rejected, making it ^4 or

mfn. (-V-BTT-Xi) Prior, before, preceding. K. JW, and

WT added.

n. (-xf) Former time. b. ^*4. and »nr time.

mfn. (-‘X:-XT*'X) Ancient, belonging to former times,

b ^txxtxt, and « aff.

X*4^rfT f. (-FT) The east, the eastern quarter. 8. x*X» and

xrrffT quarter.

mfn. (-if'-TTf-ii) Done formerly, or in a prior existence.

b. £«r. and mr done.

XWXTT f- (*TI) The Nermadd river. 8. £*4 formerly, (called)

mrr the Oanges.

X^xiffX mfn. (-ir*XT-Tt) Formerly stated, before-mentioned,

aforesaid, s. and ^Tf^T said.
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g4«r mfn. (-W-wr-Tl) 1 Bom or produced before either in time

or place. * Eastern, born in the east. * Elder, m. (-nr:)
1 An

elder brother. * The son of the elder wife, even though last

born. m. pirn. (4tF)
1 The deified progenitors of mankind.

• Ancestors, forefathers in general, a. formerly or first,

nr bom.

r*f*w m. {-^T:} A Bauddha teacher; also Manjcghosba. m.

plu. (-in-) The twenty- four Jin as or Jaina saints of a former

wra. a. *4, and fanr a Jina.

mfn. Former, a. ^4, and ig afT.

m. (.flT:) A name of Ixoas. a. j4 east, fg^r quar-

ter, and Ufa regent.

t <-f5^) The eastern region, s. ^4» and ftp* a

quarter.

mfn. (*¥:-TT-¥) Formerly seen. a. ^4, and T* seen,

m. (-7:)
1 An Anr or demon. * A Pitri, or progenitor,

a. "gwf before, yw a god ; the first being the elder offspring of

Kasyafa, tbe parent of both gods and demons, and the se-

cond being the progenitor of gods and men.

S^cwif- (-Tfl) A primeval deity, a Pitri or progenitor of gods

as well os men. a. $4, and <7TTT a divinity.

m. (*ir) 'ilte eastern country, or eastern part of India.

a. ^4 eastern, '<7 country.

m. (-V) A former body, a prior existence, a. $4, and

yT body.

m. (-%:)
1 A proposition, an assertion

; the first part of an

argument, to which assent or refutation is necessary. ‘The
first half of a luftar mouth, a. ^ first, xfw argument, &c.

fWHT* m. ( -^i) The first division of legs! proceeding, the

pltint. *. and TfT^ quarter.

fmx n. The first member of a compounded word, of a

sentence, a verse, &c. a. ^[4 preceding, and yy a word, fitc.

mfn. (-nr-WT*#) Relating to the first member of a com-
pound term. a. ^4yy, and yap* afll

(-W:) The eastern mountain, behind which the sun
is supposed to rise. r. t*4 eastern, and a mountain.

^4xa*l mfn. (-W-TO-vi) Formerly fixed, or done. a. ^4> and
undertaken.

F*nyif1 f. (-<t> The eleventh lunar usterijm
;
the first Pha!-

g’UMi. the twelfth Xaktkatra, being termed Vttara or subae*

quent
j
this aiterism figured bjr a couch contains two Mars,

one of which is t Lconis. a. qvq first, and trwift the name
of the two aaterisws.

pwtftwq m. (-WtJ The planet Jupiter, e. gaunmnft as above,

and w* being born.

f. ( yT) The first of the two lunar asterisms, called

Bhddrapadd, and twenty sixth, of like whole, containing two
stars, a. Tgwf first, and WHHJyr the usterijm so named

; it is

also read fife* >4 41,

^W*lTf*rs! mfn. (-wl-fw'it- f>i) Polite, complaisant, condescending

to speak first a. ^4, and wfnr who speaks.

f. (*fi|:) Prior possession, a. jJf, and wfii enjoyment,

mfn. (-fl-ft^l-fy) Dying first, a. g4, to die,

fVwsT aff.

*4yw m. (-W:) One of the Jina* or Jaina teachers, a. ^4 for-

merly, a demigod.

Uj4or m. (-T-) The commencement of a drama, or the prelude

to instrumental or vocal performance; a prologue, an over-

ture. a. first, yr a stage.

m. (-31:) Affection arising from some cause before the

parties meet a. ^4, and yT7 passion.

m, (-*:) The first part of the night a. tf4 preceding,

TTft night, and the final changed to w.

^4*m n. (-if) ' Indication of some approaching change.

* Symptom of occurring disease. a. previous,

form.

u. (-if) Indication of something about to occur, as

sickness, htc. a. $4, and eryir sign.

\^4<W ind. As before, as aforesaid, fisc, e.^4, and yfir aff,

n. (X) A former plaint or averment, a. ^4 former,

and ypy speech.

m. (-t$) One who has made a former plea or com-

plaint a. and yf* aff.

***** m. (-W:)The eastern mountain, behind which the sun is

supposed to rise. a. tj4 eastern, a mountain.

fl^sy mfn. <-y:rct-y) Preceding, going before, a. ^4 first, *
to go, aff. 7.

rWwBT f. ( Tin) Dawn, daybreak, e. y4 prior, and wn
junction, (of the day.)

$4 3TC mfn. (rc:-tt-T) Going eastwards. a. ^®T east, and W to

go, afll W1*-

n. (-ij) The first or heaviest fine, or punishment

a. ^4, and infliction.

^4rwfytT mfn. (-ifi-wr-W) Done or followed formerly. E.|^n,

and wnrfinr ob*erved.

y4fi? m. (-fif:) The eastern mountain, a. y4 eastern, and wfs

mountain ; see

^WTHTCuifn. (-y:-yi-y ; First and last, prior and subsequent, n. (-if

)

Proof, and thing to be proved, a. ^4, and wiry after.

£4rarTO m. (-H:) Former practice, or experience- a. ^4, and

W39TO practice.

n. (-i:) The first or east half of any thing, a. ^4, and

WV half.

^4nff'< m. (-y:) First accession or attack, (of any passion, dis-

ease, &c. ) a. ?4. and W7*T<; befalling.

^4l^f4 m. (-W:) A plaintiff, one who has made a complaint

before another, a. $4, and w4yw who represents.

^4twt¥I f. (•¥!) The first of two constellations, each called

Athdr'ka
,
and the 20th of the lunar asterisms, containing two

stars of which one is $ S&gitarii. a. 1j4 first,Wiyiwr A thur hd.

m. (-9*.) like first part of the daj, the forenoon, a. ^4
first, and WT7 day.

mfn. (*ar**-7t-i0 Belonging or relating to the forenoon.

k. ^417 as above, W aff>> form irr.

ind. In the east, easterly, eastward, a. $4 the east, and

the fonn of the 3rd case used as a particle.

YyfcPf ind. 1 A former day, yesterday. 1 The morning, dawn,

the first part of the day. • A day or portion of a day on which
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religious ceremonies are to be performed, s. former or

first, and TTJT aff. for vj a day.

gfylf mfn. (-Wt-TT-li) Said formerly, before-mentioned, afore-

said. E y*. and Tif said.

of* (-T-TT) The north-east, e, ^«t east, and TVTT north,

infn. (-irt-WT-lt) Aforesaid, aforementioned, e. and

Tfi^T said.

r. 1st and 10th els. JWffif) To accumulate, to col-

lect or heap.

^T r. 1st cl. (^rf*) ' To increase or grow : see gr. * To nourish,

m. (-T: ) The mulberry, (Morus Indica.) e. to grow,T aff.

^rrw ra. (-WT) The sun. a. t£T to nourish, aff.

^WTTT (. (-WT j The capital of In dr a. t. the aun, TTT light,

aff. TTT, splendid as the sun.

TnfVD. ( Vf) s'itA. e, yr the sun, and a friend.

T r. 3rd cl (farfr) ' To protect, to nourish. * To fill. 5th cl.

(T#rfw) To satisfy, to please or content, r. 1st and 10th els.

(TTfff TTfTfn) To fin, aa the stomach or a vessel, r. 6th cl

(but with fi and TTW prefired, and T aff.) TrTT (TrfTTW) To

be busy or active, to labor, to make exertions : see V.

TTT f. (*TT) A gramineous plant, (Trigonella coruiculata.)

a. <nw to touch, TTT aff, deriv. irr.

TT mfn. (-H'.-TT-W) Touched, mixed, iu contact or combina-

tion with. n. {%) Wealth, possessions. B. TT to mix, aff. if.

tTh f. (-fir) Touch, contact, s. tv to touch, fir. aff.

V* (<) 1'*1 r. 2nd cl. (Tit) r. 7th cl. (TWfll)To touch, to be or

bring iu contact, r. 1st and 10th els. (TTfff tpiwfiT)
1 To

hinder or restrain. * To touch.

T^T m. (-TO An inquirer, an investigator, an inquisitive

person, e. to ask, ^yr aff, T changed to «*•

Y^T n. (-T ) Asking, inquiring, e. t^ to ask, W* aff., X
changed to w-

T*fT f. (-VFT) Asking, questioning, a question or inquiry.

e. TV to inquire, aff TY and *TT. the semivowel changed

to the corresponding vowel.

{ij vtft r. 2d cl. (Tit) To touch, to he in contact with.

TT r. 6th cl. (T¥fW) To delight.

YY r. 6th cl. tTYfr) To please or gratify.

YTTT f. (-YT)
1 An army. * A small army or division consist-

ing of 243 elephants, as many chariots, 729 horse, and 1215

foot. e. T to fill, TTY aff

mu l TIT m. (-TrT) India, e. YWYf an army, YY to bear or be

equal to, f*r aff.

TV r. 10th cl. (Y^Yfw) To throw or cast, to send or direct.

TTY ind. * Without, except. • Separately, severally, &. YY to

throw or dismiss, aff TY.

YYWKY n, (-al) Separating, distinguishing, s. YYY, and YTY
making.

T*H|W mfn. (-fr-in-W) Separated, sundered, made distinct

B. Iff, and fTT made.

YYYYY m. plu. (-YT*.) Children of one father by wives of differ-

ent classes, e.m separately, and YY a wife.

1W n. (-w) Individuality, separateness, severalty, s. w added

to TTY; also with YY, itnr.

YYYWYT f- (-TT) A plant, commonly Murva, (Sanseviera rcy-

lanica.) k. YYY separately, skin
j

having a fibrous bark

from which bow-strings are made.

TYYY^f f. A plant, (Hemioniies cordifolia, Rox.) B. YYYT

separate, a leaf, aff.

TTTfTV m. (-V.) A relation connected by oblation of water

only, B. ITT. and fan* obsequial cake.

TVTTWT f. (-IfT) Discrimination, judgment, e. TTT several*

IfiTHf real nature, YY aff.
j

distinguishing the different

nature of different things.

YTflTTT^ mfn. (-VT-fTT-TT) Several, separate, individual, m. <-frr)

Individualised spirit, or that of an individual, aa detached

from universal spirit, or the soul of all. b- TTT, aud TIWT

self or soul.

TTJlTfrTT f- (-YT) Individuality, separate or individual state of

being. E. TTT separately, VfWT self, YY aff.

TTTTw mfn. (-T :-^t*T) Hsving distinct properties, b. TTY, and

arr quality.

TV*vr m. (-TO
1 An ignorant man, a fool * A man of a low

cast. * A sinner, a wicked or vicious man. m. pin. (-TT0 Chil-

dren of one father by different mothers, e. ITT separate,

away from, (virtue, &c.) and T*r a man.

iqfifU mfn. (-T‘-Tr*T) Various, diversified, multiform, e,

TTT several, ffT sort.

TTft f' (-"ft) The earth : see Tfr»t

TTT f. (-YT) Kunti, the wife of PanVu* e. tt to be famous,

aff ff and TTT. and the semivowel changed.

TTTT m.(-TM) 1 The son of Kunti, Ahjuna, &c. * Name of a tree.

k. TTT, and W born.

TTnrfr m. (-fro Pan d'c, the nominal father of the Pdnd ata

princes. R. TTT Konti, and Tfrr husband.

Tfm f. (-TT) A centipede, h. tt to throw, aff. Trtr fem.

form.

jfift f. (-fi:) The earth : sec the next

ifsTYt f. ( Tt) The earth, e. tt to be famous, UnYuli aff fwiT,

fem. aff #tT, and the vowel substituted for the semivowel

;

also with the antipcnultimate vowel changed to T|, T*nft ; or

dropped altogether, TVt j or without the fem. aff. Tfaf*.

TftTftiTT m. (-fl|T) A king. e. ifTTt, and frr who rules.

TfTTtTT n. (-T) The surface of the ground, e. TfW. and TTT

surface.

TfTTtTfT m. (-fir')
1 A king, a sovereign. 1 A drug, commonly

HUUHtt. ‘Yams, regent of the deed. i. gfigg) the earth

,

end nfw master, »

ifWfirtW m. (-W-) A king, a aorereign, a ruler. «. yfire) the

earth, and nna who nourishes.

Yfi»*tm* m. (-if:) A king. «. ffhnft the earth, and

India.

gw mfn. (-W -W or <ft-W;)
1 l.arge, great. * Smart, clever.

m . (.^:) • The fifth monarch of the solar dynasty in the

second age. * A name of Agnx or fire. f. (-rt :)
1 A pungent

seed, (Nigella Indies.) * A medicinal substance, commonly

Hbignpalri. • Opium. *. SW to be famous, aff. J, and r

changed to ei.
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7 «^F mfn. (F’.-FT-rl) The young of any animal, mn. (-En-Tf)

Rice or grain flattened, f. (-an) Hingupatri

:

see FT- a. FF to

be famous, aff ^sff or F^ m above, and FT added.

FF^fSHT m. (-WT) a fish in general, a. F^ large, and Trim hair

of the human body, to which the scales of the fish may be

considered analogous.

F*]F mfn. Great, large, f. (-FT) A medicinal sub-

stance, ffingupatri. e. FF, and FFaff

Tvrwarr: m. (-TO A mountain, e. f*J large, and i?FT a crest.

Ftp** m. (-a|:) A boar. b. ff large
; FTF shoulder.

FijTT mfn. (-Fr-’CT*^) Large-bellied, stout, corpulent, m. (-tO A

ram. e. ft|, and F^T the belly.

Y^t f. (-1Yt)
1 The earth. * A pungent seed, (Nigella Indica.)

* A medical substance and condiment, perhaps the leaf of the

asafaetida plant, Hingupatri. 4 The mother of the seventh

Jina, or Jaina deified teacher, Sitaeswa. * Cardamoms.

E. the feminine form of Ft!, or F"*J the king so named, and

** aff.
} the domain of king PrTt no.

tmUr f. (-F!)
1 Large cardamoms. * Small cardamoms. • A

small pungent seed, (Nigella Indica ) k. F*tft as above,

Stuff.

FMtwr m. (-TO A species of the Atyasti metre.

FTTfli m. (-y.)
1 A snake. * A scorpion. * A tiger.

4 A leopard

or the small hunting leopard. 1 An elephant. • A tree. k. TT
to fart, Un'fidi aff. FT"y ;

the vowel substituted for the semi-

vowel.

Fftr mfn. (-ffi-ftn-ftf)
1

Small, short, thin. * Delicate, feeble,

f. (-fFP)
1 A ray of light. * A queen, the wife of Sutapa, who

being regenerated after death, became D£vaki the mother of

KiYmin'a. • The earth, k. s?nt to touch, far Un'Adi aff, and

the initial rejected -

t
also Ff*F

FjFFT f. (-FT) An aqunlic plant, (Pistia stratiotes.)

FfTPR# m. (-FT0 A name of Krishn a, a. Ffhr the wife of a

Kuint incarnate in DEvak(, and Jis4 the embryo.

Ffarvt: m. (-TO KrIshna.

FiFT^f f. (-^f) A plant, (Hemionttes cordifolia, according to

some of iu synonymes, but in Roxbcroh'r Catalogue, Hedy-

sarum Iagopodtoides.) e. FfF small, VW R leaf.

iftor* m. (-*:) A name of Ka)«e» a. *. yfej Derisi, and vs
auspicious.

sfWT m. (.fl)
1 A name of Krishn a or Vishn'u, in that in-

carnation. * A name ofGjtKi'fis a. e FfEf small, and ijt u crest.

FFt f. (-lit) An aquatic plant, (Pistia stratiotesL) a. ft to

sprinkle, fw aff, and FtT added.

Fl (F) FT r. 1st cl. (TTfw) * To sprinkle. * To weary. • To
hurt, to injure.

4 To give.

FTTT mfn. (-Tlf-W^t-WTl) Sprinkling, n. tmg. (-TF) <f». (-Tift)

pin. (-Tf*E) A drop of water or any liquid, mf. ( WF-Wift)

The porcine deer. s. ft to sprinkle, Un'adi aff. Fifr. or par-

ticipial aff WF; also 7*Wand Flf**.

FIT m. (-W:)
1 A drop of water. 1 The porcine deer. t. Fl

to sprinkle, Un'adi aff. FTF t see the last.

FTTTlfT m. (•fir:) Air, uind, or its deified personification.

«. Flir a deer, in the second case plural, and Tfif master.

FWFTF m. (-F:) Air, wind. e. fttt the porcine deer, and FTF

a horse : see FTTF.

FFFi m. (-if:

)

An arrow, e. FTTT a deer, and FF^ added \ *wift

as a deer.

FTTW m. (-F0 The god of air, or wind divinely personified.

B. 7TF the porcine deer, or a drop of rain, and FF a

horse
;
whose steeds are like deer, or may be considered as

the drops of rain, accompanying a gale.

FiTTO n. (-«i) Ghee mixed with curds, forming an oblation.

k. FIT sprinkling, and FTO Ghee.

FT^f m. (-F0 A horse of the wind. e. FTFa deer, WWF aff

FltWf n. (-fit) A drop of water. R. Fl to sprinkle, aff. f»«Trj

according to the best authorities, however, this word is the

plural inflection of FTW.

FTTFTT f (-TT) A small stone used as a weight.

ivnn u (-w) An oblation of Ghee and curds, e. ft sprink-

ling, FF to go or be, FF and in »ff.

F^TT^ mfn. (-TMT-T) Having a spot or circle on the belly.

E. FTff a drop of any thing liquid, and FT< lke belly, form

irregular and special j
the word is most commonly in use as

a grammatical term, being the leading word of a class in

which the formation of each is peculiar to itself, and being

thence applied to designate the rule which comprehends the

whole of the scries.

Finm n. (--If) A small garden- e. FTF, and ITU a garden,

F rejected.

FT mfn. (-I-TT-F) Asked, inquired, a. TTf to ask, f sff and

the vowel substituted for the semivowel.

Ffff m. (-fiff:)
1 A ray of light. * Touch. ». ebw to touch, &c,

aff fir*.

FYT ind. Having asked, e. TFto ask, iffr-T" aff.

FF n. (-F) 1
I hc back. 4 The rear, the last, the back or hinder

part of any thing. • The surface or superficies, e. FT to

sprinkle, Un'Adi aff. trr.

FFTfwr m. (-fir:) A hump on the back. e. fF the back, Tfjr

a knot

FFWT m. (.^:) A crab, b, FF the back, and THJF the eye.

FFWT ind. Behind, at the back of. e. FF the back, and wIt aff

FTTfF m. (-fl*.) A bear. *. FF, and Tffc sight, looking behind

him.

FFFPT n. (-lj) Superficial contents of any figure, e. FF, and

T^r fruit.

FFWlViT mfn. f-F'-'FT’^) A backbiter, a talebearer, a slanderer.

e. FF the back, FfF the flesh, vrr to eat, aff. WTT.

mfii. (-F:-FT-F> A backbiter, n. (-w) Backbiting,

slandering, e. TFTtT, and TTTW eating : see the last.

FFt’h m. (•*:)
f
rhc back-bone. e. fF the back, and TF A

bambu.

FFTTT ni. (-TTF or TTF) An ox of burthen, or one in training,

r. FF. and TTF who bears ; also FFTTF-

FFTTFI (-FT:) An ox of burthen, carrying any thing on his

back. f. FF the back, TF to bear, aff. TPT.

FFFT mfn. (•Fi-’ft-T) Sleeping on the back. *. FF, and

who sleeps.
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P m. (-TO A wild goftt. m. TV the back, and VT ft horn,

whose horn bends over towards the back.

YYJTfiTYTn. (‘“#1)
1 A buffalo. • An eunuch. • A name of Baf-

masAka. 4 A ram. *. yy the back, JJT a horn, and Tf*f aff.

W mfn. (-ir-YJT-Yl) Relating or belonging to the back,

m. (-u:) A pack horae. n. (-^J) A multitude of back bones,

a. YU the bark, YY aff.

Yfa mfn. (-fY:-ffa-fa) Small, short or thin .* see Yfa. I (-fa:)

1 The hod : see vfw. 1 A ray of light. *. TY to sprinkle,

fa Un'adi aff, deriv. irr.

V r. 3rd cl. (ffafa) 9th cl. (YYTfa) 10th cL (fTWfif) ' To

nourish, to protect. * To fill.

faY m. (-Y:) * An owl. # The root of an elephants tail.

The tip of it.
4 A cloud. * A bed. • A louse, a. YY to

spread, Un'idi aff. fa, fa. inserted.

YYfYY m. (-aft) An elephant a. YY* the root of an elephant's

tail, xfa aff.

Yffa m. ( -Si:) An elephant a. fa for YYf as above,XYY aff

faj m. (-yj:) An esculent root, (Arum coloca&ia.) a. ffa to

hurt, Y aff.
;
also with YYY aff Yfa, fem.

•fasft f- An esculent root: see the last

Y* mf. (-YJ-YT or aft) A basket, a large basket a. ffa to col*

lect, Y*t and YTY affs.

tra ren. (-Y‘-Yf) A basket for holding clothes, books, Ac. n.

(•if) Multitude, quantity, a. ffa to collect, far aff

faTY m. (-Y») A basket I. "faT, and YY added.

^faYT f. (-YT) A box, a basket *. far, and YY added,

far f. (-YT) A basket, a large basket a. to collect, aff YY[

and YTY.

fa (YT) fa r. 1st cl. (^Yfrr)
1 To go. • To embrace. To

grind : it is more usually read YY.

far m. (*w.) A small part n. (*Y) ‘ Nectar. • Ghet or clarified

butter, t. YT to drink, TY Un’idi aff.

3ftYMlY mfn. (-Y:*YT-Y) To be drank repeatedly, i. YT to

drink, reit. v„ wtyy aff

fa mfn. (-Y:-YT-5i) Drinkable, drink, n. (-#) ' Water. ' Milk,

f. (-YT)
1 Rice gruel. * Decoction of any thing after straining.

4 Any drink with a small quantity of boiled rice. 4 Anise,

(Pimpinelia anisum.) e. YT to drink, aff. YY.

mn, (-Yt-Y)
1 The milk of a cow, which has calved within

seven days. * Fresh Ghee. 9 Amrit or nectar. *. faj Sautra

root, for YT to drink, YtfY Un'idi aff, and the vowel chang-

ed ;
otherwise q- v,

fa m. (-Y1
)

1 The ocean. * The golden mountain, 9 The sun.

4 Fire. a. YT to drink, Un’Adi aff Y.

fa iut n. (*W) The turquoise : it is the Persian word i^jj

Y« (y) fa r. 1st cl. (YYfii) To go or move,

fa m. (-Yt) ' A small part. * Going, n. (-Y) A testicle. i.fYY

to send, aff 1Y, or far to go, YY aff.

far* mfn. (-Y-YT-Y) 1 Delicate, fine. * Thin, slim, slender.

• Soft a. fa, YT to get, aff. v.

tf%Y m. (-^t) A horse, a. fa going, and tPt aff.

fa fa) fa r. 1st cL (YYY) To gratify by service, to serve, to

attend on.

7 A

3yyt rofn. (-Y:-YT-Y
f

)
1 Dexterous, clever. • Beautiful, agree-

able, • Fraudulent, crafty.
4 Soft, smooth, a. ffa to be a

component part, YYY aff
;
also YYY and yyy.

fa SHY m. (.fir) A sort of insect, a kind of wasp.

Yfa ra. (-fir:) The thunderbolt, f. (-fa or ift)
1 An egg. * Split

pease, a ffa to be a part, Unidi aff. ty ;
also with

added in the fem. form yyI, as below,

fatf. (-*1)
1 The egg of a bird. • A blown bud. • Spikenard,

(Valeriana jatamansi.) 4 A ball of flesh or meat. • A sheath,

a scabbard. • A muscle. * The name of a river. • The name

of a female imp or demon, a ffa to be a component part,

aff fa and sftq added ; also Yfa

fat mfa. ( t’-YT-t) Who or what grinds, affa to grind, YTY aff.

fa fa) far. 1st cl. (sffa) To resolve or endeavour diligently.

YYY u. (-YJ
1 Grinding, reducing to dust or powder. * A hand

mill, a stone and muller, any apparatus for grinding or

pounding. *A plant, (a sort ofEuphorbia with three lobes, com-

monly T4nka( asij.) a ffa to grind, aff WZ ;
al*o fafY, Ac.

fafY f. (-fa or ^t) A stone slab on which condiments, Ac. are

ground, with a muiler. a ffa to grind, aff. YfY and YtY^

optionally added.

YYY mfn. (-Y:-YT-*i) 1 Dexterous, clever.
1 Beautiful, hand-

some : see YYY.

YYTY m. (-Y0 A small slab for grinding any thing upon. t. ffa

to grind, Unk'di aff. YTY.

fa fa) fa r. 1st cl tfYfff) To go or move.

YYY mfn. (-Yi-YT-Y) 1 Dexterous. * Handsome: see YYY.

YYt mfn. (*t:*tT Y) ' Destructive * Moving, going. • Splen-

did. a. ffa to hurt, Ac. Yfa aff.

I r. I»t cl. (or*f*> To dry, to wither.

m. (-g:) The w. t faftt to injure, iff. otWW. usd the r»-

dicsl vowel augmented, form irr.

YYT mfn. Boiled in a pot, (flesh, Ac.) i. ffac a ves-

sel, aff. YY.

YYtYfa m. (-fa) A Muni, author of a system of laws.

(«) r. 1st cL nrdftr) ' To go or .pproacb. • To com-

mud or direct, (an act.)
1 To touch or embrace. * To pound

or grind.

n. (•!*) Mendicity, living upon alms. *. fira a ball of

meat or rice, Tfb poas. aff., ^Ualt of condition.

VtTTtTT mfn, Belonging or relating to the grandfather,

inherited from him, (property, &c.) B. fgmwtr, and aff.

mfn. (-y-yVy) Paternal, ancestral, belonging or relating

to the father or to progenitor.- a. ftr« a father, aff.

£ (-fifO
1 Father land, the country of one's ancestors.

• A paternal estate. «. ’(*«, and vjf*r land.

rn. (-«[:) A paternal aunt * son. £ (-wft) The daughter

of a paternal aunt, e ftni a father, «« a sister, aff. *«,

whence the vowel of taw is rejected,

oaardfn m£ (•’U kt) The aon or daughter of a father’s sister.

». fee a father, Vt« a sister, W« aff. whence the ,1 of w* is

changed to PI-

mfn. (-V-Vt-’i) Biliary, bilious, a. first, and nw aff.

mfo. (-n;-sft-*) Bilious, biliary. *• fffn, and insl
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XT’* mfn. (-R:-‘fiVR) Paternal, ancestral, relating or belonging

to a parent or progenitor, n. {-*)
1 The part of the hand be-

tween the thumb and forefinger, or according to some the

root of the forefinger. * A year, month, day, Ac. of the Pifru.

a. fR« a parent, aff. TfW.

R-RTfrrrR m. (-Rt) A day and night of the Ptiru, or progeni-

tors, equal to a month of mortals, i. tr relating to the

manes, WWW a day, and night.

r|rW mfn. (-W:-^1-W ) Paternal, ancestral a. fqw, and SW aff

and the vowel changed*

WW m. (~Wf:) A sage, the promulgator of the Rik Ptds.

RiTTW mfn. -^f) Infernal, demoniacal, relating or belong,

ing to a Pis'dcha or
.

goblin, m. (-W0 A mode of marriage,

the ravishment of a girl by her lover, f. (-^t) A present to a

friend, or to secure friendly regard made at a religious cere-

mony. b. flnrr* an imp, aiT. xj^.

vrspr »• (-*i)
1 Information, reporting evil of others. * Roguery,

x. fVxjW a spy, Ac. aff

rtjsj n. (•*$)
1 Information, espionage, &c. a Depravity

j

wickedness, a. fxrTpr a spy, a rogue, aif. Rw.

"RT mfn. (-w-wt-w) Ground or made up into a cake- t (-wl)

Spirituous liquor distilled from meal. e. ftrC ground, xtv aif.

Rfirw n. (-Rr) ' A quantity of cakes. * Spirituous liquor distil-

i led from meal. e. fqr, and arw aff.

nnrat mfn. {-**:-RrT-x?J Deformed, having a redundant or de-

fective member, m. (-9:) A boy, one from his fifth to his

sixteenth year. i. RffR certainly, to be a part of the

cheek, WR aff., the W of the prefix is rejected, and the T
changed to WT •, otherwise, WR depreciative prefix, rtt to go,

and the deriv. in. ; also WRIRRI ;
in the second sense it also

at
occurs RTRRI.

xfr* m. (•»:) ' The foundation of a house, Ac. * Uniting, mix-

ing f. (-IT) ' A woman having a beard. • A female servant

or slave. A large alligator. *. tJT to shine, aff. WR.
RKW m. (-%:)

1 A reed, (Arundo tibialis, Rox.) * A sort of

grass, (Saccharum spontaneum.) 1 A fish. 1. 171? uniting

(with the wind), rrt to go, aff. wr

.

waving in the wind.

RrifRiWT f. (-WT) A bundle or packet,

m. ( W:) A boil.

VTTRft f. (-*1) A bundle, a parcel

RTW m. (-T?) The lower surface of the parietal bone*. *

rTr mf. (-Wt-Tlt) The young of any animal m. (-TT:) * A young

elephant of ten years old.
J A vessel, a ship, a boat. • The

scite of a house or dwelling. * Cloth, x. 3R to purify, Tpf

Un'Adi aff.

RTW<\ f. (-<t) A potherb, (Basella lncida.) s. 37T nominal

verb, from 3R a stench, fW aff., fern. aff.

RTlTRi m. (-W-) An animal that produces young at once without

the intervention of any medium
;
elephants and some other

animals being supposed in Hind* physiology to carry the

young without the aid of an ovarium or uterus, x. rtr
young, and rr to bear, aff. Rr.

^TTrRfww m. (-fww) A voyaging merchant b. rttt a boat, and

wftw. a trader.

RTTTTR ro. (-W;) The rudder of a boat, or large oar used as one.

«. rut a boat KR to preserve, RR aff.

RTITRrRrfRR m. (-R:) One of the Jinai or Jama deified teacher*.

tfnTRPf m. (-Rt) A rower, a boatman, a steersman, a towman,

or one of the crew that keeps watch at the mast-head. k. rttt

a boat, RR to bear, war aff.

RTRTRIRR n. (-*i) A tent x RTVT cloth, RfRiRR covering.

xfrTnRTR n. (-if) Small fry, a shoal of young fish. x. RTW, and

RTRTR taking ;
being caught in bags.

RTTTTTJ m. (<R;) A sort of camphor.

RTfrrrr £ (-WT) A potherb, (Basella rubra and lucida.) x. 3R
nominal verb, to stink, aff. "JR, fcm. aff. ttr.

ftTW m. (-TTT)
1 One of the officiating priests at a sacrifice.

• A name of Vishn'u. e. ^ to snake pure, aff. «R.

xJir n. (-xf)
1 The snout of a hog. * The share of a plough.

• The thunderbolt of Inmu. x. ^ to make pure, yR aff.

RTRTRR m. (-R:) A hog. b. RTl a snout, RT^R n weapon.

RFfRgyiR m. (-W-) A gem, supposed to be found in the tooth

of a hog. x. Rift a hog, WjT a tooth, and w born.

RTfRR m. (*^t) A hog. c. rtr the snout, Tf* *ff.

xhfRTR i f. (-RT) One of the SaAtis or female divinities of the

Jainas x. a hog, and RR a vehicle.

Rnraft £ (-#1) Red pimples on the eyelids.

VjTpT mfn. (-R’.-RT-af) Purifying or cleansing much or repeated,

ly. e. ^ 10 P11*^ intens. v., RR aff.

^TRf m. (-W;)
1 Magnitude, bulk. * A heap, a quantity. . JR

to be great, aff.

^rfwwr f. (-WT) Flat cakes made of barley or wheat, Ac.

RrfRrwf m (-*^0 A part of a boat supporting the deck, (the

knees or ribs of a boat?) a. magnitude, Tf* to be

supreme, aff. V*.

ffTR m. (-**•) Nourishing, cherishing, x 5* to nourish, aff.

also with W.X aff RTRRf.

Rrxrw n. (-if) Nourishing, cherishing, b. xjr to nourish, aff. WT*.

xttr^I* mfn. (-Wt-WT-W) To be cherished or protected, x. 3*

to nourish, aff.

*TRfRW mfn. (*y-«:-) Nourishing, cherishing, m. (-*:) The

ftoil or Indian cuckoo, x. 3R to nourish, in the causal form,

TW*aff.

RTfRTTRt mfn. (-W:-WT-^) To bo cherished or protected. E.3R,

and ITU aff.

RTff mfn. (-¥T-fft*^) Who or what nourishes, cherishes, Ac.

m. (-ffr)
1 Grey bonduc. * A protector, a cherisher. e. ^r to

nourish, aff. itr[.

RHITt: mfn. (-K-'Kl-X) VVTio or what nourishes best. x. rpj,

and RT best.

RTR3 mfn. (-R|:-R|T W) To be cherished or taken care of. x. 3R

to nourish. RTf aff.

rtritr n. (-ni)
1 Cherishing dependants. • Being taken care of.

x. RTRJ. and W aff.

RTRigRT m. (-wO An adopted son. x. RTW, and JTT a son.

R’TRPri m. (-*:) A class of persons or objects to be cherished,

as parents, children, guests, and the sacred fire. x. RIW, and

RJT a class.
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q|qqi o. (-18) Female incontmeney, harlotry, a. gq^tft a lewd

woman, qq aff.

qfaqq n. (*sf) One of the Sanskdras or essential ceremonies of

the Hindu religion
;
a religious observance, held when signs

of a living conception take place, b. JfW, q. with qq
pleonastic aff.

qfq| mfn. (-IT-qjft-qi) Virile, manly, relating to or good for man.

n. {-qft Manhood, s.
•jf
man, qp* aff.

STSBt n. (-ij) A drug, commonly Pun'dariya. b. qq_ added to

qr*f m. (-ff.) * A country, extending from Rangpur across

the Ganges to the Jangel Mehalt and part of south Behar

,

including therefore the greater part of Bengal. * A sort of

sugar-cane of a pale straw colour, s. gif the same, aff. bw ;

also with WM added qrwqq.

qraqqr ra. (-qr:) * The pale straw-coloured species of sugar-cane.

* A man of a mixed caste, from the Vaisya and female of the

distiller caste, whose business it is to boil sugar, e. arw added

to 5m.
qiqfqisf m. (-W:) A country, one of the divisions of central

India, (Bekcr) k. qnq the sugar-cane, and qqq en-

creasing.

5rf»fqr m. (-qn) A pale straw variety of the sugar-cane. x. gif

the same, aff qa».

3nt3 a. (•*') Measure, a. j to be made pure or correct, vnt aff.

and a. added ;
also 3T33.

3lfinnf33t n. (-ai) Foetor of the nostril*, t. q fhff l ftta i a foul

nose, and 30 aff.

3lfn3 n. (-3J Hone, of a pale colour. *. ffpiwt a small bee,

aff. war

Saw mfn. (ari-aft-yj) Relating to a son. m. (-3:) A son's sod, a

grandson, f. ( efl) A grand-daughter, either in the male or

female line, though more usually implying a son s daughter,

a. 53 or getl a son or daughter, na aff of descent.

3tfwa mfn. (-31-41-31) Belonging to a son or a gmndsoo.

E. gw or 313, and 3*1 or 33 aff.

3rfir33 m. (-3:) A daughter s son. I. gfw3T, and 33 aff.

wrFerw mfn. (-ifl-ftr^l-tw) Having a grandson, x. ajrw. and

Tfwaff.

^t3'.gfat3 mfn. (-3vdl'3 ) Repeated, reiterated, again and again.

e. gsrc, repeated, and 33 aff

*?r3:g«d n. (-qj) Reiteration, repetition, b. gq^ again, repeated,

aff. qq.

qrqqq n. (-li) Tautology, b. gqqqr, and qrw added.

qiwwq mfa. (-q;-^.q) Repeated, additional, m. (-q.*) One of

the sons or heirs admitted by the old Hindu law ; the son of

a twice married woman, a. gqqq, aff qw.

qpc mfn. (-qJ-ft-T) City, citisen, relating to or produced in a

town or city. n. (*q) A fragrant gTass. a. gq a city, aff. qq
qnqr a* (-#) A garden round a house, b. qrq citisen, and

nrq added.
^ ' A,

qnqrw m. (-q:) A citizen, a. qrq, qq person.

5m mfn.(-q:-qt-q) Of the race of Furu, descended from Puru.

a- gq, and qw aff.

qitqqj «. (-qfc Connexion or equality by inhabiting the same

city for ten years, fellow*citizenship, a. qjq relating to a

city, sw friendship.

qrc'W mfn. (-w-w_-qq) Prior, first, initial, a. gq^ formerly,

qq aff. of relation, qrqq, and qq aff

qr^t A women residing in a town or city. e. qrqr»

and qsY a female; also similar compounds, as qnqTfqq,

qiMrq?, &c.

qirrq mfn. Relating to the Puraneu. b. gqyq, and

qq aff.

qmfqqr mfn. Of or belonging to the Puran as, Paura-

*ic. m. (of:) A Brahman, well read in the Puran as. a. gqp^
and qq aff.

qrqq mfn. subst. (-q:-^ft-^) The measure of a man, equal to the

height to which he reaches with both arms elevated, and the

fingers extended, adj. Manly, of or belonging to man. n. (-W)
1 The property of manhood, virility, manliness. * Action, or

action incidental to the state of luimanity. • Semen virile.
4 Strength, power, vigour, x gqq a man, aff qq.

qrqqqT f. (-qT) Manhood, manly strength or spirit, a. qqr

added to qrqq; also with q, qTqqq.

mfn. (-3i-3t-*i) Made by, derived from, or relating to

msn, human, manly, virile, &c. m. (.3 :)
1 A crowd, or num-

ber of men. * Manslaughter, murder. * Law, as affecting

persona. I. g3V * man, and 33 aff-

3K133 mf. (-3:-3l) Overseer or superinteudant of the kitchen.

1. J3\ first, »t the eye, aff 33.

3ivi3ist m. (-W0 A prayer recited upon making an oblation of

clarified butter, e. jri3T* butter offered to fire, and 3^
aff.

'tlinrrfw m. (.3:) A priest who recites the prayer used in

offering an oblation of clarified butter, a. 3 ft
’

13m , and

nt aff.

3l3lfr3 n- (-W The character or functions of family priest

*. gyrfrvr, and 33 aff.

urdwiw m. (-30 A ceremony performed at the full of the moon,

by persona maintaining a perpetual fire. f. (*)'; Day of full

moon. a. g^JrtrW a rite, Ac. aff 33.

3rfa« m. (-3:) An aacetic. f. (-3T) Day of full moon. a. gf33T,

and 33 pleonasm.

urffa mfn. (-3:-0-<4) Sacrificial, ceremonial, e, jvt, and 3gr aff

31*4 mfn. Relating, or belonging to the past, to the

east, &c. 3 and 33 aff

Ml^afa~3 mfn. (-3:-3V3} Relating to the first member of a

compound, a. 53 *3 , and S3| aff.

3T33f33 mfn. (-3:-3t-35 Belougiog to a former body or ex-

istence. E. and 33 aff.

U I3lfl3 mfn. (-3:-sf(-3f) Dwelling or being in the eastern divi-

sion of a town, Ac. E eastern half or part, and 33 aff;

also with 33, 3r4t4 ; and with 33, gji-W-

3 IMT3X& n. (-dy Priority and subsequence, a. g^I33 first and

last, 33 aff

3T*trf33 mfn. (-3:-*sl-3'} Belonging or relating to or produced

in the forepart of the day. st g*4ng forenoon, aff. 4*^
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VifmF mfn. (-BT-dft-Br) Prior, primary, former, e. and

7xaff.

vrxrxfl m. (-xflO
1 Kuv£ra. * Ravan'a. * Either of the brothers

of Havana, ViBirfsw*n
j

a or Kumehakken'a. f. (-^) The ais-

ter of Ravan a, Su bp^nakha. k a saint so named,

and XX aff. of descent

infer mf. (-fx:-Bft) Grain half dressed, or scorched or fried

with Ghee, and made into a sort of cake. e. xrw a heap, T*l

aff., and xfa added for the fern,
; also with in added xifFiT.

irfliirT f. (-W7 ) A sort of cake : see the last.

xniftwt f. The wife of Inora. k. gxrTnv a saint the father

of the goddess, XF and #fx afls.

in m. (-x:) The month Pautha, (December-January.) f. (-^t)

Day of foil moon in the month Pemtha. a. 5m the asterism

in which the moon is full in this month, and XX aff.

XTOT mfn. (-Ti-’ft-T) Relating to a pond, to a lotus, to fragrant

Costus, Ac. e. gxxT> q- v., xf aff.

XTWfcftil f. (-^t) A large pond or reservoir, e. gxi Use

same, and ww pleonastic aff.

xrfxx mfn. (-X:-irVx) 1 Preservative, protective, nutritive, 8tc.

• Nutritious, fattening, n. (-if) A cloth worn when the cere-

mony of tonsure is performed, a. 5% nourishing, and «a^ aff.

XTXI n. (-xi) The last of the twenty-eight lunar asterisms
;
also

RfivATf. a. the sun, in this name regent of the asterism,

and ifw aff.

IT*! infn. (-x:-^t*x) Flowery, floral, relating or belonging to

flowers, Ac. b. gx, and art aff.

XTXX n. (-if) The oxid of brass, considered as a collyrium.

e. gxx the same, and XF aff.

IPtff f. (-eft) A name of Palibot&ra. S.31& flower, XX. aff, and

^1 fem. aff.

JT7 f- (-FI) S iva’s braided hair.

Unriad. A particle of calling, ho! hola!

XTF (XT) (*^) ^TFP$t r. 1st cL (tWXTT) To grow or increase, to

enlarge or swell.

(XT) XjflT r. 4th cL (ujxfH) • To burn. » To share or di-

vide. r. 10th cl. To relinquish, to part with.

tgi r. 4th cl. (unxfx)
1 To divide. * To burn.

W (V) XfF r. 1st cl. (uiTiif) To grow or increase.

1 i*d. A particle and prefix, implying, 1

Progressive motion,

(forth, forward, away, &c. )
• Excess or excellence, (very,

much, exceeding.) * Appearance, manifestation. It corre-

sponds with the Latin particles Pro and Pra, as in xxV To
do much or well

; xxfxg To go forth or over
j STfXlj To

excel
; XFrfkj To display; iurr^j To go forth, set out; mn?

Very willingly; xx«F When the deer go forth (the time, Ac.)

Sec the following compounds, a. XX to be famous, &c.

aff. X.

VF7 mfn. (-7?-;ft-7) Displayed, unfolded, manifest, apparent,

x. 1 implying manifestation, and aff.

mfn. (-W. -ITT-lf)
1

Manifested, displayed. • Evident, ap-

parent. • Opened, expanded, b. 1 before 17 to go, alt if.

IBrtllTX n. (-xi) Making visible or apparent, displaying, ma-
nifesting, 1. *17, and XTX making, fx aug.

yie’lFK mfn. (-Wi-WT-Tt) Made manifest,open,or visible. E. XF^,

and in made, fx aff.

XFm m. (-*?:) Shaking, trembling, s. 1 before xfx to tremble/

XX aff.

XFXX mfn. (m-TT-l) Trembling violently, m. (-XT) 1 Hind,

air. • A hell. n. (-^) Violent or excessive motion, great trem-

bling. e. 7 implying excess, xxx trembling.

VXXXTF mfn. (-X--XT-X*) Shaking, trembling violently, e. 1 be-

fore irfx to tremble, 1(M aff

ll«ll 1 mfn. (-vrx-lxVxff) Shaking, agitating, e. 1 before irfx

to tremble, caosal v„ 77 aff

UPC mfn. (-*>^Mr) Who or what does much or well. m. (-C)
' A heap, a quantity. 9 A bundle of flowers, a nosegay. • Aid,

assistance, friendship.
4 Usage, custom, continuance of a

similar practice. * Respect. * Seduction, abduction, n. (-^)

Aloe wood, (Agallocbum.) f. (-jft)
* Theatrical dress or dis-

guise, as wearing a woman’s garb, Ac. ' An episodical inci-

dent in a drama. • An open piece of ground, the meeting

of four roads, or the proper scite of any magical operations.

b. 1 before V to make, aff. 7.

XFTF n. (-w) * An introduction, a prologue or prelude. * A
poetical fiction or poem, in which the story and principal

persons are wholly imaginary
; the term is especially applied to

a dramatic poem. * A chapter, a section, a book, a place of

pausing or stopping. 4 Treating with respect. * Doing much

or well. f. (-4»t) A minor drama of the same character as the

Prakauuta, but of lesa extent ; also XFTfXXT. *. 7 before F
to make, aff. ir

XXX m. (-wO Hurting, killing. 1. 1, XX to hurt, aff. XX-
1X1 m. (-1:)

1 Excellence, eminence, superiority. Specialty,

intensity, universality. * Absoluteness, definitiveness. 4 (la

grammar,) The effect of the prefix x upon roots, s. x before

FX to attract, aff. XX
XXliTHi a. (-X) Going absolutely or finally, departure, a. XX$,

and 3!XX going.

XFXX tt* (-*)
1 Drawing, attracting. * Ploughing, drawing fur-

rows. 1 Excellence, superiority. * Realizing by the use of a

pledge more than the interest of the loan. x. x before fx to

attract, X7 aff.

XFflX mfn. ('X:-in*W) * Drawn, drawn out. • Exceeded in pro-

fit, (the interest of the loan.) n, (-X) Profit on a pledge be-

yond the interest of a loan. X. X before FI to make furrows,

XT xff

XFfFlX mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Done, made. x. x before FX to be able,

F aff-

TfiX mn, (-v.-xj) 1 The stem of a tree, the part between the

root and the branches. * A branch, a shoot. 9 Excellence,

happiness, (or used as an attributive without admitting

variation of gender,) excellent, best, happy, a. x implying

excess or superiority, XX to desire, aff. w, and the penulti-

mate vowel made long by special rule.

m. (-X0 A tree. b. XXTTF a stem, K1 to get, aff x.

Ximx tnd. Voluntarily, willingly, b. x implying much, very,

FB desire, will.
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qqTx: to. (-4:)
1 Difference. • Similitude, n. (-q)

1 Sort, kind,

species. • Way, mode, manner, a. q before V to do, aff. 44
:

Tartar mfn. 1 Like, resembling. 1 Open, manifest,

blown, expanded. • Famous, celebrated. * Public, n. edit (-4)

* Openly, publicly. * (In dramatic language), Aloud, m. (-40
1 Sunshine, lustre, light. a Expansion, diffusion, manifesta-

tion
;
the word being equally applicable to physical or moral

subjects, as tire blowing of a flower, diffusion of celebrity,

the publicity of an event, or the manifestation of a truth.
4 A

laugh, a smile. * Publicity, n. (-4 )
White or bcllmetaL * q

implying motion or eminence, 4T4 to shine, aff. WW-

q4T44 mfn. (-4*-4t-4) What irradiates, what makes open or

apparent, &c. m. (-4:) An illuminator, an expounder, an illus-

trator. *, q4T4 to make light or evident, aff. 34 .

1*41*4VI* m. (-WT) A cock. a. q4T44' illuminator (the sun),

and VT* who knows.

*41491 f* (-4T)
1 Manifestation, risibility. a Luminousness.

B- T4T*. and *w aff.
;
also with 4, 54T*W.

TWiir* n. (-4)
1 Illuminating, giving light. * Making clear or

manifest, x. * before, 4T* to shine, wi aff.

a4i*«*l* mfn. (-4;-4T-*f) Splendid, brilliant, radiant *. q
before 4T* to shine, 4 i*rq aff.

T4T*T*r* m. (-«i) The sun. s. q4T4 light, 414* self; light

itself.

*4TfapT mfn. (TO-cTT-TT) * Evident, apparent, manifest, risible.

* Published, promulgated, a. *4T* manifestation, qqw aff.

mfn. (*i:*t|r TJ ‘ Spread abroad, published, promulgated.
a Expanded, opened. • Miscellaneous, mixed. 4 Scattered,

dispersed. 1 Agitated, excited, wild. • Wared, waring, n. (-*)

* A CAowri , a cow-tail used as a fan. a A chapter, a section.

* A collection of miscellaneous rules, a. * before 4 to throw

or cast, aff. if.

n. (-4)
1 A C&otrri, the tail of the Bos grunnieus, used

as a whisk or fan. * The section or chapter of a book. a Ex-

tent, length, especially of a stanza or book. 4
(In law,) A case

not provided for by the Stutrat, and to be decided by the

authority of the judge or king. a A miscellany. * Any col-

lection of heterogeneous objects not arranged under any dis-

tinct classes or heads, m. (4:) A horse, a. 4'* added to qqftw.

f- (-tf:)
1 Fame, celebrity. * Declaraliun. e. q before 4

to scatter, aff. f**'

mfn. (-W.-ffT-lf) 1 Declared, explained, said, revealed.

* Celebrated, renowned. *. * before 4 to scalier, aff. 4 .

qqtuj mfn. (- 14.-41 -40 To be spread abroad or about, to be dif-

fused, promulgated, expanded, or extended, m. (-t£:) A plant,

(Cwsalpinia bonducellu.) s. * progressive motion, at to throw

or cast, aff. *4.

qjrfqif mfn. (-W:-4T-4) 1 Enraged, incensed. * Disordered. 1 . q
before yq to be angry

, 4 aff.

q^rqmfn. • Behaving respectfully to, wailing

upon, serving, honouring. * Doing much or well. a. q before

4 to do, 49 aff.

q^WTW mfn. (-4*.-4T-q)
1 Attending, or behaving to with respect.

* Doing much or well. a. q, and 4 to make, 4144 aff.

7 B

q*T4 n. (-4 ) A handsome or excellent body. c. q excellent,

the body
;

also read qqw.

q4W mfn. (-lf:-WT W) 1 Made, completed, accomplished. * Com-

menced. 1 Continuing or engaged in what has been begun.

4 Wished, expected. 1 Important, interesting, k. q before

49 done.

qilf^T f. (-fwt)
1 Nature; in philosophy, the passive or material

cause of the world, as opposed to the active or spiritual ;
and

in mythology, a goddess, the personified will of the Supreme

in the creation, identified with J/Jyd or illusion, and in an

especial manner the protutype of the female sex ;
hence it is

the same with the Sakti or personified energy or bride of a

deity, as Lsksdki, Durga, Ac. in some systems Prakriti is

considered the same with the Supreme Being. 1 Hie natural

slate or condition of any thing. * A radical form or predica-

ment of being, as illusion, intelligence, consciousness, and the

five elements, or Akdt, fire, air, earth, and water.
4 The five

elements collectively. 1 Cause, origin. • A woman or woman-

kind. * A mother. a An animal. * The male organ of genera-

tion. >a Thc female organ of generation. 1 'An uninflected word;

the radical form of a word, before the affixes forming cases,

&c. are subjoined. <a A requisite of regal administration, of

which seven are enumerated ; the king, the minister, an ally,

treasure, territory, fortresses, and an army : the corporations

or companies of citizens are sometimes added, making an

eighth class. " A form of metre, consisting of a stanza of four

lines, each line containing twenty-one syllables. 14 (In arith-

metic.) A given coefficient. (In anatomy,) Temperament,

the predominance of one of the humours at the time of ge-

neration. e. q implying priority or precedence, 4 to make,

aff. fir* or fjfW; being the first step towards creation.

MuOl R V* mfn. (-W1-4T-4) Volatile, fickle, e. q4f* nature, and

*TW changing.

q*On® uifn. (-qg: 4TI-W) 1 Natural, genuine, unmixed. a Inhe-

rent, innate, i. q4fw, and 41 whut is.

q4f*9 mfn. (-if.-WT-if) Thin, emaciate, e. q before 4* to be

thin, aff 4 .

qitT mfn. (-*:-9T-*) * Chief, principal, pre-eminent. a Re-

mote, far, long (as a road), s. q eminently, 4* to attract,

aff, 4-

q499 n. (-4 )
Eminence, superiority, b. Tint, and 4 aff. ; also

with *4 aff. q49*T.

447 q m. (-*:) Irritation, provocation, enraging. R. q before •yq

to be angry, causal v. qu? off.

qqrrqwlq mfn. (.q:-qT-*) To be incensed or enraged, a. q be-

fore yq to be angry, causa! v., 44|*C aff and the 4 option-

ally changed ; also qqfrqq’l*.

qwrqw n. (-4) Irritating, provoking, h. q before J9 to be an-

gry, causal v., 4fa afl.

qqrfq* mfa. (.4:-97-if) Irritated, provoked, e, q before *rq to

be angry, causal v., 4 aff.

4414 m. (-41 )
' The fore-arm. * Part of the frame of a door.

a A court in a house, or open space surrounded by buildingj.

M. q before to draw, 4T* aff.
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s'W*' m. (4C0 A hor»e'» Minora; «lso 7WC *nd

Sl|4 mfn, Who proceeds or goes. * Conquering,

overpowering, surpassing. * Who begins, a beginner, e. q be-

fore qrq to go. n[ aflT.

qqq m. (-q:) * Proceeding, going.
4 Leisure, opportunity.

Beginning. 4 Surpassing, overcoming, b. q first or most,

qrw to go, ad. qq
qqqqfa mfn. (q:-qr-q) To be gone or proceeded* a. q before

qq to go, rerefax. aff- i *ko q*fqqq and nm.
NlUti iq (-q: qr-q) 1 Proceeding. * Beginning. 4 Overcoming.

b. q before qrw to go.

qqrm mfn. (-wr:-wn-^) 1 Gone, proceeded.
4 Gone beyond, sur-

passed. ' Begun, k. q before BPT to go, w aff.

sfiMjT f. (*qj) Bearing royal insignia, b. q principal, faqi bu-

siness.

mfn. (-q:-qT-TT) Playing, sporting. a. q before, qftq to

plsy, * nff.

mfn. (-ft-KT-tf)
1 Made, prepared. 4 Mixed, s. q before

ITT to make, % ad.

qfart mfn. (-q:-WT-q) ' Satisfied. # Wet, soaked, e. q excess,

fwq to wet, air. n.

nmrw m. (-qi) The sound of the V2a « or lute. b. if principal,

qjq to sound, aflf. also qqrrq.

qqirq ra. (-1?) The sound of the f'lm'a or lute. a. q before ^q
j to sound, aflT. q»r.

qqX m. (-g:) Iron armour for the defence of a horse or ele-

phant. s. q best, qx to go, aff. qq.

^ni mfn. (-qr:-WT-q) Who or what washes, x. q before

qq to cleanse, nt ad.

qqTWT n. (-W> Cleaning, washing, b. q thoroughly, qq r. 10th

cl. to clean, afif. war.

qqTfaw mfn. (-Wt-lTT-lf) Washed, cleansed, a. q before qq r.

10th cl. to clean, ad. ff.

*faq mfn, (-qj-qT-q) Thrown, cast, hurled, b. if before fare to

throw, if ad.

wfrevrrw mfn. (-TrWTTft-TW) Throwing, having thrown, k. if

before faq to throw, qr-ff aff.

Hqfa mfn. (-q:-qr-Xf) Decayed, wasting, s. if before fa to

waste, H aff.

qqtfrw mfn. ( -ITj-WT-IT) Intoxicated, a. q before qfa to be

drunk, q ad.

yqy m. (-re:)
1 Throwing, casting. 4 Throwing into or upon.

* Any thing added, or thrown jn to drugs when in course of

decoction, b. re before fare to throw, rew aff.

qqqq n. (*bI) Throwing, casting, e. q before fare to throw, ad.

qqmr ml (-q:-qr) 1 An iron arrow. 1 Clamour, a loud indis-

tinct noise, b. q especially, fang to sound indistinctly, aff.

q, dcriv. irr. j otherwise qtqgq.

q%gq mf. (-qr.qr)
1 An iron arrow. * Calling aloud, clamour

:

b. sec the last.

qqrtxre mfn. (-ft*ff>li) ' Clamorous, shouting, making a loud

indistinct noise. Unctuous, k. q before, fa* to sound, q
aff.

i also read qqfare.

mfn. (-reTW-Tift-TiT)
1 Noisy. * Unctuous. «. q bo-

fore fafg to make a noise, WT7J aff.

qwy mfn. (-T2-TT-T) Very hot or acrid, m. (-Ti)
1 Iron armour,

for the defence of a horse or elephant. 4 A dog. * A mule. x.

q very much, qq to hurt, aff. XMt deriv. irr.
j
or q before It:

an ass, or hot, sharp, &c.

sqj mfn. (-qp-qp-qb Like, resembling, (in composition.)

a. q before qn to say, aff. q.

yqflff mfn. (-Wi-WT-TI) ' Celebrated, famous, notorious. * Pleas-

ed, happy. ' Bespoken, forestalled, claimed by right of pre-

emption. b. q much, qfTT famed,

qqrrorrq n. (-qr) A commodity that is to be first offered for sale

to some person, (as the Raja, &c.) c. qqfiq claimed, WTq a

vessel.

vqmrxTTq m. (-qn) A gentleman, a Hidalgo, the son of some

body. x. qqgrq known, req a father, and qq added,

qqnfff f. (-fa)
1 Publicity, notoriety. 1 Praise, eulogiura.

• Fame. *. q pre-eminence, &c- and qfifa reputation,

qqpsftre mfn. (-q:-qf-q) To be celebrated or made known, b. q
before qrr to **y» TtftTv; aff.

tpra m. (-q:) The Upper arm, from the elbow to the shoulder,

f- (-reft) An outer wall or rampart, a. q principal, urq

part.

qqq mfn. (-m-HMT) 1 Separate, apart. 4 Gone with difficulty,

s. q, and qq gone.

qqqwraj mfn. (•^ :

*^J
!*‘3) Bandy-legged, having the knees far

apart, x. qqq separated, and qrr>[ the knee.

qqqWT^q mfn. (-q:-xft-q> Bandy-legged, having the knees far

apart, a. q away, qq gone, arrw the knee, qq aff.

qqfaq mfn. (-q:-qT*lf) Speaking, beginning to speak, e q be-

fore qq to speak, qs aff.

qqqq n. (-q)
1 Progress, advance. * Difficult progress. • Going

afar or apart.
4 Disputing, words, a. q, and qq to go, w* aff.

qqwi mfn. (-w.-qq-qi) 4 Bold, confident. ’Prompt, ready.

* Resolute, energetic. + Illustrious, eminent. 4 Strong,

able. * Shameless, impudent, audacious, m, (-qr) The fire

used for oblations at the birth of a child, f. (-qq) A woman

who courts her husband's caresses, a bold or confident wo-

man. b, q much, q«r to be proud, aff.

qqqtqr f. (-qT) * Energy, resolution. * Confidence, boldness.

1 Audacity, arrogance. 4 Power, eminence, consequence.

4 Perverseness, wilfulness. x. qq aff. of the abstract, ad-

ded to the last
;
also with q, qqqrq-

qqTT mfn. (-¥:-WT-q) ' Much, excessive. 4 Hard, difficult. * Hard,

firm. n. (-?) Pain, privation, penance, n. ado. (-q)
1 Much,

exceedingly. 4 Tightly, firmly, x. q before HIM much, ex-

ceeding.

qqrw mfn. (-qr-^-q) A capital singer, x. q excellent, and qTT

who sings.

qftq mfn. (-q^-qi-t^) Sung, vocal x. q, and qfa sung,

qqq mfn. (-q:-qT*»)
1 Straight.

4 Honest, upright, straight in

morals, x. q excellent, and qq quality,

qq^ mfn. (rev:-qrT qi,' ' Mure, exceeding. 4 Excellent x. q be-

fore Jjq a quality or quantity, and qp^aff.
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TJTf!* mfn. * Collected, strung together. • Accept-

ed, admitted, s. X, and irflx taken.

imfl mfn.
( H'.-W TR) To be taken, accepted, admitted, &c.

mn. (-XT-X§) The clast of letters or syllables not subject to

the rules of euphony, as the final ^ orX of the dual number,

&c. at TCI KHT, *XT, Ac.

X* ind. Dawn, morning.

X*XX mfn. ( Relating, or belonging to the morning.

a. xx morning, and XJ aff„ mt inserted.

x3txX n. (-^) Protection, preservation, salvation. a. X espe-

cially, 3TV* preserving.

XXX m* (-X:)
1 Taking, seizing. • Confinement, restriction,

restraint, captivity. * A prisoner, a captive, either man or

beast in confinement. * A rein, a rope or baiter for horses,

and cattle. * The string suspending a balance. * Favour,

kindness. * An arm. * A ray of light. * A sort of Cassia,

(C. fistula.) a. x before XX to take or seize, aff. XX
j
other-

wise with xx, aff. xxtx. #

XXXX n. (-^) ‘Taking, seizing. * Assuming. a. x before XX to

take, wz aff.

XXTX m. (-*:) * Seizing. * Taking, taking up, bearing, carry-

ing. * The string of a balance.
4 A rein, Ac. a. x before XX

to take, XX aff. > see XTTX.

stftx «m. (-x:-X) ' A window, a lattice, a balcony. * A summer

house, a pleasure house. * A building on the top of a palace, a

painted turret.
4 A wooden balustrade or fence on tbe edge

of a building. * A stable. * The top of a tree. a. u excessive

or excellent, and VtTT a neck ; the neck as it were of a house.

mfn. Wearied, fatigued, exhausted, a x before

5 to be weary, X aff.

ra. (-fxr^) A general reader, but not a profound one.

a. xxxr said to imply novelty, and fx^ who knows. *

XXX m. (-X:)
1 A terrace before a house. * A copper pot.

• An iron crow or club. a. X before XX to strike, aff. XX,

and tbe radical letter changed
j
also XXIX.

tnr*T m. ( -sr.)
1 A covered terrace before a house. * A sort of

bean, (Phaseolus rnungo.) a. x before XX to strike or hurt,

aff. XX-

XXX mfn. (-X'-XT-Tl) Voracious, m. (-Xt)
1 Eating much. * A

Dailyo, a demon, a. x much, XX for XX to eat, aff. XX or

TTrf m. (-X;) A covered terrace or small portico before the

*

t
door of a house, a. x before XX to strike, (with tbe feet,)

aff. XX and the radical vowel changed optionally ; also XXX.

XXTX m. (-TV:) Combat battle, s. x violently, XTX striking
j

• also XTXTX-

UXIX m. ( X:) A covered terrace before the door of a house, a

porch, a portico : sec W, and XXX.

xxi mfn. (.tI*-4t-4)
1 Turning round or rolling violently.

* Wandering, roaming, m. (-4 :) A guest, a visitor, a. x

before x4 to turn round, aff. xx>

XXinr m. (-X:) Sound, noise, a. x much, XTX sound, aff. XX.

XXX n. (-X) An army in motion, or as sometimes explained,

% foraging, a. x before XX a division.

XXPXX m. (-XT!) The regent of Jupiter, VrThaspati, a. ^ before

XX to speak, Un'idi aff. x^x.

TXXmfn. (-vr -XT-X) * Excessively hot or burning. • Intolera-

ble, insupportable. * Bold, confident, presuming. 4 Wrath-

ful, passionate. * Violent, strong, m. (-x:) A sort of Nerium

with white flowers, f. (-XT) One of DvaGiTs emanations or

attendants, a. x very, XX hot, Ac.

TXXxrt m. (-^0 A tree, (Tapia cratava) a. VXX Nariam*

and xffi form.

XXX m. (-X:) ' A heap, a quantity, a number. 1 Gathering, (as

fruit or flowers, but especially by meanB of a stick or other

implement) • Slight union or aggregation, a X before fx
to gather, aff. XX ; also with XX aff., VX7X-

XXT m. (-T:) ‘ A road, a path. Usage, custom, currency.

a Going well or widely, a. X before Xf to go, aff. z ; also

with WXaff, XXTT.

XXTX n. (-^) ' Going, proceeding. • Circulating, being current,

a. x before XT to go, x? aff.

XXTX mfn. (-TX-TXt-TX) Going, well, quickly, widely, Ac. t. x
before XT to go, XX aff.

xxftx mfn. (-X’.-XT-TTJ ' Gone, going. • Pursued, practised,

(as an art or business.) a. x before XT to go, X aff.

XXX mfn. (-X:-XT*Ti) ' What goes much or widely. • Current,

circulating, customary, a X before XX to go, XX aff.

XXXTT mfn. (-xx-xxt-xx )
1 Going, proceeding far or much.

• Prevailing, circulating, being customary or current * Being

recognised, (as authority or law, fitc ) a x before XX to go,

XX aff.

XXXX a (-x)
1 Moving, going much or widely. * Circulating,

being customary or current a. x before XX to go, XT* aff.

XXXTX m. (-x:)
1 A peacock's taiL • Archery, shooting with

arrows. * A snake, a. X before xx to go, aft XIXX.

XXXTfkrx m. (-x^) ‘ A snake. * A peacock, a XXXTX a pea-

cock's tail, and xfx aft

XXXTfqx mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Rolling about, tossing, tumbling, (as

In sleep.) a. x before XX to go, in the causal form, aff. x.

xxfxx mfn. (-Tn-XT-if)
1 Gone far or wide, wandering, roving.

* Set in motion, shaken. Current, customary, circulating,

prevailing.
4 Recognised, received, (as authority or law, Ac.)

1 Rolling (as the eye), a. x before XX to go, x »ff-

XXTX m. (-X0 Gathering any thing with the hand. a. X, f^T to

collect, XX aff.

XXTX m. (-X:) The stick or body of the FiW or lute. a. x

before XX to go, aff. XX.

XXTT m. (-T:)
1 Going, proceeding. * Custom, usage. ‘Conduct,

4 Currency. * Appearance, manifestation. * Pasture ground,

a. x before Xf to go, xx aff.

xf*m mfn.(-W:-XT-lf) Collected, gathered together, n, (-if) A spe-

cies of the Daadaia metre, a. x before fx to assemble, X aff*

X'JT mfn. (-T^-TT-T) Much, many. a. X before to steal,X aff.

mfn. (-X’.-XT-X) Abounding with men, populous, nu-

merous. m. (-X:) A thief, a. XXT> and gxx a man.

^XOXTX n. ( x) Adding to, augmenting, increasing, a. XXT#

and XTX making, fx augmeuL
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mfn. (-ir-KT-W) Augmented, in quantity or number,

e. TWK, end WH make, augment,

sr^ire mfn. (WT--WT:-W:) Happy,delighted, m. (-WT)
1 Vakok'*, the

regent of water. ‘ The name of a saint and lawgiver, m. pin.

(-W-) The ten sons of Pascnfuavaani by the daughter of

Varuna, and the progenitors of Dakswa. e. u best, Brut,

the heart.

tr%« m. (-ITT) A charioteer, a. 7 before fr to collect, (the

reins,) aff.

qqer rn. (*W*) A yellow fragrant woods b. q before ,TO to go,

iffW
qqw* m. (-*:) A horse, r. q well, fast, to go, ffif aff.

TO i *W n. (-si)
1 Saying, enjoining, prescribing, ' Sending,

directing. * A rule or law. e. q before to direct,

q'virftpT m^n * (-m-lTMf)
1 Prescribed, directed. * Sent, directed.

b. q thoroughly, ,

J* to direct, aff. n.

q^Tf*wf f. (*^) A prickly nightshade, (Solanum jacquini.)

B. q before vjq to send, aff. WJ and ft?,

qwpy mfn. (-W:-t!T-ii) Fallen from, deviated from. s. q before

wj to fall, ^ aff.

q^ (^r) q^ r r. 6th cl. (T?|f»r) ' To ask or inquire. * To de-

sire, to know.

q^WT f. (-wi) Asking, addressing, Inviting, a. qwr to ask,

qqf* m. (•*:) A eover, a wrapper, a. q completely, f? to

cover, aff. wq.

m. (•*:) A cover, a wrapper, either of a person or thing,

as a cloak, a veil, a sheet, a curtain, &c. l qv** a cover,

and u? cloth.

q^q mfn. (-ff:-WM|)
1 Covered, clothed. * Unavowed, dis-

guised. * Private, concealed, secret, n. (-i)
1 A private dour

within a house.
1 A lattice, a loop hole.

1 Any private door,

i. * before ***; t0 bide, aff. n, what is concealed or secret.

qvqfTOT f. (-ITT) Vomiting, sickness, i. q violently, to

vomit, aff. WW.
« -

q^qi qW n
- H) 1 An upper or outer garment. * Covering, con

cealing. *. q completely, to cover, aff. wr.

q^lfqw mfn. (-rT:-Wf-f#> Covered, clothed, bidden, concealed.

*. q before w* to cover, aff.

TO m. (-H:) A husband, k. q before mw to be born, aff who

is re-born in his children | see qw.

qqpT am. (-q:-q)
1 Impregnating, begetting. 1 Impregnation or

pregnancy of cattle in general. * The season for a cow's

taking the bull, &c. m. (-W.) A progenitor, an impregnator.

k. vt before BPf to be born, war aff

qaywiT n. (-vf)
1 The vulva. 1 Birth, production. • Going well

or quickly, i. q before wrw to be born, aff.

qBrinvfrr ode. wd. For the sake of procreation, e. qq*, and

*qvi on account of.

qBtfhwi f. (qi) A mother, c. q before ant to bo born, aff.

T«:
qwf-ixj mfn. (-^9:-avr:-a<6) ' Being born or produced. • Pro-

ducing, generating. * Growing or standing, (as corn.) k. q
before ant to be born,

qnw m. (-ftp)
1

Prattle, gossip. "Talking heedlessly to a lover.

k. q, and atW talking.

TO? m. (*f:) Great speed. R. q before an quickness.

qvrfVar mfn. (-qt-fvtft-fq) Swift, speedy, m. (-^t) A runner, a

courier, an express, a. q before ww speed, aff.

qviT f. (*WT) 1 Progeny, offspring.
1 People, subjects, b, q be-

fore W*f to be born, aff W and TPT.

qatrqrre mfn. (-st:-trr*st) Desirous of offspring, a. TWl, and qm
desire.

q atm* ra. (•*:) Waking, watching, s. q before arnne wakeful-

ness.

qwmi f. (-TTT) A woman who has borne a child, s. q before

errIT born, (from whom.)

TOT* mfn. (-q^-*!-*)
1 Who or what gives offspring. 1 What

removes barrenness, (as a medicine, &c.) e. tot. and * what

gives.

TOi*iW n. (-*) Silver, b. tot people, and qnr gift.

TOnrtl m. (-BT-) The duty of children or of subjects, a. tot,

and to duty.

TOTTO mfn. ( vrq vnRt-WTT )
1 Sensible, intelligent.

1 Knowing,

understanding, t (-wfy A sensible woman, b. q before WT to

know, aff. w*.

TOrq m. (-vr:) A king. b. qan people, subjects, and q who-

protects, from qT with w aff

TOiqfa ro. (-fift) ' A name of Brahma. 1 The epithet common

to the ten divine personages, who were first created by

Brahma
;

they are also termed lirakmddikas
, and their

names are Marichi, Atri, Anoirao, Pcl.vstva, Pcuha,

Kkatv, PbachItas, Vas'ishVba, Buaiatr, and Naasi* : some

authorities make the Ptttjdpatu only seven in number,

others reduce them to three, or Dajhba, Nabbua, and BciaY-

cu, and others make them twenty-one. 1 A king, a sovereign.

4 A father. * A son-in-law, a daughter's husband. • The sun.

’ Fire. • A name of Vis'wababma. r. tot people or the

world, and xrfw master.

TOlfq^ft f- (-^t) A mother, or bearer of children, b, q before

srw to be boro, fwfwaff.

TOrWTT mfn. ( WTW-qTf’t-W^) • Having progeny. • Having sub- .

jects. f. (-ift)
1 A brother's wife. * The wife of an elder bro-

ther. * A mother, a, TOT offspring, and pots. iff.

TOTfcff f. Increase of progeny. R. TOT, and if* in-

crease.

TOiffff mfn. (*ir:-*T-?i) Favourable, or good for children or

subjects, &c. kind to them, useful to them, &c. n.(-W) Water.

r. tot people, and friendly, useful.

m. (-W;) Air, wind. b. before fw to surpass or over-

come, flf aff, form irr.

TOt^TW n. (-W) Livelihood, subsistence. B. and living,

mfn. (-ff:-*T-ff) Strongly attached to. devoted to, intent

on. sl q, and «n? to serve, aff. W-

m. (-TO A king. s. TOT subject, and fit lord.

TO mfn. (-V'ffT-*) ' Wise, learned ; also qr»- 1 Bandy-logged,

having the knees far apart : see q^. f. (-H) * A clever or

sensible woman. 1 Understanding, wisdom, knowledge. •I’he
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goddess of arts and eloquence, SabaswatI. a. t before TT,

to know, aft «.

TTfil f. (-fir) An appointment, an agreement, an engagement,

(•ft) One of the Pidyd DivU of the Jainai, a. t before ^jt to

know, causal v., aft fifir.

TV* I m. (-T) A Bauddha saint ; also ManjCgiio'sba. g. TTf

knowledge, ss to sound, TW ait

ra. (-ip.) A name of Dh&Ytar^sbtea. a. TUT, and

the eye : being physically blind.

TTTW mfn, (-ir-irr-W)
1 Known, understood. * Famous, notori-

ous. a. t, and Trw known.

trifrsr mfn. (-sp-xiT-w) 'Vise, learned, n. (-if)
1 Knowledge,

wisdom * A mark, a sign, a token, a. t exceeding, vr*r

knowledge.

TUT* mfn. ( -WTW-TTft-rtT)W ise, intelligent, e. TV, and fnjTaff.

ITTTtW mfn. (.sr-WT-w) Silly, unwise, ignorant, e. t*T, and Tt*f

void of.

TfiW m. (>^t) A sage, a scholar, a wise or learned man. i. TOT

wisdom, aft f^if.

TV mfn. (-^:-OT*'ll) Bandy-legged, having the knees fsr apart.

e. T separate, nrr^ the knee, and ^ substituted,

swrfinr mfn. (-IT:-ITT -if)
1

Blazing, radiant. * Burnt, k. T im-

plying excess, ^frnT burning.

T*nfTW mfn. (-OT-Tn-XT) Lighted, kindled, e. t before wnr to

blaze, causal v., ^ aft",

tnftxr h. (-W)
1 Flying rapidly, or flying in every direction.

• Taking flight, beginning to fly. e. t intensitive, tftxr flying.

TH mfn. Old, ancient, i. t substituted for grrtT and

if aft

twit mfn. (-TT-iTT-Tf)
1 Bonding, bowed, stooping, inclined.

• Skilful, clever, e. t before T& to bow, alt n.

unrvw mfn. (-Trsf-Tifi-TiT) Bowing, bent, bowed, e. t before

wsr to bow down, TfTTy aft

mfn. (-Tft-TTS-t:) Inclined, looping, haring the head

or top bowed, a. TOTT, and firviir the head.

Twfir f. (-fir.) Salutation, reverence, obeisance, courtesy, a. t

before OTT to bow, firar uff.

TWf<ff mfn. {'Xn-WI-lf) Sounded, sounding, k. t before to

sound, % ad*.

srvrcnr mfn. (-srw-i?wft-xnT ) Bowing to, saluting with reverence

or respect, a. T before to bow, ipr alt

iwfinr wfn. (-Wt-WT-W) Bending, bowing, a. t before OTT to

bow, n aft with inserted.

TTT in. (-OT)
1 Affection, friendly or fond regard. * Acquaint-

ance. B Asking, begging.
4 Affectionate solicitation. * Final

emancipation or beatitude. 6 Trust, confidence. f Reverence,

obeisance, e. t before to get, aff. WT
TT*PT mfn. (-WiTT^t-OTTi 1 Leading, conducting. * Dispen-

sing. a Decreeing, awarding, a. T and wt to lead, w* aff.

Twrir n ( xi) ‘ Leading, conducting. * Dispensing, distributing.

• Sentencing, awarding, e. t before f\ to guide, W? aft

TWnwiT m. (-if:} Lovers' quarrels, a. TWr, and xrrxr indignation.

^WTTir mfn. (-TIXT-Tift-Tlt) Attached to, loving, a. and

T^Taff.

7 c

wrfatflT f. (-fir:) Denial, refusal, non-compliance. B.TOTf

requiring, fwrfw rejecting.
*

Tirfrw mfn. (-HV-fii<f-fx|) ' Affectionate, kind. * Intimate, fami-

liar. m. A husband or lover. f. (-tV^t) A wife or mis-

tress. e. Tit* affection, Tfir poss. aff.

TW’nxr n. (-if) Dancing, e. T before wxf to dance, HTTaff,

TUT ra. (-T) The mystical name of the Deity, or syllable Om.
* A small kind of drum or tabor, a. T before xv to praise,

aff. TT-
TTT* m. (-*:) The mystical name of the Deity, a. TT1, and

added.

TW^m mfn. (-wx^-^nift-Vf) 1 Perishing, falling away. * Endea-

vouring to escape, a. T before xrn to destroy, aff.

TUT mfn. (-T-OT-H) Destroyed, lost, annihilated, a. T, and xrff

destroyed.

TWTfinrr mfn. (-T-TMi) Uncivil, uncomplaisant, rude. a. txtt,

and.fvWT decorum.

TWT^ m. (-T)
1 A loud noise, especially expressing approbation

or delight, a huzza, a shout. * A low sound expressive of

great pleasure, a murmur or sigh of rapture. • A disease of

the ear, a noise or buzzing in the car from thickening of the

membranes, Ac. a. T much, and xrrr sound.

TWm m. (-xtj) Respectful or reverential salutation, addressed

especially to a Brahman or deity, a. T before err to bow,

aff. T*T.

Twrm mfn. (-Wi'iUT-xdj 1 Devoid of passion or desire. • Disobe-

dient, disagreeing. • Upright, straight, in rectitude. 4 Belov-

ed. a. t away, to go, aff.

TOTW mf. (-Hs-lft) An issue from a pond, a drain, a water-

course. a. T before xtll to bind, aff. T*T ; also witli T»f add-

ed in the fem. form MXjifwnT (-err.)

TWTW m. (*Hi) Loss, destruction, i. T before th to be destroy-

ed, war aff.

TWifgxi mfn. (-tfVfinft-fir) Destroying, b. t before TW to be

destroyed, causal v., firwT aff.

TftffW mfn. (-ffxr-*7pt-yiT) Preparing or threatening to strike,

a. T and fir before TV to strike,' aff. xns.

Tfirfaw mfn. (-irt-OT-lf) Kissed, a. T.. f%f% to kiss, yg aff.j also

read Tfwfrir

Tfwfxrww mfn. (-x(1-tt-^) To be kissed, what may or ought

to be kissed, a. T before fVfxj: to kiss, WT aff.
; also read

Tfxff^Wir-

TtwifTW n. (-xf)
1 Great effort, stress, energy. * Profound reli-

gious meditation. 4 Access, entrance, s. T and fif prefixed

to TT to have, aff. Hi.
>i -

TfwfV m. (-fif:) ’ A spy, a secret agent or emissary. * Asking,

solicitation or request. * Care, attention.
4 A follower, a. t

and fsr before WT to have, aff. fir.

Tfi'HT7* mfn. Sounding deep or like thunder,

a. T and fir before WT to sound, we» afl‘.

Tfwxnr m. (-t) A deep sound, that of thuuder or its like. i. t
and fir before itx to sound, T*» aff.

TfrUTW n. (-if) Saluting, bowing or doing homage to. e. t

and fr before Tff to go, IT aff.
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Tfipifww mfn. (-w:-WT-7<) Bowed down in reverence, saluting.

E. T and fw before TW to go, iff. If •

TfurriT iW. Haring bowed down or in reverence, having sa-

luted respectfully, a. 51 and fir before TW to go, WP* aff.

TfTTlW m. (-W:) Salutation, reverence, obeisance, e. t and fir

before TW to go, aff TW.

Tfrfww mfn. (-w:-WT-tf)
1 Delivered, entrusted, consigned.

* Obtained, received, acquired. * Acknowledged, admitted.

* Placed, fixed, deposited. 6 Prudent, advised, careful, wary.

4 Determined, a. T and fir before an to have, aff. m
TpfrfTT mfn. (-W:-WT-W)

1 Dressed (ns food), cooked, &c. * Made,

done, constructed. ' Thrown, cast, sent. 4 Entered, approach-

ed.
4 Proper, fit.

4 Said, declared. * Delivered, given.

' Decreed, sentenced, awarded. * Composed, written, ra. (-Hi)

Fire, consecrated by prayers or mystical forraulse. f. (-ITT) A
vessel used at sacrifices, a sort of cup. a. t before fit to gel,

aff *.

T*W mfn. (-W.-WT-W) Praised, celebrated, e. t before w to

praise, aff w.

mfn. (-wtj or wt£) Enjoining, directing, who or what

commands or enjoins, e. t before to command, figw aff.

SWT mfn. (-’iN'WT-li) * Shaken, trembling. a Sent, dispatched,

c. T before to send, % aft

KWH mfn. (-W:-WT-fi) Docile, submissive, agreeable, e. t before

fit to lead, aff. TW
TWTT ro.(-^:) 1 Directing, ordering. • Guiding, driving, (as horses.)

e. T before to send, aff

T#lOcW mfn. (-Ws-WT-W) 1 Ordered, directed. * Driven, guided,

s. T before to send, n aff.

Twfw f. (-fW:) ‘ Spreading, expansion. A creeping plant, e. t
before WW to spread, aff. fifT.

WWift f (-fit) A creeping plant, e. fitrr added to the preceding.

TWW mfn. (-W : -fit-fi) Old, ancient e. t prior, with Sjw aff.

and WW augment.

WWW mfn. (-lp-*fit-W) Thin, delicate, minute, e. t, and ww thin.

wwfiw n. (-fij Reasoning, discussion, doubt, logick. e. w before

WW to reason, aff. rtfs.

m. (-W-) The open hand with the fingers extended, n. (-ri)

One of the seven principal divisions of the lower regions.

e. t exceeding, ww lowness, &c.

THTW m. (-W:) ’ Spreading, expansion. * A low spreading cree-

per. * A disease, fainting, epilepsy, e. w before WW to spread,

aff. VH
* n i (A H mfn. (-fit-fwfit-fw) Spreading, extending, f. (-fit) A

spreading, creeper, e. t before ww to spread, aff. and

Yfw and CtW added.

UHTH m. (-T:)
1 Majesty, dignity, tho possession of rank and

power. 4
Spirit, energy. • Splendour, brilliancy. 4 Heat.

1. w before WT to shine, aff. va.

TPTPTW m* (-H0 A hell. n. (-fi)
1 Inflicting pain or punishment,

burning, consuming. 1 Paining, distressing, e w before ITT
to heat, aff. vcz. %

WiWTA tnfo. (-TTW-wfit-TW) Majesu’ck, glorious, i, wwrT, and
w^T&ff

TWrTW m. (-W:) A species of gigantic Asclepias, with white

flowers, e. TWIT heat, TT to destroy, aff. w.

TWTffiw mfn. (-fitffifit-fr)
1 Shining, splendid. * Dignified,

powerful.
4 Burning. 4 Distressing, k. TWIT, and Tfw aff.

WWTWmfn. (-wri{) 1 Desiring. 1 Being afflicted, k. t before WW
to desire, fw aff.

TWTT m. (-Tt) Crossing over. e. t before W to cross, WW aff.

TWfTW m. (-WO a cheat, k. T before If to cross, aff TA.

TW1TW nf. (-W-tt) Fraud, cheating, deceit, overreaching, trick.

h. T before TJ to cross, aff TW.

wwrfcff *»fn. (-Hs-WT-Tf) Cheated, deceived, tricked, e. t before

vj to pass over, (to overreach.) aff. 75.

Tfw jW- A particle and prefix, implying, 1 Substitution, (in-

stead, in lieu ;) as TWjpsiWWWTWTfw. * Several order, (se-

verally, each by each;) as wfi yffi fwwfw ; Tfwww each

l
r
td& i TfwfTW ever) day

; wfwfwfi each opening ; TfffAW every

birth , y<T5T one by one. * Direction, designation, (to, towards,

upon ;) as ifi yfw fwfimfi fWTpr. 4 Belonging to, (as a

part or portion.) * Exchange, return, (again, back again, «)

fwSw; sf* wrxi* A little, &c. as WTWTfw, UTyffi.
T Opposition in place, as yfwtfftB against the sun, yfwwTW

against the wind. * With respect to, WWTWmi, TrTIT- e. tw
to be famous, wfW aff. ; in the following compounds the final

X of TfH is optionally long, before derivatives formed with

WW, as TfWTrT or TWtTTT, &c.

Tfww mfn. (-TT!- Jfit*W) Worth sixteen Pan* of Coteriet, b. Tfw

substituted for WIT ITT. and aff.

Ilfinil n. (-TJJ) * Dress, decoration, personal embellishment.

* Retaliation, requital. * Remedy, redress, e: Tfw belong-

ing to (the body), and WWTW business.

TfwriT m. (-T :

)
1 A butt, a mark

;
the effigy of a man, for

archers to practise at.
1 An effigy, an image, a picture, e. Tf?C

again, and WTT the body
;
a repetition or reflection of the

form.

TfWTTT m. (-TO ' Revenge, retaliation. 4 Remedying, counter-

acting. s. Tfw again, against, and WIT making ; also T*t*R.

TfffWTir mfn. (W-WT W) Like, resembling, (used in composition.)

k. Tfff to or again, and Ttiw or WIT what shines
j
also

Tfwrrm, twIatt, Ac.

TfWTTT mfn. (-W:*WI-T) Like, (in composition:) see the last.

stffffrfWH mfn. (-W^-WT-W) Bent, curved, e. t6t, and to

be curved, n aff.

TfW|fT m. (-T:) A moat, a ditch, x. Tfw implying little, and

gpj a well.

mfn. (-W^TTI-Ti)
1 Contrary, adverse, cross-grained,

reverse, inverted. * Contradictory, cross, perverse, t. Tfw

for TWtT averted, and a bank or shore.

TflHfWWI f ( WT) Opposition, hostility. E. Tfw^V, and WD lff;

also with W, Tfw^wW-

Tfwmv mfu. (-W:-7n-W) ‘ Requited, returned. * Counteracted,

“ Remedied, e- Tfw, and *w made.

Tfftlrfw f. (-Iff:) * An effigy, a figure, an image, a picture, a

reflection, a shadow, a reflected image, * Retaliation, return,

revenge. • A substitute* e. Tfw &c. and nfJf making.
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xfxxc mfn. (-x:-xt-^) * Inferior, low, vile.
1 Twice ploughed,

or ploughed back again, a. xfX against, and W€ drawn,

vfftfax i f. (-XT) ' Return, requital. * Retaliation. * Remedy-

ing, counteracting. 4 Embellishment, decoration. E. and

fiRT act.

fffxxX *dv. n. (-#) Momentarily, every moment. R. xfa several

order, and XX an instant.

xfrl XX m. (-X:) A guard, an attendant, s. vfk against, XX
injury.

xfxfa* mfn. (-H:-VT*lb * Dismissed, rejected, turned away.

* Sent, dispatched. * Opposed, repelled, resisted. 4 Abused,

reviled. * Calumniated, falsely accused, a. xfx again, against,

and faff thrown, sent.

xfflXX n. (-it) Sneezing, wheezing. *. xfa repeatedly, xx
sneezing.

xfxTO n. (-it) Flying backwards and forwards, wheeling in

flight, a. qftr repetition, and jix gone
;
going and coming,

xfrxahinifn. (-afa-aajr^-xr?v> Echoing, reverberating. ‘Mur-

muring or rebelling, a. xfif before X*fc to growl, it* aff.

sfafhft: m. (-fc) Any inferior mountain, or any thing like a

mountain, a. xfx, and filfc a hill,

xfffgxfa mfh (-X:-XT-X) Taken, accepted. e. xfx, TO to take.

Waff.

ffffTJZYtX mfn. (-XT-Xt-X) Who takes or accepts, an accepter,

a receiver. *. xfX before JZX to take, XX aff.

xffl JZX mfn. (-*:-X|r-*) To be taken, what may be accepted,

be, ind.
1 Having taken. 1 Bringing up the rear. z, xfx,

and TO to take, JTO or tint aff.

xfVvx m. (-X:) ’ Acceptance, assent * Proper donation to

Brakmaiu, whatever is a At present to a Brahman at suitable

periods. * The acceptance of such a gift 4 A spitting pot.

4 The reserve of an array, a detachment posted with the ge-

neral four hundred yards in the rear of the line.
4 The sun

near the moon’s node, e, xfx again, be. and to taking.

xfxTOX n. (-X) Receiving presents, k. nfir, and TOX taking.

xfxTOxfa mfn. (-X*-Xf-4) To be taken or accepted, z. qfa, to
to take, xxtxv; aff

xfxxrx m. (-xO
1 A spitting pot. * Accepting gifts, z. xfa

before XT to take, X afl*.

vfxxiu mfn. (-XT-WIO fa be accepted or taken, t. xfx, and

TO to take, XX aff.

xfax mfn. (-Xi-XT-X) Adverse, inimical, m. (*W:) ' Wrath, rage.

* Mutual beating, combat, fighting.
1 Fainting. 4 An enemy,

a. xfx again, severally, and X striking.

xfxWTT m. (-If:) ' A return blow, repulse, rebound. 1 Warding off

a blow. * Preventing, prohibiting, k. xfx before XT to kill,

TO? aff.

xfxxrxx n. (-X) Killing, slaughter, a. xfa mutually, tx to

kill, aff. wx.

qfaxrfxx mfn. (-iftfxxt-fx) * Repelling, repulsing. 'Hostile,

opposed to. e. vfxxix, and xfa *ff.

vfxff n. (-X) The body. *. srfx again, |f what destroys.

mfn. MX-Vtt-W*) 1 Opposing, impeding. • Destruc-

tive, • Hostile, e. xfx before XX to kill, x* aff.

*f?f

xxfaxx n. (-X) Thinking repeatedly, considering, meditating

upon. b. xfx, and fxfa to think, aff. XfX.

m. (T:) 1 A reflected image, any image, a picture,

a statue. A substitute, e. xfx again, xfa to cover, aff.

also with XX added xfaXTX n. (-X.)

xfaXTXr f (-XT)
1 An image, a statue, a bas-relief, a picture.

* A reflected image, a shade or shadow, z. xfVr again, xrxi

a shadow.

xfxXX ro (-X :
) Opposition, resistance, z. xfx, and xg; cutting.

Mf<iXfi f. (-XT) The fore part of the thigh, z.xfr before, and

XTfT the Uiigh.

qfxxwx ra. (-X:) Reply in assent, respectful concurrence, e.

*fx, and xrwx talking.

xfXTTXr m, (-X:) Attention, watchfulness, r. xfx towards,

and xrnPC watchful.

xfxfaTr f. (-XT) The uvula, or soft palate, z. gf?f again, or

like, faXT the tongue also with XX added in the fem. form,

xfxfafXTT (-XT).

xfxxlxx n. (*x) Resuscitation, e. xfx again, xfax living.

xfaxT f. (-TT)
1 Promise, agreement, engagement, assent. 1 Ad-

mission, acknowledgment. 1 (In logic,) The proposition, the

assertion to be proved, e. xfx mutually, XT to know, aff. X.

xfxTTX mfn. (-W:-XT-X) 1 Promised, agreed. ' Admitted, ac-

knowledged. 4 Propounded, asserted, e. xfx mutually, xtX
known.

xfXWTXX mfh. ( x*-xi-^)
' To be promised. • To be assented

to. 8. xfx before XT to know, xx off.

xfxTTX n. (-if) Promise, agreement, assent, e. xfx before XT

to know, Wx aff.

mCxIUK n. (-t) A subsequent proposition on failure of the first,

(in logic.) s. xfxxr, and txn: difference.

xfXTPTOT n. (-X) A bond, a written contract z. xfaxT agree-

ment, and XX o leaf, added.

qfxxrX ind. Having promised, e. xfa before, XT to know,

*X aff.

xfaXTfx^rx m. (-X:)
1 Denial of a logical proposition. • Acting

contrary to promise or agreement. 8. xf?TXT, and faxTX op-

position.

xfaXTfTOrfax mfn. (-W:-XT-lf) Promised in marriage, betrothed.

e. vfaxr. and frorfax married.

xfaXTXXirx to. (-X:)
1 Abandonment of the original proposi-

tion, (in logic.) ‘ Breaking a promise, a. vfirxt and TOTrX

quitting.

xftTXTXTfa f. (-Hr) Giving up the argument e. xfaxT, and

Xlfa abandoning.

mfn. (-x;-XT-t}) To be promised or accepted, m. (-x :
)

The reciter or pronouncer of a panegyric, the proclaimer of

rank and titles, a herald, a bard, a panegyrist, e. xfa before

XT to know, XX aff

xfa TOlfrore* ^ Conclusion or notion adopted by each

disputant severally, b. xfa severally, XX truth, and fTOTX

conclusion.

xfinrx ado. n. (-XT)
1 According to each Tantra. • According

to each opinion, &c. s. qfa, and XXI a doctrine.
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m. (-ir:) A kind of air or melody, t (-^) The key of

a door or padlock, or an instrument to open a door, s. ^rf*T

relating to, WTO tunc, or a lock, fem. aft

n. (-if)
1 The return or re-delivery of a deposit,

4 Bar-

ter, exchange. * Giving back or in return for. *. again,

a giving.

n. (-W) War, battle, k. trfir reciprocally, and

tearing.

wfaffW adr. n. (-if) Every day, day by day. k. tjfkr severally,

and a day.

in. (-W1)
' The sun. • A day. r *fw severally,

to shine, Un'Adi aff. vfsrw j also with the vowel lengthened,

nfw^tTW.

adv. n. (-”*) Every where, all around. «. Ttfw, and f^vr

a quarter.

mfn. (-W:-WT'^> To be returned, to be given back, or as

an equivalent, n. (-^)
1 A pledge, a pawn. * An article pur-

chased and given back. e. srfff again, to be given.

n- Opposition, hostility, b. wfw against, a

couple.

wfdlf^n^rnfia. Hostile, an enemy, b.

and xf*T *ff-

wfwvfw f. (-f*T:) Echo, an echo. b. wfw. and wfw sound.

ufifWTW m. (-WJ) Echo, reiterated or repeated sound, k.

again, 13TO sound.

*flp™ m. (-gr) A great grandson, a son's grandson, e. stfiy

again, repeated, and a grandson.

stfwww mfn. (-WJ-WT-W) New, young, fresh, recent, e. wfw in-

tensitive prefix, and new.

m. (-^t) Echo, resonance, x. xrfff, and sound.

wftnnficrr mfn. (-Ift-lfT-tf) Echoing, re-sounding, b.

and TWW aff.

sffffafa m. (-fw:) * A resemblance of a real form, an image,

a statue, a picture, Ac, * A surety. • A substitute, a. wfw

again, WT to have, with fir prefix, % aff.

Hfrfkpng m. (-^p) An echo, a reverberation, b. trf*, and

f«TW<( sound.

wfnfWW n. (*w)
1 Turning back or away from. ' Returning.

r. wfi|, and f*r before to be, aff.

mfn- (-’ittTOT-li)
1 Turned away from, desisted from,

leaving, withdrawn from. * Come back, returned, a. trfff and

fsf before WW to be, Tf aff.

</dv. n. (-if) By night, every night, a. if*, and fV«n a

night*

nfjnr m. (-T) A king of the lunar race, father of Santas?, and

grandfather of BiiIsuma j also snftq. e. wfw several!)', and

U who cherishes.

ttfiTTO nj. (TO:)
1 An enemy. 4 A respondent, an opponent. • A

defendant, e. jjfw against, and tro a part, a party.

f. ( fit:) ' Fame, reputation. * Gaining, gelling, obtain-

ing, acquirement. ’ Action, worldly practice or activity, as

opposed to religious contemplation. * Use, application, pro-
fit. ' Arrogance, audacity, confidence. • Knowledge, deter-

mination, ascertainment. ' Elevation, exaltation, promotion,

acquirement of rank or dignity. • Acknowledgment, assent,

admission. * Inspiring trust or confidence, satisfying, shew*

ing in proof. '• Respectful or affectionate behaviour to.

n Purpose, design. '* Comprehending, including. ‘•Distri-

bution, disposal. “ Giving, presentation. 1 * Blinding, mislead-

ing, deceiving. 14 Throwing Ghee on the fire, or images into a

sacred stream, or any similar rite from which no advantage

is expected, b. ifw severally or towards, Ac. to go,

aff. fwrw.

wfWTtfvnrww m. (TO) A large drum ; the state drum allowed

only to chiefs of a certain rank, t.ttfwwfw celebrity, and BpS'l

a drum.

mfn. (-WTW-anft-wrr )
1 Active, prompt. * Celebrated.

* High in rank, b, yfirqfa, and ipjxr aff.

wfTnrfwiKi^jW mfn. (TO:-^t-ttf,i Obstinate, unyielding. 1. ififqfvt,

and VCTf^W averse.

sfinnrai n. (-ti ) A kettle drum. b. w!hh \ rank, and tjvjj a

musical instrument.

f- (-^Pf or 1 The first day of a lunar fortnight, the

first of the moon’s increase or wane. * Understanding, intel-

lect. • Rank, consequence. * A kettle drum. b. wfw sever-

ally, to go, and favf aff.

md. or n. adr. Step by step, at each step. • Conti-

nually, every moment, b. wfw, and step.

trfTnrw mfn(TOTOMi) ‘Known, understood, ascertained, deter-

mined. • Promised, engaged, assented to, accepted. * Over-

come, conquered, subdued. 4 Obtained, gained. 1 Done,

effected, accomplished. 0 Undertaken. T
Replied, b. wjlT

again, and ww to go, aff. 79.

n. (TO) 1 Stake, gage, the thing played for. * A counter

pledge, the thing staked against another, x. g^r, and ww to

have price, aff.

TlfHVIAV mfn. (TOiTOTTO)
1 What produces effects, causes, Ac.

• Explanatory, x. wfw. and to go, causoI aff.

m. (-if)
1
Gift, donation. • Ascertaining, determin-

ing, rendering clear or intelligible. • Action, worldly con-

duct or interest.
4 Accomplishing, effecting. • Producing,

causing. r.wfw severally, and to go, causal v., aff.

ws.
>» -

t

TrfVnnfipT mfn. (-W'-WT-W) ' Delivered, given. • Caused, a. WTTT

before to go, causal form, wr aff.

wfwtrngVR mfn. (TOt-<0-ai)
1 Determining, ascertaining. * Making

manifest or clear.
4 What causes or effects, b. wfw before

to go, causal v., '3‘aM aff.

’gfitxriw nifn. (TO:-¥T-t|f) 'Vho or what protects or defends,

m. (-V:) ' A king. 4 A protector, e. before xrvi to pro-

tect, aff.

xff<tHTO*r n. (-xf)
1 Protecting, defending, cherishing. 4 Follow-

ing, practising, fe. and XTTO to chcrbh, aff.

mfn. (-iT-Tn'-'d) ' To be cherished or protected. *To

be observed or followed. x.trfw, and TTTO to cherish,

aff.

tt(VtjrfV»T mfn. (-7T;-7TT-*r)
1 Cherished, protected. 4 Practised,

followed, x. ttfkr before ffTO to cherish, % aff.
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yfifMiRi mfn. (*RJ:-WT-Rf) To be cherished or protected,
j

k. trfw before, RTR to cherish, WIT aff. ; also

mfn. (.R-.RT-et)

tffffgRR rn. (-R.) A deputy, a substitute, n. adv. (-ff) Every man,

mao by man. e. uf*\ and gnn a man.

ufff^RR m. (-R:) A reverer, one who does homage, n. ?f?T.

and ^rr who worships.

RfR^RR n. (*^)
1 Exchange of civilities, mutual obeisance or

reverence. • Offering homage or respect. E. vf?T, aod

worshipping.

^fff^fiRR mfn. (-r:-Rtr) ' Treated with reverence or respect.

1 Exchanged as civilities, e. *fR, and ^fRR worshipped.

md. 1 Having offered homage to. ' Having exchanged

respectful salutations, K.Rffr, and to worship, Rr^aff.

RflUfUTR n. (*<i) Return, retreat, *, ^fR, and rrir who goes,

vjfnuua m. (-R:) Precept for an act which under other circum-

stances is forbidden, e. tjftt, and birth.

srfinHKW rofn. (-W’-RT-Tf > Re- enjoined, after having been forbid-

den. e. tffil, and vHR born.

yfyp$w n. (-R)
1 An image, a shadow, a reflection. * Return,

requital, retaliation. B. trfff, and rr fruit.

fffdRRR n. (-R)
1 A reflected image. * Requital, return. E.ufR,

and RR to bear fruit, WR aff.

vfRRfRR rafn. (-R-RT-lt) ' Represented, reflected, shadowed.

* Requited, returned, e. *ftT, and RR to bear fruit, if aff.

RfRRRR mfn. {.r:-rt-R) Flowered, hiving flowers, b. ufR

severally, RR blown, and RR added.

RfRRR mfn. (-R:-RT-R)
1 Disappointed, thwarted, crossed, vexed.

* Obstructed, opposed, prevented. • Set, inlaid.
4 Bound.

* Connected with. 1. srf?r against, and T! bound.
f

RfRRVR in. (-R:j An opposer, an injurer. t, Rf?r, rr to kill.

ipr aff. '
.

nf*«R m. (-*a|:) ' Obstacle, impediment. * Disappointment.

* Connexion, it. yfff against, rr a binding.

^fRRsiR mfn. (-r:-rt-r) Impeding, obstructing, an obstructor

or opposer. m. (-R:) A branch, a shoot, n. (*R) An impedi-

ment. b. trfRRR obstacle, aff. RR.

vfhaRRlfTR mfn. Who or what hinders, obstructs,

kc. E. RfRRR, and RlftR who makes.

sfHRRR n. (-R) ' Obstructing, impeding. * Binding, confine-

ment. k. 'jfR, and RR to bind, aff.

RfffRfR ra. (-fat:) Contradiction, b. srfir, and rr to bind,

TR aff.

RfRRRT mfn. (-R'-RT-Ri)
1 Able, adequate, powerful. * Of equal

strength, b. vfR intensitive prefix, and rr strong.

RfffR 1 mfn. (-R3-RT-R)
1 Exalted, rendered prosperous or great.

* Known, celebrated. * Wakened, awake, e. ttfR, and rr to

know, aff. R.

RfilRIR m. 1
(»R:)

1 Waking, awaking. * Instructing, e. rIr

before tJR to know, RR aff. also with R7 , RfRRTRR.

RfRRrfRR mfn. <-R:-RT-if)
1 Instructed, taught. Awakened.

l. trfR, aod RlfRR taught.

RfffxrfRR mfn. ^-Ri-Rl-Rf Answered, replied, e. trfR, and RfRR
said.

7 D

*rfwVR mfn. (-R:*RT-R) Formidable, fearful, frightful, n. (-R)

Fear. b. srfR completely, and WR fear.

yfRvrr f. (-RT)
1 Understanding, intellect, especially os opening

or expanding. 1 Sharpness, brilliancy of conception. * Light,

splendor.
4 Reflected light. * Audacity, boldness, confidence,

consequence, k. Rfif before Rl to shine, affs. R and RTR.

ufRWTB n. (-*) A share of small articles, as fruit, flowers, &c.

paid daily to the lioja for household expenditure. E. ffR,

and RIB a share,

yfRRTR n. (-R) ' Boldness, audacity. * Brilliancy, k. Rfff before

RI to shine, RTRaff-

RfRWTRRR mfn. (-RTR-RRURW) 1 Bold, prompt, audacious.

* Bright, brilliant, e. wfRRTR, and RJR «ff.

RflTHlfRR mfn. (-R--RT-li)
1 Confident, bold, audacious. * Ac-

quiring knowledge or experience, e. sf«*i| confidence,

RfRR joined.

trfRRiRR mfn. (-R:-Rt-R) Confident, arrogant e. Rfirwr con-

sequence, RR the face.

RfRRTR m. (-R*.) Corresponding character or disposition, e. Rfb,

and RTR quality.

srfmnRR mfn. (-wiV-'RRt-RR )
' Confident, bold. ' Knowing,

shrewd.
1
Bright, luminous, in. (-RTRj 1 The sun. 1 The

moon. • Fire. a. RfffRI light, lustre, RffR aff.

RftTRTTBH mfn. (*RTR-RRUrr) Social, e. RfctRTB, and RffR

off.

RfRRrRTfR f- (-fkt) ' Loss or absence of knowledge, want of

tense. * Dulness, darkness, k. fffRRr knowledge, and RrfR

abandonment.

RffffRW mfn. (-R:*RI R) ' Separated, divided. 1 Pierced, t. Rf*

before fscff to break, w aiT.

sjfRR m. (-R:) A surety, e. RfR implying substitution, ^to be,

aff f%R.

nfBRffR n. (-R) ‘ Piercing, cutting, penetrating. ' .Separating,

dividing, b. ttfR before fRR to break, we aff.

^fRff mfa. (-R:-RT-RJ Like, resembling, (in composition.) f.(*RT)

1 A resemblance, a tiguru, an image, a picture. 'An idol.

* The part of an elephant's head between the tusks, e. Rfff

against, RT to measure, RRand XTR affs.

RfRRRT f. (-RI) Reflection, image, shadow, r. RfRR, and RR aff.

;

alto with R, rIrrr.

^fRRTR n. (-R) Resemblance, an image, a picture. * An idol.

1 The part of an elephant's head between the tuskt. a. sfn

before Rf to measure, aff. RfR.

vfffRlRRTB m. (-*:> The part of an elephant s head between the

tusks, b. ttfffRiR. and RIB part.

RfRRtRR m. (-Rij 'Pbe city of Haris c 11andba. k. rIr contra-

ry, rib a road, and RR aff, having come back part of the

way to earth, after being raised to heaven.

MfffRl»n f. (-RT) An exercise analogous to capping verses,

reciting verse for verse, as a trial of memory or skill, b. trfR

against, RTRT a garland.

vfBRR infu. <-r:-RT-r; ‘Clothed, armed, accoutred. 'Thrown

mutually or at one another. ' Loosed or liberated repeatedly.

K. RfR against, RR to loosen, aff. r.
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• xrfw

srf777 n. (*^) (In dramatic corn position), A secondary plot or

incident, calculated either to promote or obstruct the catastro*

phc. adv. n. (-7) In front, before, in presence. e. 7fir, and

77 the face.

yfH77 l7 H no. (-7:-7T-7)
' Come before, or in front of. * Run

against, a. 7ftn«7 , and 7T77 come.

Tfijitw m. (-*C) lire image, reflection or resemblance of the

moon. e. tiftptT, and ibe moou.

qfTPRfTTT f. (-WT) A kind of rat.

3 frl«TH mfn. (-J-TTHI) Active, vigorous, diligent, making effort

or exertion, m. (-«:) 1 Desire, wish. * Taking prisoner, making

captive. ' Comprehension. * Acting well or properly. * Acquir-

ing a new virtue or accomplishment. ' Making complete or

perfect ' A making or preparing. 1 Retaliating, recrimina-

tion, revenge. * Opposition, counteraction, a. 7% much or

against, and 77 effort.

ytlUHWsn f. <-7T) A resemblance of real forms, a picture, a

statue, Ac. k. Tfw against, 7nr7T an applying.

ufTTl E m. (>af)
1 Opposition, contradiction, controversy. * Co-

operation, association. ' Existing, as the counterpart of any

thing, a. srfw against, 77 to join, aff. war.

vfwwifaffl f. (-WT) * Mutual co-operation. 1 Opposition. ' Ex-

istence as a counterpart. 4 Dependant existence, s. 7f<f7Tf*7 .

and war aff.

wfwwrfirw mfn. (-Wl fir^t-fw) Who or what impedes or opposes.

* What co-operates with. m. (wt)
1 An opponent * A partner,

an associate. ' A counterpart. 4 Any thing or object de-

pendant upon another and not existing without it. a. vfww i a .

and Tfw aff.

wfwrww n. (-*) Preserving, t. qfw, and *77 keeping.

Tfirrw* m. (-71:) Passion, rage, violent or passionate abuse.

b. wfif before Tfw to sound, and wrW[ aff.

wfwrrw n. (-7) Every night, a. wfw repeatedly, and TT* for

night

Tfwwf mfn (-W-lT-l)
1 Impeded, hindered. * Obstructed,

opposed. • Surrounded, invested, blockaded. *. wfw before

77 to oppose, ws aff.

TfwWWJ mfn. (-W:-W.‘-J) Wishing to speak or tell. *. wfw, and

7 to cry, deaid. v., 7 aff

vfiTWW n. (-xj) A picture, an image, the counterpart of any real

form. a. wfw against, 77 form
; also with 77 added, wfwWTO-

ilfw<rij mfn. (-7T-^-^) Who or what opposes, hinders, pre-

vents, Ac. E. qfw before 77 to obstruct, twtff.

ufWTTW m. (-W:) * Opposition, impediment * An opponent
1 Concealing, hiding. 4 Siege, blockade. * Theft a.

before 77 to oppose, and 77 aff
?
also with wyw, Tfwtrvw.

TfwtlWW m. (-7P) 1 A thief, a robber. * An obstacle. • An
opponent e. ufw severally, WW to obstruct, aff. 77.

wfwrrf^TW mfn. (-Wl-fw^l-fw) Who or what obstructs, opposes,

impedes, controverts, Ac. m. (-wt)
1 A thief, a robber. • An

opponent e. xrfil against, 77 to hinder, aff. fifT*.

^fn77 m. (-7U) ' Obtaining, getting. 4 Censure, reviling, abuse,

wfw before urfu to sound, aff. X|7j also with aff.

7fd7fV?t.

vOrim mfh. (-7:*7T-tf) ' Left, not right. * Reverse, inverted,

contrary to the natural course or order, against the hair or

grain.
1 Low, vile, base, depraved. 4

In law, oontrsry to

caste, e. qfff reverting, and 7177 hair of the body, aff. 77
7f77 T77 mfn. Born in the inverse order of the

classes, as of a Ktketriya father and Jirakman mother, of a

I'aisya father 4ad Kthrtriya or lirakman mother, Ac.

e. qfirwm, and m born.

717777 n. (-7
)

1 A reply, an answer, a rejoinder. 1 An echo.

K. TftT again, back again, and 777 speech.

7f*777 n. (-7*-) ’ An answer, a reply. * An echo. e. xrfir

again, and 777 speech.

ufVM77 m. (.7:) A village, e. sfw before 77 to abide, 77^ aff.

7f77TO? mfn. {-7B:-wn WflO Answerable, admitting or requiring

an answer, n. (-74.' A reply, an answer, a. qfw before 7RE
a speech, or 7f7 speech, and 77 aff.

7fW7 f. (-717) An answer, a reply. *. 7f7 again, 7T7 speech,

ufimfw f. (-fa:) ' An answer. *A rejoinder, e. vf* before

Tiff speech.

7f77T7 n. erfr. (-if) To leeward, against the wind. c. qfg, and

7T7 wind.

7fiH!7 m. (-7 :) Addition of substances to medicines, either

during or after decoction, e. ufw, and 77 to sow, at) aif.

7f77Tf^7 m. (*^1) A defendant, a respondent k. tjfw again, ami

7 rfg7 who speaks.

7fW7I77 n. adv. (-^) Day by day. *. Tfg severally, and 7177

a day.

yf77lfo7 mfn. (-Tt-fTitVfo) A neighbour, neighbouring, g. qfif

near, about, and 7rf77 who resides.

7flffV7Tsr n. (-7) ' Arrangement, array. * Subsidiary, or sub-

stituted ceremony, s. Tfw. and f7717 precept

yfgfhsg n. {-*7 A resemblance or counterpart of real forms, a»

a picture, an image, a sbudow, Ac. g. srfflT back again, and

fr?7 an image. ,

^f?tf77l7 m. (-7 :) A mirror, a. vf«ifaH, 77 what goes.

vffffeMf f. (-TTj A plant, commonly sitaieh or /<«, (Betula.)

k. srf7 against, and fu7 venom , an antidote.

ufirfEEG ind (-15 )
To or in place of VisaN'r. e. qfw, and f77

the deity so named.

*filf7fT7 mfn. (-7:-7T-7) Arranged, arrayed- a. qfg and fsr

before 7T to have, 7 aff.

srf777 m. (-7:) The residence of a neighbour, a neighbouring

house or neighbourhood. K. 7fw against, f*7 to enter,

aff. 77- v

vfTTTTT^nr rufn. (-7t-f77t f7) Neighbouring, a neighbour.

a. 7f777 r
and 7if77 who dwella

7f?T»fir7 mfn. ( ift-fTTl fk) A ndgbbour, neighbouring.

k. Tf777 neighbourhood, xf7 aff.

^f7777t7 mfn. (-7t-7t-7) To be ever held in fear or doubt.

e. ufir, and 7W7tq to be apprehended.

sf77V f- (*VT) Constant fear or doubt, e. 7fw, and TqfT fear,

vfmtrvpr n. (-7)
Sending a servant on a message, ordering or

dispatching an inferior after calling him to attend, a. qfw

severally, 7T77 ruling
j also 7f77lf« f-
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yfyfwy mfn. f-¥:-¥T-y) ' Celebrated* famous. * Sent, ordered,

dispatched, a. yfy intensitive, aud fare celebrated, Ac.

^ifinftW mfn. (-yt-yr-y) Melted, fluid, dropping, oozing. a. trfw

before yi to drop, ffl aff.

utvnuT f. (¥R) Catarrh, n. nflr before W to go, to run, affixes

y¥ and 7T¥ ;
also yfyyny.

yfin»T¥ ra. (*¥) Catarrh, a. yfy before V to go, to drop,

aff. V*
gfyvry m. (-¥:)

1 An assembly. * A house, a dwelling. * An

asylum, a place of refuge. * A place of sacrifice, the room

or building where the sacrifice is performed. ' A place where

food, Ac. is given away. a. yfy completely, yt to serve,

aff. yy
m. (-¥:) Promise, assent, a. yfw before w to hear,

aff. yvr.

gfn^ay n. (-W) ' Assenting to, listening to, with attention and

obedience. * Promising, a. Ttflt, w to hear, aff. y*.

gflptlf £ (.yy) ' Repeated sound, echo. * Promise, a. ’gfy

before y to hear, aff. fU¥, and gy added.

vffray mfn. (-yi-yi-*) Promised, assented, agrflfed, accepted,

a, ufif mutually, wy heard.

yfnfwi rofn. Forbidden, prohibited, a. yfVr against

fal granted.

nrnfwtyw* n. (-4) Doing what is prohibited, a. and

yyy following.

*f*frnr&fwn mfti. (-yVfysft-fw) Following or doing what is for-

bidden. a. yfwfyy* and *1wy who serves.

srfffaw mfn. (-ITvfft-y) A prohibitur or prohibitive, prohibit-

ing or forbidding, a. trf* before faf to make complete,

aff. «y
^fh«»¥ m. (-y.) Prohibition, forbidding, exception, contradiction,

a. uf* before to be perfect, ail'. WW.

gfif^wy mfn. (-y:-yT-y) Who or what forbids, preventive,

prohibitive, a. yfw before farn to complete, ui iff.

gfyayy n. (-ail Prohibiting, inhibition, a. yfy, f¥¥ to com-

plete, vr aff.

gfnay m. (*§:) A spy, an emiasary. *. irfy before H¥ to strike,

aff. ¥, and yy augment.

nf
-

,fuyy m. (-y:) ' A spy, a secret emissary, a Hurkaru. * A

companion. 1 A leader, a prcccdcr. * A whip, a leather

thong, a. vfn before yy to hurt or kill, yy and^ aug-

ment
,

if it is used attribulivcly to imply the application of

a whip, the augment is not inserted, as yfay yiy s a horse

that is whipped on.

^jfrtsqpt m. (-¥:) A whip, a leather thong, a, yfir before ¥¥ to

hurt, aff yt and ^zr augment.

T?f?T*yy m. (-¥0 A spy, a messenger, an emissary, a. qf¥

before yy to go, aff. yy and augment.

mfn. (-aui-ar-aiO Obstructed, impeded, stopped, a. yfy

before ifa to hinder, aff. y.

vfiTiy m. (-WT) Obstacle, iropediment, opposition, a. Vffflf before

ifW to binder, aff yy.

yfvry mfn. (•¥:-¥T-'l) Famous. £ (*t)

'

Fame, celebrity. ' The

earth. * The accomplishment of a religious ceremony or any

] Ufa

set of rites, especially those instituted for the attainment of

supernatural and magical powers. * A form of metre, con-

sisting of a stance of four lines, of four syllables each : it is

also applied to a form of the Odyatri, being a triplet of 7,

and 6 syllable lines, making altogether 21 syllables. * Place,

scite. • Staying, standing, fixation. ’ f.imit,boundary. • Accom-

plishment, completion, (in general.) 'Consecration of a monu-

ment erected in honour of a deity, or of the image of a deity.

" Endowment of a temple, portioning or marrying a daugh-

ter, Ac. m.(-¥ ;
) The father of Supaisw/, the seventh Jama

pontiff a. yfw before HIT to stay or 9tand, aff. and Try

uf¥¥TW n. (-si)
1

Site, situation. 'Celebrity. ' The capital of

tbe early kings of the lunar dynasty, opposite to Allahabad.

4 Tbe capital of SAi.rvsnAfU in the Orkkin. a. yfar, and yiry

place.

srf»!¥riPT n. ( if) Fixing, placing, locating, el trf«T before HIT to

stay, cauaal v., vyar aff.

^fwVTfTTT mfn. (-wt-wr-w) Set up, located, fried, erected, k. yfir

before HIT to stay, causal v., y aff-

vfw 111 mfn. Wishing or intending to stay or remain.

a. yf»r before HIT to stay, deaid. y aff.

yfyfVy mfn. ( yt-WT-ff) 1 Famous celebrated. * Completed,

finished. * Consecrated. 4 Endowed, portioned. * Established

io life, married, kc. * Placed, situated. f Established, fixed.

1 Applicable or applied to. * Comprised or included in.

*• Prized, valued. 11 Secured, acquired, e. yfyyr as above,

Tffy aff.

sifyynr mfn. (-W:-WT*¥) Pure, (aa a thread.) a. yfir before yrr

to bathe, y aff, in any other sense yfayTTW.

tif*¥¥ r¥ m. (•*:)
1 Compression, diminution. * Comprehension.

a. yfy, and *TU before y to take, WH aff.

TtDnaytT mfn. (-yT-HT-lf) * Comprehended, included. 1 Compres-

sed, reduced in bulk. *. yf>f, and collected.

yfa«r*rry n. (-y) ' Self-command, suppression of feeling for a

time. 'Praise, pancgyrick. a.trfff and ¥W before yr to have,

aff W* •

TjfTTVjvtivry n. (*y) A remedy, a cure. a. yfy, yy and yiy be-

fore yt to have, ^f«r aff.

vfkwr mfn. A servant, servile, dependant, m. (-g:)

1 The rear of an army. 9 A garland, a wreath. 9 A bracelet.

4 Cicatrizing or dealing, as a sore. ' A form of magic or in-

cantation. 9 Daybreak, morning, ran. ' A string worn

round the band at nuptials, Ac. 9 Ornament, adorning. ' Tbe

junction of the frontal sinuses of an elephant, k. uffT before

y to go, aff. yy.

m. i-i)
• The portion of a Paran a, which treats of the

destruction and renovation of the world. * Secondary crea-

tion, or the creation of the world by the agency of Beamm*,

and other divine beings regarded as the agents of one Su-

preme Being, k. sfy severally, going,

sfffyy mfn- (-yt-yT-td) Inverted, reverse, a. tjfy iutensitive,

and yy the left.

yfliytatrfyym
.

(-yt
)
A bard, a panegyrist, s vfyyyiy praise,

and aff.
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vfffXIlX d. (-#) 'Repelling, repulsion. ’Applying remedies.

to a wound, a. ^rfff 9 to go, causal v., WZ aft',

yfaxifix mfn. (-TT-XT-li) ' Repelled, repulsed. * Dressed, as a

wound, a. srfx before ^ to go, causal v., % aft*.

yfffXlTT f. (-XT) An outer tent, a screen or wall of cloth, k. Jffit

before frst to bind, aft's. aod zpt, and the radical vowel

made long.

vftnrtC m. (-t£") A lizard, a chameleon, n. adv. (-ni) Opposite

to the sun. e. nflT before tjujf the sun.

m. (-tf:) ' A lizard, a chameleon. * The suns disk.

«. nfir before or about, the sun, aff. xrx.

ffilff mfn. (-X’--¥T-¥) 'Sent, dispatched. ’Celebrated.

’ Given, b. ’arfif before xet to create, Ac. aif.

xfrrxrai n. adv. (-ai) Upon the shoulders, b. and m*
shoulder.

xfirWIW mfn. (-W:*HT-TO Bathed, washed. ’gfw before WT to

bathe, % aff.

n. ( if) Throbbing, vibration, t. tjfw, anil xi’XX throb-

bing.

srfiWlT f. (-^T) Emulation, rivalry, the wish or effort to excel

or overcome, i. trfw definitive prefix, and Xlfl emulation,

vffmfcv mfa. ' Envious, emulous, a rival. ' Re.

fractory, rebellious, e. and xf* aff.

yfjrWTX m. (-X*.) Catarrh. a.xfa before is to drop, aff

seeufffWTX.

vflTWlTnj n. adv. Against the stream, b. trfTT, and XTXX cur-

rent.

Tjfffxx mfn. (-vn-WI-W) ' Disappointed. * Opposed, obstructed.

* Fallen, overthrown. 4 Sent, dispatched, 1 Haled, disliked.

* Tied, bound. f Struck, hurt, killed, especially in return or

requital. ’ Repulsed, repelled. * Reflected, e. nf?r before T*
hurt or killed.

sfirrAWfa mfn- (-fa:-fir:-fTf) Averse to, hating, disliking,

f. yfwXTT, and xfw mind.

qfjtrfiT f- (-fo)
1 Repulse, rebound, beating back or again.

* Disappointment. K. xflT ,
and xf* striking.

nfrrfXX n. (-if) Striking again, returning a blow, &e. E xfw,

and T*ni striking.

mfn. (-X:-WT-X) Being foiled or. disappointed,

r. ufxXW to disappoint, pass, v., niff X aff.

n. (-it) Avoiding, shunning, e. before X to take,

waff.

tffnXX! m. A deputy, a substitute, b xfff, and XXf the

hand ;
also with added xfdjinr

tffdTIT m. («x0
1 A door. ’ A door-keeper. ’ A juggler. ‘Trick,

disguise, a. ifw against, X to take, aff.

yfirxmr m. (-*•) A Juggler. *. W* added to xf*XT*.

ifmfrm n. (-X) Entrance, permission to enter a door. a. yfw

before X to take, causal v.,W aft'.

m. (-Xs)
1 Returning a laugh, laughing with or at. ’ A

shrub, (Nerium odorum.) f. uflT intenaitive, XX to smile,

aff. XX, whence it is also XlftXTX.

uffffx'xi f. (-XT) Retaliation, revenge, k. xfa, and fxxi in*

jury.

vrflxi mfn. (-X’-xr-xL 1 Contrary, adverse. ' Inverted, reversed,

against the natural order or state, m. (-x:)
1 A limb, a mem-

ber. * A part, a portion, t, xfff before ^ to go, xxx a#-

yiflXlT m. (-X5)
1 Revenge, retaliation. ’ Remedying, obviating,

correcting. 1 Remedying, administering medicines, a. xfx
against (re), and XTC making, re-action, the X » made long

in consequence of the aff. being vx
TffWi w nifn. (-W:*WT-lf) Like, resembling, (in composition.)

a. xfff before XTW to shine, aff XX* it is also written qxI
'X'lX-

XXlXX mfn. (-X:-XT-X) ' Expecting. * Looking at. k. xfx he-

fore XX to see, aff.

V*ftxx n. (-X)
1 Looking to or at. considering, referring to.

* Respecting. Expecting, wailing for. e. *fw before X*
to see, wz aff.

mfn (-X:-XT-X) To be had in view, to be considered

or regarded, e. xfw before XX tA see. xxtx^ »ff*

xwtxr f. (-XT)
1

Reference, regard to, consideration, looking to

or at. * Hope, expectation, e. xfx before X* to &<*, Wand
XIX aff.

y HlfwW mfn.

'

Contemplated, considered, had regard

to. * Respected, honoured. ’ Expected, looked for, hoped.

E. xfff before X* to see, n aff.

TtftfwiT mfn. (-^t-fxxt-fx) Expecting, looking or waiting for.

a. xiftxf, and xfx aff

mfn. ( -XT-XXT X3)
1 To be considered, to be had regard

to. ’ To be expected, ind. Having considered, having expect-

ed, &c. * Venerable, respectable, c. xfx before t*x to see,

aff. XH or XTX.
'

y»?Turx m. (-XT:) Warding off or returning as a blow. • Prevent-

ing. prohibiting, r. xfxxrx, and the X made long.

Xlft^ f. ( ^) The west quarter : see STijx

aXlVl<i mfn. ( W -Wt-X) West, western, e. the west,

and WX aff

mfn. {-w}:-xn-Xi Western, west, t., xiflx for mwest.
and Xifaff.

Jlflir mfn. ( JT.-m-lt) 1 F»mou«, a'lcbr.tctl, renowned. * Known.
• Glitl, delighted, pleased. * Respectful. * Past, g0nc. «. sf*
before t to go, aff. if.

Wfllfn f. (.fir:)
1 Knowledge, understanding. Fame, notoriety.

•Respect. ‘Delight e. ttfff before x to go, aff. ft,»f

vrfltt mfn. {-tt:-UT-U) 1 Turned away, baring the face averted

Backwards, following an order or course the reverse of
natural, against the grain or stream. • Retrograde, coming
back. * Disobedient, refractory, perverae. ‘ Cross, contra-

dictory. m, ( -if:> The father of Ssntano, and grandfather of
BBfsustA. n. (-<) Comparing new objects with some esta-

blished object, as with the moon, &c. inverse comparison,

a. trfff before wry water, and the * changed to y by special

rule.

f. (•<!) A woman, b. snftx turning the face away,

and looking.

^ ^ n. (*X)
1 Contradiction. ’ A perverse or evasive an-

swer, a speech to a third person without replying to a previ-

ous speaker, c xfftx, and xx*T speech.
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XW(WTT n. (-if) ‘A measure of capacity. xfw, and wr to mea-

sure, air. and the vowel of the prep, made long.

milWPT mfn. (-W;-W7-W) Being believed or trusted. a. xffr before

T to go, paw. v., WTWX aff.

VlftfquX mfn. (-WTT-Xxf-WX) Coming back, returning, t. *fw

buck, XV to go, Wt aff.

XWtr n. ( x A shore or bank. a. * beyond, W*K shore.

XWtXTX m. (-T*) * Calcining or fluxing metals. * Throwing one

substance into another to alter its form or state. ' Adding

any thing to a medicine during or after decoction. * A public

danger or calamity, as a plague, Ac. a. ifw before WX to

•>preMd, alT. XX, whence the vowel of the prefix is length-

ened.

iwtiw tn. |-t) A neighbouring residence, a neighbourhood
:

j

see xfW^X-

g?Ttifinr mfn. (-ift-firtfVfx) A neighbour, living in the neigh* ,

bourhood. e. xfilWir a neighbourhood, and TfWaff-i also

ifwxfxW.

XWlin: m. * A door. 1 A porter, awarder. * An agreement

for return of assistance, alliance, confederacy, f. (-Tt) A

female door-keeper, c. ^rfif severally, mutually, X to convey,

all'. 1*1 ;
also xflTOT

yfwXTX m. (-X:) A plant, (Xerium odorutn.) a. xfw before T1

to smile, aff. xx.

ttlTl ni. (-X*) A bird of game, a falcon, a hawk, or rather one 1

that kills or strikes with bis beak, including also the owl,

parrot, crow, raven, peacock, Ac. a it before TJX to torment, '

(with the beak,) and X aff.

mfn. (-T-y.-l) 1 Wishing to praise. • Wishing to prepare

or make ready. *. it before X to praise, desid. v., x aff.

f. (xty Pain shooting from the rectum along the bowels

q^x mfn. (-t-xt-4) Quick, fleet, x before an; to make haste,

IB aff.

TTX m. (*x :

)
A goad. a. X thoroughly, ?fx lo torment, aff.

XX.

XXIXt f. (*Xt) A high street, the principal road through a

town or village, k. ’f before TJX to weigh, aJf. XX*

qwrxlx mfn* (-X:-XT-¥) Having a high street, (a town.) a. TT
added to the last

Hit- mfn. (*i:*HT*l)
1 Given, presented. * Given'in marriage,

either betrothed or married, c. X before XT to give, aff. a.

form special.

inr*x mfn (-wr-Xlft-XW) Giving, presenting, e x before XT to

give, HTTf *ff.

xa mfn. (X;4i:-li) Old*, ancient a. X for x3 here said to mean

old, x aff., and a rejected.

qWTX »*d.
1 Subsequent, behind, following in time*or place.

* Western : see XXX.

spixxaf f. (-^ff) A plaut, (Achyranthes aspera.) a. X3TX uni-

form, and X* a leaf.

f. (-aft) A plant, (Achyranthes aspera.) a. xXX uni-

form, gx a flower.

UXXXffl f.(-lt)
1 A plant, commonly Daati. 1 A plant, (Salviuia

cucullata.) *. UWIX western, and ixt line or row.

7 B

X3N# mfn. (-X*-Xf-X) Perceptible, percei\ able, present, cog.

nixable by any of the organs of sense, e. XX an orgen of

sense, with xfw indicative prefix.

XXXWX «»d. Evidently, perceptibly, s. xxi, and ni aff.

XWXXll tn. (-xj) A witness, an eye-witness. e. XXX what

is present, and XI 1 seeing.

XSXXXXTVi n. (-Xt)
1 Ocular or visible proof. * An organ or

faculty of perception, a. XXX, and XWTX proof.

XXXYW ra ^n * ton-UMf) Manifested, become visible, e. XXX.

and *JW become.

mix Ia in. (-T) Enjoyment or use of any thing with the con-

sciousness of the owner, e. XXX, and MIX enjoyment.

XXX* iff* m. (-xt) A Hand<ibn, s. XXX, and XTfxi who de-

clares : admitting of no other evidence than actual presence.

XXfxw mfn. (•Xt-fxif-fx) Seeing, perceiving, conscious of

what is perceptible, k XXX perceptible, and Tfw aff.

xXXlx r * n. (-^) Making manifest or apparent a. XXX. XTW
making, fx aug.

XXXflTW mfn. (-X:-WT-lf) Manifested, displayed, made present

or visible, a. XXX. and CTX made, fx aug.

xxwrxrxfw m. (-fw:) A name of Varum a. k. XXX west, xm
a quarter, xfw regent or lord.

XXI mfn. (-X:*XMf) ' New, fresh, recent. • Pure, purified.

*. nfw before XI first.

X1XXI t (-XT) Newness, freshness. E. XX added to XXX ;
aUo

with X, XXIX.

xxxx m. (*x:) A country
;

also xflXX.

XXXTXl n. (-X:) Youth. *. XXX, and XXX age.

XXX m. (’T:
) An or^an of perception, n. ado. On the body, or

the limb* severally. n. aafat. (•*) 1 A minor member of the

body, as the chin, nose, ear, Ac. a A subdivision of science, Ac.

a. xfw belonging to, XX the body.

xxfril f- (-KT) A form of Durga, one of the goddesses of the

Tatdrihaa.

xx^jx rain. (-X- xt-x) Facing the west, a, xxi. and xx
face.

XXX or XXX mfn. (XXX XWfxT XXX) * Behind or subsequent,

following in time or place. * West, western. • Uniform, un-

mixed. £. xfw btforc XX to go, aff. fffTX, tbe neuter form is

used as a particle ; see 9XX-

XXXW o. (-#) Eating, food. a. xtx before x^W eating.

XXWXt; n. ode. (-^) Next in sucresaion. a. xfVr. and xxxr
without an intervaL

XXWtX m. (-X :
) An enemy, n. Injuring one who cannot

retaliate, a. ufw against, xXtx an army.

XXX mfn. (*X:-XT-Wt) Bordering, skirting, contiguous, m. (-X:)

The country of the MlcchcMuu or savages, g, xfw about,

XK the end.

XXX1XW m. (-W-) A small bill near a mountain, a. xx*t

skirling, and X&OT a mountain.

xxfirxrw mfn. (-Xi-Xl lf) Recognised, known, a. xfw and xfw
before XT to know, aff. X

XXflXrW n. (-si) Recognition, knowing, recognising, e. ^fw

and xfl before XT to know, XT aff.
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TOfm iT ra. (-^*.) Returning a salute or obeisance, the bene-

diction of a teacher. *. *fn (r*J, Tfw*i< salute
;

also

Trllfw^TiT m. (*H:) A counter plaint or charge, an aectumtion

brought against the accuser or plaintiff, a. sflt against,

Tfstirr* accusation.

•JrVV m. (-*:)
1 Trust, faith, belief, confidence. * Oath, ordeal.

1 Cause, motive. 4 Usage, custom, practice. * Fame, cele-

brity.
4 Certainty, ascertainment. f Knowledge, apprehen-

sion. * An affix to roots and words forming derivatives and

inflections. * A dependant, a subject. 14 Instrument, means

of agency, a helpmate or associate, applicable cither to per-

sons or things. 11 A householder who keeps a sacred Are.

Religious contemplation. '* A hole, x.’trfir again, against,

to or towards, T* to go, aff. TT-
f. (-^t) A seal, a signet, a. TRR confidence, and

TTfnft causing.

•JTUfar rr mfn. (-ir-TT-lf) Trusted, confidential, a. trwro confi.

donee, and T?TT aff.

nifn. Trusting, believing, having faith in.

x. urq'q, and Tfw aff.

TO^I n. (•$)
1 A reply, an answer, a counter-representation.

* Opposition, hostility, a. nftT successive order, and tt&

representation.

mfn. (-vfffiflfTf^) 'Hostile, inimical. ‘Opposing,

contradicting, rejecting, m. (-iffi
1 An enemy. * (In law.) A 1

defendant, x. ttfrr again, against {re), niw meaning, inten-

tion, See. Tf*r ^
TO$T n. (-af) The returning of a thing i. *fw back, de-,

livering.

TOf^W mfn. (-W:-lfT-if) Returned, restored, re-delivered, e.*fiT

again, Tf'EIT delivered.

9? m. (-T*.) Counsel, advice, injunction, u. and T*
before vnr to advise, aff.

n. (-T) Gating, x. gf* and TO prefixed to wr to de-

stroy, aff. W*.
mfn. (-W-WT-Tr) Eaten, x. trfw and TT before ilr to

destroy, aff. T-

TO* V*, m (-TO A special plea at law ; admission of a fact,

but qualifying or explaining it so as not to allow it to be

matter of accusation, s. Tfw against, TOT before Hlfg to go,

aff. TOt; also with w* aff trTOTTW.

TO*HIIW m. (-in) An enemy, a. tfOr and to before xjf? to

stay, to oppose or encounter, and TOraff.

TOTWTT n. (-ar)
4 Former state or place, in statu qcu. * Opposi-

tion, hostility, a. tiftf, and TOTirw situation.

TOvm m. (-ap) 1 Sin. * Disappearance, either of what exists,

or non-production of what does not exist. ' Reverse, contrary

course or proceeding. 4 Disappointment- 4 Disarrangement.

*. tlfw and WX before TO to go, aff WW
TOTT* »• (-*K) Red chalk, a. srffc like, Tiff* a stone.

TOT* *»d. ‘ In the morning. * Day by day, every day. x. wfa.

implying succession, and TTO a day.

m. (-*0 A scabbard, a sheath, s. ff* like, TTTTT form

mfn. (*T:-TT*iT) ' Interposed. 1 Introduced. as a step

in legal process, it. titu and TTT before tot to go, * aff

TOriinT mfn. (-IT-WT-W) ' Removed, set asida * Informal,

apprised. * Discouraged, prohibited, forbidden. 4 Denied, re-

fused. * Celebrated, notorious, e ttfif before TITffff said,

declared.

TOmir* n. (-T) ' Rejection, refutation, disallowance, disregard.

* Denial, refusal. * Reproach, r.. vfw reverse, tt* before

TIT to say, and TTS aff.

TOIW* info. (-^:-Tt-Tl ' To be declined or refused 'To be re-

futed, denied, &c. a. trf* and TIT before TfT to speak
, TO aff.

TOUT* mfn. (-ir-WT-lf) 1 Come back, returned. 1 Arrived at.

a. tsrfVr again, TTJTTI come.

TOITF m. (-*:)
1 Return. * Arrival, it. ufff, and TTTO coming j

also TOjnnrw •

TOTT1T m. (.f:) Former place or state, b. Tfw. and TTUTT:

mansion.

mfn. (-T-ffT*¥)
4 Removed, set aside. ' Informed, ap-

prised. ‘ Warned, cautioned. 4
Declared, (as from heaven.)

X. gf* before TtItT shewn.

m. (-*:) ' Rejection, disallowance, • Information, ap-

prising, informing. • Warning, caution. 4 Refusal, denial.
4 Heavenly annunciation or declaration, s. *f?r and TIT
before fro to shew, off TO.

TOTTTW n. <-w) Bringing J>ack. t. trfff and TTT before ft to

lead, aff wz .

tlrtnftnrt* mfn. <’*•-* :*^) Desirous of bringing back. *. irfj?

and TIT before Tl to bring, desid. v . T aff

.

TOTdrt* mfn, (-TT-TU-lT) Brought back. ufa and TTT before

to obtain, T aff

TOTWtr mfn. (-¥:-WT «) Eaten, n. (-TJ An attitude in shoot-

ing, the left foot advanced and right retracted, x. urfif and

TrT before fTT to lick, aff. if-

n, (-li) Returning, coming back. b. tiff and TIT be-

fore r?T to be, war aff.

TOfnw mfn. (-T:-TT-^i) Returned, come back. x. tifiy and TTT
before Tff to be, if aff'.

TOiltT f. (-WT) Hope, expectation, desire. *. vfjf specific, and
TnyT hope.

TOlfaar mfn. Hoping, expecting, k. v
~
<dl lt.l , and

rif.

mfn. ( it:-m-ir) 1 Added to. * Ascertained, deter-

mined. e. Ufa and ttt before Trfhnr added.

TOTWT mfn. (-Ti-TT-*) Near, proximate, contiguous, k. sfr
before TlWT near.

T*»e rew of an army. x. Trfar and ttt before «
to gofrj air.

TOMTIT 'The rear of au array. • A form of array,

x. trfll and TrT1 before % to go, aff. w»T; also TOffTC.

tTTTTW nffn (-W.-TT**) Repelled, resisted, repulsed, x. ufir.and

TrTW struck.

TOfTTT n. (-T) ' Restraining the organs of sense. • Taking
back. • Withholding, u. ufr and TTT before ^ to tale,

aff. w».
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mfn. *^)
1 To be restrained or controlled.

• Returnable, to be taken back, *To be withheld, &c. R-Tfa

and ’TT*' before T to take, 9Wfa^ aff. ;
also THITTW* and

MrtJltfltC.

^mr m (T) ' Abstraction, insensibility, restraining the

organs so as to be indifferent to disagreeable or agreeable ex-

citement. • Abridgement, compendium. • (In grammar,)Com-

bination of two or more letters of the alphabet to form a

class of letters.
4 Substitution of one thing for another,

4 Withholding. • Taking back. e. Tfa and *1 before T
to aence or convey, aff. 9*.

mfn. (.*:-in-9) ' Withheld. ‘Restrained, • Resumed, ike.

a. Tfa and 9TT before T to take, 9 aff.

7*jfil f» (-%0 Answer, reply. #. Tfa again, 99 to speak, aff.

far*- the semivowel changed to rs.

VTOW ad. On the contrary, on the other hand, otherwise, s.

Tfa, and ypf whether.

TOW* m. (-if:) ' Act or effort lending to a main object. • First

step or measure in any business. • Declaration of war ‘Set-

ting out to assail an enemy. R.Tfa and 99 before 99 to go,

aff. 99; also S7SWHW and VRNpfal.

TWinfai f- (-far) Act, tending to a main object, &c., see the

last. R- as above, see 77999- aff- faT9*

Tj^wr n. (-T) A rejoinder, a reply to an answer, an answer.

E.7fa again, 99 C an answer.

77**rw n. (-9) Rising from a seat, as a mark of respect. * Tfa

and 9* before ^DT to stay, aff. wz
77797 mfn. (-T’-TT-T)

1 Reproduced, regenerated. 1 Prompt,

ready- * (In arithmetic.) Multiplied, n. (-T) ' Multiplication.

' The product of a sum in multiplication, k tH? again,

9*7 produced, or Tfa and 99 before 77 made, done.

7WW9i fa f- (-fas) (In arithmetic,) Assimilation of fractional

increase, s. 79J97.
and-Tnfa reduction.

777<779fa mfn. (-fa:-fa:-fa) ' Confident, bold, arrogant,

" Sharp, subtle, quick, ft. UrtJSTB prompt, and «fa mind

777*7 mfn. (-tr-WT-lt)
1 Met. ’ Risen as from a seat. a. Tfa,

977 gone up.

777*9 m- ( *:)
1

Rising, as from a seat. ‘Going to meet a

guest, he. b. Tfa and 9^ before 99 to go, 99 aff.

mfn. (-Ti-TT-T)
1 To be placed near, upon or before.

• To be worshipped or reverenced, n. (-9) A pair of bleached

cloths, or the upper and lower garments, as worn at meals

and sacrifices, Jkc. e. Tfa and 99 before in? to go, 9*fat;

aff. of the future participle.

3771(99 n. (-9) ’ Rising from a seat, as a mark of respect,

he.
4 Going forth or out, going to meet any one, he. b.

Tfa and 99 before ww to go, aff. 99 ; also with W?.

TWfrw n. (-9) Recovering, re-obtaining, e. Tfa and 9^ before

* to take, 9f* aff-

77719 mfn. (-9'.-9T-9) Recovered, e. Tfa and 9^* before *
to take, H aff.

77IJ7*it m. (-*:) Requital of aid or assistance, mutual assist-

ance. B. Tfa, and 97 *T* aid.

ywwiRn mfn. (-fl-fMt-fa) Requiting a favour or kindne?*.

b. urVuVK, and *fa aff.

7977 mfn. (-7:-7T-li)
1 Set, inlaid, studded. * Sown. b. Tfa

before tt to sow, % aff.

yarn m. (-9) The morning, dawn, daybreak, k. see 77^7 .

Vi^ttin. (-9:) Morning, b. see V7€|T9.

9* m. (-¥!) * Morning. • One of the demigods called Vsscs.

* The aun. a. Tfa before *7 to be sick, aff. *; also with

97 to burn, 779R ;
and with 9fa aff. 7r9R9.

77^79 n. (-7:) Morning, dawn. b. Tfa before 97 to be sick,

and Tffa aff. ; also 797 and 79JT9.

77^7 m. (-7:) Obstacle, impediment a. Tfa before 97 to infer,

aff. *.

77?l* a. adt. (-*) Singly, one by one, one at a time. b. Tfa,

and r* one.

779* mfn. Believing, trusting, having confidence,

s. Tfa before * to go, *9
79 r. Ut cl. (79^) To be famous or renowned, r. 10th cl.

(TI99fa) ' To throw or cast.
4 To scatter, to spread. * To

celebrate.

7** n. (-9)
1 Spreading, extension, scattering. * Throwing,

projecting. * Celebrating, b. 79 to cast,

7*9 mfn. (-9:-9T-ll)
1 First, prior, initial. ‘ Chief, principal.

e. 7* to be famous, 999 Un’&di aff.

7999779 m. (-*:) The first or lowest degree of fine or punish-

ment. a. 7**, and WITH infliction.

7999 mfn. ( TT-T^ TTf)
1 Displaying, making manifest,

famous, &c. 1
Seeing, beholding. • Casting, throwing, e. 7T

to be famous, v* aff.

T*TT f. {-*?) Fame, celebrity, b. 7T to be famous, affs. T»
and TTX

mfn. (-IT-TT-if)
1 Famous, celebrated. * Made known,

declared. * Spread, scattered.
4 Stretched. * Cast, thrown.

4 Intent upon, engaged in, occupied by, devoted to. b 7TT

fame, aff.

7frf* f. (-f»T) Celebrity, notoriety, e. t* to be famous, fa

Un adi aff., and aug.

7fa*H m. ( Hr) Greatness, magnitude. R. T* large, XfffaT aff.

form irr.

TfafaRrmfn (-tfl-farVfa) 1-argc, great, having size or magni-

tude. e. 7fa*?l magnitude, and ffa

7f*T mfn. (-T-TT-*) Very large, a. large, TCI superl.

aff..

mfn. (-TTH-THt-T-) Very large. R. 79 large, and

79* m. (-*:) The young of any animal, e. 79 to be famous,

iJfqr* aff- : see 79*

7T mfn. (-9^-TT-T) A giver, giring, bounrifuL f. (-*1) A gift, a

donation, e. 7 before *t to give, and * aff. or ^*aid *T9.

TTfaW mfn. saUt. (-9--9F-9) Reverential salutation, by circum-

ambulating a person or object, keeping the right aide to-

wards them. »- 7 before Tfa* the right.

7*9 mfn. (-9:-9f-il) Given, bestowed, conferred, e. 7 before

*9 given.
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XftT m. (-K0
1 Splitting, rending, tearing. * Fracture, a break-

ing. • A disease of women, (Macnorrhagia.)
4 An arrow.

E. x intensitive, % to tear, nlT. XTX

(-»:)
1 A teacher, an expounder. 1 A prophet, e. x

before ftftft who shews.

Xftftft n. <-xi) ' Shewing. * Explaining generally, not exclu-

sively.
1 Explaining or specifying.

4 Prophesying, e. X be-

fore Tft to see, causal v., aff.

S^fxnr mfn. (-ft:-ftT-lT) ' Mentioned, specified. * Shewn. ' Pro-

phesied. js. X before Tft to see, and ft aff

Xftft m* f-*0 An “trow. t. X before ftft to tear, or the ?: of

Xftt changed to ft.

XftX mfn. (-x:-xt x; Who or what annoys, distresses, &c. e.v£

to annoy, with x prefix, and ftft aff

x^T* mfn. (-ftT-^t-ft) A donor, who or what gives, a X before

XT to give, Wft aff.

XXTft n. (-if) * Gift, donation. * A goad. e. x before to give,

or XT to cut, aff.

xfa*X mfn. (-ftF'lXMX) Smeared, anointed, m. (-AT) A kind of

aaucc or gravy, e. X before faxi smeared.

xfxft f (-fax) Intermediate point of the compass, or half quar-

ter, as north east, south-west, Ac. r.. X implying division,

and fas^ a point or quarter.

xfax mfn. <-x:-XT-¥) Appointed, directed, e. x before fax to

shew, If aff.

X<lv m, (-x:
) A lamp. *. x before ^\x to shine, aff. Xft.

X^faft mfn. ' Inflaming, illuminating. * Stimulating,

exciting, who or what does so. n. (-if) The act of inflaming,

exciting, Ac. m. (-fti) A sort of mineral poison, of a red co-

lour, and caustic operation- e. * before 7ftx to inflame, aff.

wz.
«# %

•

mfn. (-V:*VT~?0
1 Kindled, burning. * Excited, stimulated,

a. x before Xt* to inflame, ft &ff

'ST^f mfn. (-xxr ) Who or what milks much or well. k. x before

to milk, fax alf.

XXX “ { A gift. e. X before ^ft to be given.

XXX m. (-ft;)
* A place in general, a country, a district, &c. 1 A

foreign country, abroad. * A short span, measured from the

tip of the thumb to that of the forefinger. 4 A wall. e. x

before XX place.

XXftft n. (-ft) A gift, a present, a bribe or offering, any thing

given to the gods, to superiors, or friends, Ac. f. (-sft) The

forefinger, e. * before faft to show, off WT, fern. aff.

xxfifat f (-ftl) The forefinger, t x before faft to shew, aff.

fafa, fem. aff. #lxt,

XftX m. (-ft:) Unguent, unction, k. x before fax to plaster, .aff

Xll.

XXTX m. (-X:)
1 Evening, the first part of the night. * Fault, of-

fence, defect, transgression, k. x implying commencement,

&c and XtX fault.

XXj n. (.^) Heavenly, holy, securing heaven, r. x before

^ for heaven.

m. (-ft:) Kama, the Hindu Cupid, reborn as the son of

Katina*, s x pre-eminent, ftft power.

X^faft mfn. (-ft:TTT-ft) Illuminated, irradialed. e. x before ^
to shine, ft aff. and the vowel unchanged ; also x^tfalT*

X<Qnf m. (-ft;) * A ray of light. * Light, lustre, s. X excess, and

ftTft shining. •

X%iTX m. (-X:) 'Jhc sun. n. (-si; Blazing, shining, light, c. x

excess, xpr to shine, aff. *t;z.

XftTfftft mfn. (-ft:-XT -IT) Illuminated, lighted. E. X before
XJ

to shine, ft aff. j also SXffaft-

X3?TX m. (-ft:)
1 Flight, retreat, running away. • Going, going

quick or well. t. x before X to go, aff Xft-

Xfrfax, mfn. (-Xt-fadft-fXJ Who retreats, flies, goes, Ac. a. x

before X to go, fxftw aff.

XufX mfn. (•ft*) Who hates or dislikes, hostile, inimical, w. x
before ft* to hate, fvrqaff.

xfvxft mfn. (-Xft-X«Ht X?f1-Xft) Hating, hostile, an enemy, a. x,

and faxft a foe.

XX5 ra^n ‘ " hates or dislikes, b. x before fax to

hate, ftft »ff.

XX mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Who or what has or hold*, t. x before xr

to have, ft aff.

XXX n. (-ftj
1 War, battle. * Tearing, reuding, destroying.

k x before XT to have, aff. ax.

XXf^rT mfu. (-ft:-ftT-ft) Haughty, arrogant. r. x before XX to

be proud, ft aff.

XftfaftXft mfn (-xrft-XTft Xft) Proud, arrogant, u. x before

XX to be proud, ftXJf aff

XXTft a. (-ft/
1 Nature, the natural state of any ^hing, or the

cause of the material world. * The Supreme Goo. • Intellect,

understanding. 4 Chief, principal, (in this sense, it is always

neuter and confined to llic singular number.; mn. (.ft:.ft;

* The first companion of a king, his minister, his eunuch or

confident, Ac. a courtier, a noble. 1 An elephant-driver.

e. x before XT to have, aff. ^?r.

XXTftftX iid. According to eminence or superiority, t. XXIX,

and 71 fa aff

xxrftftT f. (-ftT) Excellence, superiority, supremacy, e, mi added

to XXTft i also with ft, xxiftft.

XXTftXTjj m. Semen virile, a. XXTft principal, and xr|J

radical part.

xvtftxfarx m. (-xit) Prime minister. t. xxift, and wfalM

counsellor.

XXTftIT n. {-‘if) The chief member of the body, the chief person

of a state, branch of a science, Ac. k. XXTft, and ftT limb.

XVrfttftTrq m. (-sp) Prime minister. k. XXTft, and ftsnaj

minister.

XXfftTftft mfn. (-ft:-ftt-ft)
1 Warlike, brave. * Eminent, illus-

trious. a. XXTft. and ftftft best.

XXTXft m. (-ft:) Air, wind. a. x violently, ft to shake, aff. ftr

XTX m. (-fa:) Ihe periphery of a wheel, a. X principal, XT to

have, fa aff

xfarpftft n. ( ti) The circumference of a wheel, e. xfa, and

snftft a circle.

XX fall mfn. (-ft*.-ftWr)
1 Healed, burnt. * Lighted, inflamed,

1
Afflicted.

4 Excited, f. (-fti) ' A woman in trouble or afflic-
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lion. * The quarter to which the sun is proceeding, it, y be-

fore Y* to heat, aff, if,

g>nt mfn, (-Y'.-lT-lf)
1 Proud, arrogant, * Treated with con-

tumely. b. Y before Yi to be proud, jf aff,

y*TY m. (•*:) Destruction, loss. a. y entirety, *4* losa.

YWfYY mfn. ( ifVfawt-fw) Destroying, annihilating, a. q be-

fore to destroy, fbww aff.

WWW mfn. (-ww-Wft-WW) Causing to sound, a. y before

UTW to sound, causal W aff.

YW mfn. (-WT : -Hn:*,W) Blowing violently, a. Y before YJT

to blow, aff. fTW-

YiJY mfn. (-ye)
1 Injurious, doing wrong or violence to. • Re-

bellious, refractory, e. tv before It to seek to hurt, fn*

aff.

iprfniT mfn. (-vp-WT-W) Shaken, agitated, set in motion, k. y

before ww to dance, causal v., n aff.

1YTV mf- A water-course, a canal a. tv before WHI to

go, aff. Y«t-

YfYYl'ffW n. (-W) Killing, slaughter, a. Y and fw before YU to

kill or hurt, aff., and the radical letters changed.

YTf m. (-YP)
1 Reverse, opposition, reversion or inversion. 1 Ex-

tent, expanse. * Heap, abundance, quantity. 4 Delusion,

deceit, trick or fraud. * Joke, jest. Prolixity, copiousness,

in style or composition. ' Error, illusion.
1 The world,

a. n before wfw to spread, aff. tfY(.

YYflpT mfn. (-W:-WT-li)
1 Expanded, diffused.

1 Erring, mistaken.

Tricked, deceived, beguiled. * Declared fully, explained,

treated at length, a.m prolixity, Y7TY aff.

YYTPT n. (-W) ' I>eath, dying. * Destruction.
1
Falling. 4 Alight-

ing. a. IV before W to fall, ifY aff.

HYfiff mfn. (-VfJ-WT-W)
1 Dead. * Decayed. * Fallen.

4 Como

down. s. Y before YU to fall, n aff.

Yyu mfn. (-VYT-Y) Languid, enervated, relaxed, e. iv before

YU to go, aff. fW.

YYU 11 (*^) The point of the foot, the tip of the toes., a. y

projecting, and YU the foot.

yy^y mfh. (-ir.-WT-W) Relating to the top of the foot, extend-

ing to it. fitting it, &c. k. and u aff.

YYY mfn. (-W:-YT-li)
1 Taking refuge with. * Reaching, arriv-

ing at. * {Seeking, adhering to.
4
Effecting, producing. * Pro-

mised, assented to.
* Attained, obtained, possessed of.

1 Poor.

• Distressed, a. y before YU to go, H aff.m m. (-U*.) A fallen leaf. a. Y before Y^ leaf.

YMUIUY n. (-if) Flight, running away. a. y before YYTIYY

flying.

HYurfuff mfn. (-WfRT-T?) Routed, defeated, a. iv before YirrfYU

the same.

YYWlfYfY m. (-W\) A fugitive, one who deserts his cause, a. Y
before YUrfYU who flies.

YYYU n. (-U) Purifying, a. y before to purify, Yp: aff. w
optionally changed, whence also vMW .

MliYW mfn. (-Y:-UT-Y) To be purilied or cleansed, a. iv before

U to purify, U^tYC aff.
;
also YYYYtY.

mfn* (-WY-UT^t-UPT) Foreseeing. &. y, and wwr seeing.

7 f

mrr f. (-YT) A place where water is distributed, a. y before YT

to drink, aff*. YtU *nd UTY.

YYifw m. (-fY :
)
The palm of the hand. z. y prostrate, and

Yifu the hand.

YYTYtY mfn. (•W.’WT-W) Drinkable, a. Y before YT to drink,

UWtUU. aff.

YYpT m. (-If:)
1 A cliff, a precipice. * A cascade, or water-fall.

• A bank, a shore.
4 Facing an enemy, a. y before YU to

descend, aff, yu.

SHTW m. (-U:) A road. a. IV before YU to go, aff. ww.

YYrffU m. (-*:) A peacock.

YYlfYU mfn. 1 Who or what drinks. • Who or

what protects, a. iv before YT to drink, &c. aff. and

UTY inserted.

YYTYU n. (-if) A grove, a pleasure garden. E. YYT a place of

refreshment, and YU a wood.

YfYUfUY m. (-T) ' A paternal great grandfather. * A name of

Brsiima. f. A paternal greatgrandmother, a. iv pre-

ceding, fYUTYU a grandfather.

YfYT^ mfn. Wishing or intending to descend, alight,

fall, &c. a. iv before YU to go, desid. v., u aff.

YgUTU m. (*U:) A sort of Cassia. (C. tora :) see Y^YI*.

irqw m. (-uO Cassia tora; see YSunr.

irjffT f-
( UT) A sort of grass, (Hcdysarum alhaji.)

YffYTT m. (-»:) A tree, (Cassia tora.) z. it excellently, JYU
mankind, and UU to smell, aff. uw, the U of guuis rejected,

and the U of the radical changed optionally to u ; the ante-

penultimate is occasionally short, and one of the conjunct u
is sometimes rejected

;
whence the word is variously written.

Hi*!, or YgYU, or Uywia, &c.

YffBTU m. (-U :
) Cassia tora : see the last.

Y^tu n. (-if) The drawing out of a bow string for the purpose

of shooting.

Ugfuui f. (-UT) A prickly nightshade, (Solanum Jacquini.)

yvi**l^U m, (-U:) A small herbaceous plant, used in medicine,

and as a perfume, commonly Pundcrya ; in medicine it forms

the basis of applications to ulcers, and bad eyes. b. y ex-

cellent, JJsTftir the same, and li pleonastic aff,

•ailY ro. (’W-) A great grandson, f. (-Y0 A great granddaughter,

a Y preceding. YIY a son's son.

uunY mfn. ( sfi-YT-ii) Fat, bulky, e. y before wnr to be fat,

Yr aff.

YYiW mfn. (-ir:-Yff-Yl)
1 Blown, as a flower. * Smiling.

a
Shin*

ing.
4 Glad, pleased, x. Y before flowered,

unrsnt^ mfn. (-ir:-WMf) Having full or sparkling eye*.

E. Y^H, and YYW the eye. .

YYfWi^JT mfn. (-Yi-afT-af) Having a cheerful or smiling coun-

tenance, looking gay or happy, e. Y**Y, and face.

YIyv m (-<*:)
1 Continuous application or action, continuance,

uninterruptedness 4 A connected discussion, or narrative.

e. Y before YfY to bind, aff. YTY.

YIytetWYT f. (-WI) A feigned story, a work of imagination,

whether founded on fact or not. s. YTO a connected nar-

rative, and YWYT a making.
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9TO mfti. (-¥t-WT-¥) Strong, powerful, m. (-*;) A sprout, a

shoot, a. * before TO to be strong, aff. TO*

tpntwnif mfn. (.ir.-¥T-it) Paining, afflicting, tormenting, a. *

before HTH to pain, 1CTTO aff.

TO5W inn. (-W:-H) ' Coral. * A shoot, a sprout, a new leaf.

• The neck of a lute. m. (-w:)
1 Aft animal. * A pupil. *. it

before TO to be strong, and aff. TOT; also

TOTWTO mfn. (-^nr-Tift-TO) Having new leaves or shoots,

i, TOTHT, and W?pj aff.

UTO mfn.
1 Wise, learned. * Blown, expanded.

* Wakened, awake, roused, e. h before ¥¥ to be wise, aff.

%, form irr.

Iran? m. (-¥’•)
1 Vigilance, wakefulness, active or vigilant state

of being. 1 Intellect, understanding. 1 Knowledge, wisdom.
4 Sense, consciousness. 1 Awaking cither from ignorance or

sleep, e. if before TO to understand, aff. TOl

irtTTO n. {-wf )
1 Awakening, arousing, exciting, reviving.

’ * Instructing. 1 Reviving the fragrance of a perfume, which

had lost its scent, f. (-^t) The lunation on which Vishnu is

supposed to wake from his sleep, the eleventh of the light

half of Kartik ; also ifAlfipft. £. If before TO to know or

understand, aff. vTO.

TOTfTO mfn. (-TT-WT-lt)
1 Aroused, awakened. * Instructed, c. *

before TO to know, causal v., yf aff.

TOTfvTTt f- (-¥T) A species of the sltijagati metre.

tfTO m. (-T-) Breaking down, destroying, e. tj before TO to

break, aff. to.

WTO mfn. (-WMTMi) Breaking, destroying, m. (.U) Air or

wind. e. * before to to break, aff. vpr.

TOH mfn. (-¥:-¥MI) * Born, produced. * Superior, powerful,

m. ( *Wt)
1 Generative cause, the basis or root of being or

existence. * The operative cause, or immediate origin of

being, as the father or mother, &c. * The place of receiving

existence, or where an object is first perceived, as fcmrnv NTT

TO*: the Himavdn mountain, (is) the place where Gangd is

first seen. 4 Birth, production. * The basis or origin of

water, i. e. light.
4 The name of a Muni, 1

Strength, superi-

ority, power, e. if superiority or manifestation, and to being.

UVfTO n. (-if) * Being born or produced. * Ruling, presiding.

E- If before ^ to be, aft W«r.

wfTO mfn. 1 Mighty, potent. * Born completely

or well. e. if before W to be, TOTO aff.

TOpT»^¥T f. (-*TT) Consequence, importance, power, authority,

supremacy, e. If before W to be, aff-, fttid TOT nag.

TTTO mfn. (-^:-^T-*l) 1 To be bom or produced. * Fit for rule.

e. * before n to be, aff. WU ; also ifrotffa and ^mfViPl.

TOfT f* (-ITT)
1 Light, radiaucc. 1 The city of Kinrfias. » One of

the wives of the sun.
4 A name of Durca. k. * exceeding,

*n to shine, aff. S|T and TTtf.

TOTfC m. (-¥*.)
1 The sun. * Fire. • The moon. 4 The ocean.

e. tot light, and TO what makes.

TOitfl* m. (-*:) The firefly, e. tot light, nTTt insect.

totsi mfn. (-STiw ) Who or what shares or divides, e. u before

TO to divide, and fa aff.

TOTTO m. (-*:) A tree, (Hyperanthera morunga.) a. TOT light,

beauty, tot to go, aff. ^r.

TOTW n. (-if) Morning, dawn, daybreak, e. if before nr to shine,

aff. *.

TOTW n. (-if) Light, radiance, shining, k. h before m to shine,

TOT*t* mfn. (-TOVT-lf) To be irradiated or lighted. «. ¥ before

WT to shine, TOrtiHQ aff.

TOUT m. (-11:)
1 Majesty, dignity, magnanimity, high spirit.

* Power, strength. • Spirit 4 Tranquillizing, conciliation.

e. T prc-ctninence, sro quality,

totto mfn. Proceeding from conscious majesty or

power, e. TOTH, and HI born.

TOtTO mfn. (-wrif Tfft-TO) Luminous, radiant, splendid.

f. (-ift) * The mother of Malli the 19th of the Jtntu or Jeina

saints. 9 The lute of one of the demigods attendant on S'iva,

or other principal deities. • A form of poetical metre, e. TOT

light or splendour, and TOpT poss. aff.

TOTO m. (-¥:)
1 A place of pilgrimage, in the west of India.

• One of the tight Vases. * One of the Gm'itfkipnt of the

Jainat. e. 1 before KTW to shine, aff. TO.

irfWl mfn. (-V-TT-T)
1 Well cut or detached. • Severed, sepa-

rated. m. (*W**) A furious elephant, one in rut or from whose

temples the juice is exuding, e. t much, fro broken, or

seized with fury.

TO mfn. (w-aft-w) 1 Strong, able. * Always, eternal. * A supe-

rior, au owner, a proprietor, a master or mistress, be.

m. (-W) ‘ A master, a lord- * A name of Vishn u. • Quick-

silver.
4 Sound, e. ¥ pre-eminent, ^ to be, aff. far* and the

final vowel made short.

TOUT f. (-WT) Greatness, power, supremacy, lordship or Sove-

rcignty, K. TO master, aff. H«l; also with IT aff. TOW

n. (-si.)

TOTO mfn. (-H--1P-W) Faithful, devoted, m. (-*:) A good

horse, e. TO a master, and TO worshipped.

mfn, (-ir-WT-lf)
1 Much, abundant. * Gone up or up-

wards. * Been, become, produced. 4 High, lofty. ‘Governed,

presided over. * Mature, perfect, E-T principal, &c.WW been.

TOTOT f. (-ITT) Abundance, plenty, e. ww added to the last

;

also TOTOt.
A

mfn. ( Strong, able, b.* before TOO be, iff.TO

TOfrT f. (-fH: )

1 Manner, kind. * Etcetera, others, rest, remain-

der, (in composition ;) as in**TTOw*» the grass called Ger-

wut and other sorts; TOWi VIMTO: TOTTOi: the Muni$, Svma-
•*

irarsi, and the rest ; ttw: wfa thence, after that. *. 5 be-

fore «t to nourish, aff. finr

m, (*^*.) Kind, sort, difference, k. IT before TO kind.

TOUHTTW mfn. ( HMTT-tt) Falling down, being broken off or

down. e. it before %hf to break, pass, v., irr aff.

TO5 mfn. (-¥:*TT*l)
1 Fallen, dropping, fallen off.

9 Broken,

h. ¥ before fll to fall, IV aff.

TOTO n. (-W) A chaplet of flowers suspended from the middle

lock of hair. e. it before TO to fall or depend, aflu w and

TO added.
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WWff mfn. (‘TT-TTT-'yj Immersed, drowned. x- w and inr plung-

ed in. ,

WWTW n. (-W) Going, proceeding. -x. W before wfr to go,

aff. wx.

VhHt h mfn. (-W:-WT*W) Gone, proceeded, x. w before wfa logo,

X aft

mnj mfn. (-S|:-WT-w) Joyful, cheerful. *. * implying pleasure,

and WWW the mind ; also WWWW, W being optionally changed

low.

WWW mfn. (-W:-WT-W) 1 Carele**, negligent. • Blundering, a

blunderer. * Intoxicated. * Insane, x. w before WW mad.

WWW m. (-W:) ' An attendant on S'ita. * A horse, f. (-WT) ‘ Yel-

low nnrobalan, (Terminal ia chebulx) * Pain, affliction, x W

excess, ww to churn, (the enemies of S'iva,) aff. WW.

WWTW n. (-w)
1 Killing, slaughter.

1
Paining, distressing. 'Agitat-

ing, churning. x. w before WW to churn, aff, w?
WWWTWiW n. (-W) Hell. E. www pain, and WTWW an abode.

wiwi fww m. (-W:) S'iva. e. WWW a follower of S'iva, and wfVw

master.

wwfww mfn. (-Wt-WT-W)
4 Well-churned. * Pained, distressed.

• Trampled down. n. (*w) Butter-mUk without water, a. w

before wfw so churn, W off.

WWW mfn. (-W :*V‘^)
1 Mad, intoxicated, figuratively with paa-

sion or literally with liquor. 4 Violent. Careless. * Impas-

sioned. m. (-W0
1 Joy, pleasure, delight, rapture. 4 Daimro,

(D. meteL) f. (-XT) A woman, a handsome woman, e. w be-

fore WW mad, drunk.

n. (-si) A royal garden or pleasure ground, a. wwx
pleasure, and WTWW a wood.

WWWT* n. (-W) A royal garden or pleasure ground attached to

the Haram. s. WWW pleasure, and WW a wood,

wwwTWiWW n. (-w) A royal garden, e. WWWT a woman, and WTWW

a wood : see the next.

WWWTAW n. (-w) A royal garden or pleasure ground attached

especially to the private apartments of the palace, x WWWT a

woman, and WW a grove.

WWWW mfn. (-w7s-WT:-W:) Happy, delighted, x. w implying plea-

sure, and WWW the mind.

www» mfn. (-wp-sjr ap Distressed, sorrowful, x w, and

grief.

WWW m. (-W:) Killing, slaughter, b. w before to injure, aff.

WW.

WWT f. (-WI) * True knowledge, or knowledge exempt from all

error.
1 Consciousness, perception, i. w before WT to mete

or measure, aff wr and XTW ; that by which every object is

measured or estimated.

WWTW n. (-W)
1 Cause, motive. * Limit 4 Proof, testimony,

authority. 4 A scripture, a work of sacred authority.

1 Measure, quantity. • A speaker of the truth.
1 Al-

ways, eternal.
4 A title of Visiin'v. • Principal, capita),

x. w before WT to measure, aff. W7 ;
that by which all is mea-

sured
;

tliis word is generally restricted to the singular num •

her, as WXT'.*WWTW the Vida* are the authority j it is also con-

fined to the neuter gender, as gw. WWTW the boy is a witness
j

Vf

H

some exceptions occur however, as WWTW: gWW ,
WWTWT the

man witness, the woman witness; and in the following rule,

WWWTWWiWTWWTWir^T-WWTWTfw perception, inference, com-

parison, and sound, are proofs.

WWTWWW ind. * According to proof or authority. * Agreeably

to measure, to weight, 8tc. s. WW1W, and wfa aff.

WWiwgww m. (-w:) An umpire, an arbitrator, a judge, x. yWTW.

and gww a man.

wwrwxrw mfn. (-ww-wwt-ww) Receiving, admitting, or obeying,

&c. as authority, g. WWJW, nominal v., vrw aff.

WWTWTWTW m. (-W:) Want or absence of proof or authority.

*. wWtw, and WWTW non-existence,

wwifawi f. (-WT) A species of the s4uu*kim6h metre,

wwrwtwrw n. (-W) Establishing or admitting as authority or

proof. ». WWTW, and WTW making, fw aug.

WWI^HV mfn. (-ST-WT-W) Admitted or established as proof or

authority. . WWTW, and ww made, fw aug.

wwrwrijw mfn. (-W:*WT-W) Proving, establishing, r. WWTW, and

ww become, fa aug.

SWTWTWW m. (-w^) A maternal great 'grandfather, f. (-^t) A ma-

ternal great grandmother, b. w before WTWrWT a grandfather.

WWTW mfn. (-WT^-W) Proving, evidence, who or what is proof

or authority, k. w before WT to measure, WW aff.

WWTW m. (-W0
1

Killing.
4 Paining, afflicting, torturing. Vio-

lence. e. W before wfa to churn, WT aff.

WWTfaw mfn. ( ^-fawt-fa)
1 Afflicting, inflicting pain or sor-

row. 4
Killing, destroying. 4 Breaking, cutting, x. w before

WW to churn, to grind, to pain, and faww aff

WWTW m - (*X:
)

* Inadvertence, carelessness, error, inaccuracy.

* Intoxication. 4 Insanity, x w before WX to be mad, aff. WW.

Mffl qew mfn. (-WTW-WWVWIT) * Heedless, careless, incautious,

inconsiderate, unreflecting. 4 Insane. 4 Intoxicated, x. WWTX

carelessness, and WffW aff

WWrfqWT f. (-WT) ' An imprndent or careless woman. 4 A de-

flowered girl e. w before WX to be careless, wi aff, fern,

form.

yw tfa
'

W, m^n *
1 Careless, indifferent. 4 Insane.

4 Intoxicated, x. w before WX to be inebriate, and faww aff.

WW n. <-wj)
1 Carelessness. 1 Insanity, x. w before wx to be

mad, WW aff.

WW1WWW i*d. From carelessness, e. WWTW, and wfa aff.

wwtww n. (*w) Killing, slaughter, b. w before to hurt or kill,

gwr augment, from its taking the causal form, and ^yx ft ff- *

the w of the affix also being unchanged, the word is written

wwtww n- (-W-)

WH ifM W mfn. (*wVfawt-fa) Killlbg, destroying, x w before to

kill, causal v., farfa aff

wfaw mfn. (-w :-WT-it)
J Known, understood, established, proved.

4 Measured, x. w before WT to measure, aff. n.

wfwwiw^T f. (-XT) A species of the Jagatt metre,

wfafw f.(-fa‘) ' True knowledge, or knowledge derived from the

senses, inference, analogy or information. 4 Measuring, x w

before WT to measure, {by which,) fipT iff., and radical vowel

changed.
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mfn. {-Wt-WT-*) ' Thick. * Paused, passed as urine, e. w

before fW 10 aprinkle, aff. W-

rfWW mfn. ( inr-w^-wi! )
* Overcoming, subduing. 1

Injuring,

killing, e. * before rit to hurt or kill, inf aff

V^7T mfn. (-tti-tti-tt)
1 Dead, deceased. 1 Immolated, sacrificed.

e. i before to hurt or kill, aff. sji-

'CT\«rr f. (-err) Lassitude, enervation, exhaustion from indolence

or fatigue, e. ST before wtax to twinkle, aff. ll and TTX£.

5TTO mfn. (-*«T^) * Chief, principal. • Rest, most excellent.

First, m. (-¥:)
1 A chief, a sage, any respectable man. * A

heap, a multitude. * A tree used in dying, (Rottleria tineto-

ria.) n. (-1) Time being, the present, c. before «¥ the

face, &c.

Sttil n. (-if; Superiority, predominance, e. and w aff.

;

also with 7T*l. STHTfl.

mfn. ( -*nPT> Pleased, happy, e. before nx to be pleased,

f*T* aff.

twfg'rf mfn. (-W:-WMT) Pleased, glad, content, happy, i. TJ

excess,^ to be pleased, aff. .

ttwr mfn. (-¥:-¥T-tf)
1 A fool, foolish, stupid. * Bewildered, de-

ceived. e. and ¥¥ a fool.
a

mfn. (-¥:-¥T-¥) Bewildered, infatuated, b. v*3, and
a. ' »,

xmT sign of sense.

mfn. (-TT.-fTT-Tf)
1 Covered, concealed, withdrawn or gone

out of sight. * Dead. n. (-IT) Tillage, cultivation, r.. tj before

il to die, n aff.

mfn. (-¥:-¥T-¥)
1 Polished, bright, dear. 1 Rubbed, k. tj

before *TST to clean, or sm to rub, aff. yf.

V*f<.*T mfa.(-ir.-TTMfr)
1 Creasy, unctuous. Becoming or made

unctuous, e. 'H before to be unctuous, aff. m.

¥*if\TT¥K mfn. ) Being or made unctuous, f. tt

before to be unctuous, W»!T aff.

trim mfn. (-¥:-¥T-*f)
1 Proveable, what may or ought to be

proved. • Measurable, finite, n. (-if) The thing to be proved.

In logic, the second head, or topic, including twelve objects,

as ibe soul, body, &c. or the form and end of existence, a. st

before WT to measure, V aff.

m, (-¥«) Urinary affection, as change in the colour, quan-

tity, or consistence of the urine ; twenty-one varieties are

enumerated, including diabetes, gonorrhoea, &c. k. tf im-

plying change, fxnr to pass urine, with lf*t aff.

n. (-¥) Liberating, setting free. a. i before ij¥ to liber-

ate, HR* aff. f. (-¥l) A sort of cucumber: sec a. r
before iT¥ to loose, aff.

_ ** * _

m. (-^:) Pleasure, happiness, delight. . q before ir^ to

be pleased, aff.

yi}tf<?T mfn. (-W:-Hl tl) Happy, delighted, m. (-¥:) A name of

Ktrvfias. e. happiness, T7T¥ aff.
;
or R before to be

happy, n aff , and tbc radical vowel changed.

mfn. (-^t-fi57ft-f^) * Happy, delighted. * Delighting,

making happy, b. and xfsf aff.

tWTT m« (-¥:) 1 Fascination. * Fainting, insensibility, s. 51

before to be bewildered, aff

^ (*XT) One of the Apsaras, or nymphs of heaven.

SHTI

mwyw mfn. ;) Giving, presenting, bestowing.

E. ¥ before to give, VW aff

5rtT?T mfn. (-H :‘¥T-1T)
1 Well-governed, restrained, self-subdued.

* Careful, prudent, ra. (-W:) A holy or pious person, one pu-

rified by uusterity and mortification, e. * intensely, ept to

endeavour, aff.

UXPTIITW mfn. (-WT-lffM*) Devout, pious, of a holy spirit, b. giPT,

and wrrora souL

n.
1 Continued or persevering effort, exertion. * Act,

action. * (In logic,) Active effort of three kinds, engaging in

any act, prosecuting it, and completing it.
4
Caution, care.

* Articulation of sounds, t. u intensitive, ¥*f effort.

5rtf*r?t¥ iW. Particularly, especially, with especial effort, care

or pains. E. 5PTW, and wfri aff.

Tnianni mfn. (-WIO[-WlTl-¥ir) Active, zealous, enterprising, assi-

duous, persevering, r.. effort, and aff

mfn. J-¥r-¥r:-W’) Valuable, precious,

mfn. (-¥:-X0T-¥?,l Seasoned, dressed with sauces and condi-

ments. e. u before to take pains, and j| aff.

m. (-¥:)
1 Sacrifice, oblation. * A celebrated place of pil-

grimage, the confluence of the Ganges and Jumna, with the

. supposed subterraneous addition of the Saraswait ; the mo-

dern Allahabad. The term in composition is applied to many
places of reputed sanctity, situated at the confluence of two

rivers, as Dtva-Praydga, Rudra-Praydga, harn a-Prayuga,

and Nanda-Prayugn, in the Jiimdla mountains, which with

Pray tiga or Allahabad, constitute the five principal places so

termed. ' A name of Indus. * A horse, a. 3 principal, xr>T

to worship, and aff.
;
actual worship, or the place where

worship i.^ peculiarly efficacious , Allahabad is one of the

places where Bmahua is supposed to have consummated ten

As warnedhas or sacrifices of the horse, in commemoration of

his recovery of the four Pidai from San'k'iiasuk.

ysiEHil rn. (-¥:
) A name of Indra. k. sacrifice, especially

of the horse or As warnedha, and tPV fear
j
Indha being

dethroned by the performance of a hundred such sacrifices.

5}i?l9T m. (-if:)
1 A principal ceremony or sacrifice.

1 A part of a

sacrifice, k. ¥ before to sacrifice, aff form irr.

u. (
-d) 1 Going, motion. 1 Going forth or to a distance.

* Departure. 4 Death. 1 March of an assailing force, attack,

invasion, e. r before ¥r to go, aff.
;
also with ¥¥ added,

5»tH¥inwi m. (-¥:)
1 Time of departure. * Death, e. 5r*TT¥, and

EFIW time.

mfn. (-^:-¥T-¥) Worthy of death, e. 5T¥T¥, andw
fit for.

!jvinT nifn. (-Hi-HT-TT')
1 Gone. * Removed, gone away or to a

distance.
1 Deceased, m. (-¥:) ' A name of Buafac. * A

sleepy or lazy fellow, k. TT before ¥?T to endeavonr, aff,

tiXTHTW c. (-w) 1 Sending, dispatching. * Expelling, driving

away. e. sj before x?T to go, causal aff.
j,
also ¥ being

unchanged,

mfn. (-¥:*^ir*^) To be sent or sent away. b. R before

t?T to go, causal v., aff-i also
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qqTlqTf mfn. (*W:*in*Tf) Driven or sent away, made to go or

pass away. a. q before nr to go, causal v,, it aff.

qqifqq mfn. (•Vt-ftrtt f'I) Causing to go, who or what Bends, or

sends away, &c. *. if before qr to go, causal v., fafw aff.

qqrujxrrq mfn. (-w.-wr-W) Being sent or made to go, pass away,

&c. k. if before wt to go, causal pass v., qTq'W aff. , also

qtrm m. (-*r:)
1 Checking, restraining. * Scarcity, dearth.

'Competition of buyers in consequence of scarcity 'Length,

either of space or time. a. q before ton to refrain, aif. qw.

sjtfTHj mfn. (.qp-HT-w) To be checked, controlled, &c. e. q

before qq to check, anr aff.

qqro m. (-W:) * Trouble, labour, fatigue. * Desire for or pur-

suit of any object, s. q before ajaj to make exertion, aff. qq.

mfn. (-HTq) Capable of exertion or fatigue, active,

energetic, h, qqrq, and qrar sharing,

qqrqpl mfn. (-qfq-qpflt-qjW j
Going, about to go or depart.

k. q before qf to go, qq aff. to the fut. tense,

qqq mfn. (-qr.-lVMV)
1 Endowed with, possessing as an attri-

bute, &c, 1 Resulting from, consequential, a Appointed, no-

minated. ‘ Associated or connected with. • Applied, en»-

#
ployed. “ Compact, closely united. T Done, to or for. • Ab-

stracted, lost in meditation. * Lent, (as money.) " Asleep,

n. (-ii) Cause, h. if before qar to join, aff. n.

qqfipf f. (*ftlO Occasion, cause, twain object or end. k. q before

q«T to join, and fwq aff.

qq*r mfn. (-qq) Who or what joins or is connected with, liter-

ally or figuratively, as a cause, motive, 8tc. e. q before an
to join, fTfS'XT aff.

qqaq rod..
1 Having acted or behaved to or towards. * Having

connected, i. q before xjq to join, qjq aff.

qqqqTq mfn. (-q:-qr-q)
1 Being united or connected with,

* Being used, employed, applied, &c. u. q before qq to join,

pass, v., qrqq aff.

qqqpq mfn. (-W--WT-1I) ‘ Adding, joining.
1 Using, employing.

* Appointing, deputing. ‘ Performing, doing. a.q before qq
to.join, qT«rq aff-

qqq mfn. (-q:-qT-q) Joined, 'combined, united, n. (-W) Ten

hundred thousand, a million, c. q before q to join, aff. n.

m. (-1^:) ‘ A warrior. * A name of Indra. * A name of

the wind, 4 A ram. * An ascetic, k. q before qf to contend,
*

in the desiderative form, with q iiff.

qqq n. (-q) War, battle, b. q before qq the same.

qqiTq m. (-^:) War, battle, going to war or battle. E. q ini-

tiatory, ill war. and object. •

qqrqrq mfn. (-qt-tfr-aj) Applicable, suitable, to be applied or

employed, b. q before qq to unite, aff. qq.

V^n m. (q:)
1 Occasion, cause, motive, object. ' Consequence,

result. ' Affair, matter. 4 Appointing, appointment 4 Ap-

plication, use, employment 4 Ceremonial form, course of

proceeding.
1 Magic, magical rites.

1 Subduing, fascinating.

* Device, contrivance.
10 Example, comparison. 11 Act, ac-

tion. " Dramatic action or pcrformace. 14
Principal, loan

bearing interest,
14 Lending money at interest 14 Profits of

7 G

usury or trade. 14 A horse. ,f Text, authority, c. q before

qq to join, aff. qq
yoiflwSjf ind. ' According to or in consequence of. * Actually,

in action, r. qfq added to qqrq.

liSun’ft m. (-$:) Act, tending to a main object e. qqT* aim

or end, and qq purpose.

v 4 1 ft 4 mfn. (-fft-fxntft-fl) Having some object in view, calcu-

lated for some particular purpose, k. 'srifra object. Bind qfq
aff.

qqrqq mfn. (-qr:-aft-q)
1 Who or what causes or induces any

act. 1 Who or what deputes or appoints, m. (-W:) * A founder

or institutor of any ceremony. ' A law- giver, a legislator.

b. q before xjq to join, af aff.

qdTWqqnjq n. (-Bi) Acting as an instigator or promoter,

a. qqrqq, and q^q agency.

yqiqq n. (-BI) 'Cause, occasion. ' Motive, origin. 4 Purpose,

object, intention, desigu. t , q before qq to join, aff. wr?.

ff mfn. (• a I 4-q«ft-q«| )
1 Designing, purposing. 'Hav-

ing a cause, caused, produced, b. q%qq. and injq aff,

qiiiqqjr mfn. * Behaving to or towards, shewing,

displaying. ' Combining, &c. c q before qq to join, aif. qq.

qqpq mfn. (-^:-qjT-qj)
*

' To be set to work, to be appointed

or directed. ' To be used, practised, employed, &c. n. (-qf)

Capital, principal, m. (-*?:) A servant, a slave, e. q before

qq to join, aff. qpf-

q^tfx^T mfn. (-Wt-qr-if) Wept, weeping. b. q before to

weep, w aff.

qq* mfn.(-q:-qT-q) * Rooted, fastened, growing or proceeding

from a root.
1 Grown, increased. * Born, produced, m. (-q:^

The belly, b. q before qq to grow, q aff.

qiiqq 0 . (q) ' Stimulating, exciting. * Propitiating, f. (-in)

Praise of the author of a drama, &c. in the prelude, to secure

the favour of the spectators, b. q before qq to, be light,

causal v„ qq aff.

qqiq m. (-q:) A bud, a shoot, i. q before qq to grow, aff. wn.

q^rfqq^ mfn, (-qt-fqql-fq) Budding, sprouting. B. q\iq, and

qfw off

qqmr mfn. (•qq-qsfft-qq) Speaking, talking, b. q before vrq

to speak, y* aff.

qqfVff mfn. (-qt-TVMf) Said, spoken, declared. b. q before qq
to speak, aff. q

qqq mfn. (-Bf ' Hanging down, depending from, pen-

dulous. ' Slow, dilatory, m. (-q:) 1 Depending, hanging on

or from, 1 The new shoot or bud of a creeping plant.
4A

garland of flowers worn round the neck. 4 A branch. 1 The

female breast. 4 Tin. T The name of a Dttilya, k died by

Balarama. e. q before qfq to oppose, aff. qrq.

m. (-WO A name of Balarama. b. a demon, killed

by BaladIva, and q who kills >
also similar compounds, as

qqwrfVnr, &c.

qqiqfq^ m. (-fwii) BalaDEVA, the brother of Karons 'a. e . qqxq,

and fuff who destroys : see the last:

qqwr^ m. A roan having large testicles, r. qqiq pen-

dulous, and q*9 testicle.
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BRffiRir info. (-TfMTMT) Suspended, pendulous, hanging.

e. hanging, X,*iB aff.

^w*i rafn. (-ff.-Bn-RR) Over-reached, cheated, deceived, r. b

before *T*T to gain, * aff

BWBt m. (-RR:) Fraud, cheating. E B before Bfa to get, RPWoff

BBB m. (-ip)
1 The end of a A'af/ta, or destruction of the world.

• Death, dying, loss, destruction, dissolution, annihilation,

i Fainting, syncope, loss of sense or consciousness, a. B

before Bl to destroy, iff. BTB-

m. (-in) 1 Unmeaning or incoherent speech. * Speaking.

• Discourse, conversation. *, B before BB to speak, aff. WB

gytfvw mfn. (
1 Talking much, or unmeaningly,

chattering. * Speaking to, conversing with. e. B before UB

to speak, aff.

TtfutH mfn. ( " ho or what smears, piaster*, &c. b. b

before fwrB to anoint, V aff.

gaft*f mfn (.if-Wl-Rf)
1 Destroyed, annihilated. * Unconscious,

insensible. R. B before art to destroy, Jf aff.

gvffnTT f- (-BT)
1 Destruction, annihilation, * The end of the

universe.
1 Unconsciousness, loss of sense, k. WB added to

the last ;
also with B, B^flW W.

^WBRT mfn. (-RP-RTT-B) Who or what anoints, smears, &c. m. (Jf.)

1 A plasterer. * A slow fever. «. it before far* to smear,

aff wrer.

BBtfRB nafn. (-if-m-tr) Rolling, heaving, towing, t. B before

to roll, % aff

rrTICT n. (-B) Rolling on the ground, heaving, tossing, (as of

the ocean.) i. * before RRl to roll, RfT all'.

gBrit ro. ( fft) Desire, cupidity, e.b before bb to covet, WB aff

ip5l>n>r n. (-if)
1 Allurement, inducement. 1 Attraction, attract-

ing, seducing, t. if before an to desire, WZ aff.

rrrt mfn. (-BT- BTT-BU "'ho or what goes. B. B to go, fWaff

jprftB mfn. (-B:-BT-B) To be expounded or explained, a. B

before 'STB to apeak, tpb aff.

mfn. (•RJT-'WV WBo speaks or declares, m. (-nr) A

teacher, on expounder. t. B before BB to speak, aff

BVHPT n. (-*i)
1 A ftth, scripture. * Excellent speech or lan-

guage, eloquence. • Teaching, expounding. R. B principal,

BBB speech.

mfn.
1 A good speaker. * To be well or

elegantly spoken, t. b before BM to speak, aff RfBtWi:.

tTEBBBB mfn. (-z:-*:-X) Eloquent, e. BBBB. and B* skilful.

BBT? m. (-T:) Wheat, k. b before BT to divide, aff BTB(.

BBW mfn. (-Rp.-Rnf
' Declivity, declining, steep. 1 Bent, bowed.

• Attached or adhering to, filled with, possessed of, endowed

with. * Curved, crooked. * Swift 6 Generous. 1 Humble,

modest. ' Wasted, decayed, m. (-*•:) A place where four

roads meet. e. B before BB to sound, &c. aff. BfB.

TR^iT mfn.
1 Speaking to or with, conversing,

addressing. * Speaking much or well. * Arguing, a disputant.

b. B before B^ to speak, VW aff

BBUW n. (-b1) Sowing, k. b before RB to sow, aff. RfT.

bbbb n. (-B) A goad. k. B before BfB to go, substituted for

aq) root, and aff.

1
J

*bbw m.f-BT) An old man. e. b past, and BBB life or age.

BTt; mfn. (-Bi-vT-T) Best, most excellent, n. (-Rf) ’ Offspring,

descendants. • Family, race, kindred. • A black sort of

kidney bean. * Covering, screening. * A Muni, who contri-

butes to the continuation of, and credit of a particular caste

or tribe of < irnhmnns. u. B before B to chute, aff. xrb-

XlClf^V » \ -B) A species of the ffiki metre.

BB* m, (•*:) Sacrificial fire. t.B before fB to abandon, aff.

WB.

m. (-xfc) An officiating priest, n. (*li ) A particular cere-

mony or sacrifice, E. BBi, and BWaff.

B 5*^ m. (-B0 1 Engaging in, undertaking. ' Excitement, stimu-

lus. e. b before fir to be, BB aff. : see BRwW and R«fiL

BTBBT mfn. (-Rn-RTT-Rf) Inciting, stimulating, inducing, who or

what sets in action, m. (-BT:)
1 The original instigator of any

act, the author, the principal. ' An arbiter, a judge, n. (-Rr)

The entrance of the first person of the drama on the close of

the introduction, a. b before wn to be, off. bb.

BWWW n. (-B)
1 Action, business, worldly interest or activity as

opposed to abstract contemplation/ 1
Fixing, establishing.

* Engaging in, (any work.) 4 Beginning. 4 Inciting, stimu-

lating. * Directing, superintending. 1 Informing. * Revolv-

ing. f. (-BT) Order, permission, the sense of the precatiie,

or qualified Imperative tense, c. B before fir to be, aff rtr.

fem. aff. TTR.

UBWBTW mfn. (-ar.-HT-if)
1 Engaging in, practising, doing. • Be-

ing nsed or employed. k. B before fif to be, WPffB aff.

Bfflttr mfn. (-B'.-lTT-lfy * Informed, apprized. 8 Stimulated, ex*

cited, instigated. 8 Revolving, going round. 4 Made, rendered.

r. B before fir to be, if aff «

BB^R mfn. (-IT-R^-R) What causes to grow or increase, il(-b)

Increase, augmenting, ft. b before fB to increase, aff BBT.

BBB mfn. (-B!-
,fT'1i) Chief, principal, first, c, B before IT to

increase, aff BTB.

B RBI if* «f m. (-tffl)
1 A snake. * One with a variegated girdle.

BBBW mfn. (-BW-B*fft-inr) Residing abroad, r. b before BB
to dwelt, irv aff.

BBBB n. (-W) Going abroad, sojourning in a foreign country.

r. b before BB to dwell, RW aff.

BBB m. (-B: )
1 Going forth, or from a town. 8 One of the

seven i 'tvjun, or winds. 1 Wind, air. k. b before TB to besr,

aff. BTB

BTBB n. (-B) A covered car, a litter or carriage for women.

r. b forth, bb to bear, rbt aff

BTflTmfn. (-BB-B^t-BB) * Bearing. 8 Receiving, enjoying, r. b

before bb to bear, BRt aff.

f A riddle, a. b before Bff to speak, aff fB,

and #1b optionally added : sec the next.

ifBfffBT f- (-BT) A riddle, an enigma, a conundrum or charade,

&c. a. b before B*B to speak or tell, aff. br ; the conjunct

consonants of the root are transposed ; also Bff% and BTfb
and with rtb added to the latter BRBTtRn.

BBTBf mfn. ( BIB) Eloquent, oratorical, speaking, a speaker.

e. b before BB to speak, aff ff|B-
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y ri TO' mfn. (-Xi-XT-'tf) Fpsakiug well, eloquent, e. n before

TO to speak, ww aft

TOfal f. (-ft) A weaver’s shuttle, b. h before ^ to go, aff.

WTT, fern. aff. Vfa ;
also TTTfa.

TOTX m. (-x: )
1 Rumour, report. * Discourse, conversation.

'

* Mutual defiance, the conversation of antagonists prior to

combat, s. if spreading, and WTX speech.

TOTfa* mfn, (-^t-fa^H-fa) Who or what speaks, reports, 8tc.

e. n before bx t0 speak, fkaw afT.

TO l PTO m. (xt) A sower, one who sows seed. k. tt before TO

to sow, fa TO aff.

TOTC m. (-X) Covering, clothing, e. ? before f to cover, afT.

WW; also with TOT aft, and in other senses, Tar.

TOTTO n. (-w) 1 A desirable gift. • Prohibition, objection, op-

position. b. tf before V to chuso. aft W*-

TOTO m. (-H:) A temporary or foreign residence, a habitation

away from home. e. tt far or removed, and WTO abode.

TOTW mfn. Dwelling or being abroad or ab-

sent s. * before TO to dwell, causal v.,m aff.

TOITO n. (-X)
1 Killing, slaughter. * Dwelling abroad, sojourn-

ing, lodging. * Exile, e. * away, TO to dwell, or divide,

causal v., aff.

TOlfalT mfn. ( vr:-lTMT) Expelled, expatriated, b. * before TO to

dwell, causal v., n aft

TO rfan mfn. (-wt-faXt-fa) A traveller, a sojourner, one living

away from home. b. toto a foreign or strange habitation,

and xfa «ff. ;
or * before TO to dwell, and faro aff.

TOTT m. (-fO 'Stream, flow, continuous passuge. ’Action,

occupation, active life. * A pond. 4 A swilt horse, f. (-Xt)

Sand. b. s continually. TO to bear, aft TOT.

TO ITO mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Who or what bears or carries well,

m. (-*:) An imp, a goblin, t (-falTT) Diarrhoea. E. n before

TO to bear, aft

ywiwwnjnd. * At the same time. * Above, over
j

also in this

sense, TOlfTOT «</.

sfaxnOT mfn (-TOljX^t-TOr ) Expanding, opening, blossoming.

b. * and fa before TOT to go, TOT aft

*faxpfa £ (-fa :
)

Celebrity, reputation, e. * and fa prefixed

to qffi to say, aft fax.

*fTOX mfn. (-X:-XT-X) ‘ Spread out, expanded. * Dishevelled,

a. s and fa before TO to spread, yt aff.

*gfa<TTO n. (-*f) 1 War, buttle, combat. * Tearing, rending,

breaking. ' Tumult, crowd, confusion.
4
Bursting, budding.

k. n and fa prefixed to X to tear to pieces, aff. war.

SfaXTfcu mfn. (-X:-XMf) * Tom, rent, severed. * Opened, ex-

panded. k. H and fa before ^ to tear, w sff

ifaTOI mfn. (-TT-W-ltf) Partitioned, divided, separated, shared,

a, and tTOTH divided.

trfTOTat m. (-*:) Division, a part. e. and faHW division.

m. (*^:) A yellow fragrant wood. b. m and fa befored to

get or be, aff. .
trfaTO mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Apart, separate. E. IT, and fayx distinct.

VfaTO mfn. (-fft-ffr-p) Lost, removed, fallen or rubbed off. k. h

and fa before wtl to ent, n aff.

T&

*fafax mfn. 1 Separated, detached. ‘Solitary, b. *,

and fafan detached.

qfasmfav mfn.(-x--ij:-W) Wishing or intending to banish, b. *
before TO to go, causal desid. v., X aff.

tffa'TO m. (-X) Separation, parting, b. h and fa negative pre-

fix before farv to unite, aff TOi

xrfaTO mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Sad, dejected, spiritless. . * much,

faTO dejected.

Ttfror f. (-WT) A plant, commonly Atit or Atekh. e. * against

(anti), and faw poison.

afro mfn. (*¥:-WT-'l>
1 Entered, gone in or into. ' Entered

upon, (as an affair,) engaged in. s. tt before fax* to enter,

aff n.

TOfa mfn. (-X-WT-W) Skilful, clever, cowersant *. H imply-

ing excellence, and ^faT a lute, or "ifa a nominal verb, to

play on a lute, aff. TO or XX.

TOfaXT £ (-in) Proficiency, skill a. vwfa, and TO aff ; also

with X, TOfax.

TOfa mfn. (-Xt-XT-X) Best, roost excellent m. (-*:)
1 A hero, a

warrior. * A chief, a person of rank or distinction. 8. 9 pre-

eminent, and Xfa a hero.

situ mfn. (-X.-nr-ii)
1 Fixed, settled, determined, done. ‘En-

gaged in, undertaking, occupied by. * Begun, beginning.

4 Doing, acting. ‘ Undisputed, (as dominion.) k. it before

TO fo be, aff. n, form irr.

TOXxWk n. (-XD Any act the cause of being bom again, b. TOX,

and TORW act.

TOXXXXT f. (-ITT) Absolute dominion, k. tox fixed, XX rule,

and x5* abstract aff.

TOfa f. (-fa:)
1 Activity, occupation, active life, as opposed to

contemplative devotion ; or it is defined to consist of the wish

to do, knowledge of the means of success, and accomplishing

the desired object. * Prosecution, perseverance. * Addic-

tion to, predilection for.
4 Practice, conduct. • Tidings,

intelligence.
4 Continuous flow, stream, current. ‘The juice

that exudes from the elephant's temples, vvheu in rut. 4
Oujritt,

or any holy place. * (In arithmetic.) The multiplier, c. it

before TO to be or abide, aff. farw.

m.(-X:
) An emissary, an agent, a spy. e. tufa news,

and X who knows,

TOl mfn. (-15-lT-i)
1 Full grown. * Expanded, diffused, spread

abroad or dispersed. ‘ Swoln, (as a river.) 4
Full, deep, (as a

sigh.) e. ST before TO to increase or grow, aff. *.

TO** mfn. (-irt-lT*x) Chief, head, principal c. u before Pnr

to disiinguUli, afT. WT.

yirpi n. (-W) Fora«eing. t. u and trt before in to see,

Wt aff.

trifnar mfn. (-n-.-arr-Ti) Foreseen, anticipated. «. » and are

before ta to see, * aff.

trranff mfn. Foreseeing, anticipating, l.

and n* before ^n to tee, ire aff. tbc first syllable made short.

tri* m. (-7: i Barley, a. n before fr» to aound, aff. ww.

tyafn f. ( fha:J ‘Ihe hair twitted, and undecorated, as worn by

I women in the absence of their husbands. * An elephant s

C 570 ]
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housing*. x. 3 before 3* to go, aff. Y*; also with

added, 3$3t.

yiwt f. (-W\)
1 Unornamented hair.

1 An elephant's housings.

e. see the last ,

3333 n.(-3) Shaking, agitation, tremulous motion, k. 7 before

ihf to tremble,W aff.

33T? ra. (-3T:) The yellow variety of kidney bean. a. 3 before

Vt to go, aff. 33T-

. 333 m. (-ft:)
1 Intentness on an object, engaging closely in a

pursuit or purpose. * Entrance, k. 3 before to enter,

aff. 3*.

3333 mfn. {-3:-3T-3) Who or what enters, m. (-in)
1 An in-

ferior actor who announces the entrance of the principal

characters. * An entry, a. 3 before fr3 to enter. was aff.

3333 n. (-^)
1 The entrance to a house, the principal door or

gate. * Entering, entrance, e. y before f33 to enter, aff.

Ylfir* mfn. (-3:-3T-3) Called or sent in. k. 3 before fr* to

enter, crfusal v., ^ aff.

333J imi. Having sent in, thrown in, or into, &c. t. 3 before

fair to enter, causal v., 3T3 aff.

Y3W mfn. (-'Qft-iar -^ai) To be entered, to be pervaded, x. 3

before to enter, 33 aff. ; also 333^3 .

'

ra. (-3:)
1 An arm. The forearm, or wrist. * An ele-

phant's gums. * An elephant's housings, a. 3 before 33 to

encompass, aff. 3PT-

y « T3 ir.fn. (-3:-3TT-3) To be entered, to be penetrated or per-

vaded* k. 3 before few to enter, 33 aff

333 mfn. Evident, apparent, manifest, a. 3 and fk

before 33 to spread, aff. 3 .

33f3W mfn. (-TT-TTMtj Distressed, pained, a. 3 before 33 to

pain, aff. 3 .

3TTfsT3 m. (-if.)
1 An ascetic or mendicant. * The pupil, or

attendant of a Jaina or Bauddha mendicant f. (-ITT)
1 A

female devotee or ascetic. * Spikenard, (Valeriana Jata-

man-si) *A plant, commonly Mundiri, (Sphceranthus

molis ?) a. 3 before 33 to go, aff. 3 .

JpTWU f. (-WT)
1 Roaming, travelling, wandering about, as a

religious mendicant especially. * Abandonment of the world,

t. 3 before 33 to go, aff. 3**.

TPPV i a fsj n in. (-if:) An ascetic, who has broken his observance,

a. T33I, and 3Tfa3 finished.

33T33 n. (-3) Banishment a. 3 before 3S| to go, causal v.,

3T*aff.
.

*

3333 n. (-tj) Praising, eulogising : see 3333. a. 3 before 33
to praise,

333T f. (-m) Praise, eulogium. a. 3 before 33 to praise, 33
and 3)^. aff*. : see 333T.

3333 a. (-3) Praising, eulogising, a. 3 before l(f to praise,

w»f.i also 3333.
mfn. (.3:*3T*3) To be praised, praise- worthy, e. 3

before 33 to praise, *33t3Y aff-

f. (-3T) Praise, applause, flattery, commendation, a. 3
|

especially, vjq to. praise, affs. 33; and *p?; the root is also
|

read lilt, when this word and the analogous derivatives are

read 333T, &c.

33faiT mfn. (-JT-nr-Tf) Praised, eulogised, e. 333T, -and

XTT^aff.

33f333 mfn. (-tf:-wr-Ti) To be praised, praise-worthy, k. 3
before 3*3 to praise, 33 aff

3333 m. (-31) The ocean, f. (-^t) A river, k. 3 before 3^ to

go, and Un’Adi aff, y inserted before 3^3.

3333 n. (-if)
1
Killing, slaughter. * Pacifying, tranquillising.

* Quiescence, reposing, a. if before 33 to pacify, aff WT.

33f33 mfn. (-If.-JTT-lf) Allayed, appeased, relieved, tranquil-

lised, &c. k. 3 before 33 to be calm, causal v„ aff. 3.

333m ind. Having appeased, b. st before 33 to be calm, causal

3T3 aiT.

33SJ3T3 mfn. (-3:-3T-3) Pacified, quieted, appeased, flattered,

a. 3 before 33 to be at rest, pass. 3T33 aff.

333 mfn. 1 Happy, well, right. • Good, excellent,

best. a. 3 before 33 tp praise or commend, aff. *.

Y3fo f. (-fa) ‘ Excellence, emiucnce. • Eulogy, e. 3 before

33 to praise, fif3aff.

m. (‘W-) A small branch or twig. e. t before nn^r a

branch, tnf aff.

Tirrwi mfn. 1 Calmed, calm, tranquiliised. ’Ceased,

discontinued, (as active effort.) * Ended. 4 Relieved. £. *
before Ttw to be calm, u aff.

mfn. Resting, e. tnci^n, and effort.

TTiTPffPirsr mfn. (-mr-WI-W) Peaceful, calm, composed, e. Twtwt,

and WTimi self.

mfn. (-5t:-atr-W) Weakened, prostrate in strength.

E. Tur’H, and ^rraTTT strength.

^TPClfwt f. (*fw):) Calm, quiet, tranquillity, moral or physical.

k. t before iro to be calm, fint aff.

1WTW mfn. (UTtB) Quiet, tranquil. s. t before ipf to be

tranquil, fjr^aff., and the peuultimate long.

m. (-W) 1 Tranquillity, quiescence. * Allaying, pacifying.
1 4 Layiug, suppressing. *. 3 before in? to be at rest,^
aff.

sr n. (-
,

w)
1 Governing, ruling. * Enacting, a. 3 before itto

to rule, aff. VT,

3TTrfaff mfn. (-W:-«rr-TT) ' Governed, ruled. * Promulgated, en-

acted. B. 3 before ITTO to rule, 3 aff.

m. (.iff) A ruler or governor, e. 3 before to govern, ^
ar^aff.

T^jrrTTT mfn. (-Tr*T - ri Sprinkling, scattering. 1 . 3 before

T}Iff to sprinkle, Hie aff.

m. (-TT:) A question, a demand, an inquiry, f. (-3ft) A)n

aquatic plant, (Pistia stratiotes.) k. 3^ to ask, aff. ww.

f. (*«ft) A riddle, an enigma, an intricate or enigmati-

cal question, x. vsf a question, and ^rft playing.

3^ril ra. (^:) Laxity, relaxation, flaccidity. x. 3 before to

be loose, aff. 33?-

3^3 m. (-3:)
1 Affection, affectionate regard or solicitation.

* Respect. • Courtesy, civility, x. 3 before to serve,

aff. 33-
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TTTW n. (-sf)
1 A fountain, a cascade, a water-fall. • Oozing,

flowing. 1 A range of mountains in the south, part of the

western Ghats, a, g before w to ooze or drop, aft
,

» •* '

TTTO mfn. (-WMTT-ir) Modest, humble, well-behaved, a. T be-

fore fa to serve, a ft. wr

TOW mfn. (-Wr-WT-W) Flowing, oozing, issuing, r w before w to

drop, aff. n. '

TTTW tufn. (-Wi-WT-^) Languid, flaccid, looae, relaxed, unnerved,

a. T before IST to be loose, aft TTW-

TWW mfn. (-^t-WT-^To be asked, a. TO* to aak,WT aff.

mb). (-Tr-fl-lp Asking, demanding, an ssker or questioner,

a. TOf to ask, ir^aff.

TO mfn. (-‘f:-¥T )
' A leader, a conductor, one who goes first

or before. ' Prior, preceding. 9 Chief, principal, best, t (-tfl)

The wife of a leader or chief a, V pre-eminent, tjrr to slay

or be, aff. W.

TOB IT m. (-TTTTTW) A young bull or steer, training for the

plough, Ac. lit i lender, and VT to bear, aff. fs or

Jrw.
TOT^ f. A cow pregnant with her first calf. a. TO heTe

said to be the first birth, and TO to bear, aff. fai or fTW, fem.

aff. end w is changed to w, which with the preceding

vowel becomes WT by special role.

TO r. 1st cl. (TOW)
1 To spread or diffuse. • To bring forth

young.

TOU mfn. (,-W‘W-li)
1 Eternal, constant, continual. * Opened,

expanded. * Obtained, gained, attained. 4 Attached to, de-

voted to, (person or thing,) engaged in. • United to, con-

nected with, accompanying. * Applied to, used, employed,

n. adv. (-id) Continually, incessantly, eternally, a. it before

TT to unite or embrace, aff. w.
,

TOfar f- (*fn s
)

' Union, connexion. * Adherence or attachment

to. * Energy, perseverance. * Acquiring, 'inference, con-

clusion, deduction. * A topic, or subject of conversation,

a. w before snB to unite, faw aff.

TOT m. (-TO 1 Introduction, insertion. * Association, con-

nexion. 1 Addiction or attachment to.
4 Connected language

or style. * Connected reasoning or argument. • Double or

conjoint result, producing two effects, attaining two objects

by one act 1 Revealing a secret. 1
(fn dramatic language,)

A second or subsidiary incident or plot a. y preceding, TOf

to join, aff. WT.

TOUT n. (-w)
1 Bringing into use, employing, applying, bring-

ing to bear. ' Combining, connecting, a. y before vu to

unite, Wfw aff.
j -v

TOfa f. (-fa)
1 Purity, cleanness, brightness, transparency.

' Favour, graciousneas, complacency. >. y before TO to go,

aff. fnW.

im ro. (-WT)
1 Virtue, piety.

9 Brahma, f. (-<\) Acquisition,

accomplishment e. y before TO to go, nrw Un'Adi aff.

TOT mfn. (-W-TT-T) ' Clear, clean, bright, pellucid.
1 Pleas-

ed, delighted. * Complacent, gracious, favourable, f. (-TT)

' Propitiating, pleasing. * Spirituous or vinous liquor, x. y
principally, Ac. TO 10 go, MT- H.

7 u

TOT rtI f, (-WT) ' Brightness, pellucidness, clearness, purity.

* Favour, kindness, being pleased with. t. TOT clear, and

TOT aff.
;
also with W. TOTW.

TTTWW mfn. (-qn-dft’W) Agreeable looking, smiling, looking

pleased, a. TOT. and TOT face.

TOTTT f. (-*T) Spirituous liqnor. x. yyy clear, and wine.

TOV n. (-if) Violence, adv. ' Violently, forcibly. * Much, ex-

ceedingly. a. y gone, passed, tot an assembly.

TOlftw* n. (-w) Considering, deliberating, discussing. *. y and

TO before fn to see, VTO aff.
<$ -

TTOtTT f. (-WT) Deliberation, judgment, a. y and to before

TT to see, WT and Try aff.

TOiftwi mfn. (-TO’- WT-TOi To be weighed, considered, discussed,

Ac. i»d. Having considered, x. y and TO before to see,

TO or Wu aff.

TTT mfn. (-V:-TT-^) Who or what proceeds, projects, Ac. m. (-^:)

' Spreading, extending. ' Space, room. • Occasion, oppor-

tunity. 4
Affectionate solicitation. ' Speed, velocity. 'Battle,

war. r Multitude, assemblage. ' An iron arrow. 9 A projec-

tion, a process, x, y before w to go, aff. TO^or y.

TOTO n. (*Tf) ‘ Going forth or round. • Surrounding an enemy.
1 Spreading over the country to forage, a. y before % to go,

aff. WT j also TOTTt and TOtfa.

TOTfa f. (-fa: or tfD Surrounding an enemy, i. y before T to

go, aff. wrfw, and #lw optionally added.

TOOT mfn. ( -VW^- -TT

)

1 Expanding, spreading, bursting.

• Proceeding, projecting, x. y before n to go, to aff.

TOWTT m. (-W:) An uninvited guest, an intruder, x. y before TT
to go, wnx aff.

VWTO n. (-Tf)
1 Spreading, stretching, expanding. 9 Going,

proceeding, x. y before TO to go, aff. vqx.

TO&TI mfn, (-WW-y^t-WW) Advancing, proceeding, b. y before

TO to go, TO aff.

TOT m. (-w.)
J Bringing forth, bearing, (as young.) • Birth, pro-

duction. Offspring, posterity. 9 Fruit ' A blossom, a flower,

x. y before TK to bear, aff. WTT-

TOTTT m. (-TT:) A tree, commonly Piya, (Buchanania latifolia.)

x. TOT a flower, aff. ttw.

TOTO mfn. (-TW-TTTt-TW) Bearing, f. (-^) A woman in labour,

a. y before « to bear, TO aff.

TOTTTO n. (-W) The footstalk of a leaf or flower, the petiole

or peduncle, b. TOT a flower, and TOUT a binding.

M* Tirol f. (-wt) A mother, b. tot, and TTW place, fPrir aff

TOfr* m. (-ITT) A father, f. (-’ft) A mother, x. g before m to

bear or have ofl&pring, aff. CW-

TOfTO mfn. (*
,T

J

l-tT^t-fT) Having or bearing young, x. tot,

and Tfa *fT*

TOW mfn. (*T|:-WT-Tj) Contrary, reverse, inverted, reverted, x, g

inclined towards, TOf the left or wrong side.

TOT m- (-TO A boast or bird of prev. a. t before TT to be

able, aff. TT.

TOTW m* (-Wt) A beast qr bird of prey. n. (-T)
1 Embracing, an

embrace. 1 Defeat. ' Bearing, enduring, x. T before n\ to

bear, aff. Tflx.
•4 '
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»W. 1 Forcibly, violently. Exceedingly, e. 37 excessively,

** to be able, Wu aff.

VVU*TT m. (-?;:) A robber, a plunderer, x. ir*W[ violently, and

WfT a thief.

37* 7*; nt. (-*:)
1 Clearness, cleanness, brightness. * Favour, kind-

ness, propitiousness, approbation. • Well being, welfare.

4 Composure, calmness of mind. * Poetry written in an ele-

gant but an easy style, • Perspicuity. f Connexion, aaaocia-

tion. • Food that has been offered to an idol, or of which a

spiritual teacher has partaken, e. 37 before ** to go, all. era?.

37*T*W n. (-W) ' Boiled rice. * Cleaning, freeing from soil or

impurities. • Pleasing, gratifying, f. (-in) ' Service. * Wor-

ship. e. 31 before ** to go, aff. fem. a/T. ¥TVT.

UifUV! mfn. Pleasing, propitiating, a. 37 before

W* to go, aff. n*.

37WT**3X mfn. (-W-UTT-Wi)
1 Kind, propitious. * Happy, e. 37*7*.

and who or what is.

3TWrfelT mfn. (-W:-TfT-W)
1

Pleased, propitiated.
1 Worshipped.

* Purified, cleansed, s. 37 before ** to go, if aff.

37WIVST mfn. (-W--WT-W)
1 " ho or what accomplishes or perfects.

* Who or what cleanses or purifies, f. (-WT)
1 Wild rice.

* A dresser, a female attendant, one who decorates or adorns.

k. 37 before wtw to accomplish, ww aff.

37*1 *4 n. (-si)
1 Dress, decoration, embellishment. * Accomplish-

ing, effecting, nf. (-ij-ifT) A comb. f. (-#) A drug, com-

monly Siddhi e. 37 before wn to accomplish, aff

3T*Tfe* mfn. (-Wi-ifT-IT) Ornamented, decorated. * Accomplished,

completed, done. ft. 37 before wnf to finish, aff. %.

37Wn® mfn. (-itt-Wtf) * Accomplishable, what may be done.

1 To be done for, destroyed, defeated, ft. 31, and *rw to ac-

complish, wit aff.

37WK m. {-*:) ' Going about, spreading, extending. a Going to

forage, spreading over the country for grass and fueL ft. 37

afar, w to go, aff. W*.

37W1TW n. (•*)
1 Going about, spreading. “Expanding, extending.

* Unfolding. * Surrounding an enemy. * The dispersion of

an army by detachments for that purpose, or for collecting

forage, f. (-^t) A plant, (Pcederia foeiida.) b. 37 before w to

go, aff. also vwrw.

Wife* mfn. (W:-*T-lTj 1 Stretched, expanded, extended. “ Laid

out. ft. 37 before ^ to go, causal if aff.

Wife* mfn. (-^-fewVfe) 1 Going along gently, gliding, flow-

ing, creeping. “Spreading, expanding. ' Spreading around, or

about. 4 Expanded, unfolded, it. 37 before ^ to go, few* aff.

37fe* mfn. (-ITt-ITT-lf) ' Diligent, attentive, adhering to, or en-

gaged in.
s IngTosscd by, devoted or attached to. “ Bound,

fastened, n. (-if > Pus, matter, e, 37 before few to bind, aff.

wfefe f. (-fa:)
1 Ligament, fetters, binding, tyc. b. 37 before

few to bind, aff. few-

wfaw mfn. (-T-VT-^)
1 Famous, celebrated. * Adorned, orna-

mented. ft. 37 before far accomplished.

*fefa (*fa*) ‘ Fame, celebrity, notoriety. “ Ornament, deco-

ration. • That which is notorious or known, s, 37 before

few to go, aff few.

37^37 mfn. (-F-JTT-jf) Sleeping, asleep, fast asleep, c. 37* and *557

slept.

f- (-WL)
1 A mother. “ A mare. 1 A spreading creeper.

4 The

plantain, k. 37 before Ig to bear, aff. fapf.

37W:W7 f. (-WT) A marc. ft. WW added to the last.

yv£7T mfn. (-*:-*r-W)
1 Born, engendered. * Bearing, bringing

forth, delivered, n. (-if) A flower, f. (-ITT) A woman who has

borne a child, or one who is recently delivered, a 37 before

3^to bear. aff. n, fcm. aff. 1TW; also 37^rf*wrr.

Wtf* f. (-f* ;
)

1 Bringing forth, (as young.) 1 Birth, production.

' Offspring, children, a son or daughter, ft. 37 before J to

bear, ftff. few

Wtfawi f. (-WT) A woman who has had a child, or one who has

been recently delivered, a. 3712*7 the same, pleonastic aff

WW, fem. form.

3TOfew n. (-WT) Pain, affliction, mental or corporeal, k. 37^flT

birth, and W produced
;
attending man from birth.

Iff mfn. (-W:-WT*W) Born, produced, n. (-ai,
1 A fl:»wer. a

bud, a blossom. ' Fruit, s. 37 before * to bear, aff H. form

irr.

WCW* m. (•*:) KamadIeva. ft 3712* a flower, and X* an arrow.

3twiT n\fn. (-m-m-lf) 1 Dispersed, extended, spread abroad.

' Stretched. * Long, lengthened. * Modest, humble. * Swift,

quick. 4 Gone. r Attached to, engaged in, occupied- * Ap-

pointed. m. (-**) The palm of thu hand, hollowed ai if to

hold liquids, f. (-in) The leg. n. (-if) A measure oftwo Palu4-

c. 37 before % to go, aff w
3rwfe f- (-fa:) The palm of the hand hollowed, ft. 37 before % to

go, aff few.

37*w m. (-*:) 'Sprinkling, wetting. * Dropping, oozing. 1 Run-

ning or watering of the mouth and nose, ft. 37 before few to

sprinkle, aff WW.

3r*fewT f- (-WT-) A small garden. ft. 37 excellence, W* to go, aff

VJW. fem. aff. *rw.

37*fel* nifti. Pleased, propitiated, favourable.

b. 37 before ** 10 6°»

37** m. (-*:) * Part of a lute : see the next. “ A sack. k. 37 be-

fore few to tie or sew, aff ww.

37*1x7 m. (-wr.)
1 A part of a lute, a wooden vessel covered with

leather, placed under the neck to render the sound deeper.

* A crooked piece of wood at the cud of a lute. ft. 37 before

XV to serve, aff 33
37VUW* a- (-W) Purging, diarrhoea, e. 37 before to go,

aff. XJ*.

3TW«f*^WT f. (-WT) Diarrhoea. e. * before to go, 'JW aff.

37WTV mfn. (-Wt-ir-fi) Fallen, dropped, m. (-*:) A sinner, an

outcast, one who has violated the usages of his caste or

order, e. 37 before to go, to drop, aff. %, form irr.

37*PC m. (-*:)
1 A stone or rock. “A jewel, a precious stone. • A

couch, made of flowers or grass. 4 Any bed or couch. 1 A

tabular form of representing the long and short vowels of

poetical metre. 4 Notation of music. 1 A handful or bundle

of KiUa grass used at sacrifices, *. 37 before w to spread,

aff Wl.
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TWT m. (-7*.)
1 A jungle, % thicket or wood, overgrown with

grass. • A bed made with blossoms, leaves, &c. • Any bed

or couch, a. * before ^ to spread, aff.

H9T7 m. (-7^)
1 Opportunity, occasion, season. • Occasional or

introductory eulogium. * Subject matter of a composition.

* A chapter, a section, a. 7 before
7J

to praise, aff. 7*1.

77T77T C (-WT)
1 Commencement, introduction. * A dramatic

prelude, an introductory dialogue, usually spoken by the

manager and one of the actors, e. 7 before 7f to praise, Aff.

W? ; the commencement of books, 6ic. being usually the

praise of gods or princes.

77T7777 mfn. (*H: -ift-Tt) Suited to tlie occasion, appropriate,

seasonable, a 77(17, and WTW. like.

m. (*Tt) A bed or couch made of blossoms, flowers, leaves,

&c. a. 7 before 7 to spread, afl‘. 7T7, and 77 substituted

for 7T.

TTifa mfn. (-7:-WT-lt)
1 Crowded, clustering. • Sounded, making

a noise, e. 7 before 7k to crowd, aff. 7 , form irr.

TTt* mfn. (‘7:-7Mf) ' Crowded together, swarming, clustering.

* Sounded, a. 7 before 7Ef to crowd, aff. 7 , form irr.

77CJT mfn. (-W-TTHT) ' Said, revealed, propounded, declared.

* Ready, prepared. 1 Praised, panegyrised. 4 Accomplished,

done. • Happened, come to pass. • Made or consisting of.

* Approached, proximate. ' Done with effort or energy.

* Expected, desired, a. 7 before 7 to praise, aff. Hi.

777 mfn. (*<PT:-irr-Tf)
1 Spread. 1 Disappeared, a. 7 before 7

to spread, aff. 7
79T mfn. (-TT-TT-Tf)

1 Expanding, spread. * What stays well,

firm, solid. • Who goes on a journey or march, &c. m. (-tj:)

1 A measure of quantity, four Kudatat, or forty-eight double

handfuls. * Table land on the top of a mountain. • A level

expanse. 4 A Prtulha of any thing, or any thing measuring

a Pratt ha, a. 7 before 7TT to stand, aff. W.

m. ( «k) A sort of Talari, or basil with small leaves.

e. yxsr the lop of a mountain, and 37 flower.

77TT7 n. (-7)
1 Going forth, proceeding, departing. * March of

an assailant. ' March. 4 An inferior kind of drama, the

personages of which are slaves and outcastes. a. 7 away,

away from, EBT to stay, aff. It.

77H7f7H n. (-if) Non-attendance at a festival, impeding its

taking place, &c. a. 77317 proceeding, and f«nj obstacle.

TTnfTTr mfn. Belonging or relating to a departure.

h. 77JT7, and fff aff.

77JI7H (-7) ' Sending away. * Appointment on an embassy.
4 Harrying, carrying off cattle, &c. e «j before TIT to stay,

causal r., wraff.
4 *

7911 V*<fa mfn. (-7:-7T-7)
1 To be sent away. 1 To be carried

or driven off. s. 7 before 9IT to stay, causal v., TTTtTT aff.

^731 faff mfn. * Sent, dispatched. * Sent away, dis-

missed. B. 7 reverse, TIT to stay, in the causal form, aff. 7.

7TITfa7 mfn. (-T't-fxrwVfa) Who or what goes, travels, marches,

Stc. e. 7 before TIT to stay, xfa Un adi aff.

7f9TW mfn. (-7**7T-7) Gone, departed, set forth, (on a journey, a

march, &c.) a, 7 before 7JT to stay, aff. 7.

TfajffT f- (-fa:)
1 Going forth or away. * Journey. * March. «. 7

before TIT to stay, fmsr aff.

7W* mfn. (-7:-*l-7) Blown, expanded, r. 7 before mr* to

blossom, 7 aff.

VRfifrTf mfh. (-IT:-WT*li) 'Swollen. * Budded, b. 7 before vqpc

to expand, 7 aff.

77^177 n. (-7)
* A winnowing basket. * Striking, beating.

1 Expanding, budding, openiuu, blowing. * M umuwiug corn.
4
Ripening. & 7 before 7*7 to blossom, aff.

SWfH f*
( fa ) Forgetfulness, forgetting, e. 7 privative, qjfa

recollection.

797* n. (-7)
• A pool of water formed by dripping of springs

in the mountains. • Dripping or fall of water, cascade, cataract.

* W a?hing away of rocks, 8tc. by the dripping of water. 4 Ooz-
ing, leaking, dripping, m. (-7:)

' Sweat, perspiration. * Piss-

ing, uriuing. ' A range of mountains in the peninsula; also

Malayavim. a. 7 before 9 to drop, aff. 7i7; also 7 777.

7WF7 m. (on) 1 Flowing, dropping. 1 Urine, b. 7 forth, 7 to

ooze, aff. t*t.

777 mfn. (-TT-TT-lf) Oozed, issued, dropped, t. 7 before 7 to

drop, 71 aff.

79T7 m. (-W:) A loud noise, b. 7 before 77 to sound, aff. 77 .

7fat7 mfn. (
7' 7T-7) 1 Perspiring, covered With perspiration.

* Heated, sweated, k. 7 before fa* to sweat, 7 aff.

777 m. (%:) Great or excessive perspiration, e. 7 intensive,

97 sweat

77fa7 mfn. (-TT-TT-Tt) ' Perspiring, sweating. * Heated, sweat-

ed. * Hot, causing perspiration, e. 7 before far^ to sweat,

7 aff.

TTtfafTTW mfn. (-7T7 T»ft-T7) Suffering cr producing perspira-

tion. b, 7 before to sweut, tttj aff.

VTTfa m. (-fa:) The moon.

777 mfn. (-If
:-7fT-li J

1 Struck, wounded, killed. * Repelled,

repulsed, overcome, defeated. * Spread, expanded. 4 Conti-

guous, bounding, limitative. 4 Learned, accomplished, e. 7
again, and 77 struck, injured.

77T m. (-*::) A watch, an 8th part of the day, or a division

comprising about three hours, e. 7 before 7^ to take, 7*^ aff

T7T7 n. (-7)
‘ A weapon. * A covered car, a litter for women,

or any litter, or small covered car for diversion. • War, bat-

tle.
4
Striking, killing, a. 7 before 7 10 take, aff. 777.

7TT77fam f. (-71) A species of the Sarhari metre.

77fC7 m. (-f!t) A watchman, a bellman, a TTT a watch, and

Tfa *ff •

77fr77 mfn. (-Wip7Fflt-TW) Taking, intending or wishing to

take. e. 7 , T 10 ta^e> a future sense, 77 aff.

777* mfn. (-7T*

M

)
Striking, a striker, a combatant, b. 7

before 7 to take, *7 aff.
,

777 m. (-^:) Delight, Joy, rapture, c. 7 before 77 to rejoice,

77 aff.

7777 mfn. (-7:-7T-7) ' Happy, delighted. * Delighting, m. (-7)

The planet Mercury

,

or its ruler, f- (-^) 1 Turmerick. * A
form of metre, a. 7 before 77 to rejoice, aff. w*
f ., 4 '

A species of the /itijagatf metre.
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9Tf49 mfn.
;
-ip-WT-lf) Delighted, very happy, s. 9 before T4

to rejoice, Waff

9T99 mfn, (-T9-T9l

t-99) Laughing, laughing heartily. £ (-wit)

Arabian jasmine, s. 9 before T9 to smile, aff 9« ;
fern,

aff. Thr

9T99 n. (-W) ' Load, violent or hearty laughter. * Mirth, mer-

riment. * Sarcasm, satire, as a branch of rhetorical composi-

tion. * ReprooC ridicule, irony. * A farce, a comedy. *. 9

before T9 to laugh, aff.

94f94 n. (*4) Laughter, mirth, r. 9 and T9 to laugh, w aff.

9T9 m. (-91 :) The open hand with the fingers extended, k. 9

exchanging, T9! the hand.

9TT44 n. ( -9) Driving away, forced abandonment or departure.

b. 9 before TT to quit, causal qnr aff.

9TTT m. (•^*.) * Striking, wounding, killing. * A blow. e. 9 be-

fore T t0 aff*

9TTTT n. (-9) A desirable gift. k. 9 before T aff-
;

also 9TTT
9TTTT9 mfn. (-Tr-'HI''^) Bruised, wounded, hurt by a blow,

n. (-T) Lasting and acute pain from a wound or maim. e. 9TTT:

striking, and TT& pained.

9TT9 m. ( T.) ' Loud laughter. * Blowing, (as a flower.) • Siva.

4 An actor, a dancer. 4 A place of pilgrimage
; also 9I99T4

s. 9 before T9 to laugh, aff. W9.

9TTf9T mfn. (-^-frwI’fT) ' Laughing aloud. * Diverting,

causing laughter, m. <-9t> A jester, a buffoon, a clown, e. 9

before T9 to laugb, aff. frfw.

9f9 m. (-ff:)
A well. k. 9 before T to lake, Unadi aff. T9, and

the final of the radical rejected.

trfTT mfn. (-9:*lfT-9)
1 Sent, dispatched. * Appointed, com-

missioned. k Stretched out, extended 4 Placed. * Discharged,

&h an arrow from a bow. 4 Learned. T Suitable, appropriate,

n. (-it) Sauce, gravy, condiment, e. 9 before fr9 proper.

9TlT mfn. (-T:-TT*w) Left, abandoned, m. (-T:) Removal, loss,

waste, destruction, b. 9 before Tt to quit, aff.

9Tl49tf*9 mfn. (-9:-9T-9) Dead, slain. ’
k. 9TtW, and tfrflrw

life.

999 n. (-if) Offering articles of food to spirits or goblins, e. 9

before 99 the same.

9W"9 mfn. (-4*.-9T-lf) Seized, n. (*9) Striking, killing, e. 9, and

T9 taken.

9T9 mfn. (-T-VT-T) Pleased, delighted, e. 9 before T4 to be

pleased, aff. w.

9TT9 m. (-«:) A crow. e. 9 before TT pleased, aff. 9T9-

9T49 n. (-9) Victuals or sweetmeats, &C. distributed at fes-

tivals.

9%WW n. (-9?) Sweetmeats, &c. distributed at festivals.

9Tf99T f. (-9T) An enigma, a riddle, a puzzling or enigmatical

question, k. 9 before frW to play, and 99 aff.

9TTT m. (-TO A prince: see 9IT^- e. 91 changed to t- 4

9Trf9 f. (-ft|:j Pleasure, happiness, k. 9 before 394 to be glad,

fWT»ff-

499 mfn, (*t:-tt*T) Pleased, happy, glad. a. 9 before »TT to

be happy, * aff

9Vfff f. (-fTO Pleasure, delight b. 9 before w? to be happy,

fwwaff.

99TT m. (-4:)
' Pleasure, joy, happiness. * Sound, noise. 1 The

name of Hiranyaksuas pious son and regent of one division

of Pdtdla. x. 9 before 3414 gladness or sound.

99rf44 mfn. (-4:-9T-9) Rejoiced, delighted, e. 9914 to be

h»PPy> M aff-

T9 mfn. (*9:-9T-9) 1 Bowed, bent, stooping. * Intent upon,

engaged in, engrossed by. b. 9 before $9[to call, Uuadi aff.

T9, form irr.

mfn. (-ftp.-fr^f*) Stooping or bowing with the palm

of the hands joined, and put to the forehead ia token of

respect, e. 99 , and wwfw salute.

9919 m. (-9:) Calling, summoning, invocation, b. 9 before 9
to call, 9*t aff.

mfn. (-9:-9T-9) ' Conquered, won, subjected. 1 Bent,

bowed, e. 99, and VT9 made, fr aff.

9T r. 2nd cL (9lflf) To fill.

9f«3 mfn. (*Tl:-Tj:-TI) HiSh , tall, lofty, b. 9 before 991 a ray

of light.

9T9 ind.
1 Before, prior, preceding, in place or time. * East,

eastern. * Past, gone. 4
First. * Between, amongst, amidst.

4 At dawn, early in the morning, m. see 9TT.

914(99 m. (-90
1 A catamite. * A dancer, but especially one

who employs or hires the wives of others, one who gets his

livelihood by another man's wife. E. 9 and TrV prefixed

to 99 to go, Unkli aff. Bv9T9.

9T9TJ9 n. (-39 )
’ Irresistible will or fiat, one of S’nra’a eight

attributes^ 1 Wilfulness, following or obeying one's own will

or inclination, e. 9 and TT4 before 99 to desire, aff. 9Pf.

91919 m. (-9:) An inclosurc, a fence, a rampart, particularly a

surrounding wall, &c. elevated on a mound of earth, e. 9
and 9T9 implying initial, first, 9 to make, aff. 99; otherwise

the prefix is considered as 9 only, the vowel being made

long by the affix being 49.

9i«alft9 mfn. (-T-9T-9) 1 Walled, enclosed by a wall. * Of, be-

longing to, or fit for a wall. s. 91919, and 4 aff.

9T94 mfn. (-1T-WT-7!)
1 Ivow, common, vulgar, thence especi-

ally applicable to a provincial and peculiar dialect of the

Sanskrit language. • NaturaL Belonging to or derived from

the philosophical Prakriti, illusory, materia), &c. m. (-4:) A
low man or one following a degraded profession, o. (-if) Any

dialect not Sanskrit , it is especially spoken by the female cha-

racters'and the inferior personages of plays, e. 99rf4 nature,

and 99 aff, or 9 pre-eminently, and 999 not made.

919994 nu(-4t) Common or usual fever, occurring from affec-

tions of the wind, bile, and phlegm, severally, in as many

seasons, or the rains, autumn, and spring, e. 9T99, and 94
fever.

9 194994 m. (-90 The total dissolution of the world, e. 9799

material, and 999 destruction.

919991^9 m. (-T) A man in general, e. 9199, and 9T99 man.

9191!(94 m. (-4:) A natural friend or ally ; as applied to a

sovereign, it means one whose states arc removed by an in*
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tcrvening kingdom from those to which it should be friendly,

the ynryrfc or natural enemy is the chief of the intervening

state, ami the YlB7Tlf.ltjVy: or natural neutral is the outer

one of the four. «. yrwy natural, and fay a friend,

trnrfre mfn. (-y:-yt-y) Belonging or relating to Prakrtti, na-

ture or matter, material, natural, illusory, kc. a. yirfa, and

¥* aff.

yT^w m. (-Wt) The tip of Kata grass placed to the east. k. ytyr,

and yw point of grass.

yyry n. (-yi) Former age or time. b. yry, and wrTyr time.

yryrTyfty mfn. (.yt-yr-y') Anterior, ancient, of a former time,

a. yrOFTy, and * afT.

yryry mfn. f-y.-yf-y) ' Old, ancient. * Prior, anterior, preced-

ing, former, e. yry formerly, ^latt, and yy aug.

yTyyyyiy n. (-yi)
1 Fate, destiny. * Any act formerly done.,

F-. yTUfy prior, and yyry act.

f. (-*[) The eleventh of the lunar asterisms : see

a. yry preceding, and yviiwf the asterism.

yiyyypttyy *n- (-’Wi) A name of Vrihaspati. E. y and

yy born, born when the moon was in that mansion
;
also si*

milar compounds, as yUkyW^fa.

y iyyiwi ro. (-m) VkYimmti. r. yiyywyl. and yw mff.

yry*T«IT f. (-wyi; Dawn. e. TTO the first, yy*I junction of the

day.

y r yfyvy mfn. (-y-yj-y) 1 Facing the cast. * Having the head to

the cast in burial, i. yiy, and fyty the head, fry added,

yryiy n. {-tyj
1 Sharpness. * Puugency. * Wickedness, a. ywr,

and y*t alf.

yraypt m. t-y:) Antecedent privation, the non-existence of any

thing which may yet be. In laiv, the non -possession of pro-

perty that may be possessed, a. yiy prior, y negative, and

ttr? being.

yraiyiT n. (-yy) ' Confidence, boldness, determination. * Arro-

gance, effrontery. * Importance, rank, k, yyyj confident,

y*T aff.

yryytyt f. (*yt) The northeast, e. yiy the east, and the

north.

yivyifay mfn. (-yf-fy«?l-fa) Going before, a precursor, b. yTy,

and UTfaw who goes.

yTimllfyy m. (-y:) A country, Kdmarupa. part of Attn*. *. yTy

formerly, yrf<nr light
,
being the scene of Brahma s penance.

y;nfrr m. (-y:) The top or peak of a mountain, e. yiy first,

WIT burthen
\
also read yuwiy.

yTWry in. (-y:)
1 Prior existence. * Superiority, excellence.

' The top of a mountain, k. yry, and yiy being or nature,

ymrmnj i*d. From a prior state of being, k. yTWry, and

wfa aff.

yTyyr mfn CT-^) Chief, principaL e. y and yy first, y*
who surpasses.

yryi* n. Thin curds, e. y before yy the top, and yy
what goes.

yrwr mfn. (-y.-orr-yJ) Chief, principal, e. y prefixed to yiy chief,

91** m. (-*:)
1 The room opposite to that which contains the

materials for an oblation, and in which the family and friends

of the sacrificer assemble. * A former dynasty or race. b. yiy

before, and Wf» race, kc.

yiyriT m. (-wO War, battle, a. y before yy to kill, aff. yy, and

the vowel of the prefix optionally made long.

yryTT m. (-*:) Dropping, oozing, trickling, aspersion, or pour-

ing out of any oily substance, e y before w to crinkle or

drop, aff. pt
yr»v» ra. (-y:) A guest, a visitor, one demanding hospitality.

a. y and yTV before yy to turn round, aff. y.

yraf^y m. (-y.) A guest, e. y before going' about, aff. yy.

yTT m. (-t :

)
a sort of small tabor or drum. b. y before yy to

go or be, aff. y.

yTTy n. (-y)
1 A sort of drum. * A -court, a yard. a. y before

yfa to go, aff. yiy. *

yrysyTy m. (-y:) Plea of a former trial, special plea. k. yiy for-

mer, yry proper.

yr^w mfn. (-y.-yT-yt-y) Facing the east. e. yjy, and yy
the face.

yry or yiy mfn. (ynr yT^t yry )

1

East, eastern. * Before, in

front. " Fortner, prior, first. * At top, above, f. (y’l) The

east. k. y before yy to go, aff. fyy.

yryTT mfn. (-T:-^T-xi) Contrary to rectitude, deviating from th*

ordinary institutions and observances, e. y reverse, and

yiyrr ordinance,

yrymf m. (-Bp) A scholar, a pupil, e. y meaning yry obtained,

and yiyrtf a preceptor.

yTfyyr f. (-yr)
1 A musquito. * The female falcon,

ytyfa mfn. (-w:-yT-y)
1 East, eastern. • Former, prior, ancient,

old. • Placed towards the erist. fn. (-Wr-W) A bound hedge,

a fence, a walk f. (-yr)
1 A plant, (Cissampelos hex&ndra.)

* The ichneumon plant : see TTyr. «. yr^ the cast, aff. y.

yryfafayy m. (-y:) The moon. e. yiyfy eastern, aud fyyy
mark.

yry^yyyy m. (-y;) A tree, (.Egle marmelos.) b. yiy*fy eastern,

and yyy the jack.

yiy\y«rfyy m. (-fy:)
1 A name of Indra. * A king. t. yryty

eastern, and yfyy light
;

presiding over the eastern quarter.

yTytyTsmry ro. (-y:) A fruit, (Flacourtia cataphracta.) e. yryty

eastern, yi^rwy tnyrobalan.

yrytyryty n- (*y) The sacrificial thread, worn over the right

arm, and passing under the left, as at Staddhat. e. yryty

east, and yryty hung.

yiyTWlktfyy m. (-yt) A Brahman

.

wearing his cord over his

right shoulder, as at Sraddhas. b. yrytyrrly, and jfa aff.

yjytyfy m. (-fy:) A name of lx ora. e. yryt the east, and yfy

master, regent.

yiytT n. (-^) A bound hedge, a fegee, a wall, an incloaqre, a

* rampart, k. y and yrv prefixed to fy to collect, aff. yry, and

the radical vowel made long.

91 QHy ro. (*y:j VilmIki, the author of the Hamdyan'a. m pin.

(-yi:) The ten sons of PracMnavarhL *. yyyy, the father of

the poet, and yw aff. ; it also occurs yjyyy (-IfT:).

yry mfu. (-y:-yr-y) Eastern, easterly, ra. (-y:) ITie eastern

country, the country south or east of the SaraswatG which
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flows from the north-east to the south-west. s. yTy the east,

aff. yy

.

srt^f m. (-UT^) An inquirer, a questioner, e. yay to ask, afl". fyy.

yiyy m. (-yj:) A coachmun, a driver, t. ^ before wn? to go,

causal form, aff. T»-
’jrsrsr n. (-«n A goad. k. y before WET to go, in the causal form,

aff. WZ.

y ryiTiy m. (*W:)
1 A form of marriage, the gift of a girl, re-

spectfully by her father to her lover. * A name of Allahabad

or Praydga. * The first of the persona, called I 'djtudtiia*, by

the Jama*, n. (yj)
1 A sort of penance, eating once a day for

three days in the morning, once in the night for three days,

subsisting three days on food given as alms, and fasting

three days more. * A particular sacrifice performed before

appointing a daughter to raise issue in default of male heirs.

1 The asteriam Rohm i. f. ( fur) Giving away the whole of one’s

property before entering upon the life of an ascetic or men-

dicant. B. ywiyfy Brahma, and RJPT atf.

yrfsur m. (•sn> A coachman, a charioteer, k. y before yy to

go, causal v., *y afl*.

Try rnfn. (-y:-yT-y) 1 Patient in investigation. * Wise, clever,

sensible, m. (-y:)
1 A Pda d it, a learned or wise mau. * A

skilful or clever man. f. (-yr) Knowledge, understanding,

f. (*yr-lft) A clever or intelligent woman, f. (-y^) The wife

of a Pandit, b. y and yrw before yT to know, yr aff.

yryy n. (-«?) Learning, wisdom, b. yry, and * aff.
j
also with

yy, yrywT.

yiyy iw n. (-W) Respect for learned men. b. yTy, and *tt re-

spect.

ynnnfyrw mfn. Respecting men of learning, e.

yiyyiT, and xfy aff.

yray mfn. (-yj:.wiT-sj) Much, many. b. y before y® to pervade,

aff. yry.

yrywr mfn. Honest, upright, sincere, e. y before

yy to go, aff. y«y.

yTyfy f. (-fyi) Putting the hands together to the forehead, a

mi ark. of respect, v. y, ami yyfa the same,

yrffyryr m. (-yp) a judge, a magistrate, e. utst who asks, and

fjrxryr who decides or discriminates.

yfR mfn. (-W:-WT-W) Full, replete, filled, m. (-y:) * Air inhaled,
j

inspiration, breath. * Air, wind. 1
Life, vitality. * A vital ;

organ or part. • Strength, power. * Myrrh. T Poetical talent

or inspiration.
1 A name of Brahma. • A title of Brahma,

the supreme spirit. *• An aspiration in the articulation of

letter*, m. plu. (-Wft) The five vital airs or modes of inspira-

tion and expiration collectively, k. y before yT to breathe,

aff. wry. «

yryy in. (-y:)
1 An animal or sentient j)eing. * Cloth, elotbes.

* A plant, (Celtis orienlalis.) B. yTW life, try aff.

vrwyrwry a. (-WQ Vital action, k. yTW, and «yry act

yTwni mfn. (-WW-yxflt-yir) Living, breathing, b. yiy nominal

v, to live, in? aff.

yrwajnt m. (-*:) Abandoning life, dying, suicide, b, yiy, and

?tfTT relinquishment

yiyry m. (*y:) ‘Air, wind. * A strong or powerful man. • A
progenitor of mankind, 4 A place of pilgrimage, b. y before

yw to breathe or be strong, Un’Adi aff. yy.

yTWy mfn. Who or what gives life. n. (-y) * Water.

* Blood, i. yiW life, and y who gives,

yyrynn n. (-It) Sustenance, supporting life. e. yr», and

upholding.

yrww n. ( if)
4 Life, living. * The throat b. y before yT to

live or breathe, aff.K
yrwrry in. (*y: ) A husband, b. yTW life, and wry lord.

ytWW! m. (-T!:) * Air, wind. * A sort of collyrium : see ry ry
'T .

f. (-yt)
1 Sneezing. * Hickup. e. y before yT to breathe,

Unadi aff. HTW, fcm. aff. #Tt.

yiwyfrmi m. (-*:) Life, existence, e. yr», and yfryy posses-

sion.

yrwyy; mfn. (-y:-yr-y;) Saving life, when in imminent danger.

a. yTW, and yy who or what gives.

yrwyyT f. (*yi) A medicinal plant, commonly Riddhi. js. yrar

life, yy what gives.

ytwaty m. (-y:; Extreme peril or distress, fear for life. b. yTW,

and TP? obstruction.

yTWTrynT m. ( -wry; The ocean, e, yrar life, «mnv the sun, the

sun being produced or rising from the sea.

yTWaerrmfn. (-yy) Living, sentieut b. yTW, and Ifflf who has.

yrawry mfn, (-W:-^t-W) Living, breathing, endowed with breath

or life. b. yTy, and wyy aff.

yrwyyyTB m. (-T) One of the caves or investitures of the soul,

the vital or organic case- b. yrwww, and Wry a sheath.

yTyyy mfn. (-yw-yyft-yw) Rescuing, restoring to life, b, yrw

nom. . cau*. form, yw aff.

yrwyT f. (-WT) Support of life, subsistence, e. yiw, and yryr

proceeding.
t

Viyyy m. (.y:) Death, expenditure of life. e. yry, and yy ex-

pence.

yiwyyy m. (•*:)
1 A peculiar religious exercise : see yrwryiw.

* Suspending the breath, e. yry breath, yy before yw to

restrain, aff. yy.

WlfflW n. (-1) The body. b. yry vital air, and yyy abode,

yrwwr f. (*yi) A wife. e. yry life, WWT equal to, game.

yiyyT Uifn. (-^.-yr*?r) Destructive, taking away life. *. yrar,

and yr who or what takes,
%

yTwyTTy n. (-#) Aconite, t. yry, and yiyy what takes away.

yiyyiRy mfn. (*^'ftyt-fy-) Mortal, deadly, e. yty, and yTfkn

what takes.

yTyry mfn. (-y:-yT-y) Fatal, deadly, e. yry, and yry what

eats.

yTWifyyTy m. (-y:) A husband, b. yTy life, yfy over, yry
lord.

yTWTWT n. (-yfy Death, e. yrw, and ywr end.

ypBTfwryi mfti. * Fatal, destructive of life. * Capital,

(as punishment.) n. (-y) Murder, assassination, e. yry, and

yfwry final.

yiwryyifyy mfn.f-ft Deadly, fataL e. yry, and yyyrifry

what takes away.
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Yr’ffTTTT* in. dti. (-sri)
1 The ,-isirint kumdrat. * Two of the vital

airs. i. ETH. anti HqtW the air expelled by the anus.

srrwnri'W n. (-W) Any act injurious to life. E.qrw, and WTHP be-

fore fill to pain, aff.

qTwrqiH m. (-XT:) Breathing in a peculiar way through the nos-

trils, during the mental recitation of the names or attributes

of some deity; it is differently performed : the f’aidytu or

followers of the I'tda close the right nostril first with the

thumb, and inhale breath through the left, then they close

both nostrils, and finally open the right for exhalation : the

followers of the 7‘nntreu close the left nostril first, and exhale

also through it ; these operations are severally called jyi,

jwntr, and ffp*. * qr* breath, HT before E* to restrain,
j

aff. w.
yifwfwq mfn. (-q :-q:-w) Wishing for life. a. qrq norn.

desid. form, x<i aff.

qrfwrifT n. (-W) Cock fighting, ram fighting, setting animals

to fight for wagers, x. qrftf a living being, and tiw gaming.

fTfkrw mfn. (-wt-fwwVfw), Living, breathing, m. (.<t) An ani-

mal, a sentient or living being, a. qrq vital air, and tfw aff.

qtfwqtET f. (-?) Cruelty to animals. E. , and ^lT7 pain,

qifwstifli f. <-wt) A mother. «. ^Tffnv, and ht* mother.

qifwfqwT f. (-HT) Doing harm to any living creature. x. VTfw,

and fsr^T injury.

fTfwfvsr mfn. (-qp-WMt) Favourable or good for living beings,

f. (-WT) A shoe, a boot. x. qTftf an animal, (man,) and fV*

suitable.

gTWtTf n. (-7$) Debt. x. qHtir taken, qH aff.

qTWlf ra. (-IT) A husband, f. (*E[T) A wife. x. TTW life, and

sovereign.

n. (-r) Any animal part or product, (as flesh, bone, milk,

Ghct, Ac.) x. qrfwsr, and Wf a part.

n. ( Hi) Morning duty or ceremonies, worship, ablu-

tion, purification. Ac. i. yiiK, and irf to be done,

qnrqwtn f. (-HUT) 1 Dawn. 1 The morning sacrifice, r. qTlTT,

and xtujt part of the day.

qnT.qwq m. (•*:) Early morning, daybreak, x. qnTT, and

tjmi season.

?T7T:inn n. (-if) Morning ablution, bathing at sun-rise. x. qnTT*

and twill bathing.

qTXTT i»d. Morning, dawn. x. q initial, HTlf to go, WT. aff.

EIWfTK m. (-*:) The morning meal, breakfast, x. fTHT room-

ing, WIT to eat, aff. 1W.

fTWfifkriT mfn (-W>WT-7t) Breakfasted, having had the morning

meal. k. STITT, and WTfwW eaten,

qnrlq mfn. (-qt-qr-^LTo be sung or chanted in the morning,

ra. (-q:) A minstrel, a bard, but one who especially wakes

the sovereign or prince by his morning chant, x. yiffT in

the morning, Jtq to be sang.

qnri&nj mfn. (-VM§t'W) "'bo or what eats early, m. (-HT)

A crow. k. smrr morning, and HT7* who eats.

qiirwiHq n.(-q) Breakfast, the morning meal. x. qnf^ morn-

ing, and wnnr food.

qTfqqT f. (-qi) Decrepitude.

qTffrqfqq mfn. (q:qV-q) Opposed to, opposing, x. qDr§q,

and 3rq aff.

qifxf^ n. (-ifi) Contrariety, contradiction, opposition,

x. qfqfpS, and «T*T aff.

qif<TUTsft«T mfn. (-W’-WT-if) Fit for or suitable to dependants,

family. Ac. x. qfqqrq, and XTHaff.

qTfqqq mfn. (-q:-qt-q)
1 Hostile, belonging to an enemy. * Ad-

verse, contrary, r. qfwqq, and Hr* aff.

qfffqfXq n. (-#) A crude noun, a noun before any of its inflec-

tions are formed with appropriate affixes, m. (-q:) Fire. x. 7
and wrfir before qq an inflected word, aqr aff.

qfirqfqq mfn. (-q:-qt-q) Hostile, opposing, x. qfqqq, and

Waff.

qrfTnmq n. (-H) Security, the act of becoming bail or surety,

or being answerable for ibe appearance of the debtor, for hit

being trust-worthy, or for the payment of his debt in case of

his failing to do it x. qfqq, a security, and hh aff.

inflritnir n. (- 1^) Inverted order, x. qfiinhq, and qq aff.

Tnfirwm m. (-w :

)
A next-door neighbour, x. qfqqq, and qH

aff.

qifHfaq mfn. (-qr-qV*) Own, peculiar, proper, x. qfq to or

towards, Hi own, and qqr aff.

HTf^TT m. (-TO A juggler, x. yfffWTT the same, and qq pleo-

nastic : see the next.

qifflqirq m. (-he:) A juggler, x. qq added to qrfwqrT-

yiflTHTfTH m. (-q:) A juggler, a conjuror, x. qfwqrr disguise,

trick, aff. eh.

qn¥tq m. (-IT) A name of Saw’tajto. k. spftq the father of this

prince, and qw aff. of descent

qriftfqq mfn. (-q:-<t-q) Reverse, contrary, retrograde- x.q?ftq,

and aw aff.

Ul7qfqq mfn. (-q:qft HE) Trusty, confidential, having faith in.

m. (-an) A surety, x. thth, and ant aff.

qiEHHfWq m. (-qi) A student, one who has Just commenced

the perusal of the Vidat. x. six first, q«q beginning, and

Eq sff

mfn. (-Hff-jtft ar) First, of the first, initial, initiative,

x. yxrw, and «» aff.

xnw n. (»i) Firstness, priority, x. THW, and tqxr aff.

n. (-Hi) Circumambulntion. x. and arw aff.

tn. (-H;) Appearance, manifestation, x. and sttt

quality.
(

qT^Wir mfn. (-HMlT-lf) Manifested, made apparent x. qr^'U,

and IPt made.

' Evidently, apparently, manifestly. * Visible, appa-

rent * Name, appellation. * Existence. * Co-existence, x. q

before to or cat, Un adi aff.

qTTH m. (-^:)
1 Hie spanxif the thumb and forefinger. * Place,

country, x. q before frw to shew, aff. W*r ; whence the

vowel of the prefix is optionally long : see q^H.

qngww n. (-vf) Gift, donation, x, q and before fipir to

give, aff. wi.

qj^lH mfn. (-q:-fi-q) Belonging, or relating to the evening,

x. qqiq evening, aff.
j

also with eh aff. qrqrfWHT-
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yryp* n. (-y|) Supremacy, superiority. E. TOf* chief, TOT aff.

yiynyTO mH Chiefly, k. TOTO, and iffy aff.

^rnilTT m. (-w.) A Brahman who has finished his studies, k. 5,

and ''XyTlT read over.

V ITO* n. (-*t) Reading, study, a. y before ^fy to read through,

W® aff.

yrWT mfn. (.x*:-agT-V)
1 Distant, remote, long, as a road or jour-

ney. * Bowed, bent. • Binding, confining, m. (-W-) A car, a

carriage. «. y before vrwrw a road, aff. syy

STOT ind.
1 In conformity, conformably. • Crooked, crookedly,

stooping. *. y and virT before MX to »ouud, aff. TOT.

yTXl ra. (-XI:) Edge, margin, border, end. *. y before end.

yrwnry ind. Bordering, marginally, along or upon the extremity.

8. xPX the edge, and 7ffa aff.

yrxra^X n. (-9!) A suburb or collection of houses out of the walls

of the town, a Petta, &c. «. tyxi skirting, the fort.

SfTWir n. (-yj
1 A long and unshaded road, a lonesome or tire*

some path. * A forest. * The hollow of a tree. *. y consi-

derable, xrxrc: space.

jpwryfaj n. (**g) A long and tiresome road, b. xtxtt; spacious,

and 1JXJ empty, void.

XTX mfn. (-yt-qT-y )
Watery, abounding with water, k. q, and syy

water.

^ [«4Bt mfn. (.yr:-yrT-Xi)
1 Procuring, causing to obtain. 1 Ob-

taining. who or what obtains, k. XTy to obtain, TOf aff.

yrro n. (-#) Obtaining, b. y before yry to gain, wraff.

m. (-*:)
1 A trader, a dealer. * A retail dealer, t. y and

before TO to deal, to transact business, frory Un adi

aff

'

Viftnr mfn. (-TT-in-Tf) * Brought, placed. * Procured, e, q be-

fore *iy to gain, causal v., *| aff.

imr mfn. (-TT-ITM?)
1 Obtained, gained, received, procured.

* Fixed, placed. * Proper, right, b. y before ^Ty to gain, aff. iff.

y rTOUt mfn. (-xr:-xiT-xO
1 Fated, destined, one whose fated time

has come. * Opportune, in season, b. ytjf, and ffTTW time.

tmnrwJff mfn. (-w:-«qr-«j) Dead, deceased, b. yry obtained,

TO iff death.

yrFTfffl mfn.
1 Enlightened, instructed, intelligent.

1 Recovering, becoming conscious, (after fainting.) b. yiy,

and xfl understanding.

m. (-T-) A draft ox or beast of burthen. B. yiy, and XTT

load.

yryvrrq mfn. (•X'.-XT-X)
1 Wise. * Handsome. * Of a good dis-

position. m. (*X:) A bullock, b. yry gained, XTX disposition.

mfn. {.yr-XT-XJ
1 learned, wise. * Handsome, pleasing.

b. yiy gained or proper, TO form,

yryrff mfn. x) Successful, having gained an object, k.

yiy, and XX object.

yTXrxrn* mfn- (-X:-XT*X) Offending, being in fault, b. yry, and

xrXTTX offence.

xryrTOx; mfn. (*x:-yr-X) Opportune, seasonable, taking or find-

ing occasion, e. yry, and "roxx: opportunity,

yrfy f. (-fin) ' Gain, profit. * Acquiring, getting, obtaining.

* Improvement, success. * Rise, ascent. * Collection, ossem*

TO
blage, quantity. * Happy denouement, successful termination

of a plot.
1 Guessing, discovering from a hint. ' One of the

eight superhuman faculties, the power of obtaining every

thing, i. it before ^xrx to get or obtain, aff. fipn

yrq mfn. (-un-ay-ty) Attainable, obtainable, b. y before ^!X to

attain, aff. BB7T

yrroj n. (-y^J
* Power, vigour. * Predominance, b.XTO strong,

TO? aff.

XrxrfxiT m. (-tr?) Dawn, daybreak, e. xxtx waking, and TO aff.

ynrq n. (*t’l Superiority, pre-eminence, k. yx a master, aff. ^yr.

XTXTO n. (-s^) Power, authority, b. xxxx being superior,

vi® aff

llffff n. (-w) A present, an offering to a deity or sovereign, or

a gift to a friend, a bribe, the Ncstr of Hinduiian. k. y

and wtv before «e to nourish, aff. *. ; also wilh xrx off

yprTOT, n. {-*)

ymrfyffr mfn. (-xn-yft-x) 1 Exercising or proceeding from some

evidence or authority, Ac. * Being of authority, m. (-yn) * A
president, the chief or head of a trade, Ac. ' A learned man,

one who supports his arguments by reference to books, Ac.

e. ywry testimony, authority, aff. X*?.

yrwNI u. (-yi) Authority, proof, e. xxjx, and TOt aff.

ytitTO m. (-qj:) A tree, (Justicia adhenatoda.) n. (.yj) Madness,

frenzy, fury, intoxication, e. y before 9ty to delight, aff.

yj'y and MX added.

yisftws n. (-id) Debt. c. y and yinr before ht to measure, xrq

aff., and gyr aug. ; also read yrtfoy,

ynj mfn. (-y.-yt y)
1 Like, resembling, (used in composition.)

1 Exceeding, much. m. (-XU
1 Fasting to, death, as a religi-

ous or penitentiary act, and especially after abandoning all

worldly goods, and desires. * Quantity, abundance. • Death,

dying.
1 A state or condition of life, age, youth, Ac. n. (-y)

Sin. b. y before TO to go. sro aff.

ytTO n. (-y') Death, voluntary death, b, y, and VTTO going.

yiyTO tnd. Usually, commonly, for the most part, e, yry, and

itfy aff.

yrfyvr mfn. (-sr:-xft-W) Common, usual, k. yry, and to aff.

yryfTO m. (-If:) Expiation, pcnancc. e. yTXT sin, fyy or fyfn

reflection, and ai*g. hence also yryfyffl, f. (-fit:.)

yTyfrofvfy f- (-fy:) Rules for penance or expiation, k. yryftrvr.

and fyfy rite.

yTTO iarf. ' Frequently, generally, for the most part. * Abun-

dantly, largely. E. y before or yjy to go, aff. *yg^.

yra^fyir m. (-^t) A horse, e. y mostly, ^ryv a weapon,

to wish, aff. fyfy.

^ryrqrTO n. (*y) Fasting to death.
f

e. yrx, and

sitting down.

qTXJiyv irfrorT f. (-yrf) Sitting down to die by fastinr. k. yry.

’yqry sitting down, yry added, fem. form.

yTra* mfn. Begun, beginning, b. y and vrrv before

TO to begin, % aff.

yrcf*i f. (-^H :
)

1 Beginning, commencement • A rope or fasten-

ing for an elephant, b. y and yriV before TO to commence,

»ff. fun-
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SfTTWJ m. (*7n) Beginning, b. si and before Kfw to begin,

roiaff

srrro mfn. (•V^VT*#) Asking, an asker, a solicitor, a. y before

to seek, f^aff.

srrro nf. (>W'WT) Asking, begging, c. 9 before *|ri to ask,

aff. Bpr.

sir&fty mfn. (.yNyr-y) To be a*ked or begged, n. (-W) The

third or Dteapar age of the world, a. y before to ask,

aff

ypqfro mfn. (-in-^T-W) One who asks or solicits, a beggar, an

inquirer, a solicitor. -a. si before to seek, try aff.

srifew mfn. (-*r:-WT-ff )
1 Asked, begged, solicited. ' Said,

spoken. * Obstructed or opposed by an enemy. * Killed,

hurt. E. S| before to ask, off. H.

SHfroro mfn. (.trm Twt*-W Asking, begging, a. y before

^ to ask, air.

ypy*t n. (-*#) A garland hanging round the neck, and reach,

ing to the breast, a- sr and wn* before yfy to hang or

fall, aff. also with ro added yr*r«ro

ymfsTOT f. (-¥T) A garland, a necklace, a. yTlTPy a garland,

Ac. 7TW aff., fcm. form.

yiyjy n. (-^) Frost, a. S| before *fW to unite with, aff.
;

vwo here said to mean a mountain, aff. of derivation,

and the penultimate vowel changed to y.

sr^^ftlj m. (-yj;) Tlve moou. e. snwy frost or cold, and *1)5 a ray.

sift* m. (-*:) parley, a. si and xfT* before 77 to encompass,

aff. W3-

ypry m. (-Ct) An inclosare, a fence, a hedge, a. si and 7TT7P be-

fore f to surround, aff. wry.

ynrTO n. (-^)
1 An upper or outer garment. * Any covering.

a. S| and syr* before V to cover, aff. wjy.

STWTT m. (-K :
)
An upper or outer garment, a cloak, a mantle.

a. sr before * with yrv prefix, aff. y*l.

ymrofla m. (-7t) A body louse, e. yrOTT the outward gar-

ment, and TT7 an iusecL

snTlai n. (-W) Cleverness, skilfulness. a. yyfir, and [aff.

suji^ mfn. Wishing to wear. a. si and WIW before

7 to wear, desid. v., Sf aff.

VT^y mfn. tuhtt. (-HC-WT-lT) A veil, a wrapper, a cloak or man-

tle. adj. Covered, inclosed, encompassed, a. si before c with

WTW prefix, to cover, aff. *.

yryfy f. (-fin) An indnsure, a fence, a bound hedge, a. si be-

fore f with V prefix, to inclose, aff.

snro f. (-IT) Tbe rainy season, two months, about July and

August, a. si before yy to sprinkle, alf. f)fy and the vowel

of the prefix made long.

srrywi f. { -7T) The season of the rains/ a. ypfy as above, and

added.
0

sill ai^wt f. (-wt) Cowach, (Carpopogon pruriens.) a. srnfa tlie

rains, yrc aff.
;
growing in the rains,

smrfro mfn. Produced, Ac. in the rainy season,

m. (-*:) A peacock, a. yrra the rains, aff. ro.
# yifftai mfn. (-Wi-an-ri) Produced in the rains, a. yny in tbe

7th case, H born.

7k

fmj

SHTO* mfn. (-V-Wl-V)
1 Produced in the rains. • Much, abun-

dant, m. (-y>;) Tbe Kadamba tree, (Nsuelea csdamba)

a. ytyy the rains, and jto aff.

yrtspr n. (-W) A manufketory, a workshop, c. * before xyriro

entering.

smr* n. (-y) ‘ Feeding, causing to taste or eat. * Tasting.

a. s| before to eat, intransitive or causal v„ w* aff

yffyy mfn. (-w:-irT-ir) ' Eaten, devoured. * Tasted, taken into

the mouth without reaching to the throat, n. (-if) Oblation

to deified progenitors, e. S| before Tifipi eaten.

stTfirw n. (-7) Any edible article, a. si before to eat,

TTOaff

yifinir m. (-W) ' An assistant at a spectacle or assembly. * A a

iuquirer, an asker. a. vat a question, aff. ro.

srnv >*d. Haring tasted or sipped, a. si before yy to eat,

W7 aff.

SIFT m. (-V) A bearded dart. a. si before yy to throw, aff. yy.

VTO9 m. (-W 0 A die, dice. t. y before are to throw, aff. ywr.

yrro m. (-T:) A yoke for cattle, a. si and yiw before to

Join, aff. aw
snyflTT mfn.{-y.*yVy) 1 Proceeding from or belonging to any

connexion or relation. * Relevant, belonging to any topic.

* Inherent, innate.
4 Inseparably connected with. 1 Inci-

dental, episodical, a. spry,, and ary aff.

3TOKJ ro. (-yj:) A beast of draught, an ox, yoked or in train-

ing. a. siFTF » yoke, and ipr aff.

m. (-1^:) A temple, a palace, a building consecrated to a

deity, or inhabited by a prince, a. S| before to go, aff

war, and the vowel of the prefix lengthened, or wrv prefixed

to the verb.

ini^yi? m. (•»:) A pigeon, a. siTUT^ a palace, and j^vacock.

m. (-T*) A terrace or balcony on the top of a^arge

house, a siron{, and yi; back.

STTOTyiZT n. (-'#) A turret, a xpirc on a palace or temple,

a. viyif, and VT a horn.

srryr<)y mfn. Of or belonging to a palace, k. si!®T^,

and ^ aff.

VI fy®' m- (*ar:) A spearman, a lancer, a soldier armed with a

dart or spear, a. yrw a dart, and ro aff.

VTO mfn. ' Thrown, thrown off or away. • Thrown

into. * Expelled, turned out, banished, a. si before w*J to

throw, H aff

srfis®r mfn. Bought for a Pratt ha, continuing a

Pratt'ha, Ac. a. sna a certain measure, and 7*1 aff.

s|TS| m. (>T^) Instruction in the arl of acting or dancing,

sir®" m. (-^i) The forenoon, a. si prior, y® the day.

SH 1|[
ind. In the morning, in the forenoon, a. the seventh case

of the last word, used as a particle.

sir|rro mfn. Belonging to the forenoon, a. srrjl in

the morning, aff and 7J*r aug.

srr^rom mH Early in the day, in the forenoon, a. with

any aff. and *|T1? added.

fsm mfn. (-y:-arr-^) Beloved, dear, desired. ro.(-y:)
1 A husband,

a lover. * A sort of drug, commonly Hidtfki. ' A sort of
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deer. f. (-gr) 1 A woman. • A wife or mistress. • Small car*

damorns. * News, information. * Arabian jasmine. • Spi-

rituous or vinous liquor. * A species of die Supratuhtkd

metre, x. ft to please, aff, g, and the vowel made short.

faggr m. (-grt) ' A kind of tree, (Nauclea aadamba.) * A plant,

commonly Priyangu. ' A tree, (Pentaptera toroentosa.) 4 A
variegated or spotted deer. 4 A bee. * Saffron, a. grit added

to the preceding.

fagwrc mfn. * Kind, favourable, affectionate, doing

good to, or treating kindly. 4 Suiting, congenial a. fro, and

V to do, gw aff.

fagHH mfn. (-gnr) Kind, friendly, a friend, a benefactor, a. fag,

and inr who does.

fTOffl mfn. (*g:-gt-*:)
1

Amiable, exciting or attracting regard.

* Acting kindly or affectionately to. a. fag beloved, V to

make, aff. vg, also with gw aff. faggK .

fagf< m mfn. (-g:-gt-W) ' Acceptable, grateful to.
4 Acting

kindly to, who or what does so. n. (-W

)

Gratifying, treating

kindly, (the acL) a. fro, K to do, wz aff.

medicinal plant, and perfume, commonly known

by' the name Priymag*, and described in some places as a

fragrant seed. * Panick seed, (Psnicum italicum.) * Black

mustard seed.
4 Long pepper. 4 A peculiar tree : see g^gft.

a. fag desired, ww to go, aff. gw and war ang.

fTOWW mfn. (-W:-WT-«i) Dearest, most beloved, m. (-g:) A tree,

(Celosia cristata ) i. fro desirable, gwg aff.

faggt: mfn. Dearer, more dear. a. fag, and g*g
comparative aff.

faggT t (-ITT) I^ove, affection, a. fag beloved, ggi aff.
j

also

with w, aff. fag^ n. (*w>.

fiwxiiw mfn. Handsome, lovely, good lookii.g.

m.^-sf*) * A parrot. a A tree, (Mimusops kauki.) *. fro be-

loved, and ggg appearance.

faggig rafn. (-g:-gT.g) Eloquent, well spoken, of pleasing

speech, n. (-g:) Eloquence in language, x. fag desired, gig

abundance.

fag^l-J mfn. (gp-^-gr) lamenting the loss or absence of any

beloved object, wishing or grieving for it. a. fag beloved,

and ggj desirous.

fagWTWW n. (-^) Speaking kindly, a. fag, and WTgg speak-

ing.

frowsy m. (-g:) Balarama, the half brother of Kaftnir a. &. fro

fond, ir«| wine.

fagwig mfn. (-g:-gr*w) Beloved, affectionate, a. gf to please,

WriTgaff.

fagxgg mfn. Sweet or pleasant speaking, m. (-g:) A

sort of demigod or Fidyudkar*. c. fail kind, desired, gg to

speak, aff.

faxpwfawj mfn. Become dear to, or beloved by.

a. fag, ^to be, fgwrg aff-

ftflfipcin n. (-wt) Amiability, becoming beloved by. g. ggi

added to the last.

faronTB mfn. (-g:*g1*g) Become dear to, or beloved by. ,

a. fro, and w to be, gfguiaff.

frowrfffmrr f. (-WT) Amiability, becoming beloved, the state or

condition, x. git added to the last.

froroPf f- ('ft) A creeping plant, (Echi\es frutesccns.) *. fro

desired, class.

fronfaw mfn. Hft-fg^t-fg) Sweet or pleesant spoken, flatter-

ing, a flatterer, x. fro kind, aud grfgg who speaks,

faggg m. (gh) A tree, (Khayar, or Mimosa catechu.) f. (-gft)

A female friend or companion, a confidante, x. fag desired,

gfa a friend, IV aff.

faggaj mfn. ( «g.-Tgr-nl) Pleasant, and true. n. (-gj) Eloquent,

or pleasing, as well as true, (discourse.) i. fag loved, and

gw true.

fagg^gg m. (-g:) A tree bearing a fragrant flower, (Michelin

champaea.) «. fro a friend, and g*gg intelligence,

froiw mfn. (-gp.-gr-^ Announcing good tidings, k, fro, and

gigl who says.

fan PR m. (-g:) A tree, commonly Piyal, (Bucbanauia latifolia,

Roxburgh's catalogue, but the name is applied to different

trees.) tl to satisfy, aff. grgrg and the radical vowel

changed to faj also with gg added fagfgg in. (-gp) and with

the vowel protracted, tftgrrgr. m. (g:; also as derived from

gig a Sautra root, gfglg or fagTg, &c.

fronj mfn. Pond of life. a. fag> and breath,

frofro mfn. (-gt-fggt-fa) Friendly, affectionate, wishing to

please, x. fag, and vfgg seeking.

faglfgW mfn. (• i|:-WT*H) Well or kindly spoken, pleasingly

uttered, n. (-if) Kindly or gentle speech. *. fag kind, &c.

and gfgw said.

(g) r. 4th cl. (g*g^) (g) gfa? r. 0th cl. (gtgTfa gfafa) and

1st and 10th els. (fagfa-g trrggfa-i? or gfagfa) 1 To please,

to delight, to satisfy. • To be pleased or satisfied.
4 To de-

sire or love.

g)g mfn. (-gr-gf-gt) ' Old, ancient • Pleased, satisfied, x.

to please, afl g. form'irr.

Utwg n. (-g) Satisfaction, satisfying, satiety, x. to please,

aff. war.

gfwfasu »d. Having pleased or propitiated, s. tfl to please,

W< uff-

gfa mfn. (-g:-TTT-?i)
1

Pleased, happy, glad. 4 Pleased or satisfied

with. 4
Gracious, kind, affectionate. 4 Beloved, dear to.

n. (-g) Pleasure, delight, x. dt to please, aff %.

'iflgJUg mfn. (-gn-grr-gj:) ricased, satisfied, content s. gfa,

and WTWg self.

4tfa f. (-fa:)
1 Joy, pleasure, happiness. 4 Love, affection, re-

gard. 1 The wife of Kama, or Cupid. 4 The second of the

twenty-seven astronomical Yogat. x. gt to please, aff.

fag-

‘g.ftfgg mfn. (‘Ki-ft’K) Pleasing, agreeable to. b. fflfa, and

grg making.
%

tilfa^gl f. (-gi:) The wife of AKiairpo ns. x. g)fa the wife of

Kama, are to serve, afls. W and gpr

sftfag mfn. (-g :*gl-g) Affectionate, inspiring love or regard,

m. {-’g:) A jester, a buffoon, a. 3tfa affection, pleasure, aud

g w ho givea
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'flfbTTW n. (-sf) A kind or friendly present, t. y^fy Affection,

and TT9 giving.

tftf9TT9 n. (-d) A gift or token of affection. *.*Oi, and TT9 a gift

n. adw. (-d) Through favour or kindness. a. and

fiv an antecedent.

fftfrnnr mfn. (-HTlf*inft-ini) Kind, affectionate, a. ytfh, and

97JT aff,

tftfn9 99 mfh. (-IfT-Wlr-W.)
1 Content, happy. * Kind, a $|f?f,

and 999 the mind. *

yltwryu n. (-90 Gracious or kindly speech, a. ytfh. and

999 speech,

m. A bird.

fflBRUW mfn. (-9*-9M#) Being pleased or propitiated, a. (ft to

please, pass. 9T99aff

ij (V) g9 r. I st cl. (y99) To go, to move.

1|9 r. 1st cl. (9) tjy (trrfif) To burn, to consume with fire,

r. 9th cl. (^irfa) To be unctuous or bland. * To sprinkle.

• To fill. • To set tree. • To be fond of or kind to.

yT mfn. (-V-WT-1) Burnt a. 99 to burn, aff. if.

y9 m. (-9:) 1 A season of the year, a period of two months. * The

sun. f. (*9T) A drop of water, a.
7J9

to burn, Unidi aff. 99.

$99 m. (-yr ;
) A spectator, a beholder, one of an audience, a. y

before T9 t° »ce, 19 aff.

$99 n ('9)
1 The eye. • Any public show or spectacle, a sight

• A place where public exhibitions are bold. nf. (-d-WT) See-

ing, viewing, looking at, regarding, a y before T9 to see,

aff. bc* or 99 .

y9r99T mfn- (-yndYlf) Looking, who looks at. f (-wi) A
woman fond of seeing shows, a. yW9 seeing, 99 aff.

V9*T*i iufu. (-9:-9T 9) ‘Visible, apparent. ‘Looking or ap-

pearing like. a. y before T9 to see, 9919C aff.
;
also with

99 added, $9^99 mfn. (-9:*9T-9.)

5ytliv mfn. («9r:-9T*9) Looking at or on, beholding, regarding.

a. y before T9 to see, wr99 aff.

yyffWTW mfn. (-9:-9I-^) Being seen or looked at a. y before

T9 to see, pass, v., V i99 »ff

yyfr f. (-9T)
1 Intellect, understanding. ‘Dancing. ‘Seeing,

viewing, observing. * Seeing a play or entertainment of

dancing, &c. * The branch of a tree. a. y before T9 to

see, aiTs. 99 and 9T9.

yfyil mfn. (-Wr;iTT-9) Seen* beheld, looked at w . y before T9
to see, m aff.

t|9 n. (*v) 1 Going, wandering. ‘Entering. ‘Twinging, ‘A

minor drama in one act. a y before Tf9 to go, aff.

$ 3p9 mfn. (*^9-

'

Touching, being in contact with.

• Scattering, diffusing. ' Shaking, moving. 4 Wandering,

roving, a y before T^* to go, it* uff.

5^7 f. (-^p)
1 A »wipg, a sort of hammock or swinging cot,

either for travelling or diversion. ‘ Wandering, roaming,

travvll.ng about 1 A horse'* going or motion. 4 Dancing.

r. y . Tfy to go, aff. 9*\

IfjpT n n ?f -9,i
1 Shaken, moving, set in motion, swung,

Ac. Joined . o.-in^ in contact with. s. y before Tf* la

K;.. »£. ,t or \ f. . mia,;,

JVnra n. (.if) A swing, a swing cot or hammock, t. y^T9 to

awing or shake, nominal verb, and JETT aff.

y ftfinr mfn. ( yt-m-W) Agitated, shaken, swung, set in mo-

tion. a. y'j^rw nominal verb, to swing, aff. 9.

$9 mfn. (-IT-lfT-Tf) Dead, deceased, m. ( 9:)
1 A ghost, a goblin

a sprite, an evil being, especially animating the carcases of

the dead. * The spirit before obsequiaj rites are performed,

a. y before T9 gone.

$9999 n. ( -9fl Funeral or obsequial rites, a. *9, and 9*9^

act
;
also twyma, $9f99r, Ac.

ytTOTOJ n. (-xy) obsequial ceremonies, any usages observed in

honour of the dead. a. $9 dead, yrri^ practice.

$9974 nf.(-74-«9T) Obsequial rites, a. inf, and 974 a ceremonyj

also M **•£. Ac.

$9179 n. (-9) A cemetery, a burying ground, a. $9 a sprite,

and 179 abode.

$99 n. (-«r> The character or state of a departed spirit, a. inf,

and IB aff.

yyr^9 n. (-9) The smoke of a funeral pile. a. $9, and wy
smoke.

$ W9<> f. (*^t) The river of hell. a. $9 a goblin, and 9^V
a river.

$99T m. (-9:) A ghost, a corpse, a. $9 , and 9TT a man.

yirtVyrTBr m. (-9:) * A man employed to ckrry forth dead

bodies. ‘ A kinsman who does so. a. $9,f9T.Ot»t. 9 to take,

nra iff.
<i >•

snryaf n. f-9) The dark half of the month, a. thr, and 99 a

fortnight.

$9979 «• (-90 A drum played at the death of a person, a. 99
dead, and y<ry a drum.

yinifff m. (-fw:) Yawa, rnler of the dead. a. $9 dead, and yfif

master. '

99959 n. (-9) A vessel used in obsequial presentations, a. yif,

and 9T9 a vessel.

$9TT9 m. ( m ) Yama. a. and tT9 king.

yifnirT m. (>9'<) The region of disembodied spirits, in which

they remain for one year, or until the obsequial rites arc

completed, a. yif, and «T9T region,

iimr n. (-af) A burying ground, a cemetery, a place where

bodies are burnt or buried, a. yir a sprite, and ww a wood.

yWTrfrT mfn. (-TTs-Wf-lf) Possessed by a devil or fiend, a.^if a

sprite, and anffTf borne, actuated,

ywnfff m. (-fj:) Purification after the death of a kinsman, a.

y9, and TjfT purifying.

y rTTTT m. (*<T:) One who carries a corpse, a near kinsman, a.

ihr, and TTT who takes. •

ywtT n. (>d) Food offered to the manes, or distributed on a

person's death, a. y7T, and WV food.

y97^sr m. ( if:) An ofiiering to the manes. a.yff, and

object.

374 ind.
1 In the nert world. * Having died. 1, iw dead, and

9^ aff. ;
or y before T w K°» *9 lkff*

mfn. Desirous of obtaining, a. y befora to

obtain, desid. v., y| aff.
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Sun ran. (-FT-F)
1 Affection* kindness, tender regard. • Plea-

sure, sport, pastime, joy. m. (-ft) ' Ixdka. * Air. b. X for

fax loved, T«fl!X aff.

VWXT mfn. (-X>XT-X) Affectionate, loving, constant, s. fa, and

XT attached to.

faXTTTX n. (-if) Rheum, tears, a. fa tenderness, XTFF falling.

9XX mfn. (-XTX-XXt-Xt) Dearest, most beloved, very dear.

f. (-tft) A wife, a mistress, k. fax dear, and TXtpl aff.

XXTXJf m. (-FJ:) A heron, b. XXX dear, and xxxj offspring.

X^X n. (-W) * Sending, directing. * Ordering, commanding.
* Passion, operation of the organs of sense. * The sense of

the causal verb. a. x before fa to go, aff. 1Q7.

xffa mfn. (-Ft-FT-F) 1 Sont, directed, dispatched. * Ordered.

S. X before 'fa to go, aff. *
XTTXTX m. (X:j Being born again after dying. a. X7X, wt«f

nature.

XXF n. (-F) ' Pervading, spreading. * Satisfying, b. x before

fax to pervade, Ac. Xffx aff.

tw* m. (-XT) The ocean, f. (-fa) A river, a. x before fa to go,

Uu’Adi aff. xfxx. ami tya: aug.

fa (XI) X'J r. 1st cl. (XXF) To go, to move or approach,

fa m. (-X*.)
1 Sending, directing, dispatching. * Pain, affliction.

b. x before TX to go or send, aff. FF-

,
XXX n. (-W; Sending, dispatching, e. before X’V to go, aff. WfZ.

xfarF mfn. <-F:-FT-F) Sent, directed, c. X before TX to go,

aff. *.

ifXFXF mfn. (-XTF-XFt-XF) Sent, having sent, a. X before XT
to go, XTJJ aff.

XX mfu. (-¥:-XT-X) Most or very dear. f. (-FT) ' A wife. • The

leg. e. ffa dear, aff. TTX. form irr.

9*3 m. {-xO A servant, e. x before Ti to go, or fa to send, aff.

VF ;
also fa.

fa m. (-X0
1 Sorrow, distress, affliction. * Pain, suffering.

* Sending, directing.
4 Phrensy, intoxication, Insanity, a. x

before TX to go, aff. XX also fa.

fa m. (-ajti A servant, a slave, n. {-x»i Service, servitude, a. x

before XX to go, and *XF aff.

mfn. Said, declared, a. x before M| to speak,

aff. n.

XTXX"F mfn. (-xrFXfa-XF) Having or bad said, was saying.

a. X before xx to speak . XfXTJ aff. #

srr^vc n. (-F) ' Killing animals in sacrifice, immolation of vic-

tims. * Killing, slaughter. ' Sprinkling with water, Ac. 4 A
text to be repeated when animals are offered, a. X before

FX to sprinkle, aff. IBZT.

SrFfaxTT u- (-X) A vessel for sprinkling water, Ac. B. i?TFX,

and XTX a vessel, fx aff.

XlfxF mfn. (-F5-FM& ' Sprinkled. * Killed, slaughtered. * Of-

fered in sacrifice, e. x before ff to sprinkle, aff. if.

XTX|FF mfn. (-FF-Xtsfit Wl() Flowing, issuing, coming out or

op. a. X and Fit before up* to go, aff. n.

XTWF mfn. (-F-.-FTF) Swelled, swoln. a. x,and F^F swelled,

uimitxx n. (-F) Killing, slaughter, a. x and FF before XX
U> hurt or kill, aff. xpp.

9i»KX n. (-X) Leaving, quitting, letting go. a. x before VF
to leave, aff. mz.

y ffarF mfn. (-F:-FT-Tf) Abandoned, shunned, avoided. «. x
before FfaxF left.

fax m, (-X|:) A spitting pot

XTF mfn. (-f:-FT*F) * Sewn or stitched. ' Tied, strung. * Set,

inlaid.
4 Impaled. • Joined, connect xl. n. (-if) Cloth, clothea.

a. x before x to weave or sew. aff. %.

X1FIXH<X n. (-F) A parasol, a Ch'hatA, an umbrella, a. fax
cloth, FF over, XTT* a house.

m. (-F:) A sort of palm tree. a. x and Ff above, XX
fruit.

XTTffTXF n. (-FJ Contriving, device, a. X and FF before XX lo

go, caqsal v., WF aff.

XNXTTF n. (-w) Clearing away, getting rid of, expelling, a. X
and FF before X to go, causal v., W* aff.

XTFlffrF mfn. (*F:-FT-lf) * Relinquished, left, given up. • Cot

rid of. ejected, expelled, a. X ana FF before X to go, causal

* aff.

SIXITT m. (-x:
)

1
Effort, exertion. * Stimulus, incitement, a. x

before FxjTX effort.

xnxrxxr m. (>F) 'J"hc instigator or adviser of any act, or, in

law, of any crime, a. XTXFX with FF added.

xnqrxF n. (-F) Instigating, exciting, stimulating, a. x and

FF before XX to bear, causal v., w? aff.

5 infifari mfn. (-F«*FT-F) Incited, instigated, stimulated, eneon-

raged, a. X and FF before XX to bear, in the causal form,

aff *
xrx (xr) XTX r. 1st cl. (sixfir-F) 1 To be able, adequate or

competent. ’ To be complete or ample. * To destroy, to

subdue or overpower.

XTX mfn. 1 Travelling, wayfaring, a traveller. * No-

torious, famous. 1 Placed, fixed, mn. (-X:-*f) The nose of a

horse or the tip of it. m. (-X:)
1 The loins or hip. * Old

clothe*. 1 The embryo or fmtus. a. x to go, Un adi aff. XX.

XPfF irtfn. (-F:-FI-F) ‘Resonant, sounding well. * Making

a loud noise, a. x, and FXF sounded.

X ^HX n. (X> Sounding or crying aloud, a. X and FF before

XX to cry, XjF aff.

xf|F mfu. ('i:-¥T-l) Breaking forth, (as seeds, Ac.) a. x, and

FrfF put forth.

XTXF mfn. <-F:-FI-F) Towering, very lofty, a. X, aod FXF
high.

XTXnr n <x> Filling, e. x before FXi to fill, aff.

xrfxF mfn. ( F FT-F) Filled, a. x before Fx to fill, * aff.

ijp^Ffxi mfn. (-Xj-^ :*X) Wishing to cover, a. X before xni to

cover, desid. v., F aff. and the vowel changed.

5,*n mfn. (-x:-x:-x) Wishing to cover, a. X before xrw to

cover, desid- f aff. the augment X omitted.

XTXifXF mfn. (-F:-FT-F)
1 Recovered from sickness, convales-

cent.
1 Strong, robust, a. x and FF before xnx to be able,

X aff.

xrfFXFmfn. (-XF-X^1-XF) Marking, making lines, scratches, .

Ac. a. X and Ffxx to mark, f« aff
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X lTTT n. (-if) Scratching, marking, drawing lines or marks.

a. y and XT before to write, V7 aff

TTX m. (-a?) Burning, k. gx to burn, aff. T*T.

trfxx mfn. (-W: TT-li) Abroad, absent, away from borne, an-

journing in another country, t. a before XT to dwell, aff if

7rfa*fw*«rr f. (xi) A woman whose husband is absent. c.urfxx

abroad, W? a husband, aff. XT and TPf.

ilfawarw n. (•*) Dying in a foreign country. ». $TfxW absent,

and WVX dying.

SrfxiFXT mfn. (-XTT-Tlft-XT) Strange, a stranger, a sojourner.

b. a before XT to dwell, XX7J aff.

arf mf (-ft-Wl) A sort of carp, (Cyprinus Pausiua, Ham pi. (T:)

An ox, s. a before TX to burn, aff. WT-

StTXTr f. (>^t) One of the constellations, the twenty-sixth or

twenty-seventh, containing stars in the wing of Pegasus :

see TrsxgT. *. 5rx here said to mean an ox, and XT a foot,

antara mfn. (-t^^-T) Bom under the sign Pros At'ha padd.

a. arraa. and Xf aff in this sense
;
in any other, the form

is $txxr-

arf mfn. (-T'.-TT-V)
1 Skilful, clever. * Logical, reasoning, a

reasoner, a disputant, m. (-T )

1 An elephant's foot. * A
joint, a knot. *The ancle of an elephant, t a before XT to

bear, or war to reason, aff. x.

xttxTX mfn. ( x:-TT *4) To be reasoned or argued, r. a before

anf to reason, atft^f «ff.

ara mfn.
(
X:-XT-X) ' Full-grown. * Confident, bold, arrogant.

* Impudent. * Full, (as the moon.) * Thick, heavy, (dark-

ness, Ac.) • Forward, (as the hand to »ei?e any thing.) * Raised,

lifted up. * Controverted. * Old. *• Married, f. (-XT)
1 A wo-

man from thirty years of age to fifty-five. ’ A description of

the NiiyUta or mistress, a woman whose feelings arc violent

or impetuous, or one who is not in any awe of her lover or

husband, b. a before ax to bear, aff. if

altar f. ( ftn)
1 Enterprise, seal, confident or audacious exertion.

* Investigation, controversy, discussion, k. t before XT to

bear, aff. fifW.

airrarT ra. (*T:) wh° *•<* h* 9 feet upon a seat t. arx

raised, and XTT the foot.

aT" mfn. (-wr-wr-T) Clever, learned, skilful,

srifir* mfn. (-1I7-TT-T) Extending over, covering, a. a and

to cover, XT aff.

arTTT m. (-T^The month Bhddra, (August-Septembcr.) f. (-^))

Full moon in Bkddra. r
. ar 3 V <J the sign, and xw aff.

,
when

the moon is near the wing of Pegasus.

IT r. 1st cl. (XXfir-T) To eat.

XT ra. (-W:)
1 Waved leaf fig tree, (Ficus infectoria.) ’Another

tree, (Hibiscus populneoides.) * The holy fig, (Ficus religi-

ose.)
4 One of the seven Dwipas or continents, into which

the world is divided. * A private or back door. a. lx to

burn, Un'idi aff. x, and xr substituted for the penultimate

vowel. \

*X mfn. (-Xt-XT*^) Who or what goes by leaps or jhmps, leap-

ing, jumping, a tumbler, m. (-X:) 1 Jumping, leaping, plunging,

going by leaps or plunges.
1 Swimming, floating, diving. * A

7 L

raft, a float. 4 A frog. * A monkey. * A sheep. * A diver, or

bird so called. (Pelicatius fusicollts.) A sort of duck. * A
man of a low or degraded tribe. ,u Waved-leaf fig tree,

(Ficus infectoria.) " The continuous protracted accent, the

lengthened sound of vowels in poetry or the / Vrfa*.
19 Pro-

tracting a sentence through several stanzas. 1 • A declivity or

shelving ground. 14 A piece of water. •• A sort of basket or

snare of basket work for catching fish. '• An enemy. ,f Send-

ing, directing, n. (-x)
1 A sort of grass, (Cyperus rotund us.)

* Fragrant grass in general, or another sort. e. X to go, aff

TX.

XXX m. (-V:)
1 A tumbler, a dancer, u mun who walks on the

edge of a sword, a rope-dancer, &c. * An outcast, c. fXa
tumbler, &c. and XX aff.

XT* m. (-*:)
1 A monkey, an ape. * A frog. • The charioteer

of the sun. 4 A sort of bird, the diver, e. xx leaping, and X

who goes, from am with X aff

XXJtfx m. (-fir:)
1 A frog. * Going by leaps and jumps, i. XX

leaping, and arfir going

STT m. (-:)
1 A monkey. ' A deer. e. xx leaping, am to go,

aff XT "ith the power of X, whence the nasal is inserted,

and final syllabic rejected ; also XX. XXff, and XTTX.

xxt*r m. (-X) 1 A monkey, an ape. * A frog. a. xx leaping,

XX to go, aff. XT.

XXX n. (-if)
1 Jumping, leaping. * A deluge, an inundation.

' Swimming, plunging into. «. x to go, wx aff

XTXTX mfn. (-T:-TT-W) ' Bounding, springing, leaping. ‘Swim-

ming. b. x to go, XUTT aff.

XXTXTT f. (-XT) A boat, a raft. b. XX tossing, XT what goes, XTX

fern, aff
;
also xfxxr, from X with ‘ffT aff. and fern. form.

XTT ra. (x) The fruit of the Hibiscus populneoides. e. xx, and

Xl added.

xrx m. (-X^> ' Submersion. • Pilling a vessel till it runs over,

g. X to go, causal v., TT aff.
;
also with XTTsf .

XTX mfn. (T5-WT-’d)
1 To be jumped, leaped, Ac. ' To be sub-

merged or inundated, k. X to go, XTX aff

Xtfxx m.
( Tt) A bird V X to go. aff. fxTT.

fxx r. 1st cl. (XTT) To go, to move or approach.

fXTX m, (-TT) The spleen : see XVXX.

f*TT f. (-TT) The spleen : see XtTT.

Xt r. 9th cl. (fltnflt) To go.

XtTT m«(-W0 A medicinal plant, (Andcrsoniarohitaka, Ro*,)

R.XtT the spleen, (the disease, &c.) f what removes.

XtTT tn. (-TT) The spleen
;
the organ or the disease of it, as in

English ; in the latter sense, however, it ia equally applied to

the enlargement of the mesenteric glands, &c. r. fxT to

increase. Un'idi aff. xfTT. and the vowel made long
; other-

wise being fXTX ; and with w and xn^ affs
, and the vowel

long or short fxTT or XTV-

XtTlfi ra. (-X:) A medical plant, commonly Rdhsra or R6hm$,

(Andersonia rohitaka, Ko< } b. xlT for the spleen,

(the disease,) and wx enemy; also XtTTTX.

m. (-fx:) The holy fig tree, (Ficus religiosa.) *. itTT the

spleen, and wfx enemy.
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* (¥) if r. 1st cl. (inri?) '-To go, to approach. * To go by leaps,

to jump. &c. With qru prefixed, To leap up. With fa, To

plunge in, to be submerged or inundated.

if*r m. (-far) Fire or its deity, r. ** to burn, Un’idi aff. fa

Vff mfn. (-lT-WT-lf) 'Jumped, leaped, gone by leap or jump,

&c. 1 Thrown or tossed up. m. ( iT) ' Bounding, capering,

one of a horse’s paces. * Leaping, jumping, tumbling,

ran. (*1T-Tf) The third sound given to vowels
;

the protracted

or continuous sound, being three times the length of the

short vowel, and occupying three moments in its utterance,

e. 9 to go by leap*, aff. nf.

If r. 1st cl. (3) ¥T(iiqfa) r. 4th cl. (W) ¥*[ (ff*fa) To bum.

r. 9lh cl. (SfVTf^T)
1 To be unctuous. * To sprinkle. * To fill. I

* To set free. 4 To be fund of or kind to.

9f m. (-f :) Burning, combustion, r. Sf to bum, afT. qr.

«¥ mfn. (-¥:-¥T-¥) Burnt. ». to burn, aff. if

*¥ (TT) ¥f*JT r. 4th cl. (raff) * To burn. * To share;

(at) r. 1st cl. (¥¥*f) To serve, to gratify by service.

^tf m. (-*:) Burning, combustion, r. ¥W to burn, &{T. far.

*{! r. 2nd cl. (ipfa) To eat.

TjT f. (V) Eali«*g> £. TP to cat, aff. fat*.

mfn. (-Ift-WT-lf) Esitcn. b. to eat, aff.

n. (-«!) ' Eating. * Food. b. xgT to eat, afl’. war.

qt 'Hie twenty-second consonant of the AVgwi Alphabet, the

aspirate of the preceding letter, and expressed by P’h.

q m. (¥0 ‘ Increasing, swelling, enlarging, expanding. • JVr.

formsnee of a mystical rite, by which KurfitAS attendants

arc propitiated. • A high wind, a gale, * Wind expelled in

yawning, * Fruitfulness, fertility. • An augmentor or in-

creases nf. ( f qn) Unprofitable or idle speech, n.
( qji ' An. ‘

gry speech.
1 Bursting with some little noise, as air bubbles,

boiling water, Ac-; bubbling, boiling. f.(nr) Distress, anxic-

ty. B. to bear fruit,
1 or to swell, aff. in the latter

case, the initial is rejected. *

q* r. 1st cl. fawfa) * To creep, to move slowly or sluggishly.

* To behave ill, to practise ill or improper conduct.

xfffT*! f- (*¥T)
1 A position, an assertion or argument, to be

proved or maintained. * Logical exposition or elucidation.

* A sophism. * A trick. * Illusion. 6 Fraud, k. qqr to

move slowly, aff. famr*.

xifgTT f. (-WTT)
1 A plant, (Siphonanthuft Indica.) • A species

of Hcdysarum, (H. alhagi.) , s. to break; (disease,) aff. w*,
and the radical initial changed to tf-

<*f*Sfv*T f- (-¥i) A plant, (Salt inia cucullata.) s. tjfsj as above,

and xffaqrT infant.

¥¥ mfn. The expanded hood or neck of the

Cobra dc capello. mf. (¥:-*T) • A tooth. * A cheat, e.

to burst or expand, aff. fern. alf. *T¥, deriv. irr.

ind. Exclamation of no meaning, forming part of a Mantra
or incantation, u. wis to burst, aff. far* and the deriv. irr.

*f¥TT f. (-TT) A cricket.

qrx| r. 1st cl. (qpffa)
1 To go.

1 To produce easily or readily.

• To be unuily. Causal form, (Vfirfjf)
1 To dilute. * To

•bine. To cause to go. *

(fxi mfn. «rt$t. (-Wt-WT.xi) The expanded hood or neck of the

Cobra de capello, &c. *. qw to go, aff, •

q,w*T m. (-T:) A snake, especially the Cobra de capetlo, or Co-

LtHRa tutja. k. Tfar the hood, und*T who makes; also T,¥T¥T-

tfarve m. (-C:) A snake, r.M the hood, and ** who has j

also fiTIT.

Tfatsnr m ( »TN) A snake, s. a hood, and APT who po>ses*ew.

qvrxtfa in. (-fa:) A jewel supposed to be in the head of a snake.

k. ¥, and nf* a gem.

t*WT?T n>. (-TPf ) A snake. *. qjTT a hood, and peases*

sive aff.

qtwTffr m. (-tt) A snake: see ¥*WT-

qptrnn; m. (•*:) A snake : see qfwqv;.

tSWlXfr m. (•*:) A stiakc. R.x(* the hood expanded, If to possess,

aff. wnr

¥*an>f n». (-*rW) A snake : sec

m. (-TO A plant.fMeaua ferrea.) x. ¥fa* a snake, and

qr¥T ti laments.

qrfaqir*! tn. (-*:) A quail, *. t«fa a snake, and who plays.

Tlfawi¥ m. (-*:) A plant, also Manni. f. (-¥f) A plant, con^

monly Rdmaduti, apparently a sort of basil with small leaves.

B. qrfvr for a snake, and <¥«* to abandon, aff. ^pr,

deriv. irr.

x^fwif mfn. (-m-wr-Ti) ‘ Gone. * Diluted, k. qm to go, If aff.

qrfvifW* *n- (•¥’•) Visbn'u. B. xffw a snake, tfW a bed, and Jt

who goes.

qifwn m. ( «t) A snake, k. a hood, and Tf*T aff.

qsfwfqxt ni. (-*:) Air, wind. a. qifw for xgqft a make, and fa*

fend of.

m. (-TO The great serpent A junta, r. qf* a snake,

and *T sovereign j
also

T^xq m. (-BT) The belly. 8. V* to go, Un Adi aff. XT.

qpqtfrsf m (-ft) A bird. r. qr?f imitative sound, and *rFcw

who makes.

qiT n. (-T) A shield, e. T substituted for Bf; see qi^r.

n. (-W) A betel box.

qpiiftqr m. (•*) The palm of the hand with the fingers extended,

n, (-v) Sweetness. «. WT to expand, Unddi aff. xfqr*, and

the form irr.

Tjwr r. 1st cl. (qntfaf)
1 To produce or bear fruit. * To make

fruitful, to fructify. • To go. (fat. faroqrr r. 1st cL

(¥*lfat) To divide, to cleave or split.

n. (-*)
1 The fruit of any plant, fruit in general. • Fruit

(metaphorically), result, produce, consequence. * Prosperity,

flourishing, thriving. * Gain, profit, acquisition. * Recom-

pense, reward. * A shield.
T Tbe blade of a sword or knifo, the

head of an arrow. &c. " A sort of fragrant berry and drug,

commonly Kakoii. • A nutmeg. 10 The three mrrobalans

collectively. "Tbe menstrual discharge. *• Gift, giving.

*• A ploughshare. 14 The quotient of a sum, (in arithmetic.)

" ’Hjc area of a circle, Ac. ** An eqnation. " (In astro-
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noroy.) The anomalistic equation of a planet f. ( A medi.

cinal plant, commonly Prii/a***. m. (*W) A plant, (Kchitea

sntidysenterica, Kox. :) see a- to bear or produce

fruit, aflf.

inn. (*:-*) ' A shield- * A bench. ' A plank. * A layer.

m. (-*:) ‘ A bone, the os front)*, or bone of the forehead.

* A leaf or page for writing on. * A plant, (Mcsua ferrea.)

n. (.qf) The buttock*, a. ** added to the preceding, or **
to split or divide, afT.

EFMPnfa m. (fa:) A soldier armed with a shield, e. ***, and

vnfa the hand.

tr**T*ta!T f. (-‘afT) Desire of any consequence, e. **, and *T*r*i

desiring.

q^ifanq mfn. (-qft-fasiYfa) Having, or being armed with a

shield, ike. m.(-fft) A sort of fish, commonly PhuLi. r . ***
as above, and Tfa alf.

m. (-**) '1 he cocoan u tlree. e. the fruit, and 5»irc

hair, covered with a fibrous coat like hair.

***7TRr m. (-*;) The scrotum or testicles, e. nr* fruit,

sheath, and ** aflf. of comparison.

^mirwr ni. (*^:| A small fruit, (Carisaa carandaa.) s. qpf firuit,

and black.

WSf* mfn. (-fa:-fa:-fa) Fruitful, bearing fruit in due season.

e. ** fruit, tnr to take, afT ff , also qyttflr.

i|VM?ifa q m. (-^) A tree, F- fruit,H to take, alT. fafa.

n. (-W) Disappointing, k. qr*r, and war destroying.

n. (-lj) The bark of the India* fig, ground and eaten

with curds, by way of penance.

**TT mfn, (-*W-init’*Tn Yielding fruit, profit, Ac. e. ** to

hear fruit, UTE aif.

n. (*d) * Three sorts of fruit collectively, as the fruit of

the vine/ the Parush, and the GroelinA arborva. * The three

myrobalans. it. ** fruit, and ** three.

tjarfa* n. (-W) The three myrobalans collectively. k. **
fruit, and fa* three-fold.

mfn. ( Yielding or bearing fruit, results, Ac.

m. (-*:) A tree. r. ** fruit, and * what gives also

***tfaw, kc.

*** u.f-Tf) Fructifying, bearing fruit, producing consequences.

K. **, and *f* alT. »

• f. (-fa ) Cessation of consequences, r. and farfa

stop.

**f*ifa f. (-fa:) Final consequence or result, k.**, and falfa

completion.

tfmfavqfa f. (-fat) 1 Bearing fruit * Yielding profit or desired

result*, k. **, and fa*fa putting forth.

tpntrr m. (-*:) ’ The ripening of fruit.
1 The fulness of conse*

quence*. 1 The Caionda. a. *«r fruit, aud *r* ripening.

*mutq5pat fi, (-W!T) An annual plant. «. ** fruit, *r* ripen-

ing or
(

ripeness, and end
j
dying after bearing fruit.

n. (-if ! Knocking down or gathering fruit. E.*vr, and

*TrT* felling.

m. (-*|:) A sort of esculent root or bulb. e. *w fruit,

and g
-* a tail.

**35 m. (-^t) Common citron, (Citrus medics.) s. ** fruit,

and 35 to fill, aff- *. *

tfif^c* m. (-*:) Common citron, a. ** added to tbc last.'

mfn. (-*:-*M() Yielding fruit, productive, yielding a

reward, kc. «. qfw, and what gives.

***** mfn. (-*‘-*T-*) Connected with or producing conse-

quence*, yielding fruit, kc. a. *w, and *** applied.

***rfa f. (-fit:) Obtaining the desired result or fruit. - **, and

tnfil acquiring.

***!*[ mfn. f-*T*) Having or receiving fruit, consequence, Ac.

>. **, and ETTW who shares.

**wfa f. (-fa:) Any region not included in the known conti-

nent, as heaven, hell, &c. k, API fruit, (of actions,) and vrfa

earth.

***tni m. (*:)
1 Receipt or enjoyment of consequences. * Pos-

session of rent or profit, usufruct, t. *w, and enjoy-

ment.

qfufaTfiflEr mfn. (.fiY fasft-fa) Who receives the profits, conse-

quences, Ac. k. **, and infa* who enjoys.

**inrfr*T f. (-*T) a sort of date, k W* fruit, and a mal-

let, atf. ** in the fem. form.

**trvi mfn. (-*T*-w*t*wW) 1 Bearing fruit. • Yielding results,

or consequences, b. ** fruit, and w^pq posa. a(T.

*** ** m. (•*:) The pomegranate, n. ** fruit, to extol,

air. **.

**Trrfai| mfn. (-^t-fa*Vfa) Bearing or yielding fruit f. **,

und Wifa* having.

m. (•*:) The mango, k. ** fruit, and vg best,

ra. (-*:) 'l*he jack or bread fruit s. ** fruit, ** to be

able, aff. * : see ***?,

f. or xpr) Prosperity, success, k. *w, and

abundance.

qpiRfiiiT rnfn. (.qJ-xrT-* ) Produced in or by fruit, t. and

vr** born ; also ****}.

n. (-if) Means or instrument of success, i. **, and

qiVW means.
%

**fafa f. (-fas) Realising an object, reaping the fruit of any

act. b. *wr, and fafa perfection.

***Tfa f. (fa:) Doss of fruit or profit e. and *rfa aban-

donment.

tprvjvjTW n* (-^) R®le or aggregate of profits, e. and

conformity.

^rnirriJfT f. (-^m Hope or expectation of favourable conse-

quences. E. and desire.

m. (-*:) A parrot. E. ** fniit, eating.

**T>ff* in. (-*:) A tree, communly A'Airoai, (Mimusops Kauki)

i. fruit, superin tendant.

qp*!!WT m. (-^f:) A bambu. v. ** fruit or blossom, end.

f. (-*T) Regard to or expectation of consequences,

p. *»», and expectation.

tSWIUTT mfn. Unproductive, unfertile. and ***
deprived.

**i^rfa* f. (-1^ A cricket.

m* (-*:) A parrot e. ** fruit, and food.
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TOifaw mfn. (-wt-flfat-faj Living on fruit*. E- iw, and ^faw
who eats.

TOIW1V mfn. (-ut»nr-li) * Doing any thing for the sake of re-

ward. * Pond of or seeking to pluck fruit, a. to, and

attached to. ,

»

**faw mfn. 1

Fruitful, bearing fruit. * Successful,

yielding a result, m. (-*:) A tree. i. tgur fruit, and TWW alf

^faw mfn. (-Wt-fa^-fa) 1 Bearing fruit, fruitful. ' Productive

of consequences, in. (-%t) ' A sort of fish, commonly Pho/ai

(Mystus kapirat.) * A tree, especially in fruit, f. (-^ft)
* A

medicinal plant, commonly Priyangu. ' A potherb, (Echiles

dichotoraa.) * A flower, (Cclosia cristata.) s. fruit, and

Tfa alT.

TOiWT* m. (*:) Non-enjoyment of profits, Ac. a. to, and wra
non-use.

m. (-*:) A sort of creeper, t. vs fruit, andmf Un Adi aff.

mfn. (-fa-fa: -fa) Bearing fruit in season, fruitful.

e. TOT fruit, VT to take, afT. % substituted irregularly

for the final ofV* ;
also qfUTtrfa and TOWlfa**

TOWlfaw mfn. (-wVfvft fa) Bearing fruit in due season, a. as

above, fafaaff.

TOiTWT f. (-TT) The trumpet flower, (Bignonia suave-olens.)

b. iro fruit, in the seventh case, Tt to grow, afT. wr.

m. (-*:)
1 Collecting of fruits. * A collection of fruits.

b. TOT, and ’SWW abundance.

TOTTOT f. (-WT) ' A small sort of rope. ’The benefit arising

from sacred study, a. TOi fruit, TOW best.

TOTTO mfn. (W-WKW) Having or yielding fruit, &c. e.to, and

TOir possessing.

m. (-fa:) The mango, a. ito fruit, VW over, tjfa ruler.

TOTTO m< (•*'•)
1 Gain, profit.

1 Heaven, paradise.
1 Joy, hap-

piness. * Consequence, result, a. to fruit, gain, &c.

rising.

TO1V* m. <-W-> Regard to results, e. if*, and pointing

out.
» 4

TOffa m. (-fa:) Pudendum muliebre.

TOi m. (-TOt:> An expanded or extended body. a. to to sepa-

rate, Unadi afT. wr.

V* mfn. (-WT.-SWt-W) 1
Pithless, sapless. 1 Vain, unprofitable,

unmeaning, useless. • Weak, feeble, f. (-W) 1 The opposite-

leaved fig tree, (F. oppositi- folia, Rox.) * The name of a river

which is said to run underneath Gaya. • Falsehood, false or

lying speech. * A red powder, usually of the root of wild gin-

ger, coloured with sappan wood, and thrown over one ano-

ther by the Hindu*, at the Holi festival. 1 The spring season.

a. TO1

to bear fruit, Un'kdi atf. TO
>* *

TOr* m. (-*:) ' A name of Arjuna. "The month Phalguna.

1. (-^) The constcDation Phafgunt, a. v* to bear fruit,

Un'Adi aff. TOW and TO aug. : see tflWW.

TOJwiwt m. (-wr*.) The month Pha/guua, a. tffsir
, and equal

to, the same.

TOJ n. (-wk) A bud, a flower, a. vt fruit, to aff

TOrro m. A fish, caught in ponds, commonly Pha/ai,

(Mystus kapirat-)

qtz bid. An interjection of calling.

*Brfa f. (*fw:) ‘ Unrefined sugar, molasses. * Flour or meal

mixed with curds, a. fQRWt to swell, Un'fidi aff. fa, deriv.

irr.,

vfaw n. (-lit Ruw sugar, the inspissated juice of the sugar

cane. a. to go, causal form, aff, %,

mfn. Readily prepared, made by an extempo-

raneous easy process, (decoction, &c.) n. ( -wj,i
1

Diluted de-

coction, decoction easily prepared. * The first particles of

butter that are produced by churning, a. to to prepare

easily, aff. n, deriv. irr.

tffWr mfn. (-W.-Wl-W) Made of cotton, (vesture.) ro. (-W:) * A
name ofS iva. * A name of B u-arama. ft. (-«) The share of

a plough, a. VW to divide, in the causal form, aff. 'TOT; or

TO fruit, and wpf afl.

WTOTO mfn. {-*:-¥T-I) Furrowed, ploughed, n. (-^) A
ploughed field, a. <i;er, and wC furrowed.

rn. (-W9 * A name of Arjuka. • A sort of tree, (Pentap -

tera Arjuna.) * A month, commonly called by the name

Pkdtguna, (February-March.) f. (-tft) ‘ Day of full moon on

the month Phalguna

,

on which the Holt or great vernal

festival of the 'Hindu* is celebrated. * A name common to

the eleventh and twelfth lunar asteriams, distinguished by the

epithets first and last, or y*l and TOX : see y«W|iWWl. Ac.

m. (-W:) Spring, a.^ the month, TO accord-

ing, and m born.

*nwfw« m. (-*:) The month Phdlgmna. a. WTiWWt day of full

moon in this month, and TO aff.

fa m. (fa:) Anger, passion, a. TO to separate, aff. fa.

faro m. (-WT:) The fork-tailed shrike, a. far imitative sound,

M to utter, aff. w.

TO m. (-W5) A bird.

TO mfn. (-ar-¥T-af) The hood or expanded neck of a snake,

i- wz to swell, aff. W, deriv. irr.

md. * Expression of disregard or contempt, (Phoo, hoot.)

* Imitative sound, implying the bubbling or boding uf water

&c. or of blowing into any liquid, a. wr to swell, aff. far*.

W rejected, and JJW added, form irr.

m. (-X*) Fire, u to boiling, and *rx who makes,

mfn. (-Xt-Xt-X) Arrogant, contemptuous, disdainful

m. (-X:) * The sound of bubbling, &c, * Blowing or breath-

ing into, (as to cool it) a. TO expression of contempt, and

WTX who makes.

Wff mfn. (-1T-WT-W) 1 Blown up, (as a bubble.) * Blown, into,

cooled by blowing into it. a. to\ and WW made,

m. (-*:) The lungs : see ^TO
r. 1st cl. (TOfa) To blow or blossom, to bud or flower.

TO mfn. (-*;-Wr-li)
1 Blown, opened, expanded as a flower.

J Opened (as the eyes with pleasure, &c.), smiling, gay. a. TO
to blow, aff. n, deriv. irr.

TO^mw n. (-W; A species of the Atidhriti metre.

mfn (-*:-*!-*) 1 Full or large-eyed. * Smiling, Ipoking

happy, k. mil, and ww* the eye; also similar compounds, as

TOWW, ^c.
4 4
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^TOTW ro. (-*:) Winnowing com. b. TV blown, and Vf for

TOr* spreading,

UjBri t* m. (*-) A serpent.

fSTOTTO mfn. (-m-STT-ar)
1 Full-eyed. * looking pleased or hap-

py. n. (-^) A large full eye. m. (•!*.) A species of the ante-

lope. a. X* full, expanded, and ^ito1 the eye

TOTOT mfn. Blossoming, blowing. *. TO to blow,

WT7J- aff.

TOTO1* mfn. (-W:-sn-*) Looking pleased or happy, r. TO, and

WTO the face.

qrf% f. ( fw‘) Blowing, blossoming. a. TO to blow', off. TW.

xrofw f- (fa:) Flowering, blossoming, k. TO to blow, %w aff.

X* ind. Imitative sound of bubbling, sobbing, &c, : ace Vlf.

qprRRir ni. (-K:)
1 Bubbling. * Sobbing. ' Blowing or breathing

into any liquid. B. TO> and *1* making.

^rWTf mfn.
1 Bubbled, bubbling, made to sound so.

' Blown or breathed into, (a liquid.) * Sounded as in sob-

bing. a. HTT, and WW made.

TO m. (-X*) ' Froth, foam. * Cuttle fish bone, supposed to be

the indurated foam of the sea.
1 Vapour, t. to swell,

Un’adi aff., dcriv. irr.

TO<E m. ( qn) Cuttle fish bone. f. (-ITT)
1 Rice, ground and boiled

with water * The soap berry, k. froth, and aff.

VHTT f. (-WT) Frothiness, vapour, a. war added to TO j
also

with w. arwai.

TOW mfn. (-^r. -WT-ai) Frothy, foamy, e. froth, TOW poss.

aff. ; also with similar aff qlfiyet . and with the usual

possessive snyw, TOTW.

TOTO mfn. (-grw-Tnft-WW) Frothy, foaming, bubbling, b. ahe

froth, and snjw aff.

TOWifax ra - (e> The thunderbolt of Imdba. b. to foam, WT
to bear, aff. fa fa; Indra haring used the foam of the sea

for his thunderbolt, to kill the demon Vkitkasue.

TOTW n. (-if) A bubble, b. to foam, and TO top.

TOTWWfW mfn. (-1T*WT-W) Foaming, frothing, e. t*w nom. verb

to foam, irrwwr aff.

,«WTWfa m. (-fa:) A name of Indoa. b. to foam, and wwfa
the thunderbolt : ace TOWTfaW.

^f«T4'i f. (-WT) Froth arising from treacle, e. to foam, ww add-

ed, fern. form.

*fro mfn. (-w:-wrwh Frothy, foamy, m. (-f:) The soap plant,

(Sapindus detergens, Rox
) n. (-«j) ' The fruit of Ute jujube.

* The fruit of the Vangucria spinosa. b. %w froth or foam,

TOW aff.

ifr m- (-TO A jackal.

m. (-a*:) A jackaL k. *5 imitative sound,TW to 'port, aff. T.

VCt mfn. t-w-.-WT-'tf)
1 Fraudulent, crafty, a rogue or cheat.

' Malicious, noxious, injurious, in. (*W:) ‘ A jackal or shacal.

* A demon, a goblin, b. % imitative sound, W to utter,

aff.

TO m. (•'%:) A jackal, k. V imitative sound, t to cry, aff.

TO (v) TO r. 10th cl. (TOfa) To go or move,

tit m. (-V-) Oris, leavings of a meal, or droppings from the

mouth, b. TO to go, ft aff.

7 M

TOT f- (-tTT) Orts, leavings, k. to to go, W’taff, fem. aff ¥Tt

;

also and ijffa.

$fal f. (-fa: or Wtj Orts, leavings, E- TO to go, X* aff., op-

tionally added
;

also with wrq and WW added, HlfawT f- (wn)

TO r. 1st cl (TOfa) To live.

*
W The twenty-third consonant of the Nagari Alphabet, corre-

sponding to the letter H, and often confounded with the ana-

logous semivowel ~9 or with which some grammarians

consider it to be at all times optionally interchangeable.

W m (-V) 1 A name of VoONA * A water jar. b. WW to sound,

Ac. aff. w.

TfxY mfn. (-w:-wr«) Very much, excessively many. t. wy
much, XTO superlative aff., form irr.

TtWTww mfn. ( WTW-W^t-W 1
) Very many. B. W* much, TOXTsu-

pcrlmtivc aff.

*W r. 1st cl. fawfa) To be large, powerful, or able : better also TO.

TOWT f. (-WI) * A mare. • A female slave. *The nvmph As’wixf,

or the personified asterism which is designated by a horse's

head. k. to strength or force, and WT to go to, alls. v and

¥IX» and Bl changed to w.

TO^lfx ra. (-fa:) Submarine fire: see the next. k. 1TBT a

mare, and wfa-

TO^TTOl m. (-UT:) Submarine fire; in mythology, a being con-

sisting of flame, but with the head of a mare, who sprang

from the thighs of Ubva, and was received by the ocean.

E. TO IT a mure, and VTO fire.

TTfIT* m - (’* :) gallant of a female slave, and thence also

a slave, b. TO"*T, and X7* taken.

WTOTTO m. Submarine fire: sec n. { 1) The

infernal regions, b. TOTT a marc, and head, principal.

m. rfno/^(-ift) The two sons of As'wiNf, and the phy-

sicians of heaven, b. WTOT the nymph As wixf, and a son.

TO r. 1st cl. (UTfif) To sound ; better ai»6 to.

TO m. (-BP:) Sound, noise, a. TO to sound, aff

ifTOTO n. (^*) Traffick, commerce, b. ^frot. and TO for qfTO
a path.

•afvTOTO m. (-w:
) *IT»e son of a merchant, or a young merchant

or trader. £ (-xl) A young woman of the same tribe.

e. ^fror, and gw a son.

wfTO^J ) The indigo plant, (Indigofera tinctoria.) b. ^fror

a trader, and TO the friend.
V#

^fwwr* n. (-V) Tr»lfick, trade, commerce, i. af»*a trader, ar.d

«rw property.

tfam in. (-X'O a camel a. af** a trader, TT who beara,

wfTW m. (-fw) ' A merchant, a trader, * The sixth of the

astronomical periods called Korunas, corresponding to the

half of a lunar day. f. ( fw» ) Trade, irafiick. e. en, to trana-

act business, Tf* Unudi aff, and ^ substituted for x.

afu nj nf. (-tot-tot) Trade, traffick. b. trader, x aff.

n^r. 1st cl. (TOifw) To be steady or firm. r. 1st and 10th els.

(TOfa-ff WIXTfff-TT)
1 To speak. * To declare or communicate
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information : in those two senses, the root it more commonly

and correctly written af.

aff mf. (-f.-tt) ' The jujube, {Ziryphu* jujuba or scandens.)

m. (*«r:) The seed of the cotton pod. f. ( -TT-ft) Cotton. f.(-fT)

1 A plant, (Mimosa octandra.) A medicinal drug, commonly

I’arahaknittti, n. (-a) ’The fruit of the Jujube. * 111e berry

or pod of the cotton, a. aa to be firm, Un'idi aff. or if

derived from aa to give information, it is read by some au-

thorities aar*

fyiHf m. (-ir:) A plant, (Flacourtia cataphracta.) a. Tff

the jujube, and niaaa myrobalan.

m. (-ft:) The jujube : see aaf • «. aa to be firm, aff.

aa^af^ f. (*aT*)
1 A kind of perfume, apparently a dried shell

fish. * A tree, apparently a species of the zizyphus. a. aaf,

the jujube, aa & kaf.

aa^TO n. (-*) A sort of perfume, a leaf. k. aatt the jujube,

Ua a leaf, and a~a aff. of comparison added,

affirm f. (-UTT) A plant, commonly blue S/phalika or nyctan-

thes. E. the jujube, xm fruit.

n. (-li) A part of the Himalaya rangeland a celebrated

place of pilgrimage
; the Bhadnnai

h

of modern travellers,

or a town and temple ou the west bank of the Alakanandd

river, ifi the province of Srinagar, a. aart the jujube, and

an mountain
j

also aaftaa n. (-si) The wood ofjujubea, Ac.

Tl mfn. (-I:-f T-f) Bound, tied. 1 Checked, suppressed.

* Fixed, firm.
4 Withheld, a. an to bind, aff. H, form irr.

nfara mfn. (-fi-ar-a) One who governs or suppresses wrath.

K. af, and ini passion.

film mfn. (-V-VT-*) Fast or firmly rooted, a. aa, and an
the root.

fffa* mfn. (-n:*nT-n) Young, a pupil, a child, one whose

hair has not been shaven, £ (-m) A sort of pungent root,

calkd by some a kind of garlic, a. af lied, and fa*T a crest

or lock of hair, &c.

aarwfal mfn. (fn: far-.-far) Saluting respectfully, putting the

hands joined to the forehead, a. aa attached, naln the

palms joined and hand touching the forehead,

aaiwaa mfn. (-a:-aT-a)
1 Of fixed intent. * Taking aim. a. aa,

and aipCU purpose.

aa r. 1st cl. (a\aiaa) ' To bind or tic. • To hate, to despise,

to loath. * To suffer change or affection of the mind. r. 1st

and 10th els. (aaf* araafff)
1 To tie, to bind. * To kill,

aa m. (-at)
1 Killing, slaughter, slaying, murder. * A killer, a

slaughter, a. aa substituted for aa to kill, aff. aa.

aaat m. (-at) A slaughterer, a killer, it. aa changed to aa,
and ya uff.

aaarfra mfn. Wishing death. &. aa, and

aifffa who wishes.

aaarajT f. (-«n) Intent or desire to kill. s. aa. and man desire,

aaatfaar m. (-al) A hunter, a fowler, a butcher, flee. k. aa
killing, and atlaa who lives by.

aaa n.(-^) A weapon, e. la to kill, Un'itdi aff. aa.
la^a n, (-ar) Capital punishment, k, aa, and a** punish-

ment.

aa«na^ f. (*^1) A place of slaughter or execution, t. aa killing,

HI ground.

aaaDia n. (-aij Place of slaughter or execution, e. aa killing,

xpra place.

aanar n. f-ar> Poison, t. aa killing, ar the body, aff. aa.

aara mfn. (-^:-ai-xf‘) Deserving death, r. aa, and anfr fit for.

afar mfn. (•^t*fT*f) Deaf. k. an to bind, (the hearing,) aff.

firra. deriv. irr.

a^ f. (-^|)
1 A woman. * A wife. e. aa to bind, aff. a ; it is

more usually derived from aa to bear, pnd is consequently

written with the semivowel : see aa, Ac.

aaraa mfn. (-^h-aT-a*) Effecting or causing death, b. aa, and

*a^ future result.

aaiua mfft - (•U ,**WT-lf) Murderous, felonious, an assassin, a

murderer, e. aa killing, and endeavouring,

aaxara m. (-a') Instrument or means of putting to death, e. aa,

and aara means.

an mfn (-W:-WI-W) ' Deserving death. • Condemned to death,

t. aa for aa to kill, aff. aa.

aniT f. (-HT) ' Destruction. • Fitness to be killed, e. m, and

war aff. ; also with a. aam

.

awafa f (-ffc:) Place of public execution e. aar, and afa site.

a«TWia n, ( a) Place of execution. *. an, and ^ira place,

anrr ind.
1 Having lied or bound. * Having kilted, a. sa to tie,

or aa to kill, and mar aff.

aa n. (-if) Lead. £ (4ft) A thong, e. an to bind, aff ^a; see

af and atf.

ata n. (-ifj) A shoe, a slipper, e. an to bind or tie, gn aff.

aa (a^) r. 8th cl (aair) To ask or beg, preferably written aa.

an r. 9 tli cl. (aarfa) r. 10th cl. (anafir) To bind or tie ; with

nta* prefixed, To loosen, to let loose. With air, * To follow.

' To be affixed or attached to. With fa, to disunite. With aa,

to connect.

wn m. (-nt) 1 A pledge, a deposit. * A binding, a tie or fetter,

Ac. * Binding, tying.
4 The body. e. an to tie, aff am

ana n. (-^) * Exchanging, barter. 1 A city. 1 A binding.
4 Binding, confinement, m. (-art) A pledge, f. (4#t) * An un-

chaste woman, a harlot, a wanton. 1 A barren woman. * A
she elephant, t. an to bind, aa aff. fem. aff. ata-

ananr n. (-*») A complete army, or one with its four divisions,

of chariots, elephants, horse, and foot. e. an binding, rfnf

an army.

ana n. (-^)
1 Binding, tying, confining. * A rope for tying

cuttle. 'Killing.
4
Hurting, injuring, mfn. ivist. (n:-WTor

at a) The implement of binding or tying, a rope, a chain,

a bandage, a ligature, Ac. r to tie, aff Wt or am
anaafn m. (-fn:) 1 A rope for tying cattle. * The knot of a

ligature, b. ana tying, and afn a knot.

anaTnf f. (-nr*-)
1 A rope for tying cattle, &c. 1 Any rope or

string used for lying, b. ana tying, ta t rope,

anaaifla n. (-lg) A prison, e. ana confinement, and atom »

house.

anaraa m. (m) A prison. . fna confinement, andam
abode.
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TOTOW m. (.v.) The post to which an elephant is tied. a. to
a binding, and R}W a post.

ufacw n. (-W) Lore, desire. *. to bind, TO L’n'Adi afll

m. (-ai:)
1 A kinsman, a relation, but especially a distant or

cognate kinsman, and subsequent in right of inheritance to

the gentile or Sagdtr* ; the Bandhu, is of three kinds ; the

kinsman of the person himself, of his father, or his mother, as

his fathers brother’s son, and his mothers sister's or brother's

son
;
and the same reckoning upwards, as his father s father’s

sister s son, Ac. 4 A friend. * A brother. 4 A flower, (Pen-

tapetes phenicea.) a. ’’TO to bind or connect, W all.

TO^f tn. (•*:) A flower : see «!»
T-MTO m. {-srj A relation, a friend, a. RAJ, and upT a person.

roaftw m. ('V) A flower, (Pentapetes Phcenicea.) a. to a friend,

uftR to lire, aff. TO; also TO being added, TOaftTO (-W-)

TOTTT f. (*T|T)
1 A multitude of relations.

4 Relationship, a. to
a kinsman, and TO aff.

wwjai n.(-n') Relationship, a. lay. and i* aff. ; also with TO,

TOTT.

TOJTO mfn. (-W-WT vi) Given by a kinsman, n. (-vi) One kind of

female property, that given to a girl at her marriage by her

own relations, a. qpj» and TO given.

TOT mfn. (-T:-TT-T) Uneven, undulating, wavy, partially even,

and depressed.
1 Bowed, bent * Pleasing, delightful, hand-

some, beautiful.
4 Deaf. * Injurious, mischievous, m. (-TO

* A goose. 4 A flower, (Pentapetes Phaenicea.) A drug, com-

monly Bireng. 4 A bird. * A crane.
4 A drug, commonly

Ritkobka. n. (-T) ’ A diadem, a crest. * The dregs of oil, or

oil cake. f. (-TO A whore, a prostitute, f. plu. (-TT0 The meal

of parched corn. a. to bind, WTWUn’kdi aff. ; also with

WTO. aff. TajT.

layvti mfn. (-Wt-WT-W) Friendless, relationlesa. a. "TO, and

devoid of.

vt* m. (-nr:)
1 A shrub bearing a red flower, (Pentapetes Phce-

nicca, but also applied to the IxonBandAuco.) * A tree, (Pen-

taptera.) e. iat to bind, war aff.

lajwgvq m. (-w) A tree, (Pentaptcra tomentosa.) a. R^TO the

Pentapetes or Ixora, and gvq flower ; having a similar flower.

mfn. (-T'-TT T)
1 Wavy, undulating, uneven. Bowing,

bent * Beautiful, handsome, m. (-r:) A bole, a chasm, r. rtr

to bind, Un'idi aff. w<v|; also TOfT.

laffw tn. (-fa:) A flowed (Pentapetes, Ac. :) see TOir. a. to,

and <®faw aff.

TO| mfn. (-aag:-wqT-wB) 1 Barren, unfruitful, not bearing fruit in

due season. * Detained, confined, under arrest, f. (-am) 1 A
childless woman. * A barren cow. 1 A perfume, commonly

Bala, t. ttm to bind, aff. TO.

RVTO mfn. (-RTW**£ft-R:) Been, become, a. to be, TO aff.

TO r. 1st cl. (TOfff) To go
j

also TO.

Wt f. (-’ft) A name of Dunoa. k. vnj Siva, and #Kaff.

mfn. (-fa:-fa:-fa) Who or what has, holds, possesses, Ac.

r. to cherish, fro aff.

TO mfn. (-W:-W: or
1 Large, great. * Tawny, Ac. • Bald-

headed through disease, tn. (-W:)
1 A name of Visiin o. * S iva.

* Aom or fire.
4 A large ichneumon. * The name of a Mum

or holy sage. 4 A rat. n. (-W) 1 A tawny or brown colour.

* Any object of that colour. a.«( to fill, aff. 9 ,
and the initial

repeated.

TOT m. (-T5) A bee. *. TO imitative sound, TT to make, w aff.

TOlTHil f. (-RTt) A fly.- e. TO( imitative sound, TT to make, WW
aff.

;
also TOTTuft

WT mfn. (-T:-TT-T) Best, excellent, m, (-T*.)
* A boon, a blessing,

&c. 1 A son-in-law. 1 Surrounding, encompassing. 4 A cata-

mite. n. (-t) Saffron, f. (-T.-) Asparagus racemosus. f. (-TT)

The three myrobalans. n. or ind. (-^) Slightly desired, pre-

ferable. e. R to select, &c. RTR aff
; the root is more usually

written ami the derivative to, q- v,

w4 r. 1st cL (Rvafa) To go.

TO* rof. A sort of bean, (Dolichoa catjang.) f.

A whore, k. Re* to go, Wz aff.

rvrwt C (-WT) A blue fly. e. to go, aff. TO or derived from

TO imitative sound, and TO or rw to sound, aff. WW. rear

or TOTt.

m. (*Tt) A blockhead, a fool. k. TO to go, WTW aff.

R^l r. 1st cL (R^ir) 1 To be pre-eminent or excellent; (alsoR^,

but less usuully.) * To speak or tell.
4 To kill or hurt. 4 To

cover. 4 To remember. * To spread. T To give. (In these

senses it is more usually TO ) r* I Oth cl. (R^Rfjf) To hurt or

kill ;
also to

** mn. (-R.--R)
1 A peacock's tail.

4 A leaf.
4 Dependants, reti-

nue. e, to to spread, &c. aff. WW; this word and the corre-

sponding forms are more usually derived from TO to increase,

Ac. and are written with the semivowel : see R^, RfaR. Ac.

"TO r. 1st and 10th els. (RRrfw TOnqfw) * To live.
4 To hoard

grain. 4 To prevent or obstruct wealth, r. 1st cl. (RRlifr)
1 To

kilL 4 To go. r. I Oth cl. (RiRTCft)To explain. (RiRnifR) To sup-

port, nourish, rear, as a child.

TO mfn. (-W: -RTT-Ri) Strong, stout, robust, powerful, m. (-w:)

* Balad£va, the elder brother of KrTsbn’a, and the third of

the three incarnations termed R^kas. 1 A crow. 4 A demon,

slain by Indra.
4 The fontna tree. n. (-w)

1

Strength, power.

4 Sulkiness. 4 Form, figure.
4 An army, forces. 4 Gum

myrrh. 4 Semen virile. * The body. 4 The leaf of a tree.

4 Blood. 14 Rigour, severity, f. (RU) An aquatic plant,

(Sida cordifolia.) e. toi to live, aff. WW ;
in some of the sensei

it may be derived from TO to go or surround, and may then

be written with the semivowel : see TO-

TOW m. (-w<) White, (the colour, Ac.) r. to strength, and w
to waste, aff. W ;

this word is more properly written TOW. q. v.

TOW mfn. Produced by or from strength or power,

n. (*r1)
1 A field .

4 A city gate.
4
Fruit.

4 War. 4 Pith, marrow,

f. (-KT)
1 A pretty or handsome woman. 4 The earth. * Ara~

lia* jasmine, k. TO strength, and Rl born.

RWfaR m. (-5T) A name of Fndra. k.rrt, and f%R a foe.

reirr m - (-Ws)
1 Bai.ad6 v a, the elder brother of KrTshn a.

4 Air,

wind. f. (-WT) A medicinal plant, commonly Trdyamdna.

e. to the same, and TO divine, or TO strength, and to who

sports.
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gwfBTO m. (-W*-) Weakening, reducing strength or power.

8 . mi, and faTO restraint.

TOU fiC f. (-fit:) RohisI, the mother of Balae&ma. b. to, and

m the mother,

ifW m. (-f:)
1 BtL.tp6vA, as above. • Anaxta, the great ser-

pent, considered as identified with the preceding,

being regarded by some authorities as an incarnation of

Axanta. 1 A strong or robust man. 4 A tree, commonly

L6dh. f. (-gT)
1 A young girl, a maiden. * A drug, commonly

Tidyamdna. t HW strength, and Wf auspicious excellent.

mwfmrr f. (-qn) A medicinal plant, Trdyanutita. a. TO*?*f the

same, and WW aff.

mrfv-J£ mfn. (*fV^) Breaking or routing an army, m (fw^)

I nora. k. WW, ahd far who or what destroys.

mnrw m. (-H|)The demigod named Balabaua, half brother to

KaYsirx'A. and the third of theKAMASj according to some,

the eighth Aratdr of Vishm’u. k. TO strength, TO to sport,

aff. mi.

m. (-XT) Balara'ma : see the last. e. TO strength, aff.

WW
WWTOmfn. (-WTW TOY-TO) Strong, stout, lusty, powerful. b. TO

strength, and pos*. aff.

f. (-in) Strength, power, e. VWVTT, and IfW aff.

mfn. (-W*.-WT**i)
1 Strengthening. Ennobling, b. ms.

and qfw augmenting.

TOWfYTO mfn. (-if-ffxft-fift Strengthening, f. (ffcwY) A plant

;

sec wtmr. *. mi, and wfiw what augments.

mrfaw? m. (-W:) Array of troops, a. mi forces, and fV*qriJ

disposition.

m. (W:) Inoba. e. mi, TO two demons, and

destroyer.

TOTTOTO m. (-Wl) A name of bunas, e. TOTO as before, to
who kills.

mmf n. (-W) Defeat or rout of an army. a. TO, and WTO
calamity.

TOirfwirT f. (-WT) Pride of, or confidence in strength or prow-

ess. a. mnrrfar. and mv added.

TOWTfro mfn, (-^-fwwY-fw) Haring strength, confident of

strength, &c. 8. mi, and wrfar* haring.

XTOXW m. (-wO A name of Indba. k. toj the demons, and

destroyer.

TOftnfa f. (-fn*) A royal residence, a royal camp or quarters,

a. TO forces, ft®fit station.

TOTO m. (-WT) Phlegm, the phlegmatic humour, k. to strength,

and to destroying.

mnrtw mfn. (-W:-WT-if) Weak, infirm. 8. TO, and wfa
void of.

towYtot f- (-HI) Exhaustion, weakness, prostration of atrength,

infirmity from fatigue or age, &c. a, TOTfa, and TO added.

TOWT f- (-WT) A sort of crane, k. TO strength, WW to go, aff.

m; it is preferably written mriHT.

mrfroi f- (-m) A sort of Fin a or lute, called also Rama’s lute.

TOT* m. (-W-) A sort of bean, (Phaseolus mungo.) l. to
strength, and to what goes or grows.

TOTTWTT m. ( Tt) ' Violence, oppression, exaction. # (In law)

The detention of the person of a debtor by his creditor, and

the violent measures taken by the Utter, (flogging, tee.) to

recover his debt. k. to strength, to to go, aff. fro, TO IB,

and WIT making, doing.

TOlfalWT f- (-Hi) A sort of sun-flower, (Heliotropium Indieom.)

r~ TO strength, WTW1I self, aff. TO. fen*. form.

mim m. (-W) Commander of an army, a general, i. TO,

and WWW superintendant.

TOlfTO mfn. (-H-HI-1I) ' Strong, powerful. • Leading an army.

b. TO, and wfarw possessed of.'

HWTTO m. (-*!;) KbYsun'a. b. TO Balakama, and TOW younger

born.

mrrmrBxi md. By force, b. TO, and WVTO removal.

TOTTO mfn. (-W.-WI-W) Strong and weak. b. TO, and TOW feeble.

TO I TOM m. (-W:) Pride of strength or prowess, b, TO, and

wtow pride.

TOTO m. (-W:) A plant, (Capparis trifoliata.) b. TO strength,

WW to go, aff.m
mrmftr m. (-f*T) A name of Inmu. b. TO a demon, and W<lfr

an enemy.

TOTO* m. (-W0 The Carmda, (Carissa carandaa.) a. TO strength,

WTO before wr to get. aff. TO.

TOTO m. (-Wt) The phlegmatic humour. B. TO strength, WW
to eat or destroy, aff. W^; also with WW added TOHWW-

TOTW m. (-W:) The phlegmatic humour, a. TO life or strength,

WW to pervade, aff. WW-

TOTTO m. (-W:) One of the Ja\ua .mints. 8. TO strength, WTO

unequalled.

TOTW n. (-W) Water. r. TO strength, WTOT to quit, aff- W-

HWrTW m. (-w :

)

1 A mountain. * A cloud. 1 One of the Nagm

or infernal serpents. ‘ The name of a demon. 8. TOI strength,

W the negative prefix to WT to abandon, aff. e. IX strength,

this word is differently derived also, and preferably written

tofto, q. v.

Bfw m. (*fw:j
1 Tax, royal revenue. * An oblation, a religious

offering in general. 1 The handle of a CAotcrie or fly-flapper.

4 Presentation of food to all created beings, one of the five

great sacraments of the Hindu religion : it consists in throw-

ing a small parcel of the offering, Okeu or rice, or the like,

into the open air at the bock of the house. 4 The sacrifice of

an animal, or raw flesh offered to the goddess Dubua. * Frag-

ments of food left at an oblation or a meal. 1 An animal,

or one which is fit for an oblation. * Three folds of skin at

the end of the rectum. * A king, and Daitya, also Mabasalt,

the virtuous sovereign of Alahahali pur, tricked out of

the dominion he hud obtained over earth and heaven, by

Visas'll, in the I’dmana or dwarf Aoatdr, and left, in consi-

deration ot his merits, the sovereignty of P&tAla, or the in-

fernal regions, f. (-fw:-wY) * A wrinkle, skin shrivelled by old

age. 1 The fold of skin in stout persons, especially females,

upon the upper part of the belly, or between the ensiform car-

tilage and the navel. * The ridge of a thatch, b. to to live,

or to to hurt or kill, n changed to w, aff. x^or y.
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Tfans m. (*qn) The edge of a thatch, a. nrinr the ridge, and

TO air.
,

wfrov; mfo. (-T:-rr-'C)
1 Offering sacrifices. • Producing wrin-

kles. a. afw before if to make, TO’aff

ns. (-rip) Sacrificial cake. c. nfnr, and nrroi a sort of

cake.

afueryw n. (-ifc) Offering of oblations to all creatures, k. nfw,

and act.

qfv^TW n. i -if)
1 Offering victims in sacrifice. * Giving food

to all beings, B, and ^TW giving,

sffvsgfww m. (-yjt) A name of Vinu'o. k. ‘afar the king so

named, and asrfTO injuring. *

qfTO mfn. (-aft-fanit'f'f) Strong, stout, robust, m. (-aft) * A

camel. * A buffalo. * A bull. * A hog. * Phlegm. • A name

of Balabama. 1 A sort of pulse, (Phasedus radiatus.) * A sort

of jasmine, (J. pubescene.) t (-^t) Sida cordifolia. a. TO
strength, ^fir aff.

nfTO mfn. (-ift-WMt) Shrivelled, wrinkled, flabby, flaccid, b. nfw

wrinkled skin, aff. sf.

n. (-W^) V'an ascr, the son of Bali. b. wfa, and w»TO

the son ;
Bali bad however four sons, to either of whom the

epithet is applicable.

nfrTO m. (-*:) VisHN’cr. s. wfv»T, and to to humble, WW aff.

afareI m. (-ff:) A crow. b. l1% fragments of fowl, and ir*

nourished.

afwfro m. (-W:) The IAdh tree. b. sacrifice, and fVu

fond of ; iqud to grow the quicker for being perfumed and

illuminated.

wfaro mfn. ( sr.-sTT %f) Shrivelled, withered, flaccid, wrinkled.

b. Bfa a wrinkle, W aff.

wfwwwr ra. (-ijur) ' A crow. • A sparrow. * A crane. B. nfw

the orts of a meal or sacrifice, and stir who eats.
*# v

mfn. (.WTW-inft-snr) Wrinkled, shrivelled, flaccid, a. wfi*

a wrinkle, and st?yq post. aff.

nfwnfac n. (-T) The infernal regions, r. the Dailya, and

abode.

wf%TO m. (-*:) A monkey, a. afar a wrinkle, and to a face :

also TOtTO.
•s

*fro mfn. Very strong, more or most powerful, s.

"TO, and TOHf super, aff.

mfn. Arrogant, disrespectful, k to to be

powerful, X"9 Uuadi aff.

afvsTj f m. (-T'-J
' The lash of a whip. * A number of monkeys.

* The base of an ant hill.

iffltlfS n. (-^) The infernal regions, b. "afar the Daily*, aove-

.

reign of Pduita, and *TOW abode,

wfwvw m. (-TT) Vishn u. c. afw Bali, and TW to injure,

aff ftw

vftw m. (W:) A scorpion.

*wfTO m. (-art) A
#
monkey. i. a wrinkle, and TO face.

fflNl mfn. (-WTW-TOt-*:) Very strong, exceedingly powerful.

b. TW strong, superlative aff.

TOlTOl n. (-W) Superiority in strength, b. aftTO » and

added.

7 N

n». A bull or ox. b. to strength, and wi increaa-

iog, substituted for W, and ^ final fur w
;
also aftvfc and

toW.
^IPlftT mfn. (-lS‘If-1) Endowed with or possessed of

strength, b. aw, and TJafro entered.

TOPTW mfn.
( W..7TT Tf) Possessed of strength, a. TO, and tow

possessed of.

WT mfn. (•l:-WT-fl) Strong, vigorous, n. ( ®) Semen virile,

ra. (-H:) A Baud<Tha mendicant, a. TO strength, TO aff

f. (’t) A cow bearing many calves : see a sroft

(T) r. I st cl. (vfTO) To grow or increase
;
also wfir, but

upon inferior authority.

TO mfn. -jft-v) ' Much, many. * Large, great, b. nfnr

to increase, Un'Adi aff. $ ; it is less correctly derived from

TO to obtain, and written to.

1TO m. (•*:) * A crab. * A gallinule. A plant, (Asclepias

gigaotea.) 4 The digger of a tank, (bitoito.) b. TO much,

BT^aff. '

TOTOTO m. (-*:) • A prickly plant, (Hedysarum alhagi.) * The

marshy date tree. s. to many, a thorn, V* aff.

TOTO mfn. 1 A sweeper. * Industrious, labouring,

m. (-*:) A camel, f. (-ft) A broom, a. TO much, V to do, vgf

or TO aff

TOVPT mfn. (-W:-WT-it) Patient, enduring, m. (-if:) A Jaina

deified saint, e. much, and to bear, aff. w.

mfn. Smelling, strong-scented, m.

Olibanum. f. (-*fTj
1 Arabian jasmine. * The bud of the

ChaMpoc. R. TO much, TO odour.

TOBT&BI^T mfn. (-unj) Talking much, and blameably. B. WW
much, reproachable, and wrw speech.

WVTO mfn. (-^Mfl-W) 1 Many times. • Having many good

qualities, a. to, and TO quality, Ac.

TOVf^I m. (-f^:) Tamarisk, (Tamarix dicaca) t. "TO many,

and vN a knot or joiut.

TOTO mfn. " hat takes or holds much. a. TO., and

TO what takea.

TOWf*H mfn, (-f*W:-^ft-for) Many-fibred, (applicable only to the

body.) e. TO many, and TOft a siring.

TOTOTter mfn. (-qrt-BTT-W) Many-stringed, (a musical instru-

ment, &c.) B. TO many, TOft a wire, and TO addetl.

TOW^ mfn. Much, many, most. s. aff. added to

TO.

»ad- From or by much, or many. e. to much, fffq

aff.'

TOfTO mfn. (-^:-^t-lj) Manieth, (the ordinary of many.) i. to
many, much, V? aff and front augment,

nint tad. In many ways, or places. See. b. to much, many,

TO aff

TO<B n. (si) Plurality, multitude, muchness, abundance, r. to
much, m aff. of the abstract,

TOTO m. (-^.

)

The Bk6jt or Birch tree. b. to much, aro skin

or bark, TO aff.
}
having several layers of baric.

TOTO m. ( ) The Bhojpatr, or Birch tree. i. TO much,

and TOT. bark: see the lost.
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WWW mfn. (-wt-wi-W) Liberal, munificent, a. aw> and w who

give*.

WWWfwa mfn. (-ars-wr-ai)
1 Accompanied with many presents, (a

ceremony.) • Libera), bountiful, l. WW, and wfWWT a gift.

.WWWfafW mfn. (-w:-arr-a?) Having many staff.bearers. &c. e. ww
many, wf’WW

- having a staff, VY iff.
;
also in the masculine

form wwafaw m. ( aft)

m. (-*W:) Wheat, f.(-TWT) A cow giving much milk. *. Wit

much, and milk.

f. (*¥T:) A plant, fielding a caustic milky juice, 1

(Euphorbia, of various sorts.) s. WW much,^ milk, arw !

aff, fen. form.

WWWTW mfn. (-W:-WT-a) Full of faults or defects, very wicked,

very bad. k. aw. and ^Ta fault.

WWTW mfn. (*¥**¥f-¥) Experienced, a, WW. and TC seen.

awvw mfn. (-w>WT-W) Wealthy, rich. a. aw, and ww wealth.

awur iniL In many wavs, sorts, &c. k. xi much, WTWf uff.

WEWTaiT mfn. (-W.-WT-W) Dispersed, scattered, a. aWWT, and ww
gone.

,

nrtlTT m. (-TO ItfDiu'a thunderbolt, a. aw many, wtti

edge.

aWwrw ®- (-¥’•) The conch shell, k. aw much, wrg sound.

Ijyz mfn. (-Z:*¥t-3) Very clever, t. a* touch, and aw
clever.

awwW mfn. d) Many-leaved, m. (*¥:) An onion, n. (-s|)

Talc. f. (-at) A drug, (Trigonclla focnugrsecum.) e. aw many,

aa a leaf, Ac.

me f. <-*) A medicinal plant, (Trigonelia fcenugnscutn.) !

K. aw many, aw a le: f.

a*tl^ m. (-apf) The Indian fig tree. t. aw many, ar^font;

also awWTW- m (*¥:) alluding to the branches, which grow

downwards and take root again.

WWSW mfn- (W>W,

l-
lW Haviugmany children, m. (-ar) A tree,

(Echites scholaris.) f. (-iff) A plant, (Asparagus racemo&u>.)

s. aw many, ww a child or produce.

airjai mfn. (-«f: WF-af) Having a numerous progeny, m. (-W0
' A hog. * A sort of grass ; see wf. a. aw many, waff off

7

spring.

awaTarW mfn- f-w : -wr-^)
1 Complicated, containing more than

one circumstance. ' (In law) Comprising many counts, (a

plaint, &c. e. aw many. afirWT assent.

aw^W mfD- (-¥-¥!*¥) Munificent, bountiful, e. aw much,

and ww who gives.

awwWTW mfn. (-W'.-WT-W) Flowing in many streams, e. aw, and

wwrw course.

awaw: f- (*^ : ) The mother of many children, s. aw much,

and who bears offspring.

awwar mfn. (-Wi-aft-W) Fertile, fruitful, m. (-Wt)The Kadamba
tree, (Nauclea kadamba.) f. (*wt) The opposite leaved fig

tree. a. aw much, <ta fruit.

wwwtm mfn. (-sti-jwini) Fortunate, a. ww, and wro fortune.

TWwa^mfn. (-war) Voracious, a. a-*, and tjir who eats.

aWaif mfn. (-ir-wi-li)
1 Thought much of, respected, considered.

• Having many different opinions, a. aw, and mf minded.

awWfa f. (*fWF) Value, estimation, pricing or preferring, raw,
and wfw mind.

awww ro. (*ai) Lead. t. aw much, ww dirt.

aWWT* m. (-a:) A place where four roads meet. ». aw hiany,

WT« a road.

a*wrw n. (-ai) Respect, reverence, e. aw, and wtw respect

mfn. (-f«: rt-fiS) Multiform. '

f. (-^B:) Wild cotton.

b. aw many, ijf^ form.

WwWw mfn. (-1^1-4) Many-headed, m. (-¥:) VisiCTO. e. aw
many, Wf"a ft forehead.

aWWW mfn. (-ar:*Bft*wf) Many-rooted, having many roots, m.

(-W:) A sort of reed or grass : see Xft and TWi*. «• vw
many, and war a root ; also with asw added, awaarw

m. (-¥:)

awaa Jnfn. (-ag:-WT rQ) Costly, precious, e. aw much, and

WW price, aff. War.

WWWW mfn. (W:-wVW) Multiform, m. (-¥:)
1 Resin. • Siva.

• VisnN'v. 4
liOte, Cupid. * A chameleon. • Brahma,

1
liair. ' One of the Jintu or Jaina saints, a. aw many,

WW shape.

aWTWT m . ptu. (-WT-) Wrinkles, furrows, marks of care or pain.

e. aw many, TWT a line.

WW^WW m (-WT0 Brahma. e. aW much, and yWW seed.

WWTTWW m. (-Wi) A sheep, e, aw much, and fivn^hair.

aww mfn. (-ar:-an-ai)
1 Much, many. * Black. • Variously

applicable, comprehensive, (a rule, 8tc.) m. (-¥:)
1 Aoni or fire.

• The dark half of a month, a (-ai) The sky. f. pin. (-art)

The Pleiades, f. (-art) 1 Indigo. * Cardamoms. 4 A cow.

e aw muny, arr to get, aff. w.

awana n. (>1|) ' Abundance, muchness 4 Comprehensiveness,

(of a rule.) 8. W added to the last
;
also with ma awWWT.

aw-^tarrvr n. f-ar)
1 Multiplying, magnifying, making much.

4 Winnowing, w. awar, and asTW making, with fw aug.

aw^llHT mfn. (-ifs-WT-W)
* 'rhreshed and winnowed. * Made

manifold or much. b. aww much, inr made, and fw substi-

tuted for the final of the former, by which the ^ is inserted.

awTWW n. (-W) The plural number, (in grammar.) a. aw,

and WWW saying.

aWTTT m. (-T:) A fruit, (Cordia rayxa.) e. aw much, ^ to nour-

ish, aff. Wat j
also with ww. added, awwiaar m; (-ar:)

awfaw mfn. i-W:-WT-W) Various, multiform, of muny sorts or

kinds, e. aw many, and faw sort.

mfn. (-^r.-wr-w) Widely spread or diffused, f. (Wh) A

shrub bearing a small red and black berry, (Abrus prcca-

toriua.) k. aw muc h, fa^t4 spreading.

aWWlW mfn. ( «f:-wr-W) Having many or much seed. n. (-ar)

The custard apple, (Annona squamosa
) t. aw many, and

atw a seed.

awWtw in. (-as:) Beleric myrobalan, (Terminalia bclerica.) s. ww
much, and atUS seed.

awatfw m. (-fw :) One of the forms of grammatical composition,

the compounding two or more words to furnish an epithet or

attributive, as awwiw or awwrWV having many necklaces,

from WW, and WTWT a necklace, e. ww many, and •tftfw grain*
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TOTO mfn. Having many enemies. m. (*y) A spar-

row. b. TU many, and TO an enemy.

^XITH iwf. Abundantly, plentifully, s. WV much, many, TOT aff

TOTOf mfci.( -Hi-ST-W) Having many branches or ramifications

i. to, and ITPVT a branch.

TOTO mfn (-IT-m-Tf) * Well taught, learned. Acquainted with

the fVtfoi. e. to, and to heard, or wf* Wd«.

mfn. (-irn(-TOft-V)
1 Having many excellencies. * Very

excellent, e. to, and ^TTO best.

TO*TO mfn. (fqir) Expanded, spread, diffused. x. TOT and

WV vr bat touches.

TO'J’rifa m. (-fw.) A species of bambu, (Bambusa sptnosa)

1 . TO much, TOlfiT spreading.

TO^TT f. (-ITT) A plant, (Asparagus.) e. to many, ^pr a birth

or shoot.

f. (-^) 1 A *ow, • The mother of many'children. a. TO
many, and 1* bearing.

TO^fr f. (-fw:) A cow bearirfg many calves, k. to many, ^
to bear, aff. fnw.

WTOTO m. (*f:) An owl. h. TO much, TO noise or sound.

TOTO mfn. (-V-WT-w) Having much water, e. TO, and TOT*

water.

TO f. 1st cl. (TOPT) ' To be pre-eminent or excellent, (also TO.

but less usually.) * To speak or tell. * To kill or hurt.
4 To

cover, to spread. * To give, (also TO in these five senses, and

more accurately.) * To remember, r. l(Kh d. (TO*fw)

To shine.

mfn. (-^: 1 Important, having much meaning.

1 Having many objects. R. TO, *nd ^ meaning.

TO^fH m. (-TOO
' A hog. ' A rat. f.(-^T) A cow that has borne

many ralves. e. TO many, TOr*l offspring.

TOlfTOT mfn. T-Wt-fipft-fw) Voracious, gluttonous, e. to
muih. who cats.

TOp8 f. (-tor) The Big I'tda. e. to many, a hymn or

prayer.

WTOt f. (-^t) The wife of a Brahman conversant with the Rig

y&t*. e. TO many, ^8V a prayer or incantation, aff. "iftr.

H ind. 1 As, like.
1 Or, either : see Tf.

(TO) WTlj r. lit cL (*T*1T) To bathe, to dive and emerge.

futjjiidf t a differs from other authorities iu writing this with

an initial e.

HTO m. (-ft)
1 Submarine fire. * A Brahman, n. (-T) A itud, a

collection of mares, s wtto a mare, and efw aff. of deriva-

tion : see WTTITO.

W ifST m. (*fV:) HelL b. TTTifTT submarine fire, and TO* aff.

of place.

ITTf1 m. da. (-li) The two sons of AsVtsrf and physicians of

Stvcrga. k. TTO7 a mare, Sanjnyd changed into a mare, and

TO aff. of descent.

1TTO n. (-*) A number of Brahmans . a. 1TT1 a Brahman,

TO uff.

m. (-1:) A servant, a hired labourer.

smr m. (-V) An arrow, &c. : see x. TO or TO to sound,

aff. TO.

arsrirmr m. f^f) The course of an arrow, x. nw, and ITTO

object.

pfe f. (-ftp) * Speech. The goddess of speech, 8tc. : see llfw.

r. TO or to to speak, in the causal form, aff. T-

arfwsr m. (-W-)
1 A merchant, a trader. * Submarine fire,

a. afro. Ac. aff. to.

irfwfror m. (er:) * Submarine fire. * A trader, a merchant.

• A rogue, a cheat, a. ifvnri trade, aff. TOT.

Itfw^ mf. f-^-UT) Trade, traffic, commerce, e, ifror a trader,

with TO aff. or irfTOT the same, aff. TO.

HIT rofu. (-T’^-T) Made of cotton, mf. (T-TT) The cotton

plant. 8. 1TO cotton, aff TO-

TO (er) ItY r. 1st cl. (inib 1 To resist, to oppose. "To annoy

or afflict. ,

TTO m. (-10
1 Opposing, hindering. * Annoyance. * Refutation

arising from incompatibility or contradiction of assigned

cause and effect (in logic), e.m to oppose, nr aff.

TTTO mfn. (-W:-^T-i) What hinders, opposes, pains, See. x. HI,

and Tlw
aff.

ITTO n. (-'*1)
1 Pain. * Impeding, opposing, e. 1T1 to oppose,

irrotw mfn. (-Wt-WT-wf) Paining, annoying, b.m to annoy,

and xrrror «ff.

^r«nn mfn. (-i:-sn-vf) Being harassed or tormented, x. 171 to

annoy, pass. v. mi aff.

ITfll mfn. (-li-lfT-l)
1 Obstructed, impeded. 1 Pained, torment-

ed. • Self-refuted (in logic), contradictory, incompatible.

r, !tl to oppose, 1 iff.

infill m. (-1:) A bastard, the son of a disloyal wife. x. TTOt
a wanton, aff. TO, and (jit augment.

ITTO m. (•!'.)
1 A relation, a kinsman : see TO*. ' A friend,

x. TO a kinsman, iy pleonastic aff.

ITTOnvifici mfn. (-ibfut-fl) Calling upon or bewailing a

kinsman, x. irTO, and irwifli who calls aloud.

Hilt f. (*^1) A name of Dvrca. s. ci 8‘iva, with iy»nd

rtx added.

ir^ilT m. (•<:)
1 Tin. * A shoot of the mango. * The son of

an unchaste woman, a bastard, e. list a whore, and 1 aff.

ITl mfn. (-m-lT-lf) ' Ignorant, unwise, uninstructed. 1 Young,

infantine, a child, mf. (-W:-!T) ' An infant, a child; it usually

means the young child, under five years old, but is equally

applicable till sixteen years of age. * A colt. * A five year

old elephant- 4 An elephant's tail. * A horse's tail. * Any
tail. * Hair. *A sort of fish, (Cyprinus Rohita, Ham.)

ron. (•«:•!) A perfume, perhaps a sort of fragrant grass, (An-

dropojron schsenanthus.) f. (-ITT)
1 Small cardamoms. * A wo-

man, a female. 1 Aloes. 4 Another plant, commonly Acnndhd.

* The cocoa-nut. • Turmeric. 1 A sort ofjasmine. • A flower,

(Hibiscus tortuosus, Kox.) • Pure, (applied specially to a

female animul, as a heifer, &c. fit for an oblation.) f. (•^!) A
sort of car-ring. x. to to live, aff. TOT. it sometimes occurs,

but less accurately perhaps, with a palatial initial.

<TTW€ m. (-»:)
1 A bov, an infant; see the last. • A' fool, a

blockhead. 1 The tail of a horse or elephant. 4 A finger ring.
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• A bracelet • A perfume; alaoftqq. f. (-fwqrt) ' A female

infant. 1 Sand. • The knot or flower of an ear-ring. 4 The

rustling of leaves. 1 Small cardamoms, n. (-IT) A sort of Hi-

biscus, (H. mutabilis.) «. qrq added to the preceding.

qTqr^rq n. (-W) Childhood, childishness, k. qiirq, and iq aff.
;

also with 7TW, qTwqrwT.

qiwqftq info, (-q^qr-^) Childish, infantine, e. q:wq, and q

aff.

qTHirfq ra. (-flT) A louse, r. qtw hair, and irfir a worm.

WTwfhpg m. (*W) A divine personage, of the size of the thumb,

sixty thousand of whom were produced from the hair of

Bhaiima's body.

aivNif-4^ f. (-*t) A cow with calf for the first time. r. qrw

young, afiwwt pregnant.

wrwro m. (-tu:> k»KMhRVA. r. qtqi a child, and usage,

qiqnrqq m. (-q:) 1 A young son. ’ A tree, (Mimosa catechu.)

k. qiqr young or small, andqqq offspring, leaves.

qTMrqqr n. (-^T) Midwifery, care of a lying-in woman, and her

child. K. in an infant, and Itm rule, management.

HlH n. (-W) Young grass, b, WTW young, and 11 grass.

m. (-qr.) A tree, (Mimosa catechu.) s. qr« small, qqi

a leaf. aff. VW-

Wl*nr*T n. (-q‘) The property of a minor or infant, s. WP*r, and

Vn wealth.

qr^rfa ra. (-fq:) A hairy tail, as a horse's, &c. «. WTW hair, m
to have, fair.

qiwqq m. (•!:) Khaynr, (Mimosa catechu.) r. arm young or

small, atnd qq a leaf ;
also with ITU. added, qiqrqqq.

qTqrqiqjT f. (-qr) * An ornament of gold or silver, &c. worn

between the hair divided on the forehead. * A string of pearls

binding the hair. *- ffTW hair, qrq a lie or quantity, and

VPT aff

qwnft f. (-^t) A sort of jasmine, (J. auricdatum.) s.m
the hair, and ffm flower ;

worn in the hair,

amus* m. (-if:) A sort of mineral poison,

inran m. (-qt) Childhood, b. ill, and ittw nature.

f. (>VT) A small rat or mouse, a. IW small, ijfwqi

a rat.

qiwqTTnrftqqr n. (-W) A sort of substitute for the sacrificial

thread, a string or scarf as worn by children, (?) h. iif a

child, and qqfrqiftq the &rahmiHttal cord.
*

jTWrret m. (-«:) Lapis lazuli, k. hi young, and qpq what

shines.

m. (-iqs) A pigeon, h dove. k. wtw a child, and q?q

dear.
f

qTOTiqq m. (-qr:) Woollen garments, b. qrq hair, (of cows,

goats, &c. ) and qtqq vesture,

qj^rnrsi n. (-«!) Lapis lazuli.

im’TTO ra. (-qj:) A wild goat. b. wm hair, qrq to endeavour,

aff. WH.

I MUam* n. (-11 ) A ChiU>rie, a whisk, a fly-flapper, i. gm
hair, and qqq a fan j it being made usually of the tail of

the Yak.

qiqiHT m. (-IT:)) A Bauddhu saint ; also named Mamjlciiosua,

wrqrirwqrv mfn. (-qi-m-ii) Of a purple colour, m. (-q:) Purple,

the colour, r.. im young, and qaair twilight, qnqF before W
to shine, aff qr.

1119;'/] i». (-A Lapis lazuli, r. qtq young, qc?£l the sun >

also with qrq added, qiuilt^qr n. (-qj

qrqnr?i m. <-q:) The tail of a hone, or any hairy animal, b.

erw hair, and <«?! the hand, to which organ it is compared,

f. (-ql) A plant, commonly A' ei'apxuhtn.

in^rPTv ra. (-q: ) The rays of tho rising sun. g.WTQ, and WTI light.

WHirro n. (-«q> Young offspring or progeny, k. iff, and qq*q

offspring.

tnfbt m. (-fqr:) A monkey, the son of Indra, killed by Rama,

e. WT*f hair, and ^q aff.
;
being born from the hair of his

mother.

qrfwq m (-lit) The monkey son of Ivors, f. (-iff) The con-

stellation dtwini. k. see the last, aff. TfV-

qifaq mfn. ( q -qT-ll) ' Young. * Ignorant • Careless, heed-

less. n. (-1) A pillow, b. WTV to emerge, aff., qtfq or

qTfa, and qr to destroy, aff. q.

qiftrlf n. (-HL * Thoughtlessness, heedlessness. * Youth. 1 Folly,

a. nfw*, and q^ aff.

WTfwW’lTl m. (-¥*.) Name of a celebrated monkey, the son of Bali.

WTfinr^ ra. (-qq) Rama. e. qtfq the monkey, and killer,

qrafa in. (-q:) Pain in making water from gravel, &c.

qrq m. (-it:) A drug, commonly ElabiUuka. r. iw to live,

aff.

wtwv m. (-ir;) A drug and perfume ; also Elabdluka. f. (-VT)

' Sand, gravel. ' (Also nut) A sort of cucumber, (Cucumia

utilatissimus .)
1 Camphor. 4 A sand bath. k. iw to live, (by

its means,) aff. or as above, and added.

nHUTt in. (-:) A sort of fnb, (Cheiludipterus culius and

bulis, Ham.) r. wtoyt sand, and IV to scatter, aff. ii
WT«9J^if«irf f (-WV) Sugar, k. sand, identity, ir«T

aff. in the fern. form.

t (-WT) One of the sev^n hells of the JaUtu, the hell

t)f sand. b. H1T3T sand, and u«r splendour.

«n»Vt f (-»T) a sort of cucumber, (Cucumis utilatiasimus.)

also ITWtft.
* "*

YPRTt f. (-Tl) A sort of cucumber: see the last; also with W%
added iiirfintT.

WTVir m. (-*:) A sort of poison.

Ilii q mfn. (*q:-llt-^)
1 Soft.

1
Fit or proper for a child. • Fit

or proper for a tax, a sacrifice, &c. m. (-q:) ' An ass. * A
demon, a Daily a. * A plant, (Siphonanthus Indict.) E. qfv

a tax, a sacrifice, or qnr a child, aod vq^aff.

WT^qiTTqr m. (-qr:) A plant, (Siphonanthus Indica.) s. qT^q an

ass, and WV 11 potherb
;

also q.qiq,

qiqiqqlq n. (-#)
1 ITie sacrificial thread, or a substitute for it

ns worn by children.
4 A cloth covering the privities, k. qr^

a child, CTiqlH the thread,

qtqi n. ( qj) Childhood, e. qrqi a child, im sff.

mu m. i-w) ' Vapour, steam. * A tear, tears, rheum. • Iron.

B. Wtq to oppose, Un'fidi aff. q, and q changed to q ;
accord-

ing to other etymologies, ibis word is qpq, or qtqj, and qiqi
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WT* (W) r. 1st cl (WTTTI)
1 To resolve, to attempt perse-

veringly or resolutely, to endeavour diligently
;
also Wl’f

.

TTf mf. (-*;-*T) The arm. e. WIT to endeavour, aff. ’RPff ; it

is sometimes read BTW.

tint m. (-»:) ‘ The arm. 1 The side ofany angular geometrical

figure, the leg of a triangle, &c. a. am to oppose, vg Un’adi

aff. and % changed to

amat mfn. (-^r-.-an-*) A senant, servile, dependant, m. (-*:)

* The name of Nai*a, after his change of form, by the bite of

Kbrkotaea Ndga. * A monkey, f. (-«H) The name of a river.

k. am an arm, ary aff. or « to do, with V afT.

a^VJFa m. (-^0 A wing. e. am the arm, what adheres to,

aff. ary

anryn mfn. (-W- WT-w) Crooked armed, a. am an arm, and

jn* bent.

wmn m. (-Ip)
1 The Kshctriya or warrior, born from the arms

of fiaanMA. • A parrot. Sesamum growing wild, or spon-

taneously. k. wm the arm, and *T born.

WTarana n. (-W) Armour foe the arms. r. ar» the arm, and flf

preserving.

STm^f^! m * (-^t) Indra. t.tim an arm, y*! a tooth, aff.

tfw.

RTTVyi f. (-yr) The name of a river, said to rise in the snowy

chain if the Himalaya, and probably the modern Behut

,

the

classical Ifydas/te*. a. am an arm, and bettower ; allud-

ing to a legend of a saint's recovering his lost arms, by

bathing in this stream.

mfn. (-v.-^-af) A striker, a boxer, n. (*ar) Boxing,

wrestling. E. ITB, and ^r^Tar striking. ’

WTSTWaT f- (-*r) An armlet, an ornament worn round the upper

arm. r. rrs the arm, and tjwr an ornament.

Wlfsu mfn. Mode or done with the arms. e. *m.

and iraar aff.

HlfKl n. (-«•’) The arm-pit. k. WT* the arm, the root,

anyi n. (-1 j Close fight, personal struggle, boxing, wrestling.

r. ai» the arm, and fight.

Ttyw m. (-tit) 1 Fire or its deity.
1 The month Juirdih. n. (-af,'

' Mail worn on the arm. 1 A term in grammar, implying

various or irregular formation, or construction, or such as is

analogous to this word. k. aval fire, and ^at aff.
; also with

W* added, Tyaf.
m. (-^:) The deity Kartik£ya. e. aw*T the Pleiades,

considered as nymphs, aqd nurses of this god ; aff. of rela-

tion <r®r.

itywj n. (-^S) Plenty, abundance, quantity, e.r^rt, and «pr

aff.
*

^Tjrftd!r n. (-ui) Personal prowess, e. wm, and heroism.

ar^R^nrff m. (-atlT) A king killed by Parascraiia, also named

Kartavirya. e. nm an arm, »ra* a thousand, and «TJT having.

iiyiirfw »*<( Arm to arm, hand to hand, (fighting, Lc.) e. ff*

the arm, repeated, yy aff.

ft* r. 1st cl. (T*fw) To curse.

fay (T) fafy r- 1st cl (fa*afw) To make or constitute a part;

.
the root is obsolete.

WWt

Desirous to destroy or lose. * Wishing

m. (-y.) Fire. f. *nar to break, to fry,

faqftga mfn. (-y-y.-u) Wishing to fry or scorch, m. (*y) Fire.

e. to fry, desid. v., aff.

fy% r. 6ib cl. (ft^fw) r. 1 0th cl. (^arafw) To break, to tear or

rend, to divide or detach.

ftv? (xt) fafay r. -1th cl. (faajfff) To throw or cast, to send or

direct.

ataaj mfn. suhst. (-ar-aB-ab
1 Disgust, abhorrence, adj. Detest-

ing, loathing, changed or averted in mind. * Cruel, mischiev-

ous. * Compassionate. 4 Wicked. * Euvious. e. aa to bind,

to hate, Ac. aff. WVf.

aar r. 1st and 1 0th da awafa-'ff) 1 To bark. * To speak,

r. 10th cl. To give pain.

subsi. mfn. (-*: -Wr-Wt ^)Thc heart, m, (-if:) A goat. E.*W

to bark, &c., aff. ary
;
also n* mn. also yf.

aWW n. (-ii) Barking, (as of a dog.) e. aar tu bark, aff. w*.

0 . (.tf) 'Hie heart, c. a* the heart, ’ay principal,

j
Wfa flesh.

m. (-^s) The roar or barking of a lion. . aaf to bark,

apT aff. ; the lion of ffindusian barks much like a dog.

y*r r. Clb cl (»vfH) 1 To leave, to abandon. * To cover, to

clothe.

yy (% TT) vafyy r. 1st cl. (ayfif-y) To discern, to apprehend,

to perceive.

ay mfn. (-y:-yT-y) Known, understood, m. (-y*.)
1 A generic

name for a deified teacher of the Bauddha sect, amongst

whom numerous Buddhas are reckoned; the name is espe-

cially applied to the ninth incarnation of Visna'o and the

apparent founder of the religion of the Buddhas
;
the term

is often confounded, but improperly, with a Jina . sec fary.

1 A sage, a wise or learned man. k. av to know', aff. jr;

see aa.
t#

4

4

f4 n. {-4t! Avarice, covetous accumulation, a. si known,

rt thing.

4ft f (-ft:) Undemanding, intellect. z. 44 to know, nif. f*4.

wftwtft^. mfn. f44t-f4) Rational, an intellectual beiug.

e. ^ff , and litftni. alive.

* ftfir

H

Tit m. (-W*) (x»m or deficiency of understanding, e.

and fV^TU destruction.

wfl*nr mfn. (-*Tff) Wise, intelligent, b. ^ff, and mr having.

nfgim mfn. (-wnr-in?V»r?0 ‘ Wise, learned. * Famed, known.
1 Humble, docile. m. (-HT^ ) A man. b. wisdom,

H7pr aff.

wfippfiii m. («f!) A counsellor, a minister. * jft under-

standing, and companion.

mfn. ( ®T:-WT-ii) Ignorant, silly, a fool. b. and

^RT void of.

n. (-ai) Folly, ignorance, b. and *aaff. i also

with Bl. yf^TtWlTT.

il^ptr n. -^) An organ of intellect, os the mind, eye, ear,

nose, tongue, and skin. b. TRft; understanding, and an

organ.
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fwvy mfn. (-yc-y-y) •

to scorch, fry, parch,

desid. v. 3 aff.
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*rxr

E5JEEIE n. (-E) Disregard of or contempt for ones under-

standing. e. Efx, and EEEPT disrespect.

xjYE m. (-E :
) A bubble, e. imitative sound, EX to perceive,

nff. W-

ee (ett) ettee r. 1st el. (ETXfw) r.4lh cl (EEIE-ftr) also (e, TO
t. lit cl. (ErxfE-X) To know, to understand. With

tlftr, to look for, expect. With Efx and fE, to wake.

'EE m. (

-

19:)
’ Bunna, the son of the moon, and regent of the

planet Mercury, with whom he is identified.
1 A wise or

learned man, a sage. f. (-ET) Indian spikenard. *. EE to

know or understand, aff. E.

EEEV m. (-E:) A wise man. r. EE, and ete a person.

15WIT m. (>Wt) 'Hie moon, the father of Rid'ha.

EEETX m. (-X:) Wednesday. «. ee Mercury, and EIT a day.

EETFT m. (-E:) PirHU KAVAS, the first king of the lunar dynasty.

e. ftf Bud'ha or Mercury, and the son of Soma, and tje son.

EETX m. (-E:)
1 A wise man, a sage. * A holy teacher. 1 One

\tho speaks kindly. 4 A worshipper or adorer of Brahma,

e. ^E to know, EtEE Un'idi aff.

e{Vx mfn.(-xt-iTT-Ti) Known, understood, e. EE to know, afT. *.

Efx*r mfn. (-E;-ET*El) Wise, learned, e. EE to know, Uoidi

aff. T*t^-

EE m. (-n:)
1 The root of a tree. * SfvA. k. tjh 10 know, Un'idi

aff. EE; also**.

E*E (
15. TO *EpX4 r. lit cl.(yRf*T-#) To discern, to perceive,

literally or figuratively.

yv (E, T*} ^ EftiX r* 1 8t* cl * To discern
» t» P«*-

ceive : see

evet f. (-ET) Hunger, e. emi to eat, in the desid. form, aff.

Ef¥ and ETE.

xjvfEX mfn. (*E:*ET-W) Hungry, c. EE^T hunger, TOE alt

EWE ififn. Wishing to eat. i_we to cut, deqjd. v.,

E uff.

evict f. 1 -ICTJ The wishing to know, e. XX to know, dcsid. v.,

EE and »PT aff.

EV*^ mfn. Wishing to know. e. EE to know, dcsid.

3 aff*

XVEr f. (-ET) Desire to be or become, fe. V to be, dcsid. v. affs.
s» *- ^
EE and ETC

EVE mfn. (-e:-e:-e) Wishing to be or become, r. V to be,
<J » >» M J A <k.

dcsid. v^ E aff

ev^ mfn.
1 Wishing to filL * Desirous to nourish, &c.

t. ag to nourish, desid. v. E aff.

ee r. 10th cl. (ETEEfx) To sink, to dive, to plunge and again

emerge.

xf«E f. (-fa 5
) The vulva, b. ee to emerge, aff. XEf.

EE n. (-E)
1 Chaff; also EX. 1 Water.

EE r* 4tli cl.) (EEBfx) To dismiss, to loose, to quit or leave.

EE n. (-X) ‘ Chaff. * Wealth. * Dry cow-dung. 4 The thick

part of sour curds, f. (-XT) A younger sister, (in theatrical

language.) r_ EE to abandon, aff. ¥; also EE, ¥ being chang-

ed to E.

ERt r. 10th cl. (XEEfx) 1 To regard, to respect * To disre-

gard, to treat with disrespect

EE! n. (-xi) ‘ Force-meat ball. * Fried meat. 1 The inner part

of the Jack fruit, k EE! to disrespect, aff EE-

mfn. The heart : also EE; also with a final

mfn. (-ITT Wf-flfl also 1ET-

EW mfn. (If-EP-E)
1

I he heart ’The kidney. see the last,

EE substituted for e.

E r. 9th cl. (ixifii)
1 To choose or select. * To support or nou-

rish
; also in the first sense, X more usually.

ElE m. (.f:) ' IV isdom, intellect. * Awakening, arousing, e. ee
to understand, aff EE.

EfEE m. (-¥:)
1 A spy, an iuformer. 1 A teacher, e, ee to un-

derstand, causal form, aff. vfE.

mfn. (-s>Xt*¥) Who teaches, informs, awakes, &c.ro. (-g:)

An awakencr, a ao^t of minstrel who awakens ihe prince or

chief in the morning, by music, e. tx awakening, WK who
makes.

ETEE nf. (-x-xt)
1 Knowledge, • Teaching, informing. Awak-

ing, arousing, n. (-E1 Burning incense, m. (-x:> The planet

Mercury, f. (-xt) Lnng pepper, b. ee to know, aff. w*.
EieeIe mfn. (-E:*ET-E) To be explained or expounded, to be

rendered intelligible, k. ee to know, in the causal form

aff EEtEE.

En»EE mfn. (-EE EEt-EE) ‘ Informing, apprising. * Teaching.
* Arousing, waking, g. EE to know, causal v., EE aff.

ET^E mfn. (-E:-ET-E1 1 To be informed, taught, waked, &c.
* Requiring to be taught or explained. • Necessary to be
understood, p.. ee to know, causal v., EE aff.

itfi mfn. (.ar-pn-ftr) Wise, Icsmeil. m. ( fv ) ' A branch of

holjsdnly; keeping the mind awake to the knowledge of

the true God. ’ Intellect, understanding. • The holy fig tree.

k. EE to know, Un'idi aff. fE-

'TfuJta m. (-U:) The holy fig tree. r. wisdom, and trg

the tree.

ETtEEV m. (-E:) The holy fig tree, (Ficus religiosa.) r.

knowledge, EV a tree.

EifEHvR m. (-EI') A Jiudd'ho, or Baudtfha saint, r. "^rfE in-

tellect* vei truth.

ETV! mfn. (-Et-^ET-W) To be informed, taught, waked, &c.

E. EE to know, causal v„ EE aff.

EIX n»* (-E-) A Bauddha, or follower of the religion of the

liuddhn*. e. X(f a Buddha, E* aff.

ETE m.(-Es) A name of Pur u ravar, the son ofBuD*MA, and
grandson of S^Ama or the moon. e. ee MercuRy, and ee aff.

of descent.

EjE r. 4th cl. To burn.

EW r. 1st cl. (WEfff) To sound
; EE more properly.

EEiE f. (-fE:-Ell ' A creeper. * Expansion, k. e before ipr to

spread, aff. fifE, and E changed to e ; also EEfE.

EE m, (-E:) * Tim root of a tree. * The sun. • Siva. 4 Brahma.
1 A son. • The body. e. ee to bind, aff EE, and EE substi-

tuted for the root.

f (-E7) Tlie goddesa Saraswati. e. eEI Brahma,
and ET50T the daughter

;
being born from the head of that

deity.
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Hfillr m ' (*ffc) A mountain, e. r^j, and fffft a hill j the hill

of Brahma.

WHIN* m. (-Wt) The slayeT of a Brahman, a R^f, and WnTRT

who kill*
j

also R^JRlfdW m. (-iff)

HVS ra * TWO The slayer of a Brahman. *. RU, and If who

kills.

Iff^V m. (•*$:) The Brahmacharya or Brahmackdri, the religi-

ous student : see n. (-4) The order or condition of

the religious student- e. vnp the Vida, and Tm observance.

n. (-W) Incontinence, a. RU ’RUi , and wnf de-

viating from.

R^sjlfrw m. The Brahmackdri or religious student ; the

young Brahman , from the time of his investiture with the

cord, to the period of his becoming a householder : it is also

applied to a person, who continues with his spiritual teacher,

through life, studying the Vedas, and observing the duties

of the student $
it ia also given as a title to Pandits learned

in the Vida* ; to a class of ascetics
;
by the Tantras, it is

assigned to persona whose chief virtue is the observance of

continence ;
and it is assumed by many religious vagabonds,

f. (-ftwt) A woman leading a life of continence, a. RWI the

Veda, and TT to go or follow, aff. fwfw.

RWfRnirw n. (-Hi Second or spiritual birth, investiture, s. RU
the Vedas, anil RTHW birth.

RWfftf*«m. (-Wt) An impure Brahman, one who converts hia

religious duties into a trade, and performs sacrifice, teaches

the Veda, kc. for hire. i. r^T* an officiating priest, and

Rftfww who gets a living.

in. (-*:) A sage, one who has spiritual wisdom, a. mjT

and H who knows.

R^JPTW n. (-l|) Spiritual wisdom, i. *Wh and rttW knowledge,

mfn. t-vg'.-WI-iD) Relating to or connected with Braiima,

or a Brahman . m. ( -vr-.l
1 The mulberry tree, (.Morus ludica.)

• The planet Saturn, a. r^w, and xrw aff.

n. (-li) The true knowledge of Supreme Spirit, e. inp,

and WH truth.

W^isi n. (-afj
1 identification with Brahma or God. * Godhead,

a. R^f Brahma, m aff. of the abstract] also with i|R5 aff.

R^PRT, or with WW added R^PJP n. (*W-)

m. (*W:
) A spiritual teacher, a. rh the Veda or holy

knowledge, and g; who gives
;
also WWRtfW RWn^ Tfa*L &c.

m. (-H:) 1 A plant : see R*|«lfa. * A curse, an ana-

thema. a. vftfl a Brahman, and a stick.

m. (-VU) One of the sovereigns of the race of Ikshwdku,

enumerated by the Jains, a ir*J by or to Brahma, ^vi

given.

f. (-$l) A plant, (Ligusticum ajwacn, Rox.) a. Rip, and

sacrificial grass.

rwr n. (-si) Instruction in the Vedas, a. mg, and gTW gift

also

W^TRTR m. (-%:) The mulberry, (Morus Indica.) a. snp, and

^TR wood.

W^rffW mfn. Hostile to Brahmans, &c. R. and ffW

a foe.

sriP«t rn. (-RPT)
1 Brahma, the first deity of the Hindu tried, and

the operative creator of the world. • A Brahman. 1 The

superintending or presiding priest at a sacrifice.
4 One of

the astronomical Ydgas. * One of the principal servants of

the Jinas. n. (-^f)
1 The divine cause, and essence of the

world, from which all created things arc supposed to ema-

nate, and to which they return ; the unknown God. * The

practice of austere devotion- * The Vedas or scripture.

4 Holy knowledge, e. to increase, (mankind,) aff. wfinf

and the initial letter changed to w.

irfprrvr m. ( -W:) Vishnu, r. r^jw Brahma, and Wtf>? the navel

;

Brahma having arisen to create the world, in a lotus, which

sprang from the navel of Visbn'v.

w*rfimrw n. ( V! Absorption into or identification with the Su-

preme. R- RRB. and fw^HW final absorption.

n. (-wf J The place or nature of spiritual being. * The

station or rank of a Brahman or of Braiima. e. mg, and

vn* place.

m. (-R:) Tl»e Paid* tree, (Butea frondosa.) a. R'jr a

Brahman, and a tree.

R*gW m. (W) 1 A sort of poison. * The Brahmaputra or

Burampooter river. * A place of pilgrimage, probably the

source of the stream, f. (-lit)
1

'The Sarasteats river.
1 The

goddess Saraswati. e. RipH Braiima', and gif offspring.

C (-’ft) The capital of BraumI on the mountain Kaitdsa. *

*. R^IW , and gft the city.

mpa^j m. (-a*:) 1 The epithet or appellative of a Brahman.

• A term of abuse, e. wtr Brahma, and rwi a friend. ,

r^jmw mfn. (-w.-HT-lf) Become as or one with the Supreme or

with spirit, e. mp, and V£R become.

f. (-fir.) Twilight, a. Rf| Braiima, and tjRf being.

r^I^r n. (-R) Identification with Brahm£ e. Rip Brahma', and

HP being.

mfn. (-R:-ft-R) Consisting of or identified with spirit.

* Belonging to or fit for a Brahman, &c. e. nvp. and RR5T aff.

>npwi*iW m. (-«Cir) S'ita. k. wv B«ia»U, the forehead,

and «nr who has : having in a dispute cut off one of Brahma s

heads,

RVpjqy in. (-If:) The study of the Vedas, a. ru a Veda or the

Supreme Being, and tTW sacrifice.

R^PTfs f. (-fff:) A plant, (Ligusticum ajwaen, Rox.) a. RU a

Brahman, and *rfe a stick ] also with orw added in the fem.

form, RU^fti RTT, or with added RRUtfCLl.

r^TPTR n». (*V) Cultivation of spiritual knowledge, a. R^f, and

prfl addition to.

RUPifW m. (-f^r) A particular mountain- a. RH, and prfw place

of production.

r^<;i rr ra. (-W:) A demon or fiend of the Brahminical class,

a. Rip, and TiwW a gt blin.

Riprtfw m. (.fw:) * A name of Yajntavalkt.i, a saint and

legislator, e. RH Brahma', rrto give, aff
j
conferring

the knowledge of Brahma upon Janaea in return for his

bounty. * A night of Braiima', equal to a thousand divine

ages. £. IT51 Brahma', and Tift night.
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pqiOOr f- (-fir) Bran, k . irqj a Brahman, and calx.

m. ( fw-) A divine saint, a ffithi of a particular class, in-

cluding Vas'isht'ha, &c. e. iqf a Brahman

,

and nfi a saint

;

the saints of this class are supposed to be of the Brahminical

order.

m. (-u ) A part of India, including the four countries

of A'crra-foAe/ra, Matty a, Panchula, and S'uraalna or Mathura.

« nifi a lihhi, 4* country.

m. (-W-) A division of the universe, the supposed eter-

nal residence of the spirits of the pious, r. gqr* Brahma,

and itTlT a world.

*111 -v n. (-4) Knowledge or declaration of Bbahma, the know-

ledge of the universal permeation of one spirit, as taught by

the fr’fddnta system of philosophy. a. Brahma or the spiri-

tual deity, to speak or declare, aff Rppr ;
also with the aff.

W. and the semivowel changed, Ripi^ n. (-4)

n. (-4 s
)

r

l*he power or sanctity of a Brahman, r. g^j,

and my splendour.

«r»pt««n. (-4)
1 Holiness, resulting fron) the study and obser-

vance of the I'rda*. The sanctity or superhuman power of

a Brahman. K.ggj the I’ida*, and splendour, aff. gnr.

inpi*fani mfn. {-4t-%4t*fa) 1 Endowed with sanctity, ptire,

pious. 1 Having Brahmanical power or virtue, a.

and fif»| aff

m. (-4:) A district of western India ; also ggjigg a inp

a Brahman, and PW to abide, aff.

Hgjain n. (-4) Copper, a. ggi a Brahman, and i4w increasing,

favouring
;
being highly proper for utensils of worship, Ac.

ggriTg m. (-gs) ‘Citing the Vtda$. ",Declaring or teaching

spiritual knowledge, a. scripture, and grg speaking,

ggia i f^g m. (-41) * A follower of the f
r
eddnta system of philq-

sophy, one who maintains all things are spirit. * A defender

or expounder of the Veda. a. ggi the I
r
6da or Braiima', God,

and wrfg^ who recites.

m. (-fggr or A sage, one who knows the nature of

the Supreme Spirit, e. mp. and fV^ who knows.

ggjfir^T f. (-JHIT) Knowledge of spirit, e. pgj. and fcnqr science,

jppfjn* n». (-^2) Saliva sputtered out io reading the I'tda*.

b. tnp scripture, and fl^ a drop.

f. (-^T) The capital of Braoma'. a. pqpr, and heap,

assemblage.

ggfgg; m. (-^:) * Knowledge of Bbahma, monotheism. * Know-

ledge of the Vida*. k. Rip Brahma, and gg knowing,

g^rrw m. (-V) 1 The PttUta tree, (Butca frondosa.) 1 The glo-

merous fig tree. e. ggj Brahma, and rg a tree.

:) A country : sec ggiigg. a. R^J a Brahman, and

Rfg a country.

ggrgfg^l. mfn, (*4t-f44t-f4) Knowing or acquainted with the

I’kdat, with spiritual knowledge, &c. e. ggf. and ^fgg. who

knows.

gglggl m. (-W-) A tree, (Mimosa Arabics.) a. ggj a Brahman ,

and g[V a stake.

ggjglgg n. (;4) An edict or grant, &c. addressed to Brahmant.

a. ggj a Brahman, and gm*r governing or an edict, &c.

wtpwi », (-4)
1 Study and teaching of the I'tda*. * The con-

stant study of them. e. wp. and *T* sacrifice.

m. (-4>) A soft of snake, e. mp Brahma', and sr4 a snake.

Rqre^JT mfn. (-F5-1T-4) Born or produced from Brahma', m.

(*Rt) The second of the persons calledVitudera* or KrUhna*

by the Jains. a. *%I
Bbahma'. and VTMT9 offspring.

n. (*4fi Identification with Brahma', a. up Brahma,

and i?r*rwj intimate union.

Rip^rfgWT f- (-ifT) Equality with Brahma, b. wqj. and ^rfc«TT

aamenevs.

f (-HT) A plant, an infusion of which is to be drank

in expiation of haring any tiling touched by a dog, cat, &c.

a. *pp, and linseed.

HW m. (-«:)
1 Anirudd'ha, the son of Ka'ma. • Ka'mad£va.

a wtp Brahma, and the son.

Rqjt&R n. (-4)
1 The sacrificial or Brahmanical thread. * An

aphorism of the Vedanta philosophy, a. irqr a Brahman, and

thread.

HWR m. ( *t) A sovereign, according to the 'Ateiu, of the race

of Ihtktcdkn. b. Rip Brahma', and QK son.

Rqjitt^q mfn. (-if:-Rri-4) Of the nature of spirit, of the same

essence as the Godhead, c. sip. und nature.

1^11 r^Jf f. (-7PT)
1 Brahmaniridc, killing a Brahman. * Any crime

equally heinous. E. srqj, and FFPI killing.

irqrnf m. (-tt) Tl»e murderer or slayer of a Brahman, e. gqjw.

and who kills.

R^Tirff n.' (-if) Tlie performance of hospitality, &c„ that one of

the great sacraments which consists in the veneration of

mankind, e, Rtp a Brahman, 9W worshipped being the most

worthy of respect, &c.

m. (-Ti) The sacred and mysterious name of the deity.

b. -jrqj God, VTC a letter, the Omhdra.

RipTR^ m. (-^:) A horse.

Witlff m. (-fir:)
1 Joining both hands together, whilst reading

the Vkdat, either as an act of humility or to mark the

accentuation of the Sdma Y+da. * Paying obeisance to the

spiritual preceptor at the beginning or end of a lecture.

r. Rip the Vida*, and wqjfir the hands joined.

trqiTRTt f> (*4t)
1 The female energy of Brahma. • A sort of per-

fume, commonly Reauhd. b, wqpt Brahma', fem. aff vtir.

m. ( -^i:)
1 'Hie globe, the world. * One of the Pur&na*.

b. w Brahma', and an egg, to which it is compared
; in

creation there arc said to have been innumerable Iirph-

tndn'da*.

gqilfwni n. (-4) Perusal of the VW«s. e. pip, and

going through : aliso

irqnf^irfWir mfn. Relating or contributing to a course

of sacred study, r. and aff.

wqrrWTO in. (-*:) Study or repetition of scripture, x. irqj, and

WTWTT* exercise.

pqiriW n. (-q*:) Cow's urine, a. pppir a Brahman, anji litl

water.

pqrTTRD n. (-^1) A place where the Vida* arc read and explain-

ed. a. pqj the I Ida, and a wood.
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mpmi m. (-^:) The country to the north.west of Dehli, lying

between the rivers Sararxcati, and DrUhadtrali. r. rrj &

Brahman, and RlTEH abode,

RRfnTE n. (-if) A posture suited to devout and religious medi-

tation. a. snp Brahma, and Wivra sitting.

RfjTEl n. (-#) 1 The Brahma weapon, a fabulous weapon origi-

nally from Bhaoma. 1 The imprecation of a Brahman, a. upl-

and sf»n a weapon.

mryfir f. <-fWt> An oblation of ghee. it. w%3 the Vhda, and

RTHEfirT an offering.

f-(*^Jt) ' A sort of fish, commonly Pancal, (Macrognathus

Pnncalus, Ham.) * A plant, i,Siphonanthus Indica.) e. ET to

grow or increase, aff$. and <rtE ;
also RTCt.

f. (-HT) Neglecting or forgetting the Vida. a. JPfl.

and VENTiTT abandonment.

EfUEf n. (-VI Reciting or explaining the h'gdat. e. mp. and er
to speak, aff. WV.

R^rRE n. (-w; Boiled rice distributed to priests at a sacrifice

k. RqjE a Brahman, and ^gr^W boiled lice.

Ri^I mfn. I Relating or belonging to BRAHnl,the f
r
edat,

&c. n. (-^j) 'The part of the hand under the root of the thumb.

* A mode of marriage, the presentation of the bride elegantly

adorned, by the father, to the bridegroom whom he has in-

vited. ra. (-fT.) Narbda the sage, and son of Brahma, f. f-^t j

1 One of the eight divine mothers of created beings, or tbc

personified energies of the gods; the S'ahti or energy of

Brahma'. * The goddess of speech $ABA8WATf. * The moon

plant, (Asclcpias acids.) * A sort of potherb, (Ruts gra*

veolena.) * A shrub, (Siphonanthus Indies.) * A sort of

fish.
T The asterism Rohini. • A she frog. * A yellow coloured

• ant. '* The wife of a Brahman, b. r^j Brahma, &c. aff.

KTS5TW m. (-W:) A man of the first Hindu tribe, a Brahman, u. (-if)

' An assemblage of Brahmant, a council, a conclave. * A por-

tion of the Vidas, that which comprises the precepts that

inculcate religious duties, the maxims which explain those

precepts, and the arguments which relate to theology
,

it is,

however, now often blended with other portions, f. (-wt)

1 The wife of a Brahman ,
or a woman of the Brahmanical

tribe. * A wasp. 1 A small ant. * A potherb. (Ruts grarc-

olcns.) * A shrub, (Siphonanthus Indica.) * A sort of grass,

(Trigonella comiculata.) b. mu* the Veda, &c. Wvt aff., and

the final syllable of the original word retained.

Hr^psn^TWrwf m; ( If :) An outcasle Brahman , one who is attended

by a wife of another caste, or the aon of a Slidr

a

by a Bra 4-

man female, b. RHjp*, and 'ElRjrRI an outcaste.

f. ( fiTO The Brahmanical tribe or caste, i.

and urrf*T tribe. *

rt^jwrttET^ mfn. (-E:-ET-E) Belonging to the Brahmanical race.

b. ri^jw, and EIPTtE generic.

f. (-ETC) 'Hie occupation or subsistence of a* Brah-

ma*. e. ri^jw. and RrtfTOT livelihood.

HlUfWRT f- (-in) Brahmanhoad. E. RT^TE, and THE aff.
; also with

El, RT^«'
m^WRR in. (-E:) Brahmanicide. e rtejw, and EE killing.

pL

-H

Rl^tRjR m. (-r:) A Brahman by birth but not by attention to

bis duties
; one who subsists by avocations properly limited

to the other tribes, b. rt^jw a Brahman , and RE who speaks,

who calls himself (improperly) a Brahman .

EIRJRRfCE! f. (-RTT) A shrub. (Siphonanthus Indica.) b. Rl^pt

a Brahman, and Ef? a staff, aff. STR.

RTEJEvi^J mfn. Belonging to or abiding with a

Brahman, u. RTRPR, and vtB what stays with.

srRiwfRE rafn. (-m-WT-if) Suitable to or fit for a Brahman.

»;. RT^fW, and fV* jroper.

RitjjRnftrRi'H m. (-if:) Disregarding or disrespecting Brahmant.

b- Rnpw, and EfirETE going over or beyond.

RlRpWTOET mfn. (-E’-ETT-E) Belonging to, one or with or contain-

ing Brahmant, the Brahmana section of the Vidas, Ac.

»:. Rl^jw, an«J ElWE own.

rhjIRTtrew n. (-if) Absence of Brahmanical instruction or

guidance. L RP||W, and rjettst not showing or teaching.

RTypwrWRRfR f. The protection or preservation of m Brah-

man, e. Rl^fR, and ETEJEEfE defence.

rt^wtitr ra. (-E:) A Brahman, sprung from learned and holy

progenitors, b. rt^e, and EE aff.

RHIEtElfW* ra. (-#t) The gallant of a woman of the ffaiAoi/taica/

tribe, or the wife of a Brahman, e. a female Brahman,

and BTfwE who goes to or with.

RTRISi m. (-EP) The planet Saturn, n. (-^) 1 An assembly of

Brahmans. * The stale, quality, or business of a Brahman,

Brnhmanhood. e. RETE, and EE aff., or ETEIE, and EE aff.

Rr^fEET f. (-ET) A girl to be wedded by the Brihma form.

b Risp. and ^E to be given.

RiRjfTTT f. (-TT) Silver.

RTWETtTE m. (-E:) A day and night of BrahmX, a period oftwo

thousand ages of the gods or two Kalpat of mortals, b. Rl^fW

relating to Bbaiwa,EEE a day, and ETfE a night.

RT%ET f. (-ET) A shrub, (Siphonanthus Indica.) b. RTEft. and

|
EE. aff.

I Ri^tRif m. (-RF) The son of n woman married according to the

Brahma form. s. RT^ft. and gv? a son.

: RT^JJ n. (-mil
1 The worship or veneration of Brahmant, consi-

dered as one of the great sacraments. * Astonishment, k. Rsp.

and RPR aff.

Rimi*^T n * (-W) Respect showra to guests, especially to Brah-

mant, hospitality, b. urijn. and VE sacrifice.

REE mfn. (-EE-R^-E^ft-ElIJ Speaking, saying, b. R to speak,

JUS aff.

REl* mfn. (-E:-ET-ii) Speaking, telling, saying, e. r to speak,

irrw^aC

R (W) RE? r- 2nd cl. (REtfr or ^TR) To speak or tell : WT* is

optioually substituted for this root before the first five in.

flections of tha present tense, and e~^ in several other tenses

V The twenty-fourth consonant of the Nagari alphabet, and

aspirate of the last letter, or Bh.
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* n. (if) ' A star. * An asterism. A planet, m. (w) 1 A name

of StTKRA, regent of the planet Vamrs. * A bee. • Error,

delusion, f. (UT) ' Light, lustre, splendor. * A ray of light,

f. (^t) Fear. e. vr to shine, or ait to fear, aff. V. •

nfTOl f. (-in) A cricket.

TOf mfn. (-H:'1VT-fK)
1 Attached or attentive to, devoted to,

engrossed bv. * Served, worshipped. * Dressed, cooked, n. (-fij

* Boiled rice. * Food. 1 Any edible grain boiled with water,

m. (*H9 A follower, a votary, b. war to serve, &c. aff. ff.

TOPST m. (-X ;
) Factitious incense, incense prepared from vari-

ous fragrant resins aud perfumes, a. to dressed, and ft
making.

TO^n* m. (-^t) A cook. it. TO boiled rice, and *TT who

makes.

TO**? n. Appetite, wish for food, a. tot, and xw will.

TOW f. (-WT) Nectar.

tnpnr f. (-ITT) Devotedness, implied faith in and attachment to.

K. and TO aff.
;
also with H. TOW-

n. Music played at the hour of eating, amongst

princes and great men. a. *ni rice or food, and tjvJj a musical

instrument.

TOFX m. (-tg:) A supporter, a maintainer. i. at H, and X who

gi*e* ; also TOXTTO> Ac.

at assist rn. (-in; A maintainer, a feeder, a. wyf food, and XTW
donor.

TOXfW m. (-X:) A slave, one maintained in consideration of

service, a. to food, x1** a slave,

iff* f. ( fif:)
1 Service, worship. * Faith, belief. • Devotion or

attachment to.
4 Part, portion. • Fracture, diviiion. • Meto-

nymy. 8. TO to serve, or TO to break, aff. fifif.

SffifirtT mfn. (-frm-fflfVinf ) Faithful, devoted to. a. trilf, and

sr^aff.

nfjprrir ».(•*:) Devotion or worship, as shewn by implicit faith

in any divinity, a. wftf, and XT* devotion.

ra. (-ft:)
1 A good horse. * A follower, a votary, b. iff*

Service, &c. WT to afford, aff. w.

TO r. 1st and 10th els. (TOfw TOXflT) To eat.

TO*- mfn. (-XT.-WI-W)
' Gluttonous, voracious, gourmand. * A

feeder, an eater, who or what eats. f. (-fxXT) A meal, a feed,

a, TO to eat, aff vjwt

HffK rn, (-X:) A confectioner, a pastry cook. a. TO food, and

who prepares also if^flT.

TOW n. (-W) Eating. *. TO to eat, aff. War.

qredftfl mfn. (-vj;-W-dj Eatable, to be eaten, i. iff, and

aff.

TOTO* mfn. Eating, r. to to eat, WPTfj aff.

Wfff njfn. (TO-irwft-TO) Eating, a. TO to eat, VM aff.

wfWTT mfn. { 1T.-WT-W) Eaten, a. TO to eat, aff. *.

wfaTO mfn. (*W:-WTTO) To be eaten, what may be eaten

e. to eat, to aff. ; also TOfffTO

TOt mfn. (-fB'-WT-Wj Eatable n (-wl) Food. e. to to cat,

aff. wn.

TOrerTX m. (‘X:) A baker. *. mw eatable, and WTX who makes

or prepares > also TOfr^TX.

TOHTO mfn. (-X'.-WT-X) To be eaten. a. to to eat, paas. v.,

iTTTOaff

TO n. (-ar> ' Pudendum muliebre. * Fortune, prosperity. ' Beauty,

splendor. 4 Excellence, greatness. • Dcaife, wiah, love.

* Strength, vigour. * Effort, exertion. • Fame, glory. • Know-

ledge ta Absence of passion, the tranquillity of the religions

man, who has divested himself of worldly excitability.

11 Omnipotence, supreme or divine power. *• Virtue, moral

merit 11 Final emancipation, m. (-9:)
1 The sun. ' One of

the twelve suns or d dityas. 1 The moon. 4 A form of S’iva.

8. to to serve, &c. ar aff.

toxtot f. (-WT) Hymeneal divinity. »;. to, and ^WWT divinity.

TOKC m. (-T:) Fistula in ano. e. to the vulva, \ to divide,

aff. TO-

TOTX mfn. (-WW-Xlft-WW) Respectable, worshipful, adorable,

and hence the common appellative of a prince or deity, m.

(xrw ) One of the generic titles of a ./is* or Jama deified sage,

f. (-if!)
1 A name of Gsuaf. 4 Any goddess, s. to fortune,

supremacy, &c. and spyx pass. aff.

TOl^X m. (4p) The clitoris, t. TO, and WIT a shoot

TOixr m. (.*:) The human skull, b. to Siva, TO to adorn,

aff. to.

wiTTfro m. (-xft) A name of S’nra. «. totw a skull, aud

Tfw aff.

wfawt f. (-ift) ' A sister. * A woman in generaL a. to pros-

perity, desire, xfx and #tx affs.

TOtTO m. (-W) A king whose austerities brought Gyic^, the

river, from heaven.

TONI md. A particle used as s respectful term of address.

b. TOSIT reverend, and *TXT irregularly substituted for the

three final letters.

TO mfn. (-TT-TTT'Tf) ' Torn, broken. * Overcome, defeated.
4
Disregarded, despised. * Disappointed, e. to to break,

aff. W-

TOWT*T mfn. Having a broken leg. x. TO", and WPT
the knee.

TO71T mfn. Confronting, encountering, coming

before or in front of. k wtj disregarded, and to the back
;

heedless of what is behind.

TOTOH m. (-Hr) ' Disorder, confusion * Want of method or

arrangement in composition. 8. to, and iptw proceeding.

TO^fTO n. (-si) Butter-milk. 8. TO broken, xfw union, and

\ xx aff., divided by churning.

TOTTO. m - (*Wf) The moon. b. ifff broken, and WTOnr the

body ; having been cut in two by the trident of 8'rva. as a

punishment for having violated the wife of VaTuAsraTj.

TOTSf mfn. (-Br-XT-ri) Disappointed, a. to. and WT1TT cipec-

ution.

TOl f. (-Tft) A sister, b. WX to share, aff. w. fem. aff.

TOrTO mfh. ( H:-wt-W) Labouring in vain, b, to, and TOW
effort. t

WTT^t f. (-ft) A bat.

w mfn. Breaking, a breaker, who or what breaks,

a. to to break, aff
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WT m. (-TO
1 Breaking, splitting. * A chasm, a fissure, a divi-

sion. • Defeat, discomfiture. * Disappointment. * Fear. 4 Dis-

honesty, fraud, circumvention, cheating. 1 Going, motion.

* A wave. ' A water-course, a canal. ’* Disease in general.

11 A disease, (hemiplegia, palsy.) I# Interruption of the voice,

f. (-TT) ' Hemp, (Cannabis sativa.) * A plant, commonly 7'eori

• A fibrous plant from which a sort of flax is obtained, (Cro-

tolaria Juncea.) a. to break, aff WTW.

MTMITT mfn. (-HTW) Breaking, being broken, a. WT, and WTW

.partaking.

wreiHi f. (-HT) Turmerick.

VT^i^ mfn. (-X|-..WT-W) Crafty, fraudulent, dishonest, a. WT
breaking, fraud, Ac. W for HH with, and object.

wrrw «d.(-WJ) A sort of fish, (Cyprinus Banggana, Ham.) e.Ht

a wave, ant to live, afT.

HTrft f. (-fti A bat.

wfr t (-fft-Tt) 1 Fracture, division, separation.
1 Fraud, decep-

tion, trick, disguise. * Irony. * Wit, repartee. * A wave,

a. HU to break, afT. XX aud #|W optionally added.

Witw n. ( ai) Defect in the organs of sense

WIT mfn. 1 Crooked, bent. * Fraudulent, crafty, dis-

honest. m. (-*:) The bend or elbow of a river. «. Hi to

break, aff. vjvtw

wgj n. (*lj) A field of hemp, a HTT hemp, HH aff.

vrm r. 1st cL(5t) WWT (wxrfw) 1 To serve, to worship. *To pos-

sess, to enjoy, (carnally.) r. I Oth cl. (HWWfw) 1 To give. * To

dress or cook. “ To separate or divide : see WTW. (T) ifhr r.

10th cl. (HWHfiT) 1 To shine. * To speak : with fw prefixed,

to measure
;
with w and ft, to discriminate, to discuss.

WWW mfn. (-wrw-wm\-*rw) 1 Serving, waiting upon. ' Enjoy-

ing carnally. Dividing, sharing, a. ww to serve, Ac.

wm aff. •

WWW n. (-W) * Service, adoration. * Possessing or enjoying car-

nally.
a Sharing, m. (-H*) The sound of the conch, a. ns

to serve, aff. *77.

WHWIW mfn. (-W-WT-W) ’ Serving, waiting. ' Enjoying, possess-

ing, (carnally.) • Dividing, sharing.
4 Right, fit, proper, a. HU

to serve, &c.. WTWW aff.

Hi {%, WT) WTwJjT r. 7th cL fwwfw) To break, to destroy.

vyf mfn. Who or what breaks, severs, divides, de-

stroys, Ac. r. Hi to break, ww aff.

Hiw mfu. (-WW TT^VXX) Breaking, destroying, a. hi, and

WW aff

HiH n. (-1) 1 Breaking, destroying. • Afflicting, a. Hi to

break, W7 aff.
* •

mner m. (*w0 A disease of the mouth, contortion of the lips,

and decay of the teeth, a. H1H, and HH added. *

HU m. (-1:) A tree growing near a temple, a. HI to break,

WAHaff.

H7 r. 1st cl. (H7fw) 1 To hold or cherish. * To hire or main-

tain. • To speak. (X) wfk r. I Oth cf. (HTWfw) To deceive.

17 m. (-7*-)
1 A warrior, a soldier, a combatant- * A barbarian,

or outcast of a particular tribe. * A goblin, s. HZ to main-

tain, aff. WX*

wfzw mfn. (-w-XT-w) Jtoaitcd on a spit, (meat, Ate.) x. W7 to

nourish, TTH aff.

HI m. (-f:)
' A philosopher, a learned man, especially one con-

versant with the philosophical systems. * An enemy. * Best,

excellent. * Authority.

WFTT: mfn. (XS’XT-T) Worshipful, reverend, entitled to homage

or respect : see the next.

HfTXTf mfn. (-l:-HT-l) Venerable, respectable, entitled to re-

verence or to homage- m. (-!'.)
1 A sage, a Muni or saint.

* A deity. 1 (In theatrical language) A king. 4 The sun. 4 A

term especially applied to a Baud'dho teacher, a. H7 to nou-
x

rish, aff fklW. V to pass, aff. if, w changed to 7 ;
otherwise

with TW to be confused, the same aff, and 1 changed to Wj

a cherisher and punisher, a distributor of rewards and pu-

nishments ; again, WT said here to mean, authority, m to go

to or obtain, ww aff, wrw added.

WTTTHTTT n. (-xf) Sunday. E. HTTXW, and HTT a day.

wfrsft f. (-sft) 'A queen, who has been consecrated as well as her

husband ; (a theatrical term.) * The wife of a Brahman, k. WT

authority : see etymology of the last word, xf* a°d afli.

HT (X) iff* r. 1st cl (WWW) 1 To rally, to deride or treat with

merriment. * To jest, to joke. * To speak. 4 To upbraid, to

reprove, r. 1st and 10th els. (HWkH H*ZWlwj To do an auspi-

cious act.

wfww m. (-W-) A servant * A hero. x. WT a Sautra root,

to be happy, Un'&di aff. ,

WW r. 1st cl. (wwfw) To sound, to utter ‘articulate sound, to

speak or say. With wfw. to reply,

wfww mfn. (-WJ-WI-X) Sounded, spoken, uttered, x. HH to

speak, aff. if.
*

wfwfw f. (-fto:) Speech, speaking, xirr to speak, aff. fifW,

with the augment XX-

wazraft f. (-urlj The egg plant, (Solaoum melongeno.) x. H7 to

nourish, aff. WTW, and augment

W*» m. (-w) A mime, a jester, a buffoon, an actor, x. wfw to

deride, &c. aff. WW-

hvjth m. (-*:) A wagtail, x. fx added to the preceding.

H«PT n. (-H)
1 Armour, mail. * War, battle. 4 Evil, wickedness,

mischief, x. wfr to blame, Ac., aff. W7.

wxwfwwt f (-*ft) A whore, a harlot i. «H a Jester, and XrfWt
who delights.

wfw f. (-fw: -^t)
1 A plant, from the wood of which a red dye is

prepared; Bengal madder, (Rubia manjith, Rox.)
1 A wave,

x. WTW to be auspicious, Ac. aff. XX» vvlL*1 ^ded

wfwwr, also Wfatf and

wfwr m (-^:) A tree, (Mimosa sirisha
) f. (-^t) Maddor. x. see

wfwxr, wwtTl, Ac.

wf*wit mfn. (-xr-.-WT-xf)
1 A messenger, one sent or dispatched.

* Fortunate, happy, prosperous, auspicious, m (-W?) A tree,

(Mimosa sirisha.) 7 wff to be happy, Ac. Un’&di aff THT;
also t; being substituted for Wf, HfW’C, or the short vowel being

lengthened, WfJtW.

HWt^l f. (-^1) The Bengal madder tree : see wfk». 7 wfr to

be auspicious,
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TOifar ra. (-Xft) The Stritha tree : see nf*nr.

m. (•*:) A flower, (Bignonia ludica.) *. vf% to be auspi-

cious, TOTH aft

(T) r. 1st and I Oth rls. <%r»acfiT-W TOTOlfff) ' To do an

auspicious act ' To be bappy, well, prosperous, &c. • To
shine:

info. (-WI 1 Keverend, venerable, worshipped or

f

adored. 1
Brilliant, splendid, m. (•"»*!:) 1 A Saugata, a BauHdha,

a heterodox or sceptical philosopher. 1 A devotee, an ascetic,

e. wf<g to be happy or pleased, to shine, Un'adi off. *r*. and

the nasal rejected.

ran. ( Prosperous, fortunate, auspicious, k, arf^

to be bappy, UnVdi aff. wnarsr.

TO mfn. ( ' Happy, prosperous, lucky, propitious. • Best,

excellent. • Pure, pious, virtuous, n. tufut. (.$) Prosperity,

fortune, happiness. (adv.J Happy, well, right, n. (-i)
1 A

fragrant grass, (Cypcrus.) * Gold. * Iron or steel nf.

One of the astrological periods called Karatuu, the seventh

;

also called l^uhti, regarded as an unlucky period, m. (-$:)

' A name of S'iva. • A wagtail. * A bull. * A heap, a mul-

titude.
1 A description of elephant, one of four classes into

which they are divided. * Mount Mtru. T One of the nine

persons termed Suk(al>alat by the Jainat. f. (-st) 'The Ganges

of heaven. 1 The ichneumon plant : sec TTl^fT. * Indigo.

* Asclepias pseudosnrsa. • A shrub, (Pcederia fcctidn.) • A

medicinal plant, commonly Kayaphat * A name of the se-

cond, seventh, and twelfth days of the lunar fortnight. 1 A

female S'akti or deity of the Jaintu. • One of the four divi-

sions of the Ganges, according to the Pnrdn‘cu, that which

flows to the northern A’iim. A tree, (Gmelina urborea.)

M A cow. ** Turmerick. f. to be happy, Un'adi off. l

and the nasal rejected.

TO* mfn. (¥:-¥T-*) ' Beautiful, pleasing, agreeable. a Re-

spectable. worthy, estimable. * Lucky, fortunate, n. (-#) A

sort of grass, (Cypcrus pertenuis.) m. (¥:) A sort of pine.

(Pinus Devadaru.) t. added to the last

miWf) f. (-^t>
1 One of the forms of the goddess Durga. * a

fragrant grass, (Cypcrus pertenuis or rotundus.) a. w* S iva,

to approximate, aff. TOI anti

m. (.R(:) A golden jar filled with water from a holy place,

or with the water of the Ganges, and used especially at the

consecration of a king. R. TO auspicious, ar.ihjrm a water jar.

OTufapfi f. (-ffT) A creeping plant, (Asclepia* pseudusarsa, the

oarrow-kttved variety.) r. to auspicious, and flat smell, aff.

ami TT^Ti some copies read TOTffTOT in place of this word.

KiTt: mfn. (-K*-TO-T) Auspicious, propitious, conferring happi.

nc*» or prosperity. *r. TO happy, anil W to make, aff. *nr.

m. (-V) A sort of Euphorbia, (R. tirucalli.) a. TO pro-

pit i oils, and ^TT a crest.

m. (**0 A P»n«> (Pinus Devadaru.) «. TO am-

picious, and wood.

m. (-*!:) A class of thirty-nine medicinal plants,

and substances, a, TOV* the pine, *tf^ etcetera,

added.

TO*TT** m. (-ITT) The woodpecker. *. TO auspicious, and wtwh
a name.

TOTOJ f. (-^r) A name given to the 26th and 27th lunar

asterisms : see VITTOT.

f. (-sffrj A shrub, (Poederia fortida.) a. to auspicious,

a leaf, and ztn furn. aff.

TOTOif f. (-df)
' A tree, (Gmelina arborea.) * A shrub, (Poederia

lirtida.) e. TO lucky, ltd a leaf, and vtwfcra. aff.

TO«f** m. (-W:) A name of Balahama. k. to conferring hap-

piness, and to to be strong, aff

TO*I*T f. (-VT) A shrub, (Pccderia foetid*.)

TO*T’**T f. (-vt) A kind of cucumber, (Cucumis Madraspatanns.)

****** m. (-*:) A fragrant grass, (Cypcrus pertenuis.) *. w?
lucky, and WTOT Cvperus.

TO** n. (-*) 'ITie seed of the Echitea or Wrightea untidy sen-

terica. t TO lucky, and to seed.

TOt* m. (-w:) 'Hie elephant of Indra. a. to auspicious, and
yw dust,

,

TO*M f. (-«ft) A tree, (Gmelina arborea.)

KST^ ra. ( «ir) Double jasmine.

TO**t f. (-wl) * Arabian jasmine, (Jasminam zambac.) 1 The
large Bengal creeper, (G*rtnera racemosa.) t. w? lucky, and

' TOt a creeper.

n, (-d) Sandal. «. TO auspicious, to for WTTO asylum,

place of grovring.

f- (-dti) Sandal wood, a, to best, ^ excellence or beauty.

TO^UTT f. (-WT) A name of Gakga'. a. it^ S'iva, «f with or equal

to, TOT the wife of S'iva
j

equally dear with Uma' to that

deity. >

TOTTOW n. (^wfy Shaving, a. xn? auspicious, with Tm(aff., and

v to do. aff.
< s

TOTArar m. (-ai:j A sword, a scimitar, e. WT iron, and *rrnr»T

born.

TOrro ra. (-Ws) One of the eighteen minor Dn ipax, or divisions

of the world, i. TO prosperity, w to go to, or attain, aff.

TO.

TOrrofTOT f. (-*T) A >hrub, (Pcederia feetida.) x. to auspicious,

what is equal to, and to a leaf, aff. TOf.

Vfriil f. (*^t) A shrub. (Poederia fatida.) a. TOT the same plant,

WT to go or be, aff. ? and ^txr.

o. (•"#) One of the four Alaha Dttipas, into which the

known world is divided, according to some systems -

r
or

according to another system, one of the nine KKand'an, or

smaller divisions of the continent ; in either case it is the

cast division, m. (-^:) One of the nine sons of Agmodra, to

whom the division of the earth called Bhadraiwn was as-

signed, and from whom it was so named, k. TO auspicious,

TO ahorse.

TOTTO m. ( W:) Sandal wood. e. to auspicious, and ’arrTO

abode, habitat

TOTTO n. (-STJ
1 A throne. 1 A peculiar posture, in ^liich ab-

stract meditation is performed by tbc devotee
,
the legs bent,

and crossed underneath, and turned so as to bring the ancles

in contact with the perineum, whilst the soles of the feet are
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*. mi fear, ff to

wrt

held close to the si lea. e, «n? suspicious or beautiful, and

a seat or sitting.

xlrxxl f- (-Xl) A plant, (Side cordifolia.)

wf*T^ n. (xl) Good, happiness, welfare, prosperity, a. xfx; to

be auspicious, Un'idi aff. XWX.

vxfx m. (-fx:) The moon. a. X a star, and xfff chief.

I1X1 m. (-XI)
1 Smoke. * A fly. x. mi imitative sound, XT to

emit sound, to shine, &c., and uff.

sr^nofwerr f. (XT) A gnat, a musquito. x. tmn^l a fly, and

aff.

VXirifPt f. (-Xt) A fly, especially of a large sort. «. mi imita-

tive sound, repeated, XI to make, and XX aiT.
j
making a bur-

ring noise.

XXITXTX m. (*X0 A sovereign of Magadha

;

also Srknjka.

*TX mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Frightful, fearful, horrible, dreadful, n. (-X)

1 Fear, alarm, fright, dread. * The flower of the Trapa bia-

pinosa. x. xt to be afraid, XX aff.

XXXTTX mfn. (-xr:-«T-«) Terrifying, frightening, x. mi, and

%
XTXX what causes.

V|f^ mfn. (-XJ-XT-X) Fearful, formidable, frightful, x. mj fear,

tp to make, xr^ aff.

mrg; mfn. ( Fearful, terrifying, x. WX, and X who or

what gives.

XW^fiix mfn. (-tff-fxxl-fx) Fearful, frightful. B. mi, and

appearing.

XTTTX m. (-X:-XT-X) Terrific, a, WT. and XTX what gives.

mnpr mfn. (•H:-HT*tr) Routed, put to flight, a. m? fear, TIT

flown, fled.

XXXXlTTX no. (*X‘.) Removal of fear. x. mi, and ViftXIX coun-

teraction.

mrsn{ mfn. Causing or inspiring fear. x. XX, and

who or what gives.

XllfTI no. (-1:) Season or occasion of alarm, s. mf, and XXTPI

occasion.

mnr<K mfn. (-V:*TT*v) Put to flight, e. mr fear, Xg fallen,

gone.

xxfexifxx mfn. (-xt-fx^Vfx) Alarming, fearful, x. mi, and

fxxifxx causing.

xxfVxw mfn. (-W:-XT-7f) Panick-struck. x. mi, and f*nnr im-

mersed in. *

mfn. (xt-xt-x) Horrified. e. mi, X^XXIWX
having the hair erect.

xxmTX n. (-if )
Seat or part exposed to peril or hurt. b. mi, and

HITX place.

n. (-7f) Cause of alarm, e. mi, and X7J" cause.

XXT7JT mfn. (-X>XT-T) Afraid, x. mi, and XTT1JX affected.

XXI^ mfn. (-xh-XI-X) Frightened, afraid. x. xx, and

afflicted.

XXrXXT mfn. (-xr:-sit-^) Frightful, formidable, terrific, n. (-#)

Terror, m. (-XT) ' Rahu the personified ascending node. * A
tiger. ' The Ra*a or sentiment of terror, as excited by poeti-

cal or dramatic composition, x. to fear, XTXX Un'idi aff.

XTTXT m. (-X0 A king, a sovereign, a. mi fear, XX before XT

to quit, to oppose or remove from, aff X-

7 Q

XXTWX mfn. (-X:*XT-X) Formidable, fearful,

bear, aff. X'X, and XTX prefixed.

XXXXWX mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Engrossed by fear. x. XX, XXT alone,

TXW bent.

XXTXX mfn. (-X:-XT*X) Attended with or succeeded by fear,

x. XX, aud XXX subsequent

mrivUH m. (-X:) Encouraging, allaying fear. a. mi, and xqxx
tranquillizing.

XT adv. m. (-X:)
1 Much, excessive, sown. • A measure of value,

two thousand Palas. mfn. (-Ti-TF or-^t-i:) Who or what che-

rishes, upholds, supports, &c. i.q to cherish, XI aff, or

with war afT. XTT, q. r.m m. (-¥:) ' A potter. • A servant, e. xr to cherish, Un'idi

aff. XIX.m n. (-id) 1 Cherishing, maintaining, nourishing, supporting.

* Wages, hire. * The constellation Bkarani. f. (*^t) ‘ The

name of the second lunar asterisro, containing three stars,

(Musca,) and figured by the pudendum mulicbre. * A creep-

er, commonly Gkoska, t. h to nourish, WTX aff.

XTXptx m. (-V.) The personified ascending node or Baku.

x. mxt the aaterism personified as a nymph, and

born.

xr^tx mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Fit or proper to be cherished or main-

tained, a dependant x. sr to nourish, aff.

m?« m. * A master, an owner, a lord, a husband. a A
sovereign, a king. a A bull. x. *c to nourish, Un'idi aff.

xxr.
XTXT mfn. (-XI: xrr-xi) To be cherished or protected, n. (-xf)

1 Wages, hire.
a Cherishing, maintaining. • The asterism

Bkarani. f. (-XTT) A woman, e. XTX maintaining, and

XX aff
,

XTXiwx mfn. (-XXI ) A labourer, a hireling, one who works for

hire. t. XTXI wages or hire, «X to eat, aff. fxpr.

VTXITXn f. (*Xn) A plant, commonly Rdmaduti.

XTXJ m. (-Vt) 1 A master, a protector. a The sun. x. «r to

nourish, aff

iTCff mfn. (-XX-T^-XW) Upholding, supporting, having, cherish-

ing. B. X to cherish, XX aff

WXW m. (-w:) * The younger brother of Rama. * The son of

Dvbhtanta by § akuntala. 1 The name of a sage or Marti.

• The name of a celebrated writer on dramatic composition,

of which he is also sometimes considered as the inventor

;

the tern! is also applied to his work, which appears to have

been a body of Sutras, or rules, relating to every branch of

theatrical writing and exhibition ; it is said to be lost, but is

constantly quoted by the commentators on the Matokas, or

Indian dramns. • An actor, a dancer, a mime. * A barbarian,

a mountaineer, a savage. f A weaver. a A descendant of

Bharata. e. Af to nourish, VfTX Un'idi aff.

Mtipi m. (-XT’*) An actor, • mime. x. wxw the dramatic

author, g’tf a son, and xrx aff. of comparison.

WXffTO; f. (-«:) A name ofKAixE’rf, wife of Dosakatba, and

mother of Bharata. e. wyw as above, and parent
f
hence

equally applicable to S AKONTAxi, &c.
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wttjtv d. (-4) India, i. wr* Uas kh «f Domtanta, and

region
; he is supposed to have been the first emperor or

monarch of all India.

MCWW9T m. (*ar.) A name of Rama. t. MfW, and WW
eider.

MTW m. (-'WO A sovereign, a king. E. *t to nourish, aff. WfW-

SRglW m. (-«:)
1 A skylark. * The name of a Muni. * The

son of VrToaspatI e. snjif upholding, and Trwr awing i also

wiKWm.

w^fiww n. (-V:) A lark. e. ww added to the preceding.

wf*TW mfn. (-tr.-W? or -ift-W)
1 Green, of a green colour. * Nou-

rished. * Filled. B. If to nourish, Un'idi aff. T*TW

wf» « «r m. (-WT) Nourishing, cherishing, s. ag to nourish, aff.

Twf5r^

MV m. (•!?) ' A name of Visun'u. * A name of S'lra. 4 Gold.
4 A husband, a lord. a. *g to nourish, Un'idi aff. W.

MWW m. (-n:) A small sort of SAaAaJ.

n. (-w) Fried meat.

w* m. {-V=)
1 A name of Siva. 4 Light, lustre.

4 A name of

Brahma. 4 Cooking, frying, e. wm to fry, aff w«r
;
having

scorched Kamad£va to ashes, with a look.

vhmw n. (-W) Frying. e. w*W to fry, aff. VS,

MW mfn. (-wi-VT-w; To be cherished or maintained, a. «r to

nourish, aff. VV.

Wn mfn. 1 A chcrnhcr, a nourish cr, a protector.

* A holder, a supporter, m, (-wr) * A husband. 4 A lord, a

master, e. *€ to nourish, Ac. aff. rw.

f. (*^t) The murderess of her husband. *. w^* a husband,

W to kill, aff. #tw, and Jf substituted for the radical.

•PJWT f. (-WT)
1 Maaterhood. 4 Husbandship. e. ww added to

the last
,
also with If, M^W.

^
' 4

FWTrngJW mfn. (iP-WT-lt) Subject, married, s. MWWT 2nd case,

and WW gone.

m. (-W*.) A young prince, designated as successor, and

associated to the empire, (in theatrical language.) f. (-vn) (In

theatrical language,) A princess, b. the master or mo-

narch, and <^rrar the son.

MJwf< m. (-fc) The brother of V'ikramauitts, a prince and

poet. a prince, and vfc Vishn u, a deity amongst

kings. 1

mFwm mfn. (-M:-MT*M) Maintained, nourished, supported, b. iff

to nourish, ff| aff. and MV added.

M?M r. 10th cl. (MWFWfw-W) To reprove, to reproach, to abuse or

menace.

W3PT n. (-if)
1 Threat, menace. * Reproach, abuse, cursing,

reviling, e. wwj to abuse, aff. wz.

w4 r. 1st cl. (wfrfw) To injure.
,

WWJ n. (-4)
1 Gold. 1 Hire, wages. 1 The navel. 4 A particular

coin. e. iff to nourish, Un'edi aff. MV, whence it is properly

«*•<• q. ».

WwWT f. ( "Wi) Wage*, hire. e. «to*t hire, *ni aff.

h4i* n - (*4j
1 Wage*, hire; • Gold. 1 The navel. * A coin, a

piece of money, i. iff to nourish, Un'idi aff. ww.

^ r* lit cl. (snfftf) To hurt, to injure.

Mir r. 1st and 1 0th da (fff wwrv^) To describe, to expound,

to explain, r. 1st cl.
1 To hurt, to injure. 4 To give. r. 10th

cl To throw up.

MwtWT f. (-WT) A shrub, (Fmderia fact id a.)

ww r. 1st cl (WWW) ' To tell, to describe. 4 To hurt, to injure,

to wound or kilL • To give.

mw m. (-W:) A bear. mn. (-W>V) A kind of arrow, f. (.fit) ' An

arrow, with a crescent-shaped head. 1 The marking nut

plant ; also Mimr^t. a. MW to hurt or kill, aff. arw.

MWW m. (-wO A bear. e. VTW added to the preceding.

MWjwrt f. (-Wft) A plant, (Hedysarum lagopodioides.) x. MV a

bear, a tail j to which the flower is compared.

MWTW m. (-IF) Marking nut plant, k. see the next.

WWTW* mfn. (-Vt-Wt-V) The marking nut plant, (Semicarpus

anacardium.) «u MW an arrow, VTW to resemble, aff. mm with

VTW added ;
wounding like a weapon

;
also WWTW, MVft, &c.

wfwwr t (-VT) Marking nut. k. wif added to WVt.

MWW bx. (-W:) A bear. a. MW to hurt, aff. WW
;

also MWW.

MWW m. (-wt) A bear, k.mw to injure, Un'idi aff. ; also

mtww and MWW.
4 *

MW m. (-M:) * Being, existing, the self-support of something

already produced. 4 Birth.
4
Origin, production. 4 The

place or means of being. 4 The state ofbeing. 4 The being or

becoming possessed of any thing, as family, cattle, Ac.

1 Welfare, prosperity.
4 Obtaining, acquisition. 4 Excellence,

superiority. *• The world. “ A deity, a god. 44 A name of

Siva. n. (-W) A fruit, the fruit of the Dillenia spcciosa. k. ^
to be, aff. VV.

MMTOT m, <-v*0 Fire in a forest, r. wv being, WWT voracious.

MTtf mfn. (-WTW-VWl-WW ) Thou; but used as a respectful term

of address, as Sir or Jsordt and governing the verb in the third

person, b. MT to shine, VTffV Un adi aff. mfn. (-TW-Mxfft-VW)

Being, existing, f. <-miV) A poisoned arrow, i. M to be, par-

ticipial aff. v*-

mfn. (-W.-Wl*^) Yours, your honours, i. MWM as above,

• and w aff

MW^l mfn. Afraid, e MTl^ being, and M^ fear.

WWW n. (-W) ' A house, a dwelling. * A nature, a quality. • The

place of abiding or being, scite, field, spot, Ac. e. m to be,

aff. WJ.

MWWrfsrwt f. (-wl) The Srrym or Serju river, which runs from

the Uim&ia chain ami falls into the Goggroh, with which it

is then confounded, k. MW being, and vnfrrsft destructre** j

giving eternal happiness, being a sacred stream,

wwwta mfn. (-w:-wr-«) To be or become, what is or ought to

be. b. tj^to be, WW^W^ aff. of the gerund.

WWW n. (-K) The interior ap*irtments. b. mww, and

belly.

MW’W m. (-wi:) Time in general, or lime present, f. (-*ft) A vir-

tuous wife. X. ^to be, Unidi aff. WT%

wwfwt ro. (*fWT.) Time being, the present, e. ^ to be, Unidi

aff. fwrw

MWMiwr mfn. (-W ) living, sharing the world, jl MW, and MIW[

who possesses.
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wvwfh m. The author of MalatI MaVhava, and other

dramas, e. WW the world, wfif increase, in wisdom, lie.

WWTOf. ( or-WW ) A drum played at funerals, i ww being,

to weep or wail, aff. figW.

WWW*fw f. (*fw)
1 Liberation from the world, cessation from

worldly acts.
1 End of the world, a. TO, and wtfw passing

away.

TOTWmr f (-an) The goddess Manaju.

nrwTTC ll mfn. (-TO) Like you, your like. k. WWW you, to

shew, aff. f*W ;
also WVTTW, and WWTTW-

WWnft f. (xft) The goddess Partat! or Duaca, in her pacific

and amiable form. a. *nr S'iva, fem. aff. WTW, and WTWW

augment.

WWT^TO m. (-Wt) The personified Himalaya mountain, a. WBTril

the goddess, and WW here put for father : Dunns in this form

being the daughter of the mountain.

TO tvrw m. (-W:)
1 Non-existence of the world. • A sage, one

unaffected by worldly infirmities, a. WW, and WfWtW non*

existence.

wa ifririlftw mfn. (-*t-frw1-fw) Superior to or overcoming the

world, a. TO, and wrfwvTfw^ disgracing.

TOTWWT f. (-WT) The Gauges, t. to the world, and TOW going,

wfro mfn. (-Wi-WTT-ti) Prosperous, happy, wdfaring. n. (-#)

Prosperity, welfare, a. wb being, (for well being,) and TO aff.

wfww mfn. ( ir- WT-W; Been, become, b. WW being, TOW aff.

wfrro mfn. (.w*-WT-*f) To be or become, what is to be. e. ^
to be, WW aff. of the gerund.

wfaa wffT f (-WT) Fate, destiny, a. wfwwwr what is to be, TO
abstract aff.

wfww mfn. (-WT-Wt-W) ' Actually being, or disposed to be. ' Wall-

being, faring well. a. to be, VW aff.

xrfww mfn. (-^-f»Nft-fw) Living, being, having life and sen-

sation. a ww being, T^far aff.

vfisr m. (-W:) A poet, a versifier. a. WW the world, TOW »ff

ttfjfwr mfn. (-ur-urr-w) Being, existing, what is or exists.

m. (-Uf:) A catamite, a. %j^to be, yiy Un'fidi aff.

wfw«n mfn. (-Wh-Wp-^p 1 Actually being or disposed to be.

* Being well, existing happily, virtuously, &c. a. t£to be,

T*WW participial aff.

wfro mfn. (-1P uil ii) Future, what will be. a. see wfwwnr, the

final rejected.

wfwww mfn, (-^w-WP^t-WW) What is to be, what will be, future.

n. (-wnt) The future, a. t^to be, w€ participial aff., SX aug-

ment, and tT® inserted.

TO mfn. (*W:-Wr-W) ' Happy, auspicious, prosperous. • Well,

proper, fit, right.
1 True. * To be or become, what is to be.

* A being, what is or exists, m. (-W.) Tha A’amarangm, a

small fruit tree, (Averhoa carambola.) L (-WT) * A Dome of

Uha\ • A large sort of pepper, n. (-if)
1 A bone. • Fruit,

result • Being, existence, mn. (-W*^) One division of the

poetical Ra$at or sentiments, a. ijto be, aff. TO.

wfwn f. (-^f) A sort of beet, (Beta Bengalensis.)

TO r. 1st cl. (TOfiT) * To bark or growl. • To reproach, to speak

malevolently, to raiL

] vwt

TO m. (-W:) A dog. t (-1
?!) A bitch, a. to to bark. aff wrw.

WWW m. (-W:) A dog. a. to to bark, fluff,

;

it is sometimes writ-

ten tow.

WWW n. (-W) Barking, b. to to bark, aif. wjb.

TOW m. (-IT)
1 The heart. * Wood. • The thigh.

TO r. 3d cl. (wwfwj)
1 To shine. To blame or abuse

j
this root

is usually restricted to the fieUu.

TO\ f. {-WT^l
1 The sun. ' Pudendum muliebre. • The mons

veneris. * Time. * A sort of duck. * A float, a raft. a. TO to

shine, wifig Un'idi aff.

TOW m. (-w:) A large bee. e. TO to sound, WW aff.

WWW m. (-WT.) Time. h. WW to shine, aff. WTW.

wfww n. (-W) Ashes. B. TO to shine, aif.

TOTTO m. (-W:) An astrouomer or astrologer, e. w a star, WTTO
an intelligencer.

wwrwf f. (-WT) A bellows, e. wrw added to wwi:; also w(wwt,

and wenWT.

WVIT f. (-Hr) A bellow*, a Urge hide with ralres, arid a clay

nozxle, which is used for this purpose, a. TO to shine, TO
Un'idi aff., fem. aff. WiWj also with vtw aff Will, and with

TO in '.he fem. form added wmirr or wftliT optionally -

t
and

with the feminine termination retained also, WWlWTT.

WWtrWTT f. (-WJT) A bellows: see the last.

wf«¥ mf. (-w:-wt) A bellows- blower, Itc. m. (-w:) An inflated

skin on which rafts, &c. are floated, f. (-WTI) A bellows : see

WW. b. TO a bellows, and TO aff.

Wilt f- (-t§t> A bellows: see TOf, 8cc.

WWW n. (*w )

1 A disease of the eyes, thickening of the mem-

branes, and indistinctness of vision. * Morbid appetite, con-

stant craving for food, with general decay. • An anthelmintic

plant, commonly Bircnj. * Gold. a. WHW ashes. TO aff.

TOWTC m (-*:) A washerman, e. wto ashes, and fit agent)

using the ashes of wood in place of soap or ley.

WTOfTOT f- (-WT) A perfume, commonly Renmka. b. TOW
ashes, and TO smell, aff. WW. and wnff ;

also

iWmJr f- (-«•)
1 The Sum tree, or a variety of it, (Dalbergia

Sisu.)
1 A sort of perfume, commonly Rcnukd. b.to ashes,

and place of production.

TOTJW **• (-W)
1 A number of villages. * A shower of dust,

• Frost or snow. s. WIR ashes, iX*r to weigh, and aff. %.

WUWn. (-XI) Ashes, a. TO to shine, Un*adi aff »fnr.

WTOTO m. (-W.) Camphor, b. to ashes, and WTO distresacr;

whiter than ssbes.

Wilffm ind. Ashes, to ashes, as w WTOrWWTKTTtW He reduced

the enemies to ashes, a. WTO, and Wifw aff

iVIVl m* Camphor, k. WWW ashes WTWW a name.

wwtWTW n. (-w) ' Reducing to ashes. * Calcining, x. ww* and

doing, fw aug.

wwlwff mfn. (-W.-WT-W)
1 Reduced to ashes. * Calcined, (as a

metal.) b. to, and Wff made, with f% aug. ; also WWTO.and

wwwmrw.
w-xtww mfn. (-Wt-WT-li)

1 Reduced to ashes. * Being mere ashes,

L e. being wholly worthless, s. WWW, and igw become, f%

augment.
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VT r. 2nd cl (VTfv)
1 To shine, to be luminous splendid or

beautiful. * To be pleased. * To be angry. * To blow. • To be,

to ciist. With to flash. With or fir, to shine brightly.

VT f. (VT) ' Light * Beauty. 4 The shadow of a gnomon,

m. ( nr) The sun. *. VT to shine, aff.w and err.

m. (-V:) ' A mountain, apparently the part of the Hima-

laya, called Bhdkur. * A sort of fish. s. VT light, z peak or

quantity. ,

•rnir’r m. (.w.) The sun. r. vt light, receptacle.

VHV m. (-m:)
1 A follower, a dependant one to whom food is

regularly given. * Grain, edible grain, as rice, &c. i. «nv

food, aff. fr
VTfri* m. (-VT:) One who is fed by another, a dependant, a re-

tainer. e. wm food, a(T. to.

VHT m. (-*:)
1 A portion, a share, a part * Fate, fortune, lurk.

4 A half rupee. * Part of any thing given as interest * A divi-

sion of time, the thirtieth part of a Ra$i or zodiacal sign.

• A degree, the 360th part of the circumference of a great

circle.
T A fraction, t. to to share, aff. to

VTTO mfn. (-w:-VTI-*) Who or what divides, m. (-*:) (In

arithmetic), A divisor, a. to, and af£

VTTOlf* f- (-tw*>) Assimilation of fractions. >. VTW, and twrfir

species.

VHr^* m. (-Vi)
1 An heir, a co-heir. 4 Royal revenue, n. (V)

Fate, destiny, luck, k. wv a part, and to to be taken, or

TO aff.

%nTO n. (-sj) ' The period, during which the sun passes through

the twelve signs of the zodiac, thence by ellipsis, the zodiac.

4 The circumference of a griat circle, a. vrv to divide,

aff. mz.

vnr*v **d. According to a share or portion, in parts or por-

tions. s. VTV, and ufv aff.

VTVTO mfn (-*:•*!-*:) Taking a part, sharing, m. (-**) 1 A co-

heir.
1 (In arithmetic,) Division, a. VTV, and TO who or what

takes.

Vimfvv mfn. (-vf-fv^t-f$) Desirous of a share, e. vnr, and

who seeks.

VTVnjwanfv f. (-fir) Assimilation of fractional increase,

s. vtv, TOTO accession, vnfv kind.

VIAlTOlYVlfV f. (-fit!) Assimilation of fractional decrease. 1 . vnr,

WTOTV taking away, Vtfw kind,

VTfTO mfn. (-w-vl-ar)
1 Bearing interest, subject to a deduction

for interest * Having a part • Relating to a part 4 Frac-

tional. k. vm a part, and TO aff.

VTfro mfn. (-ift-tvvt-fr)
1 Who or what shares. * Having parts,

consisting of parts or shares, mf. (-ft-fkvt) A co-heir or co-

heiress. a. vnr, and aff.

VTfaTO n>. (-v:) A sister's son. e. vfkvl a sister, VV aff.

vrUrvt f. (-’^1) The Ganges, k. VflUV a pious monarch, at

whose intercession the Ganges first descended from heaven,

affs. vfw and

vratfc m. A celebrated grammarian.

V1W mfo. (-nr-vrr-Jiij
1 To be portioned or divided. * Bearing

interest, subject to a deduction of some part on that account

wfar

n. f-w) Destir y, fortune, good or ill luck. t. to to divide,

vnr aff.
;
or VTfl a part, and TO added,

vrrtv mfn. (-V:-vr-V) Bearing hemp, (a field, itc.) e. VT hemp,

and to aff.

V7*r mfn. (VTW) Who or what participates or possesses, used

chiefly in composition, as VTOTvr rich, &c. r. V1W to divide,

and ffpt aff.

VTVT r. 10th cl. (vrvrvfv) To divide, to separate-, it is usually

employed with fq prefixed, especially in a legal sense, as to

divide or portion an inheritance.

VTTOT hid. Swiftly, quickly.

vrvrv n. (-V) ' Any vessel, as a pot or enp, a plate, &c. • A
clever, rapable, or fit person. * Sharing, dividing. 4 (In arith-

metic,) Division, a. to to sene or share, aff. wz.

vrfhnr mfn. (-TT-WT-Tf) Divided, portioned, n. (-if) A portion, a

share, e. W7V to divide, aff. if.

VTVJ mfn. (-vqt-vrr-vr) Divisible, to be portioned or divided.

, n.'(-vj) 1 A portion, a share, an inheritance. *(In arithmetic,)

The dividend, e. vtvt to divide, aff. TO-

VI tV m. (-Vf:) Price, especially paid for the use of any thing or

person
;
wages, hire. b. TO to hire or maintain, aff. tot.

Vlfk f. (-ftp) Wages, hire, fee. a. v* to hire, TOT afT.

Vtv m. (-vt) A sort of dramatic entertainment, described as

one, in which one only of the interlocutors appears on the

scene ;
or as the narrative of some intrigue, told either by the

hero or a third person, e. to to speak, aff. vv.

vrfwvi f- (-VT) A comic drama in one act, b. vtv, and qrv

dimin. aff.

VTO m. (-^) 'Any vessel, a pot, a cup, a plate, &c. 4 Any musi-

cal instrument. 1 Any implement or utcDsil. 4 Capital, prin-

cipal. 4 An ornament in general. 4 An ornament round a

horse’s neck and breast. * The bed of a river, the space

between its banks. 4 Mimickry, buffoonery, the practice of the

Bkand

a

or professional jestey. m. (-aj:) A tree, (Hibiscus

populneoides.) B. vf^ to be auspicious, aff. or TO to

sound, aff. V, deriv. irr., or a jester, and w aff.

vtsiv m. (-**•) A cup, a plate, a vessel, or utensil, n. (-qr) Goods,

merchandize, t vivz, and to added.

m. (-V:) A barber, e. vto a vessel, to rub, aff. qr.

vr*i<pv m. (-^:) A sort of snake.

vresrfvvTTOr m. (-*:) Rule of barter, (in arithmetic.) b. vw,
and vfff for, agaiji, VTTO goods.

HITOCV m. {-qr:) The contents of any vessel, k. VTO, and VTV
what fills.

VTVrVTTO n * (-^) Playing on musical instruments, e. vrvi, and

sounding.

vnVTBTT m. (-^:) A store-room, a place where household goods

ami utensils are kept. n. (-^) A treasury, e. wb a vessel,

and Sfrvrc a house.

VTfTOf in. (-VT : ) A musician, one especially who is to waken

the prince or chief in the morning, by vocal, or instrumental

music, k. VTO a vessel, (an instrument,) and TO aff.

vrfknr mfn. (-aft-frot-fa) Having a vessel, utensil, &c. s. sire,

and T^if aff.
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WlfvjTTf m. (-T) A barbar. *. wrftl for WT*ft having a baaon,

and wpf who works or labours,

vrfa^r m. (-W:) A barber, a. WTO a vessel, and T^Waff.

m. (TO The Indian fig tree, « WTO a vessel, T;^ to

bring, aff. qr; referable perhaps to the legend that describes

the infant KkishVa, taking his meals under a tree of this

kind in the woods of f 'iWowsa

WTW mfn. (-itnr-« WTl-wnfl -WTW) shining, Splendid, i. WT to

shine, r? aff.

HT7T mfn. (-TT-HT-lt) Shone, bright, resplendent, m. (-110 Morn-

ing, dawn R. nr to shine, aff. W-

m. (--jp) The sun. r. WT to shine, 7f Un idi aflT.

tin? m. (-*:) The name of a month, (August-September,) when

the moon is full near the wing of Pegasus, e. w* forWnp,
and aff- : see the next.

m. (*Wl
)
The month Bkudra. a. the aaterism, and

aflf. f. (-WT) A name common to the iwcnty-aixth and

twenty-seventh lunar asterisms, distinguished by the epithets

prior, and subsequent, or ^*q and WWC : see ^anti^H^i. &c.

e. w^T said to mean a cow, and WT foot, WTW added option-

ally, whence it is often read WJW<T-

unparg’t: m, (-TO The son of a virtuous and loyal wife. e. W*

auspicious, WT* a mother, aff.

Hi 3* m.
( ^:)

' The sun. • Light- * A ray of light * A master.

* A sovereign, a prince. * I'he father of the fifteenth Jaina

pontiff. * Beauty. L (-^:) A handsome woman, sf to shine,

Un 6di aff. W-

srrq'iwrr f. (-11) The plantain, (Musa sapientum.) e. WIW the

sun, tfur the fruit; being offered in the worship of the sun.

WT^WW mfn (-WTW Wilt-Wi^
1 Luminous, splendid, resplendent.

* Beautiful, handsome, m. (-WT^) The sun. e.MT«J light, itTjxr

poss. aff.

srrsjTn; m. (-TO Sunday. R. w?xj the sun, and WTT a day.

wrrwfw m. (-fil:) The sun. i. an light, WTW circumference,

wra mfn. (-W;-WT-W) Bright, (as a planet) *. W,and W1WT light.

WTW r. 1st cl. (imW) r. 10th cL (wrawfw) To be angry or wrath-

ful, to be impatient

*rw ro. (-Wt)
1 Passion, wrath. ' Light, lustre. • The sun. 4 A

sister's husband, f. (-WT) A passionate woman, e. WT to shine,

and Un'kdi aff.’; or WTW to be angry, aff. WW-

Wtwqr m. (-qr-) A sistefs husband, b. qrq added to the preceding.

WTfid.mfn. ('Wt-fwwt-fi?) Angry, passionate, f, (-wl) A passion-

ate woman. 8. WTW passion, Tfw aff.

WIT m. (-TO
1 A weight of gold, equal to two thousand Pal**.

* A yoke for carrying burthens. • A name of Vishn'o. * A
weight, a burthen. B. »f to nourish, aflf. *W.

WTTW n. (*W)
1 Bhdratavcraka or India proper, so called from

Bh&eata, the son of Dcshyanta, whose patrimony it was.

(a. WTW the prince, and qs aff )
* The great sacred epic

poem of the Hindu*, (e. WTT weight, W aff., WTTW; having

been put by the, Blshi* in a scale, and weighed against the

four Htdat which it was found to outweigh; thence its usual

prefix of Mahd or great : a special grammatical rule, however,,

derives it from WTW the prince so named, because the war

7 R

narrated in it occurred amongst his descendants.) m. (-w.)
1 An actor, a mime. * A name of fire, • A descendant of

Biiarata. f. (-ift)
1 The goddess of speech. 'Speech. 'A

quail. 4 A branch of the dramatic art, dramatic recitation or

declamation, the delivery of the dialogue that is composed in

elaborate Sanacrit stanzas, k WTW Die inventor of the Indian

drama, aff. qi ; or the name of a sage, whose devotions

brought the goddess SaraswatI from heaven
;
or again, w to

nourish, aff. wraw. fern. aff. ffir.

WTTTfW m. t-Ht) ' A name of Dr6n'a, the military preceptor of

the Kum, and Poundu*. * One of the seven Rhhia. * A name

of the Muni Agabtya. 4 The son of VrIiiasfati. 4 A skylark,

n. (-at; A bone. f. (-ft) Wild cotton. a. WTTrat a lark, and

* St— plconastick or derivative aff
j

in the latter case it refers

to a legend of the RUhi Biiaradwaja having been nursed by

a lark, in consequence of being abandoned at his birth by his

natural parents.

VTrw m. (-*:) A lark.

grrwfl f ( ft :
) A pole or yoke for carrying burthens ; a stiek

carried orer the shoulder, with strings attached to eitlwr

and of it, forming at their lower ettremity a noose, in which

the articles to be conveyed are suspended, a, WTT a bur-

then, and life a stick.

W7TW n. (») A bow-string, f. (-w’l) Holy basil. a. WTT a weight,

WT to take, all. W
sTTrart mfn. (-Sfrw-WWVWT Loaded, buriliened, bearing a bur-

then. R . Wtr, and wqw uff.

WVWTW m. (-W-) A porter, a bearer of burthens, a. wit a bar-

then, WW to bear, aff. W—.

wyyTTW m- (-in) A beast of burthen, (a* a camel, he ) n. ( si),

A vehicle for burthens, a waggon, a. WT. and WTTW vehicle..

WT-arfw* mfn. (-«:«)*) Carrying burthens, in. (-*:) A porter,

s. wireTW. and r» aff.

WirWTfTW m. ( <1) A porter, a. WTT, and wlfsrw who bears,

sprfd m. (>fw:) The name of a poet, the author of the A'trd-

thrj.niya.

WTTW m. ( si!) A fragrant substance, commonly Ixdhhi, coet-

sidervd variously as a vegetable or mineral product.

wrTSTW mfn. (-Tt-WT-W)
1 Able to carry loads ’ Fit for the yoke,

a. wtt, and WT what hears.

WTWT rn. (-Tt) A porter, t WTT a hnrthen, and WT who takes,

from f with T aff. ; also with vet aff. WTTWTT, and ww added,

urrwiT* ; or with fwww, wTmfrw

HTTWTT in. (-T!)
1 A porter. * Carrying a load. a. see the last.

SfiTTtfTW mfn. (-Wt-tfl-W) Bearing a load, relating or referring

to it, &c. a. WiTWTT, «i>‘l ** “ff-

greywrrwt mfn. (-wr. wn-m) Loaded, laden, bearing a burthen,

f, (wn) A species of the Atijihli metre, a. WTT. and WTwt*

eeercome.

wrfr rn. (-It:) A lion. a. W to threaten, aff. TW.

Wifrw m. (-W:) A porter. Y WTT a burthen, IT aff

Wiftw m. (-fl) A porter, a. WIT * burthen, and Tfd *ff

HtftlTSI n. (-W) Taking up or bearing a burthen, a. WTT, and

srtpcs| taking up.
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Ml^rfTO n. (-it) Bearing a load. b. MTT, and ’STOP* up lifting.

MTTO m. (-*:)
1 A name of Parasuma'ma. 1 A name of SYkra re-

gent of Venus, and preceptor of the Titans or demons. " An

archer. * An elephant, f. (-^t)
1 The goddess PaevatC. * The

goddess LaksbmS. * Bent grass, (Panicum daelylon, the

Agrostis linearis of \akhmvs; according to the Hindus, a

black variety.) b. wr* a Afnni, the ancestor of Parasvrama,

ike., and 'Rtw aff. of descent

WT**fTO m. (-vj:) The diamond, b. MTTO Sukra, and fro fond of.

HI*f £<-*f) A shrub, (Siphonanthus Indica.) s. m* Brahma',

and TO* aff, sacred to that deity.

tmfntft f- Wild cotton, b. a various reading of AfKflrfl as

above.

MP&T f. (-ifr) A wife, espoused according to the ritual of the

Hedas. e. H to nourish, VFW -off.

srnin? m. (-*:) A man who lets out his wife for prostitution,

t. wife. "TO to go, alT. WT*T; who lives by his wife.

Vltnif««a m. (-*r:) ' A henpecked husband, one overruled by his

wife. ’ A kind of deer. e. strain a wife, ’TO to go or be with,

aff. TO, MT*ilz. and to added.

MiuiifffTO ' Adultery. 1 Connubial intercourse, e. Mn*r,

and ^fcTTO approaching.

n. (-w) The condition or state of a wife, jl Hrnh, and

m aff.

«r«h vffl m. dual only (-ift) Husband and wife. t. MitXTT wife,

and a husband.

troll* m. {-*:)
*
'lTae name of a mountain. * A sort of deer.

* The father of a child by another inun’s wife. b. mixri a

wife, m to go to or with, ^ off

m. (-TO) Married k. MPST, and to married.

HWf m. (-TO) * The forehead. * light, lustre, e. H*r to explain,

and STO aff., a man's fortunes being supposed to be legible

on his forehead ; or Ml to shine, aff. w’tf. I

WTWgwW n. (-Vi) Bed lead, e htr. and iv* appearing; being

used to stain the forehead with particular lines, and marks.

WTwrtrr ra. (-T#) A name of Siva, k MUT, and ig the eye,

having the third eye in his forehead
;
also similar compounds,

as MITOPTO. &c.

Wlif m. (-f :)
1 A sort of fish, commonly the R6ki, (Cyprinus

Kohita, Ham )
* A saw. A sort of potherb. * A man bom

with lucky line* on his forehead. * A tortoise. * A name of

S iva. *. vpa the forehead, and TOP » spot or mark.

ATTWW m. (-TO) A bear. *. m« to injure, aff. toto or toipr,

whence also mlfj and with ^to aff. mto, MTO, 8tc., q. v.

WTW ro. (•*:) ' State or condition of being. * Natural state of

being, innate property, disposition, nature. * Meaning, pur-

pose, intention. * Mind, soul. * State or affection of mind,
emotion, passion, sentiment, especially as an object of ama-
tory and dramatic poetry

j
two kinds of Bhuvat are usually

enumerated, the St Auyi, and Vyabhicfuirt

;

the firat of which
comprehends eight varieties, and the second thirty- three

; the
list blends both feelings and effects, nnd sorrow, and sleep,

and passion, and death, &c. are equally classed amongst
the BAdvas

; dramatic writers add two other classes, the Hi-

ltkarat or preceding states of mind, leading to a particular

condition of mind or body, and HnubAnras the externa] signs

of any slate of mind. * Birth. ’ Act, action. * Movement,

gesture. * Wanton sport or pastime. Corporeal expression

of amorous sentiments
;

or lore, of which the origin and

effects are ascribed to the organs of the body. " r

l hing, sub-

stance. 11 A being, a living thing. •• The place of birth, or

pudendum tnuliebre. 14 Superhuman power. 1 * The abstract

idea conveyed by any word. '• The simple idea derived from

the root, as expressed in one class of derivatives, as a going,

a doing, Stc. 11 Advice, instruction. " A learned man. a

Pandit, (in theatrical language ; but especially applied to the

manager, or principal performer.) Venerable, respectable.

*• The world, the universe.
11 An organ of sense or passion.

e. tj to be, aff. TO
MTTO m. (-TO) The external expression of amatory sentiments.

e. added to the last.

MPtTO m. Lore, Kama. r. hi* sentiment, and *r produced.

Mrnt mfn. (-W:*Wt-vO Yours, your honour's. *. TOTO you, and

wrvr aff.

MPT** rafn. (-iro-»TO-**) Yours, (but used respectfully,) your

honour's i. TOW you, and TO aff.

WTO nf. (-vf-wr)
1 Mental perception, recollection, the present

consciousness of past ideas or perceptions, ' Imagination.

* Religious and abstract meditation.
4 Looking about, (liter-

ally or figuratively,) observing, investigating. 4 Causing to

be. • Decorating any person or object with flowers, perfume,

&c., scenting, anointing. * Steeping, infusion, especially re-

peatedly drying the article by day and keeping it moist at

night.
4 (In arithmetic,) Composition. • (In law,) Ascertain-

ment, proof, k. w to be, in the causal form, to bring present

or into being, aff. tjTO

MT**rTO m. (-TO) 'l"he sign or indication of any sentiment or

passiop. h. Ml* sentiment, nnd ^rTO what indicates.

MlTOW mfn. (-TO-**rt-WW) Fancying, imagining, calJing to mind.

e. M^to be, causal v., TO aff.

MT*iTTOTrT f. (-HT) Co-existence of various emotions, t. Ml*,

and RTTOffl variety of colour.

MFrsrrf*w f- Allaying any transitory or incidental emo-

tion. t. MPT. and Wffrfl quieting.

MTTO’cff f. ( fV) Purification of the natural condition or qua-

lity. R. MPT, and shffff purification.

MTTOf* m. ( far) Co-existence of two emotions, x. mz. and

union.

MPWnfTO mfn. Of restrained purpose or thought,

abstracted, devout, b. Hr*, and TOTffiT collected.

MPTTT m- (-*:)
1 The external expression or indication ofamato-

ry feeling. * A pious or holy man. 4 An actor.
4 A libidinous

man. 1 Dress, decoration, t. Mr* the sentiment or disposi-

tion. to to go with, aff. ’TO-

MPrnt* mfn. (-TO-MT-ff) Natural, simple, not forced or assumed.

e« Mr*, and ’TO* according to.

MTWFMTVI m. (-M:) Simulation of feeling or emotion, e. mt*, and

WTHT* appearance.
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WTXTO m. (-’io ' The simple inherent or abstract meaning of

words. * The obvious purport of a phrase or sentence.

e. WT7, and ®vj sense.

WT7TO mfn. (-1: -WTiir) Tender, compassionate, a. WTO, and wro

what preserves.

Wifw¥mfn.<-yr:-W7 wPtTO) 'Natural, innate. ‘Sentimental, relating

to feeling, &c. * Future, n.(-yr) A figure of rhetoric, describ-

ing the past or future as present, x. WTO, and TW^aff, or W to

be, causal v., aff.
v*

WifyiT mfn. (TO.-WT-lf)
1 Occupied with, pervaded by, having as

an inherent or pervading property. * Animated, inspired.

* Imagined, conceived. * Perfumed, scented. * Mixed, (with

any thing as an ingredient, as asafoctida or other fragrant

substances in curry, &c.) • Obtained, got.
T Promised, agreed,

acknowledged. * Steeped, infused, digested, &c. *(In arith-

metic,) Supposed, as the product of unknown quantities, a. w

to be, passive or causal v., atf. if.

WlfWTTOW mfn. (-WTO WTft-WTT)
1 Imagining, conceiving. * Infus-

ing. &c. b. If to bc.cauaal v., HfTf aff.

wrfirinWTO mfn. (-wr-mT-®) Intent upon, engaged in. e. HlfriT

pervaded, ®t®w spirit »

WTfirw n. (-SI) The three worlds : earth, heaven, and hell, col-

lectively. K. w to exist, fanrn Un adi alf.

«tf»rw mfn. {-wVfwwl fl) Future, what will be or what is about

to be, proximaiely future, f. (-ift) A wanton woman. B. ^
to be, Unadi aff. fwf*.

WTOT^ no. (-W:) Accession or occurrence of emotions, e. WWT,

rising.

wrff® mfn. {-yr: #t-«)
1 Happy, well, right.

* Actually being or

disposed to be. 1 (In composition with other nouns,) Becom-

ing what it was not before, as ®TyjwT5Wr one who becomes

rich. n. (•#) Happiness, auspiciousness. m. (•*;) A sister's

husband, (in theatrical language.) a. si to be, aft.
,
used

in composition, the aff. is

Wi® mfn. {-®:-®r-®) ' What must, will, or ought to be.
1 To be

investigated or determined, b. w to be, aff. ®r?r

WFW \,rn) Wi^ r. 1 St cL (WTO*) To speak : with yft prefixed, to ex-

plain, to expound
;
with WW, to discourse, to converse.

WTO® n. (-®)
1 Speaking, speech. * Declaration of satisfaction

at the end of a drama.' k. WTO to speak, «®7 aff

WT7W (-W^-W®H-yw) Speaking, guying, k. WTO, andmi aff.

WTWWTO mfn. (TO*-TOI-#) Speaking, saying. a. wiw to speak,

atf

WfWT f. (-WT)
1 Speech. * Common or vernacular speech.

' Saiuswati, the goddess of speech.
4 One of the Rdg'utia.

E. WTW to speak, aff. ®7 and 71^.

wnrrwr< n. ( The plaint, the charge, the first of the four

divisions of a law suit. e. wiwi speech, averment, and wt®;

quarter, divisirn.

wrvrw*i ru. (-W:) A figure of rhetoric, arrangement of a sentence

so that ic is both Sanscrit and Prakrit, k. WTOT, and ww
same.

wrf*TO mfn. (-W:-HT-lf) Spoken, uttered, said. n. (-if) Speech,

x. wia to speak, aff. ®-

UT® mfn. (-®:-®T-®> To be said or spoken. n.(-®) 1 A commen-

tary, but particularly the explanation and application of a

technical Siitra or aphorism , hence applied to many of the

annotations on the grammatical aphorisms of PIn'ini, to

comments on the VMtu, &c. 1 A sort of building, x. WTO

to speak, sni aff.

VT®yrT m. (*®:) A commentator or expounder of technical texts

or aphorisms ; commonly applied as an epithet of Pa'tanjali,

the author of the Makdbhathya or commentary on the anno-

tations of KatyXyama, on Pamini’s grammatical aphorisms.

k. wi® as above, and ®TC who makes; also with WW, wuiBnv,

the same.

WT®WTO mfn. (-®:-®T*®) Being spoken to or addressed, s . WTO

to speak, pass. v„ HTT1® aff.

WTO (mi WTO r. 1st cl (WTO#) To shine- With y and fir prefixed,

To appear to, to seem likely or probable to.

WTO f- (-WT:)
1 Light. • A ray of light. * Wish, desire, k. wto

to shine, aff. f#rw-

WTO mf. (-®:-WT) Light, lustre, shining, m. (-W0
1 A vulture.

* A sort of bird, described as a water-fowl. * A cock. 4 A sta-

tion of cowherds, i. WTO to shine, ®py aff.

wtowi mfn. (-® * Beautiful, handsome. * Shining, splen-

did. in.
1 The sun. * The moon. 1 A kind of writer-

fowl. mf. A star. e. wTO to shine, *r^ Un’idi aff.

WTOWW mfn. (-ww-y®t-ww ) Shining, radiant *. WTO to shine,

ttw aff.

WTOW n. (•*:) Light, lustre, e. wTO to shine, ®yjw aff.

WTO **». (TOO The sun. *• VTO to Un'idi aff. ®.

WTO* mfn. (-y.-n y) Shining, splendid, n. (-^) A species of

Costus, (C. speciosus.) m. (-^t)
1 Crystal. * A hero. a. WTO

to shine,

WTOiT mfn. (-T:-*T-*) Resplendent, shining, m. (-*t) * The sun.

1 Fire. * A hero. 4 The name of a celebrated astronomer,

n. (-*:) Gold. *. WT light, and m to make, ®^ aff., and ®
inserted.

wroirfiro n. (-W) The ruby. i. WTOST the sun, and fy® fond of.

WT®W mfn. ( ®TO-ynrt-®W) Luminous, splendid, shining,

m. (TOTO)
1 The sun.

1 Light. • A hero. f. (TOffO The city

of the sun. b. w/yy aff.

WTOt mfn. (TO:-ft*T) Shining, radiant m. (-T:) * The sun.

• A day. n. ( 0 4 so** of Coitus, (C. speciosus.) a. WTO to

shine, aff.

wrorw mfn. (-Wt-ift-if) Ashy, ashen, made or consisting of

ashes, a. WVW. and ®w aff.

fww r. 1st cl. (fwwff) * To beg. *To obtain. 1 To fisil of obtain-

ing.
4 To solicit any thing through cupidity or covetousness.

1 To be weary or distressed.

fifWW n. (
if) Begging, asking alms. k. fww to beg, ^7 aff.

fiTOWTO mfn. ( w:-yr-#) Asking, begging, e. fw® .to beg,

aff.

fw®T f (-WT)
1 Service. • Hire, wages. * Begging, asking. *Tbe

. thing obtained by begging, aims. * A mouthful or handful

of food, given as alms. a. fw® to beg or obtain by begging,

wrr and 7TX&ff- x
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Ivwr* mf. (-v:-*ty A mendicant, a beggar. e. fW*T alms, and

vniw aff.

tvrWT^T: rof. A mendicant, a beggar, r.. fir*r alms,

to go, aif. *.

n. (-*) Begging, mendicancy, e. f**T alms, and

going about for.

f*T*r* n. (•*) Food obtained as alms. e. fsrwi, and *r* food,

fHWrqrw n. (-si) A beggar's boarl, a vessel for collecting alms,

a. farwi. and TT1 a vessel.

ftTWlfiTW n. (-if)
1 Profligacy, roguery. * Mendicancy, subsisting

on alma. r. fawifirw a beggar, ^ abstract aff,

finrfjpr mfn. * A beggar, a mendicant, subsist-

ing on alms. * Dishonest, g. fa*r alms, 1** to eat, aff. faffa.

f*T*T* mfn. (-^:-*T-S{) Fit for a beggar. *. fW*T, and ** fit-for.

fWfVpT mfn. (-irMTT-'ff) Begged, sought as alms. t. fa* to beg,

W aff.

m. (-*:)
1 The mendicant ; the Hindu who baa entered the

fourth order, and subsists wholly upon alma. * The fourth

order of the Hindu*. * A Bandd'ka mendicant, k. fa* to beg,

aff. *.

firw* mf. (-fi’ft) A beggar. *.firw a beggar, *nr added.

fr*^ *i/l f. (-ft) Old or ragged raiment, the garb of a beggar;

a. fa* a beggar, *i? with, W9 to endeavour, aff. *ir and

fa*lW. m. (-*:) Scattering alma. e. fa*T alms, ** before f
to scatter, aff. v

fa* n. (-li) A part, a portion, a fragment, a bit i. to di-

vide, aff. *, form irr.

fafn f. (-fit:)
1 A wall of earth or masonry. * A thing broken

or divided. * A place, a part. * Opportunity', occasion. * An

asylum. * Breaking, tearing, dividiug.
f A flaw, a defect. * A

rent, a fissure. • A fragment, a bit, a broken piece or part

e. divide, to break, to tear, flee. aff. fan*.

fafawT t. (-*n) L A wall. * A small house lizard, a. *it added

to the preceding. ,

faf**TK m. (-Ki) A house-breaker, e. faf* a wall, and *tt a

thief
; tbe mud wall of the Hindu cottages being easily and

commonly cut through, for burglarious purposes.

fa\ (TO fafai^r. 7th cl. (faarfal-fa*) To break, to break or

tear to pieces.

mfn. (-ftn^or fan) Who or what breaks, divides, severs,

destroys, &c. f. ( fip£ or faw )
1 Kind, sort, difference.

* Breaking, dividing, e. fa«q to break, and aff. farc

fa** m. (-*;) A sword, n. (-*) Innas thunderbolt e. fa*

to break, aff. Ipr.

fa*T f. (-*T)
1 Tearing, rending. • Coriander, e, fa* to divide,

aff. ** and *pT

faf* m. (-fa:) Iisdra’s thunderbolt » (** to break. Unidr aff

X, and the vowel unchanged
;
also faif.

faf*T n. (-NT) Indha s thunderbolt t. fa* to break or split,

f***[Un‘idi aff.

fa^ m. (-£:) The thunderbolt of Indra. k. fa* 10 *pHt, Un adt

aff. f-

mfn. (-*:-*r-*) Brittle, n. (-^) Tbe thunderbolt b. fa*
to break, (the earth, the mountains, flee.) y** aff.

fa*fam mfn. (-sr-*T-sij To be, or what may be broken, e. fa*

to break, ^ fwarr aff.

fa* m. (-*:) A river, a male river. E. fa* to break, (its banks,

)

WU aff.

fa*K;w mfn. (.st-NTT-at)
1 Being divided, pierced, brotcen, &c.

1 Being separated or distinguished, s fa* to break, pass. v.

wtw* aff.

fal mn. (-*:-*) The thunderbolt E. fV* to break, Un idi aff.

** ;
also fcn£. fa^T, &c.

fa*nr mfn. U 5** Breaking, destroying, b. fa* to

break, Faf aff.

fa***!* m. (-*:) A short arrow thrown from the hand, or shot

through a tube. *

fa* mfn. (-*:-*T-*)
1
Split, broken, torn, rent. * Divided, dis-

tinguished, other, different ' Separated, detached. * Blown,

budded, opened. 1 Neglected, deviated from. * Connected,

joined, m. (-*:) A flaw in ajcwel. n. {-*)
1 A bit, a portion.

9 (In arithmetic,) A fraction. «.6r* to break, to divide,

aff. if.

fa*€ m. (-IT:) A heterodox sectary, a Bauddkn, a seceder.

e. fin broken, separated, and ** aff.

fa*WTf**r f(-*T) A kind of cucumber, (Cucureis utiiatUsirnus.)

e. fa* divided, *T* tbe body, aff. of comparison **.

fa*rrw* i*k) Multiplication of fractions, a. fir*, and ***
multiplying.

fa*** n. (-*) Cube of a fraction, e. fWw, and *ir a cube.

mfn. (-V»TT-T) Wounded, e. fsr*, and body.

finRnr mfn. (-*r:-*rr-v) Wrecked. E.f^nr. and *n*TT a ship.

fvnrr*TT m. (-N^) Division of fractions, b. fsr*, and

division.

jVWTXi n. (-aj) A potshard, a broken plate or vessel. t. finr,

and STraj a vessel.

m. (-irr) Chick pea, (Cicer arielinum.)

fwa«»tnN mfn. (-v*T-*)r.^) Pierced in the joints, mortally

wounded, e. f*nr, and a joint,

finrair mfn. (-erw- Divided, scattered, a. fxs to b»»k,

fintri m. (-$:) Square of a fraction, t. Nr*, and ** a square,

fsnnrf* mfn. (-^|:-fvii-f^l) ' Neglecting the prescribed obser-

vances. * Following an occupation not auiled to birth or caste.

e. finr, and tfti practice.

firaaiTwrfVw n. (-w) Subtraction of fractions, e. ftr*. and

subtraction
;
also Nnwramrst, &c.

n. ( -Tf) Addition of fractions, k. ft?^, and ^pnnr
addition j

also &c *

ffi*NEr mfn. (-^:
1 Hesitating (in speech.) * Hoarse, dis-

cordant. e. fa*, and *rc a note.

ftWr f. (-110 Fear. e. ivt to fear, TfJf aff. and augment,

fapfr r. 10th cl. (iNnrfVr) To divide or separate,

fa* m»(-*s) A barbarian of a particular tribe, perhaps the mo-

dem lihec/, a savage race dwelling especially along the course

of the Narmada, and subsisting chiefly by plunder,

falfjvnr u- (-it) A drug, a medicament, a. a physician,

and fanr subdued, (by whom.)
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faffxt m. (-Mffr) A Vtodya or physician, e . to fear, ^fm

Un'idi aff
,
and Mfff augment

j
or fMXxr a Kandttddi root, to

overcome, (disease.) aff fffTT.

fvw«T f. (-*t) Scorched rice. a. fw**?T boiled rice, Ttar lo go

or resemble, <T aff.
;

this word is variously read fafasrarr,

fafalST, fWf^KtS T
. fVtr«4l-

farin’ f. ( XMT) Boiled rice. *. to break, aff. far*, V to

destroy, aff. ffT, and the ^ of fir*£ changed irr. to * j
also

read fa*jr : see the last

lift (far) fan*t r. 3rd cl. (faniflO To dread, to fear, to be afraid of:

also, r. 1st and 10th els. txrxjfff Mt^PTfa) but not always

admitted.

ift f. (ffh/ Fear, dread, a. art to fear, aff fapt

mfn. ( -Tr-WT-Tf) Afraid, frightened, fearful, timid, n. (-#)

Fear, alarm, apprehension, k. lit to fear, aff iff.

WtrnPTT mfn. (-r:.^T-t) Fear- inspiring, e. iftw, and ffTTT making.

ifftirwTrr mfu. (-TT-TTT W) Much frightened, e. it\TT afraid, repeated,

mfn. (-WnrT*ft-T»5 Afraid, k. Ml to fear, MlTTf aff

Mlfa f. (-fa:)
' Fear, apprehension. 1 Trembling, shaking, e. lit

to fear, aff. fi»W.

it,w mfn. (-M:-WT-lt> Horrible, fearful, terrific, n. (-if) Horror,

terror, ra, (-IT) * A name of S'iva. * One of the five Pan ft

u

princes.
1 A kind of sorrel, (Rumex vesicarius.) f. (-HT) * A

name of Durua. * A whip. • A sort of perfume : see

a. «t to fear. Un idi aff. XfffT.

mfn. { *&T-^T-4) Dreadful, destructive, e. vfa, and

act.

mfn. (-W:-mt-m) Frightful, hideous, £. Mfa, and

appearance.

m. (-^:)
1 A lion.

1 A loud or fearful sound, e. situ

formidable, voice.

MfaT m. (-**•) War, battle. *. tftM fear, to give or get,

aff. if.

iitsrr^t f. (-"^t)
1 A particular night, supposed to be the ordinary

period of human life
;
the seventh night, in the seventh

month, of the seventy- seventh year; a person after this pe-

riod is exempt from all religious or specific observances.

1 The Dame of a river in the H'mdlaya mountains, a. Mfa

formidable, a ear.

MfafxMW mfn. (-ftt-WI-ii) Tremendous in power or strength,

i. xftw, and faun prowess.

sijsffann^T m. (-**!:) A lion. k. Mfa formidable, fawmt power,

valour.

iftMfaxnr mfn. (-v-nt-n) Gigantic, terrific in appearance, e. ntn,

and faxf^ body.

ntun» mfn. (-nt-nr-ff) Terribly swift or rapid, b. mIm, and

a* speed.

Mtmrnnr m. (-W:) A name of Yams. b. Mfa formidable,

edict.

m. (-M:) The third of the five Pin'da princes, k. jftM

formidable, and nnT an army.

Mfa mfo. (-*:-l: or *:•*) Timid, fearful, f. (-*:-*•) ' A timid

woman. * A plant, (Asparagus racemoaus.) A sort of

prickly night-shade. * A akakai. * A centipede. * A tiger.

* A goat. k. to fear, Un &di aff. W ;
also T being changed

to

tftr*' mfn. (•qr:**9T~V)
1 Timid, fearful. * Formidable, n. (-fff)

A wood, a forest, m. (-ffr*.)
1 An owl. 1 A bear. b. mT to fear,

Un'Adi aff Vnm j
also ir being substituted for x,

ra. (-WT0 A deer. a. wfa timid, and xfa*( disposi-

tion.

tftvm f. (-in) Fear, timidity, fearfulness. a. nil added to

also with iff, tflffli.

mfn. (-xr-nt-d) Terrific, frightful, b. i¥fa, and am* aff

vfar*x m. (-Xff:) An oven, a furnace, k. Mfa fearful, and try

a chasm

MfaX^ m. (-W0 A deer. *. tiffa timid, the heart.

Mfal mfn. or -ar:-Bt) Timid, fearful : see tifa,
j ' « ti a 4

Mfaf* mfn. Timid, fearful, m. (-*:) A bear: see

Mfa*.

Hlxx mfn. (-xr:-xrr-xf) ‘ Horrible, terrific, formidable. * Hard,

harsh. * Exciting the sentiment of horror, applied to poeti-

cal compositions m. ( ar:) The olibanum tree, (fioswellia

thurifera.) “ A name of S'iva. n. (-W) 1 Horror, terror, the

property that excites fear. * The sentiment of horror as the

object of poetical composition, b. i?l to fear, in the causal

form, aff MJ3C or

VfaxTFTW mfn. (•V-WT-*) Terrifying, frightening, e. tfttofear,

caudal v., srrxr^ aff

iftffT f. (-WT) Terrifying, frightening, intimidation, a. to fear,

causal v , XT and 7TX^ affa.

mfn. ( WT lf) Horrible, terrific, fearfuL n. (-^) Horror,

horriblencss, the property of exciting fear or terror, m. (-XT)

1 A name of R'iva. • The grand-uncle of the Pand"na.
* An

imp, a goblin, a. vt to fear, TO Un adi aff and augment,

f. 'Hie Ganges, r. wfat the prince so named, and

mother, being the mother of BnfsHMA by Santan o.

Miff mfn. Mff. -TffT-iff)
1 Eaten, eating, (either that which is eaten,

or the person who has eaten.) * Possessed, enjoyed, n. (-1#)

Food. a. wxr to cat, aff iff.

wiffTtrmfn. (.ffT^-‘*nft-
-

ffTr)
1 Having eaten. * Having possessed,

a. I to cat, aff

Murirx n. (•’f) Orts, leavings, e. Mfff, and remainder.

Miff^Mf*HtT n. (-W) Orts, leavings, either after a meal or what

has dropped from the mouth, r. Miff eaten, ajufffNiT aban-

doned.

wfll f- (-%:) ' Eating. * Possession, fruition, usufruct a. M*T

to eat, aff. fww-

MiffT ind. Having possessed, eaten, enjoyed, &c. b. mbt to eat,

Wr aff.

MXT mfn. (-IT-tn’lf)
1 Crooked, curved. * Bent, bowed, bending,

stooping, a. MX! to curve, aff. iff.

mxi r. 7th cl. (MWffe Miff)
1 To save, to cherish or protect. * To

i ‘jt M ^ ^
cat. • To enjoy. * To suffer or endure. (^XlT, *IT) wiMBft r. 6th

cL (Mxrfi!) To bend, to make crooked.

MX! inf. (-xr:-X!T) ' The arm. * The hand. The arm or 1^ of

a geometrical figure, as a square or triangle*
4 A bending, a

curve. 6. MX! to bend, aff w.
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i zx m. (-^:) The armpit. e w* the arm, and ^T«s^ a

hollow.

WV m. (-*:) A snake. p. a curve, and it who goes,

vara^vrw m. (-W) The bird of Vishn u, e. yste a snake, and

^rc« destroyer ; this word, and similar compounds, may be

applied equally to any of the natural enemies of the serpent

race, as the ardca, the peacock, the ichneumon, Ike. ut

infra.

wanrr*Kir m. (-*:) Garid'a, the bird of Visun'c. e. W3fU a snake,

and WTOT destroyer : see the last.

WsnrWTfsrW m. (-^t) A peacock, k. V*TW a snake, and 9lTWlflW!

who cats ': see

Rfantnm m. (*Y :
) Garcd'a. e. want a snake, and *999

4 4
food.

watT m. (-T**)
1 A snake. • A catamite, a lecher, f. (-#1) A

female snake, s. a curve, aw to go, <19 afT. ; also

m 9i if *(

.

wwrrwifwwl f- (-91) A plant considered as an antidote, com-

monly Kankalika, and said to be a sort of mustard (?).

r. wstT a snake, destructive.

^wmwirt n. (-7t) A species of the Jagnti metre.

W^nrwst m. (-it)
1 The bird and vehicle of Visun'u. * A pea-

cock. k. W»TT a snake, and Wl who eats.
•4 J '

WWTTWJfttw m- (-Wl) The large Indian serpent, (Boa constrictor.)

b. wstT a snake, and wtfww who eat*
;
devouring the smaller

races.

W^TTW m. ( W.) A snake. *. 99 bending, am to go, and ii
art*.

;
also *ptir, and tprf.

n. (-TT) A species of the Utkritl metre,

wnyfiraj m. (-TJ:) A species of the Vrihatf metre.

watTwarffT f. (-9T) Another species of the I'rihail metre.

9*1 f99 m. (-YT) GsauD'A. fc> HWf a snake, and T9 who kills

:

sec mwfXtK*-

xpgTnBt f- (-9^) A plant, (the ichneumon plant :) see ^njTT.

E. warr a snake, W1 to pervade, affs. 9TW and
; other-

wise wirr and 919 an eye ; the flowers being compared to

the eye of the snake.

«smv m. (-scrO A plant, (Mesua ferrea.) I. cttf a snake,

and 9NW a name.

WEtflKW n. (•<:) The shoulder, the shoulder blade, h. wit the

arm, fwT9 the head.

«TJmr*Z m. (-a?:) A finger nail. e. 9*tj the band, and vw
a thorn.

WSTT^ut m. (-9T) A hand. b. the arm, and 9W a leaf,

wanwra; n. (-T) The breast, the chest, r. ttl the arm, and

mr intervening.

xnn^VY m. (-T:) Clasping or enfolding in the arras, e. sni,

and wn»t» pressing.

wfat m. (-far:) Fire. e. VU to cat. ^ Ult'Adi aff.

wfwm mf. A servant, a slave, m. (-9J:)
1 An indepen-

dant man * A string worn round the wrist, (-in) A harlot,

a whore, e. ipr to be crooked, Un'a'di aff. fanj 9 .

tjwnnw mfn. (-9:-WT-9)
1 Being enjoyed or possessed. * Being

eaten, e. tjn to enjoy, pass, v., WT9"9 aff.

99? m. (-asp) Bating, t. Rl to eat, 9«r LVadi afT.

9919 mfn, (-w:-9T-9)
1 An enjoycr, a possessor. 1

Eating,

feeding, e. wir to enjoy, aff. BTPTO.

99 (X) tjfl r. 1st cl. (9*19) To support, to maintain.

wfesr fi (Tty) The earth, e. 9 to nourish, Tfw Unadi aff.

and substituted for the radical vowel ; also sjfcsr

9T9 n. (-9)
1 A world. • Water. • Heaven. * Man, mankind.

8. m to be, n UnAdi aff.
vi

99^ m. (-^:)
1 The sun. * Tl»e moon. 1

Fire.
4 A master or

lord. e. 9 to be, Un'Adi aff. grapt.

rHH n. (-9 ) The three worlds : heaven, earth, and bell,

e. 999, and 99 triad.

99919 m. (-wr:> One of the divisions of the universe, the space

between the earth and the sun, and the haunt of the Sidd'hat,

Munis, and other saintly beings, e. 999 heaven, and

world.

spr^ ind. Heaven, aether, sky, or atmoaphere. a. 9 to be,

Un’Adi aff. 9^9
9fa9 n, (-far:) 1*be ocean, t 9 to be. Un Adi aff. Tfa. and the

radical vowel changed.

snjvst f.
( till A weapon, apparently a kind of fire arms or

.
rocket.

9 r. 1st cl. (rnfiT)
1 To be, to become, to exist. • To be

bora or produced, r. I Oth cL (9Pr9f*f)
J To mix. • To

think. 4 To be clear or pure. r. 1st and tl 0th cU. (Ylfl-W

-#) To obtain. The first form of thi* root takes most

of the prefixes, and then possesses a great variety of appli-

cations. With ifa, 1*o rule or preside over. With 1^,
1 To

feel, to apprehend or perceive. To do, to make. * To enjoy.

* To investigate, Wjth ^fW.
1 To overcome. * To pain or

afflict. With YTf, To be bom or produced. With YTT, To be

vanquished. With 1.
1 To become manifest, to appear, to

come into sight or existence. * To be equal to in personal

conflict, to be a match for. • To rule, to be supreme, to pro*

side over. * To be beyond or over. * To proceed. With iff.

To be substituted for. With ifr, • To disrespects * To sur-

round. With fr,
1 To see. * To uphold ' To prove. 4 To

have majesty, or power. With fl and ^iffr, wfiKl H, To be

mutually or reciprocally. With Y, * To be possible. * To

exist, to be bom or produced. * To contain. 4 To overcome.

1 To be able or adequate. • To associate, to collect, to mix

or assemble. ' To nourish.

^ f. (tr) ' Hie earth. * Place, scite, the place of being or abid-

ing. * Sacrificial fire. ind. (W) 'Hie 'lowest of the 9even hells.

b. Y to be, afT fhpr
f

WY mn. ‘ A hole, a chasm. * Time. * Darkness, k. y
to be, Unadi aff fr

«f(«t m. (-19;) A plant, (Ligusticum njwaen.) r. w the earth,

and Y919 nanclcn.

tv, (-9T) An earth -quake, e. ^ the earth, and 91Q a

trembling.

m. (-nr.) (In astronomy), The radius of the equator, e.

and a sine.

vty m. (-Y:) A restiff unmanageable bow.
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TOWPI m. (.^0 A name of Vasud£va, the father of Krishk'a.

e. w the earth, ami grow Kaeyafa
; being an incarnation of

that personage.

vr:W m. f‘W'.) A small kind of heron. *. w earth, and *riqr a

crow.

WfW m, (*w0
1 An aquatic plant, (VaRisneria octandra.)

• The Indian fig. A plant, (Serratula anthelrointica.)

(XT) A ltakshnxl or female goblin. R, ^ earth, and ?r hair.

wfwiT m. (-fffil A hog. e. tj the earth, fn to destroy, aff.

fmv, and added.

^3TH m. ( vi A name of Bbavabhi/ti, the author of the Mdlaii

ALid'hara. and other dramas, k. w^the earth, JTW foitus.

to: n. (-T) Poison, e. w, and if* poison,

wapa m. f-wr:} The terrestrial globe, the earth, e. w the earth,

and Aim a ball or globe.

n. (X) (In astronomy,) The equinoctial line. k. w. and

^TO a circle.

TOFT1T f. (XT) Darkness. «. ij^the earth, and TOTT shade.

wbt^j m. An earth-worm. e. and a being.

WW f
.

( -w
: )

' Wheat. ‘The fruit of the f lJtanhat'a, (Flacourtia

aapida.) E. wthe earth, and «rnrroi<e apple.

WT mfn (x:-1fr-ir)
1 Been, become. 1 Being, existing. 1 Gone,

past.
4 (In composition,) hike, resembling. 4 Obtained, got.

• Proper, right.
T True. * Known, mn. (rTT-1!) ' A goblin, a

ghost, a malignant spirit, haunting cemeteries, lurking in

trees, animating carcases, and deluding or devouring human

beings. * A living being, m. (-Wt)
1 A son, a child. * A demi-

god of a particular class. * The fourteenth day of the dark

' half of the Umar month. 4 A name of Siva. n. (.sf) 'An

element
;

five Bhutan are enumerated : earth, fire, water, air,

and A’Adi or tether. * (In law.) Fact, matter of fact, the real

atate of the case, or what has actually been. e. w to be,

aff. % of the participle past.

igrTaisr mfn. (xt'KTX) Boot of sweet flag. b. xjtt a spirit, and

wxhair.

^irqnfwt f. (-fwi:) Possession by evil spirits. s.vnii goblin,

WTfal going.

xjttTO m. (-W:) A class of sprites or goblins, e. ijjt, and to
h troop.

WWTOTT f. (*wr) Murd, a sort of perfume, a. wit a goblin, and

9T39 a perfume; used perhaps in the ceretnouies with which

those being* are worshipped.

WTOTW m. (-Ut) Any aggregate of elementary matter, the body,

the world, e. wit, and IHW a heap.

spHT m. (-W1
)

1 A camel. • Garlic, f.
1 A plant, commonly

Mun'diri 1 Holy basil, e. tjw a sprite, and V what destroys

or removes.

«WH f. (-*T) Indian spikenard, (Valeriana jataman si.) t, ww
a goblin, land an clustered locks.

*

WTgTjr f (XT) Compassion, or tenderness to all creatures, e. ww,

and clemency.

WWEI f. (-11) The earth. tWla living being, and trot a nurse

wTOrw in. (-si:) S'iva. e.^» spirit or element, and Wpq lord,

f (**l) Duaca. e. ww a spirit, and Wlfqff leader.

wTOlirW m. (X:) ' Marking-nut plant, (Semicarpus snacarrfi-

um.) * Mustard, n. (-if) The Eleocarpus seed. e. WTT a gob-

lin, and wtet* dispelling,

w?rjwr m. (-wp) A plant, (Bignonia Indica.) E.iffl s sprite,

a flower.

WW%fi»HT f. (XT) Day of full moon in Aitcin. e. Wf a sprite, and

%fwwT full moon : the Bh&Uu being worshipped.

tad. Formerly.

wwfffet f. (-fhr:) Throwing the remnants of an offering on the

ground for animals or outcastes, &c. e. ijtt. and v|f% an

offering.

ynrw mfn. Supporting the elements, living beings,

&c. a WW, and wvi who cherishes.
A <

^ttwtw mfn. (-vn-1T-vr )
Elementary, e. wt, and WTW nature.

ijTOTT mfn. (-«nr) Supporting the element.*, living beings, Ac.

e. yw. and inf sustaining.

ijwwtw nf. (xxi) The rudiment of an clement, e. TjW, and WX
element.

ijTOU m. (<V:)
1 Offering viands, &c. to all created beings.

* Worshipping evil spirits, k. tjw, and xjx sacrifice.

WTO n. (x) The earth, the face of the earth, k. iff, and TO
below.

t^VTO mfn. (xnrxtftxif) Being, been, e, iff to be, ffffTj aff.

WTOTV m. (Xi) Beteric myrobalan, (TcrminaJia belerica.) e. W?T

a goblin, and *TW abode.

^ffVfTOT f. (XT) Epilepsy, possession by evil spirits, a Wff,

and ffffTOT change.
,

wroift f. (-lft) A species of the Nehdri, (Nyctanthes tristis,) with

white flowers. B. V a goblin, fVif to pervade, XW and

•fa aff.

W7TTO m. (-V‘)
1 A tree, (Trophis aspera) * A species of Big-

nonia, (B. Indica.) k. wit a goblin, and to a tree.

WTOWTC m. (-*!) The world of mortals. "•v a sentient being,

and tjwit world*

ijww* ra. (-»:) Elementary nature, e. WW, and wif nature.

WTOTITT m. (-*:) Possession by evil spirits, f. (-Kf) Fire in

a forest, k. w?r a goblin, WW with to go, aff. TO; also

f.(-Wt-)

OIIU. vumuiucu

e. w?r, and TOg( united.

W^TW^Eff m. (-W0 A deluge, a drowning of the world, e. wat

all beings, and swimming, floating,

w^fl mfn. (-*H:-ia*-*si) Residing or existing in the elements.

e. «ff, and T® what stays.

WATJliq m. (-W0 1 The body. * Brahma'. * A name of S'iva.

4 War, conflict. ‘ The elementary or vital principle, or the

proximate cause of life and action, s. ijff an elemeut, wrro
self or soul.

m. C-tX ) Gud, the originator of beings, b. wr, and ^rfq
"

first.

srfffft: m. Aiafcotula. t. 1JIT, and vifc a foe.

WffTW mfn. (-^J-Wf-W) Possessed by an evil spiriL z. WT * spi-
^

. * . , a
nt, pained.

m. (-«;) The body. *. mt, end tbode.
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fkx mfn. (-X :-XT X) Occupied or possessed by a devil.

b. ww a spirit, XfrfVx entered.

WrTTXW ra. (-w :
) Possession by a devil or evil spirit, e. a

goblin, and xrix entrance.

ijfx f. (-fir.) ' Power, dignity. * Superhuman power, as attribu-

table to S'iva especially, and attainable by the practice of

austere and magical rites.
1 Prosperity, success. 4 Produc-

tion, birth. 1 Ashes. * Fried meat. T The rut of elephants.

1 State of being, Axj. r. to be, aff. firx.

wfiTX m. (-X)
1 A sort of gentian, (G. cherayta.) * A fragrant

grass, (Andropogon schocnantbus.)
1 Another kind of grass.

4 A medicinal plant, commonly Kayap'haf. * Liguslicum

ajwacn. E. wx being or spirit, Jjtc. aff. XX; also wtffx.

wfaxiW mfn. (-W:-WI-W) Desirous of wealth, aggrandisement,

Ac. ra. (-W:) 1 A king's counsellor, a minister of state.

* Vriuaspati, e. sjfw, and anw who desires,

Vjfrtdftx m. (-X:) 1 A moat, a ditch. * A teller, a place under

ground for concealing wealth, Ac.

*[fxinX n. (-*4) Any ceremony of a festive character, as a mar-

riage, Ac. a. wfw, and in?! rite
;
also Ac.

vfwnw m. (-i) Buavaiujc'ti, the dramatic poet, b. tjfw super-

human power, and AM embryo, being rcscuscitated by his

contemporary, and rival Kalidas, after having lost his life

in an intrigue.

wfflrfwxrw n (*X) The twenty-fourth lunar mansion, D'kanuh-

(ha. k. W IT prosperity, and fwxTW receptacle.

vj^X m. (x) 1 A sort of gentian. a A kind of lovage, (Ligus-

ticum ajwacn.) * A fragrant grass, (Andropogon schoenan-

thus.)
4 Another sort of grass, k. tpr being, aff. XXX. other-

wise wfXx.

W?faX mfn. (-wr-wjT wj) A worshipper of spirits, k. iJW, and

TXT worship.

vpfa m. (•«:) S'iva. an imp, lord.

sjW.WTir mfn. (-Tli-TIT-W) Possessed by an evil spirit, e. WW, and

XVXW affected.

WWW n. (-W) Gold. e. w earth, xxw best. "

md. Having been or become, k. w to be, JpT aff.

WXTT m. (-X:) A hog. e. w earth, x to tear, aff. xx.

m. (-X0 A Brahman, b. w the earth, and x
-* a divinity.

WWW m. (-IT.) A king. *. ^the earth, and ww wealth.

V£*TC m. (-T:
)

1 A mountain. * A kind of chemical or medicinal

apparatus; a sand bath in which a covered crucible is placed,

and the fire is lighted above as well as below it. k. ^ earth,

X to support, aff. XX-

gx ra. (-W) A mountain, e, »? the earth, x to hold, aff. ^x,

and the vowel changed to its analogous semivowel.

WWTW m. (-X:) An earth-worm. e. £thc earth, and WTW a snake.

wfw*E m. (-»f:) A species of gentian, commonly Chrray/a,

(Gentiana cherayta, Box.) s. w the earth, and fw^ the Aftmd \

tree.

TgiiM m. (-XT) A king, a sovereign, E. w the earth, and wx a

leader.

m. (-X-) A sovereign, a prince, a king. x. t^the earth, XT

to cherish, aff. X

wvjfw ra. (-fx:) A kirg, a soveregn. e. X the earth, and xfx

master.

^XX ro- (-X : ) A tree. f. (-^t) Arabian jasmine, (Jasminum ram-

bar.) e. s^the earth, and XX foot, root,

wwftfx ro. (-fx:)
1 The equinoctial line. * The circumference of

the earth, r w, and xftfx a circle.

$xtx m. (.«:) A king, a sovereign, b. i^the earth, and xtx

who cherishes.

XTXf f. (xft) S(ta, the wife of Rama. k. s^the earth, and 31ft a

daughter ; being turned up out of the soil by a plough,

wwsr m. (-WX) A king, a sovereign, e. w the earth, WX to enjoy,

•IT. fmxf.

W»TW m. ( mr) 1 A king, a sovereign. * A mountain, s. x th*

. earth, »TX sustaining

WWW mfn. (-WI-WT-W) Much, many, b.w forix many, Xwf*» X aff.

$XX mfn. (-X:-Tfl-X) Made or consisting of earth, f. ( XI) A
name of L'hfwyd or shadow personified, the wife of the sun.

a. w earth, and WXX aff.

sjfw f. (-fx:-#!)
4 The earth. * Place, scite in general. • 'Hie

base of any figure in geometry, r. w to be, and fw Unadi aff.

wfwXT f. (*xr)
1 Theatrical dress, the costume of any character,

represented on the stage. • Decorating images, temples,

gateways, Ac. 1. wfw place of being, and XX aff.

wfwx*TX m (-XR) A plant, (Ktetnpferia rotunda.) k. tjfa earth,

and x«TX Michdia.

wfwEI mfn. (-VT.-XT-Xf) Bom or produced of or on the earth,

m. (-W:)
1 r

rhc planet Mars. * Hell. f. (-XTT) Si’t/, the wife of

Rama. k. wfw earth, and 91 bom.

wfnar^ f. A tree, (Premna herbacea.) e. tgfw earth, and

W"*T Eugenia
;
also with XW added to either form, wfawfSXXT,

and vrfxvnjXT.

^fwiflfaw m. (-Xt) The Ftutija or Hindu of the third, or agri-

cultural and mercantile tribe, b. wfw the earth, and (XtfVw

who gets a livelihood.

ijfwxiW Q- (-Xj Donation of lauded property, c wfw, and XTX

gift.

wfwxx ra. f-Xt) A Brahman, t. wfw the earth, and XX a di-

vinity.

wfwq m. (-X0 A prince, a sovereign. e. wOl the earth, and X
who protects.

vjfwXX m. (-W:) A horse of a good breed, e. the earth, and

WW part or aide.

wfxxfX m. (-fX:) A king. b. wfi?, and xfX master.

tjfwxfXw n. (-w) Princedom, sovereignty, e. x added to the

last.

Fjrfwxw m. (-•fw) ' A king. * A mountain, s. ijfw, and XX
who nourishes.

^fwfxirrx ra. (-Xp) The palmyra tree, (Boraasus flabelliformb.)

b, TjfX earth, fxwrx goblin.

^fWTOT f. (-Err) Arabian jasmine, (JaSminum aambac.) p. wf*T

the earth, wfw to ornament, uff. xx,

tjfWTXX m. (-WH) A horse of a good breed, k. wfif the earth,

XX to preserve, aff. vyw; it is also written sjfwcx. RndtjfXxX.

HpIXIX m. (-X:) Death, dying, e. xfw earth, xiw acquisition.
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n. (*^) Cow-dong. k. igfir earth, and ¥BW plastering;

the clay floors of houses, temples, Ac. being usually kneaded

tip with this article.

mfn. (-¥‘*-^ft-¥) Increasing or adding to the earth,

nan. (-¥:•¥) A corpse, a. ¥fa the earth, and increasing.

mfn. Sleeping on the ground. *. tgfir, and

to sleep, V aff.

wf*n? mfn. (-¥ -¥T-¥) Standing or staying on the earth. «. wfsf,

and EB who or what stay*.

wfireBPI mfn. (-m-TF-'B) Produced in or of the earth, f. (-BT)

Sfra. i. wfn the earth, and Wf born : see

m. (•¥:) An earth-worm.

igfirero m. ( mar) 1 A man. man, mankind. 1 The Vauya or

Hindu of the third tribe, the cultivator or trader. * A thief,

otie who creeps along the ground to carry off hi* plunder.

4 A blind man. * A cripple, a lame man. e. *rf*r the earth,

the ground, and win who touches, from with fipr all

m. (-¥(:) A king, a sovereign.. earth, and

chief.

WRrnrort f. A plant, (Flacourlia cataphracta.) k. Ijf*

the earth, ¥T¥¥STt a inyrobalan
;

also w«rT¥¥t f. (-sft)

tgnq n. (•¥) Abstract state, but used in composition, as R^ryxj the

state of Braqma, or identification with Brahma, becoming of

the same nature, Ac. e. ^to be, alt WB-

mfn. (-¥r¥-vnft-tr.) ' Much, many. ind. Frequently, repeat-

edly, again. • Exceeding, over, above. *. try much,

affix of tbe superlative, ^substituted for TS, and theT of the

aff. rejected
;
also with T¥¥ aff.

mfn. (-¥:-¥7-'d) Many, very many, much, most : see

the last

igrft: mfn. Much, many, ind, Much, exceeding,

rt. (-ft:)
1 A name of Visbs i/. * Brahma. 4 S iva. 4 A day.

n. (-ft) Gold. r. ij^to be, ftw Un'adi aff.

wfrw f. (-ft¥) The earth. *. *£ to support, ^far Un edi aff.,

and wt changed to VK.

vgftrwnrw mfn. (¥T-WT-¥) ' Splendid, bright * Illustrious.

e. ¥ft, and ¥1H¥ splendor

f. (-WT) Fennel : see OTjajT.

ajftS¥¥ tn. (-¥T) The ruddy goose.

f. (-an) A plant commonly Chermogkd*. a. ijft much,

and cuttle-fish bone.

xgftWTB m (*¥ :
) A shakal. c. igft mucb.'WTB deceit

¥ft¥T¥ mfn. (-¥:-¥T-¥) Very profitable or beneficial, n. (-d)

Great gain. g. ijft, and ana* gain,

ajftire *»d. Manifold, many by many. R. vft many, ¥¥ aff,

f. (-dft) A sort of sun-flower, (Heliotropium Indicum.)

s. ^tbe earth, T* to grow
j
or ¥1 to oppose,w aff, dcriv. in.

ra. (*¥i) A tree. R. ¥ the earth, and ¥ what grows,

m. (•¥$:) The Bh6j or Bkdjpalr, a tree growing in the

snowy mountains, a kind of birch
;
the bark is used for writ-

ing on, and very generally for Hooka snakes, s. t^the earth,

and gra* to be strong or hardy, aff.

waaiava m. (-¥•) A man of one of the inferior or mixed

classes, sprung from an outcast Brahman by a woman of

7 T

the same tribe, e. the BAdj, and ra the throat, ere
added.

m. (-1 :) The BMjpalr . see ra. a. ra aboTe, me a

leaf.

:)
' The earth. • A desart, a country ill supplied with

water, a. *r to nourish, Un’adi aff. fw, deriv. irr.

a*m m. (-¥:) The earth, the habitation of mortals, a. i£. the

earth, and ¥TW» the world.

WfTT f. (-WT) A worm, an e arth worm. x. i^the earth, WWT a

creeping plant.

¥*nf m. <-W«) A king, rJ ¥ the earth, and mi Ivdra.

fQft t (-ft:) Purifying the ground by sweeping, burning, Ac. •

k. ¥, and purification.

r™ m. (-TTt) An ant or mole hill. b. ¥ the earth, and ¥ to

exude, WPJW aff

yr. 1st and Kith els. (¥BffT ¥B¥f¥) To decorate, to adorn.

¥BBr n. (-Bi) Ornament, embellishment, x. wb to adorn,

aff.

WBfaiT¥ mfn. (-W-¥T-¥) To be decorated or ornamented, it. HB,

and vre aff
;
also &c.

¥BT f. (-BT) Adorning, decorating with trinkets, jewels, Ac.

b. WB to adorn, aff*. Bf and ¥TB.

vftw mfn. (-ir-iTT-ir) Adorned, decorated, dressed, t sjb to

adorn, aff. %.

n mfu. ‘^)
1

existing. • Being well, faring

well. R. ¥ to be, ^ afl'.

m. (-TP) The planet Mabs. f. (-HT) Sfra the wife of Rx'ma.

e. sj^the earth, and the offspring.

¥¥¥ n. (•**) A fragrant gTass, (Andropogon schaenanthus.) ». w
the earth, IB grass, and augment.

¥¥ni m. (-^¥) Man, a man, mankind. B ^the earth, and wb
who touches : tee

m. (-at t> T he mountain Sutncrv. e. bj. and paradise
j

a heaven on earth.

BTWlfxt*^ tn. (-¥t) A landlord, a landholder.

if (¥) *c¥T r. 1st cl. («nf*-Tr) (¥ v) r. 3rd cl <f*wrt

' To nourish, to cherish, 10 foster, to maintain. To fill

* To hold or support. 1

*TfP9 m. (-*r) A male actor or dancer in female apparel, e. bi

an eye- brow, t|fi| to speak, aff ¥ changed tom-, also

with added and ¥ unchanged
;

also from

fif¥, Ac.

f. A frown, a contraction of the brow*, t. bj

the eye- brow, to be or make crooked, aff. far, and #^7
optionally added, «C substituted for ¥ ;

otherwise

&c.

»fJi m. (•¥:)
1 The name of a celebrated 3/uni, and one of the

ten Brahmadikat or Brajdpatu, the sons of Brauma’, and first

created of beings. * A name of S’iva. ' S l kha, the regent of

Venus. ^ A precipice.
1 Table land, the level summit of a

mountain. 4 The Jilski Jamadagni, the father of Pabaiurama

and grandson of tbe Muni BbrIgu. a ¥B¥ to fry (in religi-

ous fervour), Un'adi aff. ^ ^ is changed to Bl, the¥ rejected,

and the final «T becomes *.
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m. ( fir:) The hero, and Avatar Pavasckama. k. lev im-

plying the race of BheYgu or Jamaoaoni, and t)Rt muter,

chiaf.

va^

m

n- (-it)
1 S'ceea or Venus, the son of the Mani BnaTao,

and the preceptor of the Daityas. 1 The hero Parasueaka.

k.W the saint Biialr.r, or his descendant Jamavaoni, and

ypi the son.

•jawTWfv m. (-ft:) The first of the three incarnations of

Visbn'u called Ka'mas; Pabasohaha the son of Jahaoaoni.

jt. a** in the sislh case plural, and trffi master, chief of the

BhMcus or race of Bualou.

SIT m. {-TO
1 A large black bee, the humble bee. * A catamite,

a libertine, a lecher. ’ A plant, (Eclipta or Vcrbesina pro-

strata) * A trasp, either the common kind, or the Vespa

solilaria. * A golden rase. * The fork tailed shrike, (Lanins

crnilesccna.) ’ A bird, apparently a sort of shrike different

from the preceding, n. <-») 1 Woody cassia. * Talc. a. S! to

nourish, Un 4di aff., and augment,

srr* m. (-*:) A bird, a sort of shrike, (Lanius malabaricus.)

a. vrst added to the last

izTOt n. (-or) Aloe tsood or Agallochnm.

WTsrfiivrr f. (-an) Small or Gujarati cardamoms,

intsre m. (-an:) EclipU prostrata : see the neat.

Krone! m. (.St;) ‘ A spreading shrub, (Eclipta or Vcrbesina

prostrata, or perhaps more properly, Vcrbesina acandens.)

• A sort of bird, apparently the variety of shrike termed

Malabar, tLanius malabaricus) • The humble bee. * A par-

ticular sacrifice, t- MT s bee, and nar to shine, aff. ; or

with rare dust, siTTore
,
and with rtare shining, ruling,

srrrtare m. (-«t)

arrfr* m. (•*:) One of Sira's door-keepers, a.W a bee, rz

to speak or make a noise, to bun, aff. WW. and the penul-

timate changed to X also with Tff aff, and the penulti-

mate long or short, the word is read siTfttz, HT<?I*, and

srrfllz.

srrxrai m. (-»;) A wasp. t.CTs bee, A to cry, vrs» aff.

KTan tt m. (-»:) A plant, (Ligusticum ajwaen.)

tn. (-TO A plant, apparently a variety of Eclipta or

Verbesina.

KTTT m. (-T:)
1 A golden vase, especially used at royal cere-

monials. * A shrub, (Eclipta prostrata, Ac. see eyria n.

(-X) ' Cloves. * Gold. f. (•<!) A cricket, a. tc to contain,

(water, Ac.) *TT»I Un'idi aff, and wr augment; or ter a bee,

and wfr an enemy ;
fem. form.

Kyifrnrt f. (ATT) A cricket. «. >nr a bee, xfc an enemy, and

WK.aff.

Krrewrt f (-<t) a line or flight of bees. *. XT, and X1TT\

a row.

vfrw no. (-t1) One of SWs chamberlains, k. *TT a bee, I

Tfr aff

XTptXX m. (-X:) The hog-plum : Bee XfVlftX-

xflx m. (-K:) S iva. «. XTt the attendant of the deity, and

matter.

(i) r. lot ci. To parch, to fry.

xaonr n. (-if) A frying pan. *. X?sr to fry, Un'fcdi aff. ww,
and the root changed.

vw mfn. (-Wt-WT-Tl)
1 Hired, paid, maintained. 1

Cherished,

supported. 1
Filled. * Haring, being possessed of, or endow-

ed with. m. (-if:) * A servant.-* • A hired labourer, a. x to

nourish, aff. if,

XXX TO. (-X:)
1 A hired labourer. * A servant, a. if* hirejl,

XT added. *

Xn* iXl VX m. (-T0 A hired teacher, one who gives instruc-

tions for pay. a. XTX, and XWTTX a teacher.

VHX rXTfur m. (-W:) A student who pays his teaeher. a. ]^nv,

and xvnfx?! instructed.

XiPjfif mfn. (-fif:-fir:-fif)
1 Prosperous, powerful, exalted.

1 Smeared with ashes, e. am possessed, and tjfw power, &c.

TTW rofn.(-air:.awr-wii) Killed up, (as a hole or depression.)

k. XT, and a hole.

xfv f. (-fir)
1 Wages, hire. • Capital, principal. 1 Nourish-

ment, maintenance, a. x to nourish, aff fwr.

xfrTVT ra. (-wr) A hired labourer or servant, b. xfif hire,

|

aw to eat, aff fr*.

sen mfn. (-X: f*TT‘**U To be nourished or maintained, ns. (-U0
1 A dependant. * A servant, a slave. I (-WO Hire, wages.

b. sf to nourish, aff Wv, with 7JT augment,

XXX n. (-if) Servitude, service, dependance. a. x added to

the last also with ffw. XXTT.

XXXtM* n. (-T) Teaching, (especially the Fedas,) for hire.

b. xfif, and XTTBW instructing,

XXHTT n. (-X) Maintaining or cherishing dependants, ser-

vants, &c. a. xX. and xyx nourishing.

OTHlf m. (-^i) A master of a family taking good care of his

dependants. E. XX. and am who nourishes.

XXBT4PV n. (-V&) Kindness to dependants or servants, b. afar,

and iram tenderness.

XXfafif aT m. (-T :

)
Fixing or planting firmly, b. XX, and

fwfirWH placing.

XXVfvt f. (-fvi
: >
Maintenance of servants or dependants, b. XX,

and fill practice.

vxnifw«t mfn. Having many servanta a. vat,

and nfn possessing.

xfa m. (-fit*)
1 A whirlwind, a hurricane, a high wind. a An

eddy, a whirlpool, b. w to turn round, XT Un‘4di aff, and

the semivowel changed to its congener.

xt (XX* *') ttj r. 4th cl. (xxrfil.i To fall, to fall down,

literally or figuratively, os from a height, from dignity or

virtue, be.

XT mfn. (-ft-HT-^) Much, exceeding, n. ad. (x) Much, exceed-

ingly. ind, (XTTJ 1 Much. * Eminently, superiorly, better.

* Repeatedly.
4 Beautifully, a- XT to fall, aff x.

XUfif^ mfn. (-fi»T\) Perspiring violently, b. sot, and fir^ to

sweat, flfvraff

xrx mfn. (-fi-IT-t) Fried, x. wir to fry, aff n, the vowel

substituted for the semivowel.

vittb n. (-*9) Rice boiled, and then fried, b. xt fried, XV
boiled rice.
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wft f. (ft:) ' Frying. * An uninhabited or lonely garden, Ac.

r to fry, aflf. fifW. the semivowel changed to m.

^ r. 9th cl (aywrflf)
4 To blame or censure. * To nourish, to

maintain, to support. * To hold. * To fry.

*Nr ro. (**n) 1 A frog. * A cloud, f. (-wt)
1 The female of the

frog, or a small frog. * A kind of creeper, (Hydrocotyle

Asiatica ) e. wt to fear, Un'adi aff ww,

iilvdf f. (-tif ) A creeper, (Hydrocotyle Asiatica.) a. if* a

frog, and w* a leaf
;
resembling the animal.

iftfiWL (*W) A serpent, a snake. e. WW, and war who

eats.

Vr m. (-W7)
1 A ram, a sheep. * A raft, a float. ' The name of

a saint, f. (-wt) A ewe. a. fare a Samira root, to^separate, afT.

WW. and ^ changed to W ; also with WW added, WTW-

WWW mfn. (-w-WT-W) To be feared or apprehended, e. wt to

fear, WW aff.

vtw mfn. (vrMft-vr) Hlto or what divides, disunites, Ac.

m. (-WT)
1 A divider or separator. • A factious or seditious

man, a traitor, or one who secretly corresponds with an ene-

my, &c. e. ftw to divide, to sow dissension, aff. iw.

rn. {*W-}
1 Dividing, separating. 1 Tearing, rending, break-

ing, Ac. * Distinction, kind, sort, species, difference.
4 Dis-

union
,
disagreement. * Bowing dissension, breaking the una-

nimity of confederates, one of the means of success against

an opponent, e. fwsg to divide, aff. WW?

irgW mfn. (-W:-WTWi) A breaker, who or what breaks or

divides, m. (-W:) A mischief-maker. a. to break,

W1 sif.
•J -

mfn. (-W:-^-W)
1 Separating, disuniting. * Causing dis-

sension. e. snt, and WT who or what makes.

Wg^r n. (-W) Dividing, separating, literally or figuratively, as

tearing, breaking, specifying, discriminating, causing separa-

tion or dissension, Ac. s. ftw to break, aff. wrz.

m. (*W:) Belief in the reality of the multiform appear-

ances of the world, in opposition to the doctrine that every

thing is God. a. ww difference, row faith.

wfl^lT mfn. (-W:*WT-WJ Divided, separated, literally or figura-

tively. k. f*Tg to break, aff W; also ftf-

Wftw mfn. (-^1-ftwt-ft) ' Who or what divides, Ac. 4 Having a

distinction or division, m. ( -^t) The ratan. a.ftng to divide,

fWWW aff. or sort, Ac. and T^w aff.

wft< n. (-T) Sec the next.

W^T n. (-w) The thunderbolt of Ikdra. e. ftw to split, (rocks,

Ac ) wr^aff.

}

also frt^T, and ilftv;.

WW mfn. -WJT-WJ)
1 To be broken. * To be divided, pierced,

cut, Ac. 1 To be disconcerted or deterred. 4 To be set at

variance or disunited, e. fw^ to break, ww aff.

WW m. (-W!) ' The sun. * The moon. c. w a star, a planet, and

TW a master.

wfc mf. (-ft: -ft) A kettle drum. a. iSt to fear, to cause fear,

Unfidi aff. ftrn; otherwise, WW aff., and #tw added.

WWW mfn. Formidable, fearful, f. ( wt) One of the

Yakthtnxt, or female attendants on Duaoi. m. (-w:) A parti-

cular deity j a form of S iva, according to the Tamtro», n. (-wf)

Conception, impregnation. a. Wt to fear, deriv. irr. it is

sometimes read vm.
ilm mfn. (-w:-WHi) 1 Ignorant, unwise, foolish. * Fearful,

timid. • Unsteady, figuratively or literally, m. (-WT:)
1 A raft,

a float. * The name of a Muni, the supposed author of some

medical works, k. wT to fear, Un'adi aff CW, and the final

changed to V.

iNrw mo. (-WT:-W) A raft, a float, k. ww added to the pre-

ceding.

WW (W) WW r. 1 St cl (wwfw-w) 1 To fear or dread. 1 To go.

WWW n. (-wf )
1 A remedy, a drug, a medicament. * A kind of

fennel, (Nigella Indies.) a. WW here interpreted disease, fw

to conquer, aff ; or ftro a root of a particular class, and

W^aff.

WWWTT n. () The vehicle or medium in which medicine is

administered, as water gruel, Ac. e. WTO a drug, and WT a

limb or part.

WW n, (-W) ' Alma, what is collected by begging. • Begging,

mendicancy. *. ftwi alms, given and received, aff wrw

;

also wwr. ^
wwwrwr n. (-*) Plying for alms, begging, a ww, and WTO going.

ww^nen f- (-4) Begging, collecting alms. a. WW, and w4
practice.

wwaftfwWTT f. (-wt) Living upon alms, begging, mendicancy.

*. ww aggregate alms, wftfwwT livelihood.

wwwwr m. («> A mendicant *. WW alms, and ipw who sub-

sists } also wwrfww, ftwrfww , Ac.

wwifww in. (-lft) A mendicant e. ww, and wrfww who eats.

WWTWTW m. (-W*) A mendicant, one living on charity, a. WW,

and WTWTW food.

wwi n. (-^ Mendicity, begging, a. ftwT, and wwaff.

WfTf mfn. (-wi-wt-w) Formidable, horrible, terrific, n. (-“sf)

Horror, the property of exciting terror, m. (-W:)
1 A name of

Siva, but more especially an inferior manifestation or form

of the deity, eight of which arc called by the common name

Bkairata , and are severally termed Asitanga, Ruru, Chan -

da, Krodha, Unmatta, Kcpati, Butshan a, aud Sanhara, all

alluding to terrific properties of mind or body. * The name

of a river. 1 A musical mode , that which is calculated to

excite emotions of terror, f. (-at) A name or form of Dcro/.

a. wtw fearful, aff. w*.

WTWWTTO mfn. (W.-WT-W) Formidable, k. WWW, and WTTW what

causes.

WTO m. (-if:) A sort of quail, n. (-wr) A medicament, a. ftro

a medicament, and ww referential or pleonastic aff.

waw n. (-W) A drug, a medicament, a. WTO the same, W3

pleonastic aff

% tad. A vocative particle. B. WT to shine, WT off., more com-

monly WTW.

WHfw mfn. (-w.-WT-W)
1 To be used or enjoyed. * To be eaten,

a. ww to eat, Ac., ww aff.

wtw mfn- (-WT ifl-W) * Enjoying, an enjoyer. # An eater,

in. (-nr) A husband, b. ww to enjoy, Ac., aff ww.

WTWna n. (-rn) Possession, enjoyment, a. w added to the last.
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irr*PTlW mfn. (-*:-wr-*) Being about to cat. *. ** to eat, and

WTW* aff., here of the future tense,

iff* ro. (-IP) ' Pleasure, enjoyment. • Wealth. • Nourishing,

cherishing. 4 Eating. 4 A snake's body. * A snakes expand-

ed hood. 1 Hire. 1 The hire of dancing girls or courtezans.

• A snake. 11 An army in oolumn. 11 (In arithmetic,) The nu-

merator of a fraction, e. wsi to eat, he., aff.

vr**^ n. (-^f) Price paid to harlots.

wnnZT m. (-tO The inner or private apartment, the haram.

k. nr* enjoyment, andm a house.

VTJffrf* m. (-fir:)
1 A viceroy, a governor. * A person having

possession or usufruct a. itt* enjoyment, and vf* master.

VUMI* m. (-«:) A groom, a. iff* pleasure, and who nou-

rishes.

iff*fV*rfwr f. (-*T) Hufiger. e. iff* eating, ftnrrf^cr an imp.

itTJnjfa f. (-ffr;
)
Brerga or paradise. a. iff* enjoyment, and

s?fw soil.

irrw** m. (‘V:) A servant or slave, who works for mainte-

nance only. a. *!* enjoyment, and >r**r a hireling.

iri*xn* m. (-xr-) Interest or profit made by the use of any

thing pledged, t. iff* enjoyment, and wn? gain,

iff**"* mfn. (-xp{»wtft-xir)
1 Enjoying, having enjoyment.

* Delightful, pleasurable, yielding enjoyment m. (-*rw) * A

snake. * Dancing, acting. * Singing, f. (-ift)' 'Hie capital of

the Ndgat, or serpents. • The Gangea of the lower regions.

B. ilT* enjoyment, aff. HJJV-

ifTHHU* n. (-si) The inner apartment, the haram. i. iff* plea-

sure, and *** a dwelling.

&T1WIW n. (-*)
1 The body as the seat of sensual enjoyment.

• A haram, &c. e. mi* enjoyment, and *jrw place.

ifriTX n. (-4) Wealth, property. B. iff*, and ** fit for.

iffjrnraft f. (-Hit) Praise, culogium, the panegyric of professional

encomiasts or bards, e. iff* enjoyment, a row or range.

Sff*r*t* m. (-*:) The haram, the inner or women's apartment

b. ill* enjoyment, WTXT* abode.

m. (-*:) A horse-keeper, a groom, e. vr* pleasure,

v* aff.

xfff**rTWI m. (-HI:) Air, wind. e ifff* a snake, and *r*l friend,

ifff** mfn. (-xft-f**T-f*) Enjoying, possessing, an enjoyer, 4ec.

m. (-it)
* A snake. * A king, a prince. * A barber. *The head

roan of a village. * A person wbo accumulates money for a

particular expenditure, f. (-^t)
1 The capital of the Ndgtu.

* A royal concubine, b. iff* enjoyment, aff. xf*.

itifimr* n. (-it) Sandal. «. stiffen; a snake, *** beloved,

wriita m. (-nr-) The serpent Akanta. k. *rf* a snake, X"*5 a

sovereign i also strifr*.

inm mfn. (-if.-avMti) To be enjoyed, n. (-*Q)
1 Wealth. 'Grain,

f. (-wt) A whore, r. xrsr to enjoy, aff s*ir.

vm m. 1 A country, Patna and Bhdgalpur. • The name

of a sovereign of 0*jrin, who is supposed to have flourished

about the end of the tenth century
j
be was a celebrated

patron of learned men, and the nine gems, or poets, and phi-

losophers, are often ascribed to his era. ' A cowherd, k. mbt

to enjoy, aff and the final consonant unchanged.

ifTBrur* m- (-**) The country of Bhoja, the present Bkojpur, or

the vicinity of Patna and Bhdgalpur. B„xjrur the same, and

WS to go, aff. w*
itTurw n. (-^) * Food. • Eating, b. *ur to eat, aff wr.

*rw*fu*w m. (-*:) Choice food, a delicacy. B.SHWff, and firilw

superior sort.

iffur*** mfn. (-Iff-WT-li) Straitened for food. *. ijiw*, and w*
anxious.

iffWWifwurrX m. (-Iff) Commissariat, stewardship, charge of pro-

vender. B. *T*TW, and wffenir superintendance.

iiTurxt* mfn. (-*:-*!-*) 1 To be enjoyed. * To be eaten, n. (-*)

Food. a. war to enjoy, aff wnfTXT.

WTUTf*WT ind. Having fed. b. xju| to eat, causal v., m aff.

iff*nftn m. (-*:) A name of Kabn'a, the half brother of the

Pdnd'uM. b. itrut Bkugalpmr, and vify* sovereign.

vTt^* mfn. (*f(-Wff-*f) To be eaten, edible, u. (-s*) Food. b. *w
to eat, aff, and the final unchanged.

WTwnruru m. (-*•) Chyle, the primary juice of the body.

b. iff^ food, and XfHTW production.

ilT*rT m. (-T:) A country, probably Butan.

mm ind. A particle of calling or addressing. - e. iff as above,

repeated.

itrsftTT f. (-xt) Coral.

itlf* m. (-fw:) A camel. B. iff to shine, iff.

iff* ind. 1 A particle of calling or addressing. 1 An interroga-

tive particle, e, iff to shine, aff. *nj.

HT* mfn. 1 Demoniac, relating to sprites or goblins.

* Elemental • Relating to existing beings, m. (•*:)
1 An at-

tendant upon idols. * A worshipper of sprites and goblins,

f. (-*t) Night, e. if* a goblin, aff. *f.

VTl**r mfn. (-*r:-dft-*J
1 Relating or appertaining to evil spi-

rits. ” Elemental. 'Existent, m. (-*:) Siva. b. ** a sprite,

&c., and **r aff.

nr* mfn. (-«p-*t-w) Earthly, terrestrial, produced in or relating

to the earth, m. (-*:) ' The planet Mars. * Hell. • Amber-

gris. f. (-*t) A name of SfxA. e. wfrr the earth, and *w aff.

wnffC* n. (-li) Coral, b. irr*. and x* a gem.

wtf** mfn. (-*:-*t-^f) Earthly, terrestrial, e. ^f*. and ** aff.

Vrfr*r m. (-*:) The superm tendan t of gold, the treasurer, b. *fx
gold, aff

*1* r. 1st cl. (I***) To fear. t

** (.%) VTS r. 4th cl. (**lf?r) To fall down
;

also V*.

** m. (-*:) ‘ Falling, declining from a height, or from pro-

priety. * Falling from or off r. v* to fall, aff.

(*,) r 1 st cl- (W*) To fall down,

irf* m. (-*:) An actor wearing female apparel, b. * for * the

eye-brow, and or ^rfvj to speak, aff hence also

%rpBr,*rf*, &c.

<Tffx f. ( A frown, e. * for the eye-hrow, jr* to

curve, aff. X^r j
also U|f?,

,
&c.

U* r. 1st cl. (**f*) To aound.

** (V.) ** r. 1st cl (**f* *»rf*) r. 4th cl. (Vjiqfk) * To turn

round, to move circularly. * To be unsteady or unfixed. * To

roam, to wander ; it is also figuratively applicable to mental
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unsteadiness, at to err, to wander, to be ignorant or mistaken,

&c, With lift:. To wander about. With ft, To play, to wan-

ton. With ip?, ' To hurry. * To honour.

W «n. (-IT)
1 Whirling, going round. * Straying, roaming.

• Error, ignorance, mistake, misapprehension. * A whirlpool,

an eddy. * A drain, a water-course. * A lathe, a potter's

wheel, Ac. b. TO to go round, aff. TO.

Hlf n. (-ft)
1 Whirling, going round. • Wandering, literally or

figuratively, f. (-Wt)
1 A leech. * A sort of game, performed

by women for the amusement of a lover or husband. t. aw

to go round, aff. vro

TOW mfn. (.to -TO!-TO) 1 Going round, whirling, revolving.

• Roving. * Erring, k. to to turn round, n« alT.

f. (-«t) An umbrella, a concave mat carried on the head

for that purpose, &c. e. TOW, and v* a house.

TOC mfn. What whirls or goes round, m. (-Ct)
1 A

large black bee. 1 A lecher, a lover, n. (-fj) Vertigo, epilepsy,

a w to go round, aff. fHf. .

TOCV ra. (-W:)
1 Hair curled upon the forehead. * A bee. * A

ball for playing with. * A whirlpool, s. wt: a bee, &c., W7 aff.

%r*rr*l2 m. (*wt) A sort of wasp, that builds a solitary nest in

the angles of widls, doors, Ac., (Vespa solitaria.) a. WC a

bee, and art* an inject.

aptrfsrar m. (-W :
) A sort of Kodamia tree. TOC a bee, and

fro beloved.

TOCfTOfolir f. (-ITT) A species of the Trithtvbh metre.

TOTOTOi m. (.ft) Hair curled upon the forehead, a. TOC a bee,

and fpr a curl.

VWI Hflf m. (-1)1'.) An armourer, a sword-cleaner, a knife-

grinder. e. iff a turning instrument, a grindstone, and WTVW

diligent.

wfw f (-ffO ‘ Whiriing. going round. * Error, blunder, mistake

• A lathe, a potter's wheel. 4 A whirlpool, b. to to turn

round, Uo'Adi aff. TV-

wfww tnfn. ( Whirling, going round or about b. TO

to go round, aff ftlB*

fV (^*,) TO r. 4th cl. (WWrfH) To fell down
;
also WW and to.

W mfn. (-ff:-TT-^) ' Fallen, lost, * Vicious, depraved, fallen

from virtue. * Fried, parched, k. b#w to fall, or WTO to fry,

n
mfn. (•v^*-sfT.sq) Deposed, deprived of a kingdom.

b. TO. and ryv* principality.

(5t) wtwto r. 6th cl. (wwrfVr-if) To broil or fry.

(7, VT,) twtwt r. 1st cl. (wro?T> To shine.

VrwTV n. (»fi) Bile, the bilious humour, b. WTW to shine, aff. to
f. (-^:) Brilliance, splendour, beauty, t. WiW to shine,

WiWTWTO mfn. (-wrw-wtft*ww) ' Splendid. 'Beautiful, a wrw^,

and Wfp| aff.

mfn. (-w:-aB:-WB) Elegant, splendid, radiant in ornament

and vesture, e. wrw to shine, aff. ttwv *,
» * a

WT* m, (-m) A brother, a uterine brother. Dual only, (-tt)

Brother and sister, t. inr to shine, Unadi aff. fir. and

the radical final rejected.

7 u

WTTOT mfn. (-IK-WT-W) Fraternal, brotherly, of or belonging to a

brother, b. an a brother, and ww aff.

wnot m. (-«r.) A brother's son. e. WT7 a brother, and wborn.

W:TOT1WT f. (-ft) A sister-in-law, a brother’s wife. e. wi* a bro-

ther, and WTWT a wife.

WtTOlft f (-wl) A brother’s wife. e. WTW, and mil a wife.

WTTOfJTiWT dual only, (-Sf j A brother and sister, a. wr* a bro-

ther, and WiTOt a sister.

Mini mfn. (-m-WT-w) Having a brother, e. to, and TOTV aff

WTVW m. (-W1)
1 A brother’s son.

1 An enemy, b. WIW a brother,

and irw aff.

WTWWTTC m. (-C:) A husband’s elder brother, e. tin a brother,

and WTJC a father-in-law, (as it were.) ,

WT^W mfn. (-W:-VT>fj) Fraternal, belonging or relating to a bro-

ther. in. (-f:) A brother’s son. t. vr« a brother, and q aff.

VTW mfn. (-*r. -’W-’*) 1 Whirled, revolved. * Blundering, mis-

taken. b. TO to revolve, aff. M.

ff. (-f^Fn) 'Error, mistake, ignorance. 'Going round,

whirling, revolving. ' Unsteadiness, locomotion. * Going

about, wandering, k. TO to go round, aff. fiff, and the vowel

made long.
,

wrfwTTOmfn. (-WTW-mft-TOj ' Erring, mistaking. ' Wandering.

b. nrfft, and wjff aff ' •

vitro*. m. (-C?) A counsellor, a minister, b. vrfff error, and

TO who repels or removes.

Vtv m. (-W.)
1 Wandering, roving. # Error, e to to turn round,

TO aff.

VTTO m. (-fTO
1 A jackal. • A cheat, a rogue. • A sort of load-

stone.
4 The sun-flower, c. TO to turn round, TO aff.

VTTOr»{ mfn. (-TO( W^t-TO) 1 Whirling round. • Bewildering.

8. TO to wander or whirl, causal v., w* aff.

VTTO n. (-^) ' Whirling, going round. • A dance performed in

a ring, dancing round-about. ' A village.
4 Epilepsy. ‘Honey,

m. (-^) A sort of loadstone, f. (-ft) ' A name of PaavaTf,

from her having assumed the form of a bee, iu order to con-

tend with Mahasur. ' A Yo/fi/t i, or female attendant on

* Dobca. e. TOC a bee, &c. aff. TO or VPW.

VTWfcv mfn. (-fVfcwtf*)
1 Whirling, revolving. * Epileptic,

giddy. 1 Made of honey or from a bee, &c. h. vrwr, and

VTHW mfn. {-»TV-Wrt-TO) * Wandering about, roving, roam-

ing. '.Erring, deviating, s. TO to wander, V.M aff

*nr (7, vr.) TvnST r. 1st cl. <VTTO vrww) To shine.

mfn. (-ft-ft-y) Fried in a pan. inn. ( j--j) A frying pan.

e. to fry, Un'idi nff. f'V ;
and in the attributive, fv added.

Vt r- 9*h cl ( ViWrflT
1 To fear. ' To hold. * To cherish,

to niaiutain or support.

vipV m. (-V:) An actor in female apparel. it. for an eye-

brow, yfa or *fw to shine or speak, aff. lieucc also

Vff« t A frown, b. v for V an eye-brow, fz to

make crooked, TOT aff. : seeV*
yr r. Ut cl. (W»f«)

1 To coror. To collect.

^ f. (v) \a eye-brotr. t to turn round, Unidi »d. r.
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cyK m. (-Mt) A male actor in female apparel. *. ^the eye-

brow, yfa to speak or shine, ufT. MM; also from yfu, *jyw l

this word is variously written KyK or *j[yK, vjyK or MyK>

and K^K or ^yM.
vryfe f. (-fk*.-*t) A frown, a look of displeasure, e ^tbe brow,

yr to be curved, aff. TK, *nd optionally added
;

it is

also written variously, like the last, and occurs vjyfa, Myf*.

or vyftf.

m. (-it:) A frown. e~ y, and MK throwing.

tjK r. 10th cl. (*jpmnrj 1 To hope, to trust.
1 To confide, to be

without doubt. * To wish for, to desire.

Wit m. ( m) The embryo or foetus, a child. . ’gw to hope, to

fear, a IT. KK.

way mfn. (*W*'Wt*¥) Producing or causing abortion, who or

what does so. e. ^w, and y what destroys.

rQr f- (-JKT)
1 Murder of the foetus, procuring or causing

abortion. ' Any sin equally heinous, a. tJR, and TWT killing.

tjsrg .1 mf. (-Wl-lfl) ' One who occasions or procures abortion.

• The murderer of a Brahman, u ww tbc embryo, (or any

thing of which the death is equally heiuoua,) and TK who

kills. /

«vTf m (-T ;
)
A frown, k. the brow, «rt a breaking, a bending.

KM {Mj KM r. 1st cl. (MM*; To shine.

tjW (M) \pt r. 1st cl. (KWTT) To go, to move, to fear.

WW m. (-K )
1 Deviation from rectitude, declining or falling

from virtue, &c.
1 Going, proceeuing. 1 Loss. a. yq to go,

aff. W¥. ,

n. (-W) Going, moving, a. ww to go, aff. wz.

M3 r. 1st cl To eat.

Mil? (*M)3;MfS? r. 1st cl. {MTMT* MfKM) To shine; some-

time* HTi*?

MW (M) MW r. 1st cl. (Mffff-K) ‘ To go. 1 To fear.

K The twenty-fifth consonant of the Nagari alphabet, corre-

sponding to the letter M.

I? m (w.) ‘ A name of Brahma. * Siva. * Vishn u.
4 Yama.

* Time, season. * Poison, venom. T A magical or mystical

verse or formula. ' The moon. * The abbreviated name of

the fourth note of the gamut, f. ( Kf)
1 A name of LamsumL

* A mother. * Measure. 4 Light, lustre. * Knowledge.
4 Binding, tying, ’ Death. • A woman’s waist, n, ( K)

' Good

fortune, suspiciousness. * Water, e. MT to measure, or MM to

worship, &c., aff. K.

*w Ct) nr* r- i*t d. ' To decorate, to grace or adorn.

* To go, to move.

•PIT m. (-Wt)
1 A marine monster, confounded usually with

the crocodile and shark, but properly a fabulous animal : as

a fish it might be conjectured to be the horned shark, or the

unicorn fish
;
but it is often drawn, as in the pictured signs of

the zodiac, with the head and forelegs of an antelope, and

the body and tail of a fish : it is the emblem of the god of

love. * One of the signs of zodiac, corresponding with Capri-

corn. and tike the Greek representation of that sign, being

an animal in the foreparts, and ending in the tail of a fish.

1 One of Kovfiu'i treasures, k. K for KW the mouth, it to

scatter, aff. MM; or K1W prohibitive aff., It to do, wwsff.,

form irr.
;
grammarian* however, sometimes consider this

word as a primitive.

WltllTW m. (.ir:) Kama, the Hindu CcPin. R. KMT a marine

monster, and WKK emblem
;
being painted on Kama’s banner.

iu. (-5 :) Kama : sec tbc preceding, k HWfV', and wrg* an

emblem.

KWWW m. (-M) Kama : sec the two last. £. WWT the Makers,

and VF>T emblem.

KWrM m. (-M»)
1 The nectar or honey of a flower. 1 The Kokiia

or Indian cuckoo. • A bee.
4 A fragrant kind of mango. 4 A

kind of jasmine, (Jasminum pubescent.) * The filament of a

lotus, k. srwrv: the emblem of Kama, and gr to destroy, i. e.

to surpass, as an incentive to love, afl*. W, form irr.

f. (-tft) The trumpet flower, (Bignonia soave-olens.)

*. kwkm honey, and Kjgv^ aff., fern, fortn.

KMtlWT m. (*:) The ocean. 1. KWT a marine monster, and

Mrwn: receptacle.

Kwrrwrr m. (-9:) A plant, said to be a species of Karanja or

( stHalpinia. >. Mr a fish, MIMTC form. »

Wriyp m. (-*:) • Kam

A

ofivA. • The ocean, z. KMT: a marine

monster, and Mf mark, emblem.

KWVTKK m. (-W The ocean, a. MT a sortof fish, and miwm

abode.

KWTTW t». (-¥*) Vabcn'a. e. KKTC a marine monster, and MM
a horse

;
riding an the Makers.

vrwrfrw m. (-^t) The ocean. t. KMT a marine monster, and

Tfw aff.

Ky« n. (-») A crest, a head-dress, a crown, a tiara, b. Kfy to

adorn, aff. M7, form irr.

Kyfw f- An edict or order of the government, addressed

to the S’udra tribe, or to a S'udra,

wyr m. (-ft) ‘ A mirror. • The stick of a potter’s wheel. • An

unblowu flower.
4 A tree with light yellow, and fragrant

flowers. (Mimusopt elengi.) K. Kfw to adorn, W^M Un’idi

aff., and dcriv. irr.
j
also Kyr.

KffW m. (>M:) 1 An opening bud. * A kind of tree, (Mimusops

elengi.) e. Kfw to adorn, MVd., dcriv. irr.

ZTjrfM m. (-9:) A kind of kidney-bean, a wild variety perhaps

of the Phasroltis mungo. a. irr. deriv^ from ZT9 to

adorn, to impede, aff. MMj also WfiV4.

try1? rnfn. Going lazily, slowly, &c. m. (-M:) A sort

of rice. *. trfw to adorn, aff. M, deriv. irr. ny, and MIT to

stand, aff. M ;
also WfU.

WfiTr*- m. (-M:) A sort of kidney-bean. b. wy ornament: (see

the two last j) MTT to stay or be, aff. MM
TTfenft m. (-M’O A plant, commonly Danti b. KM to adorn,

aff., and M*! added.

KM 1 st d. (KMK) To go, to move.

KMM n. (-M) A mineral substance, considered variously to be

chalk or benzoin. 1. KM to go, to be, atf.
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in. (-*:) CLalk : see the last. *. sflf to go, ^IRTVaff.
,
*rwn? m.

(
w) S'crra. * *m, and w born : see the last

FW r. 1st cl. (insflf) * To fill. *To be angry. To mix, to

combine.

WW ra. (-Rf:) Hypocrisy, slyness, concealment of one's own

defects, r. srw to fill, aff.

f. (*!) A fly, «n* to be unprv, Unidi off fWW, or

sr^ the same, ^vr aff.

V9TWT f. (*VT) A fly. *. see the last, the pen. vowel made long,

m r. 1st cl. (wwfw.i also (T) wfifl To go, to move.

«m m. {-W.) Sacrifice, oblation, et. to go, aff. W»lorRr

WWAf in. (-iff) Rama, the son of Dasaratea. and second incar-

nation of Visiitf’c so named, r. W9 sacrifice, and "wm who

preserves ; his first exploit being the discomfiture of the

RdkshaAOt, who disturbed the sacrifices of Viswamitb a.

WinTu m. f-fag:) Sacrificial fire, a sacrifice, and*% fire
j

also similar compounds, as WWify, &c

vwrwoT m. (-wr:) Secriftrial fire. a. *TW, and wrwwr fire.

STRTRnT^ ra. (-^) Siva. e. WWI sacrifice, here meaning the

aacrifice offered by Daksua, and unfriendly
;
having

disturbed the ceremony, and slain the sacrificer.

«m (T) *. 1*1 cl. (Riarfif) To go, to move.

wjtv m. f-tf:)
1 A country, South Behur. ' An inhabitant of that

country. • A bard, whose peculiar province is to sing the

praises of a chirr s ancestry in his presence, a family bard

or minstrel, f. (-WT) Long pepper. E. snm a Kandtcddi verb,

to ask. aff. vrRf or Wins the country, wn» aff., with alteration

of the vowel optional hence also STTJtw.

arxahvr ra. (-T:) A name of Jarabakd'ba. r. snm South Behar,

and king.

?Tir info- (TT-UT-T)'
1 Plunged, dived, immersed. * Sunk, drown-

ed. r. frv9! to plunge into water, aff. w>, form irr.

ww (T) wfw r. let cL (sfwri) 1 To go. to move. • To begin

moving. * To begin. 4 To move swiftly. • To blame. 1 To

game. ’ To cheat, to be addicted to dishonest practices,

(ftafx) To decorate, to adorn.

sre m. (-W;)
1 One of the Uur'ipoo or divisions of the universe.

1 A country, that of the modern Mng», or Arrakan, • A

drug.
4 Pleasure, happiness, n. (-W) A kind of flower, f. (-IT)

The tenth lunar aaterism. containing five stars figured by a

house, apparently «- tT-v- and *• Leoti'u .* it ia sometimes con-

sidered to be confined to the plural number (WWT). f. (-WT-^t)

A sort of grain, x. W’g to worship, aff. Wff, and Rf changed

to W.

m. (.TPl) A name of Ikdra. e. ww happiness, (of para-

dise or Stcerga,) ST?JT aff.

STEPESf m. (-XT)
1 Ikdra. * One of the twelve Chairmariit, or

universal monarchs of the Jainat. i. stt to sacrifice, wf*TW

Un'fidi aff., and augment, form irr.} before the vowel

afl’a. of the second case plural, and the last five cases, the

w of thia word is changed to and thence becomes wrr as

uaual, as mar:, WWtxr, WOT, Ac. ; also with wfa aff. the fem.

form is WWTXt f. The wife of Ikdra.

KVTVi m. (-X:) The planet Vrm its or S okra. e. WWT the aaterism,

and qg born. %

m. (-W) A fire in a forest. *c. wfhr to adorn, aff. fWRf.

m. (-gt) A mirror, e. srf% to adorn, aff
t
and the

nasal retained
;
also *9* and Tf*

mfn. (-WT-^t-WT)
1 Bathing or drowning* any thing, or per-

son. • Cleaning any thing by immersion, k, Wvsi to bathe,

aff. and snt augment.

IT^RT n. (-W) Cuisscs or greaves, armour for the thighs or legs;

it is sometimes read

ind. ‘ Quickly, swiftly, instantly. * Much, exceedingly.

e STRUT to purify, % aff., and wvj augment.

tf^pRt n. (-Rl) Cuisscs or greaves, armour for the thighs or leg*;

in some parts of India a sort of iron chain-work petticoat,

coming down to the knees, is still worn.

ra. <-*:) A mendicant of a particular order. R. srfw to go,

OTaff-

! snr m. ( tp:) The head of a boat. r. srfaf to gb, aff. WT
VfTVt mfn. (Rfl:-WT-*i) Lncky, fortunate, prosperous, faring well

^

* or happily, n. (-vi) * Happiness, good fortune. * Preserving

property, taking care ofwhat has been gained, prudence, care-

fulness. m. (-<r:)
1 The planet Mars. * Burnt offering on vari-

ous occasions of rejoicing, f. (-*1)
1 A name of Uma, the wife

of S'jva. • A bent grass, (Panicum dactylon.) with white blos-

soms. • A virtuous and obedient wife.
4 The mother of the

fifth Jma or Jama teacher Sumati. 4 A species of Csesalpinia.

e. vifar to go, wvni L’n'idi aff.

m. (-W-) Waved leaf fig tree, (Ficus iufectoria.)

r. STTvr prosperous, lucky, and "RfTRTT shade.

rTWIM m. ( A bard, an encomiast, e. STTV good fortune,

and VT5RI who read* or recites.

WTwnnr f-(-^T) Turmeric, a. WW*S auspiciousness, and

bestowing.

srrw mfn. (-m- VT-l) 1 Auspicious, propitious, conferring

happiness, prosperity, Ac. 1 Beautiful, pleasing, agreeable.

• Pure, pious, m. (•*£:)
1 A plant, commonly Trayamdna,

•The holy fig tree, (Ficus religiosa.) • The (JSgle

marmelos.) 4 A s^jrt of pulse. (Cicer lens.) f. (-W) 1 A fra-

grant sort of Agallochum or aloe wood. * A kind of Mimosa,

(M. Sufna, Hot.) 4 A herb, commonly Gojihva, (Hieracium,

or acroiding to Rox.’s Catalogue, a herb of the same class,

Elcphantopus scaber.)
4 A sort of grass, (Andropogon aci-

culatum.) * A sort of fennel, (Anetlmm sown.) 4 A sort of

perfume, commonly Rochana. 1 A kind of Orris rool,(Acorus

ealamua.) n. (-%) ' Sotfr curds. 1 Sandal. • Red lead.
4 Gold.

e. TTY* prosperous, and RPT aff.

vnr^xr m. (-»:) Lentils, (Cicer lens.) k. arx added to the pre-

ceding.

oiwjHH U*T i f (-^t) A plant, (Celtis orientalls.) fc. UTIR auspi-

cious, wnrwtlT appellation.

xfTWt f (-iPl) A boat. r. srr the head of n boat, aff. xf*-

WRf also IT) r. 1st cl. (W^f? tnrffj ' To be vain or proud.

• To be wicked. • To speak. 4 To pound or grind. xN r. 1st

cl. (iTTH) ' To hold or have. 4 To be high or tall.
4 To

revere, to adore, to worship.
4 To shine.
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W*f4*rT £ (-ITT) ' Excellence, happiness. *(In apposition,) Best,

excellent. (the gender it unchanged.) a. sr S'iva, ^4 to wur

ship, a ft. SJSJ and *r^.

srfVn mfn. (-VT-HT-d) Who or what has the mind fixed on me,

(God.) e. mr me, fnn mind.

Xf m. A fish in general. K. ST^ to delight, and n Jiff,

form irr. t tee injL

sr ansiT n. (-WTT) a bone. a. HWf marrow, aod Vtr what

make*.

its** mf
n. Plunging in or into, being

immersed, dipping, drowning. a. tror to be immersed,

ini a IT.

snsr* m. (-WTf) ' The marrow of the bones and flesh. ’The pith

or tap of trees, &c. c. ITXW to be immersed, (in tlie cehtre of

the bones, &c.) and vfini Un'ddi aff.

rjTTW n. (-it) * Bathing, ablution. * Immersion. Drowning.

• Marrow, a in^ar to bathe, Ac., aff. w*.

mpTlT^f* n. (’tf) Semen genitalc. a. »nn marrow, Wfe
production.

»T33r f. (-*^n) Marrow, pith, sap. b. OTTO marrow, antlZFT u»T.

:

see Ttutil.

KaasKiTrr ti. (-*:)
1 A hell. * Bdellium.

irfei XT f. (-on) The female of the India* crane.

OTOTj f. (-XTT) A basket, a. see

TO (%) TO r. 1st cL (TOf*) To go.

m. (-u )

1 A bed, a bedstead. * A platform, a scaffold. 1 An

elevated shed raised on bainbus in a cornfield, flee., where a

watchman is stationed to protect the corn from cattle, birds,

wild beasts, Ac. * A sort of throne or chair of state, or the

platform on which it is raised, the dais. a. Ilf* to be high

or tall, aff '<X-

«nr* m. (-*:) * A bed, a bedstead. 1 A platform, a scaffold,

x. 3T*f lidded to the preceding.

TO**’5'* m. (-^s) A bug. *. TO* a bed, and xsrTO abode.

m. (-*:) A sort of temporary open shed, a platform

erected for particular ceremonies, as marriages, Ac. t, in* a

scaffold, and IWO ,t temporary hall.

TO r - 10th cl. (TO*f*> 1 To sound. * To dean, to purify.

TO* nf. ' A pearl. A compound pedicle. * A sort of

plant, commonly 'Illaia. x. <rv beautiful, wi to go or be,

aff. deriv. irr. : see the next.

‘ A compound pedicle, a fruit or flower stalk.

' A large pearl. ' A plant, commonly 71iaka. mf. (-fo*1) A
•hoot, a sprout, x. beautiful, H to go or be, aff. deriv.

irr., uptionally abided.

TOf<ff mfn. (-TT-WMT) Mounted on a stalk, (a bud, Ac.) k. to*,
and aff.

TO* f- (-W)
1 A compound pedicle : see the laat • A she-goat

a. srfat to sound, aff.

ft f- t-fW-Wtj A compound pedicle
,
also it^tT

frf^nrT f. (-W1) A harlot, a whore.

f- (*Wt) The plantain, (Musa sapient um.j x. srf% a

foot- stalk, and nwi fruit.

MfflRPf n. (-*) Beauty, elegance. *. mj handsome, ^pifir^aff.

F7

nflVT f. (-VT) Bengal madder, a plant used in medicine, and

in dying, (Rubia manjith, Rox.) x. sni beautiful, WT to stay

or be, IT aff., deriv. irr.
;

or, a compound pedicle, and

TO aff.

nf%*TTT* m. (-*;)
1 The dye of madder. 1 Permanent attach-

ment x. «fVYT, and yyn colour.

w^tr n. (-XT) An ornament for the feet or toes. m. (-^:) A post,

round which passes the string that works the stick of

a

churn, r. to to sound, aff. ^^s| ; also with added, snttmr.

Wiftnr m. (-nr:> A village, inhabited chiefly by washermen, a. to
to sound, X*1

! aff, and *: changed to *!.

TO mfn. Beautiful, pleasing, agreeable, x. xrfw to

sound, aff. vs.

irjirfinr mfn. (-ift-finlt-fw} Beautiful-haired, m. (-^t) A name

of Krishna, or ViaaiTc in that form. k. xij beautiful, MTU

hair, ff* aff

TO1TOT f. (-*T) A goose, a. TO beautiful, elegant, and *TO

gait.

llrtr* mfn. (-XP-WT-V) Having a sweet voice or cry. m. (-*:)

One of the Bauddha teachers. £ (-*l) One of the Ajtearut

or courtezans of Steerga. i. TO agreeable, and VTW sound,

voice.

f. (-*t) ‘ A name of Dcaos. • The wife of Indbz. A

handsome woman. x. srw beautiful, and m w destruction
j

putting ever)* other beauty to shame by their superiority.

m. (-W:) A name of Basaita. x. TO pleading, and *TW

life.

TOOT m. (HP) A Bauddha

;

also called Ma^ufhatha.

nyi lftqi mfn. (-fft-fTOt-ft) Speaking sweetly or pleasantly.

£ (-*) ‘ A woman speaking kindly. * A species of Atyagati

metre. k «B, and WTfk* who speaks.

mfn. Beautiful, agreeable, pleasing, m. (-W.) A

gallinule n. (•*!)
1 A natural water-course or channel. 11 An

arbor, a bower. * An aquatic plant, (Vallisneria octandra.)

x. snjg handsome, an to be, aff w.

«rSCK mfu. (-|g: Wi-tij Lovely, handsome, x. beautiful,

XV the face.

x** m - <-^5V) A Banddha saint : see

sn^XT f. (-wry
1 A basket, a large basket. * A stone. * Bengal

madder. * The case in which the great bow that Rama

oroke, was kept s, znm to make pure or clean by ablation,

LVidi aff WiXW. and the nasal augment - also with a short

vowel wljWi

U£rftf.(-Wt) Hail

xrSdSff ra. Incipient pride (?)

«r*w m. (•*.)
' The ridge of a thatch. * A sort of grain, (Eleudne

corocana.)

TO r. 1st cl (M*fir) * To be confused or disturbed in mind.

* To dwell, to inhabit. iX) ufa r. 1st cl. (W¥W) To bewail,

to regret, to remember with sorrow or regret.

IT* m. (•*:)
1 A school, a college, the residence of young Brah-

mans, prosecuting sacred studies.
1 A building inhabited by

ascetics of the same order.
a A temple. * A cart, a carriage

s if* to dwell, aff.
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FFT m. (-T:) The name of a Muni or saint a. FF to respect

Unidi iff. FTF. and F substituted for the radical final.

FF (T) FfF r. 1st cl. (FTrif>
1 To divide, to separate. 9 To sur-

round, to encompass, r. 1st and I Oth els. (FFfw FFFfw) To

adorn, to grace, to decorate, r. I Oth cl. (FFPBfF) To gladden,

to rejoice, to make happy.

FFFm. (-F:) A kind of grain, (Eleusine corocana.)

Ff m. (-Ft) A sort of drum. a. F*F to purify, aff. F, deriv.

irr.
; also with unr added, HTf.

»rw r. 1st cl. (FFfF) To sound, to sound inarticulately,

ftfkr mf. (-fan- fa: or -df) ' A gem, a jewel, a precious 9tone. • A

pearl. • Fleshy processes pending from the neck of a goat

- • A small water pot ‘ The glana penis.
9 The clitoris. * The

wrist. * One of the Ndgai or serpent chiefs ofPuUS/«. k. ff

to sound, aff. FF.

FfwF n. (-ft) A small water jar, a pitcher, a. srfw the same,

aff. ff.

FfaiF^F m. (-F*:) 'Hie blue jay. e. wfw a jewel, and FFI the

throat.

fJffW mfn. (- Jewel-eared, e. nfw. and ani the ear.

vrfwfwqrr f (-tin) A holy pool at Benaret, in which pilgrims

are directed to bathe, and adjacent ghtit. a. f^", and fw the

ear, aff. FF ,
fem. form. Deri having dropped one of her car-

rings at ibis place.

ijfrwFTF n». (-Ft) The feathered part of an arrow.

FfwFTFF n. (-F) The neck or throat, e. Ffw a jewel, and FTFF

a wood
t
abounding with such ornaments.

FfwFTT m. (-r:i A jeweller, a lapidary or worker in precious

stones, r. fI* a gem, and fit who makes. ,

FfFFtF m. (-Ft) One of KlyIhas sons. a. FfF a gem, and FtFT

the ncclt.

FfwfFTT t ( fT) * Marrow. * A sort of drug.

Ff^F n. (-F) Low mui muring sound, c. F* to sound, aff. F-

FfwHiTF m. (-FT:) The Indian crane, a. Ffw a jewel, IT to pass

over. aff. wmi.

Ffw^YF m. (-Ft) The crest or hood of the great serpent Ananta.

E-,Ffw a jewel, and FlF a continent.

ufwtFFF ra. (-Ft) The rainbow, e fIF a jewel, and FFF a bow.

FfFMJT m. (-T :
)

1 The navel. * A sort of bodice worn by wumen,

and often richly ornamented with jewels, n. (-T) The pit of

the stomach, as one of the mystical t hakrat of the body : see

•

-FFr e. FfF a jewel, and filling, full.

FfwFF m. (-ft) The wrist, k. FfF a jewel, and FF binding ;

where bracelet* of precious stones are bound.

FrfwF? m. (-*:)
1 One of tlie Jinas, or Jaina deified teachers. • A

name of the king of the Ynktha*.

FfwfwfF f.(-ft|:) The palace of the great serpent, S’&siia Naga.

a. Ff« a jewel, and firfF a wall.

FtFng^W f. (-fF:) A jewel mine, or a place where gems or preci-

ous stones are found- b. FfF a gem, and sgfF ground
;

also

srfwFSTF m. (-F:)
1 The capital of S hka. 9 The palace of

NairkIta, regent of the S. W, quarter, e. FfF a jewel, and

•WV a building.

FfwFF mfn. f-FTF-F^-FF) Haring jewels, possessed of or

adorned with them. m. ( FTF) The sun. b. f1f» and F7JF
poss. aff.

FfwFW n. (-F) A aperies of the J'riknti metre.

Ff"FF n. (-F)
1 A mountain or range where salt is found

•Rock salt. b. FfF a gem, and FF what churns; also

FTfaURF.

FfFFTFiT f. (-FT) * A necklac e, a rone, a fillet, he. of precious

stones. % An impression left by a bite. * The goddess

Lahbm(. * Light, lustre.
1 A species of the Jagall metre,

e Ffw a gem. and ftft n necklace, ficc.

Ffwrai n. (-F) A precious gem. e fTf. and TF a jewel, or the

best of any thing.

FfFF m. (-F’>) One of the Ndgat or serpents of Pdtala. a. FfF

a gem, and F poss. aff.

Ffw^lF m. (-Ft) The pomegranate, e. fFf a gem, and F^F

seed.

FfFFF n. (-if) A siring of gems, a necklace, he. e. FfF, and

FT what goes.

FfwFfFTF m. (-Ft) A staff or stick set with jewels. *, Ffw a

jewel, FIFTF a ladder.

FFlFF n. (-F) The moon gem, probably a sort of crystal,

m. (-Ft) A kingfisher. *

FFlFF n. (-F) A flower. E. ff to sound, deriv. irr.

FF mn. (-Ft-Fr) 1 Scum, skimmings, froth, foam, barm, &c.,

the upper part of any infusion in a state of boiling or ferment.

• Pith, essence * The head. in. (-Ft) 1 Ornament, decoration*

* The castor oil tree, (Palma christi.) ‘ A sort of potherb,

f. (-FT)
1 Spirituous or vinous liquor. * Emblic myrobal&n;

h. FfF to adorn, Un'fidi aff. F.

fff mfn. (-Ft-FT-F) Adorning, dressing, decorating, fond of or

putting on ornaments, n. (-if) Ornament, decoration, jewels

trinkets, &c. k FfF to adorn, aff. TV
FFF tun (-f: -F) 1 A temporary building, an open shed or hall,

adorned with flowers and erected on festival occasions, as at

marriages, Ike. * An open temple or building consecrated to

a deity, k ff ornament, and FT to preserve, aff. F.

FFTF^ m. (-Ft:) An ornament, a decoration of trinkets, jewels,

&c. f. (-Ft) A woman, a wife. e. FfF to adorn, LVfidi aff.

FTF- fem. aff.

FUTt f- (-ft) The mole cricket.

FFF mfn. (-F:-Ft-F ) The disk of the sun or moon. n. (•*)
J The sun’s disk. • An orb, a circumference in general or the

circle bounding the view, the sensible horizon. * (In astro-

nomy-) A great circle, as FTFlFFTM the equator, FlfFFWi

the ecliptic.
4 A ball, a globe. * A wheel. 6 A province, a

region, a district, extending twenty, or according to some

authorities, forty Yojanat every way, ' The country or em-

pire, over which the twelve princes termed Chnkravarlit are

supposed to have ruled; perhaps the peninsula of lndiat

where the term Man duly or Mandel is *>f constant occur*

rence, to signify a province or district, as in Cordtnandef, he.

• Surrounding or contiguous countries. 9 A sort of leprosy

with circular spots.
10 A heap, a quantity, a multitude or
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awemblage. 11 An attitude in shooting, the fifth position, in

which both knee* are bent. ' * The impression or scratch of

a finger nail.
,B A sort of perfume, resembling in appearance

a dried shell fish.
w A sort of mystical diagram. 11 A sweet-

meat, a sugar-ball. 14 A form of array, an army drawn up in

a circle, m (-W:) ' A kind of snake. * A dog. f. (-Wt) Bent

grass, e. srfw to adorn, aiT. '*ww
sfwwtrr n. (-*)

1 An orb or disk. * A sort of leprosy, with large

round spots. * A mirror. 4 A form of array, an army drawn

up in a circle. • A circular figure or diagram, m. (-*:) A
dog. k TO added to the preceding.

STHWTOT n. (-iti) Dancing in a ring, especially a dance imita-

tive of one, said tu have been danced by the GtSpit round

KnfsMiiA and his mistress Kaon a. x. stow a circle, and toj

dancing.

IPTOI* in. (-Sit) A sword, a scimitar, x. TOW a circle, and TO
top or point,

TOfWTfTO n. (-If) A ball, a globe, x. TOW a circle, Wf aff., and

H added.

TOWnftsr m. (-*:) An emperor, a king of kings, x. TOW an

extensive district or empire, and WVtv sovereign.

TOffw* mfn. (-Wt-fw^Vfw j
' Being in a circle, made up into a

coil or ball. • Surrounded by. m
( wt)

1 A large species of

snake. * A cat. ' A polecat. * A dog. 1 The sun. 4 The

ruler or governor of a Alandat or district, x. srww a circle,

and xf* aff. ,

arwwlwvw n. (-a*) Rounding, gathering in a ball or a circle,

coiling, Ac. e. uni. and W»w making, f* augment.

HMwIflW mfn. ( *;-7TT-fi) Rounded, made round or globular,

gathered in a ball or circle, e. tow, and «nr made, fw

augment.

TO^V m. ( w ) An emperor, a supreme monarch, e. srurw an

empire, andfw sovereign.

TOWWr m. (-T:) A sovereign, a monarch, e TOW a district,

and a sovereign
;
the power of this prince is limited by

A her *. and the Mandaittuara is considered as an emperor

or supreme prince, only when in addition to his territorial

sway, he has performed the Rqjajtdya sacrifice, or sacrifice

in which he has been attended by all his tributary or subject

princes : other authorities confound the sovereign of a Man-

data, with the Ckakravarti or emperor, and with the Samraj

or lord paramount, and others confine him to the govern-

ment of a district of twenty or forty Yujanaa in each

direction.

TOWTTW to. (-*:) A distiller, x. TO froth, ferment, and ^ to

take, aff. TO*. and am added.

wfww mfn. (-7f:-1fTTfr) Ornamented, adorned, in. (-W:) One of

the eleven persons called (ianddhipat by the Jama*. x. wfr

to adorn, aff. %.

SfW^ m. (-*:)
1 A frog. The name of a Mum. • A Sower,

lUtg »«nia ludica.) f. (-WT-Wt) Madder, (Rubia Manjith.) f.(-xr\j

• A female or araall frog. * A plant, (Siphonanthua Jndica, or

Hydrocotvle Asiatic*.) 9 An unchaste or abandoned woman,

a. wfjr to ornament, Un'adi aff. WWW-

mf. (-4?-ff) A plant, (Bignonia Indie* ) f. (-ff )
1 Ben-

gal madder, (Rubia Manjith.) 1 A plant* (Siphonanthus

Indies.) A sort of creeper, (Hydroootyle Asiatic*) a. nut
a frog, and W a leaf, compared to the animal in shape or

colour.

TO|T ran, f-X’-^) Rust of iron. x. srtff to adorn, WTW aff.

WWrx[W n. (*W)
1 Painting figures or flowers, on the walls or

floors of an apartment, Ac. on festival occasions, with a

white pigment made from ground rice.
1 Variegated colour,

x. TO scum, and WTO water.

mf ind. Mine. x. irregular substitute for to possessive case of

*** I> and used in composition, as tow my soa, srnrw

my lord.

mi mfn. ( IX-WT-Tf} * Known, understood. * Admitted, believed,

held or entertained, (as opinion, Ac.) • Respected, rever-

enced, minded, regarded, n. (-li)
1 Purpose, intention, wiith,

mind, (as to have a mind to any thing.) a Knowledge. * Doc-

trine, tenet, belief, opinion. * to to mind, aff. %.

TOT m. (-TO ' The name of a Muni. 1 A cloud. * An elephant,

to please, to be pleased, TOH^ Uti'&di aff., deriv. irr.

TOT* m. (-*:) An elephant. * TOT the saint Matajcca, and

W born.

mrfvwT f. ( -W7) Excellence, happiness t (also attributively, but

unvarying in gender.) excellent, best, happiest; there is no

etymon of this word, according to the beat authorities.

ufif f. ' Understanding, intellect. 4 Wish, desire, inclina-

tion. * Memory, recollection. * Respect, reverence. 4 A pot-

herb. a. TO to respect, Ac., aff. fkpi-

stfmrro m. (-*:) Cleverness, talent, x. wf*. and TTTO superio-

rity^

wfiTTO m. (-ffr) Error, mistake. u. xrffT understanding, and

TO error.

HfTOTfwi f. ( 6nt) Error, mistake, misapprehension, e. uftr

mind, understanding, and tiifwt error.

s?fvfTO mfn (-m*-«7Tl-TO) Sensible, clever, intelligent, x. wffr,

and lTJ* aff

wffffkro m- (•*:) Error, x. srflf, and ftnpr error.

HfTOfW mfn. (-W-WT-*) Stupid, ignorant x, srf*, and ft*

devoid of.

TO mfn. (-*,:-*&-*!) Mine, belonging to me, Ac, m. (-^:) A
bug

:
(see the next) x. TO for to mine, and V* poss. aff.

TOW m. (-*:)
1 A bug. * A flea. An elephant without tusks.

* A beardless man. * The cocoanut 4 Armour for the thighs

or legs.
1 A buffalo, f. (-WT) The pudendum muliebre, with-

out hair on the pubis, x. or TO pleasure, w* to sound,

aff. WW, the deriv. irr.

TOWlfc ra. (-6::) Hemp, (Cannabis saliva.) * tow a bug,

and wfr an enemy.

TO mfn. {-w:-Wr*W) * Pleased, glad, delighted. * Intoxicated,

(drunk with liquor.) * Intoxicated, (with pride, passion, &o.)

4 Furious, mad, insane, m. (-*:) 1 A furious elephant,

or one in rut. * A buffalo. ' The KoJula or Indian cuckoo.

•The thorn apple, (Datura.) t (-WT) * Vinous liqoor. 9 A spe-

cies of the Pmdui metre. «. to u> rejoice, Ac. aff n.
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XXT ifaift f. (-41) An excellent women, e. XX intoxicated, end

emr to shine, aff Tf*T i
alio from XIX or 1W, WXnfxifl*

and xxxTfxxt.

m. (-in) An elephant. m for XX furious, and

lord, the vowel unchanged.

XVTxfwx m. (-wit) A furious elephant, a. XX, and an

elephant.

WXXXT m. (-T:) ' A wild peacock. * A species of the Atijagati

metre. «. XX. and XXt & peacock.

WHT tnfn. Better or more than mine. a. XX for xx

mine, and TXYX tiff. of comparison,

snrwrrw m. (.ft) A furious elephant, or one in rut n. (-^)
1 A

painted wooden turret or veranda, on the top of a large

building or palace. • An enclosure of treea, fee. round the

walls of a princely residence. 1 Pounded betle nut. a. ipl

wild, and XTTX an elephant, or fence,

tprrxtx n. <•*#) A species of the P'ikriti metre, a. XX, and

XVXlX playing.

snnwwr m. (-if•) A fence or enclosure round the walls of a

palace, either artificial as palisades, or natural as a grove

of trees, Ac. a. XX road, wild, (enemies, &c.) XTXX de-

laying.

inwj;w*n f. (-XT) A woman with a lounging or rolling walk.

a. XX intoxicated, TX *n elephant, XXXT who goes.

XXT mfn- (-K:-KT-K) Devoted u> me, (Goo.) a. XX and XT atten-

tive.

«t?q n. ( Tf )

1 The iron-bound handle of a sickle. • The exercise

or application of knowledge. ' The means of acquiring

knowledge. *. xfx knowledge, Ac , aff, XT.

XX (T.) xfx r. 1st and l Oth els. (xxrfir X^wxfw) To speak pri-

vately, to counsel or advise. With flf, To address or salute.

With fx, To invite.

WJf m. (-*:) A fish. a. xfi* to be pleased, X aff

xr-qn^ m (-W) Fish sauce.

WfJT min. * Envious. Niggardly, covetous,

mf. (-g:-tct) 1 Envy, imp-tience of another's success or pros-

perity. * Paasion, anger, f. (-XT) A gnat, a musquito. a. xfx

to rejoice, Un'idi aff. T^.
,

xxjfrx rofn. (-ft-fcxtfk) * Wicked, depraved, bad. * Envious,

a. urtfT envy, aff.

WH9 mf. A fish in general, m. (-TQT-)
' A particular

fish, probably the Sepkari, or the fish in which Vusk'c was

incarnate in his fish Avatar* * A name of Vishn u, from bis

incarnation as a fish. * A country, enumerated amongst the

midland divisions of India, (Dtnajpur and Rangpur.) * One

of the Purin&s. 8. xf< to be plcused, Un fidi aff. fni.

snqrfrrfvrVT f. (-XT) A fish basket, x. XTJJ a fish, and Ttya a

basket, added in the fem. form.

intgpPU f. (-an) ' A plant, commonly Langnliga .- (the common

name is applied to the Nam* xeylauica, and the Comxnelina

•alicifulia.) 'The mother of the sacred poet Vrsss: aee

tnQirfft *. xtrj a fish, and X»f smell.

XTSXTK m. (-X:) Catching fish. 8. WX5. and TTT killing.

«nw*nr u. (-«) A fishing net. a. xxg hah, and wrf net.

f. (-lit) Coarse or unrefined sugar, the juice of the su-

gar-cane. either after its first boiling, or after it is partially ,

freed from impurities by straining, x. x^ slowly, to

trickle or ooze, aff., fem. afT. derir. irk. ; also with

XT added, xxyfxix I-

XTXPTTTt f. ( A fish basket, a small basket used by fisher-

men, to put the fish into when caught
j it is also sometime*,

but less accurately, applied to a kind of snare of reed* or

grass, which is left in the water, and entangles the fish that

swim with the current, a. xx£ « fish, XT to have or hold,

aff. Vt; also with TTT prefixed,X^TWnft

XXjamrx m. (*qr:
) An osprey, a. XXS a fish, and ‘4Tkf

destroyer. N

XXjrXTTT m. (-X:) An osprey, x. a fish, and TTWT

destroyer.

XTfffuxr f. (-XT) A medicinal plant, commonly Katmki. x. XTqr

a fish, and fax bile
j
being as bitter.

XXJRfxx m. A fisherman, f. (-^t) A fish basket, i.

a fish, and confining, aft*. Tfx.

XXjjrr m. (-TO A king-fisher, b. sn^f a fish, and XT inclination

;

also with added, XXJKT* ; it is also read XX3 1

T-

XXjft lX m. (-XT.)
1

1'he RoMi, a sort of fish, (Cyprinus Rohita,

# Ham.) * The country called Alatsya. a. xagj a fish, and

supreme.

XT^TXXX nf. (-^-Xt) A fish-hook. f. (-Tt) A bird, the shag,

x. xxgr a fish, fxx to pierce, afT. wr.

XTjnTfTW m. (-X:) A shoal of young or small fish. x. XT3J a fish,

and ^XTW heap, quantity.

XX^XXrrfsrX m. (-XT:) Fish baked in a crust of clay and straw, and

eaten with condiments and oil. a. wim fish TWW product,

aff. 7X.

•nwiwl f. i-^) The moon-plant, (Asclepiaa arida.) e. sttxj a

fish, and XX an eye, aff. Ttx ; to which the flowers are com-

pared.

xXffHft f. ( Tt) A plant, (Hingtaha repens, Rox ) a. x^r » fiah,

XT the body or form, aff. #Tx.

XTQTX »fn. Who or what feeds upon fish. a. itXT,

and XT who cats.

XXfllgq'1 f. (-sfl) A name applied to several plants, as to Jus-

sieus repens, Hingtaha repens, Nama zeylanica, 6cc. a. xr

W

a fish, XTX eating, food. aff. #)x.

XXBITT m. (-X*‘) The king-fisber. a. x^B a fish, and XXX
eating.

XxjyTX’ft f- (*ft)
1 A name of SsTYsvsTi, the mother of Vt&a.

* A place of pilgrimage, a particular pool at Benares held in

reverence by pilgrims to that sacred city. a. XX9 a fish, and

XXT the belly
j
the mother of Vysss was found in the belly

of a fish, and retaining a fishy odour, was thence also called

Matsyagandiu, till the stent was changed to that of a

%
lotus by her paramour the JUuni Psbsbaju, the father of

VYfss.

XX (t,) X^ r. 1st cl (xxffc)
1 To churn. * To stir or agitate.

(T») wfx (TXftl) * To hurt or kill • To afflict. • To suffer

pain.
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YYY n. (-f) Churning, ns. (-Y1
) A tree, the wood of which is

nstd to produce fire by attrition. (Premua longifolia.) e. yY
to churn, to atir or rub, aff. YTY

wfww mfn. (-y:*YMT) 1
Stirred, churned. • Agitated, nsentnlly.

distressed, anxious, n. (-if) Butter-milk, without any watery

admixture. *. are to churn, aff. *.

nftni m. f-JYT) A churning stick, e. YfY to atir or agitate, aff.

TY. and the nasal rejected.

YYTr f- (*YT) A town in the province of Agra, celebrated as the

birth place, and early residence of KrTkdn’a, and still an

object of pilgrimage amongst the Hindus. e. YfY to stir,

Un’ddi aff. YCY,
*T®TY m. (-*:) A name of Krishna. a. yYTT a town, and in

ruler.

«^rr f. (-YT) Mathura as above, e. affixed to YfY, instead

of YYY.

r. 1st cl. frrYYY) (T. TO Yf< r. 1st cL (u*Yfit), and (f,

r. 4th cl. (YfYJ^f) ' To he glad, to be satisfied or

content, to rejoice. * To be proud. (Y) YfY r. 1st cl. (YYfiff)
1 To praise. • To sleep, to doze, to be lazy or sluggish. * To
be stupid, to be an idiot or fool. * To be elegant. * To go or

approach, YY r- 1 Oth cl. (yTYT?I) To cause or justify satis-

faction or contentment, YYt r. 1st cl. causal form (YTYYfY)
• To delight, to make glad, to exhilarate. * To madden or

intoxicate, literally or figuratively. *To be poor or distressed.

* To be proud. With fif prefixed, (fYYTYYfW) To articulate.

YY m
• i-V) 1 J°5b pleasure, delight * The Juice that flows

from an elephant's temples when in rut.
1
Spirituous or vi-

nous liquor. * inebriety, iutoxication. 'Pride, arrogance.

• Insanity, madness. T Semen virile.
1 Musk. • A male river.

J * Pasaion, desire, f. (-Yt)
1 A drinking vessel. An instru-

ment for making furrowa. e. YY to be pleased, &c., aff.

or TW.

YY**** nifn. f-Y'.-WT-Yf) Speaking inarticulately or like a drunk-

en person, in, (-Yi) An elephant in rut. i. YY inebriety, &c.,

ytyt to sound, all. tty

YY* TYYT m. (-YT:) A bull that has been liberated at some festi-

val, and is allowed to wander about at wilL e. yy pleasure,

yY to aound. aff YpTY.

WY^T f. (*afl) Spirituous liquor, a. yy intoxication, and jpy

smell.

YY^YY m. C-Y:) A buffalo, r. yy pleasure, and yyY going.

YT^ f- (*¥t) A pollicrb, (BascUa lucida, &lc.) k. yy inebriety,

what destroys.

STYY m. (-Y0
1 KasiauSva, the Iftndu Cupid. • The season of

spring. • A plant commonly Mayana, (Vanguerie spinosa.)
* lb urn apple, (Datura metel.) • A bee. • A sort of bean,

(Phascolus rsdiatus.)
1
Bee’s wax. • A tree, (Mimosa cate-

chu.) f. (YT-xfl) Spirituous or vinous liquor, e. yy to exhi-

larate or rejoice, aft. w*, fem. aff. yty, or tftv.

YY**’ JTCY nt. (-Y0 A pigeon, a dove. k. yyY love,

change of voice, and rx who utters.

YYYYTYY m. (’Yi) The Koil or Indian cuckoo. I. YYY spring,

and YTYY reader
j
announcing the season.

Y<Y«rn mfn. (-Y--WT-Y) Subdued by love, in lore. e. YYT, and

yy subdued.

YYYwfww n. (-if)
1 Sign or effect of love. • A species of the

Axhii metre.

xrYYXTYrYT f. (-YT)
1 A provocative medicine. * The Mayana,

or more properly the 8drikd, a small bird. * The female of

the Kail or Indian cuckoo, k. *tyY love, &c., and YYTYT
the bird, or a dart, &c.

YYYYtfrYT f. (-YT) The S'karikd or 8driha, a small bird, (TUr-

dus sftUcm.) a. YYY love, and YrfrYT the 8&iikdL

YYYfiTY m. (•*:)
1 Membrum virile. • A finger naiL e. yYY

Ka'mai>£va, and WfV a goad.

YYYTYY m. (-Y=) Pudendum mulicbre. *. YYY, and YTYY a

weapon.

YYYfYY m. (-Y*)
1 A sovereign, a prince 1 A lotus. * Puden-

dum mulicbre. k. YYY pleasure, YtYY receptacle, abode.

YYYTYYtrr f- f-YTr) Separation of lovers, e. y<W love, YY de-

preci alive prefix, TFT to stay, aff. W, and YTY-

YYYlY mfn. (-Y:-YI-Yi 1 To be enamoured. * Causing or excit-

ing passion, e. »TY to delight, YvrtYY aff.

YYYTYPT m. (-Y:) The venial festival of the Hindus, the Hill.

f. (-Y7) A courtezan of heaven, e. xrYY spring or love, and

YYY festival,

m. (-Y:) llic issue of the fluid from the forehead of an

elephant in rut e. «ty the fluid, und YYTY junction.

YYVflfYt f (-Yt) A plant, (Asparagus raceraosus.) e. YY ine-

briety, breaking, YfY aff.

YY^fWiYi f. < YTT> Arabian jasmine, e. yy added to the next.

YYYYt f. f-Yfr; Arabian jasmine, k «< to delight, »fY Un adi

aff., and yIy fem. aff.

YYfYY m. (-Y:)
1 Love or Cvno, * A distiller. • A drunken

man, a maih man. * A cloud, n. (•) V'inous or spirituous

liquor, e YY in the causal form, to intoxicate, &c„ Un’idi

aff. TYY-

YYrTY m. (-Y:) * Love or Kama. • A cock. b. yy passion or

desire, and TTY propensity, inclination.

srYfafYX m (•*•) A furious elephant, or one in rut. e. YY the

juice, and frfYH tossed, agitated.

YY^< ni. (-^:) Au elephant, e. YY the Juice, and WfX a

quantity.

YY«JY n. (-YT) A tavern, a dram shop. t. YY intoxication, and

XfflW place.

YYYITY n. (-Y) A place where liquor is sold, a tavern, a dram

shop. a. YY drunkenness, and YDTY place.

YYTYT n»fn. (-YT:-Yn-Yi
/|
Intoxicated, drunk, m. (-YT :

) The palm

tree. f. (-YTT) A sort of Barleria, with red flowers, i. YY in-

toxication, YrYI fit or proper for.

yyty^ m. (*qp:) Pain aud sickness, consequent upon ebriety.

E. YY, and YHYT fe**-

YYfWY m. (-Y:) Disorder induced by drunkenness
; head-ache,

sickneas loss of appetite, See, e. yY drunkenness, and yyjy
consequence.

YYT^t mfn. (-Y’-YT-Y) Blind with pride or passion, arrogant,

dissolute, Stc. u. Y<. and blind.
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FgTFTH m. (* IT**) A drum curried on an elephant, k. ff pride,

FIFTTF minded, rcipected, ffiora ftt with ft* prefix, and

FI aff.

Fgr*FT m (-Xi) Ikhra's elephant, a. ff the frontal fluid, and

FHFT garment, housing.

FgTT m. (-Y:)
1 An elephant. * A rogue. • A libertine, a lecher.

4 An elephant in rut. * A hog. * The name of a king. f A
sort of perfume, probably musk. k. Fg to be intoxicated,

&c., Un adi aff. fitf.

FgtFIg m. (.^t) A sort of fi*h : see FFF.

F^TFriJ mfn. (-Fi-Ff-tf) Indolent, slothful, overcome with

[i nssion or pride. B. Wf. and fiff idle.

F^TFitfFFm. (-Ft) The AW or India* cuckoo, r Fg; delight,

FI* before ant to speak, aiT. fwfF $
the song of this bird is

constantly heard in the spring in most parts of HUduttan,

FFTF m. (•W) Musk, e ff; musk, and FIF name.

FfgT m. {‘X’) A red species of K'kayar, (Mimosa catechu.)

f. (-FT)
1 Wine, spirits, spirituous or vinous liquor. * A wag-

tail. * A species of the A Ariti metre, e. FF to be delighted,

Ac., UVAdi aff. fFTF, fem. aff. Fpr.

FffvrFT f. ( Ft) A woman, a mistress, a wife. E. Ff^TT wine,

Ffvthe eye, ff and yIf nffs., whose eyes inebriate like wine.

Ffg^TlTF ,n. (-F) A tavern, a dram shop. b. FTF^T wine, and

JZF a house.

FfFTTFF m (-F:) The mango. (Mnngifcra Indicaj a. FfifTT

wine or spirits, and Ffa the friend.

FfFTFFrr f. ( FT) A fascinating woman. *. FffTT, and ^ff
the eye.

F^CWT f. (-FT) Vinous liquor, e. FF what delights or intoxi-

cates, FFF superlative aff.

FgVF mfn. (-F^-FT-F) Mine, my own. r. ff for ff mine, and

F aff.

Fgl**e mfn. (-Ft-FT-F) 1 Arrogant, haughty. 1 Furious, mad.

m. (-Ft) 1 An elephant in rut. * A pigeon, e. Ff» and FTFV

who is furious.

F<rgFT mfn. (-F:-FT-F) Haughty, arrogant, f. (-FT) A woman

in general, e. FF. *»d FgF elevated.
t

FFTTF mfn. (-F:-FT*7T)
1 Drunk, intoxicated. * Arrogant, drunk

with pride, e. FF drunkenness, FfF struck, overcome. .

FFTFF mfn. (-F>FT-Vt) Drunk or mad with pride, passion, Ac.

B, FF* ond FFF mad.

F^ m. (*^) * An aquatic bird, the shag. 1 An outcasts, the

son of a firahma

»

by n woman of the bawl, or panegyrist class,

whose employment is hunting wild beasts. 1 A ship, a galley.

e. f*ft to emerge, to dive, F aff., dcriv. irr., or FF to he de-

lighted, (in the water,) and ff L’u’idi r.ff.

FK r *» t-Ft) A fish. (Macropieronatus Magur. Hah.) k. FF to

intoxicate, 'Un'Adi aff., and FFf augment, form irr.

;

also with FF added, F^TF.

FTfrlft f- ('^1 A sort of fish : see FTC*

FF n. (-Fj) Wine, vinous or spirituous liquor, e.ff to be in-

toxicated (by it), aff. FW* %

FAZ^W ». (-*:) Vinous liquor for distilling, a. ff wine, FW
mud.

7 Y

FFFTFF n. Eating a relish, or what excites thirst, t. fF
wine, FF to go, aff. *|F.

FFFtF mfn. (-F:-FT-Tf) Drunk, a drunkard, r. f*. and F^F

drunk.

FFF’Ft f. (•*?!) A plant, the blossoms of which arc used in dis-

tilling : see FFArfrj^t. &c. «. FF wine, jpu the flower.

FFF^l m. (•%) Yeast, barm, froth. r.FF wine, FF froth, scum.

FFFllFFt f- (-Ft) A shrub, the blossoms of which are used in

distilling, (Crislea tomentoaa, or 1.ythrum fruiicosum.) e. FF
wine, FF to dwell, aff. fwfF and FtF*

FF^tF n. (•#) A drug used to produce fermentation, k. FF
wine, and FtFT seed.

fffftf ii. (-F) Distillation, e. ff vinous liquor, and fwttf

distilling.

Ff m. (-ft)
1 Joy, delight. * A country enumerated amongst

those to the N. W. of Hindnatnn proper. * A sovereign of that,

country, f. (-fl) The name of a river. K.Ff^ to be delighted,

Un'Adi aff. ri.

FiF mfn. (-FH-FT-F) Produced, &c. in the country of Madro.

k. <t? a country so named, and aff.

IT mfn. (*F:-ft-T) Delighting, giving delight. r.Ff delight,

IT to make, aff. F»; also with FF aff, FfTpt.

Fff^FT f. (’WT) The wife of Pdnd'n, mother of the two youngest

Pan'du princes, c. Ff a proper name, and ^jft the daughter.

Ff*F m. (-FT) A natuc of S'ivs. . e. Fg to be intoxicated, xfwx
Un'fidi aff.

FffJff'• mfn. (-Ft*FT-F) Connected with or related to me. a. FF
mine, ff a class or number, m aff.

;
also with W aff., FfFffF i

and with FF. FfJ^

.

FF rafn. (-F:-sft-F) Sweet, literally or figuratively, n. (-f)

1 Spirituous liquor, distilled from the blossoms of the

Bassia latifoHa, or according to some explanttions wine, or

spirit distilled from grapes. * Honey. * The nectar, or

honey of flowers.
4 Water. 1 Milk. 4 Sugar * Sweetness, in

flavour, sound, or disposition, m. (-ij;)
1
'Hie mouth CkaUr*,

(March-April. I
* The season of spring. • A tree, (Bassia

latifolia.) * The name of a Dnity* or demon, slain by Vistijt’o.

* The A*6k* tree, (Jonesia asoca.) * Liquorice. * The name

of a R vkshxb.k killed by .SaTat CHKa. f. (*^:) A plant, (Cehis

oricntalis.) *
s. ff to mind or respect, (JuaJi aff. F, and

F substituted for the filial.

FFF mfn. (-F-FT-F) * Sxvcct, (in taste.) * Sweet speaking, or

sounding, mellifluous, melodious, in. (*F:) ’A bard, a panegy-

rist, vone who recites the lineage and praises of sovereigns in

their presence. 1 A bird.
a A tree, (Bassia latifolia.) mn.

(-F:-F) Liquorice, &c. n. (-Fi) Tiu. f.(-FT)
4 A plant, i.VJeni-

gpermum glabrum )
* The sweet lime. ’ A kind of panic seed.

e. ff sweet, F to sound, afl‘. F; or F<j honey, F^ aff. of com-

parison, &c.

FFF»F m. (-Ff ) The Koil or India* cockoo. e. wu honey,

(as sweet,) F*F the thruaU

FFFT m. (-F:)
1 A bey. * A lover. * A plant, (Achyranthes

a«prrt.) * A fruit, the round sweet lime. jt. ff honey, and

what makes.
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f. (-in) ' A sort of citron, the round sweet lime.

4 A kind of date. a. am honey, and or *4f«WT a cu-

cumber; some authorities hare amjtift# T in place of this

word.

uwarrfrar m. (-ft) A bee. a. am. and an ft.* who makes,

am*** m. ( -V:) A bee. a. anjV in honey, and ** to go, aff. WT*

amtr* m. (-**) A bee. a. anj honey, and BTT what makes.

SHJITW in. (-V) The honeycomb or hive. a. anj honey, 1T»

receptacle.

aprss* m. (-*:) * Tippling. • The honeycomb, a. an* wine or

honey, and order, arrangement.

in. (-T:) The date tree. a. an honey, and milk.

***** m. (*^T:) A tree, tHypcrenthere morungu.)

amin m. (-*:) The Koii or Indian cuckoo, a. am sweet, andV .
+

fri voice.

anj* n. (.^) Bee's wax. f. (-*n)
1 The earth. * Clayed or can-

died sugar, v. am honey, and w produced.

anjfbPT m. (far*) Visbn'u or KeYsiin'a. a. am the demon so

named, and fww conqueror.

anj«* n. (-*) Sugar-cane. e, anj sweet, and w* grass,

amftq m (-*:) Kama, the Hindu Cupid. a. am spring, and tftij

inflaming.

"TE* m. (-lit) The mango tree. a. am spring, and mes-

senger
;
blossoming in spring.

ami m. (-*:) A bee. t. am honey,
^

to take, V aff"., and the

vowel changed.

fiwr? m. (-*:) A red variety of the Hyperanthere morunga.

a. anj honey, and ** dropping.

annm m. (-at) A tree, from the blossoms of which a spirit is

distilled, (Bassia lati folia.) a. am wine, and far a tree,

tnjvrj m. (-7J:) A sort of pyrites, a. ar^ honey, (as yellow,)

and mineral, honey-stone.

innrfw f. f-f%:) Molasses, sugar before it is quite purified,

r.. apj honey, and wfa dust

smsTTfkmrr* m. (*:) A sweet kind of cocoanut. a. anj sweet,

nifkm’C* cocoanut.

ar^TW m. ( in) A bee. a. am honey, aft to get, war aft

anjWTanr ra. (-V) A bee. a. anm: of honey, im who lick*,

anj* m. (mi) A bee. a. am honey, and * who drinks.

tnjTTO n. (-4i A dish of curds, gkee, and honey, to be offered

to a respectable guest on his arrival, a. anj honey, y* to

sprinkle, aff. war.

am vfwwT £ (.^j) • The indigo plant. * A tree, (Gmelina arborea.)

* Moon plant, (Asclepias acida.) 4 A creeper of the crypto-

gamia class, (Lycopodium imbricatum. Box.) * A shrub,

(Menispermum glabrum.) a. am honey; WW a leaf, aff. ar*T,

fem. form; also ttqtpff*

f. (-er» A sort of creeper, (Menispermum glabrum.)

* A tree, (Gmeliua arborea.) * The indigo plant. 4 The sweet

lime. a. am honey, WW the leaf, aff. #tl-

anjwrfw* mfn. (-ft-fwft-fw) Living on honey, m. (-ft) A bee.

a. anj honey, wr to drink, fwOr aff., and ajs[ augment-

tnjllfkmi f. (-WTT) A tree, (Gmelina arborea.) a. anj honey, WTO
to nourish, *^W aff , fem. form.

anjwft f. (-ft) Mntknra, a city so called, e. anj the Raktkata

killed by S'atrughna, and xjft city or capital,

am^ui m. (-wr) ' A tree, (Bassia latifolia.)
4 Thi Mimosa Siritka.

* The Baku!, (Mimu&ops elengi.) a. anj wine or honey, and

flower.

imfim m. (•*:) * A shrub, (Ardisia solanacea.) *A name of

Bai^sama. i. anj wine, flee., and faw fond of.

amwar m. (TOi)
1 A plant, (Flacourtia catapbracta.) * A sweet

kind of cocoanut. a. am honey, and ww fruit

«m<T(Tmfn. ( arr^-anft-WH ) Sweet, honied, f, ( ift) A species of

the Vsknik metre, e. am, and irgw aff

m.(-far\ or -fanr) A name of KbYsun'a or Visbn'v. i. w*
the Daitya, and far^ destroyer,

am *lfw%r f. (-WT) A bee. k. am honey, and arfwwTT a fly.

W’jWWW m. (-W;) A name of Vishn'u. a. apj the Daitya, and

atWW destroyer.

amam mfn. ( Wr-ft-^) Sweet, luscious, a. ww, and ww* aff.

imatart f. (-ft) Double jaamina. c. anj honey, and anit jas-

mine. %

wwwijrw n. ( w) A sweetmeat made of flour, honey, oil, and

gkee. a. anj honey, and wott a head.

argarMlw m.(-ar) A spirit distilled from the flowers of the

Ba&sia latifolia. a. am spirit, and arrwTv the same.

{-%») An esculent root, a sort of yam. a. apj spirit,

and war root.

f. (-fit) Sugar-cane. a. am honey, and ifr a cane or

slick.

amwfir^r f. (-<T) Liquorice, (Glycirrhiza glabra, or rather the

Abrus precatorius, of which the root is similarly used.) a. anf

honey, wfr a stick, and added
;
or without the aff.

f.(-tf)

anjy rnfn. (.^:-n-^) * Sweet * Pleasing, agreeable, liked, m. (-^:)

1 The sweet taste, sweetness. * A drug) commonly Jivaka.

n. (-ar; ' Poison. * Tin. • Treacle, syrup, f. (-rr^
1 A sort of

fennel, (Anethum sows or panmorium. Box.) * Anise, (Pirn-

pinella anisum.) ' A plant, (Sanseviera acylanica.) 4
Li-

quorice. * The sweet lime. 4 Marrow. * Ilic city Malhurd. 4 A
medicinal plant, commonly Kakkdli. 4 Asparagus racemoaus,
14 Bengal beet. a. am honey, and to get or be, aff. « • to

have the flavour of honey, to be as sweet

anjTV m. (-«:) A medicinal plant, commonly Jivaka. a. amv
the same, and added.

ar^rarw m. (-«:) A aort offish, a. UtRaweet, and ammr bone.

amTW^t^: m- (-^:) The sweet lime. e. anjr sweet, aratfri: lime,

amrw^ m. <-^t) A shrub, (Grislea tomentosa.) a. amv: sweet,

WW bark, *T*T added.

ar^f»mmT f. (*^t) A woman with a sweet voice, a. snjy; sweet,

fw^m who sounds.

m. (-T:) The «wcet lime. i. iweel, a

citron.

imr^ m. {-W>) * Sweetness, (in flavour.) 4 Sweetness, (in speech.)

• The sugar-cane. 4 The palm tree. f. (-*t) ' A shrub, (San-

seviera aeylanica.)
4 A plant, (Asclepias acida.) a. win*

or honey, and K* Juice, flavour.
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VTnvc mfh. Sweet, mellifluous, mellow, melodious.

*. spJT. end wwv: a letter.

inj Clint m. (-:) The hog plnm, (Spondms mangifera.) B. Hwr

•weet, WW sour, aff.

sruriWTVT f. (-IT) The talking Mai»a, (Turd— Salihd.J a. snjt:

sweet, wrwri talking, fern. form,

ngftvi f (-»r) A .sort of fennel, (Auethum sowa, Rob.) a.ipjrr i

the same, erw afT. > this name is applied also to the Anethum

panmorium, Rox. and the Bengali derivative Mahuri is applied

to common anise.

mjftg m. (*$:) A name of KrIsii*'*. a. spj the demon, and

foe*

tpjClgW m. (-:) The sea of fresh or swjet water, surrounding

P—hkara dicipa, and being the outermoat of the seven seas.

e snjT sweet, and water.

avi n. (•) Spirituous or vinous liquor, a. spj wine, wt to be

or get, aflfl W.

•prfww m. (-far-far) A bee. a. snr honey, fwT to lick, aff.
]

sniaiT m. {-£) A bee. B. snj. and what licks.

•pjwfWW iu. (•'ft) A bee. a. ipj honey, fww to lick, aff. fwfsf

anjww m. (-Wi) The Aoi/ or Indian cuckoo. *. spj sweet, and

vnt who speaks or cries.

spjlTC: m. (-<:) Tippling, drinking frequently and repeatedly.

k. spl wine, "BTC quantity.

snrffar m. (-it.) The pomegranate, b. snj sweet, wTw seed.

snjVff m. (-If:) A bee. a. spj honey, Wflr observance.

spjlTTW m. (-Wi) Bassia latifolia. a. snj spirituous liquor, w;wt

a branch.

m. (-^:) A red variety of the Hyperanther* morunga. '

a. snj sweet, and fsnj the same tree,

anj^wl f. («#t) A pltnr, (Sanseviera zeylanica.) b, honey,

a line or row.

snyfftw m. (*w:) A tree, (Bassia latifolia.) a. ipj spirit, "fVe to

eject, aflf W, and W substituted for the final.

sp^fW m. (-:) Kamadbva. a. spj spring, and for'^ft friend,

snjmrre m. (-:) Kamad6va. «. ipj, and fflB friend.

PT ind. As honey, sweet, a. snj. and wrOr aff.

WTOH?T mfn. (-Wi-WT-lf) Become sweet, a SH^wnr, and

become.

BnjWTTfl m. (*fwO Kama the Hindu Curra. a. snj the spring

personified, and vnvfa a charioteer, having Vatanta or spring

for bis coachman.

mfflWW m. (-) A sort of poison, a. spi honey, and faur
wax.

m. {-X% or >^TT )
Ka'mad4va. b. *TJ spring, the

friend.

•pj*^’ m. (-’.) A name of Visaw'u. f. (-^) Bengal beet.

a. ipf the Dniiya or honey, and destroyer,

tpswr*? m. (-IT:) A tree, (Bassia latifolia.) a. srw spirituous

liqnor, B to drop or distil, aff. w^jw.

- nVBti f. (-11) * A plant, (Celtis orientalis.) * Liquorice,

a. tru honey, W to drop, aff. and

*yi< m. (-tr: ) The Kail or Indian cuckoo. B. tru sweet or I

spring, and Wt note, song.

sprear m A name of KrTsbk'a. b. sr^ the Dakya, and

TM destroyer.

ipj|f m. (•:) A tree, (Bassia latifolia.) a. spf to respect, war

aff, and M substituted for the final.

n. ( 1) Bee’s wax. a. stw honey, and left,

rejected.

ippnr n. (*) The city Mathura. E. STB the demon, de-

struction.

"T* m. (-:) A sort of Bassia described as growing in watery

or mountainous situation*, f. (-eft)
1 Liquorice. * The sweet

lime. • The mango tree. * A plant, (Sanseviera zeylanica.)

a. sPt honey or spirit, <VT to be or get, aff. , and the of

spj irregularly long.

•PJWW mfn. (-: fflMTV) Sweet, m. (•:) 1 A sort of Bassia,

growing in watery or mountainous scites. * Sweetness,

f. (-fW¥T) A plant, (Sanseviera teylanica.) a. fit added to

the preceding. *

mfn. (-h:-wt nr)
1 Middle, intermediate. 1 Right, propek,

reasonable. 1 Low, vile
4 Amongst, amidst. * Mean, (in

astronomy,) as spgwiwr middle or mean shadow, mn.
1
'iT»e west. * Mean or common time in music. * The middle,

the centre,
4 The waist, f. (-WT)

1 A young woman, a girl

arrived at puberty. * The middle finger. • A form of metre,

a stanza of four lines containing three syllables in each,

m. (-Wt) Cessation, rest, interval, n. (•!) 1 A very large

number, ten i'aqrii. • A horse’s flank, a. wt beauty, iff to

hare, Wi aff., deriv. irr,

W* mfn. (*Jf:-JVT-9) Who or what goes in the centre or betwixt,

amongst, &c. e. hvj, and sr what gnea.

*TUfX^» m. (*a«) The mango tree. b. sng middle, and JRf

smell.

mfn. Going amongst or amidst, b. ipd,

and ^ifru. who goes.

win? ind. From or in the middle, centrical, ren trirally. B. ipn

the middle, and 7ff«j aff.

WlW m. (-*.) The middle region
$

part of India, bounded by

Kurukiluftra on the north, Hllahaftad on the south, the Himd.

taya mountains on the east, and the 1'indhya mountains on the

west; comprising therefore the modern provinces of Allaha-

bad, Agra, Delhi, Oac/r, &c.
* the northern limit is elsewhere

defined to bo the disappearance of the SareuicaiL a. «pg

middle, and country.

»TWR nifn. (W.-HT-lf) 1 Middle, centrical, intervening, interme-

diate. * Middle bora, neither the oldest nor youngest.

* Mean, (in astronomy,) as mroirf* mean motion (of a pla-

net.) mn. ( sn-BT) The waist, the middle of the body. m. (-IT)

* One of the seven musical notes, the fifth note of the Hindu

gamut. * The middle country : see 1 A sort of deer.
4 One of the Grdmat or musical scales of the Iftndua, corre-

sponding apparently with the major mode of European music,

f- (-HT)
1 A girl arrived at puberty, or in whom menstruation

has commenced. ' The middle finger. * A central blossom.
4 A form of metre, a verse of four lines of three syllables

each. a. *rw middle, and «t aff.
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TOW1* m. (-?:) Arji.xa, the third or middle of tlie PaxVu

princes k. xtvix middle, and *t«vw Pnnduva or descendant

of Pan'd'u.

WHWIlf m. (-:) The earth, the world of mortals, k. wtgxt

middle, and MRT world
;
between heaven and hell.

xtTOXffTO m (•*:) A husbandman, k. xrem middle, and xrvPV

n labourer; working partly for his own advantage, ami

partly for that of the landlord.

ftwxpnp* nifu. (-ss^-W-W) Middle aged. a. xtV7xt. and xqw*

aged.

rr^Kvjti t? m. (-T:) Intriguing with another man’s wife, the act of

presenting flowers, perfumey, &c. to her. and conversing with

her privately, k. xtvjx? middle, WTO connexion.

xiWTOfTO n. (-XJ:) ' Punishment due to crimes of a middling

degree. • Injuring btiildfcgs, throwing down walls, 6tc.

«. xrwrxt middle, xttto violence.

HVjfH’fT f. (-ITT) A girl arrived ut puberty, one in whom men-

struation hns commenced, i. XTTOf the same, added, in

the fern. form.

xrTOlif mfn. {-xj-.-xn -xij Central, middle. K- rrvrir middle, and

« uff.

TOTO m. (.*:) A weight of six white mustard seeds, a. xRf

middle, and TO barley-corn, the Vata being sometimes con-

sidered equal to eight seeds.

xpflCR m. (-R*) Midnight, e. xtvj middle, XT* night, and the

masculine form in the compound,

flVJMPifr m.(’W) The earth, the dwelling of mortals, k

uiiildlc. and ’BW world; placed in the middle between hea-

ven and hell ;
also with TOT added XRRHTO,

1TTOTTO m. (-*:) A king, a sovereign, a. xTORi the earth,

and sovereign.

XTVRfTO mfn. (-#l°-fTOl fa) • Central, middle. • Being amongst

or amidst m. (-#f) A mediator, e. to. and ’Wfnn who

abides.

xpfl?xi n. {-#) The navel, r. xtvj the middle, and TO abiding.

XTWXH mfn. (-W: -x?rr-**h Centrical, middle, in. (-^:) A middle

man, an umpire, an arbitrator, a mediator, a. x?VJ middle,

and XD what or who stays.

XR7XH?n f. f-WT) ' Middle state or character. • Indifference.

K. middle, and TOT uil. of the abstract; also with Of,

ffMTCCHI n. (-W)

sttoe^ n. f-^pi > The waist, it. XR7 middle, xjri place or part.

mqnr m. (-*:) Midday, noon. k. xrj middle, WTO a day.

m. (-*:) Tippling, drinking repeatedly, t. to wine, TO
to be equal to, aff. x|xg

xrs^RPT m. (-*:) Taste or touch of honey, e. xnj. and ^nr?T

Blighting.

iMTxj« u. (-gf) Sweet potatoe. fc. XR sweet, rto an esculent

root, added.

xtajtTO tu. (-*:) A spirituous liquor, distilled from the blossoms

of the Ba»s«n liitifxliu. n. XPS the Bassiu. and igiTO spirit.

TOiTOfTO m. (-*:) A distiller, a. fit*;?* spirit, to go, aff.

m, form irr

f. (-W1) Spirituous liquor.

XJIT r. 4th d. 'TO#) ,*,) TO r. 8th cl. (xt^*)
1 To know, to

understand. • To regard, to mind. • To think, to conceive,

r I Oth cl. («n*VR| H) 1 To be dull or insensible. * To be proud.

• To oppose, to stop. r. 1st and 10th els. (xrwfw XfTSRfxT) To

honour, to respect, to worship. With vrx prefixed, To assent

to, to agree. With To desire. With TO, To disrespect.

With *nr. To concur, to agree.

XR n- f*xi) Indian spikenard, e. TO to respect, aff.

WTOW mfn. (-xp-xn-#> Pleasing, agreeable, beautiful, f.. xrTO

the mind, xtr to go or attract, aff. TO|; the final conso-

nant of the first word is rejected, and the vowels do not

coalesce.

SdTTO mfn. Mrt-in-#) Attended to, applying the mind. e.XTO.

and ini made.

XWtflRr mf. (-YMN) Bed arsenic, e. XR* the mind, fiRry a

stone; a mineral delightful to the mind or heart; also with

the dental iwfalt.

TO-fTO mf. (
W:-ntT) Red arsenic: see the last,

xmr n. (•#) Minding, understanding, b. xr to know, aff. TO

TO*? n. (-W:)
1 The mind, or considered as the seat of percep-

tion and passion, the heart. * The intellect, the understand-

ing. r. XR to know, to understand, aff.

XfTOT f. (-XTT) The goddess of the serpent race, and the particu-

lar protectress against their venom. «. x?TO the mind, aff.

WTtJ ;
the object of love and devotion.

xRH IYt fa xx »f»- ( #t frot-fa) Knowing by the mind, perceiv-

ing intellectually, a. xttot third case of snpt, and VTfTO

who knows.

TO*tR#l f. (-#t> The goddess presiding over makes : see the

last a. xri?t the same, apd goddess,

itstfro mfn. ( sr.-RTT-Rt) Mental, intellectnal. m. (-at:) A name

of Kama or love. r. in the heart or mind, and born,

jrsrfxflrxi m, f-xy:) Kama or love. F.. iT»Tf# in the heart or oind,

and who reposes.

mrns mfn. 'xn;.a*T-wt> Mental, e. WTO, and TO aff.

xrxnaiiT m. (-t'0 The attention of the mind to its own sensa-

tions. consciousness of pleasure or pain. e. WTO of the mind,

and rtjt o|>eration; the compound also occurs with tht

seventh case xfflftjNkK-

WsritT
,

iT m. (-g:) Mental distress. *. fTTO, and TOT sorrow.

m. (-RT:) The lion ofDtfEOA. t. «tro the mind, TO to

depress, aff. TO
TOfTOT f.

( WT) ‘ Hope, expectation, dependancc. 1
Intelligence,

a. xnrfiRW. and TO aff

sUffmsi mfn. 1 Attentive, fixing the mind upon

any thiug. * Intelligent, intellectual, f. A virtuous

wife. r. TO^ the mind or heart, aff. fro.

»fVTO md 1 A little. * Tardily, slowly, e. six to know, xrrxir aff.

wsurtt f- ('ITT) A female elephant, k. to to mind or know,

Un kdi aff. WTV.

TOUST mfn (^ Tr-^-#) Doing little, laxy, sluggish, f. (-C) A

»ort of Agallochum. k. a little, and qrx: a ho does.

TOI#t t*. (-xft) The wife of Mon. k. xw the saint, tffr aff., and

S3 changed to 5 ;
otherwise xrxrwt the same.
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wfJnr rafn. (-W**WT-W) Known, understood, k. ww to know,

*ff- W-

Wiftw n. (-WT) Collyrium, powdered antimony or other sub-

stances, used as an application and ornament to the eye.

a. wW to know, to be agreeable, '^WW. Un'idi aft

nwtwi f. (-WI) Intellect, understandings e. umi’mind, tw to

go, aff. w, or w aff., form irr.

mfn. (*fft-fwwVfw) Intellectual, intelligent, m. (.^t) A

Pandit, a learned Brahman, a teacher, k. wWWt understand-

ing. tf* possessive afT.

m. {-w:)
1 M ksv, the legislator and saint, the son of Baan-

ma, or a personification of Brahes himself, the creator of the

world, and progenitor of mankind
;
the name is however a

generic term, and in every Kalpa or interval from creation

to creation, there are fourteen successive Menu* presiding

over the universe for the period of a Maat/antara, respective-

ly : in the present creation there have been the six following

Menus : Menu called also Swayambhuva, the supposed

rcvealcr of the code of law possessed by the Hindu*. Swar6-

cniSVA, Uttama, Tamara. Raivata, and CnAK&MUSHA
; the

seventh or the present Menu is Vaivaswata, or RArvaTAtlie

second. • A man in general. • One of the Jama saints. * A
Mantra, a mystical verse or formula, f. (-w:-WTw1-Wnft) The

wife of the legislator Menu. i. ww to know or understand,

(the Pidat or scripture especially,) and w Un'Adi aff.

W^W m. (-:) A man in general, f. (-an) A woman, a. WW the

legislator and progenitor of mankind, and w born, de-

scended.

WW^*Wf m. (-WJ :
) A king. k. WWW, and TWf chief.

WW»^ m.
(1JJ)

Man, a roan, mankind, t. ww the saint, and ^
born : see the last.

iryror m. (-KIW) KovfiaA, the god of wealth. *, w^ man, and

VTW to shine, aff. fux-

WWWt f. A woman, the wife or female of the man. t. www
a man, and tftw aff.

WWW rn. (•«) Man, a roan, mankind, i. w^ the progenitor of

mankind, WW aff. of descent, and WW augment,

n. (-W) 'rhe state or condition of man, manhood, huma-

nity. E. w added to WWW ;
also with WW, WWWWT.

m. (-4t) KuvfiaA, the god of wealth, n. (-wb The duty

of man. E. w«nsi man, and wwto piety.

WWWWW m. (-W :
) Hospitality, t. WWW a man, and WW sacrifice,

sacrament.

WWWWWT f. (-iff)
1 A multitude, a crowd, a meeting. 1 A place

of meeting or assembly, a. ww<U a man, mankind, and WT
assembly. t

WWTBW mfn. (-W^-WT-W) Seated in the mind. n. (-if) Thoughts,

ideas, notions, feelings, e. WWW, and irw gone to or in.

WWiavl f. (-wfy Wish, desire. «. WWW the mind, and *T a cow,

&c., fern. form.

Wwi*h min. (-Tn-WT-F) Thought or meditated on secretly, f. (-jit)

Red arsenic, a. WWW the mind, and Wfl cherished.

WWHW rafn. (-Wt-WT-Wf) Born or sested in the mind, m. (-W:)

Kama. b. WWW, and if bora.

7z

W^TWWW mfn.(-wr-WTT-wl) Born or seated in the mind. m. (-WTT)

Kama or Cono. e. wWW the heart or mind, and enww birth ;

also wwrw.

WWTWW mfn. (-wt-wr-w)
1 Fatherly, parentaL * Quick in thought

’ or apprehension. 1 Swift, as thought f, (-WT) A plant sea

wfufawi. n. (-W) (Quickness of thought or apprehension,

t. WWW the mind, m to move, to pervade, aff. ww, or WWW

compounded with wf speed.

wsf iwaw mfn. (-W'-WT-W) Fatherly. e- wwtw desire, love, WW to

abide, aff. WW
W^IW mfn. (-W-WT-^) Beautiful, handsome, lovely, pleasing,

agreeable, f. (-WT) ' Red arsenic. The daughter of a sove-

reign, a princess, s. WWW the mind or heart, IT to know, to

get, aff. w.

wwtw*> m- (-’W;) Restraint or controul over the mind. a. WWW,

and castigation.

WWTWlW mfn. (-W:-WT-W) Chosen, preferred, e. WWW, and W*lW

taken.

WWTWW m. (-W:) Kama or Ccpid. e WWW the mind or heart, and

ww born.

WWf^m. (-tj) Kamad£va. e. WWW the heart, inborn.

*wrwrfww mfn. (-wt-fwwVfW) Swift, quick, as thought I. WWW,

and wrfww "hat goes.

wWTWlfw m. (-fw:) The deity Kama. e. WWW the heart, and wrfw

place of production. *

wwrrw rn. (-W0 Wish, desire, t. WWW the heart, and rw vehicle,

WWTTW rnfu. (-WVWT-W) Beautiful, lovely, pleasing, f. (*WT)
1 A

goddess, peculiar to the Banddhtu. * A species of the PanJtii

metre, e. WWW the mind, cw to delight, aff. WW-

WWTwnw n. (-W&) Fancy, caprice, whim. e. WWW, and W1W1 un-

steadiness.

WWIWW mfn. (-W:-WMt) Disappointed, k. WWW the mind, WW

struck.

W^TWT mfn. (•K'^Kl-'K) Beautiful, lovely, pleasing, t. WWW the

mind, W to uke or. steal, aff. ww.

WWTWTfrw mfn. (-wt-fcWt-ft) Beautiful, pleasing, agreeable,

lovely, e. WWW the mind, w to steal, aff. fwfw.

WWTWt f. (-WT) Red arsenic. B. WWW the mind, and to call,

to arrest, aff. WT and wn^-
,

srmw mfn. (-W:-WT-W)
1 To be reflected on, to be ascertained or

fixed in the mind, to be discussed either mentally or with

proper persons. * To be thought, believed/ conceived, &c.

E. WW to know, aff. WW
wwt m. (-WC) 1 Fault, offence, transgression. * A man, mankind.

• A king. f. (-WR ) Undemanding, intellect, e. WW to know.

Un'fcdi aff. 7J.

WW! m. (-WIT)
1 A sage, one who is possessed of holy know-

ledge. ' An adviser, a counsellor, b. WW to know, Ua'idi *

aff. WW-

wwr m. (-WT) 1 A division of the f'rcfot ; in the first or practi-

cal part or Kdndatn, it includes prayers and hymns, address-

ed to particular deities, and used at peculiar sacrifices, &c. ;

in the Uttara Kan'dam ,
it is applied to addresses to Brahma

or Cod, and to didactic explanations of his nature and attri-
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butes, Ac. * A mystical verse or incantation, (in thcTantras.)

* A formula sacred to any individual deity, ns, Om flshnavt

nama, Om Sivaya nama, Ac. 4 Secret consultation, private

advice, e. nfsf to advise or consult privately, aff.

bbtbb m. (-Bit) A counsellor, a minister a. fPW advice, and

BB who gives or makes.

RBB fl mfn. (-B:-WT-B) Consecrated by the Mantra, a. BBI,

and BB made.

wstwa m. (-B:> Knowledge, ecience. a, wwr%dvice, arf¥ to

be a part of, aff. sfB.

BBafit f. (-fg:) Secret counsel. *. BB, and concealing.

bb^b m. (-BJ) \spy, a secret emissary or agent, a. WB ad-

vice, information, BB secret.

BBfBB m. (-B*) A u.ime of fire. i. BB prayer, and fwBT the

tongue.

WBB rn. (-B )
* A spy, a secret emissary or agent.

1 A counsel-

lor, an adviser. * A priest, a sacred teacher, a. STB advice,

&c. and B who knows.
t

nf. (-ei-BT) Advising, counselling in private, a. nf* to

counsel, ay aff.

WBRB ‘ From, with, or by, a Mantra or mystical prayer.

* Advisedly, deliberately, a. BB, and wfa substituted for

the termination of the fourth or fifth cases.

m. (-B5) A spiritual guide or teacher, t. BB initiatory

text, and ^ who gives.

BB^th?^ m, (*sff) A Brahman learned in the Vddw. a. BB,

and who sees.

BB<tfwfw ra, (-fw:) Aoni or fire. a. STB holy prayer, and

s^lfsrHf lustre.

WB^BUB m. ( Jirr) A name of Gamdda. t. BB, and pws
pure. '

asma n. (-B) The object or effect of counsel a. STB, and bb
frnit.

WBVB m. ( B1) bulging or betraying counsel, e. BB, and

BB breaking.

BBBB mfn. ( BR-B^t BB) Counselling, consulting, a. stfw to

advise, sri aff.

BBBW mfn. (-BTB-wtft-RR) ' Accompanied with holy texts, (a

ceremony.) • Entitled to use the Veda*. * initiated. * Having

or hearing counsel, a RB, and spJB aff.

BBfTR rn. ( fr^-favr)
* A spy, a secret emissary or agent. 1 A

counsellor. 4 A priest. * A Brahman learned in the t'ida*.

e. wB secret council. Ac. and fV^ who knows.

BBIWB mfn. (-WTSF) Obtaining or effecting any thing by means

of mystic formula or prayers, jc. BB a prayer of the Vidas,

Ac., and wa to touch, aff. %B.

stfwfW mfn. (-Tft-IIMf) Advised, connselled, planned, a. wfa to

consult, aff. yf.

ufaBW n. (-ai)
1 Property or condition of a counsellor, counsel-

lorship. a. wfarw. and w added.

SlfBW m. (-WBt) A counsellor or adviser, a king’s counsellor or

minister. B. Wft to advise,

wmi m. (-B*-) Advice, direction, a. rb, and BRYB
•topping.

fw r. 1st cl. («TBfw)
1 To hurt or kilL • To afflict. • To suffer

pain. 1st and 9th els. (ipwfw RTJTfR) To agitate, to stir, to

churn.

RB m. (-B:)
1 A churning stick. * The sun. 4 A dish made of

barley meal with ghee and water, a sort of gruel or porridge.

4 A disease of the eyes, cataract or opacity. * Rheum, excre-

tion of the eyes. 4
Killing, destroying. * Agitating, stirring,

churning, e. rb to churn, Ac., aff, BB*

RBB n. (-BJ Butter, e. *nw churning, and B produced.

FW^if ra. (-B:) A churning-stick, a. rB churning, and gBB
a stick.

RBR n. (-R) ' Agitating, stirring, churning. 4
Killing, injuring,

f. (-Bt) A churn. a. rb to agitate, Ac. aff.

BBBW*t f. (-it) A churn, a common earthen pot used for the

purpose, a. FWF churning, and Bit a small jsr or pitcher.

BBT: mfn. • Slow, lazy, urdy. * Large, bulky.

* Curved, bowed, crooked* * Stupid, dull, a fool 1 Low,

vile, little.
4 Low, hollow, (as sound.) m. (-*:)

1 A soldier

marching slowly. * A spy, an informer. 4 A treasury, a store,

a repertory. 4
Fruit. 4 An obstacle, a hindrance. 4 A churn-

ing-slick.
1 Fresh butter. 4 The month Vaid&Kha, * Pas-

sion, wrath. 14 A deer. 11 A fort, a strong-hold. 14 The

mountain Mandara. n. (-*) Safflower, a. rb to agitate, Ike.

aff. b*b.

RBR m. (-R:) The wind from a Chotcrk or whisk, a. rb to

agitate, BRB aff.

FFRf m. (-B:) The mountain Mandara. a. Fa a churning-

stick, and rv a mountain, being so employed in churning

the ocean. ,

WBPT m. (-Bt) A churning-stick. a. RB to agitate, BfBRf aff.

wfBB mfn. (-^it-fBRt-fB)
1 Agitating, churning. * Paining,

afflicting, f. (*Bt) A churn, a. RB to churn, fwf*T aff.

BBiRfa ra. (-ft:) Sea of milk.^ a. RB churning, and BRfR
a sea.

RB mfn. (-B'-BT-K) 1 Slow, tardy. • Dull, stupid, heavy.

1 Foolish, a fool.
4 Unlucky. 4 Sick, diseased. 4 Little.

T Idle,

lazy. 4 Drunken, addicted to drunkenness. \
* Vile, wicked.

14 Self-willed.
11 Cold, phlegmatic, apathetic. 14 Low, (as a

tone.) m. (-B?)
1 A name of Satubn. 4 A sort of elephant.

4 A name of Yams. 4
(In astronomy,) Anomaly. * A destruc-

tion of the universe, k. rFr to be lazy, Ac. aff. BB.

BBBTB mfn. (-wis-BT-B) Dull, not bright, a. BB, and BTB

shining.

BBRR mfn. ( -IT:-TTT TT) Going slowly, x. RB, and RR gone.

BBflfH mfn- (-flT'-fw:-fw) Slow moving, f, Going slowly.

E. RB. and *fir going.

ffBlffW mfn. (-B’-BT-B) Who or what moves slowly, n. (-vf)

Moving or going slowly, e. bB, and going

BBR tfBW mfn. (-Bl-fBBt-fw) Going slowly or gently, m. (-it) A

soldier marching slowly. «. BB slow, rb to go, aff. fBBB

WBB«T*>t f- (-Bt) 'Ik* wife of S'ukva. t. BB Sato»«, and

npnfl mother.

rrz m. (-«:) The coral tree, (Erythrina fulgens.) s. tlf^ to

please, aff BSB,
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WW n. (-tf) Praise, eulogiura. w. to be pleased, (by)

Un'Mt off. m
*r=5W n. (-TT) (In astronomy), The anomalistic equation of a

planet. *. w^.and w* product.

Wlff mfn. (*fir-f%‘-*ffc) Stupid, foolish, a. 1PT, and un-

* demanding.

W*rar. mfn. <-sv.-WT-ni) Wretched, unhappy, unfortunate,

a. and ww fate.

H^wfw mfn. (-fw:f»T:-fw) Dull, stupid, slow of apprehension,

t. w*t, and wfk intellect.

WTiElV mfn. (-V:*WT-*) Slow, tardy, a. frfr to be alow,

V=TC mfn. (-T'-TT-^)
1 Large, bulky. * Slow, sluggish, dull, laxy,

Ac. m. (-T**)
4 The mountain Mandara, with which the ocean

was churned by the Sara and sisars, after the deluge, for the

purpose of recovering the sacred things lost in it during that

period. * The Mandara tree, one of the trees of paradise.

• Smrga or the paradise of the Hindut. 4 A string of pearls,

tic.
* A mirror, r irfg to please, to be Uiy, Ac. VTV aff.

w^r*rnr m. (-an)
1 A name of Aoni or fire. * Life, living.

• Sleep, sleeping. *. srfr to be slow or sleepy, Un fidi aff.

«wtfww n. (•*) A smile, a gentle laugh, a. w*T slowly, gently,

fan* smiling.

WTTV n. ( wi) A smile, a gentle laugh, a. slowly, gently,

and vrvi laughter.

V*TV n. ( *f) Praising, praise, a. to praise, VTV^ Uaadi aff.

f. (.sft)
1 The Ganges of heaven. • A species of the

Jagati metre, a. W** slowly, VV to go, aff. fwfw, fcm. form.

inwrarTWTT f. (-Wtl) A species of the Atyarhli metre.

WTV n. (-v) Modesty, shame, bashfulness. a. alow, retir-

ing, and WV organ of sense.

HV tMT mfn. (-btt-VT-W) Slow of apprehension, dull. a. V% and

wjuinr self.

W*Trr* mfn. (-^-yT-r) Disregarding, neglecting, disrespecting,

a. and respect.

w^rfww m. (-vt) A gentle breeze, zephyr, a. spg, and vfcw
wind.

W^TWWTW mfh. (-sTt-VT*
-

#) Delaying, going tardily, a. irfr to be

la*y, causal v., wnt^ aff.

m. (-TO ' One of the five trees of Swerga. • The coral

tree, (Erythrina fulgens.) * Swallow wort, (Asclapias gigan*

tea) a. zrfr to delight, Ac. aff. vrcv.

HK\m n. ( -^) Shame, modesty, a. retiring, and VTO face.

H^Tf^iT m. (-T*-) A sort of fish.

*fW[T nf. (-T-TT) A house, n. (-t)
1 A town. * A temple. m.(-T:)

1 The sea. * The back of the knee, the ham. ' One of the

Gandhnrbtu. t (-TT) A stable, a.irfT to sleep, Ac. UnAdi

affftfTf

ra. (-Tt) A cat e. wf^r a house, and TZJ an animal.

SIHfrra m. (-v:)
1 Tardiness. • Stupidity, a. W*M, and ij^to be,

VT aff., augment.

mfn. (-ir-VT-lf) Being slow, dull, stupid, Ac. *.

and ^ to be, aff. u, f«q augment

K*

W^TW mfn. (•W^-WT'^f) Born in a stable. *. VVTT, and m horn,

the final of the first rejected.

*f*WTT f. (-TT)
1 A stable. ' A bed, a mat used as one. s. n?v to

please, 8tc. Un'adi aff. VTV-

«*TPV m. (-^) The apsis of a planet’s orbit e. and

va* high.

M*fD A proper name, the wife of Ravaw'a. s. fPT

slow, heavy, the belly, aff. tYw.

H’TITOw m. (.v>) A name oHUvan a. e. w^T^O m above,

and ^v lord or husband.

m. (-V:) The son of Ra'van'a. e. the wife

of the demon, and v* son.

mfn. (-W- *VI 4)’ Temperate, tepid, moderately warm,

n. <-vf) Warmth, gentle heat e. sPT slack, and ’Y** hot

W m. (-VfO
1 A base or low tone, such as the grumbling of

clouds, Ac. * A sort of drum. E.fffv to please, Uokdi aff. TV.

WV m. (-V:)
1 A name of Kama, the god of love. * Love,

amorous passion or desire. * The elephant or wood-apple.

B. vw the heart, wv to agitate, aff. VV.

WW m. (-V:) Whispering, murmuring, low reiterated sound,

especially murmur Jibidinosum. «PT the heart or mind,

to express, aff.

mfn. (-Vl-fVVt'fV) Amorous, impassioned, in love.

b. ww. and xf*T »ff-

BTA n»fn. Full of me, like me, (God.) e. VW, and

W» aft

mfn. (-W: WT-V)
1 Thinking, considering. * Respecting,

attending to. * Praising, e. wT to mind, iriww sff.

f. ( JTT) The tendon forming the nape of the neck. e. VT
to mind, to admire, aff. Win

WTVT f. (-V7) The tendon of the trapezium muscle forming the

nspe of the neck, e JTRfr the same, andw added.

wm m. (-*
3 :)

1 Sorrow, grief. * Distress, indigence. ‘Anger,

wrath. 4 A sacrifice. 4 Pride b. to know, Uu Adi sff.

fT^STT mfn. (-VrV-VW\-Vff)
1 Sorrowful, distressed. * Angry,

wrathful, b. araj, and Vijrr aff.

V*l*iK 0 . (-T) The reign of a Manr, a period equal to seventy-

one ages of the gods, or 306,720,000 years of mortals, or

with its Sandfit or interval of universal deluge, 308,446,000

years ;
fourteen Mantcmtaras constitute a Kalpa : the grand

period of creation and destruction, or 4,320,000,000 years

;

each Mantcantara is governed by its distinct Menu, and is

provided with its own I ndra, and minor deities; according

to f/indu cosmogony, there have been innumerable Mantcan-

turas since the first creation of the world, t. inj[ Menu, and

period or interval.

WTW mfn. (-V5-VT-T)
1 Thinking, conceiving. * Minding, re-

garding. k. WT to mind, VT*P( aff.

sTrif m (•?*•) A sort of bean, (Fhascolus mungo ;) also SHTTV,

and VffCV.

ZTCTTV m. (-V) A sort of bean, (Phaseolus mungo
;) also TTYf-

Wr.lut cl. (smfi!) To go, to move.

Wtnrr f. (-in) * Pride, arrogance, self-sufficiency. * The interest

or affection entertained for other objects from considering
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them as belonging to or connected with one's self. ' Indivi-

duality. e. nn mine, the possessive case of L and IriB

aif. of the abstract ;
also with n aff. im*a

WWTT«pf mfn. (-lf:-*rMi) Selfish, m. (-IT) A miser, a niggard.

e. wmrr selfishness, and tin affected,

smrntm m. (-V) An object of sense, e. srw to bind,

Un'Adi aff., * rejected, thd ir substituted for and

augment.

WH r. 1st cl. (siwil) To go, to move.

m. (-it:)
1 A camel. * A mule. 1 A demon, and the carpenter

or architect of the Daityab. * Hurting, injuring, f. (-Wf)

Administering remedies, the practice of physic, k. hk to go,

or fit to scatter, or lit to hurt, aff. or Biw and TPf.

inr* m. (-*:) A hut of grass or leaves, i. at*t to go, aff.

apj ro. (-^:)
1 A Khtnara or chorister of Swerga. * A deer.

e. fat to scatter, (sweet sounds, &£.,) Un'Adi aff.

sptTTm m. ( at:) A name of KcvAha. e. hit a Kmnara, and Ttat

chief ;
having these beings attached especially to his court

and capital.

ara7V m. (*1T:) A sort of bean, (Phaseolus mungo.) b ittf to

go, aff. T, it* one who goes, to impede, aff. w, uref, and

with the pleonastic addition, v*l
[
at^Car

;
also with aff.

after snr to go, atttV, and atittrsr
;
and again with T substituted

for at, ittt, arwsc, irfft or ar^wr

at^TW in. ( -WO
1

Light, lustre, brightness. * A ray of light. * Flame.

* Beauty. * The pin or gnomon of a sun-dial. k. atr to

measure, (time, &c.,)W Unadi aff., and in substituted for

the root.

sr^c m. (.^:)
1 A peacock. * A flower, tbo coxcomb, (Celosia

* cristata.) • A plant, (Achyranthes aspera.) f. (-^t)
1 A peahen.

• A potherb, ( Basella rubra, 8tc.) s. fa* to scatter, Un'Adi aff.

or ant the earth in the seventh case, ami, * to cry, "9

aff., and the formation irr.

arwrv m. (-W:) ' A plant, (Achyranthes aspera.) * A flower,

(Celosia cristata.) ' A peacock, n. < - Wfi Blue vitriol, e .

added to the preceding.

m. (-IT:) A house or dunghill cock.

f. (-TT) Coxcomb, (Cdodl cristata.) b. wwc a peacock,

and vrvT the comb or crest.

Ifajnrq^ n. (-#) A sort of scratch w ith a finger nail. n. ar^C

a peacock, a foot, and waf aff. implying resemblance,

amift m. (.fc:) A chameleon a lixard. a. sttt a peacock,

and the enemy.

WTW m. ( •*:) Epidemic or pestilential disease, t. w to die, fir aff.

tfriR ro. (-W:) An emerald, k. epidemic disea.se, Tl to

cross or escape, aff. ;.it is also read iresrvrer n (-W)>

wrai n. (-if) An emerald,

wyw n. (-W; Death, dying, b. ti to die, aff. iftz.

HTlT m. (-w:) Death, dying, e. yi to die, Un'Adi aff.

m. (-^:) The nectar or honey of a flower, t. irer^K, q. v.

the second syllable being rejected ;
also with qpff added

nr**w.

n. A flower, b. nectar or honey, abode.

L (*wt) A plant, commonly Uich’halL

WfTT m. (-^:) A granary, a place where grain, &c. is kept,

wrm mfn. (-V-W|-¥) Soft, mild, bland, m. (-*:)
1 A sort of

goose with red legs and bill, or perhaps the Flamingo. * Lamp-

black, used as n collyrium. * A duck. 4 A hone. * A cloud.

9 A grove or garden, of pomegranate trees. ’ A rogue, a

scoundrel, k h to die. aff.Wf

.

nf<^ n. ( -•*) Pepper, e. ^ to die, (venom,) and aff
;
con-

sidered as an antidote; also stff*T

trfrif* m. (-nr) Death, dying, k. V to die, itfinf Un'Adi aff.

n. (-^f) Pepper, (Piper nigrum.) e. W to die, f^ aff.

m. (-fSO ' A saint, the son of Braiims, and one of the

Prnjupat'n, and Brakm&dika*, or first created beings, and

sovereigns of the world. * A niggard, a miser, inf. A
ray of light, e. tq to perish, (darkness,) Un adi aff. Tf^T-

w^finri f. (-WT) The Mirage

;

vapor which in hot, and sandy

countries especially appears at a distance like a sheet of

water, k. WY^tfw* a ray of light, ir* aff., implying resemblance,

wftfawiftnf mfn. Splendid, radiant, m. (-irT) The

sun. e. srclfa, and infant having a chaplet.

mfn. Who or what cleans or rubs repeatedly,

r. wm to rub, reiter. v«, aff.

ITU nc (*^:) ' A region or soil destitute of water, sands, a de*

sert.
1 A mountain. * The province Martoar, or, ia the pin.

The inhabitants, e. ^ to die, (where,) and Un'Adi aff.

in. (-«-) A sort of perfume, commonly Nakhi . i 4 a

desert, and IT produced.

Stazr f. (-*T) A woman with a high forehead, t. ^ to perish,

(of love for such a woman,) aff.

n<sesr f. (YU) A woman with a high forehead, unto die,

Tvyw aff. : see the last.

1TOT m. (-^l 1 Wind, air, or its deified personification. A
deity, an immortal, n. (-T?r) A sort of perfume, commonly

6*aaf'A«u7ir. f. (-TT) A kind of grass, (Trigonella corniculata.)

b. H to die, Un Adi aff ^rfh.

iTCTT m (-if:)
1
Air, wind. * A deity. • A plant, commonly

Ghau't dpdtari e. mtw added to the preceding.

trvet m. (-T:) A sort of bean, (Dohchos caijang.) s. wxw
wind, (eructation,) and making.

ir^Yl m. (-H:) ' Wind, a gale. * The name of a king. b. itd?,

and Wff added.

itv^^ ra. (-^:) The atmosphere, sky, heaven, e. imf the wind,

and TT<1 road.

innqiv m. (-w:) A name of Imora. e. fmr the wind, and vrnt

who nourishes.

HWW m- (-WO BuijiasAna, the second of the Pand'o princes.

k. itTIT the deity of the wind, and Tpjf son.

ITTTJIT in. (-T:) A lion. E- HTH wind, and who leaps.

WTiqjwt n. ( ^) Hail. a. HWW wind, and HiTT fruit.

H4T|Wm. (-WTH ) ' A name of Ikuka. * The monkey ffar.titndn.

1 A cloud, e. it’^it wind, arffT aff.

irr^r m. ( m\) Inura. b. ittit the wind, (the deity,) and ^fi|

friend, aff

ny. (-W3) A sort of fan made of dccr’s or buffalo's

skin. t. wind, agitating.
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HljH n. (-W) Flocculcnt seeds wafted by the wind. a. WWW
wind, «4W standard.

KTff m. (-1 :)
' Vishnu. * A sort of vessel used in sacrifices.

• A portion of the Sam* Vida. a. WWW the wind, fl
bound.

WWfW m. (*f») ' A horse. * A car in which idols are carried,

a. WWW the wind, and WW a vehicle.

WWTW m. (-w) A feetid mimosa, a. ww dry, and ^w a tree.

wwwwrw n. (-*) The atmosphere, heaven, sky. jl wny the

wind, and WS road or path.

«*IIW ra. (-T:)
1 Smoke. • Fire. a. STIT wind, and WTW

vehicle.

wwfww m - (-V) A camel, a. WW the desert, and ffW the

elephant.

wwpn f. (-WI) The Kdptri river in the peninsula, a. www the

wind, and 1W covered, screened.

WWWnWTT f. (*Wf)
1 A sort of grass, (Trigonella corniculata.)

• Another plant, commonly BiUunik, a. WWW a deity, and

WTWTT a garland.

WWfilW m. (-W0 A camel, s. ww a sandy soil, and fijw fond of

j

it also occurs irwfww ra. (.*:) from www wind.

WW^ ra. (-sjt) The province of Martcar, or plu. (-1JW:) The inha-

bitants of Martcar. a. ww sandy, and ^ country.

atl m. (-W:) A sort of duck. a. ^ to die, WWW[ aff.

WWWW m. (-nr:) 'A large thorny shrub, (Vangueria spinosa.)

* A species of basil (Ocymum), described as having small

leaves and red flowers. • A variety of the citron or lime,

said to be a thorny plant, and to bear a small fruit. * A flower,
,

(Artemisia vulgaris.) * A tiger. * The ascending node. 1 A

crane, a. WW a sandy or dry soil, WT to grow or go, aff. w>

and nrw added ; it sometimes occurs, wwwwr.

W44UW nf. (-wi-nST) A desart, a dry and desart tract, a. ww, and

UHf place.

*mn m. (-nr-) A sort of deer. a. W to die, www Un Adi aff.

fmipn f. (-WT)
1 A cucumber. • Wild cotton. • A small spe-

cies of the foetid mimosa. * A plant, (Hedysarum alhagL)

a. WW dry soil, and W^W produced.

Wtrfw m. (-far:) The Makara, a-marine monster, apparently the

Monodon or unicorn, and usually confounded with the croco-

dile or shark, a. w to die, (by it,) ^Tfarw aff. ; also with ww
added wfifww m. (-*:)

W«§ m. (-4.)
1 The air, the wind. • The body. • A monkey,

a. wi to sound, or a Sautra root, to move, Un'Adi aff. wr^.

warw m. (-wn) A.spider, a. ww going, aff. ww.

w4iw m. (-¥:) ‘ A monkey or ape. • A spider. • The large

crane, called in India the adjutant, (Ardca argala.) 4 A kind

of venom, f. (-^\)
1 A variety of grey Bonduc, (Guilandina

bonduccella.) * Cowatch, (Carpopogon pruriens.) • A small

or female monkey, b. ww a Sautra root, to go, Un Adi

aff. WWifc

m. (-W:)
1 A spider. • An ape. • A fruit.

4 A demon.
* A fish. a. WW added to the last-

W^wfwwwft f. (-#t) A plant, (Acbyrantbes aspera.) e. WWZ an

ape, and fvwwl long pepper.

8 A

wfcfww m. (-W:) A tree, a kind of Mimosa, (M. kauki.) a. www
a monkey, and faw beloved.

WWWWTW m. (-w:) A spider's web, a cobweb, a, ww* a spider,

and wtW abode
;
also with ww added wwaa iww .

WWWTWJ n. (-WJ) Copper, a. ww* a monkey, and WTWI face.

WWW^ m. (-W?) A sort of ebony, (Diospyros melanoxylon.)

W^iWT f. (-TT) ' A cave, a hole, a chasm. A vessel. • A barren

or childless woman.

WW r. 4th and 10th els. (wwfw WWWfw) ' To sound. To go.

VW f. (-aw:) Cleaning, cleansing, purification, m. (-sw.)
1 A

washerman. * A catamite. B. WW to cleanse, aff. <m.

ww ra. (-4:) A man, a mortal, a. w to die, ww Un'idi aff.

W^W mfn. (-WHWT-W) Mortal, what roust or should die. a. wr

to die, WW aff.

WWW m (-W) 1 A man, a mortal. • The earth, the world, the

habitation of mortals, f. (-WTT) A woman, a female, a. wW ai

above, WW pleonasm.

WWWW ra. (-w:) A demigod, attendant on Kuv£ka, a Kinnara,

a Yaluha. a. w=w a mortal, and sjw chief, principal.

WWW n. (-si) ' Rubbing, touching. * Rubbing, grinding, pound-

ing. Ac. a. WW to rob or grind, aff. sww.

WTwfrw mfn. (-W.-WT-W) To be rubbed or touched, a. ww &>

rub, wpfftwr^aff

wgfww r tnd. Having rubbed or touched, a. WW to nib, WT aff.

W^w m. (-Wt) A sort of drum. e. WW to rub or strike, aff. WW;
striking, and WT to get, aff. W.

wfi(w mfn. (-w:*WT-lf)
1 8trung, tied, • Rubbed, ground, pound-

ed. * Obtained, got. a. ww to rub, aff. if.

W^ r. 1st cl. (w4fw) To go, to move.

m. (-W1
) A learned and intelligent man or Brakman.

e. wW secret meaning (of the S'dstnu), and w who knows.

WWW n. (-w

)

1 A joint, an articulation of the body. a A vital

member or organ.
1 Secret meaning or purpose, a secret,

any thing hidden or recondite, a. w to die, aff. wfww.

mfn. (-^t-fw*ft-fw) ' Fatal. * Penetrating, piercing.

* Painful, a. ww. and wfww what cuts or breaks.

m. (-T:) The rustling sound of doth or dry leaves, f. (-ft)

A sort of pine, (P. Devadaru.) a. wr to die, W^W aff., and

WW augment.

wWftw m. (-W0 A pauper, alow or humble man. a. w to die,

(with distress.) Un'idi aff. ^WW, and the root reduplicate.

WnTaW ra. (-fww or few) A learned and intelligent man or

Brakman. a. wW secret meaning (of the S’ittrm), and fww

who knows.

m. (-tfl) An acute and intelligent man. a. WBJ secret,

and -^fww who knows : see the last.

ippwrW mfn. (WJWJ Sharp, corrosive, giving pain. k. w4 a joint,

and WIW "bat touches.

mfn. or -fww) Piercing or affecting the joints,

(p«in, 8tc.) x. s« a joint, v» to pierce or pain, »ff. fwv

;

the semivowel and following vowel of the radical changed

to T, and the final vowel of the noun made long.

in. (-W:) An intelligent and penetrating roan. a. WW a

joint, and wwra£ : see w4tffW*
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w f. C-WF> A boundary, a limit, ind. Rounding, limitative.

fn&T^T f. (-XT)
1 Continuance in the right way, propriety of

conduct, steadiness, rectitude. 1 A boundary, a limit. • A
bank, a shore. K.inBT limitative, VTTTT to have or take, aff

VV and VT* ; or about, round, prefixed to VTXT. and *

substituted for if.

W r. 1 it cl. {wwfw) ' To fill. • To go.

W m. (•#:) Counsel, advice. ft* to counsel, aff. vaf.

inf* n. (•*)) Advising, counselling, deliberating, a.w to

counsel, mw utT.

V* m. (;-$:) Patience, endurance, a. nr* to bear with, aff. XV
wvvr Enduring, bearing, patience, resignation, c. V*

to bear with, ail' WZ.

wfr* mfn. (-V.-WMf) 1 Borne, endured. * Patient, content,

n. (-11) Patience, u. *rw to bear with, aff. %.

nfrwnr mfn. (XPr-XVt-Xir) Patient, enduring, k

.

VX to bear,

wrg- aff

W r. 1st cl. (war*) 1 Oth cl. (WVf*) 1 To hold. ’ To wear.
1 To Htick.

1TW mfn. (-VU-WT-V) 1 Dirty. 1 Miserly, niggardly, ran. (-V 4.-^)

1 Excretion of the body, as serum, semen, blood, marrow,

urine, fsecea, eanvax, nails, phlegm, tears, rheum, and sweat.

*Sin. ’Dirt, filth. * Dreg, sediment. 'Rust. • Camphor.
* Cuttle-fish bone. f. (-WI) A plant, (Flacourtia cataphracta

: >

aee wrwnrarr. a. WW to hold or contain, (in the body,) VV
aff, or to cleanse, Unidi aff *rw. and the penultimate

and final radical rejected.

wen* infn. (-m:-VT-W) Produced from dregs or dirt, &c. n. (-*f)

Pus, matter, e.w as above, and er born.

WWTSffflf rafn. (-W5-WT-1#) Foul, dirty, filthy, t. w dirt, W
faulty.

af»i m. (-Wt) A tent. u. (-W) Rubbing, grinding, ficc. e.w to

hold, aff WE.

STW*finr mfn,(

|

Filthy, covered with mud and dirt.

e. W, and VC mud, xf* aff

f. (*X:
) The oppoeite-leaved fig tree, (Ficus oppoeitifolia,

Rox.) k. wm sin, X to purify, aff. f%V) it is also read with a

final consonant, derived from fy: to complete or fiU, **ryy^

t (-*:) Alaow^.

SfWWWm. (-wv) A crow, e. ww dirt, and wvr who eats,

WWW m. (-*:)
1 A mountain or mountainous range, from which

the best Sandal wood is brought* answering to the western

Chill* in the peninsula of India. * The country that lies

along the Malaya range, or the west coast of the peninsula,

Malayalam or Malabar .
' A garden. 4 The garden of Index.

1 One of the minor Dtelpaa or divisions of the world, f. (-m

)

A plant, commonly Teori, (Convolvulus turpethum.) r.*<v to

hold or contain (Sandal wood),Un'adi aff «W-
WWWfarft f. (-vt) One of DuBoa's female attendants, t. wv

the mountain, and afar* fragrant ; also WVTrfawT
ran. (•*:-#) Sandal wood. x.W* the mountain Malaya,

and m produced.

m. (-lit) The mountain Malaya, e. war* Malaya, and

a mountain; also simitar compounds, as vvvift, & c.

TTWi fsiw m. (-V:) The southerly wind that prevails in central

India during the hot weather, stWW the Malaya moun-

tain, over which the air is supposed to have blow, and

vfwV wind.

HWE^f. (-*t) The opposite-leaved fig tree. e. *ar sin, tj to join,

at)'. tVu. and the final made long
;

also with the final abort

STWV, or derive*! from V*< ***•

mmrrfX* mfh. (-Tt-fTwt-fvt " hat conveys or contains soil or

fihh. a. ip®, and wrfvv Injuring.

WVlvOtX ™- (-*f) A sweeper, a cleaner. k. *rV dirt, faces, and

IT* to draw, with W* prefix, and fvf* aff.

tfWTVT f* (*VT)
1 A female messenger. * A lewd woman. 1 A

female elephant.

W i me v n. (*wj Purification, cleaning, cleansing, k. WH dirt,

excrescence, removing.

mfn. (-V>VT-V)
1 Soiling, dirtying. \Dcfiling disgracing,

m, (-Vt) Acceptance of forbidden gift*. *. W, and VTW
w hat brings.

wfar f. ('fa:) Having, possession, n. *r*T to hold, XX aff-

mfn. (-sr:-VT-V> ‘ Dirty, fillby, foul.
1 Black. * Vile, bad,

4 Foul, (figuratively,) soiled with crime or vice* sinful, deprav*

ed. n. (-W)
1 BoliermiU. * Fault, defect. * Borax, f. (-*1) A

woman during menstruation, e. dirt, x*X Un adi aff

mfu. (-vi-xrvj Obscured, beclouded. E. *fvX, and

SVT light.

*fvwv mfn. ‘ Cruel, fierce, savage. * Vile, wicked,

m. (-*;)
1 Acxt or fire. * A ghost, a goblin. * The black-faccd

monkey, e. vfw* black, undW the face.

m. (-i*:j luk. e. *r,>v dirty, and water.

n faxTO rn. ( -*»•> A savage, a cruel or ferocious man. k.

black, foul, (vritli fury,) and vir^r the face.

Vfafa* nifn. (•Wt-Wf-lf)
1 Soiled, defiled. * Corrupted, wicked.

R. and atT-

m. 1 A thief.
1 Burning, blazing. 1 Fire, air, wind.

4 The intercalary lunar month, introduced every third year,

in order to approximate the luuar, and solar modes of com-

putation. 1 A gnat, a musquito. * Frost, k. possession,

and to steal, aff M.

*fax mfn. (-XJ-XT-X)
1 Vary foul or unclean. * Very wicked,

f. (•XT) A woman during menstruation, a. it«s unclean, TV*
aff of the superlative.

mfn. ( X'-XT-tj) * Dirty, foul, uuclcan. * Wicked, m.

(-X:) ^Irou. • Green vitriol, k. wx dirt,

mfn. (-Xr*r*XXt-X:) * Very dirty or impure. 1 Very

wicked, e. «v, and x*X* of the superlative.

trn m. (-w) A kind of worm. b. dirt, Un'idi aff

ti« r. 1st cl. (XV#) To hold, to have.

XV mfn. (-V-VT-v) ' Strong, stout, athletic, robust.
1
Best,

excellent, m. (*v:)
1 A wrestler, & boxer, by birth ; the off-

spring of an outcaste Kihelriya by a Kthetriya female. * A
cup or vessel. 1 The cheek and temples, the hemuranium.
4 A kind of fish. * The residue of an oblation, f. (-VT)

1 A
woman. * Arabian jasmine. ' Ornamenting the person with

coloured unguents, x. *v to hold, and aff. VV-
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fTWft raf. (-ftftP-fftTftT) An oil vessel, a vessel made of the shell

of a cocoanut for holding oil, whether for culinary purposes

or Tor burning os a lamp. m. (-ft:) A tooth, a. 17ft to hold,

aff. fft.

«nw n. (-nr) Black pepper.

ftft?j-ift n. (-zq) A musical instrument, a drum or trumpet used

at athletic contests, e. a wrestltr, and ijt4 an instru-

ment of rausic ; it also occurs xftij *.

TTftftT* m. (-ft*) ' The elephant of lanas. * A name of the aaint

Vatsvayaka. 1 A letter-carrier.
4 A work on amorous

topics by Vatsyayaj*a Mu hi. t ft* strong, and wt* an

elephant.

•tarw^ f.
(-1J:)

A pal iestrum or arena, a place for athletic con-

tests; it is also applied to the site of uny conflict, os afield

of battle, &c. a. ftft a wrestler, and ^ earth, plaoe >
also

ftftwfft f.

ftftftiftr f. ( ftTj A match of wrestling or boxing. »:. ftft a wrest-

ler, and ftlftl a festival.

ftftftf n. (-1) Wrestling, boxing, a. ftft a wrestler, and ftf

contest.

ft ftft) f. (-A) One of the Rdginit or divisions of the musical

mode Migha.

ftft m. (-fir.)
1 Having, holding. 1 One of the J'mat or Jaina

aaiuts, the 19th of the present era. f. (-fft;-Vt) Anibitin jas-

mine, (Jasminum xumboc.) a. 9711 to hold, Un'hdi aff. Vft,

and optionally added for the fem.

ftfftft m. (-IT:)
1 A bird, said to be a sort of goose with brown

legs und bill. * A shuttle. * The month Mtigka . f. (-fti)

1 Arabian jasmine, (Jasuiiuum zanilmc.) * A kind of fish.

• An earthen vessel for holding oil, Ac. 4 A goblet, a cup, a

drinking vessel. • A river, e. ftft added to 9?fiR.

ftfftftTft m. (-ft:) ‘ A horse marked with white about the eyes.

1 A sort of goose with brown legs and bill. a. ftfft vri the jas-

mine, and ftft the eye, being of like whiteness,

ftfftftlffft ni. (-ft:) Arabian jasmiue. a. 9?fin the same, gft a

flower.

ftfftftfft n. ( fft ) Aloe wood. a. ftft jasmine, anjl ftfjq smelling,

ftfftftft n. (-si) A mushroom.

97V m. (-ft:) A bear. k. wft to hold, aff. V.

ftft r. Jst cl. (ftftfft) To hind, to tie.

ftfftft mfh. (fti-WT-Tf) Strung, tied. is. ft to bind, aff. ft.

•TV r. 1st cL (ftftfft) To bind, to tie.

ftft r. 1st cl. (WlfTT) 1 To sound. * To be angry or irascible,

ftft m. (-ft:) 'Anger. 4 Sounding. * A musquito. a. 97V to

sound, &c., ftw aff.

ftftft m. ' A gnat, a musquito. * A kind of cutaneous

eruption, tlie formation of small pustules or warts. • A lea-

ther water bag. e. gg to be angry, and IJft ail'

ftirfVft m. (-ftftj The glomerous fig tree. e. *?irft a gnat, and

rf> »ir.

97ftftft na. (-ft-) A sort of grass, (Andropogon aerratus.)

VXr.Vft f. (*^t) Musquito curtains; bed curtains of gausc, or of

any thin substance, used to keep off musquitoes. x. ftft a

musquito, ^ to take off, V and affa.

ftTIft m. (-ft:) A dog.

ftft r. 1st cl. (ftftfar) To injure, to hurt or kill,

ftfft f.
1 Ink. * The stalk of the Nyctanthcs tristis. x. 9?ft

to hurt, ftft aff. ; also ftfir or ftfft.

ftft (ftft, X) TT T’ 4th °L (ftftffft)
' To mete or measure by

weight, bulk, length, &c. * To change form,

ftft m. (-ftt)
1 Measure. * Weight, k. ftft to measure, aff. ftTft-

ftftft in. (-fti) A gnat. x. arv to hurt, ftft aff.

ftftft n. (-ft)
1 Hurting. • Measuring. 1 A medicinal fruit,

(Serratula anthelmintics.) e. fta to hurt, Kl sff.

ftftTft m. (»ft:) An emerald, x. ftft weight, ft to go or get, aff.

ftv also with ftft added ftftiftft ; in some places it seems to

.
be confounded with another gem of a blue colour, perhaps

the sapphire.

ftfft rnf. (-fft:-ftT)
1 Ink. ‘The stalk of the Xyctanthea tristis.

X- 97*1 to weigh, Unadi aff. Xfti it also occurs, ftfft, ftl?t, ftfft,

and lift).

ftfijft m. (-ft:) A snake's hole. f. (-ftl) ' A plant, (Nyctanthcs

tristis.)
4 Ink. x. «ffft the stalk of the plant, Ac., ftft added,

ftfftjpj) f. (-’ft) An inkstand, a. ftfft ink, ftvf a little well;

also with ftft added ftfaffaftl.

ftfftftift nf. (-ft-ft)) An inkstand, x. ftfft ink, and VTft what

holds or contains ;
also ftfftftTft, ftfVftlft, &.C.

ftfftft n. (-ft) Alliance by the right of presenting the funeral

meat balls to a deceased common progenitor (
;
) x. 97ft to

measure, (affinity,) Un kdi aff. Tftft,-

xrfVf rtftd m. (-ft:) A scribe, a clerk, an accountant, s. ftfft ink,

Vft bireable.

ftfftftft m. (-ft:) A pen. x. ftfft, and TV path.

STfftftft f. (4E0 An inkstand, x. fffft ink, Vft parent,

ftfftftfft f. ( -fft:j An inkstand, x. nfft ink, and ftfft a jewel,

ftfcftfft n. (.ft) Gum myrrh. E. ftfft ink, ftft to increase,

aff. ftft.
<4

-

ftfttwft n. (-ft!) Writing ink. e. Tiftl ink, and ftTft water.

iTfttftTaPl f. (-ft)) An inkstand, b. 97ft) iuk, ftift) what holds,

ft^tftt f. (-WT) Linseed, (Linum utilatiasimum.)

u^r mf. (-ft’.-ftT) A sort of lentil or pulse, (Ervum hir&utnm, or

Cicer lens.) f. (-ft!) A whore, k. ftft to weigh, Unadi aff.

more usually ftftTf.

97fti: mf. (*X>ftf) A sort of pulse or lentil, (Ervum hirsulum,

and Cicer lent.) f. (-ftT) A whore, f. (-^)) ' Small-pox. • A
small round pillow, x, ftft to weigh, Un'ddi aff. ftftft, 97ftfC,

the pulse ; the other meanings refer to this, implying resets-

biance to the pea in figure, &c.

ra. (- ftt) A small round pillow, a. ftr^ added to the pre-

ceding.

f. (-VT) * A black variety of th« plant, commonly

called TVori, (Convolvulus Uirpethum.) * A twining shrub,

(Kcbitea frutesccns.) e. ft^ pulse, division ; having a

leaf like a split pea.

9T«ftftT f. (*ftFT)
1 A bawd, a procuress. • Small-pox. *. ft9SC

a whore, aff. ftft, fem. form.

ftftft mfn. (-ft:-WT-ft)
1 Smooth, toft, not hard, not rough.

* Bland, mild, unctuous, f. (-ftl) Linseed, 5. ftft to measure
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or weigh, *ff form irr.; or TO equellv, tmoothly, wrw

to go or be, aft w, and the initiatory letter! irregularly

tranjpoeed

TOf r. let cl. (TOrif) To go, to move : sometimes read

tmr. m. (.g!) A bambo. e. TO* to go, aft WIT, or wf*t to adorn,

aff. S*r, and the nasal rejected, with augment.

H„f,x m. ( f^l 1 The Brahman of the fourth and mendicant

order. * The moon. a. TO*T a bambu, (staff,) and Tfw poa-

sess. aif.

(* wr) r. 6th cl. (W3aif?T) ' To iramerw, to sink or

plunge in water.
1 To purify by washing or bathing.

wqj a* (-TO The head : see the next.

HVTO mn. (-ti-t) ' The head, the skull.
1 The head or top of

any thing. E. sn? to weigh, aff. W» and TT added.

m. (-T:) The brain, k. the head, and TTT marrow,

m. (-TT) The top of a tree. . b. stttt the head, and

wmr appellation.

nmyif n. (-T) The neck, the upper part of it supporting the

head. e. jtuit the head, im the root, arr added.

«fta f. (-fw:) Weighing, measuring, k. ITT to weigh, fipr aff.

m. (-TI:) The brain. B. wfa, wos to go or get, aff.

deriv. irr.

*TTt n. (-TP*) Tl»e watery part of curds, the whey. x. srr to

weigh, Un'kdi aff. jpj.

WTj=rr m. (-TO The brain s it also occurs 44HJT V*.

ITT r. 1 st and 10 th els. (wrfw TTTfw) To revere, to worship,

to adore. (T,) T?T r - cl- (tW) To grow or increase, r.

10th cl. (WTTfiT) 1 To speak. * To shine.

HT m- (-TO
1 A festival. * Light, lustre. 1 A buffalo. 4 Sacrifice,

oblation, f. (-TT) ' A cow. * A plant, (Hedysarum lagopodi-

oides ) r. ITT to worship, aff W*T„: see TTT and wfr

WTT m. (~T :
)

1 An excellent man. a A tortoise. * A name of

Vishn u, b. wt to worship, 3"^ aff.

ITTTT m. (-W0 Diffusive fragrance.

STT3.

mfn. (-TTT-Tlfl'Tff)
1 Great, large, bulky. • Much, many.

• Best, excellent, illustrious, n. (-W) ' Kingdom, dominion.

• The intellectual principle, the second principle in creation.

adv. Much, scry, exceeding, f. (-ift)
1 The /'Van or lute of

Nabkda, containing seven or one hundred strings. * The

egg-plant, (Solamun melongcna.) 8. ITT to worship, ’Tfw

UnAdi aff. In composition, HTT is generally substituted, TT

being inserted in place of the final.

STTTC mfn. (-Tt-TT-T) Greater, more. m. {-3») A man of the

fourth or servile tribe, a Sndr*. b. ittT great, and WTT aff.

of comparison, perhaps in derision, or in comparison with the

mixed tribes.

iTT'iv n. (*T|) Greatness, either in bulk or rank. e. UTT, great,

at aff. of the abstract.

WTTTW3 n. odp. (-UD Very surprising. *. snPT. and TTrrtQ

surprising.

TTfTT n. (-td) /Ether, heaven. Aka*, e. htw great, and fww

a variety.

HTTITT mfn. (-T:-Tt-tl) Dependant upon or attached to the

great, b. HTW. and THtf asylum.

KT^frr n» (-TT:) A division of the universe ; a region said to

be one Ctrort of Ydjonas above the polar star, and to be the

abode of those saints who survive a destruction of the world.

b. «rTT^acrifice, ’irr world.

trrfw m. ( fa :) A Ruhi or stint of a particular order, including

Vyasa, and others, b. wT for HTW great, and vfw a saint

:

see TTarfv.

HTHT m. (-T:) An eunuch employed in a H&ram. «. srTT said to

mean the inner apartments, probably the Arabic word

and TT[added ;
otherwise with TTT added wrfwr m. (-TO*

HTT n. (-:) 1 A festival, a sacred festival. • Light, lustre.

• Greatness, vigour. * Sacrifice, oblation, a. WT to worship,

'
aff.

HTT n. (-T)
1 Knowledge. * Kind, sort, difference, b. ht to

worship, Un'idi aff. TTT-

ByTfT m. (-TTj)
1 The ocean. • The deity of the ocean Varuxa.

9 A mountain, b. sttt great, and HTTr a shore or bank.

TTi**zfVd1 f. The Indian prickly pear, (Cactus Indicat.)

*. HTT great, hhbt a thorn, \fr and affs.

HTTTT ra. 1-^:) ' Garlic. 9 A very large esculent root, a sort

of yam. 9 A plant, (Hingtsha repens.) b. am great, and

root.

TTItTmt m. (-JT) A tree, (iEgle marraelos.) b. TTT gTeat, and

arfh* wood apple.

ITTTTT mfn.(-T**TT*^t-T) 1 Large-banded, &c. * Having a large

revenue, m. (-T:) A large hand, rent, &t. b. ttt, and TT
a hand.

HTTT IT mfn. (-T:*TT-T) Large, bulky, stout, m. (*T)
1 A name

of Nandi, the door-keeper and attendant of S iva. * An ele-

phant. b. wtt large, and TTTT body. ,

WTTIVTT m.(-TT:)
1 A name or rather a form ofS'iva, in his charac-

ter of the destroying deity, being then represented of a black

colour, and of aspect more or less terrific, * A name ofNanoi,

S'iva's porter and attendant. • The mango tree. f.(-lft)
1 The

wife of the preceding deity, and a terrific form of Duroa.

• A goddess peculiar to the Jainot. 9 One of the fldydeUvit

of the same sect. b. wTT great, excessively, TTT black, or

time
j in one capacity that of WBfTTT: the world-eater,

S'iva or Mahakala may be considered as a personification of

time that destroys all things.

iTTimw n. (*t#) A regular and classical poem. t. htt great,

and bttt a poem ; the title is applied especially to six works

;

the Kumara Sambhava, Raghu I'an*a, and M/ghit Dula of

Kalidasa
3
the Kirdtaijvuiya of Bbs'eavI; the A auhadiya of

SrThbbsha, and the Siaupdla Badka of Maoha.

mrrjw mfn. (-T:-irT-^) Eminent by birth, of good family or

extraction, b. htt great, and lineage.

iTTT3fT?|T mfn. (-m-TT-T) Of good family, k. itTT great, and

of family.

UTiyr m. (-TO A large or deep well. k. WTT great, and fT
a well.

mfn. (-Bft-TTr-T) Of a good family, n. sec wrrfwi.

ufilK m. (-TO Sugar-cane. b. stt? great, and milk.

tTTTT mfn.(-T;-TT*Jl> Great, prosperous, e. sttt, and g who goes.
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WBrfl^ m. (>|t) FeVtt s. BBT, a»d BB sieknem

wri*3* (*>*:) A sort of f»»e growing near water, (Calamus

fuAciculatns, Rox.) f. <-'>10 A name or form of Dckua. n.

(-at; Gum m> rrh. s. BBT great , and BB smell.

Bflffcft m. (-fg:)
1 Any large mountain. 1 A sacred personage

peculiar to the Jaiutu. a. BBT great, and fffc a mountain.

BBTBtB n». (-B*-) A cameL a. BBT great, and BtBf a neck.

WBTBtffB m. (-Bt) A camel a. BBT large, tflfT neck, Tfa *fr

BBJBB mfn.f-B-WT-B) Abounding with grass or foddj \ i.»fTT,

and BIB gross.

l <'4t) Spirituous or vinons liquor, a. BBT great,

much, ft to roll, aff. B^» and BTt£

snfTWtT mfn. (’T'-KJ-t) Very formidable, terrific, horrible, m.

(-BI) A division of Tartarus or helL *. BBT great, much, and

WK terrific.

bbtutb m. (-*:) A great noise, aloud sound. n.(-V) A market,

a fair. f. <-wi) ‘ A plant, commonly called tierhat atringi or

Crttb't Korn , described as a climbing and milky plant, and

supposed to be the Aaclcpiaa geminuta. * Gum olibanum tree.

a. err great, BTW sound, &<x

BTTT rafu. (
Bulky, big, large-bodied, m. (-TO A

camel, a. BBT great, and BB body.

BBTBB m. (-B:)
1 One of Yawa’s attendants. A very violent

or passionate man. s. BBT great, much, W hot, pas-

sionate.

mfn. Illustrious, high-born. m. (-BT) A large

goat.' b. BBT ^reat, and w,

m

a gout, or m born.

BB 1 WW tn. (-BJ)
1 A virtuous or illustrious man, a great man.

* A merchant, a trader, r. BBT great, B*T a man.

B BI B*% f. t-SB) A plant, perhaps a kind of Eugenia, s. BIT

great, and aw the rose apple.

BBTBTBtB mfn. (-B-BT-B) Of an excellent aort or species.

b. WTT great, uriWtB of a species.

WBlWPiit f- i. -tit i A plant, a sort of GKStka, with yellow flowers,

b . BBT great, m\m a net.

itB lBiB in. (*W:> Sacrificial fire. f. (-nr) One of the Vidyddfvia

or goddesses peculiar to the Jauun. b. Bf I great, BiB flame,

f lustre.

BtnnsWT f> (-BT) The lowermost division of Naraka or hell.

k. BBT great. BW darkness, and UWT flame.

WfTBB m. (-T-) A plant, (Euphorbia of various kinds.) a. WBr

large, and BB a tree.

BBTBB n. (Bi) T he fifth in descent of the seven Patdlat or

regions under the earth, inhabited by various races of evil

beings, as the Ndgu, Astral, DuUynt, Ac. c. BBT great, and

7TB depth.

tinner f. (-BT) A goddess of the Banddhat.

WBlfffW mfn. (-ir-ir-Ti) Very biUer. m. (-W) The large ATud'

tree, (Metis scmperririw.) f. (-gi) A plant, commonly AM.ua-

dhi. b. <T* much, and ffgr bitter.

WBVWt*B »f». (»*B:-Wr-Uw> Very sharp (as flavourX or literally (as

a weapon', or figuratively, (as perception, Ac ) /. (*^») The

mark ug-nu; plant. *. Bfi great or much, BiBI *barp, acrid,

acute.

8 B

BflftwB mfn. (-Bflt-VP-Bfc) 1 Very bright. * Very energetic or

vigorous, m. (-BIT.) * A name of KaavutfiYA. • Aoxi, the deity

of fire. • A hero, a demigod, b. bbt great, and light

or glory, ficc.

BBTWB mfn. (-BTT-WT-BT) Liberal, loft) -minded, magnanimous.

B. BBT great, BIBB self, soul.

STfT^vt m. (-B:)
1 An elephant with large tusks. 1 An elephant s

tusk. t. BBT great, and gwi tooth.

BBrgTB m. <-B?) A sort of pine, (P. Devadaru.) LttT large,

and grB wood."

BBTeB m. (-T-) S iva. f. (-^t) Dlrga, the wife of S iva. e. BBT
great, and B* god; the epithet Main, compounded with a

substantive forms many appellatives of these deities especi-

ally ; thus, S'iva is MnhakdU, AJmhnrddra, Ma/tn wara, Ac.

* and Duroa is named Maiatidyd, MaKdttutUi, MahrmedJtd,

Makamuha, Ac. Ac.

*TTT^*r m. (-^:) A large military drum. 8. wtt great,

a drum.

<1*1 IB m. (-Wi) The holy fig tree, (Ficus reiigioaa) *. «*T

great, and WW a tree.

mfn. (-VT-WT-B) 'Rich, opulent. • Costly, precious, valu-

able. n. (-w)Any thing costly or precious. * Gold. 1 Incense.

* Costly raiment. * Agriculture. B. «TT great, WW wealth or

price.

W*nrr?y m. (*g
,

s) Gold. b. w*t great, chief, and vr^Jf minend.

WTHT* m. (-Bs) S iva. b. Bn great, and BB a dancer.

BBTB^ m. (-‘V) Eternal emancipation or beatitude, f. (-^r)

Wine. a. mn groat, BTBBJ happiness.

m%TWKm n. (-B) One of the hells or divisions of Tartarus.

B. BBT, a»d wrB hell.

BB«BB »n. <-B: <l) A kitchen, s. BBT great, chief, BBB rice

or food, bb added
;

to which the food is conveyed to be

dressed, &c.

BBiBJB "T- ( K) ' A large black rainy cloud. ' A loud sound*

• An elephant. * A lion. 1 The ear. a A camel. * A conch

shelL n. («<) A musical instrument, a. w*T great, and WTB
noise of sound.

BBTfBTT f. (-BT) Death, dying, b BBT great, fBfT sleep.

BTTtBB m. (-IBs) A large kind of Nimk tree, (Mclia sempervi-

rena) «. BBT great, and fsTR the Nim6.

WBtfBBT £. (-BT) Midnight, a. BBT great, and fBBT night

WfT^tB m. <-B:> A washerman, i. B fT great,much, and ^tB vile.

BBTB^B m. <-B:) 1 The emerald. * One of the Ndgat. • A
plant, (Verbcsina senndens, Rox.) b. BBT great, and BtB blue.

BBHJBTB mfu. (-Bs-Bl-^) Magnanimous, liberal, m* (-B:) A
gentleman, k BBT great, disposition.

BBTBfB m. (*9t ) A crow.

HfTBB m. («Bs) A sort of duck. f. (-^1) An owl b. BBT large,

and BB a side, a wing.

BBTBB in. (-BT) A potberb. f. (-BT) A kind of Eugenia, b . BBT

large, and BB a leaf.

BBTB a tn. (-Br) ' Tho principal path or entrance to a town or

house, Ac., a main road, a highway. * The end of life, the

way of all flesh. *. BBT chief, and BB road*
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XXfXXXX m. (-sr) Dying, b. XXIXX the great way, (by which

all mortals travel,) and XX going.

XXTXV in. (-xt )
' One of the principal Nag-ax or serpent* of

Patala. * One of Kuvfiaa's Nidhii or treasures. ' A large num-

ber, one hundred thousand millions. * A Kinnara or attendant

on KuvfiaA. n. (-X) The large white lotus, s. *TXT great, and

r an a lotus.

XXTXrXXr n. (-xi)
1 A crime of the highest degree, as, killing a

Brahman, stealing gold from a priest, drinking spirits, adul-

tery with the wife of a spiritual teacher, and associating with

persons who have committed these offences. * Great crime

in general. a. RXT great, xnrxr offunce.

X X f Xtxfxx ra. (-xft) An offender in the highest degree : sec

the last. e. WXTXTTTX great sin, and xfx aff-

XXtXTX n.(-tf) ' A sin of the highest kind : see WTnnwxr- 1 Hein-

ous crime, or sin in general, a. *?X1 excessive, and xix sin.

XXTXTXXE m. (*^t) A religious mendicant.

XXT1JXX m. (-X:) A great man. r. xxt and JXX a man.

XXfgXXXXM f. (-WIT) A plant, (Asparagus racemosa.)

•TXiyaji f. (-aqr) A flower, (Clitoria ternatea.) s. XXT great, and

' flower.

XT'** mfn. (-sr-HT-W) Very bright, splendid, m. (-x:) Lamp

light, the light of a lamp. x. spf? much, XXT shining.

XXTXX m. (-V) * A holy man, a saint. 1 A king. * Indra. 4
S’iva.

b. XXT chief, and w master. •

XHMXX m. (-X-)
1 A destruction of the world, occurring after

every period of 4,320,000,000 years. * A total destruction

of the universe, happening after a period commensurate

with Ihe life of Brahma, or J00 yean, each day of which

is equal to the period first stated, and each night of which

is of similar duration ; at the expiration of this term, the

seven L6hai, with the saints, gods, and Brahma himself, arc

annihilated. b. xXT great, and XXX destruction,

XXTXTX m. (-*:) A raven.

XXTXX no. (-XTt) A fruit tree, (dEgle marraclos.) f.(-VT) A bit-

ter gourd : see TTfXTXWt e, inn great, and xw fruit

H X IXXI f. (-XT) Cuttle-fish bone. a. XXT great# and %X froth,

foam.

XX rTMt mfn. (-xr.-xn-xi) Strong, robust, powerful, m. (-xn)

1 Air, wind. * A Buddha or Bauddha deified saint, n. (-ti;

Lead. f. (-XTT) A sort of Sid* with yellow flowers, (S. rhom-

bi folia.) a. XX7 great or much, and fa strong, &c.

XXTXr* mfn. (-XK-Wt-V) Having long urm<. b, XXT great, XTX

an arm. •

XXI iitfu m. (-fir) A Budffhn, a deified teacher of the Bandit hat.

a. XTT great, and xrfx a teacher.

WXHOXf* m. (-X*-)
4A priest who officiates at funeral ceremonies.

• An eminent Brahman. a. XXT great, and xrXTX a Brahman.

xxtwttt f. (*fr) The Ganges, e. mu much, and wit propitious.

XXTVTX mfn. (-X:XT-X) 1 Virtoous in- a high degree, pure, holy.

*“ Eminent, exalted, a. XXT. and fif portion,

xxixixxi f. (-xi)
1

Possession of the eight cardinal virtues,

clemency, flee. * Exalted station or merit, b. TO added to the

last
j

also with u, xxixihri-

XXnTtX mfn. (-W:-HT X) Very timid, pusillanimous, cowardly

t (-XT) A sort of sensitive plant, 'Mimosa pudica.) b. XTT

much, iftH frightened.

xxixtx m. (-*:) * A name of Santawu. * One of S iva's cham-

berlains. b. KIT great or much, and tftw formidable.

xxnfr* m. (-Tt) A sort of beetle, found in cow-dung. a. inn,

much, xtx fearful.

WTTXtXT m. (-XJ:) A name of Santanu, a sovereign, and the

father of BnianMA. b. XTT much, and sFtXT formidable.

•cf i n n. (-if) A primary element : as air, fire, water,

earth, and A has or ether, s. XTT principal, and ^x ele-

ment.
#

’
.

'
• 1

WTTXfx mftL (-fx:*6r-ft0 Magnanimous, high-minded, b. ffi,

and xfx mind.

TTTXX; m. (-^:) * An elephant in ruL * Great pride or intoxi-

cation. s, WTf great, and XT fury, or the fluid that issues

from the animal's temples.

XTTXXT mfn. (-WTi-Wf!*Wj) Magnanimous, high-minded, liberal,

munificent, r. ffr great, XXT mind.

VflVniq m. (-xft) The prime minister, x. ffT, and xfxrx a

counsellor.

XTTXfxXX mfn. (-xt-XT-x) Very great, high and mighty, b. XTT.
and xfwx greatness.

XTtXTX m. (-T:)
1 A king's minister or associate, any high

officer in a kingdom : as a counsellor, a general, 8cc. 1 An
elephant-driver, a 31ubout. * buperintendant of the elephants.

* A man of wealth and consequence, f. (-Xt) ' The wife of a

spiritual preceptor. * The wife of an officer of state, fltc.

B. XTT great, and irrx wealth or retinue, flee.

XXIwiXtI f. (-ft) A goddess peculiar to the Jainas.

iTXlirxr f. (-XT)
1 A name of Dcroa. ' Worldly illusion or un-

reality. e. XTT great, and XTTT illusion.

WXIXTft f. (-ft) A name of Duboa'. b. wxi groat, and irrft

destroyer.

WXTWTX m. (-X:) A kind of bean, (Dolichos catjang.) b. xxt
large, and XTX the Phaaeolus radiatus.

XXltJX m. <-xr:) A crocodile, an alligator, n. nxT large, and

the mouth.

KXixfw ra. <-fiX:) ' A name of Aoa«tva. 1 A name of Buddha,

or more properly, of any one of the sacred persons called by

that name. 1 The epithet of a warlike saint, celebrated in

the Mahabkdtal. * Time. 1 A name of Vvisa. n. (-fx) Cori-

ander. a. XXr great, and xtx saint.

XXTBTXI mfn. (*w:-X»T-Xi) Costly, precious, m. (-«:) A ruby.

b. XTT great, wxj price.

XXIXA m. (-X:) An elephant, b. xxrf gnat, an animal

XXnraj m. (-*^:) 8 ita. b. xxi great, ajig death.

XTfXX m. (-X0
1 The coral tree, (Erythriua Indica.) • A drug,

classed amongst the principal drugs, and described as a

tonic, and stimulant, a. HXT much, and marrow.

XXTXX m. (-X:) Buddha , the founder of the Buudd ha sect, or a

Huda ha or form of him. k. XXT groat, XX friendUness.

XX1XT mfn. (-Vt-wr-xr> Very acid. n. (-xi) Acid seasoning.

k. XXT much, very, and XV *our-
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**l** m. (-*:) A sort of demigod, supposed to attend the

Jintu or Jama saints, a. w*T great, and ** a divine being,

attending usually on KcyIra.

TOT** m. (-*;) An essential sacrifice, a sacrament of the

Hindu religion; five acts are enumerated of this description,

severally considered as due to the Vida*, to the gods, to

man, to the manes, and to all created beings; they are re-

spectively, study of scripture, offering of sacrifice to the gods,

hospitable treatment of guests, libation of water, &c. to de-

ceased progenitors, and the casting of food on the ground or

in water as an offering to the gods, to spirits, fix. a. TOT

great, and TO sacrifice or act of wprship.

W*l** n. (-*(> Any great mechanical work, as a lock, or dyke,

&c. x. TOT, and TOt mechanical contrivance.

TO ITO *3 mfn. (-WT.-WT:-*:) Illustrious, celebrated, ra. (-WT)

The fifth Jama of the past era. a. TOT great, *** fame.

TOF*TOl mfn. (-*|:-*CT-*l) Illustrious, celebrated, a. tot

great, TOT* celebrity, and added.

ITTITO m. (-*:) A great i'uga
;
the aggregate of the four ages,

or a period of four million, three hundred and twenty thou-

sand years, a. TOT great, and xj* age.

TOU-TO n. (-if) Gold. a. tot great, and to* silver.

TOTTOW n. (•*) ' Safflower. ' Gold. a. tot great, to

color, alf. WW-

TOTTO n. (-*1) A Urge forest, a. TOT great, a wood.

TOTTO ra- (-W0 * Wish, desire. • A large car. • A warrior

fighting in a car, or any leader or warrior of note. a. TOr

great, and^ a car.

TOTTO in. (-*:)
1 The date tree, (Phmnix sylvestris.) * A spe-

cies of club rush, (Scirpus kysoor.) • Gruel made from the

fermentation of rice water, a. TOT great, TO juice.

TOKiai m. <-W:)
1 A sovereign, an emperor. • A finger nail.

* A Jama deified teacher, a. TOT great, XTFWW a king, aft tot-

TOTCTW* m. f-Wt) A sort of demigod : see TOTTiferw. >

TOT^TWTO in. (-*:) A kind vof mango, a. TOTTTW sovereign,

chief, and the mango
;
bearing a superior sort of fruit

;

also similar compounds, as «iKiaia, TOTrmror, Stc.

TOTTT*rrf*tT* m. (-m:) A paramount sovereign, an emperor,

a. TOT’nw, and *f*r?«r chief sovereign.

TOTTtItto m. (•*•) A kind of demigod, of which there is a class

of 226. a. TOT great, rrf«T splendour, aff. WW > or TOTCTO

the epithet of their chief, and *m added.

TOUT* m. (-*) Midnight, a TOT great, and *r* for TOfa

night.

sr*TTO m (-*;) Resin, a. TOT chief, and to form. >

**T*TO m. (-*T:) A drama, a pUy or dramatic poem. a. TOT ,

chief, TO* rhetorical composition.

TO I* 1** m' (**’*) ^ne divisions of Tartanu, a hell. a. TOT

great, TO a demon, aft **.

TOI^ mfn. {-^’-TfT-«> Coetly, precious, of great price or value,

m. ( it) A sort of quail, e. V*t great, TO cost.

TO pa a ra. (-*«) The ocean, a. tot great, TOW the sea.

TOH* mfn.<-*:**T-*) ' Significant, meaning. 1
Great, dignified,

m. (-*:) A principal object, a. TOT. and to sense or object,
j

TOIf ra. (*^:) A plant, commonly Mahdda.

TOT^ mfn. (-*:-^T-*)
1 Costly, valuable. * Very worthy, a. tot,

and worthy. »

TOTTTy n. (-^) A country in the west of India, that of the ori-

ginal Mahrattaa. f. (.jf) A dialect, Mahratta. a. tot, and

VTf kingdom.

f. (-TOt:) SakabwatI the wife of Brahma, a. TOT great,

and **r) the goddess La.es h mi.

TOTTO m. ( *:)
1 Goo, the Supreme being. * A glace of pil-

grimage. * A tree, &c. sacred to a deity.
4 The L6ka or

world of Brahma'. 1 A place of refuge, a sanctuary, an asylum.

* A temple, a. TOT great, *t** asylum.

**T*T* m. ( *-.) A tree, the bark of which is used as an astrin-

gent, (Syroplocos racemosa.) a. TOT great, *r* the Lodh tree.

TOT^I* m. (-W:) A crow. a. tot great, und WTW moving.

TOT*T* n,(-*) The loadstone, a. tot great, chief, and ITT* iron.

TOTTO n, (•*) A large forest, a. TOT large, TO a wood.

TOTTO m. (-*:) A plant and drug, commonly Mahamida.

TOFTOT f. («*t) Bent grass : see ^^T. a. TOT great, TO; best

WTOTOT* m, (-*:) Visiin u in the boar incarnation, a. tot,

and tot* a boar.

TOITO* n. (*f) Large pay or allowance, a. tot, and *w*
maintaining.

**TTOl f. (-^t) A large and handsome creeping plant, (Gart*

nera racemosa.) t. w*F great, and **t pedicle.

TOT** m. (•*:) The Gangetic porpoise, a. TOT large, and TO
who abides.

TOlfTO n- (-*i) ‘ Sky, heaven, atmosphere. * A water jar.

* The heart, the mind. 4 A cave, a hole. e. TOr great, and

fro a chasm.

mrtVf,* mfn. (-*:-VT-l) Endowed with great, or excellent

qualities, a. tot great, f*f«r* endowed with.

«* if* a m. (-*:) A small venomous snake, supposed to be two-

headed. a. TOT great, and f** venom.

TOTf*TO n. (-if) The SanJtrdnii or moment of the sun's entering

Aries; the vernal equinox, but varying several days from

the European computation, a. TOT great, and f*** equinox.

TOT*tf* f- (*f*:) One of the divisions of Tartarus, a. TOT,

and alf* a wave.

TOT*t*f n. (-*£) The septum of the scrotum, and part of the

perinccum. a. **T chief, seed, *l£ added.

TOT’it’C m. (-*:)
1 Garld a the bird, and vehicle of VisaM'tr.

* A hero. * A lion,
4 A white horse. * Sacrificial fire.

*
I mora's thunderbolt. 1 A bird, a sort of hawk. 4 The Kef/

or Indian cuckoo. * The last and most celebrated Jina or

Jaina teacher of the present age
;
supposed to have flourish-

ed in the province of Bekar, in the sixth century before the

Christian era.
14 A sacrificial vessel. " Vishh'u. •* Acni or

fire. f. (-*T) A sort ofdrug, commonly Kahirakoholi

,

pod con-

ceived to be the dried root of a species of lily. a. «*! great,

and *tr: hero.

TO tftuT m. (-V*)
1 A Jina or Joina saint. * A name of BrammI.

t (-*) 1 A name of Sajn'ya the wife of the sun. * Wild cou

ton. a. TOT great, and *1*4 essence.

[ «» ]
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XXTTX m. (-X:) E .phortria, of several species : seeX ft z. im
great, arid XX * tree.

#

f. ( Xt) The egg-plant, (Solanum melongena.) z. XX7

great, and T*H\ the egv: plant.

XX1XX m. (-*:) A monkey, i. XXT great, and xx speed.

HXTO^flV f (-fx*) The three mystical words, Bkur, Bhuvah,

and Sieer, the essential part, with O’m qnd Griyntrl, of the

daily Brahminiral prayer. r. xxt great, and w.'ffk a word.

XlWfllX m. (-ift) ' A name of S iva. • A devotee, in ascetic.

*. XXT great, and XX religions penance or observance, and

Tfx aff-

XX I ftfx m. (-fxO A large kind of rice. i. XXT large, and

‘i'fx rice.

XXHTJ m. (•jf')
' A human bone. * The forehead. • A thou-

sand millions. • One of Rov^ia’s Nkfhu or treasures, a. snfT

great, rry a shell, a number, ficc.

XXTxfx ro. (-fjfc:) KaaTtaivA the martial deity of the Hindu*,

z. XXT great, xfi| power.

XYTXX mfn. (-W—WT-td) Magnanimous, liberal, munificent

m. (-1 :)
1 The ocean. 1 A gentleman, sir. s. XXT great, xnrX

purpose or an abode.

XXtxUiT f. (XT) a throne, a regal seat. t. tr?T great, andw
bed or couch.

XTTX^r in. (-XT.) A prawn or shrimp, z. XXT large, and wax

a scale.

XXrirx n. ( X:) A kind of potherb. *. utr large, and rox a

potherb.

XYTmfx m. (•?%:) A fragrant sort of rice. a. XXT large, chief,

and rrrfV rice,

XXnftxr f. (-XT) A plant, (Asparagus racemosa.) i. XXT great,

much, tflXT cooling.

XX I tiff f. (-fifO The pearl oyster, t. UTT great, chief, and

Util oyster.

W f I UW T f. (-WT) The goddess SaiaswatI. *. XXT much, v^ry,

and tji while.

XXTCX n. ( Silver. E. XXT much, and XT* white.

ffXI m, (.gi) The cowherd, f. (4ft) The milk-woman, either

wife of a cowherd or a woman of that caste, a. XXT great,

Wf Sudra,

XTTXTBHX n. (.11) The holy city Benarts. z. mrT great, and

tjTirrx cemetery -

t people going thither to die.

XTTXrXT f. (-XT) A creeper, (Erhites frutcsccns.) a. HgT large,

and XTX black.

XXl **x m. (-•:) A Jaina or BaudJha saint, e. Iff? Otafth, and

XX* labouring, (in devotion.)

XXr4t f. (-41:) ' A goddess pecutiar to the Jamas. * An epithet

of LakshuT. e. XXT great, and 4t prosperity or the goddess.

MTXIT mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Very white, f. (-XT) ‘ A name of 8aba-

swat(. * A white variety of the Convolvulus paniculatus.

• Clayed or candied sugar. * A sort of Clitoria, (C. ternata,

with white fiowers.) i. ETT much, and XX white.

XTrx * mfn- (-*:*HT*W) Good, virtuous, JoSL *. XXL and XX

purity.

mm

B

ni.(-X :) A name of Kevins.

XXTXX m. (.tit) ' A tree, (Pewtaplera tnmentosa.) • The jack

tree, (Artocarpus inlegrifolia.) fc. XXT large, and XX the

S&f tree.

XXTXX mfn. (-X:-XT-XJ Much enduring, f. (-XT) * A plant,

(Glycine debt l is )
* A flower. (Gompknena globose.) * A

medicinal plant, (Wrigbte* untidyseoterka.) z. XXT great,

XX to bear, iff. XX dr XX and xr^.

«X IXlwrmi n. (-»i) A sort of penance; subsisting for si* sac-

cessive days, respectively, on cow’s urine, cowdung, milk,

curds, Gkte, and water in which Kusa grass has been boiled,

and fasting Oft the seventh day : instead of one day some

authorities assign a period of three days to each, considering

the first as the common Santnprtna penance
;
others omit the

two last periods, making it last fifteen days. a. XXT great,

and XTXtrx a penance.
,

hxixixx n. (-4) KRCessive violence, brutal assault, a. *rTT great,

XTXX violence.

XXTXTXfxx m. (*fj) ' A robber, a plunderer, one who carries

off property openly, and by force. An assaulter, a violator.

*. XXTXTXX violence, and xx aff.

mpfx m. (-fxt) A large scymitar or sword, *. XXT, and xfx
a sword.

XXTXX m. (-X-) A Baudd’ha or Jaima saint, n. (-X) Copulation.

a. XXT great, and XX happiness, pleasure,

nfuaxi mfn. (-Xr XTMfi,) Subtile, fine, minute, f. (-XT) Sand.

z. inri very, XX thin.

W^l m. (-IT) A military drum.

siXT^X m. (-X:) ' KsaTiafivA. * A general, the commander of a

large force. ' The father of the eighth Jinn or Jaw

a

saint of

the present era. r. «xt great, XXT an army.

iTTTXrx m. (-X!) A camel, a. nyr. and ara» shoulder,

xxrxnit f ( ^1) l*he earth, a. rnr great, and Xrift heap.

irx.XPX m. (*Xt) Any principal vessel of the body. a. ittt

large, and XT^ a tubular vessel.

XXTXW mft». (-X-XT-if) Loud sounding, m. (X) 1 An inttru*

ment of msrtisl music, a kind of drum or trumpet. • A loud

sound, z. XXT great, and XX sound or noise,

mrripr m. (*X) A great battle or war. a XfT, and XTTW war.

fTXTXrX m. (-X:) A horse laugh, a. WXT great, and XIX laughter.

SfXTXXT f. (-XT) Cowach, (Carpopogon pruriens.)

xfx f. (-tx;) The earth, r. irf to worihip, aff. more Com-

monly XTt q. v.

wftxr f. ( -XT) Frost r. XX to worship, aff. 1JX, fem. form j

more commonly farfxxt.

XffX mfn. (*X:-XT-fr) ' Proper, right. » Worshipped, reve-

renced, &c. n. (*x) I he trkieut of S irs. a. XT to worship,

aff. x
xfXx 0 . (-4) Kingdom, sovereignty, a. xx to worship or be

worshipped, Un'adi aff. YXX.

xffxx n. (-X:) ‘ A rat. An ichneumon. • The string of a

pole for carrying Ipads.

xfqxx m. (-XT) ' Greatness in genera), literal or figurative,

* Magnitude as one of S iva'* attributes, illiin liability, i.xfl^

real, \xfxx aff. of the abstract property.
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wfYY ra. (-r*) The tun. a. *tj to be worshipped, aff.

wfrrYT f. (-WT)
1 A women, a female. * A woman, literally or

figuratively intoxicated * A plant bearing a fragrant seed,

commonly Priyangu. a. JRT to worship or be worshipped,

lln adi aff. ,
also YYYT and sswi

*J I f. (-W0 A plant, commonly Priyangu. a YfYYT a

woman, and YTYY appellation.

m. (-Y:) ‘ A buffalo. * The emblem of one of the Jaina

taints. ' The emblem and vehicle of Yams. ‘ The name of

an Asur or demon sl|in by Duaoa. f. (-(t)
1 A female buffalo.

1 The wife of a king, but especially the one who has been

consecrated or crowned, a queen. • A drug. a. YY to wor-

ship or be worshipped, Un'Adi aff. fkYY, fern. aff.

wfkavrsr m. (-«T:) Yams the sovereign of hell, and judge of the

dead. a. srfc* a buffalo, and wsi emblem.

irftpisrfinfi f- The goddess Dcbga. a. nfr* the A**r so

named, and dcatructress.

qfexw tYY m. (-Y-) Yama, the Pluto of the Hindus, i. nfVw a

buffalo, and YTYY vehicle.

ufjsrr* m. (-Y :
) A plant, supposed to be the Bdellium tree,

a. nfTW a buffalo, and TW eye.

iftl f. (-^t)
1 The earth. * A river, the Alaht which rises in the

province of Malicq, and after pursuing a westerly course of

about 260 miles, falls into the upper part of the gulf of

Cambay. • A cow.
4 A potherb, (Hinguha repent.) a. yy to

worship or be worshipped, aff. \t and #1^ added
t
also with-

out the addition,

irtlfYff m. (•fVir) A king, a sovereign, a. irft the earth, and

fY to rule, aff. f«Yv ,
and tjy final augment.

^YtYY n. (-Y) The surface of the earth, a. irft, and tty

below.

m. (-Xi) A mountain, a. stft. and ICC what holds.

YYtY m. (-Vi) A mountain, a. Yfl the earth, and V to uphold,

aff. Y, and the vowel changed to K*

m. (-Y0 A king. a. art, and if who protects.

nul vfa in. (-flit) A sovereign, a king. a. mil, and vf* master.

srftTTY in. (-Y:) A king. a. YYt> and TTY who protects.

Y^fcrrYtT n. (-T) The ocean, a. srtf the earth, and uiYfa a

boundary ;
being supposed to surround the earth completely.

YYImy m. (-til) A king. a. WYl, and who cherishes.

yyIyy m. (-TJY) A king. a. inft and YW who possesses.

tnfn. (Y-Yt-^) Earthen, made of earth or clay. a. YYt

earth, and ins aff.

YYlVY mfn. (-WTW-Yfl-Y:) Greatest, very gTeat a. YYY great,

irfttBYTY mfn. (-y:-wt-w) To be worshipped, to be reverenced,

to be treated with respect, s. wy to worship, YRT^aff* and

YY* inserted.

xnftYI m. (-Y-) A tree. a. YYt the earth, and IT to grow, aff.

Y i also with fYY aff. yyIr^ m. ( *YT).

YYlY flT f. (-WT) An earthworm, a. the earth, and YWT a

creeper.

vnfrffY m. (-*:) The regent of the planet Maas. a. irfl the

earth, and son
;
said to have sprung from the soil, near

8 C

*%T

Onjets, which was sprinkled with the perspiration from

S'iya's body.

mfn. liberal, magnanimous, high-minded,

a. «TT7 great, and T^fT wish or design.

YYYS m. (-*%;)
1 Indrs, the ruler ofSuwrga. ' A range of moun-

tains, one of the seven principal chains in Bharata Vcrsha

or India, and apparently the northern part of the Ghats of

the peninsula, a. YYT chief, great, YYf the deity.

rra'vprat’T f. (-fl) Amaravati the city of the immortals, and

capital of Ikpra. k. yYYE Indha, and wmft capital.

yy ye iy! f. (-YV) The wife of Ikdra. i. yyt great, and YYlTYt

the same. »

Tttfl f. (-YT) The Olibanum tree, (Boswellia thurifera.) b. yyt

great, YTY diffusion
,
or YY sacrifice, ^ to go to, to be

used in, aff. W; also yyyYT-

YYYT f. (-YT) A woman, x. inf a festival, the earth or

site, or *nr to worship, TYY Un'Adi aff., and the vowel irre-

gularly changed.

irifavi f. (-YTT) A woman, i. YY added to the last

"YY ra. (-YO S'iva. b. YY great, lord or God.

YYYTY m. (-»:) A fruit tree, (dEgle marraelos.) x. YtY S iva,

and Y3* friend.

HffT m. (-Yi) Si va. f. (-ft)
1 Durga the wife of S'iva. * Mix-

ed or bell-metal. * A flower, (Clitoria ternata.) 8. yyt great,

^YT God, fem. aff.

f. (-WT) The Karatoya river in the north of Bengal.

x. STIt S'iva, YT the hand, and Yff fallen.

YYY f- (*y) A large arrow, x. YYT, and an arrow.

YYm rY m. (-Y*.) A warrior, a champion, an archer. 8. YYY and

YTY who shoots.

ITYTY m. ( v) A large bull or ox. «. YYT large, YYY an ox,

ZYaff.

WYHYT f. (-YJ) Lightning. 8. YYT great, (frequent,) TPY oppor-

tunity, interval

n. (-Y) A lotus, (Nymphtes nelumbo.) 8. yyt large,

chief, and yyy a water-lily.

ni. J(-Y:) A great festival * YYT, and YYY a fes-

tival

nilYrY mfn. (-Y'. TT*^) Persevering, diligent, making strenu-

ous and unremitting exertion, in. (-Y0 1 A king, possessing

all the appendages and powers of monarchy. * Diligence,

effort, exertion. 8. YYT great, and YYIY effort.

YYTYft m * ( f^O
1 The ocean. * Indra. s. wrr great, and

* the sea,

YYtyy n ‘ B'anoj, the ancient city and district m. (-Y:)

1 Final beatitude, emancipation from vitality and absorption

into the divine essence. * Prosperity, elevation, eminence.

f Pride.
4 Abandoning, relinquishment * A master, a lord.

8. im great, and Y^Y rising, splendor, Ac.

YYTYK mfn. (-*:-YT-Y) Mighty, powerful 8. yyt, and Y^TT
great

WYTYY mfn. (*lp.“Yr*^) Diligent, persevering, making strenu

ous and unremitting effort in, (-IT.) (/real effort, energy

exertion. 8. yyt great, YYY effort.
4
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ir^nr* mfn. (-it-WT-TT) Very high. m. (-m) The palmyra tree.

B. wrr, and high.

vnrTW^ m. 1 Intoxication, either literal or figurative, as

with pride, passion, flic. * A sort of fish, commonly Phalai.

*. WBT much, intoxication,

ufami n. (fa)
r

rhe root of a plant : sec m. (*ur) 1 A sort

of demigod of the serpent genus, and forming one of the

classes inhabiting PhtuU, flic. * Any large anake. a SW
great, and tjm a snake. •

ST^iBp] mfn. (-Bnt-BW-W:) Very mighty or powerful, m. (-WT.)

A hero, a champion, n. (•«:) Great might or power, b. WTT

great, and faTV* power.

llXtanj n. (-sj) The discus of Visuh'u. a Bfa added to the last.

tTBTBXT n. (fa)
1 Garlic. * A plant, commonly dtii, (Betula.)

• Long pepper, nf. (fa-fal) Dry ginger. f. (faty A potherb,

(Hingtsha repens.) b. arsrr great, and ^[TW¥ a drug; this

word is of course applicable to a great number of plants

and substances.

ifBTBfa f (-fir)
1 A sort of grass, commonly Dub. * A kind of

sensitive plant, (Mimosa pudica.) b. STBTT large, and wrwfa

a deciduous plant.

ITT r. 2d cl. («nfw) 3d cl (fifalfa) 4th cl. (wi^ifr) To mete, to

measure : with WW prefixed, to infer, to conclude : with W,
to resemble

j
with trfc, to measure

;
with to be evidence

or authority*

HT ind. 1 A prohibitive and negative particle. * A particle im-

plying doubt i. in to measure, aff. fafB *, this particle is

used chiefly prefixed to verbs, in the imperative mood, as

H l fB do not do (any act), flic., it is also read sometimes,

HIBP the final being redundant

Ufa n. (fa) Flesh, f. (fatj * Indian spikenard, (Valeriana Jata-

manai.) * A sort of drug, commonly Kdkdli. m. (-IT:) * lime.

A worm. i. m* to mind, * Un'fldi aff., and the vowel

made long by special rule.

mfn. (-w-WT-li) Fond of flesh. R. ufa, BTW to desire,

^aff.

wfa^Tft n. (-fa) Blood, b. Ffa flesh, and nrrfa making, cause.

Wfcn n. (fa) Marrow or serum of the flesh, adeps. b. irfa

flesh, and B| produced.

wfaTTBTB n ( Bp) The marrow of the flesh, meaning probably

adeps. i. irfa flesh, and lustre.

famgu B m. (-W:) A plant, (Andersonia rohitaka.) t. Ufa flesh,

and b;BTW dividing.

s?faM* mfn. (-*:-BTT-fa) Eating fleah, carnivorous, k. irfa

flesh, and ml eating.

irfaBr mfn. ( -Br:-Brr-Bi) Strong, stout, lusty, a. irfa flesh, btb aff.

wNfwWH m. (-B:) Selling flesh or meat. b. Iff*. and fnru sale.

wfafaBrf’ffB m. (fat) * A vender of the flesh of beasts or birds.

* A term of reproach, designating a mean or vile person,

a- irfa flesh, ffarfifa who sells.

wfafafa mfn. (Bh-BITfa) Fksby. a. irfa flesh or meat, and vfa

possessing.

ufaBTC m, (-r) Adeps, fat, tha serum of the flesh, e. Tffa

flesh, and VPC essence.

srfafat m. (-if:) Adeps, the serum or marrow of the flash.

a. *fa flesh, and unguent.

srfaB twr f. (-HT) Skin. b. irfa flesh, bto a smile.

STjfaBT m. (-BP.) A vender of flesh or meat, whether of beasts

or of birds. *. irfa flesh, TB aff.

imrwt m. (-«p) The mango, f. (fat) ' Eiftblic myrobalan.

* Yellow aaunders. ' The name of a city. E. fTf beauty, and

BP^ root.

iTTBrfa m. (-far:)
1 'Hie charioteer of Indba. • The moon-.

*TBT (T) Wlfai r/lst cl. (wfafa) To desire.

«trfa« n. (fa)
1 A mineral substance, of which two kinds are

described
;

the ETBHlfBfBf or gold Malukika, of a bright

yetlow colour, apparently the common pyritic iron ore : and

the or silver Mdkakika, which answers in appear-

ance to the Hepatic pyrites of iron
;
other names of these

ores occur
;
as, fRfwfBFBT and BrfapnfaBr, or feculent M&M-

thika and mixed metal Makthika j they are however, perhaps

rpther, synonymes of the gold and silvea ore, respectively,

than names of distinct species. ' Honey, e. trrfwBTT * bee,

B|ar aif. of derivation ; the name is applied to the ore, from

ita honey-like colour.

n. (fa) Bee's wax. b. infafa honey, and ui born.

iTlfawHBirr f. (-n) A kind of sugar, candied sugar.

urfarBrrvu n. (fa)
J Bee's wax. * A honey-comb, b

honey, Brnril receptacle.

BIBB mfn. (-vfatfa) Belonging to, or produced in the pro-

vince of Magndka or south Bchar. m. (•*:) ' A bard, a min-

strel, whoso duty it is, to recite the praises of sovereigns,

their genealogy, and the deeds of their ancestors, in their

presence; and to attend on the march of an army, and ani-

mate the soldiers by martial songs : the minstrel forms a

particular caste, said to spring from a Vaitya fsther, and

Kiketriya mother
;

in mythology, they are said to have been

created at once by the will of S'iva : under the name of

Bkautt, they arc still numerous in the west of India , where

they are a privileged tribe. * Cumin-seed. m. pin. (-WT)

The inhabitants or people of Magadka. f. (-tft) ' A kind

of jasmine, (Jasrainum nuriculatum.) * Long-pepper, (Pi-

per longum.) • A sort of cardamoms grown in Quscrat.

* Refined sugar. 1 A dialect of Sanskrit one of the principal

forms of Prhkrit, and nearly the same as that used in the

sacred books of the Bauddka$ and Jainns t in the drama it is

the dialect of the attendants and companions of royal person-

ages. e STJTB a Kandieddi verb to ask, (reward,) aff. b^j or

sprB the country, and Bf* derivative aff.

»rrB m. (-W:)
1 One of the months of the Hindu year, (January-

February.) ’ A poet, the author of the Sis'cvals Badha, or

as It is named after him the Magka Kdvya, one of the great

profane poems of Hindu literature. f. (-wV> A potherb,

(Hingtsha repens.) r itBT the asterism, in which the moon

is full this month, and Bfvr aff.

xmfl n. (fa) Many-flowcrcd jasmine, (Jasminum mtihiflonim

or pubcscens.) s. wnt the month AJugha, and of

derivation.
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FrrfhrF mfn. (.fr-4Mf) Propitious, tending to good fortune,

wishing for it, indicating or portending it, &c. «. FTW, and

*F afT.

FrfFJ n. (-*&) Welfare, propitiousness. a, xrTF, and aw aff.

Ftf m. (-Fs) A road, away.

FrFF m. (-Ft) 1 A robber, a bandit. * An alligator, a crocodile.

'Sickness, disease, a. ITT fortune, wealth, XI logo, (by such

meant,) and aif.

FTfFFT f. (-*T) A fly.

FrfFC but. Quickly, without delay, s. ITT prohibitive, and

long.

FTFF m. (-Ft) A sort of bird.

•rrfffW rafn. (-Fi-^t-'d) Of a red colour, n. (-t<) Red, the colour.

a. wftTVT madder, used as a red dye, and FF aff.

VTV m. (-¥3) A road.

FTF m. (-F:) A road.

mar m. (-*«) ' One of the son’* attendants. * The poet Vyasa.

• Name of a Muni. 4 A distiller, a. FF to reverence, FiTF.

Un'ddi aff
1

., ayr substituted for the radical final, and the

vowel optionally long ; alto

m¥(W)m¥r. 1st el. (FTFfF-ii) To measure, to weigh.

HI m. (-¥:) Weight or quantity, a. ¥T¥ to weigh, F^ aff.

mf¥ m. A palace.

FT'ffF m. (-F:) A drummer, a player on the sort ofdrum called

luiitkt or Mattttu, q. v. 1 "1* as above, and aff.

j

also with ¥¥ aff. Frjf*F-

«rrfw f. (-fin)
1 The germ of leaves, the young leaf before it

opens. * Distress, affliction. • Evidence or declaration of

distress. * A back or double tooth. * The hem or border of

a garment. * Poverty, indigence. 1 Anger, passion, a. FF
to worship, aff. f^F; the final becomes v, and the preceding

vowel is made long.

FIFF m. (-Ft) A small shrub, (Arum lndicum.)

FTFX m. (•¥’•)
1 A child. * A man, (in a contemptuous sense,)

a manikin. • A necklace of sixteen strings. i.«ia man,

and ff aff. ; also FT4F.

ftfff tn. (-¥**)
1 A child, a boy not exceeding sixteen years of

age, a manikin. * A pupil, a scholar, a religious student.

* A man, an ignorant or ridiculous man, a childish man.

* A necklace of twenty strings. • A species of the Anutktuhh

metre, x. *F added to the tast.

Fiwftw mfn. (-F'**FT-F) Boyish, childish, (it or suitable for a

child, x. FiFF as above, and Fuff.

FTFF n. (-nr)
1 A number of boys. ' Boyhood, x. FTFF a boy,

FF aff. of property or multitude.

FTfVwT f. (-FT) A weight of eight Paint.

FTfww n. (-*fy A ruby. f. (-FXT) A house lisard. x. Ffwagem,

F to call, inf or FF added.

FTfFFF n. (-ai) 8«a salt. a. FfFXF a mountain,FX aff.
;
found

there.

Frfhnwi n. (.^) Sea salt. X. FfwFF a mountain, from which

the sail is supposed to be produced, and FTF aff.

wnrr tn. (-TO
1 An elephant. • A man of a degraded caste,

• CJuiM'ddia, an outcastc. • A sort of divine being attendant on

]

» J‘ma. * The Mcred % tree, (Ficus reltgMU.) ' A moun-

uiueer, « bubtriw. f. (•#)) ' The godtleM Puvit(. • The
wife of Vu’isut'ii*. » »<nr . Mint, an elephant, tic., ,nd

.e aff. of descent or pleonastic aff.

wnrrfir* mdm. (-irn,i Parent., mother and father, a. um mo-
ther, and fV* father.

FiFf*FX m. (-FT) Air, wind. x. FT* space in the seventh case,

in the heavens, f* to increase, Unldi aff. *fipr.

FmfF m. (-fW3) The charioteer of Indra. a. uppu the father,

and T7R patronymic aff.

FTFFt f. (*lft) One of Duiga s female companions, a. ftft

from ft* Durc»a, and fT*\ a friend.

FTFlftr* mda. (.mcO Mother and father, x. FTFT from FT* a

mother, and fir* a father.

WTFTVTf m. (-*:) A maternal grandfather, f. (-f1) A ma-

ternal grandmother, b. ft* a mother, ftfff aff. in this

sense.

FrjF m. (-Ft)
1 A maternal uncle. • Thorn apple, (Datura

metal.) * A sort of grain. * A variegated snake, f. (-Fl-Ft

or -FTwt) 1 The wife of a maternal ancle, &c. 1 Hemp, (Can*

nabis sativa.) * Common Bengal San, a sort of Crotolaria,

(€. juocea.) (-FTF\) Pulse of various kinds, x. FT* a mother

and fff aff., fem. aff. ¥TF or #|1 with FTFF optionally

inserted before the latter.

Figug-wa m. (-F:)
1 The son of a maternal uncle. * The fruit

of the Datura. B. FT?fF a maternal uncle, &c., and gF son,

with *TF pleonasm, or aff. of comparison
; also similar com-

pounds, as fitjfim m. (*W.)

WTJJFTfF m. (-fit) A variegated serpent. *. *f||F the same,

and Fff snake.

Fnjf* m. (-f*:) Ianaas charioteer.

F T JF f m. (-TO Common citron, f. (-H) The sweet lime. a. see

the next.

FHJFTF m. (-F**) Common citron, (Citrus medics.) x. FT pro-

hibitive prefix, tjft a balance, XF to go, *F aff.
; with the

power of f%w, and FF added, not sold by weight ; also

without the additional prefix, FTvpjT.

FT* f. (*FT) ‘ A mother. * A divine mother, the personified

energy of a deity or his wife
;
in a figurative sense, a mother

to mortals ; eight divine MatrU are enumerated, Bea'anf, the

AiatrJ of Brahms ;
MAnfs'wAaf, the Alatrt of B iva

;
VAtsitMAvf,

of Vishsj'O) AiNoaf, of Indxa
;
Var^uI, of Vispn'it, as the

Vardka Avatar ; KACM/taf, of KaaTiakvA
;
KitvnU orCnA-

munVa of Kuvfiiu, and CHaacniaa of S'iva, in one of his

minor incarnations ;
another list calls them M Mifis'wsai,

Bra'um(, Nahayan(. Amnaf, VA'aanf, KaumarC NARAtfiiaf,

and AparjCjita, differing from the preceding oao in the

two last names, the first one of which, is the energy of

Vimn'o in the Maratink Avatar, and the latter a form of

Dunojf }
another enumeration makes the M&tti* sixteen, and

another but seven. • A cow. * A female of the Brahma* tribe,

or the wife of a Brahman. * The earth. • A name of Uauiy f.

1 A name of KfivATf. * Space, ether, a. ftf to respect,

Uu'adi aff *F, and the final of the radical rejected.
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XTXX mfn. (•X’l-XTT-X) Maternal, belonging to a mother, m. (-If:)

A maternal uncle, f. (-an) ' A mother. * A nurse. ' The

alphabet. 4 A simple sound, a note, a Towel. 1 A goddess,

s. xx added to the preceding.

snwxfxx m. (-x*) Parasobama. b, XT* mother, X the head,

and fint to cut, aff. X .

XTXXXX' m. (-«:) A mother's brother, a. arm a mother, and

XXX a brother.

XTXxrfxx m. An incestuous son. b. xr», and arifini who

goes to.

XTXXPf mfn. (-Xt-XT-X) Belonging to the mother's family, n. (*d)

The mothers fumily. a. XTX, and irx race,

wrxxifjxr m. (X») 1 Indra. * A matricide, a. xtx a mother,

Drrf the mother of the gods, and XTTJXT destroyer, injurer.

X!*XX mfn. (-X'-XT-X) Belonging*or relating to the maternal

line, or mother, &c. a. writ, and xx side,

xrxxx m. (-X:) The cognate relation by the mother’s side, as

any of the maternal grandfather’s or grandmother's sister's

or brother's children, a. XTX a mother, and xx a kinsman.

XTXxriftx mfn. (*x:-XT-xf) Fit or proper to be possessed, Ac. by

the mother, a. XTX, XTX enjoyment, X aff.

XTXXX m. (-V) A blockhead, a fool. i.XTX a mother, and

s»X principal.

XTXinfxx m. (-W:) A blockhead, a fool. a. xrx a mother, and

XTfax governed, mother-led.

XTXXX f. (-XT) A mothers sister, a. XIX mother, and MX
a sister : also, xpjxx, or xttjxix.

sjixxqx m. (-X0 A mother s sister's son. f. (»xt) A mother's

sister’s daughter, a. xix a mother, MX n sister, and xxr aft

XlXXXYx m. (-X:) A mother s sister's son. f. (-XT) A mother s

sister's daughter, a. xtxmx a maternal aunt, and xx off.

xrxfxxl f. (-xt) A plant, (Justicia adhenatoda, and ganderussa.)

XTX n. (-x) 1 The whole, the entire thing or class of things.

• (We.) Only, solely (exclusive and identical, the very thing.)

' The primitive subtle or invisible type of visible elemen-

tary matter, 4 A pleonastic addition to words, f. (-wr) 1 Re-

quisite, material. 1 Quantity, measure. * A little.
4 An ear-riog.

4 Wealth, substance. 4 A short vowel. f A moment. 4 Quantity

in metre or prosody, a syllabic foot.
4 The upper or hori-

xontal limb of the Nagari characters, s. XT to measure,

Un idi aft XX, fern. aff. XTX-

HHV mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Mere, only, solely, e. xx added to the

last.

XTXT mfn. Envious, or impatient of another's pros-

perity. b. XW*I envy, aff.

XTXW n. (-it) Envy, malice, a. XXHC envious, and xxaff.

xrfxsx m. (-x:) A fisherman, k. xxg a fish, and xx aff.

XiX (X) xrfx r. 1st cl. (XTXfx) To hurt or kill, to afflict, to

suffer pain.

xix m. (-xt) * Churning, stirring. 4 A road. 4 Hurting, injuring,

killing. *V xrx to hurt, aff. xxfor XX to agitate, aff. X*-

WTX ®. (*^) * Intoxication, literal or figurative. * Pride. 4 Joy,

extasy. s. ir^r to be delighted or inebriated, and aff. WM.

XT^X m. (-xt) A gallinule. s. xx to delight, aff. xx.

snx* n. (-if)
4 Cloves. 4 Delighting, inebriating, b. six *>•

pleased, in the causal form, to please, Ac., aff. XX.

xnrx mfn. (-XX. ) L*k« me, resembling me. *. XT for XXT*£ T,

xx »ee» «ff. fw*i also with XX or XX, aff. XTTX

and XTTX.

XTft f. (-ftj The wife of PAt'o'v, and mother of the youngest of

the Pan du%'n princes, b. SB? a king, XTX patronymic aff.

xnftxfx m. (-1w!) A name of PanVu. r. XTT(t the wife of the

sovereign, and xfx husband.

Xlfhimfx m. (-fxO A name of Pak’d'u. b. xrift, and TXT bis

other wife, ufk husband.

XTXX mfu. (-x*.-ft-X) Made of honey, Ac. m. (-Xt) 1 A name of

Krisu'na or Visnx'u. * The month Vwakka .
4 Spring, f. (-w\)

.

1 Sugar, clayed or candied. 4 A large creeper, (Gaennera

raccmosa.) 4 Spirituous liquor.
4 A bawd. 4 A sort of denti-

frice, commonly Mitt. 4 Sacred basil. * A name of Dubga.

n. (-X) Sweetness, s. srw honey, Ac., and Wi aff. of deriva-

tion or reference.

XTTTX m. (.X:) A spirituous liquor, made from the blossoms of

the Bassia latifolia. f. (-fiBXT) * A kind of creeper. 4 A
female attendant, a. XX added to the preceding,

xixd^xxi f. (-XT) A large creeper bearing white fragrant flowers,

(Gaertnera raccmosa.) b. XTTBt the same, ami XrTT a creeper.

xtxxxt f. (-XT) A name of Durca. k. xtxt. and XX wished.

XTXXTY f- (*^t) The alms obtained from five places by the third

class of religious mendicants, k. XXXT a mendicant, X* aff.

XTXXX m.p/u. (-XT:) The people of Kashmir,

XTX^: n. (-X) Arabian jasmine or its flower, f. (-sft) * Spirituous

qr vinous liquor. 4 Sweetness of temper, amiablcnesa, t, XXX

sweet, Ac., aff. X* and #lx*

srrwt^T n. (-IQ) Sweetness of flavour or disposition, e. xxr

sweet, literally or figuratively, aff. XTX

xnpr mfn. (-XJ-#t-Xf)
1 Sweet-speaking or sounding. 4 Made

from the Bassia tree. e. WfW. and XX aff.

xtw mfn. (-v-tXT-X) Middle, mid (day), e. xxr, and xx added,

xnifx mfn. C-xr-x^t-xf) Middle born. k. «nxx the same, xx^

pleonasm.

XPXigj n. (-nr) ' Middle state or condition. 4
indifference to

earthly objects, b. XVHB, and xx aff.

xrvmx n. (-vxi) Mediation, intercession, b. xxrw, and XX aff.

WTMX m. (-xO Spirit distilled from the flowers of the Baaaia.

g. xX Bassia, sgar aff., and X^ added,

snvt f- (-nt)
1 Spirituous liquor. 4 A sort of fish. b. xx sweet,

q. . XfX» and ^fdf.

sn^Yx n. (-X)
1 Spirituous liquor, distilled from the blossoms of

the Bassia latifolia.
4 Wine, spirit distilled from grapes.

6. wrvt as above, XX added.

xrx r. 1st cL (xfafxtf) To investigate, to seek or desire know-

ledge. r- I st and 1 Oth els. (xrxfx XTXXfx) To respect, to revere,

to worship. With XX or XX prefixed, to treat with disrespect.

XTX n. (-x) ' Measure in general, whether of weight, length, or

capacity.
4 A measure, the fourth or eighth part of a k'hari.

4 The computation of the duration of a year, solar, lunar,

syderealj &c. m. ( x-) * Arrogance, haughtiness, pride.
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* Female arrogance or indignation. a Taking, seizing. 4 A
blockhead. 4 An agent * A barbarian, a. ht to measure, wz
aff., or inf to rerere, (one’s self,) aff

«nr<f n. (-ri) A plant, of which the root is sometimes eaten,

(Arum indioum.) f. (.ffniTT) The fourth or eighth part of a

k'Mri. a. trw added to the last

9PVWf% f. (-fri:) Coolness, haughtiness, disdain. e. urr* pride,

and arfri quarrelling.

ilWlfNl m. (-
1 Fault, transgression. * Pride, aelf-conceit Q)

k. wrw pride, and ^fri a knot or joint.

Itrw^ mfn. J Inspiring pride. * Measuring, a. imr,

and f what gives. *

WTTO ifTOT f. (-WT) A cucumber.

WTTOfa mfn. To be respected or revered, a. irr* to

respect, afF.

WlvTTnft f. (-rift) A perforated copper vessel, filled with water,

to mark the time, 8tc. : see ?rnft. a. imr a measure, and v^nft

a hole.

UTTO in. (-T‘)
1 A man, man. * A boy. f. (-wt)

1 A woman.
1 A goddess peculiar to the Jainat. 1 A daughter of the first

Menu. b. inj the progenitor of mankind, and patronymic

aff. : see sttto, irrTO*. *

mfn. (-anf-^ft'TO) Proud, haughty, high-spirited,

a. WTW. and aff.

HTTOfaTO mfo. (-lTMTMf) Humble, lowly, s. srrw pride, and

afaro freed from.
,

totw n. (-ri) A multitude of boys. b. htto or ittto a boy, to
aff. of multitude, more properly htto.

BTTTO mfn. (-W: ri) Mental, n. (-ri)
‘ The mind, tbe seat or

faculty of rea^jn, and feeling. * Tlie lake Manas, or il/asssard.

vara in the Himdlaya mountains. 4
(In law,) Tacit or implied

consent, f. ( -tft) A goddess peculiar to the Jamas, a. hto

the mind, aff H*, or *TTO Brahma, the supreme mind, <TO

aff of derivation. &c.

HTTO* n. (-ri) Thoughtfulness, a. «* added to the last

ffTTOTTO m. (-*:) A gander or wild swan. s. htto, and HTTO

abode.

HiWTO n. (-ri) A chain of gold or silver, worn as an ornament

round the loins, b. nr* pride, TOl thread.

BTTTOTTO m. (-HT:) The wild swan or goose, B. HTTO the lake

Mawuardvara, and riTTO dwelling; being supposed to mi-

grate yearly from Hindustan to the banks of tbe lake.

UTfTOT f. (-ITT) £ridc, dignity, a. ifffTO, and TO aff
;
also with

m, mfriri.

HTfri*T mfn. (-rit-f*T*ft-fw)
1 Proud, arrogant, haughty. • (In

composition,) Who thinks or fancies, f. (-frol)
1 A woman,

especially one displeased and indignant towards her lover.

* A plant, commonly Priyangu. * A species of the Atis arkari

metre. K. SHW pride, ^fw aff.

srrTO mfn. Human, m. (-w:) A man. f. (-^)
1 A

woman. * A branch of medicine, the administering of drugs

and herbs. rniTa man, to aff.

HTTO n. (-ri) Manhood, manliness, humanity, the state or

quality of a man or mortal, b. HTO a man, and TOT aff.

8 D

*nfa

wr^TO n. (-ri) A multitude of men. a. spjh a man, and -3^

aff. of multitude.

HTHTWH n. (*w) Beauty, agreeableness, loveliness, k. hhtti

agreeable, and "jwr aff.

HP* n. (-^f)
1 Sickness, indisposition, a Sluggishness, torpor,

apathy, stupidity, Ac. b, to slow, sluggish, and to aff.

irTTOr m. (-WT) A king fostered by Indra. r. nf me, hth

drinker, from xj to drink
;
having on one occasion sucked

Amrtt from the finger of Ikdra, who then uqcd the exclama-

tion which afterwards was the name of the prince.

tot mfn. (jh:-htt-*H) Respectable, venerable, n. hh to respect,

aff. TO.

WTO m. (-TH0 A name of K^ma.

htTO m. (-wt) A balance, a pair of scales, n. (-ri) Measure,

measuring. K. ITT to measure, causal form, aff.

UTTO mfn. 1 Mine. * Selfish, m (-»'•) ' A miser, a

niggard. * A mother's brother, e, hto mine, from nn the

pas*, case of WTO 1, and added.

HTwritW mfn. (-W-WT-ri) Mine. s. nn mine, TO aff.

HPT m. (-H:)
1 A mime, a juggler. * An Asur or evil spirit

f. (-HT)
1 Fraud, trick, deceit, illusion. * A female juggler.

* Understanding, human intellect
4 Compassion. 1 Wicked-

ness, villainy, villainous deception. * A name of LakxbmI.

* Trick in negotiation, political fraud, diplomacy. * Philo-

sophical illusion, idealism, unreality of all worldly existence;

personified in mythology as a female, the consort of Brahma

or Goo, and the immediate and active cause of creation.

* The mother of Bddd'iia. b. ht to measure, Un'&di aff. H*

the medium through which all things are seen, and by which

they are estimated.

WTWrHTT m. (-^:) A juggler, a mime, an actor, b. an Wr trick or

delusion, and BTTT who makes.

HUTTO m. (-TO) A juggler, e. htht trick, and inr who practises.

Hierro mfn. (-W:-WT-ri) Illusive, deceptive, e. TOT. and tow aff.

HTTOltfTO m. (-41 ) A conjurer, a juggler, s. HTWT trick, and

arlfro who lives by.

HIHTTC m. (-^5) A crocodile, an alligator, k. TOIT illusion, and

\ who gives or makes.

WTWrTOftTO fats) Bodd’ha, the founder of the Bauddha

sect. k. HTHrrot the goddess Mava or illusion, and son.

HTBnr* mfn. (-X:-*:-x) Delusive, expert in deceiving, a. TOT,

and uz clever.

itnr itb mfn. (-V-rit-ri) Illusive, deceptive, b. agrro, and irw«r aff.

TOfTO mfn. (-TO TOl-riH) Deceptive, illusory, m. (-WJ ^) A

name of Kansa. f. (-TO
6

!) The wife of Kama, k STfriT fraud,

illusion, and iTTp^poss. aff.

H^TirfTO m. (-at:) A deaeiver, a cheater, a liar. e. BTTrir fraud,

TO to abide, aff. TOT.

TTnrrfro^ m. (-^t) *^A juggler, a conjurer. * A cat. b. iror

trick, and fafw aff.

iTHTn^iT m- Budd’ba, the founder of the Baudd'ha sect*

e. tot the goddess so named, and ^1T the son.

mfn.(-WT:-’fft-ri) Illusory, deceptive, m. A juggler, a

conjurer. *. wfiTT trick, and aff
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llfll mfn. ( Deceptive, illusory, m. (*<i) ' A

conjurer, a juggler. • A cheat, a deceiver. 1 S'iva. * Aosit.

• Braiima. • Kama or love. a. WT1T fraud, Ac., and if* aff.

1T1 m. (-1:) Bile, the bilious humour. E.fif to scatter or diffuse,

(through the body,) WW Un Adi aff.

WT!f;r«F m. ( «|:) The son of KuvAma.
<i

1T1T mfn. Belonging to a peacock, made of its fea-

thers, Ac. n (*r) A flock of peacocks, a. rpJT a peacock,

and aff. of multitude, &c.

ra. (*i:) A hunter or killer of peacocks, a. winr a pea-

cock, and TV aff.

ffTC m. (-1:)
* Death, dying. • Killing, slaying, destroying.

Obstruction, opposition, impediment. * Thorn-apple,

(Datura mctel.) ‘ A name of Kama. f. (-fl)
1 A name of

CHAHo f, a form of Durga. ’ Plague, pestilence, epidemic.

- a. w to die, aff. iw. or in the causal form, with WW aff.

MTTM m. (-1 :)
1 Epidemic disease, plague. * A falcon, a hawk.

• A slayer, a destroyer, a. w to die, causal form, aff. fTf.

imw mfn. (*1T:-Tft-If) Emerald, of the colour of an emerald,

Ac. E- HTWff, and Wl aff-

HTTSIT7T* m. (-1:) A cat.

Upcfhnr m. (-far*) A Buddha, b. hk love, and far* who

overcomes.

UTO n. (-if) Killing, slaughter, b. w to die, causal form, to

kill, aff. wrz\
>» -

ITTTWf mfn. (-m-WT-W) Murderous. «. ITT, and wrinf dis-

posed to.

iClfc f. (•fa':)
1 Killing. * Ruin. * Plague, epidemic, i. w to

die, causal form, X afl- : »ec ITT and

irfafww mfn. (•W-’tft-l) Peppered, seasoned with pepper.

• ifew pepper, n aff.

snfa* mfn. (-sr-lTMT) Killed, slain, r,W to die, causal v., % aff.

ElfrWfvm m. (-WO The name of a royal saint, i. infa

plague,m calamity, ITT! stopping,

ufal m. (-1*.) A venerable person, (in dramatic language,)

especially the title of the manager, or principal actor, mf.

(-l:-ll) A potherb, (Amaranthus oleraceus.) f. (-it) The

mother of the sage Daksba. k. V* to bear patiently,

deriv. irr.

snffar rn. (-W0 • The name of a Rakahaaa, the companion of

Ravana. • A military or royal elephant. * A sort of berry,

commonly Kakkoli. f. (-"it) A goddess, peculiar to the Baud-

dhas. e. «ftl a saint, Ac., aff. Wl-

irro m. (-ar)
1 A serpent's egg. * A road. * A place spread

with cow-dung
;
some authorities hnve lira*,

im m. (-*:)
1 Air, wind. ’Vital air, one of the three humours

of the body. * A wind, a demigod, of whom there is a class

consisting of forty-nine. n. (-if) Burnt-offering on concep-

tion. a. w to die, (by excess of it,) "if* aff., and the vowel

made long ; the demigods, called Marutas, are said to be the

sons of Diti, formed of the divisions of the ftttus in utero,

by the f’ajra, or thunderbolt of Indra, and to be named from

that deity's addressing the foetus he thus divided by UTT^t*.

weep not*

wttoiw n. (-if) One of the duties of a king, his universal pre-

sence by means of his emissaries, a. wm the wind, and

11 observance, pervading all things like the wind.

ITTOmr m. (-if:) Hanuman, the monkey god. a. irTO air,

and WHlti! son.

ETVEny mfn. (-V.-TT-l) Removing or opposing wind, windy

humour, Ac. ro. (-"ft) A plant, (Capparis trifoliata.) a. wrTO

wind, or a disease of that humour, and WTO removing, ob-

viating.

imm mfn. (-W.-WT-W) Fasting, feeding on air. e. sttto tbs

wind, and Win who eats,

iftlfl m. (-fir:)
1 A name of Hakcm^m. * The PAn'tfava prince

Bii(ma. a. WTO wind, the deity, and TW patronymic aff. >

the son of the wind.

wrwafrolfarwT f. (-WT) A small black ant.

m. (-W:) A Muni, and narrator of one of the Paran a*r

a. the father of the saint, and ST* aff.

WTWW1 m.(-W) MAgRAN'n'fYA a holy sage, the supposed author

or narrator of one of the Pur&nas, named the Markmu'deym

Purdna. a. the father of the sage, and VW aff.

WT» r. 1st and 10th els. (srrwfir IT^lfW) 1 To make or prepare,

• To go. ’To prepare the way, to make a road. 4 To feather

an arrow. (miif*-#) To seek.

WT$ m.(-£:) ‘A road, a path or way. ’Search, seeking, inquiry.

• The anus. 4 Musk. * The month in which the moon is full

in the asterism J1Ingasirsha, (November-Decent ber.) • The
constellation Mtlgasirsha. * (In geometry,) K section. E.W1

to inquire, aff. 1W, or Wf a deer, aff.

m. (-i:> The month sdgrakkyana, (Novembcr-Decsmbeff)

e. in added to the preceding.

Util mfn. (-i:-^t-w) Mendicant, asking, begging, a beggar,

u. (-1)
* Asking, aoliciting, begging. ’ Research, inquiry.

• Affection, affectionate solicitation or inquiry. in,(-W:) 1 An
arrow. * A suppliant, a solicitor r.w* to ask, to seek, aff.1^7.

wiiww ro. (-W:) A suppliant, a beggar, a. nr added to the

preceding.

WnKfl m. (-w:) A Vajana. a measure of distance equal to 4,000

fathoms or four fids, above eight miles, a. nut a road, and

ill a milch cow
;

also with 1"1 added, wnKriir (A).

m. (-ir) A man of a low caste, born of a Niskdda by an

jdyogav* female.

ir^fir m. (-T:) The month Agrakayana
,
(November-December.)

a. WAficTO the asterism in which the moon is full, and w*
aff. : also from WTOt* with If iff. S?rR*t4-

wniPrf m. (-^:) The month Mttrgasirsha : see the last.

«rfil m. (-m) 1 A deer-killer, a hunter. ’ A traveller, a way-

farer. a. wi a deer, or wnr a road, and vqr aff.

wrfjJw mfn. (-W s -1fT'lf) Sought, inquired after, pursued, a. 11
to seek for, aff. w

mfn. ‘ To be cleaned or purified. ’ To be

sought, a.w to cleanse, aff w*. or to seek, f?f aff.

wfaf r. 1st cl. (m^lfar) * To sound. ’ To cleanse,

wrw m. (-^:) 1 Cleaning the body. ’ A washerman. ’ A name

of Vibmn'v. e. war to cleanse, aff. iw.
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ITT^W nf. ' Cleaning, cleansing wiping. 'Cleaning the

person, by wiping, bathing, or rubbing it with oil or fragrant

unguent*, m. (-f:> A tree, commonly L6tfL f. (-WT) The

sound of a drum. f. (-ft)
1 A bruah, a broom. * One of

DcftoA s attendant*, a. ff to clean, aff. l^cr W*, or mf
to sound with the name all.

lTfarW mfn. (-f To be cleaned, to be cleansed or puri*

fed. e. fST to cleanse, aff.
*

WTfir mf. ' 'Hie common cat. * The wild or polecat,

a. tf» to cleanse, (its skin and face,) frrw aff., and the vowel

made long.

mbit* m. (•*:) A peacock, e. mwr* a cat, and ff aff.

m-fm*** m. (-f :) A peacock, perhaps a wrong reading for

tha last, or vice versa.

f. (-fT) A goddess, a form of Dcrga. r. triune a

cat, mw the ear, sr* aff fern, form ; also iinAranff having

the ears of a cat.

*rWrrTJtf*|if1 f. (-fT) A sort of pulse, (Phaseolus trilobus.)

a. granr '• cat, Bf smell, fW aff. of comparison
;
also

mfKBfT.

ftfif rn. (f.) A cat. E. see mf IT, the final being changed

to f
. f

mfJrfY? m. (-f:) ' A cat * A S’ddra, * Cleaning the body,

a. fn to clean, and fTflfB Unadi aff.; it is also written

STTfrCtW. from the * and f being interchanged, or as derived

from irnfr*. with * aff.

mfn. (-Ws-WT-l)
1 Cleansed. * Adorned, t mf to clean,

W aff.

mfsrwT f. (-WT) Curds with honey and spice, a. m^ to clean,

aff. n, fern. aff. smt

nrnvs m. (-f) ' The sun. * A hog. r. whm the progenitor of

the sun, aff. fw ; also sometimes srr^ra.

fTiff mfn. (-ft-fl-f) Earthen, made of clay or earth.

m. (-f : | The lid of a pot or pitcher, e.fffm earth, ff aff

mtr m. (-*•) A town, a city. m. (-ft) A drummer, s. WfTf

a drum, (played in or by,i is aff.

wrtfr* m. ( -W-) A drummer, a player on the drum. k.

a drum, and aw aff.

WT<W n. (-f ) Softness. 1 . fSf soft, aff. ff.

wt4w m. (-ft) A man of low caste and occupation.

wi^T* mfn. (-f Made of or from grapes, n. (-f ) Wine,

a. fftui a grape, iw aff.

wri m. ( -$:)
1 A venerable or respectable man, (in dramatic

language.) 'A potherb. E.ft to suffer, aff. fi } also

infra.

«rfl f. (-fff :)
1 Cleaning the person, bathing, wiping, smearing

it with unguents or oil. * Cleaning, cleansing in general,

s. WV to cleanse, aff. fifW-

Wrw n. (-f ) A field, m. (-f:) * A man. 1 A mountain, a bar-

barian, one of a particular tribe. ' A country, lying west

and south-west of fleams/; Ramgkur, Ac., or according to

Wilporo, Mdlbhum in Mtdnapmr. 4 a name of Viannti. f.(-fl)

• A line, a row. 4 A garland, a string or wreath of flowers. ' A
chaplet of flowers. • A string of beads, a rosary, la rheto-

] nra

rical or poetical description, a series or string of epithets,

similes Ac. b. m fortune, fT to gel or be, all. ff and j

or nr to measure, Un'&di aff. and T changed to f

.

nrww m. («f:) The Ntmb tree, (Melia axadiracu.) n. (*f) A
flower, (Hibiscus mutabilis ) f. (-ft) A garland, e. urm a

garland, fw aff., and the final of the fern, rejected; also in

the fcm. form, mfIfT and mf%wi q. v.

mfift f. (-lift)
1 Great- flowered jasmine, (Jasminnm grandiflo-

rum.) * A bud, a blossom. * A young woman. 4 Moonlight.

' Night. ' A river. * A flower, (Biguoiiia suave-ohms.) ' A
shrub, (Rchites carynphyllsta.) • A species of the Jagati

metre, e. m LakmimI, fir Contra root, to shake, aff gi and

#lf ;
or wf to hold, girtaff.

;
or mf Visin'?, fir to go, (to

he presented to,) aff. ffand
HTfirtlftTf m. (-f:) Borax, e. wiWlfl the river, tffc the bank,

and f produced.

liari n. (-ir) Santlnf, the unguent prepared from it. c. «ff
the mountain whence the wood is brought, and aff.

msrw ns. f-rn) The province of 4/a/ira, or m. plu. (-WT:) Tha

people of that province; also with «U pleonasm mff, ftm.

WTfit

mf*ft f- (fl) A plant, commonly Kh aputhta.

flfIf I f. (-f I) A garland, a wreath, i. mfT the same, and

ff pleonasm.

BTfTfTT m. (-*:) A flower-seller, a florist, a gardener, a. mwr
a garland, and fTT who makes

;
also inffYf* &c.

limiu m. (-f:) A fragrant grass, (Andropogon schcBnanthus.)

x. mf T a wreath, ff grass, and ff added,

mf n. (.f) lit rhetoric, affinity of various objects, by a

common property, e. mfT, and illustrating,

mflff n. (*^) The seed of the Elcvcarput, of which common

rosaries are made. s. mfT a rosary, and ff fruit,

rnfff mfn. (*f:-<Vf ) Relating to a garland, Ac. m. (-W-)
1 A

florist, a flower-gatherer or seller. * A sort of bird. * A

colorist, a painter, f. (-fT)
1 Double jssmine, (Jasminum

zambac, floribua multiplicatis.) * A daughter. a A necklace,

an ornament of the neck. 4 A garland of flowers, a wreath.

* The name of a river. 4 A spirituous or vinous liquor.

f Unseed, (Linum utilatissimum.) * A palace. E. mfT a gar-

land, Vf aff., or ff added, fem. form.

mf%W H». (-^1) a florist, a gatherer and vender of flowers, a

gardener, fc (-fwwt)
1 A name of Ums or Duaoa. • r

rho

Ganges of heaven. 4 The city Champa, the modern Bhagal-

pttr.
4 A poetical stanza, consisting of alternate verses or

liemiatichs of eight and seven syllables
;
it is especially used

to conclude a section or canto. 4 The wife of a flower-

gatherer, or a female vender of garlands, Ac. 4 A plant,

(Hedysarum alhagi.)
1 A shrub, (Ecbiles caryophyllata.)

b. mfT a garland, Tf* *ff-» ftm. aff. fh.

mf m. (-ft) A sort of creeper. b. Wf to hold, Un'idi

aff. fW.

TTlfHPT m. (-f:)
1 A variegated snake. 4 One of the Nageu or

serpents of Pdidla (?) f. (*^t) A sort of creeper. ». mf

»

creeper, and mw having.
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WT^C m. (-qs> A fruit tree, (ASgle roarmelos.) «. qT fortune, *
to cut, and qqr aff., form irr.

snqlq mfb. (-q:-qi-q) Relating to a garland, Ac. t (-WT) Large

cardamoms, s. WTOT, and wqr aif.

qTwj mfn. Proper or fit for a garland, &c. n. (-if)

1 A flower. * A garland, a wreath. * A chaplet, a garland

for the forehead, f. f-qn) A sort of grass, (Trigonella corni-

culata.) r qraiT a garland, and qn aif.

K1WWW m. (-1TW) A mountainous range, described as one of

the smaller mountains of India proper
;
lying eastward of

mount Mint. f. (-qwj) Name of a river, a qrq| a wreath,

and qifq aff.

HTWft f. (-4Pt) A wrestling or boxing match.

mwf^W mfn. (-qr:-qft-*l) Prohibitive, prohibiting, a prohihitor,

a forbidder. a. HT particle of negation or prohibition, a

sound, a word, and qq ait, implying the person or thing

whence it proceeds.

ITT* m. (-q*)
1 A sort of kidney-bean, (Pbaseolus radiatus.)

A jewellers or goldsmith's weight, variously reckoned at

five, eight, or ten Rettis
,
or seeds of the Abrus precatorius;

the weight in common use, is about seventeen grains troy.

' A blockhead, a fool. * A cutaneous disease, a. qq to hurt,

aff. qw.

«nw« m. (-qr*,)
1 A weight of silver of two Rettis or about 4 J

grains. * The same in gold. • A Masha : see the last. a. qr*

added to the preceding.

f- (-^f ) A kind of leguminous shrhb, (Glycine debilis.)

a. htw the kidney bean, and qw a lea/, aff. ePtu resembling it

in the leaf. \

STPVTIV rn. (•«:) A goldsmith, a jeweller, a. wrw the weight

so called, and in to -increase, aff. ‘ff*.

qrqqqr i»d. Matin by hUtha, (given away, Ac.) a. smr a par-

ticular weight, and aff. of successive order,

srr^tq n. (-W) A field of kidney-beans, a. qrq as above, war aff.

qmj n. (-ui) A field of kidney-beans, a. qrq aa above, and ^uCf.

KTUm. (-WI;)
1 The moon. * A month, a. qi splendor, light, qf*j

to be, fifq aff.

•ITO m. (-W-)
1 A month, the twelfth part of th^ Hindu year; h is

usually a lunar one, consisting of thirty 7Tl*hit, but it may

be n^Sanra or solar month, being equal* to the sun's passage

through a sign of the zodiac
;
there is also a Sduan mouth,

consisting of thirty risings and settings of the sun j a A'aktha-

tra month, or month regulated by the lunar asterisms, and a

fifth description of month called VdrkatptUy'h, depending on

the motions of the planer Jupiter
;
the lunar month also,

being of two kinds, os reckoned from the new or from the

full moon, completes six different modes of monthly compu-

tation. * A jeweller s weight i see q;q. a. WTO. the moon, aff.

<qqr or are to measure, (the year by it,) aff. qwt.

wnrwrcr mfn. (-W>WT-lf) A month old. k. qrq, and arm born,

arrant *»». (-V) A gallinule. b. snw a month, and * who knows.

VTOW n. (-ri) A medicinal seed, (Serratula anthelmintics.)

qiqqfqw m. (-*:) New moon. «. qrq, and qfinf measured (by),

imw tn. (-W:) A y ear. a. qrq a month, and tiff measure-

qrqr m. (-qi) The scum of boiled rice. t. qq to measure, aff.

urnr, and the vowel made long,

qiqwfiftqi f. (-qT) A kind of bird. v. qTq a month, nr to be,

aff *fq.

qniTwi m. (.qr) Day of new moon. i. qrq the month, and

qwi end.

qrfqqr mfn. (-q:-<Vqr) ' Monthly, relating or belonging to a

month. * Payable in a month, (a debt, Ac.) ' Hired by the

month, (a servant) * Lasting for a month. 1 Happening or

occurring at the end of a month, what will occur a month

hence, &c. n. (-q) A particular S’rddtfka, or obsequial sacri-

fice performed every day of new moon. K. qrq a month,

and qq or Y*T aff.

qpqtq mfn. (-q:-qr-q) Of a month, a month old. a. qTq, and

W aff.

stnrfl f- (*ft) The beard. a. qq to measure, aff. qrq, form irr.

qnjl ind. A prohibitive particle, s. qT prohibitive, and v ter-

mination added.

STTO mfn. (-qp-qiT-qf) Of or lasting a month, a month olxl.

b. wth, and anr aff.

qTq (q, or M) qr* or qrf r. 1st cL (qrqfq-q) To mete, to

measure.

arrrw m. (-**.) A Brahman, s. w prohibitive prefix, qq to

kill, aff. qq, radical letters unchanged,

qrqr f. (-TI) A cow. b. an prohibitive prefix, and qq to kill,

affs. T and TriT.

qrqrjq mfn. (-q:-qW) Of a respectable family, a. qqrjiq

of respectable lineage, and qq aff. of descent
;

also with

era aff., qiqifait*. or with q, qqr jraitq.

qiqiqfqq mfn. (-q:-dft-q) Fit for or suitable to great persons,

Ac. k, qqmrq, and arq aff.

HTTrfiirar mfn. (q:-q1-q) 1 Glorious, majestic, * Magnani-

mous. * Of great sanctity or honour, k. qqTiqq, and qq aff

srrTTWf n. (-wi) 'Majesty, greatness, might. 1 The peculiar

efficacy or virtue of any divinity or sacred shrine, Ac. * A

work, giving an account of the merits of any holy place or

object, e. irennv great. qq aff.

qrqrqrfhrq m. (.qs) A Brahman versed in a peculiar portion

of the Vddat. b. qqiwrq; a portion of the ^’Mat so called,

ami TUt aff.
;
also with the final dropped, ffTYTSTiftw. ,

mfn. (-qn-qit-#) Imperial, royal, fit for a king, Ac
e. and aff.

srrfV* n. (-xf) Kingdom, dominion, e. vrfVw the same, WW
pleonasm.

Hlfff m. (-^:) A name of Uoas.

srifrw mfn. (-qr-wt-u) Belonging to or derived from a buffalo,

(flesh, milk, &c.) r. ntV?, and sgw aff.

snfqqj m. ( li) A man of a mixed class, sprung from a Kthetriya

father and / 'any

a

mother, s. fffaq a buffalo, and aff,

with added; attendance on cattle forming with the

practice of astronomy and music, the business of the

Mahi&kya.

qrr* mfn. Relating to or belonging to Indri, fit

r or proper for, (as an oblation to him, &c.) f. (-*(1) llie
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wife of India. the deity, and aff.
;
also with

t. 8tc.

mfn. Earthen, made of or from earth, m. (-¥:)

Coral, f- (-¥t) A cow. t. sr*t the earth, mtaff

trrtTft r.{-tCt)
1 A name of Doaoa. * One of the divine mo*

tbers or energies of the gotls, the S'oAti of S iva. a. vrr^VT

Siva, and aff

fir Cf *.) r. 5 th el. (fiiwrfir fsi^#) To cast, to throw, to

throw about, to scatter. *
f»T¥ (H,) finj r. 1st cl. (fifWfw-W> ‘ To understand. To injure,

fir^ r. 6th d. (fiv^fif) ' To pain, to inflict pain or distress. to hurt. B To unite, to pair.

* To obstruct, to hinder. firsts iai/.
1 Mutually, reciprocally. • Privately, B. fire to pair,

f*r?r mfn. (-W;-frr-^>
‘ Measured. • Moderate, limited, few or aff. ^npr. and the vowel unchanged.

little. * Known, understood. * Scattered, sprinkled, a. nr to faf^WT f. (-WT) A city, giving name also to a kingdom, lying

mete, or fir to scatter, iff h, form irr. north-east of Bengal, the modern 71rAaf. a. fm to be agi-

fsHTTH ®fn. (-H?-sn*VTJ Going deliberately or slowly, m. (-H:) tatad, (enemies by that kingdom,) and XW^Un'ddi aff.

An elephant, f. ( -no A she-elephant, a. faff measured, ant fire* n. ( Wj
1 A couple, a pair, a brace, male and female,

to go, aff. **sr ' Copulation. ' Union, junction, m. (-W:) The sign of the

firw* m. (-¥:) The ocean a. fwtf what is measured, (the earth,) zodiac Gemini, r. fsp| to unite, VWW Un'ddi aff.

and V to go, Un'adi aff.
f;. • firfsftirnr «u. <*¥:) Amorous inclination. «. and sTTRpro-

fRrnrw mfn. (-WI) Moderate, temperate, a. fipf, and wav who pertv, fq aff.

eats, &c. fwwn i*d- Falsely, untruly, a. firw to injure, deriv. irr.

f*nT*aw mfn. (-ati-^r-af) Miserly, niggardly, a niggard, a miser. mfn. Acting or practising falsehood,

a, fwff measured, (food,) and ¥¥ who cooks, from xr^ with a. f*r*3T, and RIT^X. * observing.

aff. fwwnvrr mfn. Acting falsely, a. firwrr, and

fwTTTTvr mfn. (-¥) Prudent in speaking, of measured speech. observance.

a. fair, and speech. fas*TT l€ f. -fff:) Denial of future existence, atheism, heresy.

fittTIW mfn. (-4 : -^t*^) Of certain or restricted meaning, m. (-V) i. ftTOT falsely, and ffff vision, knowledge.

A cautious emissary. a. fw?T, and sense. fsrarrwfofw f. (-fir*.) A ngure of rhetoric, confirmation of ona

fwATiCA mfn. (-sf:-Wl-sr) Abstemious, moderate in diet, eating error or impossibility by another, a. fwwjr falsehood
,

a fu f%

little and sparingly, a. faff* measured, and N|stw who eats. perseverance,

fwfw f. (-fif:) ‘Measuring, measure. * Weighing, weight, fw^nvprv mfn. (-TT-VT-W) Treacherous, guilty of a breach of

• Value.
4 Knowledge. * Proof, evidence, s. sir to measure, promise, a. fawn, and xjfinn promise.

aff. fvpr. finrttvr mfn. (-fft-Wf-t) Preiendedly asleep, hot not so in

fWR n.(-¥) 1 A friend. An ally
;
in this form it is always neuter; reality, a. fvwr, and uqpr asleep.

but it is convertible into an 'attributive, and is then of three fwurfawT* m. (-*:) Groundless plaint or demand, e fh^r falsely,

genders, (fin: fi?¥T firi) Friendly, a friend, m. (-*:) The sun. ^fvwrw plaint.

f. (-nt) One of the wives of Das'abatba, the mother of fwsgTfallow n. f-sf) A false accusation, a. fsTRir falsely,

Satruouna. *-f*K to be affectionate, aff hence more accusing.

properly written fvrW-
% fiwtrfvsffww m. (-ft) A false or unjust accuser, a. fwwr falso-

fwesntq a. (-% A friendly deed, friendship, a. f*x|, and wim act. ly, Xlfinfft^ who accuses. .

fitww n. (-w) Friendship, friendliness, t. fun with W aff; fnaa f. (-fift) Error, ignorance, mistake, i fsrurr falsely,

also with IfRf , fitRITT. and Vtfw understanding.

in. (-fff.) A false or treacherous friend, a, fww, and fiwRXW mfn. -^^t-tpr) Speaking falsely. a. fror, and

who injures. xrgTi speaking.

fiwfM m. (-¥) A treacherous friend, i. f*T¥, and fgw who hates. f«W*lfXW mfn. (-^t-f^ft-fig) Lying, a liar. a. fstWI, and Wff^n

fwwsrc m. (*^:) Breach of friendship, a. firw, and division. who speaks.

fir*¥ mfn. Attractive, winning or acquiring friends. n. (-T) A false or prevaricating reply, a. fiwri, and

oa. (-^;)
1 A rememberer or retainer of traditions, a person answer.

acquainted with popular and unrecorded customs. * A friend. firtqraTT': m. (•¥*.) Pretended friendly services, b. finvr, and

1

s. firw a friend, RT to obuito, aif. tp. assistance,

ftxrai n. (-f) l*he contest of friends, the conflict of allies. fir* r. 1st el. (it^fiv)
1 To be proud. * To be humble, r. 10th

s. ftr¥, and war. cL (T) fiff< r. 1st and 10th da. (fiv^fvr also

f. (-ftl:) Acquirement of friendship, k. fim a friend, (f«|, ^t,) r. 1st cl. r. 4th el (^fif) * To be

M anti si fa* acquisition. unctuous, to be oily or greasy. 1 To liquefy, to melt. * To

8 B

fa qwrsi m. (-art) Acquirement of a friend or friendship, forming

friendship, Ac. r. fae a friend, and xktw gain, acquisition.

mfn. (-V-erT-si) Acquiring friendship, winning, cap-

tivating, engaging, a. fire a friend, and wejw a child.

f«re¥t¥ tn. (-T^t?) A ruler over his friends or allies, a. f*R, and

to govern, fhpr aff. and ^ substituted for the penultimate.

fi|¥l«nr mfn. Becoming or acting as a friend, de-

siring friendship, a. fax nominal verb, iyw afi.
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anoint. * To have affection or regard for. • To be loft, (liter-

ally or figuratively.) fai) far r. lat cL iWgfrt ^)
1 To under-

stand. * To hurt, to injure.

fain. (-Y)
1 Sloth, indolence. * Sleepiness, torpor. * Dulness,

heaviness of spirits or intellect.

filUfft f. (-^t) Wishing1 to bathe or ptunge into. e. strer to

bathe, deaid. v., and TTY affs.

fynf1[ rofn. Wishing to bathe, to plunge into, to be

immersed in. k. srwi to bathe, deaid. v., Y aff.

fanf<Y*T f. (-wr) Desire or purpose to destroy, e. ufar to shake,

desid. ^Yand TTY affs.

fawf-en mfn. (re:-*:-^) Wishing to destroy, shake, overturn,

&c. a. YY to injure, deaid, v.. Y aff,

fare r. 6th cl. (farefa* or farefar-Wj To be connected or united

with, to mis, to associate.

fapin* n. (-Y)
1 Mixing with, heing in contact with, associating

with, Ac. * Encountering, meeting, a. fat* to mix, ffi aff.

fatfai n mfn. (-m-TTT-lt) * Mixed, united, combined or connected

with. * Found, met with, encountered, a. fare to mix, a If, ?|

fan* (t) farf* *• I $t cl. (firerfalj
1 To sprinkle or moisten.

* (According to some atfihoritiea,) To serve, to gratify by

service.

fine r. 1st cl. (Tufaf)
1 To sound. * To be angry.

faf* f. ( fgt-^t)
1 A sort of fennel, (Ancthum panrooriura.)

* Indian spikenard. ' Common anise- r. fanr to sound, far

aff., and optionally added
;
also farfa, farfa. &c.

fir? r. 10«h cl. (farYYflT) To mix, to join, to blend, to combine,

fir* mfn. Mixed, mingled, blended, n. (-*i) Mixing,

mixture, m. (-T.) ' An elephant, the fourth of the four classes

in which elephants arc arranged. * A respectable person; in

which sense it is a common affix to proper names ; or com-

pounded with as wrc&farYTt. x. fare to mix, aff. wY-

farYY na. (~wi)
1 An adulterator of commodities, Ac. * A mixer,

, a compounder, n. (-#)
1 A garden of the gods, a grove of

paradise. * A description of song or singing, c. fan mingled,

(flowers, Ac.) and aff.

fii**IX* n. (-Y) The grove of Inoba. e. forfm a

divine garden, and YY a wood.

far** n. (-w) 1 Mixing, uniting'. * (In arithmetic,) Addition,

*. fare to mix, alf. YIT.

farfanr mfn. (-w:-YT-li) ‘ Respected, respectable. • Mixed, ming-

led. • Added. K. far* to mix, aff.

fareYI f- (*YT)
1 A sort of fennel. (Anethum panmorium, Rox.)

Another kind, (Anethum towa. )
• Common anise, (Ptmpi-

nella anisum.) fare mixture, x* to go or get. aff.

far* r. 1st cl. (Y) far* (*Nfa*) To sprinkle, r. 6th cL (ftrefar) To -

contend with, to emulate, to contest,

far* n. (-Y) ' Fraud, trick, deception. ‘Envy. s. far* to vie,

aif. *.

fwfa f. (-fa:-fl)
1 Spikenard, (Valeriana jaUmansi.) * A sort of

fennel, (Anethum panmorium, Ac.) i. ire to measure, yn
and aff., y changed to *, and ^substituted for the

radical vowel; also fatfa, fatfar, and with *sy added

faffalVT, Ac.

fair mfn. (-tt-YT-Y)
1 Sprinkled, wetted. • Sweet, sugary

n. (-Y) A sweetmeat. x. far* to sprinkle, afT. n.

famrV m. (-YT) A confectioner, a good cook. x. farY, and

f* who makes.

farYTY n. (-Y) Sauce, gravy, seasoning, a mixture of sugar and

acids, Ac. eaten with bread or rice. z. fare sprinkled, are

food.

fatfY f. (-far-ift) ' A sort of fennel, (Anetbnra panmorium, Rox.)

* Another kind, (A.sowa.) * Spikenard, (Valeriana jatamansi.)

4 A sort of lovage, (Ligusticum ajwaen.) * Common anise,

(Pimpinella anislim.) e. to mete, iff. '^Y, and optionally

#far; the radical vowel changed to Y, deriv. irr. ;
also ftifu

and farfa.

fare r. I Oth cl. (ftrWYftfJ To mix, to mingle or join.

fare (^lt) fa*Yf r. l*t cL (ixrfari To sprinkle, to shed.

fatfavr f. (-wr) Frost, r. fare to sprinkle, aff. wy.

fwfarT m. (-Y0
1 The sun. * A sage. * A cloud.

4
Air, wind.

* The moon. fare to spriuklc or scatter, (radiance, &c.)

Un Adi aff. farYW.

farnCTIW m. (-Y:) A name of S’its. E. fa?fYY the sun, ** to

live, YYaff.

Y\ r. 1st and 10th els. (irefa* WTYYfari 1 To go, to move. * To
know. (T, W) T YfY r. 4th cl. To part with life, to

die- (*T) YfY r. 9th cl. (ntYTfa* YfaltY) To hurt, to injure,

to kill.

Ytr mfn. (-V’-VT-V) Passed as urine, k. fare to sprinkle, aff. %.

YtTYff in. (-WO
1 The sun. * S’iva. 4 A thief.

yVY m. ( Y :

)

1 A fish. * The sign of the zodiac Puces, c. wt to

hurt, Un Adi aff. YY.

YYY*?YY m. (-Y1) K*msd£va. *. yTy a fish, and dfaTYa symbol.

WlwilfalWT (. (-WT) A pond, a pool. x. a liah, and iifalWT

a lizard.

WfalTf m. (-Yi) A kingfisher. E wtw fi*h, *TY to annoy, aff.

it is also written but perhaps incorrectly irfanY-

^fare m. (-Y :
) A marine monster, sometimes applied to the

shark and alligator: sec WWx:. n. Wfaf a ft»b, to seize,

aff W.
,

wfanwt f. (-xft) llie daughter of Kcvraa. e. wtar % fish, and

wfw the eye, and aff.

Iltwreifani, m.(-tfa)
1 A crane. • A fisherman, e. wfar fish, and

WlWtfani who kills.

wtwr** D. (•*<) Fish-spawn, roc, milt. f. ( nfl) Clayed or can-

died sugar. x. a fish, and W*1 egg, spawn, afT., to

which the last is compared.

iftwTWlf ro. (-W:) The ocean. «. ntw a fish, and WTW*V abode.

ip. (-W:) * A wagtail. * A sort of sauce, fish sauce.

K. sTt* fish, Wliu the mango, and Y aff.

(W) «lfar r. 1st cl (#farfw)
1 To go. to move. * To sound,

tffarpp* m. (-Y:) A Mimdnsakti, a follower of the Mimansd

philosophy, e. ^fatfYT the doctrine so termed, and aff.

tffarfaT f. (*YT) One of the philosophical systems of the Htndus,

or rather a two-fold system, the two parts of which form

two of the six Derianas or schools of philosophy ; the first

part, the Purva Mimunai, or Mimansd simply, originates with
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the Muni Jaiuiki. and illustrate* (be Karma kun

f

a of the
/’rda*. or the practical part, (the ritual,) of religion and devo ,

tion, including al«o moral and legal obligations. The second

part, or Uttura Mimans'm, ascribed to Vyaha, is (lie aai.c

aa the ViddMa, founded on the Jnana-kdnd'a or theological

portion of the Vida*, and treating of the spiritual worship of

the Supreme Being or soul of the universe. *. srrg to seek

knowledge, ad', and 7W; the derivative takes the aug-

ment of the reduplicate form of the verb.

m. (-Xi) The ocean, a. *r» to scatter, gv Ua adi aJf., and

the vowel made long.

*\m r. 1st cl- (gfcfr) l*o wink or twinkle, to close or contract

the eye-lids : with Tg prefixed, to awake, (and figuratively)

to expand, to bud, to blossom.

iftww mfn. ('irw-wwil-^rsj) Winking, twinkling, closing, (as the

l
eyes.) k. to t^ink, ute aif.

n. (-if) Twinkling, blinking, winking, a. sflgr to twinkle,

&c., aff. sgy,

mfn. (-IT-WMrf) * Twinkled. * Unblown, partly opened,

as a young bud, flic. n. (-if) Indirect allusion or description,

(in rhetoric.) e. to twinkle, aff. ».

wt* r. 1st cl. (iftffir) To be large or corpulent.

HfTO m. (-WT) Air, wind. K. to move, XW l/a'&di aff.

mfn. (-^: ^t-g) Mischievous, hurting, killing, a. to

hurt or kill. Un'fidi aff.

wtlf f. (-1l) The worm of the intestines, Atcuridet, fee. *. wt

to hurt, Unidi aff. gr.

g m. ( g:)
' Binding, confinement. * Tawny, (the colour.)

a Eternal beatitude or final emancipation. 4 A funeral pile.

*. W to bind, aff. or gg to loosen, &c., aff. 3.

gg*sg m. (-if;) The onion
>
also ggp*<«r,

g J *• (’f:) Freedom, liberation, e, gg to let loose, gs aff.

n. (*tf) A crest, a diadem, a tiara, f. (-7t) Snapping the

fingers, r. to adorn, aff. 33 , and 3 substituted for the

* radical vowel, form irr.
;
also Rfi*.

vr* m. (-st:J
1 A name of V'ishn'u. 1 Gum olibanum. * A

precious gem. 4 Quicksilver. * One of Kuv£ka a Xtd&tt, or

divine treasures, e. *jfi liberation, (from passion, Sic.) in

the second case ggj, and grto give, aff. w, or gg to libe-

rate, or g$ as before, to wet, to sprinkle, aff. wi,
deriv. irr.

gg^g in. (-g::) An onion; also gggg.
g$*5 m. (-^:) Gum olibaaum

;
also ggi 1̂ .

gyr m. (-g:)
1 A mirror. 1 The handle of a potters lathe.

• A tree, (Mirausops elengi.) 4 A bud. 4 Arabian jasmine.

e. si 3 to adorn, Trg Un'adi aff., and 3 optionally substituted

for the radical vowel, deriv. irr. ; also uyg.

gyg mn. (-3:-3) 1 An opening bud. 4 The body. * The suul

or spirit, e spg to let loose, (the flower, flic.) gwig aff., and

3 changed to g

.

gffew mfn. (-Wi-HT-^i) ' Half-cluaed, (as a bud.) Half-shut,

(as the eye,) blinking, winking, e.gyg, aVnl ggg[aff.

gn^tCTl mfD.(-3:*WT-n') Closed, shut, (as a bud.) e. gyrur, and

gg made, with fa augment.

WJ3

ITWn. (-*) A .»rt ofkidn.j-.lxM, (Phwclu, lob.tu,.) AUo
&C.

.

A e°mm0D,r J>n,i
' Cr010n po'yoodrum.)

.- "ft to adorn, a ff. „ added, -3 ,„b«i,u,.d for ther.dicl vowel, deriv. irr.; also nf*%
W-ftf-W-W*) Reldurd, liberated, loosed. I.t go. -Liber-

bS.
H

C"rP°rHl "Ultnc"- *"»% hoppy. • Dittoed
*i- 4

rr: ,bU mv bc

on in.il
thc hand

' “ * d"t
' &c - «»d ""^thrown fro"

.pint rrleao-
1
'-*8 ,n fro,n a bo “’- «"• o. (-*, The

with-it. dirine^
m “nd‘n<: «“*“«. »n<l re-integrated

off. k.
V"*1 f' ('*r) A Pcsrl- «• 9" to set free,

!HI* n, (-^) ' Any miss

pleting the sense of a pJ®*P°n * ^ stanza or sentence com-

added.
-e- “* lo<»*ed, let fly, and v*

m. (-Wt) A snake that .

loose, and the slough of a?*1 “lough, s. le£

gH4 V« ind. Aloud, as shouting or**

throat.
n 8- *« ffTI. and

m. (*^:) A lion.

g^lUnr mfn. (-T-TT-T) Di-'inlcrested, free from

ment or improper bias. k. gn, and attachl^ attach-

nifn. (-gi:-W^r) ' Parting with, giving awaj
1 Lopsed, let go. k. gfgf, and Tgy the hand. rmL

gifT^^tn m. (-si;) A pearl necklace, a string of pearls, k. g,
a pearl, and sbuiu a sort of chain.

lpfTJiTT n. ( -^) The pearl oyster, a. a pearl, and WTOIT
abode.

m. (-^:) A pearl necklace. e. gTfT a pearl, and
swig string.

( (-^:) The pearl oyster, e. g-jgi a pearl, and

mother, mother of pearl.

g^tgrot U.(*ai) ' Camphor. * A pearl. • A sort of fruit, the

custard apple, a. a pearl, and fruit, comparable to

a pearl in whiteness.

gaig* mfn. ( ir-mt fSi Loosed, and not loosed ; applied espe-

cially to weapons which may be wielded ur burled, as a club,

a javelin, flee. k. g?i loosed, not loosed,

iunnn f. (-Wl) A pearl necklace, t. gm a pearl, and gnrr a

creeping plant

g»Twaft f. (-art) A pearl necklace, s. gj*T a pearl, and wr^a
line, a row.

gwr^l* rnf. (-*:-3T) A pearl oyster, t. pr a pearl, and nr* to

burst, aff. **?,

gfW" f. ('fit*) ' Final beatitude, the delivery of the soul from the

body and exemption from further transmigration; thc re-ub-

sorption of the emancipated spirit into its great primary

source, identification with Goo. 1
Liberation, setting or be-

coming free or loose, b. gg to let loose, aff.

gm ind. Having set free, loose, &c. h. ggr to free, gnr a(F.

g3 mfn. (-g;-3r-El) ’ First, initial. • Chief, pre-eminent, prin-

cipal. n. ( «i)
1 Thc mouth. • The face. • The entrance to a

house. 4 Commencement. • A means, aa expedient. ‘Sound.
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* The opening division of a drama, the first act, flic. • The

previous or preparatory incidents of a drama. • The Vhdat,

scripture, m. (-*t) The beak of a bird. *. snr to dig, Unidi

•IT. with the power of w, by which the final is rejected,

ffZ initial augment.

m. (-*>:j An onion, t. if* the mouth, and jpw*

scenting.

f. (-^r) Howling, uttering a particular cry of grief,

&c. r. if«r the mouth, and w«^r a bell.

f. (-WT) A species of the A'ryh metre. y

f. (-ft) The tongue, s. the morfth, and the

cry or chirp of the cricket, or a cricket.

5^* nifn. ( Derived or prooseding from the mouth,

born in the mouth, flic. m. (•^1 * A Brahman, boru from

the mouth of Brahma. 1 A touch, s. the mouth, and *r

born.

«d. From the month, a. and wfa aff,

fWftl mfn. plating or pertaining to the mouth,

a-
f| 'Iliyas above, and * aff.

m. ;The onion. *. the mouth, and yzw
fooling. J

•JWMTWT f. fc>*rt) A plant, (Siphonanthus Indica.) s sjn the

moutU a,»d vnv cleansed, (by it.)

•jwPidffHcil f. (-^) The goddess SaraswatI. s. the mouth,
' *nd f*rv rf^^l abiding

j
as the goddess of speech, &c.

m. (-*:) An idler, a luy man. r. »jm the face,

fWrt^T contemplating.

Q ‘ (-*) ‘ A mouthful of water for rinsing the mouth
• A mouthful. Filling the mouth, e. t)>e mouth, and

filling.
"

n. (•^) Betel, the leaf of the piper betel eaten with

the Areca nut, catechu, caustic lime, &c. a. to the mouth,
and tJTO an ornament.

tjapar^ o. (TOO A beggar, a patitioner. a. to the month,
ami who ripens, (hi. purpoae.J from to with to a IT.

TO«l*ww ”• ('’ll The bit of a bridle, a. to the mouth, and
TOPI restraining.

7J—1 mfn. (-g:-TT*sr) * Foul-mouthed, speaking harshly or arur-

rilously. * Sounding, noiay. Speaking in ridicule of, rallying,

mocking, !tc m. (TO!)
1 A leader. • A conch shell. • Leading,

preceding. * A crow. a. to the mouth, and g aff. implying

depreciation, or rt to go, T aff.

TO^lf »f»- (-*:-1IMt) Sounding, ringing, making a noise,

a, to^. aad TTO aff.

n. (•*) Rallying, mocking, a. TOt, and «ro making,

fa augment.

m. (-W:) A hog. 1.^9 the mouth, and sfnrrwr a plough.
n.(-^) * A musical instrument played with the mouth,

• jew s harp (?)
• Making a noise with the mouth by striking

it with the hand, playing on the mouth, t. the mouth,
and TT^ a musical instrument.

m. (-w:) A perfume for the mouth, any drug, as cam-
phor or orris-root so used, or a composition usually taken
in the form of a pill. 1 . the mouth, and *T¥iT perfuming.

f. (-WT) A she-goat.

f- (*WI) A cockroach, a. if* the mouth, and fen fasceir

n.(-Wj Opening the mouth wide. t. with fa and

WT* prefixed to to give, wz aff

mfn. (-H^-HTMi) Foul-mouthed, scurrilous, u. ig^ the

mouth, and irV a hoof.

f^irre* m. (-W5
) Pungency, sharp or pungont flavour a. (-si)

Cleaning the mouth k. iysi the mouth, and WPIW cleansing.

m. (-^t) The lime or citron, a. the mouth, end
^rftrar what cleanses.

mfn. (-f.-fl-f ) Foul-mouthed, scurrilous,

ro. (•*:) A Brahman, *. 3* the mouth, (of Brahma,)
and born.

*T«^r n. (-tc) The moisture of the lips. t. *j* the mouth, and
’QVT spirituous liquor, aIf

m. (•*:) Spittle, saliva. ». fw the mouth, * to drop
aff. H|*.

m, (-ft:) -* The conflagration of a forest. * A sort of
goblin with a face of fire.

1 Fire put into the mouth of the
corpse at the time of lighting the funeral pile. * A sacrificial

or consecrated fire. a. month, face, or chief, principal,
and 'tflf fire.

TOrw "> (• TO) A crab. a. to the mouth, and toi a weapon.
TOmil f. (-Wit) Fire ia a fure.t, a. to face or mouth, and

flame.

W mfn. Chief, primary, principal, n. (-fjj * A
principal or essential rite oy ordinance. • Reading or teach-
ing the AVrfae. * The month when reckoned from new moon
to new moon. a. 5* chief, * aff. /

tfWZT f. (-Hr) Pre-eminence, being beat or chief, k. «j^, and
TO aff.

j also with

TO*®* inti. Principally, particularly, a. srqfc and iffa aff.

Iff n»- (-T1
) A gallinule.

5AI mfn. (TO:TOT-wt) Lovely, beautiful * Stupid, ignorant,
an idiot, a fool. * Simple, *il!y. f. (TOT) A young and lovely
female, a. if. to be foolish, aff. yg, dvriv. irr.

5«nrr f. (-m)
1

Loveliness. * Ignurauce, ttupidity. ‘Simplicity,
and »fHl added

j
also

^nrrwz raftt. (-^T:-WT-»r) Lorcly-faced. a. and
face.

,

<* * 6‘h *1. (T»f*-ir) 1 To be looae or free.
* To foraake or abandon, r. Itlth cl (SiTOftl) 1 To let looae,
to let go, to discharge ai arrowa, to part with, aa wealth, &c.
To gladden, to delight. iatTO) To deceive, to cheat.

r. 1 st cl. (HTVfj 1 To be vain or proud. * To be wicked.
1 To apeak. * To grind or pound. * To cheat, to deceive.
With *, To give much. With fa,

1 To obtain liberation. • To
give or bestow. To loae.

ffTO m. (-to:) Lac, tbe dye. s. to to looaen, aff.

jfTO mfn. (-VTi-^r-O Munificent, generous, liberal in giving, a
donor, a giver, a. to to let looae, to part with wealth, and
farvvr Unkdi off.

ffwro rn. (TO:) A tree, (Pterospenmun aelicifolium.)

h f. (-41; * Snapping the fingers. * The
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•pr r i»t el. SrmrRr) *l»o (t.) (wifir «prafw) To

sound.

qq r. 1st cL (Bqfw) To go.

qvjw ra. (*9‘.) The testicle.

qqB mfn. (BB-qpfft-W*) ' lotting go or loose. * Shooting,

discharging. t. qq to let go, ww alt.

spB m. (-B0
1 A sort of grass, from the fibres of which a string

is prepared, of which the triple thread worn by the Brahman

as a girdle should be formed, (Saccharum munja, Rox.)

* The Brahmanical girdle, or in common use, the sacred suing

or cord. 1 An arrow, a. qfB to sound, aff. 1ft(.

qqWB m. (-w:) Vishn'o. e. *fU a sort of grass, and hair.

qBwfwB m. (-qt) Visin g, z. q® the plant, WW hair, and

qfw aff.

qBIBB n. (-if) Investiture with the girdle or with the Brah-

man teal cord. e. If, and *»IB binding,

qqq n. (-sj) The fibrous root of a lotos, z. qq a sort of grass,

qT to go or resemble, aff. B.

quiff
'* re. (-*:) Munja grass.

qj r. 1st cl. (BTBfw) 6th cl. (qxfB) and I Oth cl. (ffliffOt) ; also

(T) q£* r. 1st cl. (*h*fw) ' To rub, to press, to grind or pound,

to reduce to powder. * To break down, "to trample on.

6th cl. (Bsfw) To reprove, to rebuke, to blame.

q» (T) qfr r. 1 st cl* (*f»ffr) ' To guard, to protect, to defend

or cherish. * To fly, to run away,

qw r. 6th cl. (qqfw) ' To quit, to leave. * To clothe or cover.

(T*> qf* r. l at ®1- (q^nr)
1 To be pure or clean. * To cleanse.

To sink, (as in water.) * To sink, (in estimation,) to be de-

spised or disregarded. (qBfB) 4 To shave or cut 4 To grind

or pound.

qw r. 6th cL (qwfil) To vow or promise.

qp« mfn. *r)
1 Shaved, bald, having no hair on the

head. ‘Low, mean. mn. (•«•*) 1 The head. * The forehead,

m. (.B;)
1 A bald pate. * A barber. • The name of a Dailya

or demon. 4 Rahu, the personified ascending node. 4 The

trunk of a lopped tree. f. (-BR) Bengal madder, (Rubia raan-

jith.) t. qfff to shave or cut, aff. BB.

qviB m. (-B:) A barber, n (-W) The head. z. qfh to shave,

aff qw. or qwi the head, *rq pleonasm.

qvjq w* m. (*B:) A kind of pulse.

qwzw n. (-wf )
Shaving, shearing, cutting, e. qfB to shave or

cut, aff. TOr.

qMBiW ra. (-B:) The cocoanut tree. a. qB the head, and WW,

fruit |
the fruit being one step towards a human head, made

by ViaWurrZA, when he purposed establishing an opposition

creation to that of Brahms.

spsmrwt f. (-lit) * A number of shaven heads. 4 A mass of

troops of an inferior description. «- qB, and a circle.

qBB i fB m. (-f*:) A kind of gTain or rice.

qf*TT mfn. (-B'. BT-’ff) Bald, shorn, shaven, k. qB bald, TBB aff.

qfkzfffBTBmfn.(-ttt-KT:-^:) Bald-pated, shaven-headed. B.qfBTff,

and fqqB the head.

qfvfffBT f. (-BT) A plant, commonly Ahm’iiri.

qfBB m. (-Bt) A barber, s. qB shaving, aff. qfw.

8 F

qaftfVB! f. (-BT) A plant, commonly Mundiri.

q^ittt f. (-ft) A plant, described as a creeper, bearing a red

and yellow" flower, and commonly called by the same name,

Mundiri.

qwj n. (-«?!) A pearl.

qB (T>) qfB r. 1st cl (qwfq) J To hurt or kill.
4 To suffer

pain.

qq r. 1st cl. (Biqw) To rejoice, to be glad. r. 10th cl. (BTqqfff)

To mix, to blend, to unite.
^

W% ffB) ' Pleasure, delight, joy. 4
Intoxication, phrensy.

4 A wife. * qq to be pleased, aff. f%q.

qqr f. ( qi) Happiness, joy. z. qq to be happy, b* and

BTqaffs.

qqrfBB mfn. (-B:-BT-tf) Pleased, happy, z. qqr, and wfwrB

possessed of.

qfqff mfn. (-ir-BT-W) Pleased, delighted, n. (-if) Pleasure, hap-

piness. z. qq to rejoice, aff. qr.

qfq’C ni. (-q:)
1 A cloud. * A lover, a libertine, z. qq to be

pleased, Un'Adi aff. fBTB-

q<t f. (-qt) Moonlight, n. qq to please, affs. B and

re. (-q:)
1 A sort of kidney-beao, (Phaseolus mungo.) 4 A

cover, as a lid or cloth, E. qfq to please, Un'idi aff. w.

XUPff f. (-#f i A sort of kidney-bean, (Phaseolus trilobus.)

z. qq P. mungo, qw a leaf, trlq aff.

m. A hone. ,fJf kidaej-bean, and war who

eau ; al»o •nilfoia m. (-aft)

WWK m. (-q:) * A mallet, a mace, a weapon formed like a car-

penter's hammer. 4 A staff, armed with iron, and larger at

the lower extremity, used for breaking clods of earth, &c.

* A carpenter's hammer. 4 A sort of flower, said to be a kind

of jasmine, perhaps Jasminum zambac, the wild variety,

z. qq pleasure, B to swallow or destroy, aff. qqj also with

q changed to U, qTB.

qqq m. (-B:) A sort of kidney-bean, (Phaseolus lobatus.)

•• qq P- mungo, to stay, to resemble, aff w j ^so with

BW added, qqB*.
qqT f. (-gT)

1 A seal, a signet. 4 A seal ring. • The mark of a

seal or similar impression, a stamp, a print, &c. 4 A mode
of intertwining the fingers during religious worship, z. qq
to please, (by it,) Un'4di aff. qq.

q*Tfq* mfn. (-m-BT-ff) Stamped, sealed, f. (-BT) A mint.

z. qzT a seal, and marked.

qf?Bt f. (-B!) A sealed or signed paper, z. q* a seal, and bb
aff, fem. form.

qf^B mfn. (-B:*BT-lf)
1 Sealed. 4 Marked, struck, stamped.

* Contracted, closed, scaled up. 4 Unblown, (as a flower.)

t. qfT a seal, and q *i w aff.

qwi iatf. In vain, uselessly, unprofitably, idly. z. qq to be fool-

ish, aff. BT, and q changed to w.

qfB m.(-fq:)
1 A holy sage, a pious and learned person, en-

dowed with more or less of a divine nature, or having attain-

ed it by rigid abstraction and mortification
; the title is

applied to the Ruhia, the Brahmodika*, and to a great num-

ber of persons distinguished for their writings, considered as
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inspired, as Pan 'ini, Vyasa, &c. “An ascetic, a devotee.

• An Arhat or Jnina deified teacher. 4 The saint Apastya,

• The Palos' tree, (Butea frondosa )
* Another tree, (Bucha-

nania latifolia.) a. a?3f to he revered, Uusdi aff. re_- and ^
substituted for the radical vowel.

*ff*rre m. (•«!:) A tree, (.Eschynomene grandiflora.) a. «ffw

the saint Aoastya, and re a tree,

gfjjfrew n. (-^) Copper. E. iffar a devotee, and fare brass,

•ffagr* m. (-1:) A pre-eminent sage. a. sffar a sage, and gre

(in composition) pre-eminent,

frfvfgwv >n. (-ST-) A wagtail, c. gfw a sage, gif a child, and

fTWaif. of comparison.

“(-at:) A kind of Areca, (A. triandra, or gracilis, Rox.)

e. sffif a sage, and i^ji the Areca.

Sfflinm n. (-ifj
1 Fasting. * The fruit of the yellow mvrobalan.

• The saint Agastya. *. ffw a sage and MWf a drag or

medicament.

m. (-If:) The twentieth Jina or Jaina pontiff of the

present efa.

ffanvnr n. (-vf) A hermitage, the abode or retirement of holy

sages, i. iffsr an ascetic, and ibt«T a place.

m. (*TP)
1 A superior Muni or sage. • A Buddha, a

Bauddha sage or teacher, e. »ffa a sage, and T^T chief.

ff«l* n. (-1 ) Wild grain, roots, fruit, &tc. k. gTw a hermit,

and YfY food.

gvjj in. (-^:) 'A sage, abstracted from all human passion

and feeling, and preparing himself for eternal emancipation.

B Any one anxious for liberation, especially from mundane

existence. a, to liberate, in the desidcratire form,

^aff.

^Tjfxrw mfn. (-*:-*:-«) Wishing to steal, a. re to steal, desid.

V aff. ,

md. Like a thief, k. *pf, and farefa aff.

f.(-^T) Wish to die, impatience of life. e. ^ to die, desid.

v., 'VV and ¥Ff affs.

ggr'i m. (-it) A man at the point of death, a dying man. e. sr

to die, deaiderative or expectative form, and ’l aff.

^r. 6 th cl. (ftf*) To encircle, to entwine, to bind together.

f. (*^t) Fainting, a. to faint, aff. f%U, and the * re-

jected after 1.

gT m. (*X*.) The name of a Dm nra killed by Visirin'u. f. (-yct) A

vegetable perfume. (*x) Surrounding, encircling, e. re to

encircle, aff. w, or wra1 and fem. aff.

fpCW m. (-fft) A small drum, a tabor, f. (-HT)
1 The wife of

Kcy£ra. * A large drum. a. re encircling, with wood, &c.,

and ai born, made.

m. (-W-) The jack fruit tree, (Artocarpus integrifolia.)

m. (-sf:) A country on the north-west of Hindustan, catled

also Lampaka, and now Lamgan. m. pin. (-air:) The inhabi-

tants of Lamgan.

m. (-^0 The conch of Visjin’u. a. re a demon, *r to cut,

,
(to alarm,) aff. .

f. (-WT) The Xermadd river.

JtiiV m. (-^:) Pimples on Use face. I

m. (*y) A name of KrTsbn'a or Visbn'o. ». re the

demon, and fag enemy.

sjtwt f. (-WT) The Nermaf/d river.

f- ('^t)A flute, a pipe. a. re surrounding, an to get or

have, alT ar and

ffrefarc: m. (-r:) A name of Krishn'a. e. re^ft • flute, and vx
who holds.

na. (-17) A name of Visnvu. a. re the demon, and x*f

slayer.

sprifr; m. (-ft:) A name of Vishnu, e. re the demon, and ^fx
the foe.

(Wr») refr r, I st cl. ' To be faint, to lose conscious-

ness or perception. • To increase, to grow.

gfV«l f.
(

A small fire place or fire pan:

m. (-X:)
1 A name of Kama or Curio. • A fire of chaff.

• One of the horses of the sun.

ff* (<) r- 1st cl. To bind, to tie.

sp»r r. 10th cl. (3iVlfw) To plant : more usually nw*

f- (-it) A kind of paoick seed, (Panicum italicum,) de»

I
scribed as a white variety. ,

fjlpft f- (*^t) A small house lixard : see
; also with URT

added, iprfunrr f. (-H.)

pr. 1 st d. (wnfa) r. 9th cl. (^**TftT) To steal, to rob, to plun-

der. r. Ith cl. (vymflT) ' To cut, to divide, to break. * To steal.

sfWYf m. (-^f:) A rat : aee T**-

gw m. ( w) 1 A club, • m»ce. • A pestle for cleaning rice,

f ( wt) 1 A house lizard. 1 A plant, (Curculigo orchioides

see »«d

ind. Club to club, (fighting, Ac.) e. sfaw repeated,

and added ;
aLo ij^arr^^art.

mfu. (~W:-OT-Jb Meriting pounding to death : see

f. (-11) A crucible. «. 51 to steal, aff. and »ri,
*

also wit.

mfn. (-IT-wr-Tf) Stolen, robbed, e. «fl to steal, aff. *.

m, (
s^:) * The scrotum. 1 The testicle.

* A heap, a quan-

tity. * A tbief. * A stout man. * A plant, commonly Ghent'a*

par ali. k. Vfl to steal, (semen, Ate.) ant aff,

spare m. ( ¥:) A plant, commonly Ghan t'dpdrali. b. ipqf a

thief, (of disease,) and vw addod.

iparei n. {-d} The testicles, r. and re pair.

reiTC m. (-rO A man with large testicles, e. ipqt testicle, and

re aff

m. (-sg:) A eunuch, a guard of the women's apartments.

e. reff testicle, and wanting.

n * Theft, robbery, a. re to steal, aff. u, form irr.

gf» rnf. f-ft'-tl) * The fist, the closed hand. * The hilt or

handle of a sword, &c. * A handful or PaJa , the inilistory

measure in the tables of the measures of grain.
4 Filching,

stealing, e. re to 5lCB * or

^fClT m- (*W:) A goldsmith, e. syffc stealing, and if to make,

aff. .
m. (-If:) A name of Bai.\d£va the brother of KrIshm a.

n. (-if) A kind of game, odd or even. e. the fisv

aud gaining.

.
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irfianr mfn. (-g-HT-g) Who blows in or on his closed fists.

e. gfg, and grt to breathe, afT. gg.

gffg*? ro. (-g:) A child, e. gfg the fist, and ^ to drink or

suck, aff. gg.

gfffVlff ra. (-w*) Pummelling, boxing, b. gffc, and xmr falling.

5ffTO m. (g:) Clenching the fist. e. gfc the fist, and wrg

binding.
,

^ft’jtnvwtfwg mfn. (-ir-vrr-if) Squeezed, pressed, griped.

*. *jfk. *i
$
it taking, jf squeezed.

*arf. Fist to fist, (fighting,) fisticuffs, r. 5% repeated

in this sense, and the first final made long.

fjwHT mfn. l-aR wpwtwpt) ’ Stealing, robbing. * Depriving of.

• Obacunn^*, eclipsing, r. gw to steal, g* aif.

5^ (T^l fPi'C r. 4th ch (gtfffg) To divide, locutorbivak

to pieces.

T^g n. (-wi)
1 A pestle, a wooden pestle used for cleaning rice.

* A club. f. (-wit) ' A plant, (Curculijjo orchioides.) • A house

lizard, e. gg to break, afT. ggg; it is also read with its

compounds and derivatives gvwr, gwwrt, and sometimes

wgg, &c.

ggfwrg m. (-Wfl) A name of Balarama. e. ggg a pestle, or pestle-

like club, used by him as a weapon, and xfg u.T,

gtTWf mfn. (-gf:-WT-gii) Deserving death by pounding with a

pestle, b. ggg a pestle, and g?r aff.

*j«w r. I Oth cL (wwjgfw) To accumulate, to collect, to heap

together.

gg rof. (-g:-gr) A sort of grass, (Cyperus rotundus.) a. gg to

accumulate, aff. gg.

gg tr ran. (-g:-g) 1 A fragrant grass, (Cyperus rotundus.) * A
sort of poison, a iff! to accumulate, wm aff

ggiWC m. (-g:) A.hog, tt. ggf Cyperus, and gw[ who eats,

gg m. (-^:) The fist. &. gg to break, g-gaff.

g* n. (-^) A pestle, s. gg to divide, Un'adi aff. TWT.

gg r. 4th cl. («) gg (ggfw) To be foolish, to be incapable of

discrimination or judgment, to be bereft of sente or wisdom,

iffy*: m. (-^5) * Love, desire, Kamad£va. • A fool, a blockhead.

e. to grow foolish, Un'adi aff.

gygTWT f. (-WF) Tautology, repetition, e. gsg repeatedly, and

WTWT speech.

g*W[ind. Repeatedly, reiteratedly, again and again, e. gu to be

foolish, Un'Adi aff. gfg.

mn. A division of time, the thirtieth part of a day

and night, or an hour of forty-eight minutes, m. (-&•.) An
astrologer, k. to be crooked or, fraudulent, g aff, form

irr., and 3ft initiatory augment.

m. (-<:) A fool, a blockhead, an ignoramus, e. gf to be

foolish, Un'adi aff.

g, r. 1st cl. (tita ) To bind, to tie, to make fast.

g f. (g:) Binding, tying, e. g to tie, aff. fgg

.

g* mfn. (-g:-gr-g) Dumb. m. (-g:) * A fish. A demon.
• A pauper, e. g imitative sound, and g to utter, aff. g, or

g to bind, gg off.

g» mfn. (-w-VT '«) ’Foolish, ignorant. * Cold, apathetic,

stupid. * Perplexed, in doubt * Deceived, erring, m. (-g:j

1 An idiot, a fool. • A sluggard, k. gg to be foolish, aff.

H, form irr.

gg*g ra. (•$:)
1 A bad presentation of the child at birth,

causing difficult delivery. • A dead foetus, b. gf, and

the foetus.

m. (-fp) Infatuation, b. g», and grw seizure.

g*g*g mfn. (-TfT'-¥Ti*W;
) Insane, bewildered. K. gar and

f HV mind.

g¥WT f. f -wr> Folly, silliness, ignorance, e.

also gjnw.

g¥T¥Tg mfn. (-mr-WT-W! Foolish, a fool. E. gg, and wmPE self,

gw mfn. (-ift-m-lf) Bound, tied. e. 15 to bind, aff. g.

gw r. I Oth cL (gwwfw) To urine, to make water,

gw n. (*W) Urine, pis*, e. gw to piss, WW aff., or wg to loose,

Unadi aff. w¥, and u substituted for the vowel,

gwirgf n. (-gf.i * Strangury. * Urinary affection in general,

a« gravel, Ac. s. gw urine, and wrgg pain,

gwwrw m- (-¥:) (Gonorrhoea, considered a* an urinary complaint.

I. gw urine, and giw fault.

gwgz n. (-¥) The lower belly, e. gw urine, and gg to be shal-

low, aff g.

m. (-f-W:) Obstruction at the neck of the bladder. 1. gw,

and gfg knot. >

gw«ii| m. The urethra. V gw, and WTW passage,

gwwr mfn. (-g:-¥f-wi) Diuretic, mf. (•¥’. Wtr) A cucumber,

a. gw urine, and wig aff.

gwxrwr u. (-wi) Milky urine, depositing a thick while sediment.

1. gw, arid TTW semen, which is supposed to give the colour.

gi¥T m. (-¥:) Urinary obstruction, a gw, and gg being with.

gwTwrm m. (•¥:) Suppression of urine, e. gw, and gram im-

pediment.

gwriftw m. (-¥:) Difficult or slow passage of urine, e. gw, and

passed.

ggrww ra. (-¥:)
1 The bls^lder. * The lower belly, the pubic

region. «. gw urine, and gigg place.

gf^W mfn. ( g-TTr-ir) Pissed, voided as urine, e. gg to urine,

aff. n.

gwiwrr m. (-T- ) Obstructed or tardy flow of urine, discharge of

it mixed with blood, &c. e. gg, and gg? adhesion,

gg mfn. (-4 :-gr-wr) Foolish, ignorant, stupid, idiotic, m. (-*)

A sort of bean, (Ph&seolus radiates.) r. gt| substituted for

to be foolish, aff. gg, or i[< substituted for the root, with

g Un'Adi aff.

gggrgg m. (-g:) The brother of a fool. e. gg a fool, grw a

brother, and gg aff.

mfn. Fainting, swooning, e. to

faint, gg aff.

nf. (-y-gr) * Fainting, syncope, swooning. * Mixing,

meeting. * A tone or semitone as placed in its scale, the

seventh part of a Grama or scale. * Calcining quickailver

with sulphur, &c. b. to faint, to become insensible,

aff. gig.

gwfr f. (-^T) Fainting, loss of consciousness or sense, b. gg*
to be faint, aff. gg and grg
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mfn. (.1-1x4) Fainted, fainting, insensible, k.

fainting, (tbc act,) and aff.

J^BTTIT mfn. Faint, e. ^rwr, and ITpT alf.

mfn. (-W’.-TIT-lf) ' Fainting, fainted, insensible. * Stupid,

ignorant. * Tall, lofty. * Grown, increased, augmented.

*. to be faint, to grow or increase, &.C., aft n, or ^*4t as

above, lTTlaff.

^ mfn. Bound, tied. «.*FM to bind, aff. *; form irr.

^ mfn. (-4-^T-^) ' Fainting, fainted, losing sense or consci-

ousness. * Solid, material, endowed with form or shape.

e. to lose consciousness, aft %. form irr.

*f*f. (-fr)
1 Matter, substance, solidity. ’The body. ’Figure,

form, body in general, or any definite shape or image,

i. to faint, to become insensible, aft fair, form irr.

mfn. ( wm-urt-mr) 1 Material, substantial, having shape

or substance. 1 Incarnate, n. (-HT ) The body. b. shape,

&c., poss. aff.W m. (>irO The man of the second or military class, b. ^4

the head, and ir*( aft

f- (•^1) An umbrella, or inverted basket carried on the

head for the same purpose, k. %% the head, a sort of

pan, and iti aft

n. (-4) A sort of umbrella : see the last. i. 1^4 the

head, <irir or #nnr a helmet.

^fn m. (.**:) Hair, the hair of the head. b. the head, and

m boro.W m. (-it) The heed. . . <51? to be foolixh, Un’iili elT. ttfiri.,

form irr., or 91$ to bind, the ,eme atT, VC augment.

m. (-at: I A tree, commonly Sirii, (Mimosa siriaha.)

a the head, and 3^ flower.

m. (.^:) The scorn of boiled rice, &c. a. ifS head, top,

andm juice.

tylvflc 0. (-W) A turban, a fillet, a diadem, &c. K. the

head, and age surrounding.

m. (•*;)
1 A man of the second or military class, the

AxAririy. or soldier. * A king, a prince. • A chief minister, a

counsellor of state. * The name of amixed clase, sprung from

a Brakman t and female of the second or A'sAefriye tribe ; the

principal of the mired races, and soldier by profession, a. yi

the head, and sgfstfatf sprinkled, anointed
,
kings being con-

sccrated by having poured on their heads, while seated on a

throne prepared for the purpose, ureter from some sacred

stream, mixed with honey, clarified butter, and spirituous

liquor, as well as two »orts of grass and the sprouts of corn :

the term applies to the A'sAetriyo as identified with the king,

the duties of royalty, belonging especially, to the military

caste.

m. ( if)
1 The head. • The base, (in geometry.) r. spa

to bind, Unidi alf. «fsnr, and »» substituted for the radi-

cal final.

*s«i f. (Jwt-sdfj A sort of creeper, from the fibres of which bow-

string* are made, (Sanseviera zeylanica ,) they should also

form the girdle worn by the Kihetriya class. K. *fM to bind,

iff. and TPT.

-

r. 1st cl. To stand, to bo rooted or firm. r. 10th

d. (
1^nrfa) 1 To plant or transplant. * To grow as a plant,

to sprout, to shoot or germinate. With prefixed, to root

up or out, to eradicate, to exterminate.

W*r n. (-4)
1 A root, the root of a tree, &c Origin, com-

mencement. • Capital, principal. * Near, proximate. 1 Own,

peculiar, proper. * The root of the Arum campanulmtum.
1 The original text of any work, as opposed to the Tika or

comment, mn. The nineteenth lunar asterism, con.

taming eleven stars, which appear to be the same as those

in the Scokfion's tail. f. (-«ff\) A small house lizard, b. f*v

to stand, to be rooted or firm, aff. qr, or \ to bind, Un'Adi

aff. UX-

ywsf mn. 1 The radish, fRaphanus sativus.) * A large,

sort of yam. m. (-*:) A sort of poison, b. » root, ir*

added.

^T*nnr*!r m. (-if:) A handful of radishes, &c. for sale. b.

and xnr measure.

f. (-WT) A plant, commonly K*hirakak6rL

l^nfwai n. (**b Magic, x. ^gm original or essentia), and

act.

yWolfyot f. (-WI) Afire pl»ce. « TW primary, (work,) »nd

»rft»T in .gent. *

n. (*^f) A sort of penance, subsisting for a given time

on the roots of plants only. b. a root, and penance.

m. (-W0 A digger for roots, t.
,
andwrw a digger.

i;*rsx mfn. (-W:-«fT-W) Born from a root, &c. m. (-IT) Aplant

growing from a root, as a lotus, &c. a. a root, and

m born.

m. (-^:) A name of Kam’sa, the uncle of KbTson'a. b.

original, and a deity ;
the incarnation of a demi-god.

l^gBX n. (-4) Capital, principal, stock. «. capital, and

substance.

n. (-4) Capital, principal, stock, s. f^l capital, and tpr

wealth.

f. ( ) A plant, (Hydrocotyle asiatica.)

m. f-5:t A name of Kan's*, the uncle of Kaftan'*, s.

origin, and «rg auspicious.

m. (-7*1:) An old or hereditary servant, b. and

dependant.

^r«*rfkwnr m. (•v) A car, a carriage, t. the root, (the axle,)

and fwr what bends.

mfn. Fit or cultivated for escalent roots,

(as the arum, the radish, and others, a field, &c.) b. a

root, and lcrv* aff. ; also with XTfaw aff, mfn.

(-W-WT-'W)

n. (-if) ' Ether, heaven, space or atmosphere. • God.

f. (-^t) Gsuaf. e. primary origin, &c., and HIT*f place,

abode. •

mfn. Radical, (literal or figurative,) primary,

principal m. (-^:) A devotee, living on roots, t.^ a root,

W* aff.

^fxr*r mfn. (-tfit fknft-fa) Having a root, stock, origin, ko.

m. (-wt A tree. a root, aff. xfa.
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qpafa m_ (-qt) India* spikenard, a. qw to be rooted, Unadi

aiT.

y^9 mfo. (-HMqT-qi! ' To be eradicated, to be pulled or pluck-

ed up by the rooL * To be bent from the root, &c. * To be

bought, purchasable. 4 To be bought for a fair or just price,

n. 1 Price. * Wages, hire. * An article purchased, k qr*

principal, and WTT atf.

qq r. 1st cl. tqafii) To steal, to rolror plunder.

q(f mf. (-qt-fft-H) * A rat, a mou*e. * A crucible, f. (-'IT) A

sort of grass, (Andropogon serratuin.) i. qq lu steal, aff. qr

V** mf. (-qn-qrr-fkWI)
1 A mouse, a rat. • A thief, k. WW

added to the last.

m. (-fw:) A cat. a. qfaT a rat, and wrrfb enemy,

qfaq n.(.vi) Stealing, pilfering, k qT to steal, 15? aff.

q^flT mfu. (-qw-qqff-qq) Stealing, plundering. a. qrq, and

V* aff-

q^qncwf f. (-wf) An aquatic plant. (Salvinia cucullata.) t. qqT

a rat, w^ the ear
;
to which the leaf of the plant is compared,

fern. aff. ; also ifirvff.

n (-id) Blue vitrioL c. q^fr a crucible, and ?jw sul-

phate of copper.

mf. (-W:-qn) A rat, a mouse, ro. (-w :
)

' A tree, com-

monly Sir'u, (Mimosa sirtsha.) * A thiefr a plunderer. * A

country, the part of the Malabar coast between Quilom and

Cape Comori*. f. (-qTT)
1 A plant, (Silvinia cucullata.) * A

crucible, a. qq to steal, Un adi aff. fqrapT, and the vowel

made long; alsoqqTT, and qqr, qift.

qtfVinTf f.
(
df) An aquatic plant of the eryptogamia class

(Salvinia cucullata.) #» a rat, (ears, understood,) and

mff a leaf, aff. q'fa. having a leaf compared to a mouse’s

ear.

qfaefTW m - (*T0 A name of Gam’Is'a. e. qfqq a rat, and qjqp a

mark or emblem ; being usually painted riding on a rat or

attended by one.

qfqilWq m. (-W:) A name of GsN*£»'a. a. qfqqr a rat, and

T* going.

q(
c
qqrrofb m- (-flit) A cat *. qfV*

-

, and T<rft» an enemy,

qfqwrwq m. (.y.) A plant, (Salvinia cucullata.) k. a rat,

and WTCW appellation
;
also qfVwrW.

^ffTT mfn (-7|:-lfT*lf) Stolen, e. \1, and w aff

qfqqfvqr f. (-WT) A plant : see the last a. yin for qwl, and qrw

added to Wf.
qpifar mf. (-wt-qrr) A rat, a mouse, a. qfa to steal, qYqq

q’Uiqq mfn. (-wt-WT-W) Born of unknown parents, of concealed

birth or origin, a. wqETWf the son of somebody, and the

initiatory vowel rejected,

W (W) r 6th cl (fwqil) To die.

WSinr m. (-w:> The name of a saint; also called Msbeaxd £vs.

e. WTO the name of his father, andH aff.

W m. (-*»’-) The saiut Mahkaxd'Iya. e. his father,

W* aff, but the word unchanged.

WW r. 1st cl. IWffa) To accumulate, to collect, to fill. r. I Oth

cL (qrqqfq)
1 To uiix, to mingle, to blend or combine. * To

speak incorrectly.

8 o

WE r. 4th cl. (wnrfb) r. 1 0th cl. (WEWff) To seek, to pursue, to

hunt, to chase.

*?E m (-9:)
1 A deer, an antelope. a An animal in general.

• Research, inquiry, investigation. 4 Asking, soliciting,

begging. • A kind of elephant, one with white marks on

his forehead. * The fifth lunar constellation, more usually

A/rigat tra*

;

see WEfwK^T f The month in which the moon

is full in the constellation jtf/Y^a#Iras. * A particular sacri-

fice. * Musk. 14 Hunting, chase. 11 One of the four classes

into which men are divided, in erotic works, f. (-art)
1 A

description of woman, perhaps the same as the one termed

fqfq'lt, the corresponding female to the male called w*.
* A female deer, a doe. • A species of the Mad'hga metre.

e. *?E to search, to chase, aff. w».

WEWtr n. (-^) Doe's milk. e. WE for wifi a female deer, and

TtT milk.

W-twew m. (-W0 A wild or pole cat.

WEsnfwvT f. (-qTT) A net for confining deer. b. WE a deer, and

errfwwr a net.

WEWfaq m. (-W0 A hunter, e. w* b deer, and affair living,

subsistence.

WEW nf. (-i-ff) Search, inquiry, research, b. WE to search

for or after, aff. wq and wiw.

WEWq f. (-WE) Vapour floating over sands or desarts, and ap-

pearing at a distance like water, b. we a deer, *q to thirst,

aff. fkPO deer being deceived by it; also with HI. and Tfq

aff. we«ht. and with «r*WT thirst, wewwt.

WEWfr f. (-HT) Mirage : see the last.

W*EWf f. (-^T) Sultry vapour, mirage : see the last.

WEWfWTr f. (-WT) Sultry vapour, e. qrw added to the last.

WEqww m. (-¥:) A dog. * we deer, and qirqr who bites.

m.
(
^ir) A hunter. ». WE and HJ to go, ffp? aff. and

TJH added.

WE^m. (-^t ) A bun ter. a. WE, and to play, f*rqr an(j

the semivowel changed.

«xa. (-TJ) A jackaL t. we n deer, and a cheat;

preying upon them only in consequence of bis luring them

into his reach.

WEsrifu m. ( fw) Musk. a. WE e deer, (the musk deer,) and

Wif«? the navel; the musk being formed in a bag attached

to the belly of the animal about the navel.

WEWrfim nf. (-W-W1) Musk. a. W4 a deer, WlfW the navel,

and m produced.

WEWW mfn. (W:-nr-d) Possessing or relating to the constella-

tion AM#*# iriAa f. t-wrt) A woman with beautiful eyes, or

eyes like a deer. a. W4 the asterUm, Hfl to get, K^[aff, and

WHf added, or WE a deer, and liq the eye.

WEirfir m. (-fir: ) A lion. g. we au animal or a deer, and

qftl lor^l.

W«^q *»• (*T) A deer’s foot, a WA, and for foot,

WE^ifwffT f. (-WT) The musk deer. e. we a deer, qrw to nou-

rish, fW* a®-, fem. form,

WEfa« tn. ^-i:) The moon. c. WE a detr, and faj a mark

or spot.
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^xqqiaffq m. f»wt) A hunter, a deer-killer. ft. vya a deer, a*

killing, and xnxitw who lives by.

Wxvfat^t f. (-^\) A net for confining deer. e. a deer, and

wfarfft confinement.

WX^unPt f. (-Wt> Bitter apple or Colocynth. e. ^ft, and

eating.

WMrar m. (-*/' Musk. e. Era a deer, and passion, or fluid

that diatils from the elephant’s temples when in rut, and to

which this secretion is considered analogous.

wasrTM^T f. (-¥T) A female antelope. I. ^ra, and WTft mother*

*#ra added.

^awrw rnfn. (-W:-WT-ii) Seeking, pursuing, hunting, x. syx to

seek, HTW^aff.

WffWT f. (-*T) Chase, hunting, x. w* to search or seek,

aff., deriv. irr.

WJ m. (-*:) ' Brahma'. • A jackal. • A hunter, x. xr* a deer,

ftT *° g°> ¥ Unfidi iff., form irr.

axn^m. A lion. a. xjjt an animal, and tcfir who rules

over ; also with a final vowel, *?jrcr«T m. (-at:.)

m* (*S: ) A lion. x. ** an animal, and fiTj the enemy,

nifn. (-Wi-ftp-ftf) Woollen, (cloth, &c.) x. ^a an animal,

TIX hair, and m produced, made.

OTTWX m. (*wsj The moon. e. xra a deer, mnw* symbol,

sign.

VJPtl^Uf m. (-*:) Air, wind. x. va a deer, and artr* vehicle,

n. (-if)
1 Chase, hunting. * The butt or mark in archery.

B. xra it deer, afW to destroy, aff. XT.

Xrafxrc'S n. (q;:) The fifth lunar mansion, containing three

stars, one of which is X Orioms, and figured by an antelope's

head, whence its name, x v* a deer, and fvrro the head;

also xrafwX7 f. (-TT) or m. (-tP.)

u». (-a:) The constellation MrXgtu'ira* • see the last,

x. wa a deer, and wV» the head
;
also f. (*^T.)

f. (-Vt)
1 Bitter apple, (Cucumis coloquintida.) * A

woman with eyes like a deer's, s. ax a deer, wfw the eye.

W*TT m. ('WO
1 The moon. * Air, wind. x. era a deer, and

a mark, a symbol, or to go, aff. WW.

^XTfwa n. (-if) A deer skin. x. ax> and ^fxnr a skin.

W*TOti m. (-a:) 1 A hyena. * A hunter, x w* a deer, and

anaita who lives by or preys upon.

W*rnWTT f. (-an) Musk. x. *a a deer, testicle, and m
produced.

^ar>^ m. (-^ or-lf) A tiger, x. ara a deer, wq to eat,

aff. far*.

wsirx m. (-Wt) ' A hyena. • A leopard, f. (-W*) Colocynth,

(Cucumis coloquintida.) t. xtjt a deer, and qrff* eating.

warwpf m. (-*:) The Ckitd or hunting leopard, x. a deer,

and «ftwtqr destroyer.

aramfa m. (-flT'«) A dog. t. ar* a deer, and vrrfir an enemy.

mmfr m. (-fr:)
1 A lion. * A tiger. • A dog, a hound, x. a

deer, and ^fr an enemy.

WXTfnf m. (-fV^) A hunter, a deer-killer. x. sja a deer, xrvto

destroy, with WIW prefix, and aff., and the semivowel

changed.

srfjnr mfn. (-iTt-HT-W) Sought, pursued, s. «?s to chase, aff. jg.

***** m. (*n-.i A lion. x. wti an animal, and lord, master

m (-*’•) A hawk, a falcon, x. af.i*? a lion, and

^xqt a sparrow.

n. (-W)
1 The lion's mouth. 1 A species of the dtija-

*. gati metre. *• H*-*, andm mouth.

w«4i. m. (-qr:) A while deer.

Vl mfn. To be sought or inquired for. x. syw to

search, qtrqr aff.

Vror* mfn. (-wt-wr-af) Being sought or inquired after, *.

to search, pass, v., in*r^ aff.

wm («) V* r. 2nd cl. (irrff) 1st and I Oth els. (xrmfw htxi^Itv)

‘ To clean, to cleanse. • To be dean or pure. ' To ornament.
* To sound. With <qpr or V prefixed, ' To sweep, to sweep
away. * To clean.

*!* m. (-IP) A musical instrument, probably a sort of tabor or
drum f. (-*TT) • Cleaning the body, by washing, anointing,

kc. * Purification, ablution, x. *?sr to cleanse, to sound, aff.

m or qpr, and aff.

^xrr^xf mfn. (-^ Clean, cleansed, x. WHT, and

order.

mfn. (-W.-*fT-*q) To be cleaned or purified, x. to

cleanse, aff. j also prnj.

Wf r. 6lh cl. (wwffT/ r. 9th cl. (*TOfa) ' To delight, to make
happy. • To rejoice, to be happy or delighted, r. 9th ck
(according to some auiborities,) To grind or pound.

m. (-{) J A name of S iva. • The fire that completes an
oblation, f. (-nft) Dcroa, the wife of S iva, a ** to be
pleased or delighted, aff. w, fem. aff. with

augment.

*i « IT" tn. (-^:) A child, a pupil, e.^r to be pleased, Unadi
aff. 9VW.

m. (-»;) A deer, i.trr to delight, Un'Xdi aff.

r. 6th cl. (vWffW) To hurt, to injure.

mn. (-«»:.af) The film or fibres attached to the sulk of a
lotus, n. (-qj) The root of a fragrant grass, (Andropogon
muricatum.) f. f-#t) A small fibre in the sulk of the water-
lily. e. WW to hurt, Un'fidi aff. qrTwrsr.

m. (-ift) A lotus, f. (-fasti) An assemblage of lotus

flowprs. k. a fibre, and ^fir aff.

V’tw* mfn. ( Made of earth or cfay, (as porcelain, &c.)

x. qnr, and aff.

xni mfn. (-IT. -ffT-W) ' Dead, expired, extinct, defunct. * Calcined

reduced, (metaU.) n. (-Tf)' Solicited alms. * Death, x. ^ to

die, aff. w-

WKW a. (-qf) A dead body, a corpse. «. sy* dead, added,

mfn. (-qq:-wr-wi) Insensible, fainted, x. vir dead
and qtw; aff. of comparison.

m. (-«;) A Jackal, x. Vff dead, and qtr**rqr fond of.

^irvi m. ('V-) The sun.

m. (-xp:) A man of the lowest caste, who for a subsistence

collects dead men's clothes; conveys dead bodies to the

river side to be burnt; executes criminals, &c. x. wn, and
TF who cherishes.
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MWWW m. (*W:) A jackal. e. MW a corpse, and ww fond of,

mad for
;
also with MW added ww«W*.

*XT*tT f. (-MT) A woman or female animal, whose offspring

never live long. a. MW, and ¥M young.

lil rf 17'C r f- (-M0 The fear entertained of a person' * being dead,

a. mW. and MTT fear.

WflMt f. (*^t) A Mantra for reviving the dead. «, MW,

WwV«wl reviving.

MWMrw mfn. (-wr-Wf-li)
1 Bathed after mourning. Dying

immediately after ablution, e. MW dead, and WTrW bathed.

MWMrw n. (-W) Funeral ablution, bathing after mourning,

a. MW dead, and MTW bathing.

umam m. (-jfl) The name of a royal Mint. a. MW death, M
his own, and WTW liberator.

MWTM m. (-WT ) The sun. a. MW dead, and MM egg.

n. (.^’i Blue Vitriol, a. dearth, w* to please, MlM
prefix, and ¥¥ aft.

Mwrww n. (-¥) A fragrant sort of earth, a. MW earth, MW to

adorn, causal form, aft and MW added; also MWTM*.

Mfw f. (*f»T:) Death, dying, a. M to die, aft fayw.

WWflJW m. (-W0 The ocean, a. MW dead, destroyed, and W^pr

produced.

MMTC m. (-Tt) A potter, a. MW earth, and err who works.

M*¥TWi h. (*W&) An earthen vessel, a mug, a pitcher, a. ww
earth, and wtWf a goblet.

ehtl f- (*rT) An earth worip. a. MW earth, and far a hog,

fem. form. *

f. A plant, commonly Charmagkd*.

MWrM n. (-Wf) A sort of fragrant earth
;
also called Surat earth,

a. earth, WTW site, place of abiding
;
also with MW added,

MWTMM n. (-M) and with a single consonant. MWIW*.

wfawi f. (-err)
1

Earth, day, soiL * A fragrant earth, a. MW
earth, and frwil pleonastic addition, fem. aft wnr

WWwl f. {.^t) A sort of Coatua. a. M^ earth, and ¥¥ a fruit,

fem. aft. Vtv.

MWJ mfu. t*b$t. (-M-.-lIJr-TB) Death, dying, m. (-?£:) Tam a the

judge of the dead. a. m to die, Un’adi aft. «ww.

WWTWW m. {-¥’•) A name of Siva. a. Mfft death, and MW
conqueror.

W^wm* m. (-M*.) Quicksilver, a. death, and wtwm de-

stroyer, remover.

m. (-M) Sugar cane. a. MW death, and yq flower |

dying after flowering.

MWJWW tu (*¥’) A sort of fruit considered as poisonoha. f. (-Ml

or -aft) The plantain, a. MW| death, and ¥¥ fruit

WrqwjTM in. (-M:) A drum beat on funeral occasions, a. MW
death, WTC crooked, aft. qrw,

¥WMW m. (-Wp) Sickness, malady, disease, a. MW death,

MW servant.

MWWWW m. (-W:) * S'iva. 1 A raven or a kind of crow, the

carrion crow. • A tree, (.t^le marmelos.) a. gn death or

decay, and WWW deceiving.

WWWlw m. {-*:) The bambu. a. MW death, and wtw seed.

WW«fw f- (*fwy A crab. a. MW death, and Mfw bearing.

MWT f. (-WT)
1 Good or rich soil. • A fragrant earth, t. MW

earth, ¥ aft of superior quality.

WW f. (-Win)
1 (rood soil.

1 A fragrant sort of earth, a. MW
earth, WT aft of^excellence.

MMHWTMM n. (*¥) A pitcher, an earthen vessel for carrying

water, a. MWl earth, and WTWW vessel.

Mw r. 9tb cl. (WWlfft) 1 To grind, to powder, to reduce to dust

or powder. * To trample on. to tread under foot.

W«[ f. (w«£ MW) ' Earth, soil, clay. ' A fragrant earth, a. MW
to trample on, aft. fire.

mwt< m. (-¥7) The green pigeon, (Columba hariala. Been.)

MTT BB. (-T:
1 A tabour, a small drum. 1 A double drum. 1 A

sound,'* noise. ‘ A bambu. a. MW to be trampled on, to be

beat, Un&di aft. MTM, also with WW added M^TW.
MWTWM m. (-¥:) The jack tree. (Artocarpua integrifolia.)

k. MAT a dram, and ¥¥ a fruit; perhaps alluding to its six*

and shape.

MATT mfn. ' Sportive, sporting. * Passing quickly

away, transient, a. M to die, WT Un’idi aft.

WW1 t ( *^l) Eanb, clay, soiL a. mw 10 trample on, aft. MW
and ¥!¥•

WATan: m. (-K :
) The thunderbolt i:.ma t earth, and WT what

makes.

wfTW mfn. (-w.-WT-W)
1 Rubbed, ground. * Trodden or tram-

pled on. a. MW to reduce to powder, aft w*

wfww^ f. (-Wt) Good soil or earth, a. W*£ earth, Tfw aft, fem.

aft.

M^ mfn. 'Soft 'Blunt, not sharp. 'Gentle,

mild. f. ( ft) The brown grape, a. M < to rub, aft. and

the semivowel changed to its congener.

M^MIW m. (-W:) A man of lax bowels, one easily aflipeted by

medicine, b. M^t and mtw intestinal canaL

MTJTtwWT f. ( WT) A goose, a swan. «. M^f soft, and WWW going.

m. (*Mf) 'Hie Bknjpairm tree. a. MJ soft WW skia

or bark, xfw aft.

ll^WA rn * ("WO
* Bhdjpatra or birch tree * A kind of

PUt, or tree growing in the hills, a. Mlf soft, and cover-

ing or bark. 1

M^Wi f. (-WT) Softness, a. W¥ added tom^ ;
also with w, M^W.

M^wrw m. (*M :
) The lihojpatra or birch tree, the bark of which

peels oft, and is used in making //o&ia-snakes, &c. e.

soft, and arw skin ;
also with a (Inal consonant w^WM.

(-WM)

MTpPF II. (*M) Gold-

qt^WW n. (-M) A cane or ratan.

M^WTfw mfn. (-fw{-fw:*fw) Having a soft and delicate hand.

k. Mlf , and wrfw hand.

M^JM ra. (-M0 The Siruha Uec, (Mimosa sirisha.) a. m^
soft, and 3W flower.

M^W mfn. (-¥:-Wr-M) Soft n. (-Mf) Water, a. m^ soft, and

MW aft.

M^riwwif m. (-WTW) A bare. a. M^ soft, ^TWW hair, and

W7JW aft

M^MIWM m. (-*:) A bue. t. loft, hair, ud chadded.
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Hq wtw m. (-1T:) A gentle breeze, zephyr. «. soft, and

WHT wind.

Vjprer n. ( -ni) The blue lotus, (Nymphea caraln ) z. w*£ toft,

and a lotus.

n. (-ej) An earthen Tend. *. W*. and *TTO vessel.

t rnfn. (-T:-TI-I) Of soft or tender frame or body. f. (-Tl) A

delicate woman. n. (-*) Tin. z. toft, and body,

substance.

^TtWT f. (-ini A grape. a. rnf. to hurt, eftrr* off., and TP*

augment.

W* (*) r. 1st cl. (witW-ib
1 To be tnoiat or wet. 1 To hurt

or kill.

wv n. (-M) War, battle, e. *T* to hurt or kill, aff. 1.

^TlT m. (‘\:) A alone, a rock. *. earth, and at* dry as

a desalt.

W#TT n. {•%) A clod of earth or clay. e. VT. and •ire a

lump.

WTT (^l) V? f r. 6th oL (^vfw) 1 To touch. • To see, to per-

ceive. * To consult, to consider, to deliberate. With ^TT» To

counael, to advise. With fw, To consider, to discuss.

WT r. 1st and 10th els. (*$f*-WiTTwfV-Tr> and 4th cl. (vaafrr rr)

To bear, to suffer, to endure patiently. (^)^T r. 1st cl. (wrfir)

To sprinkle. With WTW,To be angry. With ft, To be distress-

ed, to bear hardly.

^TT i*cf.
1 Falsely. * Uselessly, in vain. a. to bear, with

VI aff

n. (-*) An impossibility, an absurdity, (in speech or

composition ;) the sense of which is evidently false, ms

TBgTTyg :
>
his armour is of tortoise wool,

and his bow the horn of a hare. a. WSf falsely, mean-

ing,W added.

VWTTt^ tn. {-*:) The mango tree.

OTTTT^ m. ' Irony, ironical praise. * Palsebood. ». sm
falsely, and Speech, praise.

*T.vrrf<* mfn. Speaking falsely, lying, a liar,

m. (-^) A false accuser, one who brings forward an unjust

or unfounded accusation, a. <TTTT falsely, and •rtfg.W who

speaks.

mfn. Speaking falsely, lying, a liar. n. (-t})

Falsehood, b. vn falsely, T* to speak, aff. mv.

ipf mfn. (-V-VT-W) ' Cleaned, cleansed. 1 Touched, rubbed.

1 Sprinkled, a. to clean, or *T to rub, Ac., aff. *.

Mlffr f.
1 Touching, contact, * Cleaning. • Sprinkling.

* Preparing the food for a meaL a. tjtst to clean, or wt to

sprinkle, Ac-,

m. {-*:)
1 A liberal man, a donor, a benefactor. * A

churlish or inhospitable man. * An eater of sweetmeats,

n r. pth ch To hurt, to injure, to kill,

j r. 1st cl. («W^j
1 To barter or exchange. * To return, to

restore.

wr*r**?9*T f. (-WJ) The Nermadd rirer. a. tr^TT or V«TT the

name of a Huhi the supposed hither, or of a mountain,

the source of Use stream, and 44(4T daughter
; hence also

WB«a|«T.

^srwrfrwr f. (-WT) The Nermadd or Ntrbadda nrcr. b. |ff|^
the Mikola mountain, part of the flndhya range, and ar

born.

1 irw^T f. (-^r)
1 A woman's girdle or zone. A sword knot, a

string or chain fastened to the hill, and in fighting bound

round the wrist to secure the weapon. * A sword. belt
4 The e l*e or swell of a mountain. • The Nermadd rirer.

• The aarrificial string of a Brahman when made of deer skin.

1 A sort of figure, made on the four aides of the hole in which

sacrificial fire is offered. * A triple zone or string worn

rouud the loins by the three first classes; the girdle of the

Brahman should be of the fibres of the Munja or of Kueo
grass, that of the Ktketriya of a Murad or bowstring, and that

of the P’aieya of a thread of the 8'an a, Ac. z. f«| to scatter,

Trwrraff, derir. irr.

1TWIW4 a- (**C> The hip and loins, a. ij^WT a zone, and Tg
place.

mfn ( sft fwwf-fa) Wearing a girdle, m. (-stff) A youth

of the Brahman tribe, who previous to his marriage wears a

girdle suited to bis caste, a. tfrvur, and ffw aff,

in ro. (-W.)
1 A cloud. * A fragrant grass, (Cyperus rotund us.)

* A demon, a goblin, i.firr to sprinkle, alf. WT, and the

final changed.

wa m. (-<*••) Hail. a. s?T a cloud, and tt* phlegm.

n». (-^:) The rains, the rainy season, a. wo a cloud,

and WITT time.

arErtragw n. ( W) Thunder, a. ifT, and an&f noiae.

JfHVt; mfn. (-Tt-TT-VT) Cloud-producing, (rainy season.) a iiw,

V to make, UT aff.

WTfrrTUT m. (-*:> The Chatako, (Cnrulus melanoleucus.) a ilw

a cloud, frrtT who thinks of
;
being supposed to drink no

water but rain, and therefore naturally anxious for cloudy

and rainy weather.

WTTI mfn. (-T -TT-si) Cloud-born, produced IQ or from the

clouds, m. ( nr ) A large pearl, a *TT. and m born.

WTlsn*! n ( -Tt) Talc. 8. SIT a cloud, and aim a net ; some

copies read WTR.
WSjiI^T m. ( «:) The Chdtaka. a. a cloud, and elVTW

living : sec

fWTT m. (-flf:) A flaah of lightning or the fire of it. a. sN
a cloud, and light.

n. (-^T) Cloudiness, cloudy or rainy weather, a
a cloud, and f^r’snr darkness.

WTTlT m. (-V) Lightning, a. «T a cloud, and infiamer.

IT n. (-^

)

»ky, heaven, ether, a. a cloud, and fiT
the gate. ,

m. ( X) ‘ The son of Ravak a. • A name of Vascn a,

deity of water. • 'ITae noise or grumbling of clouds. 4 The

Paldt'a tree, (Bates froudoM.) * A sort of amaranth, (Ama-

raulhus polyganaua.) a a cloud, and sound or

noise.

«fT^i^r®nT m. (-fern) Labsrmana, the favourite brother aud

companion of IUma. a. fftsTTX the sou of Havana, and

fine conqueror.
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WWWT*( m. (-<t) A peacock. E. wwwn* the nattering

of clouds, WTWWW to be delighted by, and fwfw aif.
;
pair,

ing in the rainy season.

WWWIWW n». (-WT) A fragrant grass, (Cyperus rotundus.) t. WW
a cloud | and WTWW appellation, or it may apply to every

term for a c loud, being a synonime of the grass,

wwfwtfrw m. (•*’•) The muttering or grumbling of cloud*, low or

distant thunder, a. ww a cloud, and f«3[W sound, noise.

VTVipq n. (-m)
1 Water. Kiver water. * Hail. m. Oue of

ViihnVi horses, a. WW a cloud, and ff*q a flower.

m. (-W:) Water, k. WW a cloud, and 'TOY a parent.

ihngfvT m. (-fir*) The thunderbolt. a. ww a cloud, and wfw being.

frWWTWT f. (-WTT) A gathering or succession of clouds, a. a

cloud, and wtwt a necklace or garland.

WWWifw m. ( fir:) Smoke, a. WW a cloud, and Wrfw place of

birth or production.

WWTO in. (-*:) One of the six modes of music, b. WW a cloud,

and to mode ; being supposed capable of bringing down

rain from heaven.

WWWWT f. (-WT) The indigo plant, e. WW a cloud, andW colour,

sravia n. (-»£) Sky, atmosphere, a. KW a cloud, and WWW mad.

wwwf* m. (-fvO The fire of lightning, or electrical coruscations

in the clouds. a cloud, and wfw fire.

WWWTWW m. (-w:j
1 A name of Indba. ' Js'iva. b. ww a cloud,

and WTWW vehicle. r

wwfwwfasiw n. (-wt> * Thunder. • A species of the AtiihUi

metre. «. #1, and fwwafwrff bursting.

WWWtJTW n. (-sjj) Sky, atmosphere, jl ww a cloud, and

abode.

WW^T^ m - (~T^) A peacock, b. ww a cloud, and a

friend.

wwrww m. (-«r) The nuns, the rainy season. 1 . ww a cloud,

and WTWW arrival.

wwrwf^w m. (-*kt) A peacock, a. $W a cloud, and wrrwfww

delighting.

wwrfwa a. (-fw) HaiL s. WW a cloud, and wfa a bone.

$WI«SW n ('%) Heaven, ether, sky, atmosphere. £. WW a cloud,

and WIWJ*. place.

Wir^* m. (-*:) The father of the fifth Jinn or Jaino saint

WWW mfn. {-W:-WT-W} Black, dark, of a dark or black colour,

m. (-w:)
1 Black or dark-blue, (the colour.) 'Hie eye of a

peacock's tail. * A cloud.
4 Smoke. 1 A plant, (Hyporanthera

morung*.) ran. (*W:-W) Darkness, n, i-ws) Sulphuret of antimo-

ny. a. WW to mix, Un idi aO*. ‘JfW, and the vowel changed

to*.

WWWIWWT f. (-WT) The Koenmu river, s. WWW dark, and WWfll

the river.

WW (*) WW r. 1st cL (Wwfw) To be mad.

WWWT f (-VT) A tree, (Spondias mangifera.) b. w« to be mad,

WWWaff.

WW in. (-W:)
1 An elephant- keeper or feeder. • A ram

;
also

read and WW.

iw (*l) if r. 1st cL (ihrfw) To be mad.

Wf m. (-*:)
1 The penis. * A ram. s. fww to urine, fW aff.

8fl ‘
v

»Vrl f* (*Tt) A milky plant, the fruit of which is crooked,

and therefore compared to a rain s horn, (Aaclepiasgeminala ?)

*- a ram, 1?T a horn, #tw aft

w^ m. ( -^:) An elephant -keeper; also read WW as above.

wvi m. (-EW:) An elephant-keeper or feeder.

^W m. (*W:) A ram. g. fww to urine, swiiff., ww inserted and
the final changed ; also with WW added WWW.

WW (w) WVJ r. 1st cl. (wwfw*ff) ' To understand, to comprehend.
* To hurt to injure. To associate.

*fw m. ( fw:) The part of a threshing floor, round which the

cattle turn to tread out the corn. f. (-wt> A sort of grass,

(Trigouella fmnugrsecum ) k. ww to understand, &c. xw aff.,

fern. aff. #1^; also with WW added in the fan. form wfwWT.
W* (wj WW r. 1st cL (Wgfw-il) To understand, to kill or

injured

t*1 * (-K.')
1 Adepa, fat, the supposed proper seat of which is

the abdomen. * One of the outcast tribes, f, (-WT) A drug,

described as a sort of root resembling ginger, brought from

the Atoning district
;
it is one of the eight principal medica-

ments, and is said to be of cooling and emollient properties,

and of particular use in fever and consumption. * fw* to

be greasy or unctuous, aff. WW; also wqw.

m. (-w:) Vinous liquor for distilling. k. fww to be unc-

tuous, aff. ^w.

Wf^, n. (-X0 ' Marrow ; applicable not merely to the marrow
of the bones, but more properly, to the serous or adipose

secretion that spreads amongst the muscular fibres, and which

is considered as performing the same functions to the flesh

that the marrow of the bones performs to them : in Hindu

physiology its proper seat is said to be the abdomen. • Mor-
bid or unnatural corpulency. b. fw*; to be unctuous,

W*W aff.

W*WJFW n. ( -WiW) Flesh, e. WWW adeps, and tsw made.

W*f«TW
s
mfn. (-wft-fwwt-%>

1 Robust, stout, strong. * Fat, cor-

pulent. b. WWW, and fwfw aff.

wf*Wt f. (-Wt) 1 The earth, e. W*W adeps, *fw and affs.;

being made, according to the legend, of the adeps of two

demons slain by Brahma.

wf**1*W m. (-WJ) Dust. b. wf*wl the earth, and * to get,

aff WWT

slspc mfn. Smooth, soft, bland, unctuous, saponace-

ous, &c. b. tw< to be unctuous,

W<mfwt m. (-fw:) A fatty tumor, b. w^W, and wfw knot.

W^IW n. (-if) A bone. b. W<W marrow, and «f born.

W<nv*l f. (-WT) A membrane in the abdomen, containing the

fat. the omentum, e. W*W, and WTT u hut has.

W^TfWt( n. (-*) Fatty tumors unattended with pain. a. w^w.

and ’•’5* a tumor.

W^FWW « A vessel carry iug fat, a lymphatic. *. w^w, and

TW what bears.

^nff f. (*fw<)
1 Corpulence. • Enlargement of the scrotum.

e. fh*W. and iff increase.

WW (WT.) WW r. 1st cl. (wwfw-#) * To understand, to comprehend.

* To associate.
1 To hurt* to injure, to kill.
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•Y ia. (-Y) Sacrifice, offering, oblation, f. (-Yf) Apprehension,

conception, understanding, t. YY to associate, aff. YR.

infant m. (-fapT) The name of a saint and grammarian > also I

Katya yana. e. 3yt apprehension, and victor.

YYTRR ro. (-g:) The poet Kalidasa.

YYTfRY mfn. (-Yt-ftYt-ft) Intelligent, comprehending, of

ready comprehension or conception, m. (-Yl)
1 A parrot.

* A PanJit, a learned man, a sage, a teacher. 1 Ihe in*

spired writer f'ybri f. (-^) The wife of Bbaiima'. a. YYT I

apprehension, fwftr aff.
1

*ft n». (-ft:) A post fixed in the centre of a threshing-floor or

barn, to which the cattle are attached, as they turn round it to

tread out the corn. a. Yi to associate or connect, (the oxen.

&c.) and YY aff.

«rftr rafn. (*Tt*YT*Y) Intelligent, possessing a ready and just

apprehension, s. iftl apprehension, ftrT^aff.

JNl mfn. (-W:-'*JT*vi)
1 Pure, purified. • Fit for a sacrifice or

oblation, f. (-wit I A kind of orris root, described as the red

sort. • A sort of pigment; see YTYYT. ro. (-X®:)
1 Khayat,

(Mimosa catechu.) Barley. • A goat. b. iiY to associate,

aff. Ynr, or YY a sacrifice, and YY aff.

stYYTT f. (-ITT) One of the courtezans of Swerga, and wife to

Himttlaya. e. if to me, ITT any one, Y not, (equal or com-

parable.)

f. (-an) Dcrga or Pa'ryatI. s. YYYTT the wife of Use

personified Himalaya mountain, and YrRJYT daughter.

•••TYlYY ra. { - IT : ) Ihe personified Himalaya mountain.

R. YYRSI the Apsara so named, and YTYW husband.

YYT f. (-in) Ihe wife of Himdlaya ; see twi.
R1T1WT f. (-•it) PaRVATf. a. STIT for YY*l the mother of the

goddess, and Hr born.

YYTgr m. (-^t)
1 A cat.

1 A goat. * A peacock, s. H imitative

cry, mrip, and YTY sound.
4

,

YY1YI m. (-10 Himalaya, the personified mountain, and father

of Dubga, as Pa hvatj. e. yyt the wife of the mountain,

and yy husband.

UTwt f (-•'It > A plant, from the leaves of which a reddish dye is

prepared, with which the pAlms of the hands, tips of the fingers,

soles of the feet, and finger nails are stained, (Lawsonia iner-

mis ;) also YfYYT-

YY (m) yy T. 1st cL (mft) 1 To go, to move. * To serve.

YY (M) YI r. 1st cl. To serve.

wsi mfn. (-vp-viF-vf) Measurable, what is to be measured, e. yt

to measure, RRY aff.

*ty m. (-•It) An Asur, and foe to VllW O.

•• m. (-•:) The sacred mountain M&h, in the centre of the

seven continents, compared to the cup or seed-veasel of the

lotus, the leaves of which are formed by the different Dtcipat .

its height is said bj the Hindus to be 84,000 Yojanas, sixteen

thousand of which are below tbc surface of the earth ; the

shape is variously described, as square, conical, columnar,

spherical, or spiral
;
and the four faces of it are of various

colours, or white towards the east, yellow to the south, back

to the west, and red towards the north : the river Ganges falls

] **

from heaven on its summit, and flows thence to the surround-

ing worlds in four streams
;
the southern branch is the Gongesoi

India, the northern running into Tartary is the Bkadras6ma
f

the eastern is the Sitd, and the western the Ckacshu or Oxns .*

on the summit of Mint Brahma resides, attended aiid wor-

shipped by the HUhit, Gandharbas, he . ;
the regents of the

points of the compass occupy the corresponding faces of the

mountain, the whole of which consists of gold and gems

:

considered in any but a fabulous light, mount Mem appears

to mean the high land of Tartary, immediately to the north

of the Himalaya mountains, b. ft to scatter, (radiance,)

Unidi aff. Y.

YYYT m. (•*:) Fragrant resin, incense, b. yy mount Mem,
and YY aff.

Ya***w n. (-YT) A spindle, b. #R, and mar implement.

YY mf. (-Yn-YTT) Meeting, union, assemblage
;
in the modern

dialects, applied to a large concourse of people collected at

stated periods for religious or
,
commercial purposes, as at

Haridtedr, &c f. (-wr)
1 Ink. * Antimony or any collyrium.

B. faw to mix, to meet, aff. YRF; also with R* aff. iftw.

•war m. (-W-) Meeting, union, assemblage. &. YRF the same,

RTY added.

YYY n. (-sf)
1 Meeting, assembling. * Encounter. • Associating

with. * Mixing with. ‘ Adding to. b. ft* to mix, spy aff.

sFyxpt mfn. (-YY-YYlt-YW) Mixing, adding, or causing to be

mixed with, or a ided to. e. fa* to mix, causal v., yy aff.

MWrY»R mf.(-*Y:.agT) An inkstand, t. YYIT ink, YTY*J delighting.

Yarn* f. An inkstand. B. yyi ink, WY a well.

YYrr«r nv (-*••) An inkstand, i. yyt ink, w** water.

YR (eij YI r. 1st cl. (WT^) 'I'o serve, to gratify by service.

YY m. (-•;)
1 A ram. # The sign Aries. * A kind of drug. f. (-WT)

A sort of small cardamom, brought from Guterat. (.fft)

An ewe. a. fta to contend with, aff. yty,

YRfaRlfYYT f. (-RTT) A plant : see YffiyTt t. YR a ram, ftwiY

a horn, RTY aff, fem. form.

YRTJT m. (-:) A sort of poison, f. (-Tl) A kind of creeping

plant. (Asclepias geminata, &c. ;) see Rfjnft- e. Yr a ram,

and tfT horn.

YRifaf^Y m. (-IT) A sort of Cassia, (C. tora.) b. #r a ram,

arfw the eyp, and a flower ; which is compared to a

sheeps eye; also analogous terms, as ^RairYY, &c. ; it is also

read yrtvh and WRTY, &c/ as being named from the Mdska

or ram.

! MRiv* m. (-W.) Irdra- b. YR a ram, and Rxj the testicle.

J YRTRl m. (-•:) A sort of shrub, commonly Ververa or Barbara,

(Ocimuru pilosum.) e. wr a ram, and RITRF esculent root,

itfRRTT f. (-YT) An ewe- b. WRt an ewe, RTR aff.

STR m, (-YO
1 Urinary disease, especially inflammatory affection

of the urethra, including gonorrhais, &c. 1 A ram. * Urine,

piss. e. ftY to pas* as urine, aff. •*.

•YW mfn. f-YY-Y^t-YW) Urining, passing urine. K.fwYto

urine, mi aff.

•YY n. (-Y)
1 Membrum virile. * Urine, piss. * Passing urino,

pissing. £. ftY to urine, &ff Wi.
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ftf*X mfa. (
1 Urinlng. • Suffering from urinary

affection*, r. ^*. and Yf&r aff.

X* mfn. (-*:-v?M) Of or belonging to a friend, friendly, ami-

cable. m. (-*:)
1 A Brahman. * The anus. nf. (.*.^t) ' Friend-

ship. • A name of the seventeenth lunar asterism, (see the

next.) e, fax a friend, or the sun, and vr aff.

•rax n. ( hi The seventeenth lunar asterism; also AnprjCdha.

a. fir* the deity, presiding over the asterism. ww aff. of rela-

tion, X* belonging to Mitra, and X an asterism.

*X7T*w m. (-«:) A name of the saint Aoabtta. a. fa* the sun,

and *** the deity of water, agar aff.

TRTT*f* m. ( far:) A name of Agastya. *. fa*fa* a sage, the

father of this saint, and TX aff-; or fa* the son, and ’rant

Vsat'N *, alluding to a legend of the birth of the saint from a

contest between these deities, for the possession of Uuvssf

one of the courtesans of In ora's heaven,

sriftrw m. (-T:l A Buddha or Bauddha deified .saint,

iraw mfn. (-ar.-aft-^) Of or relating to a friend, m. ( W:)
1 A

roan of a mixed caste, the son of a Vaidtka by an sfyogana

mother: his business is to announce the hours in verse. * The

seventh Buddha

,

or one still to come. * The name of a saint

or Muni, the disciple of Paaasara, to whom the f'uthnu

Parana is narrated. I. fa* a proper name, or fit* a friend,

and ¥*f aff. of descent or relation.

x**x m. ( -*r:> A crier or chaunter of the hours : see the last.

*. x^*, and er*r added.

f. (XT) The contest of friends or allies. >. x*T relating

to friends, if*l aff of anim-'sity.

5rx nl*. ( *i-*t> Friendship, r, fir* friend, nrx aff. of property,

fern. art'. #r*. and the semivowel of the aff. rejected.

xf*x mfn. Belonging to, bom in, ficc. Mithila.

f. i-dPl) A name of S ita. e. fwf*r*rr. and W* aff.

x*X n. (-at)
1 Copulation. * Union, association. ' Marriage.

g. fa^x a couple, and XX aff.

TXTT m. A mountain, or rock in the sea between the

southern end of the Peninsula and Lanka, b. i?sm the wife

of Hhnula, and *pr aff. of descent, being in mythology her son.

f. <-*T) The goddess Dvkga as PaRTaYL k. XXHf as

above, and XX sister.

5fxx m. (-X:) A fisherman, e xf* a fish, and 7* aff.

w5* m. (-*:) The name of a demon killed by Vi»hn'u.

5*XX m. (-XT) Vmbh'ct. *. XX as above, and XT destroyer,

xr* n. (-*) A sort of spirituous liquor, from the blossoms of

the Lythrum fruticosum, with sugur, &c. R. farr said to be

the name of a country or drug, and XT aff.

xrwx mfn. (-W:-WT-T) To be loosed or let go, to be liberated,

a. if* to let go, XT aff.

wna r. 1st and I Oth els. (Trxfx itlWXfr) To let go, to release,

to discharge, to send, to cast or throw.

Six m. (.X:)
1 Final and eternal happiness, the liberation of

the soul from the body, and its exemption from further

transmigration. 1 Doath. * Liberation, freedom. 4 A plant,

commonly (than t aparali. * Acquittance of an obligation, as

by a son to bis father, e. xrx to let loose or free, aff X*.

XTXT mfn. (-T:-XT-T) Who or what sets at liberty, ni. (-Xs
) A

deliverer, a liberator, s. wix, and XX. aff.

XTW* n. (-XT 1 Letting go or free, liberating. * Squandering.

e* ifrx to let go, *7 aff.

mfn. (-T:-WT-^) To be, or what may be liberated.

R* ^Tf, and xrxfar aff. } also frrxT and *Tfxxx

Hifxtl mfn. (-T-XT-if) Let go, liberated, at large. *- xrx, and

If aff

XtXttt* m. (-*:) A «age, a saint, a devotee. *. 3tx emanci-

pation, Xqr* means.

XT* mfn. (-W.-WT-*) * Vain, useless, fruitless. Left, abandon-

ed. f, (-*:) Trumpet-flower, (Bignonia suave olens.) m. (-T:)

A fence, a hedge, r. XT to be foolish, aft XT, and the

final changed.

xtxx^Ix mfn.
( xbt-^T-xb) Following vain practices, observing

useless ceremonies, r. xtr. and x^rx act.

ifTXXTX mfn. (-X:*XT-T) Cultivating vain knowledge or any

but religious wisdom, r. iflX. and XTX knowledge.

HrXTT mfn. (-T:-TT-T) Indulging vain hopes, a. XT*, and

TTWT hope.

xr*TTt m. (-aft) A fence, a hedge.

*r* m. (•*:) A tree, (Hyperanthera morunga.)/f. (-XT)
1 The

silk-cotton tree, (Bombax heptaphyllum.) * The planinin,

(Musa sapientum.) n. (-*f) A plantain, (the fruit.) r. 5* to

let loose, aff. XX.

TTTT m. (-Xt) * A tree, (Hyperanthera tnorunga.) • The' silk

cotton tree. 4 The plantain tree.
4 A plant, commonly Ghan-

i dpdrali. • A devotee, one who has divested himself of worldly

passion and desire. 4 A liberator, k. *t to be let loose, aff.

Tpt, or causal form, aff. XT. and XX added.

BTTT 0- (-**) Liberating, setting free, s XT to be free, mrw aff

KITTY* mfn. ( X*WT-*) ’ To be liberated or let loose * To be

resigned or given up. s. if* to be loose, causal v.# TXtrr aff

inTT* m. (-*;) The gum of the silk-cotton tree. t. tba

Bombax, and IX juice
;
also similar compounds, as iTTfTa)i*.

xp*xtt. xrrxrT. xr*Tx

irrTTT m. (-*:)
1 A kind of pungent seed. (Xigetla Indica.) * Sen-

dai.
9 The heart of the plantain tree.

4 A plantain, (the

fruit.) e. xtt a plantain, &c, *r* logo, (to be used with, to

resemble, &c.) aff ar*.

f. ( -^t) A prirkly nightshade.

irrx mfn. ( *|'-XT-X)
1 To be let loose. * To be given up.

a. «f* to be free, *W aff

f. (-*ft) One of the Ruginis or female personifications of

the musical modes.

it
1 A* ra. (-X) Air, wind. n. (-x) Rubbing, grinding, pressing,

s. wz to rub, &c„ aff. *pr.

frrmr n. (fm>
1 Deatruction. * A species of the slnuthtubh metre.

Xmf*X n. (-if) One of the ten Bhdvat, or properties of women,

the silent expression of returned affection.

*T* m. (-*:i
1 Dried fruit. * A sort of water-fly, (the crocodile

fly >)
• A basket for carrying snakes in. a. *x to v«w, aff. wx.

XT* m. (-*>)
1 Joy, delight, happiness. * Fragrance a. to

rejoice, aff. **t.
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mfn. hX:Jtft-X) Delighting, rejoicing, ceasing hap-

piness or delight, mn. (-X'-X) A eort of sweetmeat.

*• XX to be glad, in the causal form, to make glad, and

ww aff.
« >>

sitxxx mfn. (-XX-X^-X* ) Delighting, pleasing, f. (- 1tf|)
1 Ara-

bian jasmine. 1 A wild sort of lovage, (Ligusticum ajwacu.)

a. to be pleased, causal form, aff. XX.

inf^w mfn. (-X:-Xr-X) Pleased, delighted, n. (-#) Pleasure,

delight, a. sjg to rejoice, aff. x» and the vowel changed.

XPC* m. (-Xt) ' Koot of siisjar cane. * The blossom of the Alan*

gium hexapetalum. ' Milk of seven days standing, or when

it has lost its milky nature, f. (-IT! A sort of creeper, (Sause-

viera zeylanica.) b. vjk to surround, aff. XXX-

X17X m. (-m) A thief, b *fW to steal, XX aff.

i*TXX n. (*X) Stealing, k. vfX, and xpr aff.

ilTxfx* m. (-:) * A Brahman. • The As?/ or Mian cuckoo.

XTXT f. (-IT) Stealings theft, s. sjf to steal, XX and XP^ aff*.

ijr^ m. (-tt) A thief, b. yt to rob, aff. XX
XTX m (-•)

1 Fainting, loss of consciousness or sense. * Igno-

ranee, folly, foolishness
;

it is applied especially to that

spiritual ignorance which leads men to believe in the reality

of worldly objects, and to addict themselves to mundane

or sensual enjoyment. * Pain, affliction. * Error, mistake.

‘ Bewilderment, distraction, a. gx to be ignorant or foolish,

aff. XX.

XTXX ™fn* (-x:-WT or -x\-af) Fascinating, stupefying, depriving

of sense or understanding, n. (-X)
1 Copulation. 1 One of

the arrows of Kamad£va. * Temptation, seduction, the over-

powering of reason and reflection by worldly or sensual

allurements, m. (-an) The thorn-apple, (Datura.) £ (-XT)
1 A

sort of grass, (Trigonclla corniculata.) * A kind of jasmine,

commonly the Tripura or Ttpperah jasmine, a. gg to be

foolish, (causal form,) aff. *JX or

XTfxx mfn. (•X-XT-X)
1 Puzzled, perplexed. 1 Beguiled, de-

ceived. a. gx to be foolish, causal v , x aff.

ififxx mfn. (-Xt-fxxl-fx) Illusive, fallacious, beguiling, it. XTX,

and Tf*T aff. > or XX To be foolish, causal v„

iifWI f- (-jft) a kind of jasmine, commonly 7ri/>vramo/i. e xTX

folly, xfx all., and #lx fem.

m. (-fx:) A crow; some books have XTxfx.

X lfxx n. (-X) A pearl, b. vp|T a pearl, 3X pleonastic aff.

XlfxxWXT £ (-TH) The pearl oyster, a. xrfxx, and xxxt a mo-

ther ;
mother of pearl.

f. (-(»:) A pewl oyster. ». wlfw* a pearl, and xjfii

an oyster.

xrxr n. (-XB) Dumbness, a. and X^T aff.

«i«tui nf. (-ui-vt) Scurrility, defamation, e, *fX7 foul-mouthed,

XX aff.. fem. aff. Xt\.

xma n. (,-xi) Pre-eminence, c. *fX chief, xxaff.

Xixf n. (-tv)
1

Simplicity, silliness. * Ignorance. ' A feminine

property : asking ,a lover to tell what is already known.

b. «X|, and xx aff.

•xift f (*lft) The girdle of a Brahman made of three strings of

i/ajya grass, f. xxr, and xy aff.

xnftXXX n. (X) Investiture with the distinguishing cord,

i.xrxt the girdle, and xxx binding; both being assumed

at the same time.

XTX n. (-xf) Ignorance, folly, especially spiritual folly : see ^TX-

. XX 11 fool, XX aff. of property.

XTO7 n. (-^xi) Baldness, natural or artificial, b. XX, and XX aff.

wntfw m. (-fX:) A crow.

xrxtX mfn. (-X;-XT-X) Fit for, or bearing, Ac. (kidnev -beans.)

b. xg kidney- bean, and XX aff.
;

also with ft, aff. xrg

.

xrx n. (-X) Silence, taciturnity, s. xf«T a sage, (who practise#

it,) and f» aff.

xifxx mfn. (-Xt-flriVflr) Silent, taciturn, m. (-X1) An ascetic,

f hermit, a religious sage, one who has overcome his pasaions

and retired from the world a. XTX silence, and xfx aff

XTrfxx m. (-XP) A player on a drum. e. XTX a drum, and

if aff.

n. (-SH 1 Stupidity, folly, fatuity, b. fX a fool, xx aff.

xrxf £ (-xf ) A bow-string, a. X** The plant, from the fibre#

of which bow-strings were made, xrx and xTv aff.

XTX mfn. (-X:-Xl-X) 1 Radical, proceeding from a root or

origin. * Of pure blood, descended from a respectable and

primitive family without any improper intermixture, b. fX
a root, and ff aff.

X'fx mf. ( ftr.-fft or-^t) 1 A lock of hair on the crown of the

head- * Hair ornamented and braided round the head. * A
diadem, a Tiara. • The head. f. (-xl; The earth, a. the

root or base, aff. or V* a name, and T*l aff. of descent,

or to bind, fx aff.. and the radical vowel changed.

WTCT f. (-fff) Boxing, sparring, playing at fistycuffs. s. xfk the

fist, f aff.

«nrw m. (-X:) An astrologer, a. XXX an hour, and XX aff. ;

also with xx aff. XiWfxx.

XT r. 1st cl. (xxfx) To fix in the memory by frequent practice

or repetition, to study, to acquire by study, &c.

XX r. 1st el. (WXfw) 1 To accumulate. * To smear, to anoint.

ItHU cl. (xxxfx)
1 To mix. 1 To speak incorrectly.

XX m. (-X0 Slyness, hypocrisy, concealment of one's vice# or

defects, k. XX to uuoint, aff. XX-

XXX n. (-x) 1
Oil. * Smearing the body with fragrant oils or

unguents, x- XX to smear or anoint, xz aff.

XX r. 1st cl. (xxff) To go, to move.

Xf r 1st cl. (XfX) * To grind, to pound, to reduce to powder

or dust. * To tread or trample on.

xfxarx m. (-XT) Softness, x. soft, and Txfxx aff.

XfgXTfxX mfn. (-Tfi-XT-XJ ’ Sofu * Kind. *. xffxx, and xfxx
endowed with.

xfff mfn. (-W--1T1) Very soft, exceedingly soft, softest, a.

soft, and TXX aff. of tbe superlative, x changed to 7.

X<txx mfn. ( XTX-X^t-X ) Softer, milder, if. soft, and

XX1PT aff. of the comparative, and the vowel changed to the

semivowel.

fxxxrx mfn. (-X:-XI*X) Dying, a. x to die, xtxx aff.

XX (X,) r. 1st cL (Xixfx) To go, to move

yx (X,)^Xr. 1st d. (xxfx) To go, to move.
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vz (m.) r. lit cl. tftofw) To be mod.

V* («.) WT r. Ut cl. (ixfni To be mod.

W r. 10th cl. (vwfw) 1 To mil, to unite. • To speak incor-

rectly.

VI^ mfn. (-W'-VT-af) 1 Foul, dirty. * Languid, weary. • Faded,

withered, e. V to be languid, aft. V,

vrrfw f. ( fir:)
1 Weariness, languor. * Foulness, filth. • Fading,

decay, k. 0 to be languid, See., aff. f0T0.

fwz mfn. (0:0T-0) 1 Indistinct, (as speech.) * Languid, n. (-1)

r
Indistinct speech, k. 00F to speak indistinctly, alT. %.

en* mfn. (-0-0T-7B) Mixed, intermixed, inlaid, set. e. to

go. aff. ff.

00 (%) r. 1st cl. (0T0fiT) To go, to more. With 0fw and

fir prefixed, To go down, to set as the sun

00 (V,) 00 r. 1st cl. (00fw) To go, to move.

00 r. 1st and I Oth els. (0wfb 000fW) * To speak inarticulately

or incorrectly, to use a provincial or barbarous dialect.

1 To speak.

0T* m, (-0 :)
1 The generic term for a barbarian or foreigner ;

that is, for one speaking any language but Suntkrit
,
and not

subject to the usual Hindu institutions. * A sinner, a criminal.

1 Indistinct or barbarous speech, c. Vf to speak inarticu-

lately, aff. 00.

00rsir0 m. (*0:) Garlic, e. 00 a barbarian, and 00 root-

000if* ra. (-fir) A Mlich'ch'ha or barbarian, or a man of an

outcast race. The tribes enumerated under this bead by

Menu, but who are by him said to be properly, degraded

Kihrtriyat, appear to be chiefly the inhabitants of the coun-

tries bordering immediately upon India, both to the north

and south: as far as modern research and similarity of

appellation may be trusted, the tribes of Mldch'ckha» are as

follows : the Poundrokotr, (the people of provinces bordering

on Bengaland Behar, and to the south of the Ganges,) O'drat,

(Urijfot,) Dratbrat, (people of the southern part of the

Coromandel coast,) Cdmh6jat, (Arachotiant,) Yavanas, (Greeks

or Baclriant.) S’akat, (the people of the Sacha regio or Sakai

)

Pdnerat, (ParopamitantJ Pahlavat, (the ancient Pendant,;

Chinas, (Ckincte,) Ktrdtat, (generally mountaineers, here

perhaps especially the inhabitants of the Himala or fmaut,)

Deradat, (Daradte
.)
and Khatat, (Scuthi or Chatat) * w

a barbarian, and anfto tribe, class.

0000 m. (-0:) The countries bordering on India, or those

inhabited by people of a different faith and language ; defined

to be any, where the black antelope is not found, e. <?0 a

barbarian, an outcast, and 00 country.

000700 m. (-0:) Wheat, n. (-0) Half ripe barley. x. ^0 un

outcaste, and ifr00 food.

00000 n. (-0) The country of the Mlechckhat or barbarians,

x. 00, ami fivgai region-

00100 n. (-0) Copper, b. #0 a barbarian, and 00 countenance.

000T0 mfu. (-Ill) Speaking a barbarous dialect, x. 00,
and speech.

%0T0 m. (-0:) Wheat. x. 00 a barbarian, 00 to eat,

aff. 00.

8 I

Wf n. (-^) Copper, x. #0 a barbarian, and 0r® face,

which would seem to allude to the fair complexion of the

Greek or Mohammedan invaders of Hhidostan.

0f00 trifn. (-TTi-WT-lf) Spoken incorrectly or barbarously,

m. (-7t )
' Foreign or barbarous language. ' Ungrammatical

speech, e. 00 a barbarian, TTT0 aff., or t^0 to speak

inaccurately, aff. 0.

0* (0,) Vtr. 1st cl. (ifafw) To be road.

$0 (0,) 0} r. 1 st cl. (0*fir) To be mad.

00 (0,) 01 r. 1st cl. (0 a fi) To serve, to gratify by service.

0 r. 1st cl. (0T0ffT 0uufff)
1 To be faint or languid, to yawn

with languor or fatigue. * To fade, to decay.

*

V The twenty-sixth consonant of the A\igari alphabet, or

semivowel Y ; in Bengal, it is usnally pronounced J.

it mfn. (v V 0) Who goes, a goer, a mover, m. (0:)
1

Air,

wind. * Union, joining. * Fame, celebrity. * Barley. * Light,

lustre. • Abandoning. * Yama f, (0)
1 Pudendum rouliebre.

• Going, proceeding. • A car, a carriage.
4
Prohibiting, re-

straining, checking. 1 Religious meditation. • Getting, ob-

taining. e. vfsr to worship, vr*r to check, &c„ aff. 0.

vnr mfn. (-0:-0T-#) Which, (of many.) x. 0^; which, and

0C0 aff.
#

*

01PT ra. (-WH) The liver, x. 0 union, (of the parts of the

body.) IT to make, aff. fip^ and Tfir. ,

0B0if00T f. (-€7) A cockroach, x. 00PT the liver, and 000
self, 0W all., fern, form

;
like it in colour.

0*nfct f. (-<t) A plant, a sort of tree, (Andersonia rohiuka.)

e. vnnr liver, and 0* inimical to.
,

U0 f* 10th cl. (000?r) To worship, to honour or adore.

00 m. (-W0
1 A demigod, attendant especially on Kvvfiaa,

and .employed in the care of his gardens and treasures.

• A name of Kcvfiax. The residence of Indus, f (-^t) The

wife of Kcv£ka. k. viw to worship, aff. 0*1.

in. (-0:) Perfumed paste, used especially for anointing

the body, and consisting of camphor, agallochum, musk and

Knkkdlo ,• or the three first, with saffron and Sandal in equal

proportions, x. 00 the demigod, and day
j
a perfume

of which these beings are supposed to be fond.

00U0 m. (-0:) ' Resin in general. • Turpentine, the resinous

exudation of the pine. 1. 00 the demigod, and 00 perfume

or incense, 0|w aff.

00V0 m. (-0:) Spirituous or vinous liquor, t. 00 the demi-

god, and 00 taste, fondness.

000m m. (-0T0) KuvfiaA, the deity of wealth, and lord of the

demigods called YaAthat. * A palsestrum, a place prepared

fpr wrestling or boxing, e. 00 a Yaktha, and 0T0I who rules

or shines.

0^010! tn. (•«!:) Kuvfi*a : see the last. x. 00 the demigod, so

called, and TOf sovereign-
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W f. (-fl) fllaka the capital 6f KtrvfiitA, supposed to be

seated on mount Kailata. E. TOflW Kevins. and ipft city.

TO*~Tft f. (-fi|:) The night of the day of full moon in the month

Ktirtik

:

see ^rcwt. *. the demigod, and grift night

;

these spirits being supposed to be then abroad.

irWTwaiar m. (-*:) A tree, described as a sort of date. e. to a

Yak$ha, and ^rTWTO myrobalan.

m. (-«T) The Indian fig tree, (Ficus Indiaa.) e. TO »

demigod, and abode.

f- (-*7) ' The wife of Ki'x&a*. * The wife of a Yaksha.

• A sort of female fiend, attached to the service of Demos,

and frequently maintaining, like a sylph or fairy, an inter-

course with mortals. t irfro a name of Kcvfias, and

#ftaff.
,

TO** m. (-^:) A name of Kuvfiiu. e. to. and Tplf lord.

TO* m. (*v) KtJvfia*. a. TO. and ifw lord ; also ififTO and

the like. 7

vj'ijr«'J5!TSF n. (-IT) The fruit of the Ficus rcligiosa.

wrfft f- (-ift) The raisin, or dried grape, a- am consumption,

and w destroyer.

TOnt m. (-SKT) Pulmonary consumption, k, TO to worship, and

wfinr Un’Adi aft
;
also with am aft TO m. (-*:)

TOJW1W mfn. <-W.-WT-^> Proposing or wishing to worship.

a. 'TO to worship, desid. WTW^ aft

TO®*! m.f-Wi:) (In grammar,) The frequentative deponent verb,

a. to, and TOI termination.

TO"TO m. (*Wl:) The frequentative active verb. a. TO. w»
-M *

,

*

dropped, and TOT termination.

TO r. 1st cl. (TOft)
1 To worship a deity. * To associate with,

• To present or endow.

TO* mfn. (-TO-TO^-TO }
Sacrificing, worshipping, e. to to

worship, *TW aft*

TOW m. (-IT) The officiating priest at a sacrifice. *. TO to

worship, aft.

jjyi^ m. (-m:) A Brahman who has maintained his consecrated

fire. a. am to sacrifice, TO*[ Un'fidi aft.

TO* n. ( sfj Offering sacrifices, performing worship, a. TO to

worship, an* aft-

TOWt m. (-Wt:) A aacrificer, a worshipper, a. TO to sacrifice,

! aft TO-

TO*r* mfn. (-ir-WT-*) Worshipping, m. (-W0 An employer

of priests at a sacrifice, the person who institutes its perform-

ance, and pays the expence of it.
.
t. TO to worship,

irrs^aft. of the present participle, with TO augment.

TOr*r m. (-9:) A donor, a benefactor, a liberal giver of pre-

sents, &c. *. TO to present, Un kdi aft. WTTO-

m . (-ftf.) A sacrificer, one who institutes or performs a

sacrifice, a. TO to sacrifice, aft. T*.

n. (-<; The Yajur V4da

:

sec the nest. a. UTO, and

a Wda.

TOW n. (-H 5
) The Yqjnr or Yajuth, one of the four V{da*

,•

it is divided into two principal portions, the white and

black, or P'ajatanfyi and Thitfirfya, the former of which is

attributed to the saint Yajnawalbta, to whom it was reveal-

ed by the sun, in the form of a horse
;
and the latter to Tir-

tim, to whom it was communicated by Yaska, the first pu-

pil of its original author, the sage Vais'ampayana : according

to the Para* at, the Tablinga portion was named from Tiiliri

a partridge; the disciples of Vais'ampayafta being changed

into those birds, to pick up ibe tests of the Vida, as they

were disgorged in a tangible shape by YAJNAWAurra,

at the command of Vais’ampayaka : both portions of this

Wda are very foil on the subject of religious rites, and the

prayers peculiar to it, are chiefly in measured and poetical

prose, e. to to worship, Unadi aft

TO m. MP) A sacrifice, a ceremony in which oblations are

presented, e. V* to worship, aft. W.
TOTOfsr n. (-^l) Any sacrificial act or ceremony, a. to. and

TOW act.

TO1TW m. (-BIT) A sacrificer, a worshipper, or priest conducting

a sacrifice, k. to sacrifice, and IT* who makes.

m. (*TO() A Riiktfiata, an imp. e. to, and to

wrong, ftnt aft

m. (-H:)
1 A horse. * Any animal offered in sacrifice.

«. to a sacrifice, and BTTJ an animal.

TOtmi n - (-^) A sacrificial Teasel, e. to, and tttw a vessel.

TOT** m. (-*:) A name of Vison’o. e. TO sacrifice, and JTW
man or male.

TOMTWW n. (-if) A sacrificial vessel, s. to sacrifice, and tro*

vessel.

TO*fa f. (-ft.) Place prepared for a sacrifice, or where it is

offered, e. TO. and lift land.

TO g tT* m. (-V-) Vishn'c in the boar incarnation, a. TO. and

“WCTf the boar.

TOU* m. (-V:) A place prepared and enclosed for a sacrifice.

b. to a sacrifice, and xnt inclosure.

ilfffknf mfn. (-!>¥T-f) What is left from a sacrifice or oblation.

e. TO, and fro remainder.

TOW 1! n. {-*•) The reliques of a sacrifice or oblation, s. to,

and remainder.

vnJCTT m. (-T:) The glomerous fig tree, (Ficus glomerata, Rox.)

k. TO sacrifice, and WfY! essence.

TOfaff f. ( ft-)
1 Performance of sacrifice. * Obtaining the

objects of a sacrifice, c. TO, find fwf% accomplishment.

TO^T* n. (-4) The characteristic thread, worn by the three

principal classes of Hindat. b. to sacrifice, and thread.

TOUT* ii. (-W) A place of sacrifice, e BV, and OTW place.

iJBTTT m. (-T:) ‘Hie glomeroqs fig, (Ficus glomerau, Rox.)

* A plant, (Siphonanthus Indica.) * A part of any sacrificial

ceremony, s. to a sacrifice, and a member.

TOT*1 tn* A supplementary sacrifice, k. TO the prin-

cipal, and v** end, finish.

TOlfC m. (-ft:)
1 A name of S iva. * A demon, a goblin, a. to

a sacrifice, and ^ft enemy.

m.(-W) The Pitlai tree, (Butea frondosa.) b. inf sacrifice,

TO aft.

mfn. (-V-^T-^) Proper for or suitable to a sacrifice,

m. (-*:) The third Yag or age. b. sacrifice, and * aft
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xfxxx* f. (•**•) The country of the Htndut

;

those districts in

which the ritual and institutes of the Hindu system are en-

forced
;
properly the country in which the black deer or

antelope is native, u. xf*TX sacrificial and Xx a country.

xfxxwTXT f. (-wit) A temple, a shrine, a place of sacrifice.

k. xfxx to be sacrificed, (where,) and XTXT hall.

XIHXXT m. (-w::) 'Hie glomerous fig tree, (Ficus glomerata, Rox.)

a. mi sacrifice, and the same,

xxrxxtx n. (-if) The sacrificial cord, originally worn by the

three principal casts of Hindua

:

at present from the loss of

the pure Kahetriya and Vaiaga casts in Bengal, confined to

the Brahmanxcal order, a. XX sacrifice, and XXXtll thread.

XXTXSftfxx m. (-iff) A Brahman, Ac. invested with the sacred

thread, t. X#TXX^T, and xf* atf.

mV m. (-ay) A Brahman, conversant with the Yajur Vida.

s. XX to worship, Utt'Adi aff. X^.

XXX oi. (-•IT) A sacrificer ip due form, or agreeably to the

ritual of the Vhdat, a. mi to worship, xfxx aff.

xxxtxfx m. ( fw:) The moon. a. XXX a sacrificer in the sixth

case plural, and xfw master.

•Iff (T) XXt r. 1st cl. (WflTW) To resolve or determine in conse-

quence of a wish or desire, to apply or endeavour strenu-

ously, to energize, to persevere, r. 10th cl. {xrxxfW) 1 To

distress or afflict.
1 To beat. * To order. 4 To collect, to

assemble. 4 To work, to make or manufacture. 4 To pre-

vent, to remove. 1 To return, to give back, t* requite. • To

barter or exchange. " To purify. With f*TQ or fx prefixed.

To chastise, to punish, to inflict pain,

mr ind. Because, as, since, wherefore, correlative ofVV thence,

therefore, Ac, a. XX to check, to restrain, f*m. and

nrniff.

WW rafn. (-r-in*ii)
1 Governed, controlled. * Limited, restrain-

ed. a. XX to check, * aff.

xxfxx mfn. (-x:-XT-X) Resigned, subdued, one of well-govern-

ed thoughts or feelings. r_ XX, and fxx the mind.

mif^x.aix mfn. (-XTT-JXT-TIT) Having power over the soul and

spirit, of subdued mind. b. xxfxx, and XIXX self,

wirff mfn. (-XW-mtfl-XX) Striving, making effort, a. XX to

make effort, m* aff.

XXX n. f-x) Making effost or exertion, b. mr to make effort,

xxsrtx mfn. (x-XT-X) To be exerted or persevered, to be made

as an effort, a. XX to make effort xxfal^. aff.

XXX mfn. (-X>XT-Ti) Which, (of many.) e. x^ which, XXXX aOT.

XXXTX mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Malting effort, striving, struggling, per-

severing. K- XX to strive, fill aff

XXXJX mfn. (-X:-XT-XJ Disinclined to sexual intercourse, ab-

staining from it. k. xx, and ShjX coition.

XXT mfn. (-T'-TT-T) Which, (of two,) whether, a. which,

xxrxaff.

XXXX mfn. (-X'.-XT-X) Firm to an engagement or vow. a. mi,
and XX a vow.

XXX ind. Because, as, since, whence : see mi. a. x\ which,

what, and xfx substituted for the termination of the 5 th case.

mrwnw mfn. (-XT-XJT'X) Of subdued or well-governed spirit

e. mi, and self.

XXTXTBX mfn. (-XlX-Xlft-XW) Self-subdued, having the mind and

all its powers in subjection, a. xxrx. and jjjinf.

XXIXTT mfn. (*T>TT-^0 Temperate, abstemious, a. mi, and

XTXfT food.

xfx m. (-fx*) ' A sage, whose passions are completely under

subjection. * A religious mendicant, especially one of the

Jaina sect.
1 Stopping, ceasing, rest, term. 4

Restraining, con-

troling, checking, f. (-tftO ' A pause in poetry or metre, a

stop, a rest * Union, joining. 1 Passion, sentiment. 4 A
widow, a. xx to endeavour, Ac., aff. TX, or XX to restrain,

aff. fir*.

xfxx m. (-sft) A sage with subdued passions, f. (-^t) A widow,

a. mi restraining, from mi with ff aff., and xfx added.

xfxxix u. (-•’
) A vessel for collecting alms, made of wood, or

a hollow bambu, an earthen bowl, or a gourd, a. xfx, and

XIX a vessel.

xfxx^X n. (-si) The copulation or cohabitation of holy person-

ages. b. xfx as above, and uxx coition.

XJXT f. (-m) A plant, Chahdwai commonly.

xxrxix mfn. (-m-XT-^) Chaste, pure, of subdued passions,

a. mf. and TfXPI an organ of sense.

XXXT mfn. (-T:-TT-T) Doing what. «. XX, and f to do,

air.

mi aifn. (-T|:-nr-li) Striven, resolved, exerted, a. mr to resolve,

n aff.

mi m. (*:) Effort, exertion, perseverance, energy, a. mi to

endeavour strenuously or continuously, aff. xx.

XXXX ind. Vigorously, strenuously, a. mr. and xf% aff.

mimr mfn. (-XTH-XXt-XX) Persevering, diligent, making effort

or exertion, a. mi effort, XJX aff.

XX mfn. (-TXt-^T-xf) To be exerted or made as an effort, a. mr
to exert, mr aff.

m ind. Where, in what place. I. XX what, and Tf aff.

XX (V*) xfx T. 1st and 10th els. (xxifx x^rxfx) To coufi^e, to

restrain, to subdue or regulate : the root may also be writ-

ten x^r.

XXT *»d. As, according to ; correlative to XXT so : it is also com-

monly used in composition to form adverbs : XXTXTX seasons- /

blv, XXTWX regularly, XXl^lX fitly, suitably, XXrwW accord-

ing to scripture, &c. a. X\ what, XIX aff.

XXhXXX ind. Proportionably, in due proportion. E. XXT as,

according to, Xfx part, xfx aff.

XxrXXT ind. As much as, l&ntum quantum : it is especially

used as a term of disrespect, s. XXT as, and XXT how.

XXTXTXIX ind. Rarely, nnfrequently, seJdomer than proper,

i. XXT as much, and XXT how much, with XT the parti-

cle, and.

xxrxrxx mfn, (-X:-XT-xf) What is right or proper to be done,

a. XXT, xrxx to be done.

XXTXrxr adv. (-wt) As designed, t. XXT, and tx making.

XXTxrm adv. (-«) At pleasure, as you please. . XXT, and XTX

desire.
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TOTRrfinr mfn. (-Rft-froVfRr) Wilful, independant, uncontrolled,

following one’s own inclinations. B. Rf*T as, according to,

KB desire, afT.

arfe. n.(*l»> In order, orderly, successively, methodically.

e. RjRir agreeably to, VB order.

** HU1 adv. n. (-if) Applied to a person’s being sent away or

returning as he cainc. h. R}R|T. and Wif gone.

TOrmnr mfn. (-W'-WT-lf) ' Foolish, stupid, a fool, a natural.

• Barbarous, outcast, b. t^^IT as, and «lTlt born, as simple as

at birth.

R^HURI mfn. (-Rp-Rff-Rl) Right, true. ind. or adv. n. (-R1) Proper-

ly, suitably. now*. (-^) Narrative of events, history, e.

as, and if*T so, with the termination of the neuter gender.

vpmnn adv. In any way, any how. *. R|RJr and TOTT, &c.

n. a<fp'

1 1° order or succession. 1 Formerly, prcccd-

ingly, in prior time or place, i. Rf*T as, and formerly,

before.

Br^rftnrfSf ind. According to one's wish or purpose, r. RI*r,

and wfwPT purposed.

mfn. (-Tri-WT-Rf) Like, resembling, shewing similarly

or reflecting, r. rt^t as, toi the countenance, and m afT.

TOTHTO. ind. As, thereto appertaining, k. Rr*T repeated, with

the termination of the neuter gender.

mfn. * Right, proper. * According to the sense.

adv. or ind. n. (-'B) Properly, suitably. B. TOT at, writ property.

f. (-WT) Rectitude, propriety, fitness. * TO* added to

the last; also with w, TOTRlaf.

TOnf mfn. Proper, suitable, appropriate, n. ade. or

ind. (-T) Properly, suitably. *. TOr as, RfTO properly.

TOfRTOotfo. Properly, fitly. R. TOffr, and irfa aff.

TOl*TW m. (-*) A spy, a secret emissary, n. Rf^T* properly,

suitably, TO form, colour.

TOTTOTRr adv. n. or ind. (-*) According to opportunity. R.RTWT.

and torttit season.

*TOTO ind. * Truly, exactly, as it was, according to law or usage.

• Accordingly, conformably, k. TOT, and nf* alT.

TO i tor; adv. n. or ind. (-*) According to opportunity. B. TOT,

and TORPC opportunity.

TOTfrfV «»rf. or n. adv. According to rule. b. rrt, and fVfR

precept.

TOTTO adv. («Ri) Circumstantially, relating a thing as it hap-

pened. e. RJ^TT, and TO being.

Rrrowfi* fidv. n. (-fit) Extent of capability, as much as possible.

b. TOT as much as, »nd mfn power.

TOlHHfl adv. n. (-fi) According to the STtuiras, agreeably to

scripture, b. Rf^T agTeeably to, wtr* the S’listrae.

adv.
( w) Happily, e. rt*»T, and to pleasure.

RJRtTtfBnr mfn. (-Ip-in-ir) Right, proper, fit, true. n. (-if) Cir-

cumstantially, or all that happened or existed, s. tot as,

and ftsw fixed, established.

RTRTTRW ind. As, according or appertaining to, properly, pecu-

liarly. k. RfflT as, and Bl own, peculiar.

Rrirfijpl mfn. (-TOWT-1I) Wished, desired, adv. n. or ind. (-if)

1

Willingly, voluntarily. * Wilfully, independently, b.w

as. xflpT (participle past, desideratire form of *rnr to obtain),

desired, wished.

vritT mfn. (-*: *T-^) Wished, desired, adv. n. or ind. ( %

)

Ac-

cording to will or inclination.

TOTOTfia m. (-<t) A bird. r. TOT as, T¥ wished, and ‘RTfrw

who goes.

RJRTTfRTW mfu. (-tr-RT-lf) Right, proper, adr. n. or ind. (-if) Pro-

perly, suitably, k. RfWT, and 'jf** propeT.

BRJlf** mfn. (-ITMfMf) As said or explained, b. rjRTT as,

said.

RT*f mfn. relative prvnovn ('Rjr.RjT-RTW} Who, which, what. e. RR
to worship, Un'fidi aff. Rtf*. with the power of fVw.

RT*T ind. When, at what time. e. rj*; what, RTRfaff., and the

final rejected.

Rif* ind. If
;

particle of suspicion or doubt, k. to to make

effort, TR aff*., and the radical final changed to *.

m. (•*:] 4 The name of a king, the ancestor of KbTsbn'a.

and the eldest son of Yayati, the fifth monarch of the lunsr

dynasty. * A country on the west of the Jvmna river about

Mat'hnra and Vrmdavan , over which Yado ruled, and named

after him : according to some authorities, however, the king-

dom of Yadu, is the Dehkim or Penmsu/a of India, m. pirn.

(•TO)
1 The Yadovas t the people of Yadu. * Descendants of

king Yadu : more usually however *r*RT.

*r*WTW m. (-*:) A name of KrTsbn'a. k. RT* the son of Yayati,

' but here put for his race, and RTW lord, chief.

TOTRB7 f- (-"BfT) ' Wilfulness, independence, following one’s own

fancies. ' (In grammar,) A noun which is neither a generic

nor specific term, nor noun of agency
;
ope cither not derived

from authority, or not possessing meaning, *. apt what,

which, to go, aff. ^ and TOR.

RjTRfTfTO m. (-IP) A voluntary or self-offered witness, b. *T^T,
and ^f«rv who knows.

RTRlf* adv. Although, r. Rlf*. and *fa certainly.

RTTir ind. As, in what manner, correlative to irfif. a. RT*. and

aff.

Rf^ mfn. (-wrr-Bft-RJ) A check, a restraint, any person or thing

that restrains, fitc. m. (*wn) 1 A charioteer. B An elephant-

driver. b. rib to restrain, aff. v*.

Rpw r. 1st and 10th els. (Rj^lf#r arwrefn) To restrain : see RtfR.

n, (-*r)
1 A machine in general, any implement or appara-

tus. * A diagram of a mystical nature, or astrological cha-

racter. 1 A sort of vessel. 4 Restraining, checking, control-

ling. e to to check, Un'idi aff.

TOTW m. (-BP) A lathe, f. (-BTT) A wife's younger sister. *. R^r

a machine or restraimng, &c., and ir* added.

RpRTO* n. (-**.) * An oil mill. * A manufactory, b. rtrb any

machine, the apparatus used for grinding substances yielding

oil, and JZ% a house.

RpTOPR ro. (-RP) Common pea. r. rt** a machine, and ^TRI

round.

RpSTR* n. (-Ri) ' Pain, anguish, affliction. * Binding, confining.

• Checking, controlling, especially the passions, e. Rrf* to

reeiimiu, flu:., aff. W*.
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wrrrtrt f. (*) A band mill t. a machine, and $RWt a

stone for grindifig on.

wfwrR mfn. (-W:*WT-W' ' Bound, tied, chained, fettered. • Check-

ed, restrained, b. w^R restraining, and YTOfaff*

RfWTRWW mfn. (-w^-WT-W) Restrained in speech, constrained to

be silent. «. RfcyiT, and wwi speech.

RR (5f)W r. 1st cl (WRfw) To copulate.

rr r. 1 st cl. (if w) wrspj (W^wfW) To stop, to cease, to refrain.

With fit prefixed,
1 To remove, to dispel. ' To observe as a

vow or religious rite. * To regulate, to restrain. With RTR.

1 To rise, to mount on. 1 To make effort or exertion. • Tc

lift up, to raise. VVith fR and WT
-

*, To exercise. With WR

and fit, To restrain. In some senses it takes the deponent

form, as with WTO5 prefix, (WTWWfii) To put forth, to use or

employ any part of one’s own body, as the hand, 8tc. (RPWRtfw)

1 To soixe. * To go to, to proceed to. With RR. <#RW!ff ) To

heap together any thing that is one's own. (RR^fa) To as-

sociate with. With WR, (wro^W) 1 To marry. * To agree or

accede to. • To master by learning, r. I Oth cl. (WRRfR

WTRWf*) ' To feed, to give food to. * To restrain.

WW mfn. (-Wi-WT-#) Twin, fellow, one of a pair or brace, m. (-W

)

* Restraining, controlling. 1 Forbearance, refraining. * Ces-

sation, stop, conclusion, finish.
4 Religious restraint or

obligation. • Penance, purification, the performance of those

acts which remove impurity of any kind. • Any of the five

acts or virtues, which constitute pure characters, as refrain-

ing from violence or injury, patience, sincerity, obedience

to a spiritual teacher, and the observance of all purificatory

ceremonies. T A festival. * A crow. • A name of the planet

Saturn. 11 Yams, the deity of Naraka or hell, where his

capital is placed, in which he sits in judgment on the dead,,

and distributes rewards and punishments, sending the good

to Swerga, and the wicked to the division of Naraka or

Tartar** appropriated to their crimes: he corresponds with

the Grecian god Pluto, and the judge of bell Minos, and in

Hindu mythology is often identified with Death and Time : he

is the son of Sc'rya or the sun, and brother of the personi-

fied Yamuna or Jumna river, n. (-R) A brace, a couple, a pair,

t (-lit) The Yamuna river, x. WR to restrain, &c., aff. «WY

or WR.

WR* mfn. (-wt-WT-W) Twin, fellow, one of a pair or twins

m. (-RH) A religious obligation or observance, n. (-W)
' A spe-

cies of alliteration, the repetition of similar words or sylla-

bles either in a similar or a dissimilar sense in various parts

of a stanxa, beginning, middle, or end of each hemistich, or

pervading the whole verse : ten varieties are enumerated.

* A couple of like articles
;
(in medicine, ) serum and marrow

:

(in diet,) oil and ghee, &c. b. WR added to the preceding.

RRllfw^t f. (*^l) Savjnya, Use wife of the sun. r. rr Yams,

and WlfwWtl the Yamuna river ; their mother.

Wtniftz m. (-r.) An earthworm, e. Wr Yama, and wte a worm.

WRRfR m. (-ftn)
1 The saint Jamadagni, the father of the first

Rama. * Paius'urama, son of the preceding, r. see Rm<fR,

W being substituted for 91.

RRYR m. (-W0 An infernal spirit, the messenger or minister of

Yama, employed to bring the souls of the dead to Y'ama’s

judgment scat, and thence conduct them to their final des-

tination. r. WR Yama, and a messenger.

WHY** 1,1 • (-W*-) ' A crow. • A messenger or minister of Yama.

f. (-WT) The tamarisk tree. R. WR pleonasm or aff. of com-

parison, added to the last.

Hifl nf. (-W-ffT) The lunar nsterism IJharani. t. wr Yama,

RRRT deity, the deity or regent of this constellation.

rrr n. (-W)
1 Binding, confining. 1 Term, cessation, rest

• Controlling, restraining, m. (-W-) A name of Yama. k. wr

to restrain, aff. wnr.

RRfilWT f. (-WT) A wall or screen of cloth surrounding a tent

it, rr *top nr check, aff. Wfr. WR added, fern. form.

WRftw m. (-Y Indian fig tree, (Ficus Indies.) c. rr Yama, and

frw beloved.

WRRfilRT f. (-RI) The Yamdna or Jamni river, e. rr Yama,

and wfRRt sister.

rrcw m. (*W; ) A buffalo, b. rr Yama, and rw a car.

RRrrw m. (-«TI) Yama, the Indian Pluto, k. rr Yama, and

U9T ruler; also with a final vowel RRCTWT m. (-W*-).

rrW n. (-Mi) A pa r, a brace, a couple, f. (-Wt) A sort of dress,

a body and petticoat (-WT) Vi. dent hiccough, e. rr to re-

frain, to cease, aff. WWW
WRWfWRfR m. (-WT) Kk»*um‘a. b. RRWTsfa a tree so named

in the forest of Hftndavaaa, and tr destroyer.

WHVTTW m. <-Wr) A buffalo, r. rr Yama, and WIRR vehicle.

RRRR n. (-if) One of the duties of royalty, punishing offences

without regard to persons, or without partiality or prejudice.

e. rr the judge of Tartarus, and hr observance.

rrhr n. (-R) The court or tribunal of Yama. e. rr, and RRT

assembly.

rrrwrIr mfn (-Wt-WT-W) Belonging to the court of Yama.

r. RRRR, and W aff.

RRRH9TR mfn. (-W:-rt-r‘ ) Made over to, devoted to, or sent to

Yama. b. rr with wrfw aff., and ifR made.

rrrw f. (-WT) * The Yamuna or Jumna river. * A name of

Dukca. e. rr Yama, and WR the sister.

WRnir) f. (-wt) A sort of lovage, (Lignsticum ajwaen, Rox )

e. RR Yama, wn» before to obtain, aff. Nfw and ^Rjwith

wiw aff. wwrfRWT; it is more usually read RYT^t, and

WRlfwWT.

RRTRTW m. (-W :
)
A name of S'iva. e. rr Yama, and WWW

destroyer.

wfww mfn. (-lit-fww^-fw) Who or what restrains, checks, &c.

m. (-wt) A sage, who has subdued his senses, t. WR restraint,

and Y1W aff.

W^Rt f. (-Wf) The Yamuna or Jumna river, whfch rises on the

south side of the H'muila range, at a short distance to the

north-west of the source of the Ganges, and which after a

course of about 378 miles falls into that river immediately

below Allahabad

;

in mythology, the personified river is con-

sidered as the daughter of Su'bya, and sister of Yama.

b. wr to stop, (at the Ganges,) and WWR Un adi aff.

8 K
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«!|mm m. (-W0 8u'«ta, or the ran. r. tie rirer, and

3FWT parent.

^Jrrftnj m. (•f*V or Hfir) Balad^va, the brother of KafsRN's.

r. xrg*n the Yamuna, and dirider; having divided the

river into two parts with his ploughshare.

in. (-WT) A name of Yama* m. ¥*f*ri the Yamund, and

HT*. brother.

SfiritBrr f. (-VD A Gong, a metal plate, or a large drum used to

strike the hours or watches.

m. (-fwO A monarch of India, the fifth of the lunar race,

m. (-Tjt)
1 A road. * A name of S'iva. a. ujt to go, Un'adi

aff. X, and the root repeated, form irr.

xpj
1 A horse fit for the At'tcamldho sacrifice.

9 Any

horse, s. vjt to go, Un'fidi aff. ^3, the root reiterated, and

form irr.
#

arf’f ado. Wherefore, when. b. vr^. anti fjwr aff.

¥* m. (•¥:)
1 Barley, (Hordeum hexasticbon.) 1 The measure

of a barley corn, considered as equal to six mustard seeds.

* A natural line across the thumb at the second joint, when

• it may be compared to a grain of barley, and supposed to

indicate good fortune.
4 Speed, velocity. • A double convex

lens, a ^ to join or mix, aff.

srro m. (•*:) Barley, a. barley, and mB pleonasm,

vjvwtf mfn. (-wr-WTT-W3) Fit for or producing barley, a field,

&c. a. barley, aff.

ETVWPC m. (-TO Saltpetre, nitre, nitrate of potash. n. qr

barley, and WIT ashes or salt; being prepared, according to

some of the commentators, accurately enough, from burnt

barley, the potash being thus procured
;
according to others

however it is so termed, from the crystals being supposed to

resemble the spike of the plant.

m. (•%:) Barley meal. s. TT barley, and meal or

powder.

m. (-Wtt) A kind of eruption on the face. e. SHT for yq
youth, and irvi affecting the cheek.

m. (-ur) Nitre, x. XX barley, and m born t tee ysBU.

srw* in. (-*:) ' A country; probably Bactria, or it may be ex-

,
tended from that colony to /mm, (to which word it bears

some resemblance,) or still further to Greece : by late Hindu

writers! it is most commonly applied to Arabia. * A Yavana,

apparently originally a Greek, but since applied to both the

Mohammedan and European invaders of India, and often

used as a general term for any foreign or barbarous race.

• Speed, velocity.
4 A awifjt horse, f. The wife of a

Yatena. a- ^ to mix, afll vq, or to be swift, and the

consonant changed to its analogous semivowel : or %rf* the

womb, (of the cow of Vssisn t"ms,) and wi alt ; being born

for the purpose of opposing the armies of VisWmitia.

n. (-¥) Black pepper, a. a Yavaua, and fa?

fond of.

npc*rrB‘*<i m» (-up) An astronomical writer, frequently quoted

by I’arithamihira, and other ancient Hindu astronomers

:

perhaps Ptolemy, or the Greek astronomers collectively.

a. a Yavana, and a holy teacher.

TgfWrfc m. (-frO A name of KeTsbn'a. a. a Yavana, ana

enemy.

vfWWTwr m. (-W:) * A sort of grass, very generally cultivated, and

the grain extensively eaten, (Andropogon or Holcos bicolor.)

* Barley straw, a. tn barley, and WTTT calm or stalk
;
aUo

tjrvwrw.

m. (-m ) Nitre, a. qvwiw barley straw, and «r pro-

duced : see

qvfwwr f. (’WT) An outer tent, a screen of cloth surrounding a

tent or tents, a. see 5rvfV<sr. 9f being changed to

TTW* n. (-X) Lead. ro. (>f:)
1 Garlick. • A sort of onion.

' The Numb tree. a. a Yavana, a barbarian, and XX
wished, desired.

qrroifT f. ( -tgn > A small hard indolent tumor like a barley

corn. a. XX, and VBfr appellation.

qanw m. (-m:j
1 A bambu. 1 Indian spikenard. ' A medicinal

plant, (Wrightea antidyscnterica) 4 An onion, a. tnr bar-

ley, &c.. and fruit.

n. {-*) A form of penance, diminishing the food daily

during the dark fortnight, fasting on the new moon, and gra-

dually augmenting the food till the full moon. f. (-WT) A
form of metre, a triplet, the divisions of which are of un-

equal length, the middle line having one syllable more than

the first or last. a. xn barley, centrical.

XXXX mfn. Made of or from barley, a. xr* barley,

and **¥ aff.

qswiq m. (-wt) Nitre, saltpetre, a. xx barley, and xx to

like, aff. w«t.

ipnj m. (-qr :
) Nitre, saltpetre, r, WT barky, and the

beard of corn.

XXX m. (-¥:) Meadow or pasture grass, a. X to mix,

urniT n
.

( -w
4

) Spirituous ar fermented liquor distilled from

barky, beer. a. xpr barky, ^TT'wine, u aff., in the neuter

gender
;

also xjsr^jo the second member being unchanged.

STWT* f. (-it:

)

Sour gruel, prepared by the spontaneous fer-

mentation of water in which rice has been boiled, a. E to

mix, Un'adi aff.

¥VTWW m. Saltpetre, a. barky, the top or ear, and

or born. 1

VETW mfn. (-w:-^t-w) Swift, fleet, f. (-w\) A plant, ( Ligusticum

ajwaen.) a. XX speed, wt to possess, prefix and aff. ;
also with WW added, fern, furm xpnf¥CT.

UTTW m. (-w<) A flower, (Hedysarum alhagi) LI to mix.

Un'idi aff. also with ¥¥ added, qrrvni?.

¥fqg mfn. (-V-WT-"!) Youngest, very young, m. (-¥:) A young-

er brother, a. UEW young, XWX aff. of the irr. superlative ;

also with added, xrfqW-

ElfirTWW adv. Like a youth, e. wfw. and wfir aff

rafn. ( -Eirw-WWt-EI'*) Youngest, very young, m (-*:) A
younger brother, a. vpr^ young, aff-

mfn. (-Ef:*siT- 1Ef) Fit for barley, sown with Barley, &c.

m. (-¥i) A month, a. barley, and XX aff.

Et WV m. (-¥:) A drum, a double drum. x. ¥¥¥ fame, and

a drum.
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TOWl mfn. (-ws-WT-^i) Dead, deceased, m. (-*•) Death, dying.

b. 1X9 fame, and ill end.

n. (-if.)
1 Glory, fame, celebrity, reputation. •Splen-

dour, lustre. * Praise, eulogium. k. sear to pervade, to spread

abroad, aff. WTfl, and TOaugmeDt> substituted for the initial.

TOUT mfn. (-T:-^-*:) Rendering famous, conferring celebrity.

b. uto fame, IT to make, aff. tsr.

TOPlifW mfn. (-sr-in-i?) Ambitious, desirous of fame or glory.

b. WTO, and arm desire.

mfn. ( -au^r aqwt -unr) Desiring fame or glory, b.

and «T«nr desiring.

TOVT mfn. (*arm inft-inr) Famous, celebrated, i. WW¥
fame, HTfi peas. aff.

TO%* mfn. (-dft-fanft ftl) Famed, renowned, celebralccL

4. (-ftlWt) Wild cotton, b. to* fame, and fwf*t aff.

TOTOI mfn, W) Conferring fame. a. TO*. and TO aff

TOrjf mfn. (-V^WVlf) Destroying fame, rendering infamous,

i. to*, and * what destroys.

wft mf. 1 A staff, a stick. * A staff armed with

iron, Ac. used as a weapon, a club, a mace. ' A necklace-

• Any creeping plant. 1 Liquorice. * A shrub, (Siponanthus

Indies.) ' A string, a thread, especially as strung with pearls,

Ac. 1 A thread in general, m. (-fr‘)
1 A flag-staff. * The arm

and forearm, a. XfW to worship, aff. ftp!, and the V of the

compound final rejected.

m. (-*:) A bird, the lapwing, f. (*^T)
1 A necklace, especi-

ally of but one string. * A pond, a pool. • Liquorice- * A
club, a staff, a bludgeon, a. TO added to the preceding.

*fTOT m. (-*;) A club-bearer, one carrying a staff or stick.

B. a stick, and TO to take, aff.

^rfClHf u. (-11) Liquorice, or the root of the Abins precatorius,

which is used for it. e. a stick, and ir^ honey
;
also

with added, fern, form ^fcsnprT, and with the final of

the first word long toWi}.

in. (-gi) A sacrificer, one who employs priests for a sacri-

fice. e. TO to worship, aff. and «f changed to W.

TO (TT ^) r. I at and 4th els. (TOfw TOffr) To endea-

vour, to persevere, to make strenuous and persevering exer-

tion. With prefixed, To labour. With fro, 1*6 exude.

TOf mfn. (-*|;-*lT-^i)
1 To be done with energy or perseverance.

* To be killed or put to death, b. to to strive to aff.

TOl* a. (-W)
1 Death, being killed. * Effort, energy, b. wadd-

ed to the last. •

TO pi- (-W0 A sacrificer, an institutor of sacrifices, s. *T to

go, isyUnfidi aff., and YY augment, form irr.

*T r. 2nd cL (iff*) 1 To go, to go to,
* To obtain, to get. With

wpj! prefixed. To follow. With wfw. To approach, to reach.

W ith Hi*. To come, to arrive. With To give way, to

yield. With far, 1 To go out or forth. • To go readily or

quickly. With *, To go to. With ifl, To go to or towards.

Witft pft and WIT, To meet, to advance to. With TO and

Wft, To approach. With to and WTW, To arrive.

IITW m. (-at) A sacrifice, any ceremony in which offerings and

oblations are presented, s. TO to worship, aff. TOf

mf*

nr* (*, w) rvi* r. lit cl. ‘ To ubot beg, to »olicit,

to request. * To offer, to tender.

HTTO mfn. Beggar, mendicant, asking, one who asks

or solicits, b. ht* to ask, aff. to.

iJTTOH mfn. (•W'-YT-lf'i Beggar, mendicant, a. WTTO an asker,

and ** added.

HTTOT f. (-WT) Asking, begging, e. wth to ask, aff.

Httotw mfn. (-sr:-WT-af) Asking, soliciting, b. vrr* to ask,

STTTO a®-

xTTTOYu mfn. To be asked, begged, Ac. e. to

ask, TOtTO.

^rfro mfn. (-Tfs-WT-ff) Asked, begged, solicited, e.^ to ask,

aff. w
Uifwww n. (-si) A thing borrowed for use. b. xpfTO asked, and

ant added
]
what is got by solicitation.

VTOf mfn. To be asked, begged, Ac. a. WTH to ask,

H aff.

1TTOTO mfn. (-W'-WT-W) Being alkcd or solicitod. 8. to

ask, pass. wri^ aft

arrjfT t (-3H) Asking, begging, e. VTTH to ask, wfiff.

HTW m. (-H:) Boiled rice, or generally, food. b. to to present,

aff. TO
YITO m. (-*:)

1 An officiating priest, a Brahman who conducts

any part of a sacrifice. * A royal elephant.
1 A furious ele-

phant. e. xnr to worship, <Bl aff.

xrrw* n. (-sr) Conducting a sacrifice or causing its perform-

ance. b. to to worship, causal form, aft Yi.

WTfw m. (-fir:) A sacrificer, an institutor of sacrificial ceremo-

nies. b. TO to sacrifice, Un'adi aff TO,.

Wiftnv, m. (-1ft) Sacrificing, one who officiates at a sacrifice.

B. TO to sacrifice, fw^w aff.

WTO mfn. (-TO^HTT-TO) To be offered or sacrificed, ro. A
sacrificer, the person for whom it is performed, n. (-via) Pro-

perty or presents derived from officiating at sacrifices.

e. TO to worship, 9 aff.

HfTO mfn. (-l:-^t-¥) Belonging to or relating to the Yajur

Yk<U. a. TOT or TO*! the Wda, and TO aft

WTTOftT m - (-fa:) Kovfia*. b. STWTO * proper name, and T"*y

aff. of descent.
/

irYTTO m. (-Hfc) A celebrated saint and legislator; the sup-

posed author of a celebrated code of laws, and the first re-

puted teacher of the white portion of the Yajur AVrfe re-

vealed to him by the sun. e. iiprfff the father of the saint,

and UH aff.

f. (-sft) A name of Draufaih, the wife of the Pttn'd’vs.

a. ilHl the fatliey of the princess, and IT* patronymic aft,

fern. aff.

’irfro m. (-w:) ’ A sacrificer. an institutor of a sacrifice. * An

officiating priest at a sacrificial ceremony. ' A vi a or sacri-

ficial grass. ?. TO sacrifice, and TO aff

Vfrftresr n. (-Ill Sacrifice, sacrificial ceremonies, i. iiftr* a

sacrificer, and TO aff.

xrrfro mfn. Fit for sacrifice, s. vFsv, and to
added.
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i*d. An interjection, ' of pleasure j
• alarm

;
* restlessness,

m. (-um-UP«t-unT) GoiDg. e. ur to go, wm aff.

mfn. (-Ut-UT-W) ' Gone, went. * Obtained, got. n. (-if)

Driving or guiding an elephant with a goad. b. xni to en-

deavour, orft to go, aff. f|.

UTiPTT f* (*v) ' *>a*n » affonD »^arP or acute pain. * Pain or

punishment inflicted by Yama or his ministers, the pains of

hell. a. mt to inflict pain, aff. uu.

UTiTUTi? mfn. (-U:*UT-l?) ' Old. * Used, impaired. * Rejected,

abandoned. 4 Ksw, half ripe or dressed, a. xjnr gone or got,

arm forbearance, relinquishment.

U1WU mfn. (up-UI-^) ' To be gone. ' To be gone against, to

be attacked or invaded, a. UT to go, ITU aff.

UT£f mfn. (-{p-^: -^) A goer, one who goes or mores, m. (-TJ:)

A demon, a goblin, an imp or evil spirit, m. (-tj;) 1 Time.

A traveller, a wayfarer. x. ur to go, 7J Un'Adi aff.

m. (-W:) A goblin, an evil spirit, a. UT^
1

the same, UT

to hare, aff.

ur* m. (-in)
1 A charioteer, a driver. * A huaband’s brothers

wife. e. rpr to endeavour assiduously, Uuadi aff. ^irf, and

the radical vowel made long.

tjraj m. (-H*.) An infernal or condemned spirit, a. uir to en-

deavour, causal form, aff. UW* to be made to toil.

rjrWT f. (-UT)
1 Going, moving, proceeding, marching, travelling.

* Passing away time * Practice, usage, custom. * A holy

festival, but especially the procession of idols, fee. which usu-

ally forms part of the ceremonies on such an occasion.

' An expedient a means. ‘ The march of an assailing force.

' Going to pilgrimage. ' A sort of dramatic entertainment,

x. xjT to go, Un’adi aff. WU.

vinurrw n. (-*) Setting forth on a Journey, a march, Ac.

e. vimr, and ^TOf making.

ifpnWf m. (-T'.J Performing a pilgrimage, x. umi, and Wf
engaging in. *

mfn. ' Relating to a march, Ac. 1 Customary,

usual, m. (-¥:)
1 A pilgrim. * A traveller, n. (-U) provision,

supplies, conveyance, Ac. for a march, x. Ui^f. and aff.

Uiinipf m. (-US) A public festival, x. urilT procession, and

festival.

UTUnfUi n. (-U&) Rectitude, truth, propriety, x. «(Ui?iur, and

ups? aff.

urUTfcir mfn. {-*:-UTT-ui) Just, true, right, x. UUTC, and aff.

UniTO n. (-uji Application, use, accomplishment, attainment of

an object, x. UUTU, and uju? aff.

UrgTVt m. (•*:) The ocean, x. an aquatic animal, and

lord.
,

m. (-flT:) * The ocean. * Varus a, regent of water,

a. tjJ

a

fish, &c., and ufw lord.

m. (-1:) * KrIson'a, as descended from the family of Yudu.
* A i'dtltva, or descendant of Yadu, f. (-'ft) A name of Dukca*.

n. (-•*) Stock of cattle, x. a proper name, and urw aff. of

descent, Ac.

UTKX **• HC :
) Any aquatic or amphibious animal, x, ur to go,

(with speed,) UTS* aff., and augment

m. (-W:) Varum a, the deity of water, e. VHU an

aquatic animal, in the sixth case plural, and STTU lord.

in. (-fi|:) Vaxi/n a, the ocean, x. ur^UtU. and ufif

lord ; see the last.

v?rcfwf« mfn. (-W:-^Yv) Indepeudant, following one's own

will. in. (-*:) A ministering priest who docs as he pleases,

e. xnr^r, and aff.

UTTW mfn. (-TW) As like, bow like, which like. x. what,

Ttr to see. aflf.» form irr.j also with xrxfaif UTTW;

mfn. (-I^-Wt-W) and with added UTTU (-U:-UT-xi).

ururf*PnuU n. (-U:) Water, x. an aquatic animal, and

fvrxnn? abode.

UIU n. (-U^
1 Any vehicle or form of conveyance, as a carriage,

a litter, u horse, an elephant, Ac. * Going, marching, pro-

ceeding. * Invading, marching against an enemy, x. vjrtogo,

aff. Ifr.

xjTWUrx n. (-si) A vessel, a ship, a boat. x. UTU going, (by

water,) and UTX a cup or vessel
j
also with xru added uf.unrmur ,

n. (•*•)

vjr»P5Xl n. (-UB ) The forepart of a carriage, the pole or part

where the yoke is fixed. E. uru a vehicle, and face

or front.

sjiumfru m. (-#t) The owner of a vehicle, r. uriif> and 9:ftpr

master.

xrnr*r n. (-a?) 1 Spending or passing away time, • Abiding

staying, being. ' Rejection, ejection, expelling, expulsion.

* Allaying, alleviating, (as pain or sickness ) c. tfi to go,

causal form, aff. unt.
'

Unnftu mfn. (-XT'UT-U)
1 To be passed or spent as time. *To

be allayed or relieved though not cured, (disease or a sick

person.) x. ut to go, causal v., aff.

UTgi f. (-in) Twisted or matted hair. k. ut to go, in the causal

form, aff.

unn ( ur-«BT-Ei)
1 Low, vile, contemptible. * To be passed

or spent, (as time, Ac.) • (In medicine,) To be alleviated or

relieved though not cured, (disease.) r. ut to go, causal form,

aff. UU.

UTOU1U n. (*u) A litter, a palanquin, u. urn vile, and utu

carriage. •

UTU mfn. (-Wt-ft-ti) Relating to Yama, done by him, ordered by

him, Ac. (-w:)
1 The eighth part of a day, a watch of three

hours. * Forbearance. 1
Cessation, term. e. UT 10 go, (through

the day.) *t*t Un'adi aff., or u*T to restrain, aff. U*|<ir uu. and

aff.

,

Uiwar» m. (-U:) A cock. f. (-UT) A clock, a metal plate on

which the hours are struck, or a drum used for a similar

purpose, x. un? a watch, and nra sound.

UTirUTUl f. (-^1) A metal plate on which the hours are struck,

or a drum used for that purpose, a. ufi? a watch, and UTUl

the same instrument.

m. (-6?:) A name of Ikdha.

urxrai n. (-U) A pair, a couple, a brace, b. uhw the same, and

U* pleonastic aff.

Uri?4W^ f. (-1ft) Night, x. WFH a watch, and «fJ^aJt
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WWW m. (.tjt) a daughter's husband, el m substituted for «r

;

see arrow.

Wlfit f.
1 A sister. • A virtuous womwi, * Night. ‘The

south. • A daughter, or daughter-in-law, newly married,

a., ITT to go, fa aff., or w substituted for Ml, see arrfit. or mH
Yam.i, and ^ar aff. of reference.

MTffflKT f. (-MTT> Night, a. va a watch, vi tlT,, fem. form.

WTfwift f- (-ift iVJight. a. mw a watch, xfit aff.

WTftroftrfw m. (•fir) The moon. a. yffirfl night, and wfir

master.

W$\r m. (-M0 The moon. f. (-MT) Night, a. MTOt night, ter to

have or be, aff. W-

WJM«l mfn. (-wt- aft-'W) Relating to the Kmuntd river, n. (-af)

Antimony, or rather the sulphuret of antimony, generally used

as an application to darken the eyelashes, and strengthen

the eyes. a. w*plT the Jumiut river, and apt aff.

UT^prir* n. (-W) Lead.

MT^M m. (*V) A slater's son. a. ^rfi? a sister, and MMF aff.

m. (*J|t) ' Sandai. * The saint Aoastta. f. (-WT) 1 The

south. 1 The lunar asterisra, Bharani, 1 Night, a. aw Yam a,

mnr aff.

;

being sacred to or governed by that deity, Ac.

WTHJt *i« n. (-M) The sun's course, south of the line. a. iruj

the south, ^vpf going-

m. (»ar:) The performer of frequent sacrifices, a. ap*r

to sacrifice, aff. aiw, the root repeated, and the first vowel

made long.

VTuiMM mfn. ' Going repeatedly. * Wandering, va-

grant ra. (-^:)
1 A horse fit for the Atieam*dha sacrifice. ' The

saint Jahatkaku. *A Brahman who has preserved his house-

hold fire.
4 A vagrant mendicant, a. WT to go, in the reitera-

tive form, and mt^ aff.

WlfaW mfn. (-wt-faalfw) Going, who or what goes. a. Ml to

go, fwfw aff., MM inserted.

MTW mfn. (-'Wt-Mt-'tf) Relating to barley, m. (-wt) Lac, the red

animal dye. a. w to join, aff. MW ;
the nest yielding a sort of

resinous substance used as sealing-wax : or apt barley, to

which the grains of the dye are compared, and wa aff

WTMMf m. f-f;)
1

Half-ripe barley. * Awnless barley. • Forced

rice. 4 A sort of kidney-bean, (Phaseolu*.) 1 A kind of pulse,

(I)nliclios biflorus.) 4 A kind of pulse said to be peculiar to

Cathmir. * Lac. a. M to mix, aff. "ja, and w* added, or am
as above, pleonastic aff aa. *

amww adv. (-si; To tbe utmost of one’s power. • a. araw,

and aaf able.

MWwfW n. adv. (-a) For life, as long as life. a. am* until,

afta life.

. ’Wnnr mfn. ( arara a*fl Tjrnwi As much, how much, such.

ind. • As much as. * As many as.
1 As long as.

4 As far as,

unto, until
*,
the correlative of WPPT. 4 When, (i. e. as much, I

applied to time.) a apT what or which, ftrp rf., and MT
|

substituted for the pronominal final.

Ml sfaa mfn. (-a:-M|T-WJ That which is as far as, or as much as,

&c. the ordinal of the particle aTa^. a 'WWW as much as,

&c., and f<nna> aff

8 L

WTTimT ind. 1 As much as, quantum-tantum. * (In algebra,)

The relation of the unknown number and its co-etTicicnt.

a. MWW. and nmt so much.

Mwa mfn (-ai-4t-lf) Belonging or relating to a Kerens, Ionian,

Mohammedan, Aw. m.(-a:) Incense, e. aaa the country of

the Yavanat, and^ aff.

WrinnW in. (-mi:) A kind. of grain, (Andropogon or'Holcus

bicolor.) a. Mini*, and Mr* pleonasm.

WWVar m. (-f.) Nitre, saltpetre, a. mm barley, SJMT tbe spike,

and aro aff.

ama m. (-M:) A quantity or heap of grass, e. sj to mix, Un'Adi

aff siiJM with the effect of fwil, which makes the vowel long.

ara mfn. (oft-ai-M) To be mixed or joined, miscible, a. ^ to

Join or mix, aff. w*r.

MTwr%rrM m. (-aO The son of S'skyamtoi, the probable founder

of the Baud'dha sect.

m. (-*:) A warrior armed with a club. R afff a slick, a

club, 3M( aff, and both vowels made long.

MPT m. (.*:) A plant, (Hedysarum alhagi.) f. (-MT) A sort of bird,

the Siitika. a. aa to endeavour, aff. war.

MTWW mfn. {-ara-wHft-WPf' Going, who or what will be going,

a. vp to go, WM aff., with the future tense.

fwaaara mfn. (-at-MT-^) Purposing or wishing to worship.

e. aat to worship, desid. v.. wra^ nff.

faaa mfn. Desirous of sacrificing, r.. a®l to wor-

sliip, desid, v., *3 aff.

faafaaT f. i-MT) Wish to mix, blend, Ate. a. a to mix, desid.

MNP and ara aff*.

fawf<r« mfn. (-a:-a:-M) Wishing to mix or blend, a. a to mix,
li <# j ° N,

desid. v. f a aff

a r. 2nd cl. (aiflf)
1 To mix, to Join, to blend • To separate or ,

not mix. r. 10th cl. (awwflf) To censure, to blame, to disres-

pect, to despise, (ar) mmlr. 9th cl. (Marfa M*fta) To bind,

to tie. *

Mar ind. Badly, ill.

T* mfn. (*lff:-WT-Mri ' Joined, combined, united, identified.

* Right, fit, proper. Proved, concluded by inference or

argument. 4 Moderate, limited. 4 Possessing, endowed with,

as virtues, qualities, be. * Intent on, attached to, usastudy or

pursuit. * Employed or engaged in business, &c. * Occupied

in performance of the religious exercise called Vot?a. m. (-w)

The sage who has acquired the command of his feelings and

passions, and who performs the customary devotional offices

without any regard to their result, n. ( -Ml) A measure of four

cubits, f. (-1VT) A plant, commonly Klani. e. MMT to join or

mix, aff H.

MMTTMT f. (-MT) A plant, commonly Etdni, (Mimosa octandra.)

E. xpv mixed, joined, MM juice.

mwtmm n. (-M'i A sort of wooden spade or shovel, a. MMS bound,

joined, and MTMM iron.

^f» f. (f»«0 * Union, connection, joining. * Propriety, fitness.

• Usage, custom, traditionary and unwritten law. 4
Inference,

deduction from circumstance or argument, the reason of a

thing or argument. * Insertion of circumstances in written
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evidence, specification in writing of place, time, &c. const- I

dcred as one of the means of verifying such evidence. * A
'

figure of rhetoric, emblematic or mystical expression of pur-
|

pose, so as to conceal it from all but its immediate object.

' Supplying an ellipsis. * Connection of dramatic events, the

production of one incident by another, e. to join, &c.,

aff. fjfW.

yr (T) wf* r. 1st cl To except, to abandon.

yq n. ( -3T )
1 A pair, a couple, a brace.

1 An age, as the JTrfte,

Trfia, Dtedpara, and Kafu * A lustre, or period of five years,

m. (-if)
1 A yoke. 1 A measure offour cubits.

a A drug, com-

monly Ri^dhL e
. yqr to join, aff. sq'q. and the final

changed.

yqqt**qr m. (-W:) The pin of a yoke. a. yir a yoke, and dftq

a pin or bolt, nr added.

tjiren m. (-q:) Destruction of the world, t. qq, and qq
destruction.

« JT*ir mn. (-Tt-O 1 The pole of a carriage, or wood to which

the yoke is fixed. * The name of a mountain, e. yir a yoke,

V to hold or support, qq aff.

ypjq ind. * At one time, at once. 1 Together, conjointly, i. y
to join, qxnrqr aff.

qqqq m. (-q*) Mountain ebony : see the next.

yjnrqqm. (-q:; Mountain ebony, (Bauhinia variegata.) f. (-fqqTT)

The Sun tree, (Dalbergia Situ.) s. yq a pair, aud qq a leaf,

•ff. qrq, double-leaved.

yqqnfiq m. (8:) A young ox in training. B. qq a yoke, qrq a

aide, ami q who goes, or with qq aff. yqqrqqr m. (-q:.)

y»q n. (-qf) A pair, a brace, a couple, e. yq a pair, qrq aff.

yqiqq m. (-q») A year. e. yq an age, and fss a part.

yxiwt m. ( -W5:)
• A destruction of the universe. * The end of an

age. E- yq an age, either generally or individually, and

qwt end.

qqiwrqq m. (-as:) A real friend, a friend in need. e. qaTTWl, and

was a friend.

yjf n. (-Ejj
>

1 A pair, a couple, a brace. * Mixing, uniting.

* A couple of verses, e. yq to join, Un adi aff. qqf, and the

final changed.

qqrqr n. (-W) ‘A couple. * A couple of verses connected by

the construction of the sentence, the sense being completed

only by the two together, e. qrq added to the last.

qqnrq m. (-*:) Mountain ebony, h. yqi a couple, andqwaleaf,

double-leaved.

^qnrfaqT f. <-qn) A timber tree, (Dalbergia Sin. ) t yp a pair,

and qq a leaf, qq added, fern. form.

WTOwirm? m. (-q:) A plant, (Aaclepias rosea.) k. yqf double,

q«i fruit, and <5qq best.

yq mfn. Fit or proper to be yoked or harnessed,

n. (-18
) Any vehicle or conveyance, m. (.jq;) An animal

yoked, t. yq to join, aff. q?Tor qqy.

Y"8 r. 1st cl. :yqrfq) To be inattentive or negligent, to err

or mistake.
h >v _

^qt) ywr r. 4th cl. (^q) To confine the thoughts, to

keep the mind fixed in abstract meditation, r. 1st and J Oth

els. (ijraftT ihwsrfV) To bind, to tie, to connect. ( qiqqq)

To blame. ($T, \J..) qfiqr r. 7th cl. fqqfqqq) To join, to
<» •*

,»

mix, to unite, &c. With sfw prefixed, 1 To ask, to inquire.

• To reprove. With qfq,
1 To utter, to speak. • To accoae.

With qq, To make effort. With qur, * To seixe, to take, to.

lay hold of. • To eat. With fq,
1 To order, t6 appoint. * To

join. With q, * To be fit or due. * To attach or apply to.

* To lend money. 4 To make effort. * To combine or. con-

nect. With fq, ' To separate, to sunder. • To send. With fir

and fq,
1 To appoint or employ. 1 To expend. • To send.

4 To involve in or force upon. With f% and q, to separate,

to part, to divide. With qq. 7"° unite, to combine. With

qqandqTT.To think profoundly.

yw n. (-yq) A pair, a couple, m. (-yq yq ) A sage, one who

devotes his time to abstract contemplation, ind. (-WT) The

twin sons of As'wixf, and physicians of Smtrga. m. Mr*)
A joiner, one who joins or unites, t. (-yq) A measure of

three hundred poles, e. yq to join, to meditate, &c., aff.

firw ; also yfan; the same, with the same aff., when q is

inserted after the vowel, before the first five affixes in the

masc. and fcm. genders.

mfn. 1 Uniting, joining. * Uniting spiri-

tually, practising devotion, b. arm to join, fitc., w* aff.

yqiq mfn. (-q:-qr-q‘) Uniting, combining, joining with,

m. (-W0
1 A charioteer. * A Brahman engaged in the religi-

ous exercise called Yoga. e. qq to join, &c., aff. qyq^, and

yq inserted.

yq r. 1st cL (ql yq (wnnl) To shine,

wit md. Badly, ill.
<i -

rjw mfn. (-q:-WT-ff)
1 Joined, combined, connected, identified.

1 Attached to, engaged in or by. * Endowed with, possessed

of. n. (-ir,i A measure of four cubits, b. 8 to join, &c.. aff. if.

yrqr mfn. (-q:-qT-q) Joined, combined, n. (-qr) * Doubt, uncer-

tainty. * A pair, a brace.
4 Nuptial presents.

4 The end of a

cloth worn by women. • A garment worn by women ; it is

applied, it is said, both to the petticoat, and the upper wrap-

per or cloth. * The ends of a cloth.
T The edge of a winnow-

ing basket. 4 Asylum. * Forbearance, cessation. '•Alliance,

acquaintance, forming an alliance or friendship, e. qq joined,

&c., qry added.

jf* *•(-**> ' Joining, uniting. * (In arithmetic,) Addition.

e. y to join, fqq aff.

yq n. <-ff) War, battle, contest, conflict, e. yq to fight, aff. if.

ywrF m. (-qt) A name of the deity KaktikAta. a. yq war,

and rr delight. v

yff8n: m. (-^r.) A horse, r. yw war, w to go, aff.

yffTWHT mfn. (-W.-WT-li) Fierce or frantic in battle, e. yf, and

WWPT frantic.

yw (WT) r. 4th cL ^Tyv (ytr^) To fight, to contend in battle,

to slay.

yy f- (-^yor-yX) War, battle, e. to fight, aff. %q.

T™ m* (-W:) A man of the second or military order, a soldier,

a warrior, r.- yq to fight, Un Adi aff. wrqy, und the radical

vowel unchanged.
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yfWfwr m. (-T;) The elder of the fire Pandava princes, and

leader in the crcut war, between them and the Auras, in the

beginning of the fourth age; the nominal son of P/Cn'o'u,

whom be succeeded in the sovereignty of India, but accord*

ing to the legend begotten on A'eali by the deity Yam a.

«•** in war or battle, and fcg; for fijPC firm
;
it is also

sometimes read eift|}V.

xnw m. (-tfft) ' War, battle. * A bow. • An arrow. 4 A warrior,

a combatant, a. an* to fight, bb Un'fidi aff.

BBTWTB mfn. (-w:-WT*B) Fighting, warring, a. yB to fight,

wrBBaff.

bb r. 4th cl. c(\) BBlT (yBlfir) To confuse, to perplex,

yy m. (-y.) A horse.

yyBUX. m, (*Ts) A hyena, t. yyar joined, xjt a hoof.

vyBBTB mfn (-w^-WT-b) ‘ Wishing to join or unite. * Devout,

wishing to effect spiritual union with the divine essence,

a. BBf to be devout or to join, desid. v., WTBB aff.

wyan f. (-I9T) Wish or purpose to fight, enmity, pugnacity,

a. yw to fight, desid. v., bv and bib affs.

mfn. Cowardly, bavidg no intention to

fight, a, BBBP, and r.f’giT void of.

wyy mfn. Wishing or ready to make war or fight,

pugnacious, hostile, ambitious, m. (-W-) A combatant, a. bb
to make war, desid. v., *3 aff.

JBBIB m. (-an) 4 A proper name, one of the chiefs of the

Pm dm*. * A warrior, a. yB to fight, in the reduplicate

form, WTW^aff.

BBBwf* mfn. (-fir-flr or ift-fin Bald in youth, t. yBB, and

wwfw bald
;
also ywraref*. and fem. tjsfjliwfv.

m. (-Btt) Eruptions on the face peculiar to youth, k. yv
a young person, from yww, and **i what affects the cheek.

V4BVW mfn, (-rB-C?fVnT> Being old as it were in youth, old-

fashioned, or prematurely infirm, a. BBW. and ITVH old;

also «jsivn«, and in the fem. ywfwBTCift.

wCwift m. (-far!) Having a young wife. a. yw, and WTfB wife,

yraf mfn. (-yTT-yafn or -ift or y^-yB) ' Young. • Best, ex-

cellent. ' Endowed with native or natural strength. n». (-bt)

A young roan or one of the virile age, or from sixteen to

seventy, f. or yy^) A young woman, one from six-

teen to thirty, (-far:) Turmeric, a. y to mix or associate,

Uu'edi aff. *f*rw.. the fem. form takes far, and optionally adds

in one form, with which affix the semivowel w is changed

to its congener ^r, and the two short vowels coalesce into one

long one, making ywt.

yaqt WEI m. (-W.) A name of Mandhata, an early sovereign of

the Solar dynasty
v a. yrwtB his father, who appears as tbc

eighth monarch of the Solar line, and Bf born.

BBwfBPT mfn. (-m-m-tf) Grey-haired in youth, e. yBB, and

xrfitir gray-haired ; also yumfvM, and fem. yBfsnBfriTT.

friTE m. (*B|:) * A young prince, especially the heir apparent,

associated to the throne. * One of the Jaina pontiffs.

e. yB young, and xrnWB a prince, BBaff.

BBtjWf n. (-^) The dignity of heir apparent and associate in

the throne, s. yrcior, and W7T aff.

2nd personal pronoun, mf. (-if) Thou. a. yw Sautra root,

to serve, to worship, Un'Adi aff. wfBB-

ywnrrB n. (-ri) (In grammar.) The second person. «. ywry.

and Bi^B to be said.
%

v f.(yt) The water in which pulse, &c. has been boiled, pease-

soup, &c. «. y to mix, aff. 1%W, and vowel made long,

yy mf. (-Br.-wri) A louse, b. y to mix, (with the hair,) Un'Adi

aff. Brw, and the vowel made long.

H* 1'

:) Joining, mixing, e. y to join, aff. fwB, and the

vowel made long.

yy n. <-B) A multitude of birds or beasts, a herd, a flock, f.

A kind of jasmine, (Jatrainum auriculatum.) E. y to mix,

BBT Un'Adi aff , and the vowel made long.

BWWTB m. (-*:) A large elephant, the leader of a wild herd.

x. yw a multitude, (of elephants,) and WTW lord,

wyw m, (-w:) The leader of a wild herd of elephants, k. yy a

herd, and w who protects : see the last,

ymfg m. (-T1) An elephant turned out or driven from a herd.

t. BW the herd, and WB expelled.

ywww ado. Gregariously, in flocks. *. yy, and wfw aff.

yfwwi £ (-WT)
1 A sort of jasmine, (Jasroinum auriculatum.)

• Globe amaranth, k. yxft the jasmine, BTW aff, fem. form,

yf* f. (-firs) Joining, union, junction, e y to join or mix, aff.

finr. sr substituted for the final, and the vowel made long,

yy mu. (-V.-W) ' A sacrificial post, a pillar usually made of

bambus, or the wood of the Khadira, to which the victim

at a sacrifice is boupd. * A trophy, a column erected in

honour of a victory, b. y to bind (the victim), w Un'Adi aff.

wuwew tn. (-*:) A wooden ring on the top of a sacrificial

post, or according to some authorities, an iron ring at its

base, a yy the post, and 424 a ring, Ac.

ywvW in. (-«:) A part of a sacrificial post sprinkled with ghee.

b. yy the post, and btw the ear.

yyr m. (-U) The Khayar, (Mimosa catechu.) e. yw a sacri-

ficial post, and * a tree
;
the wood of this tree being especi-

ally fit for the sacrificial post
;
also ypyw m. (-*:).

m. (-BW:) A bird. E. yy a sacrificial post, put for any

post, and wvn an aim
;

a sort of net being made about a

post, on which birds may alight

yyiw m. (-V‘) The top of the sacrificial post r. yy as above,

and bib top.

yy i^ SI
m. (-*:) The ceremony of erecting the sacrificial post

b. yy a sacrificial post, and s ** elevation,

ya r. 1st cl. (yBfir) To hurt, to injure, to wound or kill,

yy oin. (-B:-B) Pease soup, pease porridge, the water in which

pulae of various kinds has been boiled, m. (-*:) The mul-

berry tree, (Mortis indica;) also gy. . yw to hurt, v aff.

BB (Bfl xx r. 1st cl. (VBW) To resolve, to eudeavour diligently,

to persevere.

BilW mfn, (-w.-wi-W) ‘ To be joined or united. • To be per-

formed, (as devotion.) 1 To be united spiritually, i. yat to

Join, WW aff.

BTH n. (-#) The tie of the yoke of a plough, a. ya? to Join*

Un adi aff. ff.
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ifrrw m. (-*:)
1 Junction, joining, union. ' Combination, associ-

ation, meeting, conflux. * Religious and abstract meditation.

0 Keeping the body in a fixed posture. * Devotion, spiritual

worship of Goo. or union with the Supreme Being by means

of abstract contemplation ; tins does not necessarily imply

an abandonment of the world or relinquishment of the

usual observances of religion, but it involves internal in-

difference to objects of pleasure and pain, and utter disregard

of the consequences or fruit of ceremonial rites. * The par-

ticular practice of the preceding sort of devotion, or the exer-

cise of that abstraction by which union with God is supposed

to be obtained ;
in the Gita it is described as sitting on

A'uv'a grass, with the body firm, the eyes fixed on the dp of

the nose, aqd the mind intent on the Deity ; in the Tantras a

fanciful operation is prescribed, by which the vital spirit seated

in the lower part of the body, and the etherial spirit placed

in the head, are supposed to be brought into combination

in the brain, when the devotee becomes united with Bnah* a.

r The system of philosophy which treats of the union of the

soul with Basil ma or God ;
it is the same as the Pdimnjaii

doctrine, and consritutes one of the six Derttmtu or philo-

sophical schools of the llmdmt. ' Magic, or the acquisition

* of supernatural powers by the mystical and magical wor-

ship of S'iva and Dcrmo^ especially. 0 Consequence, result,

the main end or object of any thing or act.
i0 Connexion

of,one thing with another, as of cause with effect, predicate

with subject, quality with substance, Ac. '* Acquisition of

something not possessed before, accession of property or

wealth ;
in grammar this application is assigned to any unu-

sual construction of words or compounds, unauthorised by

rule, but sanctioned by the authority that employs them.

*• A rule, an aphorism. H Propriety, fitness.
14 Side, part,

cause or argument to be maintained or defended. “Thing,

substance. '• Wealth. 10 A drug, a medicament, epeciaily a

compound of various ingredients, 10 Fraud, trick. *• A logi-

cian.
10 A spy, an informer. 01 A violator of truth or confix

dence. ** A conveyance, a carriage, a boat, Ac. 10 A means,

an expedient.
*0 Armour. 01 Putting on armour. 00 Lucky

conjuncture. 01 (In arithmetic,) Addition. 00
(In astronomy,)

The leading or principal star of a lunar mansion. 00 The

twenty-seventh part of 360* of a great circle measured on

the plane of the ecliptic, and used in calculating the longi-

tudes of the sun and moon
;
each Y6gm has a distinct name

;

astrologers also enumerate twenty-eight Yoga

t

differently

named from the foregoing, and corresponding with the

twenty-eight Nakthatrat, or the division* of the moon's path,

but varying according to tbc day of the week. 00 A period,

or the time during which the sum of the motions of the sun

and moon amount to one Nnkshatra, the moan duration of

which is 23hs. 47' 44". e. gar to Join literally or figurativelv,

as with God, aff. W*r

n- (-**•)
1 Charge of property, keeping of cattle, Ac. for

another. * Insurance or charge for secure conveyance of

goods, and the profit on their sale. * Profit, gain, keeping the

old and making fresh gains. 0 Such articles as are not divisible

amongst coheirs. • Welfare, well-being. * National prosperity

the good government of a slate, or the means of maintaning

it; its the Raja, minister, priest, Ac. forming the administration,

a. ijut profit, and ^«T safety or preservation
;
or VT* associa-

tion, and patience.

m - (-T:) A keeper, one who takes charge of property,

Ac. e. irr*. and WT who makes.

itTWVK m. (-*!) A name of Hawna*. k. xfri possession of

superhuman powers, and going, possessing.

xyTJnfXJ wcf.
1

Suitably, property, 1 Seasonably, in due season.

* Through devotion, magic, Ac. 0 Conjointly, k. inn, and

wfa aff.

WTTOJW n. (-^) ' A fraudulent gift,
0 Communicating the Y6ga

doctrine, k. %tjt, and q^rgift.

tamfni m. (-*:) A Bort of fish, (Siluras ascii*)

ihflfwfT f. (-gT)
1 The sleep of, Vishnu during the deluge. * A

goddess, a form of Dimes or Visunu’s sleep personified.

*./5rni mystery, and f*T*rr sleep.

than m. (-%:) A cloth drawn round the lower extremities of

the ascetic as he squats to perform religious abstraction.

e in* a religious exercise, and TO cloth.

m. (-Tl) A menstruum or medium for mixing medi-

cines. *. XTT*, and Vlfaw conveyer.

f. (-^) * Alkali. ’Quicksilver. . WT* Joining of me-

tals, wnr effecting.

irrafcwxi m. (-H5) Fraudulent sale. e. and fvwvj sale.

m. (-ftriT)
1 A follower of the Y6ga doctrines. 0 A prac-

tiscr of devotional exercises. 0 A magician. 0 A compoun-

der of medicines, a. itra, and who knows.

aiaifwi f. (-WT) Practising religious abstraction, e. ilf*, and

observance.

aiaTxisnT n.(-4) A fraudulent pledge. *. itm fraud, and wrvtf*
a pledge.

mfn. ( -y.-tn-F) Engaged in devotional exercises, k.

and mounted on.

vtnrnnr n. (-si) A religious posture, the position in which the

devotee sjts to perform the religious exercise called Y6ga.

a. %a as above, and scat or sitting.

Otfavr mfn. (-*Vfar*Vf*) ' Who or what joins, or effects junc-

tion or connection, &c. 0 Possessed of superhuman powers,

m. 1 A devotee, an ascetic in general. ' The religious

or devout man, who performs worldly actions and ceremonies

without regard to their results, und keeps his mind fixed

upon Brahma or God alone. * The performer of the particu-

lar act of meditation called Y6g*. 0 A magician, a conjuror,

one supposed to have obtuined supernatural powers, f. (-art)

A female fiend or sprite attendant on, and created by Denes ;

in some places eight Ydg'mi* are enumerated by name, e.%*

as above, aff., or ** to join, aff. fVwvf.

WTfjrfTOT f* (-<0 Light sleep, wakefulness, k. a saint, and

fTOT sleep.

VrafW m. (-W-)
1 The city ofBrahma. 0 The saint and legislator

Vacsyawaleya. 0 A name of Siva. 0 Any principal Mumi or
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Yogi. f. XT* a Kdffi or religious personage, Ac , and Tit

lord or chief.

ili^T m. (-V-) * A principal sage or ascetic. 1 A magician, one

who has superhuman faculties. * A deity, the object of derout

contemplation, b. «nt, and TXT lord.

<-*) Lead. s. XT* affinity, (of metals or amalgamation,)

XX desired.

%thi mfn. (-nr:-nrr »d) ' Clever, skilful. * Fit or proper for a

Y6ga, or for religious meditation. ' Powerful, able. * Fit,

proper, suitable, n. (-Hi) ' A drug, commonly R\ddkl • A

cake. 1 A vehicle or conveyance. * Sandal. m. (•*»:) A calcula-

tor of expedients, f. (-HIT) ' Military exercise. * Medical prac-

tice. k. XX to join or mix, aff. XX, or XTX union, and XX aff

ijlHTWT f. (-XT) Fitness, suitableness, propriety. *. xinx. and XX

afT.
;
also with H. XPXH.

xrxtx n. (-X)
1 God, the Supreme Being, the soul of the world.

* A measure of distance equal to four Knitat, which at

8000 cubits or 4000 yards to the Krosa or Kfo, will be

- exactly nine miles; other computations make the Y6jana

but about live miles, or even no more than four miles and

a half.
1 Joining, union, junction, e. tjbi to Join, aff. XT-

Xrw*r*sr f. (-XT) ' Mask. • A name of Sfra. * A name of

S iTYATATf, the mother of the sage and poet Vyaba. b. XTXX

a Vojan, and XX smell
$
whose odour is perceptible mile* off

;

also with srx added, fern, form, xixxxfxxi.

Xtxrxxdf f. (-*f) Bengal madder, k. XTXX joining, and

leaf.

xtxptxxT f (*4R) Bengal madder, (Rubia manjith.) B. XIXT

joining, and xrit pedicle.

ininfix rofn. (-x:-XT-X)
1 To be Joined. ' To be added, r. XX to

join, XWfiK aff-

XTwfxx mfn. ( XT-Tt-X) Joining, combining, who or what

unites, k. xxt to join, causal v., x* atf.

XIfit H mfn. (-XVXT-X) Mixed, joined, b. xx to Join, aff. X.

more usually XT-

TTTJ m. (-7J:)
' Measure in generaL • Cleaning, purifying. • A

cleanser, a purifier, k. X to mix, or not to mix, and TJX

Un'Adi aff.

xrx n. (-x) The tie that fastens the yoke of a plough to the neck

of the ox. e. x to Join, ffX aff.

^TT^TXTX mfn. (-X:-Xt-X) About to fight, ready to fight, t. XX

to fight, desid. v., future tense, ft aff.

XTTX mfn. (-x:-XT-*f) To be fought, what must or ought to be

fought, s. XX to fight, XX aff.

xrj m. (-XT) A warrior, a combatant, a. xx to fight, aff. XX

XTX m. (-X) A warrior, a soldier, a combatant, b. XX to fight,

aff. XX. <

XTXvpx tn. (-XP) A leader, a chief warrior, b. XTX, and ^X3

chief.

XTXXTt ">*»• (-XX_T*t-TX) Fighting, warring. s. ^x to fight,

XX aff.

XTXftr m. (-T:) A hero, a warrior. a. ifrx, and ifir a h-aro.

XTXXTTX m. (•*-) Mutual defiance, challenging or braving each

other, c. Xrx a warrior, ^TTT cry or shout.

» 8 M

] £ra

ifiXTf mfn. f.^:.rr-^} Carrying soldiers fit for war, (horses.)

e. $rx, and XT what takes.

XtfxX m. (-^t) A warrior. R. ^x to fight, fWXX aff.

XTXX m. (-XI A warrior, e. XT war, and XX aff.

XfXX m. (*X :
) A sort ofgmin, (Andropogon or Uolcus sorghum.)

b. XX barley, and wx culm or stalk, the X of the first word

changed to x, and X with the inherent vowel of X changed

to XT.

xrfx mf. ( fx:*fx*. or aft)
1 The vulva. * A mine. * Cause, origin.

* Water. * Place or site of birth or production in generaL

e. ^ to join or mix, Un'Adi off. fx.

xrfxXXXT f. (-XT) The 1 1th Nakthatra or lunar asterism
;

also

Purvaphiilguni. k. xrfx the vulva, and g,XXf presiding deity.

XTfrxTTT f. (-XT) The upper part of the vulva, or the union of

. the labia, e. XTfx tbe womb, and XTXT the nose.

vftfxTTTX n. (-X) The menstrual excretion, x. ^rfx pudendum,

and rxx colouring.

XTfwfinr n. (-1 ) 'Hie clitoris R. xrfx the pudendum, and fxx

the penis.

irfxxtfx f. (*fx:) Contraction or closure of the vagina, s. XTfx,

and Xffx contraction.

XTfirxy r_ m. (-T:) Fault or blemish of birth on the mother's side,

as from inferiority of caste. Ac. b. xrfx, and

mixture.

xrxXX n. (ojt) An affection of the vulva. Menorrhagia, or

prolapsus uteri R. iff* the vulva, and XXX piles.

XfXT f. (-XT) A woman. E. XX to serve, Saatra root, causal form,

aff XX and TTX

Xifxx f. (-fix) A woman in general, r. vjX Sautra root, to

serve, to worship, to hurt, TfX Un'Adi aff.
;

also with TT^

added XlflXT f. (-XT.)

XffilWX mfn. (Xs-XT-X) Done by a woman, contracted by her,

Ac. k. Xffxx. and ffX done.

3ffjfX mfn. (-X*Xft-X)
1 Connective, binding. * Inferrible,

deducibk. 1 Customary, usual. * Right, proper, m. (-XT:) A

minister or associate to one's pleasure or amusements, r.. xfx

union, association, aff. XX.

xnrx mfn. (-X:-Xft-XT) Relating to the religious practice, Ac.

called Y6gd. c. XrX as above, and xXaff.

xrfinr mfn (-X:-4t-x)
1 Customary, usual, common. * Relating

to the Y<lg«, Ac. • Proper, regular, (as the sense of words,

depending upon their derivation or construction.) B.$T*,and

XX aff.

xrxxxfxx mfn. (-X'-xft-X) Proceeding or extending a hundred

Yojarttu. e. XiXX a measure so named, XX a hundred, and

XX aff.

. xrxfwi mfa. (-X'.-Xt*^) K*Unding or proceeding a Yijan*.

B. “'iXX a YAjan/i, and XX aff.

xrx (X,) xrx r. 1st cl. (Xrxfx) To bind, to tie, to join or fasten;

also read XT^»

5nr» r., (*; A nuptial gift, preaenu made to a bride, at her

marriage, by Uer father or friend*; some consider it alio

implying a gift to the bridegroom, a. the tame, pleo-

nastic aff. ’g*

.
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yrw n. (*v) Measure in general, k. the same, yw tiff.
?

some authorities read vitw.

TTVV m. (-y:) A warrior, b vttv the same, and V* pleonasm.

VTV mfn. (-w:-yVy) 1 Relating to the womb or place of origin,

uterine. • Connected by female alliance, marriage, &c. a. vrfff,

and sgar aft.

VTTy n. (-if) * Measure in general. * An assemblage of young

women, a. y to mi*, deriv. irr., or a young woman,

aff. TfV.

wrwvr n. (-si) 'Youth, manhood. “An assemblage of young

women, k. sjaw young, yV alT.

yraav*** m. (-art) Pimples on the face, especially in young

persons, a. VrTV youth, and aw a thorn.

vrrvvT m. (-VO Pride ofyouth, rashness, conceit, e. vrwy, and

yy pride.

vrrwvvT f. (-wt) The period of youth, e. vrTV, and yyr state.

WfTWfrWT T. (*arr) Blotches or pimples on the face in youth.

k. vrrw, and fyvvT a pimple.

yiarniyv n. (-V) 1 The breast, the bosom. • Beauty, handsome

ness. r. vivy youth, <TW mark or sign.

wrwwaif mfn. (-vryytfVvv) Youthful, i. vrw, and yijy *ff-

viwvrv m. (-aft) A name of MsnoiiaxjC. one of the kings of the

solar dynasty, a. TTWIV a proper name, and VfV patrony-

mic aff.

ajtWrv mfn. (-Wdftvf) Yours, belonging to you. e. vy?v fur

yon, and aff. yv.

vrorv^v mfn. (-w:-vt-t) Yours, thine, b. vyrv for *nr^

thou, and vy aff.

y The twenty-seventh consonant of the Nogari Alphabet, cor-

responds" to the letter H
y m. (y:) * Fire or Agai. • Heat, warmth. Burning, scorch-

ing. • Lire, desire. * Speed. f. (TT) ' Giving. * Gold, f (^t>

Going. moving, a. KJ to give, TV to play, Ac., aff. v.

yyfw f. (-fir) Speed, velocity, in general, or the speed of a

chariot, a. TV to sport, aff., tv augment,

ryw n. (•*;) Speed, velocity, r. tv to sport, Un adi aff. yyy,
y« augment.

TV r. lOtli cL (TTVarfv)
1 To taste. * To obtain,

ry m (-m) ' The sun gem 1 Crystal. * A hard shower, a. TV
to obtain, WT aff.

Ty mfn. (-y:-yr*y,»
1 Dyed, tinged, coloured, stained. * Red, of

a red colour. * Fond of, attached to, affected with love or

interest towards any object.
4
Pore, purified. * Importing,

engaging in play or pastime, m. (-*:) Red, the colour, n.(-t)
1 Blood * Saffron. 1 Copper. * Minium. * Vermilion. • The

fruit of the Flavour tia cataphracta. f. (-yf) ' I’he Ounja plant.

(Abrus precatorius.) * Lac. • Bengal madder, a. TV to co-

lour or dye, <kc., aff. y
rH* 011 (*V !

)
* A plaut bearing a red blossom, (Pentapetes

pbcenicea; it in nUn spplied to the Itora bandhuca.) * Globe

nmarantb, (Gomphnena globoss, the red variety.) • Red

garments or cloth. * A-man affected with passion or fond-

ness. ' A gamboller, a player, one who plays or sports.

0 Safflower, u. VV added to the preceding.

rytt m. (•**:)
1 Coral. ' A sort of onion. * A kind of yam

f Dioacorea purpurea ?) e ry red, and vy a root,

r^r^-rewr m. (-Wti Coral, e. Ty red. V^, and ary aff.

ryitfl n. (-vrj The red lotus. e Ty red, and VW the

lotus.

TWVPfW m. (-v.) Mountain ebony, (Bauhinia variegate.) e. yy
red. and any* the same. *

n - (-vf > The red lotus, (Xymphea rubra, Rox.) e. Ty
red, and jryv the lotus.

ryvrw n. (-V) The red lotus, b. yy» and vtt a lotus.

vy«TWV n. (-<) Tlie red lotus i. yy, and VTVVV a lotus,

ryavi m. (vr

)

1 A disease, a hard lump in the abdomen of

the female after conception, perhaps scirrhus of the ovarium.
1 A clot of blood, e. Ty, and vvr cluster.

cyt "i (f.) A small tree, (Andersonia rohitaka.) f. (.Jft) A
kind of grass, a variety of the Dub grass, a. ry blood, and

t removing; anti -plethoric.

TVV^V n. (-V) ' Red wood, either red Sandal or sappait wood.

* Saffron, h. ry red, and TTW Sandal.

yy^v n. (-4) ' Red lead. * Any red powder, a. yy red, vpr

powder, dust.

ryvrw m. (-V0 An earthworm, a. yy red, and am an

insect, aff. ait.

vyfwv m. (-W0 A hon. e. yy red, and fwtr the tongue,

yyg^v m. (-t:) A parrot, e. yy red, and jv a beak,

yyy n. i-id)
1 Redness. * Passion, affection, e . m added to

yy ,
aHo with yy, yywT.

*y*v1 f (-Vt) A name of Paavarf. a. yy red, ywi a tooth,

aff. #|y.

vyrii^ mfn. (-TV) Red-eyed. m. (-TV) A pigeon, a. ry red, and

TV the eye.

yyvrff m. (-Jp)
1 Red chalk or red orpiment. • Copper, t. yy

red, and «ra a mineral.

rywv mfn.
( V-WT-at) Red-eyed. m. (-,v0 'lT»e (Jrttk partridge,

tPerdix rufa.) c. yy red, and WV the eye, red-eyed,

yyvrfvv m. (-y:) An owl. a. yy red, vrfvvr the nose.

ryT mfn. (-V- TT-T) Who or what drinks blood, m. (-TO An

imp, a goblin, f. (-Tf)
1 A leech. * A female goblin, a. Ty

blood, and V what drinks, from VT with V ail. and ¥T«r

for the feminine,

ryrv ip. (-tO GanuD’a. a. yy red. and TV wing,

yyvyt f. (*Tt) a plant, variously considered as a sort of sensi-

tive plant or a species of Lycopodium, a. yy red, TV
* or root, aff. tftr.

yyvnr m. (-y:) Spilling of blood, a. ry and T(V causing to falL

yiVTttrr f (-VT) A leech, a. yy blood, and Try nourished.

yyTfy mfn (-Vs-TT-y) Red-footed, ro. (-y:) A parrot, a. yy
red, and Try foot.

ryvifvw m. C-^fi) A bug. f. (-Vt) A leech, e. yy blood, and

TTfva w.tat drinks.
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TOHT1 n.*(*T) Native vermilion, eiu.aW. r. TO red, and

1IT1 quicksilver.

TOfavj m. (-^h) ' The China rose,. (Hibiscus rosa sinensis.)

* A climbing plant, (Ventilago madraspatana. )

1 A spontane-

ous discharge of blood from the nose and mouth. 4 A red

pimple or boil t.m red, and fym lump,

TOfa^ rn. (-V!:) Plethora, spontaneous haemorrhage* from the

mouth, nose, rectum and cuticle, accompanied with fever

and headache, vomiting, purging, Ac. e. TO red, and fast

bile, the bile being of that colour ; or TO blood, and fast

bile, it being supposed to be an affection of both fluids or

humors.

TOPTITT f.(-T?) Variety of bent grass, (Panicum dactyIon.)

t vnfVpt the disease, and TT what removes.

ra. (-m:) ' Nerium odorum, the red variety. * A small

tree, (Andersonia rohitaca, Rox.) mf. (-m:-^T) The silk-cot-

lon tree, (Bombax heptaphyllum.l f. (-sift)
1 The trumpet

flower, (Bignonia suave-olena) * Bryony, (Bryonia grandis )

r. vyv red, and gui flower, whence it may be applied to any

plant bearing red blossoms.

TO^n* m. (4gt)‘* The Palos tree, (Bulea frondosa.) • A small

tree, (Andersonia rohitaca, Rox.) ' A red flower, \lxora

bandhuca, or Pentapetes phoenicea.) 4 The silk-cotton tree.

* The coral tree.
4 A tree from which a red dye is prepared,

(Rot tier ia tinclorea.) f. (-fain) A sort of sensitive plant or

species of Lycopodium, e. ? at added to the preceding.

TOMt’B m. (-ir:) The Indian fig tree. f. (-STI) A cucurbitaceous

plant, (Momordica monadetpba.) s. TO red, and m fruit.

TO1TO m. (-W-) A part of the body, apparently intending the

lungs, k. TO blood, froth or phlegm, and m born.

TO*T*nr n. (-#) Red lead. k. TO red, and WT^ir sand.

TOW1T iu. <*T0 A plant, (Barringtonia acutangula.) a. TO red,

stf^t a pedicle, aff.

nsui n. (-»!} The red lotus, x. TO red, and a circle.

TOWl mfn. (-V-r^t-W) Bloody, full or consisting of blood, e. TO,

and tra? aff.

TOWfTO n. (-T) Bleeding, letting blood, a TO. and it, loosing

TOlfff f. (-fir) Bengal madder, (Kubia manjit'h.) t. TO red,

iff a stick.

TOTO m.(-w;) ' Red lead. * The blossom of the Palds, (Butea
*# *

frondosa.) 1 A sort of cloth.
4 An angry man. e. TO red,

and tv dust ;
also with *1 added in the second meuning

TO<TOt.

TOiiTOmfn. (-w.-WT-ii) Red-eyed. m. (-*:) A pigeon. s.TO,

and ifn? an eye.

TOY?1 f. (-^) Small pox. x. TO red, and Vi) a pustule.

TO?r?t f* l-?t) Small pox. e. TO red, WC*1 a pustule.

twt* mfn. (*4>4t-w) Red, of a red colour, ra. t-sh)
1 An

earthworm. 1 Red, (the colour.) a. TO red, and TO colour.

TO*il m. (-1:) The egg plant, (Solanum molongena.) k. to
blood, and IfW increasing.

TOTOff n»fn. (-w:-Wf-T) Dressed in red. ra. (-W:) The mendi-

cant, or Brahman of the fourth order, especially as occa-

sionally clad in red garments, a. TO red, and 1TO vesture

TOWTfro mfn* (-^VfiMt-fr) Conveying blood, (as an artery.)

e. TO, and irff? what bears.

TOfufl m. (-ft:) A sore or ulcer from a vitiated state of

blood, e. TO, and ffgfa » sore.

TOfro m.(-^.) * A red spot forming a flaw in a gem. *A
drop of blood, s. to red, and fro a drop.

TOltW m. (-w:) * The pomegranate. The name of a demon
killed by Dunes, n. to red, and d\m the seed.

\Vlkwii f, (*fM) A flower, (Nyctantkes tristis.) k. to red, and

% WWt a stalk.

TOinfa m. (-fa:) A red variety of rice, (Orixa saliva.) k. TO
red, trifa rice.

TO«re*f n. (-#) Red lead. s. TO red, and nTO an edict -

f

from the document perhaps being scaled or signed with a

preparation of this substance.

m. (-w:) ' Venesection, bleeding. * A kind of dock or

sorrel. K TO, and *r? causing to flow; also TO^TTO-

TOl^l 1? n.(-^) Safflower. *. TO red, (a dye,) TOT? a

contracting.

TOST rTO-

n. (-if) The blue lotus, *. urw added lo the last.

TO*?U n. (-T) Saffron, a. TO red or blood, and ^wt appel-

lation
;
also similar compounds, as TOfTTO, TOffTTO, &C-

TO«J*ST?t n. (-if) The red lotus, (Xymphea rubra.) e. TO red,

1*ZTT twilight, Muff, of comparison.

TOl^llT n. (‘^) The red lotus, e. TO. and a lotus.

TO*rifa? ra. (•*) A kind of dock or sorrel. *. TO blood,

&c., and irsfaw a lotus.

TOW f (-VJT) One of the Rttgints or female personifications

of the musical modes.

TO'fT? mfn. (-w:-WT-xt) Bloodless, cold-blooded, e. to, and

TV*f devoid of.

TOrW mfn M|:m-ltf) ' Sprinkled with blood. ' Dyed red.

n. (-li) Red wood, (Pterocarpus santolinus
;
applied also to

the Csesalpinia sappan.) e. TO. and sprinkled, spread

TOUT mfn. (*w:*^Vt) Red-eyed. m. (•*:)
1 A buffalo. * A

pigeon. 1 The Greek partridge, (Perdix rufa.) * A tyrant,

a savage, a barbarous or cruel tnau. 4 The Indian crane.

e. TO red, and Vw the eye, aff. 1 .

t,HT m. (-T 1)
1 The planet Mas*. • A plant, (a species of

Crinum.) • A bug. n. (-T)
1 Coral. 'Saffron, f, (-Tt) A

plant, (Celtis orientalis.) e. vh red, and body.

TOlWtWK m. (-K-) Dysentery, k. to. and TlllTy diarriiaa.

TOfWR (-T:) The skin. s. TO blood, ^Tir* receptacle.

nufaTO m. (-^:) Inflammation of the eyes, ophthalmia with

sponginess of the vessels so as to discharge blood on being

x touched, e. ten, and 'ifvsr^ ophthalmia.

Tirfinw m. (-’ll) Redness of the vessels of the eye with flow

of tears, e. TO and flow'.

yWTOT mfn*( -f-Vf-i) Dressed in red. ra. (-*:) Any vagrant

devotee, wearing red garments, r. to red, and T'*?t vesture.

TOTOT1 m. (-W:) Globe amaranth, the red variety, t to red,

and amaranth.

TOni m. (-1 :) A sort of yam, (Dioscorea purpurea.) «. to red,

and yam.
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rwTB^WW n. (-W) Letting blood, bleeding, z. yn, and w«HWW
sprinkling.

TWTWW m. (-W:) Viscus in which tlie blood it contained or

secreted, viz. the heart, the liver, and the spleen, z. tw, and

wnrs receptacle.

vfil f. (-ftp) ' Affection, attachment * Addiction to. z. r® to

be affected, aff. fww.

»fWW! f. (-WT)
1 A plant, (Abrut precatorius). • The seed of

the Abrus precatorius used as a weight, or a fictitious

weight, denominated from the seeds originally so nsed
;
the

seed weighs about 1 and troy grain, the artificial retti or

RaJuika should be double that weight, but in common use it

averages nearly 2 grains and a quarter, s. VH red, WW aff,

fern. form.

TTIWW mfn. (-W:-WT-¥) Red-eved, having the eyes inflamed or

blood-shot e. VH, and ^ww the eye.

vifTWW n. <-#) The red lotus, (Nymphea rubra.) b. VH red.

WWW lotus.

KWIWWTW mfn. (-vr-WT-W) Red. m. (-vr) Redness, red, the co-

lour. p. n*TWW the red lotus, W1W resembling.

T^TWW n. (-W) Indurated ochre, or clay iron stone, c.

red, wvrW! a stone, hence applied also to red ochre, red or-

piment, red chalk, Ac.

TW r. 1st cl. (TWfW) To guard, to protect, to cherish, to pre-

serve. With ^rfc, To save from ruin.

mf. (-w:*wi)
1 Preserving, protecting. 1

Lac, fi (-WT) ' Ashes.

• A sort of bracelet, a twist of thread or tinsel, with a

small packet containing a few carminative seeds, bound

round the wrist at particular periods, especially the day of

full moon in Sraram. o preserve, aff. WW.

n. (-*») A multitude or assemblage of goblins, a. w*t
a demon, and Wt assemblage.

V^fW mfn. (-W:-Wt-W) Who or what protects, Ac. m. (-Vi) ' A
guardian, a protector. * A watch, a guard, a. rw to pre-

serve, Tn.ir.

rww n. (-#) Preserving, protecting, defending, z. yw to pre-

serve, aff.

TW*fa mfn. (-w:*Wl-w) To be guarded, preserved, protected, Ac.

a. rW to preserve, WWTWT aff.

yvjwKw m. (-W:) Urinary affection, as gonorrhoea, Ac. else-

where read rwv»K*.

f Wtf mfn. (-W”*-Ww¥t-WW) Preserving, guarding, protecting.

e. m to preserve, wM aff. .

yww ti. (-W0 A Rataka*, an evil spirit, apparently distinguish-

able into three classes : one sort of RaJtshn* is of s demi-

cele.stial nsture, and is ranked with the attendants on Kuvfi-

n a
j
another corresponds to a goblin, an imp, or ogre,huunt.

ing cemeteries, animating dead bodies, disturbing sacrifices,

and ensnaring and devouring human beings ; the third kind

approaches more to the nature of the Titan, or relentless

and powerful enemy of the gods. k. rw to preserve.

(Kc visa’s treasures, Ac.) WPffB aff. ; also TTTW’J.

TWWnw m. (-wO A contemptible liaAt&a* s. v^r, and

WTW aff.

Twifwww m. f-tr.) A governor, a magistrate, k. vwt, and

wfwirw set over. •

vrwnrww ra. (*W:)
1 A door-keeper or porter. * A guard of the

womens apartments. 1 A catamite. 4 An actor, a mime,

r. preserving, WW before tw to see, aff. Tp|.

rfwar mfn. (-1f:-WT-lf) ' Preserved, protected, defended. • Kept,

detained, b. rw to preserve, aff. w
rfvjTtur mfn. (-sr-WT-vf; To be guarded, protected, Ac. a rw to

preserve, WW aff.

rfw* mfn. (-WT-^t-*) Who or what protects, defends, Ac., a pro-

tector, a guard. *. rw to preserve, ww aff.

rfww mfn. (- )
Who or what preserves or protects.

e. TW to preserve, fw^W aff.

rfwr* m. (•$:) A guard, a sentinel K. vfw from rfw*l a pre-

server, and w£ class.

rwTJtw m. (-W:) A class or troop of evil spirits, a rww, and

3»vf a troop.
1

rwnf ». f-W5 ) Marking-nut plant, n. (-^)
1 Sour gruel made

from the fermentation of rice water. 1
Asafaetida. a rw*T a

goblin, and ^ destroying, rebelling.

' rw twwwl f. (*yft) Night, a. TWW a sprite, and wwvft mother

m. (-^:) Preserving, guarding, defence, protection, a rw

j

to preserve, aff. WV.

rWff mfn. (-Vfp-Wlf-Wi) To be guarded, protected, preserved, Ac.

e. rw to preserve, WW aff

twmrw mfn. (-W-WT-W) Preserved, a rw to preserve, pass, v.,

WISTW aff

rw r. 1st cl. (Twfw) also (T) rfw r. 1st cl (rwfw) To go, to

move.

rat r. 1st cl. (W) rat) (T»f?r) To suspect, to doubt, to fear. r. I Oth

cl. (rnrwfw) 1 To taste. * To obtain. (T) rf* r. 1st cl. (r*fil)

To go, to move.

TW (T) rfi* r. 1st cl. (v!ww) To go, to move. r. I Oth cl.(rwwfir)

To shine; also without the indicatory letter, r. I Oth cl.

(rTWwfW) To taste.

1 m -

<-r>‘
The name of a sovereign of Ovde, the great grand-

father of RAMAcnANoa*. * The family or descendants of

Raobv. k. wff to shine, $ Un'adi aff-, W changed to and

the nasal augment rejected.

rwwrr m. (-r--)The poet Kalidasa, b. tw the race of Rannu,

which forms the subject of a poem by this writer, and wrr

author.

rnapTW m. (-ft) Rama, the second incarnation of Visim'ir,

under that appellation, k. rw the king Kaouo, and wwsr a

son or descendant.

TBWTW m. (-W:) A name of Rams. k. v^ the race of Raobc.

and w<W lord, chief.

nrww m. (-w*) lTic race or family of Raohb
; hence also the

name of a poem by Kalidasa, which treats of the ancestors

of Rama, from Dilu»a to that prince, and his descendants to

Aonivken'a
;

nearly one half relates to the history of Ragbu

and as much to that of Rama, the remainder is occupied with

the remaining princes, e. vu as above, and ww race.

VWWK m. (-<0 R^ma. b. TW the race of Raobo, and WT eminenL
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* Wfl m. (-at) Rama. e. tw the nice of Rag no, end

pre-eminent.

TV mfn. f-v^VT'ti)
1 Niggardly, avaricious, a miter. * Slow,

dull. a. Kfm to go, aff. aa.

TT m- ( :) A sort of deer, (the spotted axis.) b. nr to sport,

alf. form irr.

rw m. (-TO ' Paint, colour, tint, dye. * Dancing, acting, sing-

ing, &c. ' A field of battle. * The place where acting, Ac.

is exhibited, a stage. • A place answering to an amphi-

theatre. n. (-a,i Tin. a. Tffc to go, aff 00, or TV to colour,

aff. nr, die final changed and the nasal rejected.

rrw n (-at) Red lead. b. TV colour, at produced.

Tfafia* m. (-W-)
1 An actor, a dancer, a mime. * A painter.

e. *Y a stage or colour, Ac., and afire? who lives by.

TTafa m. (-fa :
) The day of full moon in the month dswin,

(September-Octoberd on the night of which LakshmI

descended, promising wealth to all who were awake, a. TT
dancing and singing, and wfa being, the night being spent

in playing ancient chess, in Nachet, Ac.

CI«f« f. (-f*r)
1 A field of battle. * A stage, a theatre, a place

where dancing is exhibited, or the Indian dramas were

represented. «- TT dancing, Ac., and tjfiT ground, spot.

TTK* l <-*t) A lute. b. rf singing, 6tc„ nr to hold, aff*. a^
and #tr.

TTW i« f. ( m)
1 A bawd. * Lac, the animal dye. b. TT passion

or colour, Ac., and rT* parent.

V fungar f. (WT) Lac, or the insect which forms the red dye so

called, b. TT colour, and ttr« parent, aa added.

< raifatf f. (’dft) A flower, (Nyctantbea tristis ) s. vt colour,

(of the sulk,) ar»? to shine, afl'. fafa.

vnrfiar n. (-ar:) Silver, e. TT tin, seed or essence.

TnrraiT f. {-OT) A hall for public exhibitions, as Nachet, plays,

&c., a ball-room, a theatre. B. TT acting, Ac., and sriarr

a hall.

VTrartW m. (-*:) ‘ A painter. * An actor, a dancer, a. TT

colour, Ac., and mafia who lives by.

rrr*TT*ar n. ( a) Acting, playing, exhibiting in public, e. TT.

and amr* alighting.

rrrrJTrrar m. (-aft)
1 An actor, a buffoon.'* A boxer. 4 A bard

or panegyrist, r. vt acting, dancing, ara deprecialive prefix,

1? to pass, far aff.
;
also with farFa aff,, ^TUfllfTa.

Tfirf mfn. (-ft-ft^t-ff)
'Colouring, dying. ‘Impassioned,

having propensity or passion, f. {-<1) A plant, (Asparagus

racemosus.) e. TT colour, Ac., ff*T aff.

V-jrvj n . (-f't) Speed, velocity : see TOT ; V being changed to a.

Ta r- I OtTs cl (raafff) 'To muke mechanically, to work, to

manufacture. * To write, to compose, to make as a book.

roar n. (-art) A maker, a composer. B. TV to make, fa aff.

roar f. (-OT) ' Orderly and becoming arrangement or disposi-

tion in general. * Decoration or dressing of the hair. * String-

ing flowers, Ac. weaving wreaths, chaplets, or similar deco-

rations. * Military array, the arrangement of troops. * Liter-

ary composition, whether in verse or prose. 4 Suspending

garlands, Ac. at the doors of a house or building on festival

8 N

occasions. ' Making or preparing any thing, e. to make,

to manufacture, aff. y*
Tfo«T mfn. (-TT:-iTT*lL

1 Made, manufactured. * Written, com-

posed. 1 Strung, r. to make, aff. W.

TBi mu. (m-af) ' Dust. 1 The pollen of flowers. * The men-

strual excretion. * The second property of humanity, the

quality of passion, e. rv to colour, Ac., aff. aa. and the

nasal rejected
;
this word more commonly occurs rarer, q. v,

TmOT m. ( V) A dog. b. rentI dust, and aa who sleeps,

cararrfa m. (-fa:) Air, wind. e. raa dust, and OTTfa

charioteer,

Tara m. (-O':)
1 A washerman. * Cloth, clothes, f. (-at) A

washerman's wife or a washerwoman, r, tv to colour,

(clothes.) Of or ^a aff.
;
in the latter case the fern, is rfaOT

a washerwoman, and tOTOt a washerman's wife.

TOT! mfn. (-at-WT-W) Whitt, n. (-IT) ' A necklace. * Silver.

• Gold. 4 Elephant's teeth, ivory. * The name of a lake.

*1110 name of a mountain, perhaps Knil&ta: sec rajTTfif.

* White, (the colour.) 1 Blood. 4 An astcrism, a constellation.

b. TV to colour, Ac., oa^Uniidi aff.

Taroofa m. (-fils) The monkey Hamuman. b. rara silver,

and *jfa lustre.

T5r?nr® m. ( oi'> Mount Kaildta, the residence of Kuvfiaa

and his attendant demigods, a Tanr white, (or silver.) and

table land.

ripTTfl m* Mount Kaildt'a : see the last. a. TOT silver,

and off mountain.

rara n. (-"sf) Colouring, dyeing, painting, b. TV to colour,

Un'kdi aft fa.

rwfa f. ' Night * The indigo plant * Turmerick.
4 Lac. «. T® to colour, ofa Un idi aff., and optionally

added.

TatfaOT m. (-T*-) The moon, t Taifa, and OT who makes
j

aLo Taotor.

Tit ffl ac rn. (-Kt) ' A goblin. 1 A thief, a. tcaf*T, and OT who

goes
;
also VOT^taT.

vrasftOT m. (-^;j The moon. e. night, and OT who makes.

™* 'Hie tuberose, (Polianthes tuberosa.) s. root

night, and smell, emitting a powerful smell after sun-set.

m. (-f.)
1 A Rakfka$ti, a liend, a goblin, a ghost, * A

watchman. * A thief, t. night, and a?T who goes,

ranftaa u. (-a!) Frost, hoar frost, dew. e. root night, and

ara water, Tailing at night ,

vwnfifa n. ( Si) Evening, beginning of the night, b. T:aifi

night, and fa commencement.

T.asfif l^l f. (-OT) A flower, (Nyctantbea arbor trislia.) a. r^nfi

night, and ora a smile j Use flowers blossoming at night,

and diffusing a powerful scent after sun-set

rvm n. ( -W-l
1 The second condition of humanity, the quality

or property of passion
;

that which produces sensual desire,

worldly coveting, pride, and falsehood, and is the cause of

pain. * Dust. • The dust or pollen of a flower. * The men-

strual evacuation, b. TV to colour, to be attached to, Un‘4di

aff. avL
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A cloud. * The heart or mind. k. HI to

colour, to feel affection for, and WTX Uo'idi aff

XXXT iu. (*X:) A buffalo, f. (-WT) A woman during menstrua-

tion. a. T*TW dust, &c., and wxx aff.

<farx mfn. (-X :-XT-X) Affected, moved, attracted, or excited by.

e. xx to affect, causal v., and x aff.

XTfrqai m. {-th
-

:) Suppression of menstruation, k. and TX
binding.

XWITWX n. (-X) Darkness. B. TWIX dust, TX heap.

TXTTW m. (X) Darknew. b. xwx dust, and VX essence, or

perhaps this and the preceding should be the same. *

XXITT m. (-x:j A w asherman, e. TXT dust, dirt, and XT who

removes.

X«J m. (-BJ:)
1 A rope, a cord, a tie, a string. 1 A lock of

braided hair, r xx to create, &c. Un idi aff. X, and the

radical X rejected, and the vowel changed to its semivowel,

xxjwrxx m. (-X0 Wild fowl.

XW (XT) r. 1st cl. xixw (xwifx-'i?) 4th cl (rwrfx-'fy To dye, to

tinge, to give tint or colour to any thing, r. 1st cl. (*cxfx)

To attached to or intent on, to have one’s affections or

passions engaged by any object. With "XX prefixed, To be

fond of or attached to. With XT and fa, To be averse, to

dislike.

T*X mfn. (-x>XT-X)
1 What incites or affects. • What colours,

&c. ro. (-xt)
1 Colouring, dyeing. * A colorist, a painter.

• A dyer.
4 A stimulus, an inciter of affection, ftc. * Biliary

humour on which vision depends, b. XW to colour, Ipt aff.

XWX mn
v (-X:-x)

1 Colouring, dyeing, painting, fitc. * Affecting

the heart, exciting passion, &c. n. (-td) Red Sandal or Sap-

pan wood. f. <-Xft)
1 The indigo plant, (lodigofera linctoria.)

• Bengal madder. • Another plant, commonly &vn</drdrAo*<,

(a species of Crinum ?)
* A flower, (Nyctantbe* iristis.) a. KH

to colour, aff. r*
X%X mfn. (-xt-ifflf)

1 Moved or affected. 1 Coloured, dyed,

tinted, b. VI to colour, X aff

y?r. 1st and 10th da (Twfa T*xfa) To speak,

xni mfn. (-TTT’fll-WX) Speaking, b. XW to speak, w* aff.

XT* n. (-sf) Speaking, a. XT, and Wt aff.

XS^ft f. (-xft) The fourteenth of the dark half of M<igh> when

bathing it enjoined, i Vito speak, aff., the waters speak,

xfinr mfn. Spoken, said. n. (-if) The roaring of

flame. *. XT to speak, aff. X-

XT r. 1st cl. (xrfa) To speak.

XX r. 1st cl. (Txfa) * To sound. • To go, to move.

XX mn, (-X:-Tl) War, battle, ra. (-x:) 1 Sound, noise- * The

quill or bow of a lute, &c. * Going, moving, b. XX sound,

aff XX.

xwxitxw mfn. (tflft-faxl-fa) Desirous of war, wishing to fight

B. xXr and XTf*T»( who wishes.

XXX mfn. (-XX X^l'XX) 1 Warring, fighting. ‘Going. ‘Sound-

ing. b. XX to go, X* aff.

Xxijrq n. (-iB) A military drum. b. TX war, and a mu-

sical instrument.

Xwqfvw m. (-IT:) A warrior, b. XX# and wfarx learned.

XXfXT mfh.(-X:*XT-X) Warlike n. (-X) The root of a fragrant

grass, (Andropogon muricatum.) r. XX, and fax fond of.

xw»tx m. (-X) An elephant. b. xt war, and ww mad, wild.

XXTX *»• (-W-) The part of an elephants face between bis tusks.

b. XX war, and vf slow.

XXTT n. (-sjl) Regret, anxiety, anxious regret, sorrow, of which

the object is lost or absent. m. (-X :

) A musquito, a gnat.

B. XX war, and noise, repeated.

XXTWX m. (-x:) ' Anxiety, regret: see the last. * Love, desire.

B. XX to sound, repeated, aff. XX.

TTXVX n
- (-Xi) Mixed or tumultuary combat, m. XX war, XJX

a mingling.

XXTW m. (-X:) 1 A trophy, a pillar. ‘ A country, Chitore. B. XX,

arid xm a pillar. ,

xxnrw n. (-X) A field of battle, h. XX, and XTX a court-yard.

TWlfsH n. (-x) A field of battle, b. XX, and xfarx a court.

TXrfWlT m. (-*;) Engaging in battle. a. XX, and xfxint

encounter.

Tfax mfn. ( :x:-XTX)
1 Sounded, made as a noise. • Warred,

a. xX to sound, H aff.

XWiX«X m. (-X0 Prowess, e. XX, and XX^X effort

VXf m. (-X:) A barren tree. b. X'XT a widow, aff. XX
VXBT f. (*Xt) 1 A plant, (Salvinia cucullata.) ' A widow, s. xw

to sport, X Un'fidi aff.

XW mfn. (Wi-WT-W) Occupied or engaged by, actively intent on.

n. (*w) ' Coition, copulation. * A privity, a private part,

i. XX to sport, H aff.

XXXfar m. (-X:) A dog. a. XX copulation, and 4?tX » pin, a

fastening.

xxxfxw n. (-if) Lascivious murmur, a. XX copulation, and

ffsnr murmur.

Xlf*W m. (-X;) A husband, e. XX copulation, and XT teacher.

XWXX m. (-T*) A crow. b. XW coition, XT fever.

XWWlfxw^ m. (-ift) A libertine, a lecher, a whoremonger, a. XW
copulation, XX to complete, aff fafa.

XWTTxrt f. (-^ti A bawd, a procuress, s. XX copulation, xx
to complete or effect, and X* aff., fem. aff

XXXTTtX m. (-X:) ' A dog. Kama or love. * Sonitus in coitu.

4 A libertine, a lecher, b. XW coition, XfXt a female, fx to

collect, or XT to go, aff X or X.

TWfafa m. (-fa: j A w agtatL k. TX copulation, fxfa a treasure.

XXtCT n. (-X)
1 A day. * Bathing for pleasure. 1 The aggregate

of four auspicious objects, 8tc. s. TX copulation, xrfa in-

crease, aff. XW.

rwwx m. (*X:) A dog. a. TX copulation, and xx a sore.

TXXTfxX m. (*^t) A dog. TX copulation, and infax who

sleeps.

xwfxxx ro. (-X») * A libertine, a lecher. * A ravisber, one who

carries off and violates a woman. b. XX coition, fifw to

go, all'.

m. (-*:) A clog. E. copulation, and m cli.in.

W«it f. (-*»!) Fog. =>“t-

•

<nmj m. (-10 A dog. *.TW coition, c*t*_ before wn to rub,

Iff. EE.
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f. (-^1) A whore, a harlot. *. copulation, Ufepf a

going.

KUfflHl mfn. Libidinous, lascivious, f. (aft) A

libidinous woman, a wanton harlot, a. copulation, WW
seeking, soliciting, Tfr *nd affs.

Kfw f. (-flp) ' Passion, desire. * Coition, copulation. * A privity,

a private part,
4 The wife of Kamax>6va. b. v*t to sport,

aff. fl|W.

n. (*T:) Pudendum muliebre. t. *fi| copulation, and

yn a cavity.

yfwfw UT f. (*WfT> Copulation. a. rfw the same, and fw
act.

gfwxn n. (-^) The vagina. *. xfk, and u% abode, place.

{ftruffr m. (-firs) The deity of love, Ka'max>4va. a. v:fw the wife

of the god, and wf*T husband.

tffffvu ra. (-.) Kamadbya. b. the wife of the deity, and

fiTB beloved.

f. (-^T) A courtexan of Indus's heaven, a. tcfir copu-

lation, sr^ to delight, aff. W|1J and TTW.

n. (-T) Pudendum muliebre. a. <cfw copulation, and

wf*^T abode.

^fvT a.erwp to. Kamao^va, the god oflove. *. ^f»r the goddess

so named, and tuf husband,

n. (-^} Copulation.

KfwVTCT f. (-tCT) A plant, (Trigonella corniculata.) a <f»T copu-

lation, quick perhaps considered as an aphrodisiac.

^ f. (.‘gt) ‘ The Ganges of heaven. • An honest woman, one

who speaks the truth, a. WTw » Sautr* root, tg Un'idi a£,

and augment.

XThYT m. (-**•) The Koii or India* cuckoo, a. V^r copulation,

Wf* exciting.

T« n. (-li) ' A jewel, a gem. * Any thing the best of its kind, or

figuratively, the jewel of the<apecics. n. to sport, Unidi

mff. if, and IT substituted for the radical final.

m. (-*: ) Coral *. a Jewel, and a shoot

m. (-**.) A mountain in the DcksJk'm. e XW e Jewel, and

a peak.

TOiri m. (-1311) ' The god of wealth, Kinross. • The ocean, f. (-W)

The earth, i. tV> jewel, and embryo.

OTHTT f. (-W) The first of the seven hells or purgatories, accord-

ing to the Jaituu. s. » Jewel, and WT splendour.

vrwmi mfn. (-1;-en> Gemmed, fall or made of gems. x. re,

and ntif.
n. (w The diamond, toil Jewel, and fW chief,

mfn. (-wr«r-T#l-T«l,) Having gema. f. (-W1) The earth.

a. tl a jewel, and wg't^poaa. aff.

n. (.*) The carriage of Kuvfau. a. r« a jewel, and

wiar ehowering.

Tlra m. (-*:) Coral, a. rw a jewel, and te a tree.

rireiw m. (*w :

)
1’he mountain Mint, i- rat a jewel, and tgrw

ridge of a mountain.

f. (-«;) The earth, a. rat a jewel, and « a mother.

^Bt«tC m. (JCi)
1 The ocean. * A jewel mint x.« a jewel,

and Wl.t; a mine.

twrr ra. (-TO The car of Vteatt'o. a.a* a Jewel, and WT
mark.

orrafw f. (-ftrt) A necklace of gema. a. <n, and rarafit a row

,

also aaara'ft.

afll mf. 1 A sort of cubit, measured from the elbow to

the end of the closed fist; it is also computed at twenty-one

breadths of the middle of the thumb. * The closed hand, the

fist. a. Si to go, qrfkr^ aff., the vowel changed to the semi-

vowel, otherwise wrrfw, and as derived from * to go,

C?tnr n. (.#} The male or female organ, b. rfw copulation, <UT

member.

TW m (-V)
1 A car, a war-chariot. * A car, a carriage in gene-

ral, any vehicle or mode of conveyance. * A limb, a member.
4 The body. 4 A foot. r A sort of cane, (Calamus rotang.)

a. TW to sport, Un’fidi aff. ww.
f. (~*VT) A multitude of cars. b. rq a car, and 9^^ aff.

of multitude.

ra. (-^:) A carpenter, t^s car, and who makes

;

also rwwrv: and Tlflpr

vrijam: m. (-^t)
1 A carpenter. • A man sprung from the male

of the MdhuJkjfa, and woman of the Ktr<n‘ or writer caste
j

by profession, a maker of cars, a coach-maker, b. gw A car,

and ITTC who makes.

tW j*f*B m. (-uft) A charioteer, a. TW a car, and JRtfww

who takes care of as a part of his family.

rWBKW m. (-*:) A car or litter borne on mens 'shoulders.

b. rw a car, irw an embryo, and arw aff.

f- (-firs) A piece of wood, or an iron net-work, encom

passing a war-chariot, to secure it from being injured by

weapons or collision, b.m car, and *ffl screening, preserv-

ing; also rwinr* n. (-srj.

ra. (-*:) The ruddy goose, t. vtt a car, and VfTW

the foot.

ra. (-‘j:) A timber tree, (Dalbergia ougeiniensis.) t. rw a

car, and the tree, the wood being used for wheels, &c.

;

also rWBi? ra. (-m).

mww; -n. (-T) The Sama Veda. t. (as by) a car, w to pass

(the world), aff.

m. (-*:) A sort of cane, the ratan. a. rw a car, and

TKJTVf order.

<.W9Ti«g m. (.^:)
* A wheel * The ruddy goose, s. *TW a car, and

TTT^ the foot.

< f- (*V) The name of a river.

rw<rrWT f. (-WT) A festival at which the chariots of the gods go

in procession : in J&engal and Orissa it is applied to the pro-

cession of the car of KbIsitna, as Jaoannath, on the second

of the light fortnight of Atharha. a. rW, and WTWT going.

CVB1TBF ro. (-qr ;
) A charioteer, k. and VTTW what con-

veys.

Twrr n. (-T) * A wheel. 4 Any part of a carriage, ra. (-T:) The
ruddy goo*e, (Anas casarcm.) k. rsj a car, a member.

^wnnnfw m. (-f%t) A name of VtsaN’u. a. xynw a wheel,

(the discus with which one of his hands is armed,) and inft

the hand
;
also CWTfr^ and the like.
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r^TTV m. (-¥-•) A sort of cane, (Calamus rotang.) a. rtf the

« «me, and yy a cloud or water,

rwi WjiO ra. (-yt) A *ort of reed : see the last. t. TO17 the

same, and gwj a flower
;
also to. nrn?, and y*np7

TOI7Y mfn. (-7:-7T 7) Mounted on or riding in a car. a. TO.

and yi77 mounted.

anrna n. (-7)
1 Riding in a car. * Fighting in a war-

chariot. a. TO. and yrTOT7 mounting.

TOI Clfl 7 mfn.

)

Riding in a car. A warrior

who fights in a car. a to a car, and yrr:fi“>r who mounts.

TOJ77 m. (-7:) A small car. a. TO. and 777 small.

TOR<ITO n. <-ur) Alighting from a car. a. to, and yyrTTO
descending.

TOTYTOfTY mfn. (-^ft-fyyt-fi) Descending from a car. a. TO.

and yyrifyy who descends.

afro m- (-ar:) The owner of a car, or one who rides in it.

B. TO, and W*( aff

Kf77 m. (-’ft)
1 A warrior who fights in a car. The owner

of or rider in a car. a. to., and ^fif aff

afTO m. (-7*) The master of a car. a. TO, and TO » master,

afwa m. (-7=) The owner of or rider in a car. a. to, and

TTO a&
TOrtriB m. (-UP) The charioteer's seat for driving, z, to, 77

near, and tjl what stays.

m. (*y:) A car or carriage horse, f, (y)
1 A multitude of

cars. * A high street. * A main or carriage road. 4 A place

where several roads meet. u. (-71) A wheel, a. to a car, and

7 or TO affixes of multitude or fitness.

TO r- 1111
1 To divide, to split, to tear or break. To

dig, to delve, to root.

TO ra* (-yt) ' A tooth. * Splitting, tearing, dividing, a. to to

divide, &c., aff. y7. ,

m
- (*^0 A lip. a. TO * tooth, and to covering.

TTO m - (“70 A tooth, n. (-7) Tearing, rending, a. to to divide,

aff.m
TO^TO m * (-71) A lip. b. XTO » tooth, and to covering,

tfipl m. (-ft) An elephant, a. to * tooth, a tusk, and yfy aff.

TO mfn. (-l:*IT-7) Hurt, injured* a. to to hurt, y aif.

TO mfn. (-TT-^ft-f ) Injurious, hurtful, who or what hurts, a. TO
to hurt, 77 aff.

TO (7yj«rvj r. 1st cl. (TOWfij 1 To finish, to complete, to

accomplish. 1 To hurt, to injure or kill. • To be right or

correct.
4 To cook or mature.

mfn. (-W: TfT-fl) Hurt, injured, a. TO to hurt, * afT.

tfH* mfn. Injurious, hurtful, a. TO to hurt, to aff.

*fwt f. (-fwt:) ' Pleasure, spurt. * Cessation, stop. a. to to

•port, fir* aff.

m. (-nt) 1 A name of Vishn u. A king of the lunar

dynasty ; also called S asiosva. 1 A dog. a. TO, and y * a deity,

or who sports or plays.

TOj f. (-WB) 1 A road. 1 A river, a. to to sport, Ac., aff. 7J.

TOTO mfn. (-art-an-7) Injurious, hurtful, a. to to hurt, 77 aff

TO n. 1 A hole, a fissure, a cavity, a chasm. * A fault, a

defect. *. to to sport, aff to have or hold, aff. y.

rayto in. (-VJ:) A rat. a. toy a hole, and TO an ichneumon,

TO r. 1st cl. (TOVlfJVi To speak, to say or tell.

TO (T) tfa r- 1 »t- cl. (TOfff TOffilj ' To go, to move. * To hurt,

to injure or kill.

TO (T) r. 1st cl (777) ' To sound. • To go.

TO mfn. (-y.-Tfi-ai) Begun, a. to to begin, y aff

TOf mfn. (-mr-vyVaji Beginning, who or what begins, a. TO to

begin, 77 aff.

TO (^r) yr to r, 1st cl. (TOrft or mom usually (ymrif) To

begin, to make a beginning, to begin willingly, Ac. * To be

pleased with. (T) rf«f r. 1st cl. (TO7) To sound. With yfy

prefixed. To embrace.

rwq m. (-7:)
' Speed, velocity. • Joy, delight. * Consideration

of causes ami events, or the past and future. 4 Regret, sor- *

row for something lost or absent, a. to to begin, Y»ry

Un'adi aff

TO {yr, 7) 7rry r * l gt cl. (TOPfr) To sport or play , with some

prefixes this root forms an active verb, as with yTY , 77,
and ft } yunfit to rest, to repose, ficc.

;
with 77 the form

is optional, if the senseis intransitive, as(77TOr% or -7; To
stop or cease *.

TO mfn. {-y.-YT-tf)
1 Dear, beloved. 1 Pleasing, delighting,

charming, m. (•*:)
J A husband, a lover. * The deity of love,

Ka'ma. • A sort of tree called a red variety of the /ttokn,

(Jonesia asoca) f. (-71)
1 A name of LsasuMf. * A wife, a

mistress, a. to to sport, aff. yy.

TO7 m. (-y:) A lover, a gallant, a. to to sport, ^7 aff

TOW n. (-7) Asafcetida. a. TO to sport, y77 aff.

TTTwfy m. (-fy:) Asafoetida.

TOTO mfn. (-7:-tt-7) Causing pleasure, pleasing, charming,

delightful, n. (-7) * Sporting, playing. * Dalliance, amorous

sport. • Coition, copulation. 4 The mons veneris. * A sort

of cucumber, m. (-7:)
1 A name of Kama or love. * A hus-

band. • A lover, a gallant. 4 An ass. £ (.yr or • A wo-
man, or an agreeable woman, a wife, a mistress, &c. * A
kind of metre, having eleven syllables in the first and third,

and twelve in the second and fourth Pd<ia* of cverv stanza.

b. to to sport, 7y or 72 aff, fern. aff. 717 or 7*7.

TOT^tY rafn. (-y:-Yf-7) Beautiful, pleasing, s. TO to please,

TTtY^aff.

TOTtywr f. (-7TI Agreeableness, pleasantness, a. 77 added

to the preceding
;
also with y, totTy*.

ryy n. (-Yi) Sport, pleusurc, wanton sport or dalliance.

b. to to sport, yy Un'adi aff.

TOT7 mfn. (-YY-TYt-yiV) Playing, spurting, t. TO to play,

7* aff.

TOrfw m. (-fy:) ' A lover, a gallant. * Paradise, heaven. * A
crow. 4 Time. • Love or the deity Kama. k. to tu sport or

stop, &c. Un Adi aff Tfw, but the final of the radical re-

tained.

TO7T7 mfn. fy:-WT-y) * Sporting, playing. 1. to to please,

ITTT^ aff

TOT7f7 m. (.fir:) ViauN'o. b. TOIT LAKsnuf, and yfy husband.

TOiftR n. (-7) The lotus, b. Km Lxanuui, and fyy beloved.
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m, (-¥P) ' A bambu. * The name of a monkey, f. (•¥¥) 1 A
plantain. * One of the Aptaras or courtesans otSwerga. * A
harlot, a whore. * A name of Gauai. * Lowing, as of a cow.

t. ¥fw to sound, to begin, Ac., aff. ¥¥-

rWT mfn. (*¥:-¥TT-¥) * Beginning, who or what begins.

* Sounding, a. vfw to sound, qn* aff.

rfimi mfn. (-ir-WT-W) Sounded. n.(-if) Lowing, (of kine.) n.qfw

to sound, Ac., w aff.

TTW mfti. (-*q:.jqr-aq) 1 Pleasing, delightful, agreeable, charm*

ing. Handsome, m. (-*:) The champaca, (Michelim chain*

paca.) f. (-JWT) ' Night. • The name of a river. n. (*iqj
1 The

root of a species of cucumber. * Semen virile, c. to to

sport, aff. any.

Wl n. (¥) 'One of the minor Owiptu or divisions of the

world, lying to the north of JtavrUa
; also called tsef, and

TOTCIW. * The root of the Pat Ola, a sort of cucumber, a. TOI

agreeable, and qr^ added.

tgifl f. (-ITT) ' Agreeablencas, pleasantness. • Gracefulness,

beauty, a. rig with TO aff.
; also with w, ¥*¥.

TO m. (-ar) ' Purple, or the colour of the dawn. * Beauty, splen-

dor. a. TO to please, aff. TO-

TO r. 1st cl. (TO^) To go, to move.

TO n». (-¥'.)
1 Speed, velocity. * The stream or current of a

river. «. to to go. W aff

¥f¥¥ mfn- (*¥:-¥!-¥) Fleetest, very fleet, ro. (-¥:) ' Kuvfias.

• Fire or Aoni. • Brahms, k. to speed used attributively,

quick, and 1 ta aff. of the superlative.

TVT ro. (-¥;)
1 A blanket. 1 An eye-lash. • A sort of deer. a. to

to please, aff. fqrq, and TJ¥ with the final dropped VTW com-

fort, pleasure, air to give, aff. fqjxr-TO. and qrq; added.

(X) xfl 1st cL (TOffw) To go, to move.

TO m. (-ft)'8ound in general, cry, noise, Ac. a. ¥ to cry out,

to sound, aff qv.

TOar mfn. ( ¥>¥1-#) ' Sounding, sonorous. * Hot, warm. Un
steady, fickle or shaking. ‘Jesting, a jester, m. (-¥0 A ca-

mel. * The KeHl or Indian cuckoo, n. (-^)
1 Bell-metal.

' Sounding, a. ¥ to sound, LVadi aff. ¥¥.

V'TO m. (-¥••) The Koil or Indian cuckoo, a. ¥ to cry or

sound, Un'kdi aff. ¥¥¥•

m. (-fin) ' The sun. ' The right canal for the passage of

the vital air. r. ¥ to sound, passive form, to be praised or

glorificd/Un idi aff. T*.

yfroi'** m. (-¥!:) The sun-stone, a sort of crystal, a. rf¥ the

sun, and qnwi in this compound, a mineral.

vf¥TO¥ ra. (-¥;) The monkey chief Stjoafvs. a. vfq the sun,

and w*qw a son.

trfar¥i¥ n. (-¥’.) A lotus, m. (-¥0 A flower, (Pentapetes photo i-

cea.) a. tfk the son, and ¥T¥ lord.

n. (-^) Lotus, a. yfq the sun, and to give, aff. ¥f-

vfqfrw n. (•¥)’ Copper. * The red lotus, m. (•¥•) A plant,

(Artocarpus lacucha.) a. stfq the sun, and fsrq beloved,

yfroajwr n. (-srf) The disk of the* sun. a. qfe, and tow
circle.

vfqiTT^ m. (-it) The sun s path, a, yf«r, and wti road.

vftq i ifonr mfn. (-T>Tr-Y) Very high, stopping the course of.

the sun. *. qfqwii, ant* what breaks.

rfror¥ n. (-^) Copper, a. qfir the sun, and wni iron.

¥fq¥T¥ m. (-¥0 Sunday, a. <cfq, and ¥TV a time.

rfTO¥¥ n. (*qf) Copper, a. rfq the sun, and TOY appellation.

TO¥T f. (-¥7)
1 The tongue. 1 A woman s girdle or zone,

a. sec TOW.

m. ( fwr)
1 A ray of light.

1 A rein. 1 An eye-lash,

a. qq to pervade, Unadi aff. fw, and <¥ substituted for the

radical.

cfijTOPa n. (-qf) A blaze or stream of light, a. rfig, and

arrw heap.

TO r. 1st cl. (TOfw) To sound, r. 10th cL (TOqfw) * To taste, to

relish. * To love, to regard.

TO m. (-¥0
1 Flavour, taste, as sweet, salt, pungent, bitter, sour,

and astringent. * Taste, sentiment, emotion, as an object

of poetry or composition
;
eight sentiments are usually enu-

merated, Stingara or love, His ifa or mirth. Koruna or ten-

derness, Haudra or anger, Vira or heroism, tihaydnaka or

terror, ydskaUa or disgust, and Adbhuta or surprise : San ta,

tranquillity or content, or Vdtsa/ya, paternal tenderness, is

sometimes considered as the ninth. * Affection of the mind,

passion. 4 Juice, exudation, a fluid, a liquid, or liquified sub-

stance. • Poison. • Semen virile.
T <Water. • The primary or

essential juice or fluid of the body, whence blood, serum,

sweat, Ac. are supposed to be engendered
;

it corresponds best

with chyle, but is probably of a fanciful nature. • Gum
myrrh. '* Quicksilver, from its being a semi-fluid metal, and

according to certain alchytnical notions possessed of super-

natural power over the juices of the body, Ac. " A mineral

or a metallic salt, as sulphur, borax, talc, blue or green

vitriol, Ac. ; they are however usually called Upa or inferior

IIatns. f. (-¥T) ' The earth. * The tongue. * A plant, com-

monly Aknudhi, (Cissampeloe hexandra.) 4 A sort of grain,

(Panicum italicum.) * The frankincense tree, (Boswellia thu-

rifera.) * The grape- 1 A medical drug, commonly KaJmli.

a. TO to taste, to love, Ac., aff. qq.

TO¥ m. (-¥:) Stewed or boiled meat. a. TO juice, aff. qrw-

TOWwt; n. (-¥?) A white sublimate or a muriate of mercury,

made in close vessels with sulphur, mercury, and common

salt; the crystals formed in the first operation are sublimed

a second time, which seems to be the only essential differ-

ence between this and the preparations called Rompntkpa ;

ut infra, a. to mercury, and qpTO camphor ; from its white

colour. v

TOWWTT t (-KT) ' A low sweet sound. * Singing upon intoxi-

cation. s. TO taste or vinous juice, and qrwr a note.

TOYYT n. (-¥) Camphor, a. TO juice, end Yftjy a ftlament.

TOJTO m. (-ai:) Gum myrrh, a. TO exudation, was fragrance
j

also with qrw added, to*toy-

TO4W n. (-W)
1 A mineral preparation used as a stibium* • Ver-

milion. «. TO quicksilver, and wtl embryo.

TOei mfn. (-wi:-wr-qf) Born or produced by or in passion, flavour,

fluids, Ac, n, (•#) Blood, ra. (*V.)
1 Any insect engendered by
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the acetous fermentation of liquids.
1 Molasses, treacle. e.TO

juice, tbe primary juice or chyle, &c., and m born.

WV mfn. (-1PTOMT1 Discriminating or acquainted with tastes,

sentiments, &c. m. (TO:)
1 A poet, a writer who under-

stands tbe different Jtasas or sentiments to be described.

1 An ulchymist, one who has obtained a command over the

magical properties of mercury. ' A physician, a medical

preparer and adm'misrerer of mercurial and chemical com-

pounds. f. (TOT) The tongue, e. r*f .u above, and 7 who

or what knows.

TO^rr f- (-in) 1 Poetical skill or taste. * Knowledge of flavours.

• Alcbymy. x. TO*. and 1TO aff. ; also with «*, TOWST.

TO«ihr m. (-WS)
1 The sweet flavour or taste, sweetness. * The

sentiment of love, e. TO taste or sentiment, and wfa

eldest, best.

TOW mfn. 1 Speaking, sounding. * Tasting,

having flavour, r.. TO to sound, w* aff.

TOWT* o. (-WO The blood, a. TO chyle, and ware light,

strength.

TOmiJ n. (-|jj Quicksilver, e. to fluid, and vqrgf metal.

TOW n. (TO) ' Tasting, taste. • Sound, noise, f (-in) ' The

tongue. ' A plant, commonly Bataa. ' A woman's girdle,

a sort of chain worn round the loins.
A A plant, (Piederia

fcctida.) e. W to sound or taste, aff. yv, or WW to eat,

WW Un’idi aff, and rw substituted ;also TOTWf.

TOWiW m. (TO*) Quicksilver, s. TO juice, fluid, and WrW chief.

TOWtWW m. (TO:) S'iva. a. TO mercury, WTWW leader.

TOWlfwnr m. (-fww) A dog. a. rwwT the tongue, and fww to

lick, aff. firq.

TOf**fa f. (-fit:) Loss of taste, flavour, &c. a. TO. and fsrefa

cessation.

TO*ft*1 f. (TOT) Red arsenic, a. TO mercury, to the eye,

ant added, fem. form. ,

TOU^i n. (TO) A preparation of mercury, a kind of muriate

formed by subliming in close vessels, a mixture of sulphur,

mercury, and common salt. a. TO mercury, and jsj flower.

TO*TO m, (*fi) The cocoanut tree. t. to water or juice, and

TO the fruit, the nut containing a saccharine fluid.

TO*nr m. (TO*) Interruption or destruction of passion or sen-

timent, &c. t. TO, and WW a breaking.

TOUW n. (-if) The bluod. a. TO chyle, and ww produced.

TOTOTW n. (tot) Calx or oxid of mercury, a. TO. and tot*

ashes.

TOfTOT *«d. Having tasted, b. to to taste, *rwuff

TOTJW m. (to:) Quicksilver, e. TO a mineral, arid fTW sovereign.

TOWW iad. Including a secondary or subsidiary feeling or

passion, a. to. and wfw aff.

TOTO mfn. (-qnr-TOl-TO) * Juicy. • Well-flavoured. ‘ Tasteful,

applied to a composition, &c. f. (-lit) A kitchen, a. TO
juice, flavour, &c„ srjq aff.

TOfTOW m. (-*:) Selling juices or liquors, as the juice of the

sugar cane, or wine, &c. B TO juice, and fora sale.

TOWTWW m. (.gs) Borax, b. to a metal, &c., and wrro puri-

fying; being used as a flux in refining and melting metals.

TOfTO m- (-W*) An alchymist, an adept : see the next. t. to
mercury, and fifl accomplished.

TOfnftS The knowledge of alchymy, the possession of

peculiar familiarity with mercury, obtained by the perform-

ance of chemical operations conjoined with certain mystical

and magical rites, and the securing thence to the adept,

of happiness, health, and wealth, the power of transmuting

me: ah, and the art of prolonging life. *, TO mercury',

and faff accomplishment, especially of some supernatural

object.

TOTTOf n. (*g) Change or diversion of passion or sentiment.

E. TO. and TOTr different.

TOfTOK: n. (-s:) A sort of factitious cinnabar, made with sine,

mercury, blue vitriol, and nitre, fused together
; the com-

pound is used as au escharotic. c. TO mercury, and fa*^C

minium.

TOWHW n. {-*) Cinnabar or vermilion, e. TO mercury, and

WTO abode.

TOTTO nt. (TO:) A cock. a. tot the earth, and to who digs

or picks.

TOHfW tt.(*TO' A sort of collyrium, prepared either with the calx

of brass, or with tbe Aroouium anthorrhiza. s. to juice,

TOTO collyrium.

TOTiflT n. (TO) 1 Patdla ; the seven infernal regions under the

earth, and the residence of the \agat. sfturt, Daityat, and

other races of monstrous and demoniacal beings, under the

various governments of &T<r40, Bali, and other chiefs: this is

not to be confounded with Naraka or Tartarus, the proper

hell or abode of guilty mortals after death. * The lowest of

the seven divisions of Patdla. s. TOr the earth, and ww
below, underneath.

TOTOTO n. (TO) 1 Sucking, suction. • Drying, drying up, absorb-

ing. E.TOT water or juice, &c., WHfTW taking.

TOTOPC m. (-^:) The sun. e. TO water, wiwn: receptacle.

TOTOTO m. (-*:) Concealment of sentiment, attributing evident

emotions to some cause different from the real one. b. to
sentiment, and wwiW unreal exposition or display.

TOlfafw<W m. (TO:
) Accession of sentimeut or passion, b. to,

and wfafaww intentness.

TOTO* m. (TO:) A sort of grass, (Saccharum munja.)

TO1TO n. (TO) * Alcbymy, chemistry. * The employment of mer-

cury in medicine. ' A medicine preventing old age, and pro-

longing life, the Elixir Vitas of the alchymists. 4
Poison.

• Butter- milk. m. (TO:) ' Gaecd'a. • An anthelmintic drug

commonly Pireng, (Embelia ribes ?) • An alchymist. f. (-ift)

A vessel conveying nutrition, a lacteal, an absorbent, a. TO
juice, quicksilver, &c., and WTO a road, a going, &c.

TOTOsnTOI f. (TOT) Yellow in yrob a’an, (Terminalia chebula.)

b. TOTWW juice, abiding, and <*WT fruit

TOTO m. (TO:)
1 The sugar-cane. * The intngo tree, (Mangifera

Indica.) • 'Hie jack tree, (Artocarpus integrifolia.) ‘The Oli-

banum tree, (Boswellia thurifern.) * Wheat, n. (TO) 1 Frank

incense. ‘ Gum myrrh, f. (TOT) 1 The tongue. 1 Bcut

grass, (Panicum duel) ion.) * A flower, (Hedysarum gangeti-i
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cum.) 4 A grape. * Cards mixed up with sugar and spices.

b. TO juice, before en to yield, aff. m.

TOTWWT L (-WT) A tubular vessel of the body, a nerve, a

tendon, Ac.

TOrfi«WT f. ( WT) A plant, i Hemi< nites cordifolia.)

TOTfUfini nifn. -(^l-fwwtfT> ‘ Tasting, relishing. * Sensitive,

having taste, m. ( -^t) A bee. a. TO flavour, and WTWTfipT who

tastes.

TOrw n. (*W ;
) Turpentine, resin. s. TO juice, and SVTV

appellation.

TfWW mfn. (-*:-wr-riVw) 1 Flavoured, having taste or flavour.

• Tasteful, as a composition, Ac. 1 Having a taste for poetry,

Ac. * Sentimental. • Impassioned, m. (*:) 1 A horso. * An

elephant. * A libertine. f.(-WT)
1 Curds with sugar and spice.

* Molasses, the juice o£lbe sugar-cane. * The tongue. 4 A
woman’s zone or girdle, a.TO flavour, sentiment, and to alf.

VfTO mfn. (-Hi-WT-W)
1 Gilded, plated, washed or spread with

gold, &c. * Sounded.
1 Having taste, or flavour, or sentiment,

m. t-w* >
1 The rattling of thunder. * Voice, sound in general.

1 Wine, vinous liquor, t. TO to sound, aff. jg, or TO fluid,

(metal, Ac ,) and TITO aff.

TO mfn. 1 Tasting, having tasted, or having

a taste for. * Sounding. TO to have flavour, aff.

gfrorfiTO mfn. (-Tft-finrt-fk)
1 Eating or seizing with a noise

or roar. * Drinking wine. a. gfeiv, and **rf*y; who cats.

vfxjw mfn. * Sounding, making a noise. 4 Tasting,

relishing, s. TO to sound, to; aff.

*fww mfn. (*^t-fwwt-fw)
1 Tasting.

4 Impassioned. Humorous,

a. to, and Tf*T aff.

TOW m« (*Wt) Garliek. a. see TOW, * being changed to W-

TO4* m. (-vji) 1 Quicksilver. * The philosopher's stone, the

touch of which turns iron to gold. a. TO a mineral, and

TO best.

TOiWfa f*
' Production of taste or flavour. 1 Development

of passion or sentiment. ' Generation of the vital fluids.

k. TO, and production.

m. (-W:) A kind of garliek, (Allium ascalonicum.) e. to

flavour, taste, TO to be less or deficient, aff. TTO, being sup-

posed to contain in the leaves stalk, root, Ac., every flavour

except sourness ;
also with WH added, T^fTOF.

TOITO n. (-if) A pearl, a. TO water, and TTOT a Stone-

rs n. (-if) Thing, substance, a. TO juice, &c., and TO

Un'idi aff.

TOI mfn. (*U: WIT-W) Juicy, n. (*W) Blood, a. TO chyle, TO aff.

TO r. 1st cl. (TOfif) r. 10th cl. (nwfw) To quit, to leave, to

forego, to lose or abandon. With fir, To be separate or away

from. (T) Tft r. 1st cl. (TOfw) To go, to move with speed.

TO m. (-TO Solitariness, privacy, a. TO to be private, WTW aff.

TOW n. (-w) Quitting, leaving, a. to to leave, wialT.

TOW mfn. (-TO'T^ft'TW) Leaving, abandoning, a. TO to leave,

TO aff.

TOW n. subtt. (»1j)
1 Solitariness, privacy. 'Copulation. 'A

privity. 4 A religious or mystic truth. incL or n. adv. (-1:)
!

Solitary, private, iu private, secretly, privily, a. TO to

abandon, (society, &c.,) and aff., or to to sport or play,

with the same aff, and to substituted for the radical finals.

TOW m. (-Wt) ‘ The ocean. * Heaven, a. to to leave, ‘TOW aff.

TOW? mfn. (-WP-WIMfl Private, secret, either fit to be concealed

or occurring in secret, n. <-qj) A secret, a mystery, any

thing hidden, recondite or mysterious, f, (-m) The name

of a river, perhaps the Sifrazirari, from its being supposed to

flow in an unknown channel e. tow secret, and WW aff.

TOT* m. (•*:)
1 A counsellor, a minister. * A ghost, a spirit

’ Spring* a. TO privately, 12 to go, aff. ly.

yfrw mfn. (-ir-WT-tf)
1 Left, quitted, abandoned. • Free from,

devoid of. a. to to leave, aff. H.

TOtTO mfh. (-lf:-«rr-lf) Alone, solitary, in private, a. TO, and

TO been, with fw mug.

Tf r. 2nd cl. (Tlfw)
1 To get, to gain, to receive. * To give.

vnwn f. (-IT)
1 Full moon, or the day of full moon. * A girl in

whom menstruation has commenced. ' Scab, itch.
4 The

name of a river, a. TT to give, (good fortune,) V Un’Adi aff.

VTTO mfn. (-Wt-H-tS) Infernal, demoniacal, m. (-it) An evil

spirit, a demon, a vampire, a fiend, but wbo appears to be of

various descriptions, and is either a powerful Til an or enemy of

the gods in a superhuman or incarnate form, as Havan a and

others; an attendant on Kinduu, and guardian of his trea-

sure*
;

ot a mischievous and cruel goblin or ogre, haunting

cemeteries, animating dead bodies, and devouring human

beings, f. (-^t)
1 A female fiend , the female of the preceding.

' A large tooth, a tuak. * A sort of perfume, commonly

Ch6r. n. (-W)
1 A form of marriage, the violent seizure and

rape of a girl after the repulse or destruction of her relative*.

* Surgery, cure by the knife or cautery, a. TO to preserve, to

be preserved, (from whom,) aff. njw. and iw pleonasm

added
;
or TOW a demon, and W» aff. of reference.

m*f«* m. (-WF)
1 The demon Ravan'a. * Kcvkka. b. TTWW a

demon, and T*% lord.

TTOT f. (-IT) Lac, the red animal dye. a. to to preserve, (colour,)

^ aff., and the vowel made long.

ryw (Wl) TTO r- l®1 cl. (TTWffc) * To be dry or arid. 'To adorn.

'• To suffice, to be able or competent. 4To impede or prevent.

TOI m. (4|t) * Colour, hue, tint, dye. ' Affection, prepossession,

love, desire. * Mental affection in general, as sorrow, joy. Ac.

• Ertvv, impatience of another's success. * A mode of music

;

of which six arc enumerated, viz. Rkuirava, Mdlnva ,
Siiranga,

Hmd6ta, Vatania, Dipaka, and M/gka

;

they are personified

in poetry and mythology. 4 A king, a sovereign. ’ The Haja

Gun a, the property or quality of passion. * Greediness, cupi-

dity.
4 Colouring, painting, dying, i. (-*t) A sort of grain,

commonly Raggy, much cultivated in the south of India,

(Eleusine corocana, or Cynosurus corocauus.) a. TO to colour,

Ac., aff. W*T

TOTlw m. (-4:)
1 A name of Kama. ' A tree yielding an astringent

resin or extract, the wood of which is used in d)ing, (Mimosa

catechu.) ' Red Wad. 4 The red powder thrown over one

another by the Hindu*, at the vernal festival named Hd*i.

a. TOt passion or colour, and powder.
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rrwnr m. ( **•) Rama. r. kvk. and« covered.

gTJT^ mfn. (-^t-g^-xf)
1 -Colouring. ' Inspiring passion. f. (-;g!)

Crystal, a. colour, gr to give, ww and <antr afli.

TTHtwi m. (*W|:) Tlie deity of love, Kama. a. tri passion, desire,

and xwt a rope.

f. (-WT) The wife of Kamaeva. a. VT* passion, desire,

and WTTT a creeping planL

xnrwwmfn. (-^TW-WWVTX) 1 Coloured. • Impassioned, b. XT»,

and stTjw aff.

mfn. (*^l) K cm toavA. a. XT* passion, and the stalk

of a flower, the support.

fJJRnn m - (-^t) A swcctraect of unripe mangoes dressed with

treacle and oil.

n. (-a) * The thread or string of a balance. * A string

or thread of silk. * Any coloured thread or string, a. ym
colour, and sgw a thread.

KTJtTfwni mfn. (-W:-?IT-W)
1 AlTected by passion. Coloured,

a. xj*, and wfww possessed of.

<tT*TT mfn. (-’ft-TT-^j ' One who excites hopes and disappoints

them. * Who or what is an object of affection, a. rrs, and

W* fit.

nBrwf* OB. (-firs) A Mm or Jaina saint, a. XT* passion, WW
to throw (away), wfw aff.

glfirw ra. (•fft-fltft fr) ' Passionate, impassioned. * Colouring,

painting. • Coloured, dyed. m. (-fft)
1 A dyer, a painter. * A

libertine, a lover, f (-rt)
1 A shrewd and intriguing woman.

a A modification of a musical mode, of which five are assigned

to each mode ; in mythology, personified as a female, and

the wife of the Riiga. a. TM passion, and xfX aft, or XW to

colour, Ac., and ftrsp" aff.

KT9 (m) XTT r. l"t cL (xnrifr) To be able or equal to.

XIWX m. (-W:)
1 A name of Ramachamdea. * A sort offish,

a. VTJ the ancestor of the demigod, and w* afT. of descent.

XTffW m. (-W:) A thorn.

rirfE mfn. (-Wi-Wt-W) Woollen, made of the hair of a sort of

deer or any other animal, n. (-W) A woollen garment, a. KW
a kind of deer, and ur* aff

(*,) XIW r. 1st cl. (Xiarri or irregularly XWW) To shine:

With firx prefixed. To overcome, to subdue.

XTW m. (xwr) A king, a monarch or prince, b. xrw to shine,

aff. %q.
KTWW mfn. (-WJ-WT-W) 1 Ruling, a ruler. * Splendid, irradiating,

bright in itself, and the cause of brilliancy in others, n. (•#)

An assemblage of princes, b. xrsr^ a prince, and aft of

multitude
;
or XTW to shine, afT. ifw.

n. (-X) Tax or toll imposed by the king. k. ten*, and anc

tribute.

XT«*%s.*i m. (-wp) A sort of Kodxtmba. t. XTWI royal,

Nauclea.

m. (-W?) A fragrant grass, (Cyperus.) b. XTW royal,

scirpus.

XTWafTifi n. (-uj) Royal duties, state affairs. *. XTW, and am£|act.

*1**1 * •"fe* (**J:-WT*W) Royal, kingly, s. xrww a king, * sub-

stituted for the final, and w aif.

viWfW n. (-w) A royal race. m. (-wi) A prince, a king, il XTW,

and frw family.

iiwywm m. (•*?:) The egg plant, (Solanum mclongena.)

b. xtw royal, and fnrn* a gourd.

riwtIWM m. (-WT) A king-maker, one who raises him to the

throne, Ac, r. TTWW. and v to make, rfarq aff.

xrwjnfsnt mfn. fit) Going to the prince or ruler, de-

volving or falling to the king, (as property, Ac. to which

there are no heirs.) e. ttw the king, and Rlfitsi what goes.

XTWEW m. (-X:) The king s spiritual preceptor, s. xrW a king,

and rrw preceptor.

XTWVta m. (-*:) A sort of flat fresh water fish, commonly

Phala't. e. grw shining, (frit tlie neck. ,

XTWW mfn. (-W:*WT-W) Sharp, hot. m. (•ft) A king-killer, »

slayer of sovereigns, a regicidp. s. XfW a king, and w for g,

who kills.

TTWftTWW n. f-w) The male or female organs of generation.

b. XTW chief, fin* mark, and fg aff.

tjwwap* ra. (-1IT) Pulmonary consumption, k. XTW royal,

principal, and WWIW for WW* consumption
; also VTW EW a .

xrww^ f. (-wj:) 1 A large kind of eugenia or rose apple. * A
sort of date tree. b. xtw royal, and ong Eugenia.

XTWW mfn. (-W.-lft-tf) Silver, made of silver, Ac. b. XWW silver,

and WW afT.

rTWmfVlT mfn. (-ir-WT-ir) Plated, inlaid, s. XTWTf, and wfww
having.

KlW^tw m. (-W:) The betel-nut tree, (Arcca faufel.) b. ^tw
royal, and wtw palm.

m. (•*:) A cucumber, r. royal, and fhfirs a

kind of gourd ; it is also read rrw>»f»(M-

xrwTTWVi n. (-W:) Majesty, kingly dignity, e. xm. and wwtf

splendor.

VHWW n. (-ig) Sovereignty, royalty, k. xtw a king, w aff. of

the abstract ; also with WW, KtWWT.
f

n. (-«) ' Punishment ordered by the king. • A baton,

a sceptre, e. rrw, and^ a staff, Ac.

m. (-wt:) An upper and foretooth, applied to the two

middle ones. e. rrw royal, and tooth.

Tjwghjr n. (-W) A levee, an audience. t.^HW, and ^wsf seeing.

m. ( w :

) A petty prince or chief, one something less

than a king. b. t;iW a king, and aff. implying some-

tiling leu or defective, or with ^WT aff. of the same power,

m. (-WI:)-

*»- (*X) The gate of the palace. «. *rw for <TWf king,

gTTgate.

TTWilW m. (-v)
1 Oppression, tyranny. 1

Rebellion, e. ttw,

fit violence.

vxrifTfV^ m. ( ^t) A rebel, a traitor, i. xrw*fW, and aff.

^IWVIW n. (-W) Royal revenue or right to property. «. XTW, and

xrw wealth.

vrrwvi^f m. (-4f)
1 Royal duty. * The duty of the military tribe.

r. rrw. and w^rduty.

m. (-fww) A statesman, one who knows the duties

of royalty, b. KTarqvR, and fr^ who knows.
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mf. (-viO) A rny«l city, • e»pit»I, > metropoli,. I. V’W

a kit ho!ttin_’, containing ; alao with VW added in ibe

n. or f. i* WT’»-rt*>’*lfwWT-)

n- (•*?! A son of grain, (Panicum frumcnlaceom, Ro*.)

a. yi»l royal, grain.

rrantT f. (-V) Royal slate or function, government, a. qjW,

and an a load.

*mnr In. ( «r)
' A king, a prince, a aovcreign. * A soldier by

birth, a man of the regal and military tribe. * A master.

• The moon. • A 1 oisko. • Indbv. ’ (In composition.) Royal,

denoting eminence or excellence, f. (-*! I
' A queen, a

princess, the wife of a king. * The wife of the sun. * Deep-

coloured brass, consisting of three parts of copper to one

of tine or tin. a y et to shine, Unidi aft far*-

yrenn m. (-*•) Polity. *. yi*, and wq conduct: see the

next.

yiurwWt f. (-fit:) Regal polity, ciril and military government.

I. ytsi, and sflflt polity.

yrstalar n. (V) The encrsld. r. y:St royal, and arm blue,

yiupq m. (
sq:) ' A Ktbclrij/a, a man of the military or regal

tribe. *A name of.Aon or (ire. *A tree, (Mimutopi

kauLi, Rot.) a. y sr to shiue. W g Uu 4Ji ait, or yisnt a king,

and apt aff.

yyst^f u (-*) A number of Kiietrigat or men of the miliury

tribe, e. yiatai a aoldier. J* aff.

gesrsytt mfn. (-•qrw-'y^l ’y".) Possessing or governed by a

just and active monarch, (a country,Ate.) s. y.utt a king,

(or by distinction a good king,) and SI Jb P« »ff..

form irr.

yturqfrw m. (-«;) A kind of cucumber, (Tricbosanthes dime*.)

c. yjur royal, and qa.w the same j
also with tl^ added,

yrutqirw*.

y srqs m. (-*•) ' A gem, said to be an inferior kind of diamond

brought from Kuala Diia, a country in Ibe north-west of

/adm. ’ A tiers or royal fillet, a. y » a king, and »

bandage, worn in the tiara or diadem of a prince.

yrsTUitt f. (-Hi) A queen, a. VISf. and USi wife,

y.at Jtt m. ( tr)
1 The planet Msacuav. 1 A Arketriya or man

of the military tribe. * A soldier by profession, but one of a

mised birth or fabulous origin. * The son of a king, a prince,

f. (.sift)
1 Arabian jasmine. * A bitter gourd. * The musk

shrew. * A kind of brass or bell-metal. • A princess. * A

woman of the Rajput tribe, a. y;m a king or the moon, and

a 9-oa, a child.

ytwyfwtl t ( qn) * A kind of bird. * A kings daughter, a. y«
a king, and JW a child, grip aff., fem. form,

yrurqyq in. (-q;) A guard, a watchman, a constable, &e. a. yiui,

and jyq a man.

^egqxq ni. (
sq:) A plant, (Mesua ferrea.) i. yiw a king, and

Tjiq a fluwer.

m. (<V<) The orange tree. *. v* TOjwlf and

a sort of lime.

n. (-e!) A cucumber, (Trichosantbcs diocca.) *. K&t

royal, ami va fruib

8 r

TTETB^t n. (-^)
1 A plant, (a sort of JuAtici*.) 1

Salt. m. (-^:)

The jujube, a. vjet royal, and the jujube.

K.wnfipn t (ITT) A water-fowl.

KlOTTf* n. { -4) A sort of Costus, (C. spcciotus.) i. royal,

and snrtr aaspirious.

s;,arorE! mfn. («vi Belonging to or claimed by the king.

e. *!Ef, and UTl.wbo share*.

^iEPgX n. (-W> Royalty, sovereignty. a. rrnt a king, and 1JX

condition of being.

r emu} in. (-ap) A courtier, a servant of the king, any public

officer. k. ^TET, and a servant.

rmvilW m. (-J1:) A tree, (Chironjia sapid*, or Buchanania lati-

folia, Kov ) n. (-nj) Mate. e. «nw royal, and Hinr enjoyment.

rientvenr ra. (-*:) A large kind of frog. t. TTW a king, and

a frog.

ti^nni in. (-W:) A king’s wrestler, t. *tet a king, and X* a

wrcs’ler.

v^Erxrx m. (-a:) A royal road, one passable for horses and ele-

phants, and forty cubits broad, k. yrsr a king, and an*J a

road.

ra. (-Wt) A kind of bean, (Dolichos catjang.) e.

royal, und srm a sort of kidney-bean.

CiapjT m. (-V) A sort of kidney-bean, (Phaaeolus.) e. *TW

royal, and yf[ P. mungn.

^tetx^X m. { -^TT) Pulmonary consumption, r. chief, and

aw* phthysis.

m. |-W) An er.emy, a rebel, one making war against

a prince, e. t Ef» to make war, lifXTi aff.

^'ET^irE mfn. (-m -m -nr> Proper or suitable for a aovcrngn,

princely, royal, t. x. *T a king, and ^(79 what is fit for.

“• (-T) Silver, e. ar royal, and tin.

^TETt: et m. (-IT )
1 A name **f Kt vfia*. * An emperor, a uni-

versal monarch, or king of kings. • The moou. E. tTET a

king, (of a king or king*.) or a Yaktkn, and KfXI sovereign.

Tiwf4 rn, (*fu:) A kind of saint} that holy and superhuman

personage which a king or nian of the military class may

become by the practice of religious austerities; seven classes

of Rithit are enumerated, the D&tcrtki, BraAmmhi, Mahcrthi,

Parauterikiy Rajtrtht, Kan'd trthi, and S'ruttrsAi the order

is variously given, but the Hajerski is inferior to the four

preceding ones, and the two last mean the inspired saints

and supposed authors of the Hindu scriptures, s. tpE king,

and mfn a saint.

tjw n. (-W)
1 Royal insignia. * Any natural mark indi-

cating royalty, e. SC(W, »»d mark.

vr ipBXnr m. (-^r) A name of Ycdbisht’oie. e. royal,

fOPI a mark or symbol.

m. (-sit) A royal letter or order. i.^EI, and a writ-

ing ;
aUo v;;*r*5^a, &c.

mfn. W) Ofroyal parentage or descent, a.

royal, and family, vpraff.

mfn. (-ETX-TXl-Xir) * Governed by a just and able mo-

narch, (a country, 8sc.) * Royal, kingly, e. KW * king, and

ugrr aff.
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gTarvfrff ^ (-Jb A royal dr main road. a. ai*l a king, and fJU
a road.

yTW^WT f. (-WT) A plant, (Pederia fcetida.) . a king, and

WW surrounding.

<iar«r«l f. (-dft) A small gourd, (Momordica charantia.) KT*I

royal, and a creeper.

f. (*fT|:)
1 A throne. * A palace, b. rjar, and aaflT abode.

*TarWTf ra. (-TO a horse, a. ^Tur a king, and Tiy a vehicle.

HUB 111 m, (-Tp.) A royal elephant. «. HW a king, and WTU

a vehicle.

aTwfe m. (-fo) The blue jay. n. yrtf, and fV a bird.

HW^tfarw mfn. (-wt-fvnft-far) Springing from a royal race.

n. rm a king, ^tar seed, and Tf*T aff-

<iaifT ra. (-TJ)
1 The Piyal tree, (Buchanania lalifolia.) * A

sort of tree, (Cassia fistula.) * Euphorbia of various kinds.

B. yrer royal, and fT a tree.

rimirw m. (»*r :
J A plant, from the fibres of which a coarse cord-

age and canvas are prepared, (Corchorus cApsularis or olito-

rius.) e. fp* royal, and bt*T Crotolaria.

arWUTT m. (-n) The Hit'

a

or Hilta fish, (Clupanodon J/itha,

Ham.) b. vror king, and IRT another sort of fish.

^TWiron t (*Wf) A royal seat or throne, b. ym a king, and

TUTT a bed or couch.

yi«f*iqw n. (-if)
1 A royal edict. • A royal badge, e. and

WTTW an edict, •

m. (•*:) A sort of parrot, (Paittacus Lori.) i. arer

royal, and Bjar a parrot.

n. (-T) The royal Ch'huttn or umbrella, m. (-TO A sort

of sheat fish, (Silurus batachus.) e. yr«r royal, and lfT

a horn.

HWB mfn. (-T:-^ft ft) Relating to, or derived, Ac. from the

quality of passion, f. (*TT) ‘ The goddess Doans. * The state

of being in this world or the next, in which the Raja Gan am
quality of passion predominates : it is divided into three class-

es
;
the first class comprises the Gandkerbas, Yakthat, Guhya-

keM, &c. ; the second, kings and heroes
; and the third, box-

ers, wrestlers, gamblers, tipplers, actors, Ac. a. rare the

quality of passion, T* and affs.

yiatqstr f. (-TO Majesty, royal dignity, z. HT. andw existence.

trare^T n. (*af) A palace, t. HT a king, and a dwelling,

trereu m. (-1$:) A large kind of snake, (Boa.) e. trw, and TB

a snake ; the king of snakes.

tT*re*rr f. ( VT) A royal assembly or court, e. vjbi a king, and

TUT assembly.

trarcta m. (-*<7:)
1 Mustard, (Sinapis dichotoma, or S. ramosa.

Roe.) * A mustard seed, as a measure of weight b. xrrer

royal, and T*B mustard.

trererv*! n. ('**) Royalty, sovereignty. «. BIT a king,

xrnrei state.

TrTTKW m. (*V) A peacock, b. royal, and TKT the

Indian crane.

trtfffVf m. (*qt) A great king. b. gTW, and fire b lion.

^r«FTT n. (-T)
1 A sacrifice performed only by a universal

monarch, attended by his tributary princes; as in the case

] CiN

of Yuwnsnr'HiB, and others. • A lotus.
1 A mountain. * A

sort of rice. s. HW a king, (by him,) and y to be produced,

to be effected, aff. TTB ; or ht the moon, for the moon
plant, of which the acid juice is drank at the ceremony, and

to bring forth, the same aff., dcriv. irr.

tTWT^BT mfn. (-Bn-^ft-qf) Relating to a royal sacrifice, b. VI
added to the last.

HaWVTrfwa m. (-aft) A priest officiating at the royal sacrifice.

b. TTanTB, and a fra who sacrifices.

vttT w* m. (-V) A courtier, a royal attendant, i. xjsr, and

TaBT a servant.

riarerat m. (ap) Ahorse, z. K’M a king, and BBT the shoulder.

HWB n. (-if) Royal revenue, impost, duty, tax. b. and

mown.

Harts m. (-a:) ' A while goose with red legs and bill, or

more properly perhaps the flamingo. * A drake. • An excel-

lent king. b. *m, and TT a goose, the king goose.

Haifa* n. (-W) A city, a town. t. frw a king, and t*T
delighting.

* T ffaia m. (*Wt) A royal elephant, b. HT a king, and afir^

an elephant.

HaiTiTF m. (-V) A sort of large fish, (Cyprinus nilotieus.)

b. a king, Tira diverting, pleasing.

HTWTT1 f- (-TT) A royal edict or command. sadfTfl
order.

KimjnW ra. (-W:) A tree, (Buchanania lalifolia.) z. fiat b king,

and B|TBP before WT to stretch, off. TT
HfanTT m. (-W:)

1 A tree, (Buchanania latifolia.) * Another

tree, (Mimusops kauki) 'The Kmiuia, (Rules frondooa

)

b. ^TH a king, and BfE eating ; also E:rwnnT, and tTWr^inw.

m. (-W.) A paramount sovereign, b. TTUT, and

ffkrrf superior prince.

m. <-w:) A sort of rice, of a superior quality, said to

grow in the Andhra country, s. *mi. «nd food.

TTmnf m. (.«:) A superior sort of mango, b. royal,W
mango.

tj«rr4 m. (-•:) Gigantic swallow wort, (Aselepias gigantea,

with white flowers.) b. royal, and swallow wort.

>CTWrf mfn. (-'f.-ti-t) Royal, noble, fit or proper for a king,

n (-) Aloe wood, (Amyris agallochu, Rox.) e. TTW a

sovereign, and proper.

rrerraft m. (-V) An esculent root, a sort of yam. 8. TTWf

royal, a yam, are added.

nwrW m. (-^:) A gem, described as an inferior kind of dia-

mond, brought from the country Pirdid. t. t:iar a king,

WTv4 a turning; it is considered as a lucky possession for

princes, though not esteemed as an ornament.

^rerrafw f. (-fv aft) A line of kings, a royal dynasty or genea-

logy. b. ^tav, and aviawl a line.

TTarrff m. (*f%:) A sort of snake said to be two-headed, s. ^iw

royal, and atre a snake.

Tlfw f. (-fa»:-«ft) ' A row, a line. • An unbroken row, a conti-

nuous line. ' A small vessel of the body. *. ^]ai to shine,

Uu'adi aff., optionally added.
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TrfwVT f- (-VT) 1 Black mustard, (Sinapia raccmosa, Rox.) * A
* field.

1 A line, a row, a ran^e. * A continuous or unbroken

line. s. rrsi to shine, ITV aiT., fern, form, or ^rfkv *s aborc,

and WWjxddcd.

VTfiw mfi>. ( ir-iTT*w) * Adorned*, embellished, "illuminated,

irradiated, a. rtm to shine, * aiT.

Xrrf»TW m. (-or:) A sort of snake, ( Ansphiabana. j a. Tlfal a line,

and aff.

TT^tv mfn. Attending on or living about a prince,

m. (-1:)
1 A Urge fish, (Cyprinus nilolicus, Boca.) ' A kind of

deer. * An elephant, n (-if) A lotus, (Nelumbiumspeciosum.)

a. vnurt a line, a row, v aff.

m. (-*%-) An emperor, a. TTW, and X

^

chief.

TTWM m. (-**:) A state elephant, a. cm, and V;** an elephant.

TPV n. (-mi) A government,- a country, a principality, a king-

dom. Administration or exercise of sovereignty or govern-

ment. a. TTW for Tien* a prince, and vpr or V* aiT.

Tjnppr m. (-IT.) A prince who has lost his kingdom. E. cm.
and fallen from.

f- (-fir.) Deposal, loss of sovereignty, a. TT*U, and

falling.

TTWHCT f. (-V0 Administration, government, a. TT^, and tjTT

burthen.

Tm*nr m. (-T
1

)
Subversion of a sovereignty, a. TTO, and WT

a breaking.

crwwTSf m. (WTEr) A king. e. *t*|, and wtw who has.

TTOVW m. (*w0 Deposal of loss of a kingdom, a. erwj, and

dw falling.

tiwivi m. (-*:) A deposed sovereign, a. TH*. and v* fallen

C I^CCWT f. (-an) Protection or defence of a kingdom, a. CHf,

and TWT preservation.

rrwra iv m. (-*r) Ambition, a. mv, and aire desire.

C iun f n. (-T) A requisite of regal administration
;
variously

enumerated, as seven, eight, or nine, vis. first, the monarch ,

eecond, the prime minister; third, a friend or ally; fourth,

treasure ; fifth, territory; sixth, a strong hold
;
and seventh,

an hrmy ; the eighth is the population or companies of citi-

sens, and the ninth the Purdhii or spiritual adviser. E. *;rwj

royalty, and TT limb or part.

^;^Tfw*TT m. (-X)
1 Government of a kingdom. * Riuht or

title to a sovereignty, s. TP*T, and superioten-

dancc, fitc.

Clf* f. (-fx:) War, battle, e. tx to speak, to sound, a£T.

VT¥T f. (*VT)
1 Beauty, splendour, light, lustre. • A country or

district, part of Bengal west of the Hugli river. B.*rf to

quit, aiT. mR, and changed to W.

TTW n. (-W) ' A leaf.
1 A peacock's tail. «. TV to sound, aft Vat.

TTW n. (-4) A period of five nights collectively, m. (-W.) A

man who takes up his abode is a harlot s house for one year,

a. Tlfu night, and

TTfv f. (-ffc-^l) Night t. TT to give, (pleasure or rest,) fan

Un'idi aft, optionally added.

TTfaVT mfn. (-V:-TT-T) Going or moving at night, m. (-^.) * A I

goblin, a fiend, a ghost or evil spirit * A thief, a robber.
|

KK

A guard, a patrols, t. TTffi night, (by night,) and V*
who goes.

CTftni mfn. (-W.-UT-xi) Nocturnal, born or produced at night.

n. (-^) A star, a constellation, e. Tlf* night, and m born,

rrfvomr n. (-*i) Dew, mist, fog. e. TTfa night, andW water.

TlfvxiTXT mfn. (-<s-TT-T) Keeping watch at night, sitting up at

night m. (-v) A dog. e. Tffv night, and an**: who wakes.

TrfxxJTlTV n. (-V) Silting up all night a. Trfv, and WTXTV

waking.

m. (-^:) A musquito, a goat. E. waking

by night, and V who gives or makes, from to give, or

from to cut, who stings.

TtfvV’C (**0 A ghost, a goblin, e. TTfv night, VT to go, V

aff., and JIT augment ;
also vifvVv

Trfvvx m. (-X:)
*
'A ghost, a goblin. * A thief.

• A guard. 4 A

night-walker, e. Trf% night, W* to go, aff. and ffW

augment

KifrofW m. (•<*:) The moon. a. fife night, and «fw n jewel.

trfEEF* mfn. (-sr-SfME) Thinking it night. e. fife, nnd

who believe,, aff.

eEVirx m. (-JT) Coming on of night, i. fife, end art* joining.

EifVvrOT n. (-«:{ Dnrkneu. n. nfw night, nnd WTTO_ vrawre.

v:ifwftnnt m. (-»:J Dnwn, dny-lighL n. rtfe night, fero *top
t

cessation.

TTfvfV%lElfirW m. (-wt) The ruddy goose, t. Tff** night,

separation, and ErfkTV who goes, these birds being supposed

to pass the night apart.

rriW* m. (-X-) a cock. t. trfn the night, nnd i* who knowi,

who know, it* measure or duration.

VTpfifiOt tn. (-^1) A cock. *. Tift night, nnd wflfW who

known : nee the Inst.

WfwTTS m. (•«:) The white lotus, x. rrfw night, and El,

what smiles, blossoming at night

v i fn|~,vn m. (•«:) A guard of the interior or women’s apart-

ments. e. yrfw night, fuf* to go, sfT.

CTWZ m. (*:) * An imp, a goblin,
1 A ghost • A thief. * A

night-walker, e. Eifa night, Et to go, aif. also with a

nasal inserted, Elf***'

Etl mfn-
1 Cooked, dressed.

1 Perfected, as a religi-

ous sow j
observed, as a fast, Jsc. * Perfect, in mysterious of

magical power, adept, initialed. * Perfect in general, accom-

plished, finished, complete, mature, fisc. E. t» accom-

plish or be accomplished, aff. a
ETtr-l m. (-SIR) Demonstrated truth, proved and established fact

or conclusion, a, ft* established, WWf end. result

E!W (it) WfflE r. 4th cL 5 tli eh (rrjlfw) ‘ To bring

any thing to fulness or completion, to finish, to elect, to

accomplish, to complete. * To attain completion, to succeed,

lobe finished or accomplished. Wither* prefised.Tooffem^to

be in fault With *1*. To worship, to propitiate by worship.

Et* m. (-W:) The month PhUiHim, (April-May.) f. (-WI) ’ The

asterism, in which the moon is full in the month Piuok ha ,

the sixteenth of the Sa/uhainu, containing four stars in the

shape of a festoon; the start are supposed to be a». L&ra,
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and y Sc&rpionit. • A celebrated G4pi, the favourite mistress

of KrTsun'a, during his residence in Plrmddsmn among*;

the cow-herds. * Lightning. • An attitude in shooting, stand-

ing with the feet a span opart. ' Bmblic myrobalan. • A

flower, (CUtoria teroata.) z. v;r* to accomplish, aff. Ml,

fem. aff., or *n»T the ayterism, wr’’1

.
aff, of reference.

n. f-ij) ' Completing) accomplishing succeeding, effecting.

* Obtaining, acquisition. * Pleasure, satisfaction. * Tho mean*

or instrument of accomplishing any thing, f. (-WT) Speech.

Speaking, r. *PI to accomplish, aff.W
XW* ,n * <-V : )

' A plough. * Thin rain. Hail.

rp*t¥TWi m. (-wt:) A name of Kki-iisa. c. nnd qriwi beloved.

VjHTipnj m. (-^) Kkhn'a. a. TT^TT, nnd rrwu son; see ynfi^w.

^ttrrwm m. (•!:) a name of KmUiina. e. v^wt, and wnf lord,

m. (-qj:) Knud b. tTOT, anil gw «>n : see vrai*vr.

m. f-^ty A name of Ahjcna, a. ^ntr the inis tress of

KrTshn'a, and dividing; having prevailed ou Krishna

to abandon her.

TiTOWW m. (-IT) A name of KrIsuna. z. ^tfr. ami STOW beloved.

^rqT^fcj! TO. (-lft) Abjuxa. k. the mistress of Kjusbn'a,

and who hurts or wounds : sec OTT^f^.
ra. (-If:) Klrn'a. a. the name of the wife of tho

charioteer of DnaTrAassHtRA, by whom the prince, after ex-

posure by his own mother Kvnti, was found and fostered,

and upt a aon.

t^q ra. (-^:) A name of Kibk'a. i. vTVt a proper name, and

¥¥ aff. : see srqrtjtfr

.

VTtil mfn. (-H:-un-i9) To be said or spoken, e. vvr to speak,

aff. qtr.

yjst mfn. (-ir-HT-si) * Black. • White. • Beautiful, pleasing,

m. {-*?:)
1 A name common to three incarnations of Vishnu,

,

or PararTra'ma, the son of the Muni Jamadagni, born at 1

tlte commencement of the second or Trtia Vug. for the pur-

pose of punishing the tyrannical kings of the Kshrtriya race;

RamachandRA, the son of Dasaratma, king of Oude, born

at the close of the second age, to destroy the demons who

infested the earth, and especially Ravan'a the Daitya sovereign

of Ceylon; and Balabama, the elder and half-brother of

Kbisbma, the son of KduiNi, born at the end of the Dtcipur
,

/
or third age. * A name of Vamun'a, regent of the waters

j

• A horse.
4 A sort of deer. f. (-ITT)

1 A woman, a female, a

pleasing or beautiful female. * A&afottida. • A river, n. (-W)

*
* A potherb, (Chenopodium album.) • A sort of Costas, (C.

speciosu*-) t. to sport, aff. tnf;

f. (-tty One of the Rtiginis, or female personifications

of the musical modes, e. t**f delighting, and qrtt who

makes ;
also

m. (-t0 A fragrant sort of grass, a. tnr pleasant, and

MTUT (smelling like) camphor.

f. (-<ty A JidginL E. XM pleasant, *qrr sound or note,

tilW aff

twfsrfr: ra. (-ftO The name of a mountain, variously applied,

but especially assigned to a mountain called Comptek or

Chitrakut'a in Bundclkund, and to another near Negpore,

railed now IIdnt k. e. yjii the hero, and f3rft » mountain,

the mountain of Kama ; being one of his halting places in hi»

progress from Oude to the Peninsula.

ra. ( I The hero R%maciia^oma, the second incarna-

tion of VianwV under the name of Kama. b. tTW, and

the moon, fhe moon -like Rama.

f. i^ty The mother of Balarama. e. tm, and upr^l

mother} lienee it is equally applicable to Rimf, the mother

of Parascrama, and to KausalYa, the mother of Kama-

CHANDRA.

K.TH* n. (.y) AMifoctida. r.ytt to please, ’W Uft'idi aff., and

the radical vowel lengthened.

tjwvtynr mfo. (>9:*ff-^) Beautiful, pleasing, e. qnvtyi the

same, and g“3| aff.

m. (-11 :) The monkey HandmaN, the friend and messen-

ger of Rama. £ (-fq:-lTty A shrub, apparently a variety of

basil with small leaves, e. ^r* Kama, and a messenger.

m. (-arty A small species of the areca or betel-nut tree,

(Areca triamlrn, R:n.) b. v:rrr Rama, and t£Jt areca.

ra. (-ft) The hero Kamachan oat. e. the same, and

V* auspicious.

f- (-^f) A sort of flnh or lute, z tem Rama, and^WT

a lute; it may be also ironically applicable to the horn blown

by Balauama, and called still the Rdmsink.

tCPRIPC m. (-tp) A variety of the Saccharum Sara, a9ortof grass.

e. q;ni Kama, and src the Sara.

m. (-«:) The monkey king SuoaivA. f- Rama, and

^ 9 friend ; Kama having restored him to bi$ throne, whence

be had been driven by another monkey chief Bali.

vjarnrM n. <-ii) * The first epic poem of the Hindus, record-

ing the adventures of Rama the son of Das'aratha, sovereign

of Oude

;

written by the poet Valmiki. * A name of aeverul

poems on the life and adventures oOUma. e. v:ii? the prince

qo named, and Hni«r abode.

^rSirti m. (-HT;) ‘ Kama or Cupid. * A lover, a husband, e

pjeasing, agreeable, aff

m. (-Mi;)
#

l he bambu staff of a religious student, e. a

barabu, aff.

^T«pr n. (-*1 1 Pain. * Sounding, crying, making a noise, a. y;

to sound, aff,

yrinTnEl f. (-it) The current or flow of a river.

mfn. (-sr.-vn-vf) Cry ing aloud and repeatedly, e

to cry, reit. v., vn*T^ aff.

m. (-V.) Resin, the resinous and fragrant exudation of the

Shorea robusta. e. to give or get, aff. also ^y;rw.

^Tf n. Sound, noise, r. ^ to cry or sound, aff.

m. (-VT;) 'I he sovereign of Lanka or Ceylon, killed by

Ramacoanora. n. (*vi> Noise, tumult, e. ^ to cry (in the

causal form), uff w.s, afflicting mankind.

^Tqvrif^ m. (-^p) The hero Ka'ma. e. Havana, and

the foe.

KTffff ra. (.fwO The eldest son of Havan a, e. and X*
patronymic aff

(W#) r. 1st and 4th els. To sound.
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>dF*I m. (-fa:)
1 A heap, a quantity. * A sign of the zodiac.

1 Arithmetical or a’gcbraic quantity. 4 A part and its divi-

•or, or numerator and denominator. 1 A congeries of num-

ber or quantity, a. TOTO to pervade, Un'idi sff. and TOTO

initial augment
t or ETO to sound, with the same atf.

ETfarow mfn. (TOt-TOT-tf)
1 Heaped, accumulated. * Computed,

summed either by arithmetic or algebra, a. ErfsT. and JTW

gone to.

ETfaTOTO n. (-^) The zodiac, a. Erfa a «ign, and TO* a wheel

or circle.

rrfwwr* ra. f-u) A fraction. ». ETfa, and tout a part.

KlfmET* m. ( -Jf: ) Passage of a planet through a sign of the

zodiac, a. Elfw, Writ enjoyment.

ETwfarc n. (fa) Heaping, piling, gathering, a. ETfa* and VC*
making, fa augment.

CliftV H mfn. (-1ft-ITTfa) Heaped, piled, gathered, a. ETfa. and

ITTT made, fa augment.

CnftWf mfn. (-V ITT -if ) Heaped, piled. a. ETfa, and TOT

become, f* .ug.

KfJ mn. (-y : faJ
* An inhabited country or realm, a region

* Any public calamity, aa plague, famine, Ac. z. cm to

•bine or govern, all. fir.

gTff*¥lfaw m. (fat) An inhabitant of any civilized country,

a. grg a district, and fsTEffTO*Ta dweller.

grfg* mfo. (-fi-fl-f) Belonging to or inhabiting a country,

f. (-TOT) A prickly sort of night-shade, (Solatium jacquini.)

k. Cf a country, and to* air.

ETFfffTO mfn. (-TO-TOffa) Of or belonging to a kingdom, produced

or born in it, 8tc. k. CHT * reni°n i
and V atf.

Efafa bId. (•f.-V-l) Belonging or relating to a region or

realm, m. (-*;) A king's brother- in-law, (in theatrical lan-

guage.) a. Krj a region, * aff.

CTO (TO; K'% r. 1st cl. (EfTOfi) To sound.

ETTO m. (-*:)
1 Confused noise, uproar, hubbub. * Sound in

general. • Speech, discourse. 4 A ch jin. * A festival amongst

the cowherds, including songs and dances, especially the

circular dance as performed by KrTshn* and the Gdpii or

oowherdcssea 4 A game played by children, z. E*i to sound,

Z* aff.

EriTO m (TO:) An as*, f. (-tft) The ahe ass. b. Efa to sound,

TOTO^ Un'idi aff.

mfn- (-E:-ETfa) Grey or light-brown, ass grey, z. ETTOTO

and WC grey.

ETTOTO»faTOT f. ( fat) Arabian jasmine, a. ETETO an a», zfa to

praise, aff. fafa.

ETTOBTOT f. (TCI) A festival in honour of KzIshkA on the full

moon of Kanik, s EiTO, and toi*t festival.

EfaC® m (-TO:)
1 An assembly, a company, a party. • A game

or festival peculiar to the cowherds : see EfTO 1 Love,

desire, the passion or sentiment. 4 Alchymy : see ETOfafa.

'The sixth night after delivery, on which the family and

friend* sit up all night. * Sport, mirth, pastime. 1 Any

festival or holiday, z. CTO noise, and tro flavour,

taste.

8 Q

ETCH f. (-TOT)
1 A plant, (Mimosa octandra.) • Another plant,

(the serpent ophioxylon ?)
* A sort of perfume, e. eTO to

sound, iris' Un'idi aff., and the vowel made long.

ETC m, (tc :
) The ascending node

; in mythology, the son of

Simiika, a Daitya, with the tail of a dragon, whose head was

severed from his body by Vismr'u, but being immortal, the

head and tail retained their separate existence, and being

transferred to the stellar sphere, became the authors of

eclipses
{

the first especially, by endeavouring at various

times to swallow the sun and moon. c. ETO to abandon, (the

planets which it has vainly attempted to devour,) aff TO, and

the vowel made long.

ETCETO m. (-E0 :) Eclipsed, (as the sun or moon.) a. ETC, and

ETC seized.

etceito m. (to:) Immersion of a planet in an eclipse, t. ETC.

and TOITO mouthful.

ETCTOITO m. (-V) An eclipse of the sun or moon. «. etc the

dragon s head, and ETTO seizure.

ETCwfaro tn. (-^t) Visun'u. a. ETC the Daitya> fafa*[ the

divider.

rrsT*r*r<J m. (-fair) VibbmV. e. ETC the Daity*, TOTO the

head, and fa^ who divides, who decapitates.

ETC1* Eg; m (-Eg:) A name of the legislator findfha nrSahyatinha.

KWtiwi m. (TO!) An eclipse. z etc the dragon's head, and

ETOnt seizure, contact.

ETCTOTO m. (-TOT) Vishnu. *. ETC the Daitya, and TOW destroyer.

E'^far* ro. (TO:) Garlick. r. ETC the demon, TOfrog vomited.

ETClVf m (TOO Garlick. z. ETC the Daitya, and TO^ff created,

r. 5th cl. (fafaifa) To hurt or injure, r. Gih ci (fETOfa)Togo,

to move.

fa m. (fa)
1 The tone of voice by which the note ItuhnMta is

uttered. * Dancing, tumbling. * Waste, loss. f. (fa) Wish,

desire. * Litht, lustre, a. ETto give, Ac, aff. fa.

fETO n. (fa)
1 The heart, the mind. * Law, litigation, z. faro

to divide, &C-, aff. TO.

fan mfn.(-TO :-TOfTO)' Empty, void. ' Poor, indigent • Unloaded,

nnburthened. 4 Purged, n. ( TO) * A wood, a forest. * A va-

cuity, a vacuum, f. (-TOT) The fourth, ninth, or fourteenth

days of the lunar fortnight, a. faro to void by stool, all', to.

for* ra. (-TO
1 Void, empty. * Unladen, unburibebed.

k. TOTO added to the preceding.

fETO^ri f. (TOT) Vacuity, void, space, e. faro, and TOTO aff
;

also

with TO, falffa.

faTOTOTO mfn. (TOT -TOT fa) Having no vessels or effects, n. (fa)

An empty vessel, z. faro. and TOTTO vessel.

fETOTOTO mfn. (-TO: -TOT -TO) Empty-handed, z. f^TO, and TOTO

hand.

fETO n. (-TOBj Substance, property, wealth, z. to separate,

Un 4di aff ETTO

faTOTTOTfaw mfh. ( fl-fadt-fa) Taking or inheriting property,

ro. (-^1) * An heir, one who succeeds to the property of

the deceased, and gives the funeral rake. ' A maternal

uncle. ‘The seed of the Indian fig. z. (etoe wealth, indTOft^

who takes.
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mfn. (-*SVfW*Vf-< ) Wealthy, poMewing property,

m. (-**) A successor or an heir. k. ftwi wealth, and Tf*T aff.

ft*T f. (-WT)
* A nit. * A mote in a sun-beam. a. see fw*r, *

being changed to *.

ft* r. 1st cl. (ftwfw) To go, to move,

ft* (T) ftf* r. 1 cl. (frnfA; To go, to move,

ft* (Tj ftfa r. I st cl. (ftuflt) To go, to move,

ft* m, 1 Disappointing, deceiving. * A horse’s hoof. 'One

of a horse » paces.
4 Dancing. * Sliding, slipping, r

.
ftf*

to go, aff. *p*.

ft^f* n. (-W) Slipping, sliding, stumbling, tumbling; or figura-

tively, deviating from rectitude or virtue, s. ftfw to go,

air. «!.

ft** n. (-*)
1 Creeping, (as a child on all fours.) * Tumbling,

slipping, sliding.
1 Deviating from rectitude, sliding from

virtue, a. ftfir to go, aff. W7.

ft* r. 1 st and 10 els. To Join, to unite. * To

divide, to scatter or separate. • To purge. (*ff*T) *T ftf*T

r. 7th cl (f^ffc-ftlf) To purge, to evacuate faeces frequently.

With *rf* prefixed, To exceed, to be more than enough. With

fa, To purge.

ftxi r. 1 st cl. IC*T*J To fry.

ftfs f. (-fa:)
‘ The crackling or roaring of flame. * A musical

instrument. * Black salt.
,

ftff nt. (-5:) An enemy, b. I* to speak, to abuse, aff. *, and T
substituted for the radical vowel.

fVJU lfrH mfn. Killing a foe. f. (-*1) A shrub,

(Abrus prccatorius.) c. ftj an enemy, and WTfa* destruc-

tive,

fi.gH* mfn. (•*: -*!-*) Victorious, m. (-*:) Name of a king,

a. far to conquer, *r* aff.

ftjrn f. (-HT) Hostility, enmity, e. ftg, and ?nw aff,; also

with (S,

ft* mfn. (.*:-*T-*) Vile, bad, wicked, e, to hurt, Un'frdi aff.

Kj the vowel made short, and 57 augment,

ftt* r. 6th cl. (ft*fa) ' t*o speak, to soy or tclL * To fight.

* To blame, to censure. * To hurt or injure. * To give. • To

praise, to flatte r.

ft** r. fith cl. (ftwiflT) To hurt, to injure, to kill,

fr** n. (•**) The zodiac, k. ft** to hurt, ** aff.

ftr*T f- (**T) Wish to sport, e. ** to play, deaid. t., Wf and

tt* affs.

ftx^j mfn. ('H' H Desirous to sport, c. ** to sport, * aff.

tlesid. v.

ftft f. (ft) Pale brass, prince's metal, &c. *. O to go, fa*

aff, fft added.

ft* (T) ftf* f. 1st cl. tft^fa) To go, to move,

ftw r. bth d (ftnf*) To hurt, to injure, to kill or attempt

to kill.

ft** m. { -*T.} A deer, r ft*. to hurt, aff. *3*.

ft* r. 1st d(^trfw) r, 4tb cl. (ft^fa) To hurt, to kill, or

attempt to kilb.r. 9th cl. (ftwrfa) To separate, to depart,

ftft n. (-fa:) A saint, a. ft substituted for *1 ; see **f*.

ft* mfn. * Hurt, injured. 9 Unlucky. * Lucky, n. (-*)

* Happiness, prosperity. 9 Good luck, fortune. ” Bad lock, ill

fortune. 4 Destruction, loss, privation. * Sin. m. (-7:)' A
sword. 1 The soap plant * A demon, destroyed by VriaN'u.

*. ft* to hurt or injure, aff. %,

ft** m. (-*:) The soap-berry plant, (Sapindus of several

Bpeciet.) t. * the same, *m added,

fftfc m. (-fa:) A sword, f. (fa:) Prosperity, good fortune.

b. ft* to hurt, aff. fit*.

ft* m, (-*:) A deer. e. ft* to hurt, to be hurt, aff. wr*.

ft* mfn. (.*:-*!-*) Mischievous, injurious, a. ft* to hurt,

Un adi aff. **, form in*.

ft* r. 1 st cl. (f*fa) To hurt, to injure, to kill.

^ r. 9th cl. ftfarfa) * To hurt, to injure. ' Togo, to move.

• To howl, as a wild beast. (*) ffa r. 4th cl. f^**) ' To

distil, to ooze, to drop. 1 To fall, to alight, r. 2nd cl. (ffa)

To bear or conceive, (as a child.)

ft*fT f. (-WTF)
1 Reproach, censure. * Shame, modesty, a. to

be aahamed, deriv. irr.

ft** m. (-*:) The backbone. 1 . ft* to hurt, aff. %, and the

vowel made long, ffa, *rw added.

’Ct*T f. (-¥T) Disrespect, irreverence, disregard.- «. ft* to kill,

&c., aff. n, and the vowel made long,

ft* >nfn. (-W:.WT-W) Oozing, dripping, leaking, distilling. «. ^
to leak, to run out, aff. *j.

ftfa f. (-fa'-wt) ' Usage, custom, practice, local or traditionary

observance. * Oozing, leaking, distilling. * Brass, pale brass,

or prince’s metal. 4 Rust of iron.
1 Calx of brass. • Scoria

of any metal, or the oxide formed on the surface of metala

by their exposure to heat and air. * Boundary, limit.

• Going, motion. * Natural property or disposition, e. <t to

go, to run out, &c., aff. far*.

Of»Wn f. (-*T) Calx of brass, e. yffi? brass, and *T* aff.

flfflj* n. (-*) Calx of brass, k. ftfa brass, atid 5* a flower.

*t* r. 1 st cl; frtril)
'

‘I’o take. • To screen.

* (7 ) 7* r. 2nd cl. (tTlftr) To sound, to make a particular sort

of sound. ;*,) T7 r. 1st cl. ftWTT)
1 To go, to move. • To

hurt, to injure or kill. * To speak. * To be angry.

* m. (*:)
1 War, battle. “ Noise, sotmd. f. {*:) ' Fear, alarm.

* Cutting, dividing, s. * to sound, aff. f*r*.

** m. (-*:) A liberal man.

*«*fnfll*T f. (**r) The practice of physic, curing, remedying.

u. 7* from 7* disease, yfdf**l resisting.

*** n. (-*B) ' Gold. 1 Iron. k. t* to shine, Un'Adi aff. «t*.

**H*1TW n». ( * :

) A gold-smith. *. **B gold, and *rr** a

worker.

***** mfn. ( wm-Tlft-WW) Golden, f. (.*ift) A species of the

Pankti metre, x. **ST, and *nj* aff.

m. (-*:) A name of Bai^rama. b. *fts?w a king, and

pride ;
proud of overcoming him.

*l*Q*ift^ m. (-ft) Balabama. *. *f*STW a prince, and *rft*

destroyer.

v*f*HW m. ( *«1) The name of a prince slain by Baumuma.

f.f-ftpiPt)
' 'The goddess Laannul 1 A princess carried off.

and married by KbTsbn a. s. **V gold, and *f* pow. aff.
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xfxrfVx ID. Balarama. a. xfax a prince, the elder

brother of Ruemim, and breaker, conqueror.

XXiTVX n, ( V) Excrement, faces. a. TX disease, XXX
abode.

XX mfn. (-Xt-XT-XT) ' Harsh, unkind. * Rough, hard. * Rug-

ged, uneven, a. TT to grow, Un'idi a IF. X; it is more pro-

perly written XX, as derived from XX to be rough.

TX mfn. (-TT-X7-X) ' Bent, cruoked, curbed, * Broken. * Im-

paired, injured.
4 Diseased, sick, infirm, c, tx to be disor-

dered, afT. n.

TTTJTI f. (-ITT) ' Sickness, disease. * Crookedness, a. TX, and

m§ afT.
; also with X, XTT*

tx r. 1st cL (xrxfx) 1 To ahitie.
1 To please, to be pleaded.

TX f. (XT) ' Light, lustre, splendour. * Beauty, loveliness.

* Lightning.
4 Wish, desire. * The chattering of the parrot

or Afaina. 4 The Rig Vida, a. TX to shine, afT. fib V ;
also

with TUT added TXT-

TXT mfn. (.x : -TT-X)
1 Agreeable, pleasing.

4 Sharp, acrid.

* Tonic, stomachic, m. (-TO
1 The citron, (Citrus medica)

* An ornament of the neck or breast. * A tooth.
4 A pigeon,

n. (-T) * Salt. * Natron, alkali. * Borax. 4 A garland, a chap-

let. 1 A curl on a horse's neck. * The woody Cassia. 1 Any

auspicious or fortunate object. * A perfume, commonly R6-

ckanu. * An anthelmintic medicine, commonly Yirmgn,

(Embclia ribes'-)
14 A sort of temple. M A stomachic, e. TX

to shine, Ac. in tlie causal form, XTX *ff. ; the embellisher, the

polisher, &c.

TfX f. (-fx*-^t)
1 Light, lustre.

1 Beauty. 4 Passion. 4 Wish,

desire.
4 A ray of light.

4 Intent application to any object or

undertaking. 4 Hunger, appetite. 1 Taste, sentiment e. TT
to shine, far alf.

afXTT mfn. (-x:-^TXf) * Beautifying. * Sharpening, as the ap-

petite, &c. e. xfx. and arx: what makes.

tNpt mfn. (-w: -TT-W)
1 Sweet 4 Sharpened, (as the appetite.)

“ Digested. 4 Bright, brightened., f. (-WT) Species of the

At\jngati metre, t. V* to please, Unadi aff fxxx
TfTC mfn. (-Xt-X^-tC;

1 Beautiful, charming, pleasing. * Sweet
4 Stomachic, restorative, a TX to please, Un'idi a ff. fxxx.

mfn. (-X> Exquisite, affording great pleasure, e, Tfx< >

and XX what delights.

xfTCIWT mfn. (-Xt-XT-X) Handsome, beautiful e. xfxx, and

Ti*rX face.

TfxTiTTfl f. ( ft; A beautiful charming woman, t. xfaTT, and

aPTTT corner of the eye.

aftwi rofn. (-T:-xi-T)
1 Sweet 4 Stomachic, e. tx to be

agreeable, Un'idi off. fxxr.

TX mfn. (-Tp-XT-^i) ' Beautiful, pleasing. • Stomachic, tonic,

ni. (-at:) A husband, a lover, n. (-a); A digestive, a tonic,

a. Tar to please, aff. TJT-

W (Wl win wl.WI r. 6th cl. ( T»tn) 1 To afflict, to disorder, to

afflict with pain or disease. * To bend or break, r. lOlh cl.

(TTOrafa) To hurt , to injure.

TX f. (TX) Sickness, disease. e. TW to be or make sick,

aff. f*x , also with 3TTT added^TXT.

Wif mfn. (-x«T-X*tft XT) * Breaking. 4 Giving pain, making

ill or sick.
1 Being sick. k. tt to afflict, VM aff.

TXT f. (-Wl)
1 Sickness, disease. * Overthrow, destruction. "An

ewe. E. an to be or make sick, aff. v and xr\.

TTTTT mfn. (-xt-XT-^-T) Sickening, ranking sick or ilL m.(-x:)

One of the Bhavas or sentiments, the sickness induced by

passion or love. n. (-xf) An acid fruit, (the fruit of the

Averrhoa carambola.) r. aITT sickness, TX what makes.

IT r. I st cl (fim )
1 To resist or oppose. ' To strive again.

• To tumble or roll for passion, r. I (Jth cl.
1 To b«

angry. 1 To shine. (X) xfx f. I*t cl. (xxfw) To steal, to rob.

a^ r. 1st cl (XTXfr) To strike, to fell, to knock down, to

overturn, To resist, to oppose. (X) afa r. 1st cL

(T^lflT)
1 To go, to move. * To steal.

4 To be idle.
4 To bo

lame.

XWWiKT f. (-XT) A cow easily milked.

aai m. (-T:) A headless body, retaining life and mixing in

combat. e. xfx for af* or afa to take or steal, aff. xt.
TfafTT f. (-ITT)

1 The threshold of a door. 4 A field of battle.

4 A female messenger or go-between. 4 Superhuman power.

k. TT as above, TW aff., fcm. form.

T«T n. (-li)
1 The cry of birds, &c. 4 Any cry or noise, e. t to

sound, to make a particular sound, aff. X-

affTiT m. (-X:)
1 Mimicry. 4 Simulated cry or sound, e. tw,

and ajTH disguise.

T?TTTT mfn. (-T:-XMT) Rendered vocal by the cry of birds, Ac.

e. t«t cry, used as a verb, T aff.

ax (TO Xfx*: r. 2nd cl. (Tlfaffa) ' To weep. 4 To call or address

weeping. With XT and XTT, To weep for another, to sym-

pathize.

T*£ f. <TW) ' Grief, * Pain, affliction. 'Disease. 'Sound, noise.

4 Cry, wail, lamentation, e. TX to weep, aff fTT>

axw mfn. Weeping, wailing, a. to weep.

TT9 aff.

'X* m. (-X0
1 A dog. 4 A pupil, a scholar, e. ax to weep, XXX

Un'idi aff.

afxX mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Crying, weeping, wept, (by whom.) n. (-if)

Weeping, e. XX to weep, aff. X-

XX mfn. (*X:-Xr-X) * Surrounded, begirt, as with a fence or

river, &c. 4 Secured, protected from access. 4 Obstructed,

stopped, shut up. 4 Opposed, stopped, impeded. * Besieged,

invested, blockaded, f. (-XT) A siege, e. tt to close, Ac.,

aff. X-

XXJXTX mfn (-X:-XT-X*) Being weeping or wailing, a. ax to

weep, pass, v., WITT aff.

X? m. (-X0
* A name or form of S'iva. 4 A demi god, an infe-

rior manifestation of S iva, or according to one legend, a

being born from the forehead of Brahma* : the Rldras are

eleven in number, and are severally named, Ajaixafada,

AUIVQAUHMA, VlRVPAKSBA, Soaffa WARA, JaTANTA, Bahcrl PA*

Tryambaka, ArARAJiTA, Sjavitra, and Hara. f. (.^t) A sort

of lute or guitar, k. TX to weep, TXT Un adi atf., and the

vowel unchanged; the nBme is givtn to S'iva, because

according to hi* own declaration^ tic uisperscs the tears of
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mortals : to the demi-gods, because tbey wept at their birth,

or because they made the enemies of the gods weep.

xrx n. (-91) Quicksilver, a. ^ S'iva, and «| born, being sup-

posed to be the semen of the deity.

W* f- (-*) ’ Linseed, (Linum.) * The goddess Dtmr.A. r..

S iva, and wife.

xrfxxi £(-XT)
1 Emblic myrnbalan,(Phyllanthus emblica ) ‘The

goddess Pa'rvati. k. ^ S'iva, €tc„ and fxxr the beloved.

Xix f. (-X) A cemetery, r.. X5 S'iva, and visile or hannl.

xrof" ru. (-fx:) Oblations of meat, Ike. presented to the Kvdras.

i.^a Kuna a, and xfx sacrifice.

XJfXi f. Hff:) The mother of eleven children. . Xf a Rudra of

whom there are eleven, and ^ mother.

XJfTXtx m « (-*) A cemetery, a place where dead bodies are

burnt or* buried. f. Xlf S'iva, and xrxlx place of sport

;

being supposed to dance and sport in such places at evening

twilight.

TOTX m. (-x-\' A tree, (Eleocarpus ganitros, Rox.) n. (-X) The

berry of the Eleocarpus, of which rosaries are usually made.

K. X* S'iva, and XX from xfa the eye.

xwixt f.(-wt) The goddess Dihua, as the wife of Rudra or

S’ita. e. XJ? S‘iya, xlx aff, and XIXX augment.

xyTXTX r. (x*-) Benares, f. x* S iva, and x xtx abode.

XTlIr m. (-ft-) Kam.*, the deity of love, s. X2? S’iva, and xfr

enemy.

TO r. 4th cl. (with XX prefixed) (xxxvrir) 1 To desire, to wish

for, to love. * To be kind to.
4 To consent, to concur. 4 To

lament or be sorry for. (fx.XI TO fxxrxfxT r. 7th cl.(X"fx

X^) 1 To impede, to oppoae, to obstruct, to block or confine.

• To invest, to blockade, to besiege. With xfx and xx pre-

fixed, To prevent. With sgvr. To guard. With tn, To bloc k-

ade. With XX or fx, To oppose, to resist With XX and fx.

To abut up, to surround or blockade.

xfxr n. (*X) ‘ Blood. 1 Saffron, m. (-x**) The planet Mass.

LTfio obstruct, fxxX Un'Adi aff.

xfxtxifTO m. (-tjtj A Rakthas, a demon, b. xfxc, and xrfxx

who drinka.

Twr ind. Having stopped, checked, impeded, &c. k. to to

hinder. gfPBf aff.

X’XX mfn. (-ani anft*a»ir)
1 Hindering, opposing, stopping.

* Resisting, refusing, c. xx to hinder, XX aff.

XX r. 4th cl. (^tqfVn To confound, to perplex, to confuse.

xxfl f. (*fx:) Fog, vapour.

TOT f. (-XT) * The wife of the monkey StJGafvA. * The district,

or more properly the salt mines of Sautbhar, a town in Ajmer,

twenty miles west of Jayanagwr. s. X to weep, XX aff., with

zixfcm. aff, deriv. irr.

xx m. (x:) Asva’A, or the dawn. r. to to sport, Un'Adi aff.

TO, and X substituted for the initial.

TO m. (-1:)
1 A sort of deer. * A. Dailya fiayed by S’iva. k. X

to weep, ip « IF.

XTOj mfn. (-tx*.-Xj:-tg)
1 Wishing to oppose or obstruct • Wish-

ing to bind or tit up, (as the hair.) a. to to oppose, dcsid.

X aff

] Tfte

TOfro »ftl. Wishing or purposing to wail or weep,

ready to cry. b. to to weep, desid. v., X aff.

TOW mfn- { TO-TOfl-XXJ Crying, calling, howling, a. X to

cry, XX nff.

XWV| m. (-X:)
1 Sound, noise. • A cock.

TO m.
(-"ff:)

The ca*tor-oil tree, (Ricinu* communis.) a. x to

weep, f aff., and the final vowel changed to XX ;
al-to with

TOT added Bfs. and with the first or second vowel made long,

XffX and XT*
-

; also, as differently derived, XX^X-

XX r. 6th cl. (XxfW) To hurt or kill. xf* r. IGth cl. (Xxxffc)

To shine.

TOOT mfn. (-XW-W^Tt-WW) ’ Maledictory, imprecative. • Curs-

ing, imprecating *. XX to seek to injure, aff. XI.

XW r. 1st cl. <£rxfx) 4th cL (XxfiT) To hurt, to injure, to kill or

attempt to kill. (XT) xfxrr. 4th and 10th els. (XXfxXTXxfjl)

To be angry, to be passionate or wrathful.

XI f. (X5> Anger, wrath, passion, a. X4 to be angry, aff. fitX)

also with XTX added TOT f. (-XT)

xf«X mfn. (X:-XT-X) Euraged, angry, a. to to be angry, aff

X with X3 augment.

TO mfn. (-X'-XT Angry, enraged, i. XX to be angry, aff. *.

XX f. (-fX*> Wiath, rage, anger, r. XX to be angry, fx«r aff

TO (fro Xf) fxxixx r. 1st et (^rxfx) ' To grow from seed, to

grow as a tree, &c.
1 To be produced or become manifest.

* To be born. With xrfx prefixed, To go up or over, to ascend.

With xfx and XTX% To ascend. With TO, To desceud. With

XTX * To mount, to ride on. 1 To rise, to ascend. With

X, To grow, to shoot forth as a branch or shoot taking

fresh root.

TO mfn. (-Xt-XT-^) * Growing, springing up. * Mounted,
ascended, e. XX to grow, aff. X.

XXX n. (-X) A hole, a vacuity, a cave, a chasm, a. XX to go
or mount, (insects, &c.,) and ipt aff.

XXT f. (,-XT> Bent grass, (Panicum ductylon.) t. XX to grow,

affs. X and XTX.

XXX m. ( XI) A tree. r. XX to grow, Un adi aff. xfxv.
xx r. 10th cl. (xxxfw) To be Harsh.

XX mfn. (-X'-XT-X)
1 Harsh, rough, not, smooth or soft.

* Rough to the taste, astringent, austere, not bland or sapid.
4 Rugged, uneven. 4 Harsh, unkind, unfriendly, m. (-Xi) A
tree in general, r. XX to be har>h or rough, aff x.

XXX r f. (-XT)
1 Roughness. J Harshness, t. XX, and xw aff.

;

also with X. XXX.
,

XX mfn. (-Vt-Xr-X) 1 Born, produced. * Fumou*, notorious.
* Certain, ascertained. * Budded, blown. • Much, exceeding.
4 Increased, grown. f

Traditional, conventional, or known,
applied especially tp words of foreign or uuknown origin,

but or which tlie employment and application axe familiar.

«. XX to be born, &c., and % aff*

xfx f. (-fxt) ‘ Bmli, production. * Growing, growth* * Fame,
notoriety.

4
Tiaditional or customary meaning of word% as

opposed to their etymological signification j it is especially

applied to words of foreign or uncertain origin, and itu apa-

ble of elj niological analysis, b. XX. lo grow, &c., aff. fjpfc
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Yfirnw^ ra. (-^:) A word used in a peculiar but familiar wnae.

b. Yfw, and noun.

YY r. lOtb cL (YYYfY) To form, to erprws form, to represent

shape either to the eye or Use undemanding. With Or pre

fixed, * To discuss, to investigate.
1 To explain, to describe,

to declare, to expound.

YY mfn. (-Y;*YT-Y) Like, resembling, (in composition, as

fv**y gif: a son like his father.) n. (*tf)
1 Natural property

or disposition,(nature. ’Beauty. 'Form, figure. ‘Appearance,

semblance. 1 Cattle generally, flocks and herds, Ac. ‘ A
verse.

T
Declension, conjugation, the inflection of nouns or

Terbs. ' A play, a dramatic poem. * Acquiring familiarity

with any book or authority by frequent perusal, learning by

heart or rote. '* An image, a figure, a reflection or rcscm*

blancc of any real object M Colour, form, any object of

vision. " (In arithmetic,) Discrete or distinct quantity, an

entire number. ,a Known quantity, whence the first syllable

Bu is .used in algebra to express the same. t. to express

form, aff. Y, or A to sound, Un adi aff. xjt, and the radical

vowel made long.

YYY n. (-Y)
1 A drama, a dramatic poem. 1 Shape, form, figure.

• A figure of rhetoric in general. 4 A particular class of rhe-

torical or poetical figures, including various inodes of poeti-

cal description, or the illustration and exhibition of visible

things and persons. ' Identification of the objects of a com-

parison) their being not only like, but the very same.

• Symptom of disease, t (-fYY!) Swallow wort. a. YY form,

figure, aff. YY
Yttflxg n. (-Yj Natural or inherent disposition or property,

nature, t. YY form, and ITU truth, essence.

mfn (-YY.) Having the form, resembling, like. I. Y 1*,

and Y to have, fYY aff., and 7p£ added.

YYYIYW m. (-Y) An owl. k. wu form, and ytyY destroying.

YYYY mfn. (-YY) Having form or beauty, a. YY, and Y to

possess, aff. fYY, and added.

YYYY mfn. Describing, representing, k. YY to

form, YY aff.

YYYRYI n. (-Y) Elegance, loveliness. • x. YY, and ytwy
beauty.

YYYi^ mfn. (-YTY-Y^t-YY) ‘ Having shape or colour, Ac.

• Well-shaped, beautiful, handsome, a. YY form, Ac., and

urgq poss, aiT,

Yuxj«i\ f. (-if or Beauty, k. YY. end fortune.

YMIYHt f. (-Y1) A whore, a harlot, c. YY beauty, and YTYt*
who lives by.

VnftWlH m. (-Y*.) The perception, evidence, or influence of

the senses, i. e. of colour, sound, odour, flavour, and contact,

a. YY, and UffViiY perception.

YYTYt m. (-It:) KsMsofiva. b. YY beauty, and YYI « weapon.

Yf*n{ mfn. (-’GVfYYt-f'Y) * Beautiful, having u handsome form

or shape. * Having form or shape, a YY, and Tf*T aff.

YY mfn. (-Up-YlT'-t^) Handsome, beautiful, n. (-ni) ' Silver.

• Wrought silver.
1 Wrought gold. a. YY form, colour, Ac.,

and Y^afE

VUivi Y m. (-Y :
) Tlie master of the miur, the superintendent

of the silver, or silver coinage, s. YY silver, and yyty

superintendant.

YffY ru. (-Y :
) The castor oil tree, (Ricinus communis

:) see

Yf) also YY^T. and YfY, Ac.

Yf r. 1st cl. (YlflT* To decorate, to adorn.

YYY m. ( Y*-) A plunl, (Juslicia gnuderussa.) e. Y* to adorn,

aff ^Y.

YfVff mfn. (4T:-irr-lt) ' Pounded, reduced to dust or powder.

* Covered, spread over, coated, inlaid. * Adorned, decorated.

‘ Made rough or rugged, b. wv to adorn, aff. y.

r A vocative particle, but expressive of contempt or disrespect.

YY (Y,) YY r. 1st cl. (YYfi)
1 To suspect or think probable.

* To excite or entertain doubt ; in the last cose with Yrw

usually prefixed.

YY nif. (-y : -YT) ' Doubt, uncertainty. * Fear, apprehension.
%

m. (.ft)
1 Looseness, purging. * An outcuslc, a low man.

• A frog. a. YY to suspect, to fear, aff. Y^ op f^Y to purge,

aff. Y».

YYYY n. (-Y:> Cold. e. fYY to divide, Un'4di aff. YYY,

augment, and Y changed to Y.

YYT f. (-YT) ' A line, a continuous line. 1 Deceit, fraud. • A
little. ‘ Fulness, satisfaction. s. see YYr, the initial being

changed to Y-

CYY mfn. (*y:-y\-y’> Purgative, aperient, m. (-Y )

1 A cathar-

tic, a purgative. * Nitre, saltpetre. * The purging-nut plant,

(Croton tiglium.) n. (*y) A purge, a. fY^ to evacuate by

stool, causal form, 'JY uff.

YYY nf (-Y-YT) Purging, looseness, f. (-YT-Yt) A drug, com-

monly 8*mdar6cka*t. f. (-Yt>
1 A plant, Tiori» (Convolvulus

turpethum,) the white sort.
a Another plant, commonly

Dantij (Croton polyandrum.) k. fYY to purge, alL wjy or YY.

YfYY mfn. (-Y:-YT-Y) ' Left void or empty, freed from, cleared.

• Purged, r. fYY to purge, % aff.

YY? (Y.) YYT r. 1st cl. (YWY) To shine : this root is not uni-

versally admitted.

YW m (^Y) Acni or fire. e. y*( to shine, aff. ffR-

(YT) YY r. 1st cl. (^Yfir-ii) ' To speak. • To ask or beg.

Y1* mf. (-w:-Y) Dust. m. (-*•) A medicinal plant, commonly

Pdpcr. e. fY to hurt, Un’adi aff. Y.

t. (-*T) A sort of perfume and medicine, of a bitter and

slightly pungent taste, and greyish colour j it is procured in

grains about tbe size of those of pepper. * The wife of the

saint Jamadagni and mother of Paras'uka'ma. 1 A sort of pulse,

(Ervum or Cicer lens.) b. rw sand, dust, and YY added.

Y*Y1Y* (*Y:)
Pahas'cba'ma. k. \yyt the mother of the

hero, and YY son.

^WYfYY mfn. (-Yi-YT-Y) Dusty, covered over with dust. m. (•*:)

An ass. b. dust, and YfYW made rough.

YWYTY m. (-Y:) A bee. a. dust (the pollen of flower), and

* YTY abode.

^WYIY m. (-Y:
) Camphor, b. ^Y dust, and YTY essence also

with YY added YYYTYY.

YYWI f. (Yiij Sand.

8 a
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*TTWD. (-if) Semen virile.

tzZn. (-V.)
1 The seminal fluid. • Quicksilver. b. ft to ooae,

Un'Adi afT. ZfJZ, and 7JZ augment

*TZ n. (-z) Calx of brass, r ft to go, z* alt, and tjz augment.

T* n. (-si)
1 Semen virile. * Quicksilver^ * Nectar or ambrosia.

* Perfumed or aromatic powder, pulvilio. b. ft to flow, fz
afT., and ?fz augment.

/

Of (Z) Off r. 1st cl. (^zfz-^) 1 To go, to move. * To sound,

fir mfn. (-z:-ZT-^) 1 Low, vile, inferior, contemptible. * Cruel,

savage, b. ft to injure, * aft

^ZZ mfn. (-ZTS-ZP-Z5)
1 Low, vile, contemptible. • Cruel, savage.

• Miserly, niggardly, a miser. 4 Wicked, abandoned, b. Tff

to speak, to revile, Un'adi aft ZZ*. and z substituted for

the radical vowel.

mfn. (-Z-ZT-Z)
1 Low, vile, contemptible, wicked. “ De-

famed, reviled, m. (-Z:)
1 The letter R. Passion, affection of

the mind. i. f the letter R, with the inherent short vowel,

and fTj aff.
; or fcl to defame, to reproach, afT. wz.

fqnj mfn. (-ZTr-ZTs-Z!)
1 Low, vile, contemptible. • Wicked,

abandoned. * Miserly, a niggard. 4
Cruel, savage. «. ftz to

reproach, aff. ZZ* ;
also ft*. f^r, and frr.

ZZ (Z) ZZ r. 1st cl. (zzft) To go, to move.

ZZ (Z) far r. I at cl (f>T?T) To sound.

tzz n. (-Bf) The lowing of kine. u. fw to sound, aff. war.

zftZTZ n*. (-Z:)
' A name of S’iVa. • An Afir an evil spirit.

• A thief.

fff (Z) f1 (ZZZ)
r To go by leaps or jumps, to leap, to jump.

To go, to move. * To flow as a river,

ft* n. (-tf) A conch shell with sinistral convolutions, or the

spiral lines turning from the fright to the left. m. (-7:)
1 Oil

of the Monmg* tree. * A plantain, the fruit • A hog. 4 Dust
1 A whirlwind. * A conjuror, a juggler, a snake dancer.

B. fW to go, ZZZ aff.
'

TWIT m. (-if:) A prince, the father of the wife of BalabIma.

zzfz f. (-fir.) The wife of Kama.

ZZlfl f. (-fft)
1 The wife of Balaba'ma, the brother of KbIshn’a.

* The last of the NnAshairat or lunar asterisms, containing

thirty -two stars, figured by a tabor
j
one of the stars is f pis-

cium. * One of the AldirU or energies of the gods. 4 A cow.

b. ZZZ the name of a king. Use father of Balaba'ma’* wife,

and ftz aft *

ZZftzz m. (-Z:) The planet Satobw. e. f ffift the nymph or

astertsm personified, and ZZ born.

^zzfazz m. (-Z:) Balaba'ma. b. fnft the wife of Balab/ma,

and ZZZ husband.

CZZtw m. (-*:) Balaba'ma. e. fv«f the wife of this demigod,

and ZZ lord or husband.

fww m. (-ZI:) The fifth Menu of the present Kalpa ; also called

Raivata. •

ZZZWZZI f. <-*;!) Sanskta, wife of the sun. t. ZZZ Revanta,

f the Menu, and V the mother.

^ZT f. (-ZT)
1 The Ncrbrndda, or Nermadd river, which rises in

the mountain A mrakuta, or Amerdwitad, in the province of

Gandtcona, and runs nearly due west about 730 miles, when

it falls into the sea below Raronrh

,

• Rati, the wife of K^mj.

1 The indigo plant b. to flow, aff. z^-

^Z (Wff) ^Z r, 1st cl. (^Zlfr)
1 To utter an inarticulate sound.

• To neigh. 1 To howl.

^z mfn. (^Z) Who or what neighs, howls, Ac. zz to neigh,

fz^aff.

^ZZ n. (-si) Howling, roaring, b. ZZ to sound inarticulately,

aff. wz- also with ZZ and znr, aff. z*T.

ftzz mfn. (-Z:-ZT-Z) Sounded, made as a noise, n. (-If) Neigh-

ing, roaring, b. rw to sound, aff. Z-

Z^ ra. (-ZT) An injurer. b. fr* to hurt, srz <*ff.

^ r. 1 st cl. (TTWffffff) To sound.

Z m. (-ZT**)
* Wealth, property, substance- • Gold. • Sound,

noise, k. ZT to give, Un idi aff. z.

ZZ mfa. (-W.-Zt-Zl) Braxen, made of brass, i. ftfz, and zz aff.

T*Z m. (-zO
1 A mountain, the eastern part of the VW4y<s

range, or that part in which the Rivd rises. • A tree, (Caasia

fistula) *A name of R’iva. 4 A Dmtyn or demon. * The

fifth Menu of the present An/pa. t. zzi the Reid river, aft

ZZ, and z added.

ZZZZ m. ( z0 The mounUin Raivata. r. ZZ added to the

preceding
;
also with ZZ added to w'TZ, ^ wfifZ.

^tZ n. (-*)
1 A hole, a chasm, a vacuity. * A boat. * Moving,

shaking, m. (-Z:)
1 Buying with ready money. * Light,

i. ZZ to shine, aff. ZZ.

T* m. (-Z:) ' Sickness, disease in general, or a disease. • A sort

of Costas, (C. speciosus.) a wz to be or make sick, aff. ZZ.

TffZZ mfn. (-Z-ZT-ZJ Sick, diseased, a. vjb, and ZZ seised,

mfn. Curative, medical, a Tl Z, and z what

destroya

^rzw f. (-Z) The body, a ttz disease, and z the soil

TU.T Z - m. (-W-) Consumption. b. ZTZ disease, and ZTZ

principal

rrazzz n. (-vl) The symptoms or sign of a disease, or of its

progress, a ziZ a disease, and zzz mark,

craiirrzz m. (-Z:) A physician, b. <rz disease, and ZTZZ
b lieviator.

^izzifz f. (-fzns) Cure or alleviation of disease. «. TTZ, and

ZTiz appearing
;
also znrzz: and the like.

^mfzfwz m. (-Wt) A tree, (Cassia fistula) s.TTZ disease, and

fzfZrz»n artisan.

^iBZ n. (-z) A drug, a medicament «. ZTZ disease, zr to aban-

don, aff. w-

^rzzz m (-ZI) A physician. b. ^TZ, and zz to destroy,

fimiaft , .

^TZZ^ mfn. Curative, medicinal, it tlZ, and ZZ
what takes.

^TlZifzZ mfu- (-^l*fT*t*fc) Curative, medicinal m. (-^t) A
physician. e. ^TZ disease, Z to remove, to take away,

fzf* «ft

vrJITZZ mfn. (-Z:*Zt*^) Curative, medicinal, m. (-Z*) A phy-

sician. k. zm, aod vtf destroyer.

^rzrftzz mfn. (-Z:-Z1*W) Sick, diseased, b. ^TZ, and zfzz
having.
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mfn. (-V-1T-W) Suffering pain or sickness. e, ^ni, and

pained.

^jfjrm f. (-HT) Sickness, disease, e. Tlfitw, and nn aff.; also

with if, x?tfiRT.

mfn. (.art-fMVf*) Diseased, ill, sick, affected with sick-

nes> or disease. «. THC disease, and Tfa aff

TtfaTWT n. (-v) A drug, a medicament, a. TTf* a sick man,

and www the friend.

tlirrfirw m. (-S|:) Cure or alleviation of disease, a. TTT, and

’WTITW allaying.

mfn- (-**•--tV7-«8)
1 Counter-indicated, as menstrua or regi-

men, &c., what is improper to be taken in any disease or

with the medicines administered. 1 Related to or connected

with disease, a. TW sickness, and spr aff,

Wtww mfn. (-ft:-frr-f*> What pleases, brightens, strengthens, &c.

m. (•*:)
1 Hunger, appetite. * The plantain. * A sort of

onion. 4 A stomachic, a carminative, any medicine, fruit or

fossil, supposed to strengthen the tone of the stomach and

restore lost appetite, a. TO to shine, &c., and TO aff.

<TWW mfn. (-ip-WT or 4V*i )
1 Splendid, beautiful. * Irradiating,

illumining, beautifying. 4 Gratifying, pleasing. * Whetting,

sharpening, (the appetite.) m. (-W •)
1 A species of the silk-cot-

ton tree. * The onion. 4 A tree, iAndersonia Rohitaca.) 4 The

Cassia fistula. 4 The pomegranate. 4 The citron. * A stoma-

chic, a carminative, f. (-fit) * A yellow pigment, commonly

Corachana, and supposed tn be the concrete bile of the cow,

or according to some authorities, to be found in the head of

the animal, used as a medicine, a dye, and perfume. * The

manna of bam bus. * A excellent woman. 4 A red lotus,

f. (-WT-fft) ' A plant, commonly Sun ddrochaal, a sort of Cri-

nura > f. (-fit)
1 A variety of Te6ri ,

(Convolvulus turpethum.)

4 Red arsenic. I. if to shine, ff orTVfr-

trwfwfTT f. (-in) A plant, commonly *b‘ un'U antchant. E. TO added

to the same.

hfflf mfn (-W:*WMT) ‘ Splendid, shining. * Pleasing, gratify

•

ing. m. (-W-) A tuft or curl of hair round the neck of a horse

or oo the lower part of it. K. TW to shine, aff. fftwwr.

Tifro mfn. (-wij:-^:-Bg) ' Elegantly dressed or ornamented.

4 Splendid, brilliant, a. TT to shine, T*ii^ aff.

TifvW n. (-ft|s) Light, a. TO to shine, aff.

Trvff (-^t) A potherb, (Hinguha repens.)

mfn. (-wn-wrr-^ To be illuminated or enlightened. k. to
to shine, aff. *u

TT¥ (rn) tnr r. 1st cl. (^rrfil)
1 To be mad. * To disre-

spect.

n. (-if) ' Weeping, crying. 4 A tear, tears, f. (*<t) A

plant, (Hedysarum alh&gi.) t TV weep, aff fjw.

n. (-^;) * Heaven. 4 Earth, duai (-wl) Heaven and earth.

e. Wv to weep, aff.

f. (-fft)
1 Heaven, paradise. * Earth, f. dual, (-wr) Hea-

ven and earik. E. added to the preceding.

^ 1 m. (*vi:) A bank, a shore, t. Vf to obstruct, aff. WW.

mfn. (-sr.-aft- Impeding, that which impedes or obstructs,

an obstacle, a hindcrcr or hindrance, tn. (-ip) The planet

Mercobt. n. (-ii )
1 Impeding, obstructing. 4 Besieging,

blockading, b. v* to obstruct, aff.

^rWTOT f. (-WT) A river, i. TTW a bank, and TO the course of

a stream , fem. form.

TITO n. <-w:) A bank, a shore, a. tt to obstruct, and tow aff

TlTTroi f. (-VT) A river, b. TITO a bank, and TOT winding

course.

m.(-Tf;) A tree, commonly Lbfh. n. (-ff)
1 Offence, trans-

gression. 4
Sin. e. TO to obstruct, and TV aff.

m. (-v.)
1 An arrow. * Confusing, disturbing, (the ideas.)

n. (-V) A hole, a vacuity, a chasm. B. TO to disturb,

aff. TO-

^TTOT mfn. (-v:-*T-*) Who or what plants, raises, &c. m. (-*:)

A weight of metal or a coin, the seventieth part of a Snverma.

e. TO to rise, causal aff.

^TTOf n. (-w) 1 Placing in or upon. * Planting. 4 Raising. 4 A
disturbing or bewildering of the mind, a confusing, or confu-

sion of ideas.
4 Cicatrising, healing. 4 A healing application

to sores or wounds. B. VV to ascend, causal or TO to

bewilder, aff. WT
trfrw mfn. (-Tf:-WT-T4) ' Placed in or upon. 4 Planted. 4 Raised,

elevated. Bewildered, perplexed. a. TO to rise, causal

or TO to bewilder, IV aff-

TTW n. (-ll) Water. m. ( IF) A hole.

rTTOvJar ra. (-*:) A hare. e. TTW hair, and the ear, to added,

m. (-V 5
) A pore of the skin. e. TTV hair, and jpv a

well, a pit.

TITOWT n. (-r) A Chetcri. a. TTO hair of an animal, (especi-

ally of the Yac,) and tot a filament.

VrifJT^ n. (-Vf) A Chotcri, a sort of whisk, e. hair, (see the

last word,) and a wt a cluster
j
also with TO added,

risrw n, (w) The hair of the body. s. v to make, Un'kdi aff

wfspT, form irr.

TITO n. (-WTJ Ruminating, chewing the cud, or also eating,

without chewing what has been once swallowed and again

brought into the mouth, e. yY* disease, and to to destroy

or remove, aff. deriv. irr.

;

this habit in animals being

indispensable to digestion and health.

mfn. Made of* or fastened with the hair of

animals, (as hone hair, &c.) s. ^7U, and TV bound.

^Tsr^fxt L(*fir) lit® b. the hair, and vjfi? soil, site.

WT f. (-ITT) A line of hair extending to the navel, m. ^TO

hair, and WWT a creeper.

rruTW mfn. (-TTT TTfl Tir) Hairy, woolly, b. hv hair of the

body, and vj rfT aff.

VTStfTOlT »• (*T‘) Horripilation, b. Tin the hair of the body,

and fTETlT change of state,

TnrfvfwVT f. (-VTJ Horripilation, e. Tin the hair, and frfmn

change.

TTTfrMn m. (-1^*.) A body louse, e. tTT, and ffvjlt loss.

mfn. (-^:-lTT-^) Hairy, woolly. m.(

*

A ram, a sheep.

4 A hog. e. TIEP^ hair, and W aff.

Tnrr4 m. (-4:) Horripilation, t. TTT the hair of the body, and

v4 pleasure.
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n. (-*t) Horripilation, erection or rigidity of the hair

of the body, conceived to be occasioned by and to express

exquisite delight, rn. (-W*)
1 Sc'ta, the pupil of Vyasa, and

supposed narrator of the events recorded in the Pw4au$.

* brier ic myrobalan. t TTW the hair, and vaw delighting.

m. (-qp.) Horripilation, rigidity and erection of the hair

of the body. k. ^TS the hair, an to worship, aff. W«r.

mfn. (-IT XT X) Having the hair of the body erect,

considered as a proof of exquisite pleasure; enraptured,

delighted, k. riwrqf horripilation, T^rar ail.

enfftaft f. (-ait) A line of hair, extending across the navel.

k. TTXX hair, and ^TWt a line.

tmmil f. ( #t) A line of hair across the middle of the belly or

navel, a. Xni, and vgrwwt a line.

m. ( w:) Horripilation, e. hair, XT* rising
;
also

m. (-T).

ynf lifc Horripilation, e. XI* hair of the body, and

breaking forth, protrusion.

f. (-^Tj Violent weeping, a. Ui weep, frequent.

at and ?ia affs.

i iaqi an mfn. (-XTW-XTtt-Xll) Weeping or wailing violently,

a. and j aff.

miffnr mfn. (-Wt-an-af) Crying bitterly, n. ar^ to weep,

frequent, v., ioxX[aff.

m. (-%:)
1 A fruit. (Flacourtia cataphractn.) * Moist singer.

^Tfit mfn. (-aq:-iqT-^) Distrustful, unbelieving, m. (-if:)
1 A

bee.
1 Dry or arid soil. e. to be mad, all., and T

changed to ar.

f. (-XT) W ish, desire.

^TW m. (-X:) Anger, wrath, b. wa to be angry. aff. ww».

mfn. (-X:-Xf-W) Angry, passionate, m. <-X> 1 Quicksilver.

* A touchstone. * Arid or desart soil. a. a'a to be angry, aff. yar

^IfTfiqrw mfn. Angry, feeling and displaying wrath.

a. KTa, and vq to bear, causal v., mr aft

mfn. (-IT-fft*^) Violent, wrathful, angry, e. qq to be

angry, WX off.

tjr m. (.q:)
4 A bud, a blossom. * Mounting, ascending, k. xrq

to grow, aff. WW.

CTTX mfn. (-qr:*XT-X) A rider, riding, mounted, one who rides

on any animal or is carried in any vehicle, m.(-qc) 1 A sort

of goblin. 4 Rising, growing, mounting, k. inf to rise, aff, ^pq.

YTiqu m. (.ay.) The name of a mountain, Adam's peak in Ceylon.

e. <rq rising, and a what goes.

<cm «. (-w) 1 Semen virile.
4 Rising in or on, mounting,

ascending.
1 Growing as a plant. 4 A mountain

; see the last.

e. qq to grow, &c., aff. qjq.

^Tqwr m. (-W1:) A kind of tree. f. (-^l) A sort of creeper, e. qq
to grow, Unidi aff. «qq, fem. aff. iftq.

qifa m. (-fa:)
1 A tree. * A seed. 1 A pious or religious man,

one observing a vow, &c. s. qq to grow, Un adi aff. qq.

qrfaq m. (-qt) 1 The Jnd'ta* fig tree. * A fragrant grass, n. (.vi)

A part of the fore-noon, extending to mid-day, in which

Sradd"km are especially to be observed, a. qq to grow,

Un’4di aff. qqq.

{tfafaqn f. (-XT) A woman red with anger, Ac. or with red

pigments. i. fem. form, of ^ifqq red, and qq added.

rrfadfaf* m. (-f*f:) The moon. the nymph, (see

CTfqq.) *«d qfq husband.

rrfawtWim m. (-q:) Tha moon. «. vTfaqt the nymph, and

awn the lover.

arfawtw m. (^p) Tho moon. B. Tlfqa^ the nymph, and

lord or husband.

rifaiT m. (-fqw) The sun, f- (-faw)
1 A deer, a doe. * A sort

of creeper, k. qq to go or grow, Un'Adi aff. qfq.

?rfqx mfn. (rrfair yiffirr or rtfa^l ^rfavf) Red, of a red

colour, ro. (-in) * Red, (the colour.) 4 The R6hi fish, (Cypri-

nus Rohila, Ham.) * A kind of deer.
4 A tree, (Andersonia

Rob i taka, Rox.) n. (-W) ' Indra's bow unbent and invisible

to mortals. * Safflower, (Carihamus unctorius.) * Blood.

K. qq to grow or go, Un'kdi aff. qirq.

^-tfaaat m. (-q:) A tree, (Amlersonia Rohitaka, Rox.) E. qq
added to the preceding.

irfa^ra in. (-q:)
1 A name of Acxi. * The son of Habib'crax-

ora. k. afaa a deer, or red, and aa a horse
;
also from qrfaw

sometimes read ^ifqniq.

-CTfrfaar f. (-at) A woman whose face it stained with red pig-

ments, or who it red with rage, Ac. «. \rfaH red, fem. form,

aa added.

^rfa^a rn. (-a;
)
A tree, (Andersonia Rohitaka.) i. rrfaw the

same, aa pleonastic aff.

^tfaa m. (-^t)
1 The Indio* fig tree. • The holy fig tree. ‘The

Andersonia Rohitaka. f. ( -fataJ-faall 1 Tlie fourth lunar as-

lerism, figured by a wheeled carriage, and containing five stars,

probably, * 0 1 • • Tttrnri f in mythology, the asterism Upersoni-

fied as one of the daughters of Da/uka, and wives of the moon.

* The mother of Balasama. f. (-^|j
1 One of the HdgddMt

of the Jaina$.
4 A cow. 4 Inftaromaiory affection of the throat.

4 Lightning.
4 The name of a medicinal plant. 4 The moon

plant, (Asclepias acids.) * A woman stained with red pigments,

or red with passion, Ac. 4 Yellow myrobalan, (Terminalia

chcbula.) 4
jBengal madder. 14 A girl nine years old. e. TT

to grow, aff fwfw.

n. (-^) A sort of grass, m. (-tft)
1 The Roki, a kind of fish.

* A deer said to resemble an asa.

1 Roughness, ruggedness. * Harshness, unkindnesa

e. hard, W^aff.

mfn. Died or coloured with RocKmut, of a

yellowish or orange tint. n. ( #) The tartar of the teeth.

e. a pigment, and » aff.

m - (*^-) An ascetic with a staff of VUvc wood.

Tn (q|i rrt r. 1st cl. (rr^fa) To treat with disrespect.

xr* (m) Trj r. 1st cl (?i¥fir) To treat with disrespect.

mfn. 1 Formidable, fearful, terrific.
4 Sharp,

acute. 4 Relating or belonging to Rudra ofS iva.
4 Violent,

wrathful, irascible, ran. (-*:•*") Wrath, rage, (the sentiment

as an object of poetical description
) m. (-q:>

1 Heat, warmth.
4 The cold season. 4 Yama. L (-ft) Gauei, the wife of S iva-

e. S'tva, Ac., and uff
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nr*f f. (-XT) Fiercenes*, formidablenes?. t. ^Tf, and XX aff. j

•1*0 with X, rif 4.

c rry** mfn. (-xt*XT*U) Formidable, terrific. «. xif» and XXX
appearance. *

mfn. rix:-xft-xh Silver, of silver, n. (-x) Silver, B.xxthe

.same, X* pleonasm or aff. of relation.

VTR n. (-X) A sort of salt
;
ace the next. B. XX the place where

it is found. x -* t»iT,

rnrar n. (-X) A kind of salt, according to some authorities,

brought from a mountain in Ajmer e, but in fact procured

from a salt lake near the town of Sdmbkee, about twenty miles

west of Jayamagar. a. XU the district of Huma or Sdmbker,

aff. and XX added ; also XIU, and *iXXXX-

TTXXXX n. (-X) Sdmbker salt
j

see the last. *. XW « above,

and xnrx salt.

XTTW mfn (-X:-^t-X) ' Formidable, horrible, terrific. * Disho-

nest, fraudulent. 1 Unsteady, slipping, m. (-Xt)
1 One of the

divisions of NmruJn or Tartarus. * A savage, a monster.

e. xx to weep, deriv. irr., or XX said to mean a living being,

XX alT.

Trfxx m. (-X:) Sandal wood.

rrfxxTx m. (-X0 ' a name of Balabasia. * The planet Mebcubv

n. (-X) An cmeruld. mf. (-X:-Xt) A calf. B. xrfffXt the nymph,

fee., and XX aff.

TifTX m. (-X*->
1 A sort of deer. * The Rtiki fish. n. (-ff) A

kind of grata, r. xx to grow, Un'adi aff. fkxx, and the

vowel changed to xr.

X The twenty- eighth consonant of the Ndgnrl alphabet, the

letter L.

m m. (x:)
1 Indus. * Cutting, f. (XT)

1 Giving * Receiving,

taking, f.(xt)
1 Binbracing, adhering or clinging to. * Liqui-

lying, melting, s. XT to give or take, &c., ad. X or X, fem. aff.

xrx or xtx

XX r. 1 Oth cl. (xrxxfu) 1 To taste.
1 To obtain.

xx n. (xf) 1 The forehead. • The ear or spike of wild rice.

L XX to taste, §tc., aff, XX.

XXX m. <-x; ) A tree : see the nest.

XJTX m. {-X‘r A species of the bread-fruit tree, (Artocarpus

Lacucha, Rux.) e. XX to taste, XX aff.
;

also X substituted

for X, XXX.
(

xxx m. (-X:j ' Old and uttered cloth, a rag or rags. • Lac,

the dye. b. XX to obtain, alT. X. and xx added.

XXXXX m. (-XT) A tree u»ed in dyeing, a red variety of the

Ldtfk tree. r. for r if coloured, and office, act.

XX r. 10th cl. (XXXfff-W) 1 To sec, to look at, to notice or in-

spect. * To mark, to make auy mark on. * To define, to

oiscriminate. With XX prefixed. To remark. With Xl£ To

know, to understand.

8 s

wvft

wx af. (-X-XT) A Lae, one hundred thousand, n.(-xj ’ Fraud,

disguise. * A mark or butt. b. XX to mark, or see, aff XX.

XXX n. (-X)
1 A mark, a spot. * A name, an appellation.

1 Sight, seeing. * An indication, a predicate, any thing by

which an object is designated or distinguished. * A symp-

tom or any indication of actual disease, m. (-W)
1 The

voupger brother of Rama. 1 The Indian crane, f. (-XT) 1 I'he

female of the Indian crane. 1 A goose. * An ellipsis, a word,

&c. understood, though not inserted.
4
I'he force or applica-

tion of a word or phrase. E. XX to see, to mark, aff. X7X, or

xx as before, Un'adi aff. X, and XX augment
\
also with ffx

augment, XXX. which in the masc. and fem. form* is the

more usual reading.

xfxx mfn. ( -Xt-XT-X) ' Seen. • Marked, r.. XX to mark, aff. X.

XXX mfn. (-x:-xi-xj Prosperous, fortunate, to. (-X0
1 The son

of Das'abat ua by Sumitba, the half-brother and faithful

companion of Kamachaxdea. * The >%ir« or Indian crane.

M-x) 1 A mark, a spot or sign. ' A name, an appellation,

f. (-XT) ' The female of the Sara*. * A kind of drug. b. xx
to mark or see, Un'adi aff. X, and augment > also with X*„
augment, XXX as above.

xxPfiTXC f (-XC:
) Rtmiraa, one of Das'arat'im’s four wives,

the mother of Labsiiman a. a. XXX- XXk the mother.

xxnr n. (-XJ
1 A mark, a spot, a sign. * Chief, principal.

e. XX to mark, Ate., xfxx aff.

xxt f
1

l/AK^uui, one of the three principal female deities

of the Hindu*, the wife ,of Vishn u., and goddess of wealth

and prosperity.
* Fortune, success, prosperity. * Siva the

wife of Rama. 4 Beauty, splendour. * The name of a medi-

cinal root, commonly f 'rlddbi. 4 Another root, termed RiddhL
T A plant: see f»wf. * I'he wife of a hero. 4 Turmeric.

*• A pearl b. xx to see, Ac., Un&di aff. and gar aug-

meat. '
.

XXtCf n. (-X) The red lotus. *. XXt the goddesa, and jjx

abode, appearing at the creation, floating over the water on

the expanded petals of the lotus.

xxrirfx m. (*ftr)
1 Visxii'u. * A king, a sovereign prince.

* The clove tree.
4 The betel-nut tree, (Arc -a faufel ) E. xxt

the goddess of prosperity, and xfx master, husband.

XXtXX m. (-x:) A fruit tree, (^Bgle mannelos.)

xxlsx rn. (-X;)
1 Ka'mahAva, the god of love. * A horse. • Ei-

ther of the sons of Rama and S(ts. *- XXt the goddess, or

STta, (she being Lahkhm! incarnate,) and gx a son.

xxt’JX in. (-X-) A ruby. u. xxt the goddess of fortune, and

JX a flower.

xxtoPT m. (-XJX) 'Hie bread-fruit tree, (Artocarpus integrifolia.)

b. XXt prosperity, XffX aff, and the x unchanged.

xxTxir mfn. (-XTX-XXl-XX) * Prosperous, fortunate, wealthy,

thriving.
1 Beautiful, e. XXt prosperity, and niff? posa. aff.

xxtw m. (-xO
1 Vishn'c. 1 The mango tree. * A prosperous

man. b. xxt the goddess of fortune, and XX lord.

XXIXXX m. (-xO The moon. *. xxt the goddess, XX with,

x born
i

rising as well as Labshmi from the ocean, at the

time it was churned by the gods and Atur*.
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yyi mfn. (-Yr*Ytr-ye)
1 To be seen or noted. * To be defined

or described. * To here attributes or predicates attached,

n. (-Yin
1 A mark, a butt. * A mark, a sign. • Fraud, disguise.

• A Lac. a hundred thousand, a. am to see, yw aff.

yy r. 1st cl. (YYfir) (x) wft (EfYft) To go, to more, to ap>

proach.

unj (X*) YY r. 1st cl. (YYft) To be with or near, to touch, to be

in contact or union with, (t) wflr r. 1 st cl. <^«fbr) * To go

or more. • To go limpingly, to be lame. r. I Oth cl. (YTYxfY)
1 To taste. • To obtain.

YYY mfn, (-W.-YT-Y) Beautiful, handsome,

wf*Y mfn. (*y:-YT-Y)
1 Obtained, gained. * Connected with,

attached to. b. YY to be in contact with, aff. and XY
augment.

WYE m, (-:) 1 A staff, a stick. * An iron elub, or one bound

with iron. e. YY to go, aff. Yam, and Y changed to ¥ ,
also

WWK.

YYX m. (-X:) A club, a stick, s. see the last ; m changed to Y.

YYXYY m. (• EP) A man armed with a stick, a mace or staff-

bearer. k. YYX, and YY the hand.

mv ihfo. (-Tr-in-li)
1 Attached to, intent on. • Ashamed.

• Joined to, connected with. n. (-Y) The rising of a sign,

its appearance above the horizon
;
the oblique ascension, or

the divisions of the equator, which rise in succession with

each sign in an oblique sphere; also defined as the arc of

the equator, which passes the meridian in the same time with

each sign of the ecliptic
j
in popular acceptation it is the mo

ment of the sun's entrance into a zodiacal sign. m. (-xrt) A
bard, a panegyrist- t. YY to be with or near, or erver to be

ashamed, aff. g, deriv. irr.

we m. (-Y.) A security, a surety, e. yy engaged or associ-

ated, (in the business,) aff. nr*.

WYYW m. (-W.) Ascensional difference, e. yy, and vet arm.

YfYYT f- (-YT) A girl ten years old, one before menstruation.

b. EW to be ashamed, aff. YY, fern, form
;
also YfYYT.

YY r. 10th cl. (fulfil) 1 To taste. * To obtain. (X) Yft r

1 st cl, (srts) 1 To go, to move. * To fast, to abstain from

food, (Eftpfv)
1 To dry, to dry np. • To diminish, to lessen,

r. 10th cL (Wf To speak. With YY or ft prefixed. To go

beyond or over, to cross, to pass, to leap or spring over

;

also morally, to exceed, to transgress.

YYY ra. (-Y) Air, wind. e. xrfw to go, wft Unidi aff, and

the nasal rejected.'

YYft ra. (-ft:) Air, wind. ir. wft to gc* Un'adi aff. Yfew.

YfYYY m. C-EfT)
1 Lightness, absence of weight. * Diminutive

-

ness.
1
Insignificance, b. we light, aff. xyIyy.

wfEB mfn. (-Y-YI-Y) 1 Lightest, very light. • Very small,

least e. El light, XYE aff. of the irr. superlative.

YYtEY mfn. (-yty-YYLy) Lightest, most or very light.

b. ETJ light, and XYtJY aff. of the irr. superlative-

YY mfn. (-Y:-^:-kt»Y) ' Light, not heavy. 'Swift, quick. 'Sap-

less, pithless. * Beautiful, pleasing. * Small, little. * Light,

vain, frivolous. * Insignificant, mean, low. • Weak, feeble.

• Clean, pure. Short, (as a vowel.) n. adv. (-Y) Quickly,

swiftly, mbit. (-Y) ’ A black kind of Aloe wood or Agalloehonr.

' The root of the Andropogon muricatum. f. (-^:) A plant,

(Trigonella corniculata.) C (-Yt) * A alight or delicate woman.

' A small light carriage, c. Yft to go, Un'idi aff. 9, and

the nasal not inserted.

Y^YTX m. (-Y1 ) A goat. ». YY small, and ETTY a body.

W^YftYl f. (-YT) A small bedstead, z. WY small, YftYT a

bedstead.

EXJifl m. (Jit) A kind of fish, probably a variety of the Pimelo-

du*. e. wij small, and Yif for y^x a fish.

WYWYY mfn. (-WT:-YT:Y:) Low-minded, frivolous, e. YY, and

YRTY mind.

EHEfE m. (-Y:) A sort of quail e. yy light, ETTY flesh.

YYYr f. (-YT) ‘ Lightness. ' Meanness, insignificance, z. YY
added to we , also with Y, wuw-

4 <41

ETE^wft m. (-ft:) A small kettle-drum. s. YY light, small,

and a drum.

ETEYYY m. (-W:) A plant, commonly Sun'darcckani, (Crioum ?)

a. WE light, small, and YYW a leaf.

EPEXEY mfn. (-Y-YT-Y) Indolent, impotent E. ETY, and XYY
effort.

WEYTY ra. (-Y-) The Francoline partridge, e. yy light, (of

digestion,) and YtY flesh.

Wflfinin. (-si) A friend or ally of little power or value, r. YE,

and ftx a friend

.

YYWY n. (-k) The root of a fragrant grass, (Andropogon muri-

catum.) a. YE light ETY contexture (in Tatties, See.) or YY
and YY. both meaning the same root.

YEE1YY mfn. (-YT:-YT: Y:) ' Thinly or lightly dressed. 'Wear-

ing clean or pure clothing, k. yy, and YTOY vesture.

YYffw mfn. (-ft-ft.-ft)
1 Low, vile. • III done, mismanaged,

e- WY. and «ft practice.

WYlfvnfT f. (-YT) ' Insignificance, meanness. * Mismanagement!

bad conduct e. YY added to the last

WEYY n. (-W) In algebra, the least root with reference to the

additive quantities, a. YY, and xw root.

ETYYW mfn. (-Y*'YT-Yi) Ready or light-handed, m. (-yO A
good archer. . WY quick, and YY hand.

YYYTE n. (-W) ' Reducing in weight or consequence. 'Think-

ing little of, contemning, b. wy, and EPCY making, ft aug-

ment

Were mfn. (-Ys-YT-#) * Made light, reduced in weight * Re-

duced in consequence, made insignificant ' Thought lightly

of. a YE, and VY made, ft augment

YYifts^ mfn. f'Yt Ealing little, moderate, t. wy, and

YfYY. who cats.

YYrYTT mfn. (-Xt-XT-X) Temperate, abstemious, e. YE, and

WTYTX food.

Yqpi f, (-Yff)
1 The capital of Havana in Cey/om

;

the name is

extended also to the island, which according to the notions

of the Hmdvt, is much more considerable in size, and lies

further from the continent than in reality
;

it is described as

being equal to -j>,th of the equatorial circumference of the

earth, and is one of the places lying under the first meridian.
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whence the longitude is computed
; it Is thus placed in the

Eastern ocean. South of Ceylon, and according to Wil/obd is

the peninsula of Malacca according to some Hindu accounts

also, it is distinct from Ceylon, from which island Lanka is

said to be just risible. A goddess or evil spirit, one of the

O'dkmU, perhaps the same as the tutelar deity of the city of

Lanka. ' An unchaste woman. * A branch, k. xfx to obtain

(happiness, in which), off. WX, and w* irr. augment.

m. (-x\) The monkey HamuiuV a. w^r the city,

and gjftx burner
; having set fire to the city with his

burning tail.

XGTxfx m. (-fir-) Ratam

‘

a the Dailya. a. XTGI the city, and

xfx master, ruler •, also wccfxxfx, Ac.

£ (-GT) a plant, (Trigonella corniculata.) *. war to

taste, root of ‘the I Oth cl. aff. ajw fern, form, and WX aug-

ment
;
also w being changed to a, XTGTfxXT, and by a different

derivation w^ffxxrr.

W^pnjrrftrw mfn. (-xl-fiHVfx) Residing or being in Lanka.

m. A plant, (-^t) (Euphorbia TirucallL) a onpr f^ankh or

Ceylon, and tstifsi^ what abides or grows.

WTW m. (-*:) The Dottya Ravan'a. a. w^T the city Lankk,

and sovereign.

X^tfXXi f. (-WT) A gramineous plant, (Trigonella corniculata.)

a. w^r Lanka or Ceylon, wx to sow or be sown, aff. % w fern,

lorm, and the semivowel changed, to its congener.

W|*al f. (-Wt) The bit of a bridle.

WT m. (-T:) ' Union, association, proximate connection. * A
lecher, a catamite, 1 Limping, lameness, a. xrfk to be near

or with, fee., aff. xr^.

WTW n.(.«, The tail of an animal, k. wf> to go, wxrxr aff.,

more commonly WT^W.

WfW n. (-W)
1 Fasting, abstinence. 4 Going, proceeding. 1 Lcap-

ing, springing, going by leaps or jumps. * Jumping over

or beyond. * Exceeding, transgressing, disregarding pro-

priety, going beyond proper bounds. • Storming a fort,

entering by escalade, Ac. f Capturing a fort in any way.
• One of a horse's paces, curvetting, bounding, a. wfg to go,

to fast, Ac., aft Vi.

Vfrft* »»fn. (-Wr-Wf-W) * To be passed. * Transgressible. • To
be fasted. to go, aff.

i
also wjj and

r. 1st cl. To mark.

r. lit cl. (wwfiT) also (T) «tf»r (w*fw) • To fry. * To
affront, to insult. (*r X) 'iwart r. 6th cl, (aratfa-#) To be

ashamed, to be modest or bashful, r. 10th cl. (arraiffflr) To

hide, to corcr, to screen or clothe : also (•atfit) or (t; arfw

(sr*srf») ‘ Ta be manifest or apparent. 1 To shine. (tC) wfar

(wwxfw) 1 To give. * To dwell. 1 To injure.
4 To be strong.

1 To censure.

wwwrfrwr f. (-xri) The sensitive plant, (Mimosa pudica.) a.ww
for wan shame, xnfrwT making, shewing.

WWpr mfn. (*WIW*Wtaiit<wnV) Being ashamed, blushing, shrink-

ing. a. xr**i to be ashamed, and ir« aff.

WU'otnr mfn. ( Being ashamed, a. w^W to be ashamed,

aff. WIWW.

WWTT £ (-WIT) Shame, modesty, bashfulncss. t. WWT to be

modest, aff. XfXP and XT^.

WWTWT mfn. (-r-fVfT-r) Shameful, causing shame, a. WWT,

and WT what makes.

WW|IX lf<W mfn. (-Xt-fcfl'ft) Causing or occasioning shame.
1

s. WWTT. and wrrf^rw what makes.

Wl lfixw mfn. (-IT-WT-W) Ashamed, bashful, a WWtr, and wfWW

possessed of.

WwntfTX mfn. (*TT-WI-Ti) Shameless, immodest, s. Wd, ind

xfxw void of.

srsBilw m. (-W:) A sensitive plant, (Mimosa pudica.) a. wwr

shame, WTWX^ aff.

wsat iXff rafa. (-xnf-Wlft-XW;) Modest, bashful, t. «w, and

XffX »ff-

w san ulw mfn. (-Wt-WT-Xl) Bashful, modest ». WWT modest,

WtW possessing.

w swi xlx mfn. (-W-WT-W) Shameless, impudent. *. wwr, and

tw void of.

wfagX mfn. (-W.-WT-lt) Ashamed, modest e. ww modesty,

TWW aff.

law £ (-OWT) Modesty, bashfulness. t. wwg to be ashamed,

W aff.

f«r. 10th cl. (wwflf) 1 To be manifest. * To shine.

or® m. (-GO
1 A foot.

1 The end of the lower garment tucked

into the waist band. » A tail £ (-GT)
1 An adulteress. * Sleep.

• Lvkbhmi. 4 A current, e. wfw to be strong, Jkc., aff. WX[.

wfigxrr £ (-GT) A harlot, a whore, b. wfw to censure, aff. TJW.

fem. form.

xrx r. I at cl (XTXfW)
1 To be a child, to talk or be like one. 4 To

speak a little

WX m. (-X*.) * A blockhead, a fool, one speakiog ignorantly or

foolishly. * Fault, defect. A thief, e. WX to be or talk

os a child, Ac., aff. XX
WXW m. (-*:) A vile or contemptible man. e. wx to talk as

a child, and gw Un'Adi aff.

WT m. (-f.) A vile or bad man, a wretch.

Wf ra. (-1:)
1 A horse.

1 A division of music. 1 A low and wild

Uribe, a tribe of mountaineers. £ (-ffl)
* A bird said, to be a

kind of sparrow. * A fruit, a variety of the Karanja. • A

bad or unchaste woman. 4 Curls on the forehead or hanging

down on the face. • Safflower. • A sweetmeat, e. Xi to be

like a child, Un'&di aff. XTW.

wx r. 1st and 10th els. (wxfr wxxfx) ' To frolic, to sport or

dally. * To loll (the tongue). 4 To use the tongue.
4 To stir

with the tongue. 4 To stir, to agitate.
4 To pain. r. I Oth cl.

OWTXWfw) * To nuree, to foster, to attend closely. * To

shake. • To feel desire. (Sr Tj wiwf» r. 1st »nd 10th da.

(4*fff <dvwfn) ' To ahine. * To toss or throw up. * To

speak.

mfn. (-T'.-TT-si) Beautiful, pleaaing, charming.

«] m. (-f.) A wretch, a rillain, a low or bad man.

n . (-4 )
A das, of sweetmeat,, or a sweetmeat j a sort of

ball made with flour fried with oil or Ghee, and mined with

sugar and spices, and distinguished into different kinds,
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according to some slight varieties in Its less essential ingre-

dients
;
also read *1*

VWT f- (-WT)
1 A creeper, a creeping or winding plant in general.

• A branch. • A plant, commonly Priyang*. 4 A gramineous

plant, (Trigonella comiculata.) * Heart-pea, (Cnrdiospcr-

mum haliocacabutn.) * The large Bengal creeper, (Guertnera

racemose.) r A sort of grass, (Panicum doctylon.) ' A vege-

table and medicinal substance, commonly Litdhaituri or the

musk-creeper, said to grow in the Dekehin. * Thread, a.

a Sautra root, to hurt, to enfold, Ac., aff and

WinsrefrwT f. (-VT) A medicinal plant, commonly Baidkatturl.

t. arm a creeper, and musk,

knnfiisr rn. (-9’) A snake, a. arm a creeper, and farm the

tongue, which becomes masc. in the compound,

wmira m. («a:)
1 The orange tree. 1 The palm tree. * The Sal

tree. i. arm a creeper, und tra a tree : fit for creepers to

ding to.

fWTTW m. (-at) A timber tree, (Shorea robusta.) *. firi a

creeper, and 5 it a tree.

snrra n. (-wi) A flower, e. arm a creeper, and end.

fwtspni w. (*f ’•) The water-melon, e, arm a creeper, and

mU the jack, to the fruit of which the melon may be com-

pared in size.
_

tntrrrinfrrafl t (-^1) A spreading creeper, e. 9m a creeper,

and ipfifxrwt spreading.

furnfw m. (.ft:) Coral. a. arm a creeper, and lift a

JeweL

a?Ttnnt f. (-fit) a plant, (Trigonella comiculata.)

The Madhttvi creeper. iG*rtnerx raccmoso.)

e. arm a creeper in gerfend, nrnal the particular one.

tnrrvsr m. (**:) All ape or monkey, e. arm, and «rx a deer,

nrwiffa f- (-ft:) Bengal madder, ( Rubi a manjith.) it wm i*

creeper, and nft stick or stem.
(

9WT9J19 n. (-#) Coral, e. arm a creeper, tjraw barley, or simi-

lar grain
;
of similar shape.

aramnr m. (-m) A snake, e. arm a creeper, and CHm the

tongue, but made masc. in the compound.

«aPK m. (•*.) A grocn onion, e. arm a creeper, and to

heat, aff. W9.

armant m. ( «:) An elephant. t. arm a creeper, and

a curl*

arwrara n- («ar) Embracing, an embrace, a. arm a creeper,

and "acw surrounding.

atar qffffa n. (-at) An embrace, embracing, e. arm a creeper,

(like it,) affIf a surrounding or enfolding, atf. tff.

^arminr m * (*W0 The Sal tree, (Shore* robusta.) This word is

elsewhere read WWlir^ or warff and

ttffaiT f. (-ffl) A twining plant. a. arm the same, OT(aff.

fern. form.

ffw< r f. (-m) A lizard. «. atir a Sautra coot, to hurt, fmri(

Un&dt a IT.

99 (ai) wj r. 1st cl. (99fn) To speak, to utter. With 9^ pre-

fixed, 1 To talk like, to mimic. * To repeat. With f To deny.

With ariV. To addreas, to speak to. With f. To talk incohe-

rently. With nft. To gain, to get. With Or, Tp lament, to

bewail. With fa and a. To contradict, to dispute. With 9H,
1 To converse, to discourse. * To be cunning or crafty,

anrf n. (-9)
* The mouth. 1

Talking, k. ara to speak, fill
of the instrument or act.

arfaf infu. (-m-WI-Tf) Spoken, said. n. (-if) Voice or speech.

e, ant to speak, atf. w.

fW (Tl r, 1st cl. (aim!) 1 To sound. 1 To foil or tumble,

to be prostrate. With aia prefixed,
1 To holJ, to support.

* To hang from or on, to depend from. * To rest upon. 4 To
hang with the head downwards. With fT*. To trust in, to

depend on. With fa, To delay, to detain,

arat mfn. (-ati-arr-ai) Gained, acquired, obtained, received, got.

f. (*mi) A woman whose husband or lover is faithless, t. ^
to get, aff. w

aiaraiTf mfn. (*WT5*WT:-W.) Recoiered, restored to one’s senses,

come to a right mind. b. ar»f, and fmi intellect.

WWW »nfn* (**T-«T-*T) Born. x. arag, and arara birth,

awnr mfn. (-W:.m-f ) Wealthy. «. nwf, and fir wealth,

varmfc mfn. (.4;-a*r-w) Sage, learned, a sage, a Pandit. e. am
got, and fa praise, celebrity.

mfn.(-aj:-an Learned. E.arai, and ftfQT knowledge.

Wii *«fn- (-f(:-tn*^) Revived, recovered from faulting.

E waj, and ITSP consciousness.

awmrnr mfn. Having found an opportunity or

interval, b. wag, and Tf opportunity,

wfnnr mfn. (-f Obtained, e. aff to gain, fignf aff.

arofT ind. Having gained or got. e. wv to get, off.

(f 91) fwwa r. 1st cl. (aaif) To obtain, to get or gain.

(T) apff r. 1st cl. (arat^> 1 To sound. * To injure. “ To re-

vile.
4 To gain. With fa prefixed,

1 To apprehend, to under-

stand To delay. With fa and anaF, To revile, to abuse,

arm* m. (-f:)

1 Wealth. * A solicitor, one who asks or solicits.

* A horse’s foot rope. e. bum to get, Un’&dl aff. a^a.
ana mfn. (-w-WT-W) 4 Attainable, procurable. 'Fit, right,

proper, i. am to get, aff am
aaa ra. (-*:) A lover, a gallant, i. a* to sport, Uuadi aff

arid a changed to ar.

ar"J« m. (-a:) * A lecher, a libertine, a whore-monger, a gallant.

* The Bakula tree.

W*m l (-WI) Libertinism, dissoluteness, e. ar»aa, and aar

aff ; also amT3M.

amnar m. (-ar:)
1 A country, the district of Lamgha

*

in Cabal.
1 A libertine, a lecher.

Wia«* m (-f:) A kettle drum, a state drum, the Nakttra of

the Mufelmant.

mfn. ‘ Spacious, capacious. * Great, large,

broad, long, expanded either in breadth or length, or

both. 1 Pendulous, depending, m. ( «t)
1 A bribe, a present

* Moving a man at a sort of backgammon or draughts. • A
perpendicular, (in geometry.) 4

(In astronomy,) Tlhe arc be-

tween the pc le and xeuiih of any place, f. (-*aT) ‘ A name of

Lsasuuf. * A name of Gsuaf or Dutoa. * A bitter gourd.

b. aifa to fall, to sound, aff. f f.
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w*** m. (-*:)
1 A lection, a chapter. • A perpendicular, Ac.

i. wfw to fall, ipf aff.

infant m. (-W:) ' A coat 4 An elephant 4 A goblin or Rakakaaa.
4 A tree, (Alangiura hexapetalum.) • A hare. 4 A name of

Gan '6* a. x. large or pendulous, and ar^the car.

arwwr f (**fT) Sine or cosine of the latitude. *. tnf, and v*r sine,

n. (-ai)
1 Depending, descending, falling. * A long neck-

lace, one which depend* from the neck to the naveL m. (-Wr)

Phlegm, the phlegmatic humour, a. arfa to fall, &c.,

aff.

WI«II4 mfn. (-*T:-WT-^)
1 Depending, descending, hanging or

falling, going down. * Being large or bulky, a. arfw to fall,

Ac., and WT*T^ aff., gl augment,

aifiavi f. ( an) The uvula or soft palate, a. arfk to hang down,

aff. fem. form.

arfwni tnfn. (w:-WT-W) Suspended, depending, falling or hang-

ing down. a. arfa to fall down, aff. ff.

anaai f. (-ai) A necklace of seven strings, a. wfa to depend,

aff.

HK i gT m. (-aO ‘ A name of Gan'£s'a. * A glutton, a. aa
large, and the belly.

mwiT m. (-V s
) a camel, a. large, and a lip.

wara n. (-si)
1 Abuse, reviling. * Gaining, getting, a. srfw

to sound, Ac., aff. a?.

irannr mfn. (-a^t-aa^-aar) Causing to get, procuring, produc-

ing. a. to get. causal v., vw aff.

arajT f. (-an) A sort of chain enclosure or fence. ,

afar* mfn. (-Ht-aT-lf)
1 Caused to get, given to, procured for.

• Applied to, employed, adapted. 4 Spoken to, addressed.

4 Heightened, improved, rendered more perfect or intense.

‘Cherished. 4 Gained. 'Abused, a. am to gain, causal

form, or aift? to revile, w aff.

ara r. J *t cl. (amify To go, to move.

am m. (mO ' Equal time in music and dancing. * Adhering or

clinging to, embracing, uniting. 4 A house, a dwelling.

4 Sport, pastime, n. (m) 1 The root of the Andropogon

muricatum. 4 Loss, destruction. *. Fusion, melting, a. ah

to adhere to, Ac., aff. arm

am^ait f. (-ah) An actress, a dancer, s. am equal time in

music, Ac., and jaft the daughter.

amiar*a »* (-Wi) An actor, a dancer, a mime. x. am equal

time, Ac., and aim who moves to
;
it also occurs asita.

r. 1st cl. (arafw) To go, to move.

r. 1st cl. (anrfff)
1 To sport, to dally. 4 To loll, as the

tongue, Ac. : see am, of which it is considered as a various

reading only. r. 10th cl (ariimw) * To desire, to wish for, to

seek to obtain. 4 To sport, to wanton. 4 To lay.

arai mfn. (-*:-art-af)
1 Sporting, frolicking. * Lolling, wagging.

• Wishing, desirous, x. am or aiar to sport, *ff-

aifat mfn. (-*:-*T-^) Fierce, savage, (as a beast of prey,

tcc.) m. (-w :
)

1 A camel. 4 A dog. a. war lapping, licking,

and far* the tongue.

warn mfn. (
w^-ara?|-wif) ' Shaking, tremulous. 4 Licking,

lapping, stirring or touching with the tongue, lolling the

8 T

tongue, Ac. 4 Wantoning, dallying, c. am to loll, to frolick,

Ac. participial aff. am, and * changed to w.

aran^ m. (-^:) A flower, (Nerium odorum.) a. am trembling,

WiJ water.

warn a (-W) ' Pleasure, sport, pastime. 4
Lolling the tongue,

m. (-*;) 'rtie S'dl tree. f. (-WT)
1 A woman in general. 4 A

wanton woman. * The tongue, i. arc to frolic, Ac., aff. wr*r,

and * changed to ai.

ararfwmr f. (-an)
1 A necklace hanging as low

t

as the navel.
4 A lizard, a chameleon. e. aran^ sporting, lolling, Ac.

fem. form, and ar* added.

wwm m. (-*:) The penis, a. war to frolick, aff. arrant, and *
changed to ar.

amrm a. (-<) The forehead, k. am wish or dalliance, from am
with afa aff., and mar to go or be, aff. apst also with an^

added ararm* n. (-ab

aiaiian* n. (-ar) The forehead, t. ararm, and aa a bank,

ararrawra mfn. (-*:-*r-'d) Burning, scorching, (as the sun.)

m. (-*;) The sun. x. arart* the forehead, war to scorch or

inflame, aff.

amnaat n- (-^)
1 A tiara, a fillet.

4 The forehead, x. ararm,

and UT a cloth or any flat surface,

atarmmarar n. (-si) The open forehead, s. warm, and a

plank.

amrn^arc f. (-WT)
1 A line on the forehead, supposed to indi-

cate long life.
4 A wrinkled or corrugated brow. 4 A

coloured sectarial mark on the forehead, x. ararm the fore-

head, and yarr a line ; also ararmafarr.

arwrfaran f. (-*T)
1 An ornament worn on the forehead, a jewel

or star suspended there, or a kind of tiara bound over it.

* A mark made with Sandal on the forehead, x. ararm the

forehead, am aff. fem. form.

*arm mfn. (-*:-sn
,

-<f) Beautiful, agreeable, charming, (in this

sense some authorities confine it to the neuter gender, and to

its use compounded with another word.) n. (-it) ' A mark or

sign. * A banner, a flag, a symbol or ensign. * A mark on

the forehead. 4 A horn. 4 A UuL 4 Majesty, dignity. 1
Chief,

principal. 4 A horse. 4 An ornament. 14 A horse's ornament.
11 A coloared mark on the forehead of a horse or bull, Ac.

"A mane. 1 ' A line, a row. f. (-wt) An ornament worn in the

ear. x. sn to play, Ac., aff. flftr, ws? to go, to contribute to

or occasion, aff. SfW; also with *fam ,
aff. wsrmsr.

wvrut* n. (-*) A chaplet of flowers falling over the forehead.

x. vrwr « a mark on the forehead, aff. of comparison. *

WWl*ni n. (-u) ' A mark or sign, &c. : sec ararm.
4 A species

of stanza having ten syllables in the first two Padat, eleven

in the third, and thirteen in the fourth.

«fanr mfn. (-ir-TTMT) 1 Wished, desired. 4 Beautiful, lovely.

4 Wanton, dallying.
4 Shaken, trembling, tremulous. 1 Grace-

ful.
4 Gay, cheerful, careless. 1 Slow, gentle. * Destroyed.

M-lt) ' A branch of feminine action, arising from the passion

or sentiment of love, and expressive of satisfaction and tri-

umph
i

softness and delicacy of gesture or motioo, putting

on appropriate ornaments, Ac. * Love of pleasure and gaiety.
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f. (-Wl)
1 Musk. “ A woman in general. • A wanton. . ff

to frolick, &c. or to desire, aft II ,
in the first case, w

* changed to m.

WT m. (-*:)
' Cutting. * Loss, destruction. ' Reaping. 4 Small,

little
;
(according to some authorities, this when used attribo-

tively changes its gender, making ve: *rrr Wa ;
according

to others it is invariably masc.) 4 Smallness, littleness. * A

minute division of time, the sixtieth part of the twinkling of

an eye ’A larger division of time, two ksiAfAsi or 36

twinklings of tho eye, or about \ a second. * One of the sons

of RaMscflAKnas. 9 A kind of quail. 14 Hair, wool, Ac. }
that

which is cut or shorn from domestic animals. 11 (In arith-

metic,) The numerator of a fraction, o. (-0) ' The nutmeg.

* Cloves, a. < to cut, aft

WTO rafo. (-*!-VT~^) Who or what outs, reaps, cuts off, Ac.

a. nr to cut, njnr aff.

WTT in. (-*:) The clove tree, (Myriatica carvophyllata.) n. (-X)

Cloves, the fruit, a. ^ to cut, Un'adi aff. vrtYi also with

nrw added, 'Mrs.

nnrw mfn. (-wj-vrr-0) • Salt, saline. * Handsome, beautiful,

n. (- wr)
1 Sea salt. * Rock or foseile salt. * Factitious salt, or

salt obtained by boiling day found near the sea-shore, or any

earth impregnated with saline particles, m. (-tf**)
1 The aalina

or salt taste, saltness. * The sea of salt water. • The name of

a Rainkasa mentioned in the 1Idmdyana . (. (-WJ)
1 Light, lus-

tre, beauty.
1 A small river in Tirkut, e. cut, (rawness,

or to assist digestion,) aff. and the final letter made nasal

by special rule.

CTdWrfw m. (-far:) A salt mine in general, nr the district of

Saml/ker in sfjmrrc, celebrated for its fonoile salt. s. wrys

salt, and Wrfif a mine.

unwq syi m. (-*:) The sea of salt water, e. mww, and «iji ocean.

m. (-X*) A salt mine. e. ur^w salt, and a mine.

n . (d)
1 Nitre. * Rock or river salt. e. WWW salt, and

vww best.

qrwwtix m. (-X0 The sea of aalt water, n. (4f) Brine, a. wif

salt, and Vg water.

WWW n. (-*0
1 Reaping. • Cutting, f. (-Wt) A coarse kind of

custard apple, (Annona reticulata.) a. nto cut, aff. WJT.

f. A kind of creeper.

ureww ind. Piece meal, in pieces, a. tra a bit, and aff.

ITWTWi m. (*wn) A sickle or reaping-hook, i.wto cut, Un'adi

aff. WfTWW.

twiww n.(.^)A sickle, areaping-hook. a. ^ to cut,

Un'fidi aff.

vf* mfn. Cutting, edged, sWp, (u »n inatru-

ment, &*.) *. w to cut, Un'idi »ff. Vf

.f,. n. (-U) A sick]*, * unaii reaping-hook. *. w to cut,

aff. tww.

mfn. Wishing to cut or reap. a. ITf, and^
desirous.

mfn. (-^:-Sfl-*) To be cnt. a. sj^to cut, aff.

r. 10th cl. To be skilful or clever, to do any

thing skilfully and scientifically.

wtjw n. (-W) Garlick. «. to eat, Un'idi aff. WWW, and

vru substituted for the root
;

also with the vowel of the aff.

long mjjw n. (-*)

mfh. (-^: -WT-^ff) Garlicky, n. (-*) Cat's eye. a. wrvf* ,

and * aff.

wtw r. 1st and 4th ds. (w*f»MT To desire, to like,

to love. (Vffsr is usually prefixed ) r. 10th cL (WTXfffw; To be
* tkilfuL

fw m. (-^:) A dancer, an actor, a. wx to be skilled in any

art, (as dancing, Ac.) and Un'idi aff.

HX r. 1st cl. (wwfw) ‘ To embrace. • To sport or play. r. 10th

cl (Wrilirfw)
1 To be skilful, to do any thing skilfully or

scientifically. * To work. With ’aw prefixed, ' To shine, to

be brilliant or splendid. * To be bappy or delighted. With

fk, To gambol, to sport, especially amorously,

innr mfn. (-*W-srwt-»nT) 1 Sporting, playing. • Shining. • Glan-

cing, (as rays of light.) a. w* to sport, ** aff.

anfr f. (-UT) Turmeric, a. to sport, aff VTV and TTff.

f. (-WT) Saliva, spittle, a. xff to taste, Ac., aff. yif, and

X changed to W.

*trvsi (^r X) r. 6th cL (er*p?) To be modest or ashamed.

UTO mfn. * Grasped, embraced. • Skilled, skilful

a. wq to embrace, aff. H.

UT5iar m. (-W.) The middle of a bow. k. wqf grasped, aff ww
ro. (-«U A bow. a. the middle of a bow, and

Wffir f. (-ffc-fl) A large wave or surf.

air r. 2nd cl. (Wlfit)
1 To give.

# To get, to receive.

WPfffwar mfn. (-nrt-sft-*) ' Secondary, inferior, subordinate. * In-

dicatory, characteristic. * Technical m. (-qf:) A technical

term, a word implying a definition, a. enjw. and ww aff

mfn. Indicative, symptomatic, relating to a

mark or sign, Ac. a. WWTU, and ^a^aff.

wrwi f. (-WT) Lac, a red dye,- or an insect which is analogous to

the cochineal insect, and like it forms when dried and pre-

pared, a dye of a red colour ; the nest is formed of a resin-

ous substance which is used as sealing wax, and is usually

termed Shel lac. i. to mark or stain, aff. and

added, the vowel made long : or a hundred thousand,

and 1an« aff. } made by a multitude of the insects.

W lit i itM m. (-Xi) The Paldt tree, (Butea frondout.) r VTTWT

lac, and iff a tree
j the ineect being especially found in

this tree.

•Pirwt^yKff m. (-W:) The red Lodk, a tree from the bark of

which an astringent infusion is prepare i, which is used to

fix colour in dyeing. E. *TWT lac, and cleansing,

"rrqrevj m. (-^:) The Butea fruudosix i. the lac, and CW
a tree : see vrairv.

mfn. (- ' Made of lac, Ac. 1 Relating to a large

number or a lakh, b. UiTSTT. aud a it aff.

¥TTW (Wj r. 1 st cL (WI^flT) 1 To be dry or arid. * To adorn.

• To suffice, to be able or competent to.
4 To refuse or

prevent.

ViX (V) ^tty r. 1st cl (HUiffn) To be able or competent.
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yniT n. (-*)
1 Health. • Lightness, delicacy, minutene**. • Menu

netw, insignitcuce. * Frivolity. *. bi* light, Ac ,
and ’fw aft'.

vnrs Q- (-4)
1 A plough, 1 The penis. 1 Thu palm tree. * A

sort of flower. * The main beam of a bouse, f. (Bit) * An

aquatic shrub, (Jussieua repent.) * A creeping shrub, (Comtnc-

lina tmlicifolia.) 1 Another creeper, (Nama repens.) * A plant,

(Gloriosa superb a.) K. wfy to go, to limp, Ac., L’n’juii ail.

'«a, and the vowel made long.

g ifEHTf m. ( BP) A ploughman. *. wmr a plough, and try

who takes. , .

flTinfl n * (*) Guiding the plough, ploughing, a. vin,
and tnrW taking.

BtUMB<*X m. (-V) The pole or shaft of a plough, t- yrTTBT a

plough, and a stick.

wrranufy C (-fils) A furrow. E. w\YBT a plough, and yyfy

a line.

ynrfyrer mfn. (-yr-Bft-Br) Relating or belonging to a plough,

m. (-w.) One of thirty-four species of the fixed, or mineral

and vegetable poisons. f.(-WT-wl) A small creeper, commonly

Langali, (Glorias* tuperba ;'i or, (Commelina salicifulia.)

b. *ttbi1 a name of several plants, *ff. fg, fern, form, or

VH. nncl WM aff.

BTr~ffBrw m. (-tit) * A name of fialaiuma. * The cocoanut tree.

• A »nakc. B BTHTBI a plough, and yfy aff.

«rr£Bi n. (-^) A horse's tail. *. nrf* to go, aff. BIBT?: tee the next.

ujrrw n. (-td) 1 A baity tail, (as a horse'*, Ac.) * The penis. * A

granary, a basket or shed for holding corn or grain. e. arfir

to go, Un adi aff vynv, and the radical vowel made long.

*TTfbiw mfn. (-Bfl-fintt-fa) Tailed, m. A monkey,

s. a tail. aff. Tfff

arm (T) r. 1st cl. (BrTOfff) To mark.

Bm r. 1st cl. (wmfif) (T) Wifw iwtvrfft) ’ To blame or censure.

* To fry.

anw m. (-Bit) Grain, weUed or sprinkled, n. (-yf) The root of

the Andropogon muricatum. f. (-bit) or mtsc. pirn
. (-ut: ) Fried

grain. B. VTV to fry, aff. V®T.

BTTByxr n. (-*)
1 A name, an appellation. • A mark or sign.

b. Birfa to mark, aff. sgrjr.

Bin mfn. (-»:-¥!-*) * Old or worn, spoiled, shabby, (as clothes,

ornaments, Ac.) * Childish, m. (-*:)
1 Cloth, clothe*. * Fault,

defect. * Idle or inebriate language. 4
Repetition of words in

the same sense, but a different application. ‘ The name of a

country, the upper part of the Dekhin, Lar or Larict,

e. BI7 to be childish, aff. tr*?, or BIT Kandttuni root, to live,

aff. BT^> or^ childish, Bfw aff.

m. (-V) A figure of rhetoric ; repetition of a word

in the same sense, but with a different application, a. bits,

and vfWTTTO alliteration.

BTTB m. (-tt:) Speaking, talking, r. Bry to speak, aff. an*.

Brim rain. (-ty’-tyT-tg) To be said or spoken, e, Bry to speak,

aff. wn.

VTV r. I Oth cl. (yrwyftT) To throw, to send or direct.

Brnt m. C-Bis)
1 Gain, profit ' Gain in general, acquirement,

acquisition, b. bw to get or gain, aff. yy^

Bmfffnf mfn. (-WR) Gaining, making profit, e. bitv, and WK
who makes.

Brrwfwyj mfn. (-yp-yji-yr) Covetous, grasping, desirous of

gain or profit e. fW, and fwyf desirous.

bttwto*? m. Profit and loss. e. bint, and xgurrw not gain.

BtTTTiyy o. (-Bit) The root of the Andropogon muricatum, a fra-

grant grass, a. on what takes or removes {heat, Ac.), man
the pith, and yrq^ added.

Brrnry n. (-sf) Wheedling, coaxing, a. yrm to sport, causal v,,

Waff.

Btryfynmr rnfn. (-*:.wr-xf) Bewailing or supplicating much.

*. Bry to speak, freq. v., bttbt^ aff.

fimny mfn. (-ap-Wt'Xf) Wishing to enjoy, a. Bry to desire,

freq. v., ^Tanf aff.

BnBnrT mf. (-Bf:-WT)
1 Ardent desire. * Regret, sorrow, missing,

wishing for any person or object absent. 4
Soliciting, asking.

4 The longing of pregnant women. 4 Wanton sport dalli-

ance. a. BTBI to desire, to wish for, *ymr (Jn'idi aff, or yry

to wish, or wyr to sport, aff. war and *ry. and the root reiter-

ated, deriv. irr.

Brrxrrftyr a (-yr) Sauce, gravy, t. BrtBnn desire, ^yncaff.

*TWT f. (-Bn) Saliva, spittle. «. BH to wish,w and *TX.aff

BTiBrifcB mfn. (-BTi-yrt-v) 1 Relating to the forehead, worn on

it, belonging to it, Ac. * Contemplating the forehead, look-

ing at it, Ac. * Low, vile.
4 Relating to fate or destiny,

mf. ( y:-yrl) * An attentive servant, one who watches a mas-

ter's countenance, and learns by it what is necessary to be

done. 1 An idler, one who is unable to work. m. (-yn) A
mode of embracing, a. btwt* the forehead, aff. H

yrgffN m. (-Bp.) Passing mucous urine, t. bitwt, and ify

urine.

BtTBrrfyy m. (-W:) An insect, whose spittle is venomous or acrid,

as a spider, Ac. a. BTPiT saliva, and fyy venom.

BITBima m. (-y.) A spider, s. yriBtr saliva, XI to distil, aff yp».

Wlfwy m. ( yr:) A buffalo, f. (-yn) A jesting or evasive reply,

equivoque, b. BtTBTT saliva, Hi aff.

wrfynr mfn. (-m-WT-xf) ' Loved, desired. * Cherished, treated

tenderly. 4 Coaxed, wheedled, seduced, e. ani to desire,

causal v.
r
% off.

yrrfirw n. (•<*) * Beauty, loveliness. * Goiety. Gracefulness,

Ac. B. irfif ff. End BTBT aff

WlfuB mfn. ( Wheedling, coaxing, fomlling.

m. (-Bft) A seducer, f. ( f%y1) A wanton, b.m to sport,

causal v , fbww aff

urpayrT f. (-Bn) A sort of necklace.

ytTB mfn. (-y^-yT-
,

^) Cutting down. mf. (*‘y:-yr) A sort of quail,

(Perdix chinensis.) e. 'W to cut, to eat (corn), causal form,

aff. also with BIT* added, Biryyr m. (.yrt)

ynyxr mfn. (-y*-4\-Bt) 1 Salted, dressed or cooked with salt.

1
Salt, belonging or relating to it, Ac. b. yrfW salt, aff. ^yw.

unafyy mfn. (-T-41--W) 1 Salted, cooked or dressed with salt.

* Relating to salt, Ac. 9 Lovely, beautiful, m. (-BT) A vender

of salt, a salt merchant, n. (-BK ) A vessel holding salt, a

saltcellar. £. wyy salt, aff. IBT.
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f^l n. (-ff) ' Saltness, the taste or property of salt. • Beauty,

loveliness. a. wgf salt, and WW aff.

wrowrft f. (-^:) Great beauty. I. WIEW, and wealth.

WIEWlfa* **• ( Property belonging to a woman, consisting

of that which has been presented to her at her marriage as a

token of respect, as a mark of kindness, or by her father or

mother-in-law. a. airrf loveliness, and vftfw acquired.

wrfaw m. (-W:) A buffalo, a. «rv cutting, arw aff.

WTJ f.(-f!-^) A pumpkin gourd, (Cucurbila lagenaria.) i.v^to

cut, to destroy, (disease,) aff. also with WW added

and with w or WTW prefixed, WWTJ. WTWTU
-

.

WTW mfn. (-w.-WT-*f) To be cut, to be cut off or drown. E- E^to

cut, qnr aff.

am m. (-W:) * Dancing in general * Dancing, as practised by

women : see WTf|.
1 Pulse that has been steeped or slightly

boiled, pea-water, &c. not thickened to the consistency of

Ytitka or pease soup. a Dalliance, wanton sport, 8tc. a. Wf
to sport, aff. war.

arrow m. (-w:) ' a dancer, an actor, a mime. ' A peacock.

• Embracing, enfolding, surrounding. * One who sports or

gambols, n. (-w) A turret, 4 room on the top of a building,

f. (-WlfaWT or arrow!)
1 A female dancer, a Nick girl • A

wanton, a harlot, e. aro to embrace, to be skilful, (in the

art of dancing.) and aff. war.

Errwtafat I (-^t) A gimlet, an auger, e. aaa going, au<ur«4

piercing, deriv. irr.

man n. (-ar Dancing in general. ' Symphony, or union of

song, dance, and instrumental music. * A mode of dancing

j

the Nach of India, or dance practised by women chiefly, and

confined to attitude and gesticulation, with a shuffling motion

of the feet seldom lifted from the ground
;
this style is said

to have been invented by PasvArf, and communicated by

her to the daughter of Vunantr, by whom bar female friends

and companions were instructed in it
j

as a species, it is

opposed to the Tdndava, the more boisterous dance of 8‘iva,

and his followers or men. * A part or embellishment of

dramatic composition, the occasional introduction of music

and singing ; also abrupt transition from Prakrit to Sanscrit

and Sanscrit to Prakrit, &c. m. {-IB’) A dancer, f. (-fOT) A

female dancer, e. <VTO to be skilled in the art of dancing,

Wif off.

arrow n. (-W) Dancing in general, or a particular style of

dancing, f. WHR as above, W* pleonasm.

mWT n. (-T) A part of a drama, of the Losya order : see wro*

e. WTO, and WT a part.

fa m. (-fa:)
1 Weariness, fatigue. ' Loss, destruction. * End,

term. * Equality, sameness. * A bracelet, a, WT to take, or

tf! to melt, &c„ off. fa-

fajrw m. f-w:) A sort of bread-fruit tree. (Artocarpos lacucha.)

a. epjte q. . and ^ substituted for the first vowel.

faWT f. (-WI) A nit, a young louse, a. a various reading offaWT.

faWT f. (-WT)
1 A nit, a young louse, or the egg of a louse. • A

poppy seed, considered as a measure of weight, or |th of a

nM*wnl seed, e, etw to mark, aff. ew, ^ aubatituted for the

radical vowel and the deriv. irr.
j

also jf being substituted

for the final fawT, and with fny added, fern, form, fafawT

again with ^ substituted for the Radical vowel iftWT, Ac.

faw r. 6th cl. (fawfa) To write, r. 1st cl. 0?wfw) To go.

fww m. (-W:) ' Writing. a A writer, e. fww to write, W aff.

faww mfn. (-ww-W^ft-Wift-WW)
1 Writing. • Painting, delineating.

* Scratching, making streaks or lines, a. fans to write,

HM aff

ftBWW n. (-if) ' Scripture, writing. * A writing, a written docu-

ment. * Scratching. * Scarifying, a. faw to write, aff. WV,
and the vowel unchanged.

fafa* mfn. (-W:-WT*W) ‘ Written, a Drawn, delineated, painted :

(painting being considered a sort of writing )
* Drawn as

lines, scratched. * Scarified, n. (.IT)
1 Scripture, writing. * A

writing, a manuscript, a written book or paper, b. fww to

write, aff. JV-

fafawT ind. Having written, delineated, Ac. a fww to write,

*rwaff

fawn f. (wit) A poppy seed, considered as a minute measure

of weight, variously estimated at four or eight Traaar^nut or

motes, or the sixth part of a mustard seed, Ac. a faw to

write, WTO aff.

fa* (T) faft r - 1®* cl. (faff*) To go, to move. r. 1st and I Oth

els. (faffa farffa) To paint, to variegate. With EfiEF pre-

fixed, To embrace.

fan u. (-jj)
1 The heart, the mind. m. (-*:)

1 A fool, a blockhead.

* A deer. • Part of the earth, t. w* to be near or with, Unadi

aff and. f substituted for the radical vowel

far 9. (-¥)
1 A mark, a spot, a stain, a sign, a token, &c. * 'lie

penis. ' The phallus, or S'iva under that emblem. * Infer-

ence, probable conclusion. * The premises leading to a con-

clusion. * Nature or Prakryi, according to the Sdnk'hga phi-

losophy, which considers this as the active power in creation.

* Gender, (as jfai*: the masculine gender, &c.) a The order

of the religions student. * Symptom or mark of disease.

«. faf* to go, &c., aff. WW-

fWTW m. (-W* ) He elephant or wood-apple, (Feronia elephan-

tium, &c.) a. far the penis, and VET aff.

fanrw n. (-W) ' Licking. * Embracing.

fafWnt D. (-W 5
)

1 Loss of any characteristic mark, &c. * Loss

of Tision from cataract, &c. considered to be discoloration of

the pupil, cither red, white, or yellow. a Loss of the penis,

a far mark (of the eye), ETTEr destruction.

faTElw m. ( Ws) lie elephant or wood-apple, (Feronia ele*

phantium
) a. far the penis, and WfW increasing,

fa r^fv^l f (-7ft) A plant, (Acbyranthes aspera.)

faTlfa m. (-fa:) A religious hypocrite, one who assumes the

dresa, &c. of an ascetic in fcrder to get a livelihood, a. far
a mark, external shew or sign, (as the clotted hair, &c.) and

tfa practice.

farm m. (-WP) A religious student, k. far, and to who stays.

ftiT f'r*! f. (-*i) A small mouse or shrew.

fariWw n. (-w) Worship of the Linga or phallus, e. far, and

worshipping.
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fVflrff mfn. 1 Having marks &c* * Indicated,

characterized. m.Mft) 1 An elephant. ' A hypocrite, a pre-

tended devotee. a An ascetic. * A religious student. 1 A

worshipper of S iva in the phallic type. e. fWT a mark,

and 1^7 aff.

f7<T77 tn. (-T) ' The dress or the insignia of a religious stu-

dent, the akin, staff, bowl, &c. * The dress or appearance of

a follower of S'lva. a. far, and v?7 a J tire,

font (fs 5i) fat sifanr r. 6th cl.
1 To increase or

add to.
1 To anoint, to smear, to plaster,

fvn? m, (-7:) Smearing, plastering, a, f«r7 to smear, aff. 7-

fwf^t f. (-ff:-^t)
1 Writing in general, handwriting. * A writ-

ing, a written paper or book, &c. * Painting, drawing,
4 Smearing, anointing, plastering, e fw to spread (ink)

Un'Adi aff. with 7*^ optionally added, the radical vowel

unchanged.

fwfaiT m. (-^t) A scribe, a writer, a. fhrfa writing, and 7*
who executes.

foftnrr f. (-7T) Writing or a writing. a. f7fa writing, 77
added, f;m.* form.

faftpsit: m. (-^) A scribe, a writer, i fwfh writing, and 7TC

who makes, from v to make, and 77 aff.
;
also with 7 aff.

f7?77*.

f^frir mfn. (-7;-WMI) One who can write. *. fafr, and *
who knows.

fafavj aBj [ f. (-7IT) 1 mpletnents or materials for writing, a. fijjfq,

77TI preparation.

fw* mfn. (-J:*7T*ji)
1 Smeared, anointed, plastered, spread.

" Eaten. 4 Envenomed, spread or'touched with any poison-

ous substance. 4 Embraced, united, connected with, &c.

• Defiled or contaminated by. • Stained, soiled, a. fhnr to

smear, aff. n, or in the last sense 7* to cling to, Un'idi »1T.

vr with 37 augment, and the radical vowel made siort.

*7*7 m. (-7J) A poisoned arrow, a. far* poisoned, fr^ aff.

fmif mfn. (-7rw-7Tf*-77)
1 Anointed, plastered. * Touched.

* Vitiated, defiled, a. f*#<? to smear, aff.

fiffTT77 mfn. (-7>7T-fj) Having the hands stained or smeared.

7 foj*. and 7 *5) the hand.

f.( -fJT) Wish, desire, a. the desiderative form of

77 to get, (to wish to get,) aff. 7V and 7HT.

ftgfapi mfn. Coveted, desired: a. figu to wish to

obtain, 7 aff.

mfn. Desirous, desiring, wishing, cupidinom.

a. fTfj desiderative of 77, (see the last,) and 7 aff.

f77 m. (-7.) Smearing, anointing, plastering, a. funr to

smear, (taking in its derivative forms the nasal augment,)

and n aff.

fatwre m. (-7;) A lecher, a whore-monger, a. fafu to smear

with unguents, 7*7 aff.
;
also nrxrs.

f%wTT7 m. (-7:)
1 The lime tree, (Citrus acida.) • An ass. a. fwfg

to amear, aff. VTfu.

fhrfa f. (-fh:-7l) Writing, hand-writing, or a writing, a manu-

script. a. ftr* to smear (with iuk), Un adi aff. with the

vowel unchanged, and 7 substituted for 7, t

8 D

WW* m (-tO A scribe, a writer. «. firfh writing, and 77
who executes.

fVfrrc m. (-7:) A writer, a scribe, a. fhrff writing, 7 to prac-

tise, 77 aff.

f77 (7i ) f77T r. 4 th cl. (fTTrit) To lessen or become less.

r. 6th cl. (PwTfff) To go, to move, to approach.

f77 m. (-7:) A dancer, an actor, s. 77 to be skilled (in

dancing), Un'ldi aff. fa, and 7 substituted for the radical

vowel.

f77r. 2nd cl. (^fw 7*%) To taste, to taste with the tongue,

to lick.

7* r. 4th cl. CitrW) r. 9th cl. (fhrTTfw) ' To Join, to adhere or

cling to, to be in union or connexion with. * To obtain,

r. I Oth cL (77fh 7r7«l> 7T77f7 7i77fw or 7*77^) To

melt, to liquefy, to fuse or dissolve. With 7T7. To waste

away. With f and fa, To acquire or gain,

tjt f- (-7*:) Embracing, a. tfl to embrace, firi aff.

Tifn f. ( in) a nit : ace fhtgfr-

7*7T f (-7T) A nit : ace fTTT.

7t7 mfn. (-7.-7T-7) 1 Eaten. * Licked, x. fTT to lick or taste,

aff. 7 , furrr) irr.
'

7*777 mfn. (-W-HMI) Rejected after being tasted. *. ^*7,

and ipf let go.

7*7 mfn. (-7t-7f-‘#)
1 Embraced, clung or adhered to. • Melted,

dissolved. * Dissolved with softness, overcome with passion.

4 Diffused. 1 Effaced, wiped away. 4 Staying, being situated.

1 Leit. departed, a. 7* to be in conUct, &c., W aff.

7*7T f. (-7T) * A branch of feminine action, proceeding from

love ;
or the imitation of a lover's manner, speech, gait, &c.

by his mistress, to pass the time in his absence. a Flay,

sport, pastime in general. * Amorous or 'Wanton sport.

4 A species of the Dandaka metre, a. fft embrace, 7T to get

or give, aff. 7 and 7T7.

7*7777 mfn. (-7?-7T-fl) Playful, ro. (-7:) A species of the

Ato'arkuri metre.

7*7 if7* mfu. (-ift-WMt) Done or written sportively, or in the

way of sport or pleasure, a. 7*7T used as a verb, aff. 7.

7*7177* f. (-if*) A wanton or sportful woman, a. 7*7T, and

777 aff.

7*7i7 r7 n. (-i|) A pleasure ground, a garden. «. 7*7T sport,

and 77T7 a garden.

7 m. (7‘) Cutting, lopping, shearing, reaping, a- 7^ to cut,

aff. f%7, and the vowel mode short,

urs (T) r. 1st cl. (enrfif)
1 To cut * To pare or peel

ae f. ( seer) Cutting off, dropping, rejecting, a. to cut,

‘fWTtaff.

•f%W mfn. (-W:-WT-W) ’ Cut. * Peeled, a. erw to cut, K aff.

•• (X) wf* r. I Oth d. («wf») ‘ To giee. * To injure. • Te

be itrong. * To dwell. * To chine.

mt (v) mnm r. lit cl. (wtrrfiT-ri) r. 4th cl. Owiftr) To stir, to

agitate. 1 To be joined or connected with. * To roll upon

the ground, r. 1st cl. (infs) 1 To reeist or oppoee. * To

strike again. •Toshine. r.6thcl. (ssfs) To embrace, r. 10th

d. (SITSfs)
1 To apeak. • To shine. {Xj sf» r. 1st and tOtb
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els. Wfpfffl) 1 To steal, to rob or plunder. 4 To dis-

regard, to disobey or disrespect <

fnfff mfn. (-*f.*wfl-*vr ) Rolling about, (in pain or grief.) x. WE
to roll about, vm aff.

ajar r. 1st d. (ittwffr) To knock down. (WTT^) To resistor

oppose, r. Gth cL (frafifl To be connected or in contact with,

to rest in or on. r. 1st and 6th els. (*T??T oisftTi
1 To roll on

the ground. 4 To flow, to trickle, r. I Oth cl (fhfff*i To rob.

(X) fjfr r. 1st cl. (fTfrfir) * To be laxy. * To repel, to resistor

oppose. • To go, to move. 4 To steal.
4 To be lame. %

vroit mfn. * Rolling on the ground, falling down..

* Flowing, trickling, a. *7Ao roll, otz aff.

fiarsr n. (-if) 1 A horse's rolling himself on the ground. * Roll-

ing on the ground with sorrow or vexation, be. x. wz or

to cast one’s self on the ground, afT. mw
ftfinr mfn. Rolling on the ground, (as a horse, Ac.)

m. (-7T.) A horse rolling himself on the ground, Ac. a. to

roll on the ground, afT. m.

if r. 1st cL (^T¥fw) To agitate, to stir, to churn, r. Island 6th

els. (tiirvfw wrff) 1 To be in connexion or contact with any

thing, to join, to adhere to, to rest in or on, Ac, * To em-

brace. r. Gth cL(frvfif) To cover, to conceal. (Y)flf€ r. 10th

cl. (**lfffl)
1 To be agitated. * To plunder.

T*« m. (•*:) A sort of potherb, (Chironia centauroides, Ac.)

to be prostrate, Ac., aff. ipr.

«sjt f. (-*fr) A horse's rolling himself on the ground. *¥» or

wfw to roll on the ground, aff. fF and also sr^}[

and *fa*.

**ttfl m. (-*:) A robber, a thief. to rob, *rfTW alT,

fpww mfn. Rolling on the ground, e, fifa

to roll, be. ve off.

n. (-*) Rolling on the ground, x. mfa to roll on the

ground, afT. *8?.

«fl f. (-v#T) A horse's rolling on the ground t see the last,

and T*1-

*Wir* m. (-W :
)
A crow. c. to roll on the ground, vnrariT-

f. (-uft) A horse's rolling himself on the ground, x. wfk

to roll on the ground, aff. *fj[and

f. (fit) Observing the rules of princely conduct, acting

and judging rightly, z frfir to be agitated, Ac., aff. f|^[and

also with xrir added, fcm. form XT.

fjff (Xj ^fxr r. 1st cl. (flfifiT) * To hurt, to injure, to wound

or kill. * To afflict.
4 To suffer pain or affliction.

•f r. 4ih cl. (WttlfiT) To disturb, to bewilder, to perplex and

confound the understanding. (ft ^ W) frnfSi r. 6il» cl.

* To cut, to divide, to cut off or down. * To rob.

mfn. Mri-Hf-tf)
J Gone, lost, disappeared. • (In grammar.)

Cut off, rejected, n. (.rf) Booty, plunder, k. frf to rob, aff. fl.

•HITT f. (-m) Disappearance, non-existence, x. and ?ffr

aff. ; also with w,

fptffviTffrf*;* mfn. (-ft**F-W) Deprived of funeral rites, e.

cake and water, fain rite.

•fJtTf*u f. (-UT) An imperfect comparison, x. and TW
simile.

(*)fjf*r. l"1 and l Oth els. (*vff*rwsf*fwj To hurt, to pain,

to afflict or torment, r. I Oth cl. (xrnnifffj To disappear,

fra* mfn- (-a*-afT-ai) Covetous, greedy, desirous, cupidinous.

m. (-ff:)
1 A hunter. * A lecher, a libertine, x. *« to desire,

to wish for vehemently, to covet, aff yf.

arare m. (-9:)
1 A hunter. * A libertine, a rake, a whore-

monger. * A covetous or greedy man. x. aat desirous,

aff.

am r. 4th cl. (wwfir) To desire, to covet, r. 6th cL Cwrvfvr) To

bewilder, to perplex or delude. With f or sj, To attract or

allure.

wfinr mfn. (-1T:-TTT-TT) Perplexed, deluded, fascinated, x. Wf

to fascinate, aff. %.

** r. 1st cl. (firfifir)
1 To stir or agitate, to make tremulous.

* To be attached to or connected with, to join,

eiwr? m. (-*:) A buffalo, a. «JfT to agitate, aff. ft, stirring,

shaking, (in the mud,) *Tf to get or obtain, aff. it »s

also read WWTf

.

erffcw mfn. (-Hi-HT-if)
1 Shaken, trembling, tremulous, agita-

ted, stirred.
1 Heaving, panting, 4 Agreeable, pleasing, beau-

tiful, elegant.
4
Injured, destroyed, a. lift to agitate, aff. if.

*f r. 1st and KJth els. (ffrffff
1 To rob, to steal.

1 To

hurt, to kill.

n«nf m. (-¥:) An elephant in rut. a to be enraged,

Un'idi aff. sgirfr. with *f substituted for the root, and the

vowel unchanged.

^ (*) r. 9th cl. (*WTfTT To cuL

^Wt f. (-7TT)
1 A spider. * An ant. • Local inflammation produced

by the urine of a spider, r «^to cut, mr aff.

frfirfTT f. (-*T) A spider, x. a spider,w ait, fem. form,

wif mfn. (-Xf:-arT-^) ' Cut, * Wounded. • Cut off. x. to cut,

aff if.m tu. (-ft:)
’ An aaimaL * Sort, species, difference.

4 A

wound, a division, what is cut or broken, x. «r* cut, and

nr* added.

^ f. tfw:) Cutting, reaping, a. fl^ to cut, aff. ft|W. and w
substituted for the final. ' *

wit n. (-w)
1 A tail.

1 A hairy tail, as a horse' s, a monkey’s, Ac.

.
x. »^to cut, aff. inr.

wxtfvf m. (-f :)
Any animal that stings with its tail, as a scor-

pion, &c. x. ^st a tail, and fff venom.

Wf r. 1st cl. (^ffff) To adorn, to decorate, r. lOthd. (^ifffft)

1 To hurt, to injure. * To steal, to rob.

WW r. 1st cl. To put away.

fhf m. (•«:) * A letter, an epistle. * A god, a deity, f. (-Iff)

1 A line, a mark or row, Ac. 4 Writing, hand-writing. 4 De-

lineation, painting, x. far* to write, uff it is applied

to the second sense, because the figures of the gods are unit-

ten or delineated.

*** m. (-fT:) A writer, a scribe, a clerk, a copyist, Ac.

x. far* to write, aff. ff.

<i*iT n (-f)
1 Writing, scripture. * The bark of tbe Bh6j tree,

which is used for writing on in Nepul and Upper Hindustan.

4 Vomiting. 4 The leaf of the palm tree, 4 Scraping or
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cleaning the tongue. • Scarifying, scratching. • Reducing

corpulency, thinning. m. (-H0 A *ori °f grass or reed, of

which pens are made, (Saocharum spontaneum.) f. (-w^)

A pen, a style. e. f«ns to write, off. of the act or instru-

ment HR-

-

ww^fH f. (-fs|:) Use of enemas to reduce corpulency. «. HHW,

and arra a glyster.

HHf** m. (-*:)
1 A letter* carrier, an express, a postman.

• One who signs a paper by proxy, who makes hie mark,

from inability to write, Ac. a. H«3f writing, and all.

mfn. To be written, u- (4) An accusation or

defence in law, which are required to be given in writing.

s. fww to write, HPftW* a IT.

m. (•*:) Ihoba. b. HH a deity, and best.

iwTrt: m. (-*:) A letter-carrier, b. HH a letter, ^ to convey,

iff HH ;
also withw* added, or with fwfff,

mfn. (Jn-lTT-lt) Written, a. fan to write, * a(T., and

the vowel changed.

uro mfn.{-Hr-Hir-Hil
1 To be written.

1 To be scarified. n.(-Ht

' A letter, an epistle. * A manuscript. 4 A drawing, u deli-

neation. • A written accusation or defence, t. fan to write,

Hnraff,

mfn. (-H:-HT-H) Written, in writing, epistolary, r HH

added to the last.

4 mfn. (-nn-WT-if) Done in writing, contracted, executed,

a hHT and HIT done.

H^wfxirwT f. (-HT) A brush, a pencil, t. hhi a delineation,

to pound or grind, all. fH and iTt[.

n. (-si) ' A leaf or sheet of any thing for writing. * A

written paper, a writing, a letter. * ffl, and xtb a leaf.

m. (‘W-

)

The palm tree. n. (-BE) A leaf of the palm or

any other substance used for writing on. «. +W writing, v*

a leaf, *nf aff. •, books in the south of Indui, Ac. being made

of the leave* of the palmyra.

m. (-f:) Written contract, record, or document.

«- hht and T*JT application.

Wffmrw n. (-if) An office, a counting house, Ac. a. writ-

ing or what is to be written, and Bgrw place.

mfn. (-Hi-HT-H) Recorded, committed to writing,

i. and WrW* mounted.
„

ivq (m) Hi r. l*t cl (wtm; To go, to approach.

m. (-xf:) * Plastering, smearing. 'Food. * Mortar, plaster,

C7u<*<i0t. * Stain, spot, smearing. * The wipings of the hand

which baa offered funeral oblation* to three ancestors, and

which are considered as au oblation to ancestors in the 4ih,

5th, and Gth degrees, e. fw 1? to smear, Ac., afT.

ajxjw m. (-H0 A bricklayer, a plasterer, e- faq to smear,

(Ckunatu.) Wl[tiff.

n. (*ii) Smearing, plastering, anointing. E- f«q to smear,

wz aff.

m. (-H) An ancestor in the 4th, 5th, and 6th degrees.

e. «rq, and Mlfinf who shares.

wywsi m. (-« t) A paternal ancestor of the 4th,^th, or 6th

degree, a. and hit who eaU.

wfirw mfn. (-^-fW-fq) Who or what smears, plasters,

anoints, &c. rn. (x?t) A bricklayer, a plasterer, r. wq to

plaster, and l^fsT afT.

HOJ mfn. (-n:-nr-^) To be spread, as unguent or plaster, to be

anointed or plastered, n. (-03) Plastering, spreading or

smearing ointment, mortar, Ac. e. font to plaster, HPT afT.

WOT m. (-H7T) A bricklayer, a plasterer, r. waj plastering,

and ipT h ho makes.

HWfnit f. (-^t) A doll, a puppet, r HU plastering. srff* aff.,

made of wood with a coat of plaster.

f. (-#t) A woman, perfumed with fragrant unguents,

a. pUstering, and qft a woman.

m. (-H :
) A worm breeding in the stomach, a. f%vr to

lick, root red., H aff.

wf*r^rw mfn. (-Ht-HT-H) Who or what licks, m. (-W:) ' A name

of S'iva. 1 A snake. *. fWH to lick, aff. Kt*TH, root redu-

plicate, form irr.

WIT <*({/• masc. only. (-H-) Small, little. *u6st. 1 Smallness, little*

ness. * A little. I. fww to be small, afT. some autho-

rities vary the gender of the attribute.

HI m. ( it) A clod pf earth, e. fair to become less or small,

TJH Unidi aff.

m - (-W :) A harrow, e. «T a clod of earth, and V
destroying.

m. (-W:) A barrow, e If a clod of earth, and WXH
breaking ; also and HTC^hgH, Ac.

HfvrH m. (-H:) The rider on an elephant, who sits on the ani-

mal's loin*.

m. (-H0 • Food. • Licking, tasting, t. fwxr to taste, aff. H-

WTH n. (-wf) Licking, tasting with the tongue, i. f%H to

taste, to lick, aff. W2.

Hf%w mfn. (-^1-fVHT-fH) Who or what licks, laps, tastes, Ac.

k. fHH to lick, fHHH aff.

HTTH m- (-W:) Boras, a. fHH to lick, aff. TT^-

mfn. (-^:*V-qn) To be licked, n. (-^)
1 The food or be-

verage of the gods, nectar, ambrosia. * Syrup, electuary.

E.fH’f to taste, *ffxr aff.

HH (H) H^ r. 1st cl. (Hirfk)
1 To go or move. To command

or direct an act. ' To touch or embrace. 4 To pound

or grind. «

HTH (HK> HIW r.lst cl. (HTHfif) To see. r. 10th cl (Hrnnfh) * To

» apeak. * To sbine-

m. (-H:) ' Man, mankind. * A world, a division of the

universe ; in general three Lokaa are em^nerated, or heaven,

bell, and earth: another classification enumerates seven,

exclusive of the infernal regions ; or Bhur-ltka the earth,

BhmvarMka the space between the earth and the sun, the

region of the Munit, Siddku, Ac.
;
SmerMko the heaven of

Indsa, between the sun and the polar star; Maharloka the

usual abode of BnaToc, and other saints, who are supposed to

be co-existent with Brahma : during the conflagration of these

lower worlds, the saints ascend to the next, or Jnnal6Ma, which

is described as the abode of BrammTs sons, Sanaka, Sanan da,

Sa.natama, and Sanatkomaba ; above this, is the fifth world
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or the Tapa/hka, where the deities called VatragU reside

;

the seventh world, Satyalvkn or Brahmaldha, is the abode of

Brahma, and translation to this world exempts beings from

further birth
;
the three first worlds are destroyed at the end

of each fia/pa or day of Bmarma
;

the three last at the end

of hit life, or of 100 of his years j the fourth L6ka is equally

permanent, but is uninhabitable from beat, at tbe time the

three firtft are burning: another enumeration calls these

seven worlds, earth, sky, heaven, middle region, place of

birth*, mansion cf the bles% and abode of truth, placing the

•on* of Bbabm/ in the sixth division, and stating tbe fifth or

Jatiafhha to be that, where animals destroyed in the general

conflagration are born again. * Sight, seeing. 4 An element,

a primary or radical part of being, x. qrqf to see, aff. q.

qiqr*TT m. (-WW) The Creator, Bbabma'. k. qw, sud who

makes.

qTqrqq*? m. (-^:) The sun. *. mrw the world, qr^q the eye.

qhqfirw m. (-fnrw) * A conqueror of the world. * A sage, * A

Buddha or Bauddha deified teacher, B.qrq the world, and

far* who conquer*.

qNnrq M***D llie three worlds, heaven, earth, and hell,

a. wrq, and qq triad.

qpfWTq m. {-*:)
1 A sovereign of the universe. ' One of the

Jaina or Bauddha saints, s. «TST the world, qrq lord.

#r*sftq mfn. (-q;-n-q) Visible, to be seen. i. to see,

WWtqr aff.

WRTUTnr m.(-qn) * A king, a sovereign. ' A divinity who pro-

tects the regions, or the sun, moon, fire, wiud, In ora, Yams,

Varcna, and Kcvuu. *. q n* the world, and Trim a cberuher l

also «rctnww.

<irivmq m. (-yt) Common or current report or saying, a. *«rw,

and qqrq report.

mfn. (-i:-TT-ti) Notorious, well known. *. wtw, and

srfwi celebrated.

m. (*fs) The sun. *. ^iqr the world, and qragq the

friend.
’

f. (-wt) Larsomi, the wife of Viamtv, and goddess of

wealth and fortune, a. sbtw the world, and in* the mother,

tinqiqf f. (-WT) ' Worldly affairs, civil conduct, usage, practice.

* Resort of men, traffic, intercourse, s. 3 iqr, and qtwr going.

^ qrqfq n. (-q) Popularity, gaining public confidence, s. «rr*.

and pleasing.

tjTqr^rqq ro. (-*:) The sun. s. the world, and 3rqq
the eye.

^prwrq ra. (-y; Rumour, report, x. wrw, and qr^ speech,

^pqwiqj m. (-q|:) An outcasts, one who obaerve*! no sort of

institutes, and feeds on the flesh of horses and kine. a. qhv

mankind, aud qrqj for qfqy without, excluded,

tiivfn tiv mfn. (-Y1-TT-T) Censured or condemned by the world,

a. and fqqy censured.

mfn. (-w:-1TT*W)
1 Known, famous. * Current, a. ^TW,

and fkwir heard.

*qnqfqqfff f. (»fa) ' Unfounded rumour or Report. * Fame,

notoriety, a. qfrqr the world, and fy*fq rumour.

WlTfW n. (vf) Worldly or idle conversation and intercourse,

a. tgTW, and tn practice.

t*Tqrinn{ m. (-an) The universal spirit, a qfrq, and ywy soul,

viiqnwty n. (•<) Another world, a #TW, and other.

^hwTwmnr mfn. Dead. a. tjfrqriwrr, and aw gone.

mfn. (-ITi-HT-li) Dead, a qrTWTwry, tnd ttijf obtained,

yrvnqw n. (-if) Tbe system of atheistical philosophy taught

by Chdrvdha. a yiq the world, WTTW beiore wrfw to strive,

aff. qy
IfPiTqfwqr m. (*V.) A follower of the Chdrvdha doctrine, an

atheist, an unbeliever, a. rqq as above, and arq aff.

with the vowel unchanged.

fTftfTW m. ( W.) A mountainous belt, surrounding the outer-

most of the seven seas and bounding the world, a. qjnq

seeing, and qqrr* not seeing
j causing light and darkness,

as interposed between the Da-ipnt and the sun.

qfrfqw mfn. (-Wt-m-qf) Seen, beheld, a to see, W aff.

qjTWW m. ( WO ' Brahma. * A king, an emperor. ' A Jama

deified sage. i. *jrq the world, and yq sovereign.

m. (.y) ' Brahma. • A kiug. 4 A Jaiaa deified sage.

«. tqrw the world, and yqnc sovereign.

ViaqytVRTI t ( WT) A female deity peculiar to the Jahuu.

a ^Tq'qq a Jaiaa sage, and qiirntf a daughter,

tfff* (qi) yr<f r. 1st cl. To see, to perceive, to view or

inspect, r. 10th cl. <tffrqqftf) * To speak. • To shine. With

sqrw, To consider.

m. (-qr:>
1 A ball or lump of flesh or meat. • The pupil

of the eye. * Stibium or lamp black, Ac. so used. 4 An or-

nament, worn by women on the forehead. 4 Blue or black

vesture. • An ear-ring. * The plantain tree
4 A bow string.

4 A wrinkled or contracted eye-brow. 14 Folly, stupidity.

" Tbe rejected slough of the snake, t. to see, aff.

qrrqw n. (-W) The eye. f. (-WT) A goddess of the /sums. a. qnw
to see, qc or inr alf.

m. (-y) Diseased affection of the eye. Ophthalmia,

Ac. t- the eye, WTWq sickness,

wrqiror* m. (•?:) A flower, (Celosia cristate.)

m. ( w:) A flower, (Celoaia criataiR) a. sight,

seeing, and ti^nr head.

W* (W) r. 1st cl. (wrrfw) To be mad or foolish.

n. (sf) Tumbling, rolling, s. to roll, axsf.

WIW (qr) r. 1st cl. (Wiqflf) To be msd, to be frantic or

foolish.

^nr mn. (-W:-lf)
1 Plunder, booty, stolen goods 4 A tear, tear*.

4 A mark, a spot, a sign. c. tj^to cut, Un fidi aff ww.

qnq n. (.s|) Plunder, booty, stolen goods, s. q^u> cut, fW sff.

m. (-q:) A sort of tree : see the next.

^rq m. (*q:) A tree, the bark of which is used in dyeing, (Sym-

plocos racemose.) i. qq to hinder, aff. yq, and q substi-

tuted for q.

qTq ra - (-qj) * Rejection, cutting off in general, especially used

as a grammatical term for dropping letters, syllable*, Ac.

* Disappearance, destruction. 1 Erasure. 4 Annulling, cancel -

j

ling. a. qq to cut, aff. wm.
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f. (-XT) The wife of the Muni Acastta. a. px to disturb,

aff. T9 end XTX.

^rnmr m. (-v.) A Shakdl. *. px to cut, Tnxrx aff.

XFTXTXT tn. (•*») A $ha kill. f. <-fxTT) A for. a. %TX rejection

(offal), xtx to take, aff pp
f.(-IT) The wife of the saint Agajtta. «. ^TX losing

(reputation), T«J*I sad, not happy.

WW IgM^fw m ' C-fwO The Muni Agastta. t. VTXTHf as above,

and xfx husband.

qr xrxx n». (-T*.) A Shakdl. f. (-fsrTT)
1 A female SkahdI. • A

for. a. WT*f rejection, WT to cat, aff. wqr.

*ns mfn. (-xr-^T-ni) To be rejected, erased, lost, Ac. i. up to

cut off, T9 aff.

nf. ( Plunder, booty, a. up to cut off, jp aff.

^TW m. (-V.) Covetousness, cupidity, intense or greedy desire.

i. up to desire or covet, aff. wp
tlmft ifx iT mfa. (-if:-*T-Tf) Beguiled or overcome by cupidity,

a. xh*» and ftrfrir beguiled.

y iMfsCX mfn. (-V-XT-X) Free from cupidity, a. tm, and

frxX separate.

#ranff¥ mfn. (-X^XT-T) Tempted or attracted by greediness or

desire, a. and TiXT drawn.

qjrrfwT mfn. Desirous, cupidinous, covetous, greedy,

e. «rx desire, aff. xf*

mfn. (•)(: w-ui) Desirable, m. {-«:) A sort of bean, (Pba-

scolus mungo.) r. up to covet or desire, aff. wp
uim m. (-*:) A tail, a hairy tail. a. pto cut, aff. ip.

UPWUU m. (-4;) A hare. «. UTW hair, xrw an ear.

«mfX m. (-T:) A pore of the skin. a. %TT. and a well.

Xfrinf n. ( -X) Falling of the hair, morbid baldness, a. ufTsr

hair of tbe body, applied here to the hair of the head, and

X destroying.

#TWT n. (-T) The hair of the body. a. x to sound, svfxx

Un’Adi aff, and X changed, or ^to cut, xfpp aff.

XTWXTT ,n - (*X0 The name of a king of dnga, the eastern divi-

sion of Bengal, Ac.

XIH MUyfl f* (-*t) Ckampd, the capital of Lomapddo, the

modern Bkagalpur, mud its vicinity, a. TrrwXTT a king,

and •gxt the city.

^rwffU m. (-UJ) An animal, whose hair is supposed to be poi.

sonous, as a tiger, Ac. a. xm hair, and fra poison.

XTmr m^a* (-X 2 *PT.X)
1 Hairy, covered with or made of hair.

• Woollen, m. (-W0
1 A ram. ' The name of a Ruhi celebrated

in the Makabkdrata . f, (-XT) * A fox. ' A sort of Bonduc. • A

plant, (Lees hirta.)
4 Indian spikenard, (Valeriana jr»tarnansi.)

• Cowach, (Carpopogon prurient )
* A medicinal plant,

commonly hlahdmida. * &ida cordifolia. * A female demi-

divine being, an attendant on DtiaoA, one of the SdJkmii.

• Green vitriol. " Orris root. a. hair or down,

P aff

xmcxf’i^ f. (*^t) A plant, (Glycine debilis.) a. hairy,

X^ a leaf, and xf* aff

#tTSCwra!nx m. «.) Tbe pole-cat a. ^Tirp hairy, and wiTTlx

a cat.

tfrtXTTX ra. (-Xi) The emerald. «. #TT hair, and XTX strength,

essence. I

wriTTwr n. (-si) Horripilation, erection of the hair of the body,

a UHT hair, and x*X rejoicing, supposed to be an indication

of great pleasure.

UTTSTfiT mfn. (-pp) Depilatory, m. (*T|p) Yellow orpiment

a urn? hair, and XT* removing.

XrTTTX m - (-XT) Horripilation ; see ^Twrp.

#mfwun f. (-XT) A fox. a. #TT hair, TTXt a line, XT added.

^na mfn. (-V.-XT-W) ' Shaking, tremulous. • Rolling, tossing.

' Agitated, alarmed. 4 Fickle, unsteady. • Desiring, wishing,

cupidinous. * Greedy, f. (-WI) ' The tongue. 1 The goddess

Ltxaauf, or the goddess of wealth and fortune. * A species of

the Smrkari metre, a ^fT¥ to be frantic, XX aff.

$rurfurv mfn. (-X:-XT-#) Greedy, insatiable, a. #TP» and fuRTT

the tongue.

OTWirrw mfn. (-wt-XT-vi) Rolling, tossing, rolling on the ground.

. WT¥ to be frantic, nrrp aff.

^tVTfur mfn. Having a rolling eye. a.^TT,

and the eye ;
also UllUiR. prwWXW, WTWvp,

and the like.

^rf^VT f. (-urr) A sort of dock or sorrel, (Rumcx vesicarius.)

^•rfunr mfn. (-W.-WT-Tf) Shaken, tremulous, trembling, a. urw

to agitate, aff. H, and the vowel changed.

UTTUTU mfn. (*X^-XT-U) Very desirous or covetous, wishing, long-

ing for, greedy, insatiable, a. to desire, aff. XTT. and tbs

intensitivc form.

^TUfX mfo. (-T’.-XT-ii) Very cupidinous, excessively desirous,

very covetous or greedy, a. WT to desire or covet, aff. wp,

and the intensitive form.

^ l UTU mfn. (-X:-n-W) Cutting much or often. *. ^ to cut,

freq. r. , aff. Wp
CTpTT f. ( -XT) Determination to cot. a. p to cut, intensitive

v., sap end TTf arts.

Vtpxmr mfn. (xm-xift-xp) Resolved to cut or cutoff

a. WH|XT, and SpX aff.

XTTX r. 1st cl. To heap, to assemble, to collect or gather

into a hbap.

XITX mn. ( xt-xi A clod, a lump of earth, ru (-x) Rust of iron

or iron filings, a. XTTX to heap, aff. Wfp; or to cut, Un'4di

aff Hi with change of the radical vowel, and augment

;

also with added ^TCT.

-^rnr m. (-if:) A harrow, a. #rg a clod, and W destroying.

A harrow, a. ^TX a clod, and six* what

breaks.

mfn. Made of a clod or of earth, a. wtx.

and aff.

rafn. ( xf-fNt ff) Wbo or what breaks clods of earth,

a. WTC. and sift <V who destroys.

%T1 m. (-g:) A lump of earth, a. ff| to heap, ^ aff.

mn. (-X:-*) ‘ Iron* either crude or wrought. # Steel.

* Any metal. 4 A weapon. ' Aloe wood or Agallochum.

• Blood, m. (-T) A red-coloured goat. a. w to cut,

aff. XT*
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# 1YYYB m. (-Y*) A thorny shrub. b. ytT iron, and *V*
• thorn.

^TYYTY n. (-M) The loadstone, b. ^nf iron, and YTY in this

compound a gem.

m. (-K-) A blacksmith, an ironxroith. t. YTT iron,

and YK who works in , also with am added YTYYKY m- (*V)

YlYfwt n. (-tf ) Rust of iron, or iron filings, a. frt, and fYI
soil or sediment.

’frfTYY n. (-w) Iron filings, b. yty, and powder.

afiT'^T n. (*«f)
1 Hell- metal. 1 Rust of iron, or iron filings, a. %TY

iron, and Y produced.

^TTfanr m. (-fanr) The diamond. * YTY iron, and faro con*

qtiering, (in hardness.)

WIT^TTOr n. (-Y) A hell. b. YTY, and vvhat tears,

iftwf’nt no. (-wt) Borax, a. wr% metal, and ,rf,^ wli.t fuses.

#nnrrar m. ( Y:) An iron arrow. iron, and sttw a

stalk.

YTYYY m (-*:) A heron, b. WTY iron, and YY the back.

WTT^Prm f. (-WTj
1 An image of iron. An anvil *. %1Y iron,

and ^frror an image.

ytyyy mfn. (-Y Made of iron. k. yty iron, aff. wyy-

«rY«T{Y m. (-Y*) A plant, (Achyranthes triandra, Rox.) *.%ty

iron, and ytty destroying.

3lWMV n - ("*) Silrer. i. YTY metal, KTY shining, WW added.

#TYY mfn. (-Y:-YT-^) ’Lisping, speaking inarticulately. ' Iron,

irony, m. (-Y!) The principal ring of a chain, i. yty iron,

YT to get or be, aff nr.

YTYST n. {-*:) Gold. B. BHY a metal, and w* best.

YIY«p3y n. (*Yf) Mail, iron armour, b. YTY, and roU armour.

YTYYW m. (-W0
1 A BeU. • An iron pike. b. ^ty, and wY

a pike. #

YTT#yy »• (*Y») Borax, x. fiy metal, frpr to embrace, to

lay bold of, and W* aff.

YTllfflVK m. (-Y0 Lustration of arms, ceremonies performed

on the ninth of the light half of the month sdamn ; formerly

a celebration observed by princes before opening a campaign,

but now usually confined to the domestic decoration and

worship of the soldier s weapons, t. YTY a weapon, Yin
about, Y to go, aff. BY, also WlYffwYTT.

YTYTfYYTT m. (-Y**) Lustration of arms. u. YTY a weapon, YfV

about, Y to **ke, aff. BY, also YTYifwYTY

YTYlfaV n. (-YJ The flesh of a goat with red hair. a. yiy« and

YTfYY flesh.

YTfYYi f. (-YT) A sort of large shallow bowl, sometimes of iron,

but usually of wood and bound with iron, for the purpose of

washing rice, &c. «. YTY iron, fY aff. fern. form.

Wife if mfn. (-W5-YT or -ift-if) Red, of a red colour, m. (-W:) ' Red,

the colour. * The planet Mars. * One ofthe male rivers. * The

Rohi, a kind of fish, (Cyprinus Rohita, Ham.) 1 A sort of deer.

• A snake. * A deity, ademi-god. ' A sort of bean, (Enrum

hirsutum.) • A form of array. '* A tree, (Andcnonia Rohitaka.)

n. (-if)
1 Blood. * A red kind of Agallochum. Saffron.

* Red sanders. * War, battle, f. ("ITT)
1 A woman red with

anger or with colour, fltc. * A sort of creeper, (Lycopodium

imbriemtum.) u. YY to grow, YYYUn*4di aff., and y changed

to w.

YffYYY mfn. (-YT-ftlYT or -frYT-tf) Red. m. (-Yt) * A ruby.

• The planet Mars. n. (-4) Calx of brass, x. YY added to

the preceding.

^TfVnY^YY n. (-if) Saffron. I. YlfBY red. and BTYB Sandal.

irrtYWYfYYT f. ( YT) Red chalk, a. YlfBfl red, and yOiy i sod,

earth.

^TfYYTY mfn. (-Y'»-Yt-Y) Red-eyed. m. (-Y:) ' A name of

Vishnu. * The Kail or Indian cuckoo, b. YTfYY red, and

YY for YfY the eye.

YifYWY m. (-YJ) The planet Mam. r. YTfYT red, and YT body.

YTfrffTYY mfn. (-Y:-Yt-Y) Red-faced, m. (*Y:) An ichneumon.

*- wrfVtf red, and YrYY the face.

YTtYlHYY n. (-Y) Copper, t. YTfspT red, and YYY iron.

YTfY^t f- {-Yt) A woman red with anger, or painted red. s. see

TlfYY. the fern. aff. being #Ty. and the penultimate conso-

nant changed to Y.

#T^TYY n. (-Y) Gold. b. YTY a metal, and YYY best.

YTYIYfnY m. (-Y0 An atheist# a materialist, a Rauddka.

e. $TYTYff a particular heterodox doctrine, and BY aff
,
also

YTTYTYfYY-

YTfYY mfn. (-YT-4Ft~Y) Mundane, worldly, human, what pre-

vails amongst or is familiar to mankind, a. yty mankind,

the world, and YY aff!

wfYYYT f- (-YT) ‘ Worldlineas. • Worldly currency, or custom.

R. YY added to the last
j

also SifaiY m .

YTY mfn. {-YT'.-YT-Y^ Mundane, human, b. w!ty. and yy aff.

YTY mfn. Iron, made of iron, &c. ro. (-Y:) Iron,

f. (-YT) An iron vessel, a pot *. YTY iron, and yw deriv. aff.

MIYYY n. (-ai) An iron chain or fetters, t. yiY. and ro
binding.

YfTYTY m. (-y:) A pestle and mortar, usually of metal.

t. YTY, *nd WTY vessel.

YIY^ f. (-^) A sort of iron vessel, a boiler, a caldron, a. ifftT

iron, and being.

YmYTqf. (4BT) A sort of iron boiler, &c. k. YTY made of iron,

and YPYY substance.

YTIYY m. (-Y5) The trident of S’lv*. e. t^rffw. and Yvsff.

WlY mfn. (-Yi-YT-Y) Reddish, like or resembling red, fitc.

* ^rfYY red, and aff. implying similarity in this

cnmpouud.

YiffYl uf.
( Redness, m. ( Yp) 1 A male river.

1 The

ocean. p„ *j.fffl os above, YY pleonasm.

Yft r. 9th cL (ftYYrfWj To unite, to join, to be connected or

attached to: it is also read Ac.

Y(1 r. 9tb cl. (ftTOiOt) ’ To go, to move or approach. * To
join or be connected with, to mix with, to unite. * To
obtain : see the last

n
Y Tbc twenty-ninth consonant of the Ar6gnrl alphabet, or

more properly the semivowel V ; it is often confounded
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with the labial consonant or Y, with which it if also option-

ally interchangeable. '

Y m. ( Y:)
1 Air, wind. * The arm. • A name of Vatu*'*. * Ad-

dressing. * Auspiciousuess. * Strong, powerful. * A dwelling.

• The residence of Vaxun'a, • The ocean. •• Water. M Shav-

ing.
* * Like, as. f. ( YT )

1 Going. * Hurting, injury. * An

arrow. * Weaving. 1 A weaver, n. ( Y) A aort ofincantation

or Mantra, of which the object is the doily Vaeun'a. k. YT

to go, to injure, &c., aff. Y.

YY ra - <*Y0
1 Race, lineage, family. * Assomblaga, multitude.

• A bamba. 4 The back-bone, the spine, inf.
1 A

pipe, a fife, a flute. ' Bambu manna, a. YY to shine, Y

aft, and ^Y augment; or YY to sound, to serve, aff. Y-

*YY in. (-Y:)
1 A small fish, (Cynoglowus lingua. Ham.) ' A

large kind of sugar-cane. *nf. (- YY-fYYTj Aloe wood,

f. (-YTT) A kind of pipe or flute, a. YY added to the preceding.

YYCY n. (-tfi) Hocks of cotton or cottony pods floating in the

air. - Yy a bambu. and YY phlegm.

YYYY mfn. (-Tt-TT-T) Making or perpetuating a family, a. YY,

and YY what makes.

<hr*Ft mfu. (-(>•: fwi-f'o) Famous, celebrated, a. YY* and

YTtf* feme.

m. {-IT /Decay of « family. *.»*. and W* decline.

Virttfl tl-O) 'Che mauna of the bambu. a. YY the bambu,

and YtY milk
,
being of a milky colour.

n. <-Yj # A genealogical table or list, the history of a

race or dynasty, flu*, a yy* and YfrY an account,

vm mfn. (-ar.-WT-Yi) 1 Sprung from a good family. * Produced

by the bambu. nf. f-li-Yn) Eambu manna, a. yy a bambu,

lineage, &c., and Y born, produced.

YYYY mfn. (-T5-YT-T )

1 Who or what supports a family. • Car-

rying or holding a bambu, See. a. YY, and YY what

bolds.

^YYlfYYT f- (-YT) A pipe, a reed or flute, a. YY a bambu, YTY

a tube, YY aff- fern. form.

YY^YY n. (-Y) Yellow orpiment. m. (-YT:) A sort of fish,

(Cynuglossus lingua, Ham.) c. y’y a bambu, and Yf a leaf,

the shape of the fish resembling that of the leaf.

YYYYYfYY n. (-Y) A species of the Atytukti metre.

YYYYWTYf (-TT) Family, lineage, descent. a. YY, and YY**TY

successive.

Y YViwj n. (-Y1) Hereditary estate, a. YY. and ShYT to be

possesses!. •

#YYTYYT t (-YT) An earthy concretion of a milk-white colour,

formed in the Ublluw of the bambu, and known by the name

of bambu manna. a. #Y the bambu, YY to shine, off. YY j

also Y being changed to m, YljailYYT.

Y Y^itTYYT f- (*Yl) The manna of the bambu : see the last.

vfYYYW n. (-Y) Increasing or exalting a family, e. YY* and

Y«Y augmenting.

YYfYYfY f. (-fY:)
1 A clump of bambus. * Family, descent,

a. YY. and fYYfY extent.

YwfYYl* mfn. (-Y-YT-Y)
1 Of a good family. * Of a good bambu,

(made, constructed.) a YY* and fnjY pure.

YYffY t (-fHi) Prosperity of a family, i. Mw. and ffY increase.

YYYYTYT f. (-YT) ' The bambu pipe that forms the body of the

Fink or lute. ' Any small bambu pin or stake, as the bar of

a cage, &c. e. YY a bambu, and WYIYT a pin or bolt.

YYYYTYTT m. (-Y:) Family usage, t. YY, and YYlYtY practice.

YYUrfY* n. (-YT) A species of the Jogati metre.

YYYtY mfn. (-Y‘.*YT-Y) Having no kindred or family, a. YY,

and ^Y deprived of.

YYTY n. (-Y) The shoot of a bambu. a. #y. and YY point

YY1YY (»Yt) The shoot of a bambu. i. YY. and YYY a ahoot

YYiYYt f. (-#) A pedigree, a genealogy, a. YY* and YTYtft

a line.

^YrYYffiT n. (-Y) A pedigree, a genealogical list, or history,

a. YY a family, YY implying succession, and YfTY pro-

ceeded.

*.YY m fn. (-Y: - Yt- Y ) Belonging or relating to a family, a bambu,

&c. nf. (-Y-YTT) Aloe wood. a. YY a bambu, and YY aff.

YYlYT m. (-Y:)
' A piper. • A name of KafsnMA. a. sfift, and

YT who bolds.

fw mfn. (-m: Y!T-Yi) ' Of a good family. * Of the same family,

m. (-XJT:) * A son. * A pupil, a scholar. * A kinsman, from

seven generations above and seven below, a. YY a family,

and YY off. *

YfYY mfn. (-Yt-YI Y) Most, very much or great a. Yf sub-

stituted for ««YIYY great, and YYY aff.

YYlYY mfn. (-YTY-YY1-Y0 Very much or very large, a. YY
for fYTTY* and TY^Y aff.

YY (T) YfY r. 1st cL (#Y^) 1 To be crooked, (literally or

figuratively ;) to be curved or bent, to be depraved or wicked.
4 To bend, to make crooked. • To go.

YY m. (-Y:) ' A crane, (Ardea nivea) * A tree, (Sesbana gran- « .

diflora.) • Kuvlas. * The name of a demon. • A small

apparatus for calcining or subliming metals or minerals,

consisting of two crucibles, one inverted over the other,

luted together and placed over a fire. ar. YY to speak, or YfY

to be crooked, aff. YY or YY; in the latter cose the nasal

augment is not inserted.

YYfYfY^T t (-YT) A sort of fish.

YYfwnr a. (-fknr) A name of Bhima. x. YY a demon, and fapr

the conqueror.

YY^Y m. (-Y:) Compound perfume: see tYWY.

n». (-Y:) Buima. k. YY the demon, and

destroyer.

YY^Y n». (-Y0 A tree, (Avschynomene grandiflora ) x. YY '

curving, from YfY to be crooked, and g«q a flower.

YYffY ra. (-fY) A false or hypocritical devotee : sec YYYfYY.
x. YY, and ifY livelihood.

YYYKY m. (-ft) BiHma. k. YY the demon, and Ytj\^a foe.

YYTYfYY m. (-Yt) A false devotee, a religions hypocrite, or

one who assumes the appearance of devotion or meditation,

for interested purposes. %. YY a crane, YY observance, and

TfY aff.
; compared to the crane, who stands by a pool

demure and sly, and apparently absorbed in contemplation,

till be sees a fish on which to dart
;

also with yy, »fl.
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snd derived from eer, end "ft who gOM.TOVC or

m. (Jf.) Itc. ; *ee w«lt|«fn*'-

roxt f. (-^) A sort of fish.

w?W »• (*V-) A plant, (Mimusops elengi.) f- A sort of

drug, commonly Kdkclt. x.W to be crooked, aff.

TVTVr f. (-WI)
1 A small crane. * The branch of a tree bent bv

the wind. a. TV a crane, or crooked, to go or be, aff. '5% T-

van m. (*¥i> A crane, a. TV to be crooked, Vnry aff

tv r. 1st cL (twvj To go.

T*V mfn. (-w-wr--if)
1

Fit or proper to be said or spoken, to

be spoken or ottered. * Vile, bad, reprehensible. * Subject,

dependant, * Low, base. n. (-V) 1 A rule, a dictum, a sen-

tence. * Speech, a. TV to speak, and TV »ff., of the future

participle.

TWWI f- (-TIT)
1 Blame, reprehension. * The nature or property

of what is to be said, or the occasion for it. x, WV added

to the last.

TWVT* mfn. (-Ui-UF -if) Desirous of speaking, x. TV for Wiftt

to speak, vm desire! *

TTJ mfn. (-IVT-Wta) ‘ Speaking, a speaker. • Loquacious,

talkative. * Speaking well or sensibly, eloquent * Wise,

learned. * Speaking truly or truth, honest, sincere, m. (-VT)

’ An expounder, a teacher. * An orator, a speaker, x. TV
to speak,W participial aff.

wv n. (v)
1 The mouth or face. * A sort of garment. • Metre,

verse, especially of the Vddat. * A plant : see WJncTtV*

x.W to speak, Un'Adi aff V
TVW *«. KO A tooth, x. tv the month, andw a hoof.

TV** *n. (4V.) A Brahman . x. tv the mouth, (of Bhabma,)

XT born.

Tlfvrw n»n. (-W-V) A musical instrument, played on with

the month, e. vy the mouth, ittv tune; it may also signify,

making a noise with the mouth, by striking it with the hand

at the moment of uttering sound.

Wijn m. (-V) A name of Gan'xsa. k. ff. and tjt* beak or

nose, having the proboscis of an elephant.

TWHtf m. (-1:) A bag containing corn tied round a horse's

head. x. TV the mouth, and XT X cloth.

TVpifi[W **» ('€t) Pungency, pungent or acrid flavour, x. tv
the mouth, and what cuts,

VVFWffvW ns. (-'$’1) A lime. x. Tf the mouth, and vrfvw what

cleanses; also TVWnfV m. (-V:.)

UPVT m. (-V‘.j Saliva, x. tv the mouth, and VTW wine.

TV mfn. (-V*-VT*V )

1 Crooked, curved, bowed or bent.

• Cruel, malignant. * Dishonest, fraudulent. * Indirect,

evasive, n. ( V) The winding course of a river or water-fall,

the arm or bend of a stream. * A species of the sf$uuhtu6h

metre, in. (-v ;
) 'A name of Saturn. * The planet Ms as.

• Riniu or S’iva.
4 The demon Tnxrcnu. a. Tfv to go

crookedly, ^vUnfidi aff.

TTIJ m. (<qp) A sabre or scimitar, x. TV crooked, and VJ a

sword
,
also vffjf:.

TVflif«H mfn. (-4ft~fav1-fvr) * Who or wbat goes tortuously.

• Fraudulent, dishonest, x. TV, and Tifipf who goes.

Tl% m. (-V) A camel, x. TV crooked, ^Trr the neck.

TWV ro. (-V :
) A parrot, x. TV crooked, and v^ the beak.

WTT f. (-WI)
1 Crookedness.

1 Wickedness. Craft, cunning.
4 Evasive or indirect speech. x. W, andW added; also

with V, WWW.

WlTpl m. (-V.) A parrot, x. TV crooked, gn a face.

TVTfff m. (-ji) A hog. x. tv crooked, and a tusk.

VWV m. (-V0 A low or depraved man. • A parrot, x. TV
crooked, and TV the nose, &c.

TWTfvv m. ( v:) An owl. x. TV crooked, and TrfifVI the

nose.

TV3^ m. (-^.) A dog. x. TV crooked, and jVf a tail
;
also

*vjfvrw.

TVjrt m. (-so:) The Sesbana grandiflora. x. TV crooked, and

gv the flower.

Tvwmrfa m. (-fv:) A dog. x. TV crooked, TTvfr a tail.

TVvfwTT n. (-if) Indirect speech, equivoque, evasion, x. TV
crooked, and stfvff spoken.

TV* m. (•*:) Flight, retreat, x. VT reverse,W to go, aff. TTV,

and the initial rejected.

TWV *»• (*VP) A hog. x. TV crooked, and TV a face.

TVTT n. (-*) A plant, commonly BJlm.

TVT1 m. (-:)
1 A goose. * The ruddy goose, x. TV bending,

W body.

*fv mfn. (-fV:-fl|>fli) Speaking falsely, uttering nntrnths,

prevaricating, lying, x. TV to be crooked, (metaph.),

fv* aff.

vfwr mfn. (-Vt-fMt-ffc)
1 Crooked. 9

Dishonest, fraudulent,

m. (-Vi) A Jaxna or Bauddha. t. TV crooked, fraudulent.

Tfa aff

vfvT mfn. (-T-TT-d) Bent, curved, x. Tfv to go crookedly,

fvsry aff.

afvw* m. (-TT)
1 Crookedness, curvature. * Craftiness, cunning.

e. TV» and TWfvW aff.

TdftWV n. (-xi) Curving, bending, distorting, x. TV, and VTV
making, fg augment.

vdftrrr mfn. <-W:-WT-V) Bent, made crooked, x. TV, andW
made, fv aug.

a vWlT m. (-V) * Curvature, curve. * Fraudulent or dishonest

disposition, x. TVt, and TTT property, aug.

TV^ir mfn. (-i|;-VT-li)
1 Bent, crooked. * Dishonest x. TV,

and become, fv augment

T#lfv f. ( fw) 1 Equivoque, evasion, pun, the covert expression

of sometliing else than the words used naturally imply,

either from the manner in which they are uttered, or some

other sense of which they are susceptible. * Hint, insinaa- *

tion. * Sarcasm, x. tv crooked, dishonest, and vfv speech.

TV Ifa Tl f. (-VT) A gentle smile, one in which the teeth are not

shewn, x. TV crooked, vnt the lip, and v^ aff, fem. form -

t

also TVTff

TV r. 1st cl. (vvfff)
1 To be angry. * To accumulate.

TVWfiTt f. (>Vty Wife of the bosom, x. TW, and

who rubs.

TVT n. (-V) The breast : see TV*.
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WWW a. (-W0 The bresst, the bosom, tho chest, m, (-WH) An ox i

{ confined to the /'Vtfaf.) te WW to speuk, or aw to accumu-

late. aff. WWW. in the first case $3 i* inserted
}
again WW to

bear, sff., 3? augment, and the deriv. irr.

TUHlf n. (-li) The breast, the heart. *. WWW, and W9
place.

'

a Wfa n. (-wf) The female breast, a. WWW the breast or cheat,

and W bum.

*WrwW 1*1
.
(-W0 The female breast, a. WWW the chest, and Wf

what rises.

IT?m * mfn. (-Wt-WT-W) Being to be said or described. a. aw
to say, desid. puss. v., »*ff.

wm r. 1st d. (wwfw) (T) wfw (.'WwffT) To go or more.

**1 (X) wf* r. 1st cl. (Wlf?|)
1 To go. • To go lamely, to limp.

|

a*rw m. (-T:) Bathing, ablution, a. WW before air to agitate,

aff. T^r, and the initial rejected ; also WW*TW i

an m. ( T) A speaker. Ml tu speak, w Unldi aff., and W
changed to a.

,

WW (T> wfw r. 1st cl, (ww3) 1 To go. • To blame or censure.

To begin. * To begin moving. • To move swiftly.
*

ITT m. (*T:)
1 The bend or elbow of a river, the winding course

of a stream. * Crookedness, f. (-TO The pummel of a

saddle a. wfw to curve or bend, aff- WW.

afT9 m- (

T

:
J A thorn, a. ay crookedness, and tal »ff

trgg mfn. (W3'--'IUT
‘1
lib Crooked, curved, a. aw to go, WWsff.,

and a changed to w.

m. (-%:) ‘ A rib. * The wood of a thatch. * A particular

musical instrument a. wfw to be crooked, and fra

Un kdi aff.

wfM n. (-it) The groin, tl^e pubic aod iliac regions, a. arf*W

to desire, ws aff., and the form irtf, or ia to accumulate,
•i »

WZ aff., and yr augment.

f. (-Tf - ) A small arm cr branch of the Ganges, a. a^7 to

accumulate, aff. W.

ar n. (-1)
1 Lead. 1 Tin. m. ( f:)

1 Bengal, or the eastern parts

of the modern province. * Cotton. * The egg-plant, (Solanum

melongena.) a. wfw to go, ll aff.

ara ra. (-a:) 'n>s egg-plant a. af* to go, aff.

arijaaa n. (-at) Brass, c. TT tin, Tja copper, and ar pro-

duced -

t an alloy of tin and copper.

1T$* m. (-W:* The Srsbana gran diflora, a. WT Bengal, fa to

sew, aff. wjwj also with am added, wrwww.

arrfl tn.(*^C!
)

Yellow orpiment. a. ar lead, and wft a foe.

TTWT f. (-WT) A mode of music.

ar (4r) alma r. 1st cl. (awfw) 2nd cL and 10th cl

(aTWwfw)
1 To speak, to teiL

1 To inform. * To read, to ex-

pound :
(ihea ccond cl is the most usual form of the root,

in which its inflections however are very irregular.) With a.

To begin to speak.

am m. (-W») A parrot f. (-WT)
1 Orris root, (Acorus calamus

;

also Ziuziber Zedoaria.) * The SarUta, (Turdus Salica.) i H
to speak, W^ aff.

WWW mfn. ( )
Talkative, loquacious, eloquent, m. (-^:)

A Brahman, a. WW to speak, Un'adi aff.

8 f

Taw n. (-if)
1 Speech, speaking. * A sentence, a text, a dictum,

an aphorism, a rule. t. aw to speak, aff. WW-

aawat mfa,
1 Obedient * Speaking.* m. (-K.’-) The

author of enunciator of a precept. e. a as, and WT. who

makes.

TW«WTW rn. (-W-) Discourse, order of words. *. WWW, and WW
ora»r.

WWWWisrw mfn. (Wt-farWt-fW) Compliant, conformable, submis-

sive. tumble, t. WWW speerh, aiffW taking, obeying,

awwfwww nfn. (-1:-¥!-*) Contrary to a text or precept c. WWW,

and fawi »pposed.

awwfwtm m. Vwt) Incongruity, contradiction, inconsistency of

texts, c. WW?, and faayw opposition.

awwwfw f. (-fW : » Distinctness or perspicuity of a text. x. WWW,

and wf)f plainness.

?WWTa mfn. (-ws-Wl-Wi 1 To b« spoken or said. * Censurable, to

be noticed or reprovtd. «. aw to speak, WWlWT aff.

fWWlaai f. (-W!) \Rumour, report, especially ill report, detrac-

tion, scandal * Blame, reprehension, a. WWWtW to be cen-

sured, WW aff.; also with * aff., WWWfWW.

WWWWiW n. <-w) Mere wortfc, assertion unsupported by facts,

f. WWW. and WTW only.

TWWWW n. (-if) Repeated speech or declaration, a. WWW, and

WW a hundred. V

a w aUgff mfn. (-W--WT-W) C-onVpliant, conformable, obedient.

a. ww^ in the word, and ftZIW %hu stays,

ww^ ra. (-^:) Offence, fault, a.

WW« n. (-T)
1 Speech, voice,

speak, WWW aff.

await mfu. (-Ti’tt*^) Obcdicn

who dues. \
aw r. 1st cL (wwfw) To go. r. 10th cl. (Wtarafw)

1 To go. To

prepare, to make. 1 To prepare the way. * To trim or

father an arrow.

aw mfn. (-ai-*ar-W)
1 Hard, impenetrable, adamantine. * Cross,

forked, ran. (-ap-afj
1 A thunder-bolt in general, or the

thunder-bolt of Indus. * The diamond, (the gpm being

conwiiered utUgom in b.rdliess to the thunder bolt, or in

feet to be the nmt nubstence.) • A digram, the figure of

which U auppowd to be that of the thundcr-kolt. * A child or

pupiL * Etnblic myrobalan. * Sour gruel- 1 The bloasora of

the eeaamum. * Harsh language, m. (-W)
1 One of tho

astronomical Yogei. ' A'ur e graas. I. ( WT-dft) A specie* of

Euphorbia, f. (-w)
1 A plant : see hiprt

1 A shrub, (Siphonan-

thus Indies.) a, -as, to go, T5* aff* ,

e«€ n. Mi) A son of salt, an impure carbonate of soda. a. WH.

added to tire last.

m. {-*:) Haxumwi, the monkey demigod, a. ira tha

thunder bolt, (as bard.j and aT-t armour.

m. (-ar.) Euphorbia a. tf a thunder-bolt, and a«i
a thorn.

a^aroifani m. (-dft) One of the fJWif*e sainu,

amne n. ( f )
An alkaline earth, an impure carbonate of toda.

a . aai diamond, and alkali.
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m. (Typt) A name of Gabui>£ b. the thunder-bolt,

and fant who conquer* j being invulnerable to repeated

shock* of Ivdka's bolt.

f. (-%;) A clap of thunder, a. Y* the bolt, and mft
flame.

m. (-YP) A Jaina deified saint.

‘**3'** m- («^-) ' The deity Giit'ii'i, 1 Qarud'a, the bind and

vehicle of Visun ‘(7. * A vulture. 4 A gnat, a rausquiu/ R. Y*
the thunder-b»lt, and ip* face or beak, a* hard. /

m. (*RP) ' A hog. • A rat. t. YY » thunder-bolt, (an

hard,) ai d jfai a tooth. 1
m. ( if:) A rat s. YY. and YiTY a tool?: aee the last,

m. (*¥ ) Euphorbia of various »peciea. A. YY thunder-

bolt. (u» bard,) and f a tree : also Yssr
„ * * /

"YWtY ni. (-Bp) Euph«rbiu: see the lasL /

YYYY m. (-Y0 * Indba, as the Jcnticr Tbnani of the Hindu*,

* A ttaud'dka mint, t the thuotUf-Mt, end *TC who he*

or hold*.

Tetfwo;* rn {-*:) A d*|> of thuod*t. *. Tit the boh, end

ftrtu sound. /
YYfannY m. (-Y:) A dap of thoader. t. yy the bolt, and fwulY

here meaning the sound produced by friction or concussion,

from fur: forth, faY to grin f,
aff. fa.

ra. (-fa:) lamas. a. Jtm the thunder-bolt, and Yrt* the

hand : see 4fSt..

YYVTY m. (-w:) A thunder-bolt, a stroke of lightning, t. YY.

and ytw fall.

yy^yi n. (*yi The blossom of the smraum. unit diamond,

and flower.

Tfun m. (-Y:) * Death by lightning. • Cross multiplication.

* YY, and killing, or multiplying.

YYYY mfn. (-Y>^t**t) ' Hard, adamantine. * Hard-hearted.

b. YY, and «n»£ aff.

y*YY m (-^:> A hog. e. iff a thunder-bolt, (as bard,) and YY
a tooth.

Wfpfrt f. A species of sun-flower, (Hcliotropinm.) b. ty
the thunder-bolt, and YW\ a creeper.

YYYTrrYl f. (-^1) A female personification of Maya or unreality,

amongst the Bauddka$.

YU3U C«rfr ^ (-YT) A female deification peculiar to the Jointm,

and one of their sixteen Vidy&-D6n$. a. ty a dimond, and

1?^yrr a chain.

STfOTQm. (-V) A Jaina saint.

YY1T m. (-T:) A snake, f. Hft) A sort of grain. (Coix barbata.)

*. YU the thunder -bolt, (as bard.) and YT body or substance.

rsjTWTY m. (-Tf:)
1 A thunder-bolt or stroke. * A sudden cala-

mity. a. YY. and YtTYTY blow.

YYTY m. (-W:) Precious Opal. a. YY the diamond, (in hardness

perhaps,) YTV resembling.

YYrWTY m.(-Y:) Cross multiplication, e. yy, and YMritl

practising.

YSSiltf*f ( f*T) India's thunder-bolt.

Yfem m. (-tfl) ' Indea. • A Jaina deified saint. • A buffalo.

*. YY the thunder-bolt, and ifsf aIf,

|

yY (Y) *Y 1st cl. (YWfw) To go r. 1st and 10th cts. (Y^t

J
YY*Y) To delude, to clieat, to trick or deceive,

YfT* tnfn. (-Yr:-Yn-#) Fraudulent, crafty, m (-art) * A jackal or

Shako/, • A tome or bou*e ichneumon. • A rogue, a cheat.
4 A low or vile man. a, YY to cheat,^ off.

Y^Y m. (-Y:) A rogue, a knave, a cheat. *. YY to cheat,

Unldi alf YY
Yfrw n. (-*) Cheating, fraud, i. YY to cheat, w* aC
*Y*riv| mfn. (*Y;-YT-Y) To be tricked or cheated, c, yy to cheat,

YWtY^aff

Y^fYBTT iud. Having cheated, r. yy to cheat, *fr^ aff.

YfYff mfn. {-if : *YT-Bf) Tricked, deceived, cheated, a. yy to

cheat, aff. «.

mfn. (*Y:-a?t-Y) Crafty, fraudulent, dishonest, t. yy to

cheat, aff. WW-
HI mfn.

( YO.-^H-fiD ' To be gone. 1 To be cheated, r,

to go, Y* aff-

Y^Yf m. (-w=) 'A tree, (Dalbergia Ougeinensis.) • Another

tree, (Jonesia Aaoca.) * Common cane, (Calamus rotang.)
4 A flower, (Hibiscus mutabilis.) • A sort of bird. f. (-^r)

A cow that yields abundance of milk. r. ‘Yff to go, aff.

, and ^ changed to H.

m. (-^.) The rater, (Calamus rotang.)

Y7 r. 1st and 10th els (Y*fif TIYfY) 1 To surround or

encompass ' To tie or airing, to connect. • To partition,

to divide, r. 1st d. causal form I'YYVjfTTJ To apeak. (^) Yf»
r. 4th and 1 0th cla. (YRfjfw YRWfit) To partition, to sepa-

rate or divide.

tnfot. mfn. A string, a rope, a tie. ra. (-fpij
1 The

Urge Indian fig tree, (Ficus Indie * )
• A r*und figure, a circle,

a cypher, a bell or globe. 1 Pulse ground and fried with oil or

butter.
4 A small shell, a cowrie. 4 Equality in shape or di-

mension c. Vi to surround, to lie, aff. YPf.

YYYT m. (-*:) * Pulse ground and fried in oil or butter. 1 A
weight of eight Maihas. f. ( A pill, a bolus. B. yz to

surround, aff.

f* (-Yt) A plant, from the fibrous leaves of which bow-

striogs, &c- are made, (Aletrishyacinthoidcs: Hanaevtera xey-

lanica, Rox.’s Cats.) mzi string, YY a leaf.

YYV: mfn. (K -YT-Y)
1 Wicked, villainous. * Slippery, unsteady,

ro. (-Y0 * A cock. 1 A thief. • A clbth worn round the

head, a turban. 4 A mat. * A fragrant grass, (Cyperus.)

• A churning stick, k. YY to aurround, ^YYTaff.

YYYrfrY mf. (-Yl-fYvft) A sort of demigod, male and female-

a Yakaiia or YsKSiiiNf, Ki vIba's special attendants, g. v«
the Indian fig in which these spirits are supposed to be foud

of abiding. YTY abode, and Tfw aff.

YYrifY m. (-YO A cord, a rope, a string, t. wt surrounding,

^rwY what makes, from V to make, with YTtV prefix, BY aff.

YYTYlW m. (-»:) A notorious tbief, a dakoit, a robber,

Yf* n». A sort of tick or body louse, k. yy to surround,

nff. TW.

Yfk“Y mfn. 1 Stringed, having a string. *
Circular,

globular, s, Yf, and Yf* *&
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WT m. f-Tt)
1 The Prakmackdri or religious student, after his

investiture with the sacred thread. 1 A lad, a youth in gene*

ral. ' A flower, (Bignonia Indies.) t. ?j to surround, (with

the string, Ac.) or to speak. W (Jn'adi aif.

m. (-V-) ' A lad, a young man in general, or one fit to

receive the sacrificial thread. * A religious student * A

stupid fellow, a blockhead, a. ww added to the preceding.

WT ' ^w n. (.w) Investiture with the sacred end characteristic

tbreal. a. W* a lad after investiture. V to make, atf

and the vowe j of WT made long or technically, fg augment

WW r. 1st cl. <¥*,*) To be large, powerful or able
;

also W*

(X) wfw (ww*f) To move alone or unaccompanied.

WWK mfn. (-T

*

Vile, wicked, abandoned. • Stupid, alow,

dull. m.(-Tq * A blockhead, a fool. 'A physician. * A water-

pot. a. ir* to spe*k. wrw atf., and W changed to V.

WW (X) r. 1st cl (W^3) 1 To partition, to share or divide.

* To surround or encompass. * To cover : in the first sense

it is sometimes read as a root of the 1 Oth cl.

wwfw or Hi; ' The wooden frame of a thatch. * A tem-

porary building or awning on the lop of a palace, or a room

or turret »•» situated, a. wv to cover, WWW aif., TW added,

and again optionally fit. Hi changed to V; otherwise wwrfa

and irwart.

WTT f. (-WT) Pulse ground and fried with oil or butter. I. WW
to cover, WH aud XiW aif.. and m changed to its congener v-

wfw A nf. ( -si nr or wt A fish-hook. t. wfrw having a string,

a bait, WT to destroy* and « aff ; the radical ¥ changed

to X.

WT mfn. HF-VT-tf) Large, great a. TV to cover, TV aff., V
changed to V.

WW (V) W* r. 1st cl. fwwfif) To sound
;
also WT.

ww r, I bib cl. (T9Wfff) To partition, to separate or divide

;

also wfw.

VU m, (-V) 1 A part, a portion. * A man unmarried. * The

handle of a sickle, i. wfw to divide, aif. war.

WV¥ in. (-V0 A part, a portion, a share, B. wfr to divide,

wwt and is aff.

wm n. (-W) Portioning, partitioning, dividing, a. wfw to di-

vide, WJW aff.
w

warwTw mfn. (-V.-WT-W) Di risible, to be divided. a. Wf¥ to di-

vide, WWttW »ff-

W^ m. (-^:) 1 An unmarried man. * A dwarf. * A javelin.

K. wfw to go alone, aff. war.

WHTC m ( ¥'•)
1 The hew shoot of the Tat or palm tree. 1 The

•heath that envelope* the young baraOu. * A r jpe for tying

a goat, Ac. * A breast. * A dog's tail * A dog. ' A cloud.

I. vfj to go alone, atf. VTT
WW mfn. (-w-WT-ni; 1 Maimed, defective, crippled, but especi-

ally in the h«adt- 1 Impotent, emasculated, m. (-aj.j • A
man who is circumcised or has no prepuce. * An os without

his tail. f. (,-W.) An unchaste woman, a, WW to sound,

Ac., *ff. X.
,

WW* m. (-*:)
4 A niggard, a miser. • A eunuch or attendant on

the woman's apartments.

WWT7WT m. (-W.)
1 A description of conflict, the contest of heroes.

• A boat. • A spade, a hoe. a. wf¥ to divide, WWW.
aff.

WT isd. As, like, similar : this is more generally considered as

an affix to words, termed technically wfw, as wr^TWWW like

a iirahman, Ac.

WW mfn. (-w:-WT-W) 4 Uttered, sounded, spoken. # Asked, beg-

ged. ind.
1 A particle analogous to ah, oh, &c. expressing

sorrow. 1 Compassion. * Pleasure. * Oh, ho, a vocative par-

ticle. K. WW to ask or beg, &c., aff. If.

wrfw m, (-V) * An ear-ring. •* A crest, i. WW before wfll to

adorn, arid WTW aff., the initial rejected
;

also WWWW.
SrfVW rn. (-•¥) The name of a Muni, a. WW before wfw to

beat, aff. WW- and W rejected.

WaTWT f (-WT) A cow miscarrying from accident a. WTW before

WTW offspring, and ^rejected ; also WWWTWT

WH n. (-Wf) The breast, the chest m. (-wp )
1 A calf. * A year.

mf.(-WMVT) A term of endearment, used to children, scholars,

Ac. s. WT to speak, to speak kindly to, Uo Adi aff. W.

WWW m. < -W :
) 'A calf. * A chil I.

1 A medicinal plant, (Wrightea

antidyseuterica.) a w?w. and wrw added.

WW<TH mfn. (-W:-WT-W) Pond of or anxious about a child, f. (-WT)

A cow anxious after her calf, a mother anxious after her

child, Ac. a. WW a call, and WTW to desire, aff. WW and wrw.

WW>J* m- (-T) A master, e. WW, and ww teacher.

W-WWT na. (-T) A steer, a. ww a calf, and WWW afll of excess ;

more than a calf.

wwwwfl f. (-Wft) The rope that ties a calf. e. wwf, and wwft

,

a string.

WVWTW m. (-W:) An active poison
;

also called Miika Zrher,

the root of the Aconite ferox brought from Nepdt. a WW a

calf, and WTW to injure, wrw aff. the root is sometimes com-

pared to the nipple of a cow, whence perhaps this etymology.

WHItW*! n. (-W) The name of a city in the north of India

;

one

place to which it is applied is now a village in the district

of Gorakhpur. k. calf, and WWW a city.

WWt: m. (-*:) A year. b. WW to abide, and WWW Un’idi aff.

W WTfWW m. (-v:) Name of a month, Pkatgnna, k. wtvTj and

W^rwr destroyer.

W«WW mfn. (-W.-W W) Affectionate, kind. n. (-ff) Affection,

fondness, f. (-*f) A cow anxious for her calf. *. WW a child,

and WWT aff.

WW*wr f. t-WT) Tenderness, affection, e. T?VW, and WW aff.

also with w. WWW 4.

WWfWt f- (-Wt) A kind of cucumber. (Cucumis madraspatanus.)

W wr^wt £ (-wt) A plant, iMenispermum glabrum.) a, WV * calf,

Ac.. *<W food.

W mfn. (-v-Wf-W) Proper or fit for a calf. m. (-w*.) A cow-

herd. a. WW a calf, Ac., and w atf.

XX T • 111 »»«1 * 0th els. (w^fir-w wcwfw-#) 1 To inform, to

speak to or tell, to declare. * To speak articulately. • To
abide. With Wl^, To speak similarly or subsequent

With WTW prefixed, (WWI<fw-W) To reprove, to censure.

With vfw. To salute respectfully or by name. With ww,

(WTWWW) To explain. With To speak out os
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plainly. With xfa, (qfixxf* ) To speak against With x, To

rumour, to slander With xfx, txfxxxfx) To reply to or

answer. With fir, (fimt#i To dispute. With fa and X.

(fayxgfa or -$) To wrangle or dispute together. With fa

and ft. To break a promise. With xx and x. (xvxxxxi To

speak articulately in concert
j (vnTdgfa) To utter or articu-

late sounds together. (T.) xfa
1 To salute with refer-

ence eft respect. * To praise, to eulogize.

UX Speaking, able to speak, speaking well or

sensibly, a. xx lo speak, XX *lT.

XXX n, f°- (XX-X^-X*) Speaking, saying, s. *x to speak,

XX aff.

XXX n. (-X)
1 The mouth, the face. * The summit or apes of a

triangle. a. «x to speak, aff. wr.

XXXXCfX n. (-at) The face of a mistress, r xw, and XTtX a

lotus ; also similar compounds, os fg«ti<sraf , axxrifax. fec-

XXXFXX m- (-X*) Salira. the moisture of the lips. a. XXX the

mouth, and XHXX spirituous liquor.

XXX*r m. (-»^) The face. *. XXX,' and TX the moon -

f
also

similar compounds, as XgXXXf, fee.

xxfal f (-far~xit) Speech, discourse, talk. a. XX to say or

speak, farx Un'Adi aff., #tx optionally added.

XXX mfn. (-x :-XT-xf) Munificept, bountiful. a. XX to speak,

aff. WX ;
also XXTO.

XXXTX mfn. (-*n*XT-X*)
1 Saying, calling. * Glorifying, boasting,

a. XX to speak, XTXX aff.

xxftx m. (-X0 The jujube : see Xxft-

X<tx mfn. (-X: XT-X) * Liberal, munificent. * Speaking

kitully or agreeably. * Eloquent, a. XX to speak, XIX

Un’adi aft

XXTX m. (-X:) A sheat-fish, (Silurus Boalts, Hah.) a. W4 to

speak, aff XTXTX; also with XX added. XXTtfX. m, (-X0-

XXTXX mfn. (-X:*XT-X) Speaking, a speaker, stole to speak,

able to speak well, eloquent, a. *X to speak, aff. X^, the

root repeated, and XT inserted.

X»J f. (-X:) ' A sou’s wife. ' A wife in general, i. XX to bear,

X aff, more commonly wtj.

XXXT f (-XT) A wife. k. XtJ for X|. and XX added.

f> (-*t) A daughter-in-law ; see

xx f. (-X) ' Woman in general, a female. ' A wife. • A young

wife, one recently married, a bride. * A sons wife. # A sort

of bulbous root, (Curcuma reclinata.) * A gramineous plant,

(Trigonella corniculatm:) see XXT. T A plant, (Echitet frute-

aoens.) a. XX to bear, X aff.. and X changed to X ; also do-

med from XX to bind, in which case it is written

xtjXX m. (-X*«) A woman, a. x^a female, and XX person.

£ (-Xt) ' A son's wife. * A young woman living in her

father’s house, whether married or unmarried, a. XX to
i

bear, aff
,
and X changed to X.

XXXXX n. (-x) A lattice, a loop-hole.

XX r. 1st and 10th cl*, (XXfa xxxfa) 1 To sound. • To aerve,

to honour • To help. * To be distressed. (X) XX r. 1st and

IQth els. (xxfx xxxfX) ' To act, to transact business. * To
injure

}
also r. 8th d. (X^ii) To ask or beg.

xx nf. (-x-^t> A forest, a wood, % grove, n. (-f) ‘ Water,

• A residence, a dwelling or abode. • A house.
4 A cascade

or fountain. t. xx to sound, to serve, to seek, fee.,

aff. XX.

XXXP^ m. (-^) A species of Arum, (A. calocasta.) «. XX, and

XX the same.

qxxfrx m. (-ft) A wild elephant, a. XX, and xfax an

elephant.

XXX l f. (-#) Wild cotton, or a plant resembling it, (Hibis-

cus vitifolius.) a. XX a wood, and xrcret cotton.

WX^fX* m. (-X:) Wild fowl. a. XX, and a cock.

XXXX m. (*XU) A wild elephant. a. XX, and *X an ele-

phant.

XXXXX n. (-X) A thicket a. XX, and XXX the same.

xxx* m. (-ft) A spy, an emissary, a. xx a wood, and XX

concealed.

XXXT f. (-XT;) The Gdpoi, (Bos gavnis.) a. XX wood, and a

cow
j

also XXXX m. (-Xl)

TXXTX* mfn. (-X-TT-X ) Frequenting foreat*. ». (-Xt) A hunter,

a forester, a. (-X) A forest a. XX, and XTXX an object, fee.

XXXXX n. (-X)
1 Aloe wood or Agallochum. 9 A sort of pine,

(Pinus Dcvadaru.) a. xx a wood, and XXX Sandal.

xxxrfkx mfn. (-ft-fHt-ft) Forest forester, savage, a. XX, and

Xlfxx who goes.

XXWTX m. (-»;> ' A wild goat. * A hog. a. XX a [wood, and

XTX a goat.

xxfa\ m. (-^) A wood cutter, a. XX, and fax who cut*.

XX'XX m. (*xi) Cutting limber, a. XX, and XX who cute,

XXX mfn. (-Xi-XT-xt) Wild, forest bona or produced in a

wood. n. (-XT) A lotus, m. (-X:)
1 A fragrant grass, (Cyperus

Tutundus.) 1 An elephant f. (-XPT) A sort of pulse, (Phtacolue

trilobus.) a. Xx wood, and X born.

xxxtfxx m. (-Vi) A wood-man, a forester, a. XX, and artfxx

who livea,

xxfxx m. (-H:) A aort of myrobalan, (Terminalia chebula.)

f. (-XT) A plant, commonly AAtwdAi, i^Ciasampelos hciandrs.)

a. xx wood, fwx biltar.

XXfkfxXT f. (-XT) A climbing plant, (Cissarapelo* bexandra.)

a. XX in the fern, form added to the preceding.

XXX (*X:) A clnnd. a. XX water, and x what yields.

XX<lM m.(-Xt) The Champak, (Michelia Charapaca) B. XX a

wood, and ^tX a lamp or illuminator.

BXUXX m. (-X!) A tree, (Hyperanthera morunga, fee.) p. xx a

wood, and XXX a shoot

xxxnjx in. (-x:) A hunter, a deer-killer, a. XX a wood, and

XTUX a low man.

XXXTXX m. (-x:) A forest tree, a XX, and XTXX a tree.

XXXXX m. (-V:) Entering a forest, commencing to live as a

t
hermit a. XX, and x entry.

xxftx m. (>x) The KM* or Indut* cuckoo, a xx a wood,

and fax fond of.

XXXX m. (-*p>) A medicinal root, commonly IluAitffAa. a XX
a wood, «px to eat, aff. ftgx.

XXXft f. (-it) Wild jasmine, a. XX a wood* xtft jasmia*.
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EEETfEEl f. (-ET) A gad fly. LTifi wood, and Elf^ET fly.

EEETET f* (-ET) The chaplet or garland worn by KrYsrn'a.

k. ee a wood, and «nwr necklace.

EEETfWE.ro. Krishn'a. f. (-El>
1 Dwaraka the capital of

KaYaiiN'a. * A female energy of Krishna, e. eeriet «s

above, TfE and aff.

EE^W A cloud, i. EE water, and «pt( to let loose,

fin air.

EEiff m. (-f:) A sort of kidney-bean, (Pbaseolus trilobus )

E. EE a wood, and wf% kidney-bean.

EEEE in. (-WO A cloud, a. EE water, and w* sprinkled.

EEK m. (*V.) A monkey, a. EE a wood, ee to play, aff. E
also RTWX.

EEttei m. (-up) A lion. a. EE a wood, and t^WE a sovereign- I

EE^lfw mfn. ( fhn-far-llt-fhl) Embellishing or beautifying a
j

forest. *. TE, rtW to shine, EE aff.

EEEf^E mfn. (-iff- fAft-fi) Residing in the woods, a. EE. I

and who abides.

EEEfw m. (-fir) A wood on fire. e. nr a forest, and Efw fire.

EEETE m. (-*:) Living in the woods, as a hermit, &c. it. EE,

and EIE abode.

Ihviite m. (-Eft) A civet or pole cat. i.vwi wood, EE to

dwell, aff. vrw-

EEEtfEE mfh. Wild, forest, who or what dwells

in woods, m. ( -^t)
1 An anchoret, a hermit. * A forester.

e. WET forest, ErE abode, aff. EfE.

EwfwTTEi m. (*v) A sort of wild cat, (Felis caracal ) a. ee,

and fflTET a cat.

EEUfE m. (-fE :

)
Rice growing wild in pools or swamps, and

considered by botanists, as the parent stock of all the varie-

ties cultivated in India, t ee wood or water, and ijtfE rice.

TsnjtrE m. (-*:) A plant, (Ruellia longifolia
: ) see ir^E. a. ee

a wood, and UTTTE the same plant

VEEWE n. (-if) A lotus. R. EE water, and srrwE adorning.

weee m. (-WT)
1 A jackal. “ A tiger.

1 A civet or pole cat.

k. EE a wood, and EE a dog.

EEEV* m- (-E0 A sort of pulse, (Ervoro birsutum.) e. ee a

wood, and ET* w^at contracts.

EEE^E m. (-*:) A multitude of groves or forests, b. EE, and

EfE R collection.

EEETTfwEt f. (*EY) Wild cotton, a. EE wild, and E^lfWEt

Hibiscus.

EEEf mfn. (-EI’-WT-^f) W’ild, savage, forest or grove-abiding,

&c. m. (-W1 5

)
1 A deer. .• A hermit, an ascetic, e. EE (in)

a wood, and EB what stays,

EETWrfEE mfn. {-^t-fltE^ fE) Beings or abiding in a wood,

m. (-Eft) A hermit, an anchoret, t. EE, and tffrfvE who

stays.

EEfant mfn. (-C-fl'li) Situate or being in a forest a. EE,

and fin* what stays.

EEElfw m. (-fir.)
1 A tree that bears fruit but no apparent blos-

soms, as several species of the fig, the Jack, &c. * A tree in

general. * An ascetic. a. EE forest, and EfE lord,

augment

8 z

EEElE m. (-E0 A sort of tall grass, (Saccharum sporttaneum.)

B. EE wood, and ETE » smile, from EE to laugh, with EE aff.
;

also with EE added, EEETEE.

eeteei m, (-*?:) Shaking of the trees of a wood by the wind.

B. EE, and ETEEj trembling.

eetw m. (-‘WO A hare. 8. EE a wood, and ettj a rat.

EEi^E m. (-E0 A sort of bean, (Phaseolus Moong.)

EETEl m. (-W:) A wild goat. k. ee a wood, and EE a goat.

EETE m. (-E.)A blue fly. a. EE a thicket, EE to go, ^aff.

EETEl n. (-wi) The skirts of a wood. a. EE, and ete end.

EETfwETE mfn. (-E:-ET-E) Wood-destroying. *. EE, and EfitElE

destruction.

EE!EE m. {-W-) A fruit, (Carissa carondas.) a. EE wood, and

ETEE for E1EEE mvrobalan.

EEIE in. (*^i) A country distinguished for its breed of horses;

also TTETE.
*»

eetee m. (-E:) A horse of the t'andyu breed, r. EEf^ a coun-

try, and E born.

EETEE m. (-E:) A flower gatherer, a. EE a wood, E^l to go,

TE aff.

EErfwET f. (-ET) A sun-flower, (Heliotropium Indicum.) e, ee
a wood, EE to adorn, aff. ipr, and fern. form.

EETEE mfm (-E:-El*E) Forest, forester, who or what is in a

forest- ro. ( E) * A raven, or perhaps more properly a sort

of crow. * Dwelling in a forest, e. ee a wood* and EfEE
abode.

EHlfilE mfn. (-E^-ET-Ej Leading the life of a hermit. &c. a. EE,

and ErfEE repaired to.

EETfET m. (-E0 A bog.

EfE n». (-fi|j) Fireor its deity, a. EE to worship, Un idi aff.

EfEET f. (tET) a woody place, a grove, s. Esft, and EE. added.

EfEE mfn, (-Ei-ET-E)
1
Solicited, begged. * Served, f. (-ET)

1 A
woman in general. * A beloved woman, a wife, a mistress,

a. EE to ask, aff. jf-

EfEK m. (-E0 The entrails of an animal offered in sacrifice,

g. EE to worship, Un idi aff.

EEfi* m. (-e:> A beggar
;

also EE^EE.

EE^EE n. (-E:) A beggar, a mendicant, b. ee to ask, x*(»ff

;

818 and added ; also E being changed to e, EElEE.

EEEU f. (-El) A tree, commonly Karanja. e. EE in a wood,

small.

EEEE mfn. (-E^-ET-fl-E) Who or what inhabits a wood, forest,

forester, m. (-E0 * A forester, one of a savage tribe inhabit-

ing woods, a sylvan, a. satyr. a An imp, a demon, a. aw
in a forest, and ET! who goes.

ESlETHTEr ro. (-Eft) An aaceitc, an anchorite, a sage. a. E^E^,
and E*E chief.

EEEE mfn. (-E’-ET-E) Living in the wooda a. EE, aft to sleep,

TK aff.

EEeEst m. (-E0 A part of a thicket, a. EE, and vr<8 a part.

EEtWtE m. (-E:
) A rhinoceros, s. EE a wood, and ETETE effort.

EETTE m. (-W.) A part of a thicket, a. EE. and EEE direction.

EEr^E mfn. ( Et-ET-if) Produced in a forest, f. (-E!) Wild cot-

ton. a EE a wood, and E|[E produced.
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**!**. m. (-*T) 1 A forezter, 1 A TV,mV?

y

in zpt, *. TIT wood,

mod *t,* dwelling.

*^*T f. (-*T) A parasite plimt. *. *»yi the seme, tm «3.

m. (-*:)
1 A panegyrist, a eulogist, a bard. • One deserr-

ing praise or eulogium. a. ** to praise, Un'fidi aff ee
n. (-W) 1 The face or month. 1

Obeisance to a Brain«*
or superior by touching the feet, fee. f. (-zft) Reverence,

worship, adoring. • Begging, soliciting, asking. • The hip (?j

• A drug for reviving the dead. f. (.*,) Praise, praising,

especially the gods or great men. a. *f* to praise, aff. wrr
or ^*. fem. aff. Wig or

g'ggtiMbl f- ( grl) The ornamented arch of a gate-wav. a gsgg
praising, and sm*T a garland

;
being hung with Bowers on

marriages and festival occasions.

W-sawifsewi f. (-*T) The ornamented arch of a gate way. a. W*gvr

praising, WT*T s garland, tail in the fem. form,

h-a^lh m(h. Praise-worthy, to be eulogised or praised,

f. (-*T) A yellow substance used as a pigment, said in the

7bstros to be procured from the head of a cow see ^TWt’
a. afg to praise, aff.

**> f- (-**T)
1 A parasite plant, (Epidendrum teasellatom, See )

* Any parasite plant. * A female beggar, a. *f* to praise,

aff. W* and *TU.

n-Sial f (-*T) A parasite plant. «: awer, and ant added,

n^tr: m. (-*:) A parasite plant. «. awa the same, at to go or

be, aff. **
n-vn mfn. (-*:-*:-*) * Civil, complimentary, polite. * Pvats- I

ing, celebrating, m. (-*:} A panegyrist, a bard. a. tfg to

praise, w;n aff

tf*n f. {-fsgr-nftj 1 A captive, a prisoner, a man or beast eon.

fined. * A ladder or stairs, a. ofg to praise, aff. and Wt*
optionally added.

>rpavia m. (-*:) A house-breaker, especially oae who breaks

into the place in which the sacred fire is preserved, into an
armoury, or a temple, a. *f* captive, (what is confined or

abut up,) and VT* who seizes
j also *fnr*rr. fee.

wfwWTg m. (-*:) A thief, a house-breaker, a. gf«e, and *rv
thief

; see the last.

*f>g* m. (
1 A panegyrist, a bird, a herald, a servant

whose doty it is to proclaim the titles of a great man as he
passes along, or a poet, who sings the praises of a prince in

his presence, or accompanies an army, to chaunt martial

songs : considered as one of a distinct tribe, he is the son of

a Kaittriga by a Sa dra female. • A praiser, a Batterer,

a. *fg to praise, aff. ,

nfHmS m. (-»:) A complimentary stanza, a panegyric, a

eulogium, often improvisatore, recited by a bard, Ac.

a. wffe a bard, and qrq reading.

m. (*^:) A thief, a house-breaker.

sr*<r rafo- To be praised, commendable, laudable,

f. (*^T) A parasite plant, a. qf* to praise, qq aff., or qq
Un'idi aff.

^ m. (-qp) A worshipper, a votary, a follower. *. qf^ to

praise, aff. Cf.

mfn. (-sqt-qrr-ai) Forest, savage, wild, produced in a wood,

Ac. f. (-*fT)
1 A multitude of groves. A quantity of water,

a flood, a deluge. A plant, (Pbyaalis fiexuosa.) s. qq a

wood, Ac., qq aff.

TW m. A copartner, a coheir, Ac. x. qq to ask, and Vq
Unddi aff.

qq () r. 1st cl. (quOf)
1 To sow seed. * To procreate.

To shave * To weave.

qq m. (-q:) • Shaving. 1 Sowing wed. Weaving, f. (-qr)

1 The mucous or glutinous secretion of the flesh or bones t

according to some, also the marrow of the hones. ' Any

hole or cavity, x. qq to sow seed, Ac., aff.

qqq1

n. (-q) ' Sowing seed. * Shaving. * Semen virile, f. (-tft)

A barber’s shop. a. qq to shave, Ac , aff. qpr,

VMlTiiT m. (-irw) Marrow. x. qqi, and VW what roakei.

qfqq m. (*V:) A father, a. qq to sow seed, (figuratively,) and

T^rq Un’hdi aff.

Tyir A deity. n.(-W) Knowledge. a.Tq to aow, vqq aff.

f. (-qr) A plant, (Hibiscus muubilis.)

eyqjnmfn. (-VBT^-Wwft-qnO Having a body, coporeal, incarnate,

a. qyj, and qjjq aff.

ag'B n. (*gr) 1 The body. • A handsome form or figure, a. qq
to sow, Un'fccli aff. ’qfo.

qqw rafn. (-w:-qr*qi) ' To be sown. * To be given, conferred,

implanted, Ac. ' To be immitted seminally, to be impreg-

nated or begotten, t. qq to aow, qq aff; also qqiftq, &c.

I

q^ mfn. (-m-lt-ff) A sower, a planter, Ac. m. (-ut) ' A father,

a progenitor. * A poet, a sage. a. qq to aow, aff.

qq mn. (.qi-q) ' A field. * A rampart, a mud wall, earth taken

from tbc ditch of a town and raised as a wall or buttress, or

as the foundation of a wall of masonry, Ac. * The founda-

tion of any building. * The gate of a fortified city. ' A
shore or bank. 0 Dust, earth.

1 A mound, a hillock, m. (•*:)

A father, n. (-UJ Lead. f. (-sft) A hillock, an ant-bill, a qq

to sow, qq Un'adi aff.

qqqtqT f. (-IT) Butting, as of an elephant or boll, &e. x. qq a

mound, and qtrr *po(L

qqrqq mfn. (-ir-fTMT) Bowed or stooping to butt at a wall or

bank. X. qq, and WT^ttf bent.

qqrwr^ rW. In or betweeu banks, mounds, &c. x. qq, and

qr^rr within.

qqrfqqTq m. (.q:) Butting at a bank or mound, x. qq, and

qfinirq striking. /

qqrmq n. (-qi:) 'ITe water near or along the bank. x. qq, and

qqjq water.

qfq m. (-fq:J A field, t. qq to sow, Un jUJi aff. fqq.

qq r. let cl. (qqfffj To go , also qq.

qq (* q) r. 1st cl. (iftOf) To vomit, to eject from the

mouth.

qq mf. (-q: qD Vomiting, x. qq to vomit, aff. qp^; also qqq
and qfq.

qqq m. (-q:) 1 Vomiting, ejecting any thing from the mouth.
a Water ejected from an elephants trunk, t. qq to vomit,

»ir. ***.
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BBB n. (-#
)

' Vomiting, ejecting any thing from the mouth.

* Causing vomiting, an emetic. ' Pain. 4 Offering oblations

to fire. a. ww to vomit, aff. W*.

B?B f- (-fir)
1 Vomiting, sickness. • An emetic, in. (-fit:)

1 A
name of fire. * A rogue, a cheat, r. BB to vomit, aff. BB.

wfww mfn. (-VP-BT-lt) Sickened, made to vomit, t TO to be

sick, causal v., IV aff.

wfcrsn iad. Having vomited or been sick. a. by? to be sick, l(r aff.

mfn. Vomiting, sick. b. Bit to vomit, Bfw aff.

BWt f. (-Bt) A small ant burrowing in trees; also Bifr.

BritfB n. (-*) An ant-hill, a hillock, a. BBt a tort of ant, tg?

a heap.

TB r. 1st cl. (BWB; To go or move.

BIT5® mfn. (-BP-BTT-tB) Middle-aged, young, Ac.: see TOW
WVV n. (-B:)

' A bird. • Age, time of Hfe. 9 Youth, a. BB to

go, aff, or Bt as substituted for BB to go, with the

same aff.

BBBi mfn. (-Bit-BH-Bi) Relating to age, aged. a. BBB. and

BB aff.

bto mfn. (-ur * Young, in the prime of life. 'Mature,

middle-aged, past childhood, or from sixteen to seventy, m.

(-BBV) A friend, an associate, a cotemporary, f. (BBT)
1 'fhe

moon plant, (Aaclepias acida )
* Emblic myrobalan, (Phyllan-

thus emblica.) • Yellow myrobalan, (Terminalia chebula)
4 Small cardamoms. 9 A plant, (Menispermum glabrum.) 9 A
medicinal root, commonly Kdkati. * A woman s female friend

or companion, a confidante * The silk-cotton tree. b. BBB
life, BIT to be or stay. aff. B, fern, aff. BIB, the final of the

former changed to Piterga, and that optionally rejected

;

hence, dlso BB'TB-

HTW mfn. ( •«: WT Aged, «Uling to »«. n. (-1*:) A friend,

a rotemporary, an associate or companion, f. (-W) A wo-

man’s female friend or confidante, s. BB^lifc, BB aff.

BBB n. (-B) A temple, a. Bt substituted for BB to go, and

BBB Un adi aff.

Bvfrnt mfn. Aged, very old. b. bb^, and BB gone.

BBTBB m, ( -BT:) A young or middle-aged man. a. BBB youth

or manhood, BT to have, Un'edi aff. Bf*J-

B$[fBB mfn. (-B5-BT-B; Very old. a. BBB, and BfBW exceeding.

BB r. 10th cl. (BBBfff) To desire, to obtain, to covet or ask,

bb mfn. (-Bi-BT-B) ' Best, excellent. • Eldest, m. (-B0 ' A
boon, a blessing, especially in the gift of a Brahman or deity.

* Engaging, selecting, appointing. ' Requesting, soliciting,

especially prevailing on a person by intreaty to undertake

any business.
4 Surrounding, encompassing. ' A husband, a

bridegroom. 9 A son-in-law. ’ A catamite. * A drug : see

BBTB. 9 Wish, desire.
19 A sparrow, n. ado. (BB) or

tnd. (BBB) Better, preferable, n. Saffron, f. (-BT) ' The

three myrobalani. * A sort of perfume, commonly lienuka.

* A plant, (Cissampelos hexundra.) f. (-*1) * Asparagus race-

moaus. * A name of Cii'emya, w ile of the sun. «. t to select,

to cover, Ac., aff. BB or BB; it is also derived from B, and

is then written with an initial consonant : see BB
;
also BB to

desire, off. BX-

BBB n. (-B)
1 The cover or awning of a boat. ' A wild kidney-

bean. • A towel, a wiper, a. 1 tu cover, aff. vpB.

wrvny m. (-JJ:) Indoa. a, BB best, WTJ sacrifice.

BBBBB n. (-W) * A dark sort of Sandai or Agallochum. ' A
sort of pine, (Pinus Devadaru.) a. Bt: best, BBB Saadaf.

BBB m. (-B;)
1 A gander. * A man of a barbarous or foreign

race. n. {•*) Many-flowered jasmine, f. (-an-Bt) ' A goose.

* A wasp, &c. a. V to choose, aff. B*W; fem. aff. BTB.

or #tB.

BBB n. (*dl) 1 Appointing, selecting, choosing. • Surrounding,

inclosing. 1 Screening, covering. 4 Nourishing, supporting,

ra. (-*••) ' An outer building, an enclosure, a wall of masonry,

Ac. raised on a mound of earth. ' A causeway, abridge. 1 A
camel. 4 A tree, (Capparis trifoliate.) 9 Any tree. f. (-bt) A

rivulet, running past the north of Benaret
,
into the Gangrt,

now called the Bern d. a. g to choose or appoint, aff. BB-

BBBBt f. (-^) The city Benaret, more usually bibi bbV e.BBB!

a rivulet as above, and Bfa another running on the south of

the city, deriv. irr.

BBBtB mfn. (-B>BT-B) 1 To be applied to or solicited for a boon,

Ac- * To he selected, a. BB to ask as a boon, or v to choose,

BB^aff.
BBB m. (-B:)

1 A portico. * Pimples on the free. 9 A multi-

tude. 4 A heap of grass 4 The string of a fish hook. • A
packet, a package, n. (-Bn) A small bird, (Turdua ) a. bb
to cover, Ac., Un'&di aff. BB*f.

BBBW mfn. (-B:-BT-B) ' Fearful, terrified. * Large, great. • Mi-

serly, a miser, m. (Bt:)
1 A hotednh, a chair or canopy on

the back of an elephant. * A wall. ' Eruption or pimples on

tbe face.
4 A ball, a globe. a. bbb as above, and BB

added.

BBBTB m. (-B:) The castor oil tree, (Ricinus communis.)

BB1PJ f. (*y) An elegant woman, s. BB, and WB body.

BBB^ f. (-Bt) A sort of perfume, commonly Rknnkd.

BBBT f. (-BI) ' An elephant s or burse’s leather girth. * A
thong, a strip of leather, a. IB to cover or surround.

Un'idi aff. BBB.

UBBB m. (-B**) The Simb tree, (Melia aaadirachta.) a. BB
best, and B^ skin, the final vowel added.

BBB mf**- ' Granting a prayer, conferring a boon.

* Propitious, favourable, ra. ( b*«)
' A benefactor. 9 Fire for

burnt -offerings of a propitiatory character, f. (.^T) A girl,

a virgin, a. BB a blessing, Ac., and b who gives.

BB<TB n. (-B) ‘ Granting a boon. • A place of pilgrimage.

* BB a blessing, and ^TB giving.

BBBBTBI m. (-BI-) A sort of perfume, commonly Rtnnkd.

BBBB mfn. Conferring a boon. {. (.^r) Tbe
wife of the saint Agastya. e. BB a boon, and BB who

g ves.

BBBVB n. (-*) Conferring a boon. a. BB, and b^TB giving

WBBB m. (-B:) Tbe cocoa-nut tree. a. BB best, and BB fruit.

BT*pit f- ( <?tl R4*‘*kd, a sort of perfume.

BBB iad. Better, sooner, rather, preferable : see BB-

BOBBT f. (-BT) The nux vomica planu
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f i fqe no. (-TfT) A husband, t. wr to choose, in the causal

form, aff qq.

WX.qfq m. (-fq:) A poet and philosopher, one of the ornaments

of the court of Bkdja. or one of the nine gems usually ascrib-

ed to Vikuamapitya's court. 8. ft pre-eminent, better,

qfq light or renown.

qqq mf. (-W:-qT or -qt) A wasp. f. (-wr) A goose, i. qq, and

rn to take, aff. q.

) A plant, (Mimusops elengi.)

<tJWT f (*VT) The wife of a father-in-law. i. ft » bride-

groom, and Bfqw affectionate.

w<*fWl f. (-ift)
1 An excellent woman. • A virtuous woman.

• A woman in general. 4 Turmeric. 4 Lac. 1 A brownish

yellow pigment
,

also qrqirr and T A plant, com-

monly Priyangu. • A name of Gxt’af. * SaraswatL

'• Lakshmi. b. qq best, W’i class or colour, aff. qf%

and

m. (-q:) A fine elephant e, TfT, and ftti an ele-

phant.

Tfr-tf.-jrYw n. (-^i) Saffron, a. qq, and the same,

qqsi m. (-q:) 8'iv*. *. q* better, and qq old.

anar mfn. f-q:-qt-q)
1 Low, rile, impure. * Poor, pitiable.

m. (-q:)
1 8 iva. • War. 8. q to cover, flee,. WTWW aff.

qqrr n. (-T)
1 The head. * A privity, a private part male or

female.
4 Cassia bark. 4 An elegant form or body. m.

(.q:) An elephant r. arr beat, excellent, qq body or

member.

aTiTq ro. (-qt) Woody Cassia, r. qq added to the preceding.

rj I fffT f. (-WT) A lovely woman, b. qq beat, qqqi a woman,

q f f fqqpiW mfn. (-ir-WT-lf) Handsome and well-shaped.

8. wnr excellent body, qq form, and qqff invested, pos-

sessing.

act* n. (-*i) 1 A cord, a rope. * A Cowri ; see the next.

Hltf mfn. mbit.’(•VWt-fqqr-q^ I
’ A rope, a cord, a string.

• The small shell, called a Cowri, and used as a coin. 1 The

seed-vessel of the lotus, ra. (-fqqr) The Nagotara plant

a. qq to surround, aff. qsq, and qq added.

m. (.qp) A plant, commonly Naghara, (Meaua

ferret.)

wqTq m. (-q:) ' Imdra. • A plant, (Capparis trifoliata.) b. qq
best, and ^1 to obtain, with wrw prefix, and q aff

qqyq^l f. (-£1) Bonara. b. WT best, qqq water, #W.aff, i. e.

the Gtmgct, on whose bank the city is situated
j

also WfTTWql

and qqqtft

qqiqq n. (-W) A sort of Mimusops, (Mv Kauki, Rox.) b. qq

best, qqw eating.

qtnrq m. (-q*) An acid fruit, (Carissa Carondas.) s. qq best,

qq acid.

qqrvq n, ( q) The diamond, b. q* best, v to go or be,

wrqaff.
4 -

qqi^Tq m. (-q:)
1 An elephant-driTer. • Mounting, riding. • A

rider on an elephant or horse, f. (-qi) ' A handsome or ele-

gant woman. 1 The hip or flank, b. qq excellent, qrCiq

mounting, &c«

qqiwq m. (-q:) The Caronda fruit, (Carissa Carundas.) t. qq
bear, qq to be equal to, qq aff

qrtfq m. (-fq:)
1 The moon. * A division of music.

WtTTfatqT f. (-qr) A name of Detox, *. qq best, supreme,

qrfkr a female friend, qq added,

oqrfq m. (-fq:) Coarse cloth, b. qq covering, qq to pervade,

aff. qq ;
also qqtfq.

qqrqq n. (-#}
1 A cistern, a reservoir. • The Ohma ro*e.

in. (-q:) ' A whoremonger. 1 A door-keeper, e. qq beat, &c.,

qjqq Hoat.

qqrfq m. (-fq:) ' Coarse cloth. • A swordsman, -f. ( qt) Dirty

clothes. E. qc covering, qq to be, aff. qq and ^tq.

qfTq ro. (-q:) ' A bog. • A name of Vishn'c in the third Avittr

or descent, in which he assumed the shape of a boar. * A
mountain. 4 A fragrant grass, (Cyperua) 1 A sort of measure.
4 One of the eighteen smaller Lhtipat or divisions of the

universe. 8. qq best, qq to injure, with qrq prefix, and

qsff.

qciqqTWiT f. (-qiT) A sort of yam. e. qf:iq a hog, and qrmi

beloved
;

also qqiqt.

qqtqqtfqq m. (-q\i A flower, (HelUnthus annuu*.)

qqTqqTqfT f. (-qq) A plant, a sort of sensitive plant according

to some authorities, but to others, a kind of (non, (Lycopo-

dium. irabricatum, Rox. :) it is also considered sometimes,

but erroneously, as sy rvonimous with qrrft Diotcorta. e. qqiq
a hog, and qrq passing.

qctqqjqq m. (-«n) An esculent root : see qifTqt a. qqnr a

hog, and qrqq a name.

qfqqfqq mfn. (-qt-qr-tf) Served, honoured, sdored, as a deity

or spiritual teacher, k qfqqqrr service, qqq off., and q
optionally rejected.

qfrqqn f. (-qp) Service, honour, especially such devoted

obedience as a pupil pays his spiritual preceptor,

r. qfrqq indeclinable, here said to imply veneration, and

qnq aff.

qffqfqjq mfn. (-qt-qr-W) Served, adored, a.qfqqqn as above,

and qqq aff
,

qft^l f. A fish-hook. b. see qfq^t, q, and q being inter-

changed.

qfqq n. (-^) A year. m. pin. (-qi:) The rains or rainy seasoa.

f. iq to sprinkle, aff qqq.

qftqrfVq (-q. ) The Ckaiaka, (Cuculux melanoleucos.)

a. qfrvi the rainy season, and fqq fond of ; being supposed

to drink rain water only.

qfqq mfn. (*q>qr-q)
1 Largest, greatest, most large. * Heaviest,

mightiest. * Best, dearest, most preferable or beloved,

n, (-Tf

)

1 Copper. • Pepper, m, (-q:) The Prancoline par-

tridge. a. q^ substituted for qq Urge, or qq best, and qq*
affix of the irr. superlative.

q^fqq mfn. (-qrq qqt-q:) ' Very large, largest, most large.

' Best, most preferable or excellent. * Extremely young,

tender, infantine, m. (*qTq) The eighteenth of the astrono-

mical periods called Vdgat. x. qf: best, or substituted for qq,
and qqqq aff. of the irr. superlative.
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f fff\ m. (-W0 An ox or bull. a. tee * and W being

changed to W and W ;
also W«ll'W^.

WttW m. (-W:) Kama or Cvpio. e. t to choose,

aaw m. (• W'.)
4 Varum'*, the deity of the water* and regent of

the west. * Water or the ocean. • A tree, (Tapia cralceva,

or Capparis trifoliata.)
4 A name of the sun, or rather of one

of the twelve form* of that luminary, or A‘ditya». a, 1 to

enclose (the earth), or W to select or prefer, being chosen by

the gods for his office, and WWW Un'4di aft

WBWrBIWl t (-WT) Spirituous liquor, s. WWW Varon a or the

ocean personified, and WTWWT daughter ;
being amongst the

precious thing* produced at the churning of the ocean.

*-qwTWt f. (Wt) The wife of Varun'a. *. WW», with #tw »ff

and W1WW augment.

n. (-B) An upper and outer garment, 1 . 1 to cover, WW

Un'adi aft

WWW m. (-W:) A sort of wooden fender or ledge round a car*

riage, as a defence from the ejects of collision, n. (-W)
1 Ar*

mour, mail. * Leather, shin. • A house or dwelling, a. 1 to

surround, Uu'idi aff. eg*.

TSffvrw m (-^1) * A guard, a defender. * A car. f. (-^)An

army. * m part of a car, TiW and *ff*.

WTW m. (-W0 A wasp.

W*WI mfn. (*V*WT-^i) Chief, principal, pre-eminent, a . W to

select, Un'adi aft vw.

g^vg m. (*WP)
1 A chi$f, a sovereign. * Iwdba. f. (-W?l) An-

cient Gaur\ the capital and district so named, t. WC best,

yi| chief, and witlb wYu aft.
j

the favorite country of the

deity, &c.
#

BTWK m. (-*:) S'iva. a. art best, principal, TWt lord.

WTT¥ m. (•¥:) A plnnt, commonly Marita.

W^iW mf. (-W: -wt) A wasp. i. € to cover, ^rww( iff-, fem. aff.

;
the fern, form may also mean, a smaller kind of wasp,

mf. Any young animal, m (•*:) * A lamb. * A goat.

• Pleasure, pastime, sport, mirth, festivity, a. f¥ to take,

aff. BTCW.

WWTTB m. ( TO ' A side glance* a wink, a leer. • The rays of

the meridian sun. ran. The mark* of a lover's finger

nail* on the bosom of a woman, a. WWW a young animal,

ajB to be or resemble, aff.W*
VJ& m. (-¥:) A pin, a bolt.

Rg n. (-*.) A class, a tribe, a multitude of similar things, whether

animate or inanimate j
as Ka-vtrga, the das.* of guttural let-

ters Tr't-ttrgn, a class of three (object*, as love, duty, and

wealth) ; the Sadra-verga, the Sudro tribe. * A chapter, a

book, a section. • A square number, (in arithmetic.) s tW

* to quit, to except (any thing else), aff. in.

BSIBW n. (-W) The square of a cube. t. WW, and WW a cube.

mt^B n. (-^) A square root. a. w4, and W* a root.

wftd mfn* (-W-WJ-^J Belonging to a class, a tribe, &c. i. wiL

and 1 aff.

WW r. 1st cL (wrwffT) To go.

r. 1st cl. (Wib To shine, r. 10th cl. (wwwfw) ' To cut.

* To fill.

9 A

w*fl f. (-it) * A kind of rice. A harlot

n * (*^)
1 Form, figure, shape. * Light, lustre. • Ordure,

faces, m. (-$r) The son of Cbandba. i.n to shine,

WWW aff.

mn. (-^-wi) Faces, excrement, r. t4t to shine, WWW aff,

end depreciative aff. added.

tpifww mfh. (-wVfwwl-fwj Bright, glorious, e wahr, and Pm aff.

T*i mfn. (•^-.•nAr wi) 1 Free from, devoid of.
1 Excepted*

m. (-aw) ' Leaving, abandoning. * Excepting, e. iwi to aban-

don, aff. ww.
w»tw mfn. (-W'-WT-W) Who or what leaves, shun*, excepts, Ac.

1 . IWJ to quit Ww aff.

n. (-if) * Quitting, abandonment, sbnnning, avoiding.

• Injury, hurting. 1
Killing, it. *w to abandon, aff. War.

B^sfwWT i*d. * Having shunned or avoided. Having omitted,

excepting, leaving oul t («r to quit, aff wrr.

fwPT mfn. (-w:-W(-Wj
1 Abandoned, avoided. * Given. ' Ex-

cluded, excepted, s. wrto quit, aff. w-

wasrwlw mfn. (-W>WT W) ' Improper, censurable, wicked, proper

to be avoided. • Irregular, to be excepted, a. fwr to quit,

and WWtWC iff. of the future participle.

W*W mfn. (•
1 To be shunned. * To be excepted,

excluded, left out. n. ( s*fi A point in each lunar mansion

during the passage of the moon, in which no business should

be begun, a. wwr to quit, WTW off.

W r. 10th cl. (Wwwfw) 1 To colour, to paint, to dye. * To send

or cast, to direct, to order. • To praise, to extol, to proclaim

qualities. * To describe. * To spread or extend. • To grind

or pound. ’ To make exertions. • To stime.

m. (-if:) 1 A tribe, a class, a caste, an order. • Colour, hue,

tint * Coloured cloth thrown over the back of an elephant,

an elephant's housing*. 4 Quality, property. • Fame, celebrity.

• Praise. ' Gold. * Religious observance. • The order or

arrangement of a song or poem. '• A musical mode. *' Stain-

ing the body with coloured unguents. *• Beauty, lustre.

'• Theatrical dress or embellishment, mn, (*^-4) 1 Perfume

for the person.
1 A letter of the alphabet. • Form, figure.

4 Sort, kind. 4 Touch, the purity of gold, as ascertained

by its streak on the touch -stone. • In arithmetic, a co-effi-

cient. o. (-^) Saffron, f. (-^h) A leguminous shrub, (Cvtisus

cajun. > a. W to paint, Ac., aff. WW or WW, or W to cover or

screen, Un'adi aff. WW.

mn ( W:-W) ‘ Perfume for the person, especially pounded

or ground. * Sandal, mf. (-Wt-WT) A paint, a pigment, m
indigo, orpiment, Ac. m. (-W:) 1 A panegyrist, a bard, a poe-

tical encomiast, by tribe and profession. * A circle, an orb.

f. (-WT) Touch, standard, fineness or purity of gold, a, *rw

to colour, &c., Bf aff, or BW as above, ww added.

wWr.B m. (-ff:) The son of KovfiaA. c. w4 praise, and wfw
a bard.

f* (-WI) An ink -stand, c. WW a letter, and a well,

WW aff of comparison, in the fem. form.

f b qrw m. (-W**)
1 Order of caste or tribe. * Alphabetical arrange-

ment, the alphabet, c. WW, and WW course.
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77*7 mfn. (W.-7V7*) ' Coloured. 1 Described. • Algebraic,

a. 7<$. and *7 gone to.

ud^i^7 m. {-V:) A painter. a, 77 colour, TV to go,

aff. W7-

Twtjt m. (*H:) A Brahman, a. ?w caste, 7f7 elder.

7*br7 ind. By or with colour, Ike. a. 77 colour, and Tffa aff.

w4ffv raf. A pen. «. *4 a letter, and ijfr a brush
;

also with 77. added, 77TXr7TT f. (-7TT.)

mfn. 1 Dying, colouring. 1 Giving tribe, Ac.

m. (-7 :) Aloe wood or Agallochum. a. vxr. aud 7 who or what

gives.

7*777 ra. ( Hi) Turmeric, a 7*. and 7T7 what gives.

77TT7 m. (-7) A letter, an epistle, a. a letter of the alpha*

bet, Ac., and yn sent, s

77X77 mfn. (.V:-7T-V) Disturbing or violating the distinctions

of caste, a. v». and what violates.

m (-vj:) The particular occupation or duty of each caste

or tribe, a. 7^ a tribe, 77 virtue, moral merit.

7*7 n. (-7) Describing, expatiating, explaining.,pointing out

qualities or excellencies, Ac. * Colouring, painting, writing,

f. ( -71) Praise, panegyric, e. 7* to colour, 77 and 7T7 aff.

7*7^7 mfn.(-7:-Tr 7) Tube described, delineated, praised, Ac.

r 7* to colour, 77*177 aff.

7*77 m. (-7:) A pallet, a leaf, Ac. on which a painter mixes

his colours, a. 7* a colour, and TV a leaf.

7*7T7 f. (- rfr ) A pen. a. 7* a letter, and 7 f7 mother.

777:77! f.*(-vr) Sasaswati, the goddess of speech and elo-

quence. e. T« a letter, ami 7T7VT divine parent.

WxbrT^T f (-71) 'Die alphabet. '

a. IS a letter, wvrr a garland.

ftl^VT f. (-wt) A white aluminous fossil often confounded with

chalk, of which it is considered a species, a. 7* colour,

V7R a line

7*77! f. (-tt) Chalk, a 7* colour, 7tt a line.

7*77 mfn. (-7T7-7tft-7!l ) Having tribe, colour, Ac. f. (-77tj

Turmeric, «. 7* colour, 71JV aff
f

W*fvTT77 ra, (-nr:)
1 A plagiarist. * A house-breaker, a. vv

praise, and fir before ttt to be mad, aff. wn^.

7**7 n. (-xi) Metre regulated by the number of syllables,

a. TV, and W metre.

T*vW mfn. {-W*-¥T*¥) Of a good tribe, caste, kind, kc. m. (-V-)

A Brahman, a. VV, and ^7 best.

v4vvtt: m (-g;) An assemblage or mixture of tbe four tribes,

i. v*, and V7?t assemblage.

wv^l'T m. (-7:) ' Mixture or confusion of castes. * A man or

tribe of mixed origin, or front a father and mother of different

castes, s. 77, and 7VV mixture.

7*Vf-'t7
m. ( »:) An alphabet or assemblage of letters, r 7*,

77 to kill, with 77 prefixed, and aff., and 72 substituted

for the radical letters; also with 77, 7VV|77.

7*VTfT7 m. (-H:) The alphabet : see the last.

Vift m. (-fa:) Water, a V to surround, vfa Un’4di aff., and

xjtt augment.

mfn. Outcaste. a. 7*, and 7^7 void of.

77ng? f. (-^i> A pen. «. 7* a letter, vfv to go, aff. TV.

7*T7 m. (-7?) ' A singer. • A painter. • An actor, a mime,

a. v* colour, Ac , vfz to go or be, aff. T7.

7*177 ni. (-7T!) A word. a. 7* n letter, uud TTVT the soul or

essence.

7*11777 m. (-7:) An outcaste. a. 7*, and 7777 who is or

goes out from.

V*IV7 mfn. ( IT- -77 -it) Degraded, outcaste. 7. 7V, and T*W
devoid of.

7«r77 n. (-si) The class and state of a person. 7 W, and

VT7W order.

TvbvTMTt m. (-TT) The duties of tribe and order. 7 7^177#

and VHJ duty.

7f4 n. (-f*) Gold. 7 77 to colour, Ac.. Un'&di aff. 77.

7f77 m. (-70 A writer, a scribe, a secretary, Ac. f. (-7TT)
1 A

pen. * Ink. a. v* a letter, aff. 77.

,
7fwT| mfn. (-Wr-ITT-W)

1 Praised, eulogised, extolled. * Describ-

ed, explained. • Painted, e. 7w to praise, aff. 7.

vfwwff mfu. (-7T7! 71ft -77) Relating, describii^, was relating

or related, Ac. a. wnt to describe, 77 J aff.

7fsn* mfn. (-wf-tfsrt-f*) Belonging to a caste or tribe, of that

caste, Ac. m. (-dff)
' A painter. * A scribe, a writer. • A

religious student. 4 A man of either u! the four regular

castes, f. (j*7t)' A woman, a wife. ' Turmeric, a. 7* colour,

Ac., xfsr aff.

vf*7V ra. (-7:) Killing or occasioning the death of a man of

either of four caste*, a. 7f*77, and 77 killing.

vf*fvfT7 m. (-fl) An ascetic, or one wearing the marks of a

religious student, a. 7f*V, and fafr* having a mark.

7* m. (-*:) The name of a river and district, a. 7 to sur-
•» >4

round, Un'&di aff. m.

jpfTTTT mfn. (-Wt-TT-lfj Having caste, tribe, Ac. a. 7^, and

777 possessed of.

777 mfn. (-7’-7iT-7) Who is or abides, exists, lives, Ac.

mf. (-7:*7T)
1 A sort of quail, (Perdix olivacea.) ' A horse's

hoof. n. (-71 A sort of mixed or bell- metal, commonly /'idri.

a. nr to be, f7 aff.

7777?7 m. (-7TI) A cloud, a. ITT to be, aff. 77, 77 abiding,

and 771 birth.

777 mfn. (-7‘**7T-7) Fixed, stationary, stable, nf. (-if*xft)

1 Staying, abiding, being, the property of a fixed presence.
1 A road, a way. * A ball at one end of a spindle to assist

its rotatory motion. 4
Grinding, n. (-sij ‘ Livelihood, subsist-

ence. * Occupation, profession. * Salary, hire, wages.
4 A ball of cotton from which the threads are spun. 4 A
ball, a globe. • Appointing. ’Turning, m. (.7:) A dwarf.

1 . nr to be, to be fixed, Ac , aff. TpT or ^7 .
*

,

777717 n. (-7 ) Gift of a situation, of wages or means of sub-

sistence. *, and 7T7 giving.

T^7faf77T2 m. (-»:) Appointment or assignment of salary,

wages. Ac. e. 7 ^7 . and f7f7«fr* appointing.

777F717 m. (-7:) Destitution, want of means of subsistence.

R 7^7, and 7MTV non-existence.

77f> rn. (-f7 :

) 'The eastern country, or eastern India, f. ( Of!)

A road. a. f7 to be, Unodi aff. 7f7.
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wfaftn mlis. (-*: V-w) ' To lit lived, or dwelt is. ' 'Vh»t may

be. *. ¥W to be, »vfll^ »ff

rnfn. ( VT-Wl-Ii) ' Iking, eiiating, living, being prevent.

* Dwelling or abiding in. n (I) (In grammar,) The present

tense, a. n to be,

vriwtarm f. (in) Being, being preaent, the property or time pro-

scht. a.m added to the last : also with m wnursat-

swam mfn (vr-vft-WW) ‘Living, subsisting. 'Dwelling,

a. rw to be. aff. I*
^

^

nl (-sr:) ' A river so named. 1 A puddle, a pool of water.

• A crow's nest. • A door-keeper, a chamberlain j
it is also

written

f. (-fvb-vff) ' Perfume for the person. ’ The wick ofa lamp.

A lamp. * A tent, a bougie. ' A collyrium prepared from

earious substances and dried in a loicnge form
;

it is exhibited

ground wi.b water or milk. * A line, a ruled line. ' Tbe end.

of . cloth, a. I* to be. Ua’idi ail. T*. <H<t optionally

auaeu-

( (-WT)
' A * The wict of * ]amP' «• ** tob«’

WW. fem. aff. m.i also ffi* and TWIT, orn the same,

fh«w Un’idi aff.

mfn. (-Vlt-m-vi) Caused or made to be or exist, a. DV to

be. causal v., W aff. .

rofn
1 To be lived. ’ To be dwell, remained,

or continued. *To he practised in. * What may be, possible,

probable, a. n» to be, w* off

wfiw mfn (.ff-fWl-fH) ‘ Abiding, fitted, stationary. * Being,

a. is to be, aff-

mfn.
1 Slaying, abiding, being stationary

or ’fixed.
' Facing tan enemy), funding firm in battle. ' A

circle, a. in to be. *ff

fflfn (
.v: erl-«) Hound, circular, globular, apherieal.

nt (-It:) ‘ A pea. • A ball f. (-ITT) A ball of clay at the end

of a spindle to assist its rotation, a. In to be, lalsf

B (.,1) A road. * An ryelid. a. Ilf to be, wfrqaff.

{ A road, a way. a. nf to be, lf» Un'idi aff..

»nd yi augment.

a ^,a ITi m ( veo Rigidity of the eyelids, ao that they cannot™
u, a. w*. «<* contraction.

mfn. (-nwn-fW^t^ Purposing to angment. a. if to

angment. w* aff. with the future form.

*4 m (-It)
1 A plant, commonly llurntnuti ki ' Increase, aug-

*
mentation.

1 Cutting, n. (-1) Red lead. a. « to grow or

increase, aff. T«. or TV to divide, aff WW

^ mfo. (-WT.-WT-*) Increasing, causing to grow or increase.

•Dividing, m. (-*‘) A plant, commonly JiamauiiiU. a. nt

,o .row. ov l4 to divide, aff. ^fff.

wjf, m. (-(%:) A carpenter, a. I j to cut, ^ laff., II to in

jure. T aff-. *"
. .

- _

,if,I m. (-*) A carpenter, t vs. cult.ng, xfk aff.

fj, mf0 (.s^.sn-vi) Growing, thriving, n. (->1 ) lueremung,

growing, thriving.
' Augmenting, causing to increase. * Cut-

Lt. dividing.
f.(.fft) ' AaataJwatsr jar. • A brush, .broom,

a, II to increase, or Iff to out, off «!,

wkm*r mfn. (-Wi'WT-if)
1 Prosperous, thriving. • Increasing,

growing. m.{ -H:) 'The castor oil tree. 'A lid, a cover, espe-

cially a shallow earthen platter or saucer, used also as a top

to water-jars, &c. • A name of Vibbk'O. * A sort of riddle or

charade. * The last and moat celebrated of the twenty-four

Jinat or Jaina teachers of the present sera.
9 A mystical

figure or diagram. 1 A district and city, Burdwa*. x. vft|

to increase, in4^ *ff
'

H^WHTH A lid.acover. K.wi’TTW as above,andHrw added,

nfc* mfn. (-Tf:-irr-lf>
1 Grown, expanded, increased, thriven.

• Full, filled. * Cut, divided, t. HH to increase, or H* to.

cut, aff. W-

H4rHH n.(-if) Cutting, dividing, a. "an! to cut, causal v., 1C^aff

wfr*T mfn. (-tff-fiWi.fi) Increasing, thriving. b. HH to

increase, xfa aff.

nff at? mfn. 1 Increasing, growing, thriving. * En-

larging, expanding. B. fH to increase, aff H;Hrw.

uf. < )
A leathern thong or girth for securing a saddle,

n. (-^) Leather. 1 . to increase, Un Adi aff. IT*; also W^f.

HH r. 10 cl. ‘ To cut or pierce, to divide. * To fill.

wtJs? n. (-v) Form, figure. *. I to choose, aff and

tf7 augment.

xr4i r. 1st cL (wiftT) 1 To move, to go. • To kill.

f. (-IT.I A plant
;
also CAarmakathd or Charmoghda.

n. (-^1) Armour, mail. i. w to cover, aff. ufar BN

77I7T m. One who takes arms or who spoils another

of them. a. wi«, and w ho takes,

wfmw mfn. (-Hj-in-W) Armed, accoutred. E. wm mail, lTT^f aff.

mfn.
1 Chief, principal. 1 To be applied to for

aid or a boon, Ac. * To be choaeu or selected.
* To be

yielded to or indulged, in. (•!&) Kamadbva. t (*<QT) A girl

choosing her own husband, t. WC to ask as a boou, or V to

choose, HIT aff, form irr.

mf. A sort of bean. (Dulicho* catjang.)

7HWT f. (-WT) A blue fiy. a. imitative aouud, and WH or

HW to utter, aff. HI, also and

mfn. $uUt. or-f^-<) A sort of basil, (Ocymum
pilosum, Kox.) m. (-H0

1 A low man, one of a degraded

tribe or occupation, an out-caste, a barbarian. 1 A region,

. a country, the country inhabited by barbarians. * Woolly or

curly hair, as the hair of an African. * A shrub, (Shiponan-

thus Indica.)
1 A sort of worm. • The noise or clash of wea-

pons. 1 A mode of dancing, f. (-n-Tt)
1 A sort of potherb,

• A small bee.
1 The B«ya or India* grossbeak, (Loxia

philippensis.) n. {•!?) * Vermilion. * Gum myrrh. • A sort of

Sandat wood. a. 1 to choose, Un Adi aff. w<. or the same

robt, with hi aff., in the reiterative form ; it is also derived

from WH to go, and is variously written W^apr, WH H,

and H*BH, Ac.

m. (-fl)
1 Curly or woolly hair. * A shrub, commonly

Bnmanm(Ai. • A name of S'nra. * A sort of basil a. h to

select, Un'Adi afl. and the root repeated.

n. (-TH) White Sandal* a. h«pc the country of barbari-

aiif, and HH what grows.
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WWT f A sort of basil, (Ocymum pflosum, Rot.)

vfb m. (-to) A glutton. i.t to chute, Un'fidi aff. few.

r. lit cl. (w^fir) To be wet

ran. (.*;•>*) ' Rain, raining. ’Sprinkling, affusion. • A year.

* A Vartha, or division of the known continent ; nine are

reckoned A'ara, Hiranmaya, Romanaka, Ildvrata
, Hart, h'ctu

maid, Bhddratva, Kinnara, and Bharata. 8 Jamba Drrtpa, or

India. * A cloud, m. pin. (-at:) The rains or rainy season, con-

tuning two months, according to the Hindu classification of

the seasons, which some systems consider to be !frdoana and

Bhddra, and others, Bkudra and A'twin ; the duration of the

monsoon is however longer, being reckoned from A'thar’ha

to Kdrtika, or from the middle of June to the beginning of

October, f. ting, (-VT) A sort of gramineous plant : see TfTf

i.if to sprinkle, atF. or a to screen, &c., Unadi

aff. W.

UTiry mfn.(-y:-yT- 1ft-T} Making or producing rain. m. (-y:) A

cloud, f. (-y?|) A cricket, a. wv rain, V to make or mark, t

atf.
;
the cricket cfairpingyespecially in wet weather.

vvirs m. f-vf
; >

1 An astrologer.
1 A month, a. WM a year,

and irrv a vocabulary, &c.

mfn. (-ur-wr-ui) Born or produced in the rains or rainy

season, k. W«l the rains, and ui born •, also *»».

n. (*vf)
1 Raining, rain. * Sprinkling, a. to sprinkle,

OT air.

VTfvr f. (*f%:)
1 Abiding, staying. * Act, action, a. vs to

sprinkle, Un adi aff.

WWH mfn. (-4w Raining, showering, sprinkling, a. ts

to ruin, irt aff.

rvnr m. (-g:) * An eunuch or attendant on the women s apart*

ments.
1 A cloud, a. vi rain, and trt what h:>lds.

m. (-4 :)
An eunuch or attendant on the women's apart-

ments.

m. (-*:) A mountainous r.inge, supposed to separate

the various I'arshm or divisions of the globe from each

other : six ranges are enumerated from south to north
j
viz.

Himotdn, Hdmakula, Nishatfha, Nila, Ntcita, and S'rlngi or

itrUtgavan
;
Mrrv constitutes the seventh

;
other names occur,

a. srv as above, atid trsflv a mountain.

vrvVTfunr m. (**t) The hog plum, tSpondias mangifera.) a. va

rain, and ripening.

axfv ?j m. (-R:) The Chdtaka, (Cuculus melanoleacos.) a. wv

rain, and fond of.

'WTV’C m. (-yi) A eunuch, a castrated attendant, one employed

in the women s apartments, a.
,w seminal sprinkling, *y

free from.

tv. (-if) A century, a. vr$, and igw a hundred.

A thousand years, a. and WTW a thou-

sand.

m. (’W :
) A month, *. IPS a year, and ^sr a part; also

with wvr added, w4jw«.

wtrYTW n. (*M) The rainy season, E. tfWT, and nf time.'

H^TtrniPrif mfn. (-W:-srT-W) Belonging to or produced in the

rainy season, a. TWTUrtVT, and « a£

Tvn* m (-T!) A month. i.n t year, and fT a limb ot

member.

WTUlf no. (-wt) A frog. «. U^T, and urv sound.

Tvrtfxr^w mfn. (-^:-WT*^) Rain-scattering. ra. (-W*.) A high

wind, a gale. r. v4f, and snnFR scattering.

m.(-ljR) A frog. f. (-*))
1 Hog-weed. ’ An earth-worm,

(lulus.) * A she frog or any small frog, a TVT the rains, «

to be, afT tor-

m. (-%:) A peacock, a vi the rains, who rejoices.

avHR:vn»iM m. (-IT) A Chdtaha. a VETO* rain water,

attention, and inf observance.

7$rytr n. (-if) Ten thousand years, a and ^p*ir ten

thousand.

vvrrrv m. (-^:> A rainy night, t. w4t, and rjfu night

wirffa m. ( rt) The planet Maas. aWVT the rains,

light, visible in the rainy season.

VVTvrTrfuwi f (-*T) A plant : see TWT. *. W, and Vnfrfw¥

synonimoua; conjoined.

WVTVflTW ra. (-W:) Autumn, the autumnal season, a. TVT the

rains and IS9H end.

flic mfn. (-W:-^t-«)
1 Raining, rainy, relating or belonging

to the mins. * Shedding, showering, pouring down. n. (-gr)

Aloe wood or Agalluchum. k. snr, and 7 a atf.

wf4«i mfn. (-wf-f4#t-f4) ‘ Raining. • Sprinkling, a TU to

sprinkle, filM air.

mfn. (*V-¥T-‘l) Oldest, very old. a. substituted for

rf old, and of the irr. superlative.

mfn. (-Rf af-sr H-W:
) Very aged, or old. a substituted

fur ^ ^ old, and u:T. of the irr. superlative.

•W^a mfn. (-UT-«irt-«) Rainy, watery, a -aw to sprinkle, and

^arsfalT.

Tjar ^ m (*^:) A rainy cloud, t. miny, and *

cloud.

VTv H mfn. (-ui;-ur-af) Born or produced in the rains M ft
in the rains, and m born.

a^rar mfn (•«:-un-9‘) Yearly, annual k. wa, and one.

m. (-ar:j Hail. a. rain, and a stone.

aJ n. (-'$) The body: see the next

yan n.(-ai)' The body. * Measure. • Height; elevation.
4 A handsome form, a VI to sprinkle, atf. sttoa

,
also

with a final vowel 'VH.

mfn 'To be rained or showered. ’ To be

sprinkled, e. fa to sprinkle, tta atf.

Wr. 1st cl. r. I Oth cl. (Wqfin ' To speak or tell ’ Ta
kill or hurt r. 1st cl. tXT^) '

'I*o cover. • To be excellent or

pre-eminent: in this sense it is more properly ff. r. iOlhcl.

(vrfafjf) To shine.

n, (-T) ’ A peacock's tail. * A leaf. • A sort of perfume,

commonly GnnlkiUa. 4 Train, retinue. 1 . vvto increase,

atf. also "VT or fT to cover, &c. a£ in tbe latter

ca*e it is written Ti.

f4f n. (-vf) A leaf. a. to grow, aff.

Wvrrr m. (-y:) A tuft of peacock's feathers at the shaft of a

lance or handle of a club. s. W, and UK load.
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wfkj* n - (-*> C7flat'Ai<i/a, a aort of vegetable perfume, s. wfTO

AW« grass, and g«p flower, having a similar blossom.

wfTrTITO m. <-*|r) A name of fire or Acki. a. Kuan

grass, T?a to dry, aff. wfw*.

ff|:f n.. (-"&) A perfume, commonly Bd/fl. a. wffo AW« grass,

and 1ST to be, atT. w, growing in the same places : the f
r
ittrga

, of WtWW optionally retained; also xrfro.

wfTJVt «• (-*) (>1*111 'Laid * also

tn. (-W) A peacock, a. TO a peacock’s tail, and TO"* aff.

w f̂ TOlTO m. (-an / The deity KarMya. k. a peacock,

and WTTO a vehicle ; mounted on that bird.

gfgsgWI f. (-WT) A name of the goddess Cash'd f. n. for

w^f a peacock, ami sgsi nn emblem,

wfww m. A peacock. e.n * peacock’s tail, and Tf*

possessive alf.

n. (-an:) A vegetable perfume, commonly Gant'kidla.

I . wf$ a peacock, and tfsq flower ;
also f

wfWrfro m. (-{*:) A name of fire. K. arfro h ut a grass, and

•rfire light.

m. (-«:) A dt'i’v, t divinity. r. .fyM fire, and

mouth ; most olTerini;, passim; through fire.

wfwijv* 1". (-*n) l‘‘ro. «• wtf* »n oblation, TJATW who

dries up.

wfi^X n1, <•*” or ',K> A Kri or progenitor of a particular

class. a. AW« gross,^ u> eat, f«e aff.

m. (-in) Aom or fire. b. wM* light, and *» hair.

Wprff n. (-») 1 A perfume, commonly Bala, perhaps a specie* of

/taimpngaa. * The realm of the Pimta longifolia. a. eftK

Kata grass, and W! to slay, aff. *, the final of Tfxm chang-

ed to Vutrga, and optionally rejected ;
see erpta,

wft*PT rnfn. ('HfffSIl mwi ' Having Kata or sacrificial grass.

* Having fire or light, blaring, shining. a. eft?, and

vrjTt aff.

efn m. (-m Fire. * Light, lustre, splendour, mn. <-fw :)

» Sacrificial grass, (Pua cynosuroides.) * Sacrifice, oblation-

Gant' kiiil/i, a vegetable perfume. *. to increase, aft’.

Xfw, or W or TO to excel Ac., with the same aff ; in the

latter case this word and its corresponding ones are written

with an initial consonant af4w. Ac.

vrwr r. 1st el. (TOJ»i) ' To cover. • To move. • To surround or

enclose, r. 10th cl. (WTTOfif) To cherish or maintain,

fif n. (.1 ) An army, forces. B. to surround, aff.

see a*.

wnrw rnfn. (*•.-»•'*) White, m. («:) White, the colour,

a. T* to go, aff. firr; TW going, aiS to pervade, aff.^U,

also UTO. and WTOW. ^
gaiva m. (-* ( The moon. *. aee white, *1 a ray of light, the

tj >*

final vowel changed.

wani mn. ( If:*11) The middle ; also WTOTT*

mf. (-IVr-titt * The wooden frame of a thatch*
1 A tur*

ret or temporary building on the roof of a house, e. TO to

cover, ww* aff., TO 111111 ^Vt added > also TOft.

TO’W • m. (-a*:) A perpendicular, b. ‘TO ,
and wfw to depend,

TO aff., the initial rejected ;
also aiTO^.

9 B

warn mn. (-W*-^) A bracelet, an armlet, m. (*w0
1 Sore throat,

inflammation of the larynx, &c. * A boundary, an incloaure.

f- TO to surround, W TO Unadi aff.

TOlfro mfn. (-lf:-WT-lf) Surrounded, encompassed, b. riti an

inclosure, aff. TO^*-

totwt f. (-WT-<\) A small kind of crane, e. TO to surround,

aff. WTWW » also TOIWT.

TOIUW m. (-grr) Tlie Kdil or Indian cuckoo. • A frog.

TOITO m. (-W:) * A cloud. • A mountain. 1 A Dailya, a

demon. 4 One of the Niga§. * One of the horses of

KbIsunVs car. t. TOirwr a crane, WT to go, aff. w,

deriv. irr.

f. (-ffcs) • A line or streak made with fragrant unguents on

the person. 1 Natural line or folds of akin, a wrinkle. * Offer-

ings to the spirits of air. s. TO to surround, aff. i

see srfwr.

wfww mn. ( -w:-W) The edge of a thatch, e. TO to surround,

Un adi aff. Tuy,

farfTOT f. (-an)
1 Making lines on the person. 1 Making offer-

rings to all beings. . wfw. and fgrarT act; see wf%, &c.

mfn. (•tri-m-lf; 1 Moved, constrained. • Surrounded.

b. to to go, TV aff*

srfTO nf. or -wt) A fish-hook. b. wfro a bait, to

destroy, alf. V, "9 changed to v, and v again interchangeable

with W.

TOW n. ( W) The root of the lotus, ro. (-Ws) A bird. «* TO to

surround, Uu’adi aff. «f.

TO» r. 10th cl (TOTOfH) To speak.

WfW n. ( WV)
1 llie bark of a tree. 1 The scales of a fish, e.to

to surround, ww Un’fuli aff.

wwaar mn. (-W: W) 1 The bark of a tree. * A garment made of

bark. e. TO to surround, TOTW aff.

TOiTff mfn. (-wrW«Wllt-WlO Having scales or bark, wearing a

dress mude of the bark of trees, &c. m, (-WT^) A fish. b. TOVT

a scale, Ac. ,
possess, aff.

Tfww m. (-W») A thorn. B. TO« bark, TO^t aff.

^wtf n. (-1#) Bark, rind. b. TO to surround,

TOt r. 1st cl. (TOffW)
1 To go or move. * To go by leaps, to

jump.

TOTW n,fn. ( wru-wrot-wnr)
1 Going. • Jumping, b. tot to go,

W* aff.

TOTT f. (-WTT) A bridle, a rein. e. TOf to go, aff. TO
wrwrrf mfn. (-If-in-W) Leaped, Jumped, gone by bounds or

leaps, n. (-it)
1 Running. * A hone’s gallop, a. tow to go by

jumps, aff. H
TOT mfn. (-WTM»|:-wr) Handsome, beautiful, m. (*WT) A goat.

b. TO to surround, Un’fidi aff. W, and TOf augment.

awiw mfn. (-W:-WT-tf) Handsome, beautiful n, (-^)
1 Sandal.

* A wood. * Price, k. added to the preceding.

TOTTO m* (-V) A wild sort of pulse
;
see TO^5.

TO! ui m. (-W*.) The flying fox. f. (-WT) A sort of bird.

TfWfWWT f. (-WT) A cockroach.

^ fi i qcf mfn. (-TO-TOt-TO) Become handsome or beaalifuL

t. iwr used as a verb, TO aff
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vm t. lit cl. (Wrt) To cat.

WV n. (-t4> ' Eating. * Food, r cw to cat. aff. apt.

trfttnt mfn. f Ht-Ht-4) Eaten. «. «W to cat, aff. w.

vfin m. (-at:) An ant-hill; also aailtar.

afarfa m( fv.) An ant-hill; also aoitfh.

astftat ton. (-w:-*r I A hillock, ground thrown up by moles, Ac.,

but especially the large accumulation* of soil, sometimes

made by the white ant. m. (-f:)
1 The poet Vaui(ki. * Ele-

phantiasis, or swellings of the neck, chest, hands and feet,

which break and discharge ichor in many places, a. aw to

cover, or gw to live, Un adi aff., and tyw augment ; in

the latter case this word and the corresponding ones are

written wwfrv, Ac.
;
also wfww, vwftfV

wwm and W^IT r. 10th cl. (TOWwfw) 1 To cut • To purify,

nr. 1st cl. (WWff)
1 To cover. • To move.

WH m. (*m

)

1 Winnowing corn. 1 A Math* of silver. A weight

of three Ret(is. * Prohibiting, prohibition. 'Covering, a. WW

to move, Ac., «ff.

WWWl f. (-iff) The Join'd, or India

a

lute. a. WW to cover, aff.v
WWW mfo- (-W:-*n-*f)

1 Beloved, desired, dear. * Supreme, su-

perintending. m, * A lover, a husband, a friend.
1 A

horse with good marks. 4 A superintendant, an overseer.

* The chief herdsman, f. (-wr) A mistress, a wife, a. nr to

cover, ^>r* Un'Adi aft

*W*T*B*T m, (-*:) A groom, a horse-keeper. «. rw a good

horse, and wrw* who cherishes,

wwft f- (-ft: or -^t) ' A compound pedicle. * A creeping or

twining plant, a. to cover, WTC*f aff-

WW* m.(-w-) 1 A cook. 1 A herdsman. * A name of Btifiusl.VA.

f. (-*) A cowherdess. a. *1 corering, and V aff.

Wft f- (-ftF*ft) * A creeper, a climbing or creeping plant,

f. (-ftp) The earth, f. (-ift) A plant, (Ligusticum ajwacn.)

a. ww to cover, Y* aff., and wtff occasionally added.

W^ftl n. (-«f) Pepper, k. wwl a creeper, and *1 born,

fir n. (Y)
1 An arbour, a bower, a place overgrown with

creeping plants. * An uncultivated field or place overrun

with wild grass. * A sand, a desart, a place destitute of

water. 4 A field.
1 A compound pedicle, 4 A solitude, a

wild.
f A thicket, a wood, s.fl to cover, aff.

;
also

mfn. (-Y**-YT-^) ' Dried flesh.
4 Hog's flesh, the flesh of

the wild hog. n. (-f?)
1 An uncultivated field, or one overrun

with grass.
9 A thicket.

9 A desart. s.fl to cover, me
Un'fidi aff.

HUT (. (-wit) Ernblic myrobalan. s. ww to cover, wff aff.

fll m. (-WT) A sort of coarse grass, (Eleusine Indica.) a. *w
to cover, deriv. trv.

W*T r. 1st cl. (WfT^) r. 10th cl. (Y^*f»r) To speak or tell. t.

1st cL (fTWT^) * To kill or hurt. 9 To cover. 4 To be pre-

eminent
} in which sense it is more properly r. lOtb cL

(Wiffwfir) To shine.

TW r. 2nd cl. (iftj To desire, to will, to wish.

mfn. (-^'Kr-W) 1 Humbled, subdued, tamed, overpowered.
* Enthralled, subdued by charms and incantations, fascinated,

charmed, enchanted. mn. (-W*-^) Wish, desire, n. (-iff

'Authority, supremacy mastership. • Subjection, submis-

sion, the state of being completely tamed and over-powered.

* Birth, m. (-wO The residence of harlots, f. (-•*!> ' A wo.

man. ' A wife. * A daughter. * A cow. 4 A barren cow. 4 A

female elephant. T A husband's sister, a. m to desire, aff.

wn, fern. aff. WTW-

f sr*T f. (-WT) An obedient and docile wife. a. *n subject, wrw

added. ,
-

WWftrWT f. (-WT) Subduing or overpowering by drugs, gems,

charms, or incantations. * The drugs, Ac. so used. a. tw
subjection, flWT business or agency.

WW* mfn. (- wr.-HT-if) Obedient, subject. C (-WT) An obedient

wife. a. VV subject, and ft who goes or is.

firrw mfo- (-m WT-TI) Subject, obedient, a. w*. and gone.

1 st 1! 5.

mfn. Submissive, acknowledging obedience

or subjection, a. *w subjection, Yft to speak, wff aff.

fprftiW mfn. ( Obsequious, acting under subjec-

tion, or according to the pleasure of another, a. *n, and

trfft* who abides. '

wwrji ra. (-$:) A bird.

lUrWTW m. (-wrt) A porpoise, the Gongetic porpoise,

wwnj* mfn. (-w.-wr-Jt) Obedient, submissive, a. ww, and ^sra

who pursues.

fWI Vlfw* m. (•4ft) A dog. a. TWT subjection, WT to preserve,

Yf* aft, and augment.

m. ( -fir*) Subjugating, fascinating, bewitching, holding

others in magical or mysterious submission to one's will,

a. art to desire (supremacy), and Raffia ; also with i|f| and

W affs. wftna and wfwar.

wfwwr mfn. (-fi-fT-f) Void, empty, f. (-WT) Aloe wood. a. Y*
to deaire, Y* aft, and fi added.

iflTWT f. (-ITT) ' Fascinating, bewitching, • Subjection, holding

in order or subjugation
j also srfinf. a- wftrv, and Tfw

or l aft

iftcw mfn. ( ^-fwWt-ftr) Subdued, subjugated, in subjection,

m. ( wt) A sage with subdued passions, f. (-^t) ' The A"east

tree, (Mimosa Sama, Ros.) 4 A parasite plant, a. wn, Yfw»
and ffftr affixed.

ifin: n. (-ff) Sea salt. m. (-Y:) * A tree, (Achy ran thes aspera.)
4 A sort of long pepper. 4 Orris root, t, ww to deaire,

TCWaff.

wfwff n»- (-WJ) Vas'isht"ha, a RUhi or divine sage of the first

order
j he is also a Brahmddika, a Prajapeti. and one of the

seven star* of Ursa Major, s. before wrrw to govern, to

instruct, (the other saints,) aff if, the first vowel of the

prefix rejected
;

also written wfwff and %.

WWlWVTf n. ( W) * Subduing or overcoming by drugs, charms,

&c., enchanting, charming. 4 Subduing in general. *, *rw

subduing, and wrtw making, f* augment, leaving

wwlww mfn- (-TT:-in»Ti) Bewitched, fascinated, subjected to

another's will. s. wwt, and fr»T made, fw augment.

mfn. (-lf:-WI-W) Subjugated, subject to another’s will.

*. tifb and ww become, f^t augmenL *
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m. (-fi) A pungent fruit resembling pepper, (Potboa offi-

cinalis;) also wfwr.

HW rntii, i Wi Docile, Lame, humble, governable. * To

be tamed or bumbled, m.(-Vh) A dependant, a slave, f. i-WT)

A docile and obedient wife. u. (-w Cloves, t. V* subjection,

WW alf.

f. (-vt) An obedient wife. k. v^T, and eraf added.

tWwt f. (-1Tlj Humility, subjugation, disposition to, or fitness for

subjection, E. sni, and int aff.
;
also w4.

WHW* rafa. (-WT-Wl-W) Of subdued mind. and

spirit. »

Tlr. 1st cL (f^Dt) To kill or hurt,

Hi ind. An exclamation used on making an oblation to a deity

with fire. e. TV to bear or convey, aff. wak
m. The priest who pour* the oiled butter into the

fire at a sacrifice, a. W¥ an exclamation, &c ,
and who

makes.

*4|iv m. M*) Burnt-offering, oblation with fire. a. TV* the

exclaniatiun used on this occasion, and arTV making.

tufa. (-sr-wT-rf) Offered or sacrificed with fire. s. W* as

above,w made.

tn* r. 1st cl. (v^rir) r. 10th cl. (vuRf*) ‘ To see. * To go.W m. (-*:) A one year old call e. T** to go, miw aff.

TV*! 1 (**tl A cow bearing many calves s. Vs^TV a calf,

dP| to have, aff. and
; also urBgnj. with xfw and #ri?

aff..

aa (in iia^ r. 1st and lOtfe els. awafa) To dwell or

inhabit, r. 2nd cl. (a^) To cover with dress, to wear a*

clothes, r. 10th cl. (arwwfif)
1 To be affectionate, to love.

* To cut or divide. • To kill.
4 To accept. TTafl r. 4th

d. (awfil) To be straight, to be unbending; literally or figu-

ratively. With ^fV| prefixed. To sit upon, to occupy. With w.,
To fast. With fw.

1 To dwell in or inhabit. To dress. With

3, To dwell abroad. ' With in?, To cohabit.

ava mfn. 1 Dwelling, inhabiting. * Wearing,

as clothes, e. a9 to dwell, a* aff.

1 (-fir* or 1 A house, a dwelling. 1 Abiding, abode,

residence. • NighL «. v* to dwell, Un'fidi aff., (op-

tionally added.

a*fa n. (-ifjf
1 Cloth or clothes. • Covering, clothing. • A dwell-

ing, a bouse. 4 An ornament worn by women round the loins.

«. ww to be clothed, &e., aff. wz.
•4 *

aaWWlP^ a. (-1) A tenL k aaa, and tnr>( a dwelling.

a*far ®* ( ' fruanta, the season of spring, or its deified per-

sonification. * Dysentery, diarrhoea. • Small-pox. «. aa to

dwell, Un'Adi aff. HTW, as applied to the season, when love is

especially present on earth.

aaarj^w m. (-w:) A tree, (Cordia myxa and latifolia.) a. aaai

BPr*rtK» a flofor
;
blossoming in the spring.

U* TiUifs a in. The Indian cuckoo or Arif/. k. WWH spring,

and WjfaW who sings.

avatar mfn. (-w:-wr-ai) Produced in the spring, f. (-WT) A

festival in honour of Kajcaj>£va, held, in the month Chnitta,

*. aaai, and m born.

>*

aaav^w ro. <-«!:)
1 The Kokila or Indian cuckoo. * The month

Ckaitrm, i March-April.) • 'ITte fifth Rdfa or musical mode,

called also Ilindola.
4 The inango tree. f. (-ift) ‘ The trumpet

flower. • A Urge and beautiful creeper, (Certnera race-

mosa.) t . T*3T spring, and the messenger.

m, MO The mango tree. (Mangifera Indies) e. waai

spring, and V a tree, orVWWflif; the mango blossoms in

March or April, and is then an object of great beauty.

w^nrmm m (-V) Kamaeva or Curio, e. wvwt spring, and vtf*

the friend.

n. (*4) The celebration of the return of spring, for-

marly held on the full moon of CkaUra , but now on the full

moon of Pkatgana, being identified with the Data t/dtra or

Iloti. a. avfm, and a festival.

WSJ! f. (-VTJ
1 The serum or'marrow of the flesh, considered by

sr<me authorities as distinct from the marrow of the bones,

though regarded by others as the same substance. * Adeps,

fat, suet. e. w to divide (in the body), WP and arts.

in. (-IT) The Gangctic porpoise, (Delphiuus Gangeticus;)

also vtrrirv and fglfV, the last perhaps incorrectly.

avrv mfn. (-v-WT-V) Wearing, putting on, (as clothes.) e.

to clothe, prWT aff-

TreTtrrfirw m. (-#1) A dog. k. wvi, and who drinks,

n. (-af; Wish, purpose, desire.

m. (-fw:)
1 Dwelling, abode. * A dwelliog. e. WV to dwell,

Un'aili aff.

wfvw n»fn. (-7T:-in If)
1 Stored, (as grain.) * Dwelling, inhabit-

ing. * Pul on, worn. n. (-tfi Abiding, residence. f.(-WT)The

power of subduing all things : sec wfvfU- a. wv to dweU,

&c., aff. %, or wfkrWT a* above, and v changed to V-

xrf^* mfn. (-WI-^I-W) Who or what wears- a. w to put on,

aff.

srfvatT ind. Having put on (as clothes), wearing, e. wq to

wear, Sit aff.

wfvK tx. ( -K) Sea salt. m. (-T:) A pungent fruit, considered ms

a sort of pepper, (Pothos otficinalis.) a. W9 to abide (in the

sea), XT*f aff.
;
also, as derived from wv to desire, wfw^, &c.

wftff m. (*tj) A celebrated Muni, a, to abide (in the prac-

tice of religious austerities), aff. fwfv, wfvv superlative

aff, VW. added, pre-eminent amongst the ascetics ; also

*rf>rv, &c.

V® mfn. (-^;-V:'^ ‘ Sweet, sweet-flavoured. * Dry, dried,

n.
1 Wealth, thing, substance. * A gem, a jewel. * A

medicinal root, commonly f^rlddki 4 Water. ‘Gold. 4 A yellow

kind of kidney- bean. ’ A sort of salt.
1 The number eight,

i. e. the eight Irartu. m. (>V: )
' A kind of demigod, of whom

eight are enumerated, vis. Diiava, Daws, Sdws or the moon,

Vishnu, Amu or wind, Amala or fire, I'kabhc'sua and Pra-

sha vs. * A name of Aoni or fire.
4 A ray of light 4 The tie

of a yoke. 4 A tree, (Seabana grandiflora.) "The name

of a king. * A name of Kwiaa. 4 A tree in general. 4 A
lake, a pool. '* A rein, a halter. 11 A plant, (Trophic aspera.)

*• S’rvA, 14 The sun. 14 A kind offish, s. av to abide or

dwell, UnAdi aff. v.
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qqY n. (»Y) A fossil salt, brought from a district in s/jrneret

Samlher salt. m. (-YO 1 A shrub, (Gigantic Asclepiaa.) 1 A

tree, (Sesbana grand i flora.) e YY added to the preceding,

or YY wealth, Y to sound, aff. q. ,

TQ'-tt* m. (-Y:) A supplicant, a beggar, a petitioner, a. by
wealth, a worm.

YY^T f. (-qr) The earth. w. *Y wealth, and qi who gives.

m. (-q:j Vaai'D$va, the father ofKihaN'A. B.T^a A«r,

- a deity, the incarnation of one of the f’asut ; or BY wealth

fqq to shine, aff. YY.

f. (

-

/?rr ) The constellation Dkanvthihn. a. BY the

/ mbs, and qqqT divinity ; presiding over the nsterism.

YYVH^m. (-q:i Krishna. a. YY**, and suborn.

YYYYT f. (-YT)
1 The asterism Dhanuhi ha.

4 The ninth day of

the fortnight.

f. (-YT) Crystal.

YYYT f. (*qT) 1*he earth. «. YY wealth, ft. to have or contain,

off. Y and qiq.

YYYr^T m. (.q:) A mountain, r. TtjVT, and qq what holds.

YYYlfYY m. (-q*.) A king. a. qYYT, and Yfirq sovereign.

n. (-^) lire capital of Vamcna in the western ocean,

rr^qrrr f. (-qr)
1 A female S'akti peculiar to the Jatnm. • The

capital of Kl’v6«A. a. YY wealth, Y to have, aff, YY and

¥iq •, some authorities read YYHfqT for Ki;v£ka's capital,

YY^TT f* (*rr) 'llie earth, a. yy wealth, Y to have, yy aff.

YYlTY m. (-qt) Fire or its deity, Agni. r yy a Va**, and hy life.

a Y*tW mfn. ( vrr^qTft iPI) Wealthy, rich, f. (-q1) The earth.

a. ty wealth, and q«jt(_ aff. ,

YYtlfYY n (-fq:) A religious ceremony in Which the demigods

called t "asus especially are worshipped, b. r^ ss above, qq
to thine, qfq Unadi uff.

YY** m* (-W*) A deity, a divinity, a. yy wealth, yt to have,

aff. Y.

m. ( q:) A name of Kaiin’a, the illegitimate brother of

the PaVd'u princes, e. YY wealth, and «brr au army; sur-

rounded by hosts of beggars for his wealth, of which he was

liberal.

sty^C1^ f. (-yI) The city of Kc*v&ra. k. yy wealth, toy place

or site, aff. tftq.

iTY<I m. (-TO The L'ukapHihpa, (Sesbana grmndiflora;) also

WY1***-

W&V n. (-Y*) ' Slinkier suit. * The Sesbana grandiflosa. k. see

*YY ;
‘he Y of YYY optionally long.

W’YTl f. {-qt) A whore, a harlot,

r. l»td. (YYIY) To go.

qqa. m. (-H:) ' Application, perseverance. * Going, motion,

l. qq« to go, aff. qq.

m. (-qt) A calf of one year, a yearling. K. qqi to go,

^qq aff.
;

also TO*, fcc.

TO*"l <• <*!) A cow bearing many calves. I. Yin a calf, ^1

to have, uff. Y and #lY; also YSSY 1^. Ac.

Y«qifqY1 f. (-YI) A scorpion.

t« r. 10th cl. (YYYq) ’ To hurl or kill. * To go or move. • To

ask, to beg, to solicit. ,

YY m. (-qi 5
) A goat. n. (Yi) A house, e. qqi to kill, aff. Yq.

YYBiqr f. (*Y0 A plant, (Ligustirum aju ucn :) see Y®rerqr.

YYq mfn. (-Y^-YF-Y) To be dwelt in, or inhabited, resided,

remained at, Ac. s. qq to dwell, YY aff.

qnqft f. (qfl)
J Benzoin or storax. ' A plant, commonly Ajtt-

grUgi. k. qqj a goat, and YY entrail.

YfY mf. (fqp) ' The lower belly, hypogastric or pubic region.

' l*he bladder. • A glystcr, syringe, or bag made of bladder

or gut, with u wooden or metallic nozzle. 4 Abiding, dwel-

ling, staying, plur. only (-Yq:) The ends of a doth. b. qq to

wear an clothes, Un Adi aff. fq, or Tq to abide, ftiY aff.

'
I»fYYYTY m. (-Y:)

r
l*he soap-berry, (Sapindus detergent.)

*. Wf® the ends of cloth, YY business, and YTY principal;

used in washing.

qfW*r* n. (-W; Urine, piss. «, qfqji the belly, and YY excretion.

wfafwTq n. (-q:> ‘ The neck of the bladder. 1 The pipe of

the ghster hag. r. qfq, and finCY bead,

qfsrqiqq n. (-Y) A diuretic. v. qfq, and ^fyy cleansing.

Thing, matter, substance. 1 Natural disposition,

essential property, nature, essence. * The pith or substance

of any thing. 4 The main plot or subject of a poem or play.

*. qq to abide, LVfdi aff.

qqf r». (-Y) A potherb, tChenopodium album.) b. qq to abide

(in the ground;, YYY aff, and gq augment ; also q.qnr,

YYV, &C.A
qYqq ind. In fine, in fact, essentially, substantially, e. qqi,

add qfq aff.

qqprq n. (-W) Outline of any subject, skeleton of a discourse.

B. qqt, and Y1Y only.

qqjqrfq f. Loss of substance or property, b. qqr. and

qifq abandonment.

qqqrqq n. (-Y) Producing any change or incident in a play by

magic. *. YY, and YYfqq raising.

qtarYy; n. (-q; Another tiling or subject, b. Tq, aad YYTC

other. .

1

qvYWTT m. f.q:)
1 Insubstantial existence. * Loss or destruction

of property, v. qqj, arid qpnY non*evistcnce.

qqg n. (-YH> A bouse, a. qq to abide, fq aff., and qq added ;

this word has many etymologies; it is also read qqq.

vq n. (-li)
1 Cloth, clothes, raiment. * Covering, a cover.

a. qi to wear as clothes, yq Un Adi aff.

qqyfrq n (-q> Ao umbrella, e. sq cloth, and a hut.

qwjq n (-q) A tent. b. f« cloth, and zzq a house.

qqrqfY in. t*f3q;> The string or twist by which the lower gar-

ments are fasleued above the hips. «. qqi cloth, and qfq
knot. , .

qqifq^YY m. (-Y|) A washerman, b. qqi, and fqqqq who
vuhes.

f. (-¥1) A doll, * puppet, e. tluth, 3^ infimi (u
it were), Yq aff.

*««*¥ m. (.*:) A Uylor. e. cloth, dollies, nho
pierces or cuts.

qqwfqq m. (-q^) A taylor. e. qqt cloth, And qfqq who pierces.

*«*W n. (-W; A pair of clulhf. a. TO, anil yR > pair.
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wwrVrfw f. <-ffs) The bast* or material of cloth, as cotton, *ilk, i

wool, Ac. r, wm cloth, and ^rfw place of production.

WWlW* »• (*W) Tb« end or *bem of a garment, a. vm, and

the same.

W«H1W> m. (-*:) A stealer of clothes, t. WH, and ^WTTt^
' who carries off

;
also WBimqifTW.

W* «*»• ( W:) Price, n. (•#) 1 Wage*, hire. * Cloth, clothe*.

* Wealth. * Death. * Abiding, dwelling. * Thing, substance.

f Skin. a. ww to dwell, Un'fidi at! W.

WWW n. (-W) An ornament for a woman’s loins, a zone, a girdle.

WVWr ( (*WT) A tendon, a nerve, a fibre, described as a hollow

tube resembling a airing, attached to the bones, and sup-

posed to be for the passage of the vital air. s. WWf skin, WT

to destroy, aff. m.

W%W mfn. 1 Hireling, mercenary. * Purchasable.

B Relating to hire, wages, price, kc. a. W1 hire, &«., and

¥W aff.

f. (-^1)
1 The capital of Indr a. Alaid, the residence

of KctfiftA. A lake attached to AUkd or Amarnooti, and

belonging to either deity. *.w^ the a residence,

WT to contain, with wiw prefixed, and w and the

favorite haunts of these demigods.

WW r. 1st cL tVffir) To bear, to carry, to convey or transport.

<WTW) To flow as a stream. (*) wfw r. 10th cl. To

shine, r. 1st cl. (Wt3) To grow or increase
,

this list root is

more properly wfxr q. v. *

ft m. (-w :
)

1 Bearing, conveying. * Any vehicle or neanaof

convey ance„ as a horse, a car, Ac. • The sboulJer o'" an ox.

* Air, wind. * A road, a way. • Any male river.
1 A mea-

sure of four Drbna*. f. (-WT) A river in general. a.Wf to

bear, aff. W.

Wwf%W tn.(-T) An ex. f. aw the shoulder, tww la lick,

W^nff.

WTTJ mfn. (-TWT^t-TW) * Bering, conveying. * Assumng,

taking. • Wearing. * Haring, possessing. a. a, to b«ir,

W« aff.

Tgn m. (•*!)
1 An oi. 1 A traveller, a. TX to b.«x, Un'fifi

aff. ’HIT.

TVfff m (-fir)
1 An ox. * A friend, a counsellor. * Air, wind,

f. (-tflj A river, a. Wff to bear, ^fw Un'adi aiT.

n>- ("SO
1 An o*. * A traveller, a. «V to bear, Un'kdi

aff. Wff.

TTW n. (-W) ' Bearing, conveying. * Flowing, ns a stream. ‘Any

vehicle. * A raft, a float, a boat. a. vt to bear, Wfr aff-

mfn. (-V.-WI-*) To be carried or borne, a. vy to bear,

wwluv: «ff.

Tf XI n». (-WT*)
1 Air, wind. * An infant, B. to bear, Un'adi

aff. <rw.

WTSTtat mfn.(-i|:-tr-yf) ' Bearing, conveying. • Hating, possess

ing.
1 Flowing, a. V( u> bear, anrfM aff.

y TO mfn. (-<0«T-nh Hard, firm, compact, n. (•«) A raft, a

float, a. W* to bear, aff. *«y
m. (-W) A climbiug and milky plant, (Asclepias

geminata.)

9 C

wfV^ZIwr m. (-*:) A crab. a. fffhrW eitcrnally, yfft crookedty,

Wy what goes.

wfy:i* mfn. I'-nr-vrMaii Esternsl, outer, a. nfv. and Wi to

stay, W aff.*, also S, wfy VETfijvT, Ac.

wfrw mfn. (-fT:-WT-lf) * Known, celebrated. • Borne, conveyed.

Obtained. It. W* to bear, aff. If.

wfirw n. (-W) A raft, a float, a bout, a vessel, f. WX to bear,

Un'Adi aff.
;
also >wiU* WW added, wffwir n. (*xf.)

wfqTf mfn. Bearing, conveying, f. ( tftj A boat,

a vessel, e . WW to bear, fwff aff.

wffTf m. (-TO
1 An outer or external part, limb, member, prd*

perty, kc. 1 A stranger, an indifferent person, a. wfvr, and

*VT a limb.

xfffdHT ». (-’f) An org^n °( or perception, an organ of

action, as the eye, hand, Ac. a. fffT. and organ of

sense.

wff*W mfn. ( fr-in *() Gone out of forth, a. end

xir gone. \

wfw4ww n. (-1^ Going forth or oof. i. wffT, and WWW going.

wfVifw m. (-«:>
1 A foreign country. • A place without a town

or village. *. fflTtiad ^ ^ place.

¥f%Tfr n. ( yy An outer gate. *. fof W^TW outer, and

X.K door.

«• (“^> A portico, a covered terrace before tM

door of a house. an outer door, udf e an elbow,

aff era.

sftrnT mfii. (.ty.-ffl-V) Prmiuced ertemally. I. ffpflvj out-

wardly, and wv burn.

ffffWV mfn. f-w:-»rr-»i) Being out or Without, eipelled, crcluded.

*. vyi. and WW being,

yfftlv m. ( *:) A deity.

srfywvff mfn. (.ag-.-wri «t) Obtuse- angular, a. wfyrw. and t

perpendicular.

wfjyt m. (-yt) A crab. a. .ftrw eitcrnally, and vry vrbat

goes.

wfysgfrw n. f-vi) Eipelling, excluding, cicepting. a. WpffWout,

and wyw making.

yflntjff mfn. Expelled, excluded, excepted, a.

ami flf made.

y[yi| ind. Out, outwards, external. R, TXf to bear, aff. ^W.

m. A tendon, a nerve, a muscle,

wf* m. 1 Fire, or its deity Aqni. * Lend wort, (Plumbago

seylanica.) • Marking-nut plant. * Appetite, digestion, the

metaphorical fire of the atomach. a. w* to bear, (the obbi

lions presented to the gods.) and f»t Un'adi aff.

wfrwX mfn. (-*:-"Cf-fl O ' Making fire, lighting. * Stomachic,

giving appetite, f. (-<|) A tree, (Grislea tomenloaa ) B. wfif

ire, (appetite.) it to make, aff. WT|or Z, and *TW or VlX:

wf»rw m. (-WV:) Incense or resin, a. wflf fire, and Xw smclL

W in. (.4:) A bambu. f. (-WI) A sort of Mimosa, (M. Suma,

Roc.) E Wf» fire, and x4 embryo; taking or producing fire

by riction.

wfir^lrw m. (~W:) Safflower, e. wftr fire, and tfww wbal

shina like or resembles.
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m. (-HT) * Marking-trot plant. * Lead wort. «. TOfro

fire, and TOT«'*f appellation} the synonimes of fire being

equally applicable to those plants.

TOfroiftTOI n. ( TO) Ghee or clarified butter, a. TOflir fire, TOP? to

be consumed or enjoyed.

TOfrororo m. (-TO:) a tree, the wood of which is used to procure

fire by attrition, (Premna spinoaa.) a. TOfro fire, and row

churning.

TOfrorortro »• (*TO) Water, r. TOfkl fire, and TOTTTO destroyer.

TOfarfirTO m. (-to:) Air, wind. a. TOfro fire, and f*pt the friend.

TOfro <;<!•( m. (-WT:J S'iva. k. TOfro fire, and CTOTO semen.

TOfTOffrTO n. (-TO) Copper. R. TOfTO, and TOTTO iron.

The wife of Aoni or fire. * TOfro, and WTJ^tbc

wife.

TOITOTOTO n. (-to) The red water-lily. s. TOfro fire, and TOTO

colour.

TO fro? TO? m. (-TO:) Resin. t. wfro fire, and TOTOW friend.

wfir^TO n. ( to)
’ Gold. * A particle, to be repeated as the

peculiar prayer of fire in the Tantra system : the syllable Ham

TO. a- *?TO fire, to^to seed.

toTtoTtoTO n. (-to)
1 Safflower, (Carthamus tinctorius.) * Saffron,

f. (-TOT) A potherb, (Gchites dichotoma.) a. afro fire, and

fTOTOT crest
}

also TOfaflTTOT.

TOfro iijTOflC m. (-TOO A flower, coxcomb, (Celosia crista ta ) b. afar

^

fire, and fuTOTO a crest.

aTOJ n. (-qj)
1 A vehicle, a conveyance of any sort. * A cart.

« f. (-TOP) The wife of a J/«»« or saint, a. aro to bear,

aff. TOU.

TOT r. 2nd cl. (aifll)
1 To go or move. “ To blow as the wind.

With prefixed. To blow out, to extinguish. * To hurt,

to injure.

yi imd. A particle of, ' Comparison, (aa, like, so j)
• Alterna-

tive or option, (or, either, else, sometimes}) ' Doubt and

consideration, (or, whether}) 4 Exception, (only, no other})

• Asseveration or confirmation, (indeed, even, very ;)
' A

conjunction, (and.) ’An expletive, a. tot to go, aff. froro. the

TO is sometimes changed to TO, and the word is read TOT.

wtro mfn. (-w.: V*l-V) Bambu, of or belonging to, made from a

bambu, Ac. f. (-aft) The manna of the bambu. a. toto a

bambu, and to* aff.

TO?fTO* m. (-TOO ‘ A flute-player, a piper, a fifer. • A barobu-

cutter, &c. a. TOTO * pipe, aff TOTO
v
or TOTO.

TOnfrofro m. (-fro:) A porpoise, a. TOET water, and frofro a hog.

TOfnjTO n. (-TO) Cloves, e. TOT^. water, and gro flower.

TOtTOTOTO n. (-TO) A large water-jar. a. TOP^ water, TOtfTO abodo

TOTTO mfn. (-TO-ifi-TO) Belonging or relating to a crane, n. (-q)

A flight of cranes, k. TOTO, and TOTO or TOTO aff.

f. ('TO)) A plant, (Scrratula antbehnimica.) a. TOT wi*d,

and yTO to contract, to aff, form irr. /

TOITOTOTO n. (-TO) Quarrel, dispute, a. TOTTO. and TOTOTO (Yturbal^-

toetoH ra. (-*;) A wife’s brother, b. totto^ a speech, a pbrase^mi

TOtT parrot : having giving rise to a proverb
;

as a£ock

,
parrot is, so is the hen

; L e. of the same breed anl dis-

position.

mfn. (-TOt-TOTT-TO) Frivolous, inconsistent, (in speech.)

i. TOTTO. and tototo changeable.

# TOHlg n. (-TO) Gossipping, chattering, idle or improper

talk. a. TOTTO speech, TOTTOTO unsteadiness.

n. (-TOT) Prevarication, equivocation, a. TOTTO speech,

TOTO disguise, fraud.

TOTTOTOTOrfTOTO mfn. (-*: -WT-TO) Equivocating, evasive, a. TOTTOTO^r,

and TO fro TO possessed of.

TO i TOTO a: mfn. (-TO:-r:-TO) Eloquent, able in speech, a. TOTTO- and

TOTO skilful.
*

TOrTOTOTOwr f. (-TOT) Eloquence, e. TOTO£ added to the last } also with

m. TOrrorTOTOror

TOT TO tifw mfn. (-ffTt-fw: fir) Eloquent, m. (-flTO:) A name of

ValiiAsrArf. TO. TOTTO speech, and TOfro master.

TOE TOTOTO mfn. (-TO:-TOT-TO) Suitable or seasonable for discourse,

a. totto, and tro path.

tot to TOTTO 5] n. (-hi i Abuse, scurrility, defamation, wordy violence

or assault, t. totto speech, tottoto violence.

TOTTO? n (-TO? i

1 A sentence. * A rule or aphorism. ' Speech.

4 (In astrahomy,) The solar process for all astronomical

computations. *. TOTO to speak, TOUT aff

TOTTOETO*?TO n, (-to) Refuting or criticising an assertion, a. totTOTO,

and totoI breaking.

4- (-?:) Employment or application of speech or lan-

guage. / a. TOTTO?, and tr&T? application.

TOTTO?fro in. (-TO:) Syntax, order, or arrangement of a sentence,

and fros?TO disposition.

mfn. (•^^t-^i Eloquent, a. TOTTO?, and frowns

skil^il.

TOTTO?TO( mfn. (-TOfl: TOTT srf)
1 Contained in a sentence. • Obedient,

attentive, a, TO fTO?, and x*i what stay*} also TOtTOSjfTOM, Ac.

TOTTO T ) TOTfTO r. 10th cl. (TOl^fir) To desire.

TO ITO fTOPCTO m. (-TOO
1 A stealer of books. * A reader of pro-

hibited works or passages, a. tottoe speech, TOTOTTTTO seizer,

Metier.

to4tt m. (-TO?) *A sage, a holy man, one desirous of final cmanci-

} pattern.
1 A scholar, a Pam’d'it, a learned Brahman. • A hero,

a brave man, one who is intrepid or fearless.
4 Certainty,

I
ascertainment. 1 A whetstone. * An obstacle, an impedi.

ment, or cause of obstruction. ’ Submarine fire. * A wolf.

R. TOTTO speech, TOT to go, aff TOTO-

TOTrofro f. (-froO Sharp or searching speech, e. totto. and TOffro

a sword, piercing men's thoughts.

TOTTO! f. (-TOT) A bridle.

mfn. (-to:-to:-to> Breaking promise or faith, disappointing,

a disappointer or deceiver, r. TOP? speech, to to go, TOTO aff.

mfn. (-1T-TOT-TO) Eloquent, well spoken, m. (-*:) 1 An

author, an orator, a poet, &c. * Brahma, k. TOTTO speech,

TO^T master.

TOrffTTOi; m. (-TOO
1 An orator, a learned roan. * A Baud’dha deified

sage} also Mak-ioobosba. * Brauma. f. (-ft) SaraswatY

e. TOTTO speech, ^TO* lord.

TOiTOTOt f. ( -rot) A plant, (Serratula anthelmintica.) r. ?ito( speech,

toto to sound marticulately, aff. TO, form irr.
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*T**f m. (-W-) An acid fruit, (Averrhoa carambola.)

•*T*TT f. (-*T) A net, a snare, a noose. b. *7 to hurt, THC Utt’Adi

aff , and *X augment

*T*TTlfw f. (-P*:) Catching wild animals, a. *T**T * mare, and

*fa practice.

*rajf^*r m. (<f:) A hunter, a deer-catcher. b. *r*TT a net,

alT. ¥¥-

*Tfiqfa-.*W rofn. (-*>*T-Tf) Emitted or put forth by speech,

r. *T¥, and ftfa:** issued.

*rfi*WT* m.(7P) Graceful or elegant speech, e-*T*r and fidlf

sport.

*UWT*!^ m. (-*:) ' Manner, style or habit of speaking. * Cus-

tomary phraseology, a. *r*T, and usual practice.

*1* m. (*¥•) The ocean, the sea. a. *T » head or creek.

*HZ*w m. (-*:) A learned or eloquent man. *• ¥1% and wv*

best.

anzetna n. (-ai) Eloquence, learning, erudition, a. and

* alT.

*l»T* m. (-*'*) A sort of bird. a. *T*r speech, *X to sport, *(T, V-

*l«Jfa m. (-fa:) The betel-bearer, an officer or servant whose

business it is to have the box of Pan ready for his prince or

master. *. Wilt speech, (command,) to obey, fa off, and

* changed to *r, or U to swallow, deriv. irr.

*ix*fa*i m. (-*:) A hetel-bcarcr. a. pleonasm, added to

the preceding.

*r7*?*T m. (-*0 Graceful or eloquent language.

m (-<»•) ' Reproof, reprimand. • Restraint or controul

of speech, a. *f*T, and punishment.

*1*$* mfn. (-Hs-TIMi) Promised. (. (-¥T) A virgin betrothed.

a. wr^. and X1* given.

*1**ffa mf. Of few words, speaking little and humbly

or guardedly, a. ¥T*r speech, xft* poor.

*T«*w n. (-W) A lip. a. ¥1W speech, X« a leaf.

*Ti** mto. (’V:*ir*V) Abusive, ill-spoken, speaking ill, either

morally or grammatically, m. (-*:) A Brahman who has past

the proper time of life, without receiving the initiatory

Mantra
,

the investiture of the thread, &c. a. tflf speech,
*

bad, faulty.

*p3jT*T f. (-ITT) ‘ V'aiH^srATf. • An eloquent man or writer.

b. *T% and ^tfT divinity.

f. (-*t) A name of SabaswatL e. *i*^ speech, and

goddess*, the goddess of eloquence.

*y**r* ra. (•*:) * Speaking ill, defamation, abuse. * Ungramma-

tical speech. • Uttering a disagreeable sound. *.*TX> and

XT* fault.

* 1i**r* n. (-*) Silencing, stopping any one's speech, a. TT*.

and T*t*f obstructing.

*Tfapl mfn. (-itftfafatfaO
1 Loquacious, talkative, speaking

much. * Speaking well, eloquent, m. A name of

VjUuaspati. i. *77| speech, fafa aff.
;
hence also ¥lf*ir*

emrvi mfn. (-^r'-WT-Mj) Having root or origin in speech, a, *Pf,

and root.

*T*JT[¥ n. (-*) Mere speech, words alone, b. *VX and *T*only.

*77q mfn. (-JB.-Wf-ni)
1 Speaking little, and cautiously or

humbly. * Speaking truly, ra, (-nr*)
1 Humility, self-dispa-

ragement * Doubt, alternative (?) b. wrx speech, alT.

*17** mfn. (-*:-*!-*) Reserved in speech, taciturn, silent

k. *i*f* and ** restrained.

wit*** ind. Silently, i. *TO speaking little, *fa aff.

inTUT* m. (-*:) A dumb man, one silent from necessity, b.

speech, ** to restrain, aff. **.

aff. ^w.

mfn. 1 Eloquent, rhetorical, n- (-*)
1 Elo-

quence. * Rhetorical composition, rhetoric, belles lettrea.

f. (.*t) Sarasvy a rf. *. *r*t speech, and ¥*¥ aff.

m. (•*:) The opening of a speech, an exordium. *.

speech, ** principal or beginning.

*T* f. (*T*|)
1 Speech. * Speaking. • SakabwatL the goddess

of speech.
4 A phrase, a proverb or adage, k. *^ to speak,

aff. far*, and the vowel made long.

*T¥ m. (-^:) A plant : see ***.

*nnfH ID. (-tr») A holy sage, practising rigid taciturnity, devoid

of passions, and unmoved by pain or pleasure, b. *T* speech,

** to restrain, aff. *T*.

*t**T mfn. (-*r:*t*T-*i)
1 Declaratory, explaining, speaking.

Verbal, expressed by words, m. ( *r:)
1 A word, a signifi-

cant sound. * A speaker. * A messenger, e. **| to speak,

aff.

*r***i f. (-in) Expressiveness, significance, x.^i**, and IPX

aff.; also

*r*¥*¥ it (-X) A clear and explicit term. u. *T¥¥, and V*

a word.

aiMf**E mfn. 1 Verbal. • Textual, t ***, and

aff.

*i** l »*f* m. (-fir.) VbIh asfati, regent of the planet Jvntbr,

and preceptor of the gods. c. wr** speech, in the second

case pural, and *f* master.

*r**jf* tn. (-fir) VeIbasfati : »ee the last. *. *r*r speech, in

the sixth case, trfa master.

*r*T f. (-^T) Speech. «. *T^ as above, and *T* added.

wtoi* mfn. (-¥:-*T-*) Talkative, talking much and idly or

blamably. a. *T^ speech, aff.

*r*ro mfn. (-«*-*rT-W) Talkative, chattering, gabbling, talking

much and idly or blamably. x. *T^ speech, and wnr* aff.

mfn. (**f: Verbal, n. ( <i) News, tiding., intelli-

gence. «• win speech, aff. *W. '

eif^gerse n. (4)
1 A letter, a de.patch, * A newspaper, a gazette,

a. erf-pa new., and T. a leaf.

etfemzw m. (•»:)
1 A letter, an epistle. ’ A messenger, a

courier, a. srif’UUT news, ^ to convey, aff. wm.

arurr^fn mfn. Speaking much oe well. a.

speech in the sixth case, and stfn joining, fitness,

er'irufriua m. ( Z or -#)->) Eloquent, speaking much or

well. a. as above, and skilful.

(T) qif*^ r. 1st cl. (qieqfWi To wish or desire,

ejm mfn (-WJ 'Vile, bad. * V'ile, contemptible, low,

outcast. 1
Fit or proper to be spoken or said. * Attributive,

*

adjective, tu be predicated of any thing.
.

* Declinable as an
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Adjective, taking the three genders, n. (-7|)
1 Blame, reviling.

• A predicate, that which may be said of any thing.
1 (In

grammar,) The voice or mode of a verb : 7T*7T7 the active

. voice, TTTlfwzre the passive voice, a. 77 to speak, aff. 7P(.

7r^7T f. (-irr)
1 Infamy, ill repute. Blame, reproach. * The

quality of that which may be aaid of any thing.
4 Conjuga-

tion. a. ?f m added to the preceding; also with 11, 7T77.

wm mn. (-71:7) A wing. m. (-7P) ' The feather of an arrow.

* Speed. * Sound. 4 A Muni. n. (>91) * Ghee or clarified butter.

“ Water. • A Mantra or prayer which concludes a sacrifice.

4 Rice offered at a Sraddha or obsequial ceremony. • Rice

in general. * The acidulous mixture of ground meal and water

left to ferment, a. 77 to go, aff. 77.

7)7^7 mn. (-7:-si) A particular sacrifice, a. zr7 the acetous

fermentation of meal and water, and 77 to be drank, (by

the gods.)

HTWVrfatsf m. (-ift) A particular sacrifice; see the last. a. 7T7

aour gruel, wvj to eat, afl‘. fwfir, and the radical vowel

.changed.

7Tf7api m. (-as:) The name of a plant, (Pbysalis flexuosa.)

a. 7Tf77 a horse, and Tat smell j also TlfTra*.

WlfaniT f. (-WT) ' The condition of having wings. * The nature

of a horse, a. TTfani a horse, Ac., aff ; also with w,

TlfW.
77fatg.7 m. (-wi:) A plant, (Justicia adbenatoda.) a. irfbi a

horse, and 77 a tooth, to which the flower is compared
j

al»o with 7T7 added

,

Wlfanj. m. (-7t)
1 A horse. • An arrow. * A bird. 4 A plant,

(Justicia adhenatoda.) f. (-fknft) A mare. e. fM speed or a

feather, Ac., and XTTW poss. aff.

TlfsPT n. (-¥) Curd of two milk whey, or the whey from which

the curds have been separated, e. Ilf to prepare,

aff. TWit.

77f¥"I« m. (*¥:) Globe amaranth. *. "Wifw a horse, and Y7
back.

wifwwfw f. Place where horses are bred. e. 7rf77, and

*jf*r place.

7Tf77T¥T uf. (*7r-¥T) A stable, t Trfkf a horse, and wror

a ball. v

7r7t7rC mfn. (-7:-7T-7) Aphrodisiac, i. TTfanf a horse, 77 what

makes, ff aff.

7r7*1177 n. (-7) Stimulus or excitement of amorous desires

by aphrodisiacs, &c. a. TTfhl a horse, 7T77 making, and ff

augment.

mfn. (-*77- *7 iTl-vqif) Wishing, desiring. e. 7ifw to

wish, WM aff.

7:7f7 n. (-7) Desiring, wishing. E. irtif to desire, ¥17 aff.

TTSTTlh mfn. (-7:-71-ff) Desirable, to be wished for. k. 7lfi| to

wish, and 7t7V7^aff.; also 7rf777¥ and rrwj.

777T f. (-*7T) Wish, desire, s. 7if^ to wish, aff.

WTfiOff mfn. (-W.-TT-W) Wished, desired. e. TlfT* to wish,

Waff. *

7rf«77 mfn- Wishing, desirous f. (-

libidinous woman, a wanton. *. 7T«7T desire, xfir aff.

7TZ inti. An exclamation on making an offering of boiled

butter.

117 mfn. adj. (-z: -£t-at Made of the Indian fig tree, of fid wood,

&c e*l*t.(-T:-Zl-W)
1An enclosure, a piece of enclosed ground,

whether a simple enclosure, as a courtyard,or one for trees and

plants, as an orchard, a garden, a plantation, &c. * A road.

* A mud wall, a bound hedge or any enclosure of a town or

village, 8cc.
4 A sort of grain, (Panicum spicatum.) * The

groin, f. (-zl) 1 The aile of a house or building. * A house,

a dwelling. • A plant; see 7T7r¥7T. e. 77 to surround,

aff. 77.

TT71T7 m. (-7;) The descendant of an outcast Brahman by A

Brahman female.

7T7|f^g¥T f. (-7T) A sort of chain enclosure or fence (?). i. 7,7
an enclosure, aud Vrfifr » chain.

nfz7T f- (-77) * The site of a house A plant, (Sida cordi-

folia.) 1 A garden, an orchard, x. 77 added to Trsrt.

7lfz7^4 m. (-7;) A sort of grass, commonly Icada. e. Trzt an

enclosure, ft* long.

7Tf7 n. (-sf) Fried barley.

7T7 mfn. (-7:-71-7) Belonging to a house or garden, &c.

n. 7T7t, 77 aff.

117^7 n. (-7 )
* Sandal. 1

Saffron, f.(-vfft) A plant, (Sida cordi-

folia.) b. 7T7 belonging to n house or garden, and 57 floweK

7T7T f. (-71) A plant, (Sida cordifulia.) e. 7fZt a garden, 77
and ZHf aff*.

7T7t7 mf. (•7’^ft) A herbaceous shrub, (Sida cordifolia:) see

the next.

7T7177 m. (-70 A plant, commonly Bariydta, (Sida cordifo-

lia.) e. 7iz1 a garden, in the sixth case, 77 to adorn, with

aff. and Thudded, the ornament of a garden.

7T7 (71) 717 r. 1st cl. (7T77) To bathe, to ditc and emerge :

the best authorities read this 717.

«
TT77 7 m (.7:) A bull.

717 mfn. ( 7: 7T-7) ' Much, abundant, exceeding. * Hard, firm.

ado. n. or tsrf, (-1i)
1 Much, excessive, excessively. • Very

well, well, (assent, promise.) • A particle signifying con-

clusion, deduction, a. 77 to take, to bear, aff 7 ,
and the

form. irr.

7F7f777 mfn. (*7:-7T-7) Powerful, very strong, mighty, n. 717 ,

and fzTrxf prowess.

717 m. (*¥t) ' An arrow. • A name of fire. • The name of a

sovereign considered also as an Asur or infernal being, the

son of Bali, and destroyed by Vishv'u. *The udder of a cow.
* Alone, solitary. 4 A pipe, a fife, a flute, mf. (-7:-7f)

1 Blue

Barleria. •
'ITic root or feathered part of an arrow, r. 77 or

77 to sound or go, aff. 77; whence this word and other deri-

vatives are sometimes also written with ah initial 7.

m. (-7:) A weaver s loom. b. 717 an arrow, and 77
a stick.

7!7f7W7 mfn. (-7'**7T*7) Pierced, wounded by an arrow. t.7T7,

and fw¥7 hurt.

7T77Tfw mfn. (.(7 :-f7 :*f7) Armed with arrows, x. 717, tod

7lf7 the hand.
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HTHgt n. ('^) The capital of Van’* Raja. a. hth, and gg city;

also with the final consonant WIWJT f. (*^ )

JWffrWH n, (-^Shooting an arrow. E.HTH, and wihh letting fly.

TWHnc m- (-*•)
1 Armour. 1 A breastplate, a cuirass, a. Hiw

an arrow, V to cover or screen, a(T. s».

THIJVH f. (-TTT) Usha, the daughter of Van a, and wife of

Anikuodha. k. wtH, and fjlTT daughter.

THTW m.(-HT) VisnN'o. a. HtH Van’a Raja, and destroyer.

HTHTlfic m. (-fr*) Vishnu, e.HTH the demon, and Hfic an enemy.

TWTiTO ra. (-H:) A bow. a. HTH an arrow, and ^pnneeptaclt

rwimc n. (-if) A bow. a. TTH an arrow, HHW throwing, or

HrHW a seat.

tfw f. ( -fw: or -W\)
1 Weaving. * A species of the Atkii metre.

a. HH to sound, iff. gf*.

HTfanf n. (-^b Traffic, trade : see HTfwH-

HTfarsr mfn. (*Wt-fHWt-fW) ' Having an arrow. * Speaking.

I (-^t)
1 A sharp or clever woman, an intriguing woman.

* An actress, a dancer, a Sack girl. * A furious woman, one

literally or figuratively intoxicated. a. HIH an arrow, or

ifw speech, xfw and t't affs.

WTvrft f. (*wt)
1 SsRAswATf, the goddess of speech. ' Speech,

sound, a. gw to sound, off. gif. and #tg or t^tw added.

TIT r. 1st cl. (riTHf*T)
1 To go. * To serve. * To be happy.

* To give pleasure in travelling. * To blow gently, to fan or

ventilate.

HPT mfn. ( WTH HTift WTWtl Blip Going, moving, a. *7 to go,

aff.

arm m. (-if:) • Air, wind. ' Rheumatism, gout, inflammation of

the joints. * Air, wind, as one of ibc humours of the body,

a. m to go, Un’adi aff. vw.

Tjih m. (-m) A plant, (M&rsilea quadrifolta.) a. wnr wind,

er to make, aff. V.

Wfftr*
.

m ^n * ('•VfHHt-fH) Rheumatic, gouty, a. Hr* inflara

mation of the joint*, and gfw aff., gw augment.

'nrgrefirHT f. (-HT) Scanty and painful flow of urine.

nTywi m. (-H»s) The part of an elephant’s forehead below the

frontal sinuses, 'a. arm wind, and fiHI a receptacle,

wrwirij m. (-Tf:) Dust. a. wrff wind, and htj a symbol.

TJnifH m. (-fill;)
1 Speaking in murmurs, especially amorous

converse. * Tbc marks of finger nails on the lover a person,

a. artW wind, HflT playing.

m. A bird. a. wrw wind, and tufuaf who goes.

WTWjrwr m ( w.) ' A gale, a high wind. 1 Acute gout or rheu-

matism. a. ant wind, Kan a cluster, a quantity.

WIVTHH! mfn. {-V-W IB) ' Epileptic. # Rheumatic. *. HTW, aud

am seized.

WTinr mfn. f'V : Removing disorder* from wind. e. HHT,

and H who destroys.

annwr mfn. (-nrt-nrr-W) Produced by or arising from wind,

n. gnf, and la born.

WHT*wr m. (-*0 Fever ariaing from vitiated wind. a. THT, and

Wf fever.

WTATm n, (-H) Cottony flocks or seeds floating in the air.

s. arm wind, cotton.

9 D

r«TH¥T f- (-TT)
* A gale, a high wind. * Acute gont or rhea

matism * A handsome woman. 4 A disease, a sort of small

po«. a. VIK wind, s* to reap, aff w, deriv. irr.

TTKe^sr m. (-Hi:) Axloud. k. hit wind, and ajsi banner.

rafaw n. (-d) Rheumatism attended with fever, a. arm, and

fan bilo.

WTirgvr m. (-W-) ' a name of Bu(ma. • The monkey Hanuma'n.

* A cheat, a swindler. B. WTO the wind, and gif a son.

arUTVTil ra. (*W:) The PalitM tree, (Butea frondosa.) k. wni

rheumatism, gw to hurl, aff. also tlTinnr.

TlWWt m. (-^:) A swift antelope, e. fff the wind, g before

Wi to measure, to surpass or outgo, Un'&Ji aff. ff.

HT7T9V ruth. Inflated, puffed up with wind. a. ng,
andW blown.

THWWf*l» n. (-/ Cholic, flatulence, borborygmi. e. wnf wind,

TEH »woln, the intestines.

WTO1T9I mfn. (-Ht-wr-Hi) Going in or against the wind. m. (-W:)

An antelope, e. fnt wind, to go, aff. tnr.

WTWIPWWt f. (-wl) A whirlwind. c. WTiT wind, hhw a region,

aff. WtH.

HHW m. (-:) A swift antelope, s. hitt wind, and a deer.

WTIIVHH mfn. (-Hli-HV.-H:) Swift, (as the wind.) t. in, and

'CTH speed.

HT1TC mfn. (*^;-l7-1C)
1 Windy, stormy. 'Swift, (as the wind.)

K. Hnr, TT to get- H aff.

HITCH n. ( H) Acute gout or rheumatism, k. ttit wind, and

TH blood , ascribed to a vitiated state of the blood and the

aerial humour.

(«TKHW m. («H :
) A plant, commonly Ah^Mremr^. t.

gout, and V destroying.

THTHrft m. (-f^:) A plant, ( Mcnispermum glubrum.) R. WITHU

acute gout, and Hfll a foe.

TWTH m. (-w:) A cloud, t- HHf the wind, and 171 a car.

UKTUH m. ( H:
)

1 An arrow. * An arrow’s flight, the dis-

charge of an arrow, a bow shot. ' A saw. 4 The peak of a

mountain. 4 A ntad man, one wild or intoxicated, either

literally or figuratively. A An idler, one who lives to no pur-

pose. T The StiruJ, a sort of pine tree. e. gnrc, and HHW
going.

TITHE in. (-:) ' A gale, a breeze. 1 The rainbow. • A bribe,

i. rW wind, HI to rage, aff. H-

HTKTU U. (•) Rheumatism, gout. e. HTH wind, and ^ni

disease.

HPCffirW mfn. Rheumatic, afflicted with gout or

rheumatism, especially of the acute kind. e. acute

rheumatism, Ac., -IT. Tfw.

wmfi n). (-fi:)
1 A sort of cup or vessel made of wood, with

an iron foot or stand. ' A mace, a club or alick bound with

iron. e. HHf wind, rff increase.

ran mfn. (-«:-gn-H*) ' Windy, stormy. • Flatulent, m. (-•;)

1 A sort of pulse, (Cictr ariettnuro.) * Wind. f. (-hi) A mor-

bid state of the uterus, e. ht* wind, Hr to get, aff. |r

I1THHHH) f. (-*t) A whirlwind, e. HHTH windy, EHi a

region, aff. Htgj also nTWHH‘1.
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wmwn mfn. (-¥n^-¥ift ¥ir) Windy, gusty. *. ¥T¥, andiripfBff

wnnnnwv m, (-V:) Nervous or low fever.

¥TlT¥fa f. (-fqr.) Suppression of urine. . ¥T¥, and ¥fo the

bladder.

wrwiff f. (-ff:) Swelled testicle. a. WTW, and f{% increase,

wnrqrfii f. (.f* :) Any morbid affection attributed to disorder

of the wind. a. ¥TW, and wifw disease.

¥nr¥fr¥ ra The castor oil tree, Ac.
;
see ¥TlfTfT-

BriflflB n. (-¥) The lower belly, a. ¥TH wind, ifte the head

or source.

¥rwH«r n * (-*) Cholic with flatulence, b. ¥ni, and 5^ cholic.

¥T¥¥ rfww n. (-if) Acute gout or rheumatism. t. in wind,

Wtfew blood; ascribed to a vitiated stale of these two.

¥fTT¥q rafn. Gouty, rheumatic. a. qnr the disease,

and srq bearing, suffering

¥nTO!i;fw tn. (-flT) Acsi or fire. e, WTff wind, and wtrq
charioteer.

¥IffW=M d. (-aij The portion of the atmosphere w here the wind

blows, i. VTrT wind, <

qp¥ purl.

¥riTT¥ m. (•¥:)' A horse of the sun. * An antelope, a. Tiff the

wind, and who goes.

¥fifTVI^JW¥ n. (-¥) Forcing the wind downwards, as in inflating

the lungs.

¥T7frf¥ m. (-fa:) The name of an Atur devoured by Agastya.

e. ¥fW wind, qr to'drink, aff fa, and prefixed.

¥Tfflfaft¥ m- (fa*) The Muni AosstYs. e. qnnfa and ff f

who hntes ; also similar names, as rwiftnK^W, ¥n!lf¥T¥.& ;.

¥TmfrfT f. (-ft) Musk. e. wrif the wind, ^qrtfTfT a diffusive

fragrance.
,

¥rwrq n. (-¥) A leaf. a. ¥rif wind, to go, aff. qff.

¥T¥Tq¥ n. (-4) ' A window, an eyelet or loop-hole. ’ A porch,

a portico, a covered shed, a pavilion, ro. (-in) A horse, e. ¥Tif

the wind, and vq* going.

¥H!T¥ m. (-¥ ) An antelope, a deer. B.¥T¥ wind, (like,) qf¥

to go, aff. ^w.

¥r»nft f. (*fv)
1 The castor oil tree. • A plant, (Asparagus race-

mo&us.) K. WHT rheu mutism, hostile.

f. <-¥it) A whirlwind, a gale. a. win wind, WTtsI a line,

wmrq m. A swift horse, or one of a good breed, a. wfif

the wind, and ¥T¥ a horse.

WTinVt nifu. (*'V-fT*T) Rheumatic, gouty. B. nm rheuma-

tism, and fNiq who bears or suffers. •

¥TWHP? mfu. (-f.-in-W)
1 Stirred or shaken by the wind. * Af-

fected by rheumatism, b. ¥rw, and xffTlf struck.

WHfPlfa f- ('fat) ' The action i-f the wind. * The occurrence of

arthritic pains, e ¥TO, and qrrqfa striking,

anfw m. (-fsr.J Air, wind. e. ¥f to go, Un'idi aff. 'tfw.

wrf?r* mfn. (-qr.-fW) 1 Windy* stormy. • Rheumatic. * Pro-

duced by Or proceeding from wind, (disease, Ac.) n. (-*/

Fever or inflammation ascribed to a vitiated state of the

aerial humour, a ¥nr wind, 8tc., sir aff.

¥Tfwn mfn. (-¥>*T-ff) Acquainted with or working in minerals

or fossils, Ac. m. ( - air) 'Pie egg-plant, (Solatium melougena.)

t. ¥lfw wind, and ¥ who counts, from ¥¥l with ¥ aff.

Trfimr m. (-*:) Tl»e egg-plant *, wrfa wind, *¥ to count,

aff. Wf. curing rheumatism, Ac.
*

¥r*ft¥ mfn. (•¥:.*?-¥) W indy, relating or belonging to wind, Ac.

n. (-dl Sour rice-gruel, e. WTff the wind, f aff.
j
acidulated

by air.

¥TJjqr mfn. (-qn qrr qj) ' Gouty, rheumatic. 1 Mad, eraxy.

m. (-qr.) A whirlwind, a gale. b. ¥T?r wind, Ac., and

aff. ; more commonly ¥l^f •

¥liffai f (-fa:' A large.bat, commonly the flying-fox. e. ¥nr

wind, aff, form irr.

¥;^;qr mfn. (-V.-qri-v)
1 Gouty, rheumatic. • Mad, insane,

inebriate, m. (.qn) A whirlwind, a gale, a hurricane. e. ¥T¥

wind, aff.
;
also wnp*

;
form irr.

¥J* m. (-WT) Air, wind. e. ¥T to go, W¥T aff.

¥THn f. (-VgT) Strong wind, a gale, a whirlwind, a hurricane.

e. ¥TW wind, ff implying quantity.

ainpB n. (-¥•) A herd of calves, e. ¥* a calf, aff. of number.

wn¥* n. (-id) Tenderness, affection, fondness, a. wHJW affec-

tionate, aff.

¥rd^T ro. (-nr.) A barber, c. wnflt a girl born of a Sfudr*

woman by a Rrahman t and ij!T son.

¥T¥3rr¥¥ m. (-WS) 'Hte name of a Alum, *. ¥rim the father of

the sage, and ilf. of descent.

¥f^ ro. (-^:)
1 Demonstrated conclusion, reply, result. •Dis-

course. discussion, defined as the speech of one desirous to

know the truth. ' A plaint, an accusation. * Sound, sounding.

e ¥^ to speak, aff. ¥*!.

¥fq¥Tt mfn. (-B>¥T-¥t-*> Causing or making a dispute, t. ¥ng r

and WX what makes
;

also ¥r^Hf. Ac.

¥Tff¥ n. (-W) Sound, sounding, (as musical instruments.) e. ¥q

to sound, causal form, aff. ir
¥T<¥¥ rafn. ( Sounding, playing, (as on a musical

instrument )
a. ¥^ to speak, causal aff

WT^¥I n. (-^; Controversy, dispute, c. ¥T¥[. andlf* war.

¥f*rr ro. (-:) The religious fig tree.

¥ixnr mfn. <-WMri-*f)
1 Adhering to or following a doctrine.

1 Addicted to controversy, disputatious, b. ¥Tg, and yw

fond of.

¥f^< m. (-Wt) A name of Vv/sa, the compiler of the AVdes,

and reputed author of the Parda'as, Ac. «. ¥T^C a place of

pilgrimage, W¥f¥ going, aff
<

¥T^«r n. (-W) Liquorice, or the root of the Abrus precatorius,

which is used for it. a. ¥T for ¥TW wind, to disperse, aff.

;
form irr.

wr^¥rfB(¥ m. (-^1) A Jaha. a. ¥f^ result, truth, and wrf^sr

who declares.

*T^*?i¥¥ n. (-¥) Argument, maintaining a controversy, i. ¥T^,

and ¥T¥W instrument.

¥r^T¥¥rq; m. (-^:) Attack and rejoinder, plaint and reply,

a. ¥l¥b and ^sj¥H( subsequent dispute.

¥iey<¥ mfu. ( -sqi.se) Munificent, liberal, Ao. a. ¥^T¥r, and

¥|W pleonasm lidded,

¥r*l¥l ra. (-qn) A sheat fish. ¥ffTW the same, q? pleonasm

added.
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«T*TT^ m. {•!}:) A country to the north-wrot of /*:iu ; alxo

TT*t

*lf^ mfh. Wise, learned, *kilfal, »t*e «. TT to

speak, (wisely. &c.,) Uo’Adi off.

WTft(W n, (-M) A musical instrument. *. to sound, Un'idi

off. frwa.

srif^sy mfn. (-fl fx^l'fit)
' Speaking, discoursing. * Asserting,

declaring, m. (.<!' ’ A sage, an etpounder of the law and

the Sditran.
' A plaintiff, on accuser. 1 Leading or key note,

(in music ) a Tg to speak, fwfw aff.

eifgTT>r m. (-rnt) A tianddhn sage ;
also M xMJCaa&ua. «. nfg

a sage, and ciar chief.

m. (-»:) A learned and virtuous roan, a sage, a seer,

a. S'fg truth or true conclusion, and TW^f aff.

n. (-ail Any musical instrument- a. srs( to found, aff. Wff;

to be sounded or played.

em frrlte m (TO) The sound of musical instmiuents. a. WTO

a musical instrument, and fff4tw aonnd.

WTO*TO n. (TO)
1 A multitude of musical instruments, a band

• Any musical instrument, a. WTO a musical instrument,

and WTO assemblage or vessel.

arw (*> at* T. (sm**b To distress, to girt paia : more

correctly are

WTWTO n. (-TO) Marriage. *. TOJWT a wife, WTO aff.

wrw f. (to:) A vessel, n boat, a raft. a. WT to bear, aff. era ;
form irr.

ara mfn iw6«l (-TOWT-W) Dry fruit, adj Dry, dried, n (-WJ

1 Living. * Going, moving. ’ A mat of straw. * A heavy

tea, the rolling of water from wind, (tc.
;
benoe the high tide

in the Indian rivers, commonly called the Hnrt. 1 A hole in

the wall of a house. • A perfume, a fragrance. mfn.(-V~*l-w)

Relating to a wood, a house, &c.: see rsr. n. (-^) A num-

ber or multitude of woods. «. 3 to dry or wither, aff, *

,

form irr. : in other of its appliettions sr« to aonnd, aff. S«

;

or Wff a wood, water, a house. Ate., and WTW referential aff.

WrWTW »n. («:) ’ The Brahman of the third order, who haa

passed through the conditions of student and householder,

and has left his house and family for lonely meditation in

woods and wilds ;
the hermit, the anchoret * A tree. (Bassia

latifolia.) * The Patiu' tree, (Butea frondosa.) a. WW a wood.

TOW off , vnt a solitude in the woods, he., ITS who goes forth

to, from URT to stay, with w prefix, and W aff.

WTsnC nrf. (TO-ft> An ape, a monkey, f. (•<!) Cowaeh, (Carpo-

pogon pruriens.) s. WII what relates to a wood, ffl to get,

aff. TO, a Sylvan ; or wi implying trsemblance, and WT a man,

or WTO a wood, rw to play, aff. W, WTOC, and s*w pleonasm added.

^-rarerfwTO m. (TO:) A tree, (MSmusops kauki, Rox ) a. WTWW a

monkey, and fun fond of.

Wisttime m. ( lift A tree, commonly Lodh, (Symplocos race-

mose.) a, WTSTC a monkey, TOTTOTTO struck. Injured.

WITOVTO1 m. (-s%:J
1 The rouukey chief, Scoafva. 1 Hancwav

a. WTWW, al,d Tff chief.

ntaai m. (-at:) A kind of holy'basil. distinguished as the black

species of TnfaiS. (Ocymum sanctum.)

WrTOWTO m. (-left A tree bearing fruits from blossoms, as the

mango, eugenia, he t. WWTOlfTO a tree bearing fruits without

blossoms, and TO! aff.

WTWI«|TO m. (TOO A VUn6yn horse, considered as oot of a par -

ticularly good breed, a. WTOTu, and at bom.

WTWk m. <-TOt) A sort of cane or ratan, (Calamus rotang.)

r. water, ^ aff., and the first vowel made long.

WTW1 mfn. Relating or belonging to water, Ac. m.

( V.) A fragrant grass, (Cvperus rotundus.) a. war water,

aff.

TTwr mfn. <-wt:-WTT-*i) Vomited, ejected from the mouth. K.wir

to vomit, aff.*.

WTwrrx m. f-^:) A dog. a. arr**l what is ejected from the mouth,

and who cat*.

wrfwr f. (f*n:) Vomiting, ejecting from the mouth, a. war to

vomit, f** aff.

WTfwiWW rafn.(-wii) Emetic, m. thorny plant, (Vangueria

spinosa.) a. urf* vomiting, and CT what makes; an emetic.

WTfsT^ mfo. Emetic, f. (-^T) A medicinal plant, com-

monly Kitiiuki, (Wrightea antidysenterica
;
and Cololropi*

gigantea. Brown.) k. vomiting, and ^ what produces

$

an emetic.

WT*T f. (-*T) A multitude of grove* or thieketa. a. a wood,

aja? aff. of multitude
;

alto with *¥[ aff.

WT* m. (^) 'Shaving. • Sowing seed. • Weaving, r,

to tow seed, Ac., aff. WW.

m. (-*:) A weaver’* loom. a. wr* weaving, a stick

;

also wrw^»-

WTf* f. (-ftp or A large oblong pond, a pool, a lake. a. WW,

to sow soed, (of the lotus, &c.) Un'fcdi aff. iv, and

optionally added.

wrftpr mfo- (•VMIMf) 1 Sown a* seed. Shaven, a. tht shav-

ing, See.. Tirw aff,

wnftr m. (-*$) The Chatokm, a bird, (Cuculus melanoleucos.)

a. wmt a pool, *r to abandon, aff. *; drinking rain water

only.

WT* mfn. (-*:-*!-*) To be sown, what may or ought to be

sown, m. (•*:) A sort of Costus, (C. speciosus.) a. WW to sow,

aff. *W-

Wtw mfn. (-tr wr-*)
1 Left, not right. * Reverse, contrary, in-

verted 'Beautiful, pleasing. ‘ Vile, base, wicked. 'Short.

• Crooked, ra. (-*:)
1 A name of S'iva. # Kama or Cupid.

1 An udder, a breast. * A potherb, (Chenopodium album;)

' An animal, a sentient being. * A snake, n. (-if) Wealth,

possessions, f. (-wr) ' A woman. • Gsuaf. ' LarshnC
a Saracwat(. f. (-wt)' A mare. 'A she- ass. 'A young female

elephant * The female of the Jackal, t. WT to go, Un'idi

aff. wer.

wmwr f. (-WT)
1 Perverseness, contrariety. * Craftiness, wicked-

ness. • Loveliness, t. ll^r added to WT* ;
also with wr, wnt*.

YTtriw m (*t:) A name of S'iva. a. Ill contrary, (to human

institutions,) who sporu.

nr* mfn * 8hort, dwarfish, a dwarf. * Depressed,

pressed fiat or down. ' Low, vile, base. m.(-*:) 1 Vishn u in

kis character of the dwarf, in which he appeared on his fifth
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descent from heaven, to prevent Bah from obtaining domi-

nion of the three worlds. * 'Hie elephant that supports the

oath quarter. • A tree, (Alangiam hexapetalum.) f. (wt)

' A female dwarf. * A aort of woman
;

alno YTYfwYT. * A
disease of the vagina, b. to to eject from the month, and

YT or YTY aff.
•a *

YTTOTtYY mfn. (-Yi-YT*lf) Shortened, flattened. . YTYY, and

YY made, with ft augment.

YTY»Y an. (*Yt) An ant or ipole hill, especially the hillocks of

ground thrown up by the white ant. a. YTY inverted, re-

versed, cut, aff. YY.

mfn. (-Y:-YT-yD Fine-eyed. f. (-YT) A handsome

woman. «. writ beautiful, and YTYY eve.

W* f. (-«) A handsome woman. s. YTY beautiful, and YfY
an eye.

YTYTYTY m. (-Y:) The doctrine of the Tantraa according to one

system, b. YTY left, and WTYTY institute
;
the left hand ritual,

the use of flesh, spirits, &c. forming part of the / 'amockarm

ceremonies.

m. (-ft) A follower of the left baud portion of the

Tantraa. a. YTYTYrY. and Tf* «ff

YTWTYtmr in. f-Wt) A tree, (Salvadora Persica, Ac. :) sec yIy.

YtYTY^ m (-^:) A conch shell with the spiral turn running from

right to left. e. tm, and WTYY a turn.

Wrfww mfn. (-Y:-YT-Y)
1 Proud, haughty, intolerant. Hand-

some, beautiful. *. YY to eject from the mouth, (the faults

of others,) aff. YYY.

Win m. (-Y:) Weaving. s Y to weave, YY aff.

WrwW m. (-Ys) A number, a multitude, a heap. t. WW to goWY «ff.

arw^yi m. (-W:) A weaver s loom. b. YTY weaving, yn a stick.

UTW* n. ( si) 1 Sweetmeats or cakes, forming a light refresh-

ment, which is not supposed to bo any breach of a religious

fast, ' Sweetmeats or cakes, part of an offering to a deity,

or prepared on particular occasions, as marriages, Ac. and

sent as presents to friends and acquaintances, b. Wl to go,

mz aff }
also with YY added, YTYYY n. (-^.)

grw* mfn. (-yuyVV) Windy, relating or belonging to wind,

f. (-W)) The quarter or region of the wind; the northwest

t. wFlj air, wind, and fi aff., f«m. aff #tw.

wrww mfn (-w-WT-W) Relating to tike wind, sacred to the deity

of the wind, Ac. a. Yf® wind, and YW aff.

YiYY m. (-W:) ' A crow. * Agallochum, (Amyris Agallocha.)

• Turpentine, f. f-Yt)
1 A species of fig, (Ficus oppoailifolia,

Rot )
* A vegetable, (Solanum Indicum.) e. YY to go, Un'adi

aff WYY, and the radical vowel made long.

YITOK ifw m. (-flT) An owl. «. a crow, and WYTlll an

enemy
;
aho similar compounds, as YTYYlfY-

vr uPw ro. (-Y:) A sort Af long grass, (Saccharum spontaneum.)

t. iTTO a crow, and YY 'he sugar-cane.

f. (-«) a medicinal root, commonly KoktU*. a. WTTO

a crow, YYTY aff.

yty m. (-Y:) 1 Air, wind, or its personified deification* * The

air of the body. * Morbid affection of the windy humour,

a. YT to go, tw LVAdi aff, and YY augment.

ytyytJ m > ("fT 1 ) Dust. b. YTY wind, and wif a symbol, a sign.

YrYYTY m. (-Y:) The north-west. «. YTY. and Y1Y corner.

YTYbw m. (-ait) Flatulence, indigestion, t yty wind, afh to

be a part of, aff W^.

YIwafY mfn.(-fw:-fif:-fTT) Quick, swift, as the wind. a. YTY, and

»r* going.

YiTOW ra. (Yfc) * A whirlpool, an eddy. * A whirlwind, a hurri-

cane. k. YT^ wind, and ill a cluster.

YTYYY mfn. (-Y:-YI*Y!) Affected by wind, flatulent, epileptic.

k. yrn. and yy seized.
*a

fP*I mfn. (-W-Wt-Wl Destroying or curing windy di»rder».

k. urn. end y west destroys

UTW»rm m. (-y:) Hunus. «, wtw, and «my born,

yiuyia m. (-y:) A cloud. >. wry wind, y to setter. »ff. -5..

yryfwifw t. (-fit.)
1 Calm, lull. • Cure of windy disorders.

«. yta, and fwtfw stop.

m. (-IT)
1 A name of Bniwa. 1 A name of Hakujsan.

b. YTY the god of wind, and gw a son
; also similar com-

pounds, as YTYYYY. YrYYWY, Yf^TT* Ac.

YTVJTOJ n. (-W) * The rainbow. • Hail a. TTY wind, and yy
fruit.

YrvjYY mfn. (-w- WT-Y) Eating air, fasting, m. (-W-)
1 A snake.

* An ascetic, b. yty wind, and YY who eats.

YTYYYY n. (-*) Fasting, living on air. b. ytj, and YYY eating.

YT^yy mfn. (-W>VMT) Becoming as the wind, going every

where at will. b. YHJ, and yn become.

YT^TYT f. (-YI) Night a. YTY wind, TO to rage, aff. TO
ytyywy ra. <-dh) The atmosphere, sky, heaven, b. yt^ wind,

and YWY. Pa'b or road.

YTTOTY m. (*Y;) Smoke, vapour, b. ytv[ the wind, and yty
vehicle.

Yr^llfY^ f- (*^1) A vessel of the body, supposed, as the

arteries were once imagiued, to convey the aerial humour,

B. YTY wind, YTfYlft bearing.

YTJ1*TO mfn. (-Y: YT-Y) Swift as the wind. s. YP». YB speed,

YW equal.

YT^YY m. (-W) Fire. b. yt^ wind, and wfY friend, alf. YY;
also without the aff. YiYufw.

ar^YYY m. (-Yt) Hakvmax. *. YT^. YW1 born.

YTYTO mfn. (-Y’.-yt-Y)
1 Like wind, unsub&tantiaL Swift.

k. and YY same.

Y1WTYK n - ('Kl L'hcr, atmosphere. e. yty wind, WTYlY

place, site.

YTy; n. (-Yf:) Water, k. f to surround, aff fwY.

YTY m. (-K-) ‘ A multitude, a quantity, a flock or herd, a heap.

* Occasion, opportunity. a A day of the week. * A moment
* A name of S'iva. • A door-way, a gate. 1 Achyranthes

aspera. n. (-Y^ A vessel for holding spirituous liquor, adv, A
time, as YTY YTY many a time, repeatedly, often : see YlY«HY* .

t. Y to cover, to choose, Ac., aff sy.

YTYY mfn. (-Y: YT-Y) Opposing, obstructing, an obstacle or

agent of resistance, m. <-Y:) ' A horse’s paces. * A horse,

n. (-Y)
1 ITm seat of pain. * A sort of fragrant grass : see

' YTY. b. 1 to choose, Ac., aff-
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NTrfTO m. (oft)
1 The ocean. * A hone with good marks

• An enemy. * An ascetic, one living upon leaves, &c,

i. TTyar an obstacle. &c., xf* aff

m. (-*"*) 'A wife’s brother. 1 Marine fire. * A louse. * A

small comb. 4 A horse of high spirit, a war horse, a charger.

* • A bearer of burthens, a porter, a. ffTan obstacle, T to

scatter, aff.

TO* »,(-^) A bird in general, e. TO! water, Tfw to go, aff. to^

NTTO m. (*:) The handle of a sword or knife, kc. t f to

select, aff and the radical vowel changed to the

VAddAi form.

S irs n. (-N)
1 A field. * A number of fields, f. (-*1) A goose

;

also TONT. R. water, TO to go, aff TO.

NTTO n. (-af) ‘ Resistance., opposition, prohibition, obstacle or

impediment 4 Defence, protecting, guarding. * Warding

off a blow, guarding, warding, m. (-T0 * Armour, a cuirass,

or mail for the body- * An elephant a. ijto cover or screen,

to defend, aff. W*.

f. (-anj The plantain or banana, (Musa sapientum,

)

g, WTTO on depbant, NT or TO to cast off, ad. NT • hence it

is written also TTCW1N 1 , also WTT^WT.

Tttwtont f. (-wt) The plantain tree. *. TOW an elepNUt, ;

and TON beloved.

n. (-^) Leather fit for or made into thonga. a. NTNT a

thong, and TN aff,

WlTOTKt f. (-€f) A harlot, a. 9TK, and Nlft a woman.

NTTTOt f- (-IT) A Banana.

NirgTP f. <-NSrr) The head of a set of harlots, a- TO! a troop,

and spBT a chief.

NtTOIMT hid. Repeatedly, again and again, a. WTT a day, a

time, repeated.

srmgr f. (-NH)
1 A wasp. • A goose, c. NTK a ftock, a flight,

tjT to get, and * and TfN affs.
;

also TONfT. &c.

f. (•^•) The chief of a set of harlots, s. q,XK a number,

and wife.

NTTOrN mo. i-W’-d) Armour for the body or breast, an iron

cuirass, or a thick quilted jacket worn for the same purpose.

e, Wr< opposing, TOP an arrow
;
also NiNTO.

WtTWTf* tn. (
fwr) • A player on the flute. * A singer, a musi-

cian.
4 A judge.

4 A year. f. (-fa: or 1 The chief of a

set of harlot*. 4 A whore. *. NTC a multitude, WPft speech.

wuflrwiMt t- <-*> A harlot, a whore, b. TO! a multitude,

and fTOTfro\ a wanton.

WPCTOT f. (-NT?) A portion of the day in which any act religious

or secular is suspended, a. NIC, and time.

TWTOt* f. (-ft) A whore, a prostitute. *. TO the multitude,

a beauty.

TO^*T f. (-ft) ' A set of courtesans. 4 Prostitution, harlotry,

r. TO! the multitude, and NTT service.

TOdft f. (-Tit) A whore. a. TO the many, and U?1 a woman j a

common woman.

NKtfwrN m. (-fir.) The ocean. *. TOt of water, and farftt

receptocle. *

TOlTHf f. (-W1) A harlot, e. TO, Bnd TONT a woman.

9 E

TJTtwwt f (Tt) The holy city Bennret. b. Wt best, TON water,

aff-,. qv and wtw. L e, the Ganges on which it stands ; also

fOftl-

TOITON mfn. (tf-Tt-W) Produced at or bora in Bmarc$, &e.

r. TOTTOt the city, and TO aff.

e iri TO n. («N) A large water jar, a cistern, a reservoir, c. to^

water, TtTO place of abiding.

TO if mfn.(-v-fV¥) Relating to a boar, belonging to, derived

from, Sec. t <-<*>
1 An esculent root, a i'am, (Diuaconm)

9 One of the divine mothers, 4 A measure. ‘-The earth. 4 A
sow. a. TOT a hog or Visnx'u, flee., TO. aff, and <Yu fern,

form.

rff n. (-ff)
1 Water. * A vegetable perfume, commonly Bafa.

f. (-ft:)
1 A name of SsaaswATf, the goddess of speech.

* The place where an elephant is tied or fastened. * A captive,

a prisoner. or -^) * A water-pot, whether large or

small, a pitcher, a jar, * The rope that fastens an elephant.

* A hole or trap for catching elephants, e. TO to surround*

Un Adi aff TO
WtffaPTO m. (-W) ‘ An aquatic plant, (Pistia stratiotes.) 4 An*

other plant, (Trapa bispinosa.) a. Niff water, and «wnr a

thorn.

WrfTOf^NT f. (-TT) A plant, (Pistia stratiotes ) *, Niff water,

and urfTOT here meaning leaf or leaflet.

wrfro^C m. (-Tt) The J7ua fish, (Cluponodou llisha, Han)
b. wtR water, and TOT camphor, to which it is compared in

colour.

wrfcro m. (•*:) An aquatic plant, (Trapa bispinosa.) a. Tiff

water, Achyrantlies ; also with to. added , N rfvyirar.

wrfrftffw m. (-9r) a leech. 1. wife water, and fvfw a worm.

m. (>T!)
* An aquatic plant, (Pistia stratiotes.) *A

piece of water, a. Tiff water, TTO expanse.

RlffTO “f*1 * (*V-^T*fl*f) Aquatic, living or moving in water,

m. i-Kt) A fish. a. wiff water, and TO w hat goes.

“• A »°rt of weed ' (Vallisncria.) s. Trff water,

and TlflT Ckovri or brash.

B iff-H mfn. (-uf:-drT-ai) Aquatic, born or produced in or by water.

m. (-TN:)
1 A conch shell. * Any bivalve shell n. <-«r>

1 A
lotus. * Salt. a. Tiff water, and «l born.

WTfc* mfn. (-N^m-TT) Hindered, prevented, impeded, a. ^ to

cover, H aff.

WfffNTO m. (-T1

) A cloud. R» Tiff water, wmx a thief.

flffat f. (-T1) A sort of umbrella, or portable shed of leaves

carried on the head as one. s- WTfic water, tt to preserve,

aff*. 9 aad STHT-

TTfro mfn (-r-V-T) What yield* water, m. (-^) A doud.

n. (>T) A sort of vegetable perfume ; see writ. a. UTif

water, and ^ what yields.

Tiff^ m. (-fs) The ChiUaka, (Cucolus melanoleucos.) a, TTff

water, X to take, aff. V.

in. (.ff:) The sea. t. Wiff water, NT to contain, aff f^
1

.

TifyNTni m. ('*'•) 1 The deity Vardn a.
9 The ocean. 4 a cloud.

* The habitation of the A*#**, or serpent race. a. Tiff

water, NTT lord. * ,
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fttftfqfft m. (-Pi:) The sea, the ocean. r. Tift wster, and ft*,

a receptacle.

wrftftfftft mfn. (*T:-4\-T) Proceeding or conveyed by water.

k. XTfK water, a road, XT aff.

xiftyif f. (-df ) An aquatic plant, i, Piatia stratiotet.) ». Tift

water, and xw a leaf.

XTfOTXTX m. (-T-)
1 A cascade, a water-fall. * A current or flow

of water, b. Xlf* water, and XXTT a fall,

xrfrsx't f. (-fft) An aquatic plant, (Piatia atratiotes.) a. TTfc

water, Tjfr the same.

XtftX fXl f. (-tCT) A plant, (Flacourtia cataphracta.) s. Tift

water, XXX jujube.

TTftXTWT m. (-T) A perfume : aee XTW. a. Tift water,m a

perfume
% -

TTfxxfT n. (-fx{
) A cloud, b. vjfK water, srfx ink.

xlfx«fT rn. ( fir) A cloud. B. life water, and spr what emits.

Xlfxx^ f. {-#) An aquatic plant, (Piatia atratiotea.) s. nft

water, ft root.

ftlfftft mfn. (-ft:-ftt-f) Giving or ahedding water. m. (-ft:) A

doed. ft. fttft, »nd ftf to give, W iff.

Trfm» m. (.ft;) A raft, ft float. ft. gift water, and ftft *

carriage.

ft lftft l ftft mfn. (-ftt-ftl-ft) Sounding like clouds or thunder,

ft. Tlfrc. «nd fttftft sound.

grtgnfw m. (-fir) The ocean, ft. ftrfft water, and ftiftr a heap.

ftlftftliPI >n- (-VTT) A name of Vaeuu'a. ft. «tfg water, gad

glftft hair.

grfrggw m. (-ft:) A fruit, (Flacourtia cataphraeta.) ft. wrfg

water, and ftgft countenance.

wrfgwrg m. (-g:) A distiller or dealer in spirituous liquors,

ft. gift wster, gig abode.

glfggtg m. (-ft:) A cloud, ft. ftlft water, and gig what bears

;

also Ttftfttftft-

glfrglgg m. (ft:) A cloud. ft. ftlft water, and grgg a

vehicle.

fttftft in (-ft:) A name of Vunttu. ft. gift water, ft) to aleep,

aff. g.

wrfl* m. (•*:) An elephant. ft. gift the trap for an elephant,

gft to go, aff. ftft, form irr.

uwftr tn. (-ft:) The ocean, a. gig water, and ifft lord.

WTg in. (-gt) A war elephant carrying a standard. «. w to

cover, aff. 11.

tn. (•»:) A bier, the bed on which the corpse is carried,

i. x to cover, aff. Hi-

*rifa
a

m. (-fx;) The *«unt Acastya. b. Tit Vabcm'a, and

XT aff. of descent.

f. (.^1)
1 Any spirituous liquor, or more properly, a par-

ticular kind prepared from hogweed, ground with the juice

of the date or palm, and then distilled, * The west, the re-

gion of VahWa. * The 25th lunar astcriam, of which

Vabum’a is the ruling deity. * A species of Lhtrba grass.

t wTW the deity Varun'a, TX and sftl affs.

m. (-T) Vablx'a. a. TTT^t the asteriam, and XT*

loved.

XTTT m. (-WO The chief of the serpent race (>). mn.
*
'like rheum of the eyes. * The wax of the ear. * A vessel

for baling water out of a boat. i. w to screen, aff. xjsj.

TKW ind. Frequently, repeatedly, e. XK a time in the third case.

TTX*fl f. (-Tft) Part of Bengal and fieker, or a tract of inun-

datinn north of the Ganges, and part of the present ZUa of

Iltljthaki. k. a king, T1* aff.

WIT mfn. (-4>X|f-T) Made of or derived from a tree. n. (-^)

A forest. 4. (4f) The name of a female mentioned in the

Mahalhumt, a sort of Dryad, a, IT a tree, T* aff.

xrTl mfn. (-xk-Tif TT) Marie of or with trees, a. (-TO A
stockade, e. tx u tree, XT aff.

TTfir m. (-TO A scribe, a writer, a. x$ a letter, XT aff.

TPl mfn. (-^:-xSr-4i) * Well, healthy. * Following any business

or profession, m. (-^*.)
1

Health. 1
Chaff, f. (-XT) ‘ Tidings,

news, intelligence. * Rumour, report. ' Livelihood, business,

profession. 4
Agriculture or trade, the proper occupation of

the Vaitya. 4 Abiding, staying, being. • The egg-plant,

a tfx being, Ate., aff. xw or X-

T^TT m, (-TO The egg-plant: see XlTiJE, T being changed

to T.

TTxrxxxx n (-T) The peculiar occupation of the third or

Vnisya class, agriculture, trade, &c. k. Tfflr, aud act.

XT^lfT f. (-fr-- or -t1) The egg plant, (Sdlanum melongena.)

k. WW to be, glfgg. aff.; #»g or XT fern, aff , form irr.

;

also xr^r$.

T»rAtfTT m. (-sfl) The egg-plant also TTXffr. Ac.

^r^nfi m. (-^;) The egg-plant, (Solaaum melongena.) a. XX
to be, art* U« Adi aff, and the vowel made long by spe-

cial rule.

xr^rxx m. (*x:) A spy, an emissary, an agent, an embassador.

' «n intelligencer, a newsmonger, a. XTXT news, and XTXX

Soiog.

XT^rxx tn. (-X0 ' A chandler. 1 A messenger, b. xpftr aews,

XX to bear, aff. XX
XiXixfx m. (-fh|:) A householder. «. XT$r news, and «fx

business. <

Xrfxx mfn. (-T’-T^-xl)
1 Relating to news, bringing or convey-

ing intelligence, Ac. 1 Coiumenlatory, explanatory, belonging

to a comment or gloss, (as a rule, &c.) m. (-T**)
1 An intelli-

gencer, an informer, an agent or envoy. * A man of the

third or mercantile tribe, n. (-xj A gloss, a commentary,

especially a supplementary explanation added to a gram-

matical or philosophical aphorism, and its immediate eluci-

dation, supplying or illustrating both teit and comment
j

it is deflned to be, the exposition of the meaning, of that

which is said, of that which is left unsaid, and of that which

is ill or imperfectly said. f. (-tt) A quad. t. S[fx news, flee.,

or a comment, aff. XT.

x.xhr *n. t-W;J Thu prince Aejuka. a. ft. |f Ixmu, and ftT aff.

n. (-ft)
1 Silk. * Water. * The «ecd of the Abrus preca-

toriua. * A conch ahull. * A aort of curl on the right aide

of a Lone'e neck, consider* d as an auspicioua mark. * Speech,

ft. water, ft to divide, aS. ftft.
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n\ 0l n. (-f) A rainy day, had weather, &c. m. (-V0 An ink-

stand. r. W7T water, and w «blt gives, WT^ a cloud, VI to

uke, aET. W.

wriar n. (-#)
1 A number of old men- • Old *ge. • The iofir-

niitv, Sec. of old age. a WI old, aff

ariaa n. (-*31 Old «ge. a M old, Mid w*! aff.

Ttfi m. f-fti) The ocean, t. arc: water, Tl to have, aff. fig.

arife m. (-fv:) A usurer. e. wf* interest or increase. FUfl

substituted, aff. EW, and the V rejected} also wr^fww,

form irr.

wiiffw m. (-*R) A usurer : ire the last.

at ifm m. (-fli A usurer. «. rate substituted tor *fi|, end

Xfa »(T.

writ* n. {-ti) Uiurioui loan. usury, interest. *. efa increase,

iff. wa, form irr.

artf nf. (-I lf) a thong. «. rf toincrease, to lengthen, aff.

f, and W** added

at^Nd m (-V) An »ld white goat with long ear*. a. *1# a

leather thong, and WW for WTfwifT u nose.

er£z m (-*:) An alligator, a. WIT water, WW to maintain,

aff WTO

TRHW n. (•ai) A number of coata of mail. *. WWTO armour,

aff. TO*.

•vifwrw n (-ai) A number of men in armour, a. wfwm a man in

armour, and aw aff.

TTVW m. (*«pv) A cloud, a. aria- water, JTO to let loose,

aff. ffTW

raj mfn ( i&f-iSl-tH) * To be selected or appointed. * To be

implied, checked, stopped, 8cc. c. 'WW to choose, aff. UpT.

WTOWTO mfn. (TO-Wt**) Beiag prevented, impeded, prohibited,

Ac. a. W to select, passive v., irTWaj aff. *

n. (-wj A lotus. e. wifw water, vinr bom.

wri$TO m. (TOO A leech, a. wrtw, and vrww abode.

a t frftt m, (-fir.l The ocean, e. wiv;, and ^Tfw quantity.

TIVV m. (-Wi) A boat, a vessel, c. wr^ water, WZ to surround,

aff. aa.

aia mfb-(-W:-*ff**) Belonging to a year, to the rams, itc. k. ww,

and var aff,

wrfaat mfn. (TO:-fVwr)
1 Vearly, annual, or belonging to a rear.

* Growing, &c. in the rainy season, or fit for or suited to it,

&c. n. (TO) A drug, commonly TVayamdnd. e.ww rains, or

a year, and awr or fg aff

wrfavi f (TOI) Hail. i. wrw belonging to rain, from w4, with

WTO aff., TTOW added.

"V* mfn. (
Sprinkling. wetting, tbit which sprinkle..

Sic. a. *4 to sprinkle, «w«(.
wrwn n. (-it) The fruit of the Solanum jacqniai. a. w*fkr the

plant, with iff.

.yg

s

tj m. (-*') A nftme of JiBAiiNOB*. c. Tag* the father

of this prince, end <*» patronymic ; >l»o with t* iff. di^gfig.

*T^*n» mfn. 8«cred to Vafsuran. a. aaajfa, and

gfit
arian* n. (-*) Kthice, morality. t. »a*lfa the supposed ori-

ginjd author of thia science, and *1 aff

tn. (-»:)
1 A bracelet. * A finger.ring. a. k* to surround,

aff w*.

area mfn. Made of the bark of trees, e. aa«

bark, aff. w *.

araaar mfn. ( en-^l-V) Made of bark f. (-^t) Spirituous liquor,

n. (-W) A dress made of the bark of trees worn by ascetics,

a. avaa bark, and a* aff.

wrfkafw m. f.fVi) The author of the Rimajaea ; alio eidflf*.

Tidftqr m. (-*ti) VeuiiKA or V'scafn, the autlior of the Rimk-

t/a'att. r. krillw an ant-hill, aff. *Ti, or with t»i aff. kimlfh ;

to immersed in abstraction as to be overrun with ant’a nesta.

wiaTf* mfn. (-W: «!•*) Talking much, gabbling, prattling.

r. ,< to speak, Un’idi aff. *nr, the root reiu-nued.

en^B K i f. <-*T) Oarrulity, loquaciousness, a. JT^ added to

the last
;

also with W ar.yh A.

m. (-*=) A sort of Basil, (Ocymum sanctum.)

mfn. (-fV-fV-fV) Who or what bears or carries much.

s. a* to bear, fac aff.

am* r. 4th cl. artJ <ata?B*l
1 To chooie or select. * To

serve.

Trait mfn. (-a -m-a) Chosen, appointed, a. aar to be, aff. m
and the root reiterated.

*iw«*WT* mfn. t*W:-WT-W) Choosing, preferring, k. wrrw to

choose, attar^aff.

am (mi aiR r. 4th cl (arann
1 To sound. • To cry as a bird.

• To call.

mfn. (.Ta trtl-OT) Crying of ringing like a bird. a. am
to cry, aff. tra.

n, (-if) The cry or song of birds, beei, and the like. a. am
to sound as a bird, ida aff.

ann f. (-at) A plant, (J uilicia ganderuiaa :) sec am. and am* ,

also with aa added ItfaaT.

nfa m. (-ftttj Fire. K. to Miund, Un'adi aff. \V[.

TTfkH mfn. 1 Perfumed, scented. 1 Sung, called, cried,

n. (-if j The cry of birds or animals, f. (-WI) ' A woman. • A

female elephant. B. Tt'l to call, or to perfume, aff. %,

and E changed to W-

TTfir^ mfn. (
Relating to the sage Vasisutha. f. (.ft)

The Goomti river, which rising in the AVmatia hills, pursues

a winding and south-easterly course, and pa&sing Lutknom

and Jonpur falls into the Ganget, below Benarts. e. wfvff

the saint, aff., derived from him.

WHITT f* (-TT) Night, k: WiW to sound, Un adi aff

*rw no. (-W*) A day. n. (*w) 1 An ediJice, a dwelling, a building.

• A place where four roads meet. e. wnc to sound, Un ndi

aff. TV} also read W1V.

mfn. (-w:-VT-V) Large, great, ra. (-v:) A warrior.

Tiwj ra. (-v:) ' Vapour, hot mist, steam, &e. * A tear. • Iron,

f. <-wft) A drug. e. WT to go, or w to dry, aff. w> form irr.

;

also WTO derived from WIW to oppose, and f changed to W-

WTOVT f. (-VT) A drug, commonly Hutgvpatrt. e. WW
;

added lo

wto vapour ;
also wifawi-

ETO i'WW mfn. (-V-VT-V) Uttered or articulated with tears.

e, WTO, and V1W9 what sounds.
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TlufM mfn. (-Th-Wl-ff) Interrupted by tears. s. TTT, and

TrjTT perplexed.

Tlf*ITT f. (-TT) A drug, commonly Hingupatti. «. TIT * tear,

«i( aff., form irr.

WTTT£T to. (-TO Starting of tears, k. ttt. and TT^T production.

WffT r. 1 Oth cL (TITTfr) To introduce another quality, but

especially fragrant odors, to perfurou. to incense, to fumigate,

&c. i, aii aTW r. 4th cl. (TIW*) To sound, especially as a bird.

WT9 m. (-v) * A bouse, a habitation. * Site, situation, abode,

or place of staying or abiding. * Cloth, clothes.
4 Perfuming,

mf. (-sj -*jr) A plant, (Justicia ganderussa.) e. WT to dwell,

aff. TT, or are to fumigate, aff. VW-

f. (-tIj A tent. k. araa cloth, and jrzl a hut.

arraaf mf. (-t:-tt) A shrub, (Justicia ganderuasa.) k. ara to

perfume, alf. war.

TTTTHfaU f. (*tjh) A woman dressed with all her ornaments,

and having her apartments, &c. decorated to receive her lover.

l ara clothes, ara pleonasm, and w*J|I accoutrements; also

with aa added, araaafsstar.

ataaaff f. t-aff) A hall, where public exhibitions, as A’drie^Acc.

r are held. k. WTT a bouse, the ear, aff. vtT. i

aiatza n. (-T) The inner part of a house, an inner or sleeping

room, a bed-chamber, e. WIT abiding, and ZZ3 a house.
#

araff m. (-TO An as*.

TlTTfq mfn. (-T:-Tt-T) Habitable,' lit or proper to be dwelt in.

f. (-at) Night, E. aafa abode, or night, WT aff.

araa mftu (.in-WT-T) Kit for clothes, or a dwelling. Ate. n. (-sr)

1 Perfuming, fumigating or perfuming with fragrant vapour,

or with incense, &c. 1 Ckith, clothes.
1 Abiding, abode. 4 A

particular posture in which abstract meditation is performed

;

it is also a posture conceived to be peculiarly proper in

princes and chiefs, and is then described as sitting with the

knots bent and the feet turned backwards, * Knowledge.

• A water-jar. * A box, ii basket, a vessel, Utc. * An enve-

lope.
4 Any receptacle. 14 Steeping, infusing, f. (••fT)

1 The

knowledge of any thing derived from memory, the present

consciousness of past perceptions. * Fancy, imagination.

Trust, confidence.
4 Ignorance, k. TT to dwell, Acc., aff.

vrw ,
or TTT clothes, and wr* aff.

mfn. (-W-WT-ui) Packed, folded, enveloped, b. TfTTa

box, &c., and m what slays or ia.

mfn. (-m:-iwt-Tf)
1 Placed, situated. • Vernal, relating to

the season of spring, suitable to it, produced in it, &c.

• Young, in the spring of life-
4 Diligent in the performance

of religious ceremonies, m. (-TI:)
1 A camel. * The /action

cuckoo. * Any young animal, or a young elephant. 4 A cata-

mite.
4 The southern wind, xephyr. • A sort of kidney-bean,

(Phaseolus mungo.)
1 The black kind of Moong or bean. 4 A

plant, (Vaogucria spinosa.)
4 The Koil or Itu/iam cuckoo,

f. (-^t) * A large creeper, (Gsrrtncra racemosa.) 4 A species of

jasmine, (Jasrninum auriculatum.) * Long pepper. 4 Trumpet

flower.
4 A festival in honour of Ka'madIya, held in the month

Choitra.
4 A species of the S'arkari metre. B. T9 to dwell,

aff. hit. and the vowel made long ; or TTTt spring, andXT aff.

N#

I TTVJWTBT mfn. 1 Sown or growing in spring. * Suita-

ble to the spring season. 1 Relating or belonging to it, vernal.

*. a»jW! spring, and aff,

• TTTfwiW m. (-9S) An actor, a daocer. i. TTwr spring, aff. ;

l the spring being the festival season.

TITTC* m. (-at:) Fragrant powder sprinkled on the clothes,

especially the red powder scattered about at the Noli festival,

a. TIT perfume, and TIT joining.

TfTT mn. (-T*-^) A day. m. (-g:) One of the Ntigna or serpents.

E. TT to abide, in the causal form, Un'idi uff, TT.

TtTTTT m. (-T:) Morning, a. TTWtr. and TT connexion.

TiTT tu. (-TO Inusa. f. t-Tt) The mother of Vtasa. t. TX *

/''ass, and T|w aff.

TtTT n. (-T:) Goth, clothes, b. TT to caver or clothe, aff.

TTTT3TI f. (**rr) A woman drest in all her ornaments to receive

her lover, a. TTT clothes, TT| armed, accoutred.

TTTrTTHC n. (’X) 'Hie inner or sleeping apartment, r.. tit abid-

ing, and TITTT a house.

Tifr mf. (-fat-^’i A small hatchet or chopper, an adse. m. ' fa-.)

Abiding, dwelling, k. TT to abide, Un'ddi aff. XT.

Ttfm f. (-TI!) A plant, (Justicia:) aec wttt.

TTfalT mfn. (-Ti-TT-W) 1 Perfumed, scented. * Clothed, dressed.

1 Famous, celebrated.
4
Steeped, infused. * Spiced, seasoned,

(sauces, Ac.) 4 Peopled, populous, flourishing, (a country.)

1 Having, possessing, n. (-if) ‘ The cry of birds. 4 Know-

ledge in general, but especially that derived from memory.

* Sound. 4 Rendering a country populous and flourishing,

causing it to be inhabited, f. (-WT)
1 A woman. * A female

elephant, k. tt to dwell, or clothe, causal form, or TTT to

call, (as a bird,) aff. n
WlfTT mfn. (-tft-fr^Vfw) Abiding, staying, ff. (-Wt> A white sort

of Ikind, (Bacteria.) f.fl U) dwell, frww aff.

WffWT n. (-T) Blood.

TlfTT mfn. (-Ti-’tVtj Explained or composed by the sage

VssisnT HA, a part of the / hint or a particular prayer, &c.

a. TfTT, and T|W aff

afTX m. <-x ; l

1 A name of VuifKu. 1 The soul, or the Supaeme

Being considered as the soul of the universe, s. TT to abide

(eternally), XT Un'adi aff.

Wixf5* m. (-%:)
r
l*he serpent Vasoki, sovereign of the snakes.

B. TX a jewel, w the bead, TXT here said to be a name of

Kss yapa, aff. of descent XT
tuXTT m. (-T) The serpent Vasvki. b. see the last,

aff. TTT.

XIX#TTT X (-TT) A name of Manass', the wife of Jahatkamv,

and goddess presiding over snakes, k. TlX^T the serpent

Vasuki, and TT a sister.

TiXTT m. (-TO * Krishn a.
4 A descendant of Vascd^va, the

general appellation of a class of persons peculiar to the

Jaina$. e. TX1T tho huher of the deity, and T|w patrony-

mic aff.

TTXiTf m. (.Tj;) The twelfth Jim or Jaina teacher of the pre-

sent era.
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m. <-f:) A name of Krishna. *. WT^ the soul, ami w*

auspicious.

n^n f. (-WT) ' Night.
9 The earth. • A woman. 4 A female ele-

phant a. *TW to perfume, or to to abide, in the causal

form, afT. wv w.

Wl^t f. (TO?) A youns girl, (in theatrical language ,) i. TO to

abide, in the causal form, (to take to dwell with one,) aff. m.

wrifTW mfn. Who or wbat gives clothes, a. WTWW.

and w what gives.

WI^IWA n. (-at) A suit of clothes. a. WTWW, and w* a pair.

wrwrww u. (-W.) The inner or private apartments, e. wtw

dwelling, and WirWW a house.

WIWJ mfn. (-TOTOVWT) Made or derived from a goat. a. WTO» and

aff.

*TWTW mfn. (.w*--Wt-W) ' Determined, demonstrated, fixed, sub-

stantiated. * Real, substantial, n. (-W) An appointment

e. wwi thing, substance, war aff

wiwfww mfn. i-W-TOVw) ' Real, material, substantial, genuine.

• Determinate, a. TO,and TO aff.

WTWIWTWT f. (-W) Night r. WTO* an appointment, and TOT a

libidinous woman : the seoson in which she makes an

assignation.

(fTff mfn. (TO:TOT-^) 1 To be abided or dwelt in, to be fixed

as a habitation. * To be taken care of, (as a dependant.)

m. (-TO) A kinsman, a dependant, x. to to dwell, causal

form, aff. of the future purticiplc JTl^.

W1W mn, i

1 The site of a habitation. * A house, a ha-

bitation. a. to to dwell, Un'idi aff. !JW, and the radical

vowel made long by special rule.

WT*TW n. (-W) A potherb : see WT^W.

WIWWTOW n. (-*) A ceremony or sacrifice performed on enter-

ing a new habitation, e. Wtto and WTOW consecration.

TTOHwHrftrt n. (-W) A ceremony performed on entering a new

mansion. I. v added to the preceding.

TTTOr n. (TO) A potherb, (Chenopodium album, and other

edible species.) e. WTO the site of a house, to aff,, and form

irr. (growing there ,) also with the vowel unaltered W 1TOW-

WTOW mfn. (-w : -wVw) Abdominal, relating or belonging to the

belly, x. *fro and TO aff.

wtTOWjfw m. (-fifi) A name of Inara. >. WTW the site of a

dwelling, in the sixth case, and wftr master.

WTO m.(-TOTO?t-li) Cloth, made of or covered with clotb, Ac.

a. TO cloth, *v aff.

WTO m. (TOP) * Vapor. • Tears* more correctly WTTO q. .
wiwrfwwrw mfn. (-W:*WT W) Weeping, bursting into tears, a. WTO,

and fTVW distressed. .

WTO!fro WW mfn. (-TO TOT-#) Suffused witli tears, weeping,

a. WTO, WTfwvr turbid, the sight.

WIW <w) Wi’f r. 1st cl. (WTW#) To endeavour : the root is pre-

ferably read WTW-

WIT m. (TO:) * A horse. * A measure of capacity containing ten

KwnLha*, or nearly equal to the weight of an English wey

or a ton in freight.
1 A bull. * Air, wind. • The arm. • A

buffalo. * A vehicle, a carriage or conveyance of any kind.

9 F

fTJft

• A bearer, a porter, a carrier of burthens, Ac. r. WW to

bear, aff. WTO.

WTTOT m. (-to)
1 A horseman. * A porter, a carrier, a. WW to

bear, aff. Wf.

WTWffWW m. (-TO) A buffalo, a WIW » horse, and ffWW ini-

mical.

VTWW n. (to) 1 A vehicle, a conveyance of any kind, as ahorse,

an elephant, a carriage. 9 Carrying, conveying, Ac. * Mak-

ing effort or exertion, k. WW to bear, in the causal form, or

WTW to endeavour, TO* aff.

wnpni mfn. (TOT) Falling from a vehicle, Ac. a. WTW,w to

fall, fgrw aff

wrwww mfn. (TO -Wwft-WTf) Employing, making use of. a. WW

to bear, causal v., WW aff

*TWW m. (-TO: J

1 A large snake, (Boa constrictor.) “ A water-

course. * A potherb. (Manilla dentata.) a. ww to bear, in

the causal form, aff. TOWTO

m. (-to)
9 A large drum. * A car, Ac. drawn by oxen.

b. vfW bearing, and TO aff.

mfn. (-1T-WT W) Exerted, endeavoured, a. WTW to endea-

vour, ^ aff.

wifww n. (-TO) The part of au elephant's forehead below the

frontal globes, a. *Tfw#.> TOT to stay, aff. TO, and w changed

to w.

wrfww mfn. (*wt-f#Wt-fa) Bearing, carrying, a. ww to bear,

fwfro aff.

wrfw#t f. (-^)
1 An army. * A body of forces consisting of 81

elephants, 81 cars, 24.1 horse, 405 foot, a cohort, a battalion.

• A river, a WTW a vehicle, &c., aff. wfW; fern. aff.

comprising the conveyances of cars, horse, &c.

wrfwwlfaww rn. (TO*-) A camp. a.wifwro! and fw#* en-

campmeut.

WTfw«ftwf* m. (-fro)
1 A general, a commanding officer.

9 The

ocean. *• wrfwwt an army or river, and wfw master.

mfn. (-TO-TOT-TO)
1 Of burthen, bearing burthens. 'Outer,

external to. (TO:) The name of a country, part of the Punjab.

TP, bearing, or wfxfri external, aff. TW or TTW,

form irr.

TIXI mfn. ( H'.-W-V)
1 To b« carried or borne. * Outer, eater,

nal. n. ( V) A carriage, a vehicle, in. (-V) A beaut of burthen,

an ox, a horse, tie. X. to bear, aff. XIIt. or X^fT external,

«rxt aff. : *ee nr*.

TTTJir^wd. Externally, solitarily. • «. irfw added to the preceding.

TTOhtt mfn. <.st;-WT-«i)
1 Being carried or conveyed. • Being

induced, urged, incited, &c. a. XT to bear. pasa. v., TlTHaff.

Tlf» f (-fir) A country : see XT*fxr.

Tlfaxr m. (-TO Batik : ace

Tlfinr mfn. (-or.-WT-oi) Born in VttkU or faklika country,

m. (-TO A T.rki horae, i. Xif®, and Tl bom.

Ti»t» m. (-XT) * A country lying north-west of Afgka.’utn,

Btlkk. ' A horae from Oalkk, considered as one of a good

breed.
1 One of the principal Gandkarkai or choristers of

heaven, n. (-«)
1 Saffron. * Asafatida. ». XVT to be pre.

eminent. Thru, or T«Laff,, xf»W or x»1t ; again, ^
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pleonastic or derivative added, YTftrYi or Yt^ftY. the con-

junct letters of the root being transposed } saffron, &c. are

supplied still to Initio, especially from Kashmir, Khor atari,

and the countries in that direction,

ft mf. (-ft%Yt)
1 A bird. * The eye. * Heaven. 4 The region

of the wind ind. A particle and prefix, implying ;
1 Certainty,

ascertainment, as ftWY’ to determine, to judge. 1 Separation,

disjunction, an-fting to disjoin. * Aversion, repugnance, as

ftVlf
* to oppose.

4 Impatience, intolerance, as ft*Y‘ to be

impatient * Variety, difference, ftrik to distinguish. • Cause,

motive, ftYnj to prescribe or order. 1 Motion, progress,

flYfV(J to go. * Privation, ftYtg' to take away. It generally

corresponds to the English adjuncts, a, ex, dc, tlis, m, «*, &c.

and is frequently an expletive. a. YT to go, Un'adi aff. XV with

the effect of fnr or y, which ejects the final syllable,

mfo. Twentieth, a. fYYfY twenty, and YYaff.

ft** mfn. ( y:-yY Y) Twenty, collectively, or an aggregate of

twenty. t. fwxfir, and TJY aff.

ftlffY always f. sing. (>fw:> Twenty, a score, du. (-y\)Two

twenties, plu. (*Yy :) Many twenties.

ftwfYY mfn. (-*:-YT-kj Worth twenty, produced from or'

bought with twenty, &c. a. fvirfw twenty, and YY added.

ftwftYY mfo. (-W-4M) Twentieth. a. fWwfw, and yyy aff.

m- (•**) A governor of twenty villages, e. fY*fY, and

kW sovereign ; also ftinftftrY.

ftf**. m. (-kt) Twenty, (collectively,) a aedre. a. ftwft, and

ft* aff.

ft* n. (-W> The milk of a prolific cow.

ftYW* Bl. (*Y:) A plant, (Kucliia longi folia, &c. :) see YTipc.

a. ft apart, wf% to go, aff. YfYY.

ft*V« «*• (-WS) A small tree. a. ft apart, separate, Yftr to go

or grow, YY"* aff, or ft t bird, Yfa, &c. as before > on

which the birds roost.

ft*Y mfn. (-*:-YT-Y) * Blown, opened, expanded, spread, (as

a flower, &c.) * Bald, having little or no hair on the head,

m. (-*:)
1 A Bandtf ha mendic.int. * The planet Kfiru, or the

personified descending node. a. fir apart, separate, YY1

to

go, aff. Y*. or ft privative, and YY hair.

fvYV mfn. (-YuYT-*)
1 Large, great. * Formidable, frightful,

hideous, horrible. * Large-toothed. 4 Beautiful, pleasing.

* Changed in form or appearance. • Obscure, obsolete, n. (-k)

A bile, a tumour, f. (-*f) A female divinity peculiar to the

Baud dhus. a. ft implying separation or expansion, YY to

go or be, aff. YTY, or with YY* *ff-
,

fwY«Y m. (-Y:) A herbaceous plant, (lledysarufti alhagi.)

a. ft expanding, yyi a thorn, fg added.

ftYYY mfn. (-y:-YT-Yj
1 Speaking idly. * Praising ironically.

4 Vaunting, boastful, n. (-Y)
1 irony, ironical or unmerited

praise. * Praise in general. ' Assigning any thing to au un-

real origin.
4 Boasting. 5 Repeating, proclaiming, a. ft

implying difference or extension, and YYY praising.

ftinYYtY mfn. (-Y:*YT-YJ * To be praised, commendable.
a Ridiculous, to be praised ironically, i. ft before YY to

praise, YYftX aff.

frYYT f. (-YT) Praise. * Irony, ironical praise. * Boasting.

4 Repeating, proclaiming, a. ft, YY to praise, X(f and

YTY affs.

frvrftiv mfn. (-jH-fJnrt-fai Who or what boasts, praises, pro-

claims, Sic. : see frriV. t. ft. YY to boast, aff.

flYKT mfn. (-wjr-WT-wi) 1 Trembling. * Heaving. * Unsteady,

not firm or . continued. 4 Shrinking from. a. ft. and y*v

trembling.

ftwftjif mfu, (-TTr-WT-Tt)
1 Trembling, tremulous, agitated.

* Palpitating, heaving. • Broken, interrupted, unsteady.
4 Shrinking from. c. ft before Yft to tremble, aff. %.

ftVT m (-xt) Sickness, disease, a. ft implying difference,

and YT making.

ftYTTY mfn. (-*:-YT-W) Formidable, frightful, a. ft intensi-

tivu. and YCTY frightful.

mfn. Ear-leas. m. (-4) One of the Kuau'

princes, a. ft, and if an ear, or a proper name,

ftYftY m. (•*:) Sdrastcata, a district in the north-west of

Hindustan
,
generally considered as part of the Punjab, though

sometimes confounded with Cashmir. a. ft privative, and

YY Kahn a; aff. YYi the region from which Karn'a was

proscribed.

flYYY m. (*Y:)
1 The sun. * A son who has usurped his father’s

kingdom, a. ft before wn to cut, aff. 1RY ; having been

shorn of some of his beatq£, by Vis'wakeema.

ftYYTYY tnfn.f-lTV)
1 Acting illegally, one who does forbidden

acts. * Busy in various ways. *. fw£, and inr who does.

ftYYirYYT f. (-YT) Illegal or immoral act. and firm act.

n. (-A) ‘ Various business or duty. 1 Prohibited or

unlawful act. ‘Fraud a. ft. and fPYWact.

ftvs&tff mfn- (-HT -HJT-Ilf) * Doing what is illegal or immoral,

engaged in prohibited acts. • Engaged in various business,

r. ftinn, and who or what stays.

ftYfVTY mfn. (-Y:-yVy) 1 Doing forbidden acts. * Transact-

ing various affairs. m (-Y:) Clerk or superintendant of mar-

kets or fairs, a. ft implying variety. If business, and YY aff.

ftYV m.(-l:) 1 Pulling, pulling apart or out. • An arrow, r.ft

separate, in to attract, YY aff.

ftY^Y n. (-¥) Pulling, drawing, dragging, a. ft before yy to

attract, aff. w?.

ftY* mfn. ‘ Confused, confounded, agitated. * De-

fective, imperfect. * Decayed, impaired, withered, waned,

f. (-VTT*kt) A woman in whom menstruation ha* ceased,

n. (•*) The jk 1 *1 of * Ka/a, the second of adegree. s. ft pri-

vative, and Yin » digit of the moon, &c.

ftYvnTTfwY m. (-Y:) A cripple with a crooked or withered

arm. a. defective, lift the hand, and YY added.

ftYYiT mfn. (-T^kl-T) Deformed, crippled, maimed. E,ftf«

defective, if the body.

ftYYtm n. (-k) 1 Spoiling, breaking, maiming. 'Confusing,

agitating x. ftYY, and Y^Y making, ft aff.

ftYYlYY mfn. 1 Broken, injured, impaired. • Sick,

lame, maimed. * Confused, distressed, a. fm, and YY
made, ft aff.
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fifinitww mfo. (-W-WT-W) 1 Agitated, distressed. ‘ Maimed, de-

fective. e. firowr, and tjff become, fit augment,

fror^falf m/n. (-W'.-WT-i) Having any of the organs of sense

impaired or defective, B. frowr, and Yfiff an organ,

frow m. (-If:)
1 Error, ignorance, mistake. • Alternative,

option. 'Doubt, indecision. '(In rhetoric.) Antithesis of

opposites. * (In grammar, Ac.,- Admission of more than one

form or rule. ft. ff distinction, and wif making, Ac

ffWWWW mfn. (WfMTWTt-Yff) Doubting, deliberating, weighing

alternatives, *. fir before Yf to be able, w* aff.

fiv-ffwn mfn. (-if: WT-W) Made or acknowledged as optional.

k. fir before inr to be able, yf aff.

fincXT mfn. (-fs-fT-fj Opening, expanding, a. fir separately,

srn to go. fCW aff.

firm f. (-WT) Bengal madder, (Rubia manjith.} «. fir before

fTf to injure, WPg aff.
;

also fffnu.

fffW mfn. t-fi-CT-f) Opening, expanding, ft. ff before wf
to go, aff frw j

also firoflT.

fffPtf Tke moon. f. (-XI) Bengal madder. * fw before

fn? to go, aff. xgX.

fif *f fl mfb. (.gii fsit-VTf)
1 Opening, expanding. * Budding.

blowing, s. ff before vw to go, w® aff.

frofww mfn. <-T|:-in-TfJ Blown, as a flower, budded, opened,

expanded, t. fir apart, irw to go, aff. *
ffinit; mfn. (T<*rr*^) Opening, expanding, a. fir apart. frw to go,

aff. WfY; also derived from or fri, fwwmx, and

fffrwr.

fVirTC m. (*$ ' Change of form or nature, alteration prdevi-

atiou from the natural state. * Sickness, disease, change from

the state of health, ' Passion, feeling, emotion, transition

from the natural or quiescent condition of the soul. e. fir

implying alteration, ir to make, aff. vf»

firrrrfinr mfn (wt-wr-lf) ' Changed, converted, made to under-

go a changing. ' Rendered unfavourable or unfriendly, i. fir

before V to make, causal r*. % aff.

frorfiw mfn. (-{t-fcft-fty ' Producing a change. ' Undergo-

ing a change, ft. ff before V to make, fwfir aff., or fronx.

and xfir aff.

f^ftenr m. (-ir:) Twilight, b. fir implying prohibition, (of pecu-

liar ceremonies,) and WTY time,

ftwriro m. (-W-) Evening, twilight, f. (-ffTOT) A perforated

• copper vessel, which is placed in a pan of water, and being

filled at the expiration of a certain period, defines that

period : a sort of Cltptydra, or water clock, r. fir before

®Tfi time, and ww added, or ff before fng to go, aff. ir^.

front m. (-*:)
1 Solitude, loneliness, privacy. ' Display, mani-

festation, open or splendid appearance. * Opening, expand*

ing.
4 Budding, blowing, (as a flower.) * Pleasure, enjoyment.

4 Ether, heaven, t. fh before *T*t to shine, iff. rw; the

vowel of the prefix is more usually made long : see 'ftfTic.

firarnpn f. (-*!) ' Appearance, display. * Loneliness. 4 Expan-

sion. a. front shining, aff. Wfr.; also with w, fronpf.

fronvr* n. (-i|) ' Expansion, extent. ' Manifestation. • Blow-

ing, (of a flower.) i. fiTOTH, and vtaff.

fronmew mfn. (-at*)
1 Expanding, being full.

1 Blown, budded.

a. front, and mf who or what has.

fronfww mfn. ( wt-firot-fit) Expanding, spreading, e. fw before

IT* to go, aff. fit^W.

frorfinr mfn (-iVffwt-ff) Expanding, Ac. r. f^ before Yf
to go. aff. fiiww.

frorfiro mfn. (-fft-ftpffVfw) Expanding, opening, budding, blow-

ing. b. ff before to go, aff. faww ; also with YY or^
the same, fknrrfkpi, and fluff*! as above.

n».(«f:) ' A bird in general* ' A well, * A fallen fragment,

a scattered portion. 4 Scattering, b. ff apart, &c., l to scat-

ter, « aff.

firfannr mfn. (-ro-roft-Tir) Throwing, scattering, sprinkling.
,

k. fv before iw to scatter, ts aff.

fwfiftTO n. (.if) Scattering, spreading about or abroad, m. (-W:)

Gigantic swallow wort, (Asclepias gigantea.) a. ff before ^
to scatter, aff.

fwxVi mfn. (-en-wr-w) 1 Scattered, spread about, extended,

diffused ' Celebrated, famous, a fir implying extension, f
to scatter, aff. n.

rad. Having or being scattered, t. fw. and If to scatter,

aff.

ffftubrrw mfn. (-f^ft-fl) Being tossed, agitated, scattered, Ac.

a fl before iff to scatter, pass, v., fr*nf aff.

fwipfcm mfn. (-v-wt-#) ' Joyful, cheerful, happy. ‘Undergo-

ing or making a change of form, Ac. a. fir before if to make

or do, sgrww or *riro aff.

fVyw m. (ro:) The moon. b. ff before ff to shine, ro Un'idi

aff, and ft substituted for the radical vowel.

ffjfff n. (*ff) A side glance, a leer, a wiftk. a ff before

to contract or close, (the eyes,) aff. Iff.

flftftw r f. (-Y!) The noae. b. ff before to sound, aff. ff,

fem. form.

fitlPT mfn. ( w-m-it) Entertaining the feeling of disgust,

averse, estranged. * Sick, diseased. 4 Altered, changed, either

in form or feeling.
4 Imperfect, unfinished, incomplete.

'Overcome by feeling or passion, n. (-W) Disgust, aversion.

b. ff implying reverse, and Tf made.

fkBfllTl mfn. (-ap-WT-W) Having the face distorted, u.

and ffTf face.

frofTfrort mfn. (-ft-fT-tT) Changed in aspect, form, or appear-

ance. R and firwrc form
;
also ff BPTIltfif.

fk» >rrr mfn. (-Y>Yt-T) Distorted, deformed, x. firail, *nd f?
the limbs.

fifBff f. (-firi-lft) ' Change of any kind, aa of purpose, mind,

form, nature, Ac. either permanent or temporary ' Sickness,

disease, change from the natural or healthy state. 1 Pear,

apprehension. 4 Spirituous liquor. 4 A species of metre : the

stanza consists of four lines of two syllables each, variously

arranged, b. ff implying alteration or reverse, m to make,

mfn. (-v-wi-i)
‘ Pulled, drawn, (as a bow-string.) • At-

tracted. * Dragged, drawn, in general. * Sounded, making

a noise. *. fw before Wk to dmw, aff. *.
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<Ww info, (-W'-lft-'rf) Bald. f. (-^t) ‘ A small braid or treM of

hair, first tied up severally, and then collected into the P&ni

or larger braid. * A woman without hair. a. ft severally or

privative, and WW hair.

ftffifkffiT f. (-WT) A pledget, a piece of rag smeared with ghee

or other substances and applied as h dressing to a sore.

fff«.ff in. Uncovered, denuded, unsheathed, b. ft

privative, and wTff a sheath, a cover.

ftwriJW mfn. (*W:*^ft-W) Incurious, indifferent, a. far. and

9T7JV curious.

fVw ni. (-WO A young elephant, a. ftw imitative sound, w to

utter, aff. W.

f*WV m. (.H:)
1 Heroiam, prowess, heroic valour. * Great power

or strength. • Walking, going, proceeding. * Overpower-

ing, overcoming. * Strength in general. • The name of a

sovereign of Ougein

:

see ftwmftsw. «. fff before Wit to go,

to move, to walk
,
aff. w*t.

fffWWHTW mfn. (-Ws-WT-W)
1 Going, proceeding. * Overpower.

ing. c. ft before WW to go, aff.

ftw«rft?Si m. (*H:) The name of a celebrated prince, tte

sovereign of Ougein, and reputed founder of an sera still in

use amongst the Hindus, commencing 56 years before the

Christian era; there are however many princes of this name,

and it has been applied to Ruja Bh6ja, to S'alivahana, and

PbTtbvi Rtija, as well as to five or six others ; the name also

occurs variously written, as Vikkama, Aditva, Vikramasx.na,

Vikhamasinba, Vikramakk a, Ac. X- ftww power, and

the sun.

ftwwrw m. (-^) A name of the sovereign Vikxama'ditya ; see

the last, t- ftww heroism, and w^ the sun.

ftWWTfmpr mfn. (-vr-WI-lf) Conquered, acquired by valour.

B. fawn, and wf*ft gained.

ftwftw rn. (-wt)
1 A lion. * A hero. x. ft*vt strength, valour,

Tfw xff.

ftffrw m. (-wO Sale, selling, vending, s. fa before W^ to buy,

at aff.

ftwfffffirff m. (-Wi) Rescis&ion of sale. x. fawn, and wwwff

doubt.

ftwffW n. (-*) Selling, vending. B. fa reverse, wt to buy, W«r alT.

ftwftw m. (-w: ) A vender, a dealer, a salesman, x. fawn

sale, an aff.

fffwfffff m. (Wfl) A seller, a vender, x. fawn 'ale, xft aff.

frarrnt mfn. (-WJ:-wiT-ffR)
1 Valiant, mighty. * Overcoming, vic-

torious. m. f-Wi:)
1 A hero, a warrior. * A lion. n. (-an)

Valour, x. ft before wn to go, aff. w, in an active sense,

ftwiftl m. (-ftl:)
1 A horse's canter or gallop. * Prowoss,

heroic strength and valour. 1 Great power or strength.

8- fir before ara to go, off. ftra.

fawiaj mfn. (-ffli-Wrt^) ' Valiant. * Victorious, m. (-an) A

hero, a victor, e, fa before wa to go, wn aff.

fawTtW m. (-W:) A vender, a seller, x. fa before aft to buy,

war »ff.

fafimr f. (-nT) Change of mind, form, purpoxc, condition, &c.

*. fa implying reverse, and ftfffT action j see ftwiT.

ftwft mfo. (*a:-in-lf) Sold. x. ft before if\ to bay, aff. W-

ftwtff i»rf. Having sold. a. fa before wt to buy, art aff.

fawff mfn. (-WulT-ff) * Harsh, rugged, or unkind, (as speech.)

‘Called out, exclaimed, n. (-a) 1 A cry of alarm or for help.

• Abuse, a. ft before ww to call, aff w.

fffWW m. (-WT) A vender, a seller, x. ft before ^ft to buy,

aff. ia
ftwa mfn. (*W:-Wt-W) Vendible, saleable, a. ft before wt to

buy, aff. Wff.

fawraa n. (-^)
1 Abusing, reviling. • Calling out. a. ft before

WW to curse, «z aff.

ftart^ mfn. (-ar-ft ^) ' Who reviles, abuses, speaks harshly, &c.
• Who calls or cries out. k. ft before Wff to cry, rx aff.

ftprx mfn. (-Wi-fff-Tj Overcome with foar or agitation, con-
fused, confounded, lost, bewildered. ft before wto go,

aff. wn
ftWff«r L (-wt) Timidity, fear. a. ftmw, and aff.

> also

with w, fr«aar.

firfwt mfn. (-Wt-WMi) 1 Old. Withered, shrivelled, decayed.
• Wet, moist, b. ft before fw*. to moisten, at!'. W-

ftww «d*. n. (-W) Momentarily, for a moment, s ft, and Wff
a moment.

fTWW mfn. (-W:-WT-tf) Struck, hurt, wounded, x. ft before Wff
broken, torn.

fir*T8 m. (-at) ' Cough. • Sound. *. fir before a to «ound,
aff. aa.

f.fn U If mfn. (-T^ TPnt-^T) ' Throwing, tossing. * Agitating.

k. ft before ftra to throw, ond we aff.

mfn. (-Kr-HT-ll)
1 Scattered, dispersed. * Thrown, cast.

• Agitated, bewildered, perplexed. * Sent, dispatched. * Re-

futed, falsified. 8. ft severally, and fan thrown or sent.

ftVfa mfn. (-a'-ai-a) Wasted, destroyed, c. ft before a lo

decay, « off.

Praia* m. (•*:)' The chief of a class of demigods, enamerated
amongst those attached to Sits, and the ministers of
destruction amongst men by plague, pestilence, &c. ' A
meeting or assembly of the gods. • A place prohibited to

eaters of meat a ft before ata wasted, (by whom,) andn
added.

ftaa u. (-*:) ' Casting, throwing, or throwing away, * Send-
ing. dispatching. Confusion, perplexity, fear proceeding

from ignorance or error. * Looking about vaguely or wildly,

as of a woman for her absent lover. • Refuting an argument,
establishing its falsehood, * Celestial latitude, i. ft before

far to throw, aff. gat

Mftw n. (-W) ' Scattering, dispersing. 1
Sending, dispatching.

• Throwing, t. ft before fan to throw, wra aff.

firwa m. (-*:) (In astronomy). The greatest inclination of a
planet's orbit, a. ft aa. and aa an arc,

firire n. (-a)
1 Agitating, shaking. 1

Conflict, struggle. • Fear-

ing. a. ft before to stir, and aa aff.

ft* mfn. (-*;-*lfa) Noseless ) also fa^.

ftaffaa mfu. (-*:-m-W) ‘ Broken, divided. * Refuted, a. ft
before afiga the same.
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fan

fa®r®T f. (-®T) The tongue.

fa~>3 mfh. (-®T:-®:-®) Noseless
;

also fatff.

faq^r m. (-®:) A goblin, a demon, a Rakthata. x. fir before

to cut, aff. ®.

fa®i mfu. (-®r-®n®r) Noseless, x. fa privative prefix, and eg

substituted for w® or ®rfa®T >
also other as arbitrary terms,

or fan®, fa®. fa®, &c.

faqgT® mfn. (-®:-®T-®)
1 Known, notorious, famous. 1 Avowed,

confessed, x. fa before ®TT to say or tell, aff. W-

fa®(rf® f. (-fat) Fame, celebrity, notoriety, x. fa before ®rr to

say or tell, aff. fa®.

fa®< l®® n. (*w)
1 Confessing, acknowledging, avowing, declar-

ing- 'Explaining, expounding, x. fa before ®sr to say,

causal form, aff. W*.

fa® mfn. (-®:-®n®l) Noseless
;
also fa®,

fa® mfn. Noseless j also fa® and fa®,

fajfsrsr n. (-if) Reckoning, computing. * Considering, deliberat-

ing. • Disqjiarge of a debt. B. fa before x®® counting.

fax®W md. 1 Having deliberated or weighed. 1 Having reckon-

ed. x. fa before X® to number, war aff.

faafalT mfn. (-®:-WT-W) ' Reckoned, calculated. ' Weighed,

considered. • Discharged, (as a debt) x. fa before x® to

count, * aff.

fax® mfn. (-IT.-lTT-®) * Gone, departed, disappeared. 1 Sepa-

rated, severed, parted. ' Freed or exempt from. * Lost

* Gloomy, dark, obscured, x. fa implying disunion, (of

light, &>c.,) BIT gone.

fax'd®XHX mfn. (.®:.®T-®*) ‘ Pure, righteous. Unsoiled.

k. faff®, and ®vx® sin.

faff®1®® mfn. (-®:-®T-T) Exempted from decay. 1 Cured of

fever, x. faxw, anil ®n decay, or fever.

faxx®ix mfn. (-x:-XT-x‘) Devoid of passion or affection, x. fax®,

and ®tx passion.

faxifat® mfn. (*®:-®T-®? Unfortunate, unprosperous. x. fax®

gone, ®t prosperity, &ff-

fax®®l® mfn. (
J®5-®f-®) Indifferent, devoid of wish or desire,

x. fax®, and ®®r desire.

fax®l®®T f. (-®T) A woman past child-bearing, x. fax® gone,

®TX® the menstrual excretion.

fax® m. (-IP) Separation, parting, k. fa apart,, and X® going,

fax* m. (-®)
1 An abstemious man, one who feeds on wind.

* A naked man. J A mountain.

fnr4« nf. (.vt-wt) Abuse, abusing, censure, reproach, x. fa

before X^ to abuse,^ aff.

fax®®!® mfn. (-®:-®T-®) Bad, wicked, reprehensible, x. fa be-

fore x® to abuse, ®xffa^xff.

faxf®® mfn. (-®:-Wt-lf) ' Abused, reviled. * Low, vile. * Bad,

wicked, x. fa beforeW to abuae, aff. ®.

mfn. (•^:-®T-^b Blainablc, reprehensible, ind. Having

blamed or reviled, s. fa before X® to abuse, ®® or all'.

fsrx®*®T f. (*®l) Scandal, abuse, x. faa®, and ®®r speech,

fax®® mfn. (-®®-®®Tt-®r®j ' Oozing, dropping, flowing. * Fad-

ing, dispersing, weakening, (as emotion, &c.) a. fa before X®
to ooze, ®x aff.

9 a

ft*

faxfar® mfn. (-®: -XT-®)
1
Fallen, dropped, oozed, flowing.

• Removed, gone. ' Dissipated, dispersed. 4 Decayed, im-

paired. ' Slackened, antied, (as a knot.) • Loose, disordered,

(as dress.) x. fa before X® to ooze, aff. *.

faxf®®®® mfn. (-xr-wl-lT) Having the hair dishevelled,

x. faxfa®, and wv hair.

fxxr® mfn. 1 Immersed, plunged, bathed, bathing.

• Much, exceeding. • Flowing copiously, x. f® before XT®
to bathe, aff. ®.

faxr® n. (-w)
J

111 report, detraction, scandal. • Censure,

reproach, x. fa depreciative prefix, x to sing or sound,

aff. W*.

faxT® m. (*®:)
‘ Bathing. * Plunging into, literally or figure

•

lively, (as water, a crowd, &c.) x. fa before XT® to bathe,

®^ aff.

faxiMXi® mfn. (-®:-®T-W) 1 Beholding, perceiving. * Knowing.
• Bathing. 4 Going, proceeding, x. fa before XT® to agitate,

aff. *t®®.

faxr® iad. Having bathed or plunged in. x. fa before XT® to

4 agitate, ®r® aff.

fax!® mfn. (-®t-XTT-7f)
1 Contradicted, contradictory, incon-

sistent. * Abused, reproached. * Sung or said in various

ways. 4 Sung ill. x. fa, and fft® sung,

faxlf® f. (-fa:) ' Reproach, abuse. ' Contradiction. * Singing

in various styles. 4 Singing ilL x. fa, and tftf® singing,

fax® mfn. (-®5*®T-®) 1 Void of all qualities. 4 Bad, worthless,

having no merit x. fa, and X® quality,

fax® mfh. (-®:-®T-^)
1 Concealed, bidden. * Blamed, reproach-

ed, censured, t. fa before x® to conceal, aff. ®,

fwizwtn mfn. (-®:-®T-®)
1 Opposed, obstructed, prevented.

4 Encountered, as iu fight, x. fa before ®® to seize, ® aff.

fa?7® tad. Having warred or contended with. x. fa before

®® to take, aff.

fa*i®®i® mfn. (-®: ®r-®) Being warred upon or contended 1

with. x. fa before ®® to take, pass, v., ®T®^ aff

faq mfu. (-®:-®r-\f> Noseless, b. fa privative prefix, and ®
substituted for ®rfa®r>

fan® in. (-®:)
1 The body. • Extension, diffusion. • A portion,

a part. 4 Shape, form, figure. 4 (A grammatical term,) the

proper application or sense of a compound word. mn. (-®:-^)

1 War, battle. * Opposition, encounter, x. fa various, (happi-

ness, &c.) ®® to take, aff. ®T®.

fa«T®l®< n. (-®) 'l‘he back. b. fa®® the body, and ®x® the

back.

fa®T® mfn. (®: ®T ®il To be warred or contended with. x. fa

before ®® to take, ®r® aff.
v

fa®fa®T f. (-®T) Sixtieth part of a Gkari, equal to 24 seconds.

b. fa, and ®fa®T a G'hari.

fa®® m. (*®:) A mallet, a hammer, an implement for striking

k, fa before ®® to strike, ®® aff

fa®F® n. (-®) ‘ Rubbing, friction. • Striking. * Opening, undo-

ing, untying. 4 Offending, e. fa, to rub, aff. ®jxr.

fawfflT mfn. (-WJ-XT-®)
1 Rubbed, touched. * Offended. ‘Struck.

4
Untied, undone, x, fa before ®f to rub, aff' *.
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fry« in. (»fi)
1 The residue of food offered to the gods, to the

manes, to a venerable guest, or a spiritual preceptor. • Food

in general, a. fr before y*; to eat, aff. and yy aubsti-

tuted for the root.

fryyrxr m. (.y:) One who eats the remain* of an offering.

k. fryy, and yry eating; also frwwifrfw. Ac.

forint tnn.
1 Impediment, obstacle. * Prohibition or

prevention. • Opposition. * Destruction. • A blow. a. fr

before yy to kill or hurt, aff. HI

ftimfrff f. (-fr:) Removing obstacle^ or impedimenta,

c. tVerm, and frff attainment.

frllfry mfn. (-ift-fryVfr) 1 Opposing, impeding, preventing.

• Removing, destroying. • Wounding, killing. E. fr before

T* to hurt or strike, aff. fwfw.

few* mfn. Cried, proclaimed. «. Or before «T cried,

freej i»d. Haring proclaimed, a. f* before na to cry, WT aff.

fhSm n. (-#) Proclamation, crying, b. fr before ww to cry

aloud, W7 off.

fry m. (-y:)
1 Obstacle, impediment. • The Caronda, (Carissa

Caron da*.) a. fr before yy to be injured (by it), and * aff

fryyr mfn. (•T*.*TT*^) Opposing, impeding, obstructing, a. fry,

and yv; what makes.

ftlf iftw mfn. (-^-fryt-fr)
1 Impeding, obstructing. * Fear-

ful, formidable, terrible. a.frS an obstacle, and yifry causing,

fryyryy mfn. (-yvyr-y) Who or what removes difficulties,

&c. m. (-yi) A name of Ganeko. k. fry, and yryy who or

what destroys.

fryyryy m (-"*) Removing obstacles, m. (*y:) A name of

Gan£s'a. x. fry 110 obstacle, and yrinr removing j
the deity

being supposed capable of either causing or removing diffi-

culties and impediments, and being therefore especially wor-

shipped at the commencement of any undertaking : also other

similar compounds.

tVyrnur ra. (-H*) Gam'Is'a. b. fry an impediment, and ^Ty

ruler : see the last.

fryyy m. (-y:) Slight obstacle or impediment, e. fry an

obstacle, and £y a little.

fryfrrrrr m. (-*:) G»k'4,'». a. fT, an obstacle, and fryryy

remover.

fryfrfr f. (*frs) Removal of obstacles, a. fry, and frff

accomplishment

fayyifer m. (-<t) Gsm*6s'a. b. fry an obstacle, ytRy who

removes : see frywTipT.

frfyy mfn. (-y:-WT-tf) Stopped, prevented, obstructed, impeded.

*-fry tut obstacle, TW’e aff.

atm m f it: J
Gin ks». 1. fry an obstacle, and lord : see

f.Tmtnn. ,

m. (-y:) A horses hoot

fVn <%rrc) r. 7th cl. (frwfif WiS) 1 To differ, to be

separate or distinct. * To divide, to separate, especially in

judgment, to discriminate, to Judge,

fkyfyy m. (-y:)
1 A kind of jasmine- * A flower, commonly

Dvna, (Artemisia) • A shrub, (Vaagucria spinosa ) e. fr

before yy to be satisfied, tww aff.

fryyy mfn. (.yj.yj.y) ' Clever, able, wise, sensible. • Profici-

ent, skilful, m. (-yt) A learned Brahma* or Pandit, a holy

teacher, s. fr before yy to speak, (sensibly,) and yy aff.

fryyw mfn. (-wp-^**^) 1 Blind. * Sad, perplexed, a. fr pri-

vative, yyr the eye. *

firyy m. (-y:) Search, research, i. fr before fy to collect,

aff yy.

fryyy n. (-si ) Search, research, seeking, a. fr before fy to

collect, aff W7.

fryTW mfn. (-yy-y^l-yy) Wandering, roaming, going about.

t. fr variously, yt to go, yy aff.

fryfryr f. (*yi) Herpes, scab. b. fr before y^ to speak or

tell, aff. yy.

fryy mfn. (-V:-VT-V)
1 Unsteady, unfixed, moving, going.

• Conceited, a. fr before yy the same.

fryyt{ mfn. (-yy-ywR.yy) Moving, going, shaking, waving.

e. fr before yy to go, y* aff

fryyy n. (-y) * Fickleness, unsteadiness. * Self-praise, con-

ceit. • Deviating from. s. fr before yy to go, yjr aff.

fryfrnr mfn. (-y:-WT-y) * Gone, departed. • Deviated from.

e. fr before yy to go, y aff

fryir m. (-y:)
1 The exercise of judgment or reason on a

present object, investigation, consideration, deliberation.

* Dispute, discussion, x. fr before yy to go, aff w*£

fryrcy m. (-y:) An investigator, a Judge, a. fr before yr to

go, causal v., yy aff

fryiryWT f. (-in) Investigation, discussion, t nr added to

the lost
;
also y, frynyy,

fryrtyy m. (-*0 A judge, an investigator, b. fryTT, and yy
who makes.

fryny of. (-y*-yT) Deliberation, investigation, the exercise of

judgment, or decision after due examination or diseusaion.

f. (-y?) The Mimdnta system of philosophy, k. fr before

yr to go, causal form, aff. yy.

fryrryty mfn. (-y:-yr-y) To be discussed or investigated.

a. fr before yr to go, causal v., ywtyy aff

fryrr^ f.
(
w:) 1 The judgment *eat of Yams, the judge of

%
the dead. • Any meeting for literary or judicial investiga-

tion. b. fryis: discussion or judgment, and w place.

fryiMB«i n« (-y) A logical disputation, b. fryr^, and xjrw

place.

fryrfry mfn. (-y.-in-ii) Judged, discussed, determined, deckled.

b. fryPC discussion, aff TAW.

fryifry mfn. Judging, discussing, a, fr before yc
to go, frfr aff.

fryrti mfn. (-^-yr-m) To be discussed, weighed, dejiberated.

Ac. Ind. Having deliberated, a. fr before y^ to go, causal

v., yprorypraffi

frynfay mfn. (-y:-yT-y) Being investigated or discussed.

e. fr before yc to go, passive v., yiyy aff.

fr yiy mfn. (-y:*yn-y) Intervening, intermediate, e. fr dis-

junctive prefix, yy to go, aff. yw.

frfy f. (-fy-^\) A wave. b. fr before fy to collect, frr^aff

;

also fWl-
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fwftfrf! f- (-XT)
1 Doubt, uncertainty. * Error, mistake. a. fa

before fax to doubt, in the reduplicate form. aff. xrw.

fafxx mfn. (*x>WT*w) ' Variegated, spotted. * Painted, coloured.

* Handsome, beautiful. 4 Wonderful, surprising, n. (-si)

* Variegated, (the colour.) Surprise. • Speech implying

apparently the reverse of the object intended, x. fw before

fww variegated, kc.

fafVwX mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Wonderful, surprising, n. (-X) Asto-

nishment, wonder, c. XX added to the last,

fafaprxfatUXT n. (-X) Shot or watered China silk. a fafaw,

and XtxilJX China cloth.

fxfxxxT f. (-XT) ' Wonder, wonderfulness. 4 Being varie-

gated, variety of colour or tint, &c. k. fxfxx, and XXI aff.
j

alto with m, fafx*«w
ftfxxxx mfn. (-*f.-TtW)

1 Having the body painted, kc.
4 Elegant, m. (-X0 A cloud, a. fafax spotted, variegated,

(with different tint*,) and XX the body.

fafxxdUfi ni. (-1*:) A sovereign, the 22nd monarch of the lunar

dynasty in the third age, the son of S'amtanc and husband

of Panov's mother. i.Wn wonderful, |>ower.

ffTfWtW f. (-XP) The mother of VicHtrRAvfarA by Saktanu
j

also of Vyasa by ParaYara. i. fwfxxtft«£ as above, and

If the mother.

fafwwrr mfn. (-fi-Tt-T) ' Elegant, well-formed, handsome.

• Having the body of various colours, m. (-TJ)
1 A peacock.

• A tiger, e. fxfxx variegated or beautiful, and XT the

body.

fwfwfax mfn. (-X:-XT-X) ' Wonderful. • Painted, variegated,

x. fxfxx, and T?T^ aff.

fafXXT i»d. Having reflected, x. fx before fair to think,

XJX aff.

fafx^XTX mfn. (-X:*XT-ff ) Being to be thought of or consi-

dered. x fa before fxfx to tbink, pass, v., xrxx uff.

fafaf^X mfn. (-XX-X m)-*XX

)

Thinking, considering, x. fx

before fx to collect, aff. x*.

fafw*t"i m. (-**:) * A hero. * Discrimination, judging, x. XX
added to the last.

fwfaajiw mfn. (-x^-XT-^) Thinking, considering, deliberating,

x. fw before fx to collect, XTXX( aff.

mfn. (-a5:-wr-4) 1 Entered. * Occupied or inhabited by.

tflUX mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Unconscious, senseless, lifeless. x. fa

prir. XXXT sense.

fxxxx mfn. (-XTs-XTJ-Xr) 1 Sad, perplexed, unbappy. * Ig-

norant, stupid. >. fw implying privation, XXX mind,

fwwfww mfn. (-Xt-XT-ff) 1 Investigated, ascertained, inquired

into or looked after. • Inconsiderate, ill-judged. n.(-X) 'Evil

or malicious act. * Exertion, effort, b fx before xfax sought.

(WWW mfu. (-Xli-HT'lf) * Thrown or slipped off. • Fallen or

deviated from, neglecting, (as a duty.)
4 Sloughed, x. fa

before xx fallen.

f*X r. 6th cl. ifaxTxfx) To go or approach, (the form it itr.)

t. I Oth cl. (fxwpwfx)
1 To shine. * To

NwH ra. A building of several stories, und surrounded by

portico, or having a portico to the east and west only
; a

palace, a temple. I. fw before w*s wish, will ;
also with WW

added, fvw*CW. and derived from pfe; to be splendid, with gW
aff firtrfar-

fwW* m. (-XT:) A large and handsome building, the temple of a

god, or the palace of a prince : see the last.

faXTX n. (-si) ' Disregarding. • Wasting. * Being sick. r. fx

before Vrfw to vomit, XIW aff.

fxwfTX mfn. (-X:*XT-X)
1 Disregarded, neglected. * Diminished,

impaired- * Vomited, c. fx before to vomit., x aff.

faxrx n. (-si) The shadow of a flock of birds, e. fx a bird, XTX

a shadow, which in this sort of compound becomes neuter,

fafxfii f. (-fx>9
1 Cutting, cutting off, excision. 4 Dividing,

fracture. * Separation or absence. * Loss, disappearance,

destruction. * Ctesura, pause, in a verse. * Th boundary or

limiur of a house, kc. * A property of the Ndyika or mis-

tress, carelessness or irregularity in dress and decoration

through flurry and agitation.
r Colouring the body with

coloured unguents, x. fx before fax to cut, aff. fxx.

fafax mfu. (•tt-wV'Sj
1 Cut, separated, severed. 1 Absent or

separated from. * Divided, parted, portioned. 4 Shared, divided

equally. 4 Crooked, curved. 4 Scattered, dispersed. * Hid-

den or cut off from view, intercepted, x. fw apart, fax to

ent, aff. XT-

Wv m. (-x0
1 Separation, disjunction, removal. * Prohibi-

tion, prevention. * Dividing, cutting. 4 The division of a

book, a section, a chapter. 4 Space, interval. * Dissension,

difference, e. fw before fit* to cut, aff. xsr.

frit* mfn. (-X:-XT*X) What separates, divides, cuts, &c.

m. (-tx:) A sector, a cutter, x. fw before fax 10 cot, aff.

faXX1* n * (*^) Separating, severing, dividing, x. fa before

fx< to cut, fBZ aff.

faxxxfa njfn. (-x : -WT-W) Divisible, to be divided or separated.

x. fw before fax to cut, aff. xxtwx-

fax (XT T*J fafaK r- 3rd cl. (frtfw) ' To be distinct or

separate, to differ. * To separate or divide, especially by

rpitoon ; to judge, to distinguish, to discriminate. (XT, X J

xrfwxt r. 6th d. (fwarir, or usually with prefixed

rsffarw) also r. 7th cl. (fwwfn) 1 To fear, to be afraid.
4 To

tremble with fear.
4 To shake or tremble. 4 To be agitated

or distressed.

fwxrw mfn. (-wt-WT-xO Private, lonely, solitary, x. fw privative,

and WW man, people.

fxaripr n. (-ff) Birth, bearing, delivery, x. fw before WW to be

born, aff. *£W.

fwxrfww mfn. (-W:*xn*lf) Born, begotten, x. fw before XTW to

be born, aff. H
fxwrwtw n. (-^t) Birth, separate or several birth, m. (-xn) A

man born from a degraded Taisya, x. fw, and XIXTW birth,

fwxifwxr n. (-^) Mud.

fwxrx m. (-X0
1 Victory, triumph, conquest. * A name of

Arjuna. 1 A divine car or chariot of the gods. 4 The father

of the twenty-first J'uuu * One of the persons named S'ukla

Bacas by the Joinas. * The god of Hades, Yama. f. (-XT) The

goddess Duxoa. 1 One of the female friends or attendant* of
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Dctboa. • One of the wires of Yam a. * Hemp, (Cannabis

saliva,) or the tops of the plant used as a narcotic. * Yellow

tnyrobalan, (Terrainalia chebula.) * Orris root T A peculiar

lunar day; the third, eighth, or thirteenth of a fortnight;

it is also applied to the tenth of the light half of the month

A$wi»f (Sept-Oct), on which the image of Duboa, set up

during the great festival in honour of her, is cast into the

water, k. ft before fat to conquer, aft HH-

faw«lJVt m- (*t :
) A royal or war elephant, b. fawxj victory,

and 91K an elephant.

m. (-H:) A kind of necklace, one of 504 rows or

strings. F- faanr triumph, Ac., and covering, from

aff. HH.

ffWHWHW m. (-W:) A sovereign of the race of Ikmiwaku.

b. faHH victory or a proper name, and WHH the son.

m. (-H:) A large military drum. a. fawn? victory,

and ifawr a drum.

fasnwnr mfn. (-wr-m-if) Victorious, triumphant, a. fa before

fa? to conquer, HTWH aff,

fawrtrfaf* f- (-fa*) Success, victory, h. fawn, and fafa

accomplishment.

fawqiqusil f. (-dft) The seventh day of the light half of a

month falling on a Sunday, s. famrr victor}', VHtft the

seventh.

fawfa* mfn. ftrrt-ft) Victorious, triumphant, conquering,

a conqueror, k. fasrm, and xfa aff.

faatfajf ii. (-li) Sauce mixed with the atcr of boiled rice ; also

fafarw, Ac.

f*WK n. (-K) a stalk.

frsns n. <-*) Sauce, Ac. mixed with rice water or gruel.

b. faff to shake, aff HWH ;
also fafafW, fa^TH, Ac.

faifjTf mfn. (•m-tn-tij 1 Bora severally. * fia*u born, of mixed

origin, f. (-in) The mother of children, a matron, B- fa

severally, HTIf born, (from whom.)

fanmfa f. (-fa:) A different species or tribe, b. fa, and Hi fa

sort.

fa at liftVI mfn. (-H:*HT-^)
1 Of a different caste. * Of mixed

origin. * Dissimilar, of a different sort or nature, k. fa, wrnft

caste, * aff.

fa HI M U' mfn- (-WW-H^fl-HlT) ' l’oaacssing various or extended

knowledge. a Knowing, understanding, k. fa, and Hr to

know, w* aff.

fafajfa mfn. (-*:-
1

*!-*) Desirous of victory, emulative, anxi-

ous to overcome or conquer, Ac. a. fa before far to con-

quer, in the desiderative form, aff. HH-

fafarifa l f. (-fl) Competition, emulation, wish to surpass, over-

come, or subdue. E. far to conquer, with fa prefixed, dcsid,

jf. t HPr and affs.

fafarifa mfn. (-It-y-tJ) Desirous to conquer or overcome,

m. (-a:)
1 A warrior. * An invader, an antagonist. A dis-

putant. * An opponent in general, Ac. b. fa before fas to

conquer, deaiderative form, H aff.

fafaiyinfav mfn, (*5:

*J:*^)
Wishing to excite to war. k. fa

before tin to take, deaid. of the causal Y.t H aff.

fafaPTH mfn. Determined or wishing to encounter,

oppose, fight with, overcome, Ac. b. fa before ith to take,

desid. v., H aff.

frfsnr mfn. (-lf:-wuf) Conquered, defeated, b. fa before faiif

- conquered. '*

ft mfn. (-HTVf-Wlft-Wll) Victorious, conquering, b. fa be-

fore far to conquer, jrrtj aff.

fa fain *t mfn. To be apprehended or feared. a. fan
to fear, WH aff. *

fafanirwR mfn. (-nn-WT-W) Self-subdued. e. frfapr, and

HTHPI self.

fafaw mfn. (-iFT-wt-w) Who or what separates) divides, Ac.

m. (-WT) * A judge, a discriminator, a distinguisher. • A
partner or co-heir. b. fan to separate, Ac., aff. ww, and
augment.

fafaiflfHH ®fu. (-W:-HT-H) Of subdued organs or passions.

e. fafanr, and ffagq an organ of sense,

fafarq inti. Having conquered, b. fa before far to conquer,

HPT aff.

fafarH mfn. (-W:-WT-W) Mixed with rice gruel, Ac. (sauce or

condiments.) r. fasr to shake, aff. xww,

fafam mfn. (*W:-HT-H) Mixed with rice water or gruel, (sauce

or condiments, Ac.) t. fan to shake, aff.

fafarfan mfn. (-H’-HT'H) Mixed with rice water, (sau-

ces, Ac.)

fafanfHl f» (-MT) Wish or intention to take pleasure or sport.

B. fa before ^ to take, dcsid. v., and affs.

fafarftV mfn. (-W :-u ) Wishing, or set-king for sport or

musemenu r. ft before f to take, desid. v., ^ a(T.

mfn. (-^J: S|JT
1 Curved, bent. - Crooked in mind or

purpose, dishonest, depraved, n. ft privative, and fxrgj

straight,

ftftftIWi f. (-HT)
1 Crookedness. • Craftiness. «. ftftnp, and

ttar »ff.

ft’Tmw n. (-W) ' Pastime, sport, especially amorous. * Bud-
ding, blossoming, expanding. • Yawning, a. ft before

to yawn, aff. war.

ft^ftpf mfn. ( W-WT-lf)
1 Blossomed, expanded, opened, un-

folded. * Yawning, gaping. ' Sported, wantoned, n. (-li)

' Wl,h. desire. * Paatime, sport, a. ft before wft to yawn
or open, and w atf.

ftatw mfn. (-in-#t-») Victorious, a victor, a. ft before fti to

conquer) bvi aff.

fawT^ mfn. ( Xf:*WT-lj) Mixed with rice-water or gruel, (sauce,
gravy, Ac. :) see fafanr ; it also occurs fapmH.f

fa»tH mfn. Mixed with ricc-water, Ac. : see fafanr.

n. (-H) An arrow.

fan mfn. (-H ;-WT-^J 1
Skilful, able, clever, conversant. * Wise,

learned, g. fa implying separation, discrimination, and *
who knows.

favn f. (-in) Wisdom, learning, b. padded to the preced-
ing

;
also with m, .

faHH mfn. (-ff:-UT-li) Stated, reported, represented, s. fa be-

fore HI to know, causal v., * aff.
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faxfa f. (.fir:) Information, representation, respectful commu-

nication of information, or opinion on any subject, c. fa

before XT to know, causal form, aff. fa*;

faxxfa f. (*fr) f*dim spikenard.

faxnt mfn. (.if: -ITT -if) Celebrated, famous, known, notorious.

* Known, understood, a. fa before ¥f to know, aff. jv-

fawtx n. (-X)
1 Knowledge, science, learning, worldly know-

ledge or wisdom, that which comprehends any subject, ex-

cept an understanding of the true nature of Goo or Brahma,

acquirable by abstract meditation, and the study of the

Vbdas ; it also is described as conversancy with the arts of

painting, Ac., and with books, as the Smrtti S'<utras, or

works on law, and other branches of science or literature.

* Business, employment. * Music, a. fir implying variety,

and int knowledge.

ffaxrXXTX m. (-*:) Vya'sa.

fx*r*!Xl¥X m. (-¥*.) A name of Bonn ha, the founder of the

Bauddka religion, a. faxrx knowledge, and xnz¥ parent.

SrxTfaxr mfn. (-qn-^t-X) Clever, skilful, conversant; also

«- frtrw. and XX. aff.

faljIMX mfn. (-V:-¥T-X) Who or what makes known, m. (•¥:)'

1 An informant. ’ An instructor, a. fa before wi to know,

causal v., XJW aff.

faliUX n. (-if) * Teaching, instruction, communication of

knowledge not religious, Ac. * Representing, informing,

a. fir before XT to know, causal form, aff. fir.

faXTX^ftX mfn. (-X*-XT-Xj To be made known, represented,

taught, Ac. k. f# before Tf to know, causal v., XXtut aff.

fti rfaw mfn. (-w:-¥T-lT)
1 Apprised, informed. * Instructed.

k. fir before XT to know, causal v., X aff.

faxx mfn. (-x:-XT-X) Cognisable, comprehensible, what is to

be or may be known or understood, b. fa implying discri-

mination, XT to know, xi{ participial aff.

fsrmr mfn. (.^:-XT-X)
1 Exempt from decay. * Free from fever.

B. fir, and »1XT decay, or ** fever,

fenfire mfn. (-Ti-XT-^) Harsh, disagreeable, (as sound.) a. fir

before sffk clanging.

faXXT n. (-X) The white of the eye.

favrft f- (-dft) A line, a row, a range.

fr? r. 1st cl. (^xfa) 1 To sound, * To curse. (X) fafa r. IOUi

cl. (fa^xfa) To decay.

fir* m. (-X'*)
1 A catamite, a pathic. * A rogue, a cheat.

( An

attendant on a dissolute character or courtezan. 4 A para-

mour, a gallant. * A mountain. * The Khayar tree, (Mimosa

catechu.) * A medicinal salt : sec ftfllf. * A rat. • The

orange tree.
14 A branch and its shoot, s. fa* to sound, aff. X-

fa** mo. (-¥•**?) A dove-cot, an aviary, s. fa variously, xfar

to bind, aff. XX; also with fra’added fa*¥X-

faaa mn. (-f: -if)
1 'Hie branch of a tree with its new sprout

or shoot. * A new shoot. * A branch. 4 Expansion, spreading.

* A clump, a cluster. * The perineum or septum of the

scrotum, m. (-a:) The keeper of pathics. b. far a branch,

Ac., and XT to cherish, aff. a, or fax to sound, Un'idi aff.

XX, with the radical vowel unchanged.

0H

fa*

faxfax m. (-^t) ‘ A tree. * The large Indian fig tree, (Ficus

Indies.) b. faxx a branch or shoot, and xfa aff.

faxxifxx m. (-a:) A mineral : see arfaa.

faxxrxx n. (-¥) A medicinal salt : see fax.

fafa f. (-fa:) Yellow saunders.

faxxifaXT f. (-ar) A kind of bird, (probably a variety of the

Turd us Salica of Buchannan.) e. fax from faq feces, and

aifrai working.

faxxfa* m. (-as) A fetid Mimosa, a. fax fasces, and xfax
Mimosa catechu.

faxXT m, (-<:) The tame or village hog. e. fax filth, ordure,

and ar: who goes.

faxxx n. ( ai) Goods, merchandise. x. fax a I'aisya, and

aa wares.

in. (-fffO
1 A son-in-law, a daughter's husband. * A

bead merchant. a fiaitya, &c., and xfx master,

faxaraa n. (-^) A fetid salt : see fax. b. fax ordure, xxx salt.

faxXT m. (-:) Constipation. «. fax, and XT aggregate.

faxxrfaxT f. (-XT) A bird, a sort of thrush
;
a variety of the

bird, usually though inaccurately called Mama in Bengal.

a. fax faeces, and XTfaXT the sauie bird, or another species

of the same.

fax* mfn. ( Y-11-W) Bad, vile.

fax r. 6th cl. (axfa) 1 To divide, to break. * To curse,

fax f. (fax) A bit, a fragment, b. fax to break, fax aff.

fax n. (-*) * Factitious salt, or salt procured by boiHng soil

found near the sea shore, or any earth impregnated with

saline particles. * A particular fetid kind of salt, used as a

tonic aperient, commonly called black salt or Valova*
, or

BUnoben, prepared by fusing fossile salt with a small por-

tion of Emblic myrobalans
;

the produce is muriate of soda

with small quantities of muriate of lime, sulphur, and oxid

of iron. * A part, a fracture, a bit. b. fax to divide,

aff. X.

fax* at n.
(

at) The medicinal salt called Valova* see the

last. b. fax salt, xat smelt

fax¥ mfn. (-¥'-¥T*¥) Clever, able, skilful, conversant, mn.

(-¥:-¥) A vegetable and medicinal substance, considered of

great efficacy as a vermifuge, s. fax to break, to curse,

Un’idi aff. XYX-

far*vx nf. (*ij-XT) * Afflicting, distressing. • Vexation, mor-

tification. * Frustrating, rendering vain. 4 Imitation, copy-

ing, especially assuming dt- similar appearance or dress,

disguise, masquerade. 4 The supernatural assumption

a borrowed form, transformation, a. fa before xfa to heap,

aff. ^X.

faxu xfa mfn. (-X-XT-^)
1 To be distressed or annoyed. * To

be assumed as a disguise, b. fa before xfa to heap, xxfac aff..

famXW mfn. (-XX-Xxt-XX)
1 Assuming, putting on, (as a bor-

rowed dress or appearance.) • Imitating, a. fa before xfa

to heap, aff XX.

faefafl mfn. (-wr-xT-lf)
1 Low, poor, abject, distressed.

• Vexed, mortified.
4 Assumed, put on, (as a borrowed form,

Ac.,) simulated, transformed, a. fa before xfa to heap, aff n.
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frflW m. (-*r:) A cat. e. see the ncit, the W being changed

to K-

m. f-W=)
1 A cut, • The eye- ball. e. fk^r to divide, to

tear, (rats.) Un'&di aff. fill ; also with. added, fk*TW*r,

and V being changed to fk*7T*F.

fh*l«R*t n. (•*[)
1 Yellow orpiment. m. (-*T:)

1 Application of

ointment to the external part of the eye, especially to the

eye-lids, of which the lashes have fallen off or been ulcerated.

4 A cat. e. *a added to the last. *.

fkllV^A m. (-^:) A measure of weight, the same as the Kertha

or weight of sixteen Mathat. a. fVvi« a cat, the foot.

fk#t* n. (-W) One of the different modes of flight attributed

to birds, imitative flight, a. fa severally, and wfit flying,

fir^r m. (-%:) A sort of cane, (Calamus rotang.)

fast en n. (<«i) The lapis lazuli.

faTimtt m. (-*tt:) A name of Imdra. a. fnr a fragment;,

(splitting mountains, &c. with his thunderbolt.) or fkir from

fin a f 'ait ya, (here meaning a subject or man in general,) and

sirup} strength, splendour
;
also fVcmr^-

m. (*xr) Constipation, t. frz, and w taking,

fkxaf mfn. (-ar-avr-ov) Produced from ordure, n. (-^) A fungus.

e. firs, and *| born.

fkarar* mfn. Born or produced from ordure, a. fir*:,

and sr* born.

fwx»m mfn. (-an*) Feeding on ordure, s.fk*. and «*( who eats,

fsxixw n.(-W) A medicinal salt, commonly black salt, Utlnban

or Bifuolxn ,• see fan*, k. fir* to divide, aff. fkR, and

salt; also fr

fklTi* «. ( Ap) A village or ttme hog. a. fine faces, ordure,

and iriar a bog.

finfif m^(-ar) A cage, a net, a chain or any apparatus for con-

fining beasts or birds, r fir before *1% to adorn, aff. war

;

alao

fk*H» m. (-H:) ‘ A sort of lock or bolt with three divisions or

wards. * An elephant, f. ( -^T)
1 Controversy, argument, the

subversion of another’s opinion or interpretation, and esta-

blishment of one's own. ’Criticism. * An esculent root, (Arum

colocatia.) * Benzoin or styrax (?)
* The Oleander plant,

(Kerium odorura.) 4 A ladle, a spoon, e. fir before wfir to

beat, aff. WW and WTW.

fwinr mfn.(-W:*WT'?i) * Stretched, spread, expanded. * Pervaded,

diffused. ' Lengthened, n. (-W) Any stringed instrument,

a. fk before WW stretched. '
,

fkitfk f. (-fir:)
' Spreading, expansion. * Quantity, collection.

• A dump, a cluster, (of trees, Ac.) r. fk before ?nr to

stretch, and fwrw uff.

finnftwrw n. (-W) Spreading, stretching. c. fwmr. and WTW
making, fi* augment.

finnf'tlffT mfn.(-i|:-in-'?r) Stretched, spread, expanded. R. finnr

the same, «nr made, and fk augment, leaving

firTRW rnd. Having spread, e. fk before WW to spread, aff.

fa*Pf mfn. (-W-WT-W) False, untrue. M. fir implying reverse,

true, aff, and the semivowel rejected
;
or fir before

WW to desire, WBW aff., and w rejected.

fmi

finnr M-y) The name of a river, said to be situated in the

Punjab, b. fk before WW tp desire, Rif. W, and augment.

fkrnr mfn. ( w:-^l-w) Thin, graceful, delicate, b. fk, and my
the same.

fkm* m. (-**:) A good horse, f. (-^t) A widow.

fkmmr mfn. (-^jr-wnfi-wnri Spreading, stretching, expanding.

e. fk before WW to stretch, VV aff.

fkwrw n. (-k)^ Gift, donation. 1 Abandoning, quitting. 4 Pass-

ing, crossing, e. fir implying privation, &c., and W to cross,

Wiaff.
'A '

,
fkwww mfn. (-WT:-WT:-li:)

1 Light, free from darkness. * Ex-

empt from the quality of ignorance, a. fk priv. WWW
darkness.

fViri m. (•*[-)
1 Reasoning, discussion. * Doubt, deliberation.

* A teacher, an instructor in divine knowledge. * Considera-

tion of probabilities, mental anticipation of alternatives, con-

jecture. e. fk implying discrimination, Ac., irw to reason or

doubt, aff. wj'w

fkwww n. (-«)
1 Reasoning, discussion, whether mental or

controversial, argument, reflection. ' Apprehension, doubt.

e. fk before iH? to reason, aft'. vjRT-

fkrtUB md. Having deliberated, considered, Ac. mfn. (-uk.-RUT-UB)

Doubtful, questionable. E fk before ww to reason, WW or

wn aff.

fk*f£ f. (-fit
1 A quadrangular building, or sort of covered

terrace of wood in the centre of the court-yard of a temple

or palace. 4 A quadrangular resting place made of wood,

a seat, a bench. ’ A place in a court-yard for sitting in or

standing under. 4 A floor on four posts in the midst of a qua-

drangular house. * A temporary stage or shed in the middle

of a court-yard, for performing sacrifices, representing plays,

&c. 4 A terrace furnished with pillars, a verandah, a bal-

cony. * A covered temporary terrace on which idol* are

sometimes placed and worshipped, b. fk privative, ww to

injure, aff. TW ; also wtv optionally added, and with WW
added in the fern, form fklffiiWT.

fkmsf n. (-at) One of the seven divisions of PdlaJa, the second

in descent below the earth, e. fk before ire to be low or

deep, aff. WB-

fknfia f. (-fiflO A U>Dg span measured by the extended thumb

and little finger, considered equal to twelve fingers. R. fk

apart, WW to throw, Un kdi aff. fk.

fkirrw mfn. (-W’.-WT-W)
1 Empty, pithless, sapless. 4 Empty,

vacant. ' Dull, stupid.
4 Wicked, abandoned, mn. (-W.-W)

1 Spreading, expansion. * An awning,' a canopy. * Sacrifice,

offeriug, oblation.
4 The sacrificial hearth or hole in which

the sacred fires are kept. 4 A heap, a quantity, n. (-sf,i
1 A

form of the metre Anuthlulh, or verse of four lines of eight

syllables each ;
each line of the stanza named tli&na consists

of two Iambics, one Trochee, and one Spondee. * Leisure, rest,

interval of occupation, e. fk before WW to spread, aff. W*r.

fwwisni n. <•#) ' An awning, a canopy, especially a cloth

spread over a large open hall or court, or any open space in

which dancing, singing, Ac. arc exhibited, at solemn or

[ 760 ]
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.
religious festivals.

1 A heap, a quantity. 1 An expanse, e,

added to the preceding.

faTTT^farxr n. (-si) Covering, overspreading, (as a canopy.)

a. fairriT, and *rw making, fa augment.

ftlVTsftinT mfn. Spread or ev tended over, (as a canopy.)

e. fVffiX. and TW made, fa augment,

fa fliqwisf mfii.f-wt-rn-w) Being overspread, covered, shaded,

Sic. e. fa before ?TW to stretch, pass, v., T^w^aff.

fafaTrxrrw mfn. (-iTi-wr-if) ' Sta)ir»g, being. • Fixed, stationary.

* Permanent, b. fa beforeV to slay, irrx"^ aff.

falftw mfn. 1 Crossed, overpassed.
1 Subdued, over-

come. 1 Effaced, rubbed out.
4 Conferred, bestowed. 4 Af-

forded, yielded, e. fa before W to cross, H atT.

fa^pi a.
1 A potherb, (Marsiiia quadrifolia.) * An aquatic

plant, (

V

f

allianeria octamira.) e. fir privative, ’JJT pained,

tortured) allaying pain.

fxjpni m. (-W:) A plant, (Flacourtia calaphracta.) n. (.^)

* Coriander seed.
1 Blue vitriol, b. added to the last.

fa<jl mfn. (-*:-lT-l) Displeased, dissatisfied. t. fa priv.,

7JT pleased.

fa«w? mfn. ( -sq:.wiT-wi) Content, satisfied, free from desire.

k. fa priv
, «^r thirst.

faffwim f. (-Hi) ' Satiety, satisfaction. ' Content, s. fa priv.,

«^im cupidity.

fa* r. 10th cl. (favtirfa) To quit, to abandon, especially by

giving away, to give alms.

fa* mfn. 1 Judged, investigated, examined, dis-

cussed. * Known, notorious, famous. * Gained, acquired,

n. (-vi) Wealth, property, thing, substance, e, fxg to know,

to discuss, to acquire, aff. fl, form irr.

faw^ m. (-Tg*.) A benefactor, one who gives away property.

a. fan wealth, and ^ who gives.

failTil mfn. (.*rvf-wirV¥TT) Rich, wealthy, b. fa*, and Bnyuaff.

favfafa mfu. (-*:-*!-*) Poor, indigent. K.fatt, anJ ’ifa void of.

fafa f. ( fa;)
' Discussion, discrimination, judgment, investi-

gation. * Knowledge. 1 Gain, acquisition. 4 Probability,

likelihood, b. faq to know, &c„ aff. fax.

favlxT f. (-TT) Cupidity, avarice, b. fal, and x*T wish.

mfn. (• Frightened, alarmed, afraid, a. fa before

to fear, aff. if.

faxi* m. (-*:) Fear, alarm, b. fa before XT* fear.

fa«T* m. (-if:) An ox.

fair faij r. 1st cL fa**) To ask or beg.

fa«r m. (•*;:)
1 A thief. * An imp, a demon, b. xt* to fear,

linadi aff. the semivowel ch&ugcd to f, and that:

unaltered.

ffttn f. (-«TT) A plant, commonly (Jojiktca.

fa^ r. 2nd cl, (xfa qfqj To know. With fa prefixed, To be sad

or depressed. With fafaxfi To meditate1

, to kttuw, to

gain holy knowledge by abstract meditation, r. 4th cl.

tfa^TT) To be, to exist, to be present, to exist actually, r. 7th

cl. (fawi) To consider, to reason, r. 10th cl. fa^xjJT)
1 To be

sensible. 1 To know. * To declare, to describe or explain
;

(in this sense fa is usually prefixed.) 4 To dwell, to inhabit.

4 To be fiied or steady. 4 To suffer pain. With fa, or fa and

fa prefixed. To deliver, to impart or communicate. With qfa.

To deliver, to give, (if m) if r. 6th cl. (fa*fa ity To

'gain, to get, to acquire or possess. With qfa, To marry first,

mfn. (favr) Who or what knows. t.U\ to know',

fi* aff.

faqnj mfn. (.i»f:-xxr-fa)
1 Clever, shrewd, knowing. * Sharp,

witty. 4 Intriguing. 4 Undigested. 4 Burnt, m. (-**:) ‘ A

libertine, a lecher, an intriguer. * A learned or clever naan, a

scholar, a Pandit, f. (-WT) A sharp knowing woman, a. fa

before to burn, aff. H.

faqvtfWr f. ( ITT) Sharpness, shrewdness, cleverness, wit. b. XT(

aff. of the abstract, added to the last
j

also with m aff.

fax^f mfn. *^W) Wise, intelligent, learned, knowing.

*. fax to know, aff. vr*.

fa** in. (-*:)
1 A wise or learned man, a sage, a scholar. * A

saint, a devotee. B. fax to know, Unidi aff. *X*. and the

radical vowel unchanged.

faqxnv mfn, (-xiMrtft-iPO Having, wearing, assuming, b, fa

before XT to have, ttW aff.

faXU m. (>r) Tearing, rending, n. (-K) The Indian pricCly pear,

(Cactus Indicus.) b. fa before x to tear, aff WX-

fax* mf. (-Xi-Xl) A district and city to the south-west ot

Bengal, the modem Bara~Nagf>*r or Bcrar proper. m.(-i5:)

Any dry or de&art soil. m. fa privative, and X^ the sacred

grass} not growing in that country in consequence of the

curse of a saint, whose son had died of a wound from a

blade of the grass.

faX*XTT f. (-XIT)
4 The wife of the saint Agastya. * Damayaxti

the wife of Nala, and heroine of the NaUkada or poem so,

called.
1 Kukmini the wife of Keishn a. e. fa<w the country,

and Of born.

faqqT ruin. (-v-VMf) ' Opened, expanded, blown, (as a flower,

&c.) * Rent, split, n. (-ai) * A shallow basket made of split

baiubus, a vessel of wicker work. 1 Split, peas.
4 Pomegra-

nate bark.
4 The cuttings or chips of any substance, that

which has been pared or split m. (-wr:)
1 Dividing, sepa-

rating. * A cake. 4 Mountain ebony, (Bauhinia variegata,

Ac.) B fa before X* tearing, splitting.

• fa^farw mfn. (-H:-WT*Tf) Rent, torn, split 4 Blown, expanded,

(at a.flower) b. fa before to tear, % aff.

n> (.xr> Rending, dividing, b. fa^nr, and

making, with fa augment

fa^xftfTW mfn. 1 Divided, separated. 4 Cut, split,

torn, broken, tt. dividing, ipt made, and fa augment

fa^^w;iT mfn. (-*:-l|T-W) Being bitten, b. fa before qfa to

bite, pass, v., aff.

finp f. (-^T) ' Knowledge. • Intellect, understanding, s. faq;

to know, and xfa affs,

faqrx: m. (-KJ)
1 Tearing, rending. * War, battle. * An inun-

dation, an overflow, the rising of a river or pond above its

banks, f. (-3)
1 A plant, (Hcdysarum gauged cum.) * A

climbing plant, (Ipqmoea paniculata.) * Bubo, swelling in the

groin, fitc s. fa before T to tear, to divide, aff.
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fkg lVX «*. (-*:)
1 A divider, a render or tearer.

1 A tree or

rock in the middle of a stream, dividing its course. ' A

hole or pit for water sunk in the bed of a dry river, Ac.

f. (*fkXT) * A plant, (Hedysarum alhagi.) * A bubo. a. fk

before X to divide, aff. xw
fkXTXT n. (-M)

1 Tearing, breaking, splitting, severing, divid-

ing. * Paining, afflicting.
a
Killing,, slaughter, nf. (-^-XT)

War, battle, m. (-X:) A tree, (Pterospermum acerifolium.)

s. fx before x to tear, aff sjT.

f^lTPr mfn. (-xx xxft-XT) Tearing, rending, dividing, «.fk

before X to tear, me aff.

mfn. (-XMlMt) Torn, rent, split, broken, a. fk before

^ to tear, f aff.

fk'Xl^lXI f- (-Tf) A plant, (Hedysarum gangetieuro.) a. fkxift

a plant, and to smell.

fwqiX m. (-vp) A lizard. a. fk before I to tear, X aff.

fk^T^ ind. (afc) Having torn or rent, a fk, and
^

to tear,

WXaff

fkxTX m. (-’ft) ' Heat, burning. * Pungency, a. fk before XT
to burn, va aff.

fkfTfkw mfn.
( x^-fVxl-fk) ' Burning, hot. * Pungent, acrid.

a fk before XT to bum, aff fkxxj,

fif^ffT m.( :) A sort of bird a point of the

compass, and XT handsome.

fkfkT mfn. (-Tp-WT-lf)
1 Known, understood. Promised,

agreed, assented. * Represented, submitted, solicited. 4 Ap-

prised, informed, who or what knows, ro. (-ft) A sage, a

learned man. n. (*lf) Information, representation, a. fkf to

know, Ac., aff. y§.

fkffWT ind. ' Having known. * Having promised, a. fkx to

know, ITT aff.

t An intermediate point of the compass, a. fk

implying separation, and fxx; a quarter.

fte<* mfn. (-kh-Vl-X) 'Toro, split, burst or broken. "Ex-

panded, opened, a. fk before T to tear, aff. X. form irr.

mfn. (-V-WT-d) Being torn, split, broken, cut, Ac.

a. fk before ^ to rend, pass, v., XTXXT aff.

fk^ m. f-ij:)
1 The hollow between the frontal globes of an

elephant * The hippopotamus, a. fkf to know, (the goad,)

aff. ^ ,
also with f[ aff- f*T-

mfn. (-T-X7-XJ Wise, knowing, intelligent, m. (-fj)
1 A

libertine, an intriguer. * A learned or clever man. 1 The

younger brother avd counsellor of DnalTsa/sATaa a fkx

to know, rev**
firy«oM-Vt) A sort of reed, (Cslunus rotsng .) also the same

growing in water, (C. fascieulatus.) • Gum myrrh. a. fax to

koow, Ac., Un’Adi aff. wa.
fav*< mfn (-w.-an-af) ' Agitated, distressed, a. ft, and ^ to

distress, SI aff.

ft^T mfn. (X-O-O Very far or remote. 1 . ft intervening,

and distant.

ftXy* “fn. (-*-*!-*) Spreading, going far or wide. «. ft be-

fore apt far, remote, and * what goes,

ftsccw n. <-«f) The lapis laruli.

ft^tlfn m. (-fit!) TTic name of a mountain, a. ft\r. remot*

and wf, a mountain.

ftV* mfn. (-X:-fkXMb ' Facetious, witty, a wig, i jester.

• Censorious, detracting, a detractor or abuser of other

people, a. (xn) * An actor, especially an interlocutor with

the audience between the acts or scenes, a jester, a buffoon.

1 (In dramatic language,) The humble and jocose companion

of the principal character. • A catamite, a. fk before xk to

be or make bad, aff ^X.

fk^TX n. (-xf) Censuring, reviling, abuse, satire- a. fk before

to make bad or faulty, aff. WX-
fk<w m. (-Wi) ' A foreign country, abroad. * Any place away

from home. a. fk variety, XT place or country.

fkxWOTi mfn. (-TT-TT-W) Gone abroad, a. fax*, and xw gone.

fexxXxT n. (-k) Travelling, going abroad, a. fkxx, and xxx
going.

fkKTW mfn. (-x:-xi-xi) Foreign, exotie. a. Wf, andx bora.

fkxTTJ mfn. (-TT-TH-Tf) Who or what remains abroad,

a. fkxx. and XT wbat stays.

fkxfwr mfn. (-^1-fxxtfT) Foreign, foreigner, exotic. a-fkXT,

and xfk aff

fkxx mfn. (-X:-TT-k) Incorporeal, without body. m. (-x:) A
sovereign of the family of Janaiu, king of MUAt/a. f. (-XT)

A district in the province of Bekar, the same as the ancient

AJit'kila , or the modern Tirhmt. a. fk privative, and XT the

body.

fkx mfn. (-X:*XT*k)
1 Pierced, perforated. * Thrown, cast,

directed, sent.
1 Like, resembling. 4 Opposed, impeded. • Beat-

en, whipped, m. (-**) A tree, (Echitcs scholaris.) a. fkx to

pierce, or XX to beat, iff *.

fefxV mfn. (-X:-#f-x) Having the cars pierced or slit,

mf. (-4:-4l or -dT) A plant, commonly Aknndki, (Cia-

sampelos hexandra, Kox.) a. fkx pierced, and xr*f the ear;

also in the latter sense, with XT added fkiXftxTT; also

Xfxxx4. Ac.

fxxrxrx mfn. (-X-XI-X)
1 Being, being present or in existence.

* Actual, real, in possession, (as property.) a. fkx to be,

4th cL and xiXX aff.

fxTT £ (-XT) Knowledge, learning, science, whether stored or

profane, though more especially the former : it is sometimes

classed into fourteen divisions
, or the four Vida*

; the six

Anga*, or grammar, astronomy, Ac.
;
the Paran a* as the

eleventh class; and the Jtfinidarei or theology, A’yrfya or

logic, and Dhenna or law, as the remaining three. • The god-

dess Demos. * A tree, (Premna spinosa.) 4 A magical pill or

bolus, by putting which into the mouth a person has the

power of ascending to heaven, t. fkx to know, and aff XXX

fkXTXX mfn. (-x:*ft-X) Giving wisdom or science, m. (-x:> A
learned man. k fkxr, and XX what makes, or TTXX a mine:

see tkxnxx.

fkxnxx m. (-V) Acquirement of knowledge, a. fkXT, and xrxx

coming.

fkXTXX mfn- (- TT-si) Famous for karaing or knowledge,

i. fxxn knowledge, and TXT aff. in this particular meaning.
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fxxn^ mf«>. Famous for knowledge. 8. fkrxn

knowledge, and Tf^x aff. implying celebrity.

fXTrxX m. (-XT:) The flhojpatra tree. a. fxxTT, and a leaf;

being uncd for writing on. •

fx <qi <TX n. (-si) Giving knowledge or science, a. fxxjr, and XTX

giving.
,

fxxnx^ f- (-*> A female divinity, one of a class of sixteen,

peculiar apparently to the mythological system of the Jaineu.

b. fxxjT science, and xxt a goddess
;
a goddesa of learning

or science, a rouse.

fxxmix n. (-if) Property acquired by science, as by instruction,

Ac. x. fvntJT knowledge, and irx wealth.

fxxfTXT m. (-T:) A demigod of a particular order or class, a

spirit of the air. x. fxxrr a magical pill, as above, and XK

who has or holds.

fa

q

i T XHTX n.(.lj)
1 Patronising learning. 1 Studying, acquir-

ing learning, a, fxXTa and XTJVIXX encouraging.

fxTJTSlTTfxiX mfn. (-xrt-fxnrVfil) Studied, acquiring or having

acquired learning, x. fxxn. and who proaeeutea.

fxxTTXXXX n. (-xj Cultivating science or learning, a. fxxn.

and TPJXTX pursuing.

f^n^fVX mfn. (-ft-fxxVfx) Cultivating learning, engaged

in study, r.. fxxrr, and XTXXfxw addicted to.

fkXflXlflV f. (-fir)
1 Acquirement of knowledge. * Acquisition

made by or through learning, a. fXTIT, and XTfx gain,

fx’xrwrrx m. (X.) Study, diligent application, a. fxxn. and

exercise.

n. (-sf) ‘ Acquiring knowledge. • Acquiring any thing

by knowledge, as by teaching, 8tc. x. fxyr, and w^TX
gaining.

flrxrrfenr mfn. (*Wt-Wl-1f) Gained by or through knowledge.

k. fxx?T, and ^fsnfc obtained.

fxnp& m. (*x:j Seeking for knowledge. X. fxxjT, and object,

ftxiifj^ mfn. Seeking for knowledge, m. (-Vf)

A pupil, a student. 8. fanUPQ. and xfx aff.

fx VTX*J mfn. (-TX:-«ir-TX) Gained by or through learning,

x. fx'XjT, and xrsx gained.

fxurtxrq m. (-X :

) A school, a college. x. fxxn, and ^txtx a

house.

fXXpW* m. (x:) 1 Acquisition of learning. * Acquirement

by or through learning, x. fTxp. and xttx gain,

ftqiflf mfn. (-XIX.-XXt-XX) Learned, possessed of learning

or science, x. fxxn learning, and XTJ^ puss. aff.

fkxpfxffcl mfu. (-X’.TT-l) Possessed of learning or science.

s. fxxp, and fxfltf endowed with,

fx xjlfxvlx mfn. (-X:TfT-X) Ignorant, uninstrncted. x. fxsjT,

and fxrtX deprived of.

fVTnTXXLXX ra. (-W’) The Brnhman who has fiinisbed his stu-

dies and period of studentship, x. fx<ai, and xvt a religious

obligation, WHTW a householder.

fx^TiXfiHXt m. (-7X:) The student who has finished bis religious

studies, x. fx^r, and a householder.

mfn. Ignorant, uuinstxugted, X, fxnr, and

"XlW void of.

fxyxr Lightning, x. fk intensitive or privative, and

xp? light, lustre.

f^WlT mfn. (-wrw-wir\-wif) Having or containing lightning,

.electrical, (a cloud, ike.) x. fxTPr lightning, and spfX aff.

firyfrxx n. (-si) Bell-metal, x. fxxjfl lightning, and fxx beloved.

fV^TlXI f. ( Wl) Zigzag lightning, x. fxgx. and xnrt a creeper.

fx^fTXXTX mfn. (-x:-Xf-sf) Shining, blaring, flashing, x. fx be-

fore xpr to shine, TTXT( aff.

f«f^TXT3^X n. (-w) Acquisition of knowledge, a. fx\TT, and

yxrsSlX collecting.

fx^TTlfw mfn. (-m-XT-ir) Acquired by or through learning,

Ac. x. fxxii, and lXlf4ir obtrined.

fXT n. (-1) ' A hole, a chasm. * Piercing, perforating, x. fkx

• to pierce, aff. <CX, form irr., or fx before fT to sleep, aff. v.

fVyfx m. {-fx:) Phlegmonoid inflammation; especially deep

seated, or internal abscess, a. fkx piercing, XT to have,

fkr aff.

fkxfkxnCW m. (-X:) A tree, {Hyperanthera Morunga.) x. fx^fx

a bile or abscess, XT1TX destroying, discussing,

fxxx m. {-X'O
1 Flight, escape, retreat. * Fear, agitation, panic.

' Intellect, understanding. * Censure, abuse, reproach. ' Li-

quefaction. 4 Flowing out, oozing, x. fx before ^ to fly,

aff. XX-

fX*TX m. (-x:)
1 Flight, retreat, running away. #

Liquefaction.

a. fx before ^ to go, causal v., aff. XX.

fxtrxxr mfn. (-X:-XT-X) ' Liquefying, causing to flow or melt.

• Driving away. x.fx before X to flow, &c., causal v.,

XV aff.

fx*ixx n. (-sf/ ' Causing to flow or melt, fusing, liquefying.

* Driving away, chasing, defeating, a.fx before X to run, Ac.

causal v.,

fxgrfxx mfn. (-TT-XT-TI) ' Liquefied, fused. * Driven away, put

to flight, a. fx before X to flow, Ac., causal v., n aff.

fxWX mfn. (-x:-XT-x)
1 Liquid, liquefied, fluid, as an oily or

metallic substance upon being bested. ' Flown, fled. * Run-

ning, going fast.
4 Agitated, alarmed, b. fx before V to

ooze, Ac., aff. XI.

fxxx m. (-m)
1 Coral. * A tree bearing precious gems. 9 A

young sprout or shoot, x. fx implying species, and |£X a tree.

fxfXXXT f. (-TXT j A sort of vegetable perfume, a fxxx coral,

and xnr a creeper.

fXX'XTX mfu, (-Wi-XXI-XX) Less learned, a little learned,

a. fxxx learned, and XXX aff. of diminution or inferiority

;

also with tbe similar affs. Xxttrr and frx^XtX and

fxv o>
frxx mfn. (-^rnf--XfXt-lX)

1 Intelligent, wise. * Learned,

m. (-XTX) A sage, a seer, one who knows tbe true nature of

the soul and of Goo. e. fx< to know, x^ aff. in lieu of

the usual affix of the present participle,

fkfxr mfn. (-ffT) An enemy, a. fx before fgx to hate, fkrx aff.

mfu. Hating, adverse, inimical. m.(-f:)Au

enemy, a ft before fiftf to hate, aff. er.

fefrt mfn. (-ff:-ci-v; Hated, dialiked. a. ft hefora fn >®

hate, w aff

9 l
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fat* m. (•V) Enmity, hatred. r. fa before ft* to hate, aff. Y*T I

Wf»T mfn. (-YVfaYt-fa) Inimical, hostile, hating, m. (-y\)
|

An enemy, a. fa*Y enmity, Tfa aff.

fat? mfn. (-YT-fft-Y) Who or what hates, adverse, inimical.

r. fir before fa* to bate, BY aff.

fa* r. 6th cl. (faYY) ' To administer, to govern, to rule or

command. * To pierce, to perforate,

fa* mf. (-y*-YT) * Form, formula, rule. * Manner, kind, sort.

• Fodder, the food of horses, elephants, Ac. * Prosperity,

thriving. 1 Hire, wages. • Act, action. f Piercing, e. fa

before YT to have, aff. Y, or *Y, and fern. aff. *nr , or fa*

to rule, Ac., aff. ¥ ; the masculine fprm, though it doea occur,

is not common, except in composition, when the word is

used attributively, aafafav of two sorts, mfn. (-y**YT-y), Ac.

fYYYY n. (-if) Shaking, trembling, a. fa before Y to shake,

aff. W7,

fa**T f. ( ¥1) A widow, t. fa privative, YY a husband,

fasiwuufk* m. (lit) One who has intercourse with a widow.

a.favrr, and vrfaar who approaches, (carnally.)

fawner n. (-Y) Marrying a widow. *. faYYI, and YTW*Y

marrying.

fYYY n. (-*> Trembling, tremor, x. fa before ^ to shake,

aff. YT. ,

fa** is. (-YT0 Bbadm*. t. fa severally or every kind, YT to

have, L'n'idi aff. vnj*. and the radical vowel dropped.

faYlw* mfn. (-Yt-YT-Y) 1 To be done or performed. * To be

done according to rule, to be observed as a rite or cere-

mony. • To be ruled or regulated. a, fa before YT to have,

YY aff.'

faYTY m. (-YT)
1 Brauiia. 9 Love or Kama. 1 Fate. r. fa

severally, YT to have or contain, (all things,) aff. IY-

faYiY^ m. (-Y-) Narcpa, the Muni and son of Brahma.

k. fauTY Brahma, and ¥ offspring.

faYTRiYW m. (-*:) The sun-flower.

faYfal f. (-^l) Long-pepper, a. fa before YT to have, «Y[aff.,

fern. aff. Yfa.

faYTY n. (-¥)
1 Act, action, general or particular, though more

especially the performance of such acts or rites as are pre-

scribed in the sacred books of the H'mdut ,
* Rule, precept,

ordinance, injunction. 1 An elephant's fodder. * Form, mode,

manner. * Sending, ordering. 9 Means, expedient. * Wealth.

* Worship. * Active enmity or act of hostility.
19 Gaining,

getting, taking.
'

' Conflict or contrast of opposite feelings.

” (In grammar.) A llixtug, prefixing, taking as an affix, Ac.

*. fa before YT to have. aff. Y?
faYTY mfn. l-Y:-Y!~Y) Having, possessing, assuming, wearing,

fa before YT to have, YfYYaff.

faYTY* n. (-*') Pain. a. fa before YT to have, w* aff., and *y
added.

faYTY* ni. (•*:) A Pandii, a wise or learned man or teacher.

u. faYTY action, the performauce of those acts prescribed by

the Sas'trai, and * who goes or performs.

faYlYY m. (-*0 A Pandit, Ac. : see the Ust. i. faYTY, and Y
who knows.

faYTY tnd. Having taken, assumed, put on, placed, Ac. e. fa

before YT to hive, ICY aff-

faYTY* mfn. (•Yr-YT-l’j Consigning, delivering, one who

entrusts or deposits uny thing, or causes it to be fixed or

secure. I. fa before YT to have, (causal form,) aff. why

faYTY** 0 . (•*) Consignment or delivery of any thing, muktng

any thiug firm or secure, r- * added to the last
;
also with

YYf. faYTYYYT.

fYYifaYrafn. ( Yt-faYl fa) ’ Causing, occasioning, making.

• Placing, fixing, securing. • Delivering, entrusting. 4 Es-

tablishing as a rule or law. . fa hefore YT to have or hold,

causal form, aff. Pm*.
faYTY n. (-^) Shaking, agitation, r. fa before y to shake,

YTT(.ttff.

faYTYPi mfn. ( YrY-Ynft-Ynr; ' Purposing or willing to do, make,

cause, Ac. 9 Intending to direct, enjoin, prescribe, Ac. c. fa

before YT to have, YY aff. in the future tense,

fafa m. (fat) * A sacred precept, an act or rite prescribed by

the Wdat for effecting certain consequences. 9 Rule, form,

formula. 9 Fate, luck, destiny. 4 Brahma. 4 Time. 9 Order,

injunction, command. ’ A name of Vishnu. 1
Act, action,

general or particular. 9 A text, a sentence in some authority

of law or religion, prescribing any particular act or obser-

vance. 19 Kind, sort, manner. 11 Fodder, food for elephants

or horses. '• A sacred work, a Sai'tra, scripture, the law,

(by metonymy.) e. fa before YT to have, or faY to rule, aff. fa.

fafaw mfn. W) Who or what deviates from, disregards,

or disturbs rules or inodes of proceeding, r. fafa, and Y
* what destroys.

fafaY mfn. (-Y--YT-Y) Who or what knows the prescribed

. mode, form, Ac. m. (-Y0 A Brahman who knows the ritual.

R- fafa, and Y who knows

fafaYY i«d. According to rule, x. fafa. and Yfa aff.

fafaYT f. (-YT) Wish to do or make, design, purpose, desire, e. fa

before YT to have, desid. v., *f and *TY aff.

mfn. Wishing to make, produce, Ac. k. fa-

before YT to have, dcsid. v., Y aff.

frpwpiw m. (-iflf) A priest whose business at a sacrifice is to

sec that every thing is done according to the prescribed rules,

and to correct any deviation from them. a. fafa a sacred

precept, and YfitY who secs
;
also SiC.

UfTKV* n». (•*•) A priest who corrects errors at a sacrifice :

see the last. k. fafa the proper form, and *Y* who shews.

fafa^YYT n. ado. (-#) After or according to rule. e. fafa, and

y4* prior.

ftfafaT* m. (-*:) Acting upon or in conformity to a rule, Ac.

R. fafa, and YYT* application.

fafaYYT m. (-:) Application of or acting upon a rule. R.fafa,

and YYT association.

fafaYY m. (-V) A ceremonial act of worship, a. fafa precept,

and YY sacrifice.

fafaVT* m. (•¥:)
1 The occurrence ofpredoomed events. * Com-

bination for any act or rite. a. fafa, and iliY union, acces*

aion.
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firfwew i»d. Agreeable to rule., conformably to established ordi-

nances, k- fwfw a precept, and wfw aff.

fefVwfir mfn. (-¥:-¥T-¥) Unauthorised, irregular, a. firfw, and

wt¥ abandoned.

ffltivrw mfn. (-wr-WT-W) Being defined, enjoined, directed, itc.

a. fir before ¥T to have, pas*. wiww aff.

fa* m. (*:) 1 Tbe moon. * V'ijJhn'u. • Camphor. 4 A name of

Bkahma. 1 A RaJtskata, a fiend, a goblin. 4 An expiatory

oblation, a. WTW to pain or hurt, Un'fidi aiT.
f>. and the semi-

vowel changed.

fw¥¥W m. (-*;) Tbe wane of the moon. a. fwvj, and ww
decay.

finjn mfn. (-TT-WT-Tf)
1 Left, abandoned, relinquished. 4 Shaken,

trembling, a fw before * to tremble, aff. if.

fwwfw f. (-fir:) Shaking, trembling, a. fir before * to agitate,

aff. f*^.

fw^rw m, (-¥) Tremour, trembling, shaking, a fa before ^in

die 10th cl. to shake, aff. wjw, and the vowel short . also
Vl

•

fwinm. .

fwwwjW m. (-^7) R*ut% tbe personified ascending node. i. fa*

the moon, to torment, aff. or WT, and the nasal

inserted, the cause of the moon’s eclipse.

fwij^W rafn. (-^Wwrfft-WTW) Shaking, tossing, a. fa before *

to agitate, vw aff.

faaaw^ m. (*K :
) A scimitar, a sabre.

finifilWT f. (-IT) A lunar mansion *, in mythology, personified as

a nymph, the daughter of Daksba, and wife of Chandra or

the moon. « Are the moon, and firm the beloved,

firww mfn. f-’Ct-arr-<> ' Agitated, distressed, overcome with

anxiety, distress, &c. • Bewildered, confused, (with fear,

liquor, &c.) * Separate, absent from a mistress or lover,

n. (-T)
1 Separation. * Agitation of mind from terror or dis-

tress, &c. f. (-VT) Curds mixed up with sugar and spices,

a. fw before vjr a load, a burthen, aff. <¥¥.

f*¥WW n. (-¥) Trembling, tremor. a. fw before v^to agitate,

aff
,
and augment.

fwww mfn. (-w:-WT-lf) ' Shaken. * Trembling, tremulous. • Un-

steady. 4 Abandoned. * Tossed, waving, i. fir before vj^to

agitate, aff Tf.

f. (-fir:) Shaking, agitation, tremor, b. fir before ¥ to

shake, aff. f*¥.

fiv^ni n, (•¥) Sh-. king, trembling, tremor, a. fir before vj to

agitate, aff. ww
fanjjfww mfn. (-W:-WT-W) 1 Shaken, (literally or figuratively,)

agitated, alarmed. 1 Harassed, annoyed. b. fir before ^ to

shake, i Olh cL aff. n.

frgq^. Having shaken, shaking, trembling, t . fir before ^to
shake, aff.

fVwwwTW mfn. (-¥:-¥T-¥) Being shaken, shaking, waving, agitat-

ed. r. fir before v^to shake, pas*, v., WWW aff.

f¥Yw mfn. (-if: -WT-T) ' Seized, held. * Withheld, restrained.

* Having, possessing, assumed, taken, n. (-if) ' Disregard of

an injunction or desire. 1 Dissatisfaction. «. fir before TW
held.

fw^w mfn. (-¥:-¥!¥) 1 Compliant, tractable, governable. * To

be done, what is or ought to be practised. 4 Proper to be en-

joined as a rale or law. r. fw before ¥T to have, ¥W »ff-

fwvwWT f, (-in)
1 Necessary or proper act or conduct,

4
Docility,

submission. 4 Fitness for enactment as a rule or law. a. W¥
added to the last ;

also fwwww.

fwwWWTW n. (-3) Attempting or seeking to do any necessary

act. c. fwi*. and ¥T& seeking.

firwwww n. (-W) An affair to be done, an object to be accom-

plished. e. fw^W, and WT place,

firww mfn. (WW-WW^-WW) Piercing, striking, killing, a. W*

to pierce, ww aff.

feVTWTW mfn. (-¥*-¥!-¥) Being pierced, struck, wounded, &c.

r. ¥¥ to pierce, pas*, v., wi¥* aff.

finww m. (•¥:) ’ Aversion, disrespect, enmity, dislike. * Offence,

insult 4 Destruction, k. fir before VR to fall, aff. ¥*.

fwwfinr mfn. (-wVfirift-fw) ' Hostile, adverse. * Destroying.

E. f¥ before ig¥ to fall, f¥WW aff

fwww mfn. (-w:-¥T-w) ' Bent, bowed, stooping. 4 Crooked,

curved. 4 Humble, modest f. (-UT) ' The wife of Kas yapa,

and mother of Arun 'a and Garud’a. 4 A sort of basket

a. fir before ¥* to bow, aff. W.

firwwr^w m. (-¥:) 1 Arpn'a, the charioteer of the sun. 4 Ga-

ruda, the younger brother of Arun'a. a. fW¥WT the mother

of these two, and the son.

fiiwfw f. (-fir*.)
1 Bowing, bending. 4 Humility, modesty, a. fir

before ¥W to bow, fwrw aff.

fw¥¥ m. (-TO
1 Sound, noise. * A tree, (Bcbitcs scbolaris.)

a. fir, ww to sound, aff.

fTOWf iad. Having sounded, sounding, a. fir before WT to

sound, ¥TW aff.

frwww n. (-W) Bending, bowing, bending down. a. fir before

fa to bend, off

fwwfirw mfn. (-ir-TTT-lf) Bowed down, declined, k. fw, and

wfirw bqwed.

fwww mfn. (-T-WT-W) 1 Bent, bowed. 4 Humble, modest a. fw,

and W¥ bowed.

fwww m. (-¥0
1 Modesty, affability, humility, mildness. 4 Re-

verence, obeisance. 1 Decorum, decency, propriety of con-

duct or behaviour.
4 Training, discipline^ f. (wt) A plant,

(Sida cordi folia, &c.) a. fir before ¥f to obtain or guide,

aff.

fa WWWifvW mfn. ( fir-fw^l fw) Compliant, tractable, humble,

governable, a. ff¥¥ humility, and WrfitW who takes.

fwwwwsnfWT mfn. (-wVfwwf'fif) Behaving ill or improperly,

x. firww, and WWlfiTW. vexing.

fwwwwiwr mfn. (-¥T ) Modest, well-behaved, r. fwW¥, and wrar

who shares.

fwW¥WTW mfn. {-¥T¥) Speaking humbly or modestly. £ (-WTW)

Modest speech. *. fwww, and WTW speech,

fwwxra mfn. (*HT‘.-3®t*W) Compliant, tracublc, governable.

a. firww humility, and who stays or is.

fwwyw mfn. (-^w.-T^t-ifw) Sounding, making a noise, a. fir#

and WT to sound, ar* aff
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fswww n. ' Destroying, destruction. 4 A country, north-

west of Delhi, Kuruksht'lra, the vicinity of the modern Pa-

niput. k. fir before Way to destroy, aff. use.

ftnranr mfn. ( IBW-Wnft ww ) Perishing, decaying, perishable.

*- fw before WW to perish, irw aff.

fsr^TWx: mfn. (-<t-ft-^) Perishable, e. fir before WW to perish,

WfTW aff.

fi*W mfn. (-T:-WT-W) Lost, destroyed, E. fir, and WW the

same.

firwfif f Disappearance, destruction, a. fir before ww to

finish, aff. far*

firww mfn. (-W -WT-Wt-^) Noseless, a. fir privative, and ww for

wrfwwi the nose.

finn wd. Without, except, a. fir privative, WT aff.

fwwniw mfn. (-Wi-WT-Tf) Abandoned, left, relinquished. «. fwWT

except, and mr made.

fwwrfwWT f. (-WT) The 60th part of an Indian hour, a, fw, and

Wlfifl a Narl, or hour of twenty.four minutes,

finrrw mfn. (-W:-WT-W) Deserted, unprotected, unowned. *. fw

priv., W1W a lord or master.

frWT^X no (•¥:) 1 A ItMha, a Bavdrfka deified teacher. 4 Ga-

w’fisV " Gahi'o’a, the bird and vehicle of Vison'u. ‘ A Guru,

or spiritual preceptor. 4 An obstacle, an impediment or diffi-

culty. f. (fowl) The wife of Garuda. r. fw before wt to con-

duct, to obtain, aff. War.

frwnr m. (-it:) Disappearance, destruction, loss, annihilation.

a. fir before WW to perish, aff. WW.

finmnr mfn. (-art-wr-w) Destroying, a destroyer, a. fir before

WW to perish, causal form, aff. Xfaf.

fienteW mfn. (-W!fl-*r^t*WW) Destroying, a. fir before ww
to perish, causal v., v( aff.

firWlfiffW mfn. (-m-Wf-lf) Destroyed, a. fir before an* to perish,

causal v., W aff.

fwwrfsrw mfn. (-ift fapal-fit)
1

Destroyer, destructive. * Perish-

ing, being destroyed. * Undergoing change or transforma-

tion. a. fir before WIT to perish, fiffir aff.

fwwiwrww mfn. (*W:-WT-w) Ripe, mature, a. fwWTW perishing,

WWW in the presence of ; verging to rottenness.

fWWIXW mfn. (-w:-aFt 4) Noseless, a. fw privative, WTfwWT the

nose, or WTWT with aff.

firwiT m. (-W:) The top or cover of a welL a. fw beforeW to

bind or tie, aff. WW
j

also wtwrw.

firfir:^a n. (-^) Going forth or out. a. fit and fwy^ before w
to go, aff.

fwfirww mfn. (-m-WT-lf) Gone forth or out. b. fir and fwt^

before gone.

firfirfww mfn. (-Ht-ffr-ff) Tossed, thrown, sent. a. fir aud fiy,

before fw* thrown.

m. (-W0 Tossing, throwing, sending, e. fw and fir,

before fir* to throw, UW aff

fvfwnw mfti. Killing, a. fw before \W to kill,

wm aff.

Wn mfn. (-*:-*!-*) 1 Blown, budded. * Aw^ke, awakened,
sleepless, a. fir privative, fwgr sleep.

fifiiaw n. f-li) Vigilance, wakefulness, waking. a.firfirg sleep-

less, and m aff.
j also with WW. firfinpn.

fVtwWiW tad. Having taken or placed, a. fw, and fir before vr

to have, WW aff.

fafwvTW m. (-wt) * Falling, falling down, (literally or figuratively,

as from u height, or from dignity, virtue, &c.) * Calamity,

unavoidable evil, the infliction of the gods or of fate. Dis-

respect. 4 Pain, distress. * Death, destruction, a^ fir and fir,

prefixed to WW to fall, aff. WW-

fVfirwnmf%ff mfn. (-wt fwwt-fw) Portentous, announcing mis-

fortune or destruction, a. fwfitWTW* andW%W what proclaims,

fVfwwrfww mfn. (-Wt-WT-li)
1

Killed, destroyed. * Thrown down.

b. fir, and fir before WW to fall, causal v., w aff.

ind. Having killed, a. fw and fir, before WW to fall,
~

causal v„ WW aff.

fwfwww m. (-W:)
1 Barter, exchange. 4 A pledge, a deposite or

security, a. fw and fir, prefixed to wt to go, aff. WW.
firfip^T mfn. (-W:-WT-W) Regulated, restrained, a. fir and fir,

before WW to restrain, w aff.

frftww m. (-*0 Restraint, government, a. fw and fir, before

bit to restrain, aff.

firfw^Sf ind. Having restrained, checked, Ac. a. fw and fir,

before WW to restrain, ww aff.

firfirwn mfn. (*W: ’1IMf) * Separated, sundered or detached

from, absent, parted. ' Appointed, attached to. • Parted with

for a specific purpose. 4 Applied to, employed in. a fir and

fw, before WW to join, * aff.

firfirwruw mfn (•ws’WMf) To be employed in, applied to, Stc.

*- fw and fif, before war to join, irw*: aff.

fwfw^rw m. (-W:) ' Giving or parting with any thing for a con-

sideration, or in expectation of some advantage. • Abandon-
• ing, leaving. * Separation or detachment from. 4 Impedi-

ment. 1 Appointment to any office, &c. • Application to

or employment in. r. fw and fir, before ww to join, aff, ww.
firfwirfww mfn. (-wt-WT-if) ’ Appointed, appropriated, applied,

(as to any particular duty or purpose, Ac.) •Attached or

joined to.
4 Deputed, appointed. 4 Employed, a. fir and fir,

before war to join, aff. w, with W* augment.

fVflSW mfn. (-irs-WT-it) Gone out or from. i. fiy and be-

fore **r to go, nr aff.

fiyfwaw m. {-no Going forth or out. e. fir and fir^, before aw
to go, aff.

filfw^W m. (-wO Victory, conquest, e. fw and fwt, before far

to conquer, aff.

firfwf»OT mfn. (.yp-wT-Tf) Conquered, overcome, s. fw and fww,
before fat to conquer, yf aff.

firfwww m. (-W0 Certainty, ascertainment, a. fiy, and fir^w the

same.

firfwwfw mfn. (-W:-wr-ir) Certain, determined, ascertained,

a. fw before fwdfw the same.

fafiriW mfn. (*Wt-Wl-lt)_Scattcred, dissipated, dispersed, a. fw,

and firfW shaken.

fwfwvw ind. Having dispersed, scattered, thrown off, ficc. a. fw
uui fir^ before ^ to agitate, wiw.
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fVfjnjH mfn. (-H'.-WT-II .)

1 Liberated, let loose or free. 'Exempt,

free from. a. fa and far: before f to loose. H aff.

fwfirigw mfn. (-i5 ff i*# WW) Going out or forth, issuing. *. fa

and far^ before IT to go, M9 aff.

fkfwi* mfn. (-Hs-Hf-TT)
1 Excited, occasioned, produced, occur-

ring. * Completed, finished, a. fa and privative or in-

tensitive prefixes, r* to be, aff. %.

fwfwar^il nafn. (-W:-irr-ir)
1 Kept off, resisted, prevented.

' Screened, covered, kept out of view. a. fir and fir before

^ to chuse, ft aff.

fafa** mfn. (-*:.viT-Ti) Stopped, ceased, ended, refrained,

resting or desisting, fitc. a. fa and fir privative*, C* to be,

aff. H.

fafffzfal f. (-f*:) Stop, term, cessation, a. fir and f^ff before f?r

to be, fif* aff.

fafaw* m. (-*:) Certainty, ascertainment, i. fr, and fawn

certainty.

frfamr mfn. Firm, steady, immovable, b. fa before

fa«v! steady.

fafafaw mfn. (*W:-Tn-TI) Certain, determined, ascertained.

b. fir before fafanr the same.

fif«rw«r* mfn. (-Tif-W^-VTJ 1 Sighing. ' Breathing hard.

b. fr and fir before T* to breathe, W9 aff.

fhrfsrvm m. (-9 ) Strong expiration, sighing, breathing bard.

b fr, and fa before RT* to breathe, aff. W*?.

fafarw ^mfn. (-Ifi-WI-tf) ‘ Struck, wounded. * Overcome,

m. (-W-)
f A portent, a comet, a meteor. a A great or unavoid-

able calamity ; the infliction of fate or heaven, b. fr and fir

intensilive prefixes, 'V* struck.

frfrjrir mfn. Hidden, concealed, b. fr, and far**

tbe same.

fr*fr mfn. (-Tf-.-WT-lf) ' Modest, humble, unassuming, unpre-

tending. ' Compliant, governable, tractable. ' Placid, meek,

virtuous gentle, having the passions restrained, and the

senses under subjection. * Well-behaved, decent, decorous.

• Taken. • Trained, (as a horse or ox, &c.) ' Thrown, sent,

dismissed.
4 Lovely, handsome. * Led, conveyed. " Chas-

tised, punished. " Plain, neat, (in dress, &c.) m. (-TV:)
1 A

horse trained for the manege. * A merchant, a trader, a. fa

before *1 to guide, aff. W-

friffarr mn. (-an-W) A mediate conveyance, as a bearer carry-

ing a litter, or a horse dragging a carriage, a. fr implying

sort or kind, and Wt to take, aff. n. and added.

fr*faTiIfa mfn. (-WI-WT-W) ' Well-behaved. ' Humble, lowly,

a. fr*fa, and ^TOT sclL

fr*fa inti. Having taken, m. ( •*:) ' Sediment, dregs. * Sin.

1. fa before to take, aff Wff or mi.

frjiTjwr* mfn. Being sent, ordered, dispatched, 8tc,

B. fa before 99 to send, pass. v., aff.

fail* m. (-wi) 1 A guide, an instructor, a teacher. * A king,

a ruler, a. fa before al to conduct, aff.

fVaa mfn. ( O-'OT-'d) ' To be taken, to be taken awar or sepa.

rated, 8tc. ’ To be governed or directed, docile, gorcmable.

a. f» before to Uke or obtain, Ac., a if. t|)T

9 K

mfn. {-*1 T-W^UTTf) Wishing or intending to take or

take away, to deprive of, &c. k. fa before to take, tw
aff. with a future sense.

fanhfal f. (-faro The rhetorical use of tbe word, ‘ without ;* as, *T

fawiwfa WT fa*T What is the night without the moou.

a. fa*T. and 'sfil saying.

m. (-^:)
1 Eagerness, vehemence. * Play, sport, pastime.

* Dismissing, abandoning. 4
Interest, interesting pursuit or

occupation. 1 Pleasure, gratification, n. fa before 99 to

order, aff.

faffrfaff mfn. (*Tr-*T-lf)
1 Dismissed, dissipated, sent or driven

away. * Allayed, soothed. ' Delighted, made happy, s, fa

before vjv[ to send, * aff.

fa«5 mfn. Who or what finds, gets, gains, ficc. *.fa*

to gain, * aff, w* augment.

fa^ mfn. ' Intelligent, knowing. ' Liberal, muni-

ficent. m. (-WJ: 1
' A drop of water or any liquid. ' A spot,

a dot, a mark. ' The bite or mark of a tooth.
4 The part of

the forehead between the eye brows. * A mark or spot of

coloured paint on an elephant’s face or trunk. * The dot

over a letter representing the nasal termination. f A secon-

dary but connecting incident io a drama, b. to know,

to be, to be a part of, Un adi aff. and the nasal augment.

fa^f*** m* (•*:) Tbe spotted deer. a. fa*r a spot, and

variegated.

fa*p*mi n. (-*r) Coloured marks or spots on an elephant's face

and trunk, &c. a. fa^ a spot, and ut«s multitude ; also

with added, fr^piTW* o. (-*).

fa^Wai m, (-*|:) A die, a dice. b. fawf a dot, and wwf chief.

m. (-*0 A kind of bird. u-Pr-s a spot, and a line,

aff. *fa.

fratT* t (-TO A plant, commonly Bkl Sun't'k.

fawn m. (-**:)
1 'lhe Vmdhya or Bindh mountain, or the moun-

tainous range which runs across India from the province

of Behar, nearly to Gmzerat, and properly divides Hindurtan

from the Dekkin. * A hunter, f. (-sbjt )
1 A fruit, (Annona

reticulata.) * Small cardamoms, s. fa implying opposition,

VI to think, and * aff-, form irr.
,

the mountain is supposed

to obstruct the course of the sun.

Pro** m. (-*:) The saint Agastya. k. fawn the mountain,

and F to give pain, aff. *, or with aff. fawn^en

;

Vindkya the personified mountain, having once prostrated

himself before, Agastya his spiritual guide, was ordered by

the saint to remain in that posture, as a punishment for the

presumption, which had induced him to attempt rivalling the

heighth ofMem and Himalaya. Hie legend appears to origi-

nate in the little elevation of the vindkya chain compared

with its extenU

fawn^Tfa^m, (-^t) The saint and grammarian Vyari. f. (.fa*t)

' A name of Dvroa. * A village and temple sacred to Dvrga

under the forms of Yoga Afdyd, and Bhdga Maya, and a

place of great resort amongst the Hinder, situated about

three miles from Miridpar on the Ganger. 1. faw| the

mountain, and wifawwho dwells.
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m. (-XT:) The name of a ilfmu ; also Vr«i, a saint,

and inspired grammarian, k. fraq the mountain, and TJ?

abiding.

fxagrxx m. (-qy:) The PlndAya range of mountains, a. tawj.

and XX*J a mountain
;
also fxwuxxx,

fXwumil f. ( xt The great f^indhya forest, which appears to

have spread at one time from near Maihura to the Ncrmada.

e. and XT*x1 a forest.

fxwinxdrfsx m. (-IF) A name of the demon BaVa or VaVa.

e. fipwiiT^ the mother of the demon, and gxr son ; also

fX^unwl^n.

fw¥ mfn. ('f.-IT-l i

1 Judged, discussed. * Gained, obtained.

• Fixed, placed. 4 Known. 4 Married, &c. e. tag to know,

and aiT. H.

frsqxr mfn. (-X’.-XTT-XJ
1 Placed, deposited, fixed. • Delivered.

* Offered, presented, k. fx and Or before XX to be or throw,

aiT. H.

fx-XTX m. (-W>) A tree, (Gchites scholaris.)

Ix=trrx m. (-X0 ' Assemblage, collection, collecting or deposit-

ing any thing. * Site, place, receptacle, that in or on

which any thing is placed or deposited. * Orderly arrange-

ment or disposition.
4 Entrusting, depositing. 4 A deposit-

e. ft, and fx prefixed to XX to take, to throw or place, &c. ,

aff. xx. *

fxxr. I Oth ch (ixxfx) To throw.

fxxfigx mfn. (*X:-XT-X)
1 Matured, ripened. • Fulfilled, come to

pass, as the consequence of former actions, e fx, and XX
to cook, fif aff., and XX augment.

fxxX mfn. (-X:-Xf-X) Opposed or adverse to, contrary, inimi-

cal- m. (-X:) ' An enemy, an adversary. * A disputant, an

opponent. 1 Exception, (in grammar, &c.)
4
{In logic.) An

argument or syllogism in which the proposition" to be main-

tained is wanting, e. far implying opposite, contrary, and XX
part or side.

fxUX*TX ind. Hostilcly, inimically. e. fxxx, and xfx aff.

fxxxxi f. (-XT)
1 Hostility, enmity, opposition. 4 Controversy,

contradiction in argument, e. added to fxxx ;
also with

IE fxxxw.

ftXXXTX mfn. (-X:-XT-Tf) Indifferent, impartial, e. ft priv.,

XXXTX an adherent

fxxfxxr f. (-XT) A lute. e. XX fern. form, added to the next.

fXXXt f-f-xt) ' A lute. * Play, sport, pastime, a. ft before

xfX to extend, (causal form,) to diffuse sounds, aff. XX. fern,

aff. #ft.

fxxx to. (-at:) Sale, contract of sate. k. fir before vw to be of

price, aff. XX or X ;
also with ftxxx n. (-X).

ftxft mf. (-ft:-xf)
1 A place where things arc sold, a shop, a

stall.
4 A fair, a market, a market place/ * The street of a

market 4 An article or commodity for sale. K. ft before XX
to transact business, aff. T*. and fern. aff. xft.

fxxftx m. (4ft) A dealer, a trafficker, a shop-keeper or mer-

chant e. fxxx sale, xta »lf-

faxxrtx n. (-x) Time of calamity or misfortune, adversity,

a. fxv^. and xtx time.

ftxftt f. (-fx:)
1 Adversity, calamity, misfortune. 4 Pain, agony.

• Death, dying. ». fV implying reverse, xX to e«, aff. fj|X-

ft qftnx mfn. (-HMRT-lj) Unfortunate, a. fxxfx, and Xil

joined.

ftqfx t fxx mfn. (-X:*XT-X) Properous, happy, a. fxxfx. and

rfxx free from.

frxXT«X m. (-*:) Heavy calamity, b. ft MW. and xrrarg ocean,

fxxx mn. (-X:-Xl A bad road. s. ft depreciativc prefix, and XX

for xfxx a road.

ftx\ f. (-XXorxxp Calamity, adversity, misfortune. *. ft

before XX to g°» f%X aff
,

also with ny added, ftrygr.

ftxx * f. (-XT) Adversity, k. see the last

ftx^VTC »«• (-C-) Extrication from misfortune. *. fxXX. and

XCTT lifting up
;
also fxx<^HX, file.

ftX^X m^n
* (-X:-xrr-Xf) Overtaken by or intolved in calamity,

a. fxx^, and UX seized.

fax*pf mfn. (-X'.-XT-li) Unhappy, unfortunate- a. ftx^, and

XU joined.

fxu*fxx mfn. (-X:-XTX) Prosperous, k. and yf*x

left by.

fx*TS mfn. (-Xi-TTT-X)
1 Unfortunate, declined, fallen into adver-

sity or misfortune. * Lost, destroyed, annihilated. * Dead,

defunct m. (-Wt) A snake, e. ft implying reverse, and xrg

to go, aff. IV ; also with f g added fxxx*.

favftxTn m. (-Xt) Change of state or form. e. fg and xft be-

fore wx to bow, aff. XX. %

ffyfcxital mfn. (-xt-fxxt-fx> Undergoing or producing change

of state or form. a. ft and xft before XX to bow, ftxw aff.

ftxftx^x n. (-X) Turning back or away from. s. fx, and

xftxwx turning round.

fxxftxfxil mfn. (-X: XT-X) Turned back or away from, reverted,

averted, a. fx and xf^ before Itrto turn, n aff.

tatttx mfn. (-Ws-WT-X) Reverse, inverse, opposite, contrary.

t (-XT) A lewd woman, a dishonest wife. e. fx and Xft

implying contrariety or reverse, before XX gone.

fffXtfXXTfxX mfn. (-Xt-fcxt ft) Perverse, contradictory, acting

contrary to another’s wishes, t. tafttw, and Xrftx who
does

;
also fwOwt fxxflxx^. Ac.

ffxrtx«fx mfn. (-fX:*ftri-fx) Going backwards or reversely,

f- (-fir:) Inverse or reverse motion, e. fxxttX, and *fx

going.

fxxxtXXT f. (-XT) Contrariety, reverse or opposite state ok con-

dition. e. ftxyfx, and XX aff j alao with x, fxxxtxxr.

m. (-X:) Tlie Pa/iis tree, (Butea frondo&a.) e. fx sepa-

rate, xx a leaf, and XX added.

ftxxTX m. (-X:)
1 Contrariety, opposition. 4 Reverse in general,

and thence applied to that of which reverse is predicated, as

miser}-, calamity, (the reverse of fortune;) error, misappre-

hension, (the reverse of reason or truth ;) inverted order or

succession, (the reverse of that which is usual or prescribed,)

&c. 4 Destruction, annihilation. 4 Perverseness of disposition.

4 Change of purpose or conduct. 4 Enmity, hostility, e. fx

and xft implying reverse, and ^ g°> *ff. also with

gw all. filing m. (-v:>
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farviTO mfn. (-VJt-XT-X) ' Opposite, contrary, reverse. 1 Con-

ceived to be real (what is not so), s. far and vfa before

to be, or to throw, % ait.

faunnx in. (-X) Contrariety, &c. ; see fav*TO-

favsnTX m. (-ay;) ' Contrariety, opposition. * Reverse. * Invest-

ing imaginary things with real attributes, imagining what

is unreal or false to be real or true. a. fa and vft before TO
to be, aff. TO.

faro n. (-X) A moment, an inftant, either a Pala or second, or

«th of it ; a simple breathing or fath of the latter, e. fa, and

to a second.

faroiTO n. (-if) Flying, running away. E. fa, and TOtTO the

same

fuTOifad mfn. (-TT.-HT-IT) Put to flight, run away. *. fa be-

fore vxTfTO the same.

faro mfn. (*f:-*n-Xj To be cleansed or purified, e. fa before

* PI to purify, uff. vn.

faqfaiT m. (-fair) A Pandit, a learned Brahman, a teacher.

e. fa before fa to collect, affs. fan* and rjTg, form irr.

fTOW n. (-Xl) Knowledge, a. fa variously, VXI seeing,

favfiww m. f wt] A Baud'dha saint, the first of the seven prin-

cipal Bud"dha*. E. faTO, end *fa aff.

favrx m. (-X:) ' Cooking, dressing. * Ripening, maturing.

• Flavour, taste. * Unexpected or improbable result. • Pover-

ty, distress.
’

* Change of form or state. * The consequences

of actions, cither in this or in a former birth; the operation

of time in maturing their results. ' Assimilation of food, its

conversion into a state differing from iu original one, diges-

tion. «. fa before TO to ripen, aff. X*J.

faviX m. (-*:) An arrow.

favt«»* mfn. (-*:-*! -X) Pale, pallid, white. E. fa, and TO** pale.

fatrTTO n * (*X) Destroying, killing, c. fa before TO to go,

causal v.
f
wjar aff,

*

fvvrvtfa mfn. (-Xt-XT-X) To be killed, fit or proper to be de-

stroyed. e. fa before TO to go, causal v., x*fTTO. aff. ; also

fa Vi and favrgfroX-

flVtfaxT f. (-XT)
1 A kibe, a sore or blister on the foot. * A

riddle, an enigma, a. fa before TO to go, aff. wuj.

faVTfaw mfn. (-Tr.-WT-X) Killed, destroyed, a. fa before to
to go, causal v., IS aff.

favTX mfn. (-X*-XT-XT) Unattended, unguarded, E. fa priv.,

VTX a keeper.

faviJ^ f. (-vr*) The Prpdt or Updid river, a. see the next.

faVTH mfn.fa-IT-I) Unnoosed, unfettered, freed from a noose

or tie, f. (-XT) ' The flpdsa or the Beyak river in the

Penjab. e. fa privative, and VTi^ or VFW! a noose, from

VX to bind, causa! form, with XX and yrv or fanraff, ;

hence also favTl^; the name applies to the river as having

destroyed the cord which the Muttt Vasisut’ba had tied

round his neck, when about to hang himself through grief

for the death of bis sons slain by Visw'AMiraa.

fafax n. (-^) A wood, a forest. *. TO to shake, Unadi aff. * «fX -

fa?X mfn. (-x:-XI-lfr ' Large, great, » Broad. ' Deep, pro-

found. m. {-W-)
1 '1 he mountain Mira, or rather the western

branch of it. * The Himalaya mountain. * A respectable

man. f, (-XT)
1 The earth. • A form of the Aryd metre in

which the line is irregularly divided by the Ctrtura or pause

:

three species of this form are reckoned
; the AdivtpuU with

the pause in the first line, Antyavipu/d in the second, and

Ubkayavipuld in both lines, a. fa before gw to be large or

lofty, aff. w.

fagTO mfn. (-Xt-tftxf) Free from horripilation, s. fa priva-

tive, and gxx erection of the hair of the body.

fagxwT f. (-WT) Magnitude, extent b. fagx, and XXT afF.
; also

with x fagx*-

fag*TO m. (-X0 The sugar-cane. e. fagx much, and *x juice.

fagxXX mfn. (-x:-xt-vi) Large-eyed. e. fagvr, and xxx sight,

m. (-V-) The Munja grass, (Saccharvm Munja ) a. fa

before gw to cleanse, aff. WV ;
that which is to be cleaned

before making into ropes, &c.

fan m. (-v :

)
1 A Brahman. * (In prosody.) A foot of four short

syllables, b. fa before VT Sautra root, to fill or complete, (the

essential observances,) and V off.
;
or to to shave, Un’&di

aff. TO. and X substituted for the radical vowel.

faTOlC m. (•*:)
1 Injury, contumely, abuse. * Wickedness. • Op-

position, counteraction. * Retaliation, a. fa and v depre-

ciative prefixes, and art* making,

farorfaw mfn. (-rt-fa^fl faj Opposed to, treating with con-

tempt. * Retaliating, k fa and V before X to do, fafa aff

faVITA mfn. (-X'.-XT-X)
1 Reviled, abused, treated with con-

tempt or contumely. 1 Opposed, counteracted. " Injured,

offended. * Retaliated, requited, b. fa and v before XX
made

;
made little or nothing of.

favefx f. (-fa’O
1 Abuse, injury, contumely. * Retaliation,

retort, b. fa and v implying depreciation or mutuality, and

xfa action.

fTOXX mfn. (-X:-¥T-X) Remote, distant it. fa and X before XV to

attract, aff a ; also with XX added, favXTX mfn. (-X:-X7-X)

OmOivic m, ( -**.)
1 Contradiction, counteraction, opposition;

* Reverse. 1 Retaliation, b. fa and vfa before x to do,

TO aff

fvvfifXH mfn. (-w.-WT-lf) ' Opposed, counteracted. • Requited.

k. fa and vfa before x to do, x all.

fasfxvfa f. (-fa:) ' Perplexity, confusion. * Various acquire-

ment, * Mutual connexion with or relation to. * Convcr-

sancy. * Contradiction, difference, discrepancy. • Contest,

dispute.
v Opposition of interests, b. fa privative, or imply-

ing variety, and vfavfa knowledge.

favfdVX mfh. (-Vf-XT-X) ' To be opposed, contradicted, con-

tested. * To be acquired, t. vfa before TO to go , to aff.

favfavTOTW mfn. (-x’-XT-X) ' Being disputed or contested.

a Being in course of acquirement, s. fa and vfa before TO
to go, pass, v., WTTO aff.

frofaro mfn. (-X'-XT-'i) ' Bewildered, perplexed, confused,

uncertain. * Conversant or acquainted with in various ways,

severally or mutually. * Connected with. * Contested, dis-

puted. * Contradicted. • Opposed, (as interests.) b. fa, and

vfavx ascertained, &c. ... *
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ft xfhgn: m. (-g:) Repentance : see frgiftgrr.

fvMfllfgg mfn. (-g:-gT-lf)
1 Contradicted, oppo»ed. 1 Prohibited,

forbidden. x. fg, and gfir implying opposition, and fgg

proved, perfected.

ftmftHlt m. ( -X-)
1 Repentance. * Evil, wickedness, evil action.

• Hate, enmity. * Rage, wrath, e. fg implying reverse, gfg

to or towards, gr** going, conduct ; the X u ‘ optionally

long ; otherwise fgufngig-

fgggg m. (-g:j Dried fruit or roots, flee.

frar^T mfn. (*¥>VT-tf)
1 Spoiled, vitiated, defiled. * Bad, cor-

rupt. b. fir and g before gpl tbe same,

ffcgniirv raft*. (vg:*gMtf) Bad, vicioua, sensual, corrupt.

x. fgg“^g» and «mr disposition or nature,

fgyiirg mfn. (-^:-g|T-g0 To be liberated or freed from. a. fir

and g before gg to loose, gg aff.

fgggig n. (-g) Flight, retreat x. fg and g before gT to go,

aff. IT.
•4 •»

mfn. (*gP-1|T-TV> Separated, disjoined, sundered, away

or absent from. x. fg imply ing separation, srgg joined.

fgggT* m. (•*:) ' Separation, absence, especially the separation

of lovers. * Disunion, disjunction. 4 Quarrel, disagreement.

* Deserving, a. fg before srgTX anion, oontiguity.

fagma) mfn. (-e|:-gfT-a|) ' Tricked, cheated, deceived. 4 Dis-

appointed. f. (-git) A mistress whose lover is not true to his

appointment, a. fir and g before wa* gained.

fggggl ' Tricking, deceiving, disappointing, deceiving

by a false affirmation or by not keeping a promise. * Repa-

ration, especially of lovers. ' Disunion, disjunction. 4 Quar-

rel, disagreement, a. fg and g implying reverse, wfg to get

or gain, aff. gsj.

fVgarrg m. (-g.) ' Quarrel, wrangling, mutual contradiction.

a
Idle or unmeaning discourse, nonsense, x. fg and g im-

plying contradiction or reciprocity, and wig talk.

mfn. (-gr-WT-W) Rapacious, exacting, avaricious.

t. fa and g before iff fg to cut off, wgr aff.

fgggtg m. (-g:) Residence in a foreign country, a. fg and g

implying separation, gg to abide, and gg aff.

fggglgg n. (g) ‘ Residence abroad. 1 Banishment* t. ff and

g before gg to dwell, causal v., aff.

l. (-WV A female fortune-teller, a. fg variously, gvg

to ask, aff. gw, with WW augment, and gg added.

fgggTg ind. As, like as, one with, a Brahman. s. fgg, and

gTfg aff.

fgggl n. (-#) The property of a Brahman, x. fgg, and g
own.

fgglggTg m. (-g:) Abuse of a Brahman, x. fgg, and gggTg
reviling.

fgfgg mfn.(-w-gr-g) Disliked, nnbeloved, disagreeable. n.(-gj

Offence, transgression, a. fg privative, and fgg fond of.

fg^ f. (-gg) 1 A drop of water, &c. A spot, a mark, a dot.

a. fir privative, ^g to burn, aff. fgjg ;
also fggg.

ffrglfgg mfn. (-gt-gr-if) » Absent, away from. 4 Banished,

x. fg and g before gg to dwell, aff. n, the semivowel chang-

ed to g.

fggifggg^grT f f-WTl A woman whose husband or lover is

absent, a. fggrfgff absent, gg a husband, grg aff.

fggrw ind. Having been absent, returning, coming home. x. fg,

and g before gg to dwell, vffg aff.

fw m. (-g:> 1 Tumult, confusion, trouble. * Evil, calamity-

• Rapine, extortion. 4 Sin, wickedness. 1 Predatory or irre-

gular warfare. 4 Affray, scuffle.
T Terrifying an enemy by

shouts and gestures. * Confusion, perplexity, (of thought or

speech.) x. fg before
||

to go, aff. wg.

fagig m. (-g:)
1 Deluging, inundating. * Devastating. * Caus-

ing tumult or public disturbance. 4 A horse's canter or

gallop, x. fg, and g to go, aff. gat.

fg*TW ind. ' Having cast away, defiled, contaminated. * Having

taught at improper seasons. * Having caused to be deluged,

devastated, &c. x. fg before £ to go, causal v., aff.

fggg mfn. ( g:-WT-1f)
1 Depraved, wicked, addicted to evil

practices, as gaming, whoring, &c. * Committing any crime.

* Contrary, adverse, averse.
4
Inundated, immersed. 1 De-

vastated, ravaged, x. fg before g to go, aff. if.

ffrn f- (-®g)
1 A drop of any fluid. * A spot, a dot. x. fg be-

fore gx to burn, aff. fgg; also fggg

fgTJT f. (*V) Repetition, succession : see g^gT.

fgxfgr mfn. (-Wi-WT-g) Vain, idle, unmeaning, fruitless, useless,

x. fg privative, and grw fruit.

fggWWT f. ( WT) Unprofitableness, fruiilesaness. x. fxgpff, and

gw added ; also fggwg.

fVg^Txrgg n. (W) 1 Frustrating, foiling, defeating. * Doing

any thing in vain. e. fggw, and ggg making, fg aug-

ment.

fgg^lirg mfn. (-Wt-wr-W) * Rendered vain, frustrated. 4 Done
in vain. x. f«rgg, and done, fg augment.

fgggrtgfg^J mfn. (-Wf:-^t Become unprofitable, x. fgggr,

and gfgWJ become, r<« augment

fggWtgfg^gT f. (-Ill) Unprofitablenexs. x. 7Tg added to the

last
i also, fggrwtgfgww.

fgggfgg mfn. (-g:-gT-g) Become useless, x. fkww, and gg
become, ft augment.

fgggf m. (-ac) Ischory or constipation, x. fg before gg to

bind, alT. WW.

fggTgl f. (-gf) Pain, agony, anguish. t. fg various, grgr

pain.

ftfjl mfn. (-g:-gT*^) * Awake, aroused. • Unconscious, x. fg,

and gg wakened.
•4

fggg m. (-g:) ' A god, an immortal. • A Pan dit, a learned

man, a teacher. • Tbe moon. x. fg variously, gg to know,

aff. W.

fgilg m. ( g:) ' Inattention, absepce. Intelligence. • Awak-

ing.
4 Discovering any circumstance, a. fg privative or

imensitive, and gig understanding.

fg^Tfaff mfn. (-gr-gT-vf) ' Awakened. • Instructed, x. be-

fore gg to know, causal v., tv «df-

fggg mfn. (-Tr.-Tfl-li) ' Divided, portioned, partitioned. * Se-

parated, parted. 4
Dividing, sharing, a partner. 4 Distinct

x. fg severally,gg to divide, aff. g.
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fy«H«T m. (-m) A son born after partition of the family pro-

perty between his parents and brethren, s. fwWTV divided,

(being or having been,) and nr born.

fVwfn f. (.fir.)
• Part, portion, inheritance or share of inherit

tance, &c. * A division, a partition. 4 Inflexion of nouns,

declension, b. fw before war to divide, aff. flVW.

fwWT m. (-f :
)

1 Breaking, fracture. 4 Division. 1 Bending, con-

tracting, (especially of the cyc-brows.) * Expression or play

of features, s. fir, and wfwr to break, aff WW.

fwwatwta tnfn. (•W*^f) To be portioned or partitioned, e. fir

before war to divide, ^iftwT aff

fwwwj wrf. Having divided, portioned, Ac. R, fw before war to

divide, wa aff.

fwwwimw mfn. (-Wt-WT-W) Divisible, portionable, to be or being

divided or parted, s, fa before war to divide, pass, v.,

arrwaraff.

fgww m. (-a:) * Substance, thing, property, wealth. • Eman-

cipation from existence. * Supreme or superhuman power.

4 Magnanimity, lofty -mindednes*. t. fa implying variety,

privation, 8cc.. and wa being.

fawr f. ( WT) 1 A ray of light. * Light, lustre. Beauty, b. fa

variously, wt to shine, aff. ffca.

fwwiwrv; m. (-<:)
1 The sun. * Fire. b. fawr light, and WT who

makes.

faWTW m. (-at) ' Part, portion, share. * The share or portion of

an inheritance. * Partition of inheritance. 4 (In arithmetic,)

The numerator of a fraction, b. fa implying variously, and

WT* a portion.

fwwT**rW*TT f. (-WT) Apportioning or allotment of shares or

portions, a. fwwr* a division, and qrwjwr a making.

fwwTWTTW *ad. Proportionately, according to a part or share.

b. fawra, and afa aff.

fawrawtw m. (-WTV) One who shares in a portion of property

already distributed, applied especially to a son by a father

and mother of the same tribe, born subsequent to a distribu-

tion of property amongst his parents and brethren, in which

case he inherit* the portion allotted or reserved to the

parents, e. fwwr* a portion, and WTW who shares.

ftarwWW Proportionately, according to a part or share,

a. fwwrw, and wfw aff.

frwro mfn. (-wj:-w*T-wr) Divisible, portionable, what may be

divided or apportioned. k. fw severally, ww to divide,

XT* aff.

fwwnr mfn (-WTEj-wr^l-wrifl-wnT) Shining, splendid, k. fw

before WT to shine, KM aif.

faWTW n. (-W) Dawn, day-break, b. fw before WT to shine, aff.

If )
also fwwrw* n. (-*)

fwwiw m. (-TT) 1 A friend or acquaintance. • One of the Bhavaa

or classes of properties into which the objects of poetical

composition are divided
;

the causative or exciting property,

as dress, perfumes, &c. of amorous desire ; extravagant ges-

ture of mirth distress or pain of tenderness ;
arms and

tumult of wrath or heroism. See. b. far various, and WlW pro-

perty, disposition.

9 K

fry

I fwWTWW mfn. Discussing, shewing, illustrating, a. fw

before W to think, Wrqr aff
|

•»
‘

iWWIWW nf. (-ai-WT)
1 Discussion, examination, discrimination.

* Perceiving, seeing, distinguishing. 4 Conceiving, imagina-

tion.
4 Ascertaining or judging of facts. * Describing effects

not arising from the usual causes (in rhetoric), s. fa before

^in the I Oth cl. to think, ike., aff. yw.

fwviTWlw mfn. (-*:-Wf*W) Distinguishable, ascertainable, to be

judged or determined, b. fw, and w to think, wwtwr: aff

fwwrwft f. (-^t) ' Night. 1 Turmeric. • A bawd. 4 A harlot.

4 like shreds of a garment torn in a scuffle (?). a. fir before

WT to shine, (with stars,) wfHw aff.,fem. aff. vw. and rw.

substituted for the final
;
also fwwtw amorous excitement,

rwaff

firwrw^m. (-WT^) The sun. b. fkwT, ami wrs aff. \
f>«i I w ^ m. (-^|:)

1 The sun. 4
Fire.

4 The moon. 4 A sort of

necklace or garland b. fwwr light, being, substance,

fwwrfww mfu. (-W:-W!-lf)
1 Seen, perceived, marked. 4 Judged,

discriminated. 1 Conceived, imagined. 4 Known, understood.
4 Proved, established, e. fir before ^ 1 Oth cl. to know or per-

ceive, aff. TV-

fwwtfww* n. (-W) The state of being perceived or judged, b. «t .

added to the last.

fwwTW mfe. f-w:-WT-W) 1 To be seen or observed, remarkable,

distinguishable. * To be conceived or imagined, i. fw before

w to be, wnr aff.

frwnrr f- or nd. (-WT) Alternative, either of two ways. b. fw

alternative, and wtwt speech.

ffWTWI f. (-WT) Light, shining, i. fir before WTW to be luminous,

qf and affs.

fwwifwif mfn. (-W:-WT-W) Lighted, shining, k. before WTW to

shine, TV xff.

fvfuiq mfn. (-Wp-wp-wp Wishing or purposing to hit or pierce.

b. before fin to break, desid. v., * aff.

fefuVJvtlW mfn. (-W:-WT-W) 1 Being wounded, pierced, broken.

* Being divided or scattered, e. fw before fw^ to break, pass,

v., WTW’q uff

fwf«W mfn. M:-WT-ll)
1 Pierced, wounded. 1 Broken. 4 Scat-

tered, dispersed. 4 Mixed, intermixed, mingling. 4 Various

different. 4 Disappointed. * Bewildered, perplexed, s. fw

before fwv^ to break, &c„ TV aff.

fwfwTTWT f (-WT) The state of being broken, scattered, &c. e- wqf
added to the last i also with m, fwfirw*.

fwtff* tnfn. (-W:-iri-Tf ) Fearless, e. fw priv., wtw afraid,

fwiftw* tnfn. (-*:-^t-WT) Beleric myrobalon, (Terminalia bele-

rica.) a. fwxftw fearless, *w aff

fwwtww mfn. (-*s-*T-tt) Fearful, formidable, terrific, horrible,

nf. (-W*WT) The property of exciting fear. m. (-*:) The bro-

ther of Ra'vama. e. fw before d(\ to fear, an* aff., and wqr

augment.

ffW mfn. or ' Omnipresent, all-pervading. 4 Always,

eternal.
,

a Firm, solid, hard. m. (-*:) ' A master, an owner.
4

S' iv*.
4 BKAiiM a.

4 Visaso. 4 A servant. 4 Ether. * Space.
4 Time. 4 like souL b. fw before W to be, aff.
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fttJlT nifii. toP-VMf) Bent, bowed, crooked, x. ft before war

to bend, and ff aJT.

ftspTI f. (-TIT) Power, supremacy. I. fin?, and WXI aff. ; also

trip.

fttjft m. (-fir.')
1 Superhuman power, consisting of eight facul-

ties. especially attributed to Siva, and supposed to be attain-

able by human beings, through a course of austere worship,

attended with magical rites, in honor of that deity and his

spouse Dual;*: the eight properties thus supposed to be

assumable at will are, 'urftin extreme minuteness or invisi-

bility; tgftw extreme lightness or incorporeality; infa attain-

ing or reaching any thing, as illustrated by the power of

touching the moon with the tip of the finger; 9TXTTHI the ful-

filment of every wish ; <Rftr?T illimitable bulk
; "^finVT supreme

dominion over animate or inanimate nature
; xftirr the

power of eneb anting or changing the course of nature, and

the accomplishment of every promise or engage-

ment. * Power, dignity, dominion. 1 Ashes of cow-dung, &c.

with which S'iv* is said to have smeared his body, and thence

used in imitation of him by devotees, a. ft implying change

of form, &c., V to be, aff. fw*.

fttjftvnr mfn. (-ivnt'inft-ipv)
1 Superhuman. * Smeared with

ashes, i. favfh, and flipftff.

n. (-«i) Ornament, decoration, a. ft implying variety,

aad adorning.

ftvxT f. (-9T) ' Lustre, splendour, beauty. 1 Ornament, decora,

tion. c. fir before »T9 to adorn, afT. and

fe w fen mfn. (-vr.-WT-TT) Adorned, decorated, a. ft varioualy,

xgw to adorn, n aft

fVvff mfn. (-TT-WT-TT)
1 Held, retained. * Upheld, supported.

e. fxr before afrt supported.

ftift
1 Dividing, breaking, • Wounding, piercing. •Va-

riety, distinction. * Bewildering, perplexing. ' A division

or separation. * Enmity, opposition. T Contradiction, a. ft

before to break, *«? &if.

ftxft* n. (’M)
1 Breaking, dividing. • Separating, literally or

figuratively, as setting at variance, a. ft before fag to divide,

W* aff.

ftdT mfn, Having, possessing. x. fa before «r

to support,m aff.

faw? m. (-wt)
1 One of the classes of feminine actions proceed-

ing from the passion of love, flurry, confusion. * Error,

mistake, blunder. a Hurry, flurry. * Doubt, apprehension.

* Beauty. * Whirling, going round, f. (-nr) Old age. a. ft

before WW to err, &c., aff. S®.

faxrg u»fn.
1 Lost, gone. * Broken off or from, fallen,

separated, a. ft before lo be broken, H aff.

ftwTW m£n. (x«^ or -lint)
1 Elegant, richly dressed or decorat-

ed. ' Splendid, lumiuous, shining. E.ft before %?m to shine,

aff. ft$*.

ftxiimn* mfn. (-ar:-*T-*r) Resplendent, glittering, a. ft, u?t*t

to shine, nrw^aff.

ftww mfn. Having, possessing, x. ft before H to

*»ve, ht^ aff.

ftx?i wi mfn. f-wr-wn’-wf) Hurried, flurried, erring, fltc. through

precipitation, x. ft before w? to err, aff. n.

mfn. (-xr:-^T-W) Mail, drunk, intoxicated, or insane,

m. (-nr:) ' A monkey. 1 The disk of the sun or moon,

x. ft\?r*t wandering, and xift disposition.

ft\nftt f. (-ftr:)
1 Error, coufusion. * Hurry, flurry, precipita-

tion. 1 Whirling, going round, e, ft before w? to err,

off. ft*.

fa*PT mfn. (-IT -ITT-V?)
1 Disliking, averse or hostile to. • Dis-

agreeing, of a different opinion, m. (-W:
) An enemy, a. ft

adverse, and *r?T disposed.

ftwft f. (*ft :
)

’ Dislike, aversion. * Difference of opinion, dis-

sent. x. ft, and «rft mind.

ftflUTC mfn, (-^--TTT-XT) Unenvious, unambitious, c. ft priv., WffK

envious.

fasnre mfn. (-WTJ-vfT'-lT:)
1 Sad, perplexed, disordered, heart-

broken. * Changed in mind or feeling. • Averse, disliking,

displeased. * Absent, thinking of something else. a. ft pri-

vative, and «r*p? the miad ; having no mind or heart

ftiiTOK mfn. (-H:-xnT-^i) Sad, bewildered, heart- broken, kc.

x. ai added to the preceding.

ftsnftlT?? mfn (-VT-WT-VT) ‘ Altered in mind or feeling. * Sad,

sorrowful. * Displeased, offended, a. fainre, and iri? made

with ft augment

ftrftftrt mfu. (-ni-WT-lf) Changed in mind or feeling, &c. • see

the last k. and yw become, ft augment

ftxn? m. (-*:) Barter, exchange, x, ft before ft to scatter,

aff.

ftwr m. 1 Rubbing, friction. ‘The trituration of perfumes.

1 Touch, contact. 1 Destroying, killing. 1 A plant (Cassia

esculents.) e. ft before to grind, aff. xnj.

fnr{«r n. (-ii)
1 Rubbing, pounding, grinding. * Killing, de-

stroying. * The trituration of perfumes. * Conjunction of the

sun and moon, or eclipse, e. ft before 9^ to rub, Stc., aff.

wz, also ftnc* m. (-*:) and fallTWr f. (-W7).

fan'jft «• (-1) (In astronomy,) The time from the apparent

conjunction to the end of an eclipse. *. fant. W>d W*
half.

fVsVtw m (-<*:) A pleasing scent, a. fwpfc nibbing, and T*
what rises.

ftITU n. (-wt) Discussion, investigation, reasoning, examination

by reason, x. ft implying di.icrimination, etk to perceive,

aff. fa.

ft*nr* n, (-4) Investigating, discussing, e. ft, XT* to judge,

«* aff.

rain, 'Hunking, deliberating. t. fawn,

and xfa aff.

farm m. (-^:) 1 Irritation, impalience.v * Displeasure, dissatisfac-

tion. * Interruption of the prosperous course of a dramatic

story*, reverse, a. ft before WV to endure, aff. ^xj.

ftwfxx mfn. 1 impatient, intolerant. * Averse,

disliking, a. fnnr, and ^ft aff.

ftuxi mfn. (-xr:-HT-W)
* Clean, pure, (either literally, as clothes,

&.C. or figuratively, as the heart or mind.) * Beautiful. * White.
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• Transparent f- (*Wr) * A plant* commonly Ckarmag-kas.

• A of »oiJL m. (-%:) An Arkai or Jmin* deified sage,

a. (-^) Silver gilt. c. fa privative, dirt

fawTOfc ra. (-fa:) Crystal. x. fa»TW clean, clear, and wfa a

Jewel

fmrnimm rofh. (-*:-WT-*) Clean, pure. a. fanar clean, and

nature, aff. ant.

faftWTiTO mfn. (WT-arT-*) Pure, undefiled. a. faTO, and wnri
self.

fawwifs m. (-ft:) A particular mountain, a. faro clean, or

crystal, and 'wft a mountain.

fairan^r mfn. (-ar.-aTMl) Clear, clean, pure. a. faro clean,

^1$ purpose, TOI added.

fTOarfarw mfn. (-Wi-WT-
-

#) Beheaded, decapitated. a. fa priv.,

*tai the head, TW^ atf.

frah} no. ( -apt-n’) Unclean meat, as the flesh of dogs, See. a. fa

depreciative prefix, and wfa flesh,

faimr f. (-in) A Step-mother, a fathers wife. a. fa different,

W1W mother.

fTOTTO m. (-nr-) A step- mother's son. a. fain*. and nt born.

faiTO mn. 1 A car or chariot of the gods, sometimes

serving as a' seat or throne, and at others carrying them

through the skies self-directed and self-moving. 1 Any car

or vehicle.
1 A horse.

4 A palace, the palace of an emperor

or supreme monarch. * Disrespect, dishonour. * Measure,

a. fa before TO to understand, with sv aff., or m to mea-

sure, aff Wl, or ft priv., «ro honour,

fawifaw mfn. (-ns-WT-lf) Dishonoured, a. fawra, and x"TO aff.

fwrti m. (-*:)
1 A broom, a brush. * A bad road. 4 A wrong

road, literally or figuratively, evil conduct, a. fir before ar*!

to clean, aff. TOT. or fir privative, and srrif a road,

fan™* n. (-*) Searching, seeking, a. fa before TO to search,

TO aIT.
j »

faff* mfn. (-W-WT-IV)
1 Loosed, liberated. # Hurled, thrown

1 Quitted, abandoned. 4
Issued or let loose from, given

vent to. a. fa before SJH the same,

favjfai f. (-fit:)
1 Liberation, especially final emancipation from

future existence.
1 Separation, parting, a. fa before ufar the

same. ,

faTO mfn. ' Averted, having the free cast down or

tamed away. * Opposed, a. fa reverse, and spt the counte-

nance.

faffaiiTT f. (-TIT)
1 Disappearance, departure. 1 Turning away.

• Opposition, a. tot added to the last
;
also faro*-

faiffTOT f. (-TTT) * Turning away from, eumity, 1 Departure.

• Opposition, k. fa-qfTO, and to aff. ; also faijfTO.

faffr* mfn. (-^ fTOT-faj ' Averted, turned away. * Hostile,

averse to or from. a. faro- and xfa aff.

faff^tarro a. (-td) 'fuming away from* leaving, a. fwrftf, and

Its doing, fa augment.

mfn.‘(-ir-T|r*lf) Turned away from, averted, departed,

a. faro. nnd to made, fa augment,

faff** “fa- v-*r-nr-wi) Bewildered, absorbed, e. fa before to
to be bewildered, * ail.

Wt
faTO«TO mfn. (-wt-WT*) Being let loose or liberated, in the

act of spreading abroad, t. fa before to be loosed,WT^ aff.

faTO mfn. (-V-gT-l)
1 Blown, budded, opened as a bud or flower.

* Unsealed, unclosed, a. fa privative, sjxt a seal.

mfn. (-W-WT-ff) ' Bewildered, discomposed. * Foolish.

* Beguiled, led astray, seduced, tempted. a. fa, and TO to be

foolish, aff. TV-

mfn. (-V -VT-lf) Senseless, unconscious. * flne*. and

TOTT sense.

f^^TTO mfn. (-WT-arT-at) Beguiled, foolish, s. faro* and ^TTO
self.

mfn. (-TTMIT-Ti)
1 Rubbed. * Ground, pounded, x. fa,

TO 10 rub, IV aff.

fVarn infn. (-W-izn-'uij To be discussed or reflected upon. md.

Having considered, x. fa, TO to reflect, TO; or ux? aff.

fawWfTfro mfn. (.tt-froVfa) Acting after due deliberation,

x. faTOL and aupTO who acta.

ftWTTf m. (-*:) Liberation, freedom, being or letting loose.

k. fa before RTV the same.

fTOTTO nf (-w-WT) Quitting, abandoning, resigning, x. fa be-

fore wtto the same.

fTOTTO n. (-W) Liberating, x. fa before TO t0 Kl free,

TO aff.

fatlfam mfn. (-1f :*lfT*lf) Liberated, set free- fc- fa before TO to

liberate, causal v., aff. w.

frorTO mfn. (-W.-WT or-fift-ifj Fascinating, seducing, bewitch-

ing, tempting, (the instrument or agent.) n. (-if) Seducing,

tempting, confounding the mind and exciting the passions,

(the acL) x. fa before TO to be foolish, in the causal form,

aff. TO-

fahrfro mfn. (-Tl:-Tn-ir> Fascinated, beguiled, a. fa before

TO to be foolish, causal v.,n aff.

fro mn. (.1^:-^) 1 The disk of the sun or moon. * An image,

a picture, a shadow, a reflected or represented form. 1 The

gourd of the Momordica monadelpha. nf. (.xtf-*rr or -sat) A
cucurbitaceous plant with red fruit, (Momordica monadelpha.)

a. fa to go, to shine, TO Un’Adi aff., and TOf augment, with

the radical vowel made short.

fairo t»- (-*)
1 The disk of the s^n or moon. * The gourd of the

Momordica monadelpha or the plant itself. E- ani added to

the last.

frrorr f. (-WT) The Momordica monadelpha or the gourd, x. fawf

the plant, and av born.

fron ra. (-TO) The mustard plant, (Sinapis dichotoma, Rox.)

e. fa*r as above, xr to go or grow (like), aff. xro. deriv. in.

fasaTTO mfn. (-Tf.-ffT-Tf) RcflccteJ. x. fa*?, and airTO arrived,

fafaror f. (-art)
1 A cucurbitaceous plant bearing a bright red

gourd, (Momordica monadelpha )
* The disk of the sun or

moon. x. aril in the fem. form, added to faif as above.

fafsTO mfn. (-w;-HT-ir) Pictured, imaged, reflected, e. fa?a,

and a&
from. (-m )

The betel*nut tree, (Areca faufel.)

faro mfn. ( T Ked-lipped, haring lip, like the

fruit, i. w abate, had %TS the lip ; also ftmr,.
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f*WT*T mfn. (-W:-WT-*T) ' Fresh, pure, free from soil or decay.

* Refreshed, e. fk priv., fnr decayed.

fkWTWW n, (-lii ' Cleaning, wiping. * Refreshing, reviving.

». fk priv., S3 to decay, causal v., Wt^aff.

fVvwfr* m. ( -^t) A kite. e. fkxpf the sky, and WTfk*[ who

goes.W o. Sky, heaven, ether, atmosphere, k. fk privative,

rrw to refrain or cease, aff. fhjW, and gw final

fk*fw m. {'fk:) A bird. k. fv before tpr to endeavour,

fkaff.

fktnprr f. (-TT) The Ganges or river of heaven, x. fkww
heaven, 3TTT the river.

fkw^fk t. (-fk:) Moving in the air. a. fkvpT. and Bfk
motion.

fTWRfir t (-fir:) Darkness. t. ftn?t ihc «ky, and igfit super-

human power.

fkv*wfk m. {-fk:) The sun. k. fkw* the sky, and l?fk a gem.

flaw ra. (.st:)
1 Forbearance, restraint. • Rest, cessation, stop.

1 Pain or distress of various kinds, e. fk before w* to check

or restrain, nff. HW ; also fkwrw.

fVnr?r ntfu. Shameless, impudent, ill-behaved, e. fk

implying prevention, and WTW wished; wishing for what is

prohibited or improper.

fr*rw m. (-*:)
1 Forbearance, restraint. * Rest, stop, cessation.

* Pain or distress of various kinds, a. fk before w* to re-

strain, aff. trw.

fry* mfn. (-ir-HT'S) Separated, sundered, a. ft priratire,

and Jointed.

ft«T» m. (-*:) ' Absence, separation, especially oflovers. # Dis-

union, disjunction, e. fk privative, and WTX union,

fkimrv mfn (-WHO Suffering separation. *. fk%T* separation,

wsr to serve, to be subject to, causa) form, aff. fkpr.

fkklfk* mfn. (-ffl fksft fk) Separated, absent, remote, apart.

m. (-ift) The ruddy goose. e. fr$m separation, and

Tfw

fktufilA mfn. (-W-*WT*W)
1 Separated, disjoined, disunited.

* Parted from, deprived of. a. far privative, Wlfknr joined,

fkrn mfn. (-W-W-li)
1 Averse, indifferent, free from inclina-

tion or affection. Stoical, void of attachment to worldly ob-

jects. * Empassioned, interested, feeling passion or regard for

any person or any thing. E.fk privative or pleonastic, before

*0 feel passion, aff. w-

fkn**TTB mfn. (-wt-wr-kj Disinclined to, disliking. e. fkrw> and

w* quality.

fwrfk f. (-fw-) ' Aversion, disinclination. ’Absence of affection.

e. fk before rw to affect, fkw aff.

fi rw* mfn. (-WW WWf-Wff ) Making, composing, fabricating,

embellishing, &c. k. far before TW to make, aff. WW.

fhiWW nf. (-W-WT)
1 Making. * Composing. % Embellishing.

* Embellishment, any artificial and ornamental fabric or con-

trivance. e. fk before ri to make, yw aff.

fkrfkw «fn. (-Wr-WT-TI)
1 Made, prepared, effected. • Written,

composed. * Trimmed, ornamented. * Contrived, construct-

ed, arranged, x. fk pleonasm, and rH made, Jf aff.

fktH md. Having made. e. fk, *W to make, wra aff.

fkrww mfn. (-wr-wn-ir:) Free from dust. f. (-mu) A w«msn

who has ceased to menstruate, k. fk privative, r*PT the

menses.

ftafVVq. ra. (-WT:) A virtuous man, one free from the two

properties of ignorance and passion, x. ft privative, rw*f

the quality of passion, and Win* that of ignorance,

fkrwi f.'(-WT)
1 A plant, commonly wfkwikf. * A sort of grass,

commonly Dub.

fkr^tWW mfn (‘WnITT-W) * Exempt or freed from passion.

* Clean, freed from dust, &c. x. fk priv., passion, &c.,

VTW made, fk augment.

fkyxfftjw mfu (-W.-WT-W) 1 Free from passion, pure, holy.

* Clean, clear, e. fk priv., passion, Hif become, fk

augment.

fkrw m. (-wO Brahma, e. fk before rH to create, aff. WW,
and ww augment, more properly fkfkW-

fVri m. (-¥:) ' The name of a king. ' 1 he shoulder. * A black

kind of Agallochum.

fkrw n. (-W) A fragrant grass, (Andropogon scbccnanthum.)

x. see kfew.

fkr* mfn. (-w:-WT-k) Stopped, ceased, rested, e. fk before

to stop or rest, aff. %.

fkrfk f. (-fk:) ‘ Stop, cessation, term, rest. ' End, term. *. fk

before VW to play, fkw

fkrwg mfn. {-zrw-ifwt-srw)
1 Resting, stopping. • Sporting.

c. fk before VW to sport, w* aff.

fkrw mfn. (-W>WT-W) 1 Fine, delicate, thin, (but with inter-

stices.)
1 Loose, relaxed. * Apart, wide, separated by an

interval. 4 Remote, rare, occurring at distant or repeated

intervals of time. n. (*qj) Sour curds, x. fk apart, <t to go

or be, aff. WWW.

fkrwwrww m. (-ar.) A roan with bandy legs. x. fk lW wide, and

WTW the knee, arw added.

fkvw^wr f. (Wl) Gruel made of rice or other grain, with the

addition of Ghee, &c. b. fkrw apart, T to ooze, aff. WTW-

fkvw rofn. (-Wi*WT-#) Insipid, x. fk, and vw flavour,

fkrw m. (-v)
1 Separation, parting, absence, especially the

separation of lovers. * Forbearance, cessation, relinquishment.

k. fk before VTf to abandon, aff.

fkTfWJ ind. Having abandoned, t. fk before XW to quit, causal

form,

fkyWT^ mfn. (-w^WT-W) Pained by the absence ofaloTer. x.fkTW»

and wrw paiued.

fkrfkw mfn. (-w:-WT-k) ‘ Left, abandoned, deserted, relinquish-

ed. * Void of, exempt, or free from. x. fk beforeVX to aban-

don, aff. IV-

fkrfk* mfn. ('kt-fkkt-fk) Separate, sundered, absent or apart

from, f (-fkkf)
1 Wages, hire. * A wpman absent from her

husband or lover, x. fkrw absence, Tfk aff.

fkrwnwfkxwT f* (*Wt) A woman whose lover or husband is

absent, x. frTW separation, W«wfax*T afflicted,

fkn* in. (-*:) The absence of desire or passion, indifference,

philosophy, the disregard of all sensual enjoyment either in
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this world or the next. *. fir privative, and XT* passion,

desire.

fxKlXTX rafn. (-4*-$r-x) Void of passion or desire, x. fxxr*

the absence of desire, and ft worthy.

fXKlfxw mfa. (.fft-fxxPl-fir) Void of passion or desire, a. fXKT*'

and xfW aff.

fxKTlf m. (-KT*) * A man of the regal or military claas. * Splen-

dour, beauty. 1 The first progeny of BasHMit, who having

divided himself into male and female, produced from the

female, Vixajj Viraj then by himself produced the first

Menu or Swayambnu'va, who was the progenitor of the /Ve-

jdpatit, and the secondary framer of the visible world : in

other places Viraj is the same as Brahma', and asauiuer of

the androgynous form in his own person, u. fx severally or

separately, Ac., KTW to shine, aff. fxtX,

fxxrxnf mfn. (.xx arxt-»nr> Shining, splendid, handsome.

e fir, and KTX to shine, aff. kw.

fxc ixrsnw mfn. (.x:-XT-X) Splendid, brilliant, handsome, x. fx

before KTXI to shine, XTXX aff.

ffrrfhnr mfn. (-X:-XT-lf)
1 Illuminated, irradiated, splendid.

* Manifested, made visible, x. fx before KTX to shine, X aff

fXYTS m. (-i:) * A country, one of the midland divisions of

/tufa, probably Berar. 4 A sovereign, x. fx before KW to

sound, aff. XX.

frtHH m. ( Hi) An inferior sort of diamond, said to be found

in the country PTrdt'm. x. fxKTW the country, and m produced.

fu.rfww m .(-^t) An elephant. *. f% before battle, aff. XX,

and xf*r added.

firm mfn. (-Tt-XT-X)
1 Treated with disrespect, reviled, abused.

• Opposed. * Offended, x. fx before KTX to accomplish, n aff.

fXKTX mfn. 1 Thwarting, opposing. 1 Offending, injur-

ing. * Abusive, calumnious, x. fr before tni to accomplish,

aff. *x.

fuTTX ro. (-X:)
1 Opposition, prevention. * Vexation, annoy-

ance. t. fx before KTX to accomplish, XX aff.

fXKIWTX n. (-si) Pain, agony, anguish.

fxKriXif mfn. (-ww-wwil-XW) ’ Opposing, thwarting. • Offend-

ing, annoying, injuring. t. fx before <1W to accomplish,

STH aff.

frxTW m. (-W-)
1 End, conclusion, cessation, term. * Rest, ces-

sation from labour. 1 Stop, pause. 4 Interval between words

or sentences, x. fx before KW to stop, aff. XX.

fvTTX m. (-XT) A cat. x. fxTSX as above, and X changed to K

fXKTX m. (-T5
) Sound, noise, x. fa before X to make a noise,

aff. XX.

fXKlfxw mfn. (-Xt-finfMx) Shouting, roaring, crying, kc. f.

1 A broom. 4 The nime of a river.
4 Weeping, crying, x. fXKiX

noi«e, TfW and aff.

fVfrji mfn. (-V-lft-wi) Purged, x. fir before for to void by

stool, n aff.

fwfex in. (-v) Brahma : see FfflXH-

fVffMH m. (-*:) Brahma : aee the next.

fwftfil m. (•(%:)
1 BhabmaL • Vibhh'ij. • Si va, l fa imply-

ing various kinds, (of beings,) KX to make or create, l^r

9 L

aff., the radical vowel changed to T, and Xw augment ; also

with KV aff. fxfKX. and with
Y*. frfr** , some authorities

omit the change of the radical vowel, and write fara and

but these seem to be less accurate,

frftx in. (•(:) A note, a tone. x. fa before KW to sound, if

aff., X"W augment, form irr.

fxxx mfn. ( Tr:-WT li)
‘ Broken, bent 4 Blunted. 4 Destroyed.

a. fa before XX to be sick, n aff.

fxxx ra - (-W:)
1 drying. * Proclaiming, e. fa, Xx to cry, ar aff.

fxxi mfn. (-XT-XT-X)
1 Opposed, hindered. 4 Reverse, contrary,

opposite. 4 Inconsistent, (in argument,) incongruous, a non-

aequitur. 4 Opposed in quality, as sweet with sour, &c. 4 Dis-

agreeing with each other, (as articles of medicine or food.)

4 Hostile, adverse. f Excluded, disqualified. * Surrounded,

blockaded, s. fa before XX to stop, aff n.

fKXIWl f. (-WT)
1 Opposition, contrariety. 4 Incongruity. • En-

mity. t. fw added to fxxx ; also with a, fxxxw.

fxxxwx mfn. ( WW ) Ealing incompatible things, g. fxrKf, and

va who eats.

fxxxwmw n- (*'4) Incompatible food. x. fxxx , and foxw

eating.

fxxxri n. (-X) Incompatible food. «. fVw. and Kl food,

fxxxx rafh. (-x=-^1-*) Astringent, drying, n. (-vf> * Censure,

blame, reviling, abuse. ' Oath, imprecation. 4 Contracting,

roughening, meting as an astringent, x. fv before XX to be

rough, aff. XT*.

fxxx mfn. (-tr.-WT-#)
1 Budded, blossomed. 4 Boro. x. fx

before XT to grow, aff. if.

fxxx mfn. {-X:*XI or -^t-Xj
1 Deformed, monstrous. * Unusual

in form or nature, unnatural n. (-X) * Irregular or mon-

strous shape. 4 Difference of nature pr character, t (-XI)

The wife of Yams. x. fx implying variety, and XX form.

ftXKW mfn. (-X:-ftxT-W) 1 Frightful, hideous. • Deformed,

misshapen, x. XW added to the last.

fxxXXTX n. (-#) Disfiguring, x. fxxx. and XTX making.

fxxXTX m. (-XT)
1 S iva. * One of the Hudnu . x. fw implying

reverse, form, and KK the eye; having three eyes.

fXK^f «*• (-WT!)
1 Purging, evacuation by stooL * A purgative.

x. fx before fKW to purge, aff. wr,

fee XX n. (-W) ' Purging, evacuation by stool 4 A purgative.

x. fx before frx to purge, aff. wr.

fxxfXW mfn. (-Wt-WI*W) Purged, evacuated, x. fx before fgx to

purge,X aff.

fxKX mfn. (.X:-XT-X1 To be purged, x. fx, fKX to purge,

Xff aff-

ffKX m. (-tfO
1 A river in general 4 ITie absence of the letter K.

f. fx privative, KX the letter K, kc.

fxxfww mfn. (-W:*WT*lt) Sounded, uttered, x. f^f before KW to

sound, aff.

fXKTX n. (-Wl) A hole, a chasm, ra. (-X) A ray of light, x. fx

before XX to shine, aff. XX.

fXKTXX m. (-W:) ' The sun.
4 The moon. 4

Fire.
4 The son of

the sovereign Phahlada. x. fx before XX to shine, causal

form, aff X*.
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faTrWlJ* in. (-W-) Bai.i, the sovereign of Mak&baiipnr.

b. farrnrw the son of Prah^a'da, and xjw son.

mfn. (-v^t-af:-^) * Shining. • Illuminating, a. fa

before to be light, aff.

faifrw m. (•*:)
1 Enmity, animosity. Restraint, check,controul,

confinement. • Opposition, contradiction. * Preventing, hin-

dranee. * War. • Calamity, misfortune. ' Surrounding,

investing, siege, blockade. * Impediment to a successful pro-

gress of the story (in a play). * Antithesis, contrast. Op*

position of qualities (in articles of food or medicine, &c.)

" Inconsistency, (in argument.) f. (-^t) Fixed rule, ordinance,

institute, a. fir before to atop, aff. w*T.

fwrnnr n, (-W)
1 Opposition, resistance, contradiction. •Hin-

dering, obstructing, preventing. * Incongruity, Inconsis-

tency. 4 Taunting, provoking. • Encountering or defying

periL * Investing, blockading. a. far before TH to stop,

aff. WE.

failfaWB m. (-Wff ) The forty-fifth year of the Indian eyde.

a. fatlfa opposition, irw making,

fa^lfa^ mfn. ( ift-fa^t-fa) ' Inimical, adverse, hostile •Op-

posing, preventing. a Obstructive. 4 Exclusive, disquali-

fying. • Contradictory, inconsistent. • Quarrelsome, conten-

tious.
1 Of opposite and incompatible quality, (food, medi-

cine, &c.) * Besieging, blockading, m. 1 An enemy, an

opponent. The twenty-fourth year of the cycle, *, fatrxt

enmity, aff. Tfa-

fkr^TUTfjs f. (-far) Quarrel, dispute, mutual contradiction.

8. fa^nt contradiction, and speech.

fa^ ifspr mfn. (-Hs-lfT-lT) Left, destitute, forsaken, h. fa, XT
to ascend, TV aff.

fawr r. 6th cl. (fwnflf) 1 To wear, to put on, to clothe or

cover. • To break or divide, r. 10th cl. (trrufa) To throw,

to cast, to direct or send.

n. (-V) ' A hole, a chasm, a vacuity. • A cave, a cavern,

m. (-or-)
1 One of Indra'k horses. • A sort of reed or cane,

(Calamus rotang.) b. fan to divide, See., aff. 9.

fawvr mfn. (-^:-WT-^) * Astonished, surprised. 4 Abashed,

ashamed. * Markkas, having no mark or aim. •Contra-indi-

cated, having a character or mark contrary to what is usual

or natural. • Having no characteristic mark or property.

k, fir before to see, aff.

faurarw mfn. (-V-WT-Ti) Other, different, n. (-d) ' Slate or

condition for which no cause can be assigned, vain and

causeless state. • Seeing, observing, b. fa privative or ne-

gative, and irVB a murk or sign.

faaHTiE n. (-fi) ' Shame. * Surprise. 1 Absence of mark or

aim. 4 Absence of distinguishing property, t. ?T added to

fawr*
;
also with m?r aff. fa«w*T-

fanfaxt mfn.(-IT;-irT-Ti; 1 Seen, observed. * Affected without a

cause. 1 Undiscriminated, unmarked, a. fa intcu. or priv.,

and sefaw marked.

fVrnr mfn. (-Ip-TTM?) Joined or attached to, fixed on or con-

nected with. n. (-if) The waist, the middle, a. fa before

unt to be connected with, * aff, form irr.

fa

M

iyw n. (-ift Overstepping, transgressing, a. fa before %fa

to leap over, aff.

mfn. (-V*WT-d) To be transgrmed or overstepped,

s. fa before wrfa to leap over, aff

fa^ffnr mfn. (-W-HT-W* Transgressed, overstepped. a. fa

before ssfa to leap over, H aff.

faurai mfn. Shameless, impudent, unabashed.

fa privative, urwr shame.

pTiemur mfn. (-ir.-in-*) Modest- a. fa befure to be

modest, irrw^ aff.

favnr* mfn. (-Tn«r xr^-xnr> ' Speaking, talking. * Prating, talk-

ing idly or wildly, k. fa before to speak , w* *ff-

fawww n. (-*)
' The dirt or sediment of any oily substance, as

of clarified butter, &c. • Talking, chattering, talking idly or

wildly, a. fa before mg to speak, aff. WE.

famfaw mfn. (-WvWMT) ' Said. 1 Chattered, Lamented.

spoken in grief, spoken idly. a. fa before erg to speak, ff aff

ftpexg in. (-iq’!) 1 Falling or banging down, pendulouaoess^

• Slowness, tardiness, delay. «- fa before flfa to go, aff.

n. (-W) ' Delaying, retarding. 1 Hanging on or from,

depending, r fa before mfa to go, WE aff.

fr^HHm mfn. (-Wt-nr-Tf) Suspended on, hanging on or from.

e. fa before wrfa to go, »ff.

fawfigw mfn. (-W:-WT-lt)
1 Falling, pendulous, hanging or fa!-

len down. * Slow, tardy, retarded. * Slow, (as time in

music,) adagio, a. farpff delay, fcc., aff.

famfsgiT mfn. ' Delaying, retarding. * Pendu-

lous, depending, hanging on or from. m. (-a^T) The thirty-

second year of the Indian cycle, e. fatfwr slowness, delay,
t

Tfa aff.

favnr m. (-%:) Gift, donation, giving, b. fa reverse, nrfa to

get or gain, aff wxf.

faurf m. (-W) ' Destruction of the world. * Destruction in

general. • Liquefaction, a. fa before gft to liquefy, aff W*.

faartpr n. (-11)
1 Destroying. 1 Corroding, eating away. 1 Li-

quefying.
4 Removing, taking away. • Attenuating, (as the

fluids of the body.) 4 An attenuant f An eacharotic. a. fa

before dft to melt, TUT aff

fawrwT f (-in) A sort of -Sirfu, (S, cordi folia, 8tc.) b. fa before

war to shake, aff. and TPT.

fawwifan mfn. (-Tff-faaft-fa) Living in a hole, burrowing.

m. f-wt) A snake. B. faw a hole, and wifan who inhabita.

fawinr rofh. Living or burrowing in holes, m. (-*:)

A snake. b. faTT a hole, wt to sleep, aff *.

fawwiT mfn. (-^at-^lft-inr )
* Shining, beautiful, splendid. •

• Sportive, wanton, a. fa before wn to shine, flee., aff. w*-

faarww n. (•*) Sporting, dallying, e. fa before If to shine, war aff.

fV^faw mfn. (-1f:-nr-Tf) Sportive, wanton, n. (-it) Wanton

pastime or gestures, e. fa before TJW to shine, if aff.

faaim ra. ( -tj:) Lamentation, the language of grief and dis-

tress. k. fa before wtg to speak, aff TH
faanw m. (-^ :)

1 An instrument, a machine. * A cat. a. fa be-

fore to desire, 6tc., aff or farr* as above, and W
changed to ita congener if.
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firJTTO tn. (-*:) ' One kind of feminine action, considered as

proceeding from and indicative of amorous sentiments

,

change of place, posture, gait or look, on the approach of

the lover, as hiding at his approach, assuming a look of dis*

pleasure, &c. ' Sport, pastime, play, especially amorous pas-

time, dalliance, wantonness. " Grace, elegance. >. fa before

ar* to desire, aff. a*t

famitja ms n. (-*) A pleasure ground, k. fwan* sport, and

artwvr a wood, a grove.

faai reHfoca n. (-a) A pleasure house, a summer house, Ike.

a. faaim sport, and a building,

frwitraa mfn. (-ara-aift-Tir J Sportive, dallying, wanton.

I- fe*TO, and Wip^ aff.

fewTvrfawaTa*t mfn. (-*:-in-^) Greedy, covetous.

f**Tfa*T f (-*l) A drama in one act ou any light subject or

adventure, a. fa, aa to shine, af aff. fern. form,

faanfffar mfn. Mft-finiVfa) Wanton, sportive, dallying, m. (-*t)

' Vishnu. • The moon. 1
Fire. * A eensualiat, an enjoyer.

' A snake. a Siv a.
t Krishn a.

1 Kama or Cupid, f. (-faal)

1 A woman. * A whore, a harlot, k. fa*r* pastime, &c.,

aff. Tf*T or far, to shine, fwafw aff.
j
also read fa* 1fra

fafaig mfn. (-g:*1U‘fi) Anointed, plastered, smeared, s. fa be-

fore f^J to smear, jv aff

fa*\w mfn. (-*:-*?-*) ' Liquid, liquified, semifluid, as melted

oil or butter, Ike. * Disappeared, perished, removed from

sight, either temporarily or permanently. * Imagined, form

ed or infused, as in the mind. * Contiguous to, in contact

with, united or blended with. x. fa before to melt, See.,

aff W.

fa^ H mfn. 1

Seized, taken. • Cut off. • Lost. x. fa

before to cut off, if aff.

fa*fmr nifn. (-IP-WT-lf)
1 Bewildered, disturbed, agitated.

1 Shaken, (by the wind.) x. fa before Ig* to beguile, VI aff.

mfn. (-IT •*?•*) Tremulous, shaking, waving, x. fa

before to agitate, TV aff

fa^*a n. (-*) ' Digging, delving, rooting up. ' Dividing,

splitting. * Making marks or furrows, x. fa before fata to

write, aff". lira-
's

-

tn. (-*:) * Ointment, unguent, especially fragrant unguent

of Sandmi, Agalloehum, &c. 1 Mortar, plaster. * Anointing,

plastering, (-at) Hice-gruel. x. fa before f*a to anoint or

smear, aff. **l.

fa*** n. (-*)
1 Perfume for the person, unguent or oil of Saa-

dat, saffron, camphor, bdellium, Stc. * Smearing the body

with fragrant oils, Ike. "Plastering, f. (-^t)
1 A woman

adorned with perfumes, &c. * Rice-gruel- x. fa before f**

to smear, aff. a?.

fe^ai mfn. To be spread or plastered, m. (-ar.) Rice-

gruel. *. fa before fiaa to smear, aff. *nr

fajraifaH mfn. (-<Vf**1-f*j Living or burrowing in holes.

m. (-^) A snake, x. f** 7th case, aifaa who dwells,

fail** m. (-at)
1 A snake. * A rat. 1 A hare.

4 Any animal

living or burrowing in holes, x. fa* x hole, in the seventh

case, and •** who sleeps or dwells.

fl%T

f*wr« mfn. Solitary, lonely, a. fw priv., wi» • person,

r««l*'«r nf, (-li-Wt) Sight, seeing, looking, e. fe before yii
to see, spt .1

feitnteTq mfn. (-n:-WMS 1 Agreeable, beautiful, fit to be seen

or looked at. s. fa before U> aee, wsttey aC

fe etinnlee i f. (.in) Loreimess, beauty, a. irw added to the last,

feirerew mfn. (•*-vet-wit) Seeing, looking at. a. fa before

Wr* to see. va aff.

fvwrfbnr mfn. (-*:-*T-lf) Seen, beheld, a. fa before *r« to

see, aff. n
fa*m * n. (-4) The eye. x. fa before *r* to see, aff. ipr.

faa?i**ar* m. (-a;) A glance, a look. x. fa*T**, and *r*

alighting.

f«*l**nq n. (-sj) Tears, x. fa*r**. and ^aa water,

fa^rra* m. (-art) A sort of fish, (Clupea cultraU.) a. fa before

W* to roll on the ground, aff.

faaraa n. (-a)
1 Agitating, shaking, churning. * Rolling or

tossing, x. fa, ** to agitate, aff

fa*rfc* mfn. (-ifi-TTT-tf)
1 Agitated, churned, shaken. " Rolling

or tumbling on the ground, x. fa before *nr to be tremu-

lous, aff. if.

ftaraa n. (-af) * Destruction.
1 Deluding, x. fV before ^a to

cut, causal v„ ar aff.

fa^T* m. (-*>) Attraction, delusion, seduction, x fa before

ara to delude, aff. a^.

fa*W* n. (-si)
1 Allurement, attraction, temptation, seduction.

1 Beguiling, perplexing. * Praise, commendation, especially by

contrast with inferiority, a. fa before ** to delude, &c.»

aff. W*.

ftarrfaa mfn. (-a:-aT-lfJ ' Allured, beguiled. * Deceived. • Prais-

ed. s. fa before w* to delude, causal v., * uff.

faarrxj hid. Having beguiled, fascinated, &c. a. fa before **
to delude, causal v„W aff

fa*WXI* mfn. (-*;-*!•*) Beiog fascinated, overcome, beguiled*

&C. X. fa before ** to beguile, pass, v , *t** aff.

fa*m mfn. (-*:-*V*) Reverse, opposite, contrary, backward,

against the hair or grain, m. (•*:)
1 Reverse, opposite course

or order, &c. * A snake. • Varum a, regent of the waters.

4 A dog. n. (•*) A water-wheel or machine for raising water,

f. (.*t) Embllc myrobalan. x. fa implying difference, &c.,

and *T* the hair of die body
j
also with ** added fa*rr**.

fa*i«f**I f. (-*7)
1 Doing any thing backwards or in reverse

order. * (In arithmetic,) Rule of Inversion, x. fa*7*f, and

f**T act.

findr** mfn. (-ai: *T-*) Born of a father of an inferior caste

and mother of a superior, x. fa*w inverse order, and *
born ; also fa*T*T*nT, fltflWV**, &c.

fr^T*fanr ro. (-*.) An elephant, x. fa*r* reversed, f*rr the

tongue.

fh^Tyaufir* n. (.*) Rule of Three inverse, x. fa%m, and

airffl* rule of Three.

fa*T*a^ m. (-:) A man of mixed or inferior birth, x. fa*T*

contrary to the proper order, (of marriage, See.) and a* a

class.
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fWfrwfkfx f (-fa) ' Inverted or reversed ceremony. " (In

arithmetic.) Rule of Inversion, k. fxxix. and fVfx rule,

fxurrw mfn. (-w:-WT*r.) ' Shaking, trembling, tremulous.

• Fickle, unsteady. 1 Rolling, (a* the eyes.)
4 Tossing,

waving, a. f*T before XJX to agitate, aff. XW.

fa^iwnrf f. (-ITT)
1 Tremulousness. • Unateadinesa. * Rolling,

(of the eyes.) B WX. added to the last
j
also with X, fwwrwx.

fxBtTXW n. (-if) Shaking, stirring, agitating, a. fx before VI
to agitate, causal aff. W*.

ffq ifXX mfn. (-W:-WT-W) Shaken, agitated, tossed, k. f% before

BJW to agitate, causal v., x aff.

fiNTTW* m. (-XP) Any animal living in holes, a reptile, a fxw,

and abode.

fax n. (-X)
1 A pit, a hole. * Asafcctida. E. fww a hole, XX aff.

fBXfXT f. (-XT) A sort of yam : see VTTI^t.

fxxa m. (•XB :
) A fruit tree, commonly named B4l

t
(.-Egle mar-

melos.) n. (-xd) ' The fruit of the B4L • A measure, the

same as the Pata. *- fxx to divide, Un'idi iff XX-

flXXT f. (-XT)
1 Wish, desire. • The wish to speak. *. XX to

speak, In the desiderative form, aff. XX-

faBfxx mfn. (.x*-WT-W)
1 Wished, desired. * Purposed, in.

tended.
4 Literal, not figurative, (a word or phrase.) 4

In-

tended to be spoken or said. n. (-if) An object desired, f. (-xi)

Purpose, wish, what one wishes to declare or speak, a. xx
to speak, desiderative form, x aff.

fxxx mfa.(-Xp-^>y) Wishing to speak, k. XX to speak,

desid. V., X aff.

fVafxx mfn. (-W;*1[:*W) Crafty, deceitful, b. fx before XX to

trick, desid. v., ^ aff.

Atxxt i. (-wr) a cow whose calf is dead. s. ft priv., xx
a calf.

fXBX* m^n *
1 Disputing, contending. • Litigat-

ing. b. fa variously, ax to speak, aa aff.

fas gw I a mfn. (-X-XT-d) 1 Disagreeing, contending, maintain-

ing different arguments. * Litigating. >. fir before ax to

speak, XTXXaff.

fxxx m. ( Xt) * A road, a highway. A yoke for carrying bur-

dens. ' A load.
4 Storing grain or bay, Ac. 1 An ewer, a

pitcher, a. fa before aa to strike, aff. XX
;

also xfxx.

fxxfxx m. (-a:) A chandler, b. fxxx storing grain, aay aff,

and the vowel unchanged j
also xxfxx.

flBfx B mfn. (y-y-*) Desirous or wishing to praise, e. afx

to praise, desid. a aff.

fxxx n. (-X) * A bole, a chasm, a vacuity. • Fault, defect.

• Separation, disjunction, b. fa before IW to choose, to cover,

Ac., and XX aff.

fxxyx n. (-X) ’ Explanation, exposition, gloss, comment • In-

terpretation, translation. • Uncovering, exposing, laying bare

or open. * Detailing, describing, s. fa before l to select (the

meaning), aff. W»-

flB<xifxxT f. (-XT) A pipe, a fife, a flute, b. fxxt a hole, a

perforation, xm a pipe, added, fern. form.

info. {-X:-X*~a) Wishing to make manifest or declare.

*. fa before t to choose, desid. x aff.

faauja n, (*x) Abandoning, leaving, shunning, b. fa before

IW to leave, XI aff.

fXamlwtw mfn. (-x-XT-il) To be avoided, shunned, quitted, Ac.

t. fa before aw to abandon
,

aff.

fxxwrxw mfn. (-XX-X^dt-XW) Avoiding, leaving, a. fa before

IW to quit, x« aff.

faafwrw mfn. (-W:-WT*W) Left, abandoned, avoided, shunned.

B. fa before aw to leave, aff. X-

fxx^ rofo. (-xh-^T-x) 1 Low, vile- * Bad coloured. Wanting

colour. 4 Changing colour, m. (-4:) A man of a low caste,

one of degrading occupation, an outcaste. a. fa privative,

and ax caste

fxB W mfn. (-X:-XT*XJ Pale-faced, b. fax4 colourless, x^W
face.

faW m. (-^t) 1 Assemblage, collection, heap or multitude.

1 Dancing. ‘ Going or turning round, revolving, returning.

4 Human error, worldly ignorance, the confounding of truth

and falsehood, or the mistaking of unreal objects and con-

ceiving them to be what they are not, as mirage for water,

a rope for a snake, &c. 1 Modification, various or altered

state or condition, b. fx before tw to be, aff. x.

fax^W n. (-X) 1 Going round, circumambulating an altar, Ac.

* Revolving, turning round. ' Whirling, causing to go round.

4 Returning. * Passing through in succession, as various

lives, various bells, Ac. * Being, abiding, e. fx before xx to

be, aff. XJX

fax^w rx mfn. (-Xt-XT-X) Turning back or round, recoiling,

revolving, returning, Ac. b. fx before XX to be, XTXX off.

fxxfwx mfn.(-w:*WT-W) 1 Revolved, returned. 4 Whirled round.

* Turned back or away. t. fir before fX to be, X aff.

fxxix n. (-X*) * Increase. * Cutting, dividing, s. fx before «x

to increase, to ent, Xz aff.
. # •

fXBflX mfn. (-X:-XT*x)
1 Increased, enlarged. • Cut, divided.

b. fx before ix to increase, to cut, x aff.

fxxx nfn. (*x**-in-X)
1 Subject, subjected. * Independant.

* Apprehensive of death, unwilling though about to die.

4 Desirous of death, sedate at that period, or having the

soul free from worldly cares and fears. 1 Uncontrouled, un-

restrained, unsubdued, b fx before XX to wish, aff. XX.

fxxxi mfn. (-X:*Xrt-Xi) Unclothed, naked, a. fx priv., and XW
clothes.

fxxx* m. (-XTX) * A god. 1 The sun. * A run a, the charioteer

of the son. 4 The seventh or present Menu
;
also Vaivaswa-

ta. f. (-tft) The city of the sun. «. fx implying variety, XX

to cover or hide, affix fxx, fxxx here said therefore to im-

ply various covering, as a garment of light, i. e. the rays of

the sun, and WTJX poss. aff.

frxr* mfn. (-X!X-XTW?t-XTX
,l-xnr) Blowing, blowing gently,

a. fx before XT to blow, X« »ff.

fxXTX m - (
mK) ' Contest, contention. * Contest at law, a legal

dispute, litigation, a law suit «. fx before xx to speak,

aff XW.

fxxrxnjxx mfn. (-w-WT-tf) Disputed, litigated, b. fxXTX » law

suit, XJ according to, and XW gone.
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ftrr^rfJw m(n. ( iff-fiijft-fii) Seeking for a dispute or quar-

rel. m. j rtf A litigant, a prosecutor, a plaintiff, a. fqqrq,

and who seeks.
f

fVwT^l^Ktwr tnfn. (-w:-lTT-ir) Litigated, contested at law.

t. fwWTW- and wnwiw place, tjw become, f% augment

fwWlfwW mfn. Disputing, contending, a litigant

a. fwWTW. and xfw aff.

foit m. (-X-) * Dilatation, expansion. * Open or expanded

state of the organs of speech for the articulation of vowels

and sibilants, a. fv before f to cover, wwr aff.

fw"WTW mfn. (-V-WT-IO Without clothes, raked, m. (-*:) Banish-

ment. a. fw priv., and WTW vesture or abode.

fswiTOTO n. (-#) Banishing, transporting, a. firWTWr, and wrro

making.

fwwiTO n. (-W) Exile, banishment a. fw away, WTTO abiding.

fawTfwW mfn. (-ir-WT-lf) Banished, expelled, a. fw, and TO to

dwell, causal v ,n aff.

froiwt mfn. To be expelled or transported, a. fw

away, TO to dwell, causal v., apt aff.

f*pwiw ni- (-) Marriage. a. fw mutually, TO to take,

aff. TO.

fulfil* mfn- (-ir.-WT-lIJ Married, a. fw before TO to bear,

causal v., H aff.

from mfn- (-V-XT-WI) Marriageable, to be married, m. (-WI)

A son-in-law, a bridegroom, a. fwWTW marriage, and

TO aff.

fwfcm mfn. (-w.-WT-li)
1 Lonely, solitary, desart ' Pure, fault-

less.
1 Separated, distinguished, disjoined, detached. 4 Dis-

criminative, judicious, a judge.
1 Discriminated, judged • Pro-

found, (as judgment or thought) T Intent od. a. fw before

fTO to be or make separate, aff. if.

fwfwwwrw mfn. <-W:-W?-*) Intent upon any object, a fwfw*,

and WTW disposition. -

f^rfaTOfTO tr.fn. (-#t-fwWt-f*} Solitary, retired, recluse, seeking

or affecting solitude. e. fwfWH, and wfw\ who serves or

pursues.

fwfwTO mfn. (-W'W-wffVwtO Wishing or purposing to enter.

t. fro to enter, desid. v., TO aff.

IwfTOT f. (-*r) Wish or purpose to enter. x. *fww to enter,

desid. v., wpw and WTW aff*.

fwfrw mfn. (-^:-Wp-^) Wishing or intending to enter. E. fro

to enter, deaid. v, w aff.

frfro tnd. Having considered, discussed, judged, e fw* to

judge, with fw prefixed, and WdW aff.

fwfwfwww mfn * -^-TO) Obtaining, getting. a. fw* to

know, TO aff., with T* inserted,

fwfwf* mfn. Knowing, wise. e. fro 10 know,

TO aff.

fxfro mfn. (-w*.-WMi) Various, multiform, of many sorts, b. fw

before fwfW sort, kind.

fwfwfwTO mfn. <-WTW*lRf)*TO) Entering, t. fro to enter, root

rep., TO aff., XT* augment.

fyfWTO mfn. (-*TW-W3Wt-TO) Entering, who or what enters.

b. fxr«c to enter, TO root rep.

9 M

fwwfw m. (-W') An inclosed spot of ground, abounding in grass.,

wood, &c., a preserved pasture, a paddock, &c. e. fw priva-

tive, and wfat gone.

frotro^T m. (-^T) The superintendant or owner of a preserved

pasture, b. fwwYw a paddock, &c., and wvi* a master,

frni mfn. Mr.-m-li) Abandoned, left. f. (-ht) A woman dis-

liked or deserted by her husband. *. fw before TO to aban-

don, aff. n r

fknfl m. (-Wi-WI-vf)
1 Expanded, extended, extensive, Urge-

* Evident, displayed, made manifest. * Exposed, discovered.
4 Opened. ' Explained, interpreted, expounded. * Open (as

the organs of speech for the articulation of vowels and sibi-

lants.) f. (-WT) A disease, an ulcer attended with much pain

and bent. t. fw before V to be, aff. If.

fWTOT* mfn. (-*:•**-*) Large-eyed. m. (-*:) A cock. b. fwTO

large, nfw the eye, and aff.

fVtfif f- (-fir.)
1 Explanation, exposition, gloss, comment, inter-

pretation.
1 Making clear or manifest. * Discovery, expo-

sure. m. fw before W to prefer or choose, aff.

fxrTO mfn. (-V-HT-lf) Turned or twisted round, whirling,

revolving, rolling, k. fw before TO to be, j| aff.

fwfTO. mfn. (-TO-Wt-TO) Wishing to be. e, to to be, desid. v.,

W* aff.

fWffTO mfn. (-iTT-*t-«) Who or what wishes to be. b. TO to be,

desid. v., WWaff

fwffvt f. (-fvt:) Turning round, rolling, whirling, tumbling. I. fw

before TO to be, aff. fi|W.

fwf f mfn. (-V-XT-1) Augmented, increased, b. fk, and TO

the same.

fVlfw f- (-fit) Growth, increase, augmentation, u. fw before

if* the same.

fW** m. (-WT:)
1 Discrimination, judgment, the faculty of dis-

tinguishing things by their properties, and classing them

according to their real not apparent nature j in the P'edinia

system, it is applied to the power of separating Brakme

or invisible spirit, from the ostensible world, truth from

untruth, or reality from illusion. * Discussion, investigation.

• A reservoir, a bath. a. fw severally, fww to judge, aff. TO
fwwwm f. (-WT) Judgment, discrimination, the faculty or pro-

perly of judgment, s. tot added to the lust) also with *,

fw*w«t

fww«sTTOl n. (•!') Discrimination, discemtoent s. fwwwTOW.

and H aff. ; or with TOT, fwWTOTOT.

fwTO WTO'
m. (-WT) A wise or discerning man. k. fww#, and

WWW who sees.

fwwfliWT f. (-WT) Discussion, discrimination, dUcriminativeneM.

b. fwtwft discriminative, andqWWf aff. ; also fw*!wrw n. (-f)

mfn. (• Judicious, discriminative, m. (-•fo

A sage, a philosopher, a judge, a. fw before fro to judge,

fwTO aff.
f

fs * TO mfn. (-Wp.-WT-wf) To be discussed or judged, s. fw before

fro to judge, if* aff.
;
also fww^ and fwwrTOtw

fwTTO n. (-if) Discrimination, judgment, distinguishing

truth from falsehood, e. fw before fro to judge, aff.
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mfn. ( T.-in-’i) To be judged or diseoioei *.

to judge, aff.

fail* m. (-tt) A husband, a bridegroom, a lover, t. fa before

WT to obtain, aff.

fTJTif mfn. (-*W-¥ift-*ir) Silent, refraining from or refusing

to apeak, a. fa privative . jtth speaking,

fafar* m. (-*:) Affectation of indifference, one of the branches

of amorous dalliance, or feminine actions, tending to excite

love or desire. e. fa before to go, aff. f, fag said here

to mean a particular gait, and sftr* bouse, place, site,

fa* r. 6th cl. (fa*fa)
1 To enter, to pervade. With *JT* or *

prefixed, 1 To go in, to enter. * To occupy or engross.

With 1 To sit, to sit down. * To approach. With fir.

* To dwel1,
4
to abide. * To place or station. With fa or

and fw,
1 To rett, to halt, to sit down. especUily briore or in

presence of. * To conceal. With fwT, To go out or forth.

With hfr, To place before, to present. With «w. To lie

down, to repoM. With BB and fir. To be near, to be close

to or in tbe neighbourhood. With sm and ^Ib, To introduce,

fin n. (-B) The film or fibre, of the stalk of the water-lily.

*. for to enter, aff. Sf.

f*v m. (fax)
1 A man of the mercantile tribe. * A man in

general, f. (fa*) ' Entrance. * A daughter, a. fair to enter,

aff. fw\-

fau^p mfn. Fearless, undaunted, a. ft, and xc*T

fear.

fairer mfn. (-«:-*! or Great, large, b. fa the particle,

and aff. in this tense.

ft mfn. (-ar.-WT-*) Fearing, apprehending, e. fa before

to doubt, lastXaff.

faxp* mfn. Entering. *. fas? to enter, KM aff.

fniX mfn. {-*:-*!-*)
1 Of a while colour. * Clear, pure, pel-

lucid. * Evident, apparent, manifest. 4 Beautiful, m. (-^t)

White, the colour, k. fa before ** to wither or perish,

aff.

faxrvi m. (-V) ' Doubt, unoertaicty. * Refuge, asylum, *- fa

before sft to sleep, ** aff.

favtfaw mfn. (-il-fasft-faj * Dubious, uncertain. Doubting.

*. favni doubt, \fM aff., or fa before <1 to sleep, fafa aff.

fbirc m. (-T*) Killing, slaying, slaughter, b. fa before If to

injure or kill, aff. also with w», aft far**:* n. (-W).

few mfn,
(
«:-WT -^H>

1 Free from thorns or spikes. * Free

from care or pain. f. (-W!) 'A twining Jirub, (Menupermum

cordifolium.) * A sort of potherb, the kind not ascertained.

•A plant, commonly De*ti, (Croton poly andrurn.)
4 Another,

commonly Teori, (Convolvulus turpethum.) * A sort of fruit,

Langatiya. B. fa privative, ftmi *ijij a stalk or stem.

fa stSIX '* m. (-VSI) A plant, (Echites dichotomy Rox.)

n. (-si)
1
Killing, slaying, slaughter. * Dissecting, cut-

ting. m. (-*:) A sabre, a crooked sword, b. fa before w* to

hurt, aff-

fagfa* rnfn.(-w:.wt-w) * Hurt, killed. * Cut, dissected. • Well-

mannered. a. fa before ** to injure, aff. W, and T^r aug-

ment.

faicfati mfn. (ifr-it-*) ' Killing, * Dissecting, n, fa before

km to kill, ** aff.

fas?* mfn. (-*:->*T-*f) * Praised, celebrated. * Arrogant, ill-

mannered, rude. b. fir before w*T to praise, aff. n.

fa** mfn. ( Disarmed, unarmed, a. fa, and

a weapen.

f'BBrrfTT m. {-*:) A plant, (Euphorbia of various kinds.)

fain* mfn. (-V-BW-W) Branchless, e». (•«:) ' Kabtikrya. An

altitude in shooting, standing with the feet n span apart.

• A solicitor, a petitioner, a bevgar.
4 A spindle, f. (-WT)

The sixteenth lunar astcrism, figured by a festoon, and con-

taining four, or according to some, two stars, one of which

is or « Libra. ' A cucurbiiaceous plant, (Moroordiea

charantia.) k. fa without, *TBl a branch, or falHWl the

asterism, (by which personified the god waa cherished,)

aff., and the vowel unchanged.

fawiwai m. (-«r:) The orange, (Citrus aurantium.) B. fa*T*l

the asterism, and ur*r to be bom
\

aff. M •, coining into sea-

son, when the sun ia in this asterism, or about tbe end of

October.

fti(l«l n. (-wf) An attitude in shooting, i. fViTTWT the same,

and W* pleonasm.

faxCTO m. (•*:} Sleeping, and watching alternately. B. far inter*

vening, to sleep, aff. w*.

fa*it* n. (-*) Killing, slaying, slaughter, i. fa before * to

injure, aff. WZ.

fawTTg mfn. 1 Learned, wise. * Confident, bold,

presuming. * Famous, celebrated, b. fasn* great, exten-

sive, (fame, &c.) and *T to give, aIT. the V changed

to*.

faxTO mfn. (-fr:-VT*W) ' Great, large. ' Broad. * Great, emi-

nent, illustrious, m. (-^*.)
1 A sort of deer. * A sort of bird,

f. (-WT)
1 The city Ougein. * Bitter apple, (Cucumi* colocyn-

this.) e. fa particle, and aff., or fax? to enter, Un adi

afl.

faXTWfir mfn. (-Br:-xrT-^) W’ell born. n. (-Bi) An illustrious

family, b. faxTvr, and race.

fannwm f. (-ITT) ' wridth, breadth. * Magnitude, bulk. • Emi-

nence, distinction, i. fanrur large, aff. of the abstract

;

also n. (-Bi)

m. (-BT*) A tree, (Echites scholaris.) «. fax?W Urge,

and sr^ skin or bark.

fawrerr* mfn, Having large or beautiful eyes,

m. (-BP) ' S iva.
# Ga bud's, f- (-^l) Pa'avaxf. ft. fai?m large,

and 'wfa the eye, BX aff.

fafaw m. (-V) ' An arrow. • An iron crow. f. (-^i) ' A spade,

a hoe. * A highway, a broad or carriage road. * A very

minute arrow, a sort of needle or spindle. 4 A barber's wife.

* A sick room, or the dwelling of the sick. 8. fa implying

possessed of, Stc., and fr*T a crest.

fafaniW mfn. (-W.-WT-xf) Sounding. x.fa before fatfai to sound,

x?r^ aft

fafar* mfn. (-W.-m-W) Sharpened, f. fa before fa to sharpea,

Hftff
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ftfo n. (-^) A palace, a temple. x. fW[ to enter, Un'fidi

aiT., and x substituted for the pen. vowel

ftfirw rafn. (-¥:*¥T-W)
1 Endowed with, possessed of, having,

|

inherent or attached to. * Excellent, superior, distinguished.

• Especial, peculiar. * Having distinctive and exclusive pro-

perties. x. f«r before to tell qualities, aff. if-

IVfimn f.(-wr) • Excellence, distinction. * Individuality, having

distinguishing or characteristic qualities. * Peculiarity, as

of duty, &c. x. added to the last
;
also fhfhnnt.

mfn. * Dry, dried up, withered, decayed.
|

• Wasted, impaired, t. ftr before w to injure, n aff.

fwwftw mfn. (-cp-mi-ig) To crumble or fall to ruin, likely or fit
|

to. i. f5r before ¥ to injure, ¥*T aff.

mfn. (-¥;•*!-*) Being wasted or destroyed, decay-

ing, perishing, i. fk before H to injure, pass, v., aff.

finptW mfn. (-W:-OrT-SS) 111- behaved, indecorous, immoral, s fh

prir., behaved.

fagi mfn. 1 Pure, purified, clean, cleansed, free

from vice or fault. * Pious, virtuous. • Humble, modest,

compliant. 4 Corrected, x. fir intenaitive prefix, and TJI

pure, clean.

faijfg f. (-f%i)
1 Purity, purification. * Equality, similarity.

• Removal of doubt. 4 Correctness. * In Algebra, a subtrac-

tive quantity. *. fh before uf% purity.

fhTjfmm info (-W7B5) Pure, tree from soil or vice. x. fwijflj

and «nar who shares.

few* rofti. (-w.-wr-*i) Unchecked, unrestxained, unfettered,

(literally or figuratively.) a. far privative, and a chain,

fan?* m. <•¥:)
1 Sort, kind, manner. * Difference, individual or

specific identity and consequent distinction from every

other individual or species. * (In logic.) The peculisr attri-

bute, (predicabile prnprium,) the cause of perception of ex-

clusion.
4 Excellence, superiority. 4 A limb, a member. • A

mark on the forehead with Sandal. f A figure of rhetoric, dis-

tinguished as of three kinds, all implying variety of means

or effect, e. fir discriminative prefix, fsrv to attribute or dis-

tinguish by attributes, aff. aw.

faiTO mfn. (*w:-¥T-¥) Discriminative, distinguishing, attribu-

tive, characteristic, mn. 1 A mark on the forehead

made with Sandal, &c., and worn either as an ornament or

sectarial distinction. 4 An attribute, a predicate. * An

arrangement of poetical composition, x. far before fwa to

attribute, or distinguish, aff. ww.

friNwv rafn. (-si:-wt-«) Amorous, desirous, x. fn?a, and ¥iw

who desires.

frwa^il m. (-at*-) An object of a single and distinct kind, as the

soul, mind, time, place, and the atoms of earth, water, light,

and air. x. faita, and »¥ property,

feipm mfn. (•Y-Wr-V) Wise, intelligent, x, fa*a, and ^
who knows.

fxrwaa mfn. (-¥:-¥?-#) * Discriminative, attributive.
4 Distinc-

tive, (as a property, &c.) n. (-ai) 1 Distinguishing, discrimi-

nating. 1 An epithet, an attribute, an adjective, x. ft before

fax to distinguish by attributes, aff W* or trt.

fa*

faiu'fftH mfn. (-a:-¥r-^) To be discriminated or distinguished,

what may or ought to be marked as distinct, x. fir before

fiCB to distinguish, aff.

md. Especially, particularly, specifically, x. faifa, and

wfa aff.

fkwaaai ro. i-nk) Peculiar or different duty. x.fV^W, and

¥^duty,

fV^vunrar f. (-WT) ' Reflecting on or perceiving differences.

4 (In algebra,) Composition by the difference of the products.

t.faxiB. and WTa4T considering,

fawwaww n. (-tf) Specific or characteristic mirk or sign.

*. fWa, and WWW mark.

fa^awww n, (-¥) Special or different text. x. frda, and

WWW a text.

faivfafW rn. (*TTW) A sage, a philosopher. g.fawa excellence,

and learned.

frwifVfW f. (-tap) Special rule or observance, x. fsrwa, and

fhfw rule. ,

’ Divided, distinguished, separated.

4 Predicated, attributed, having as an attribute or being dis-

tinguished by it. * Excellent, superior, x. fwiia sort, kind,

&c.
,

aff.

fVwaTfw f. (-OlO
1 A figure of rhetoric, coupling cause with

effect, so as to explain any peculiar manner or condition.

4 Panegyric, recapitulation of merits, t. fripi sort, kind, and

wf>* saying.

fa*w mfn. (.ap-ar-al) To be distinguished or discriminated

9 Distinguishing, to be discriminated by. 4 Principal,

primary, chief, ro. (-*:) A name, a substantive, n. ( -wj
j The

object of a predicate, x. fir before finr to distinguish by its

attributes, and agff aff.

ftWT* mfn. (-*u*T-¥j Without grief, happy, x. fh priv., lfrw

sorrow.

ftiriaw n. (-¥) Cleaning, purifying, freeing from soil, defect, or

sin. f. (*Wt)
1 A plant, commonly Nagadanti. 4 The capital

of Brawn/. x. fh before ¥1* to be pure, causal v., W7 aff.

fVirawta mfn. (-ap-WT-^) To be cleaned or purified, to be freed

from soil, fault, Ac. x, fa before tra to be pure, causal v.,

WB*Tax; aff.
;
also fVl?TfaW¥ and fff^TW-

faw ifaw mfn. (-ip-WT-lf) Purified, cleansed, freed from soil, &c.

a- fir before TP* to be pure, causal v., n aff.

fawifww n. (-w)
1 Cleaning, purifying. 4 Clearing, freeing from

obstructions, x. frihfw^, and w aff
;
also with war. fhi?ifwwT.

fainfa* mfn. (-wtfwtftfw) 1 Cleaning, purifying.
^

4 Clearing.

E. far before lj¥ to be pure, causal fwfa aff.

fViriqw n. (*af) Drying, desiccating, x. for before aja to be dry,

causal v., Wpr aff.

fa wifaw mfn. (-ir*.-WT-W). Dried, dried up. x. fa bfifore Tja to

be dry, causal v., W aff.

fhnr m. (-W:) Lustre, shining, x. fawf to shine, WW &ff.

finaw n. (-if) Gift, giving, donation, x. fw before ¥¥ to give,

qgT aff.
;
also frvTWW.

fem mfn. (-ar-^r-*f)
1 Trusted, confided in, confided to.

4 Patient, tranquil.
4 Lowly-minded, not lofty> not mag-

fssifk* mfn. (-TT?-m-W)
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nanimous. 4 Excessive, exceeding, much. * Firm, steady.

• Rested, reposed, e. fw before wr to be weary or wwi to

trust, &c, ufT. * s see fww.
fwwajm f. (-ITT) Trust-worthiness, i. fwwar* and iTfT aff.

fWMl m. (-R:) Rest, repose, cessation from fatigue or work.

a. fif privative, WR to be weary, aff. also fwwiR.

fit*fw* mfn. (-ir-WI-tf) Wearied, exhausted, a. fwRR, and

f*TRRl m. (-RT)
1 Trust, confidence. * Affection, affectionate

inquiry. * Festive or sportive noise or tumult, x. fir before

war to trust, aff. RRT, and the initial optionally changed j

also fwwwr

ind. Having rested, i. fw before wr to be weary, WRaff.

fRRR m. (-W-)
1 Abode, asylum* * Dependence upon. a. fw,

to serve, W aff.

finrfxwmfn. (-Rt*fR*Vfw)
1 Living or dwelling in. • Serving,

depending on. a. ft before ’ft to serve, aff.

filRTRR n. (-1) Gift, giving, donation, a. fw before rr to give,

r. 10th cL aff. war.

firwrfinr mfn. (-ir-WT-li) Bestowed, given, a. fir before wpq to

give, r. 1 0th cl. if aff.

fwwlRt mfn. (W.-flT*4) * Rested, reposed. * Ceasing, desisting

from. • Calm, composed, a. fw before RTR! the same,

frwififl f- Rest, repose, cessation frotn toil or occupation.

a. fir before ww to be weary, aff. fifR.

ffRIR m. (-R;) * Rest, repose. #
Pause, stop, cessation. • Tran-

quillity, composure, a. fir before RR to be weary, aff w*f.

firwnr m. (-R:)
1 Fame, celebrity. * Flowing, dropping, a. fir

before ^ to bear or to drop, aff. w*r

fwRTRR n, (-w) • Causing to flow or drop. • Bleeding. • Ap-

prising, causing to hear. a. fir before w to ooze, flee., causal

W» aff

fw*il mfn, (-Wt-WT-TT)
1 Famous, celebrated, notorious. • Known.

• Pleased, delighted, happy. * Dropped, flowing, a. fw before

ff heard.

first* f. (-fif:)
1 Celebrity, fame, notoriety. » Oozing, flowing,

a. fw before ^ to hear, aff fifR.

fRRTR mfn. (-w-fTT-ri) Languid, relaxed, a. fw before loose.

fwURFT mfn. (-Yt-^-'rf) Weak, relaxed, nerveless, a. firqpf,

and wr the body,

fwfiCTC rafn. (-T:-ffT*¥) Separated, disunited, a. fw before f%w
to unite, H aff.

U n». (*R:)
4 Separation, distance, especially of lovers, or

husband and wife. * Disunion, disjunction, separation in

general.* (In arithmetic.) The converse of addition, a. fk
before fiaw to unite, aff wr.

firewwnf* f- (-fif*.) (In arithmetic,)The assimilation of difference,

the reduction of fractional difference, a. fintfw, and wrif*

kind.

fw« mfn. (-R:-RT-R) All, entire, whole, universal, n. ( wi) The
world, the universe, m. (-¥:) A deity of a particular class

in which ten are enumerated
; their names are Vase, Satta,

Ksati, Dakseia, Kala, Kama, Dh*Iti, Kuiu, Pvrurava. and
Madzava : they are worshipped particularly at the funeral

obsequies in honor of deceased progenitors in general, and

receive an oblation of clarified butler at tbc daily and do-

raeatic S'rtddha. nf. f-^-'WT) Dry ginger, f. (-tt) A tree, the

bark of which is said to be used in dying red, commonly Ain,

(Betula.) s. first to enter, to pervade, Un kdi aff. sr*T.

fJrwwg mfn.
j:-J)

Wicked, vile m, ( TO 1 A dog trained

for the chase * Sound, noise, a, ftsg all, pleonaam, T
to run, to pursue, aff. T, or firw with Wffg to cry or call, aff

*. and X augment.

frWemw tn.
1 The sun. 1 The son of Btussf, and artist

of the goda. • A saint, a. ftwr universal, arm work, act.

fVsrawS^vr f. (-srr) 8a.vjn'ya, one of the 'wives of the sun.

a. fit s.ti the artist of the gods, and gin the daughter
; also

fTTTtpstl , Ac.

fVrwr f. (-*r) A sort of gull, (Larus ridibnndns.) a, few all,

W to cry, aff, ST.

.b n mfn.
( -are Who or what makes all. m. (-van ' The

creator, the maker of all things. # The carpenter or architect,

and artist of the gods. a. few all, and wir who m„ket.

frvifj m, (-51) Axiat d'dha, an incaraatioo of Ka'ua, as the
son of PaADVtmxt. «. fee universe, a bnnuer.

fTTOT m.(^t) 1 Vcsbn'v, A particular Iona of that deity, to
whom the fragments of a sacrifice to Vtstte c are offered,

f. ( SR) A plant, commonly Pn,fag,. a. futre evety way.
and UA 1 an army, more properly fvwsaPT

firTTuar f. (.at!) The e»rih. a. ftrq all, and la fragntnee.
fust*run mfn. te'ft-TW) Spreading or going in evety diree-

lion. 1. fannr and qtatt going.

franiiT m. (-gt)
1 Vtsano. * Judea. a. fur all, and iir pre.

server,

^ mfn, (-X'-XT-Xl All-creating, making all. m. (.y) fho
eye. a. fwR all, and RT making.

n - <•’0 Al> m">. mankind, t. firr, and an people.

ftTwwlw In n̂- * 'W :'WT*a) Good for or suitable to all men.
s. farsRn, and W aff.

(TTtsrefsi mfn. (-T^qt-af) Suiuble or relating to all men.
*. fa w all, an mankind, e aff

fTTWig mfn, (-tac-^i-nt) Fit or good for all men. 1. frr*n
and ant aff.

firrlwrar mfn. (-fin) AU subduing. m. (.fan) • A particular
ceremony or sacrifice. * The cord or noose or Vabitk a, i
all, and finr what subdues.

farrq tufa. (-Wgpit.nj Going everywhere, iad. orerfs.
n. i qq) Every where, universally. «. far* all, ** to go,
aff. f*q ;

it is more usually written both in simple and com-
pound forma finwR, from a different etymology.

fiTYm? ind Every where, all around, universally. *. fw* »1],

and wfo aff

fWYRR m. (*R:) A tuvadira. a deity of a particular class . aee
fWY. f. (-WT) A plum, (Hed) sanim lagopodiuidea.) a. fwY
all, f^w to sport, aff w*r.

ftqan mfn. 1-ajT.ftql-UT) Moving every where or univar-
aally. a. frw* every where, wfif snbstitutcd for the final,

agag to go, aff. fig® ; also frauds
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mfn. f-€t-ftr1-fr ) All sustaining, m. (-^) A deity,

f, f ftTf) 'I he earth, r. fsT all, and TlfT^ upholding,

far at «t tn m (-T'-t A name of Siva, especially as the object of

peculiar adoration at Benares* a. ftr the universe, and

atm lord.

ft-^rjr ro. (-TT-) ' The son. 1 The moon. * Fire. s. ftr, and

TT who nourishes.

fa 9 m. Mgt) ' Fire, or the deity of fire, Actri. * The moon.

* The sun. a. ft* all. ip to eat, Unidi nff. tTkT.

m.(*T) A Buddha or Bauddha deified saint. a. ftlT

all, and im who explain*.

fXTVW mfn. ( Wl ‘ Enjoying or possessing all things. * Eating

nil thing*, a. ftr. and «sr who possesses.

m. ( tj|> The third of the seven Buddhas, according to

some systems. «. f*T9 all, and being.

fr^riW! n- (-»') Dry gii^tr. «. fr» nil (di.eww), ifl* »

medicament.

f^l^.wir n. (-at) Ealing all sort* of food. a. ftr, and iirurx

food.

frrvixre m. (.WT:) One who enjoys all ihinga. a. ftr all, wm

to enjoy, Uu’itli nil. Tft-

ftT*>Xi f. <-TT) One of the seven tongues of fire. *. ft* all,

99 to intoxicate, alf. *V and *19

fTTTC mfn. <•*: CT-C> AU-auiitaiuing. m. (-9:)
1 Vishnu.

* Isdba. f. (-*T) I he earth. a.ftT all (things), xg to support

or nourish, 9T a^h

fhTTr if**9 m. (tr.) A king. t. ftrxiyT the earth, and TfV9

ruler*

ft99 m. (-9:) Air, win I. a. ftr all, xj to join, aff. far.

fsinsi in. (-9TTor-9T\) A universal sovereign, n ftr all,

ami 91*1 who rules.

ftTlT mfn. (-V-Tt-tf) Taking all forms, existing in all forms,

universal, omnipresent, m. (TO Visan'u. n. (-xj) Agallo-

chum. a. ftr all, and T9 form.

fit tit A *? m. (-TT) Brahma. t. ftr all, and C7T9 *eed.

ft 9 Tl 199 m. (-W-) An esculent root, (Arum eolocasia.) a. ftr

nil,TT99 digestive.

fT9ftTrfti9.n1 . (-9t) A deity, a creator, a. ftr. and ftrrfrw

who makes.

ftT*99 m. f-xr.) A sage, a saint, one who knows all things.

a. ftx all, ftft to know. aff. Tfa.

ft 99m« mfn. (-9:-TT-#) All pervading, every where diffused-

a ftr, and fitter what pervades.

ftTT ftx mfn.(-trt-finft-ftr) All-diffused or pervading, £. fin*,

and Tift9 what spreads.

fniifii f. (fid Universal diffusion or permeation a. ftr,

and Tlfi? apreading-

ftT99 n. (-11) Trusting, confiding in. a. fir before T9 to

breathe, 9S3 aff.

ftr*iT mfn. (-T-TT-^) All-enduring, f. (-TT) * The earth.

* One of the tongues of fire. a. fin? all, iff to bear, aff. TT
and Tft.

fa 99199 n. (-#) The prickly pear, (Cactus Indicus, Rox.) a. ftr

all, essence, and 9X added.

9 If

Pl9f99 rafn. (-7P-TT-Tf) Trusted, believed or cor.fitleJ in. r. ft

before T9 to brrathe, aff. Tf, with X? aug *.ien**

ftrTTTm. ( 99 or -9«[or -T?or Ht ) Oaauxa. a. (T9 all

(the universe), XpT to crestr, aff. ftf-T.

ftTXB mfn. (-Tf:-TJT-Ti • Trusted, confided in, faithful, f. ( ITT) A

widow, a. ft implying kind or wit, or in the fern, form,

privation, and T9 to live or breath?, aff. j|.

ftT99 m. (-*T) The creator of ail. Con. a. f«T, and T$
creator.

frwrXt f. (--VI) One of the Aptttrns or courtezans of Sverg*.

ftTWW ro. (-HTT) Brahma, n. I-W> The soul of the world, the

universal spirit, God. k. fxpf all. and TJUJff soul,

frnvnre m. (-arr:) a deitv, a god. a. far ail, TUT before TT

to hold or support, xrfx aff., form irr.

ft*'ftr m. (-T-) A Muni, die son of GaVbi, originally of tho

military order, but who became by long and painful austerities

a Brahmarshi, in which character he appe *rs in the

as the early preceptor and counsellor of Ka»ia. b. ftT >14

the friend, and the vowel tf the prefix made long in this

sense; if attributively used, the compound is ftrfxw.

ftx ifanfVq m. (-T) The cocoanut tree. »- ftX’filT the saint

Vis'wA'niTaA,andftx beloved,having hem created by the sain*.

ftxiwq ro. ( One of the (Jaudhttrbai or celestial singers,

f (-^1 A particular night.

frfie m. (-ft) Trust, faith, confidence, t. ft before T9 to

breathe or live, alf WX.

ftxumrw n. (-x> Cause or motive of trust.' e. frwf9, and

xyw cause.

ftTW*?r nifn. Inspiring confidence or faith a f-T 9#

and vt9 who or wn.tt makes.

ftxmxix m. (-VJ Violation of trust, treachery, e. ft * 9, nnd

nn? destroying.

ft9i99ivnr m (-T:) A traitor, one wlr» betray* confidence.

a. ftTT9, and WI9T who destruy* ;
a >to ftxr99 ft A.

ftxlWXTX n. (-si) A confidential agent, one Wwrth^ to be trusted,

s
. ftwT9, and 9TT vessel.

ftrr99< rafn. ( inspiring confidence, s. ftTT9, and

XX who gives.

ft9l99fcPT9 m. Confiding, trusting. K. ft9I9» and

xfinr* possessed of.

fimvwT m. (-TO Breach of faiib, violation of confidence,

a. fsrTT9, and WW breaking.

fsrsnrvft f- ( ft-’) An object of trust, a person worthy of con-

fidence. B. ftTI9, and 9ft soil

finsrxraurT n. (-9) An object or person of trust or confidence.

R. flfdl, and T5TT place-

ftTTfxiT mfn- (-TTJ-TTT-T) Inspired with confidence, i. ft before

T9 to breathe, causal v., TV aff.

ftrifxT rafn. (-x’l-ftrVfx)
1 Trusting, confiding in.

1 Honest,

trusty, a. ft9T9, and aff.

ftX!9? mfn. (-V:-9!<-qii ' To be trusted or depended on. to be

believed. * To t>e encouraged or inspire I with confidence,

i*d. Having encouraged or inspired with confidence- a. ft l>e-

foru T9 to breuthe, TUT aff. or causal v., and 99 or 9;^ aff.
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finriJFWT f. (**t) Trust,worth! ness. r. ft*ri|J. and aff.

1***1 m. '-*n The dllorit.

ft** in. ( *:) S'iva. r. ft
-* all, and lord: sqg the next.

frr*c r*>. (-*i) Sir.t, under a form or appellation in which

especially he is worshipped at Btuarca, where a celebrated

temple is appropriated to him in tke character of lord or

god of the universe, a ft* the universe, and*[*tgod;

also si inil.tr compounds, an ft**, ft* AT*, &c.

fiTW r. 6tl» cl (ft*.%) To pervade (*?) *bfV* r. 9th cl. (ftwrftr)

To have no on anion or use for, to separate or withdraw

from. (*l r Ul cl. <*wm> To iprinMc. (irTCW)il

fnrr. 3rd rl. frftt) To pervade, to spread or

extend through nature, &c.

ft* f. (-ft*) * Faecea, ordure, excrement. • Diffusion, spread*

log. i ft* to pervade, air. fgr*-

ft* mn. (-*:-*j Poison, venom, n. (-^) ' Water. 4 The fibres

attached to the stalk of the lotus. 1 Gum myrrh. 4 A vegeta-

ble poison, (Aconilum ferox.) f. (-*i) A tree, the bark of

which is used in dyeing of a red colour, s. ft* to pervade,

aff *r.

ftv*5 mfn. j
' Clincing or adhering to closely. • In

contact with. a. ft before ** to embrace, * aff.

f*4*7 f. f-V) A twining ahru\ (Mcitispermnni cordifoltnm.

t. ft* poison, ** to destroy, aff , and * substitnted fur

the final.

ftxmfA* mfn. (-*1-fTr*Vf*; Antklotic, an antidote, m (-ity

A tree, (Mimosa siriaa.) t. ft* poison, end *rf?r* removing,

ft** mfo. (-¥:*'tfl-R) Antidoiic, an antidote, m. (-*:)
1 A

tree, (Mimosa sirisa.) • A plant, (Hedysamm alhsji.) ' Be

leric myrobalnn, (TermimOia belcrica.) f
1 A potherb,

(Hingtfha repens.) * A plant, commonly Bic'h knii. • Turme-

ric.
4 Bitter apple or colocynth. s. ft A poison, aud * what

destroys.

f*T** mfn. (-*:*T-*) 1 Poisoned, suffering from poison. •Poi-

sonous. 8. fir*, aud united with.

f**fw m. (-ft;) A sort of snake.

f***i tt. (-*i) The fibres of the stalk of the water-lily,

ft** mfn. (-W--WF *) Dejected, desponding, spiritless, disin-

clined to exertion, a. ft before ** to go, aff W-

f***TTT f. (-iff) Dejection, lassitude, want of energy or spirit,

especially as one of the effects of unsuccessful love. a. fwwwr

relaxed, aff. of the abstract
;

also with w, ft***.

ft***<* mfn. (-Ws-WMC) Looking sad or dejected, k. ftr**

,

and face t also ft****, fcc.

ft*»JAO mfn. (-*P-*|T-*b Fatal, deadly, k, ft*, and 7f*J equal to.

ft**T m. (.yt) A buffalo.

mfn. <-*>*T-*>
1 Yielding or giving poison. ’ Shedding

water, m. (.*:) A cloud, n. (-*[j Green vitriol. «. ft* poison

or water, ind *r to give, aff. V.

ft**fi f. ('fii A medicinal plant and antidote, commonly

t±erp or Sftunp-lumk*M, or snake skin. k. ftr* venom, a

tooth.

m (%:) A in»ke. i. fir* poUon, tooth, and hrr

added.

ft*f l?
1***!* *n- (-*0 A kind of pheasant, *. ft* poison,

(perhaps put for the snake, l fV* seeing, who dies.

ft**T mfn* (-*‘-TT-Tf Venomous, poisonous, m. (-*:) A snake.

8. ft* poison, t(t who h>i*.

ft**x&r f. (*4r) Cowach, (Cnrpnpognn prurient.)

ft**T*t f. (-*Vl The wife of Jaratkdr*, and goddeas presiding

over snakes. 8. ft* venom, VT*t a nurse.

ftlAl** m. (-*:)
1 A tree, (Mimosa airisa.) • An antidote,

n. (-*> Removing or curing poison. 8. ft* poison, aud

*nnr destroying-

ft**Tf*A mfn. Mft-ftrft-f*) Antidote, f. (-*1) A plant : see

ft**fT. b. far* venom, *7ft* destroying,

ft**^ in. ( -*7T) A plant, (Bignonia Indies.) t. ft* poison, sr^

to eject, aff. f*f*.

ftrjsq m. (-x*:) A plant, (Vangueria spinosa ) n. (-*i) The Wut

lotus. 8. ft* poison, and xr*l flower,

ft*gay* m. (•*:) Sickness or disease induced by eating poison-

ous flowers, t. ff* poison, ^aj a flower, or the Van*

gueria, &c., f* aff. in this sense. •

r***VTB ra. (-31:) Employing or administering poison, k. f*t|,

and application.

fwaxnjw n. (-W) 1'aking poison, a. ft*, and %?w*t feeding.

fVwfr*H m. (-**J) A dealer in antidotes, a snake-catcher, or one

who pretends to cure the bile of a snake. 8. ft* poison, and

ft*xr a doctor.

fwwxtarr m. (-ft) A poisonous snake. K. ft* poison, and w*TT

a snake.

mfn. (-if*) Venomous, poisonous, m. ( «f^) A snake.

8. ft*, and IT* who or what haa.

f*** mfn. (-*:•*?•*)

'

Difficult, (of accass.) rou^h, uneven. * Dif-

ficult, Kc. (of comprehending,) as a book. * Painful, diffi-

cult, troublesome, (in generul )
4 Odd, (in numbers.) 4 Un-

paralleled, unequalled. 4 Wicked, (iidionewt. ’ Fearful, fright-

ful, awful. n.(-*i ' Difficulty, pain. * Unevenness, inequality.

• Oddness, (in numeration.) 4 An inaccessible place, n thicket,

a precipice. 4 (In rhetoric,) Description of unusual or in-

compatible cause and effect. «. ft privative or contra-indi-

cative, before ** even, smooth, equal, &c., and * after the f
of the prefix, changed to *.

(klVfl m. (-*:> The bypotbenusc nf a right angled triangle,

formed between the gnomon and the two sides of the shadow.

b. ft**, and *4r bypothenu.se.

ft***r n. (-4r) ' Au odd or unparalleled art. * (In arithmetic.)

'Hie finding of quantities from their difference or that of

their squares, b. ft**, and *r*nt act.

ft*xn*r* n. (-*) An irregular excavation or one with nncqual

sidea e. ft**, and *r* excavation.

ftr***PTT* n. (•*) An unequal four-sided figure, a trapezium.

8. ft**, and four-angled,

ft**** m. (-*:) A plant, (Echiles schulnria.) 8. ft** odd, and

a leaf
;
having seven leaves on a stalk.

ftv**r*r f (-*g) llie shadow of the gnomon at noon when

the sun is in the equinoxes. a. ft** oblique, and *i*T

shadow.
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m. (-xt) ' A violent fever. • Irregularly remittent fever.

K. fxxx, and XT a fever.

fxqxfxxx m. A scalene triangle. «. freit unequal, fxwx

triangle. * <

fxxwvcw m. (-x:» 8‘iva. a. fwvq odd, xxx an eye ;
having a

third eye in kU forehead.

fxxxxr no (-W) A snake-catcher, one who by pretended

charms, Ate. attracts snakes and cures the bite. n. (-vij A

tbarm for curing .snake bites, c. fqq poison, Wnj a charm,

fqqnsrx mfn. (X>^t-X) Keaulting from or produced by inequa-

lity. a. fqx*» and srx* aff-

mfu.(X:-X , 'Xji Resulting from or produced by unequal

quantities or qualities. £. Ivan uneven, ami xtq all. in this

sense.

fqqx XHTX m. ( K:) Unequal division of property amongst co-

heirs. i. f*rw uneven. fqxix portion of iuberitance.

fxxxinfq* mfu. (-dft fxxVfa) Steeping irregularly. *- f%XW,

and wifxx who sleeps.

fnilllT nirn. (-f:-Xl-d) Unjust, unfair, (division.) t. fwXX,

and fmr left.

fwnvt'fl mfn. <-x:-XT-«i)
1 Uneven. * Uneasy, difficult, k. fxxx.

anti having.

flXUBIXX p. <-vjj Temerity, daring. «. few, and XTVX violence.

txqtTO mfn.(-WJ-^n-«) * bunding unevenly. • Inaccessible,

safely posted. 4 Being in difficulty or misfortune. a. tlXX

uneven, and ts who suys.

fqqxrirX n. (>sjj Eating irregularly, either as to quantity or time,

a. fuw, andW eating.

frvam m. (-X*) B'nra. a. fxxx odd, x»fx the eye, afl.
;

having a third eye, or one in his forehead,

fwwrya m. (.If.) KtNAD^vi. a.frvn odd, XTXY a weapon,

armed with five arrows.

fvXKTX* mfn. (-X-X.'-X; Crafty, dishonest, a. frw. and xmx
asylum.

fxxfffX mfn. (
Made or become uneven, irregular, Ac.

a. fxx«i, and xxx aff.

fw<?«rtx mfn. (-X -X.'*<fa Produced nr resulting from inequali-

ties. a. fwxx uneven, ami q aiT.

fxqwfa f. (-fa:) A kind of shrub of medicinal properties,

commonly termed liukdori or K*rti*k. a. fare poison,

a handful.

fatrx*5® m. (-«X0 A sort of bird, a kiud of pheasant, a. few

poison, and *?rtj death.

fxxxx* m. (-*:) 6 iva. a. fqqx odd (three), q^xx eye.

fww m. (-Wt) Kamsd^va. a. fwqq odd (five). XX arrow,

fuxx m. l-X*)
1 Any object of sense, any thing perceivable by

the sense*, as colour, form, flavour, odour, and sound. ' An

object in general, as of affection or desire, Ac. * Worldly ob-

ject or pursuit, affair, business, transaction, Ac. * A country,

whether inhabited or uninhabited. * Refuge, asylum. 4 De-

partment, sphere, element, bone, province, th.it which is

peculiarly known or frequented, as a particular study by

its professor*, a particular town.by its townsfolk, water by

fish, air by birds, 6.C.
1 A collection of village .

4 Any tbiug

indigenous or peculiar to a province, Ac. 4 A religious obli-

gation or observance. 14 Semen virile. " A lover, a bus

band. a. fx before fa to bind, atfi XX
faqxi mfn (-X’-Xf-X) Relating to, concerning, (any object)

'

». fxxx. and «r*r added.

fwavtCia n. State of an affair, circumstance or thing, i. X
added to the preceding.

faqqqrxxr »- ( -•ri Worldly concern or act a. fxqq, and xx* act

faIIXIII m. <-x:j Desire of worldly goods or pleasures, a. faxq,

and amt desire.

fxiXTWf mfn. (-'*:• XT-X) Identical with or affecting sensual

or worldly objects. E. faxx, and XTXX owu.

frqxxffax mfn. (-Xt-fWt-fX) Eugagcd in the affairs of life,

a. faqq, and Xlfqw who abides.

faqXTfxx m. (-xl)
J A king. * An organ of sense. 4 Kamadeva.

* An epicureun, a sensualist, one heedful of objects of sense

or attentive to worldly objects. * A materialist, one who

disbelieves the existence of that which is not cognizable by

the senses, a. faqx an object of sense, XX to go, to follow,

and xfx aiT.

fYtXTXX m. (-JT-WMI) Attached to objects of sense, devoted to

the world, a. fqqx. and xrxx attached to.

fqxfxx mfn. (-xt-fx*i1 fVl
1 Attached to objects of sense, carnal,

sensual 1 Conversant with or interested in worldly occu-

pations or enjoy meats, n. (fxi An organ of »ense. tn. (-xT)

* A king.
1 The deity Kama. 4 A sensualist. 4 A materialist,

one who denies the existence of any thing which is not an

object of sense. 4 A roan of business or of the world, a. fqqsj

an organ of sense, aff. XX-

faqXPlSxT f- (-XT/ Sensuality, e. favrq, and XqxXT addiction to.

ixqx m. (*V; Poisoa, venom, s. fax poison, tiff,

faqfaxr f. (XT) The administration of antidotes, the cure of

poisons by dru'S or char ins. u. fVq pci .on, fq t}( science,

fqxfwx n. (-vi) Administering poison judicially, or by way of

ordeal, a. fxx, and fTX1X rule.

faqq* m. (•*:) Absorption of venom, as shewn by some bodily

e ffects or changes, a. fax poison, and XX natural excretion.

falXX m (-X ; ) A dialer in antidotes, one professing by charms,

Ac. to cure the bile of a snake, s. fxq poison, and xqf a

physician.

fxqxcx m. (-xn) A wasp. «- fxq venom, and JXT a parrot.

fqqi?flXra. (•lft) A wasp. s. fxq poison, IJT a horn, and xftf

pos*. aff.

fxq^XX m. (-XT:) ITie Orttk partridge, (Perdu rufa.) a. f>rx

poison, and xqv informer.

fifq^WX m. <-*T) A wasp. a. fxq poison, and XWX the corner

of the mouth.

fkqxv: mfu. (-x-ft-X) An antidote, removing venom. f.(-xior

The goddess of the serpent race, the lister of Vaul'ki, and

wife of JaXatiu..u. a. fXq venom, X 10 l**ke, «ff. ^qq or XX.

fqvrx<X mfn. (X>X>X) Malicious, malignant, cherishing

hatred or hostility. R. fxX, anil XXX the heirt.

fqqq) mfn. (-XT-XJi-XJ To be borne or endured. iW. H -viog

borue. b. fx belore XI to bear, aff. XX or xrr.
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fa*T hid. Aplote mowh. Intellect, understanding. it. to destroy

(ignorance), with fa prefixed, mid L'n'fidi aff ; we fa*.

ft*‘Ii* m. (-X7-) A spear, a dart. a. fa* poison, x*v< *

shoot.

fa**i* tuhtl, mfn. (-arr.^-ai) 1 The horn of an animal. ‘The
tasks of on elephant. • The tusk or fang of the boar f. (-*rY)

1 A plant, the fruit of which is compared to the horn of a

ram, &c. commonly Miaka Sfrlngi.
9 A medicinal root : see

n. (-*f) A sort of Costus (C. specioMi*.) b. fa

before to be. VTWxr aff,
$
the initial of the radical rejected,

and at changed to * ; otherwise, fa before *w to serve, «(T ww.

f ( -* F ) A sort of plant, commonly Mtaka bring (.

u. fasn^t as above, and *rw pleonasm, fem form,

frnffa, m. f-w»t >
1 An elephant. * A bull. * Any animal with

horns, e. fa*rw a horn or task, and aff.

fa*r* m. (-ef:)
1 Lassitude, dejection, lowness of spirits, want

of energy, especially as the result of unrequited love. • Dis-

tress, affliction.
1 Disappointment, a. fa before to go,

aff. isr.

fawifaw mfn. (-*t-fa*1-fa) Dfjected, disconsolate, sorrowful.

b. fawr*, and xfa aff

fa*t*W n. ( it:) A snake, a fa* poison, and *ii** the face.

fa*r*T*T m. (-*:> S’lva. *. fa* poison, and * destroyer
j

having swallowed the poison that was produced at the

churning of the ocean.

fa*r** mfn. (-V-*rr-^) Antidotic, an antidote, f. (-’ft) A kind

of birth wort, (Aristolochia lndica.) s. fa* poison, and sit*

removing.

fa*;** m. (-•*•) A snake, a. fa* poison, and a weapon.

fa*r* m. (•*:) A snake, a. fa* poison, *1 to go, aff. W*.

f**T^ mfn. Venomous, poisonous, b. fa*, and

*!*jWaff

ni. (-*r.) A snake, f. (-W) Marking-nut plant, (Semiear-

pus aoacardiura.) v. fa* poison, and wr*l face.

fWfaW mfn. Sorrowing, despairing, s. fa before

W* to go. ** aff.

fa* ind, 1 Many, various. * Equally, same, like.

fa*w mfn. (-W; *r d) Having or possessing various or uniform

motion or extension, a. l*«i*f going every where, * poss.

aff., and the final consonant of the primitive rejected.

fa*v *»• ( -*) The equinox : see the next.

fa** n (-*)Tbe equinox, t. f** equally, (the night and day,)

and * or * aff.
;

also fa**.

fa***rxp f. ( *T) The shadow of the gnomon at noon when the

sun is in the equinoctial points, k. fa**, and *r*r shade,

fa*** n. (-**) The equinox, b. fa* equally, (long, the day

aud night,) and WJ* p“»*. aff.

fa**fa* n. (*) The day of the equinox, t. fa**, and fa* day.

fa***^pif*t f. (-fat:) The passage of the sun to the next si^n

at the equinoxes, c. fa**, and xr^ifat sun's entrance in-

to a sign.

fat* r. I Oth cl. rfawnfa) To see.

fa*** mfn. (-*i:-~4Tt wu Going, going in various directions,

dispersing, t. fa before *|fa to go,* aff. ; also fa*i^.

fax*P* m. (**p) doing, dispersing, c. fa before *ffa to go*

atT. j
also fa*s<.

faatr* mfn. (-TT-*T-*j ' O me. * Gone in various directions, dis-

persed. e. fa before *** to go, H off.

fas**t m. (-*!:) ' The first of the twenty-seven astronomical

periods, c died Yhgut, or Yoga star of the first lunar mansiun,

* Obstacle, hindrance, impediment, resistance- ' Spreading,

extension. * Act, doing any thing. * A posture of the

devotees called Yogis* * O- e of the performers ala dramatic

entertainment, either an actor who in the intervals of the

scenes explains to the audience the progress of the story, or

one or two of the personages of the drama, who do the

same in a soliloquy or dialogue. T A tree * The bolt or bar

of a door. * A post, the roof-irce of a house. '• The dia-

meter of a circle, r. fa before *iPh to stop or hinder, a/T.

**fi also with *r* added f>**w*.

frrn^ * m. (-*: ! A Yoga, he.

:

see ihe lart.

mfn. (-Wli-farwl-faij Obstructive, impeding, m. f-*ft)

The bolt or bar of a door. a. obstruction, and ffa »ff

fafaffc m. (•*:)
1 A bird in general. * Pulling or tearing to

pieces, b. fa before W to scatter, and *r aff., with aug.

fa* mfn. ( ¥:-¥T-*> Entered, penetrated, pervaded, t (-fr)

Piece*, E. fa* to pervude, aff. W.

fa** mn. (-*:-*) A world, e. fa* to enter, (into which,) *
aff. deriv. irr.

j
also fae*.

fa** n. (-*) A world, a. fair to pervade, *w*[aff, and the

vowel unchanged
;
deriv. irr.

fa**f mfn. ' Hindered, obstructed. * Stayed, fixed

firm, well-supported. • Placed in or upor. * Paralysed,

made stiff or motionless, a fa before *jfa to stop, n aff.

fa**t m. 1 Impediment, hindrance, obstacle. 9 Stopping,

slaying. 9 Placing in or upon. 4 A disease, obstruction of

urine or faces, ischury, constipation. 1 Paralysia, loss of mo-

tion. a. fa before *jfa to slop or binder, aff. **.

faefar* mfn. (>*t*Nnt-fa) 1 Stopping, impeding, what hin-

ders or obstructs. 1 Checking (as perspiration), chilling.

9 Making motionless, e. fa before *t~W to stup, fa** aff.

fair m. (•*:)
1 A tree.

J A handful of A van or sacred grass.

* A seat, a stool, a chair, a coucls, Ac. 4 The s^.tl of the

Jirakman, either real or in efligy. as piesiding at a sacrifice.

9 A bed. * A acat made of twent)-five straws of A*as a gra>s

tied up in a sheaf, a. fa before « to spread, aff. *[*, aud *
changed to *.

f*T*Mra m. (**T.) KaYsHN'a or Visns'c, e. fa**; a tree, * to

bear, aff. *t^J*.

f*CTH! mfn. ('XH:-VT*9) Sitting on a scat, or reclining on a

bed of leaves. B-faffr, and m who stays.

(Vrr m. (-* ) A form of metre, a specie* of the order termed

JJa*kti, consisting of a verse of four lines, the first and last

of which consist of right syllables each, and the second and

third of twelve each. b. f* before *£ to spread, aff. **r, and

* changed to *.

fafa mfn. (-fc*-fa :*fc) Working, labouring, a workman, f. (-fa:)

1 Unpaid labour, working without wages. * Occupation, act.
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Action. • Hire, wages. 4 The screnth of the variable Karan at,

or astrological periods so termed, each answering lo half a

lunar day. • Sending, dispatching. * Consigning to torture,

casting into hell, &c. a. fair lo enter, (into pain by it,)

and flfW or fir* aff.

fwwm n. (-*f) A place situated remote or apart, a. fa implying

apart, X** a place, and if changed to *.

fV*T f. (-*T) Fasces, ordure, a. fa before XJTT to stay, (in tbc

intestines,) aff and IT*.

fa^j m. (-W:) VisHN ir, one of the three principal Hindu dei-

ties, and the preserver of the world : during the periods of

temporary annihilation, he is supposed to sleep on the waters

floating on the serpent Shha : Brahma is fabled to have

sprung from a lotus, which originally grew from the navel

of Vishx'u, and the holy river Ganges is said to spring from

his fool: the different jdvatdrs are considered as emanations

of this deity*, and in KrYsiin'a, he is supposed to have been

really and wholly incarnate : LakshmC is his wife, and he is

usually represented as a mild and benevolent deity. * Aoni

or fire.
4 One of the demigods called flatus. 4 A pure or

pious man. 1 The name of an ancient law-giver, a. fair to

enter or pervade (the universe), w Un'idi off.

fawWTWIT f. (-*n) A flower, (Clitorea ternatea.) a. faw» Visjim'u,

and *n*l overcome prired by or sacred to that deity,

favag m. {-g:j The saint Kaundilya. a. fawB. and JTff hid-

den, having been concealed by Vishn'u when pursued by

S'iva, whom he had incensed.

fVwirf n. (-*) The name of a city or country
; also Stamkapmri,

. z.fnm Y'isein u, and Qf residence.

fa^**HT f. (**IT) Tlie twellth lunar day of each fortnight,

a. fa^ Visnw'c, and divinity.

n. (**j
1 The sky, heaven, atmosphere. * The sea of

milk. 4 A lotus, f, (-^Y)
1 The Ganges. 1 One of the twelve

Sankrantis or periods, at which the sun enters a sign of the

zodiac, especially the first sign after the equinox, a. few,

and abode, or foot; where Visitm'v resides or rests, or

proceeding from his foot.

fafwtyar in. (-IT.) Germ?a, the bird and vehicle of Visbn'u.

E. fwW, and nt car or conveyance,

fawjfar f, (--fY) A quaiL a. fw*j Vimn'u, and f*T a mark,

/lY diminutive aff.

fa*J*** mfn. (•*:•*!•* ) Beloved by Visnmr. f. (.nr) ' A
plant, (Echites caryophyllau.) • A small fragrant shrub,

(Ocymutn sanctam.) 4 Lak*iimi. a. fa*r Vian.s u, and nv
the beloved.

fawjTTT* m. (-*:) Gamtfa, the bird and vehicle of Vishn'u.

a. fast, and WTT* vehicle.

fa^i m. ( Throbbing, beating, a. fir before *jfa* to go,

faaaii: m. (-*:) The twang of a bow. e. fa before orW
to expand, aff. w*; in the latter Hi is substituted for the

vowel, and * is changed to *, also fa*jNT.

fan mfn. Deserving death by poison, a. fa* veuom,

and **ai£

9 o

faro*? m. Flowing, issuing, trickling. *. fa before *ffa to

go. HP* aff ; also read fas***

,

fatTO*t* mfn. (-*: *t-*,i Flowing, trickling, a. fa before ufa
to go, VT** aff.

; also read faig^wr*
fan mfn. Injurious, mischievous, a. fan to pervade,

Un'idi aff. q.

fawrar ind. Every way, all around : see fa^*.
rn. (-*:) VisbnV. f. (-*T) A plant, commonly Prijfangu.

r fawt* every where, **T an army.

fa*W*fa*T f. (-*T) * A sort of yam, (Dioscorea.) 9 LaksbmI.

e. f***** Visiix't,*, and falT l»clovcd by, sacred to.

ffaiR mfn. (-*:-*T-lf) Gone all about, spread, extended.

b. fa**, and BW gone.

fawiwrfa f. (-fa:) Going all about r. fiw, and wfa going.

or fa** mfn. ( Going every where, all-

pervading. n. (-*?f t The equinox, e. faw variously tin vari-

ous directions), or equally, to go, far* aff. ; it is also writ-

ten, but less accurately fan*
fa*** n. (*) Food, eating, c. fa before ** to sound, (with

the lips, to smack the lips.) and 1** aff.

fawrgl^or *J* mfn. (-flV-fNY-gfa) Uoing every where, a.

every where, with nil augment.

fa*T* m. (•*: ) Eating, food. e. fa before ** to sound, aff. **.

fa*i7* mfn. (-*n-HT-1#) ' Separate, detached. ‘Omitting, b. fa

priv., *** Joined.

fa**TJt m. (•*:)
1 Separation. 4 Omission. *. fa priv., **TO

union.

fa* r. 4th cl. (ffajfa) ' To throw, to send. • To put forth,

fa* n. (-*) The him or fibres of the stalk of the water-lily,

E. fa* to send, to put forth, aff. *,

fa**fa*¥T f. (-WT) A small cr*ne. e. fa* the fibres of the

lotus stalk, aff. **. the throat, and *r* aff. fcm. form,

implying comparison.

fa*** ro. (-*:) A lion. e. fa and ** before *3 to encom-

pass, ** aff.

fa*#*; m. (-*:) A part of the fibres of thclutus. E.fa*, and

** a section.

fa** n. (.*f) A lotus, b. fa* the fibres of the stalk, and m
born.

fa** mfn. (-*:-*T-*) Lifeless, bereft of sense, b. fa priv., **j

sense.

fa**if* m. (-fa:) A quantity of lotuses, e. fa* the fibres of

tlie stalk, and *rfa navel.

fa**ffa*T f. (-*T) A sort of crane, b. fa* the film of the

lotus stalk, and *lf**T the nose or beak.

fa*^H n. (-wij A lotus, b. fa* the stalk, and flower.

favnUW n. (•*) A lotus, (Kelumbium speciosum.) B.fa* the

fibres of the sulk, anti TO* a flower.

fa**rr* m. (-*:) Disappointing, deceiving, falsifying one's

word, deceiving by a false affirmation or not keeping a

promise. 4 Contradiction, disagreeing, e. fa implying

reverse, *s*r* agreement.

fa*1*1fa*, mfn. ( -^l-fa#^-fa)
1 Cunning, crafty, fraudulent.

* Disputing, contesting, b. fa**r*;, and xl* aff.
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faft* m. (-ft:)
1 A multitude, an assemblage, a flock, a herd, a

crowd. * Spreading, extending, going forth or abroad,

x. fa before ft to go, aff. ftft.

m. (£:)
1 Abandoning, relinquishment, getting rid of or

|

free from any thing. * Departure, going away. • Separation.

* Gift, donation. * Final emancipation or beatitude, exemp-

tion from worldly existence. • Evacuation of excrement, void-

ing by stool, Ac. 1 The soft aspirate or flrngn, marked by

two perpendicular dots (t), and us the substitute of the letters

ft or ft, the termination of various inflections both of nouns

and verbs. 1 A division of the sun's course, the southern

course. 'Light, splendour, a fir before ftw to let go, all SW
faftftft n. (-si) ' Gift, donation. 1 Quitting, relinquishing.

* Sending, dispatching. * Dismissing, sending away. ' Throw-

ing the image, &c. into holy water, as the concluding rite of

the festival of a deity, e. fa before ftft to let go, alf Wft.

mfn. (-ftt-fti-ft) To be left, abandoned, given away, Ac.

(proper or fit to.) a. fa, ftft to leave, ft*ftftT aff.

ftwfjllT mfn. (-TfJ-ftT-ft)
1 Abandoned, left. * Given, given away. !

1 Dismissed, a. fir before ftft to let go, ft aff.

friTT m. (-ft:)
1 Spreading. 1 Going. 1 Going variously. * Flying,

gliding. 1 Unwished consequence of any act. * Erysipelatous

inflammation, a. fir before ftft to go, ftft aff.

fiHUft n. (-ft) Bees wax.

n. (-#)
1 Spreading, extending. ' Going gently. • Fly-

ing. k. fa before xt* to go, alT.

frtjMif mfn. ' Going, going along. ' Flying gently.

a. fir before ftft to go, ar* aff

faftfftft mfn. (-Tff-fqftt-fft) Spreading over or along, gliding,

going gently, a. fa before ftft to go, fayw aff

faftft n. (-ftf) A shoot, a sprout, x. fa variously, to go, aff. ftft.

m. (-ft:)
‘ A fish.

1 Going smoothly, creeping, gliding,

n. (-ft) Wood, timber, f. (-ffo The region of the winds.

b. fr before ft to go, and ftft aff., or fa priv., and ftrft pith.

fftftlfftW mfn. (-»j:-ftT-w)
1 Effected, performed. * Set on foot,

occasioned, e. fr before ft to go, causal form, aff. ft.

faftrfftft mfn. (-TY-fvftVfft) * Flowing, gliding, creeping. 'Spread-

ing, diffusing, m. (-ftT) A fish, k faytft going smoothly, and
1 TfV aff.

fafaift f. (-ft\) An assemblage of lotus flowers. k. faft the

fibres of the lotus, ftfa and fttft ads.

fatt,fV*T f. (-ftl) * Spasmodic cholera. 1 Symptom of a disease,

a. fa, ’ST* t« apprise, avft ufl*.

futjrul nf. (-W-V) Sorrow, distress. «. ft, and to hurt,

fa ftft ft n. (-W) RepenUnce. f. (-WT) A fever, a. fa before ftr

to hurt, aff. ft.

faft»Tft mfn. (.ftil-wwlt-ftft)
1 Abandoning, leaving 1

Giving,

giving away. t. fa before ftft to let go, ftft aff.

faftft mfn- (.^:-«ftMft) To be left or abandoned, md. Having

dismissed, left, got rid of, &c. x. fa before ftft to let go, ft*

Or ftp* aff-

fa ftft mfn. (-fts-ftT-ft) Spread, extended, expanded. 1. fa before

ft to go, nff. ft.

few?

faftwr mfn. Going smoothly, gliding, creeping, flow-

ing. 1 . fa before ft to go, UTft aff.

faftxpC mfn. Creeping, flowing, gliding. 1. fa before

ft to go, nr*, ft aff.

faft* mfn. (-ft'-lT-ft) ' Expelled, cast off or out. 1 Abandoned,

relinquished, got rid of. ' Given away. * Dismissed, s. fa

before ftft to let go, aff. ft.

faftfa f. (-fat)
1 Leaving, quitting. * Giving. • Dismissing, 1. fa

away, ftft to leave, far* aff.

faftfft mfn. (-ftT-ftft-ftl) Going, going away, dispersing, k, fa

before wft to go, ftft aff.

faw* m. (-*{;) Going, dispersing, k. fa before ftxfa to go,

ftft aff.

faft mn. (-ftp.-ftf) A weight of gold, a Kwr*ka of sixteen 3faiAm,

about half an ounce troy. X- faft to convey, aff. ft.

faftc m. (-ft*)
' Spreading, expansion. • Prolixity, detail. * Af-

fection or affectionate solicitation. * Number, assemblage.

* Abundance, quantity. * A scat, a stool. ' A bed. e. fa

before ^ to spread over or cover, aff. ftft.

faftirwft ind. Fully, at length, x. fane, and wfa aff.

faftTK m. (-*:)' Spreading, extension, diffusion. • Vastness, ex-

panse. 1 Breadth, amplitude. * Amplification. * Diameter

of a circle. * The branch of a tree with its new shoots. * A
shrub, x. fa before ft to cover, aff. ftft.

fa*jt* mfn. (-ft: ^1-4) 1 Large, great. * Spread, expanded.

b. fa before ^ to cover or spread, aff. ft.

fafttftTTT f. (-ftT) ' Diffusion, extension. * Vastness. x. faftfaf,

ami lift aff.
;
also with ft. ft#»w.

fttf;<hfw n. (-4) A sort of esculent root, (Arum Indicum.)

*. fVsW Urge, and leaf.

faftft mfn. (-ft:-TlT-lf) ' Spread, diffused, extended. • Broad,

expanded. * Ample. * Diffuse, x. fa before ft to spread,

aff. ft.

faftfa t (-fa t)
1 Spreading, expansion. 'The diameter of a

circle. • Breadth, x. fa before ^ to spread, aff. faft.

faftfiftTft mfn. (.ft:-fti-ft) Emulating, envying, a. fa before

to envy, ftrft^ tiff.

fafttft nifu. -4) 1 Apparent, manifest, open. ' Plain, intel-

ligible. x. fa before ftJft apparent.

faftSfV; m. (-ft:)
1 The twang of a bow string. ' Trembling, agita-

tion. r. fa before ftiv; to shake, and ftft aff.

farqrrfaft mfn. (-ft:-ft|-*T) 'Shaken, trembling, tremulous.

* Evident, apparent. 'Twanged or drawn as a bow-string,

a. fa before *1^: to tremble, aff. ft.

faftjfTU,ftrft mfn, (-ft:-ftj.ft) ' Being made open or manifest.
1 Being drawn or twanged as a bow-string, k. fa before «*»:

to tremble, pass, v., fttftftf aff.

faiWTft mfn. Tft) Swelling, enlarging, e. fa before

ftPC to swell, ft* aff.

favftfcft mfn. (-!T-ftT-?i)
1 Shaken, tremulous. ' Swollen, en-

larged. e. fa before ftK to tremble, aff ft.

1ft**ft* mfn. (-ftft-ftftt-ftft)
1 Going briskly or merrily.

1 Shak-

ing, trembling. 1 Appearing, x. fa before to shake, &c.,

and ft* aff.
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frfgftfrl ®* (-*:)
1 A iort of poison. • A spark of fire. 8. ft

j

taw* mfn. (-WB-VT-WT) Ixwjsened, detached, fallen. a. ft before

before fg imitative sound, fti* to go, aff, wwr.

ftuprw m. Thunder, a. ft, fgfli to thunder, afT.

ft«JT* mf. (-W:-¥T)
J
Boil, pustule. 1

Small-pox. t. ft before

«S* to hurt or break, a(T. fv.

fTOW m. (-VJ
1 Wonder, surprise, astonishment 4 Pride, arro*

gance. • Doubt, uncertainty, b. ft before % to smile,

aff 'WW.

ftwWTJPW mfn. (•V-VMV) Bewildered, astounded. B.ftwtW, and

Wlf tg perplexed.

fwwrwrftw mfn. t’-Wt-ITf'ri) Astonished, surprised, a, f*njrsj

surprise, Wlf^W affected.

ftgrfww mfn. (-wt-ftwl-fw) Astonished, surprised. 8. ftqrw, and

Tft aff.

ftwi^w n. (-W) Forgetting, a. fir before to remember, w* aff.

ftwrrwft mfn. ( w:-*t'W) To be forgotten, a. ft priv., wr to

remember, aff.

fmni mfh. (-A-^m4) To be forgotten, a. fw before «*r to re-

member, fll aif.

ftWTTWW m. (-if:)
1 Deceit, illusion. * A magical or enchanted

city, one that appears and disappears unexpectedly, or in un-

expected situations, a city of the Gandkarbat. ' Kama or

Ccpid. 4 Astonishing, surprising, causing wonder or surprise,

a. ft before fbt to smile, causal form, aff WZ-

ftfor* mfn. («w:-WT-lf) Astonished, surprised, b. fw before ftr

to smile, aff. 1.

ftwff mfn. (-Wi-WT-W) Forgotten. e. fw privative, and wrw

remembered.

ftflfft f. (-ft:) Forgetting, forgetfulness, b. fw priv., and ^rft

recollection.

fW mfn. Astonished, surprised, c. tfr before fv to

smile, T aff.

ID. (-*:) Flouring, trickling, a. ft before mf< to flow,

'war aff.

ftw n. (-*) A smell like that of raw meat. a- fww to send,

aff. tat.

faW*J mf. f.W:*WT)
1 Relaiation, laxness. * Debility, decay. a. ft,

iq u> fall, ’** and *ra affs.

frslsra n. (-si)
1

1jousening, unfastening, untveing. 1
Falling.

• Flowing, dropping. 4 A laxative, an aperient a. fw separate,

#W to fall, WW aff.

m. (-ftf:) Yellow orpiment. a. few the smell of raw

meat, and *fat smelling.

ftwwi f. (-WT) Rawness of smell, e. Wff added to ftw as above

;

also with ra, ftw*.

f*W*M mfn- * Trusted, confided in. * Placid, tamed,

humble. * Steady, diligent, a. fw before wu to trust, aff. ff.

ftw*N m, (-WI*.)
1 Trust, confidence. * Affection, regard, affec-

tionate solicitation. * Acquaintance.
4

Killing, t. fa before

W*l to trust, aff. W^t.

ftwftt* mfn. (*WlYftfWt fa) Trusting, confiding in. a. fw

before w*u ut trust, aff faaw.

ftwwt f. (-WT) Decrepitude, the infirmity of old age. b. fw before

*9 to fall, aff. aw and WTW, and the radical nasal dropped.

WW to fall, * aff.

ftwrww n.(*al) * Causing to flow. * Bleeding. » Distilling. 4 A
spirit distilled from molasses, a. fw before W to drop, causal

v., WJ aff.

frwifaw mfn. (.sri-WT-if)
1 Bled. 1 Caused to flow. a. fa, W| to

flow, causal v., * aff

fwwrw mfo. (.w*-WT-^) 1 To be bled, requiring bleeding. 4 To

be made to flow. a. fa, W to oote, causal v., ww aff ; also

ftwrfrww and fVwrawtw-

faww mfn. ( ir-WT-li) Spread, stretched. • Dropped, flowing.

b. fw apart, W to go, W aff.

fwira mfh. (-W^TT-W; Discordant, uuharroonious. a. ft deprec.,

«r sound.

fwwiw mfn. Insipid, flavourless, a. ft priv., mgr

flavour.

fww* m. (•*:)
1 A bird.

4 A cloud. An arrow. 4 The ran.

4 The moon. a A planet, a. ftw for ftwTWW in the sky, and

H who goes ; also fwwww, Ac.

ftWT mfn. (-Ts-TT-W) Going swiftly, flying, m. (-:>
1 A bird.

4 A cloud. * An arrow. 4 The moon. 4 The sun. a. fww for

ftwrww in the air, and w who goes ; see the next.

ftWTW m. (-w:) A bird. f. (-WT) A pole or yoke for carrying

burthens. *. fww for ftwTWW in the air, JTW to go, aff. fW,

whence the nasal is inserted; also with the final rejected,

ftwr, &c.

ftnrm m. (-W:) Gurttda, the bird and vehicle of Vishnu,

e- ftwf a bird, and rw king.

ftwfTWT f. (*%7) A sort of pole or yoke for carrying burthens,

s. ftwT a bird, and ws^ aff, fern. form.

ftww mfn. (-Wi-WT-W)
1 Opposed, impeded, resisted. 4 Hurt,

killed, in. (-in) A Bauddha or Jaina temple, a. ft before

WW to hurt or kill, aff

fewft f. (-ft:) Striking, killing, m. (-ft:) A friend or com-

panion. k. ft, W*T to strike, ftp^ aff.

fwwww n. (-W)
1 Opposition, obstruction, impediment. 4 Injury,

hurting. 4
Killing.

4 A bow for cleaning cotton, e. ft before

TW to kill or hurt, aff. W*.

ftWT m. (-w:) Separation, disunion, absence, a. ft before ^ to

convey, aff. wrw.

ftWTW n. (-w) 1 Taking, taking off or away. • Going about for

pleasure or exercise, a. ft, 'f to take, WZ »ff.

mfn. (-W:-WT-W) To be taken away. 4 To be rambled

or sported, a. ft before to take, aff

ftwW*T n. (-W) Laughing gently, smiling, a. ft, TW to laugh,

wraff,

ftwfw n. (-W) A gentle laugh, a smile, a. ft before WW to

laugh, aff %.

ftW« mfn. (-wrt-VT-wjr) * Confounded, perplexed, bewildered.

4 Wise, learned, a. ft without, wtB a hand, helpless, Ac.

ftWT md. Afttole nova. Heaven, paradise, a. ft before Tl to

abandon, Un'adi aff. wrr.

ftw tftw mfn. (-Tfi-WT-W-) ’ Given. * Extorted, n. (*W) Gift

donation, a. ft before WT to abandon, causal form, aff. 7*-
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giving being considered as the abandonment of the thing

given.

faaTa md. Having left or abandoned, k. fa before aT to quit,

m\ a*F.

fkaraa H. (-if) Gift, donation.

fVfftW mu. (-ar-a:) The sky or atmosphere, ra. (-aT :) A bird.

a. fir before aa to go, causal form, aff. a^ja

faaraa mn. (-a:-aj Heaven, sky, atmosphere, m. (-ft) A bird,

i. aa added to the last.

faaTaar ind. Heaven, sky, atmosphere, a. the third case of

faaraa used as an aptote noun.

fVaf*C m. (-K:)
' Walking for pleasure or amusement. * Wan-

dering, roaming, going about. ' A llaudd ka or Jaina

convent. 4 Play, sport, pastime. * The shoulder. * A sort

of bird. a. fir before ^ to take, aff. a*£; also ataTa.

faaTfHi mfn. ( at-fW-fO Taking pleasure or relaxation.

a. faaTa sport, &c., and afa aff.

ftaia m- (-a:) A gentle laugh or smile, a. far, and aia laugh,

fafaw mfn. (-1T-1TT-W) ' Placed, deposited. * Improper, unsuit-

able, unfit. * Done, acted, made. 4 Appointed, fixed, a. fa

before at to have, aff. a, or fa priv., and fkra applicable,

fa ft *4^ mfn. (-anj-aift-aiT) Doing, performing, making, a. far

before an to have, aff.

fafaaiaa mfn. (-ar:-*Tt-*:) Faulty, offending, wicked, a. fafaa

done, ana sin.

fafaflnefa mfn. {-far: far:-fa) Making a respectful obeisance,

a. fafaw, and aafa salute.

fafafaw mfn. (-a:-UT-aj Done according to rule. a. fa before

ai to have, ffa aff, and IHT augment,

faafa mfn. (-as-WT-a) Abandoned, left, deserted, deprived of.

e. fa before at to abandon, aff. a.

fa^a mfn. (a-aT-a) 1 Sported, played. * Expanded, n. (*a)

One of the feminine acts or properties indicating love, hesi-

tation, reluctance (in a female) to avow her feelings to her

lover, t. fa before a to take, aff. a-

fVffa f. (-fff:)
1 Opening, expansion. * Sport, pastime, a. fa

apart, a to convey, aff f*ar.

far^l tad.
1 Having sported. * Having or being spread, a. ft

before a to take, wa aff

faaa m. (-a :) Hurting, injury, b. fa before aw to annoy,

aff. aa.

fataa m. (-a:) An injurer, a retiler, one who inflicts pain or

injary on another, e. fa, aw to annoy, aff. ^a.

fwawa n. (-if)
1 Injury, hurting, wounding, killing. • Rubbing,

grinding. * Afflicting, distressing. 4
Pain, sorrow, affliction.

k. fa before aw to annoy or hurt, aff. xa*.

faaar mfn. (-a:*at*a)
1

Agitated, alarmed, overcome with fear

or agitation, beside one's self, unable to restrain one’s self

* Distressed, afflicted.
4 Fused, liquid, k. fq before aa to

shake, aff. aa.

faaaWT f.(-in) Agitation, anxiety, a. faaa, and ua aff. also

with a. faaaraj.

at r, 2nd cl. {^fa) 1 To go, to move. • To pervade. 1 To con-

ceive, to be impregnated. 4 To desire. 4 To throw or send.

• To eat. With aa prefixed. To invest, to inclose, to cover or

wrap round or over.

at m. (-fftt)
1 Going, moving. * Covering. *. al to go, aff. faa.

afar m. <-ar:) * Air, wind. 4 A bird. *. aar to go. fa substitut-

ed for the root, aa Un’&di aff., and the vowel made long,

^farra m, (-aO ‘ Solitude, privacy. 1 Display, manifestation.

k. fa before WTa to shine, aff. anr. and the vowel of the pre-

fix long, by special rule.

afa mf. (.ft-fl) Sight, seeing, n. (-xi)
* Surprise, aatonish-

ment. • A visible object, k. fa before "fa to sec, aff. a.

afara nf. (-a-WT) Sight, seeing, e. fa before Ta to see, aff a^.

ataafal mfn. (-a:-aT*ff) Visible, perceptible, e. ata to see,

aafa^nff.

ataara mfn. (-a:-aT-il) Seeing, looking at. e. fa before V*
to see, inaa aff

t

atannr mfn. (-a'-ar-W) Astonished, surprised, a. ata sight,

araa disturbed.

atfaw mfn. (-a:-ar-a) Seen, beheld, n. (-it) A look, a glance.

e. fa before l£a to sec, aff. at

afaa mfn, {-ant-WT 1 Visible, perceptible. * Astonishing,

wonderful, ind. Having seen. n. (-aS>
4 Wonder, surprise.

• A visible object n». (*aFJ * A dancer, an actor. • A horse.

e. fa before Ta to see, aff. aff or av.

t (*i^>
1 Going, moving, locomotion, progress, proceed-

ing. * Dancing. * A particular mode of moving. 4 Cowacb,

(Carpopogon pruriens.) 4 One of a horse's paces, e. fa before

rfa to go, aff. aa.

ataaa n. (-a) Research, enquiry, e. fa before fa to collect,

V7 aff, and the vowel of the prefix made long.

^tfa mf. (-fa:-fa* or-^t) 4 A wave. 4 A small or rippling

wave. 4 Pleasure, delight, happiness. 4 Leisure, interval, rest.

• A ray of light.
4 Small, little, t . ^a to weave, Un'Adi aff

xfa. and the radical vowel rejected.

elfaHifaa ra. (-al) The ocean, b. atfa a wave, and WTai a

necklace, aff ^fa.

afar r. I Oth cl. faarafa) To fan.

afar n. (-if)
1

Seed, (of plants, Ac.) 4 Cause, origin in general.

4 Semen virile. 4 Receptacle, place of deposit or prepara-

tion. 4 Truth, divine truth, as the seed or cause of being.

4 Marrow. 4 Algebra, analysis.
4 The mystical letter or

syllable which forms the essential part of the Mantra of any

deity. * The origin of the business of a drama. B. fa vari-

ously, aa u> be bom or produced, (from it,) aff a, and the

vowel made long; or aN» to cover, aff. fffa. a^ covering, aa
to be boro, aff. a ; or fa implying possession, ^ Laksum(. or

prosperity, aa to be produced (by it), with the (tame affix

:

there are other derivations.

afara m. (-a :
) Hie common citron, (Citrus medico.) n. (-a)

Seed, k q'fat seed, and unff aff.

afarefTa m. (-a:)
1 The seed vessel of the lotus. 4 Any seed

vessel f. (-at) A pod, a legume, k. ala seed, and wtrw or

ira receptacle; whence also ^farara m. (-a:) afaaat

f. (-at> &c.

ataafaff “• (-11) Algebra e. fffat, and afaa calculation.
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ftanrfi! f. (-ft:) A legume, » pod. *. <\W jeed, afj conceal-

ment,

dfanv ind. From or according to the seed. «. ftm, mod

wfW iff.

4twa n. (-w) ' A fan. a Thing, substance, m. (-a-)
1 A sort of

pheasant. * The ruddy goose.

ftm’jw n (-w)
1 Common citron. ' A thorny plant, (Vangueria

spinosa.) a. Tim a seed, and !jm a Bower.

iftargfwWT £ (-mi) A aort of grain, (Andropogon or Holcus

sorghum.) a atw a seed, gm a flower, WWaff., fem. form.

W^arjy m. (-TO Common citron or a variety, (Citrus medic.-)

a. Tim a seed, and gT what is full of.

m. (.w:) Common citron, or according to some

authorities, a large kind of lime. a. atw seed, and gw

filled.

dlarrg mfn. (-r-glg) Sowing seed, Ac. m. (-g:) Generating,

or a generator, a. wtm. and tng what given

^tmtKlW m. (-W0 Growing from seed. e. aim, and uyrT

growing.

^*|W*l«wr f. (-WT) The pericarp or seed-vessel of the lotus,

a. aim teed, and wean parent.

•atwaa mfn. (-w:-wi-a) Growing from seed. m. (-W:) Grain,

corn. a. aim seed, and aa what grows,

dlmaa mfn. (TH(.alil avtJ Who or what hat seed. a. aim,

and snjwiff.

tfrnaa m. (-f.) Kidney-bean, (Pbaaeolut radiatua.) a aim seed,

and at what screens.

dlsrm: f. (•«:) The earth, a. aim seed, and « parent.

4tmr ind. By or with aeed, sowing with seed, a aim, and

ara*<£

dlanara mfn. (-a^ai-w) Ploughed or harrowed after sowing,

(a field, Ac.) a. aim a seed, and VW made, with atm added to

the first.

dKrna mfn. (-1P-WM0 ' Sown with, having for seed. * Panned.

a dim. and raw tff. or aim to fan, w aff.

dlfma mfn. (-rnl-fmdl-fm) Having seed, origin, Ac. m. (-rft) A
father, a progenitor, a. aim semen, and rfw aff.

nlw .<w

<

n. (-a) Good seed. a. aim, and WliPI excellent,

systira n. (-ai) HaiL a. aim origin or original, WTW water,

aim mfn. -v*) ' Sprung from some family. 1 Sprung

from seed. e. *1* seed or origin, and xpr aff.

mfn. (.*1-91-4) Fanned. E. to fan, pass, v.,

WW^afT-

f. (-9T) • The betel plant, (Piper betel) * The preparation

of the Areca nut with apices and chunam, and enveloped in

the leaf of the Piper betel, Betti, Paun. ' A tye, a fastening,

s. fir before to go, aff. fem. form ; also 41f* or

9fal f. (-?)
1 The Vht a, or Indian lute, a fretted instrument

of the guitar kind, usually having seven wires or strings,

and a large gourd at each end of the finger board
; the extent

of the instrument is two octaves: it is supposed to be the

invention of Nareoa, the son of Bxadma, and has many

varieties, enumerated according to the number of strings,

&c. * Lightning, a. to go, 8tc., Unidi aff. *, form irr.

9 P

m. (-*:) The neck of a Vina or lute. r. ^T a lute,

and a stick.

vfrsiwv* m. (-*:) The tie of a lute or lower part of the tail

piece, where the wires are fixed, e. vfaT the lute, and vj'V*

appendage, tie.

ra. (*:) A player on the Vin’a, a lutanist. a. a

lute, and vr* who causes to speak or sound
;
also with STW

added, vfaivrvvr.

vfano m. ( *:) Nabeda, the son of Bbarma, and inventor of

tlse Vina or lute. i. Vfar, and *riB the countenance.

fa m. (-*:) * A cage, a chain or net, &c. for confining

birds or beasts. ’An enclosure for tranquillising or taming

them, an aviary, a menagerie. * A place for keeping game,

a preserve. *. fir before Ufa to adorn, aff *. and the vowel

of the prefix made long.

fa mfn, (-ir-i|T‘W) ' Gone, departed. • Exempt or freed

from. * Loosed, let go, unbound. * Tranquil, quiet, tame,

m. (-IT:) ' A horse or elephant, untrained to or unfit for war.

* Goading an elephant, e. to go, aff. *.

v’ttTTOV mfn. (-v.-VT-w) Free from sin or soil «- ^fa, and

TV tin.

fa*Tw mfn. (-rr-jn-d) Free from desire. *. ffa, and

desire.

mfn. (-r-*TT-vfo Humble, lowly, not proud, k. iffa

gone, *» pride, &c.

^* mdu. (-WTJ The sides or cartilages of the larynx.

faxni mfn. (-*;-*r-4; Fearless, undaunted, k. rirtff, and *
fear.

fam info. (-*:-*r-4) * Exempt from passions or affections.

1 Bleached, Colourless, m. (-;)
1 Any sage with subdued

passions. a A BaudcTia deified sage. E. 4fa gone, and

passion, desire.

fafarrafa mfn. (-fa -fat-fa) Peaceable, without hostile in-

tentions, e. vtw, favt opposed, and ’fffa understanding,

fa** "‘fa. (-V-TT-W) Fearless, k. vfa, and ** fear.

fairni mfn. (-•.-T-vh Free from care or sorrow, m. ( :)
The A*t>ka tree, (Jonesia At oka.) k. vffa gone, and itnf

sorrow.

fatsV mfn. (-T-9T-4) Free from desire, e. fa, and WTT
desire.

f, (-fa:)
1 Going, moving, motion. • Eating. • Engender-

ing, producing. ‘ Cleaning, cleansing. 1 Light, lustre,

m. (-fa;) A horse, e. Jff to go, far or faW aff.

fifat l m. (-) * Aoni or fire. * The sun. «. a horse,

TV clarified butter, the usual offering or oblation with fire

;

also M.
faivrx; mfn. (-V.-VT-x:) Unable or disinclined to reply, having

no answer, b. Vfa> and vre answer,

atfw f. (.fw : or -vft)
1 A road. * A row, a line. • A terrace in

front of a house. 4 A stall, a shop. • A sort of drama, in

one act, and by one or by two performers, the dramatic narra-

tion of an amatory story or intrigue, t. f*TOT to ask or beg,

aff. and the vowel made long; also vfa optionally

added, and with CV aff, fem. form,v1fafT.
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dftwnr d. (*V) Dialogue, flee. suited to, and constituting the

dramatic entertainment called Hthi, though employed in

other kinds, as quibble, equivoque, jest, abuse, and the like.

«. atfw, and YT a part.

mfn. {-Y:-YT-lfj Clean, clear, pure. a. fV before YY to I

shine, Un'adi aft aY. and the first consonant rejected.

d^WTY m. (-:) The top or cover of a well. a. fir before YY

to bind, aft YY ; also fifYlY*

YYaT f. (*Yt) Lightning.

qftqjT f. (“tgT) Several or successive order, the arrangement of

things or properties each by each, or in successiou, as FY

rd fovf* lie water, tree after tree. t. ft before to go,

or get, deaiderative form , nff.

ftiirit m. (-»:) A Corn.

(**) ’O’* r. 1st cl. (0*rii) To praise
;

also read ^t>* q. v.

tfft r. 10th cl. (’Tft’tft) To be powerful or valiant, to make

heroic or irresistible effort.

fre mfn. 1 Excellent, eminent, (used chiefly in com-

position.) * Heroic, * Powerful, mighty. ' Strong, robust.

'

m. (-X.-) ' A hero, a warrior, a champion. ' Heroism, the he-

roic Rata or feeling, as an object of poetical description es

pecially.
4 The last

.

Una or Jaina pontiff oPlhe present sera.
j

* An actor, a mime. * A flower, (Nerium odorum.) • Fire. f Sa-

crificial fire, t (-YT) ' A matron, a wife and mother. * A sort

of perfume, commonly Murd. 4 A medicinal root, commonly

KthiraktikoH. * A plant, (Flacourtia catapbracta.) * A drug,

{EiaUInka.) • Plaintain tree.
f A sort of Asclepias, (A.

rosea )
* Opposite-leaved fig tree. • A sort of Convolvulus,

(C. paniculatus, the white and dark kinds.) ,a A small tree,

(Gmclina arborca.) 11 Spirituous liquor or a particular kind

of it.
** The aloe. " A plant, commonly Atit. n. (•*?)

' A

reed, (Arundo tibialis.) * The root of the ginger plant (?)

* Pepper. 4 Rice-gruel. • The root of the Costus speciosus.

* The root of the Andropogon muricatum. e. yy to go,

and al substituted for the root, xw Uu'Adi aff., or a^ to be

powerful, aff. Y.

^rYYfwrFT f- (*YT)
1 A war-dance, a dance performed by sol-

diers after a victory or on going to battle. • War, battle, a.afa

a hero, f* to conquer, »aw aff., fern, form, and arw added,

riiv n. (-if) A fragrant grass, (Andropogon muricatum.) f.

A side glance, a leer. * A deep place, a. fa a bird, VC to

go, and V2 aff.

n. (-a)
1 A fragrant grass, (Andropogon muricatum.)

m. (v) ' An arrow. • A distinguished hero. * A corpse. (?)

*. afa powerful, TTV^aff.

iftFYY m. (*Y:j ' A large tree, (Pentaptera Arjuna, Rox.) * A
shrub, (Barleria longifolia, Rox.) a. at>C a hero, and ira the

tree.

f.(-YT) Heroism, a.mg added to
; also withy aff. atari.

yHyy 1

^ m. (-Yf) Kama or CuriD. a. ala a hero, and qqq
a bow.

m. (-V)
1 A peacock. • Fighting with wild beasts. • A

leather cuirass or jacket. * The name of a river. a. rifa a

Y to hold, Y^ aff.

aU *rift f« (*<t) The wife of a hero. a hero, and Flft

the wife.

n. (-wf
) The drink of warriors, taken during the battle

for refreshment, or before it, to elevate courage, a. ala a

hero, and YTY drink
;
tbe a is optionally changed, whence it

aLo occurs Y^CYlY.

YtaMf ro. (-*:) ' A horse fit for the AtwamktTka sacrifice. * A

distinguished hero. * A fragrant grass, &c. 4 One of

S'iva's attendants. * One of the Rudrat. a. vK a hero,

and wg auspicious

atta^ar n. (-qf) A fragrant grass, (Andropogon muricatum.)

a. qrw added to the last.

f. (*y!t) The wife of a hero. a. afc a hero, and wn£r

a wife.

aV W I Y f. (-wi) The mother of a hero. a. ala. and wm mother.

a^aiffirY! f. (*YT) An ornament or ring worn on the middle

toe. a. rila a hero, sfll a seal, YY aff.

WYrriT no. (-*:) A name of Bdimaskma. a. ^ta a hero, and V*
dust.

d*taaw mfn.(-Yni-YlfVYY) Having a champion or hero. f. (-lit)

A woman whose husband is living, a. dfa, and YiffY

poss. aff.

•ftaaigT f. (*^T) The mother of a hero. a. tfta, and aY die

child, (of whom.)

^afaYlYY m. (.f:) A Brahman, who performs his oblations

with money, procured from the lower or S'tidra tribe, a.

sacrificial fire, fa before £ to go, aff.

at*.

B

Y m. (*Y: )
1 Tbe marking-nut plant, (Semicarpus anacar-

dium.) * A large tree, (Pentaptera Arjuna.) 4 A aort of

grain, (Andropogon or Holcus sorghum.) 'a.% strong or a

^jero, and fY a tree.

*1a« f (-qg:)
1 The mother of a hero. * The mother of a mala

child, a. <Ya a hero, and Y mother,

afrift m. (-Y'*) The father of Nala Raja. a. afa a hero, and

qqi a host.

aKYYY ro. (-Y:) Ns la. a prince and hero of several celebrated

poems, as the A atikadha, Nalodaya, See. a. ata*TY the father

of the prince, and Y born,

n. (-^) Garlic.

Formal m. (-Y:) A buffalo, a. fta powerful,YY the shoulder.

ataYY m. (-YT) A Brahman, who has suffered the sacred do-

mestic fire to become extinct, either from carelessness, im-

piety, or absence, a. wfc sacrificial fire, and YW who destroys.

iftClYWW n. <-vf)
1 The post of danger, the place in battle

which is most perilous and exposed. 4 Keeping watch, a. afic

a hero, YTY before wfw to wish, aff. Yf«.

a^FTYY n. (-Y)
1 Sleeping out in the open air, a bivouac. * A

field of battle.
4 A kneeling posture, a. wH. and Y1YW sitting.

tftYY f. (-YV or -YY) ' A creeper or spreading creeper. * A *

branch and shoot, a. far before YY to impede, aff. f^TY, and

tbe vowel of the prefix made long; also YTY being added,

YlYYT f. (-YI).

Y’tTYY (*Y:)
1 Viba&iiadra, one of S iva’s attendants. * A

great hero. a. aK a hero, and fat; lord or chief.
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m. (.»») A Brahman, who omits offering burnt offerings

or neglects his sacrificial fire* s. Ttr fire, to abandon,

aff.

m, (•W’>) A Brahman, who claims alms or presents,

on the merit of having preserved his sacrificial fire, a*^
sacrificial fire, and living by.

n. (-SQ)
1 Strength, vigour, power. * Dignity, consequence.

• Fortitude, firmness. 4 Semen virile. 1 Splendour, lustre.

• Heroism, valour.
1 Seed, (of plants, &c.) a.^ a hero,

and aff , or l\K to be strong, and and ¥*T aff.

firing mfn. (-arni-Tnft-Tfp
1 Strong, stout, robust. * Overcom-

ing, victorious, a Tti strength, nTf^poss. aff.

yloifsr.f’eff mfn. (-ir WT-W) Devoid of prowess or vigour, &c.

and fvrv:f%U deprived of.

mfn, (-¥>¥!-¥) Possessed of courage, vigour, fitc.

a and firfirf endowed with.

*1*5Tlfw f. (fir) * Dow of vigour or courage. • Impotence,

a and ¥lf* loss.

wlorf^W mfn. (-W‘--¥T-if) ' Seedless. * Cowardly, a T\ti, and

«ft*T void of.

n. (-W) Effecting any thing by prowess. *. and

end.

mfn. (-IT.-TfT-W) Overcome or surpassed in prowess,

a nli, and shaken.

m. (*¥:) ' A yoke for carrying burthens. *A burthen.

• Storing or heaping com. * A road : see fqr¥

mf. (¥:-dft) ' A chandler. ' A man or woman carry-

ing a load by means of a yoke. b. wl¥¥ as above, ¥¥ aff.,

and the first vowel unchanged.

m. (-s*:) A holy place, a temple, a sanctuary, but especi-

ally a Jatna or Baud'dha convent, a fw before ^ to con-

vey, aff. ;
also fVTTC-

I> (T) Vf* r. 1st cL To except, to leave, to abandon.

jl r. 1st and 10th els. (iTr^flf) To hurt, to kill.

f¥ (^) r. 10th cl. (fwttrfw) To injure, to hurt, to kill.

-g¥ r. 4th cL (J¥lfff) To throw or cast off
;
also ¥¥.

r. 10th cl. To kill, to hurt or injure.

¥ (,) fW r. 9th cl. (¥¥^) To serve, to do homage or worship,

to conciliate by service or adoration. («r) 1*1 r. 1st cL

(¥¥fif-¥) r. 5th cl. (t^rfw fW¥) r. 1 0th cl (WK.iflf-w) ' To

choose, to select, to prepare. * To appoint, to invite. • To

screen, to invest, to cover. With ¥¥ prefixed. To cover,

to screen, to shield or defend. With ¥TTV, To inclose, to co-

ver, to surround. With f¥ or fire. To cease, to refrain from,

to finish or end. With * To surround. * To depend upon.

With fq, To become evident or apparent, to open or appear.

With ¥¥. To conceal. With ¥* and ^r¥F, To wrap up, to

involve.

¥¥¥ mfn. (-¥:•¥! or Nourishing, fattening, nutritious.

so. (-¥:) A kind of sweetmeat made of sugar, milk, spices,

&c. fried in Ghee, and powdered with coarse sugar or treacle,

s- wf¥ to increase, and tsrar or yv aff.

IT-t* mfn. (-v-¥r-¥) To be nourished, what ought to or may

be. £. ¥f¥ to grow, aff.

ref

vfrw mfn. (-Wt-ITT-If)
1 Grown, increased. • Cherished, nourish-

ed. n. (-Tf) The roar of elephants. B. ¥f¥ to grow or increase,

aff. w.

f¥T r. 1st cl. (xnfafy To take or accept.

¥¥ m. (-W:)
1 A wolf • A crow. • The I'akapushpa tree, (Sesbana

grandiflora.) * A Shahal. 'Turpentine. • Compounded per-

fume. f. (-4TT) A plant, (Ciasampelos bexandra.) b. v* to take,

aff. w, or ¥ to hide or screen, Un'fidi aff. qrqr.

m. (-*:) A dog. i.if » wolf, and who bites.

¥Bnjrq m. (-¥:)
1 Compounded perfume. • Turpentine, b. TT

the same meanings, and incense.

¥¥KTfw m. (-fif:) A dog. b. ¥4T a wolf, snd ^rif* an enemy.

¥4nft m. (-ft:) A dog. *. ¥*T a wolf, and wfr; an enemy.

BU F4.C m. (-V)
1 A name of Brahma. • Name of Bh(ma. b. ¥4f

a wolf, and the belly.

¥¥V mfn. Cut, divided, broken, s. T¥ to cut*

aff. IV, form irr. ;
also read (H

g^ray mfn. (-wm-Wlil-TH) Cutting, severing, k. ¥¥ to cut,

aff.

C¥ r. 1st cl. («¥¥) 1 To appoint. • To cover. 1 To take or

accept.

vw m. (-¥r*) A tree in general. S. B¥ to cover, (to shade,) aff.

W^lor ¥¥ to cut, and ¥ Unudi aff.

¥¥¥ m. (-¥T ;)
1 A small tree, (Wrightca antidysentcrica.)

* Any tree. a. ww added to the last.

m. (*'•) A wild cock. b. ¥¥, and a cock.

ffBU n. (-vj) A grove, b. l¥, and ¥«QI a part.

mfn. (-¥:-¥T-^) Going or living in trees, m. (*q;0 A mon-

key. b. i¥ a tree, or any other synonime, and who goes.

f¥inir f- (*¥T) The shade of a single tree. n. (-si) The shade of

many trees, or a grove. i.|f » tree, and *r¥r shade
; in the

second sense, it takes the neuter gender.

¥¥ffwr n. (-¥T) The foot of a tree or ground about it. b. v¥,

and TTW below.

*¥>£¥ m. (-¥:) Turpentine, b. rw a tree, and incense.

C¥¥T¥ m. (-¥*•) 'Hie Indian fig tree. b. «¥ a tree, and

lord.

m. (•¥:) Gum, resin, e. t¥> and exudation.

¥¥f«l¥i¥ m. (-¥:) Dwelling or living in a tree. k. V¥, and

fw¥r¥ abode.

m. (-vn) The Indian fig tree. B. f¥ a tree, and TT¥F

what ripens or perfects.

V¥H4¥ n. (-^) A hollow in a tree. i. n» tree, and a

dwelling- •
f. (-f—^ or -fair) An ue. «. a tree, *nd fir^ break-

ing, culling.

H«f^H m. (Xf)
1 A carpenttri chisel.

1 A hatchet, c SW »

tree, and what breaks.

trwuat mfn. Abounding with trees, a. rw. and

Stllalf.

mnafa trr f. (-W) A squirrel. an« tree, a monies,

qn. aff. of comparison.

rw—i m. (-^;) A sort of cane or reed, (Calamoa fawicularif.)

a. fw a tree, earth, and w born.
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pTTq mt (-T‘-*T) a parasite plant, (Cymbidum teisalloides, 1

&C. s. qq, and n growing, having its roots attached to the

trunk or branches of another plant or tree.

tW^TTTW n. (-#) Planting trees, a. qq, and *:rqq planting j
also

tqr^Tqq.

tq^TfqqrT t (-BT) A garden, a gTove, one belonging to the resi-

dence of a minister of state, a courtezan, &c. a. qq a tree,

and nfiWT or a til an enclosure ; hence also qqqT*l.

qqq m. (-W') A lizard, a chamadeon. i. tree, aud aft to

sleep, aif. .
qqqifqqi f. (*¥T) A squirrel, a. qq, <1 to sWep, qq aff.

nv mfn. ('^rt-^n-t») What is or stays in or on a tree.

k. qq, and tB who or what stays, also iqiB i faq, qqfqnr &c.

rqrq n. ( i) The top of a tree. a. qq, and qq top,

rstrff m. (-ffi) The root of a tree. a. qq, and qfY fool.

qqigq so. (-W:)
1 A carpenter s chisel or adze.

1 A hatchet, a

chopper. * The Indian fig tree.
4 The Piyal tree, (Bucha-

nania lalifolia.) f. ( ift)
1 A parasite plant, (Gpidendron.)

* A shrub, (Hedysarum gangeticum.) tn a tree,

eating or food.

qqifgaiq n. (-q) Embracing, a. qqTf< trees, Ac., qq ascend-

ed, and qq[ aff. of comparison
;

entwining as a creeper

round a tree, &c.
;

also derived from vy with q aff*

tq i f<q¥ n. (-¥).

m. (-q:) The hog plum, (Spend i as mangifera.) n. (-q)

Acid seasoning, or the fruit of the tamarind so used, r qq a

tree, and qq sour.

IBRI m. (-q:) A planter of a tree. a. qq, and qifivq

who plants.

fqr^iqq n. (-^) Planting trees. *. rw, and qrcniq planting,

qqtqq m. (-IT) A bird in general. i fU » tree, and qrqq
abode.

iqnrtq m. (-qt) ' An ascetic, one who lives in the hollows of

trees. 4 A bird. a. tar a tree, qnnq abode.

riT* mfn. (-q:-qT-?i) Growing on or borne by a tree. z. qq,

and qq what rises.

rwT*rw rn. (-q:) A large handsome tree, commonly Kaniyar or

Kamikdr

,

(Pterospermum acerifolium.) a. rw a tree, and

qqq a lotus,

r* (i) re r. 7th cL (qqfa)
1 To cover. * To quit, to aban-

don, to shun or avoid.

tw (T) «r#t r. lit cl. 2nd cl. (ww) 7th cl. (,urfil) iOth

cl.
1 To quit, to shun, to avoid, to except, to aban-

don. 4 (In the£th cl.) To cover. With qq, To relinquish,

qqq mfn. (-q:-m-q) Crooked, n. (-q) * Sin. * Sky, atmo-

sphere. m. (-q:) Hair. x. qq to quit, &c., Uo’fidi aff. ay.

ifq f.(*fht;) A country, probably that to the west ofDM and

jdgra, or the modern Bnj, e. qq to quit, aff. fq.

mfn. (-q:-^**) Of the district of IVtj or Bnj, (as a

dialect, a native, &c.) a. ifar as above, and qr^ added,

ffkrw mfn. (-q:-qr-q) 1 Crooked, bent, curved. 9 Wicked.

n. (‘tf)
1 Sin, vice, wickedness. * Red leather. • Distress

affliction, m. (-q:) Hair. x. far to cover, Un 4di aff. ljqq,
and the vowel unchanged.

*q r. 6th el. (eqfk) To please, to gratify. (V) (fq) r. 8th ct

(fulfil) To eat.

iq?t mfn. {-qqqwt-wq) Choosing, electing, preferring, (es-

pecially as a husband or wife ) *. f to choose, WW aff.

tqn mfn. (.q:-qT-q) Choosing, e. * to choose, qTqq aff: see

the last.

qq (*) *7 f* 1st cl. (q’fof) To be, to exist, to stay, to stand, to be

fixed or stable, r. 4th cl. {qqir)
1 To choose, to select or

appoint. * To serve, r. IOth cl. (T^qfhr) * To shine. * To
speak. With qfq prefixed,

1 To surpass or overcome. * To

pass over or beyond. * To transgress. With qq, 1 To follow,

to imitate. * To proceed. With qq, To turn back or round.

With qnw, 1 To turn round, to revolve. * To do repeatedly.

With fkr. To make artificially. With fq or flrr. To stop, to

cease, to complete or terminate. W’lth qfc 1 To surround.

* To exchange. 4 To excel, to be pre-eminent. 4To advance.

* To retreat or return. * To turn round. With K, To engage

in any active pursuit. With qfq aud fkf, To go away, to de-

part. With fa, ' To roll, to whirl, to turn round. * To re-

volve. With and ffr, To return. With fq and qfc To re-

volve, (in the mind.) With qq and qfv, To leap.

qq mfn- (-q:-qT-tf)
1 Chosen, selected, preferred. * Agreed

or assented to. * Served. 4 Covered, screened, defended.

* Affected by. 4 Vitiated, spoiled. a t to prefer, and

Waff.

qfk f. (*fqs)
1 Selecting, choosing, preferring, appointing.

* Soliciting, asking, requesting. 4 Surrounding, encompass-

ing.
4 An enclosure, a place enclosed for particular cultiva-

tion, and especially that of the Piper betel, which in many
parts of India is surrounded and screened by mats. * Hid-

ing, secreting, e. v to choose, aff.

tfV»T mfn. (-q:-qT-q) Surrounding, encompassing, m. (-q:) A
plant, (Flacourtia sapida, Rox.) s. qfq surrounding, « to

make, iq aff.

qq mfn. 1 Chosen, selected, appointed. 1 Done, per-

formed, engaged in or undertaken. * Past, gone, been.
4 Over, finished. 4Dead, deceased. 4 Read, studied, read through.
1 Covered. 4 Round. 4 Firm, hard. *• Unobstructed, unim-

paired. 11 Famous, celebrated, n. (-q) * Verse, metre. 'Con-

duct, observance of enjoined practice in private or social life.

4 Practice, profession, means of gaining a subsistence. 4 Pro-

cedure, event, occurrence. 4 A circle, m. (-q:) A tortoise,

a. qq to be, &e., aff. H.

tvaq n. (-ai; Sector or segment of a circle, e. qq, and fq
part.

qqq mfn. (-B- W-qf) Who or what knows men’s actions,

r. qq, and H who knows.

qqTfq md. In or relating to observance or duty, by caste or

duty, not implying agency
;

as qqq: qjq ** by or according

to caste, a no.” k qftl substituted for tlte termination of the

third case.

qf|«jwi m * (•t) The Kadamba trae, (Nauclea cadambu.) *. qq
round, and qaj a flower.

i
(TIT1* D. (-*; J31»ck pepper. I. rn round, and fruit.
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rwnr mfn (-a^-Tlft-TT) Discharging the duties of caste or

calling, correct, well-conducted. s.
#
Vtl, and sTEfT a£

fiTOWV mfn. (-W:-¥T-¥) Well-behaved or conducted, behaving

with propriety, h. it duty, and iPTffl perfect in.

WTOfc* mfn. ( Worthless, mean, vile. a. E¥, and

wx to go (from), f*¥W aff.

EWE® mfn. (ur -UTT-Hf) Discharging the duties of caste or call-

ing. t rw established practice, and ff® who stays.

f. (fr) Holiness, sanctity, resulting from observ-

ance of the rales of life and study of scripture, e. fH con-

duct, study, and *fi prosperity, increase.

ITTTTfiRW mfn. (-tff-Dfaft-f®) Obedient, conforming to rule.

*. E¥, wfiff according to, wfur abiding,

fti i qq i <. m. (*T S
) Conforming to prescribed practice. «. TE,

and TTTTi: following.

gT l
sHJlflvr mfn. (-tl-ftwt-fT) Conforming to established rule

or practice, doing What is enjoined or proper, e. f Nl«l«>«G

and xfw uff.

tTrwt qa. (-*•»:)
1 Tidings, rutnor, intelligence. • Sort, kind,

difference. * Mode, manner. 4 Whole. * Interval, rest, leisure,

opportunity. • Topic, subject. 1 A tale, a story.
1 Property,

nature. * Alone, solitary, k. m observance, See., and wwi,

end, term.

ifw f. (-fit:) ' Livelihood, profession, means of acquiring sub-

sistence. * Style or cbar&cter of dramatic representation, or

composition, considered to be of four sorts, or h axttiki,

which exhibits love or passion
;
Bharatt

,
which appears to

implies declamation especially; Suiwati, of which the sub-

ject is virtue and heroism; and A rabkat't'i, which treats of

sungic, delusion, wrath, and battle. * Style in general

4 Gloss, comment, explanation, exposition. * Being, abiding,

staying. 4 Seizing, stopping, withholding, restraining.
T Cir-

cumference of a circle. s« IW to be, aff. fjET

ifvifiw mfn. Attracted by or impelled to for the

sake of subsistence, x. ifw, and EsfaW attracted,

tffrm f. (-in) ' State of existence. * Profession, subsistence.

E. fffl. and WET afl.
;
also with W,

ifvr^TW u. (-si) Giving maintenance, &c. E. ffw, and TIT

giving.

rfapf mfn. (®TSMflfV®W) Abiding, stationary. e. tftl, and

HH® aff.

tf»!T7y f. (-'jj:) Cause or means of subsistence, e. ffvt, and Tiff

cause.

lirrsfn mfn. (-VT'Vrt'V:) Mighty, irresistible, e. in, and ¥TW¥

strength.

EE® mfn. (-WffT-ETT-Effi}
1 To be chosen, preferable, eligible.

* Excellent, eminent. 4 To be abided or stayed, e, nr to

•elect, aff. Iff^ or far with the same all, and 7JSR augment.

twjtr« ind. For the sake of subsistence. a. ft% and for

the sale of.

WRSitj m.(-®:) Alliteration suited to any style or expression,

s. xfw, aiid wptw® alliteration.

m. (-1:) Means of subsistence, e. tfn, and !

means.

9 <j

tw m. (-®:)
1 An enemy. 4 Darkness. 4 A demon slain by

Index.
4 A cloud. 1 A name of Index. 4 The name of a

mountain. 1 Sound, noise, i. iw to be or abide, Un'idi aff. yw.

m. (-fir*) [ndra. b. rs the demon, and ff¥ the enemy,

m. (-XT:) A kind of potherb, described by some as a

sort of cucumber, e. fX Index, and ifTOTT food,

m. (-®T) Index. k.'CT a demon, and slayer.

rnfy m. (-fa) India, k. d a demon, and an enemy.

dtf ind.
1 Useless, fruitless. * Wrong, incorrect. * In vain.

4 Compounded with articles of food, it implies they are hot.

8. t to choose, Ac., aff. WPE-

ETHTI f. (-WT) Idle talk. b. ETT, and XFTT speech.

rTTTTW m. (-If:) Striking or killing any being unnecessarily.

K. 1WT, and ^rWTT a blow.

ETTWT f. (-*ET) Going about or travelling for pleasure, x. eti,

and wr¥l roaming.

ETFX IW n. (-srj Unprofitable donation, gift to encomiasts, har-

lots, wrestlers, money lost at play. See. u. ett vain, and

giving.

gWT^Tjy m. (-ff:) The slayer of an animal except for sacrifice,

i. ETT, and TQ an animal, W who kills.

ETITT? m. (*¥P) Cutting or plucking unnecessarily, k. ffTT,

and erfw to get, aff.

E®TiT# mfn. ( T:-¥I*'i) Born or produced in vain. b. rwr, and

T7TV produced.

E¥ mfn. (-V-XM0 1 Old, aged, ancient. 4 Full grown, large,

expanded to the proper size. 4 Wise, learned. 4 Heaped,

accumulated. * Increased, augmented, m. (-¥'•)
1 An old man,

or one past seventy. * A sage, a saint, f. (-TT) An old wo-

man, either one past child-bearing, or one with grey hair,

n. (-¥) Benzoin, (Styrax benzoin.) e. rt to increase or

grow, aff. J|.

rtXSTXr m. (-*:/ A sort of crow or raven, x. n o^d or large,

and TTW a crow.

EET n. ( w) Old age. a. wX old, and iff aif. of the abstract j

also Etnrr.

ra. (-TO A climbing plant (Lettsomia nervosa.) a. ET
old, and tearing.

Eaaifit mfn. (-fi»:-f¥:-^-fw) Pot-bellied, corpulent e. ta large,

and wrfw thd navel.

EaaftnraT ro.(-T) A paternal great greatgrandfather, f-(-^ft)

A paternal great greatgrandmother. 8. El old, EfTffTWT

great grandfather.

EET»rmm¥ iii. (-TO A maternal great greatgrandfather, f. (-’tf)

A maternal great greatgrandmother, r. El, ana 7WTNTWT

maternal greatgrandfather.

EF*rw m. (-T-) Old age. e. w\» and fflff quality.

EETTm m. (-¥*) A kind of dock or sorrel : see

E^TFTW tn. (-¥:) The mango tree. 8. H large, and EITW ve-

hicle or stem.

E E m. (-¥**) Hog-plum, (Spondias mangifera.) a. ei old

or large, fwtd* myrobulan.

tC¥T¥ m. (-Tf:) Indra. 8. Efi aged, and hearing; who

listens to the old or wise
;
or I* large, and TEX lb® «u-*
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tT*f* m. (*V) An assembly of old men, council or meeting

of elder*, e. n an elder, and qq assemblage.

n. (-if) Flocculent seed* flying iu the air. a. vrf old,

k and^ thread, aff. W*. $

rT^-tT f. (-WT) Reverence foe old age. a, IT, and service,

urtfw f. (-H:) The thumb. a. *t large, and Tqfq a

finger.

IT1TT ra. (-V) A place where the Purdnas, or other sacred

works are read and expounded, s. n a Pandit, a scholar,

and TTO a forest.

ITPnBT f. (-W) The condition or period of old age. a. it,

and wrqrr state.*

Trot m. (-qt) Roaming, travelling, wandering about x. IT.

and Trot order or state of life.

«f% t (-fir)
1 Increase, augmentation in general, as in bulk,

consequence, wealth, &c. 1 The third of the three condi-

tions or objects of regal power, extension of power or reve-

nue, or any indication of progression. ' Rise, ascending,

mounting. * Prosperity, success. * One of the eight prin-

cipal drugs or medical roots, described as mild and cooling,

sweet and bitter, &c., as a remedy for phlegm, leprosy and

worms. * The eleventh of the astronomical Ydgas, or Yoga

star of the 1 1th lunar mansion. f A particular period or

division of time. ' The increase of the digits of the sun or

moon. * Enlargement of the scrotum, either from swelled

testicle or hydrocele or other morbid affections. Interest,

usury, especially returning the principal, (as in the case of

seed corn lent,) with a proportionate increment. " Happi-

ness, pleasure. " A heap, a quantity, assemblage, multi-

tude. '• Wealth, property. ** Cutting off, abscission. " (In

law,) Forfeiture, deduction, i n to increase, aff. fir, or

in the two last senses tt to cut, aff. fq, deriv. irr.

ifinx rafn. (*K--^TT?) Yielding or causing increase, fitc.

a. if*, and TT what makes.

iffWT t (*TT) A sort of drug : see if*. a. added to

if*.

lf*sftfaa I f. (-TT) The profession of usury. if* usury,

and Tff*TT livelihood.

tfTTW n. (-*) A kind of raxor or lancet, x. iff, and qq
blade.

iflWT mfn. (-TTT-tnfl SPT) 1 Augmented, increased. ' Rich.

• Prosperous. E. if*, and q7j"q_ aff.

tfY*TT n. (-*) A Srdddha or sacrifice to progenitors on any

prosperous occasion, as the birth of a son, &c. s. vfc and qtT
ceremony so termed.

t*TT m. (-W0 An old bull. «. fq old, and qq a bull or ox.

CSTTeftr m. (-T:) A usurer, x. if* usury, and qiartq who
lives.

VW (T,) fTj r. 1st cl. (wiH) To increase or grow. r. 10th cl.

(Wlfir) ‘ To abine. 1 To speak.

WWWTW m. (-T:) A man. x. fM to grow or increase, aff. q«jr>rq.

TTTT^ m. (-w) ' A man. • A leaf. • Act, action. *, qq to in-

crease, TTTT aff.

n m. (-q:) Bubo in the groin.

IT rafn. (-u^-WT-T) To be increased or augmlnted. x. rv to

grow, aff qftr.

IT n. (-qf) ' The footstalk of a leaf or fruit. # The nipple.

The stand of a water jar. a. rrto choose, * aff., and ww
augment.

qwrfT mf. The egg-plant, (Solanum melongena.) a. qwt

footstalk, and qq to go, aff. qq.

ifwTrfT f. (-TT) A medicinal plant, (Wrightea antidysenterica.)

x. qwt a sulk, qirqaff

IT mfn. (*T:-Tl-K) All, many. n. (-wfi A heap, a multitude, a

quantity, an aggregation, f. (-TT) Holy basil, (Ocymum
sanctum ) x. ri to please, aff qq, form irr.

I^TT mfn. (-*[:-qr-yf) ' Beautiful, handsome, pleasing. * Emi-

nent, reputable, tiqi quantity, and TTTO aff implying

pre-eminence.

ITT^T mfn. ( *qp.-T7-T )
1 Handsome, agreeable, pleasing.

* Best, excellent, chief. • Much, great * Reputable, respecta-

ble, eminent, in. (-T:)
1 A deity, an immortal. * A chief,

the head or leader of a crowd or herd, Ate. x. rq a heap,

and qrqqq aff, implying pre-eminence.

lf*I mfn. (-Ti-WT*T) Very beautiful or charming, very ex-

cellent or elevated, very reputable or venerable- e. ITTKI
chief, excellent, it substituted, and qq* aff of the irr,

super. , also with TTTT the same, qq.

iTtqq mfn. (• TTW-xr^t-q:) Very eminent or excellent, x. see

the last.

IT r. 4th cl (iTlf*) To choose, to prefer or select.

IW m. (-W:) ' A rat. • A flower, (Juslicia gundcrussa.) f. (-qr)

A drug. n. (-q) Ginger. *. I to choose, qqr Unadi aff

also *q.

ifqq in. (-q:)
1 A scorpion. * The sign Scorpio. • A hairy

caterpillar. * A ciab. * A sort of beetle found in cow-dong.
• A centipede. 1 A thorny shrub, (Vangueria spinoea.) * The
month when the sun is in Scorpio, f. (-qn) A potherb,

(Basella.) «. wq to cot, Unidi aff fqqr. and the semivowel

changed* to the vowel.

ifqqfw f. (-qi) A potherb, (Basella rubra and lucida) x. qfqq
a scorpion, and fqq fond of. f

lf*TT# f. (-ql) * A line of scorpions * A shrub, (Tragia invo-

lucrata.) e. ifqq a scorpion, and qjtft a line.

iq (q) n r. 1st cl. (qxf*) 1 To sprinkle. To hurt or kill

To weary. 4 To give. r. I Oth cl. (qrqfq-q) 1 To conceive,

to be impregnated. 1 To possess supreme or supernatural

power. • To be powerful

iq m. (-q:) ' A bull 1 The sign of the xodiac Taurus. 1
Virtue,

moral merit. 4 Virtue personified, as a bull or the bull of

S'iva. * A man of a lecherous disposition, one of the four

descriptions into which men are divided in erotic works * A
rat.

T A drug, commonly Rltkubka. • A plant, (Justicia gan-

deruasa) • (In composition,) Excellent, pre-eminent. '• A
name of Karm*. " Vikhn‘u. "An enemy, an adversary. "Par.
ticular ground, judged proper for the foundation of a house.
14 Love or Kama. <k A strong or athletic man. n. (-q) A
peacock's plumage or tail f. (-q?)

1 A plant, (Salvinia cucul-
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lata.) • Cowrch. (Carpopogon prnricns.) f. (-4f» The seat of

the religious student or one used by ascetics, formed of A'iuu

grass, v. rv to sprinkle, atT. ¥T.

rrWf f (*ff) A plant.

¥*w m. ( w) The testicle* or scrotum, a. fir to sprinkle, (semi-

nal fluid,) aft m or vrxT.

f. (*^:) Ulceration of the scrotum, a. i*w, and

a root*

m. {-*:) The horse of India. a. fTO tanas, and

the horse.

¥ n. (-%) The treasure of Iboba. a. vfXT taoai, and

wealth.

¥< WNT m. (•*:) A cat. 1. ff a rat, and ¥** devourer.

m, (-si;)
1
S'iva. * Gan la a * A virtuous man. a. ¥¥ a

hull, a rat, or virtue, and vw emblem.

WT*t m. (-¥T)
1 tanas, as god of the firmament • Kabn'a, the

hero. • Pain, sorrow. 4 Insensibility from extreme pain. * A

bull. • A horse, a. ¥W to sprinkle, Un’Adi aft tffsf*.

WTOur* m. (-if:) A medicinal plant, commonly V\rang, (Embeliu

ribea. e. tx a bull, and *nvTW destroying.

»Vffu m. ( fir-)
1 S iva* * A bull set at liberty, x. a bull,

and xjfij lord.

f.
( d*f) A plant, (S&lvinia cucullata.) a. ¥** rat, and

W a leaf ;
fern. a(T. #tv.

¥XT^*f*f m.(-«lT)
1 S'iva. • A demon. 1 A wasp. * A sort of grass,

(Scripua kvsoor.) a. r* * bull, &c., trust a joint

ruw m. ( w.)
1 A bull. * (la composition.) Pre-eminent, excel-

lent
1 The orifice of the ear. * Ail elc,‘hint's ear. • A drug

;

also Ruhabka, described as a root rc«e ubling the h >rn of a

bull, brought from the Ulmal <y<i mountains, of cooling and

tonic properties, and serviceable in catarrh ami consumption.

• The first of the Jama pontiffs of the present era. f. (-sit)

1 A widow. 4 Cowach. a. fU to sprinkle, Un’fidi aff. xfATX-

fvrwifa m. (-fk:) S'iva. e. ¥¥W a bull, and nfw going.

runvw m. (-W.) S'iva. a. rww a bull, and vw emblem.

IWHIT f. (-WT) The bapital of tanas, mid the immortals, a. n
the bull of S'iva, Wpf splendour, and ZriT added.

fvu m. (-XT:) An asylum, a place of refuge or shelter, a. l to

screen, Un'Adi afT. WV*- and arv augment

VTv! ni. (
xf: )

* A horse. 1 A Sudrr, or man of the servile tribe.

* The sovereign Chandraocpta. * Garlick. * * A sinner, a

reprobate, a wicked or unrighteous man. f. (-H\) ' ,A girl

twelve years old, in whom menstruation has commenced,

and who is unmarried. 4 A barren woman. 1 A woman dur-

ing menstruation. 4 The mother of a still-bora child. * A

woman of a low caste, a ra a bull, or virtue, itc., and ar

to take, aff. ar. or ta to sprinkle, xrar Uu'idi a IT.

ganar n. (-W) The condition or state of a Sudra, a. * added

to nw.
laantmr m. (-nr) The son of a reprobate, a. raw a wicked

man, and wmrar son.

n. (*ar) Intercourse with a Sidra female, a. naft,

and isaw frequenting.

raw | art m. (-W:) A rat a. fl a bull, and wrw* the eye.

lawTTW m. f-wt) S'iva* a. H a bull, and arrWW vehicle,

raw^ m.-f-w:) Visbn'c. a. ra Kuna, and ww the enemy.

rwvift t (-11) A wasp.

C awiwt f-
1 A lascivious woman. * A cow in heat. a. ra

a man of a particular class, or a bull, forming with the in-

crements xpr, and in a nominal verb, implying desire of

such a man, &c. participial aft of the present tense kk, fern,

alf. #tl.

flFWlT^t f. (*ft) ' The goddess LAcsunf. 4 GavaI. 1 Swaba,

the wife of Aoni. 4 S'achi, the wife of Indba. 1 A shrub,

(Asparagus raccmosus.) 4 A plant, (Celtia oricntalis.)

a. eatlfa Vishn'o, Ac,, #ta aft, and inJW augment,

tmrfqr m. (-fit) * KrIsbn'a or Vishnu. 1 8‘iva.
1 Aowi, or

fire. a. ri virtue, W not, wfl to shake or agitate, ^ aff., and

the radical augment rejected; or fiT Indha, wwfb untrem-

bling, as before
;
or ir virtue, orm Indaa, and nrfxr an ape,

being the ape as it were of the greater gods : other etymolo-

gies occur.

flTT »* (-Vs )
1 S’iva. * A pious man. 4 Marking-nut plant.

4 An eunuch, one employed in the Zenana, a. tx the bull of

the deity, or virtue, and WV mark.

fXifl ni. (-v.) A very small drum, held in one hand, and

played by means of a string attached to iL a. rwr^ S'iva,

and «r born, made.

m. (-w») 8 'iva* a. 11 a bull, and going.

V^!W ro. (-*:) A form of S’iva. i.ixa bull, WW to be, and

WW alf

tlTWRr m. (-wj) Vishn'o. a. fX virtue, fW end, and aff.

flixrw m* (-W:) A sparrow.

fxrwT m. (-^t) A cat a. n a rat, and WPTTT food.

yfr*T m. (-^) A peacock, a. his plumage, and xfa
fit f. (-^flj The seat or cushion of an ascetic

,
also fill.

m. (-*:) Setting a hull at liberty on occarion of a sacri-

fice or obsequial oblation, a. fW, and Wiqa letting loose,

ffif f. (-fcO Rain. a. f*r to sprinkle, aff. fipr.

tfcarx; mfn. (-tC:-^MT) Raining, sprinklbg. a. ifir, and w*
what makes.

rfew lW ra. (-qp) The rainy season. «. and wtw time.

«ft^ f. (-ft) Guseratty cardamoms, a. vfv rain, and w de-

structive, fern. form.

iftaJVrw mfn. (-W.-WT-W) Nourished or watered by rain. a. ff%

rain, iftxi living.

( -sj:) A frog. a. rain, and w being, or being bom.

ffrxrxr mfn. (-STTH xnft inr > Rainy, full of rain. m. (-WPE ) A
cloud, a. wfk. and V aff.

if** mfn. (-faBi-fkr.fa*) 1 Heretical, heterodox. * Angry, pas-

sionate. ra. (-fx*:)
1 A ram. * One of the descendants of

Yado. 1 V'isonu or Kkisun’a. 4 A heretic, a sectary. • A
ray of light. 4 Ikoba. * Aoni. 4 Air or wind. a. to sprin-

kle, Uu’&di aff. tar, and the vowel unchanged,

ft* mfn. (-V.-VT-V)
1 Brrbine, aphrodisiac, provocative, (food or

medicine.) * To be sprinkled or aspersed, m (-v) Kidney-

bean, (Phaseolus radiums.) t (-V) A drug, commonly Rid'dhi.

a. ¥i to sprinkle, aff, ¥¥^.
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fnjxxT f. (-XT) A potherb, (Convolvulus argentens.)

r» r. lit cl. (WfW) .lio (T) eft (rtfie) ' To grow Of increue.

• (In the second form only,) To roar, as a wild beast, r. 1st

and JOth els. (fxfa IXxfa) 1 To speak. * To shine. (T) ¥W

r. 6th cl. (xxfa.1 To make any effort or exertion.

VXfax m. (-T*.) A citron.

lTT?^r mfn. Large bodied, gigantic, a. m, and

WTK body.

fXTX« m. («X:) A prawn, n. IXX great, and vm scale.

IX a^x m. (.HO A great or illustrious man. a. xt?t, and TH a

person.

XTXWl f- (-TT) A large drum. a. wxT large, TTi * drui®.

XXX tnfn. (-XX.-T*ft-TX) ' Great, large. * Great, much. f.(-Xlft)

• A small kind of egg-plant, ( Solanum melongena.) * A kind

of prickly nightshade, (Solanum hirsutum.) * A large lute.

4 A form of metre, the stanza of which consists of thirty-

six syllables. * A mantle, a wrapper. • A reservoir, a place

containing water. * Speech, a. XX to grow or increase,

Unadi aff. xfa, with the effect of the participial aff. wm.

Exfax I f. (-TT) ' An upper garment, a mantle, a wrapper.

• A small sort of egg-plant, a. IT*! as above, TX added,

fern. form.

XXfaxfx m. (-fa:) VkThaspati, the preceptor of the gods.

a. rffw speech, eloquence, and xfa lord.

XT*« mfn. (-T:*iXT-*i) Large, great. *. ITX the same, and

n added. %

IXT5* m.(-T:) A bulbous root, considered in some places as a

large kind of onion, in others as a sort of garlkk. a. fXX,

large, and a root

iTHTtj mfn. (-x:-ift-X) Large bodied, bulky, gigantic, t. rex,

and TJX body.

TXTTlTiTTT m. (-Hi:) A shrub, (Cassia purpurea, or a large va-

riety of it.), e. XTW large, and TrxTTT ihe same.

1TXTX n. (-if) A large kiud of tha grass Jfde, (Saccbarum

apontancum.) a. IXW large, XTT the same grass.

XTXfa mfn. ( -fa: fa: or ^Vfa) Corpulent, large or pot-bel-

lied. r. IXT large, ^fx the belly.

XXXw i»-(*X:) The bambu- b. vx* large, and If grass.

ev^vj m. (-XIT) A plant, (Echite* scbolaris.) a. xxx large, and

XX skin or bark.

XT*JT*fa f. (-fa:) Thorn-apple, (Datura metei.) a. txx large,

ftrstfa the Bignonia.

ITXTT tnfn. ( X :*^t X) Large footed, m. (-X*.) The Indian fig

tree. e. xxx large, ud xtx fool or root.

1T*tx mfn. (-wr*WT-fd) Having large flowers, f. (*d?t) Croto-

laria of various species, a. XXX large, and gx a flower.

IXXT mfn. (-xt-Vt-f) 1.arge bodied, bulky. * Large limbed.

' Having many parts, m. (-f.) A large elephant, such a one

as is usually the leader of a wild herd. a. fXW large, and

XT body.

ITXW ra. (-W0 A fruit tree, (Avcrrhoa carambola.) *. fxx
large or much, and XRJ sour.

*H*TX*fa *»• (-fa:) An evil spirit, a goblin. z. rr>t large,

XXX blood, and ufa inclination.

fXTT m. (-X0 A country, described as lying behind the Fas-

fihtfti mountains, near the province of Mahca, aod perhaps

comprising Hundclkkand, or the adjoining district. %. iXT
large, and *X a house ; also read ?XTX from XX » cave, the

country being mountainous, and the people probably having

been Troglodyte* or dwellers in cave*.

fXTTX n. (-W) A water-melon, e. xx^ large, ln<^ rwmd,

or a ball.

rrsjfa f. (-fh:> Radiance, splendor, a great light, t. fTW, and

Xfa light.

XXXT n. (-xij The furrow made by a plough, e. RTS large,

XT a plough.

fXglTfcTT f. (-XT) A name of Una or Duaos. z. XTT great,

and mTftTT princess.

fTffPf m. (-X:) Aom or fire. e. xxt Urge, “any, and XIX

a ray of light.

XTfT ro. (-X-)
1 Inoea. * A sacrificial vessel. • A particular

31antra. 4 A division of the Soma l '<da. (. (-^Y)The name

of a river, w.. rxt large, and XT a car.

¥WXt f. (•'4\) A small owl. e. txT great, much, XTX cry,

xfa aff.

XXffTW m. (-X'-) A grain, generally eaten by the natives of India
t

(Andropogon sorghum.) a. fTW much, aod XTW wind, sup-

posed to generate this humour.

mfn. (-XT-TT-wf) Having much or large seed. m. (-if!)

The hog-plum, (Spondias mangifera ) a. xxx large, and

Xfa seed.

CXXX ra. (-X:)
1 A large sort of reed, (Arundo gigantea.)

* Arjona. 1 The arm. k. vxx large, and XX a reed.

xxfwxx mfn. (-X>XT-X) Large, bulky, protuberant b. rTX,

and faffX place.

IXHJfa *n. (-fa:) The regent of the planet Jum-ra, identified

astronomically with the planet
; in Mythology, he is the son

of Akgibas, aod preceptor of the gods. * 1 be name of a

saint and law-giver, r.. rXX great, illustrious, (ns the deities,)

and xfa master or Guru
, ^7 augment, and the final of the

first member rejected
;

it also occasionally occurs ixwfxfa.

fXXJfaxx n. (-X) The cycle of 60 years, a. gxxtfa, and XT
a cycle.

r. 9th cl. (iXlfa)
1 To choose. * To support or nourish, (in

this sense it is more usually written with the labial initial.)

(T) IT r. 9th cL (CXIfa «xfa) 1 To choose, to elect or select.

* To cover, to screen.

X r. 1st cL (XXfa XXX) To weave.

m. (-x:)
1 A youth, an adolescent. * A sort of fish, (per-

haps the common Btkti.) * A jeweller.
4 An actor.

XJt m. (-x:)
1 Speed, dispatch, velocity. 1 Impetus, momen-

tum. * Stream, current. 4 Sudden impulse, transition of mind,

as from passion to apathy, &c. • Determination, prompti-

tude, energy, that effect of mind which is considered n* the

source of action.
4 Pleasure, delight. * Love, the sentiment

or passion. * External indication of any internal effect* pro-

ceeding from passion, medicine, poison, &c., as convulsion,

horripilation, sweat, &c. * Expulsion or evacuation of the
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natural excretions. *• Semen virile.
11 The flight of an

arrow.
,, The fruit of a kind of mdOgo. a. Htw to go,

aff. W*l.

WHWW ind. Quickly, speedily, a. #1, and wfa aff.

fl^Tira m. (-w:) Phlegm, the phlegmatic humor, i *fal ac-

tivity or speed, and WTwW injuring, inducing corpulency,

tutro m. (-*:)
1 Check, remora. * Obstruction of the natural

excretions, a. and tTH hindrance.

WXTK mfn. (-WTW-TJfl-WW) » Quick, expeditious. 1 Agitated.

b. and aff.

WJTCW* rafn. (.T:-^T-*C) Very quick, f. (-*t) A species of metre,

having nine syllables for the first and third padtu, and ele-

ven for the second and fourth, b. tlXXi and VTCW alf.

mfn. (-sr.-wt-ify Very quick or swift. *. winnr, and

with aff.

n* (•*!) ’ Stopping, retarding. * Constipation, &c.

a. and fTOTH withholding.

-*atvr«r m. (-XT:) A mule. a. speed, WK who goes.

m. {‘Hi)
1 Stop, check. ’ Obstruction of the natural

excretions, a. w*, and *T*TH resistance.

uf*W mfn. (-Ifs-WI-lf) Quickened, expedited, a. to go,

causal v„ W aff.

f. (-HI) Speed, quickness, a. padded to the next; also

wfa si.

^fx^mfn. (-*VfWl-f3l) Swift, fleet, rapid, m. (-<t)
1 A courier,

an express. * A hawk. a. speed, aff.

* WWT L (-hi) Hire, wages, a. to distinguish, aff. VfW

and *l^.

t«ir»rt f. (-aft) A medicinal plant, (Serratula anthelinintica.)

f, (-HI) The abode of the faugo tribe.

tWT f. (-HI) A boat. a. faw to curse, aft. and HTH added.

(Hf) iw r. 1st cl. (Wff-H) 1 To go, to move. * To know.

• To reflect or remember. 4 To discern. • To hold or take

a musical instrument.
4 To play on an instrument. ' To take.

The root is also read TW.

WH m. (-Wt) A musician, one by birth, the son of a woman of

the Ambosk't’ka, and man of the Vmdeha caste, a. W* to

play on a musical instrument, aff. If.

wfH f* (-fw:- tft) Unornamented and braided hair; the hair as

worn especially by widows and women whose husbands are

absent, when it is simply collected from the forehead and

temples as well as the back of the head, and twisted together

into a single braid, which is then suffered to fall like a tail

down the back, no sort of ornament being worn on the head

;

the term is also applied generally to any braid of hair, or to

a braid of the long hair, of which many are made, and the

whole are then twisted together, and worn as a sort of rose

or flower at the back of the head. f. (-fw:)
1 Assemblage of

water, as the conflux of rivers. Hoc. in that case it rather im-

plies their parallel course, ending in a common -point of

union
;
as at Allahabad, where the Gangs, Yamuna, and as

is supposed, the Saraswati, all coming from the north, unite

,

this and other similar places, thence receive the name of

Trkcni. 9 Weaving, (-^t)
1 Stream, current. * A ewe. 9 A

9 R

sort of grass, fAndropogon serratum.) a. "ft to go,Un'&di aff.

fw, and in some cusea Civ added.

tfwWT f. (-WT) Braided hair. s. swt as above, Vsf fem. form,

added.

wfhriuHt f- (-tft) A leech.

m- (-’CO The soap-berry, (Sapindus detergent.)

ta m. (-w:) 1 A bambu. • A flute, a pine. • A king so named,

a. wt substituted fur Hfif to go, aff. W, or WW to sound, fi

aff. form irr.

n. (-#) A pike used for driving an elephant, a. fa a

bambu, and WW aff. ;
having a barnbu shaft or handle.

m. (-^:) A thorny plant, commonly Karir or Karil.

a, ^ ’R a bambu, and WWr hard.

wwqj rn. (-HT*) A player on a fife or flute, a. ft a bambu, WT

to blow, aff. «.

iwfsraifw m. (-far:) The sugar-cane. a. *w a bambu, and

f*rwfw oozing.

f. (-xft) A plant, one synonime of which. Hingupntri,

appears to relate to the Aia/atida or some similar plant,

whilst the corresponding compound Batupaira both in Hindi

and Bengali, is applied to a species of Amaranthus, (A. lancci-

folius, Rox., or A. atro-purpureus, Rox.) *- WW a bambu, and

TW a leaf, fem. aff #1r, having long slender leaves, like those

of the bambu.

,u
- (-H : ) A player on a flute, a. sr* a flute or pipe,

who sounds.

n. (-W)
1 Hire, wages. 1 Livelihood, subsistence. ‘Silver,

a. Wt to go, wwwUn'Adi off.

WWWKTH n. (*W) Hiring, paying wages. a. WWW, and ^TW

giving.

n. (-W) Non-payment of wages, a. tww, and R|^tw

not giving.^

WWH mf. The ratan, (Calamus rotang.) a. w to sew

or weave, Uu'Adi aff. ’H’TW. and 7JW augment,

WTHTTW n. (-H)
1 The leaf of the ratan. • A lancet, a.www,

and a leaf.

HWHTW mfn. (-finv-fnft-nnf) Reedy, abounding in rqeds or cane*,

(a place or soil, flee.) a. viffi a cane, wffH. aff

m. (-M-)
* A sprite, a goblin, especially one haunting

cemeteries and animating dead bodies. * A door-keeper.

e. i iu the seventh case w in air, and wra habitation, fixa-

tion, from ing to fit, aff. HW.

WW mfn. (-wr-Wt-vi)
1 Knowing, understanding, acquainted with.

* Who obtains or acquires, m. (-VH) ’ A sage, one w ho knows

the nature of the soul and God. * A husband, an espouser.

a. fV^ to know, JTW off.

m. (-H s
) A reed, a cane, the Ratan. n. (-H) A stick, a staff,

x. ff to go, Uu'Adi aff. w.

aavYH mfn. Abounding with reeds or canes, a. ww

a cane, V aff., und ipr augment.

m. (-<:) ' A door-keeper, a warder. * A staff-bearer, a

mace-hearer, x. Wa staff, and VT! having.

u,(’H<) ' A door-keeper, a warder, a porter. * A mace-

bearer. s. WH a stick, and HKW having.
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f. (-7ft) The Befica river, which rises,in the province of

Ma/tro, and following a north-easterly direction for about

340 miles, falls into the Jumna below Ca/pi. a. if* a rat&n,

and X7JX aff.

xxixx n. (-Xi A small cot or oblong low couch of basket

work ; when furnished with bambu sticks and a pole, it forms

the common Du/i or litter, c. XX a cane, and XTXX a scat.

tfxx m. {-vt,. A porter, a door-keeper, e. a slick, and

Tf* aff.

XX (X) r. 1st cl. (XXX) To ask or beg.

XX m. (*X :
)
A Veda, the generic term for the sacred writings

or scripture of the Hindus ; supposed to have been revealed by

Brabma', and after being preserved by tradition for a con-

siderable period, to have been arranged in the present form

by Vyasa ; the principal Vidas are three in number, the

Hick, Yajus, and Sima, to which a fourth, the Atkarva, is

usually added, and the Itihdsa and Puran'as, or ancient history

and mythology, are sometimes considered as a fifth. * Metre.

'Gloss, comment, explanation. 'Knowledge. 'Vibbn'u.

a. fxx to know (duty and religion from it), aff. XX
XX^rxXX ra. (-art) S'iva. *. ax the Veda*, fit nice,W aff,

m. (4:)
1 Brahma. 1 A Brahman, a man of the sacerdotal

tribe, r. ax the Vidas, and in£ embryo or womb, figuratively

for origin.

XX*fa f. (-fa.) The preservation of the Heda* by the Brahma .

nical tribe, k. ax * Veda, and aft concealment

XXX m. f-X'-/ A Brahman skillet) in the Vidas. k. and

who knows.

m. (••*:) An elephant.

aXwsat n. (-ag) The true doctrine or substance of the Vidas.

e. ax, and xx truth.

^Xaa nf. (-iM?t) The three first Vidas. a. #x> and XX triad.

a<w nf. i-X-Xf) 1 Sensation, perception, knowledge conveyed

by the senses. * Pain, smart, agony. • Knowledge. 4 The

ceremony of holding the ends of a mantle, to be observed by

a Svdm female, on her marriage with a man of either of the

first three classes.
1 Presenting, delivering, f. (-xl)The true

skin or cutis, a. fxx to know, &c. t yx ad
1

.

*X^X (•'

X

:
) Sound of chaunting or repeating the Vedas.

t. ax. and XTX sound.

%xf**** m. (*W:) * An atheiBt, a disbeliever. * A Jaina or

Baudd"ha, or any seceder from the belief of the divine origin

and character of the Vedas, a. XX acripture, and fx<XX de-

faming, disrespecting.

XefapaT £ (-^T) Keviling the Hides, heresy, disbelief. *. XX,

ami fxatt blame.

axxlx mfn. (-X-XT-X) To be known or [tercrived. * To be,

or to be made known, e. fxx to know, xWtxr; aff.

axaTXB m. (•*») A Brahman skilled in the Vidas, a. XX the

Vida, and tjTt* who crosses.

t’Xyni n. ( -^) The sanctity of the Vidas, a. XX- *nd gxi

holiness.

%Xai< f. (-?n) The mystical prayer or Gayatrl, personified as

the mother or source of the Vidas, a. XX, and «rx mother.

axtjXfi f. (-XjT) A sort of insect, the winged bug.

axx ra'n. (-x-Xf-X) Who or what knows or obtains, e. fax

to know, x aff-

*Xrx«n l*he conservation of the Vidas, as a duty of the

Brahmanical order, e. XX a f ida* and TXX preserving.

xxaxx n. (-W) A test of the Vida. a. XX» and XXX dictum.

**XTW n. (-xi) Text of the Vida. e. ax* and XTXX sentence.

axrrx m. (-X-) A Brahman, a. Xx a Veda, and XTX abode.

n». (-fx^orfxw) A Brahman versed in the Vida*.

e. XX the Vidas, and fax to know, fara «fr.

m. (-XTX) A Brahman learned in tha Vidat, *. ^x*
and a learned man.

iefffeit mfn. (-W:-1ff*X) Taught or declared in the Vidas,
scriptural, e. XXr and fxfxX said.

XX171 n. (-if) The doctrine of the Vidas. e. ^x, and fx
done.

axxrx m. (-X:) The AJuni Vraaa. k. XX the Vidas, fx and

XrX severally, before XX to throw or place, aff. XX, the

compiler and arranger of the Vedas
; he having first collect-

ed and arranged the Hindu scriptures into the four parts, in

which they at present exist.

XX*? m* (*Xpj A word or term in the Vidas, t xx> and

XX a sound.

XXXIX n. (-XI) 'ITic Vidas or any part of them. r. XX, and

XTX an inspired writing, a scripture.

XX^lfVxT f. (-xi) A collection of the formula of the Vidas.

a. XX, and xfiplT a compendium.

XXX m. (-XT'.) The Vedas collectively. t. fxx *° know, XX1* aff.

XXXXJiX m. (-x) Discontinuing the ritual of the Vidas, c. XX.
and XXJTX relinquishing.

xxxwifxx m. (*X:) The religious ascetic or member of the

fourth order, who discontinues the ritual of the Vidas.

1 *X> XX7TX, and XX aff
;
also with xf*, ^XXSJjfxX-

mfn. (-Xt-XT-X) Conformable to tbe Vidas, t. XX>
and XXX concurrent.

^xnr W* (*:) A sacred science, considered as subordinate to,

and in some sense, a part of the Vidas : six sciences come
under this denomination

;
SiAshd, or the science ot pronunci-

ation and articulation
; Kaipa the detail of religious ceremo-

nies; f 'ytikarana, or grammar; Vhhandas, prosody
; Jyotiih,

or astronomy ; and Xirukti, or the explanation of the difficult

or obscure words and phrases that occur in the Vidas, a. XX
the Vedas

,
and XT a member.

xxi far* n. (-w) The mjsiiciil name of Cod. *, (lie

first, and xx letter.

XXrfXTiX m. (-X:) Perusal or study of the Vedas, k. XX» and
xfx*X going over or tlirough.

n.f.aijStud) of ihc Viitu. ud nvjeni reading,

m. (-^1) A student of the Ycdttt. e. and wwfVw
who roads.

iXtwrniT m. (•*:) A teacher of the Veda,, t. and vnn
teacher.

XXW** n. (-if) Teaching the Vedas, k. w% and XXHTX
teaching.
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fgnx m. (-Wfr) The theological pert of the Pedes

;

considered

collectively it is contained in the many numerous passages

or chapters of the Vidas termed Upanukads, which inculcate

an abstract and speculative monotheistical worship, and

these have been further explained and illustrated by later

writers : the founder of the school is Vvass, and subse-

quently S'AKKstaciiaava is its most eminent teacher. *. XX

the Vedas, and x*t end, sum, scope or substance.

W^T^TU ra. (-ns) A Viddntt. b. fxTWt and x who goes over.

XXPXX m. (-V0 A VtddnU. a. XXTWI, and X who knows.

rt»- (-Wtl) A Vsdant(, a follower of the Vedanta philoso-

phy. a. XXTW! the theism of the Vedas, and xfa *ff

XXTfrTXXX mfo. (-X:-WMO Derived from or produced by tbe

Vedanta. B. XXI^ff and XX«X derived from,

fgrwrx m. (-V) 1 The repetition of the mystical syllable Om.

• Study of scripture, a, XX the VeVAw.aml XWX exercise.

fXIT ro. (-X*) A chameleon, a lizard.

*fX f. ( f* tl)
1 (..round for placing the vessels used at an

oblation, or for binding the victim, or lighting the sacrificial

fire j it is more or less raised and of various shapes j
an

altar, &c. * A quadrangular spot in the court-yard of a

temple or palace, usually furnished with a raised floor or

seat, and covered with a roof supported by pillars : see fxxflf.

• A seal ring, m ( f^) A Pandit , a teacher, f. (-fx1
) A

name of Saba»wat(. the wife of Rbahxa'. a fxx to know,

Itc. Unadi aff. T*b and ^tx optionally added in the fem.

form.

f- (-XT)
1 A quadrangular open shed in the middle of a

court yard, erected for various purposes: see fanft.
1 Ground

prepared for sacrificial ceremonies, a rude kind of altar.

a. as* added to the last.

affair f. (-an) PaACrsDi, the sister and wife of the Pan etas.

e, xfg an altar, and V bom ;
born from sacrificial fire,

xfxx mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Set forth, represented, made known.

b. fax t« know, causal form, all. n.

af^fT* mfn. (-n:.an*ai) ’ To be known or ascertained. “To be

made known, to be explained or expounded. t. fax to

know, causal form, all. fat-
1 xfx* mfn. (-wl-wV*t 'Vise, learned. %. fw< lo knot., rnJ.,

with the augment T*

afxn n. (-x) Knowledge, experience, e. ffxX who knows, x
aff. ;

also with in?, Xfx?TT.

#fXW mfn. (-O-SeR'Sc) "’ho or what know., m. (-O)
1 A

Pan ifit, . learned Brahman, a teacher. * Ukaiims. n. (-f^l

A plant, (Cissampelos hexandra.) «. tr^ lo know, fwww aff.

iyixt in. (-*:) Brahma, e. 10 Saiu«wat(, and In lord.

%<TiV mfn. Scriptural, taught or declared in the

filial. ,. the fidai, and TWF said.

“>• (X:) bo bya, or the sun. b. ax the Veda, (the Sdma

Vida,) and XXX rise, origin ; being said to have proceeded

from the sun.

mfn. (-TTi-XT-lt) Taught in the Vidas, scriptural.

b. *x tiie Vedas, and xfxx spoken, from XX to speak, with

«afl.

TX1

tgJUXCX n. f-sf) a subordinate branch of the study of the

Vidas

:

see xxnr. a. fx* and'xaXAX implement.

XXf mfn. (-XT-XTI-^})
1 To be known or ascertained. • To be

explained or taught x. fag to know, BIX aff.

XX m. ('W:) 1 Perforation, piercing. * Depth, (in measurement)

a. xx to pierce, aff. xrxm mfn. (~x:-XT X) Sharp, piercing, a piercer or perforator,

m. (-x:) Camphor, n. (-#) Grain, rice in the ear. b. arx to

pierce, **• f*r-

daw n. (-W)
1 Piercing, perforation. * Depth, (in measurement.)

f. ( Wt)
1 An instrument for piercing an elephant’s ear. * A

small gimblet or perforating instrument used to pierce gems,

shells, &c. ' An augre, a gimblet, flic, or any similar instru-

ment a. xx to pierce, 17 aff.

XxfxXT f. ( xtt) A small- pointed perforating instrument, used

especially to make holes in jewels, pearls, shells, flic., an augre,

an awl, a gimblet, Ac. a. xx added to XXX as above

m. (-*:) Zedoary, (Curcuma zerumbet.) a. XX pierc-

ing, (figuratively for pervading as by its odour.) *fXl prin-

cipal, xx added.

^XXm. (•XT*)
1 Bbaiima. ' ViibnV. A wise or learned man.

•
'ITse sun. a, ff before XT to have, Un'tdi aff. xfa, add XX

aubstituted for the root and prefix.

fxx n. (-X) The root of the thumb, considered as aacred to

Bbauma. b. XXX Bbahma, and XX added, tbe vowel un-

changed.

xfxx mfn. (-TT.-XT-X) Pierced, perforated, r.. xx to pierce,

aff. *.

xfxx mfn. (-ft-fwXt-fX) Piercing, perforating, f. (-fxaft) A

leech, a. XTX piercing, fxfx aff.

XX mfn. (-xf’-WT-W) To be pierced or perforated, n. (-X) \

mark, a butt a. XX to pierce, aff. XX-

XX r. 1st cl (fxfx) To go, flux : see XX.

tx m. (-x) Brahma. a. xt substituted for XX to go, Un'fidi

aff. X.

XXf f. (-XT) A river, b. XX to sound, Un'fidi aff. X, and X with

the usual change, substituted for tbe vowel.

XX (X XI) xfr r. 1 st cl. (XXX) To shake or tremble.

m. (-X :) Trembling, tremor, e. XX to tremble, XTXX aff.

XXX n. (•X) Tremor, trembling, z. Xx to tremble, aff. WJ.

XXXTX mfn. (-X:-XT-X*) Trembling, shaking, a. Xq to tremble,

XTX^aff.

XXX n. (-X:) Trembling, k. fX to tremble, aff. xfx.

XX in. (-TP) A loom. R fx to weave, aff XX-

Xxx mn. (-Xf-X) A loom. b. fx to weave, XffX IJn’fidi aff

fx mn. (-X:-f)
1 The body. * The egg-plant. • Saffron. «. xt to

go, XX aff.

fXX n. (-X) Camphor.

•fXX m. (-X:) A low man, one of mixed or inferior caste, n.(-x)

The fruit of the Jnjube.

XX (xi) fx r. 1st cL (fxlx) 1 To go or move. * To shake, to

tremble, r. 10th cl. (XXXff) To count or declare the time,

i XX n. (-W) A garden, f. (-XTT)
1 Time. Tide, flow, current

[
* Boundary, limit

4
Sea-shore. % Easy or sudden death.
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• Sickness, disease. 1 The food of S'iva. * 8peecb. • Leisure,

interval, opportunity. '• The wife of Budka. " The gums,

a. iff to go, off. ffff and ffTff.

iffrfff mfn. (-ff:-ffT-ff) Agitated by the tide- a. tffT, and

ffrjff perplexed.

WffrffW n. (-ff) Tamltik , the district or kingdom as it formerly

existed, the southern part of the present Hugh district, forming

the west bank of the Hugh river, at its union with the sea :

a village called Bcercovt, derived from this word probably, is

still found in the maps, near the sea shore immediately

south of the boundary of the Hugh district, s. i*IT tide,

and bank or shore.

iffiffff n. (-#) The sea shore, x. iff!, and ffff root.

tad. ' On the sea shore, coast wise, See. * Seasonably,

opportunely, r. irffi a shore, &c. in the seventh case, used

as a particle.

iff r. 1st cl. (ifffif) ' To go. * To tremble or shake,

iff m. (-ff:) Going, moving, shaking, mu. (-ff:.d,l A plant, the

seed of which is used as a vermifuge, a. iff to shake, aff. ff^.

iffff n. ( if) Black pepper, (Piper nigrum.) a. iff shaking,

and it, born.

TOW n. (-sf) * Rolling on the groubd, (as a horse.) • A sort of

rolling pin with which cakes, Ac. are prepared. * Shaking.

• Going, a. iff to shake, Ac., aff. lyar.

iffe ff m. (-ff:) A libertine, a debauchee.

fffff f. (ftn:) A creeping plant, a. iff to shake, aff. ffff.

ifffWT f. (-wr) A plant, commonly Bit Sunt'h. a. ffw added

to the last.

iffffl mfn. (-Wt-WT-lf) ' Shaken, trembling, tremulous. * Crook-

ed. n. ( ff) ' Going, moving. ' Shaking, c. iff to shake, to

move, aff. ff.

itf r. 2nd cl. (ffiti) ' To go. * To pervade. • To conceive or

become pregnant. * To desire. * To throw or send. • To

eat
;
also it.

WW ro. (-H0
* Dress, decoration. * Disguise, masquerade.

• The abode of harlots. 4 A house in general. 4 Entrance,

ingress. a.f«rxr to enter, (literally or figuratively, as to enter

or occupy the mind,) aff ww.

in* mfn. (-ff:-ffT-ff) Who or what enters, ro. (-ff:) A house.

f. (-fwffi) Entrance, ingress. «. to enter, a«[ aff.

i*TffT* ro - (‘*0 The sun-flower. a. in ornament, and

inmfkri m. (-ilj A hypocrite, a false devotee, a. in dis-

guise, and ntfni having.

WTCW mfn. (-gin
1 Dressed, adorned. * Disguised, a. in, and

sen who has.

inn n. (w) ' A house. * Entering, a. fin to enter, ffiwaff.

inn! m. (-wi:) ' A basin, a small poud. 1
Fire. a. fan to en-

ter, ffW Un'Adi aff

inv: m. (-nO A mule
j
also TOT".

mne m. (-y*) A condiment, as pepper, cloves, mace, Ac. : see

inniT-

nfnn mfn. (-^t-fnnVfn) Assuming a particular drew or form.

« iff, and tf* aff.

Wi n. (-ffj) A house. a. fin to enter, wfww aff.

iffpryff m. (-nr:) The musk shrew or rat e. iijf a house, and

nyir an ichneumon.

ilffw f. (-^:) The site of a habitation, e. iijf a house, and n
ground*

iffTffQWT f. (-WT) The main post of a house, a, ini a dwelling,

and ffiwr a pillar.

inr n. (-fff) The habitation of harlots, f. (-ffTT)
1 A harlot, a

prostitute, a whore. “ A plant, (Cissampelos hexandra.)

a, fin to enter, nw aff or in ornament, and ffff aff.

iwnrvt m. ( no A company of harlots, a. inn, and ant a num-

ber, a class.

iffrffTOi m. (•*$:) * A catamite. • The master or keeper of

dancing girls, prostitutes, &c. s. iwr a whore, and ffrwnir

spiritual teacher.

iffnwwwwrTO m. (.ff:) The habitation of harlots, a brothel,

a. inn a whore, WW people, WW collective particle,and ff?wff

asylum.

iffTTWit; m. (-fft) A number or company of harlots, e. inir,

and ffiff assemblage.

ivm m. f-V) A brothel, the habitation of harlots, a. iwra
whore, ffTTO asylum.

iw m. (-ff:) Ornament, dress, decoration. a. fffff to invest,

aff. TO
iww m. (-ff:) A shrub, (Cassia snpbora.) t (-nr) A plant, (Fla-

courtia cataphracta.) n. -fi Entrance, ingress, possession,

* ecupation. a. fww to enter, Ac , aff TO-

iw»K m. (•*:) A condiment
;
also Wffffix.

iff r. 1st cL (iTO) To surround, to inclose, to encompass or

circle.

iff m. (-ff:)
1 A fence, an enclosure. •Surrounding, enclosing.

* A turban. 4 Exudation, gum, resin in general. * Turpentine,

a. iff to surround, aff. ffff.

iffff nafn. (*ff:-ffl-ff/ Surrounding, a surrounder, that which en-

compasses or encloses. n. (-ff)
1 A turban. * Exudation, resin-

gum, Ac. * Turpentine, m (-ff:)
1 A wall, a fence. * A pump-

kin gourd, a iff as above, with ffff added, or iff to sur-

round, aff. 1PI-

iffff n. (-ff) * Surrounding, encompassing. * A wall, an enclo-

sure, a fence. * A turban. 4 A diadem, a tiara. * The outer

ear, or the meatus auditorius and the concha. * An attitude

in darning, a particular disposition of the hands t also

a crossing of the feet. * Bdellium. r. iff to surround

aff mz.

icitw mfn. (-ff:-ffT-ff) To be surrounded or encompassed,

a. iff to surround, ff rtfff^ a*L ; also ifffTTff and iffj.

ifffffffT rat/. Having bound round or encompassed, a. iff to

surround, causal v., a? ff aff.

iffiff m. (-ff*.) A sou of bambu, (Bambusa spinosa.) a. iff

surrounding, and ffff a bambu.

ifffff mfn. (-W:-WT-W)
1 Surrounded, encompassed, enclosed.

* Stopped, secured from access. • Bound round, enveloped,

wrapped up. n. (-if) ' Encompassing, encircling. * One of

the gestures or altitudes of dancing, particular motion of the
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fin^n or a crossing of the feet. i. #C surrounding,

or the verb, and if aff.

wvi m. (-TO) Water. x. fro to pervade, Un'Adi aff. T.

TO («) TO r. 1st cl. (TOfa) To go, to move.

TOT m. (-TO A mule ;
al^o *WT-

TOTTT m. (-TO A condiment, as ground coriander, mustard,

pepper, spice, &c. x. fTO to send, aff. TO, TO despatching,

T to choose, aff Tfa ;
also TOCVTT and TOTOT.

TO (%) r. 1st cl. (TO#) To resolve or endeavour diligently *,

also sometimes read TO-

TOU f. (-T»l) A cow miscarrying from taking the bull unseason-

ably. k. fa before TOv
to kill (the embryo), Un’Adi aff. Vjfa ;

the radical final rejected, and vowel changed.

TOT r. 1st cl. (TOfa) 1 To go. * To tremble ;
also to and

W (#T) # 1V r. 1st cl. (Trifa) To dry, to become dried or

withered.

W ind.
1 A particle of affirmation, (so, indeed.)

1 An expletive.

A vocative particle, a. VT to go, alF. t-

VwfTO mfn (-BT-lV#) Purchased with twenty, a. fawfro

relating to twentv, Tw aff

tn n.<-N>
1 A garland worn over one shoulder and under

the other, like the sacrificial thread. a

t
An upper garment, a

wrapper, a mantle, a. fa implying possessed of or belonging

to. VTW the flank, fv aff.

W-TOT n. (#) A garland or siring of flowers worn as a scarf or

like the sacrificial cord, over the left shoulder and under the

right arm, banging down below the hip* a. added to

the Inst
;
also as derived from fa, and TO with TO aff. TOfro

n. (#)

TO m. (-W-) A plant, (Flacourtia aapida.) x. pleonasm,

added to fav^fT.

m. (•*:) A jeweller, a. fa«7 difficult (occupation),

and TO aff.

TOf«TO mfn. (-vr:-#^ v>)
1 Doubtful, indeterminate. a Alterna-

tive. e. favwi, and arW aff.

TOT n. (**j)
1 Lameness, mutilation. a Deficiency, defect.

* Non-existence. * Incompetency, insufficiency. a Agitation,

flurry, a. faro defective, TO aff.

waTO tu.(-W* ) Evening, afternoon, a. fa gone, Till time, wp> aff.

WWTPTO rofu- (-W’.-vV#) Occurring in or belonging to the

afternoon, a. fTOTO, and TO. aff. \
also with TOT, TOPfffa.

Wjr^ m. (-^:)
1 A name of Visa* u.

a Inobs. n. (-vi)
1 The

paradise or world of faiktutt'ka or Vishnu; its site is vari-

ously described, either aa in the northern ocean, or on the

eastern peak of mount Meru. 9 Talc. b. frjw the wife of

S'ubbha, and mother of Vishn u, in one form, wrw patro-

nymic aff : other etymologies occur, as fa privative, Ac.

and jre said to mean destruction, he who is indestructible;

or fa before the name, explained knowledge or abode, being

omniscient or omnipresent, Ac.
,
again fa various, and jv?

illusion, aff TO 1

,-

mfn. (-li-Itt-TT) Changed, in mind or form. n. (-#)
1 Aver-

sion, disgust. * Change in mind or form. s. faed the same,

pleonasm.

TOWTTO mfn. (-T:-TT-t) Removing or preventing change

a. TOTT. and TOT what takes away.

ae7*f mfn. (-ap-iTT-fd) * Changed, in form or mind. n. (*?d) Aver-

sion, disgust.
a Change, alteration* b. faff* the same,

TO pleonasm.

aerwf n. (*wr,i A kind of gem, said to resemble a diamond, and

to be of similar properties
;

it is also considered to be a burnt

diamond, and to be the common load-stone or magnet,

x. fTOTW! a warrior, aff

TOTO n. (-4) Confusion, bewilderment, commotion, e. faff*

confused, vpflf aff

TOTTO m. (-sr) A man of the third religious order, a hermit,

an anchoret, f. (-#t) A vessel used for fryiug meal to be

offered in sacrifice, a. fa before TO to dig, dcriv. irr. ; sub-

sisting on roots, Ac.

WTOV n. (-SB |

* Absence of attributes or qualities.
1 Contrariety

of properties or qualities. * Inferiority, badness, vileness.

* Fault, defect. «. faro void of properties or merit, VTR aff

WTOVJ n. (-ll) Skill, cleverness, proficiency, x. fa -TOT clever,

TOT aff.

vfani n. (-71) Confusion of ideas, distraction, grief, t. faffafal

wandering, tot aff

tTto n. (-wflj
1 Variety. a Surprisingnesa. b. fxrflT astonish-

ing, tot aff

TOTO n. (-#) The last month of uterine gestation, b. fa be-

fore TO[ to be born, aff U7T, and TOC added.

m. (-WI:)
*

'Ilie palace of Indus. * The banner or em-

blem of Index. f. (-itft)
1 A flag, a banner, on ensign.

* A small tree, ($esbana*£gyptiaca.) 9 Another tree, (Prerana

spinosa, Ac.) * A kind of garland, x. fa before far to con-

quer, TOC aff

WTOfTO m. (-TO) A flag-bearer. £ (-TO) ' A plant, (Sesbana

zEgyptiaca.) * A flag, a banner, E. a flag, with TO>

alL, or vc pleonasm, fem. form.

varfa m. (-fa:) The third Chakraveril or emperor according to

the Jui*ai. a. fajftji a proper name, and T5* patrony-

mic aff

vsrj 71 n. (-7Q)
1 Difference or deviation from ordinary character

or conduct * Exclusion from caste. 1 Difference of caste or

species. * Looseness, wantonnes*. a. fa before Vttfa species,

Ac. TO aff

wfinv mfn. (-; Seminal, relating to seed or origin.

«t (-*)
1 Cause, origin, motive. * Oil prepared from the

tfigru or Morunga. * The spiritual cause of existence, soul,

spirit m. (-»:) A young shoot or sprout a. ifai seed,

TO aff

TOlfTO mfn. (*vr:-vft-vf) Skilful, clever, dexterous, proficient.

e. faTPV knowledge, acicnec, aff. 3TO

WTWVfavf m. (-»:) A hypocrite, a religious impostor, one who

under the appearance of piety and virtue is covetous, mali-

cious, and cruel, x. ff<|l a cat, TOT observance, and to
aff ; acting like a cat

I V! tu. (-1 :) A cutter of bambus, a worker in bambu work.

I
a. %w a bambu, TO, off., and the primitive final rejected.
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VV* mfn.(-w:-^Y-¥) Produced by or made of a bambu. m. (-X:)

1 A bambu staff in general. ' A worker in bambu or wicker-

works K. X* a bambu, and X* aff.

vxfax m. (-*:) A player on a flute, a. ** a pipe, ant aff.

fax m. (-en) A lutist, a player on the Vink or Indian lute,

a. vfaT the rind, and aff.

n. (-X) A goad or bambu pike headed with iron, used to

drive an elephant, m. (-«*:) A player on a pipe or flute.

a. a flute, xwuff.
^ * ~

mfn. (-x : -Xt-X) Relating or belonging to a bambu,

Ac. e. *ri» a bambu, and vwaff., with augment.

*Xf ro. (-^:) A name of PrYtho, the fifth sovereign of the solar

race. e. *tw the father of this monarch, and XU aff.
t

also

read

m. (-X0 A Tender of the flesh or meat, either of beasts

or birds, a xfax a snare or net, and VM aff.

BTffa* m. (-Xt)
1 A hireling, a labourer. * A stipendiary, a. ar«?*f

wages, hire, aff.

Wfixfwt f. (-fa:*tit)
1 The river of hell. * Tbe mother of the

Jldkshasas. e. fa various. Treat crossing, aff. X*\ or X*. and

affa aff., or fa prohibitive, crossing
;
or faXTX giving,

(liberality in life securing a passage ;) or again, fa priv. TITE^

a boat, passed without a boat
;
the affix is the same.

WTP* in. (-*:) A sort of cane, (Calamus fasciculatus.) b* TW the

Ratan, WVT plt'ons-'tn.
*

WTTPf mfn. (-X:-sft-v|) Sacrificial, sacred, (as fire.) n (-'dl Obla-

tion with fire. a. famx the hole in the hearth in which

sacred fire is kept, and V* aff.

X7nf»X mfn. (X:faft-X) Sacrificial, sacred, (as fire.) n. (-X)

Burnt-offering, especially of clarified butter, as presented

daily by the Brnhmant. k. frlTUT the hearth, 9* aff.

^TXTXTXXT f. (-W1) The regular presentation of burnt-offering

morning and evening. E. XXTX sacrificial, (fire,) and XXTX*rr

service.

WTnfarar m. (-X :
)

1 A bard whose duty it is.fo awaken a chief

or prince at daivn with music and song. * A singer out of

tune (1)
a One who has a demon for a fumiliar, the servant

of a Vctdla. «. fa privative, fitc. xrx tune, XX aff., and wv
added.

^Tffarfa m. (.*:) A kind of metre, or tetrastich, the first and

third lines of which contain the time of fourteen short sylla-

bles, and the second and fourth of sixteen
;

it admits of some

varieties,

$vrx mfn. (4g:oft'W) Cany, reedy, relating to a cane, &c.

e. ifa a cane, »ir*. with yx augment, and the final of the

aff. rejected.

mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Relating to a stick or canc. e. ww u

stick, and WX aff.

5x mfn. (-X'-^t-X) Relating to or connected with a wise man,

learned, knowing, e. fax who knows, X* aff.

v< nj n. (-xi)
1 Cleverness, skill, dexterity. * Acuteness,

sharpness. * Craft, cunning, k. fax7* clever, xx aff.

Bx?X nf.(-ivi-vtft) 1 Cunning, craft. ‘Cleverness, dexterity, skill.

* Knowingness, sharpness, wit, a. fax1* clever, sharp, aff. xx.

XgX n. (-3) Crafty or indirect speech, m. (-is) 1 Tbe sovereign

of Vidkrbba, the father of Damayant(, &c. * Gum boil,

f. (-aff )

1 Tbe law of Viderroa, as one by which cousins ger-

man were allowed to intermarry in that country, &c. * The

wife of Aoastya. DamayantI, tbe wife of Xala. * Rckmini.

one of KrisiinYh wives, e. fax&T the country so named,

and wa aff of derivation or production.

Wgwr mfn. (-x:-X!-*fo Wicker, of cane, wicker or basket work,

n. (-wi)
1 A shallow cup or saucer made of clay usually,

though sometimes of metal, and sometimes of wood or wick-

er. ‘Any seat or vessel of basket or wicker work, ra. (>f:)
1 A flat unleavened cake, made of flower, &c. with cumin or

coriander seeds, and fried in Ghee. * Any leguminous vege-

table or grain, as peas, beans, &c. e. fa beforeXX to divide,

aff. XX, and xx added.

mfn. (-X or xt-X) Scriptural, derived from or con-

formable to the Vedas, m. (-X:) A Brahman well versed in

the Vedas, b. XX« and BX or fat¥ aff.

irfXXX n. (-W) Scriptural character or origin, k. *fax relat-

ing to the Vidas, and x aff. of the abstract.

xy* nf. (-x-^t) Learning, sapience, k. fafXa learned man,

arsfaff.

n - (-4j A gem of a dark colour, the lapis laguli. b.

said to be the name of a mountain where the stone is found,

or a city where it is polished, and «U aff.

mfn. Foreign, strmngcr. i. fri;*, »nd

TO m. (-X*-)
' A trader by caste, or profession. ‘An atten-

dant on the women's apartments : see the next, f. (-^)
1

Sirs',

the daughter of Janaka. * Long- pepper. 'The wife of a

trader or woman of the Vaideha caste. * A sort of pigment,

commonly lidckand. r. fax* the country, afar aff. of origin

or production. &c.: see the next.

m. (-»:) ' A trader by profession. • A man of a mixed

caste, the offspring of a I’uisya father and Brahman mother,

whose business is attendance in the women's apartments.

e. fax* the country, X5* ®ff» or fa various, fr* to collect,

(goods, &c.), aff. wx and xx added
; or fa^X a king, the

supposed author of rules for merchants, X** aff. or with ai*r

aff. and tarx added axfa*-

X mfn. (-X^-XjVX) ' Medical, practising or relating to medi-

cine. * Relating or conformable to the Vedas, m. (-Bp)
1 A

physician. * A tree, (Justicia ganderussa, &c.) 'A learned

man. 4 A follower of tbe Vedas, or one well read in them.

f. (-XH) A drug, commonly Kdkali. e. XX tbe medical or

Ayur Vedas, or the Vidas in general, and XX or XX aff.

m. (*X0
1 A name of S'iva. * A name of DnANWASTAai.

e. XX » physician, and XT* lord.

XX*7* m » (*3j0 Cassia fistula, t. WXT a physician, W*s the

friend.

XXXTX f. (-WT) A plant, (Justicia ganderussa.) a. TX a phy-

sician, and XHi mother.

XXfa*^ f* (**t) A plant, (Justicia ganderussa.) e. ?x medical,

and fa* pre-eminent, fcm. aff. xfa
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BB mfn.(-B’-BVB) According to rule, preceptive, ritual, k, firf^a,

•nil 'C* aff.

bbb n. (-ft) Widowhood, b. ftBWT, and mw aff.

BBuH n. (-^U) ' irreligion, injustice, impropriety. * Difference of

duly or obligation. «. ft before bbi virtue, &c., n*» aff.

*B|B m. (-B:) Sanatkcmara, the son of Brahma, and eldest of

the progenitors of mankind, r. frHT* Brahma, and bb aff.

of descent
; it is applicable also to the other three sons of

the same deity.

nfwm rafn. (-B:*ft1-ft) Ritual, preceptive, according to rule, &c.
|

b. ftft, bb aff

Vvu mfn. (-B : *ftt-B) Foolish, ignorant, an idiot, a fool.

h. ftvnj performance of religious ceremonials, BB aff.

BBJb m. (-B:) Vama's porter or chamberlain.

BBfTB n. (-ft) A vessel for holding or pouring ghet, used at

sacrifices with fire

BBBB th. (-B :
) A name of Garcd'a.. E-ftBBT the mother of

this being, and BB nff.

mfn. (-BT:-ftt-ft) * Relating to morals or behaviour,
j

• Enforcing proper conduct. * Magisterial, a. ftBU. and
.

BB aff. m. (-B:) A chariot used formerly in battle, a war

carriage. «. ft before aft to get, ^ar aff, and BB added.

BBtftBr ra. (-W:) A Baud'dki, a follow er of Buddha. g. ftBTBBT

a Buddha or teacher of this sect, bbt aff.

BBTfiTB m. (-BT:) * A dependant, a subject, a slave. • A spider

• An astrologer, s. fBBTB loss, destruction, aff. Bft.

BfttWBT mn. (-b:*B) A mediate conveyance, as a porter carry-
|

ing a letter, a horse dragging a chariot, &c. a. ft various-

ly, dft to take, aff. %, with BB.and ^fr added.

BUTlft n. (-ft) Contrariety, opposition, reverse, e. con-

trary, aff. «rw.

Biflft* m. (-B-) A watchman, a bell man, one who announces !

the hours, k. ftam awakening, aff.

BBB n. (*B) Grandeur, wealth. K. fVw3, and am added.

WMTftra u. (ft) Apportioning, dividing. . ftramtlfftsf one who

makes a division or causes it to be made, aff., and the

semivowel rejected.

BB n. (-ft) The heaven of Vishnu. a. ft variously, Bfft to

shine, B aff., and b* added.

BBPB n. (-ft) A garden of the gods, a celestial grove or garden.

r. ft variously, BTB to shine, aff. Blft. and added.

bbtb m. (-B:) A step-mother’s son. f. (ftt) A step-mother s

daughter, t. ft different, HT* a mother, and fg aff.

BBilB m. (ms) A step-mother's son. f. \-ftt) A half sister, or

one by a different mother, a, fwnt a step- mother, and ¥B[ aff.

Buift* mfn. (-Br-ftl-ft) Relating to a heavenly car, borne in

one, &c. e. f*mm, and Bar aff,

BSjH mfn. (-H-'WTft) Liberated, emancipated, being at liberty

or loose, n. (-ft) Liberation. a. ftypl free, loose, and Bfw

aff implying property or possession.

BfTO n. (-ft)
* Turning away the face. 1 Flight, retreat,

t. and BT*[ aff.

B*ft m. (mO Barter, exchange, e. ft before ftft to barter,

<PT aff., and B|V added.

Birft n. (-4) Unprofitableness, uselessness, k. useless,

BB aff.

bbtbtb mfn. (-B:-ftt-ft) Grammatical, relating to grammar,

ra. (-BT:) A grammarian. K. WTBBB grammar, and vfw aff

BBTO rafn. (-T|:-ftt-ft) Covered with a tiger-skin, (a car, &c.)

e. aim a tiger, and Bft aff.

BBT7Q n. (-ft) Immodesty, boldness, e. ftBTB, and Wftaff.

BBB mfn. (-B:-ft1-l) Early, betimes, occurring or performed

in the morning, e. Bf morning, and vgw aff.

B< n. (ft)
1 Enmity, hostility. • Heroism, prowess, t. ftft a

warrior, aff. wb.

BVBTB mfn. (-tp-Tlft) Causing or occasioning enmity, mischief-

making. I. B^, and BB who or what makes.

BCBft ra. (-B*) An enemy, i, BB, and BIB who makes.

BTBB n. (-BB )
Aversion, displeasure, dislike. s. ftyn, and

Waff.

m. (-b :
)
An ascetic, a devotee, one who has subdued

passion or desire. «. ft privative, BT passion, aff. BB.

or B«r.

weftnsrwir n. (-if) Revenge, retaliation, requital of an injury.

e. B< enmity, ftwiBW donation, return.

B<srfwfi*BT f. (-BT) Revenge, b. BT enmity, BftftfBT return.

Rr^ff f, (-ft:) Revenge, retaliation, a. BC enmity, 13ft

purification.

TCnt n. (ft) Absence of worldly passion or desire. s. ft pri-

vative, BTB passion, BTftaff or with BT5
!

aff. WBTJB-

BCfftB m. (-B:) An ascetic, one with subdued passions, e. ft

privative, BTB passion, Bft aff.

BBfftB m. (-41) An ascetic, a devotee, one who has subdued bis

worldy desires : at present the term in common use is applied

to a particular class of religious mendicants, a. BtCTB absence

of passion, aff. ^ft,

BTT?B n. (-ft) Subjection of the appetite and passions, absence

of worldly desires, e. fBCT*, and Bft aff. : see BOB.

BTTB m. (-»:) An earth worm. k. ft before Vlft to shine, aff.

ftrr. and gy added.

itBTBlt f. (-BT) One of the sixteen goddesses of the Bauddhas,

termed Yidyadfau or goddesses of learning.

BOBBftni ro. (-ft!)
1 Vishn tr. * The solar ray which is

charged with heat. e. b>C heroism or strength, wBBfttB

connected with.

BOBBTB «‘fn. (-B- BT-B) Hostile, inimical, an enemy, e. BB

enmity used as a verb, with WW and BfB^ affs.

BCT^TB m. (*B‘) Desperate or arduous combat, e. BH enmity or

heroism, BT^TB ascending.

BftBT (*BT) ' Eumity. * Heroism, a. BftB, and B«: aff. ; also

with B,

mfn. Hostile, ioimicsl. m. (-x\) ' An enemy.

* A hero. fi. enmity, Tfw aff

BBB n. (-ft) ' Deformity. * Difference of form, &c. a. fBBB,

and BB aff.

B ^TBB m. (-B:)
1 The third of the Buddhas, called Dhyami Bud-

dhas. * Bali, the sovereign so named. ' The son of Aoki.

4 The son of Su ejta, or the sun. 1 A Siddka, a sort of demi-

i ]
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god or deified mortal, e. ftfr^W the sun, Icc., and aiT. of

descent ^

w

K -s '
. - *

n. (-*) Pdtala the intermediate region between 1

the earth and Tartarus or Naraka, over part of which Bali

presides, a. srcncw the prince Bali, and ftri?r* abode ;

the aovereign of this name being an incarnate Daitya or

hereditary foe of the gods, and being invested with a sover-

eignty in the lower regions after his humiliation by Vishnu.

W^T^far m. (-ft:)
1 A Bud'dua. Bali. ' The son of Su'eta.

a. fafnTW the sun, &c., and arf. of descent,

wfrfa m. (-f%:) The demon or Daitya Van'a.

wrnTC n, (-f) Revenge, retaliation, a. WT enmity, and 'tHTT*

a debt.

wrwrwpj n. (-EH) ' Contrariety, reverse, inversion. 'Contrary

course or conduct to that which is usual or natural. * Absence

of any characteristic, a. fair*, and gsi &ff.

Wf’fW n. ( tf) Difference, contrariety, b. fawsjw, anci mjwi aff.

mfn. (-W-rit’ri) Relating or belonging to the Vilma tree,

n. (-Wi The fruit of the Vtitea, {.Egle marraeloa) a.

the plant, aff

iwtt mfn. (-sp-ft-f) Made of the Vilma, of the wood, &c. of

that plant a. relating to the Ril, and «npr aff*.

w*fanr m. (-qr) A chandler, a vender of grain, oil, ghee, fruit,
[

sweetmeats, ficc. c fVry storing grain, ftc., aff. VW.W n. (-tiff) 'Change of colour or complexion. * Change of
|

colour in general. ' Deviation or secession from tribe or

caste, &c. 4 Heterogcneonsne**, difference, b. ft privative

or contra-indicative, and ww colour, tribe, kc., aff. ir*t

vrantiT m. (-"if: )
1 Yama. • One of the Rldras. 1 The seventh

Mean, or the Mkku of the present period. 4 The planet Sa-

turn. b. fVwfPT the sun, aff.

a f iff gr mfn. (-*:-qrt-f ) Nuptial, matrimonial, relating to mar-

riage. a. fVfTT marriage, aw aff of reference or relation.

Wir* n. (-W) ‘ Whiteness. 1
Cleanness, purity, b. faring white,

lie., and 1TW aff.

?lp<rruir m. (-sp) A sage, the original teacher of the Yajur

Vdda, and narrator of the Mahahhdrai to Jamamijaya.

wit*! n. (if) ' Hindrance, impediment. ' Slaughter,

iirw n. if-li) ' Government, sway, rule. • The state of being

disarmed or defenceless, r. fanrw ruling, aff, and the

pen. vowel changed, or fa privative, v? a weapon, and

war aff.

iw W m. (-v) * The month in which the moon is fall near the

southern scale, (April.May.) the first month in the Hindu

calendar. a A churning stick. n. ( W) An attitude in

shooting, standing with the feet a span apart, f. (*Wt)

The day of full moon in the month Vau'ale ha. a. ffiriw f

the constellation in which the moon is full this month,

wrw aff. or farcgWT said to mean here, pervading, revolving,

WW aff.

fltw n. (-ff) Harlotry, allurement of harlots. and

*
WitfV* tn. (-»:) A follower of the Vait itAUa doctrine, n. (.»() The
ytil titota doctrine, or branch of the N)ly

a

or logicel Khool

! 3 **.

of philosophy, instituted by Kan'ada. b. fanrf difference,

(from the original Nyaya of Gautama,) TWaff.

wfinn n. <-lj)
J Endowment with, possession of. * Distinction.

k. fafirc, and npRaff.

Tsrei n. (-li) ' Specific or generic distinction. * Superiority,

pre-eminence, a. faNft, and ww aff.

*rw m. (-WI:) The Vauya, orman of the third or agricultural

and mercantile tribe, f. (-WTr) A woman of the Vauya
caste. • ft* to enter, (fields, &c.) and W®? pleo-

nasm added.

WWlfW^T f. (-WT)
1 Trade, agriculture. *. w*r, and ftnqr act,

business
;
also Ike.

f. (-fair) Agriculture or trade. . WWT, and ifn subsist-

ence.

fWWW m. (-*:) Kevins, the god of wealth, a. ft*** the father

of the deity, aff. gw. and the form irr.

tttwtww m. (-v) The Indian fig tree, b. -?WffW Kuvfias, and

WTarw abode.

wwwwram ra. (-*:) The Indian fig tree. a. **** Kuv£ra, and

WltfW abode.

w-iwwTg* mi. (-*:) The Indian fig tree. £. Kuy£ra, and

Wgw prosperity.

mfn. (-*:-ft f )
* Sacred or dedicated to the Vumadhan,

offered to them, relating to them. &i\ ' Rehiling to all divi-

nities. n. (*W) Offering to all the divmitiea. t (-ft) Species

of the Pankti metre, a. far***, and v|W aff.

it. (*tr) Oblation or offering to the deities collec-

tively. E. and WWt* acL

WW^T^fW n. (-*> Oblation to the Vu'aadioas. a. and

WtH burnt-offering.

WWTiTC rufn. Relating to, fit for, &c. all men. m. (-*;)

Aomi or fire. f. (-ft) A particular sacrifice to be performed

at the beginning of every year. e. fVwiW^ a Muni, or ft*
all, WK mankind, and W«.aff. of descent.

f. (•*!) The second of the constellations called jfthtir'ha,

and twenty-first of the whole, b. fVw a Vu uadha, and

aff. ;
those deities presiding over the asterism.

n, (- 1^)
1 Inequality, unevenness. ' Solitariness, single-

ness, ' Difficulty. «. fTEW odd, uneven, icc., aff. wrs?.

*wf<rw m. (-wt) 1 A sensualist, one addicted to the pleasures of

sense. • One occupied with worldly objects or interests.

b. an object of sense, and 3"^ aff.

n. (-W) The ashes of a burnt-offering, e. ft before Sff to

praise, aff. n, end added.

Wf B. <-<) A world. «. fVw to enter, |r*T.Uo'&di aff.

ir |srff mfn. (-g“.-*Yg) Relating or belonging to Vishnu, m. (-ST)

A follower of Vish-n'u. t (-ft)
1 One of the Matrts, the

personified enemy or S'aMti of Visa* u. * A name of Duaoa.
1 A flower, (Clitoria ternatea )

4
Sacred basil, (Ocymum

sanctum.) a. ft^ Vmhn'u, aff, fem. aff. wft.

^r^rTftir m. (-^:) A fish. e. far before « to go, ftfaf aff., and

added.

n. (-if) A man's assuming female attire, (in the drama)

&. ft before to make known, aff, uud added.
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fTTfa* m. (-W:i A comic actor, a buffoon, aa actor, r. fir be-

fore TTO laughter, mirth, alT. Z ».

*FfT f. (-TT) A female servant or slave. *. xjz to contract, alT.

^^ , and f being substituted for f, perhaps more correctly

TOT.

fTT tu. ,'•*:)
1 A larire snake, (Bor or Hon Constrictor.) 1 A

sort of fish. f. ( #t) The fourth part of a i*ana .

*TTO mfn. ( *u*T-*) * To be borne or carried. * Able to bear

or carry, z. f* to bear, ir«r* * form irr.

9TV in. (-*:) The job of a woman living in her father's house,

and whose husband is absent, z X\ to bear, *3 aff., form irr.

tT¥ ni. (-VT) * A bridegroom. * A porter, a bearer * A ebari*

otcer.
4 A bull. * A guide, a leader, k. WX to bear, afT.

X changed to V, and % substituted for the vowel.

WTO m (-^5) A stalk, a stem.

^if nxfn. 'Vet, moist, damp.

WHjn?f m. (-^:) A sl>eat fish, iSilurus Boults, Ham.)

^TT u>. {*f :
) A sort of pulse, (Dolichos catjang.i z. Apparently

not a Sanscrit word, though occurring in regular compounds.

TO* m. (-»:) A ac-ribe, a writer, z. see ¥rvr«\

m, (-*:) A sort of jasmine.

TO*#! f- (•#!> A sort of mat or mattrass for sleeping on. e. fir

Dolichos ealjang, and *#t coarse cloth
;
perhaps made of

the straw.

TO* i«. (-f :
) A kind of rice, -perhaps that called /fare, which is

cut in March or April.

m. (-if!) A horse, described as of a white and red

colour.

W SJ ni. Gum myrrh, z. wr to go, to smell, 3Wf aff

TT*er m. (-Mi) A scribe, f. i-faf*n A sort of cake or pudding

made with flower and sugar. E. fr to go, and *** aff, and

WW added
; also * being changed to X, XiXW.

* .ire m (-*:) A horse, with light mane and tail.

*rff« n. < -zi - A vessel, a ship.

i/td An cxclaraution used on offering an oblation to the

gods or mane*. x. -*i* tu bear, (what is borae by this,) and

TU* aff.

m. (•*:) A mountain. «. fa various, xi* part,

added.

ffaj* mfn. Undressed, naked, a. fir priv., aud * 13W
a garmeut.

ST** m. (-*:) A client, a rogue, a juggler, s. fa before to

divide, wtgr art

ifa* tu (-*) Cheating, tricking, deceiving, a. fa before **J to

divide, PLZ a(T.
s *

afaffa mfa. (*:-*!-«) To be deceived or cheated, e. fir before

XF9 to divide, aff. ; also ** and

^ffif mfn. (-HMTOtf) Deceived, tricked, cheated, a. fa bef. re

to divide, aff. ]f.

a? S nfn (‘1-HMij * Whs, lesroed. * Evident, manifest, ap-

parent, absolutely and specifically known or understood.

• Individual, specific, a. fa before to make clear, a(T. ft.

*1X4. n. (-4) Distinctness, tnaaiicxlaUuu. a. w added to the

lust j also <mr.

9 T

VHTVT^ m. (-*:-*t-*) Perceiving, understanding, present,

a. ** evident, T¥ seen, meaning or object, (by whom.)

f. ( fkt> Known or absolute quantity, (in arithmetic.)

z. *j|, and rifig quantity.

mfn. (-rjn-Vpr-eB/ Evident by certain sign* or marks,

manifested, characterised, c. at*, and **i*ra a mark,

arfs® f. (-fif:) * Individuality, specific appearance or being.

• Appearance, manifestation. * Case, inflexion, or the pro-

per form of any inflected word. a. far before *Tlf to make

dear. aff. favr.

f. (-WT) Individuality, s. WQ added to *jfu ; also with

W.

n. (-«ij Making distinct or manifest, z. and

making, ff aug.

fllB4 mfn. (-UJ-wj-Ti/ Made clear or manifest. «. *fw, and

W* made, ff aug.

‘ufn. (-TU-HT-*) Distinct, clear, a. an, and ijw become,

f* ®ug.

iufu. 1 Manifested, displayed. Spoken
plainly. i. am, aud risen or said.

m a. ^-q:*<Tr-d)
1 Bewildered, perplexed, distracted.

1 Alarmed, agitated, frtgut -ncd. * Eugaged in, zealous, eager.

K. ff before xgx chief, principal.

t- (-W?)
1 Perplexity, anxiety. * Zeal. f. ?rw added to the

lost; aUo with 4, arf.d.

«IT mfn. (-T:*T1*T; * Deformed, lame. * Bodiless. • I II -arranged.

n| . (-TO
1 A frog. * A cripple. * Discoloration of the face,

dark spots on the cheek. «. fa depreciative, &c., *rr .body.

3,HTO mfa (-C-TTr-#) Having uo fire ulight. a. fa priv., WTTTt
hot coals.

9T*8 n. (•#) The 60th part of a digit or Ang*tu. c, fa, and

a digit.

*TU iu. (>^J:)
' Figurative or poetical speech, elliptical lan-

guage or that which conveys something more than the

simple meaning of the w ords. * harcasro, the covert but

intelligible expression of suspicion or contempt, a. fa before

tu male clear or manifest, alT, and padded,
r. 6tli el. To cheat, t<» tr.ck, to defraud or deceive.

W»! m. (•«:) A fan. z fa before *a| to go, f aff.

*vr* u (-^) A fan. e. fa before *a| to go, alt war.

flU f m. (-*•> * External indication of passion or feeling. • A
sign, a mark, a symbol. * Figurative or elliptical expression.

e. fa before * g to manifest, aff. «x*.
<» •

***[ u. (-si) 1 he uature or existence of figurative or poetical

expression, z. *g-f. and at added-

n.(a <f) ' A mark, a spot, a sign, a token. ' Paraphernalia,

insignia. * The beard. 4 A privy part, either male or female.

* Sauce, condiment. * A consonant of. (-*•*!/ ' Figurative

expression. * Iron}', sarcasm, z fa before vf® to make clear

or evident, aff.

*5*Ilf* f- (-fa-) Rheturicul or elliptical style, c. and

ffa style.

i*.i mfn. (-ITf-x; Making visible or manifest, a. fa,

and si to go, *4«r afi.

/

>• *•>
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wf^T*r wfn. Mn-WT-ir) 1

Distinguished, characterised. Mani-

fested, visible. x. far before to go, % aff.

urfsfwv mfn. Wishing or trying to expose, detect,

make manifest, &c. a. fa before Uni to go, desid- v.,

* aff

an^na m. f-qrt) The castor oil plant, (Ricinus communis )

a. fa before urif to strive, aff. aiar, ar¥ here said to mean ex-

cretion, ^fa to go, to cause, aff.
;
form irr. j

also with I

aff. nrrvr* m, (-ST!) and by another reading, gV*K \

other etymologies are given.

^faunr mfn. {-Tt-CT-^J Reciprocal, acting on or with one an-

other. * Pervading) who or what spread* through or over

Contiguous to, in contact with. m. (-*;:)
1 Misfortune, cala-

mity. * Reciprocity, reciprocal aetiun or relation. • Reverse.

* Contact, ^contiguity, x. fir and urfa before ir to make, to

do, aff. XX.

wfa*ST m. (-«r:) ' Inverted or retrograde order, inversion, re-

verse. * Contrariety, opposition in general
,

as the contrary

of what is right or wrong, crime, vice; the contrary of

prosperity, adversity, misfortune, Ac. • Retraction, non-per-

fnrmance. (as of contracts.) * Passing over or beyond, r. fa

and before to go, aff.

mfn. (-*l:-'W!l-wi) Reversed, inverted. ' Retracted

* Passed over. X. fa and Wlfil before WF tp go, H aff,

mfn. (-if.-W-n)
1 Different, distinct. * Excepted.

* Withdrawn, withheld, a. fa and vtfir before to unite,

aff. H.

wfhvif m. (*W :
)

’ Difference, separateness. * A figure in rhe-

toric, the dissimilitude of things compared in some respects

to each other. * Exception, exclusion, a. fa and ^fa befi re

to unite, aff.

wfltTFt^tfa f. (-fa:) Comprehensive argument derived from

negatives or non-existence, *. arfar^, and atifa pervading,

agfffrfr* mfn. Hft-fWt-faj * Different, reverse. 9 Excepting.

distinguishing. x. and xfa *ff

ajfa rwgTTTFt n. (-4) Illustration by contrast or negatives,

a. Wfurfaw. and axample.

mfn. (Ht-WT-II ) Mutually connected, Joined, related, Ac.

fa and xf* before TW to embrace, aff. Tf.

Xfirxf m. (-Tt)
1 Mutual or reciprocal junction or relation.

• Fastening, tying together. t. fa and arfa before W* to

embrace, and V aff.

urfaUTWrf mfn. (-TlVf-Tiff-tnT )
Connected, united, mixed

a. ^fWTT, and ir?pr aff.

m. (-*:)
1 Barter, exchange. • Exchange of blows or

abuse, c. fa and Wfaf before X to take, aff. aif
}
also antfaTr,

*T?fa mfn. (-w:-wr-4) Past, gone, r, fa before *T»ffa the same

ni.(-Tp) 1 (treat and portentous calamity, or a portent,

indicating or occasioning it and therefore identified with

it, as a comet, an earthquake, Ac. 1 Disrespect, contempt.

* The seventeenth of the astrological Y6ga*. 4 Day of new

moon when it falls on a Sunday, and the moon is in certain

mansions, AVnrand, Ac. e. fa and Uffa before xnr to fall, Ac ,

aff. ««.

WiffaTT m. (*^t) 1 Barter, exchange. * Exchange of blow*

or abuse, i. fa, and urfa implying reciprocity, X to take,

aff. war, and X optionally long.

Wfle m. (-in)
1 Contrariety, opposition, reverse. * Inverted

or retrograde order, a. fa, and urfu before T to go,

aff

mfn. Reversed, inverted, contrary, opposite,

a. fa, and ^fa before XX to throw, W aff.

m. (-xt)
’ Contrariety, opposition, reverse. * Inverted

or retrograde order. * Reversed position, a. fa, and xfn

before Vfx? to throw or send, aff. X
ana r. 1st, cl.

1 To fear.
a To be disquieted or unhappy.

• To suffer pain.

mfn. ( ars-ari-#)
1
Inflicting pain, torturing, painful. * Dis-

tressing, afflicting, e. WW to give pain, ajw aff.

W'*!* i). (-if) Giving pain, paining, x. ur*t to pain, wz aff

mfn. (-tJ-UT-4) To be put to pain, what may be or

ought to be pained a. XX, and *aa1e^ aff.
j

also X*H and

ar^nrif mfn. (-if* X^XX) Paining, distressing, i to pain,

wm aff.

ur*r f. (-WD 1 Pain. 4 Distress. • Alarm, fear, x. arw to fear,

to suffer pain, Ac., aff. if and 7TF.

UHrut mfn. Painful, excruciating, a. wrvjr, and

what makes.

mfn. (-TT-WT-TI) Free from pain. a. UT*T» and Kfaw

quilted.

safanf mfn (-W:-1fT-lf) ' Pained, tortured. 'Distressed, afBicted.

• Disturbed, troubled. 4 Alarmed, frightened, x. unri pain,

aff.

worm* mfn. {-h:-itt-*i Being agitated, distressed, pained,

Ac. x. uni to suffer pain, pass, v., urw^aff.

XX r. 4tl» cl. (5l) wnim (fawfa) To beat, to strike, to pierce,

to tear, to hurt or wound.

spi m. (-vr)
1 Perforating, piercing. * Striking, smiling, a. up*

to strike, to hurt, aff

Wtiu n. (-4) Piercing, perforating, x. uv to pierce, WZ aff

wtVu mfn. (-iT-UT-lf) Made, done, caused

arvi mfn. (-^:-«gr vi) To be pierced or wounded, m. A

butt, a mark to ahoot at. k. apt to pierce, aff. w*.

m m. f-tg:) A bad road. x. fa depreciative, a road,

^aff
ut*csnx m Reverberation, loud and extending sound or

noise x. fa, and before to sound. W aff.

• Causing to reverberate, filling

with sound or noise, x. fa. and before ir^ to sound,

causal v., xm aff.

unr r. I Oth cl. (Wt^vrfa) To diminish, to lessen, to decay.

Wtnm mfn, (-wr-TTT-lf) Gone, gone away, x fa, and before

ns? to go, W aff.

1FIW ro. (-n:) Going away, departure, x. fa, and UTT before

JTO to go, aff.
v

ntfn. (-ft:-4T*4) Ashamed. *. fa, and utfwf to be

1 shameless, Hisr^ uff.
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rafn. (-V'-fM?) * Named. 4 Informed. 'Tricked.

4 Pleaded in excuse, a. fa and WPT before few to show, IV aff.

m
- (’V) ' Dishonesty. fraud, craft.

4 Stratagem, device.

• Name, appellation. 4 Information, notice, apprising.

• Hint. 4 Excuse, pretext, a. fa and w* before fa* to show,

aff. XT*-

mfn. ( 1T-^N1) * Deceiving, a cheat. 4 One who shows,

names, flic. c. fa and wxr before fV* to show, aff.

mfo. (-m-in-lt) Taken away, removed, a. fa and

before 'iffa taken.

WxrxrrxR n. (-W) Extirpating, expelling, a. fa and UR before

to grow, causal v.,^ aff.

WTTTfxpr mfn (-if: -HT*Tf) Extirpated, eradicated, expelled, x.fa

and before to gorvr, causal v„ ft aff.

wxnirftf f. (-fa*) Repelling, denial, k. fa, and UR implying

opposition, and WrV before Wf to make, aff, fi|V.

m. ( • xf. i

' Taking refuge with, reiving upon, trusting to.

• Expectation, i. ff, WXJ and WTV before dft to serve, aff. WW
mfn. ( IT- ITT -XT) Having taken refuse with, relying

upon, trusting to, who or what does so. a fa, wp? and wrrxr

before *ft to serve, aff. H.

WTrfVw iaif. Having sought or taken refuge with. a. ft, WR.

and WrW before *ft to serve, stR aff.

mfn. (-W:-WT-W) Expectant, waiting, attentive, c. fa and

WXf before TW t«» sec,^ nff,

n. (-xrf) Expecting, looking for. a. fa and^ before TR
to see, war aff.

Wxfrxf^W mfn. (R:-Uft-sj) To be expected or looked for. a. fa

and wa before to see, weTar nff.
;

also, and

wafwxrw

Wa'xn f. (-art)
4 Expectation, especially if reciprocal. * Mutual

connexion or relation. * Application, use.
4
(In grammar,)

the mutual application of two rules, a. fxr severally, upreT

looking to.

WafhpT mfn. (-H;*TTT-lf) ' Looked to reciprocally. * Mutually

related. * Employed, applied, c. fa, and wvfxrw expected.

mfn.(*T|5-lfI*lf) ‘ Gone, passed away.Vot rid of.
1 Opposed,

contrary, a. fa and before X ll> go* Ti aff.

W^T¥ mfn. (-W'.-WT-td)
1 Opposite, contrary, reverse. 1 Driven

off or away. a. fa and wxf before to bear, n aff.

»vd.
1 Having driven away, got rid of. * Having passed

through a place, a. fa, and wr before Wf to convey, Wff aff.

urfW’aTT m. (*b0 *’ Following improper courses, doing what is

prohibited or wicked, * Erring, straying, (literally or figura-

tively.) 4 Wandering from an argument, u. fa and wfa be-

fore "XR to go, aff. WW.

WfbWTfrsr mfn. (-^Vfbbt*fb) ‘ Fallowing or doing what is iro

proper. ' Going astray, (literally or figuratively.) n. (-ft) A

property, or class of properties into which feelings and emo-

tions, as objects of poetical description, arc classed . the

Jlhdvtu called Mya&kickdrit are thirty-two in number, to

which two others are sometimes added, making thirty-four,

via. ' Nirvtda, humility, self-abasement ;
4 Glani, weakness,

exhaustion; 4 Sonia, apprehension; * Atdya, calumny;

] IT*

• bJada . inebriety; • Srama, fatigue
;

T Alatyn. indolence
;

I Daintfa, indigence, distress ;
* Ckmtd, secret desire, con-

templation of the object beloved
;

14 JUoki», Iom of sense or

presence of mind from fear, anxiety, &c
j

11 6’mnri, re*

collection, but especially the recollection of an absent or

faithless lover excited by present objects
;

'* Dkrlti, the en-

joyment or consciousness of amatory woe, resignation or

abandonment to despair, flic.
;

14
Frfr'ti, shame; 14 Chapa-

iota, fickleness, unsteadiness, want of firmness and steadi-

ness
;

’* Martha, delight
;

'• A'v/ya, hurry', flurried haite
;

II Jnrata, ignorance, imbecility ;
14 Garea, pride, arrogance;

14 Vitkdda, want of energy or spirits, depression of mind;

•• AuUvkyo. regret, painful remembrance of some object

lost or absent ;

41 AWro, sluggishness, sleepiness ;

41 Apat-

tmira
,

epilepsy; 44 Sapta, sleep;
,4 Vtbodha, waking

;

»* Amenha, wrathful impatience; 44 Avakit'tha, dissimula-

tion
;

41 Vgratd, psssion, rage
;

44 .Volt, intelligence, know-

ledge ;

* 4 Updlambha, reviling, railing; 44 Vy<idhi, sickness,

disease; •* Unmdda , madness, dcliriam ;

44 Maran a, death ;

the other two are,
44 Trdta, fear

;

44 VUarka, doubt, delibera-

tion. f. A wanton woman, an unchaste wife. t. fa

and wfa before Wr to go, aff. fafa.

STO mfn. (*Xg: -XfT-XfJ Unclouded, a. fb priv., WR a cloud,

wu r. 1st cl. (nrwfff) To go, to move. r. 10th cl. (WTiRfir) 1 To

lessen, to diminish. 4 To send. r. 1st and 1 Oth els. (aj’Xrb

arxRfay To expend, to disburse, to abandon wealth, to

give away money, &c-

wxj m. (-XV;)
1 Expenditure, spending. 4 Destruction, disappear*

ance. 4 Misfortune, down lid, decline, to expend, &c.,

aff.

WW*T n. (•wj
1 Spending. 4 Destroying, a. xaxy. and war aff.

mfn.(-W:-^T W) Spending, expending. «. wq to spend,

WTWWaff.

wfVff mfn. (*W:-WT-lf)
1 Expended, spent. * Gone, dissipated,

dispersed. * Declined, fallen into decay, x. ur to expend,

aff.W

mfn, ( bl-fbwl-fb)
1 Spending. 4 Declining, falling into

calamity.
4 Wasting decaying, e. WU. and Tfb aff.

n. (-XI) Expending, wasting, e. wxi, amd WXRi making,

fb augment.

mfn. (-Ifr-TTT-lf) Expended, spent, wasted, t SR, and

V7T made, fa augment.

urbtwff mfn. (-If.-WT-W) Spent, wasted, a. w*. and WTf been, fa

augment.

mfn. (-4:-wr-v) 1 Asked. 4 Gone. t. wt to ask, with fa

prefix, ami w aff.

ur mfn. (-W-.-'sJt-W)
1 Useless, vain, unprofitable. 4 Unmean-

ing. k. fa privative, and meaning, object.

mfn. (*W:-¥T-bi) Vain, useless. I. War added to the

lastt

apijifi »tT f. (-WT) Unprofitableness, uselessness. *. wx5w, and

TRTeff-

xrwt f. (-HT)
1 Unprofitableness, uselessness. 4 Absence of

meaning, nonsense, a. added to
;
also with n, wwsi.
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mfn. r-*rt-WT-<ff)
4 Disagreeable. displeasing, offensive.

• Improper, unfit to be done. • Painful. 4 Strange, n. {-#)

4 Pain, torture. 1 Fault, transgression. • Any thing displeas-

ing.
4 Any improper act- * Reverse. 4 Cheating, tricking,

m. (-W.) A catamite, t. fa. and WJf to be able or to adorn,

aur. TWTI.

f. (-WT) ' Impropriety. • Disagreeablene**. i. W* add-

ed to the last} also

n. (-if) Subtraction, t fa, and UPI before IV to

reckon, wr a IT.

*» -

mtfavi mfn. (-ift-lfT-lt) Subtracted, deducted, n. (-if) Sub-

traction. b. fir and ** before to count, and JR aff.

ara#ncw n. (-#) * Wrangling, altercation, mutual abuse.

4 Abuse, reviling, a. fa. and vrw before irir to call, ws iff.

WWfaf mfn. (-V:*Vr*i)
1 Different, separate, divided. • Distin-

guished, discriminated. 4 Cut in pieces* «, fa and upr before

fag; to cut, aff. w.

w* m. (-I') Dividing, separating. 4 A division. * Discri-

mination. 4 Contrast, distinction. 'Letting fly an aryow,

shooting, darting. 4 Cutting in pieces, a. fa and before

fa* to cut, aff. f«

^rfwiHIW mfn. (.fi-wr-j) Arranged, placed. *. fa and be-

fore m to suy, mrisfl.

*ltVJ f. <-WT) * A covering, a screen, any tiling which holds or

Conceals from si^ht.
4 The stale of being covered, conceal-

ment, disappearance, a. fa and JRW before an to have,

and jrrar aff*.

sgTHTW m. (-w)
1 Covering, disappearance, either the thing

which conceals, or the state of being concealed from sight
1 Intervening, intervention, space. 4 The intervention of

a letter, (in grammar ) i. fa and before arr to have,

aff wr.
o *

fljnv mfn. *') * Concealing, screening, hiding.

* Intervening, intermediate, separating, a. fa and uif

before an to have, aj-^aff.

*wfa m. (-fa:) Covering, or a covering: see*TOPT. a. fa

and^ before afT to have, aff. far.

WYTW m. (-V)
4 Effort, exertion, persevering or industrious

effort, perseverance, industry. * Following any businesa or

profession. * Plan, device, trick. 4 Resolve, determination.

• Boasting, k fa and UJVT before WT to destroy, uff. xg*.

*W« unfair mfn. Laborious, relating to exertion.

a WNWHI* and self, with *rs| added.

**9lfa* mfn. (-^t fafft-fa) * Active, euergeiic, persevering,

mobile. • Engaged in business, e. ur*«!r^. aud xfa *ff-

^rfalt mfn. ( W:-»TT 1/
1 Tricked, cheated. 4 Energetic, taking

pains, making effort or exertion. * Resolved, determined,

n. (-li) Certainty, ascertainment. c. fa and me before ir

to destroy, aff. J|.

f- (-*Bt) ‘ Separating, placing remote or apart.
4 Pla-

cing or staying in or on. * A decree, a written declaration

of the law
;

applied in practice to the written extracts from

the codes of law, slated u» the opiuious of the Hindtt law

officers attached to the courts of justice. 4 An engagement,

an agreement, a contract, b. fa and UPT before JBT to stay

or be, aff. and *r*.

ro. (-IT)
1 Breaking an agreement or contract.

1 Disregarding the law. b. aieiflr, and tufa'll transgressing.

BfQrfitlfa n. (.ah Breaking an agreement or contract,

e. *74 tgT, and vtfvruvfa transgressing.

WtBlfawfw^ m. (-iff) One who doc* not keep an engagement,

perform a contract, <kc. *. mpnsn, and wifa efviH going

from or over.

WTSBr** n. (*) 1 Declaring, deciding, laying down as law.

• Fixing, determining. • Appointing. 4 Placing apart. * Plac-

ing. b. fa and WFW before ^IT to stay, causal v., aff.

WTOlfa* mfn. (-Wt-WI-W)
1 Declared, determined. * Caused

to be placed, b. fa aud ** before HIT to stay, causal v.,

H aff.

qtfalf mfn. (-W--WT-1T)
1 Separated, distant. 4 Excerpted,

extracted. 4 Invariable, constant. 4 Appoint* I.
4 Declared,

decreed.
4 Staying, or fixed iu or on. b. fa and before

UTT to be, aff. H
ajvfaflfa f. (-fa*-)

4 Constancy, perseverance. * Determining,

appointing. * Extracting, a. fa and before 1ST to stay,

fit* aff.

lljnai tofu- if*W:-Wt-«l)
4 To be litigated or decided judi-

cially.
4 To be doue or transacted, a. fa and v|Xf before *

to take, W* aff.

mfn. (-tftT-vff-vt ) Transacting business engaged in

affairs. * Observing or following established usages, m. (-HT)

1 A Judge, an umpire, one conducting a judicial procedure.

1 A litigant, a plaintiff, one instituting a dispute at law. 4 Par-

taker, associate, s. fa and an* before * to take, aff. It*.

m. (•**•) * The practice of the courts, or civil and crimi-

nal law, judicial procedure, administrative justice, as the

examination of evidence, &c. * Title of jurisprudence, any

act cognizable in courts of justice. 'Contest at law, law suit,

litigation
4 Usage, custom. 4 Profession, business. 4 Steadi-

ness, propriety, adherence to law and custom. ’ A contract.

4 A sort of tree. 4 Mathematical or arithmetical determi-

nation or ascertainment, c. fa, and ** implying dissen-

sion, and * to take. aff. V*, the term being explained to

mean especially, a dispute between two parlies, or the

counter-statements of plaintiff and defendant.

m. (>V) A person who ha* passed his minority, a

young man of age, or one who has passed bis sixteenth year,

at which period be can assert his own rights in a court of

law. r ejsnriT a law suit, and n who knows

sjsrrrvi;»tw n. ( *,i Judicial investigation, trial, k. *u'CK

legal proceeding, aud ^i|*r seeing, inspecting.

n. (-*.> A title of jurisprudence, any act cognizable

in a court of law : sec *. PC. and ^
- object.

m. (-^) A di virion of legal proceedings, one of the

four ]iaru which are necessary to conduct a regular suit, or

the plaint, the defence, the proof, and the decision, t.

a law suit, and a quarter.
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m. A youth who has come of age. a. ^ggig,

and grg obtained.

«r«*IU!l*«i f. (-WT) Legal procedure or process in genera),

simple judicature) law as in all ordinary cases administered,

s. *»ggrc legal contest, and iftin parent.

qggKgig m. <-i:) A title of jurisprudence : see *rrgrgflrgg

a. ^TfTr, and mi road or path.

WggTTfgfg m. i-fg:) Law, the law, the precepts or code by

which judicature is to be regulated and decisions to be made,

a. wvgTg legal process, and fgfg a rule.

WV 4Kfk * g mn. f-xp-T) A title ofjurisprudence, an act which

may become the objm-1 of ditputa amongst men, and

should therefore be regulated by law ; according to Mkno,

there are eighteen heads, but these are the principal only, and

many things not comprised under them may still be action*

able; the eighteen are: 1 gwgrg debt; 4
fgglg. deposit;

* VgTfgfggrg: sale without ownership ;
* ggfggggrg concerns

amongst partners
;

* T* subtraction of what has

been given ; •wnWT^nf non* payment of wages,
1

non-performance of agreement; * grgf'nrgrginr. rescission

of sale and purchase; * wfggTXf glfggTg: disputes between

roaster and servant
;

*• 4fanfgrTPg ; disputes about boundaries;

11 gtgrgTgW defamation, abuse; 14 assault; " gN
theft, larceny; “grg^ robbery, and other violence; ,4 d?Wxrg*

adultery; 19 duties of man and wife; ,f fnnT4: por-

tioning of property, inheritance ;

14 gamblin » of any kind,

a* fighting animals laying wagers, &c. t. legal pro-

cess, and frgg object.

WWTiTWm n. (-W) A title of jurisprudence : see grggrxfggg

k. gag \x legal procedure, and XHrg' place.

iHUlflKi mfn. (-1'-fr4< Prosecuted, accused, proceeded

against legally, a- wggrT, and grfwngl accused.

^B TK lgHg mfn. (-Jg:-igT -nit Unfitted or unsuited to legal pro-

ceedings m. (-w.) ' A minor. * One incompetent to con-

duct business, a. wggTg, and unfit.

mfn. (-gP-Bft-gi) * Customary, usual.
1 Engaged in

customary duty or avocation. 4 Connected with or relating

to legal process. * Litigant, being party to a suit. i.

and vgr aff.

gnrftfT f. (-WT) ' Usage, custom. • A brush, a broom. 4 A
plant, commonly lagua. k. fg addfcd to WTfTT, fem. form.

^gglft g mfn. (-gVfxgfl’fC)
1 Litigant, litigating, engaged in a

law suit. * Relating to legal process. * Customary, usual.

4 Following one’s ordinary affairs or avocation, e. gprgiX.

and xf*T aff.

arwTTui mfn. ( xa; tu-gj) 1 To be observed or practised, as a

duty or avocation, customary, usual. * Actionable, subject

to legal process, b. ft and grg before ^ to take or convey,

van aff.

gpfgro m. (**:) Mutual laughter, a. fg and ^g before Tg to

laugh, aff.

nxfgg mfn. (-m-Tn-Tg Placed or situated contiguously to,

attached or adhering to, 8tc, * Intervening, separating. 4 Co-

vered, concealed. 4 Excelled, surpassed, put to shame. * Done,

9 u

acted, performed. *. fg and ww before WT to have or hold,

aiT. if.

grglg m. (-^) ' Copulation. * Covering, disappearance. 9 Pu*

rity.
4
Interval, space, n. ( g) Light, lustre, b. fg and *|g

before Xl to go, afT. f,

grorlgW mfn. (•’tft-fgtfVfg)
1 Lecherous. 1 Pervading, diffusive*

n>. < gtl
1 A lecher, a libertine. * A drug, an aphrodisiac.

4 Any article that produces general excitement, as wine,

poison, 8tc. f. gjgrg copulation, and Tfg sff.

wWviw mfn. (-sn-gT-W) Occupying, pervading. E. fg before

to pervade, *nrg aff.

gfg*f n. (-g) * Calamity, misfortune. 4 Fate. • Fault, vice,

crime, frailty, arising from desire, or from anger; ten vices

or faults are enumerated under the first head, <r hunting,

gambling, sleeping in the day, calumny, whoring, dancing,

singing, playing, idle roaming, and drinking : the second

comprehends eight, depravity, violence, injury, envy, malice,

fraud, abuse, and assault.
4
Sin. * Fated consequence.

• Evil destiny, ill luck. * Fruitless effort.
4 Incompetence,

inability. 9
Intent, application or attachment to an object.

19
Falling.

11
Air, wind. 44 Individuality, s. fg before

to throw, &c„ aff.
j *

gggMgiP.g mfn. {-gt ftdl fg) Troublesome, giving trouble or

pain. I. grow, and ggrtTW taking.

urgent mfn. (-vt:-^r-*l) Afflicted, suffering pain or calamity.

b. misfortune, and affected.

WgfgTTI f. (-TTTJ
1 Wickedness. 4 Calamity, s. *rgfg*T. and WW

aff.; alsoW, ^gfgig.

mfn. (-gl-fg gl-fg)
1 Addicted to evil practices, as to

gaming, drinking, wenching, fitc. * Calamitous, unfortunate.

b. *q«fg vice, and Tfg aff.

m. (-TJ) A profligate, a debauchee, s grgff, and * aff.

*1X1 mfn- Inanimate, lifeless, b. fg priv., breath.

Wgl mfn. (-V-gJT-gf) * Confounded, confused, bewildered.

* Pervaded, penetrated, spread. * Present and essential, or

inherent in all the parts of any thing, in opposition to the

Samaita, or that which pervades the whole together. 4 Re-

verse, inverse. * Opposite. 9 Opposed to, set or struck against.
1 Tossed, thrown up, or about- 4 Reversed, inverted, b. fg
severally, lltc., to be or pervade, aff jf.

WgJWT f. (-‘gr)
1 Agitation, bewilderment- * Severalty, individu-

ality.
9 Inherence, s. wgj, and WfTaff ; also with w.

WWgg o. (-T)
1 Perplexed and indistinct statement, want ofpre-

cision in an accusation or defence, (in law.) * (In grammar.)

A simple or uncompounded word. b. *ig perplexed, gg[ a

sentence, &c.

WQfgfg f. (-fg :
) Inversion, rule for inversion. 1 *rg|. and fgfg

rule.

ggnx n. (-0 The issue of the fluid from the temples of the

elephant, b. grgl pervaded, m to go, aff. g.

vm mfn. fV-Vf-lt) Done or produced, &c. in two days. b. fg

severally, and gg for grg* a day.

WTXtTT n. (-W) 1 Grammar. 4 Explaining, expounding, b.

and before V to make or do, fid.
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WIT m. (-tc) ' Change of form* 1 Deformity, a. fh", and

^I*7T form.

Loft'S mfn. (->: -WT-W) Scattered, tossed, or thrown about or

away. a. fir and V before W to scatter, * aft

WTj^r mfn. (-W:-wr-tpf) Confounded, bewildered, perplexed.

overcome with fear, &c. a. fa before WTJW the same.

vjTfhWvn f. (-in) Perplexity, agitation, alarm, a. rrjr added to

the last
;
also with m, arrjprw.

Wl mfn. (-WT-in:*W:) Agitated, flurried, bewildered.

b. and inre the mind,

wrgrfww mfn. (-ir’-irT-fi) Agitated, flurried, perplexed, a.

and yir^aff.

wilffif f- C-fw:) Fraud, deception, disguise, a. fir and mrv
before f| to sound, aft fifW.

an«»T mfn. (-in-HT-li)
1 Expounded, explained, made clear.

• Transformed, changed, e. fa and before if to make,

Haff.

aj7»frr f. (-fart)
* Explaining, * making clear. * Grammar

• Change of form. a. fir and WtV before W to make, farw aft

^TT^rir mfn. (-v-irr-w) Budded, blown, a. fa, and WTV imply-

ing separation, *rn or wi a sheath.

WTOW rofh. (-Ws-WT-1) Budded, blown, (as a flower.) a. sec

the last.

ujtvIIt f. (-^D Exposition, explanation, gloss, comment, a. fir

and before to relate, aff. and also with WZ
aft 0D-
*W jrST n. (41) Indistinct averment, proceeding from gram-

matical inaccuracy or faulty construction, a. amsiaik

explanation, and ITU to be attained.

WW* mfn. (-If* -in-if)
1 Spoken, said. • Conquered, overcome.

• Explained, expounded, a. fir and before mi to say,

aff. W.

anw* « (-if) Explaining, expounding, s. fir and before

m to say, wr aff.

Wttta mfn. (-^:-WT-^) To be explained or described, s. fa and

before WT to say, nr aff.

arnrga n. (-ai) ' Rubbing, friction. • Churning, a. fir and fif
before VTf to use effort, «7 aff.

WTlfipT mfn. (-w:*in-ir)
1 Rubbed, rubbed together. Stirred,

churned, a. fir and ITf before ** to use effort, n aff.

m. <-«!:) * Obstacle, impediment. Striking, beating.

• Destroying, destruction. 4 The tliirteenth of the astronomi-

cal Ydg-fti. _* A tree, (Cassia fistula.) • A rhetorical figure,

the production of two different effects from a similar cause or

by similar agency. * e. fa and before ** to strike,

aff. war

wilma mfn. (-an-lTC-ri) Who or what opposes, resists, &c. a. fa

and before VW to strike, aff.

anarfirir mfn. (-ifl-ftpft-fff) Who or wliat opposes, resists, beats,

*tc. *. fa and before T*T to strike, fafa aff.

Wlfaw mfn. (-IT:*1TT-W) Sprinkled, lubricated, (as with oil or

ffVr.) i. fir and vim before a to sprinkle, n aff.

ra. (-a*.) • A tiger. * (In composition,) Best, pre-eminent.
• A variety of the castor oil plant 4 A tree, (Galcdupa

*r;fv

arborcr.) f. (-Tft) A prickly sort of nightshade, (So)anum

jacquini.) k. fa and ^nr before to smell, Unldi aff. ar.

anraaia a* (-4) A tiger's skin. k. arra, and skin.

flT^V m. (-ar;) A red variety of the castor oil tree,

anwaa nf.(-ri'#t) ' A tiger's claw. • A sort of perfume, n. (-a)
1 A kind of root. * A scratch or impression of the finger

nails. E. vent tiger, and aa a nail.

V H*raa n. (-af) A scratch, the impression of a finger nail

a. WTH a tiger, and srw a nail, va[ added,

arraar^ar m. (-*:) A jackal r. wra a tiger, and maar leader.

aiT-aar* m. (-\\) 1 A plant, (Flacourtia sapids, Rox.) * A saint

and lawgiver, so named from having feet like those of a

tiger, a, wrw a tiger, and ar^ the foot or paw.

arnrj^ m, (-^(: ) The castor oil tree, (Palma Christi, or Ricinus

communis.) *. wr* a tiger, and a laiL

avw* m (-a:) A skylark. u. wnt a tiger, and what

goes.

amnw ro. {-*'.) A cat b. arru a tiger, and the face.

an*l m. (-ar:)
1 Deceit, fraud, craft, cunning. * Disguise, either

of purpose or person. * Wickedness, x. fa before «ier to go,

aff, aa.

anaifaai f. (-^T) Apparent censure, but covert praise, a figure

of rhetoric, x. aTW disguise, and famr censure,

wmvfir f. (-fa:) Praise or censure, conveyed in language that

expresses the contrary, affected reproach or ironical com-
mendation. x. arar disguise, and af* praise,

amrfil f. (-far) Covert expression of any thing so as to mislead

others from its real cause, a. am craft or disguise, and aflf
saying.

aia m. (-¥:) 1 A snake. 1 A carnivorous animal or beast of

prey. 4 Indra. 4 A villain, a rogue, t. fa before a* to

make effort, aff. aa.

aifa ffl' (-fti) The name of a celebrated grammarian.

V* mfn. (-W:-WT-if) Varf. expanded. *. fir and wt* before

WW to go. * alt

f. (-aft) Bathing for amusement, sporting in water,

a. fV-w and '•fn before "TV to sprinkle, aff. aa snd t#fa.

-Ttra n (-a) Opening, setting open or ajar. «. fir and
before at to give, wjr aff.

ata ro. (-at)
1 A hunter, one who lire* by killing deer, Itc.

* A low or wicked man. a. ara to pierce, a aff.

taiwlw m. (-at) A deer. a. ara a hunter, and iff* afraid of.

aiata m. (-It:) lxoaa’a thunderbolt, a. fa and an* before ar ’

to have, srw aff.

WT*T¥ m. (-*:) Indra's thunderbolt, b. fw and ^TTV before^ to

tremble, causal form, aff.

urrfrl m. (-ffO ' Sickness, disease in general. * Leprosy, b. fw

and wm before to have, for aff.

mfn. (-^:-n-<) Causing sickness, k. RnfV, and
what makes.

aifaarw m. (-art) A tree, (Cant, fistula.) a. *rf* disease, aw
to destroy, aff. VfW.

WTfNW «nfn. Causing or removing dise&se. b. ^ifw,
and K what destroys.
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Wlfin mfn. (-Ht-WVJf) Sick, ill, diseased *. sickness, I

and T’f'S aft.

mfn (-»-T*M<) Sick, diseased, a. ^rf», and aw Joined. 1

srrfa « faa mfn. (-Ws-HT-li) Free from disease, convalescent,

a. arrfw. and gfwil left.

WTWW mfn. (-1l:-TIT*lf) Shaken, shaking, trembling, tremulous.

e fa and WTO before w to ahake, aff. n ; also from w with
' -* a

W. WTfW.

wrvrwjrw m. (-W:) Allaying or curing disease, a. Wlfk, and

WWWW allaying.

WTW m. (-fi) One of the five vital airs, that which is diffused

throughout the body. b. Or before WW to breathe, a(f, WW
WTWW mfn. (-W:-WT-W)

1 Diffusive, comprehensive, spreading or

extending widely. a (In law,) Comprehending all the points of

an argument, pervading the whole plea. * (In logic,) Embrac-

ing the whole of an argument or objection, n. (-W) Essential

and inherent property, t. fk before WW to pervade, aff.

implying the agent.

wtww n. (-W) Diffusion, pervadence. b. w added to the last;

also with ww, wnrBnrr.

WTWB£ f. (-W1^ ' Death, decease. * Calamity. • Derangement.

* Disease, a. fk and BTf before WW to go, aff. fkrw.

WTWW n. (-sf) Spreading through or throughout, pervading,

penetrating, a. fk before W1W to obtain, WW aff.

WTWW mfn. (-W*. WT-
-

*)
1 Dead, deceased, expired. • Hurt,

injured, killed. • Deranged, disordered. * Vitiated, diseased,

a, fk and WTO before WW to go, aff. w.

W1Y 1W m. (-^:) Evil design, malice prepense, the wish or pro-

ject to injure another person, a. fk and WTO before WW to

go, causal form, aff. SB-

sfTWTWW n. (-w)
1 Killing, slaying. • Wishing or seeking to in-

jure any one, ill-will, malice, a. fk and WTO before WW t0

go, causal form, aff. war-

WTWTWfkww mfn. (-W:-WT-W) To be*killed, what may or ought

to be put to death. . fk and WTO before to go, causal v.,

WW aff.
;
also WTWTWWtW and wt VIBJ.

WTWifwW mfn. (-W-WT-lt)
1 Hurt, injured. “ Slain, killed, a. fk

and WTO before WW to go, causal form, aff. if.

WTOlfkwan mfn, (-wrw-Wift-Wl!) Having killed, killing, a. fk

and WTO before WW to go, causal WY<f aff.

WlfkW mfn. (.kl fkkl fk) Diffusive, comprehensive, m. (*wt)

The pervading property or power, fitc. a. fk and WTW to per-

vade, fkfk aff.

WTOTY m. (-W*)
1 Occupation, business, trade, profession. * Ex-

ercise, practice, r. fk and WTO before y to be busy, aff. WW.

wrwiTWW mfn. (-ww-Wwft-wWM Setting to work, employing,

a. fk and WTW before Y to be busy, causal WW aff.

WTWrftW mfn. (-^-fkwt*fk)
1 Motor, motive, the cause or agent

of motion or occupation.
1 Busy, occupied. • Exercising,

practising, e. fk and WfW before Y to be busy, causal form,

aff. fwfk or WTWTW business, Vfk aff.

WTYW mfn. (-IT -ITT -If) Engaged, occupied, busy. m. (-W5) A

minister, a member of royal government, s. fk and WT*;

before Y to be busy, aff. *.

WTO mfn. (-iJ-WMf; • Pervaded, occupied or penetrated by)

thoroughly and essentially, (as the universe by spirit, &c.,

* Celebrated, famous. * Filled, full 4 Placed, fixed. • Ob«

tained. * Encircled, encompassed, surrounded. T Open, apart,

outspread, expanded, e. fk before WTW to pervade, aff. W-

Wifk f.(-fY0
1 Pervading, inherence, the inherent and essential

presence of any one thing or property in another, as of oil

in the sesamum seed, heat in fire, or the Deity in the uni*

verse, &c. 9 Getting, obtaining, gain. * Universal permea-

tion, omnipresence, as one of S'iva's superhuman properties,

a. fk and WTW to pervade, aff. fiiw.

WlfilWiW n. (-si) Knowledge of the existence of a substance from

observation of the presence of its inherent properties, a. WTfk,

and ITT* knowledge.

wrfkww mfn. (-WTO-WWl-WW ) Diffusive, pervading, a. WTfk, and

ugroaff.

WTfnwrww n-(-tf) Sign or proof of the existence or non-existence

of an inherent property or attribute, a. Wlfk, and WWW in*

dication.

WTO mfn. (-WTOT-Yi) ' Permeable, penetrable. # Capable of

containing any inherent property, n. (-TO) ' An instrument

or agent. * The thing or substance which may be the site

or subject of attributes or inherent properties. * The subject

of an inference, as fire inferred from tbe presence of smoke,

fee.
4 A drug, (Costus speciosus.) a. fk before WTW to per-

vade, aff. WW.

WTO* n. (-W) Capacity of being penetrated or essentially affect*

ed by. b. WTO, and W aff. ; also with WW, WTOWT.

WTO*ifkfi f. (-f%:) (In logic,) Imperfect conclusion, one not

comprehending all the points of the argument, a. WTO*, and

wfkfk nonconclusion.

wrajk) f- (-kl) Gamboling in water, bathing for pleasure.

B. fk, WTO and wfk before Ww to sprinkle, aff. WW and #tw.

WTO m. (-*:)
1 A fathom, or the space between the tips of the

fingers of either hand when the arms are extended. * Dis-

regard, disrespect (?) * Smoke, k. fk before ww to go, with

WTOpref. and aff. WW-

WTOW n. (-w‘) Disregard, disrespect, t. fk before WW to go,

with WTO prefixed, and WT* aff. or fk privative, BYT to mind,

WTO pref. and WW aff.

WTWW m. (-*:)
1 Rubbing out, erasure. • Impatience, b. fk

and WTO before YV to rub, &e„ WW aff.

wrfkw W- Having closeu and opened, having twinkled, &c.

a. fk and WT* before fww to twinkle, wv aff.

WTfkw mfn. (-W.-WT-W) Mixed, blended, mingled, a. fk and

WTO before fww mixed.

WTWY mfn. (*Y:-YT-w) Rubbed, rubbed out, effaced, a. fk and

WTW before ww to rub, aff. W.

WTWWWTW mfn. (-W:-WI-W) Quarrelling, b. fk and WTO before

TW to go, wrww aff.

WTWW mfn. (-W’-WT-W) ' Busy, occupied. * Long. • Hard, firm.

4 Much, excessive, e. fk and WTO before WW to stop, aff. w.

WTWTO m. (-W:) * Fatigue, labour, • A fathom, measured by

the distance to which both arms extended reach, * Gy tunas-
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'tits, athletic exercise* as playing with heavy clubs, wielding

• bow with a chain in place of a string, alternate rising and

falling at full length on the ground, Ate. * Manhood, manli-

ness. * A difficulty. • A difficult or impassable defile, Ac.

f Business, occupation, a. fa and ara before aw to refrain,

aff. wa.

awwatw mfn. (-W.-aT-a) Active, robust, athletic, taking exer-

cise. B. wtwtk, and practising.

WrofiPV nifn. (-%1-fxpft-fw) Taking exercise, undergoing fatigue,

active* athletic, a. WTtjTfl, and Tf* a IT.

arraiW ind. Having exercised, practised as gymnastics, Ac.

disciplined as troops, a. fa and ara before war to restrain,

WWaff.
%

-

xj ora m. (-B-) A kind of dramatic exhibition or composition

in one act, the subject of which is some contest or war of a

heroic kind, and of which woman is not the cause. fa

and ata before aa to unite, aflf. a«t i in which the valiant

are associated.

XfTW rnfn. V)‘ Wicked, villainous, bad. * Cruel, fierce,

m. (-#:) ' A snake. * A beast of prey. • A rogue, a cheat.

* A vicious elephant. * A king. • A species of the Dandnk

a

metre, a. fa and aia before aa to adorn, or a* to make

effort, aflf. aaj also anr.

Biff m. (-ar :) A vicious elephant, a. ant added to the last

ararwra m. (-aO A snake-catcher, x. W’W a snake, and af to

seize, aff. aa.

aTaarfaa m.(-at) A snake-catcher, one who lives by catching

and exhibiting snakes, a. ana a snake, and arfa* who

takes.

aiana mfn. (-W5-1IT-W) Very injurious, cruel or fierce. ». arra

and wa* aft

atara* m. (-art) A fierce or wild stag. a. ara, and aa a deer,

a iai q* n. (*d) A sort of perfume > see waft. *. ara a beast of

prey (a tiger)* and ^T^a a weapon
j
compared to the claw

of the animal.

aifaaw mfn. (-aa-a^t-aity
1 Drawing lines, delineating,

scratching, piercing. * Extending to, in contact with. a. fir

and aia before fhra to write, xra aflf.

arat* mfn. (*an-WT-a) Thick, clustering, a. pi and ata before

dft to waste, H aff.

wnarar mfn. (-a:-a?-a) Tremulous, shaking, waving, e. fa

and ara before ara to shake, aav
aff.

aUdHff* n. (-a) Subtraction, (in arithmetic.) a. fa with ara

and ara before ara to count, aff. as*.

^i safaa mfn. (-W.-WT-li) Subtracted, a. fir with ara and ax
before aar to count, aff. w-

aiBin ^t f. (-drt) Mutual imprecation. m. fa with ara and ara

before to cry out, aff. aa end

araxnal f.(-*t) Mutual ebuse or imprecation. *. Pr implying

reciprocity, and a^ deprcciatiun, ara to speak, affs. aa
and dta.

anaa m. (-^:)
1 Going round, revolving. * Encompassing.

* Choosing, appointing. 4 Ruptured navel* (umbilical hernia.)

*fa and aia before m to be* Witf.

armU n. * Rolling round, revolving. • A volute, a fold, a

band. a Encompassing, surrounding, r. fa and aia before

fW to be, aff.

anaXTTfaia mfn. (-a: ^-a) * Usual, enstoqiary. * Juridical*

judicial, legal, relative or referring to judicial procedure,

m. (-a:) A counsellor, a minister, a. arfTt litigation,

ffBfaff.-

f. (-#1) Mutual or reciprocal laughter, v. fa and ara_

before aa to laugh, aa and aff.

WTfVa mfn. (-a>*T-aj Of various kinds or sorts, c. fa
- and ara

before faa sort.

arfx mfn. (-xr-wr-ir) 1 Covered, screened. * Removed, ex-

cepted. a. fa and aTa before I to choose, a aff.

aifil f. (-fir) ' Exception, exclusion. * Covering, skreenmg.

b. fa and aTa before f to choose, aff.

aT*a mfn, (-a:*HT-a) ' Choaen, appointed. * Kn compassed,

surrounded. 1 Fenced, screened.
4 Removed, uncovered.

* Excepted, excluded. • Praised, hymned. * Rolled back-

wards. a. fa and aia before iw to be, Ac , aff. n-

anfs f. (fa:)
1

Praise, eulogium. 1 Rejection, exception,

exclusion. * Choice, selection.
4 Screening, surrounding.

‘ Rolling back. b. fa and ara before f?r to be, aff. faa.

ana m ( a:) ' A celebrated saint and author, the supposed ori-

ginal compiler of the f'edas and Paranaj; also the founder

of the Wddnta philosophy. * Diffusion, extension. 'Detail,

distinction, severalty. 4 A measure, n. (-a) The diameter of

a circle. x. fa and a?a before aa to pervade, aff. ia.

arara mfn. (-Wt-lfr-H) 'Bewildered, confused. 'Connected

with, attached or devoted to. " Detached, separated, x. fa

before aiaa attentive.

arar m. (-1 :
)

1 Confusion, perplexity. * Separation, detach-

ment. 1 Attachment, addition. ». fa and ata before Wfl to

embrace, fa aff.

arfai mfn. (-a :*ar d) 1 Prohibited, forbidden. ' Contraband,

not allowed to be sold but to particular persons or in cer-

tain places, a. fa privative* and arfav perfected, accom-

plished.

aTTW mfn. (-ir.-irr-lt) * Confused, alarmed. * Repelled, re-

pulsed. ' Driven out, expelled. 4 Disappointed, x. fa and

ara before aa to strike, Ac., aff. *.

arara m. (-at)
1 Voice, speech. ' A word, an articulate sound.

• Jest, joke, humorous speech, x. fa and ara before ^ to

take, aff. wa.

anraa n. (-ef) Uttering, pronouncing, b. fa and ara before

a to take, ara aff.

araaa. mfn. (-a^-aat aa) speaking, uttering, pronouncing.

x. fa and aiV before ^ to take, V€ aff.

aiX* mfn. (-a:-wr-a) Uttered, pronounced, said. b. fa end

aia before to take, a »ff*

araf* f- (*f* !)
1

Voice, speech. * A word, an articulate sound.

1 A mystical word or sound, as Om, Steer, Bhdr, Ilkueah,

&C., which arc the Makd tydhrhi*, and commence the daily

prayers of the Brahman, b. fa and aia before J[ to take*

•ff.fint
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W?V3 i*d Haring said or uttered. *, fa and wtv before ^
to take, W1. aff.

TO mfa. (•W.-VT-W) Sewn, woven. a. fa before TO vroren
;

also ap*.

:) Sewing, wearing. c. fa before to to weave, aff.

fair. form irr.
;
also v*-

sjTTO m. (-*:) Inverted order, irregular arrangement, a. fa

and anr before am order.

apWTir n. l-w) ' lndependance. following one’s own inclination.

* Opposition, contradiction, doing that which i» prohibited.

v Obstruction, prohibition, hindering or opposing any one.

* Completion of religious contemplation, the end of a

period of abstraction, a. fa and CTT before TO to stay or

be, aff. war.

apafal £ (-fa:)
1 Science, learning, conversancy with or profi-

cience in literature or science. ' Formation of words, deriva-

tion, etymology, a. fa and VtT before to go, aff. fall*

TOT* mfn. (-f.-WT-X) ' learned, studied, conversant or profi-

cient in literature. * Completed, finished. * Derived, formed

as a derivative word. * Generated, begotten, a. fa and tot

before If* to go, aff. if.

H mfn. (-«: -an-X) Put off, thrown aside, (especially as feeling

or affection.) a. fa and before TO to throw, H aff.

ind. Having thrown off or put away, (as desire, feeling,

&e.) a. fa and TO before to throw, qgq aff.

aptrrvi m. (-^:)
1 Indifference to, disregard for. * Making ill or

unprofitable use of any thing, throwing away. a. fa and TO
before TO to throw, TO aff.

m. {.*:> Pretext, deception, plausible but false council,

a. fa priv., advice,

aja r. I Oth cl. i^aafa) To abandon, to reject,

arff mfn. (-¥:-XT-¥)
1 Burned. * Dawned, become daylight or

dawn. n. (-tf)
' Dawn, break of day. * Day. * Fruit, con-

sequence. a. fa before TO to abide, aff. n, and a chan-

ged to X, or Wja to burn, when it is more properly read ara

^Tf. (•fa:) 'Fruit, consequence. * Increase, prosperity. * Praise,

a. fa and TO to abide, aff. fair, and a changed to x.

(TT) ajfaa r. 4th cl. >TOrfa) To leave, to abandon,

tj* mfn. (-*:-¥T-X) ’ Arranged, arrayed, placed in order or

array. * Compact, firm, well-knit, ' Darge, great, a. fa

before TO to bear, &c., aff. n.

mfn. (-V:-7T-T) Armed, mailed, s. ajw arranged, and

WX* mail.

mfn. (-TO-a*T-XI) Broad-chested, a. TO, TO* the breast,

TO added.

** f- (-fa:) Array, orderly arrangement or disposition, a. fa

before "TO to bear, or a'f to reason, aff. fan.

mfn. ( Tf:-HT li) Woven, a. fa before TO the same,

f. ('fa:)
1 Weaving, a. fa before TO to weave, aff. faw

and * changed to n.

a^ m. (-*:)
1 Military army, the arrangement of troops in

various positions
;

as the array in line, IftVWft in

column, in circle, WTOfla|a : in mixed order ; also

various fanciful forms, as the Vfi: or car-shape, TOT ;

9 x

or marine monster-like, TOTITT flag-shape, be. * A flock, a

multitude. * Logic, reasoning. * Making, manufacture.

• The body. b. fa before TO to reason, aff. to.

^TO n. (-W) * Arraying, array, arrangement. * Structure of the

body, disposition of the members, l. fa before to to reason,

TO aff.

^TOTfal ra. (-fa5:) The rear of an army. x. a£f array, and Trf4
the heel or back.

^V«r m. (-T:) Throwing into disorder, breaking an array.

a. anr, and WT breaking.

ajXTO m. (-^:) Piercing or breaking an array, a. ^a, and tfa
breaking.

w fa) to (TOfa) To cover.

TOK m- (-^:) A blacksmith, a air an imitative aound, and

91T who makes.

XTinrcr m. (-HO Siva. k. am heaven, and a* hair; also

with Tfa poss. aff added xmafg a (-^tk

TOTOlfrfa “• (-<*) ' A god. • A bird. A saint.
4 A Brahman.

8. arm heaven, and *rfa a who goes.

arTTOlfa^T n. (-<) The city of ILuus'cbandra, suspended mid-

way between heaven and earth, e. aint heaven, *ifa going,

5T a city.

m. (-*p) A cloud, e. win heaven, and to smoke.

WTTO n- (-*0
1 Sky, heaven, atmosphere. * Water. • A temple,

sacred to the sun, or place where he is especially worshipped.

b. TO to cover, Un adi aff. afro, form irr.

xmarfaran f. (-wr) A sort of quail, a. wra heaven, and srrfTOl

the nose.

n. (-*:) A flag, a banner, k. to the aky, and TOPT a
stalk.

TOTTOW n. (fa) A flog, a banner. b. wm sky, and wro
place. #

m. (-*:) A gust of wind. b. the sky, and ifgx:

a club.

TOmrq mfn. (-in-arm) Measuring the aky, high as the heavens.

b. TO, and *ra what measures.

%TOTW n. (fa) A carriage of the goda. b. to the sky, and

*T* a vehicle.

TOlfav^TT n. (-11) The expanse or firmament, b. *m. and faara

spread.

TOnrs m. (-TO) A spirit of heaven, a divinity, b. tot, and

who goes.

f. (-#}) The earth, x. TO the sky, and TOR base

or site.

TOTO mfn. (-^r) Sky-touching, lofty, b. m, and what

touches.

KTO m. (-w:) A Jama deified saint, e. aim sky, and shining.

WTV n. (-a) The aggregate of three spices, or black-pepper, long-

pepper, and dry ginger, a fa variously, to to burn, aff.

TO r. 1st and 10th els. (TOfa XTWnfa) To go, to travel With

afe prefixed, To wander about, as a mendicant, r. 1 0th cL

To prepare, to perfect.

TO m. (-it)
1 A cow-pea, a station of cowherds. * A road. * A

flock, a herd, a multitude.
4 The district about Agra and
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Mat hura, the scene of KrIshnYs juvenile adventures, n. (-W)

Wandering, roaming, a. aw to go, aff. w.

wrw mfn. (-ww-wntitwnr) Going, roaming, a. wm to go, w* aff.

WWW n. (-W) Going, roaming, s. war to go, ww aff.

WWW m. (.wt) A tree, (Nauclea cordifolia.) i. war a cow-pen,

and ^ being.

WWTfwT n. (-g?) A cow-yard, a cattle fold or pen. *. ww, and

wfww » yard.

wfww mfn. f.ir:-l!T-W) Gone, going, n. (-W) Koaming. a. ww

to go, w aff.

WWT f. (-WT) 1 Wandering about, either as an act of religious

austerity or in quest of alms. ' March of an assailant,

attack, invasion. ' March in general. * A class, a flock, a

tribe. • A theatre, a. ww logo, www nff.

WWfTW mfn. (-WTW-W?ft ' Wandering, roaming. • Going

gracefully. 8. WWT, and w^W aff.

WW r. 1st cl. (wwfw) To sound, r. I Oth cl. (wwwjfw) To wound.

WW rnn. ( W:-W ) A tumor, a boil
;
an ulcer, a wound, a. WW to

wound, an abscess, aff. WW-

WWWW[mfn. (WW) Making a sore, wounding, ulcerating, corrod-

ing, Ac. m. (-wnrj. Marking-nut plant, (Semecarpus anacardi-

um.) r |«i sore, and ww what makes.

W^f^W m. (-ff a.i A plant, (Siphonanthus Indica.) a. ww a sore,

and fgw hostile to, healing.

wwytw n. (-w) Fumigating a sore. a. ww, and burning

incense.

WWWW n. (-W:) Part liable to ulcerate, as skin, flesh, A?, k. WW.

and ww substance.

WWWgW f f. (-WT) Pain of a wound or sore. w. ww, and WW^WT pain.

WWWTWW n. (-W) Cleaning or cicatrising a sore. a. ww, and WfWW
cleaning.

WWW m. (*T») The castor oil tree. f. (-WI) A sort of creeper,

(Menispermum glabrum.) a. ww a sore, and ww to destroy,

aff. W.

wfww mfn. (-wt-fwwVfW) Having a boil, a sore or wound, f. WW,

and Tfw aff.

WW ran. ' Any meritorious act of devotion, the volun-

tary or vowed observance, or imposition of any penance,

austerity, or privation, as fasting, continence, exposure to

beat and cold, Ac. Eating. a. w to choose, aff WWW, X
substituted for the vowel or ww to go, (to heaven by it,) ^

aff. and the form irr.

wwfw f. (*fwt4ft) ' Expansion, spreading. 1 A creeper, a. ww to

abide, wfw ail, the vowel changed to its congener.

wwfwwi f. (-WT) Soliciting alms, us one of the ceremonies accom-

panying investiture, a. WW the observance of investiture,

and fwwt begging.

WWWTWW n. (-if) Violating a religious vow or obligation, a. ww,

and WTWW cutting off.

WWtfWT m. (-W :)
Engaging in any act of devotion, taking on

one's self some voluntary religious obligation, a. ww a vow,

and WWW taking.

wrawnr* *«».(-W;) Th» Brahman who has completed his term

of studentship, a. ww, and wiww a householder.

wwrwyw n. (-wi) Observing a religious obligation, especially

continence, as the duty of the student, a. ww, and WTWfW

going.

WWfWW m. (-W-) Investiture of a youth of either of the first

three classes with the characteristic cord. t. WW the observ-

ance, and WTXW pointing out.

wfww mfn. (-fft-fwwl fw) Engaged in or observing a religious

vow or obligation, m. (-Tft)
1 An employer of priests. An

ascetic, a devotee, one engaged in the observance of a vow

or penance. * The religious student. a. ww a vow, and

Tfw aff.

wwnrwiw m. (-W) Fasting, a fast, (as a religious penance or

obligation.) a. ww, and wqxTW fasting,

ww ra, (-W0 The sun.

WW {^1 W) WTWW r. 6th cl. (wwfw) To cot.

WWW m. (-W:) A small saw or chisel, n. (-W) Cutting, a. ww to

cut, aff. W*.

wrfil f. (-tv.) A gale of wind. a. ww to go, XW Un adi aff.

WTW m. (-W:)
1 A multitude, an assemblage. * The descendant

of an outcaste Brahman, Ac. * I'll company and attendants

at a marriage feast, n. (-if)
1 Manual or bodilv labour. 1 Day

labour, employment of a precarious kind. s. v to choose,

aff. WWW, and the vowel made long ; or ww a religious observ-

ance, or WTW an outcaste, aff. WW
WTWtw m. (-W:)

1 A cooly, a hired porter or labourer. 'One
who has no fixed or stated employment, k. wtw bodily labour,

and w aff.

wtw ra. (*Wh) A Brahman, or man of the three first classes, in

whose youth the customary observances have been omitted,

and who has not received bis investiture with the sacred

thread, f. (-WT) A female of a fallen Brahman, Ac. e. WTW,

and WT aff.

WTWTWT f. (ITT) The condition of one who has lost caste by neg-

lect of the initiatory observances. 8. WTW, and WWV
aff ; also

with w. WTWsi.

wrwnim m. (-wt) A particular sacrifice performed to recover

the rights forfeited by an improper delay of the ceremony of

investiture, a. WTW one not invested, Ac., and wtTW a sacrifice.

#t r. 4th cl. r. 9th cl (wtwrfw or iWtw) 1 To choose or

elect.
1 To cover or screen.

itr t. 4 lb cl.
1 To be modest, to be bashful or ashamed.

• To throw, to direct or send.

fftw mf. ( w:-¥T) Shame, bashfulness. *. wtw to be ashamed, arts.

WW and WTW.

wtww n. (-*) Bashfulness, modesty. 8- to be ashamed, and

W3T aff.

lftwrww mfn. (-Wt-WT-li) Ashamed, hanging down the head with

shame. «. ftwr, and WTWW bowed.

tfWTfww mfn. (-l? :-WMt) Modest. 8. ftWT, and wfww posses-

sed of.

WtfTW mfn. (-W:-1IT>lf) Ashamed, modest, w. tftw to be ashamed.

Waff.

wtw r. 1st and 10th els. (ftwfw fftwwfw) To hurt or injure, to

kill or wound.
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Jlfy m, 1 Rice of nrioui kinds : eight principal sons are

enumerated by native authorities, but the varieties are more

numerous. * Rice ripening in the rainy season* a. at to

choose, fV aff.

mfo. (-«:*tTT-¥y Hating rice, bearing rice, See. s. iftfr

rice, and *"* aff.

ftfctTTW* m. (-W.) A sort of pulse, (Ervura lens or hirsutum, &c.)

ttfT* mfo. (-7ft-fff¥Vfil) Having rice, (a field, &c.) e. ijlft

rice, Tf* alT.

m. (-TO A sort of grain, (Panicum miliaceum.) r arttV

rice, and iit[ sort.

tUxw* mfn. l-V-at-a) -Made or consulting of rice. ro. (-¥:) A

rice cake offered with ghee, as an oblation, a. ftft rice, and

*T¥¥aff.

fltftrafW¥ m. (•¥•)
1 Pauic seed, (Panicum italicum.) * Another

species, (Panicum miliaceum.) s. jflfr rice, TTfwtr shining,

excelling.

n - (-T) A granary, a shed where rice or other grain is

stored. a.ftff rice, a house.

Hr. 6th cl. Croft) ' To oover. 1 To heap. * To sink.

Ijj r. I *t and 10th els. CW«!flT^J*f*r) To hurt or kill.

17 mfn, (-V-Xl-X) Made of or with rice, z, alft rice, and

WW aff.

mfn. Fit for or sown with rice, (a field, occ )

s. tflfy rice, *• aft

3ft r. 9th cL CrtTlf* or jWk) 1 To choose or select. * To
cover, to screen. * To go, to more,

r. 10th cl. CffWWfr) To see.

U
H The thirtieth consonant of the Nagart alphabet and first of

the three sibilants , it is termed the palatal sibilant, and cor-

responds to Sh pronounced softly, as in &A101; in the Roman
character it is distinguished by an accent, as 6*.

17 m, (-*:)
1 A name of S ira. * A weapon, n. adv. ft) #r md.

ft or W¥) Happy, happily, auspiciously. t. ift to sleep or

¥T to pare, &c. aff. V.

mfn. Happy, prosperous, fortunate, m. (.*p) A
sort of snake, a, IF happily, and ipj aff.

ITSI mfn. Happy, fortunate, f. ( mi) Knowledge,

understanding, e. nw happily, aff.

li"W mfn. (-Wi-WT-tf) Fortunate, prosperous, m. (~w:)
1 The thun-

derbolt of Indba. * The iron head of a pestle, i. if good
fortune, and * puss. aff.

j
also as differently derived, read

ip* and &c.

h‘ttt n. (-T) Hater. 1. 1 happily,! to choose or cover, aff.

more usually read W**r, q. v.

H’W ft.) tft r. 1st cl. ftlift) ' To praise. • To hurt. • To wish.
- To calumniate. With ¥ft prefixed. To accuse wrongfully.

WT
ith ' To hope. * To speak. With !, To praise, to

flatter
; this root and its derivatives are sometimes read with

the palatal sibilant final or itir, &c.

t (-¥7)
1 Speech. * Wish, desire. • Praise, flattery, eulo-

gium* k. ir¥ to praise, &c. aff. ¥¥• and *T*\

ilftw mfn. ( -ir:-TTT-*f)
1 Certain, ascertained. ' Calumniated,

falsely accused. ' Said, declared. * Praised, celebrated.

* Wished, desired. K. n’*J to wish, aff. n-

m. (-W) An encomiast, a panegyrist, a flatterer, a. tft to

praise, Un adi aff.

VTtu mfo. (-Uf:-WF-®) Happy, prosperous, well-faring, b. *
happily. Tffi to stay or oe, aff. ¥•

iftn miu. (-W-WT-Tff) Happy, prosperous. *. IT* happily, ¥T

to slay or be, aff. fw*,

mfn. (-¥1 : '¥IT-IH3
1 Desirable, to be wished. * Meritorious,

to be praised. E- lft to praise, &c. aff. tff* ;
also W¥I-

w* r. 4ih cl. (wwfu-^l r. 5th cl (TT W) TTWW (nwrfir)
1 To

bear patieutly, to endure, to be patient. * To be able to

effect, to be competent or powerful. (T) wft r. 1st cl.

i

1 To think probable, to suspect. * To fear, to

apprehend. With ¥T¥. to dread,

jpt m. (•«:)
1 A sovereign, any prince who gives his name to an

era, especially applied to Sdlkuhona. * A particular caste,

the followers or descendants of S'aka, or SdiivdJwno. ' A

country, or ro. plu. (-¥Tt) I*be inhabitants, the .Saco?, the Scy-

thians. * An era : see T7T*T. R. to be able, aff. ¥¥*

¥¥? mfn. $u6st. (- *:-¥t-¥) A cart. m. (-IE)
1 A Dailya slain

by KrYsbk’a. * A cart load. s. 1T¥ to
B
be able, w-r*

UnUdi aff.

m. {•¥;) A gallinule.

m. (-XT) Kmishn a. a. ITT! the demon so named, and

TW destroyer ; also similar compounds, as xarzrft. &c.

ra. (-¥:) rhe minister of Xamda : also read Sakataju.

V4r7i4T1 f. (-VT) Hie fourth lunar asterism, Rohini, the stars of

which are represented as a carl. k. a cart, ap-

pellation.

UBrffcVT f. (-CT) A small cart, a toy-cart. b. V* added to

Tr^wr mn. (-«9:-V} A part, a portion, a piece, n. (-*i) * Skin.

• Bark. * A kind of (black) pigment or die.
4 The scales of

a fish. i. VMS to be able. *rar*(Ui»’Adi aff.

SfUfar* m. (-7H) A fish. k. skin or scales, and Tfi* aff.

n. (-ll) Parting, dividing,cutting or breaking in pieces,

t. and making, with ft augment.

mfn. (-W:-*!*1*) Parted, cut in pieces, wounded.

*. . tm made, augment f% ,

WliW m. (-*:) A goose.

Wtnctrrw^ mfn. Rustling, making a noise (as the

leaves of a tree in the wind.) a. ir*w imitative sound, nomi-

nal verb, K* aff.

ictri1** m. (-tr:)
1 The prince, Vikkamaditya. * The name of

Sauvauana. b. ww an era or a Scythian, and de-

stroyer.

n. ( «</
1 A year of the Saha era, or era of Saliyuuna.

k. star, and a year.

iTtrr* m. (-TO A silly brother in law of a Raja,

nrrrft m. (-frs) ViKRAJiADiTYA, the celebrated sovereign of

Oujein. i. X9 a Hyaca or Scythian, and the foe.
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id. (-we )
1 A bird in general. * A kind of bird, either the

Indian vulture or the common kite, (Falco cheela;) it is also

applied to the Pondicherry eagle, l Falco pontircriana.)

A sort of hymn or song, sung at festivals to solicit or

secure lucky events, n. (-if) Any lucky or auspicious object

or omen. s. ir* to be able, "3W Un'Adi aff.

»nrr f. (-WT) A small house lizard, b. n$ir n bird, and u
who knows.

iTfftf m. (-fw ;
)

1 A bird. * The maternal uncle of the Kanrava

princes, and counsellor of Duryodiiama. * One of the astro-

nomical periods called Karan at.
4 The Indian kite or eagle,

(Falco cheela.) f. (-Htj A hen sparrow, a. HH to be able,

'Srf*T Un'idi aff.

H$f*npn f. (-sn) A trough or little well for watering birds

a. Hjfa a bird, * before HT to drink, affs. HH and ¥TH-

HfriftHT m. (-<:) A name of Garcd'a. a. Hffff a bird, and

THV chief.

irjnvr m. (-wit)
1 A bird. * A kind of bird, the Indian vulture.

• Another sort of bird, described as of aquatic habits, per-

haps a kind of maritime or fishing falcon. 4 A sort of insect.

• The blue jay. x. n* to be able, Un'Adi aff.
;

also

HfH, &c.

vrywTHT f. (-in) The daughter of M6naka, the courtezan of

Sirerga, by the sage Viswa'mitra, brought up by Kanwa

the hermit, and afterwards married to Dusuyanta, by
;

whom she became the mother of Dbarata, the sovereign of

all India, a. irjr*1 a bird, ITT to get, aff. H.and HTH. being

born in a solitary forest, and protected by the birds till

found by Kanwa.

m. (-«:) Biiarata, the sovereign of India.

a. irfiwntn as above, and HTHH the son.

Hjffn m. (.-fwr)
1 A bird in general. * A kind of bird : see

HfR!, &c. E- HH to be able, Un'&di aff. H fwi.

HjfaiHt f. (-Hi) A locust, a cricket, a. rjH a bird, WH aff. of

comparison.

HJH m. (-H:) A fish. I. H* to be able, aff. HHH.

Hynzm rn. (-H:) A kind of fish, tbe gilt-head.

ZTJ.WMR m. (-f:) Bent grass, (Panicum dactvlon), with white

blossoms. E- VTffiV a fisb, the eye, HH substituted

for the final vowel
,

the blossoms being compared to the

eye of a fish. .

h*ht^pi r (•*> • A medicinal plant, commonly Kai’nki.

(Wrightea antidysente.nca.) • A creeping plant, (Jusrieua

repens.) *A drug, commonly Kiyap'hal. 4 An earth' worm.

b. wfiw a fish, WT to eat, aff. m*.

HfHT*H m. (-€:) A sort of gilt-bead, (Spams emarginatus.)

e. a fish, and a young one.

HH* n. (-HW) Faces, excrement, k. h* to be able, (to

expel,) Un’auJi aff. HUH.

rnf. (-fo-ft) A calf. x. H1TW ordure, V to make,

aff. in this sense.

Hg**TT mfn. Making ordure or feces, e. or-

dure, and HTT who or what makes.

HHITC n. (*T) The anus. a. HHIT feces, and JTC passage.

Wipe m. (-T:) A bull. f. (-^t)
1 A riveT. * A zone, a girdle. * A

form of metre, a stanza of four lines of fourteen syllables

each. 4 A woman of an impure caste
; it is also read hist. q. v.

HWf* m. (-fr:) A bull
;
see the last.

Tf mfn. (-W-lfT if)
1 Able, capable, strong, powerful. 9 Speak-

ing civilly, able to please by the manner of speaking.

4 Diligent, attentive, intent, x. vt to be able, aff. H
HURT f- (-HT) Ability, power, s. HH added to the last

;
also

with h, HWH
Hfl* f. (-fH:)* Power, regal power as resulting from majesty,

perseverance, and counsel. * Power, strength, prowess. • An

iron spear or dart.
4 The energy or active power of a deity,

personified as bis wife, as Gacxi of S'iva, Laksumi of

Visit?* v, &c. 4 The female organ as the counterpart of the

phallic personification of S'iva, and worshipped either

literally or figuratively by a sect of Hindus

.

thence termed

6'dktas. * Allaying or appeasing opposition. * Force or sig-

nification of words, t. HH to be able, aff. fapr.

wfifvT m. (-H-)
1 A name of S’iva. ' Ka'rtik£ya. • A spear-

man, a lancer. •- wfW a spear, and VH who holds.

Hfi*HH md. According to power or ability, b. w%, and nfa aff.

HfHWH n. (-H) The three ingredients of regal power; or king,

minister, and vigour, e. hNk. and HH triad.

H%HT m. (-T**)
1 A name of Kartik£ya. # A spearman, a lan-

cer. r. Hfei a spear, and HT the holder.

HfHffH m. (-H:) A tree, (Echite* scholaris.) k. wfil strength,

(giving if,) and xpx a leaf.

m. (-fw:) ' Kari ik£y a. the Hindu Maes. A spear-

man. a. nfW a spear, and trrfw the hand.

HfllHW m. (-HW) ' KARnaitA, see the last. • A soldier armed

with a spear, s hP* a spear, and HH who holds.

HflBHW mfn. (-HTH-Hlft-nw) Powerful, mighty, e. Hfil, and

Hlfftl poss. aff.

HfH*«H n. (•HI) Inability, deficiency of power or strength.

R. nfe, and WHH imperfection.

HfHTtH infd. (-h:-HI*H) Powerless, impotent, e. nfit. and

abandoned.

HfHrfwH m. (-Hj) A spearman, a lancer, a soldier armed with

an irnn lance. R. Hf* a spear, ffk a weapon, and HW added.

HH ran. according to some authorities only m. pirn.

(HHf:) The powder or flour of barley and other grain, first

fried and then ground, a. HH to go, &c. 7p^ aff.
;
also read in*.

HHHHr f. (-HT) The S’ami tree, (Mimosa suma, Box.) g. hH
farina, and hh fruit ; also HHH^t, and ^TfH^T.

. .
-5 <4

mfu. Being according to, or having reference

to, ability, power, &c. t wfl». and ertrwi regard to.

min. (-*: Speaking civilly or pleasingly : #ce the nett,

wm mfn. Speaking civilly or kindly, e. w« to be

able, (to pleaae by tpeaking.) aff.
; alao with the rowel

rejected wn and with V off, t,
wn tn. (-WI) Power, atrength. a. tr« to be able, «finr

Un'kdi aff

wm mfn. Pouible, practicable, to be effected or

done. s. tr* to be able, aff. vn
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VWWT f. ( ITT) Possibility. b. THff added to the last
;
also with

ii, wm*.
mmyiftwn m. {-*'•) A possible remedy or counteragent, i. wwf,

and tTWtWTT remedy.

W m. (-W0 Indra. the chief of the inferior gods, and ruler of

Stcerga or paradise. ' A plant, (Wrightea antidysenterica.)

• A tree, (Peotaptera arjuna.) «. IT* to possess power,

Unldi alf. tf.

M R Wll l ww m. (-in) Mount Mb*. a. mr India, 'WTr: sport,

pleasure, and WWW a mountain.

WH*r7 m. (-W:) An insect of a red colour, (Coccinella or lady*

bird of various species.) s. Indus, light. See. and VT

to preserve, alf. w.

Wire m. (-H-) A crow. a. iw Indra, and m born.

W*wm m. (-w:) A crow. b. WI Indra, and WTO born.

WwfwiT m. (-fww) The ion of Ravan'a. b. WV India, and

fw* victor.

WWiw^ u. (-Wt) The bow of Indra, the rain-bow. b. mi In'dra,

and HI the bow,
4 '

wwaijv! n. (-nr) A pole or flag set up in honour of Indra.

b. WW, and %*W a flag.

m. (-W*.) Arjuna. b. wm Indra, and WWW son,

m. (-W:) A sort of pine, (P. devadaru, Bor.) s. w*
Indra, and a tree.

W* 3 «i1 f. (-«?!) A sort of potherb ; also Pu'alfil B. WR the

Pcntapiera arjuna, and 3*0 a flower; haring similar flowers.

WBWWW n. (-W) Sky, heaven, b. mi Indra, and WWW abode;

Wing the god of the firmament : it also occurs spWWW, from

sjww a world.

WWfwX *** The son of Ravan'a. r. jpf Indra, and

dcfeatcr.

WW«wwr L (-WT) Colocynth, (Cucumis coloquintida.)

W W|tin. m (-in An ant bill, a hillock, a mr Indra,

the head. .

WWlHW m. (*%:} A cloud, b. WW Indra, and WTTW vehicle.

n. (-W) The rain-bow. a. w* Indra, grfuy a

bow.

H^nnST f. (-m) A place prepared for sacrifices to be offered in.

b. mV Indra, and m^T a hall.

n. (-Ki) An ant hill b. m*. Indra, and f**W the

bead-

mpnrf^ m. (-fa:) The charioteer of Indra. b. mi, and wrTfw

a coachman.

mi^T m- (*V) * The monkey king Bau.* Arjuna. t. WW
Indra, and tgw the son.

WWtJWT f. (*WF) The resin of the Boswellia thnrifera, or gum
olibanum. b. mi Indra, and tgWT ambrosia.

mvwvi f- (•¥!) Yellow myrobalan, (Terminalia chebula.)

b. mi Indra, |I created
, springing originally, it is said,

from the ground on which Indra spilt a drop of nectar as

he was drinking.

wwm'm. (-*:) An owl.

msrdl f. (-*t) SacrI, the wife of Indra. b. mff Indra, iff.

and WTOW inserted.

9 T

mil** m. (-W*) A medicinal plant, 1 Wrightea antidysenterica.)

b. mi Indra, wvw food : created by him
j springing from

the drops of simrit, which fell on the ground from the

bodies of the tuonkies slain in the war with Ravan'a, and

who were restored to life by Indra by a shower of yfrnrfr, or

the liquor of immortality,

WWTOTW m. (.’WJJ A festival in honour of Indra on the twelfth

of the month Bhddra. ft. in Indra, and a festival.

nifti. (-m-VT-ti) Speaking civilly or kindly, u mr to be

able, (to delight simply by speaking,) and W Un’Adi affix
;

also mi and WIT-

, WWW m. (-m) An elephant b. mi to be powerful, and wfww
Un Adi aff.

W1FC rt. (-K-) A bull, an ox. f. (-ft)
1 A finger. 4 A river. * A

zone, a girdle.
4 A form of metre, a stanza of four lines of

fourteen syllables each, and comprising many varieties ac-

cording to the different feet of which the lines are composed.

a. Trqr to be able or strong, |iV aflf., or ifww aff. with v;

augment, and the final rejected : the feminine form is also

derived from wfR. with wYu affix, and t augment, and the

word is also read W^T and Iff).

mr m. ('W : ) A draft °*‘ (*¥T)
1 Few, terror, apprehension.

4 Doubt, uncertainty. 4 A species of the DandaJta metre.

b. irf* to fear, affa. rr and WPI

W’C'Tlw mfn. (-W:*W1-W) Doubtful, questionable, to be doubted

or apprehended, b wfw to fear or doubt, mfYqr aff.
;
also

wfCNW and STgg.

WTW i»fn. Auspicious, propitious, conferring happi-

ness or good fortune, m. (-^:)
1 S iva. * The name of a ce-

lebrated teacher of the Vidanta philosophy, f. (-wty Bengal

madder, b. w good fortune, wr miking.

itm Cvil ra. (-*:) The francoline partridge, e irfC S'iva, and

ftTR dear, beloved.

mfh. Apprehensive, doubtful, afraid. B.gfi,

RjfVw possessed of.

B^lfv^TR m. (-JP) Accusation or charge on suspicion, b.

and charge.

mrtww rafn. (-w-wt-w) Fearful, afraid. B. W^r, and RRXaf.

n. ( qf) Cause or matter of doubt or apprehension.

b. site.

WTPfrw mfn. ( kri-WT-W) Free from doubt or apprehension.

B. WTT, and sfYw free from.

xrfmT mfn. (-ir-NT-^f) * Alarmed, frightened. 4 Weak, unstea-

dy. 4 Doubtful, uncertain, b. ifi fear, aff.

m. (-*:) A thief, b. frightened,W a caste,

WW. aff.

mp m. ( VO 1 The trunk of a lopped tree.
4 A Javelin. • A

pin, a stake, a pale.
4 The gnomon of a dial, usually twelve

fingers long. 4 A long thin column in front of a pagoda. 4 The

penis.
T A number. * The small fibres of a leaf. * The acata

fish, (Raia Sankur. Ham.) <4 A sort of perfume, commonly

Kakhe 1

1

A goose.
14 An ant hill.

1

4

A goblin, a demon. 14 A

Gandkarba attached to S iva. 11 A name of S'iva. 14 Kama.

" Sin. 14 Fear, terror, s. wfw to doubt or apprehend, aff. V.
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irT'WJW m. (-vh) An iu. a. TTf1 a Javelin, and sr& the car.

wrf* m. (-fft) A scale fish.
'*

m. (-*:) The 6’d/ tree, (Shorca robusta.) b. xnf a slake,

and irf a tree.

r.lT^ ro, (-^:) The Sit tree. k. kt a pin or stake, and

If tree.

mfn. (-?;:-TT-ft Formidable, fearful, frightful, a. iflj fear,

ty to give or cause, aft. w.

BCt’*! f- (-w) A pair of nippers, used to cut the betel nut into

small pieces.

m. (-^:) A scate fish j also and nftfft

iTSJ info. (*^J'*^3T-^3)To be feared or doubled, s. irfar to fear.

WWaff

nin. (-^t ft The conch shell used by the Hindu*, in two I

ways especially; offering libations with it, or when perforat-

ed at one end blowing it os a horn at sacrifices : used in this

manner also, frequent mention of it occurs in the battle

pieces of the poets, each hero being provided with a Conch

as his horn. tn. 1 One of Kevins's treasures. • The

temple or temporal bone, sometimes comprising however

the frontal bone also. * A perfume, commonly Hak'hi, appa-

rently a dried shell fish, • A military drum. * One of the

eight chiefs of the Nnga* or serpents of Pdt'aia, described

as of a yellow colour. * An elephant's cheek. ' A large nuo.-

ber, ten or a hundred billions. * The name of a saint and

legislator. • A poet, one of the nine gems, Ike. a. iru to

pacify, Ac. tJnAtli aft m. ,

n. (-ft A bracelet, (often made of the conch shell.)

nm. (-wr:-ft
1 The ranch >bell. * Pain, and beat with a puf.

fines* in the temples and forehead. * The temples, e. arw

added to the last.

m. (-K.') A worker in shells, a. a conch, and qrre

maker.

f. (-ft) Sandal marks on the forehead, e, iqf the fore-

head, und to go, aft. and ftl.

f. <-«f> Sandal marks made across the forehead.

E the forehead, ^W to anoint, affs. and ftq.

Hij'w m - (*!:) A large pearl, of the shape of a pigeon's egg.

*• ** a shell, and «V born.

m. (-*p) A shell blower, b. sTff a conch, and nr who

blows.

m. (-*:)
1 A small shell.

1 A perfume, commonly wft.

r. wjp a conch, and WW the nail.

m. (•*;)
1 The sun. 4 A Ndga or serpent of PdUla.

B.sr*a conch, Ac., and who nourishes.

f. (-ft) A sort of grass, (Andropogon aciculatum.)

*• a conch, a flower, ft<r aft. implying resemblance.

m. (-^:) Spots in the moon. «. a shell, and 5T*H

pre-eminent.

mfn. (-«nr> Haring a conch or shell, m. ( snf) Vissn’o.

* w ft a conch, and who possesses.

m. <-«:) An alligator, *. wft a conch, and fjwr face.

wT^irr t (.*t) A kind of grass, (Andropogon aciculatum.)

a shell, ant implying resemblance, fern. form.

ftfftW mfn. (ftl-lftft-fft Possessing or having a conch or shell,

&c. m. (-ft)
1 Visun'u. ? The ocean. • A shell blower. 4 A

worker in shells, f. (-*1) ' A sort of grass, (Andropogon aci-

culatum.) 4 A plant, (Cissampelos het&ndra.) 1 A description

of woman, one of the four classes into which females are

divided in erotic writings : the Sank'hini is described as tall,

with long hair, neither stout nor thin, of irascible disposi.

lion and strong passion*. 4 A goddess or Sahti worshipped

by the Baud'dha*. * A female spirit or goblin. w ft
a shell,

Tf*T aft.

wfftft*TO m. (-W*.) A small tree, (Trophis supers.)

IT* r. 1st cl. (ftftt) To speak articulately, to say or tell. (T.)

wf*r 1st cl. (ipftW) To go, to move.

Sffq f or ft) ' The wife of India. 4 A plant, (Asparagus

raccmosus.) * The astronomical Karan a or period named

fishti. a. WW to speak articulately, aft. fTf, and fta op-

tionally added ; also and ^ft.

ftftqf* m. (-fin) Indsa. b. ftft the wife of the deity, and

qfw husband.

v* r. 1 >t cl. (irifw) 1 To be diseased or sick. * To divide, to

pierce or separate. * To go. 4 To be low spirited, to be weary

or dejected, r. I Oth cl. (WT*irfft To flatter, to praise.

TC* mfn. (-y-TT-ft Sour, astringent, acid. b. na to pain,

aft.

IT*T f. (**T) An ascetics clotted hair: see ^r*T.

st*t f. (f*J or -ft) Zedoary, (Curcuma zerumbet,) otherwiae

considered as a synonime of the Amhahaldi, or Curcuma
Amhaldx, the mango-smelling ginger, so termed because the

fresh root possesses the smell of a green mango, a. sc* to

divide (remove disease), aft. T^t. and fta optionally-added.

HI r. 1st cl ' To cheat, to defraud or deceive. To kill

or hurt. 4 To suffer pain. r. 10th cL (in*wf*> 1 To finish.
4 To leave unfinished. 4 To go or move, (lmf*) ‘ To speak

ill.
*
%
To speak well.

4 To abstain from speaking. (SCI7WW) To
flatter, to coax, to praise.

** mfn. {-*:-»!-¥) Wicked, depraved, perverse, dishonest,

m (-¥:)
1 An umpire, a mediator, an arbitrator. * A rogue,

a knave. 4 A blockhead, a fool.
4 An idler. 4 A f.lse hus-

band or lover, one who pretends affection to one female whilst

his heart is fixed on another. 4 Thorn apple, (Datura metel.)

n. (-ft
' A sort of root, commonly Tagara.

* Saffron. 4
iron.

k. V3 to be wicked, aft.

W*ffl f. t-ftT) Wickedness, depravity. *. wicked, ?ny aft.
j

also vsm n. (-ft.

ir» (T) ft* r. I st cl. (wftr) ' To disease or disorder. 4 To
hurt or wound. 4 To collect, to heap together.

IT* r. 1st cl. (nwfft ' To give. 4 To move.

*rw n. (-ft ' Hemp, (Cannabis sativa.) • Bengal Son', a plaut

from which a kind of hemp is prepared, (Crotolaria Juncea

and other kinds.) 1 An arrow, b. spa to give, off w"W.

srww^ f- (-^0 I'bc thread or string made of the flax of the

Crotolaria juncea. b. ww, and tpw string.

imTTwnr mfn. (-*;-ft-*) Made of Sen stringi b. i^ripw, and

ww aft. ,
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f. ( -#f) A tree, (Pentaptera tomentosa.) a. S«n\

and uif a leaf, having similar leave*.

WByf^nT f. (-BTT) Crotolaria of several species, a. if9 the

Sea', *p*I a flower, aff, #fr. and added, fem form, im*

plying resemblance ; also arc^sjt. Ac.

WW*ar* n. (-B) ‘ The fibre or flax of the San' plant, or string

made from it. * A net made of hemp or of San, or the

thread of the Crotolaria juncea. * Cordage, twine, a. ir«

hemp, &c. a thread.

ifWTO rn. (-<£: i A plant, (Cassia fistula.)

•^wrtr: n. (-’O
1 A rock or small island in the midst of the river

Sana. 9 An insular spot inclosed by the branches of the Strju

,

where it falls into the Gnnget above Chuprak, at Bhrigurdt'*

rama or Bagrretsan called also, the bank of the Dardari .

1C** ro. (-^:)
1 A bull at liberty. * A eunuch, n. (-aj) A multi-

tude of lotus flowers. *. nw or 9W to give, aff. ¥, hence also

and differently derived, wa* or to the more usual form.

IpqrTfT f. ( WT) 1 The State of a bull let loose or at liberty.

1 Emasculation, a. w*9 a bull at liberty, &c. wat aff.

ufar* m. (-If:) The name of a Muni, and ancestor of a parti-

cular family of Brahmant. a. n *? a eunuch, and

Un'4di aff.

xrsj m. (-9:)
1 A eunuch. * A eunuch or emasculated attendant,

as employed in a Haram or seraglio. * An impotent man

• A bull at liberty. * A mud man or a drunken man. a. an*

to bear or endure, Un'&di aff. M i also vw and 1TO, &c.

WW n. (-1!) A hundred.

wnw mfn. A hundred, m. (-*:) A century, a cento,

a collection of one hundred stanzas, &c. i. hundred,

and 9Waff.

IU. (-ft:) A Jam or Jatna pontiff of the last age.

a. ant a hundred, and 4lfw fame.

anTf^B n. (-xh) Gold. m.(-*i:) The name of a mountain, f. (-w)

A plant, (Phyalis flexuusa.) a. ipf a hundred, and a

water jar.

1f if9 ift m. (-ft:) Indea's thunderbolt, a. apT a hundred, and

*rft edge.

apni^f m. (*XfO Indra. a. apt a hundred, sacrifice i a

hundred siiwamtdhat or sacrifices of an unbroken horse,

elevating the sacrificer to the place and title of Jndra.

apni^ n. (-«) Gold.

apia mfn. (.*:-*;•») Possessed of a hundred cows, with as

many, 8tc. k. apf and a for af a cow.

appta mfn. (-wt-wr-ng A hundred times, a hundred fold. a. apr,

and a* a time.

wnft f. (-Vt> * a weapon ; it is generally supposed to be a

sort of fire arms, or the ancient Indian rocket, but it is also

described as a atone set round with iron spikes, • A female

scorpion. • A plant, iGaledupa arborea.) * A disease of the

throat, apparently enlargement of the tonsils, a. apr a hun-

dred, T*T to kill, aff. and WX\ and the radical letters

changed.

api^r* n». (-%i) The wood-pecker, a. aeff a hundred,

a feather.

apppr mfn. (-ift-fft-it) Hundredth, a. ipf a hundred, mrx aff.

anpnTT f* (-TT) The constellation S’atabhitbd, q. v. a. apf a

hundred or many, and ffTTr a star.

apfr f. (-J:) The Sctlej river, which rises in the IFmdUya moun-

tains, in the vicinity it is supposed of the Rbtankrad or

lake, and running to the S. W. unites in the Punjab with

the Reyak or PtpAta, when it forms the flypktmt of the

Gretkt, and falls into the fndvt below Multan, a. apt a

hundred (fold, or in a hundred branches), f to flow, Un'adi
•*

apHTTC mfn. Hundred-gated, having a hundred or a

number of doors or outlets, a. apf, and a door.

mrwr f. (-s|T) Bent grass, (Panicum dactylon.) tnd. lu a hundred

ways, a hundredfold, a. apf a hundred (blossoms), HT to

have, V and 7PT affs. or if if the same, and Sfpf aff.

anrmpr m. (-*TT) Vishn u, a apf a hundred, (i. e. many,) iiiar^

body
;

being multiplied in as many shapes as the creation

exhibits.

spnfTT mfn. 1 Flowing in many streams. • Having

many edges, 8cc. n. (-{) 'Hie thunderbolt, a. ipf a hundred,

tim an edge, added.

spnrft m. (fir:)
1 Bkahisa. * Indra. e. ipr a hundred, and

Vft sacrifice.

gsppi n. ( si) A lotus in general, (Nelumbium speciosum or

Nymphsa nelurnbo.) ro. (-*:)
1 A peacock. * The Siras or

Indian crane. A wood-pecker. * A parrot, the king parrot

or Leory. f. (-WT) A woman, a. ipf a hundred, TW a leaf or

feather.

ipprwqr m. (-nr:) The wood-pecker, a. spf added to the

last, q. v.

ipprfro rof. (-Wt-tft-tf) Following a variety of paths or doc-

trines. a. ipf a hundred, a road and figuratively a

doctrine, aff. ftCW.

^ rfM<t f. A centipede, jaulus. a. inf a hundred, and a

foot, #tw aff.

n. (-VJ) The wht^p lotus, a. ipf a hundred (leaves), and

iW a lotus.

m. (-aiT) A bambu. a. ipf a hundred or many,

a joint or knot.

ippnai f. (-*fT)
1 Bent grass, (Panicum dactylon.) * Orria

root. * The wife of Surra. * Day of full rouou in tbe month

A'twin. a. IPf iv hundred, HWW a joint or period, aff.

f. (-^T) ' Bent grass or Dub. 9 Orris root. * Barley,

x. fem. form, added to the last.

m. (-*:) The planet Venus or its regent, a. ippph

the wife ofS'oaaA, and {if lord or husband.

f. (-9T^ or -tfpf) A centij>ede. aw a hundred, and

a foot

ipPftft^T f. (-¥T)
1 A medicinal root, commonly Kakuli. 9 A

centipede, a. inf a hundred, a foot or root, aff

fem. form.

ipf^aj m. (-sq:) The poet Bbarati, the author of the A'irdfar-

jum’ya. t (-^T) A sort of dill or fennel, (Anethum sowa.)

r. ipf » hundred, and a flower.
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TOTO^fro wi f. (-TOT) Anethum, (sowa.) s. toto fem. form, added to

liar last.

towito m. (-wt) A sieve.

TO^iWW m. (-to:) Fistula in ano with many external openings,

c. SRI added to the last.

vn^ <9 m. (-TO*.) A kind of sugar cane.

TOWPJ m. (.TO:) A flower, (Nerium odorum.) e. TOW a hun-

dred, and wro a dart, to which the leaves are compared.

TOTOfwBTO f. (-TO) One of the lunar asterisms, see the next,

a. TOW a hundred, fwTO a physician.

Hn fvar f* (-WT) The twenty-fifth of the Nakihairtu or lunar

mansions, containing 100 stars, one of which is a Aquarii.

e. jpT a hundred, fwroTO to cure, aff TO ;
requiring many

physicians; as the Hindus say Duanwantari himself cannot

cure any person affected with disease, whilst the moon is in

this asterism.

ipnft* f- (-W:) Arabian Jasmine, (J. zambac.) a. TOTO a hun-

dred (dangers), TOfa timid.

1TTTOTO m. (-TO*) Udra. f. TOTO a hundred, and to a sacrifice

:

the performance of a hundred Atwamtdhas obtaining this

situation.

TOTOTO*? m. (-sq:) Indra. b. toto a hundred, and snj a sacrifice;

see the last.

HflWR mn. (-if: TO)
1 A Pa/a of silver. * An A'dkaka or mea-

sure so termed, a. nr* a hundred, and WTO measure.

TOTOTOTf*W. m. (TOty A man who has killed a hundred others,

a. to, and irrfwTO a killer.

TOWrofr m. (-«k) An armourer, a cutler. a. to a hundred,

(many, weapons,) and WTifc who cleans.

TOWffTO mfn. (*TO:-^t-ql) ' Having a hundred mouths. ' Having

a hundred openings or outlets, a. toto, and mouth.

TO**ffl f. (-TOt) A plant, (Asparagus racemosus.) b. to a

hundred or many, iro a root, fem. aff. also with to
added TOyfwwn.

wnwftw m. (-TO:) A necklace of 100 strings, t. to a hundred,

TOfa a string, tow added.

TOTOWtro n. (-vi; A hundred Lakka, ten millions, e. to, and «ro
a hundred thousand.

TOTO^TO m. (-to*.) A name of the poet BhaYavi.

TOTOW^ mfn. (-4:-Wl-W; Of a hundred years, acentury old. n. (-to)

A century, a. TOTO. and tow a year.

TOTOWW f. (-*5?) White Dub grass, (Panicum dactylon with

white blossoms ) a.m a hundred, wtwi seed.

TOTOTOfWTO. m. (-tft) A sort of dock or sorrel, (Oxalis monadelpha

or Rumex vesicariua.) b. to a hundred, to to pierce,

aff. fwfw.

TOTOTOX »»d- By hundreds, a hundred fold. «. to, and wfw aff.

TOTOTOTW mfn. (-TOt-TOT-TO) ’ Having many branches. • Multiform,

various, a. TOTO, and TOTTOT a branch.

TOTOWWTO n. (-TO) A hundred thousand, a. TO, and TTW a

thousand.

TOTOWWWTOW By myriad*, a. to, added to the last.

TOWTTO mfn. (-TO:-TOVX) Having a hundred thousand, bought

with, consisting of, &c. a. totowtw, and tow aff

*3

TOTOX1 f* (*X*)
* Lightning. • The thunderbolt, b. to a hun-

dred, TO n n7 °f light, or TOTX sound, and the vowel made

short ;
read also, TOTOSpWT-

TOTOTTO mfn. (-TO5*TOt-TO> Hundred eyed. f. (-^t) ' Night. • A
sort of fennel, (Anethum sowa.) ' The goddess ParvatI-

*. TO a hundred, TOW for TOfw the eye.

TOTOTT m. (-T*) A car, a chariot, a. to a hundred, and tot a

part.

TOTWTO n. (-to) A place where dead bodies are burnt or buried,

a burial ground, a cemetery, a. TOT a hundred, TOrWTO

a drum.

TOTOITOW m. (-TO
1

-)
' Brahma. • Vishnu or KrTsbn'a. • The car

of Vishn'u, 4 The Muni Gautama, the founder of the logical

school of philosophy. 1 The eldest son of Gautama, (accord-

ing to the Rbmayana.) and Puroh'u or religious adviser of

Jakaka of Mithila. a. TO a hundred or many, and TOTWTOi

who delights.

TOrwtw m. (-TO-)
1 An old man. • The name of a sovereign, the

son and successor of Janamrjaya. * The name of a saint,

the pupil of Vyasa. e. to a hundred, TOTTO before ^ to ob-

tain, TOW aff.

TOTTO m. (-w:) A man a hundred years old, an old man. a. 'TO,

and TOTTO life.

TOTOTC n. (-W; The thunderbolt, a. TO a hundred, to to go,

aff. TOW.

TOTOTWW nf. (-W'-W^t) A leprous disease of the skin. a. to
hundred or many, and TOWW a sore.

TOT^T f. (-TOT) A plant, (Anethum sowa.)

TOTWW m. (-W*) A fine of a hundred (Panas, &c.) a. to, and

TOWW inferior.

TOTOTTOft f. (-Wt) ' A shrub, (Asparagus racemosus.) * The wife

of Indra. a. to a hundred (roots), TOTTO before i to

choose, aff TOW.

TOTOTW^ m. (-^:) Vishn'u. a. TO a hundred, tofW revolving.

•pnrrtw m. (-iff) Vishn'u. a. TOTO a hundred, WTTW^ revolv-

ing, (appearances, or in the mind of his worshippers), xfw aff

TOTOTTOT f. (-TOT-rfl) A sort of dill or fennel, (Anethum sowa.)

a. to a hundred, and TOrTOT name, appellation.

nfrow mfn. (-qn-^-TO) ' Indicative of a hundred, (as a sign or

omen.) • Doing or effecting any thing with a hundred.

' Bearing tax or interest per hundred. 4 Bought with a

hundred. 4 Changed with or for a hundred, &c. * Relating

or belonging to a hundred, a. TOTO a hundred, and arro or

*TO or WTO aff; also with WTO aff. tow in the same

acceptations.

TO< m. (-^:)
1 An enemy. • Injnry, detriment, hurt. a. to

to decay, to go, Un'Adt aff. RTO, and w changed to W-

TOTOTO ra - (-TO'-) The ruler or head man of a hundred (villages),

a. to, and XTO sovereign.

*tfw in- (-ftro An elephant. *. to lo go. fwx Un’fidi aff.

TOI nifn. ( ^:-WT-«q) Bought with a hundred, &c. sec toItow.

TO m. (-W:)
1 An enemy, a foe, an adversary. * A political

enemy, a neighbouring prince as being one with whom dis-

putes are likely to occur, a. TO 10 g°i Uu Adi aff. WTO.
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mfn. (-*t-*Mf) Bearing or patient with an enemy, a.**,

** to bear, ** aft,

***nr mfn. (-TTS-WT-lf) Who beats or kills an enemy, a. *w,

and ©TIT who kills.

arvf Killing a foe. m. (-*:) The second brother

of Ra'machandra, the aon of Suvitka', and uterine brother of

Lakshman'a. b. btv an enemy, and g destroyer.

f. (-ift) Sumitra, the mother of Laesbman'a, and

S'atboohna. a. bta^c S ATHuons'A, and ©rwwl the mother.

Subduing an enemy, m.(-*t)J The moun-

tain Umala, or Gimhr, or a mountainous range in Guxerat.

* An elephant, i. btv a foe, fat to conquer, it aff,

xn»WT f, (-WT) Hostility, enmity, a. ttw added to VJ -

t
also ***.

*afi|*r«| m. (•*:) A number or host of enemies, a Bra, and

farvTq a quantity.

Btarfamq m. (-Bf:) The dwelling of a foe. a. and fawq

abode.

mfn. (-*!-*T-7f) Humbling or subduing enemies, a. stx,

** to harass, ** aff.

**** m. (•*:) An antagonist, an enemy, a. btw, and side

or part.

WarOTW m. (-*:) S atbuohna, the brother of Rama. e. Bra a
* , . «•

foe, ata destroyer.

BTwft f- <*<t) Night. a. si* to go. ITTV aff.; fern, aff. #T*.

** (*T «) wrrm r. 1st and 6th cl*, (aft**?)
1 To perish gradu-

ally, to wither or decay. 1 To fall.
1 To throw down. * To

go, to more.

** m. (-*:) A vegetable, any edible vegetable product, a9

fruits, roots, See. a. w* to wither, ad*, ar^-

wfa m. (-fr)
1 A cloud. * An elephant. Abjuma. f. (-flf:) Light-

ning. * Clayed or candied sugar. a. bt* to go, fig*

Un'Adi aff.

*1 mfn. (-^i-jr-w) ‘ Wasting, decaying. * Going, moving,

a. ic* to go, * aft

BnrWTvaft f. (-eH) A shrub, (Pothos officinalis.)

f. (-Vf) A medicinal plant, (Wrightea antidysenterica.)

m. (-fir:) The planet Saturn or its regent, e. btt to de-

stroy, or to give, aft *W.

*fxm n. (*W) Black pepper, a. gfir Saturn, and m born,

BrftnHGf f. ( ) Ch'hata, the wife of the sun. e. icf* Saturn,

and the mother.

*firfy* n. (*ri) 1 he emerald or sapphire, x. wf* Saturn, and

fj* dear to.

irfirwiT m. (-*:} Saturday, e. *fw the planet, and *TT in this

and similar compounds, a day.

in. (-*s)The planet Saturn or its mythological personi-

fication. k. gxi slowly, and who goes.

ini* ind. ' Slowly, tardily. * Independantly, at will. b. btw to

give, (to produce,) aft. **, and the consonant changed.

** i»d. A particle and prefix of assent or acceptance, as

*V*<Tfw he accepts.

r. 1st cl. (*qfir-i?) r. 4th cl. (*qrfif-fi) 1 T© revile, to wish

evil or imprecations on, to curse, to iwtar. * To take

an oath.

9 %

W* m. (-*:) ' An oath. * An imprecation, a curse, cursing. • A
corpse ; also btv. b. snt to curse, aft. wn*

sr<nr ra. (-*:)
1 An oath, asseveration by oath or ordeal. * An

imprecation, a curse. * Cursing, wishing ill ]to. s. btu to

swear, Un idi afT. **.

ITT* n. (-*) An oath, confirmation of the truth by oath or

ordeal. * Abuse, imprecation, cursing, malediction, a. sru

to curse, aft. qgx.

mjwnr mfn. (-*:-iTMf) ' Reviling, imprecating. • Swearing.

b. it* to curse, aft

mr mfn. (-gi-WT-W)
1 Cursed, anathematised. • Sworn, taken as

an oath. m. (-g:) A sort of grass, (Saccharum cylindricum.)

a. BTU to curse, aft. w.

** mo. (-*>«$)
1 A hoof in general. • The root of a tree. ' The

hoof of a horse- a. bc* to be tranquil, aft. *r*. and the final

changed to q.

1TIT mf. A small fish, (Cyprinus Sophore, Ham.) a. **
a hoof, O to give, (to resemble,) aft. W.

ins^rf** m. (-*:) The Zl'uha or ZfiUa fish, (Iliaha clupanodon.)

a. B?*y a carp, and *finr chief.

r. 10th cl. (v*C*ffc) To sound, to make or utter sound t

with the prefixes g, gfir, or fir, as well as uncompounded,

this root means alio :

1 To promise. ‘ To make clear or

manifest, to explain.
1 To speak.

m. (-*£) 1 Sound in general. * A sound, a word. * (fn

grammar.) A declinable word, as noun, pronoun, & c. a. if*

to sound, aft. *r*

*B*srnc mfn. (-C-ft-*) Making sound, sounding, sonorous.

a. in* sound, &c. V to make, W* aft.

Bc^q* m. (•*:)
1 The ear. * Receiving or catching sound. * A

fabulous arrow, a. sound, ** what receives.

BT***K m. (-*:) A plagiary, a. and *7* » thief.

*s*iT mfn (-*:-WT*ii) Sounding, sonorous. (-*) Sounding, utter-

ing sounds, a. *** to sound, aft.

*<*q*|* n. (-*)) Inspired writ, the Vldat as uncreated and iden-

tifiable with the supreme spirit, e.*^, and aqjw the supreme.

g*^a m. ( *t) ' A name of Abuuna. * The anus. k. ip*

sound, noise, and breaking,

ir^qrfsr f. A root, a radical word. a. and qrf* place

of origin.

m. (-R) Ahjuna. *. «ound, ami ifvw piercing;

terrifying his enemies by his shouts.

f. (-fir) Force or signification of words, a, and

nfil power.

*v*in*vr n. (*^) The rules of grammar, a. ***, and

regulating.

*x**t*l n. (-*1) Philology, grammar, &c. a. and a

science, &c.

m. (-V) A vocabulary, a lexicon, x. and

collection.

m. (-f*:) The objects ofsense, as sound, form, scent, juice,

contact ; or what affords matter for the exercise of hearing,

seeing, smelling, tasting and touching, a. and *if* other.

re ifif ll* u. (*W) The ear. e. sound, *rf*OT recepucle.
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jagrwvr n. (-T) ' Conformity or proportion to the sound- I

4 Imitation of sound, x. xr*T , and conformity.

lT^nntnrw n. (-W) The acceptation or sense of words, x. vr
and Government.

WVTTW mfu. (-V-WMV) Sounding, x. sound, nominal

verb, aff.

ra. (-^:)
1 The sense or meaning of words. 4 Words and

sense. «. v^. and sense.

m. (-Tt) Rhetorical use of words; verbal figure, as

alliteration, ficc, x. and ornament.

*f*VI mfn. (-Wt-TTT-lf) * Sounded. • Uttered, articulated. • Ex*

plained, made public or manifest. 4 Converted into a noun,

file. ira^to sound, TV aff.
;
or and TWT aff.

Vf r. 4th cl. (TT ^) TTUff (*N9fir) 1 To be pacified, to be

calmed or appeased. * To pacify, to calm. 1 To be tran-

quil, to liaTC the passions lamed and quiescent, r. 1 Oth cl.

(wrsrvf) To look, to look at or inspect. (warwfw) To allay, to

appease. To display. With VI prefixed, To tranquil-

lize, to allay, to tame. With fir,
* 'To hear. * To restrain or

prevent. With T, * To destroy. • To be rerv tranquil.

VI m. (-sr?) * Quiet of mind, stoicism, indifference, the ab-

sence of passion, as one of the qualities of the Pittanti or

follower of the Pedanta doctrine ; it is defined to be the ex-

elusion of every idea not derived from the precepts of that

philosophy, and is ao far synonomous with abstract medi-

tation on Brahma, or God. * Quiet, tranquillity, rest, calm,

(in general.) * Pinal happiness, emancipation from human

existence. 4 Cure, convalescence, alleviation of pain or disease.

* Abuse, imprecation, malediction. * The hand. x. srif to

be pacified or calm, aff, and the vowel not made long.

VT4T mfn. (-V-*T-xi) Pacifier, pacificator, tranquillizing, x. VI
to be tranquil, Wf afT., of attributive agency.

VT* m. (-Wt) * Quiet, tranquillity, fsee the last.) • A coun-

sellor, a minister, c. xra to be calm, Un'idi afT. T9.

VPT n. (-n‘)
1 Killing animals for sacrifice, immolation.

* Mental tranquillity, cMmneas, indifference. 4 Abuse, male-

diction.
4 Hurt, injury. ‘Chewing, m. (*Wt)

1 Yama, the ruler

of Tartarus.
4 An antelope, f. (-^t) Night, x. vr to be

tranquil, aff XKTor t|T

XMiaWW f. (V) Yamuna or Jumna the personified river. x. pir
Yama, and xx* the sister.

ymftag m. (-^ ) A Rdktkata, an evil spirit, a goblin, x. vni
night, who goes.

VTV! mfn. (-VMPflVT*)
1 Appeasing, allaying. • Termina*

ting, stopping, x. Vi to pacify, Vf aff.

VT9T n. (-li) Faces, ordure, x. VT to be quiet, Unirii aff qrw.

VTTVr m. (-V) The deity Kama or love. x. vt mental or

devotional tranquillity, and destroyer.

"Wfr f. (-f*r-*ft) A legume or pod. f. (-tf)
1 The Sami tree,

(Acacia suma, Rox.) 4 A shrub, (Serratula anthelmintica.)

x. vt to pacify (sickness,) aff. VtT added.

Tgfinv mfn. ( sr-WT-li) 1 Pacified, appeased. * Quiet, tranquil,

sedate, calm. * Alleviated, relieved. 4 Tempered, moderated
* Relaxed, intermitted, x. vr to be pacified or calm, aff. *.

wfvr mfn. (-tft f»nft-fw) Tranquil, pacific, tranquillized, x. wi

to be tranquil, aff, filW*.

wfirT m. (-*:) A variety of the Sami tree. x. vft the Sami tree,

TT to get, (to resemble,) aff. w, and the vowel made short

;

also XrS?R.

wfHCrw m. (*v) S iva. x. wfw for wift the Sami tree, and

who ascends.

ntflxw m. (*^h)
1 A man of the sacerdotal class, a Brahman. "A

name of Acurt or fire. x. n*Tt the mimosa, (the wood of

which is essential for certain sacrifices, Acc ) and iw embryo.

wftTT -9 n. ( w|, Pulse, grain which grows in legumes or pods,

x. waft a legume, and vts* grain.

f. (-^l» A sort of Sensitive plant, (Mimosa pudica.)

x. vft Acacia Soma, and qa the leaf; having a similar leaf.

irtftT m. (-gs) A small variety of the Mimosa Suma. x. vil

the Sami tree, and T aff. of diminution ; also sometime*

read wfWg.

VTT f. ( SHT) Lightning, x. VT happiness, tt to drink, W, and

TIT aff. ; destroying pleasure by its awful appearance.

gun m. (-qr:) ' A kind of Cassia, (C. fistula.) * Bringing to

maturity or ripeness, cooking, maturing. 4 The lac pigment.

K.WW pleasure, and qrqr what matures; also WWfia.

VT r. 1st cl. (Vfffff) To go. r 10th cl. (Wlfil) To accumu-

late. to collect or heap together.

VT mfn. (-wr-sTT-ai) Happy, fortunate, m. (sg:) * India's

thunderbolt. * The iron head of a pestle. • An iron chain

worn round the loins.
4 The second ploughing of a field,

x xn? happiness, and w possessive aff., or vg to accumulate,

aff. Vff • ^ >* also wd gf, *w, and gvg.

VXT n. (-T)
1 Water. 4 A religious observance. 4 Wealth,

m. (-T:) ‘ A Daily*. 4 A sort of deer. • A mountain. 4 A
fish in general. 4 War. 4 Best, excellent. 1 A Bauddha. f,’(-^>

' A drug or medicinal plant, i Anthericum tuberosum.) 4 A
female juggler, x. gw to accumulate, VW aff*. or happi-

ness, w to choose, aff. VI ;
also read wlwK, and w

or gTT.

g m. (-Wt) A name of Kama. b. VgT the Daitya, and

IgVf destroyer.

g sg nfr m. (-1^0 K^ma, the Hindu deity of love. x. vgT the

Daitya, and qfr the foe.

WT nin. (*W:-gf)
1 Provender for a journey, stock for travel-

ling expences.
4 A bank, a shore. * Envy, impatience or dis-

like of another's success, f. (-^t) A procuress, a bawd,

x. vg to go, to collect, TTT aff. ; also WWW, and

or

VHiirff mfn (-IT5-WT*Tf) Twice ploughed, (a field.) x. vg a

second ploughing, VTH made, and Vrw augment.

V*r n». (-wr ) A bivalve shell, a. see below,

fwx ra. (-Hr:) A bivalve shell : see VTRW.

inqtg m, (-W :
) A uivalve shell : see the next,

KM<t mf. i-xr:-V) A bivalve shelL m. (*qr:)
1 A conch shell.

* A snail.
4 A Sidra, who had become a devotee in the

time of Ra^acbaxora, and was slain by him. 4 The edge of

the frontal protuberance of the elephant. 4 The name of a
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Daily a. i. vn (o be tranquil.enrw aff, and fET augment

;

alio with the vowel short, HH *, and the final consonant then

rejected, ana ,
it ii also read, and with the first rowel

long, wtrtv, &c .

m. (-*»:)
1 Indus's thunderbolt. * The iron bound head of

a club or pestle. * A happy raaa. a. **T particle of auspi-

ciousness, Hi to shine, aff W
f. (-^1) A bawd, a procuress, a. ITU pleasure, ** to

describe, and #fa affs.

*rat m. (-*!:)
1 S iva. * Bbsoh a. ' A Jina or Jaina sanctified

teacher. 4 A Stefdha, a derni-divioe being. 1 A sage, a vene-

rable man. * A kind of Asclepia*. a. auspicious particle,

U to be, * aiT.

V^iPTW tn (-*;) ' KcariKfivA. 1 Gan as a. a. S iva, and

ww* son,

**jr*^* u*.(-W:) ' A name of Gan'£s a. * A name of K^anafirs.

*. mu S iva, and *par*T *on -

H*»fa*r f. (-*!) Em b lie myrobalan. * An epithet of Dcaas.

. a. **»$iva, and fa*! beloved-

WUf f. (-Iff!)
1 The pin of a yoke. • A sacrificial vessel. ' A

stick, a staff, k. inf to be kept quiet, * aff., fem. aff. *Pf.

1WT*TW m. (-*:) The cast of a stick, a. W^r, and *IW alighting.

** mfn. (*:-*T*Wt*) Asleep, sleeping, m. (-*:)
1 A hand. 1 A

snake, (Boa constrictor.) 'Sleep, sleeping. 4 A bed, a couch.

1 Abuse, imprecation. *. to sleep, ail. W. or or

mfn. Asleep, sleeping, a. to sleep,

Un'edi aft.

*** mfn. (-*:-*!-*) Asleep, sleeping, m. (•*:) ’Death, dying.

* A sort of snake, the Boa. a. *t to sleep, *** Un&di aff.

tnqir n. (-*) * Sleep.
1 A bed, a couch. * Copulation, a. wt

to sleep, ^nr aff.

mfinz* n. (-TJ A bed chamber, a. w**, and xz* house,

vwmirrc m. (-*:) A bed chamber a w**. and house.

*«f*p|q mfn. (•*:-*!-*) Fit for or suitable to sleep, to be slept

on, &c. n. (-*) A bed, a couch, a. lft to sleep, anU*Tv aff.

of the future participle; also with w* added sr**ftu* n. (•*)

W***T*tfl f* (-<t) The eleventh day of the light half of Athorha.

on which Vishnu's sleep commences, a. *qir, and

eleventh lunation.

IRTST mfn. Sleeping, asleep, b. to sleep, *nr* aff.

ITWrsrsr m. (-*:)
1 A snake. * A chameleon, a lizard, b. *1 to

sleep, *rr*ur Un‘4di aff.

W*ni mfn. (-«:-^:.*) Sleepy, slothful, sluggish, ra. (-fg:)
1 A

snake, the Boa. ' A dog. ' A Sknkdi. b. to sleep,

wrrvyu aff. ; implying disposition or habit.

mfn. (-W-BI-T/) Asleep, m. (-TT) A plant, (Cordia myxa.)

n. (-it) Sleep, sleeping, a. lit to sleep, aff. if.

*fV*T*mfti. (-*T*-*lrt ¥W> Sleeping, asleep, a. irfaF to sleep,

aff.

*f**T imd, Having slept. E. to sleep, *t aff.

** m. (-up) A large snake, (Boa.) k. *1 to sleep, and *
Un'tdi aff.

m. (-*:) A large kind of snake, (Boa.) t. to sleep,

Unldi ail. W*.

tn:

*WT f (-WT) 1 A bed, a couch, a soph a. • Tying in knots,

stringing, e. to sleep, mu aff., and V substituted for

the vowel.

WU! m. (*:)
1 A sort of reed or eras*, (Sac<barum wars.) • An

arrow. 1 The upper part or cream of slightly curdled milk.

4
Mischief, injury, hurt. n. (-tf) ’ Water. * Versed sine of an

arc. b. w to hurt, aff. *pr, also

sn*ni m. (-^:)
1 The stem of the Saccharum. • The shaft of

an arrow, k. wt, and urro stem.

m. ( *r.) The autumnal moon. t. and "'I
1* moon.

sresf n. ( ui) Butter made from new milk or milk one day old.

b. cream, and m born.

(-*rr) A name of KArriEfivA. i.vra sort of grass,

and «t*U* birth : having been brought up in thickets of

thst grass.

Vyz m. (-»:)
1 A lizard, a chameleon. * Safflower, the plant,

s ^ to hurt, sf** aff. ; also

*r« ».<-*) 'A house. • A preserver, a protector, what or who

protects or preserves. 'Preservation, protection, defence.

4 Killing, slaying, f. (-*1) A plant, (Celtis orienulis.) s. n
to injure, aff. *7.

mfn. Refugee, appellant, one who comes for

protection or refuge, s. *cw protection, and WTAW come.

mfn. (-1:-WT-1) Taken refuge, t. WT*, and ob-

tained.

WTWTf^H mfn Unfortunate, wretched, involved

in calamity or ruin, and dependant on others for protection

or aid. s. tnc* protection, and soliciting, requiring.

Btirfa mfn. (•*:-*!-*) Unfortunate, calamitous, distressed,

ruined, (see the last.) s. protection, aid, and who

causes to be afforded.

wrfa mf. (-far:-<t) A road, a path, a way. c. ij to hurt, wif*

aff., more usually *rfar.

l^vrfaw mfn (-^-fawt-fa) Seeking for an asylum or protec-

tion. e wr*. and who wishes.

m. (-si:) * A bird in general. * A lizard, a chameleon.

* A kind of ornament. 4 A rogue, a cheat. * A libertine, a

lecher, t. w to injure, (fruit, &c.)W Un'adi aff. ; also

WT*r mfn. ( -*i To be proUcted or aided, poor, miser-

able, helpless, n. (-ad)
1 A protection, a protector, that which

or who affords refuge and defence. ’ A house. * Protection,

defence.
4 Injury, hurt. a. ij to hurt, Unadi or

protection, and *W aff of fitness.

Ursa m. (-^:)
1 A cloud. • Wind, air. • A protector, a defen-

der. B. IJ
to injure, aff.

j
also

*^5*Tfhir m. (*Slt) A dog e. autumn, and fifiw desirous,

n. (-W) The autumnal season, t. WKW t and time.

*tT*T^t* mfn. (-W:-WT-ST) Autumnal. «- and * aff.

n. (-4r A festival, on the full moon of A’iicn, (Sep-

tember-October :) see s. autumn, and a

holyday.

f. (-T1T or r^) ‘ The season of autumn or the sultry sea-

son
;

the two months succeeding the rains
; according to

the VaMat, comprising the months Bh&dro and A tvii*,
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and according to the PavratuAaa, Atwin and Kdriik, fluctu-

ating thus from August to November, 1 A year. i. p to

injure, Un adi aflT.
;
also with ¥T* added «T*r.

HTTT f. (*T) ' A year. • The sultry season, a. sec the last.

mfn. (-ni:-err-efj Autumnal, produced in Sami or the

season of autumn, * **x as above in the 7th case, and

«f born.

WTf* m. (-f*:) A quiver. a. »r an arrow, *1 to have or con-

tain, aff. ftr.

*»v«ww n. (-W) Commencement of she spring season, e.

and »j* beginning. ,

m. (’ll;) An arrow's fall or flight, i. in:, and vr«f

alighting.

wOflnW* n. (-*) A bowshot, an arrow's flight, e. wv*TlT, and

^jr*r place.

•Kg^-i f. The feathers of an arrow, e. an arrow, and

STf the feathered part of it.

imiw n. (-eij 1 he blade or barb of an aiTow. a. UT, and tjaj

blade.

VXV m. (•*?:)
1 A fabulous animal, supposed to have eight legs,

and to inhabit particularly the snowy mountains. * A young

elephant. 1 A monkey in Rama's army. * A camel. • A
grasshopper. * A locust, a * to injure, Un'idi alT. *nr*

or *T an arrow, ITT to shine, aflT.

m. ( sj:) K a rtiksya. «. *T fhe grass, and inborn ;
being

reared in this grass.

*K«q mfn. Made of or consisting of Sara grass,

&c. k. ire the grass, and 17*7 aff. implying in this and other

compounds change of form for any purpose except food or

clothing.

m. (**) A small bird, considered a sa variety of the S*a/tc

or Maina, (Turdus gosalica, Been. Mss.) a. wt the Sara

grass, and mi to hold or occupy, aff. ; some authorities

have wtvp*

f* (•'W : W) The Seryu or Serjti river; it is preferably, and

more usually written *T*. q. v.

HTW mfn. (*W>1trT-W) ' Upright, honest. * Crooked, fraudulent,

m. (-V.) A tree, a sort of pine. a. * to go, aflT.
; and

* changed to whence the word is preferably read

1TKWW n. (-*) Water.

WWrTT f. (-1TI) Uprightness, sincerity, a. added to irrw ;

also with w, *rp* »s also vmnTT-

WTT m. (*T.)
1 S iv.%. * A lid, a cover.

ipewwiV* m - (-7 ; ) ' Kahti*£ya. a. irc saccharum, T7 a thicket

or jangle, and born : see IT*|Virw. &c.

m. (-arj A flight or shower of arrows, x. irr, and w*

rain.

mfn. (-*f*fvft-fw) Ruin log or shooting arrows. x. it*;,

and wf?W showering.

memfw m. (*fw:)
1 The head of an arrow. * A foot soldier, an

archer. * A maker of arrows, e. *r^ an arrow, 1* to sound,

aff. T»t

WTifl f- (-fc ) A heavy fall or shower of arrows, t nr, and

if* rain.

IPC* n. i -^) A mark, a butt. b. ft* a weapon, and 1TA aff,

mcram m. <-W:) Shooting, (with a bow.) a. an arrow, and

*HV!1T Striking.

«TTTf» f. (-fi) A sort of bird, (Turdus gin^inianus.) r. UT water

or mischief, W7 to go, aff. or from *jcf to go,
;
und

otherwise derived also wv.rf¥ and mTTfw.

UTTf* f. (-f*:) A bird : sec mc rf*

ITTTfiT f. -fir ) A bird : see irrrf*. Ac.

ir^rwT* m. (-*:) Archery, practice with the bow and arrow.

8. ITT an arrow, *T»ITO exercise.

WTlft f. (-fc) A sort of bird, commonly (he Ah or Sara It,

(Turdus ginginianus.) b. ITT water or mischief, *1 to go,

aff. * ; also IT being substituted, mnf*, Ac.

irv.T't**’! f. (-^t) Scissars. b. WTTKt vn mouth or beak, #tw aff.

mn* mfn (-*:•*:-*) Mischievous, noxiuus, hurtful L*to
hurt, HT* aff.

mnrnr m. (-*:) A bow. K. WT an arrow, ^TTTW a receptacle.

WUlfw f. Sard/i a kind of bird, (Turdus ginginianus.)

c. IT an arrow, *1 to be equal to, (in speed,) aflf. *w, and

optionally added ; also wrifr, WTffr, WTlfir, Stc., and

with IT added, fern, form WTifwWT-

WTTW m. (-*:) ‘ A lid, a cover. • A shallow cup or dish. • A
platter. * A measure equal to two Kttnti'at. b. mr mis-

chief, (from it,) *IW to preserve, aff. or

UTlvnSt f. (-Tft) A river au named, b. bt a sort of grass, ittjti

a(T. fern, form, and the Anal of the Am word made long.

*TI** m. (-*:) A quiver, s. *c an arrow, and WT 1** receptacle.

WTT** n. (-11)
* A bow. * Shooting arrows, s. me an arrow,

to throw, aff. w*.

mfn. (-m-WT-li) Struck by an arrow, b. and

struck.

wfriT*: ra. (-WT) Bearing, bringing forth, a, « to hurt,

Un'Adi aff.

mfTr n* (-^) The body. a. ^ to injure, to bfe injured, Un adi

»rr.

n. (-«)
1 A »tnal! or delicate body. * The body. a. irfft,

and m* diminutive, or pleonastic aff.

UTtnrvw n. (-*') Emaciating or afflicting the body. . mffT,

and mV* attracting.

W^,TW mfn. ( m'-m-m) Born or produced by the body, &c.

m. (-*T:) * Sickness, disease. * The deity Kama or love. * A

son. a. WTlT 'he body, and m bom.

yjfYww* mfn* (**n-«ITT *l) Born or produced of or from the

body. a. «rvTr, and birth.

inctT*lW m. (-*:) Decay, emaciation. 1. Jttr, and a

ripening.

m. (-*) A hostage, a. utK- «nd *anr a pledge.

irftT*T*l mfn. Embodied, corporeal, having body. K.nffo, .

and vrrw who sharea

wftr*i*T f. (-*!) Subsiatenee, aupporu a. wttr. and
.

g°in g* .

m. (.*:) Bodily union, a. and union.

*rtnjvwi f. (-WT) Personal attendance, a. WCtT, and

service.
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RAftwTRR n. (*R) ’ Drying up, withering. * Emaciating the

body. «. Rtft, and attar drying.

R^ARmix; m. (-A:) Purification of the body by various cere-
j

monies at conception, birth, initiation, death, &c. m (-A)

Decoration or adorning the person, b. sdt,, and RAITA mak-

ing perfect.

R^tcrer* n. (-R) The skin. f. nftA the body, and WTRAR

enclosing.

Rflft-R mfn. (-yjt-ft^-ft) Embodied, corporeal, having body,

m. ( ^) An animal or sentient being, n. (-ft) Life or soul

connected with the body, or incorporate, a. RAft body, and

Tf* aff.

ra m. (-1:) ’Passion, anger. 'The thunderbolt of tanas.

• An arrow. 4 Any weapon, e. ^ to injure. Unhdi aff. R.

R^R m. (-R:) The mango tree. b. ra an arrow, and gg desir-

ed
$
the blossoms of the mango being amongst those which

tip the darts of Curio.

rrAT f. (-AT)
1 AfoUherd, the fragment of a broken pot.

* A stony nodule, or gravel. 1 A Boil or spot abounding in

stony or gritty fragments. 4
Clayed or candid sugar. 4 A

part, apiece. * Gravel, (the disease.) e. r to injure, Uu'adi

aff. RTAR.

rrATORT f- (-arr) The hell ofgravel according to the Jaiaat, the

second division of Tariantt. a. RRAI gravel, and gw
illustrious.

r^aitr mfn. (-wnr-gift-Wir) Gritty, gravelly, full of stony

particles. K- RRAT gravel, and ggg aff.

RwfV1* mfn. (-r:-r^.r) Stony, gravelly, t. r4at gravel, luc.,

and aff.

RRifAR mfn. (-w.-wt-RT) Abounding in stony or gravelly parti-

cles, (a spot, a place.) e. r*AT gravel, aud &ff.

R$ r. 1st cl. (R$fW) To wound or kill.

R4 m. (-4:) Farting, a fart. e. yjTM to fart, aff. WR.

gigg mfn. (.r:-rt-t) Causing flatulence, m. (-R:) Any legu-

minous grain or pulse, as beans, &c. e. Rf farting, and

rt to let go or loose, aff. wg.

r4 r. 1st cl. (RRfn) ' To go. • To hurt, to injure.

r4r mfn. (-R>R!*R) Conferring prosperity, making happy, pro-

pitious, b. rri«T. and r who or what gives.

r4a mfo. ( Rtf Rff-RI) Happy, glad. n. (-4) Happiness, plea-

sure. m. (-Rff) A name or appellation common to and pro-

per for Braktnans. s. TJ to injure or destroy, (ill fortune,)

R^nrUnldi aff.

row* mfn. (-RTR-RRVaW) Lucky, auspicious, e. r4a, and

srgR aff.

r4a m. (-A0 A sort of garment or cloth, t (-AT) A species of

Curcuma, (C. xanlhorhizon.) a. r4 pleasure, AT to give, aff. R.

RalT f. (-RJT.I Night. E. ^ to injere, RW aff.

r4 r. 1st cl. (R*$f*) To hurt, to injure or kill.

*4 m. (-4:) S iva. e. tj to injure, Un'Adi aff. A
;
also r4

r4c1 f. (4!tj
' Night. * A woman. 4 Turmeric, e. ^ to in-

jure, ^AR. Un Adi aff.

R^RT f. (-RT ortfll) An iron crow. e. r$ to go, aff.;

also

A name of PartatL *. rm S'iva, aff, and

RT^AT augment ; the wife of Sarva
;

also wrtaI.

m. (-R:) * A low or vile man, a rogue, a wretch. * A
cruel or mischievous man. k. w to injure, ^RR. Unidi aff,

ART augment, and the root repeated.

rr r. 1st cl. (Rqrfc) 'To move, to shake, to tremble or stir.

* To cover, (wwfw> To go, to move to or towards, r, 10th cl.

(WlRTRftT) To praise.

R* mn. (*R:-Rr) The quill of a porcupine, m. (-R:)
1 A name

of Bnaftfoi, Diva's attendant. * Brahma. * A kind of field,

4 A dart, a spear. 4 A stake, e. rr to go, aff rr.

rrr m. (-RT:) A spider, r. RR to go, aff fR.

RRfT m. (-T:)
1 A king. ' A sort of salt. k. rr to go, Un'Adi

aff. RTR
rrtr to. (-R:) ‘ A grasshopper.

f A locust, e. rr to go, Rn?X

Un'Adi aff. : see raw.
/

RRTR nf. (-«j-Rl) The quill of a porcupine. K. RR to go, to pro-

ject, aff. R*nr, fcm. aff. #t*.

rrtttt f. (-WT)
1 A javelin, a dart. * An arrow. • A porcupine.

4 The rib of an umbrella, the bar of a cage, &c, or any such

small stake, rod, peg, or pin : it is applied also in common

use, to a thin slip of bambu, serving when tipped with sul-

phur for a match; to a round pointed piece of wood or

bambu serving as a toothpick, to a similar piece employed

as a tent or probe, or to a larger one used as a ruler, Kc,

1 A bone. * An oblong quadrangular piece of ivory or bone

used in playing a particular game, a domino. ' A fibrous

stick used as a brush or pencil. * A thorny shrub, (Vangueria

spinosa.) * The Sdrika, (Turdus Gosalica, Beta.) s. gf to

go, Un'Juli aff RTRW.

RRTRTRfir ind. Beat at a game played with pieces of stick.

e. wrtatt a match, &c., and Aft implying in this and similar

compounds, reverse.

RAlAiqAR m. pin. (-RT:) Sixty-three persons considered by the

Joinat as sacred and divine, viz. the 21 Jinas, 12 Chakra-

% rritis, 9 VatmdevaM, 9 Baladcva*, aud 9 Prativdsudecai.
%

m. (-*:) A cart load, considered u twenty times nn^

hundred Paint, a, V tu injure, aff. atrrw, and the y changed

to et.

mfn. (-zi-xi-v) Unripe, moitt, (as fruit.) m. (-»:) A kind

of root. i. IP* to go. *rat aff.

m. (-f*:) A camel,

wen* n. (-W) A sort of perfume.

wen^* mfn. (-*:-uPt'*r) Purchased with or procured for the

sub.uace termed S'aUlm. I as abore, and tn^ aff.

;

also with »* aff. FTWIW*. Ac.

wm n. (-eei)
1 A part, a portion. 'Bark, rind. * The scalo of

a kwh. a. r* to go, Unadi aff. **
weeiei n. (ei) 1 The acale of a fish. * Bark, rind. e. ** to go,

*** aff.

w-af** m. (-ePt) A fish. «. »-a* a scale, and tf* aff.

wf**H m. ( *e)j A fish. a. ,t*w a scale, and Tf* aff.

WW r. 1st cl. (mi) 1 To praise, to flatter or coal.
1 To talk,

to boaat.

10 A
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qwrfkr mf. The silk-cotton tree: nee

q<9 inn. (-W--VD A dart, a javelin, n: (-WS) * A barabu rod or

»take. * Any stake or thorn. * An arrow. 4 An iron crow.

1 Sin, crime. * Difficulty, embarrassment, distress. * An arrow,

a thorn, or other extraneous substance which has lodged in

the body. • Abuse, defamation. * Poison, m. (-H:)
1 A thorny

shrub, (Vangueria spinosa.) * A porcupine. * A hedgehog.

4 A peg, a pin, &c. 1 A boundary. • A king, the maternal

uncle of YtroBisHi'nia. x. qwr to go, aff. V^or q Un'Adi aff.

qq;q m. (-qp) * A stake, a thorn. A dart, a pike. • A porcupine.

4 A hedgehog. 1 A thorny shrub, (Vangueria apinosa.) a.

as above, and IPS added.

qq?q^ m. (-xq:) A porcupine, x. wm a stake, and fu the

throat.

WTHftMH f* (-qi) The extraction of extraneous substances lodged

in the body, a- qw, and ffcqr act.

qqrqqrafn. (-fni nit-m) 1 Shooting arrows. * Set with stakes.

4 Harassed with difficulties, &c. e q*q, and Wffw a tT.

qqj wi CT n * (*T) The part by which an arrow or the like lodged

in the body is to be laid hold of for its extraction, a. qw,

and WTTf the place of aeixure.

qqqrwt n. (-wi) That part of Surgery which treats of the ex-

traction of extraneous substances lodged in the body. a. qqj,

and inf science. •

qntfr m. (-fti) Yodbisht'bib. x. wwj the prince, and qft

an enemy.

qqpWTT m. (-T)
1 Extraction of foreign substances from the

body, * Cleansing or purifying a new house, x. qqg, and

qqTT taking out or away,

qq m. (-W) A frog. n. (-») Bark, rind. k. qq to go, aff.

KVf m. (-q:) 1 A plant, (Bignonim Indies.) n. {-W!j Bark, rind,

f. (-sft)
1 A porcupine. * The gum Olibanum tree, (Boswellia

thurifcra.) x. qq to go, aff. ^w, dcriv. irr.

qq sfyw m. (-wO Incense, Olibanum. a. qq«ct the Boswellia

thurifcra, and GW exudation.

ITT* m. ( WTO A country so named in the north of India, x. qw

to go, ipt aff., more usually qnq.

qw r. 1st cl. (qwflr)
' To go or approach: • To alter, to change,

qw ran. (-q:*q) A dead body, a corpse, n. <-q) Water, a. ipr

to go, qq aff.

qwqrm m. (-jq:) A dog. i.Gf » corpse, and wrpq desirous.

qe fiw m. (.fs) Burning a corpse, x. qw, and qrq burning,

qagififq m. (-^1) A person who burns a corpse, x. qw, and

qifqq who bums.

qwwTW n.(-q) The litter or bed on which a dead body is carried

to be burnt, x. qw a corpse, and qrq a vehicle,

qwr n»* (*^0
1 A barbarian, one inhabiting the mountainous

districts of India, and wearing the feathers of the peacock,

Itc. as decorations. * Water. • A name of S'iva. 4 The hand.

* A S'dttra, a sacred treatise, a. qw a corpse, Tf to take, aff.

qr and WTW.

qWTlwr m. (-»:) A sort of Lddh.

WGIfT m. (-q:) The abode of an outewte or low tribe. i.qWT
a barbarian, and qiqq abode.

4 ] srftt

qWTTWTO ra. (-q:) The abode of an outesste or barbarous tribe.

x. qwr a barbarian, and qTWTq abode,

qwq mfn. (-W:-wn-q) 1 Variegated, of a variegated colour. • Imi-

tative. * Articulate, m. (-*:) A variegated colour, f. (-wn-qt)

' A brindled cow. • The cow of plenty, KahsdbAnu. n. (-q)

•
' Water. * A religious observance peculiar to the Bauddhat.

r. qw to curse, qq aff., and q changed to w.

qwqwr f. (-ffT) Variegation, variety of colour, x. qwff, and wq
aff.

;
also with q, qwqq.

qwwlww mfn. (-Wi-WT-W) Variegated, e. qwq. and irw made,

with fq augment.

qwwrww n. (-q) A mystical and magical ceremony performed

with a dead body. x. qw, and qrqq implement,

qwwiq m. (-q:) A traveller, (in the dialect of the Vidas.) n. (-^)

A cemetery, x. qw to go, with aff.

qq r. 1st cl. (qqfw) To jump, to leap, to move by springing or

leaping.

qq ra. (-q*.j
1 A hare or rabbit. * The Lodk tree, (Symplocos ra-

cemosa.} 1 Gum myrrh. 4 A man of mild and virtuous cha-

racter, but uxorous and woman -led, one of the four cha-

racter* in which men are classed by erotic writers. * The

pots on the moon, supposed to resemble the figure of a hare.

*. qq to go by leaps or jumps, aff. qq.

qqq ra. (-qr:) A hare. x. qq added to the last

qqw^ mfn. (-q^-qqt-qq) Leaping, Jumping, k. qq to leap,

qw aff.

qqWT m. (-r-.) The moon. x. qq a hare, and qr having ; either

as an emblem on his banners, or fancifully, as (he spots on

the moon's face.

qqqqq n. (-q) A mark or scratch of the finger nail a. qq a

hare, qwq jumping.

qqfqwr m. (-**:) ' Vijbn’u, or KbTsiin'a. • A sovereign. • The

moon, x qq a bare, and fwq a spot,

qqqq m. (-qq) The rnyon. x. qq a hare, and qq who che-

rishes : see qqqT.

qqwiw mfn. (-q:-ift-q) As large as or of the size of a hare.

l qq, and qtqq aff.

qqwnwqw m. (.q:) 'Hie moon. a. qq. and qnwqw mark,

qqjhqq n. (-q) The ».kin of the hare or rabbit, e. qq a hare

or rabbit, and tarqq hair.

qqfem w n. <-wt) The horn of a hare
;
any thing improbable or

extraordinary, e. qq, and fwwiq a horn,

wrw-fi f- <-*) The Doab , the country between the Cangtt

and Jarnuna vixen, k. qq a hare, qiq place, site.

qqiT in (*V0 The moon. t. qq a bare, and a mark or spot,

qqrxqqt f. (*qr) A digit of the moon. x. qqiq, and qqi

a streak.

qq;qw m. (-q:) A hawk or falcon, b. qq a hare or rabbit, and

qwq what eats.

qfq<W m. (-W:) A sovereign, named also Tf*q^W.

qfqw m. ( lit)
1 The moon. 1 The emblem of one of the Jintu.

a. qq a hare, xfff aff.

qfqWTT m. (-q:) A morn-beam. r. qfq. nnd wrq a rayj also

similar compounds, as qfqqr, qfqfqrq, qfintyi, qfqrfqri &c.
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wffYW n. (*tf) The white esculent water-lily. f. (-WT)'Moonlight.

x„ wfw the moon, and yv shining, (blossoming,) or YWT lustre,

light.

ffllifl f. (-W?) ' A digit of the moon. * A plant, (Menisper-

mutn glabrum.) * A metre, a variety of the line of the Atjja-

gati sunsa of thirteen syllables, or of the Athaccori of fifteen

syllables, k. trfw the moon, and %wr a line or mark.

Wfwqgn f. (-WT) ' A woman with a face like the moon. • A

speeies of the Gagain metre, a. wfw. and face.

WtwWYC m. (*K0 ' S'rfk. * One of the Jama pontiffs. k. wf

w

the moon, and a crest.

wwtw m. (-it:) A name of S'rvA, *• wfw, and ^w lord.

WWTW n . (./) The hair of the hare or rabbit, a. wit a hare, &c.,

and ytwt wool.

WWW ind. Again and again, frequently, repeatedly, perpetually,

a WW to go by Jump*, wfw aff.

WY r. 1st cl. (wwfwj To hurt, to injure, to wound or kill.

m. (-W.) A plant, (Galedupa arborea, Rox.) f. (-ait)
1 'Hie

outer ear or opening of the external auditory passage. * Rice

or barley water, &c. • A sort of pie.

W*J n. (-W) 1 Young grass. • Loss of intellect or confidence,

a. WY to hurt, Ui/adt aff. Y, and Y changed to Y > also WYT

WW (T) nsd preposition YrjYF always prefixed YTWfa r. 1st cl.

(YTTWY^) 1 To bless, to wish good to. to confer a benediction.

• To wish, to desire. • To speak. (Y) IPJ r. 1st cl. (WWfw) To

hurt, to injure, to wound or kill, lfilkwfir, To intreat.

WWW n. (-W*) Immolation, offering an animal in sacrifice, e. WY
to hurt, aff. WTW; also WWW.

•i '

WW (Ti wfw r. 2nd cL iwfa) To sleep, (peculiar to the Vidas.)

W<8 mfn. (-Y*.-YfT-^) ' Happy, well, right. • Praised, eulogised.

• Best, excellent, n. (-qf)
1 Happiness, excellence. * The

hody. WW to bless, aff. H.

WYiw n. {-%) A defence for the finger of an archer, c. YTW

added to the last. ** •

WYTWWY mfn (-W-wt-f)
Having much or beautiful hair. r. WY

excellent, YW hair, wwraff.

WYI n. (-wi) ' A weapon in general * Iron. * Steel, m. (-wp) A

sword, a scymitar. f. (-*0 A knife, a. WW to hurt, aff. yw.

WWW n. (-4)
1 Iron. * Sted- i.if i weapon, and arw aff.

WYIYTY m. ( K') An armourer, a. wn. and qn* who makes.

WW9Y w». (-Y0 Taking arms. a. ww, and YY taking.

WYYTfYWm. (-Yt) A man armed, e.n and YlfYW who takes}

WYlwyn .

mfn. (•*:-*!-<) Clanging, a. wy, and wy sounded, wnc

what makes.

WW*™ *>• (*Yf> A quantity of weapons, k. WY, and YTY a heap.

WYYtffW m. (-ft) A soldier by profession, a. WY a weapon,

and Ytfff.who lives by.

WYfYT* to. (-It) Throwing away a weapon, a. WY, and 7tjr*

abandoning.

WYYY m (-Yt) An armed man or soldier, a. wy, and WY who

has.

WYY fa mfn. (-fa:-fa:-fa) A warrior armed, having weapons

in the hand. i. w W. and vnfw the hand.

WYfwrw m. (-YP) The stroke of a weapon, a. WY, and YTW falling.

irm

mfn. (-TH-WT-lf) Purified by arms, absolved from guilt

by dying in the field of battle, a. rtf, and qw purified,

WYMYCY mfn. (-Y:-YT-w) Taking arms. e. m. and YYCY * ’ring.

WYUTW m. (-YW) An armed naau, a soldier, a. WY a u capon, and

arw having.

wwwrw m. (-^:) An armourer, a. wy a weapon, and WTW

cleaning.

WYffa m.^(-fa:) A soldier, a man at arms. *. WY, and ffn pro-

fession.

WYYYfa f. (.fip)
1 A quantity or number of weapons. * An

arsenal, an armoury, a. WW, and tfffa assemblage.

WYYKY ti.(-T) 'A quantity or number of weapons. * An arsenal,

an armoury, a. Wit. and w^Y a heap.

wwyw mfn. (-W-WT-Wy Struck or killed by a weapon, a. wy,

and Ytt hurt.

WYYY m. (-SB
-

) A man carrying arms. a. WYt a weapon, ai.d

YU the hand.

WYTflfitY m. (-Y:) A soldier, a. wyi a weapon, and 'YiuftY who

lives by.

wythity m. (-Y*-) Military exercise or practice, a. WY a weapon,

and YUrY practice.

WYTY n. (-Yl Use of weapons, a. WW, and WYt a weapon, or

means of offcuce or defence.

WYTY»tw m. (-1CW) A soldier, a warrior, a. WYHYi, and *TW

who has.

WWTYnnt n. ( wi) The military profession, the use of arms.

F. WYlTYHirw. and W aff.

wfww mfn. (-sft-^Y\-fsy) Armed, having weapons, a. rw. and

Tf*

WYiiWTYW n. (-if) Raising a weapon, (as to strike.) a. WW) and

^WIYW taking up.

WWYTW m. (-wO Lifting up a weapon, (as to strike.) a. wif, and

xtyW lifting up.

WYt'YWrtfY^ m. (-ft) A soldier, a man at arms. a. ipl, and

^TUYTtfTW living by.

WYI n. (-wi)
1 Young grass. 1 Loss of confidence or understand-

ing. a. WY to injure, Y aff., and the sibilant unchanged.

WYI mfn. (-wr-WH-t#) 'Excellent, best. “To be hurt or in-

jured. * Desirable, to be wished, n. (-Y0)
' Fruit. * Corn,

grain in general. * Good quality, merit, a. WY to hurt, aff.

W*l; or wfY to wish, aff.

YYTWY n. (-Y) A corn field, k. WYI, and YY a field.

WYFM fw Y m. (-ft) A timber tree, commonly Toon, (Cedrela

tunna.) a. WYI fruit, and wffww injurious.

WYlWW a mfn. (-W!-*T-f) Graminivorous, a. W*S» and WYHf

what eats.

WYIHWW n. (-if) Feeding upon grain, a. WY*, and uyi eating.

«*wfl f. (-ft)
1 The ear or spike of cum. * The fruit stalk,

a. WYI. and sng<t pedicle.

WYTCWY m. (-YT') A watchman over a field of corn. c. irYJ,

and rWYf who protects.

wyTKY n. (-#) The beard of corn. e. WYI corn, and IJir beard.

WYTYiYY m. (-Y0 The S'dl tree, (Shore* robusta.) a. WYI fruit,

and Y*fK surrounding.
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TOT* (-*0 A small variety of the Mimosa soma.

WtiP? mfn. (-xp-lt-l) Made of A'wb wood, &c. *- f#lPn the

&»«, aiT, ami *7* substituted for the first vowel.

#TT# mn. (-*:-*) A potherb iu general, any leaf, flower, fruit,

stalk, root, &c. used as a vegetable, m. (-¥*.) ' One of the

seven Z>«ripat or divisions of the world; the sixth, surround-

ed by the sea of milk or white sea. ' Power, strength. * The

Siriaka tree, (Acacia sirisa.) * The Teak tree, (Tectona

grandis.) * An era, a period usually commencing with some

celebrated prince, as Yuohibut'hib, Vierama'vitya, Sa'm-

va'hana,&c. thence denominated Sak£h'waras, &c. ;
the term

in ordinary use is applied especially to the era of S'aliva-

n an s commencing 76 or 78 years after the Christian era.

k. #* to be able, ** aff.

#TO* infu. (-3:-^-7) Relating to a cart, (a cart-load, a cart-

horse, &c.) m. (-7:) A draught ox. b. rtr? a cart, *rs» aff.

#nfc*r mfn. (-V:-4t-*) Going in or on a cart. a. a cart,

and aar aff.

mfn.(-*r:srMl) Belonging or relating to a cart. in. (-#:)

A cart-load as a measure of weight or value, s. Bf? a cart,

* uff.

m. (-*:) A plant, (Capparis Lrifoliata.) s. #i* a pot-

herb, and it* a tree*

#7*3# m. (-#;) A handful or similar quantity, as a measure of

potherbs, e. #r*r, and qxr price.

*T*Tl C (-ft) One of the dialects of dramatic Prakrit, that

apokcu by the Sak&ra. t. H¥TC. ** and aff.

m. (*:; A plant, commonly Bamanmt'hi ; also

#T*1#I*.

#r**rct f (-*t)
1 Dcrga. * A city, supposed to be the modern

Sdmbher. k. n et a potherb, Xf to nourish, aff. ww, fem.

aff. tftl.

#r«*jftxi n. (-*) A fossilc salt brought from a lake in the vici-

nity of SJmbher, a town -in Ajmere. c. #r*uft the city,

and * a IT.

#1*0* mfn. (-#T:-*SV*) Having a piece or part. a. **9 a

part, aff.

#l#f*W m. (-*1:) The egg-plant, (Solatium roelotigena.) e#t*
a potherb, the lid fruit

;
also with added #r*fr*7*.

m. (•#:) A potherb, (Chenopodium album.) h. #t* a

potherb, and eminent.

#:*T* m. (•*:) The Teak tree. a. #7# the same, and f# a tree.

#r##tl* n. (-*) A field of vegetable*, a kitchen garden,

s. #T* a potherb, and nr** aff. in this sense.

#T*r#:f*W n. (-#) A field cultivated for esculent plants, a field

of vegetables, a kitchen garden, c. #r# a vegetable, and

wrf** aff. in this sense.

#!**# m. (-V) A potherb, (Chenopodium album.) a. #r* a

potherb, and ** best.

ri*rvfl m The Teak tree. e. #t* the same, and

appellation.

*I*»T n. f-V) Pepper. «. #r* a potherb, and *TT a part.

'fli’l (• (-Wt) A female divinity of an inferior character,

attendant especially on S iva and Dcrga.

«rf«B

PTf* mfu. (-tfi-iJVvi) Repentant, regretting.

#7ysr mfn (-#>*V#) ' Of or relating to birds. * Ominous,

portentous, a wry*, and aff.

irryfsT* mfn. (•*:-^W) Of cr relating to birds, omens, &c.

£m. (•* :) A fowler, a bird-catcher, n. (-if) Interpretation of

omens, dreams, fltc. b. #y# a bird, and 3*1 aff.

#ry^** m, (•*:) Boarata, the sovereign of India, r. #ywt*T

the nymph, and aff.
;
being the son of S'ajkuntajla and

Dushyanta.

#Tyf#* m. (-*:) A fisherman. R. #ytj a fish, and 7* aff.

#rwc m. (-*:) An ox. n. (-f) A form of metre, r. #3Ft, and

war aff.

#7* m. (-nO A worshipper of the female principle, k. *rf|* the

divine energy in its feminine personification, and *# aff.

#7#ft* mfn. (-W:-*t-*) Speared, spearing, relating to or done

with a spear, m. (-*:} A spearman, a lancer, e. rf# a spear,

aff. f
trisw m. (- 1#!) A worshipper of the female principle or Sakti.

r. #fif the personified energy of a divinity, and xr^aff

rrat m. (-13:)
1 Budd'ha, the founder of the Bauddha religion.

1 The name of a tribe. E. #* to be able, U7T aff.

WTWfff* ra. (-far:) A name of Budd ha, the real or supposed

founder of the Baudd'ha religion, b. #’W said to be the

name of a family or tribe, originating with one of the race of

Ikshwdku, condemned to take up his abode in » forest of

Sdka trees, and yfsr a saint.

WTWfid* m. (-f:) A name of Budd'ha. *. #tb# the name of his

tribe, and f*r% chief.

#r*(*) #7* r. 1st cl. (#T*S) To pervade.

#D# ra. (-*:) A plant, (Galedupa arborea.) f. (-*?)
1 A branch,

the branch of a tree. * A branch or subdivision of the Pedat,

consisting of the several Sanhitlu or collections of prayers in

each f ’ido, as received in different schools, modified more or

less either in the arrangement of the phole text, or in par-

ticular portions of it. * An arm. * A sect, a faction, a party.

* Any subdivision. ‘ Any part of an animal not endowed

with sensibility, as a horn, &c. r. #r*l to pervade, aff.

WTWrm: n. (-tc) A suburb, a, #!WT a branch or subdivision, and

vnrr a city.

IT’iTyc n- (*t) A suburb, e. #TlTt a branch, and a city.

IIUTVI m. (-^:) Difference of school or doctrine, a. #r#T,

and difference.

ru. (-*:) ‘A monkey, an ape. * A squirrel, k. #t*t the

branch of a tree, and ** a ueer.

#i*rra* m. (-IT) A Brahman who has changed his Sak ha or

peculiar school of the Vida* for another. *. #7*7 a branch

of the Vedajt, r# to sport, W aff

«TWrf#*T f- (-*T) A root proceeding from a branch, as in the

Indian fig, the branches of which shoot downwards to the

ground aud take fresh root there, a. #;*r a branch, and

f#*T a fibrous root.

Branched, branching, having branch,

ca, (literally or figuratively.) m. (-*))
1 A tree. • A Vida.

* An inhabitant of the northern diatricu bordering on India,
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a Turk or Tartar.

4 The name of a king. r. V7VT a branch,

mfl*. Tf^r-

FT#ns m. (-3:) A small tree. (Tropbis aspera j) also with sip*

added ITT^r**:.

FTO mfn. Branching, ramifying. . tiTWr n branch.

(literally or figuratively,) and ^ aff.

mi's: m. (-^:) A bull. n. (-*:) A form of metre, k. ir^pv; S'iva,

and uff. ; also read FTWT

HT^fK m. (-ft:)
' Kartikrva. * Gan'£s'a. • Fire.

4 A Muni.

a. ircr S'iva, and T* patronymic aff.

f. (-^1) The scale fish; also &c.

«rry n. (-J

j

The sound of the conch shelL a. sqf the shell,

and la aff.

HiffH mfn. (-RGofl-^) Made from, relating to, flte. the S'anhha

or conch, m. (-3F :
)

1 A shell cutter, a worker in shells. * A
player on the Sank'A, a shell blower, c. the conch

shell, and 3* a If.

WTT^T f. (*¥T) A shrub, (Abrus precatorius.)

iriE€ mn.(-f:-«) A petticoat, a. *3 to go, (round the limbs,)

aff.

wil mf. (-3:-*t) A petticoat, a. *3 to praise or flatter, to

go, &C. off. W, fem. aff #H.

mu n. (-3) VVickedness, villainy, t U3 wicked, mar aff.

«"»<*> r- 1st cl. (KTV^) 1 To flutter, to praise, to coax.

* To boast. * To float or swim.

WTTW mfn. (-*:-RTT-^r) Abounding in fresh grass, green, ver-

dant. k. *nx yoong grass, and the fiual changed,

also *Mf *?J.

1TTW mfn. (-rni Made of or from Bengal flax or San.

mf. ( m.-m!) * A touchstone. 9 A whet or grindstone. 4 A
weight of four Mashas. 4 A saw. n. (-mf) Coarse cloth, sack

cloth, canvas, f. (-Wt)
1 Ragged or tom raiment. * A new

unseamed and single breadth of cloth, given to the religious

student at his investiture for his upper garment. 1 A rugged

garment given to the Jaina ascetic at his initiation. 4 A
small tent or screen, used especially as a retiring room for

actors, and tumblers, &c. 4 Gesture, gesticulation, making

signs with the hands or eyes, &c. e. oa to give, aff. ma*; or

j^T to sharpen, andW aff. ; or *w San, and aff of derivation.

KTWTWtw m. (-:) An armourer, a. me a whetstone, who

lives by.

m. (-fw:) A plant from the fibres of which a coarse cloth

is prepared, (Corchorua olitoriua.) a. *rw Bengal S’an', and

X^Roff. implying descent or resemblance.

*nfv»W m. (-W) 1 A tree, (JEgle marmelos.) • A Muni from

whom one of the three principal families of the Kanouj or

Kdnyneubja Brahmans is said to be descended. * A form of

Agm or fire. R.itfmrw a saint, W* aff. of descent, &c.

1TTW mfn. (-l|:-WT-lt) ‘ Happy, well, prosperous. * Feeble, thin.

Sharpened, whetted, sharp.
4 Handsome, bright, n.

Joy, pleasure, happiness. K. lb to reduce or diminish, aff. w-

urtrym ». (-R&) Gold. m. (-%p) A plant, (Nerium odorum.)

f.. V said to be the name of a mountain, and aff.

implying production.

10 b

Hr3RU*l n. (-Rm Gold. s. pleonasm, added to the last.

mr?rw n* (-*f) Withering, decaying, becoming thin or small.

e. i(T to wither, aff. ipr, form ire.

f. (-#!) Moonlight. i- ir?rqw a lotus, or* added, and

aff.

irrrp?^* mfn, (-3:-^-#) Relating to Ixdea. e. annrnf, and

iiiir.

KTrntTR’ mfn. (-Wi-Wl-W) Bought with the measure of one hun-

dred. . «nv a hundred, imr measure, and aff.

FTifftrw mfn. (-*: -€t-W) Sharp pointed, (as the nails, &c.) e. HTW,

and fintr crest.

f. (-^) A woman with a small belly or waist, e.

and ’3^*; the belly, aff.

WT33 m. (-3:) An enemy, n. (-#)
1 Enmity, hostility. * A mul-

titude of enemies, r. in an enemy, and pleonasm, or

aff. of quality or number.

3r33V3 mfn. (-3:-3T-3) Hostile, inimical, belonging or relating

to an enemy, e. ini, and 3 aff.

m* m. (-*:) * Mud. 9 Young grass, s. lb to wither, ^
Un udi aff.

Fr^Tft-* mfn. (-1T:-in-lf) Green or fresh with young grass.

b. Fl3 young grass, and Tftw green

3T33! mfn. (*Rt:*lTT-Rf) Abounding in fresh or green grass.

e. 3T3 young grass, aff. •

WTif r. 1st cl. intensitive form (fotfBfjT-TI) To whet, to sharpen.

«TTW to. (-*:) ' A touchstone. * A grindstone, f. (-3!) A sort

of cucumber, b. in to make small or sharpen, aff. nr.

also itrw.

I*r3l mfn. (-Wr.-WII-M)
1 Calm, tranquil, pacified. 9 Allayed,

alleviated. * Meek, humble. 4 Purified, cleansed, freed from,

(as soil.)
9 Stilled, hushed, (as wind, fltc.) m. (-wit) ' An

ascetic, one whose passions arc subdued and who is en-

grossed by meditating on the deity. 9 One of the Rasas or

conditions of feeling, delineated in poetry or the drama,

tranquillity or tranquil devotion, quietism, the assiduous

exercise of meditation, &c. and indifference to all objects of

pleasure or pain. n. (-3TJ Appeasing, pacifying. ind. (3T3T3) A
prohibitive particle or interjection, implying negation, aver-

sion, disgust, (fie! for shame ! Heaven forbid !) e. srn to be

appeased, aff. %.

3P3333 mfn. Composed, culm, unanxious. s.itiwi,

and %1fR mind.

wnwn £ (*!) Quietness, calmness, meekness, k. UTR*, and

Wfr aff. } also with w , WT*!*’.

H4«nm m. (-W:) BhIshma, the reputed great uncle of the

Pdndavas. ft. rrwiw a prince, and aff. of descent.

riWTR m. (-^0 The 21st sovereign of the lunar dynasty in the

third age, the father of BhIshma by Ganga, or the Ganges

personified, a. 1i good fortune, (pereonified,) 1TR the body,

and the first vowel made long by special rule.

*tf*!W*r mfn. (-Rr: Wl-ff) Exempt from soil, literally or figura-

j

lively, e. ittwt cleansed, and «« dirt,

rirwTTTi raft, (-ip-^T* blackened in speed, a. and

rapidity.
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TOfVvTW mfn. Reconciled, appeased. a. WTO, and

fVlTT dispute.

STILUS «l mfn- (-WT-WT-HT) Calm, composed, of resigned or com-

posed spirit, b. WTO. and WTWR self.

mwrfiw mfn. Extinguished, put or gone out. I

b. wro, and wfspj (lame.

Tip*' f. (-fwti)
1 Quiet, tranquillity, stoicism, the absence of

passion, and indifference to objects of pleasure or pain; it is

especially applied to the tranquillity of devotion, or quietism,

by which the mind is wholly fixed on the subject of its

meditation or worship, and is utterly disregardlcss of ex-

ternal impressions. * Good fortune, auspiciousness, felicity.

• Rest, repose. 4 Expiatory or propitiatory rites to avert any

evil.
4 Preliminary ceremonies to avert inauspicious acci-

dents at any religious celebrp.tiou. 4 Remission, alleviation,

m. (-fwi:)
1 The aixteenth Jina or Jaina deified sage of the

present era. * One of the Jaina emperors of the universe,

i. in? to be appeased, aff. ftfsr

WTf%W mfn. (-w:-^rt-w)
1 Propitiatory, expiatory. 4 Producing

ease or quiet, &c. 4 Relating to quiet, &c. u. srrf^fi and

WlfwiWT mfn. (-XTJ-O-f ) Tranquillising, calming, appeasing, &c.

x. wrfwi, and wq who or what makes.

WTftnpf mfn. (*WT-Vf-W) Conferring tranquillity, calming,

appeasing, m. (-wr) Any divinity who averts evil. b. wTfw,

and WW who makes.
«

Wlfwwiw m. (•*-.) Desire of tranquillity and exemption from

calamity, t mf% peace, and WTR desire.

wrfwwrw n. (-w) A private apartment near the place of sacri-

fice. x. WTf^l devotion, IZW a house.

WTfarw mfn. WT*T) Tranquillising, calming, allaying,

x. WTf*!, and T who or what gives.

Wlf*TOTO m. (•«*.) Burnt offerings, to prevent or avert threaten-

ing or possible evils, b. wrf*l, and %R burnt offering.

WI*q< n. ( X) Water offered at sacrifices for propitiation.

b. wifrr. and "WW water
;
also wi^q*.

Wl Atjq.fi M m. (-wt:) A vessel holding lustra) water, b. wrxo^,

and f nr ajar.

WTTO r, '10th cl. (WTOwfir) To console, to comfort.

WTOT n- (-TX) 1 Conciliation. * Comforting, consoling. E. ww

to appease or allay (opposition), dcriv. irr.
;
or sum to con-

sole, aff. ;
also wire.

pimfw f A plant, (Siphonanthus indica.)

Win m. (-W) ' Oath, affirmation by oath or ordeal. * Curse,

imprecation. • Abuse, x. nn to swear, aff. ni,

WTOTO mfn (-W; -WT*Tf) Having incurred or suffering under a

curve, e. wm, and RRI seixed.

*trri mfn ( wn*«n ®i) Arising from a curse, beiug the effect

of one. e. WTO, and w born.

rnfirw m. (-W:) A peacock.

WTO^W mfn. (-W'-ltMl Freed from a curse, a. WTO, and R*
released

WTOTO n. (-WT) The end of a curse or period of an imprecation,

s. WTO, and wm end.

WTOTO m. (-W:) A Muni, a saint, a. WTO a curse, and WW a

weapon
;
a curse denounced by such a personage, being

formidable even to the deities.

WTfVw mfn. (-If.-WT-lf) Sworn, made to take an oath. k. WT
to swear, causal v. f 71 aff

TTOTWTO m. (•<:) Deliverance from a curse or its effects, e. WTO.

and WTri: extricating.

Wnvfroi m. (-an) A fisherman, k. RWT a kind of fish, put for

any, and tw aff

BITOT mfn. 1 Sonorous, sounding. 4 Nominal, (as

inflection.) f. (*mt) SabaswatI, goddess of speech and elo-

quence. b. ito sound or a word, and ww attributive aff.

wrfmrw mfn. (-W: -aft- W) Relating to sounds or words, m. (-W:) A

proficient in the senses and forms of nouns or words, e. «to

a sound, and 9W aff.

rtrH n. (-*) Conciliation, appeasing, reconciling, e. wr to

appease, aff. wfww. and the vowel made long ; also WT9TO-

STTRR n. (-si)
1 Killing, slaughter.

4 Tranquillity, peace, e. wr

to be pacified, causal form, W* aff.

RifijR n. (-W) 1 Sacrificing.
4 Tying cattle. 4 A sacrificial

vessel, t. W« to appease, TWR aff.

WTOft f. (-ft) A female juggler, k. wmK a demon, WW, added,

and Ttw fern. aff.

Urmfsrw m. ( -w:) A worker in shells, k. wm, a shell, RW aff.

sitow m. (-wr:) A bivalve shell, e. pleonasm added to qw;
also read RTOXT, flee.

WTXTO n. (-Wt)
1 A sort of poison. 4 A worshipper of S iva.

The son of S'ambbu or S'iva. f. (-Vt) Pabvat(. e. ww a

name of S’iva, and A? aff,

WTOW m. (-W.)
1 An arrow. 4 A sword, s. wt to destroy, Wi

aff.
;
also

wifkiWT f. (-RTC) Sleeping, e. lft to sleep, Wff aff.

Wlfw* (-Rt-fwwt-fa) Lying down. E. wt to sleep, f%fw aff.

HIT r. I Oth cl. <wmrfw) 1 To be weak. 4 To weaken.

WTO mfn. (-^C:*ft-f)
1 Variegated, (in colourJ

4 Yellow, m. (-qt)

* Air, wind. 4 A piece or man at chess, backgammon, &c.
4 Hurting, injuring. 4 A mixture of blue and yellow, agreen.
4 Spotting, variegating, f. (-ft) Ktua grass, e, w to injure,

W* aff

*Hf mfn. (-T^-^-"#) Of a variegated colour, m. (-TO
1 The

Chataka (Cuculus melauolcucos.) 4 A deer. 4 An elephant.

4 A bee. 4 A peacock, f. (-^t) A musical instrument, a

stringed instrument played with a bow, a sort of 6ddle.

e. WIT injuring or variegated, hr to go, or get, aff. more

usually, sjrcf.

WHTWT f. (-RT)
1 Variegation of colour. 4 Yellowness, a. rw

added to Wft-

Wrrw »fn. -^t-T)
1 Modest, diffident.

4 New. 4 Produced

in the sultry season. 4 Autumnal, m. ' A year. 'Grain

or rice ripeuing in the sultry season. 4 A sort of kidney bean,

yellow Miing. 4 Autumnal sicknc&s. 4 Sunshine, (in autumn.)

f. (-WT) ' A name of SabajwatI. 4 A title of Dcbga. 4 A
musical instrument, a sort of lute or guitar, f. (-^1) A plant,

(Juasieua repens.) 4 A tree, (Echites scholaris.) 4 Day of full
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moon is the month Kdrtik (October-Novcmbcr.) b. »T\ the

autumn, and ww aff,

n. (-^) A particular obsequial ceremony, as annual or

autumnal S'rdddka. tn_ ( fs) * Autumnal sickness. • Heat or

sunshine in autumn, a. xrrx^ autumn, and aff.

mfn. Autumnal, a. wn f and »ff

irtr^tw rafn. (-Xfi-xrr-xl} Autumnal, a. WiK%, and ¥ added,

irrfr m. (-fact) ' A piece or man at chess, draughts, Chauper

,

&c. * An elephant's housings or armour. Fraud, trick,

mf. A bird : see the next. *. aj to injure, IJn'Adi

aff T^f-

f. (-Vr) 1 A bird, the proper or hill Mama, (Gracula

retigiosa ;) it is also applied to the small bird usually called

Mama in Bengal, (Turdus salica, Bi/cb.) of which several

mfihr IB. (-VP)
1 A bowyer, an archer. * Visbk’u. *, «r* »

how, xftr po«. aff.

*li* ra. (-W:)
1 A tiger. * Another animal. ‘ A Rahiata. * A

»rt of bir.i. • (In composition.) Pre-eminent, excellent.

* A form of metre, a variety of the dess Dkrhi, or stanza of

four lines of 18 syllables each
, alio of the ohm AMMti, in

which there are 19 lyllablei in the line. *. 1
j

to injure,

ywwslf.

XiYwwfwir m. (-riO A species of the Dhrlci metre, of 4 lines

|

of 18 syllables each.

IV***m m - (-Wt) A Jama teacher, a. iri^w a tiger, and

a vehicle.

m. (-iff) A form of metre, a variety of the class

.iitdkrUi or stanza, of 4 lines of 1 9 syllables each.

varieties are distinguished by the Hindus. 9 A bow or stick WWK mfn. ( Ki-tl-K)
1 Murderous, mischievous. • Nocturnal,

that may be used for playing the Hina or any stringed instru- n. (-sf) Darkness, gloom, f. (-<ft) Night, x. «rtX?( night, IViff.

ment. a. ^ to injure, aff. Tp[,
|

J1"* (W) W1W r. 1st cL (gift) 1 To flatter, to praise. * To boast,

wrfrw mfn. Variegated, coloured, e. wtt, and TW^aff. irm m. (-W:)
1 A kind of fish, (Ophiocephaius wrahl. Ham.) • The

wrfTW n. (-ri) A chequered cloth or table for playing draughts, celebrated sovereign Samvauana. 1 The name of a river.

&c. *. wrft a piece, fruit; also with gnt added Uifrmj* f. (-WT)
1 A house. ' A halL 1 A large branch of a tree. b.*1

nn. (-an -4) to go, aff. or mar to praise, aff. wraf; in several of the

mfTWT f. (*VT) A plant ; as synonimous with ffydma, (Rcliites
!

meanings it i« also written, mar.

frutescens.) but more usually considered synonimous with mai^Txpf m. (*xr*)
1 The name of a saint. * S iva's attendant

yfnantamula, (Asclepias pseiadosarsa,) the broad leaved vari*
i

Nandi.

ety, the root of which has been used as a substitute for Sar-

sapa rilla, &c. . mft injuring, from lj with aff-, and

WW added.

*n9Vf^T f. (*art) A sort of die or dice, used for playing with.

*. mf*T a man or piece, and Jf^¥n a chain.

wrftK mfn. 1 Corporeal, bodily, belonging to or pro-

duced from the body. * Spiritual in connexion with the

body, incorporate, n. (-^) ' The soul or spirit whilst incor-

porate.
# A drug (?) • Excrement, excretion, m. Per-

sonal chastisement, corporeal punishment, a. urtK the body,

and W* aff.

lTT^T W mfn. (-Wi-WT-W)
1

Corporeal, relating to what is corpo-

real. * Incorporate, x. fx added to the last.

infUTW mfn. (-V-tft-xifj Relating to the body, corporeal * Con-

tained In the body, incorporate. >. irift, and wwt aff.

WT%W mfn. (-4T:-w1-W) Mischievous, noxious, injurious, *. tj to

hurt, aff.

snw m. (-4:) Clayed or candied sugar, i. ^ to injure, aff. gr.

miw m. (-wi) ' The froth of milk, syllabub, cream. * A lump

or ball of meat, &c. * Clayed or candied sugar, a. w 3* added

to the last.

wwk mfo, ' Stony, gravelly. * Sugary, ta. {.*:) The

froth or skim of milk. >. sin augar, gravel, &e. aff, xr».

WlSggr nifn. (-tf: gn-n() Gravelly, Many, &c. i. mix the

»imc, and grt* added ; alto from mix with rw aff, nrifNr

mrnrth mfn. Stony, gravelly, &c. i. w4xr gravel,

Ac., and w attributive aff.

mt nafo. i-i- 'if-T) Horny, mid* of horn, &c. n. (.#) ' A
bow in general. ' The bow of VitunV. a. 4rf a barn,

aff.

f- (-W-) The mother of Vyata.

niwar m. (-art A kind of li.li, the Sal or Sol, (Ophiocepbalu*

wrahl, Han.)

Wfhtjre tn. ; n :
;

Resin, the resinoai exudation of the Sil

or Shore* robusta. a. ami the&tj tree, and fhArn exudation.

vmvlt t- (-It) shrub, (Hedyssrum gangeticum ) i. wtwt

the Sal, and ^ a leaf, aff. tflv, having similar leaves
; also

f. (-m)
1 A doll, a puppet. • A whore, a harlot, a, wa

added to the following.

f. A doll, a puppet, a. WTW S'M wood, to fob,

(to plane, &c., in order to make dolls,) alls. and ; also

with vw added wrwwfavr.

m. (-V:) Resio, the resin of the Sal tree, used as in-

cense, 8cc. a. *rm the S'of tree, and exudation.

WTOK m. (-*:)
1 A tree. * Asafcetida ;

also

m. (-wt)
1 A surgeon. f A barber. • A spearman, &c.

a. wiai a probe, a dan, &c. aff. of reference, and rfsr

poss. aff. added.

flCTW^I f* (-*1) A doll, a puppet, e. a hall, wrf% to go, afls.

Mnr, and wte

.

wrwifht^ nrn. A hollow earthen cup or saucer, x. wtwt

a house, «t to become old, aff.

irvrf% L (-tV*) A creeping plant, the leaves of which are used

as a vegetable, (Achyranthes triandnu) a. IHWI a house,

to go, aff yx.

A shrub, (Hedysarum garvgeticum.) a. Hrir the

Sal tree, wriv before xft to get, (to resemble in the leaf,)

mC fSr».

nrwnw m. (-»;) A S/takcl. m. HTWT * hauxs, and w* » deer.
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IpWTt: n. (-V)
1 A ladder, a flight of stair* or steps. * A bird-

cage. * The claw of an elephant, x. untri a house, < to go,

air. xrx.

Xtwtox rn, (-qn)
1 A monkey. • A dog. * A Shakal.

4 A deer.

1 A cat, a. tnwr a house, WH a wolf.

pfxt n. (-ftr)
1 Rice in general, but especially in two classes;

one like white rice growing in deep water, and the other

a red sort, requiring only a moist soil there are a great

many varieties of this grain.
1 The civet or pole cat e. mrw

to float or swim, afT. fTT r
and W changed to vs.

nfwx mfn. (-Wt-Xt-W) Relating or belonging to a hall, the S al

tree, &c. m. (-qr:)
1 A weaver. ' A Tillage of artificers. * A toll,

a tax. f. (-ITT) A shrub, (Hcdysarum gangcticum.) *. the

Ad/ tree, fem. form, alT. of comparison
$ or wtot a hall.

a£T.

m. (-*:) A creeper, the leaf of which is used as a vege-

table, ( Achyranthes tri&ndra, Rox.)

HlftniT f* (*WT)
1 Possessing, having. • Confidence in, relying

upon. a. nrfaw. and tr?r aff. or with m, xrfbrsi.

mfn. (-^t-fw«Tl-fw)
1 Belonging to a house, domestic, &c.

* Possessing, having. ' Shining or resplendent with. k. rm
a house, and aff. j in the second form it is the tame as

iftWi the X being changed to when used in composition.

tnfcrXtaX* n. (-X) Abuse, reproach.

tufafm n. (*l) Crystal, a. mfbr rice, and fqx ground.

XrfwWTXX m. (-X :
) A sovereign of India, whose capital was

Pralitkthdna in the Dekhin, and inslitutor of the era now
called Saha, beginning 76 or 78 years after Cubist, a. wrfer

from *rr?s the Sal tree, or a proper name, that of a Yaksha

transformed to a lion, on which the prince rode when an in-

fant, and wrxx vehicle.

ftlfW’Sr* m. (-w:) A horse, x. xnftf rice, corn, and Xfl an obla-

tion ;
also with xfa added *tif«jr*ffV^ m. (.*t)

Hifww mfn. (-x:-WT-*f) ' Ashamed, bashful. * Like, resembling,

m. (-W:) An opulent householder, one who devotes his atten-

tion to worldly affairs, s. *TWT a house, « aff. (fit or worthy
to enter it)

n- (-*0 Modesty, a. added to the last, also with

ww. wwftxvrT.

*ir*Fl*l

o

mfn. (-tf: •Tfr-ff) Immodest, x. XTWtww, and

fawfianr devoid of.

W«J m. (-»:)
1 An astringent subtancc. * A aort of perfume,

commonly called Ckir. * A frog. n. (-«) The root of the

water lily. «. rj to hurt, « aff., and c changed to q.

n. (-hi) The root of a lotus : see the next.

n. (-«i) The esculent root of the different kinds of

Nymphtea or water lily. a. VW to go, to shake, Unadi aff.

ushf^ ;
also with a short vowel street.

"P m. (-y:) A frog. s. vmr to go, aur^aff. and the radical

vowel made long) also mr^K-

atrgni mfn. (-*:-'#(-*) Fit for rice, (a field, &c.) m. (-*:) A sort

of fennel, (Anethum sowa.) a. *if% rice, and T% aff.

hrwnifta m. (-a ;

) A name of Pam'ini, the inspired grammarian,
a. WMI a house, the house of his preceptor, 'StrOa latter,

3

last; having been expelled it for stupidity, and acquiring

his subsequent science by his worship of S'iva.

vrsnsr m. (-«:)
1 The silk cotton tree. 4 One of the Tlwiyas o

divisions of the continent. * The gum of the silk cotto o

% tree. x. see the next.

XTWfa mf. ' The silk cotton tree, (Bombax hepta-

phyllum.) 1 One of the seven Dteipat, islands or great divi-

sions of the known continent ; denominated from the tree first

. mentioned, said to grow there : it is surrounded by the sea

of Ghee or clarified butter, a. srer to go, causal form,fgpr *ff-

Imf exuding, emitting, n®l to hold, aff. X^> and sfrt option-

ally added
;
also with aff, ipwir, and with the first vowel

short, &c.

KTtnfwil m. (•'it) Gahcd’a, the bird and vehicle of Viunctf,

f. (.flnfl) The silk cotton tree.

WTWSBtrg m. (-g:) The gum of the silk cotton tree. x. uretfo

the tree, and %x exudation
;
also with qrw added

•rr^f m. pin. (*Xgn) The inhabitants of one of the central di-

visions of India.

IPX mfn.(.*:-iVt) ‘ Tawny, (of that colour.) * Relating to the

purification of defilement from the contact or consanguinity

of a corpse, &c. ’ Relating to a dead body. m. (•W-) * Tawny,

(the colour.) 1 The young of any animal, see the next, x. XX
a dead body, and ^vr aff. ; or W* to go, aff. x*T.

W1XX m. (-xt) The young of any animal, x. and vsr added.

ITT^T mfn. (-X-'Ct-T) Low, vile. m. (-X:)
1 Fault, offence.

* Sin, wickedness. * The Lodk tree, (Symplocos racemosus.)

f. (-ft)
1 Cowach, (Carpopogon pruriens.) 'A sort of Prdkrit,

that spoken by barbarians, r. xr*r a man of low or degraded

caste, and aff.

n * ( ^0 Copper, x. XTRT relating to a low race, irx

class, and appellation.

Unnxi^f Impurity from the demise of a relation,

t. wrw, and impurity.

Xnpt mfn. (-W:*lS1-lf) Eternal, perpetual, m. (-if:) • A name of

Vtasa. ‘"Siva. * The sun. n. (-TFT) Heaven, ether, f. (-iffo

l‘he earth, u. HXW perpetually, aff.

mfn. (-W:-X^*^f) Eating flesh or fish. x. flesh,

aff. form irr. : see *

n. (-*) A multitude of pies, e. a sort of pie,

9f aff.

*rre (,) *rrx * 2nd cl. (Wlfxi)
1 To instruct, to inform. • To or-

der, to direct, to enact. * To rale, to govern. (utV)
1 To wish

or desire : with qriV prefixed, r. 1st d. (W«rr^X> r. 2ndcL

(WlXl) To wish well to, to bless,

ifr^sr n. (-if)
1 An order, an edict, a command. * A royal grant

of land or of privileges, a charter, 6tc. usually inscribed on
stone or copper. • A writing, a deed, a written contract or

agreement. 4 A Sittra or scripture. * Devotion, or devotional

tranquillity, the government of the passions. • Governing,

ruling, government, x. wre to order or direct, aff. wz.

XT*T*PT^ n. (>si) A plate of copper, a stone or sheet of paper, Ac.

on which an edict or grant is inscribed, x. xnr*, and qw
leaf.
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IOTifiVYC m. f-T:) A royal messenger. one bearing an edict or

grant. t Bf*?«T an edict, and TT. who takes.

mfn. < B>BI*B) To be governed or directed, t. WTO

to rule, Bffte^aff. ; also BlfBWB and BTBI-

Bif*nr mfn. {-Wt-vn-vf; Governed, ruled, a. BTB to rule, aflT. %.

mrum mfn. (•BT-'iVV) Ordering, commanding, a governor or

commander, a. BT*T to order, BW alT. with T* augment.

Btfa f. ( fa:)
1 A command, an order.

1 Governing, ruling,

ordering. • A sceptre.
4 Correction, punishment. a. flf

to govern, aff. faq. or ftT Un'adi aff.

BTB mfn. (-bt-bA-B) ‘ A ruler, one who rules or governs. * A

teacher, teaching, instructing, ra. (-BIT) A Bua'dha or Jma,

or the deiiied teacher of one or both those sects, a. to

govern, &c. aff. BB. and the augment omitted.

BTB n. (-B)
1 An order or command. * Scripture, science, in-

•mutes of religion, law or letters, especially considered as

of divine origin or authority : used singly, it implies works

of literature or science in general, and it is therefore custo-

marily, connected with some other word to limit it# appli-

cation, aa the Vedanta Sattras, or treatise* of philosophic :il

theology j the Dkermn Sastraa, books of lavs’, &c.: it is also

applied to less important branches of knowledge, as the

Ktlvya iitras, or poetical works ; S'dpi S'd$trot, works on

the mechanical arts; and tiuma Sastros, or crolick compo-

sitions ; in the singular number it is also used comprehen-

sively to signify the body of all that has been written on

the subject, as Dhcrma Saatra, the institutes or code of law ;

Kavt/a b'uttra, poetry ; .4 lankitra &ultra, rhetoric, &r. • A

book in general, a, BT*T »o govern or teach, aff. ypB.

BTW«!5B. m. (-BIT 1 A Huhi, a holy personage of divine character.

• An author in general, e *ttb a S'datrm or scripture, See.,

and 1P\ the author; the principal compositions in Hind*

religion, law, and literature, being attributed to sanctified

and superhuman personage*.

BT1UB in. (-B:) A general and superficial scholar.

n. i,^:) Grammar. k. wb science, and BWH
the eye.

BTBB mfn. (-B ; -BT*B) Acquainted with the &*natraa, skilled in

the knowledge of law and religion especially, a. bib a

sacred work, and B who knows.

WTBBTWr f. (-WT) Knowledge of the Saitrai. i. B".B1T, and ijb

aff. ; abo *jbw4*

B:BBTW o* (*B) Knowledge derived from the study of sacred

works, k. w b, and urB knowledge.

WiB^B n. ( wii The truth or true knowledge taught in sacred

works, a. BTB. and wb truth..

BTBHBB mfn. (*B ; -BT-B) Understanding the works of sacred

science, m. (-B:) An astrologer, aa astronomer, a. bib

sacred or astronomical science, Wb the truth, and b who

knows.

BTBBB ind. After or according to Use S'ultras, e. BB, and

aff.

BTB^fwB mfn. ( Bf-fBBt fB) Skilled in sacred science, i. BIB

S'tutru, and who in«pe< t*.

10 c

BTBfaBT t (BT) Reviling or denying the authority of sacred

works, a. WTB. and fwBT reviling.

m. (•*:) • The subject of the &.'*fnis. * Discussing

works of sacred literature, k. 1TTB, find qwf attaching to.

B’BWW rad. Conformably or according to written authority.

E. rr*f and wfw aff. ,

BiBB ii mfn. trw) Having or following sacred insti-

tutes, &c. t. B B. and nff.

BIBPTX mfn* (* Understanding or conversant with the

scriptures, skilled in sacred science, a. BIB » Sfatra, and

who knows.

BIBfTBnr n. (-#') Sacred ritual, ceremonial precept. «-BB. and

ftnrw direction ;
also B'Bftffa.

WlBPnrfilfal mfn. Contrary to law or religion, illegal,

forbidden, r. BlW a Stains, and fnrfHfBB prohibited.

Blfft^OlN n. (-V) Any act contrary to the legal Mid religious

intitules of the Hindus, e. BIB an institute, and fiv ami tjflT

contra-indicative prefixes before fw* to accomplish, aff. BB,

BTBfhBB mfn. Contrary to law or religion. *. BTB,

and fBBtE opposed to.

BTBfrriW m. (-B0 1 Opposition or deviation from sarred

authority. * Contradiction or incompatibility of different

systems, r. B ?B. and contrariety.

BTBfBfWB pirn. m. (-W:) The people of Kaahthir. e. B7B a treatise,

and fBfWB an artificer.

BfBfa* mfn. (-Vt-Bf-l) Established or proved hv sacred insti-

tutes or divine works, n btb. and faf established.

BIB^BT* m. (-B:) 1 Versed in the scriptures, well read in the

works of sacred science, a Pan'tfitm * A follower of the

Vidua, one whose conduct is regulated by their precepts.

k. BB a suered treatise, and BTB^W who goes throuQh or

studies,

BTBrf^BB m. (-B*.) Behaving ill or immorally, transgressing,

acting contrary to the S’dafrus. a. b>B, and sur-

passing.

BiBrBTTB a. (*B) Following the S’uitras, conforming to the

iaw or ritual, See. a. t B and confirming.

BiB^fVB mfn. (-1T-BMU 1 Wh» or. what obeya ar follows

aicrcd institutes, &c. ' E>tablished or anthurised by the

Sastrat. b. biB. and following.

BlBT^Bit m- (*^J ) Conformity to sacred ordinances, b K B.

and BBBTT following.

B'B fBB mfn. Learned, nrsed in thtSastra*. e.B'B,

and BlVir who knows.

B^fBA m. (-Bt.i A I'an (fit, a teacher of holy science, or one

skilled in it. t. B B as above, and xfw aff.

BTBlB mfn. (-B:*BT*B) Scriptural, authorised by or conforma-

ble to sacred institutes, b. BTB. and ^ »ff.

BTVTB mfn.
( B:*1|T’B> Said or declared in a work of sarred

authority. *. TfiB. and BB said.

«T?8 mfn. (-w -ipt -nj* * To he rrgulated or ordained, to be

enforced, to be provided for by any act of government or

judicature. * Punishable, deserving punishment, a. B-B to

govern, aff. BB.
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fir „,) r. 5* cl. (Mhftr ftww) 1 To mike thin or mnU.
* To whet, to sharpen.

fir m. (-fir:)
1 S'tva. • Auspiciousnesa, good fortune. 9 Peace,

composure, calm. k. fk to whet, or TfT to deatroy, aff f%.

fire^TT f. (-XT) A tree, (Dalbergia Sira.) 'The A$ok« tree

I. rtR quick, or wtw the head or top; X? to cherish, or to

fall, &c , aff v or , deriv. irr.

fircr rafn. Idle, lazy, following no business or pro-

fession.

Urn* n. ( Bee's wax ; also ftra* and flWr.

firaz nf. f-eg-WT) 1 The String or loop suspended from either end

of a pole or yoke to receive the burthen. • The burthen so

carried. * The strings of a balance, s. ^hr to fall, Un'fidi

aff. xpT
; fi| substituted for the root, and y* augment.

m.v**C0 The hook or eye at each end of a pole or

beam, to which the strings of a yoke or balance are fastened

s. fsrWT as above, and ^TOTT receptacle.

mfn. (-ws-tti-I!) Suspended or carried in a sort of loop,

a. firw a loop, and aff.

r. 1st cl- (faxra) To learn, to acquire science.

furjBi mfn. A learner, a teacher, k. fzrw to lesrn,

^aff.

fir^wta mfn. (-sp-XT*X) To be taught or learnt, e. firx to

learn, aff.

f*WT f. (-WT)
1 One of the six Yedangat or sciences attached to

the Yt'das

;

the proper pronunciation of the Yocal sounds

which occur in them, as explained by PaVi.vi. * A plant,

(Bignonia Indica.) * Learning, study, the acquisition of

knowledge. * Modesty, humility, a. fTP’g to learn, aff*. sssr

and

m. (-yr) 1 Vyaha. * An instructor, i. the science

of pronunciation, and STC making.

f. (-fit:) Dexterity, skill, b. faxr discipline, and *fji

power.

fan** mfn. (-ift-lTT-ii) * Skilful, clever, conversant. 9 Modest,

diffident.
1 Disciplined, exercised. * Tame, trained, (as an

animal.) 1 Docile. 9 Studied, learned, s. fstxi studying,

aff. or fww to study, aff. w
fifffarTO mfn. (-zp ^l-si) To be taught or learnt, s. finr to

learn, and cHS aff

m. (-ts) A pupil, a scholar, i. falVff studied, (by

whom,) and a letter.

ftrei mfn (-^p-WTT-^i)
1 To be taught, teachable. «. fa* to

1

learn, Yfft aff.

fa* (X) r. 1st cl. fa^fa) To go, to move or approach.

faatM id. (-9:)
* ‘1 be tail of a peacock. 1 Locks left on the

crown or the sides of the head, at the period of tonsure in

children : see the next. e. fafa* a peacock or any crested
|

object, ** to be or belong to, * aff., and the form irr.

frovro m. (-*:) Locks of hair left at the time of tonsure

;

three or five locks left in children in general, or. especially

those of the military class, in which latter case, the hair is

left in a semicircular patch on each side of the head, cover-

ing rather mbre than the temporal bones, and following

much the same outline : see euxrv*.
1 The crest or lock of

hair left on the crown of the head. * A peacock's tail,

z. fa*T a crest, an egg, and w* pleonaam, or aff of

comparison; also fvwzar and fpvzw. •

fcffkf* ro. (-«:;) A cock. f. (-*Tj A lock of hair on the crown

of the head. k. fsrwz a crest, &c. aff. or qnf in the

fem. form.

rijwf'w* m. (-stfl) ' A peacock. 1 A peacock's tail * A cock.

4 An arrow. * A RUM, either of the seven represented by

the stars of the greater bear : see f**fW*fkl*. 6 The son of

Drupada, by metamorphosis : see below, f. f-sft)
1 A kind

of jasmine, (J. auriculaium.) 1 A shrub, (Abrus precatorius.)

a The daughter of Dbcpada, afterwards changed to a male.

b. fa*vi a"crest, and xfff po»»« Rff.

fa*X nm. (-XJ-X)
‘ 'Ibe peak or summit of a mountain. • Tbe

top of a tree. * Point, end, top in general. 4 Horripilation.

* The armpit.
4 A piece of a ruby or a gem, described as of

the colour of the ripe pomegranate seed or a bright red.

’The edge or point of a sword, f. (-u> A plant, from the

fibres of which bow strings were made, (Sansevtera zev-

Uitica.) e fwwr a crest, and X* poss. aff, and the vowel

made short.

iiwwifanl f- (-*1) Dcrga. e. fa*<; the peak, (of the Himalaya.)

and abiding.

fa*fa* mfn. Crested, peaked, pointed, m. (-^)
1 A

mountain. * A tree. * A plant, (Achyranthes aspefa.) 4 A
strong-hold, a bill-fort. • Tbe lapwing, f. (-fiewt) ' A form

of metre, a species of tbe class Alya*ht\ or verse of four lines*

of 17 syllables each. 1 A dish of curds and sugar with spices.

• An excellent woman. 4 .Arabian jasmine. 4 A line of hair ex-

tending across the n&vd. R. fa*r a point or peak, and xfa aff.

fa**ffTfaff m. (-in) A plant, commonly Kukvrmura.

fa*T f. (*T) 1 Point, top in general. A crest. • A peacock $

crest.
4 A lock of hair on the crown of the head. • Flame.

9 A radicating branch. ’ Any branch. * A plant, commonly

Lnngaiiyh. • Chief, principal. 19 Fever, proceeding from

libidinous excitement or love.
11 A ray of light, s. zfrr to

sleep, Unidi aff. V, and the vowel made short.

fa*ro* (-*:) Hair left on each side of the head : ace fa*W*.

fa*r1TX m. {-*:) A candlestick or lampatand. a. fawr flame,

and ?ra a tree.

mfn. (x:-TT x)
1 Created, pointed. 9 Having a top knot,

m. (-X!)
1 A peacock. * A Jaina deified saint a. fa*T a crest,

and Yfy who has.

m. A peacock, k. fa*r a crest, and *tx who has.

fsOTX'* »• (-*) A carrot, a turnip, or any root with a tuft of

leaves growing from it. e. fawr ft crest, and x** a root

fa*!VH m. A name of Aosi or fire.
9 The personified

descending node. • A lamp. f. (-¥»S1) A plant, (Santeviera

zeylanica.) *. fxrwr a crest, and snfu poss. aff.

fidlTC m. ( gt) The jack fruit tree, (Artocarpus jntegrifolia.)

mfn. Crested, pointed, m. (-^:) A peacock,

f. (-WT) A flower, (Cclotia cristata.) s. fhiwr a crest, and
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faf* [ 843 1 fa*

fwwnr* m. (-*0 The Mand of lamp. «. f»*T flame, and FW
a tree. .

ft»»ft f. ( ft:) Usurious interest payable daily. fin*T a tuft of

hair, and gfi* interest
;
growing constantly.

fwfvtfi h. (-) Blue vitriol, e. finrfaa for fvr^TW a peacock,

the neck, added, being of the same colour,

fttfavpT m. (-«T:) ' Smoke. • The deity KaRnakY*. t. fjrfi* a

peacock, or fire, and an emblem.

fitt%w rofn. ( *1-fi»Hft*f%} ' Created. * Having a lock of hair on

the top of the head. m. (-sit)
1
Fire. * A peacock. • A bull.

4 An arrow. • A tree. • A cock. 1 Krrt\ the personified de-

scending node. 1 A horse. * A mountain. 14 A Brahman,
11 A lamp. * A religious mendicant, a. far**; a crest, and

Tfw afT.

n. (-^{) A peacock's tail. s. f*ffc a peacock, and

a tail.

m. (-W-) A tree, (Tapia cratsva.) n. fi*f<i a peacock,

and district.

fw ftM m. (-*:) A pumpkin gourd, i. fvtfl a peacock, and

*4* increasing.

fufaanw m. (-ws) Haes-ieAva. *. ffcfil a peacock, and wttw

a vehicle, the deity being mounted on this bird.

f. (-sir) 1 Flame. A peacock's crest. «. fltfww. and

fWWT a crest, &c.

frf<l F(*C n. He) A peacock’s crest, c. faff*, and STWY a crest,

font m. (•* ;)
1 A tree, (Morunga guilandina and hyperanthera-)

1 A potherb in general, i. fit to sharpen, HHaff, and *

augment.

n. (-W) The seed of the Morunga. a. fir*. and

produced.

n. (-«) The pungent root of the Morunga. a. fani. and

the root.

tipnftir n. l-ur) The seed of the Morunga. a, ft* and Afar seed.

(T) f*fw r. 1st cl. (fwwfit) To smell.
*

n. (-W) 1 Any glass vessel. * The mucus of the nose.

• Rust of iron. «.aft to smell, <|r«T Un'idi affix, and the

final optionally rejected ; also fw»iu« and fwvrw*r.

fkfTWV m. (>ft) Phlegm, mn The mucus of the nose,

a. figftl to smell, afT. *fTH*r.

mfn. (-TTMIT-lf) Smelled. *. f*nr to smell, afT. W-

finr f. (flriF) The string of a pole for carrying burdens, e. 'sjw

to Call, deriv. »rr. : see fin*.

fwiT (T.) f*tf*T r. 2nd cl. ' To make an inarticulate sound.

• To tinkle.

fkn vat The tinkling sound of silver and other me-

tallic ornaments worn round the waist, arm, or ancles, Ac.

f. (-W) A bow string, a. fvfm to make an inarticulate

sound, aff. upr and ¥T^: also ftlfipfr* Ac.

fknfw^T f. ( -*T) A chain worn round a man’s loins,

ftrftnr n. (-TT)
r
ITie tinkling of metallic ornaments worn as

rings, chains, &r. a. fit HT inarticulate sound, T?r^ aff.

Wknr mfn. 'llnkling, making a tinkling sound.

i-
1 A bow-string. * Metallic rings worn round the

toes, an ornament of the feet. e. n tinkling, and xf* aff-

firz r. 1st cL C#5ffir) To disregard, to treat with disrespect,

finr mfn. (-W:-tfT-li) * Thin, emaciated, wasted, declined. * Weak,

feeble. • Sharpened, whetted, a. fir to sharpen, or to

pare or whet, aff. n •

fipnn f. (-HT) Sharpness, k. ttw added to the last ; also with

m, fir**'.

fipnf f. (-»:) The S’atadru or SttUi river, r. finr weakened, *

to flow, aff. if : see ***•

ftrrrun: mfn. (-T'.-tT-^) Sharp-edgod. a. firw. and *rrr an edge.

fkt<TO!T m.(-*r:)
1 Barley. • Wheat a. fit* .sharpened, tf*

the beard.

f**r* mfn. (*:-IT-*) Sharp-pointed, m. (-it) A thorn, i.ltnr,

and wnr point.

m. (-iff*) Armed with sharp weapons, a. finr, a

weapon, am who has.
’

frf* mfn. 1 Black. * White, m. (-fir) The Bkojpntra

or birch, a. fa* to sharpen, flfw or fjff* aff. or HIT to go,

Un’Adl aff. xht* and T substituted for the radical vowel

;

also firf*.

firfwar^ ra. (-W) 1 8'ita. * A gallinule. * A peacock, a. fitfff

black, and the throat.

f*ftr*T* A potherb, (apparently Marsilea dentsta, Rox.)

firfarw* m. (-*?) A goose, a. f*f* white, a feather; also

firf*** m. (-*1) A goose a. firfir white, V* a wing ; also

firfirr* n. (•*) A sapphire, e. firfir, and TW a gem.

Mwott* m. (-HH) A sort of ebony, (Diospyros glutinoxa.)

a. firftr black, and WTT essence, resin, *r»t added
;
yielding a

strong black resin that is used for caulking boats, &c.

firila m. (*Wt)-A sharp arrow, a. fi*w, and TW an arrow.

fwfi**r mfn. 1 Loose, lax, flaccid, flabby.
1 Languid,

inert, feeble. * Ineffective, unenergetic.
4 Relaxed, slackened.

* Not rigidly observed. • Loosely retained or possessed,

1 Abandoned, got rid of, shaken off. e. to be lax or loose,

IVidi aff. ftrrH, the form irr.

fltfHWWT f (-ITT) Relaxation, looseness, being unfastened,

«. firfHW. and IT^r aff.
;
also with n, f^fsTU ai.

fofsrfalT mfn. (-HMTT'lf) 1 Let go, loosed, released. * Relaxed,

loosened. and f;?rw aff.

(ilfirn-,* mfn. i-W, We»kened, relued. n. ftftw, »nd

«r .trength.

mfn. 1 Reduced in wealth. • Shining with

diminished r»y»- r. flrfnwt, and Vfl; tvnalth, fcc.

jsfwwiwfl, mfn. (-ftr-ft-fn) Impaired in atreogth or power.

«. fnfarw, and power.

n- (*^»)
1 Loosening, unfastening. * Impairing,

weakening, reducing, e. fHVHlff and fri? doing, fs* augment.

mfn. (-ir.'HT'tf)
* Uubound, unfastened, slackened.

* Reduced, impaired, weakened. 4 Let loose, a. f*[fH<Q> and

Vff made, fs* augment.

firfw m. (-fw:) A proper name, a chief of the Ksketriya tribe.

e. fir to make thin or small, Un Adi aff. fij.

fninifl m* (*UT) A name of Satvaki, one of the chiefs of the

Bin'ttui. «. filf* a proper name, and snj grandson.

(
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faufax m. (-X:) Bald, &c. : see fafafa*,

fafa m. (-fa:) A ray of light, f.(-fas) Skin, leather.

fafafaX n. f-X : )

1 A bald mao. * A man naturally void of

pri pure. • S iva. • Visnv'u. * A leper. r. fafx a ray of

and fry t n ered ; also faofax and fafafvTX.

faWT (. (-wr)
1 A fibrous root * Spikenard, (Valeriana jata-

manai.) * A river. * A mother. * Turmerick. • The root of a

water lily. B. vt to sleep, tfw aff., and the form irr.

faqnWTC mn- The root of a water lily. B. faun a

fibrous root, and a root*

fatglWt m. (-X) A branch, e. fawn a fibrous root, and ‘nr

what has.

farffTTW m. (-Vf:) The Indian fig tree. t. faujr a fibrous root,

and xx what grows.

fipX m. (-BX:) A sort of large shrub, (Cassia alata.) f. ( *f[) A

legume, a pod ; also fawr. «. fa to make small, dcriv. irr.
;

also fafa

fafar f. ( faf:-BXt) A legume, a pod. B. fa to make small or

sharpen, deriv. irr.
;
also fawn, and fawn,

firfawr m. f-ers) A tort of kidney-bean, (Phaseolus max.) f. (-WT)

A legume, a pod. , e. fB added to the list , also fa*BT. &c.

faf*XX»Y f. (-df I A sort of bean, ( Phaseolus trilobus.) fafar

a pod, and XX leaf, aff. JfVt » also with bb added fem. form

fafantfwXT.

fa* n. (-X) ' Tl»e head. • The root of the pepper plant, f. (-TT)

Any vessel of the body, really, or supposed to be, of a tubu-

lar form, as a nerve, a tendon, a gut, 6cc. k. tt to injure,

V alt. : see faro

faXsWWtfani m (-art) A devotee carrying a human scull as his

emblem, a. faBXMhe head, wxrw the scull, and yfa aff.

f. (-¥!; Pain of the head, head-ache. a. fa**?, and iftir

pain.

fariT^ m. -WN) The cocoa-nut tree. e. fax* the head, and

tier fruit.

fan:lf*W mfn. (-TTMTI-Bt) Having the head bathed, e. far«i

and WfTff bathed.

far®! m, (*Wf:) The hair of the head. e. fa^ the head, and

wf born.

fancy n. (-xO
1 The head. 1 'Hie top of a tree. * The van of an

army. * Chief, principal, head. e. fa to honour, in the

passive form, to be honoured, (by the other members,}

Uu'adi aff., and the form irr.

faxfaw m. (4f:) The hair of the head. e. fa*fa seventh

case, in the head, at born.

fatfaxy m. (-BRT) The hair of the head. *. faxfa on the

head, xx what grows.

fare* n. (•%;
1 A helmet. 1 A turban, a hat cr cap. f. (-WIT) A

litter, a palanquin, e. farx the head, and XX added.

farwnfxrBr m. (xt) An elephant, e. fa**i the head, xx to in-

flame, fafa aff.

farw n, (-wl) * A helmet. A cap, a turban, &c. e. faxx the

head, and x to protect, aff. ar.

faTWlx n. (-W) 1 A helmet. 1 A cap, a turban, Ac. a, fax*?
the head, xrx the instrument of defence.

farwi mfn. (-WT XPfa?' Of or on the head. n. (XB) Clean ua-

cntanglcd hair. t. faxx the head, XX aff.
,

fwa^BB mfn. (-sxj:-bbjit-vbH) At or on the head, at the top, Ac.

m. (-*n :

) A chief, a leader, e. far^l heail, chief, and X3T to

stay or be, aff w.

firBlfXX m. (*X:) The elephant or wood apple, (Feronia ele-

phuntium ) e. fan a vein, and xx leaf,

fanw mfn. (Jep.-xrf-qjj V
r
einy, tendinous skinny, showing the

tendons or veins, n. (
w) An acid fruit, (Averrhoa car&m-

bola. ) k. fan a vein, WXT poss. aff.

fanarwr m. (-ar:) A plant, (Cit»us quadrangularis.) z. XX
added to the last. 1

faB^fX u. (-W? Lead-

fafa m. (-fa:)
1 A sword. * An arrow. • A murderer, a killer.

4 A locust, r. sr to injure or kill, Uu'adi aff. x» and the

radical vowel changed to XT-

fatfa m. (-X:) A kUd of tree* (Acacia sirisa.) t V to in-

jure, Un adi aff. xxx.

farnjw n. <,-x\i A room on the top of the house, a turret.

b. fan? top, and HI house.

faxi^tff n. (-1) The head and neck. e. far* the head, tftx

the neck, the compound neuter,

fa^nm f. (-n) '1 he neck. t. faxy the bead, and xb: what

upholds.

faflfa f. (-fa :) The neck. e. fipCBT the head, xr to hold,

aff, far.

faxixfa mf. (-fa:-w1) A gem worn in a crest, or on the top of the

head. b. fa*X% the head, and wfa a jewel.

fa^iBTOW m. (-ifcl A hog. *. faBTBT the bead, and Epjrw vitality.

fKB^TBH n. (-ETJ A gem worn in the crest a. fa^W the head, and

BTH a jewel

facl^BTT
1 A tree, ^Echites scholaria.) ‘Pain or diseased

affection of the bead. r. faw** the bead, and ABIT sickness;

a remedy being prepared fruiu the leaves of the plant for

head-ache.

faf tBPf m (-BR) Hair. e. farx the head, btt to grow, fay aff.

ftfaVBPf m. (-XO The hair of the head, e far« the head, WT
lo grow, BT aff. \ aim faciVW-

fa^TXTJI m. (-31:) Disease of the head. e. farw, and xni sicknes*.

flKlfa f. (-fw-.) Pain of the head, head-ache, &c. b. faB^the

head, and wjrfw pain.

UfaiwfwBT mfn. At the bead or lop, &c. m.

A chief ; one at the head of affairs or of an army. e. far/w,

and Afaff staying.

farCTXfft ^ (-Wt) fre-'t or comb of the peacock. E.faB^the

head, and a creeper
$

it is also read faxrwfa.

fa^JIBl n. ( li) Pepper, e, far.W the head or top, and sur-

rounded.

far**ff m. (-It:)
1 A turban. * A cap. a. fary the head, and

^€ what surrounds ; also fayrixBT.

farrtxff n. ( rn) ^ turban, t. fa^y the head, aud trff en-

folding.

facTfaj n. (-faff) A scull, b. the head, and sift® a bone.

fm«r. Cih cL (fawrfa) To glean.
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n. (*qf) Gleaning ears of corn. f. (-WI) ' A stone, a rock.

* Arsenic. * A flat stone on which condiments, &c. are ground

with a muller. f. (-WT-
1 The timber of a door frame.

* A transverse beam, or a beam or atone placed across the

lop of a post or pillur. f. i -aft I
’ A small earth worm. * A

dart, a spike, r. fww to glean, nff nr.

firarrartff f (•'dfj The Olibanum tree, (BoswclHa thnrifera.)

m. ( q:> A stone cutter's chisel, a. fqwrr a stone,

yj to cut, aff.

n. (-ib Storax : see finmr t. finar and ftjs flower.

fawTUW mfn. (-W:-WMi) Firm or hard as a stone or rock.

a. figair, and ww thick.

frrwTvr mfn. (-ar-arr-af) Produced In a mountain or rock, fosu

rile, mineral, n. (-if) * Storax or Benzoin, the resins of the

Styrax benzoinum or 8. officinale, which are usually con-

founded by the Hindu*. • Iron. a. fwarr a rock, and ar born
5

the balsams being supposed to be fossile productions, and

to exude from the soil of mountainous places ; bring con-

founded with bitumen or petroleum.

fk^iarg- n, (-7J)
* Bitumen. 1 Red chalk, a. fwaiT a stone,

and wry lac ; it is supposed to ooze from tbe stones of

mountains in the hot weather.

fewifaifl f. ( fam} Bitumen. . f»WT a stone, and farw what

conquers or excels.

m. (-if:)
1 A room on the top of a house A hole.

* A fence, an enclosure. t. a atone, arc to go,

•JH »ff.

fwwnrw n. (-4 ) Tit surface of • met or Most. I. f»rwT, and

rrar below.

ftwmra n. (-!) Iron. a. ftrart a .tone, a»f»r^ aelf, and ar born.

firwrftran ( (-v) A crucible, s. fstWi a stone, qrr*r*( sub-

stance, «W aff. fem. form.

flTWTqT m. (-*:) Bitumen, x. fifWT a stone, and qq herpes.

fkvntr^ 1 Chalk. * Red chalk. 1 A white foasile sub-

stance
;
an aluminous earth of a white colour, and thence

considered to be a sort of chalk, a. a stone or rock,

and qrpy a mineral.

m. (-f:) A flat stone for grinding condiments, Ac.

k. firvrf a stone, and UT a flat surface.

fwv
1
3 SB m. (-W0 A mullar or roller for grinding condiments,

Ac. on a flat stone, r fkn»n a flat stone, stud child

;

also fwwPTlTT.

fhniyri n. i-rij Storax or Benzoin. E.fqqrT a rock, and xywi

flower.

n. (-ri) A layer or table of rock or stone, z fqqn,

qrww a plank.

frrwiwe a. (-w) Stormx or Benzoin b. fqnrr a rock, and wq born.

* fwipvq; m. (-qt) 1 A plant, (Plectrantbes scutellaruides.) * A

stone cutters chisel, c. finffT a stone, and t?q what breaks.

IqHnrq mfn. (-q:-qfgj Made of stone, k. fwHT, and II? aff.

fwquH m. (-Hr) Incense, Benjatulu or Olibanum. x. faqi a

•tone, and w juice.

fqqTUWi f* (-q*?) A medicinal substance said to be of coolhig

and lithonthriplic properties, commonly termed SdabdA >

V ’ 10 D

TVw

a sort of lichen or moss. t. ffcarr a stoue or rock, and qqff

bark ; also termed fqqTwqqq, fkunsrq.

faqmrfir f.*(-fY:) Hail. k. fkqrc, and rfff rain,

fkwtTwrfW m. (-fin) Bitumen, a. fkwi a rock or stone, and qrrfq

sickness.

fwnfmw n. (*q) 1 Benzoin or Storax. • A stone bench or

seat, a ffcqr a stone or rock, and qqq abiding or WTO* a

seat.

ftrurrqn: n. (-I^J Iron. a. fingr a stone, and qtr essence,

fwfkr f. (-f%:-^t> The lower timber of a door. m. (-fkn) The

Bhbjpair or birch tree. B. Hrw to glean, qq aff. : see fqw

and fww. &c.

n. (-vif)
1 The flower of the plaintain tree. • Hail.

• A mushroom, ra. (>**:»
1 A sort of tree. • A kind of 6$h j

also fqspieiq. f. (-*€!} ' Earth, clay. ' A small earth worm,

• A sort of bird.

fSp#t*wqr n. (-ri) A mushroom, one growing out of cowdung,

a fungus, x. qq added to the preceding.

m. (*q;) Enlarged or Tropical leg; also '^ftqq.

fkritffq ra. (-*:) ’ A bee. * An arrow. * A fool, a blockhead?

* War. x. frwl n dart, (a sting,) and qq the face.

fkfwq mfn. (-qt-qVii) Like a stone or rock, as hard, Ac.

n. (q) Stormx. z. frwT a rock, qq aff. and the Vowel un-

changed.

fq^rqq m. (-q:)
1 A mountain. • A high mountain, b. faqr a

stone or rock, qff up, fq to collect, qqr aff.

m. (-Hj:) * Following more than one occupation.

* Gleaning, t fqqf gleaning, qaq to gather or glean, aff. qr^i

gleaning a subsistence.

f. (-fH:)
1

Livelihood gained by gleaning, * Extra-

ordinary occupation, a. fq#T^r and vft subsistence,

fqqrq mfn. Growing from or upon rock or stone,

n. ( ri) Benzuiu or Storax. b. a stone, and qq what

grows.

firaifw mfn. (-ir.-WT-#) Produced from stone or rock. n. (-sf)

1 A superior sort of Snudai wood, either the white or brass

coloured sort. * Storax or Benzoin, z. finn a stone or rock,

and produced.

flr^Tqw rn. f-wiO Gsbud a, z. fif^T a rock, and %qir abode.

tir«U n. ( HI) * An art, any manual or mechanical art. * A sort

of spoon or ladle, used at sacrifices to throw the GA** or

butter into the fire. a. to be clever or skilled, q Un adl

aff., and the vowel made short.

fqwq n. (•#» A sort of drama: erne exhibiting magical and

mystical rites. B. fi(HI manual art, and qr^. aff.
j

also

read fw iqq.

"

fqnqWtq. n. (-ift) Manual labour, handicraft, s. fvrriT, and

BVX[ act
;
also fv-wfimT. Ac.

fqwfrq m. (-q;) An artisan, a mechanic. *- a handicraft,

and fK wbo makes.

fftftrfwqn f. Art, mechanical or manual skill. and

fnqT knowledge.

fkH*W m ®f. (*¥*WT) A work-shop, a manufactory, b fwm art;

and WTWT a balL
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fltftQW mfn (-3T-3ft-3) Manual, mechanic, n. (-3^ ' Handicraft.

* A sort of drama ; sec fcw*. a. f3*3, and 3* aff.

ffcfwst mfn. (wft-fwsftfw) An artist, an artificer or artisan.

* Belonging or relating to a mechanical profession or art.

f. (-fwsfti A drug or herb, a kind of grass said to be known

by the name of Lahunatipi, and described as sweet and

cooling, and bearing seeds of tonic and restorative pro-

perties
;
also fwf>33rr. Ac. a. art, and xf* «ff-

fhfajnUT nf. (-tgf-WT) A work-shop, a manufactory, e. firfwj

an artisan, and 3T3T1 a hall.

f3f«33T3 n. (-31) A treatise or set of treatises on works of art.

e. firfwi an artist, and ntf book.

t*3 mfn (-x:-37-3) Prosperous, happy, m. (-3:) ' The deity

Siva, the most formidable of the Hindu triad* the destroyer

of creation : the adoration of which he ia the object, is of

a more gloomy nature in general than that of the rest, and

be is the particular god of the Tuntriktu or followers of

the books called Tantrm, * Final emancipation from exis-

tence, eternal happiness. 1 A pillar or post to which cattle

are tied. * An auspicious planetary conjunction. * Scripture,

the I'ida*. 4 A drug, commonly HtaOdiuki. 1 A perfume.

Fun (fariya. * Bdellium. * One of the astronomical periods

termed J ogas. '• Quicksilver. “ The penis. ** The phal-

lic emblem of S iva. n. (-3)
1 Happiness, pleasure. * Auspi-

ciousneas, wall being. ' Water. 4 Sea or fossile salt.

* Borax, f, (-31)
1 The goddess Durga, the wife of S'iva.

•The S'ami tree, (Mimosa suma, Rox.) ' Yellow myrobalan,

(Terminalia chebula.) 4 Emblic myrobalan. 4 A shakal.

f The mother of the twenty-second Jina. s. 3t to sleep,

Un'acii afT. 33, on or in whom or which, the universe reposes.

fax? rn. I -art) A post to which cows or calves are tied. e. fxr?

the same, 3T3 aff.

fW33X mfn. (-X-XT-X) Propitious, auspicious, making happy,

m. (-x?) A Jma of the last age. *. farw good fortune, and

33 who makes.

m. (.3:)
1 An attendant on S'iva. * KrTshn'a or

Visbk'u. n. (-3) Praising or hymning S'iva. e f33 S'iva,

and 3ft33 celebrating.

f333f3 mfn. (-fvT'.-fwt-flf) * Happy, prosperous. • Worshipping

Siva. m. (-fir:) One of the Jhuu of the past age. k. f33

aospiciousness, and 3flf going.

fpwa agw m. (-H:) The planet Mars. a. ftrx S'iva, 331 perspi-

ration, and V born.

ftrayr mfn. (-3:*XT-T) Propitious, auspicious, conferring hap-

piness or godd fortune, e. 133 good fortune, it to make,

aff. 33
A festival in honour of S'iva, on the four-

teenth of the dark half of Mdgha. a. f3*, and 3T*pC3t four-

teenth.

fkrvtr mfn. (-3-31-3) 1 Knowing what is good or propitious.

4 Worshipping S iva. f. (-3T) A female devotee of the Soitia

•ect. e. ffrrv S’iva, and 3r to know, 33 and 3T3 nils.

Ilfinfk mfn. (-fH’-flr.-fW) Propitious, conferring happiness or

fortune, a. f33 happiness, mflTW aff. }
also f3*3lf33-

ftax* n. (-*i) The discus of Vishm'u. e. firw S'iva, and X3
given.

fp3< 1 3 m. (-3:) The Devadar* tree, tPinua Deodar.)

£ (-3TT) One of the Matrit or divine mothers,

r, frwYTft Diboa, and 33 aff.

fws ^ift f. (-Hi) Dcaos. b fiy3 S iva, and fro® v» a mes-

senger, fein. ait 3tw.

f3C3l7y m. (*1J5) The milk stone, opal or chalcedony. *. f33

S’iva, and 3ny a mineral.

f33g^1 f. (-<t) The holy city Benarti. b. ftr3, and the city;

being sacred to S'iva especially.

f*rxf33 mfn. (-3:-3T-vl) Dear to or esteemed by S'iva. m. (-3 :)

1 The Sesbana grandiflora. 1 Crystal f. ( -31) The goddess

Durga. n. (-3) The seeds of the Eleocarpus. e. f*rw, and fax

beloved.

fa*33l f. (3?t) The Scsbana grandiflora. t. f33, and 33I
jasmine.

fxprrvj m. (-3 :) The water of boiled rice or pulse three days

old, and undergoing spontaneous fermentation, e. f*3 ease,

and *3 juice.

fw3i lf3 f. (-fv) A celebrated festival in honour of S'iva on the

fourteenth of the moon's wane or dark fortnight in Mugha.

a. firv, and xrf3 night.

f3333ro mfn. (-3-31-3) Loved or esteemed by S'iva. m. (-35)

' The mango tree. * Gigantic swallow wort. f. (-3T) The

goddess ParvatL b* flpl S'iva, and 333 beloved.

fir33T33 m. (-3*.) A buU. E. f33 the deity, and 3133 vehicle.

13331*1 n. (-3T) Quicksilver, b. f33 S'iva, and 3I3 semen, its

supposed origin.

f3333y m. (*X5) * The Seal)ana [grandiflora. * The moon.

E. f33 S'iva, and 33HC a crest.

1*313 n. (-^) Ihe seed of the Eleocarpus. e. (33 S'iva, and

33 from 3f3 the eye.

Hf3i3l f. (-tft)
1 A flower, (Celtis orientalis.) ' A name of

Durga. e. {33 the deity, #1* aff., and 3T33T augment,

fimfaq m. (-Rp) A goat. k. ftr3t Duboa, and fa* beloved by.

f33TTTf3 m. (-fif:) A dog. e. fa3T a shakal, and 3uf« an

enemy.

finm m. (-T-) Red Tulai i or buU. n. (-i)
1 A cemetery or

place where dead bodies are burnt or buried. * Any temple

dedicated to S'iva. E.f33 S'iva, and 3133 abode.

frvrXBfa f. (-fir) A plant, (Celtis orientalis.)

tkf3 m, (-f3:) ' A beast of prey. * Ihe Bhojpair or birch tree.

* A king so named.

ftlfrwT f. (-31) A palanquin, a litter, e. f33 nominal verb, to

give pleasure or case, aff. 33T-

f3f3f33 m.(-3:) A name of S'iva t see lirfxfirx.

ftrfVy n. (•t) * A camp. 4 A royal camp or residence. 4 A
guard or defence for tbe soldiers. 4 A sort of grain, e. aft

to sleep or rest, flt3 Un'Adi aff. and f3f augment.

fild1y3 m. (-3 :) A palanquin, a litter, k. finft for f«f33T the

same, and V3 a conveyance.

fwwfvrvr f. (-31) Drowsiness, sleepiness, wish to sleep, e. tft tq

sleep, deaid. 33 *nd aff.
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frrfuw mfh. Sleepy, drowsy, t* iftto sleep, desid.

., ^ iff,

ftftK mfn. (-y-^MC) Cold, frigid, chilly, freezing, m. (-y)

Frost, ran. f-y -y> The cold season, comprising two months

from about the middle of January to that of March, a. rot

to go, (the sun, north of the equator.) Oty^T Un'idi aff.

and the radical rowel changed to y.

ftfttBlw n. (-*) The dewy season j sec the last. b. fcfcy

and time.

ftl3 m. (-IJ:)
1 The young of man or any animal, a child, a

calf, a pup, &.C. * A pupil, a scholar. * A boy under eight

years of age.
4 A lad, or boy not more than sixteen, a. #t

to destroy, Un'idi a(T. *3, and the root repeated, with X sub-

stituted for the semivowel to which the radical vowel is

changed in its inflections.

fane 5* *»• (-*0 1 A porpoise. 1 Another fish, resembling a

porpoise. 1 A child, a young animal. ‘A tree. *. ar* added

to the last.

fwm 1* m. (-^:) The weeping of an infant or child. r fin®

a child, and weeping
;
also fwij*wn n. (-si).

frrrip^tn m. (-^:) A book or work treating of infantine or

juvenile grievances, b. firxj* 1^ as above, and ^ aff. in this

sense.

finjBatT f. (-sfl) Double jasmine.

firQtf n. (*ii)
1 Boyhood, pupilage, the period before sixteen.

* Childhood, the period up to eight years of age. c. find a

child, 91 abstract aff. ;
also with a IT. fxnjTfT,

ftnwiXB m. (-Wf:i The sovereign of a country in the central

part of India or Ckedi, opposed to KbTsbn'a and slain by him :

his death forms the subject of one of the Hindu epic poems,

thence named S'h'npdta Dadka, by Msoba. e. fatj a child,

and who cherishes.

m. (-U:)
1 A king : see the last. * A plant, (Nauclea

cordifolia.) B. fnTj a child, *T*r who or what pleases or

cherishes, alT.

fwVLMHfBW m. (-TO KrIsu.v'a. b. fa vim*) the king so nnmed,

and <«w destroyer.

fn viWTT m. (-g:)
1 The gangetic porpoise, (Delphinus gangeticus.)

* The heavenly porpoise, or collection of the stars and planets.

* A name or form of Vishw'u. *. fro a child, and wnc what

kills.

ftU*i**t ra. (•*:) A wild goat, s. fro a child, to bear,

afl.

fwviwnry m. (.gr) A wild goat. b. finj a child, W* to bear,

<BPV aflF., and gnt added.

fiTW m. The penis, t iro to move, aff. war, form irr. •

ftfayr* mfh. (-w:-^T*vi) * Innocent, virtuous. * Guilty, sinful,

wicked, a. faw to be white, (pure or virtuous,) Un'idi

aff. it changed to and the reduplicate form of the root.

fw* r. 1st cl. Ow*ft) To hurt, to injure or kill. r. 1st and lOih

els. i**fn ’fwnjfri)
1 To leave a residue, not to use the whole.

* (usually with ft prefixed,) To excel. (* and with ft pre*

/red) ftfaj r. 7th cl. (ftftirff) To assign attributes or qua-

litiesJo, Vo distinguish, to individualize, to specify.

fire mfn. (-V*fT-¥) 1 Obedient, docile. • Ordered, commanded,

disciplined, trained. * Chief, principal, eminrnt, select.

* Left, remaining, m. (*:) 1 A courtier, a counsellor. * A
chief, e. ptij to order, af£ a, form irr., or ft* to leave,

W aff.

fxnj?n f. (-DT)
1 Good behaviour, urbanity, civility. * Docility.

• The property of being left or remaining, e. ftft, and iftp

aft
;
also with «g, ftftw.

f- (*DT) A council of state, an assembly of chief officer*.

k. ft*, and wwt an assembly.

ftv^vnfK m. (-*:) History or tradition of eminent persons.

*ft*. and wwryry account.

ftsivT mfn. (-y-yr-y) Well-behaved, m. (.y:) Good manners,

proper behaviour, k. ft*, and WT^TT observance,

ftft f. (-ft:)
1 An order or command. a Ruling, commanding.

• Correcting, keeping in order. * Personal correction or

chastisement, k. to order, aff. fww. form irr.

ft^T hid. * Having confessed publicly, or proclaimed. ’Having

governed, regulated, trained, &c. b. nr’i to rule or fa* to

hart, SfT aff.

flT*) (-^:)
1 A pupil, a scholar. 9 Passion, anger. • Violence.

b. m* to order, aff. w*. and the vowel changed to •y.

fnnfnft f. (ft:) Chastisement or correction of a pupil. . ft*),

and ftft correction.
,

Sr* m. ( V: ) Incense, benjamin or olibanum. b. fft* to melt,

mw aff. j deriv. irr.
* more usually ft», also with yni added,

ft**-

*1 (V) wft r. 2nd cL (ift) To sleep : with sffw prefixed, to

be profuse or copious, to be much or more, to exceed : with

*rft to abide, to be ; with w to doubt.

f. (yt:)
1 Sleep, repose. * Devotion, tranquillity, indiffer-

ence to every thing but the object of worship, b. hft to

sleep, aff. ft*.

1st cL (*i) yft (sftrfc) To wet or moisten, to sprinkle,

r. 10th cL ftflfit)
1 To endure patiently, to] be patient.

* To touch. * To wet, to moisten.

m. (-y.)
1 Thin rain, or rain driven by wind. * A drop

of water, n. (-y) A sort of pine or its resin, a. s(ft to

sprinkle, aff. WfTy

«fftnw mfh. (-*:-*T-l) Abounding with mist, spray or thin

rain. e. and *rr* a heap.

mfn. (-‘W:-Wf *) Quick, speedy, m. (-H:) (In astronomy.)

Parallax, n. adv. (-'tf) Quickly, swiftly. *. ft* to smell, rjr

aff. deriv. irr.

mfn. (-B:-BT-af) Going quick, a. [hftr. and n who

goes.

mfn. (-^t-ft^t-ft) Going quick or expeditiously.

b. wtg quickly, and anfir*r who goes-

m. (-4P) A dog. e. Wft quickly, thinking,

knowing.

m.
( *n) A plant, (C«salpinia bonduccella.) b. ft*

quick, w*m birth.

f. (-X1) Quickness, speed, t. ifls, and fff^aff. ;
also with

^ n w»
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#|wwf«n m. (-#lr A good archer, a good »boc a. »tw quick,

and qfinr who pierce..

rftwvren min. (.^ :.^r-ai) Becoming quick or Mpeditiour,

t. rtg nominal verb lo be quick, “IT.

wlfwq mfn. (-qtqr-q) Quick, fleet, in. (-q*.) * 8'ivs. * Vian*#
o.

• Tbo fighting of cata. a. lffa quick, and q aff.

iftq mfn. (-WMTT-W) * Cold, chilly* frigid. Mdle, luy. * Cold,

dull, apathetic, stupid. * Decocted, boiled, o. (-it) * Cold,

coldness. • Water. * Cold weather or tha six month* of

the rainy, dewy and cold seasons, m. (-Wt) A small tree,

(Cordia myxa.) * A kind of ratan, (Calamus fascicwUiua.)

• A plant, (Marsilea quadrifolia.) * The AituA tree.
1 Cam*

phor. f. (-WI)
1 'rhe wife of Ran*. A furrow, *. m to go,

aff. H, the fern, form more usually occurs q. v.

nldV m. (-qn)
1 Cold weather or the cold season, winter. * A

lazy man, one who is dilatory or dulL 1 One devoid of care

or anxiety, a happy man. * A plant, (utarsilea dentata.) * A

scorpion, z. V added to the preceding,

n. (*ff) Cold weather, winter, a. sit*. and WTW time,

qtwqnftq mfn. (-qt-qi-q) Produced in winter, z. sfriwqr,

and < aff.

». A religious penance, drinking cold water

three days cold milk three days, cold Gk*r three days, and

fasting three, z. iftw cold, and irqf penance,

iftirjra m. (-wit) A flower, (Nerium odorum,) f. (-Wft) An aqua.

tic plant, z. lftw cold, ^wi a water-pot.

qtffqrr n. (-^) Refined Borax, a. sftff cold, and qrq nitro.

tfqaaf n. (-*4) White Sandal, s. qt* cold, and smell.

m. (-1:) llte moon. cold, and * neut. form of

XT a ray of light, here forming a mate, compound,

qlqqrqq m. <-q:)
1 A lamp. * Pleasing, satisfying. • A mirror.

a. qt*r cold, cool, and a flower,

wtwwi f. (-in) Cold, coldness, z. wt*. and nm aft i also with

m, qfarw.

qtqqwf f. (•’If) A plant, (Cleome penUphyUa.) b. kftq cool,

qw a leaf.

TftTtqqs m. (-q:) A plant, (Ardisca solanacea ) z. wtw cool,

and tit a shoot.

Wtwqifqqt f* <-ifV A medicinal root, commonly KakolL B.qtw

the cold (in a cold climate), qi*B ripening, and Ypc

f. (-qt) *A medicinal root, commonly Kakoh. * A plant,

(Side cordifolit.) a. qfw cold, (in cold weather, &c.) qrq a

ripening, #tff fern. aff.

TTH^ m - (
, *> :

) The Siruha tree. n.(-^) A fragrant grass, (Cy-

perus rotundus.) x. spiff cold, (in the cold Weather, &c.) and

ga? a flower.

lftn gna n. (-si) Storax or Benzoin, z. qhf cold (in the snowy

mountains), gar a flower, qq aff

qtium m. (-qt) Camphor, z. qtff cool, and qq shining,

qlffqiff m. (-aj-) 'Hie moon. z. iftff cool, and qrw the sun.

griVHlS f. (-qs) Arabian jasmine. (Jasmioum zamhac.) z. qfa?

the cold, and wtff afraid.

tfarilTferq mfn. ( url fkrsl fas) Eating cold viands, a. qtff, vm
to eat, fqfq aff

Splwiyqq m. (-W?) * The moon. • Camphor, z. ^tw cool, q^q
a ray of light

qtffff^f* m ( fVO The moon. z. q’Tff cool, qftfq a ray.

ql rywq n. (-q) The root of the Andropogon muricatum.

*. art* cool, and qwsr a root.

wYwTjq m. (-HT) A lamp. r. qW cool, and nff agreeable,

vlmrsr m. (-ffq) The moon. « qtff, and qqr light

qtwq tnfn. f-qt-qr-ffi) Cold, chilly, frigid, n. (-q) 1 Oreen

vitriol. * 8torax.
1 Sandal. * White Sandal. % A lotus. * A

pearl.
T Cold, coldness. • The root of the Andropogon mu- «

rieatum. m. (-q:) 1 A plant, (Marsilea quadrifolia.) * A Jina

or Jaina teacher, the 1 Oth of the twenty-four Tirt'hakart. * A
religious ceremony observed upon the sut> s entering Aries.

* The moon. * A smalt tree, (Cordia myxa.) • 'rhe Cham-

paca, (Mirhelia champeca.) * A sort of camphor. * Turpen-

tine. f. (-un-sTt)
1 A plant perhaps intending the Phryniutn

di< holymum, from the split stems of which a smooth, cool

mat is made, thence termed SUalpati, * Small-pox. 1 The

goddess presiding over or inflicting smsll-pox. s. HfTlf cool,

urq poss. aff , or wr to give or get, afT. if

rftqqnfT f (-WT) Coldness, coolness, z. wtqw, and Sfff aff.
;
also

with w.

qlsrmvq m. (-q:) Sandal. ». cold, and qq who gives.

qtWWqrq ro. (-W:) A cool wind. r. vtnw, snd WTV wind.

lCtqqrq wqr m. (-w=) A plant (Marsilea quadrifolia.) z. wtwqi

cool, tmr wind vw added.

qtqwqqt f.(-vt) The sixth of the light half of ftldgka, when only

cold food is eaten. *. wlfV, and VTfl sixth.

n. (-#) ‘A sort of resin, (Storax benzoin.) *Rock

salt m. (-T.) " A kind of fennel, (Anethum sows.) * The

S'ttmi tree, iMimosa sums, Kox.) z. qtw cool, and fqq

auspicious.

m. (-BT5) Barley, e cold, and IST an awn or beard.

qlaW mfn. (-V-T1 -^) Bearing or enduring cold; ro. (-fr) A
FUu

,

or tree so named, growing in the Himala mountains,

t. Wt*T cold, and qq enduring,

qflTfC mfn. ( Removing cold, z. wftT. and qq what

takes,

in. (-XP)
1 Camphor. • The moon. z. cold, s|tj

a ray,

lflTITfW mfn. (.qri-qrT-qr) Benumbed, frozen, z. lftw, and

perplexed.

R^JT'q in. (-^:) Scorbutic affection of the gums. r. wto, and

wq what eats.

*hrf* m. (-tip) The snowy mountains, z. ifttf cold, and Vffij

a mountain.

qtifrn mfn. Cold, chilled, shivering, suffering or

shrinking from cold. z. lftw cold, and qr^painetl.

sftqnj mfn. (-w:-q:-qf) Cold, shivering, shrinking from cold.

z. snw cold, qnwqr aff., here implying aversion or impatience.

ifrATXfliT m. (-!$’) The moon gem, crystal, z. sftir cold, qigff

a atone.

1 m. (-q:)
1 Final emancipation. 'Coolnesa, composuze.

* Cold, coldness, z. iflTT cold, VHT nature, ff uagrnent.
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n. (*it) WittPa cold, boat.

*t7U mfn. ' Ploughed, tilled. t more usually

* To be cooled or chilled, t. cold, or wtm a furrow,

*TTafr.

m. (-K:) Uttering a sound expressive of pleasurable sen-

sations. a. ifrFf imitative sound, and *TT making; also with

inr made, uttered, wVlPT n. (-W).

iftw tnn. (-**- w) Rum, distilled from molasses. *. to sleep,

or re*t,Uti'adi aff.

in. (-at:) A plant, (Mimusops elengi) i. rum, and

irai smell.

^Ytnr mf. A drinker of spirits, a dram-drinker, a-

spirits, and in to drink, aff. <rqr.

mfn. (-sn-WT-W) Thick, congealed, (as oil or butter.)

nt. (-W:)
1 A fool, a blockhead. a A large snake, c. m u> go,

aff. «.

f. (*WT) A flower, (Xyctanthes tristis:) see ’VSrfwqrT.

jft*T (W) wfar r. 10th cl. (ifanft * To praise, to flatter. • To

boast.

s*t*rr m. (-btj) Thin rain.

rfh* m. (•w) 1
S'iva. * A bull. e. if^n to praise, apr aff.

stl^WTW mfn, (-W-an-if) Going away, dissipating, dispersing,

departing, *. to go, icnpq. aff., iftq substituted for the

radical letters.

sfc m. (-*:) A large snake, (Boa constrictor.) t. ift to sleep,

^qr Un'adi aff.

lftw mfn. (-t4:-wt-4*) 'Thin, small, slender. “Wasted, withered,

decayed- l V to injure, aff. H, form irr.

iftanrr f. (-WT) Emaciation, withering, e. and vro aff.
;
also

with m,

ifrfrwTqrr f. (4NT) A plant, (Hemionites cordifolia.) a.

shrivelled or slender, wr«r stem.

ra - (-V) A tree, (Ptcrospcrmum acerifolium.) e. *tw
withered, and ira a leaf.

m. (•%:) Yaka, the deity of Tartarus, e. shrivelled,

and a foot.

rfWgfaian f. (-^l) A kind of fennel, (Anethum sowa.) e.

shrunk, guj a flower, qrw aff, fem, form.

WWnt n. (-WT) A water-melon, i. wt* slender, and iwj foot-

stalk.

^paTfT ( fr-) Yam*, judge of the dead- a. iftdr shrivelled,

end wf* a foot : being shrunk up in consequence of a curse

of his mother s.

mfn. (- Mischievous, malignant, hurtful,

*avige. s. ij to injure, ftr^. Un'idi .ft

Vtf n. (-l) The head- a. see fuTtl, for which it is substi-

tuted.

<thr n. C-V)
1 A helmet. * The skull. * Judgment, award,

sentence, the fruit or result of judicial investigation. m.(-qr:)

Rdku, the personified ascending node. b. qr»r added to

the last.

mfn. (-V-VPV) 1 Staying in or on the head. “ Abid-

ing by an award, agreeing to submit to the penalty imposed

by it. >. und m who stays.

10 £

.

IllSurffrrr mfn. f-tft-fndvfl,) Beheading, decapitating. *Strik-

ing or injuring tho head. a. the head, TW to strike,

aff.fgft.

m. (-q:) Decapitating. a. Vrf, and^ cutting ; also

ytfwx*-

mfn. (-*:-qft*qr) Meriting deeapiution. s. the

head, and ^ cutting, aff. wqr.

mfn. Who or what decapiutes. i.

and #fqrir who cuts.

vftqVBJ infn.(-qr-qn-qi) Meriting death by decapitation, e. iftv

the head, to be cut eff

WtW n. (-^i ) A helmet m. ( -X0 -.) Clean and unentangled hair,

a. iftv* substituted for fapew, and JfW aff.

n. .(-V) A helmet, i. the head, and ta pre-

serving.

*ai r. 1 st cl. (wVerftt)
1 To mediute, to consider, to reflect

profoundly and abstractedly. * To worship, to adore, r. 1st

and 10th els. (vfNfw iFturqfff) To practise, to exercise, (as

the memory, &c.) to repeat, r. 10th cl. (sftwirfw)
1 To wear.

' To have or be endowed with.

iftwr mfn. (-V-Wf-fi) ' Possessed of, endowed with, practising,

versed in, &c. “ Behaving, conducted. * Well-behaved, well-

disposed. inn. (-V*Bf) ' Nature, quality. * Disposition, in-

clination. * Good conduct or disposition, steady and uniform

observance of law and morals. 4 Beauty, m. (•*:) A large

snake, e. jftw to meditate, to learn, &c., aff. qai; or ift t*

sleep, and qrqrUn'ddi aff.

uftirn n. (-*)
1 Disposition, quality.

1
Conversancy. x.

and «q added j
also with 1|qr, VCtWiTT.

ylvrw n. (-wf) Careful study of the S'atfrat or sacred writings.

e. iftvr to mediute, &c., aff.

vftwm mfn. ( -wrW-wrft-TW) Of a good or amiable disposition.

e. sftw good conduct, nipt pots. aff.

lftwifW mfn. (-vis-vq-vi) Moral, steady, and uniform in good

behaviour. and tw practice.

iftvnjwnf mfn. Well-conducted, of proper conduct

or disposition. B. Klw, and abounding with.

lrifsnr mfn. (-T-VT-W)
1
Skilled, learned, conversant, exercised.

* Having, endowed with. 1 Made or consisting of. e. wtw

to leafti, &c., aff. 1l>

m. (-WT) A large snake, the Boa. b. to sleep, ufau

Uo'idiaff.

ytvw n. (*w)
1 An aquatic plant, (Vallisneria.)

1 Benzoin or

Storax. e. to sleep, (on the water,) aff., and the vowql

unchanged ; also naivi, &c.

^i^yrr m. (-^:) A porpoise ;
more usually fn VIKK-

U ind.
1 Handsomely, brilliantly, elegantly.

1 Wall, right, t. ijvj

to be splendid, aff. W.

r. 1st cl. (wiwfw) * To go. * To touch,

m. (-*:)
1 A parrot. a The son of Vyasa, the author or

narrator of the Bhaaavat. * The minister of 11*van a. * The

Siruka tree.
1 A plant, commonly Siyaikanta. n. (-qf) ‘ A

drug and perfume, commonly Gant kidia. * Cloth, clothes.

* The ends or hem of a cloth.
4A turban, a helmet. * A plan t
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(Bigtionia Indies.) b. 13 to shine, SRT Un'adt aff., and the

radical final rejected.

n. A fragrant root, of which various kinds are said

to be known, a. tjv a parrot, and a cover or wing.

Ijiafai yT f. (-ITT) A plant, commonly S\tj/a 'Ionia or parrot’s

beak. a. U« * parrot, anil farin the tongue.

m. (-"%) The Siris ha, (Acacia Sirisha.) t Tp* the same,

and ire a tree.

m. (-n) The son of Vyasa

;

see ipr. a. TJ1T, and di-

vine.

ljaren m. («Ut) The Sirisha tree : see the last.

Ijvwrar f. (-WT) A plant
;
sec

^jsrsrre m. (re:)
1 A tree, (Biguonia Indies.) • Another tree,

Sesbana grandiflora.) *. XJW, and srnf the nose, the flowers

being compared to a parrot’s beak.

Ijarfg timy m. (re:) The sage PaiaVaba, father of Vyasa, and

i-randfather of S'cra.

m. Sulphur, a. Xjar a parrot, the tail
;
of

similar colour.

IJJftrwr* n. (re) A perfume and medicinal root, commonly

Gant'hta/a. s. lp* a parTot, the tail, in aff. of

comparison.

f. (-**) The rose-apple, (Eugenia jambu.) a. OT a

parrot, and fair beloved.

Xjiar ind. Quickly.

1311^ n. (re) (Jtint'h'rtla, a perfume, *. u* a parrot, and

ww a tail.

UVTtm m. (-sr) The pomegranate, k. rjm a parrot, and WWW

beloved.

Iprwre m. (re :
)

KamadAva. e. m a parrot, and TTV who is

borne.

Ulill m. (-IT) The pomegranate. 1. YF* a parrot, and

eating.

IJlHWi f. (rer) A plant, commonly Sdya Tonsa. e. ISM a par-

rot, and RfrWW the face.

UH mfn. (-W"T*T-li)
1 Sour, acid. * Pure, clean. • Harsh, hard,

n. (-11)
1 Flesh. 1 Sour-gruel. * Vinegar, acid, or an acid

preparation made from roots or fruita, by steeping them in

oil and salt, drying them, and then leaving them in water,

where they undergo the acetous fermentation 1 the fluid

produce is used as vinegar. 4 Crabbed or harsh speech. 4 A

hymn of the Vedas, f. (ren) A sort of sorrel, a. yjt^ to be

pure, Ac., aff. %.

UflS f. (-fir)
1 A pearl oyster. • A conch. • A small shell.

* A cockle. *A sort of perfume, in appearance a dried shell fish.

• A portion of the skull used as a cup, Ac. * A curl or fea-

ther on a horse’s neck or breast. • A weight of two Narthas

or half a Tala, A disease of the cornea, formation of

specks on it. e. to sorrow, Ac-, aff. flTW.

IjfifirT f. (-*l) * A pearl oyster.
1 A sort of dock or sorrel,

a. Yjfsn as above, or 131V sour, 1W added, fern. form.

iQfww n. (-if) A pearl, a. *jfll the oyster, and H boro.

n. (ret) The pearl oyster shell, a. uftl, and a bag

or sheathe

f. (-ifVl The envelope of the pearl or pearl oyster

shell, a. ljfit, and a covering.

IlHlIV f. (re?) Mother of pearl or the pearl oyster, b. Ijfhf,

and w^wife or female
j

in which the pearl, it is supposed, is

bred.

ufifim m. (-WT1) One of the seven principal mountains or

mountainous ranges of India. B. 13% a pearl oyster. aqd

snn air.

Yjfkl «Ttwr n. (-^ ) A pearl, e the oyster, and afar a seed.

ufww* m, (-W0 Dusky spots on a pearl, causing it to be of

little value, e. cfw a pearl, and contact.

tJW m. (-W-)
' The planet Venus or its regent, the son of

Buafau, and preceptor of the Daityas or Titans. * A name of

fire. • The month Jyfrhfha, (Aprfl-May.) n. (re)
1 Semen

virile. * A morbid affection of the iris, change of colour,

ulceration, Ac. accompanied by imperfect vision, a. TJW to

grieve, Ac., Un'fidi aff. ypw, deriv. irr.

mrWT rafn. (.y>TT-0 Producing semen, spermatic, m. (re:) The

marrow of the bones, a. Y3H seed, and are what makes.

YjwrvwT m. (-ww) A peacock, e. semen, war to eat. aff. fiuT-

13TEW f. (-tjt) The marrow of the bones, z. XTW semen, and ^
being.

l3W1* mfn. (-qp-VMf) Spermatic, augmenting the seminal

secretion, f. (rer) A fragrant grass, considered by some as a

sort of Cyperua, and by others, Zedoary. e. xpg semen, and

1T^ aff., or wi to get or give, aff. w.

XIWTfT m. (re**) Friday, a. jjw Su rra, the regent of Venus,

or the planet, and wn; a day.

UfWl mfn. (-W>1T-1) Sacred to S'ikba, Ac. b. TXW as above,

and aff.

m. (reO A demon, a Titan, a powerful being opposed

to the gods. a. XPS the teacher of this race, and fin* a pupil.

13WIWIU1 n. (-9)
r

J‘hc regent of Venus, k. XTW, and WTWTIQ

teacher.

YJH mfn. (*Wr~WT*li) White, of a white colour, m. (-WP)

1 White, (the colour.) 1 One of the astronomical Yogas.

a. (-W) * Silver. * Fresh butter. * A disease of the coruea,

opacity, albugo, m. (ren) One half of a month : see ^jwrew.

t (-WP)
1 A name of Saraswat{. * Clayed or candied sugar.

1. to be pure, Ac., Un'edi aff. ’C changed to w.

UWk**4 * ra. (-WH) A kind of gallinule or water-hen. a. qw
white, wwi the throat, and WW afl‘.

TJWia*H«f mho. (•wir-^r-’jl) Innocent, virtuous, a. ijw white,

pure, and ap*r*r act.

Qia n. (-id) Whiteness, a. X2W white, and w aff. ; also with

irw aff. uwwr.

13Wi^ ^ m. (-W|‘.) An aquatic plant, (Trapa bispinosa.) a. T3W

white, ^TN| milk.

UWfWfJ m. (-TJ:) Chalk, e. UWT white, and WTJ a mineral

1JWTCW m. (-w;) The light half of a month, the fifteen days

of the moons increase, or from new to full moon. a. ’Csr

white, and ire part or fortnight.

UJkguj m. (-W-)
1 The white variety ofAmaranth, (Gomphroena

globota.) *A species of jasmine, (Jasminum puboceus.)
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f. (-TT) ' A shrub, (Phrynium dichotomnm.) • A sort of

tun-flower. k. TJTT white, and 3*1 a flower.

qHVXW m. (-TO A small tree. (Vilex ntgundo.)

qxrxxr m. { W-) A name, common to nine persona peculiar to

the Jainaa. a. TUT white, and wwr a BalapIva, there being

nine white Batad^vas, corresponding to the nine KafsnN'as,

or black Va'scd^vas, according to the notions of this sect.

qrrXTrw n. (-if) The white of the eye, the cornea, a. qw white,

and n*?* a circle.

TJTrxfl in. (-*:)
1 A class of white objects, or the conch, pearl-

oyster, and cowrie, &c. a. T3W white, and WX a class.

qm i TT m. (-T :) A crane, a. TUI white, and XTTT a crow.

qWT mfn. (-T:-^V#J Having a white body or limbs, m. (-TO

A peacock, c. qsw white, and TT body.

TUrrifTT m. (-T:) A peacock, a. qm white, and XHTHT the

corner of the eye.

Tjfwn^ m. (-m) Whiteneaa. a. TJTT white, and XTfTX aff.

Tjwtirw n. (-T) Whitening, making white, a. IJW. and TT*
making, fi aff.

qxftTT mfn. (-T'-TT-if) Made white, whitened, a. TJW, and

TW made, fr aff.

TJlittlWT f. (-an)
1 Clayed or candied sugar. * Any white stone.

*. 1311 white, and tttt a atone.

qfr m. (-fr :

) Air, wind. a. TPt to dry up, Un'fcli aff. fap.

TJT m. (-T:)
1 'Hie Indian fig tree, (Ficus Jndica.) * The hog

plum, (Spondias mangifera.) f. (-TT)
1 The sheath or calyx of

a young bud. * The wared leaf fig. • The awn of barley, 8cc.

a. in to rest or pacify, aff. XT ; form irr.

TjfVw m. (Tt) The Indian fig tree, e.TXT the calyx of the bud,

and xf*T aff.

IJT r. 1st cl. (^rrfT) To regret, to grieve for. r. 4th cl. XT)

THfTT (TITfW)
1 To be wet. * To be clean or pure. • To

stink, to be fetid.
4 To wound.

TIT f. (Hi)
1 Sorrow, grief, distress, regret. Calamity, afllic-

tion. e. TJl to regret, aff. also with ITT added,

HTT f. (-TT-)

Hfl mfn. (»fxi*-fl:-fT) 'White. * Clean, cleansed, purified.

• Pure, pious, exempt from passion or vice. * Correct, free

from fault or error, m. (-fir)
1 White, (the colour.) * Puri-

fication by ablution, Ac. * Judicial acquittal. * Mental purity,

virtue, goodness. 1 Accuracy, correctness. • The condition of

the religious student.
f A faithful and tried minister or friend,

• The month Aahdrka, (June -July.) • The month Jyhht'ha^

(May* June.) “ The hot season. 11 The passion or sentiment of

love. '• S'iva. “The sun. “The moon. 1 * The planet Vinos,

or its ruler. “ A name of fire. " A Brahman. “ Oblation

to fire at the first feeding of an infant, x. TH to purify,

Un adi aff. XI •
and the vowel unchanged.

Tjfll rofn. (-XT:-lft*it)
1 Sad, laraeoling. 'Pure, clean, cleansed,

a. TJl to grieve, T aff.

UflTT f. (-IT) Purity, cleanness, a. qfx, and TXT aff, , also

with 1,

Ijfvawt f. (-wt) Sipping wnler, rinsing the mouth, &c. . I.

purification, and S"ft ejecting.

ufnwfil m. (-fir:) Crjratnl. a. Tjf. white, and srfb a gem.

jjfetttfvi m. (-^’>) The moon. e. qfw white, and TlfTX light.

UflXl mfn. (-w-lT-if) Pious, virtuous, e. Tlfl, and XT
obligation.

Tjfafonr mfn. (-W:-WT-lt) Smiled, smiling sweetly, accompa.iied

with a sweet smile, a. white, (from the teeth being shewn,)

and fri smiled.

W d) IT#! r. 1st cl. (U-tfir) 'To bathe. • To distil. • To

express or squeeze out.
4 To churn. • To pain or distress.

n. (-1$) Heroism, prowess, a. it^It a hero, i?f aff. : see

the next.

TJxtXlT f. (-IT) Valour, heroism, a. irxtc a hero, 11 aff., and

the diphthong changed to the short vowel.

TJX r. 1st and 10th els. (irxfl <T»lSr) also (x) Ufa (OTfff-

Tjnf«T) ' To be prevented or obstructed. 4 To have any

impediment to motion, to be lame, &c. * To be lazy, to be

dull or slow. 4 To be or become dry or desiccated.
4 To dry,

to desiccate.

qw r. 6th cl. (qwfr) To go.

TjfT f. (-fat-Tti Dry ginger. a. qfx to be stopped, (by

it, phlegm,) aff. TT. and fern. aff. ^tx. or in one case

XT aff.

qn n. (-nil Dry ginger, a. qfx to be stopped, (disease by

it.) and XT aff.

TTT m. (•«?:) The exudation from an elephant’s temples, f. (-TT)

1 A tavern. 4 Spirituous liquor. * An animal called the water-

elephant, the hippopotamus perhaps. 4 An elephant’s pro-

boscis or trunk. • The stalk of the lotus. • A whore. * A
bawd. a. qw to go. aff. w, fern. aff. XTT.- )

qx»X m. (-TO 1 A distiller. 4 A military flute or fife (?) a. TX
added to the preceding.

TWXTT n. (-if) A place where spirit* are sold, a tavern, a dram

shop. a. qvfj spirits, and ttt drinking.

TinT m. (-X) A distiller, a vintner, a. qi»T spirits, x aff.

qurTT m. (-m) An elephant, s. qur his trunk, tt poss. aff.

TlfWxr f. (-XTT) The soft palate, a. qxtt an elephant's probos-

cis, TT. tem.’form.

qptlX m (-Tt) ' A distiller, a preparer and vender ofspirituous

liquor. 4 An elephant, a. q«ir spirits, &c., xfT aff.

TTjft f. («fh) The S'atadru river or SelUj
f see TXT.

qgTf. The S'atadru river.

qt mfn. (-T>¥T-^) 1 Pure, purified, clean, cleansed. • Faultless,

correct. 4 Alone, only, mere, simple. 4 White. 4 Whetted,

sharp, (as an arrow.) 0 Authorised, admitted.
1 Innocent.

• Acquitted, n. (-x)
1 Pure spirit.

4 Rock salt. h. TJX to be or

make pure, &c., aff. q.

SHirfi f. (-ft:) One of the sides of a right-angled triangle,

a. TJX, and arrfk flank.

TIXTff ra. (-^:) An ass. a. qi clean, pure, and W|=7 the thigh

or leg.

TJXT n. (-xi) Purity, cleanness, freedom from soil or defect.

k. T added to qf ;
also with XTT. TITWT.

qxxr mfn. 'Vhite-toolhed, having handsome

teeth, u. qx and XT for X^ a tooth.
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mfn. Of pure undemanding, *. WT, and wt

intellect.

tlTWM m. (-W0 Simple putting to death, i. e. in any ordinary

way. F. Tjf, and an putting to death.

UTHfa mfn. (-fqt-flL-fw)
1 Of pure or sincere purposes, honest,

free from guile.
1 Intelligent, m. (-fa:) One of the J<una

pontiffs of the last age. a. XSfpure, afa understanding.

tglW mfn. (-V-A-4) ' Of a good colour, caste, kc. • Well-

lettered. k. \s\, and a^ colour, kc.

Glafira I f. (art) A plant, (Menispermura glabrum.) e. fjf

pure, avt pedicle, am added, fetu. form,

waaraa mfn. (-WT:*WT:-W:) Clean, having clean vesture. e.vl,

and ama clothes.

Ultaaia n. ( a) A figure of Thetoric. k. 17a correct, and

maaTW inference.

^fnat m. (-ar) ' A seraglio, a Hnram, * The private or women’s

apartments in the palace of a prince. The king's wife or

concubine, c. Sja pure, and cad, limit.

^jamtararar m. (- ^:) A eunuch or an attendant on the women’s

apartments, a QVTaT the JIaram, and aTW a guard.

UaTWf^ar f. (-vpt) Change of mode or key in music.

Uaia^ftT f. (*fa;
) A figure of rhetoric, s. ijf correct, am^fn

concealment.

Tlf% f. ( ff :)
1 Cleaning, cleansing. 1 Purity, purification.

• Correction, correctness. 4 Innocence established by ordeal

or trial, acquittal a. sja to be or make pure, &c., aff. fiiw.

mfn. (-iffw)
1
Clean, clear, free from soil * Pure,

virtuous, e. lQff, and seif having.

VIT^W King of Kapurs and father of Sakya. k. af , and

rice, food.

m. (H:) Sakya, the founder of the Banddha sect,

a. the father of this personage, and son.

JZa {,% W) r. 4th cl. (TWftT) To be or become pure or

purified.

TW m. (rn:) A dog. k. Jjm to go, arar afif. ; see Tjfw, am, &c.

;

also with am added JJWC.

TJWTffa; m. (-x:
) Indka. e. ^ good, venerable, iTT^tT van of his

army, the u in each case changed > also ijaraW. and more

correctly, *WTWtq.

Jjfw m. (-fw:) A dog. f. (-aft) A bitch, k. TP* to go, IT* aff. or

WW with a^aff, and the semivowel changed

mfn. Suckled by a bitch. and a to

suck, an^aff.

m. (-TO A number of dogs.

tjar r. 1st and lOtb els. (uaffa-ar ' To be or become

pure. 1 To cleanse, to purify. .

m. (-*IT:) Fire. e. ljfq to purify, Un'idi aff.

TF* mfn. ( Empty, void. »i- (-MJ) ‘ A number of dogs.

• A cypher, k. WW a dog, and Wff aff., the vowel substituted

for the semivowel, more commonly u;sq.

UM r. 1st d. (fmf*-*) r. 6th el. (tjwfir)
1 To be splendid, to

shine. * To be beautiful or haudsomc. r. 1st and 6th els.

(wntfa Tjwfw) To hurt or injure, to kill r. 1st d. (WTwffTj

To speak.

Tjw rafn. (-W:-WT-W) ‘ Happy, prdl, right, fortunate, auspicious.

* Handsome, beautiful. * Splendid, shining.
4 Eminent, dis-

tinguished. 4 Learned, versed in the Vidas, kc. n. (-«)
1 Good,

good fortune, au9piciousneas, happiness, m. (-W:) One of the

astrological Kd^si. f. (-«rr) * An assemblage of the goda. * A
female friend and companion of the goddess Uma'. * Bambu

manna. 4 Bent grass. * The Sssni tree. * A yellow pigment;

see friTHfWT.
T
Light, lustre. * Beauty, r.ijm to shine, aff.

TIWW mfn. Happy, fortunate, prosperous, t ml happy,

^Wposs. aff.

ipfqrT mfn. (-ri-vr-Tt-T) Propitious, producing good, &c. e. sr*t,

and wt what makes : also mtfr.

Tjsnr»*IB n. (-4)
1 Pious or virtuous act. * Reputable occupa-

tion or employment, e. TW, and mtow act.

mni mfn. ( *:-*T «)
1 Elegant, graceful. * Fortunate, propi-

tious. e. <*nd jrt 10 go or obtain, v aff.

mfn- (-^P-THC) Propitious, auspicious, conferring happi-

ness or fortune, f. Pa'bvatL 1. mr happiness, V to

make, srtf aff.

mr^ mfn. ( Propitious, auspicious, a. ijk. and T who

or what gives.

f. (-^t)
1 The female elephant of the N. W. quarter,

1 A woman with good teeth, h. ipt handsome, tooth,

tq aff. ; elsewhere read

TIMV* n. (-^) Happy result or consequence, a. Xjw, and

fruit.

TpTJlT m. (.7:) An auspicious moment, b. wm, and rise of

a planet. «

XJHTtwvt m. (.W:) Perfume for the mouth, a. TP* auspicious,

qttPf perfuming.

mfn. (-ar-VT-ai) Of a good disposition, a. iv, and «^ai

disposition.

Sjvnpqft f. (-W\) A room or hall in which sacrifices are offered.

a. TP* auspicious, and ^IW place.

IjHTT mfn. (-T'-Tt-
-

#) Handsome, elegant, f.
1 The wife of

Kama. 'The wife of Kwfiiu. 4 A handsome woman. a.*js*

handsome, and arr body.

mfn. (-^t-arr-af) Virtuous, f. (-TT) A female attendant

on Uma. e. aw, and ’rr^TT observance,

uwnjw m. (-V) A tree, (Hypcranlbera morunga :) see WTWT®a.

TJWTWW mfn. (-Wi-ai-w) Handsome, good-looking, f, (-WT) A

handsome woman, k. and ^araw face.

mfn. (-aiar-W) Happy, prosperous, fortunate, a. TPt

good fortune, and afa?T endowed with.

TJWTariT f. (-TT) A beautiful woman, a. int, and ^qrr the

corner of the eye, for the eye or face.

TZW1TJW mfn. (-w:-WMt) Prosperous und unfortunate, good and

evil. n. (-*}) Good and ill fortune, e.tjw, and ^SQV unlucky.

TJWWC mfn.
1 Unlucky, inauspicious. 1 Evil, bad.

B. apt, and TWT oilier.

XJM mfn. (-W:-Wr-W) ‘ White. * .Shining, m. (-W:)
1 White, (tho

colour.) * Sandal, n. (-W) * Talc. 4 Silver. • Green vitriol,

f. (-WT)
1 The Ganges 4

Crystal.
4 Bambu manna, a. TJW to

shine, TW aff.
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7JWXTX m. (-UW) The thirty-sixth year of the Indian cycle.

k. XIV white, anti making.

f- The female elephant of the north-west quarter.

r. gjx white, a *u*k, T#tX aft

m. (*%:) Thcaun. «. XJX white, and yfi^T n ray.

Ypirq m. (-73:)
1 The moon. • Camphor, b. TJX white, and

a ray.

*rfx m. (-ft*:) Brahma. e. TJX to be propitious, flxxUn'idi aff.

Tjxi r. 1st and 6th els. (Tjxrfx) ' To shine, to be splendid or

beautiful. * To be handsome. • To hurt or injure.
4 To speak.

Ijxi m. (-XE) An Anr or demon slain by Dukga.

73X»XTfxxt f. (-xl) Dueqa. b. TJX! the Anr, and Xrfipft de-

•tnictreM.

XTXiST nf. (-X-’ft) A city and district, perhaps the modern

Samhhnlpu r, in the district of Gendttdna. a. TJXI the Anr,

and gx city.

IJxmfTXt f. (-Xt) DuroL b. ijxi the At*r, and nffrit d*.

•tructresa.

TH: (i) UTt r. 4th cl. (jytijx) 1 To hurt, to kill. * To be stupid

or insensible
;
also XCT.

ur m. (,-XO A lion. t. tjr to injure, aff. XF-

tlW r. J Oth ck (Qnt|fk) 1 To speak. * To gain or acquire.

* To create. * To abandon, to leave or forsake.

73X7 mn. ( XT-XX)
1 Toll, duty, customs or taxes. * A present

made by the bridegroom to the bride, at the time of bring*

ing her home to his family
; a marriage settlement or dower.

• Money given to the parents of the bride * Money given

at the purchase of any thing to ratify the bargain. 1 The

profits of household labour, employ nent of domestic utensils,

care of milch cattle, preservation of ornaments superintend -

ance of servants fitc. when considered aa the perquisite of

the wife and her own legal property. e. 13*9 to quit,

aff xx.

TJXfWX n. (X) Any object of taxation or duty. b. 73XX, and

XDtx place.

xjxxxifx f. (-fxO Lots or forfeiture of wages, dower, &e. k. 73*x,

and wifi privation.

73X n. (-Xl) A cord, a rope or string.

XPX r. I Oth cL (uwwfw) ‘ To measure. * To create.

TQ^X su6it. mfn. (-XX^-XXI-XXt X4) 1 A rope, a cord, a string,

n. (-XX) * Copper. * A sacrificial observance. • Institute,

law. 4 A quantity of water, b tjxw to measure, aff. XX;
or xjx to be pure, &c., Un'kdi aff. XX, and X chauged

to

tJXTTfc m. (-fr.) Sulphur, e. copper, and xft a foe.

TJ7JXT f. (-XT) The wife of Surra.

Uxxx mfn. (-xrXr^Xt-X*) Heard, having heard, 1. X to hear,

aff.

V*xx m. (*X :
) A servant, comprehending five descriptions of

persons, a pupil, areligiuus pupil or the member of a religious

community under a common head, a hired servant, an officer

or deputy, and a slave, t. w to hear, desid. v., Xx aff.
,

<* j v

n. (-*; Service, serving, s. * to hear, desiderative form.

WTTaff.

10 F

7J*XT f. (-XT)
1 Service, serving of five kinds: see 7J*TX. •Say*

ing, speaking, telling. * Wishing to hear. b. x to hear, desi-

derative form, XTXT aff., f«m. aff. *TX.

Tjwwnrc mfn. (-X’.-XT-X) Diligent or attentive in service, a. Tjxxr,

hnd XX intent on.

wn mfn. Obedient, serving, attending, e. x to

hear, desid. v., aff.

CX (XT, XT) XiTT* * 4th cl. (umw) To dry.

TGX m. (-X:) • Drying. • A hole in the ground, b. 73X to dry,

aff w.

Tlfx f- (-fa-^ft)
1 A hole^ a chasm. * Drying. • The hollow or

groove in the fang of a snake, k. 731 to dry, aff far.

7lf«lX mfn. (-X^-XT-X) Perforated, bored, pierced, full of holes or

spaces, n. (*x)
1 A hole, a vacuity, a chasm. * A wind-instru-

ment. m (-X*-)
1
Fire. • A rat. f. (-XT)

9 A sort of perfume,

commonly Soli. * A river in general, k. Tjf to dry, Un'&di

aff f*rx

Tiff** m. (-W:) Air, wind. t. TJX to dry, semivowel

changed to xr

TJUT mfn. ( *4f:-*fT
1 Dry, dried. * Groundless, causeless.

• Unproductive, unprofitable. b» 7IX to dry, aff. XT, or Un'adl

aff. XXL

7J*TiTT f. (-ITT) Dryness. *. nw added to the last; also with

w, unrx.

Xmntxj n. (-^) • Dry flesh. * Dried meat. b. XT*X dry, wfX flesh.

Uffwr mfn. nb»t. C-yr-yrT ^ft-w) Dry flesh, atfj. Bating fish and

flesh, c. TJX to dry, Un adi aff. or T3*4T, and Tfft to

take. aff. W.

n. (-X) Groundless enmity, b. tjh, and XX enmity.

Tjagjaw m. i-W) A scar, a cicatrised sore. e. 73*4i dry, and VX

a sure.

XjUrTT mfa. (-TJ-^-T) Emaciate, withered, f. (-Tt) A litard, a

chameleon, e. dry, Wf the body.

• TIWX n. ( X) Rice in the husk. B. TjXf, and rice.

U*lTi n. (-1) Dry ginger a. dry, and ginger

m. (-^:) 1 The sun. * Fire. b.d to dry, * Un'idi aff.

UXI m. (-XT*-)
1 The sun. • Fire. • Air, wind. n. (*xf)

1 Light,

lustre. • Strength, prowess, h. TQX to dry, *T4 aff.

Xixnr m. (-WT) Fire. n. (-XT)
1 Light, lustre. ’Strength, prowess.

e XIX to dry, vrfxw aff.

TJXTX mfn. (-irw-Ur^t-xnT) Drying, b. 7IX to dry, X* aff

yjc ran. (-X:-Xt)
1 The awn of barley, &c. * A bristle, a spicula.

* Compassion, clemency, tenderness, f, (-XTT) Cowach. B. 'iT

to make sharp or thin, wxr aff, deriv. irr.

m. (-XT'*)
1 Barley, or a bearded kiod ofwheat resembling

it. ' The sentiment of compassion or tenderness, a. xn^

added to the last.

m. (-¥:) A caterpillar, e *** a bristle, (the hair* on

the insect,) and XTtX a worm ;
also with XTX added XCXTXtxxr.

UWXX n. (•*») A kind of grass. «. T£* an awn, and «X £***»•

l^nru i^T *». Awned or bearded grain, as barley, &c. e. TfX^

an awn, and XTXT grain.

Uxfufki f. (.fer-vtj Cowach, (Carpopogon pruriens.) b. jfxr

an awn, and fxf*l a heap.
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XJWT m- (-*0 A hog. f. (-^)
1 A kind of rooas, (Lycopodium

imbricatum.) * A sow. b. tjbt an awn, (m bristle,K aff, or 7Z

imitative sound, w to make, with BTW and vr^ aff.

VTTCrereT f. (-wit) A kind of moss, Ac. : see the last ; also

BvHwi-ni.

m. (-W:) A restive horse.

T£HTH_ mfn. (.HTW-HW^TW) Awned, bearded, f. (-ift) Cowach.

s. tjt* an awn, snjB sJT.

f- (-Wr) Cowach. t. txw an awn, and firwn a pod.

jjwfiffwr f. (frif: rift) Cowach, (Carpopogon prurien*.) a.

an awn, and fwf*t a pod
;
also with ari( added TTarfrifritan.

U.WHJ* ra. (-f:) A gem, perhaps amber, s. Tj^r an awn, wiw
before ITT to become small, aff.

mfn. (-rift-fwr<fft-f%) Awned, bearded, (as grain.) a. xjtb,

and xf*r aff.

Xfjrw m. (-wn) ' A fish in general. * A kind of fish. • A fra-

grant grass, (Cyperus.) *

YKW mfn. ( V- WT-V) Minute, small, fine, subtile, in. (-W)

* Fraud, dishonesty. * Universal spirit, k. W substituted

for K in the more correct form q. v.

m. (-^:) A man of the fourth or servile tribe, said to have

sprung from the feet of Brahms, f. (-ft) A woman of the

Siidra tribe, f. (-^ or -gT^t) The wife of a S'udra. b. Tjwr to

purify or cleanse, Un'adi aff. sew, the vowel made long, and

vf changed to

f. (-HT) The nature or condition of a S’udra. t. iff

,

and

vr^ aff.
;

also with tb,

lj^TtiSR m. (rei:) The duty of the Siidra tribe, the service of the

other three. e. a Sidra, and moral merit.

m. (-V) A man of the three first classes, who has become

a servant to one of the fourth, b. a S idra . and ita a

slave.

n. (-if) Alms begged or received from a Sidra.

b. jpi, and begged as alms.

ljrvfrre mfn. (-1>1T-Ti) Abounding with Sidra*, b. and

many.

U,fi||OHk m * (-V:) A priest who conducts sacrifices for Sidra*

,

£. TJTF, and HTWBT sacrificer.

n. (-wfy A country of which a Sidra is king. b. XJXand

vtmj kingdom.

vwP» £ (-ftl:) The duty or occupation of a Sidra, b. xjx

and ifil employment.

n. (-’if) An edict or grant, Ac. addressed to persons of

the servile caste, k. tjts a Sidra, and HI yW edict.

%p?rMfre«IW n. (-11) Marrying a S'udra female, a. xpp, and

HfrcWUW marrying.

m. (-if:) The son of any man by a Sidra woman.

B. JjffT, and wn
;

also Ac.

jjTrei f. (4l) A plant, Prigaugu commonly, b. ijs a S’udra,

and Hire pained.

n. (-if) Marrying a woman of the fourth doss, b. T£X7,

and marrying.

m. (-^l) A man of the three first classes, who has a

Sudra wife, b. TJTfT, and wlTf^ai who marries.

VfTO tg m. (.tj:) The husband of a S'udra woman, b. TjijT

S iidra woman, and srnvr a wife.

Tjw mfn. (*w:*ril-ri)
1 Swelled, increased, grown. * Morbidly

swollen, f. (-Wt) * A shambles, a slaughterhouse. * The soft

palate, e. to increase, aff. n, form irr.

Iprrww m. (-wnr) A butcher, one who keeps a place where

animals arc killed for ‘sale. e. U'WT a shambles, and wtjB aff.

TJ=q mfn- * Empty, void. * Lonely, desart. n. (-*i)

' Heaven, sky, aether. * A dot, a spot. A cypher. * A va-

cuum. f. (-^i) ‘ A hollow reed. • The prickly pear. x. xyw

a dog, xpr aff. of fitness, and the vowel substituted for the

semivowel, and made optionally long.

U'4I n. (-rij An empty or deserted house, s. and iY
a bouse.

XfHTH n. (-tf)
1 Vacuity, emptiness. * Unreality, the false or Illu-

sory nature of all existence, a. w added to XP9> also with

ire.

m. ( Mr ) A hollow reed. a. tjtq empty, and are the

middle.

U*fwrfg.H m. (-ift)
1 A Baudd ka. 9 An atheist. B. XTY vacuum,

and wtfgsr declaring
;
denying the existence of any thing.

TJ^WtW n. (-si) An empty place, a. and YHW place.

^nre mfn. (-*:-YT-Y) Empty-handed, a, Jpf. and yy the

hand.

TSBiTTW mfn. (-Wt-WT-W) Swelling, enlarging, expanding, b. ff
to swell. HT*re aff.

JJX r. I Oth cl. i

1 To be valiant or powerful. * To
make great effort or exertion, tf) izft r. 4th cl. (XJiJif)

1 To hurt or kilL • To be stupid.

1JX m. (^:) • A hero. * Tbe sun. * A lion. * A boar. ' The
grandfather of KrIuni. *The Sui tree, (Sborea robusta.)

Ml to bear, Sautra root, Un'adi aff. HTH, and the vowel

made long, or to be brave, aff.

UXW m- (-V) 1 An esculent root, (Arum campanul&tum, Rox.)

* A plant, (Bignonia Indica.) b. to hurt, (some diseases,)

aff. ire

m. (-^:) A kind of bird. a. tbe Arum, and

before VT5t to eat, aff. H.

UPTT f. (-TIT) Heroism, prowess, u. ire
s
added to uy ;

also

with W, xrns.

Ijr^s m. (-t0 The second Jina of the future era.

n. (-ri) Vaunting, pride of prowess, a. ux, and wtw

pride.

Jiwfcw m. (-ri\) A boaster, one who thinks himself a hero.

b. Six- and war to think, fwfw aff.

HCW m. (-^:) A boaster, one who thinks himself a hero

b. TJX and ttw to think, VH ait

TjriJw m. (-w:) ' The country about Mathura. * The name of

a prince, b. 1JX * frwT an army,

r. 10th cl. Uj^irfrij To mete or measure.

SJ^B no. (-4)-^) ' A winnowing basket. • A measure of two

Drdna*. i. (-*£f) A small kind of winnowing basket, a toy for

children. * The sister of Ravsks : sec ?j;-b«pvt. a. jj to in-

jure, Un'fidi aff. and ^ substituted fu* the >oweL
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Viw m. (-W’O A demon, the enemy of KamadIva. h. to

measure, aff. aj*.

ijwww m. (-4:) An elephant, k. jjxq a winnowing basket, and

ww the ear.

U^armfiv m. (-fir) Kama or Ccrto. *. VjuflT a demon, and

aKifw an enemy •, also arWrfv, Ac.

V*osn«T f. (-WT) The sister of the Daitya Ravan’s, a. ^fma
winnowing basket, and WW a finger nail, (having them as

large.) fem. aff. or #ta, whence also XfurwaFt.

j^uifiTajil m. (-v:) A measure (a basket) of winnowed corn,

a. xjw, and fwwrw winnowing.

f. (drf , A sort of bean, (Phaseolus trilobus.)

Ijw<arnr m. (-W:) The air as agitated by the shaking of the win-

nowing basket. i. uA a basket, and anr wind.

m. (-fwr) An elephant, a. ijw a winnowing basket,

and wfw an ear
j

as large.

lj^i m. (-«6:) An iron image, Ac. : aee the next.

mf- (•Pi-'Sfi
1 An iron image. * An anviL a. 1J for WTOt

beauty, and xjfii a wave or line, 4\\ optionally added
j

deriv.

irr. : also with X rejected, and ana added, fem. form j^fijiari ,

again, aa differently read, Ac.

Xfai r. 1st cl. OGPVfft)
1 To disorder, to distemper or disease.

* To make a loud noise. * To impale, to transfix.

T%m mn. (-*t-af) * Sharp pain in general, or especially in the

belly, as cholic, Ac. or in the joints, from rhe matism or gout.

a A weapon, a pike, a dart. * An iron pin or spit.
4 A

banner, an ensign. * An astrological Y6ga, that of the 9 th

lunar mansion. * Death, dying, f, (-*t) ’ A whore. * An

instrument used for putting criminals (o death, a slake

for impaling them. b. tjwt to disease, Ac., aff. ar*-

Ijarar tn. (-ar:) A restive horse, a. jjLar to distress, aff.

jpgllKST n. i-si) Iron rust or filings a. TJW pain, and annr

what removes.

OTT mfn. (-W: *Wt‘V) Removing or allaying sharp pain, se-

dative, anodyne, a. XT*, and j[ what destroys.

Jfannaw m. (•v) S'iva. a JJ* a pike or the three-pronged

one, the trident ^f this deity, vpaw a bow, put for a weapon.

XCarav m. (-X:) S iva. f. (-a?) Durga. k. i£m a pike or trident,

who holds.

TJfYf f. (-YV) Dcbga. e. a trident, and to be bold,

aff. ftnr.

JJWWTWW n. (-*) White SochaJ salt. a. syu cholic, and imtw

removing.

Uanrw m. (-a:) The castor oil plant, (Ricinu9 communis.)

a. VV cholic, ami wa hostile.

tJ^Ff* m. (.*:> One armed with a lance or pike. s. Sjar, and

the hand.

m i-**) Asafoetida. a. Jga cholic, and *Tf removing.

JfBtranT mfn. (-HMTr-lf) Roasted on a spit, (meat.) b. a

spit, and irw made, with art augment, spitted.

Valia n. (-a) The point of a pike, stake, Ac. e. T£%, and

via end.

Jlf*ar n. (4tf) Roat meat. m. (-if:) A hare. a. IJ^r a spit, and

* %
r£L

mfn. (tflVfanftfar) Suffering sharp pain, having the

cholic, Ac. m. (.^ft)
1 Maha'deva. * A spearman. * A stake-

bearer, a. if* a trident, and xf* aff.

Ijflta m (-*:) The Indian fig tree. e. 13^* a stake, T^TW aff.

XTWITWT f. (-TWT) A medicinal plant, (Serratula anthelmin-

tic*.)

TH »fn. (-ai:-an-lfl)
1 Roasted, (on a spit.) * Deserving impale-

ment. n. (-«) Roasted meat, a XT* a spit, and aff.

12~R r. 1st cL iU7wf?f) To bring forth, to propagate.

UWIWB m. (-*:) A jackal : see the next.

Qirrai m. (-or:)
1 A shakal or jackal. * A coward, a poltroon.

B A rogue, a cheat. * An ill-natured or harsh-speaking nan.
4 A demon so named. * KkIsiin'a. f. (-Oft)

1

Flight, retreat.

A fox. * A she jackal, a. to create or abandon, (deceit,

Ac.) VIOTW aff., or If* a horn, 0| negative prefix, OTT to pos-

sess, aff. or, deriv, irr. ; also orro, Ac.

I^rworvo m. (-or.) A plant, commonly Slyalakdn'ta or jackal's

thorn, (Zixyphus scandens.) a. IfWim, and OPtTOT a thorn.

V4

1

oro if* ra. (-f%:) A sort of jujube, a. jpnw a jackal, and

<rf* the jujube.

Sjsrorwio f.
(-»J)

'A kind ofcucumber, (Cucumis madraspatanus.)

*
'Ihe fruit of the jujube, a. ipiTW a jackal, aud

roseapple.

yarfooi f. f-WT)
1 The female jackal. *A fox. * Running away,

flight, retreat.
4 A plant, (Convolvulus paniculatus.) *. 13* rat

as above, and ara added.

what. mfn. (-Oft-OTT-oi) A beltpr chain worn round a man's

body. * A chain for confining an elephant 1 A chain, a fetter

in general, a TJT a born, here said to mean a link, atod aw
to collect, aff. onr ;

or foxjT the tinkling of a chain, and OMOT

to go, aff. vni. deriv. irr.

jQ^iro m. (•*’) A young camel with wooden rings or clogs on

his feet. a. a chain, andW aff.

XTranri f. (.wr)
1 Connexion, concatenation. ' Restraint a. it*

added tu
;
also with w,

mfn. (-ff:-WT-iT) Bound, chained, fettered, captive.

«• « chain, XTT^ aff

iyr n. (-T)
1 A horn. * A mark, a sign. • The top of a moun-

tain.
4 Sovereignty, mastership. * Dignity, elevation. 6 A

fountain, an artificial one orjet <Ceav. 1 A lotus. * Very sharp.

* Minutely flue. m. (-Td 1 A medicinal root, commonly Ji~

t aka .
* A Muni so named, f. (-Tt) ' Gold. 1 A fish, (Silurus

Singio, Hah.) * A plant, (Betula.) 4 IlUkabha, a medicinal

root, shaped like a bull’s horn. 1 Another plant, a kind of

Rhus, with an excrescence or gall in the bark, compared

to a crab's horn. a. if to injure* Un'Adi aff. aw, and the vowel

made short.

Iftmt ra. (-*:) A medicinal root, commonly Jivaka. k. arw

added to the preceding.

SZTTWT f. (-an) A plant, a kind of Rhus, having an excrescence

in the bark formed by an insect, which is compared in shape

to the horn of a goat or a crab, t- CT a horn, VXaff

yfX^ n. (-X) Ginger. B.*SJT a kora, and FC body or shape ;

also with added, lirnX
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VTI< n. (-'d) A place where four roads meet. m. (*»:)
1 An

aquatic plant, (Trapa bispinosa.) v A shrub, (Ruellia or Bar*

lena longifolia.) a. CT a horn, to go or be, urT. wr^.

VTUi n. (•*)
1 A place where four roads meet. * An aquatic

plant, (Trapa bispinosa.) * A door. m. (•«:> A collection or

mountain of three peaks, a. fa added to the preceding.

IJTTT m. (*^t)
1 Love, the passion or sentiment as an object of

poetical description or dramatic representation. * Copula*

tion, coition. * Marks made with red- lead on an elephant's

head and trunk by way of ornament n. (-<) " Cloves. * Hod-

lead. * Fragrant powder for the dress or person. * Ginger.

* Agatlochum. a CT eminence, dignity, 1 to go to or

obtain, and HTH afT.
; being the chief of the poetical Rtunt

;

or V to hurt, muTT Un'idi aff. with Hu. and ffr augments.

iytHP* mfn. Horned, haring a horn or crest e. m\
and frfTfff pass, aIT.

yyitsts n. (-f») Red-lead. t. UTTT love, and Wfft adorning

UTTT^lfsr m.
(
fin) Thu deity of love or Kama. k. lyrn: the pas-

sion, and Hifu origin.

TgTlfc* mfn. (*U:-UT-H)
1 Stained with red-lead, reddened.

Affected with passion, a. UTK* and aff-

VT iffa mfn. (-^-fr«Vfk)
1 Peeling, or relating to the passion

of love. • Stained with red lead. m. (-f\j
1 An eropa&duned

lover. * Dress, decoration. An elephant. * The betel-nut

tree. (Areca faufel.) «. JJT7T love, ffa aff. of relation.

i*fir f. (-f»:) A sort of sbeat fish, (Silurus Singio, Ham.)

mn. (-fr-fir) Gold for ornaments : sec UT and SjVl-

yjfTff n. (-H) A sort of poison, f. (-ht)-A plant, (Belula.)

*. UT a fish. &c., fa afT.

Ufr* *r* n. (-W) Gold for ornaments, a. yjfr the same, and

frwfr gold.

Iffffr mfn. (-H;.wr-*) Horned, m. (-H**) A ram. a. a horn,

THU aff.

jjft U mfn. (-dVfirut-fif) 'Horned. ’ Crested, peaked, m. Mft)
1 An elephant. 1 A mountain. • A tree. f. (-firut) ' A cow.

* Arabian jasmine. * Heart pea. * Katuki, a medicinal plant,

a. CT a horn, &c,, xfu poss. a(f.

Vfo f. (-f* :) The hook for goading an elephant a. IT to in-

jure, fu aff., and the radical vowel made short; also ufa.

UWH mfn. (•»f-^*«ir) Hearing, e. U to hear, HW aff.

Jfn mfn. (-Ui-UMf) Boiled, (water, milk or Ghee.) s. UT to

boil, aff. Tf . form. irr.
;

as applied to any other substances,

the form is UTU or ufau.

UU (U) *• 1st cl. (nifr) To fart (wifu-Tf) To be moist or

- wet. r. 1st and I Oth els. (H^f* H*ufu) To insult.

f. (-ij!) The anus. e. lju to fart, &o., Un'hdi aff. f j also

read lyu.

U r. 9th cl. (ijfnfk) To hurt, to injure, to wound or kill With

fu prefixed, pass, r, (finfrrf) To be injured or impaired, to

waste or decay.

m. (-**)
1 A garland of flowers worn on the crown of the

head. * A crest f. (-f[) A parasite plant, n. (-ffj The root of

the Hyperanthers morunga. c. firfa to go, UCU.afr., and the

nasal omitted.

liufcH mfn. (-w:-m w) Crested, tufted, topped, peaked. c.3v^,

and

#wft f. (-ufy Understanding, intellect

f. (-UT) Understanding, mind, intellect,

m (-u*) The penis, a. nt to sleep, u aff.
;

also also

read trff n. (-U:.)

HUTU in. (-Ht) Vallisneria : see

iff m. (-U:) The penis, b. nt to sleep, ^ aif. : see the next

tW n. {.ift) The penis, a. ift to sleep, (setnine effuso,) H3U
aff., and augment

;
also with ju augment, ifau, and with

a final vowel, ifa or Stli again, f being substituted for

v, hu.

ihnfu f. (-fklr drl) A plant: see the next

#qiTfafrT f. (-U1 ) A flower, (Nyctanthos arbor- tristis.) a. ^qp
sleeping, from Hi with U aff., fllfar a bee, fem. aff. #Tf. and

fr*T added; also ffalffl.

ibfdt f. (-Ut) Understanding, intellect r, derived from

to sleep, with the aff. ffaU; implying, ignorance or delusion

j

gW to steal, to lake away, affs. fT and #tf ; or HU to pacify,

(the senses,) m3 participial aff., fem. form, deriv. irr.

ifar (ft) dm r. 1 st cL (^mfu) ’ To go, to move. • To shake,

to tremble.

*** m. (-w) A small tree, (Cordia rayxa.) a. fu^r to glean,

u aff.

ilu m (-w:)
1 The penis. * A snake. Heighth, elevation.

* Happinen. imd. (-WHJ Hail, homage, a term of exclamation

or salutation addressed to the deities, k. h\V to sleep, Unidi

aff. f

tib (-fit:) A treasure as belonging to Ktnrlas, a Nulki or

substance of extraordinary rarity and value, possessed only

by the god of wealth, c. sfa happiness, wt to have, fw aff. $

or ifc in future, Hffw boundary.

tfW u. (•3) An aquatic plant, tVallinneria octandra :) see the

next.

$fTqr n. (-4) An aquatic plant, ( Vallisneria octandra.) s- Hi to

sleep, (on the water,) Him* Un'adi aff.; also f being chang-

ed to H. v nifi, and the pen. vowel shortened, Hffi ; also

& *.

#fHPT mfn. (-H:-HT-H) Fast asleep, sleeping much. 1 . to

sleep, intens. v., m aff.

HfHItnnr mfn. (-HTH-HH^-HH) Sleeping much or soundly, s. Ht

to sleep, intens. v., HTf iff
aff.

mfn. (-Hi-Hf-H) Enlarging, expanding, b. f% to in-

crease, intens. v., HT«T^[ aff.

Hf n. (fa) Remainder, leavings, rest, balance; what is left,

omitted or rejected, m. (-H-)
1 The king of the serpent race,

as a large thousand-headed snake, at once the couch and

canopy of Visiin’u, and the upholder of the world, which rests

on one of his heads. 1 A name of Balad£va. • Killing, destroy-

ing, finishing, f. (-HT) Flowers and other things that have

been offered to an idol, and are then distributed amongst the

worshippers and attendants, e frv to specify, aff. w*r.

n. (-m) The last term, the time of death, 1 . HW, and

Him time.
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wwtr* m. (•*:) The last or remaining part. b. ^r, and WT*

portion.

dwwar mfn. (-ip!) Wbo eata the leavings of others. b. and

tm who eata.

ir*jifr»rw n. (-^) ' Rating the rest of the food after feeding the

family, guests, &c. ' Eating the leavings of a meal. a. ihr, and

Wrsrw food.

n. (-ar) Taking care that an undertaking is brought to

a conclusion, e. lfcw, and preserving.

f- (-fa*.) The last watch of the night, e. wa the re-

mainder, and Vjfw night.

»Brv n. (-!) Leavings of a meal, Sic. . if*, and¥ food.

arara^T f. (-TO) The last state or condition of life. *. *a, and

CTO state.

Sr. 1st cl. (irr^t) To go.

1T¥ m. (TO) A young Brahman in his noviciate, one who has

begun to read the Vtdas. k. fwro the pronunciation of the

language of the Vida*, TO» all
-

.

*¥ m. (TO'-) The offspring of an outcaste Brahman.

Jrwfrar m. (to) A plant, (Achyran thes aspera.) B. ifTO § crest

or top, WM aff. ; also with aff.

nc n. (-fd) Cold, coldness, a. cold, and ara aff.

rfvj'ifl n. (*W 1 Looseness, laxity. * Flaccidity. * Slackness,

remission, 4 Relaxation of rule or connexion, k. W«m, and

OTaff.

iriiti m. (to*-) Ssttaki, the charioteer of KaTsaN'a.

m. (TO) A shrub, (Barleria cristata ;) also four.
i« mfn. (TO: 1 Mountainous, mountaineer. Sic. * Stony,

rocky, m. (TO:) A mountain, n. (to) ' Bitumen. * Storax.

• A sort of collyrium : see f. (.sfi) A concise interpre-

tation of a grammatical aphorism, s, falser a rock, a stone,

snr aff.

Wtgro n. Ot) Storax or Benzoin, b. tow added to the preceding,

riltf m. (TO) The brow or slope of a mountain, b. Bf,

and TOZTO flank.

HV mfn. (to-tot-TO) Produced in or on mountains, rocks, &c.

n. (-mi)
1 A fragrant resinous substance, (Storax or Ben-

zoin.) * Bitumen, s, mcr a mountain, and m produced.

WfWW m. (-W-) A mountaineer, x. WTO, and TOW *• person.
ik

,
a

, . ‘
,

TOTOTOfil m. (•kr) Siva. «. wm a mountain, and WTOTO a bow.

^Hbto m. (TO) Krishn'a. s. WTO a mountain, and TO who

upholds.

5wf¥u5rW n. (TOO Storax, Benzoin. B. if a rock, and fsnln*

exudation.

TOTOtffaf m. (-fari) The Him&laya. B. WTO, and wfw master. '

WTOfafal £ (-fa|:) A stone-cutter’s chisel or axe, an instrument

for dividing or cutting stones. B. sew a mountain, fw^ to

divide, aff. fail.

irwww mfn. (-W:-^t-W) Rocky, a. WTO, and WTO aff.

WTOTOt n,
( Bif) A cavern, a cave. b. WTO, and K** a bole,

wrotwro*: n. (-t!) The crest or peak of a mountain, t and

faro: a peak.

iwfufin. n. (-K) The ocean, b. WTO a rock, and fwfTO a camp

or palace.

fojrr n. (-T) The peak of a mountain, i. wro, and sjt a

horn.

TOTWrw mfn. (TOTOTO) Hard, firm, as a rock. a. wro, and WT*
essence.

WTOTW n. (-^) The peak of a mountain. *. WTO a mountain, and

top.
#

WTOT* ra. (-¥:)
1 A lion. * A mountaineer, a savage, a barbarian.

* An attendant on an idol.
4
Crystal, a. WTO a mountain,

and TOTB to go, aff. TOTO-

'lllfaffl m. (-aft) An actor, a dancer, a. fatTOTfroro a Muni, said

to have been the author of the principles of acting, flee., tow

aff., wtoito his institutes, and xflr aff. of profession or

practice.

wfTOB m. (to) An impostor, a pretended devotee.

ir*rv m. (TO:) An actor, a dancer, a tumbler. See. * A rogue, a

cheat. 4 The* master of the band, or one who beats time.

4 The Bel tree, (jfSgle marmelos.) e. fwwe one of the

early teachers of the arts of acting, he , TO* aff of descent.

w%w mfn. (-w Produced in the mountains, he., moun-

tainous, mountaneer. * Mountain-like. n. (to)
1 A fragrant

resin, (Storax or Benzoin.) * A vegetable perfume, commonly

Afuri. 4 Rock salt. m. (TOO A bee. f. (-tfl) A name of P*a-

vati. k. fajWT a mountain, war aff.

WBiTWWTOI n. (-TO 'The skirts of a mountain or low land at its

base. e. wrm, end TOWWaV neighbouring space.

nf. <TOt-^t) Hardness, storuness. e. fwwT a stone, a rock,

TO« aff

TO mfn. (TO:-^ TO) Relating or appertaining to the god S'iva.

m. (-1:) A worshipper of S'iva. n. (TO) An aquatic plant,

(Vallisneria octandra.) b. fTO the deity, and TOW aff.

srww m. (-toO An aquatic plant, n. (-ifj A drug, commonly

termed PadtunktU'h. K.lft to sleep, (on the water,) snwa) &ff.

;

also HTTWr, &e.

f* (*^fa) A river in general, b. wtw Vallisneria, and

traier m. (-w) An aquatic plant, (Vallisneria octandra.) b.

to sleep, (on the water,) aff, 1WTW, and B|W pleonasm,

ihf mfn. (-^:-’fltTO) Relating to S'iva, 8tc. m. (-) 1 One of

the horses of Kkibhk'a's car. * A king and champion in the

Pan dava army. t. f»T¥, and aff.

ifitw n. (-W) Childhood, pupilage, the period under sixteen,

t. fanj a child, aff.

^TTrWlfTOTT f. (TO) Instruction of youth, tuition, k. far^ a

pupil, nvnvj a preceptor,^ uff.

r. 4th cl. (¥lfat)
1

’’fo reduce or make small, to pare. • To

whet or sharpen.

m, (TO) Sorrow, grief, b. to regret, aff.

irTBT^TO f. (-TO) Indulgence in sorrow, z. and search.

*Twfir^ mfn. (Srv) Conwling, •lltying, removing sorrow,

c, Kw, »ml frg what cuts.

mfn. (-W-HT-lt) Afflicted, overcome with grief,

a. $1», and firm struck.

Ihhi m. (-•»:) Dissipating or removing sorrow, a. *Ttg, and

UT breaking.
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fr lXUlftX* mfn. (*Tf:-lfT-W) Involved in distress, swooning with

grief, e. i?nw, nod xfxi rr fainted.

^Txrxnx n. (-xl Site, circumstance, or occasion of sorrow.

e. Prx, and TjjiX place.

ilrXTpx mfn. (-Xi-XT-X) Overcome with sorrow, f. ifrx, and

xnpx bewildered.

frTXifa m. Deep distress, violent grief. ». pnr, and xfx

fire
j

also similar compounds, as XJXTXX, kc.

ihXlftfXwm mfn. (-*:-*T-X) Distressed. b. xrxrrfx, and xxni

inflamed.

$TXTXXX mfn. (X;-XT-p) ' Alleviating, consoling. * Being con-

soled. ». $TX, and XXXX what drives away.

^rxrxxrx m. (-p:) A teacher of holy wisdom, a philosopher,

a. wrx worldly care, XX away, wg to send, xuj aff.

#TXPTxV mfn.f-’flT.xfx*

)

Allaying or dissipating grief. 8. %txt.

and xxW what drives away.

XTXTft; ro. (-fc) The Kadambu tree, (Nauclea Kadamba.) B.ihx

sorrow, hostile.

$TXTX mfn. (-x.-xr-^) Pained, afflicted by sorrow, a. tlV,

and xrfl pained.

fcTXrpx mfn. (-x:-XT*X) Born or produced from or caused by

grief, a. WT8P. and x$V produced.

^TXX mfn. (-X:-XT-X‘) Sorrowing, sorrowful, n. (-x) Sorrow,

grief, grieving, a. TTX to grieve, aff. Xy or

mfn. (-X-XT-X) To be grieved or lamented, what may

or ought to be. e. tjx to be sad, xx\X^ aff.

irrfxx mfn. (-X:-XT-Xj Sorrowful, afflicted. I. TjfX to grieve,

causal v., 11 aff.

frrfxxx mfn. (-nr-xT-X) To be grieved for, lamentable, a. TIX

to grieve, XX aff.

tlfxxT iW. Grieving or having grieved for. B. nfq to lament,

iTaff

^tfx^X m. (-W.) Fire or its deity, e. $ (fxx light, andin hair,

having locks of flame.

$ fxx n. (fx:) Light, lustre, radiance, flame, a. tjx to be

or make pure, LVarii aff. Tfx.

mfn. (-xs-^T’^) 1 To be lamented or bewailed. * To be

cleansed or purified, a. YlX to grieve, xy aff.

itrxx m. (-xt) A low man. e.xtxio be purified ( from), XX aff.

fcr* m. (*X:)
* A fool, a blockhead. * A sluggard, an idler. • A

rogue, a cheat. 4 A low man, one of a degraded tribe or bu-

siness. * A villain, a criminal, a sinner, a. TUB to be pre-

vented or stopped, aff xrx.

#iw (xj #tw r. 1st cl. iinifa)
1 To be red. • To move or

approach. *

Pix mfn. (-X:-XT or 1 Crimson, of a crimson colour.

1 Red in the face, from passion, Ike. m. (-X:)
1 Crimson, the

colour of the red lotus. * A horse of a reddish or bright cbes-

nut colour. ' The S\‘ma river, which rises in the table land of

simerakantak, and running first northerly and then easterly

for 500 miles, falls iuto the Gauge* above Patna. 4 A
flower, (Bignonia Indica.) 4 Fire or its deity. * An ocean.

f A

red sort of sugar-cane. n. f-X> 1 Red-lead. * Blood, a. ifrx

to be red, aff. XX, fern. aff. arpJ or tpfa.

wrxx m. (-w) A plant, (Bignonia Indica.) a. padded to the

preceding. *

fciert* n. (-) A ruby. a. ifrrx deep red, and XX a gem.

^txtx m. (-X:) A tree, (Bignonia Indica.) e. ilix red, XX to go

or be, aff. xy
Xif*X mfn. (-Xt-XT-lf) Red, crimson, purple, n. (-11) ' Blood.

• Saffron. a.irix redness, YXX aff.

$ ifxxx mfn. (-x:-XT-tf) Who or wbat drinks blood, a. XTf«X,

and XT to drink, X aff.

ijrfeng’C n- (-X) The city of Bdndenr. «. iriixx red, and gT city.

XTfx#lfxx mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Stained or sprinkled with blood.

B.xrixx, and xfxx moistened.

XifxJtiux n. (-x) A ruby. b. ibfxx red, and xxx a stone.

Xrfxirx m. (-xt) Redness, a. ifrx. and TXfVy aft

i*tx m. (-xO Swelling, intumescence, k Y3 to go, (to grow,)

Un'udi aff. XX i
also with xq. added i'TXX m. (-X:)

iliXX mfn. (-pt-fll-p) Discutient, removing swellings, f. (-ft)

Hogwced, (Bocrhavia diffusa.)' >. if rx swelling, p remov-

ing, fem. aff.

ffnjkni mfn. (-fan?) Discutient. f. (fxx> Hogweed : see the

last. e. xrx swelling, and farq overcoming,

itixpx ntfa* (-PX) Discutient, removing swellings, m. (.px)

Marking-nut plain, a. ifrx swelling, and px removing,

frxx mfu.(-xt'XT-X) Who or what cleans, purifies, Ac. m. (-*:)
1 A refiner. * (In arithmetic,) The subtrahend, a. pjx to be

pure, xwr aff.

i(TXX mfn. (»vx -XI -if) Cleaning, purifying.&c., that which clean-

ses, refines, flu*, n. (-X) * Cleaning, cleansing, purifying.

* Correcting, freeing from faults nr errors. * Correcting, as a

writing. * Subtraction, (in arithmetic.) 1 The refining of me-

tals.
* A sort of refining, practised for chemical or medical

purposes
;
exposing the metals to beat, and then sprinkling

them with the urine of cows, Ac. T Payment, acquittance.

• Faces, ordure. * Green vitriol, m. (-w) The lime, f, (-^t) A
broom, t. tjx to be or make pure, aff. war or

SlrxXtx mfn. (-X : HT-X) ' To be corrected. 9 To he cleansed or

purified. • To be refined.
4 To be subtracted. 4 To be liqui-

dated (as a debt), due. e. TJX to purify, aff. xffWx; *1*> ^TW
and ihfxffx

lfrxfxXT ind.
' Having paid or discharged. * Having cleared,

&c. e. tjx to be pure, causal v., pjr aff.

#:fxx mfn. (-X^ Xf-X) 1

Cleaned, cleansed. • Strained. * Cor-

rected.
4
Refined. * Purified. * Discharged, liquidated, (a* a

debt.) e. XIX to clean, aff. n.

mfn. (-xr-WI-xi) 1 To be purified, cleaned, refined, Ac.

* Payable, due. • To be subtracted, m, (*pt) An accused

person, one to be justified or tried, n. (-Wj A constant num-

ber to be subtracted in some astronomical computations.

8. XTX to be pure, XX a£

XTX m. ( -nr: j lutumescense. 8. TJ to go, aff. x
XIW mfn. (-X: X7X) 'Handsome. 'Bright, f. (-XT) 'Light,

lustre, radiance, splendour. ' Beauty. 4 Distinguished merit.

4 A species of the Kr'ui metre, e. TJX to shine, aff. XTX, fcm.

aff. xnt
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FTFVF mfn. r«irm Beautifying, m. (-fTljl
1 The thirty -sixth year

of the Hindu cycle. * Marking'nut plant, a. handsome,

and ir*r what makes.

FTFF mfn. (-F:*FI-F)
1

Beautiful, handsome. • Shining, splen-

did. ' Richly dressed or ornamented. 4 Propitious, auspicious.

4 Virtuous, moral, decorous, good. m. (»ap.)
1 The fifth Vigo.

4 A planet. * Burnt-offering for auspicious results, n. (-FJ ' A
lotus. * Shining, being splendid or handsome, k. tju to

shine, aff.

tiwi m. (-F:) A tree, (Hyperanthera morunga.) a. FF
added to the preceding.

*tTOFTFfqrT n. (-li) Virtuous practice. *. lfrFF, and mltF
done.

irrvFTF mfn. (-F:-FT-F,). Far, splendid, shining, c. ijf to shine,

Ac., FTFFT aff.

ft.WFF m.(-F') A tree, commonly Sajitid or SoAqju&j (Hyper-

anthera morunga ;) the legumes, blossoms, and leaves are

esculent, and the root of the young tree is used as a substitute

for horse-radish : in medicine the root is used as a rubefacient

externally, as a stimulant internally, and the expressed oil of

the seeds is employed to relieve arthritic pains, &.C- a. ftft

beauty, are to pervade or anoint, and Ft? or F^ aff ;
also

Fiftff and *irww*, Ac.

mfn. (-V-FTF) Beautified, decorated, a. qjv 10

Tf aff,

$TUFFTW mfn. (-F:-F7-?f) Sorrowing or grieving deeply.

a. Tjq to be sorrowful, intens, v., FTFFf aff

ihq m. (-Ft) ' Pulmonary consumption. * Drying. ' Intumes-

cence, swelling, e. FT? to dry, aff. FF.

#tqF n. (-ai>
1 Suction, tucking. 4 Drying up. m. (-F:) One

of the arrows of KamadIva, or Cvrm. a. ijq to dry,

TOsir.

i>Tqfq«?T ind. Haring dried up. a. ijq to dry, causal jp aff.

FifqF mfn. (-F:-FT-li) Dried, dried up, desiccated, a. qjq to

dry. aff H.

F*F ind. A particle of reproach or contempt.

FTF n. (-F*)
1 A flock of parrots. 4 Sorrowfulness, a. tjf a

parrot,

Btn mfn. (-Y--jtt-V) Acid, acetic. m. tg* vinegar, an« aff.

irrfu* mfn. ' Acid, acetic.
1 Relating to a purl, Sun

«.TW or Tjfil, and ff aff.

?T*iF n. <-F) A pearl, a. isf* a pearl-oyster,^ aff. ; also

from with the same, »nfi«SF.

m* (-F:) A sort of poison, a. xjf*Fi a country, ww
aff. : according to some it is the venom of a snake of the

Amphisbcena kind.

FiM u. (-10) Whiteness, a. FFT white, ujuj aff.

Fi^F n. (-FT) 'Purification by ablution, Ac. from personal defile*

ment. * Purification at giren periods from defilement caused

by the death of a relation, &c. 4 The state or property of

freedom from defilement, purity, cleanness, k. Ffi purity,

FF aff.

FiFfafF (*fF :
) The rules of purification after defilement by

the death of a relation, Ac. a. ftf, and fifa precept.

WfFTFlT m. (-F*) A rule of purification, the mode in which the

person is to be cleansed by ablution, Ac. after voiding any

excrement or contracting any 'impurity, a. xn~F purification,

and FiFjq rule, rite.

FTFTF m. (-I:) A washerman, a. wfi cleaning, FFT aff.

mfn. (*!T :*Fj : *FJ) Wishing or intending to be purified,

a. Jry, and Tqj desirous.

FTF (m) FT? r. 1st cl. (imfl) To be proud.

wnftq mfn. (-qt-qr-q) Proud, haughty, m. (-q:) ' A hero.
4 An

ascetic, one who abandons the world. 4 A proud or haughty

man, but of low tribe or occupation, an upstart, a. in? to

be proud, and qfqF Un’Bdi aff.
}
also as derived from FTF the

same, FrtPfr ;
also the short vowel being substituted for

the diphthong, »;fiq.

n. (-4) ' Heroism, prowess. 4 Pride, arrogance, k. FT?H

a hero, and inr aff.

Jr? [Ml Frj r. 1st cL (imfif i To be proud.

FTO mfn. (-Fn-eft-Ft) ’ Drunk, intoxicated. 4 Fond of, addicted

to, (as liquor.) f. (-ait) ' Long pepper. * Another sort, (Piper

chavya.) a. ruT spirituous liquor, iw aff.

pinoi n. (‘HI) Pndc, arrogance.

Wifinr m. (-nr:) A distiller and vender of spirituous Kquors.

f. (-nti A female keeper of a tavern or dram shop. a. wtjt

spirits, II aff.

Fifax mfn. (-q:-qr-q) ' Proud, haughty. 4 Elevated, looking

upwards; more properly, unfit, and F’ilt as above.

FT? mfn. (-g:-fi-q) *S'audra, servile, relating or belonging to the

last class, tn. (-g:) The son of a hi an of either of the first three

classes by a S'udra woman, the last of the twelve sons acknow-

ledged in the ancient Hindu law. e. a .S’udm, and q« aff.

irinf* m. (fF:) Buddha, the founder of the liaudd'hn sect.

- qj'irq* * prince of the family of lasawlav, and t*T aff. of

descent.

5lfinn f. (-FT!) A white variety of panic seed.

FTFF m. (-it) The name of sn inspired legislator older than

Mmo.
Fifwi m. (-1:)

1 A butcher, a poulterer, a vender of the flesh

of beasts or birds.
4 Chase, hunting, a. xjFl ft slaughter-

house, 5* aff.

FtF n. ( if) The city of HsatscflAKnaa, suspended in the air.

m. (-F:)
1 A god, a divinity.

4 The betel-nut. a. auspi-

cious, qv aff.

FUFF mfn. (-F:-^-^) ' 8prung from a handsome mother.

1 Relating to any thing handsome or brilliant. *. frrWFT a

handsome woman, aff. FF.

FTFTFF m. (-F*.) The Sujinu tree. *. qf pleonasm, added to

FTFTWF q. f.

Flfw m. (-F:) A juggler, a conjurer.

FTfic m. (-fqt)
1 A name of Viran'v or KbIshsi'a. 4 The planet

Satlbn. k. gfq a proper name or a hero, aff.

FTF mfn. (-i;-v$f-q^ Measured by a winnowing basket, Ac.

a. a basket, qq aff. ; also with vw aff. F>|4f.

Ft4 n. (-4)
1 Valour, heroism, prowess. * The heroic drama, or

that which treats of war, magic, &c. s. a hero, ujv^aff.
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?tT®;iUTfa«vf mfn. (-ws-WMf) Acquired by valour, a. WT*ft and

acquired.

F"jfHS mfn. (~up«: 'PftV'**) Relating to customs or duties, levied

ba a ux, Ac. m< {-**') A superintendent of tolls or customs,

a c;uaton>- bouse officer, a. a toll or tax, aff. wjw.

wrfm* mfn. (-«: ifWj Relating to a tax, a toll, Ac. m. (-*:)

Superintendent of tolls or customs, a. tjm* a toll, and

¥« aflf.

SlfTlT m. (-HTs) A coppersmith, a. copper, ¥* aff.

«(T*fW* mfn, (-W:-*W) Of or belonging to to-morrow. e. ^p(.
of to-morrow, zm added, with augment.

M-W) Ephemendnesa, duration for a day. *. *rafwv>

and if added.

ltnmr^ mfn. Relating to a beast of prey, savage,

wild, ferocious, Ac. a. VIVg. a beast of prey, qu aff., and

WT augment.

ri^w mfn. (-V-wt-ff) Eating fish and flesh, u. (-w) The price

of dried meat. i-ipqrfl dried flesh, aff. WT*.

(TT)^fwT r. 1st cL 1 To ooxe, to drop or distil.

* To sprinkle.

^1W m. (-ft: I Sprinkling, aspersion, a. y»T to sprinkle, aff. TW.

(TT) Wjfnr r. 1st d 1 To sprinkle. 4 To oo*e, to

drop or distil.

mfn. (•ir:-WI*'H) ' Dropping, flowing. * Shed, sprinkled,

issued, oozed. a. wx to sprinkle, and jf aff.

IQTTf in. (-If:) Sprinkling, pouring forth, aspersion, s. 1ZT¥ to

sprinkle, aff. WW ; also

ffli'd* mfn. (-TTW-W^fl-tnr)
1 Oozing, flowing, trickling. * Shed-

ding. e. upr to ooze, mt aff.

SJP! Aptote No«a. The face, the mouth.

IJUTTW n. (-H*) A cemetery, a place where dead bodies are burnt

or buried, z. m substituted for vz a corpse, and strsr for

plaee of repose.

SWfMWRTfaw mfn. {-^VfWVfal A ghost, a gole, a sprite, male

or female, abiding in cemeteries, Ac. a. xffxnw a cemetery,

and who abides
; also mx\ nfi| a rfVw, lgK i yapnsr. Ac,

Ijn'T’rarqpt m. (*w0
‘ Mah ad£v a. • A ghost, e. ijpgtW a

cemetery, and Winer abode.

W* a. (-W) The beard, k. w* for $v the face, fv to serve,

LVAdi aff. ll, form irr.
j

also W**-
ijruffil f. A woman with a beard, a. sjjw a beard, and

*pt the face, fern. aff.

mfn. (-V:-WT*9J Bearded, having a beard, e. tjr* , and

WWaff.

m. (-W:) A barber, a. w*. and wlw who cuts.

ITJWW mfn. (W'-*T-^) Being as if bearded, having some-

thing like a beard, e. sjpr used as a verb, aff.

sjftw r. 1st cL (ifllwftT)
1 To wink, to contract the eyelids.

• To twinkle.

jtfW* n. (-*) Winking, twinkling, a. vftm, and aff.

wlfunr mfn. (-W-iTT-li) Winked, blinked, n. (-W) A wink, wink-

ing. a. tjftw to wink, n aff.

Wrw m/ia. (-sp-WT-*) Viscous, thick, adhesive, as clarified butter,

Ac. o. (.at) Smoke, r. w to go, aff. *.

US mfn. (-W:-HMT) 1 Black or dark-blue. * Green, m. (-*;}

1 A sacred fig tree at Prapdga or Allahabad. 1 A cloud.

* The Kokila or Indian cuckoo. 4 A potherb, (Convolvulus

argenteus.) ‘ Black, (the colour.) • Green, (the colour.)

* Thorn-apple, (Datura mctel.) mf (-U--U7) A sort of grain,

(Panicum frumentaceum.) n. ( i)
1 Pepper. * Rea salt. f. (-wt)

1 A woman, described as one who has not borne children
;

also described as a female of slender make
;
or one from eight

to sixteen ; or one who resembles in darkness of complexion,

the blossom of the Pritfangn, or its stalk, in shape. ' Night.

' Shade, shadow. 4 The Jumna river. * A form of Dcrga.
4 A plant, commonly PripangM. T A sort of Convolvulus,

(C. turpethum,) with black flowers. * A medicinal plant, (Ser-

ratula anthelmintics.) * Indigo. 14 A twining shrub, (Ichno-

carpua frutescens. )
" Turmeric. 11 Holy basil. ** A fra-

grant grass, (Cyperus.) 14 A shrub, (Abrus precatorius.) '• A
small singing bird with black plumage, commonly Shama,

(Turdus macrourua.) 14 A cow. a. VI to go, Un'adi aff srw.

WVf m. (wr*) A sort of grain, (Panicum frumentaceum, Ac.)

e. SJTTWT the same, UTW added, m. form.

wrsr«W m. (-W.) ' A peacock. * S iva, 4 A small kind of bird,

a. VR black or bloc, WW the throat.

vma n. (-^) Blackness, a. w added to WTWj also with ?nr,

¥Bt*nn.

wrtfuv m. ( -w : ) The Tamdia tree, (Xanthocymus pictorius.)

a. black, and t* a leaf.

mfn. (-ur-WT:-W:) Black as jet, of a glossy black hue.

a. urro. and mqr shining.

sgTHW mfn. (-fr:-WT-W) Of a black or dark-blue colour, m. (-w:)

* Black, (the colour.) * Black-pepper. 4 The religious fig tree.

4 A large bee. f. (*Wf) A name of PsrtatI. b. wrv black,

wi to have, aff. *.

vnWTTJ f. (-WT) A climbing plant, (Tchnocarpus frutescens.)

t. WTW, and WWT a creeper.

wrrsrTW m. (-qr:) A kind of grain generally eaten by the Hindu*,

(Panicum frumentaceum; also P. colonum.) a. IITK! the

same, WW added, and the final retained.

Tgrrwrr mfb.(-f:-^-T) Black-bodied, black. m.(-T:) The planer

Mcaccar or its ruler, a. VTS black, and WT the body.

Win l gun f. (-WT) Worship of Seams or Duaos, on the new

moon of KirfiA. a. WTOT, and gwr worship.

Wrfsnr mfn. (-vr-WT-tf) Blackened, turned or become black,

t. WTF, and aff.

Wiw m. (-W0 A wife's brother, f. (*«t) A wife's sister. a.W

to go, aff. UTTur^.

WP^li m. (-W:) A wife’s brother, f. (-frrTT W^ft) A wife's

sister, a. wv added to the last.

WiT rafiu (-¥:-WT-T) Of a brown colour, in. (-w:) Brown, (the

colour.) e. W to go, V aff, dcriv. irr.

Wtuihs m. (-W) 'I'be mango tree. a. WTT brown, and

wer oil.

WT*K*. mfn. (
Dark or Wack to<>thcd » (naturally

so.) a. HTTW dark or brown, for^ a tooth ; also Wrux*
and
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T&T mfn. or -ift-lt) White, of a white colour, m. (-W.)

White, (the colour.) s. TT to go, Un'idi aff.

Tl ailvfT m. (-TT*.) A sort of fish, (Cyprinus saphore, Ham.)

tIt m.(-ir) ' A hawk, a falcon. * White, (the colour.) White-

ness, paleness.
4 Violence, desperation, f. (-^t) ' The female

hawk. 1 A species of the TrUhtubk metre, t. V to go,

Un’idi a(T.

n. (-w) 1 Acting rashly or desperately. • Burning on

a separate funeral pile. a. TfT, and T<T acting; also

TdTTrfvrnr.

ikwfTT m. (fr*) 1 A hawk feeder or keeper. • A receptacle

shaped like a hawk for a sacrificial fire. c. is T a hawk, and

fTT what collects.

TfTvtf’rsr m. (-'it) One who sells hawks or lives by training

them. 8. W*, and wtfww living.

m. (-»?: j
Recommendation or injunction to women, to

burn on a separate funeral pile. u. war violence, and TTTT
advice.

W r. 1st cl. (wrvm) To go.

TTTwmiT f. (-TIT) Hawking, hunting, a. TIT a hawk, TTW falling,

W aff., with tt augment.
>» '

* *
WTWT* ra. (-%:) A plant, (Bignonia Indica.) a. W to go,

TTTT aff.

EW (XI *fX r. )M Cl. C^rnU-) To go.

x* (T> wfil r. 1st cl. (T*fVr) To go, to move.

arw r. 1st and 10th els. (Trfir, TTTTfr) usually with fir prefixed,

(fwwiwwfw) To give, to present.

i*d. A particle and prefix implying belief or reverence.

Wr. 1st and I Oth els. (TTffr, wwwfw) ‘ To hurt, to injure, to

kill. • To let loose or discharge, to set free, to liberate. • To
bind or tie. r. 10th cl. (WrWWfit) 1 To apply diligently, to

endeavour sedulously. * To delight frequently. * To march,

r. 10th cl. CwwwffTy To be weak or infirm, (f;) art* r. 1st

cl. (TTlfa
1 To be loose or lax, to be slack or flaccid. 1 To

let loose, to loosen.

TTT n. (-W) ’ Tying, stringing. * Loosening, untying, n. tt
to tie, Ac., aff.

T\ny mfn. (-vw-vnft wir) Believing, having faith, s. TW, and

TTT having.

TTFTF mfn. (-^-WT-'d) 1 Trusting, believing. • Venerating,

respecting, n. TT particle of faith or respect, TT to have,

tttt aff.

nf. 1 Respect, reverence. Wish, desire.
1 Faith, be-

lief. * Purity, a. TW a particle implying belief, Ac., TT to hold

or have, aff. and tit.

TtHMl ®fn. (-1T-TT-T) Done with faith, k. tct, and done.

TTlf*BT mfn. (-ir-WT-T> Believing, faithful. a. TIT, and wrf^WrT

endowed with ; also TITTTFTT.

TfTTT mfn. (-T:*Tt*^) Believing, full of faith. *. tit, and

TT* aff.

TgTTH mfn. Having faith, believing. a. TCT, and

TT joined.

TCtrfTT mfn. (-Tt-m-li) Distrusting, unbelieving, x. TTT* and

cfTT abandoned.

TCTW mfn. 1 Faithful, believing. “ Wishing, desir-

ous. f. (-irt) A pregnant woman longing for any thing.

». T*T faith, VfrfTT aff.

TCTTT mfn. (-TTV-TwVtT) Believing, trusting, having faith,

e. TIT, and W^T aff.

Tv r. 9th cl. (Ttnffr)
1 To set free, to let loose, to liberate. *To

gladden, to delight frequently. * To string, to tie together, r.

1st and 10th els. (Tvfr TTrfa) To arrange, to place in order.

Tv m. (-W:)
1 Loosening, liberating. Looesne&s, flaccidity.

* Tying, binding, stringing. 4 A name of Visbh'ct. b. tt to

tie, Ac., aff. TT-
TTT nf. (-T-WI)

1 Stringing flowers, Ac. Killing, destroying.

* Tying, binding. 4 Loosening, untying, k. TT to tie or

unite, aff. tt
Tfvjf mfn. f-T:-TT-W) 1 Strung, connected, bound together.

* Overcome, surpassed, overpowered. 'Hurt, injured. 4 loos-

ed, let loose, k. tv to lie, or to hurt, &c., aff.
*

TTT n. (-#) Boiling in a pot. B. T to boil, causal v., W7 aff

TufTTT iW. Having boiled or dressed, e. T to cook, causal v_,

wr^r.

.

TftJTT mfh. (-Wt-TT-T) Boiled, (any thing except water, milk or

Ghee-) f. (-Tt) Rice-gruel, k. v to cook or boil, causal v., aff. n.

TilNn, TJ TT r. dth cl. (Tturfir) ‘ To perform acts of aus-

tere devotion, to undergo mortification or penance. * To be

wearied or fatigued. • To be distressed.

TT m. (-T:)
1

Military exercise. * Weariness, fatigue. 'Labour,

exertion, toil. b. TT to be wearied, aff. TT.

TTTT n. (-efr Perspiration from exertion or fatigue, b. tt, and

Bf water.

TT* mfn. (-T^-WI-T) * Following a low or degraded business or

profession. * Base, vile, bad. m. (T:) ‘ A religious charac-

ter, an ascetic, a Yati, one devoted to meditation for the

purpose of obtaining final emancipation from \ existence

probably the Sarmanet of the Greek writers. • A beggar,

the religious mendicant, f. (-TT or Tt)
1 Indian spikenard,

(Valerians Jatamanu.) * Bengal madder, (Rubia manjith.)

' A handsome woman. 4 A woman of low caste or business.

4 A female mendicant, b. TT to be wearied, aff. xp^.

TrfrT mfn. (-lt-¥T*¥) Accomplished by labour or exertion.

b. TT, and accomplished.

TTT& mfn. Exhausted, overcome with fatigue, a. TT,

and Tpft pained.

Tfr^ mfa. ' Wearying, tiring, undergoing or in-

curring weariness or fatigue. * Laborious, diligent, k. TT to

be weary, aff. frijw,

TTt (^») TTI r. 1st cL (TTffr) To be careless or inattentive, to

err, to neglect, to mistake.

TT m. (-TO Asylnm, refuge, protection, b. fr to serve, off.

TTT n. (-T) Asylum, refuge, shelter, protection, s. fr to

serve, aff. itt.

mfn. Vo be defended or «hdt*r*d. *. fir

to serve, aff.

V, m. (-») * The ear.
1 Oozing, dripping. E. — to hear, he.,

aff. ^[j also vnrt, WE, he.

10 b
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m rafn. (-ir-iT-l) Produced in or under the sign S'iavam'a.

mo. 1 The ear. * Hearing, n. (l) * Service. • Drip-

ping, oozing, mf. (-1>1T) The twenty-third of the lunar as-

tcrisms, represented by three footsteps, and containing three

stars or «. 3 and y AquiUr. to hear, &c., aff, str« or

Hf; or mt the asterism, ’ll aff. of derivation, and the effect

rejected.

Hill m. (-!:) The ear. *. 1WW, and for ufl! path.

IwiifVnft! m. («<t) A speaker, an addresser, a. ill, and

connected with or acting on.

nfrfU n. (-1) The organ of hearing, the ear. a. iww, and

organ of sense.

snriii^ n. The hollow of the outer ear. a.m, and

belly.

wvln. (-W:) The car. a. =1 to hear, aft upr.

HTH m. An animal fit or proper for sacrifice. *. ^ to

drip, {Ghee,) ITU Un'adi aff.

jgfe* mfn. Produced in orunder the sign S'ravisbtX

{, (-'*!) The twenty-fourth lunar asterism, also called

D'itiXitiT HA, corresponding to the Doi-pbix. a. ff an ear,

trgx poll, aff., of the superlative, and the possessive

rejected} the attributive is formed by the aff. Hr, and that

again or its effect optionally rejected.

ifain m, (-w) The planet Mzbcuby. a. ifsro the asterism,

and m bom.

srr r. 2nd cl. (Wlfw)
1 To boil, to cook, to mature, to ripen, &c.

• To sweat. Causal form IsWH) To render mature or ripe

by cooking, «tc. (itufw) To beat, to cause to sweat.

mfn. (-ap.-H-W) ' Boiled, dressed, (any thing except butter,

milk, or water.) 'Moist, wet, f. (-11) Rioe.gruel. a. 1 to

cook, aff. n, form irr.

mfn. Faithful, believing, n. (-^) A funeral

cermony observed at various fixed periods and for different

purposes, consisting of offerings with water and fire to the

gods and manes, and gifts and foot) to the relations present

and wasting Brahmens

;

it is especially performed for a

parent recently deceased, or for throe paternal ancestors, or

for all ancestors collectively, and is supposed necessary to

secure the ascent and residence of the souls of the deceased

in a world appropriated to the manes. The following distribu-

tions of this ceremony arc specified
;

the lT*$vi in honor of

three ancestors, ffrfTi one . f*TW regular, occa-

sionally, arr« for the attainment of some particular object,

daily, gff : for the obtaining of increase of prosperity,

and sjftjvfW in which the balls of meat offered to the deceased

individually and collectively are blended together. There are

many other kinds : those for a person recently deceased are

one on the day after mourning expires, and twelve others iu

twelve successive months
;
one at the end of the third fort-

night, one in the sixth month, and one in the twelfth, con-

cluding with a Sapin'dana, on the anniversary of the person's

death
,
in general they are all performed in the course of the

two or three first days} and the Srdddha for the deceased is

only annually repeated. There is also a sort ofS'rdddA* per-

formed daily during the days of mourning, usually ten, on

which a funeral cake is presented, increasing one or more each

day till ten cakes are offered, s. faith, qpi or l aff. of

possession or relation, as the abandonment or presentation of

meat, &c. through faith of its efficacy, in behalf of the

souls of the deceased.

inpr< m. (-V-) The offerer of an obsequial oblation, a. ITf,

and uv who makes.

*TI €*'*&*! n. (-m) The rite or ceremony of funeral oblation,

a. and «ws[act; also 1146*11, &c.

1T4WT n>. (MW) The celebrator of an obsequial rite. a. uif,

and IT! who makes.

irT! m. (-1*) The offerer of an obsequial rile. a. m, ami y
who gives.

11111 m. (-V) Yams. a. Iff the funeral ceremony called

Sradd"ha, and v* deity; as judge and monarch of the

dead.

ITT^lWT f. (-WT) A divinity presiding over obsequial rites, a

Pitri or progenitor, or Yam a. b. in, and ^IWT divinity.

lTT*p[ mfn. f-vi) Eating or partaking of the food prepar-

ed at a Srdddha or obsequial rite. a. Ilf. and war who eats.

Wlffkl n. (-1) Food that has been presented to the manes.

e.mi , and Ure left.

nflc mfn. (l:-!Yi) 1 The object, receiver, or enjoyer of an

obsequial oblation.
1 Anything relating to a Srdddha. a.m

as above, 81 aff.

lift* mfn. (-^ft-ffcsvVft} The object or receiver of a funeral

oblation. B. in as above, tfsr aff.

ITU mfn. (-l:-iTT-ii) ' Wearied, fatigued. * Calmed, tranquil.

«n. (-1 :) An ascetic, one with subdued passions, a. iw tu be

weary, aff. U-

ITWtdfnn n. (-1) Affording rest or relief to the weary, giving

them seats, beds, &c. s. nn wearied, imi relieving.

ITfn f. (-fill:) Weariness, exhaustion. *. lw to be weary,

fit! aff.

HI r. I Oth cl. (mnfw) * To call, to summon, to invite. 1 To

counsel, to advise.

Hi m. (-*:) * A month. 1 A temporary shed, or platform apd

canopy. Time. a. H to be weury, Vfi aff.

1T1 *V: m. (-!:) A follower or disciple and servant of the priQ«

cipal Jainas or Jinat.

in mfn. i) Sacred or belonging to the goddess S'af.

m. (-1.) Refuge, reliance, shelter or protection, a. fl to

serve, aff. 11, or in the attributive form aft the goddess, uw
aff., and i substituted for the primitive vowel changed to H,
and Mf made long.

1TO1 mfn. (-1 : Produced in or on the beat, &c. s.

the best, iw aff, and the form changed by special rule.

Hi m. (-i:) Oozing, dropping, flowing, a. i to ooze, aff. wi
IIH m. (*qr:)

1 The lay votary of a Buddha or Jin*. * A crow,

a. i to hear, causal form, wqr aff.

mi mfn. (-w:-w).w) * Produced in or under the asterism S'to*

roa'd. 1 Relating to the ear or hearing, no. t-W.)
1 The month

Sraton’d or Srdean', (July- August.) * A heretic, an impos-
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lor. n. ( w*) Causing to be heard, f. (-BT) A plant, com-

monly Katuii. f. f-dty Day of full moon in the month

S'rM an a. * BBBT the aateri^m, &c., alT. If.

BiwfaB rofn. (-B:-Bt*B) Relating to or produced in the month

iVroww'd. m. ( -at:) The monthSr dean a. a. BBWT the asteriam

in which the moon is full this month, and BB aJT.

Biarwfa mfn. (.BS-BMf) To he declared or pronounced, to he

made to be heard, a. B to hear, causal v., BTBfac aff.

BTBwrt M *?I>A city, also D'hermapattan. a. at to ooze, causal

form, »ff aff.

Ti *fad «t mfn. (-b:-BT-B) To he declared, to be made to be

heard, i.f to hear, causal v., *B aff.
i

BtbBTb mfn. (-b:-b) Produced in or under the asterisra Ska-

vi*ut"ba, relating to it, &c. a. ^fVwr, and f* aff.

Bifnr mfn. (-Hs-BI-lf) Spoken or read, caused to be heard,

c. B to hear, causal »., Ti aff.

^tb mfn ( B:*BT*B) * To oc heard. * To he read or related, to
|

be caused to be beard, n. * to hear, if aff., or causal v., i

and WW aft

fa (fa) r. 1st cl. To serve. With btt prefixed, 1 To

seek asylum, to depend upon, to have recourse to. * To be

near to. * To use, to employ. With BJB and BT^. To quit,

to forsak e. With BB or bb smi BB, To be high or elevated.

With fa, BB, and WTB, 1 To fall, to prostrate, to worship.

• To expect, to rely upon, to trust to.

fa* mfn. (-vr-UT-li
1 Cherished, protected, refuged. * Served,

honored, worshipped. * Joined with, contiguous to, con-

nected with. * Covered, overspread. 1 Having, possessing.

e fa to serve, Ti aff.

fawww mfn. (-BTW-B»ft-BW)
1 Served, honored. * Taking refuge

with. ». fa to serve, HWTJ^aff.

fa*5i mfn. (-B:-*BT’BD Haughty, confident in wealth, beauty, fkc.

e. *1, and mi who thinks, the vowel of the first made short.

faa (B) faf r. I Oth cl. iBBfw) To burn.

<1 r. 9th cl. (BtBTfa Bfat*) To cook, to dress, r. 1st and

10th cl*. iBBTB-4 BtBfa*ti> To satisfy.

aft f. (-ffl-) * Fortune, prosperity, success, thriving. * Wealth.

• Beauty, splendour, lustre. * Light. • The three objects of

life collectively, or love, duty, and wealth. * Dress, decora-

tion.
1 State, paraphernalia. • Superhuman power. # Intel-

lect, understanding.
14 Elevation, consequence. " Fame,

glory. The goddess LaksbmL the wife of Visnu u, and

deity of plenty and prosperity. 1 *A name of Saraswati .
,4 The

mother of Kunt’uu, the seventeeotli Jinu of the present

age-
11 The Sara/ tree, (Piuus longifolia.)

,f Cloves. ,T A

prefix to the names of deities, forming a kind of invoca-

tion at the beginning of a letter, Ac. and often used re-

peatedly, as Sri Sri Dotes
;
also a prefix of respect to pro-

per names of persons, as Sri Jayads'va; also of works, as

Sri Bhdgavat ; this use of it ia elliptical ; the possessive

aff. B?piv ar adj. BB joined, &c. being understood, and the

sense will then be, the splendid, the
k
iliustrious, the famous,

&c. e. fa to serve, (L e. whom the world worships,) fal* aff.

and the vowel made long.

BtBBi m. (-wit)
1 S'iva. • A country N. W. of DekR, or about

Tahmetar. • Bhavabhu'tt, the author of the Miiati Mddhava,

a celebrated drama, a. ft prosperity or eloquence, BBi the

throat.

VfavygWHW* m. (-w:) Biiavabhu'ti, the poet- *. fliv, and

BB the name or title, wr^W a mark
$
he who is known by

the title of SriAan'Sha.

ftBBBB ra. (-B;) KovfiaA. e. ftiw S'iva, and wfa the friend.

BtBT mfn. (-B:-BT-ft-B) Giving fortune or prosperity, m. (*^:)

Vishn'u. n. (-ft The red lotus, a. ft fortune, and WT who

makes or confers.

ftBTB m.(-B:) A pen. a. ft the word Sri, and BBB imple-

ment of making.

BtBPfl m. (-W!:) Visbn'c. s. ft the goddess, and BT*l husband.

ftBTft f. (-ft) An antelope, e. ft increasing, (nourishment,)

B*C maker, aff. the flesh being considered as highly di-

gestible and nutritive.

ftBB mn. (-W|:-ai) Sandal wood. k. ft fortune, and fU part.

ftarfa* n. (-Tf) One of the minor dramatic compositions, a

piece in one act, dedicated chiefly to the goddess of pros-

perity. «. ft, and »fa* said.

wire? ra. (-»}:) Visbw'u. e. ft fortune, and **4 womb or

origin.

ftBB m. (-^:) A place for watering birds, x. ft wealth, and

BB taking.

ftBW n. (-B/ Soar curds, m. (-*:) A Buddha or BamdtfKa saint,

a. ft prosperity, and BB a heap.

ftBW n. (-B)
1 A magical diagram. * An astrological division

of the body, the uterine or pnbic region. * A wheel of

Indra’s car.
A The circle of the globe or earth, a. ft pros-

perity, &c., and bb a wheel-

ft* m. (-ar.) The deity of love. a. ft LakshbI, and m born.

ft^ mfn. (-B:*BI-^) Conferring wealth, prosperity, &c. m (B:
)

Kuvbba, the god of riches, s. ft wealth, and B who gives.

ftBB m. (-T!) * Vuhb’o. * A Jina of the past period, s. Bt the

goddess, or good fortune, and Vt who has.

Bfa*B* tn. (-B:) llie deity of love, Kama. e. Bt LaksbmL and

the son.

BlfBBWB m. (-Bi) Visaa'o. a* ^ the goddess, and fw%*B
abode.

m. (-B!) Vwbn'u. e. Bt the goddess, and fawiB abode.

Bt^fa m. (-fa:)
1 Vismn'u. ' A king, a prince, e. Bt the god-

dess of fortune or rank, and Bfa husband or master.

BfaW m. (-B0 A highway, a royal road. s. Bl royal parapher-

nalia, and BB for BfBB. road.

Bfa4 n. (-4)
1 A lotus. * A tree, the wood of which is used to

procure fire by attrition, (Premna spinosa.) f. (-iff)
1 A shrub,

(Gmelina arborea.) • A medicinal plant, commonly Abya-

pkal. * The silk-cotton tree.
4 An aquatic plant, (Pistia

straiiotea). B. Bt beauty or the goddesa, and b4 a loaf.

Bfaffal f. (-BI) A medicinal shrub, commonly Kapaphaf.

e. B~B added to the last.

Btfafi ra. (-i:) Turpentine- a. Bt the Saral or pine, and fav

pounded, ground,
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*ffcgw m. (-W0 * A horse. 1 Kama. a. fortune, or the god-

dess, and a son.

m. (-V) A fruit tree, fiEgle m nr meins. ) f. (-sft)
1 The

indigo plant, (Indigofera tinctoria.) * Emblic myrobalan.

s. eft beauty or tiie goddess, (to whom it may be offered,) and

WW fniit.

m. (-f.) A fragrant grass, (Cyperus rotundus.) r. *it

Lakhumi', and Wf auspicious.

sftWTW m. ( WT) A horse, k. the goddess, wf brother; being

recovered as well as Laeshmi*, at the churning of the ocean.

Sftsnjmfn. (-wrw-mft-wf) 1 Wealthy, opulent. * Pleasing, beau-

tiful * Prosperous, fortunate, thriving. * Famous, illustri-

ous. rn. (-imvi 1 A tree, commonly 71/a or Tilaka, * Vishn u.

• Kuvf ra, the god of wealth. * Siva. s. sit beauty, &c.,

*?ri a<r.

m. (•*:) Garlick.

m. (-W-) The seventh year of the Indian cycle. b.

prosperity, and chief.

mfu. (-sr-jfT-ii)
1 Famous, illustrious.

1 Fortunate, weal-

thy. B.*t prosperity, and vft Joined with, possessing.

mfn. (-if.-irr-lf)
1 Famous, illustrious. * Fortunate, weal-

thy. a. tit fortune, and tni Joined.

m. («g:) Turpentine, a. ^it the *S
v
ar<i/ tree or pine, and yyf

juice.

m. ( -^;) The third of the Ragan or personified musical

modes. *. 'it illustrious, Tin the mode.

sfttiH m. (-Hr) Rajiachandra. a. sit celebrated, and yra the

name of the prince.

flW mfn. (-tT:-WT-ti)
1 Fortunate, prosperous. * Rich, wealthy.

e. ^ fortune, ur^T posa. aff.

ro. (*H:)
1 Visbn'u. * A particular mark, usually said to

be a curl of hair, on the breast of Vishn'u or KrTbiik'a, and

represented in delineations of him by X "A hole in a wall

made for felonious purposes. 4 The emblem of the tenth Jin a,

or the mark above ascribed to Vishnu or KrTsbn'a. e. eft

LakshmI, and UHf dear to.

m. (-ttft) A horse having a curl of hair on his breast.

e. artruj the mark of Vishn'u, qrwaff. of comparison, and Tf*T

post. afT.

Wt^Upnr m (-xjw) Vishn'u* b. stTthi the mark so termed, and

sgH having.

n». (-m) Vishn'u. e. the figure so named,

and erjwtnr sign, mark, (whose.)

*». (-^:) Visun'u : see the last. e. and WHC

mark.

dftWKJ* m. (-T.) Vishn’u. k. illustrious, HTHT the boar

Awatdr.

m. (-^:)
1 Turpentine. • Vishn'u. • A lotus. * S'nra.

e. the S’oral or pine, or LaesiimT, flic., and WTC abode.

4)fT^n. (-tj:) Turpentine.

m. (-W:) The huly fig tree, (Ficus religiosa.) e. df\ auspi-

cious, and IVI a tree.

m, (-UH) A curl or lock of hair on the chest of a horse :

a various reading perhaps for
; see

m. (-gt) Turpentine, e. ^ the Rural or pine tree, ana

extract.

’ftV ro. (-*:)
1 Vishnu. 1 RXmachandra. b. wt the goddess

IjAKsnuf. also incarnate in SKta, and "in husband.

^tBir n. (*V» Cloves, r. ’SI Lak^imiI, and appellation, the

names of the goddess being all applied to the spice.

sftvtrgT m. (-tys) The moon. b. 4ft the goddess, and snlrgy

uterine brother ; being reproduced with her aud other ob-

jects, at the churning of the ocean-

xftsrfowt f* (*^) The sun-flower, (Heliotropium Indicum.) e aJI

LAKsuMf, VfUf the hand, xf* sod #Yw aff. ; held in the band

of the goddess.

* r. 1st cl form irr. To hear
: form rag. (yrwflr) To go,

to move, especially as a fluid, to drop, to ooze, to flow. With

srfW or prefixed. To promise, to assent or agree to. With

f«r. To be fumous.

ytT’f m. (-^:) A fruit, (Flacourtia cataphracta.)

*fg^Tt f. (-^T) Natron, alkali.

WW mfn. (*lf:-rTT-W) ' Heard. * Understood, n. (-if) ' Sacred

science, holy writ, Ac. • The object of hearing, that which

is heard, k. w to hear, aff. n.

mfn, Famous, celebrated, m, (-f^:) ' A
divine sage. 1 A generous man, a benefactor, a donor, f. (-ft:)

' A river.
1 The wife of Bharata. b. w* heard, uftf*

fame.

w»r*>iU (-wtiSARAswATi. x. «r7T that which is heard, (science, ,

flee.) and presiding deity.

TiTHT mfn. (-r-yi’y)
1 Recollecting, remembering what has

been heard. 1 Having or observing the I'idas. a, ww, and
yr who has.

WPi m - (•f'tt) A RUhi of a particular order
; one by whom

holy writ has been heard, not taught
; as the author of the

6Wmta, a medical work, the son of VisWhite a, fltc. e. mif

heard, and yrfif a saint.

wimi mfn. Hearing, haring heard, e. w to hear,

IfTTyaff.

m. (-W:) The planet S'ani or Saturn, e. one

of the other sons of 8ubya, and younger born.

n. (-vf) Citing the Phdtu. a. ww holy writ, and ^r?[TT|

referring to, taking.

HTf rvrxTwtJKTfl mfu. (-V-WT-"!) W'ell read in sacred science, con-

versant with the Vidas, and the branches of knowledge or

philosophy, dependant on them. t. wif heard, (knowledge of

grammar, fltc. that has been taught viva voce,) WVq* perusal,

(of the sng* accomplished.

s»?nfWr mfo. (-Wt-m-lf) Acquainted with or conforming to the

ffidat. k W?r, and NtWw poa'-essed of.

^fll f. (-fir:) * The Vidas, severally or collectively, scripture,

holy writ. • An ear. • Hearing. * Intelligence, news, rumour,

report a (fn music,) A division of the octave, a quarter tone

or interval, of which twenty-two arc enumerated
; four con-

stituting a major tone, ihree a minor, and two a semitone}

the S'rniis arc personified as nymphs. * The constellation

6'roranV, i.
’J

to hear,
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m. (•*>) ' Penance, expiation. ' A snake. *. ’»fw tbe
« *•

f'cdtu, or an ear, Ac., and W* to go, aff.

nf»rufuw rnfn. (-wt-VT-li) Taught or prescribed by the Vida*.

as above, and said, declared.

©ftwigw d. (-W) Holy precept or injunction, the doctrine of tbe

Vide*, s, and ^TYW saying,

wfnaplff#! f. (-an) Law, the code of laws. a. wfff the Vidas,

and ri^fYirr living j
existing according to scripture,

wfinrxrc mfn. («Y:-yt-y) ' Hearing, having ears. * Studying the

Vida*. t. wfa hearing, or the Vida*, and YHY attentive,

wfni* n. (-Y) Disagreement or contradiction of any two pas-

sages in the Vida*, or of two Vida*. a. wfrt, and Is dif.

ferenoe.

*0nK mfn, (-Y-YF-Y) ' Having, being versed in, or observing the

Vida*. * Hearing, a. wf?r, and Yx; who or what has.

mfn. (-lft*fif4tkfw)
1 Hearing. Observing, obeying.

• Having or following the Vida*, c and Yf* aff.

(-M) ' The root of the ear. • The text of the Vida*.

l. wtw, and root.

n. (-ff) Tbe outer ear. and snawr circle

wfrixfaSiV mfn. (-w:-irT-it) ' Deaf. ' Ignorant or unread in the

Vida*, a. Yfff hearing, or the Veda*, and wfvnr abandon-

ed, lost.

’jftfiM m. ( W) An object or doctrine of the Veda*, a. wfw.

and frVU an object.

wfwwfVrfwfT»T mfn. (-xrt-WMf) Scriptural, declared by the Vida*

and the law. a. wfn, and vf?r and fxfaw said.

m. (-W0 Alliteration, a. wfir bearing, and

similarity of sound.

rnfa. (-TY-WT-1I) Said or enjoined by the Vida*, a. wf*,

and vm said
j
also wrofY*, Ac.

wan i*d. Having heard, x. w to hear. ifr aff.

m. (-a/s) Sacrifice, oblation, n. (-#j A sort of ladle used for

pouring Ghee or oiled butter at a sacrifice, a. w to ooze or

leak, aff. W, more usually WT, Ac.

mfn. (-WT*t-giit-w?T) Hearing, a. W to hear, reiterated,

mny aff.

mfn. (-Y--YT-*) Hearing, being hearing, a. w to hear,

pasa. v., aff.

wf% mf. (-fto-fr: or -^t)
1 A line, a row, a ranges * A company

of artisans following the same business. 1 A corporation, a

company of traders or those dealing in the same articles. * A
bucket, a baling vessel, a. fa to serve, fw Unadi aff.

m. (-V:) The name of one of the kings of Magadha, con-

temporary with and patron of Sasyasinb*. f. (-WT; A tent.

B. a line, Ac., grw aff

^^twr? mfn. (-TT-WT-li)
1 Made or become a leap. * Arranged,

set in rows. x. wfw a range, wtt become, fg augment.

t (-Yl) ' A set or succession ©f substance*. * (Ju arithme-

tic,) Progression.

mfn. (-HTW Best, excellent, most excellent, ind.

Well, most excellent, n (-*;) * Virtue, moral merit. Final

happiness. * Good fortune, auspiciousness, prosperity.

m. (- VP*) i*hc 1 I til 4Jwa or Jaina pontiff, f. (-xjulj ' A plant

10 I

resembling pepper, (Pothos officinalis.) * A shrub, (Cisiara-

pelos bexindra.) * Yellow tnyrobalan. x. nr substituted for

uwir good, and Y®^* ®ff of the irr. superlative.

mfn.(-Y*^t-Y) 1 Conferring, or the means of, future feli-

city. * Propitious. • Making better or superior. x.

and WT who or what does.

mfn. Deairing final felicity, Ac. x. and

WT* desire.

n. (**fl) ' Superiority, betterneas. • Pinal felicity, Ac.

x. xnd xr aff.

(-W )
The eleventh Jina or Jama pontiff of the present

era
;

also wufir.

Mlffcl mfn. (--f-frtflftl) Desirous of good, ambitious,

x. and xrfxjxr who asks.

$r% mfn. (-¥i*YT-'l) ‘ Best, excellent, most excellent, pre-emi-

nent. Oldest, senior, m. (-i:)
1 Kuvfiaa. 1 A king. • A

Brahman, n. (-#)* Cow’s milk. x. W for WXW best, Y®*1 aff-

of the irr. superlative.

WFxrrw n. (-Y) The main pillar of a house, a. %¥ best, and vet*

timber.

WITH f. (-ITT) Superiority, bettemess, excellence. *. and

aff. ;
also with «, % ff»i.

W«r*n m. (-ir) The householder, x. best, WTYF order or

state ; the householder being considered the best of the four

orders, as he supports the other three.

*first mfn. (-ft-ftrit-fto Best, chief, m. (-tfl) ' An artist emi-

nent by birth. • The head or chief of a body of persons fol-

lowing the same trade or occupation, a president, a foreman.

X. Xf excellence, \fn »fT.

5 r. 1 st cl. (TT^fil)
1 To boil, to cook. * To melt, to liquefy.

• To iwctt.

n.(-O) SopeTiority, bettemCM, preference. K. « C, .nd eiut »ff.

5™ («) Snt r. lit d. To sccumulete, to beep together.

e(T* mfn, Dressed, cooked, metured. m. (*!) A

cripple, f. (-*1)
1 Tbe comtellMion A'nioiin'd. * Rice-gruel,

t, to he»p together, .IT tqt^ ; or ^
to injure, Un Adi all. W.

%ifw f.
‘ The hip and loim. 1 A road, a w»; . ».

to heap, alT. T* i
or - to beer, Un idi aff. ftg.

ittf-xiwtr n. (-W) * Hie hip and loin., or the hip only. * The

hip-bone, rite o* ilium, a, %rfat the »ame, and fruit, eq.

aff. of compariaon, or tgertl a plank
;
alio $fiW<W n. (-'d )

n. f-td) A atring worn round the loins.

dm*l n. (-an) ‘ The ear.
1 The current of a atream. * An organ

of aenae. a. * to hear or to leak, aff. —Vf- and gTangmcnu

%tn» mfn. (-i:-«n-ai> To be heard or li.tencd to. a. - to

hear, 71— aff. of the future participle.

*! mfn, (-7rt--t-«) Hearing, a hearer, who heara. «. - to

hear, «— aff.

n, (~'i) The ear. a- - to hear, Un Adi aff.—
mfn. : jar-aij Melodious, musical, sounding sgraeably.

a. tin, and 71- pleaaure.

M. The tire senses a. ,
and nrrfig ctcetem.

Anf— mfn. (-—i-—1-d) Alodeat, docile, well-behaved ro. i-srd
* A

ffraliws reined in the study of the 1 rife.. * A fftsies* fol-
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lowing * particular branch or school of the Vtda*. b. %r*

considered as substituted for the metre of the f^ida*, and

Hf aff.
; or %re the car, said also to mean the Vida*, and

W aff.

Shfwwm t (-WT) Conversancy with the f'ada*, the duty of a

Brahman, a. a priest acquainted with the Ftdas, and

TTW aft

wrf^rwai n. (.^0 The property of a learned Brahman, g. %rfro,

and K own.

wnr mfn. (-IT-lft-tf) Relating or belonging to the f*da*, to the

ear, hearing, &c. n. (-if) ‘ Preservation of the sacred fire.

• Any observance ordained by the Vtda*. f. (-ift) Compari-

son expressed by a particle, so, as, like, &c. «. wfw the Vddat,

and a If.

£ (-*T) Acu conformable to law and ruligion.

*. sirif and vrn, and f%^r act.

wnrwvtw<fe m. (jfc) Duty enjoined by the Vida* and laws,

t. wnr and tgri?, and duty.

WPI n.(-^) ' Conversancy with the Vida*. • The ear. a %pt the

ear, or a Brahman studied in scripture, e|sr aff.
; in the

second case the last syllable rejected' as well as the pen.

vowel.

WIW* tad. An exclamation used in making an offering with fire

to the gods or manes, c. w to hear, (the prayer being heard

in consequence,) and YPTB aff.

^JTV n. {-#) The lotus. «. m\ I^ksomC, and WI¥T appellation,

the goddess appearing in the first instance from within the

flower, and thence deriving many of her names.

W (T) *Wf* r- I st cl. (Tgmd) To go, to move.

mfn. * Small, fine, minute. • Gentle, mild,

amiable. ' Honest, sincere. * Plain, even, smooth. to

embrace, aff*> the short vowel substituted for the penul-

timate.

W* (X) mf* r. I at cl. To go, to move.

THT *. Wth cl. To be weak, to be relaxed, loose, flac-

cid. r. 1st cl. To hurt or kill.

mfn. 1 Loose, flaccid, relaxed. * Dishevelled

(hair). * Untied, unfastened, v. to be relaxed, aff.

Wr* (W) ^irtf r. 1st cl. rflnwfw) To pervade.

TK {M) in r. 1st cL CWnrih ' To praise, to eulogise. * To
flatter, to coax, to wheedle. * To boast.

*T1T f. (-H) * Praise, panegyric, flattery, eulogium. * Service,

obedience. * Wish, desire, am to praise, atf. and

WTfww mfn. (-ip-HT-lfy Praised, commended. s. “’tfrw to praise,

W aff.

mfn. (-W: Venerable, respectable, praise-worthy,

entitled to praise or veneration, a. WTWT praise, xj?j aff.

ro. (-f.)
1 A servant, a slave. A blackguard. • A lecher,

a libertine or debauchee, n. (-^j Astronomy., astrology,

a. fin to embrace, Un'ndi aff. f, tad f substituted for

the final.

fVb r. 4th cl. (Pn W) fwr i. 1st sod 1 0th els.

(Vbfw * To embrset • To sdhere or diog to. • To
oaitt, to Joio or connect.w fw; r. ltt cl (finfn, To burn.

ftrtt f. (-TT; Embracing, sn embrace. t flan to embrace, srv

and sri all’s.

fire mfn. (-T:-TT*1)
1

Era' raced. * Touched by, cluag or ad-

hered to. 8. ftffB to embrace, * aff.

fitme mfn. WW I Embracing, clinging, adhering to,

being in close contact with. e. f%g to embrace, Hf aX

Iftqg n. (-^> Morbid enlargement of the leg*.

m. (-*:) The mhngo tree. a. i welled leg, and

spfnr production.

Xg'tTgrq-g m. (-**•) A plant, (Nugela putranjiva.) i. and

removing.

mfn. Prosperous, fortunate, affluent, happy,

a. ^ gnotl fortune, xgl posa. alf., and K changed to

iii ra. (-*:)
1 Union, junction, the proximity

, of contact,

* Association, society, presence. * Embracing, an embrace.
4 Adhering or clinging to. itc. 4 A figure of rhetoric,

choice or connexion of words so as to admit of a double

interpretation, a species of paronomasia or pun. s. fey to

embrace, aff. w.

m. (-*:> Phlegm, the water)' or phlegmatic humor, c.

the same, VW pleonasm.

mfn- Removing phlegm, f. i-ip)
1 Arabian

j.ksmine, * A flower, (Pandanus odoraiiftsimus.) f, ( -ift > Hog-

weed. £. ym phlegm, mad Y removing, feiu. aif.

or #1^7,

mfn. (-W;-arT-W) Produced or proceeding from phlegm,

and at born.

Hamm rofu. (-W:-WT-Wj Phlegmatic, f. (-WI) A plant, (Juaiidn

adhenatoda, &c.) B. &WI the humor, and ^ off.

m. (-W-) The phlegmatic humor, one of the three princi-

pal humors or fluids of the body. *. ftp* to embrace or

adhere to, (the body,) atif. srfiry-

VU«f m fQ - Phlegmatic, abounding or affected with

phlegm, flic. m. (*«:) A plant, (Cordis lalifolia.) a. tjpff

phlegm, ygw aff.

m. (>^:) A medicinal plant, commonly Kayaphal.

a. phlegm, smd T destroying.

QXgnv m. (-W*) A small tree, (Cordia lalifolia.) r. flpyjw phlegm,

to go, (to remove,) aff. also with mr added

mfn. Allaying or exciting phlegm, phlegma-

tic. b. phlegm, fa aff.

^rer(^B) ^ivr. 1st cl. ($nrS) 1 To put together, to compose,

as verses. • To be put together or composed.

m. (Jg:) * A verse, a stanza. * Fame, celebrity, b.

to compose, (as verses,) aff. ; according to the Rdmdyan’a,

irr. derived from ifnv sorrow : the first verse ever composed,

having been the involuntary expression of Vauafsi'a grief at

beholding a bird killed by a fowler.

n. (-i() Versification, b. m added to the last.

(^1) ^(rw r. 1st cL To heap together, to collect or

assemble.

mfn. Happy, prosperous, n. ado. (-yf)
1 Happy,

well, right. 4mh*t. * Bkabmk, the Supreme Being. * Happi-

ness, prosperity, a. ypi particle, implying happiness,
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best, excellent, end a final rere or rowel added to the

compound.

rere T) refre «*. 1 st cl. (Wt) To go. to more,

reretfffre m. (*^T' A dog-feeder or trainer, a. re» and retf<gn

who plays with.

re* (TJ ref* r. 1st cl. f4afiF) To go or move.

m. (*fs) A pack or number of dogs. b. re a dog, and *re

a troop.

reafw* m. (-res) A banter, mf. (-V-WT) ' A dog feeder. * One
carried by dogs. i.^Ti dog, art a number, and r^aff.

rere r. 1 st cL (rereff) (T) reN (rereif) To go, to more.

^sr r. 1 st cl. (’tsrSl «lao (x) "wfi* (Varit) To go, to move.

a» r. 10th cl. (T) *fk ' To finish. ' To
le.ve defective or unfinished. • To go, to move. I sreefw

t

1 To speek amiss. * To .peek well. 1 To absteu from tpeak-

Ingi »*»». t

anfgt f. (-JT)
1 A dog's tooth. * A fruit, (FUcourtie cet»-

phreete.) *. a for 'a* m dog, ggr * tooth.

m. (Vfc) A jackal, b. re^a dog, and ^ a cheat.

re*( m. (ret rei?T rerre:) «*« />/• (UW?) A dog. f. (Tpft) A
bitch, t. fre to increase, UnVdi aff. refre*, form irr.

ref** »f. (-^ o ) A night on which dogs bark and howl. a. re

for -**1 a d<»g, frerer night

reire mf. (-rearer) * A man or woman of a low and degraded

caste. 1 A dog. feeder or keeper, s. re* a dog, ire to cook

(for his food), or to cherish as his property, and re^aA*.
;
also

with f*l aff. reire m. (-**> and with V»aff. retire,

rei* n. (-^)
‘

k
A dog’s foot. ’ A mark like one, lo be branded on

the fort-bead of a thief, e. re, and 1* a foot,

retire m. ( V.) A man of a degraded and outcast tribe, the son

of an Ugtu woman by a K$h*tttri male, and classed with the

Chan'd&la, with whom he is ordered to live out of the town,

to feed from broken vessels, and wear the clothes of the dead;

to possess no other property than asses and dogs, and to be

excluded from all intercourse with other tribes ; he can

only be employed as public executioner, or to carry out the

bodies of those who die without kindred, a. re a dog, ire to

cook, (to feed on or to cherish,) aff. re* : sec reire.

reire 91. (-re:) The lime or citron, k. re for re q a dog, and

W fruit.

re^tl m. (-1:) A jackal. t. re* a dog, and tfti afraid of.

re* r. 1

0

th cl. (rereifff)
1 To live in misery or distress. To go,

to move. a To make a hole, to pierce or perforate,

re* n. (*t|) A bole, a gap, a chasm, b. rere to pierce, aff. re^,

orfs dog, VL to cherish, aff. *.

*1^ m. (*^:) Swelling, intumescence. R.fre to swell, aff. retjre

f. (-fre) Sickness, disease, b. fi to increase, Unadi

aff. TN.
rei r. 1 0th cl. (re^lfa) * To live in misery or distress,

# To

go, to move.

H r. 1 st cl. (reref* ) To run, to go quickly.

«« r. 10th d(Wffw) To speak.

r. 1st cl. (llfiT)To run, lo go faat ofr quickly,

reire ind. Like a dog, cur- like. a. re, and wf>T alT.

ftlT m. (-IT*) A dog-feeder or trainer, a. re* and srjjre aff.

reifre m. (-fit:) Service, servitude. *. re a dog, and if* practice,

rereil m. (-*:) The hunting leopard or Chit a. B.f a dog, and

wnr a tiger.

!tnjT m. (-1:) ’ A father-in-law, a wife’s or husband’s father.

* A venerable man, one to be treated as a father-in-law.

m. dm. (.^r) A father and mothcr-io law. b. TJ a particle,

implying respect, rei to pervade, Uu'idi aff.

ITjdj (*&) 1 A brother-in-law, a wife’s or hushand’s bro-

ther. * A husband's younger brother, a. re*I\ a father- in -law,

and rere patronymic aff.

f- (*^) A mother-in-law. b. reni a father-in-law, the V
and re rejected, t conjoined with if. and rere fern. aff.

tHIUT m. du. (-it) Mother and father-in-law. b. re*. and

TtJT conjoined.

rere r. 2nd cl. (reflfl) 1 To breathe. a To live. With reire pre-

fixed, To recover or revive, to console. With rere.
1 To open,

to expand. * To console. With fw^» ’ To breathe out, to ex-

pire. * To sigh. With fi, To have trust or faith in.

Ipr raff*
1 To-morrow. * A particle, implying auspiciousness,

rew mfn. (-WlMraft-Vlftreir) Breathing, sighing. E. rere to

breathe, ipK aff.

re** tn. (-W:) ‘ Air, wind. a A thorny plant, (Vangueria spiuoaa.j

n. (-it)
1 Breathing, breath.

1
Sighing, a. rei to breathe,

- aff. w*.

rein** m. (-ret) A snake, b. reire breathing, reire food;

eaiiitg air.

rearer m. (-ft) A tree, (Pentaptera aijuna.) b. reire breath,

and Xff sovereign.

rei^rljre ra.(-re:) A snake. a. Hi breathing, and re^« de-

lighting.

refill mf«. (-HJ-W1-W) Sighed, breathed, sighing, breathing,

n. ( it) * Breathing, breath. * Sighing, a sigh. k. itq to breathe,

W aff-

revff ra. (-it:) A plant, (Conyxa laccra, &c ) s. re a dog, and

reif a *on.

rerere mfn. (-re:-^-ai) Future, what will be to-morrow, &C.

b. re^ to-morrow, re* aff.

re^l mfn. (-V'-rei^^) To-morrow’s, what will be to-mor-

row. b. re*J to-morrow, and WW aff.

re^d mfn. (-re:-rer-<) Touched by a dog, defiled, a. re, and

XHd touched.

rerefrere m. (-ret) A hunter, mf. (-re: -^t)
1 A dog- keeper, one

who lives by feeding or keeping dogs. v One who rides or is

drawn by dogs. b. re** a number of dogs, vre aff.

rei'<*H m * (** ;
) A dog's tooth, b. rew a dog, re* a tooth, and the

vowel termination of the first word made lung in this and

similar compounds, as rerarft. rei^re*. &c.

rerre m. (-ret) A dog. f. (-ret) A bitch, b. a various rca*ding of

rere, q. v.

renre ro ^n (*re
:_,^t‘^) Ferocious, savage, relating or belong-

ing to a beast of prey. m. (*re0 A beast of prey in general.

b. rere a dog, retire resemble, aff. re^ i ox reire w*lh

re re.added.
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Vrfvv.ni. orfwv) A porcupine, e. v^a dog, VTV before

to pierce, aff frrv

Tt n. (-V^) Bhaihata, or S'iva, in a terrific form. h v a dog,

aou horse, being usually represented mounted on a dog.

V1T m. 1 Breath, breathing. 1 Air, wind. * Sighing, a

•igh. t. w to breathe, aff. V-

llWVWItf n. (-W) Breathing through the nostrils for a few

seconds as a religious exercise t see TTVTVr*. a.w in-

spiration, TVTV expiration, and unT« holding or checking.

VNJTfff f. (-fit:) Sleep, sleepiness, b. VTV breathing or sighing,

and a weapon.

*TWTf*: m. (-fr) A plant, commonly BamemaU'ht. *. VTV breath,

and vft hostile.

VTfav m. (-^t) Air, wind. *. VTV breath, and Tfa aff.

fv (^c * and <#!) B%fv r. 1st d. (VVflf)
1 To move, to go,

or go to. ' To grow, to increase.

fvw (VT) fvWT r. 1st ch C%W*f) To be white.

n. <-V) Whiteness of the skin, vitiligo, e. fv* to be white,

UnVdi aff. TV.

f. (-ift) A pl.nt, (Tragi, inrolucrata.) e, (in vitiligo,

and V destroy ing.

fvfvw mfn. (- Affected with vitiligo or whiteness of

the skin. a. fvu, and Tfv aff.

fv* (t) fvf* r. 1st cl. (fujil) To be white, to become or con-

tinue so.

V r. Plb cl. (VVrfiT) To hurt, to injure, to wound or kill.

mfn. (-W: WT-lt) White, m. Mr) ' While, (the colour.) * The

planet Vekcs, or iu regent S'cbra. * The sixth range ofmoun-

tains, dividing the known continent, the white mountains sepa-

rating the Vtnhat of Hiranmaya and Rotnanaka. * One of the

minor Dwipnt or divisions of the world
; in fable the FPhite

inland, identified geographically by Wilvord, with Britain.
1 A white cloud. • Cummin seed. * A conch, raf. (-IR-lff) A
small white shell used as a coin, a CoierL n. (-if) Silver, f. (-WT)
1 A gross, (Andropogon aciculatum.) • A plant, Katkt'ka

Palala (?)
' A flower, (Clitoria ternatea.) * Hogweed. * Bent

grass with white blossoms. • Bambu manna. f
Crystal. • Clay-

ed or candied sugar, a. fv* to be white, aff. vv or war.

%*V m, (*vs) A Cowri. n. (-v; Silver, b. vv added to the

preceding.

V*TVT m. (-T*.) Indra's elephant, b. v* white, and jnfft an

elephant.

m.
(-'J':) A BaudcCha or Jaina saint, b. white, and

*3f a banner.

m. (-IT-) A variety of the Hyperanthera morunga. b.

white, and iv a filament.

%WVTV n. (-V:) The Sipkara fish, (Cyprinus Sophore, Ham.)

VTWfrr m. (-T-) A white variety of the Mimosa catechu, i. vv,
and vficr the IChayar,

m. (-V:) ' A white elephant. • The elephant of Indba.

x. ix white, and w an elephant.

VVTOT m. (-V*) A goose. 8. irw white, and am a wing.

^tirwv ®- (*V: )
' A goose. * A kind of basil, (Ocymum album,

«tc.) b. VV white, and ® feather or leaf.

vn

VWTV* n * ("W) White or refined borax, a. white, and

the same.

f- <-4i) A bent grass with white blossoms, a. %v, and

Doob grass.

m. (-V:)
1 A white elephant. • Indra's elephant, a. TV

white, and ftp? an elephant.

-iwflv m. ( Bn) The white island, or a minor division of the

universe so called : also termed Chandra Jitripa, and sup-

posed by Wilvoed to be Britain, r. %w white, and an

island ; also vv q.v.

vmrj m. (-if:)
' Chalk. 1 The milk atone, opal or chalce-

dony. a. %v while, VTTJ a mineral.

VWTVW m. (-?ni ’ The moon. * Camphor. * Cuttle fish bone.

*%V white, and MTW a ray.

Tmftv ra.(-V*-) A cloud, m. Tv white, and tftw black or

dark bine.

%w* m. (-V) A goose, r.. %v white, and ** a feather.

VVVTTV m. (-V;) Brahma', b. a goose, and TV a car or

conveyance.

**BV n. (-V) The white lotus, b. Tv white, and TV a lotus.

TvWrv m. (-*:) Holy basil, or a variety of it, (Ocymum

sanctum or album.) x. v V white, and the same.

ViTifT f. (-VT) Trumpet flower, (Bignonia euave-olens.) k. Tv
white, and TTBVT the same.

VlTfTT m. (-TO A lion. B. white, and fVff tawny; of a

light tawny colour.

VfffaTW m. (-f:) A lion. b. white, and fqrwr lawny;

see the last; also with snr add^d. ^afurw.
m. ( vO A plant, (Vitex trifolia.) f. (-vt) A Chosha with

white flowers, b. %W white, and "JV a flower.

m. (-V) A plant, (Nerium odorum, the white variety.)

b, vrw added to the last.

m. (-bp) A tree, (Tapia cratieva.) k while,

(flowers,) TVCW productive.

f. <-^i) A flower, (Clitoria ternatea.)

n. (-M) The seed of the Hyperanthera morunga

e. TV white, and irfv^ pepper.

^*TT m. (-W) Pale red or pink, (the colour.) t. %a white,

and TH red.

m. (-V:) The planet Vaxca. b. %a white, and tW
a car.

%arw a. (-fj) Lead. fc. %a white, TTV colouring.

%aTTWT f- (*wt) A plant, while Ratan : see TIWT.

%aiifw m. (*fvO The moon- b. %a white, and rrf^V light

V^TrfffW m. ( ws) GacPi. a. white, and fl tfv a red.

^arvt f (*VT) Orria root, (Acorus calamus.) b. white,

and WT the same

^amsTT m. (-V:) C.lomerous fig tree, (Ficus glomerata ) b. %a
white, and w«w bark.

%CTlfhPl m (-^l)
1 The moon. * The prince Aejowa. b. %A

white, TTfer a horse, vflr aff.

V’TTTW m. (-TK) A religious mendicant, wearing white gar-

ments. a. and TTTV. vesture.

%aTTT m. (-T) Awcna. b. %W white, and ttT a horse.
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htttw m. (

marine monster, a. white, anti a rnn

wnaifan m. (-^1 Amos*. «. white, and WIT a vehicle,

(a horse,) xfw aff.

%WTJT m. (-T:) Barley, a. %W white, and Tjf awn.

%WTT m. (*T:)
1 A tree, (Tapia cratwva.) ' A white snake.

*• %W white, what creeps or grows, or a serpent.

%WWT*C m. (-Wt) A tree, (Mimosa catechu ) a. white, WTT

pith or essence.

%W6H f* (*TT) A white variety of the Nyctanthea arbor -trist is.

a. %w white, and the Raian, &c. to which it is com-

pared.

%WTT m. (-TO
1 A white horse. * The horse of iNoaa. *A name

of Arjuma. t. %W white, and TT s horse.

wrfwrw m. (-^t> ' A white elephant. *Tbe elephant of Index.

h. TW white, and T%w an elephant.

%wr4' m. (-T ) Gigantic swallow-wort, (Asclepias gigantea,)

with white flowers. white, and WW the same.

%tVt* «• (-T:) Kvvfiax. a. ^w white, and TTT the belly.

WIT n. (-^) * Whiteccsa. • Vitiligo, c. fru or and

wit aiT.

TT t». (-T) Vitiligo, t. ^w to be white, TT aiT.

^iwwtrw mfa. (-W-WT-W) Auspicious, fortunate, a. "%T snd

ww both particles implying suspiciousness, TTTP* affixed to

the latter, and a final vowel added to the compound.

*

T The thirty-first consonant of the Af
djgori alphabet, and second

sibilant, corresponding to £4, pronounced in some schools

H'h .• this letter is usually the first element of the roots, the

derivatives of which commence with w.

T mfn. ( w: WI T> Beat, excellent, ra. ( T:) 'A learned niira, a

teacher. • A nipple. * Loss, destruction. * Rest, remainder.
• Loss of knowledge previously acquired. • Eternal happiness,

final emancipation. f Heaven, paradise. • Sleep. • End, terra,

n. (-T)
1 The embryo. ' Patience, endurance, b. to de-

stroy, &c., aff. W or W and the consonant unchanged, &c.

TT (T) Tii r. 1st cl. (Twfw) To covert also written TT.

TT r. 5th cL (T^rlT) To hurt or kill : also TT.

TT r. 1st cl. (TT^) ' To wet, to moisten, to sprinkle. * To
serve, to gratify by service. (TTfiTJ * To be connected. 1 To
understand thoroughly.

TT r- l*t cl (TTfw) To go.

TT r. 1st d. (Twfw) To embrace, to cling or adhere to, to be

in contact or connexion with. With prefixed, to hang
down from, to be suspended. With fw and TfT, to struggle

together. With ttt , to be attached or devoted to. (T) TT
r. 1st cl. (Trfw-ir) To go.

TT r. 1st cl. (rsfwj To be a part or portion.

TJ mfn. (-J’s-JT j)
1
Six. 1 Having six, six-fold, &c. a. TT «u,

and wrw puss. aff.

10 k

wyw m. (.tli) A sort of lute. E. TT six, and me an ear.

tXfXm. (-TIT) ‘ A Brahman. • Ao adept, (in the Tuatrat, &c.)

n. (-Tot pi- Ttrfw)
1 The six acts proper for a Brahman,

(collectively,) or teaching the Vedat, holy study, offering sa-

crifices, conducting them for others, giving, accepting gifts.

a Six acts allowable to a Brahman for subsistence, or gleaning,

accepting gifts, asking alms, agriculture, trade, and tending

cattle, or according to some lending money at interest. ' Tbs

six acts taught in tbe Ttnirat, or killing, infatuating, enthral-

ling, expelling, exciting animosity, and the stopping or priva-

tion of any faculty, x. TW six, TT7T act or duty.

t|tt n. (-wi) * A hexagon, a six-angled figure. • The thunder*

bolt of Index. e. TT six, Stt a comer.

TKTw m. (-T:) A bee. x, TT six, and WT* a fool.

TT r. I Oth cL (TITflT)
1 To injure, to hurt or kill * To give.

* To be strong. 4 To dwell.

wrfiTW f. (*WW) 1 Thirty-six. * A work on law. b. TT six,and

fiinf thirty,

TfX ni
* ("TO A bee. mf. A louse, b. TT six, and TT

a foot. .

Tfr^TT m. (-T:) The Ndgdutr, (Mesua ferrea.) b. WTT a bee,

and far beloved by; equally applicable therefore to the loluit,

jasmine, &c.

m * (-fa) ' The mango tree. * The Champaha. a. TfT
a bee, wfnfw a guest.

T^T m. (-W*.)
' A sage, one acquainted with the four objects of

human existence, or virtue, wealth, desire, and final happi-

ness, and with the nature of the world, and of divine truth.

* A catamite. b< TT six, and TT who knows.

TT^tT m. (-T:) A fish. b. TT six, and Tfr the eye, T aff.

vrr mfn. (-Tt-‘#t-T) ' Having six limbs or members. * Having

afx parts, six ingredients, &c* n. (-T)
1 Six parts of the body

collectively ; as the two arms, two legs, and the head, and

waist.
1 The six supplementary parts of the Vedat, or gram-

mar, prosody, astronomy, pronunciation, the meaning of un-

usual terms, and the ritual of the Hind* religion. *. TT six,

and TT a limb or part.

strim* m. (-frnr) Vishnu. b. vrr the six members, snd fsnr

who subdues.

T*TTf4lT n- (-W) A infusion or decoction of six drugs, a. TTT,

and TTvftr drink.

TT fy (-fTO A bee. k. TT six, and a foot.

wwfww m. (*Wj) A Buddha or Bauddha deified sage. t. WTslx,

(branches of learning or piety,) and wfWW understanding,

WTFWW m. (-W:) KxaTtakvA. a. T^six, and TliTTeface; having

six faces, four directed to the four cardinal points, and two

to the senith aud nadir, according to some accounts, though

not generally so represented.

TTTT n. (-WJ Six spices collectively, or long-pepper, black-pep-

per, dried ginger, the root of long-pepper, the fruil of the

plumbago, and of tbe Piper chavya. t, wt six, and esTT a

spice.

TTrf m. plur. ( WTO The six seasons
;

also personified as divi-

nities. B. TT, aud «iJ a season.

n [ sea ]

1 The moon. * Ahjuxa. • The AJakara, a

vehicle.

t
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WTW n. (.sr) A yoke of six oxetJ, or six oxen collectively. a. WW.

six, and *T an ox, WW added.

WTW nifn. (-W:W!-wi) Six-fold, six times, n. (-*) An assemblage

of six qualities or properties, mf. (-Wt-wri) The aix acta of a

Ling, in his military character, or peace, war, marching,

halting, sowing dissension, seeking protection, a. WW, and *wi

a time.

m. (-^:) A variety of the C**atpinia bonducella. f. (*^T)

Orris root, (Acorus calamus.) t. ww six, wfw a knot.

Wffwwn f. (-WT) Zedoary, (Curcuma serumbet) a. WifWax

above, and WW added.

W* ro. (-)£) 'rhe fourth note of the Hindu gamut c. six,

and Wf born : supposed to require for its articulation the

employment of the tongue, teeth, palate, nose, throat, and

cheat.

WWWT ind. In six ways. E. WE six, and WTW( aff.

WTWT* m. (-*:) A sixth, a sixth part x. if, and WT» share.

wxwniwtwr mfn. (-mi) Entitled to a sixth, a. WTWTW, and WTW
who shares.

W^H mfn. (-W’.-Wfr-wi) Six-armed, six-aided, m. (-*!•) A
hexagon, f. (-W1) The water-melon, a. W^ six, ww an arm

or branch, Ac., aff WTW.

w^wr f. (-wt) A water-melon, a. six, and tWT a line.

Wf* m - (** ;
) A class or aggregate of six, as of six defects, desire,

wrath, covetousness, bewilderment, pride, and envy. e. w\
six, and wa a class.

xrfar^i mfn. (-jr-nn-Ut) Subject to the six vices, a Wf4, and
WlV to be subjected.

wfffW mfn. (-W:-WT-WJ In six ways, of six kinds, s. wWp and fww

kind.

wffvw m (-Wt) Vish^c. e. WW. aix, and far^T a drop or spot.

WE (V) W* r. 8th cl. (WWTffc WWll) * To give. • To serve or

honor
;
also written war.

wai m. f-ea'-)
1 A bull st liberty. * A eunuch. * A multitude,

a heap. mn. (-W*.-Wf) A quantity of lotuses, e. wWf to give,

¥ Un'adi aff. ; also WEj, wei, and Ac.

WEiT^l f. (-aft) • A measure of oil, the vessel holding a Cktiestk.

* A wanton woman. a A pond, a pool. e. WW a bull, a

eunuch, &< .. and WWf to be able, alls. WJW and #lw.

XW m. (-W:) A eunuch : see wet.

WWW m. (-W-) A half year, six months, a. ww, and WTW a

month.

WWW} mfn. (-WT-WST-WT) Six months old, of six months stand-

ing, Ac. b. WWW, n»d xp^afT. alaoWTOTWh

EWR* m. (-WC) KartikL*va. e. WW six, and if* Gee.

W¥«<a n. (-*i) Hie substitution of the letters w or ¥ for ¥, and if

in grammatical derivative*, e. w and ¥ the letters, with the

abstract affix attached to each respectively.

Ww tWiWf) WiW^ r. 1st and 6th els. (wl^fw) ‘ To wither, to

wane, to pcri&h gradually. * To be low-spirited, to des-

pond, to be weary or distressed, to lack energy. 1 To break

or destroy. • To go or move. With WTW prefixed, WTW**

. r* 1#tM 1 Oth els. (WfWTWfw WTWT^wfff)
1 To go. * To assail,

to encounter. With X|W prefixed,
1 To be exhausted or languid.

• To finish. With WfTW, To obtain, to attain, to reach or arrivo

at. With WW, 1 To ascend. * To destroy. With WW, To ap •

proacb. With fw,
1 To sit in or on. *To stand. • To protect.

With w»
1 To be propitious to, to favour or be pleased with.

* To please or propitiate. * To purify. 4 To smile. With fw *

To be languid or sorrowful. With ww. * To attain.
1 To be

in company or society with.

WW r. 5th cl. (w9tfw> To wish to hurt or kill.

WW (¥) WW r. 8lh cl. (WWfflT WWT^) To give* alsnWW.

WW r. 1st cl. (wwfw) * To be connected. * To understand

thoroughly.

WW r. 1st cl. (wwfw 1 To be unconfused. * To be confused.

r. 10th ct (wwwfw) To perplex or distress.

WW r, 1st cl. (wwfw) To go, to move. r. 10th cl. (wwwfir) To

unite, to join, to collect or assemble together
j

1 also read WW-
wwi r. 1st cl. (wawfw) To earn, to acquire.

WW r. 1st cl. (wifw) 1 To go.

WW r. lht cl. (Wfw) 1 To go, to move. * To injure, to hurt.

WWWl f. (*w1) A small bird.

WWf r. 1st cl. (wwrfw) * To go, to move. *To shake,

ww mfn. pin. only (ww or we) Six.

wfc f. (‘fwO sixty. E. ww six, wfw aff.

wf*¥ mfn. (-w:-wn w) Bought with sixty, mf. (-W~WTI) A kind

of rice of quick growth, a. WW six, (days,) ww. aff. or vfir

sixty, and wn^ added.

wfewsr mfn. (-ww:-wWT-wiy Pit for rice of quick growth, (afield, Ac.)

a- wfcwr, and WW aff.

wfcww mfn. (-«?:>wVw) Sixtieth, b. wfw sixty, and WWW aff.

wfcwi «W. In sixty ways. t. wfw sixty, and Wf aff.

WW mfn. (-¥:*¥t*¥) Sixth, f. (-^1)
1 Duega'. • The sixth day of

the lunar fortnight, t. ww. six* wfw aff., and wrwc augment.

WWW mfn. (-¥:-¥T-¥) Sixth, a. added to the last,

WWTW n. (-lj A sixth meal, L e. one in three days. k. ww, and

WV food.

WETWWTWf n. (-W) The taking of food once in three days, as au

act of penance, s. wwrw, and WTO time ^ also with WW
added, w giww iwrw.

wwnrwrwwr f. (-WT) Eating once in three days, on the evening

of the third day. a. WWTWWIWI, and WW aff.

wf¥W m/n. (-wt-t¥Wt*fw> Being or having the tixlh (year, Ac.)

e. WW, and po*a. aff- 9

wfgww m. (-W|:) An elephant, t wfw sixth, (year,) and ww furioua.

wfwwiww m. (-Wi)
1 An elephanL 1 A kind of rice. a. wftr sixth,

W>WW a year : then full grown.

WW r. 2nd cl. (wfwrj To sleep.

wxw r. 1st cl. (wwifw) To move, to go. • *

Wfw r. 2nd cl. (wfwi) To sleep, (this is not universally consider*,

ed to be a root.)

ww r. 1st cl. (WWW) r. 4th cl. (wwjfw) 1st and 1 0th els. (wwf*

wrwwfw.) 1 To bear, to endure, to suffer or support, to for-

bear, to have patience. * To be content or satisfied. 1 To
be able. With WW prefixed, 1 To make effort or exertion, to

persevere, to energize. * To be happy or delighted. With

To be violent* With fw. To determine* *
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anr iW. An interjection of calling.

ai$lfww mfn. {-if Enveloped in six sheathes, a. a*. and

WTW a abeaib, aw. aff.

V7TV m. (-a:)
1 Sentiment, passion. 1 Singing, music,

aijpw n. (-ad)
1 An aggregate of six .properties or qnalities.

* The six acts of royal military policy. • Increase or multi*

plication, six-fold. *. aT*. and *W aif.

WTtWTTJt: m. (-*:) Kirtik^ya. s. aa six, and «T* a mother,

ww afT. ; having been brought up by the six KrUikat.

aTWfflfww mfn. (-W:*Wft-W) Of or relating to six months, half

yearly, &c. *. aSHUT, and ww aff.

arwarfww mfn. (-WP-fft-W) Relative to the substitution of a or ai

for * and if, (as a rule, &c.) s. «ar added to tW* as

above.

am (w) WTW r. 4th cl. (Wnaf*) ' To effect, to accomplish or

complete. • To succeed; also wvw. •

atas r. 10th cl. (araaafW) To console, to comfort; also wr»w.

ar* mfn. (-W'-fft’"!) Sixth, s a* tlie same, and «*W. aff.

fa (*f i fa»t r. 5th cl. (fwarOr r. 9th cL (faarfa fwwt#) To

tie, to bind. With wfa and wa prefixed. To accomplish. With

fa and wa. To transact as business. With fa, To be an

object or purpose.

fra (at) fawT r. 6th cL (fawfH-W) To sprinkle. With afa pre-

fixed, ' To anoint, to initiate. * To sprinkle,

fa* r. 1st cl (faaf*) To disregard, to contemn, to despise, to

treat with disrespect.

far ®. (-T‘*)
' A catamite. * A libertine, a lecher. * A gallant.

k. fa* to despise, Un'adi aff WW.

faa r. 1st cl. (fcwfw) To go. (a) faa r. 1st cl. (%afa) 1 To com.

axmd, to order. 1 To ordain, especially with respect to holy

observances, a To do an auspicious act. or one indicating

good fortune. (W) faa r. 4th cl. (f«wfwj ' To succeed, to

effect fully or completely. 1 To complete a series of mystical

observances by which supernatural powers are attained, to

be an adept, to be initiated. * To be perfect, to be finished

or accomplished. 4 To be right or cortect. With fa or af*

prefixed, (fwtaf* afflaaf*) To prevent, to prohibit. With

a, To be celebrated or notorious,

faw (W)fay r. 1st cl. (%*fw) ‘ To hurt or kilL * To speak.

1 To shine.

faa? (W) faai r. 1st cl (fawfw) ' To hurt or kiH. 1 To apeak.

To shine.

fa* r. 6th cl. (faarfw) To glean : more usually faa.

faa (W) f*f r. 4th cl. (*\wfw)
1 To sew, to stitch. • To sow, as

aeed.

a r. 2nd cl. (WTfif) ' To bear, to bring forth. * To possess power

or supremacy. (w) a* r. 5th cl. (W*Tfw W**) ‘ To bathe,

preparatory to a sacrifice. To distil, to extract a spirit.

• To churn, to stir or agitate.
4 To pain. With wftl> ' To

sprinkle. * To bathe. With a, To bear or bring forth.

af r. 10th cl. (aiafw) ' To disregard, to despise. “ To be

small or shallow.

aa r. 1st cl. (#T*fw) r. 6th cL (^afa) 1 To speak. • To shine.

4 To hurt or kill.

a*l r. 1st and 6th els.
1 To apeak, • To shine. 1 To be

beautiful. * To hurt or kill.

aa r . 6th cl. (Wtf*)
1 To possess supreme or superhuman pow-

er.
1 To shine.

a* r. 4th cl. (Wlrf*) * To bear, to endure. • To be content or

as’tsfied. * To be able.

y (V) r. 2nd cl. (WC#) r. 4th cl. (W^ft) ' To bear a child, to

bring forth. * To produce in general, r. 6th cl. (a^fw) To
direct, to send, to throw or cast,

yf.
( y) Birth, delivery, child-bearing, k.

y^
to bring forth,

aff. faa, and the consonant unchanged,

y* r. 1st cl («*#) 10th cl. («aafff) 1 To leak, to drop, to

flow, to distil. * To deposit, to place. * To hurt, to wound,

to kill or attempt to kill.
4 To promise. 1 (In the causal

form,) To hallow, to make holy or pure.

rar. 4th cl. (RKQfft)
1 To be stopped or fixed. * To

hurt or kill.

aw r. 1st cl. (wrwfw) * To respect, to regard, to treat With

reverence or respect. * To disregard, to disrespect.

r. 1st cl. rtnsftt)
1 To envy, to be impatient of another's

rise. * To be intolerant or impatient of another's faults.
1 To

disregard or contemn.

y? r. 1st cl. (WCafw) To bring forth, to bear; also *ja.

aa (W) aa r. 1st cl (wafin To hurt or kill. -

aw(W) ^ai r. 1st cl. (aafTT) To hurt or kill.

(*af) r. 1st cl. law#) To go, to move
;
preferably «)w.

aw (W) r. 1st cl. (awfw) To go, to move
;

also #ur,

and %W.

aa (W) at r. 1st cl. (%afw-a) 1 To serve, to gratify by ser-

vice. • To rely or depend on. 1 To worship. * To fullow, to

practise, to be addicted to.

a r. 1st cl. (wiwfw) To waste, to wane or decline.

aT r. 4th cl. (Wlftf)
1 To destroy, to put an end to. * To be

destroyed, to perish.

arc* m. (-WW) A young ox, or one with six teeth, r. aa shr,

and w* for n tooth.

ijrwa mfn. (-W :*wT»i) Sixteenth. e. wrrw* sixteen, T* a£

ar¥W* mfn. (-W- WI-W) Sixteen, (collectively.) a. W1WW> and

wa added.

alWWW mfn. p/a. only. (-W) Sixteen, t. aa. six, and gw* ten.

aiwwwfawr f. fun Aliy one of sixteen nights from the commence-

ment of menstruation, s. * (**. and acy menses, fwwi night.

arTwtW m- (-*:) A sixteenth, k. wtww, and af P^t.

(jljfq m. (-IJ:) The planet Vbtrub. e. #TVW sixteen, and aifj

a ray.

arwwiiT m * (-%) A crab. a. ^iww sixteen, and wfT * foot.

afaWif#* m. (-f#:) The planet Vbmus. e. aiaw sixteen, and

Wf#W ft ray.

atwata^ m. (-al:) A conch shell, a. ^TTW sixteen, and WTa#

a twist or spire.

tiiwr iad. In six ways. c. aa six, W substituted for the final, WT

ail'., and W changed to W.

WW r. 1st cl. (wwfw) To resist or oppose.

Wf (\j aa r. 1st cL (w*fw) To cover.
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TV r. 1st cl. (YlYfY) To sound.

YY (T) Yfa r. l*t cL (YPirif) 1 To stop or binder, to oppose, to

impede, to resist or prevent. * To be stupid or dull, to be

inanimate or insensible. * To be fixed as a post.
4 To be

astounded or stupefied. * To be paralysed.

YY r. 1st cl. OBStfw) * To be confused. • To be clear or un-

confused. r. 10th cl. iYRryfw) To confuse or annoy.

few r. 5th cL ffamti’) To assail, to assault, to attack.
>* ^ ^

fry (m> fry r. 1st cl. (*WD 1 To oo*e, to drop, to distil. To
sprinkle.

frv r. 4th cl. To be wet or moist, to reek, to steam.

Yfa r. 4th cl. (YfUqfY) To be wet or moist, to reek, to steam.

r («0 \V r. 2nd cl. (Yrrfir or YTff YJftfY or yprY^) 1 To praise,

to eulogise. • To hymn, to worship with praises.

YY r. 1st cl. (YfrySfy To be clear, to be bright, to be pellucid.

TV r. 10th cl. (tfovufw) To heap up.

TV (Y) Y»J r. 1st cl. (YIJvfY) ' To stop, to hinder. • To be

stupid or dull.

YY r. 10th cl. (.^YYfy) To heap together, to pile up, to collect

into a heap
;

also YJY.

TV r. 1st cl. t.YTYfW) To go, to move.

YY (Y) TS r. 6th el. (^YrY) To hart or kill ; also WY, and ^y,

YY (Y) r. 6th cL (YYfill) To hurt or kill.

iv [W) fy r. 1st cL *t)
4 To leak, to flow, to distil or drop.

f To sprinkle. ,

T r. 1st cl. (YTTYfY) To surround, to encompass.

^IY m. (-it:) ' The moon. 1 Light

5l r. 1st cl.
1 To sound. To crowd or swarm. • To

envelope.

TV (Y) fir, 1st cl. (qplfir) To cover.

Ytg r. 1st cl. ttpirfY)
1 To stand. * To be firm.

TV (Y) YY r. 4th el. (YTYrfff) To dwell in, to inhabit.

YT r. 1st ct. (f)llfY) ' To stand, to stop, to be still, to refrain

from moving. ' To abide, to stay, to be. (fm%) * To apply

or refer to, as an umpire or judge. * To indicate or reveal

one's thoughts to another. With YfY prefixed, (YfyfYYfY)
1 To excel, to surpass, to overcome. 1 To sit or stand upon

or over. • To be placed or preside over. With yy (YYfYYfy)
1 To practise as a duty, to obey or follow as a law. * To ap-

ply or adhere to. With yy (YYfWYfY-t) ’ To stay or stand.

* To attend upon. With YTY (YlfiTY*) ' To affirm or as-

sert. To apply
;
(YrfiflfY)

1 To ascend, to mount. 1 To

promise or engage. With YY (YfYYif) ' To seek for, to

endeavour to obtain j (iftiyfy) To get up, to rise as

from a scat, &e. With YY 1 To propitiate (as

a deity.) ' To praise or hymn, to worship, to adore. • To

embrace. 4 To treat in a friendly manner, to form a friendship

or connexion with. 4 To pass or lie along or near to, that is,

as a path or road. * To arrive at or near j (YYfYYY) To hope

to gain or acquire. With far (fYfwYil)To be established. With

yfy and ary i.YYBYfYYit) To be stationary or immovable.

With V (YfYY'il)
1 To set off, to go forth, to depart. • To go

to. With y and YY (trfYYfY) To get up, to rise. With yfw,

(yftrfjlYfh) To be erected for holy purposes, to be sacred

872 * ] XT

or consecrated. With fir (fhfhvft) ' To stand apart, to b#

separated. * To stay or be. • With fy and an-

(xfyfyy^j T#
decree, to pronounce. With YY (YfYnpfr 'To be welL *Tobe

close to or together. * To be of the same inclinations or opt*

nions, to conform, to agree.
4 To be completed or fiuished.

With YY and YUY 1 YYlfvnpf- To perform, to be engaged in.

With YY and YT^ lYyfYyfY) To rise or get up. With Yy
and y, To go forth or on a journey. With y in the causal

(YWYYf*) To send.

fVw (Y) fy* r. 1st cL (eftwfir) r 4th ci ffarflr) To eject from

the mouth, to spit, to sputter, (the radical sibilant is un-

changed in this root;) also ytY,

tftY (Y) tfll r. 1 st cl. ) To spit or eject from the month.

tfyY n. (-Y)
1 Spitting, ejecting saliva. ' Saliva, spittle, a. yty,

and Wz aff.¥ '

YVfyan ind. Having spittea. s. Ttv to spit, iff aff.

11 rofn. (-Y:-Wr-ir) Ejected as saliva, spit. a. YtY to spit, y aflT.

YTY (Y) YBi t. 4th cl. (YTYlfY) To eject from the mouth, to spit,

*0T r. 2nd cl. (Yfffw) To bathe, to purify by ablution.

f^Y (M Y) r. 4th d. (fvufY) To bear affection to, to love, to

regard, to be kind to or pleased with. r. 10tl» cl. lYfryfy)

To be unctuous, to be bland or greasy.

m r. 2nd cl. (irfy> To distil, to drop, to oo*e or leak.

mrv r. 1st cl. (tprYY) To be clear or pellucid.

YjY (Y) wjy r. 4th d. (YjTYlfY)
1 To eat. • To take. * To disap-

pear. * To eject from the mouth,

wnr (Yl y) r. 4th cl. (WYlfY) To be sick, to retch, to throw

up, to vomit.

w r. 1st cl. i YfTYftf) To surround, to encompass.

r. 1st cl. (yty%) To smile, r. 10th cl (yttyyy) To disre-

spect : with fy prefixed, to surprise or astonish.

YY r. lat cl. (YYY) To go, to move.

WY r. 1 st cl. (Yirif ,i To embrace.

^ r. lit cl. (Yyif) r. 1 0th cl. (YiXYfif)
1 To taste. • To be

pleasing. 1 To cover ; also Ui^.

MY (fat w) fWMYT r. 2nd d. (yrfyfY) To sleep.

r. 10th cl. (xYMYfir)
1 To go, to move. To be wretched

or distressed.

r. 1st cl. (Y«rY) To go, to move : the radical sibilant is

unchanged.

f^(fn .n) r. Jit r. 4th el. (ftrofw) ‘ To

perspire, to sweat. 1 To be greasy or unctuous. * To be

fascinated, to be tempted or deluded. 4 To quit, to yield.

Y The thirty-second consonant of the Nagari Alphabet, corre-

sponding to S.

Y m. (y:)
1 A snake. * Siva. • VianN'u. 4

Air, wind. • The ab-

breviated name of the musical note YYY. * He, the nomina-

tive case masc. of YX the third personal pronoun t before

many letters the Viterg

a

is rejected, f. (YT)
* 'Hie goddess Lsasa-

mi'. * She, the nominative case fern, of Y^. n. i,Y)
1 Enow-
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ledge. * Meditation. • A carriage road. * A fence. Ind. (In

composition,) With, together with; being substituted for TO

or to j
combined with nouns it forms adjective* and adverbs

;

as TOlR: angry, W#TTO angrily ; TOW: proud, fWU. haughti-

ly; wf*TO: modest, well behaved, ^fiTOTO respectfully}

TO*y«: flurried, to*UTO flurriedly, Ac. joyful, *iww

joyfully, k. to go, &c., aff W.

xi ind. (la composition,) With, together with, Ac. ;
being the

optional form of writing TO before a consonant : before conso-

nant* of the first five classes, the sinuttchra may be again

changed to the nasal of the class to which the letter it pre-

cedes belongs, as for TO, and WWI make See.

:

before

the semivoweb, the sibilants, and w, it preferably remains

unaltered^, practice however is very arbitrary in this respect,

and the change is expressed or not, in all manuscripts

according to the pleasure of the writer.

TO m. (-ap) The skeleton, a. TO together, TO to restrain, iff. w.

sjtrw raf
. (-TO) War, battle, b. TO before to to restrain, aff.

and 1JW added.

^TO mfn. (-W.-WT-W)
1 Checked, restrained, controuled, sup-

pressed. * Bound, confined, fettered, imprisoned, s, TO
before TO to restrain, aff. W.

sjTOUTO mfn. (-WT-WT-W) Self-subdued, of well regulated spirit,

s. and WTOTI. self.

TO^f’TO mfn. (-w-an-^) Of subdued or eontrouled passions and

desires. e. TOTI, and an organ of sense.

^STfT m. (-SCO A king, a prince, a. TO before TO to restrain,

arc** Un idi aff.
;
or TOW war, anc chief.

W«TW mfn. ^ Constraining, a conatrainer. k. to bafore

TO to restrain, aff. «W-

TOR m. (-*?:)
1 Restraint, forbearance. * Humanity, avoiding

the infliction of pain on others, k. TO before TO to restrain,

aff. W^-

TOTO mfn. (-TO TOft-TO) Curbing, restraining, subduing, who

or what docs so. k. w before TO to restrain, w* aff.

TOTO n. (-si;
1 Restraining, checking. * Forbearance, self-denial

or controul. * Binding, confinement. 4 Holding, detaining.

* A religious vow or obligation. * A cluster of four houses,

f. (-ift) The capital of Yama. k. TO implying completeness,

or entirely, and to to restrain) aff. WT.

TOfTO mfn. (-ift-Wr-lf) ‘ Checked, controuled, restrained.

* Bound, confined, held, detained, c. to before TO to check,

aff w-

TOfTO mfn. ( fit) Who or what checks, restrains, curbs,

Ac. in. A saint, a sage, one who subdues or controul*

his passions, k, restraint, ^f*r aff.

^RTWT f. (wt) Travelling into another island or continent, voy-

aging, travelling by water, k. TO before arr to go, -to aff.

TOP* m. ( WO A mould. n.(-w) Accompanying, going together,

a. TO together, air to go or get, aff. BB*.

TOrst ra. (-IT;) ' Forbearance, check, controul, restraint. * Hu-
manity, abstaining from giving pain to others, a. TO before

TO to restrain, aff. TOT.

TOlTO^mfo. (-*T*(;ffif1-TO) Forbearing, a. bJrtu, and njf* aff.

10 h

TOTO m.(-R:) A sort of roll, or a thin cake of unleavened bread,

fried with Ghee, pounded and again made up into an oblong

form with fresh bread, sugar, and spices, and again fried with

Ghee. e. TO together, w to mix, and apR aff

mfn. (-T|!-T|TT|)
1 Joined with, connected, attached.

• Mixed, blended. * Endowed with, possessed of.
4 Accom-

panied or attended by. a. TO* together, TOf to join, aff. SB

idTO m.(-*:) 1 War, battle. * Union, mixture, a. ^before aiB! '

to join, w aff.

TOW mfn. (-TOT)
1 Possessed of or endowed with good qualities.

• Connected or associated with. • Joined, united, s. TO
before arw to join, aff fhpr> and the consonant unchanged.

bItot mfn. (-Ifl-1IT-Bl) Connected, joined, mixed, blended, attach-

ed to. e. TO{ together, ^ lo j°*n »
®ff- W-

TOrEra mfn. (-* : -* :**) Wishing to mix, join, unite, to bring to-

gether in any way. a. TO before BJ to join, dcsid. v., w aff.

TOTH m. (-ip) 1 Intimate union or association. * Living with,

being in company with. 4 Adherence, junction. 4
(In gram-

mar,) A conjunct consonant, a. to before ysr to join,

WW aff.

tfifrfTO mfn. (-W5-1TT-W) Joined, annexed, connected, a. TOfrpT

union, TOW aff

TOITO n. ( si) ' Copulation, coition. • Joining, uniting, e. to
with, ajw to Join, aff. V7.

TOrfTO mfn. (-TO-TO-W) Joined, attached, annexed, k. to to-

gether, tot to Join, aff n-

TOTf mfn. (-W-nn-ll)
1 Inflamed, angry. * Empassioned. t. tot

before to to be affected, TV aff.
#

^TO m. (-W) Care, preservation, protection, a. to. and TW
preserving.

VTOW n. (-a#) Taking care of, protecting, preserving, e. to

before TO to preserve, BSpr aff.

mfn. (-W:*WT-W) Taken care of, preserved, protected.

e. TO( before TO to preserve, W aff.

3TOH mfn. (-WI:-Wn-Wi) Fit, proper, or necessary to be taken

care of, guarded, preserved, Ac, k. 13 IT before to to preserve,

ajar aff. ;
also ’BTO^t? and aj^fTOW.

WTO mfn (-*f:-aifWfJ ' Incensed, angry. • Agitated. e. TO

before <fw to sound, TV alt

m. (-W-) * Wrath, rage.
1
Pride, arrogance. 4 Flurry,

agitation.
4 Swelling with heat and redness, a. TO before

tfW to sound, and B* aif.

TOPVTOW mfn.(-WWMI) Exceedingly harsh, rough, or scurrilous,

a. sjr;w, and TOR harsh.

ejTOtbW mfn. (-wWt*^) Angry, resentful e. TOW, and to

taste.

n. (-W) * Wrath. * Pride. • Agitation, a. and

W aff. ;
also with TOfTOl-

TOfhm mfn. * Proud. 1 Angry. • Flurried,

a. VTOI, and aff.

fen m. (-«;)
1 Anger. * Affection, a. ^r, to to be affected,

TO aff

TOrinr n. (-w) Propitiating, pleasing by worship, a. Wl^ before

BTM to accomplish, W? aff.
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v^finr mfn. (-W:-KT-'rf) Propiti»t«i, p!«»o<l. i. WS before <T«

to accomplish, n aff.

aj cr r̂ ra. (-T:) Sound, noise. a. TOT before T to sound, aff. wn.

tfcrfTO mfn. (-^t-fTOft-fa) Roaring, shouting, making a noise

or uproar, a. TOT before * to sound, ffnj«a<r. *

mfn. (-t:-TI-TO Checked, stopped, impeded, curbed, op- I

posed, s. TO before TO to obstruct, W aff.

TO* mfn. (-w:-¥T-ir)
1 Confident, audacious, presuming. * Bud-

ded, blossomed, k. ^[before TO to grow, aff. *.

^ pj m, <-m)
1 Hindering, stopping, opposing, preventing.

• Impediment, obstruction. 4 Bopd, fetter.
4 Curb, check.

* Throwing, sending, a.^ before TO to obstruct, aff. TO£

^STTT n. (-V) Distinguishing, characterising, a. sj before TW
to mark, V7 uff.

^vrfTOT tnfn. (-ITt-TT-lf) Marked, distinguished, a. ^before

VT to mark, n aff.

TOm mfn. (-vp :-TDT-nfo To be marked with or by. *. TO

before sre to mark, TOT aff.

^WTT mfn. (IT-TT-li) Joined, united, adherent, a. TOT. and *nr

attached to.

TOrromw mfn. (-w>WT-T) Ashamed, b. before to be

.
ashamed, TTT^ aff.

dirq m. (-TO Sleep, sleepiness, a. ri before to join, and

VT*aff.

TfTlV m. (-Vi)
1 Conversation, discourse. * In the drama, high

discourse, dialogue of profound or occult meaning, a. TO
with, together with, and to to speak, aff. t*(-

TOTTOT n. (-w») A species of minor drama, a controversial

drama, b. ttt, vnq added.

TO!fan mfn. (-W:-1TMT) Disconrsing, conversing, b. tor, and

TWTaff.

TOTTfar mfn. (-^1-fa^t-fv) Discoursing, who or what discourses,

a. ^•rm, and *far aff.

mfn. (-TO-TOrt-TO) Increasing, a- TO, to grow,

causal v., vm aff.

TTOT* ro, (-*:) A year, b TOT with, completely, and tfr m
year

; or TO( with TO to abide, TO Un’kdi aff., and if substi-

tuted for the final.

*tr% i*d- ‘ A year. * A year of Vikbamaoitta's era. b. ^before

TO to *ff far, or TOl before TO to go, fro aff., n re-

jected, and lyar final augment.

IIBTO m (-W) * Communication of tidings or intelligence.

Sight, seeing, nf. (-ij-iTT) 1 Subduing by charms, over-

powering any thing or person by magical compounds, or

drugs, or mystical gems, Ac. * A charm, an amulet, the ar-

ticle by which the above is effected, b. to with to to speak,

^aff.

^tto n. (-sin) Subduing by magical drugs or charms : see
the last. t. to before TO to ask, aff. iro.

TO* n. (-^j
1 Water. * Self control. • Covering, concealing,

m. (-*:)
1 The name of a demon. • Collection, comprehen-

sion. 4 Contraction, compression. 4 A mound, a bridge, Ac.
a. TO before W to choose, aff. TO ®ore usually derived from

ur to collect and then written TOTO or ijs** q. v.

TO^ m. (.^j) * Destruction of the universe. * BeJeric myroba-

lan. 4 ilic name of a Muni. 4 A cloud. 4 Being, becoming,

a. TO before TO to be, aff. TO
TOto m. (-VT:)

1 Balaokv*. 4 The plough of Balaeva. • Sub-

marine fire, i, TO before to to be or abide, aff. fB.

^TOfro. m. BaladAya, the elder brother of KbIbbn'a.

a. sfvwir his plough, and Tfar aff.

TOfn f. (-fro) The new leaf of a water-lily. a. TO before to to

be, aff. Tfif

-

TOfBBTT f. (-TT) The new leaf of a water-lily. a. TO ne*r
» (the

stalk,) to to be, aff TO-

TOVV mfn. (-Ti-lT!*vfy Augmenting, augmentative, prospering,

an augmentur, Ac. a. to before to to increase, aff •gw.

n. (-ify
1 Augmenting, increasing. * Prospering, thriving.

4 Bringing up, cherishing, a. TO before TO to increase or

prosper, aff. WJ.

TOfTO mfn. (-ns-ifT-w) Cherished, protected, brought up,

patronised, Ac. *. TO before TO to increase, W aff.

TOfanw mfn. (-TOWI-tf) Fully armed, a. TO, and TOT armour,

TTWaff

mfn. (-if: -TIT -IT)
1 Mixed, mingled. * Encompassed, sur-

rounded. 4 Having, possessed of.
4 United, a. TO. together,

TO to surround, aff TV-

TOTO m. (-W:) A village, a. to before TO to abide, VTT

Un'Adi aff.

wnfron f. (-wt) An aquatic plant, (Trapa biapinosa.)

TOUT mfn. ( Blowing, breathing, (as wind.)

a. to before ¥T to blow, w* aff

WVTT m. (-T :
)

1 Communication of intelligence, information,

news. 4 Assent, concurrence. 4 Conformity, correspondence,

sameness, x. TO with, TO to *pe*k, aff TO-

TOT* m. (-*:) * Contraction, diminution. * Compression of the

lips, Ac. in pronunciation, a. to before w to choose,

aff. TO
TOTW m. (-WO

1 A house, a dwelling. • An open space, either

within or without a town, for the meeting and diversion

of the townsmen. 4 Company, society, a. TO with, tot an

abode.

TOrf m. (-TO ‘ An attendant employed to rub and knead tb«

body. 4 Rubbing the body. a. TO before WIT to exert one's

self, and TO *if-
»
or when the action is implied, TO to oh.

tain or bear, aff. TO-

TOTTO m. (-TO An attendant rubbing and kneading the limbs,

a. TO before IT to obtain, (pleasure or ease,) causal form,

aff. TO
sje ITT n. (-vi) ' Rubbing the person, kneading the limbs.

4 Bearing, carrying, b. TO before TO to obtain or bear, (causal

form,) ail',

TOlfri! rofa- (*lTi-1IT-if) Rubbed, kneaded, (as the limbs.) b. TO
before TO to bear, causal v., t aff.

TOITI ®fn - (-n:-nr-ni 1 To be rubbed or kneaded. * To be

borne, a. to before TO to bear, ntr aff.

vf*T mfn. (-TP-ITMft Agitated, flurried, alarmed, b. to before

fTO to fear, n aff
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YfkBHIYY mfa. (-V-YMf) Distracted. *. ^fkTTs »nd YTWY

the mind.

^fkfki C (-fal-)
1 UndewUnding, intellect. • Accommodation,

reconciliation. • Recognition, recollection of a thing or per-

son previously known, b. Y^ before fk\ to know, aff. flfY :

•ee the next.

Yfk^ f. (-fkw or fl»*> ‘ Intellect, understanding. * Promise,

assent. ' Contract, engagement, agreement, covenant

4 Knowledge. • A watch-word, a cry of battle. • War, battle

* Name, appellation. * Sign, signal. * Institute, prescribed

custom or observation. '• Pleasing, delighting. 11 Hemp.

b. Y^with, together with, frg to know, &c., aff. fklTY-

mfn. (-W.-WT-lt) ' Promised, agreed. * Known, under-

stood. k, yy before fk^ to know, afT. tv.

vftkpjffnVY m. (-ns) Non-performance of agreements,

and YfkYY departure.

YfkYTY n. (-^) Mode, rite. «. YY, fk before YT to have, YR aff.

YfkYTWY n. (-Y) Strange or unusual occurrence, a. YfknfPT,

and *rn added.

YfkYll mfn. (-TVi-TVT-li) Parted, divided. «. YY and fk before

YY to divide, II aff.

^fkYTY m. (-*:)
1
Part, portion, share. • Distributing, apportion-

ing. i. yy, and fk before yy to divide, YY aff.

C (-Y7) A plant, (Betul*?) a. yy iotensitive, fin poison.

YkkYY n. (-sf) Search, inquiry, looking for or after any thing.

a. YY, and fk inlensitives, ft to see, wy aff.

dvl«i mfn. (-m-WT-lf) 1 Surrounded, enclosed, encompassed.

* Covered, clothed, s.W completely,%y to surround, aff. T|.

mfn. (-VV-J) 10 conceal, disguise, bide,

cover, &c. a. YY before l to screen, deaid. Y aff.W mfn. (-ir-lTT-Tf) * Covered. * Closed. 4 Contracted, com-

pressed, (as the lips, flic. in pronunciation.) a. Y*f before V

to be, TV sff-

Y¥Y mfn. (-Yuvu-vi) 1 Covered, concealed, hidden. * Furnished

with, filled with, possessed of. • Being, become. 4 Past,

gone. m. (.V£) VamuiSa, deity of the ocean, a. YY with, g*
to be, See., aff. *.

tfffa f. (-fw.)
1 Hiding, concealing. * Covering. Possession,

endowment. 4 Secret purpose, a. YY with, nr to screen or

cover, flu:., aff fro
m. (-»:) ‘ Hurry, flurry, haste proceeding from fear, Ac.

* Hint, .peed, *. to intensitive, fuel to be agitflted, aff TO.

wkg m. (-uO Perception, consciausnew. a. TO. with fro to

know, a(T TO.

TOW m. (-W-)
* bleep, sleeping. Dreaming, a dream. • Co-

pulation. * A stool, a chair, a scat. a. TO before f«m to

enter, aff. TO-

n. (-4) Copulation, coition, a TO before pnt to enter,

W*aff.

n. (4)
1 An upper-garment. # Cloth, clothes, vesture.

Covering, a covering, a. gg completely, get to cover,

aff. ir.
mfn. (W-Yl-Y) Mixed, united, i. Y*( and fk before wrv

to reason, TV aff.

vr*fm. (-Y0 Combination, mixture, union, b. yy, and fk before

uy to reason, Y aff.

aj «V% YTT aptute. Killing, slaughter.

shnnr m. (-Y!) A picked man or soldier, one of a select band

sworn never to recede, and stationed to prevent the flight of

the rest, a brother in arms. e. YY with, together, int sworn,

YW aff.

Yin? m. (-yO Doubt, uncertainty, a. YY before to sleep,

aff.

YirYYfl mfn. (-Yf:-Yn-YB) Doubtful, uncertain, b. YYY, and Yl

who or what stays.

YWIYJ* m. (-nr) A sceptic. K. YYY. and YTYY self.

^YYIY mfn. (-W:*Y7-^) Dubious, uncertain, a. YY before iftY

to sleep, YTWY aff.

#YYTYW mfn. (-TT-YT Affected with doubt, hestitating, du-

bious. • Doubtful, uncertain, a. yyy, and YPTV having.

^YYTYYYTYY mfn. (Y;-YT-tf) Irresolute, dubious, uncertain.

a. Yvntj doubt, YTYY affected, and ytyy the mind.

YYYT*5 mfn. Dubious, doubting, sceptic, a. YYY
doubt, Wiw^aff.

vmfVc mfn. (-WT-fll-V) Dubious, sceptical, a sceptic, a. TO
before aptw to sleep, STO aff.

dsrn, mi. Having doubted or deliberated, being in doubt, n. TO

before 41 to sleep, WO aff.

MltXn n. (-4) Commencement of a combat, charge, attack.

a. igir together, ^ to injure, aff TO
4fro mfn. (.s|:-in-4)

1 Certain, certified, ascertained, establish-

ed.
1 Completed, effected, finished- * Completing, effecting,

diligent and attentive in accomplishing, a. TO before Hr to

destroy, aff. W.

dfsrinnt mfn. (-tr-WT-lf) Faithful to a vow or obligation,

a. wftff completing, TO a vow.

sffJr^te mfn. ( -a : -e:-Vj Wishing to adhere to or depend upon,

to serve, Ac. a. TO before ft to serve, desid. v., W aff

WJjf mfn. (-,:-'gt-i)
1 Pure, purified. 1 Clean. * Refined. * Dis-

charged, acquitted, (as a debt.) • Acquitted, (of acrime.) a. TO.

and Hfl pure.

WWffc f- (-f*:)
1 Cleaning the body. * Purification in general.

Correction. * Acquittal of debt, Ac. * Acquittance of charge

or crime. «. TO completely, gjfs purification, cleansing,

shjTO mfn. (-TO-TOt-TO) Dry, dried, a. TO. before dry.

TOTTO n. (-it)
1 Cleaning, cleansing, purifying the body by

ablutions, Ac. * Correcting. • Refining. * Discharging, pay-

ing. *• TO before iftTO purifying.

mfn. (-ifl;-<lt-sfl)
1 To be rectified or purified. * To be

paid or acquitted (as a debt, Ac.) a. TOf t0 Pure,

aff. ;
4strwdth, Ac.

<)TO n. (-•TO) !>««'>, trick, illusion, juggling, a. TO. before

to collect, Un'idi nff. wfff, and tj* augment

^sgrsr mfn. (-w.-wt-ii) Contracted, roiled up, gathered up,

shrunk, collapsed, a. to together, W to go, aff. w.

ifTO m. (-W:)
1 Protection, refuge, asylum. • Seeking the alliance

of a powerful prince, aa a safety against actual or future ene-

mies. a. TO intenaiUve, ft to serve, aff. WT-
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Vww m. (-:) Promise, assent, agreement. *. ¥w, and * to hear,

air. ¥T¥.

^WTW m. (-:) Sprinkling, aspersion, pouring out. e, ¥¥, w to

ooze, causal war &ff.

¥faw mfn. (-Tlt-lfT-tf) Protected, supported, m. (-WO A servant,

a follower, a dependant, a. ¥¥ before fa to serve, aff. if.

¥WW mfn. (-ITt-wi-lf) Promised, agreed, assented, e. ¥* before

¥ to hear, aff. if.

¥faf¥ mfn. (-¥:-¥T*¥)
1 Close together, adjoining, touching.

• Bound, united. Embraced, e. ¥¥ before f^¥ united.W n. (•1J
1 Embrace, embracing. * Union, connexion, June*

tion, contact, association. k. ¥¥ with, far* to unite,

aff. W*T-

¥¥¥ n. (-TfW) Fraud, trick, cheating, deception. a. ¥¥ before

far to increase, aff. wrfw. deriv. irr. ; also f^Tt

¥¥W mfn. (>1V :*lVT*9i)
1 Near, adjoining, contiguous. • Possess-

ing, endowed with, affected by. * Connected or acquainted

with. * Attached to, intent on. ‘Tied or attached. b.¥¥ be-

fore to embntce. &c., aff. H.

mfn. (-*:-¥T-*) Harnessed, yoked, k. ¥¥<$, and ijb a

yoke.

^¥fa f. (-fa:)
1 Proximity, contact. • Union, junction. 9 Ac-

quaintance, intimacy, connection with. ‘ Devotion or ad-

diction to. ‘ Tying, fastening, k. ¥¥ before ¥¥ to embrace or

adhere to, aff. fir*

tfwurwrw mfn. (-¥:-¥T-if) Prepared, ready, b.¥W. to go,

aff.

¥¥< f. (-¥^* or ¥71 ) An assembly, a meeting* a. ¥*[ before ¥¥

to go, aff.

^¥T* n. (-li)
1 Going, proceeding in general. * Going well or

unobstructedly. * The unresisted march of troops. * The

beginning of war or battle. * A highway, the principal road

through a village or town. * The world. * Birth, the pro-

duction of living beings. A resting place for passengers

near the gates of a city. e. *?*? together, &c., ¥ to go,

aff. W*.

^¥* m.(-3 :)
1 Union, proximity, approximation, contact. * Ac-

quaintance, familiarity, intercourse. • Co-existence. 4
Sien*

sual attachment, r. ¥^with, to go, aff. W.
¥¥*Tmw m. (-¥:) Logical nonexistence or annihilation

j of

three kinds, prior, incidental, and final, or absence of birth

or production, destruction of present being, and necessary

end or cessation of existence. b.¥¥* union, and ’¥¥!¥ non-

existence.

¥¥f*W n. (-*») Familiarity, fellowship, e. vfafjfa, and W added
;

also with 7t¥T, #¥f«*1 .

¥¥fn^mfn. (-fff-fawt-fir) Familiar, friendly, keeping company,

acquainted, an acquaintance. * United or mixed with, in

contact with, &e. e. ¥¥ before ¥W U> go, aff. faww.

¥¥*nr n. (M) ' Abandoning, leaving. * Voiding. K. .jfl before

to quit, Wl aff.

vrd An equable or gentle motion, as the creeping of a

snake, the gliding of a stream, &c. 8. ¥*f before ¥¥ to go,

aff.

sfafaw mfu. Flowing, gliding. e. ¥¥ intensitivj

prefix, ¥¥ to go, faww aff.

jfaPC m. (-¥:)
1 The world, the habitation of mortals. * Mundane

existence, b. ¥W together, (mankind,) ¥ to go, aff. *.

¥¥T?;*¥ m. (-¥’.) Kama or love. 8. ¥¥TC the world, and 8¥
the spiritual preceptor.

WIW* m. (•*:) The vulva, b. ¥¥i< the world, (or mankind,)

and wra a road.

¥¥rf(¥( mfn. (-tt-fawt-fa) Worldly, mundane, m. (-ft) An
animal or sentient being, k. ¥¥TT the world, xfa aff

¥fa* mfn. (-¥:-lT-^tf) Perfected, fully done or accomplished,

before effected.

¥f¥fa f. (-fk>)
1 Nature, disposition, the natural state or qua-

lity. 9 Perfection, completion, accomplishment. * A pas-

sionate or intoxicated woman, b. vnq before faff completion.

¥fa«afal¥T¥ mfn. (-¥>1T*¥) Wishing or purposing to ridicule,

laugh at, &c. e. ¥7{ before far to smile, deaid. v., wrw^aff.

mfn. (-^s-^*.-ij) Wishing to unite, e. ¥¥ before to

create, desid. v., v aff.

¥«¥¥ n. (-¥) ' Telling, informing. 9 Reproaching, scolding.

f. ¥if before ^r to inform, syr aff.

mfn. (-ir:-lTT-Tf) ' Informed, apprised, told. * Reproved,

scolded, t. ¥¥ before i£¥ to inform, * aff

¥*fa f- (*fa:)
1 The world. 9 Flow, stream, current, k. ¥¥ and

¥ to go, faw aff.

¥¥¥ mfn. (-¥:-¥T-¥) 1 United, joined, connected. 9 Mixed.
9 Reunited, rejoined. 4 Connected as partners or coparce-

ners. * Clean dressed, clad in clean garments. * Involved in.

b. ¥1^ before ¥*» to leave or make, aff. if.

¥¥¥* n. (-•*} Union, association. 9 Re-union. 9
(In law,) The

voluntary co-residence or re-union of father and son, or of

brothers with each other, after partition of property, b. ¥¥¥
associated, aff. if.

¥¥¥¥¥ mfn. (-¥:*¥t-¥) Mixed, adulterated. B. vfar, and ¥¥
nature.

¥¥fa (• (*fa:)
1

Uniting, combining. 9 Collecting, assembling.
9 Living together in one family. 4 (In rhetoric,) The use of

a number ot figures in one passage, l ¥¥ before fsi to make,

faW aff.

¥¥faw m. { A coparcener, a brother, whether of whole or

half blood, who after the partition of the family property

continues or returns to reside with his father, hi* paternal

uncle, or his other brothers, c. v?¥¥ united or re-uuited, and

Tfa aff.

n. ( if) Waiting on, serving, t. ¥¥[ before %w to serve,

¥7Baff.
—

¥¥farr mfn. (*¥:-TfT-7f) Waited on, served, attended, b. ¥¥ be-

fore ¥*T to serve, St aff.

¥18w mfn. Who or what polishes, completes, initi-

ates, &c. e. ¥if before u to make, u ¥ aff.

¥Mlv: m. (-^:)
1 Completing, accompliahing, finishing, perfect-

ing.
9 Apprehension, conception. 9 The power of memory,

the faculty of recollection. 4 Faculty in general, one of the

twenty-four qualities enumerated by logicians. • An csseu-
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tial *nd purificatory rite or ceremony amongst ibe Hindu* ;

*a those of the three first classes, commencing with concep-

tion and ending with marriage , or snrnVTSV sacrifice on con-

ception ; jjwww on vitality in the foetus
;

in the

fourth, sixth, or eighth month ; VHIfw giving the infant cla-

rified butter out of a golden spoon to taste, before dividing

the navel string
;
wnmrvw naming the child on the tenth,

eleventh, twelfth, or hundred and first day
.
fvrwird carrying

him out to see the moon on the third lunar day of the third

light fortnight, or to see the sun in the third or fourth month

;

WWnuni feeding him with rice in the sixth or eighth month,

or when he has cut teeth : tonsure in the second or

third year : lymrqsi investiture with the string in tbe fifth,

eighth, or sixteenth year : fanri^: or marriage is the tenth

and last Snntiara. ' Embellishment, decoration, elegance.

• Purity, perfection. ' Preparing as an article of medicine

or food, cooking, dressing, compounding, etc. ' Purification,

consecration. 9 Impression, form, mould, s. wit implying

perfection, V to make, nr* *ff. and augment.

ttamv mfn. (-W: WTW) Produced from a purificatory cere-

mony, &c. K. as above, with the power of the fifth

case, and m born.

m. (-ns) A Brahman, &c. who has not received the

usual initiatory ceremonies, a. vfuiTV purificatory rite, and

wfw* deprived of ; also T0wsrTrfVTT, &c

.

to. (-if:) A man of the three first classes, who has

not been invested with the mystic thread, and who has not

received the other ceremonies necessary to purification.

*. vfWTT a rite, &c. wtw lost.

VtSHT mfn* {-ir-WT-W) 1 Wrought, made, artificially produced.
1 Excellent, best. ' Decorated, ornamented. * Cooked, dress-

ed. 1 Cleaned, cleansed. 9 Purified. * Finished, perfect,

completed. • Consecrated. 9 Initiated, m. (-w.)
1 A word

regularly formed, a regular derivative. 9 A learned man.
9 A man of the three first classes who has received all the

purificatory rites. n- (-1f> Language formed by perfect gram-

matical rules, tbe classical and sacred language of the Hindus.

s. vjw implying completion or perfection, fTrf made, and ^7
augment.

m. (-an) 1 A man who has undergone the initiatory

riles. * A sage. 8. ITHPT, and WTOW self.

f. (-ftlO Classical or polished language. 8. W&rtf, and

^3fw speech.

VT58SJ ind. Having perfected, polished, adorned, 6tc. b. ww be-

fore If to do, aff

TOffaw mfn. (-n:-nr-if) ' Perfected, polished. * Fabricated,

made. e. before Vf to make, fa aff. and «vr added.

f. (-WT)
1 Funeral ceremonies, as burning tbe dead body,

fitc.
9 Any purificatory rite : see tor. s. before fwat

act, action.

m. (-K )
1 A bed, a couch. * A bed made of leaves, &c.

9
Sacrifice, e. ai» before at to spread, aff.

aiaiuf mfn. ' Made firm, rigid, &c. 9 Confirmed, cor-

roborated. 1 Stopped, stayed, a. ¥* before alia to stop, * aff

10 M

WWW m. (-ai:)
1 Fixing, making firm, (a* a post,) 9 Confirming,

establishing. 9 Paralysis, muscular rigidity. * Stop, stay,

a. w»T before urfw to stop, aff.

mfn. (-ij.-WT-W) 9 To be made firm.
9 To be stopped,

a. WF before wfw to stop, WtftFT aff

md. 1 Having made firm, stable, rigid. &c. 9 Having con-

firmed or established, a.W before aafkf to stop, aff Upf.

m. (-*:) ‘ Acquaintance, intimacy. 9
Praise, k. w*T toge-

ther, ^ to praise , aff. ^tw.

qwVTW mfn. (.¥:-¥T-¥) Eloquent, talking fluently and well.

B. WW before ¥ to praise, WIWW Un'fidi aff

m. (-¥:)
1 The place occupied at a sacrifice by the Br«A-

man* reciting hymns and prayers.
9 Celebrating or hymning

in chorus, the repetition of the verses of the Vida* by a

number of Brahman*, a. WW together, (in chorus,) ^ to praise,

(the gods,) WW aff.

sjww mfn.
1

Intimate, acquainted. 1 Praised, hymned,

eulogised, r. ¥¥ before ^ to praise, aff. Hf.

vfarf* f. (-fin) Praise, celebration, b. ww before ¥ to praise,

fit* aff

irwnj m. (-w)
1 Assemblage, collection, heap or number. 9 Vi-

cinity. proximity. • Spreading, expansion, diffusion.
4 A

house, e. w*T before ¥1 to crowd, aff. WW.

TO mfn. WT W) 1 Staying, stopping, fixed, stationary.

• Staying with, associated, domesticated, m. (-HP)
1 A spy, a

secret emissary. 9 A countryman, a neighbour, a person of

the same country, &c. 9 A dweller, an inhabitant, f. ( urO

* Continuance in the right way, correct conduct. 9 State or

condition of being, time of life, &c. * Occupation, business,

profession.
4 Stop, stay.

4 End, completion. 9 Manifestation,

appearance. * Resemblance, likeness,
9 A sort of sacrifice.

• Loss, destruction.
99 Death, dying. " Form. 19 An assem-

bly. 19 A royal ordinance, a. ¥W implying completeness,

association, &c., and IT to stay, aff*. « or gT and ¥!¥•

TOTW mfn. (-w.-WT-W) Like, resembling, n. (-vf) * Form, figure,

shape. 9 Death, dying. 9 Fabrication, construction. 4 A place

where four roads meet. 9 Any place. 4 A mark, a spot, a

sign. * A heap, a quantity. 9 Primary formation, the aggre-

gation of the primitive atoms. 9 A vicinity, a neighbourhood,

a common place of abode, b. ww before tf to stay or stand,

WUIT'nr n. (-*)
1 Placing, firing. * Establishing. • Collect-

ing. * Retraining. a. SS before ST to stay. causal v.,

aff. aw.

mfn. (-W.-ST-S)
1 Placed, fised, deposited. * Establish-

ed. * Accumulated. * Controulcd, restrained, a. STT beforo

'ST to slay, causal r., TV aff.

sjTSTUI tad. Haring placed. *- rf*T before ST to stay, causal r.,

SPTaff.

sftnS mfn. (-St-ST-tf)
1 Dead, deceased. * Ended, fiuished.

* Established, filed. * Staying, stationary. * Residing, being

iu or at. • Heaped, collected.
1 Placed in or on. ' Near or

contiguous to. • Like, resembling, r. St}, before ST to stay,

aff.*.
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RfajfR f. (-fir)
1 Death, dying. * Abode, abiding, being or

being stationary. * Abiding, being or residing with. 4 Dura*

tion, continuance. 1 State or condition, (of life.) • Contiguity,

connexion. ' Heap, accumulation. * Restraint x. mi before

fWjftl staying : sec utpr.

R'rjr m. (-R:) ' Touching, contact, laying hold of.
4 Percep-

tion, sense, f. (-VT) A fragrant plant, commonly ChaMawat.

e. RR before WIT to touch, aff. XX
r'rtrvt mfn. (-nr an-RT) Born or produced by sense, by contact,

&c. e. RRIR, nnd at born.

TO* mfn. (-x:-xr-I) Touched, a. rr before ktr to touch,
* ' i

R aff.

RW1RT m. (-wO A ram. b. rr before «n to shake, a£F. XR.m mfn. (-¥:-¥!-¥) Blossomed, blows, e. rr before qs* to

blow, v aff.

m. (-*:) War, battle, r.. RR before fasz to disrespect,

aff. RR. r

tfciirx m. (-*:) War, battle, e. rr before RTR to hurt or kill,

aiT W*r, or with X off. RWfk.

RUK* n.(-R) Remembering, calling to mind. E. RR intensitive.

and RiyR remembering.

rrtr mfn. (-Ri-RT-Tf) Remembered, called to mind. e. rr, and

W to remember, x aff

R«jfR f. (-flf:) Remembering, remembrance, k. rr before R| to

remember, aff. fRR.

rrtr no. (-R:) Flowing, oozing, a. ij to go, with RR pref. and

X aff.

RXR mfn. (-R:-WT-R)
1 Strong knit, well limbed. 1 Compact,

close. ' Joined, attached or approximated to.
4 Closed, shut.

* Collected, assembled. 4 Struck, hurt, wounded, killed. * Act-

ing or making effort together, combining, combined. * Closely

allied, e. RR with, together with, XR to hurt or strike, aff. n.

RXRRHiR mfn. (-R’.-rVr) Knock-kneed. e. rxr approxi-

mated, close, and RTR the knee, RR aff. ; also without the aff.

RXRRTR-

RXRRR m. (•'X’-) The two hands open, and the palms brought

together, e. RX'H closed, rt to get or be, aff R.

rXRRT f. (-in) Close approximation or contact, &c. ; tee the

next. b. RXR, and fix aff.

rrrr n. f-ar) * Compactness. * Combination, &c. ' Appro-

ximation, contact, x. RXR. and w aff. ; also RT?nn with rr.

RXf* f,(-fR;)
1 Assemblage, collection, heap, number, host, mul-

titude, Ac. * Combination, Joint effort • Union, junction.

4 Compactness, s. RR [together, XR to strike or hurt,

aff. flfR.

sfXRR n. (-R) 1 The body. * Rubbing the limbs, e. RR before

XR to strike or hurt, aff. Rjfx.

XXTX n. (-w) 1 Collecting, accumulating. * Restraining, check-

ing. • Taking, seizing.
4 Destroying, b. rr before X to

take, wn aff
\

rrr m. (-R:) * Air, wind. • Pleasure, Joy. • Erection of the

hair of the body, cither from pleasure, or disease.
4 Envy,

emulation.
4 Trituration, rubbing, grinding, b. X<t before

XR to be pleased, or XR to rub, Ac., aff re.

RXRRlfRR mfn. (-it-fanft-fir) Joyful* delighted. ». and

XtfirR who Joins.

RTRR n. (-RJ A group of four houses, b. rsj together, x to

sacrifice, aff R7.

RRTR m. (-Rt) One of the twenty-one hells.

RXPC m. (-RJ) 1 Destruction, loss.
1 The destruction of the

world. • A division of Tartars*. 4 Abridgment, abbreviation.

* Collection, assemblage. * Restraining, suppressing. v Prac-

tice, skill, e. RR
v
together, X to take, aff XR,

HfXR mfn. (-Rt-RMf) 1 Attached, joined. * Collected, assem-

bled. 4 Placed, fixed. • Provided, furnished, equipped,

f. (-1IT)
* An arrangement of the text of the F4dat into

short sentences, regulated when the style is verse by tbcspc-

cies of verse, and when prose by the subject, and denomi-

nated after the person or persons by whom the arrangement

was originally made : it is also sometimes considered as

synonymous with a SAkha, a branch or school of the Veda*,

of which sixteen are reckoned to the %.tvVs, one hundred

and one to the Yaju*h, one thousand in the Suma, and nine

in the Atharvan. 4 A compendium, a collection more or less

coraprejwed of laws, legends, &c. 1
(In grammar,) Proximity of

two letters without an intermediate pause, Stmdki or junction,

though usually considered rather as the state preparatory to

tfie actual junction than the junction itself.
4 A compilation,

a code, a digest e. rr before XT to have, aff. x.

R*fx f. {-fx:) Clamour, shout, tumultuous exclamation, t. rr
together, xfir calling out.

RRR mfu. (-r:-rt-R) 1 Seized, laid hold of. * Scattered, thrown.

* Destroyed. 4 Compressed, contracted, abridged. 4 Curbed,

restrained, e. rr before X to take, aff x-

WRfR f- i-f*:)
1 Destruction, loss, disappearance. * Contraction,

abridgment * Taking, seizure. e. rr before X to take,

fit* «ff.

RX^l *«<f. Having contracted or reduced in bulk. * Having

abridged, Ac. s. RR, x to take, rjr aff.

r'XHC ro - <^p) Sound, noise, b. r»{ before XR to sound,

XX aff.

RXTfRR mfn. Sounding, making a noise, e, rw
before XR to sound, fifRW aff.

RXlR mfn. (-R:-rj-r) Bashful, modest, ashamed, b. rr, and

to be ashamed, X aff.

RR m. (-R*.) He, that man. b. r he, rr added.

Rtf* mfn. (-R:-R7-R) Bad, vile. m. (-¥:) A small tree, (Trophis

jupera.) k. r with, RX bad.

RR7TR n. (-R) Impure food, b Rf?, and xr boiled rice.

RR«R mfn. (-R:-rt-r)
1 Thorny, prickly.

1 Troublesome, peril-

ous. m. (-R:) An aquatic plant, (Vallisncria.) e. r for rr
like or with, RTC* a thorn.

RRT 1 Bearing or returning tax or toll.
4 Having

rays, Ac. e, R with, RR tax, &c.

RXRX mfn. (-ruri-r) Tender, compassionate, e. r with.RRR

compassion.

rr^4 mfn. Hearing, listening, b. R for RX with>W
the car.
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rnfn. (-SRT-tfif-tfc ' Performing any act or rite. * Follow-

ing similar business. *. W with or same, TOR act.

m. (-*:) (In grammar,) Tlie transitive verb. c. W with

act, and ww added.

WWWT mfn (-W--WT-W) All, whole, entire, t. W with, WT*T a part,

** aff.

wenarw m. (-V.) One of the twenty-one hells.

WW lTO mfn. (-w.-WT-xf) Having a cause, originating from a cause,

a. w with, nra cause.

WWm n. adv. (-*> Betimes, early in the morning, a. w with,

time.

mfn. (-w.-wn-TO Having a family, belonging to one, &c.

m. (-WT) A sort of fish ; also W]jiW* a. W with, Jit* a family.

W^Wf in. (-H:)
1 A kinsman, one of the same family name and

common origin: see W*fW. 1 A distant kinsman or relation ;

one who shares a divided oblation, as the grandson's grand-

son or other descendant as far as three degrees from him, or
|

the offspring of the grandfather s grandfather or other remo-

ter ancestor. a. W same, of family » some Authorities

extend the name of Sakutga to the tenth descendant,

wwrw m. (-WW) Fajres, ordure : more usually, gut. tad. 1 Once.

• With, together with. • Always. a. W*if substituted for

tT one.

WTOTO1 m. (-*:) A crow. a. WTO[ once, TO progeny.

W^TW mfn. (-v-^T*tf) Angry, displeased, a. W with, TOW wrath.

WH mfn. (-H:-WT-ti)
1 Attached, joined, in contact With. * Di-

ligent, attentive, intent. • Devoted or addicted to. a. TW to

embrace or adhere to, aff. *.

«rfw f- (-fwo * Contact, union, junction, cohesion. ' Devotion

or addiction to. e. to to embrace or adhere to, aff. fifW

*ns m. ('W') Kice or corn fried and then ground, a. TO to

moisten, Un'adi aff. jJWj also read nr*.

W*W m. (-TO) A speciea of poison, a. ww added to the pre-

ceding.

WTfWTWT f. (-in) The Sami tree, (Mimosa suma, Rox.) t, TO
barley meal* and ** fruit; of a similar white colour; also

IHVt
wfro n. (-fro)

1 The thigh. • Part of the frame of a cart. a. to
to unite, Un’adi aff. fww.

wfw m. (TOT) ' A friend. * An associate, a companion, f. (-^t)

A woman's female friend or companion, a confidante, &c.

a. w for WwiW ail, (the world,) TOT to celebrate, aff. to* and

xftw fcm. aff. ; the mate, noun is irregularly inflected,

wfro* n. (-11) Friendship. E.wfw a friend, and *( aff. , also wfwwi-

wwftww n. (-11) A female friend or confidante, a. waft and ww
a person.

TOf n. (-TO) Friendship, m. (-TOO A friend, a. «fw a friend,

* aff of the property or pleonasm.

TO (*) Wt r. Ut cl. <W«fir) To cover
;
also to.

WJPC mfn. (-Wf:TOT-*i) Fragrunt, oduriferous. m. (-if*-) A rela-

tion, a coheir, a. w for to same, like, and jpf connexion

;

or * with, and TO smell, scent

TOT mfn- (-Ti’Tl-T) Poisonous, tn. (-TO A sovereign of styodhyd,

the father of AsamakJA by K&aW, and sixty thousand sons

by SumST i : the latter being turned into a heap of ashes by

the sage KapilajUakui/a instructed the king to perforin tbeir

funeral ceremonies with the waters of Ganga, to be brought

from heaven for that purpose
;
this was finally accomplished

by the devotion of Bhacirat’ha, the great-grandson of Aba-

manja, who having led the river to the sea, denominated it

Sdgara, in honor of this his ancestor, a. w for TO with, *T

poison ;
being born together with a poison given to his mo-

ther by the other wife of his father.

wm& m. (-*:) A brother by the same father and mother, a. *
for TOUT the same, and ul embryo.

TOMl m. (-1$:) A brother of whole blood, one by the same father

and mother, r. W for Win* same, sn& embryo, TO aff.

WTO mfn. (-sw-MfT-4) 1 Proud. * Elated, a. W with, pride.

TOW mfn. (-w-wr-W) Having or endowed with properties, qua-

lities, Ac. a. W with, WW a quality.

Wtiw mfn. ( wt-WT-xf i Being of one family, of kin, related, m.

(•Wt)
1 A distant kinsman. ' A kinsman of the same family

name, or one sprung from a common ancestor
;
one connect-

ed by funeral oblations of food and water, n. (-x|) A family,

a race or lineage, a. W for TOTW like, common, and ^rw

family.

wfwt f (-fwfO Eating together, a. w for to with, wr* to eat,

firw aff. ; TO is substituted for the root, the W rejected, and

W changed to w,

TO r. 5th cL (W'jfrfto) To hurt, to kill ;
also TO.

wtT* mfn. (-TO-TO**)
1 Narrow, contracted. 1 Crowded. • Im-

passable, impervious, n. (*Wj
1 Difficulty, trouble. • A de-

file, a pass. a. TO before www aff.

Wfs iWT mfn. (-to

-

xft-wf) Winking, leering, m. (-TO) A tree,

(Grislca tomentoaa.) a. WTO contracted, Wfflf the eye.

WTOTT f. (-wt.i Conversation, discourse, talking together, a. TO

together, wro speech
;
also wqpww. &c.

WTO m. (-TO
1 Mixing, blending, confounding. * A mixed

caste or race, one proceeding from the promiscuous inter-

course of the four tribes in the first instance, and again from

their commerce with the descendants of such a connexion,

or the indiscriminate cohabitation of those descendants

amongst one another : most Hindus of the present age aro of

one of the many branches of this race, the highest of which

is impure and inferiur to the S'udr* .* under this term two

kinds of men are included according to the Rdmdyma . the

one denominated WlfTOTT, mixed or degraded by birth
;
and

TOW ITXJTT degraded by conduct. • Dust, sweepings. * Tbe

crackling of flame, a. WW before W to scatter, or W to make,

aff. wnr.

WyftWTO n. (-W) 1 Reducing to the state of the mixed or out-

caste tribes, causing loss of caste.
1 Blending, mixing. * Con-

fusion, either in kind, number, or arrangement, a. *nfc a

. mixed race, fw augment, and TOW doing.

WY tTO mfn. (-ir-WT-if)
1 Blended, mixed, confusedly. * Out-

caste. t. WTO, wd Wf made, fw aug.

WTTO> n- (-^> 1 Attracting, drawing. * Ploughing, making fur-

rows, 6tc. m. (-*:) BaladSva. a. ww before TO to p lough*
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fee., aff. *nr or qjq. A» applied to the demigod it refer* to hi*

removal in embryo from tho we mb of D^vak( to that of

Romji'f.

in. (-v) ' Collection, quantity. * Addition. (. w*[toge-

ther, WW to number, alT. qiq.

uf. (.if

-

itt) ' Contact, Junction. 9 Blending, clinging,

twining, intermixture. ' Heaping a* corn, Ac. n. (-if) Addi-

tion, (in arithmetic.) x. qq with or like, qrw to number, aff. ’jq.

xrf aptote. Killing, slaughter.

q^fqq mfn. (-fP-WT-q) ' Heaped, piled, arranged. * Brought

in contact, blended, intermixed. 1 Added, n, (-If) Addition,

(in arithmetic.) a. qq before qq to number, aiT. q.

qT*q m. (*w:) 1 Volition, will, resolve, mental determination.

* A solemn vow or declaration of purpose. 1 Expectation

of desired consequences from any voluntary act. x. qq before

vnr to be able, a IT. qwr.

mfn. (-q:-WT-ri) Born of, or proceeding from the

hope or expectation of advantage, m. f-ar) Kama nr love,

x. ffw, and m born
; also q^wqqjq, Ac.

m. (-qjT) KamadIta. x. volition, and

birth.

1Rrlr^THT in. (q:) Kama. x. q^pwf will, and qq bom.

q^WtiTfq m. (-fq:j Kama, the deity of love. x. WtfUj will, and

ifTfar place of birth.

q'Cqrqq mfn. (-q:-qMf) Of the nature of or conformable to the

will or purpose, x qq^w, and qq form.

mfn. (-f Produced from or arising out of the

hope or desire of advantage. m.(-q:) Love or Kama. b. q^gw.

and qqiq birth.

qqvurqrq mfn. (-q:-qt-q) Willing, resolving, referring to

volition. «. q^w, and qT«qr one with,

wefaw mfn. (-q:-qi-q> Proposed, sought as the result of any

act. x. qfxq, and aff

qYTJ^ mfn. (-q:-qn-q) * Unsteady, fickle, changeable. * Uncer-

tain, doubtful. ‘ Weak, feeble. 4 Bad, weak, wicked, b. qq
before qq to go, IToadi aff, qqq.

W* m. (*X')
1 Dust, sweepings. * The crackling of fiarae.

f. (-^) A girl recently deflowered, a new bride, Ac. x. qq
before w to make, ^qr aff.

qjpiq mfn. (-q:-in~W) ' Like, similar, (in composition.) * Near.

x. qq before an S3 to shine, aff. qr.

qfff5* m. (-q|:) A burning torch, a fire-brand. x. qq before f«*q

to be white, aiT. W.

vv\" mfn. (-W: -^t-4)
1 Crowded, confused. * Miscellaneous.

* Impure. 4 Mixed. 9 Of mixed and consequently impure

origin or caste. • Contracted, narrow. * Spread, diffused.

• Scattered. * Indistinct, confused, (as a writing.) x. qw be-

fore w to scatter, aff. %.

qftiqiftq mfo- ( Wandering about, going into all

sorts of places, k. vrv), and who goes,

q^l^qrfq mfn. Of mixed or impure origin.

x. qftq, and vnfq place of birth,

q^qq nf. (-q'-qT) Celebrating, praising, honour, glorification.

e. qq before to praise, aff.

qqptfnw mfn. (-WMIT-li) Praised, renowned, celebrated, e. qq
intensitire, qrq to praise, aff. H.

q^ m. A hole.

q^pfqq mfn. (-qt-lfT-q) ' Unblown, unopened. 1 Closed, shut.
1 Narrowed, contracted. *. qq before ftq to contract, aff. q.

q^qr n>fn. (-qs-qi-qr) ' Crowded, confused, filled with so as to

be impervious, n. (-q>
1 Inconsistent and contradictory

speech. War. 9 A crowd, a mob. * A flock, a flight, x. qq
together, ^pq to accumulate, aff. qr.

qipjfq f. (-flf:) A form of metre, a stanza of four lines, of 24

syllable# each. e. qq complete, qfq a metre,

q^ *f r. 10th cl. (q^nuDf) 1 To call or invite. * To counsel or

advise. * To fix or appoint a time,

q^q ra. (-qj) * Engagement, agreement, appointment, convec-

tion. * Condition, provision, the circumstances under which

any thing is necessarily or naturally effected. ‘Sign, gesture,

gesticulation, x. qffq to appoint a time, aff. qq.
n. (-q) Place of assignation, k. qgrir, and *prq

place.

q^frq m. (-q:)
1 Shutting, cloning, contracting, contraction.

* Binding, tying. • A sort of fish, a scale, ( Kaia Sancura,

Ham.) n. (-qf) Saffron, x. qq before ^q to contract,

aff. qq. •

q^rqq n. (-q) Aairioging, causing to shrink or close, x. qq,

grq to contract, causal v., qz aff.

qr^q m. (-w:) Lndea. b. qq before qrfq to cry out, causal

form, aff. war.

qyq mn. (-q;-*l) ' PilBcult progress, clambering up rocks,

fording torrents, making way through almost impervious or

inaccessible passes. &c. 1 The moans of effecting such a

passage, a causeway, a bridge, &c. m. (-q:)
1 Going, moving,

travelling, a The passage uf a planetary body through the

zodiac. * Passage from one point to another, traversing,

transit, transition.
4 Concurrence, e. qq before qq to go,

aff. qrq.

q^qq n. (M) * Going from or to, passage, transition.
1 Going

with, concurrence. *. qq. and qq to go, qpr aff. : see the

last.

qjffqq mfn. (-qi-^t-q) Who goes or proceeds, who or what

passes from one to another, x. qq. qrq to go, qq aff.

mfn. (-wr-qq-wi) 1 Passed, gone from one to another,

transferred, Ac. • Entered (into a new sign). • Depicted,

imaged, reflected, s. qq before qrq to go, aff. %.

qyrfqt f. (*fwt:)
1 The actual passage of the sun or other plane-

tary bodies from one sign of the zodiac into another. 1 Pas-

sage in general, proceeding from one time or condition of life

to another, from one place to another, &c. * Doing, pro-

ceeding in general. 4 Imitation, reflexion- k. qq before qq
to go, aff. fqq.

q^f« m. (-q:)
1

Difficult progress or passage over steep rocks,

, through narrow defiles, Ac. * A bridge of ropes, Ac. : see

qjq. x. q*f before qrq to go, aff. q»(.

q^jptqw n. (-^) Sporting, playing, x. qq. before qftr to piny,

qjx-aff.
«* '
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WytwtfTU mfn. (-Jri-WT-W) Sporting, playing, a. to before

to play, inw^aff

mfn, (-*-W-W) Violent, enraged. i. war, and **
angry.

m. (Rs)
1 Hie fluid secretion which Is supposed to form

upon conception, and to be the rudiment of the foetus.

• Moisture, wet, damp. a. TO together, and moisture.

m, (-^:) ' The destruction of the world. 4 Loss, destruc-

tion in general, a. TO completely, fw to perish, aff arw.

WlgH mfn. (-W:-IT-*)
1 Abridged, abbreviated, concise, com-

pressed. • Small, compact • Thrown. * Sent • Taken from

or away, seised, a. TO before faR to throw or send,

aff. if.

Wfvffr (-fir:) 'Abridgment "Throwing. "Sending. 4 Am-

buscade. * Transition from one feeling to another, a. *3*?,

Hr to throw. fir* aff.

mfn. (-V-WI-ai) Peruhing, being destroyed, m. «rw

before fs, to waste, WTWW air.

vyv m. (-if:)
1 Abridgment, abbreviation, conciseness, com-

pression. " Sending. ' Throwing. 4 Taking away. • Assist-

ing in another's duty. a. to before fang to throw or send,

aff TO
V£TO n. (-W) ' Abridgment, brevity. Sending. "Throwing.

4 Taking away. a. WN before fro to throw or send,

a/T. «jr.

m. ( art) ‘ Overturning, upsetting. " Shaking, trembling,

agitation. " Pride, arrogance, a TO before vpt to tremble,

aif. f®,

mfn. (-W:*Jn*W) 1 Whetting, sharpening. • Inflaming,

exciting, a. TO before TO to sharpen, HRW aff.

WJJ n. (-®j) War, battle, f. (-^JT)
1 Number in general, or a

number, a numeral " Deliberation, reasoning, reflection.

4 Intellect, understanding, a. to before substituted for

TO to speak well, aff. WW and WHf.

Wpn f. (-WT) Number, numeration, counting. ». STfT added to

the last ; also

vrgjrw mfn. (-W'-WT-W) Numbered, counted, reckoned, a. TO
before sgrr to tell, aff. ti-

ll $jl«l n. (-W) Numbering, numeration, reckoning, a. TO be-

fore agT to tell, aif

irgjl sa mfn. (-^nf*WWl-WW) 1 Having or being possessed of

number, numbered. * Intelligent, discriminating, m. (-WTW)

A learned Brahman

,

a Pan (fit, a teacher, a. wjp number,

&c., and poss. aff.

mfn. (-W.-^-xi) Numerable, to be counted or numbered,
j

a. a number, to aif.

TO * Meeting, encountering. " Association, Intercourse,

friendship. • Joining, uniting. * Desire, wish, cupidity. 4 Ad-

diction or devotion to. * Confluence of rivers, a. to toge-

ther, jr to go, aff. w, or dar to embrace, TO aff.

TOfTOT fr ( in) Incomparable or unequalled discourse, e. Ww
before aw to count, aff.

TOW mfn. (-ir-Wl-W) ' Apposite, proper, (as speech.) " Mixed,

united. " Met, encountered. 4 Collected, accumulated. * la

ION

conjunction, (planets.) n. (-if)
1 Friendship, acquaintance.

" Union, meeting, a. TO before JR gone.

W^fw f* (*fw**)
1 Meeting, union, mixture. * Knowledge. " Asso-

ciation, intercourse. 4 Frequenting, going to.
4 Questioning

for continued or further information, a. TO together, »fw

going.

TOw m. { -it) 1 Meeting, union, mixture, junction, the en-

counter of persons, the association of friends or lovers, the

confluence of rivers, the fitness yr adaptation of two things

to each other, &c. " (In astronomy,) Planetary Conjunction,

a. TO together, like, suitably, jr going: see also to, TOW,

TOfw, &c.

TO< m. (-*:) ' War, battle. * Misfortune, calamity.
4 Promise,

assent, agreement 4 A bargain, a transaction of sale.
4 Poi-

son. 4 Knowledge, n. (•*) The fruit of the Sami tree. >. TO
before

^
to swallow, aff WPT

TOrfww mfn. (-Wt-WT-W) Indifferent, stoical, free from attach-

ment l. TO. and rffW free from,

TOwfflR mfn. (-W'-WT-W) Free from worldly attachments or

affections. *. TO. and wfmnr abandoned.

qfOwrfiT f. ( tW-) * Separation from, or dissolution of worldly

affection. " Disunion, x. to, and separation,

wfrw mfn. (*’#l-fTsft-fT) ‘ Uniting with, going to or with,

attached. * Devoted or addicted to, intent on. * Libidinous,

lustful, desirous, a. TO union, Tf*T aff.

wfrtwrw mfn. (-W-WT-W) Promising, a. to before J to speak,

wrw^aff:

TOtw n. ( if)
1 The exhibition of song, dancing, and music, as

a public entertainment. * The art or science of music, and

dancing, r. TO together, and *tw sung.

TOlfw f. (-fir)
4 Conversation, discourse. " The science of

music and dancing, a. TO. together, WT to sing, aff*

TOt^ mfn. (-^:-4l-^) Promised, agreed, a. TO before W to

speak, aff. W.

TOg mfn. (-ir-gT-lf) Hidden, concealed, m, (*:) A Buddha or

Baaddha saint, a. TO before Jig hidden.

TOW mfn. (-w:*¥T-tf )

1 Heaped, piled, arranged. * United, Join-

ed, brought in contact. * Contracted, abridged, a. TO before

jr to hide, aff. iff.

TO^ftn mfn. (-WMIT-W) 1 Taken, accepted, seized. " Assented to.

a. TO before TO to take, n aff. »

mfn- (-if) Hiding, concealment, a. TO before JR to

bide, aff.

m. (-T*)
1 A compilation and abridgment. " A cata-

logue, a list nr summary. * Quantity, collection. 4 Restrain-

ing, confining. 4 Taking, seizing.
4 Propitiating, pleasing,

attaching.
1 Protecting, guarding. " A place where any thing

is kept. • Assent, promise. 14 Elevation, loftiness. "Velocity.

11 Clenching the fist. "" Effort, exertion, a. to_ before to

to take, aff TOr .

WfiTO n- (-*) 1 Taking, accepting, seizing. " Sexual inter-

course.
1 Hope. 4 Collecting. * Compiling, f- (-tfl) Diarrhoea,

dysentery, a. TO before TO to take, and W* aff.

Wjpn r. IQlb cl. (W|7TOfW-W>
1 To fight. * To make war.
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»TJ7H m. (-W:) Wit, battle, i. xrfW tn *?•>*> * •
qyrwqgT m. ( tp) A l«rge militirjr drum. >. WTftW w«< *n<l

RZR a drum.

TJT* m.(-*:> 1 Laying hold of forcibly. Mixing, griping. ’The

fist. * Clenching the fist. * The gripe of » shield.

before rr to seise* aff. RR.

n.
(-'f')

' Flock* multitude, number, a collection of living

beings either of the same or different Bjxscies. ' A heap,

a quantity in general, s. RR before RR to kill or hurt,

aff.RR,

Rf- Rlfcw rn. (-^) A fish in general e. RJ7 a shoal, R*: to go,

fajfrr aff.

R^sftfTR m. (.Rt) A hired porter or labourer, a cooly. e. Wf
a crowd, and aftfsr^ who lives.

m. (-f:)
1 Clash, shock, collision, * Friction, rubbing

together. • Meeting, encounter. 4 Embracing, f. (-fl) A

large creeper, s. RR before Bf to go, aff. RR, and ¥TR.

iry-pT nf.(-R*-RT) ' Meeting, encountering, occurrence. * Union,

junction, contact, cohesion.
a Close contact, cleaving or

adhering to, the interwining of wrestlers, the embraces of

lovers, &c. 4 Friction, rubbing together, a. RR before rt

to move, aff.

E| S m. (-^t)
1 Envy, emulation, rivalry, vicing or contending

for superiority. 1 Trituration, rubbing, grinding. * Going

gently, gliding, flowing, a. Ri^ before rr to rub, aff. rr.

vrgiTR ind. Collectively, altogether, e. Wf, and iffy aff.

R|nf*RT f. (-an)
1 A bawd, a procuress. * A pair, a couple.

a An aquatic plant, iTrapa bispinoia.) 4 Smell, b. rh

before R«s to unite, aff. WW> fern. form.

RJTR ra.(-R:) 1 Assemblage, multitude, heap, quantity. ‘Asso-

ciation, combination. * Composition of words, formation of

compound terms. 4
Killing, striking, hurting, * Phlegm. 4 A

particular mode of walking in dramatic representation. ' A

division of Tartarus. b. RR before rr to strike or kill,

RR aff.

Rf-lARR mfn. (-RTR-B^-RR) Having or connected with many,

a heap, &c. a. r^tr, and RJJR aff.

Byl mfn. (*R:-ffT-R) Resonant, resounding, m. (-r:) Sound,

cry, noise, e. RR before ijR to sound) aff TV ; also optionally

with the augment, RR, Rf*fRR mfn. (•WUfl-lf.)

rrttrt mfn. (-R:*RI*R) All whether animate or inanimate.

e. R with, RT moving, RRT stationary.

RfR m. Friendship, intimacy, connexion. f. (-fR:-Rt)

The wife of Ixnaa. t. rr to be connected, aff. rr, and

rYb optionally added
;

also nfl. and *-#1.

^fiwar mfn. (-*:-*T-V) Blear-eyed. xyfcryy with, fVw a

bad eye, aff.

nfV* m. (-RJ)
4 A friend, a companion, an associate. * A mi-

nister, a counsellor, s. RPR friendship, rt to go or get,

aff. W.

rrwr mfn. (-r:-rt-r)
1 Rational. ‘ Conscious, sensible. e. r

with, ^RR intellect.

RRRR mfn. (-WI:-in:-Tr) Conscious, reflective, understanding.

e. R with, rr^ mind

rrr mfn. (-R-Rt-R) Clothed, dressed. E. R with,

clothes.

rrr mfn. (-R:-¥T-R) Active, making effort, m. (-R:) The mango,

(Mangifera Indies ). r. R with, RTF effort.

RRfi-

R mfn. (-R:-ffl-ir) ' Honest, upright. Virtuous. E.R1T

good, Rfrtf conduct.

RRTCT f* (-TT) Turmeric.

Rfkrg sj m. (-R: ) Intellect, intellectual part or portion. B. R1{

being, fRt{ intellect, and Rr part.

RfRRTRR n. (•() Bhahma, or the Supremo Spirit, k. RR being

present, fRR intellect, and RTRR happiness
; the external

source of wisdom and happiness.

m. (-1 :) A yddra, who has gone through the same cere,

monies as the other classes, which though not directed by

and indeed contrary to law, is in some places customary.

b. vrtT pure, and TJt a S'tidra.

RSt'jqrw mfn. {-R:-RI-R) Muddy, clayey, b. R for RR, with

wprtr mud.

RRR mfn. (-R:-rt-rj Watery, wet. e. r with, ew water.

Ranfff mfn. (-fR:-fR:*fw) Of the same sort or species, of the

same tribe) &c. m. (-fir.) The son of a man and woman of

the same caste, e. r for rrir same, and Rtf* species.

RRIRtR mfn. (-rj-rt-R)
1 Descended from parents of the same

tribe or caste. * Of the same tribe. * Of the same species.

4
Like, similar, a, r for rrtr same, wrrfir sort, kind, and

R aff.

RRR mfn. (-ST-W:-R:) Associated, an associate or companion.

tad. With, together with, n, R with rr to please,

aff. f*R.

Rwf mfn. (-SR:-rit-RR) 1 Armed, accoutred. * Fortified. • Pre-

pared, got ready. * Ornamented, decorated. 4 Covered, cloth-

ed. f. (-RTT)
4 Dress, decoration. * Armour, mail a. RfR to

go, aff RR
RRTR mfn. (-R:-RT-R)

1 Ofgood family, well born. * Respect-

able, reputable. 1 Good, virtuous. 4 Arming, putting on ar*

mour. * Dressing, preparing, n. (-R)
1 A guard, a sentry, a

picquet. * A ferry, a fihal. f. (-ri) » Caparisoning an ele-

phant, * Dress, decoration. ‘ Arming, accoutring, a. err
to go, aff. ^R, or RR excellence, rr a person.

RmntlR mfn. (*R:-RT-R) ' Arming. * Dressing. 4 Getting ready,

preparing. 4 Hesitating, (in speech.) k. RWr to go, rtrr aff.

RfWfW mfn. (•R:-R7-R) 1 Armed, accoutred. • Dressed, decorat-

ed, ornamented. 1 Prepared, made. e. rsrt armour, Rir^aff.

R-wilR^R n. (••) Arming, arraying, preparing, decorating.

e. rri armed, and v^CR making, (r augment.

VwlW mfn. (-R:-RT-Ti) Armed, accoutred, prepared, decora-

ted. E. R^T, and rr made, fR augment.

RRftRR mfn. (-vr.-WT-Tl) Armed, prepared, decorated, b. r*bi,

and t^R become, fR augment.

RR( mfn. (-RT VRt*Ri) Struug, (as a bow,) having a bowstring.

e. R with srt a bowstring.

RRfRW mfa. (-R-RT-R) Afraid, timid, u RW. and r%r timid.

rrr m. (-RR) Cheating, juggling, e. rr together, ff to col-

lect, Rfk Un adi aff. and the radical vowel rejected.
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^TO m. f-W:
) Hc»p, qauuitv, numb«r, multitude. s- TO toge-

ther, f't to collect, «0r,

TOTO n. (-w)
1 Collecting, gathering. * Collecting the ashes

or bones of a body which has been burnt. E. TO together,

f* to collect, aff. l*.

mfn. (-tffl ftpft fa) Who or what collect*. a. ¥¥, far to

collect,

¥VPC m. (-tfs) A defile, any narrow or difficult pass) a road along

the edge of a mountain, or a bridge over a mountain stream,

fitc.
1 Difficult passage, travelling along almost impracticable

routes. * A road, a way. 4 The body. ‘ Killing. a. ¥* before

to go, aff. W j
also ¥¥TT-

^Tfar»r nf. (-4-W1) Trembling, shaking, t. ¥* before to

go, irwaff.

wr* m. (-¥*.) A bird, a hawk (>).

rn. (-Up) A particular sacrifice, at which the juice of the

acid Asdepiaa is drank. «. W. together, to collect, par-

ticipial aff. form irr. being substituted for the regu-

lar change : see

m. (-**•)
1 Difficult progress.

4 Difficulty, distress. * Lead-

ing, guiding.
4
Inciting.

1 Impelling, setting in motion. • Con-

tagion, communication or transmission of disease.
T Course,

transition.
4 A gem supposed to be in the head of a serpent,

a. before^ to go, aff. see orW and to

go, causal t.. Wf alT.

Wrr^f m. <-*0 ' A leader, a guide. • An instigator. • An orator.

B- to go, causal v., W<f aff.

mfn. (-wl favfl fa) Indigent, distressed, calamitous,

in want of aid or protection. «. difficulty, and nftfaw

living.

xpbttw n. (-w) 1 Leading, guiding. * Impelling) instigating.

1 Moving, setting in motion, b. q?7 before to go, causal

W9 aff-

¥¥lf**T f. (*¥T)
1 A female messenger or go-between. A

bawd. 4 A brace, u pair.
4 Smell, a. ¥*T before Tt: to go,

wvfrw mfn. (-1T-HT*1f)
1
Irf-d, guided. 1 Driven, impelled. 4 Set

in motion, moved. 4 Communicated, (ms disease.) k. WW be-

fore to go, causal Vi aff.

mfn. (-ft-faft-fa)
1 Fickle, changeable, not permanent.

* Moving, going. 4 Difficult, inaccessible. 4 Moving, putting

in motion. * Transmitted, hereditary, (as disease )

4 Contagi-

ous. m. ' Incense. 4 A division of the Bhtftxu, the same

as the wfw^lfrn q. v. or the reverse of the WifTO or fixed

and steady sentiment*. 4 Air, wind. e. before 'VPC to

go, fafw aff.

sjfapr mfn. (-iTi-WT-it) Assembled, accumulated, collected,

gathered, e. **, far to collect, n off.

¥far*7 f- (-¥t) A plant, (Salvainia cucullata.) e. ¥*( completely,

far¥ variegated.

*rfar^P* n. (-¥) Considering, reflecting, a. V* before fvfa to

think, Vial
mfn. (-WMIT-tO Deliberated, weighed, i. V*. fafa

to think, if aff.

WfVTO tad. Having considered, reflected, thoughtful, k. ¥H.

farfW to think, V&W aff.

(-¥) Breaking to pieces, reducing to powder, m. rrg.

to grind, W* aff.

mfn. (-Tr:-in*it) Cut or broken to pieces, pulverised,

comminuted, a. VV before to pound, n aff.

¥%¥ mftj. To be collected or accumulated, a. VV,

far to gather, ¥TW aff.

¥¥tfa* mfn. (-¥:-¥!-¥) Ordered, commanded, s. VV, and

¥Tfaw ordered.

¥*¥¥ mfn. (-Wi-¥T-W) Covered. t. w completely, and WU
covered.

mfn. (-vn-¥l -#)
* Cut, cut off.

4 Dissipated, removed.

e. *3 fT before fa* to cut, H aff.

r. 1 st cl. (rorfir) To go or move.

¥¥ m. (-*:) ' Brahms. 4
S'iva. f. (-VfT) A she-goat. a.

uniformly, all (mankind), m* to be born, (or created by

whom,) and V aff.

*VPT¥ n. (-W) Begetting, causing, producing, b. w before VW
to be born, wre aff.

*# '

mfn. Begetting, producing, causing,

t. vn before «J¥ to be born, causal v., r* aff.

W¥T¥ n. (-w) A group of four houses, a. ¥* together, •[ to

go, aff. , also sj«r**T, and

¥*TW mfn. (-W:-¥T-lf) * Bom, produced. 4 Become, e, WW,

and WTH born.

¥¥T¥nr mfn. 1 Knowing, observing. 4 Watching,

who or what keeps watch, a. »n? before vn to know,

lpww aff.

n. (-4)
1 Animating, bringing to life.

4 A cluster

of four houses. 4 A hill. e. together, vffa to live,

TO»ff-

-VT) Wish or attempt to preserve, a. ¥¥ before ¥¥
to hide, desid. v., and ¥T¥affs.

mfn. Wishing to preserve, hide, conceal, &c.

a. V*t before to hide, desid. v., ¥ aff.

m. (-T: )
1 Heat, the heat of fire, burning, scorching, a

burn. 4 Fever, b. sp?. before to burn, aff.

mfn. Overcome by or affected with fever,

fevered, feverish. a. and VdfiX distressed.

mfn. Affected with fever, fevered, diseased,

a. VV before wrt: to be feverish, fW¥W aff.

W¥ mfn. (-If'.'irr'^) Knock-knccd. n. (-¥) A yellow fragrant

wood, f. (-¥T)
1 Name, appellation.

4 Thought, mind, intel-

lect.
4 Gesture, sign, gesticulation.

4 The sacred verse or

Oayatri of the fiMat. * One of the wives of the sun. • (In

grammar,) The technical name of any affix, &c. a,

before ¥T to know, aff. and *T^ r
that by which any thing

U known.

f. (-fin) ' Killing, slaying.
4 Apprising, informing. a.WW

before to know , also, to slay, (causal form,) aff.

WtTT^ n. (-W)
1 Killing, slaughter. 4 Apprising, informing.

4 Teaching, a. before ¥T to know
j also to alay, causal

form, aff. ipt.
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UTKW mfn. (-TOT^TOTft-TOW)
1 Recovered after insensibility,

become sensible.
1 Having a name or denomination, a. <3ti

sign, name, Ac., wryw afl*.

TOWrfwWTO m. (-TOO An epithet or attributive, a. tot. and firroy

object.

TO faw mfn. (-W:-TOT-W) Called, denominated, a. tot, and

TTT^aff.

TOfj mfn, Knock.knccd. a. TO together, and TO for

WTTO the knee.

TO r. 1st (TOWwfwt To manifest.

TO mfn. tabu. (-*:-TOT-w) An ascetic* clotted hair, or the hair

collected into a loose braid and twisted forwards upon the

forehead.
# A mane. * A crest, a. TO to be a part of, and

TO »iT.

TOTT m - A lion. a. TOT mane, and TOT mark.

wfe f. (-fwt-wl) Zodoary, (Curcuma zerumbet.) but applied also

to the Curcuma amada : see TOfo. a* TO to be a part of,

TO aff- U(1 optionally added.

mfn. (-TO:-wtt-TO) Accompanied or explained by a commen-

tary. a. TO with, tffaFT a comment.

TO t. 10th cl. (TOTTOfw) To hurt or kilL

TOfTO n. (-to) A sort of minor drama in Prakrit only.

TO r- 1st cl (TOHTWfw)
1 To finish, to complete. * To leave un-

finished. * To go, to move.

TOW<S* m (-TO) Packthread, a. see *TOTO^, the sibilanU being

interchanged.

TO* m. (-a*:) A eunuch ; see and WTO, Ac. the sibilants being

interchanged.

TOzfw n - (-TO) Perching, slighting, (as a bird.) a. TOTO before

tf) to fly, aff. n. form irr.

TO mfn. (-TOTO-TOlftTOTO) ' Tnlc-
* GotK* »

Tfirtuoua 4 Being,

existing.
4 Excellent, best.

4 Venerable, respectable. * Wise,

learned. * Firm, steady.
1 Right, proper, f. (-TOTfl) ' A vir-

tuous wife; in ordinary use applied especially to the wife

who burns herself with her husband's corpse. * The goddess

Una*. • A fragrant earth, commonly Surat earth. 4 A species

of the PraiuhthS metre, n. (TOO The true God, the always

present and all-pervading spirit. »W. (TOT) In composition,

a particle of reverence or respect, implying, good, right, fit,

Ac. as TOfiWTOT virtue, doing what is right, Ac. a. TOTO to be,

aff. of the participle of the present tense tr*.

TOWW mfn. (-W-WT-TO) Eternal, continual n. ado. (-li) Eternally,

continually, a. TOT before TOTO to spread, aff. n, and the to

rejected optionally.

TOWro n. (-«) Natural property, nature, r. TO for TOTOTTO univer-

sal, WTO nature.

TOWTWW m. (-top) Tl»e sage Gautama, the author of the Nya'ya or

logical philosophy, a. TOT the good, and who delights.

TOfw f. ( fwt) * End, destruction. • Gift, giving, a. TO to give

or %T to destroy, fro aff.
;
also TOlfw.

TOwfn n. (-tf ) Virtuousness or purity in a wife, a TOfl, see TOT,

and to aff. ;
also with wqr, TOTftWT.

TOwVro m. (-W:) Peas, or a particular kind of pulse, a TOfw, from

TO being, life, TO. to** 1® 1 # *&d with TO added TOlflTOTO.

TOwtWwr m/-w:) Peas
;
also fTO^TOT, and to¥Ytot, See : see the last

TOWtTO m. (-^j) A fellow student, the pupil of the same spiri-

tual preceptor, b. to for TO same, uti a teacher.

TOflr& m. (-15- > A fellow student : see the last. a. V for TO
the same, wtv? a teacher, and TOT aff.

TOwfwr m. (-TO)
1 A bam bn.

1
Air, wind. mf. (-TO-TO) Peas,

pulse, or a particular kind, called Teora. a. TOTOt a good

wife, TO to make, aff. to

TOwItoto m. (-to.) Pulse in general, or a particular sort. a. TOftW

wind, TO to utter, aff. to ;
also fvnftwrTO, TOWtwTO. TOTTftwrro.

TOTOW mfn. (-TOTO)
1 Thirsty, greedy, cupidinous. * Thirsty,

(literally.) a. to for toItoi! with, TOW thirst, literally or

figuratively.

TOTOiTOTO n. (-wi)
1 A good act, piety, virtue. • Hospitality. 4 Fu-

neral obsequies. 4 Expiation, a. TOW ,
and TOTOTW act

; also

TOW, froror, Ac.

TOTOTTO m. (-TOft) A tree, (Xauclea cordifolia.) a. TOW good, TOXTO

the Cadamba tree.

WTOIWWK m. {-*:) A sort of ebony : see mTO llfTO.

TOTOiTTO ra. (-TO:) A hawk, a kite.

TOTTOr^ m. (‘X’)
1 Reverence, respect. • Hospitable treatment or

reception, k. TOW, and wrn; making.

TOTtrw mfn. (-W: TOT-TO)
1 Worshipped, adored. • Respected,

revered. * Welcomed, saluted.
4
Entertained, treated with hos-

pitality. 4 Done rightly or properly, n. (-li)
1
Hospitality.

Respect. • Virtue, a. TOW excellent, and irw made.

TOTirfw f. (-fin) Doing good, acting properly, virtue, morality,

Ac. Treating with respect, a. tow good, and irfri act.

TOTVTTO i*d. Having treated with respect, Ac. c. TOW, and inw

having made*

TOfrTOWT f. (-TOT)
1 Funeral or obsequial ceremonies. * Any puri-

ficatory ceremony. • Doing good, charity, virtue, See.
4 Wor-

ship, homage. 4 Respectful treatment. * Salutation, welcome,

courtesy.
T Hospitality, b. TO*[ good, and flrWT act.

TOTOTO mfn. (-TO:-TOT-TO) * Best, excellent. • Very venerable or re-

spectable. 4 Most virtuous, b. TOW good, and ww*( aff.

TOW? f. (-WT)
1 Being, existence.

4 Goodness, excellence, a. TOW

being, WTO aff of the abstract ; also TOwi.

TOW r. 10th el. (TOTOTO??)
1 To act liberally.

4 To be connected.

4 To spread or extend.

TOW n. (*w) * Sacrifice, oblation. * Liberality, munificence. 4 Co-

vering, clothing, concealing. 4 Fraud, roguery, cheating.

4 A wood, a forest.
4 Wealth. T A house. 4 A tank, a pond.

b. tow; to go, Ui/adi aff. in writing, one w may be omit-

ted, and it occurs, TOW-

TOwwrwt? f. (-wrr) An apartment in which Jlrahmant or mendi-

cants, Ac. are presented with food and gifts- a. tow giving,

and Wfwrr a house.

TOWT ind. With, together with. a. TO for TOTO with, WT to preserve,

aff. flTW ;
also written, TOWf.

TOfw m. (-fwp)
1 A cloud. 4 An elephant. 4 A victor, a conqueror.

b. XX to or waste, to destroy, Ac. Un'idi aff. fw.

TOfwTO m. (-iff) ' A liberal housekeeper, one constantly per-

forming sacrifice and distributing alms. * An embassador,
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an agent reaiding in a foreign country. 9 A priest auperin-

te tiding or performing a sacrifice. a- *?w munificence, Ac.

xf* *ff-

TOT n. (-^i) ' One of the three Gunaa or properties of man and

nature; the quality of excellence or noodneas: that which

eulightena, constitutes knowledge, and is the cause of truth,

and the predominance of which renders the perna, in whom

it resides, virtuous, gentle, devout, charitable, chaste, honest,

Ac., and the thing, pure, mild, &c. * Substance, thing,

either elementary substance, as earth, air, tire, Ac. or any

thing of which some property may be predicated. 1 Mind,

intellect * Nature, natural property or disposition. 9 Vigour,

power. • Strength.
f Self-possession or command. • Breath.

• Being, existence. ** Essence, substance. "Wealth. '* Cer-

tainty. " Life, the principle of being. '• A substantive noun.

*
* A demon, a goblin, inn. (-v-IT) An animal, a being.

1

c. to to perish, aff. TO. or TO being, good, excellent. Ac.
j

W aff. of the abstract; one IT being rejected also, it is read TO-

Wtri m. (-^:) The property of goodness; see the last a TOT,

and IT* attribute.

TOUT f. (-ITT) Purity, goodness, the existence of the Satica

Gun a, or property of truth and virtue, &c. e. Wst abstract

added to the last

TOriNnj mfn. (-W:-V*W) Frightening animals, making them

tremble, a. to, and TO to shake, TO a IT.

TOTTO mfn. (-wn^nfl-TO) 1 Pure, virtuous, endowed with the

quality of goodness. ' Natural. a
Existent, Ac. s. TO and

WJJW aff.

Vwfvfvw mfn. (-ir:-in-lf) ' Done spontaneously or naturally.

Virtuous, upright, r. to. and fwfro effected.

TOPTTjfl f. (-ffc:) Purity of nature or disposition, s. tot, and

WTjfc purity.

mfn. (-Wi-VT-^ 1 Equable, even-minded, neither elat-

ed by prosperity nor depressed by misfortone. * Good, ex-

cellent. a. to the good quality, and TOTW endowed with.

mfn. ( -"W.-UTT-KB/
1

Excellent, holy, pure. * Being or

existing in the nature of things. • Animate, inherent in ani-

mals. a. TOT, and iff what stays or is.

mfn. (-V-^) According to nature or natural qua-

lity. k. TOT, and conformable to.

TOF^rw m. (.^t) Natural energy or perseverance, a. f«, and

TOIT effort.

TOU n. (-W) The new leaf of a water-lily, b. TO good, and

TO a leaf.

TOTW m. (-W0 ' A good road .
1 Correct or virtuous conduct,

doctrine, Ac. a. TO good, and TO a road.

TOffrTO m. (-W0 Acceptance of gifts from proper persons.

b. TO. and q(TTO acceptance.

TOTTJ ra. (-13: ) An anima^ fit for a sacrifice, a victim, a. TO
good, and TOJ an animal.

TOTl n. (-i) A worthy or virtuous person, s. TO". and TO
a vessel.

VTO1M m. (-$:) Judicious liberality, bestowing favours on the

worthy, a. TfiTO, and w^ raining.
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TOTtT ra. (-Kf)
1 The father of a son. * A virtuous son. t. TpT

being, or good, and to* * *°n -

WWTO m. (•?) A worthy or spirited man. a. tot. and 311
a male.

TOUfTOW m. (-W:) Contrariety of doctrine or argument, know,

ledge of the opposite arguments proving the existence or

non-existence of a thing, k. SPT being, v fn TO opposition.

WFIW m. (-W:> The pomegranate, t. TO1 good, and TOT fruit.

TOT mfn. (-T^-Wf-wil
1 True. * Sincere, honest, speaking the

truth, n- (-»d.»
' Truth. * An oath. * “The first Yttga or age,

the golden age. comprising one million seven hundred and

twenty-eight thousand yean*. * Demonstrated conclusion,

m. (-;*:) ' Ramachakdra. • The uppermost of the seven

Lokaa or worlds, the abode of Braoma, and heaven of truth,

f. (-an) ' SIta, the wife of Rama. * The mother of Vyasa.

Speaking the truth, sincerity, veracity. i*d. <TOR) Indeed,

verily, a particle of interrogation, and asseveration, a.

being, arid TO. aff.

TO# mfn. (-#r:-WMtf) True, veracious, n. (-W) Ratification of

a bargain. B„ TOJ as above, and fW added.

m. (-^:) Ratification of a bargain, a. truth, flK

making, confirming. TO, augment.

TOTCrriPT mfn. Mfs-lfMb Given or deposited in order to bind

or ratify a bargain. B. TOUCH M above, and WW made.

TOWI f. (-WT) Truth, trueness. a TTf( added to TO ; also with

W. TOW.

TOTTO mfn. (-w:-WT-ai) Virtuous, sincere, upright, a. TO, and

wealth.

TOWW f. (-WT) One of KaTsHwas wives, e. to true, TO
beautiful, fern. form.

WTOirw m. (-Tf:) Vyaba, the poet. t. TO true, WTTO the

ASahabh&rat.

sjtuujt n. (-af) The first of the four Yuga% or ages, the period of

general virtue and purity, or golden age, comprising a term

of 1,728,000 years. t.*TO truth, and T* age.

TOXjisw nt. (-or:) A Vidyddhara or demigod so named, r to
truth, and TOW youth.

TOTO mfn, (-W.-WT-Tf) Honest, sincere, ra. (-V.) Vyaba. a. TO
truth, and TO devoted to.

TOTO mfn. (-WT-fft-1|) A speaker of truth. 1 . TO, and to
who speaks.

19TOTO n. (-si)
1 Speaking truth. • Acknowledging or ad-

mitting the truth, a. ’TO, and TOW speech.

TOVWW mfn.(-Wl:-WT:-W) Speaking truth, veracious. m.(-Wr.)

A Ruhi, a saint, a seer. n. (-W0 Truth, a. to truth, tow
speech.

TOWW mfn. (-WT^-nft-TO) True, possessing or practising

truth, m. (-WT^l The name of a king. f. (-Wifi) * The mother

of Vta'sa. * The wife of NsaanA. • The wife of RYsbika, a

saint, a. TO truth, and wgw aff.

TOTO^TO m. (-if:) The poet Vya'sa. b. VTOrft his mother’s

name, and KPT *°n -

TOTO mfo, True-speaking, veracious, n. (-U'

Truth, a. to, and TO to speak, with m\ot TO, aff
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VrUS’lX mfn. (-XT*) Speaking the truth, veracious, sincere,

in. (-wf^)
1 A -crow. * A RUki, a saint, e. x?b true,

speech.

XWPTtfxX n (-if) Speaking truth, k. XTUXtfxx. and W aff.

Wir<« »ifn. ( Speaking truth. *. truth,

ami "«'fra who speaks.

VTUrsi mfn. Pnu-tising or speaking the truth. «.

truth, and fit chosen.

XTXsr* mfn. (*W:-WT-W) Practising or adhering to the truth,

veracious, honest, sincere, in. (-X:) A king, the 25th of the

solar dynasty in the second age. e. *nv the truth, wir reli-

gious observance.

XiWi’flT mfn. (-1£-WT-W) Likely, probable, plausible, like the

truth, e. X"* truth, and x*;u like; also, similar compounds,

as &c.

XJX31X mfn. (-X:-XT-lf) True, veracious, m. (-T:) Kov£ba, the

god of wealth, k. X<X the truth, x*i: with * to swallow, aff, *x
h mb** mfn. (-ai:-afT Veracious, adhering to or observing the

truth, m. (-*:)
1 Bhabata, the younger brother of Rama.

*The prince Jakam&aya. f. (-an) Draufadi', the wife of the

Pa'n'dV princes, a. xar truth, fit before XT to have or

hold, aff. w
XTWlfxx ra. (-jS\) An unexceptionable witness. *. and

xrfxst a witness.

XTXTOfx f. (-fx:) Ratification of a bargain, b. x«X truth, *tx
before w to make, to confirm, aff. fnw.

Xrflifv m. ( fir.) A name of the saint Aoastts. e. x?*J

.

the

truth, and *fx fire.

mfn, (-Wr-tirT-w) True. m. (-WT) A virtuous and upright

man. a. XXh and xisrx same.

mfn. Upright, true. B. XiX, and

attached to.

b«jr*«?T n. (-if) Commerce, trade, traflick. b. WrtJ truth, and

XXX falsehood, a mixed practice of truth and lies.

XftaiXX rif, (-n’-WT) Ratification of a bargain, a. XTX nominal

verb, to speak or observe the truth, causal form, x«XTX, and

Wi or ^X *df,

XT&lUrx ra. (-?:) Eminence or excellence in truth, s. xnx, and

excellence

XWr* mfn. (-XR-*t-*> Speaking the trut^. x. wn the truth,

X* to be said or uttered.

XX n. (-X) Sacrifice, &c. see

XXX mfn. (-x :-XT-if) Ashamed, modest, a. * with XX7 sliame.

m n. (-sf) Meat which has been once fried with spices,

&c. then soaked and dried, and again dressed with Ghee and
condiments, b. X for X*. with fx three, Xrraxr species of

production.

IT* n.(-n’) The quality of excellence or goodness, 8tc. ; see xxi
mfn. (-^t-vr-X) Quick, expedition*, n. ado. (-if) Quickly,

swiftly, a. rj for xx with, **7 dispatch.

f. (-in) Quickness, speed, e. wx added to the last

;

also with «, x«y*.

Association with the good or respectable.
*-Xi{, and connexion.

m. (-T:) Association with the good. e. xw, and XT
association.

XXfrXTW n. (-X) Association or intercourse with the wise and

good. w. XT, and xfxTTT propinquity.

XXHiaw m. (-st:) Association with the good. s. XT. and qnnn
encounter.

T*jnx mfn. (-V-XT-X) 1 Having a friend. • Having virtuous

friends, a. XT being, or good, &c. xvtx a friend.

Xajrc: m. (-^J)
1 A painter. • A poet. a. V* excellence, XTT

essence.

n- (•*) Sputtering in speech, e. X for xfxw with,

XT imitative sound, and fK making.

XTXX m. (-*:) A crab. «. X with, TTX a tooth.

HPII «• (•Wt) A heron, a. x with, tt a tooth or beak,

and TTX face.

XT m. ( xO The fruit of trees, a WT to go, XT aff-

XTV* o- (-X) Calx of brass, x. XT good, excellence, TXT
stibium.

XTX n. (-T)
1 A house. • Water. • Perishing, decaying. * Ex-

haustion. e. ux to K° or perish, aflf. ux

|

XTX mfn, (*X:-XT-*i) Benevolent, compassionate. *, X with,

I TXT clemency.

XTV mfn. (Xt-Kt-X) Fearful, afraid, e. x with, x* fc*r.

XTW fu. (-X^XO An assembly, a meeting, e vx to go, (to

which,) Un'idt aff.

1 Existent and non-existent. * True

and false. * Perceptible and non-perceptible. a. SHT- snd

WHW untrue, &c.

mfn. (-W5-<t-SF) Being both real and unreal, existent

and non-existent, substantial though imperceptible, b.

and self.

m. (-XT:) Discrimination between true and false, Itc.

E. X<VA. and fvtsr judgment.

xjX^S ro * (’W) * An assistant or by-stander at a sacrifice, Ac,

one whose business it is to notice and correct mistakes.

* Any person present at an assembly, a spectator, an assessor,

a member, Ac. r- XX^.an assembly, XW aff-

XXT **d. Always, at all times. E. ir for all, x^ aff.

WXTXfw m. (-fif:) ' Tbc sun. * Air, wind. 1
Final happiness,

emancipation from life.
4 The Supreme Spirit, e. xxt

always, atfir going, duration.

WTO m. (X:) The tnulittonary observances of the Hindu

castes, as preserved in the land lying between the Saraswati

and DrUhadwaii rivers. * Virtuous conduct, x. XW pure,

virtuous, and WTXIX observance.

Xxnnf mfn. (-irv-fVx) EternaL m. (-W:) VnasV. a. XXT

always, aff.

XX
'

iy i tfl f- (-Xt) A plant, (Mimosa octandra.) a. XXT always,

and irix water.

XX7W*. n‘^D * (-XTMXT-m) Good, virtuous, e. XX, and wnxx self.

yX tXHT n. (-#) Liberality, munificence, m. (-ws) ' The elephant

of Imdra. 1 A name of Ga*'£s’a. * An elephant in must.

E. XXT always, XTX giving, or the ichor that exudes from lb?

elephant's temples.
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<I|IW mfn. (.x:-XT'"() Always btppy. b. XTf* and TTX^
happiness.

XTTXX m. (-^:) A wagtail. t. TT7 always, XT a dancer.

XxntftTXTT f. (-XT) A small river in the north of Bengal, i- XTT

always, sftX water, XT bearing.

T^TT^T f- f*XT) The Knratoya, n small river in the north of

Bengal, a. TT? always, xK water.

XAHJai m- («W0 The cocoanut. f. (-^l) A shrub, gigantic swal-

low-wort, the white variety, a. XT^ always, and gx a flower.

XTTOX m. (-T:) ' The cocoanut tree. • 'Ihe gloraerous fig tree-

• The jack, (Artocarpus integrifolia?) * The BH, (JSgle roar-

melo«.) a. XXT always, and XT fruit.

XT^xx rof- (-X|j-TT*T) Attentive, present. t. XX1 always,

XT being.

XXron f- (-XT) A shrub, (Gmelina arborea.) a. XXT always,

XT auspicious.

TTiuifax m. (*$t) Vishn'o or KbIshna. a. XXI always,

union by meditation, &c., xtr aff.

XXTfsTV m. (-W?) S iva. a. XXT always, fhxw auspicious.

XTifax mfn. (-X:-XT-X)
1 Attached or belonging to the virtu-

ous, pure, good, lovely, &c. * Always connected with or

dependant on. s. XX good, &c , or XXT always, and Tlfxx

connected.

xtpw: n« (*b!) A proper or good reply, a. XX. and ttt
answer.

XTX mfn. (-Xi-TT-XT) Like, similar, a. X for XX, same, TX to

sec. XU ait

XTX mfn. (-TTj Like, similar, a. x for xx same, XX to see,

aff. ftrx.

XTX mfn. {-X-tfl X)
1

Like, resembling, similar. • Fit, proper,

right, a. x for XX the same, TX to see, aff. j*x

XXXVI f. (-XT) Likeness, sameness. a. XX added to the last j

also with X, XTXX-

XXX mfn. (-W-WT-W) 1 Near, proximate. • Of the same coun-

try or place, a. X fur XWTX the same, and -^t country.

xxfa f. (-frt)
1 Felicity or fortune. • Good conduct, a. XX,

JtfiT going.

<ntw mfn. (.w:.wt-¥) 1 Good, pure, vittuoiu. ' Kicelknt, emi-

nent. a. XX, and *x quality.

XTff m * (-TJ0 (* n logic.) The co-existence of cause and effect,

a. XX being, cause.

X11X m, (-W;) * A pure or holy disposition or nature. * A good

temper. • Amiability, kindly feeling. * The quality or nature

of being, entity. * The property of goodness, a. XXv,
and XTX

quality.

X$X mfn. (-X:-XT-lt> True. a. XX true, and WX been.

XXX. n* (*X)
1 A house, a dwelling. • Water, b. XX to go,

aff. xfxx

.

TTfxfx f. (“fir) A number of houses, b. XX, and fxfx an

assemblage.

XXTWX mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Done promptly or quickly, n. (-if)

A name, an appellation, a. Xx^ instantly, and wx made.

XX:triXT f. (-XT) Cuwach, (Cmrpopogoa pruriens.) a. XXX
instantly, and iriXT a swelling.

7
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XXX tnd. Instantly, momentarily, at the moment, in an instant.

a. X for XX the same, and XX for XTX a day.

TXX mfn. (-XK:-Tn-Ti) New, recent, a. TXT in the moment,

XXXift t (-ift) A virtuous maiden, b. XX, and ^xxt a young

woman.

X^TBTTX m. (-TO A calf. b. TXT in a moment, and «ttx born.

TXjmfvv m. (-x^) A calf. k. XXX in a moment, TlfXT being.

X¥ mfn. 1

Resting, staying. ‘Going, b. XX to go

or sit, X aff.

XXX mfn. (-X*-XT-X) Of high birth, of a good race. b. TX, and

#X a race.

XXXX m. (-X0 A village, b. TX
v
good, TX to abide, XXX aff.

T^T mfn. (-T:-TT-if)
1 Amiable, well-behaved. • Mora), virtuous.

• Well rounded, handsomely orbicular, n. (-xi) Amiableneas,

good or amiable disposition, r. TX good, and fT, selected, &c.

TTX mfn. (-T:-WT-X) Wealthy, rich. b. T with, XX wealth.

TT^X. mfn. (-xn-tfer-xr)
1 Like, equal, resembling. • Of the

same sect or caste, performing like duties. * Of the same or

similar properties, e. t for XTIT same, x*£l merit, practice,

and xfxx aff.

XVXTlfxxt f. (-^t) A wife, one married with religious rites.

b. T with, (her husband,) VXJ duty, xrfx^l who proceeds.

xxfxrr mfn. (xff-fxixt-fTi) Observing the same customs or

laws. f. (-fsfcm A wife wedded according to the ritnal of

the Vidas. b. X same or with, TX virtue or duty, xfx aff.

TXTT f. (-XT) A wife, whose husband is living, a. T for XT with,

XX n husband.

xfx m. (.ft:) A name of Acxi or fire. b. x with, XT to have,

aff. ft.

xfXx m. (-ft:) An ox, a bulL b. xx to bear, Un'&di aff. xft,

and X changed to X-

TWX mfn. ( XIX lftxl-XIX) Accompanying, going with, a com-

panion. f. A womans female friend, a confidante.

B. xft substituted for XT with, XX To go. ftlXaff-

XX mf. (-X*--*ft) The flapping of an elephant s ears- m. (-TO
1 A

plant, commonly Ghantbparali. A tree, (Pcntapiera toman-

tosa.) f. (-Xt)
1 GaubL • Light, lustre, b. XX to give, to

serve, &c., aff. XX
TXX m. (-W:) 1 One of the companions of Visna'u, or four sons

of Bbabma, inhabiting the Janntoka. • An inspired legisla-

tor. b. xx to serve, JX sff.

XXX to. (-XX) Bbabma. «uf. Always, perpetually, b. XX to

serve or give, aff. xfx.

Txxsxiy rn. (-<i) ‘ One of the four sons of Bbabma, and

eldest of the progenitors of mankind. • One of the twelve

emperors of India according to the Jainas. b. T s rt always,

^iTTX a youth t i. e. continent ;
retaining the purity of that

age, or being devoid of human passion ,
otherwise, XXX

Bbabma, and ‘JiXTX son.

XXX m. (<x:) One of the four sons of Bbabma, inhabiting the

Janaloka. t. X with, XX pleasure.

XXXwf f- ( ) A plant, (Marsilea quadrifolia.) i. XX the As*n<*

or Peniaptera, and TX a leaf} more usually XXXr¥f.
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n. (>f:)
1 Excrement, ordure. * S’iva’s trident (?) • Crys-

tal (?) ft. TO to give.

n. (-si) Packthread, or a net made of it. e. see TOfifM

TOT ind. Always, eternally, perpetually. ft. to to serve,

aff.

TOtTO mfn. (-m-ift-ii)
1 Eternal, continual, perpetual. • Firm,

fixed, permanent, m. (-*:) * Vishnu. * Ss'iva. • Brahma.

• A guest of the M*ncay or one who is to be fed whenever he

chooses to attend the obsequial ceremonies or S'rdddKat.

f. (.sft)
1 The goddess LAKsmtf. * A name of Duica. • Sa-

baswatL b. Hr«rr always, and or Sjw aff.

TOUT Always, perpetually.

TOT*T t (-TO) A woman whose husband is living, k. if for TO
with, WTO a lord or husband.

TOrfa mfn. (-fw.-fw;~fw) ’ Like, resembling. * Affectionate,

m. ( fir:)
1 A kinsman, one of the same family name : it is

considered also the same as the Sapinda or gentile, a rela-

tion as far as the seventh degree, and qualified to offer the

funeral cake. * A uterine brother, ft. q with or same,

irrfir navcL

SfMin* m. (-W0 The Morunga tree, (Hypcr&nthere raorunga.)

Wfw m. (-fir:)
1 Service, worship. * Giving, donation. mf.(-fw-*^)

Request, solicitation, respectful solicitation as addressed to a

spiritual preceptor, &c. * Quarter, region, point of the com-

pass. a. TO to honour, to give, T^W Un'adi aff., option-

ally added.

wfirtflw n. (*#) Sputtered speech, utterance interrupted hy

saliva, e. W for TO with, f*TC before to eject saliva, TO.

aff., deriv. irr.

n. (-^) Speech uttered with emission of saliva or sput-

tered. s. W with, fw before to spit, aff. TO!
;

also

^iftT mfn. (-w:-TO-T) Near, proximate, ft. W for TOTW same,

nest or abode.

TOTO ind. Concealment.

Wwi m. (-Wl:) The hands opened and joined.

TOHT mfn. (-TfMfT-W)
1 Eternal, continual. 1 Spread, extended.

• Continued, continuous. * Much, many. n. adv. (-if) Eter-

nally. ft. TOf before WW to spread, aff. if-

TOnTTHITO m. (-TO) The regular study and perusal of the

Fidat. t. w*TO constant, continual, and TOTf exercise.

TOtfw f.(-fH:) * Race, lineage. * A son, a daughter, offspring,

progeny. * Descent, succession. * A continuous line, a row,

a range. * Extent, expanse, spreading, stretching, s. TOi

with, equally, TO to spread, aff. fifW-

TOW mfn. (-*:-*MT) ‘ Suffering pain or distress, distressed,

afflicted, wretched. • Suffering from extreme beat. * Burnt,

scorched. * Inflamed with passion, &c. ft. TO before TO to

beat, aff. H.

TOTO n - (**:
)
G«at or universal darkness, ft. TO completely,

TOW gloom.

TOTTO mfn. (-TO-TO-’d) Darkened, clouded, ft. TO, and WTO

darkness, WTO added.
t

WMirniw n. (-w) Abusing, reproving, scolding, e. WR before R1*

to abuse, aff.

TOifrow mfn. (-ir-lTT-lf) Abused, scolded, reproved, b. to be-

fore WTO to abuse, if aff.

TOi^w n. (-^f) Satisfying, satiating, gratifying, ft. TO before TO

to be satisfied, causul v., w? aff.

TOlfTO mfn- (-?n-1IT*W) Satisfied, satiated, ft. TO before TO to

be satisfied, causal v., % aff.

WTOW m. (-TO) * Family, race, l»nea;e. "Offspring, progeny,

a son or daughter. • One of the trees of heaven. "Spreading,

expansion, it. WW before WW to spread, aff. TOf

TOfTTO mfn. (-TO-TOT-Wf) What spreads, scatters, file. m. (-TO)

The tree of heaven, f. ( front)
4 Cream, the coagulum of milk,

&c. 1 A cobweb. " The blade of a knife or sword. 4 Froth,

foam. k. WW before TO to spread, aff. Ml.

WTOTOf* f (-fro:) Peace cemented by family alliance. E.TOTO,

and wfhf peace.

WTOW m. (•*:) * Heat, burning heat. * Affliction, pain, distress.

k Fassion. • Repentance, e. TOf completely, TO to heat,

aff. TOT-

1JS5KTO n. (-^) * Burning, scorching. " Paining, affliction.

• Exciting passion, m. (-if-
j
One of the arrows of KamadIva

or love, a TO before iff to heat, causal form, wr^ or war aff.

TOTOTO mfn. 1 Cooling. * Consolatory, consoling.

a, TOTTf* »«d TO what removes,

wwnfww mfn. 1 Pained, distressed, afflicted. * Suf-

fering from heat. • Inflamed with passion, e. TO{ before TO

to burn, causal. aff, H, and T*.aag®«nt*

TOTTU1 ind. Haring caused to be heated, e. fff, TO to be hot,

causal V., WW aff- .

wfwi C (-fwi:) * End, destruction. * Gift, giving, r. TO to give,

also afa and arfw.

fforf mfn. (-r-r-i) Delighted, pleased. », an intensltive

prefix, g* pleued.

m. (-S-) * Joy, pl-asure, delight, satisfaction, happiness.

* Thumb and forefinger, a. aa intensitive prefix, ga to be

pleased, aft W*t

s^PHT n. (-a)
1 Pleaaing, propitiating. * Comforting, *, ag

before gtl to be pleased, causal v.,w aft

a%fha mfn. (-Ht-W #) * Consoled, comforted. * Gratified.

I.w before ga to be pleased, csuvsl, % aff.

xpuIT* mfn. (-W:-*r-ai) To be pleased, comforted, gratified,

8tc. art. ga to be pleased, causal sr., am aff.

a%tai tad. Haring pleased or gratified. E. art before ga to

be pleased, causal aia aff.

aaaa mfn. Deft, abandoned, a. aa. and an to

lease, II aff.

anaaa n. (-at) Learing, sbandoning. a. axt «aa to leave, at aff.

aaia mfn. (-ar-«r-«i) Frightened, alarmed. X. a«{ before aa

to fear, % aff.

aatta m (-a;) Fear, alarm. *, aa before aa to fear, aw aff.

a>aa m. (-*:) A pair of tonga or nippers. ». aa with, ga
biting.

a<aa n. (-*) A pair of tongs, f. (-ar) * A pair of nippers, or

•mall shears or tongs. 1 A vice. ». VU before Xa to bit* or

nip, aff. ^a. fem. form.
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qpTxnW TTifn. (-W.-WT-*) ' Having, possessing. 'Being at peace

with, making peace. 1 Fixing or placing in or on. t. T»r be-

fore WT to have, TIWT aff.

in. (~aS:> * Weaving garland*, collecting flower* into a

wreath or chaplet, Ac. * Stringing, collecting, arranging,

a. XTff with, together, xfa to collect, aff. TT.

T’aipr n. (M) ' Looking, teeing. * Shewing. • Appearance,

a. Tir completely,^* seeing, or TWbeforeTW to «e, causal

war alf.

giqwu* mfn. (-^T T^V*TT) Shewing, pointing out. a. TW be-

fore TO to see, causal v., If* alf.

mfn. (-*:-*?-*) Shewn, pointed out. t. TO before to

to see, causal iv aff.

TOT* xi. (-*) A rope, a cord, (for lyiog cattle especially.) m.

(>W:) The elephant s templet, or part whence the ichorous

fluid issues when t^ie animal is in must, a xjn before to

cut, aff. W» , or TO with, *T* the temporal Juice.

TO if** mfn. (-Wt-WT-li) Bound, tied. a. TOT* a rope, T*^aff.

f. (-xft) A cow-house, a. TOT* a rope for tying cattle,

if* and affs.

TO ifro* n. (-*1) A poem of three stanzas.

m. (-*:) Flight, retreat, a. ff before to go, aff. **
*f«qn| mfn. (-W|:.mT-i*i * Doubted, questioned, doubtful. * En-

tertaining doubt, uncertain, a. TO before fgT to augment,

aff. m
*f*xxrof*r m. (-fw:) A sceptic, one who is uncertain or doubt-

ful of the results of religious observances, kc. a. wfww
doubted, doubting, and *f* mind.

• *f*TOf*r** mfn. (-*:-*T-*) Confident in a doubtful matter,

c. *f«rox, and f*w* certainty.

n. ( w; A writing or document of doubtful mean-

ing or authority, a. *f<*i*, and a writing.

qrfwwpi an. (-*:) * A disputed debt, either in its amount or

existence.
1 Doubtful interpretation or meaning, a. *f<m

doubted, q* property or meaning.

WfWW mfn. (-W.-WT-*) Bound, tied. a. before to cut,

aff. If-

*fo**fqq mfn. (-y,-y-W) Wishing to shew. *. *X[ before **
to see, causal desid. * off

XjfTO* mfn- (-**-*rft-**) Informing, telling, a. *H before

f** to shew, wm aff

mfn. (-T'-TT-T)
1 Told, communicated, related as news

or information. • Promised, agreed, engaged, n. (•*> News,

tidings, information, a. TO with, fit* to shew, aff.

xf^TP* m. (-^:) A herald, a pursuivant, a rural messenger

who communicates oral instructions or orders, a. wfcf
communicated, meaning.

xfaXT* mfn. (-W.-arr-w) Dubious, uncertain, i. TO before

f** to collect, aff. unnf.

xfa*jXfT* mfn. (-*:-tt-*) Doubtful, uncertain, obscure, a. ¥*
before f*x to collect, pass, v., *t*tw aff

A small bed or couch, k. TO before to cut,

aff. *, and fern, aff

m, (-fj.) A plant, (Celoaia cristata.)

TOT mfn. (-T-V-^)
1 Seen, beheld. * Foreseen, anticipated,

a. TO TIL to see, H aff.

TO*r*r* mfn. (-*:-*T-*)
1 Being seen or looked at. * Being

foreseen, a. TO before TX to see, pass. *r*X aff.

m. (-HU News, tidings, information. a. together,

fgpH to shew, aff TT
X^TOr* rnf. (-XTT) Communication of intelligence, a.

news, and WTXT speech.

X^XTX m. (-*:) A messenger, an envoy, an ambassador,

a. tidings, and XT who takes.

m. (•*:) A messenger, an envoy, an ambassador,

a. *•** news, and xiXT who conveys.

m. (-xt) Doubt, uncertainty, a. TO, before f*T to col-

lect, aff, XT
yji^TT m. (-TO Assemblage, multitude, a. XT together, to

fill, aff. xx.

VH f* m. (•*:) Flight, retreat, a. XT with,* to go, to run, aff. **.

TO mfn. (--at:--5ft -a*)
1 Possessing as an integrant part, inti-

mately blended with. 1 Holding, possessing, having placed in

or on. 4 Joined, united, f. (-XT) * Promise, assent, agree-

rr, it * State, condition, the steady continuance in any

state, steadiness, fixation. * Intimate union or association,

identification.
4 Twilight, a. TO together, XT to have or

hold, aff. %, or TO. and T|\ fem. aff.

TOTXT mfn. (-T:-WT-ii) To be united or allied with, to be

reconciled, to be connected, kc. a. TO before UT to have,

XT aff.

TOT* n. (-if)
1 Holding together, uniting, Joining.

4 Tying,

bioding. * Peace, alliance.
4 Association, company. 'Support-

ing, reception, receiving, sustaining. 4 Mixing, joining,

intimate union or combination. 1 A relish, something eaten

to excite thirst.
4 Sour rice-gruel.

9 Pickles, kc. acid pre-

paration of the Bit and other fruits. Spirituous liquor.

41 Contracting the skin, Ac. by astringent applications,

nf. (-li-ift) Distillation, distilling, the manufacture of spiritu-

ous liquors, f. (-*1) A braziery, a foundery, a place where the

base metals are stored or wrought, a, X* together, XT to

hold, nff W*.

TOTXTTT mfn. (-X:-xV^I Who or what heals, re-uniteB, allies,

connecting, re-uniting, Ac. n. (-T)
1 Uniting, combining.

Healing. * Allying, making peace. a. 1P*TW, and TXT

making, the act or instrument.

TOTTO^* mfn. (-TT-qft-qf) Uniting, connecting, healing, Ac.

a. TWIT, and xv what makes.
*

TOTf** mfn. (-*:-in*W)
1 Bound, tied.

4 Strung together.

t. ija*nt holding together, aff. T**>

TOrfxTt f. (-Tt) A cow-house, a. a binding, Tfff and

* Ttv aff.

TacrXT n. (-W) Holding, observing, practising, a. before V
to hold, and XOf aff.

TafTift mfia. (-®§:-Xffr-ifl) To beq>bserved or followed. *. TK be-

fore t| to hold, HPT aff.

Tf>f m. * Union, Junction, connexion, combination.

1 Peace, making peace, pacification. * A hole, a chasm.
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4 A hole made in a wall or underneath it to rater a building i

for hostile or felonious purposes, a breach, a mine, fee.

4 Breaking, dividing. 4 The vulva. ’ A division of a drama,
j

apparently applicable to each subject represented or aenti-

ment excited, as considered severally and detached from the

rest, though contributing to the connexion of the whole
j

contrast of incident, change of situation, transition of passion

or emotion, fee. * An interval, a pause or rest. * A joint,

an articulation of the body. 14 The union of letters, either

at the end and beginning of different words, or in the middle

of compound terms, to avoid dissonance or hiatus. 11 A pe-

riod’at the expiration of each Ymga or age, or one-sixth of

its duration, intervening before the commencement of the

next ; a Sandhi, also, of the same length as the Saiga Vug,

occurs at the end of each Manvantam, and each Kalpa. 1

'(In

mensuration,) The connecting link of a perpendicular, s. v*r

together, wr to have or hold, aff fk of either the act, condi-

tion or instrument ; whence the word becomes applicable to

a chasm, fee. as to an interval, which whilst it divides, also

connects, two parts or places.

*faWT f. (-WT) Distillation, a. qr* together, WT to have, aff. V,

and qrsr added, fern. form.

ra. (-**.) A house-breaker, a. tjfaf a breach, and ’em;

a thief.
'

m. (4gi) One who seeks far wealth by dishonest

means, especially as a go-between, a. wfrt union, (of others,)

and who lives by.

xrfanr mfn. (-TT-iTT-if) * Tied, bound, strung, fastened toge-

ther. * Allied, united, reconciled. 'Pickled, (-if) Pickles

and preparations of various fruits. a. union, and

T»T* aff.

mfn. (-V-V-V Wishing to be at peace or in alliaace

with. a. VW before VT to have, dcsid. v
, ^ aff

f. (-ft). 1 A cow with calf, or one which has taken the

bulL ' One who is milked unseasonably, a. Van joining,

Tfwaff

m. (-at:) A flower, (Kempfcria rotunda.)

Vfwrw n. (-vf) A tendon, a nerve, a ligament, a. wf* a

joint, and wacw binding.

f. (-*T) A hole or breach in a walL a. vfa a breach,

V“*tf a hole, int added, fern. form.

f. (-WT).
1 A river. * Spirituous liquor.

4 A hole in a

w all, a breach. 4 A chasm, a pit, a mine. a. a hole, fee.

aff

SjfJtft qv ifvyrr m. (-*:) Wr

ar ministry, charge of peace and

war. a. vfV fwv* war, ^fwrr office.

qOufam iftW Tfr* m. (-ft) Chief political minister, a. ^fw

added to the last.

*f*far**w m. (-W:) An able negociator. a. and

skilled^ also similar compounds, as wfVfnr^, fee.

Vfarftr^ m. A negotiator, a minister. *. vfai, and

who knows.

Vf*«en f. (-err) A particular period, and one which connecu

the part of the day or fortnight, as rooming, noon, and even-

ing, new moon, the first or thirteenth day of the fortnight,

and fall moon. a. vfx union, and tvr time.

VfhnriT?* m. (-W.) A house-breaker, a. vfat a breach, and

VTTWf who carries away.

warfspT mfn. (-WMIT-If). Lighted, inflamed, kindled, r. v*
before Uto kindle, * aff

mfn. (-V-VT-^i * To be joined, united, fee *To be recon-

ciled or at peace writh. ' To be allied, connected, fee., what or

who may or ought to be allied, fee. a. vw before Vf to have

^Waff

V=«n f. (-WET)
1 Twilight, either morning or evening. • The

period that elapses between the expiration of one Kag-a or

age, and the commencement of another. 1 A period of time

forenoon, afternoon, or mid-day. 4
Religious abstraction,

meditation, repetition of Mantras, sipping water, fee. to be

performed by the three first classes of Hmdvs, at particular

and stated periods in the course of every day, especially at

sunrise, sunset, and also, though less essentially, at noon.

* Reflexion. 4 Promise, assent.
T Boundary, limit. 4 Joining,

union. * A flower j according to some the tuberose, to others,

the jasmine. "Twilight, personified as the daughter of

Bsabma, and wife of S'iva. " The name of a river, a. wftl a

joint, (of the day,) and w* aff

srwitlt m, (•*:)
1 Twilight. * The period at the end of each

Yuga. a. as above, and vyu portion.

m. (-U;) Twilight, a. vwor, and a ray.

mn*TW M-*) ' Twilight. ' The intervals of a Yoga. a. v^an,

and *rw time.

V^UT’VW m. (-ir:) The name of a moantaim. a. man twilight,

and a mountain.

n. (-W) The three periods of the day. a. wrr, and w*

triad.

vamwrfVw m. (-ft) S'iva. x. evening twilight, and

Wlfcll who dances.

n>. (-nn) An imp, a Rhkskasa, a goblia. a. xpuir even-

ing, and 'ear strength.

m. (-fwt) Any image of Nand(, the bull of S'iva, ei-

ther of clay, wood, or stone, placed in a temple of the deity,

a. v*ct evening, (when S'iva is worshipped,) and wfw an

offering.

vparni n. (•*) A sort of red chalk, that called golden, a. ^a«nr

twilight, and wjw talc.

fPVTcnr n. (-*) Redlead, a. twilight, and tTW the colour.

UWJTT1V m. f-l?:) Brahma, a. vaut the daughter of the deity,

.
of whom he became enamoured, and before n? to

sport, aff ,

qsvmfll m. ( V)
1 Evening twilight. * The period after each

Yaga. a. V^stn, and 1TTW time.

V* mfn. (-w.-WT-f) ' Shrunk, diminished. * Lost, gone. 4
Still,

motionless. 4 Dispirited, n. (-f) A little, a small quantity,

a. to go, w aff

ra. (4T.) A tree, commonly Piydl : see the vm.
mfn. (-eit-^r-wf) Choking, choked, scarce able to arti-

culate. a. gone. the throat.
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Will m. A tree, commonly Pifdl, (fiuchanania latifolia,

Rox.) e *nn* said to moan here, sharp, hot, and * a tree
;

also WBW.

WTPT mfn. (m-WT-W) Bent, bowed down, k.ww, and ww bowed.

Wllft i. (-flT.) ' Reverence, obeisance, reverential salutation.

* Humility. ' Sound, e. Wfi before war to bow, and ftr*r aff.

Wit mfn. (-15-U-1)
1 Armed; mailed, accoutred. ' Arranged,

arrayed, prepared for battle. * Murderous, felonious, pro*

vided with arms for the destruction of others. * Wearing

amulets, provided with charms, Ac. * Near, at hand. i. ww
before WW to bind, aff. ff.

WTW m.(-w*) 'Multitude, number, quantity.
1
Rear, rear-guard.

r. wff together, wl to get or guide, afT. ty.

Wnt ra.(*W:-WT-I) Destitute of joy, distressed, k. WW gone,

Wl.joy.

Win m. {-!•) Armour, mail, either of iron or thick quilted

cotton. «. WH before Wl to bind, aiT. 1H.

WllH TO. (-WD A war elephant, k. Win armour, WW aff. of

fitness.

WfT** raf. Proximity, nearness. *. WW together, ft

before in to attract, aft 11, fem. 1T1.

wfliaw n. (-W) 1 Proximity. • Approximation, approximating,

bringing or approaching near to. s. WW and ft beforem
to make furrows, alT.W.

WfUSf mfn. ( tMi-i.i Near, proximate, a. ww. and ft pre-

fixed to in to make furrows, aff. n.

wfmrr m. (-W0 The Pif<d tree, (Buchanania latifolia.) a. WW,

and ft before WK to OOM, aff. ww.

wfim mfn. (-W:-WI-W) Collected, s. WW with, fsrWW heap,

wfn n. (-W )
Proximity, a. WS, and ft before WT to have,

aff. %.

WflWIl info. (-tTT-wVw) Receiving, keeping in deposit or near

to. who or what places near to, &c. a. ww. and ft before nr

to have, 11 aff.

wflirw n. (ft)
1 Proximity. * Appearance, perceptibility.

* Placing, depositing.
4
Receiving, taking charge of. a. WW,

and ft before it to have, aff. «z,

wflirw md. Having placed or placed near at hand. s. WW and

ft before WT to have,

wflft f. (-ftt) ' Proximity, approximation. • Perceptibility,

presence, appearance, becoming or being visible or percep-

tible. • Placing. • Receiving, r. WW and ft before WI to

have, and ft aff. ; also wliw and wflUW-

wfllftl mfn. (-W.-WT-R) ' Assembled, collected. ' Mixed,

blended. 1 Alighted, descended. * Come, arrived, b. w* and

ft before WW to go, aff. if.

wfUTl m. (-W :
)

1 Collection, assemblage, multitude. * Union,

junction, contact. * Mixture, miscellaneous collection. * Mor-

bid state of the three humours. * Alighting, descending.

• Arrival. *. WTt and ft before WW to go, aff. TW.

wflimw m. t-w:) Dangerous illness, a. is added to the

lust.

Wflll mfn. (-l:-H-i) Bound firmly, fast tied or fettered.

e. wif and ft inuusitives, If bound.

Wfti^i m. (-ur) * Binding, tying. * Connexion, consequence

* Effectiveness, a. WW completely, or Wft good, ftunt fas-

tening.

wftwarw n. (ft) Binding or tying fast. t. WW and ft inten-

silives, and wanr tying.

wftw mfn. (-wt-WTft) Like, similar. b. ww, and ftw like,

wflsnr mfn. {-TT-tH-lil
1 Immersed, plunged in. ' Asleep, sleep-

ing. k. ww. and ftww immersed,

wfwftw n. (ft) For a good cause, for the sake of the good,

a. WW, and ftftw cause.

mfn. f-H>1VT-1|> ' Appointed, employed. 1 Attached to,

connected with. *«. ww and ft before yw to join, n aff.

wfvifri m. (-*:)
1 Attachment or application to, connection or

union with. ' Deputation, appointment, a. WW and ft before

xjuf to join, lUaff.

WfffWW mfn. ( I'.-WT-l) Stopped, obstructed, checked, t. WW
and ft before ww to oppose, j« aff.

Wftriw m. (*W :
) Hindrance, check, obstruction, suppression.

a. ww and ft before WW to hinder, WW aff.

wflfww mfn. (-W: WT-W) * Near, present, at hand. • Entered

into. ' Collected, assembled. * Neighbouring, a. WWand

ft before fan to enter, aff. if.

Wf*** m. (-!?;)
1 An open space, either in a town or its vici-

nity, where the people take exercise or diversion. 1 Vicinity,

proximity, neighbourhood. * Fabrication, manufacture, con-

struction, preparation. 4 Patting in, causing to enter.

* Union, junction. 4 Assemblage, collection. ' The collec-

tive form or figure of an asterism. a. wlT and ft before

ft* to enter, aff. ivy

mfn. (-Wi-Wrft) ' Ceasing, forbearing. 'Stopped, ceased.

' Returned, coming back. a. WW and ft before fW to be,

Haff.

Wfwift^f* (-ft:)
1 Restraint, forbearance, avoiding, forsaking.

' Returning, coming back. k. ww, and ftift desisting, slop-

ping.

wf*WW mfh. (-W‘~Wtfti Stationary, seated, halted, a. W* and ft

before aw 10 g°, W aff. . .

wftftw mfn. (-W-WTft) ' Near, proximate, at hand, present.

* Staying, being, a. WW together, ftftw placed.

.

wflfVwTUTO mfn. (-W>WT W) Transient, brief, b. wfffftw. and

wwrw loss.

wwrw n. (ft) Respect for the good. s. WW, and WtW respect.

WWl* m. (-**.) Good or virtuous conduct, s. WW, and ini a

way.

W^PTW n. (-W) ' Abandonment of the world. * Entrusting to.

b. WW and ft before qtt to throw, W? aff.

WUWI mfn- (-WT:-WPf-wj; * Abandoned, deserted. ' Entrusted or

delivered to. a. ww and ft before WW to throw, «| aff,

WVWI turf. Having left or abandoned. * Having consigned or

delivered to. a. ww and ft before vvw to throw, HP? aff.

warrw m. (-V) 1 Abandonment of all worldly affections and

possessions. • Abandonment in general. Deposit, trust, or

relinquiahaaent to. 1 Sudden death. 4 Indian spikenard.

b. WW and ft before WW to throw, to cast off, ana *W aff.
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laifa*!. m. (-wl) * The Brahman of the fourth order, the reli-

gious mendicant. * An ascetic, a devotee. K.TOjro abandon-

ment of the world, rf* “ff-

TO"W mfa. (*f ' Winged. 'Having a aide or party,

m. f-f:) A partisan, a follower, an adherent, one of the

same side or party, a. V for WWTW same, and TOP party.

WTO1RT mfn. (-H:-1TT-Wj Distressed, afflicted, m. (-1T-) A

wounded deer or other animal. *. U for vnr with, TO the leaf,

the barb of the arrow, and vnr made ; also WTOIG W, See.

be’»4 metaphorically applied to distreis or pain in general.

umat* n. (-%) Excessive pain : sea the last.

WTO:*ffa f. (-fa:) Agoay, affliction, excessive pain or distress :

see the last.

TOW m. (-W:) An enemy, an adversary, f. A woro|D whose

husband has other wives, e. w for TOTW the same, yfw a

husband, iffa ad*, and w1* augment, ww; added for the

tnasc. form.

wtmrfy m. (-fa:) A sort of bambu, (Bambusa spinosa.)

TOf< iud.
1 Instantly, in a moment, at the moment. 'Quickly,

swiftly. R. TO. before to go, x*l aff* and the nasal

rejected.

f. (-til} Worship, reverence, i. WTO Kandvadi root, said

to imply worship, TO and rtw offs.

tffqv? m. (-^:) A kinsman, especially one connected by the

offering of the funeral cake to either or all of the manes of the

father, grandfather, and great-grandfather, and their wives

respectively, as sprung from them in directly collateral

lines; the relationship stops with every fourth person, as the

fifth cannot perform the offering of a cake to the father even

of the deceased. The following are enumerated as Sapin<ta§ ;

the son, son's son, and son's grandson
;
widow, daughter and

daughter's son
;

the father, the mother, the brother, bro-

ther's son, and brother s grandson
;

father's daughter's

son; fullers brother's son and grandson; paternal grand-

father's daughters son; paternal grandfather; paternal

grandmother, paternal grandfather’s brother, brothers son

and grandson
;
and lastly the great grandfather a daughter’s

son: these all present oblations in which the deceased is

either included, or may participate : other enumerations,

including the oblations he was bound to offer. Ac. extend

the connection of Sapinda to seven persons both in an

ascending or descending line. a. W for TOPT common,

and ftp* ball of meat. Ac. offered to the manes of the de-

ceased ancestors, at the 6"rdtfdktu performed in honor of

them.

WfautTOW n. (-W) Offering food to the deceased relatives called

Sapind'ai : see the last. * Investing a person with the rights

of relationship, indicated by offering the funeral cake,

a. arm making, fa aff.

wfteflTO mfn (-W-WT-W) Comprehended in the relationship

of Sapind'o or offering of a common cake. s. and to
made, fa augment.

Wflfa f. (-fa.) Drinking together, t. X for TO with, and wr to

drink, aff. fa*

TOW mfn. (-WVW7 or -^-^1) ' Seven. ' Seventh, n. A
collection of seven stanzas of the Big Vhdat. f. (*^) A wo-

man's girdle. a. TOW seven, (strings, Ac.) TO and wnj or

affs.

Wfffhnj m. (-wO Aowi, or fire. s. TO seven, and far*! a tongue

or flame.

xjHWTW m. (-^) Aoni or fire. a. TO seven, ^lWT a flame.

TOW** m. (-Wit) A sacrifice, an offering or oblation, s. to
seven, (prayers, or the tongues of Aoni,)itW to spread, aff. Jf.

TOfaf. ring* (-fa:) Seventy, du. (-lf\j Two seventies, plu. (-JTfO

Many seventies, e. seven, wfa aff.

TOTO mfn. (-^:-lft'W) Seventeenth, a. to, TO* seventeen,

aff. to.

WJR(WW mfn. plu. (-H) Seventeen, a. WWW seven, and to* tea.

m. (-fa:} Aoni or fire. s. TO seven, ^tfafa a ray of

light.

Wtl iud. In seven ways, e. TOW seven, WT aff.

rn. (-Tf:) The seven parts of the body, or chyle, blood,

flesh, adept, marrow, bone, and semen, a. TO seven, and

wny element

TOW mfn. p/a. only (TO) Seven, a. TO to be collected, Un'fidi

aff. wfaw, tpr augment.

TOTO mfn. (- Seven-leaved, m.
( ^:) A tree, (Alstonia

scholaris) n.(-w) A sort of sweetmeat, made of the expressed

juice of the grape, pomegranate and date, with sugar, spices,

honey, and Ghee. a. to seven, and a leaf.

TOTO^ f. (-V) The mother of seven children, a. TO seven,

TpT a child, and mother.

fulfil p/». (*ifW.) The seven constituent parts of a kingdom,

or prince, minister, city, country, treasure, force, and ally or

friend, a. TO. and snrfa constituent.

TO*nt m. (-*:) The SiruAa tree, (Acacia Sirisa.) t. TO seven,

and Mg auspicious.

TOW mfn. (-W>Wt-W) Seventh, f. (-wt>The seventh day of the

fortnight a. tow seven, tow aff.

TOtTf m. p/a. (-1|T:) The seven externa) parts of the body of a

- red colour, or the palms of the hands, the soles of the feet,

the comers of the eyes, the tongue, the palate, the lips and

nails, a. TO seven, and red or blood.

TOVTW n. (-xi) A period of seven nights, r. to. and XJW for

Clfa night
,

TOf^ m. p/u. (-WV) The constellation Urta Major, the Severn

stars of which are the seven great saints, Msnfcm, Atm,
Angiras, Pulabtta, Puuiu, Kkatu, and Vis'iiit'sa t. TO
seven, and Wffa a sage.

TOTWn f. (-%T) * Double jasmine, (J. rarobac fl. muhiplicatis.)

• A plant, commonly Charmaghdt, • Trumpet flower,

(Bignonia suavc-olens.)
4 A shrub, (Abrus preeatorius.)

i. TO seven, (leaves, Ac.) irr to get or have, aff. wr.

TOWfa m. (-fa:) The sun. R. TO seven, and wfa a horse.

TOTO* mfn (-wi'-Wn-W!)
1 Of seven cubits. 'Having seven bands,*

Ac. e. TO, and TOP a hand.

TOtTTSTW m. (-w:) The planet Saturn, r. TO seven, witj a ray

of light, xjTW eminent

,
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TOT* mfn. (-Tt-^-Tii Having seven members or parts. a. **,

and ** a part.

TOrft* mfh. (- f*•:) Evil-eyed- m. (»f*:)
4 Acki or fire. * The

plnnet Satuuw. i TO seven, and *ft* a flume.

TO* m, (-*:) The sun. e. to seven, and ** a horse.

TOT* n. (-sji A heptagon, a. TO, and ** an angle.

TOT* »>. (•*) A week. *. TO, and *f* for *** a duy.

*f* m. A horse, a. ** to be collected, (in a troop,)

ft off.

TOT mf. (-*t-^) A small glistening fish, commonly Punthi, a

Mjrt of carp, (Cyprinus sophorc, Haw.) r. * the initial chang-

ed to * : see ***•

TO* mfn. (-^t-*T-T#t-*r) Productive, fruitful, bearing fruit,

yielding a profit, &c. r. * for ** with, »nd TO fruit.

TOM* m. (-*:) A man with his wife, k.* with, W^a wife, and

*w added.

TOf% m. (-ft:) Evening twilight, k. * for TO with, aft

offering of food to evil spirits
;

the proper hour for such

ceremonies.

TOT* mfn. (-*:-*T-^t) * Painful, hurtful. • Oppressive, extor-

tionary. a. * with, wtwt pain.

*«*j*i8[ n. (-i£) Studying together, being disciples of one

teacher, a. * with. **r**T studentship.

TO*r*rfr*r m. (-ft) a fellow student, one engaged in the same

studies and observing the same austerities, a. * for TO
with, and ltp*tfT* the religious student.

TO* mfn. (**:-*T-*) Fearing, tearful, a. * with, ** fear.

*T*rA*T f. (-*1) A woman whose husband is alive, e. * with,

MW a husband, TOf and *T* afTs.

TOT f. (-ART)
1 A house. * An assembly, a meeting, e- * for TO

together, wr to shine, afTs. *T and *T*.

TOT* r. I Oth cl. (TOT**ft) ' To serve, to gratify by service.

• To please or satisfy. * To see,

TOtTOf n. (.*) Courtesy, politeness, civility in receiving or

taking leave of a friend. b. TOT* to please or gratify,

aff. RRT.

TOlfro mfn. ( *:-*!•*) Treated with courtesy, gratified, pleas-

ed. *. TO * U> please. * atT.

TOroft m. (-ft:) * The keeper of a gaming house. 1 The pre-

sident of an assembly, a. TOT an assembly, {of gamblers,

&c. ami *f?T master.

TOTTRaT mfn. Influencing or fascinating an assem-

bly. e. TOT. and TOT* what subdues.

TOT* ^ m - (-** nr One of a company, an assistant at an

assembly or meeting) {in law,} an assessor, k. TOf an assem-

bly, and who goes.

TOT*TT in. ( TO An assistant at an assembly, one of a com-

pany. *. TOT «n assembly, ami * to cover, aff.

* rTO m. (-*:) The keeper of a canting house, a. TOT an as-

sembly, TO aff ,
also with the penultimate vowel made long

TOt*.

TOt* m. {*!> The keeper of a gaming house: see the last.

VjvTrfT* m. (-TT) A Pandit, a learned Brahman or teacher.

e. TOT an assembly, and *f*W fit, proper.

10 Q

TOT ' Trusted, confidential, faithful. 'Relating

to an assembly, fit for or suitable to it. m. (-wj:)
1 An assist-

ant at an assembly. * An assessor. * A person of honoura-

ble parentage. 4 The keeper of a gaming house, e. tot an

assembly, &c. * aff.

TOT** ra. (•*:) A distinguished person, one who is an orna-

ment of society, a. to. and TO* affix of superl.

TOTfft f. (-tit) Politeness, refinement in manners. *. *1*1 ,
and

IT* aff.

TO ind. A particle and prefix implying; 1 Union, junction,

(with, together.) * Assemblage, collection. ' Beauty or per-

fection.
4
Intensity. As a prefix it correspond* to can, cot

com.kc. Before a consonant the final of this word is changed

to Anutteara, and is written *.

TO mfn. pron. (.«t:-*t-w)
1
All, whole, entire, (adj.) ' Like, simi-

lar. ' Good, virtuous. 4
Full, complete. 1 Same, even, equal.

4 Indifferent, impartial. T Mean. f. (-*T) A year. n. (-*)
1 A

figure of rhetoric, identity or sameness of objects compared

to one another. • (In geometry,) A mean
;
a fourth propor-

tional to the two perpendiculars and the liqk or segment,

t to to be confused or uaconfused, aff. **.

TOTO1T f. (--0T) A girl fit to be married, a. TO complete, TO*t

a virgin.

TO* P? n. (-*) The same time, the same moment e. *h, and

arr* time. •

TO*T* m. (-*r) A snake.

TO* m. (*:*!•*) Going or moving equally, kept equal or

together, k. TO together, ** to go, * aff.

TOR mfn. Before, in presence or sight of, visible.

e. TO with *f* the eye, aff. **.

TOWTR in. (-if:) An oblong excavation, thence also a parallelo-

pipedon, (in geometry.) a. TO equal, *tr dug.

: to*^t* m. (-*:) Compounded perfume, a. TO same, even, TO
smell, *T* aff.

[
to* mfn. (*:-*t-*) All, entire, whole, full, complete, a. to

the whole, TO to take, * aff.

TOTT f- l-Tf) 'Bengal madder, (Kubia manjitli.) 1 A sort of

fern, (Lycopodium imbricatum.) 1 A sort of sensitive plant

r. TO together, to go or grow, aff. *r*-

TOf** mfn. (-Tfi-Hr-vi) * Indifferent, unattached. ' Equable,

even tempered, a. to, and ft* tbe mind.

*pf*** n. (-W) * Indifference. * Equanimity, a. * added to

the last; also with **. TOf**<rr.

TO* m. i-*:)
1 A multitude of beasts. ' A number of blockheads,

n. (-*') A forest, a wood. r. TO alike, ** to be born,

* aff.

TO*f f (*tn) Fame, reputation. *. TO all, *r to know, * and

IT* all's.

TO*r f. ( WTr) ' An assembly, a meeting. Fame, celebrity.

k. ** together, *i* to go, *3* aff.

TOS* mfn. (-*:*!-*} 1 Proper, right, fit. * Exercised, experi-

enced. 4 Correct, accurate, true.
4
Virtuous, good. n. (-*)

Propriety, fitness, a. TO with, together with, *fl*T truly.

TO^ m. (-*•) A potherb, a sort of cucumber.
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TOWT f. (-WT) Sameness, similarity, equality, e. to equal, like,

WIT aff.
J
also TO* n. f-li).

**f*TO* m. (-**.)
1 Deviating from, transgressing. * Going over

or beyond, a. TO and nftT before *r* to go, s** aff.

TOf*%im mfn. ( Wfc.wir-vfl) * Surpassed, exceeded, • Gone orer

or beyond. • Transgressed, e. To, and *(fiT before *r* to

go. n aff.

WMbV »fn. (-Wi’JVMf j Much, exceeding, abundant, b. to
with, and *fwfT7V much.

TOf**1

*! m. (-H:) An equilateral triangle. . TO, and fTO
-*

triangle.

*T*T iftff mfn. (-W’-ffT-lf) Past, gone. K. TO. and Wrflw past.

TOfa* mfn. Equally bright or lovely. k. TO, and

fJTO light.

TO*C mfn. (-*:-*T-*) Envious, jealous, k. * with, wqt
envy.

itmfrrum. (. iff) Impartial, equally viewing both sides, b. to,

and <fn* who see*.

mfn. (-*h-*TT-W) Sympathising, feeling for another's

woe. *. TO, and pain.

TOf**f mfn. (**:-*!-*) Exceeding, abundant, plentiful. *. **
intensitive, and *fv* more.

VfrfvJinw n. (-*) Surpassing, overcoming. «. TO, and *f*

before ** to gn, -qx aff.

TOY* mfn. (-ifc-WI'lt) Equal or equivalent to. t. to, and

V* held.

TO*3 mfn. Travelling in company, t. to same,

road, the final dropped.

TO**i?T mfn. (-WMTT-W) Assented or agreed to, permitted,

allowed, g. TO and ** before *n to know. H aff.

*TO*T* mfn. (-*:-WT-*f) Permitted, allowed, n. (-*i) Assent,

concurrence, permission, it. to and TO before YT to know,

mz aff.
4 »

TO*** mfn. Entirely devoted to. B. TO. and y**W
devoted to.

mfn. (-wi:-WTr-*ii All, entire, universal, m. (-*!:) Limit,

term, boundary, end. r. intensitive, tot end.

****** iW. 1

All round, on every side. * Wholly, altogether.

e. TO with, **t end, term, wfTO aff.

TO*^**t f. (-**r) The milk hedge-plant, (Euphorbia lirucalli,

fiu%) k. TO*T every way, milk.

TO*T*5 m. (-g:) A Jina or liuddha. e. TO*l every way, and xnf

auspicious.

TO’TOW m. (-TO) Agni or fire. e. TOW universally, TOT what

cats or consume*.

TOW?! tad. All around, on every side. e. to*T in the fifth

case, used as a particle.

TOJJ mfn. ( -**1) Fierce, angry, enraged, m. (-x*;) Siva.

a. * for TO with, toi wrath.

TOTO rn. (-*:) • Connected consequence. * Natural succession

or order, e. To, and *p** order.

TOfTO mfn. (-W.-lfl-lT) Possessed of, endowed with, possessing,

affected with, full of. i. to intensitive or conjunctive, and

*|f** endowed with.

TOUT* n. (-*) An attitude in shooting, standing with the fee*

even. b. to even, *r* the foot
j
also read ****•

TO*f% mfn. (f*t-fw;-f*i Philosophical, stoical, looking on all

things alike, calm, indifferent, k. To. and *ff understanding.

TO*T* mfn. Of like nature or property, m. (-*:)

1 Equability. * Sameness, s. TO, and *T* nature.

TOfuTO mfn. (-rtt-ifi-*; Overwhelmed, b. to, and *rf* before

» to go, aff.

TOf*TO* n. (-*)
1 Seeking, wishing, endeavouring to gain.

* Approaching, going to or against, k. to, and *rfit before

ti to go, aff.

TOfTOTO n. (•*) Taking, seizing. E. TO, and *|f* before *
to take, WZ aff.

TOfTOTT n». (•*:) ' Repetition, reiteration. ' Excess, surplus.

e. TO with, *rf« before Y to take, aff. **r.

***{* f. (-flT) Even ground, b. TO even, and *f* ground.

TOW** nf, (-sf-WT) Worshipping, reverencing, b. TO, and *f*

before ** to worship, y^aff.

TO*rf** mfn. (-WMIT-W) Honoured, worshipped, k. TO. and

*fV before ** to respect, TV aff.

TO* tnd. With, together with. k. to to be confused or un-

confused, aff. nr*.

TO** mfu. (•*"—*V*) Of like origin, proceeding from the same

cause, &c. b. TO same, **z afl*.

Wm mfn. Of the same size or measure, e. to same,

nrw^aff.

TOf*f* f. <-f*0 Mean measure, b. TO, and f«f* measure.

TO* m. (-*:)
1 Time. * Oath, affirmation by oath or ordcah

1 Established moral or ceremonial custom. * Demonstrated

conclusion. * Agreement, covenant, contract, bargain. * En-

gagement, appointment. T Order, instrfiction. * .Sign, hint,

indication. * Religious obligation or observance. '* Leisure,

interval, opportunity. 11 Season, fit or proper time for any

thing. " Speech, declaration. " Limit, boundary. 14 End

of trouble or distress, (in dramatic uclion.1 e. * f<»r to w ith,

to mete, to measure, aff. **, or TO alike, X-

*. to go,

aff. TO-
TOTOrc m. (-^) Making an appointment or engagement, fixing

a time. t. TO* an agreement, and arty making.

*«TTOff m. (-*:) Breaking un agreement, k. and

breaking.

*TO*f**TV m. (-^:) Violating or breaking an agreement.

e. TO*, and *fn*nc improper conduct.

TO*t ind. 1 Near. * Within, midst. At such a time, at a fixed

or appointed time.
4 Duly, seasonably, in due time or sea-

son. b. to alike, to go, *| L’n'udi aff.

***T'Bfq»f n. (-*) A time at which neither stars nor sun are

visible. 8, TO* lime, over, ^fro abided.

**TC mn. (-*:-*) War, battle, conflict, a. TO with, together, w
lo go, aff. *r*.

TOr^[ f. (-**:) Mean siring or soundings, e. to, and a

string.

(*fl) The front or van of battle, £. to^. and

front.
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HR’yai mfn. Of like or same source or origin, e. R«
same, WCJ aff.

HHW»r n.(-*f) Worshipping, adoration, k. HR before to wor-

ship, sire alf.

Hufai? mfn. (-W:-WT-W) Worshipped, adored, honoured, a. hr
before to worship, H uff.

HR* mfn. Asked, solicited, r. HR, and WY to ask,

7* aff.

HRit mfn. (HP-HT-w) 1 Strong, powerful. 1 Connected in sense.

“Fit, proper. “ Able, adequate to, capable, ra. The con-

•truciiun of words, k, HR with, WH to usk, aiF. or^w
meaning, sense. ,

HRWR n. (-ffr) Aloe wood, (Amyris agallocha.) a. HRW fit, (for

perfume,) padded.

HIT$HT C (-HI) ' Strength, power, prowess. * Ability, capability,

adequacy. • Signification of terms, r.. wrt aff. of the abstract,

added to hr^ ;
a1*o RRHR ti. (-ail

H«H«T n. (-rj * Deliberation, deciding on the propriety or im*

propriety of any thing
j

also HRRRT. * Perseverance in an

arduous undertaking, attempting difficulties or impossibili-

ties. “ Reconciling differences, allaying a dispute. * Objecting,

objection, t. Hl[ before WW to ask or request, aiF.

HRffH rafn. (-W:*WT-W) (Granting a boon. e. hr. before WTH to

augment, alf. Wl.
^r«uw n. l-w

) Delivering, consigning, presenting, a. hr, and

wi£h delivering.

HRapEfa rofn.{-w:-wi-w) To be delivered, presented, made over

6lc. k. hr, and ^aiwfa to be delivered ; also w*T«jfa?TS| and

HRWff.

RRfurR mfn. ( ir:-irr*w) Delivered, made over, consigned. e. HR,

and ‘wfwir delivered.

HdimV mfn. (.RtH-Wlft-RW) (living or making over, delivering.

k. Hi?, and HtfroRRH delivering.

HRtRie. mfn. {-R:*RT-R)
1 Near, proximate. “ Bounded, limited.

“ Correct in conduct. E. H for HH with. REffTRI a limit.

HR«r mfn. (-Wi-WT-HT) Dirty, muddy, filthy. n. (-if) Faces,

ordure. *. H for w% with, rht dirt.

HRTRTy m. (-*:) A place of pilgrimage, as a sacred stream, &c.

E. HR with, Vfl below, to crosa or pass over, afT, ww.

HR* a mfn. (.w-.-rff-w) Of tlie same caste, colour, &c. m. <-%:)

Community of caste, &C* s. n«, and HR caste.

HsprfviR mfn. (*f> Yama, the ruler of Tartarus, e. HR all,

equal, rR to be or to select, aff. fafR.

RRRRir mfn. (-WMTMt) Bent, bowed. *. hr, and rr before wit

to bow, aff. iff.

HRTWrlT mfn, (-Ht-WT-lf) Gone away, wasted, destroyed, a. HIT,

and rr before Hr to go, H aff.

RR*WI mfn. (-«V;-<QT-JR) To be let go or let out. e. Hit, and

RW before RJT to loose, HTflf aff.

HHEiHfR m. (-R:) A sort of dramatic entertainment, b. HR, and

HR with RiW, before V to make, aff. l*?; described, as that

in which the chiefs are engaged in mutual conflict or contest.

HHvrfjr f. (-fit:) Obtaining, getting. e. HR, and rr before

WTR to get, far^ aff.

HflRTH m. (-H:) ' Multitude, asaemblage, collection, aggregate,

quantity* * One of the categories or Pad&rt'has of logic,

intimate and constant relation, as of yarn and the cloth

made of it. ' Connection of species in a geuus, or parts of a

whole. K. and RR before HP? to go, aff. HR.

HRRTHHRR ra.(-Hf:) Inseparable relation, as of properties with

substances, material with manufacture, species with genus.

k. HRRIH, and hrr connection.

HHTTflH mfn. (-lft-fawt-fa) ‘ Multitudinous, aggregated. 'Con-
nected intimately, n. (-fa; Intimate and inseparable cause,

as earth of pottery, thread of cloth, &c. a. rrrjr, and

Tfa aff.

HRRrfawiTR n. (•#) Inseparable cause or relation, os of material

with produce, &c. e. HRRifaw, and H7RH cause.

HHifw mfn. (-fa:-fa:-fa; Moderate, equable, s. hit. and ffa
practice.

H«^H mfn. (-Wi-WT-W) ' Mixed, mingled, blended. * Collected,

assembled. * Connected with, related to, as properties with

things. 4 Comprised in one genus. s. Hr, and rr before

17? gone.

HR«H m. (-R:) Mean depth, e. Hit, and perforation.

RRHRTW mfn. (W-RMi) Spreading over, pervading, ex-

tending throughout. k HR inteusitive, rr to pervade,

HIHR aff.

HRfawi f. (-ITT) A sort of potherb, said to grow in watery

places; according to some authorities, a kind of cucumber, to

others a shrub, called commonly Jff*f a. hr together,

HfTT to stay, TRW aff. deriv. irr. or rr with, R?m a hone, (a

seed,) an to get or have, aff. at, also HRtsfaT.

UffRR o. (-*f) ' Contracting, contraction. 4 Combination, con-

junction, formation of compound terms. B. hr together, rh
to throw or direct, aff.

HHHfat f. (-fal:) Alliance or peace on equal terms, e. HR. and

Hfaf union.

xjWHfarir mfn. (-W:*m-li) Allied on equal terms. 4 Bound or

connected equally, a. HR, and Hfam bound.

WinjflT f. (-ftp) The end of the AW/w, mid destruction of the

universe, e. hi? universal, ^jfir sleep.

mfn. (-V-HIT-%) ' All, whole, entire, complete. ' Com-
pound, compounded. ' Abridged, contracted, m. (-HTO A
whole, the aggregate of all the parts, k. HH together, HfH

to throw or direct, ail'. Iff-

Hina ntfn. * Even, equal, level, uniform. 4 Like,

similar, it. HH even, |g? what abides.

HHiaar nf. ( H?-afy Level ground, f. (-iftj The Dnaht the

country between the Ganges and Jtt.nan rivers, e. hh level,

7&9 soil.

Himr^tfi'? mfn* (-1T«lf?-^) Levelled, made level, filled up (as a

marsh or river), e HHHQR*. and inr made, fa aff.

with? mfn. (-Ul :

1 To be collected together. 4 To be

made entire or complete, f. Tart of a xtanzit, proposed

as a trial of skill to be completed. E. HR even or complete,

WtH affix, and^ augment
j

or H?( together, Hi? to direct,

HH(aff,
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C (-*5ij Part of a stanza to be completed as a trial of

skill, a. *OT«B to be completed, WH meaning.

lOTTH mfn. (-If-UMO Entitled to an equal share, m. (-*:) An

equal portion, a part. e. »ot, and siir part.

*Wbnrr%W rafn. (-ft-frwt-fa Sharing equally, a coheir, a. in*!*,

and who takes.

Wtifitl rrjfn. (irVf*ift-fiu A coheir entitled to an equal share-

k. *m&arms "WH part or portion, and aft

tOThOTtwr f. (-WT) A cow bearing a calf every year. a. a

year, in the second case, repeated, and * n IT.

mfa. Possessing a diffusive fragrance,

a and wrr before wff to go, atf. fwfsr.

tWl JTtt mfn. (-qj:-arr-^j Agitated, bewildered, confused, t.

and <qif before to accumulate, tg aft

3 n. (-it} Agitation, anxiety, a. ai added to the last;

also with tj*t, ^«rf;q»?rr.

IftrHtlwi mfn. (-Wi:-WTT-WT) ' Pervaded, spread. 1 Overcome, sur-

passed. b tf?T. and xqrV before w«T to go, aff. u.

fW f- (-Wl Fame, reputation, a. »OT all, errW before ^rr to

tell or declare, affs. ^T5= and *rw.

info. (-W: -ITT-W)
1 Famed, celebrated. Notorious, pub*

lie. k. and ’HIT before to say, if aff.

WiiHf mfu. (•7T:*lTf H) * Arrived, approached. • Met, cncoun-

tered. * United, joined, e. Rl? together, and ^ranr come.

RUrnffT C (-fwO ’ Arrival, approach. • Union, joining. 4 En-

countering, meeting. 4 Similar condition or progress, s. iot

with, or »OT same, ^rfP before JOT to go, alt

RirrflR m. (-at:)
1 Union, junction. 'Arrival, approach. 1

Asso-

ciation, acquaintance, intercourse. 4 Encounter, meeting.
4
(In astronomy,) The occultalion of a star. r. with

coming.

VH!Wm m.( H:) * War, battle. * Striking, beating, killing, a.frw

together, wriRrrf striking.

WHT^X mfn. ( Who or what observes, practices, pro-

ccetls, &c. r. sot and qif before to go, z aff.

VJTIW n. (-t») Following, practising, observing, proceeding,

a. RR. and ^TW before to go, f^ulf.

min. ( ) Following, practising, behaving,

proceeding, five. fq, and before to go, aff.

mfn. (-T:-1T-C) Equal or like in virtuous conduct.

m. (-*:) ' Proper practice or conduct. * Proceeding, going.

• Information, tradition, news. e. wit. and wpTP before w*
to go, WW aff.

WiTl 'Wff mfn. ( W- 'BT-^) Covered with, involved in. e. uq, and

WjT’VB covered.

RHfsi m. (-Of:)
1 A multitude, a number, (of any thing except

beasts.) • An assembly, a meeting. » A convivial meeting,

a club. 4 An elephant, r. WW like, and TB to go, aff ot.
^rnn f- (-Iff) Fame, reputation. *. us? aU, wn» before to

kno>v, affs X(T and RTU-

WUKTW n. (-U) ‘ Receiving suitable donations, # Tuking. * r

rhe
daily observances of the Jainn sect. k. UU with, UJ^gTST taking.W ind- ' Having token. • Having accepted, a.^ and
^itr before to give, mu aff.

URTfa[U tpfn. (-u:-UT-tf) Enjoined, commanded, b. ur, and

enjoined.

URf^R mfn. (-u:-ut-r) Acceptable, to be selected or taken,

s, UR, and W|! C1 before RT to give, UR aff.

UHTRrR n. (-si) 1 Religious meditation, restraining the mind

from external objects, and fixing it in profound absorption.

* Promising, declaring. 4 (In the drama,) The leading in-

cident, thut which gives rise sometimes unexpectedly to the

whole plot. e. WIT intensitive, and UJU before UT to hare or

hold, aff. W77.

UWiRn? ind. Having fixed upon, (the mind,) being intent upon.

K. UR, and UTU before UT to have, mu aff.

URlfu f. (-fq:)
1 Deep and devout meditation, restraining the

senses and confining the mind to contemplation on the true

nature of flpirit, &c. * A religious vow or obligation. 4 Si-

lence.
4 Promise, assent, engagement. * Composing or

reconciling differences, putting a stop to a dispute. 4 Requi-

tal, return, retaliation. * Attempting impossibilities; exertion

or perseverance in extreme difficulties. * Storing corn on
account of a dearth. 4 A Jainn saint of a future age. *• A
figure of rhetoric ; connexion or proximity of two events

accidentally connected, and expressed by a common verb

and the government of the verb by a double nominative, as

Wiwf^Tfi U uiarmruru «m«nf the disloyal woman
went sorrowfully, and the sun (went) down. 11 Demonstrat-

ed conclusion. ** The joint of the neck- " A tomb, a grave.

e. *ot together, ur to have or hold, with uru prefix, and

f* aff.

URlfURR mfn. Grpt Rift-R*r) ‘Contemplative, engaged in

meditation. * Makiug a promise, announcing assent or per*

mission, e. Wirrfsr, and STJ* aff.

*OTlf*UI! mfn. Ijjj Devoted to meditation. 1.111%
and who is.

WfWHT mfu. (-n;-»U-«T; Blown or puffed up, inflated, e. qw
and before to blow, rfl atf.

mfn. (•fi-Wr-ilj ‘ Eike, similar. 'Good, virtuous. 4 One,

uniform, same, in- (-IT?) * One of the vital airs, that which is

considered essential to digestion. 4 A corresponding letter of

the alphabet, as a long vowel to its short one, ficc. e.

all, ia breathe, aff. qsj, or ^IT and sqiw before to get,

aft. qi.

mfi».(-WMT-l) Occurring or produced at the

same period, t. 9<|(W same, <iT r^if time, « aff.

Vrmiin mfn. ( q:.v|(.^) Of the same lineage or family : sea

Iflipl. e. VHT’l, and itnt family.

mfn. (*nr-^rT-^R) Of equal age. k. ^ittw, and

birth.

xOTi^snf*! mfn. Of a common tribe, sort, ficc.

e. WUOT, and ^ifn sort.

mfn. (*q:-^T-ii) Of the same caste or species.

e. Vnnr, and WrTt! of a caste.

¥Hr»nTI f* (-in)
1 Samenexs, equality, likeness. * Community

of kiud or quality, k. "ffniir, aud iTf[ aff. also with ig,

ail, wmffai.
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tofu. (-ww-WRft-RR) ' Making equal or like to. • Lad-

ing, bringing, a. RRTR used as a verb, or Wit and air before

to get, W€ aff.

RwranyR n. (-W) Bringing, conducting, r Rif and air before

art to take, for aff.

qgtglf^t a. (-fi)
1 Common or gcnertele property. • A pre-

dicament or condition including several things or persona m.

(-fs) A generick character. a. rhtr, an<l tlfbvyw possession.

VHTinftlWTr tn. (-T-) ' Similar or equal duty, office, or govern-

ment, Generick character, a. RTRTW, and afVaiT office.

spnfnn mfh. (-r:-rt-W) Taken, led, conducted, a. WR and air

before df\ to take, a aff.

RRiRlU md, Having taken. a. RR and arr before to take,

WRaff.

rrtrttr *»• (-aft) A kinsman, one who when distinct from the

Sapinit

a

is next in order and succession, and is connected

by oblations of water only, to the manes of common ances-

tors
;

this relationship extends to the fourteenth In descent,

i. e. the seven first or Sapindat presenting water as well as

the cakes, are also Satndnodnkas, whilst the seven next pre-

senting water alone are Snm&nodakaa only. c. RRfR com-

mon, wtrt water.

Rw i R rfR) m. A brother of whole blood, a. rrtr same,

WRy belly, WR aff.

rrtwi n. (-at) The end of a year. t. w«rr a year, and aw end.

am q ra. f-T-i Sacrificing, offering oblations to the gods. a.

same, aiR water
^
in which libations of water are made.

WRTRRT mfn. (*RT:-aT-ab
1
Filling, completing, finishing. * Kill-

ing. a. together, atR to get, aff. Wf
Rrirr n. f-wf)

1 Conclusion, completion, finish. * A section, a

chapter, a division. ' Killing, destroying. * Profound medi-

tation. * Gain, acquisition, a. an? with, together with, RTTR

to obtain, aff. a?.

fam mfu. (-Tt-wr-l) ' Finished, done, completed, concluded.

* Got, gained, obtained. • Distressed, afflicted.
4
Killed.

* Accomplished, perfect, (in any branch of study.) * Come,

occurred, happened. a. RR implying completion, Ac., ana?

before RT to go, aff. a.

WRtfRR mfn. (-ir.-in-W) Finished, done, concluded, a. rr before

arra to get, aff. at, and fa inserted.

WR! 1I mfn. (-a-fr-R) Finished, done, concluded, completed,

a. before an? to get, aff. a. without the augment.

RHlfi? f. (-fo) ' End, completion, perfection, conclusion, finish.

* Reconciling differences, putting an end to disputes, Ac.

a. RR implying completion, arR to get or gain, aEfipir.

RrtIrw mfn. (-ar-^Vv) Finite, final, concluding, completing,

m. (-at)
1 One who has completed a course of holy study.

* A finisher, an endcr. a. RRfR,. and RWaff.

aanrft f- (*^T) Part of a stanxa given as a task or trial of skill

to be completed, e. Rmlf completion, aw sense.

tJWJSin mfn. (*1p.*WT*lf) Drenched, drowned, s. RR and air
before V to go, a aff.

awra m. (-at) A visit, arrival, e. rr_ and ana before RT to go,

V aff.

rrtrr mfn. (-RMn-tfl Lengthened, extended, r. RRandar#
before an to restrain, n aff.

RRTRTR mfe. (-R:-RT-R) Come, arrived, a. RR xnd arr before

a T to go, « aff.

RRIRR mfn. (-ar:-WT-'W i
‘ Joined, connected, attached to or

united with. * Decorated, adorned, e aw and arc before

VJR joined.

RRrarq m. (-a:) Totality, the aggregate, x.RR and aiT before

an to remember, ww and wa affs.

RRrUni m. (-a:) ' Union, junction, connection, association.

1 Heap, multitude, assemblage. • Cause, origin, motive, ob-

ject. a. aa_ and air before wa to join, aff. ww.

RRTTRf tnfh. (-ai.-mr-ai' Begun, commenced, a. a^ and arT
before Tfa to begin. a aff.

RRlTa m. (-a*:) * Commencement, beginning. 4 Undertaking.

a. *«( and wrrr before afa to commence, ia sff.

RRTWR mfn. (-¥*.- WT-a)‘ Ascended, gone up or upon. 4 Mounted.
4 Agreed to, determined, a. RR and atr before RR to grow,

a aff.

aarfraw n. (-a*) Placing or fixing in or on. a. RR and aT#
before aa to grow, causal v., wx aff.

RRTtrfVR mfn. (-Ri-RT-if) Placed in or upon. a. aw and at#
before aa to gvw, causal v., a aff.

RRI^TR m. (-W:)
1 Going up, ascending. * Mounting, riding upon.

* Agreeing, a. RR and arr before aa to rise, RR aff.

aarfaa mfn. (-#f-ftbrt-faj ' Desirous of equality. 4 Seeking

peace, a. aa, and aftiR who asks.

Rrtwvrr n. (*aj Resting upon, being supported by. t. aa and

arr before afa o depend, fPaff.

RRIRR? m. (-RiO Smearing the body %aith coloured perfumes,

as with saffron, sandal, fitc. a. RR aml at# before afa to

sound, aff. aa; also with «c* aff. aaiaaw.

RRIWRIR n. (-si) Smearing the body with coloured fragrant

substances : see the last.

RRTRrt f- (-fPt) A collection of flowers, a nosegay, Ac. a. a for

fl[ with, nrffT a garland, affs. a* and #tw.

rrtR^R n. (-fi) A pupil's return home after finishing his reli-

gious studies, a, RR and arr before nr to be, a*, aff.

rririr ro. f-R: )

1 A multitude, a number, a heap or quantity.

* Association. 1 Integral or inseparable aggregation, a. RR

and aTr implying aggregation, wr to go, aff. gw.

rrtrir m. (-a ) Residence, abode, a. RR and arf before

RR to dwell, RR aff.

RRrwrfRR mfn. (•Rvm-'rf) 8i»journing, taking up a residence,

a. RRTftR, and TRW aff.

WRrfVl mfn. (-ff:-Tr-T)
1 Entered or engrossed by, absorbed

by, (feeling, passion, Ac.) possessed by, (as an evil spirit.)

4 Entered, (as a mansion.) *. WR uud arr implying entire-

ness, and fRT entered.

WffffH mfu. (-Ht-fH-a) * Surrounded, encompassed. * Covered,

inclosed, a. RR aiui arr before f to choose, a aff.

wrier m. (-a) A pupil who has completed his studies and

taken leave of his preceptor, r. Riband arr before p| to

I be, aff a i
with aw^ »dded, RRriRa.

10 R
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Xxi*X mfn. f-X'-XT-X) To be announced or communicated,

a. XX and XTX before fix to know* causal XX aff.

XXTtX m. (X:)
1

Affection, passion, emotion. • Possession by

evil spirits. * Entrance. *. XX and XTX before fix to enter,

x«t aff.

xxrtfxx mfn. (-XMI7-T?) 1 Placed, fixed. • Entered, pene-

trated. • Brought in or into. a. XX. and XTX before fxx in

enter, cautul aff. X-

XXrxfwx mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Doubtful, fearing, apprehensive, ail
and XTX before xf% to doubt, X aff.

Xxtxx m. (xs)
J

Protection, refuge. * Seeking protection.

*. XX intansitive, XTXX asylum.

XXrfxx mfn. (-x: -XT -if) Protected, defended, cherished, refug-

ed. a. XX intensitive, and xrfxw refuged.

Xxrfaxi ind. 1 Depending upon, trusting to. • Haring engaged

in, agreed to, Ac. «. xw and xiX before Xt to serve,

XR aff.

XXTXX mfn. (-X^-XT-XT) Trusting, confiding in. «. XX and XiX
before XX to breathe, X aff.

XXlXtX m. (-x:) Trust, belief, confidence. *. XX and XTX
before XX to breathe, til aff.

XXTX m. (-XH) A year. a. x for XX with, and XTX a month.

XXTX m. (»X :
)

1 Contraction, abridgment, conciseness. 1 Com-
position of words, formation of compound terms (in gram.

***

*

f-)
1 Composition of differences, reconciling quarrels,

* Aggregation, assemblage, collection. * Whole, s. XX toge-

ther, XX to throw or direct, aff, war.

XXTXX mfn. (-X :-XT*X)
1 Joined, united. * Reached, attained.

* Marked, affected by, &c. 4 Combined, comprehended. B.XX
and XTX before XX to be in contact with, aff. X-

XXTXfx f- (*filO ' Union. * Comprehension, inclusion. • Affec-

tion, attachment, e. XX and XTX before XX to be in contact,

fXX aff.

XXTXFX mfn. (-xjrx-asi'Wl-xrx) Joining, or connecting with,

a, XX and XT before XX to unite, XX aff.

xxrxwix n. (-X) Joining, uniting, union, combination, connec-

tion, contact, i, XX and XiX before XX to be in contact

with, aff. xnr.

XXTXXX ind. Briefly, summarily, r. XXTX, and xfx aff.

XXTXX mfn. (-X-'-XI-ij * Near, proximate. 1 Obtained, attained.

«. XX and XTX implying union or contiguity, XX to go,

aff H.

XXtXXTXXt f. (-XT) Composition by the sum of the products.

B. XXIX, and XTXXT contemplating.

xxrxxx mfn. (xrx-lxl-XX) 1 Abridged, contracted. 'Com-
pounded. m. (-XTXJ The Tun tree, (CedrelaTunna.) k, XXTX,

and X7JX aff.

XWTXXX n. (-it) Delivering, consigning, abandoning, e. XX and

XTX before XX to leave, xrar aff.

XhiXi^x n. (-X) Attaining, effecting, accomplishing, e. XX and

XTX before xx to go, causal v., XTX aff.

XXTXlfxx mfn. (-X:-XT-lf ) Done, effected, attained, obtained,

accomplished, a. XX and XIX before XX to go, causal v.,

aff. n.

xwixrx mfn. (-x>XT-X) Attainable, what may be obtained or

effected, tad. Having obtained. See. a. x*( and xrX before

IX to go. iff- XW or XP*.

XXTXTWTXTX m. (-Xt) Supplying an ellipsis. E. XXTX, and XXTWTX

the same.

XXTXi^ m. (-Xt) The sense of a compound, f. (-^T) Part of a

stanza to be completed, a XXTX connexion, composition,

and x$ meaning.

XXTXtx mfn. (-X^-tft-X) Sitting, seated, b. before XX to

ait, x aff-

XXTXHf mfn. Left, abandoned, given, made over.

b. XT^and XTX before XX to leave, X aff.

XXT%xx n.f-if)
1 Following, practising. * Serving. B. X»[ and

XTX before to serve, XT* aff.

XXT^fVx mfn. (-W:-XT-it) ' Followed, practised. 'Served. e.xx

and xix before $hr to serve, X aff.

XXrtflfX f. (-fxO A protracted metaphor, (in rhetoric.) i.XXiX,

and saying.

XXTXIT f. (-Xff) Interview, colloquy, b. XX together, XX to be,

XTX aff.

XXTXX rofti. (-X5-XT-X) Stmek, wounded, b. XX and XTX; be-

fore XX to strike, X aff.

XXIX* x n. (-X) Uniting, combining, collecting, composition.

b. XXv together, XTX before X to take, aff. xrx. •

XXTXTX m. (-C-)
1 Aggregation, collection, assemblage, either

in fact or thought. ' Contraction, abridgement. ' Compo-

sition of words (in grammar). 4 Conjunction of equal words

or sentences, the power of the particle and. • A particular

form of composition, a subdivision of the class Dican da, in

which several words are joined together, and the compound

it a term in the neuter gender, as xfxx^ixr the snake and

mungoos. • The combination of two letters of the alphabet

into a syllable, which designates all the letters intermediate

between the two of which it consists, s. XX together, XTX

before X 10 u^e or convey, and x*£ df.

xxrfxx mfn. (-X'-XT-tf)
1 Promised, agreed or assented to.

1 Absorbed in meditation, absent, abstracted or having the

senses steadily held in subjection. ' Concluded, demonstra-

ted, following from what has been said.
4 Composed, recon.

ciled, put an end to, as a contest or dispute. * Placed, de-

posited, delivered. * Pure, purified. ' Finished, completed.

• Cook collected, firm. 'Assembled, n. (-X; (In rhetoric,)

The expression or description of attentiveness, s. XX and

XTX implying collection or perfection, XI to have or hold,

aff. X-

XxrTX mfn. (-XT-XT-X) 1 Accepted, received, taken. • Collect-

ed, assembled, combined. a Compiled. k. XX and XTX

before XX taken.

XXTXfa f- ('fx:) Compilation, abridgement, an abridgement.

e. XX together, XTX. and \ to take, to bring, aff. filX : see

XXI XK-
xxnr mf. (-irt-xft) Calling out or to, mutual calling * Acclaim.

' Defiance, f. (-XT) A plant, commonly Gojiitka. a. XX and

XIX before XX to call, X aff.
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Xxmi m. (-xO
1 A match, a main, the conflict of animal* or

bird* for sport, cockfighting, flee. * War, battle. • Calling

out. ». and Xix before$v to call, * aff.

TOOTX n. (-ii) Challenge, a. XXIX to call out, aff.

xfxx n. (-ub A pike, a dart z. TO even, XX aff.

xfxx f. (-fax) War, battle. *. XX. together, T to go# faR, aad

TJX final augment.

xfxWT f. (-1R) Wheat flour, a. xx before T to go, aff. w.

xfufa f. (-fif**) ' War, battle. * Assembly, company. » Associ-

ation, meeting, union. 4 Sameness, likeness, equality, a. x«

with, X to go, aff. fax.

xfax m. (-1:)
1

Fire. War, battle, a. X^ together, T^to
go, iff t*n Adi aff.

xfxx mfn Lighted, kindled, set alight or on fire.

a. XX before X** to kindle, Tf aff.

xfax f. (-fax or Fuel, wood, grass, kc. so employed,

a. XX together, to kindle or inflame, fax aff., and the

nasal rejected.

xfax m. (-x=) Acmi or fire. t. XX and TX to kindle, aff. x*

• xfxxx n. (-if) Fuel. a. XX with, TTX to kindle, aff. v?-
xfx^trx wfo.(*W;*WT*^) Augmenting, prospering, e. xx^ before

Tfa to increase, XTXX aff.

Xf*K m. Wind, air. c. TO with, to go, aff. x, and

the vowel made short ; also xxtv>

Xxfa n. (-X) * War, battle. 1 A pike, a dart. a. wit to be sad

or confused, aff*

XxfaTO n. (-li) Equalizing, making equal to. * (In arithmetic,)

Equation, a. xx, and XTX making, fa augment.

Xxlfxxr f
• (*XT) l In arithmetic,) Equation, a. to, and fiywi

operation, augment.

Xiftxx mfn. (-x:-«TT-X)
1 Equalized, made even or equal. *Imi-

tated, done in like manner, &c. 1 Added, summed up.
* Balanced, equipoised, c. TO same, even, and Xx made,

with fx augment.

VXfa n. ( X) The Sdnk'Ayn system of philosophy, f. (-XT)

Nature, essential nature, or according to the 84mi4Ap* system,

crude matter or any of ita twenty four essential parts. * Un-
derstanding, intellect. • Sight, seeing, inspection, looking.

• Effort. * Search, investigation. • A book, a work supple-

mentary to the / edtu, treating of the modes of sacrifice, a in?

before tfw to see, aff. XX and xr^.

Xxfax n. (-W)
1 Search, looking for, investigation. • Seeing,

looking at. a xq iutensiiive prefix, aad taf seeing,

xxtfxx mfn. (-Ift-WT-W)
1 Seen, looked at. * Considered, inves-

tigated. a. x*f before XX to see, H aff.

TOlxlxrfcx mfn. (-^-faxt-fx) Acting after due deliberation.

a. toIxj having inspected, XTfro who does.

XXtX m. (-X:) The ocean, f. (-xt) ‘ A deer, a doe. • Praise,

culogium. a. TO before XX to go, Un'Adi aff. TO1

, ami the

vowel made long.

TOlxur m. (•«:) Copulation, c. nr added to the last,

xxlxfa mfn. (*X‘--XT*X)
1 True. * Right, correct. * Fit, proper.

n. (-^) Truth, a. XA7X true, aff. X.

TOH ®- C’X:) kidie wheat flour.

XXfa mfn. (-W.-WT-X)
1 Yearly, annual, relating to a year.

1 Hired for a year. §
After a year, a year hence. See.

a. TOT a year, aff. X.

XXlfaXT f. (-XT) A cow calving every year. a. TOfa a year,

XX aff.

TOtW mfn. (*x:*XT-if) Near, contiguous, proximate, at hand.

«. TO together, XTX water, and X substituted for XT ; ana-

logous to the confluence of water.

Xxlvx mfn. (-X‘-9T*Jf) Approaching, going or gone near to.

a. TOto, and a who or what goes.

XXtTOX ind. Before, near. a. xxfa, and wfa aff.

Xtfhnn f. (-WF) Proximity, contiguity, a. xir added to the last j

also xxfax.

TOtXX mfn. (-XJ-TTT-X) ‘ Equalised. Identified. • Equipoised,

a. TO same, iJX become, fa aug.

TOfa mfn. (•ap-XT-X) Of like cause or origin, a. to same,

X aff.

TOtfawx mfn. (-WTX-xAVl:) Going to, arriving at, attaining,

a. x*| before to go
, XX all.

XXK m. (-X5) Air, wind. a. XX every way. fx to go, aff. vff^*

XsiV.X m. (-X**)
1 Air, wind. * A plant, commonly Marlla. • A

traveller, n. (-^) Throwing. a. XX completely, XX to go,

aff ipr.

xxtfxx mfn. (-X:-XT-X)
1 Tossed, thrown. * Gone. • Sent,

a. XX before to send, H aff.

XXlfTO mfn. (-W.-XT-1T) Wished, desired, n. (-it) Wish, desire,

a. XX before XX to wish, X aff.

XX1* mfa. (-X’-XT-ri) Eloquent, a. x with, and xx a mouth.

xiffxx mfn. ( x:-XT-x) Fit, right, proper, a. XX intensitive,

ai»d xfax proper.

XffXX m. (-X:)
1 Assemblage, collection, either in thought or

fact. ’ Conjunction of words or sentences, the power of the

panicle aad, or aito but it implies the conjunction of differ-

ent objects of one act or different acts with the same

object, as XXX XXX XWX worship God, and (or also) tha

Guru, k XX and XX before fa to collect, aff. x^.

XgXc mfn. (-X;-TI-X) Who or what goea about or up, traverses

ascends, flics, &c. a. TO and XX before XX to go, *ff.

XffXXT^ mfn. (*XX. X^t XX) Going up or about, a. Xl^and x^
before XX to go, XX aff.

X^#X m.(-xO Destroying, destruction, a. XT( and XT^ before

ffX to cut, aff. XX.

XTJTXTX ra. (-X)
1 Opposition, enmity. • Height, elevation,

a. TO, and up, above, and fax to serve, aff. x^.

X ffXk» «T m. (-x:

)
Height, elevation, a. x*{. and before fa

to serve, aff. x^. and the vowel made long.

X^fXPT mfn. (-XJ-XT-Tf) High, elevated, lofty, a. XX
V
and X\

before fx to serve, aff. X.

X^fxx mfn. (-xs-XT-fT) Sighing, n, (-X) A sigh. a. XX
and xvj before XX to breathe, and X aff.

TO^iX m. (-x:) Heavy expiration, aighing. a.xxandx^
before XX to breathe, XX aff.

X^ffxJX mfn. (-x:*m-x) Left, abandoned, quitted, resigned,

a. x^intensitive, and xfafX left.
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W- (*X?
) ascent, going np. aa4 up,

XX going.

^y?ginr m. (-u?) An osprey, a. XX intensitivc, and xx before

XX to cry, alf. XX-

XlJXTX mfn. Crossing, passing over or beyond.

a. XX, and XX before V to cross, XX atf.

XXXXX n. ('if; Inflaming, inciting, irritating, a. x*l and XX
before ftm to be sharp, causal v., ^pr alf.

XX^fax mfn. (-x:-xt-X) Inflamed, incited, excited, irritated.

c. *}« and XX before fxx to be sharp, causal v., H atf.

XTO mfn. (-H-xr-jj)
1 Rising, risen, getting or got up. * Born,

produced. * Occasioned, occurring, a. x*( intensive, XX
up, un to stand, x aff.

Xipaf* n. (-x) Performance of work, occupation, effort, indus-

try. * Positive indication or symptom of disease. • Rising,

getting up. * Common growth or increase, (as of size or

wealth, Ac.) 4 Healing a wound or sore, cure or recovery

from any injury, a. XX intensitive, up, tgr to stay or

be, aff. *7*.
4 '

XlffxX mfn (-Xt-XT-lt)
1 Risen, got up. • Increased. 4 Derived or

obtained from. * Cured, beaded, a. xif and xx before

to stay, H aff.

Xijaprx n. (-X)
1 Going. * Ascending. 4 Making effort, energy,

exertion, a xx and XX before XX to go, wx aff.

Xff'tfxx mfn. (-X:-XT if)
1 Gone, gone up, ascended. 1 Exerted,

vigorous, t. XX and XX before XX to go, n aff.

X!f*tfx f. (-ffl:)
1 Origin, production, birth. 4 Occurrence, inci-

dence. a. XX and XX before xx to go, fkl^ aff.

X*J*rW mfn. (-V-XT-*) Born, produced. * Occurring, taking

place, a. fB and X^ before ^ to go, n aff.

xipii* m. (-¥•) Detaching, separating from, tearing from, &c.

a. xx and XX before XX to go, causal v., XX aff

nafn ( W:-1TI*ir) Detached or severed from.torn from,

&c. a.W and Xw before tr* to go, causal v., sc aff.

Xfl*lT4X r‘- ("if)
1 Producing, fabricating. 4

Effecting, a. xx^

and XX before XT to go, causal v., qv? aff.

XffwnfTX mfn. (-WS-WT-li) Produced, effected, a. and ww
before XT to go, causal v., m aff.

Xffftri mfn. Excessively confused or confounded,

bewildered, lost, overcome, m. (-*:) An army in great dis-

order. a. XX and W before ftyfai to hurt, aff. XT }
also

XTf'TTO. ami simply firw, &c.

XffHPl HI. (-$:) ‘ Leaving, abandoning. * Giving. • Evacuation

of urine or feces, a. XX and XX before XX to abandon,

aff. TO
xipTX m. (-XJ) Festivity. s. xx, xtxx festival.

XflfJX mfa. (-X^XT'X) Sorrowful, regretting, miming or griev-

ing for any one absent, &c. b. XT imensitive, xijx sur-

rowfuL

m. (-TO Height, elevation, a. xw and XX before fxx

to go, aff. XX-

XTTO mfm (-HJ-HMI) Drawn, raised, lifted or thrown up
from a deep place, a. X« with, and X\ up, TV to go,

»ff. H.

X»fTT m. (-T:)
4 Multitude, number, heap or quantity. • War*

battle. 1 Assent, rise.
4 Rising, (as of the sun, &c.) 4 Effort,

ext-rtion, perseverance. * A day. a. XX and before X
to go, aff. XT »

*1*°

XXT ,!>x m. (-!»:,i Knowledge in general, a. XX and *3% before

TttiX knowledge.

XTTTXIT m. (-g:) Intention, purpose, design, motive, a. XX
with, XT and TTV before XT to go, aff. TO.

x*j <rq m. i -e :
)

1 War, battle. * Multitude, quantity, number,

heap. • Rise,, ascent. 4 Tho rear or reserve of an army,

a. and XX up, XX 10 K°» ’’X 5
also XTTO

XfTTXrX n. (-^) Declaring, uttering. * Illustrating. . XT
and XX before X to take, VI aff.

XffTTT* mfn. (*x:-in-lf) Declared. • Illustrated, a. X* and

XX before X to take, X aff.

XvfTX mfn. (-Wt-XT-W)
1 Ri»«n, aacended. * Risen, (as the ana,

&c.) * Produced, excited, occasioned. 4 Possessed oL

a. XT and vfxff risen.

XTTlTX n. (-xr) Repeating, declaring, speaking, reciting, a. XT
and XX before VT to *cnd, and tX» n ®-

XffCtf< d mfn. ( X:-TIT-1T) Said, spoken, declared, recited, t. XX

and XX before X T, W aff.

XffX ra^n * (-lt*XT-^) ' Who or what rises or goes up. * WTio

or what pervades entirely, m. (*Xt) A casket, a covered box.

* A stanza in which two or more of the p*dar correspond ib

sound, though in a different sense, a. X* and XX before *x

to go, aff. X.

XffXX m. (-XT0 ' A casket, a covered box. * A sort of stanxa

:

one, each half of which consists of the very same words but

in different acceptations, those of one half being respective-

ly the the attributives or adjectives to those of the other.

E. XX and XX before XX to go, aff, X and XX. added.

XfflTX m. <*X0
1 Rising, ascent. * Birth, production, a. XX

and XX before XX to go, aff. XX-

XXTXWX n. (-hf) (In rhetoric,) The repetition of the same

words in different padat of a stanxa, but in a different sense.

t. XXX what goes completely, XXX alliteration.

XffXti mfn.(-X:-XT-4) ' Brought up (as food), vomited. 4 Rais-

ed or lifted op (from 8 depth, Icc.)
4 Uttered, exclaimed,

raised (as a cry, &c.) a. XX and XX before X to swallow,

or sound, aff. X-

xyfgf rnfn. (-X:-Xt-^) ' Pointed out. shewn. 4
Particularised,

enumerated. 4 Explained, a. XX and XX before fxx to

shew, X aff.

XffTX ia (-V)
1 Describing. 4 Pointing out. • Particularising,

explaining, enumerating, a. XX and XX before fxx to

shew, IX aff.

Xf fX mfn. (-Xs-Xf-lri ’ Ill-mannered, behaving ill or impro-

perly, conducting one's selfdiscreditably.
4 Raised or drawn

up.
4
Upheld, supported. 4 Arrogant, proud, puffed up

with pride, &c. a. xx and XX before XX to hurt or kiQ,

aff- H.

XfffTX n. (-X) • Food vomited or thrown up. 4 Drawing up,

raising, lifting (as water from a well, &c.) 4 Eradicating a
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tree, &r. pulling up by the roots. * Extricating, lifting out,

• Taking out from, as a part or share, i. yit and

before ^ *° take. aff. W*-

yyyrf mfn. (-vfr'ft-if> Who or what lifts, raises, extricates,

&C. m. (•'fa ) A redeemer, a deliverer. 1. y«( and before

y to take, *M aff.

yy*yi mfn. (-V-Wf-li) Wiped off by the hand. K. yw. and y^
before tf the hand.

yyyy mfn. (-w.-WT-ir) ' Ill-behaved. Thrown up fas food,

&c.) ' Raised or drawn up, * Extricated, lifted out or from.

* Taken as a share, set apart, divided. * Sensed, possessed of.

.
n. inr and beforeY to have, or ^ to take, aff. yr,

yiflpr mfn. Born or produced, m. (-W:) Production,

origin, a. yw and y^ before vn* being.

yy$W mfn. (-YJ WT-V) Burn, produced, derived, e. YW and ya£

before sj^to be, a aff.

yyyTY rofn. (-IT-ITI-Tf) Ready, prepared. *. W* intensitive, YYIT

active.

YvfCjy m. (•*:)
1 Commencement. onset. 4 Effort, exertion,

c. yw, and yy* effort.

yyy mfn. Sealed, stamped, m (-ft) A sen, an ocean.

k. yy before yfag to be wet, and yy aff. ;
or y for YY with,

and sjyr a seal ;
also thence signifying a limit, (i. e. bounded

by continents,) or a jewel, (the receptacle of gems*) or YY

with y* an otter; or Y with, ^ pleasure, or yy together,

yy water, and YT to give or have, aff. Y, &c.

m. (-If:) Cuttle fish bone. e. yvff the sea, and

gn® phlegm.

YyjYTWll f. (-wrr) A river, a. Yy? the sea, aod griwti the mis*

trtas.

yyyii mfn. (-Yi-n-ai) Ocean-going, sea faring, m (-y:)
1 A

trader by sea. * A seaman, f. (-Yl) A river, e. yyy the sea,

and V who goes to.

yyszzr n. ( Y) A sort of pleasure or summer house, built in

the midst of water. fisc. b. yy* the sea. and JBY bouse.

yy^ywy m. (-»t) 'I he saint, Atutm. u. yys the aea. Us
a pot; having drank up the ocean.

yyTRa n. (-2 ) The sea coast, e Yy5. and WY a bank.

YyTtffa n. (*<J The sea shore. e. yy*. and yfa a bank.

YysyfiPTI f. (-in) A river, e. yy? the sea, and gfvpTT be-

loved.

VyiMf Afa n. (-if 1 'Hie beverage of immortality. * The moon.

e. Yyy the oeean, ami YYYfa butter; being produced or

recovered by the churning of the oceau.

yyiqsY m. (-it:) Cuttle tish bone. b. the sea, and $Y

froth or foam.

yy*YYyr f. (-wrr) The earth, b. Yy* the sea, itarwr a aone ; the

sea girt; surrounded by the ocenn as by a girdle.

YyfYTY n. (-si) A sea voyage. *. Yyf , and YTY going.

yysuifxjY m. A &n : l»r, a navigator, a merchant trading by

sea, e. yyt(, and YlfYY who goes.

Yy?^YYl f. (-YT) The earth, e. %%% the sea, and a

zone.

m (-^) Sea salt. *. yy* the sea, and YYY salt.

10 s

yytrvfar m. (-f9s) Submarine fire. a. yyy the sea, and afar fire,

yyjfayy m. (-si:) The father of the Juta or /aiwa pontiff of

the present era. k. Yys the sea, and faaty victor.

yvpfayT f. (-in) A wave of the sea. b. yy?, and yyt a wave.

yySTH n. (-if) 1 The nutmeg. 1 The sea shore, f. (-WU) 1 A
shrub, (Hedysarum alhagi.) * The cotton plant. • A grami-

neous plant, (Trigonella corniculata.) a. ly* the sea, and

YU end or boundary.

snpm^TT f- (-YI) The earth. *. yy? the sea, and Y*Y^ vesture

;

clothed or invested by the ocean,

yyrtl m. (.f:j * A shark. * A large fabulous fbh, perhaps in-

tending the whale, hyperbolical!)* described. 1 Rama's bridge.

e. Yyj the sea, Y to go, aff. yw.

yyf^ mfn. (-Yr-iri) Marine, oceanic, maritime. e, yy$ the

sea, w aff.

yyiY mfn. (-Yj-YT-^) * Wbo or what lifts or bears up.

* Moving up and down. 1. VP? and Yy; before YY to bear,

sw aff.

YyfYW mfn. (-YY-Ylft YY) 1 Lifting nr raising up. • Moving

up and down. a. YY and Y^ before YY to bear, yw aff.

yysfY n. (-^) Wetness, damp, moisture, e. yy before Yf*g to

be moist or wet, aff. W7 .

a *

mfn. (-y:-yr-y) Wet, moist, moistened, e. before yy
to be wet, aff. if.

ygy* mfn. (-IT-in-Tf)
1 High, lofty, elevated. 1 Full, promi-

nent. • Exalted, dignified. • Proud, arrogauh 1 Lifted up,

raised. K.W and l'efore *ni to bow, aff. yr.

f- ( * Height, cluvalion. * Consequence, rank, dig-

nity, exaltation. • Pride, loftiness. 4 Lifting up. 4 Increase,

thriving, prosperity, e. and before y*r to bovr,

aff. far*.

yyyy mfn. (-i:-t|T*y)
1 Conceited of learning, thinking one’i

self learned. ' Proud, arrogant. 1 Produced, born. 4 Tied up

or above. 4 Supreme, lord or master, t ysr and before

wy to tie, aff. n.

y^ye m. ( y:> ' Occurrence, event, advent. * Gaining, attain-

ing. e. yrsr and before wl to take, yy aff.

yyyyy mfn. (yy-yyrt-ytTj Attaining, gaining, 1. and

before to get, aff.

yyyjry mfn (-if:-yT irj Approached, approximated, e. yvt, and

yy near, ett gone.

RSjMilH n». ( ft*-) Approach, approximation, contact, k. ys^and

yy before am to go, y^t aff.

yfyfyw mfn. (-y:-irr-lt) (Collected, heaped, accumulated, b.

and yy before fy to collect, * aff.

yyyynyy in<i. Happily, fortunately, e. yw and yy before ant

to gratify, aff. y* ;
also read yrniityi( and yy^jyw ur

yyyfyy mfn. (*y*.-yT-y ) Seated, sat down. e. yy and yy before

fay to enter, ft aff.

yyy^ir m. (*yt \ Welcoming, entertaining, causing to sit down.

«. yyand yy before fwy to enter, causal v., yn aff.

yyy^firy mfn. ( lf:'in-lf> Welcomed, made to sit or rest. 9. yn
and yy before fay to enter, causal r., yj off.
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^pfqTjTT f. (-WT) ' Proximity, approximation. * Happening, be- .

falling, e. YY. and iq before YT to be, YY and YT\ affs.

;

•1*0 YlfqiHlY *»d

YYYftHN mfn. (-Y:-YT-Tr)
1 Attained, acquired. 9 Brought or

come near to, approximated, k. YY and YY before YT to

atay, * aff.

Y^fYY mfn. (-Y:-YT-Y) Seen, beheld, a. YY and YY before

^ to see, TV aff.

Y»fUY mfn. (-W:-YT-Y) Come together, a. yy and yy before

Y to RO, IB aff.

YgQfMY^ (-YTY.-Y^I WIT) Going, proceeding, a. YY and

yy before ^ to go, YY aff. of the present participle.

YTJYfY mfn. ( 3MT.V) Suppressed, restrained, a. YY and YY
before YY to bear, IV aff.

YffWYY mfn. (-YYYMI-YW) 'Sporting, wantoning. 9 Shining,

beautiful, a. Yif and Y\ before ^Y to play, *na aff. of the

present participle.

*ngYfal! mfn. (-rn-YT-W) * Sportive, sporting. • Brilliant, beau-

tiful. e. YY and YY; before YIY to play, TV aff.

YY? nffn- ' Heaped, accumulated, assembled, col-

lected. * Crooked, bent- 9 Produced quickly. 4 Accom-

panying, associated, a companion. 1 Tamed, tranquillized.

• Married*
1 Purified, cleansed, a. xrw before YY to bear,

aff. TV-

Yf?c m. (-Y-) A deer. K. an to be confused, aff. YT.

yy? m- (-Y:) A deer, one of the sorts of which the akin may

be used as a student's seat, Ac. «. YY to be confused, yy
aff.; also with YT? added Y^YY. According to some, this

sort of deer is distinguished by a white mane.

YYY mfn- (-Y:-YI-Y) Having a root. Joined or in connexion

with the root. c. Y with, a root.

YYWnr n- (*li) Utter destruction or eradication, t.q^i

radical, yty killing.

Y?Y m - (-V) Assemblage, aggregate in general, heap, number,

multitude, quantity, Ac. a. VR together, «y to reason, or

YY to bear, YY aff.

YYYYTW u. (-ifi) Interests or business of a number, general

affair, e. YYY, and YTtY affair.

YYYYmfn. G^Y-V^t-V?) Collecting, gathering, a. Y? before

STY to bear, aff. YY.

YYT^ f- (-*ft) A broom, a. YYY heap (of dirt), to take, aff.

V and ^Y.

YYH mfn. (-YI : Yir*^> To be assembled or collected, m. (-T|f:)

1 Sacrificial lire. * A place prepared for the reception of a

sacrificial fire. «rf. Having collected, a. YY completely, YY
to bear, or yy to reason, aff. WY^or wy.

YYi mfn- (*Y:*YT*lj 1 Happy, prosperous, thriving. 1 Grown,

encreased, augmented. * Flourishing. 4
Full, entire. * Acce-

lerated. i. YY completely, YTY to increase, aff. TV.

YYTfY* mfn. (-Y;-Yt-»‘) Very swift. a. YYf , and t* speed.

Vkft f. l-ff:)
1 Thriving, increase. * Prosperity, success.

4 Power, supremacy, sway. a. y*( completely, YTY to increase,

aff. f*Y
YYY mfn. (-lf:*Tn*Y) 'Near, approximated, approached.

• Agreed, covenanted. • Collected, associated. 4 Having, pw
sessed of. a. YY with, yy gone.

Y*tfYY mfn. (-Yr-YT-TT) Increased, augmented, a. YY. before

*fxnf increased.

YYTYY n. (-Y) A mixture of half butter milk and half water

a. YY equal, and Y?Y water.

Y*j m. ( Descending, falling, alighting, f. (-wn) Lightning.

e. Y?. and YY to fall, aff. V.

YYlfY f.
' Prosperity, success, increase of wealth, power,

or happiness. * A sort of medicinal root. a. YY implying

perfection, yy to go, aff. %Y ;
also Y»Y^.

YWTY f. (-YY or Y^) ' Success, prosperity, increase of any

favourable kind, or of wealth, fame, power, Ac. * Advance-

ment in good qualities, perfection, excellence. * A necklace

of pearls, &c. a. YY before to go, aff. fYY.

Y*7Y n. (-?) Standing with the feet even. a. Y? together, and

YY a foot.

Y*tvy m. (-Yi) A king, a prince, e. YY before YY to go,

Un'adi aff.

Y*Y¥ mfn. (-Y^YKd) 1 Accomplished, completed, effected, ob-

tained. 9 Prosperous, fortunate, thriving, happy. * Possessed

of, endowed with. 4 Mature, full grown. 1 Perfectly acquaint-

ed with or performing, (duty, Ac.) a. Y? with, YY to go,

aff. H; also with Y?aff. Y«»YY.

YMjrrq m. (-Y0
1 Calamity, adversity. 9 Futurity. • War,

battle.
4 A son. a. YY and YY before TY to go,

YYaff

YWJTiW n. (-Y) War, battle, a. YY, added to the last.

Y*J*TfYY m. (-Y) War, battle, a. YWTTTY war, Y? aff*
i also

Y*YnYY.

YRrfTYTYW n. (-Y) A withering or drying up. k. YY. and Yft

impljing entirely, #rYY drying.

YmY m. (-YJJ
1 Mixture, mingling, contact, union, junc-

tion.
1 Copulation. a. YY with, TTY to be in contact,

aff ^Y-

Y«jflTY mfn. 1 Mixed, blended. 1 Connected or

united with. 9
In contact with. k. YY together, YY to be

in contact, faYW aff

YmarfY mfn. (-Y-YT-YJ Liable to come in contact, relating to

contact or connexion, a. Y*IY. and * aff.

Y*YWY rn^n- (-WY-Yr^l-YTY) Seeing, beholding, a. yy before

TY to «ee, atT.

Ywtty mfn. (-Y:*YI-Y)
1 Hcaaoning, a reasoner, a logician.

* Impudent, shameless. 1 Small, little, low. 4 Lecherous,

libertine, m. (-Y:) A tree, (Cassia fistula.) a. xjy completely,

YTY ripening or maturing ; also Y*YTY*

YwriY m. (•¥;)
1 A spindle. * The intersection of the prolonged

side of a triangle by the perpendicular, a. YY before YY to

go, aff. YY-

Y»YTY m. (-Y*-)
1 Descending, falling, coming down. 'Alighting,

(a) a bird.) 1 Going, moving. 4 The son of GaRUi/a. a. YY

before YY to alight, aff. Y*r

YwnfY m* My:) The son of Gabura, a fabulous bird. a. YY, YT

intensitive, to cherish or drink, YfY Un'adi aff
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ffeJifff in. (-f:) The eldest son of Gauud'a, and like him a

sort of fabulous and supernatural bird. ft. ff added to

the last.

furrff mfn.(-V:-lT!-*) Who or what fulfils, accomplishes, 8tc.

e. TO before to go, causal v., aff.

TOTTff n. (-ir) 1 Gaining, acquiring, reaching, attaining.

• Accomplishing, effecting, ft. fif before ff; to go, causal

form, aff. tpr.

mfn. * Attained, obtained, gained, gotten.

• Effected, accomplished, e. TO before TO to go, causal

form, aff. j§.

ffmfc mfn. (-f:-fr-T) Pounded, bruised, crushed, destroyed.

e. and far* ground.

TO?tf rn- (-:) ‘ Agitating, disturbing. * Sending, directing.

• Pain, torture, e. ^before HX* to give pain to, &c., aft. Vf

.

fdfrlf n. (-if) * Castigation, punishment. • Agitating. Send-

ing. * Pressing, squeezing, e. fi( before fflf to give pain,

ITaff.

TOftfff mfn. (-Wt-WT-li)
1 Pained, tortured. * Punished. 8 Agi-

tated.
4
Sent. * Pressed, squeezed. ft. TO before ftf to

pain, m iff.

TOfrff f. (-fft) Drinking in company. ft. TO together, fT to

drink, $|f_ aff.

TOJf m. (-*:)
1 A casket, afemvered bo*. * A flower

;
also A'ara-

caka. k. TO together, to contract, aff.

fartf m. (-W-) A casket, i. fl( with gf to contract, aff. f

,

and to. added.

vjwstvt n. (-if) Treating with great respect. *. TO, and gfT to

worship, V? aff.

mfn. (-f: fT-f) To be, what may or ought to be re-

spected, &c. e. and to respect, aff. ; also

fsafarif sud TO^J-

fwfart mfn. (-ITt-UMf) Honoured; respected, b. TO. aod^ftnf

worshipped.

mfn. (.^:-^r-4) ‘ Whole, entire. * Complete, finished, m.

(-dh) Any mode of music in which fell the notes of the gamut

are employed, n. (-4) .-Ether, the cthcrial matter or atmo-

sphere. i. TO intensive, and ^ full, finished.

xjwtTOt f. (-ITT) Fulness, completion, tiw*, and if aff. , also

with 1ft,

Tng mfn. (-1f:-WM»)
1 Mixed, blended, combined, inlaid, in-

terspersed.
1 Joined, untied. * Close to, in contact with,

ft. TO together, TO to be in contact, aff. feh

HIIE H mfn. (.fi-fft-ll) Possessed of, having, ft. TO and ? be-

fore fTCT made.

TOUrfTO mfa (-TT-fT-TT) Bellowed, s. to and a before TO
to sound, H aff.

TO^ftlT nifn. (W:*lTT'lt) Brought, conveyed, e. TO. and 9 be-

fore feft to take, H aff.

fxTOK mfn. (-fT-fl-f) Who or what guides, leads, &c. m.(-ift)

A judge, a ruler, k. TO and 9 before fl to get, aff.

TOPtlTO n. (-n’)
‘ Heating, burning. * Afflicting. * One of the

twenty-one bells, b. TO, and 9 before TO to heat, causal

v„ U? aft

TOrfff M Now, at present, at this time. m. (-fa:) A Jina or

Jaina pontiff, of the last era. s. to, and fff with respect

to, &c. conjoined.

TOffrofa mfn. {-fa:-fa Agreed, convened, consentient,

f. (-flit)
1 Assent, concurrence. * Admission, acknowledg-

ment, confession. • Agreement ‘Co-operation. ‘Presence,

company. 8 Assault. f Doing, performing, effecting, i. to
together, ffrofu agreement, assent.

wnfrfff mfn. (-f;-f7-f)
1 Done, performed. * Come, arrived.

1 Agreed, concurred. * Attached, ft. TO and 9fa before fig

to go, * aff.

vnfs^isa n. (-on) Durance, actual confinement or restraint,

ft. TOjfa present, yTff what restricts.

WTOTfar f. (-’Wl) Expecting, awaiting, r.. to and 9fa befora

T* to see, ^ «• and aff.

TOTiftfiT f.(-fas) Fame, notoriety, ft. TO before fftfa the same.

TOTf nr t». (-if) * Gift, donation. * (In grammar,) The dative

case. ft. TO and f before fT to give, 1TO aff

TOffif ra. (-f.)
1 Traditional doctrine, what has been trans-

mitted from one teacher to another, and is established us of

sacred authority. * A sect, a schism, a peculiar doctrine and

exclusive worship of one diviuity. ». TO and 9 before

f7 to give, aff, and ff augment.

TOrvrf n. (-if) Consideration, ascertainment, k. TO and 9

before fr to have, feCf aff.

TOTMPCfT nf. (-*-WT) Determination, deliberation, the determin-

ing on the propriety or impropriety of any thing, i. TO.

and 9 before Y to have or hold, causal form, aff. vrf.

1P9TO n. (-^) Roaming, peregrination, k. TO and 9. before TO
to go, aff. ft.

TOjvjm n. (-w) Departure, k. TO and 9 before fr to go, fRr aff.

TO7TOF mfn. (-TfeMfr-fl)
1 Acquainted or connected with. • Juin-

ed, united with, ike. it. and 9 before fir to join, * aff.

TO70T* m. (*3:K
1 Connexion, relation, mutual proportion,

dependance or association. * Order, natural and connected

series ot arrangement. * Copulation. 4 Union, joining.

• Magic, ft. f^and 9 before TO to join, aff. fir.

TOrinffeH. m. 1 A libertine, a leciier. 8 A catamite. 8 A
joiner or uniter, any one who effects a union or connexion.

4 A conjuror. a. TOJVTf union in general, or coition,

aff. Tff

.

n. (-f )
Conversation, talking together, e. TO and f

before to speak, iff aff.

TOTf m. (-1T :
) Asking, euqniring civilly, ft- ff, and tjfef

asking.

fvfelf mfn. (-f:-fT'f) Passed, gone by. s. ff and f befora

TO been,

TOTfl^ o»(*fi) Trust, confidence, ft. f^aud f before to

go, f aff.

TOlfIff n. (-if) Effecting, accomplishing, performing well or

completely, ft. TO and f before f if to accomplish, fTf aff.

TOJTO^r n. (-f) The mutual substitution of the letters X* ff»

w, fr, and their respective semivowels, f, f, r, and «.

ft- TO and 9 before f to go, cuusal form, aff. ^7.
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n. (-if) Setting out on a journey- a. MM and M before

to stay, WZ alT,

mfn. (-vn-MT-W) Set forth, gone on a journey, ft. MM

and M before MffT to »tay, % aff

MMJMTM m. (act) ' War, battle. * Striking, wounding, killing.

Going, motion, a. MM and M before to take, aff. Mm.

MMTM1M n. (-M) ' liaughter. * Joy. a. M*(aud M before MM to

laugh, ww nff.

MMliH rafn.
1 Attained, obtained, gotten. * Effected,

accomplished. 1 Become. 4 Arrived, come. e. MM and mtM

obtained.

MMrfM f. (-fjft) Obtaining, getting, acquisition, k. MM before

MTfif obtaining.

MMftw nvfn. (-M: MT-M) Well pleased, delighted, c. MM, and

liking.

MriftfiT f. (-fW:)
1 Attachment, affection. * Delight, a. MM before

jftffT affection.

MMIM* n. (-*) ' Deliberating, considering, investigating. Look-

ing at, seeing, a. MM and ft before to see, nff.

MMlfMM mfn. {-M:-1TT-W)
1 Considered, investigated, * Seen,

behetd, e. MM and ft before to sec, H nff.

MMrlVw mfn. (-W:*Wi-?t) 'Sent, ordered. •Dismissed, sent away,

z. M*( before sent.

MMtM ni. (-M0 1 Ordering, commanding, directing. * Dismissing,

sending away. z. MM and ft before TM to go, aff. mm.

MMl'Mw n. (-mj ‘ Sprinkling. * Consecrating a temple. *. mm
and ft before MM to sprinkle, MJM aff.

; see MrtfM.

MMhfWM mfn. (-ifi-MT-M) ' Sprinkled, welted, (especially with

holy water.) ’Consecrated, a. mk and ^ before mm to

sprinkle, ?R aff.

M*5W m. (-*:) 1 Falling in various directions. * Submerging,

inundation, e, MM. and » to go, aff.

M“*mtm m. (M-) A ram. a. MW before WM to bear fruit, aff. w.

M""IW mfn. (-Wt-WT-W; Blown, blossomed, opened, (as a flower.)

k. MM completely, and t?w blown.

m. (-W:) (In dramatic language) Wrathful encounter, de-

fiance, combat.

M*M r. l»l cl. (WMffirj To go, to move. r. 10th cl. (M'MWfff) To
unite, to join, to connect or collect ; also fif.

M*f n. (-R)
1 Water. * Twice ploughing, t. WR to go,

aff. MM.

W»Mlmfn. (-T*IT-1) Connected with, endowed with, possess-

ing as a predicate or property. Bound, tied, attached,

t. MM with, MM to bind, aff. Tf.

mfn. (-ati-Mfr-af) ‘ Able, capable. • Fit, right, proper.

Adjunct, annexed or connected, inherent, &c. m. (.-ag:)

1 Prosperity, success. • Fitness, propriety. * Connexion,

natural nr essential connexion, as of a property with a sub-

stance, subject matter with a work, proper meaning with a

word. See .
4 Connexion by birth or marriage, relationship.

* The application of authority, as of the lffia*uhad*\o prove

a theological assertion, Lc. • Mental association of objects,

conceiving thorn in connexion with each other. T
(In gram-

mar,) The possessive case. i. MW with, and rw a binding.

MM^fW mfn. (-*:•*?-*) Relating to, concerning, t. padded
to the last.

mfn. (-uft-fV^Vfat) 1 Possessing good qualities, learn-

ed, amiable, liberal, &c. * Having adjoined or connected

with, inherent. * Related to, a relation, a connexion. 'Con-

nected with, belonging or relating to. z. wwr»t connexion,

and xfw aff.

»f»n: n- (*T) ‘ Water. * Restraint, forbearance, self-controul.

• A religious observance of the /laur/d"hat. m. 1 The name

of a demon or Daitya, 1 A deer. * A sort of fish,
4 A moun-

tain. * A Jina, one of the pontiffs of the future age. • A kind

of dramatic entertainment. 1 A bridge, a dam, a causeway,

f. (-^1)
1 A plant, (Asparagus raccmosus )

4 A medicinal

plant, (S.ilvinin cucullata.) a. to accumulate, WKW
aff.

;
also JiRT and M«IC

MMW mn.(-v-gj Provender or stock fur travelling cxpcnccs.

n. (-aii Water, a. um to go, aff. wmm

;

also w*rw.

MHTWff mfn. (-Wi-WT-lf) Twice ploughed, e, wm a second

ploughing, wrw made, WTW augment >
also WMtlTW.

MMTW adj. m. only, but having the three genders when the last

terra of a compound adjective, (-W0
1 Narrow, contracted,

impassible, either from being naturally confined, or from

being blocked up or crowded. * Crowded. Srthtt.
1 The vulva.

* 'Hie road to tnrtarus or hclL ••Fear, dread, a. xjm before

mtm to impede, aff, MW-

MMTWW mfn. (-W:-WT*W) Crowding, contracting, pressing upon.

e. M^, before WTW to obstruct, wrar off

W*MIVW n. (of; ’ A gate, a barrier. * The point of a stake or spit.

* A door-keeper. 4 Obstructing, opposing, e. mm before WTW
to impede, aff. WHT.

M*Mf m. (-^:) A JaUa deified sage. s. WW implying perfection^

and wise.

f. (-fc:) ‘ Calling or calling to. • An epithet. • The vo-

cative case. k. with tiw to know, aff. ftjvr.

m. (-H:.i
1 Explaining, instructing, informing. • Throwing,

sending. • Loss, destruction. 8. WT completely, to know^

causal form, aff.

i»rmiVJT n. ( vi)
1

Calling, addressing, calling to. • The vocative

Case, (in grammar.) «. and ij* to know, causal form,

aff. m*.

f. (-^t) A bawd, a procuress, e. vw with, to speak,

air*. and #1^ ; also
’

m. (-^:) 1 Cause, origin, motive. * Birth, production.

* Mixing, union, combination. 4 Capacity, appropriateness,

adaptation, the conformity of the receptacle to the thing

received, or supporter to the thing supported. ’Agreement,

engagement § Loss, destruction. T Acquaintance, intimacy.

• Possibility. • Ability, adequacy. "Consistency, compati-

bility.
11 The third Jina of the present age. z. W7 implying

perfection or co- existence, and w being.

Vivai m. (-m ) The wood-apple, (Feronia clephantium.) b.

with, MW being, MM aff.

MHHT m. (-M :
)

1 Multitude, number, quantity, henp, assemblage.

• Maintaining, supporting. * Provision, preparation, gening
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every thing ready or oomplete. 4 Fulness, completion. • Ap-

paratus, necessaries, things required for any act or affair,

a. WW before ij to maintain, aff.

*pvruj mfn. (-wj: oji-tQ) To be nourished, a dependant, e. sjw,

and W to nourish, viw aff.

sTumr nf. (-st-Wl) * Considering, reflecting. * Fame, celebrity.

' Fitness, suitableness. 4 Adequacy, competency, ability.

* Possibility.
4 Worship, honour. f (In grammar,) The sense

of the potential mood. * (In rhetoric,) 1 he use of the verb

in the imperative or potential mood. 4
(In Logic,) Doubt

K.ant before t^io be, causal form,

•ratIViT mfn. (-H'.-Tn-T) ‘ Equal or adequate to, .uited to or fit

for.
1 Powible. * Cou.idered, reflected .

• Satisfied or occu-

pied with. e. »nr with, w to be. See., con,id form, a!l. H.

^wirfrmunt mfn. (-«n-*T-*t) Noble-minded. ». vanfqTT equal,

wt«rw »elf.

qnnnq mfn, (-W:-W1-Wi Suitable, to be adapted to, made, or fit for.

a. WW. and ij^to be, causal »., aff.
;
also wwtwwlq, Stc.

tram n. (-si)
1 Consersation, discourse. ' War-cry, watch-

word. E. ^altogether, wraw speaking,

tratrwi f. (-at) War•cry, watch-word. * Conversation, dis-

course. 4 Contract agreement e. together, srrwr speech.

WWufVw mfn. (-TT-ITT-Tr) ‘ Said, spoken. * Spoken to, addressed.

e. ww. before WTW to speak, % aff.

wfmw mfn. (-V-VT'ti) * Shaken, agitated.
1 Divided, broken.

* Combined or united with. R. WW. and fa* broken.

VI m. (-WJ:) A parent, a progenitor, a. WW with ^ to be, w aff.

wnfff mfn. (-TT-ITT-lf) Bent, curved, b. ww, and wn bent,

traw mfn. (-W-WT-W)
1 Bom, produced. * Equal, adequate.

* Combined with, being together. e.w*T with, tj^to be, aff. n.

ra. (-wO A sacred person peculiar to the Jainaa.

W^lf« f. (-fit:)
1 Birth, production. * Combination. * Power.

e. WW. and t^to be, fjffW aff.

WWTq ind. Having united or combined, a.w together, vr to

be, «W aff.

WWTWWTft^r m. (-f^) A coadjutor, copartner, or colleague, r. WigW.

and WTftw who acta.

fWtffVW n. ( ai) Partnership, association in trade, joint exe-

cution of work or conduct of business, a. wwtw, and

performance of work.

WVff mfn. (-Tf’.-WT-W) 'Collected, assembled. 'Gained, got,

possessed of.
4
Filled, full. * Complete, ready, prepared.

4 Nourished, maintained. before v. to nourish, &c.

aff. w.

WWlfw f. (-fir) ' Nourishment, support. * Plenitude, fulness.

4 Preparation, provision, e. WW, and to possess, aff.

sec the last.

•TWpq mfn. (.«w:-«UMW) To be nourished, t. ww. and n to

nourish, aff. HPT.

WK *n. (*X0
1 The confluence of two rivers, or the junction of

, a river with the sea. ' Breaking, splitting, bursting. Union,

junction, e. WW with, to break, aff. wit.

WWh* m. (•*?)
1 Enjoyment, pleasure, delight. ' Coition, copula-

tion. 1 A Jama or Bamdtfha tfatana or edict, Stc.
4 One branch

10 T

of the Srmg&ra rata, or sentiment of love, happy or success-

ful love, meeting or union of lovers. * A catamite. 4 Use,

employment, i. ww with, ifrw enjoyment.

WWhfarw mfn. 1 Sensual, sensualist, &c. 4 Enjoy-

ing, as pleasure or property, m. (- Jft) A catamite, a. ijWttW

enjoyment, xfif aff.

V'wtrww mfn. (ofr-wl-w) Convivial, friendly, (as a dinner, Ac.)

n. (-w) A meal, &c. partaken together, a convivial party,

a. war together, ww to enjoy, «[7 aff.

WWPt m. (-m) 1 Haste, hurry. 4 Fear, terror.
4 Flurry, con-

fusion, haste or burry arising from joy, fear, &c. 4
Error,

ignorance. 4 Turning round, whirling, revolving. 4 Respect,

reverence, *. wif before vw to revolve, &c., aff. WTW-

vnifTH mfn. (-wit-wn-wi) ' Bewildered, agitated. * Flurried.

a. ww, and ww to err, V aff-

wwrw mfn. (-m-WM?) 1 Assented or agreed to, concurred in,

approved of. 4 Conformable to.
4 Attached to. a. WW, and

*TW to mind, Wl aff.

WWffw f. (-fw :
)

* Wish, desire. 4 Order, command. 4 Agreement,

assent, similarity of opinion, or purpose. ^Approbation.

* Self or real knowledge. 4 Regard, affection, love.
f Re-

spect, homage a. ww implying union or perfection, and wOf

mind, understanding.

WWJX mfn. (-^:-V-^) Happy, glad. m. (-^:) Happiness, joy,

pleasure, a. WW with, to delight, aff. VTW.

WWHf in. (-tf:)
1 Trampling or treading on. 4 Friction, rubbing.

4 War, battle, b. *TR together, to trample, aff. WTW.

WWffTW mfn. (
' Trampling. * Rubbing, a. WWtX

and xfa aff.

WHT7JK m. (-^:) The son of a virtuous woman, s. WW good,

wr* a mother, V* aff.

wwnx m. (-*•) Phrensy, intoxication, a. intensilive, wx to

be mad, aff. W*T.

wwtrw n. (-if)
1 Respect, homage. * Measure, e. ww. and ww to

respect, with w*» aff., or WT to measure, aff. wz-

WWHWW n. (-if) Worship, homage, a. WW intensitive, *rw to

respect, causal form, aff.

wwnfww mfn. (-m-WT ii) Treated with reverence or respect

k. WW before WW to respect, causal v., n aff.

WWinw nifn. (-W|:-wrr-^) Respectable, honourable, e. wwnr to

respect, WPt aff.

WWTTWW m. (-WJ) A sweeper. «. Ww completely, in to clean,

wwmrw n. (•#) Sweeping, brushing, cleaning, f. (-^tj A broom.

b. ww before wnw to clean, aff, ii.

wfwnt mfn. (-W:-WT-lf)
1 Like, similar, same. 4 Of equal mea-

sure or extent.
4 Meted, measured. *. yrff with, fww mea-

sured, compared.

sjffcw mfn. (-wi-WT-W) Mixed, mingled, blended, joined, e. ww
together, and fin mixed.

wwiw mfn. ( wM-wri or -^) Encountering, facing, in front of.

e. WW with, ffW the face.

WWjfVw m. (-#t) A mirror. e. ww with, the face,

Tfw aff.
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mfn. (-W.-WT-W) Before, in front or in face of. e.

j

the sane, and 9 nff

qmni mfn. (-7W:-TO-*V) * Fascinated, bewildered. • Stopified,

astounded. • Beautiful, a. in? before TO to fascinate, w aff.

mfn. (-W:-WT-tf)
1 Heaped, accumulated. 1 Produced

rapidly. * Broken. 4 Foolish, ignorant, senseless. * Bewil-

dered, beguiled. Stopified, astounded, a. WW entirely, TO

to be foolish, and II aff.

WWTWWWW mfo * (-WTs-WTi-in) Foolish, infatuated. *. WTO. and

WTO the mind.

WiQW* a(^) 1 Uniform or universal expansion or permeation,

pervading, co-extenjion. 9 Height, elevation. * Fainting,

insensibility.
4 Increasing, augmenting, e. WW before W^W to

faint, &c., aff. UB*.

ro. (-W:) A fish or aquatic animal. E.

insensibility, W^w produced.

WWW mfn. (-W-WT-lf) Dead, deceased, «. TO, and to dead.

TOV mfn. (-g:-WT-l) ' Strained, filtered. * Cleaned, cleansed.

* Swept, v. TO completely, WW cleansed.

Wflng m. (-g:) * Pleasure, delight, a. TO intensitive, |fg 10

be happy, aff. TO.

WfirT na (-V) 'Ignorance. “Folly. • Begu dement, fascination.

4 Stupefaction. • Fainting, a. to, before to 10 foolish,

TO aff.

W$Tfwif mfn. (-Wl-WT-li)
1 Beguiled, fascinated. • Enraptured,

overcome with delight, Ac. s. to before TO t0 fo«l**h»

causal r., % aif.

TOTV iad. * All, wholly. • Properly, fitly, in the right manner

:

see WJqy.

WHTWW n- (-W) Accuracy, totality. it. WTO. and n aff.

wsjwgww n. (-W) Inflicting the penalty of the law, punishing

in a legal manner, e. WfQW properly, according to the £'ds-

trot, and fWH punishing.

WTO nr WTO mfn. (W*V TOltft WTOS
) ' True, right. • Accom-

panying, going with. * Pleasant, agreeable. 4 Same, com-

mon, identical, uniform. * Accurate, correct. 4
All, entire,

a. to with, TO to go, fro atf-

TOTE* mfn. (-W>1*MI> Of equal weight or authority, <a precept.)

a. WWW proper, ig said.

WAJTOffl* mfn. (-w*.-WT-W) Continuing in the discharge of duty,

Ac. a. TOJW? and TOWTW being.

Wzrofw f. (-fi:) Steady, and regular discharge of prescribed

duties. *. WTO> and wfw practice,

wwni m. (-^rw) A paramount sovereign, one who rules over

other princes, and has performed the Rijotuya sacrifice,

s. TO al,
» t0 rule, aff. fin.

WWW mfn. (-W-WT-W) Endeavouring, taking pains, n. ado. (-Wj

Vigorously, assiduously, i. W with, ww effort.

W^rfw m. (-fir)
1 9 Proximity to a wife. • A pair of

nippers for cutting betel-nut. a. W for ww with, or WW like,

and Wrfir pudendum muliebre-

TO mfn. (-T:-TT-f) Who or what goes, occurring chiefly in

composition, as WWWT, WWWT. Ac. m. (-gi)
1 The thick,part

or coagulant of curds or milk, cream, Ac. Going, mo-

tion. • An arrow. 4 Saltness, salt. n. (•<)
1 A lake, a pool.

• Water, mf. (-T'-TT or ft) A cascade, a water-fall ;
also TO-

a. W to go, aff. WW.

Wr:urTW m. (-TO) A gander, f. (-sit) A goose, t. WTO a pool,

and TOW a crow.

WTW mfn. (-TOWT-lb Going, moving, proceeding, mn. (-TOWS)

• Spirituous liquor, especially distilled from sugar, rum.

* Drinking spirits.
9 A drinking vessel.

4 Distribution of

liquor.
1 A continuous line of road. n. (-1)

1 A lake, a pool.

* Heaven, sky. I. W to go, Un'idi. aff.

WTWT f. (-IT) A bee. e- TO one who is going, TO to injure, aff.

W. and the radical final changed,

wrwr n. (-wf) Fresh butter, e. TO cream, and w produced.

WTTO? f. (-TO!) A woman during menstruation, e. W for WW

with, TWW the menses.

WTW m. (-Z) * Air, wind- * A cloud. • (In the language of the

IVtfos,) A bee. 4 A lizard, a chameleon, a. W to go. wfk

Un'idi aff.

WT* m. (-*:) A lizard, a chameleon, a guana, flee. «. W to go,

TOW. *ff- r “1*° TOW.

wrfw m. (-fk:)
1 Air, wind. • A cloud, t. W to go, Wfrl

Un'idi aff.

WTO n. (-TO) A lizard, a chameleon, Ac. a. W to go, W* aff.

WTW mfn. (-w.-WT-w) Going, moving, who or what goes or

move*, n. (-W) ' Oxidized iron, either in the state of rust or

filings. * Going, proceeding, f, (-Wlor^l)
1 A plant, (Pwderia

fetida.) * A sort of Toori a. W to go, aff. WW. oc wz fem.

aff. WTW. or ^tW ;
also TOW, Ac.

wrfw f. {-fw:-^1) * A road, a path, a way. • A straight or conti-

nuous line. • A disease of the throat, t. W to go, Un'idi aff.

wfw. and optionally added j also vpcfw, Ac.

WTW m. (-Wit) * A rogue, a cheat * A sort of ornament. 4 A

bird. e. w to go, Un'idi aff. WWW. more usually TOW-

wren ro. (-WI:)
1 Air, wind. * A cloud. * Water, x. W to go,

W=g Un'idi aff.

WTW mfn. (-eTt-e^l-TW) Going, proceeding. z.m to go, rrw aff

«TCW m. (-gw) Thread. a. W to go, WlfW aff

wrftl mf. (-fir-fir.) A thort cubit, a. <* to go, wfirW aff. ; more

commonly Tfw, q. .
WTqfWWT f. (-wrc) The new leaf of a lotua.

WTWW mfn. (-W:Wt-»l)
1 Quick, ipecdy. * Delighted. 1 Agitated,

di.treued. n. ode. ( -ai J Quickly, delightedly, agitatedly, &c.

a. * with, TWW speed. See.

«ntT f. (-wt)
1 The wife of Rtni't'a brother. 1 A bitch. a. W

to go, WW aff., or w with rw sport, pleaoure.

wm m. (-W:) Air, wiud. f. (-n:-y:) 'ITie Surju or Serjra rieer.

a. n to go, —w Un'idi aff. : also WTW.

wrw mfn. (-WI:-—t-W()
1 Honeat, sincere, candid, upright.

* Straight, m. (•—;) ' A sort of pine, (Pinue longifolia) * A

bird, (Paso bicalcarala.) f. (-wn) A .ariety of the plant called

7Wi. . w to go, (to spread fragrance abroad, &-,) WW

Un'idi aff.

qtmo m, (-W:) A fragrant resin, the eiudalion of the Soref or

pine tree, a WTW at abore, T*T what etudea.
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mfn.
1 Going in a airtight line. • Up-

right, borejt- f. <-^) A plant with an upright atom. a. IXf,

and who or what goes or grows.

am n (-ai) A butt or mark for shooting at. a. WT <m arrow,

to cover, aff. , also inn.

af> (-K'Jfi)
1 A large pond or pool. 1 A piece of water in

which the lotus grows or may grow. n. (•*:) Water, a. %

to go (into, to bathe or drink), Un'idi aff.

ntW mfn. {-Tn-WT*1)
1 Tasty, juicy, sapid. Comprising the

expression of the poetical Rosas or sentiments, (a work, &c.)

* impassioned, n. (-^) A tank, a pond, a lake. f. (*W1) A sort

of Ttori. a. m with, gn juice.

OTWI n. (-li) A sort of Euphorbia, commonly Tmkdid Sij.

m. (-*:) The Indian crane, a. WKl? a pool, 8W aff.

ITTOnt n. (~wt) A lotus, a. a pool, (seventh case,) ami

m born.

irntai n. (ns) A lotus, a. wort a pool, andH what grows.

n, (j^j The bank of a lake or pond. a. fn, and ifta: bank.

mfn. (-nrw-WlVlUT) ' Juicy, sapid. * Elegant * Senti-

mental. m. (-airw)
1 The ocean. * A male river. 1 A buffalo.

i (-mrt) ' The wife of Baansu, the goddess of speech and

eloquence, the patroness of music and the arts, and the in*

ven tress of the Sanscrit language and Deuandgari letters.

' Speech, the faculty or its exercise. * A river, the Sarsooiy,

which rises in the mountains bounding the north-east part of

the province of .Dekli, whence it runs in a south-westerly

direction, and is lost in the sands of the great desart in the

country of the fikatti\ according to the Hindus the river

only disappears in this place, and continuing its course

under ground, joins the Gauges and Jumna at Allahabad.

4 A river in general. * An excellent woman. 4 A crow, T The

wife of a Muni. • A female divinity, peculiar to the Jainas.

•The moon plant, (Asclepias acida.) 8.WT* a lake, and RTfl

post, aff, or 9 with, rw flavour, taste, and the same aff.

mfn. (-*:-*t-8J ' Coloured, tinted. * Impassioned, a. W

with, TT» colour, &c.

m. (-W:) A lid, or a shallow cup or saucer, used as one

:

ace WTIW.

wfr mf. A waterfall. *. % to go, T^,aff*5 •!*« &c.

UftWT f. (-8TT) ' A drug, commonly Hingupatri. * Going, pro-

ceeding. A woman going, or moving, a. « to go, 3^ aff.

fern, form,

Wfof f. (*fr*t)
1 A river in general. * Thread, a. % to go, Tf*

Un adi aff.

m. (-fwt) The ocean, a. a river, (second case

plural,) and wffr lord.

Uftigfg ro. The ocean, a. a river, and ifif lord.

Wftir* m. (-WTW ) The ocean, a. ufcfT a river, and HlfW.

poss aff.

m. (-IT:) BhIshma, the son of Gangs, a. SfftJT. the river,

and son.

wftlTT f. (-TT) The Gauges, a. wfrw a river, and NT best.

wfcWTW m. (-*:) The ocean, a. wfvrar a river, and *Tr* lord.

n. <-*) The source of a river. and »jw Ucc.

m. ( WT) ' Going, proceeding. ’ Air, wind. a. VE to go,

TWfww Un'idi aft

wfTO n. ( Weter. *. see srfwqr, the w being changed to t-

qrftrtt m. (-V-I Mustard, (Sinepi, dichotoma

)

ra. (-rp) A snake. e. MV to go, irr. reiterative form,

end «TO eff.

WV mfn. (-e: e:-e Thin, smell, fine, minute, ro. (%') The

hilt or bendle of e sword, &c. e. W to go, M sff.

MMV mfn. f-q’.-sil-q; Like, resembling, e. M for wttrw like, same,

WO form.

unfWitt f. (-W) Likeness, resemblance. a. VSV like, tTetaff. of

the abstract; elso <twew n. (-*).

mfn. [-a:-*T-« ) Sick, diseased. I. M, snd sickness.

f. (-WT) Sickness, disease. a. W, and tifior sickness,

n. (-«r) A lotus, m. («!:> A foot (in Prosody,) of sis long

instsnts. s. WTW s pond, and w bom.

W^inrw n. (-WI) A lotus, a. MKV a pond, and arm* birth.

n. (-w> The water of a pond or lake. s. VCV a pond,

and stw water.

shifts* m. (-Vtl Basusi* f. f-Bt) ’ A lotus. * A pond abound-

ing in lotuses. • A multitude of lotoses s. a lotus,

and Tfir sfT.

sjvnssr m. The /Worn crane, e. WT water, tjsj, pleasure,

delight.

IT^ni m. (-V)
1 Low, destruction. • Opposition, obstruction.

.w for with, Nril hindrance.

n. (-XZ) A lotus. «. HKV a pond, snd « what grows

;

also with a final vowel «?IV(V| n. (-<*)

ntinnUM nt. (-W-) Brahms, k. W a lotus, und W tfst s

seat
;

first appearing from the interior of a lotus in order to

create the world
i

the flower is supposed to have sprung

from the navel of Visas'o.

m. KO A lake or large pend, any piece of water dwp

enough for the lotus to grow. e. TO • pool, and T«: beau

mfn.( vnei-d) Angry, wrathful, n. su/e. (-W) Angrily. B. M

with, wrath.

Mi m. (-*:) * Nature, natural property or disposition. • Ten-

dency of a thing. * Creation. * Effort, perseverance. * As-

sent, agreement * Relinquishment, abandoning, letting go

or getting rid of.
1 Voiding, as ettcrement • A chapter, a

book, a section. * Certainly, ascertainment, t cw t" quit,

fcc.. aff.

MivM m. (-m:) |A principal or great poem, one comprising

many Scrgm or CsstM. a. srf a section, and cm a binding,

r. 1st cl (vraifwt To gain or get.

9si m. f-aiO
1 The SM tree, (Sborea robusta.) * Another

trie, (PenUptera arjuna) ’ The resinous exudation of the

Sal tree, a- «>t to quit, off. tTO, »nd the final consonant

unchanged.

m. {-*:) ‘The PenUptera arjuna.
1 The Sil tree.

t. ( fw»I)
1 Natron, alkali. * Bora*. »- JA added to tho

last.

«gjtnn f. (-rgt) A plant, commonly /fares, supposed to be the

aerpent Ophtoiylon. a. nasi the Sal tree, TO smell.
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n. (*n‘)
1 The reserve or rear of an army. * Abandoning,

quitting. * Voiding, as excrement. * Making, creating.

s. UEf t° abandon, See., a IT. Vpr.

m. (-fsi:) Resin in general, or the resinous exudation of

the S'di tree. a. *TS? the &al, and wfv a Jewel.

UssixEr m. (-IT) Resin in general, or the resinous exudation of

the S'di tree. e. van the S'd/, and EU juice.

ufsi f. (-f«5:) Natron, alkali, a. to abandon, Tfa aff.

^fdhn f, (*an) Natron, alkali, or the impure carbonate of soda,

commonly termed Sejji MUti or Srjji earth, and used in

India as a soap for cleaning linen, Ac. e. uf** the same,

and EPE added, fern. form.

uf^WIUTT m. (-K0 Impure carbonate of soda, alkali, natron.

e. i?fw|Eri the same, and WIT ashes; also ElfiwwTWlT*

ifsa ro. (-EP:) A trader, f. (-«5|:)
1 Lightning. * A necklace.

• Going, following, e. to gain, Un'Adi aff. «.

WU m. (-^:)
1 A snake, a serpent. ' Gentle or twining motion,

gliding, flowing, creeping, f. (-^f) The female of the snake.

E. to go, to glide, aff. WW.

f. <*» A plant, commonly Sampkankaii or serpent's

skeleton. R. a snake, ffiai a skeleton, fern. aff. of

dirainutivencss or comparison, W\E; also with ur*T added

f. (-an) A plant, perhaps the.same as the serpent ophio-

xylon. e. W'i a snake, and xa« fragrance.

WEEtfwul f. (-wt) A plant : see e. a snake, and

wifinfT deatructresa.

W«ww n. (-E?) A mushroom. E- W$, and *e an umbrella.

W^v n. (*e!) * Going, gliding. • The slow flight of an arrow

nearly parallel to the ground, r. WV to go, ^7 aff.

Spirr mfn* Going, gliding, creeping, c. ePI to

go, xnf aff.

VTWff m. (-y:)
1 A snake's tooth. * A plant, commonly Danii,

(Croton polyandrum.) f. (-yr) A plant, (Tragia iovolucrau.)

t. xju, and yj atooth.

EI'Cepwi m. (-w:) The snake-stone, a gem or pearl taitl to

resemble in form the berry of the Abrus preeatorius, and to

be foand in the head of the snake, e. mi a snake, ww hood

and V| boVn.

(-*iw)
1 A peacock. * A crane. • A large snake, s.

a snake, and WET who eats.

wfafv m. (-fw:) The snake-stone or carbuncle, or a jewel said

to be found in the head of a snake, possessing also alcxi-

pbarmic properties, k. wet a snake, and nfw a gem.

utiwWT f. (-WT) A plant, commonly Serpakankaii.

*$TTS| m. (-W:) Vasoki, sovereign of the serpent race, inhabit-

ing Pdtdla or the regions under the earth. ». w4 a snake

and yTW a sovereign.

Ejfafwv na. A name of the prince Jasau6jaya, the son of
Pabieaiiit. e.w4 a snake, and we a sacrifice, yfsr aff;
having compelled by Mantnu all the snakes to be present at a
sacrifice performed for their destruction, in retaliation of the

death of his father who was killed by the bite of a snake; all

were destroyed on this occasion except a few of the chief*.

WEWWT f. (-ETT) A plant : see

m. (-wt) An ichneumon, a mungoose. i.^a snake,

and yw who kills.

n. (-W) The seed of the Elieocarpus. f. (-dft) A plant,

commonly KankaliAa. r. *TE a snake, and wfw the eye.

Weter m. (-«$:) A plant, (Mesua ferrea.) e. ^7 a snake, and

Wieri an appellation.

W$nf1 f. (-Tl) A plant, Strpnkankali or a variety of it.

ETOrcTfff m. {-fir:)
1 Garcd'a. 1 An ichneumon. 1 A peacock.

e. W'T a snake, aud wyifw an enemy.

m. {-ft;:) An ichneumon, e. UE a snake, and wfi: an

enemy, equally applicable to the peacock. See.: see the lost.

W4TWW «>- (*W:) A peacock, s. WE a snake, and ww*f food*

see the last.

wfEW mfn. (-iff-ffat-fJ) Going gently or tortuously, gliding,

winding, creeping, f. (- vt)
1 A female serpent. * A small

medicinal shrub, a. WE a snake, or going, Ac. i;f*r aff

n. Ohee, clarified butter, k. WE to flow, yx^

Uu’&di aff.

m. (-g:) The sea of clarified butter, one of the seven

seas. e. wf$w Okee, Wffff the ocean. ,

WEE n. (-C) Sandal.

W*E r. 1st cl. (VsEfn) To go, to move.

W*E mfn. (-si:-wi-wi) All, whole, entire, r. e*e to go, off. ww

;

as differently read, with a final semivowel, w«t q. v.

WWWW mfn. (-V-WT-W) ' Patient, enduring. • All-sustaining.

E. W*E all, WW to bear, EIW aff

wi m. (-sr:) Sky, heaven, e. % to go, *w Un'adi aff.

W*f mffl. (.Wi-WI-»l) All, whole, complete, universal, entire,

m. ( -XEO
1 S'iva. • Vishn'o. e. % to go, to pervade, (the

world,) and ffy Un'adi aff.; also according to some autho-

rities preferably as above.

Rxfa* mfn. (-y:-ETT-Ef)
1 Patient, enduring. * AU-soatainipg.

f. (-yr) The earth, e. wvf all, (men,) WV to bear or suffer,

aff. mu.

mfn. (.yuyr^) All, every, b. etw added to the last.

m. (-Ell) Bkabma. e. v^rall (things), ErV maker,

n. (-V1) All or every act. m. (-vp) A man of all work.

e. and »^ri(act.

vp4*E?fv[ mfn. Performing or conversant with every

business, pervading every action, Ac. e. EK all, vn&

act, w aff.

y^Enfrlmfn.-(-ft-MI-fy) The maker of all things. *. wxe, and

EJTfyxi^ who makes.

UMEfTEr n. (-^f) All seasons or times, e. and time.

]E?tW mfn. (-s|;-Wl-'3|} Of all times or seasons, e. v*EV !W,

and El aff.

^Ei ind. Every where, universally. *. in all, and ^ET^
inserted before the final.

to* ( ift) An actor, a dancer, a mime.

WwJejtv: m. (-yt) Any substance of un alkaline or soapy nature,

as impure soda, pearl ash or potash, Ac. which may be used

in cleaning clothes, e. ee all, and UK impure alkali

or alkaline salt or ashes.
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mfn. (-Xt-WT-af) Going every where, all-pervading, n. (.if)

Water. m.(.JT) 1 8'iva. • Brahma. • Soul, spirit. f. (-jit)

A plant, commonly Priyangu. t. all, and J( what goes.

SHEW tnfn. (-Wt-WT-W) Omnipresent, universally diffused.

t, ww and im gone. ,

XTWJTW n. (-W:)
1 A class of four aromatics, or Kaikol, cloves,

agallochum, aod gum benjamin. * A perfume in general,

t. WM all, and sp* fragrance.

wwqfww n. (-w) The root of long pepper, a. ww all, ufw a

knot, and aff.

mfn.(-M:.WT-q) All-pervading, diffused, extended, m. (-q:)

A rogue, a wicked man. *. WW. and to go, ww aff.

VWWqSfw mfn. (-W-XT-Wi Made of every kind of akin or lea-

ther. k. ww idl, ww skin, w aff.

XTWWJrw f. (.jt) The universe, the whole world. * *4, and

wunr world.

WWWwfa mfn. (-W:-WT-af) Belonging or relating to all men,

fit for all, Ate. «. tfW all, am mankind, V aff.

mfn. (-tarn)
1 All-subduing, irresistible. * All-surpass-

ing, excellent, incomparable, m, (-fami The twenty-first

year of the cycle, e. all, fsni who subdues or sur-

passes.

xnfal mfn. (-w:*WT-W) Omniscient, all-wise. m. (wO 'Sira.

* A Jina or Bu<C >J/ia, or deified sage peculiar to those sects,

p, ijm all, and V who knows.

WWWW n, (-ni) Omniscience, h. w added to the last
;

also

with ww nfft.

f. (-HI) A plant, {PriyattgH.) a. WWW*? wholly, tjt?

suspicious.

*p4'T*«r m. (-WJ:) A man who has studied the Ta*/ra Snttrat.

x. all, irm a Tantm, properly with an affix of derivation.

Ac., as VW, and that again rejected.

w4w*l /aff.
1 Every way, all round. * Wholly, entirely, a. WW

all, wfwW aff.

*n. (-W:) Love or the deity Kama. e. lywall, UWf
inflamer.

qwftrre n. (-W:) AU-splendour or power, a. irw. and ifiiy

light, power.

W*$Wdirc?*| mfn. (-ap-*ft*l) Made, comprising or consisting of

all splendour or power, e. *v|W ain, and vm? aff

Wwftnnf mfn. (-gt-gr-l) Every where auspicious, mn. (-*:-*) A

temple or palace of a square form, with an entrance opposed

to each point of the compass, m. (-ft)
* The Nimi tree,

(Melia azidarachta.) * The carriage of Visjin'c. * A banibu,

* A form of military array. * A square mystical diagram, to

be punted on the cloth which on particular occasions

covers a sort of altar erected to Vishn u. * A kind of cha-

rade, in which the same word answers several questions.

1 A whimsical form of verse, so contrived that the tame

meanings and words occur, whether the lino be read back-

wards or forwards, or in several other directions, f(-fr)
1 A

tree, (Gmelina arborca.) * An actress or the wife of an actor

or dancer, Ac. A sort of yarn, •Dio&corea.) t. on

every aide, ttf auspicious.

10 u

*nwwi*JW n. (-trf)
1 Water. * Sky, heaven, m. (-W:) S iva.

* Brahma. • Soul, Spirit 4 A Brahman. * Strerga, the heaven

of Ixdha. x. www*J on every side, *JW countenance, or chief,

principal.

aff.
1 Everywhere, in all places. * Always, at all times,

x. WW all, and Wfr aff

xn^MJf mfn. (-JC-JIf-fo All pervading, going every where, m. (-»:)

Air, wind. «. WWW every where, jiw to go, w aff.

wwwwifaw m. (4ft) Air, wind. r. always, wrfaw going.

/aff. f. (-WT)
1

In all ways, by all means. 1
Assuredly,

certainly. • Exceeding, mostly, k. WW all, and WTW aff.

mfn. (-W:-W7-if) All-subduing, irresistible, m. (-W*)

Bu a «ata, the son of 8'akuntaiX e. all, taming.

n>fn. (• All-seeing, m. (-<f) A Buddha

in general, x. xiw all, and seeing.

**<*• Always, at all times, x. WW all, and ^TW aff.

UW^:W*q m. (-W) Final emancipation from transmigration,

x. ww all, JJW pain, and w* destruction.

WWWWWtJ mfn. (-w-wl-w) Made of or comprising all the goda.

x. and aff.

m. (-W:) A name of Aoni or fire. x. WW all, a

deity, and gw mouth ; being the medium of oblations to the

gods.

spfaw n. (*W)
1 Whole wealtli or property. ' (In arithmetic,)

Total of a sum in progression, v. W**f, and Mil wealth.

m. (-fw^ flf) One who knows the duties of all

tribes and classes. E. WW, and WW duty, fq \ who knows.

^Wwrtl f- (*ft) The twenty- second year of the cycle, e. x?<4 all,

V to hold, war and wVq aff.

WWWTTW* m. (-W-) An ox tit for any sort of carriage, a. WW all,

xjf a burthen, wn* before T* to bear.

m. (-w:> An ox, &c. fit for any carriage or draught,

x. WW all, xjt a burthen, W aff. ,

f* (-wi) The quality or condition of a pronoun,

x. WWWTW. and Tfv£*ff

^wsnuw n. (-w) A pronoun, e. WW, and Wlin^ name.

WWWTW rn. (-n:) Total destruction, destruction of alL e. WW,

and XU destruction.

m. (-IT) Bhabeta. k-^w all. nn to tame orsnbdue,

w^ aff

ijwtjw m. (-W-) Every way, every direction, s. WW and qw
for qfarq, a path.

tjwqwfa mfn. (-W:-WT-W) In or of every road or direction, (mov-

ing, passing, Ac.) x. ^Wqw> anti W aff.

*j*qqj f. (-q?) The wife of the Daitya Bali. e. all, XTT to

drink, aff. WW and irq.

OW^WiX o. (*w) Entire completion or fulness, complete prepa-

ration or provision, x. WW all, and fulness.

m/n. (-XJ5-WT-W)
1 Generally or universally beloved.

* Generally frihndly, loving all. s. *IW all, and fy q dear.

WWMW mfn. (-w*. Wi-W) Omnivorous, eating all or any thing,

f. (-WT) A female goat. x. WW all, and HW who eau.

qww mfn. (-wr.*^n-^)
1 Ealing any thing or all things, (a

child.) * All-devouring, omniTorofts, x. W**, and »rwi edible.
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qrorrr m. (-*:) Whole disposition, ail one's thought* and pur-

pose. e. ape, and WTq disposition.

W*pr n.jiU. (-wrfa)
1 All the dements. * All created things.

b.^ all, and WTf an element.

W*n£?tqnT ron. (**W) 1 The maker of all things. • The cause of

all elements or beings, b. and WW who or what makes.

mfn. (-qi-nt-n) Comprising or comprehending all

elementary matter, m. (-q:) The supreme pervading spirit,

x. qsqww, *«d aff.

'WVWWD mfn. ( Present in all elements or be-

ings. b. w&l all, WIT an element, and W what stays
>

also

wtjwfww, &c,

WWWT»ni in. (-WT) Universal, all-pervading spirit, v. WWW
an element, and ^nww soul.

WSffcpr mfn. (-inn Cherishing or supporting all. x. W*4, and KTW

who or what supports.

W^WlfWw mfn. Enjoying all. x. w, and vif**

who enjoys.

qsqirnffa mfn. (-w:-WT-w> Good or beneficial for all, to be

enjoyed or possessed by all. e. vM., ^TW enjoyment,

WW df.

f. (*WT) Done*. b.W all, WTW auspicious.

W^WW mfn. (-xp-^-W) General, universal, comprehensive, com-

prehending. b. all, WWW aff.

f. (-'ll) The whole earth, b. w^, and wwl earth,

n. (-*b) A Cowrie or small coin represented by it. k. W1*

all, (of all things,) fqq price.

w^gwnr m. (-nr:) Time. b. w4 all, (things,) to steal,

•jWafT.

ra. (-W:)
1 Resin, the exudation of the pine or S"at. * A

sort of musical instrument, a kind of lute. 1 A scholar, a

learned man. * Salt ness, salt, saline flavour or taste, z. WMT

all, ^W taste, real or figurative.

vpfc%nrw m. (-w:) The saline flavour, saltoess, salt, b, ?W all,

rw a flavour, ^ww best.

spqrrq m. (-W:) The whole night, b. qa* all, and tTfa. ^TT

substituted for the final.

rn. (-<:) The moon. e. WWtl for night, and qrq

who makes.

WWWwf^WW m. (*W:) A year. t. w4 all, qrjj a season, and

wfrww a revolution.

(- (-in) An iron crow. a. *T** all, qrt to take, aff. WW
and WTW; also read *T*n?n and WW#-

w^fwfrw m. (-tft) A heretic, an impoetor f one who not be-

longing to the orthodox faith, wears the dress, and assumes

the character of un ascetic, b. q* all, f%w mark, (of sect or

caste,) Tfa aff

qrafti rq m. (-Wt) The nniverse. l. 1W, and ^TW a world.

W*f^TW m. (-W") An iron arrow, x. qrsq all, «rw iron.

WMsf^W T f. (-WT) A plant, (Gmetina arboroa.)

WHWWWT f. (*WT) A disloyal or unchaste woman, h. all,

and WWWT a mistress.

mfn. (-flW) Omniscient, all-wise. E. and fir^

who knows.

m. (-wO A Brahman who has read the four f^idtu.

a w4 all, the Vida, and or ww aflf. , the effects of

the aflf. being subsequently rejected.

W*iw<W m. (*fT:) A man who give* away all his property to

the priests who have been employed by him at particular

sacrifices, of which such a destination of the principal's

whole wealth is an essential part, t W<? all, fvq to gain,

causal form, aff wnjW-

mfn. (• Omniscient, e. W’W, and tfltH

who knows.

m. (-^t) An actor, a dancer. B. fW all, WIT dress or

decoration, xfn mt.

W*W\i»d+ Wholly, universally, w. ww, and qfa aff.

w4wrf^ww m. (-VW) The sovereign of India, Bhabata. e. qr*4

all, wrrf^l tranquillity, and iPf who effects.

Wv^WW mfn. (-Wt-WT-^) * What remains of the whole. What is

to continue or to be added to all. b. and ifa remainder.

inTOT* mfn. (-ift-WT-W) United or meeting with universally,

m. (-if:) A sort of rice of quick growth, x. *?*q all, (by all,)

*JTH known.

qr*$CffT m. (-f-)
1 A general or universal collection. ' Any

collection, e. ijwr. and collection.

q-sfafT* n. (-"si) Assembling a complete army. x. all,

(the part*), or elephants, chariots, horse, and foot,) and

qnn arming, accoutring.

qxfcrjTT m. (-ft) ' The universal and pervading spirit.

* Arming or assembling a complete army. x. qvq all, and

arming, accoutring.

f. (-ITT)
1 Sameness or identity with*all things. * Equa-

nimity, equal regard for all. b. <9*4, and WH7 sameness.

qiqqq mfn. (-^t-TT-’f) All-enduring, bearing all things with

patience and firamess. m. (*f:) Bdellium, e. ijh all,

to suffer, aff.

qpqfrira mfn. (-tij-W-^) Having every object attained, every

wish gratified, &c. e- snd accomplished, object.

f- (‘fa) Universal success or accomplishment of all,

m. (-f%:) A tree, (.-Egle marmelos.) it. all, faff com-

pletion.

n. (-qfc) * Whole property or possessions. * Substance, whole

essence of any thing, k, and qt own.

mfn. (-Bfi-xn-xj) Fined in all one's property, o. (.^j)

Confiscation of property, k. and punishment.

n. < -wf ) Confiscation of a whole property, z want,

and taking
j
also IT,

WWlfaq m. (-^t)
1 A universal monarch. • The owner or

master of all. f.. *r*q, and ^rrfa>( a master.

^sfxry m.(-f:) 1 Total confiscation. * Seizing the whole, s. *r*k,

and fK taking ; also <vf.

n. (T)
1 The whole body. * The Angai or portions of

divine knowledge collectively, b. inq all, qfT a limb, &c.

*mrw\* mfn. (.w:-WT*ni)
1 Spreading throughout the body,

diffusive, pervading. 1 Relating or belonging to the Angas,

or part* of science collectively, e. all, member,

« aff
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m. {-*t> A time of Donoi. «. S'm, off., *nd

mrti* augmeni.

UH IW mfn. (w:-arr «r) All-perv»<]iiif. *. ts^, and

«<*•£

m. (-WT)
1 The supreme or universal spirit. * All beings

collectively, s. eotl Uiiete self or spirit,

e ejltmcfn f. (.fir:) All beings collectively. *. Wser*, end tjfer

being.

wfwc m. (-TO General control or superintendence. *!,

and frwrv oflice.

qisifrftlfxw m. (-ft) A general or bead superintendent.

b. wrfwrr, and Tfw aff.

Sjail aufH f. (-fir.)
4 A Jina of the last era. * One of the future

era. ' A plant, commonly Tetri, (Convolvulus turpethum.)

b. «dl> ^angflT perception.

mfn. (-V:-*T-#) Eating every thing or every where.

b. to all, w* food, and weT who eats.

^4nritifVr* mfn. Eating all som of food. «.

all, m* food, «W to eat, faf* affi

mnjtw mfn. (-vr -lT-ai) Eating all sorts of food. b. xr4all,

W food, « alT.

m. (•*:) A railer, a cynic, one who abuse* all. b.

ami vffavafSI who calumniates.

m. (-ait) A cynic, a calumniator or reviler. a. w*k

all, 'fa and ^before x(T to have, Tf affix, and xf*f possets,

added.

qwfvWK m. (-T:) Assembling a complete army. b. all,

anti fw before to go, aff. wv*.

mfn.
j

' Having every object or sense, n. ad*.

(-UW) For or on account of all. m. p/e. (-^T:) All objects, &c,

b- »*. and an object

vgivjfoc m. (-T:) Hvtiifha, the founder of the Bauddha faith,

b. ^veall, Tfi object, and faf perfect: bis father's wishes

being all fulfilled by his birth.

m. (-TO Midnight, b. all, (things,) inter-

val or cessation.

mfn. (-<t~fv*Vf*) Eating all things, k. and

who eats.

Wfxt mfn. (-vr-WT-^) Giving shelter or protection to all.

B. and v(rvn asylum.

mfn. (-#-fWt-fi|) Belonging or common to every

order, t. xrwr, and iwfiivT belonging to an Anama or

order of life.

srwiin f. (-HT) One of the sixteen Vidya f)bi*> or goddesses of

learning according to the Jauuu. i.s?«r all, vb*s a weapon.

TOT* m. (-^:) The whole day. b- all, a day.

sffT mfn. (-vp-TT-viy Relating or belonging to all, suitable or

fit for all, &c. E. xr«ir all, f aff.

m.(-n. )
4 Supreme or universal monarch. * The Supreme

Being, s. Tr«r, and XW lord-

*hrr (-T5
)

1 Siva. “ A universal monarch, e. ail, and

T*T lord.

ra. (-W0
1 Assembling a complete army. * Great speed or

dispatch, b.W all, and %rW a heap.

jssiBfav* m.(-Wr) A class of certain principal drags, consisting

of Murd, Valerian Jatamirui, Orris root. Benzoin, Zedoary ,

Kurk, or Costus speciosus, red a&unders, and Cyperus.

e. all. 5rifsi a drug, and * a class
;

also with the

same. m. (-4:)

tn. (•:) The juice or infusion of a number of plants

as used at a royal inauguration, b. WT all, ^T^fV herb,

V*F juice.

or in. (-Wi)
1 A sort of mustard, (Sinapis dichotoma.) * A

kind of poison. a A small measure of weight, a mustard seed

so considered, f. A small bird. a. to go, WIT Un idi

aff., and augment

e e wg n. (-^) Mustard oiL t. XTWT mustard, and aff.

Wn. (*#) Water, b. ttt to go, aff.
vmv mfn. (-mr-mp-mi) Bashful, modest, ashamed, b. with,

nrmrr shame.

fem a* (-) Water, b. tbt to go, Un'Adi aIf,

m. (-^t) An aquatic plant, (Vallisneria octandra.)

b. ferrr water, and ^wrur hair.

faTiflU l
f- (-!) The funeral rite of washing the corpse.

b. and fam act.

qfwwm n. (*«t) A lotus, b. fwrr water, and m born.

ftrwfafv m. (-fit:) The ocean, e. fqr^, and firfit store,

fiin rw m. (•:) Current, stream, t. fwt'W, and speed,

vjfrrnnafiim. (.fie) Any piece of water, b. wfirar, and rrfi* heap,

^fsr^afar m. (-:) Submarine fire. . water, and pnr
inflaming.

mfn. (-Tr:-WT*W) W'anton, sportive, b. for with,

uft^T sport.

wwf\ f. (-Wl) 'ITie gum Olibanum tree, (Boswell ia thurifera.)

e. to go, ^sr aff,, and the m doubled ;
also

WW m. (-:) • Sacrifice, oblation. * Offspring, progeny. • The

sun. ‘The moon. n. (-^) * Water. * The juice or honey of

flowers. * Sprinkling the juice of the acid Asclcpins. 8. ^to

bear, Ac., aff.

sprir n. (-*) 1 Bathing, as a religious exercise, or preparatory

to a sacrifice, purificatory ablution in general. * A sacri-

fice in general. ‘Extracting and drinking the juice of the

acid Asclepias. * Bearing as children, bringing forth young.

b. ^to bear young, &c., Un Adi aff.

wqT mfn. Embodied, having a body or form.

E. with, body, aff.

xrw^W. mfn. (-x:-vm*V) Contemporary, of similar age or du-

ration. m. (-r:) A friend, a contemporary, f (•!:) A wo-

man's female friend- b. for wrnr equal, like, and

age.

VTT m. (-T*) * Water. • A name of Siva. More properly.

WTT, q-

rafn. (-4t-wr-4) 4 Like, resembling. * Of the same tribe

or class, ' Of the same kind, homogeneous, f. (-^r) A name

of Ch’hsya, one of the wives of the sun. . «? for wiff
like, same, Txn tribe, colour, &c.

TTT f. (-TT) A plant, commonly Tetri, (Convolvulus Turpe-

thum ;) also read tJW
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^VTXT mfn. (-^t'^T-xf) ' Scented, perfumed. * Having a dwelling.

e. V with, WHT abode, &c.

mfn. ( *t*-*T:-*0 Clothed, dressed. e. jj with, *r*xj

vesture.

srf^rwur mfn* (-¥--irT-lf) * Admitting of an alternative or

choice. * Doubtful, e. ^ with firaw option, w*' added.

^fVfTTH mfn. Expanded, extended, extensive, x. ^
for *Tf with, fVarn? expansion.

^faTJVT mfn. (-^:«^T-^f) ‘ Embodied, having body or form.

a Meaning, importing, s. sj with, body, &c.

m. (-WT) The auo. i. ^ to send or cast, (his rays,)

aff.

m. ( - ff : ) The constellation Haifa, the thirteenth of

the lunar asterisms. a. irflr* the sun, and godhead

the sun being the ruling deity of this asterism.

Sfimr mfn. (-^:**n-^i) Belonging or relating to the sun.

e. *rf*r® the sun, and JB aff.

n. (-4) Cause or instrument of production or generation.

e. ^to bear, aff. T5*

Vjfvfxni mfn. ('Vj:-XTr-d; Relating or belonging to the sun.

e. the sun, tt aff.

f. (-^t)
1 A mother. * A cow. i.^to bring forth young,

aff, fern. aff.

tf*v mfn. (-**.- *n-<) Learned, wise, versed in science, a. ^
with, fxrcrr knowledge*

VffV mfn. (-w:-vr-xi) ' Near, proximate. * Of the same kind.

e. sy for common, same, fn< manner, sort.

mfn. (-xp-VlT-li) Modest, well-behaved, n. (-^) Modest-

ly, respectfully, e. ^ with, fxrwq propriety.

mfn. (-V-’^T-’d) Wanton, sportive, e. Sf with, firwro

sport.

mfn. (-W.-IT-*) 1 Excellent, superior. * Having cha-
!

racterixtis qualities, e. w with, fw»rw excellence.

^tVil mfn. (-^:-^?-lf) Distinguished, marked, characterised, i

individualised by marks or properties, e. w with, fvitvw

distinguishing property.

inti. Particularly, excellently, z. w with,

especially*

^rPnin? mfn. (-it-^t-^) Astonished, surprised, e. q for^
with, fw<uu astonishment.

mfn. (-w:*VT-*) Bearing interest, a. * with if* inter-

est, added.

mfn. (-Hi-WT-llJ ' Near, proximate. J Ornamented, deco-

rated. e. ^ for xnfrw common, or V* with, and Tir

entrance, decoration, &c.

xrtv mfn. (-W.-WT-^f) ' Near, proximate. * Decorated, dressed.

*. for with, &c., and entrance or decoration.

mfn. (-^t-^rr-w) ' Left, left hand. * South, southern. 1 Re-

verse, contrary, backward, m. (-^:) Visiin'u. i. 1 to send,

V Unidi aff, form irr.

*uvt mfn. (-U:-vn-*i) Suffering pain. *. * with, ettj pain.

m. (4p) A reason or argument that is locally incom-
patible with the conclusion to be drawn from it. s. ^ with

irrelevancy.

m. (-vft) A name of Abjcna. e. nq left, Tf to be

joined or attached, aff. fwf*T ; drawing the bow with his left

hand, as well as his right.

xyaitar mfn. (-ar-WT-W) 1 Cunning, plausible, pretending. • Frau-

dulent. b. ^ with, pretext.

Wt* m. (-»:> A charioteer, a. on the left, and xjj who
stands.

m. <-lCT) A charioteer, e. on the left, «rr to stand,

wxr UnVdi aff witli the effect of w, % and ^ changed.

W#t¥ mfn. (-V--TI-V) Modest, ashamed, e. Jt with, ftTT shame.

*nrw mfn. {-*:•*!-*) Fearful, doubtful, i. * with, jt*t fear,

mfn. (-w-^tn-a*) Scaly, (as a fish, &c.) e. % and

wm scale.

xnqrsq mfn. (-W-WT*1#I ' Troublesome, difficult. * Pierced by

a thorn or dart. b. W witli, WS a thorn.

m. (-W-) A believer, one who believes the existence of

God, &c.

iji*Tar mfii. (-ir:-arT.^) Sorrowful, sad. n. adv. (-*) Sorrowfully.

B. ^ with, VTV sorrow.

f. (-*;) A woman with a beard, b. * for with, ijr*

a beard.

mfn. (-w:-*T-*t) Wearied, fatigued, t. W with, ** fatigue.

STO r. 2nd cl. (^rftn) To sleep; also

sniini mfn. (-^:-WMij Doubtful, uncertain. B.^r with, TOT* doubt.

t (-WT) A pregnant woman, e. w for ww with, a

living being.

xjUW n. (-vj) Immolation, offering a living victim. b. WW to

sleep, &c., aff WJ
;
also cr?W and intW-

mfn. (-^:-^T-^) Happy, delighted, e. ^ with, *i»7ar

pleasure.

mfn. (-W:-Wf-xj> Frightened, alarmed, e. ^ with, wrvw
fear.

wnrw mfn. (-qr:-WT-^)
1 Quick, fleet.

1
Excellent, e. w with,

speed, Sec.

xr«ar m. (-^:) A bed of leaves, &c. z. w for wsrnr common,

and spreading, covering.

mfa. (-^: Desirous, wishing for. e. w with, Wf:
desire.

wfHny mfn. (-Ws-WT-lf) Smiling, laughing, e. w for WW with,

fww a smile.

WHi n. (-#^ ' Fruit. * Corn, grain. • A weapon. 4 A quality,

an excellence, e. xto to sleep, xt Un'adi aff. ; also irw, &c.

VW* m. (-V) 1 A sort of precious stone, described as of the

colour of the inner fruit of the cocoanut, (Opal * A sword.

e. added to the last.

snXPPrx: m. (-K ;
) The «S'a/ tree, (Shores robusta.) e. irq? fruit,

and sfwt a covering.

mfn. (-^J Fructivorous, granivorous, eating grain or

fruit, k. ^ to eat,fVff aff.

f. (-ftj) Sacrifice offered on the ripening of new grain.

e. Jim, and sacrifice.

mfn.
( Ptrapiring, eluding, f. f.^r) A virgin

deflowered, » girl who has committed . breach of chaatity.

*. W with, wfli perapiration. ,
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gfgt mfn. Who or what goes. t. 9 to go,X •IT, T.

redup.

WT mfo. Patient, enduring, •ufTering, bearing, m.

(-:) The month slgrah.tyan'a. mn. Strength, power,

f. (-*r)
1 The earth. * The Aloe plant-

1 A sort of bean, com-

monly Mudgnpimi. * A drug, commonly AT
aJA*. * A plant

;

alyo f>an‘dotpala.
*
Iforlcria, (the while sort.)

1 The ichneumon

plant or Jtanan. 8 A medicinal sort of moon plant, hd.

* With, together with
j
a particle implying association, con-

nexion
;

* Union, junction
;

Increase, addition
;

4 Presence,

present time; 1 Completeness, entireneas ;

8 Resemblance, &c.

B. WT 10 have patience, aff. 'aj'Sf. fcm. aff. ftiu.

m. (*TS) A fragrant sort of mango, e. with, W to

make, ft aff.

'wvttfrTtT f. (-WI) Co-operation, assistance. *. WWlfVw, and

W* aff.
;

also

VTW* ifcw mfn. An implement, an assistant or asso-

ciate, that or who, by which or whom, any object ia effected,

&c. t. with, it to make, fwfvr aff.

mfn. (-WIT) Assisting, an nssister. e. VI, and vi^who

does.

VfgBHt mfh. f-WT-WT-W) Cooperating, assisting, *. with,

V to do, aff-

fflU mfn. (-ir-ITf-tf) Accompanied, associated, e. Tft with,

BIT gone.

n. (-*) ‘ Going with, accompanying. 8 A woman's burn-

ing herself on the funeral pile with her deceased husband.

k. WT with, *sr* g-’ng.

^^BtfuBnifn. i -wl-fapBTt-fw) Going with, accompanying, f. (-wl)

A woman who burns herself with her husbaud's body. e.

Willi, llfvi[ who gotS.

tlTft mfn. Accompanying, going or essociating

with, &c. mf. Yellow Barlrria. ro. (*tpX * A com-

panion, a follower. 8 A surety, f. (-O) ' A wife. 8 A wo-

man's female friend or confidante, ft OTT with, to go,

*^aff.

mfn. Accompanying, attending, u. Vft

with, to go, WM aff.

mfn. (-Wt-m-lTI Who or what accompanies, attends,

associates rtith. &c. k. with, wr* to go, * aff.

mfn. (-ft-Mt-fc) A companion, an atteudaoL a.

with. ^Tfr«T who goes.

CTUI mfn. (-at:-wr-«i >
1 Co-existent, cognate, born or produced

together. ' Innate, inherent, natural, m. (•«!:)
1 A brother of

whole blood. 8 The natural state or disposition, k. with,

and n born.

VTlfftT m. (-ft) A friend by birth; as a sister's son, &c.

b. WftBi cognate, fspi Friend.

Vfwrfr: m. A natural enemy, one hostile by birth ;
as

the son of the same father by another mother, the son of a

paternal unde, 8tc. 1. snm cognate, BlPc an enemy.

mfn. (-gj-TT-TT) Incidental, accidental, not inherent or

innate, tin the dual it may imply both innate and adventiti-

ous.) 1. VTO, and T^triC other.

10 x

tTftvfrgr^flw m. (-‘f:) A person, unconnected bv birth, bom
neither an enemy nor friend, a. iJTW cognate,

a stranger.

Vf* n. (-W) ' Sufferance, endurance. 8 Association, union, e.^
patient, or with, and ai aff. ;

also with ftf, ^T*T.

m. («ws) The youngest of the five Pi'tn data princes,

f. (-WT) A plant, u sort of Sida. * A twining shrub, (Echitca

frutesccns.) 8 Another plant, also iJnaddtpaln. f. (-tft)
1 A

sort of Sida. 1 A shrub, bearing a fragrant seed, Priyangv.

k. Wf with who or what sports.

WTVnr m. (-ifc) Community of duty, law, property, &e. a.

with, duty.

WT'ffarB infn.(- ^ff ' Following the umc lnw, acknow-

ledging the same obligation*. ' Possessing same or like pro-

perties. f. ( .gf ) A woman married according to the ritual

of the Fidax. a. gg with, Win the law. gfg aiT.

ggg mfn. (-g:-gT-g) Patient, enduring, n. (-g) Bearing, endur-

ing. K- snr to bear, wafer 1* aff.

gggatg n. (-g) Dancing together iu a circle, &c. a. Wat to-

gether, and ggg dancing.

H anivtUa) m. f-wg:> A contemporary and friend.

ggg*g n. (-atj Drinking together, a. gg with, atk drinking,

gggtfgg m. (-at) A friend, a companion, an adherent or par-

tisan. a. gg with, ana quality, gfg aff.

ggSlgg n. (g) Ealing in company, a. gg together,

Siam food.

ggngg n. (-ai) Concremation, a widow's burning herself with

the corpse of her husband, a. gg with, gca dying,

ggapgg mfn. (.agt-tgr-v.l Fighting with or along with. m. (-1*1)

A brother in arms- a. gg, na to fight, gfgsr aff.

gg^i*tg mfn. (-g:-gT-g) Fighung with. ,. gg, gsgrg fighting,

ggrgi f. (-gl) A sort of bean; sec a. gg with, gg

juice. •'

ggfr m. (-fa::)
' The snn. * A bull. md. Resembling Hint or

VtaBtt'u. a. at for wg with, or ggw same, arftc the deity,

gga m. (-a:) ' Envy, emulation. 1 Pleasure, delight, a. g

with, ga pleasure.

ggg m.(-gti) ‘The month ^gruldyatt'o, (Xov.-Dec.) ‘The

winter season, n. (-g:j
1 Strength, power. • Light, a. ag to

bear, gtgw aff.

gggl md. Quickly, precipitately, inconsiderately, without con-

sideration or pause- a. gg to hear, gs ' aff.

gggigg mfn. (-g:-gl l) Seen quickly, m. (-g:j An adopted aon.

a. gggl quickly, gg seen.

gggtsr mfn. (-ac-gt-sf) Patient, enduring, m. (-g:) ' A pea-

cock. * Sacrifice, oblation, a. ag to bear, ggTWg Unfidi aff.

gang m. ( -gj:} The month Pauiha, (Dec,-Jan.) a. gg to bear,

apt aff., form in*,

ggg n. <-g) A thousand.

gggfgryg m. (
gt) The sun. a. garg a thousand, and ftrvg a ray.

gggftig ind. Repeatedly, reiteratcdly, a thousand or many times.

a. ggg, and gggg
gggg mfn. (-g-gl-g) Liberal, giaing by thousands, a. ggg,

and g who gives.

»
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»TTW « ff
ftl - (-T*-)

* »ort of shcat fish, (Siluru* peloriu*, Bren.)

r. HVW » thousand, and %f tooth.

m. A shear fish : see the last. t. WT*t a thou-

sand, %f a tooth, and rfir afT.

flflH m- (-TV) Iso**, e and TW the eye.

m. Htft) KartavIbya, a prince so named. e. SX*
a thousand, and the arm.

*VWai ind. In a thousand ways. e. q-f v. and *twt aff.

wranrrr m. (-^:) The discus of Vishn'c. e. wtni a thousand, and

W an edge.

T^WSTspr m. f-Wt) I.npra. s. WWW a thousand, and SfWWthe eye.

tf^W^a in. (.*;) In dra. e. WWW a thousand, and ill the eye.

^VWtfftT m. < -fw^y The governor of a district, or of a thousand

villages. E. W1W. and chief.

W^Wtfw n.(-w) A lotui k. ww* a thoiiaand, and Wa a leaf.

Wawai^ m. (-Hor-^) Brahma. b. WWW a thousand, and wr^"

for WTW a foot.

W*W*ttw m. ( •%') ' The sun. • ViaiUt'u. * A sort of duck.

e. W^W a thousand, and a foot.

WVWtpl m, (-*:) A period of a thousand ages. e. VJW W, and *JJT

an age.

W^Wtfiji m. f -ftp:) The sun. i. a thousand, and rfiff n ray.

WWWCIWW n. (-W) A blanket, e. w^w, and ^19^ hair.

qwwaqw m. (*wt) Visav'o. E tnw a thousand, and *w* a face-

WWWatt&T f. ( wr) A bent grass, (Panicum dactylon, the Agroa-

tia linearis of Linnaeus.) k. W*W « thousand, wtui splendor.

^WW%f*w n.(-fw) Asafoetida. m. (-<t) A sort of cane, (Calamus

fasciculatus.) a. WWW a thousand, and vfanv what pierces.

WTWWW »W. By a thousand or thousands, thousand-fold. e. WWW,

and wfa afT.

m. (-SC:) TTie Vmdhyo mountain, a. WWW a thousand,

and fwwc a ctcsC.

ra. (-^:)TT)e car of Indra. e. WWW a thousand, wfr

green, and am a horse.

m. (-H:) The sun. e. WWW a thousand, and WU a ray.
|

WWWTW mfn. (-Wv*H) Thousand-eyed ;
used figuratively,

vigilant, all perceiving, all-inspecting, all-powerful, m. (-W-)

Ikdiu. b.WWW a thousand, and WW the eye : Imdba having

been covered over with marks resembling the femalp organ,

in consequence of a curse of Gautama, those marks were
j

changed subsequently to eyes by the relenting saint.

WWWifwwfw in. t-fir) The governor of a district or chief over a

thousand villages, a. Mvf. and wfwwfw ruler.

n. (-W) The top ofthe head, the seat of the soul. a. WWW,

and a spoke.

ro . (-*:) A fine of from five hundred to a thousand

Panan. B- WWW, and WWT below.

mfn. ( WViWwVfW) Having a thousand, m. (-w\>
1 A

body of u thousand men, &c. * Commander or prefect of a

thousand, b. WWW a thousand, Tf* aff*

^*TW^ ro. (-W0 A yellow sort of Barlcria. (B. prionitis.)

e. ww with WTW before w* to go, alT. ;
also tnne

•

m. (-W)
1 A companion, a follower, an adherent. • A

patron, a helper. a A sort of drug and perfume, commonly

0Kantaporall * The ruddy goose. B. WW with, Tp* to go,

aff. WW-
WWTWWr f. (-WT) ' A multitude of companions, a company of

associates or followers.
1 Association, assistance, friendship.

b, wwrw a companion, WW aff. of number, or the abstract.

WWFWW n. (-w) Fellowship, companionship, friendship, a. WWTW

a companion, m aff. of the quality.

WWTWWW mfn. (-Tr^-Wift-WW) Befriended, assisted, accompanied.

b. WWTW. and wg ^ poss. aff.

WWTT m. (-w:) The mango, e. WW to bear, WTTwUn'fidi aff.

WWT^tm mfn. (-Jv:»ivr>nv) Well, convalescent, i. WW with,

wtwtiw health.

WWTW mfn. (-4 : -WT“W)
1 Having one object.

1 Svnonimous,

having the same meaning, e. ww with, WW object, Ac.

WWl4 mfn. (.^s-^r-w) Tender, affectionate, e. w with,

affection.

n. | -si) Sitting on the same scat. e. with,

a seat.

vjfr* mfn. (-n:-WF*^f)
1 Accompanied by, in company with,

associated with, &a * Borne, endured, n. adtr. ( -if) With,

together with. e. *Tg with, aff.; or to bear, H aff.,

with T* augment.

ijf^w mfn. (-TTI-^1-«) Bearing, enduring. e. to bear,

o*ff.

». (-4) Patience, endurance, g, WT to suffer, and fw aff.

mfn. Patient, enduring, resigned. E. ^
to bear, tfWW aff.

*fr"*nn f- (-WT) Patience, resignation, e. rrw affix of the ab.-

stracl, added to the preceding.

m. (-fr.) The sun. t(-f^t)The earth, t. WY to bear,

*3fyw LVadi aff.

mfn. Good-hearted, m. (*W0A Pandit
,
a learn-

ed man. b, * with, a heart.

mfn. Sportive, playing, k. W with sport.

V%lfll f. A figure of rhetoric ; either the employment of

a word in a double meaning, or connecting different circum-

stances in one sentence by tbc use of the term *r^ with,

along with. a.^ with, saying.

WWiy* m. (-v) A hut of leaves Ike. inhabited by ascetics.

vpir* m. (-f :) The son of a woman pregnarft at the lime

of her marriage. ‘ A thief caught with stolen property upon

him. e. with, wtt a bride
j
or 9 will*, Wi« stolen goods.

m. (-at:) 'Ihc son of a woman pregnant at the time of

marriage t. W wilh, rfm a bride, ar born.

m. (>C0 A brother of w^ole blood, one by the same

father and mother, b. with, the belly.

mfn. (-fft-Tfr-W) Said or declared, comprehensively or

collectively, e. with, «ud.

w4rr m. (-*:) A saint, a pure or pious man. e. to bear, WTTW

Un'fidi aff.

n. (-^) Violence, aggresaion. e. and ww, both

meaning power, strength.

*4l1Vir mfn. (-W-WI-4) Dwelling or abiding with, being toge*

tber wilh. a. W%, and Tjfaif abiding.
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TOT mfn. (<TO-VMA) ‘ To be borne or suffered. * Equal or ade-

quate to. • Sweet, agreeable. 4 Powerful, strong, n. (-T)

Health, convalescence, m. (-V) One °( the principal ranges

of the mountains of India ;
the mountainous country on the

north-west side of the Penintufa or towards Poonah
%
&c.,

and in which the Godavari rirer takes its rise. >. *TO to

bear, aft TO*

TO f* ( TO) ' A name of LsasuMf. * 'Hie goddess CIai:rj. 1 She,

(the third personal feminine pronoun or the feminine inflec-

tion of W% that, fitc.) a. tl to destroy, &c., aft TO.

TOlTOTfwro n. (-«**•) A voyaging merchant, one who trades by sea,

&c. e. totttt travelling together, arro off.

TOTjiftTO m. (TO) An able leader, a soldier skilled in war. e. TO®*

war, and TOTO aff.

%frrfVw n. ( -w>
1 Shout, acclamation, the calling out of a

number of people together. * Crying or complaining aloud,

a. TOTO together, who rails or cries, and TO*_ added.

arrn^T mfn. (-*>*!-*) Annual, perennial, nt. C-^C : > An astro-

loger. r. TOTTO* a year, TO® aff.

TO ie^f*® mfn. Yearly, annual, relating to a year,

produced in a year, flus. a. TO*!** a year, and VTO^aff. ; also

with aff

TOJTTfg;TO m. (*TO :) A logician. k. TOTT^ dispute, TOTO aff.

TOtwfTOTO mfn. (TO-toYto) ' Dubious, doubtful. * Uncertain,

irresolute, in doubt a. *fnTO doubt, TOTO aft

TOiTOifxro mfn. <-TO J -^ft*TO) Worldly, of or belonging to the world.

*. #TOT, and TOTO aff.

TO TfroffTO mfn. (to-toYto) Spontaneoua, effected naturally,

t. TOfrofr perfection, TOTOaff.

TOfnrfTOTO m. (to) A countryman, an inhabitant or native of

the same place, a. TOTO together, mi* place, TOTO aff.

VIEW ind. With, together with. a. TO for TOTO with, TOTO to go,

V? aff.

Topi to n. (-to) The whole, the entire, alt e. all, and

TOTO aff.

TOTTOry mfn. Wishing, desirous, a. TO with, TOTTOTTT

desire.

1
totTOT* mfn. (-*:.^l-nf) Having form or shape. B. TO with, TOIITOK

form.

TOT*® mfn. (-TO:-WT-lf)
1 Significant Wanton, a. TO with,

TOffTO meaning wish.

TOifpffWTO n. (-TO) A wanton glance. a. TOrfTO. and fa®

a smile.

TOJTOTO n. (-if) The city sfyodhya, or ancient Oude.

TOH1TO m. (-TO:) Barley, n. (-TO) A quantity of fried grain, &c.

a. TO1I fried or parched grain ground, and TTO aff.

TOTTOrr* ind. 1 Before, in presence, in sight. * As, like. * Evi-

dently, manifestly, a. to for TOT with, TOTTO the eye, TOTO to

go or to be. aff. fTOT-

TOtfroTOT f. (-TOT) Evidence, testimony, a. TOlfro*. and TOTO aff.
j

also with TO, Enfww.

WTftr* mfn.
1 Witnesiing, »«ing, an eye-witne».

‘Attesting, testifying, evidence, m. (-vit) A witness (in law.)

E. Q for witli, (in presence of, j wfvj the eye, tft aff.

vrfs

TOrirorflTOr f(-TOT) Examination ofa witness's credibility, a. TOifaq,

and trftsr trial ; also TOifTOtpftTOTO,

TOifTO'uifro* mfn. (*TO:*TOT-Tf) Made known by testimony,

a. TOlfTO*l. and caused to be perceived or known.

TOlfTOTOW mfn. (-TOTTO-TOfft-TOT) Having or requiring evidence,

a. TOffTOTO. aod TO^T, aff-

TOlfTOMTO® mfn. (-TOMTOM*) Defined or proved by testimony,

a. TOllTO^, and TOTO® a mark. *

WTO n. (-TOl) Testimony, evidence, e. TOTfTOTO, and TOTO aff.

WTOW1W m. (•:! Absence or deficiency of witnesses or testi-

mony. a. TOrfTOTO, and totott non-existence.

TOttoto mfn. (-TO^^t-TO) Friendly, amicable, a. TOlTO a friend,

TOTOaff.

¥HH n. (TO) Friendship, a. TOfro a friend, TOTO aff.

TOT** m. (-*:)
1 The ocean. * A sort of deer. a. TO** a king,

and toto„ aff.
; to bathe the bones of Saoaras 60,000 sons

the Ganger is said to have been led by Bhagiratha, his

great-great-grandson, to the ocean, at the place now called

Gangd Sdgar.

TOT***Tfsnft f. (-TO^) A river in general, a. WT the ocean, and

iTftrft going to.

TO!** if fii f. (-fir) The earth. B. TOr** the sea, and ^fiv a cir-

cumference ; surrounding the earth.

9TST&W9T f. (-TOT) The earth, a. TOT*r the ocean, and ifTO* l

a zone.

TOT**T®r*r f- (-TOT) The earth, a. tot** the ocean, vesture.

TOt**tTOTO m, (to) Varuh'a, deity of the water, a. TO** the

ocean, and TOW abode.

TOT*^TTO n. (-rd) Sea salt. a. the sea, and w produced.

TOfTP*
1

m. (TO) A householder, who maintains a sacred fire,

a. V with, fire, TO* aff.

TOl^ff n. (-d§)
1 Mixture, blending. • The concurrence of vari-

ous properties in one subject. a. wwr mixing, aff.

m^n * (TO:-TOTO) Effected or produced by addition, col-

lection, &C. a. TOfTO collection, alf. TO®.

TO^* mfn. (-*:-*!-*) Budding, in bud. a. TO with, TOT* a bud.

TOPffvw mfn. (*TO’.’td^-TO) Short, summary, concise, contracted,

abridged, a. TO^TO abridgement, 9TO aff.

TOPjj mfn. ' Numeral, relating to number. * Ra-

tional, discriminative, m. (n : ) llie Sunk'A ifa system of phi-

losophy, ascribed originally to the Muni Kapils, a. TOrorr

number, 8tc., and to® aff.

TOTT mfn. (TO-TT-Tt-'f) ' Having all the members. • Com-

prising all the subdivisions, a. TO with, tot a limb or part.

TOrrfBTO mfn. (-TO»-^t-di) Social, associating, relating to or deriv-

ed from encounter or society, m. (TO) A visitor, x. TOrflT

acquaintance, TTO aff.

TOT® m. (TO) Union, meeting, a. TOT® the same, to®

pleonasm.

TOTjri®^ mfn. Warlike, martial, &c. m. (-TOt) A com-

mander, a general, a. TOftro war, TTO aff.

TOTfro ind. Crookedly, awry, bent a. tto to collect, T® aff.

TOTfrofTTOfroro n.W A side glance, a. TOlfro, audM rfTOTO

looked at
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fnfTO n. (-ai) ’ Ministry, administration. • Friendship, fellow-

ship. e. xrfro a friend, xp? aff.

xrfXffi®[7T mfn. (-ift-in-ii)
1 Crooked. ' Standing or placed un-

evenly. t. xnftr, and fxow stood.

VTWtiPT mfn. (-m-WT-li) 1 Made crooked. Seen crookedly or

tortuously, distorted, misrepresented. n. (-IT) Prejudice,

distortion or perversion of mind, a ^rff crookedly, f* aff.,

Wlf made.

*1'OT *«- (-W:) A lizard, a chameleon, a. xj with, ’xrro un-

guent.

mfn. (-^t-xn-'R) Proud, haughty, consequential, n. odr.

(-tij Arrogantty, consequentially, a. XT with, pride.

VTW n. (ror) Brahma, Goo. h. xrrfir to cause happiness,

aff

XflH mfn. ‘Given. ’Destroyed, n. (-if) Pleasure,

delight, e. ro to give, or rt to destroy, aff. n, form irr.

:

see fro.

rotxr mfn. (-*:-x»-xj) Who or what causes pleasure, a. xjifjr a

Sauira root in the causal form, to cause pleasure, v aff.

xrrroT f. ( in) A shrub, commonly Cknrmagh&s. e. WTTT plea-

sure, and *n to give, aff*. ^V and TT^; also *TTOT.

roWTO m. (-^:) The sovereign Salivahavr. r. Wt'flT a Gan-

dharia , changed according to the legend to a lion, on which

this prince was discovered riding when a child, and wtto

a vehicle.

vrfn f ( fir:) ‘ End, conclusion, cessation of action. * Destruc-

tion. * Gift, giving. * Sharp pain. e. sIt to destroy, or WW
to give, fir* or aff.

}
also read xrfif and Xffwt-

XnfroTt mfn. Dysenteric, afflicted with dysentery.

I. xj for ro with, dysentery,

xnfrop* m. (-W:) Pea* ; also «r ntw*. rotro. &c.

xjTHfxi m. (>f%:) The charioteer of KrisbnV

^Trlpnt m. (-if:) The poet and sage Versa, r. the

mother of the bard, and ro aff.
j

also with w*, aff- qirirair*.

WTSfW m. (-WTXf
)

* A worshipper, a follower. * A man of the

Yddava tribe, a. infix to cause happiness, xnj partici-

pial aff.

tgranr m. (-Wt)
1 VmiN'tr. * B.u.Abf.vA. m. pfu. (-1TP) The people

of one of the countries of midland India, apparently inha-

biting a district in the vicinity of the Parijdtra mountains,

said to be descendants from outcastc Vaisyat. f. (-lit)
1 One

of the four great divisions of the drama, described as the

representation of gentle and amiable sentiments or passions.

* The mother of SiscrALA. e. row a proper name, &c.,

ro aff.

Wrfwv mfn. f*wr.
1 Spontaneous, sincere, (as applied to the

actions or signs of the Sditcika Hftara.) * Relating to or pro-

ceeding from the Snttra quality, honest, true, good, gentle,

amiable, &C- m. (-jr.)
1 Brahma'. 1 One of the Bkdvtu or

classes into which tbe affections of the mind or their expres-

sion, are distinguished, in poetry aud the drama : this class

holds a middle place between the Sihayi, and VyabkicAuri

Bhdca*, ami implies the honest and spontaneous indication

of strong feeling, as evinced especially in eight acts, vis.

inability to move whilst the faculties or limbs are unaffected,

perspiration, horripilation, inarticulate speech, trembling

or tremor, change of colour, tears, and mental absorption

or indifference, approaching to lose of sense, to every object

but one which engrosses tbe attention, f. Dubca'. g,ro

the Santa Gun a or quality, and 7V aff.

WfW m. f-w :
)

1 Purity, cleanness. * Lassitude, weariness, ex-

haustion.
1
Perishing, decay, a ro to decay, to be weary.

See., aff ro.

snro n - (-W)
1 A house, a dwelling. * Dispelling. • Destroying.

4 Wearying, exhausting. ’ Exhaustion, decay, i. to go,

causal vM qjg nff.

WTTOff mfn.( ipt-rot *W*T) ' Destroying. ’Exhausting. ’Expel-

ling, removing, extracting, v. vg to go, causal v., ww aff.

mfn. (v-WT-xi) To be destroyed, to go, causal

a., ro aff.

WTW’C n»fn. ( y>TT*^> HespectfuL n, adv. (-xfr Respectfully,

a W with, respect.

WTf^ m. 1 ^ charioteer. ’ A warrior, l to be weary,

&c., Un'idi aff.

XJlf^pT mfn. (-TI-WT-W)
1 Destroyed, exterminated. “ Wearied,

exhausted, harassed. ’ Wasted, decayed. 4 Broken, cut.

’ Drawn, dragged, t. Wg; to go, &c,
(
aff. H.

m. (-^1) * A horseman, a cavalier. ’ One who ridea on

an elephant. * One who rides on or is mounted in a car.

r. ww to go, »ff- fxrixr.

wrror n . (-wi> Resemblance, similarity. 2. WTW like, roaff.

WTX?W mfn. (-WS-WSr WR; Quick, instantaneous, a WTO, and

^siaff.

XTX (*) wrw r. 4th cl. (wrvjf^r) (wrO wr5r r. 5th cl. (writfH) To

finish, to perfect, to complete, or accomplish ; also nx-

XfTOXI mfn, (-«:-VT gfy Completing, perfecting, finishing, who or

what effects or completes, e. WTW to finish, xsryr aff.

WTTO n. (-W) ’ Accomplishing, effecting. ’ Mutter, materials,

that of which any thing is composed or consists. * Thing,

substance- * Means, expedient. * Instrument, agent. * Au-

thority. * The premises leading to a conclusion. • Cause.

• Going, motion. ’* Following. ” Killing, destroying.

Ia Obsequies, ceremonies observed after the death of a

relative. *’ Drug, medicament. 14 Wealth. *• An army.

’• The penis. ” Friendship. *’ Enforcement of the delivery

of any thing, especially juridically, as the infliction and levy

of a fine, flic.
'* Killing metals, depriving them (especially

mercury) by oxidation, Ike. of their metallic properties, for

medicinal or alchemical purposes. ” Good works, or the

observance of the moral and ceremonial parts of tbe

Hindu religion, as secondary means of obtaining purity and

emancipation. " Proof, substantiation, t.xrx to accomplish,

aff. ^T.

m. (•*:) Production or indicative of proof (inlaw).

* Establishment of premises, lending to a conclusion, e. irrro

proof, 8tc., and figAH pointing out.

CTRsftxi mfn. (-V-xp-xj) Perfective, to be perfected, accom

plished, proved, x. VHI to complete, rofax^uff.
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m. (-w) A beggar, a mendicant, s. uni to accomplish,

Un'fidi aff. »CU.

Unnru rofn. (-uu-uu?t-un) ' Perfecting, accomplishing. * Pu-

rifying.
1 Proving. * Recovering, (a* a debt.) *. UTU to ac-

complish, UP? aff.

a. (-pfe;. Community of duty,office,propertv,lkc. e. *ruui

of one duty, ujuiaff.

uniTrii mfu. (-ur-ur-wt-uj 1 Like, similar. * Common, belong-

ing to all or many. * Generic, n. (-ai) ' A common rule or

precept, one applicable to many persons or things. * A spe-

cific or generic character, one common to all the individuals

of a species, or all the species of a genus, Ac. f. (-uVi A small

bolt or bar. ft . U for UU with, UTU* a having, aff.

ijruiUUUUJ m. (-UJ:} Common or universal duty, conduct to be

observed by all castes or orders, as humanity, &c. e. SiPUT 1*

general, and UUJ merit, duly.

wwmwrt f. (-uft) A whore, b. UrUTKU common, and itft a

woman.

n. (-uj| Communirv.iinivcrsality. K. urUT»‘U. and uwt aff.

UlfwT f. (-UT) Deep or sound sleep, e. UlU to finish, aff. "JU,

fern. form.

Ulfuw rafn. (-Wt-HT-U)
1 Amerced, fined, punished by fine, (as

the culprit.) * Awarded, (as the thing or fine.) • Awarded to

or in favour of, (as the person to whom the fine is to be

paid.)
4 Recovered, (as a debt) • Accomplished, finished,

• Discharged, fulfilled. * Conferred, bestowed, enabled to

procure or effect i. UTO to accomplish, H aff., with T*
augment.

^rrfuUU mfn.(.Ui-UT-U) One with supreme divinity. I.f with,

urfwVl superintending godhead.

*t(wpt mfn. (-WMTT-W) identified or one with elementary

essence, b. U with, ^tfsrww essential matter.

U’fuuV mfn. One with the Supreme Being, e. u
with, urfumr the object of sacrifice.

UlfuU mfn. 1 Very bard. * Very fit, proper, or right.

£. UlU good, or considered as irregularly substituted for UTV

heavy, XYU aff. of the irr. superlative ; also with

vjrVTuw.

mfn. (-UTU-vjifVu*-)
1 Very right or proper. • Very bard

or firm. • V
f
ery handsome. b. see the last.

UPJ mfn. (-ut-ut-ift-TJ) * Pleasing, bcuuliftil. * Well bom, of

honorable descent. * Right, fit, proper. ‘Good, virtuous,

pious, pure. 1 Pure, classical, (as applied to language.)

4 Excellent, good. 1 Eminent^ m. 1 A Muni, a saint, a

sage in genernl, one of subdued passions and contemplative

habits. * A Jiuti, a deified saint venerated by the Jaiuaa. • A

usurer. 4 A derivative or inflected nouu. f. (-1
J:

origt) A vir-

tuous wife. R. uru to accomplish or perfect, Unadi aff. ^rw.

^Tuqr m. (-BT:) A low or degraded tribe, k. BTU added to the

preceding.

vfTVt* mfn. (-UT.-Wf-ui) Well-born, of respectable family or de-

scent. r.. uiu the same, and ai born.

n. (-ai) Guoditess, correctness, t H added to Hfnj} ulso

with UU, *nnn.

Ufuul f. (-dtO A wife’s or husband's mother, t. UTO pious, V
to have, affs. V and u)a .

UTngai n. (.sq) A flower, (Hibiscus mutabilis.) b, Wrif pure, S’*

a flower.

uruursu mfn. (-up-sqr-sn) Thinking one's self pure or virtuous.

«. *nu. and UU to think, VT
v

aff.

uniUlfa*! m. {-'fl) A well trained horse, e. UTV agreeable,

pleasing, UTU bearing, ami tfa aff.

UPvew m. (-^:) The Kadamfm trcc,(Nauclca Cadamba.) k. UTU

handsome or excellent, and m a tree.

UPt*vt m. (-VI:) A virtuous or pious person, n. (-d) Virtue,

piety, k. uru, and r* practice,

fnjlftl mfn. (-ffc-fe-ft) Virtuous, f. (-fir) The institutes or

moral and ritual observances of the Hindus. K. UTU excel-

lent, ufu practice.

mfn. (-Ur:-UTT-^r) Virtuous, righteous, wisely or virtu-

ously iuclincd. r. uni, and ut^r disposition.

UnaiftufH n. (-H*) Virtuous or righteous inclination or dispo-

sition. e. utuu^. and * aff. ;
also with W?, unrtfcnTT.

mfn. (-1|:-l«T-Tf> Said or declared by the good. ft. un*,

and UTjf said. ,

urtPT n. ( K*)
1 A flock of peacocks. * A stall, a vhop. * An

umbrella or parasol, k. ft for Uu with, held.

UTW mfa. (.lft>t|t-gi) * To be perfected or accomplished.

* Accomplishable, attainable. 1 To be inferred or concluded,

(in logic.)
4 To be proved or demonstrated. 1 To be cured,

curable, (in medicine.) m. (-VP) An inferior deity or demi-

god, one of a class of twelve. 1 A deity in general. * The

twenty-second astronomical Yoga. n. (-ui) ' Accomplish-

ment, perfection. * (In law,) The matter in debate, the

thing to be proved. 1 (In logic,) The subject of the proposi-

tion. s. UTU to accomplish, aff.

t?rwnrw mfn. ( sn-ur-vi) ' Being subjected to, or capable, or

in course of proof. * Being in course of accomplishment.

4 Being proceeded against, (at law.) E. UTO to accomplish,

pass, v., unruaff.

U7Wa^mfn. (-uni-uuVTH) Comprehending that which is to be

proved, m. (.uni) (In law.) The party on whom rest* the

onus proband! f. utw. and u^u po?s. aff.

UTVTUnnr n. (-ar) Efiecting what is to be or may be done, &c.

e. UTUT, and accomplishing,

unafaff f. (ff:)
1 Proof, conclusion, the establishing of that

which was to he proved. * Completion, accomplishment,

fulfilment. K.tSfVj to be effected, Ac., and fuff perfection,

UT’fltVff m. (-^:) The fourth stage or division of a suit at

law, judgment or decision. «. WTW to be proved, faft con-

clusion, and uru division.

UTwnwnr ra. <-W:| ' Absence of the thing to be proved. * Ab-

sence of the subject of a proposition. * Impossibility of cure.

e. wrq, and non-existence.

mfn. (-Hi-WI-d) Unrcproached, irreproachable.

k. WtU the pious, and not reproved.

n. (-U) Fear, terror. i. a pious man, to throw

or disperse, off. If*

10 Y
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tnsfryrPC mfn. Virtuous. e. wry, ftntl ^ryiT observ.

•nee.

ITiR mfn. (-^:-wn-^) Happy, delighted, enjoying and endowed

with happiness. «. u with, VfrfT=^ happiness.

XJTWUT m. (-IT:) The resinous exudation of the S*al tree. R. xj

with, UT^f* fire.

^ryfo m. (-fo:) Gold. e. wvr to give, Un'&di off. and the

radical vowel made long.

OTfyyrT f. (-yn) A flute, a pipe. e. yy to’ give (pleasure),

igwnir.

mn. 1 Table land, level ground on the top or edge of

a mountain. • A wood. • A road. * A gale of wind. * Point,

end, top. * A sage, aL learned man or Pand'it. 1 A shoot, a

sprout. * The sun. «. ww to give (pleasure.) Un'adi alT. un*.

yryuni mfn. (-xyt-un-ui) Sympathizing, kind. 1 . y with, UJWyrxyr

kindness.

yTUUdy mfn (-w:-nr-trj Compassionate, e. y with, yruiyNT

compassion.

mfn. (yt-yr-d) Willing, civil, kind. u. (-y) Kindly,

civilly, g. y witli, xqsrsru assent.

m. (-XTTW) A mountain, e. ynj a summit, and »T7pI aff,

VnjTtu mfn. (-Jt:-y|-y) Attached, passionate, impassioned, k. y
with, W*HT1* affection.

yryfayT f. (- VTJ A flute, or pipe. e. yy added to yrifyl.

f. (-ft) A flute, a pipe, a life.

yrwtyy n. ("if) * A sort of penanee; the lighter kind is feed-

ing on a mixture of curds, &c. for one day and fasting the

next
;
the severer is feeding six successive days, severally, oil

the same articles, or on cow’s urine, cow’s ordure, milk,

curds, G’Aer, and water in which AW« gnus has been steeped,

and fasting on the seventh, e. yy completely,ygar austerity,

wiw added,

mfn, With intervals, or interstices, e. y foryy

with, WWtT between.

mfn. (-yr-yri-oi) Separated, distinct from, apart, e. y
with, yfwrcj^r interval.

yryrrfyy mfn.(-y:-yrt y.l
1 Expansive, (as a shrub. &c.) » Relat-

ing to descendants, posterity, Ac. m. (-*:) A Brahman intend-

ing to marry for the sake of issue, b. ywny, and ww aff.

r. 10th cl. (yTWyfy) 4 To appease, to conciliate. • To
comfort; also ypxf.

mn. (-yn-yf)
1

Conciliation, reconciling, appeasing. 1
Pleas-

ing and conciliatory language. * Cleverness, dexterity.

e. yiwv to console or appease, xy-y aff.

n. (-if) Conciliation, reconcilement, nf.(-^-yr) • Friend-

ly or affectionate salutation and enquiry. 1 Speaking in a

kindly and conciliatory manner, k. mwf to console or ap-

pease, all’, xnr

yr=yxrrf mfn. f-yy-ywtt-yjj) Consoling, appeasing, b. yy-yj to

console, yi aff.

mfn. ( Shaking in a kindly and affeetjon.
aw manner. (. <Tt^ affection, and «ng apeech, (whole.)

^ I f«

a

n. (-asj Immediate consequence, a. ^ar Willi, gfg
sight, present perception, *w aff.

ypf mfn. 1 Thick, coarse, gross. * Soft, bland.

* Pleasing, agreeable. * Much, abundant. * Unctuous, oily.

* Close, compact, but having interstices. ' Stout, robust.

* Clustering, collected, n. (-"H)
1 A wood, a thicket. ' A heap,

a cluster, a. y for yy with, together, iffy to bind, ty aff.

yrypH £, (-HT) Thickness, grossness, viscidity, e. xjryf, and yyr

added
; also with y, y ry ar.

»Ji HyM m. (-xq:) Belcric myrobalan. a. xfpy thick, and

a flower.

yiyffypy mfn. (-ry:-vyT-vq) Thick and unctuous, b. xjyyf thick,

and far** unctuous.

yjfary; in. (-yr:) A distiller, b. yafT distilling, yy aff.

xttmj mfn. (-ay-.-^lft-yO) Produced at or relating to the evening,

Ac. b. y**rr twilight, xyxr aff.

xtiyyfay mfn. (-qp-qn-y) ' Calling to arms, sounding, (as an

alarum, &c.) * Bearing or putting on armour, m. (-yt:) A
’squire, an armour-bearer, e. ymyy arming, 3« aff. imply-

ing relation or causation.

yifTOI, n. (-X5) An intended oblation, the thing to be offered

with tire, usually clarified butter, e. Xf»? before xft to bring,

(to the sacrificial fire,) yjy aff., form irr.

xrrflpq n. (-VTj Proximity, vicinity, b. yfqy near, yy aff.

yTfyyifyyr mfn. (-qn-qft-^) ' Complicated, (as disease,) relating

to the morbid state of the three humors collectively. * Mis-

cellaneous, promiscuous, collective, a. yffyry collection,

mixture, aff. ay.

xjjxyxt mfn. (-Wt-yr-vij Related or of kin to. In connexion with,

family or descendants* * In order or succession, b. y with,

VM »j descendants.

xjTanfyy m. (-y: ; A beggar, a Brahman of the fourth or mendi-

cant order, e. xjsETW abandonment, (of the world,) Bye aff.

yitry] m. (-nj:) An enemy, n. (-yj) Plurality of wives, or the

condition of the wife of one who has other wives, e. yyiift a

fellow-wife, or yqy in enemy, yw pleonasm or aff. of the

abstract.

yty?q mfn. (-y:-<yT*yi) Having progeny, e. y with, yyyj off-

spring.

WTyxju mfn. (-y:*UT-y) Faulty, offending, e. W with, yrqx^i^

fault.

n. 4-U33 ;
Consanguinity, kindred, connexion, by present-

ing obsequial offerings to the same persons, e, lyfqvj, and

Waff.

n. (-"y) Friendship, i. wif seven, a step or pace,

and irar aff.
;
to be formed with any with whom seven paces

are walked together.

xjTHXtryxt mfn. ( y:-wt-y) Extending to seven generations, Ac.

B. WTt seven, qTB male, aff. #

XJiqpiW n. (-^) Productiveness, fruitfulness, e. ^ with, «fW fruit,

^xa aff.

f. A sort of grape.

xnwjtg^ mfn. Envious, malicious, b. ^ with, xq^qq^r

malice.

*m r. 1 0th cl. (VTxryfff) 1 To conciliate, to ap|M!asc. * To pa-

cify, to tranquillize.
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¥T¥¥ n. (-¥ I The principal of a debt, Ac. t. ¥w equal, Y*f aff.

¥TW¥ m. (-¥:) A whet-stone, e. to pare or whet, ^¥ aff.,

form irr.

¥l«* m. (-*:) A Brahman who chants or recite* the Sam

a

Veda f. (-jft) The wife of a Saraa Vhdl Brahma*, i. ¥T¥

the Sama Veda, 5 to sing, ¥ aff.

¥r*m nf. (-in-¥l) ' Etuireness, wholeness, the whole. * Train,

retinue. • Implements, instruments, apparatus. * Stock, ef-

fects. e. ¥¥¥ all. whole, and wr*l aff.

¥TW*r mfn. f*«r-¥T-W) Producing from or produced by the

Sama Veda. m. <-¥:) An elephant. z. ¥T¥ the Veda, and

nr born ; al«% ¥TSW¥, &c.

¥TIT¥« n. (-¥i) fitness, accordance, propriety. R. ¥¥¥¥, and

aa aff.

¥T¥¥ n. (-¥) The Sumo V6da, the third of the four V/da$, the

prayers of which composed in metre, are always sung or

chanted : the Ch'haadofi/a Vpaniehad belongs to this Veda.

* Conciliation, reconciling, appeasing. • Calming, tranquil-

lizing. ‘Speaking kindly or tenderly, f. (-^1) A rope, for

tying cattle, e. ¥1 to destroy, (sin,) Un'adi aff- ¥f*w, and

added for the fem. form.

¥Tsr*i mfn. (-wr-^1-^) ' Limitative, boundary, bounding.

Bordering, neighbouring, m. {-¥!:)
'

'Hie chief of a district.

* A neighbour. * An attendant or companion of a chieftain,

a leader, a captain, a champion, n. (-WR) Neighbourhood.

E. fjfl'wi end, term, aff. of relation.

¥T*wf¥¥ mfn. (-sfVftrft-fo) Dwelling in the border*, border-

ing, neighbouring. * ¥T¥W1, and who abides.

¥r¥*q nt. i
-"*(') A Brahman conversant with the &ima Veda.

a. ¥T¥W. and ¥W aff.

¥7¥t| mfn. (-T**«TT*¥) Sick, diseased. r. ¥ with, ¥M«¥ sickness

WTS{fW¥ mfn. (-¥i*¥l-¥) 'Seasonable, punctual, observing

time or season. ' Precise, exact, stipulated, according

to agreement. * Conventional, customary. k. *nrtf time

or engagement, s~¥ or W*{ off. of relation or possession.

mill- <-f¥:-f¥>f¥) Born from or produced by the

Sama. m. (»f¥:) ' Brauns. • An elephant, a. ¥1¥¥ the

Veda, and vllfw place of birth.

¥T*n& n. (-w.' ' Power, strength. • Fitness, suitableness. Abi-

lity, adequacy. * (in grammar,) Mutual relation of words.

* Sense or force of words, k. ¥¥^ able, ¥*T aff.

mfn. (*^:-¥T-¥) Enraged, in wrath, b. ¥ with, anger.

¥T¥Wif¥¥ m. (•¥:) 1 A principal minister or counsellor. * The

chief of a company or corporation. . ¥¥*>¥ an assembly,

*¥ aff

¥m¥*r¥¥ m. (-¥•) A chanter of the Sama Vida. *. ¥T¥, and

¥T1¥¥ chanter.

¥l¥if1W¥ m.(-¥0 An assistant or spectator at an assembly, Ac.

f. ¥¥T¥ an assembly, and ZW aff.

¥i¥r¥Tf¥¥TR8 n. (-RB) ' Common office, function, government,

Ac. The receptacle or substratum of common properties.

R. ¥¥l¥Tf¥*>C¥. ttntl ¥¥aff.

¥T¥75tj mfn. (-wp-wfl-zj) Common, general, generic, universal,

n.
1 Kind, sort, specific or generic property or charac-

ter. • Common property, generality, community. • Public

affairs or business. * Totality, entireness. * A figure of rhe-

toric, the connexion of different objects by common proper-

ties, f. (-9T) A female who is common to all men, a harlot.

R. ¥WT¥ common, (to many individual*,) ¥*l aff.

¥T¥r=in9¥¥ u. (•¥) A generic or specific character, t ¥iwr^,

ar.d avr* mark or description.

¥T¥T¥*n¥* n. (-if) A general edict or enactment, e. ¥T¥T*ff

common, and >¥¥¥ a grant, an edict, kc.

mfn. ( ¥:-¥^-¥) 1 Compounded, composite. * Com-
prehensive, collective, ' Brief, summary, e. ¥¥T¥, and *¥
aff of relation.

¥Tf*t ind.
1 Half. ' Btameably. e. ¥T¥ for wtwr to appease,

added, and ^ substitute*) for the final.

¥Tf*TW«T mfn. (-ir:-¥T-¥) Halved, divided, r. ¥rfit half, and iny

made.

¥Tf»np| mfn. (-W:-WT-li> Half eaten, e. ¥lf¥ half, and eaten.

¥rf*nrtw mfn. (-WMTT-W) Half drank, t. ¥T% half, and

drank.

¥Tf«*T¥ m. (-¥T0 A Mantra or mystical prayer, Ac. f. (-^))
1 A

prayer used on adding fuel to the sacrificial fire. * Fuel.

R. ¥f*ru fuel, aff. xfarw.

¥ml¥t f. (¥t> Praise, panegy ric.

¥T¥fa n. ( Proximity , nearness, t. ¥*t¥ near, aff.

mfn.(-g: -$Vf) Marine, sea, sea-born, kc. it. (•*) ' A spot

or mark on the body. * Sea salt.
1
Cuttle-fish bone. m. (-^:)

A mariner, a voyager, e. ¥ff^ the sea, and qi aff

¥T¥fk¥ mfn. (-¥ ;-tft*¥) Relating to spots on the body, or the

circumstance of good or ill fortune supposed to be indicated

by them. m. (-¥0 ' An interpreter of spots on the body.

* A work on the same subject, e. ¥*f? a spot or mole, ¥¥ aff.

¥T¥T¥ mfn. Fragrant, odoriferous, e. ¥ with,¥T$r^

fragrance.

¥T¥l f. (¥Tt) A sort of metre, one of the classes occurring in

the Vida*, t. ¥IH¥ the Soma Veda, and off.

¥Tmyif^« mfn. (-¥J-¥t-^i 1 Future, of or in a future state of

being. • Calamitous. 1
Relating to war or battle, n. (-¥)

War, battle, r. ¥wryi¥ futurity , Ac., and ¥¥ or aff.

¥T¥PT¥iad. 1 Now, at this time. 'Fitly, properly, a. ¥¥ and

V before ¥¥ to spread, aff vw, and the first vowel made long.

¥H4 r. 10th cl. (¥P¥¥f¥) To join, to connect, to assemble;

also ¥*¥-

¥lWt1 f. (-ft) A female juggler, t. see ; the w being

changed.

¥T¥i¥t f. (-ft) Red I*dk.

¥T¥|¥ mfn. (-¥fl:*¥IT:-¥i') Having or being united with water.

r. ¥ With, ¥*i¥ water.

¥Tfii u- (-wj)
1 Equality, sameness. ' Likeness, similarity, e. ¥¥

same, and R¥ aff.

¥iS)¥T f. (-¥TJ Equality, sameness, c. 7f«T added to the lostj

also with m, ¥rnfri.

¥r¥T¥) n. {•¥() Imperial rule, dominion, empire, m. (-aq:) The

descendant of a prince or man of the military tribe, a. ¥¥T¥

an emperor, aff of the abstract, or V patronymic aff.
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TIT m. (-*:)
1 Evening, close of day. * An arrow. • End, close

in general, a. to end or destroy, &c., T»| aff.

WTlfTTT m. (-*:) Eventide, evening, x. TTT* evening, and

TTRT time.

TTTTT m.
(-W.

)

1 An arrow. • A sword, f. (-fan) Standing in

order. t. ifto destroy, aff.

Tnpr n. (-if) The longitude of a planet reckoned from the

vernal equinoctial point, e. T with, the equinoctial

period.

Trqwnr mfo. (-Tt-^t-T) Belonging to the evening, a. urq even-

ing, and ^ aiT.

WTO? ind. Evening, close of the day, in the evening.

See TrT-

Tiq*R*4 n. (-^) The place or time of sunset, e. TTT, and *P»IT

embellishing.

TITTT m. (-JT) The evening, eventide, a. TITT evening, and

TTY* day.

TlfrU. m. (-Tt) A horseman, a groom, a. Y for YT with, TIT

to go, fwf* alT.

YTYYI n. (-«i)
' Likeness, similarity. * Identification, intimate

union, (especially with the Deity.) K. YfWith, YYT what joins,

^Yaff.

Yri) ind. In the evening, at the close of the day. B. YTY even-

ing, the seventh case, used ns a particle.

YR mfn. (-13RT-1T) * Best, excellent. * Irrefragable, (as an argu-

ment.) m. (-13)
1 The pith or sap of trees, &c. * Strength,

vigour. • The essence of any thing, the essential or vital

part of it. * The substance or material part (of a speech,

book, message, Ac.) * Marrow. • Air, wind. 1 Sickness,

disease.
1 Firmness, hardness. * The coagulum of curds, &c.

cream. *• Fresh butter. *' Prowess, valour, heroism, jn.

A man at chess, backgammon, &c. n. (-if)
' Water.

•Wealth. * Propriety, fitnesa. * Steel. * (In rhetoric,) Climax,

f. (-T7) Durba gras*. (-Tl) The Skalik ur Surika, (Turdus anlica.

Been.) e. % to go, aff. WB.

YIT*5* m. (-*!:) Sandal wood. e. YR essence, and JTM smell.

YRY n. (-Y) Honey, r.. Y*YT a bee, and aff.

YRX mfn. (•Tt-Tl-f*) Variegated, of a variegated colour, m.

(-TO ' Variegated colour. ' A lion. • An elephant. * A deer.

• The Chdtaka, (Cuculus melanoleucos.) • The Koil or Indian

cuckoo. * A large kind of crane, (Ardea Sarunga, Carey.)

• A peacock. * A cloud. '• A tree.
11 A parasol. " A garment,

cloth, cloth*. '* Hair. 14 A lotus. “ A flower. *• A conch

shelL ,T A jewel. "Gold. "A bow. •• Ka*uad£va. " Sandal.

Camphor. The earth. ** Night. “ Light, f. (-T^) A

aort of fiddle, e. Y to go, YTFY Unadt afl., or YR strength,

&c., Jtn to go, YY aff- ; also VRT.

sjnffY rn. (-*:) A bird or deer-catcher, Ac. x. YIKT as above,

and 5Y all*.

YRY n. (-trf) Fresh butler, b. YR cream, and nr produced.

YRY m. (-Y:) ' Dysentery, diarrhoea. * Hog-plum, (Spondias

mangifera.) * A counsellor and embassador from Havan a

to Hama. f. (-Yt) ' A plant, fPanleria fetida.) * A canal, a

small river, x. H to go, (causal form,; iff? aff.

YRfa f. ‘ A small river. * A plant, (Pederia fetida.) • A

drain, a canal or water-pipe. x. Y to go, (causal form,) YffY

Un'idi aff.

YRfwY mfn. (-Yri-dft-Y) Travelling, way-faring, &c. m. (-TO

A traveller, x. Ylfar a road, and 2TY afl*.

YTirfwYW m. (*T : ) A robber, x. YRfYY a traveller, aud

T who kills.

YRH in. (-if:) A snakes egg. X. Y to go, (causal form, )YTYY aff.

YRYY m. (-gt) The plantain tree, (Musa sapientum.) x. YR
sap.Ttn a tre?. having no timber in the stem,

YI17TY ind. By or with vigour or essence, vigorously, essen-

tially. x. ITT. and 7rfY aff.

YRTT f. (*Wf)
1 Strength, substance. ’Essence, r.. YR, and TYT

aff. ; also with Y, YHTY-

YRfr m. (-fq:) A charioteer, k. Y to go, (causal formj YfYT
Un'idi aff.

YTTYi n. (-15 )
1 Charioteering, driving. * Conveyance, k. YRfr,

and ITT aff.

YIC^I f. (-TT)
* A name of Sabakwati'. 1 A name. of Durca.

e. YR essence, (of wisdom and eloquence.) to give, ff
and iTl aff*.

Y11YT mfn. (-T^-TT-T) Void of pith, substance, real strength,

&c. n. (-T) Destroying vigour, overcoming strength, &c.

k. YR.and YT a breaking.

YRYRX n. (-1*:) A natural vessel, as the bag or skiu in which

musk is sold, kc. x. TUT essence, and wt*i a vessel.

WTtfr m. (-TO A dog. f. (-Tt) A bitch, f. qniT a bitch, Tit aff,

m. (-at: ) Possession or application of the essence of

any thing, k. ittt> and vrx union.

Trr^rr n. (*Tj Steel, x. Tiq the same, and qfnr iron.

Trqr nifn. (-T:*Tt-W) Belonging or relating to the Saryn river.

X. FVe the river, 1* aff., form x|*ecial.

TlTTH mfn. (-Tri^-TJfl-TrT i .Substantial, having pith, substance,

strength, &C. e. TR. and WJT off.

mfn. (.?*i-*n-n) Pithless, aspless. e. TR substance,

and vfwiiT deprived of.

TRT mfn. Relating or belonging to a lake or pond,

&c. n. (-It)
1 A lotus. • A woman's zone. mf. (-T:-Tl) The

Saras or Indian crane, male and female, (Ardea Sibirica.) m.

(-T:) The moon. x. a pond, a lake, aff.

TRUT n. (-if)
1 A woman’s zone or girdle, formed of twenty,

five strings. * A military belt or girdle worn round the waist

or chest, upon the coat of mail, to bind it to the body. e. <iTir

strength, and vw to give, aff. vrr, or qp? to diffuse, aff.

TTTT1T mfn. (-W.-Wt-W) ’ Relating to the goddess SsRAswATf,

or to the river, kx. * Eloquent, learned, m. pin. (-m:) 1 The

people of the Sirasieata country, or the north-west part of the

province of Delhi, m. (-7T:)
1 A staff of the Viivm tree. * The

north-west part of the province of Dchli or part of the Pun-

jab. ' A saint, sprung according to the legend, indirectly

from the personified Sartuwati river,
4 A Brahman of a par-

licular family, called Sdraw:ata, from his coming from that

country, or supposed descent from the sanctified person last

mentioned, x. IRIjnft the goddess, and T^aff.
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WKm m. (-W0 Sesamum.

n ryngTT m. (-TO Strength end weakness, substance and empti-

ness, 8ce. a. *T\K, and w*TT want of rigour,

yyrfg mf. (-fT‘.-^) A man at chess or backgammon, See. Mi ^ to

go, causal form, T*T aff. ;
also Wlfr.

q rfvBf f. f-qrr) A kind of bird, (Tardus Saties, Bccet.) but ap-

plied also to the Mabui, (Gracula religiosa.) a. % to go, aff.

at*, also *TftBT.

Wlftn f. (-WT) A creeping plant, (Bchitea fmtescena.) a. see

WTfrwr.

yrrftJI n. (-n|) ' Identity of form. • Close resemblance. • (In the

drama,
)
Surprise at seeing an object or its likeness previ-

ously seen elsewhere, a. W with, xpf form, aff.

mfn. ' Opulent, wealthy. * Of like meaning

or purport- * Significant, importing, haring meaning, m.

(-^:)
* A multitude of similar animals. * A company of tra-

ders, a caravan, &c. A number or multitude in general.

* A wealthy man. a. n to go, causal form, ww Un'Adi aff.,

or W for sir, &c-, and^ wealth, or meaning.

BTW* mfn. (-WTW-Wlft-nr) 1 Meaning, intending. * Numerous

in company, a. *ud srj^aff.

VTVW1T m. (-^:)
1 A merchant, a trader. * The leader of a cara-

van. a. wri a company, a caravan, and wr to bear, aff. W|W.

¥Tf$W m. (-W:) A merchant, a trader, b. TTV|, and BB aff

sngmfn. Wet, moist, damp. a. W for WT with, and

^ri wet.

vtf mfn. (-^t-^f-l) Joined with half, (used chiefly in composi-

tion, as W1¥K1T a hundred and a half, i. e. fifty, t. «J with,

half.

Bri* rnef. With, together with. *. V for with, increased,

mfn. (-Bs-ft-g) Dressed, Ac. with Ghee or clarified but-

ter. e. wffa Ghee, B|W aff.

BTf4*l mfn. Cooked or dressed with Ghee or

clarified butter, a. sjfuB Ghee, ana aff

Via mfn. (-V-4T-ij Relating to a snake, f. The ninth

lunar asierism, of which the serpents are the presiding dei-

ties. a. VPQ a snake, and BPf aff.

mfn. (- Suitable to or fit for all, relating to all,

Ac. m. (-W0 A Jina or Jaina deified sage. a. Befall (know-

ledge, Ac.), and BfW aff.

BlvfrBTfBBT mfn. (-B’.-dft-#) Of all times or seasons, a. mfBTBt,

and aff.

BUBuftB mfn. (-gn-^t-Bf) Relating or belonging, fit or suited

to all men. a. all men, B*t aff

VIMHiftw mfn. (-B:-wVw) Belonging or relating, fit or suited

to all men, Ac. a. all mankind, and V*T aff.

BPwfwfT mfn. (-BT :-drt #) Suited to, or belonging to every place,

a. b«tb every where, wbt aff.

bMbTW mfn. (-SB Presided over by, or sacred to all Uie

gods. a. fBIT! a god, b*( aff

BrvfBTflB mfn. (-*:-aft-*f) Applicable to the whole of a radical

term, (an affix, Ac.) a- and BT^ a root, Bar aff

mfn. Belonging or relating to all ele-

ments, being, Ac. «. ww, and OT aff.

10*2

*T*nmR mfn. Relating to or consisting of the whole

earth, known throughout the earth, Ac. m. (.f.)
‘ The ele-

phant of Kuvbba, as regent of the north. • An emperor, a

universal monarch- a. w*k all, tjfil earth, and aff

mfn. (-BvaPt-B) Universally known, prevailing

throughout the universe, a. bb all, dinar a world, and
vwi aff.

Bk4vf^Bf mfn. (-BT:-aft-B)
1 Of every kind or sort. 1 Belong,

ing or relating to every tribe, Ac. a. b4b4. and ¥W aff.

Btvffkwfwar mfn. (-ar:.aft-ai) Applicable or belonging to all the

rases of a noun. a. ini, f*«fw inflect ion, BBT aff.

flwtW m* (-TT) A Brahman conversant with all the JVdes.

a. B«a all, a Vida, and Bar aff.

OTT* mfn.(-B:-at**f) Mustard, made of or from mustard, o.

Mustard oil. a. BBB, and Bar aff.

SJTW m. (-tjt) ‘ A wall surrounding a building, Ac. A tree in

general. • ITie S’Al tree, (Shore* robusta.) 4 A fish (Ophioce-

phalus Wrahl, Ham.) f. (*bt) A house ; more usually mwr.
a. bb to go, aff

;
also utb.

Branrra n. (-W) A stone, a species of ammonite common in the

Gandbak river, and worshipped by the f^auhnavat, as a typo

of Vishnu, k. w with, BT a ring, BTB multitude.

BTWB m. (-W:) ‘llie resin of the tree.

BPBfW^nf m. (-B:) 'rhe resinous exudation of the S’ai tree,

a. vre the tree, and fMWTW exudation.

f. (-^f) A shrub, (Hedysarum gangeticumi) also

vr'iS'aj n. (-^) A shrub, (Hibi*cui mutabilis). a. vtw the

$dl tree, and gm a flower.

9mwfn«i f- (-Wl) A doll, a puppet, a. the S’dl tree or its

wood, ini to rub, aff, fem. form.

BFftB m. (%:) The resinotu juice of the S"aJ tree. t.

the Sdi, and juice.

wnrwnr* m. (-w : ) The sovereign SalavIhana. a. win the

Sdl tree, and yiyw a vehicle : see HTWBTTW. &c.

VIWBI m. (-g’>) Turpentine, or the resinous exudation of the

S'dl tree, a- the tree, and exudation.

BffV? n. <-T) The upper part or coping of a wall. a. ^jrar

a wall, and horn or summit.

f. (-ft) A female overcome or won in battle, a. imrT

a house, n to make, B aff.

m. (-v) A name of PaVIni. k. also read mwrrflgtn.

Btanr n. (-f) A pin, a bracket, or shelf, projecting from a wall,

a. ’ffTO » wall,w to go, aff.

DTifllvw m. (-W:) * A dog. A wolf. • A jackal. «. a

bouse, and WW a wolf, more usually WTWTVJT.

XTT^T m- (-^s) A frog, a BBT to go, aff
; the first vowel

made long, and the initial changed ; also WT^gr.

m. (-^:) A sort of fennel or dill, (Anethom sows.)

a. see UTir*-

n. (-Bg) Habitation with, residing with, (especially with

the deity.) a. w with, world, w«t aff.

*TSfrWBT f. (-WT) Habitation, state of abiding or dwelling.

B. added to the last.
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9T¥¥ mfn. (-w=-9ft-W) Belonging to the Sdlwa country : the

word is more usually read 9T*9. m. (-¥¥:) ' The name of a

demon, the enemy of Vuok'u. * The name of a country or

place, m. pi. (-9TP) The people.

m. (-9T) A name of Vishn’o. B- 9T¥* a demon, and

99 destroyer.

97fa*9 m (-W?) A sort of bird.

*31 a* mfn. (-9 ' Generative, productive, causing birth,

&c. * Obstetric, parturient, f. (-f¥¥TT) A midwife, e. ^to

bear young, causal form, ¥9 aff.

9I¥9 mfn. (-9:-97-9,i Despising, disdainful, b. ¥ with ¥T¥9T

disrespect.

9F¥¥r9 mfn. (-wr:--^r-wf>
1

Careful, cautious. * Diligent. ». 9
with, 9¥9T9 care.

9f¥9 mfn. (-9 :-ifY-9 ) Natural, (in astronomy) as Sava** Dina,

a natural day, from sunrise to sunrise, m. (-9:) * The con-

clusion of a sacrifice, the ceremonies by which it is terminat-

ed.
1 An employer of priests for a sacrifice. • The deity

Vabuk'a. 4 A month of thirty »t»lar days. k. ^ to bear or

produce, aif. WT.aml ¥|9 added.

9T¥9 m. f-¥Ts>
1 The Lodh tree. * Sin, crime, 1 Fault, offence,

a. sec WIT.

ITT* m. (-*:) The second Menu. a. 999 the father of this

person, and ¥¥ aff.

93¥f9 m. (-ft:) ' The second Menu. * A name applied to the

8 lh, 9lh, 10th, '1 1th, and J2lh Menus, or Brahma Sdvami
,

Daksha Saunrni
, &c. k. 9¥9 ,

and 99 aff.

91¥«lMff n. (-#! Skin.

9T¥9i n. ( 4) Identity of caste, class, 8cc. i. 9¥*f, and

nm aff.

9 r««i¥ mfn. (-¥*.-¥!-¥) ' Imperfect, incomplete. * Leaving a resi-

due or remainder, t. 9 with, 9¥*t¥ remains.

9T¥^¥f mfn. (-9:*lT-f) Despising, disdaining, b, 9 with,

9¥"%¥r disrespect

9lf¥¥ m. (*¥t) 1 A Brahman. * S iva. • A Vatu or demigod so

named. 4 The sun. 1 The embry o or fentus. f.
1 Utt£,

the wife of S'iva. * The holy verse of the Vedas, the repeti-

tion of which forms an essential part of the ceremonies,

enjoined to the Brahman, as daily observances : the prayer

is personified as the wife of Brabma', and mystical mother of

the Hindu classes, which arc regenerated by investiture with

the sacrificial string. 1 The wife of Sattavana. 4 A beam of

light, a cluster of aolar rays. n. (-9) The sacrificial string-

t. 9f¥9 the sun, and 979 aff. of reference: the prayer is in

fact addressed to that luminary, and the deities, &c. are

manifestations of the planet or prayer.

wfa i’lufa n m. (.*:) A man of the three first classes, not in-

vested at the proper lime w ith the sacrificial cord. t. 9TfWt
t

and ¥f¥9 fallen.

9Tf¥¥Y¥f<99 m. (-9:) A man of the three first clashes, not in-

vested with the string at the proper seasun. e. 9lf¥¥t, and

¥fr99 broken.

VlfbfitW o- <•*) The sacrificial or characteristic cord of the

three first classes, a, the sacred text, (the repetition

of which forms part of the ceremony of investiture,) and

«¥ a thread.

Vnfas^rr mfn. (-¥:-¥T“*(!) ' Proud, haughty. * Manifest, b, 9
wntb, TTfvW'f manifestation,

m. (-90 A lizard*

9nj9T m. (-9t) A blanket.

OTTOn. adv. (-4) With surprise, a. with, W9ti astonishment.

9T9fl f. A wife's or husband's mother.

979f9 mfn. (-fa:-f9:*f9) Able to bear much. e. 99 to bear,

intens. v„ far aff.

9lf«BWT979 n. (-^) Bell-metal, t, 9 with, wjfal substance,9T9
copper, and 9^ a half.

wiwi f. (-W) The dewlap of an ox. k. 99 to sleep, 9 Un'Adi aff.

mfii- 1 Weeping, in tears. * Cornered, angular.

b. 9 with, 99 a tear, or an angle.

9TT91*: mfn. (-TJ-Tf T) 1 Proud, arrogant. * United with the

principle of egotism, a. 9 with, 999TT pride, 8cc.

979991 n. (-mj Company, association, society, fellowship.

b. 99 with, 9T going, aff. «&a».

9T99 n. (-9) Sufferance, endurance, a. ¥9 to bear, causal v.,

Wfpr aff.

9T99 mfn. (-9:-9T-*i) Causing or enabling to endure, b. ¥9 to

bear, causal form, ¥Tf9, and V .S'.

*?T * 0* n. (-sf; Friendship, fellowship, a. sjrvb a friend,

aft tfw.

VTVl n. (-if;
1 Punishment, chastisement, fine. * Violence, the

perpetration of any act of rapine or egression. * Op.
pression, cruelty. * Hatred. • Rape, ravishment. • Boldness,

daring. ' Rashness. Oblation with fire. a. strength,

V* aff.

”>• (-V-) A name of Vieaaitanmra. a. vrrvj violence,

Vi i a mark.

vrvfw mfn. (*: -aft-af)
1 Castigatory, indicted as punish-

ment. • Perpetrated by violence. • Violent, felonious, rapa-

cious, brutal, cruel. * Impetuous, rash. * Bold, daring, m. (.*:)

A robber, a free-booter. a. mvt violence, and sat afT

VlltWri mfn. ( art fwwVfsf) * Violent, ferocious. 1 kasb. * Dar-

ing, bold. a. wya, and Tf*t aff. •

VPtVW. ftsw mfn.
i *1-*; Intent on violence, brutal, feroci-

ous. a. mare. TW alone, m taste, and sat aff.

mfn. (-V-wW) < Bought with a thousand. * Paid per

thousand, as interest, duty, &c. * Relating or belonging

to a thousand, m. (-W:) An army or detachment, a thousand

strong, n. ( An aggregate of many thousands, t vpfW a
thousand, and vet aff.

snttai n. (-sir;
1 Friendship, fellowship. • Help, succour. • Alli-

ance. a. verm a friend, sr*T ai

VlTtJdi nf. (-SI stj Society, association, connexion, combination,

n. (-TV

i

Poetry, belles-lettres, a. trfvtf with, together with,

aff. ars

WVI n. (-"*) Society, conjunction, a. STS with, together with,

aff. of the abstract IS.

wrvpnsf m. (-ww; A companion, a. vru society, who
makes.
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TTTT m. (-ft) Fighting animuls, fas cocks, fltc.) for sport or

money, e. T with, T’TT challenging,

far m.(-T‘-)
' A lion.

1

' Leo, the sign of the zodiac. ' (In com-

position) Pre-eminent, f. (-^t)
1 The egg-plant, (Solanum

Melungena.) * A shrub, (Justicia.) • A prickly nightshade.

4 The mother of Ramr. e. far to sprinkle, T Unadi aff. *

substituted for the final, ami TT inserted
;
or fafa to injure

or kill, TToff., and the radical consonants transposed,

fasfaifar m. (-fr) A Baud dka saint, also named Mas«jobosiia.

faT*TT to (-to
1 A lion's mane. * A plant, (Mimusops elengi.)

J

a. fa* a lion, and a mane, &c.

faTTT m. The open hands Joined, a. fWT a lion, and

the open palm ; also read gfttf.

faTTjvj m. (-•*) A kind of fish. k. far. and face.

faTVTC n. (*T) A gate, an entrance, especially tho chief gate

of a mansion or palace, f. ffg chief, and TIT a door-way.

farwfa m. (-fa;) ' The roar or sound of a lion. * A war cry.

e. far. and a^fa sound.

farwfTT mfn. (-ff*fl4Vfif) Roaring like a lion. E. far, and

Tfv* who or what sounds.

famT “• (-T:
)
War-cry, war-hoop, shouting or roaring upon

making an on*et. s. fa? a lion, and wit cry*

fal ^ r^T m.f-Vl)
1 The roar or yelp of a lion. * War-cry.

f. (-TJ) A plant, {Hedysarum alhagi.) e. fa* a lion, TTT

sounding, and TT added.

faTTwf f. ( srf
j
A plant, (Justicia adhenatoda.) e. fa* a lion,

and qi a leaf.

faTgfarl f. (-Tfl) A plant, (Hedysarum lagopodioides.) e. far a

lion, and gn tail ; also with TT added, fargfWTT.

farm*! f. (-WI) Doroa\ b. faf a Hon, and tit a vehicle.

favtTT f. (-TT) The goddess Dunes. *, faT a lion, and TW a

vehicle, mounted on that animal.

faTfaWT^l n». (-*10 A horse. «. fa* a lion, and faTTT va-

lour.

faTT n. (-«r)
1 Tin. ' Brass. ' Cassia bark. nf. (-TT WT) Ceylon,

e. fa? a lion, &c., tt to give or get, aff. T.

faTTrariT m. (-m) A tree, apparently a sort of palm. b. faTTT

Cry fan, and *1JIT place-

f*jT*TETT mfn. (-T:-TT-T) Handsome and well-shaped. *. far

the beast, TTTT rivalling or surpassing.

WnT mfn. (-TT-TR-TT) Abounding with lions, e. far, and

TTTT wealthy.

fa'TT* n. (-vf) ' Rust of iron; also faTTT- * The mucus of the

none x. see the next.

fTTTT n. (fa)
1 Rust of iron. * The mucus of the nose. e. fafa,

to smell, TTTT aff*., form irr. ; also faf IT, faTTT, faffIT, See.

faipTT n. (fa) A throne. K. faf a lion, (supported by lions,

hoi. wrought in gold,} and TitJT a seat.

fa?TTI m. (-H:) A plant, (Justicia adhenatoda, &c.) *. far a

lion, and TTO the face ; to which the flowers are compared.

frfTTT f- (*Tt) The mother of Ra'uu. k. faTt a lioneas, tt
aff. of comparison, &c.

faiTTUST ir. -T:) The personified ascending node- t. fafarr

the mother of Katie, and TC* son.

few

farm f. (-tt)
1 Sandy soil. •Gravel or it*nc, (the disease)

m. plu. ( -TTI'. I
Sand. «. fafa Sautra root, to sprinkle, Un'ldi

aff. TWT.

faTTTspf mfn. (-T:fat-T) Sandy, a. (fa) A sand bank, or an

Lland with sandy shores, e. faTTT sand, TT? aff.

faTTTTW mfn. (-TTT-TTt-TT) Sandy, (in general.) i. farr r

sand, STJT aff-

farfaT mfn. ( -TP-TTlfa) Sandy, as a soil or country, e. faTTT

sand, aff. T*PT.

far mfn. (-W'KT-li) Sprinkled, wetted. ,. fir- to sprinkle,

HI «1T.

tV^f : md. Haring sprinkled, effused, 8tc. e. fk, to sprinkle,

*T aff.

fl- m. (.-no A handful or mouthful of boiled rice. ’ Boiled

rice. n. (- Bee's wax. 'Indigo, h. far to sprinkle, Un'adi

aff. TT.

n. (-TT) Bee’s wax. e. T^ added to the last,

fan n». (-TB) Crystal, glass.

faff* n. (fa) The mucus of the nose. a fafa to smell, Un'adi

aff. TTTT . and the last syllabic of the aff. optionally rejected j

also farrwT. n. (-TI faTTT, &c.

fafrwT n. (fa) The mucus of the note. e. see the last,

faff f. (fa) The nose. e. fafa to smell, aff*. xfa »od

and the initial chunged.

faT f. ifa*) Clothes. e. far to sprinkle, aff. far.

faTT m. {-TO
1 Cloth, clothes.

1 Old or ragged raiment.

k. faff to cause to sprinkle, aff. w*

faTTrT mfn, (-T:-TT-T) Being sprinkled. *. far to sprinkle,

pass. TTTT aff.

faT^oifn. Spriukling, throwing water, e. far

to sprinkle, TT aff. of the present participle.

faTWTf. (-WT) Long-pepper.

fa*T t f-lfl) The sound of metallic ornaments, jingling, ring*

ing, tinkling; more usually faTT, q. s',

fa* mfn (-T.-TT- or Tt Tj * White. • Bound, tied. • Finished,

destroyed.
4 Completed, concluded. • Known, m. (-W:)

1 White, (the colour.)
• 'Hie planet Vtau*. 1 An arrow,

n. (-if

i

1 Silver. • Sandal, f. (-WT)
1 Clayed or candied sugar.

'Arabian jasmine. * A sort of Clitoria. 4 Bent grass with

white blossoms. 1 Moonlight. 4 Spirituous liquor. T A hand-

some or well made woman, e. fa to tie or bind, aff. fi or

*r to destroy, T aff., and T substituted for the radical

vowel.

fa try (‘^l
1 Iw»aa. * Ivor*’* elephant, b. far white,

W* an elephant.

farfTT m. (-T:) A aort of 6sh, (Lacerta scincus.) e. far

white, far mark.

farwr n. (-T) A white umbrella, especially as one of the em-

blems of royalty, t (*Tt,l A sort of fennel, {Anethum sowa.)

e. fa* white, and *T an umbrella

faTTT tn. (-t:> A goose, f. (-TT) White Durba grass, e. farff

white, and k feather or lca£

fairftfafa m. (-fa:) 'lhe moon. e. faw white, and T^fafa a

ray of light.
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£ (-far) A bent grass with white blossoms. e. faw

while, and Doob grass.

fa** m. (-*:) A plant, commonlyAtorat'd. t. fa* while, and
< j

3 a tree.

fanmT m> (*ZJ
:
)
Chalk, a. faw while, and wrvf a mineral,

fa*** m. (-V) a goose, a. fair while, WW a feather.

faw^Rj n. (-fa) A sort of grass, (Cyperus rotundus.) m. (-RJ:)

1 A sort of tree, ibe Tagara tree. * A kind of grass, (Sac-

charum spontaneum.) f. (-ml) Arabian jasmine. a. fa*

white, and gvq a flower.

fannfc* n. (•*) White pepper. b. faw white, and wfc*

pepper.

fainrrw n». ( -It) A sort of bean, (Dolichos catjang.) «. faw

white, and WT* pulse.

faiHiM «*• (-*=) Yellow, (the colour.) r. faw white, and

*T* colouring.

fa**fa| m. (-fan) The moon. s. faw white, and *fa| a ray.

fawfaffawr m. ('»:) Wheat, k. fa* while, and frffawt an awn
;

also read fawfaffa*.

fawfaw D. (-*) Rock sail. «. fa* while, and fir* auspicious)

also firwfVw, fawfaw.

m. (-*:) Barley, e. fa* while, and T+n an awn

or ear.

fa*t*fil *n. ('fa'-) A name of Aiuun'a. k. fa* white, and *rfn a

horse.

fay*** m- (-*'•) While mustard, r. faw white, and w
mustard.

fawfaat f. (-ajs) The Ganges, a. faw white, and fa* a river,

fawfa* n. (-fa) Rock salt. c. faw white, and fa* for fa* aus-

picious ;
also fawfa*, &c.

fawtu m. (-*J-.) The moon. f. fa*. and farj a rnv.

faff 1**1 m. Clayed sugar, said to be prepared from honey.

b. fan? white, WTWWI sugar.

Vnn*f m * (-¥) A kind of fish, ( Lacerta scincus.) b. faw white,

and wit a mark or spot.

fa*TW m (•*:) A thorn, t. fair white, and ** point,

fawif* id. (-fa:) Treacle, molasses, e. fawi sugar, before *r

to give, atT. far*

faff Iff* m. (-*:) Garoda, the bird and vehicle of Vubs'u.

B. fall white, *TWW face.

faffTWIT m. (-T:) A peacock, b. fan white, and WTWTT the angle

of the eye.

fanrK n. (-V) The white lotus, b. fair white, and *¥ a lotus,

fa*!* m. (-tut) Camphor, s. fa* white, before m to

shine, afT. *
farm) mo, {-*:-*) Camphor, b. faw white, and a cloud,

also with wrn. added, faffTW* n. (-fa). x

fa*TVf* m. (•*:) An ascetic wearing white garments, a. faw

white, and *r*T* vesture.

faWTfarwr n. (-fa) A white lotus, e. fan white, and wfam a

lotus.

faffl*WT f. (-WT) Daob or Durba grass with white blossoms.

b. fa* while, and *r*T a creeper.

faWTW m. (*!) Ariura. B. fa* white, and ** a horse.

fawtfaiWT f. (-*rr) A cockle, b. fa* white, *ifar a line, *r*

aiT., fern. form.

fa*!fa* mfn. (-*:-W7*fa) White and black, m. (-*:) A name of

Brladkva. e. fa* white, (skin,) and *fa* black, (raiment.)

fafa mfn. (-fa:*fa:-fa) 1 White. 1
Black, b. fa to bind, aff. ffa.

fafwrwm* (-*?) Whiteness. «. faf* white, and T*fa^ aff.

fafawrww m. (-WT:) Balad£va. a. faf* black, and *tw* vesture.

fa>l*C mfn. (-*:-*T-*) Black, a. fa* white, ***; reverar.

faw***fw m. (-fat) Aon or fire. e. fawn< black, (smoke,) nfa

going.

fa*IV m- (*V?) KovfiaA. r. fa* white, and *** the belly ;

the deity is properly of a black colour, but is whitened by a

leprous taint.

fa*l*w n, (-fa> Chalk, or a mineral substance of similar ap-

pearance, considered as a variety, m. (-*:) Crystal, f. (-VT)

Clayed or candied sugar, r. fa* white, and *rnir a stone.

fa*i^*l*w n. (-fa) Awhile umbrella, e. fa*, and

keeping off the heal.

fa* mfn. (-*:-*!-*) 1 Accomplished, effected, completed. * Li-

berated, emancipated. • Always, eternal. * Celebrated,

famous. 1 Judged, decided, terminated, (as a law suit.) * Va-

lid, (in law.) 1 Adept, initiated, in alchymy or magic. * De-

monstrated, proved, (in logic.) • Finished. '• Cooked, dressed.

1
' Prepared, compounded, (in medicine.) '* Shining, splendid.

'* Discharged, settled, (as a debt.) m. (-*:) ' A divine person*

age of undefined attributes or character ; a sort of demigod

or spirit, inhabiting, together with the I'idyadkaras, Mntus,

&c. the middle air, or the region between the earth and sun.

An inspired or prophetic writer, as Vtasa and others, or

one lo whom the past, present, and future, are supposed to

be known, a sage, a seer. • The twenty-first of the astrono-

mical Y6gas.
4 An adept, a magician, one who by the per-

formance of certain mystical and magical rites has acquired

superhuman powers. * An ascetic, who by mystical and aus-

tere practices has effected one or all of five purposes, viz.

the affluence, the form, or the society of the gods, residence

in the divine Lokas, or identification with a deity, n. (•*)

Sea salt. f. (HD) A medicinal root, commonly RlrT dhi. *• fan

to effect, aff. TV.

faCRTT f- (-TT) The Ganges of heaven, e fa* a spirit of mid-

heaven, and RTt the Ganges.

fa**TO n. (-fa) Sour rice -gruel, b. fa* perfect, and water,

fa*** m. (-W.) *.fai a saint, and ** deity.

fa**T7T m. (-1T-)
Quicksilver, b. fa* adept, (in alchymy,) and

*Tiy a mineral.

fa*** mfn. (-*:-*T-*> Mineral, metallic, &c. m. ( *:) ’ Quick-

silver. \An alchymist. c. fa* perfect, or perfected by

alchymical operation, and ** fluid.

fa**T m. (-^i) A company of saints or the beings called

aUTihas. b. fa* . and «T a company.

fa**far* n. (-fa) Sour rice-gruel, b. fa* perfect, and

water.

fa**Pf* m. (-*:) White mustard, n. (-*) The performance of

magical rites, &c. or the materials employed in magical or
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alchemical processes, t. faf perfect, adept, &c., and araw
accomplishing, (the act or instrument.)

fa* Wia mfn. (-ah-WT-Mf) ' Effected, proved. • Haring done

what was to be done. n. (-a) Demonstrated proof or con-

clusion. «- fa*. and sna to be proved, &c.

faTfay f. (-y:) The Ganges, k. faf a divine being or sage,

and fan** a river.
^ ^ *•

. /

fafifa m. (-a*) The deity of war, KabtikAya. «• fa* a divine

being, and %WT an army
;
commanding the hosts of heaven.

falTa m. (-WT:) Demonstrated conclusion, established troth :

it may be either the result of an argument in which one

opinion is refuted and another undeniably established ; or

the concurrent doctrine of all the authorities on any sub-

ject similarly interpreted, a. fat completed, perfect, and

aa end, conclusion.

fatTfarw m.
1 A follower of the Mimdnsd philosophy. • A

demonstrator, one who establishes his conclusions, e. fana
demonstrated conclusion, Tfw.ff,

fliynorr f. (-WJ) The Gangei. e. fay * divine being, end .pun

a river.

fayTfyyrr f. (-WT) One of the lulel.ry goddesses of the Jamat.

fayri mfn. Successful, prosperous, m .(•) 1 The

father of the last and most celebrated Jina or Jaina teacher

of the present era. * White mustard. * A name of SdAt/asinha

or Buddha. (. (-at) The mother of the fourth Jina. r fat

complete, &c., and aa meaning or wealth,

fafa f. (-fas) ' Fulfilment, accomplishment, the entire comple-

tion of any undertaking or attainment of any object. * A
Yoga, either the sixteenth of the astronomical periods termed

Ydgas, or the nineteenth of the twenty-eight astrological

Y6gas. * Final emancipation from existence, supreme feli-

city. * Prosperity, success. • Knowledge, understanding.

• Accuracy, correctness, indisputable conclusion or position.

’ Validity (in law.) 1 Acquittance, discharge, (of a debt.)

•Concealment, secreting, covering. '* The result or fruit of

the adoration of the gods or of ascetic severities. *• The

supposed acquirement of supernatural powers by the com-

pletion of magical, mystical, or alchemical rites and pro.

cesses. A wooden shoe or slipper, especially one over

which some mystical formula have been repeated, and which

will then, it is supposed, convey the wearer every where

safely and rapidly. 4i A medicinal root ; also RlddhL a.fV*

to accomplish, aff. fart.

fafalft f. (**St) A small ant.

faV n. (-Vt A blotch, a scab. *. fan to go. (on tho body.)

«T* tdf. ; also

fayj» n. (•'ff; A blotch, a ic»b. C- fvy to go, wfaw aff. : «c
the lait.

fayr* mfn. (-W:-WT-yi) Scabby, f. (-»l)
1 Dried or salt fish.

* A scab. A sort of leprosy, r. f*fyr a scab, yr^ aff.

ftyjinr mfn. (-yrn-yvfl-Tsy) Scabby, pocky, e. fayt a blotch,

snjyaff.

fins m. (-nn)The asterisra Puthya, stars in Cancer, e. fax* to

accoofylish or to be accomplished, ar<fx aff,

11 A

fan m. (-Wj)
1 A pious or virtuous man. A tree, r fan to be

perfect, nr UnAdi aff.

fawn f. (*aT) A plant, so named, e. aa. added to the preceding,

faaaiww n. (-a) A garden of the gods. e. faff! a plant, and

xrn a wood, a changed to a.

fan mf. (-a:-dft) One-eyed. m. (-W:) A mouthful, or such a

quantity bound together, f.. fa to bind, aaUn Adi aff. or fa

to bind, m aff. in this particular application.

Mtanjt t (-at) ' The day preceding that of new moon, or

that on which the moon rises scarcely visible. * The god-

dess Usu. t. at good fortune, Yfa *ff» frin. form, fa^t a

digit of the moon, wa to contain, aff. a*. fern. qff. se-

veral other etymologies occur.

faaa it>. (-¥:) A small tree, (Vitex negundo.) a. to ooze,

aff. a, and aw added ; the semivowel of the root changed to a.

fayWTT m. (-TO A sihall tree, (Vitex negundo.) r. fay oozing,

(as before,) w to screen or choose, aff. aa.

fayr n. (-^) Red lead, minium, m. (-TO A sort of tree. f. (-Tt)

1 Red cloth or clothes. ' Roehsmi, (a sort of Crinum.) * A
plant, (Lythrum fruticosum.) a. af^ to ooze, Un'Adi aff.

aTW ;
also read fa"*T-

fayr <*UW n. (.T) Lead. e. fays; minium, and atra origin,

fayrfwaa m. (-a*) An elephant, f. (-ar) A woman whose

forehead is marked with minium. s. fayr red lead, and

fawra the mark on the forehead.

fayftaT f. (-WT) Red lead. r. fayr, aa sdded. fern. form,

fayfaw mfn. (-W:-aT-lfr) Reddened, made red. e. faryr, and

Vryaff.

faar m. (*y:)
*
'ITje ocean, the sea. * The Indus. ‘ The country

along the Indus or Sindh. • Thr juice that exudes from an

elephant’s temples. * An elephant. * A division of a Rdga

or musical mode. f A small tree, (Vitex negundo.) f. (~y:) A
river in general, e. to trickle or flow, a Un adi aff., the

form. irr.

faya mfn. (-C-fT*!) 1 Marine. * Born or produced in Sindh.

m. (-a :
) A small tree, (Vitex negundo.) a. aa added to the

last, implying place of origin or production,

fayaa m. (-») Cuttle-fish bone. e. fay the sea, and THE

phlegm.

fayila m. ( qrO The country of Sindh, b. fay the Indus,

faa to go or sport, aff. aa.

fawn mfn. ( vr-arr-ai)
1 River or Bea-born, marine, aquatic.

* Born or produced in Sindh, n. (-af) Rock salt. f. (-wr) The

goddess LsKsniif. b. faai the country or river, &c., and ar

born.

faynn * m. (-an) ITic moon. n. (-ai) Rock salt. e. fay the

sea, &c., and aiaia birth.

faarw^sr m. (.in) The moon. e. faa* the ocean, and

the son; being produced at the churning of the ocean,

faanrra m. (-a:) The ocean. « a river, and ara

lord.

fayqa »»• (-a*)
1 A sort of ebony. * The moon. k. fay ths

sea, &c., and gW offspring.

m. (-a:) A conch, e. faa the sea, and 3a a flower.
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Rock nit. i. ftwtr* the ocean churning,

fu mountain,) and m born.

fa-«? m. (-^t) An elephant, b. to ooze, (the ichor from

hi* temples,) aff, and the form irr.

m. (-ift) A lion. b. fan^ an elephant, and ^faor

enemy.

faaiwaw n. (-^) Rock Belt e. fan Sindh, andm salt*

faHair m. (-^j)
1 A horse of a good breed, brought probably

from Sindh or the border* of India and Persia. • A small

tree, (Vitex neguudo.) e. fan the country or the sea, 1 to

choose or screen
;

aff. H*l
;
also faHWTT in the second sense,

and with or* added, fa*»fTTM.

faajwrftTf m. (-TT:) A small tree, (Vitex negundo.) t. faaj the

sea, and Hlftlf selected or chosen.

faxrJaw m. (.ft:) A plant, (Gmelina arborea.)

faanrsra m. (.sfs) Visbn'o. a. fan the ocean, and w* a

couch.

faanrrn m. (-H:) The mouth of a river, or it* point of junction

with the sea, k. fas* the sea, and sjt

W

confluence.

fawr^W n. (-W) Rock salt. a. fan Smdk, and pro-

duced.

fa»T«M n. ( h) Rock salt, e. fan Sindh, and a stone,

fan m. (•*:)
1 Perspiration, sweat. * The moon. f. (-OT)

* The Sipra, a river near Oujem. * A woman’s zone. ' A

female buffalo.

fan m. ( wi) All, entire. «. fa to bind, srw Un'hdi aff.

faHT f. (-SBT-farror-wfl) A legume, a pod : sec fwHi. Ac.

fafarWT f. (-W1) Grain in pods, as pulse, Ac. a. fa HI a pod,

ii (T., fem. form.

fa* m. (-c.) The root of long-pepper, t (*tn)
1 Any tabular

vessel of the body, or one so considered, as a nerve, a vein,

an artery, a tendon, Ac. * A bucket, a baling vessel, f. fa to

bind, afT. ,
form irr.j also far.

faTTWTW m. (-HFO* A plexus of vessels. • Enlargement of the

vessels of the eye. a, facT, and wrw a net.

farmror m. (>f<) Venesection. . fan a vein, and loosing,

fatrsd m. (-Hi) Venesection, e. fa*T» ond am piercing ; also

farjwHW.

famsm m. (-HI) Flow of discoloured tears, c. faTT, and

srajoy.

fatlHIW m. (-Ws
) Redness snd inflammation of the eyes. t. farr,

and VHITT affliction.

favaTt f. (*lH) The gum Olibanuin tree, (fioswellia thurifera.)

e. see Hindi. the ^ being substituted for ag-

fasrfTHfan mfn. Wishing or intending to make war.

B. ST^TSt to make war, desid, v., H aiT.

faanffall f. (-HrJ Wish or purpose to effect, prove, fee. m. irH

to accomplish, desid. form, W* and ZT^afls.

fawinfaj mfn. Desirous to accomplish, to prove,

Ac. e. am to accomplish, deaid. V., H aff.

fa St Hi f. (-HT) Wish or purpose to create, a. HU to create,

desid. v.t and nr* aff*.

fa*H mfn. Wishing or purposing to create, e. fa
to create, desid. H aff.

fqfu ra. (-ur) The milk-hedge plant, 'Euphorbia antiquorum.

fa^ m. (-HT0 Incense, gum Benjamin or Olibanum, Ac. t.ffar

to be affectionate, to love, am aff., form irr. ; also with WHv

added, faf| a. m. (•*:).

faffat £ (-sfli The Olibanom tree. B. fww incenae, wi added,

and trfa fem. aff.

fa^fall f- (-HT) The Olibanum tree, (Boswellia thurifera.

*.fa* incense, wfa place, site, and Hi added.

HlW r. let and 10th els.
1 To touch. * To bear. (f|) Htw r. 1st

cl. (ofafa) To sprinkle, to shed or shower.

H'lirr m. (-a:) Thin drixxling rain. x. wlf to scatter, (as water,)

Bfraaff.; also ir\MX.

HlWT f. (-WI)
1 A furrow, the (rack of the plough-share. • The

daughter of Jamaica and wife of Ramacoandra. One of the

four groat branches into which the Ganger, after having

fallen on mount Mm, is fabled to divide : the eastern

branch, flowing into the Versha Jihadrtu'va. 4 The goddess

Laksh m(. ‘ Um£ the wife of S'iva. • A goddess [Presiding over

fruits, &.c. an Indian Flora or Pomova. t Spirituous liquor,

s. fa to bind, (the earth,) n aff., form irr. ; it is then appli-

cable to the princess as having been turned up in the soil by

a plough-share ; and to the goddesses, as they may be sup-

posed to have been inrarnate in the wife of Rama; also, as

differently derived iftirr, q. v.

Htwrofa f. (-fa:) The hero Kema. e. tffaT the princess, and

ufa husband.

afami:afa m. (-fa*) Rama. b. ^|wr in the poss. case, and afar

husband. ,

ra. (-HT!) Pease : aoc mflOH, &c.

otHiir n. (-0 Uttering an inarticulate sound, such as is made

with the lips when a person shivers with cold, or in faiut-

ing, sighing, Ac. r. imitative sound, and HIT making;

also hIot* n. (-W).

HtlWH mfn. (-IT-HT-TI) Uttered as an inarticulatcd sound, n. (-Tf)

An inarticulate sound : see the last. *•**“<1 14 made.

Hfal mfn. (-ar: -WI-»lf) Ploughed, tilled, n. (-7$) Corn, grain, rice,

&c. F. HfaT a furrow. aff ; also

Hfaw 1 Sorrowing, grieving, desponding.

* Decaying. • Suffering from, distressed or pained by. * Go-

ing. E. to wane, TTB aff.

ni. Spirit, distilled from mdaasea. b. see ifal, the

sibilant beiug changed.

HfaJTH m. (-H-) A plant, (Mimusopa clengi.) e. wYl rum,

and 3TH smell. .

€faa mfn. Drinking spirits, f.fai, and HT to drink,

2TH aff.

aly n. (-H) The anas.

Hlaa m. (-W0 A boundary, a limit, a landmark, or mound, fltc.

serving to fix the limits of estates, Ac. ' A field. • ITie nape of

the peck.
4 The scrotum. B.faw to bind, T*faa Uu'fidi aff.;

also with the aff. TTH, or a final vowel, fem. form, Wfar.

HfaH m. (-WP) A aeparaiion of the hair on each side, so as to

leave a distinct tiue on tbe top of the head. mn. (-HTi-Ht)

The head. a. HiW«t limit, of the hair, and hot end, form irr.
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iffiTWEF m. f-wt) Ad infernal being. n. (-*) Red lead, a mark

with which is sometimes made along the division of the

hair. E. eh* added to tlie last.

f. A woman in general. ». the separation

of the hair, and Tf*T aff.

n. (-W) One of Use Satukarms, or a purificatory and

sacrificial ceremony, observed by women in the fourth, sixth,

or eighth month of their pregnancy, i. sifaM partition of the

hair, and arranging ; this forming an essential part of

the rite.

mfn. (.W:-WT-ii) Being parted or divided, e. xftw*!

used as a passive verb, jfTTW aff.

f. (-in) ' A boundary, a limit. ' A field. ' A bank, a shore.

* Rectitude, observance of due bounds in morals, be. * The

nape of the neck. • The scrotum, e. see tftwa.

vfwfETf n. ( T) A land or boundary mark. a. w^tt, and fsnr

mark.

m. (-^i) Litigation or dispute respecting bounda*

ries. t. wtET, and firETE' dispute.

dlw rtm m. (-XT) A tree serving as a boundary mark. a. tjtsrc,

and ret a tree.

^tstTOfal m, (-fbf:) The meeting of two boundaries. «, «t*rr,

and sjfaf junction.

*WtEr rn. (-EP) A kind of tree. e. to sound, and

Un'adi aff, xi changed to T* and that made long.

m. (-T:)
1 A plough. * The sun. c. fit to bind, Un'adi aff.

rw, and the vowel made long
;

also *tc.

m. (-«:) A porpoise, b. a plough, ET^ aff. of com*

parison.

qtCHlfsr m. Balad£va. a plough, and vnfsi

the hand.

m. (-^) Balarama. e. a plough, and xfa aff.

tffxvr n. (-if) Sewing, stitching, f. The frenum of the pre*

puce. k. fxw to sew, W* aff ; aiso

n. (-«!) Lead, k. fk to bind, f®"E aff, a binding, %T to

destroy, aff. ET.

^XFET n. (-») Lead. b. ie added to the last.

n.(-4> Lead.

m. (-et) The milk-hedge plant, (Euphorbia antiquorum,

Ac.) e. sft for fvni complete, and y*| a heap, from yfw to

collect, aff W*t, fofm irr.

^ r. 1 st cL (Ervfw) ' To bring forth, as young. * To possess

power. 1 To go : see ^ and E.

3 ind. A particle and prefix analogous to good, well, or the

Greek Em, and implying, reverence, worship, honour
;

* As-

sent; * Encreasc, prosperity; 4 Excess, exceeding; * Pain,

distress ;
* Pleasure, delight B. E to go, aff. y.

^ETEZETT £ ( -EfT) The Aloe plant e. ^ good or much, and

eteiet a thorn.

m (-« ) Psora, itch. a. ^ much, EW the same disease.

3ETC m. (-^:) ' The onion. * A yam- * A sort of grass, (Scir-

pus kyssoor.) * An esculent root, (Arum campanulaturo.)

E. q good, excellent, and Ef*E a root

(-*:) Au onion. «. * good, a root, and added.

mfn. * Easy, practicable, attainable. * Doing

well or becomingly, n. (-s!) Doing good to, charity, benevo-

lence. f. (-ETt) A tractable cow. b. ^ pleasure, V to raaks

or confer, WET aff

^jefrni f- (-an) A plant, (Salvinia cucullata.) B. n good, sp}

an ear, ETE aff. of comparison, and fcm. form.

^EPeR mfn. 1 Virtuous, good, acting virtuously,

doing what is right and fit * Active, diligent, m. ( -Eft)

1 The artist or architect of the gods- * One of the astro-

nomical Y6ga*. i. ^ good, act, action.

y^TEf tufn. (*tj:-En*xr) Liberal, both in giving and using, e. U
good, ETO to call, aff. EE.

E^Tfall m. (-ml) A bee. e. U good, ETTO a shrub, and aff

EpftfEn^ m. (*E?t) A progenitor of a particular class consider-

ed as those of the Sudra tribe. *. Q good, vrw time,Tf*l aff.

m. (-ET:) An onion ; also V4H4', Ac.

qywv; mfn. (-Vi-ET-Kt-*)- ' Soft, smooth, tender. • Youthful,

young, m. (-ET:) A variety of the sugar-cane. ‘ A sort of grain,

(Panicum coionum, &c.) * A wild kind of CAampek. 4 The

name of a DoUya. f. (-^rj
1 Double jasmine. ‘Great-flowered

jasmine. * The plantain. 4 The name of a river, a. ^ very,

exceedingly, fWTT soft, young.

mfn. (-WW) 1 Virtuous, pious. • Fortunate, well-fated.

e. well, WK who does.

vj?TrT mfn. (-ifi-WT-T!)
1 Virtuous, pious. * Befriended, assisted,

treated with kindness. 1 Fortunate, auspicious. 4 Done well,

properly, ably, Ac. n. (-if)
1
Virtue, moral merit. 1 Fortune,

auspiciousness. * Kindness, bounty, friendly aid or assistance.

4 Any kind or friendly act.
4 Reward, recompcnce, especially

heaven as the reward of virtue, s. % well, and inr made

or done,

UirfE f. (-fit:) ' Virtue, well-doing. * Kindness, acting in a

friendly or kindly manner. ' The practice of religious auste-

rities, Ac. r. ^ good, and yfir action.
‘

Ulrfin^ mfn, (-ift-firsfl-fw)
1 Fortunate, well-fated. ‘Virtuous,

pious, good. 1 Benign, benevolent.
4 Lcsrned, wise. a. Hint

suspiciousness, Ac. Tfr poiu. aff

f (-kft; A medicinal root, commonly Ktkirak&koli.

tjftrxn f. f-'ET) ' A good action, a good work ; a moral or religi-

ous observance, k. and firET act.

tjEl r. 10th cl, i^ETEftT) To make happy,

mfn. (-Wt-En- 1^)
1 Happy, joyful, delighted, ‘ Virtuous,

pious. * Easy, practicable, n. (-*)
1 Happiness, pleasure, de-

light, * Heaven, paradise. a Water, f. (-WT) The capital of

Varun'a. r ^ good, excellent, El an organ of sense.

tgETErc mfn. (-T £ -^T-x:)
1 Conferring happiness. ‘ Doing any

thing easily. ‘ Done easily, a, qs, and etc: who or what

makes.

EtETfW m. («E|;) A kind of weapon or staff with which S iva is

armed.

m. (-^:) An excellent horse, e. ^4 pleasure, to go,

aff. wvr.

^EiVV mfn. (-El:-Err-E}) Easily to be cut or destroyed. «,

and ry to be cut or cut off
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^WJTJT mfn. (-tr.-HT-W) ' Hnppv, Miking pleasure. * Born or

produced easily, r. and wrw born.

mfn. (-^-^T-X) Conferring or affording pleasure. &c.

f. (-TgT) A courtezan of Indra’s heaven, n. The seat of

Vi*bn/U. I. pleasure, to give, affa. and zrtr

^r<TTn f«(-^TT) A cow easily milked. e. ^pi (with) pleasure,

to be milked.

^WStiftTr mfn. Hoping or expecting happiness.

k. and nftr before 'iar to see, ir afT.

^WVTJt m. (-»:) Happiness, good fortune, t. and wtji share.

^Wttrfjnr mfn. (-jfVfa^l-far) Happy, delighted, a. ^vnrai, and

Tf*T aff.

mfn. (-ig:-^rM5) Easily broken or disunited, a. and

to be broken.

mfn. (-ipxft-*) Full or consisting of happiness, delight-

ful. e. Qir, and aff.

m. (*:) N*troo, altmli. ». ,jw plcsurc, iri (o iliine,

aff.

m. (-W:) Perfume for the mouth, r. pleasure, and

TTSPT perfuming
; also spiTT^T and *pnrT*nr.

n. (-if) Consciousness of pleasure, a. and

knowing.

f (-lP) A tractable and gentle cow, one easily milked,

a. see the next.

f. (-SHT) A tractable cow, one easily and quickly

milked. *. %m pleasure, before to milk, ^rw aff.
j

also with ant alT. •* above.

mfn. (-W'-WT-t®)
1 Easy of accomplishment or attain-

ment. • Easy of cure. * Easy to be discomfited, a. ^m, and

*TW to be broken.

ljW mfn. (-«:-*T-tf) Gratifying, agreeable to the touch or

feelings, a. and wifr touch.

^itarr m. (-*:) Steerga, the heaven of Ikura, and paradise of

the Hind**, f. pleasure, and a receptacle or

reservoir.

^JW*nrv m. (-¥*.) Anticipation or consciousness of pleasure,

a. and 'Tsth'R' perception.

^rT^f mfn. (-wir-wif-
-

*!) * Wishing well, friendly, attached.

1 Subversive of happiness, a. and sgm end.

m. An excellent and well-trained horse, a. ^
pleasure, and restrained.

^wrvnr m. (*W!) A good horse, a.^w pleasure, and ^rtTW going,

n. <m/c.(-4) For the sake of ease, happiness, 8cc. f. tjij,

and East on account of.

mfn. (-xff-f^Vf*;) Seeking or wishing for happiness,

a. tjar . and seeking.

m. (*^:) A deified teacher of the Bauddh<u.

mfn. Conferring pleasure, delighting, pleas-

ing. a. pleasure, before to convey, aff.

W* m. (-*:) ' Varun’a, deity of water. • A cucumber, (Cu-

cumis sativus.) • Eating with pleasure, feeding on dainties,

&c. e. pleasure. wsr to eat, aff.

^ptTR[Bt m. (-*:) The common cucumber, a. ^jwm the same,

and added.

o

mfn. (-W.'-WT-W) Seated or sitting at ease. a. ^l, and

ariFfl* seated.

^TTWR[ mfn. ' Well-flavoured. ' Delightful, agree-

able. m. (-g;:)
1 Enjoyment. * Flavour, a. and ^rar^

taste.

^JVITTT mfn. (-^-TT-S?) Conferring pleasure, agreeable, delight-

ful. a. ^ and WTV before to take, aff.

^fltw mfn. Happy, pleasant, possessing happi-

ness or pleasure, m. (-vft) A Vati or religious ascetic, a.

pleasure, if* po«. aff.

tlfwwrv m. (-Hj) A happy or contented disposition, a.

and *wr«r nature.

f. (-^T) Hope or desire of happiness. ‘*. and l^n
wish.

mfn. (-'ft-fMiYf^) Wishing well to, seeking another's

happiness, a. and ffw*r who wishes.

^TSTf A husband, k. pleasure, and a festivaL

m. (-ij:) Realization or occurrence of pleasure. I.

and arising.

mfn. (-^:-*h4) Yielding or leading to happiness or

pleasure, a. ^ai. and consequence.

ai%Taj mfn.(-H:-HT-lj) To be uttered easily or agreeably, a-

and •vjaj to be spoken.

mfn. (-% CMtf) Seated comfortably or at ease. a. ^pt,

and ’TufVl seated.

arinr^t^ mfn. (-tn:-tin-tB) Easy of access, a. and <a qqui to

be approached.

axwnt mfn. (-tf’-HT-lf) Celebrated, famous, a. tj. and %i w re-

nowned.

f. (-fv) Fame, celebrity, a. and wrfw fame.

^Jlt mfn. (-]l:-aiT*st) ' Graceful, elegant, going well or elegantly.

* Well rid of. ' Plain, intelligible. ‘ Easy of access, n. (-sf)

F®ces, ordure, a. ^ well, gorul, arvr to go, w aff.

mfn. (-*W) Counting well, a ready reckoner, or of easy

calculation, a. ^ well, easily, *ar to number, figr^aff.

mfn. (-VWMT) Easily or accurately calculated, e. -q, and

FrlVii counted.

^JHT mfn.(-lT:-FfT tf) * Passed, gone. • Well- bestowed, m.

A Bud'dha in general, one of the generic terms for a deified

sage, and teacher of the Baud'dha sect, a- well, and jht

gone or known, (by whom.)

mfn. Fragrant, sweet smelling, n. (-aj) ' Small

cummin seed. * A fragrant grass
; also qrw*. ' The blue lotua.

* Sanaa!, m. (-at:) ' Fragrance, odour. •Sulphur. 1 A sort

of A/orinda, * A trader, a dealer, f. (--aiT) ‘The ichneumon

plant. * Zcdoary, (Curcuma seVumbeL) • \ fragrant grass.
4 A sort of lime. * Holy basil, (Ocyramn sanctum.) • Jas-

mine, (of various sorts.) k. ® g°od, and Jt^f smelL

m. (-FT:) 1 Sulphur. * The orange. 1 A sort of gourd,

(Momordica mixta.) c. added to the last.

mfn. 1

Fr&arant, sweet-smelling. Virtuous,

pious, m. (-faj:)
1 A perfume, a fragrance. * A fragrant sort

of mango, n. (-fat)
1 A drug and perfume, commonly Ela-

baluka. * The root of long- pepper. • A fragrant grass, (Cy-
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perus rotundu*,) * Another sort, (Seirpuf kyssoor.) • Co-

riander seed. s. ^ good, well, smell, end T substituted

for the final.

m. (-W:) ' A large sort of rice. * Incense. • 8ulphur.

n. (.«; The white lotos, s. XL pleonasm, «r»t smell, BWatf.

;

also wrafanr.

m. (-W:) A sort of Ncrium with yellowish flowers,

f. (>wi) A plant, (Trigonella corniculata. b. ^Jlfas fragrant,

and f^ir flower.

^flfann t (-WT) Fragrance, pleasing scent, aueh as is produced

by the trituration of perfumes, s. fragrant, and iRfatf.

n. (-^) The root of the Andropogon muricatora.

f. (-an) Hasan, the ichneumon plant, b. Qflfar fragrant, and

^ar root

^jsfVl.faWI f. (-WT) The musk rat or shrew. *. fragrant,

and Kfrin a mouse. A
tjant mfn. (-W:-WT-sl) ' Accessible, good, (as a road.) 'Easy,

practicable. * Plain, intelligible. £. XL well, ready, and Bit

going.

^jnpr mfn. (-sr-ifMI) Thick, dose, impervious, f. (-WT) An

enclosure round a place of sacrifice, to exclude profane

access or sight. B. % well, much or thoroughly, BW to be

thick, yw aiT.

mfn. (Br-UT-fl) Secret, well hidden or kept secret, n. adv.

(-*) Secretly, privily. *. tj, *»»d Bf hidden.

*Bffc f* (*fin) Closeness, secrecy, b. u, and Bf* secrecy.

gJCT nt* (-WO The taylor bird, (Sylvia sutoria.) b. H handsome

or good, and XTf a house or nest.

mfn. (-w:-ill*Tl) ' Held fast or firmly, seised, grasped.

* Taken or applied properly or auspiciously, b. XL well, and

taken.

Qmftawnni ns. (-wi) An epithet of Yutmianr’aiR, and others,

whose names it is auspicious to invoke early in the morning.

B. H auspicious, and BTbYw taken, and WTWW a name.

iprpjj mfn, (-H Easily apprehensible, easy to be laid

hold of. &c. a. and yif to be taken.

mfn* (-V.-WI-tf) Handsome.necked, to. (-W*.)
1 One of the

horses of KiImm ai car.
1 A monkey king, the son of the

sun, and sovereign of KuhAmdkya, and friend and confederate

of R^wacoanora. • The father of the ninth Jma of the pre-

sent age.
9 S'iva.

9 Indra. • A goose. f A hero. • A piece

of water. * The name of a mountain. 19 A sort of weapou.

h The countenance of a friend.
11 A serpent of Pfudla. i. ^

handsome, and tftwr a neck.

nn (•**.) Rsms. b. the monkey king, snd TV lord.

TO mfn. (-Qt-W'V) Very weary. B. * very, fi to be weary,

off. W.

rofn.(-ir*WT-if)
1 Well contrived or devised, well arrang-

ed or managed* * Well joined #r united. * Brought into agree*

able contact, B. and wfarw contrived.

TOiK mfn. (-O-^T-T) Hideous, terrific, b. * very, *nc fearful,

m. (-W:) A pleasant sound. B. and fliB sound or cry.

m. (*^i) 1 The glomcrous fig tree. 9 A wise or learned

man.

'flWfVw mfn. (-lJ-wi'T?) ' Well conducted, well behaved. * WeD
managed or pursued, n. (-if) Good conduct, b. and 'Wfaf

gone, &c.

n. (-d) Good or virtuous course of life. f. (-WT) A virtuous

wife. a. good, and vjfrw custom.

^WTW rafo.(-W:-wt-«ff-W) * Very beautiful.
1 Pleasing, delight*

ful. b, % very, WTW lovely.

%bibww mfn. (-w;-Rrr*^) Melodious, mellifluous, a. ^pfrw, and

WX sound.

rn. (-:) A kingfisher, s. ^ much, variegated.

flfwvrw n. (-if) Deliberate consideration, a. and fwfh to

think, ggw aff.

f. (-wit) Due reflection or consideration, b. % and fawn

thinking.

Tfafarw mfn. (-ir-lfMt) Well weighed, weH considered, a. fi

well, fwfw to think, % aff.

frfav H ind. Very long, (a time.) t. H much, and fa*W long

time.

m. (-^j) A god, a divinity, b. \ very, fa* along

time, and BfiWW life.
•» -

f.( -<f1) A pair of nippers or tongs, Ac. a T well, to

cut, aff. w, and t#t* added.

^WBTW m. (-w**) Cloth or fine doth. e. XL excellent, cloth,

and added. ,

f. (-^t) The SatJej river.

qbtw mfn.(-wt-WT-if)
1 Virtuous, good, respectable. * Kind, bene-

volent. m. (-W:) The charioteer of Ihdba. e. XL good, and

BW person.

fipnPTT f (-WI)
1 Goodness, benevolence. • A number of respect-

able persons, r. and TtWf aff-

n. (-W) Kindness, benevolence, a W added to

Xprwrw mfn. (-Wrr-WTT-WO Legitimate, of respectable birth, s.

and WWTW birth.

*snr mfn. (-W.-WT-W) Having clear or sweet water, n. (-*)

Good water, b. X and water.

fiprfw mfn. (-flrt'fir-fii; Of a good tribe or species, k. ^ and

wrfrr tribe.

mfn. (-4:-Sr-4) 1 WeU-dig«at«l. * Decayed, woni out.

a. H and art— digested.

qafiran mfn. (-H:-WT-W) Li.ed well or to aome purpoie. » (-iff

A lucky or happy life. t. Q arell, Wlfkit living.

r. 10th cL niwflti
1 To diaregard, to doapiae. • To be low,

small, or shallow
;
al» ST-

m. (-IT:)
1 A son. • A prince, f. ( WT)

1 A daughter. • A plant,

(Hedyaarum alhagt.) a. w to bear or bring forth, aff. w,

TgtTTH ni (-at:) The father of a son. a. tnt to obtain, WW aff.

yttTW mfn. (-tr-m-if) WeU or easily known, a. and *nt

known.

vrw mfn. {-W:-w:-«dVw) Very thin or delicate, f. (-W: or ->«)

A woman, a. % cicelient, ipj thin.

m. (-qr:)
1 A hermit, an ascetic. * The tun. a. tj very,

profoundly, aia robgioua auatenty, or n m to heat, wPh

Un'idi aff.

Tn mfn. (-r-sr-i) Hot, very hot a. %. and im heated.
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jprqrv * Better, more excellently. * Consequently, of

course, x. tj good, and qqiq aff.

m. (-q:) The Coll or Indian cuckoo, r. q; much, nq to

hurt, aff. bt.

qvv m. (-qp)
1 A division of the lower regions, the sixth in de-

scent.
1 The basement or foundation of a large building (>)

x. q well, and irw deep, profound.

qWTff nifn. (-VPTTwVqV} Having children, m. (-qrv)
1 A

drinker of the Asclcpias juice. ' The father of a son. x. q»T,

and
t

qd tfif.l f. (-qT) The mother of seven children,

qvq^l f (-qt) A plant, (S&lvinia cucullata.) x. qq offspring,

and Swl a line.

qqqfT m. (.f:) Paternal affection, x. qq, and qhl affection.

^prPHW m. (-Wt) A grandson, f. (-wr) A grand-daughter, e. qq
a son, or qn a daughter, and VTWT a daughter,

qffrvwf f. (-an) A sort of tutelar goddess peculiar to tht-Varaoi.

qjflfqv mfn. (-*f-f#Vt-tf) Desirous of having a son. x. stir,

and qrfiv who seeks.

qfVw m. ( w-) A kind of gentian, (Gentiana cherayta.) * The

ooral tree. x. q very, fvw bitter, TV added,

qfwvm. (-ill) A father, one who has a son. f. (-ift) A mother,

the mother of a son. x. q?f, and xfv nff., fem. form.

mfn. W-^Sf) ’ Very sharp. • Very pungent.

•Acutely painful* A tree, (Hyperanthera morunga.)

x. q exceedingly, and iftqq? sharp, Itc.

qyr mfn. (-Ti-TT-T) Very lofty or tall. m. (-•*:) Tlie cocoanut

tree. x. q very, yr tall.

qirsrq mfn. (•vn>it:-v) J Very bright, splendid. • Potent,

m. (-arr:) One of the Jinos of the last age. x. q much,

$ara light or glory.

qttpqfq f. (-ftfi) Birth of a son. x. qq, and birth.

q*H f. (*WT) Religious bathing, s. n to bear, qpr aif., form irr.,

more usually tiVcji.

^wixrw m. (-HT) Indra. x. q good, qrto preserve, (the world,)

vfwv aff.
;
also QTrvq.

^RTW m. (-WT) A student who has performed his ablutions sub-

sequent, or according to some, preparatory to a sacrifice. *A
drinker of the Aaelepias juice. * An offerer of the same.

r. w to bring forth, fifqq aff, qqr augment

qqfq* m. (-*:) A sovereign of Vidcrbhc. f. (-qi) The wife of

DiLtrs. x. q very, qfqw clever.

qqW mfn. (-qv-qq*-**) Having handsome teeth, x. q hand-

some, and q;V for a tooth.

qqq mfn. (-W.-WJ-W) Well or properly given, x. q, and qq
given.

SV* in, (-wr:) An actor, a dancer, f. (-uft) The female elephant

of the N. W. quarter, x. q good, handsome, and qwi a tooth.

TT* mfn. (-V:-VT-V) Easy to be subdued, x. q, and qq taming,

mfn. < Wt-wi -H-M) Handsome, good looking, m. (-W:)
* Ike di.cn, of K aTs JI na> 1 Mount Men. 1 The rose-apple,

{Eugenia jambu.) * The father of the eighteenth Jawa pon-

tiff of the present era. ‘One of the nine SuiUtalai or
Bai.arau.i8 of the Jautat. • A rultnre. nf. (-Rf-ift) The city

] W
of Indra. f. (*wr) ' A dru*. * Order, command. A plant,

(Menispermum glabrum.) • A woman, a handsome woman.
r, q good, qqq sight or appearance.

qVT^i to- (J*l5) A follower of S&kya Muni, the teacher of the

Baud' dha*. *. q well, and qin tamed, (whose passion*).

qqj«qm. (-HT) *A cloud. • A mountain. • Imdra's elephant.

•The name of a cowherd * The sea. * A poor Brahman ruis*

ed to wealth and honours by KbTsrm'a. i. q good, excellent,

and qiq* a cord.

m. (-V:) A special gift, as alms to a student at his initf.

ation, a nuptial present, Ate. x. 9 auspicious, and qrq a gift.

q<H m. (*V) The Pdriyatra mountains, part of the VtndAya

range.

qfv ind. The light half of the lunar month.

n (-V) A fine day, fine weather. «. q, »nd fl^q a day.

*rqWTq n. ( q) A fine day. a. qfqq fair leather, and V? for

a day.

mfn. (-Vt-VT-T) Happy doily, passing pleasant days. t. q,
and fqv a day.

mfn. (-»**{ Very long, (in space or time.) r, u very,

and rls long.

tteluvni: f. (-mt) A plant, (Mursilia qnndrifolia).

mfn. <-y:-Tt-y) Very wicked, abamioned, a proflig.te,

*• * v«rj, ^Vl^fK bad.

U' 1” lnfn- ( Inaccessible, a. 5 and with W7V
before rt to mount, at aif.

^ a®1 * mfn. (-U: -XJT-li) Difficult to be overcome, a. 5 very

T” difficult to be conquered.

mfn Difficult to be beheld, t. ^very,
difficult to be seen.

mfn. (-x^xi ^ Difficult to be attained, unattainable,

impracticable, x. ^ very, y-qfq difficult.

mfn * Very arduous or painful, difficult to be
performed or attained, x, ^ very, srduous.

mfn. Very difficult e. very, ^aqr dif-

ficult.

rafn - q) Impassable, difficult to be passed or
crossed, x, q very, difficult, q to cross, aff.

mfn* (-qi-qt-q, Very difficult to be endured, x. ^
very, ^igq unendurable.

(-q:-qr-q) Very distant e. q very, and remote,
mfn. (*qq) Having handsome eyea. f. (.qq) A pretty

woman, x. 3 excellent, and TV sight

ST* mfn. ( »'.-«{-#) Solid, firm. n. arfv. (-J) Very hard or firm,

a. ^ very, and T? bard.

»'***•{ m. (-^1) ' An archer, a bowman. ' Vis waanw a, the
artist of the god, • A prince so named, a. q good, and

bow, qrvv substituted for the final.

Vrf m. (-qj) Ono of the pripcipsl disciples of SlehUvin, ths

last Jiao of the present age; he ayurived hi, master, and
the different ascetics or candidates for holiness a™ traced

from him in regular aucoesaioq
j none of the other ten disci,

plea of Meiarira haring left successors, f. (-«tff) A coun-

cil 0/ the gods. r. q excellent, end w*i rirtue.
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^pn^nf. (apr) The council or sasembly of the god*, m. (-v)

A man attentive to the proper maintenance of bis family.

a. fl excellent,W virtue, %fir^aff.

fl*T f. (-HT)
1 Nectar, the beverage of immortality and suste-

nance of the god*. * The nectar or honey of flowers. * Juice.

• Plaster, mortar. * A brick. * The Qaagra. ’ Water. * Light*

niug. • The milk-hedge plant, (Euphorbia nntiquonira, See.)

*• A plant, (Aletria Hyacinthoides.) " Emblic myrobalan.

Yellow myrobaJhn. e. fl pleasure, *1 to drink, or WT to

have, to support, (life,) ** and *r\affs.

flVtTJ m. (-1J:)
1 The moon. * Camphor, e. fl*T nectar, and

’aft} a ray of light, the moon being the supposed repository

of the beverage of the gods.

yiha?HB n. (-rg) Camphorated oil. a. flitu Camphor, and

mg oil.

flUnOi* n. (-*) A pearl, a. fl*TO the moon, and xm a jewel.

fl*twv: m. (-*:) The moon. a. flUT nectar, a mine.

^pTT m. (*Ti) The moon. e. fl*i nectar, and body or

substance.

flmsrtfRM m. (-#1) A bricklayer, a plasterer. b. qpn plaster,

and who live* by.

qsutfm mfn. (-Wt-rn-W) Whitc-washed, stuccoed, plastered,

e. fl*r, and wwfhnf whitened.

flUrwTT m. (-*j) The moon. a. fl*r nectar, and *TWiv; a recep-

tacle.

flRTfsrfe m. (-f*:) The moon. *. fl*T nectar, and fsrf* a re-

ceptacle.

fl^THifw m. (-fkf:) The divine physician, Doanwaxtari. r. fl*T

nectar, xnffl hand, bearing in his hands the beverage of im-

mortality.

flVTVR* a. (-W)
1 A stuccoed house. * The fifth Mukdrta or

hour after noon. R. fl*T, and *TTW mansion,

flamer m. (-**) A deity, an immortal, e. 9m nectar, vrw

to enjoy, aff. fflv.

flu:%f<f ra. (-firi)
1 Sacrifice, oblation. * The moon. *. fl*T

nectar, and stf* cherishing.

flWiir* mfn. (-w®: -*Vi|) * Made of plaster, he. * Consisting of

nectar, m. (-*:) A palace, a mansion, a brick or stone build-

ing. e. flUT mortar or a brick, and WW* aff.

flUrau m. (-V*> A shower of ambrosia* B. iV, andW rain.

flvru fs il m. (-4f)
1 A Buddha or deified sage of the Bauddha

religion. • Braeima. a. fl*T nectar, and raining.

m*Tff* f- (-ft :) A shower of ambrosia, e. **t, and if* rain.

fl*:*BT f. (-Wt) The uvula or aoft palate. . fl*r nectar or

water, * to distil, **^and

flWflfw m. ( fm) * The moon. * Sacrifice, oblation. * A lotus,

e. fl*l nectar, tflf* b^th, production,

flvrflp* tufn Shedding ambrosia, a. fl*T, and

what sheds. 4

flWTRv; m. (-TO Carlo's, the bird and vehicle of Vissv’tr.

b. fl*T nectar, and vt; who steals j having on one occasion

stolen the moon for the sake uf the Amrit which was to be

communicated to the serpent children of Kadbc, in consi-

deration of which his mother Virata was to be released

] ynft

from a state of servitude to Kadiu, the wife, as well as her-

self, of the sage Kas'yafa.

flRifl U m.(-flW) Gabud'a. b fl*T nectar, and fl* taking,

stealing
;

see the last.

flfwl* mf. (-f*:-f*:) An axe. a. fl well, fU to hold, ffcfl aff-
j

more correctly uf*f*.

m. (-vtftO * A Pa* (fit, a learned manor teacher. • An intel-

ligent person. . fl well, W to think, aff. flint,

fl^il^r m. (-wt) Duanwantari, the physician of Sung*.

f. (-IT) Chebulic myrobalan, (Terminalia chebula.) s fl*T

nectar, and *fl* produced.

fl*^ mfn. (-fluW(T-^) Pleasing, delighting, n* (-«*) The club

of Balarama. t (-^0 1 The goddess [Uma'. * A sort of pfg-

ment and drug: see ^Ttj**I. * A woman. * One of Uma"s

female companions. 1 A plant, (Aristolochia Indies.) r. fl

well, ihoroughly, *f< to please, aff. flfl.

flir* m. (.^.)
1 Policy. 1 Good conduct. >. g, and ^ to take,

**aff.

fluvpt m. ( an) A deer. f. (-AT) A woman, b. fl good, excellent,

and *** the eye.

flRTfl* m. (-*:) Zedoary, (Curcuma zerumbet.)

flinw m. (-*:) A mountain j part of the ranges of southern

fadia, personified as the son of Himalaya, and Mf*u. e. y

well, Wrfi? the navel.

m. (-tcO
1 The udder of a bitch. • The egg of a snake.

• A sparrow.

fl*TW* m. (-*:) A tree, (Seabana grmndiflora.)

flWi^t; m. (-X:) Indra. b. Xl good, excellent, srr^t^ the van of

an army, the leader of the celestial hosts ; also

^fsrtiT mfn. B«»ly restrained, k. and f*V%

confinement.

wfarft f- (*ft) Sound sleep. R.
'J.

anil fvn?T sleep.

^fsnew mfn. (-H»-WT*#> Very lonely or private, b. % and f*xw

lonely.

iad. Privately, very secretly, k. ^ and fr*c>nT pri-

vately.

mfn. (-Tft-iTT-W) W*ell observed or inspected, e. %.

and fawfurr seen.

mfn. (-if^-if!-#)
1 Ascertained, determined. • Com-

mended, approved, in. (-IT:) A deified sage, according to the

Jainaa or Baud'dkaa. b. Q well, thoroughly, and farfviT •

ascertained.

n. (-#) A potherb, (Marsilia quadrifolia.) a. ^ well,

f*TTO depression of spirits or drowsiness, ^PR aff.
j

also with-

out the final, ^fsTRRi.

^
rsTO mfn. (-IT-VT-lt) Burnished, a. XL well, thoroughly, and

fRTfl heated.

flirt* mfn. (.*:*m-if)
1 Well behaved. Politic, n. (-if) ' Good

conduct.
1 Policy, e. fl well, *1 to guide, * aff.

fliflfa f. (-f* :)
• Propriety of behaviour, good manners- * The

mother of Dabuva. a. fl good, excellent, and xftftr morals

or manners.

flift* mfn. (-^:-*T**) Virtuous, moral, good, of proper dispo-

sition or conduct e. fl well, to obtain, aff.
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vftw mfn. (-w:-¥lT-*f ) Very black or blue, dark. m. {-wO The

pomegranate tree. n.(-W) The root of the Andropogon muri-

catum. k. ft much, vlv blue or black,

ftvtft* (-! :)
* The blue shrike. • The emerald or sapphire.

a. Q very, xfTw blue or black, aff.

ft^* mfn. (-*:-KT or -fl-vf) Handsome, beautiful m. (-*i)Ka-

Madkva. f. (-ft;
1 A handsome woman. 1 A small timber tree,

(Heritiera minor.) * Turmeric. 4 A species of metre. «. ft

good, excellent, V to respect, aff. *TD or 3, with wfa to

moisten, aff. WTW*

mfn. ("TsT *nf1 "PT) Sacrificing, offering sacrifice, a. !W
to sacrifice, and VC aff.

mfn. (-fti-lTT-ft) Ripe, mature, m. (-ftf:) A sort of mango,

s. ft well, thoroughly, and Vft ripe,

ft!! ru (-si) The leaf of the Laurus cassia, a. Q good, and

*rc leaf.

ft!W to. {-*:) 1 A good road. * Good conduct, s. ft good, vfww

a road, aff.

g^ftpi m. (-WT:)
* A good road. • A country, &c. having good

roads, B. ft good, and *fvv a road.

ftRftT f. (-11) Orris root.

a. (-!*) Examining or trying well or thoroughly. K.
ft,

and trfiw! trying.

ftMtifwiT mfri. (-IfiWT-Tf) Well examined or tried, a. ft, and

10fin tried. v

ftMU m. (-'i
:)

' Garcd'a, the bird and vehicle of VtaBN’tr. • A
tree, (Cassia fistula.)

1 A cock. 4 A being of a superhuman

character, or GaRud a, and other birds of an equally fanciful

description
; one of those classes first created by the Brauma.

eh aas, and included in the daily presentation of water to

deceased ancestors, &c. f. (-Vi or <df) ' The mother of Ga-

RUHa. * A number of lutuacs, or a pool abounding with

them, ft handsome, and *! a leaf or feather,

ft<11! m. (-ft*.)
* A kind of Cassia, (C. fistula.) * A small tree,

(Ecbiles scholaris.) * A bird of superhuman character : see

the last. e. ft good,W a wing, and !~l added.

VT**!1 m. (-ft
1

:) Visun'c. *. Gabud'a, and srj

symbol.

ftqilft) ra. (-ftp.) A plant, (Mesua ferrea.) e. ftqdl Cassia, and

WTO appellation.

ftpffmi ra. (-ft:) Ga&ld a. a. ftq^f a name of ViNAttC, and

WW a son.

ft*w^ m. (-4t)
1 A god, a deity. * An arrow. • A bambu.

4 A lunar day, in which religious ceremonies are particular-

ly performed, as the new moon, and the eighth and the four-

teenth days of each fortnight.
4 Smoke, a. ft good or much,

and tpav a knot or joint

IW! mfn. (-*:-*T-i) * Extensive, vast ‘ Comprehensive.

* Well laid out, (as a palace with all sorts of buildings.) a. ft,

and vuim complete.

ftWlflpT mfn. (-W:-WT-Tf) Completely fled or run awsy. n. (-if)

A total rout or retreat a. ft, and !!ifqn fled.

ftViw m. (-!*)
1 An able or clever man. * A vessel of earthen

ware, Ac. a. ft good, and VI! a vessel.

ftVT^ mfn. (-WTW or VTft) Having a handsome tool. a- ft. and

VTft for VTg a foot.

ftVTW mfn. (-vp-WT-xi) Drinking well, easily, or deeply, a. ft

well, VT to drink, aff.

ftVT! m. ( -^:) The seventh Jinm or Ja'tma deified teacher of

the present era. t. ft good, vn£ side.

ftUF!! m. (-ft:)
1 The third Jino of the future era. The veined-

leaf fig, (Ficus venosa.) a. ! good, !Tft a side, ft! added.

n. (-if) Rubbing and kneading th€ hands and feet «. ft

pleasantly or intensely, *1w to pain, aff.

ftgft m. (-W:) An excellent son. *. ft, and gw a son.

ft^vj m. (-«fy
‘ The coral tree. * The Siritha tree, (Mimosa

Sirisht.) n. (*ft) Cloves, f. (uft)
4 The plantain. * A sort of

fennel, (Anethura sowa and panmoriam.) * A flower, (Clitw

ria ternatea, the while sort.) a. ft excellent, ge» a flower.

ftgV m. (-^:) A sort of lime or citron, a. ft well, and gx: what

is fall, (of seeds.)

m. (-W:) A tree, (Seabana grandiflora.)

ft* mfn. (-*:-*T-ll) ’ Sleeping, asleep. * Senselem, numbed,

n. (-d) Sleep, deep or sound sleep, a. ft! to sleep, H aff.. and

the semivowel changed to its congener.

ft*!

I

V! mfn. (-ft'-*ft-ft) Mischievous, murderous. a. ft*

asleep, and ftTHft killing.

ft*ftft ra. (-ft:) Midnight B. ft* asleep, and W! mankind,

ft*WTO n. (-wi) Dreaming, a dream, a. ft* asleep, and WTO

knowledge.

ft**Tft mfn. (-ftft) Benumbed, paralytic. E. ft*, and WW the

skin.

ftlfwWTW a. (-ft) A dream, dreaming, a. ft* sleeping, and fftftift

knowledge.

ftf* f- (ftp) * Sleep, sleeping. * Numbness, insensibility, para-

lysis. * Drowsiness, sleepiness.
4 TVust, confidence, a. ft!

to sleep, aff. fftfft.

ft*!rnr mfn. (-W-Wr-W)
1 Manifest, apparent Public, a. ft

very, XftTft apparent

ft*1wwr f. (-WT) Spirituous liquor.

ftxfwTT f. (-¥r) * Consecration, erection, (as of a temple or idoL)

* Fame. * A form of metre, a stanza of four lines, containing

five syllables each. e. ft and *f* intensitirea, WT to stay or

be, !! and XJ! aff*.

ftafftfft! mfn. (-Wi-WI-li)
1 Consecrated. • Celebrated, a. ft.

and vfitwr to consecrate, w aff.

ftwfil*WlW mfn. (-W:-WT-lf) Certain, ascertained, a. ft and xfh

before to bathe, ftr a£

ft*w1w mfn. (-!:-!!-¥) Well-made, handsome, m. (•¥:)
1 The

elephant of the north-east quarter. * Kamadbva. * S^iva. e. ft

handsome, y«^! form.

ft*W mfh. (-W:-Wr-W) Splendid, brilliant, glorious, m. (-w^) One

of the nine S'uJtloboiaa or Balaramas of the Joino*. t. ft

excellent or excessive, and *srr light, lustre.

ftVWTW xnfn. (-Wt-WT-W) Enlightened, a. and WW shining.

ft*^*l mfn. (-1¥-1VT-1V)
1 Joined, attached, closely connected or

in contact. * Well managed, as an instrument or weapon.

e. ft well, and wjft joined.
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XjaDTH m. (-1:)
1 Dexterity, expertness. # Contact, approxima-

tion. *. ^ well, *%fi junction.

^rutufwfxrn ra. (-nr:) A good archer, b. ^ well, aDra possess-

ing, managing, and fafirar on arrow.

3*arai mfn. (-ar-arrai! Easy of attainment « % well, *

before ara to get, Wsf off.

<[jq»rq m. (-a:) Eloquence, elegant discourse, speaking or dis-

coursing well. e. ^ well, and awra speaking.

mfn. (-'. -WT-n) Well-pleased, favouring, favourable,

m. (-T:,1 Kuvfias. a. well, and mjf pleased.

tjwi <_ mfn. Kind, complacent, auspicious, m (-\i)

S iva . k. well, good, and aarg favour.

5jara mfn. ( -ir-UT-W) Dawning finely, (as the day.) t. % UTffT

dawn, qq arf.

tgfini mfn. (.^:.^T-n) Agreeable, pleasant, liked, loved, m. (-v)

(In pTosody,) A foot of two short syllables, a Pyrrhic, i. <5,

and faa beloved.

mfn. (-JTt-%T-^) Bearing good fruit, (literally or figura-

tively.) m. (*W:)
1 The wood apple, (Feronia elephantium.)

The pomegranate. • Jujube. 4 A sort of bean, (Phaseolus

Mungo.) t (-HT) * Colocynth. * A pumpkin gourd. * The

plantain. * The brown grape, a. ^ good, nar fruit.

qi|sT n. (-a) Cuttle-fish bone. a. ^ good, froth or foam.

mfn. (-au:-aiT-af) Well-secured, having a good binding,

m. (-
,

as ) Sesamum. a. a, and aas binding.

®af% mfn. (-f^:-fl:-fi) Wise, clever, intelligent a. and af%

intellect

^%ta mfn. (-a***aT-a) * Easily taught. • Of easy apprehension,

m. (-a:)
1 Knowledge. Waking, B, a, and making

known.

HW%T*B m. (-W:) KjfRTiafivA. k. ^good, and mpar the Brahmani-

cal order, of whom he is the special guardian.

^aa mfn. (-*:-VT-u) 1 Pleasing to the eye, grateful to the sight.

• Beloved, liked. 1 Fortunate, auspicious, m. (*H:) * Boras.
1 The Asoca tree. • The Champac, (Michclia champaca.)

f. (-WT)
1 A woman beloved by her husband, a favorite wife.

* A respectable and auspicious mother. * A wild variety of

Arabian jasmine. 4 Turmeric. * Holy basil. • A shrub, (Hedy-

•arum Gangeticum.) a. ^ good, excellent, and v* fortune,

beauty, &o.

^praatr^fa mfn. (-nr:-grVgf) Become pleasant or agreeable.

I. ^aa, a to be, alT. *

m. (-W.) 'llie son of an auspicious mother, e. ^gwn as

above, and son.

IpHT mfn. (T:-TT-'#) Separating or dividing easily, m. (-:)

1’he cocoanut tree. e. and ar breaking.

m. (-*:) A champion, a warrior, x. and a* a war-

rior.

mfn. (*g:-gT-^) Propitious, auspicious, fortunate. ra.(-g:)A

name of Vishnu, f. (-*t) ' The sister of Jacann^th, whos?

image is worshipped with those of that deity, and his bro-

ther Balakama, and carried in procession with them in the

Hath YAtra, or annual movement of the car of Jaoamn^t’ 11 >

she is the wife of Aiuuna. ' A creeper, (Echites frutesceus.)

11 C

1 A plant, commonly Gkritamanda, r. q exceedingly, ag
auspicious.

tjwcm n. (-a) A car of the gods. m. (-at) A tree, (.Egle marme-

los.) B. aa added to the last.

f. (*>H) A plant and drug, commonly 7Vdy«md«a.
QH* it ra. (-a*-) A name of Abjufta. e. the sister of

J

acax-

nat'h, and lord.

^pn: mfn. (*^:-TT-tc) Heavily burthened. a. andsrc bearing.

^H«i m. (-at:) A tree, (Hyperanthera morunga.) b. a various

reading of tJVTTfW.

mfn. (-wi-lff-ii) ' Spoken well or eloquently. • Well,

spoken, speaking or discoursing well. n. (-if) Eloquence,

m. (-If:) A deified sage, according to the Banddhas. b. good,

excellent, aTaT speech, XTT^uff., or WTa to speak, iff. *.

^jfaaT f« (-afl) A tree, (Grislca tomcntosa.j B. fj well, fDa to

beg, or obtain by begging, aff. awf.

flata;a m. (-a ;
) The'Palaa tree, (Butea frondosa.)

m. (*a:) A name of KABTAvfxvA, as the eighth Ckakrarerti
,

or universal emperor, according to the Jainaa . e. tj good,

wfa land, domain.

mfn. (-m-WT-lt) Cherished, protected. *. ^ well, aa
nourished.

5PTK mfn. (-Br:-WT-Wl Much, exceeding, n. adv. (-a) Much,

excessive, e. tl insensitive prefix, and vnr much.

mfn. (-W:-WT-af) Desirable, fit to be enjoyed, e. Dm
enjoyment, m alT.

mfn. (-a:-^-^f)* Very fearful, terrific, t. <5, and

the same.

f. (-tf:ori£) A woman, b. <5 handsome, andYor ^*n

eyebrow.

n.(-if) A flower, e. ^ excellent, «tt the goddess Lakshmi
;

prized by her, fee.

:

see

^jaT*B mfn. (-ar:-arT-ar) Very fortunate or auspicious, f. (-an)

A plant, commonly GkrUdma^dd. e. very, srnf auspicious.

^aa mfn. (-a:-TTT*?f) Friendly, well or kindly disposed. 1. %
well, aa to mind, aff. at-

^nfa m. (-fa:)
1 The fifth J’tna or Jaina teacher of the present

era. * One of the Jainaa of the past era. f. (-fa) Friendship,

kindness, s. <5 good, and afa intelligence or understanding,

tja^ mfn. (*a:*V*^) Very drunk, mad, or empasaioned. b. a,

and a^ madness. *

f. (-an) An Apanraaor courtesan of Indba's heaven.

b. 15 much, a^ intoxication, and atvari a daughter.

mfn. ' Pleasant, gentle, soothing, (speech or

discourse.) 1 Sweet, saccharine. a. % very, and a>jr swreeL

fraara i f. (-aT) A woman with a handsome waist, x. w, and

aaja middle.

^jaw mfn. (-w:-aT-ir) Handsome, beautiful, m.(-sr) 1 Wheat.

The thorn-apple, (Datura metcl.) f. (-^T) Great-flowered

jasmine, b. ^ good, aa to think, aff. at^.

^aa ^ar m. (-v:) Elephant or wood-apple, (Feronia elephaa-

tium.) b. ^aaa a flower, and tsar fruit.

^jaaa( m. (-aiO
1 a god, an immortal. • A Pun dit, a learned man

or teacher. * A student of the f ’edna, and supplementary
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4 A plant, (Caeaalpinia Bonducella.) 1 Wheat. • The

Nitnb tree. ran. or /Viw. hut then always plur. eren

in the singular acceptation. (-W:) A flower in general. f.#o*g.

(-WT-) Great-flowered jasmine, a. ® well, excellent, to

think, alT.

®iTWTWt mfn. (‘V-Kf-X) Ornamented with or having flower*,

a. and Vt who ha*.

^pHtncsfs? n. (-W:) The pollen of a flower, r. a flower,

and tcar^dust.

mn. Very agreeable, pleasing, beautiful, &c.

a. and frilnTC grateful.

®nf»WW mfn. (-m-WT-lf) Well or wisely counselled, well-advised,

n. (-if) Wise counsel a. g, and wfwpf adviacd.

®nwr ra. (-WT:) A saint and legislator so named.

mfn. (-fTW-’flft TW) Very large or abundant, a. and

wm great.

m. (-*:) The father of the twentieth Jina of the present

era. f. (-WT) One of the wives of Dab'abat'ha, and the mother

of Laksduama. a. ^ good, and fsrw a friend.

(•«;)
1 Sagara, a* one of the Ckakravertu or emperors

of the /dinar. * The twentieth Jina of the present period.

*. ufww * proper name, and inborn.

^fSTWT^m. (-W) Lakhitmava.

mfn. (-®- WT ortil*) 'Pleasing, agreeable. 'Lovely,

handsome-faced, m. (-*:) 1 The son of Gajluo'a. * One of the

serpenta of Pdtdla .
4 A kind of potherb. 4 A Pandit , a

learned man or teacher. • Gan&s a. • Gaicd'a. n. (-^) The

mark or scratch of a finger nail. f. (-#1 ) A specie* of tbe

Truhlubh metre, f. (*WT or -<t) * A handsome woman. * A
mirror, a. 3 excellent, countenance.

nJ . ('^) Gabud'a. b. his son, and ^ producing,

mfn. Who or what binds well. a. u, ® to bind,

fTR\afr.

®ihP? mfn. (-Wfj-wn-W.) Sensible, intelligent, of good capacity

or understanding, f. (-WI:) Heart pea. a. 3 good, fcww appre-

hension.

*** mfn. (-Wt-W-W) Beit, excellent m. (-®0 * The sacred

mountain Mint

;

see ftx. * &'iva. a. ® excellent, fw to sbed

or scatter, (radiance,) W aff.

m. (-a|:) A chanter of hymns, a. a particular hymn,

used as a verb, ^ off.

fptraraOF m. (-RJ:) Zedoary, (Curcuma Zeruxnbet)

m. (-WC) A coqntry so named.

mfn. (-lT:-WMf) Well -governed or regulated, a. and
;

xjfwrw restrained.

m. (-w:)
1 A name of Visjik'u. * A prince, sovereign of

Kos'timbi • also named Vatsa. * A palace. 4 A mountain, x. ^
well, vpjWT the river, and ^w aff.

n. (-1) A well fought war or battle, a. 3. and Wf war.

®%TWW m. (-W:) A name of Dubyoooana, the chief of the A'iicn

family and confederates, t. ® well, or with pleasure, ww
to combat, aff.

V r - 6^ ^Mip-fif)
1 To possess supreme or superhuman power.

* To shine also

m. (.^t) * A god, a deity. • The sun. • A sa**, a learned

man. f. (-Tl-ft)
1 Spirituous liqoor in general personified:

also as a nymph, produced at the churning of the ocean.

* A drinking vessel. 4 A snake, b. w to possess power, Un'idi

aff. rw, or wx to be radiant, w affix, or ®TT wine (whose, that

falling to the share of the gods.) or ® excellent, ym to thine,

aff. ¥. Ac.

qtH mfn. (-W-WT-li) ' Deeply or well coloured or dyed.

• Deep red, crimson. 4 Strongly affected or impassioned,

a. 3 well, r® to dye, See., aff. if.

®Of® m. (-W:)
1 A variety of red chalk, that called golden.

4 A fruit tree, apparently a sort of mango, bearing a small

red fruit, r. very red, and added.

n. (-^) Taking good care of, protecting, preserving.

k. ®, and vww preserving.

®rf®w mfn. (-IT-WT-Tf) WeU-preaerved or protected, b. %
well, yfww preserved.

m. (-if:) A class or company of divinitid. e. and f®

a number.

m. (-W:) VatoAsrAwi, regent of Jupiter and preceptor of

the gods. a. ®r a deity, and xv spiritual preceptor.

m. <-Wt:) I.ndra, the ruler of v.®T a god,

and tmrwl leader.

m. (-T
4

.)
1 The orange. * Bright or good colour or dye;

n. (-#) ' Red sanders. 4 Vermilion, f. (-®T) A bule cut in a

wall to break into a house, Ac.
j
sec .

4 A fragrant grass,

(Cypcrus.)
4 Crystal, a ® well, and r® colour.

n. (-®) Red sender*. b. qrf good colour, and ® what

yields.

m. (- 7
J-.)

Red chalk, b. qn good or much colour,

and WTjJ & mineral.

fftfit m. (-w®) A house-breaker, s. a hole in a wall,

and wbi who joins or makes.

m. (»®J) 1’he jack-fruit tree. b. abundant farina,

and if® fruit.

f. (-ift) Night, t. ® well, the same.

m. (-7:) Bbahma. e.fr * deity, and elder.

in. (-H:) The betel -nut tree, (Areca faufel or catechu.)

a. ® well, and pleasing, affecting.

mfn. (-W:-in-ir) Compassionate, tender, n. (-if) Copulation,

coition, f. (-in) Godhead, divinity, b. q well, to sport

or play, aff. If ,
or a deity, and ITW aff of state or condition.

®rwiriB?t f (-4)) ' A female messenger, a go-between. 4 A

chaplet, a garland for the head. c. coition, and inw

tune, Ac., aff. tftw.

m. (*®:) The jewel worn by KaiBHH A on his breajt.

B. a deity, fll to please, VvT aff.

n. (-7)
A sort of Pine, (Pinua Devadaru.) x.iyc a deity,

and 777 wood.

f-( WT) The Gaxigtt of heaven, tqta god, and

^tfiffTT a pond or pool.

m. (-ip) An elephant of the goda, either that of Ikdba or

of either of the other rulers of tbe different quarters, b. a

god, and fpjr an elephanL
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in. (-fix) An Asar, an infernal beinp, the natural

enemy of the goda. r. tjy a deity, and ff"W *n enemy,

qrsif n>. (-W:) The Deodar Pine. e. %k, and Tft a tree.

n. (-«:) The rain bow. a. %r a god, and WWW a bow j

the bow of Ixoiu.

m. (-W:) Resin, turpentine, e, y a god, and ^w incense,

f. (-^i) The Ganges of heaven, a. a god, and w^t

a river.

^yfwarsiT f.(-WT)Thc Ganges, a. tgr a deity, and fwwnn a river,

f. (-WT) A river so named.

q^lfil m. (-fir*) Indea, ruler of Swergm, and sovereign of the

goda. t.ftt deity, and wfw master.

tgVWW n. (-^) Sky, heaven. *. ^y a deity, and trfgE a path.

n. (-W) A drug, probably a leaf, commonly called Machi

pern I, and described as pungent and bitter, anthelmintic,

stomachic, and a remover of phlegm and catarrh, a, a

deity, and ww a leaf.

^yyfdlWT f. (-WT) A tree, (Rouleria tinctoria.) a. ** fern, form

added to the last

«tsOr.(-Ot The capita) of Indea. i.yra god, and 3^ a city,

^yfww m. (-w.) ' Indea • Vbihasfati, the preceptor of the gods.

* The Elccocarpus. 1.^:1 deity, and fww beloved by.

mfn. (-fw:-fwt or lift-fw) ' Fragrant, sweet-smelling.

“Pleasing, beloved. • Friendly, a friend. ‘Celebrated, famous.
1 Wise, learned. • Handsome. * Good, virtuous, m. (-fag:)

• A fragrance, a perfume, a sweet-smelling substance. “ The
Michetia Champaca. • Nutmeg. 4 Spring. * The month
Chaitra, (March-April.) • Resin, f, ( fv or sft)

1 The gum
Olibanum tree, (Boswellia thurifera.) Mara, a sort of

drug and perfume. • One of the divine Matrie. 4 A cow.
1 A fabulous cow, the cow of plenty, granting every wish.
4 Spirituous liquor. T The earth. ' A holy basil. • Jasmine,

of several sorts, n. ( fit) • Gold. * Sulphur, t- 3 well, excel-

lently, yw to begin, WW aff.

^jrfintfAt mfn. (-f?|:-faf:-fhr) Fragrant, sweet-smelling, k.

fragrant, WW smell, y substituted for the final

mfn. (-Ws-TfMD Perfumed, rendered fragraut. a. ^tf»T,

and alf •

n. {"Wir) Large cardamoms, a. ^vfw fragrant, ww
bark.

n. (-^) The Lauras Cassia, or its bark. a. jjyfVt fra-

grant, and wwtw bark.

^yfawrw ra. (-W-) Kama. e. ^jyfw a fragrance, a flower, and

WTW an arrow.

^yfwwWT f. (-WT) The gum Olibanum tree, a.yjrfit a fragrance,

and Wv wbat distils.

^nfrirwr f. ( V) The rose-apple, (Eugenia jarabu.) a. ^cvft

fragrant, and spit leaved.

flOiHW I f. (-Wl) The gum Olibanum tree, ( Boswellia thurifera.)

*• fragrant, yw juice, *TW added.

^yww n (-w) T he condition of a deity, deification, apotheosis,

a. uy, and tjw becoming.

^piw m. (-fy;) A WsAi, or sago of divine order, esNa'rsua, &c.

a. ^ a deity, and a saint.

^ywn f. (-WT)
1 The Ganges, • Another river so named, a. ^y

a deity, and %T to get or have, aff*. vv and WTW.

gtihw m. (wn) Swerga, the heaven of Ixdea, and resident*

of the celestials, e. vjr a deity, and otw world.

n. (4&j Heaven, sky, ether, atmosphere, a. ^y a divi-

nity, and WWW a road.

^rfvfky m. ( ffWi An Asnr, a titan, e. qjy, and fwfyw foe.

^yvfcw m. (-yt) An Asury an infernal spirit, a. qjy a fc‘ 1ty,

and wftw an enemy.

(jtM m. (-w:) An Asur, an infernal spirit, k. wy a deity, and

WW an enemy.

V7J mfn. (-W:-WT*W) 4 Sweet. * Well-flavoured, sapid, juicy.

“ Elegant, (as a composition.) m. (-w :

) A plant, (Vitos

trifolia.) nf. (-sf-WT) Holy basil f. (-Wf)
1 Tlie mother of

the Sagas. * A plant, commonly Hasan, a kind of Ophior-

rhiza, (Ophiorrhiza mangos.) * A sort of fennel, (Anethum

sown.) 4 The moon-plant, (Asclepias acid a.) * A name of

Deacs. 4 A species of the Aiidkrtii metre, n. (-W) 1 Gum
myrrh. “ Cwwia bark. 4 Fragrant grass, a. 9 excellent, yw
juice or flavour.

^rwy m. (•
a

g
!
i) A company, a number of gods. b. yjr, and V|*

a troop, &c.

tHWUW n. (-U) Stcerga, the heaven of Inpea. e. ^y a deity,

and WWW a dwelling.

^ywfhfw f. (-flit) An assemblage of the gods. k. gy, and wfhfw

assembling.

ypCWfcW f- (*ftw) The Ganges. «. %r a deity, and wfVw a river,

m. (-*; ) A class of eight plants, the Vitex trifulia, acid

Asclepias, &c. a. <Qrwr a juicy plant, and w? eight.

f (*aji) The river Ganges. i.^a deity, and faar a

river.

f. (-€1) * An Apsara or courtesan of heaven. * A name

of DuegX. 1. (p; a deity, and u beauty.

^vTury m. (-y:) The cocoanut tree. b. flyr vinous spirit or

Toddy, and wy what makeB.

^yiTWf f. (-WT) An Apsara or courtesan of heaven, a nymph,

a sylph, a fairy, a, a deity, and WTWT a female.

rn. (-si:) Vehubpati, regent of Jupitbr, and preceptor

of the gods. s. ^y a deity, and wrwrai a spiritual teacher,

^rrarw m. (-wr:) A plant, (Eclipt* prostrata.)

^rrai m. (*tW7) A divinity. *. q particle of eminence, yjw to

shine, aff. wrw and

qiynftw m. (-W0 A distiller, a. ^yr, and WlWlw livelihood,

^ynftfir^ tn. (-wt) A distiller, e. ^yT spirits, and who

lives by.

wyrfw f. (.fwj) A fine night, s. W. and yrf^ night.

^yifww m. (-Wi) Ind«a. a. Wy, and chief.

tgyT^iet ti. (-wi) A tavern flag or sign. k. v:*, and VW a flag.

^jyt<* mfn. (-W:-Wl-W) Drinking spirits. (-W:*WT-W) 4 Wise.

* Pleasant, agreeable. “ Preserving spirits, a. *yr vinous

liquor, or qr » deity, WI to drink or cherish, with|or without

the prefix WTW, and WW(. or w aff.

^yiwwr f. (-JTI) The Ganges. «.q^ » deity, and a

river.
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TTTTTW m. pfu. (««|:> The inhabitants of eastern India a. t*7

vinous liquor, and TTW drinking
;
the final changed to W.

THTTW n. 1 Drinking spirituous liquors. * Eating any

thing to excite thirst and promote drinking, a. ^7 spirits,

and trnT drinking.

TTlfaw mf«* Drinking wine. a. and TT to

drink, fwfw aff.

Thrift* mf. (-Tt-WT-lf) Drinking wine. a. t^T and Kfar drunk.

irnni m. (-H0 Yeast, b *rni. e. spirit?, and Km a part.

TTnrrww n. (-ail A wine cup. a. and x?n»W a vessel.

m. (-ng:) The upper part or froth of vinous liquor during

fermentation, yeast, barm, a wine, and sr*? scum.

TKlPc m. (-fti)
1 An sdsur, an infernal being opposed to the

gods. * A sprite, a goblin, a Pisueka or Yakska. 'The chirp

of the cricket, a. qe a deity, and Tfr an enemy.

n. (-sf) Worshipping, a. and TWW worshipping.

VNF n. (-4) Gold. a. TT a god, and worthy.

m. (-Ti) • The sacred mountain Mint, tbe extremity of

the world's axis, and residence of the gods. 1 Sirtrga or

paradise. • A tavern, a. a deity, or TTf spirituous liquor,

and ttww abode.

m - (*W :
) ^ country on the western side of India, Surat.

a. IQ good, and try district.

fcA'lfc* «*f- (-W-WF) A fragrant earth, ra. (-Tt) ' A sort of bean,

a black variety of the Phaseolus Mungo. 1 A kind of poison.

*» Surat, and m born or produced.

VtW n* (•*> Spirituous liquor, the produce of rapid distilla-

tion. a. t’T* and wrrww spirits.

n. (-#) A kind of Pine, (Pinus Devadaru.) r. ijr a deity,

and Trr appellation
; being generally called the tree or

timber of the gods, or also ttttvj. Ac.

m. (-TO A tree, (Hyperanthera morunga.) f. (-fT) A hole

made under ground, or through the walls of a building, for

military or felonious purposes ; a mine, a breach, Ac. e. %
well, T* to be intent on, aff. agar, and T substituted for the

radical vowel.

m- (*fT0 A house-breaker, a. t*TT a hole in the wall,

and Tff a snake.

T^ar rafn. (-RT-WT-T) Sick, unwell, a. t much, afar sick.

tja? mfn. (-¥:-»!*#) Prominent, standing well up or out.

k. t* and as® ascended.

tgTTl mfn. (-xr*TT or ' Handsome, well-formed. • Wise,

learned, a. y excellent, and WT form.

TWTW m- (*T0 A horse of tbe colour of an ass. a 3 well, tt
to mount,^ a ff.

T?wj m.(-T-) VrThabpati, teacher of the gods. a. a deity,

ami T’B a preceptor.

m. (-^T) A »wne of Ikdra. k. tt a deity, and X**
chief.

T*WEt«iwm. ( Dr*D Garod’a. b Ikdra, and fanr victor ;

having beaten off that deity, when pursued by him to reco-

ver the nectar which Gahktd'

a

bad stolen.

m. (-TO The heaven of Ikdra. e. and £TW a
region.

%

n. (
Tin. a. t well, to sound, aff.

9^1 m. (-*:) A sort of betel-nut tree, (Areca gracilis or tri-

andra.)

no. (-T:) S'iva, or a personification of him, especially as

one of the eleven Rudrat. f. (-^) ' The Gnawer of heaven.

• A name of Dorca. a ^ » deity, and ^TT lord.

m. (-T :
)

* A tree, (Sesbana grandifloro.) 1 The Sal tree.

1 A kind of Punnag or Rottlcria. f. (-TI) The moon-plant,

(Ascleptas acida.) a. %r_ a deity, and It wished.

TT inf. (-TtO An opulent person. a. T very, T wealth.

m. (-Tt) 'The sun. r. T’C a deity, and TWW best.

m. (-T:
)
Sandal wood, t.^rt deity, and TUT excellent.

ra - Mp) The sea of spirituous liquor, a. wine, and

THf water.
,

T*nv* n (-sf) Ascertaining, determining, f. (-an) One of Durgas

female companions, a. 3 good, wrww a mark.

Tarfr* mfn. (-w:-wr-T) Well-determined or ascertained, a.

and wfarw marked.

Tint mfn. (-s?:-WT-W) Easy, feasible, attainable, of easy acquisi-

tion or attainment, not didicult to be obtained or effected.

b. q; ready, and acquiring; opposed to or

difficult

mfn, ( iP-TT-ri) ' Sporting gracefully. * Pleased,

happy, n. ado. (-if) Delightedly, easily, a. t. *od Tfrn
sported.

mfn. (-w-TT-*’; Fine-eyed. m. (-T*.)
1 A deer. • Doa-

vooiJANA. f. (-TT) A handsome woman, r. % excellent, and

iffTT an eye.

n. (-t> Brass, a. t g°cd, #rT iron, and added.

mfn. (-m-m or frwl-w) Very red. f. (-ifl) One of the

seven tongues of Agni or fire, e, T v®ry» TffTff red.

qs n. ( -wj Eloquence, speaking well or elegantly, a. <3 good,

and speech.

TT^vj mfn. (-TT--TT:-tO Speaking much, and eloquently or

well. S» T good, and nq speech.

T*Pt m. f-T:> 1 Tie sun. * Fire. 1 The moon, a. w to produce,

UnAdi aJT.

TlTT mf. (-^TT-f^TT) Natron, alkali. «. t well, T’i to shine,

aff. wm;

f. (*VT)
1 A wife of the sun. * Linseed, (Linura utilatis-

simum.) m. (-TO A country so named. a« T well, to

shine, *ff-

T*rw mfn. (-Wi-WT-W) ' Of a good tribe or caste. * Brilliant,

bright. * Of a good colour, n. (-#; ' Gold. * A sort of «Soa-

dal wood. a A kind of red chalk or ochre, 4 Wealth, proper-

ty. *A flower, (Mesua ferrea.) mn. A weight of gold,

equal to sixteen Mutkos, which at five Pettis to each Miska

makes the Sutern'a equal to about 175 grains Troy. ra. (-W:)

' A tree, (Cassia fistula.)
1 A sort of sacrifice, f. (-KU) 1 Aloe

wood, the black kind. * Turmeric. * A bitter gourd, (Co-

locynth.)
4 Sida, (Cordifolia, &c.) a. g excellent, WW tribe

or colour, &c.

m. (-TO A tree, (Cassia fistula.) n. (-TJ Lead,

added to the last.
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f. (*4Y) A sort of plantain bearing a blight yellow

fruit, f- gold, and the plantain.

^fiya* m. (*^T) A goldsmith, x. ^rw. and nrvy who makes.

qxk<TT m. (-*:) A goldsmith. i. ^rtf gold, and VTC a

workman.

m. (-WW) A goldsmith, I. tjW gold, and fTI^ who

makes.

^pnfafknr n. (M) (In arithmetic,) Allegation medial. a. *vr.

and irffcitr calculation.

gqwnfkv n. (-*) A variety of red chalk, a sort of ochre, e.

gold, and Jifr* red chalk.

m. (-^:) A stealer of gold. b. gold, and

theft.

f. (-^1 ) Yellow jasmine, a. gold, and vjvft

jasmine.

IVlUlmfn. ' Golden, having or being of gold.

• Beautiful, handsome. t»d. (-wrr) Like gold. a. 51tw, and

Wifk or aff.

f, (-wi) Turmeric. gold, and aa colour.

g*wfk*J m. (-^:) Viswu'o. x. gold, and fk«* a dot

or spot.

n. (-11) Stealing gold. x. and theft.

|WlH m. (-V) A flower, (Mesua ferrea.) *. ^prw gold, and

^TTOT appellation.

jprfil f. (-fw:-lft) A shrub, (Semitula anthelmintica.) *. ^
excellent, and a stalk.

jpv mfn. (-W:) What covers or clothes well. 1. tg, tr^ to clothe,

flPt aff.

m. (-*!:) The day of full moon in the month Chaitra
,
a

festival in honour of Kamadbva. s. g well, spring;

being in March-April.

m. (-W:)
1 A large creeper, (Gartnera racemosa.) • A

festival in honour of Kamau£va in the month of Ckaitra. t, $
excellent, the spring, and tfij added.

^TT mfn. (-V-TT ^i ' Bearing or conveying well or pleasantly.

• Pleasant of burthen, to be borne with pleasure. • Patient,

enduring, f. (-*T)
1 A flower, (Xyctantbcs tristis.) • A shrub,

(Mimosa octaudra.) • Ra*an, conjectured to be the ichneu-

mon plant. (Ophiorrhyzn mangos.) 4 A acandent shrub, (Cissu*

pedata.) • The gum Olibanum tree, (Boswellia thurifera.)

• A f 'ind, or lute. * A medicinal plant, commonly Tcbri,

(Convolvulus turpeihum.) x. tj well, much, or pleasantly,

and wvr bearing.

ra. 1 A pleasant or reputable dwelling. • An agree-

able perfume, x. ^ good, and wn? abode, &c.

tjs 1 Tvi mfn. (-€Yfkkt-fo) Dwelling in a comfortable or re-

spectable abode, f. (-xft) A woman married or unmarried,

residing in her father's house, e. ^ well, TW abode, xfk
and VW aff*.

UfVwn m. (-*:) Prowess, valour, e. and fkfflf power.

ra. (-Wt;) A hero. n. (-wfy Heroism, prowess, x. ^ and

f<nrr*l valiant.

mfn V-*) Very clever. •». and intel-

ligent.

^fkviT m. (-tp) Deliberate or due consideration, b. and

finin' consideration.

mfn. (-TT-TTT-Trj Well-weighed, deliberately consi-

dered. *. |j. and fSpgrf*7r considered.

HfkfipT mfn. (-nt-WT-lf) Well-known or understood, e. well.

fkfiOT known.

m. A Pandit , a learned man. f. (-fir^l A shrewd

or clever woman, t. ^ well, fk^ to know, aff. fir*.

m, (-^:) An attendant on the women's apartments, i.

well, fk^ to know, aff. W ;
also ^T?W^.

Qfk^Tr m. (-**.) A king. x. ^fk^ a Pan'dit, wtt to associate

with, aff. fWHr

^fk^B mfn. ( xr-WT-kj Related, of kin, a kinsman, fltc. 1.^5

well, fk* to know, ^^Un'adi aff.

n. (-*) A haram, a seraglio, f. (-WT) A woman, b.

a king, xsr to be or have, aff. form irr.

^jfkw mfn. (.n:-HT-k> Of a good kind, in a good or easy way.

n. (-if) Easily, b. tj, and fk* kind.

Tjfkfil m. (-fitt) The ninth Jaina deified teacher of the present

age. x. % good, and fkfk a precept,

gfkwftr mfn.(-1f.-lT[-li) Well-trained, properly behaved, f. (-TIT)

A tractable cow. x ^ exceeding, and fkvfYff well-behaved.

^k*X»4 mfn. Easily fusible, liquefying, it, u and fk

before xjt to melt, aff.

mfn. Trusty, confidential, k. u, and fklTO

trusted in.

^jfk^rc; n. adv. (-T) Fully, at length, b. and fkWK expansion.

mfn. (-xr-wi-xJ) * Well spread or laid out. • Very

broad, e. %, and fxrkitw spread,

q'ftrv n. (-Xf.i A collyrium, prepared from the Amomura an-

thorhizon. e. >(| well, kite power, efficacy, and added.

qkfcm n. (-w) Sour rice-gruel, b. ^ very, essence, WW sour.

Sftea n. (-s5 )

1 Great vigour. * The fruit of the jujube, f. (-t&)

Wild cotton. 1. ^ good, and wtm essence,

vi mfn. (-H: viT-vi;
1 Virtuous, gtrod. * Well or handsomely

round, c. and VVI practised, &c.

mfn. (•Wt-«T-,li)
1 Bowed, beat, stooping. ‘Tamed, hum-

ble, quiet, m. (-wr:) A mountain
;

also called Tribut e, s

well, and kw to move or shake, aff.

^jkif mfn. Well-dressed, b. and fn attire; also

mfn. (-kt-fkx6^-fk) Well-dressed, ornamented, decorated,

x. ^ excellent, kx ornament, decoration, Tfw poss. aff.

mfn. (-W-W-li) Plain, manifest, n. adv. (-1B) Evidently,

clearly, x. and «m manifested.

mfn. Dispersed, x. and scattered,

mfn. (-Tf:-in-W; Virtuous, strict, rigidly observing any

religious vow or obligation, m. (-If:)
1 The twentieth Jina

of the present age
;

also named Munitnvrata. 9 One of the

Jaina* of the future era. * The religious student, f. (-TTT)

1 The mother of the fifteenth Jaina of the present age. * A

cow easily milked, one of a tractable and gentle disposition*

* A virtuous wife. x. 9 well, good, wtr a vow.

mfn. Easily made or done. b. 5. and able.

11 D

I
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^iCW^mfn. (-W Exquisitely happy, m. (-W) The name

of a prince. R. Q exceeding, pleasure.

jjWTft f. (-fffy
J A kind of gourd, (Momordira charantia.) • A

sort of apice, (Nigella Indica.) e. ^ well. ir* to go, aff.

and VYUj also %wf\, ^J*nrY, &c.

mfn, (-Ip-lfT-lU Well-governed, a. and info* go-

verned.

m. (K) Aosii or fire. e. U handsome, and fwvr a crest.

H mfn. (^P-^T:-K0 Having a fine bead. a. and fwT^,

head.

^lfr*T mfn. (-IT-WT-W) Very cold or cooling, n. (-11) A yellow

fragrant sort of Sandal wood. a. M very, fftw cold.

^piSYtTer mfn. Very cold or ending, frigid, freezing,

n. (-if) A fragrant sort of grass ;
also e. ^ very, Ittma

cold*

^ItYh mfn. (-fT-uT-sij Cold, frigid, m, (-ir-) Cold, coldness,

z. vj much, 19 to go, a(T. irn, more usually read ijxrtvr.

mfn. (-•:-un-^i) Well-disposed, of good temper or dis-

position. f. (-tgT)The wife of Yama. e. sj well, and lliYt!

nature.

^pfWiTT f. (-1H) Natural amiability, excellence of temper or dis-

position. e. itl added to the lost, also n. (-ai).

**tf**T f. (-VT) A sort of yam.

tl’HfT mfn. (-lf:-TTT-lf)
1 Well.heard. 'Versed in the Vedas, b. v?

well, nw heard.

mfn. (-V-TT-Ty Closely united or adhering to. a. n, and

f^¥ united.

m. (•!:) ‘ Close or intimate union. * A close embrace,

s. v?, and embrace.

JJUT infn. ( n:-wr-i?) ' Beautiful, handsome, pleasing. 'Same,

even, all. f. (-*u)
1 Exquisite beauty. ' A period of time pe-

culiar to the Jainiu, the second division or Ara of a large pe-

riod, containing six such portions, and that in which steady

happiness is enjoyed by mankind : (the word however more

usually occurs written ipasn, as derived fromW pleasure.)

1. w handsome, 1TR even, all, and the K changed uftcr this

particle. 1

f. (.ft) ' A sort of gourd, (Momordica charantia.) * Black

cumin-seed, generally confounded with Kato*ji, (Nigella

Indies.) * Cumin-seed. a. <1 well, v to send or direct, atT.

fern. aiT. «Yv; also &c.

gaiitw mfn. Sweet or kindly spoken, a. and^TSTR

calming.

f. (-fw:) ' A hole. ' Drying. • A tubcor pipe. b. k substi-

tuted for see ufw.

jjfag mfn. (-r-*M?) Perforated, pierced, n. (*^)
1 A hole. ' A

wind instrument, f. (-*!) Noli, a perfume, m. (-*:) Fire. a. »f

substituted for K : see Ijfaf..

mfn. (-n;-stT-ij) ' Cold, frigid. • Pleasant, agreeable, m.

(*H:)
1 Cold. * A sort of snake. ' The moon gem. 1. g well,

a limit
;
ulso read *fwiT and ijxftu.

mfn. <-H:-HT-lf) Fast asleep, a. ij well, «r*T to sleep, aff. n
f. (-fit:) Deep sleep, profound repose, entire insensibility,

a. M well, ^ to sleep, fifif aff.

mfn. Wishing to sleep, a. wp*» to sleep, dcaid.

t„ ^5 aff.

tjvW m. (-M:)
1 A fruit, (Carissa Carondas.) 1 Vibhn'u. • The

physician of the monkey chief ScaafvA. * A cane or reed, the

ratan. f. (-<Y) A plant, commonly Teliri, (Convolvulus tur-

pethum.) 1. excellent, iiwT a host or cluster.

f. (-VO Black Tdiri, (Convolvulus turpelhum.) a. fa
added to the last.

U* i»d. ‘ Much, very much. ' Well, excellent, a. ij well, VIT

to stay, aff "gf.

tflfl n. ( Xj? 1 A rope, a cord.

mfu. (-if-WT-li) ' Dressed, seasoned, prepared with

condiments, sauces, &c. • Entirely perfected, very highly

finished, &c. a. 9 well, *S«r« made perfect.

YFffijrw mfn. (-WMrwr) ' Well situated or placed. * Being or

doing well. ' Circumscribed, well defined, x. «r and KH[before

1ST to Blay, V aff.

VVVff mfn. (-ii:-in*ir) Well compacted or united, well knit,

a W. and VfH collected.

mfn. ( V.-in*lf) ' Well kept or preserved. • Well

abridged, a. V, and snnfY* taken.

^nrt f. (•‘wYj A sort of pungent seed, either a black species of

cumin-seed or the Nigella Indica : see

f. (-«r^ or aqnrj Fortune, prosperity, a. tj good, and

prosperity.

mfn. (-V-VT-V) 1 Eusily borne or suffered. * Bearing or

enduring well. a. ^ well, and HK suffering.

m. (-**.) A sort of K'hnyar, (Mimosa catechu.) a. Wgood,

VfT essence.

gmtiw U. (-T1I) Crystal, a. v excellent, WIT essence, iTTfu aff.

f. (-HT) The mother of the sixth Jaina teacher,

mfn. (-Wi-HI-lt) ‘ Assiduously served or attended upon.

9 Much addicted to. a. V, and .served.

mfu. ‘ Well, healthy. # Happy, faring or

living well. a. *7 well, and xjj being.

f. (-WT)
1 Health. * Welfare, happiness, a. being well,

wwaff. of condition.

mfn. Setting at rest, appeasing, consoling,

a. being well, used as a verb, KM aff.

^ft3T?T mfn. (-ir:-l|T-li)
1 Living well or happily. Being well,

in health or condition, a. 1?. and flfiTr who or what stays in.

f- (-fili)
1 Well being, welfare. • Health, convalescence,

a. and fvfH staying.

^ftcr mfn. (-^:-^T-^) 1 Firm, steady, stable.. * Resolute, cool,

a. *j well, and f^jn: steady.

mfn. (-^:-WT-ui) Wishing or trying to recollect.

b. W to remember, desid. v., aff

n. (-if) A lucky or good dream, a. and KM a dream,

mfn. ( Tf:-in-li) Well bathed, m. (-if.) A student, who

has performed his ablutions preparatory or subsequent to a

sacrifice, a. *T auspiciously, ^fnr bathed.

mfn. Smiling, f. (-in) A woman with a pleas-

ing or smiling countenance, a. well, pleasant, and fviT

smiling.
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^ir^TWK mfo. (-w:.WT-si) Having a cheerful smiling face. x. ^
V*? laughing, *Txrn face,

^*fal m. (-fap) One of the ten persona called Ptlrbadharaa by

the Jtiin at.

^faw mfu. (-ir-TTT-lt) ' Satiate, satisfied.
1
Fit, right, suitable.

• Kindly, friendly, f.(-lli) One of the tongues of Acni or fire,

a. ij well, fa* placed, Ac.

mfn. { -*:-*!-*) Friendly, cordial, kind. B. n\TV a friend,

ItOT aff.

f. (-Hi) Friendship, affection, e. qpf*. and WW aff. ;
also

«T"i-

m. orqpr) ' ^ friend. * An ally. e. sr good, kind,

heart.

®fi»* (-*:-*T*si) Good hearted, b. * excellent, *** the

heart.

n. (*#) The army of an ally. a. and **i an army.

m. ( *:) The separation of friends. *. audits;

division.

V f- (V*.)
1 Sending, ordering, dispatching.

1 Bearing, parturi-

tion. x. ^to bear or send, aff.

qt* m. ( m) ' Air, wind. ' An arrow. * A lotus, b. * to bring

forth, f«T> affix, and *r* added.

Sg*s: m. (-^)
1 A lu>g. * A potter.

1 A sort of deer, (the hog deer.)

f. (-tli A sort of moss, (Lycopodium imbricatum.) a. * sub-

all luted for K ; see Tj'ar.

mfn. (*ir.'1VT-1V) "'ell or properly said. n. (•*) A hymn in

tbe Ilik Veda, f (-m) The SkdriA or Mama. a. W well, **
spoken, (by which.)

Sf*w ii. (-*) Disrespect. K. to disrespect, a(T. Sg*t and the

<C rejected also Her*.

mfn. (-sr*n-SR> 1

Little, small. • Minute, atomic. 1 Fine,

delicate. * Ingenious, subtle, m. (*r.)
1 Anatom. * Clearing-

nut plant, fStrychno* potatorum.) n. i *j) 'The Supreme Soul,

the subtle and invisible spirit that pervades nil existence

* Fraud, cheating. 4 Fine thread, Ac. 4 A 6gure of rhetoric,

the delicate nr subtle expression of act or intention. ‘Subtlety,

ingenuity, craft, f. (-*uj 1 A kind of jasmine. (Jaaminum auri-

culatumj 1 Small cardamoms. * A perfume, con.MMting of a

substance in small grains : see ELdniiuka. x. tu inform

or make known, LVfidt off.

f. (-*!)
1 Long-pepper. * A sort of grass, (Andropo-

gon muricatum.) I. tine, TOWT grain.

***** a. (*n‘j Fineness, subtilty. e. g;fi, and * aff. ; also with

**[. TOW-
mfn. (-tff-faifl-fa) Acute, quick, sharp*sighted, in-

telligent. a. small, fine, and *fjf* who sees.

WV* ra. (-*:) A thin plank of wood. x. fine, small, and

fl[TSt wood.

WTO* ra. (-*;)
1 Coriander seed. * A wild kind of cusnin. • A

sort of mustard. 4 A red sort of sugar-cane. ‘The gum Ara-

bic tree, (Mimosa Arabic*.) x. fine, small, and ** a

leal

f* (-^f) Rdmadu'ti, a plant so called, x. w# small, and

** a leaf.

***r <yqn f* (• wt) A fruit, (Flacourtia cataphracta.) e. qcvr small,

and a fruit.

mfn. (-fa'-fa: fa) ' Sharp, shrewd, intelligent, acute,

f. (.fa:) Menial acumen, x. and wfa undertanding.

^spufarSlf f- (-WI) A mosquito, a gnat. K. small, and

«fa*T a fly.

QCTTtR n. (*»l Fine cloth, t. fine, TW cloth.

n.(-^f) The subtle body invested by and tbe archetype

of the grosser and perceptible frame. x. SSW, and ^tc
body.

^ixrifht m. (-fa:) A small and fine kind of rice. t. S83* small,

and *Tfa rice.

m. (-*:) A sort of tick or louse breeding at the roots

of the eye-lashes, x. small, ami TO* an insect.

ty*l1gW mfn. (-ir.-WT-li) Made thin or minute. E. and W*
made, fa augment.

Wlvr* mfn. Become fine, subtle, minute, x. «qn,

sr* become, and fa augment.

r 10th d. ,srw*fa) To give information, to espy.

*1* m. (**t) The shoot of tbe Jitu'a grass, f. (-*1) A needle*

sec if*- (-*T) * Gesticulation. • Sight, seeing. * Piercing.

e. fa* to sew, ** Uu adi aff., and « substituted for the final,

or to make known, aff. ** aud ¥T*.

QT** m. (•*:)
1 A spy, an informer. * A teacher, on instructor.

A needle. 4 A dog. * A crow. • A cat.
T A scoundrel, a

villain. • Tbe manager or chief actor of a company. • A

Buddha. “A *Siddka. " A demon, an imp or goblin, a.

to moke known, vs^T aff.
«• *

_ >

of. (-H-WT)
1 Infariu.tion, informing. * Tc.chinc, shew-

ing, dMCribing. f. (-m) ’ l*iercinj{. * WickcdneM. * (ie.ture,

ge.tkul.tian. conveying *ny intimation by lign. * Sight,

seeing, a. AT* to make known, aft y*.

f- (-fV-Vl)
1 A needle. 1 Piercing, perforating. 1 Indica-

tion of a passion or fceliog by sigos, gesture, gesticulation.

• A mode of dancing. * A mode of array, a sharp file or co-

lumn. * A triangle formed by the sides of a trapezium

produced to the point of meeting, 1 A cone, a pyramid. *(In

astronomy,) The earth’s disc in computing eclipses. • An

indea, a catalogue, a. to make known, aff. T*. and eft.

optionally added ; or f«n» to sew, Ac., Un’adi aff. ;
see er^-

m. A taylor. f. («!) 1 An elephant's trunk. *A

needle. a. a needle, aff., or ur* added to tbe last,

tffaati'ur; m. (-^:

)

An elephant. *. a trunk, and VC

who has.

^ff'U«t>T m. (-Wt) A sharp pyramid or pyramidal excavation,

and WTW a pit.

n. (-si) A shell, & conch, b. tlfspET nneedla, and

a mouth.

mfn. (
Communicated, told, made known.

to make known or inform, * aff

sjfaitt f. (-in) Needle work. *. a needle, Wfl aff

«far* mfn. (-^ ffas^-ffa)
1 Spying, informing. * Piercing,

ra. (-*ft) A spy, an informer, f. (-^1)
1 A needle, ‘Night.

E. to make known, fafa aff.
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m. (-*:) A flower, (Pandanus odoratissimus.) e. iff*

a needle, and 5m a flower.

nj. (-UT) A hog, e. tyfar a needle, (a bristle,) and

*!** hair.

m. (*r*) Gaeud'a. a needle, (a beak.) and

itjtj poss. aif.

hSu wh.*i ra. (-*:)
1 The mungoose, ' A musquito. e. a

needle, (a sharp nose or proboscis,) and *** face.

rn. (-«T) A flower, (Pandanus odoratissimus.) x. *4*^

a needle, a thorn, and 31; flower.

n. (-*) The diamond, m. (-*:) A bird. x. a

needle or a beak, and sg* chief.

mfn. (-*:-*!-*) 1 Palpable, tangible. ' To be pierced,

or penetrated by a needle, a. V'Vl. and ft* to be pierced.

m. (-WT) A hog. x. a needle, (a bristle,) and

^rxmhair.

** mfn. (-*--*jr-vi) Informable, communicable, x. ** to

inform, spy aif.
;
also si**"!* and fffUl.

^*p? n. (-*) The point of a needle, x. **1 ,
and ** point.

*C*U*T** ra. (-*:) A sort of grass, (Sacchanim cylindricum.)

x. a needle, ** a point, and *E*tf thick.

ST*n*l m. (.^|:) A rat. x. a needle, and *T*| face.

** mfn. ' Born, engendered. • Sent, dispatched.

* Drank. * Gone, departed, m. (-If:) ' A charioteer. * A car-

penter. • A man of a mixed race, descended from a hshetiriya

father, and mother of the sacerdotal tribe
;

his occupation is

managing horses and driving cars. 4 A bard, an encomiast.

• The sun. mn. (-*:-*) Quicksilver. £ (-ITT) A woman lying-

in. E. to bring forth, IV aff

*; **• n. (-4)
' Birth, production. 1 Impurity from child-birth

or miscarriage, ran. (-*:-vi) Quicksilver, f. (-*T-fft*T) A

woman recently delivered, x. ar*| added to the last.

m. (-ip) A name of Kaex'a. x. the sun, and 3*
son

;
also HH and similar compounds, as *7nnt*. &c.

«fw £ (-fir:) ' Birth, production, delivery, parturition, bring-

ing forth. • Offspring, progeny. Sewing, x. ^ to bring

forth, aa young, or fftx to sew, fire aif. ; in the latter * is

substituted for the finals.

n. (-*) A part of a house appropriated to the wo-

men, or to a lying-in woman especially, e. or VKftPVT

a lying-in woman, and JGT* house or room; hence also

n. <-*).

*fft*TVT>T n.(-ir) The lying-in chamber: see the last E.tjfrnVT

a lying-in woman, and *wsf a bouse.

gfum n. (-*) 'The lying-in chamber: see SifffXTTOT- t.

delivery, child-birth, ** a house.

*7ftiZ* n. (-*) The lying-in chamber, x. *;f?r delivery, and

jy* u house, and the vowel made long : see fflnTSV.

ra. (-*:) The last month of pregnancy. x. deli-

very, and rn* month.

n. (-*) Snorting, roaring, any sound expressive of impa-

tience or aversion, e. fit imitative sound, and *TT making.

mfn. 1 Superior. Northern, e. ^ very,

beyond.

fj* mfn. (-*:-*T-iij Well or entirely given, x. *, and ** given,

form irr.

**7* mfn. (-*: WT-si) Dexterous, clever, x. * well. ex-

ertion.

SjTarv; n. (-*) Distilling spirits.

f. (-7HT) Religious bathing, ablution, preparatory or subse-

quent to a sacrifice. * Drinking the juice of the acid Ascle-

pias at a sacrifice, k. ^ to bear, (fruit or offspring,) *3 aff.,

3* augment, and XTtJ fem. aif.

*^Txrr* n. (-*) Impurity from child-birth, continuing for ten

days, or if in consequence of a miscarriage, for as many days

as months had passed since conception- x. child-bear-

ing. *vr* impure.

r. I Oth cl. To bind, to thread, to siring.

*4* m. (-sj)
1 A thread in general. 4 A rule, a precept, in mo-

rals or science; a short, obscure, and technical sentence,

enjoining some observance in law or religion, or intimating

some rule in grammar, logic, &c. ; in each case it is the fun-

damental and primitive part of Hindu learning, and is the

form in which the works of the early and supposed inspired

writers appear ; the ingenuity and labour of subsequent authors

having expanded and explained the original Sutrtu in vari-

ous commentaries and glosses. 1 An opinion or decree in

law.
4 A string, a collection of threads, as that worn by the

three first classes, &c. x. fVx to sew, 3* UnAdi aff, and

TX changed to m, or to string, * aff.

m. (-XV:) ’ A Brahman. * A wagtail. 1 A dove, a pigeon,

x. ig.* a thread, and throat.

IJW#Tsr rn. (-*:) A small hour-glass-shaped drum, struck by

a string and button fastened to it. x. ** a string, and ftr*

comer; also with ** added, *r*ftt«* m. (-*:)

tar^nrfarfrr £ (-XN) A stick used in spinning the threads to be

employed in weaving.

mfn. (•*:-*!-*) Who holds thread, &c. e. «j*. and **
to take, XT* aff.

wx*T* mfn- if) Who or what takes, but does not hold

thread, &r. x. 3*, U* to take, *w aff.

n. (•*) 1 Arranging, putting in order. Stringing, x. **
used 'as a verb, aff.

f. (-«1 ) A distaff, a spindle. *. t5T* a thread, and itfhzl

a spindle.

m. (-1*:) A thrend. x. a thread, and TT'J the same.

m. (-^:)
1 Tlie principal actor or manager of a company,

and chief interlocutor in the prologue or prelude to a drama.

• A carpenter. * The author of a set of rules or axioms.
4
I\dra. e. <5^ a rule, 8cc., and *ry who holds.

^*3* m. (-rat:) The cotton plant. b. thread, and 3m a

flower.

m. or A tailor, x. thread, and

who breaks or cuts.

*C**rvr^ m. (-^:) Incense, x. thread, srw amidst, and At

born.

n. f-*f) 1 A shuttle. * A loom. z. ig* a thread, and vp*

a machine.
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tf|! f. (-WT) A spindle or distaff a. YCY thread, m to get, aff.

YfY and YTY(.

^YyWt f. (-Y|) A sort of lute. r. a thread, and Y^wy a lute.

sgY^tY n. (-ej) A weaver’s shuttle- *. YCY thread, and YIW
surrounding.

Y;YniY. m. (-YT) India, b. Y well, Y to preserve, Yf*TY aff, and

the vowel of the prefix optionally long; also YYTir^«

CYiYl f* (*Yft> A necklace or chain worn round the neck,

a. «y a thread, YTY?t a line.

«fk|ir mfn. (-irs-HMT) ' Arranged, methodised. * Ruled, direct*

ed in Sutrat. ' Strung, e. qpi used as a vest. Y aff.

YCfVw mfn. (.vR-fc^-fY) Having threads, rules, Ac. m. (•’Jl) A

crow. b. YY a thread, TfY aff.

m. (-Y*)
1 A cook. • Sauce, aeaaoning. • A made dish, any

thing seasoned. 4
Split pease. * Mud, mire c. YY to leak

or distil, aff. YY or yy
YX* mfn. (-w:.ift-^)

1 Destructive, destroyer. 1 Dear, belov-

ed. n. (-YJ Destroying, killing, b. yy to injure or kill,

aff.i^r.

BIYYlYT f. (-ytt) A kitchen, t «T a cook, and ytYT a halL

YTYTVTY m. (-W-) Superintendent of the kitchen, e. a cook,

Yp*IY 9 iperintend tint.

mfn. (-if:-yt -IT) Destroyed, killed. B ^ to destroy, ff aff.

^frtW mfn. (-TfT-Yt-*) Destroyer, destroying. B. 1Y aff.

YfY info. (-Yt-YT-Y) ' Blown, budded, (as a flower.) ’Empty,

vacant. 4 Born, produced, n. (-Y) 1 Bringing forth, (as

young,) parturition. * A flower, f. (-YT) ' A daughter. 1 The

uvula. 1 A shambles, a slaughter-house. 4 A place or utensil

in a bouse, where, or by which, insects may be killed, as the

hearth, the slab, the pestle and mortar, the broom, and the

water-pot. 4 Hurting, injuring. 4 Inflammation of the glands

of the neck. ' A zone, a girdle. * A ray. 4 A river, l a to

bear, Ac., aff. Y, or Y the same, Y Un'adi aff.

TIYYY mfa. (•YTW-Ylft-YTf)
1

Budding. 1
Bearing, e. Y to bear,

W^T aff

m. ( wli A butcher, a hunter, one who practises the

death of animals. >. tJYT a slaughter-house, rf* aff.

YT* m. (-Y:)
1 A son. 4 A younger brother. 4 The sun. 4 A

daughter's son. f. (-Y: or -^:) A daughter, k. ^ to bear, (as

children.) y Un adi aff.
>#

mfn. (-Y:-YT-Y)
1 True. 4 Fortunate, auspicious. 4 Agree

able, pleasant, (as speech.) 4 Dear to, beloved by. n. (-if,

Agreeable discourse or speech, but also true. b. ^ well, ytt

to dance, (or excel,) YY aff
,
and the vowel of the prefix made

long.

Y[YK mfn. Mad, crazy, insane, a. bj much, yy*y

mad,

mfn. Mad, insane, k. ^ much, YYJr^ mad-

ness, (whose)

VY ro. (*Y:)
1 Sauce, condiment. 4 Soup, broth. 4 A cook.

4 A vessel.
4 An arrow, b. YT to bear, Y Un'adi aff, and the

<4

Towel made long.

m. (-V) A cook. a. sauce, maker.

ai<nr md. Excellesilj, well.

sw^nrn. (*y?) Asafcetida. b. sauce, and yYY perfuming

;

also YTYYYY.

YCYYdPf f. (-^f) A sort of bean, (Phascolus trUobus.)

<5TYTY n. (-T) Asafoetida. a. ^;y sauce, and YT member.

Y[Y oh (-y:-Y) 1 Sky, heaven. 4 Milk- 4 Water, a. ^ to bring

forth, YY Un'&di aff.

V (T> r. 4th cl. * To hurt or kilL * To be stupid

or dull.

Yfr m. (*V)
1 The sun. 4 The father of the 1 7th Jama of the

present era.
4 A PanetU, a learned man. f. (-tft) Black mus-

tard. a, ^to bring forth, WY.Un’idi aff.

YCC* in. (*Yi) An esculent root, (Arum campanulatwm.) b. YX
to hurt, aff YTf; also jkyy.

YXY mfn, (-Y’.-YTY) 1 Compassionate, tender. 4 Tranquil,

calm. e. well, ^Y to sport or rest, ff Un’idi aff, and the

vowel of the prefix made long
;

also

YXYTY m. (-if:) Arcx'a, the personification of the dawn, as the

charioteer of the sun- b. YCK the san, and YW charioteer.

Yfc m. (-fk:)
1 A Pan dit, a learned man. 4 A title commonly

given to Jama teachers. 4 Krishn a.
4 The sun. a. v^to bear,

Un'Adi aff. fqr.

mfn..(*Yt-fYY?t-fs:> Wise, learned, m. (-^) A Pundit, a

nebular, a learned man* a. to injure, to dispel (igno*

ranee, Ac.), IwfY aff

YY» n. (-Yr) Disrespect, contumely, contempt, f. ^Yf to treat

with disrespect, YTY aff.

r. Ut cl (YYRIy) ' To envy, to be impatient of another s

success.
4 To be intolerant ; also

^CYH m. (.YR:) A kind of bean, (Phascolus radiatus.) a 4^ to

disrespect, Yff aff

mn. A winnowing basket. b. by to measure, aff.

BY; or ^ to injure, Y Un'adi aff., and the vowel and initial

changed : this word and its compounds are hence more

usually written'Bfw, &c. q. Vi

f (-Yr) The sister of Havana, a and yy a nail,

f.
1 An image of metal, chiefly of iron. * The

pillar of a house, b y changed to Y, see UTfff.

m. (-x&) 1 The sun. 4 Gigantic swallow wort, (Asclepias

gigantea )
4 The son of Bali. f. <-y5t)

1 The wife of the sun.

4 A drug, a bitter gourd. 4 A new bride, a Y to go, (in the

heavens.) YYY.»ff» form *rr-

<Xt8¥T*Y ro. (-YI:)
1 A gem, sometimes applied to crystal, but

usually to a stone of fabulous existence and properties. 4 A

tree, (Hibiscus phoaniceus,) the red sort. s. TgYf the sun
}

and YTTY! a gem.

^OTirrfiY f. (-f^t!)
1 The flower of the Scsamum. 4 Sun-shine.

b. the sun, and YTf^t lustre.

YTY^rY ni. (-Y;) Day. b. the sun, and imf time.

^ajYY m. (-Y:)
1 The sun. 4 An eclipse of the sun. 4 The per-

sonified ascending and descending node, or Kfrru and Rauu.

4 The bottom of a water-jar. »:. ^<5 the sun, and YY ft planet
j

or seizing, laying hold of-

,

tgYTY ro. (-Yli) * The monkey Sggr(va- 4 The hero Kbbna. f. (-Yfr)

The TowHfld river, a. 90; the sun, and w born.

11 £
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qpvmrq m. (?:) 1 Kirka. * Sl'crIva. f. (-XJT) The Jumna or

Yamuna river, it. the sun, and in* child also similar
(
A

«,

compounds, as igrtffjw. MCWMW* &r.

trwrrarw n. (an) The radiance or heat of the »un. a. and
]

iNw light.

^j£njTT m. (-W-) ' Vsmrw'*. • 8‘ani or Saturn. 1 Ym. f. (-aft)
'

1 Lightning. * The Yamund river, b. wt® the sun, and "JW

the child; applicable also to Kikna, Scgriva, &c.

rofn. Devoted to, or worshipping the aun

especially, m. {-*“•) A flower, (Pentapetes phmnicea.) k- 4JS0

the sun, and nil a flower.

m. (-*:)
1 A flower, (Pentapetes phccnicca.) * A wor-

shipper of the sun a. an* added to the last.

m. (-f*:)
' A tree, (Hibiscus phcenicens.) 1 The sun-

stone, a crystal lens or a fabulous sort of gem. e. the sun,

and wfw a jewel.

n. (-if, 'llic orb or disc of the sun. e. &zq, and srctU

circle.

^ttfwru f. (.in) A plant, i Clcome viacosa.) b. the sun, and

aPTT a creeper.

f. ( €t) A plant, (Cleume pcntaphylla.) e. the sun,

and airt a pedicle.

m, (-*:) The passage of the sun from one sign to an-

other. b t|dh and going.

MTaVRTfat f. ( fbr:) The sun’s entrance into a new sign. e.

and *nRTfat transit.

WiW n. (-^) Saffron, b. the sun, and vnr appellation.

m. (-fa:) The charioteer of the sun, Ariw'a or

the personified dawn. x. the sun, and qrrrf* a

charioteer.

fpirwrar m. (-nr:) Sunshine, e. amr the sun, and arnihar light.

H^&irvi m. (-*) 1 A plant, (Cleome viscosa.) * A sun.flower,

(Helianthui indteus ) c. the sun, and VTCM revolving.

vdrraww n. (-*) Looking at the sun. e, l and

looking at

^UTI^JI m. (-sgr) The sun gem. a. the sun, and

a stone.

tjfHT* m. {-*:) A horse of the sun. a. the sun, and anj

a horse.

n. (-W) Sun-set t- the sun, aud afar setting.

n. (-if)
1 Copper. * Gigantic swallow-wort a. ijta the

sun, and vnff appellation.

m. (-*s) Day of new moon, when the moon rises in*

visible, a. the sun, T*J the moon, *T1 conjunction.

m- (-*0 An evening guest, one who claims hospitality

after sun set. s. Ifts the sun, and «* borne.

m. ( a:) Sun-rise. a. the sun, and rising,

4T1 r. 1st cl. (**fir) To bring forth, to bear
; also a*.

* r. 1st ct. (tjxftf) r. 3d cl, < **rf4) Togo. 1st cl. (arfw orWTaflf)

To go fast, to run, (a being substituted for the root.) With

prefixed,
* To follow. • To conform to. With To go

back, to withdraw or remove. With *f*r, 1 To spread out or

abroad. * To go to or with, to accompany or attend, or to

meet upon appointment. With *q, To approach, to advance
;

] W
With far. To go forth or out. With *,

1 To proceed. * To

extend. • To project. With fr, * To go separately or apart.

* To come or arrive. “To forego, to quit or leave.

V* m. (-at:) * A lotus. \
Air, wind. • An arrow. X * to go,

WwUn'idi tiff.

ffiraf f. (-tr) Itch, psora.

Wit in. ( ar ) A jackal, t. % to go, «l*w aft, and ft* aug-

ment
j

also flee.

n- (-W) The corner of the mouth. K. V* to quit, (saliva,)

arfan aff., form irr. j this word hss various form*, as with a

final Vowel war n. (-Mi with M*. or wfl*. *1T n. (-*ft or

( in with f* or flB aff-: n. (•%) or *fir n. (-%)

with Tfw, ifwa n. (*ff) or (-fir) and with #fa added,

fern, form, *fipft, *flS*V &c.

apt m. f-arr) A short arrow, thrown with the hand or shot

through a tube. r. * to go, aff. ear.

m. (-an) 1 A Jackal. • A Daitya or demon. X. V* to let

go, anww aft ;
more usually tjrirrw.

r. 4th cl. (V»l*) r. Cth cl.
1 To leave, to quit • To

be left or abandoned. * To create, to make. With fTWor fw

prefixed. To abandon, to quit, to reject. With *TfT, To unite,

to be in alliance or contact with.

apt m. Otar, or W* or WTi A creator, x. to create,

aff. finr.

arfwari^Tx: m. (-*:) Natron, alkali, r. see

m. (-fw^) An enemy, f. (- A hook used to drive an

elephant, a. % to go, far Un'idi aff., and the vowel unchanged.

*v*wrw mfn (-W’--»TT*W) Being made or created, e. to quit,

pa?*#, v., sri»fM aff.

sjfwarT f (-WT) Saliva, b g to go, fw added, and arw aff, or

^ as before. With Un'&di aff, and t*ir augment,

f. (-an).

am mfn. C-W:-*rr-lf) Gone. x. « to go, aff if.

arfif f (-fw:)
1 A roa<l, a path, a way. * Going, proceeding.

• Hurting, injuring, r. * to go, aff. fjpr.

IWt mfn. ^oing, moving. B. * to go, irn( aff. Tjw

augment.

m. f-KO A snake. *. to go, ^ Un’udi aff

m. (-f.) ' Fire. * Air, wind. 1 Ivdra’s thunderbolt. * The

disk or orb of the sun. f. (-^:) A river in general, e * to

go. an^t Un Adi aff. and *^ar augment.

(W) wa r. 1st. cl. (Vifw) To go, to move. With Wa. To go

from, to depart. With ay,To go near.

mf. {-Ti-at) A measure, s. at *o go, ar^r aff. %

VtrrfsrwT f. (-arr) The beak of a bird. i. w to go, tn? aff, ypf

added, fern. form.

mfn. Mp-lTT-ri) Gone, going, s pto go, W nff.

VI m. (-ft) Th« moon. b. at* to go. TV Un'udi aff

mfn. (-tC:-TT-^) Going, going well or quickly, m. (•*:) A

kind of animal ; according to some authorities, a young deer,

t ^ to go. asrr«(aff.

ant mfn. (-ff:-!T-l)
1 Created, made. * Much. many. * Ascer-

tained. * Joined, attached, connected. * Ornamented, adorn-

ed. • Left, abandoned, x. to create, aff. Tf.
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flTfl mfn. (-jrTH-wtft-Wlfl Creiting, making. E, ww <o cre»le,

wn »ff-

«f* f. <-firo
1 Creation, creating. 1 Nature, natural property or

disposition. ' The absence of properties. * The existence of

properties or qualities, e. vff to create or abandon^ a« fir*.

iW. Having created, a. wm to create, VI aff.

« r. 9th cl. (*wrfw> To hurt, to injure, to kill.

«« {«* «e r. let cl. To go, to move,

m. (-*:)
1 Sprinkling, aspersion, as of a fluid, or of Ghee

on tbe sacrificial fire, &c, * Seminal effusion. K.M tO

sprinkle, aff. wnr.

%*vrnt n. (.sij A bucket, a baling vessel, a. dir sprinkling,

and xrra vessel.

n. (-W> A radish, t. frqr to sprinkle, aE

mfu. (-IVT-Vt-lf) Sprinkling, aspergeot, who or what sprin-

kle*. m. (-HT) A husband. «. f*rq to sprinkle, aff. mil.

dv n. (-VI A bucket, a. fqa( to sprinkle, aff.

mfn. (-w:-qrr-*') Sprinkling, a sprinkler, m. (-*:) A cloud,

a. fuai to sprinkle, aff.

$qpt n. (-d)
1 Sprinkling, aspersion. ’ Dripping, oozing,

nf. (-ai-sft) A bucket, a baling vessel, a. to sprinkle,

aff. mz.

d* m. (-a:)
1 The water-melon. * A kind of cucumber, (Cucu-

mis Madr&spatanus.) k. fifa to disregard, m aff.

m. (- tj:)
1 A mound, n bank, a causeway, an elevated

piece of ground separating fields, and serving, during their

inundation in the ruins, for the passage of travellers, &c.

* A bridge. * A pass, a defile, a road practised iu mountain-

ous countries, and places of difficult access. 4 A tree, (Tapia

craueva.) e. ft| to bind, gu Un'&di aff.

dg* m. (-nr:)
1 A tree, (Tapia cratava.) * A causeway, a pass.

e. Wi added to the last.

m. (-af:) ' The ridge of rocks extending from the south

extremity of tho Coromandel coast towards the island of

Ceylon, supposed to have been formed by Hancuan by com*

maud of Ram a, as a bridge for the passage of his forces,

when going against Havana. * Any dyke or dam, &tc. E.#g

a bridge, and qat a binding.

A plant, commonly Danti, (Croton polyan-

drum.)

m. (-^:) A tree, (Tapia cratcva.) t. #J the same, and

m a tree.

ifq tu (-S) A ligament, a fetter, *. fq to bind, aff.

*WT f- (
-XJT) A porcupine.

$WT f. (-WT)
1 An army. 1 A goddess, the personified armament

of the gods, the wife of Kaetikei a.
*
'The mother of the

third Jama pontiff of the present era. e. fq tu bind, atv and

*Tq( affs., or m with, XI a lord or leader.

n* (-T) A component part or member of an army, as ele-

phants, chariot!, cavalry or infantry. k. an army, and

mx limb or member.

ahri'qT mfn. A soldier, a camp-follower. See. one be-

longing to or who .accompanies an army. s. %?rr an army,

qr; to go, z aff

Wl

m. (-sft:) ' A general, the commander of an army.

' Kartik£ya, the military deity of the Hindus, b. *I*T an

army, qff to lead, aff. fmx
tHUqffr na. (-fir:) * A general, the commander of an army.

* Kai*tie6ya. e. srirr an army, and xjffr master.

XfWfqfifTW n. (-It) Generalship, a. m added to the last.

n. (*m) 1 A division of an army or battalion, a com-

pany or three Pattis, consisting of three elephants, three cha-

riots, nine horse, and fifteen foot.
1 A mound or covered

way in front of a city gate. E. tjrffT an army, and gm com-

mencement.

%fft*q| m. (-*:) A guard, a piquet, a centinel, &c. e. %WT an

army, and rxf what protects or guards.

m. (*qrt) The penis, k. h changed to X: seem Ac.

rn. (-T) A horse of a milk-white colour,

mfn. (-*:-*:-*) Binding, tying, a. ft to bind, * aff.

am (w) r. 1st cl. (%qrfir) To go or move
;
preferably

m. (-««:) A tree, (Cordia myxa:) see

%q (tt) qhf r. 1st cl. To serve, to gratify by service : pre-

ferably i(|.

qrqqr mfn. (-*:-qnr-qr) Servile, dependant, m. (-trs) • A sack.

A servant, a. to serve, or fkw to sew, vj^r aff.

'Dwqrrqj m. (-^:) A plant, commonly Dugdhop4ya.

yftfxi m. (-ftri A divine treasure, a substance considered as the

treasure of Kcv£ra. a . BfT service, vr to have, aff. f% j

also warfa.

xjqif n. (M) 1 Sewing, darning, stitching. * A sack. * Service.

4 Using, practising, following, being addicted to, or fond of.

f- (-wrt>
4 A needle.

1
(In anatomy,) A peculiar uuiou of parts, of

which seven instances occur in the body : vis. the five sutures

of the cranium, the frenum of the tongue, and that of the

glans penis, r. fqv to sew, or to serve, aff. qgr.

vhnrtq mfu. (-xjt-vn-vi> ' To be served, w aited on, or honoured.

* To be followed or practised, e. to serve, qjvrtq^ aff. \

also qfqtrai and

VZmH mfn. (-SfJ-WT-ri) 1 Serving, attending on. ’Pursuing,

practising, being addicted to. b. and wrsr^aff.

#TTT f. (•I) 1 Service, servitude* * Worship, homage. • Addi-

tion to. t. xW to serve, affs. ’Efl' and *iq.

mfn, (-Hs-IIT-lf) * Served, obeyed, honoured, worshipped,

adored. 1 Protected, preferred. 1 Pursued, practised, used,

i. V* to gratify by service, aff. w-

mfn. (-TTT-^-*) 1 Who or what serves, worships, &c.

* Addicted or devoted to. e. to serve, atxq aff.

n. (-rij Serving, devotion, e. who serves, ^ aff.

%fqrir mfn. 1 Serving, obeying. ’ Pursuing, prac-

tising, using, r. to serve, fafff aff.

iN mfn. (-^:-in-ri)
1 To be served or obeyed, to b® wor-

shipped or honoured. * What ought or may be practised, used,

&c. ’ To be taken caroof. n. (-ai> The root of the Andro-

pogon muricatum. ru. (-w )
A plant, (Barring tottia acutsn-

gula.) f. (-wr) A parasite plant, a. V 2 to gratify by service,

vrgaff.
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(. (-HT) Rank, eminence- k. and aff.
;
also with

w, iN*i.

mfn. (-wi-WT-^i) ' Being served, waited, attended on.

• Being practised or used. t. to serve, pass- v., WPT^T *ff

5 r. 1st cl. (WTwOr) To waste, to decline
j

also X-

%X mfn. Lion, leonine, lion-like. . f*fT & lion,

mfn. (-*: -xh-W) Lion, leonine, m. (-*:) lUuu, the per-

sonified ascending node. a. far. and aff.
;
or fafrn the

mother of Rahu, (by adoption,) and patronymic aff.

m. ( aj:) Raou, the personified ascending node. i. ffiftrarr

the reputed mother of this being, and Vf aff.

VP mfn. (-wt-ift-*) Sandy in general, zu (-1i) A sand-bank

or an island with sandy shores, a. sandy soil, and

aff.

5hrf*T* mfn. Living in doubt and error, ro. (-*:)

1 A religious mendicant. * An ascetic, n. (-ar) A thread

worn round the wrist or neck, Ac. to secure good fortune,

a. fw»TT sand, Ac., «[aff.

?TTTlff*ft f. (-ill) The BdJiudd river. B. fw white, afw aff.

and WTfrwl a river.

vapfutW mfn. (-v.-dFV*) Connected with or relating to a

demonstrated truth, one who knows the truth, Ac. a. fafTW!

an established conclusion, and aff.

XXWtX n. (-7Q) The command of an army, the dignity or duty

of a general, a. %wntfw a general, and ** aff.

xfxx mfn. (-X Relating or belonging to an army, drawn

up as an army, Ac. ra. (-W0 1 A guard, a centinel, a piquet.

• A body of forces in array, b. %Wr an array, and »qr aff.

^aor mfn. (-f:-^ ¥)
1 Produced or born in Sindh. 1 Marine,

aquatic, ocean or river-born. ra. (-wO A horse, mn. (*W:-^)

Rock salt. n. (
-1) In dramatic literature, musical expression

of disappointment with Pr&lrit words, f. (-¥)) One of the

Rigini*. k. a river, Ac., ww^ff.

sfaCBWW m. (-W:) A lump of salt. e. *v*, and XX thick,

$3fn. (-s$)An army. m. (-if:) 'A soldier under arms, one

drawn up in array. * A guard, a centinel. c. $WT an army,

and V or if aff.

m. (-fir:) A general, s. Vif, and sfftrrfw ruler,

f jj IWffl A commander, a general, x. and w*rg

supervisor.

fffenr n. (-if) Red-lead. b. the parting of the hair,

(where a red mark is often made with minium,) and vet aff.

Sr*?! f- (**fl) ’ A female artist.
a A name of DBAUFAof.

see

xfcm mfn. ‘ Relating or belonging to a plough, Ac.

• Having furrows, m. (-*:) ' A ploughman. A plough-ox,

Ac. b. a plough, aff.

5N m. (-*¥;) A menial servant, one employed to dress and

decorate the person and perform all servile offices ; also who

may be employed in the chase, snaring animals, Ac. the off-

spring of a Dattfu by an Ayogava female. I*, (-nfl) ' An inde-

pendant female artisan working in another person's house.

A female attendant in the women's apartments. 1 A woman

of one of the mixed and degraded classes. 4 DaiuvAnf, the

wife of the Pantt* princes, and who upon the temporary

servitude of her husbands, became workwoman in the house

of the of Virata, a. a plough, x to hold or take, aff.

IT, and gir augment, added, and the penultimate vowel

changed optionally to Xi whence also ^rvift, or Jr* indepen-

dent, X to hold or be, aff. ww, fern. aff. and form irr.

Xf*W ra. (-«:) ' A buffalo.
1 Swerga, India's heaven or paradise,

a. ft* the plough or the sun, Tf an elephant, aff. WfW.

m. (-f:) A plant, (Barieria criatata.) b. wl* a plough, fffr

aff, w* relating to a plough, (turned up by it, Ac.) and x
added

$
also with inf added

, and withw aff. f or

kW
fftff ro. (-fs) Barieria: see the last

ra. (-*
:)
A shrub, (Barieria cristata

;) see f Ctf ; also with

ST^ added x« -

fffi mfn. (-*:-*!-*; Leaden, lead. i. tftffr, and aff.

%T f. (-ift:) Piivsrf. b. %r to destroy, aff. .

mfn. (-W'-¥T-#) 1 Borne, suffered, endured. * Patient, en-

during. e. to bear, aff. if.

mfn. (-WT-^-^r) 1 Patient, enduring. • Able, powerful,

a. xx to bear, Ac,, aff. w^.

mfn. Regretting, bewailing, grieving, a. x
with, sorrow.

mfn. (-V:-VT-tf) Excessive, much, violent, m. (-*:) A
horse-laugh, mn. Irony, sneering praise and covert

censure, b. x with, 'STOiw excess or effort
;

it is also read

fTTOTf.

mfn. (-Ti-TT-f) Vigorous, energetic, persevering, s. w
with, ffTf effort

mfn. (-W:-91-«VJ Having or containing water, s. x with,

water.

mfn. (-^: Accumulated, augmented, with interest,

with profit b. X for q* with, increase.

m. (-T1 ) A brother of whole blood, a. for VWTW com-

mon, same, and belly or womb.

STr^tf m. (-1^:) A brother of whole blood, e. x for X¥\X same

or common, belly, aff*

mfn. Active, diligent, persevering, a, X with,

effort.

m. (’X 1
) Garlic.

mfn. (-^; ^T*^) Mad, insane- b. ^fwith, madness,

l* mfn. * Equipped, stocked, furnished or pro-

vided with necessary means or implements. * Assisted,

abetted, befriended, b. *j with, VMVI* an instrument or

assistance.

f ro. The sun or moon in eclipse, a. x with, V<r*tr

a portent, an eclipse.

ihVBtir mfn. Tasting, keeping a fast. b. x with,

fasting.

ra. (-*:) A man of a degraded caste, the son of a Cba*'ddla

by a Puhkuti female, and only to be employed os a public

executioner, &c. a. see the sibitaula being irregularly

transposed, X changed to X, and that to the usual GWa letter.
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%T*pf%*T mfn. (-ft-jfl*!) Restricted,, limited, qualified, spe-

cial. a. w with. VYTftf discrimination, mf a IT.

%TWm n. i.iii ‘Stain, steps or a staircase, a. ^ with, uw above,

up, and n going.

^WIH m. ( w:) A tree, (Hyperantbera morunga;! nee iircn^rw.

WTW m. (-wt)
1 The moon. ' Kdt£ra. * A monkey chief. • Air,

wind. * Yama. *One of the demigods called Vasus. * S'iva.

• The moon-plant, (Ascleplas arida, or Sarcostema viminalis.)

• The acid juice of the Sarcostema. '* A drug of supposed

magical properties. " Water. '* Nectar, the liquor of immor-

tals. '* Camphor. *• A deified progenitor. '* A mountain or

mountainous range, the mountains of the moon. n. (-if)

1 Rice-water or gmel. 1 Heaven, sky, aether, a. or to bear,

(as young,) or to sprinkle, Un'adi afl BY
itrHHStj m. (alp) Vioortr. B.%m the moon, and *af embryo.

*rnr*T n. i Milk. r. the moon, and ui produced.

m. (-^:) A place of pilgrimage in the west of India.

k. Wrw the moon, and ifrt a holy place.

mfn. (-ffp <UT 3*) Presided over by Soma. c. and

JsrM deification.

%WPHTI f. (-YT) Sky, heaven. *. the moon, 1KT having.

%!»nr m. (-in) The moon. a. \ to bring forth, (as young.)

and atf*nt aff.

ijnnf u». (-W*.) The performer of a sacrifice, or a aacrificer, who

drinks the juice of the acid Sarcostema. a. the plant, and

if who drinks.

m. (-*:) A aort of grass, (Saccharum cvlindricum.) a. ijrH

the Sarcostema, and TW a leaf.

vrrwr in. (-wt:)
1 A drinker of the juice of the acid Sarcostema.

• A Pitri or progenitor of a certain class, or those who are

especially the PitrU of the Brahman*. a. $J*r ihe aeidSarcos

tema, and Y7 to drink, aflT. ftpr.

jjmnrnr n. (-»!
) Drinking the juice of the acid Sarcostema, an

essential part of sacrifices according to the Vedn ritual,

a. ijrxr. and ’YIW drinking.

%nPttf3TW ro. (-ffl) A drinker of the juice of the acid Sarcostema.

a. q|H the juice of the plant, beverage, xf* a IT. ; it i*

also read and %iirftfVw.

^rnr^at m. (-»»:
) The white esculent water -Iilv. a. %rn the

* i •

moon, and YTM friend
,
expanding at night.

$mw rn. (.if:)
1 One of the persons called VA'strofivAfl, by the

Junta*. •The son of Soma, Bcoha, the regent of Mtacuar,

and supposed founder of the lunar dynasty, a. tfru the moon,

and inborn.

m. (-1:) Offering or sacrifice in which the acid Sarcos-

tema juice is drank, a. %TH, and *ra sacrifice.

*tnrw*fMTW m. (-«ft) A aacrificer who drinks at the ceremony

the juice of the acid Sarcostema. a. fftn the plant, to

sacrifice, fwfil aff.

%TWrfw m. (fip) A sort of Smmdai of yel’ow colour end great

fragrance, t. the moon, and Wlfif place of produc-

tion,

m. (-^t) A medicinal plant, (Serratula anthelmin-

tic*.) a. the muon, ria to shine, aff. fffa, or with

II F

and ft* added, ^riTTTMft ;
and again with ^r*T added,

^ruTifurwT-

^nrraR f. <-«\)
1 A medicinal plant see the last.

inaarWT f, (-nr) ' The moon-plant or acid Sarcuotema, (S. vimi-

nalia.) • Tlie Cudareri river, a. %T1T, and a creeper.

m. (•*:) 1 A name of Yeoman r'niiiA. * Hie lunar

dynasty, or series of princes supposed to descend through

Bl'iuia froi* Soma, or the moon. a. ^nt, and YlT family.

iframrrafn. (-Yia-YTft-Tffi ' Lunar, having the moon. ’Having

the Sarcostema juice, a. and aff.

ifripnT ritrf. Like the moon. a. %rn, and wfrr aff.

m. 1 A white kind of ITMayor, (Mimosa catechu.)

* A medicinal plant, commonly Kayaphal. 1 A plant, (Gui-

landina bonduccella.) a. ijisf the moon, and bark.

9nrY*fc f. (-f*:-^> 'Ilie moon-plant, (Sarcostema viminalis.)

a. Win the moon, and ywtI a creeper.

f. (-Vti
1 A twining plant, (Menispermum glabrum.)

A medicinal plant, (Serratula anthelmintic*.) * The moon-

plant. *. wn? the moon, aud a creeper.

haYTY m. (-**•) Monday, a. and YTC a day.

m. (-Wt) A vender of the juice of the acid Sarcos-

tema. a. wm the plant, finm selling, and vfw aff.

m. (-*:)
1 A medicinal plant, {Kayapkal.) ’ A shrub,

(Serratula anthelmintic*.) a. wnr the moon, and fW a tree,

n. (-^) Camphor, a. %TH the moon, and irw appellation,

m. (-W^) A Pitri or progenitor of a peculiar class, the

progenitor of the celestial beings called Sddhya*. a. WTW,

and who goes.

ilnrlinnwt m. (-WT) 1 One of the Buddha*- * A rationalist of a

sect of .S'arras.
1 A particular doctrine, a system of theologi-

cal philosophy, followed by a branch of the worshippers of

STva. b ifrw the moon, (as the teacher of the doctrine,) and

filYTWT truth, (whose.)

^isrfw^ifwnr ro. < -afti A follower of a branch of the Saiva*.

a. nrufaYPH the doctrine, and aff.

imfwaj m. (-»:) VisbnV.

PR^T m. (-^Wl A priest or aacrificer who sprinkles the juice

of the acid Sarcostema at a sacrifice, r. #tn the plant, ^
to sprinkle, aff. fw1

*;.

#THtDW mfn. (-BTTW-inft-WWl Having sprinklers of Sdnut Juice,

(a hermitage, a sacrifice, &c.) a.^TH^pr. and UTjuraff.

ifiiTOWT i: (-WT) The Nermadd or Ncrtwdda river, k. the

moon, and daughter.

tn?r*| n. {-mi The red lotus, a. %m the moon, and ^T^rr

appellation.

«reng mfn, (-W-.-WI-V) Soft, blirnd. n- Sw the wood, to

resemble, aff.

f. (-WT) The Narmada or Nrrbttdda river. «. %«r the

moon, (for the lunar race,) and born ; or Utr nectar,

production, (from it,) by conferring paradise on those

who bathe in it

^rrTfffW m. (-W:) A sort of poison, k. Surat, and w* aff.j

also

^rT«d m. Irony, ridicule: see the next
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ftrinvw n, (-V) Apparent praise and covert censure, irony,

s. w with, WWW the same.

WTVr mfn. ' Hoggish, swinish. • Relating to a hog.

t. wvr a hog, Viw aff.

WTvftv m. (*V.) A hunter, a. WV* a boar, and TV aff.

WiVttI n. (*^ )

1 Facility, ease of effecting any thing. • Easy and

extempore composition, or preparation of food or medicine.

* Hoggishness, swinishness, the condition or qualities of a

hog. a. doing easily, or «|VT a hog, Stc., alT. Wf.

Wrfwrvl n. (-Hi)
1 Youthful new. * Delicacy, tenderness, a. vrflnuy,

and W. r(T.

vrwo n. f-artl) Minuteness, subtility, a small, fine, ww aff.

^rVRffvv m. (-V*' A hard, a minstrel, ooe whose duty it is to

waken the prince in a morning with music and song.

«. VJVtJSff sleeping pleasantly, and T*r alT.

WTWi a. (-Wfl Pleasure, happiness, a. qv happiness, ww &ff.

9l«W m. {-If:} ' A Sauff/itrx, a heretic, an atheist. * A Hand'dha.

k. the supposed teacher of these doctrines, vv aff.

WTsfwv m. (-V:)
1 A Baud aha mendicant. •* The mendicant

Brahman. * Doubt, unbelief, scepticism. * An atheist, an

unbeliever, t. the founder of the sect, TV aft.

tmtat n. (-ni) * A fragrant grass: see vw. • Fragrance,

a. fragrant, w* alT.

WTBfvV mfn. (-v:-vV VI Fragrant, odorous, n. (-#) * Tlie

white water-lily, <Nymphwa lotus.) • A fragrant gross : see

• A ruby. m. (!:) * Sulphur. • A dealer in perfumes,

a. tj pleasant. Jrvr smell, andw added.

s?ur*T n. (-vifi Odour, fragrance, a. fTV, and wm aff

Wrfv m. (*fvO A tailor. T* a needle.

wrftpr m. (-W’> A tailor. , . Tf» a needle, and TV a ff.

ifienV n. (-wj) ' Kindness, compassion. Friendship. • Good-

ness. *. a°d STF aff.

wiaft f. (*^t) Long-pepper.

WTV mfn. (-Vt-Vf-V) Preceptive, formulary, accordfng to rule or

precept, m. (-V;)
1 A Brahman. • A radical, the only appli-

cation of which is to form derivative nouns, and not like

other root*, capable of conversion into a verb, i.^t a thread,

a rule, Ac , ’ey aff.

Vnfmft f. (-dft)
1 Lightning. * A courtesan of Indra's heaven.

' Part of the S udhman mountain : see the next.

WT^Tfwfft f* (-Wt) ' Lightning. * One of the yfptarastu or nymphs

of Swerga. *A particular sort of lightning. *A city so

named, k. a cloud, a mountain, or Indra’s elephant,

VW and affa. with the augment TV; also omitting tlie

augment, Wfgravt, anti dropping the penultimate vowel,

VJTglVt

Wl^ivl f. Lightning: see the last.

WKTfvv mfn. (-V.-flft V) Received by a woman at her marriage

from her father or mother or any relative as a mark of re-

gard, and thence her own property, s. a nuptial gift,

and TV aff.

Vtw n. (*w) * A mansion, a palace. * Silver. * Opal. a.

plaster, and V|v aff.

ViVTC m. One of the fourteen parts of a drama.

WTVTW n. (-qf) A temple of S'iva, or in the form of

a- WTV a palace, ft equal to.

WTW mfn. (-W:-Wl-W> Belonging or relating to a slaughter-house,

Ac. n. f-wf ) Butcher's meat. e. vyTT, and ^v aff.

n. {-«v> The club of Balarama.

Wiwfw ra. Balara'ma the brother of KrYshx'a. a. vrWV[

his club, rf*

WrfsfV m. (-vO A vender of the flesh of beasts or bird*, i. TV
a place of slaughter, aa aff.

$F«erai n. (-wb Beauty, loveliness. a. handsome,

Waff.

VPT* n. (-4)
1 Dry ginger. • The emerald, s.^4 Garcto'a,

and TV aff. of derivation.

wnnfv m. (-VO Garvda, the bird and vehicle ofVisuxV.

i. tpivrr the mother of this being, and ff aff.

WlfgV mfn, >-V -Tl-V) Connected with or relating to sleep,

somnolent, somniferous, See. n. (-V> Nocturnal combat,

i. VT sleep, (or the hour of sleep.) and TBf aff.

Vjw o. (-d) 'Hie city of Ham is’chandaa suspended in mid-air.

tn. (-*:)
1 The son of Subhadra. * A war occasioned by

the carrying off of ScnaADRA. a. sister to Krishna,

and Waff.

m. (-WT)
1 Beleric myrobalsn. * Abiiiuanyc, the son of

SuBRAons. c. vjwtf the sister of KrIsox'a, and TV aff.

Jiimfiri* m. (-T:) The son of an auspicious mother, s. tjwti

an auspicious mother, TV aff, and T^T augment..

TfsriW n. (-«»)
1 Auspiciouanew, good fortune. * The fourth of

the astronomical Yogas. * Red lead. a. ypr* auspicious,

VTVTITTW mfn. (-vra-wtfMw) Auspicious, fortunate, s. vrumi.

and »Ppf alf.

?rviWV! f. (-TT) Auspiciouneas, prosperity, a. ITT added to

the last •, also with v. TiWWvi
vrvtw m. (-T:) A tree, rHypcranthera morunga ;) see dwifW-

9TfwV m. (-T:) A juggler.

TtTiv n. (-uj Brotherhood, fraternity* b. q good, vi« a bro-

ther,wy aff.

qnmtr mfn. (-T:-t1 4)
1 Floral, flowery, relating to flowers.

* Agreeable, pleasing, e. and TV aff.

TrWTl «• Enjoyment, satisfaction, s. content.

Waff.

f. (-V^J The blossom of the great-flowered Jasmine,

a fRire the plant, TV aff.

W\f*T mfn. (-Tt-vl'V) ' Lunar, relating to Soma or the moon.

* Performed with the Snrcostema juice, relating to it. See.

A sacrifice performed on the day of full moon. s. TFT

the moon, TV aff.

TTfvm m. (-V:) Lakshmana, the younger brother of Ra'ka.

x. R|
rTTT the wife of Damaeat'ha, and mother of this prince,

andW aff ; also with

n. (-V) Gold.

TlfttvV m. (-ft) A sage, a seer, one possessing supernatural

knowledge or power, e. ^ excellent, fivi apprcbcnsioiv

TV aff.
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vtrifvsr n. (-*'
) Gold. z. the mountain, with W added,

and V* aff. of origin.

*8W mfn- or wT-vj)
1 Handsome, pleading. Mild, gen-

tle, placid. ' Sacred or belonging to Soma or the moon,

m. (->!:)
1 Buddha, regent of Mbrccry, and ion of Soma or

the moon. * One of the nine A"hand'as or divisions of the

known continent. 4 A term applied to a pupil when addressing

instruction to one. (In anatomy,) The blood before it re-

ceives the red particles, the serum, m pin. (-JVT:) Fite stars

in Orion's head. f. (-VT)
1 A shrub, (Hedysarum gangeticum.)

* Heart- pea. 4 The Abrus precatorius. * The moon-plant,

(Sarcoatema acids.) 'Zedoary, (Curcuma serum bet. )
%Arabian

jasmine. a. %W the moou, Vt or fir aff., or v* aif., when

the word takes wt’T in the feminine form.

VFHWff n. {-wr,i A religious penance, subsisting for five days,

severally, on sesamum after expression, the water of boiled

rice, butter-milk mixed with water, water, and parched grain,

and fasting on the sixth day. *. 5nq relating to the moon,

and w*m penance.

Vrww n. (-id) * Beauty. * Gentleness, placidity, r. v added to

; also With WV. VTVTWT-

WmrVT^T m. (-TJ:) Phlegm, the phlegmatic humor. ». 5tJ3

lunar, and Vr?j element.
,

5ltc mfn. ' Solar. * Celestial. • Spirituous, m. (-^»)

4 'Hie planet Saturn. 1 A month, consisting of thirty rising

and settings of the sun, a solar month. 1 A solar day, whilst

the sun is in one degree of the ecliptic, t ( ftj The wife of

the aun. a. Xjr a deity, See , the sun, VV ad'., or ^rh the

sun, udVTwaff. for the fein. form.

W1W n. <-»i, ‘ Fngrwco. SUron. a. atfir fragront, ,(W «ff.

WtrSn m. (-1 ) An oz. f. (-Wt) A cow. c. ^T»ft the cow of

plenty, (the parent eow,> and vat alf. of descent.

VTOf n. (-Jd) * Ple&singnesa, agreeablenesa, beauty. * Fra-

grance, odour. * Fame, character, reputation of learning or

other merit, m. (-«:) Kuvias. a. fragrant, pleasing,

and alf.

vrrvha m. (-it) A name ofSasMOA. i.gr^iDuRci.indff iff.

VTTVW mfn. <-l:-d1*d) Gangclic, relating or belonging to the

Ganges river, a. ihe river of the gods, and VV added.

5inj m. Sara/. * f. (-jt) A fragrant aort of earth, n. (-f)

Bell metal. E. % good or much, frg dominion, f» aif.
$ or

the same, and VV pleonasm.

JrVrgV a (dj A sort of white or bell metal, a. iixrj Sunt,

and VI added.

VTflfyV n. (VK) A sort of poison, (that of a kind of snake

according to some, but according to others, a vegetable or

mineral.) a. the country, and TV aif.

wrft *»• (•fki) Satoan. a. wc the sun, and aff. of descent.

iifftv mfn. (-V :-Vt-V)
1
Celestial. • Spirituous, vinous, m. (vn)

1 Heaven, paradise. * A vender of spirituous liquor, a.

a deity , or wine, aud ffv aff.

VtfVfV m. (-V:) A copper-smith, more usually airfVTV.

VfV n. i-d) Au edict, Stc. in general, a. « own, proper, and

VI at

1TTT mfn. Produced or existing in a note of music,

relating to it, See . a, a note, V* aff.

5rv^v n. (-iff)
1 Socket salt. * Natron, alkali, a. a dis-

trict, and V^y aff.

Haw mfn. (-’ft:-aPf- 1a) 1 Golden, made or consisting of gold..

* Weighing a Surern a. f
.

gold, VV aff.

5raa$figirt f. (-Wt) A plant, commonly Priyangu,

VTVftlV mfn. (-V:-Vt-Vj Salutatory, benedictory, m. (-vs) A
family Brakman or priest z. vfv a terra of salutation, VV al£

Starvw mfn. (vt-^Vw) Pleasantly situated, erected on a good

site. a. v good, wru 8 site, ay aif.

vrfav m- A guard or attendant of the women's apart-

ments. a. the same, and apt pleonasm, or *

woman, and aa aff.

5rfa*V ri. (-VU A guard or attendant of the women's apart-

ments. a. ^fffvr a female, VV aff, or a king, V! to

get or have, * baram, and VV aff. , also with VV
added, 5lfv*W.

n. (- 1^
1 The fruit of the jujube. • Antimony. • Sour

gruel, m. (-f:) A district, in the west of India, connected with

the country along the Indua. ra.pt. (-<!:) The people of Suvira.

s. the country so called, and VV pleonasm or aff of

derivation
;
also with wv. aff. 5nrT*B.

5lVf u. (-W)
1 Excess, exceedingness, much. a Excellence. * A

part of a drama. * Lightness, fleetness. a. tpt excellent, Ac.,

and vV aff.

ViVPC **• (‘C) Friendship, m. The son of a friend,

a. VTX * friend, VV aff., and both vowels changed ; also

with W. aff. VTVP$-

5tvtv & (-5) Friendship, r. a fr*end> VV aff.

5lfcq n. (-WJ
1 Satiety, satisfaction. * Fulness, completion,

a. vfav satisfied, VV aff.

5tvv; »- (-<) Friendship, c. 8 friend, fluff. ; also from

5lVV o. (-V) Friendship, a. 8 friend, VV aff.

VtV (T) vrfV r - Hi- cL IVIVV) * To leap, to jump. * To inun-

date. * To lilt up. *To shed or spill.

flV (TO Vifvrc r. I st cl. (wffw) 1 To go, to move. • To be

dry or arid. • To effuse or emit. With apt prefixed, To assail,

to assault.

VP* in. (*V0
1 Skanda, or KARTiafirA, the son of S’iva, and

military deity of the Hindus. * A king, a prince. "The body.

‘ The bank of a river. * A clever or learned man. a. HV to

go, (to fly before whom; the enemies of the gods,) and

V'f aff.

fSW n. (-if)
1 Going, moving. * Purging, looseness. 1 Effusion.

4 Suppressing bleeding by cold applications, a. V(V to go,

aff. Wf
vrcwq mf«- (-vv-vvfl viy) ‘ Going. * Effusing, pouring out.

a. VIV to effuse,W aff.

vrf<?f mfu. (-V-WT-W) * Going. • Effused, shed, emitted, i.VPV

to emit, aff. w-

VP* m. (-V.)
1 The shoulder, the bead of the humerus. * The

body. * The Iruuk of , tree. * A king, n prince. * A »ort of

,
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metre. • A multitude, a quantity. r War, battle. * Any

article essential to the coronation of a king, as ajar filled

with holy water, a parasol, a Chowri, fee.
9 Part of an army

or a form of array. 19 Any one of five branches of human or

mundane knowledge, or objects of understanding. “ A road,

a way. 19 A beron. 19 An engagement, an agreement. ** A

wise old man. <9 A learned man, a teacher. '* Match or

equality in the humps of a pair of draft oxen. ,T The five

objects of sense, or form, taste, smell, Ac. '• A book, a sec-

tion, a chapter, f. (•'Wi
1 A branch. * A creeper. a.^T the

head, and tfl to hold, aff. W, and initial augment.

W ru. (-X|:) A sort of yoke for carrying burthens by a

sling attached to either end. t. waf the shoulder, and

a bow.

W*raf m. (-1P) A tree which grows from a principal stem,

s. wa* the trunk of & tree, and w born.

wi>nr* m. (-^:) The cocoanut. *. w»t a stem, and »rg a tree.

m. (-Tp)
1 The withers of an elephant, or part where

the rider sits.
9 The shoulder, k. w*t the shoulder, and

X* part.

Wt atqw in. (-w:) * The cocoanut tree.
9 The Viha or Bel.

• The glomerous fig. e. the trunk, and <IW fruit,

warfare f. (-WT) A sort of fennel, (Anethum panmorium.)

r. wa( the stein, and watif a binding.

W-M4I1I* m. (•*:) A heron.

war*T m. (-tf:) The Indian fig tree. E. Wat a principal stem,

and vtr what grows.

HRrjT* ra. (-*:) An ox of burthen, a. waf the shoulder, and

WTT who bears.

watTnrnr m. (-*:) An ox of burthen. b. added to the

last, or waf the shoulder, with EHf to bear, air. wip

WfanfWT f. (-WT) The fork or principal branch of a tree.

e. wax the trunk, and KlfT a branch.

W'anjF oo. (-T :

) A buffalo, a. w** the shoulder, and ut the

horn.

tpm n. (-ap) 1 The shoulder. 9 The trunk of a tree. e. wff[

to go or collect, aff. EBfjif, and ^ changed to w.

warifir m. (-fa :

)

The stem of a tree on fire in consequeuce of

attrition, e. wax the trunk of a tree, and fire.

WafTWW m. (4f:) The stem of a tree or any large piece of

timber on fire. B- SP» the trunk of a tree, and *f)T fire.

WaxrfTf: m * (**0 ' An army, or a division of it attached to the

person of the king. 1 A royal capital. • A camp. s. war

a king or an army, and fpv before l to screen or guard,

aff. W».

Wfw m. (-V) An ox of burthen, a. waf the shoulder, and

naff-

wfan^ m. (-aft) A tree. e. Wax a stem, and xf* aff.

W<wiM*t47 mfn. (-W--W1-W) To be carried ou the shoulders, m.

(-W0 A form of peace-offering, in which fruit or grain is

presented as a mark of submission, e. wax, and ^Krajq to be

conveyed.

WV mfu. 1

Fallen, fallen down or from. * Oozed,
trickled out or down. «. we to go, aff. w.

ww (T) wfw r. 1st cl. (wwih r. 9th and 5th els. fwwrffc

wwifh i To stop or hinder, to impede, to block, to obstruct,

&c. 9 To be dull or stupid.

W r. 9th and 5th cl*. (wwrfw-wwt* wtrffc-W*it) * To go

by leaps. * To cover. To raise or lift.

** <*)W* r. let cl. (WWi*) 1 To jump, to go by leaps or

jump*. 1 To raise, to lift up.

WW (*) WW r. 5th and 9th els. rw%fw-WErtfn) 1 To stop or

hinder. * To be dull or insensible.

r. 1st cl. (*W^n) ' To defeat, to discomfit. 1 To cut. 9 To

make firm. 9 To destroy, to hurt or kill. 9 To fatigue, to

exhaust. 9 To eat, to taste.

war »t n. (-if) ' Defeating, discomfiting. 9 Injury, hurting, kill-

ing. a. wi* to defeat, aff. 1BZ-

WH*?! r. 1st cl. (WNrfSr) * To more, to go. 9 To slip, to stumble

or falL * To gather, to collect.

mfn. Stumbling, tripping, (either in mo-

tion, conduct, or speech.) I. WXv! to stumble, w* aff.

W mfn. (-W'WT-#I Blundering, making mistakes in

speaking, e. wrwn\ and wrw speech.

wawwffT mfn. (-fSp-flri-fw) Erring in judgment, foolish.

E. WWnr. and xtfirt understanding.

n. (-fi) ' Stumbling, slipping, tripping. 9 Stumbling or

falling from virtue. • Tripping in speech, making a mistake

or blunder in speech or pronunciation.
9 Knocking or fall-

ing together, shock, collision. * Striking or rubbing one

tiling against another, b. EH to go, to drop, aff. WET-

Wlfqpr mfn. (-W:-WT-Ef)
1 Slipped, fallen. * Gotia. 9 Shaken,

agitated, disturbed. 9 Shaking, wavering, unsteady, (literally

or figuratively )
* Drunk. 9 Stuttering, hesitating, fin speech.)

n. (-W) ' Circumvention, stratagem, (in war.) 9
Falling, tum-

bling.
9 Falling or deviating from virtue or truth, b. WMff

to go, aff. H.

WW (W*f*) r. 1st and 10 els. To sound, to thunder.

WW m. ( Wr) The female bosom or breast, a. to sound,

aff. WTW-

n. (-it) The female breast, k If, and yw* * bod.

n. (w) ' Sound, noise in general. 9 'Hie grumbling of

clouds. • Breathing hard, groaning as a person in pain,

e. W *r to sound, aff. W-
W*n»ni mf. An infant, one at the breast, e. w»T

the breast, ite to drink, aff. ww.

Wf*t^T mC (-WT:) An infant at the breast, a. frf the breast, and

Ht who drinks.

WWWT m. A man with a breast like a woman’s, e. OTW a

pap, anti WT who possesses.

^sntww n.(-lf) The female breast, a. fTf, and a globe,

m. (-*:) A nipple, b. W*T the breast, and fl point.

W*ff*pe m. (-St) 1 A cloud. 'Thunder, the muttering of clouds.

9 Lightning. 9 Sickness. * Death, b. it* to sound, in the

tenth cl. TW^Un adi aff.

WETTWI m. (-WT.) A nipple, i. WW the breast, and fWi a stalk.

WT*ffwwr f.(-W) A nipple, e. w*f the breast, and f«WT the crest,

n. (-d* ) A nipple, s. ww the breast, and f|<? point.
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XTXTXfff h. (*lh ' The heart, or it* rite, placed however imme-

ciintelv under the centre bone of the sternum. 1 A mark, on

the breast, indicative of future widowhood. f.xmt the breast,

and wur interval.

XfHfftT* ib. (-Xt) A man with a large bosom, or one like a

female’s, a. XTX a breast, and WI^TX who enjoys.

Xffxx n. (fa> ' The rattling of thunder, the grumbling of

thunder cloud*. ‘ The noise of clapping the bands, k. X(X to

sound, aff- HI.

xr=x it. (fa) Milk, r- XTW tx breast, XX aff

Xfat rofn.(at:-'3gTfa! 1 Stopped, blocked, or shut up. * Firm,

hard, stiff, rigid. Stupid, dull, insensible. * Paralysed.

e. to atop, aff. H.

mfn. (-x-.faf-w) Having the ears erect. *. XSX, and

the car.

ljaftTitarra.(*HT) A hog. a.w firm, and TTXX hair of the body,

n. (faj Stiffening, making rigid, paralysing, a.

and making, fa augment.

HyartBH mfn. (-X: Xlfa) Stiffeucd, rigid, paralysed. * XRI. and

VtlT made, fa augment.

HTX m. (-xt:» * A goat. ' A ratu. *. see X^V.

(.*,:)
1 A *hnib, a jiUui that bn nu pmriicular or decided

stem. * A clump of gr,«. s tkai of corn, Sic. * The port to

which »u elep’i.tit i» tied. * A mountain, n. t-W)
1 A post, a

pillar in general. * Stupidity. insen«ihility. *• *1 lo stand

or abide, Ln'Adi aif.

*p**fr: m. (-ft;:) Corn or rice, s- » cluster, and * to

mnke, TW all.

ayntarr mfn. (-K- Making or forming a heap or cluster,

e. utrt a darter, V to make, U|W aff.

*r*nra m. (-W.)
1 A small hoe for w ceiling or eradicating

clusters of gramineous plauts.
1 A sickle or instrument for

muting corn. * A basket for holding the heads of wild rice.

See. when cot. * W*g n cluster, (of sialks.) a sheaf, "gd to

destroy, and srr.aff.; also with gpff.aff, S«I. in each case

X being substituted for X-

OTrtSf mfn. (-*: *1 if) Turf destniying. m. (-«:) A hoc or

sickle, &c. : ace the lost ;
also vaixanr

XHX^r f. (-Jp)
A city *o named.

HT«nr*nr nf.(fa-xt) a hoe or sickle for eradicating weed*, cut-

ting or reaping corn, Ac. : see XriXHX. * XT*X a cluster, a

sheaf, and txx destroying ;
also xr*TTX. Ac.

W*r* m. (-Hi) An elephant. R. xfa »n a clump, (of high grass,)

to sport, aff.

(*1 XPN r. 5th cl fWlfa) 9th cl. (Wlf»ri 1 To stop, to

block, to hinder. ' To be stupid or insensible ; also XAt

rn. (-*H:)
1 A post, a pillar, a column. * A stalk, a stem.

•Stupidity, insensibility. * Stupefaction from fear, Joy, grief,

&c. 9 Coldness, (corporeally,) want of feeling or excitability,

paralysis. '• The suppression of any faculty by magical

means. * Hindrance, obstruction, b. xfa to *top, dec.,

aff. *ix;.

fWfr m. (.*:) A fence, a railing, &c. opposing, and

XT making.

XTfrfax f. A musical instrument, covered vvith leather.

r. XtUX stopping, and xfa aff

W*r*T ii. (fa) * Stopping, hindering, obstruction. * Suppres-

sion of any of the bodily faculties by magical incantation*.

• Stoppage of flow of blood, Ac. * Any article so employed,

a styptic, an astringent, m. (-an) One of the arrows of

Kaua 1j£va. B. xfa to *lop. air. vpg or *ez.

;
llfapf mfn. (-7T-WT- *f) Stupefied, paralysed c. taxi to be stupid,

causal v., Hf aff.

UK mfn. (-xt-XMC) Who or what spreads, extends, Ac. m (-r.i )

' A layer, a stratum. * A bed. k. to spread, ’WSf aff.

fllTXX m. (-XT) A bed, a couch, a. w to spread, T^f^TW

Un'adi aff.

xnft f* (-xl:) Smoke, f.. Xf to cover, Un Adi aff. T-

XT* ni. <-w: i Praise, eul gium, panegyric, celebrating as a hero

or hymning a* a deity. R. X to praise, aff.

XTWX> m. (-BT*)
1 A cluster of blossoms, a noaegay. 9 A multi-

tude in general. • Praise, culogium. * A panegyrist, a prai-

ser. e. X to praise, aff. $x, or **jr to stay, xnrxr Un’adi aff.,

|

form irr.

XlXknfax mfn. (*X*.-XT-WI In blossom, covered with blossoms.

R. ITT, and XTtfaW heaped.

Stfir* m. (-HT) A fence, a railing, Ac.

fakoj m. (*X|:) Indka. e. X to praise, xai Un'adi aff.

;

m. (-*:) A praiscr, a panegyrist, e. j[ to praise, aff.

f%fsr?T mfn. 1 Wet, moist. 9 Unsteady, shaking,

wavering, (literally or figuratively.) e. fen to be moist,

aff* HI-

fo fa m. -fw:l The ocean. 9 An obstacle, an impediment.

k. ur«u to stop, Un'adi aff. X* and the radical vowel chang-

ed to X*

m. A priest versed in the Vetla. e, m to

cover, Un Adi nff. fipt.

Hf if mfn. (-Tfs-WT-H) Praised, prnegyrised, hymned, glorified.

e. X to praise, aff. HI.

Xlfff f. Praise, eulogy, a. X to praise, aff.

irtftfsnXHi m. (*XTt) A bard, one who accompanies a chief or an

army, to recite the titles and praise* of the one, and to in-

spire ihe other by chaunting martial exploits, &c. R- tiPI

praise, and ^frXX a reailer.

XTfflfX m. (-IT.) A bard, a herald : see the last. e. txfh praise,

and XX observance.

I iXrX mfn. l-iS'-WT-7lb To be prai*ed, laudable, praise-%vorthy.

k. X to praise, aff. mvz

^srar in. (•*!) A goat.

ni. (-«:) A he-goat. e. XW to atop, aff XT; also read xrw.

(^5)
*3X1 r. 5th cl. 9ih cL (^Wifa) 9 To stop.

9 To be stupid.

Xiaoi n. (fa) Excellence, preferableness, (in the language of the

| Uetfajr ) *. X to praise. Un'adi aff.

I
i?tj r. 4»h cl. i^rfX) r. lUth cl. (WBfx) To heap, to pile, to

collect ; also ^x.

I m. (-X-) A heap, a pile of earth. &c. r. XX to heap, aff.

I x*j, or X to praue, X UnAJi aff, and the vowel maue long.

11 o
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mfn. (.V|>WT-vi> Being prmijed. e. ^ to pruM, p«». v.,

irrw^*ff.

,p( r. 6<b cU tw^rfir) To hurl, to injure, to kill.

V t«.) r. 5th cL To cover, to clothe, to spread

on or over, to sue". With fx prefixed,
1 To iprexd widely,

to extend.
1 To be diffuse or prolix.

WW r. I Oth cl. <hT«fnj To go.

WO O mfn. (-T* wwl'SnT) Strewing, spreading over or upon,

covering, x. CT to strew, we aiT.

WtT (W) ev r. 6th cl. (iprf*) To hurt, to kill
;
also TX . Sec.

r. 9th cl. (iBvrrfvt To clothe, to cover, to spread

on or over : sec Yl.

UY (Y) YHF r. 6th cl. (YTYf*) To hurt or kilL

#Y r. 10th cl. <#YYfll) To steal, to rob.

YTY in. (•*:) ' A thief. * Thieving, stealing. b. « Y to steal,

aff. YY-

Yjy r. 10th cl. ($YYf?r) To throw.

m. (-Y:) Wetness, moisture, a. fYY to be wet, aff. YY.

YTY n. (-Y) Theft, robbery, t %Y to steel, YY aiT., the fiual Y

rejected.

YrfYY m.(-a?l) * A goldsmith. * A thief, BYlY theft, Yf*»£

YIY n. (-l() Theft, robbery, a. %*T a thief, added.

n. (-YJ) Theft, robbery, m. (-^:) A thief. E. #Y to steal,

or YY »ff.

Y^ty mfn. (-Y:-YT-Y) Little, small, m. (-aft) ' The Ckataha,

(Cuculus melanoleucos.) * A drop of water, n. adv. (-Y) A

little, a. YY to be clear or bright, aiT.

ftifiy m. (-Y*) The Chdtaha, (Cuculus melanoleucos.) a. yty a

litile, and Y to sound or cry, aff. ar.

Y)P*Y1Y mfn. (-r;:-a1-aj Diminutive, dwarfish, e. aif. and

YTY body.

YjlYY mfn. (*Y‘*-YT-Y) To be praised, deserving or requiring

praise. B to praise, YY tiff.

an« mfn. (-Yt-Yl*«} Praising, a p raiser, a panegyrist, a. Y to

praise, a(T *Y-

10PI n. (-a) Praise, culogium. f. Y to praise, alf. YY.

$1Ym. (-«r)
1 Stopping, obstructing. ' Disrespect, contumely.

* A division of the Santa Vidm. b. YY to stop, aff. Y*l

tua r. 10 th el. (^tYYffr) ' To praise, to eulogise. * To flatter,

to wheedle, to coax. * To boast,

alia mfn. (-Y'.-YT-Y) Crooked, bent, m, (-at) 1 A heap, a num-

ber, a multitude, a quantity. Sacrifice, oblation. • Praise,

eiilogium. n. (-a) * 'Hie head. Wealth. * Grain, corn.

* A stick or staff bound with iron. a. ^ to praise, «a

Un adi aff.

irfaa >*. (-4? '1 he small broom carried by a Jaunt ascetic,

a. vgY a heap, and yy aff.

?pgra mfn. (-Yt-YT-Y)
1 Bland, soft, unctuous, smooth. * Thick,

bulkv, gross, n. (-si)
1 Thickness, grossness, massiveness.

* idleness, sloth.
1 Echo. s. to sound, at nff

ana m. (-a:)
1 A thief.

1 Aunitn, nectar. *. stQ to sound, &c„

YY^Uu'fcU aff.

^Qr. 1st cl. (Wafa) 'To sound. * To collect, to crowd}

also jj.

Yft f. (-Yft) A woman or female in general. a ^ to sound,

YY Ui/adi aff., #ftf fern. aff.

YtYTiB n. (-1$)
1 Attendance on women, or the women’s apart-

ments. * The business of women, b. yH, and aiA business.

yTyK n. (-T.) Mother's milk, e aft, and aft; milk,

anrft f. i,-wl) A milch-cow. a. wft a female, if a cow, and

aftfaff.

Yt¥ m. (-Y :
) A woman’s murderer, c. Yft, and Y who kills. a

YftYT* m. (at) Dawn, daybreak, k. qft a woman, and YTY

sound.

YlfYYYrfXY mfn. (-<t-foft-fY) Pleasing or delightful to the

female sex. m. (-<t) A tree, (Hyperanthem morunga.) m. Yft

a woman, heart or mind, Ylftw what takes.

fftfYY n. (-3Y) The vulva, b. ill a female, and far* mark.

uftYir: m. (-Y0 A libertine, b. Yft a woman, and YK a thief.

Yl*YY> f. (-Yt) The mother of a daughter, t, lit, and

mother.

Ylfww m. (-*:) A henpecked husband. 8. ift a woman or

wife, and fvnr overcome.

tfftwT f. 1-Wf) Womanhood, feminineness. b. lit a woman,

aff. ; also with W, aff. iftai n. (•<!).

llftCW n. (-W) Woman's separate properly, which is held to be

of six kinds: |. Adhyagaikam, what is given before the sa-

crificial fire
;
2. Adhyaeakaaikam, what is presented during

the bridal procession
;
3. A dhivedaniham, what is given on her

husband's marrying another wife} 4. PritidaUam, what is

given through affection ; u. Su/k'tm, her dower allowed or per-

quisites made during marriage: 6. Antendheyam, a gift trum

her own or husband's relatives after marriage. Other varieties

are enumerated, as the pitri, taalri, »ata, bhrtitri dattani, what is

given by her parents, son, or brother; haadhu daiiam, what is

given by her kindred ; and some enumerate acceptance gene-

rally, and inheritance, amongst a woman's titles to property.

B. Yft, Y* wealth.

iftlitm. (-YP)
1 Duty of woman. * The menstrual excretion,

f . ifl a woman, and peculiar property.

iftvnQr* n. (-si) Laws or institutes concerning women.

b. i?tw, and viji Application.

ufftlfli^ f. A woman during menstruation. b. utftani

menstruation, Yfw aud aiT*.

IfftrB tn. (-Y:) A roan, a male, s.ifta woman, and YY a husband.

Yrtfaa-anf n, (-Y) A woman's peculiar province or domestic duty,

housewifery. t. *i, and fllYE conferring.

urftri: m. (-Y*.) A libertine, a lover, a lecher, e. a woman,

and YY intent.

1H^y4 m. { -YT.) Reciprocal duty of husband and wife, or roan

and woman, r. wt. and 3Y male, yu law.

IftfYY mfn. (-YJ-YI*^) Liked or loved by women, m. (-^0 The

mango tree. b. ift a female, and fgY dear.

aiftnr m. (*9ffY) A husband, a wedded man. a. qjft, and aff.

YftYY n. (-Y) Pa* t the mixture of betel- nut, Pan leaf, Ac.

chewed by the Hindu*, and by women especially, a. Yt a
woman, and YVW delighting.

yK* n. (*) An excellent woman, a. sft, and KY a gem.
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n. (-*$) The kingdom of women, a country placed .by

tome ia the direction of Hkot. a. and *tsv kingdom.

vftfvrr n. <-#) ' Feminine gender. * Female organs, t. Vlt, and

fir* mark, &c.

^tTO n. (-W) Subjection to women, a. sft, and to subject.

UtfViiu mfn. (-at-WMl) Uxorious, a. ift, and fkrilvi to be ruled.

^TfwWT^ m. (>T !
) Marrying a woman, a. ft and froT^

marriage.

mfn. (-Wt-WT-Tl) Attended by women, a. wL and TO
surrounded.

a. (*W) Adultery, seduction, c. sji, and toto taking.

V|tTO u. (-si) An asactnbly of women, a number of females.

Lf\ i woman, *ptr an assembly, neuter in this compound.

^IfTO m. (-if:)
1 Marriage. * Connexion by marriage. * Re-

lation or reference to women, a. Wt and union,

f- ( ft) Libertinism, a. Sft, and shfT addiction to.

^RRtTW m. (-*:) An attendant of the women s apartments, a

eunuch, l stl female, fWIV nature.

WtTOTT f. (-ifT) Murder of a woman, t. Sft and killing.

sftf m. (-W!T) A woman s murderer, b. *1, and TOJ who kills.

VlfrgTO n. (.si) Carrying off a woman, ravishment, *. fit, and

taking.

qftfl fcu ni (-O' A ravUher, one who carries off a woman, a. fit,

and g to take, frost aff.

«« mfn. 1 Female, feminine. * Suited to or good

for womeo. n. (-W) ' Womanhood. a The nature of woman.

«. WX a woman, ami sr*T aff.

ra. (f:) Otie who lives by his wife’s labours or prosti-

tution. x. W\- and wrofrl subsistence.

Xpf fsiaTO a. ( si) Sexual intercourse, s. «it. and

goiug to-

^ mfn. (-^T. WT-SW) -Staying, abiding, what or who is or stays,

c. fTt to stay or stand, aff. ft ;
this deriv, most usually occurs

in composition.

S&x (f > soil r. 1st cl. To cover ; al«o jsa.

ffsi mfn. (-st: fl-ii?
1 Fraudulent, dishonest, a rogue, a cheat.

* Shameless, abandoned, f. (-ft,* A betel box. u. gja to co-

ver or bide, aff. for.

xjjni n. (.if) Covering, concealment, a. fpt to cover, aff. sro.

safxw mfn. (-H’-WT-ff) Covered, hidden, concealed, a. f)s to

cover, IV aff.

ffx m. (-jj:) A hump or protuberance on the back, Ac. k. sjn

to cover, aff. Y.

n. (-si)
1 A level square piece of ground, prepared fur

a sacrifice.
4 A boundary, a limit, a land mark. a. fir to

be situated, *&» form

Vfkroinfro m. ( Wt) A devotee who, as an act of mortification

or penance, sleeps on the ground which has been prepared

for sacrificial purposes, a. tfifar5? as above, lit to sleep.

f*fw aff.

mfhnafqro n. (.fir) An altar, e. tjrfknj levelled ground for a

sacrifice, if to destroy, aff. SB- and WTW added.

SgfvtMffTO m. (-^:) An ascetic sleeping on the ground : see

qrfkroil'fro- k* uu the ground, and nq who sleeps.

mfn. (-fin-fifi-fir) Chief, best, principal, m. (*fw:) ' The

performer of the VrThaspati sacrifice.
1 A guard or attendant

of the women’s apartments. * A sovereign, a chief.
4 An

architect, a master carpenter or builder. 4 A carpenter, a

wbccl-wright. * A charioteer. T Kuvraa. e. who is or

who is placed, and ffw master, lord.

TOy* mfn. (-¥:-*!-¥) 1 Distressed, living in difficulty or dis-

tress. * Bent with pain, Ac. a. tu what stands, or is, 3* to

contract, aff. w.

ten r. 1st cl. (wirfii) To stand, to be firm ; also ww.

Wit nf. (-w-vft) Place, site, soil, dry or firm ground, nf.

(-Vf-WT) A spot of dry ground prepared by art or drained

and raised, Ac. n. (-fj)
1 A tent, a house of cloth. * A mound,

a hillock. Point, case, subject (of a description or discus-

sion.) * Part (of a book.) a. tot to be firm, aff.

UJirro mfn. Who or what goes on land, terrene,

x. Xfjlt, and WT wbat goes.

«a9» mfn. (-w:-fTf-lt) Terrene, terrestrial, what is produced

on land. x. f!!, and n born.

n. (-dl) A shrub, (Hibiscus mutabilis) t. dry

ground, and TO a lotus.

f- (-^1) A shrub, (Hibiscus mut&bi.U.) *. xjjw dry

ground, and a cluster of lotuses.

C (-Tl) A plant, (Achyranthcs asp era.) a. t&vi dry

ground, and totI a stalk.

m. (-X!) Battle on plain or level ground, e. f|f, and

fwro w ar.

tjjun5Tr«£ m. (*:) A plant, (Tribulus lanuginosus.) a. qtit

dry ground, and l^fli a sort of trapa ; also with added,

^eanzTrro.

xU 4d»?t*PT m. (-W!) A boundary, a land-mark. k. xjjer dry

ground, and f a boundary.

^ra^ror f. (-WT) A terrestrial demigod, as a faun, a dryad, Ac.

K- X&fr the dry land, and tprwT a divinity. >

Qtir,* mfo. (.^:-^l-ii) Relating or belonging to dry ground,

r- «TW, and ^ aff

ro - (*vf :
) An amphibious animal, as the tortoise, otter,

kc . r ww on dry ground, and ro who sleeps.

m.(-f%:) A weaver, t. nrr to stay, Un'LJi aff. fkiw.

tSlfir mfn. 1 Old, aged. 4 Fixed, firm, steady, m.
1 Brahma. • An old man. r. to stay or stand, (a

long lime, Ac.) Un'Adi aff, and tpv substituted for

the root.

tjjfiV mfn. (*¥:*FT-^) Very fat or corpulent, r ^rar bulky,

superlative affix, the final of the adjective dropped, and

vowel changed) also with similar aff. mfn.

(-Txr^-roVvr:).

nifn. (-W;-W:-W) Firm, fixed, steady, stable, m. (-at:) 1 Siva.

* A stake, a pin.
1 A post. 4 A spear, a dart. * A ucst of

while ants. mn. ' The trunk of a tree of which the

branches have been lopped off.
4 The trunk of any tree,

c. wt to stand, Uti'Adi aff. if.

iu. (-^:) One who cuts down or clears away timbe*.

a. tjfliw, and who cuts.
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UJifVrir m. ( ^r:) ' An ascetic sleeping on the bare ground, or

ground prepared for a sacrifice. * A mendicant, a religious
;

begg.ir. e. xjlfagr ground, Ac.. ^vr nlT.

^niTW mfn. i.-aj:XEJ-an 1 To be placed or fixed. ‘To be appoint-

ed or determined, to be ordained or agreed upon. E. nr

to stay, rrai aff,

T1TTO mfn. <-Wl-^l*) Who or what slays or stands, b. m to

stay, aff. W*.

9nr n. <-ii>
1 Place, spot, site, situation. 'Stay, staying, con-

tinuance, being fixed or stationary and exempt from increase

or diminution. • Likeness, resemblance. * Leisure, interval.

• An open place in a town, a green, a plain, a square. • A

house, a dwelling. ' A section, a chapter, a book. ' One of

the three objects of government, the middle state, as neither

loss nor gain, nor discomfiture nor success, nor expenditure

nor accumulation, Ac. * A town, a city. •• Office, appoint-

ment. 11 Degree, station. " Halt. '* Firmness of tnmpa,

keeping in array, k. m to stay, to be fixed, aff. fezv

THTTO n. (-#)
1 A basin or trench dug for water at the root of

a tree. * A town, a city. • A bubble or a bead on spirits

or wine. i. rs added to the lost.

f (.urr) A plant, (Ocimum pilosum.) x. ^3T*f place,

trembling.

^Jr*PTi«r m. (-m:) A guard, a keeper, a watchman, e. tfflnr a

place, and xrrn who protects.

TUrw**!' mfn. (-?: gr-¥j Displaced, out of place, fallen or re-

moved from the natural or usual situation, s. ‘ejrw place,

and WT fallen.

^UistxiTX m (-»:) ' Assignment of suitable places. * Proper mode

or place for preserving articles, k. tyr^, and UHT application.

*8nrrwn m. ( xf:> 'ITie superintendant or governor of a place

or po*t. c.^HT^ a place, and superintendant.

X8rKT*iU m. (-Ut> Confinement to a place, imprisonment, arrest.

r. and durance/

^r9nr mfn. (-n‘-*Vn) Local, belonging to place or site,

m. (’Wi) The governor, or superintendent of any place or

district, r. wt*T a place, and nlT.

^IifanT mfn. (-nVfnwt-fw) Having place or fixation, placed,

abiding, permanent, Ac. e. XJir* place, xf**
-

aff*

mfn. Relating or suitable to any plat e, fit for

or belonging to it, Ac. n. (-WJ A city, a town. r.. TJJTH place,

and W rdf.

xjpij ind. * Properly, suitably, fitly. * Because, on account of.

* Like, resembling, similarly.
4 Truly, k. U3;X place, in the

seventh case-

mfn. <-ur:-XI-Uf) Placing, fixing, regulating, ordering,

m. (-n:) 1 The director of the stage business, a stage man-

ager. * A founder, the erector of a temple or image, Ac. R. ¥1

to be or stand, causal form, afi.

nx.(-W:) A guard of the womens apartments. R. ^TT

who stays, (in the liaram, the wife or concubine of a man of

rank,) and xrO? master, apsraff.

n. (-af)
1 Placing, founding, fixing, erecting. * Ordering,

directing. 1 Fixing or concentrating the thoughts upon the

otyect of meditation, abstraction, mental eontroul. 4 A cere*

mony performed in the month of utero -gestation. • A dwell-

ing, a habitation, f, («ifT) Ordering or arranging as a drama,

stage management, f. A plant, (Cissampelos hexandra.)

r. *T to stay or stand, causal form, aft «Rnr

iHUtfff mfn. (-nw-xr^-TRT) Fixing, placing, establishing, r. nT

to stay, causal v„ vm aft

HJnrfxriRT ind. Having placed, fixed, erected, Ac. r. WT to stay,

causal St aft

^ffifxtTT mfn. f-m-irr-V)
1 Deposited, placed. ‘Ordered, directed.

‘ Certain, established, ascertained.
4 Firm, steady. 4 Set tip,

erected. # Founded, endowed. 1 Placed in a post or situation

.

«. ¥T to stay or be, causal form, aff %.

Vrf^lTfW mfn. (-mw-Tlft-mr) Placing, having placed, b. xnr

to place, causal v.. nwry aft

Tlllfn* n. (-or) Strength, power, r. nt to stand or stay, Un'idi

aff. Xtfsni.

iglfipr mfn. (-nt-fwift-fa) ' Steady, firm, unchangeable, invari-

able. • Who or what stays, ox is, Ac. m. (-xft) A class of those

feelings or passions which are the objects of poetic descrip-

tion t sec the next. r m to stay, fwf* aff., tjnr augment

m. (-*:)
1 Fixed or permanent condition. • A feeling

or passion, which is the object of poetical or dramatic descrip-

tion, and is classed sometimes as one of three, but more

usually as one of two orders of such objects
;
this order being

opposed especially to the I'yabhickttri Bhdvnt .* the feelings

or condition* termed Stkdyi are eight, vi*. desire, mirth,

sorrow, heroism, anger, fear, aversion, and astonishment.

r. vfr* fixed, and WIT property.

ti'.fn. (-TTt-nVn?) ‘ Stationary, • Steady, firm, m. (>Y«)

The overseer of a village, e. n to stand or be, nfT.,

and XPR augment.

Tjjpg n (-*f)
1 A caldron. Any culinary utensil f. (-^t) * An

earthen pot or boiler. * The trumpet flower, (Bignonia sua-

* veolens.) R. ¥t to stand, Un'&di afT. mtwxt.

*Sj[Brtxrw» mfn. Boiled, dressed in a pot or boiler.

R a pot, tt¥T cooked.

n, (-•!) The interior or hollow of a boiler, e. «rtxft a

I
sot, and fxrai vacuity,

mfn. (-V-IT-W) Fit to be boiled or dressed.

e, tsrrdftf«r«i the interior of a pot, V aff. ; also with nw aff.

qRftffal.

Up-Tx; mfn. 1 Fixed, stationary, stable, immoveable.

• Regular, established, m. (-^:) A mountain, n. \-X)
1 A

bow-string. * Immoveable property, land or houses. * Family

property, jewels, Ac. which have been long in a family, and

which ought not to be sold or given away. r. to stand,

aff.

Tjnfwr n. ( -w;) Old age, any time nftcr seventy in men, and

fifty in women. R. ir to stay, (a long time,) farw Un adi

aff., and xiwr augment.

m. (-¥:)
1 Perfuming the person, smearing the body

with fragrant unguents, as of Sandal, Ac. * A bubble of

water or any fluid, c. 'gT to stay, W aff*, and added.
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it fdj) Bodily strength or capability. a. VHo stay, or

be, V aft

FTTF mfii. (-FM-F-F) 1 Firm, stable. * Durable, eternal a. Ft

t» atay, ^ aff.

Qrr^nri f. (-m) Firmnes*, stability, a. ^rr^. and FF aff.

falF m. (-F:) A buttock.

falF mfn. (-F:-FT-F)
1 Steady, firm, immovable. * Stayed,

slipped. Determined, resolved, decreed, established. * Up-

right. virtuous, steady in conduct. ' Agreed, engaged, con.

tnu ted, promised. * Risen, got up. i.itto stay or be.aff.il

fgpnft mfn. ( Firm, unmoved, calm. a. far*, and i

Ft intellect.

falHVTF mfn
. (-wfa) Calm, content, free from desire, r.. far*,

and mn wisdom.

fapvtl** m. (.an) A faithful bnend. t. fanf established, and

Sift* affection.

f«J ** M mfn- (.FTF-Fift-WF)
1 Staying, abiding, stationary

.

1 Waiting, attending, a. FT to stay, 11*7 a^-

fajfa f. (-fa:) ' Stay, staying, being fixed or stationary. Cor-

rectness of conduct, continuance in the path of duty. • Li.

mit. boundary, term. 4 Stop, cessstion, pause. 1 Determina-
,

lion, order, decree. • Honor, dignity. * lln astronomy,) Dura-

tion of an eclipse. «. IT to stay or stand, aff. fit*.

falfaww mfn. (-FlF-FFt FF) ‘ Firm, stable. ' Stesdv, (in

purpose, or conduct,) upright, firm, virtuous, a. farfa, and

*7* aff.

fefwm mfn. (-F:-FT-fa Who or what fixes, places, Ac.

n. ( fa) Elasticity. a. faifa, and Fir** what causes to stay,

fear rad. Having stayed, stood, stopped, been, &c. a. FIT to

stay, Jp &ff-

faF mfn. (-F:-TT**C)
1 Firm, fixed, steady, immovable. * Hard,

solid- • Permanent, durable, lasting.
4 Firm, steady, (moral,

ly,) uninfluenced by pleasure or pain, &c. * Cool, collected.

• Constant, faithful, m. (-<:)
1 A deity, an immortal * Kaa-

Tiaiva. * A mountain. 4 A tree.
* Final emancipation from

existence. • The planet Saturn. f A bull, fi; (-Tf) ' The

earth. 1 A shrub, (Hedysarum gangeticum.) * A medicinal

root, commonly AViio/f. 4 Silk-cotton tree. g. FT to stay or

t>e, Unidi aff. far^.

fair*** m. (-f:> The Ckampaca, (Michclia champnca.) f. (-an)

' The Pandanus odoratissimus. * Trumpet flower, a. fair

lasting, and an* smell

fapTFF m. (-FT: ) A Bauddkn saint.

farC#lT7 mfn. (-FT‘-Fi:*F*.) Firm, resolute, steady, constant,

s. falT firrn.F** the mind.

figtWft. ro. (*F; ) The Bhujpatr or birch tree of the ffim&lntfa

mountains, s. fair firm, and ** a leaf.

fajTFT* m. (-F0 A tree by the road side, Ac. giving shelter to

travellers or persons passing, b. faK lasting, and Ff*T

shade.

fartfww m. (-fO A fish, k . fan: immovable, and farFT the
j

tongue.

faffCFtfFFT £ (-FT) The silk-cotton tree. >. far* lasting (a

long time), and aftfaw alive.

11 H

famry mfn. f-F^TT-T)
1 Firm, fixed, stationary. • Permanent,

durable, eternal. * farr firm, me* aff.

farem f. (-FT)
1

Stability, firmness. 1 Moral firmness fortitude.

«• faK with FW added
;
also with f, far*W.

farr^Y (*T{)
‘ A snake. • Vtaax'u in the boar Avatar.

x. fare hard, and \j a tooth.

farr** m. (-Ft) The marshy date tree. a. fair lasting, and

** a leaf.

farr**r m. f-F*-)
1 Tile Ckampaca, i.Mschelia cbampaca.) ' The

Baku!, (Mimusops elengi.) a. fair lasting, and gat a flower.

farr*f* mfn. (-fa:-fa:-fa) Steady, firm, deliberate, a. fair,

and *fa mind.

farr^tfa m. (-fa:) A large tree, one that gives shade and shel-

ter- «. farr firm, lasting, and %rfa place of production.

faK*r*F m. (*F:) A Vidyadham^ a peculiar kind of demi-god.

R- fair perpetual, *i** youth.

fapTTT f. l-TT) ' Indigo. * Dir-kaldi, a sort of Curcuma.

*. farr lasting, and r* colour or dye.

farrifa* m. (-*;) The marshy date tree. a. farr bard or lasting,

and *ifa* tree.

farOFF mfn, (-wr-mr-m) ' Firm, resolute, unmoved. 'Stable,

steady, a. fair, and FTFF self.

farrr* m. (-*:) ITie silk-cotton tree, (Borabai beptaphylluov)

a farr lasting long, and FT* or Fl*7 life, whence also

fairr*F m. (-F:).

FT* r. 6th cl. (IBffa) To clothe or cover.

FITTF. m * (fat) A packhorse, a horse carrying loads: see

*P*t f. (•*>) ' The post or pillar of * house. * An iron inuite.
4 An anvil. 4 A disease, a. it to stay or stand, * Unidi aff,

deriv. inr.

ITT m. (-rO A man. a. FT Uj stay, *cof Un’adi aff.

Fife* m. (-^) A packhorse or one carryiug loads on his back.

a. FIVT bulk, size, Tfa affix, and F changed to r*

FT* r. 10th cl (FJFFif) To increase, to fatten, to become big

or bulky.

FI* mfn. (-F--FT-F) 'Fat, Corpulent, bulky. * Stupid, dull,

ignorant • Large, great.
4 Coarse. 1 Clumsy, n. (fa) * A

heap, a quantity. • A tent f. (-FT) 1 A sort of pepper;

(Pothos officinalis) a A pumpkin gourd, m, (-F:) The jack

fruit trye. a. FTF to be large or fat, aff. f*.

FIF* mfn. (*F:-Flfa) Large, bulky, a. w* the same, *7
added.

ig i* *"f m. (-T:) A wild sort of kidney-bean. a. FI* large,

and FT coir.

FTF*ifF*T f. (-FT) The silk-couon tree. a. frt large, «* a

thorn, FF aff.

FJFFF C
-^ 5 ) ' An esculent root, (Arum colocasia.) • Ano-

ther sort, (Arum ladicum.) a. FTF large, and «* a root.

F7*tft* mfn. Large bodied, corpulent, a. FI*, and

FT* body.

F1F*T«*7 m. (-*F
v
) The trunk of a tree or any piece of tim-

ber on fire. a. FI* large, FIT wood, and *F burning.

FTFFT*ffir m. (-fa:) A large piece of wood on fire. c. FT*

large, ftf wood, and Ffa
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wn5T^T An arrow, a. zjtt large. and Thr a bambu rod.

m. (-T:) A bow used in cicnning cotton# a W** large,

and TTT a bow.

J^TV^TTr m. (-W-) Kaloitji
,
(Nigella Indica.) a. large, and

euroin seed. .

VTW f. (-m) 1 Coarseness, balkiness. * Dulnesa, stupidity,

a ir*r added to ; also with m. TJYai.

ro. (-V:) A sort of reed, (Arundo.) s qr* large, T** a

stick or stem.

m. (*di) A kind of grass, (Saccharnro munja.) a. vtr*

largo, and x* Poa. ,

TJTfTT f. (-YT) The Aloe plant, a. large, and a leaf,

rofn. C-ifli-wl-fwj Dull, stupid. . qnr, and Tl under-

standing.

^grooror na. (-VO A large kind of reed. a. VIT large, and WTW
n stalk.

-a-

m- (-*‘) A hog. b *J=a large, and in* for

nose.

JHgVTifa 1 m. f-yt) A hog, a boar. a. TJV large, Wlfaar the

nose, made rnasc. in the compound.

m. (-Tt) Cotton, n. j Coarse cloth, e. in, and tt
cloth.

VT^TTTTr m. (-T=) Coarse doth. *. «3V large, TT cloth, VT to

be, a If. TV.

m. (-%t) An elephant, a. t»V large, and TT^ a foot,

ra. (-TE) A tree, (.Cschvnomene v rnndi flora ) f. (.an) A

flower, a sort of mountain Clilorea. jl Twr large, 35 a

flower.

"‘fa. (-f%‘-f*:-fl) Stupid, dull. B- and ufg under-

standing.

HI*1**! m. (-T0 One of the sacred personages called S'nttd

Kivatit by the Jaina*.

ILf-Vt A fragrant medicinal berry, commonly Kakiii.

*• large, and srfrv black pepper.

mfn. (-V‘-VT-Vi ' Munificent, liberal. • Learned, well-

read* • Remembering both benefits and offences, t. urrr

large, moch, andw mark or note.

mfn. (-VT-WT-VI) 1 Munificent, liberal. * Dealing

profusely or indiscriminately. • Recollecting benefits and

injuries. * Taking careless aim. a. vjwr a heap, (of wealth,)

and wee to be remarked or seen.

£L (-W)
1
Liberality. “ Aiming carelessly. * Reten-

tiveness of benefits and injuries. qgwwwu .
and w aff,

VVTlfevn m. f-gTt) A plant, (Siphonanthus Indica.)

m. (•!:) Red Lcdk , a tree, the bark of which is used

as an astringent in tanning, &c. a. war thick, and

bark.

WwCfc ntfn. (-KT-KI-t) Large bodied, (.^) The external or

material body. a. and WTtC body.

w 1*

t

m f* (**w.- 4wl or -fTTTf) Thick or coarse cloth, a. ira
thick, and WTTO cloth.

m- (-fr) Coarse cloth, a. Tgrei large, and inf* cloth.

IftVtVvH mfn. (-YP-TP-YO Large-headed. a,(^s> A large head
or summit, a. wi bulky, and the head.

tJgmtftfairT f. (-Wl) A large headed ant, t gif large, iftr the

bea<l, ttt aff.

n. (-gfi An elephant's trunk, a. large, and TV the

hand.

1g*TV in. (-YT) A snake, f. htw large, and vrv face or head.

Tjfow m. (-iftj A camel, a. large, Tf* aff.

T|wlWT mfn. (-Wt-WT-W)
1 Thick, bulky. * Stupid, a. ^rv,

and 31T become, with fv aff.

TgrrrVY m. (-g:) ' Incompleteness, deficiency, defect. * The

middle pace of an cluphant, neither quick nor slow. ' Pim-

ple* on the face.
4 A bill at the foot of a mountain, or a

rocky fragment detached from its primitive site and form-

ing a separate projection or promontory. 9 A hollow at the

root of the elephant’s tusks, a. tjjT large, and TTT lofty,

xn. (-YT) Fixedness, firmness.

1IJT mfn. (-VJ-TT-T)
1 To be fixed or determined. * To be plac-

ed. m. (-T*)
1 A jud^e, an arbitrator, one who decides upon a

dispute between two parties. • A domestic priest, a. TT to

stand, TW ain

WTT rafn. (-TPT TVl-T) ' Firm, stable, fixed. * Eternal, per-

manent. a. fvic firm, TTY*, aff. of the superlative, and HIT

substituted for the adjective.

mfn. (-V--TT-T) Firm, stable, fixed, durable, a. fkur firm,

TTT olf., and xjn substituted for the primitive.

V73! n. (-tg) ' Firmness, stability. 4 Firmuess 0/ mind, resolu-

tion. fortitude, a. far, and iff.

xjpfHi m. (-ft) A pack-horse : sec iptfgW.

txirwT 11. (-T) A sort of perfume, commonly Gamt'hidta. e.

an image, TT aff.
t

also with TT added, vrivixjT.

VPt u. (-K)
1 Strength, power. * A load for a horse or ass, See.

L large, bulky, VT. ud V changed to g.

XBTfyr m. (-^1 )
1 A pack-horse, one that carries burthens on his

back like an ox or ass. * A strong horse, a. xjjiy strength,

Tf* off., or according to some authorities a pack-saddle,

TfT afT., dcriv. irr. j it is also read RlfTT, and SQlfyw.

mfn. (-U:-ll-T) Large-headed, having or relating to

a large head or summit, a. large, fiPCT the head,

aff.

n_ ( li) Bulk, size, coarseness, largeness, s. Vq, and

anw aff.

TTT m. (-«:) ' Light, lustre. * The moon.

TPnr u. ( stj
1 Bathing, ablution, f Washing, sprinkling, wet-

ting. k *VT to bathe or purify by bathing, causal form,

at!. WZ.

mfn. (.i|:-in-lT) Sprinkled, welted, bathed, washed,

a. >|T to bathe, causal form, aff. 3L

m ( T:) Oozing, dripping, trickling, a. «u to distil or

ooze, aff. VT.

TT9T f. (-TT) A tendon, a muscle, a. V* to eject, aff. TT-

VrriT mfn. (-THT YTTrot WI*) Bathing, performing ablution,

a. «rr to bathe, xr« aff. ^

TTTW m.(-wnn-w) Bathed, washed, purified, (by ablution.) m. (.*:)

An initiated householder : see thu next. a. off! to bathe.

off. ft
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m. («f!) An initiated householder, n man of the three

first classes, who having completed the term prescribed for

bis studies becomes a housekeeper : if at the end of this

period, he has not acquired a knowledge of the f’ido, he is

called Y'ratiunaiaAa
; if he has acquired that knowledge ear-

lier, he is termed Vidj/(U*dtaAa , and if he finishes his regular

studies at the same time that the period of study expires, he

is named Ubhayasnutaka. e. aril added to the last.

WTWT tad. Haring bathed, a. nr to bathe, pi aff.

WTW n. (-H) ' Bathing, ablution, purification by bathing. * Any

thing proper for ablution, water, perfumed powder for the

body, Ac. a. «*r to bathe, III aff.

fKW n. (*#) Kutn grass, a. WIH ablution, and ww
grass.

W**** n. (-!l) A cloth put on at or after bathing, k. wr*r, and

vW clothes.

WTHlftir mfh. Bathing, performing ablution, (espe-

cially in sacred waters.) K. WtW, and practising.

Wt^fa mfit. (-!:-!F-^) Ablutionary, fit or proper for bathing

in, or to be used at bathing, as perfumed powders, Ac. it. ( v\

Water or other article proper for bathing, a. wrw ablution,

and ! aff.

qpm* m. (-9:) A servant who brings water, or who applies it in

bathing, u. WT to bailie, causal v„ wws aff.

Wifa* mfn. (Ht-fawVfa) A bather, a performer of ablutions,

a. «BT to bathe, fafa aff, ip* augment.

W(H f. ( -vr.i A tendon, a muscle, described as a tubular vessel

attached to the bones at either end, and carrying vital air.

a. wjt to bathe, ^ns Utiadi aff., and hw augment.

WTI ni. (-!:) A tendon, a muscle.

fid* r. I Oth cl. ' To be greasy or unctuous. 1 To fuse

or melt.

fw7* mfn (H|:-nii-Hi) ' Smooth, oily, unctnous, greasy. 'Ami-

able, kind, affectionate. ' Coarse, thick. * Cooling, emollient,

m. (-**:) A friend, f. (-HfT) Marrow, n. (-W) ' Bees’s wax.

• Light, lustre. • Thickness, coarseness, m. (-Hf :
)

' A sort

of pine, (Pinus Devadaru.) ' Another kind, (Pinus longifolia.)

to be unctuous, aff. if.

f. (-Hi) ' Affection, kindness. • Unctuousncs9, oiliness.

*- far*! aflectionate, H^f aff. of the abstract; also fw*!H
». (•«.)

m (-W:) Rice of quick growth, a. fap! oily,

grain.

fwHT!T! n. (-!:) ' A pine, (Pinus longifolia
)

• Another kind,

(Pinus Devadaru.) a. fw** unctuous, and ^T! wood.

fapiv! mf. (-H--HT) The jujube, (Zizyphus jujuba.) a. fw?l
unctuous, and xpw a leaf.

^ mn (-V:-^|) Table land, tbe level summit or edge of a

mountain, s. wi to trickle, (the water or snow from it,)

,.c
WH mfa. (-ir:-HT-H) Flowing, dropping, oozing, trickling, distil-

led. a. Wj to ooze, aff ys

WIT f. (-HT) 1 A daughter-in-law. • The milk-hedge plant «. mr

to distil, Uu'idi aff. !.

ffl t- f*Wp^) The milk-hedge plant, (Euphorbia antiquorum,

Ac.) a. WH to vomit, (its milk being used as an emetiej aff.

far! ;
also with TTH added, ^TT-

wfa t* (-fa>^t) A plant, (Euphorbia antiquorum.) z. WT to

vomit, (see the last,) fa aff., and optionally added.

!fa m. 1 Affection, kindness. 'Oil, unguent, grease, any

unctuous or greasy substance. • Oiliness, lubricity, viscidity,

z.f-*! to be unctnons, Ac., aff. w®.

m. (•%:) Cessation or loss of regard, k ?, and

severing.

W** m. (-HT)
1 A friend- * The moon. A disease, a. far! to

be affectionate, &c., fflp^Unidi aff.

W¥H n. (-if)
1 Unctuousness, being or becoming oily, 9ce.

1 Anointing, unction, nibbing with unguents, oil, &c.

• An emollient, an unguent, or liniment. a. far! to be

unctuous, HHraff

mfn. (-W. WT Dressed with oil. t. WH, and TW
cooked.

m. (-H0 A lamp. a. W! oil. and fa! fond of.

WT^ in. (•*£) T*hc phlegmatic humor, z. w! oily substance,

and %t born.
tv

Igxrwfw m. (
• fa? : >

1 An object of affection. * Any substance yield-

ing oil or grease, t. t^f, and nfa site.

WITT n». (-T:) Sesamum. a. #! oil, C! colour.

mfn. (-ITH-Hlft-HH) 1 Affectionate. ' Unctuous, oily,

a. W¥. and HTpt aff.

W ifeT m. (-¥^) A sort of pine, (Pinus Devadaru.) a. W! oil,

and ft! pierced, impregnated.

mfn. Oiled, greased, lubricated, a. #T. and

anointed.

#*t**fli f. (-fw) Affectionate or friendly intercourae. a. *t*.

ami wwiflt practice.

m. ( -W) A lamp. a. oil, and WIT what consumes,

mfn. (-ip-WT-li)
' Kind, affectionate. * Beloved, the object

of affection m. ( -W.) A friend, a. #» affection, aff.

^fqvtmfn. (-'ll fwwt-fw
1 Affectionate, friendly. * Oily, une-

tuous. m. <-yi) • a friend.
1 A painter, a. w! affection, Ac.,

XU aff.

W9 m. (-W^)
1 Sickness, disease. * The moon. a. fa! to be

unctuous, T Ur/idi aff.

wroi n. (-?W) * Oiliness, smoothness, lubricity. * Affectionate-

nuss a. fapu, and w*taff.

(a) «gf* r. lat el. f> * To quake, to shake, to tremble

slightly, to throb, to beat.
1 To go, to move.

sq*aw ti. (-4 )
' Beating, throbbing, pulsation, quivering. ’Quick-

ening of the child in the womb. ' Going, a. wjfq to throb,

Wi aff-

tjpqttm mfn. (.*:.WT-W) 'Throbbing, beating. ’Going, a. sqfx

to beat, WWW aff.

sqpww mfh. (-W-W-W)
1 Throbbing, beating. * Gone. n. (-if)

Pulsation. «. mf* to throb, * aff.

m. (-ml The agent or active cause of pain or distreas, as

an enemy, an oppressor, a disease, (to. a-»to breathe, aff

*W, with yt augment.
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vl i. l»t cl. (writ) To vie, to envy, to desire another's

reduction.

mfn. (-^i-il-l) Envious, emulous, s. mi envy,H aff.

m*m f. (-WTJ Enviousitess, emulation, e. mi, and 7T^ all.

mil f. (-it)
1 Envy, emulation, rivalry. ' Equality, sameness.

' Successive elevation, k. mtT to envy or vie with, affs.

if and ir^.

mfcff mfn. (-n : - err *r.) Vied or contended with, defied. R. mC
to vie with. % aff.

nfiw mfn. ' Emulous, envious. * Superb, gorgeous.

*. m«i, and Tfw a(T.

mil r. 10th cl. (qnllflr)
1 To lake. * To unite, to, Join,

mil m. (-1*.)
' Touch, contact. The thing touching or feeling.

* Gift, donation. 4 Sickness, disease. ’ Morbid heat * A

consonant of either of the five first classes of the alphabet.

v An enemy, a disease, file., the agent or instrument of pain,

trouble, or distress. * Air, wind. C (- ir) A wanton, an un-

chaste woman, s. vm to touch, aff. WW-

Wf mfn. (-1MT-1) Touching, toucher, that which touches

or is in contact with. i. w»ir to touch, sff.

qnfr n. (-1)
1 Touch, contact * Gift, donation, m.

(
if:) Air,

wind. s. mi to touch, vz orH aff,

. « * ‘ ^
ITOltl mfn. (-m-lf-Ef) What is to be or may be touched, sen*

sible, tangible, *. mi to touch, Hll<^ aff.

m. A stone, the philosopher's stone, converting

every thing it touches to gold. s. mil touch, wfw a gem.

n. (-*) Gold. a. miilfl a stone, audsm production.

HIHII f. (-HT) A sensitive plant, (Mimosa pudica.) k.

the touch, and hit ashamed.

mwutT f. (• IT) A plant, (Asparagus rscemosus.) k. mil touch,

and 1JU pure.

mim*r >n. (-«m) A frog. c. mi the touch, and mi who goes.

miTHT f. (-U) Oue of the slpaaratat. e. mi touch, UH
delighting.

mi* m. (-gl) * Morbid heat. * The agent or instrument of bodi-

ly pun. e. ms? to touch, aff.

msr r. 1st cl. (mwfiT-i) 1 To obstruct, to oppose. • To string

together. * To touch. 4 To make evident or clear. * To in-

form. r. 10th cl. (mi*l3) 1 To lake. * To unite, to connect,

or join.

mi? m. (-H!) * A spy, a secret agent or emissary. * War, battle.

4 Fighting with a dangerous animal, as a tiger, a buiTalo, &c.

for reward, s mu to inform, aff. 11.

mi mfn. (-!:*lT-¥) 'Evident, manifest, apparent. 'Clear, easy,

intelligible, k. mu to make clear, aff. H
mfiv mfn. (“W-ii-iy Clear, perspicuous, intelligible, e. mi.

and mi sense.

m « (*1) Making clear or intelligible, e. ml, and mil
making, fl augment.

mfn. (-W:-UT-lf) * Explained, expounded, elucidated,

made clear, and intelligible. * Made manifest, revealed,

exposed, s. mi easy, dear, fi augment, and vri made,

mifal mfn. (-Wr-WT-1) Caused to be slopped, hindered, &c.

a. mu to stop, causal n aff. form, irr.

m r. 5th. cl. (m#Tfw) ' To please, to gTatify. ’ To cherish, to

protect. • To breathe, to live.

mir? f- (-W?? A gramineous plant. (Trigonella corniculata.)

e. wn? to touch, H, aft, form. irr.
j

also HT.

mw r. 6th cl. (mifl) To touch, to take with the hand. With

H, 1 To tread upon. • To bathe, to sip water, file,

writ mfn. (EDI) Who or what touches, t. mi? to touch, fipr aff.

mil mfn. t-wi- lift-lift ill Touching. * ms? to touch,

VW aff.

mm f. (-it) A plant, commonly Konlaii. e. mi to touch,

and xrq aff*.

mvl f. (-tfT) A prickly nightshade, (Solanum Jacquini.) e. mar

lo touch, w ind affs.

mm mfn. (•m.-mr-m) What may be or is to be felt or touched.

e. mu to touch,H aff.

ml mfn. Touched, felt. r. mw to touch, aff. If.

rnil mfn. (-1MI-1 ) What is to be or may be touched, felt,

fiic., mi to touch, war aff.

mfi f. Touch, feeling, contact, e. ^[1 to touch, fill aff.

ind. Having felt or touched, b. mi to touch. aff.

mi r. lOih cl. (mufl) 'lo wish, to desire, to long for.

rnimm mfn. (*i:*1T*^> Desiring, wishing, k mi to desire,

man aff.

a^ir f. (-11) Wish, desire, e. mi to wish. ll» and 1T1 affs.

mf uti? u»fn. (-m-lT-i) Desirable, to be wished, r. ^1 to wish,

mwtl\aff.

rniqisj mfn. Wishing, desiring, cupidinous. e. mi
to wish, ini aff , and 11 augment.

Ijll mfn. To be wished, desirable, m. (-m*-) A large

kind of lime. r. ijT to wish, aff, IT
mi mfn. (-ir-gt-li Who or what touches, ficc, m.(-TT) ' Mor-

bid heat. * The agent or instrumental cause of pain or dis-

tress, as an enemy, a disease, &c. e ml to touch, 11 aff.,

and the first sa converted to

mrz r. 1st cl. imzfl) 'To open, to unfold, to burst. * To

break or divide-

ms rnf. (**mt) A snake's expanded neck or hood. f. (-*1)

Alum. s. ms to swell, aff. 1 , and the vowel changed to 1.

mifor m. (-1:) Crystal. «. mr lo expand, mi aff., and the

vowel changed.

ifrvts mfn. (-m-lTl) Crystalline, transparent, a. mf«V,

and HT light.

mfzcil mfn. (-H-lt-^) Made of crysul. e. mfsi, and

HI t»ff.

mfzim m. (-1:) Mount Kailasa. t. mfn crystal, and HI
a mountain.

mfmfsfl^ m. ( m) Camphor, e. KaiUita, and fl*

what breaks, what shames, being whiter,

mfmiffl. m. (-jqn) Crystal, b. mf*l ti e same, and m^a
stone.

mi (T) mfl r. 1st and 10th ds. (mmfl-mufa) To jest or

joke with, to amile or laugh at.

1 C r. 6th cl. (tgrcnt) * To throb, to beat, to tremble. ’ To

move. ' To be manifest.
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dT* n. («vf) Throbbing, trembling, e. d< to throb, aff.

d*rT r. 6th cl. (dwfw) 1 To throb, to beat, to tremble. * To

more. • To be manifest.

•qrrzer m. (-qr:) A drop of water, e. d* tor break, fW aff.

^Zrfza mfn. (-*:-yft-yr;i Crystalline, made &c.of crystal. n.(-yr.i

Crystal. a. dfew the same, and ’WW aff.

wjTfiHinj^r n. (-if) Crystal, e. dlfcw the same, and a

stone.

dT*Y* n. (-*) Crystal : a. see df**.

dTff mfn. (-Wi-lTT-lf) Swollen, enlarged. I. to increase,

aff. *
wrfiT f.

1 Increase, growth. Swelling, intumescence.

a. tp to increase, n»*i aff,, and the final rejected,

dry (lj» r. I at cl. (sunn*) To grow, to increase, to be-

come large or bulky.

dTT mfn. (-C-*TT-^) ' Large, great. ' l*oud. m. «:) 1 Throb-

bing, quivering. • A bubble or flaw in gold, &c. • Twanging

as of a bow-string, e. dr to throb, aff. Wd, or sp to swell,

TM Un’idi aff, and the radical final rejected,

drew n. (-if) Throbbing, shaking, trembling, a. wr to throb,

causal form, aff d*.

m. (-W:) Throbbing, quivering, trembling, shaking, l d rf

to shake, aff.

drynf n. (-si)
1 Shaking, quivering. * Rubbing, friction.

* Rubbing or patting a horse, a. d^l to shake, causal v.,

straff. •

<*

UllffW mfn. Increasing, augmenting. *. uni
to increase, w« aff

,
Tf inserted.

fhilliiTWSE m. (-V:) A medicinal plant, commonly Kayap'hal.

fsa^ f. rfa.{-^T) ’Hie buttocks, e. wm to swell, aff. or

f«J« to hurt, aff. fill, form irr.

fdz r. 10th cL(d*yfirj * To hurt, to injure, or kilL * To

cover.

fb¥T r. 10th cl. (fbifwfw) 1 To hurt, to injure, to kill.
1 To

dwell. • To give. * To be strong.

fdT mfn. (-C.-TMT) Much, many. e. dTO to swell, ftnc* aff.

deriv. irr*

wtw mfn. (-ir-Hl-lt) ‘ Much, many. * Swollen, enlarged.

* Successful, prosperous, risen in rank or fortune. 4 Affected

by hereditary disease. a. dlft to swell, aff TV ;
al9o dH|.

BVtfTI f.(-fff :)
1 Increase, enlargement. • Prosperity, a. dry to

swell, fnw aff.

TD7 r. 1st cl. idkTB’VO r. Gth cl. (dlfy) To blow, to blossom,

to open as a bud or flower, r. 1 0th cl. (draryftT or with yriv

prefixed WTdnryfin also (TT) yjfac r. 1st cl. and

1st cl. (iwfit) 1 To divide, to break, to tear, to

pierce. * To hurt or kill. df* r. 1 0th cl. (ddyOi) To

laugh at or with, to jest, to joke.

d» mfn. (-*:.*!-») * Blown, opened, expanded, (as a flower.)

* Apparent, manifest, evident. 'Known, understood. 4 Plain,

distinct. 'Spread, diffused. • tVhitc.
T
Burst, broken. • Rent,

torn. • (In astronomy,) True or apparent, an :

true or apparent motion of the sun. f. (-7T) The expanded

hood of a snake, k. d« to blow, as a flower, &c. aff. yf-

11 I

a
dTW mfn. (-zy-ysfft TttVtw) 1 Bursting, blowing. Becoming

manifest or clear. * Evolving, e. y? to blow, irw aff

dBWT f. (-in)
4
Manifestation, evidence. 1 Blossoming, a. vept,

and iryr aff

d*y n.(-W) ’ Tearing, rending. * Opening, expanding, a. yx
to blow, vz aff, and the vowel unchanged ; also ukrBW.

d*yw n. (-yf) (In geometry,) Distinct or precise area. a. d,
and fruit.

de^dvri f- (-«1) Heart-pea. E. w* burst, and xrd*! bark

or rind.

yjypj mfn. (-ti:.^t*4) Intelligible, obvious, significant, a. d»,
and vvy sense.

dfs f
1 Kibe, swelling of the feet. * A sortof melon,

(Cucumis momordica, Rox.) e, d» to open or break, and fw

aff, with optionally added.

dfan? mfn. (-Wt-WT-lT) 1 Budded, blown. ' Broken, burst. t.OT

to blow, aff. tv.

dy r. 1 Oth cl. idiyfff) To disrespect.

W? r. 6th cl. (difhr) To clothe, to cover. (^) dftr) r. 1 st and

10th cl*. (ddfw d«9yf<!) To laugh at, to jest, to joke.

ddiT m. (-T:) Crackling, burning, e. d»vr imitative sound,

and any making.

dv: r. 6th cl. (W<fi|) 1 To throb, to beat. To move. * To swell,

d* m. (-*0)
1 A shield. * Throbbing, trembling. ' Swelling,

a. RfiT to shake, &c., aff y.

dTW nf. (-ai-wr) 1 Trembling, throbbing, pulsation. * Quiver-

ing of the lips, throbbing of the eyes, 8tc. ' Expansion of

mind. a. dt to shake, aff. m* or wy, and the radical vowel
•j ^ % j v

unchanged.

drff tnfiM-ysfT^-Tff) 1 Quivering, trembling, shaking, throb-

bing.
1 Expanding, swelling. ' Going, moving. 4 Going

tremulously. * Darting, starting, t. dr to swell, &c., aff. WM-

dfrw tnfn. (-ir-WI-lf)
1 Shaken, agitated. * Trembling, heav-

ing, throbbing, palpitating. * Swelled, swollen. n.(>lf)
1 Trem-

bling or throbbing of the eye-lids. a. dx; to move or swell,

aff TV-

yyd (^r) ddf r. 1st cl. (HJdfw)
1 To spread, to expand.

* To forget.

dd r. 1st cl. (dvj|fW) To thunder: more properly dd-
j ^ «

ddBT m. ( -W') A sort of ebouy, (Diospym* glutinosa.) a.dd
to make a noise like thunder, (on being burnt,) aff “ffW ; also

*$dW.

ddV m. (-«:) A clap of thunder. to Bound M thun-

der, aff.

<0*1 r. 6th cl. (wwflj) 1 To throb. ’ To heap or crowd. • To

be manifest or apparent. * To go or more.

Him n. (•«) A tent. z. sum to expand, alT. at.

aarmw n. (-^) Throbbing, trembling, a. HJC to shake, alT. tgl,

and ZB substituted for X.

sqrfarr mfn. mitt. (-T:-TI-TI A jparlt of fire. a. a* for aapi

imitative sound, fatla to go, aif. *t H

Hlfsafiripl f. (-a
1

!) One of the seven tongues of Aoki or fire.

X. arnfmT a spark, \fm and tft^affa.

wmi an) rniHjaiit r. 1st cL tmtjmaiffn) To thunder.
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ra.
1 The *o«nd of thunder. ’ !»»*»'• ihunderbolt.

e. xgxi lo sound, as thunder, aff. XX-

qgmc m. (-¥ ) A sort of ebony, (Diotpyros glutinosa.) ‘'V* |

to sound like thunder, (in the fire, from its abounding with

resin,)

agwix A dap of thunder, the sound of falling thunder,

or that immediately following a stroke of lightning. *.

to sound as thunder, xtj^aff.

agaht n. (•¥) Thundering, a. agrti, and w* nlT.

xnamr mfn. (-XIW-Xlft-XTI) Thundering, a. and aff.

f. (-fin:) Throbbing, palpitating, shaking, k. fie to shake,

aff. fax, and the rowel made long,

mfn. (-XTX ViftXWl * Kind-hearted. • Tremulous, agi-

tated. a. xjftf agitation, XfJX aff., and the n retaine J.^ mfn. (-xrx-xrtl-X:) Very much or many. *. fWFC many,

XXVI aft of the superlative, form irr.

mfn. (-¥:-¥T*T$) Very much or many. a. fast; much, T¥*

aff. of the superlative, form irr.

*irr* m. (-T4
.)

' A boil, a tumor. * Breaking, bursting, f. (-TT)

The hood of the snake, a. to break or open, aff.

m. (¥*•) A boil, a tumor, f. (-frm) A sort of bird,

a, nu to burst, aff.

n. (-¥) ' Tearing, rending. * Fidgetting with the hand,

crocking the finger-joints, snapping the fingers, Ac. f. (-rtt)

A gimblet, an auger. . ttyz to open, (as a dower, Qtc ) causal

form, aff. wr.

m. (-¥:) A Musi so named.

mfn. (-if-Xi-ir )
' Torn, rent. • Made to open or burst

e. sqrz to break, causal v., % aff.

TO m. (-VW:) An implement used in sacrifices, a piece of

wood shaped like a sword, for stirring the boiled rice, or

according to some fpr trimming the mound used as an altar.

W r. 9th cl. (irfTfff To hurt, to kill.

<W »</. ' An expletive. * A particle which added to verbs in the

present tense gives them a past sense, as TfxaTCPrcrcnr.

Rams killed (instead of kills) Ravan'a. a. XT to end or de-

stroy, ¥1 aff., or fa* t0 «®ile, aff. ¥.

XIX m. (•¥) ‘ Pride, arrogance. • Surprise, astonishment a. for

to smile, xx aff

xnc m. (-K-) ' Kamad^va, the deity of love. 'Recollection.

a. w to remember, X"¥ aff.

XKXafy n. (-¥0 Lasciviousness, wanton pleasures, h. arc. and

act

arciwx mf. (-x*: fX¥T) Pudendum muliebre. t. arc Kama,

jpl a well, and ¥X aff. of comparison.

arc*X m. (-¥:) Visaw u. a. ¥TC lore, ax the spiritual or natu-

ral father.

XKm n. (-rt) The vulva a. arc Kama, and jjx mansion.

arc^X n, (-a) The clitoris, a. arc love, Wiw an umbrella

arc* n.(-rt)
1 Recollecting, remembering, memory, recollection*

• Regretting, remembering with regret a. w to remember,

aff. WZ,

¥TCTIM«Tff$¥ m. (-¥0 A turtle, a tortoise, a XTCX memory,

XTX offspring, and ¥X¥ who pleases.

arcafal mfn. (-x:-¥r-a) Pit or proper to be remembered, a. vp

to remember, apffo^aff.
,

arcx mfn. (-KX-X^l-XX) Remembering, recollecting, consider-

ing. h. is to remember, wx aff.

m. (-ar:)
1 Any musical instrument “ The penis. • A

sort of fabulous fish or marine monster, the emblem of Kama-

nfivA. n. (-art) The vulva fi (-an) A bright moonlight night

a arc: Kama, and emblem.

XPCfaXT f. (-XT) Rati, the wife of K/ma. b. arc the deity of

love, and fkXT wife.

ffTCwfxc o. (-X) Pudendum muliebre. a. arc love, and

abode.

air^TX m. (-¥:
)
Passion, love. a. arc, and fascination,

arcwrfax mfn. (-It-in-X) Overcome by love or passion, a. air,

and XrfaX bewildered.

arc¥¥*Vf. (*rtt) The Safika, (Turdus salica,) or Mama, (Gra-

cula religiosa) a arc love, xxifl a pen, a writing,

artxxx m. (.IT) ANiacn’tmA. a. arc Ka'ma, and xwv beloved.

arcxIfXXT f. (-¥1) A harlot. i. air: love, xtfx a shop,

¥¥aff.

arrx¥ m. (-¥*.) The moon. a. air Cofid, and ax a friend,

arcaix m. (-ai:) The penis, c arc Conn, and xx post

arraw m. (•?&) An ass. a. air Kama, and aril to be remem-

bered.

arrxr m. (-ro S'lVA. e. air the deity of love, and ar de-

stroying.

arctfX mfh.>(-ar:-¥T ¥) In love. a. air, and xryx overcome }

also arrffax.

arcTarc n. (*rf) The vulva, b. arc love, xrxrc abode,

ainwx m. (-*:) * A finger nail. ' A lover, a h cher. a. arc

love, and ¥¥X a goad.

airijjr mfn. (*r'*-rT-^) Overcome with love or passion, a. arc.

and XTfft perplexed.

arcrar mfn. (-ar.-atr-ai) Infatuuted wiih love. a. air, and x"X

blind.

airra mfn. (-v?:.*4t-4) Overcome or agitated by love. e. air,

and XIX pained.

arciax m. (-¥s) Saliva, a. air love, xrxa wine.

arcTTJX mfn. (-¥:-arf*rt) Devoted to love. b. air, and X2^¥

fond of.

ar^x mfn. (•¥:-¥! rt) Fit or proper to be remembered, e. w to

remember, ax aff.

aii^xrvr mfn. (-x*-wi-rt) Being remembered, a. «to remember,

pass, v., XTXX aff.

anrx n. (-rt) Calling to mind, reminding, causing to remember.

a. ¥l to remember, causal v., mz alf.

arfex mfn. (-a: nT-X) Called to mpmory, caused to remember.

b. ^ to remember, causal v., % aff.

aii^ mfn. ‘ Legal, canonical, according to the doc.

trines of the Smriiu or inspired codes of law. * Following or

professing the doctrine of the law books. ' Memorial, relat-

ing to memory. * Within memory, what may be remem-

bered. m.(-^:) A Brahman following the revealed law. *. ajffx

law collectively, and aff. of refcreuce, ficc.
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9Tfart ro. (’W) Time to which memory may extend ; ae-

cording to the jurists u furu « century, l'w*. and *rr*

time.

f%r r. I Oth cl. far***) To slight r. 1st d. (vtH) To smile

Also fl¥.

far* r. 1 0th cl. (xstfir) To slight to disregard, to disrespect,

far* mfn. <-ir:-in-Tf)
1 Smiling. Blown, (as a flower.) n. (-it)

A smile, a gentle laugh. r. fa to smile, aff. *
fapTT* f- (-¥¥) A handsome woman. *. fait, and the eye

fawwifa* mfn. (-lft*fawt-fa) Smiling, laughing, s. fa*, and

WTfaw having.

Wfa r. 1st cl. fafafa) To wink, to twinkle, to close or contract

like the eyelid*.

XJT r. 1st cl. (WTfa) * To remember, to recollect, to call to

mind. * To remember with regret, to miss. r. 5th cl. faJ^Tfa)
1 To please or delight 1 To guard, to protect, to clu-risli.

* To breathe or live. With fa prefixed, To forget.

V" mfn (-Ift-HT-lfi Recollected, remembered, called to mind,

a. KT to remember, aff. n.

*ffa f. (-fa:) * Recollection, remembrance, memory. * Law, the

body of law, as delivered originally by Menu, Yajnawaleya,

and other inspired legislators, to their respective pupils, and

committed by them from recollection to writing. • A law

book, a code of laws. * Wish, desire. * Understanding, s.hj

to remember, aff fa*.

Ufa** mfn. <-WTW-*ntft-Hir) Remembering, recollecting, having

a good memory. memory, srtjx aff*.

^fafax* mfn. (-V-H-W) Illegal, unjust, contrary to law. *¥*
jurisprudence, and fa*T opposed.

^f*f*f;r* m. (-*:)
1 Opposition to law, illegality, impropriety.

* Disagreement between two or more codes of law. s. wfw,

and fa<l* opposition,

^favrn n. f-*i> A work on law, a code, a digest, 8tc. as the

Menu Snnh'un , the MkdAthara, &c. k. *j
rK law, ami *1*1 an

inspired treatise.

VBfrt m. (-TJ:) The proximate cause of recollection, the act

of the mind by which any thing is called to memory, associ-

ation, recollection, t. *rf* memory, and ’t'jy cause.

*p*^"* mfn. (-*:-*t-'*'j
1
Illegal, unjust. * Forgotten, r.*rfn

law, or memory, ** implying reverse, and *"* gone-

XpK* mfn. (*TT-WT-11) Enjoined, prescribed, laid down in codes

of law. a. and ** said.

mfn. (•Xt*TI‘T
,

J
' Smiling, laughing. * Blown, opened, ex-

panded, (as a flower.) ' Evident, apparent, in. (-*:) Mani-

festation, appearance, r fa to smile, r* aff.

tjjfcvfV mfn. (-Wi-^ ai) Having a smiling look., s. and

face.

<Kfaf«lT m. (40) A peacock, c. #c smiling, and faffar a

bird.

*** m- (-X: ) Speed, velocity, e. to go, wtiff., and the

nasal rejected.

*J* i*. I Oth cl. (tOTT) To think, to consider, to reflect.

IK (%) r. 1st cl. («K#) 1 To sprinkle, to drop, to ooze
I

or distil. •to go. With^ prefixed, >^*r**it or

] WH

to drop, fltc.
;
the sibilant being optionally changed after this

and other prepositions.

*?* m. («^:)
1 Oozing, trickling. ' Going, moving. • A car, a

chariot k ijre to go, aff. *ar.

UJ 1** mfn. (-*:-WT-*l Quick, expeditions, m. (-W:)
1 A war-

chariot. * A tree, (Dalbergia ouseinensis.) 1 A Jinn of the

past era.
4
Air, wind. n. (-si) ' Dropping, oozing, trickling.

• Water. 'Going swiftly, f. (-*t) Saliva. *- to go. VK
or WZ aff.

*¥•***« m. (-*:) A timber tree, (Dalbergia ougeinensis.)

r. v*** a car, and X* a tree* the wood being used to make

wheels, he.

mfn, (-V:-VT*V) Mounted on or riding in a car.

*- X1-TX, and X7WX ascended.

XTXXTtr* m. (•*:) A warrior who fights in a car. e. xrx* a

war- chariot, aud xn^T* who ascends.

*^cfa n. (-fa:) A tree, (Dalbergia ougeinensia.) e. xr s* a car,

fa aff

Xlfa* mfn. (
1 Oozing, trickling, dropping.

• Going, moving, f. (-faxl)
1 Saliva 1 A cow bearing twins.

e. xtx to drop or flow, aff. fafa.

XT* mfn. (-X’-xr-X) Flowing, dropping, or trickling, a XF* to

drop, aff H.

XT* (X) XT* r. 6th cl. (Xlfifa) To sound, r. 10th cl. (XTXXfx-X)

To consider, to think.

XJH*rx ni. (-X*.) The gem worn by KrTshs'a.

XfHfX m.(-*f:) 1 An ant-hill. * A tree. 'Time. 4 A cloud, f. (-xt)

Indigo, a. XJX to sound, *r* Ui/idi off. with X* augment;

also with ytr. xrfaar.

XfTH ind. It nu»y be : implying doubt, as XHTfa, XTrarfa It may
be, it may not be. R.tbe verbal conditional form used as a

particle.

Xirw m. (-w:) A wife's brother, r. XHT to consider, aff. *x. and

«7 changed to x; nho z*ix.

KK n. ( -W> Happiness, delight.

XJ* mfn. (-xt-XT-X) Sewn, stitched. m. (-X:) A sack. e. fa* to

sew, aff. if.

X* ' (-fat} ' Sewing, stitching, working with needlo and

thread. * Offspring, lineage. • A sock. r. far to sew,

aff. fa*.

XJ* 111. (-*:)
1 The sun. • A sack. a. fa* to sew, Un'&tli aff. x,

and *x substituted for the last two radical letters; also with

the vowel of the augment changed *Jrx.

sq* m. (-*) A ray of light, r. fa* to sew, ** Un'adi aff, and

XX substituted for the radical finals.

t^PET m. (-*:) A sack, a coarse canvas bag. a. fa* to sew, sg *ff

substituted for the finals, and the vowel changed ; also^pr.

m. (-*:) * The sun.
4 A ray of light. • A coarse canvas

bag or sack. n. (-W) Happiness, pleasure, r. fa* to aew,

Un'adi aff *, and ^substituted for the radical finals, and

the vowel changed.

** (IT) r. 1st cl. fa**) To fall dowo.

**ft* mfn. (-*:-*!-*) ' Falling, dropping, slipping off or down.
* Fainting, t. Efa to fall, *1** aff.
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wfww mfn. (tft-flhft-fw) Falling or hanging down, pendulous,

depending, m. (-wty A tree, commonly Pilu, and applied u>

several sorts, (as to Careya arborea, and Salvadora Persica,

See.) a. WW to fall down, aff. farfw.

Wfwwfaw m. (-W:) A tree, (Mimosa Sirishn) a. wfwwl pendu-

lous, and tfW fruit.

V (T) wfw r. 1st cl. (#W%) To go.

mfn. (-*:-WMf) Wearing a garland, f. (-^t) A species of

the Prakriti metre, a stanza of four lines of 21 syllables, and

each line divided into three portions of seven syllables each,

a. war, and WT wjy» has.

wfw«l mfn, (-^t-fw5t-fw> Bearing a chaplet, Ac. f. (-fhfti A

species of Jagati metre, a. War a garland, fwfw aff.

war f. (war or Wl) ' A chaplet, a wreath of flowers worn over

the forehead. * Any garland or string of flowers, e. ga to

quit, ftfii&ff., and the vowel changed to its congener,

wfww mfn. (-T-*YT>^) Covered with garlands, profusely decorat-

ed with chaplets, &c. a. wfww having a garland, yfa aff. of

the irr. superlative and the possessive termination dropped
;

also with aff of the same, wsftqif mfn. (-WTW-WWVW.)

f. (-^:) A fart. a. uw to fart, W aff. ; more properly W|-

av (W) WW r. 1st cl. (WWlifr To trust, to have faith or con-

fidence in.

WW to. (-W:)
1 Oozing, dropping, trickling, flowing, the gradual

issue or progress of any fluid. * A fountain, f. (-WT) A plant,

(Sanscvicra zcylanica.) t. W to flow or drop, alT. WW-

W'SW n. (*W) 1 Oozing, flowing, trickling. ' Sweat, perspiration.

* Piss, urine, a. W to ooze, off. wgz.

WWW mfn. (-WW-T^I-WW'; ' Oozing, flowing. * Dropping, distill-

ing. f. (-dit)
1 A river in general. 1 The situation of the

spleen, the left hypochondriac region. * A drug. c. W to drop,

participial aff. are.

WWTll^ww mfn, («W:-WT-W) Perspiring much, covered with

perspiration, a. WWW. W(W* perspiration.

WT*4i f. a woman or cow miscarrying by accident,

t. WWW falling, WS*f the feetus.

WWWT m. (-TO A fair, a market, a. WW moving, and gr » city.

WT| m. (-IT) ' A creator, a maker. ' Brahma. * S iva. k. ww
to create, WW[a(f., form irr.

WW mfn. (•W:-WT-*r)
1 Fallen down, off, or from. * Separated,

disjoined. * Loosened, relaxed, given way. t. WW to fall,

aff. m.

WWW W! mfn. (-W-WT-W* Letting go, relaxing one's hold. a. WW-

and TW the hand.

wwnr mfn. (-T-tR-T) Having the limbs relaxed, swooning,

fainting, falling, a. ww, and WT the body.

WTW
%
iW. Quickly, instantly, t. W to cook or ripen, fww aff., WT

maturity, WW to obuin, aff.

wrw m. (*w:) Oozing, flowing, dripping, a. W to go or flow,

aff. WW-

WTWW n. (-W*) Black -pepper, a. W to ooze, causal form,

wwaff.

fww (W) fww r. 1st cl. (%wfr) To hurt or kill,

fww IW) fww r. 1st cl. (fwwfir) To hurt or kill

fww (t) fw* r. 4th cl. (fwwfff) ' To go. • To dry.

W r. 1st cl. {wrtfw) 1 To go, to move. 1 To flow. * To drop, to

distil, to ooze.

WWTW m. (-W:) A plant, (Flacourtia sapida.) a. W^a sacrificial

ladle, and ^fW wood.

Wrift f. (-^ti Natron, alkali.

WW f- (^Wor WS) A sort of ladle or long spoon, generally

made of wood, and used to pour Ghee or clarified butter

upon the sacrificial fire- a. to drop, {Ghee,) fww aff,, and

fw* final augment.

WW mfn. (•Ift-'lfT-lt) Flowing, dropping, falling, as a fluid, f. ( WT)

A drug, commonly HingnpatrL a. W to flow, aff- W
WW mf. (*W:-WT) A ladle with a double extremity, or two oval

collateral excavations, made of wood, and used to pour Ghee

upon the sacrificial fire. f. (-WT) ' A shrub, (Sanseviera zey-

lanica.) A tree, (Boswollia thurifera.) a. W to drop or ooze,

(from or by it,) aff. w
wwrww in- (-W-) A plant, (Flacourtia sapida, Rox.) a. WWT a

sacrificial ladle, and vw a tree.

^f. (^r-) A sacrificial ladle : see WW. * A cascade. ' «. ^ to drop,

(Ghee from it,) Un'adi aff. ftrw, and the vowel made long.

daw (w) WW r. 1st cl. (%CW) To go, to move.

W r. I st cl. (wnrffc)
1 To boil or melt ;

also w aud WT. * To cook

or ripen.

*rw n. (*W) A natural or rapid stream : see %WW*

% IWtW m. (*w0 The ocean, a. %TWW * stream, and lord.

WIWW n. (-W:) * A current, a natural or rapid stream. * A river

in general. 1 The flow or course of water. 4 Water. * A

spring. * An organ of sense, k. w to flow, Un'adi aff- WW1!*

and *pa augment; also with a final vowel WTW, and palatial

sibilant %TWW(-

WTWW1 tn. (-1*:)
1 S’rv*. * A thief, e. WIWW a stream, a£

t (-tR| A river, a. W'WW a current. wTfW poss. aff.

%TlrffPft f (-wft) A river, a. %TWW a current, and fwfw aff.

n. (-w) Antimony, a. wnp? a stream, and WWW
collyHum.

W3W1WWT mfn. (-Wi-WT W) Flowing like a stream or river, f. (-WT)

A river in general, b. WTWW a stream, and WT bearing.

W Prvn. mfn. ( W; WT WJ Own. Subtt. m. ( wO 'A kinsman.

1 The soul. • Self-identity, individuality, n. ( W)
1 Wealth,

properly. * (In algebra,) Plus, or affirmative quantity, k WW
to sound, aff. W, «r ^to send or order, W aff-

WW mfn. (-W:*WT-W) Own, proper, peculiar, z. W as above,

and WWI
addccl-

WWWW m. (-w:) Air, wind. t. W *elf, W*nT agitating.

WWWVTW in. (-WW) An iadependant workman, one doing busi-

ness on his own account, a. W own, ww business, and WW
who does.

WWWW n. (-WT) Own act, business, duty, conduct, &c. b «l,

and WTOW act.

WWWWW mfn (-W :*WT-W» Suffering ibe consequences of one's

own acts. z. WWW, and t«c subject to.

WWWTOI mfn. (•Wt-WT-TD) IVho or what adheres to its/own

business or duty. z. WWW, and t® staying.
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RTRTO n. (-fll) Own business or duty. a. RI, and unS act.

rjrTr mfn. (-W;-RT-R) * Of ones own family. Own in general,

as property, &c. b. r own, r aff, and ^rt augment.

RngBiR n. (-sr) Own family, a. nr. and family,

n. (-ut) Own family or race. a. and xpa race.

wy>TRR m. (-r:) A fish. a. R own, yw race, and ^destruction.

urrw mfn. (-ITt-WT-lf) Done or made by one’s self, self-perform-

ed. a, w, and inr done.

UHV mfn. (-RMVT or^t-Xf) 1 Handsome-eyed. * Acute, sensi-

tive, having keen organs, a. 3 good, RlfR the eye, or WR an

organ of sense.

WM (X) Rif* t. 1st d. (dufll) To go, to move.

inni mfn. (-ir-iTT-TT) Kept to one’s self, apart, aside, n. (-if)

Aside (in theatrical language.) >. a self, Rif gone, got.

RKZXr m. (“T-) A small bird, (Loxia Philippensis ) n. (-XI) Own

bouse, k. ri own, XZR bouse.

flag mfn. (-gt-gr-li) Self-defended or preserved, f. (-RT) Cowach,

(Carpogon prurient.) b. h self, RR preserved.

WW mfn. (-Tt-lPI-T) Handsome and well- shaped, a. Q excel-

lent, WW body.

RTXR mfn. ' Healthy, sound, convalescent * White.

* Pure, free from stain or soil. * Transparent, pellucid, a. $

exceedingly, and RfRf clean, clear.

RTWRT f. (-WT) Purity, transparency, Ac. a. inn added to the

last; also with m, rwr.
RTRpR mfn. 1 Unrestrained, uncontrolled, self-willed.

* Spontaneous. * Uncultivated, a. ri own, and inclina-

tion ;
also RT^^R mfn. (-R:-RT-R)

U^M X n. (-R) Talc. t. RTO transparent, and RR a leaf, a layer.

RT*f mfn. (-Rrt-»n-ai} Self-born, produced in or by one's self,

m. (-at) 1 A son. * Sweat, perspiration, n. (-«f) Blood. f.(-VT)

A daughter, a. H own, self, and Rf born.

RfRTR m. (-RR0 A distant kinsman, a. ar own, utr man.

mmifh f. (-f»f Own caste, tribe, or species, a. and rttYr sort.

arut l Rtu mfn. (-R:-RI-R) Of one’s own tribe, caste, species, &c.

a. if, and atlifta of a caste, Ac.

RTRlfR f. (-ftf:) Kindred, kin. m. (-fir) A kinsman, a. ri, and

wrfw kin.

rtr r. I Oth cl. (RTWRfff)
1 To finish. To leave unfinished.

mfn. (-sw- -Rfr*1#)
1 Unrestrained, uncontrolled, self-willed.

* Independant, free. * Full grown, of age, no longer subject

to the authority of parents, Ac. a. ri own, rjw inclination,

will.

unrRnn f.^-WT) Independance, wiifulness. a. URT added to

rhe last.

* Of itself, by one's self. * Own, peculiar, a. H self,

irf* aff.

wr mfn. (-xi%RT-d) Self-preserving, m. (-R:) A blind man. a. rj

self, and R who preserves.

RTR n. (-H’) * Self-existence, independent being or condition.

1 Own right or property, ownership, proprietary right, a. ^
own, and if aff. of the abstract ; also rtrt.

Rmfhffn f. (-fRl:) Cessation or loss of proprietary right, 1. RIW,

sad fRifxi cessation.

WRr^TRR n. f-xf) Indication or proof of ownership, a. rtw, and

%trrt making known.

WRRf«RTfcR n. (-11) Doubt or uncertainty of ownership, a. RrR,

and RftrRifTR want of steadiness.

RRRRTfR f. (-f*|:) Loss or forfeiture of proprietary title or

right a. RfR, and RTftf loss.

Rrartty m. (.?y:) Ground or cause of proprietary right. K. hr,
and R?J cause.

RfRTRTR m. (-R:) Non-existence of proprietary right, a. RtR,

and rtwir non-existence.

RPRTRRR m. (-r:) Determination or ascertainment of ownership,

a. RfR, and RfRRR certainty.

RTR1R7R n. (*r) The subject or thing in which proprietary right

is vested, a. ana and rtor site.

Rfahiafl f. (-fxi:) Origin or production of proprietary right

a rir, and ’RAffti production.

RIR f. 1st cl.
1 To taste.

1 To be sweet or agreeable
;

also RTR.

WffW n. (-^) Ewing. a. Wg to taste, aft SJ*.

hH 1 t.fwt.ff mfn. (W:-WT-W) Uxorious, devoted to , wife. «. n
own, WH wife, firtw attached to.

wf<n mfn. (-w:-WT-li) Eaten, well eaten, n. (-if) The term

used after presenting food to the manes, asking if the, an
satisfied, a. ant; to taste, * aff.

frt« "> (-W-)
1 Native country, borne. * Own or proper place,

a. ri, and RR country.

RT^RMfifR m. (-f^R:) Circumference of a circle of longitude in

any place that has latitude, a. RTRR, and vft.fR circum-

ference.

RXRRWRfrfR m. (-ftr.) Circumference of the terrestrial equa-

tor. a. arRir, sne centre, and RfrfR circumference.

apl^S n. (-4) * Peculiar duty or occupation, as praying of a

Brahman, fighting of a soldier, &c. * Property, peculiarity,

a. ri own, RRJ virtue.

RTR R^n mfn. (-m-WT-lf) Neglecting ones duty. a. rirxr, and

rr fallen from.

RnpRtRTK m. (-R-.) * Neglect of duty. a Apostacy. a. rtrrt, and

?rtr abandonment.

arrwW mfn. (-XH* xm-V) Attached to or performing one’s pe-

culiar duty. a. RRm, and Rff who or what stays.

rir^rrvr n. (-af) Neglecting or disregarding duty. a. rtr^,

and RJPBR slipping.

rirt tud. * An exclamation used on preseating an oblation to

the manes, {aptoie aeon.) • The food of deceased ancestors,

f. (-RT) ‘ A personification of Jldyd or worldly illusion, the

self-contained associate of the Creator. A nymph, the food

of the manes personified, and sometimes represented as the

wife of Aoki or fire. a. RIR u> taste, aff., und * changed

to R; or R| self, RT to hold, aff. ^ and RT^.

rtririr m. (-R:) Pronouncing the exclamation Stredha. *. rtrt,

and RTTR making; also RTRIRR.

RTRlfav in. (-r:>
1 Black aesaraum. * Aoiri or fire. 1 . rirt the

exclamation used in making oblations to the manes, and fJTR

fond of.

11 K,
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fprrcra in. (*ijqr) * A divine or deified ancestor. • A deity.

e. qpfT the food of the manes, and wm. who eat*,

qrfufq mf. (-far;-*!) An axe. *. « self, tn to hold, fa* aff. *

also

m. f-qrt) A soldier armed with an axe. e. qrfafar

an axe, and xfhq armed.

mfn. (-WMfT-lf) Well read, versed in. t. and wWlf

read.

qnt r. 1st el. (qrqf*) ‘ To sound. (Rrwufw) To dresa, to

adorn. With fir or prefixed, in a limited aenae, the

initial is changed, (*q*wfq or fq^wfw) To make a noise

whilst eating.

m. ( if:) Sound in general, fc. qrw to sound, aff. qrq.-

^•nrr: n. (-XJ Own or native town. b. W, and WWK city.

qr»r*T mfn. (.ww-w^wt-wir ) Sounding, t. qrw to sound, ww aff.

qr*** mfn. (-wr*t;*nft-ww> Sounding, thundering, a. qr* sound,

Wipraff.

qrsrrw m. (-*:) Self-destruction, a. qr, and writ loss.

*rfw m. (-fwt) Sound, noise, a. war to sound, yif aff.

wfww mfn. ( itt-WT-lf) Sounded, sounding, making a noise,

n. (-if) The noise of tliuoder. a. qrw to sound, aff. H, or

qn* sound, and TIT* aff*

qrwf&T mfn. (-TP-WT-TT) Well or duly observed, practised, per-

formed, &c. c. Q well, wwfipr followed.

W^nr mfn. (-Tnr-u^f 'UiT) Sleeping, t. ni to sleep, ww aff.

qnpt n * (-’f) Sleep, sleeping. b, mr to sleep, mz aff.

qrw m. (-*:) * Sleep. * Dreaming, a dream, t. npr to sleep,

sy Un'idi all, nw aff.

qnrtTW mfn. (-«P^) Narcotic, producing sleep, n. ( WTT ) A
potherb, (Marsilea quadrifolia.) a. ant sleep, and making.

qnnZT ». {-*) A bed-chamber. •, qrw. and J?% a house.

*WW mfn. (-mat) Sleeping, asleep. *. wrq to sleep, wfwr aff.

WUXia n. (-ff) Pollutio nocturna. a. qnr sleep, and ^TW fault.

qntfaqqir n. (-ai) A bed chamber, a. ant, and fw^irw a

dwelling.

m. (-^:) Interpretation of dreams, e. qiw, and fVwTT

investigation.

antfa'Wifrw m. (.^) An interpreter of dreams. . qnr a dream,

and frwrfrw who investigates,

qnrsrr* mfo. (-ar:-arr-ar) Sleepy, e. anr. and iftwr having.

anTraw f. (-W) State of dreaming, applied especially to life or

ignorance of worldly illusion, e. ant, and water state,

antratw n. (-if) CiviHty, courtesy, welcome or adieu, e. at self,

war to serve, causal form, aff. war ; also wwrww.

arwra m. (-a:)
1 Nature, natural state, property or disposition.

* Purpose, intention, k. at own, and wrw property.

antTwat mfn. (-W-WMrf) lunate, natural, produced from, or by

the natural disposition, e. antra, and at boro.

anrCTnt md. From or according to natural property or dispo-

sition. a. antra. and wfa aff.

antia^iarat n. (-^) Natural or innate wickedness, a. atwta, and

^Taraf badness.

m. (-Wt) Natural or inherent enmity, c. qroTW, and

ta hate.

aiwrtnf mfn. (**:-WT*li) Uttered or declared naturally or spon-

taneously. e. qtwrw, and said,

aswrffrf^i f. * Spontaneous declaration. * Description of

living objects by circumstances or acts suited to their charac-

ter. b. qrwTT, and qrfiq saying,

an^m. (-^;)
1 Vishn'u. • Brahma'. a. at self, and inborn,

arwfn f. (-far:)
1 Own land or estate. • Native country, a. m,

and wfq land.

arqwx n. (-^) The public choice of a husband by a princess,

from a number of suitors assembled for the purpose, f. (-WT)

A girl choosing her husband, s. inrw of herself, IX se-

lecting.

mfn. (-4:-iTt- 4) Fallen or dropped spontaneously.

e. qrqw. and ifrsl decayed.

mfn. (-W-WI-Tf) * Self-formed, natural, spontaneous.

* Done to one's self. • Done by or for one’s self. b. *rq« self,

and wW made.

wrqTHT f. (-WT) Cowach, (Carpopogon pruriens.) a. qrqw self,

and preserved.

qrw^vi mfn. (.wt-WT-if) Self.given. m. (-H:) A child who has

given himself to adoptive parents, b. wtjfi self, and qvi

given.

qrw*l Self, spontaneously, of one’s own self or own accord.

a. 3 auspiciously, W(W to go, WR? aff.

IWfffiV f* i-fn') ‘ Voluntary declaration. * (In law,) Information,

deposition. B. aiw«, and saying,

qrqww m. (-wt ) A Jain* of the future era. I. KRTW self, and ww

illustrious.

nrwwj m. (-m) Brahma : see the next.

ffWf m. (-W.) * The first Mkno. • B raii mV. i. wqu self, W
to be or exist, aff. qr, or Brahma, and pleonasm or

patronymic.

m. (--qr)
1 Irarma. * A Jim* or Jain

*

deified sage. * An

emperor of the world according to the Januu. * Time.

* Love. • Visrw'u. 1 S'iva. a. self, ij^io exist,

the self-existent j
also read with a short final, or m. (-W:)

Whrfw rafn. (.fwJ-f«r:-fw) Of kin, related by the mother's side.

f. (-fa*-) A sister or near female relative, b- H, and ijifw

place of birth.

qrx r. 10th cl. (qrt^rfw)
1 To blame, to censure, to reprove. * To

sound.

qrx *W« (aptote noun.) ' Heaven, paradise, the residence of Inona

and the celestials. * Sky, ether. • Splendour, beauty.
4 One

of the divisions of the universe, the space between the sun

and polar star and region of the planets and constellations

;

in this sense, this word is one of the three mystical words,

to be repeated daily at the morning ceremonies, Ac., with

the holy Gdyairf. b. if to sound, to be in pain, fa“^ aff., and

the vowel changed.

qrr ra. (X0 ‘ An accent. * A vowel. • A note in music: 4 Air#

breathed through the nostrils, snoring. k Sound in general.

b. ft to sound,

RKifViR n. (-it) The Sama Veda. s. qr* an accent, and WT*
a city : this Vida is ebaunted according to a peculiar rhythm.
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and tbe efficacy of iu prayers depends chiefly on their accu-

rate accentuation.

f^rr m. (-T:) Fluttering of the voice, fltc. as indicative of

agitation or feeling, a. XC a sound or note, and MT a

breaking. »

xrxfrx m. (-^) A kind of bird. L^t note, and iffa^ who

breaks or divides.

xr.Hvfaxi f. (-XT) A kind of stringed musical instrument.

n. a note of the gamut, nxrw a region, XX aff., fem. form.

XTXifaxi f. (-XT) A flute, a pipe. e. a note, XX to be

skilled* WV. aff.

m fa. (-vX-Xn-X) Unmelodious, unmusical, a. XT. *°d

devoid of.

m. (-¥:) ' Eipressed or extracted juice. * Sediment of oil.

&c. ground on a atone. Proper or peculiar flavour. * Pro-

per or peculiar taste or sentiment in composition, e. x own,

^ flavour, &c.

*trtn m. (•¥:) A half or quarter tone in music. a. XT n note,

a part.

m. (-TTT)
1 Brahma or supreme spirit. ' A form of me-

tre used in the Pkd*t, a verse of three lines, two containing

eight syllables each, and one ten.
1 A variety of the same

containing four lines, e. x self, Tt* to shine, far* MT-

grrrqjn f. (XT) Tht Gassges. *. grqheavdn, XI¥*T river.

mfn. (-¥:-XT-*) Ascended to heaven, k. ¥^, and XTXX

ascended.

WT <-* Oiro country or principality. *. K, and kit

country.

mfn. (X’.-XT-Tf) * Accented. • Articulated. Sounded as

a note, pitched, m. (-¥:) The third or circumflex accent.

k. x<! a note or accent, x^Xalf.

*TX m. (-¥:)
1 Indba’s thunderbolt. * An arrow. • A sacrifice.

• Shavings of the wood of which a sacrificial post is made.

1 Sunshine. * A kind of scorpion. E. x to sound, Un'adi

aff. X i
also with xfx, aff.

mfn. Wilful, self-willed, uncontrolled.

a. *1 own, xfa inclination.

max m. (•*:) Indra's thunderbolt, &c. : see Ht,

gTWH mfn. (-X'-XI or v?VX) * Wise, learned. * Pleasing, hand-

some. * Similar, like.
4 Of like purport or character, n. (-vf)

1 Natural state or condition, nature. 1 Natural and obvious

purpose or conclusion. * Kind, sort. e. x own, X* form,

mfn. (-¥:-¥!-¥) Having a like object or character.

b. XXX, and Hit obtained.

XXMXI f. (-XT) * Natural state. ' Handsomeness. * Identity.

B. added to tbe last
t

also with X, X¥*TX.

Xt* f. (-¥:) One of the wives of the sun.

X$ m. (-X ;
) Heaven, Inoba’s paradise, and the residence of dei

fied mortals and the inferior gods. b. Q happiness, xxr to

go, or obtain, iff.m
xpbrx mfn. (-¥:*¥?-¥) Gone to heaven, e. xi, and jtft gone.

X»**X n. ( X) Going to heaven, t. x*. and arxx going.

X**rfxX mfn. (-xl-fxxVfx) Who or what goes to heaven.

e. X®, and anfax^who goes.

X^XT £ (-*T) The Ganger of heaven, a. x^ heaven, ITT tho

Ganges.

X«fax mfn. (-fax) Obtaining or ensuring paradise. B. XX
heaven, and fax what conquers.

XXX mfn. (-x:-xt-X) ' Gone to heaven. * Dead. a. x^> and

XX gone.

Xxfx f. (-fa:)
1 Going to heaven, future felicity. * Death.

E. x\ and Jifa going
;
also x*HX, Ac.

Xx*fa m. (-fa:) I^dia. a. XX paradise, and xfa lord.

X**T mfn. (-Tt-TMfy -Desirous of Ikdeas heaven, a. XX, and

XT intent on.

m. (.^i) Indea. b. xx, and xx* sovereign.

XXXPX m. (-x0 Paradiae. b. xx, and ’irxr world.

xiXTXX m.(-X) The body. s. x^XTX, and <X lord ; the para-

dise of Udba, being appropriated to corporeal felicity.

XXXy £ (-¥:) An Apsaras, a nymph or courtesan of Ikoba's

heaven. B. xrx paradise, and ¥i£ woman or wife.

XXTXXT f. (-XT) The Ganges, t. xx heaven, and XiXXT a river.

XXltTXX n. (-X) Ascending to heaven, s. W, and XfaTTX

going.
^

XX ixx mfn. (-Wt-¥I*¥) Gone to heaven, b. xx.xndXTXX

ascended.

xfxfxfT (*fa:) Mount Sumtru. a. xf« a god, and filfa a

mountain.

Xf*¥ m. (-xf )
’ A god, a celestial. • (In law,) Dead. e. XX hea-

ven, Tfaaff.

Xfxfa m. (-fa:) Mount Samirt. «. xT^ heaven, and fxfa a

mountain.

(*^i) A nymph of paradise, a. (gf* a celestial, and

a^wife.

mftv mfn. (-X*XT-^) Heavenly, divine, relating to Steerga.

b. XX and X aff.

XXTxre m. (-XT*.) A god, a deity, e. xx paradise, and %TXX

abode.

mfn. (-JXi-iXT.iX) Heavenly, paradisiacal, e. xx heaven,

XX, aff

xt n. (-4) Gold. e. x excellent, xx to go or be, aff. X%
mfn. (-X:-XT-X) Golden, of gold. a. xx, and n®

XX*th m. (-X:) Gabuda, the bird and vehicle of Viaax'u.

«. xx gold, and XTX body.

XXXTT m. (-*:) A goldsmith, b. X^ gold, and X7T maker,

worker.

XXXX m. (-xXi A goldsmith. E. XX gold, and XX who makes.

x^xia M-«) A medicinal kind of moon-plant, said to be

brought from the Himalaya mountains, a. x4 gold, (like or

yellow ,) Xfa milk, or milky »ap, xt^fera. aff.

Xxxfa* n.(-X) A kind of ochre, golden ochre, b. XX gold,

and aRx red chalk.

X^x rn* (-x:)
1 The blue jay.

9 A cock. e. XX gold, ^Xi

a crest.

xxx n. (-x) Tin. e. x’i gold, and m born.

XX^\ £ (-^t) The Ganges of heaven. *. x^ heaven, and x^t

a river.

x4<lfxfa m. (-fa:) Aoni or fire. e. x4 gold, ^fafa a ray.
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m. (-y) A tree with yellow blo»>omi, t, gi gold, ud *

a tree.

griww m. (-W-) Giit D'i. I. H« gold, and WW a wing or

feather.

W+<tTt f. (-HT) The Ganger of heaven, e. era gold, rrn a lotus ,

bearing golden lotuses.

wnfrff* mf. The Cusia fistula, m. (•*:) The Champaca,

(Michelia champaca.) f. (-WT) The gom Arabic tree, (Mimosa

Arabics. ) f. (-^t) A medicinal sort of moon-plant, a. hw
gold, and 5«r a flower.

•ift) Yellow jasmine, i. ms gold, and ir^t jasmine,

f. (-WN) A streak of gold. a. erw, and a line
;
also

wri^wj.

f. (-4t) Turmeric, a. ini gold, ffw colour.

flrnTHir m. (*w:) A plant, (Bignonia Indies.) a. gold, and

wwar bark.

m. (*^0
1 A spot of yellow or gold.

4
Vishn'ct. a. ip>

gold, and fan: a spot.

f. (-WT) A tree, (Cassia fistula.) a. goki, and

tfWTfaarr Nyctanthes.

HT’ilft; n. (-fa) Sulphur, a. gold, and hostile.

W* r, 10th cl. (wrwwfw) To be miserable or distrest.

mi t. lit cl. (WTW) To taste. ’ To be pleasing.

WnO f- ( O) The Ganger of heaven, t. nrr heaven, and vrfl

a river, and the if unchanged ; also nir^.

WHTSJ ro. (-^:) R/hd. the personified ascending node. a. ur
heaven, HU shining.

*nmr rofn. (-UMIT-li) Dead, deceased, a. frt; heaven, and ffTW

gone.

W*T* m. (-*:) Heaven, a. w*; heaven, and ^nr a world.

(-'£) An Apear01 . r. wr; heaven, and n wife.

mmtl f.(-^t) The Gangei. a, wt; heaven, wpft a pool.

anfwr f. (-WI) A nymph of heaven. a. qre heaven, and twn
a harlot

m. (-*:) Either of the twin sons of the sun by the

nymph At vim, and physicians of Swterga. a. nr heaven,

aud a physician.

mfn. (-W:-WMfl) * Very small* • Very few. i. * very,

little or few.

rafn. (-V-WT-*) ‘ Little. Few. a. ir*r added to the last,

m. (-•?!> Root of sweet flag. ». «w httle, few,

a filament, xfa aff.

m. (•*:) A kind of Makwm tree, (Bassia,) with small

leaves, a. mu small, ffi a leaf, «ir added.

mfn. (-*:-WT-*) Weak, feeble, a. WW, and strong.

*iufsm m. (-*:)
1 A small matter or object. * A small part,

a. an, and faw* object.

wwaj«i m. (-*:) Niggardliness, little expenditure, a. *rw, aud

WT? expence.

Wlfa mfn. (-*: -W7-W) Shameless, impudent a. fW, and tftWT

shame.

wa r. 1st cl. (mfa) To revile, to abuse.

*** mfn. (-*:-wi-^) Self-subdued, self- controlled, Jt V, and

an subjection.

Hlfaff mfn. (-ir-ffMt)
1
Alert, active. * Automatons. c. n,

and wfair impelled.

waifasfl f. A woman, whether married or unmarried,

dwelling in her father’s house, a. * her own, (family,)

a ifaa abiding.

arffa m. (-ar:) The soul. a. ar self, and seed,

anrfn f. (-fa;) Own, or peculiar duty or occupation. I. ar, and

tfa profession.

aia^ n. (-^) Own body. a. w, and ijfTv: body.

in</. Like or as one’s self. a. and afa •S.

afanT mfn. (-ifi-llT-li) Self-defended, on one's guard, a. air and

am covered.

ara f. (-ar) A sister, a. a before ** to be or Eve, Unfidt

aft am.
r. 1st cl. (aram) To go, more generally read wjaa.

arfa ind. 1 A particle of benediction. * An auspicious particle.

* A term of sanction or approbation, (so be it, amen.) a. q
well, ara to be, aff. fa* or fa.

arfaar mn. (-w.-af ) A[temple of a particular form, with a portico

in front m. (-an)
1 Any lucky or auspicious object * The

meeting of four roads. 1 A building or palace of a peculiar

shape, described as surrounded by a terrace or portico, on

the north, west, and south sides, and having the door or en-

trance on the east * A kind of mystical figure, the inscrip-

tion of which on any person or thing is generally con-

sidered to be lucky) it consists of •£ and amongst the

Jamat is the emblem of the seventh deified teacher of the

present era. * The crossing of the arms, as resembling the

preceding. • A kind of cake.
1 A libertine. * Garlic. E. HTW

added to the last

irfaww mfn. (-ur^mfl-inr) Happy, auspicious. s.nfa, and

morcaff.

HIfaff* m. (-*:)
1 A letter, a note. 4 A Brahman, • A panegy-

rist a. ufa, and ff* beginning or the mouth,

tjrfarr** n. (-*) A religious rite, preparatory to any impor-

tant observance, in which the Brahmant strew boiled rice on

the ground, and invoke the bleating* of the gods on the cere-

mony about to commence, i. *fa inceptive and benedictory

particle, wi^ir uttering.

mfn. (-ws-Hft-ri) Auspicious, propitious, n. (-*)
1 The

aversion of evil by the recitation of Mantrat. * The bene-

diction of a Brahman after presentation of offerings, a. irfa

good, and coming or bringing.

mfn. (-nfl.-Hn-lli)
1

Confident, resolute, firm, relying upon

one’s self.
4 Well, at ease, in health. • Self-sufficient, a. V

self, and staying.

m. (•*:) A sisters son. f. (-*T) A sister's daughter, s. WW
a sister, snd * aff. also with * aff Ufa*, mf. (-V-WT) or

with Wit aff. 1T%W, mf. (-W -it

)

ufan rafn. (-ir:-llT-lf) Good for one’s self. e. *, and faw good.

Kfan (iff mfn. Seeking one’s own welfare.

e. irfaw, and seeking.

*twtt rota, (-^‘-TT-vf) Having one’s own form, a. and *i*IK

form
j
also *r*fa

.
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ftfSHV n. (*lfj Welcome, salutation, f. (-W1) A specie* of the

Tr'uktubh metre, a. well, and ftmft come.

ftlftft) n. (-ftf) Wilfulness, indepemlance. E. ftftft self-

willed, ftft aff.

fttftftl n. Wilfulness, independar.ee. b. ftflift self-willed,

WH aff.

ftrfw f.
' One of the wives of tbe sun. * The star Are-

turns, or fifteenth lunar asterisra, consisting of hut one star.

• A sword- a. ft well, auspiciuQsly, ft«T to go or be, aff Tft

ftl^ r. 1st cl. iftlftifri To taste, r. 1st and 10th els.

iftlftfil ftiftsifif) To be agreeable or pleasing, r. 10th cL

iftTftvifft) To cover
j
also ft*.

* Ta'te, flavour. * Tasting, either food or drink,

eating, drinking, a. ftT* to taste, aff. ftft

ft:*«f n. (-*{) Tasting) either as loud or drink, eating, drink-

ing. *. ftT* to taste, aff. ft*.

fttf*8 mfo. (-TT-ftT-li) Tasted, touched with the lips, a fti*

to taste, aff. 1C

ftii£ mfn. or -Ct-5) ' Sweet. 1 Agreeable, desired.,

* Handsome. * Grateful to the palate, dainty, delicate, m. (-^t-

' The sweet taste or flavour, sweetness. * Treacle, molasses.

1 A medicinal root, commonly Jire/tg. f. (-*1 or -^i) A

grape, ft. ft* to taste or be pleasing, is Un icii off.

ftnrftftft to. i-ft:} ' A plant, (Flacourtia snpida.) 1 A sort of

creeper. (Tribulus lanuginosus.j b. fti"?£ sweet, and aWT
a thorn.

ftnjftt* mfn. (-*:-fV*J Delicate in taste, dainty. ft-ftr^.ftiid

Wit: who acta

fti^ank tn. (-*90 Molasses, raw sugar, e. ftT*£ sweet, and ftft

a fragment.

firtair f. (-ftT) A creeper, i Convolvulus paniculatus.) tbe dark

sort. e. ftli£ sugar, and * ft smell,

ftprftft*^ m. (*ftl) Kama. e. ftp* sweet, (flowers,) ftftn a

bowyer.

ftr^ftft n. (-ft) The fruit of the jujube, f. (-** 1 ) The tree,

k. ftri£ sweet, and ftft fruit.

ftl*;*rftvf ru. (-9T/ A sort of tree, a PUu growing in the hills,

a. fti*f sweet, ftftftsnp.

ftr^Cft n. (-ft) A carrot, b. ft,*£ sweet, and ftft a root.

ftT*rijT f. (-*r)
1 A medicinnl root, commonly Kakoti. * The

liog plum, (the fruit.) Vinous liquor. * A grape, t. ftrtf

sweet, or sugar, &c., and rft juice,

ftl^lfaf mfn. (-ir:-HT-*i) Sweet and cool. r.. ftf*;, and fttff cold.

m^-qg n. (-1) Rock or river salt, b fti
-

^ sweet, aud TJ* pure.

frnTV n (-ft) Dainties, delicacies, choice food, E.fti*, andfti

food.

nt^r tn. (-ftt)Tbe pomegranate tree. ». ftrft sweet, and

ftft sour.

HTfMwrv: m. (-*t) Own or peculiar office or station, a. ft, and

ftfvftT* duty.

ftlfoVft n- i -W) Supreme sway, royalty, sovereignty, b. ft. and

ftfififftl supremacy.

ftnftw rafn. (-ft~ftT-ft)
1

I ndependant. uncontrolled. •Ones

own dependant, t. ft self, ftftlft dependant.

11 L

ftfiflsnvT f. (-ITT) Independence, a. *ft added to the last \ also

with ft. ftnftwft.

ftrBftirufxftT f. (-ftl) A woman independent of her husband or

lover, e. ftnftft independant, trffl husband, ig fern, furm

added.

ftrtft*fwvrsn f. (-ftl) A woman who is independant of her lover

or husband, a. ft self, fttftw subservient, and a husband,

ant added
,
keeping her husband in subjection or dependant1*.

WTVjrxj rn. (-*:)
1 Inaudible reading or muttering of prayers.

* lift / edits or scripture. ' Perusal or study of the Vtdas.

a. ft one’s self, ftftT* reading.

arrurmrw m. i-VPTi A student of the fecks, a. ftTftT* perusing

the Vedas, and ifft
-

* air.

*Sift7fc»r m. (-*1; * A tradesman, a citizen and dealer. a A stu-

dent of the AWil. a. ftrftlft muttering, ike., *ff

wr* m. ( if:) Sound, noise, a. ftft to sound, aff. Wft.

ftp*** mfn. (-vr.-ift-ti) Natural, inherent, innate, t. ft, and

ftJffttj conformity.

ftlft mfn. (-ftt-ftt-vd) Sounded, nnikiog a noise, n. (-ft.i ' 7‘bc

mind, tbe faculty of thought and feeling. * A cave, a cavern,

a. ftft to sound, ft aff .deriv. irr.

'ftr* m. (ft:) ' Sleep, sleeping. * Sleepiness, sloth. 1 Paralysis,

pahy, loss of sensation. * Ignorance. * Dreaming, a dream.

* Temporary and partial palsy from pressure on a nerve,

numbness, the sleep of a limb, Stc. a. ftn to sleep, aff. Wft.

ffVf n. (-W) Wealth, property, a. ei <*wn, *rf5? master, aff.

wvr^ m. (-^i A wild beast, k. ^ substituted for w : see

wnfirw mfn. (-nr.-^ W) Natural, peculiar, inherent, a. nrwtw

natural property or nature, 8 gt aff.

BflffrUlfyi^m. pARAh'CRAWV.

wnfitsi n. i-W) ' Ownership, mastership. 1 Sovereignty, &e. r. t*

added to fTths ; also with ff^. ftifw^l.

WTfir»T infn. (-Mt Owner, proprietor, master or mistreas,

flee. ni. (-Wt)
1 A master, a lord. * A sovereign, a prince, a

monarch. • A husband, a lover. 4 A spiritual jireceptor.

* A learned Hrakman or Pandit. 4 Kahi'ikBya. * Vi&ux'v.

4 S iva, • I’hc Mttni Vatsta'yana. 14 A name of Gahid'a*.
i

e. ft own, ftTfmf ft aff.

fttfffOTO n. (-ft) The business of a prince or master, a. ftrfifsr,

and ftn^ affair.

ft fft^ft mfn. t-ft:-ftT-ft) Depending upon, or originating from

the master, husband, or lord. ac. ftrfsfft. and root.

ftrfnftHlft m. (~Wi) ' Existeuce of a muster or owner. 4 Amiabi-

lity of a master or lord. k. ftlftf, and ftw being, ur good, ftlft

existence or property.

ftrfinNT f. (-ftT) Awention to a master, husband, &c. ftrM-
and ^ftT service.

ftrft n. (-ft) ' Mastership, ownership. * Right or title to pro-

perty.
4
Rule, supremacy, k. ftifft W. and ft*, aff.

ftrftftftTTft in (-ft:) A horse, e. ftrfifh master, ftftftK assist-

ance. and ftn added.

ftiftftA m. 1 Relating to Swayambhu. * Derived from

the self-born, m.(-ftr) The son ot Ssayamhhu. a. ftft^l. and

ftftaff.
j

alsoftiftft

t 1
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) Not agreed or assented to. k,m. (-TTZ) Ikdra. v. ^heaven, XT*T ruler; the first X
rejected, and the vowel made long,

wrrar n.
1 Final felicity, union with Brahma. * IxdrVs

heaven, e. ®rrw, and wut tiff., or fKTir and Hi aff.

vftlfav m.(-®:) The second Menu. k. WCTf^f^T, and

of descent.

®PR mfn. (-h-h- 4) 1 Pleonastic. * Having a plain or

literal meaning, or similar force or sense. * Having one's

own object, n. ( ' Property, substance. * Same effect or

meaning, a pleonasm. 1 Own object or desire, a. ® own,

and ^v5 wealth or sense.

WtapmHt rnfn. {.*:-*!•«*) Selfish, a. «ni, andwm diligent

II v(f|| mfn. Desirous of having one's own way,

self-seeking. E.ffr^, and f*r*r desirous of getting.

f. Accomplishment of one’s object, attainment

of thr thing desired, x. wnft, and fofx completion.

wrfiS* mfn. )

1 Expressing its own or literal meaning.

* Having one's own object * Done with one’s own wealth,

&c. K. wixi. and aar aff.

«-ai mfn. (-1Q: wl-W) * Small. • Few. u. (-id)
1 Littleness.

* Paucity, e_ nvq, and vgar aff.

*lfiPT mfn. (-iri-WT-li) Well fed. s. and Wrfinr eaten.

mfn. (-w:-w-w, Well spread, e. and spread.

H1VX9 n. (-mj)
1 Health. * Content, happiness, complacency,

satisfaction. * Fortitude, firmness, self-dependence- t. tffself,

vg who is, or stays. uTW a(T.

huf. An exclamation used in making an oblation to the

gods* f. (-®T) * A personification of the preceding, as the

wife of fire, and goddess presiding over burnt offerings. * A
female divinity, peculiar to the fiauddluu. e. ® well, aus-

piciously, before j»*r to call, to invoke, llhc gods,) and

•*7 aff., or to taste, aff. ®l- and X changed to 1-

UPri^rrr m. (•*;> Utterance of the term SmiksL e. »nd

irrr making.

WPn^fti m. (-fff:) Aoni or fire. *. ®TXI the goddess, and vf*f

husband.

urrrfal m. (-®t) Aoni or fire. e. the godded, and fVu

beloved.

HTxmsr in.
(
wet) A deity, k. OTXT the exclamation, and ipt

who eats.

fww iad. 1 A particle of questioning, (hay. what?) • An exclt-

mation of doubt or surprise. * An expletive, t. ^ well, T*
to go, aff. f®U

fkrfgff mfn. ( H-. m-W) ’ Sweated, melted. * Sweating, perspir-

ing. e. ifr® to be unctuous, aff. n

far* rnfn. (-W-H-TU Sweating, perspiring, b. fkig to perspire,

® aff.

n. (-«f)
* Assenting, agreeing. * Promising, e. ® own,

making, f® augment.

mfn. (-H-W-W) 1 To be promised. 1 To be admitted,

consented, or agreed to. k. «| before V to make, HftlTC aff*.

f® augment
;
also irt tr-rf® and dlfrq.

dfrxiX n. (*X:>
1 Promiae. • Assent, agreement, k. «l own,

making, f® augment.

and rf%w void of.

dfcVTTm mfn. (-VW;*WTT-WT) Agreed to, consequent upon a pro-

mise or assent, a. dftTPC. and end.

wl»n mfn. (-H-WT-lfo 1 Agreed, assented to. • Promised, a. «|,

and W7T mnde, r« augment.

wtwTU h»W. Having agreed or promised, b, m, and fnn having

made, f® augment.

urlw mfn. Own, relating or belonging to one f (-WT)

A virtuous woman, one attached solely to ber husband.

b. 9 own, V aff.

« r. 1st cl. (wrfil) * To sound. • To be diseased. • To pain or

torture. With vm prefixed, in an intransitive sense, the verb

becomes deponent, {^fiafT^T) It sounds.

m r. 9th cl. (WwifW wwtw) To hurt, to kill.

f (-^P) WiJfulness, following one’s own purpose or incli-

nation. b. own, X'H wi*h.

m. (*»^ :
) BhLhwa. r. wish, and wm death.

ar^TTTT mfn. (-X :-V-XJ Omnivorous, eating anything at plea-

sure. B. and HHT food.

mfn. (Xs-X?-X) Warm, perspiring, m G®:) • Warmth, heat.

* Perspiration, sweat 1 Warm vapour, steam, e. t»

perspire, Ac , aff. f®
**>• f-Wt) A pleasant and cooling breeze, r.. per-

spiration, ^ri to suck or imbibe, aff. jm.

mfn. (-ftrrf) Cooling, allaying perspiration, b. ar*. and

what cuts.

mfn. (-Jfi.ait-®) Engendered by heat and damp, as inaects

and worlds, e. sweat or warm vapour, and w produced,

n. Perspiration, r. water.

»•
1 Perspiration, sweat, * Sweeting, causing to per-

spire
1 A diaphoretic, a sudorific, e. fuix to be unctuous or

sweaty, and W7Z aff.

#<fkr*T f. (-¥T) An iron plate or pan used as a cooking utensil.

b. sweat, tfttt aff., and am fem form added,

dx’it f. (ml) An iron filnlf or pan used as a fry ing pan, 8t«.

a. Pstj to perspire, si and aff».

r.rfwrC’e m. A hilly nr sainted teacher of the Jamnt.

a. pt^ perspiration, va cacremeni, t*;^nr abandoned, and

body : ubu« body is no longer subject to its original

impurities.

t- a^SH f. ( -t :
) A drop of perspiration. s', «r<'. snti fe-e .

drop.

f ( A drop of perspiration, s. se^ sweat, and

fsnje a drop.

nifn. Sweated, heated, t. fsg< to sweat, causal

r , W aff

u. (-S() Perspiration. ». and water; also

tgt: mfn (

‘

Self-willed, unrestrained. Slow, lear.

n. f-ef I Following one’s own inclination, a w self, yr to go
or be, sif. s» *.

ween ojfo. (-W. Wf-eij Acting or living as one likes, a. wy, and
pructisujj.
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wrm f. (-TT) Wilfulness, independence. r T* self-willed,

w«r »ff.

wfrTrr f. (-Tf) Wilfulm « Tfrw self willed, ww aff.

fife* mfn. (-<t-fxTt-fr) Uncon tro tiled, self-willed. f. (-qfti ' An
unchaste wife, in aduhreas. • A wanton woman, a. w aelf,

i[C to go. fwfw aff.

Snrrf^w mfn. ( w:-TT-ffr Self-got, self-acquired, (a* wealth, &c.)

k. H self. TTtfstT obtained.

WTtw m. (-TJ Sediment of oil, Ac. ground with a stone and

mullcr.

*
T The thirty-third and last consonant of the Nngari alphabet

;

the letter H.

T Sub$i. mfn. (T: T1 vf) Lan.htcr. Adj. Mad, drank, m. (TO

'Siva. ’Water. • A cypher. * Meditation. * Auspicioua-

ne.*Mw * Sky, heaven. T Paradise. * Blnod. • Dying. *• Fear.

" Knowledge. 11 The moon. *' Vrsnn'w. *’ War, battle.

11 Horripilation. '* A horse. Pride. *• A physician.

" Cause, motive, f. ( Tf) 1 Abandoning, leaving. * Coition.

• A lute. n. (-TJ Uod. the supreme soul. • Pleasure, delight.

• Calling, calling to. * A weapon. * The sparkling of a gem.

• The sound of a lute- iW. 1 An expletive. * A vocative

paiticle (bo ! holla! >
* A term of rejection or disdain. • A

particle of abu*e or reproach : see tp, t1, kc. t. TT to aban-

don, or TT to strike, &c , alT. T or T.

ffT m. (-T:) ' A goose, a gander, a swan. 1 Brahma, the

supreme soul. * ViaatTv. * The sun. ‘ A liberal or moderate

prince, one not covetous nor ambitious. * A sort of ascetic

or devotee. f A particular A/antra, or mystical or magical

prayer. * A horse. * One of the vital airs.
10 Envy, malice

"Siva. r* iln composition,) Best, excellent.
19 Preceding,

before, in front. ** A spiritual preceptor. lft A niountain

A buffalo.
*f Kama. f. (-Tt) A goose, s. TT to hurt or

kill, Uu’adi aff. T.

TW* m. <•*:> * An ornament for the feet, described as being

made like a goose's fuot 1 The flamingo, k. tt added to

the last.

***** m. (-T;) Tlie hump on the shoutder of the Indian ox.

*. TT a goose, and a peak.

TT*TTT f- (TT) A woman speaking sweetly or pleasantly.

e. TT a goose, *T 141 sound, reiterated, aff. TT and TTT.

TT*iTflM) f. (-Tt) A graceful woman, a. TT a goose, (or swan,)

and Trfrrl who goes, (like.)

TT<rTT n. (-M) Agallochum. *. TT * goose, and tfrfT burn-

ing, exciting.

ttfflTIT ni. (*T : » Cackling, the cry or noise of a goose, a. Tt,
and wtT sound.

TT*rfTT mfn. (-^1-Jrwt (*) Cackling, making a noise like a

j,»ose. f (-Tt; An (lcgmit woman, one of slender waist and

I'TpC posteriors, ivith the gait of an elephant and voice of a

hril, k. TT ft goose, T(T cry, Tfr and Ttq. atfk

7 1 Tf

TTTTt f f-^t) ‘ A scandent shrub, fCissus pedntn.) * Another

plant, perhaps Clitoria ternnta. e. tt a goose, and TT foot

;

from a fancied resemblance between it and the flower; afco

^TTlTt.

TTTfT »• (*T) Vermilion, f. (-^t) A. shrub, (Clitoria ternata?)

*. tT a goose, TTT » foot, (to which they are compared in

colour, form, he. :) see the last ;
also in the fem. form, TT

added, ttttIttt.

TTWTWT f,(*wr) 1 A duck. • A flight or flock of wild geese. *.tt

a goose, marl a garland or wreath.

TTCT m. (-TO Brahma. r. TT a goose, and TT vehicle.

TTWraw n. (-W) Sulphate of iron.

Tmft f- (-Tt) A creeper, (Cissus pedata.) i. TT a goose, (its

foot,) and sr*fT aff.

TTTiTT m. (-WO Baaum*. c. TT a goose, and TTTT a vehicle.

TTff* m (-1*^) Vermilion, k. ^T u goose, and *fr the foot.

TTTfrn n. (-T*> Silver, e. TT a goose, Tf«Trr beauty; being

of similar colour.

TlrTT f- (-TT) A goose, a. TTt the same, and TT added, or

TT fo kill, fTTT Unhdi aff.

T^T * An interjection of calling, (ho, holla!). * A particle

of haughtiness or arrogance, * An arrogantly interrogative

particle, e. T and both vocative particles.

TT m. (-W^) The call of elephants, a. TT imitative sound, t
to utter, T aff.

TWIT m. (-^:) Calling, calling to. a. TT sound of calling, and

TTK making.

TT* (In theatrical language,) A vocative particle used in

calling to a female attendant, a frfr to treat with disrespect

or contempt, aff. TT, and the deriv. irr. ; also with f, aft. TV!

Tff m. <-fT0 Sueering.

TT (In theatrical language,) a vocative particle to be used

in addressing a female attendant B. see TVf.

T* r. 1st cl. (Tifw) To shine.

Tf m. (-f.) A market, a moveable market, a fair. f. (-#1) A
petty market or fair, a. T* to shine, T aff., form irr.

TTTT*T m. (-T:) A thief, one stealing at fairs and markets.

e. Wf a market, and TH a thief, TT pleonasm.

TffTVfr^l.f- ‘ A eort of drug and perfume. * A whore.

e. Tf a market, frirT to wanton or delight, and vWaJT.

TT r. 1st cl. (Twf^l) * To leap or jump. * To be wicked. • To

treat with violence, to oppress. * To bind to a pn»t.

T« nt. (•*:)
1 Violence. * Oppression. • Itapine. mf. (-T:-jf^)

An aquatic plant, (Pistia stratiotes.) a. T$ to treat with

violence, aff. TT
f* (*^f ) An aquatic plant, (ValUsneria octandra.) e. t*

Pistia, and T« • leaf.

TTiT m. (-T:) An aquatic plant, (Pistiu stratiotes.) a. t* the

same, and wt'? ft root.

Tff n. (-ff:) A sort of stocks or wooden fetters.

Tfrr m. (-t:) A sweeper) a servant of the lowest caste and

meanest function.

Tf n. (-* ) A bone.

TfT »u. l-TO A sweeper, a Mclttcr.
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TJW n. (-Tt) The marrow of the bones, a. Tf a bone, mod Jl

born.

T*»r imd. An inteijectinn of calling to a low female: see T&-

*TTTT f. ('WTj An earthen pot or boiler
;
also TWrt-

TfaTH^T m. ('IT:) A small earthen pot. a. TfaWT an earthen

pot, and '((IT aon.

mi if. A vocative particle to he addressed in theatrical lan-

guage to a female of inferior rank, a frfw to treat with

contempt or disrespect, aff, V, and the form »rr.
;

also with

Tt, afT. TTf.

TW mfn. (-W>WT*?i)
1 Struck, hurt, killed. • Destroyed. 1 De-

parted, lost. 4 Ended. * Deprived of, devoid of. • Disap-

pointed. ' Multiplied, (in arithmetic-) n. (-WJ
1 Multiplica-

tion.
1 Hurting, killing, a. TW to strike or hurt. afl'. H.

TWW m. (-To) A coward, a poltroon, a. TW slain, TTWaff.

Twfww mfn, (*W:-WT-WJ Bewildered, astounded, bereft of i-ense.

e. TIT, and frw mind.

TWWtfVw mfn. (-W:*WT-lt) Deprived of life or hope, overcome

with despair, n. (-if; Despair, a. TIT. and witfww living*

TWWIW mfn- (-tP-TT-d) Cool after great heat. a. TW. and WIT

heat.

T mfn. (-^5-^1-^) Reduced to poverty, a. TW, and

property.

TWWiww mfn. (-Ti'TI*^) Fearless, free from fear. a. w*, and

TTMT fear.

TWlfwWT in. (-T|:) Loss of sight.

TWTW mfn. (-Tr-wl-W) 1 Cruel, merciless. 1 Desponding, de-

spairing. • Vile, wicked. 4 Barren. 4 Weak, powerless, a. wn
destroyed, and WITUT hope, (in or by whom.)

WAIT mfn. ( W'-Tf W/ Having the horses killed, a. VW, and

Tf a horse.

TWTWW mfn. (Tni-nr.-W-) Debilitated, weak. m. (-TPj A kind

of fever, fever with debility, a. TW, and wflwWv vigour.

TW m. (-W:)
1 Sickness, disease. 4 A weapon, a. TWTto kill or

hurl, WW^Un'adi aff.

TUl f. (-W) Killing, slaying, (used chiefly in composition, as

TTTTBn the murder of a lirahman. fcgrWIT killing an enemy.)

a. TW to kill, TiTW afl., and W changed to W-

T«*T ind. Having struck or killed. a. TW to hurt, he..,

*T sff.

TT m. (-W0 A man dejected or in -low spirits, e. TT to hurt,

TWaff.

TT r- l*1 cL (WTW) To evacuate as feces.

TW r. 2nd cl. (wfwi />/. lfw») ‘ To hurt, to strike, to injure, to

do any act which tends to the destruction of life, to kill.

* To go, to move. * To put an end to in any manner. With

*rfw, To sound a musical instrument. With WfW, To smite.

With fw or vfr. To destroy entirely. With T,
1 To strike.

•To place upon. With vfw. To refute or destroy, an opposite

argument. With fa and TIW. To obstruct, to prevent, to

hinder. With WW. To slaughter : |U or T is substituted for

the radical letters of ibis verb in many of its inflections and
derivatives; the root also takes most of the prefixes with
little or no variation of the sense.)

TW m. (-«r:) A killer,, a slayer, k. TW to kill, aff,
;

also

with f*w, afT TW m. (-TT).

TWW n. ( w) 1 Killing, destroying. • Injuring, hurting, strik-

ing. * (In arithmetic.) Multiplication, n. TW to hurt or kill,

aff.m
<* ‘

TWrflT mfn. (-t:-TT-T| What may be or ought to be struck,

beaten, killed, a. TW to hill, WWtWT aff.

TW mfn. <-W:-w: or w: i The jaw. f. (-W*.) ' A drug and perfume :

see TtfwWTfwwt. • A weapon. 1 Sickness. * Death, dying.

e. TW. to hurt or kill, afT. T.

TWTT m. (-TO Locked jaw. k. TW. and WT seizure.

T*WW m. (-WTW1 ' The monkey chief Hamm an. the son of

AnjanL by Pavana, or the wind, the friend, ally and spy of

RA'MACiiA*nHA, in his invasion of Lankd. * A particular sort

of monkey, (Srmia sinica. ) a. T"*J the jaw, and W?JT afl
;
also

with T^the same, T*WW m. (-WTW-)

TATm m. (-TT) Locked jaw. a. TW, and TW stiffness.

m. (-1:) A goblin, a demon, k. TW to kill,WWW Unadi aff.

TW! ind. ' An inceptive particle. 1 An exclamation of grief, (ah,

alas !

)

* Of pity.
4 Of pleasure *0f hurry or haste, e.tw

to kill, W aff.

TWTw mfn. <-w:-WT-Ti) What may be, or ought to be struck,

killed, &c. t. TW, and ww afl.

TWHTTIT m. ( T=) Rice to be given to a guest, a. twit a mea-

sure of food, and tttw making.

Twj m. (-WJ:)
* Death * A bull. i. TW to kill, ry aff.

TWJ m. (-WTT)
1 A murderer, a slayer.

1 A measure of food,

four times fuur double handfuls. a, TW to kill, fW
'Un adi aff.

T-fffw f. (-fil-J Tenderness, compassion, r. wwinlaa! and wffll

•aaying.

TT mfn. (-Tr-V-W) Passed as ordure. E. TW to void feces,

aff. W-

TWWTW mfn. (-wt-WT-W) Bring killed or struck, s. tw to hurt

or kill, pass, v., wiWTaff.

TW ind-
1 Au interjection of wrath. 1 An expreuion of courtesy

or respect.

TWtt f (-TW) The lowing of kine. t. tw imitati ve sound, wr to

shine, affs. TW and TTT,

WTFCWfWTtfww mfn. (-wl-fwwVfw) Lowing, bellowiug. a. WT*I,

TT sound, fmcifwW uttering-

TTJ r. 1st cl. (TTTfw; To go, to more.

TW r. 1 st el. (TWfw) 1 To move. * To worship. • To sound. 4 To

lie weary.

TW m. ( *W:) *'A horse. * A man of a particular clasa * I he

number seven. 4
I nob a.

* 'Ihe ¥<kk.
* (In prosody,) A foot

of four sliort syllable, a procvleusmalicus. f.-(-tft) A mars.

C. TT to go, or fr to go, aff. TW-

TW*nur f. (-WI) A plant, (Physalia flexuosa.) e. tT a horse,

and WT smell.

wwtftw tn. (-W:) A prince oftlie Daityas, who during Braiiua"»

sleep at the end of a Kalpa 'tolc the f ’edat ; in the recovery

of them, he was slain by Visbn'c, after his descent as the

Mauya or fish Scalar, g. TT a horse, and Wtwi neck.
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m. (-TT) Vimn'c. t. TO^tT the Daitya, end T»
layer.

yyy* m. (-y;) ' A driver, a charioteer. • Imdka s charioteer.

a. Tie a bone, and ere to hurt, aff. yy.

TV’S m. |-y:) A horse-dealer, a groom, one who i» a judge of

the qualities of a horse. «. f 5
,
and W who knows.

yyyyT f. («y?) Horsemanship, knowledge of horses and their

management- a. nw added to the last,

yyfyyij m. (-W) The buffalo, a. yy, and fyyy foe.

yy* n. (-if; A covered carriage, ra. (-W:) A year. a. yy to go,

W* aff.

yyuyr m. (-Wi) A horse's tail. f. {-yftl A leguminous plant,

(Glycine debilia.) a. *u a horse, and the tail,

yyfyy m. (-yt) B.irlcy. K. yy a horse, and frr* fond of.

yyyiry ro. (-yt) A shrub, (Nerium odorum.) a. yy a hone,

and wiry killer
; also with WTT the same. WUWIT m. (-y..)

yyyryw m. (-y:> The holy fig tree, (Pious religiose.) a. y* a

horse, and Wiry killing.

yyfly m. (-y:) The sacrifice of a horse : see yyihf. a. yy, and

*y sacrifice.

yyaryy m. (-W:) * The son of Sv'rta or the sun. * Kuvfiju.

a. yy a bone, and yryy a vehicle,

yyaryyyffr m. (*K0 Mountain ebony, the red sort,

yyiyay m. (-«*:} Kidney-bean, (Phaseolus mungo.) a. yy a

horse, and yry«y delighting.

yyrft m. ( ft;:; A shrub, (Nerium odorum.) t. yy a horse, and

yfy inimical.

yyiyy ra. (-*:) A horseman, a rider, a. yy, and yiyy mount-

ed on.

yyr^iy ra. (-V) Hiding, horsemanship, a. yy, and yrtiy

mounting.

yynryT f. (-yr) The gum Olibanum tree. a. yy a horse, and

yyy food.

yyryy m. (-y:) An excellent horse. 1. yy a horse, and yyy
best.

yy mfn. -y:-^t or yi-y> Who or what takes or seises, carries or

conveys, flic. m. ( y.) * S’m. Aonj. * An ass. * (In arith-

metic,) A divisor ; also the denominator of a fraction, a. y
to take, aff. yy or yy.

yy* ra. (-y:) * A rogue, a cheat. A person of reflection.

• A taker, a conveyer, a seizer. * (In arithmetic,) A divisor;

also division. 1 STva. b, y to take, aff.

y^ryntfy ra. (fy.) The moon. a. yy Siva, ynrt the crest,

and yfw a gem.

yyy n. (-¥) Taking, (either in a good or bad sense,) accepting,

receiving, seining, carrying off or away, * A special gift, as a

nuptial present, alms to a student at his initiation. 81c. ‘The

arm. * Semen virile. 'Gold. * A A’ourri.
T Boiling water.

• (In arithmetic,) Dividing, division, m. (.y:) The hand. c.y

to take, aff. tyy.

yyyty mfn. (-y -yr-y) To be taken, seized, accepted, flic. a. y
to take, yyt*y aff.

yr* mfn. (-yy-yyrt-yif) Taking, seizing, a. % to take, TW aff.

yyaty n. (•«*) Quicksilver, a. yy STva, and fly semen.

11 M

yyflwrr f. (-yr) The Ganges. a. yy S iva, and ijyyT crest,

yywyr f. (*yT) A grape
;
also yiyjyi.

yyiff m. ( ff:) Mount Ktdldea, the favourite resort of Siva.

a. yy S’iva, and yfk mountain.

yfy mfn. («ftt*ftt-fy)
1 Green. 4 Tawny. • Ydlow. m. (-fc)

1 VisHw’c, or as considered to be the same deity, KrYsbn'a.

•Yaws. ' Air, wind. * Inora. 'The moon. 'The sun. 'A
Hon. ' A ray of light. * A horse. " A parrot. 11 An ape.

" A snake. " A frog. 14 STva. " One of the nine Verthas

into which the known continent is divided. " BkahmA.

" Fire, " The KokiU or Indian cuckoo. " A goose. *• A

peacock. " Green, (the colour.) '! Tawny, the colour. "A
golden colour, or yellow, t. ^ to takey to seize, (the world

or men's hearts, &c.,) Un'idi aff. y.

yfvyr m. (•*:)
1 A horse of a yellowish blue tint. ' A thief. ' A

gambler, a. yry added to the last,

yfiryyly m. (-yt) Bengal, z. yfy ViaHN'c, yfy sport, and

y aff.

yfHhi m. (-*:) STva. b. yf* VishnTt, y Brahma, and yw lord,

yfyzjy n. (-Tf) A city and district, also Sambhapur. a. yfy

VianwTr, and Jjy abode.

yfyyyy mn. (-y:-w) ' A yellow and fragrant sort of Sandal

wood. * One of the trees of paradise, n. (-y)
1 Saffron.

* Moon-light. ' The farina of the lotus.
4 The person of a

lover or mistress, a. yjy Vishn'u, or yellow, and yyy
Sandal.

yfy" mfn. (-w:-w1-et) Yellowish white. m.(-yj) ' A deer. ' Yel-

lowish while, (the colour.) 'White. 4 Visa Vo. * 8T?s. 'The

sun. 1 A goose. ' A minor division of the world. L (-*t )
1 A

doe. ' A golden image. • A woman, one of the four kinds,

the same as the ChUriai, or female of the man termed Mrlga.

4 A form of metre, a variety of the class termed sdtjfaekii or

verse of four lines of 17 syllables each. * Green : see yftff.

• Yellow jasmine. «. to take. Un'adi aff. Tyff

y fo wyyy m. (-y:) The moon. b. yfy* a deer, y*np a spot,

yfyyyyy mfn. (w:-Wt-4) Deer-eyed. s. yfyy, and stow the

eye ;
also yfyy, wry*, yfyytfy. &c.

yftyyyy m. (-*:) A chorister of Indba's heaven, a. yfyy a

deer, and yyyr a dancer.

yfywyyr f. (-in) A stanza having eleven syllables in every first

and third Pdda, and twelve in every second and fourth,

yftuyyy mfn. (-y.-yr-yj Fearful, timid. *. yfyy a deer

,

and yyy heart ;
deer-hearted.

yfryTyt f- (-^t) * A perfume, commonly Hdnavdami. • A

woman with handsome eyes. a. yfyy a deer, and yfy the

eye, fern, aff yfa-

yfyyiC m- (*T: ) The moon. a. yfry a deer, and yy mark or

symbol.

yfyy mfn. ( tyw) Green, of a green colour, m. ( y) ' Green,

(the colour.) ' A swift horse or a horse of the sun. ' Kidney-

bean, (Phaseolus mungo.) 4 A lion. * The sun. • VishVo.

mn. (-f*y) Gras*, f. (*ftw)
1 A quarter or region, a point of

the compass. ' Turmeric, a. ^ to take, Un'&di afl'. Tfy.

yfyy mfn. (-Wt-fTT or fHt-li) 1 Green, of a green colour.
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* Grassy, verdant, m. (-W:) ' Groen, (the eoloiur.) * A lion.

C (-TTT) ' Bent gras*. 'Turmeric. • A brown or towny grape,

i. f to take, Ua'atli aff.

*frw*r n- (4|>) A potherb. *. ft* green, and *r*r added,

ft*** mfn.(-^:-^T *1 Green-leaved, a. *ft*. and «* a leaf.

ft*T** mfn. (-*-*^l-*ir) Becoming green. *ft* used as

a verb, W* aff.

ft*TW n (*i) Yellow orpiment. f. (-ail) 1 Bent grass, (Pani-

com dactylon.)
a A streak or line in the sky, (the milky

way }) A s:»rt of creeper, a. *ft* green, ** to possess or

adorn, aff. S|w, fern. aff.

ftWT** m. (-Ifr) 'riie green pigeon, n. {-) Theatrical de-

coration, painting the person, &c. *. *ft*r* orpiment,

*nc_aff.

ftmf** r f. (-WT) ' A sort of grass, (Paniewn dactylon. Rox.)

* The fourth lunar day of the month Bhadra. i. am added

to ft'Hiw, fem. form.

ft*T*T*. n. (-m)
1 Bine vitriol. ' A turquoise. 1 An emerald,

a. *ft* green, **r* * stone.

ftfftir* mfn. f-ir-WT-IT) Made verdant or green, coloured

green. Sec. t, *ft*, and tr* made, with fa augment.

*ftap5 n. (*4f A radish, a. %frt{ green, and * a leaf,

ft** m. (-*:) The son. * *ft* green, and ** a horse,

ft** m. (•a:) The asterUm Sruvana. a. *ft ViibmVj and

* presiding deity.

ftl* m. (-a:) A powder of the blossoms of the Mesua ferrea.

ft*r f. (-gT) Turmeric, 'cither the plant or the powdered root

)

green, J to flow or oore, off, w, or xft Vitan'o.&c.,

V to be regarded, aif. a

XPnt'W ttifn. (*-»!•*) Smeared or itained with turmeric,

a. xftfll, and eg anointed.

tgftgTf in. (-X0 A yellow bird. a. xft'Kf turmeric, and XT
body,

xftkrw mfn. (-Wt-Wt-W) Of a yellow colour, m. (.«j:)
1 A tree,

(Pentaptera tomeotoaa. )
1 Zedoary, (Curcuma rcrttmbet.)

1 Yellow, the colour, a. xftkt turmeric, mra reaembliog.

xftkm* mfn. (-*:-*T-rf) Fickle, capricious unsteady, in affec-

tion or attachment. r. gftai turmeric, and yia colour, in

opposition to the dlxrt* or true blue
; alw with urn added,

xftnrraw.

m. (-*) ' A tree. * A plant, (Curcuma aanthorrhiaon.)

a. xft monkey, g to go, Un'idi aff. jt

xftfri: n. (-TJ The town of Haridwir, where the Grnga de-

scend. into the Icrcl land of Uiadunaa. a. xft Vuux c, and

*TT gate; being the road to VaHuai'ia or VunxVa heaven.

Xftwwx m. (-an) A kidney-bean, (Pha»polui mungo.) a. xft

the earne, and wnrif appellation.

xftAx :) An owl. n. («d) The white lotue. a. xft

VliUU C, Ac. and XX an eye.

xftxrfx m. (.fx :
) An emereld. «. xftw green, and nfx a gem.

xftgft n. (-4) A radish, a. xft green, and xti a leaf, also

xft*r*-

xftfix mfn. (xr-Xl-X) Liked or loved by Viaimc, Ac. m. (-X:)
' A tree, (Neuclea Cadamba. )

‘
S'tva. • A fool, a block

-

vtr

bead. * Armour, mail. it. Lx I

1 A dark aort of Sandal wood.

* The fragrant root of the Andropogon mnricatum. f <-*r)

1 LakshmI, the wife of Vishm'u. * Tulmu or basil. 4 Tbe twelfth

day of tbe lunar fortnight.
4 The earth, b. ft Vishm'c,

and fir* beloved,

ft*T**T n (-WJ A perfume and drug, commonly EUabtilmld.

m. ift; tawny, *114*1 sand.

ftwi n. (-1) A sort of perfume, commonly ElabtiMi.

ft*W|p. (-**) A snake, a. *ft a frog, and vw what eats,

ft** in. (-* 1) Time. *. ^ to uke, T*f** Un'idi aff

ft** m. (-*:) ‘ A tree, (Premna longifolia.) 1 Chick pea.

*- fire or a horse, he., and agitating or churning.

m. Chick pea, (Cicer arietinum.) s. added to

the lust.

m. (-IT.) * Chick pea. * A .sort of kidney-bean. E.*ft
a horse, &c., churning, chewing, arw to produce, aff.

ft* rn. (-*0 A horse of a yellow colour,

f i"<f- A term of calling in theatrical language, addressed

to a female slave.

ftwr^* m.(-Wt) 1 A crab. * An owl. a. green, and

the eye

ft** m. (-WT*) Indba. a. ^ft r horse, and »ff.

ft** n. A division of the old or known continent
; the

country between the NUiadAn and Hrmakut a mountains,

s. ft VienK'tr, and *a a division of the world.

faMl** m, (-:) Gabuda. M. ft Visbm'v, and*? a vehicle.

ft*t*r n. (-*t) Yellow orpimeuL a. {< Visna'o, and alw
semen.

ftf* n. (•) A division of the continent : see Yftxt.

xfarr m. (JP) S'lV.. a. xft Vi.bh f, and X7 an arrow
|

Vibiin'u having served him as the shaft which set the cities

of Tsins* on fire.

ft-*** m. A sovereign, the twenty-eighth of the solar

dynasty in the second age, celebrated for his piety and liber-

ality, and who on those accounts was elevated, together with

his subjects, to heaven : having been insidiously induced by

Nsusoa, to relate his actions with unbecoming pride, he de-

scended from Swtrgn, a stage at each sentence, till stopping

in time, and doing homage to the gods, he was fixed with his

capital in mid-air. r.. ft Vishn u, and *-s* the moon,

ft**^ n - (-^> The <**y of Haris c

u

andha : see the last,

a- ft**t a name, and 3* city.

ft** m. (»*:j The tenth of the twelve universal emporora

enumerated by the Jainas. b. *ft Vum/u, &c„ and #*t
a host.

ft^j* m. (-*:) One of Use emperors of the Jaiiuu
{ also named

Harko£n'a. a. (* Vishn u, and the son.

ft** in. {-*:) ' Inora. * The sun. Aranda. a Gam£«'a,

b. *ft green, and * a horse.

ft**tm* m. (.*t) ' Gabud'a. 1 Daksba. b. *ft Visa*'*;, and

* S'iva, self, same,* added.

f. (-*\) Yellow or Chebulic myrobalan, (Tcrminalia

cbcbula:) seven varieties of this are distinguished, b. *ft

green, (colour,) T« gone, got,* added, fem. aif. *t*.
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^w f. (.W:) ’ A dree and perfume, commonly Ren'ukd. * A

reputable woman. " Pulse, peas.
4 A deer of a copper colour,

m. (-W:) ' Lanka. • A creeper, marking the boundary of a

village. i. ^ to take, TO Un adi alf,

war mfn. (-W'-WT-at) To be seized, taken, accepted, Ac. r. ^
to take, WWT aff.

rofn. (-wr-afT-w) Taking, seizing, conveying, who takes or

receives, e. to take or convey, aff. TW
TO7W n. (-*# Gaping, yawning. *.

’ff to take, s?fww afT.

fwrw rofn. (-VT-WT-W)
1 Thrown, cast, sent. * Burnt.

tn. (-¥:)
1 The sun. * A tortoise.

Wd n. (*t$i) A palace, a mansion, the habitation of a man of

wealth or rank. a. ^ to take, (the mind,) ?[ aff,, and ipr

augment.

TO r. 1st cl. (TOfa, 1 To go, to move. 4 To desire. • To be

weary.

TOHW m. (-sf:)
1 A lion. * Kuvfiiu. a. fy tawny or green, and

wfw the eye, VW aff.

TOPT tn. (-:) ' A horse. * A steed fit for an /f’ucamtJka. e. ,

ff
1

to take, TOW Unidi aff.

WIW m. (-:) Issii.

TO mfn. (-W:-V-W) Happy, delighted, m. f*^:) Joy. pleasure,

delight, happiness, a. to to be pleased, aff. ww or TO
TO mfn. Delighting. pleasing, delightful, m. (-:)

The name of a mountain, r.. to 1° please, aff. ww,
TOwr mfn. (-Tt-ft-y) Causing delight, gratifying, delighting.

«. TO, and wy who or what makes.

mfn. (-W:-WT or tft-wj Causing delight, delighting, delight*

ful, pleasurable, pleasant, &c. m. (-•:) 1 A cause of pleasure,

any thing which confers pleasure. 1 The fourteenth of the

astronomical Y6gai. • A morbid affection of the eyes. 4 A
deity presiding over S‘rd<fdhat. 4 A kind of SrAddka. n. (-#•
1 Pleasing, making happy. • Rejoicing, being happy, a. 'TO
to be pleased, aff. sot or ww

winw mfn. (-Wt-WT-W) Joyful, cheerful, happy, k. to be
pleased, W1WW aff.

ik^ mfn. (.:•:.} Causing delight, delighting, m. (-:) A
son, a child, n. (•) Gold. c to be pleased, Uuldi aff.

t™
Tifrwm mfin. (-W:-WT-W) Oveijoyed. t. , and fkirw

agitated. <

^wfww mfn. (-WMlT-lf) Joyful, t. and TOfTO pus-
'

seased of.

tn. (-!) A cry or sound expressing Joy or pleasure, a.a
gladnesa, and *w sound. ’

fiflT mfn. (*1|:-ifT-lf) Happy, delighted, gladdened, made glad

or happy, a., and TWW aff, or to be pleased, causal I

'

w.» If aff$ n. (-:) • A deer. * A lover, e.^ to be pleased, ’to
Un'fidi aff. ’

m. (-4;) Great happiness, a. to. and TOri eminence.
1

ifjTO m. (-:) Appearance or occurrence of happiness. a. to,
and rising. i

TO r- l«t cL(TOfir) To plough. -

TO n. (-*) A plough, f. (-WT) 1 Vinous liquor. * The earth.

* Water, e. to to plough, aff TO,
TOTTO mfn. (-T:-TT-^-TJ Holding or having a plough, m. (*:)

A name of Balaeama. r. to. and wy who holds or has.

TOTO mfn. ('TOT) Having a plough, m. (*>CW) A name of

Balabama. e. to » plough, and TOT possessing.

wxgfw m. (-fws)
1

Agriculture. * A saint so named, r. tot a

plough, and aefty having.

fw t (-fin) Ploughing, furrowing. a. to, and fw
striking.

TOttoit^' m. f-*W:) Noise, tumult, a. totoi imitative sound,

TOW sound.

TOP i*d. A vocative particle, addressed in theatrical language

to a female friend, E. TO to plough, WT aff

TOTTO ra. (-:) A name of Balara'ma. e, toi a plough, sfmw
a weapon.

TO m. (•:) A horse of mixed colour
;

also read T^rny.

WTTOl mn. A sort of poison, m .(-fr:)
1 A kind of

j
snake. 4 A Jana or Bauddka deified saint. 1 A sort of litard

or newt, a. TO to plough, aff,w negative, and to the

same
;
also WTO, &c

f%m.(-fa»:) 1 A furrow. ’Agriculture, e. to to plough,

TO aff

fkrw m. (-aft)
1 BaladIva. * A ploughman, a cultivator, f.

A plant, commonly LaMga&ya. k. to a plough, ffw aff.

fwfgW m. (-:) The Kadamlm , (Xuuclea cadamba.) f. (•f)

Spirituous liquor, a. fw Balabama, and fro beloved.

WtW m. (-W:) The teak tree. a. to a plough, W aff

TO* n. (-) A sort of Jaundice

TO mfn. Mr-iBTO) Ploughed, tilled, f. (-TOT) A multitude of

ploughs, m. (-TO*) Ploughing, e. to a plough, vrw aff.

n. (-) The red lotus, a. to delight, aff. : form irr.

war n. (-W) Rolling or tossing as in sleep.

wW n. (-4) A minor dramatic entertainment, chiefly of sing-

ing and dancing by one male and eight or ten female per*

formers, a ballet. * A dance performed by women in a circle,

a. to* wanton sport, to or to to be skilful, aff deriv.

irr.
;
also )•

WtfW n». (-ff) Dancing in a ring as performed by women.

a. arw added to Kwtw or TOta, whence it is also read wtwa.

tirt’S n. (•) A dramatic entertainment, Ac. : see ftw.

TO m. (**:) 1 Sacrifice, oblation. • Call, calling. * Order, com*

niand. 4 Challenging, defying, e. w to sacrifice, or | to

call, aff.

TOT ra. (*T:j Eating rice ann curds from a cap of bdl-tnttal.

a. sacrifice, »w to go, aff to.

gw m. (-*.) Sacrifice, offering, oblation, f. (-W^) A hole in the

ground for receiving a sacrificial fire. r. w to sacrifice, wc
or aff.

TOWTTO m. <-[:) Fire. * TOW burnt-offering, and TOfW life.

TOWt^ mfn. f-w-WT W) To be offered with fire, fit for an oblation,

Ac. n. (*w) Okee. s.S to sacrifice, TOltpQ afl.

TOT or TOtt *"d A term implying undoubtedly, certainly

:

see fff
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Tfv:*nr m. (-T) The residue of an oblation of Ghee or clarified

butter. *. vftv* and Tv rest.

Vftvl f. (-ft, A hole in the ground for containing a sacrificial

fire. e. v to sacrifice, TTV aff.

vfvTW m. (-Vri Fire. a. vfVV Ghee, v^V food.

Sf’flff n. (-'*) A room in which a burnt-offering is made, a

place of sacrifice. f. vfvv Ghee, and Sit a bouse or

apartment.

saw rn. ( -VT) Fire. e. ^ffhr-af v
and ww who eats,

vft^ifvsi »n. (-*) A priest, c. vfvv, and VTfww who offers,

vfvv n.(-ai) ' Clarified butter. * Rice mixed with Gkee,

•n oblstiou, opf nff. of fitncw

tfmra m. ( w« j Fire, r xfeii, and vat who cats
;
also

afetatfav. !tc.

fav n. (-fro * Clarified butter. • An intended oblation, the

article to be so offered, usually clarified butter. * Water,

s. Tg to offer in oblation, vfv Un'idi aff.

TV mfn. f -art-VT-Vi Fit or proper to be offered in oblation,

n. (-V)
1 An offering to the gods. * Ghee. a. v to sacrifice,

TV aff.

TWTT ra. (-V:) • An oblation dresaed for the deities. • The

vessel in whigh it is prepared. E. TT an offering to the gods,

and TIT cooking.

TWIT m. i-TJ) Fire. k. tt an obla'ion. and WIT who bears

TTTTTV m. (-W:) Fire. e. TT an oblation, and VTTV vehicle.

TTTT m. (.ft) Fire, e tt an oblation, and TT who eats.

TV ?TV m. (-sr) Aosm or fire. a. TT a burnt offering, andwv
food.

TT (V) T^ r. 1st cl. (TVfW)
1 To laugh. * To laugh at, to ridi-

cule t (this root does not take the middle voice when it im-

plies reciprocal action, as wfwwfv they laugh at each

other.)

TT m. (*T :
1 Laughter, laughing, laugh, r TV to lau^h, aff TV

TTff mfn. (-WV-VVft-VW) Laughing, smiling, f. (-aft*
1 A

portable fire-pan. n small furnace. 1 Arab'utn jasmine. • A
Snl<ini or female spirit attendant on Duao/. t YV to lau^h,

aff. «rw.

TVT n. (-V) laughter, laughing, f. < -Eft) A portable fire-place

or pan. s. TV to laugh, aff fgy, ,

T«Vt«fv >» (*fTi) Aowt or fire. s. TVV) a fire-place, and vfw

a jewel.

TVfwnt f. (-TT) A portable furnace or fire-pan. c. TV added

to VVTl ; see TVW
TfTTT f. (-TT) Laughter, t TV to laugh, vv aff

Tfnt mfn. (-W:-1F1-V) ’ Blown, budded, (as a flower.) 'Smiling,

n. ( iti * Laughter. 1 Smiling. • The bow of Kama. e. TV to

laugh, aff. %.

TV m. (*T) 1 The hand. * An elephant's trunk. • 'Hie thir-

teenth lunar asterism, designated by a hand, and containing

five stars, one at which is 7 or I Cerei. * A head of hair, or

abundance of hair. 1 A cubit measured by the hand and arm,

or frum the elbow to the tip of the middle finger. • (Jo pro-

sody.) An anapwst, n. (-*) A bellows, s. TV to laugh,

Uu'idi aff. TT-

TV#TV n * (*‘>0 Cutting off the hand. s. TV. and cutting.

TVW n. |
M i

1

T he palm of the hand. * The hand. ' The tip

of an elephant's trunk, r. TV. and WV surface.

gffini n. (-wi) Warding off a blow, stopping, resisting, (in a

conflict.) r TV the hand, and Vrcv restraining.

TV^TF n. f-vf i The hand below the wrist, k. TV the hand,

and tjvf tail.

VWfflV mfn. (*tff.fwt.fi i In hand, seised, held, caught hold

of. t. TV. and vfwv wbal abides.

TVElf.T n.(-v) Resisting an assault, warding off a blow. c. TV
the band, and WT^w prohibiting,

TVfTV n. (-VJ Perfuming the person, e. TV the band, and

fwr a red fruit.

TVW n. (-4) A bracelet, one worn at the wrist, k. TV the

hand, and W a string.

VW! mfn- i -VJ : VT -V3P In hand, held, grasped, a. TV, and

VI vvhat stays or is.

TVftJJV mfn. (-TTMIMTi Held, in hand. «. TV, and ftOV

staying.

vfvws m. (-VB0 * A lion. • A tiger, k. vfv an elephant,

TV to hurt, v aff., and xjw added.

m. (-T:)
1 The castor oil tree. * The Bute* frondosa*

’ A demi-god of a particular class, e. vfV'f an elephant,

and tt the ear.

m. (-Tt) A tree, (fiulea frondosa.) «. TV added to

the last.

tfVTWTV m (-V0 A sort of /TiajaAajButea frondosa.) s. vfw

an elephant, «V the ear, and gV a leaf.

vfVTT m.(-Vt) A tree.

vfvVtfv m. (-fv:; A sort of jujube. *. vfv an elephant, and

vrfv jujube.

vfvfaft m. (-ft:) The city Kanchi, a place of pitgrimage in the

peninsula, k. vfv an elephant, and t*ft a mountain.

vfv^tVT f- (-VI) A kind of creeper, t. t?V an elephant, and viVT

the generic name.

vfVIT m. (-1 :) A man. k. t an elephant, V who kills.

TfVTlftv m. (-t\) An elephant-driver, t. vfv, and Tfftv
who give*.

VTVTV m, (-V0 1 The radish. * A pin or bracket projecting

from a wall to hang any thing upon. n. (-vi Ivory, a. Tfv
an elephant, and a tooth , also with TV added, Tfv^vv.

Tfv?W mfn, (.T:*Vt-VJ As big at an elephant, gigantic, ele.

phautine. e. vtv an elephant, TWT aff.

Tfv #k m. (-Vlt An elephant, f. (-vt)
1 A female elephant. • A

female
\
one of the four kinds into which they are classed,

and described as of low stature, corpulent habits, curly hair,

dark complexion, libidinous appetite, and furious passions.

• A drug aud perfume ; also Vlfvwrfvvt c. TV » truuk, and

Tfv aff

TfWT n. (-V) A sort of covered way, a raised place of earth

or masonry, covering the access to the gate of a city or fort.

e. vfv an elephant, and VT nail.

VfWi y<_ n. (*T) Ancient Dehli, the capital of YuDBisirr'aia

and his brethren, the remains of which still exist, about 57
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miles north east of the modern city, on the banks of the old

channel of the Ganger. k. Yfk*T the name of a king, its

founder, or an elephant, &c., and jpC city
;
also Yfw*C.yX-

tffkY m. (-Y:) An elephant rider or driver. t. Yf%Y an ele-

phant, VTtf to cherish or rear, a If. w.

ifkYY ro. (-an) An elephant-driver or keeper. *. YtkY the

same, and YW aff.

YfkY^f f. (-t?P)
1 A plant, commonly Morot'd. 4 A sort of

gourd, (Momordica mixta.) e. xrfil an elephant, and W
leaf.

Yfk*Pg m. (-^t) The juice that exudes from an elephant's tem-

ples when in rut* e, ffti an elephant, and Yg the frontal

Juice.

YfkwY m. (-*:)
1
Oaft'ia'A. • S'axa’ea, the eighth of the chief

Ndgar or serpents of the infernal regions. * The elephant of

Inoua, 4 A heap of ashes. * A shower of dust. * Frost, cold.

t. Yfk an elephant, and srv a wrestler.

Yf%Yn| ra. (-X:) A goad. k. Y f«B an elephant, and YTY what

bears.

Yfkw f. (-VT) An elephant stall or stable. an cle

phant, and VT^l hall.

f. (-Ytt or kt)
1 An elephant’s trunk. 4 A flower, (He-

liotropium Indicum.) a. vfo an elephant, TjxsrT the trunk,

yfan n. (-Y) Marriage, x. YU the hand in the seventh

case, and nr*~v making.

Y*?U mfn. -w -Yip-US)
1 Given with the hand. * Done with

the hand, manual, a. YU the hand, YW aft

YTSTT^TY m. (*V) An elephant rider or driver, a. Yfa an ele-

phant, and YTXTFY who mounts.

YU mfn. (-Wt-YT-ti) Stupid, ignorant, a fool. a. YY to laugh

at or deride, XY Un'&di aft

n. (-U) A sort of poison.

YYi m. (-YT) A Gandkurhn or chorister of heaven ; also YTY*

V r. 3rd cl. <*r W,) ^rYrYr'UYrf*) 'To quit, to leave, to aban-

don. 4 To wander or deviate : (kT Y,) SiTTT (firr?*) To go.

to move.

TT i*d. 1 An inteijeclion of weariness. • Of sorrow, pain. 4 An
exclamation of pleasure. 4 A term of reproach, t.V to

abandon, aft fin.; the word corresponds to ah, alas, oh,

ha, ike.

vrnr m. (-*:) A shark.

UTYY mfn. (-Y‘-YT-tf| Golden, of gold, (as a weight or coin )

n. t-w) Gold. a. y* to shine, aft

XT mfn. (-Y ;-yVyJ Made of gold, golden, k. YTYY gold,

YYYaff.

UniU mfn. ( -y) To be abandoned, to be left. a. Xtf to

abandon, WYX^ uff.

YrY n. (-Y) Wages, hire, «. Y* to hurt, JY Un 4di aff.

YTY n. (-si) * Abandoning, relinquishing. 1 Prowess, valour,

a. Yf to leave, aft

YtfY f. (-fw:) Loss, privation, abandonment, relinquishment,

a. yt to leave, Un'idi aff. fir.

YfYY mfn. (*Y:-Yl-Yj Mischievous, hurdng, killing. I. Yff to

hurt or kill, YTYY^uff.

YTYt n. (-Yf) Death, dying. «- YY to kill, JY Un'idi aff.

YigfYYT t (-YT) A bird, (a wagtail.)

YTJYt t (-Yt) A wagtail.

YtRswt f. (-UT) Gaping, yawning.

YfYY mn. (-ir~Y> A year. ro. (-V.)
1 A flame, a ray* 4 A sort

of rice. a. V to go or leave. VTaft, YY augment.

YTT mfn.(-rs.^.<) Who or what takes, Ike. m.(-Y*d
1 A porter,

a carrier. * Taking, conveying. • A string or garland of

pearls, &c. 4 War, battle.
4 (In prosody ,) A long syllable.

4 (In arithmetic,) A divisor, also the denominator of a frac-

tion. a. % to seize, (the mind, Ike.) and YY off., or causal

form, with YY a(T.

YTTY oi. (-Y:) ‘ A thief.
4 A cheat, a rogue.

4 Prose. 4 Science.

* A gambler. • A tree, (Trophis aapera.)
1 A plunderer, a ra-

visher, one who carries off any thing. * (In arithmetic,) A

divisor, a. ^ to take, aff. YU*

YTTYft f. (-fk:) A necklace, a. qfiy;, and xrfY a staff.

yiTf^ n. (-XT) Wine, vinous liquor, f. (-YIJ A grape.

Yrfy mfn. ( fc-fc: or -tl-fxr) Handsome, charming, f. (-fc)

* Defeat, discomfiture, either in war or gambling, &c. 4 A

traveller’s progeny or family. A pearl, a. ^ to lake

or steal, alf. YY, optionally in the fern, form added.

YTftYY mfn. (-^--kt-k) Wearing or having a necklace, m.

(-Y:) The Kokila or India* cuckoo, a. YTfV for fit a neck-

lace, YY the throat.

Yif<CY mfn. (-Y:-Yl-Y) Relating to deer, (deer-flesh, skin, &c.)

«- y^y. and YY aff.

YTfrfYY m. (-W:) A hunter, a deer- killer, f. (-Yfy A species of

the Atyaihii metre, a. Yft* a deer, aff.

Sjrfx^J mfn. (-n:-in*lf) Lost, relinquished, made away with,

m. (-IT.)
1 The green or wood pigeon. * Green, the colour.

h. to take, causal v., H aff., or green, aff.

Xfrfyiruf n. (-^j A potherb* a, xrfllf the same, aff.

ifxi mfn. -^-1) * Stained, dyed, or coloured with turmeric.

4 Yellow, m. (•*;)
1 The Kadamba tree, (Nauclea Cadamba )

Yellow, (the colour.) a. Tfofl turmeric, and Xf or aff.

mfn. (-^t-Pc«t fb 1 Taking, getting, who takes or gets.

4 Pleasant, agreeable, a. \ to lake, aff. f%fk-

xrrfltf m. (-W:)
1 The green or wood pigeon, (Columba hariala,

Blch.) 4 A Muni, and legislator. 4 Roguery, cheating, fraud,

a. xfTC a necklace, or xgifc defeat, and ipt gone, got ; or

green, aff., and the vowel made long.

n- (-Tl Affection, kindness. *. t *ic ^eart »
^*„*ff*

mfn. To be taken, to be taken away. m. (-A)

Bcleric myrobalan. a. ’g to take, aff.

tn. (-^:)
1 BALsaauA. 4 A name of S slivaiiAka. * A

plough, f- ( Wt) 'Vine, vinous or spirituous liquor. <-kD A

wiles younger sister. a.Xfi* a plough, aff. Ul 1*, or to

plough, aff. Y 1^.

m. (-W.) A h >rse of a yellowish red, or Uwny colour,

n. (-ti) A sort of poison : see the next.

*>• (-Y) A sort of poisonj also variously read

ou {;* ) A piebald horse.

11 If
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ITOT1* n. (•) A sort of poison : see((• f. (-TO) A small

mouse* f. (-Wt) 'Vine, spirituous liquor, ro. (TO:) A sort of

worm or insect, a kind of newt.

((TO: m. (.^:) A small black and venomous snake.

1. TITOTW poison, and wv having.

tfarqr mfn. (-if: dil-TO Belonging or relating to a plough, as a

ploughman, cattle, Ac- a. a plough, ¥^or FitnlT.

TffWl f. (-*) A sort of lizard.

TOITO m. (-TO) A tooth, a. to plough, TO* Un'adi aflT.

XT* m. (-¥:) 'Any feminine act of amorous pastime, or tending

to excite amorous sensations, coquetry, blandishment, dal-

liance. ' Calling. *. #*1 to call, (to incite passion,) ir*jI aff.

TO m. (-:) Laughing, laughter, r. TO? to laugh, aff.

TO* m- (-1ft) A buffoon, r. to laugh, causal v„ ‘JWaff.

IVTO* mfn. (-K :*TMf) * Laughing, laughing at. * Causing

laughter, merry, ridiculous, u. tow. arr wbat makes.

TOTO m.(-TO:) The moon, (in the language of the Vdd/u.) r. to

to abandon, ^off., and ^7 augment.

TOfa*l f. (-TOT) Laughter, mirth, k. to laugh, sjf alT.

TOf*TO mfn. laughing, smiling, b. to laugh,

f«sTO aff.

Tfroar n * (-^) A herd of elephants, m. (4|:) A rider on an ele-

phant, an elephant-driver, &c. «. ^fwar an elephant, ra aff.

rf«ITO rafn.(-W:TOl-si) Elephantine, large. as big as an elephant,

&.C. n. (-if) HdtUnapur, ancient Dekit. it. ^rfftir a sovereign,

founder of the city, or an elephant) and arf, of derivation,

or abundance.

tfTO^ST n. ( K) IfiUtmapur. k. TOfkm the same, and xj* city,

TO mfn. (TO -WTO) Laughable, ridiculous, n. (•&) Laughter,

laughing, mirth. a. *? to laugh, and «vtv aff.

TO« n. (-^) A sort of poison : see!.
TO1? «n. (-TOO A Gandharka, a celestial being of an inferior

order.

TTO m. (-TO :
) A Gandharba, a demi god of an inferior order,

attendant on KuvIira and the other gods, and especially the

chanter of their praises. »W. An interjection of surprise or

grief, or pain. r alas, interjection of sorrow, r to aban-

don, fWt aff., or with fa. aff. ?«?, or TO interjection

repeated.

TOTOTOTr m. (•:) ' The noise or uproar of battle. * Lamenta-

tion, sound of grief or pity. b. )( interjection of pain, totT

making.

!( n. (-^} A sort of poison : see)-
fxr r. 5th el. ' To go.

1 To send. 1 To grow or increase.

* To be in pain.

ff ind. * Because, for, on account of. * Assuredly, certainly,

(assertion.) * Indeed, surely, (interrogation.) 4 A particle,

implying difference or distinction.
1 An expletive. 4 Ah,

alas. * An inteijection of envy or contempt. ' An inteijection

of hurry. %. ft to go, far^ aff.

fnjTO mfn. (-TO-TO!-*) Mischievous, malignant, ferocious, savage.

«n. (-TO:
)

' A beast of prey. 1 An enemy. 1 A Brahman, who

baa atudied the AlAar tan Vtd*. r.. to injure, TfX aff.

htt n. (-if) injuring, hurting, e, frofu to hurt, aff.

fiTOT f. (TO)
1

Injury, mischief, &c.
>

it i* usually distinguished

as of three sorts, mental, (as malice,) verbal, (abuse.) personal,

(striking, wounding, beating, &e.) * Slaughter, killing, slay-

ing. r. !{ to hurt or kill, aff*. and TO*.

fTOTOTTOaMTO n. (TO)
1 Incantation to destroy, or the practice of

magic, or employment of mystical texts for malevolent and

injurious purposes. • Any mischievous or malevolent act-

b. frorTOl injury, and TOTOSt act.

f*TOflTO mfn. (-: TOT-TO) Injurious. r. fxTOr, and touo*

self.

fTOITO m. (-:) A tiger, e. fifTO injury, TO to go or affect,

aff.

mfn. (-^:«TO:-TO) Mischievous, hurtful. B. iTOTO injury,

and aff.

fVtJlTOTO mfn. (-TO-TOT-*?) Mischievous, hurtful, m. (-TO:) A mis-

chievous or savage dog. e. vi added to the last-

(TT m. (-TO ® A tiger- * A wretch, a villain, B. fafo to

hurt or kill, Un'a Ji aff. TKX or

fXX rpfn. (- to si) ' Mischievous, hurtful, injurious. 'Mur-

derous. * Formidable, terrible. * Fierce, savage, m. (-TO)

' Du i*iA. * S irs. • A beast of prey. f. (TO)
1 Spikenard

(Valeriana J>U natann.) * A shrub, i Abrus prec&tonus.) * A
anrt of grain, (Coix barbata.)

4 A vein, a nerve, b to

hurt, Un &di aff. yro

ff^ir in. (-«:) A heft'** of prey, i . added to the last.

fVTO*T13 m. (-13;,• A beast of prey. e. ffX mischievous, and tfU

an animal.

fnr r. 1st cl. f%urf7T

.

7*1 * To sound inarticulately. * To hic-

cough. r. 10th cl. (f)|TO*jA) To hurt or injure,

faro f. ' WT

J
Hiccough. 1- 1,1 hiccough, aff. and

fUfTC m. l-*c) A tiger, t. ! imitative sound, aud who

makes.

ran. Asafcctid*. E. ! to go, dcriv. irr., or fro?

frost, ant to go, aff., foim irr.

fvrf*TO X m. (TO) ' The N^mb tree. * Asafaciids, (the gum.)

K.ffT asafeetida, and fsrQTW exudation.

f. ( -TO^> A leaf, and drug, perhaps the leaf of the aaa-

foetida plant. -.fTW asafeetida, and a leaf.

fHnnHf f. (’t<f A plant, commonly Bd/upatrL t: fTT asafeetida,

and xjw leaf.

fVm m. (TO) Vermilion, f. (-TOl) The egg-plant, (Solanum

mtlongena.) e. fx^ asafeetida, TO to take or give, aff. .
»»% m. (-fw:) Vermilion, k. asafeetida, TO to take or

give, aff. fti-

f^prfwrTO f. (-TO) A prickly night-shade, (Solanum Jacquini.)

k. fronrwTt the egg plant, added.

(fat mn. ( TOi-W) Vermilion, a. fr» asafeetida, TO to give or

take, aff. .
frTfrTlfrro f. (-TO) A plant, commonly /fiatjtpain.

n. (-*) An esculent root, a sort of yam.

fTTO m. (-TO:) A plant) (Barringtonia arutangula.)

f^s^B m. (-TO:) A plant, commonly Hjjal, (Barringtonia acu-

tangula.)

m. (*y*.) A rope or chain for an elephant's feet.
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ft* <T) fVfir r. lad. (Pro*) 1 To go, to move, * To disre-

gard or disrespect.

fafa*r m. (-iff:) A prince of the Rakskaaaa slain by Bniu*.

f. (-iff!) The sister of Hidimba carried off by BuixA : these

names are also read faffiff. far^T.

fafa^tfaw m (-farm Bnfx*, thfc second of the Pandua «. fafa*r

a Rdkskaaa, and farcr conqueror ;
also similar compounds, as

fafa*fff*ffff!. fxr#*ff*r^-

fafffsafff^ ra. or fff^) Bbima
;
see the last,

faffarsffrfffa m.(-fm) ' HinniiN. • Buina. a.fafcsffT a female

Jttkskaaa, and fffa husband.

fafV»ffryffW ni. (-w:) 1 Hancma.v, the monkey friend and ally of

Rama. * Biiima. a. fafawn a female Rdkskata, and rwa

husband.

far*** n. (-if)
1 Wandering, roaming. * Copulation. * Writing.

a. fafa to go, Wff aff.

fafarff m. (•*:) An astrologer, a. fafa logo, aff. ^w, and ffff

added.

fafar: m. (-*:) Cuttle fish bone. a. fafa to go. or despise, aff.

;
also faa»\r.

faofi f. (-^t) A name of Dttftoa. t. fafa to go, or despise, (the

Awra.) aff, and added.

fawrtfaffffff ro. (-fft I
Siva. a- faffl Dvroa, and faffffff dearest,

faij^ m. (.*;) ' Cuttle fish bone, considered to be the indurated

foam of the sea. • A man, a male. ‘The ee'g-;»lant, <Solunum

rnelongena) ‘A tonic or stomachic, a. fafa to go, or de-

spise, aff. ^faff.

fa* rnfn. (-W:-ffMTl
1 Suitable, proper, fit. worthy, ri-ht.

“ Gone, proceeded. * Held, taken seized, placed. 4
(In me-

dicine.) Proper, as diet or menstrua, suitable* to the Case or

the medicines taken. 1 Friendly, affectionate, kind. • Useful,

m. (-*:) A good, a benefit, (-in) A causeway, a dike. e. wr

to have or bold, nr aff,

falMry mfn. Friendly, kind, favourable, m. (-^:) A

benefactor. a. faff. and wy who docs,

fawffrnf mfn. ( ff-.-ffVffi Wishing well to, kind or friendly to.

*• faff. and nrTff desire.

fawiffwn f- (-*5T) Coucern for another's welfare, a. faff, and

ffTffff desire.

famfat m. (-fft:) A spy, a secret emissary. *. faff proper, and

ffffl who instructs.

faffff^ mfn. ( Benevolent, benign, a. faff, and tfaj

wishing.

faff^fa mfn. (-fai-fa:*fa) Well-disposed to, wishing well to.

a. faff, and fffa understanding.

faffffff mfn. (-WTff-ffffl-ffTyi Friendly, favourable, doing good to.

«. faff, and ffljff aff.

faffffTfaff mfn. (-^T-faffVfa) Giving good counsel, directing

or advising what is right, m. (-fft) A director, an adviser,

a. faff proper, and fflfaff speaking,

famffffrfyff mfn. Kind. e, faff, and Vfwffrfyw

who acts conformably to.

fafft^faff mfn.(-fft-fawt-fa) Seeking another's welfare, a. faff,

and who seeks.

tTR

faffTfaff mfn. (-ff: -ffT-if) Good and evil, beneficial and disadvan-

tageous. a. faff. and fffaff bad.

fafffaff mfn. (-fft-fafft fa) Wishing well to. t. faff, and fffaff „

who desires.

fatf ifa f. (-fa)
1 Compassion, clemency, tenderness, • Good

advice, a. faff kind, and vjfff speech.

faffTff^ff m. (-fft) Friendly or proper advice, a. faff proper,

and advice.

faffT ind. Having left or abandoned, t. tt to leave, ST aff.

fafffTff m. (-nr:) The marshy date tret, (Phoenis or Klate palu-

dosn.) a. fffa defective, ). e. small, wtw the palm, dcriv. irr.

fa^rff m. (-1:)
* A swing, a One of the Ragaa or personifi-

t

ed musical modes, a. fa particle, to shake, ffff aff.,

deriv. irr.

m. (-ff:) A swing, a. fa particle, vfff to shake, aff.

Wff. and ffTff added.

fa« mfn. (.Rf.-WT-Wi Cold, frigid, n. (-#)
1 Frost, snow. * Cold.

1 Sandal. 4 Fresh butter. 1 Tin. • A pearl. f A lotus, m. (-ff:)

* The Sandal tree. * The moon. * Camphor. * The Hima-

laya mountain, f. (*ffT)
1 Small cardamoms. * Rena kd, a

perfume. A fragrant grass, (Cyperus.) a. ffff to hurt, tff

Un’tldi aff., and fa substituted for the root.

faffaeT m- (-iff
5
) The cold season, a. faff, and try season,

faffffry mfn. Frigorific, cold. m. (-fft) ' Tbe moon*

* Camphor, r.. faff cold, and wr who makes, or a ray.

ffffffTZ m. (-ff:) Winter, e. faff frost or cold, and jr* a quan-

tity.

faffff mfn. Produced by Cold, in the Himdlaya,

Ac. m f-t:)
1 The mountain Maindha. f. l-ffT)

1 P*H v.\rf.

1 Zednary. «- faff the Him t\!

a

personified, and ffl born,

faff^ffa f. (-fa:) Mist, dew, fog. a. faff cold, ffffps to be en-

tangled, x ft ff-

n. (-fft Winter, wintry weather, frost and snow. E.fan

cold, and fffffff bud weather.

fafftrfff m. (-fa:) The moon. e. faff cold, cooling, and ra-

diance.

fa«ffffD m. The Himalaya mount.iins. a. faff cold, and

Tffl abode.

fafftTtnrt f. f-ffr) Camphor, e. faff cold, and ffTfTffri sand,

faffffff mfn. (-ffrff-ffffl-fflt) Cold, freezing, chilly, frosty, ra.

(-ffTff) The Him&hya range, a. faff cold, and ff?yt[ aff.

faffffffjff m. (-fft)
1 The mountain Maindka. f. ( ffT)

1 The Ganges.

• ParvatI. a. fafffflf the Himalaya, and son, or ^jfff

daughter.

faffi^ffff mfn. (-«:-WT-W) Very cold, frosty, freezing, a. faff,

and fftffff cold.

faffff iffffT f. s'-wr) The goddess Doan/ or PAAVATf. a. faffff *§

the snowy mountains, and fflr daughter,

faffffff m. (-ffs) The moon, k faff, *nd fffff to shed* aff.

fafffffffa f. (-fa) Ice and snow. a. faff cold, #fffa assem-

blage.

f***!*W* m. (* ) Fire. «. f*W, TT* loss, WH what make*.

f*U*ro« m. (.*:) The marshy date tree. «- fr« cold or win-

ter, and Tt** smiling.
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fayfrj ro. (-*£) ' The moon. * Camphor, e. faff cold, wiu

• ™Y’

fawryfayi n. (-yrr) Silrer. e. faffrTJ the moon, yfayn ap-

pellation.

fafflffff m. (y:) The cold setson, winter, i. faff cold or frost,

and ypn? arrival.

faint* m- (f*:) The snowy range of mountains, skirting the

north of India, the Imam or Etnadm. a- faff cold, and yf*

a mountain.

faffTffl f. (-wt) Ice and snow. t. fan cold, sffa aff., and yrwy

augment.

faffTfay m. (-tj:) A frosty or cold wind. a. fan, and yfww

wind.

faffTff mfn. (-y:-yr-*t) Like frost and snow. *. faff, and yTff

resembling.

fai|j*jfw m. (-fa:)
1
Fire. “The sun. a. fan cold, y*lfa the

enemy
;
also similar compounds, as, Ac.

faffT^ mfn. (-y:-yT-y) Chilly, cold, suffering from cold. t. fait,

and ffrrw pained.

faffiwy m. (-y:) The Himald or Ifimdlaya range of mountains,

which bounds India on the north, and separates it from

Tartary ; the Jmam and Emodm of the ancients, giving rise

to the Ganges^ and Indm, and many other considerable rivers,

and containing the highest elevations in the world: in mytho-

logy, the mountain is personified as the husband of Mina as.

and the father of Ganoa or the Ganges, and Ek> noa or Uma'

in her descent as ParvatI, the mountain nymph, to captivate

S'rvA, and withdraw him from a course of ascetic austerity

practised in those regions, a. faff c^ld, or frost and snow,

and Wiyff abode.

faffTWffl f. (-wt)A sort of moon-plant; also

fawry m. (-yi) Camphor, a. faff snow, wiry appellation,

fafftycr m.(-y) Camphor, n. (-si) A lotus, a. faff cold, yrvff

appellation.

fafaffr f (-yt) Hoar frost, a. fay frost, yy *(T, fern. form,

faw^ mfn. Suffering from cold, chilly, frozen.

«-fay cold, <«**•

mfn. (-H; jffT-Jff) Frozen, snowy, cold, frigid, a. faff

frost and snow, and yy aff.

m. (-^:) The personified ascending node.

facyM-y> 1 Gold. * Semen. 1 A cowry, a. ^ to take, wz
aff., and ^ substituted for the antepen. vowel : sec fatyr

far^ry mfn. (-y:-y1 y) Made of gold,'golden, m. (-yi; Brahma.

n. (-y) One of the Verskas or divisions of the continent; the

part between tbe mountainous ranges S'weta and S'rlngavan.

B. fa** for fa*W gold, wy* aff.

facy n. (*y> * Gold. * Either of the precious metals, crude

bullion, unwrought gold or silver. 'Silver, crude or wrought.

4 A measure. 'A cowry. 4 Semen virile. 'Imperishable

matter, that which is eternal. ' Thing, substance. * Wealth,

property, a. to take, Un'idi aff. ffryw, and fa*^ substi-

tuted for the radical letters.

®- (*y) A Daitya, the father of PaAm.^OA, for whose

destruction, Vish.n'c descended in the fourth or Nabasinua

Acatdr.% a. fary gold, and yfyg clothing, or food and

clothing.

fa*yyfajy^ m. (-yi) Vishnu. a. fa*yyfag a Daitya
, and

y ff^ destroyer.

fa*y*4 m. (-y:) Drahma. a. fary gold, ffff embryo ;
or the

mundane egg floating on the water at creation, of that metal,

or of similar colour, from which the deity issued, according

to tome legends.

fary* m. (-y:) The ocean, f. (-yr) The earth, a. fa*y gold,

and y what gives or yields.

faryyiy m. (-y:) The mountain Maindka. a. fa*y gold, yry

navel.

fy*y*Ty m. {-*:) 1 The river Sane . S iva. e. fa*y golden,

yry an arm.

facycny m. (-yn) 1 Fire. • The sun. 1 S iva. a. faty gold,

and *yy semen.

fy*y* m. (-ff:) A divine treasure, r.. fary gold, y possessive

aff. in this sense.

fa*y**T f- (*^T) A river in general, a favy gold, and war

colour.

farywry m. (-y:) The river Sons. a. fa<y gold, wy to bear,

aff. yy.

fa*^ITy m- (-V) The name of a demon, killed by Vishnu.

* fa**, and Iff for yfa eye.

i«rf. * Without, except. - Itt tbe midst of, sraoogn. * Near,

t to go, xmx *S.

firwr. 6th cl. (fayfy) 'I*o express amorous inclination, to dallv,

to wanton, to sport amorously.

fay fa t (-fa:-vft) A potherb, (Hingtsha repens.) a. fay
sporting, gy to loosen, yy aff., yfa optionally added

;
also

with yy added, fem. form, fa^ifaai.

fa« in. (-fa:) A bird, (Turdua ginginianua.)

(T) frfV r. 1st cl. (fayfa)
1 To be satisfied. • To satisfy

or please.

fay(T)fafa r. 1st and I Oth ds. (fayfa fayyfa) and 7th cl.

(fafffaj To hurt, to injure, to do any thing tending to the

prejudice of another in word, thought, or deed.

fafa ind. An interjection of surprise or merriment.

ytrad. 'An exclamation or interjection of surprise; * Of fatigue

or despondence; ' Of sorrow; 4 A particle implying cause,

(therefore, so.) a, yff to hurt, yl aff.

yfa mfn. (-y.-Wl-y)
1

Deficient, defective. ' Blamabie, vile,

bad. ' Left, abandoned, quitted. 4 Wasted, worn, decayed.

• Void of, free from. rn. (-y:) An insufficient or objectionable

witness. 8. yf to quit, aff. y.

yfayyy mfn. ( yp-yjr-ySj Neglecting, or not performing

the customary rites, Ac. t~ ylff, and act; also

^tyfyy, Ac.

yfayrfa mfn. (-fV-fyi-fa) Outcaste, vile, degraded, b. yfa

abandoned, and arrfff c iste.

ytyyy mfn. (-w:-yi-y) Of u low caste, outcaste, vile. *- yly
and yy caste.

yfa*iy m. i-y:j Prevarication, contradictory evidence, i. yfa,

1 aud ffiy speech.
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'ftWTTfcr mfn. ' Dumb, speechless. 4 Inadmiasi-

ble, (m a witness.) * Contradictory, prevaricating, a. f^T

left, or defective, WTX speech, xfw aff.

^•trsh ».(-TT> Keeping low company, associating with persons

of degraded castes and occupations, a. Ft* an outcaste, and

FT1 friendship.

sfV«tqfaf mfn. Destitute of peace or reconciliation,

a. f1w» and srfat alliance.

T^FfTT f. (-WT) Serving or attending on low persons, associating

with them. e. FtT, and WTT service.

F^rtT mfn. (-TJ-tft-tf) Crippled, maimed, defective, f. Hft) An

ant. a. f^T deficient, and ft the body.

Tt^rrw m. (*F’) Tbe marshy date tree : see fFTNtf-

m. (X) * S'rv*. • Ivora* thunderbolt. • A snake. 4 A
necklace. 4 A lion- n. (-if) A diamond, f. (.*3 )

' The god-

dess Lakshwi. * A cockroach. * An ant a. ^ to take, t
aff, and XT substituted for tbc radical finals.

Tfrv m. (.If:) The diamond, a. FT added to the last

Tkrr m. (-T) The thunderbolt of Indus, e. Ffa the diamond,

and FT substance
;
being supposed to be the same.

Ttr n. (-F) Semen virile.

TtFT n. (-F) Rum, spirits distilled from molasses.

TVft ««<f. * An interjection of surprise, (ah, ha !)
* An interjec-

tion of laughter, (bee, hee !) a. apt repeated.

V r. 3rd cl. (iJFTfir)
* To sacrifice, to offer in oblation. 4 To

eat. • To take.
4 To please or satisfy. * To throw or

cast.

IfK m. (-X) Uttering a menacing sound, roaring, bellowing,

a. FT, and FIX making
; also similar compounds, as F*£fr

,

Vfpf . Ac.

FTT* mfn. (-tr.-TT-lf) Uttered or pronounced as an incanta-

tion. n. (-if)
1 An incantation. * The roar or grunt of the

wild boar. 4 Any roar. e. an? a mystical monosyllable, and

HIT made.

FT r. 6tb cl. (FVOt) To heap together, to collect or accumu-

late. (Tl FT r. 1st cl. (TTTftr) To go or move. (X) Ffr r.

1st cL (FtJt,i 1 To heap, &c. * To accept, to agree to, or

assent. ' To take.

FT m. (*T: ) A ram. a. ft to assemble, aff, if.

m. (-W.) ' A gmllinule. * A drunken roan. • A small hour-

glass- shaped drum. 4 A stick or stafT, one bound with iron.

1 The bar of a door. a. ftf imitative sound, f to utter,

a AT. F.

F^ m. (-T:) 1 A tiger.
1 A village bog. • A blockhead. * An

imp, a goblin. 4 A ram. t. Ffr to collect, ft aff

FT r. 1st cl. (F^fW) To be crooked, (literally or figuratively,)

to be fraudulent. • To retreat, to hide or abscond.

FT mfn, (-W.-WT-lf) 1 Offered with fire, burnt as an oblation.

1
Called, invoked, n. (-if) Oblation, a. f to sacrifice, or f

to call, % aff.

ftt*^* f, (-FT) The wife of Aoki or fire, a FWTT Acwi,

and fgFT the wife.

FTTF m. (-WF) Aoni or fire, a. FT an oblation, tf to cat,

aft

FT* 1 rn. (-) Aoki or fire. s. FT an oblation, and FF who

carries.

FH^l*f m. (-v) A Brahman who ha* offered an oblation, n. (Tf)

An oblalioiT. b. FT, and ’trr sacrifice.

FTTflT m. (-ftp) Fire with which oblation is made. b. ft, and

^•ftT fire.

FWiT m. (-IT) Fire or its deity Aoki. e. ft an oblation, and

TV who eats.

FTrw m. (W:) ' Fire or its deity.
4 S'iva. i. ft burnt-offer-

ing, and VW food.

Ffff f. (-flf:) Binding, capture.

FVT md. Haring offered in oblation, r. f to offer, ** aff.

FT ind. 1 An interjection of remembering, (ha, ah !)
* Of repulse

or reproach, (away!) 4 Interrogation, (hey?)
4 Assent, (yes.)

* Doubt. 4 A mystical syllable of frequent occurrence in in-

cantations. e. f to sacrifice, TV aff.
•* *

FW i T mfn.(-T*-FT-T) Being offered in oblation, t.F to offer,

pass, v., vrTF aff.

FT r. 1st cl. (FTvftl)
1 To go, to more. * To kill. 1 To cover.

TwWt f. (-Ft) Inarticulate sounds made bytvorocn, especially

a sort of Ululatum, though apparently employed upon plea-

surable and not sorrowful occasions.

FF m. (-F0 A Gandharba. e. dm to call, T aff,, form irr.

FT tn. ( V:) A Gandharba or chorister of heaven, k. dm to

call, F aff, form irr. ; it is also read ff. v», and FW*

V ind- An interjection of calling, of contempt, of pride, and of

grief or weeping.

WVT m. (-TO ‘ Uttering the sound Hum. 4 Roaring, b. VT, and

FTC making.

FT (TV) FT r. 1st cl. (FTffl) To go, to move.

Fv m. (-T:) A barbarian, a Hun.

FW m. (-Ts-Tl-T) Called, summoned^ invited. s.dt to call,

V aff.

FfT f. (-fw:) 'Calling. * Calling to in defiance, challenging,

a. #r to call, aff. fvr.

VW ind. 'A particle of doubt or consideration (humph, ha.) 4 An
interrogatory particle, (hey, indeed.) 4 A particle of assent,

(yes, well, so be it, amen.) 4 An interjection, of anger. * Of

fear.
4 Of reproach, contempt, (equivalent to be silent, tush,

pish.)
f Of aversion, repulse, or dislike, Ac. 4 A magical or

mystical monosyllable. 4 An imitative sound, a. FT to call,

.irjt.

FTflTT mfn. (-T:-TT-T) Being offered in oblation, r. f to offer

pass, v., FTVT aff.

FTT m. (-T!) A jackal, b. W a cry of fear or wrath, and XT,

sound.

FTT n.(-T) Crookedness, (literal or figurative,) craft, cunning.

k. yr to be crooked, F7T aff.

FF n. (-F0 A Gandharba : see FT-

FT m. (-TO A Gandharba : see FT-

T r. 1st cl. (T) T"! r- * 5t cl - (T^fw -t) ‘ To convey. 4 To take

or accept. 4 To steal,
4To destroy or annul, r. 3rd cl. (Tirpfi)

To take by violence. With TT prefixed, To imitate. With

TT, 1 To remove, to take away or apart. 4 To leave behind.

II o
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• To steal, With To ftMmh. With *f*T and Ilf, To

reason. With *fi? and WII. To deliver. With fw, and

^TV, To utter, to pronounce. With vnr, 1 To regain. • To

punish or fine. With VW, 1 To raise, to lift or take up. * To

expel. With and ViTT, ' To say or tell. • To illustrate,

to exemplify. With W*.
1 To bring near to. 'To give. With

^ and qr*. To w ithhold. With fsf c hanged to 41 To frets*.

With fitT, To shew disrespect. With fine and To fast.

With ' To reproach, to abuse or censure.
1 To leave, to

shun, to abandon. 'To resist.
4 To extract- With If, To trike.

With sfw changed to To keep watch. With vfrr and XiW*

To think abstiactedly by restraining the organs of senre. With

*fn and To disregard, to abandon. With tV, To sport, to

ramble for pleasure. With f¥, or fir and vftlV, To say, to utter,

to apeak. With fw and ' To transact business. * To litigate.

With VfF, To kill. With or *»f, and WPT ,
To collect, to

assemble. With fw and *TtP, To speak in concert.

With i6i?, ’Ttr and WTV. To relate. With and vstt,
1 To

give. * To assemble, to collect. WithW and s, To fight.

With ft and ^rfVr prefixed and implying reciprocity (*fWTTB)

To steal or plunder mutually. In the first sense (to convey),

this verb governs two accusative*, as sfTff MTftT tmJ he takes

the load (to) (be village. ,

m. (-^:) Kaftuofiva. i. ^pf the heart, and ktl who

sleeps.

f. (-ut)
1 Shame, modesty. • Censure, reproach, ft.

Kan’dwddi root, to be ashamed, waff., and the vowel made

short; otherwise

^pfrirr f. (-wrO ’ Censure, reproach. ' Shame, basbfulnesa.

b. see the last.

X* mfn. C-W:-lfT->f)
1 Taken, taken away, seized. ' Accepted.

e. ^ to take, W afT.

^7?v?*r»r mfn. (-Bn-HT-4b Robbed or stripped of all, entirely

ruined, ft. ^TT, and vjas'Bl all.

^pjTfwsnT mfn. ' Neglecting ones duty. * Deprived

of an office, turned out. ' Barred or deprived of one's right.

k. TpT, and vflfiwrn: superintendance.

mfn. (-^:-TT-T) Left without a reply, e. and-^t^

answer.

n. (-^) The heart, *. ^pT. and lump of flesh.

X*\ tod. Having taken, seized, accepted, &c. e-X to take, iff aff.

mfn. (-tut -T^i-'WE) Seated in the heart, k. and tgp

what stays. *

X^ n. or
.

1 The heart. • The mind, the faculty or

seat of thought and feeling, b. ^ to take, aff. fipg, and Tfftf

added
;
or XK substituted for the following.

n. (-4) ' The mind, the seat or faculty of thought and

feeling. ' The heart. • Knowledge, ft. \ to lake.

Unadi aff., and Sf* augment.

mfn. (•vfi-fttft-fff) Captivating, engaging the affec-

tions. ft. ^Ti?. and vrfTW taking.

f ir mfn. (-sr-WT-li)
1 Apposite and proper, (as speech.)

• A fleeting, touching. * Dear, beloved, ft.XW the heart, ftW

to go, fir aff*

^g^fTT mfn. (-WTW-Tift^fW) ' Good-hearted, kind, humane.

b. xn the heart, and ^ifwaff.

n. (-4) The breast, the cheat, ft. fXV the heart, and

for* place.

Tj-gvmn* ra. (-m) A heron, k the heart, and BnOTV self.

mfn. Good-hearted. «. the heart, and

aff.

mfn. (-if or Heart-piercing, ft. ^4%
what pierces.

VKffft mfn (-fr-^T-fr) Good-hearted, t. the heart, and

ai aff.

mfn. (*4t-f44Vfc) Good-hearted, k. the heart,

and Tfw po*«- aff*

m. (-if:)
1 A husband. * A wife- a. the heart, and

lord.

mfn. Heart-heaving, distressing, b.

tjw up, 4* what goes.

Tg^TWVl m. (-’$:) A curl or lock of hair on a horse’s neck, or

breast. I vv the heart, and Sfmi a twist.

^jrjffosr mfn. (-vc*i Dear, beloved, cherished, r. in the

heart, and what affects.

mfn. (-W’-WT-W) Conceived, come to mind, designed.

E. X^' *«<* ** gone*

m. ( ffO llte name of a mountainous district

f- jfi ytTf m. pi. (-if:) The military* inhabitants of the Hndgaia

mountains, k. a* above, W off*

m. (-if:) l*he heart or the region of it ft place.

ntfn.(-ff:-fff*^) ' Dear, beloved, cherished, desired. * Grate-

ful, pleasant agreeable. * Produced in or from the heart.

• Affectionate, kind. m. (-fft) A Mantra of the ridat for

effecting anyone’s subjection or fascination, f. (-fTTl Firl(Cdti,

a medicinal root, so named, n. (-fj) Cassia bark, a the

heart, vr»r aff.

rn.(-'aft) The Bel tree, (iEgle raarroelos.) n.(-ftf) ' Small

cardamoms. Sochal salt. f. (-
,

»r) Great-flowered jasmine.

e agreeable, and 4 -w smell.

XfJUT f. (-WT) Agreeableness, delightfulness. B. and 1f^

aff. ; also with ift,

m. (-3rt) ' Heart-burn. * Any disease of the heart a.

the heart, and disease ; also ^nt.

m. (-0) A tree, (Pentaptcr* Arjuna.) c. \ the

he»rt-bura, and afe^ hotrtila

^fm* m. (J»:) The stomach. I. the heart, andm a

part.

m. (-*:) Hiccough. 1. %\ the heart, W* to sport,

aff. WW.

m. (*fP) Regret, sorrow for any object absent or missing,

n. (4) Knowledge, ft- the heart, fww to write, aff, awl

.

also

(T^: '*) TT\a r. 1th cl (X«lfrt) To rejoice, to esult, to be

pleased or delighted. («) VJ r. 1st cl. Orafif) To Be, to

affirm falsely.

tjfViT mfn. (-Iti TTr-lfi
1 Astonished, surprised. * Pleated, de-

lighted. * Exquisitely delighted, hexing the hair of the body
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erect with pleasure.
4 Disappointed, baulked, deceived.

1 Bent, boned. * Armed, accoutred, a. to be pleated, uff

K, with the augment T*>

X<?tT n. (-if) Any organ of sense, a. XX to affirm falsely,

Un '4<K aff., and the radical yowcI unchanged.

X^trx fo. (-'

w

') Kbisun'a or Vismn'o. «. an organ of

sense, and X
-* lord.

XT mfn. ( T : *TT*I)
1 Pleased, glad, delighted. • Laughing,

smiling. • Having the hair of the body erect with pleasure.

4 Astonished, surprised. * Disappointed, s. X"* 10 pleased,

or to affirm falsely, aflT. X-

XTJ* *»fn- (-T:-TT-^) Well- conditioned, well fed and happy.

XT. and 5X nourished. ,

XTTITT mfn. <-T xl-T) Happy, glad, t-XT pleased, TTWT

the mind, X* aff-

X¥TTTT^ mfn. (*WT-TT-T) Having the hair of the body on end.

k. X* delighted, ^fTW the down of the body.

XTXTQ mfn. (-vp-XT-T) Happy, light-hearted, k. XTT, and XTT
the heart

xft f. (*t% l * Delight, pleasure, happiness. * Pride, arrogance,

a. XT to be pleaied, aff. fxw.

% turf.
1 A vocative particle. * A particle of calling out to, or

challenging. An interjection, expressing envy or malice,

a. fx to go, aff. %.

%WT f. (-XT) Hiccough, b. fxw to hiccough, aff. XX >
an<l the

vowel changed.

r. lat cl. (XT#) To resist, to oppose.

T* r. 1st cl. (XTT) (X) TT (X*fr)
1 To resist, to oppose, to

contend with, to vex or haras*. • To be wicked.

U m. (-T-)
1 Obstruction, opposition, hindering, preventing.

• Injury, hurting, a. X* to annoy or oppose, aff. XT
XT r. 1st cl. (#Tfx> To surround, to encompass, (x)

To disregard, to contemn,

m. (-TH) Passion, anger.

XTTXX m. ( -X-) A horse-dealer.

XT r 9th cl. (XTXlfr) 1 To be past birth. * To produce young.

• To purify.

Xfr f. (-flp) * A weapon. f A ray of the sun. * Flame, s. fx

to go, or XT to kill, aff. the form is irr.

m - (*U : )
1 Cause, origin, motive. * The reason or argument

for an inference or deduction, b. fx to go, Un’idi aff. ijw.

X^T* mfn. (-X--XT-X)
1 Causal, instrumental. * Relating or be-

longing to the cause or motive, m. (-X:) An active cause,

an instrument or agent, a. Xff cause, and arty added.

#TJTT f-(-TT) Causation, cause, causativeneas, the abstract exis-

tence of cause or motive, e. cause, TV aff.; also %Jg
n.

X JTT mfn. (-TTT-TTl-irT) Having a cause, proceeding from

one, acknowledging one, &c. b. t<J, and xiffX aff.

%TJTIX m. (-x?) Disputation. a. #?y, and xrx dispute.

#TT ind. By reason or cause of. b. Xff *n l^e “ventL case,

used ns a particle.

vlwiTTT m. (-T:) (In logic,) Fallacious semblance of reason or

argument, assignment of proof or cause which can be shewn

to be incorrect
;
various kinds are specified, s. Xtj, *°d XTTTX

semblance.

XT m. (-r:) A horse of a dark colour, n. (-tf) Gold. f. (-XT)

1 An Aptaras or courtesan of liiuka'a heaven. ' A handsome

woman, a. ff to go, TT aff.

Xwxxxr m. (-Xt) Coral, b. XT gold, and xxx a shoot.

XTTTTT ra. (-Xs) A goldsmith, e. XTT gold, and XTT who makes

or works'; also X*tXT' (-#T), &c.

m. (-T:) One of the ranges of mountains dividing the

known continent into nine k'ertha* ,* this range is the second

south of Ilavrita, or the central division, and ia immediately

to the north of the Himalaya
,
forming with it the boundaries

of the Kiunara fertham. t. XT gold or golden, and X7 a

peak.

#T%fx m. (*fx:) Fire. *. Xt gold, and dtfx who sports.

*t#t m. (-IT) S iva. e. XT gold, and mv_ hair.

XrxTcl f. (-xl) A medicinal sort of moon-plant, a. XT gold,

and a name of several plants.

XTTfVrl f- (-Xl) Renuka, a perfume, b. #t golden, and zfkrft

a perfume.

XTXrX m. (-X:) Fire. a. #r gold, and XTXT flame.

XTTT m. (-X:) Datura or thorn-apple, a. XT. and me tree.

hnrT n. (-tf) Blue vitrioL a. #t gold, M to pass, aff. XT.

X»r*rni m. (-X0 The glomerous fig tree. f. (-xft) A medicinal

sort of moon-plant. *. #T gold, milk
;

also with XT
added, XT^XX

'XmpXT m. (-X;) The glomerous fig tree, (Ficus glomerata
:)

see the last.

Xtt n. (-t) Gold. m. (-wr)
1 The planet Mehcury. * Winter.

a. lx to go, Tfrr »ff-

Xxx mo. (-wr*Mj The cold season, winter, the two months,

Afrrahdyana and Pamka, or about Novembcr-December. *

b. XT to hurt. XX Uo'adi aff., fx substituted for the root;

and XX augment.

xrmrtx m. (-X:) Elephant or wood-apple, b. XtX winter,

and TTT lord.

XTTXW m. (-if;) The mountain Mint, e, XT gold, and TXT
mountain.

XT^X n. (-X)
1 The Atoka tree, (Jonesia Asoca.) * The China

rose, the flower, m. (-X) 1 The ChampaJca, (Michelia chum-

paca.) The Lodh tree. f. (-aft) Bengal madder, s. XT

golden, and xx a flower.

XwgxT m. (*xt) The Ckampaka. f. (-fxTT) Ycllox jasmine.

B. XT, added to the last.

XXTTXr t ( XO The wife of Yama. a. XT gold, and TTWf a

garland.

mfn. Full of gold uod gem,. »r>d

s gem, «R* »tt

t (-Rt) Turmeric, *. %R gold, T7» colour, end

aff.-

m. (-«:) ‘ A goldimitb. ’ A chameleon, a lizard. * A
touchstone, a. V* gold, Oil to have or take, aif. m.

RtfRUI n. (-V) A pearl, z. RH gold, T, surrounding.

tRRjf m. VisuK tr. t. T« gold, and »nf a shed.
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f. (-WT) A medicinal sort of moon-plant. s. it? gold,

and firor crest.

n. (-4; A necklace. 8. ^«r gold, a string, ¥1
added.

1¥TT m. (-TO
1 Garoo'a. • A lion. • The mountain Stimirtt.

* Belauma. 4 The Ckampaka, (Michelia champaca) a. is?

gold, and Tt body.

fmfk m. ( fk:,l The mountain Miru. t. i¥ gold, and ifs n

mountain.

11 mfn. (*¥ -TT-'O To be left, abandoned, avoided, &c. t. ir

to quit, ¥1{ aff.

n. (-X)
1 A sort of crown or tiara. ‘Turmeric. • The illusion

of a demon, i. fi to go, iw aff.

“• (*^ :
)

1 Gan'bs'a. * A buffalo. * A hero inflated with

his own valour and prowess. ‘ A Buddha or Bauddha deity.

«. ^ calling or defying, xfx to sound, aff.

f- (-it) Dcboa. 8. Gan'kra, and unit mother,

m. (-fs) A country included in the enumeration of the

provinces of the Dehhi*. r. Gan ’6a 'a, and if fair,

¥fnr m. (-¥:) A spy, a secret emissary or agent.

il¥ m. (-¥*•)
1 An attendant on Mahdkdla, or Siva in that form.

* An inferior divinity of the Bauddka*.

iinft f. (-it) A potherb, (Hingtaha repens.)

T¥¥ n. (-i)
1 Disrespect, disregard, contempt. 1 Wantoning,

dalliance. 8. fiwr to disregard, ad. wrs,
* '

1¥T f. (-¥T) ‘ Wanton dalliance, lascivious endearment Dis-

respect, contempt * Moonlight a. ffi to dally, aff. yi
and ¥l¥.

m. (-y.) A horse-dealer.

ifa m. (-fir*.) The sun. f. (fy) Dalliance, wanton sport b. fiw
to dally, Un’idi aff.

i* (¥) if a r. 1st cl. (iii) To neigh as a horse.

^17 f. (-IT) Neighing, (as a horse, or braying, as an ass.) b. ii
to sound, to neigh, «ff. 11 and *pj.

ifil m. (-it) A horse, b. %wr neighing, and xfx aff.

li ind.
1 A particle of addressing, a vocattve particle. • An

^
interjection of calling aloud. B. % the same, repeated.

* ind 1 A vocative particle. * An interjection of calling, b. $
to call, W aff.

sjjfj* mfn. (-¥:«it-i) Causal, causative, m. (-W-)
1 A follower

of the Mimami doctrines. • A sceptic, a causalist *. %tj-

cause, is aiT.

in mfn. (-W*.-it-i)
1

Golden. • Frigid, freezing, cold. n. (-i)

Hoar-frost f. (-it) Yellow jasmine. 8. gold, or fxv
frost, isr afT.

’ mfn. 1 Cold, wintry. * Growing in winter.'

• Suitable to winter, m. (-1 :) The month Mdrgaairtha. n. (-i)

The winter season, a. inn winter, if alT, and the final

optionally rejected.

inn mfn (-’n'-nVn) 1 Wintry, cold. * Growing in winter, &c.
• Suitable to the winter, (as abode or clothing, &c.) n. (-it)

The winter seaaoD, r. inn winter,m aff.

infm mfn. (-¥:-¥t-i) Wintry, freezing, frigid, a. i*?i, and
an aff.

inn ms. (-Wt-i) Winter, a. fim cold, iw aff.

1«nn n. (-IT) Bharata Vtrtha of India, m. (-10 A sort of poi-

son. f. (-it) ’ Parvatj. * Chebulic myrobalan. ' A medicinal

kind of moon-plant 4 A white kind of Orris root. • The

Ganget. b. fiin? the snowy mountains skiaung India

aff., fern. aff. ill.

Iiritw n. (-ij) 1 Clarified butter prepared a day before it is

used. * Fresh butter, b. u yesterday, iT^rf milk, fur
substituted for them, and nn aff.

ifm m. (-n:) A thief.

Ill m. (-i:) Kartavi'rya, a sovereign.

ill m. (-10 A prince; also KartavCrya.

IT ind. ' A vocative particle.
1 An interjection of calling out

to, or challenging, e. am to call, IT aff.

TT? (n) inr r. 1 st el. (Iprfn) To go, to move. (irci) To dis-

regard, to disrespect.

in m. (-:) A raft a float a boat a. fi to go,

aff.nn.

ii¥ m. <-¥T) A robber, a footpad or highway robber, k. yi to

collect, ¥1 alT.

ir» mfn. (-¥:¥T-¥) Stolen, n. (-¥) Stolen goods, s. nr to

steal, n aff.

XIM m. (-WT) A priest who at a sacrifice recites the prayers of

the Rig Irtda

;

one conversant with that f’ida. z. y to sa-

crifice, Un'adi aff. ¥1*

til n. ( I)
1 An article intended or fit for offering with fins,

generally clarified butter. 1 Burnt-offering, oblation with fire.

8. i to sacrifice,H aff.

tl^l n.(-i) A place where oblations are offered, m. (•¥:) A
priest offering an oblation, e. in an offering, ¥ aff.

1T1 m. (-W-) Burnt-offering, the casting of clarified butter, &c.

into the sacred fire, as an offering to the gods, accompanied

with prayers or invocations, according to the object of the

sacrifice, a. Tg to sacrifice, ¥1 Un'Adi aff.

n. (-fi) A hole in the ground or an altar, for receiving

the fire for an oblation. 8. in? burnt-offering, and a

hole.

in?i¥ m. (•«?:) The smoke of burnt- offering, s. in? as above,

and smoke.

.ITsnU^ n. ( SR) The ashes of a burnt-offering, a. %th as

above, ashes.

inm^mfn. (-1T1-1 Having performed sacrifice, b.

and ¥lj^aff.

imjfq m. (-f«:) Sacrificial fire. b. ^n? an oblation, and ift?

fire.

Ijfi? m. (*ff?’-)
1 Clarified butter. * Fire. * Water, e. 9 to sacri-

fice, firafaff.

^rf¥W m. (-ll) The offerer of an oblation, s. y to sacrifice,

fkrfaf Un’adi aff.

*KT f. (-ir)
' The rising of a sign of tbe zodiac. 1 Part of the

duration of a sign, the twenty-fourth part of a day, an hour.

4 A mark, a line. * A science or work in science, probably

on astrology, a. iTC^Lo go, to proceed, affs. yi and m,
and ¥ changed to
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XTWXT f. (-XT) TTjc ceremony of throwing a red powder catted

HotL

^nrt inti.
1 An intetjeclion of catting. • An exclamation of

challenging or defiance. B. ^T, and XT both the aame.

XT tad.
1 An interjection of defiance or challenge. * A vocative

particle, e. irx to call, XT afT.

XTXX mfn. (-X:-*ft-XJ Relating or appertaining to the f/dirt or

priest so named, r XTX a priest, and fw aflf.

xiRI n. (-«jj Clarified butter, b. XTX burnt-offering, x*r afT.

TTXXTX n. (-flfr.l Sesamum. b. XlfiT relating to burnt-offering,

and XTX grain- *

X r. 2nd cl. (XlT) To take away, to withhold or aecrete. With

XX or far prefixed. To conceal, to hide, to deny.

XV r. 1st cl. (Xxfw) To more, to shake.

IV md. Yesterday. B. XTW a day, deriv. irr.

XTXX mfn. (-W’.'ift-X) Of yesterday, produced or occurred yes-

terday. k. XX yesterday, v aff.

XXI n»f». (-XH :
-W-T*) Of yesterday : see the last. a, XX yes-

terday, and nrx aff.

xx (X) X* r. 1st cL (x*fw) To cover.

Xf*XT f- (-XT)
1 Censure, reproach. * Shame, t. \df\w Kondiedd(

root, to feel shame, XX, aff, form irr. : see fifsrfar.

m. (-x*.)
* A deep lake, a large or deep piece of water. * A

ray of light, a. to *ound, aff. x% and the deriv. irr.

XT*X m. (-X0 An alligator, a crocodile, e. XX a lake, and

XX abode.

Xf^^t f- (**?t)
1 A river in general. • Lightning, a. XX deep

water, xfw and xtX »ffs*

XX r. 10th cl. (XTXXfx) To speak.

XX r. 1st cL (xvffc) ' To sound. * To be small or few,

Xfxx mfn. (-Tt-WT-VT)
1 Made little, diminished. • Sounded.

*. XX to sound, x aff.

Xfxx min, (f!-fT*Tl) Very short or small, e. XX abort, aff.

of the irr. superlative TTX, form irr.
j also with TXXX aff.

XXtvX mfn. (-XTX-XXt-X).

Xfxxx m. (-XT) Smallness, shortness, a. XX short, small,

Txfwx aff-* form irr.

XX mfn. (-V:-WT-x) ' Short, low in stature. • Short, as a

vowel, m- (-X*) A dwarf, s. XX to be small, and w aff.

XXX^XXT f. (-XT) A plant, (Hedysarum lagopodioides.) k. XX
short, iXwxt coix.

xx^5 m. (-^;) A short kind of AW««gr*ss. a. XX short,

the same.

XXTXXX m. (-x:) A sort of Bassia. 8. XX short, XX a leaf, and

XX added.

XXiftJ m.(.fxi) The gigantic Asdepias, (A. gigantea.)

XXTTT m. (-:) ' A medicinal root, commonly Jlvoka. ' A dwarf.

B. XX short, and XT the body.

XTX t* 1st cl. (X< xfl) To sound, inarticulately.

XIX m - (*X;
) Noise, sound, b. xiX to sound, aff. XX-

XTfxx mfn. (.^-r<<l-fx) Sounding, making a sound or noise,

f- ' Lightning. • Inora's thunderbolt. * A river in ge-

neral.
4 The Olibanum tree. a. XTX to sound, afls.

and wtX-

HTU m, (-W: ) Sound, noise, f Tfq to <ound, aff. T—
f. (-XT)

1 Censure, abuse. * Shame. «. T^t» to be

ashamed, aff. XT, and the vowel changed to ft; also

XXtXT. &c.

fxx mfn. (-vr-ITT-li)
1 Ashamed, modest, bashful. * Divided,

portioned. • Taken, conveyed, n. (-if) A portion, a share.

k. xt to be ashamed, X aff., and the vowel made short ; or

to take, aff. X. and Pc substituted for X.

fxfx f. (*fx*) Taking, conveying, e. ft substituted for XV

:

see xfr.

fjpTWTX mfn. (-Xt-XT-X)
1 Being taken or seized. * Being cap-

tivated, attracted, &c. b. x to take, pa&s. v., XTXX aff.

fX*C a. (-X) A perfume. «- see vftv<-

Xt r. 3rd cl. (fhnfcfJr) To be modest or ashamed.

Xt f- (-Tft=) Shame, bashfulness. e. xt to be ashamed, aff. fipr.

XtXT f. (-XT)
1 Modesty, shame. • Fear, terror, a. xt to be

ashamed, Uu'adi aff. XX ;
also ^ changed to X, XtTT-

Xt$ mfn. Ashamed, modest, m. (-$:)
1 Lac. ' Tin.

b. xt to be ashamed, Un'kdi aif. yx ;
also xty.

X^X r. 1st cl. (xtxfx) To be modest or ashamed.

Xtfx x mfn. (-W-XT-X) Modest, ashamed, b. xt shame, and fax

overcome.

mfn. (-X-'XT-x) Ashamed, i. *^t to be ashamed, aff. x.

form irr.

*t* mfn. (-X-XT-Xj Ashamed, bashful, modest, b. ^ to be

ashamed, aff. X, form rcg. ; sec the last.

XtfXTTX m. (-X:) Shamelessness, k. xt, and fxTTX throwing aff.

XtxX mfn. (-XTX snft-XX ) Bashful, modest, ashamed, k. xt,

and XTJ^t *ff-

XtT^ n. (-x) A drug and perfume, commonly Bala. b. xt

shame, and saffron.

Xtwx n. (-X) A perfume: see the last. z. 3|1vv, as before, v;

changed to X; also with XX added, xt^xx*.

XXX n. (-X) Putting to shame, excelling, surpassing, i. xt to

be ashamed, causal v., wx nff.

mfn. (-xx-vp^t-XXl Putting to shame, outvieing, surpass-

ing. r. xt to be ashamed, causal r., srX aff.

mfn. (-VT.-VT-X)
1 Made ashamed, put to shame. ' Excelled,

surpassed. *. Xt to be ashamed, causal v., x aff

(X) XX r. 1 st cl. (iprft) To collect.

V* (01) yj f. I «t cl (»rftf )

1 To collect, To go.

(go {«> r. 1st cl (SM) 1 To Mtuud inwtlcwUlcly, to neigh

as a horse. * To go, to move.

jjUT f. (-01) Neighing as a hone. a. jje to neigh, alfs. w
andTpr.

5gr» (hi) r. 1 st cl. (Xr*f*) To go, to move.

»* r. 1st cl ( jrafh) To co.er.

r. 10th cl («IVhfh) To speak, to speak articulately

:

also

jru r. 1st cl. To sound.

HTg of) Tnfl r. 1st cl 1 Vo gladden, to delight. • To

be glad or delighted. ' To sound, especially as a musical

instrument.

*JX m. (-H0 Pleasure, joy. a. WTH to be glad, aff.«

A.

11 t
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WT*TT n. (-«<) Joy, delight a. WTX lo be glad, end *? eif.

grftnt mfn- (-W:-WT-W) Delighted, happy. a. *ng to be happy,

W *ff*

VtfgTI mfn. Happy, glad. f. (-#t) The Olibanum

tree. a. VTX pleajure, xfw and a!T«.

yfm f. (*WT) Shame, modesty, a. to be ashamed, as Un'idi

aff., and t changed to SI.

mfn. ( Ashamed, modest, m. (-y) ' Lac. * Tin.

s. jft to be_aihamcd, aff. js*r, and * changed to

M-WT) Neighing, as a horse or ass, &c. k. for to

neigh, aff. sf and STT^.

3m r. 1st cl. (irwfw) To more, to shake.

W r. 1st cl. (vrfif) To bend, to curve, to make crooked.

# r. 1 st el. (sr^fiT)
1 To emulate, to vie with, to wish to over*

come or surpass. * To struggle or contend with. • To call.

4,To challenge. With flr, fr or SPff the verb is deponent

(^nn8^) i also with if rivalry be signified, (^nnpf)

he challenges.

C-" St S Co i i
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